
> Sears 

> WISH BOOK for the 
Christmas Season 1970 
Now, as through the years, The Wish Book" holds 
to its great tradition of bringing to all America 
products that are out of the ordinary, 
values that are truly unusual... 

Featured in this 1970 edition, over 225 price cuts 
that are really something special, including over 

1 100 in toys alone! 

Save this catalog. 
You can order 

any toy on pages 433 
through 607 

from now until 
July 30, 1971. 

USE SEARS "SHIP-A-GIFT" SERVICE-SEE PAGE 267 

INE SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. KANSAS CITY, MO. 64127 
INDEX BEGINS ON PAGES | Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back 
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Sea SE XO t holds to its 

E Pleased as we are to have been able to achieve the meaningful 
‚| price cuts featured here and throughout this book, we believe а 
& catalog needs even more than this to merit the пате Wish Book 

—to satisfy practically everyone's wishes when it comes to 
1 Christmas shopping. 

x A real Wish Book needs, among other things, outstanding 
VALUES—and this book really has them! It's full of exceptional 
buys. It has excitement, too—the excitement of great NEW IDEAS 
in merchandise that provide an interesting glimpse into the future. 

In addition, there are many examples of fine WORK MANSHIP. 
carefully-crafted items you'll want to see and read about . . . and 
many interesting items that are so OUT-OF-THE-ORDINARY 
they'd be hard to find in normal, everyday shopping. There is fun 
for people of all ages, too —hundreds of pages full of toys, games, 
hobby equipment and other things intended JUST-FOR-FUN. 

This, then, is a Wish Book in the best Sears tradition. We say 
it on these first 12 pages, and we prove it with the merchandise 
offered throughout all 608 pages. So buy from it early and buy 
from it often, remembering as you do that The Wish Book? is as 
easy and convenient to use as your telephone. 

NOW CUT :4 .. luxurious 

Wincama’ Fleece Jumpsuit 

with Schiffli embroidery 

Last Christmas s11” AVERAGE 
was 516.00 



great tradition of bringing to all America 

PRICE CUTS that are really Something Special 

On page 492 

Î CUT ‘1.55 
| Rock 'em-Sock 'ет 

i Robot Game was '9.99. 

Now *844 

On page 322 

CUT 15% 
Our best 
Rechargeable 
Lantern was '14.98. 

Now *12,56 



sears ALG BOOK holds to its 

N 
Our lowest price 

ever for any 

Alpaca-wool blend 

Cardigan for men ^ N 



great tradition of bringing to all America 

VALUES that are really Something Special 

Our lowest price ever 
for the famous 
Parker Brothers" 
Standard Monopoly Game 



Seas VATI BOON holds to its 

Just think .. an entire week's trash jor a family of 4 
compressed into one clean, compact throw-away bag .. 

no more garbage to carry out to the trash can .. 

no more trash cans to clutter up your house or yard 

This is what Sears Compactor can do for you 

It's the first really new work-saving 
convenience for the home in years 

219” 

Here's how it works: simply slide open the pull-out drawer . . 
put cans, bottles, food scraps or just about any trash into the 
Special moisture-proof bag ..close the drawer and push the 
start button. Automatically, a powerful ram exerts 2000 Ibs. of 
force to compress the refuse into 1⁄4 of its original volume. The 
entire operation takes less than 60 seconds. When bag is filled, 
just lift it out and it's ready for your local garbage pick-up. 

Acrylic enamel cabinet bas vinyl-clad steel top and adjustable 
nylon glides. Can be built-in or used free-standing in your kit- 
chen, utility room, basement or garage. What's more, you don't 
have to worry about unpleasant odors. Every time you close the 
compactor drawer a special chemical is sprayed on the refuse to 
help control bacteria and odor. Plugs into any 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC outlet. UL listed. Measures 34% inches high; 15 
inches wide; 24 inches deep. Includes 5 plastic-lined bags and 
1 spray can. 
65 N 40702N—Coppertone 65 N 40706N—Tawny Gold 
65 N 40700N— White 65 N 40704N — Avocado 
Shipping weight 196 pounds. $219.95 

See page 303 for extra bags and spray 



great tradition of bringing to all America 

NEW IDEAS that are Something Great 

4 
4 
On page 145 

Now..Panty Hose with 
legs guaranteed 
not to run for the life 
of the garment $F 97 

B 

= d LA 
ex - 

On page 302 

Revolutionary Micro-wave Oven 
cuts cooking time up to 70%; 

..can bake two potatoes іп Just 
$ minutes 642995 

ESA 

"Жш 
4 On page 81 

- Now..Electromic Zoom | 

Binoculars that provide ` 

1'/, thru 12 power 

magnification with just 
| a press of a button 

*180°° 

м 48 ^ sP 
X. on On page 324 

42, 44, 48, and 52 Now..a 7-foot 
For the first time Artificial Tree that 
in any sets up in seconds; 
Sears Catalog, hinged branches are 

| Flame-retardant 

ЎА. Nightwear in 
size ranges to fit 

^ just about 
any boy or girl.. 
low as 6299 

already attached and 
shape themselves 
automatically 

"499 



Sears 0 still holds to its 

Men's Belted Coat 

of genuine French Nappas 

Lambskin with 

hand-sewn satin lining 

150” 

We wanted to bring to you one of the very finest leathe: " 
y we used only imported "2 
oted for its unusual softn А 
fully selected by hand to 

-sewn buttonholes. 2-inch wide 
juttons are genuine leather and 

Wipe clean with damp cloth. 
State even chest size 
38 to 46 inc 



great tradition of bringing to all America 

EXPERT WORKMANSHIP thats Something-to-see 

Carefully 
hand-carved 

On page 288 
Hand- 
finished 
Statuary 
from Italy 
+. including 

Î this replica 
of the 
“winged 
Victory" 

2399 Men's Electric Shaver 
crafted in Austria 

with Swedish Steel 

cutting head $ f 7750 x 



Now the traditional 

Westminster Chime 

Grandfather’s Clock 

is styled in 

space-age Plexiglas’ for 
an unusual, modern look 

375" 



great tradition of bringing to all America 

Something OUT-OF-THE- ORDINARY 

Оп page 96 

Hand-carved a 
Jade Figure e % 
of the А 
Oriental p 
goddess t 74 
Kuan Yin.. Y 
shown here E 
in actual е 

size ‘$799 

E 

On page 77 
Unusual Direct-read 
Electric Alarm Clock 

On page 77 

тле | Precision Barograph 
Genuine Tambury | records changes in 
абан rd = q barometric pressures on 

'ael with hand- 7-day chart s, 
spun base and | 4 699 
goatskin head.. 
only *299> 



Even in these days when so many things 

are bought for pure utility, 

Sears VR BOON >и holds to its 

700X Astronomical Tracking Scope 
provides exacting color definition even 

for stars of the 11th magnitude 



great tradition of bringing to all America 

Something JUST-FOR-FUN 

N се аз 
Play Tent 
shaped like a space 
capsule sy (999 

9-foot-high Wall 
Panel of Dr. Seuss’ 
“Cat in the Hat” 

*595 
о 1970 Or. Sav. AN sgh rosarios. 



Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

эв v эе 

за м 98982 
$1600 Shipping wt. 11b. 120 мао 
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Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 



Dual-purpose Ensembles in 
Black and White 

smartly styled. Both kn 

jumpsuit is great 
with slightly scoop 
three-quarter ba 

Jt with black and 
ind the neck and 

Sue ас SES tow a 
en 





A ene ОМ 
SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 51088) 

4 * 

„тащ LT 

лглр. 

ERRATA DE TATO, INNEN ETT ES 

SESS 



of our 44-page 
of Loungewear 
leepwear for 

the entire family 

Sears brings you 
SATIN SUPERB 

The Finest Quality Quilted 
Robe We've Ever Offered 

of 100% ny n, th 

er 

Misses" size 
ТЕО 
зе N 98956F 

Available 



ADORABLE 
COTTON QUILTS 



oft robes of extra rich pile of 
on back. Machine wash, warm, 

1 bong Robe. Lush 
look front. Deep lapel 

sleeves. Hidden side se 
Misses" sizes 10, 12. 14, 10. 48. State ize 

зв N 96891F—White 38 N SBB92F Fink 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. изо 
T ч 544.7 in. Available in white only 

Misses" sizes 12, 14, 16, 18.20. е 
38 N 988331 Shipping weight 2 lbs. 602... 31400 

38  933621—Hright orange with white 
Shipping weight 2 pound: 



Our lowest prices this season for 

х $688 5788 | =: 5588 5688 
Д Soft cotton chenille with deep, dense scrollwork down front, all around 

hem. Richly shirred along back yoke for comiortable fit, Three-quarter 
leeves. Roomy patch pockets, Machine wash, warm, separately 

Misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
38 N 96811F—Turquoise blue 
38 98792F Avocado 
Slate sise. Wt. 1 lb. Tox 95.88 

5 Button front style with de 
braid, Three-quarter sleeve: seam pocket 

belt . . tie under bust, at waist or slip thru 2 side waist slits so that ba 
drapes flatteringly. Polyester fll, acetate back. Machine wash, warm. 
Lone ковк. Shipping weicht 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
Average . . 5 ft, 3 in, to $ ft. in. Mises Sit. Sin, to $ ft 

Tin, Misses sizes 1012.14.16.18. 
зв N 98901F—Pale blue 
38 N S89021— Creamy white 

н $11.00 Siate size 39.00 
Tall. over $ ft, 7 in. Misses sizes 12, 14, — Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 

38 N 98911F— Creamy white 

16, 18,20, Stale riz за N 98903F— Pale blue 
За н 98913F-—Creamy white... 1200 За N 98904F—Creamy white 
за 989141 lale hive 1200 State size моро 
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Bust sizes 34 
38 N 17858 Ship 
А Seth match set 1. 



Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

1 Peignoir Set exquisite- 
dv trimmed with ecru 

lace , at hemline of gown; 

front of coat. Machine 
wach, medium tempera- 
ture 

Bust sizes 28-30: 31-14; 
36. Stele көтеп vize. 
38 N 21911F— Pale pink 
38 N 219125 — Light aqua 
Хара. wt. 14 oz... $14.00 

Delicate crepe-like 
texture feels 
exquisitely soft . . 
lovely pastel colors 

9 t Shift, Dainty 
wisp of white embros 

dered! eyelet skims around 
neckline, down front and 

waist, Machine wash, 
warm temperature 

Bost sise SOL) 
MG): 38-40), 

State mise leer S, M or La 
в N 16412F— Light lilac 
эв т 164134 
Shpe we. Koz... $7.00 

3 Tonic Polemo. Flourish 
of scalloped ecru lace 

around neck. at front, 
sleeves amd hem of tunic 
Self-fabrie buttons. Shirred 
elasticized waist. Straight 
leg pants have elasticized 
waist, , ace trimmed legs 
Machine wash, warm tem. 
perature 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 30, 36, 
40, State эйе 
38 N 164221 — Light aqua 
38 N 164236 — Pale pink 
Харе. wt. Dor... $1400 

Д Long Togo in stately 
grecian style, Separate 

fringed overlay drapes 
gracefully irom button 
shoulder closure to elasti 
ined wait . gives a 
blouson effect at bodice 
winelike effect at ame 
Machine wach, medium 
temperature. 

Bust sizes 29-30, 32-34: 
зе: 38-40. Sta 
38 N 21921F— White 
38 н 21922F — Light aqua 
Харе wt, Hier... $1000. 



touch .. 1 
wonderfully opaque 
and so quick drying 

5 Peignoir Set „midi length. Qj Long Toga . . simply capti Long Bra Gown sump- Pajama. Antros, nylon tricot. Beautiful nylon lace So luxuriously feminine... vating. V-neckline trimmed — ̂ tuously styled, Scalloped © overlay on front of top and short sleeves. Sell-cov- nylon satin edged rufles trim with ecru lace. Seli-fabric draw- ecru lace overlay adorns ered buttons. Pants designed for fine fit... have elasti neckline and hem of semi-fitted — string tie slips thru 2 side slits.. shoulders, bodice . . sweeps — cized waist. Machine wash, warm. 
empire gown . . trim front, rises subtly thru 2 front slits., down bow trimmed front окт... under 5 (t, 3 in, Bust sizes 30, 32, M, 36. sleeves and hemline of coat. Coat (без at bodice over hook and eye — panel, . dramatically deines 38 м 17931 of extra sheer 1S-denier nylon closing. Softly draped at back. — abovetheknee slit. Com. Shipping тор 1 pound. 39.00 
tricot has nylon satin tie string Matching bikini panty has elas- — fortably soft polyester über- yrange. fue heights 5 ft Jin. to S ít Din 
closing at bodice . falls slightly — ticized waist. Machine wash, fil bra. Lace hemline. Ma- ? Bust sizes 32, 34. 36, 38, 40, Please state sise. sborter than gown. Machine — warm temperature. chine wach, warm. IBN IIA Calo 10 TIEF Ko kun 
wach, medium temperature. Bust sizes 5032-80: MC): Вам sizes 32, M, 36, 35. зан үә Light pink Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 138-40). State 5, M or L. Please sale correct vise Shipplag weight 1 pound. $8.00 
за N 2I931F— Aqua blue 38 N 16432F— Yellow 38 N 21941F— Black Mac MUERE, FR Bog d Mi QE 
эв N 21932F— Light yellow за N 16433F— Black 38 N 21942F—Lixht aqua JAN 17918F—Candlesiow 38 N SSI Anua blue 
Siste sise. Wt. 1508......911.00 Shipping weight 130z.. ...$9.00 Shipping wt.1202.....5900 State ris. Shipping weight 1 pound. 3900 

Sint. [Sears] 27 



Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

N 
Polens Set: Navy мым Sit. Voce wimmel LOOK ATTMS: Our lowest pri wih wite eyelet Wie повна for any өүө Wim ай sel fabrie oes lero tom. Dep Vereine seul er fiel empire bodice. Dainty bow trm. ide 38-40, Empire wat быш Machine wash, medium. Wi. e 8 ө back. Мое! battery server Best sacs 34,3638 40, S 

ve halter top elasticized under 
Elastic-waist navy flare leg pants. 

li length coat has 

Matching bikini panties elasticized at 28 N 29441 —Light pink 
waist. Machine wash, warm. 38 N 294421 — Light blue 

32100 — Bust sizes S(32-34); М(36): Fach 53.44 2 ior 56.00 
1438-40). State S, M or L LARGER: State bust size 42, 44, 46 

vice, then B зв N 16372F— Pale pink 38 N 294461 — Light blue. 
15 N 549715 —Pink Blue 15 N 54972/— Black 38 N 16373/— Pale mint green за N 294471 — Light pink 
Shipping weight 1 po Shipping weight 10 ounces 5500 Euch 34.44 2 tor 58.00 

28 [Sears] 2 



5 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price 
in 5 years for any brushed knit 

coot and gown set. Floral print in 
20% nylon. 
je lace edged 

nylon satin bow trim ..§ button b 
cloning. Bikini panty has elasticized 
waist... ruffled leg openings. Machine 

Shipping weight 1 pound мо 1500 Slate site. Shipping wt. 12 or. 

LONG GOWN Combines 

Brushed Knit With 
Cotton Flannelette 

8 White brushed knit bodice of 30% 
Estron acetate. 20% nylon. Pertly 

detailed: black rayon looped trim at 
scoop neckline . . black nylon velvet 
tie bow at empire waist. 3 button back 
losing, long sleeves elasticized at 
wrists, Red and white plaid skirt of 
100% cotton flannelette falls softly into 
wide ruffled bem. Machine wash, warm. 
Bust sizes 32-34; 46; 38-40. 

за N TOLIE— Please state т. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

m. [Bears] 29 
3600 



Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Frilled and Tailored styles 
. . shrinkage controlled by 

Estrel* finish 

у 
Tä 

30 [Sears] q i 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE A z LU ) Superior styling in a finely brushed о ait fabric of 80% Estromk acetate. 20% Ом» Best » nylon. Careningy soft on the outside inside. a special tricot e smoothnen. Warm 4 lightweight. Estel ish. max. fabric Brushed Knit 
Shrink. 25%. Machine wash, warm 

Sleepwear (6 thru 8) 
Exquisitely Frilled BEST BECAUSE: 

1 fine бд, Gm stro ton bat These Purrfecton knits 
verted pleat, daintily ribbed sheer nylon have a superbly rich texture tricot sleeves. Three button coat is similarly and luxurious sheen. Made of detailed with matching nylon overlay on Antron nylon tricot, they 

Bust sizes 32-34: 36; 38-40. will not pill, mat or fray 38 N 71231F— Light blue with white appreciably lightweight, 
38 N 71232F— Pink with white ер -= 9, Slate sise. Shipping wt, 1 Ib. ов... 1640 durable. So extra soft and [ 

warm, they're positively Tenicatyle Polemo. Sheer nylon tricot 
bodice has de ly ribbed overlay pampering. Plus, they're x 

neckline edged with nylon lace liques. Em- shrinkage controlled. 
pire waist gathers in back . . falls in a lace 
tipped tunic from button front closing. Dou 
ble layer sheer nylon tricot sleeves lace cuff 
Pants have elasticized waist 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 
за N 71242F—Piok with white 
38 N 71241F—Light blue with white 
State size. Shipping weight 14 02... $10.00 

Distinctively Tailored 
(Э thew 5 ) Schiff embroidery artfully trims 
mandarin collar, smartly tucked bib front, 
three-quarter length sleeves. Three button 
front closing with self-fabric loops. Inverted 
froat pleat lends а gentle fullness, 
3 Long Gown, Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40. 

38 N 722021 — Medium yellow 
за м 72201F—Light blue 
Stele size, Shipping weight 13 or. $8.00 
Д LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price this 

season for any short gown in this supe- 
rier-quelity shrinkage controlled fabric. 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 3840. 
38 N T2192F— Medium yellow 
38 N 72191F—Light blue 
State site, Shipping weight 12 oz. 55.88 

5 Paloma. Pants have elasticized waistband. 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 

за N 72181F—Light blue 
эв н 72182F— Medium yellow 
State size. Shipping weight 14 oz., $8.00 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
(6 thru 8 } Softly scalloped collar, 2-button 
front placket and сый» of embroidered 
nylon satin. Yoke under front collar and 
across back for comfortable fullness. Ma- 
chine wash, warm. 
6 Tonicatylo Pajama. Sel-fabric belt 

Pants have elasticized waistband 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. ч 

за н 725021 — Medium pink 
эв N 72501f— Licht blue 
‘State size. Shipping weight 13 ox... $10.00 
7 Short Gown. Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40, 
38 N 72511F—Light blue 

38 N 72512F— Medium pink 
Stale size. Shipping weight 11 o $8.00 
B Lens Gown. Bust sines 32-34; 36; 34-40. 

38 N 729226 Мет pink 
зе N 72521F—Light blue 
Stale sise. Shipping weight 14 ог... ..$10,00 
Lancer. Medium pink only 

Bust sizes 42-44; 46-48, State size 
38 N 72532F—Shipping wt. 14 oz.. .-. $11.00 Sons [Sears] 31 



Styled in friendly 
circus characters... 

PAJAMA BAGS, 
© SHOE BAGS AND 
De ТТТ 

1 Clown Pojoma Bog. Multicolor pastel polka dots Бу Dumbo” Shoe Bog. Pink and gray cotton with — () Mickey Mouse” Avtogroph Pet. Head of pink 
printed on blue background. Cotton with con contrast trim. 6 shoe pockets. Beige vinyl back. and black printed cotton with black weoband. 

trast trim. Back open а to Winch width. Loop for е 
hanging (cord not includ 

2 Uon Shoe Bag. 6 orange a M^ (6047) 
cotton pockets on yellow jute burlap with 

trim. Loop 
25 н 593% 

10 потоне Shoe Bog. 

(з ond 4 ) Head 
Licda = 1] Avtegroph Dog. White с 
3 Winnie the Pooh led с s plush head. Red cot 

Lion Pojemo Bog. Bo 
8 king. He 



әк hangi g 

25 N 5910—Shipping weight 4 ounces 
3 Chorlie Brown "Baseboll Player 

Roomy back pocket in head and in body for 
pajamas, laundry or quick storage during room 
dean-ups, Yellow shirt, black pants. Cotton with 
contrast trim. Plastic hanger. 27 inches long. 25 N 5911— Shipping weight 4 ounces Бе 

Snoopy "Red Boron” Pojoma Bog. White cot 
ton with contrast trim. Hack opening for stor 

age. Plastic hanger, 22 inches long. 
25 N 5985— Shipping weight 4 ounces 5463 

..what great fun 

12ounces. 
1] Snoopy Doghouse Shoe Bog. Snoopy as the Red 

Baron in white felt of wool and rayon; contrast 
trim. Red cotton doghouse has В shoe pockets, large side roof pocket for pajamas, Hanging cord. 21x32 
in. long. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
25 N 5916—Shipping weicht 14 ounces $5.99 

Peanuts Shoe Bog. 10 blue pockets on red and 
white striped panel. Cotton with contrast trim 

and character decorations. Two loops at top for 
hanging. Measures 36 inches long. 
25 N 5944 —Shippine weight 4 ounces $3.99 

Ж. [Sears] 33 



Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Our lowest prices this season 
for any Family Pajamas of 

Sanforized” cotton flannelette 

Men's 
10, 1013, 

3 Men's нол. Pants with Gripper 
Nobelt® adjustable waist. Fly closure. 

Sizes S(34-36-in, chest); MER 40): L(42-44 
67 бды 7 pairs $5.76 
Lille Boys sizes wide $. 9, 10, 11, 12, 43 
State {мй эйе. 
15 N 51234F—Shpe. wt. 10 or 3249 

solid red collar and cuffs. Solid 
wach, medium, Maximum fabric sl аерыл, Sil 

33 N 13456F—SI 
TALL... 6 ft. tall and over. ia 

$3.49 33 N 134665 Shipping weight 11b. 5 
дш 

at waist back, 
lippers. Kel Fuzay 

Wuzay dyed shearling lamb uppers 
pants, elastic 

34. 56 6x SEM MS 5 отн? s җә, 29 3307F— Shipping weight 7 ounces з кем, 
rata. „over S ft. Tin Slate se 34, 36. 38, 40. 5 Bev! siss. Pants have Grippers so adjust ISwSArrer—Särg. we. 1 Ih мә 38 т 121 Shipping weicht 1 pound able waist. Fly clonar 

14, 16, 18.00 2 
weight 14 ounces 33.79 





Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

fj PERMA®PRESTIn Bed Ruffle. Tw 
Ә en, Hangs 14 inche r 

Pajama also 
in Chubby Sizes 



Robe, Culotte in 

Little Girls’ 

Girls’ Sizes 

3 to 14 
Comtorter zips into a 

34180-inch Sleeping Bag 

ТОЛЕ 

[Sears] 37 



Cotton flannelette with attached bootees 
(1 thew 3) Rel dower print on white background, Step in styling with button 
root. Long sleeves; elasticized culls, ankles. Bootees have skid resistant vinyl 
soles. Machine wash, warm. Sanlorized#®). maximum fabric shrinkage 1% 
] Women's. Bunnies 32.34.40.06. Gl 

State correct size. State corr 
эв NTOIBIE—WI 1 lb. 50m...3599 774 36641-5 wi Soe... 3499 
3 Line Girl 
NO 

38 [Sears] 2% 

ET 

Fluffy acrylic knit flee 
with separate bootees 

Самы 6) Warm and cuddly in bright pink. Step-in styling with 
ily lace trim, Peter Pan collar. patch pocket. Long. 

hing Neeced bootees 
and ruffle. Machine 

tes 42, 34. 16. 38, State corret sie 
hippi weight 1 pound 13 ounces. . . . 311 99 

5 Cine ico T. S 10,12, 14, Male vorrei 
77 N M61 Shipping weight | pound 4 ounces мозе 

G Bille Girls ies 3, 4. $. 6, ба. State correct vir 
29 т 3272F—Shippiing weight 14 ounces мэ 



© Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Look at Sears low price for 
warm Costume Nightwear complete 

with mask and gift box 

(Y they 7 | Warm 



Fun and fancy Gowns and Pajamas for 
1 fieri stripe Gown. С ion flannelette with ribbon and lace trim. Long 

sleeves, heat-re E wrists. Hemmed Back button 
closure white. Machine wash, medium. State sie 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or êx 

ing weight 5 ounces Each $2.99 

ond motching Cop. Cotton flannelette duo sparked with 
це sed culls. Ruffled bottom. Applique 

sed crown for better fit. Red and white, 

Set $2.99 

3 piece Culome. Cotton flanneletve. Swi look top is accented 
with ribbon and frilly lace. Patchwork look bottom. Long sleeves. heat 

ant elastic at wrists. Fro л closure. Blue, red and white. Machine 

29 м 3204F—Sh Each 32.99 

2 to 6x 

Д Poichwerk-iook Gown. Multicolor cotton Bannelete. Sleeves and front yoke 
dashed with “candy” stripes. Mock suspenders. Long sleeves, heat-resistant 

clastic at cuffs Ruffled bottom. Back button closure. Machine wash, medium. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone 
29 N 3303F Sta sist 2. 5.4, 5.6 or 6x. Shipping weight 9 ox... Each $2.99 

flannelette in pretty foral print. Top has Juliet 
m and lace trim. Elasticized culls. Back button 
stant elastic at waist: hemmed bottoms. Pink and. 

yellow on white. Machine wash. medium. State sise 2. 5.4.8, 6 or бх 
29 N 3306F— Shipping weight 6 ounces, Each $2.99 

6 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price in 12 months for ө 2-piece brushed- 
knit Pajama. Salt lightweight and warm acetate Top has ribbon 

elastic at wrists. Back 
ic at waist and anklet Red 

эше size 2, 3, 4, 5, Got 6x 
Each $2.99 29 N 34901 — Shipping weight 7 oun 



s. Sideseum pocket, 
warm. Please state sie 3, 4, 5, 6 ot 6 
29 N 980r Кеч 29 N 9811F— Blue 
Shipping weight 1 th, 2 oz... Each $6.99 

n» 
Full-length Quilted Robes for sizes to 6x E 

dena y ee 
cotton percale; ЙиПу poly- cot shell; бабу polyester ton Rebe. Great styling too, 

7 Patchwork-look Robe — Vibrant 

ester fiberáil lining of ace- — fill; acetate tricot lining. topped with a Peter Pan col 
late tricot. Button front. Smart stand-up collar, lar and lace trim. Cotton 

Ruffled bottom. 3¿-length Full button front, hemmed shell; fully polyester fill Warm 'n fuzzy Slipper Socks 
sleeves have ruffled cuffs. bottom. Mlength sleeves. acetate tricot lining. Button 
Nylon velvet tie belt, Side. — Sideseam pocket, Ma. front, Hemmed bottom. 3; 
seam pocket. Multicolor. chine wash, medium. length sleeves. Side-seam 
Machine wash, warm temp. Please sta .5,6,65. pocket, Machine w 

ribbed, acrylic knit top for stay-on fit 
ит. Get this 

done jov dial Sears and order it 
Please state correct sist 1, 29 N 9847F—Pi lium. Stale 3, 4, S, 6 or 6x. length 6 inches): M(foe foot length 

3,4 5, 6, 6x 29 N 948 Blue 29 9804F-— Red check 7 inches): L(for foot length & inches) 
Shipping weight 1tounces. 29 N 9MASI— Gold 29 N 9805F—Blue check 29 N 1248-—Кей 291% 1250F-—White 29 N 1249F—Blue 

29 н 9806г... Each $5.99 Wi 1202... Each $4.99 WL I3 oz. Each $4.94 ‚State size S. M or L. Shipping weight 5 ounces. . Pair $2.99 



Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Pajama and Robe Sets for sizes 3 to 6x 
п robe, Cotton flannelette pajama, Top has long 

Elastic-waist pants 
29 N 3490F—Red N M91 — Blue 
State rise 3, 4, 5. 6, 6x. Shipping weight 13 ounce 

Machine wash, medium. 

et 54.99 

Robe only. Shpg. wt. Xo. 
29 N 9832F—Blue tones Set 34.99 — 29 N 9819F —Blue Plaid Еа. $2.99 
29 N 98337 —Red tones. Set 4.99 29 3820F—Kel plaid Ка 299 

SIZES 3 to 8 

7 
› Р i 

x > 

Te He / 7 * B 
F. М ¿ 

a | э { =. - : E 

42 [Sears] 2, 

"ot of our special opening section .. page 7 

Look at this gri 
«otton flannelette ima Set for boys and girls 

ONLY 5299 j A value thats 
SOMETHING SPECIAL 

9 мше. Candy stipe Candy striped 

knit anklets. Rib knit bam: 
Machine washal 
29 N 34868 Shippin weight 9 

Flame Retardant 
.. of such unusual interest, these 

Grow Sleepers were selected as a feature 

Heavyweight co knit, Special fame-retardant fish means 

га опе pullover 
ps, pants allow for growth. have heat-resistant elastic at 

waist; skid-resistant plastic soles, double-fabric toes, Machine 

+ 298302 —Velow 29 № 3256F 
State size 3, 4, 5, or $. Wt. 13 ог. 

Red 
Each 33.99 



Our lowest price ever for any 

Boys' Pinwale Corduroy Robes 

‘A value that's 
SOMETHING $994 
SPECIAL 3 

SIZES 2 to 6x 

Each 53.94 

Fold-away Stretch Slippers 



footed sleepwéar.. 
Part of our 44-page 

collection of Loungewear 
and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

2-piece cotton flannelette Sleepers for sizes | to 4 
{2 ond 3 } Fun screen printed tops. Pants have heat 
ankles, Skid.resistant plastic soles. Mach 

stant elastic at waist and 
wash, medium. 

Boys’ Football style. Pullover top y Heart Belongs 10 Daddy” 
has rib-knit neck and cuffs Top has yoke front, turn-down 

29 N 3291F—White top, red pants colar, back button closure Rufe cuf 
29 N 3462F—LL. blue top, bright blue led and white, Why net pick up the AA 
State site 1.2. 3,4.W4.5 тэн SN WL $ ол... Each 32.79 

I-piece Orlon* Blanket Sleeper for sizes | to 4 
] It's Scars exclusive print that makes this sleeper extra special 

And fleece Orlon” acrylic knit is so cuddly and warm. Full 
nylon zipper front with snap tab at neck. Comfortable raglan 
shoulder», Doubleabric rib-knit collar and cuffs, Ski 
plastic soles: plastic toe caps. Machine wash, med 

Please state correc 23004, 
29 N 3302F—Green 29 N3301f—Vellow 29 N 3000 Blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. Each 54,99 

a l-piece Orlon* 
Blanket Sleeper 
for sizes | to 6 

Flame-Retardant 44 Fleeces Orlon” acrylic much unusual interest, these Sleepers were selected kait, Full moon al ‘as a feature o] our special opening section... page? per front has snap tab at 
neck. Raglan shoulders, 
Double-fabric rib-knit 15 ond 6 ) 2-piece cotton Sleepers for sizes 1 to 4. Special ilame-retardant 
collar, cuffs. Skid-rexist. finish means these sleepers won't continue to burn when removed from fire 
ant м soles; "à Non-toxic; effective for at least 50 washings. Machine wash, medium, 

Ire Masse rm 5 PERMA-PRESTA cotton flonnelette Sleeper. Top has Gripper® snap 
fasteners in back. Pants have Gripper snaps at wat Iront: coti back For toddlers. Site sir waist. Self Jabric feet. Multicolor print. No ironing when tumble dried. 12, Sor We M oz 2 N 3347F— State шше 1,2, Vor Каре wt Son Each 12.99 

29N 3444F. Each $3.99 Heavyweight cotton Grow Sleepers. Extra-long tops and pants piss 
For lorger did. Swit 2 rowel Gripperfasteser at wat allo fr growth Tops have Geipper® "óc Sore WE M or, snap fasteners in back. Pants have casi back aha. Plastic sch 
жамы. یہ ہا TENGO Red 294 2H Yellow 

State size 1, 2, 3 ot 4. Shipping weight 11 ounces. Each 53.99 



PT : ‘we Ê OSCAR own 
Wine he: Pooh 

and the Blustery Day p 
ази, M > q 

4 
> SIZES 6 mos. to 4 

w DR R Qi) Sleepwear for sizes 6 months to 8 
ith Length-Set shrink (з ond 4) 2-plece Grow Sleep 

elasticized Machine wash. med. ; tumble dry. So easy to buy when уо 29 N 3454F-—Ballo 
t show: 

Each $6.99 $ For the larger child. Pullover top, Pants have elasticized boxer waist 
29 N 3206F— Balloon blu 29 N 2208F— llloon green 

n 29 N 3205 F— Balloon red 
ight 13 ounces Esch 33.49 

— Balk 
State rie 3, 4, 5 29 N 3497F— Ball 

mot shown 
Each $7.99 Д For toddlers. 2 rows of Gripper fasteners at waist allow for 2 in. growth. Top has Gripper 

жаар fasteners in back. Pants have band front, elastic back-waist Replace Grow ut 29 N 2011 los к 29 132017 Ballon bise 
growin, Sara control 29 2001 Balloon re 29 N 32021—Ballos yellow 
Gripper snap fasteners in back; rib-kn 
Pants have elasticized back-waist and ankle 

3 or 4, Shipping weight 11 ounce Each 33.49 

plastic soles. Machine wash, medium, Sta 2 5 11-а Musical Pooh. For full description, 6) 15-inch Cuddle Pooh. For full description, 
29 N 3389F—Red and white 29 N 3388F— Blue and whit en pe wt. 1 же page 237. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $ oz 

> 2 for 56.88: Each $3.49 — 291565 $5.99 2961591 35.99 

ORDER YOUR CHILD'S USUAL SIZE 
Size (пої ады) | mos. | 1 | 2 

Minch Coddle Pooh. For / 
232 



long robes and 
Part of our 44-page 

collection of Loungewear 
r for 

the entire family 

v» 
ORDER USUAL SIZE ... if in dou 



nightwear-robe sets..sirissizesz04 m 

(6 ond 7) 

Robe onl Era 



long gowns and 
apa BEST BECAUSE, Sears FLAME 

ae 1 fern DANT finish gives this 
PERMASPRESTE gown а builtin 
measure of safety. Sears lab tests 5 eii extinguishing; will not conti 

hera when re 
ассои or a кам 50 ж 

"ton flannclete in red peppered 
Mack and white button 

ined wrists 
wash, medium , . по iron if tumble dried. 

Girls sizes 7. 8, 10. 12, 14. State riz 
77 N 3629F—Shpe. wt. Nor... $4.99 

2 А тем relaxer in the m 
length. Multicolor patchwor 

Sanforiged cotton Hannele 
red semi fitted waistband fro 

ke and sleeves, Elasticiaed w 
butions. Matching curler є 
wash, mel, mas. f 

Girls sizes 7, & 10, 12, 14,3 
77 N 36361 —Shpg. wt. Kon... Set $2.99 

3 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price 
aver for any brushed tricot long 

gown. Juliet look gown of acetate and 
nylon for warmth without weight 
Bibbed and bordered in lace. Double 
pouf sleeves, elasticized wrists, Back 
buttons. Machine wash, warm. See page 
46 for robe in the same pastel shales 

Girls sizes 7, & 10, 12, 14 
тр N3673F-Mint — 77 N 36732F-Pink 
77 N36731F-Blue 
State site, Shipping weight 9 oa, 52.88 

PERMA*PRESTE culotte р/ step 
lively inan interesting red. white and 
red and white bib effect. E 

tumble dried. Bus it the easy жа) 
order by phone 
СА sises 7, 8, 10, 

77 N3649F— State size. Wt 
Б White culottes in nylon 5 White culottes in ву 

and defines empire waist, Button front. 

h, 12, 14. State sise, 
TIN3G0F—Sbpg. wt. Sor... $5.99 

( BEST BECAUSE, These PERMA” 
PRESTS culotte pj's are FLAME 

RETARDANT, Sears lab proved them 
wishing; they wont keep 

burning when removed from fire, Non. 
least 50 washing: 

Cotton fannelette in red, black, white 
Elasticized wrists, Back buttons. Ma 
chine wash, med 

71 N IAB E— Shpa. wi. Kon, 

The barbershop look in cotton dan: 
nelette, Top is red with white and 

blue stripes Long sleeves are punctuated 
with blue ribbon armbands and elas 
ticized Button-front placket 
Separate solid blue pants with elasticized 

Machine wash, medium. 
Girls sizes 7, 8, 10. 12, 14. State эйе 

77 N 3б%1#—5ре. wi. on... $3.99 
Slippers shown with girl nightwear on 
pages 46 thru 49 have cotton corduroy 
uppers, matching rosette, Composition 
sole and low wedge heel. 

Sizes B (med) 4 to 5. Half sizes 
15N52125F—White — 19N52126F— Red 
State rice, В widik. Wt, 1 Ib... 33.99 



Gu lette ] ajamas o o Dirls sizes Tto Ld mmm 



ptm гыш € : M | yh ZN um robes 

ыытыы ۷ 
| and Sleepwear for ! 

ЮМ the entire family f 
a Й 

Warm Cotton Flannel 
Football Pajamas 

SIZES 6 TO 12. Pulk 
numeral 

Monogram pinwale cotton cor- Ом finest cotton terry Robe  PERMA-PRESTS Aonnel Robe .. SIZES Н == be .. SIZES 6 TO 20, .. SIZES 6 TO 20. Contra 61020, 
1 HOPE 1 DREAM Абал | ^| Joey. Lwwr um To 
SEE ЮМ SHARP 1 LOOK 

[LS ESE NE PAJAMAS/ 

43 наа, 
азмаазовғ 
Shpe. wt. I I 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 



and robe т pajama sets 

SUN ^ IS Mose IN 2 

A — 

ust machine wash, 
temperature and tumble dry 

Contrasting color trims collar, sleeves and 
pock Shawl collar wrap-aro 

2, M, 16, 18 oF 2 

43 N 44349F—Gold 
Set $9.70 

43 46063F—Red 
Set $5.99 

N 46062F—Blue 
weight 1 Ib. 8.02 Shipping weight 1 Ib, M ог. 

азм AGOZIF—Red аз N ASEABI— loe. 
32498 Shpe. wt, M oz 

43 N 460221— Blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 

аз N 45649F—Gold 
Each $399; 2 for $7.86 

je belt and 2 pockets 
Matching pullover pajama top has straight bottom 
that can be worn in or out. Solid pants have elastic 
boxer waist, fly front, Sanforised®, 1% max. fabric 
hrinkage. Machine wash, med 

State rise 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 

43 N 464821 Bloc 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 14 oz. 

аз NAGASE— Red 
Set $6.97 

43 N 45481F—Red 

— 

reg 
Eti 

Lm 4 

m 



52 [Sears] Sar 

Cotton flannel Pajamas featuring 
Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends 

SIZES 6 TO 12 
Lovable Winnie and his pals, Tigger and Eeyore 
pullover tops. Ribbed knit neck, сий» and 

for 1% maximum fabric shrinkage. Why not pick up the p 
er i? 
size 6, 8, 10 or 12. See CHART 1 om Auge 53 

43 N 45422f— Blue (Теке) 
аз N 4SA23F— Red (Eeyore) 
43 N 45424F—CGold (Winnie-the Pooh) 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 

Flame Retardant 
such unusual Interest, these 

ш; 
el our rpecial opening sect 

PERMA-PREST* 
A... cotton flannel Pajamas 

SIZES 6 TO 12 
Sect ic Bey due dis une crn 
pullover style. No-iron fabric is self-extinguishing when 
‘exposed to flame , , stays that way for up to 50 washings. 
Top with straight bottom can be worn in or out. Rib 
knit neck, cuffs and ankles Elastic boxer waist, ly fro 
Pre-shrunk for 2% maximum fabric shrinkage. Machine 
wash, medium, tumble dry. 
‘State size б, &, 10 ос 12. See CHART 1 on page 5). 

43 N 46018F—Biue 43 N 46019F—Gold 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. 5195 

fes. DuPont TM 

lon. page 7 

Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

decorate the 
inkles have contrast 

im. Pants have all elastic boxer waist, ly frost. Sanforized i 
phone 

357 

Cotton flannel Pajama Sets with masks . . SIZES 6 TO 12 
ostume» when worn with masks, Machine washable at medium, Pajamas are Sanfotized% for 1% maximum fabric 

shrinkage, Pants have all elastic waist, ly front. 
State эй 6, 8, 10 or 12, Order usual size. И in doubt же CHART 1, page 53 

(1 thew 3 ) Colorful pullover style pajamas double as novel 

1 Tiger. Ferocious booking mask and pajamas with rib knit neck, cuffs and ankles 43 N 46024F—Gold and black print. Shipping weight 14 ounces Set 53.57 
Monster. Scary mask and pa mas with rib knit neck, cuffs and ankles. Top has 
screen printed monster that glows in the dark to complete the “fearsome” image 

Set $3.57 
3 Clown. Lovable mask and pajamas with ruffle at neck. Ribbed cuffs and ankles 

Red and white sections. Shipping weight 14 ounces 

43 М 46025F—Rlue. Shipping weight 14 ounces 

43 N 46026F Set 3357 

Warm Slipper Socks 
‚ machine washable 

at medium temperature 
b crew style. 80% Orlon* acrylic, 20% nylon to 
Rubber sole, vinyl sides. Stale sz 7.8.9, 10 or 11 

аз 189337 Olive 43 N 169321 Blue 43 к 189311 Red 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 3298 
5 Streich Slipperene. 77% Orlon* acrylic, 23% nylon. Elas 
© шей top. Sizes M(8 9j; L(10-11). Stale sc Mor La 
43 N 18945 Red, white 43 à I8946I— Bive, white Shipping weight ó ounces js 

Indion-design crew style. 80% Crean acrylic, 20% nylon tops. Rubber sole. vinyl sides, Stee sise б, 7. 
AN 189127 Blue Kirche 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

Slipper Medium | large 
Sock Sue |$| 7 * C a 

Shoe Size [6591011172 io? |3 5$ | 6158 BK 109 



Warm combed cotton knit Pajamas 
starring the Charlie Brown Gang . . SIZES 6 TO 20 

(7 ond 8) Ps 
Top cua be we 
fy front. Combe, 

er уйе boy la pola i 
in or out, Ribbed knit neck. 

cotton knit 

üble Charlie Brown gang. 
nkles. Elastic boxer waist 

medium 
8 SIZES 6 TO 12. Sia 

12. Shipping weight 1 
43 N46103F—Red stripes 
43 N 46101F—Green 
аз т 46100F— Blue sri 
Each $2 99 

machine washabl 
q SIZES 101O 20. State size 10.12, 14, 

16. 18 or 20. Shipping weight 14 oz 
аз N 46572F— Gree: 
аз N AESTIE— Gold 
аз м 46570F— 
Each $3.69 

CHART 1: SIZES 6 TO 20. Order oniy sizes listed with each Me 
Size П юрта 11671870 
Ches inches 5 © HB | 3» 135 
Нео, inch a ы 6 | & | ele 

— Ss 

FALCONS | COLT 

NFL cotton knit Pajamas with official 
team emblems . . SIZES 6 TO 16 

s have oficial team color trim on rib knit neck 
! pants. Tops with straight bottoms can he w 

in or out. Pants have elastic boxer waist. ly front, Machine wash, medium. 
Get this bit of Christmas ng done—just dial Sears and order it right 
now. Siaes S(6-8); M(10-12)- L(14-16). State S. M, L 
43 N AS2421— Kansas City Chiefs 
43 N 452301 Atlanta Falcons 
43 N A5227I— Baltimore Colts 43 N ASZME— Los Angeles kams 
43 N 45233I— Dallas Cowboys аЗ NAS2SF— New York Jets 
43 NAS2A3I— Denver lironcos аз N AS245I— Oakland Raiders 

Green Bay Р аз NAS2AF—San Diego Chargers 
Houston Oilers 43 N AS2ISF— San Francisco 49ers 

43 NASH40F— Miami Dolph 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. m 

White pullover style paja 
cuffs ankles and down 

43 NASZZIF— Minnesota Vikings 
азма F— Хем Orleans Saints 



Part of our 44-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

For real masculine 
elegance: acetate satin 
lounging Jacket topped 

off with a reversible Ascot 

aste for a smooth, suave look 
9 PERMA-PRES 

Robe in a hi 



TERRY 
terry is thick and absorbent 

үе wash, medium . . no ironing 
t өй with wide, Kinos, Dep 

1 at, in tie sash, 

Chest эше S(4-36); M(3£40) 
XL(4645). Stale S, M, L, XL. 

33 N 81835f— Brick 
7F—Deep blue 

Q Monogram Robe. Lined! 
© Chest pocket has Gripper et po 
tachable flap 

1-36); M(38-40): 104244) 
XL #8, ML. XL 

3 33 61741F—Blue 
7 s1299 

TALL sizes for men 6 ft. tall and over. 
33 N 81754F—Gold эз N 81751F—Blue 
State M, L, XL only. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 ог... $13.99 

Kimono. Bright n rg Two 

N 81957f—Deep blue 
e $1.99 

97. 
33 N 188767 Brick 
33 н 18971F—Light blue 

Pair $2.99 



Part of our 44-page 
4 collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

ALSO IN 
TALL 
suts 

No-iron PERMA 
(1 ond 2) нац 

pocket. Pearl 
Max 

Blazer S 
5 5» 

pe 

33 н 2827-64 
зун 112817 Bl 
Shipping weight 1 Ib 

ма. sizes, Sale M, L, ХІ 
33 N 11291F- Blue 
Shipping wei 

*PREST" broadcloth Pajamas 

blend for c 
fabric shri 
b 

Allover Pattern 

50% Fortrd& polyester, 50% Q 659 Chest 
© Hutton coat. Chest © size 4244), 

8(34-36); M(36-40); L(42-4); — XL(4648 
XL (46-48). State ше S, M. L, Xl Button coat style 

Stale size S, M, L, XL o 
эз н 11024F—Gold 
Pullover style 

ie size S, M, Lor ХІ 
nun 
hippie 6.49 и 

Look at this 
low price for 

broadcloth Pajamas 

Only 32 

01 F Blue on free 
Pullover style, State S, M, L, XL 
33 N 110057- Blue on green 
Shpa. wt, 150 $299 

PERMA-PREST™ мас 
. . luxurious broadcloth in vibra 

6? Rode $41” 

65% Dacroo* 
i.: tumble dry. No ironin 

(42-44) and XL(46-48 

(3 ond 4) Fi 

3 Poiamas. Chest pocket, culls, ank 
лар» on ad 

Coat style, Notche 
33 N 11301 Bh 

collar, pearlized but 
31 

XL. Shipping weicht 1 pound 3699 
TALL sizes. For men 6 
эзиз 
Pullover style. V 
33 м 11305F—Si 

авс 

Robe. L 

эз N 807011 Bi 
State эйе S, М, 

33 N 80711F—Si 



PERMA*PREST” s 8» 
nylon tricot knit P. J.'s 

PERMA-PREST* 

As) 
am le 7 33 N 11483F—Red 
State sise M, L, XL. Shpe. wt. 1 Ib... $7.99 

Combed cotton Knits 
shrinkage controlled to hold 

shape and fit 

Striped $ 450 
htshit 

Ski style $ Z99 



Part of our 44-page 
‘collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

1 PERMA-PRESTE Wroporound Robe makes a 
dashing appearance in lively colored pla 
"di 

Nur {wo waist pocket 
Snap fasteners for noo slip 

looking (res 
Chests (34-36): M(IS AD): LUSA); ХО 48). 
33 N 806B1F Blue plaid 33 N 80686F— Red plaid State те S, M, L or XL. Wt. 1 1b. 9.08... 51099 
TALL sizes. Cut lor 
33 н 806916 Rive 
State size M, Lor XL. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. ... $11.99 

er for men 6 feet and c 
aid 

9 Nightshirt. All cotton nappe flannelette give 
cosy warmth on winter nights. Solid red i 

parked with snow-white piping, Notched collar, 
ocket, button closing Full length. Ma 

h, separately at medium, Sanforiged к 
imum fabric shrinkage 1%, Chest sizes SG. 
M(38-40); LZM): XL(6-48 

эз н 12066F State S. M, L, XL. Wt. Mor. 8399 
3 Nightcop, Matches righthirt (2). Red with knit 

headband. Cotton. Machine wach, separately 
эз N 12976— Ove size flr all, Shpe. wt. 3.02... 996 
Д PERMA-PREST Print Pojomos create а color 

plash in over-all print. Softly napped fanned 
ette. Button coat style, tailored notched collar 
Chest pocket, pearlize! plastic buttons. Cuffed Io 

©. ankle length pants. Nobelt® wai 
pera adjustable snap fastener closing and Ay 

polyester. Machine wash, med; tumble dry. Buy 
it the easy way order by phone Chest siz 

e. no-iron blend of 650 

M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). 
BUN 13242F— Green  33N 13241F—Blue 
State rise M, L or XL. We. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $5.99 
TALL sizes for men 6 feet and over 
эз K 132457 Blue 
State sise M, L or XL. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 3648 
5 Tettersall print Pajamas. Navy and rel, on 

white. Button fronte r style. Sanlorized 
cotton flannel is softly 
оп collar, chest pocket. Long sleeves, aukle-length 

Noble’ waist. Gripper® 
1. dy. Machine wash, med. € 

SOS: M (38-40): LAHA): XL(46-48) 

State size State S, M, L, 
S, M, L, XL. XXL (50-92) 
эз м 130824 эз т 13081 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounce $4.50 
FALL шев, COAT srvux. Stele sise M, L, XL. 
эз 130835—Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 4 ox. из 
6 Solid color Pajamas. Sanforized cotton fan- 

nelette is softly mapped. Button coat and poll 
nte with self piping on collar and 
ong sleeves, ankle length pants. 

ble anap 
um. Max 

fabrie shrink. 19. Chest sizes 50:36): M(3M-40) 
142-41): XL( 48). 
burros cost. Sie size S, M, L or XL. 
33 N 1306 Green 33. 13065F Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. ию 
тхїлөүкк, Stale ize S, M, L or XL. 
33 N 13105F — Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pos 3 ounces ию 

(7 ond 8) Worm, согу Slipper Socks. Firm rubber 
sole to wear indoors or out. Hand wach separately 
Sale ize 10, 11, 12 or 13 
7 Arayle pattern. Knit tops of Cresiant® acrylic 

Vinyl sidewall. 10-in. high 
33 N 18903F—Navy — 33 N 18902F—Gray 
эз N 18904F—Olive Shipping weight 6 ounces Pair $349 

Solid color, Окоп" acrylic wide rib top. Split 
cowhide foot, suede finish. Ankle height 

33N18932f—Avocado 33 N 18938f— Black 
33 м 189341 Gok 
Shipping weight 7 ounces Pair $4.99 

. SLIPPER SOCK SIZE CHART 
Tahoe is... .. 81. .|. 79410. |. OMA 1218 
Sie re- ®. |... las, E 13 



Nylon or acrylic pile 
with the look of plush Sealskin 

For Ule Girls, Silvergray nylon imitation 
scalskin vamp, tongue and collar on brown 

sucded split-eather upper. Adjustable lace tie. Red acrylic pile lining. Thermoplastic counter Skid-resistant composition crepe sole and heel. Ankle high. 
Little girls’ sizes D (medium wide) 12, 13. 1, 2, 3,4. 

se, then D vesdih. Please sake f 
15 N 13910F—Sbipping weight 1 Ib. $ os..... 48.90 
2, For Women, Children ond Men. silver gray 

acrylic im color. 
abe. Lined throughout smooth vinyl bindings a 

with deep acrylic pile. Cord ties. Won 
Men's with three speed lace eyelets, Chi 
with two, Natural plantation crepe rubber soles 
with mudguards stand up to tough wear 
Women's sises M (medium) 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
Please state fuli size then M widik. About 84; ln. high. 
76 н 59018F—Shippin wt. 
Children’s sites M (medium) 11, 12. 13, 1. 
State full size, then M width. About 7 in. high 
76 м 58018F—Sh 

ses M (medium) 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
iie full sise, Њен M width, About 8 ín. high 

76 N 98638F— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. од... 31690 

wing weight 2 pounds. .. 41290 Winter's more ЙҮ Sy 

= in great looking Ре | 
: 12 

4 
Lightweight, carefree Nylon 

( 3 end 4 ) For Men, Women ond Children. Nylon. a 

УА OUTDOOR" 
BOOTS 

And the deep acrylic pile lining 
uppers are compl ined with fluffy acrylic >, makes them extra warm pile for toasty warmth. Bone color, smooth vinyl < bindings and tabs. Cord ties. Men's with four 
weed lace eyelets, W 

Children's with two. Le 
rubber soles with mudguards o 11 
3 Mens sises М (medium) 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 

зе stale full sise, then M уйй. About 12 
inches high. 
76 N 98635F—Navy. Shpg. wt. 2 я. ол. 31590 

e М (medium) 5, 6, 7.8, 9. 10. 
не, then M width. About $ in. high 

76 N 590165 —Red 
76 N 590155 Navy 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 31290 

э sises M (medium) 10, 11,12, 13, 1, 2, 4 
l| sise, then M width. About 7 in. high 

76 N SIOLSI— Navy. She. wt. I Ib. 12o2...510.90 

Child 

Men's 
Women's Men's double-zipper 

Sport Boot with Boot nylon 
with pony-look upper 

removable 
liner 

518” 51555 

6 inches high with soft leather upper and With warm fet liner in, wear over sock . . with 9 in. high. French import. Luxurious согу Acrilan acrylic pile lining. Slips on liner out, wear over regular shoe. Nylon top has styling make it real stand-out. Rich, bla easily over the foot with fall inside zipper. adjustable leather strap, metal buckle . . rein X pony. Plush асту Searofoam sole and flat bee forced back. Bi Zipper for easy on and give cory warmth. Twin nylon Sises M (medium) 514. 6, 634,7, 714, 8, 8¥% ofl. Back pull loop. Slip-resistant, heavy black at front panel for on-and-off ease and extra 9, 10 and 11 rubber bottom genuine crepe rubber sole and heel 
W (wide) 6,634, 7,74, 8, 844.9. 10, 1 Men's sises wide. 1.8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 13. Full size jum) width 8.9, 10, 14, 12. Please state your usual size. =. order shoe size. Half sizes, order тез! size larger. 

SAN236886F-Brown 54 N 36086F-Black 76 N 98640F—Navy 76 N S8641 F— Yellow Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 11055 ll size. Shpg. wi. 3 ba 315.08 mu 
fe full size, D width, Wi. 4 lbs. $18.90 
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Ovr lowest price ever for any 
trinkle patent vinyl boot. 

Easy-on-off inside zipper . . 
slip-resistant sole, heel 
T es 
SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 



Women's fashion-styled 
WATERPROOF 

VINYL BOOTS 
with warm linings 

1 thry 4 } Ove 
h a damp 

important look 
crinkle patent vinyl 
legs with smooth vinyl 
‘eet . . moisture-resist- 
int. Comfortable 
cotton. А 

strap is another 
(ice fashion touch. 
Jurable composition 

and 

"L1. В oz... 87.99 

Sises M (medium) width $, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10. State full sice, then 
At widik. 
76 N 590461 — Antique brown. 
76 н 59047F— Antique red 
Shpe. wt. 2ibs.. ........37.97 

76 N S8O46F-—Antique brown 
26 N 58047F—Antique red. 
Shps. wt. 11b. 1202... . $6.97 



a 
| Par mese ox Mom 

“Women's Fuzzy Wüzzy Slippers 
From wild and shaggy boots to glamorous scuffs 

1 SMe, вкдан! acrylic pile 9 Shortcropped acrylic pile uppers $ Longhair dyed shearling amb Lone hai букі shearling lamb keep her up to he With Up Jel shearing lamb col; uppers. lide, there's fm, E upper. Open toed кй with a toasty warmth. Nylon tricot lining, lar. Cotton Палма Hang. Padded warm cation famel ining Com: rich cotton velveteen sock lining and 
comfortably padel vinyl sol dens ашыу padded vin sales bed cover. Conpesiion mis amd 
Sizes Small (F to 6) Sizes C (medium wide) width in 5, — Sizes C (medium wide) width in 5, heels, An elegant gift. Meum (Fla siars i08) BTA, Sand 10, & 7.8, Sand 10 Sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 7,8, 9 large (Fits duos 9 to 10) Sie jul ым, hen C wid Stale ful i, en C vidi and 10. Wien ordering. peas de sur 
Please ate ie S Moe L- ren re te ae full i, den B wi 
15 N STE кей 15 N S4137F— Rod 18 N SAIF Oranas 15 N st2907 Pink 
15 N SEREF Green 15 N SAMOF— Velo 18 N ог Licht blue IS N SUBIT Bloc N Sass Pink 15 N SA28SF-Blue 15 м1 Pk DENSA DO ISNSAI76F-Rod 15А SAMI Red 
Shipping weight 1b Bar... $8.99 Shipping weight 1 pound.....53.99 Shi М 1 pound. 3999 Shipping weight 1 pound. .... 5499 

- HOW TO ORDER SLIPPERS: Order shoe sito. slipper comes in fll sizes and you wear halt sizo: B widths, order 62 [Sears] 27 a fon C ond C ata, endo hal at ee, Order cay a Reed wnt cach es 



The shaggiest, wackiest slipper on the home scene 
A great gift idea... and it's exclusive at Sears. Genuine dyed shearling lamb fur ‘upper is extra-long haired, extra thick and fluffy, yet soft and light as a kitten. delightfully warm and cuddly. Snowy white at the base, tipped in a choice of merry boliday colors. Specially treated to resist matting .. to fluff: just whack sole of slipper smartly on the palm of your hand or table top, Unlined upper, cozy cotton flannel-lined insole. Vinyl sole is softly padded for soft stepping comfort. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under “Sears Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
Women's sizes Small (its sizes $ to 6) 

Medium (fts sizes 7 to 8). 
Large (fits sizes 9 to 10) 

15 N 54203F— Blue on white 15 N 54201I— Green on white 15 N $4202F—Brown on white 15 N 54204F—Piok on white Please state sie, S, M or L. Shipping weight 1 pound # ounces 19.99 

Moccasin-style 
Bootees 

Unlined 

1 Supersoft for luxurious comfort. Genuine moccasin construction with sueded split-leather upper and sole. Fully cushioned insole Indian-style fringed collar. Adjustable drawstring tie. Women's sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 7, & 9, 10, 
Lined with warm acrylic pile. Unlined. Hand laced. 54 N 18400F—Natural tan 15 N 53621F—Natural tan 54 N 18404F— Dark brown 15 N 53622F— Brown Please be sure io sate full si State full size, then В width, width when ordering Заре. wt.11b.602......35.99  Shpe.wt. Ib. 60x uu 
2 Fashion-styled with wide ringed strap, Dark brown, sueded split leather vamp and fringed collar, Tan, flexible vinyl back and sole, Women’s sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10. 54 N 18407F— State full sise, then B width. Wt. 1 Ib, Goz. 3554 

3 Spectator-styled three eyelet Д Sleekly styled upper of tie. Supple, shiny patent = sueded leather. White piping vinyl upper. White laces and — and stitch trim, Simulated wood vinyl-wrapped perfed platform. base. PVC vinyl sole and heel Composition sole are textured for slip-resistance Stole full size, then M width From Austria, State full sioe, Jrom chart belone. then M width from chart below 54 N 35010F—Navy with white 54 N 35057F—Red 34 N 35310F—Red with white 54 N 32057F— Brown за N 33010F—All-white 54 N 35157F— Blue Заре. wt. 11,402 3999 Shpg. wt, IIb. Kos. shes 
SIZE CHART for Clogs. Hall sizes, order hal size smaller. ____ 
M (medium) wi SI61718 гэто 
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Luxuriously soft 
Indoor-Outdoor 

LEISURE SLIPPER 

Women's Holiday-bright Slip; 
with fabric or vinyl uppers 



stay soft and furry, Nicely finished with 

way—order by phone, 
Children's sizes, wide width 10, 11, 12. 13, 1, 

2, 3, Hall sizes order next size larger. Please be 
sure lo site full sise. 
I5NSIG2I— Red — 15 N 51631Е— Rose pink 

N51630F—Blue 15 NSI638F— Orange. 
15 N 51634F Golden yellow 
Shipping weight 10 ounces, no 

Glamor-girl Satins with fur pompon 
Such elegance for her tiny feet. The uppers are luxurious 
rayon satin, topped with a matching pompon of dyed 
rabbit far, Composition soles and low wedge heels. 
Children's sises wide width 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. Half 
Sines order next siae larger. Stale full size 
ISNSLI27F—Pink 15 N 51126F—Blue 

ng weight 10 ounces. $3.99 

9 Boot, A perfect way 

styled like Mother's and big 
soft-stepping padded soles, Buy them the easy sister's. Pampering acrylic pile 

with the look of soft, warm 
fur. Soft vinyl soles. 

Children's sises S(8-10); 
мт; 401-3) 

Please stale sise S, M or L. 
15 N 51657f—Pink 
15 N 516561— Blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib... 35.99 

Decorated moc-style 
with pile cuff 

.. easy-care uppers 
 Gift-pretty and practical, too. 
The smooth Май uppers wipe 
clean . . look like expensive 
leather. The acrylic pile cuff 
and the attractive vamp add 
touches of richness. 
The soles and heels are 

softly padded for her comfort. 

Children's sises wide width 8. 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1,2, 3, Half 
sizes, order next size larger. 
Please be sure do state full size, 

15 NSLASIF—Red 
15 51480F—Bloe 
15 N 51452F— Pink 
Shipping weight 10 oc... 5229 

Pearlized pastels 
with real fur cuffs 

Little girls love the solt touch 
of fur. These vinyl uppers are 
cuffed with matching dyed 
rabbit fur. Inside there's a soft. 
cotton lining. 
The soles and heels are com- 

fortably padded. 
Children's sises wide width 8, 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. Half. 
sines order next size larger. 

Please siae full i 
15 N SL2SI— Blue 
15 N51431F—White 
15 N 514307— Pink 
Shpg. wt. 10o2........5329 



Children's 
INDIAN-STYLE [f 

Moccasins . . 
Lined and unlined 

+ wide width 10, 11, 12, 18, 1, 2 
and 3. Half sizes order next larger 

Lined with warm acrylic pile. Tan. 
15 NSISIAF—Shpe. wt 1002 $449 

1195 

Easy-going 
3 years for а slipper cotton corduroy 
with а cuff of natural 

shearling lamb 
The s ee vic Een 

24 т 2, 3. Slate full sise. 

2,18 
ina 

Wt. 10.02.92.93 Infants’ Bootees . . baby-soft and cuddly-cozy 

syle ретіне M 

15 N 513061— Shipping weight 10 

4: Beolees wih oppliqeid giraffe, Sou 1 

Sizes wide width 4 u 
15 N 516235—Piok 1951 
15 N 51622F— B 15  SI625I— Yellow 
Shipping weight 10 ounce 

5.99 



Terry-lined cotton 

CORDUROY 
CASUALS 

Jaunty moc-toe style with husky 
wide-wale corduroy upper 
723 н 2 pis sg 

67 N 652601 Blu 
Shpe, wt. pair 1 Ib. 6 or... Pair $2.99; Any 2 pairs $5.70 

Classic Slip-on with velvety 
wale-less corduroy upper 

5 3° 

9 Luxuriously soft : 
Hack tabs give pul 

hi brown 67 N91301F—W 
ack 67 N 91300F—N; 
1 pound $ ounc 1299 

Easy-on Scuff with handsome 
wide-wale corduroy upper 

3 99 

68 [Sears] s 



GLOVE LEATHER 
Ultra soft and light for relaxing comfort 

1 ө жыл care yng 

Slippers on 
this page in 
MEN'S SIZES 

| 

a10” 
DEERSKIN ye 

The ultimate in leather 
softness and comfort 

6 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowes! pri 
skin men's Slipper of this “ss (5749 i 

$7.49 



Handsome, warmly-lined Slippers for Men 

A favorite style 
ues to new lengths of fashion and 
‘comfort as an ankle-high 
uine moccasin construction with real 
deerskin uppers and soles the ulti 
mate in leather comfort. Inside 
there's a toasty acrylic pile lining. 
Natural tan. To order the easiest 
way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales 
all 
Men's sizes D (medium) w 
9, 10, 11, 12, Please be si 
fullsize, en D width 
67N92515F-Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 8 ог. $8.99 

for number to 

2, Opero style with smooth leather vamp and vinyl back. Snugly lined 
with acrylic pile. Long-wearing Searofoam soles and heel 

Men's si D (m 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. When ordering, Messe 
be sure lo stale full ize, then D width 
67 N92660F—Brown 67 N 92661F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounce 3599 
Boys’ sizes D (medium) width 1, 2. 
state full size, then D width, 
67 N 65660F Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 

3,4, 5. When o ving, pease be sure to 

$5.99 

CUT 4%. Lost Foll was $7.97. Moc-toe Style with luxurioudy soft glove. 
leather upper plus heel-to-toe pile lining for total foot comfort. Here's 

one of the best looking leisure-casuals we've seen. Rugged, high-rising 
style vamp is accented by а bold instep strap with metal D-ring at the 

sies. Long-lasting. walk.casy Searofoam soles and heel 
Men's sizes D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1 
бетге lo state fullsize then D reid 
67 н S2S05F 67 N 92506F 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounce 

When ordering. please 

Natural tan. Black 
37.59 

and Boys 

Hand-laced 
Moccasins 

of soft 
glove leather 

o 457 

Fe 

Jull sive, then D width. 

Lined with soft, warm acrylic 
67 N 926301 Mew. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. S ox. $5.99 
67 н 656301 Bay 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 ox. $5.99 
Unlined, Softly cushioned insole 
67 N 91530F— Men's 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 3549 
67 N 65530F— Boys. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 ог. 5549 

Ankle-high style with supple vinyl 
uppers and foot-pampering acrylic 

pile lining. This is the perfect slipper if 
you want up 
Handsome top stitched vamp. The walk 
easy foam rubber crepe soles and heel: 
are buoyant and long wearing 
Men's sizes D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14. When ordering, please slate 
full size then D width 
67 N S2SIOI — Light brosn 
67 N 92511F— Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces.. 4.99 
Boys" sites D (medium) width 1, 2. 3, 4, 
S, 6, When ordering, Nease be sure lo stale 
fll itr, then D widih 
67  655107— Light brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces, -44.49 



Liven up his favorite 
lounging outfit with 

elegant “Special Slippers" 
Lustrous gator-print calfskin from Italy 

1 !ts rich Jooks and luxurious comfort are sure to delight any man. Deep wine red calfskin upper is solt and supple . . lightly printed to look like fashion-right gator. Fully lined with smooth leather. Soft underfoot, too, with а sueded split-leather sole and heel, Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all 
Men's sises D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
Please state full size, then D width, 
67 N 915225 Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $9.99 

Antiqued patent vinyl in two smart styles 
(2 ond 3) Gleaming, soft patent vinyl uppers will add a holiday glow to his leisure hours the year ‘round. Cushioned nylon tricot linings and long-wearing. softly padded vinyl soles add extra comfort 
Men's sizes D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 Please wate ful sic, then D widik. 

9 Set. Vinyl heel pad. 3 Slip-on. Ringed strap trim 
67 М 91555F—Wine red 67 М 91552— Bronze brown 

67 N 915S4F— Bronze brown 67 н 91553F— Wine red 
Shpg. wt. 11b, Б oz.......35.99  Shpr.wt 11b. 8 oz 1599 

"Smoking Jacket" brocade with patent vinyl 
An opera as comfortable as it is handsome. Black and gold-color тауоп brocade vamp complements the shiny black patent vinyl back. Cushioned nylon tricot lining. Composition sole, Searofoam heel Men's sises D (medium) 7, 734, 8, 814, 9, 914, 10, 1034, 11, 1134, 12. Please state uswal size, then D width 

6? 91297F—Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces, su 

3, M and 15, 
11 and 12 

med insole. Tongue and back part 
ма rubber heel. ve leather. Flexible leather 

Brown 67 N 91625F—BL 
size, thew width. Sh ag weight 1 8 ounces 19.99 ji leather upper, So Cushioned insole. Split leather counter, Durable com 

vole and rubber 
Bro 67 916417 

38.99 

Opero with cur ines! quolity glove leather upper. Softly cushionel ded heel Dur le composition sole and rubber heel 
$. 11 and 12. 

8, 814, 9, 985, 10, 1015, 11, 1114, 12, 13, 14 and 15, 
Tig, A, 81g, 9, 914, 10, 10)% 11 and 12 

67N3095—Rrown 67 N 91797— Black 
Please state usual size, then width. Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounce 15.94 

Men's sises В row) width 8, 835, 9, 914, 10 

BEE (very wide) width 



Men's 

Western Style 

Chukka 
Boots 

Men's Sues Boys’ Sines Little Boy Sises 
"dسس 87 سس6  

u 1797 un 1799س 119  

Brushed split-leather uppers have two-eyelet lacing. Genuine 
plantation crepe rubber soles and heels. Men's from Spain 
Natural tan colo 

is D (medium) TVs, 8, ВУ, 9, Wa, 10, 10s, 11, 12, 13. 
9, We, 10, 10%, 11, 12, 13, 

Л 
67 N 77527 — Unlined. Shipping weight 3 pounds. s 897 
67 N 77532 — Lined with acrylic pile. We. 3 Ibs. 1202... 1199 
Bey! мул D (medium) width З\», 4, 4s, 5, SVa, 6, 6a, 7. 
Please he sare to Mate sce, hen D si 
67 N 64590F — Unlined. Shipping weight 3 pounds. $697 
67 N 64591F — Lined with acrylic pile. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 197 
Little hoy sos D (medium) width ВУ, 9, 9a, 10, 10%, 11, 11Ys, 
12, 1284, 13, 18%», 1, 1%, Э, 20s, 3. Pire state ir, буп D width 
15 N 15335F — Unlined. Shipping weight 1 Ib. В ог. 5699 
15 М 15337F — Lined with acrylic fleece. WL. 1 Ib. В ог. 799 

BERN 
2) [Баминїнє\ 

‘SPECIAL | 
Wes 18.97 

Was $11.97 

9) 
AE bibat ud y stitching on leg. Sup 

oles, Pegged cottage 
npe. Flexible, shape-retaining: 

able leather-lined leg 
fi. Needle toes. Le 

н, 
55149? 

Men's 
Dress Boots 

or arch supp 
Goodyear welt 

leather pul 

Sie D (medium) width 7, 749, 8, BY, 9, 9 10, 10%, 11 and 12 
67 N 86867Ғ — Brown 67 N 86866F ~ Black 316? 
Siti c, iben D vidi. Shipping weight 4 Ibe. 3 o $2497 

Side-ip Boot. 11 inches high. Soft glove leather uppers. Full-length 
zipper and elastic gore under the buckle for easy on and of, fine fit 

Unlined. Non-marking PVC vinyl soles are long wearing 
Мем» os D (medium) width 7, 7%, 8, 8¥e, 9, 9%. 10, 104, 11 and 12. 
67 N TOSIAF— Brown 67 М 78513F Black 
Plone slate ae, then D with, Shipping weight 3 pounds $1699 

2 Ол $2.00, . 11-inch Wellington Been, Full grain leather uppers 
with matching pull straps. Adjustable instep strap. Cushioned 

ning provides cushioned comfort. Cloth lined front. Flexi 
moles and outsoles with durable rubber heels. Arch 

лее! shank 
nylon leg 
ble leather 
suppor 
Sres D (medium) width 7, 
67 N B6AT7F — I 67 N вве ae T ing weight ¢ pounds oue... 16.97 D Tonle Denies А равои a pan minute maculis му} Нер pe ea sips trom and aec Ore aei aight Rn STIER para en $ Cur $200.. B-inch Wellingten Boon. Баке 

uppers. Leather insole, fully leather 
Steel shank. Goodyear welt. Rubber heels 
Son D medium) 

antique brown color. Lea 
with soft vinyl. Sturdy comp 

err fn dae your wal iz, the 
marrow) wid I 

D (medium) width в 
67 м 78525F — Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces $1499 



‘SOMETHING | 
SPECIAL 
Was 1999 

Ч! 87, 

Fronten Was 11299 

зне :10°7 

Weather Instruments . . useful gifts that add distinction to their home 
Precision Indicators . . thermometers give temperature; hygrometers give relative humidity; barometers forecast weather . . adjust to 3500-foot altitude. Like everything else in Sears books, they re so easy to order by telephone, For an additional Weather Instrument, see page 77. Prnged-took Panelcon: 3 CUT $112. Seviptured [j Mediterrancon-style f Last Fall was $12.99 CUT () Spoce-oge Weother Sto- tains thermometer, barom- Ploque hangs horizon- Plaque. thermometer, — Ó $200. Indoor Ouideor Ч Wen .. thermometer, ter and hygromeier | trio tally, vertically. Finial de- barometer, hygrometer in Thermometer gives both barometer, hygrometer. in housed in 2 cases with white — taches, brass-color plastic ornate avocado-color poly. temperatures “simultane. Plexiglas® plastic globe, metal dials. Durably construct. bezels turn, have aluminum styrene case with gold-color ously while hanging on in. Felt-bottom stand . can ed of walnut grained poly- etched dials. Thermometer. metal embellishment .. a side house wall: also has alo be hung 9-in high styrene. Measures #hx15%s barometer and hygrometer truly decorative adornment. hygrometer. Walnut grain. From W, Germany. incon high on rated grained pigsty: Measures 20 inches high. ed. plastic frames etal Shipping mE аы Shipping wt. 3 lbs. В ou. rene . . looks like pecan Shipping weight 2 Ibs. scale plates. 4foot cable — V4 N 6684C. $1999 van ose $2499 Wend. Measures Тын VANGO оо иһ De Mammans М ыы ы, = ples us ades Contemporary, Hazon ае m er Abe Beh Shipping wt 1 I. Versi armo barometer. Mahogany-finieh Vå N 6698C. 8.87 Уа М 66950. "097 ter, Батом еы чүч. өөү d$ on walnut-finish hardwo hardwood. Bras Lim; brushed Lonoiows Block Leather G Dele Desk Uni, Bras rm Tiana ر اپ pl CeleniolPleque ..iher- 2 Cose houses thermome- Û houses thermometer, high. W. Germany West Germany. 000 fom mometer, barometer, ter and barometer. Brass. barometer and hyyrometer, Shipping wt 1 ib. az. PK hygrometer on walnut- color metal bezel and scale — Gold-color metal dial; char. — V4 N 6658C. $1299 28-inches high. veneered hardwood. Span plate, 5x17 in. high. Im- — coal gray plastic case. Men. М4 N 6606C- Wi. 4 Ibs. $2999 — aluminumdialeBrasstrim. ported from W. Germany. sures 5%4x4 inches high. 21 ¥rinches high Srl From W. Germany. "Shipping wt. Libs T0e “Shane sare he ro Sar) Ма N 6607C-WL 2 Ibe $2199 — VANGGI2C.Wi. 4 Iba $1999 Va N BOO $1299 VAN 6577, $799 tee [Sears]73 



“Batters sold 
ETT EX 

74 [Sears] усе, Page number. 

and 

(1 they 3) Westminster Chime Clocks 
faithfully reproduce the chimes rung from the 
Victoria Clock of the House of Parliament in 
England. Housed in handsome hardwood cases 
with rich finishes, they show ornate brass 
and aluminum dials. Full tune and strike is 
sounded on the hour, part of tune played each 
Ya hour, &day movement. From W. Germany 
1 Sheroton-style Grondíather Clock is an 

“heirloom” to be treasured. Distressed 
fruitwood:vencered cabinet (10x17x72 inches 
high) is hand-rubbed and polished. Behind 
top glass door: adial with a phases-of-the- 
moon indicator, Behind lower glass door: 
3 brass-covered weights, brass pendulum with 
wood rod. Weight-driven movement. Assem- 
bled in your home by factory-autborized rep- 
resentative. No C.O.D. orders. Please allow 
extra time for shipment. Shipped freight 
(rail or truck) or express from factory in 
Zeeland, Michigan. 
Ға М 7099N—Shpg. wt. 85 Iba. $399.00 
Q Federol-style Mantel Clock. Antique 

walnut finish case; glass door; front-wind 
movement. 5¥ax1OYex13¥a inches high 
V4 N 7091C - Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs $6999 

Federol-style Wall Clock. Antique walnut. 
finish case. Brass pendulum; glass door. 

Front-wind movement. 5x9Ysx20 in. high. 
V4 N 7089C  Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $89.99 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 

Beautifully 
Hand-Crafted 

MELODIC CHIME 

STRIKE CLOCKS 

Д Triple-chime Comoge Montel 
Clock has night shut off fea- 

ture. Lever allows you to choose 
Westminster, Whittingham or St 
Michaels chimes..or to silence 
them. Full tune and strike on the 
hour, part of tune each Ys hour. 
Say front-wind movement. Glass, 

D^ 
aluminum hour track. @¥x8%x10¥e 
in. high. From West Germany. 
VAN 7076C-Shpg. wt. 7 Ibe. $120.00 
(5 they 7 ) Strike Clocks . . mellow: 
tone bim-bam sounds at % hr, 
counts full hour. W. Germany. 
5 “Zoonse” Wall Clock, a copy of the 

original in Museum of Utrecht. 
Burled walnut caso; cast bronze 
ornaments. Bday  weightdrivon 
movement. 10 x24"; inches. 
VA N 7069C-Shpg, wt. 24 Ibs. $120 00 
6 Wall Strike Clock has walnut-fin- 

ish hardwood case. Ornate brass 
dial; brass pendulum; brass-covered 
weights Sday weight-driven move- 
ment. 9Vex13% inches high. 
V4 N 7345C-Shpg. wt. 14 Tbe. $60.00 
7 Wrought Iron Wall Clock 

Swinging brass pendulum; brass 
bell and trim; spun aluminum hour 
track. ВУах)4 in. high. Runs up to 
1 year on 1 size "D^ battery." 
VÀ N TOS7C — Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $65.00 



ANIMATED CUCKOO CLOCKS 
imported from the Black Forest 

(1 thru 6) The charm of the cuckoo clock . yours in these authentic wood time-picces hand-carved by skilled Black Forest woodworkers. Gong and cuckoo merrily announce the hour, call the half-hour, too. All from West Germany. 
2 thru 6 are musical models: Swiss movement plays a tune on the hour in addition to the gong and calls. 

ondes.» traditional style 3 Typical Block Forest Woodworkers 5 Formers Cottage .. young man 
handsomely carved. Bday Cottage . lots of action here! 2 men "climbs" ladder, girl opens shutters, 
you raise weights weekly. “saw”, while a third man "chops" and a farmer jabs pitchfork . all to a tinkling 

water wheel turns..a tune plays while — tune. 1-day movement. 13 inches tall. 
all the work goes on (tune plays on the "s 4 № 7312C - Shpg. wt. 9 Iba $4499 

$3499 hour as well as the hour). 1-day movement 
es Measures 11-inches tall. 6 The Hunt . . intricate stags head, rab- Shipping weight pde р BE pheasant, hontara harmا  

„эм 2 ANTT 33Yrinches toll. Collector's item . . plays мч pem Svr 2 A pad Зияш Waltz day movement: Shipped ho day movement. 12% inches tal ken Howe”. and a uve place fram Elia, NI Allee era time Nr Brown баш. Tinton Hom” and a festive piace or 
N 7302C —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs $1899 it la. 2 men raise their steins in a F4 N 7301C - Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. ...$20000.4  while a rousing drinking song plays on abing one Pia 0. © элу tall. Plays pretty tuna. -= 

Folk Donce ..8 tiny dancers whirl lay movement. 13ine мй ike day movement.9  About as a happy tune plays Brightly everything else in Sears book, it's во casy у 
colored birds and leaves completo the (0 order by telephone. Falls ial Pia puit Gem. 
scene. 1day movement. 14-in tall Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces ppt, н T313C-Shpg we Glba........$9799 4N 7520C Sias 4NTSMC-Shpg. wt T1be........59799 

1С Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. Bor. ..$49.99 

Just call Sears and say “Charge It" . . see pages 263-264 Kaas [Sears] 75 





SEARS CLOCK BOUTIQUE 
(1 thes 8) Unusual, Guaranteed“ Clocks 

1 Miniature Grondfather Clock (7x18¥s-in. high) stands 
‚on table or hangs on wall Pendulum swings; gong sounds 

once on the hour and Ys hour. Grained walnut-finish poly- 
styrene case; simulated weights. Electric movement 
4 N 7661 -Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $1449 
Also: without gong or simulated weights 
4 N 7662 Shipping weight 3 Ibs. s1199 

Versatile "Any Way” Clock. Unusual cord-free time-piooe 
for wall or desk tells time rightside-up, upside-down or 

side-ways. Plexiglas® case. Raised numeral markers. Sex 
‘5¥ax12-inches tall. Runs on size "D^ battery” 
4 N 7683C — Bright orange case. 
4 N 76831С— Black case, 
4 N 76832G— White case. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 51999 

4 М 7679C — Shipping weight 7 tbs, 519.97 
Animated Cot has an electric clock for its tummy. Tail 
wags: eyes open and close. Plastic: 21Vs.in. long. 

4 N 7660--Orange and black stripes — 4 N 76601 Black. 
4 N 76602- Pink 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. $799 
Б Bockwords Bor-Clock .. partytime electric clock with 

counterclockwise dial keeps perfectly accurate time 
Sign reverses from "Bar is Closed” to "Bar is Open". Gokd- 
color plastic; clock 7¥s-inches in diameter. 
4 N 7659 — Shipping weight 1 Ib, 8 ounces. 5599 
G Brico-broc Shell Clock with swinging brasscolor pen- 
dulum stands on table, hangs on wall. Solid oak case; 

Mower design, parchment-look dial. 11%ax5Vex26¥ein. high. 
Runs on 707 battery**. (Items on shelves not included). 
4 NTS19C — Shipping weight 10 1м.................$3799 
7 Spoke Clock has alternating walnut-wood spokes and 

brass-color rods. Brushed brasscolor metal dial with 
wire outer ring. 20 sin. diam. Runs on size "C" battery**. 
4 N 7536С — Shipping weight 4 lbs $1799 
8 Boroque Ensemble has intricate floral and scroll motif. 

Antiqued gold-color molded composition frame made in 
Italy. Classic Roman numeral dial. Clock runs on "C bat 
tery**, is 19x25-in. high. Mirrored sconces hold 2 candles 
‘each, are Tx18-in. high (candles not included. 
4 М 762116 — Shipping weight 7 Ibs. $26.98 
Clock only. 
AN T621C — Shipping weight 4 bs. . 252299 

(9 thes 12 ) Alarm clocks with I-day key-wound movements 
Y 100€ AT тиз. Our lowest pie in 3 унал for Travel Alam 

loch. "Wet Look" Style has lustrous styrene case and 
color-matched dial. Luminous hands and dots. Side alarm 
Shut off ¥en. diam. Prom Japan. 
AN 70422-Oreen — 4NTO42I- Red а М 7042- Black Shipping weight 6 ounces. Ir 
10 Musical Clock wakes you with a tune. Plastic Queen Anne 

style case. 4¥y-in. high. Luminous hands and dots. Swiss 
musical movement. From West Germany. 
4 N 7001— Shipping weight 1.....................$1099 

11 Hom” Clock Brass with Plexiglas. Luminous hands 
and dots. Loud bell alarm. 4YaxGin. high. W. Germany. 4N 70181 - Shipping weight 12 02....... :51099 

2 “Looking Gloss“ Trovel Alorm. Exquisitelyfiligreed brass- 
color metal case has genuine limoge ceramic disc on 

cover, mirror inside cover. 3-in. diam. W. Germany. 
4 N 7051 — Shipping weight 11 ounces. ..............$1199. 

«be sure to see our See-Thru Clock on 
page 10.. fts unique design Is really 

"Something OUT-OF-THE-ORDINARY”. 
"Movement and case guaranteed 1 year from date of sale 
against faulty materials or workmanship of parta or return 
clock for free replacement. 
"Batteries sold separately. See Index for page number. 

Electric Clocks on these 2 pages UL listed 
for 110-120 v., 60-cyele A.C. 

DIRECT READ electric alarm clock 

An exciting new way to tell time in keeping with 
today's modern age. Easy-to-read numerals 
tell time at a glance (even to the second). 
Alarm and time set with unique side wheels. 
One tap on top button shuts off alarm. $162 

This handsomely designed Sankyo #401 clock from Japan looks equally well on. 
desk or at bedside . . durable, high-impact plastic case measures just 6x4x2%, 
inches high. Guaranteed 18 months from date of sale against faulty materials 
or workmanship of parts or return for free replacement. 
4 N 7148— Ivory-color case AN 71481 — Gold-color case 
4 N 71482— Tangerine-onlor case 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. $16.99 

‚of such unusual interest, the Direct Read 
Clock above and the Barograph below were selected 
as features of our special opening section.. page 11. 

PRECISION BAROGRAPH 
Weather Buffs' delight . . records a week's bar- 
ometric pressure changes on continuous chart 56999 
Weather Hawk Electric Recording Barograph for altitudes from 0 to 10,000 feet . . records barometric pressure changes on a 7 day chart with a range of 29 to 31 inches. Comes complete with one year supply of ink and 52 charts. 
Instructions included. Clear plastic and wood case. . uni-mag movement for 
maximum pen motion. U.L. listed for 110v, 60-cycle AC. Equipped with 3-prong 
plug, Measures 6Vrx11Vcx6%-inches high. 
4 N #6815 — Shipping weight 4 lbs. 15 ounces. $69.99 
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S TELLARIS 

17-Jewel Calendar Watch 

* Dependable Swiss movement 
+ Rugged Cortam® strap 
* 4 high-fashion colors 

Uniquely styled watches 

24% 

morrow! Loads of quality features, to: 
water-and-ahock-resistant, unbreakable 
mainspring, sweep second hand. pull 
through DuPont Corfam poromeric strap. 
Black plastic case. Shown about actual size. 
4 N 4247C— Blue dial with blue hands 
and wumbers, blue strap 
4 N 4248C — Brown dial with blue hands 
and numbers, brown strap. 
4 N 42490 — Yellow dial with red hands 
and numbers, brown strap 
а N 42500 
hands and numbers, red strap. 

Dark red dial with red 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

78 [Sears] 

$2498 

ENT. WATER 

We have been selling our fine time 
Nm pieces for 84 years... and now here's. 

st accurate Tradition.. 99.995% accurate! 

$ 59” 

This calendar weich represents cur citimate in accuracy and 
preti. never serl winding en w af your wit. A irs 
toned contrel circus powered by a tiny energy cell provides up 
фә a full your'e dependability energy cell is then ensily replaced? 
Base metal case maine steel back. Swiss movement. Raised 
Dar markers, laetor hands amd data, recep second hand Eo, 
darged is shew detail, Buy Ht the easy way. onder by phone 
4 N 4436C - Сиара abajo chrome plated case, blue dial, 
Mack padded calis leather strap 
4 N A&34C ~ Hound chrome-plated case, black dial. 
Mack replilegraived sade leather 
4 N 45350 - Reusd gold enor came 
бест reti graicad saddle leather stray 
4 NK 44370 - Cushion ара guió calor сше, white dial, 
Linck зше отето later rap 
Кыңк wright 10 cence, коњ 

pa emp 



( Sameıning 

(I they 4) Rugged Watches, all .. with movements and 
cases manufactured in Switzerland to Sears rigid speci- 
fications. Stainless steel case back, unbreakable main- 
spring, sweep second hand. Shown about actual sive 
1 Self-wind Stindiver-Type . . rotating bezel shows lapsed 

time at a glance, Shock-and-water-resistant chrome- 
plated base metal case. Black dial with luminous hands 
and hour markers. Black heavy gauge vinyl strap. 
4 N 16097 — Shipping weight 4 ounces. $1999 

2 DirectRead Coleador shows date and time through 
windows on champagne color dial .. minutes recorded 

on outer track. Gold-olor base metal case. Black padded 
DuPont Corfam® poromeric strap looks like suede. 
4 N 16095 Shipping weight 4 ounces. $1499 
Also: chrome plated case with brushed white dial. 
4 N 16096—Shipping weight 4 ounces, 91499 

3 LOOK AT THIS: Our Lowest Price this yeor for ө Man's 
Skindivertype Watch. Water-resistant’ Calendar style 

rotating beze) shows lapsed time at a glance. Brushed 
chrome-plated base metal ease. Gray dial with luminous 
hands and dots. Black vinyl strap. 
4 N 16091 - Shipping weight 4 ounces 98 
Д Dey-Dote Colendor .. both advance each midnight. 

Water-resistant gold<olor base metal case. Linen: 
look dial. Brown stitch-trimmed leather strap. 
4 N 16092- Shipping weight 4 ounces. 51599 
Also: chrome-plated case with black strap. 
4 N 16023 — Shipping weight 4 ounces $1598 

12-HOUR 
WAIST-ALARM 
and he'll never 
forget the time..or you either 

great for pill takers and bakers 
for meter readers and business meeters 

for appointment keepers and over-sleepers 
for commuters and forgetfuls of all kinds 

99 
Presenting one of ihe most modern concepts in time-keeping .. one that 
will eliminate his last excuse for being late for a date. А Swiss-movement 
watch with smart, masculine good looks that are only exceeded by its prac 
ücality and utility. To set the alarm, simply turn the crown to the left (red 
arrow on inner disc is the indicator), and at the designated time, a buzzer 
sounds the alert. Chrome-plated base metal case, stainless steel back. Un- 
breakable mainspring. Brushed white dial with luminous hands and dots, 
sweep second hand. The strap is something special, too. . the mod look in 
black leather with a silver racing stripe. Pictured enlarged to show detail 
4 N 16205 Shipping weight 4 ounces. 51999 
Also with gold-color case; brown leather strap with black stripes. 
4 N 16206 — Shipping weight 4 ounces. $1999 

ust call Sears and say "Charge It" 
see pages 263-264 for details 
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80 [Sears] Mono 

There's a style just right for him in this 
group of nationally famous watches 
recognized for good quality and contemporary 

design at popular prices. All 
water-resistant, with unbreakable 
mainspring and stainless 
steel case back. Attractively 
boxed and shipped postpaid. 

imex formen 

CLASSIC WATCHES 

FIG 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

ELECTRIC WATCHES 
(1 they 3) No winding ever .. these watches run 
up to one year... steadily, accurately . .on power 
supplied by a tiny 1.5% battery incl ireplace- 
ment battery sold below! Sweep second hand. 
1 Colonder . shows the date, too. Yellow gold: 

color base metal case: silver-color hands and 
markers; black lirand-grained vinyl strap. 
4 N 18125— (Shipping weight В oz.). $2000 
Also with chrome-plated base metal case 
+ М T8124 — Shipping weight В oz.) $3000 
2 Dress Style has п modern look. Chrome- 

plated base metal case; black lizard-grained. 
vinyl strap. Luminous handa, dots. 
AN 18119- (Shipping weight В or ).......$25.00 
Also with yellow goldcolor base metal case. 
Not luminous. 
4 N 18121 (Shipping weight B or).......$2500 
3 Blockdiol Colendor has luminous hands 

and dots. Chromeplated base metal case 
with textured black polyvinyl strap 
AN 18171 = Shipping weight 8 oz). 53000 
1.5v Battery 
4 N 1790— Shpg. wt. loz... $150 

CALENDAR WATCHES 
(4 thee B) The time ond date at a glance 
date advances automatically every midnight 
Stainless steel case back: sweep second hand. 
A “Shindo” style. moveable bezel shows 

lapsed time at a glance Chrome plated base 
metal; black dial with luminous hands and 
‘markers. Strap is black polyvinyl 
4 N 18175- (Shipping weight 4 o2). ......$1995 
5 Boric... yellow goldcolor base metal case 

with brown reptilegrained vinyl strap. 4 н 18167 — Shipping weight 902)... -$12.95 
Also: Chrome-plated base metal case; luminous 
hands; black reptile grained vinyl strap. 
AN 18118— (Shipping weight 9or).......$1295 

2ijewel. Chromeplated base metal case, 
‘expansion band. Luminous hands, dote 

4 N 18106 (Shipping weight Toz). .....$1995 
Also with yellow goldcolor base metal case 
and band, Not luminous. 
4 N T8107 — Shipping weight 7 ozJ.. .....$1995 
7 Selt-wind yellow gold<olor base metal 

‘case with brown textured vinyl strap. 
4 N 18165 (Shipping weight 4 oz.. $16.95 
Also with chrome-plated base metal case; lumi- 
nous hands and dots; black strap. 
4 N 18164 (Shipping weight 4 oz). $1695 

8 Dressy .. chrome-plated base metal case and 
‘expansion band; luminous hands, dots. 

4 N 18173— (Shipping weight 4 oz). $13.95 
Also with yellow-gold-color base metal case 
and band. Not luminous. 
4 N 18174—(Shipping weight 4 ox). $1395 

CLASSIC WATCHES 
f Foliy-numbered Style .. chrome-plated base 

metal case; silvercolor hands; Arabic nu- 
merals. The strap is black vinyl. 
4 N 18157 — (Shipping weight 4 or.) $7.95 
10 Dress Style . . yellow gold-enlor base metal 

case and expansion band. 
4 N 18176- (Shipping weight 4 ot). ......$1295 
Also with chrome-plated base metal case and 
bond; luminous hands. 
4 N 18177 (Shipping weight 4 02).......$1295 
|] Supecthin Savore .. yellow gold-color base 

metal bezel has black Roman numerals. Black 
dial; black grained vinyl stra 
4 N 18166— (Shipping wigi az 51295 

All watches above shown approximately actual size, 

NOTE: Water-resistant watches are designed to 
withstand water pressure of 35 Ibs. per sq. in. 
(in addition to normal atmospheric pressure) as 
long as crystal, crown and back remain intact. 

Electronic Super Zoom Scope 
The ultimate in binocular design 

He just presses a button and the binocular zooms 
from 21/2 through 12x magnification and back again 

. with a speed he can adjust. Individual focusing 
оп each lens gives the sharpest detail possible. 
Battery tester light indicates when a new battery 
is needed (battery included). Isn't this that 
extra-special gift that he deserves? 

More deluxe features: The distance between the two eyepieces can be adjusted for com- 
fortable, just-right fit. Each eyepiece is adjustable to accommodate variations in vision 
und can be fixed at the setting indicated for future use. The single-objective lens is a 
big 36mm diameter that can be focused from infinity to close-ups. Field of view at 2s 
power is 640 ft. at 1000 yds., at 12 power: 126 ft. at 1000 yds. Handsome cowhide leather 
‘carrying case, elegantly lined . . complete with shoulder strap. Also included in a neck 
strap that's easily attached to the Super Zoom Scope. From Japan. 
VA N 6270- Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces. $180.00 

Wide-angle Zoom Binoculars 
A truly completo Sineclar because И moves 140209 
from 7x thru 16x with a flick of the finger. Use 
Tx, 8x, 9% for general viewing: zoom-in for close- 
ups or long-distance spotting with 10x thru 16x 
Camera-like diaphragm gives sure control while 
changing powers. Wide-angle feature increases 
view to almost double that of ordinary zoom 
binoculars.. with 7 power, you see 341 ft. at 
1000 yds. Perfectly aligned, optically ground 
achromatic lens system, hand polished and coated. 
Center focus plus right eye adjustment. 35mm 
objectives. Aluminum frames with silver-color 
metal trim. Simulated leather case. From Japan. 
4 N 6200 - Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 or. 549.99 

Standard-angle Binoculars 
1006 AT HES: redeo Men « fae rely oe ne to atc Scout ety ted aan a la En ed Votar 
ing plus right eye adjustment. Aluminum frame. Seti acm ian Tee к Vez lat 
4 N 6209 — Shipping wt. 3 Is. 514. eem ae wey pal ism at Mme a ш TE шын e d sum Ep ae рта шр Жашын дш - 



Men's Boutique . 

JEWELRY 
BOXES 

AND 
FASHION 
JEWELRY 

to fill them 

(1 thr 5) Fine Wood Jewel Boxes crafted by 

] Pilliord Toble 9 Contemporary Bur 
Style. He can play © eau . а jewel box 
a real game of bil. — that doubles as anight 

liards on the valet . . holds pocket 
flocked top. . triangle items, eyeglasses, pens 
rack, 16 balls, 2 cue іп grooved top. 2 
sticks are included. tioned drawers hold 
Inthe divided drawer, lots of his jewelry 
he'llfind а night valet. Honeytone fruitwood 
Honeytone fruitwond- finish; maroon lining. 
finish. Maroon lining. Measures 4Yex11% «x 
4Yax14x8%e inches TVs inches. 

We 3 lbs. 14 or We 5 lbs, 13 oz. 
AN 4851,.....S1O99  4N4896......51299 

Noto: Jewelry and otber 

skilled Ja 

Bross Roil Volet 
Top is fashioned 

as a complete open 
might valet for pocket 
emptiers 2 divided 

rs to hold his 

trasted by solid brass 
hardware. Deep red 
lining. Measures 9x 

x 12۷s inches. 
Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs 

ANABT...... $1499 

Hers 

atic Kiabooca hardwood, coated and 
hand-rubbed 7 times to bring out the natural beauty of the wood grain. Solid brass hardware. Rich cotton velveteen lining, 

anese woodworkers of 

Д Meroidie Motif Box 5 Americon 
rich honey cial Style Bureou 

d-finish mellow applewood — (j Black 
‘antiqued finish. Doub 

solid brass crest 

ple room for rings, t 

2/231 1x68, inches. 

(6ond7) Wide Watch 
Bands in smoothly tex 
tured genuine leather 

rovin- япар on any watch. 

nd .. white 
as а nailbend trim, tabs 

ad. night valet with its and Zinch long buckle 
Мер grooved top. 3 se: Band is 2Vwinches wide 

tioned drawers. Brass Shipping wt. 2 oz 
inside offer am- hardware. Blue lining. — 4N 10027 $3.00 

G¥ex12Vax7%4_ inches 
tacks, watches. Deep Use your phone if you у Brown Bond . . cross- 
red lining. Measures want to order it the stitch trimmed with 

easiest way of all brown suede. Antiqued 
WL 4 Ths. 13 oz copper-color buckle. Band. 

$399  4N4861.....81299 is 1% inches wide. 
Shipping wt. 2 02 

ems shown with boxes above are not included. 4 N 10008. $3.00 

(Bond 9) Save $1.48 when you buy these perfect 
Matchups .. bought separately prices total $29.98. 
‘A watch for him, а watch for her , , attractively gift 
boxed set. Champagne color circular dial in a square 
gold<color base metal case with stainless steel back 
Brown tartan plaid strap of DuPont Corfam® po- 
romerie. Swiss movement with unbreakable main. 
spring. Shown about actual size 
4 N 1600 — Shipping weight 8 oz Set $28.50 

Her Watch Y His Worch 
Shpg. wt. 4 or Shpg. wt 4 oz 

4 N 16768 $1499. AN 16769. $1499 
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4 Matched jewelry and 
ey chain rellect his J QW. inthe mode -Sastar А Age of Aquarius 

© 

All Jewelry on this page shown about actual size. Gift boxed. All rings on this page come in Men's Ring Sizes В, 9, 10, 11. . no half-size. Measure to be sure . for free ring-size finder, order catalog number 39 N 6899, 

El thru 3 )Genvine Honey- (4 they 6 ) Unde? Syn. 7 Cuff Links ond Tie Tock Set of engraved (10 0nd 11) Ideatiicetion Brocelets, Tyrin. Color Tiger Eye Jewel thetic Blue Stor Sopphire Й metal has genuine Ys pt diamonds et am fong NOC OD E for the tiger in him’ Jewelry. black enameled background Print engravung manini (maximum of 9 ltr) V4 N 15577—Gold-electroplated metal 1 әрәм Colt Д Cut Links ond Те уан 15578 - Silver culos edi plated metal [0 LOOK AT THIS: A truly low price for an Links ond Tie Tock Set Tack Set, Wrap links к 15878. Silvercolor ON LD. bracelet with Flerentined plaque. oval stones set in . . can be converted to Heavy-weight chain, concealed lock ectangular mountings. regular style Sam stones СЫТ Links only 4 N 15806XV-G. > i Öeldelecroplated metal. Florentined rhodium- V4 N 15597 - Gold clectroplated metal |-Gold-electroplated metal vaN BEA EM arg Pad metal Sor YN 15598—Silver-color rhodium plated metal 4 ER Bre eher gini эы a VEN SU Ван. Shipping weight 5 concen бай Spring mie кы iH Shipping weg Sor Cuff Links only {8.304 2) The stam of the Zodiac in white on Ш Drem Sle Satin nh sterling silver VA N 15644. $799 Shipping weight Sor, black oval plastic cameos. Gold electroplated р Plague with к; va МББС ...$2799 metal. racelet. Twin-lek closure 2 тона Ring оюк, кы State Zodiac patter number from chart above 4 N 15512XV — Shipping weight В ounces. .$999 MM pM Erden enl 8 Wrop-areund Cuff Links only. (12 and 13) initialed Rings. State шу above етн к М VAN 15645H — Shipping weight 4or..$499 then print 1 evil fall mel bol X VAN SOSISCH.... 32499 Shipping weight 3 or. Cuff Links ond Tie Tock Set. VERSOSISCH. безо VAN S648 Shipping wt Sor......Set$7.99 |2 Genuine Onyx. 10K gold 3t m a 1 pe. Gal Links ond Tie Bor Se d VAN SO602V — Shipping weight 3 az. $1999 10K Gold mounting. (у Ring with two 1 pt. VAN 18847- Shipping wt Sor... Se $899 |, er 6 och. Пк efi — 13 Gars One with genuine Diamond "M State мын. Wi Box O) Key Choin М 10K gold mounting. 529.99 VANSOISECF....$0999 © VAN 15648H-Shipping weight 5 az. . $499 V4 N 50605СУ Shipping weight Jor... $24.99 
Just call Sears and say “Charge it" . . see pages 263-264 "ac [Sears] 83 y 8 pi чоо is 



Grown-up Gifts Boys want most 

Direct-reod Watch 
hour, minutes and date at a glance 
Imported from Switzerland 
Chromo-plated base metal case with 
stainless steel expansion band 
silver-color dial. 
AN 17043 Shpg. wt. Aor... $1299 
Yellow gold-color base metal case; 
leather strap; champagne-color dial 
4 N 17044 — Shpg. wt. 4or. ...$1299 

Б “Mod” Wotch . . a groovy look 
Water-resistant" yellow gold-color 

base metal case. White dial with easy 
to-see luminous hands and dote. Brown, 
leather st 
AN 17085 - Shpg wt 4 ө. $1299 

(Зако 7) Fine-quality, good-looking watches that are sure to please him. Reliable Ss 
breakable mainspring: sweep second hand; stainless steel back. All (except item 7) 

9 Sportster follows the 

iss movement; un- 
calendar watches 

3 кесіп Doy-dofe Watch . а 
action . . rotating alu- "withit” look for a timely look hell like 

minum bezel shows boy on the go. Water. Water-resistant” chrome- 
elapsed time. Water-re- — resistant" chrome-plated ed base metal case 

ant” chrome-plated Баве metal case. Black Silver-color dial has 
base metal case. Gray dial dial has luminous hands, luminous hands, dots: 
has luminous hands, dots. outer 60-second dial. Two minute track. Black Lop- 
Black vinyl strap. Im button black leather grain cowhide strap 
ported from Switzerland. strap. From Switzerland. itrerland 
Shipping weight 4 02 Shipping weight 4 02 Shipping weight 4 oz 
4N 17041. $1099 4м 17046. 51299 4N 17042 $13.99 

8 “Соме Watch” - . always in style 
Wat мм chrome-plated 

base metal case with stainless steel 
expansion band, White dial has lu. 
minous hands and dots 
4 N 17068 Shpy. wt. 4 02 $1099 

7 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price 
in two years for any boy's watch 
with Swiss movement. 

Chrorme-plated base metal case 
dial. Rugged black vinyl strap 
4 М 17066 — Shipping weight 4046.88 

Watch (1) enlarged to show detail; watches (2 thru 7) shown approximately actual size. 
"Designed to withstand water pressure of 35 Ibe. per sq. inch (in addition to normal atmospheric pressure 

as long as crystal, crown and back remain intact 

LS li 

(8 thes 10) Bold-looking wide 
leather strops snap on or slip 
on any watch to give it a 
great new look. 
8 Fringed. - dark brown 

suede fringe trims tan 
suede. Gold color rivets and 
labe. 2%» inches wide. 

ріпи weight 2 ounces 
4N 10019. S400 
Q Tabbed . . brown leather 
V. strap has suede trim and 

qued coppereolor metal 
tabs and buckles. Measures 
2V, in. wide. 
4 М 10007 — Wt. 2 oz. ..$300 
0) Studded . . white nail- 

heads on black leather 
yellow gold«olor metal eye 
lets. 2¥4 inches wide. 
Shipping weight 2 oz 
4 N 10004 33.00 

@ 



Watch Wardrobe . cones П n 
leather straps . . black, olive 

n. Waierre 
e plated base 

Ss steel 
nd hand, 

luminous hands and dots 
unbreak 

able mainspring. 
Shown about actual size 
4 N 17067 -WE бов 51299 

of 35 lbs 
dition to 

herie pes 

la] 

) Pirote Chest Jewel Box stores his "treasure." Lacquered, hand. 
rubbed oak-finish wood: copper trim. Lift-out tray: red rayon velvet 

lining. 742x4%x3%. in. From Japan. Jewelry not included 
4 N 4893 — Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces. ию 

(13 thru 15) Genvine Onyx Initial Rings . . shown about actual 
Gift-bowed. Boys’ ring sizes 6, 7, 8, 9... no half sizes. State ^ 

Zi. осор» iod 1 initial (all ovailabir but X 
13 Geld electroploted sterling silver mounting: sterling initial. | 

4 М 5220V — Stair ir abv. Shipping weight 4 ounc 5599 
14 Sterling Silver mounting and initial . . a classic look 

4 М SOBOBV — State sor shove Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
15 Syethatic Spinel "Stone 

9 EN S0612V —5, 
sterling silver initial 

> че Shipping weight 4 ounces 
d-looking “dress-up” jewelry. Gold electroplated 

4 black onyx "ste boxed. 

17 Floventined-ploque 1.0. Brocelet .. a gift "just for him" Sp 
out his name (up to 9 letters). 6% inches long; safety clasp. Pirar 

ГА к 
4 N 15556XV — Gold-eleciropl wt Soz $499 
AN 15555XV — Silver-color rhodium-plated metal. Shpg. wt Bor. 499 
18 Polished-plogve 1.0. Вос ied gift for him. Shows 

off p to 9 lett 
a personal 

V -Silver-ool tal. Shp. wt. Bor. $399 
ted metal. Shpg. wt. Bor. 399 

4 Football Clock. a 
кей" elect 

uarterback mov 

a gift, it's a real winner. At top: 
clock UL listed for 110-120V., 60-cyele A.C 
arm back and forth as he “throws” football. 

plastic case. 5x8 inches high 
Shipping weight 2 Ibn $999 

"Movement and case guaranteed 1 year from date 
of sale against faulty materials or workmanship 
of parts or return clock for free replacement 

Sears Charge Account makes all your 
buying easier. See pages 263.264 

Sears Sensational 

new 
arm Walch 
$14.99 

A great way to help 

get him up in the 

morning . . help get 
him to classes on time. 
And he'll be the talk 

of his crowd! He just 
sets the red alarm-hand 
using the special 

crown, then winds to 
set the alarm-buzzer. 

Chrome-plated base metal case has 
stainless steel back. White dial has 
weep second hand, shows off lumi. 
nous dots and alarm indicator that 
in shaped like a bolt of lightning! 
Reliable Swiss movement with un- 
breskable mainspring. The racing. 
style strap is black leather, Imported 
from Switzerland. Watch enlarged 
to show detail. Buy it the easy way 

order by phone. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
4N 1705. $14.99 

Ac, [Searsl85 



New . - first time at Sears! Advanced 
the same type used 

in many schools everywhere. 
>» Тһе clarity of image that this 

instrument gives 
above that of any 
other microscope 

student model 

1200-Power Scope has 84 separate pieces of 

THE WONDERS OF SCIENCE 
revealed by Sears Microscopes and Telescopes 

400-power Microscope . the ideal instrument 
for the serious high school or college student has 
professional qualities that make it an exceptional 
value at this price. Interchangeable achromatic 
objective lenses (5X, 20X, 40X) on rotating 3- 
position turret are color-corrected to give you 
exceptional sharpness without distortion. 10x 
wide-field eyepiece; 48mm plano-concave mirror. 
Lever-type microfine focusing with double han- 
dies. Condenser lens built-in stage with S-stop 
aperture dise. 13¥e-inch open height. Metal 
microscope comes complete with wooden carrying 
case, Instructions included. From Japan. To order 
ihe easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Со, Catalog 
Sales” for number to call. 
Ма N 6380 - Shipping weight 14 Ibs. $09.95 

far 

we offer 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 

Student Model 
Zoom Electric Microscope 

Zoom in on specimens, shift powers by pushing а button. 1: 
scope has 4 standard-size achromatic objectives (Sx, 12x, 40x, 60x); 10x 
thru 20x zoom ocular with automatic push-button control. Optical oon- 
denser; 5-stop dise diaphragm; Yin. plano-concave mirror. Metal; 
14-inch open height. For power zoom control, use 2 "AA" batteries . . not 
included. Comes with 2 prepared slides, 4 blank slides, stains, mounting. 
fluid, instructions and 126 page book with experiments to perform, and 
an introduction to microscopy. Wood cabinet. From Japan. 
4 N 6968— Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 10 ounces. ..... $39.99 

METAL ZOOM 
MICROSCOPE 

LABS 

ML ши EE REMIT EE ES жеш зз 
ТУ ШШЕ 

750-Power Scope has 48 pieces of equip- 
equipment for serious and detailed experimen- 

tation. Optically round lenses: additional extra 
fine dual-kneb focusing. 4 achromatic objectives 
(Gx, 12x, 30x, 60x) on rotating turret; 10x through 
20x som ocular; 1¥s-inch plano.concave mirror 
Built-in semi-mechanical stage, automatic power 
(computer. 11-inch open height 
4N G379 - Shipping wt. 10 iba. 6 oz. 
Microscope obove with Wood Cabinet `. 2 prepared Slides, 4 blank slides, stains, mounting aid and 
instructions included AN 6377 — Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. Bo sus 

$49.99 

ment incloding a frog, butterfly and 
shrimp hatchery .. ideal gift for a scien- 
ifieally-oriented child. 4 objectives (5x, 
10x, 30x, 50x) on rotating turret; 10x 
thru 15x zoom ocular. 1-inch plano-concave 
mirror. Automatic power computer. BYa-inch 

WL 6 Ibe. or s2999 
Also (not shown): Scope above with 2 pre- 

red. 4 blank sliden, stains, mounting hid and instruction Gif boxed AN GS74 WE 4 Tbe 10cm s1999 

Astronomical 
Telescopes . 
(1 ond 2 ) Refractor Tele. 
scopes with 15x erector lens 
for terrestrial use. - with 
ample power to spot details 
оп the moon. Instructions 
included. From Japan 

la 75 times 

length; 50mm objective lens. 
Aluminum . . with fine coat- 
ced optics, HM Smm eyepiece. 
Crosshair sighting scope. 
Dual knob focusing. Diagonal 

Sum filer included 
inch metal tripod. 

4 N 6340C- Wt. 8 Ibs. $29.99. 
LOOK АТ THIS: Ovr low- 
st price this yeor for ony 

telescope. Magnification is 
30 and 100 Limes inverted, 
45 and 150 times erected. 
50mm objective lens is ach- 
romaticcoated, has 600mm 
focal length. Oculars: H 6mm 
and H 20mm. Sun filter in. 
cluded. Plastic and metal 
scope. 49-inch wooden tripod. 
AN6334C — Wi. 7 Ibs. 518.88. 

(150, 300, 600 powers) 
rotating turret; 15x 

ocular. Plano mirror; 
built-in battery oper- 
мей illuminator - - uses 

height. 
sides, 4 blank sides, 
stains, mounting fluid, 
instructions" included 
rom Japan. 

We 3 lbs. 9 oz 
4 М 6375. 



The magic of music in girls’ 
JEWELRY BOXES 

C15942j Fui: a (Ber) PNE drin has aos Joe ERR OT AAN Ar ee ore A EC eu To pepe per TE AAA a lining. бду toned 1 jens Шш m. B mds Ce фай re ara A pernicie Er inert ee Beber ea er ee AT und PIE Te deir e r o Barons inches deep, Measures Зк in. deep. ers. Tix", in. deep. 
mirror. Pull open garage door. its really а 4N4831—Gold-color chest and 4 М 4876 Blue case with ipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz anp drawer. Байбы: inches deep. ining; black florentine de blue lining. 4 N 4827. so” 
4N A800 Shipping wt-21b«12o......8809 Shipping wt. 3 $899 ам 4875- White case with x 4N 4830 — White chest with red re lim Дин чыш аы 2 Tor elel He а storybook house, lining: goldcolor Поппе Shipping wt 11Ьбэ®...$399 ш "mom for her adornments Flowers, windows, bench, stream, bridge, design. Miro under contr lid: owing logs; real stones on the roof. Wind water wheel, Shipping wt 31bs.......$899  (j LOOK AT TWIS: Ow lowe Эй sides: sectioned top and 
lift roof and music plays as wheel turns Angled (AA ©ме Ма рй» hia үзө for amy pid тышт зы, гб зы инен mirror. 5Yex9'/x5%» inches deep. popup tray and sectioned My Bee. Whimsical rag mue, СӨ оңот дадатна 4N 4823 —Shiping wl Zo... S599 compartment CalarfulMomers Soli design in gay colors om deren on white cane: red cotton on white. lined in blue cotton White. Brass hardware Sl dV sx inches dee ЭК тане. Veda Зикер Гаа sain lining Satin SYLT inches donp, Jewelry shown in boxes on Shipping wei 2 TD “ ار er deas чечи TB Gar р 44829-97130... 240 4N 4822 $195 

Do you have your Revolving "Charge Account" at Sears yet? See pages 263-264 ДЕ [Sears] 87 



Buffy and Jody 
Time Tutors 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
ÛJ they 9 ) Schooltime, playtime, ime watches ера 
1 gael e Wie Wach im ma م ر ااا 
disc. Black vinyl racing strap. EA BR OD sem 

“Space Men” has space capsule and astronaut 
2 on al inner disc. Ped base metal case and expansion band. Space Aglow with luminous hands 
4 N 19722 — Shipping weight 4 ounces. . ...... $9.99 

3 Time Teacher® teaches child to tell time through 1 iple orienten system tr tions included, Chrome-plated Base meta and expansion band. Gray dial. AN 1981 Shipping weight Gounces.........$9:59 
Also with pink leather strap AN 19721 Shipping weight Gounces.,......$9:59 
Д Ол зм. Sear (өш chrome-plated base metal case with stainless steel back, Easy-toread fully "numbered da; sweep second hand. Dark 
ray gra strap 4 N 1697 - Shipping weight 4 ounces. 5.97 
5 Animated Beating Heo xz а tiny white dot 
Q win earn tal est^ In me to every алоо С ‚Patent plastic strap. ones foarte base metal caso. 
AN 19711—Shipping weight 4 ounces........5999 
6 Heart-shope Watch features a Hot Pink two- vemm ELEM ae де 
AN 17591 Shipping weight 4ounces........$9.99 

“Visible Belonce" Watch. Fascinating painted U lonas wheel on rd at oves faa ciolivasus 
ПП on going ume, Gold color base metal ease 

ite textured vinyl strap. 
AN 17551 — Shipping weight 4 ounces. ......$10.99. 
8 Popular Barbie adorns the dial of this watch 

that comes with three 2-pe. snap-on vinyl 
straps . .1 each: blue, pink and white. Gold-color 
base metal case with blue rim. 
AN 19723- Shipping weight Gounces,......$10.99 
Y Watch Wardrobe. Chrome plated base metal case comes with three anapon vinyl strage 
1 each: red, white and blue. Full arabic dial. 
4 N 17585--Shipping weight 5 ounces. ...... $10.99 

4 N 7657 — Shipping wt 2 pounds 12oz.......$9.99. 
11 Leeming Time” Electric Clown Clock, To set 
turn the red nose „ "while hand points the hour; 

black hand, the minutes. White plastic case; metal dial. Win. diam. Instructions. 
4 LN 7658- Shipping weight 2 Ib 4 os. ......57.99 

Double Bel Key-wind Alorm Clock Black 12 erret character nda paws tha pote atm. avein diam, chrome-plated mata) cae AN Tee Shipping weight Doc... даво темирди Soy 2 AS 

13 tay 15) "Watch Ht” timepiece " Ы wor nd large Arable numeral show ne 

Double Bell Alarm Clock has sturdy yellow 13 rd cas Measures Sin n date 
4н TM3— Shipping weight 13 ounces. ...... $10.00. 
14 Sith’ Wrist Watch. Gold-color base metal case; 

red vinyl strap with grommets, Swiss move- 
ment, unbreakable mainspring 
4 N T9717 — Shipping weight 5 ounces. ......$12.50 

ment, unbreakable mainspring 
Shipping weight Sounces.......$12.50 

‘Guaranteed 1 year from date of sale against 
faulty materials or of ity materiale or workmanship of parta or re- 

Walt Disney's 
Mickey Mouse and Cinderella 
(16 thru 21) Watches and Clocks from 
story-and-cartoon-land feature characters 
made famous by © Walt Disney Productions. 

(16 ond 17) Dell Sets. Ingersoll Watches 
come with colorful 5-in. figurine. Chrome- 
plated base metal case; stainless steel back 
Vinyl strap. Shipped Postpaid 

Mickey Mouse ® Cinderella * 
erdum lsa 

¡Shpg wt. Bar.) (Shpg. wt. 8 oc). 
ANIST3....$795. 4N 1990... $7.95 

(18 and 19) Wall Clocks Metal dial, 
plastic case with colorful border. Electric 
clocks UL listed for 110-120v.. 60-<yele A.C. 
Cordless clocks run on one size "C" battery 
up to one full year. 84«-inches diameter. 
Imported from West Germany. Guaranteed” 
[Mickey Movie |0) Cinderella 

Ted border. yellow border 
We 1 Ib. Bor. We 1 lb. Soz 

Electric Clock Electric Clock 
4N7550..... 5992 4М 7558... $9.99 
Cordless Clock Cordless Clock 
AN 75591...51299 4N 75581... $12.99 

(20 ond 21) Double Bell Alorm Clocks. 
Metal case. 30-hr. key.wind movement 
Measure 2¥4x3% inches high. 
Mickey Mowe 2| Cnderelle 

Alarm has 
yellow саве pink case. 

Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Зарр. wt. 10 or. 
ANTIS... 5799 ANTIM.....8799 

Grown-up Identification 

Bracelets for Youngsters 

22 they 24) Pine print engraving итте maximum of 9 letters), No C.O D's. 
329: 

T-inches long. Safety catch. 
4 М 15625XV — Sterling silver 

h Flower Girl Cherm. of Girly’ Wardrobe, Sterling silver plaque. 
with cutout hearts on each side 

comes with 4 interchangeable, adjustable SER i Sha Eh CUTE ES "EC o eve: Eire mit PET LI S 23 ty rth Prag ree e ШП CE d: 23 ыле Safty са. Under, "Sears Коби and Co. Catalog 
КЕ eie aun. ЕР 
4 м 8102XV — Gold.cloctroplated metal 
Shipping weight В ounces. $5. so [Sears] 



Playing the gift game? 
Start right here 
with these pretty ideas 
for gifting and getting. 
(Santas, please take note.) 
Pick a jewel box, a 
new-as-now watch. 
It's your move! 

UNIOR 

PAZAAR 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

THE JEWEL BOXES 
Eoming Box .. with 24 compartments; it's 
just what a collector covets. Lined in 

‘cotton suede cloth and rayon si mirror 
under lid. Steel frame; simulated leather 
covering (backed with other material); gold 
color metal trim. 10V«x1¥%ex6¥» inches. 
4 N 4825- Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $399 

2, Eegont Boudoir Box . . beautifully lined 
and covered in lush rayon velvet, with a 

mirror under lid. Aluminum frame; gold- 
color metal trim. 3x10x4 in. From Japan. 
4 N 4877 — Royal blue 
4 N AB74— Wine red 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 ox. $8.99 

3 “Angelica” Jewel Box captures the 
unique beauty of Renaissance style 

furniture. Hand-painted wood with gold- 
leaf trim; solid brass hardware, Compart- 
ment under mirrored lift-lid plus 2 drawers. 

lined in red cotton velveteen. Sex] 1Yax 
BVa inches. From Japan. 
4 N AB46C — Shipping weight 5 Ibe... $17.99 

Boroque-style Boudoir Box .. a dazzling 
gem on its own. Filigree design cast in 

heavy metal with gold-color finish. See- 
through heavy glass lid. Red cotton velvet- 
cen lined. 2Vax6Vex4Ya inches. From Japan. 
4 N AB43 - Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 5699 

Б Florentine-style ~.a miniature Italian- 
style desk with drop-leaf plus 2-drawers 

Hand-painted wood with gold-leaf trim; 
solid brass hardware. Lined in red cotton 
velveteen. В'ЧзхЯ7 хб in. From Japan. 
AN 4845— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. ....$11.99 

THE WATCHES 
(6 they 10) The grooviest looks going. АШ 
have reliable Swiss movement and unbreak- 
able mainspring. 
G Heinoom-lock Pendant . . antiquetype 

‘covered watch hangs from 24-in. detach- 
able chain. Black numerals; white dial 
4 N 16723 Yellow gold-color base metal 
4 N 16724— White gold-color base metal 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. $1599 

17 Roman-numerel Watch .. yellow gold- 
color base metal case with stainless steel 

back. The strap adds a novel look: it's multi- 
colored genuine lizard leather. 
4 N 17545- Shipping weight 4 ox. ...510.99 
8 Med Look. jumbo watch on a wide, 

wide strap. Yellow gold-color base metal 
case has stainless steel back. Shiny brown. 
vinyl strap has metal grommets. 
4 М 17546— Shipping weight 4 oz. ... $10.99 
Y 4woy Watch switches looks in а jiffy: 

just snap on one of its 4 leather-look 
vinyl straps in white, yellow, red or black. 
Yellow gold-color base metal case has stain- 
less steel back. 
4 N 16751 — Shipping weight 6 oz. ... $12.99 
10 Zodiac Weich, a heavenly gift for an 

astrology buff. 12 discs on the bracelet 
show all the “signs.” Yellow gold-color base 
metal .. watch case has stainless steel back. 
4 N 17547 — Shipping weight 4 ox. ...$1599 

All watches on these 2 pages shown 
approximately actual nize- 

NOTE Jewelry shown with bores above not included 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details. 

(11 thee 15) Watches with that upbeat look she likes. All 
have reliable Swiss movement, unbreakable mainspring 

] Snoopy" forsakes his favorite doghouse roof to sit on the 
red dial . . Ма “arms” move to mark the time. Yellow gold- 

color base metal case. Wide bright red vinyl strap. 
4 N 17544 Shipping weight 4 ounces $1500 

19 бон» de tell. the time, that is. Yellow goldcolor 
^ base metal case; swoop second hand. The wide pink vinyl 
strap is decorated with yellow flowers. 
4 N 17527 - Shipping weight 4 ounces. $9.99 

13 Petite bangle makes a really big hit. Base metal case 
and spring band with safety chain, 

4 N 17548— Yellow-gold color 
4 N 17549— Chrome-plated. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. $1499 

14 Dress-up time .. snake chain bracelet watch with adjust- 
able closing. Stainless steel case back. 

4 М 17537 — Chrome-plated base metal 
4 N 17538 Yellow gold-color base metal 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 5999 

15 Super vet .. watch plus 3 snap-on crinkle-vinyl straps: 
yellow, red and brown. Watch has yellow gold-color base 

metal case, white dial with sweep second hand. 
4 м 17541— Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

“His and Her" SIDEWINDERS 
(16 ond 17 ) Halfmoon case straddles 
wrist for easy viewing. Brushed chrome. 
plated base metal case; stainless steel 
back. Luminous hands move. 
ment, unbreakable mainspring. Black 
leather strap has metal grommets 
(16) His Sidewinder. Black dial with 

sweep second hand 
4 N 16106 — Shipping wt. 4 ос... $1699 
(17) Her Sidewinder, White dial with 

small second hand. 
4 N 16721 — Shipping wt. 4 oz. 

$1099 

$16.99 

Capra Un Posen 



JUNIOR 

ВООТООЕ 

LA Heo M) Rhodium-ploted Sterling Silver 
Brocelets ond Charms. Charms have spring 
ring; attach without soldering Bracelets 
Tirin. long. Charms shown about actual 
size. Gift boxed. Shpg. wt each 3 oz. 
A Dovbtetink ink А Bresis haster В воды Wh ehala spring ring clan 
ыз ш» ECE ою» 

Colendor mark- [у Proving Honds 
Sw cum. D ou pow mas day. 19 on beck AN S017.. мә Ы 59002... $2.49 
Wing Well Prencieg Hone. te sise РОТ SS 
Somo . . color. || Feith, Hope ond fully” enimelel II Chen. ANS МЫ 4N SOL... 51.99 
Mod Money..$1 J Cheerleader J блем has megaphone, Ne 

L Mettord Seed; Christmas Treo 
Ы plastic-encased. 
4N S291... 8299 so 

Perec! Cube Electric Alarm Clock. Plastic 
case In vivid color. White dial has bold 

Arabie numerals color-matched to case 
Sweep second hand. А single button sets 
both time and alarm. ЗУ іп square. UL 
listed for 110-120v., 60-cycle AC Guaran 
teed 1 year from date of sale against faulty 
materials or workmanship of parts or re. 
turn for free replacement 
AN 7106-Blue case 4 N 71061- Red case 
4 N 71062- Yellow case. 
Shipping weight 1 ib. $7.95 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 

x) 

р LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price in 3 
ужат for any Double-Bell Alarm Clock. 

Brightly-enameled metal case accented by 
brass.color trm White dial, black no. 
merals Luminous hands and dota. 30-hr 
key wind movement. 223¥ax6-inches high 
4 N 7027 — Pink 4 N 70271 - Yellow 
4N 70272-Green 4 N 70273- Blue 
Shipping weight 9 ounces 54.44 
(Rond T) Girls’ Identification Bracelets 

n long; safety catch. No C O.D, orders 
ova wunind (max. 9 letters) Print emp 

R With Mon-made Birthstone, Gold plated 
metal. Sine bvthmonth wumber from Calor 

Chart en ойрэн, page 
AN B121X — Shipping wt. 6 or. $6.99 
Т With Heon Chom of Sterling Silver 

set with Duke-cut diamond. Silver: 
color metal bracelet and plaque. 
н 15628XV — Shipping weight В ox. $7 99 

mo half sizes. Plewe nate aie Measure io 
be sure . for froe ringaizo finder, order 
Catalog Number 39 N 6899. Shown about 
actual size. 
Y Unde? Synthetic Stor Sapphire 14K 

(V bre ¥) Girls’ Rings. Sizes 4, 

Shipping weight 3 ounces 
Mon-mode Bint tone. 10K 

урей postpaid from factory in void Shy Providence, Rhode lend, Allow extra lime 
for delivery. No C.O.D. orders. Stat чу aber. 

tur Brth-monik тш Color Clari 
W5226V "(Shipping wt 402).....$8.99 
Twinheort" has genuine ruby and 

sapphire. 14K gold. М €— 
va N 803156 — Shipping weight Jor $1699 

ү Sue as genuine 1 pt. Diamond. 
ТОК white gold. Slate viz above. 

VA М 50314 — Shipping weight 3 or. $1299 



NOTE: BE SURE TO READ BEF 
DERING. Jewel) 

) Man-made Birth 
e in Ladies Ring 
half sizes, Si 

git 

(А ond В) Motching Pendant ond Eor 
Ange. 12K СОА 

Pendent. . 18-inch chair 
AN SSTASH—Shpg. wt. 4 or...$499 

Вак Earrings 
AN 3144H — Shpg. wt 3 ox... $6.99 

prerced ars 
ing and posta. 

4 м®вган — Shipping wt Jor 
D Bing with 8 tiny cult 

Japan. 10K gold. S 
FA N S0301V-iShipp 

2 Oval Ring. 10K 
F4 N 50302%- 

F буз! Stone Ring. 10K y 
F4 м 50303V. 

шэ SoS 

Shipping wt 
LG ond H } Pe 
rings. Solid 14 

ant and matching Ear 
eld 

Foll Wos $799 
hain 

Cu $102. 
56.97 

torings for pierced ears VET SER Sipe wt oc. $4.99 

MAN-MADE BIRTHSTONE CHART 

EAUTIFUL EXPRESSIONS OF 
(J they N) Man-made birthstones co 
father, m memorate birthdates of 

J, M and N are set in 
ied. (WL еа 4o: 

кете ИКЕ ИЕ ГЕ ТЫ ГЕ 
xt аш Pe E 
Senos 05, E EH | амону mo 

SHES us | ВВ 

т Fan Staus 3799 pr Fan Sag » 

ELI 

D Fomily-Tres Pin with Lovebirds 
cling silver set with 9 

an 9 birth 
yellow gold-clectroplated 

F4 N 531419 - (Shipping weight 4 ounces 

F4 N S608H - Shipping w ight 4 ounces) 

olors resemble natural stones State birthr jonth number when огде 

FAMILY LOVE 

T low Fell won $12.99. . cur $3.02 
14K Gold Bracelet. Spring ring clasp. 
inches long. Gift boxed 

To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under "Sears, 
Roebuck and Со, Catalog Sales" for 
nun all 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 
4 N 5989. 
Also in Sterlin 

19.97 

$299 

(V ond W) Gift-boxed Charms person 
alized with engraving; attach to bracelet 

no soldering needed. with spring т 
No C.Ó.D:%. Pr 

Also in Sterling Silver 
RA N 5900XV — Shpg. wt. 202... .. $1.99 
Win f ся $101. 

так 
пан 597 20r.. 45.97 
Also in. ver 
RAN 5001ХУ —Shpg, wt 2or. ....$199 

дохо [Sears] 93 



SHEFFIELD 
COMES TO SEARS 

with Women's watches 
in step with fashion 

(1 they 3) Three great fashi п looks 
"midi" and "mini" in mood. Roman 

— numerals on yellow gold-color base metal 
Ё bezel: stainless steel case back. Strap and 

ч covered buckle are black leather. 
1 “Maxi”. champagne-color dial 

VA N 16729 — Shipping wt. 402... 520.00 
2 Midi”. black dial 

VA N 16728 — Shipping wt 4 oz. .. $20.00 
3 “Mini” . black dial. 

| VA N 16727 — Shipping wt. 4 on. .. $20.00 

4 Colendor Brocelet .. keeps track of the 
date, too. Upbeat styling: watch and 

flexible bracelet have a flowing all-in-one 
look. Textured yellow gold-color base metal 
Champagne-color dial with hour markers, 
sweep second hand 
VA N 16753- Shipping weight 4 ox. ..$35.00 

Б Cheimlink Brocelet . . the bold squared 
~ links and case are yellow gold-color 

base metal. Champagne-color dial 
VA N 16754— Shipping weight 4 oz... $23.50 

3 Rope" Pendent .. lovely accessory 
6 in its own right. Yellow gold-color base 
metal .- god color dial. The chain is about 

w 30 inches lo 
VAN 16747 pping weight 5 or. ..$21.00. 

7 Ring Watch .. a sparkling little "gem" 
that prettily tells the time, Yellow gold 

color base metal; white dial. It's adjust 
able . . fits any finger. 
VA N 16785 - Shipping weight 2.2... $25.00 

Q 4491 Set. watch plus 4 slipihru 
straps to be changed at whim. Polished 

yellow gold-color base metal case shaped 
to fit the wrist. Reptile-grained vinyl straps 
are white, red, blue, yellow. 
VAN 16726~Shipping weight 5 oz ..821.00 

FINE ENDURA WATCHES 
\ {9 thru 11 ) АП have dependable Swiss movement; unbreakable mainspring. 
NUse your phone’ if you want to order them the easiest way of all. 

$ Set. Yellow gold- j()Bengle Bracelet.. |] Modem Watch . а 
color base metal stunning “Braided current look. Big 

case (stainless steel горе" design accessory — oval dial is divided into 
) and 5 mapon and timepiece all in quadrants; no markers. 

'nameled metal topa, ое. Yellow gold-color Case is chrome-plated 
5 pull through patent  basemetal Romannu- base metal Narrow 
vinyl straps in white, — meralson chas strap is shiny black 
Ted, turquoise blue, color dial. Hing patent vinyl. 
lime green, black. 4 off. 4 м 16741- White dial 
Shp wi. 6 oz. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 4 N 16742-Black dial 

ANT6613.. $1999 АМ 16738 ....51899 — Shpg.wt-4or.... $1898 



"The Spice a cherry. finished miniature 
chest that's handsomely copied down to the 

white wood pulls. 9 drawers . . lined in blue cotton 
velveteen. x 1340¥: inches 
4 N 4812C — Shipping weight 7 pounds. $2299 

9 “Colonial” .. maple-finished with spindle carved 
Ó doors, antiqued brass eagles and hardware 
9 drawers (6 behind closed doors). Lined in blue 
cotton velveteen. 1012928798 inches. 
4 N 4805C — Shipping weight 9 pounds 

4 “Conie” . . yet contemporary. Handsome grille- 
front cabinet has honeytone fruitwood finish 

solid brass hardware. 8 drawers lined in blue cot 
ton vel 

$26.99 
ed in the Spanish 

ebony-finiah; solid be 
11 hidden behind the doo 

Blue cotton velveteen lining. 10x17%«x8 inches 
4 N 4806C — Shipping weight 13 pounds. .... $39.99 

doors). Luxurio 

Set. Shpg. wt. 19 p 
Chest only. Shpg. w 

bureau-style has honeytone fruit 
h, beveled lid-mirror. 10-section top, 

e jewelry brass hardware 
red cotton velveteen lining. 5Vax11Yax7Ys in. 
4 N 4800—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 or 

8 Sophi elegant yet contemporary in 
mood. Chest has quartered oak finish, 3 roomy 

drawers with solid brass pulls, red cotton velveteen 
lining. TVax11Yax6¥a ine 
4 N 4816- Shipping wei 

$1299 

$1499 A 5 pounds 
used 

WOOD JEWELRY BOXES 
Made with fine furniture craftsmanship by skilled Japanese 
woodworkers of exotic Kiabooca hardwood . . coated and hand. 
rubbed 7 times to bring out the natural beauty of the wood. 



б 
pu LO Lp 

ALT. 0} such unusual ў 
Interest, this. 
Jade figurine was selected 

as a feature of our 
special opening 

9.26 2 section. 
Ф -- page x2 

JADE 
(1 thes 9) The mystery and beauty 
of genuine Jade captured by true 
Artisan craftsmanship Rings (8, 
9 and 10) come in Ladies’ Ring Sizes 

6, 7, 8.. no half sizes. Measure 
to be sure ` for free ring size finder, 
order catalog no. 39 N 6899. S 
actual size, Gift boxed. 
1 Polished Jede "Kwon Yin“ 

Stotvette. A superb, hand-carved 
image of the Goddess of Mercy 
About -inches high. From Taiwan, 
VA N 53359C- Shpg. wt 8 oe. $57.99 
Q Neddece. 10mm uniform jade 

beads strung on hand-knotted 
coni MK gold clasp. 16-in. long 
V4 N 53355C - Shpg. wt. 6 oz $82.99 

Antiqued Snoke Ring has gen 
uine garnet “eyes”. 10K gold. 

State шу айм. 
М4 N 50091F -Shpg. wt 4 oz $21.99 
Д Wedding Bond Ring Classic tailored design; half round edge мк Gold. Siste шә bore 
VA н SOOACF-Shp wt 402 $2799 
Б Flower Ring. Florentined 14K 

gold. Stat изу above. 
VA N SOOSSCF-Shpg. wt 4 oz. $25.99 
G Eorings for Pierced Eon. 7mm 

Ball. 14K Gold posts. 
4 N SS858— Shpg. wt. 2 or... $699 
17 Peorshope Pendant. 14K Gold 

mounting and 18-inch chain. 
4 N 53131 Shpg. wt 1or....$1299. 
8 Poning for Pierced Бот. Smm 

tear drops, 14K Gold ball on top, 
14K Gold posts. 
4 N 53356- Shpg. wi. 2oz....$1899 
f) Circle Lael Pin. Three 6mm jade 
U beads and three 6mm cultured 
pearls from Japan. Safety catch 
14K gold setting 
V4 N 53357C— Shpg wi. 1 ox $29.99 
Also: all jade beads. 
VA N 53358C—Shpg wt 1 ox. $29.99 

IVORY 
10 Budde Stotueme .. a good luck 

piece carved oui of genuine 
ivory. sin. tall with black 
wooden base. Prom Hong Kong. 
VA N 53354—Shpg, wt. 8 ox. . $2399 
(11 they 16) Far Eastern encha: 
ment in genuine ivory ..hand-carved 
im a deeply petaled roe design. 
Shown actual size. Gift boxed. 
|] Rope Neckloce has 11 ivory 

roses spaced on 12K Gold-filled 
cable chain. 30-inches long, 
4 N 53353 Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ... $10.99 
19 fie. Karat-clad® (heavy gold 
© clectroplate) open scroll mount- 

ing. Adjustable . . fits all. 
4 N 54134—Shpg wt Jor. ....$5 99 

elet. Brightly 
and textured. 12K 

Gold-filled. 7ys-inchen long. 
AN 53351— Shpg. wt. Sar... $6.99 
|J Eomings for Pierced fom. 14K 

Gold рон». 
4 N SS872-Shpg. wt. 4 о.....$597 
15 OOK AT Тн. Our lowest price 

9 ever fer on Ivery Pendant. 18-inch 
chain. 12K gold-filled 
4 N 55873- Shpg. wt. 4. "2.88 
6 Longatemmad Rove Pin. 12K Gold-filled. Safety catch. 

4 N 53352- Shpg. wt 3or.....$999. 



GENUINE DIAMOND 

xس...  
/ — 

(1 they 22 ) Precious jewelry . . shown actual size. Gift Boxed. All rings on this page come in Ladies’ Ring Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8. . no half sizes (except for rings (19 and 20) which do come in half sizes 5Y, 64s, 74s). Measure to be sure . . for free ring size finder, order catalog no. 99 N 6899. 
(1 Meu 5 ) Topos Quarts. deep, (6thru 11) Linde? Synthetic Stor (12 thry 17) Genuine Opals .. lus- (18 thru 22) Diamonds 
rich smokey-hued stones set in Sepphires .. blues and a red. trous, light-catching stones of un- 
exquisitely-designed mountings 

everlast- 
ing expression of the love you share. 

surpassed beauty im rich, antiqued жы deploys s ме L TL mm stone mountings 18 Poodle Pin. 14K gold with two 
ag in ne рар me TÜR ш in la O ra at coe эш 10K gold. Stat ur abr VEN EDIAICH-Shpe. wt Zar. SSO yy UD pinted metal mounting Pe 
Va N'SQT9SE — Shpg. wt 3 ое. $16.99 A N 53365—Shpg. wt. 2 or 19 осмом Ring, Two Vis cara 

Б lower" Ring Eorrimgs for Pierced fon. Button stones. 14K white gold mounting. ур Saleem emer against black 13 forie ek Рег: Stm му whore. 
10K gold. Star wi obrer. gold mounting. Sie size above. 4NSS3EG-Shpg wt. 2or....$1299 — FAN 2724F —Shpg. wt. 7 02.510500 VM t e М. 2or$1899 V4 N 50142CF-Shpg. wt Sor. $39.99 14 Bor Pin . 9 oval stones in intri- — 2) Custer Ring . . 1 stones: Vs carat wie Pin. م Geld B Sul Mag Guam sena. 10K Liema рз mount: ا A al еа p REC EE gol Snr er ee ing Safety catch Sas sae hen 
Mme ріне теа] ne VAN 507 БСР Барр wi for 52999 4 5394-Shpg wi Jor ...$1099 FAN IEF Shpg. wt 7 oz. $135.00 
МИЫ Shp wi dor 781200 0) Fomings for Pierced fon. бат [5 Custer Ring -7 round stones. о Earrings for Pierced fon. Two onc? 16K Gold о LAK gold. Sur ahve. ОД Sparkling Te carat diamonds in 
4 Eomings for Pierced for. 14K — VAN 53368C-Shpg. wt. 202. 52899 V4 N SOT02CF-Shpg. wt. Sor. 

Pendant ribbon-like border V4 N 53367C - Shpg. wt. 2 oz $29.99 VAN SOISTR-Shpg. wt. 1 pun 22 озот Peor-Sho; Pendant. Penden ib Ms rie [j tang nocd euam Dii, Free de Gare Ee MER cr poder comparo 17 Vos tri time ZZ V earn ie Da En ry Mer E rcx E A done — just dial Sears and order " 
gol Dement o wom Vea NVC. r Sear 97 

rideo te \ AMET RYE peso 10 Pte мш ире мш 1Û 

it right now. inch chain. 14K whit 
4 н 83361 Shpg.wt-20r...51099 V4 N 52369C-Shpg. wt. 202, .$39.99 



TURQUOISE AND 
STERLING 

dies’ Ring Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8 

jewelry of 

look in your phone 
"under "Sears, Roebuck and 

s1499 
B Nechring. 18-inches long. Hooks in back 

4 N 53234 — Shipp 
le Ring ice fio nl 

ld posts. 
7 Shipping wt. 4 ог. 

E "обом, 18-inch chain 
1 AN 53236 - Shipping wt. 4 oz. $5.99 
p ocu. 

4 N 53230 — Shipping wt. 4 or 

98íSears мос 

по ha 

(© they N) Genuine Shell Comeos 

HAND-CARVED CAMEO 

who like the unusual and unique. Shown about ac 
sizes. Me asure to be sure 

Gift Boxed. Cameo rings on this page ( K 
for free ring-size finder, order catalog number 39 N 6899. 

ever alike because they are hand carved. 

J 
К Wedding-ring 

V4 N 50082- Shipping weight 2 oz. 

12K gold-filled. 
wt Sou $1999 

dont. 18-in. chain. 12K gold-filled 
N 53232 — Shipping wt. 4 oz. $6.99 

Screwbock Earrings. 12K gold-filled 
4 м 53233 — Shipping wt. 4 oz. $1099 

], fes. MK gold. Sine жу aloe 

M 

N 

V4 N 50083 - Shipping wt. 2 oz 
Oval Pin. 
4N 53229 

12K gold-filled. 
Shipping wt. 3 oz 

Filigreed Pin. 12K gold-filled. 
4N 53231 Shipping wt. 3 oz 

Style with 3 Cameos, 14K 

$21.99 

$2299 

$1299 

s1899 

THE SIGNS OF 
THE ZODIAC 

and L 

LP thr Т) Zodioc Jewelry. the twelve signs 
of the Zodiac expressed in beautifully antiqued 
metal . . a heavenly gift. 
p terio te 

sterling silver. 14K 
of the Zodiac availabl 

sign member she th Ring (5 
301H — Shipping weight 4 oe. ан 4.99 

R Nesting: Karat-clad® dise shows all 12 
signs of the Zodiac. 12K gold-filled neck- 

ring... about 18-in. long; hooks in back 
4 N 53286 — Shipping weight 6 oz $599 
$ Adivstoble Ring .. fits all. Richly detailed 
© Signs in gold electroplated metal. All 12 
igna of the Zodiac available. 

Stele Zad: 
4 N S3271H- Shipping weight 2 oz $6.99 

ns all 12 signs of the Zodiac. 
TVa-in. long. Gold-color metal. 

4 N 53284 — Shipping weight 5 oz. $3.99 
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Gift yourself 
(or someone special with 
a wonderful wig from Sears 

Choose your (or her) own hair color 
or an exciting new shade from 
Our Salon Shade Selector* 
All wigs are gift-wrapped 
ready to put under a holiday tree! 

(1 thv 3) Add to а wig wardrobe or start 
one with these latest, greatest modacrylic 
styles! They're the perfect complement to a 
mini, midi or maxi fashion look, and great 
with’ pants. The life-like, smooth and silky 
modacrylic fiber is specially color-blended 
for Sears to look like real hair . . but with 
no real-hair problems. Won't frizz-up in rain, 
wilt in humidity, fade in sun. The curl or wave 
pattern is permanent- never needs setting 
You can swirl a wave, toes a curl - suit your 
styling whim, Light-weight nylon, spandex 
stretch 

To keep wig lovely, s 
mild shampoo. Rim 
b 

cool water with 
tly curls 

ке into place ready to wear when wig 
at room temperature. Do not brush or 
wet wig. 

1 Сомй tovsled style. Popular Greek boy 
look is a riot of short, soft waves. Tapered 

back, whispy sideburns, 
FB N 8597V — Postpaid (Wt. 1 1b)... . $21.00 

2 Natural, sleek style. Youthful Dutch boy 
look im а bouncy midi-length. Flattering chin-Jength cut has full 4-inch bangs 

FB N 8598۷ VE 11b)......$2200 

3 Smooth, ported му 
with side part. brus 

under in a page boy. $ to 
FB N 8599V. We 

Sophisticated 
up in a flip or 

Two Easy Ways to Order a Wig 

wig or hair-piece in 

Зе 
Rocbuck and Co 
number 39 N 7 

rablooking colors including 

тс dir 
Cour ric AT 



(1 thes 5) Festive accents give glitter 
ing glamour to your wig or hairdo. All 
fashioned from metal, then electroplated 
with shimmering gold. Barrette backs. 
1 Angel Hoirpottern Bar. Set with de- 

licate simulated pearls. 35» in. long. 
8 N 8239 Shipping weight 2oz.....$400 
Q Graceful Buttery. Set with multi 

colored simulated stones. 2 in. high. 
B N 8232- Shipping weight 2or.....$300 
3 teefpetem Bor Set with colorful 

simulated stones. 3 inches long. 
8 N 8234- Shipping weight 20z... . $3.00 
4 Ворот Circle. With multicolored semi- 

precious stones. 2% in. diam. 
5 N 8296- Shipping weight 20z.....$500 
Б Poir of Bow. Simulated pearl cluster 

‘centers. Each 15s inches across, 
8 N B235- Shipping weight 1 ог. Pair $4.00 

100 Perfume Nips inspire 
100 magic moods 

A fragrant treasury of the world's most 
cherished perfumes. Tiny glass vials 
hold one application each of scents by 
Schiaparelli, Lucien Lelong, others. Simu- 
lated jewel-decorated purse carrier holds 
12. Scent guide incl. Plastic case. 
8 N 4001 — Shipping weight Bor.....$298. 

delight Milady 
with a Midas Tuch 

(6 thev 15) Ultra-feminine boudoir accesories inspired by the elegance of Renaissance art 
are made of delicately fashioned metal sculptured into a floral-leaf design, then electroplated 
with glimmering gold that is tarnish-resistant. Their antiqued look interpreta the grandeur 
of a bygone era into gracious gifts of glamour for the woman of today. 
G Mokeup Miror. Regular 
mirror flips to magnifier 

for easier, more precise make- 
up application. Gin. diame- 
ter. 11 in. high. 
Заре. wt 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

BN HEB oe $8.88 
7 Tissue Box Holder. Add» 

golden glamour to a bou- 
tiquesize box of tissues 
(1 box of tissues included). 
Avandia inches high. 
BN 9463— Wt. 13 oz... $398 
8 Hair Spray Cover. Makes 

any average size can of 
hair spray an attractive 
dressing table decoration. 
9 inches tall. 
Shipping weight 12 oz 

вн 9466, 498 

9 Upstick Coddy. Keeps 5 
lipsticks at fingertip 

reach. 5¥» inches long. 
EN 9461- Wi Toz $3.98 
10 Monicure Coddy. Holds 

‘emery board and orange 
stick (incl). Place for nail pol- 
ish; finger-contoured stand. 
5 in. long, Ve in. high. 
BN 9462- Wr. Gor... $3.98 
1] Theve-piece Dresser Set. 
Nylon bristle Sn. brush 

removes for cleaning. 10-in. 
hand mirror. Sn. comb. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. В or. 
вн 9469, $998 
[2 Merored Dresser Troy. 

Rubber feet. 10x13 inches 
вн 9470— Wi. 3 Ibs... $8.98 

13 fering Tree. A most at- 
ractive way to display 

ber regular and pierced ear- 
rings, as well as her other 
dainty jewelry. Measures 
б\з inches high. 
BN 9465— Wt. Sor... $4.98 

14 Powder Box with Both O 
Pearls that add fragrance 

to her bath. Plastic box in 
Zin. diam. golden stand can 
also hold her jewels, 
8 М 9482— Wi. 10 or. ..$498 

15 Trinket Box has picture- 
frame type lid with see 

thru glass inset that lets her 
show off her jewels. Gold- 
color fabric lining. Measures. 
AP xax inches high. 
BN 9467 Wt. 10 ox. .. 5598 
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One 
perfect little dress 

Souffletextured double-knit ace 
tate. Simple . . sophisticated 
smashing. Accented with 
trimmed gold.color metallic rope 

jasticized 
ong back zipper. 2-inch 

ves with 

hem. Lined, except sleeves, with 
acetate taffeta. Dry clean. The 
pin and earings are sold below 

20 

10, 12, 14, 16, 18,20. 

14%, 1673, 189», 20%, 22۷ 
Var M TORTE Peach 
V31 N 7858F — Black 
V31 N 7859F — White 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1402 

12T, MT, 167, 187, 20T 

V31 N 7860F — Peach 
V31 N 7861F— Black 
V31 N 7862F — White 
Shpg. wt. 11b, 14 $2100 

'Charge it" if you wish 

The JEWELRY 
(1 and2) Drop-cluster ear 
rings and pin . . teardrop-shape 

ed pearls hang from 

MN EE 
Shpg. wt. Lor $4.99 

safety-catch 

4. 102 (Sears 52: 



¡Now 
the softened 

double-knit 

shaped with tucks or 

a whirl of pleats in 
crepe-textured polyester 

Tucked-front dress with long 
sleeves; contrasting colar self tie- 

sash and band at hemline. Back neck 
zipper closing. Creamy white with tan 
trim. Machine washable, warm. 

fe sate correct se, 
weight 1 pound В ounces. 

$2100 

2 Sleeveless dress with gold-color 
Mylar® metallic braid trim on 

stand-up collar. Self tie-sash; stay-in 
pleated skirt; back neck zipper clos- 
img. Hand washable separately. So 
casy to buy .. just use the phone! 
misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Please he ure to stale corre si. 
V31 N 7850F — White. 
V31 М 7851F — Light blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1az .... $21.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
if in doubt, see 

our Big Catalog for charts 



Now: the 
pants outfit is 
indispensible 



37 
9 acrylic knit b 

dry clean. Belted t 
Zipper, Zin. hem. 
iate surah hand w 
Shoes sold on page 1 
Musses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
Vat N 7024F 

verrm susses’ GP, ВР, 10P, 
V31 N 7026F — Deep teal blu 

with white V31 N 7027F — Dark brown with white Sinir use, Shpg, wt. 2 Ibe 202 

dress and pants in Acri 
nded to acetato tricot 

Д Contatyle tuniedren A patterned туй: hase bonded 
ress buttons down ightly Nared pants or metal buttons the front with silver. elasticized at waist. Print scarf of ace 

at waist. Dry clean. 
nta have elasticized 

Machine wash, warm 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibe. 3 or V31 М 7873F — Mallard blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

Big Book for charts 

i j £x y 

j Сынама Brocelet , . open 
Û ae. About Linh width 
4 N 53389-Silver-cokor metal 
4 N 53384-Gold-color metal 
Shipping weight Joc. ....$799 
7 ноор fomings .. about 1 

nch diameter. Clip-back. 
4 N 53382-Silver-color metal 
4 N 52381-Gold-o 

$399 

'ars|105 



“Хоу the costume varies in length 
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Init skimmers in glowing colors . . 

and Wear-Dated, too 

(1 the 3) Dresses that do more than just look beautiful. Each is 
Wear-Dated . . guaranteed to give one year of normal wear or return 
it for replacement or refund. Acrilan® acrylic knit bonded to Certifab* 
(Estron** acetate tricot) to stay in shape. Dry clean. 

1 Softly shaped dress with stand. 
up collar, black frog-trim, front 

welt seaming and easy shirring 
at top of skirt. Long back zipper 
cloning. 2-inch hem. 
misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
Pleni be sure te Male corre sie 
V31 N 7004F — Medium lilac 
V31 N 7005F — Bright red 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. Bor. ..$1598 
verre мазак? sizas GP, ВР, 10P, 
12Р, 14Р. Please state correct iar 
V31 N 7006F — Medium lilac 
V31 N 7007F — Bright red 
Shipping weight 1 b. Bor... $1598. 

Princess-style dress with subtle 
details has a devastating talent 

for flattery. The inset V-shaped 
bodice line extends to tie a pretty 
bow at each side. Two side-seam 
pockets; long back zipper. 2inch 
hem. Scarf sold on page 139. 
asses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16,18 
Please be vare to aie 
V31 N 7008F Light coral 
V31 М 7009F — Rose-beige. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. Saz. $1598 

Comtdress with sparkling 
silvercolor metal buttons, 

back tab-belt and a 2inch hem 
dry clean. The detachable scarf 

of acetate surah printed in green. 
white, royal blue and lilac is hand 
washable separately 
xare sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Please be sure Io site correct size 
V31 N 7000F — Med. turquoise blue 
V31 N 7001F — Bright navy blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. $15.98 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
it in doubt, see our Big Book for measuring charts 

Just say "Charge it" when you phone your order. See page 263 
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The marvelous mix-up: 

jumper, pants and blouse 

& piece outfit 

with 5) great looks 

Sears] 109 



The fresh clean look 

of Navy and White 

y 

N 

N a | 

[GS ® 

с | 
| A 



gems: 

бам 
| SPECIAL 

(1 they 5 
(Estron* 

] Jumper with acetate 
керів jumper has cor per at pleat and tab-belt with 

gold-color metal buckle, 2-inch 
clean. Blouse has elasticized wr 
buttons . . hand wash 

V31 N 6190F — Navy blue with whi 
V31 N 6191F — Black w 
State zz. Shipping weight 
MAU Sizes 14%, 16%, 184, 2 
VIN blue with wh узт Non lack with white 

578F — Wedgwood blue 
Shipping we 

3 Shin dress .. button trim, self tie-be 
Back zipper. 2inch hem. Dry 

* blue printed acetate su ч 

Vat N 55 5 Shipping weight 14 ounce $10.98 

Б LOOK AT THIS: our lowest price ever for олу tunicdren 9 

waist. Dry clean. 

V31 N 6186F — 
VAT N 6187F — Graas grec w 

— b.6or. 12.88 
MAL muss 14%, 16 
V31 N 6188F — Naw hite V31 N 6189F — Grass groen with white 
State ace Shipping weight 11b. 6 1388 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

The HAN 
6 Envelo 

ван 



2 

(1 thw 3) PERMA-PREST® dresses of double-knit polyester . . need no ironing if machine- 
washed, warm, then tumble-dried. Back zipper closing. You can shorten or lengthen the 2-inch Һет 

S 1 Shin.. wing collar; el 
uperb поене 

h. 9 Skimmer . . banded neckline. 3 V-neck shift.. the detachable 
m not included; sold below. © scarf of acetate surah printed 

ur lo Mae core ite xasse sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 in contrasting tones is hand wash. 
è V31 N 6170F — Navy blue V31 N 6180F — Medium peach able separately. Buy the easy way 

e V31 N 6171F- Medium peach V31 N 6181F Aqua green order by phone. 
classics: Shipping weight 14 ounces. $1298 Suir м Shpg.wt.l4or...$1298 sisses sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
Dacron MALY тив 1449, 16%, 18%, mary sizes 14s, 1673, 18%, eg 

rase ише sie 20%, 22a. Рам une иге 
31 N 6172F — Navy blue V31 N 6182F — Medium peach V31 N 6177F — Navy blue 

polyester Cie Mae NR M econ MN. merce SECUN 
double-knits 157572 rar antep сто aoc phy MINIME 

V31 N 6174F — Navy blue V31 N 6184F — Medium peach V3 N 6178F — Aqua green 
DACRON» V31 N 6175F — Medium peach V31 N 6185F — Aqua green Vat N 6179F — Navy blue 

Shipping weight 14 ounces. $1398 Shipping weight 14 ounces. $13.98 Shipping weight 14 ounces. $1398 
Д THEPIN .. abel 

oxi Dome-shape; about 2 
112|Sears д, 4 N 53379 — Shipping weig! 

lower design in antiqued gold electroplated metal 
jn. diameter. Safety catch. 
3 ounces 5699 "ie олет 



the 
ny time dress 

This Acrilan® acrylic knit bonded 
to acetate tricot keeps its shape 
superbly, shys from wrinkles. 

„Styled to flatter with welt seaming, 

mock-pocket tabs at sides. Long 

back zipper. Dry clean. It's a 
WEAR-DATED? dress . . 

guaranteed to give you one 
year of normal wear or return 

it for replacement or refund. 

V31 N 5565F — Gold 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz. - . -$10.00 
HALE sizes 14%», 16, 1849, 20%, 
22%, 24%. Please state м 
V31 N SS67F-Flame 
V31 N 5569F — Peacock blue 
V31 N 5568F — Gold. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oc... $11.00 
TALL masses sures 12T, MT, 
AGT, 187, 20T. Plese sate size 
V31 N 5570F — Flame red 
V31 N 5572F — Peacock blue 
V31 N SSTIF-Gold 
Shipping wt, 1 Ib, 4 ое. ...$11.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE Jf in doubt, see 
ош Big Book for charts 

THE SHOES 
Elegant fashion-styled pump. 
Leather upper, color-accented tip. 
Cushioned nylon tricot lining. 
Composition sole, in. covered 
heel. Coordinates with bag om 
page 111 
Sis AA(narrow) 7 to 9; Bimed) 
55 to 9, 10. Half sizes, no 9 
SANA9254F-Camel tan with 

black patent tip 
SANADASAF-Navy with amber 

p 
 SANABOSAF- Bone with brown tip. 
State size, dh, We 11b. 4o $14.00 
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healhery mates 
a gay array of medium blue, grass green 
and cream separates to put together 

as you please 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
1 Leon ond clingy turtleneck top is rib knit of wool, polyester 

and nylon. Pullover style. Hand wash. Hat sold on page 117. 
Junior sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State cure? sive 

19 N 6844F — Cream 19 N GBA5F — Medium blue 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $697 

9 Gay pleid jumper that buttons off the beaten track ix medi 
© um blue, grass green and cream. Woven of wool and nylon 
bonded to acetate tricot. Dry clean. Shoes sold on page 119. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, Petite Junior sizes ЗР, 5 
13, 15, Plone state мы. 9P, LIP, 13Р. Plows siat st: 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2oz Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
19 N 9501F. $14.97 10N 9502F. 51497 

3 Essentiolly long cordigon . .ribby knit to wear as a dress 
coat or as shown. Medium blue wool, polyester and nylon. 

Hand washable. The necklaces are sold on page 121 
Junior sizes 32, 34, 36, 28, 40. lease date сөтен sizz 

19 N 6846F — Shipping weight 14 ounces $11.97 

Ribbed sweotertnit ponts make a great legicy-look for pants 
people. Pullon style with elasticized waist. Medium blue 

wool, polyester and nylon. Hand washable. 
Junior si % MiS-11; 1013159, State S, М 

19 N BOTTF — Shipping weight 13 ounces. sa97 
SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

fj Long-leeved shirt in white tops off a great look. Pullover 
style with front button placket: back yoke. Super-smooth 

broadcloth of polyester and cotton. Machine wash, medium. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15. Please state corre? sir 
19 М 4983F — Shipping weight 6 ounces 5597 

in knit of wool, polyester and nylon. Skinny 
the hi-pockets, waist and bottom. Hand wash. 

Junior sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. Piras tate ттеп 
19 N 6849F — Medium blue 19 N 6850F — Cream "mm 
Shipping weight 10 ounces $797 I та T 

Plaid skit in medium blue, gruss green and cream has a 
fling of hip-plents. Contour waist; side zipper. Woven of 

wool and nylon bonded to acetate tricot. Dry clean, 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, Petite Junior sizes 3P, 5P. ТР. 

13, 18. Please sie ur. ӨР, 11Р, 13Р. Please uate ww. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
19 М 7255F. 5997 19N 7256F. 5997 

8 Ribbed pullover adds a zipper for a new look. Knit of wool, 
polyester and nylon. Hand washable. Sash sold on page 122 

Junior sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. Piae sate cort uir. 
18 N 6B47F — Medium blue 19 N 6B48F — Cream 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. $797 

Y Wideleg ponts step lively in medium blue, grasa green and 
cream plaid. Bandiess waist; fly-front zipper closing. Woven 

of wool and nylon bonded to acetate tricot. Dry clean. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. lee state vorrei sz 

19 N 8071F — Shipping weight 1 pound. s997 

10 Smocked-tront blouse in white is semi-sheor polyester and 
iton. Button front and cuffs; square bottom. Hand washable 

separately. The necklaces are sold on page 121 
‘Junior sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, Please state correct нл. 

19 N 5030F — Shipping weight 6 ounces. se 

| Aline wrap skin buttons down left side. Medium blue woot 
and nylon bonded to acetate tricot. Dry clean. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. Plea ate corri мэ. 
19 М 7257F — Shipping weight 9 ounces s997 

5997 
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the tunic /pants set-up 
done in double-knit Dacron* polyester 

: DACRON | 1l6[Sears) Ss 



The KNIT BERET 
Gets you off to a soft start in cory 
wool and angora rabbit hair. Di 
mond pattern; pompon trim. Fits all 
N88 N 9368 Ivory white and white 
N88 N 9363- Lilac and white 
N88 N 9364 — Peach and white 
Shipping weight 4 ounces... $5.00 

“super - softies” 
pick plaid partners 

1 ооой cardigan packs a belt 
skinny-rib knit of lamb's wool, 

angora rabbit hair and other fiber 
Button front and wide belt; button. 
trimmed sleeves, Dry clean. From 
Hong Kong. Hat sold below. 
Junior sizes 34, 36, 38, 40.Sont use 

19 N 6B35F — Peach 
19 N 6836F — White 
Shipping weight 12 az. $13.97 

9 Fantastic leggeor. pants in a 
© Мас, peach and cream woven 
plaid of wool and nylon bonded to 
acetate tricot. Contoured no-band 
waist, zipper fly front. Dry clean. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
Sisir sis Shipping weight 1 b 
18 М B070F sa 

3 Dreamiest dress of the season, a 
white skinny-rib knit of lamb's 

wool, angora rabbit hair and other 
fiber. Step-in style; drawstring waist: 
2 patch pockets. Dry clean. From 
Hong Kong. Searf sold on page 139. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. 

State size. Shipping weight 10 02. 
VI9 N 2895F 51997 

Д Soft-heored_ pullover, skinny 
rib knit of lamb's wool, angora 

rabbit hair and other fiber. Mock: 
turtleneck style. Dry clean. Im 
ported from Hong Kong. 

Junior sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. Side wir 
18 М 6837F —Lilae 
18 N 6838F — White 
Shipping weight 9 ot $997 
Б; Your vest bet: Muffy knit of lamb's 

wool, angora rabbit hair and 
other fiber. White button-front style 
sports a trio of patch pocket. Dry 
clean. From Hong Kong 

Junior sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. 
State size. Shipping weight 7 oz. 
19 N 6834F 997 

Skint the party circuit in a woven. 
plaid frontpleated style with 

contoured waist, back zipper. Of 
жоо! and nylon; dry clean. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
18 N 7253F — Lilac and cream 
10 N 7254F — Peach and cream 
State wir. Shpg. wt. 10 02 sa97 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE . If in doubt, see our Big Book 
lor instructions and charts 



Turtleneck pullover 
of flame red, white 

knit of Wintuk yarn 

19 N 6827F - Wt. 1 Ib. 10z 
3 The sweotery-knit pants are of na 
9 с гус. Pullon style; elasti- 

t. Machine wash, medium 

ге 1 
Vig N 38696 — WL 3 Ibe. to 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
19 N 8068F — Flame red 
19 N 8069F 

a $897 

8 Smell in-vest-ment 
© dividends 
white and m 

veratyle has ribbed-trim, а pocket 
Wintuk yarn of Orlon 

19 N 6641F 

|0 Stipes snop around o pullover with 
a crew neck. Flame red, white and 

, ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
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UNIOR 
AZAAR 

The SHOE 
Soft crinkle patent vinyl upper rides high on the vamp for 
Rounded square toe 
sole, 1Va-inch heel 

г B (medium 
боо. State sia, then В width 
54 N 27928F — Red 
54 N 25928F — Bone 
54 N 27929F – Navy 
54 N 22928F — Black 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 ог... ..$7.99 
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holiday 
‘rimming 





CITY JEANS saddle up with Just-right tops 1 sea hy ran 
by-products. Zip front; plenty of hard: 
ware trim; elasticized backwaist. Dry 
clean. Hat sold on pag 
Junior sizes 

13-151. Stale 
V19 м 3615F — WE 2 Iba. Loz...$21.97 
2, Wool flannel jeans . . dapper duds 

styled with contraststitching, 2 
front pockets, zip fly-front. Fabric 
bonded to acutate tricot. Dry cle 
Junior sizes 5. 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 

19 N 8072F — Flame red 
19 М 8073F — Navy blue 
State sve. Shpg wt. 13 от. $8.97 

Our lowest price this season 
for any Hi-turtleneck Pullover 

Sows 77 
Son. 9 

Lasso a groat look in skinny-rib 
knit cotton and polyester. Machine 

wash, warm. Watch sold on page 116. 
ior sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. 

19 N 6B54F — Medium brown 

size. Shpg. wi. 12 ог. 537 

in frosty brown 

amd cream acrylie backing .. wear 
it with either side out. Dry «ейт. 

Junior sizes $(6-7), M(9-11 
141316), State sise S, M or L 
19 N 50205 — Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ....$17.97 

closing in front 
Machine washable, warm. 

Junior sizes 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 
19 N 8065F — Wheat. 
19 N B066F — Deep brown 
19 N 8067F — Deep navy 
State ic» Sbpg. wt. 1 1b. $597 
G Zippy pullover has а ring-pull 

Skinny-rib knit of Orlon” acrylic 
is machine washable, warm. 

Junior sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 

Bright navy 
White 

io» Shpg. wt. 11 oz. se 
7) Dovble-knit jeans .. rodeo-gear of 

Acrilan® acrylic. Mock-pockets; 
zip fly-front. Machine wash, warm. 

sh is sold below 
Junior эйе» 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16 

19 N 8074F — Bright navy 
19 N 8075F — White 
19 N 8076F — Flame red 
State ss. Shpg, wt. 14 ө. $9.97 

^ ^ 

> мы 

The BRAIDED SASH 
Weaves ite way in natural-color ent- 
ton twine. Long tassel trim with 
goldcolor metal band, Measures 
about 1% inches wide and 60 inches 
long including tassel 

Shipping weight 6 ounces 
чө Di T вв N 8168 $350 



SUNGLASS WARDROBE 
3 great wide-eyed looks 
with "tigerstripe” plastic 
frame, tinted plastic lenses 
The round shape has blue 
lenses. octagonal shape has 
brown lenses; aviator shape 
has gray lenses. Gift-boxed. 
Imported from France. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 
4 N 8200. 5699 

Shiny coat with scarf. Coat is slick, pliant 
crushable, rain-resistant polyurethane coated 

cotton; quilt lining of acetate with batting af 
reused wool and other fibers. About 33 inches. 
Dry clean. Bulky-knit acrylic scarf (hand wash 
able) is boldy striped and tasseled. 

Misses’ sizes В, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. State mir 
N17 N 7700F — Sand; brown-and-beige scarf 
N17 N 7701 — Navy; navy-and-red scarf 
NI7 N 7702F — Red: red-and-navy scarf 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 « $29.90 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE. I in 

Lush, supple thick-and-thin wide-waled cot. 
ton corduroy coat trimmed with glossy poly 

urethane-coated cotton, bonded to polyurethane 
foam for shape-keeping. Pile lined with cotton: 
backed Acrilan® acrylic. Quilted acetate sleeve 
lining. About 33 inches. Dry clean. 

Misses’ sizes B, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, State nr 
N17 N 7125F — Gold with brown 
N17 N 7126F — Bone with black 
NT? N 7127F — Brown with brown 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 7 oz $29.90 

ibt see Big Book 

Shortcoats are geared for 

3 Shaggy pile wrapcont edged and belted with 
smooth polyurethane-coated cotton. Whenever 

you want, the shawl collar becomes a hood. Side 
seam pockets. Pile fabric is biconstituent fiber 
(vinyon and vinyl) and modacrylic (cotton-backed) 
Acetate taffeta lining. About 33 inches long. Dry 
clean. Like everything else in Sears books, ИЗ 
жо easy to order by telephone 

Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, State usr. 
N17 N 6047F — White м\т N 6048F 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 7 or. 

Gray 
$4490 

warmth 



SSA, 

0555522 

plushy Diles 

you'd think 

were fur 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
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the merry Mlidis N 
make the most of fashion 

idi length. vlar-length. 
9310F — Deep N 9411F — Black 

Black 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 



Our 3-piece 
bonded knit outfit 
spoils you with its easy-care ways 
machine wash (medium), tumble dry 

Plumb-straight pants and skirt take t 

$32 9¢ 
ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

Great looks in luxurious 

Cabretta and Suede Ге 
fully 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs | | See Big Book or ask for detail 



As Хас» new at Sears 
e for pants people? 

A 2-way stretch polyester fiber 

It's double-knit for even more bounce 
and "give". You'll enjoy a super fit, 

super comfort. The knit looks 
rich and lustrous, holds its 

shape. What more could 
you ask for? Just no-iron 

ease. That's why these 
are PERMA-PREST& 

pants. All this is 
what makes them 

hean ¥ Best 

Pull-on pants with neat-fitting set-on 
elasticized waistband. Easy modified 

flare legs have a soft, stay-in crease, 
Machine wash, warm, separately; no 
ironing is needed when tumble-dried, 
So easy to buy when you just use the 
phone. Shoes shown are sold on page 132. 
тусл. misses" sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 
(Fits 5 ft. 2s in. to 5 ft. буз in) 
V7 N 10562F — Garnet red 
V7 N 10563F — White 
V7 N 10561F Dark brown 
V7 N 1056F — Navy blue 
Suat wee. Shipping weight 14 oz.. . .. $1200 
TALL Missi’ sızes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fits 5 feet 7 inches to 6 feet.) 
V7 N 10572F — Garnet red 
V7 N 10573F — White 
V7 N 10571F — Dark brown 
V7 М 1057F — Navy blue 
State sr, Shipping weight 16.08... ‚812.00. 

THE TUNIC TOPS 
2 A swirling print plotted to go with all the pants colors .. it's garnet red, navy, beige and white. In an airy-light crepe of Fortrel® polyester and Arnel® triacetate, Terrific shirt styling pointed collar, button placket, one-button cuffs, self tie-belt. Machine wash separately 
warm temperature. 

Misses! sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, State vis V7 N 6842F —Shpg. wi. 1002 .....$11.00 
3 Justright solid-colors to top off the pants. Pullover in a full-fashioned 
nylon knit has V neck, raglan sleeves 
and self tie-belt. Machine wash, warm. Sines 34, 36, 38, 40. Please siate size 
V7 М 6841F Dark brown 
УТ N 68412F — Beige. 

f = 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 

\ ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE. in doubt see cur Big Book for charts Т Sears 127 
€ 



(1 thru 4 ) Newswort 

¡Diez d 3 

Polyester 
goes 

knitty-pretty 
in separates 

shapes up 
great in 

crepe shirts 
All machi, 
washat 

Stroight-eg ponts are classic in 
Ê their simplicity. Pull-on style with 

THE SHIRTS 
(5 ond 6) Button-front 

Shipping weight 11 ounce 5900 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
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1 Shin. Offhite broadcloth of astels Kedel® polyester and cotton. A a сос 
and Dlaid Em 

Mix "n' mingle . . all are 
E machine washable separates Shipping weight В ounces. 

m Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44 a VT N 604SF — Piense state i 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. .. . $7.00 

Q Tonic vest. A great shape to be 
in. Orlon* acrylic ribbed knit 

with two pockets Machine wash, 
warm temperature. Why not pick 
up the phone and order it? 
Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. State ы. 

V7 N 6039F — Light blue 
V7 N 6038F — Off-white 
Shipping weight 12 ounces... $10.00 

Sizes 42, 44, 46. State vi, 
V7 М 6043F — Light blue 
ү? N 6042F — Off-white 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $1100 
(3 ond 4 ) Streight-ieg pants. Firm, 
woven blend of Daeron* polyester 
and Avrıl® rayon bonded to acetate 
triot. Seton waistband; fly.frnt 
zipper closing. Machine wash sepa- 
rately, medium temperature. 
3 Ploid . off-white with overlay 
of light blue and lilac. 
Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 

VT М 6046F — Pirane state 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. . . $11.00 

|| | Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44 
|| v7 N 6050F — riae sate sise. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. .... $12.00 

V7 N 6048F — Light blue 
V7 N 6047F — Ofl:white 
Shipping weight 14 ounces... $10.00 

Tunic pullover. Attractive argyle 
knit of Orlon* acrylic in "dia- monds” of light blue, off-white and 

lilac. Machine wash, warm. 
Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. Sine ir 

V7 N 6040F — Shpg. wt. 13 az. $10.00 
G Controst-trim pullover. Pebbly 

soufflé-textured. knit of Orlon* 
acrylic. Light blue with white trim 
at mock-turtleneck and long sleeves. 
‘Machine wash, warm temperature, 
Fish pendant sold on page 135, 
Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, Simie ace 

V7 М 6041F—Shpg. wt. 12.02. . $7.00 
7 Skin. Modified A-line style. Wo- 

ven plaid in a firm blend of 
Dacron* polyester and Avril rayon 
bonded to acetate tricot. Off-white 
With an overlay of light blue and The HANDBAG. 
lilac. Side nylon zipper closing. Ma- Double-handle pouch in smooth chine wash, medium, separately vinyl backed with other material > Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 Slip-through tab and snap clos- Please be sure to ate correct sz ing. Black stitching; gold-color У? N 6049F — Shpg. wi. 11 oz. , $8.00 metal trim. Inside: vinyl lining; 

Tear wall pocket. About 10Vsx Tax5 in. Coordinates with shoes 
sold on page 132 
58 N 3331 Bone beige 
88 N 3330- Navy blue 
86 N 3332 White 
Shipping wt, 1 Ib, 8 oz. 5799 

Nese Sears 129 



MACHINE 
WASHABLE 

CREPE: 

the 
-way 
JB louse 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

130 Sears * 

Fashion Flash: The Midi Skirt 

s onal with a Tie Blouse 
of Machine Washable Crepe 

‚use of white Arnel triacetate 



tm 
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ants 

JDlus 

their very own 
tops add up to 
a super look. 
2-piece sets 
in no-muss, 
no-tuss knits. 

9 PERM MA-PRESTS® pantsuit 3 PERMA-PRESTS pants 
е red. Dacron’ and tunic led to 

Д Platform Sondol from It 

heel. Sur B (medium) 5, 6 
5 т В Hal 



Vest hit of the western world 
Brushed cotton denim in bright nav 

blue feels soft as velvet. Self cut 
4 12 inches long swin 

sways as you walk. V in a bos 
base of the V neckline. Hand 

Ws perfect with the jeans 
is page .. and others to 

es 518-10); MUI2-14); or 
18). Sia rS Morl 

Shipping weight 13 ounces 
7 N BAF $6.00 

tumble-dried. 
button neck 
button-link F culls; shirt-tail 

һе in Sears 
rder by telephone 

Like everything 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

rayon. Printed 
round corners 
two-button cuffs; pe 
n-or-out tom. Ma 

Misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
7 N 4101F — Deep red with white dote 

4100F — Faded blue with wi 
Shipping 

been 

Fly-fr 
n waistband 

sold on page 122. 
14, 16, 18 

Bright navy blue 
Deep т 

Brushed denim 
vest and jeans 

team up 
with tailored shirts 





Smart Santas, take 

note . . these 
Rib-knit Sweaters 

are just $588 



soft ’n’ fluffy 
'weaters 

Feather-light knits of 
lamb's wool, angora 
rabbit hair and nylon 



Double-handle envelope-style 
bag in smooth cowhide. Snap 

closing. Silver-color metal buckles 
Flap vinyl-lined. Inside: bag in two 
sections, unlined; rear wall zipp 
pocket. About 10\ухВ inches. 
88 N 1450- Antiqued medium brown 
ва N 1451-Black 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ...$1600 

9 Double-hand h in smooth 
cowhide has envelope-style front 

pocket. Top ripper closing. Inside 
vinyl lining; rear wall rip pocket and 
slip-in pocket. About 11%x9x5 in 
88 N 1453- Dark brown 
88 N 1454- Antiqued medium brown 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. .. $20.00 

3 Top handle pouch bag in crinkle 
© texture polyurethane backed 
with cotton sateen. Novelty trim 

flock and deep 
frame. Inside: rayon faille lining: wall 
ripper pocket. About 10x8x1's in. 
BB N 2033- Black 
88 N 2034- Navy blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 602. ...$1000 

Top handle pouch bag in smooth. 
cowhide . . covered frame. Silver: 
or metal lit-lock and trim. In. 

zipper pocket and slipin росы 
Measures about &x7'sx6 inch 
88 N 1595- Antiqued medium brown 
88 N 1596 Black 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 or... $17.00 

5 Tophand! ope-style ba in 
contrasting han. 

» inches. 
blue with black 

83 N 1050-Black with medium beige 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 az. . .. $11.00 

j Double-handle boxatyle bag in 
smooth cowhide. Tab trim. Metal 

liftlock and buckle trim. Insi 
unlined: rear wall zipper pocket a 
аріп pocket. About 9x5x4 inches 
88 N 1457- Antiqued dark brown 

with silver-color trim 
ва N 1458-Antiqued medium brown 

with gold-color trim 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. ...$1250 

7 Double handle satchel pouch in 
smooth polyurethane backed with 

cotton sateen. Top zipper closing 
«color metal turn-lock and buck 

le trim. Side zipper pocket. Inside 
vinyl lining; zipper pocket and slip- 
in pocket. About 
88 N 205- Navy blue 
88 N 2036- Antiqued medium brown 
88 N 2037-Black 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 or. ..$1250 

Double-handle swagger pouch in 
erinkle-texture pat 

back. Two deep outside pock 
ets. Criss-cross design at front. Gold. 
color metal lif-lock and trim. In 
side: vinyl lining; rear wall zipper 
pocket. About 159х373 in. Get this 
bit of Christmas shopping done - jus 
dial Sears and order it right now 
88 N 2030- Dark brown 
88 N 2091-Navy blue 
88 N 2032- Black 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 202. . -$10.00 

harge It" if you wish 
see page 263 

AN 
HANDBAGS 
with the hang of it 



Mid-orm length in smooth capeskin. Bolton 
thumb. About 13 in. long. Hand wash. 

Sizes 6Ys, 7, ТУ», B. Рите Чие v 
Sill-inad 

-Black 88 М 5265F— Dk. brown 
3 ounces. $10.00 

F-Black 88 N 5762F — Dk. brown 

eight 3 ounce $9.00 
) Shorty. Smooth Dark brown dyed 

t fur cuff. Bolton thumb. About 9%, in 
MUT), LIEB 

БР — Dk. brown 88 N 5375F 
Stele S, M or Le Shipping wt. 3c 

im acrylic and stretch ny 
kin palms. About 8 inches long. 

able. Fits sizes 6 to 8 
Dk a — вам 5017 Black 
Light de 

| Clowicatyle noth capeskin 
Sizes (6-6%), MT LES 

Natural rabbit fur lining 
88 N SOF Black 88 N 5341F—Dk. br 
Sms 8, M 
Acrylic knit lining 
ван Black 88 М 5338F — Dk. br 
Sinte S, M or L Shipping wt 4 б 
5 2 capeskin. Ba 
a 11 in. long. Hand wash 

Dy 

Di. brown 88 N 5225F— Black 

weight 3 ounces. $7.00 
G Recing-style a great look in smooth 

capeskin. Snap closing. Bolton thumb 
About 8 inches long. Hand w 

Sines 316-613); MU7-TY 
вв N 5748F — Red 
88 N 5749F — Medi 

S, Mor L. Sh 
ath capeskin. Wrist b 
About 89, in. Hand wash 

White 88 N 5770F — Black. 

pping weight S ounces so 
бални No white SEN DEF ick 88 N S201F— Dk. brown Shipping weight 3 ounces Er 
8 Ab 

Sizes S(O M(7-7¥2); LIBBY 
Acrylic knit lining 
88 М 5367F— Dk brown 88 5366F 

State S, M or L. Shipping wt. 4o 
Natural rabbit fur lining 
B8 N 5393F — Dk. brown 88 

Suite S, M or L. Shipping wt. 4 
Y Proceleriength knit of acrylic and nylon 

apeskin palma. About 10 inches long 
5. Hand washable. 

88 N 5045 Black 
вв N 5048 
Shipping weig) $3.50 

) Evening-style in glittery fabric of metallic 
and nylon on acetate back. Bolton thumb. 

Sizes A(6-7) and Bi 
Shorty . . about В inches long 
88 N 5430F — Silver-color 

old col 
pping weight 3 oz $3.0 
about 15 inches long 

Gold-color 
Silver-color 

weight Зов $400 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAG! 
1 Pouch-ttyle Shoulder Bog. Smooth antiqued dark brown cowhide. Double 
ШУ top nipper closing, Unlined About 1348 inches 

88 N 1481 Shipping weight 1 pound I ounce $7.00 

2, Pouch-style Shoulder Bog. Brush 
ed split-cowhide in medium rust 

brown. Tab with snap closing. Un 
lined. About 9x9: in. plus fringe BEN 1465- WE 11b Tar... $700 

3 Sotchel-style Shoulder Bog. Grained ‘cowhide in multicolor 
patchwork design with medium 
ven trim. Double-etraps in grained vinyl: top zipper chang. Vinyl lin ing! About 9 rxS oc inches. BN 1408- We iD dor 5600 
escrito, Bog. Grained cow 4 ris due handle Gold ar meti fame. aient at font Lp IIT im lining About E BEN RES Antaqued dark brown н 1454 inch Shipping weight ла... 3600 

Б Greekatyle Shoulder Bog. Hand 
woven of rayon and cotton yarn 

im royal blue, red and white. Un lined. About 12x13 in. Green. 
88 N 3817- Wt. 1 1b. tor. 5300 

6 Envelope-style Bog. Convertible 
shoulder strap. Grained vinyl 

yinyl-lined Пар. Gold.color metal 
turm-lock; trim. Inside: unlined: 
center np pocket divides bag into 
T sections. "About BxTx4V inches. 
88 N 2241 — Medium brown 
88 N 2242— Dark brown 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oc. ...$400 

7 Envelope-style Shoulder Bog 
Smooth cowhide -> vinyl-lined 

Пар. Gold-color meal turn-lock, 
trim. Unlined. About 7x6%x2 in 
88 N 1459- Antiqued medium brown 
88 N 1460-Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound. .....87.00 

The Cloche. Gold stars with navy 
blue grund. Acrylic flat knit 

Double-fahrıc. elasticized headband. 
Fits all. Hand wash, separately 
88 N 9754 Shipping wt. 2o2. $2.50 

SHom 
Ski Mittens. Nylon taffeta on cot 
ton backing . light beige vi At A ES rcs ere PI EX EM ene 

f FEE se EE RENT". әм 
16 Stipe Beret ond Seod Set 

Orange, green and gold. Double 
fabric Orlon” acrylic flat knit. Beret 
has pompon trim... fits all. Scarf 
about 9 in. wide and 6 П. long incl 
Knotted fringe. Hand wash, alone 
88 N 9746— Shpy. wt. Bor... $5.00 

17 The Umbrella. Cover of red, green 
and white woven plaid in quick 

drying acetate. Sturdy rib steel 
frame. wood rod. Red plastic han. 
die from Italy. About 20% in. long 
вам 4330— Shpg. wt. 1002... $400 

$ The Mittens. Jacquard pattern in 
warm acrylie knit. Ribbed cuff. 

About 8% inches long. Fit ages 7 
to 14. Hand wash, separately 
88 N 5964— White, green and pink 
88 N 5962-Red, navy and white 
88 N 5963 —Navy, green and blue 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. .....$1.50 

Y The Long Scar. Star of the show 
Gold stars with navy blue ground 

Cory acrylic flat knit. Double-fabrie. 
About BVa inches wide and 6 feet 
long including hand.knotted fringe 
Hand wash, separately 
BB N 9755- Shipping wt. Sor. .55.00 
Cloche, Long Scot ond Glove Set 
(Items В, 9, 10). Buy the set 
$1.00. Separately, prices to 
88 N 9756-Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $8.50 

10 Te Gloves. Navy blue acrylic 
flat knit Elasticized _ ribbed 

cuffs." About 8 inches long. Fits all 
Wand wash separately 
88 N 9753- Shipping wt. 201. .5200 
11 Weterproot Mittens. Orlon® эсту 

lie pile on cotton back . . nylon 
taffeta palms. Rubberized inner lin- 
ing; согу cotton and acetate fleece 
lining. About 11% inches long Machine wash, warm temperature 

Sizes S(4 to 1 years) 
Mis to 11 ута ЫП yrs. to teens). 
88 N 5990F — White; red palms 
88 N 5992F — White; brown palms 
88 N 5991F — White: It blue palms 
Sünde S, M or L. Wt dor $250 

12 The Poncho. Acrylic rib knit 
^ Brass button and loop closing 
Hand-knotted fringe trim at bottom 
Fits all, Hand wash. alone. Japan. 
88 N 9751 — Bright red 
83 N 9752 White 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 5800 
13 The Belt. Gold-color metal chain 

antermoven with dark brown raw 
hide tie. About 54 inches long 
88 N B160- Shpg. wt. Gor... $400 

M The “Everything” Wallet, Crinkle texture red patent vinyl. cotton. back. Top handle: snap closing. Tab and goidenlor metal trim. lude Fayos lung; change purse. calendar memo ped. û view windows. Closed about Taxi ааз in. Japan. 88 N 4580.- Sip wt. 1262 5300 

(19 ond 20) Cory dyed rabbit fur 
with rayon-and-cotton fleece lining 
19 Eormutt-heodbond, Fits all 

88 N 5924 White 
88 N 5925 — Black Shipping weight 4 ounces... $2.00 

Mens. Malching<olor vinyl 20 Bale’ About Sts ches lng Slavs S(3 to 6 yra.); MÛ to 10 yrs. 
and LULL to 14 years) 
88 N 5922F — White 
88 N 5923F — Black 
ше 8, M orl. Wi. Bor. $3.50 
Eormufí-heodband and Mitten Set 
Buy the Set and Save 50% 

88 N 5927F — Black 
Shipping weight 7 ounces... $5.00 
2] The Mutt. So cary. Natural rab- 
Zl. bit fur. Luxurious acetate satin lined: cotton corduroy loop. 
SN ола White Shipping weight 9 ounces. ....$500 
29 Watch Cop-tyle ond Scart Set 
2 Medium brown and tight an. Or. lon” seryli flat knit. Double-fabri Cap has wide turned-up cuff: pompon 
trim. fits all. Scarf about 7 inches wide and 3 feet long plus knotted Minge Hand wath, separately NAB N 9373 Shpg. we. 12 9. 

Kar [Sea 
$500 
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(S SOMETHING SPECIAL 

OUR FAMOUS 
CRISS-CROSS 

PERMA-PREST BRA 
PERMA-PREST* 
has lasting good | 
CRISS-CROSS STYLING 
between the cups 

3CUPSTYLES.. 
choose from Natural, Contour or Padded 

BUY THREE 

Save ‘2.37 
Natural A,B,C-cups 

279 3"6 

BUY THREE 

Save ‘2.07 
Contour and Padded Cups 

5279 3 FOR 3630 

Natural D-cup 

299 3 FOR $690 

Decron* polyester and cotton cups and frame, Prettily embroidered upper cups. Adjustable stretch strapa. Con- tour cup has Yen. Wonder-Fil spun polyester to help fill out in-between cup sizes. Padded cup has Yein. Won- der-Fil to add а full cup siae. Machine wash, medium; tumble dry. White. Buy it the easy way -order by phone. 
Natural Cup. Shipping weight each 4 oz. Contour Cup Shipping weight each 5 oz. Padded Cup. Shipping weight each 5 oz. 18 N 43259 -Acapo o.s Sianna 921096 18 N 4525E AOR © Sint quem o 321036 I8NA43254F-Bcup Seis 300038 18 N ASPSAF- B-cup. -Statr roen isr 32 o 38 е 18 М 49255 Cup Sturn ae 321038 31630... nen Esc! 2.79 JON saser рер. criado Sor '®30. Шу. Em AS че Ovo Im A Band Cp... 3 for 16.00: Bach” Dar lor $6.90; Each $2.99 Just call Sears and say "Charge it" . . see pages 263-264 
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Introducing 

Sears new ounces-light, tissue-thin, lingerie-like 
Long-leg Panty that gives very firm control 

yet holds so gently you hardly know it's there 
. . it comes in waist sizes 24 to 44 inches and 

can be worn with or without garters. 

Fashioned with. 

Spandes Fiber 

Save *4 
when you buy two 

Sizes 24 to 32 

82-12 
Sizes 34 to 44 

10-2248 
paper-thin, light-as-air panty girdle. The secrets 
in the special new fabric woven of Numa* spandex. 

Y. Ум sein te NB Se TU ie TENE 
‘than waist; lime about 17 inches waist down. 
State weis тшу ter 8024-28); М27-28); 
1429-30); and XL(31-32) inches. 
ла М 25977F. . ...... 2 for $1200... Esch$800 | 
> Fits full hips 11% to M inches langer than | 
waist; slims about 18 inches waist down. 
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FOLDING 
FOOTWEAR 
Perfect for gift giving, 
home wear and 

for travel. 
All come in 

a convenient 

see-through 
plastic pouch 

Shoe sizes М (6- 

Jeter M, ML, Lor XL. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces... Pair 33.79 
9 Last Fell wes $200... NOW CUT 17% 

+. Light-tooted Lounging Socks. Chev vos patteacd init of worm Orion acrylic 
азалан drawstring at ankle Machine эмд, medium temperature. One sise only fis shoe шше tte 
73 N 22681. Li bloc and white 75 N 22622 Lich pink and white 
Shipping weicht 3 ounce. Pair. bb 

ticized opening. Uppers ol Mylar® me 
tallic. Comfortably cushioned insole. Сот. 

jon sole and heel, 

State те ишет M, ML, L or ХІ. 
75 N 22049F—Silver color 
75 N 22048F—Gold-color 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. . . Pair $2.79 

Leisure-loving slip-ons . . chill-chasing 
uppers of soft cotton velour are согйу 

lined with white Orloa* acrylic fleece 
Elastic loop and twin button closing at 
ankle. Comfortably cushioned insole; sole 
of flexible sueded vinyl. Machine wash 
able at medium temperature, 

Shoe sizes M (6-7); L (8-9). 
Please state size letter M or L 

75 N 220025 — Cerise (deep pink) 
75 N 22003f Turquoise blue 
75 N 220051 Мо green 
75 N 220071 Gold.color 
75 N 220018 White. 
75 м 220061 — Medium blue 

Light pink 
6 ounces... Pair $2.79 
rove ond leaves trim the 

vamp on these pretty and practical 
bath and beach scufls. Looped cottoa terry 
uppers; cushioned cotton terry insole. The 
flexible rubber sole is sewn oc. Machine 
washable, medium. So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 

Shoe sizes M (6-7); L (8-9). 
Please state size M or L 

75 N 2226г 
75 N 22309 —Cerise (deep pink) 
75 8 22301F—White 
75 N 22208; Yellow 
756 
Shipping weight 4 Pair 5279 



New at Sears: 
the nicest gift you 

could give any woman 

Panty Hose 
guaranteed 
not to run* 

~. of such unusual interest 
these Panty Hose were selected 

as a feature of our special 
opening section .. page 7 

It's true . , the leg portion of 
these beautifully sheer, great- 
fitting panty hose will not run. 
And the leg part is really what 
counts, isn't it? 
Sears guarantees them . . that's 
how sure we are. No more 
runs zipping down your leg to 

nbarrass you, (Of course, а tiny 
may pop if you scramble 

through a bramble patch!) 
But you needn't fear a run. 
Great social insurance for every 
woman on your gift list 

nesh knit panty hose of stretch nylon fashioned from a unique knitting that just doesn’t allow a run to happen, Seamless 21-denier legs knit fenier opaque panty. Elasticized waistband. Fashionable nude heel 

Chart for Panty-hose 
for h Я 

onto T pem reinforced toe, Hand wash separately 
bel ee TTY Ta Sizes P(petite): A(average); T(tall). Please state size leiter P, А or T 

| SETI fovernstonasios. 25 M41083F-Susct 7SM4OR2F-Mocha 75 M41085F — Black magic тда... over 5% 7 in. 75 NA1081F—Bare beige 75 N 41086F—Tealeal 75 N 41084F— White от. over 13510 165168. Shipping weight each 2 ounces Each $1.97; 3 for 5870 
*Should leg portion of the garment run, return garment for replacement 
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She'll adore LEE 
Jeannie.. 

the wistfulness of a b 
with the sparkling vitality of a 

Each Jeannie piece is carefully 
molded from fine-quality papier 
maché, then kiln-baked. All are 

to know this bright-eyed, кыра pens Мон a ya 
bouncy miss is to love her. to complement any color scheme 
This enchanting collection piste rris dy ve рр 

captures the many moods of a en 
young gir! and interprets them with several pieces or our whole 

into a whole Jeannie-land Ming a hanes талаараа на 
of useful accessories 1 Dressing Table Lomp. Jeannie 

poses with her pu poy. Lamp 
e sh 

in. high. Bulb not incl 
8 N 9010— Shps. wt. 2 Ibs.. -37.98 

Q Standing Miror. Pig-tailed 
Jeannie is smiling ‘cause she 

knows this mirror flips to a mag. 
nifer. Gold-color metal swivel 
frame adjusts, 43-inch diameter 
mirror; 11 inches 
en Shpg. wt 

all 
$3.98 

$ Musical Figurine. Jeannie and 
her kitty revolve gracefully to 

Lara's Theme” when you wind 
this delicate Tim. high figurine 
BN 9013—Shpe. wt. 12 or... $4.98 

4| Musical Jewelry Box. Lift the 
id and a lilting melody різу 

the pink si 
ather covering (backe 

Bax and lid 
Me. 

Book Ends. Jeannie is perched 
reading a book, ва each end. 7 

n. high. Non-akid rubber base. 
BN 9012—Wt. 2 Ibe. 90а. Set $3.98 

3 Moke-up Mirror. For real or 
make believe making up. Back 

ч. Tuin 
Tor. 1034x736 in. overall 
8 N 9020. WL. 2 Ibs. # oz.. -33.98 

7 Bonk. With parao ia hand, 

weather! Slot 
in bead, rubber plug in 

al. 7 inches high. 
Shp. wt. 13 oz... $2.98 

Thvee-piece Dresser Sa. М 
8 ror b diameter, 

Y Desk Pod. Includes ball 
pen. Pink paper center. Card 

board base. 12x22 inches 
EN 9015— Shpe. wt. J Ibs... $3.98 

10 Stopler. Jeannie is ready to 
help with homework and keep 

paper Takes tot-size 
staples (S65 included). 
8 н 9016—Shpg. wt. оа... $1.98 

11 Pencil Holder-Sharpener 
Hole for pencils. Manual 

harpener concealed in back. 6 in. 
is not included. 



| 

| 
| 
| 

| enables you to make up in the $1995 
| light you're going to be in 

=> — J different things 

| Bewreni 
Jا س س  

ай 
1 Our Best Compact Travel Mirror. Halo 

t ft perfect 

LIGHT UP 
... and put on 
a prettier face 

Note Both Pages: All electrical items are UL 



PIES 
Magi 

| 
We call it 

"beauty mist 
deep-sets curls 
so hairdos stay 
lovely longer! 

designed for every girl in the fami conducted a customer survey dal 
toulad moppet look in no more than 20 the market... then designed our dryer with these imp tures 
dampen hair, apply messy setting lotions or toss and turn all night on Sofety —gencrator-type mist action. Fest drying — better ай circula- 

ortable rollers The mist setting gives a curly, longer lasting style. ton Comfort largest inside hood area of any dryer tested - 
As hair sets, tiny beads of "beauty mist" coax a bevy ol bountiful curls room for jumbo rollers. Portability — folds to form compact a) 
The dry setting gives a soft, casual wave or a quick touch-up, Gentle cave. Use as a regular dryer or set hair while dry .. add water to unit 
heat curls hair so You're set to go with a new look in even less than 20 tase and warm vapor mists hair. gentle heat sets it. Indicator 
minute ows mit i operating, 6-pasitin color-coded remote temperature | 

There are 20 rollers—6 jumbo, 6 large, 4 medium and 4 small. To control Hood height adjusts 2 accessory compartments, 1000 watts, 
operate unit, simply plug in, lip on. For mist setting, add tap water to Tawny cold unit and case are durable plastic. 
Tace. АП rollers heat at the lame time. ready dot tells you rollers are EN E781 Shipping weight 14 pounds PIE. 
warm... thermostat keeps them at a steady temperature. One size plastic 

lips fit all rollers On off switch. 600 watts, Tawny gold unit and ( Some os obove, except no hairseting mist, fve-position c 
ined vanity case with handle are durable plastic 2-tone avocado green plastic. 1000 watts. 

ag weight 5 pounds s298 вн 8782-- Shipping weight 13 pounds. 

Items D thu G 
described on apposite page 



T— kr o Gifs d t ог vigorous massage to relax and soothe 

Poe rape LE Glamour from 
Sears Beauty 
Boutique 

Four special attachm 
scalp, body and general massage, 2 
tie, On-of switch. 7 ft. cord 
8 N 2273— Shipping weight 2 

nts lor facial 

2 Facial Beouty Saua tra 
into warm mist that og 

m ht shows mbt is operating 
through diffuser tilts for comfort Head guard 
protects hairdo, Mist adj. control, Blue plastic 
BN 7756—Shipping weight 4 Ihn. 8 or... $19.98 

Tight and separate shaving heads for lees 
! underarms . . high-low adjustment. Separate 

power manicure head includes nail buffer and fle 
De 
cuticle tools. In attractive vinyl carrying case 
Manual implements from West Germany 
8 н 7703 Shipping weight 1 Ih. 9 uz... $16.98 

manicure set also has manual nail nipper, 

Aquo Jet. ora more rdi 
Aen eun. еы 

tides toothbrush can't re 
lation in sums, which helps keep them firm 

(mum disease is а major cause of tooth lou in 
adults). Helpe reduce mouth To we, jud 
reverse lid. Bill with water, plug in. On-ofl switch 
оп handle give 
water pressure. T 
тизи In. Car 
в N 6810- Shipping 

5 Bottery-powered Monicure Ser - . for pro- 
lesionakiype nail care wherever she goes 

The compact Shi? in, plastic carry сме holds 
handle and 3 attachments—nail fle, nail sharp- 
mer, callous remover for pedicure. Uses two “D' 
batteries (n 
EN 7720 1 su 

Power Manicurist. Lovely vanity-style set lets 
her groom ber 

Has 5 attachments . . cuticle br 
er. nail shaper, buffer and call 
icures. Power cable сой» into 
placement discs, buffer pads included 50 watts 
в N 7701—Shipping wt. 4 I Set $16.98 

leath- 
le 

7 Deluxe 19-piece Manicure Set, Gro 
zips open, hold: 

per, nail scissors, nail nipper, tweezers, nail 
13 other manicuring a 

fahr 
un Set 97.98 

12.piece Manicure Set. Ground leather zip 
‘case holds пай scimors, cuticle schwors, tees ers, nail le, 2 emery boards. 6 other implements Suedine fabric lining. From W. Germany 

Shipping weight А ounce sies 
Y Fine-quolity 14-piece Manicure Ser. Ground 

jeather case holds nail nipper, nail scissors, 
nail йе, 2 emery boan 

ч? 

EN 5485—Shippin weicht 12 ounces.. 9498 
Note for Both Pages: Al elec uL 

Instant Hairsetters (shown on opposite page) Portable Hair Dryers (shown on opposite page) 
20-rolier Set curls a totally new р B-roller Set v Wok s Minbstyle . . perfect for the D реманент. Е on heu d г? G ыг enisi Constant," com 

wt dampening hair or using mesy large and 4 melium e the casual dried hair faster than any otber fortable tbermmostat-cootrolled heat 
lotion: Just plur in, ip on. Kel dot look she wants Allrelersbeatatonce bonnet model we tested. Extra: Easy-arip handle Black plastic unit 
shows when rollers are ready. Set thermostat keeps them at comtant large, doublewallel vinyl bonnet — chrome-clor trim. Black vinyl eave 
has 4 jumbo, 4 large, & тейит, 4 temperature . - red dots on lets air circulate better. Use as you ӨЙ. cont, 260 watts. From Japan 
small rollers . . all heat at lers turn Mack when » about doing chores—fasten belt 8 N 8719—Shpa. wt. 1 Ib... -39.98 thermostat keeps them at constant ready. Mastictipped clips Around waist contoured unit hug 
temperature. Олгой switch. Plastico plastic unit, hinged carry case. 0 hip 12At. c Guarantee: if any hair dryer proves 
tipped dip. Ltone blue vinyl unit, watts Huy the ему way onler 5-ра det таша or worn 
тату case 000 watts бу phone. Taw do ا ا EN HE 
NISI Spe wt Albe.. блв  FN2506 Wt 11b. 4... лн MBA NE тауладан 

Just call Sears and say "Charge it" . .. see pages 263-264 mt [Sears] 149 



Arz SOMETHING SPECIAL Jte and low 8 
А (о thru Н ) LOOK AT THIS; Our lowest 

25 N 5050 —Shipping weight 1 po = 

(Bond С) Separates to Crochet 

Hots owt 

25 N 51703- 



Stitcheroo 
Charming d a леба 

Crewel f craft that's 
easy to do 

8 9 just follow 
the numbers 

Rugs .. handsome 

enough for wall hangings 

(1 ond 2 ) Crewel Kits. Capture ol Р (3 the $ | Wool Rug Kits. Create а rug master- (6 thru 9 ) Stitcheroo Kits. An expert or а beginner w arm with crewel picture = fascinating “follow-the-number” craft fun 
kit i a wool and ra m accent 

En h pride as a gift. Each. are р od frame, 

Ms —- wool rug needle, hole pi d instructions. Like everything 

beige jute burlap. Multicol 
m. an embroidery needle and Cotton yarn in bl 

25 in. high, 44 in. wide, 114 in 
25 N S1756N— Shipping we res 20 inches 

© wide. Dry clean “Charley Rood Runner 
rayon felt. Cott 

ve high, 40 i 
25 N 51752t—Shippi 

8 "FAA". Olive f 

Shipping weight 7 е and white. Мем 25 N5183 
atro". Intere 

2 n stan 
lap. Mult 
Orlon” acrylic 

$14.98 
and rayon felt. Cotton 

lue. Measures M inches 

“Tiger Rog". Brilliant colors of gold, black 25 N SI7SL—S 11258 Б Tiger Rog”. В b 1 
and true red on winter white ba 

Мак ме hes wie сезйн чой und rayos 
Si Shipping weich 3 pounds 3 ou 9 White cotto y А 

swiss sre cranial sioe 25 nsi7se une p 
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It only takes a fraction of 74 
the usual time to cut out 

f а pattern when you use 
Sears Electric Scissors 

Powerful 3-speed motor ... cuts 
through almost апу fabric without 
vibration. Even cuts up fo 15 layers $1375 fine 
of cotton broadcloth. Built-in light, LS 

J онт Saoed motor adapts to sheet, medium and heavyweight fabrics without vibration 
‚Cuts smoothly, easily avd Fast. even around detailed patterns. Rustpeuol. stainless steel 

Blades are lab-tested and proven to last $095 longer than regular steel blades; they're sell sharp. 
ening too (or clean, precise cutting all tbe time. Nylon blade Insert reduces friction... minimizes 
tnbrie-fraying for edocs, Heiss and ivory-color molded nylon housing. 10-94 cord. UL. 
listed for 110-120-volt, AC, Plastic storage box. Attractively gift boxed. 
2% N 2178— Shipping weight 2 pounds | ounce. nas 

Save 29% . . powerful 2-speed motor . . cuts up to 
10 layers of cotton broadcloth. Built-in light 

9 ipee magseticvibrator motor lets you 
‚choose the speed that's best for cutting your 

fabric weight quickly, accurately, High speed for 
lightweight (abrics.. low speed for heavier-weight 
fabrics. Self-aharpening, rustproof stainless steel 
blades are lab-tested to last 50% longer than 
regular steel blades. Nylon blade insert keeps 
blade operating smoothly, reduces friction. White 
molded nylon housing is comfortable to hold. 
104006 cord. UL listed for 110120. AC. 
Plastic storage box. Beautifully gift-boxed. 
25 N 2189—Shipping weight 3 pounds... 7.95 

PINK n’ SHEAR 
.. Versatile 
scissors let 
you switch // 
from pinking 

to straight 

cutting | 
when you 

press the 

button 

| = 
= 312752. 

The greatest combination since needle and 
thread. . especially for the novice home sewer. 
240-1 shears will eliminate the need for 2 

finish, Screws аге hand-set at factory for pre- 
cise cutting tension. fishes. 
Italy. Attractively gift-boxed, So casy to buy 
when you just use the phone, 
25 N 2116— Shipping weight 9 ounces. $12.75 



POCKETED 
TRAVEL BAGS 
No need to check 
these . . just carry 
them aboard 

Men's Under 
A Expan 

m OS um 

POPULAR, 

Attractive, 
linen-covered 

sets in two 
great looks 

16" 

THE TOTE-ABOUTS 
n shiny crinkle-texture patent vinyl 

38 а маме that 
- SOMETHING 

0 «8 SPECIAL 
ONLY 

k- p Oremite Core E eo t e 

F VonityCose 
тешз. Ab 
hippin weight 2 Ibs. 2.02 

14 N 72658 $3.88 



Pack-Up-And-Go 
Bags in 

Canvas and Vinyl 

(1 thred } This contemporary softside luggage will 
let you travel in style. Gr 
hort trips. Hunter green cott 
tan vinyl trim. Sturdy brass zippers and hard 
ware. Brasplated padlock and key. Durable 
vinyl lining. To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under "Sears, Roebuc 
and Co, Catalog Sales" for the number to call 

t for weekends and 
canvas with light 

Shoulder strap bag sports convenient front 
бар pocket with buckle and back slip-in 

pocket. Measures about 15x10x4) inche 
14 N 9373—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .. .$10,97 
9, Roll bas sports double sling handles; two con 

ient flap pockets with buckles and side 
tipper pocket, Measures about 20x101$ inches. 
14 N $370C— Shipping weight 4 pounds....$13.97 

3 Cabin bag sports double sling handles and two 
outside pockets with buckle 

about 20:130418 inche 
weight 5 pounds. . $15.97 

24-inch size measures about 24x16x10 inches. 
14 № 9372L—Shipping weight В pounds, . $18.97 

bag . . shoulder strap or double 
le tote. Sports two outside pockets 

with buckle closing and side zipper pocket 
Measures about 151854 inches 
14 N 9374—Shipping weight 3 чы... $13.97 

SAVE 20% ON 

A [н] 
Я | 

Chav » Best 

COURIER: Sears Best Molded Luggage 
BEST BECAUSE: These distinctive-looking cases are the strongest 

we sell. Sears laboratory tests have proven their puncture-re- 
istance and over-all strength. The combination of a thermoplastic shell 

and luxurious lining will protect your belongings outside and inside 

ieee me 36811 TEN EP" nos 98296 
1A x F) Courier Cass, issue, lightweight magnum frame, Durable chrome 
plated liftlocks recessed to be less susceptible to damage; give a sleek appearance, Luxurious 
interior . . harmonizing lining; appropriate inner fittings in each case, 
4G) Women's Coordinated Softside Garment (Н) Women's Coordinated Softsid 
Bag. Covering of grained expanded vinyl on Вар. Covering ol grained vinyl o 

back. Nylon oing and foam backing. .can be wipe-cleaned, Sturdy 
outside pouch pocket, Nickel hardware ver closing. Comfortable loop-style han 
nickel plated padlock, Molded plastic handle. Handy outer slipin pocket; roomy 

ner zipper pocket Wood [rame at top. 4 removable hangers. 
MEN'S CASES 

в) Cı 6 | 
(C) Slim attache 5 [5 

Regular attache 614 
Save $17.03 on Men's 2-piece Set . . includes T 
were bought separately, prices would total $85.14 
14 N 9942124 Shipping weight 24 pounds. Sale color number. $68.11 

WOMEN'S CASES, SOFTSIDE GARMENT BAG AND TOTE BAG 

pm EN = Е T Price 
Dr Foran Caso | a Re ANA ЭП 
(© Weekend Case | р» [ic] suse | xs 
( Cosmetic Case | 5| а т | 6 | 14N 9990H 29 
{O Garment das $ ||...) инан | жы 
(H) Tote B: | 211 
Save $2075 on Women's 3-piece Set 
and Tote Bog. If pieces were bought separately, prices would total $103.71. 
14 N 992838 Shipping: weight 26 pounds. State color number $82.96 

I 



OUR MATCHED SETS 
[7] 

(P) R) u 
FEATHERLITE: Our most popular SEARS CLASSIC: Distinctive 

softside luggage look in softside luggage 
wees rece ser wows sonet ser Morsameceser Момоа ruce ser, 

sm $3371 stots 54072 ж» $3595 sirs 34760 
LT, Y ond 

МЕМ" CASES 

Save 
1 were 
14 N 9890129 St ber 

bs $35.95 WOMEN'S CASES, DRESS BAG AND TOTE BAG 

Save $10.19 on Women's 3-plec 
Cose ond Tote Bag. If 
14 N 9ETRLDI Shipp 



tor 
complete grooming 

[6] 

КОВА 
MASCULINE SCENT 

1 Hombre .. for the man who thought he had everything. 
Look at Scars low price for this popular travel collection? 

Designed to satisfy the most discriminating taste, the Hombre 
scent is all-man— Iresh and subtly spicy, not sweet—meant 
to complement his masculinity, not override it. And just look 
at the wide range of most-used toiletries and accessories he'll 
receive: aerosol containers of alter shave balm, shaving lather, 
shampoo, hair spray and deodorant, 134-02. each: lip pomade 
stick; steel safety razor with 2 Krona-Chromel® blades; gold 
tone chrome-plated nail clipper, file and pen knife; three pill 
vials; nylon bristle plastic toothbrush and plastic toothpaste 
container; Tín. plastic comb—all elegantly packed in a 
richly-graíned alligator look brown vinyl case. Items а 
into place in molded. plastic caddy liner. Kit can be hung 
ол а hook from its own metal loop. 117x224 inches deep when 
closed, Pick up your phone right now and order this one 
BN 6425— Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces 510.00 

Q The Total Ememble . . man-size for a men's needs. For 
the man on the move or the one who wants his grooming 

aids at hand at home, Smooth-grained leather-look vinyl zip- 
case holds 4 famous scents . . British Sterling, Bravura, 
Jaguar and English Leather .. 1% ounce each; Sinch diameter 
‘mirror that fips to magnifier—swivels on matching plastic 
and or hangs on wall; $ super stainless steel razor blades 
chrome-plated nail clipper and (le; black plastic comb; nylon 
bristle plastic toothbrush, 93950465448. case has loop handle 
Travel case imported (rom Korea 
8 N 6403— Olive groen case, yellow waterproof plastic lining 
BN 6404— Black case with red waterproof plastic lining 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. Set $6.98 

3 LOOK AT THIS: English Leather Sampler Kit la FREE 
when you buy this Travel Case at itt regular price. 

The suave aroma of English Leather is a good companion 
when he travels with this roomy, 9 in. long black case of 
simulated leather. Has full zip top, waterproof plastic lining, 
loop handle. Sampler kit has 3 or 4 uses each of English 
Leather lime cologne, soap, Timberline cologne, all-purpose 
lotion. shampoo and hairdressing—in a wood look box. 
YE N 6491— Shipping weight 14 ounces Set 52.98 

English Leather Winner's Circle. Subtle aromas to com 
plement sophisticated tastes, Set includes lime after shave 

lotion, all purpose lotion and Timberline cologne. All come 
in Z-ounce bottles, Packed in attractive wood-look box. 
BN 4924— Post paid. (Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 01)... Set $4.00 

Jade East Cargo Set. Cratelook box reflects far-away 
places, Set includes after shave lotion, alter-shave fresh 

ener and cologne. all with oriental mystique. 2-02. each. 
8N 4923— Post paid. (Shipping wt. 1 Ib, В oz), ....Set $5.50. 

Brut 2-plece After Shove Set. Distinctively masculine 
‘aroma reflects his he-man flair, Bottle of 114.02. lotion and 

1:02. balm in a sleek, portable vinyl case. 
EN 4919— Postpaid. (Shipping wt. 8 ог.) Set $4.50 



Lost Fall wes $14.90. Now CUT $1 .. Hair Dryer-Styler 
Hair is “nand so is this versatile accessory for every 

grooming concious male on your list. With it he can style, 
wave, even straighten his hair, The mini-size blower quick. 
dries and there are 3 special attachments—a coarse comb, 
fine comb and styling brush. Compactly designed to travel 
with him. Plastic. Handsome gift box. Mad 
8 N 8768—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce 

Heot-Massage Cushion. Helps soothe work-or-play-tired 
muscles with the effective combination of gentle heat a 

relaxing massage. He can choose high or low heat, vigorous or 
gentle massage—or any of four heat masage combinations 
Нейра relax arms, legs . . use sitting up or lying down. Com 
fortably contoured headrest and cushion. Green and off-white 
vinyl cover wipes clean, 1549508 in. 714 foot cord, 70 w. 
8 N 2295— Shipping weight 9 pounds $20.98 

Swedish-type Manager. He'll enjoy professional style 
massage . . the type used by many barbers and masseur 

Suspended motor transfers thousands of vibrations a minute to fingers, . helps them rub and pat at the same time to soothe 
Aches of tired muscles. Attractive gold color steel housing бесам! aluminum frame. On-off switch. 45 watts E N 2291—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces $24.98 
10 Monicore Set . . 10 pieces. Handsome black pressed 

leather zip case, suedene fabric lining. Barrel spring toe 
nail nipper, nail clipper, cuticle scissors, nail scissors, 6 other implements. Compact 4483{ in, From West Germany 
BN 6474—Shipping weight 11 ounces Set $5.95 
11 Electric Hair Brush. Stiff boar bristles vibrate vigorously to stimulate scalp circulation. Plastic housing . . block 
removes fur cleaning. 9 inches long. 10 watts. 
8 N 7027— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $8.98 

Lighted Travel Shaving Mirror. Big 6xt-inch magnifying 
mirror gives him a close-up view as he shaves. Bright Fight under mirror shines at just the right angle — plastic panel wants against glare, Roomy 6x6}4x1 inch deep back compart. 

ment holds his shaving accessories... snaps shut. Front panel 
has a plug for his electric razor and on-off switch, Leather: 
look black vinyl housing. 1114x7x2 inches deep. 
BN 6301— Shipping weight 2 pounds В ounces. s1295 
13 Nine Flags Thermal Shaving Foom. Rich, warm foam helps 

soften beard for closer shaves. 614 oz. aerosol container. 
8 N 6361— Shipping weight 12 ounces 15.00 
4 Heoted Lather Dispenser. Helps him get a closer shave 

with warm lather that softens beard. Just insert ordinary 
bar soap, add tap water . press lever and warm, rich lather is 
dispensed. The whole family will love the thick suds for wash ing. Mounts on wall or stands on counter, Two-tone gold. 
color vinyl unit. 6}4x814x3 inches deep. 60 watts 
8N 6393— Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces. 1995 
Note: All electric items UL listed for 110-120-v., 60. AC. 

$амиинвь We OR DRYING. AND STYLING 

FOR HIS HANDS. 
FOR HIS HAIR 
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FOR HIS SLICK SHAVE 
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Pipes, Racks, Accessories 
(shown on opposite page) 

(1 and 2 } The Pipe™. Probably one of the coolest, driest pipes 
you'll find, Pyrolytic graphite bow! liner produces up to 83% 
less tar and up to 71% less nicotine. 
1 Ebony pipes. 

87 N 7307— Billiard 
87 8 7308— Apple. 
87 N 7309— Bent 
We. each 4 о, Each $12.50 

1 Color pipes. 
87N7323-Billiard . . orange 

87 N 7320— Apple .. green. 
87 N 7325— Bent .. blue 
Wt. each on... Each $15.00 

Q All-American Pipe. Red and blue stripes. Pot shape 
87 N 7326—Shipping weight 4 ounces 51500 

3 Pipe Rock™. Great conversation piece for home or office. 
No two exactly alike .. made of marbleiaed rock. Spaces for 

pipe cleaners, matches, too. Pipes not included 
87 N7457— Three pipe holler. Shipping wt, 2 Ibs. 8 oz 51000 
Д Dr. Grobow Pipes. Importe briars presmoked so they 

need no breaking in. Heavy enamel finish resists cracking. 
87N7460—Apple..orange 87 N 7461— Billiard, , blue 
87 N 7462— Bent , gold 
Shipping weight 6 ounces Each $6.95 

Sterling Filigree Pipe. Sterling silver over black straight 
stem pipe. Finest briar bowl. Gif: bared. 

87 н 7295— Shipping weight А ounces 3999 
B Royal Lancer Set. 3 English briar pipes in billiard, apple 

and Dublin shapes. Italian briar hase with metal bolder 
87 N 7264—Shippine weight 10 ounces Set $7.95 
17 Yorkshire Interchangeable Pipe Set. Six briar pipe bowls 

2 aluminum shanks, bits, Air-cooled moisture trap. 
87 N 7256— Shipping. weight 12 ounce Set $4.95 
8 Сот Cob Pipe Set. 7 popular shapes. Boxed, 
87 N 7217 Shipping weight 1 Ib. & Set $8.99 

Y Yorkshire Pipe Set. 2 matched-grain Algerian briar pipe 
plus handy pocket tool. Boxed. Imported from France 

87 N7211—Ship Set 3499 а weight 8 ө 
(10 у 13) Meerschaum pipes , . naturally porow 
cool, mild smoke every time. Imported from Austria 

im; Algerian briar with cup. Executive Set Mel mecha 
10 Set $9.99. 87 N7200—Shipping weight 1 
] Block Meerschaum. Hand -carves bowl. Fitted case 

87 N 7204 Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $10.99 
19 Molded Meerschovm. Gift boxed. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 

B7N7254—Siraght. 96.99 — 87 N 7253— Curved... $6.99 
owl. Shp. wt. each 4 os, 13 Oll-cured Meerschoun. Molle 
SINT206 Straight $6.99 87N7205—Curved stem $6.99 

14 pipe Rock, Humidor. Walnut-iniched haniwoed rack 
Glass humidor for Lib. tobacco. 1001487 inches high. 

Pipes and tobacco are not included 
87 N 7428— Shipping weight 5 ро nda $5.95 

12-pipe Rock, 12-02. Humidor. Walnut rack with brass 
plated posts. Glass jar, walnut lid. Moistener. 914x014 їп. 

high. Pipes and tobacco ate not included. 
87 N 7404—Shipping weight 3 bs, Kor $6.95 
16 $pipe Rock, 12-02. Humidor. Walnut finished hard 

rack with bras Glass jar with walnut lid. Moistener 
984x514 in. high. Pipes and tobacco not incl 
87 N7403-Shipping weight 21. 8 oz. 

d 

17 pipe Caddy, 12-02. Humidor. Walnut-finished hard 
mahogany lined. 953514 in. high, Felt bottom, Pipes and 

tobacco not included. 
87 N 7400—Shipping weight 2 pos 1559 

Pipe ond Pouch Set. Imported briar covered with grained 
pigskin, Matching pigukin pouch. Gift boxed, 

87 N 7298— Shipping weight $ ounces Set $4.99 
19 Pipe Knocker Ashtray with pipe rest. Coppertone-finish 

metal with cork knocker, Braw-finished metal cast pipe 
bolder on rim. 74-inch diameter, Pipe not included. 
87 N 7449—Shipping weight 1 pound s298 
90) Deerikin Pouch. Tan color. 614x335 in. high. New Zealand. 

Fipe hot included 
ву N 7605— With pipe compartment. Shpg. wt. 402... $4.99 
87 N 7606— Without pipe compartment. Shpg. wt. 4 ог... 399 
21 3396 Pipe Knife. Stainless steel. Leather ca 
87 N T215— Shipping weight 4 ounces, $2.98 

Racer built to seal steering 
mechanism actually works 

92 Ferrari Cor Butane Lighter. Kemov 
able clip lighter. Independent suspen 

sion wheels Steel, plastic. rubber wheels 
11 in. long. Red. From W. Germany 
#2 8 7070—Wt. 1. Soe. $17.95 
93 Nimrod Pipe Lighters. Flame shoots 

into bowl. Use with one hand. About 
3 in, high. Chrome-plated steel 
ат н 7012—Postpaid. (Wi. 4oe.)....$4.95 
Goll color metal, lizard trim. 
87 N 7011— Postpaid. (Wt. o£)... $95 
94 Piel light 

plated barrel and trim on lighter 
Wood base x14 inches wide. Imported 
from Japan. 
87 т 7032— Sbpe. wt, 11b. 1249 

Derringer style Chrome 

Humidor . . Cigars 
28 Wolnut-Finished hardwood 
© Humidor, Mahogany-lined 

ides. Holds 50 cigar 
11x88 inche 
87 н 7405—5%ре. wt. 3 ls.. 36.95 3] Tobacco Trimmer. Stainle 

95 Watch Lighter. Chrome-plated case 
€ with Swiss watch movement that 
really works. Imported from Japan. About 
134 inches high. 
57 N 7041 —Shpe. wt. 4 oz. 3995 

26 Ronson Butane Comet, Adjustable 
€ fame . . lights pipes, too. Storage for 
extra flints, Chrome-plated trim. Black 
matte finish. About 214 in. high. Phone 
ordering’s a quick and easy way it 
87 N 7051—Shpg, wt. 4 oz, $7.25 

Scripto Vu-tone lighter. Transparent 
plastic foel tank with decorative black. 

ul gold-color design. Gold-color metal 
cap. Fuel control button. 214 in. high. 
87 N 7069--Shpg. wt, 4 o2. 5295 

All you need to roll your own cigarettes 
Cigarette Machine, Packs kings or regul ог without filters. Order tubes, tobacco, below. 

87 87800 Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1002 $12.95 
teel. Cuts smoothly Ton a01 Seine wakes s 

29 etie Palmo Cigars Bor 99 vue герат Ci Бе 
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Play 8-track tapes in your car, boat or 

home using surface-mount speakers in this 

' STEREO SOUND SYSTEM 
+. plays 8 tracks at home or anywhere 

else you have other speakers.. System 

includes Tape Player, 2-surface-mount 

Speakers and 110-volt power converter 

99» 
Now you can play S-track stereo tapes in your car, home or boat 
all on the same amazing tape player. Play stereo tapes in your car, 
then take lightweight unit indoors to enjoy your favorite prerecorded 
music. Solid-state power converter with handsome woodgrained 
finish plugs into player jack to let you play tapes wherever you 
have 110-120-volt, 60-cycle outlet and speaker set-up. 

Player starts automatically when tape cartridge is inserted. 
Changes channels automatically or you can une manual control to 
play your favorite selections, Three recessed thumb-wbee controls 
let you adjust balance, volume and tone. Indicator lights on face 
show you which channel is being played. Mounting bracket. with 
key lock lets you remove player for home use . . protects unit from 

ed plastic, chrome trim. Mount on front kickboards, doors, under 
dash or ов rear deck. Solderless coanectors, wiring harness. Japan. 
28 N 6329C— Shipping weight 18 pounds $99.95 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 

8-Track Stereo Tape Player 

(fits in most glove boxes). . Our Lowest Price Ever for any 8-Track 
but 35955 Stereo Tape Player . . sil less than any 

other 8-Track Player we've ever sold! Super-compact 8-track stereo tope player sports styling you woulda't 
expect in a unit of this size. Measures а mere 2'MexSxó inches 
small enough t 

1 als let you 
lance "o away dust guard door. 

"housing with wooderained finish, black and 2364624474 inches deep. Mounting bracket 
d-state amplifer, Stereo | Indicates wh included. For 12. tems only. From Japan. Speakers 
Flip-away dust-guard pm m үа fate - ZN 6244 Shipping we 138.77 

Strap-type Tape Carriers 
for 4 or 8-track topes. Vinyl with 2 dividers, м 

en 620. Shipping weht 8 pounds d ot $59.95 
160 [Scars] EE 

28 N 20422— Black crackle finish. Wt. 11 oz... 5.29 



Who wouldn't dream of a Mini-Bik8 at-Christmas 
for the great outdoors? 

(Your boy or sportsman- husband could be having this dream righg now.) $ 

Easy Riding featünes? 
* Floating Engine Suspension 
+ Motorcycle-type shock absorbers 

„* e Coil-sprilly front suspension 
e Scrubibr and hand lakes. 
© Vinyl-covesed Mam rubber seat 
Je. Knobby treat 4249/3 -50x6 tires 
'* Scrappy 4-HP, уде engine 

2-speed drive 

chrome-plated 
fenders; U.S. 
Forest Servic 

approved muffler 

169" 

219” 

ough riding mini-machines. This mini-bike with exclusive 
© the way 

e, lessens rider fatigue, 
chain and clutch wear. 

atoms 161 



Back at the Lodge . . in Sweatshirts with a sweater look 



Foam innerlined Outer Suits keep the whole family toasty warm 
(Zthru 5) Outer Suits. Three layers thick... from chin to ankles. Outside the half-and-half blend polyester and combed cotton is wonderfully water shedding 0 And in-between there's laminated, cold-defying polyurethane (а 
bulky-knit trim. tab closure at throat, two pants pockets: Machine wa 

2 HERS. Zip iront. Inner pocket. Drop seat Knit leg 4 GIRLS. Zip front g vinyl 2. 14, 16, 18, 20 knee patches. 14 1 N 0AZM 77 N 2522MF§—Nav- IMF Red ce Shipping weight 2 pounds А $1997 

5 BOYS, Two-way zip fron 

Е Smaller boys’ sizes: State size 6, В, 10 or 1 40 N 67730. N; Ао N 677 MI Red SIN FEN pping weight 1 pound 12 ounce sus 
Mr # Larger boys sizes " «20 

nce $2457 Shipping 
6 Matching Pile Lined Hoods, Same outer fabric as suat. warm 

HERS. One sie ts all сш». ` TN ENM Nav) N 108204 Re NOSHNE Navy N 
HIS, One size fi BOYS. Sizes 56-12); M14-201 State S or M 

Matching Hoods lor Everyone 
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Self-beited Corduroy Jacket 
lined in warm and furry pile 
Rusty-bronze ribless cotton corduroy lined and collared with a super-cur 

polyester pile. Setin sleev 
taffeta lined (quilted to 

are nylon 
nd un- "ук 

known reprocessed fibers). Dry c 
HIS. Three-quarter length 

(MI WE 4 lbs. 6 oz... $27.50 15N9 
+ length 

State Junior size 5, 7,9, 11, 130€ 15. 
19 N 3566MF—We 3 Ibs. 5 ог... -$27.50 

Boldly buckled Canvas Coat 
with a zip-out pile liner 

Rugged, natural cotton canvas 
ZePe treated for shower 

Lined with polyester, cotton. Warmly zip- 
lined with cotton-back acrylic pile (cotton 
backed rayon satin in sleeves) Big snap- 
closures look Ike buckles. Dry clean. 
HIS. Regular-length coat 
Regular. State even chest size 36 to 44. 
NAS N 2249MI —Shpg, wt. 5 lbs.. $39.90. 
Long, State even chest size 38 to 44. 
N45 N 22469ME— Shpg, wt. 5 lbs.. $39.90 
HERS, Regular-length coat. 
State misses’ size В, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
N17 N 9510MF— Wr. 3 bs. ог... $39.90 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE in doubt, see our 
Big Book for measuring instructions 

Sporty Zip Jacket 
with а deep fur look 

З Ws our super-soft blend 
> of modacrylc, асус 
And it looks enough like 
seal to fool you. The rich, 
black pile has leather-look 
vinyl accents at slash 
pockets, zip front, and un- 
der collar. Smooth acetate. 
satin lining. Three-quarter 
length. Dry clean only 

45 м 95083MF 
SON. State size 8, 10, 12, 
14, 16, 18, 20 only 

Shrpping weight 4 lbs 
40 N BI9SAMF, ... $25.00 

Curly polyester... our 
pretend lamb Jacket 

Д As snug and furry as 
they lock = jackets of 

natural Dacron” polyester 
pie polyester backed But 
fon front. Acetate satin 
ining, Slash pockets are 
concealed in seams Setn 
shoulder. Three-quarter 
length. Dry clean. 
FATHER, State regular chest 
size 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, or 
46 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz 
45.N9S079MF....$34.00 
SON. State size 8, 10, 12 
14, 16, 18, 20 only. 

Shipping weight 4 lbs 
40N BI960MF,...$25.00 

ens [Бе 167 



The Busheoot i midwale corduroy, is an 
exciting additi n's wardrobe. Authenticall 

tyled alter the lasic. Four 
The Masculine look of Club type 

? “CORDUROY dem 
4 size 36 to 46 inches 

45 N SEL Tan 4S N 58118F— Dark bronze 
Shipping weight 3 p 
The pipe. Sm 
Needs no br 

9) Pile lined Double-breosted Coot 
© cold winter days in stride, Semi 
latest fashion look. 100% wide wale 
deep Orio pile lining. v 
Hacking бар pockets, set in sleeve 
икт. Average le ise 3610 46 
45 N 742485 Dark brown — 4S 74247F-—Taupe 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 6 ounce 529.50 
TALL. Average length 37 in. S 38 to 46 
45 N 74348F— Dark be 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 10 ou 531.50 

. . don't miss our genuine lambskin 
Belted Coat for men on page 8 .. 

Expert Workmanship and handerafting 
make it really "Something-to-see. 

ge leat m chest sise 36 to 46 
45 NBIOSSF—Light blue 45 N 81032F— Lime g 

Maple bronze 45 N 81036F—Navy blue 
weight 2 pounds 14 ou $17.70 

length 28 in, St al size 38 to 46. 
Maple bronze 45 N 61136F—Navy blue 

pping weight 3 pounds 2 oun $1970 

THE PIPE, SOLO 



Rugged elegance with acrylic and polyester pile collars 
and linings that look like fleecy shearling 



All-weather Coats with zip-in liners 
Tailored in the season's newest, smartest styles 

Double breasted 
belted Coat 

1 Handsome oxford weave 
5051, Fortrel polyester 

trimmed 
hacking flap pockets. Self-belt 
buckled sleeve belts and in 
verted pleat center vent. N 
bulky, but especially warm zip 
liner is 100% wool plaid with 
rayon satin yoke and sleeve 
lining. Dry clean. Nutmer 
(med. brown). Wt. 5 Ibs. 4 or. 

ила. Average length 36 
ate ewm siz 36 to Ы, 

CLE $44.50 
Lowe. Average length 38 in 
State even size 38 t0 44 
45 N 223380 $44.50 

Single breasted 
Bush Coat 

9 Ot vhi 
polyester, 50% 

cotton treated with ZePe to 
repel water and oily stains 
it's show 

fap pockets have 
pleats, Acrylic pile on 
back zip liner has 
rayon satin slee 

Polyester and cotton 
Dry clean. Wt. 4 Ibs. 1202 

солли, Average Igth, 36 in 
ite even ches! size 36 to 4A. 

45 N 22349 332.50 
xoxo. Average length 38 in 
‘State even chest size 38 to M. 
45 N 223667 32250 

THE PIPE. SOLO ON PAGE Và 
Telescopic Umbrella closes to 114 

170 zm. 

ylon cover, 
cdwood handle 
WE 2 Ibs $10.00 

PERMA-PREST® 
double breasted Coat 

Blue, black and white 3 кошы check is S0% 
Fortrel® polyester, 50% cot. 
ton Scotchgard Br 
Fabric Protector trea 

has set-in sleeves, 
large notched collar, deep cen- 
ter vent. Hacking flap pockets 
plus ticket pocket. Sleeve belts 
and half belt in back. Machine 
wash, med, tumble dry, wear. 
Zip lining is Обон" acrylic pile 

n cotton with rayon satin 
sleeves. Dry clean pile lining. 
вкили, Avg. leth. 38 in. 
Slate even chest size 36 to 44, 
45 N 21015f— Wt, 4 Ibs, $39.50 
Loc, Average length 40 in 
State even chest sise 38 to 44 
45 N 21035F— Wi. 4 Ibs. $39.50 
suoxr. Average length 36 in. 
State even chest size 38 10 42 
45 N 210251 — We. 4 Ibs. $39.50 

Cut $10 PERMA-PREST^ 
All-weather Coat 

$2675 
Fortrel® polyester and cotton now in blue and 
black pin check. Orlon* acrylic pile on cotton. 
back zip liner has rayon satin sleeves, Machine 
wash, medium, tumble dry. Dry clean liner. Shpg. 

x FIRE 
СЕНЕ 

926.75 



The stripe inside, cadet-style collar 

and fine fashion detailing make 

the big difference in this Jacket 

treated to 
wash, warm. Use your pho 

ay of all 
f sise 36 to 46 inches wh 

азн SADSI White 45 N S4028F 
45 N 54026F—Navy blue 45 N 54027F 
Shipping weight 2 pound. 51450 

Imported Suede 
leather-front 
Knit Jacket 

45 N 60031F—Gold 
45 N 50037F—Tan 

Vests .. funky, fancy and traditional styles 
Codd panné velvet touch i 1 rayon lined ‘with acetate, Trim waist, 3 metal buttons. Tunic Dey cam. Sts Sf. 

45 8 290415 Wt. 150r з 
(3 end 4} Co 

Ке! velveteen reverses to red, 

adjustable back strap. 

рж. «t 15 oz.. 3745 

ЖЕ. [Sears] 171 



The latest word from 
Sportcoat style setters is 

STRIPES 
be they bold or subtle 

172 [Sears] axe 



A valve that 
SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

CORDUROY Sportcoats go high style 
Midwale Norfolk Coat Midwale with bi-swing back 

LOOK AT THIS: Our lo: Q The shapes, bi 
button single 

kes this 2 

bave military style 
Deep center vent, leather but 

Fully lined ate. Rum shade. 

45 N 20397 0м 
2, 40, 42 or 44. W 45 N 280435 

PERMA-PREST* 
Midwale Corduroy 

small, neat and precise, 
accentuates the interesting 
bi-swing back styling of this 

fine wool Sportcoat 
Shaped, two button single breasted model has 
deep center vent and wide lapels. Leather but 
tons м! belted back add military flair, Rayo 
lining. Brown. Dry clean. 
AS N 31211F—ancutan. Siete chest vise 38, 30, 
40, 42 or 44. Shpe. wt. 2 Ibs. 15x. sus 
АУМ 31212Ё—+омс. State chest nise 38, 3, 40, 
42 or 44, Shpg. wt. 2 Ihe. 15 өе. $34.98 
AS N З12131—аноит, Slate ches! site 38, 39, 40 or 42. Shipping we. 2 ths, 15 or. $34.95 

oler, milder smoke be 
phite. 839% 

ine than other pipes 
87 N 7320 Grven, apple shape. Wt, 4 0,515.00 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. $26.95 

COREA 
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PERMA-PREST 

Broadcloth Dress Shirts 

Chau Bat) Smooth, lustrous Dacron* polyester and $900 
cotton blend . . trim regular (tapered) body 

(1 ond 2) Premiere quality styling with curved yoke, 
ceptionally fine fit. Our exclusive C BAN D® collar is shap 

o stay neatly in pl 
WHO CAN WEAR 

TRIM REGULAR (TAPERED) SHIRTS 

just machine 
hrinkage 1% T wash, drip dry. Maximum fabri 

point Cape collar. Molium spread. Q Long point Spread collar. Wide spread. S 
ech, them Sleeve lengih from CHART 14, Шен sleeve lempih from CHART 14, ai rigi 

ээн ту 
158 — Brown stripe 33 н 70095F е 

33 н 70055f— Blue stripe. эз н 70089 
эз N 700571 — Gold stripe 33 н 700827 ER HARE TE 
эз N 70056. 
Shipping wei 

эз N 700836 
1 pound. $&00 33 N 7008IF 

33 N 70080 
Shipping we saoo 
Color coordinated Tios on Shirt (2). Luxurious ЖО S dineh width. Dry clean. At modium temperature 39 W 37614 Raspberry, navy tll stripe 35 € EOS Brown, beige stripe Lavender, white p 33 N 32600 Blue 33 н 37682 Brown 33 N 39001 — Green, blue dot Gold, white Shipping weight $ ounce $350 He e ре ime "ws Outont TM. 33 N 37610--Rel, black, white stripe 174 [Sears] 255% Shipping weight $ ounces 3500 



Some colors 
ALSO IN 
SHORT 
SLEEVES 

THE-COMFORT-SHIRT of Fortrel* polyester $4700 

and cotton . . trim regular (tapered) or full cut “з 
(3 and 4 Premiere quality . . curved yoke, shaped sleeves, extra long tails, contoured BANDS 
collar with stays. 1 pocket. Mach, wash., med. tumble dry. Or band wash, drip dry. Max. fab, shrink. 19% 

3 Drm ragular (tapered) body « long point Full evt body. lynn collar, Medium spread, 
Cope collor. Medium spread. Placket front. £ modium points. Plain front. Convertible cuff 

охо suRevEs suos serves Slate mec. then sleeve length Chart 15 below 
button cuffs эзи ORF Bloc 33 N 70230 White 

mech fem мем fom Hemmed sleeves. 33 N 70245f — Green. 33 н 702466 — Gold. 
Gen 14 Shipping weight 1 pound. $6.00 
33 7U143F—Gold Color coordinated Ties on Shirt (4), 100% 33 N T1149f— Copper polyester, 33-inch width. Machine washable at 
эз н nar эз н 73353F—Gold medium temperature 
33 N 711406—White — 33M73352f—Green 33 N 37633 Blue, navy, white twill stripe 
33 N 71144F—Brown 33 М 73350f—White 33 N 37631—Green, white check 
эз н 71146F—Red 33 N 73954F—Brown 33 N 37630— Rod, burgundy, white stripe 
33 N 71141F—Blue 33 72251/— Blue эз м 37632— Blue, gold check 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.... 56.00 Shpg. wt.11b...55.00 Shipping weight 5 ounces $250 

Color coordinated Ties on Shirt (3). 100% SUE CHART з 
polyester. 4-inch width. Machine wash, medium. Neck Sleeve length 
53 N 37623— Tan, orange, brown all over 3, 3з 
33 N 37626— Copper, brown, light blue stripe 32. 33. 
33 н 37622—Green, mint green, white print 32. 33,34, 36 
33 н 37620— Black, white, gray stripe 32, 39, 34, 35, 38 
33 N 37624— Brown, gold, white print 32, зз, 34, 35, 36 
33 N 37625— Navy, red oval figure | зз, 4, 35, 5 
эз н 37621— Royal blue, It. blue, red stripe 32, 33, 34, 36. 

pping weight 5 ounces эю uý 3,3 

Duralon polyester, cotton $ 99 

„+ trim regular (tapered) 
5 Long point Cape collar with medium spread, remov 

able flexible stays. Long sleeves, French cuffs” Placket 
front. 1 pocket. 65% Duralon polyester and 359% combed 
cotton. Machine wash, medium, tumble dry. Or hand 
wash, drip dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 19%. From 
Japan. State mech, them sleeve length from Chart 18 below 
Эз N 72086F—Grape 33 N 720801 White 
эз N 720821 Green эз н 720835 Gold. 
эз N 72081— Blue 33 N 72084F— Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3198 
Color coordinated Ties on Shirt (5). 100% polyester, 
{inch width. Machine washable at medium temperature 
33 N 37607— Brown, lavender print 
33 N 37608— Brown, black, green, rust print 
33 N 37609—Bluc, brown, black, aqua print 
зз н 37604—Navy, coral print 
33 М 37605—Gold, brown, leopard pattern 
33 N 37606 —Light brown, sold snake pattern 
Shipping weight 5 ounces $2.50 

SIZE CHART 18 
Sleeve lengîn 
3.35 
3.5.3 
32, 33, 34,35 
зз, м, 35 
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Our handsome new collection of specially styled, 
totally color coordinated clothes 
FEATURED HERE: the sweater shirt, 
the classic cardigan, striped and solid slacks 
1 Ben:Lon® Solid Sweoter Shirt. Full fashioned and distinctively styled 

mock turtleneck with short sleeves, raglan shoulders, rib-knit сойз and bot 
tom. Smooth knit of 100% Textralized® nylon. Machine wash, medium; 
tumble dry. Buy it the easy way order by phone. Sizes S(34-36 inch chest); 
M(38-40); 1442-4); XL(Aó 48). State size S, M, L, XL. 
эз N 91074f Blue эз N 91079 Silver. эз N 910725 —Gold 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 6.99 
9, Mohair blend Cordigon. Classic style in rich, lofty blend of 60% Orlon* 

acrylic and 40% mohair, Rib-knit cufls, bottom. Six-button front with 
hidden button border. Color-matched buttons. No-bother care . . just machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. Brush after washing for top appearance. Sizes S(34- 
36-inch chest); M (38-40): 142-44); XL(46-48). State sise S, M, L, XL 
33 N MISIT Navy 33 N 84183F— Deep country brown 
33 N MALES Claret. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. $13.00 

(3 ond 4 | PERMA-PREST® Stripe Stocks, Sharp and sporty stripes in blend of 
65% Dacron* polyester and 35% Avril® rayon. Plain front, beit loops, М 
top pocket, cuties bottoms. Ваз. Rol innerlined waistband. Machine was! 
medium; tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2% 
3 Trim regular, with Rare legs. See Guide to Figure Fit below, State waist, 

om from Chart, Below. 
5,30. EEE 

Inseam, inches — .|....29, 30, 31...1....28,2, 30, 31, 32. 2, 
4i н FOF Bae АТ КЇ Gray DII. Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces, 3799 
Д Fall cut, һу му 

Chart, helos. 
Waist, inches. 

а м SOSE Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. 

See Guide to Figure Fit. State weist, them inseam from 

Seors Best Crew Socks. 75% hi-bulk Обов" acrylic for soft comfort and 
25% stretch nylon for smooth fit. Extra 2% nylon in toe and Heel Guard® 

heel. ixt ribbed crew top. Machine wash, medium. Onc sice fus 10 to 13. 
33 N 19450—Smoke blue heather 33 н 19386 Mediam olive heather 
33 N 19461—Oxford gray heather эз N 19473—Black 
33 N 19387— Brown, gold heather 
Shipping weight pair 2 ounces Pair $1.50, 3 pairs 34.44 

6 Stripe Sweoter Shirt. Mock turtleneck shirt with triplewp stripes. Short 
sleeves, ribbed knit cuffs and bottom. 100% Wintuk yarn of Orlon* acrylic 
crispy textured knit. Machine wash, medium; tumble dry. Sizes S(4-36- 

ich chest): M (38-40); 347-44); XL(Ae- 48). State size S, M, L. XL 
33 N 90063 Brown эз N 90064 Yellow эз й S068 — Gray 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. $7.99 

7 Alpaca blend Cordigon. Popular links kait of 50% virgin alpaca and 50% 
virgin wool. Comfortable full cut sleeves with rib-knit turn-back culls, 

bottom. Si-button front with hidden button border. Dry dean. Sizes S(M- 
36-inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48), State rise 5, М, 1. 
33 N 86715F— Rum 33 N B6712f—Olive. 33 N 8672 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 

PERMA-PREST® Solid Slacks. Fine blend of 50% Tri-Lobal Dacron* poly 
ester, 25% worsted wool, and 25% Avril® rayon in Oxford weave fabric. 

Wool adds body and resiliency; polyester adds luster and wrinkle resi 
Designed with plain front, belt loops, and саб». Ban-Rol® innerlined waist 
band. Machine wash, medium; tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. 

jular, Ivy style. See Guide to Figure Fit below. State waist, then inseam 

э EE = 
393 HN 9, Ж. 29, 30,31 

Ж N BIO Brown 41 к BIOS Olive AL WBIOSI Gray 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces s 
Full cut, Ivy style. See Guide to Figure Fit below, State waist, them inseam from 
Chart, below, 
Waist saan] 
ins Э 38, 29, 30, 31 78, 29, 30, 31, 32 23,30 
31 н SO7S3F— Brown... 41 N 50752 Olive 4L N S0781F—Gray 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $10.99 

1% inch crushed cowhide Belt. The "no-notch'" belt with novel fold back 
construction. Brass buckle with satin finish sports the handsome leather. 

Sines S(30-32-inch waist); M(34-36); ML(38-40). State sise S, М, ML. 
33 N 4152F— Black. 33 AISSI Brown 
Shipping weight $ ounces $5.50 

GUIDE TO FIGURE FIT 
TRIM REGULAR. For traditional look . . trim, but not tight. Gives regular 
comfortable fit yet trimly follows body contours. For men of average build 
FULL CUT. Combines neat appearance with extra comfort. Has more ful 
in seat, thigh, legs, yet retains flattering look. For men of larger build. д [Bears] 177 





Our handsome new collection of specially 
Styled, totally color coordinated clothes. 

FEATURED HERE: the collared car 
a knit pullover, a patterned shirt, the belted vest 
Sweater, plaid and solid slacks 

Collared Cardigan. A flair of continental styling dashed with wide rib knit collar and 7-button rib keit border front. Full fashioned for the utmost in smooth, comfortable fit. Rib knit culls and bottom. Fine 100% virgin wool worsted, Hand wash, separately or dry clean. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! Sizes S(-Jó-inch chest); М(Х 40) L(42-44); XL(46-48). State sise S, M, L XL. 
эз N B3019F—White эз N B3014F— Gold 33 83011F—Blue Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces $18.00 
Q PERMA-PREST® Trim Regular Plaid Slacks, Textured plaid rates on here in three popular colors. Designed with plain front, belt loops fles. Ban-Rol® innerlined waistband prevents unsightly roll-over Fine no-iron blend of 65% Dacron” polyester and 39% Avril rayon resists wrinkles, too. Machine wash, medium; tumble dry and wear. Maximus fabric shrinkage 2%. See Guide to Figure Fit below 

State waist, then inseam from Chart, below 
ps [AE = m. inches....|.. 9, э, 31...|...28. 29, 30, 31, 32 EE] 

41 N 81251F—Gray 41 N 81250F— Brown 41 N 812527 —Blue Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 1595 

Waist inches. 

3 Mock turtleneck Knit Pullover. Playing the coordinate game casually in three deep colors, sparked with contrasting stripes on neck. Sh sleeves with rib knit cuffs. Rib knit bottom. 100% Nomelle yarns of Orloa* acrylic—ultra soft and easy-to-carefor . . just machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Sires S(34-36-inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44): XL(46-48) State site S, M, L, XL. 
эз N 91598F— Black, white 33 91593F—Brown, gold 33 N 91595— Rum, indigo 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $7.99 
Д Dobbie ронет Sport Shirt. Striking wo 

pizazz to the solid color background. Fashionably styled with 434-inch int banded collar with permanent stays. Tapered body with back body darts and tails lends to the fine, lean line. Seven-button placket front, one pointed pocket, and long sleeves with updated double-button cuffs Neat and smooth blend of 65% Dacroa* polyester and 35% combed cotton. Machine wash, medium, Sizes S(14-1434-inch neck); M(15-1534); L(16. 1634); XL(17-1734). Stade size S, M, L, XL 
эз N T7231F— Blue. 33 N TIZ24F— Gold. Shipping weight 1 pound $7.99 

en dobbie pattern adds the 

Ej Belted Vest. A fashion extra .. vest goes to greater lengths in zesty cable pattern with alternating rib stitching. Nifty belt puts the punch into the bold styling. Button front with hemmed armboles and rib knit bottom. Warm 100% virgin wool worsted. Hand wash separately or dry clean. Sizes $(34-36-inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). State size SM, 
эз N MOS3F— Coffee brown 

$14.00 
6 PERMA-PRESTW Trim Regular fo 

in two handsome colors. Plain front, belt loops, M top pocket .. and Cuffiess. Ban-Rol® innerlined waistband. Blend of 65% Tri-Lobal Dacron* 

leg Solid Stocks. Pace-setting style 

polyester and 35% Avrili® rayon means added luster and rich color Wrinkle resistant and carefree .. just machine wash, medium; tumble dry Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. See Guide to Figure Fit, beine 
State waist, then inseam from Chart, below 

pth 

Waist inches. ....|. 29,39. $363). | 
inseam, inches....|..-29, 30, 31,..[...28 29, 30.31, 89. .| 5 
41 N BORSE Navy 41 N 80816F— Brown Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces $7.99 

GUIDE TO FIGURE FIT 
TRIM REGULAR. For the traditional look regular, comfortable fit, yet trimly follow average бол. 

Pipe /d on page 159 

Scans] helena dlote 
Reg. DuPont TM. 
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The Compatible. Breed 
Our handsome new collection of specially 
styled, totally color coordinated clothes. 
FEATURED HERE: the belted turtleneck knit, 

pullover and button-front shirts, a patterned 

sleeveless sweater, striped and solid flared jeans 

Belted Turtleneck Knit, The long and lean line played up here in long sleeve 
skinny rib turtleneck that's presented in two dramatic colors. Self fabric belt with 

uckle goes ‘round to add the accent. Great performing blend of $0% polyester and 
805% cotton -.. just machine wash, medium; tumble dry 

‘Sines S(34-36inch chest); M(38 40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). Stale sise S, M, L, XL 
33 N B9I63F Rust 33 N 89168I— Gray 
Shipping weight 15 ounces $6.99 

PERMA-PRESTI: Trim 'N Tight Rore-leg herringbone Jeans. Herringbone with 
thin single stripes. Rally-back styling with belt loops, set-in back pockets, a 

Western scoop front pockets. Concealed hook closure at waist. Smooth performing 
blend of 50% Kodei® polyester and 50%, cotton, Machine wash, medium; tumble 
dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. See Guide to Figure Fit below. State waist, then 
inseam from Chart, below 
41 N 2121 — Brown 41 N24111F—Gray 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 37.99 

$ Crew Socks. Extra confort ad extra helt in these casual socks of 88% turbo 
hi bulk Orlon® acrylic and 15% stretch nylon. Fits snug .. won't sag. Sporty 2x1 

ribbed crew top. Machine wash, medium, One size fus 10 to 13. 
33 N 19713— Brown. 33 N 19708 Gray эз N 19702 Navy 
Shipping weight pair 3 oun Pair $1.50; 3 pairs $4.44 

PERMA-PRESTI Pullov 
style with 4-botton рім 

‚traight bottom and vented sid 
1. A special breed in sport shirts , . pullover 
ous twill weave. Slightly tapered body with 

Long point banded collar with permanent stays. 
Back center pleat, two button-thru fap pockets. Double-button long sleeve culls 
Contrast stitching on collar, placket, pockets, cuffs, Crossatitched buttons. 50% 
Fortrel: polyester and 50% combed cotton, Machine wash, medium, Sizes S(14 
T4 inch neck); M(15-1534); 1416-1644); XL(17-1714). Stale size S, M, L, XL. 
33877224 Light blue 23M 772247 Amber gold 
Shipping weight 1 pound. ^ $8.00 
Ej PERMA-PRESTA Trim N Tight Rare-leg striped Jeans. Stripes triple up for the 

spirited 'n sporty look. Designed with wide waistband, belt loops, straight slash 
front pockets, ati no hack pockets, Double closure at waist, 50% Dacron” polyester 
and $0%% cotton. Machine wash, medium; tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 
2%. See Guide to Figure Fit below, State waist, then inseam from Chart, below, 
AN 241217— Blue 41 N 241221. Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces, 3659 

PERMA-PRESTI button-front Sport Shirt, The sleek and slim of it . . slightly 
pered body with tails amd back body darts. Banded collar goes to greater 
‘of 4 inches - . with permanent stays. Six-button placket front, one pointed 

pocket, and fashionable double button culis. Carefree fabric of 65% polyester and 
186% combed cotton - . machine wash, medium; tumble dry. From Hong Kong. Sizes 
СНА Тасі neck); M(1S-1812): L(16-1614). Stale size S, M, L. 
33N77141F—Blue эз н 77 LAT Gold 
Shipping weight 1 pound “s 

Sleeveless U-neck Sweater. The great put-over in lively allover jacquard pattern 
with a brand pew look -. the rib knit neck is U-shaped. Rib knit armholes, High 

rib Knit bottom. Blend of 50% Orlon* acrylic and $0%, wool, Dry clean. 
Sises S(J4-36 inch chest); MCS 40); 14244); XL(4648). 5ш S, M, L, XL. 

эз N B4091 F— Indigo blue combination — 33 N 84094F—Amber gold combination 
Shipping weight 14 oun: 31000 
8 Trim N Tight foreleg corduroy Jeons. Smart wide wale corduroy in two rich 

colors. Belt loops, front and back patch pockets, and concealed waist closure, 
100% colton. Machine wash, medium. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. See Guide 
to Figure Fit below. Slate weis, then inseam from Chart, below 
41 N 25032 Navy blue 41 N 25031— Brass Shipping weicht 1 pound 4 ounces зз 

Y Rocing-style Gloves. Authentic European-style racing loves ~ revved up and 
raring to go, Soft, fine grain leather, brushed inside. Snug fiting with snap 

tab back. Ventilation holes or comfort, Sizes 58-804); M(9-934); 1010-1000) 
State size S, M, L. Why not pick up the phooe and order it? 
33 N 360031 — Country brown. 33 N 56009F— Racing tan 
эз N 86006f— Black эз N 56008F— Gra: 
Shipping weight 5 ounces saso 
10 leather belt ond watch bond Set. Getting together. Zinch belt of harness 

Heather dashed with brass rivets and brass plated roller bar buckle. Matching 
2M inch watch strap with brass rivets and double solid brass buckles, Belt sizes 
SGo-32-inch waist); M(34-36); MLC S M, ML 
эз намаз: 33 N 41457 Brown. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces Set $8.00 

GUIDE TO FIGURE FIT 
TRIM "М TIGHT. For a slim appearance with snug, tight fit in seat, thigh, legs. 
Lowrise waist. For young men with slim build. 

SIZE CHART FOR JEANS — — 
Waist, inche EE BE 32 DEI 3 
Inseam, 29.30, 31 | 29, 30 | 29,30, 31, 32 | 9. 30. 31, 32. 33 | 29, 30, 31 

Pipe sold on page 159 
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Our Finest 
rious 

ort and luxury with a 100% 
a regal sweater. Rich, 

nd has 

Elegant suede 
panel front Cardigan 

with bold 

rib knit collar 

1 100% victo Orlon acrylic 

Bs and back waistband. 

5634-36 inch chest) 

Cardigan of 
Woo! and Orlon* Our lowest prices > D 

dashed with suede їп 2 years for any 
trimmed pockets Sweaters of 100% Virgin 

им Avstralian Lamb's Wool 

(3 ond 4 ) Rack-stitch border with trim. 
Rib knit bottoms. Hand wash separately 
or dry clean. Sizes S(34-36); M(39-40); 
L(42-44); XL(46-48) 

k and ri 

3 Button Cardigan. Rib knit cuffs 
зз н 82602F—Light gray heather 

эз N 82601F—Tan heather 
State S, M, L, XL. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oc. 58.88 

Д Baton Vest. Hemmed armholes 
33 N 82614F— Tan heather 

эз N B2613I— Light gray heather 
State S, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $7.88 





Style features 
of pants 

Zipperless front 
with elastic waist 

Start your outfit with flare-leg 
pants . , top them with a sweater and 

vest of your taste. For a final 
touch, add a dashing scarf 

пета 
142-44) and XLA46-48). State size S, M, L or XL. 
33 N 82183 — Shipping weight 1 Ib, 11 ox.. 313.00 

Panel ribbed tweed striped Vest, Button front. 
Armhales, bottom are rib knit. 65% virgin wool 

and 35% polyester. Brown tweed combination. 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 

Sizes $(34-36inch chest); M(38-40); 142-4) 
and XL(46-48). Siate sie S, M, L or XL. 
33 N 82373f— Shipping weight i pound. -. . $13.00 

Rib knit fared Ponts, The new fashion iue for 
men. Hemmed elastic waist keeps pants snug 

yet comfortable. Back pocket only. 100% Wintuk 
yarn of Orlon* acrylic. Brown, Machine washable, 
‘warm temperature; tumble dry 

Sizes Alwaist 28-29 inches, 30-inch inseam); 
30-31 in, 3l.in. inseam); C(waist 32-33 

; D(waist 34-364, 32in. in 
ate size A, В, C or D. 

pping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. ..515,00 
Rib knit long Sweater Vest. Leading the sweater 
scene this season is the extra long vest. Button 

front, wide rib border. Rib knit bottom and two rib 
Knit waist pockets. 100% virgin Orlon* acrylic 
Brown. Machine washable, warm temperature: 
tumble dry 

Sizes S(34-36-Inch chest); M(38-40); 342-44) 
and XL(46-48). State size S, M, L or XL. 
Эз N 82353F—Shipping weight 13 ounces. ... $1200 

Panel ribbed crew neck Pullover. Two color 
stripe at waist. High rib knit bottom, cuffs 

68% virgin wool and 35% polyester. Brown tweed 
combination. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 

Sizes S(34-36-inch chest); M(33-40); L(42-44) 
and XL(46-48), Please ише size S, M, L or XL. 
Эз т 826430 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6.02... -$14.00 
6 6;foot Scort. Matches sweater above. 

Эз N 34133 Shipping weight 9 oz. 6.00 
Rib knit long Zipper Vest with belt. Removable 
belt. Rib knit crew neck and bottom. 100% Win- 

tuk yarn of Orlon* acrylic. Brown. Machine wash- 
able, warm temperature; tumble dry. 

‘Sites S(34-36-inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44) 
and XL(46-48). State size S, M. L or XL. 

33r— Shipping weight 13 ounces. ...$12.00 



{1 ond 2) Machine washable pull 
over sweaters of 100% virgin Shetland 
wool, a soft blend of heather tone 
solids and stripes. Full-fachioned for 

pe and fit. Double fabric rib. 
knit crew collar. Rib knitting on bot. 
tom and turn back cuffs Machine 

| wash, warm; tumble dry. Sizes S(34- 
36); M(38-40); 1442-44); XLAA6-48), 

Solid Pullover. Vertical rib and 
cable panel front. Saddle shoulders 

See scarf below for a 
touch. State size S, 
зз N BALI 
эз N 84112F—Light olive heather 
эз N BATISE— Aztec gold heather 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 өг... $14.00 

Q Striped Pullover. Allover 3 color 
horizontal stripes. Raglan sleeves. 

Add a matching scarf listed below, 
‘State ize S, M, Lor XL 
33 N 83192F—Lt olive heather comb. 
Эз N B3S3F— Tan heather comb. 
33 N B3195F-—Aztec gold heather comb. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz.. ...$15.00 

Striped Scart. Color coordinated 
to go great with the sweaters above. 

6 eet long and 9 inches wide. 100% 
virgin Shetland wool. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry 
33 N 24943— Tan heather comb. 
33 N 4942— Lt. olive heather comb. 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. $6.00 bul 

«. Pe sus doses our | 
Alpaca Wool-blend Cardigan 
on page 4... it's a VALUE 
that's really "Something 
Special" at only $ 9.88 

NP d ELIT 

Machine Washable 
Lamb's Wool Sweaters 

(4 ond 5 } 100% virgin lamb's wool 
h 

е. A year-round favorite i 
wash, warm; tumble 

the fabric that 

vs and out. Machine 
ur phone if you want to order them the easiest way of all Sizes 5(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL (46-48), 

combines lightweight wan 

Use y 

Д Sweater Vest. 5 button front. Rib knit armholes and bottom. Two waist pockets. State site S, M, L or XL зз N 82153F—Cofice brown 
33 N 82152F—Olive green heather 
33 N B2154F—Autumn gold heather 
33 N 821585—Gray heather 
Shipping weight 13 ounc su” 

Saddle shoulders. Rib knit neck, 
bottom and turn-back cuffs Stale size S, М, L or XL 33 М 82002 —Nawy 

33 N 82001F—Wine red heather 
33 N 82008F—Autumn gold heather эз N 82009 Coffee brown 
33 N 82007F--Olive green heather 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces s299 

Б V-neck Pullow 



Machine washable Orlon* Sweaters 

L1 heo 3 ) Mas 
fashional 

‚me sweaters of 100% Orlon* acrylic. Solid 
ors. Machine wach, warm; tumble dry 

Sines S(34-36 inch chest); M(38-40); L(A2-48); XL (46-48 

Hinks koit Cordigon. Resilient fine качих ovile 
fine fit. Full cut sleeves. Double rib knit cuff 

Color matched buttons. Two waist pocket 
33 н 824027. Lodengreen 33 N BMDAT Gold 
эз N 82403F— Vicuna brown 33 N 824057 — Black 
33 N 82401F— Light blue зз N 82408F Lt. gray heather 
эз N 82406 Garnet r 
State size S, M, L or XL. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz.. $11.00 

2, V-neck Pullover. Soft interlock knit. Double fabric rib knit 
V-neck. Rib knit cuffs and bottom 

эз N 82107F—Navy 33 N &21041— Gol 
33 N 820967 Light blue 33 М 820931 — Olive 

Red эз М E2098 — Collee brown 
State sise S, M, L or XL. Shipping weight 10 3735 

Sleeveless V-neck. Soft inte Double fabric rib 
Knit V-neck and armholes. Rib k m 

33 N 820767 Red 33 н B2072 Olive 
эз N 820747 Gold эз Н 82077F— Navy 
33 н 82073 Cofiee brown 
State rise S. M, Lor XL. Shipp 

186 [Sears] ens 

ng weich 

ALSO IN 
SHORT 
SLEEVES 

Men's Shirt 'n Sock Sets of B 
Shape-holding BAN-LON® Knit 

hese shirts must wear for one (1) year 
turn hirt 

(4 ond 5 ) Easygoing Han-Lon' shirts kn 
Transfer rib knit cuffs and bottom. Ban-Lom 
nylon complete the lock. Machine wash, medi 
M(38-40); (42-44); XL(46-48). Sock 

Д Sel with mock turtleneck shi 5 Set with collor ond plocket shit 
кома sızeves. Stale S, M, L or XL tose кэми. State S, M, Lor XL 
33ng0402F 33N90401F— Blue 33NBMBAT— Gold 23NBS483T— Brown 
33N90403F—Golll  33N94O4— hrown  33NEBABIF—Hlue 3INB8AB2F— Green 
Shipping weicht 9 o Set 36.99 Shipping weight 10 oz Set $6.98 
SHORT SLEEVES. State S, M, Lor XL. — suowr sturxves. Stale S, M, Lor XL. 

Green 33N90411i— ые 33MBMASAF— Gold  33NBM493I— Brown 
Goki 33N90414f—Hrown  32NBBA91F—Blue 33NB8492F-- Green 

ng weight 8 oz Set $5.99 Shi or Set 35.99 

Long sleeve Mock Turtleneck shirt only, Long sleeve collor ond placket style 
State sise S, M, L ог XL shirt only. State size S, M, L or XL 
33490702F--Green 23007017 39N90714F— Gold 39N90713F— Hro 
33N90704f—Gold 3390702 Brown — 33N90711f—Hlue — 33N90712F—Grcen 
Shipping weight 9 oz 3599 — Shipping weight 10 оз 35.99 



The Classic Sport Shirt Look now in 
comfortably smooth long-sleeve Knits 

1 Soliáxcolor collar ond plocker 
style. The c ol knit in a 

chest pocket. Tapered body with tail 
tinue the 

ach chest); MS 
XL(46-48). Please 
XL 

эз N 904471 Navy 
эз н 90444 — Gold 
IIN 904421 — Green. 
Shipping weight 1 pound эз 

Striped collor ond placket Pull 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

The traditional knit look in textured 

short-sleeve Sweater Shirts 
3 Collor ond plocket style. Come 

on strong in this dramati 

nd of 50% cotton and 50% 
wash, Machine wash, 

mble dry 
* polyester for easy care and 

Machine wash, me 

2-44) and XL(46-48). Please 
> S, M, Lor XI 

33 м 90524F— Gold 
33 N 905221 Green эз N 91351F—Bloe 
Shipping weight 100unces...$7.99 Shipping weight 1 



5 important looks on 
the Sport Shirt scene 

Layered look . . a fashion going strong 
1 Smooth V-neck oxford cloth pullover contrasts smartly 

with the rib knit mock turtle dickey that's sewn in 
Top-stitched, lightly 
tapered body with straig no wear in or out 
PERMA-PREST® noiron fabric. 50% Fortrel® polvester, 

50% combed cotton tumbles dry. Machine wash, med, Neck 
sises 514-140): М(15-154); L(16-1634); XL(17-174 
Loe sixeve, 2-button cul. — swowr SLEEVE, hemmed, 
State S, M, L, XL State S, M, L, XL 
эз н 789021 Olive 33 N 669021 Olive. 
33 N 78901/—Rlue 33 N 66901f— Blue 
эз N 78904 Gold 33 N 669041 — Gold 
эз N 789031 Brown 33 N 66903F— Brown 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3599 Shpw. wt. 14 он... $4.99 

Stripes . . big, bold, colorful 
with long point, b 
s fashion news, 6-butte 

ter pleat. Tapered body, long tail 
PERMA-PRESTS fabric. 65% 

Machine wash, med 
zes 514-1450); M(1S-1514); L(16-16 

Lowe suxxvr, 2-button сой eve, hemmed 
‘State S, M, L, XL S, M, L, XL 
эз N 77138F— Black, red эз N 671387— Black, red 
33 м 771317—Blue эз н 67121F—Blue 

gold, red gold, red 
эз N T714F—Brow 33 т 67134F—Brown 

and blue and blue 
Shpe. wt. 1b. 3499. Shpe. wt. M or... 4.50 

Neat embroidery updates a solid look 
with extra. 

permanent stays, Pocket sports neat em. 
broidery. Full cut body, straight bottom. Long sleeve 
one-button сый. Color-matehed but 
PERMA-PREST® fabric емет, 38% combed 

Machine wash, пи де dry. From Hong 
Neck sises (14-1434): M(IS-1534); 1416-1006): 
174) 

33 N 76113F— Brown 33 N 261121 Green 
33 N 761145 Cold зз N 761115 —Blue 
State sise S, M, L or XL. Shipping weight 1 Ib..... $4.99 

Layered style in masculine plaid 
A This pullover is doubly smart in а warm 

ed leds 

wash, med. Neck sizes (14-144 10% acetate. Machi 
M(S-184; L(16-1 
33  78531/- Blue and er м 78533 Brown and gold 
State size 5, M, L or XL. Shpe. wt. 1 1b $7.98 

Cotton corduroy . . a ribbed classic 
5 Dept 

inch. € 
y shirt with 16 ribs to the 

pockets. Lo 
button cuf. Square bottom. Machine wash, med. Neck 

nes 514-1415): M(TS- 1534); L(16-1614); XL(17-17 44 
эз N 636827— Light blue 33 М 63685 — Cas 
33 N 63681F—Olive 33 N 63684F—Cranberry 
State size S, M, L or XL. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 ox 4.99 



PERMA-PREST* Shirt and Crew 
Sock Sets in smart color match-ups 

{1 ond 2 ] The color-conscious combos that score high 
fashion-wise. Great for gift-giving, too. Shirts never need 
ironing . . just machine wash, hot; tumble dry. Sizes 
5014-14648. neck); M(15-1534); L(16-1634); XL(17- 
179) 

Coordinating crew socks are 75% Orlon* acrylic for 
soft comfort and 25% stretch nylon for excellent fit, One 
size Мз 10 lo 13. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

1 Set features shirt with top stitched collar, permanent 
stay. 2 pockets. Full cut body with straight bottom 

to wear in or out. Long sleeves, 2-button adjustable cuffs. 
Dyed-to-match buttons. 50% Kodel® polyester, 50% 
cotton. 
33 N 76100—BlueSet 33 N 76104F—Gold Set 
эз N 76102F-—Green Set 33 N 76103F—Brown Set 
State shirt size S, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... «Set $5.99 

Q Set features shirt with long. point button down collar, 
banded for neat, comfortable fit. 1 pocket. Tapered 

body with center back pleat. 6-button placket front. Long 
sleeves with 2-button cuffs. Long dress shirttails. Firmly 
constructed of 50% Fortrel polyester, 50% cotton. 

‘State shirt ise S, M, L or XL. 
33 N 77122F—Green Set 33 N T7126F—Rust Set 
33N77120—BlueSet 33 N 77123F—Brown Set 
Shipping weight 1 pound. Set $5.99. 

115 A SEXT HRT, 
ISNT Т? WELL SE A 
SPORT AN LET ME 

Extra-warm C.P.O. Shirts 
styled for the pace-setters 

(3 ev 5) A great look in bold plaids, stripes or 
subtle solids. 2 button-thru flap pockets, anchor but. 
tons. Long tails and sleeves. Button cuffs. Lined neck 
band, yoke, pocket flaps, placket, cuffs. Rugged mel 
ton fabric of 35% reprocessed wool, 40% acrylic, 20% 
cotton, 5% other fibers. Dry clean. Sizes 5014-1406 
in. neck); M(1S-1534); 1416-164): XL(17-174). 

3 Мем». State size S, M, L or XL 
33 N 64254F— Green. эз н 64251F—Blue 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces 9.99 
Stipes. State sise 5, M, L or XL 
эз N 64256F—Gold 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. 9.99 
Solid colors. State site S, M, L or XL. For tall 
sizes, vee our Fall and Winter Catalog. 

эз N 642035—Brown 33 N 64201F—Navy 
эз N 64208 Gray 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces $7.99 

Turtleneck Dickey. Rib knit stretch weave of 
100% Оов" acrylic, Hand wash. 

эз н 3524 White. 33 N 3525—Bhack. 
One size fis all. Shipping weight 7 ounces......$1.99 

seus [Sears] 189 "Meg. DuPont TM. 



PERMA-PREST* Casuals 
in a soft, warm, heavyweight weave. 

Fashionable long point collars 
(1 ond 2) Smart styling with a forward k 
today. Woven of 50% Orlon* acrylic for 

oo! like feel: 505% Dacron” pol 

for the active man of 
(iness, warmth and the 

Styler flexible sta 
e butte washable, warm temper 

ature; tumble dry and wear. 
Siaes S(1414 in. neck); M(1S-1519); L(16-1614) 

1 toyered continental styled in bakl 
dickey matched им 

knit-in spandex for shape h mooth fit 
зз м 64419F эз N 6413 Green 

State sie, S, M, Lor XL. 

Red — 33 64322F—Green 
3959 

PERMA-PREST* Shirts of ORLON* 
and wool give warmth without weight 

(3 ond 4 ) Right-now style notes: top-stitches 
Mays. Rayon lined 

nt collar with permanent 
е better shape, better fit 

closure. Smoke c tons are an added attraction. Long 
cuff. Slightly t mmed square bottom. 

65% Orlon* acrylic . „ even with large 35% wool content these shirts are 
machine washable, warm... pop out of tumble drying looki Му prese. 
Sizes 504-4) ck): M(I-1514); 14161615) and XI ). 
3 Torton plaid fred with а loud color beat. Bias pockets, button-thru flap 

REGULAR SIZES, Sh L,XL таш sums. State M, L, XL only 
33 N 6088г Green 32 NG4087F ЗЭ М 64098F—C 33 н 640977 
эз н 640861 Rod Yellow эз N 64096f— Red Yellow 
Хари wt. 1b, 4 ox $999. Shpe. wi. 1 1b. 6 oz 3959 

4| Solid color accented with two convenient pockets 
REGULAR sizes. Stale S, M, L, X fe M, L, XL only 

33N64026-Kol — 33N64025F-Gol 33N64018f-G. 
33N64028F-Navy  33N64022F-Green 33NG4O12- Green. 
Sbpe. wt. 11b. 4 oz $7.99 Shpg wt. 1 Ib. 6 or. 3595 

^ » Zip-front 
melton cloth 

Outdoor Shirts. 

Hold multicol 
kets spark 

through 
waist. Classic top-stite 
Hemmed сый has two-button 
ajustable tab. Hemmed bot 
tom. Heavy-duty zipper 

"Blended of 60% reproce 

Blue tone 
Brown tones 

na 



VALETS..for the man who's 
particular about his accessories 

Block walnut finish Valet with pen and pencil groove. Wood is hand- somely grained, beautifully finished a crafted. Three compart ments for miscellaneous accessories, Goll color metal holder for wallet 33 N 27001— Size 1234x613, inches. Shipping weight 14 ar 55.00 
Brown weinut finis Felt-like fabric 
lining cushions gl т. Smartly ите рек» grip wall 

эз н 27003— Sire 13x6 - * $6.00 
3 Brown walnut Anish Vole! with adjustable S-inch mirror fitted on ур Ns sections for cull links, watch. etc. Wood is hand rubbed to a 

Single drawer has two large sections and six 
lined lour like fabric 

weicht 2 lb»... $12.00 
Д Solid block walnut Volet with single drower is beautifully: hand. crafted. Top section for change, rings, watch, etc. Shimmering gold lor metal wire bo aller. Drawer is conveniently constructed with 

ith red velour ће fabric. 
is... $10.00 

E) Tiered dresser Caddy in hondsomely grained ook with metal crest, 
Base is raised on four feet and scooped for miscellanies. Wood ра 

support plush-lined gallery designed for glasses, wallets, etc 33 N 27004— Sae 1294xS24x6 inches. Shipping weight 14 ox, . $11.00 
of wolnut on block vinyl leatherette over wood. 
tray for coins, ete. Compartments, jewelry holders 

эз N 27010-— Size 834x614) inches. Shipping weight 1 pound $8.00 
7 Book Valet in imitation grained leather. 10 compartments. Scoop lined in imitation leather: remainder in red felt-like fabric 
эз N 27008— Black 33 N 27009— Brown 
Size &x6x134 inches. Shipping weight 1 pound. 

Key cases . . penlight or Key-Jector 
8 Penlight. A touch ol the finger turns on powerful little “penlight”. 4-hook key case has slide action for easy key removal. Simulated leather exterior, soft fet interior. 
License pocket. Clamshell case, Battery included. Black 
33 N 27008 Size 244434 inches 
Y Key-sector. Four color-coded bu 

Press a button and the key you w 
matically . . locks «ыу inside when not in we, В allow you to select right key by touch of raal coding. High impact polyethylene plastic case with fashionable 
alligator-grained vinyl exterior 
эз 27006 Black эз N 27007— Brown Size 3к3Мх\$ inches Shipping weicht 4 ounces... 94.50 



Soft and velvety Cashmere Calfskin 
Wallets 

with leather linings and turned edges 

Executive style. Bill pocket. 2 card pockets, 6 redit card slots, 4 view cand holder, 2 key holders 33 N 28111— Brown 33 N 28110 Black She. wt. 4 ш. 510.00 
өз Сое style. Bill compartment and 4 handy credit card slots. 13 view removable pass cass adjustable snap closure. j spare key holders 33 N 28100— Black 33 N 28101— Brown Sbre. wt. 4 or $10.00 

3 Mollet ond Key Cose Set. So easy to buy when you just use the phone Стук WALLET (1) ахо XRY case (4), Зэ 20072 Bla 33 N 28173— Brown Shipping weicht 8 ounces Set $12.50 Zum sid MALLET (2) эр ERY cage ( 33 N 2010 Black 33 N 28171— Brown, Shipping weight ounces Set $12.50 
4 Key Coro. Five hook. positive lock and Fechtration tae for safety Leather lining and adjustable snap РО 33 7 28151—Brown уң Shipping weight 3 ounces 

Elegant Alligator Wallets [Bend 9) Luxurious alligator (South Ameri tees pan) with divided ЫП compares are carithly lied. with rayon moie. Euge Are carefully turned and лее 
Executive style. 4 card pockets 33 N 24206 —Black — 33 N 28207. Shipping weight 4 ounces 

Cot Cove stylo. view removable pam de, Mit saap closure. Two roomy Fan rockets. 33.9 28201 Brows Shipping weight 4 ounces 

Brown 
$2500 

33 N 24200— Black 
32500 

33 N 28202. Black 33 N 28203 Shipping weight 4 ounces Brown 
125.00 

5 Attaché Cord Cose м tion, J card pockets able Kan holder, 2 spare key holden, own 33 N 28174 Black Shipping weight $ ounces 510.00 G leid se. Deep bil pocket, gusseted rocket ferular card pockets. Book ые nen down with 16 views. 2 spare key halte 33 N 28176— Black 33 20772 Brows Shipping weight & ounces 
юзю 7 Dyofold имә. ВП pocket, 2 card pockets pare cad. view book style жыгы spare key holder 33 N 28178— Black Shipping weight 5 ounces 

33 N 28179 Brown, 
$7.50 

Distinctive Kangaroo Wallet 

bined upper, lower currency comperta Ќа 2 one of eon Card Dockets.” coe ef kame pase cos ow cal leather. 12 view remo эз N 21204 Black Эз N 20205 Brown Shipping weight 4 ounces 51250 



Pass Case. 
divided bill pocket, 
view removable 

pass сазе 
2 card pockets 

Executive 
divided bill pocket 

4 roomy card poch 

Attaché 
deep bill pocket. 
2 card pocket 

5 credit card slots 
Review windows 

‘Smooth Calfskin 
$ TES 

Told 
deep bill pocket, 

gusseted card pocket 
regular pockets, 
12мен windows 

Buffalo Calf 
+550 

Luxurious leathers are expertly tanoed to enhance the бле graining. Quality Initials embossed into leather right at factory. Sent 

Gaia AREE Ca Pam Cae Be | Бен re EM mina Ra nx ык | CMS | ER E 
энә... 0 a ltr, F33 м 27201 V — Brown 133 N 27203V — Brown #33 N 27207 V — Brown. F33 N 27205 V — Brown EI] iin [eie Rem m Erant, penas 
imosth Calhkin ا үт h F33 N 27209V— Brown #33 N 27211 V— Brown F33 N 27215V— Brown F33 N 27213V— Brown 

wn snos бал Each 7.50 Each. 57.50 Fach. $7.50 Each. $7.50 mm ea | IR | | E ed 
Buñalo Сш чу neral F33 N 30901V— Brown 133 М 30911 V— Brown 133 N 30931V— Brown. F33 N 30921 V Brown 

ANNE | Each. 3550 Each 55.50 Each $5.50 Each 55.50 

| She Mens Hove 

Buffalo Calf Wallet 
and Key Case Set 

“7° 

Cowhide and Kidskin leather Wallets with raised initials Киекейу handsome wallet with embossed initials. view remov 
(1 ond 2 ) Pass case style with 8-view removable pass case, open and secret bill pockets, able pass case. Nylon twill lined. divided bill compartment. Card 
card pockets. Raised gold color initials on silver-color background. pockets. Key case has 6 hooks and snap closure. Sent postpaid 

from Lynn, Mass, No C.0.D,'s Allow extra time for delivery 
Top-groin Cowhide. Finely grained Q Imported Kidskin. Solt and supple — 133 N 27224V— Black (эз N 27225V— Brown leather with handsome Помет Pria © leather with fe pin-araining, Print Print any 2 or 3 initials. (She. wt a Set 7. ‘amy Пою тый. any rv inital * эз 

33N27237V Black — 33827238)-Brown 33 А 27236У Brown 33 N 27235V- Black Shipping weight 4 ounce, 3500 Shipping weicht X ounces эю [Sears] 193 



Pick a leather, choose the style that's right for him 

Smooth 
Calfskin 

Buffalo 
Calf 
Lu 

of wallets in leathers and style 
Soft leathers are carefully tanne 

he most dis Double «t 
how the natural 

jen tightly stitched 

nts, corners. Turned edge co ion on all 
rkmanship in every twill lining. Quality 

D Panorama Fus Cue 
y ayle 

a leath SUN 27174 lack зз W27178- Black эз N27]86— Black. 
upple 33 N 27175— Brow 33 н 27179— Brown 33 N27187— Brown 

Each... $650 Exch... $6.50 Each.. 5650 
33 н 27180— Black 33 à Z7188— Black 

33x 27173 эз N 27181— Brown 33 N 27189— Brown 
Each Fach... $5.00 Each... $5.00 

Smooth Cowhide $ Hand laced 5% 
Wallets Cowhide Wallet 

Hand boarded and laced with genuine J Pass Cove Coin Pocket style. Leather covered view for any Embossed Cowhide Wallets 
leather pi seed sculp- removabl case, Large gusseted coin pocket 

view Full cut card pocket, Tus М! edge construction. B-side aip-oround style. Coin pocket. Open bill 
et. Zipper and Shipping weight 4 ounce pocket. Card pocket. Embossed pattern, Wi, 5 
Card pocket, 3з N27184—Black,..$4.0033.N 27185—Brown..$4.00 — 33N27194—Black 93,70 — 3327195—Brown 93,70 

&-view pass case. Coin 
open 
33 N 27191—Brown 
33 N 27190— Black 9, Poss Cose style. Leather covered Siew removable 

3500 © pass case. Card and key pockets Open and secret bill pocket. Open, zip- partments, Antiqued 
ats. Turned edge construction, Shpg. wt. 4 oz. tone embossing. Shipping weight 4 oz. 

Brown, 44.00 33 М 27182—Black,, $400 — 33N27192—Black 93,70 — 33 827193 Brown $3.70 



Leather Wallets and Key Case Sets 
d 2 ) Top grain cowhide with gold metal trim A 

‚old metal design on front. Shp. wt. K ог 
Leather Belts and Belt Sets 

d homes cowhide Талып, Two eins ekle amd demi our: 9 
1 Alligator groin Cowhide Wallet, Key Cose ond Cord 

Cose Set. Wallet has 8-view removable pass case. 3 card inch Р, 
versible 

ble grain crush cowhide re- 
in Bel Set. Tus reversible pockets. 2 spare key holder», Turned edge construction. Key heyyy strap then augmented with brass rivets. belts. a belt wardrobe, Satin finish buckle ase with 6 12 view card case with 2 сані pockets fouble buckles. Natural finkhei Sizes S(30-32): ММ 16); ML(SS 40); L(A 

33 N27160—hlack..510.00 — 32M 27161— Brown $10.00 Sues МӘ): MOLIO): H). State S. M. ML, L. Black, brown amd 
ise S. M, or ML ive, white 

9 Alligator groin Cowhide Waller ond Key Cove Set hippine weight 8 oonc 33 N A16LF— Shpe. wt. 100 Set $8.00 
© Wallet has 8 vien removable pass case. 3 card pocket 58.00 10 Jcineh Belt of genvine import 

(South American Cayman), 
asbmere suede. Satin finish buckle m. (30325 MOI): MIL{38-40) 

2-44). Stat S, M. ML or L. 
A002 Bl 33 N 40031— Brown 
ing weicht К ounce $1500 

aliigon pare key holders. Turned edge construction, Key сам tallies 
3N27163— Brown. $7.50 33 N27162—Black.. $7 full groin seddie leoth 

ather of contractins 
$ Seffolo Coll Trifold Waller ond Key Cose Set, Wallet 

socket. Deep currency section. 2 spare key 33 N 4000F— Black with tan lacing 
ase has 6 hook assembly with snap closure. Sh 33 N 4001F— Tan with black lacing le cowhid 33 N 27166—Black, ..36:50 33 N 27167— N: м weight 6 ounce 35 belt reverses black Siem SOS 
Д Buffalo Colt Attaché Wallet ond Key Cove Set. Wallet J-inch top grain bridle cowhide twin B 36); MILES AO), Siaie S, M. МЫ reir ا ی Marice Ser. | black, 1 brown beit. Brass plat 162r—Wr. or. Black, Brown. . $5.00 

buckle. Sizes (0-12). MCA 46); ML(38-40) 
а Ц). Sale S. M. L 12 1-е cashmere colfıkin Belt, Lined with 
эз N AMSE Shpe wt $ Set $5.00 eral d cowhide 

brass buckle. Snap button 
ins 30-32):  M(M-Jó 

42-44). State S, М. МІ. or L- 

ders. Nylon twill 
re. WE өд 
rown. $6.50 

'emovahle card hakler. 2 spare ke 
ining. Key case has 6 hooks and sna 
33 N27164—Black. 96.0 33 н27 

1 
Belt 

inch top groin bridle cowhide twin 
et. 1 black. 1 brown beit, Brass 

т —À E platel stretch buckie. Matching Ankh back. 39 N 41047 Black ^ 33 MALOS Brown 
[Sears] Phe Denis love Ris Stes Aa sy Miedo: Lad: SPINE “ 

А = Moe Sip wt TO wc... Set $6.00 



Smooth, luxurious Cabretta Leather 
1 Rich and supple Cabretta leather lined with natural rabbit fur for wa 

and comlortable softness. Slip-on glove with side vent сый. Contrasting 
whipped stitching and serpentine back stitching complete the dressy look 
Sines S(8814); M(0-914); L(10-1044): State sise S, M or L. Shipping weight 5 oz 
эз N 57206F— Black 31000 — 23 N 57203F—Brown. $10.00 

Q New at Sears this winter. Handsome Cabretta glove boldly belted and 
buckled for a strong fashion impact. Knit lined warmth. Reinforced fingers 

for longer wear. Sizes S(8-815); M(0-91 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

33 N 56941F—Black 

110-101), State sise S, M. or Т. 

$1000 — 33 N56942F— Brown. $10.00 

Soft, pliable Deerskin 
3 Soft grain deerskin leather lined in deep Borg Orion" acrylic pide with 

cotton backing. Stretch knit Helanca ® 100% nylon side panels give a saug. 
warm. comfortable fit. Elastic shirred wrist. Nylon whip sewn seams. Sites 
Жав; Мө ө); 1410-1019); ХІ 1118). State S. M, Lor XL. Wi Son, 
33 N 5800F— Black $900 — 33 N5801F—Brown 3500 

4 Luxuriously solt pigtexed grain deerskin lined in clipped natural rabbit for 
for soft warmth, Swagger flare culls. Seams are whip sewn with durable 
lon thread. Attractive serpentine stitching on back. Sizes $(8-844) 

914): L(10-1044). Stale site S, М or L. Shipping weight 6 ounces 
33 N 57285—Black 3899 33 N5729F— Brier brown 

Fine, supple Capeskin Leather 
Smooth grained imported** Capeskin. Swagger dare slip-on сый. Hand 
stitched bem. Nylon sewn, Decorative stitching on back. Sizes 58803 7 ported" 

Distinctive Suede Leather 
Imported** lambskin suede leather. Swag 
Be aA dde. Den vis Rig d 
Orka" acrylic, cotton backing. Elastic shirred 
wrist. Sizes В 814). MI9-915): 14101004 Capeskin 

мөө; (10-1014); XLUI-1113). State S, M. Lor XL Dresay black rayon tri- ХИН), Siete эе S. M. Lor XL 
Natal Rabbit Orton" ooylie Orlon* acrylic ‘cot lining with gold 33 N 5815F на 
for lined pile lined knit ined stripes. Full outseams 33 N 5817F— Russet (light) brown 
33 N S7OSF—Black 33 N SB2SEF—Hlackt ЗЭ N 5655f—Black whip sewn with nylon эз N SSIBE— Lodden green 
33.N5706F—Brown 33 м98253ғ—8 33NS456F—Brown thread. Decorative 
Shpg. wt. $c 3699 Shok wi Soe Shpr- wt. 4 ов... $5.99 

Vig grained domestic Capeskin. Vented cuffs. Nylon sewn. Decorative 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. wo 
stitching on back. Side 
vents for easy slip on. 
Sizes SU 803); MIO “Heat Retainer” Dress Glove 

stitching on back. Sizes SS 14): M(9914); 0101015). Sale 5. Mor L. — 915): L(10.1014) and Uur warmest dress glove. Capeskin leu 
Natural Rabbit Orlon" осун 50% cotton ond 50% ХАП) bonded to air filed. 100% polyurethane 
fer lined pile lined reyen knit lined State rises. M, Lor XL. lining. Traps body beat in . - keeps cold out 
IS N5747F—Black — $3NSESE—Black INSEE Black траги Fancy stitching om back. Sires SGSN 
эз N STABI— row 33 N 5898F Brown 33N S698F—Brown 23 N5691F—Clay (tan) MÍO 915); LIION), State S. Merl, 

196 

Shoe. wt-Sor...$599 Shpg wt. док. 1499 — Shpg wi. 4oz...5399 Shpg.wt.dor....58.00 зэ N 57223F 
nues "дед, Ма ТА UAR imported tear эз изгән. Raat =з Shipping weight 4 ounces 5900 



Machine Washable Lined Gloves 
of durable woven nylon 

Double woven nylon, lined in Borg Orl 
cotton backing. Leather strips an palm for fum grip. 

im temperature. Sues St 
33 N 5780f— Riach 

3700 

Leather Palm Knit Gloves 
1 Fine Cobreto Leather pole. Soft, 100%; Orlon* acrylic back and wrist in beautiful Irish mist heather tones for the country h y the life of the glove. эз N 2624 Tas 33 N 57622— Brown зз N 57621 —Black 33 п 37623 Gray One size ls oll, Shipping weight 3 ounces. из 
9, Sof Deerskin polm. 80% Orlon” acrylic. 20% nylon with textured hack and snug fitting rib knit wri эз 5845 Black 
33 мои? Тав 
Оте size fits all. Shipping weight 3 ounces. 19 
3 Geotiin leather palm. 80% Creslan® acrylic, 20% nylon. Rugged diamond design on back. Rib knit wrist эз N3836—Gra 33 N 5835 —Black Эз N 5837—Loden green 33 N 5838 —Brown One size М all. Shipping weight 3 ounces. 1299 
Д Evropeon rocing-style Glove with Deerskin polm ond 

bock. 80"), Orlon* acrylic. MT nyl 
эз N 58063— Tan эз N $8062 Olive. 33 м 58068—Black One size М all. Shipping weight $ ounces 1650 

Cool Weather Cover-ups for Dress or Casual wear 
Fur Envoy Cop, Deep pile Hollander Y) 100% Orlon" sell Ski Mask. Turbo 5 formed dyed monton mb Rayen Ө ы kat осуде зыма. МА ied Wing. with. 100% chine wash, medium. Naso Brown 33.4 3571—Red 7 33N 35701—Navy 33 N3573—Gold Shipping weight 9 ounces 33 N 3572— Charcoal EID 39:99 One all. Shpg. wt. 4 on... $2.50 

6 Tyreleon style Mot. Made of the боем ]() 100% Coshmere Muffler. An elegant plush pile available. Rayon satin lining тийет with self (ringed ends. Luxur with warm lined intand. Jaunty ribbon ously soft. A fne gift for any man. and feather. Black. State size S, M, Lor 33M 3385 Came t ХІ, /rom Chart below, 33 3584 —Charcoal gray 33 NS8ZS1I Shpg. wt. 3 or. 3599 — 33N1567—Hlack. 
Shipping weight 6 o 1] Simulated Persion Korakul Lomb Cos sock style Cop. 90% acetate, 10% cot ton. Black quilted acetate satin fining. 
1 Weel Knit Sailor Cop. Kı 

ble thickness of 100% wo Wool melton turn-dawn inband. Center Navy. Hand washable. One sic fis ll ‘grease crown. Black. State ste S. M, Lor 33 N 98942--Shpg. wt. 4 ox. 3149 XI. rom Chart below BN SETS Shpy. wt. 9 ox 499 ]9 100% Онон" ocrylie Scart. leet 
long, 9% inches wide. Popular tradi B Genuine Lombskin Suede Hot, Pinched tional siripe design. Machine washable front shape, tapered center dent. Sell — medium temperature 

band with crosspiece and feather. Siate — 33 3550. Ке white 
S, M, Lor XL from Chart below 33 3551 Navy, whi эз NS9405F— Tan. 33 N 2553—Red, black ЭЗ т 994071— Loden green 33 м 2554 Brown. gold Shipping weight 1 Ib. В oz 3799 Shipping weight 7 3500 

SIZE CHART FOR HATS AND CAPS 
AU | ARA 2 
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Handkerchiefs and Gift Sets for men 
(5 they B ) PERMA-PRESTE Handkerchiefs. 0) Monogrommed 
Мм ^ 

re Irish linen Handkerchiefs. Hox o 
"hat remains thew r 

is 
med. tumble dry. No ironing Treasured for 

12 in rod folt tabular родо ет 2 irish linen Handkerchiefs. ( 
rolled hems. 15-in. 

nier M D 
10%, x 17 in 

$ Tieond Sock Set inch wide tie. Celane 33267 Package 535 

6 10 in wire git 

Д PERMA-PRESTE Hor 

12) 33 н 2694—For the bowie 
(13) 33 N 2696—Crying towel for all occasion: 

Box $2.00 — Shipping weight 2 ounce Each $1 06 



Step out with a 
professional-looking 

every 

Deluxe 2-speed Electric Polisher Kit 
. . magnetically picks up 

and ejects brushes and buffers 

52598 
buff at high speed for a bright. 

al for cleaning and applying 
magnetically picks up and 

stay cleaner, Handy b 

Two convenient speed: 
seaming 
polish. Just push the button 
ejects attachments: hand: 

Walnut 
right in compartments for easy access, Includes 2 polish 
applicator brushes with plastic bristles, 2 extra-large size 
rotary polishing brushes, 2lamb's wool buffers, 2 mandrib 

black, one brown and one neutral). 
ures 13321043614 inches high. Buy this the 

easy way—order by phone 
25 N 3238— Shipping weight В pounds $ ounces 

( SINCE SHOE POUSHIN’ GOT 
ТО бє FUN, 1 DONT GET A 
CHANCE то DO (T NO MORE | 

$25.98 

Most scuffs disappear in a 
jiffy with Sears finest 
Electric Shoe Buffer 

53398 
Powerfully built for rugged use . handsome 
enough for home or office. Just tap the 
switch and the twin contoured cone-shaped 
lamb's wool buffers let you buff brown and 
black shoes without changing buffer. 
Heavy-duty motor is whisper-quiet. needs 
по oiling. Metal with gleaming chrome 
plated finish. Convenient carrying handle 
Measures 91798 inches high. 
25 N 3241 Shipping weight 10 Ib». $33.98 

Just call Sears and 
say “Charge it" 

see page 263 

1-speed Electric Polisher Kit 
for home or travel 

31 498 

trim . . 6foot cond. Push button to pop out 
brushes and buffer. Includes 2 hand daub- 
ers, 2 rotary polishing brushes, 2 
wool buffers, 1 mandril, 2 cans 
(ове black and one brown). In. 
zippered travel case 64943 inches high. 
25 N 3232—Shpg. wt. 3 ibs. 4 or. $14.98 

NOTE: Ali polishers and buffer 
оп this page ara UL listed 

tor 110-120 volt, AC 

2-speed Electric Polisher Kit . . quick 
to pick up and eject attachments 

51998 
Two-speed polisher has a high speed for buffing. a low 

d applying polish. Just flick the 
applicator, to brush, to buffer 

y cleaner, Molded plastic power unit 
moke tones (licht and dark some Autumn 

gray) with silver-color m. 
wral-finish pine box hol 

ishing brushes, 2 lamb's wool buffers, 1 mar 
ans ol polish (one black and one brown). The box 
measures 814145615 inches high 
25 N 3237—Shipping weight 5 pounds $ 



Handy Shoe Shine Kits 
. . conveniently compact, 

just waiting to be gift-wrapped 

Battery-operated style 
in handsome 
travel case 

piece ки $788 

2speed polisher has high speed 
for fast, brilliant shines; low 
speed for gentle buffing. Power 
unit in two-tone green tough. 
plastic housing, Kit includes 
polisher, 2 polishing brushes, 
1 lamb's wool buffer, 2 hand 
daubers 2 cam of polish (1 
black and 1 brown) in black 
vinyl case with green vinyl in- 
terior and a metal toggle clos- 
ing. Power unit operates on 4 
size D batteries (not included) 

‘order batteries below. Case 
53 in, high, 1 de, 084 
in. deep. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz. 
25 N 1234, Kit ўва 
"D" botteries. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
34 N 4662 4 for 98 

Manual style in 
sturdy redwood chest 

119iece nn $698 
Natural-finish redwood chest 
doubles as a handy footrest for 
polishing and buffing, has a 
brass-platedl metal snap clos 

Handsome 
Valets.. 

ing. Fitted with 2 wood block 
shine brushes with plastic 
bristles, 2 hand daubers, 2 
shine cloths, 2 cans of polish (1 
black and 1 brown), 2 pairs of 
27-inch shoe laces (1 pair black, 
1 pair brown). Chest is 814 
inches high, 11} inches wide, 
Ж inches deep. 

Shipping weight $ pounds. 
2583225, Kit $6.98 

Manual style 
in handy travel case 

piece xn $399 
Compact case ol alligator- 
grained black vinyl with see. 
through vinyl top, green vinyl 
interior, metal snap closing. 
Kit includes 1 wood: block 
shine brush with horsehair and 
plastic bristles, 2 hand daubers, 
2 shine cloths, 2 cans of polish 
(1 black and 1 brown). Travel 
case is 2M inches high, 7) 
inches. wide, S3 inches deep. 
То order the easiest way, look 
in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck 
and Co, Catalog Sales” for 
namber to сай. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces 
25 03190, Kit $2.99 

Ш 
Gleaming 
brass-plated steel 
back frame, sturdy 
hardwood legs and 
vinyl-covered seat 

complete description. 
on opposite page 



.. his own complete dressing center 
Д Seot Volet with Cone Bock. Contemporary styling that goes with any 

bedroom decor. Rich walnut finish hardwood frame accented with natural. 
color cane back insert. Seat covered with black vinyl has polyurethane foam 
padding. Walnut nish hardwood hanger and accessory tray: brass-plated 
tubular steel trouser bar. Lift-up seat far convenient storage. 3944 inches 
high, 1714 inches wide. 23 inches deep. Unassembled 
25 N7581L—Shipping weight 18 pounds. . 

Seot Volet shown on opposite роде, Brass plated sturdy tubular steel 
hack frame with attractive swirl design. Walnut stained hardwood hanger 

is removable . . styled with contoured French collar for careful neck and 
shoulder shaping. Brass plated steel trouser bar. Extra large walnut stained 
hardwood accessory tray is 12 inches long, 334 inches wide. Dark brown 
vinyl covered seat has polyurethane foam padding. Walnut-finish hardwood legs. 42 inches high, 18 inches wide, 20 inches deep. Unassembled. 
25 N 75836— Shipping weight 12 pounds мазэ 

Q Seors Best Seat Volet, Distinctive fine furniture styling will enhance any 
bedroom decor Walnut stained hardwood frame complemented by gold: 

color crushed rayon velvet covering on seat and back. Seat and back padded. 
with polyurethane foam. Walnut-stained hardwood hanger and accessory 
tray; brass. plated tubular metal trouser bar. Lift up seat provides storage 
space, has a gold color molded plastic tray insert inside. Tapered square legs. 
39% inches high. 1714 inches wide, 2114 inches deep. Unasembled. 
25 N7580L—Shipping weight 18 pounds. $39.98 

Seat Volet. Handsomely styled with walnut-Gnish hardwood accessory 
Way and removable hanger: brass-plated tubular steel trouser bar. 

Black vinyl covering on seat and back has attractive trapunto design 
padded with polyurethane foam; may be cleaned with a damp cloth. Brass 
plated tubular steel back frame i 

25 м 7582L— Shipping weight 15 pounds sun 
Just say "Charge it" when you phone your order. See page 263 

К 

5 CUT $2.12 . . Volet Stand. Keeps clothes and accessories neat and close 
1 hand. Good looking upright valet constructed of pecan-fnish hardwood 

has a contoured hanger, grooved trouser bar and an accessory tray. Double 
braced bottom support . . makes а handy rack for shoes. 4114 inches high, 
19 inches wide, 14 inches deep, Imported from Italy. Unassembled, Like 
everything che in Sears Books. it's so easy to order hy telephone. 

38.77 25 N 75021— Shipping weight 7 pounds ^ 

6 Volet Stand. A convenient upright valet every man will enjoy. Sturdily 
constructed ol walnut finish cherrywood: designed to complement any 

bedroom decor. Wood hanger and accessory tray: brass plated metal trouser 
bar with non-slip tuted rubber strip; belt hook, Colorful metal "coat of 
arms" emblem adds a decorative touch. Triple braced bottom support 
serves as a handy shoe rack, 47% inches high. 181 inches wide. 1314 inches 
deep. Imported from Japan. Unassembled 
25 N 7537— Shipping weight 7 pounds. . 



Gifts for him that are 73 
practical or amusing 

Adjustable Leg Lounger. Cushion tilts to 2 positions for comfortable 
lounging, Vinytcovered upholstered cushion: brass-plated 135-inch 

tubular steel frame. 16 inches deep, 1914 inches wide, 13 inches high. 
25 н 75381— Medium brown — 25 N 7539L— Medium green 
Shipping weight 9 pounds $9.99 

(2 and 3 ) Heated Footstool. Cotton tapestry covers top . . multicolor 
on black, Walnut-finich hardwood legs UL listed for 110-120.v. AC-DC. 
Q Footstool with 1 Heat Level, 915 in. deep, 14% in. wide, 814 in. high. 
25 N 2485— Shipping weicht 5 pounds & ounces $1450 

3 Foottool with 3 Heat Levels... low, medium and high. Lilt-up top 
has 2-in. deep storage area. 12 in. deep. 1614 in. wide, 12 in. high. 

25 н 24841 — Shipping weight 8 pounds 319.50 

3-0 Tie-Tac-Toe. An age-old game becomes an exciting new challenge 
played in the spaceage Jdimensional way. 3 clear plastic levels, 

plastic-covered steel side supports. 28 glass halle (14 blue, 14 amber. 
lor) and instructions included. 615564457 in. deep. Unassembled 

25 7629 Shipping weight 2 pounds & ounces su 
Swinging Wonder Jr.. A dramatic illustration of Newton's Jed law 
of motion. $ steel balls suspended from а walnut-fnish hardwood 

frame. Lift one ball. let it swing . . proves that "for every action there is 
an equal and opposite reaction." Tx5x7 inches deep, 
25 N 2627— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 35.99 
G “Antique-cor” Rodio. White-painted metal: plastic and rubber trim. 

Solid state all-transistor AM radio . . 2xl-in. speaker; uses 2 size С 
batteries (incl), 6v! $315 in. deep. Instructions incl. From Japan, 
25 7646—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . 317.99 
7 Bottery-operated Tie Rack. Woedgraindeok plastic rack with 

xinted color guide chart. Press button, chrome-plated metal spokes 
rotate. Holds 36 ties, Mount to wall with serews (incl), Use 2 size C 
batteries (not incl). 453 in. deep, 1444 in. wide, 3 in. high. From Japan, 
25 N 7665— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 9779 

Mond Steamer. Compact brown plastic lv 
тар water. plug it in, liehtly press polished aluminum head over gar. 

ment to steam out wrinkles. Great for traveling or quick "fresh-sps" at the office; adds à neat look to suits, tics, dresses. Use at home on draperies 
от bedspreads. 10x4x417 in. UL listed for 110-120-volts AC 
25 N 2652— Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces $1899 
Y 35-heok Tie Rock. Solid walnut. Bras-plateil metal hook and belt 

holder. Removable black plastic tie hooks. 7*4y6xt inches deep. 
25 N 7621— Shipping weight 10 ounces pr 
70-hook Tie Rock (not shown), Same as (9) but 1215x6x1 inches deep. 
25 N 7622 — Shipping weicht 14 ounces. 925 

Med Clothes Brush. Two-tone avocado green plastic 
fine wire rotating brushes, Lint collects in removable 

receptacle. Use 2 siae C batteries (not included), 174x316x014 inches 
25 N 1241— Shipping weight 8 ounces 4.99 
]] Miracle Brosh: Executive Model Set. Remove lint, dust, pet hairs 

from any fabric . . even suede. Brush, 292141019 inches, has black 
contoured plastic handle and nylon head, Set includes а black plastic 

Sin, pocket comb in vinyl case with Miracle Brush nylon back. Boxed. 
25 N 1507— Shipping weight 7 ounces Set 53.99 
Miracle Brush Only . . same as brush shown, but with white handle 
25 N 1509— Shipping weight 4 ounces, $2.99 
12 -prong Stocks Rock. 1-inch tubular steel with steel prongs and 

bottom support. Brass plating. Side posts and plastic-tipped prongs 
covered with walnut-look vinyl. Rolls on casters. 28x17x15 inches deep. 
Unassernblel, So easy to buy when you just use the phone, 
25 N 9769— Shipping weight 7 pounds 10 ounces 39.99 



Py 
pP! D she 4 inche 

6 Precision Tools in 1 
Save :32.40 on Multi-purpose Lathe 
with 3-jaw Chuck and Power Feed 

(зин one 77%) 
ce grinder, polisher. 
0005 in. 
bed or on vertical 

pm. Motor develops 1/10 HP. Ball-bearing 
90 in. between centers. 3inch swing (115 inch over 

olumn, adapter, 2M-inch 
k and key, power feed 
2 dead centers, slotted 

t pin, tool bit, manual, 
adapter. 110-120-volt, 60-cyele 

08, 
3177.00 

hand lever. 
nch and case. 43410. J-wire cord; ph 

tell. Guaranteed 1 year . . see page 2 
99 N 21601C3— Made in Austria. Shipping weight 37 

CRAFTSMAN® 
10-inch Radial-arm Saw 
with color-coded controls 

for fast setups 

194° 

Imagine gelling all these features al such a lr price: 10-in. combination blade with 
in, center hole; 3-а. max, cutting depth (234-in. at 45°). 251 in. max. width 
of rip, 156, max, crosscut width in Lin, stock. Anti-kickback device. Miter, 
bevel and rip scales. 8x'¥einch dado size; 2inch maximum cutting depth. 
Manual brake. Direct-drive M$0-rpm capacitor motor develops 2 HP. On-off 
switch with key lock, 36x27-inch table. 8-inch height adjustment, 234-inch diam- 
eter column, Back end of 34-inch arbor has 14-inch x 20-thread for accessories 

Permanently lubricated ball beatings on carriage. 4-48. 3-wire cord; adapter 
110-120-volt, 60-cscle AC. UL listed. 36x38x27% inches high. Stand not includ 
ed (sce Big Book). Guaranteed 1 year . . page 205, 
Эз М 2945N— Shipping weight 100 pounds $194.50 

Save :26.16 on CRAFTSMAN* 
100-piece Mechanics’ Tool Set 

SOMETHING SPECIAL ONLY $79”) 
Separate prices total $106.15. GUARANTEE: If аяу tool in this set 

jor complete satisfaction, return it for fre replacement 
we ports: Nine 6-point sockets (Ma to Hin), Hin. 

T^ handle, Permanex%) polyethylene сазе. 
parts: Seven 12-point sockets (3$ to M-inch), 

#ie-inch spark plug socket, fine tooth-quick release ratchet, 3inch ex. 
г, Winch бек "T" handle 
т Twelve 12-pt. sockets (1, 
chet, 2 ext. bars (3 and 64 

Other tools: 14-piece hex key set, 10-piece combination ignition wrench 
set, 6 borend wrenches (MxVieinch to 3Mxliinch), 6 open-end 
wrenches (4x'fe.inch to 34x%¢-inch), S-pe. punch and chisel set, 4 
screwdrivers Cáextinch, Mx6-in., No. 2 Phillips, stubby), 63-inch 

lip joint pliers, ignition pliers, ignition gauge, hacksaw with pkz. of 
10 hacksaw blades, steel tool box (200806974 in. high) with tote tray 
99 N 33141C— Shipping weight 28 pounds. se 579.99. 

Rock polishing - 
Tumbler and 5209? 
Grinding Kit 
Everything for making gleaming gem stones and jewelry, Kit includes $ 
pounds of exotic stones from India, Brazil and Mexico as well as the United 
States, plus an assortment of 33 jewelry fittings. 

Tumbler holds 6 pounds of material, Heavy-gauge welded steel drum 
with tough synthetic rubber removable liner and neoprene gasket to re 
sist leakage. Aluminum and steel base, Enamel finish, Extra-large nylon 
bearings for quiet operation, long life. Fan-cooled enclosed motor (110- 
120-v., 0e, AC; UL listed). With belts, pulleys, (-ft. cord, instructions. 
143x114x121% in. high. You aho receive three packages of silicon-carbide 
grinding compound (RO, 220 and 400-£rit); one package of polishing com 
pound; package of polishing pellets; 1-ounce tube of cement 
199 N 141580 — Shipping weight 28 pounds. Kit $29.99 S [Sears] 203 
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] SAVE 58.17. speed Scroller Sew plus extra blades. Separate prices totaled $42.05 lest summer. Develops 4 HP; 34-inch stroke. Full torque at 3400, 2700, 2000 strokes per min. Ball and precision sleeve bearings, Turn knob to change direction oí blade. 3 blades plus 6 extra blades .. 9 blades in all. 8t. 3-wire cord, adapter. 
110-120 v.. Oe. AC. UL listed. 
YS N 26774 хаці ht û Is. з. 933.88 
2 SAVE 512.97. Electric Grinder plus Gin. Wire Scraich Wheel. Separate prices total 34745. М-ИР split-phase 3450rpm motor, 2 ба} їп. aluminum oxide grinding wheels. Min. x 204bread shaft, Removable guards. Gt. S.wire cord, adapter, UL fisted. 110-120.v.. 60. AC 
199 N 19404C2— Shinping weight 26 Im... 533,88 
З SAVE $4.53. Reciprocoting Saw plus extra blades. Seperate prices total 338.41. Singlespeed. Develops 34 HP; 1-inch stroke. No. Joasi speed 2400 strokes per min. Double insulated for maximum electrical safety. $L. 2-wire cord. Takes blades up to 12 in. with 14 in. shanks 3 blades incl, 3 extra blades . . 6 blades in all 
110-120-v.. 60-с. AC. UL listed. 
YO N 12023— Shipping weight 6 itn, 3 os. 533.88. 

Just in time for Christmas .. 

Values that are 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

ANY TOOL ON THIS PAGE 

Д SAVE 521.97. 25-pe. Rotary Grinder Kit. 
Separate prices totol $55.85. Develops M HP. 

Industrial quality. For metal, wood, plastic. glass. 
Cut, carve, drill, sand, engrave. polish. 24,000. 
rpm. Ball bearings. Collet chuck for 14, М. shanks, Hang-up Ьай. 10 in. long. Kit includ 
grinder; 6 rotary cutters (3 rasp, 3 file) for wood. 
plastic; 9 alum. oxide grinding points (js l-in. to. 
Lin, diam, spherical point); 1hxl-in. sanding drum, 6 sleeves. Metal bench stand; Permanex 
polyethylene case. UL listed. &-ft, 3-wire cord, 
adapter. 110-120.v...25-60-c. AC-DC 
YON 25848 Shine. wt. 9 Ib 4o... Ki 533.88. 
Б SAVE $8.62 on 1%-HP 7-in, Circular Sow 

plus extra Blode. Saw clone wos $42.50 
lost summer. Ball. sleeve bearings. Blade visibility 
port. Retractable blade guard. 3-inch long ad. 
justment lever. Sawdust chute Blower. Bevel depth-ol-cut adjustments. Heat-resistant arma. 
ture wire, Anti-kickback clutch, 
Kromedge® Tn. diam. comb, blade, plus dis- 

posable blade. Cuts 24's at 45°. 90°. No-doad. 
speed S800 rpm. 5-1. 3-wire cord, adapter, wrench, 
rîp kulle. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed. 
199 N 27784С Shipoing weight 16 ttn... 533.88. 

6 SAVE $12.27. This 3-inch Belt Sender plus 
ro sending belts .. separate prices totaled 

$46.15 lest summer. Develops 1 HP. 3x21-inch belt provides 14s. in. sanding surface, Sands 
hush to 
Tt. per mi 
1 

а Nodond beit speed 1300 
ис. Ball bearings at heavy wear points 

120-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed, 8.1, -wire cord. adapter, 3 aluminum oxide sanding belts plus 3 
extra belts. . 6 sanding belts in all 
199 N 224220 -Shipping weight 12 the... 533.88 

7 Seve 38:39. 40-pe. Drill Kit plos Bench 
Stand. Separate prices totol $42.27. Kit in 
des variable-speed H-inch reversing dill with trigger lock for constant speed operation, safety release. Motor develops 34 НР (0 to 1900 rpm). 

Hall bearings at wear points, Aluminum housing. 
9 inches Jong, 110120. Ode, AC. UL listed 
Access: Sinch backup pad with arbor, collar and screw. Gin, lamb's wool bonnet, Linch wire wheel grinding wheel amd 18 sanding discs $ 
high gend metal bits (fu to ! inch), 2 masonry 
bits (fu, M inch), 2 screwdriver bits (1 Mat, 1 
Phillips), 2 pilot bits (No. & 10), paint mixer 
and case. Plus bench stand. 
IN 11931 — Shiping weight 12 tbe. я oe, 533.88 

ars Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs See Big Book or ask for details | 



CRAFTSMAN’ Heavy-duty Power Tools 
Every CRAFTSMAN Power Tool is Guaranteed for | Full Year 

We feel that each tool on these two pages has such a high degree of pro- 
fessional quality, excellence and performance that we back every one of 
these tools with this free-repair guarantee. Not a factory warranty, but our 
own guarantee that will be honored by Sears anywhere 

1 7-inch Commercial Sow plus saw guide. 
Develops 2 ИР, 100% ball. roller bearings 

Side-ejection sawdust chute. Easy-view guard 
Aluminum housing. Push-button arbor lock, Anti- 
Kickback dutch. 2.in-1 base. Kromedge blade 
and graduated rip guide. No-load speed 6000 rpm. 
Cuts 24% easily at 45° and 90%, Portable saw 
guide measures angle cuts from 0° to 72° right or 
left. St. wire cord, adapter. 110-120-v.. 25-60 
€ AC-DC UL listes 
V39 N27801C2— Shipping weight 201... 44.88 

2 Dvel-ection Commercial Sander plus extra 
Kerbe-Grit Sandpaper. Develops over 

HP. Non-slip belt drive. No-load speed over 4000. 
strokes per min. orbital or straight line motion. 
Built-in dust collector. Sande area 414x9 inches 
‘Trigger lock with safety release. Aluminum hous 
ing. В.И. J-wire cord, adapter, 6 sanding sheets 
plus Karbo-Grit with long-lasting tungsten 
carbide prit. 110-120-volt, 25-60-cyde AC-DC. 
UL listed. 

544.88 YON 22414—Shinging wt. 18 Ihe. or 

n the nation, 

ANY TOOL 
ON THIS 

1 HP. Ball bearings 
25,000 rpm. Built-in work light. Cut, shape, rout 
mortise and groove wood or plastic up to 
144 in. deep. Collet chuck. Contoured handles 
Trigger switch. Chip deflector, eyeshield, 8-1 
S.wire cord. adapter, Quick bit changing, 110-120. 
v. 215604. AC-DC. UL listed. Trimmer attach. 
ment trims, bevels Formica, laminated plastic 
table tops, counters. Adjustable Carbide-tipped 
bit ind. 

544.88 YS М 25072 She. wt. В Ibe 11 oe. 

Д Sinch Electric Grinder plus Wire Scratch 
Wheel. 3-Р splitphase enclosed motor 

(3450 pen). Permanently lubricated ball bearings. 
Two @x34-in, grinding wheels. Flexible 15-inch 
gooweneck lamp. Removable water tray. Adjust 
able tool rests amd safety-glass eyeshields 
Switch, Hin, x 20-thread shaft. 11 in. high. 164 
in, long. 10-120. 60. AC. бй. Swite cord, 
adapter. UL listed. 
тээ н 195852. 44.88 
Why not pick up the phone and order now ? 

Shipping wt, M The 

GUARANTEE 
During the first year, upon return, we will repair (bench 
Grinders will be replaced) without charge any tool on these 
two pages showing detects in materials or workmanship, 

fj Melti-speed Scroller Saw plus Edge-cutting 
Attachment. Develops 14 HP. Lin. stroke, 

Electronic trigger control switch delivers higher 
speed, torque as trigger pressure increases. 0-3000 
strokes per min. Trigger lock, Safety release. 
‘Counter-balanced drive. Turn top knob to change 
blade direction . . make intricate cuts Front 
mounted light. Sawdust blower. Starts own cut. 
Chip shield. 8-0. 3-wire cord, adapter. Aluminum 
housing. 10-120... 0с. АС. UL listed 
YO N 2672 Shen. wt. В Ibi 15 ш. 
6 Yach Commercial Reversible Drill with 

3 tungsten-cerbide-tipped Masonry Drill 
Bits. Develops % HP. Ball, needle bearings 
Aluminum housing with поа glare satin finish 

Geared chuck with key. Double reduction gear» 
Double pole switch locks. Spade-grip handle ro- 
tates 90°. Both handles removable. Reverse 
switch. No-load speed 600 rpm. 8-ft. J-wire cord. 
adapter, 110-120-v., 25-60. AC-DC. UL listed. 
Bits "fe to 44, 3% inch 
YON 18439 Shpe, өт. 10 the 544.88 
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12 gifts in all! Our exclusive Multi-Shop Kit 
converts to a Radial-arm Saw 

and 11 other handy power tool operations 

46-piece Kit 
$398 

о complete, compact power workshop 
la а minimum of spoce. 

Basic unit of this kit is a husky 14-In. port 
able power drill (described below). Also in 

ded is a sturdy radial arm with a 191714 
inch plywood table, steel and cast aluminum 
column that quickly converts the drill to a 
radial-arm saw or a drill press . . plus а wide 
variety of other attachments aod accessories 
Together they permit the user to 
+ Rip and crosscut wood up to 1 inch thick 

5 inches wide at 45" and 10 inches wide at 
90" with 4-inch blade 

+ Make miter cuts. compound-miter cuts and 
rabbet cuts in wood up to 1 inch deep 

+ Operate unit as a drill and as a drill press 
* Use it as a disc sander or orbital sander 
* Operate unit as a power polisher 
+ Do the many jobs done best by a sabre saw 
+ Counterbore holes and countersink screws 
* Even mix paint rapidly and thoroughly 
Cowrwxio drill develops 1/6 HP. No-load 

100 rpm, Locking trigger switch for 

Only at Sears . . 
a versatile Radial-arm 

Saw Attachment that 
lets you rip, crosscut, 

E — ng; safety release, Sleeve 
miter—even converts gr m. 1101207. 60< AC 

toa Drill Press p aeta S wire cord with adapter мый chu 
99 н 11973C2—Shpe. wt. 25 lbs... Kit $3988. 

CRAFTSMAN? Pocket Knives 
unconditionally 

guaranteed * 
(1 they 5 } Unless otherwise stated 

Reduced $5.62 Я 
Rood and Track Rally Chest Stapler Kit with 7500 Staples 

Was 121.30 SOMETHING «ug, Ту 
SOMETHING ua 588 QM ç j 6 88 src SH 

Ai Separately ны $135, Cearroass CRAFTSMAN, ando 
Stockman's. 3 blades ol rustre 
istant supcr-rasor stainless steel 

(pen. spay, skinning). 314 in, long. 
3N9853- Wea. Sor Fa. $5.88 2 for $10.00 tap 
$ Senior Old Crotty. 5 blades Jong ber Tock with 2 А Sein. Seen reicher, belt hook 

dip. aheep-foot, рау). 4 in. long OLER IG 1054 in. hig Vatic сме 
19547 Ntc Ton Ea 36.45 2l0r811.00 3916530C. Shining wr. 191b. $85.88 — Vonesazo Wi. 6 Itu. 2 oz... ki 90,88 

specially popular 
4 bi lades Propane Torch Kit Cut $2.43 

Priced ење Was $11.87 

Sion. $044 pouch. 
i. $689.2 for $12.00 

(clip, 
=. 
1000 extra propane cy 

d, spark lighter, dame 
preader, 4 replacement orifices with 20- 

tility and 2 burner orifices) 
Son. Ki 59.44 



Shaver was selected 

our special opening 

CRRFTSMRN* A 
Rechargeable : 

B Shave vers > 

Д Flat-heod. Hes 

CRAFTSMAN and Lady Kenmore 

Lady Kenmore Electric Shavers 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 

2. [Sears] 207 



The "'Skin-look"' is the 
new kick in Vests 
SIZES 14 TO 24 

Sueded leather 
Western-style Jacket 

SIZES 6 TO 20 

Create head-to-toe 
harmony in 

go-together colors 
ARE SHOW ОРРС 

(Sond 6) PERMA PR 
brushed denim. 50 
^ 

5 





Create 
head-to-toe 
harmony in 
go-together 

colors 

(1 and2) Vests 
medium and tumb 

CHART 1 on 
43 N 41666F—Gold 

1199 

PERMA-PREST flaresteg slacks a 
worl hooking b SUS; Dacron* 



DACRON. 

6 Wide-wole corduroy Sport Coot. Casual sport coat of 100% coti features big flap pocket 
has a self-fabric 34-belt. Single-breasted, & button 

img м ip pocket at chest, t er fapped pat ather-look plastic buttons. Full 
lustrous ray y clean only. Order your usual ae i ie н. ме CHART 1. page 220. 
State size 8, 100r 12 owl 
40 N 520767 — Bronze 40 N 520771— lue. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce $14.99 
Stale sie 14, 16, 18, 20, 4 only 
N60 N 58076F— Bronze һе N 58075f— Blue Shipping weight 3 pou $21.99 
7 Bozer-tripe Vest. PERMA-PREST® 50% Dacro 

polyester and 50% combed cotton vest. 2-ply yar 
th, Blue and bronze stripe matche 10 

sed with 80% polyester and 20% cotton. J-button. 
Machine washable, medium temperature. 

Order your usual size if 
page 203 

State ize 8, 10 or Y2 on 
40 N 52901f— Shipping weight 1 pound $5.99 
State size 14-16, 18-20 or 22 
40 н 58901 Shipping weich 

4 only 
1 pound $6.99 

Knit Shirt, PERMA-PREST® shi 
4 

punctuated with a 
cuffs on set-in sleeves, Hi 
at medium, Tumble dry 
up the phone and arder it 

100% _ poly 
long point collar. 4-button placket 

ch at the bottom. 2-butto 
n. Machine wash 

g. Why not pick 

State rise 8, 10, 12, 14. 16, 18, 
‘our usual size if in doubt, se CHART 1 en Page 
43 N 41648F—Tangerioo 43 N 41661F—Blue 
43 N 41646 — Gold 

us 
(9 and 10 ) PERMA-PREST® flore-leg slocks. High ride 
twill 150% Dacron” polyester and $09 

wider belts. Zipper 
е wash at a medium temperature and tumble dry 

Y Windowpone рісі Slacks. Bold, brassy plaid of blue 
gold. Two slash front pockets, 2 set-in back pocket 

Boys" sizes. State size 8, 10 or 12 only. Order your usual 
size il in doubt, sce CHART 1 он opposite page. 
40 N 690931 яотіля 40 N 69493F ‚ping weight & ounce $5.99 
Students’ sizes, State waist 25, 28,29, 30, 31 or 32. 
then inseam from CHART 2 
40 N 73869F— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 1699 

Borer-stipe Зд. Match ves (7). Viv 
107 stripe, Two «la nt pockets ar etin back pocket 

»r sise size & 10 or 12 ouly. Order your usual sise .. ¡Lin doubt see CHART 1 om epjesile Page 40 N 690941 rotar 40 N 63484 Fu Shipping weight В ounce 1559 
Students” sies, State waist 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 oF 
32; thew inseam from CHART 2 beber 
40 N 73878F—Shipping weight 11b. & 16.99 

CHART 2: Students Wai 51032 
WAIST |25| 2| 37 | 28 ЕЗ 

TE 1 



The Sweater 

+ The Shirt 

+ The Slacks 

sum up the 



PERMA-PREST* 

ORLON* VELOUR 
SHIRTS 

Wear-guaranteed Corespun Stretch Crews 



1 LOOK AT THIS: Groat low prices for boys’ V-neck pullover 
Sweaters. Shape retaining 100% Oclon* acrylic in a flat knit 

rambles long set-in sleeve has ribbed cull. Machine 
Tumble dry, State sise 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 or 20. 

43 N 22223F—Gold аз N 22373f— Gold 
N 222216 Navy аз N ZZ3TIF Navy 

аз N 222246 —Light blue аз N 22374F—Light blue 
43 М 22222 Olive 43 N 223726 Olive 
Shipping weight 6oz,..$2,99 — Shipping weight Soz... 53,93 

9, Crewneck pullos 

ne wash, med. Tumble dry, Stale size 6, & 10, 12, 1 
43 N 22231F Green 

0 ounces $8.99 

$ Bombooweave crewneck pullover of 100% Orlon" acrylic 
Ribbed neck, cuffs, bottom. Setin long sleeves. Machine 

wash, med. Tumble dry. State size 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
43 N 220131 Gold 43 N 22011f—Red 
43 N 22014F— Nat 43 N 22012F — Green. 
Shipping weight 1 

acrylic cardigan with vertical stripes, Set-in sleeves. Ribbed cuff, 
m. Machine wash, medium. Tumble dry 

State size 6, 8, 1008 12 only. State size 14, 16, 18 or 20 only. 
43 N 21141F—Blue 43 N 221417— Blue 
43 N21143F Brown аз N 231437 Brown 
43 N 22142— Green. 43 N 23142F— Green 

Shipping weight 1302, $5.99 
bt, see CHART 1 on page 220 

Shipping weight 1002. 14,99 

Order your usual size 

SPECIAL 

SIZES 6 TO 20 



Get a hooded zip-front Sweatshirt $ 
blus a colorful W. а 

4” 

CHART 1 FOR BOYS’ SWEATSHIRTS 
м 

SIZE ы 



GALLERY 
..a superb collection 

of styles, textures and colors 

that boys want most 

heas » Past 

Ek 

7 SIZES 14 TO 26 
  Еےک حح

SIZES 6 TO 24 ^ 1 

less Cordigan Vest Sweater, Knit of luxurious Wintuk 
yarn of Orlon* acrylic. Cable knit front with 2 belt loops on front and 

back. Rib-knit bottom. Machine wash, med. Tumble dry 
Slate size 6,8, Wor 12 only State vise 14, 16. 18,20, 22:2 
аз N 211995 43 N 232935 Gold 
an 43 N 23292 Olive 
эн 43 N 232981 Berry 

азм2 Light blue 
an Navy 
43 N 21196F—Natural аз N 23296F—Natural 
Shippingweight9oz.... $5.99 Shipping weight 10 oun: 16.99 
6 Our Best V-neck Pullover. 100 

England. Saddle-shoulders for 

Ribbed-neck 

Orlon* Dickey n and sweater shirt of 100% Acrilan 
stitch cardigan with rîb 

jer shirt has lon ollar 

Cordigan and Shirt Set. 5 m 
a 2f— Olive, light gree 
43 N 23324F—Navy, wh 

аз N 40398— Black 
V-neck Cordigon only. State 43 N40397 — White 
43 N 220221 Olive 
hipping weight 12 ounce 93 



with NFL Sweatshirt Sets 

Get a pullover crewneck Sweatshirt $. 2% 

43 N 16816F 
43 N 16804F аз N 168096 
43 N 16803 —€ 



National Football League 
Jackets, Caps and Socks 

Jacket. Heavyweight melton body blended ol 90% reprocessed wool, 10% 
other fibers. Jacket body color is shown as background behind individual team 
emblem at right. White leather-look Naugalite vinyl sleeves (gold sleeves on 
Green Bay Packers), Warm acetate quilted lining. Vat-dyed cotton kn 
cuffs and waistband. Tailored with vinyl pocket trim, Snap closures. Authentic 
team emblem on chest. Dry clean. So easy to buy when you just use the phone 
State size 6,8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 or 20. Chart 1 on page 213. 
Cop. Bulky knit 100% virgin Orlon* acrylic, Jaunty pom at top. Authentic 
team emblem on front. Machine wash, medium tempera re. One sise ft al 
Socks. Soft blend of 65% Orlon” acrylic, 359% stretch nylon. White with dou 
stripeat topinofücial team color. Mach. wash, med. Оне ris ft shoe rises a 10. 
TEAM NAME) JACKET Cat Ке. [САР Cut. No. SOCK Cat. No 

Falcons. FAO N 80180F 43 N 93400. 43N more Co мо N B0212F |. 43 N $3401 an 
Boston Patriots... |... 40 N 801827. |. 43 N 93402. a 
Bufalo Bills Fao N 802217 |. 43 N 93403 з 
Chicago Bears FAO N BO2IOF |. 43 N 93404 а 
Cincinnati Benga. |. Fao N 80282F...|..43 N 93405 43 N 18327 
c id Browns Тао N 80260F...|..43 N 93406 аз N 18326 
Dallas Cowboys кюз |. aa n 93407 43 N 18323 
Denver Broncos 40 N BOZ2AF. |. 43 N 93408. |... "43 N 18324 
Detroit Lions. Тао N BO220r. |. аз N 93409 аз N 18324 
Green Bay Packers. |: 40 N BOI6OF...|..43 N 93410, |... .43N 18325 
Houston Oilers. ...|  F40NM223f. | 43 N 93411. | 43 N 18324 
Kansas City Chie |... 40 N 801 43 N эмг |. -азн1ёз1 
Los Angeles Rams 40 N BOZIAF. |. 43 N 93413 43 N 18323 
Miami Dolphins |; rao м aozz2r. | 4393414 43 N 18324 
Minnesota Viking: FAON B0261F. |. dan 93415 43 N 15528 
New Orleans Saints F40 N ват. |. 43 N 93416 аз N 18327 
New York. [нон SOLE. | aa nogaz. |... 43 N 10323 
New York N в01027 | 43N93418 аз W 18325 Oakland Raiders FAO N 80243F...| >42 N 92419. |... азн 
Philadelphia Eagles NBOIGIF. | 43 N 92420. an 
Pittsburgh Steelers FAON RO240f.. |. 43 N 93421 aan 18327 
San Diego Chargers. FAO н 80225F. |. 43 N 93422 43 N 18224 
San Francisco 49ers FAON в0181ғ ..| 43 N 93423 43 N 18321 
St. Louis Cardinal FAO N 80171 аз т 3324 43 N 18322 
Washington Redskins. .| .40N80170f.. |. 43 N 93425 43 N 18322 
Ship 
Price 

н Bon) | (ounce) | (4 ounces 
$1399 | Each. 3299 | Pair...$1.00 

Shipping Note: Catalog numbers besi 
factory near Memphi 

ning with letter F seat postpaid {rom 
x Tenn. Allow extra time for delivery. No C.O.D. orders, 

218 [Sears]. fes. TM. Ou 



NOTE 





“Swedish Officer's Coa: 
is styled to combine 

Double-breasted pile Dress Coat dashing looks with 
is extra long for extra warmth winter-warm pile-lined canvas 

R YOUR USUAL SIZE 



SIZES 
Step into a Sport Suit 6% 

before you step into winter Yo 

Neoprene coating makes 
this nylon oxford 

fabric wind and waterproof 

0 40 0 677225—Navy М> Else = pr! 
[3] кез Spanish кой комета NÀY Shipping wright pede d ounce S 

Y Double knees give extra wear 
Scott Apparel Foam 

provides the insulation 

тайга lining. Jumbo i 

40 N 677838 Olive green 
3577 nd 12 ounce 

4,16. 18 or 20 ont 
E Kod 40 N 677935 Olive green 

mm 
Hood. Same fabric as suit 

jm sap Зит 
s 2) and M ] 40 N 67796F Red 
Shipping weight 6 ounces $377 

| м 
| Note tor Sport Suits: Designed т 

SIZE $18 T0 12] 4 | 6 [18] 35 

te; SU cotton sateen weave, ZePe 
Paid leather palms, Aryl pile 

Flas ei 
6 oderat Minos 50% 

makes (ab 



Blouses shimmer in shades of pastels 
] Te Pilgrim dod in Fore 3 Cascading ruffles capture the all 
polyester and Avril rayon: Lace © gir) look on this Fortrel® poly 

prances around the square bib ront — exterand Avril rayon blouse. Stand. 
and forms a stand-up collar. Long up collar. Button front closing. Ma ому seves are wrist det în lace. i " 
Hack button cloning, Machine wash, ‘topping dosent dia medium temperatum Scar and order ^ Gil ser 1,810, 12, 14 Gin uae 7. 
72 N 16091 .— Powder blue 

72 N7610F—White 
72 76101 — Powder blue 7 to l4 A Siale ve. Shot WU. ө... $499 

1 Some also Dogeur cor. wo in fuiling mood i 
5. Chubby Sizes ester and cotton. 

sleeves end with out 

Bavarian styleblowsein Fortrel® chet 
polyester amd combed cotton. — wash, medium. 

Bright dasbesol embroidery f 7.8.10, 12.14, Be sure 
Jong fluid sleeves and pert pointed i 
collar. Button hont closing. Ma- 77 N76001/—link 
chive wash, medium. Wi. 7 oz. 77 N 76001 White. 
irl neas 7. 8,10, 12, 14 77 N760021— Turquoise 

27 NTEOSF—Siale sise. .......3499 — Shipping weight 7 ounces. ....16.99 

ORDER USUAL SIZE.. itin dou 
MEASUREMENT CHART lor GIRLS' CLOTHING 

All blouses on this 
u раве come with a 

prewrapped gift box 
Size 7 
жем is (п), | 26-26 

For Chubby Gi 



Super Separates featuring 

GIRLS’ 



Dyed-to-match Outfits featuring 

PERKY PASTELS 
15 GIRLS* 

SIZES 
7 to l4 

Some in 
Chubby Girls" 

Sizes, too 

ORDER USUAL SIZE 

Cha 



eA 

AS 

6 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price 
this year for ony Belted Pants. A. 

226 [Sears]: 



7 to 14 
Some in 

Chubby Girls 
Sizes, 100 

Great Things to wear with PERMA-PREST" рг 
7 cro — 8 PERMA-PREST shirt with 



It's going to bea 

LONG winter 



ORDER USUAL SIZE 



The 2-way Outfit 

+. Wear it asa 

MAXI 
..remove skirt 

and it’s a 

MINI 

12/7 
Land 

230 [Sears 



Distinctive looks in shape-keeping Knits 

7 to 14 
Some also in 
Chubby Sizes 

> 

7 N 1339F 
Chubb 

ORDER USUAL SIZE publ. se 



PERMA-*PREST' Western Dress-ups 
SIZES 3 to 6x 



тоюш w 

featuring RANCHTONE 
PERMA*PREST* 
COORDINATES 
for sizes 2 to 6x 

29 N7804F—Whit 
w 



PERMA-PREST* 

29 N7839F—Ke 29 N 783) 
? oun Set $4.49 
style Outfits, Pullov 



ROUND U2 and 
sw ODED NEAR 

featuring Western-look 

A W For sizes 2 to 6x 



Fringed for Little Cowgirls 

BOOTS FOR 
PRETEND 
COWBOYS 

3 [4] 

LITTLE BOYS’, 
BIG BOYS' j 

SIZES X / 4 Colorful decorated Boots 
H for Children and Tots 

NISBISF—Red — 15 N 15802 
N 188041 — Black 

hipping weight 1 pound 10 ounce 35.99 

Жадо Wellingtons for town or country. 9 X-15, nommarking l fmpwerog maaske, PVC Vii © vi le, heel guarant 

FREE. Nyloa-stitehed, top-graia 
leather or vr. Lined leg. 

acrylic fleece lining. 
15 N 15810055, 
Untined. Tan bn 
mooth leather up 

15N15809F 

Narrow Tow 
1SM11981F 
15911980 plibleather or bi 

Children's ed  15N15808F-Bioci 
Sipping weight 1 pound 10 once. $699 For Little Boys. Sises D (med. wide Western style 
For Big Boys. Sises D (medium) 315 to 7. Half — Hall sizes, too, Stale sice, then D wedih waterproof 
sizes, too. P Squared Toe e Scored Tos vinyl Outdoor 
Lined. Black s 13N1 159157945 Boot ч oie | pawns I 32.99 

For Big Boys. Cowboy narrow toe. Sises D 
(medium) 314 to 7. Half size 
67NEABOI-5 M 67NGABLIF-Tos bruded 

wid. Shipping weight 3 In... $10.97 

Little Boys D (medium wi 3 
re Hal ye stale sise, then à. 
1515788 Savared Тое Narrow Toe 
"ita ISNISTBLF-Alock mooh 15N15760/-1, 

ISN1S762F-Too breed  15N187599-8 
ve nce 5699 



Wann cr Baal 
makes the Bedroom Scene 

(1 thew 3) Festi Wien. Розі print draperies 
ton sailcloth. Unlined. Hemmed 

4S-ixcu Lexar, Shipp 
29 н 2028 
3 Volance. Rod pocket top. 1194 inches lone 
29 N 2019—Wt. 4 ox... Each 52.99; 2 for $5.90 

Pair $8.99 

mel. Hardboard figure 

bs, youth beds, bunk beds. L 

dyed pile. Machine wash, dey, al 

м2 % т. 

Comforter, Со re thermo © Winnie-the 
9 amoy Sleeping Bagr 10 Eocvie Waring Dih. Two [0 Musical Crib Mobile.  Wiwieche Te ki 

ith delight. Red shirt. Pol 
AC 
29 N 1710-Shpg, wt, 2 lbs, $8.99 

Ц pice Feeding Set, Mela 

er, White with Pooh design 
29 ISO WE. 1 lb. ‚Sets 



Infants' Playwear 
SIZES to 36 months 

1 iis Angel Tops. Mix 'n match with rhumba 
tights sold below. Smooth cotton broadcloth 

24 length push-up sleeves have elasticized cuffs 
Button back, Machine wash, medium, State size 
S. M, L or XL. See sise char! on facing page. 
29 N 74617 — Blue stripe 
29 N 74801 — White. 
29 74621 White with red smocking 
Shpe. wt. ea, 4 oz....2 for $3.88; Each $1.99 

Rhumba Tights. Runproof 100% stretch nylon. 
Nylon lace and bow trim at back. Elastic 

waistband. Waterproof plastic pants liner in siae S 
only. Machine wash, medium, Sizes S(6-18 mos.) 
1.04.30 пох), State sie Sor L. 
29 М 2ав9г— Red 29 N 2687F—Pink 
29 м 2188 — White 
Spe. wt. ез. 2 02,...2 for $3.28; Fach $1.69 
(з ond 4 ) Cotton Turtleneck Shirts. Won't stretch 
or shrink out of fit because they're Pak-nit® 
Long sleeves. Snaps at shoulder. Rib-knit collar 
and сий», Machine wash, medium. Stale ene rie je 
a phe. S, M, L, XL. See size char! on [acing pagr. 

of 3 white with pastel trim in green, 
blue. 

29 N 4723F—Shpg wt. Don. Package 34.59 

Д Pockoge of 3 solids: 1 blue, 1 red, 1 white 
29 N 4767F—Shps. wt. 9.08... Package 34,59 

Corduroy Creepalongs of 100% cotton, Pad 
ded knees are comfortable, long-wearing. High. 

rise front. Snap crotch and side placket openings. 
Covered elastic back-waist. Adjustable suspenders 
won't slip off shoulders, Machine wash, medium. 

Stute size S, M, L, XL. See ise chart, acing pe 
29 N 10900 — Lime green 
29 N 7089F—Mallard blue 
29 N 7091F— Honey tan 
29 N 7088F— Berry red 
Shp. wt. each 7 ог... ..2 lor $5.90; Each $2.99 

LOOK AT THIS: This woterrepel- 
lent Snowsvit has double zippers 
for возу dressing, yet it's priced 
remarkably low. Sizes to 30 mos. 
Strong outer shell of nylon tafleta. 
‘Quilted interning of acetate and 
unknown fibers (textile by-products). 

Drawstring hood has pile trim. 
| Ribbed cuffs, anklets Machine 

wach, warm. Sizes M(I2.18 mot, 
2026 1e); LQ&30 mos, 27-32 
Па), State ise M or L- 
29N 8172F—Red 29 N 8173F—Blue 
Wt. 1 Ib, 1 02, Each $7.99 

Our heaviest S-T-R-E-T-C-H 
1-piece Sleep and Play Suit 

4-way CONVERT-A-BABE® FITS SIZES to 18 months 
A Heavyweight terry of soft, combed cotton and stretch nylon. Grows with baby Gripper® fasteners down front and legs, Raglan shoulders 

One size fits to 24 months pp e ECOL RUE indu De E s de Se E M 
ble shell of water-repellent nylon taffeta. Warm, quilted EE D Eos torpet Ue bel Fern ee 

Mitten cufis cover hands, — Doublefabric cuffs. Please 
prevent scratching. Can be state correct rise S or M, See 
turned back into cuff. One sine chari facing page. 
sse fis lo 3 mo, 14 bs. 29 N 3171F—Yellow 29 N9738-Blue 29N9740-Red — 29 N 9739-Pink 29 3103 — Bloc 29 N 3169F—Aqua blue 

One size fis to 24 mos. We. 11b. Son... Ea. $10.97 29 N 3105—White, aqua trim 29 N 3170F—Pink 
ie Shipping weight each 5 or. Shipping weight each 6 ox. 

238 [Bears] 2 for $5.88 Fach $2.99 2 for $5.88. Fach $2,99 



$ mc. 
u 

b Hobbyhorse 
Plaids 
for 

Velvetone 
Dress-ups 

for infants anı y 

N 
, keeps its neat shape 

(Band 41 He 
washable. m 

29N70959F-Blue 
Ship a... Each $9.99 

Se $7.99 Ship е 

SIZE CHART FOR INFANTS . order only SIZE CHART FOR TODDLERS 
s м t x 

Sire (not ago) c Y dw 
wi Size (not age) ат | ат 



The Knit Look 
for Infants and Toddlers ss 

ing the lovable bear 
and т paw prints 

From the Enchanted World of 

Sears Designer Collection 
unmistakably fine quality 

1 Gd Topper ond Tights Set. T 3 Longall Set for boys, girls. Longall А ус woven Orlon” a woven Orlon* acrylic bo tate 
1 tricot it shirt 

Mach 

N 710061 Bri 

Set $8.99 Shipping weight В oun Set 37.99 
sus, State site YT or AT 

02F Bricht f Royal bl 

Each $6.99 

CHART FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS 
size SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | ar ат 



From the. 
Enchanted 
World of 

Sears Designer 
Collection 
unmistakably 
fine quality 

] One-piece Pants Out 
asual comlort. К 

29 N3615 
6 Seth Ponty Tights. Nylon knit with t к 

ced crotch. Seamless. Machine w р 1 

Т тенор Shoe 

5 1120065 



From the Enchanted World of 

Sears Designer Collection. 
unmistakably fine quality 

2 eere Vet Hi bulk Turbo C 
2 wer th. Ribbed pock 

3 менее рі Poms Û BA ARIF Shipping weight 5 oun 13.99 
Solid-coler knit Ponts 

9 N A224F— Berry red 29 N 42355—Parado 

Bj Turtleneck Pullover with long sleeves is k 
© Qi knit neck Machine wash medium 

S(2-3); M(4-5): L(6-6x), State se S, M or L 

6 Selid-coler bonded knit Jumper 
Machine wash medium. So mar 

7 Ribbed Pullovers with turtleneck. К k Turbo Or 

Slate sise S, M or L 
White 29 N 3SOSF—Berry red 

ħipping weight А ounce Fach 34,99 
B Woren-plold Skin. Acr ot. Waist has 

and front and cover i with box 

13.99 

10 аре. Fron тани opening. Тер 
wash medium. Pants (3) and blouse 

]] Site woven-ploid Мирный ol Acrlan acrylic keep - 
wd armholes and neckline f 
ket. Bu 

12 fer Воп Su. A 
% jacket has a Win 

Two wide-welt y 
socket. Dry clean. Show 

$13.99 

13 Seors Вен Cling-olen® Knee Socks for Boys" and Gish’. Pkg. of 3 prs. 
Knit in cable pattern. Orle h nylon. Не 

{3 pr 
xi 

15 Sar Вен Clg olent Tom. Runpr 





/ From the Enchanted World of A 
Winnie - the -Pooh 

Sears Designer Col jon 
unmistakably fine quality 

MASPRESTE Perma-New м 



Y PERMASPREST Turtleneck Stretch Pullover 
Nylon knit is accented with Winnie-the-Prooh 

«ты Rib-knit neck and culls. Machin 
wash medium and tumble dry .. no ironing neede 

Sizes 502-3): M(4-S x). 5 T 
29 N 59125—Mume 

N5916f— Whit 
29 N 59139 Golden 
Shipping we unce Each $2. 

{ 10 ond 11 } Plush velour pullovers are a soft 
luxurious knit of combed cotton. Rib knit collar 
fis and waistband. No bind raglan sleeves. Ma 
hine wash medium temperature. Sites 5(2-5 

МО 5): Li6-6x). State sise S, M or L 
10 elid-color with mock turtleneck 

9 п S910F—Hunter gre 

ping weight 6 Each $3.99 
Stipes with roch 

11 9 № $909 —Shipping weight 6 54.99 

12 PERMA®PRESTIC wide-wole corduroy 
5 * polyester and cotton. Tapere 

13 Sport Cost. K: 

ме. Design 

9410F—Hun 

14 Mid-wole corduroy wiped Зо 
14 n, Flare Extends 

33.99 

PERMASPRESTA woven-ploid Sioe 



From the 
Enchanted. 
World of 

Sears Designer 
Collection 
unmistakably 
fine quality 

1 Turtleneck Pullover of 100% stretch nyk 
D Machine.» 

MUS): 146-69). State sise S, M or L 

9 NA273FMolhlay pinh 
Shipping weight 1 vun Each $2.99 
2, Tenic-leok Vest inthe new longer length. Shape 

Acrilan* acrylic bonded 

belt. Mach medium tem 
Shipping weight 10. 34.99 

plaid Skirt is Acrilan* acrylic bond 

hand front and 4 elastic hack 

5 N AOE Shippin aces...53.99 

Crochetstook Tam. Bulky knit acrylic wit 
ads 

oping weight 4 ounce 
on 282 $2.99 

5 Ped Drew. Wear alon or with sald 

around sash. Zipper hack. Tree inch 

29 N SS94F Shipping weight 14 ounces... 38,99 
6 Selid-color Ponts. W and front and 

9 N 4272 ight 5 ov $3.49 

7 Woven plaid Jumper is Ncrilan* ended 

ack. М, wach bown with 

9 NULOS Sh 55.99 
B Ribbed Pv ng. Hi 

en plaid Posti. Acrilan i 

13.99 
10 Seo Best Cling-olon Knee Sock 



ES b + 5 o 5 

SY 0% 
$ N 

m 
x 

Two-piece Pant Sets 
for every fashion mood 

SIZES 2 to 6x 

LV they 6 All sets are 1 

1 "iar o eh 

Set $3.99; 2 Sets 37.88 
Q Set with medollion oppligue. L 

white rib-knit t 

290429 

with green ball p 
ing. Purple 

weight set 0 o 
29 N 3990F Set $3.99; 2 Sets $7.88 
3 Set with йо! opplique. Gold pullover knit 
9 top has rib-knit turt 

Set $3.99; 2 Sets $7.88 
Д Set with button-trimmed peint top. Cordur 

pullover top has white rib knit turtleneck and 
knit three 

29 N 3999F Set $3.99; 2 Sets $7.88 
Set with poncho-style top. Gold corduroy pull 

rib-koit turt 

ORDER YOUR CHILD'S USUAL SIZE 

Site (not age) 2 3 à 

Site (not age) “$1 | 





Foto, Lilac Plaida- BONDED ACRYLIC 

29 мадзе 5 

домаа 
prm 

= on 

NS 

3 The Ponts. Sn 



The Rail-cut Pile Coat 
SIZES 2 to 6x 

29 N E727CI Shippin 

2, The motching Cop covers her cars. Chin strap. White. One 
fits children who " 

29 N 7944— Shipping weight 2 ounces. 52.49 

3 The matching Muff is po Wrist cord. Wh 

29 N 7961— Shipping weight 5 ounce 32.49 
250 [Sears] » 22%" 

29 N 5598F Shipping weight 9 ox 
5 The few пот style. Little dy t 

8 Crochet-look Tights add 

29 нзызк—5һ 16.99 
7 The dropped waist. Striking navy bands with 

odice All 



9 Cordigon Sweeter. Detacha ar of white 
% yed rabbit f 
lightly brush қ А 

5 Mort 
vaseor 34.99 

3 fes Wh 1 к 
9 2н inpin $2.69 
4 MOR. Whitedyed rabbit fur. Quilted n 

Rayon twill lining. W 
M $2.69 

Y 

Pair 52.69 

{ 10 ond 11 ) LOOK AT THIS: Seldom will you 
find Toddler Dress ond Doll Sets at a price 
low. Attractiv th 
ma 1 a Nirred 
kirt at high Button back. Mach 

D 4 
] w 

53.99 

53.99 

29 N5596F—Shi 

Party Favorites with fashion frills for si: 

7 Opaque Ро 

1 
M S) or 1 

6 Lovithly-soshed PERMA-PRESTE Dress. A 

37.99 

$1.99 

Y Nylon loce s 

B Velveteen Dress w 



Deep plush Р 
SIZES 3 to 6x 

Coat is machin 

PERMA-PREST* 
Wear-Dated* 
two-piece Suits 

SIZES 2106 

(5 ond 6) Blend of Blue "C^ poly 
ester and cotton poplin. Machine wash 
medium and tumble dry . . no ironing 
needed. Soil release finish means dirt 
sashes out more easily. $ 
rd to wear one year of r 
replacement vs refund. 

patch pockets and mock hanky. Blue 
boxer style shorts have confortable 
covered elastic walstband. Shirt ми 
included 

State nise 2.3.4, Sor 6 
29 MIDE. 10.08 37.99 
6 Soler Sui. White middy blouse 

have simulated drop front 
with button trim, Covered elaatic hack 

Shipping weight 11 ounces 
ZINSZEF-WI. 1 oe 57.99 

Look at this low 
fora 
he «an wear ten ways 

( 
\ SPECIAL 

тей elastic back. Zip fy. Oxfon 
and acetate blend. Dry clean. 

OF Blue 
N 9402f— Bronze and brown 

E weight 11b. dor... Suit S99 
4 PERMA-PRESTA Shit and Tie Set. Р 

erand cotton br Long alee 



navian 

(төз 
buy when. 
] Hockey Cop. Hulky кай w 

7 PER 
* and B 
fis, H 

long-poire 

TM CHANGIN’ MY M; m 
MOM! I DO WANT 
SOME CLOMES roe. C 
QESAS! 

$3.99 

G PERMASPRESTH plaid боа. F 
d. Fla 

Chart 2... SLIM JEANS AND SLACKS 
Size (not age n 5 6 



, For the first time Sears offers 
a Jacket and Ski-mobile Suit 

( NS with electronic quilting 
a Ш . . sizes to 6x 

h quilt construction means 
no threads to bri 

9 Girl stretch nylon Ski Pont are 
© thermal knit and bonded to an inter 
foam. (Not quilted.) Ban 

E 
29 N MAR Shipping w 

3 Bors’ ond Girls’ Ski-mobile Svit. Nylon taffeta 

Our lowest price ever 

for any solid-color 
dress Cardigan Sweuter 

‘SOMETHING 
‘SPECIAL 
ONLY 

Soft. warm acrylic knit. Full 

the snow is more fun with a pair of these (riendly-Iace puppet 
н acrylic knit. Hand washable. From Japan. One aise Als 

Playin 
miti 
hildren from sise 3o оз. 

29 N 2582— Indian Girl 29 N 2593— Toy Soldier 
29 N 2594—Alligator 
Shipping weight 1 vances Pair $1.99; 2 Pairs lor $3.94 

254 [Sears] rcmus 



"GEE, DAD, IF I COULD READ, 
Io use Tus SPESHUL TOY INDEX!" 

‘Activity Toys 476, | Boxing Exuipment.25 | Engines 343 | dackinthe-Bores 444 | Phono E fre | anas o 3 | Eee ats LIE Er ү uc X NEC p 548, 582. 589, 955 "S S аа тылар om a. | шен ara Tu iia in ө | "tn, 40, 337,526, Animals "52 326, 533.36 
| ES { 

"836, 579-583 | Candy Novelties" 
[P pestem 7 LE DM: dr аа 

E | Shoomies 459 | Tinker Tos € A51 des, 50, РРЦ аз 476 | саре Projector aid фон тыл ДИ | Тов тол id, | сосы ini. IP Сында, | A | "шн ass [B Ti Tom | T 20, 69 Astronaut у | Gain Galeria: Erden pull Tors аз, 456. | Shy 230 | Toots 49 48%, 489 Supplies 358, 359 | 447, 44b, 567, 578 | magnetic Boards 453 457. 466. des | Space Te 57, | Tops 458, 467, 490 Matchbox Cars теат Bin i. | WAR ATL Sl, | Toy Chests 237, 40 526-529 "ur, del drs | "sh saa tas | Tractor 3033349, | Mechanical Toys I «440, 387 | Sets” 450 | ўз ма ава 517. «7.09 02 47, Med nami | Potton i ey | Sm eier‘ [Xx v4 зч. o das, aah, ds | Same cate ep AA ermit Microscopes” 505-507 куле dM | Tractors, Riding ̀  4M 
ум, 539 | Mineralogy Wis 387, | magios. saz, aaa, | Suite Cal ip 386 | Gramma Bois and $6, sdz | "i^g sois, SSS Mum Christmas? | Мнн 

mais 397, 001,405, | Crib Toys — 445 | Accessories Mobiles cob ы | maing Tor, в | | ud XS | Tm, 579 | Welding Sen аз, Pss az | stores, Tor LE sta aie 
Banks.376, 377, es 32, $3, Ss 

Tunnels 460 
Typewriters 448, 458 
Umbrellas . 467, 577 
Velcycles “= 

| vanity sets 367 
Мен Masters and 

| Supplies 558-560 

Wagons азам. 
Maike Tikes 

E | wa o, s 
Parking Gar Ea s, 520 108, 295, | Foes, ser, sos, cos 

| Peg Boards 440, 453 524, $26, 328 | MA, Winnie he Poon 
E | Sewing Machines 304 | Tenia alas | 27, E 

lecords, ‘Suppl | "з, | a Sel eas ssa, Ssa | MAE PPR, gay | PN isa, ass, 598 | Woodborning Kits 544 

COMPLETE INDEX FOR A WONDERFUL GIFT SELECTION 
Thousands of timely new gift ideas in this book.. thousands more in our Big Fal] Book 

Cards, Christmas Chime Clocks 74 

Bun Warmers 308 Butter Diabes 277 Butter Warmers 307 

P 

E, ty ats and Sapian 
Camp Esclpmant DP 
Can Openers ESSI 317. aa, 220 Howser 

282, 283, 293 E 
нек: 329, 334, 39.338. My dar 

um мат ые egy ди ази, 376 

| arouses 
em | eure 

Wie 270,271 | cirit 200. 201, 270, 271 
am, 271 223, 224, 228, 229 mid Wurm es d ao | neo 

Seer Steins 270, 276 | eet ЗУР, y BE و asi | илл 201.200 233 42, м dun IMS 28, 219, 222 | cae acute: | coats ot Arni GN d ors e HP TB | Ome i, o3 
e Beas, 259 STU. mm | MEM. tutte init" 350 | сме Nn wer Ot TEX EE SE | 
uy Cots, us E З, Pedo, zn | demon? СИЎ 
care hemes M | Ben t| Ut dep aes 252 Es tales an Tum ire ^s, 207 | chest, Toy 29, 40 + [Sears] 255 



es | ER a „К ; - ICE IET CM NET. 
281, 290, 310, 311 [m "d ua еМ 

cxoves | tb brea | ay g1 igg 
xil ae, "OL ii Mes The y 209,548 | MIS String Bag 394 кыы | un im | osten | Mis rubus 

105, 131 Women's 145 | Kitchen Utensils ped Ta we aes | Rigatoni e = ДЫР Ж, 313 | Knee Soe 
Appliances. Mot Lather 242, 243, 246 

шн na ik METTE, | ne 
£mbroi Go0ds.150. See Slippers. a 
= 269 | Housewares 304312 | KNIVES vnd wem m О = xm 

| tt t 414, 415 x [d Стрит 282,283 | Steak y | Mrarometers 73 | nubes Decorator 1 270, 271, 286 
H 
| кенде, L | 

146, 208 „2% 217281, геп. 
pert 

m pi^ | Р a |: а нн Шы. шш p niin “team age 273 | UB Sra ea mmi D HW „лды us жасак эю. axe T ud Жиын | шрын SA з, 100, 107 | фии" EE E: Keen, | piat outs 32 Misses, Rain "125 | Decoration, Pies 3 NCC а | Gaben Metal 293 p Vue sa. | Pee Maing saat tins” с 
2.27.20 | uf | е эм, | кие Tree 331 | Lawn Decor 

сорым | Decorations, Table [X471 КДА S n шн ven | "aptos Tale, | n w Waits з, | ary Susana 298, 227 
Calter 33 | eci 32% 229 | Fine Footwear, л | Lep meinte 5 ies its, migas Mader, | "mene ree hs, ano | Int ther Mer, | cle once I| E MDC. C 270. BH} | bm Bt 

"i 357 3 dag | „hen ° YEON, "м. Мм timers E: = Se ot Tei 202, 214 | Lam = ЧТЗ зю 
Suri Зе, 258 | rt 

, A ЭЛЙ am. 
4 30, 341 36 3, 237.295 1 | ugs, Tee 202,303 

бт nen, 83, 92, o7 | БИ | ы, 276, 277 | nete 85 enr su azo, Mi ‘ ср lava | бошт = union 122,186,187 
Я iz Ute A m. 205 | 382, a05, 15 6 

cooker ee 317 | | жез) 
| tt E mua cw] 
j 368 | Footst hm —— 372, 376 iidizers. us t Dishes. 309 | | IT PHILOL 

ra | ri Sets 3% | Louncewear 
zs JEANS [e om o ! 5 | A E JA ы 

142, 143 - - 15, 42, 43 | ux | x msc T LL 
159155 | por ke pes d Wan | бишь 30 
Б | ife aos zx | ans Эка | Оси boots 2,28, | езг Sat быз» Sb 4e E We дна BB ure ala 8 

WU" mw Een m uno en 
Mme — 0M í жЕ бу u^ is dorus | Б Ж | оону 2” 26% 209 | ышы, | 
L^ 

CA 332, Mamure Suppea | 7353, 398, 340, 341 
101. 149, 157, 567 | Ovens, Microwave 302 

Mantel Clocks ' 74 Ovenware 308, 311 

224, 225 
Giris 24,2% 
Halt Sizes 109-111 
Juniors 

114, 120, 121 
шше Giris" 242. 

243, 246, 249 
Misses’ 109-111 
Petite Juniors" 114 
Tall Misses‘.109-111 

Ed en P | OE ИША | Mm" se is i y E odd | à unse П oner again 32 ооа AÑ, | Cagnat Rs 16s бол ег, zea | Mirror Yans ош 
т [C 0 | Ome ap NOE gs indon 237, 206 rape, | enla HE Lute Boys a gaa | Decorator phe | MEHR as а | = ыкы | See [E E ud 

Nursery ud] - т. ла | 2 ==! "LE TI m dM zi me eil de To. ag, ER, E TRE а | NP | A 
[ am gi = e 



Sites "oj. sie 
к eng. TM, zas 
Fe m 
ond 

SWEATERS 
It. né dis am 
Chubby Girls" 224 
Girls 

224227, 229, 420 
тиз, 14, 345, 11419, 122 

? D: 

TABLES 

ag 12,88 
md 

Tomei Holders 291,312 

s | ‘Trousers, Little Bo 
245, Trousers, Men's 

114, 117.119. 122 itie Boy 2$ 248 

183, 144, 186, 188 Misses" 
135, 136, 164, 108 

Underwear, Girls 224 | 

Utensils, Kitchen 
306312, 314-320 

Valets, Clothes 200, 
201, 237, 270, 271 

Valets, Dresser | 191 
Vanity Casas 153-155 | 

Я 
| Wrapping орцин 

КОЕСЫ ib 
280, 28), 359, 449 

2 



SHOP BY MAIL..BY PHONE..OR IN PERSON 
Even do your Out-of-Town shopping the Sears way 

with Sea SUPHA-GLFT Swit... 
You can send almost anything in this catalog to anyone. 

....Or almost anywhere in the world . . 

HOW TO ORDER 
List all the things you want on one of our order blanks. Print your name and 
‘complete address. If you live on a rural route, include route number, box num. 
ber, and any other helpful delivery information. For more efficient service, all 
members of same household should use same name each time they order. 
Please give catalog number, quantity, name of euch item, color, pattern, mish, 

site, price, shipping weight and any special information asked for in the descrip: 
ton of the item—each time you order. 
On cash orders add up the shipping weights of all the items you are ordering 

and change ounces to pounds (16 ounces to a pound), You'll find parcel post 
rates below; other helpful shipping information (such as Railway Express 
rates and estimated motor freight rate) in our Big Book. 

‘On Sears Credit Terms orders, we ship prepaid and charge your account 
The best ways to send money are by post office money order, express money 
order, by bank draft or check. Don’t send currency or postage stamps. Your 
mail carrier will buy а post office money order for you if you live on a rural 
route. You can also get a money order at your post office or from your local 
express agent. 

anywhere in the U.S. 

. See page 267 for complete details. 

CREDIT TERMS 
Ш you are adding on to a Revolving Charge Account, Easy Payment or 
‘Modernizing Credit Account, indicate on the order blank your account number 
and town in which the Sears Store carrying your account is located. 

If you are opening а new account, have the head of household answer the 
questions on the back of the order blank, check the type of account desired 
and sign (do not print). 
C.0.D. MAIL ORDERS 
For economy's sake we urge you to send а money order or check with your 
mail order, or to use Sears Credit Terms. Motor carriers charge a C.O.D. collec- 
tion fee which may vary from $4.40 to $9.96 which is in addition to other lawful. 
transportation charges. On parcel post C.O.D. shipments, the Post Office 
charges you a C.O.D. collection fee. They also charge you a money order fee for 
sending payment to us. We do not ship C.O.D. orders for live animals or birds, 
perishable goods or for merchandise cut, engraved, printed, or made to order; 
lor merchandise shipped direct from factory or shipped to foreign countries or 
to anyone other than person sending order. 

IMPORTANT ABOUT PRICES 

When Sears says "SAVE" you really save. Now, as for years, Sears 
shows price cuts or savings only on those items we previously listed or on 
those to be listed in future catalogs at regular prices. With these items, 
же always state the actual "was" price or "will be” price on which the 
savings is based. If the description for an item in this book does not 
include such а statement, that item is offered at our regular low price. 

You always get our fewest es if the price of any item in this catalog is re- duced in another current $ ‘Catalog, we will ll your order at the lower price 
and return every penny of the diference to you. Regardles of which 
Catalog you order from, you always get the benefit of the lowest current cata- 

prices 

PARCEL POST CHARGES IMPORTANT 
Packages weighing up to 70 pounds TAX NOTICE and ms "ot more sumo | Jxeeesireeee]zenrs| 1308 live in any of the places listed below 

WORT m | SEES STENT НЫ rise add to your order an amount, atthe LAS SIn siita hb rate shown, to cover the following 
| Arkansas (Use Tax) 3% 

А юю Colorado (Use Tax)............39 
$ m lowa (Use Tax) 3% 

Р ШУ. 1 = Kansas (Use Tax). 3% Parcels weighing less than 10 tbs, n 13 Missouri (Sales Tax). E ee IR is ceeding 100 in. in length and girth *» ню "Nebraska (Use Tax), 24% Combined, are chargeable wich a mini J is New Mexico mum rate equal to that for a 10 ib. ж | 2% {Compensation Tan). 4% Pirlo ii rd, |ж Р Oklahoma (Use Tax) 2% 
(as МИЫ) cannot be mali fom ® @ Utah (Use Tax) 4% 
а first class post office to a first class um Ei Wyoming (Use Tax). 3% post ofice lor city delivery in any ж 1% E Ge eh ee imd, AAA DENT M mr n is e Be BE ne 
to rural route addresses.) | 1% 2% Tax rales based on information available at Catalog numbers ending with | ros 295 | grinting and subject lo change. Therefore, if “NDS NHS ete are Always unl Fe Be] Ж rate has inereared or decreased, add tox mailabie. 3 Жн to curren rae Fact TO Tale re ae жай линен 

SEARS GUARANTEE—Satistaction Guaranteod or Your Money Back 
Whatever you buy at Sears, you have the right to use it for a reasonable time before 
you decide you think it is satisfactory and want to keep it. Н you decide it is not satis- 
factory, return it to us at our expense. We will do whatever is necessary to correct 
the cause of your dissatisfaction. И we can't satisfactorily provide a remedy, or if 

und, we will refund your full purchase price including any delivery you request a 
and carrying charges. 

SEARS PLEDGE OF FAIRNESS 
M, after you have decided to koep your purchase, И doesn't 
Qive you the service or perlormance you reasonably ex- 
ресі of it and there isn’t a specific guarantee on the item 
that will satisfactorily correct the problem, please let us 
know, We want to make an adjustment that you will con 
sider fair. 



[Sears] makes it so easy to 

SHOP BY PHONE 
(and don't forget, it's even easier if you have a Sears Credit Card . . see page 263) 

Sears Catalog Sales Offices, Authorized Merchants, and Retail Store Catalog Sales Departments 
ARKANSAS 
‘Berryville... 
TClarksville 
fDixon. 
"Fayetteville 
Fort Smith. 

“Harrison, 
{Huntsville 

759-6800 
42-8271 
785-2531 
365-5466 
7382812 
13944535 
667-3895 
636-4820 
54-6101 
7514663 
473436 

msan 
473-3080 

1565170 
824-5242 

‘See page 261 

{Monte Vista......... 
Montrose... 
Pueblo... 

fs prisca 
Trinidad. 
Wray. 
10WA 
*Mlatic. 
Audubon , 
“Centerville 

ton. . 
(Салый... 
Council Bulls 

fCreston. ... 
ente 
диме Cei. 

MEM 
1747-8373 
1155-3124 
842-5070 
342-2144 

‘indicates Sears Catalog Sales Offices. findicates Authorized Catalog Sales Merchants. All others aro Retail Store Catalog Sales Departments = 

367-5220 
527.2205 
nena 

KANSAS (Cont) Phone 
"Empotia. ............. 41484 

443-5511 
223-1900 
378-2220 
216-1376 
448-3322 
"mg 
793-7801 

3303 
6255641 
E 
42-7138 
1364-3885 
знала 

ЕТТ 
Independence. . .......331-2000 
"Tola. 365-5121 
“function City 238.3136 
cansas City. ......See page 260 

fKingman. 5323165 
TKinsley. .............659-2103 
"Lawrence. .......... 843-8420 
Leavenworth. 652-2841 

6723249 
174752187 

See page 260 
528-2510 

{Phillipsburg 
“Pittsburg. 
E 
{Russell 
fSabetha. ... 29200 
Salina. . 2. 820-872 
Lind org customers йты 
Bex Civ... 8722361 

336-2350 
Ка Ime 

йов...... 425-6349 
266-4684 
156-3685 
743-2811 
325-2951 
326-3485 

КЕЯ O Sisres) See page 201 
= 2211350 

345-2280 

dis ج 

“637-2102 
642-6601 
854-5121 

Ў 732-4113 
Independence. .....Sec page 260 

"Jeflerson City 635-8101 
Toplin............ ,623:7200 
Kansas City. .....See page 260 

„Kansas City North See page 260 
rksville, 65-3134 

(682-5569 
255231 

‘See page 200 
259-2111 

+ See page 260 
385-3105 
86-5581 
581-3116 
465-8575 
5814165 

„ans 
Бп 

m EM 
fWenurville. , 3274066. 

729-6156 
11045-22217 

соню 
PORE 610 
E 382.7420 

абзар 
nm 

: 23721 
2324-5516 
23252651 

fTecumseh. 335.2275 
{Valentine 13161200 
1Wayne 315-2400 
York... 2008802 
NEW MEXICO Е 

mem C EE rd 
Belen аан 
dEyton.............. 342983 
“Farmington, Tasas 

775-9163 
1506 page 261 
173001002 
273-4590 
EN 

— 



Just call me. I'll answer your questions, take As always, you shop with satisfaction guaran- 

your order and arrange for pickup or delivery. teed or your money back. So phone your order 

I'll also tell you of Sears telephone specials. today..it'sthe easiest way in the world to shop. 

KANSAS CITY METROPOLITAN AREA 

Most items ordered before noon 

will be ready for pick-up NEXT DAY 

at any Sears location listed below 

ANYTIME 

ш. 231-8500 ae" NIGHT 
Or call the Retail Store Catalog Sales Department near you during store hours 

CLEVELAND HICKMAN MILLS KANSAS CITY NORTH 
1500 Cleveland 11603 So. U.S. 71 Highway 5105 Antioch Road 
231-8500 763-5300 454-6100 

38TH STREET LEE'S SUMMIT RAYTOWN 
3748 State Ave. 806 W. Blue Parkway 9911 East 63rd 
621-4270 524-4660 358-1900 

LIBERTY FRONTSTREETOUTLET OVERLAND PARK 
Bypass 71 and Highway 152 3630 Front Street 7937 Santa Fe Drive 
781-5700 483-9300 648-3800 

INDEPENDENCE ARGENTINE STATE LINE 
35th and Noland Road 3012 Strong Ave. 10203 State Line 
833-4000 831-3300 942-4020 

PLAZA METCALF SOUTH OLATHE 
500 Nichols Road 9701 Metcalf 111 S. Kansas 
753-9920 649-2500 764-1421 

260 [Sears]. 



DENVER METROPOLITAN AREA 

Most items ordered before 10:30 AM will be 
ready for pickup NEXT DAY 

at any of the Sears Stores listed below 

CHERRY CREEK—2375 East First Avenue. . Just Call 399-1822 

WESTLAND—10785 West Colfax Avenue... .Just Call 892-8100 
NORTHGLENN—10686 Melody Drive.......Just Call 892-8800 

2nd Day pick-up available on most items 
BEAR VALLEY—3100 S. Sheridan Blvd... . „Just Call 936-4871 
SOUTHGLENN—2200 E. Arapahoe Road... Just Call 798-8441 
WESTMINSTER—7043 Pecos Street... Just Call 428-7451 
WHEATRIDGE—5315 W. 38th Avenue. . .. ..Just Call 421-4580 

OKLAHOMA CITY METROPOLITAN AREA 
You may have direct-to-door home delivery, or your order may be picked up at any of these nearby Sears locations: 

SEQUOYAH SOUTH... 632-2321 
SHEPHERD MALL.. -528-5711 
MIDWEST CITY... . 137-4881 
NORMAN............ .520 W. Main. ....... -329-5555 
EDMOND....................11 S. Broadway .. 3415 

Customers in areas at пе may call numbers | EL RENO... Customers Call 2624475 
shown for complete telephone shopping service. ) YUKON.... .. Customers Call 354-2692 

OMAHA AREA | BELLEVUE AREA COUNCIL BLUFFS 
JUST CALL JUST CALL JUST CALL 

391-8000 | 733-3838 323-7121 
You may have direct-to-door home delivery, or your order may be picked up at any ofthese nearby Sears locations: 

OMAHA | BELLEVUE COUNCIL BLUFFS 
7424 Dodge St. 1101 N. Ft. Crook Road | 28 S. Main Street 

TULSA METROPOLITAN AREA 
You may have direct-to-door home delivery, or your order may be picked up at any of these nearby Sears locations: 
21ST STREET. -...1901 South Yale Avenue............. 932-3251 
SPRINGDALE CENTER 1602 North Lewis...... y 
SAPULPA............. ...420 South Main Street... . .224-6060 
CLAREMORE.......... ....1101 W. Will Rogers Blvd. .341-2520 

) BROKEN ARROW ....Customers Call 932-3251 
TOLL-FREE SUBURBAN SERVICE 

shown for complete telephone shopping service. ) SAND SPRINGS...... Customers Call 932-3251 

Customers in areas at right may call numbers 

WICHITA METROPOLITAN AREA 
You may have direct-to-door home delivery, or your order may be picked up at either of these nearby Sears locations: 

901 Geo. Washington Blvd. Just Call 267-7211 1801 W. 21st St. Just Call 838-5781 «261 



You can buy 
Home Appliances 

NOW... on Sears 
Deferred Easy Payment Plan... 

and defer your first monthly payment 
until February, 1971 

(AVAILABLE IN MOST STATES) 

Ask for details at your Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

Deferred Payment Plan applies to any of the merchandise shown below 

which is bought from any current Sears catalog between now and Christmas. 

Ss REFRIGERATORS WASHER: S ev DRYERS 

ae DISHWASHERS = UE ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS 
&) = nl 

F 

E 

Sears has a Credit Plan to suit your needs... 

262 [Scars] zx See Big Book or ask for details 



JV) V US NEW LOWER TERMS 
on your [Sears | Revolving Charge Account 

f | Iv Î Youcanbuy Now you can buy up to For monthly You can bı 
| | ENT ене] | iT) = $50 more for the same monthly 
Br «no — vo Payment on balances under | 7 10.00 200.00 
Hid od 2 $ $500. Makes it easier on your 

15.00 2000 15.00 250.00 budget when shopping for 
zo 2000 Seg how 4O 2000 30000 those things you need now. 

25.00 30000 . 

30.00 350.00 

35.00 400.00 

40.00 450.00 IB 

E ESO 1/100f бе SHOP THE EASY SEARS 
e I Кон | 35000  cCarALOG WAY... with your 

| balance | | phone . . with your Credit Card 

Here's why we call Sears Rovsing Charge Account, 
DA “THE PLAN WITH THE USEFUL CREDIT CARD” 

No money down or minimum purchase required when 
you use your Sears Credit Card. If you wish; pay your 
charge each month within 25 days of billing date (with 
NO FINANCE CHARGE) or, if you prefer, spread 
your payments out over months; if you choose to do 
this, your monthly payments ($10.00 minimum) will 
go up or down, depending on your balance and a 
FINANCE CHARGE will be added each month. 

We send you a statement of your account every 
month. Makes bookkeeping so much easier for you-a 
complete record of your purchases is always available. 

You can open your account now—and order later. 
There is no need to send an order when you open your 
account . , . open it now-we will send you your Sears 
Credit Card. You can start using it whenever you wish. 

It's easy to start your account—here's how. Simply 
fill in the application on page 266 and sign the agree- 
ment on the following page — depending upon your 
state of residence as outlined in the "NOTICE" on the 
following page—send both to Sears. Or you may open 
an account by telephone— just by calling the most con- 
venient Sears unit. Tell our phone clerk you want to 
open a revolving Charge Account; she will take your 
application and your order at the same time, if you 

wish; or visit any Sears store—they will gladly answer 
any questions you may have and fill out your applica- 
tion for you, 

Maintenance agreements and charges for service 
and installation of Sears merchandise may also be 
added to your account. 

You never need to figure delivery charges—we pre- 
pay them. Sears own people will figure postage, freight 
or delivery charges on your order—send your package 
off to you prepaid and add the charges to your account, 
You don't need to keep money on hand to pay C.O.D. 
charges. Because the entire amount has been charged, 
you don't need to pay our driver. Leave home for the 
day if you wish; a note will tell the Sears driver to 
leave your package at a neighbor's, 
Picking up your order is easier. No delay or money 
to pay. Your Sears Credit Card shows you are a 
"charge customer." 
Any Sears Store or office nationwide will accept 
your Sears Credit Card. Wherever you are in all these. 
United States your credit is good—on vacation, on busi- 
ness trips, in any place there is a Sears unit. Just show 
your Sears Credit Card. Sears will be glad to take your 
"Charge" order wherever you are! 

Charge Account Agreement on following page .. application on page 266 > 

[Seas] 263 



SEARS REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT 
AND SECURITY AGREEMENT e 

Sears, Roebuck and Co., Kansas City, Mo. 

In consideration of your selling merchandise and serv- 
ices for personal, family or household purposes to me on 
my Sears Revolving Charge Account, | agree to the fol- 
lowing regarding all purchases made by me or on my 
Sears Revolving Charge Account Identification: 
1.1 have the privilege of a Charge Account, in which 

case ! will pay the full amount of all purchases within 
25 days from the date of each billing statement, 

2. И | do not pay the full amount for all purchases within 
25 days from the date of each billing statement, the 
following terms shall be in effect: 
(A)! will pay the Deferred Payment Price for each 

item purchased consisting of: 

(1) The cash sale price, and 
(2) A FINANCE CHARGE, which will be the greater 

of a minimum charge of 50€; or an amount de- 
termined by applying a periodic rate of 1.5% 
per month (ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE of 
18%) to the first $500.00 of the previous bal- 
ance and a periodic rate of ‚75% per month 
(ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE of 9%) to any 
part of the previous balance in excess of 
$500.00. FINANCE CHARGE is based upon ac- 
Count activity during the billing period pre- 
ceding the current billing period, and is 
computed upon the previous balance (new bal- 
ance outstanding at the end of the preceding 
billing period) before deducting payments and 
credits or adding purchases made during the 
current billing period. 

(B) ! will pay for all purchases in monthly installments 
which will be computed according to the following 
schedule: 

The scheduled The scheieled 
the unpaid monthly payment Mibeengald — ону payment 
эшкен: will be: balance is: will be: 

$ 0110$ 10.00 Balance 
10.01 to 200.00 $10.00 

$350.01 to $400.00 $30.00 

4000110 45000 3500 
200.01 to 25000 15.00 450.01 10 500.00 40.00 
250.0110 300.00 20.00 Over $500.00 — 1/100f 
300.01 to 350.00 25.00 ‚account bal, 

I will pay each monthly installment computed according 
to the schedule as stated at left upon receipt of each 
statement. If fail to pay any installment in full when due, 
you may, at your option, take back the merchandise or 
affirm the sale and hold me liable for the full balance on 
my account which shall be immediately due. Ownership 
of the merchandise purchased on this account shall 
remain in Sears until | have paid the purchase price in 
full, My installment payments shall be applied as follows: 
in the case of items purchased on different dates, the 
first purchased shall be deemed first paid for; in the 
case of items purchased on the same date, the lowest 
priced shall be deemed first paid for. I have risk of loss 
ог damage to merchandise, 

(C) You are to send me a statement each month which 
will show my previous balance (last month's new 
balance), new balance, scheduled payment, 
Finance Charge, purchases, payments and credits, 
and the amount of my monthly installment coming 
due. 

(D) I have the right to pay off all or any portion of my 
account in advance. 

3. You are authorized to investigate my credit record 
and report to proper persons and bureaus my per- 
formance of this agreement. 

NOTICE TO BUYER: Do not sign this contract before 
you read it or if it contains blanks. You have the right to 
pay in advance the full amount due. 

(CUSTOMER'S SIGNATURE) 

ACCEPTED, SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 

Date. 

NOTICE: 

To open a new Sears Revolving Charge Account, residents of Missouri should read 
and sign the above agreement and return it to us together with the credit information 
requested on page 266. When your application is accepted, we will send you a copy 
of the agreement for you to keep. 

Residents of Arkansas, Colorado, lowa, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, 
Utah and Wyoming should complete and return the credit information requested on 

page 266. When your application is accepted, we will send you a copy of the agree- 

ment to sign and return to us, together with a copy for you to keep. 



seas WISH BOOKo 

Sears 

This is the easiest, most convenient 

way to have your catalog gift orders sent 
to anyone anywhere in the U.S.A., 
or almost anywhere in the world. 

Let Sears ship it . 
Thats right, just a phone call to your Sears Catalog Sales 
unit does it. Most items in this catalog can be sent almost 
anywhere in the world. Just place your order and tell our 
ales person, "I want this sent.” Sears does the rest 

Shipment within the United States . . 
When you place your order, just tell us the name, ad. 

and zip code of the person to whom you want the 
ent. We will handle all the details needed for 
hipment and delivery. You pay only the normal 

(This service does not include 
wrapping.) 
Shipments to Foreign Countries . . 
We've made sending merchandise to more than 50 coun 

ul nplicated. as sending orders to the next 

We handle all the details of foreign shipment, If 
merchandise overseas to a non-military 

address, specify Air Parcel Post for quicker delivery 

Shipments to APO-FPO addresses... 
Please see our BIG BOOK for complete details 

“What should I g 
Just tell us to whom you want a gift certificate 
sent, the amount (anywhere from $5 to $100) 
and we'll sen your name. That way the 
recipient є right" gift from 

ind order by just picking up the 
phone. Gift certificates may also be used in any 
Sears Retail Store 

Want to send the gift certificate yourself 
We'll send the gift certificate to you so you 
can fill in the name and g personally 

Gift Certificate . . sent to recipient. 
Please print name and address of recipient 
dearly 
16 N 7120۷ State $5 to $100 

Gift Certificate . . sent to you. 
16N 7440 State $5 
NOTE: Orden for gift certificates cannot 
tw obtain the $5 Order Early Discount. We olfer 

s book thru Nov. 2, 1970, 



Dr. Seuss colors and characters 
"S а 

Yertie 
Yellow 

‚ of such unusual Interest, thts Wall Panel was selected as a feature of our special 
opening section.. page 13 



Bloopy 
Blue Overly 

Orange 
Quite 
White 

Big 9525-0 Cot-in-the-Hat Wall Panel, Stain-resistant paper. Pre-pasted 
li in water, smooth on wall or door Guaranieed zurhahle and сан 
V applied аз directed, or money back. Dry strippable, too. Mlink Black 
in. tall. Bioopy Blue umbrella: Overly Orange tie anıl stripes on hat 

М 96822 — Shipping weicht 1 pound X ounces Er 
Hot Pillow . . locks just like the cat's hat. Overly Orange with Quite White 
and Blink Black, All cotton with comfortable kapok filing, 22 in, high 

24 N 18191 Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces 037 
(C ond D ) Pillows. All cotton covers, kapok fill. Choice of 4 Dr. Seuss colors 

Se оди munter TU-Gred Green fM -Yerie Veios оу Me FLO Orange 
Pillow. White polka d D Savere Pillow. Zippered cover has 

colored pillow. 15 in. long, 10in. corded knife edge; hand washable 
diam, Spg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 ox 12 inches square, Shpe wt. 12 02 

State color number sore State calor number above 
IN 181924 24 W 181930 мэ? 29 

included). Operates on 4 "C^ size batteries (included). 
0l. inch speaker. AM and FM an. 

tennas Includes wall mount radio and prea on Cat inthe Hat Cover; Rloopy 
Hive background color. В! ий ух? 1 inches deep. $7 N 20245. Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces 
LH ond 1) PERMA-PRESTK Droperies and Volonce. Catinthe Hat desin 
and Multi Mix Upge (multicolor) print. 85% cotton, 49% polyester. Finch 

ated. Unlined. No-iron, machine wash, medium, tumble dry. Shortie 
while eines. rings At inch cale rods. For matching 

s3295 

Hi Drarerie аха т. БОРЫ ЧЕТ: Draperies O i. ме rings) 24 13895 thar) 846 ришет ЖЕЧИ se Н ÈA N Gaze |i th 11 0011296 
TT in. long. Wi. os. Fach $3.96 

К Room-darkening Shode. Fabric of 59^; cotton. 48% polyester laminated 
to helty white vinyl Cat-in-the Hat dessen ani Multi Miv-Uppe (malt. 

color) print. Overcast edges. Wipes clean. See Big Hook for how to measure 
From factory in Alexandria, Va. Allow extra time for delivery. Pay postage 
rom catalog order plant. Xe C:0.D.2 on factory items. Siale valle 

do-lip then inside ar ontvide brackets. 

TER 61737 | 15 10 29 ic PER N ETRY | over 28 to 13 in 
FSE N 8739Y 

L Adiestobte Cate Rods. in. diam. enameled steel. Brackets hardware indl 

HR ЮП 30 wo Sa im | uie Nie with Grinch Green Aniak | Fi. (9288 24 N 90012 52 10.6 in. | Gune White wun Grinch Green stim 7396 
UM ond N } Wall Pictures. Help young ones learn ABC's and numbers the fun way. Wood frame with painted lacquer glow finish. No glass. 17x37 in. high. 
М 21-23" Bloopy Blue frame "The ABC's" Grinch Green 

pine weight 11 ib» frame. Shpat. wt. 11 Ibe 
EDU LI 1499 

Seot . . super soft and sturdy. %0x106-Inch oval bag of ripple 
fabric: backed v loosely filled with expanded styrene beads. Sere ior munter ga а-ар, She TH Gr. 

nick) or express. Sh, wt. 15 Ibe. 
R Yerle the Tu over ha 

Tray is removi joungster can "ride" atop the tur 
sige, 321162035 in. high. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
TN 98400N — Freight (rail or truck) or express. Shp. wt. 201b«. 33855 

DR. SEUSS COLORS fi right in with 
SEARS COORDINATED COLOR SYSTEM 

Yertio Yellow is same as Lemon Yallow-Brliant (200% Grinch Green, same as 
Jungle Green-Bright (861) Overly Orange, same as Poppy Orange-Bright (631): 
Quite White, same as Winter White (841), Bloopy Blue. same as Federa 
Bive-Briliant (7807: Blink Black, same as Ebony Black (944): МОН Mix- Upps 
(multicolor combination of above Sears colors) 

QUY De. Sov ALL RIOTS MESERVED 

select quality sheet glass with а Vertle Yellow \ trame Overall site: 50 inches high, 16 inches wide, Shipped freight. or expres 
"Shipping weight 12 pounds эз 

Foot Sich. Wall теши. а grat way to Мер tach ol cies Т» бам Green am. No gium coiere. ТЫЗ inches m» 21 N 632L Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
Y Hemper-ond-Storoge Chest, Prewed fiber laminated with wipe-clean 

vinyl; Dr. Seana design and bright Multi-Mix-Upos (multicolor) on white, 
Metal reinforcement. Ventilated back, Padded I can be used as seal 
24 eM SH inches high 
% н 56851 Shipping weight 15 pounds nass 

w jebanker. Wipe-clean vinyl-coveresl metal. Dr. Seuss design and 
Multi- Mix- Upps (multicolor) print. 10: (171313 inches high, 

96 N 5686 Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces “s 
(X ond Y | Both Rugs of solt cotton pile with latex back for skid resistance 
Machine wash and dry, medium temperature. 

ABC Animal Print, Cheerful Dr. Striped Print. Multi-Mis-Upps 
Sems characters. 24436 in (multicolor). 2745 in. 

SEN 2509—We I Ih Hoz 959 — 96 2504 Wt. 2 be 13 on, заво 
(2, AA, B8 ) Towel Ensemble. Cotton terry; white background, Fringes ends. 
7, Mond Towel. Dr. Seuss design; Multi-Mix-Upps (multicolor) stripes 

$6 N 3031 16x26 inches, Shipping weight 4 ounces Each $1.19 
АА Yeh Min. De. Sess design 

96 N 2032 inches Shipping weight 2 ounces Each 79¢ 
BB Both Towel. Dr. Seuss design; Muli-Mix-Upps (multicolor) stripes SEN 2030 x4 inches. Shipping weicht 1lounces Each $1.99 

(СС ond DD ) Pictures. Framed: 
по glass. Overall size: 15x17 in. 
GG Horton the Elephant. Vertie 

Yellow frame. 
zimne We Sis, 812, 
DD Eta tar 

Overly Orange frame, 
INDE Wr S Tim. . 1209 

ae rs] 269 

zr | 





DR. SEUSS COL! 

AND CHARACTE! 
DELIGHT CHILDRE 
ADD MAGIC EVEN 

A, FERMA.PRESTE no-iron Bedspreads. Multi-Mis-Upps (multicolor) peint.. $56 cotton, 48% polyester, Machine wash, medium, tumble dry. For Matching Draperies, see page 26) 
24 N 13821— Full Spread. 96x110in, 21.45. drop, We, 3 Tbs. 4 o2... . $14.96 
24 N 13822—Twin Spread, #0x110 la. 20.in. drop. Wt, 2 Ibs. 1202. 13.96 24 N 13823—Bunk Spread. tucks in. 63190 in. We, 2 ibs. Sox... 11.96 
{All Furniture except J, KL, M ond 5) Hardwood and hardwood veneer 
furniture finished in Quite White and accented by bright Dr. Seuss colors 
Headboards, loottward» and end panels of case несе аге hardwood framed 
Masonite Presdwood i Chest, desk and dresser tops of plastic laminated 
to ie inch particle board . . resist scratches, pails and stains Dust 
paneled drawers have center guide». 

Clothes Rock. 8 colored knobs оп hangers. Overall 61 inches high. 
TN 13259C— Shipping weight 6 pounds 32298 
Twin Bed with Bonnet, Metal support rails Fabric hacked vinyl 
bonnet in merry Multi. Міх U pps (multicolor), Plastic lez glides pro: 

tect floors. Footboard, 2413 inches high. Overall 401317973 inches 
YN 23210 — Freight (rail, truck) or exprese. Shpr. wi. 41 Tbs. $74.95 
D Tain Bed los above) without Bonnet. Overall 4014x79x40 in, high 

1N 132512 — Freight (rail. truck) or express. Wi. AS Ibn. 948.95. 
Bunk Bed, Two 216-coll innerspring mattresses, Serolown polywre 
thane and cotton net padding. Paddest wood frames. Cotton covered. 

Steel rails for rigidity. 401517016432 in. high as bunk. Guard 
TN 1322N7—Freight (rail, truck) or express, Wt. 218 Ihn 

Trundle Bed, Steel trundle with speing raises lower bed to height of 
other bed. locks in place . . makes sleeping area, 80x80 in. Steel lin 

springs. Two 152-coil innerspring mattresses, Serofoam polyurethane 
Cotton insulation. Cotton, rayon covered. Overall 401483 in. 
Тм 1323N4— Freight (тай, truck) or expres. Wt. 204 lbi. $179.95 

Hutch, 3 shelf spaces. Тор, 10 inches high; center, 16 inches high 
bottom. 12 in. hugh, Overall 0x1 2x41 inches high, Dar seh cheat UP 

1 N 132574 — Freight (rail, truck) or expres WE 46 The 352, 
Н 3drower Chest. Overall 30x18x30 in. high, Drawers, 2541955 in. 

YN 13253N— Freight (rail, truck) or express. WE 76 lbn... 64.98. 
Seo! Kube. Hardwood kube finishes in Quite White. Overly 

¢ plastic covered Serofoam polyurethane seat. Ro 
ide Roll casters, Overall 16x 16x184 inches high. 

YN 31900L— Shipping weicht 17 pounds 
K Parsons Tables. High grade northern hardwood. Sent lees detached, 

1 31903С— 16 inch. Overly Orange, 16x 16x16 in. Wt, 4 Ibs 919.96. 
1 N 31801C—20-inch. Vertie Yellow. 20x20x20 in, Wt 1 Ibs... 22.96 
1 N 31902L— isch. Bloopy Blue. 24x26x24 in, Wt. 15 1b» 2 
L "оные Round Choir. Heavy-duty l6gauge vinyl with double 

heat scaled seams. Inflate with vacuum cleaner adapter (includes) 
27 in. diam, 15 in, high, For accidental punctures, repair kit included. 
1N93549-Overly Orange 1N93590-Bloopy Blue 1N93991-Grinch Green 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 54.39 

Kubes, Northern hardwood 
ish inside and out. 

16x16x16 in. 1 side open, Painted fir 
‘ompletely locked joints. Use as table or stool. 

1 N31905L—Grinch Green — 1 N 319071 — Vertle Yellow 
1N31900L—Quite White 1 N 31908. —Overly Orange 
1 м 319090 Bloops Blue Shipping weight 14 pound s. 

Mirror, На ноо frame in Quite White with Vertle Yellow 
Plate glass. 27443 inches high. Freight (rail, truck) or expres. 

1 N 132608 — Shipping weight 29 pounds 32795 
rower Dresser. Overall 48x18x30 inches. Drawers. 211495 in. 
ТИ Freche tals uch) oc сисе WE HS n Мө 

R 2-drawer Toble Desk. Overall 44x18x30 in. Drawers, Sixt 
TN 132580 Freight (rail truck) or express. WI Ibs... 988 
Director Choirs. Entire frames of hardwood: extra heavy, washable 
cotton canvas seats and backs. Rust resistant steel braces, hinges 

plastic leg glides. Seat 18x1515 in. Overall 24x43 inches high. Chairs fold 
1 N 938L Yere Yellow cover. Арк. wt, 15 Ibn 914.98 
1 N 93591—Overly Orange cover. Shp wi. 15 Ibu 1458 
1 N $360L— Grinch Green cover. Shp wr. 15 Ibe 1498 
Т 4-drower Chest. Overall 32:18:42 in. high. Drawers, 27}4x1407 in. 

VN IS2SAN- Freight (rail, truck) oe expres. WE 106 lie. 877.95 
7-drower Lingerie Chest. Overall 20x18449 in. Drawers, 151454 in 
VW 13267N- Freight (rail, truck) or exprese Wi, 96 Ibe... 984.98 

Blink 
Black 

Multi- Bloopy Mix-Upps. Blue 

Ceramic bases. White linen covered shades. 3-way switch. 
W Jer style, 10% inches high overall. Shade 98415 inches 

Freight (rail, truck) or expres 
21 N B0 — Vertle Yellow Shipping weight 10 pounds 21 N B461N—Grinch Green 

LI 
X Cylinder style. 2315 inches high overall. Shade 1016817 

inches. Freieht (rail, truck) ar expresa 
21 N IASON — Hloopy Blue 
Shipping weight 10 pounds 21 N MSIN— Overly Orange 

Thing Box. Bright Yertle Yellow . . perfect storage for a 
youngsters “treasures.” Metal. hinged cover. 

21 895538 7.64014 inches. Shi. wi. 2 Ihe воо 
Pencil Box. Bloopy Blue metal cylinder container for 
school or bome. Hinged cover, 10 in. бое, 

21 N 95548— Shipping weight 1 pound # ounces 
334 in. diam. 

54.00 
AA Mero! wor ring Con, Overly Orange, Holds 1 quart 

2I 98543. 18:10 inches. Spe. wt. | Ib. A os, $4.80 
BB Covered Meto! Tote Рай, Grinch ( 

21 N 95547- Shipping weicht 3 pounds 
CO Striped Wallpaper. Stainreistant; vinykeoated 

Cheerful Multi-Mix-Upps (multicolor) print. Trimmed 
and prepasted. Dip in water, smooth on wall. Guaranterd 
o pube und colorfais for $ years, whem applied as direcind, or 
money back, Strippable, 14-yard bolt, 2012 inches wide. 
30 N 96535 — Shipping weight 3 pound. $1095 

ern. Ux inch 
заво 

DR. SEUSS COLORS fit right in with 
SEARS COORDINATED COLOR SYSTEM 

Yertie Yellow is зате as Lemon Yeliow-Briliant (500); Grinch 
Green, same as Jungle Green-Bright (861); Ov 
same as Poppy Orange-Bright (631): Quite Wh 
Winter White (941); Bioopy Blue, вете as Federal Blue 
Brilliant (780); Blink Black, same as Ebony Black (944), Multi 
MiwUppt (multicolor combination of above Sears colors) 



A page full of values that are 

SOMETHING SPECIAL 
And they're just a sampling of 
excellent buys from the various 

Gift Shops on the following 19 pages 
7 

$399 u 
E 

= - $844 un 

from the SERVING ACCESSORY SHOP 
6 LOOK AT THIS: Ouriow- 7 LOOK AT THIS: Our 

est price this year fora 41- | lowest price this year 
Glass Set. es.: 4\з-от. for а S-piece Bar Set. Mix 

cocktails, 9-02. old-fashioneds, ing glass, chromed bar spoon, 
10.02. beverages, 15.02. glasses, ісе tong, strainer, double jigger. 
1544-02. coolers. Jigger. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 
21 N 86800L.Wr.25 ese $8.44 21 м эмо! sa $3.99 

8 Last Fall Big Book was $6.99. Сап. 
dolabra with Candies. Brass finished 

metal. 16 inches high 
21 м S082. Shpy. wt 55.49 

Q Last Fall Brg Book was $3.99. Can- 
Y diehoider and Candia. Brass finished 

inches high, metal 
21 N 9081—Shpg. wt. 2 Ihn. 4 or. 12.99 

from the | je i 
1 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest 9 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest COUNTRY WOODSHOP | LIGHTING SHOP price in a year for a Hard. Z price im two years fora 28. wood Carving Board. Removable piece Punch Set luat pla Ё yrs 
chrome meat-holder, handles. Board punch bowl, 12 5-02. glass cups, 12 
measures 12x18 inches 
21 М 88388-Shpg. wt. 5 the. sor. 64,04 

3 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest 
price in 2 years for a Hard- 

wood Salad Set. 10-in. dia. salad 
bowl with 4 matching 6-in. bowls, 
12-in. fork, spoon. 
21 м 88208 Wi, 2 
21 N 88273—4 һом. 

272 Sears меме 

plastic cup hooks, plastic La 
21 N B6446C- We. 20 he Set 10.99 

4 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest 
price in two years for 4 

Steak Platters. Aluminum plat- 
ters in insulating wooden bases. 
Each mensures 1114x734 inches. Im. 
ported from Taiwan. 
21 N 88515- Shpg $4.84 

Tray Set. Four 152x211 inch 
“Americana” scene metal trays. 
One tray stand doubles as storage 
rack with four 2-inch swivel plastic 
casters. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds 
21m 17041 $6.88 

$933 

Last Fall was $2.49 . . 
Memo Board with Phone 
Rest. Maple-finished wood 
with gold-color trim. Cork 
bulletin board, memo paper. 
Тад in. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
21N 94241 $2.33 

| arm. 16-inches high. 
| for 110-120-volt A.C, 

21N 2042 
¡a 

-Wi 2ib... $4.39 



|o e a ..on everybody’s 
i zen most wanted list 

— $ poe = 

Save 93¢ on 4 Mugs 

a N Boason We en 
] B) вав, лпу4 

2 The Birthsigns. 

Porcelain Mugs in blooming colors 
8) These bright porcelain mugs 

add a fresh burst of color to any kitchen. 
Japan. So easy to buy when you just 
une the phone. 

А Coffee Mugs. Six 3-02. mugs on a 
154-in. high metal tree. 

21 N 88511—Wt. 3 lbs. 12 or. Set $499. 

В ice Cream Mugs. Four 12-02. mugs 
їп а 10-in. metal stand, 

21 N 88512— WE. 3 Ibs, 12 or. Set $499 

) Sixt-on.ceramicmugs Гу Vegetable shapesand F LOOK AT THIS Cos ine D E lee emere Tus 
de ware mug Matching 

From Japan Mibin. metal tree. Japan. 
Shipping wt.3lbs. 120z. Shippingwt.2ibs.12or. — Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 or 

2! N 83890 ....Set $349 21N 88510 .. Set $3.33 
F Four 9-07, footed china mugs riding in a 5x7Vix6 

21 N 88514— From Japan. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
G* 

21 н 83513— From Japan. Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

h metal wagon. 
Set 5499 

8-07. china mugs in assorted bright colors, 114-inch metal tree 
Set $399 



1 17-с. Fondue Set. Brightly-enameled 2-qt. metal pot with fi 
metal stand with alcohol burner. Includes six 944-in. plastic plates, 

one 12-in. plastic section tray, six 10-in. steel and plastic forks. Japan. 
21 N B8547C Orange Fondue Set 21 N BBSABC “Avocado Fondor Set 
Shipping weight 7 pounds Fondue Set $1899 
21 N 885491 Extra Orange Plates 21 N 885804 Entra Avocado Plates 
Shipping weight 2 pounds (Set of 4) Set $399 
(2 and 3) Solid copper fondue and chafing dish with linings of pure tin. 
Both have solid brass stands and alcohol burners, hardwood handles and 
knobs. Italian-made chafing dish holds 24% quarts. 11%-quart fondue is 
made in Portugal, and has matching tray, 6 stainless steel forks 
9 Copper Chafing Dish. The perfect gilt for the gourmet 

21 N 8B005- Shipping weight 4 Ihn. don 1699 
Copper Fondue. Complete with matching tray and six forks. 
25 N B8536- Shipping weight 4 b Set 1699 

(4 and 5) Matching fondue and chafing dish in antique pewter-Tinished 
aluminum. Both have cast leg stands with alcohol burners, hardwood 
handles. The fondue has а 242-46. capacity, and includes a matching pew- 
terized aluminum tray. The chafing dish holds 3 quarts. From Portugal. 
Д Pewterized Aluminum Fondue. Order stainless steel forks below 

21 N 88247C- Shipping weight 4 pounds. 51609 
Pewterized Aluminum Chafing Dish. Excellent for the gourmet. 

15C- Shipping weight 5 I $1699 
а for Fondues above. Handles made of hardwood 

eight 10 ounces, (Set of 6 Se $199 

mn, 
274 Sears senis set of 3 

6 Walnut Carve Board. Solid walnut stained to a deep, rich brown 
with an oil-rubbed finish. The 3-piece chrome plated meat clamp 

is adjustable and removable. Deep gravy well. Rubber feet. 
21 м BB195C— 15x20 inches. Shipping weight 6 pounds... ..$1299 

Hardwood Carve Board. Top hardwood board and handles. Ad 
justable, removable chrome plated meat holder. Folding handles 

21 м 88037C—14x20 inches, Shipping weight 7 pounds. ....$1099 
Hardwood Carve Board. Adjustable, removable chrome plated 
meat clamp. Has deep grooves for meat juices 

21 N 88551C— 14x20 inches, Shipping weight 6 Ibs. seso 

(9 thru 11 ) A heaping of ceramic mushrooms tops off these unique 
ceramic serving accessories. Hand decorated in Japan. 
9 S-quan Soup Tureen. Includes scoop ladle, 13*in. tray 

21 м 88544C— Shipping weight 9 pounds. $199 
10 Seit and Pepper Set. Bath stand 5% inches high 

21 м 88546— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set s399 
11 Server, Ideal tor chipping "n dipping. Four compartments 

divided by a ceramic leaf with a covered dish in the center. 
21 N 88545C—12 inches diameter. Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. $1999 

(12 and 13) Handy Cheese Trays are walnut-finished hardwood 
with a баб-їп. porcelain tile inset, Both have stainless steel spread. 
en. Tray (13) has covered glass dip bawl, 
(12) 21 N 88552 — 11311 inches. Shpg. wt. 21 so 
(13) 21 М 885548215 inches. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs 1099 

14 Set of 3 Trivets. Painted porcelain tile with iron frames 
21 н 8959-94025 in. wide. Japan. Wt. 2 Ibe. 1202..Set 5249 



For more Serving Accessories, 

see 2 following pages 

1 9-pe. Tumbler Set. Eight 12-02. plastic highball tumblers in a Lucites 
plastic carrier. Tumblers are stackable. From Israel. Carrier 138723 in. 

21 N 86817 — Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 or. Set 51299 
21 N 86816 —Set without Carrier. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. Se 749 

9 Set of 4 Snack Trays. Made ol break-resistant styrene with absorbent 
cellulose in coaster inserts, Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

21 N 86822-E: ich tray 10%x7% inches, Shipping wt. 2 pounds 1002.Set 54 99 

3 Set of 8 Coasters. Yellow plastic lined with cork centers 
21 N 86818 Each 4 in. dia, Shipping weight 12 ounces, .....Set $549. 

(8thro 11) The Bubble Look. These ex 
citing domed serving accessories present four 
sure cures for mealtime mediocrity. Made of 

DuPont Thermic Locite? plastic, they are 
tinted sepia color with white opal liners 

And servers (8) and (10) are perfect forserv- 
ing food hot or cold . . fill the bottom container 
with either hot water or ice to maintain the 
desired temperature. From Columbia. 

8 Double Server, Each section holds 11 
quarts, 134x10Ua8% inches overall 

21 N 88557C— Shipping weight 6 lbs. -$19 99 

Y Ice Bucket. Has a capacity of 3 quarts 
Measures 10921012112 inches high. 

21 N 86820C — Shipping weight 5 lb». 51749 
10 Single Server. Domed casserole holds 2 

quarts. Measures 10x 10x9 inches high, 
21 N 88556C— Shipping weight 4 lbs. 51349 
11 Cheese Board. Has а round 7.in. plas 

tictileimawhite marbelized finish. Move. 
able cracker tray. domed cover for cheese. 
21 н 88558C— 191in. WL 4»... 51749 

12 7-pc. Wine Set. Beautifully hand blown, 
© this graceful set includes a 32-08. glass 

decanter with stopper and six 5-02. glasses, 
21 м 86808— Italy. Shpg. wt, 4 Ibs.Set $999 

$199 oe soe 

4 Lazy Susan. Spin off a new mealtime idea on this fresh plastic server. 
21 N 88555— 16 inches diameter. Shipping weight 2 Ibe, Soz... . . -37.99 

Б Ice Bucket. This unique keeper of the cubes makes bright spot on your 
entertaining scene. Made of see-through plastic, holds 3 quarts. 

21 N 86815—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 or 51199 
8 Coasters in a Box. Break-resistant styrene with cellulose centers 
21 N 86821 — Each 4x4 inches. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz... Box $4.99 
LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price this year for a 7-pc. Cordial Set. 
Hand-blown 15-oz. glass decanter with 6 cordial glasses. Made in Italy 

21 м 8680? Shipping weight 2 pounds. 5653.99 

517° 
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1 Daisy 10-piece Salad Set... wo enhance 
wur next luncheon or dinner. Made of 

plastic with a lacquer finish in dramatic 
black and white. Includes: tray 
4 bowls-6 in. diam., 1 la 
diam., 1 pair of salt an 

14 in. high, and a service fork an 
21 N 88538. Japan. We. 4 iba... -Set 5999 
9 8-pe. Glass Party Set .. dai 
© and white coordinate with salad set 

ove. Includes 6 11-02. glasses, glass ice 
tub, black plastic tongs. 
21 N 86803 Shpg. wt 4 o2 Set $599 

Mix 'n match our colorful Serviceware for the young look in casual living 

 B place Cake Set. Includes 4 plates (8% i 
diam.) and 4 mugs (7 оз.) made of fine porce 

lain china with a delightful ladybug design. 
21 N 88539. Japan. We. 6 Ibs. 8 Set $999 

4 Ladybug Salt and Pepper Tree. Shakers are 

21 н 88541—Japan. Shpg. wt Set $299 

5 3-piece Tidbit Set. A tier of 3 ladybug к 
dishes made of white plastic with easy stack 

8542—Japan. We. 1 Ib. Sor,....Set $299 

6 Tankard Condiment Tree. Four salt and pep 

are made of 
Overall size 

н 88543. Japan. Wt. 1 Ib, Bor... Set $599 
amic. All on a black metal stand. 

7 5-e. Bon-Bon Tree Set. Includes 4 p 
dishes labeled dolce, nuts, mints and choc 

a black and. 12 i 
21 М 88540— Japan. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 оз. „Бе $499 

Color-coordinated Stoneware and Stemware 
(Band) Subtle swirls of color ringed by (10 thru 13 ) Hand blown crystal, 4 glasses black hands. Set has 8 ea.: 10% in. pi ol 1 style in each package. Made in 
has plates, cups saucers, dessert. B® = Pick a Salad Set in fresh apple shapes 
- E, Sc. eng Semis cl naxm be bum Made of sparkling clear glass, this 11;piece set is p^ Semi Ai) a charming gift or accessory. The large bowl is 11 КЕЕ ҮДТ $4750 р ! inches in diameter. The 8 serving DIVA It. > ee ain wns pw [ne inches in diameter . . use them for 

x ar mI serta. The matching serving fork and spoon are $4750 reim made of clear plastic. It's so easy to buy when ! a sins you just use the phone $66.00 num ом Shipping weight 11 pounds, 
ne 21N 885370 Set $799 276 Sears 29 21 um 



THE 
SERVING ACCESSORY 

_ SHOP 

For more Serving Accessories 
see preceding 3 pages 

Chrome-plated Ser ingware with brass-finish trim 
{6 thru 10) Sparkling chrome-plated finish on steel is easy 

care for and saves you time because it resists tarnishing 
and seldom needs polishing 

Twin Carousel. 5% in. hich 
21 N 88243 Shipping wei 

in. wide. Ladle 
Zits. ten $799 

Glass Creamer and Sugar. 10in. long serving tray 
21 N 88830 No brass trim. Wi. 1th 6 se. 
Revolving Lazy Susan. Four sections, covered center 
21 N 88235. 14 men diam. Shpg wi. Ihe $199 
Triple Tier Tidbit Tray. 6, 64 1214. diameter 
21 N 88239. Shipping weight 2 Ihe 14 s1199 

Butter Dish. With glass inert, 8x inches 10 NBAS shipping шм 1h dor se. 

15 [Provincial Tie” Tray Set. Four 15x2Lin. hard 
O board trays. Storage rack rolls on plastic casters 

21 N 1706L—Shipping weight 17 pounds. 

16 Colorama Tray Set. Four 16x22 in. trays of poly 
styrene. Orange, yellow, green, blue. 

21 н 17081 Shipping weight 17 pounds, Set $1299 

17 “Cane” Tray Set. Four 15 
hardboard trays with vinyl covering. Brass 

ding. Storage rack on gold-color casters 
21 N 17091— Shipping weight 20 Ib. 

"Concerto" Tray Set. Four elegant 23x15-in. trays 
with a leatherette grain, green vinyl surface. Ac 

Set 5999 cented with 
age rack on y 
21 N 1713L— Shipping weight 20 pounds. 

19 yer black and white - . simple yet extraordinary. Four 
in. cane-patterned hardboard 14x19-inch trays have white tops and black 

hed hardwood legs. The black space-saving storage rack is 
constructed from sturdy hardwood 

Set $1999 21 М 17401— Shipping weight 25 pounds. 

18 

Sprigs of holly get together for bright Christmas entertaining 
(1 thru) Serving seta in seasonal red and 3 12:02. Hi-Ball Glasses. Set of 8 
green that will win you cheery compliments, © 21 N 86811— Wt. 5 lbs. 13 oz. Set $8.99 
Pair them up for an ideal holiday gift 

13-pc. Caddy Ser. Straw basket is 
1 tes Bucket. A jolly decoration, a handy 2 bright red, holds six 12 or. glasses and 

accessory, too. Vinyl surface with plastic 6 plastic stirrers in red and green 
liner. Holds 5 quarts. Shipping weight 5 pounds 13 ounces 

ing weight 4 pounds. 21 м 86810. Set $1499 
21 м ввата suos 

5 Snack Server. Decorated glass bow] in 
ә basket. 6 in. dia. 

а Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces 
Set 5799 2186813 Set $4.99 

9 11 ounce Executive Glasses. Set of £ 
Shipping weight 6 po 

21 N 86812 

Polished Aluminum Servingware imported from Italy 
(11 two 14) This gracefully proportioned ] 9 Serving Bowl. Versatile, 9 in. diam. 
aluminum has a mirror-like finish that will 21 м 88534— Wt. 1 Ib. 207....5329 
resist tarnishing. Black heat-resistant plastic Sen ing Bowls. 5 in. diam. Set of handles and trim ae We ttn Set 5329 
11 Savey Susan. Three 5 in. diam. bowls J 4 Syrup and Gravy Warmer. Includes 

сап also be used alone. 3 ladles. ‘alcohol burner and ladle. Holds 21 м 88533 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $649 21 N 89532—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

ny 

ld-color design. Aluminum molding. Stor- 
Id-color casters. 

Set $1999 

ү Set. A sleek, contemporary look in 

Set $29.99 





on the following 
two pages 

{1 ond 2) Steel Ice Buckets, These bold cubekeepers glow with a rich 
pewter finish that has been hand-rubbed to a deep luster. Both are fitted 
with white insulating liners that can hold 3 qts. of ice for hours. Japan. (1) 21 N B68350—Owl Ice Bucket. Shipping weight 7 pounds. 32.99 
(Q) 21 N 868340 —Knight's Helmet Ice Bucket. Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 1999 

3 Aluminum Tonkord lee Bucket. Hand-rubbed pewter finish. Holds 4 quarts. 
21 М 868270—From Italy. Shipping weight 6 pounds $14.99 
Set of 4 pewter finish cluminum Tonkords. Clear glass bottom, Hold 1603. ea. 
21 N 86828— From Portugal, Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 ox. Set $4.99 

5 Set of 6 "Brewery" Beer Steins. Made of ceramic, each stein carries the 
seal of a famous German brewery, Hold 16 оа. each. From West Germany. 

21 N 86575—Shipping weight 7 pounds 12 ounces. Set $12.99 

{6 and 7 | Wine Fonts. Imported from Austria, these gracefully-shaped fonts are made of crackled glass. Each rests in its own black wrought iron stand. 
Ice биз into a separate compartment to chill the wine without diluting it 
Both fonts bold one pint and stand 20 inches high. Deluxe font has a bonus of 
iron scrollwork plus its own candle and bolder. Glasses not included. 
(6) 21 N 86737C— Deluxe Wine Font. Shipping weight 9 pounds 
(2) 21 N 86736—Wine Font. Shipping weight 5 pounds 

31999 
1499 

(8 ond 9 | Keg Sets. 3-pint rusticlooking stoneware kegs with wood faucet 
bung are perched on wood stands. Both complete with six 12-02. glasses 
21 N 8628— Double Keg Set. 1834 in. long. Shp. wt. 8 Ihr... Set $6.49 
21 N 8627—Single Keg Set. 104 in. long. Shpe. wt. SIbs..... Set 399 

10 Wine Rock, Walnut-inished hardwood, plastic center, Holds 12 bottles 21 N 967160—19342834x1434 inches. Shipping weight 7 Ibe... 319.99 

11 7-piece Liqueur Set. Sparkling glass decanter trimmed with tarnish resistant brass is 1194 in. tall. The six glasses are each 3 in. high, 
21 N 86809 From Italy. Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces... Set $14.99 
(12 thru 15 ) Ruby Gloss Stomwore, With clear glass stems. Box of 4. (12) 21 N 10823-Wine. Holds 5 ounces. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... Box $8.99 
(13) 21 N 10825-Cordial. Holds 1 ounce. Shipping weight 2 Ibs... Box &99 
(14) 21 N 10822-Champagne. Holds 634 ounces. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs Вох 199 (15) 21 N 10821-Goblet. Holds 10 ounces. Shpe. wt. 3 lbs. Zor...Box 899 
16 Ove! Wine Rack. Constructed from mellow pine, Holds ten bottles. 

21 N 86750C—164 (363 x21 M inches. Shipping weight $ pounds. . . $19.99 

(17 ond 18 ) Brondy Seifters. . in boxes of 2, Ruby glass, clear stem. Japan. 
(17) 21 N 10827-40-02. capacity. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
(18) 21 N 10826—20-02. capacity. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 ox. 

e 
[] 

{ 19 thru 21 ) Beverage Sets. Black acd white contemporary design on glass. 
(19) 21 N 86805—Eight 12:02. tumblers, Sbpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 2 08......Set $5.99 
(20) Spe. Cocktail Set has six Soz. glasses, 25-02. lipped mixer, stirring rod. 
21 N 86804—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. «Set $5.99 
(21) 21 N B6B06—Four 15-02. tankards, Shpg. wt 6 lbs. 40r... Set 399 

Sim Line Bor Set. Seven gleaming pieces in all: bar spoon, fork, corkscrew, 
bottle and can opener, ice tong, cocktail strainer, double jigger are made 

of chrome-plated steel. All handles are made of wood, 
21 N 86504—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 os. Set $8.99 

23 10-piece Bor Set. A stainless steel cocktail shaker teams up with a cock- 
tail strainer, barspoon, ice tong, lever corkscrew, double jigxer, and three 

bottle-pourers - - all made of chrome plated steel. Includes mixing glass. 
21 N B6502— Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set $10.99 

24 4-piece Bor Set. A stainless steel cocktail shaker, chrome-plated steel 
‘cocktail strainer and bar spoon, plus а gleaming mixing glass. Bring along 

this handsome gift for your boliday host or hostess. 
21 N 86500—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 

25 3-piece Cocktail Set. The cocktail shaker, strainer and graduated jigger 
are all made of gleaming stainless steel, Shaker has 30-02, capacity. 

21 N 86829—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. Set $6.99 

26 Bor Coddy. Its actually four different bar tools. Heavily chrome-plated 
bar accessory is a jigger, ice crusher, bottle opener and corkscrew. In 

attractive gift box. 64 inches long. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
21 N 86832—Shipping weight 12 ounces $2.49 

Set $5.99 

2] Avtomatic Cork Extractor. Creates air pressure within the bottle to 
easily remove the cork from any full, regular shaped wine bottle. Makes 

bottle-opening faster, easier . . and more fun. Made of plastic. 6% in. long. 
21 N 86830—Shipping weight 8 ounces. $3.99 

28 Wing Corkscrew. Remove corks quickly by inserting steel worm into 
cork, then pressing on wings. Zinc handle is also bottle opener. 

21 N 86831—7 inches long. Shipping weight 12 ounces, 

Q Sere Shot Measuring Spout. Automatically dispenses a metered (1 02) 
finger of liquor when inverted. lf kept in the inverted postion, it will re- 

charge and dispense another accurately measured ounce. Made of beayy metal 
zine casting. Attractively packaged. 6 inches long. 
21 N 86833-Shipping weight 12 ounces 

so 

$2.98 

(30 thru 34) Gloss Borwore. Popularly-priced glasses for the bar in the 
five most-wanted shapes. Each style packed in box of 12. So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 
(30) 21 N 86841—10-ounce beer goblet. Shpg. wt. 6 ths, 4 oz... Box $5.99 
(31) 21 N B6839—634-ounce wine. Shpg. weight 5 tbs. 4 oz. Box 5.99 
(32) 21 N 86840—614-ounce champagne. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Box 5.99 
(33) 21 N 86837—Si4-ounce sours. Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. Вок 599 
(M) 21 N 86838—1-ounce cordials. Shipping wt. 2 Box 5.99 
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More Barware 
and Accessories 

on the two 
preceding pages 

LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price this year for any Portable Bar. Wood 
with simulated leather case. Holds two 1-quart bottles. Includes: two 2-06, 

shot glasses and two 7-02. tumblers of aluminum, chrome-plated mixing spoon, 
‘cork screw, combination opener. All held in place with cowhide strappings 
21 N 86720—9x5x 14 X. inches. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $ os. $11.99 

3-bomle Portable Bar with wood case. Same as (1) above, plus 2 more 
tumblers and deck of plastic-coated playing cards 

21 N 86721—12}4254¢x14 inches. Shipping weight 4 lbs. 12 or. $1699 

3 2-bottle Portable Bor with molded cose. The brawny molded vinyl case 
is made to take the hard knocks . . and come out looking great, Richly 

flocked interior, Includes; two 2-02. shot glasses and two 7-02. tumblers of 
aluminum, chrome plated mixing spoon, cork screw, combination opener. 
21 N 86722 — 9x (XM inches. Shipping weight 3 pounds 519.99 

Д 3-bottie Portable Bor with molded cose. Same as (3) above, plus 2 more 
tumblers and a deck of plastic-coated playing cards 

21 N B6723—1236xSMx14 inches. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz. $26.99 

Б “Golf Bog" Glass Set. 4 tumblers in vinyl bags, 4 stirring sticks 
21 N 86836—6 in. high, 234 in. diam. Hong Kong. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz., $8.99 

6 27-91. "Golf Ball“ plastic Ice Bucket, "Ball retriever” ice tones. 
21 N 8601—1148. high. 74-in. diam. Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. su 

5-pc. "Golf Bag" Bor Tool Set. Mixing spoon, pick, strainer, jigger, bottle 
‘opener . all ia vinyl bag. Chrome-plated steel tools. Japan. 

21 н 860—944 inches high. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 ox. Set 5.9 
Belted Cooster Set. Six vinyl coasters with cork inserts. Vinyl case. 
21 N 86823—33 -inches diameter, Shipping weight 1 Ih Set $4.99 

Hed Gloss Set. Four 14-02. glasses, each in leather-look vinyl case. 
21 N 86824—Shipping weight $ pounds. Set $9.99 

(10) 21 N 86825—Belted Gloss Ashtray. 6 inch diam. Wt. 11b. 11 02.54.99 
(11) 21 N 86826—Belted Lighter. 5 in. high. Shpg. wt. 8 02, 4s 
12 Prices reduced on Combination Radio and Desk Organizers. Solid-state 

transistor radio with Shaeffer ballpoint pen, letter opener, perpetual cal- 
endar (oot on AM/FM), cigarette box and memo pad. 73(x10}4x2¥ in. Japan. 
21 N 93983—AM only. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. Was $24.50 lau fell. . 523,95 
21 N 93988 —AM/FM. Shipping weight 6 lbs. Was $36.50 last fall... 29.95 
13 Ol World Globe. Reprinted from an original 16th century map, and 

applied to the globe. Hardwood base with handsome antique finish. Italy 21 N 92744—x8 inches. Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. $3.99 
21 N $2742—8}4x10 inches. Shipping weight 3 pounds 15.99 
14 Old World Globe Bookends. Hardwood with felt bottoms. 6x6 in. Italy. 

21 N 93242—Set of 2. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 ог. Set $1599. 
15 Americon Clipper Ship. A fine scale-model replica, "The Great Republic" 

of mid 1800's, Handmade and decorated in exquisite detail, from wooden 
hull to cloth sails, N item (21 N 94775N) sent freight (rail, truck) or express. 
21 N 3775N—364x23 in. high. From Spain. Shipping wt. 29 Ibs.. ....$47.50 
21 N 34777C—23x16 inches high. From Spain. Shipping wt. 13 Ibs..... 23,99 

(16 thru 20 ) Coordinated Borwore ond Accessories. All gleam with perma 
nent silver-color decorations, and they're all completely dishwasher safe. 
16 24: piece Barware Set. An clexant idea for holiday giving . . each piece 

is lear glass with a permanent silver-color band that will never tarnish. 
Contains 8 each: 12-02. bighballs, 9-02. old fashioneds. 4-02. cocktails. 
21 N 86730C—Shippinu weight 13 pounds. Set $12.99 
17 -piece Cockteil Set. This stunning set includes a handsomely dec- 

‘rated 36-02. pitcher and stirrer, plus six smoked 6-08. cocktail plasses. 
21 N 86732—Shipping weight 4 lbs, 4 oz Set 57.99 
18 9:piece Cooster Set. Eight 334-in. dia. glass coasters completely silver- 

color decorated with a Roman head embossed on the center of each, 
Fit securely on chrome-plated metal rack for easy handling and storage 
21 N 86380— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. Set $5.99 
19 13-е. Gloss Caddy Set. Combination set includes six 12-0. glas high 

balls with silver-color band, 6 silver-color decorated glass coasters with 
embossed Roman head design. All in a chrome-plated rack. 
21 N 86731—Shipping weight 7 pounds Set 310,99 
90 }}-piece Roly Poly Glow Set. Eight 8-02. glasses surround а gleaming 

silver-color glass ice bucket on a walnut-color plasticized tray. Glasses 
are rimmed in a silver-color, Tray measures 14 inches diam. Ice tongs incl 
21 N 86382—Shipping weight 8 pounds 8 ounces. Set $14.99 

Crystal Gloss Punch Set.. 27 
pieces. This exquisite set in- 

dudes: &-quart crystal punch bowl 
with silver-plated metal base, 12 
our-oz. crystal punch cups, 12 plas- 
tic cup hooks, plastic ladle. 

9] Glen Punch Set . . 15 pieces. 
The hub of attraction during 

any festive season. The set includes 
а 10-quart capacity punch bow! with 
12 four-ounce punch cups, a match- 
ing 20-inch diameter tray, and a 
plastic ladle, Shpg, wt. 25 Ibs. 
21 NBSSAZL- Wi. 35 Ibn.. Set $18.99 21 Н 86002 so 
Set of 12 extra Punch Cups. 
21 М B6843— Wt. ba, Son... 649 » [Sears] 281 



1 Seale, Balance pane 
2 1N9065 1-1 im bah WE a 

9) Pillar Holder. Complete 

die and 
$1095 

Complete with candle. 9 
‘ ses 

5 Candelabra, С 
nding candles and anuffer, 22 

51199 

CORINTHIAN 

LOOK 

(1 thru 5) The grace of 
ancient Corinthian columns. 
delicately reproduced in 
Regency brass-piated 
metal. finely turned wood. 
solid marble base 

included, ] Pilar Holder, Candle 
Dis inche * high overall. 

Condelabra. Center ca : 14 cist above иесй fout 
s699 

9 Taper Holders. Can 
12 adel. Hach 4 s999 

designed 
ing the 
high $5 os 

wood with brass and marble 

| FRENCH LOOK 
tole in a rich warm burgundy 

L (6 thru 10 ) The exquisite gold 
мә! look is burnished gold color 1 on met Delicate gold and 

5, 

TAA NS 2 x. D) G double Hurricane Lam 
6 en Nared pane ченеп 

8 Candelabra. Five slender 
candles (included) 

from finely curved arms. 20 
inches high 

Shoe wt 
21 N 20626 51199 
Q Pillar Holder. Candle in 

cluded. 124 in. overall 

Hurricane Lamp. Car 10 included) inte y shelter. 140 in. overall Erro ule s799 

THE 

CLASSIC LOOK 
in gold-color and crystal 

(11 thru 15 ) Sparkling crystal b 
and cascading prisms hang freely, lo ~ 
separate the sun's rays into brilliant 
rainbows Each shimmering color re 
fects off of the antique gold-finished 
die-cast metal. All make elegant hoi 
day gifts 



THE 
COLONIAL LOOK 

(16 thru 20) From 
lo cce og | 

CANDLESTICK 
SHOP 

Candleholders 
| and accessories in (17 ond 18 1 Piar 9 Hurricane Qj) Seale. Clean | - Holdor. Sufler, cand Lamps Glass "pos 
||.— -many-looks = x rem belter, бише. ind to balance 

match € ] SY. 2 s Candle included. pans. 1436 inches || —to match your IND Firm Sere et, es Е moods 18 14% Wes а. Welle 1208 
жи фк 30536 ию. MAS 21 N 90836-81099 

ЙТ fete Com 9 Sicht ied 
21 N 90616C...... $32.99 ЖТ 3 roots 24 Corde Crown. Can 

кү Wt. 3 lbs. 14 оа. 
TNR 21590641 $24.99 
99 Setof 3Toper Hold- >, Edo P man 

li e) Car (21 thru 25) Orar 

EY "mI н 
1, 

o 
й 

h 

¿A 
À Condlesticks. Sculptured look to — 9g Chombersticks, Candles not in «у гъ 20 Sent Spurl et to 98 Chamba, Candles no, ir 

[ $ " Each 18 inches 3 21 N 90631 ко з E HERITAGE LOOK Shipping wei a 29 Condteuek. 3 inch 
21 N 90202 setsza.99 29 Si N 9022041. sor 
9] Candle. So richt by a fresh бош s ch Set of 2 E weight 1 pond § or 

Set $5.99 
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‘SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

"E LIGHTING SHOP | 
— 

(1 thew 4) Add a soft glow to every room with the newest idea in mood lighting 
the Lo-Lites. An intriguing decoration . . a great gift idea, too 
1 A unique design in transparent smokecolor Lucite® plastic. Bulb Included. 

21 N 3059—11 inches high. Shipping weight 3 pounds. $14.99 
Q White plastic Blossom into mushroom shape with acrylic dome shade. Bulb incl 

21 N 3146C—12 inches high. Shipping weight 4 pounds $12.99 
B Elegant deeply-faceted crystal globe atop chrome plated column. Bulb included. 

21 N 3057—10 inches high. Shipping weight 6 pounds. 31699 
Д LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest price in a year for ө Lolite. A shining opal glass 

lobe riding on a black-enameled metal cube. Globe Gin in diameter. 
21 N 3059—10 inches high. Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. 59.99 

(5 ond 6 ) This graceful glass column is a modern version of the French ой lamp, 
It’s available with either a parchment paper shade in a color matching the base, 
or a softy pleated fabric shade in white. Whether you use them alone or in pairs 
they'll add a splash of warm color to your room. 3-way switch. 30 inches high 
Б 21нвм2н-Рик — ZINBMAN-Blue 2INBM6N-Green — 21N838N-Yellow 

With matching parchment shade. Shipping weight 13 pounds $19.99 
6 ZINSHIN-Pink — ZINBMON-Bloe ZINBMSN-Gren — 21N8347N-Yellow 

With white pleated shade. Shipping weight 13 pounds 29.99 

{7 thru 11 ) Surprise and delight your child with Sears new whimsical lampe 
Faces are hand-painted on a white glass globe, then given a fabric rufle. Rag 
Dolls have a white base and rue, Pussy Cats are finished in pink. Use alone, or 
mix and match any of the five styles. Bulbs are not included. 
7 The Accent. Shade is made of white pleated acetato with rayon taffeta ging Sway switch controls night light in base, top light, or both. 23 inches high overall 21 33071—Rag Doll. Shipping weight 10 pounds. 319.99 21 N 3810L— Pussy Cat. Shipping weight 10 pounds 19.9 
B Pe Pulley. Globe dangles from a wooden arm with а glossy enameled finish 

Globe i 6 inches in diameter. Lights with a one-way switch. 
21 N7708—Rag Doll. Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ma 21 N 7811— Pussy Cat. Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounce 19 
9 The Cube. A contemporary fashion with enameled metal base. 10 inches high. 

21 N 3309—Rag Doll Shipping weight 4 pounds am 
21 N 3912 Pussy Cat. Shipping weight 4 pounds. 19 
10 The Trumpet. Globe perched on plastic base. 1-way cord switch. 17 in. high. 

21 N 33080—Rag Doll Shipping weicht 6 pounds 31389 
21 N33116—Pusy Cat. Shipping weight 6 pounds 19 
11 The Choin Lomp. Globe swings from a 12400t metal chain. Rin. dia. globe 

21 N 77070—Rar Doll, Shipping weight 8 pounds. С 
21 BC Рому Cat. Shipping weight 8 pounds 195 
12 Hiintemity Lomp. Double insulated vented shades of high impact plastic 

‚Chrome plated arm, matching base swivels 360". #93 bulb inel. Hi-low switch. 
21 N 2410—Tangerine 21 N 2408—Black 21 М 2409—Avocado 
175€ in. high, Japan. Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces Each $12.79 
13 Hi-intensity Lamp. Base and shade of hiimpact styrene; white metal sides 

Double insulated swivel shade. Hinged arm. 93 bulb incl. Hi-low switch. 
21 2050—GoM color 21 N 2052—Avocado 21 N 2051—Persimmon 
1434 inches high. Japan. Shipping weight 2 pounds Each 57.49 

BEAMS OF THE UNUSUAL 
(14 ond 15) Polyoptic Lights . . exclusive Sears designs. Hundreds of fibers carry 
a soft slow that bursts forth with light at each filament tip. Shining black plastic 
base. Four color inserts (red, blue, green, yellow). UL listed. 
(14) 21 N 95523—Coronet. 1215 inches. Shipping weight 1 Ib. В ов... 1400 
(15) 21 N 95525—Miroge. 18x6 inches. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. В oz. 1850 

(16 thru 18 ) Moving Lites (on facing page) . . lamps of а million changing shapes, 
16 Lire Box. Gloss black enamel case. On-ofl switch. Bulb is included. 

21 N 3058—11 square inches. Shipping weight 8 pounds. ...... o 999 

17 tovo light. Gleaming chrome-plated metal base and trim. 13 inches high. 
21 н 93060—Blue and green lights. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 08.......-$19.99 

21 N 80059 Red and дем lights. Shipping weight 31м. 12 os... ........ 1899 
18 Love Light. Bright gold-color metal base and trim. 1634 inches high. 

21 N 99478—Orange and yellow lights. Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 8 oz...... 25.99 
21 N 93479—Blue and green lights. Shipping weight 7 Ibs. Bor. ............ 25.99 
Nori IN" items (as 21 N 83420) sent freight (rail, truck) or express, 

All lamps UL listed for 110-120-v. AC, 
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Lamps. 
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THE CUBE 
Buy 2 of a kind 

(1 thru 4 ) So versatile! Use alone orstack them. 
Cubes make end tables, showcases, bookracks, 
storage chertsand more! All measure 15x15x15in, 

1 Plexiglas® clear plastic Cube. One open 
side. Strong enough to use as seat. Wt. each 

11 Ihe. 
21 м 1896L..... Each $39.99; 2 for $74.98 
9 Plastic-laminated pressed wood Cube. 
Lift-off top for storage. Wt. each 22 Ibs. 

21N 15461. Black 21 N 1547L— White 
Each $87.99 ......... 2 of one color $33.98 
3 Open Plexiglas® Cube. Clear top. 

and bottom, chromed steel dowels. Wt, each 
15 lbs, 
21N 1897C.... Bach $29.99. 2 tor $54.98 
4 Open wooden Cube. White top and bot 

tom, black dowels. Shpg. wt. each 10 Ibs 
21 N 1598C.....Each $12.99; 2 for $23.98 

=) 5. 
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Ashtray Stands . . convenience at an arm's reach 
Б Indoor-outdoor Ashtray Stand, For 

outdoor use, unscrew base and insert 
rod in ground. All steel. 22 inches high, 

ipping weight each 2 Ibs. В oz. 
21 N 1531—Blue — 21 N 1532— Orange 
21 м 1533—Yellow 21 N 1534— Black. 
Each $444. 2 of one color $7 98 
Sot of 4 Ashtray Stands. 1 of each color, 
21 н 1536-Shipping wt. 101bs.. Set $1597 

286 Sears ae 

6 Pewtertinish Ashtray Stand, Brass 
trim. 23% in. high. 

21 N 1535C—Wt, 4 lbs, s999 

17 Marble base Ashtray Stand. Black 
grained marble. Gold-color aluminum 

stem; black velvet trim. 204 in. high. 
21 N 1826C— Wr. 9 lbs, $1499 

Bgeeniekste hardwood sity 
Stand. 234: in, high. 

21 N 1537C— Wt. 5 Ibs. so” 

A full house of 

BRIDGE and 

POKER TABLES 
Nesting. stacking and accent tables, too! 

12 Sears Best Bridge Table with Snap-on Poker 
‘Trays. Save $3.10 . . separate prices total $34.98. 

The 40-inch diam. table stands 28%, inches high, and has. 
Sears exclusive rosewood color vinyl top. Bronze-tone 
finish steel frame with pushbutton leg locks. Four molded 
plastic trays with steel brackets; increase table diam. to 
50 in. Spaces for chips, cards, glasses (not included) 
21 N 1129N— Shipping weight 39 pounds, $31.88 

13 Folding Chair. Padded contoured back. Seat cush 
ioned with 11-inch thick black vinyl-covered foam 

rubber. Bronze-tone finish steel frame. 30% inches high. 
21 N 11178L—Shipping weight 13 pounds. ...Each $1299 
9-pc. Set. Ха $6.96 on table with trays (12), 4 chairs (13). 
21 N 113083— Shipping weight 91 pounds. t $7638 
14 Birch frame Poker Table with black vinyl top. The 

Min, overall playing surface is carefully polished 
with a rich fruitwood finish. Steel leg mechanism locks 
legs in place, they won't open or buckle. Folds flat. Padded 
vinyl playing surface cleans easily. 16 receptacles for glasses 
and ashtrays (ashtrays only inel.). Masonite Presdwood* 
top converts it to a hostess table. 291% in. high. 
21 N 11438— Shipping weight 75 pounds $79.95 
15 Birch Frame Poker Table with red wool felt top. 

Spanish oak finish with 48-in. wide overall playing 
series Sal lg machen pene tabia бош opening 
or buckling, Masonite Presdwood® verts table for 
dining or utility use. Receptacles or plasses, eshtrays (ash 
trays only incl.). Folds flat. 294 in. high. 
21 N 1408— Shipping weight 50 pounds s4995 
Same as (15), but fruitwood finish, beige wool felt top. 
21 N 1126N— Shipping weight 50 pounds. $4995 
6 Steel frame 5-pe. Bridge Set. Saw $9.07. jte 

prices totaled $50.96. Folding Table has mushroom 
beige vinyl-covered top, bronze-tone finish steel frame. 
36 in. wide, 27^ in. high. 4 matching Chairs have vinyl- 
covered seat, bronze-tone frame. 301% inches high 
21 N 1131N— Shipping weight 69 pounds. . ....Set $41.88 
17 Maple frame Folding Bridge Table with padded 

vinyl top. The frame has а tawny-brown finish with 
an inset top of easy-care vinyl. 30x30x28% inches high. 
21 N 11091N—Black 21 N 1162N— Blue 
Shipping weight 22 pounds. s2899 
18 Folding Chair, matches (17). Tawny-brown finish 

hardwood frame. Vinyl-upholstered. 154x16-in. seat, 
21 № 110921-Black — 21 N 1183L—Blue 
Shipping weight 14 pounds. Esch $1799 
S-pleco Set. Save $7.00 on table (17), and 4 chairs (18). 
21 N116105—Black 21 N 1164N5—Blue 
Prices separately total $100.95, Shpg. wt. 78 Ibs, Set $93.95 

Comer Table. Cast metal with antique brass finish. 
21 N 1581C—12x11x29 in. high, We, 17 Ibs...$23 75 

90 Zer Table. Antique brass finish over cast metal 
21 N 1552-101904 in. high. We, 14 Ibs. 8 or. $1999 
3-tier Table. Cast metal with antique brass finish. 
21 N 1860C-10Mx104x2%-in. high. WL 17 lbs. $23 78 

99 Set of 3 Stack Tables. Formica® plastic tops pat 
turned to look like cork. Hardwood legs. 

21 м 1889C—15x15x17 in. high. Wt. 21 Ibs. Set $19.99 
23 Set of 3 plastic Stack Tables. Blue, orange, yellow 

21N1591C-Each 14141163 in. high. We. 12 Ibs. $29.99 
24 Set of 3 wood Nesting Tables, Rosewood:pattern 

plastic laminated scalloped tops. Hardwood legs. 
21 м 1555C-Top table 14x22x18% in, Wt. 22 lbs.. $24.99 
25 Pedestal Table. Metal base. simulated slate top. 

Ө 21 N 1584N—20x16 in. high. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibe $34 99 
Seong Note both pages 

NC ems las 21 N 1129N) sent 
eight ire or truck) or express. 
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New at Sears. . gleaming white Statuary 
with the ageless look of marble 

of our special opening sect! 
(1 thru 8) All except (8) are made of Oxolyte . .a w 

The Pieta. 8 inches 1 Shipping weight 5 Roaring Horse. 
21 N 96079 6 

9 Venus deMilo. 12 in 
Shipping weight 2 Ib» 

21 N 96085 11199 

Discus Thrower. 1 7 Bust of David. 8% in. high 

8 Turtle Doves. Made of 

21 н 96082 

Antique-finish Statuary 
with the look of burnished bronze 

Q Young Lovers. A contemporar 
21N 93605—12 ine ^ 

]() Meses. Replica of 
21N94441 

1 The Thinker 

218 944330 

10 феода" 

19 prasat 
14 Praying Hands. A sym 

21 N 96064 

ru 14) Made of Duras 

and finished to 

Ab 
The che 

done by Schillac 

Rodin's 

$14.99 

1999 

world 

+999 

s1399 



Early American style 
‘This 4-piece console set is molded 
carved effect from polystyrene and 
handsomely finished in a nutmeg col- 
or. Sheet-glass mirror in 214x319. 
inches overall. Sconce: (each) 7%x14% 
inches. Table: 9x22 4x7 inches. 
21 м 5870N—WE 16 Ibs ..Set 527.99 

Valencia Clock Ensemble 
with the rich look of wood 

Styled in pecan wood-tones, th 
clock and sconce ensemble 
warmth to almost any decor 
molded from polystyrene for a hand 
carved effect. Clock face is black with 

ld.color numerals and hands. Battery 
ated (size "C" batteries included) 

Clock: 134% x19 inches. Each sconce: 
4x LS inches. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds 
21N 4893C Set $31.98 

Zodiac Clock with 
two Plaques 

Join the contemporary scene when you 
display this 3 piece set. Made of cast alu- 
minum with silvertone coloring. Use size 
"C" batteries (not inel.) Clock: 10% in. 
diam. Plaque: (each) 9% in. high. 
21 N4B19C—Shpg. WL 3 Iba ‚Set $19.98 

Classic style Console Set 

This strikingly elegant 4-piece set is molded from 
polystyrene. Sheet-glass mirror is 17%x29 in. 
overall. Each sconce: 54x13% in. Table: 9x22x7 
in. Shipping weight 15 pounds 
21N 5869N Set 52799 

The Biarritz Clock Ensemble 
for a touch of royal splendor 

‘This dignified 3-piece clock and sconce ensemble ia 
molded from. plastic, finished in luster 
 gold-color. Clock has а spun gold-tone dial and face 
with black roman numerals, hands and design. Bat- 
tory operated (size "C" batteries incl.) Clock: 
13x22 in. Sconce: (each) 6%x14% in. 
21 N 4822C—Shipping weight 6 Iba. ...Set 93198. 

te 
Mediterranean style Clock and Plaques 
This handsome clock and twin plaques are made of 
cast aluminum, but have the look of hand-crafted 
wrought iron. Beautifully designed with swirls of 
scrollwork, Uses size "C" batteries (not included) 
Clock: 13% inches square. Each plaque: 9 in. high 
21 м 4820C Shipping weight 3 bs. ...Set $19.98 

ems ia 2INBRTON] sent igh rs) or a 

Mediterranean style 
A 4-pc. console set, molded in 
rich detail from polystyrene, per- 
fect for entrance way, mantle, 
even your bedroom. Walnut col 

Marquesa Clock Ensemble 
adds a spicy “Spanish” flair 
Finished in antique black, this Spiece 
clock, sconce ensemble resembles the 
hand-wrought look of black iron. Po- 
Iystyrene plastic into an elaborate 
scrolled design. Candle holders are 
made of amoothed polystyrene. Face 
pattern and hands also delicately 
laced. Battery operated (size "C" bat 
teries included). Clock: 18x22 in. 
‘Sconce: (each) 44x14% in. high 
21N 4892C—We Sib... Set $31.98 

CUT 81.00. . Spiece Clock Set. Cast 
from lightweight aluminum. Use size 
"C" batteries (not incl.). Clock: 
ТМХ in. Largest plaque: 6 in. high. 



Heraldic Coats of Arme 
Choice of 359 names; many items with your university, your crest, your name or initial 
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Т Corner Sheit. Makes 
a handy storage or 

display spot for any 
room in the house . , in- 
eluding the bath. 

Made of maple-fin. 
ished pine with scalloped 
‘edges. Sent unassembled 
1314x10x19 inches high. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs 
21 м 91508. .....$899 

8 Key Holder. Madeot 
solid pine with а 4 

cont Salem Maple finish 
and a gold-color eagle 
decoration, Measures 
алави inches. 

Shipping weight В oz. 
21N 91515 s169 

Set of 3 Trivets. 
Each one is footed 

for extra insulation and. 
easier lifting. 

Maple-finish wood 
k tops. Square: 
inches. Oval 
inches. Ob. 

long: 1047 inches 
Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. 4 oz. 

21 N 91811 ..Set $299 

10 Tres-eoged Stool. A thick 
wooden seat and a trio of 

gracefully-turned legs . . all ma. 
plefinish pine. Seat measures 
11 ein. diameter, and stool is 11 
in. high. Sent unassembled, 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz 
21 н 91514, 5699 

11 
21 891506 

19 Utility Shelves. Shelves are grooved to allow 
plates to stand upright. Maple finished pine. 

Two-tior shelf. Unassembled. 26x4%x171+in. high. 
21 N 91510— Shipping weight 3 Ibs, Koz. 3569 
One-tier Shelf. Unassembled. Эхх іп, high, 
21 N 61509 — Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $3.99 
13 Warte Fine quality pine with 4 coat 

Salem Maple finish, masonite bottom, Ha] 1% in. 
2) м 91513— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oa. 749 
14 Magazine Rack. Salem Maple finished pine. Stur- 

dy handle for easy moving. 17x9x13%-in, high. 
21 N 91812C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. . ....$1199 

NOTE: ACCESSORIES ARE NOT INCLUDED. 

Mug Shell. Displays 6 mugs or kaick-knacks of 
your choice. Scalloped maple-finish pine. 

15tex34x154¢-in, high, Wi. 2 lbs. .5240. 

{1 thu6) The graceful simplicity of styling . . the rich 
Salem Maple finish . . these decorator items are unmistak 
ably Early American. Each is made of solid pine, 

1 Paper Towel Holder with Shell. Gold-coloreagle emblem. 
21 N 91502 — 19x51 ax8 in. high. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $549 

3) Mail Holder. Two compartments keep mail neat, handy 
23 N 91504553 хіба іп. high. Wt 1 Ib. Bor, -$3.89 

3 Telephone Book, Memo Rack. Green slate front and 
phone rest. Hangs or stands on table. 

21 N 91503— 13x12x44 in. Shipping weight 2 lbs. ....5849 

Д Wall Spoon Rack. Н 
21 N 91501 10x17 

spaces for 18 spoons (not inch.) 
in. Shipping wt. 2 bs. $oz..$599 

2-Year Calendar. Has spaces f 
Әмән 

noting appointments 
7- 11х15 in. Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 1202...$399 

6 Horizontal Mail Holder, Hangs on wall or sits on desk 
21 N 91505— 1 1x4 x1 -in. high. Shipping wt. 31bs.58 49 

И Sears 291 



Most everything you need to set a 
PERMA-PREST* 
nylon velvet Cloth 
beautiful soft texture 

51 58 Er 

100% mylon velvet that needs no 
pampering care. Just machine wash and 

at medium temperature, Goes {rom dryer to 
table with no ironing. Stain-releasing means 
most stains come out in one washing . . even 
if not laundered until days alter use. Order 
matching napkins below 

Available in 

State color number Бадена Red de 913 Avocado Laat зат Wee White 523-Tewny Gold medium — T6-hony gren EIERN Rectangle . . with decorative brush fringe 
60x80-inch. Fits table 40x60 inches. 
96 N 10644. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. s1598 
бох: Fits table 40x72 inches. 
эв N 10734 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1o 1798 
60x104-inch. Fita table 40x84 inches 
96 N 1076H-— Shpg. wt. 2 pounds. 1998 
60x116-inch. Fits table 40196 inches 
96 N 10654--Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. бог. 2198 
Ox 28 inch 
96 N 10664 2398 
Round . . with decorative brush f 

inch. Fits to floor on Hide-a-Table96 N 9706L, 
Shpg. wt. 2 bs. 9 oz. $1598 

20-inch, Fits to floor on Hide-a. Tables 96 N 9709N 
and 96 N 9725N, facing page 
96 м ловон.  Shpg. wt 2 lbs 9 or s1998 
Oval . . with decorative brush fringe. 
0x80 -ineh. Pits table 40x60 inches. 
96 N 1115 She. wt. 1 Ib. Бот. 1598 
€0x92-inch. Fits table 40x72 inches, 
96 N 1T 16H— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Doz 1728 
0x104-inch. Fita table 40x84 inches, 96 N 1117 Shpg. wt. 2 pounds 1998 
60x116-inch. Fits table 40 
96 N 11 16H —Shpg. wt. 2 bs 
Napkins. 16x16 inches. Package of 4 
% N 1079H—Shpe. wi. pkg. Tor... ‚Pkg. 598 

The Tree $2095 
The Della R 
a touch of eleg 

20 clear, replaceab 
вос, AC, UL 
heavy polyethylene foli 
tered with natural pine cones, glass ornaments. and assorted plastic and hard lacquered fruits Gold-color metal stand. Imported components 
assembled in United States 
PUN 95441 Shipping wt. 8 Ib $2995 

6 inches. 

bin fruit and nut look adds 
o any holiday scene 

i Fights (110-120.v 
k through а blend of 
re. 2tinch tme clus 

Save $2. . buy Hi 
(J) on ќа page 
velvet Cloth above 

-Table 

‘A value thats 
SOMETHING 

intal $19.97. Nylon velvet 
cloth (96N1080H above) fits Hide-a-Table 
(P6N9706L), facing page. 

ate color number shown above for cloth 
эв н 9880124— Shpg. wt. 9 lbs... $17.97 



Merry Christmas scene 

Ш "Ne CD 

stive textured Cloths 
C Poimsesta print or slid colors. Wearon® rayon cloth with 

Napkins. 17x17 inches, Package of four. 36 N 10104 Shipping weight 6 ounce Pkg. $2 99 
mdelabra $1199 The solid bra: 

D Four arms brane etul standard. No candles 
we. 11b. 4 oz.. Bach $11.99 E 

Р The PERMA®PREST® Cloth $99 se Lightweight paperboard of classic white lace 999 mace 
Hide-a-Tables E Classic tace. ву 

* Lab-proven to hold over 100 Ibs. 
* Fast way to decorating success 

(G Buffet size. Gives to-the-floor fit for 90 

J Occasional size 



DECORATOR 
CALENDARS 

Felt appliqued $79 
Calendars oa 

(А thru E) Brightly colored. 50% wool. 50% rayon. 10 x 40 
inches each. Metal ring for hanging. Wooden slata on top. 
and bottom. Dry clean. 

1299 
299 
299 

¡Daisy Shipping weight 4 oz. 299 
(E) 96 N 4235— Cat. Shipping weight 4 oz. 299 

Linen and linen blend QC 
Calendar Towels = 

(Е thru J) Carefully screen-printed. Hemmed. 16x29 in 
еа. Cord, rod for hanging. Machine wash, dry. med. temp. Boxed F and H all linen. С and J 60% linen, 40% cotton. 
(996 N 4239— Zodiac Shipping weight 9 or- 200 
(О) 96 N 4299— Bless This House. Shp wt Dor. .....99c 
(H) 96 N 4298 Birds Shipping weight 9 ounces. ..... 99c 
(J) 1897 Sears Catalog. Clever towel with calendar from. 
the year 1897 exactly matches 1971 calendar. 
96 м 4206. Shipping weight 9 ounces... 99% 

294 Sears Set 

[ Sears ROE, С А 
In 

Four Season $397 
Calendar Towel Set 

‘Set includes four towels . опе for each sea: 
son. Three-month calendar and seasonal 



NICE on the bed. GREAT at slumber parties 
SUPER for putting up a guest 
either at home or in the dorm A 

BEDDING that z-i-p-s 

into SLUMBER BAGS 

$1 2° 

Siogan novelty prim $199 



Quin $99 se $ 3? | 

Sears © 

Soldiers for Him . . Ballerinas for Her 



Here to delight 
the younger set 

+. their own personal 
Bed and Bath Items 

A PERMA-PREST* Muslin Soldier Sheets and 
Pillowcases. Blend of 60% ‚ter, 50% cotton 

woven 128 threads per sq. in. Machine wash, hot, tum. 
ble dry. No ironing. Elasto-Fit® bottom sheets.. elas 
tcized on 4 corners and both ends for snug fit 
Twin flat. 72x104 inches. Panel print. 
97 м 6701—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 6oz Each $379 
Twin fitted bottom. Allover stripe. 
97 N 6703—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 102 Each 379 
Pillowcase. 42136 inches. Allover print. 

N 6702 Shipping weight 6 o. Each 1.59 
В Soldier Quit. Cotton cover. Flufty polyester filling. 

Both aides have multicolor print on I. blue back: 
ground. Machine wash and dry, warm. 
Twin. 62x86-inch finished size. 
Эв N 2094— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz. s999 
C PERMA-PREST? Muslin Ballerina Sheets and 

Pillowcases. 50% polyester, 50% cotton - . woven 
128 threads per sq. in. No ironing. Machine wash, hot. 
tumble dry. Elasto-Fit* bottom sheet. 
Twin flat. 72x104 inches. Panel print. 
37 N 6706—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. бот. Bach $379 
Twin fitted bottom. Allover print 
97 м 6709— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. Each 379 
Pillowcase. 42x36 inches. Allover print 
97 N 6707 — Shipping wt. 5 oz. Each 1,59 
р) Ballerina Qui. Cotton cover. Fluffy polyester 

filling. Both sides have multicolor print on white, 
Machine wash and dry, warm temperature. 
Twin. 62x86-inch finished size 
96 н 2069— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. soo» 
E PERMA-PREST® Bed Rufo. Gathered ruffle 

never needs ironing, Machine wash, warm, tumble 
inish. Ruffle is a blend ol Kodel® 

polyester and Avril® rayon. Hangs 14 inches. Cotton 
muslin top is Sanforized® for 1% maximum fabric 
shrinkage. Twin size. 

State color number 
941—Wioter Wivie 798 Federal Indigo (blue) 

‘883--Suawbery Pink 
эв м 2095H—Shipping weight 1 lb, 8 oz- seas 
{F thru H ) Personalized Pillowcases, Your child will love seeing his name or nickname on these cotton pil- low ene Each, sin, Print fir name or nickname ce importan delivery note al boom of pape. Shipped 
postpaid from fety. mear Ch " (FY ror N тето: Ballerina. (t. 6 02.) 16) For N 78Y IV Western (Wt. 6 ог) VH) F97 N 78 Y8V.— Circus (WE on) 

dry. Stain-release 

LJ thru L) Personalized Towels. Sturdy cotton terry 
cloth bath towels with cheerful screen prints that make 
cleaning up more fun. 20.00 inches, Print firs name or 
nickname. See important delivery note at bottom of page. 
Shipped postpaid [rom factory near 
(J) F96 N 3358V— Round-up. (Wt. 902). Each $199 
(К) F96 м 3368v — Ballerina. (Wt. 9 or... Each 199 
(L) F96 м 3378V— Circus. (Wt. 907.).....Each 199 
(M thru А) Mod Bathroom Scales. Whimsical scales for tots teens or any fun-loving weipht-wateher. Vinyl covered, мее case scale shows weight to 300 pounds 
М Hippo” oval Scale. 15-inch diameter 

96 N 6426 Shipping weight 5 pounds. .....$799 
N {adv Bog" round Scale. 14-inch diameter. 

эв N 6441--Shipping weight 5 bs. 6oz.. ....5949 
P “Monkey” oval Scale. 13-inch diameter. 

эв N 6427— Shipping weight 5 pounds. $799 
R [Hey Fatso” oval Seale. 13-inch diameter 

96 N 6425— Shipping weight 5 pounds... ...$799 
NOTE: Shei sires stand betore hamma, are Ра bottom sheets Sentra tr man 1% tae мани 

IMPORTANT DELIVERY NOTE: For delivery 
before Christmas of personalized items. order 
must be placed before December 5. Mark your 
order "Not for Christmas” if placed after De- 
cember 5. No. СОО а. all prices include ship- 
ping charges. 

Elegant MONOGRAMMED Bath Accents 

sys | sgor | $29 | 12» | 345» 
3 Monogrammed oversize Towel, 34x62 inches. Loo 
S creat. Fringed ends. See Important deliery note blow 

initials wanted. Postpaid Foe м 3084 Shipp 
Print name (up lo 15 letters) or 3 

od from fety. near Chicago, (Wt. 13 ox.) s359 
(T and V ) Drylon Towels and Mat. So 70% cotton and 30% rayon .. 20% more absorbent 
than all-cotton terry. Sehiffli embroidered initials stay lovely, Puckerproof borders. Towels 
have fringed ends. 

Print the initial you want. (Q, U. V. X. Y, Z notan Only one initial per towel. wash 
cloth has no initial. Pe 
State color number 941— Winter White, gold monogram — 522 Tawny Gold, dk. brown monogram 
(T) F96 м 3624v-Bath Mat. 20x34 in. Sent from fety. near Scranton, Pa. (Wt. 1 lb, 602.),54 97 
V) F96 N 3520V-Bath Towel. 24x46 in. Sent fram /ety. near Seranton, Pa. (Wt. 11 o2.).. 297 
F96 N 3521V— Hand Towel. 18x26 in. Sent from fety. near Scranton. Pa. (Wt. 402.) 177 
96 м 3522H— Washcloth. 12x12 in. Sent from fety. near Seranton, Pa. (Wt. 3 от.) вас 

6-piece Set. A lovely gift idea. Two each: bath towel, hand towel, washclath. 
F96 N 3623V — Sent from fety. near Scranton, Pa. (Wt. 2 lbs. 102.) Set $9.97 

(Wand Y) Bathroom Accessories, Sturdy metal with leather-look vinyl. Gold-color trim 
and initial. To order correct initial, return form included with both hamper and wastebasket 

State color number 941— Winte White 944—Edooy 
(W) 96 N 564514 Hamper. 21 x 2414 in. high. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs $12.99 
(Y) 96 м 5646H—Wastebasket. 1014x713x1344 in. high. We. 2 lbs, 1202 E 

Save 11% . . buy Hamper and Wastebasket 
Separately total $17.98. A great gift 
огада 

pounds Set$15.88 cow 
‘Sears 297 
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PLUSH PILE $243 TAREA p 
Bath Rugs and Accessories 

$ Scale Cover 8 бонке Co 

3-piece. 
4 Tes 

It's not fur . . 
but it looks it! 

Bath Rugs $6? 2600 
and Accessories 

Pile of Муң Verel* modacrylie, 20% acrylic with look of fox for pelts. A, 
“ Rugs Sears 

ked. Machine 

State color number \\-зён зае 6 vn ton 
96 м 27704-Oblong Rug. 24x36 in. Shpg. wt. | lb. 1 $437 
96 Н 27711 Oblong Rug. 27348 in. Shpg. w 2 Ibs f or. 97 

10 Plastic Westebasker with pile cover, Sex10 in 
96 27814 Shipping weight 14 ounces 39 

11 Tissue Box Cover. Wt. 5 ot. 1.9 Doorknob Covers (two). 
зем 21800 s237 12 senza WE 2 02..-8127 

13 2;piece Tank Cover. Fits tank 820115 inches 
90 N 2774H Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 697 

14 us Covers 
96 н 27724 Standard. Pits to 19x144 in. We. 7 oz. 347 

90 н 27738 Oversize. Fits to 14%x16 In. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 



Shimmering Satin 
Sheets, Pillowcases 

and Pillow 
Striking chevron str 

А caños in smooth, luxu 
à, warm, iron 

о Suit Your Need: 

See Big 



100% polyester Automatic Blanket 

with 5-year guarantee 

Fluffy, al-polyester . . it wears 
longer, keeps its beauty and 

brilliancy washing after washing 

36" 
printed on 

pilling and ma 

warm. Max fabric 
524—Towny Gold light 
915—Avocado Leaf bright 

TWIN AND FULL: Convert 
96 N 7 160H-Twin. Single control 
96 м 7 161H-Full. Single cont 
96 м 7162H-Full. Dual cont 
QUEEN AND KING: Di 
96 м 71634—Queen. & 
96 н 7164M—King. 10: 

80x84 in GUARANTEED 
2 YEARS 

Polyester-blend 
Automatic Blanket 

with 2- year guarantee 

Blend of 5% polyester and 
lor vibrant colors 

12% 

wedding. pilling and ma 

Bunk. 54x86 
96 м 7054H—Wt. 3 lbs Вох ....91267 
Twin. 60x84 inche 
зен 70 Wt. «bs Hor. ... 1297 
Full, 72x84 
96 м 70564—Wt. 4 lbs 8 1442 
"GUARANTEE: If either control or 
blanket should become defective with 
in time límit stat 

GUARANTEED 
5 YEARS" 



With MIGRO WAVE cooking 
You enjoy the fastest 
cooking times ever 
..and without 
ever preheating 

Two baked potatoes, 6 minutes 
(wrap in f ooking) 

Frozen TV Dinner 
6 minutes 

2-pound meat loaf 
18 minutes 

^. о] such unusual interest, 
this Oven was selected as 
a feature of our special 
opening section.. page 7 

Sears 
= Micro-wave Oven 



This "freedom machine" lets 
her do a whole day's dishes 

for 4 or 5 at one time. 
And there's no pre-rinsing 

. caked-on egg. lipstick. 

spaghetti, peanut butter, 

and mustard come right off 

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES! 

+ Four wash cycles including hygienic 
150° — Sani wash 

* Exclusive top Roto-Rack revolves so 
spray reaches and cleans every dish 
Separate revolving spray arm “scours 
every dish in lower rack 

ESO" 
Roll this front-loading model to your sink, snap hose onto 
and you're ready for really effortless dishwashing. Ju 
button to select cycle: Rinse-and. Hold, Light, Normal 

Î wash. 2.level wash system. Plast 
n. Baked- mel м 1 cabinet 

White porcelain enameled steel tub. 
und top. Lighted control panel; temperature 

Detergent and rinaing agent dispensers. 750. 
т to build in under 

п. wide; 27% in. 
deep; 36 in. high in front, 994 in. at back 
WES N 71840N — White, Shipping weight 1&1 pounds. ..$18995 
WOS N 71842N —Shaded Coppertone. Shpg. wi. 183 lbs. 19495 
WES N 21844N — Shaded Avocado, Shipping wt. 183 Ibs. 19496 

Dishwashers on this page can be purchased 
on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan | 

Your monthly payment begins in Feb, 1971 
{in most states}. ask for detail 

NOTE: All 110-120-volt. 60-сусіе AC UL listed 
SHIPPING NOTE: All dishwashers sent from catalog order 
plant or warehouse sn Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Chicago. Milwaukee 
Detroit. Moline, St Louis, Columbus. Memphis, New Orleans. 
Kansas City or Denver 

Са 917095 
Same efficient 4-cyele action, Roto-Rack and white porcel 

see our Trash-garbage Compactor 
t's a revolutionary NEW IDEA 

lining. W 
65 N a2 



b7 Holiday icing" 
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FONDUE .. the Swiss art of dunking . . and everyone joins in the fun 
5 wer enameled alumi. () Set of Fondos Forks Q Set of four 9-inch 

Fondue Plates 

2-quart enameled alu $325 11 mum Fondus Pot 
Wood 2-quer enameled alumi 

2 ım Fondue Pot, lazy 
20 Set of tour inen 
20 нез. Me 

12 2-quart black enameled 
7 2equart con steel Fondue Pot 
Í Fondue Di 

$ Set о! 8 Fondue Forks, 
Stand. St 

Set of four эл 18 fondue " Plates Qin eters سا 



exciting Cook-and-Serve Ware to keep or give 

Une high hest 

From a snack to a meal . . Hibachi Cookery 
Т Cast Iron Hibachi. 4х4 1 () Set of 4SteakThermo- J 4 Cocktail Hibachi with 

in. cooking area. Chrome meters. Insert in steaks Lazy Susan. Cast iron. 
plated metal grid adjusts tops pop open when done 4-inch cooking area. Lary Draft slide. Twrsecton legs 40 portesan. Stalmlea sioak seman. haa wood bass: 3 soc 

Oriental Cookery remove, Wood hendis — Includes: rare, medium rare, tioned earthenware dishes 
Moe = Black, From Japan. We medium. medium vell TN ASSAC WE Biba.. $999 
en 11 N 5582€ 51499 11 N2790—Wt. 4 oz... $499 
weight steel for even beating. 14-in. diam. ЗБ Сот دچا а vesstable pan. Hin. diameter Майды; pen E dl ro а portable pan. а, diameter braising par iron with avocado pores боом. Lightweight. Re. 4-in, cooking aree. Earthen 
for orat alo serves aa vegetable pan cover. lain enamel finish. Fire grate, sits rust. Two grids adjust ware sectioned tray. WL. 10 Ibe Natural pine wood handles Includes 12-inch Cooking ата 11417 im; two ар or down. 10x20 in cook. TN 370910 55” sabe whisk fee изар und sicing chop- eight edjustmente. Trivett ares. Side draft сонно. 
hee 1 a s: s = T ارم has wood handles. Black. From Spain. 16 Snack-size Shish Kabob plated мен It you cook on electric or gas Shipping weight 23 Ibs Shipping wt 10 Ibe. вов. Hibachi Cant iron, ai Move, Recipe. Buy i the any way order aes Ler د э AN) шам оне. Ми e. 
by phone. — 2 wood tray. 2 stainless steel 
11 N S271— Shpg, wt, Bb, 8 oz.. „Set $2489 Electric Smokeless Н. 19 Hibachi with skewers with wood handles 

echi. Hot broiling su From Taiwan, WE 6 le 
2 тема сее یس ent 96pages. face helps retain juices and — Chrome-plated 4-in. 11 N 37062 so flavor. Easy to take apart or Wood-lock plastic snack tray 11 N 37025 Shipping weight 13 өз... .53.49 4 hern рае س cleaning. 1500 watts; 12-v., is 1422 in. Earthenware ]7 Cocktail Hibachi, Cast 

60-с. AC. UL listed. Black dishes with 4 compartments. iron. 4lax41 in. cooking З Vegetable Sticer with 3 metal blades. Or enamel finish on aluminum.  1N37o49C WE Sion, S1399 ares. Removable fire grate 
3 ental slicing, shredding, stringing. Strong Detachable 6-ft. cord. 14x Wood handle, base. Skewers 
pine wood construction, 12\х3мл1 e inches 1027 in. high 13 Mibschi Recipe Book. handle for removing gil inc 
deep. From Japan Shipping wt. 5 Iba. 2 os. Ss pare. 5 Shipping weight 2 Iba 12 or. 
11 N 9269 Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 11 N 5544 $1499 11 N2422—Wt. 202,.$198 11 N 5584 5199 

Time-Life Chinese Cookbook 
hardback and 120-pg. paperbound books 

11 N 9254—Shipping wt. 2 lbs, 8ог....$7 99 
The Mini-Meal Toaster 

Insulated Soma Tea Pot. Glazed porcelain, For unique tests, 416 -in. diam. grids: 16 in long 
wing handle. Holds 30 ounces. Japan. With Teflon* coating for low-cost, low-calorie 

11 2422—Shipping wt.21be8o1...5749 eats Needs no butter. Aluminum, wood hand 
6 Four insulated 6-ounce Tea cups. Glazed тина аш IS Cene 

porcelain. Match (5), above. Japan. Without Teflon coating. Steel, wood handle 
11 N 2423— Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ,..5549 1 N 4043— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. s139 



Because we've added a porcelain coating, 

now COLOR comes to our STAINLESS STEEL COOKWARE 
Ope. Set 95. Include 

10-pc. Set 6- pc. Set 4 11 N 24003C- Lemon yellow 

Save *16 Save *11 Set s3095 
over open over open 
stock prices stock prices 

$36 $192 

All items shown also 
available in open stock 

306 Sears XE 
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Porcelain-clad Cast Iron Cookware 

Cook. freeze, reheat, serve a — 

Save *15 в su $3,495 4 f 
е Si Y 

(20v 8) 



For casual living 
(Y and 2) Giant 10in. Plate Holder Sets. 4 holders in. 
set, Rattan. Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. set 10 or. 

] Assorted colors. 9 Natural 
VINJBS 1... Set 5179 T1N 3852. Set $149 

зама 498 Amis 399 
fj Tableware Caddy. Bamboo. 1058%x5% in. high 

State color number 
22-106 15—greon — 20—yellow 

11N 3786H— Taiwan. Shpg. wt 1. 3299 

Electric Warm-all Basket. Rattan basket Rayon 
bog, plastic insert. 9 inch diameter. 60-watts. 110 

20, 6 ACDC. UL listed. 
11N3980--Avocado — 11M3979—Orange 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 1599 

5 Round Electric Bread Warmer. Willow basket. Cot 
ton lining. 12 in. diam. 110-120-v,, 60e. AC. 

VI N 4928—UL listed. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. oz. .....%999 

Oval Electric Broad Warmer. Willow basket. Ray 
on lining. 12 in. long. 110-120:v., 60<. AC. UL listed. 

Imported from Madeira. 
11 N3983—Shipping weight 2 pounds s499 

"Т Chicken Pot Holders. Asstd. Cotton. Guatemala 
11837047—WL ca. 3oz....Ex. $1.49; 3 for $390 

8 Spe. Ovanware Sot with willow baskets. Ovento- 
table opal glass bottoms, clear glass covers. In 

cludes: 248. round covered casserole; 2qt oval covered 
casserole; 24-qt. utility dish (no cover) 
11 N 9508C—Shipping weight 16 Ibe. 
Zat. round covered Casserole in basket. 
V1 N 3960—(Not shown.) WL 6 lbs. 4 or. 5399 

9 Black stool mosh Corn Popper. Walnut handle. 
Sin. diam. bow! holds 2 que 31% in. long. 

11 N 3740€ —Shipping weight 3 pounds 2399 

Set 28.99 

10 Aluminum Steak Platter. Natural bamboo holder. 
11 N 9249 Shipping weight 1 Ib. Ea. 81.99 

Cutlery Treasures 
for elegant serving 

17 Cutting board Cart. Top 
of laminated maple with 

resin and wax finish. Wrought 
metal shelf and frame. Ball 
type casters. 2094 х20'%х30 in. 
high. No plate holders. 
Shipping weight 44 pounds 

11837041. 52499 

18 Set of 8 Steak Knives. 
Stainless steel blades, ser. 

led edges. Ivory.color plastic 
handles with silvercolored de 
sign and protective cap. Knives 
are В inches long. Bla 
England 
Shipping wt 1 Ib. 4 oz 

119158 1399 

19 Set of 6 Steak Knives. 
Stainless steel blades, sor 

rated edges. Chrome-plated 
metal handles with texture 
design. Wood look plastic tray 
Knives 8 inches long. 

les from 

Holiday Baking . . make your favorite treats 

11 13+. Cookie Cutter Set. (14 and 15 ) Teflon*-lined 
Tin. West Germany Bundt Cake Pan. Aluminum. 

11837042-WL 6 ov. Set $149 

12 ес они neuen MEN 
pi 
plato Recipes, instructions in- 1м010—9 lo....00.00 

11N1334-Harven gold . 499 steel blades. Black wood han. 
dies with gold-color pattern. 
Gold plated safety bolster, Gift 
packaged, Includes: 6 steak 
knives, 8 in. long; carver, 12% 
in. long; slicer, 13% in. long, 
ect HI pem 
11N91571 Set 11249 

13 Cake Decorating Set. Ny 
Ion icing bagi tips, forms |6 12:pc. Wood Utensil Set. 

England. Shpg. wt 11b. 202, Beech. W. Germany 
ттм 4936 Set 9799 — 11N9204-We. 5 Iba Set $1199. 

308 Sears 2% 



Official cracker Bb 
Texas Pecan Grower? 

(9 and 10) Slicers to do the b 
with ease. 614-inch serrated carbo 
blade slices from paper thin to *& inch 
thick, Manual feed. Push button knife 

removal and removable food plat 
form for easy cleaning. White enameled 
steel body. 110-120-volt, 60.cycle. AC. 
UL listed. 

9 Slicer with 4 suction cups on 
base. L3 x8 x104 inches high 

11 84768—Shpg wt. 12 Iba ...33299 

10 Siicer with vacuum grip base, An 
ors unit to any non-porous s 

face. 162104 x10% in. high. 
TI N 4751C—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs 93799 

Rocket Action 
n The whole nut—nothing but 

the nut—as fast as you can 
teed hem in 

(11 thru 14) Highimpact plastic cases. Serrated 
stainless steel blades for effortless cutting. Push- 
button blade release. 6foot cords. 110-120, 60< 
AC. UL listed. 

11 Sol handie Knife. Antique gold. 
TI N 4781 Shipping wt 2 ba. 2799 

12 Economy holein the handle Knife. Sure grip. 
lightweight feel. White 

1189801 Shipping wt. 2 lbs 202 11099 

NUTCRACKERS 
fun for snacking . . 
make cooking easier 

Rocket Action Cracker, Pull back hammer, 
se and bang—shell is shattered, nut 

ment stays whole. Shell fragments drop out of 
Unfinished 

Large Cracker, For pecans, small nuts 
YI N 7 135— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 ол, $4.99 
Extralarge Cracker. For all sizes of nuts 
11 837039—Shipping wt 3 bs. 10 oz 5799 
9 Barret Nut Dish with eracker and picks 

Brass plated cracker, 4 picks. Hardwood 
with maple finish. 
11 N 37003--Ship 

1x8 inches high. 
ing weight За 8 or. 97.99 

3 Cast aluminum Squirrel Cracker on match- 
ing tray. 9 inches high, 7-inch diameter 

11 N7136—Shipping weight 4 pounds 499 
4 Vise-type Cracker. Pull lever down to crack 

shell, Steel. Serew adjustment for all size 
тил. Hardwood base. 9 in. long 
Y1 N 4150— Shipping weight bs. 1202. 93.99 

Nut Bucket with cracker, 6 picks. Pine, 
maple finish. Brass plated bands, cracker 

picks. 5% inches high; 7%-inch diameter. 
11 N7131—Shipping wt. 2 Iba. 1599 

G 790. Nut Service Set. Laminated wood. 6 
in. service bowl 340, small bowls 

Y1 н 37037 Shipping weight 11.02. Set 42.49 
(7 and 8) Nuteracking Soldiers. Wood. 
7 1340. Soldier, Natural rabbit fur hair and 

beard. From Japan. 
11 NAT80— Shpg. wt 2lba 120r saso 

8 100. Soldier. From Japan. 
11 N 37038 Shpg. wt 1202 1399 

13 Wes $1599 . . Holein thehondio Knife with 
wood-grained plastic storage case. Beige 

11 м 9802—Shipping wt 3 Ibs Вот. 513.44 
14 Wes $19.95 . . Holeinthehendie Knife with 

switchable blade. Blade turns for vertical or 
horizontal cutting Wood-Iook vinyl case. 
11 N 9803 Avoeado, white. Wt. 3 Ibs. 1202 $17. 
11 N 9804— Harvest gold, white 
Shipping weight 3 bs. 12 0% 



SERVING PIECES 

Stainless Steel 

Tableware 

TH 
zT 
Lo 

4 io JoarbottienJopan, © vpn 

Spice Racks Make delicious ice cream with 
with the warmth of wood manual or electric Ice Cream F 

11 

Mediterranean style 

filled bottles. 

Sear N 37035—W 
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AS SEEN ON. 

Е i5 ^ $129 Kitchen Magician” Food Cutter $ 129 
+ Makes food cutting faster and easier 
* Food pusher. . automatically pushes food against cutting disc 
* Conveyorized food hopper + Vacuum grip base 
* Food deflector. . guides food into bow! 
* Two stainless steel cutting discs . . each one cuts two ways 
Discover this ahorteut to more appetizing meals. Giant hopper takes foods such as 
кк, radishes. potatoes several at a time . - cut oversized foods to fit. Hop 
deflector and handle detach for easier cleaning. White, avocado plastic body; see 
through plastic food deflector. Stainless steel blades 

Instruction and recipe booklet included. 
118370 ipping weight 4 pounds s1295 

Everything you need to make your own wine 
included in kit 

Cordless Combination Dispenser 
Gives you the exact amount of wrap and 
paper towel you want at a button's touch 

513° 

No threading . . just drop in any size roll of plastic wrap, 
foil, wax paper, even gift wrap. Press button to dispense 
tears easily and neatly. Uses 4 "D" cell batteries (not includ- 
ed). Antique white high-impact plastic case; wood:look plas- 
tic trim. Mounts on wall or under cabinet (screws included 
14% x5x10% inches high. 
VI N 2953— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces 11395 

$095 

Vino Wine-making Kit 

wen $(599 HRN 35 or 75 bores 
Its so easy and enjoyable to bring the winemaking traditions 
of centuries to your home. 

Kits include: reusable fermenting-aging tanks; water-seal 
valves; 23-page instruction booklet with recipes; saccharome- 
ter; strainer and siphon; wine yeast culture. 
10.bottie Kit. Two watersoal valves, two 1-gal. tanks. 
11837079G—Shipping weight 1 pound 
35-bottle Kit. One 5 gal. two 1-gal. tanks, 3 valves. 
11 N 3708 1C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
75-bottie Kit. Three 5 gal. tanks, З valves. 
11 N 37082C— Shipping weight 3 pounds $11.99 
Federal Alcohol Tax Laws permit heads of households to make up. 
1o 200 gai of wine per year for household consumption without 

taxation. Not fer sale in Fla. Tex. Utah, Hawai Ky. La 



сег  - 
259" зовон] 

Do-it-yourself installation in just minutes 

Electric Heater-Fireplaces 
with flame-effect logs and forced-air heaters 

heater and authentically 
and off as needed. Three 

t only or "Пап 

2259.98 
on required to 220 

1289.98 

in 
34 N 41156N--Shippin 

SANTA COMES IN THROUGH 
‘OUR WINDOW 

34 N 4 VISSN-Red.orange finish ..$79.98 
34 N 41 169N-Black finish 



The Jet-of-Steam Iron 

Gives extra-deep, penetrating burst 

‚of steam to set a professional-type 

Ума от ы г: 

Teflon*-coated soleplate 

for smooth, snag-free ironing 

Most "permanent press" garments require touch-up and 
the jetofatenm feature is especially useful for this type 
of ironing. Can be used while dry ironing or steam iron- 
ing. eliminates need for spraying 
Fullrange water level gauge. 30-minute steaming ca- 

pacity. Tilt guard heel rest on white plastic handle. Re- 
versible cord set for right or left-hand ironing Chrome 
plated body. Fabricindexed temperature chart. 
34 N 6220— Shipping weight 4 Iba 6 oz. 21699 

an any banor 

Handles any mixing job with ease at just the right speed , . eliminates guess work. Big 
130.watt motor always delivers full power even on tough mixing jobs at low speeds. 
Mixer head is lightweight plastic and removable from stand for use as hand mixer. 
3%-inch chrome-plated, steel heaters with pushbutton ejector. Speed reference guide. 
Finger-tip dial control. Multi-position turntable. 4quart mixing bowl is white Pyrex* 
ware, mixer is avocado green. 12 inches high. Cord. 
34 N B2468—Shipping weight 11 pounds 8 ounces эм. 

Mix your own "soda 
fountain” shakes, malts 

3apeed drink mixer is great for mix: 
ing ice cream, juices, adult drinks, X j ES (STA 

- soups and sauces. 20-08. plastic con > 
tainer is break resistant, Base and mo. 
tor housing is diecast metal enameled ¿Pl Soe 
avocado green. High. medium and low V 
speeds 13 inches high. Cord. 
зан 8242—Wt 5 Ibe Tor... 31395 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 

Rotiss, broil, bake . . all in 
опе compact appliance 

p $3988 

‘Thermostat with pushbutton controls holds proper 
heat for ғов bake, beoil grill or rotis. Plug-in heat 

f element removes for easy cleanup. Three oven 
shelf positions. Complete with spit, two adjustable 
meat holders, adjustable broiling tray and baking 
rack. Chrome-plated top. black end panels and 
base, walnut wood-tone wood handles. 20x12% x10 
in high. Cord. Attachment available below 
За N 6956 Shipping weight 22 Ibs- 53958 

4-pc. Shishkebob attachment. 
314 Sears GI", 34N6957-Shpg wi 90x 3495 

Roaster-Oven . . an all-purpose, 
portable cooking servant 

27° 

Perfect for preparing roasts, baked hams, one 
dish dinners. cakes and pies, picnic suppers. 
outdoor meals and buffet parties. Thermostat 
controls heat accurately. Proper temperature 
for various dishes is shown on chart. Remov- 
able, porcelain enamel cooking well Positive.fit 
cover for added cooking efficiency. Poppy red 
with chrome-plated cover. Signal light. Cord. 
142x11% x10 inches high. 
34 N 6411—Shipping weight 10 bs ..., 827.88 

Our best Cooker-Fryer is immersible 
and has no-stick Teflon" lining 

518° 

Deep fry shrimp, cook hearty soups, stews, braise 
meata, even make doughnuts Teflon coating plus 
immersibility (with automatic heating control re 
moved! makes cleanup a breeze 

Sealed.in heating element. Permanent-mold, 
non-warp construction. Polished aluminum pan 
with perforated aluminum fry basket. 9% in.x71% 
in. high. $quart cap. Temperature chart. Cord. 
34 н 6942—5hipping weight 7 lbs 31895 

All items on both pages for use with 110-120voit AC house current 



7- speed Blender 
In today's most wanted colors 

Now with 4 
blend-n-store 
Yepint jars. 

| — Lets you store 
| formula foods, 

sandwich 
spreads, 

LEXAN® plastic jar. . 
0 tough you can wash it 

in a dishwasher 

$1 95 

be етен holiday blender values we've ever 
Has 8pushbutton console with special on-off 

“witch, solid-state circuitry . . means fewer parts, long 
er life. 5¥4-cup Lexan® plastic jar is virtually unbreak- 
able, has removable bottom and blade assembly for 
¡ase in emptying and cleaning. Measuring cap in lid for 
adding foods while in operation. Low silhouette base of 
supertough polycarbonate. Built in cord storage; Four 
Mepint jars of heat, cold-resistant glasa. 
34 м 82338— Avocado green with white 
34 N 82337—Tawny gold with white 
34 82335 Charcoal gray with white 
Shipping weight 14 pounds 10 ounces 

Exclusive Blender Cookbook 
One hundred pages in full color, hundreds of enticing 

proven by home economics experta. Illustrates: 
use techniques so important for successful 

КОШЕ remite s inde can be. Con 
use with any number of speeds. 

cover. 
weight 1 То 9500 

Hot Food Server. . 20x12-inch radiant glass surface Teflon*coated Griddle with automatic heat control 
51 ge $19% 

Keep foods hot while guests serve themselves. Hot spot keeps liquids or Grill steaks, pancakes, bacon, eggs, sandwiches, hot hors d'oeuvres. 
gravies extra hot Thermostat has 180 to 250-degree range. Shatterresist- — Firedan Teflon surface needs no special utensile- Just remove heat con- 
ant glass. White floral design on dark background. Genuine American wal. trol, dunk, rinse and wipe. Cooking guide on Bakelite*plastie handles 
mut handles. Woodgrain trim. 6-oot cord set 25x12 inches overall Permanent mold, non-warp aluminum. 11x17 in. surface. Pilot light cord 
34 N 6650C—Shipping weight 9 pounds 31888 — 34N6574 Shipping weight 11 pounds $1995 

NOTE. both pages: All appliances f 110-120-voit. AC house current Д0 Sears 315 



$215 

] Hiah-dome Fry Pan with super-tough 
hard-coat Teflon* lining . - means easy 

cleaning . . no scrubbing, scouring or sp 
cial utensils. Use for frying, baking, roast 
ing, stewing, braising. High-dome cover 
plus 15%x10ineh cooking surface handles 
large roasts, fowl or ham. Precision auto- 
matic heat control makes cooking easier 
detaches so pan is immersible for washing. 

Permanent-mold, long-life aluminum 
practically eliminates warping, pitting, 
staining. Heat element molded in, gives uni 
form heat over entire surface. Cooking 
guide, vented cover, cord, signal light. Buy 
it the easy way . . order by phone 
34 N 65738-Avocado 34 N 65736-Poppy 
34 N 65737—Tawny gold 
Shipping weight 10 pounds $21.95 

316 Sears Bi yp 

9 Combination Wattle Baker and Grill. You can 
bake a big, foursection, nineinch waflle . . or flip. 

grid to grill sandwiches, bacon, eggs, pancakes, steaks 
or half.a-dozen hamburgers on the reverse side. 
No-stick Teflon* coating on both sides . . just wipe 

clean with damp cloth. Reversible grids snap in, snap 
out. Hinges expand to thickness of food. Just set ther 
mostat, signal light tells when to pour batter and wh 
to serve. Enameled metal body with black Bakelite® 
plastic handles. Cord. 12x13* inches. 
34N64687—Tawny gold 34 N 64688—Avocado 
Shipping weigh 11999 10 pounds 11 ounces. 

3 Watfie Baker only. Same as (2) above except does 
not have the reversible grill feature 

34 N 64698—Avocado 34 N 64697—Tawny gold 
Shipping weight 10 pounds 4 ounces $16.99 

JUPON" good for one twelve-ounce bottle 
the purchase of Fry Pan (1) on th 

1 Pla 

516° 

4 Adjustable Ice Crusher. All the ice you 
need for drinks, desserts, crisp salads 

seafood cocktails. Set dial for the type of 
crushed ice you need . . very fine, medium 
or coarse . „then start motor. Stainless steel 
talons crush cubes as you feed them into the 
hopper. Built-in ice drawer holds big supply 

High-impact styrene housing wipes clean. 
won't stain or rust even after years of use. 
Convenient cord storage in base, no counter 
clutter. Recessed hand grip for easy porta 

ity. 9 inches high overall. To order the 
‘easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., Cata- 

Sales" for number to call 
34 N 82348—A vocado green 
34 N 82345— White 
Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 11698 

Oil will be included with 
er (1) offered on opposite page 



7» 

Automatic Fondue Cooker. Dis 
cover the Swiss art of casual feast, 

ing at its best. Heat is thermostatically 
controlled, eliminating nuisance of 

ing over stove 
solate fondues cook in 
lined double boiler 
Teflon lined pot. Alu. 
ele 

forks. Signal light 
high. Coupon for oil (opposite page) in 
cluded. Recipe booklet 

Avocado 

34 N 65347 Tawny gold 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. s1799 

Electric Appliances in Color 

sg” 

9 Colorful, 22-cup Party 
Pork. Once you've used a 

party-size perk for entertain: 
ing your card club, commit 
tee meeting or other adult 
gathering, you'll know what 
а treasure it is. Lets you 
spend more time with guests, 
Jess time in kitchen. 

Fully autor brews cof 

over aluminum. De 
cord. 13% inches high 
34 N 67337—Tawny gold 
34 N 67338—Avocado 

nf. wt 2 lbs. 12 ox. 5299 

51 295 

3 Combination Can Opener 
Knife Sharpener. Features 

pushbutton release for easy re 
‘moval and cleaning of cutting 

'mbly. Fully automatic op- 
по need to hold han. 

Фе. Opens any standard house- 
hold-size сап, puts ke 

$175 

4 Automatic Casserole. No need to 
heat oven to prep: 

this great portable appliance performs. 
wherever there's an outlet. Makes all 
the casserole favor 
beans, stuffed peppers, stews, warms 
buna, becomes extra oven to pr 
vegetables while range cooks roa 

Removable, 2%-qt. bow! has super. 
tough Teflon lining. 
utensils. Thermo 

¡peratures from 5 
lod aluminum with black plast 
ignal light. Cord. 14 inches wide. 

34 н 65316— Poppy 
34 N 65317—Tawn, 
34 н 65318—Avoc 
Shipping weight 6 I 

as well as 

a 

1208. ..81795 

tine Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs See Big Book or ask for details ШЕЛ Sears 317 



Sharpener 

Now at 18% savings 
over Fall Big Book prices . . 
the fabulous 5-appliance 

Hostess Center 

A value that's 

SOMETHING $ 5495 
SPECIAL 

10-cup Automatic Percolator - 
Choice of 3 fashionably colorful € 
finishes in rust, stain-resistant e 
porcelain enamel over metal y 

$118 = 

for numbe 
34N67706— Pop; 



кате Be AC. 

your whole family will enjoy 

the Electric 
Vertical Broiler 
Works like a toaster. Broils both sides at 
once. . much faster than “one-side-at-a- 

time" appliances . . adjusts to meat thickness 

39" 
Super fast and simple, the Vertical Broiler handles steaks and roasts 
up to 1% inches thick . . also chops, hamburgers, hot dogs, even thin 
foods like bacon. Two-position broiling rack adjusts to thickness of 
meat. Two heating elements broil both sides wt once for the same 
length of time, just like a bread toaster. Clean and smo 
drips down into drip pan at bottom of broi 
elements. Chrome-plated and enameled steel 
handles and trim. Broiling rack is 8%x10% in. Case is 10x12 in. over: 
all. Comes apart in seconds for cleaning. Cord. 
24 N 69166 Poppy 34N69167Tawnygod 34N 69 
Shipping weight 8 pounds 8 ounces 

x with plastic 

From a snack to a gourmet meal . . 
almost anything you cook can be 

sealed and frozen with 

Meals in Minutes 
Now in colors. . and with $ 95 | 

60 boilable pouches 

home-cooked food at your convenience, seal and freeze it in a. > 
pouch. then just boil and serve at mealtime, Dozens of other us, Шо 

recok leftovers without the leftover taste melt cheeses, chico: 
inte, cook sauces, puddings, preserve baby formulas, special dist 
sportsmen can use to seal bait or matches airtight. Foods cook in thelr 
Cwm juices with original flavor, nutrienta inact. 

Mounts on wall (crews incl) ог айа on counter. Plastic case mea 
sures 11%x34x2% in, has wood grain finish trim. Cord. Like every 
thing else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by phone. 
34 N 65597-Tawny gold 34 N 65598-Avocado 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. 



This 4 to 10-cup 
automatic Perk lets 
you control flavor 

56” 

Yes, even at this low price, 
you get a flavor selector that 
lets you choose strength you 
prefer. Signal light glows 
when brew is ready; keep. 
warm element keeps it drink 
ing hot. Polished aluminum 
with plastic trim. Detachable 
cord. 10 inches high. 

ping weight 2 Ibe 6 oz 
зан 6709 s699 

Includes 
Tefion* 
coated 
Poacher 

Light Timer 

С › [e] 24-hour Timer 
<Q ume 

м >) lights, radio 
A, ‘on and off 

AA y 554 

No cord, no clutter. Just plug into wall 
‘outlet and to lamp or appliance. 24- 
hour onoff cycle, no daily resetting 
2%4x3%-inch beige and white plastic 
case. Buy the easy way—order by 
phone. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
34N 6441 544 

LL 

Cook or poach eggs. 514?» 
electrically 

Automatic egg cooker with Teflon® coated 
poacher cooks up to eight at the same time, 
ог poaches four. No more watch and worry 
Signal tells when eggs are done, eliminates. 
guesawork. Polished aluminum with brown 
plastic base and cover. 816 in. high. Cord. 

Take your coffee-break $7799 
with you on trips 

Also handy for office, dormitory. Use for 
soups and hot chocolate, too. 4«cup capacity 
Thermostat helps to prevent burnout if pot 
runs dry. Aluminum. Includes 2 plastic jars, 2 
cups, 2 spoons, plus handsome brown imita- 
tion leather carrying case. Cord included. 

Server kseps foods hot 9.99 
off the stove 

You'll never have to serve lukewarm sec 
‘ond helpings again! Hot spot keeps coffee, 
soups. gravies extra hot. Thermostat ad- 
justs from 1807 to 280”. White acrylic finish 
оп steel. Walnut finish hardwood handles 
Ово switch 19x9 inches wide. 61. cord. 

34 н 6549—Shpg wt 31ba. 1002 . 51499 

Push-button 
Can Opener 

1755 

Just push button to remove 
cutting assembly for easy 
wash. Semi-automatic, fin- 
ger-tip touch opens can. 
White metal front, plastic 
rear. 7% in. high. Cord. 
Shipping wt 5 iba 4 oz. 

3488370 ” 

Indoor-Outdoor 
Floodlight Bulbs, 
colored or clear 

150watt. Clear lena 
Shipping weight 1502. 

3483982 #199 
300-watt. Colored lens. 

$244 зинд Bue — T» за 3806 Green. 
34 N 3807 Red. 
34 3808— Yellow 

NOTE unten мне Shipping weight M ot 
D ach 3244 320 Sears Siti 

34 м 6747—Shpg. wt. 2 bs. Son... Kit $7.99 34 м 6599—Shpy. wt. 3 lbs. 2от......3699 

This Flashlight's 
rechargeablel if 

5499 Е kj 

Niekel-cadmium battery I 
hours on one charge, can't be / 
over-charged. Hermetically > 

ed, can't corrode. Fita into 3 
pocket or purse. 5%-inch black j 
and gray plastic. From Japan = 5 4 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. m 

зам 4457 3499 o" 

Lamp carri 
its own power supply 

‚а 6-volt batteryl 
Provides up to 18 hours continu 
оша light 100 hours Intermittent 
Stands or hangs by ring on 
shade. Avocado plastic; white 
plastic shade, 13 inches high 

56% 

Includes battery, 3-w Speci 
bulb. Shipping wt 41ba Iior роону = 
зам 4028 ses me 
Extra battery for above Shade 

Shipping weight 3 bs. 3 oz Wrapper 
34N 4705 $259 included 



“Stirring” Popcorn News! Ж 
Our new six-quart Popper stirs up 

a storm of delicious caramel corn 
and many other popcorn treats 

and it's TEFLON" coated 
to make cleanup a breeze! 

of such unusual 

jes 
а feature of our special 

Automatic thermostat control 
gives even temperature. . 
no burning or scorching 

$13% 

recipe booklet included 

Seethru Lexan* p 
break. Heavy gauge 

it bounces if dropped . . won't 
plastic handles, trim, detachable cord. 

corn Ой includ 
34 н 6862. 

Bay it the easy way 
nds T ounces 51395 

5 3 | TEFLON" coated, 4-quart > EA 
1 2%-auart Popper. Makes popcorn fast electrically. Non-auto- Pop 'N Serve Corn Popper т. Aluminum wich pants шш. 12120 la ige Order a ee #1107 SAN 0898-Shipping weight 2 pounds ounces 1349 
34 N 5724-Cord for above. Shipping weight 6 ounces. 79c ‘So convenient . . break-resistant Lexan*plastic cov- Sees you ee e 
Q Automatic 4-quart Popper. Shuts off when popcorn is done. er! You also got set of 4 plastic bowls, Lib. bag of ¢ 

Hoavier-gauge aluminum than in (1) above. Noo-mar legs and corn, measuring cup and coupon for 1202. bottle of 
heatresistant plastic handle. See-through glass insert in cover. popcorn oil. Fully automatic, shuts off when pop- Signal light. Detachable cord included 11149 la bigh fore to dono. Ten med Sor Ras, ау eine a en NE Dee ne Heavy бм aluminum, bot resistunt handles de- 

tachable cord, signal light. 93x11% in. wide. 
NOTE: all items on page for 1 10-120-volt, 60-сусіе AC 34 N 6874-5} 11099 î Sears 321 



Two Sizes Explorer Stainless Steel Flashlights 

n s scoffs at rust. corrosion. stains 
$299 Keep one in the house, one in the car. Built-in shock absorber system protects both glass lens and spring-cushioned bulls 

Laboratory tests prove the -position switch still works after 
for both 70,000 on-off cycles—equal to up to 20 years of normal use. 
with Snap-back hanger ring, One is 6 inches long, the other 7 inches 

ie: Two "D" and two "C" batteries included. 
иш 34 N 4438 — Shipping weight 2 lbs. 7 от, Both $399 

Rechargeable 
Lanterns and 
Flashlights 

Nickel cadmium Бацегіеѕ allow 
almost infinite recharging 
holds charge for months when 
not in use . . gives continuous 
bright light for up to 1% hours 
per charge easily recharged 
1 CUT 15% Lantern. Ideal for boats 

men, campers. any emergency use 
Easy to hold cantilever handle has thumb- 
tip push-button control, Molded black 
polypropylene case, chrome-plated trim. 
Staa, inches high. Recharge overnight 
in 110-120-volt outlet. 
за N 4420— Wt, 2 lbs 11 өл... .912.66 

9 Fisshüght. Tapered styling makes 
this light easy to hold. Handy for 

pune, briefcase or glove compartment. 
"To recharge, remove cap and plug into 
any 110-120-volt outlet. Black and gray 
plastic case. 45 inches long. 
34 м 4418—Shpg. wt. Bor so 

Dual Beam. Stays fully charged in 
recharging case. Pistol grip case fits 

nicely in hand. Use beams individually 
or together, Flood beam for large areas, 
spotlight beam for distance. Mamon 
plastic case, beige plastic base. 110-120: 
volt. 84 inches. 
34 н 4208—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Rox. $1399 

Rechargeable 
Electric Socks 

1d help protect 
ainst cold. damp 
Y connecting wire 

your feet a 
weather п 

under outer c 

$1098 
Electric Socks use 19 

regular 6-volt batteries. perdete er edel 
SQI u wear. gives 

pos 20 regular batteries used. 
Irie socks at left, Connect to 110-1 Run connecting wire under outer gar- 

ment. Case straps to belt. 90% wool, 1014 
nylon, gray. Hand wash. Order 2 batteries 
below, State correct sock siae 
За N A7SBF-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 302.5898 

be attached to belt. Socks are 
shockproof even when wet. Gray, 80% wool, 
20: nylon. Hand wash 

6-voh Battery. Up to 8 hrs. service, State correct sock size. see chart at left 
34 N 4667 М. each 1 Ib. Rog. S1 10 За н 4759F—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 0з... .61998 
iron зе з [75 Y ETIN] Extra Rechargeable Battery. Order sock aa 10 | 34 м 4670—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Bor... ...5598 

322 Sears ДИ% 



Flags to show your colors 
.. for window or porch .. for desk or table 

$529 

= 
$ 2» 

2 Thrifty Desk Sot with. 1 
4640. flag. 100% rayon 

with a gold-color fringe, cord, 
tassel. 4xZin. polished wal 
nut finish wood base has 
pledge of allegiance plaque, 

{Outfits with your choice of nylon or cotton flag no eagle. Gold-color staff Y 
Each 2951. flag has printed маг» and doublesewn stripes for extra 
strength. Outfits include a БУ, 2pc. rustresistant aluminum pole j 
with t и: steel bracket with for mour hal ЫЕ Teost 
yard, rope. Also Sin. gold-color plastic eagle and Пар etiquette book 
With Nylon Flag—the best material for flags. High tensile 
strength fabric flutters easily, dries quickly. Resists shrinking, 
71 N 59033C— Shipping weight 3 pounds Outfit 51099 
With Cotton Flag. Tough ply mercerized cotton bunting 
71 N 59027C—Shipping weight 3 pounds Outfit $6.49 

v For good tle doge RD bars’ Bird Buffet 
4 $29 coachlamp design 

[4] 5749 

3 Soft aitpile Dog Cont. Fluffy white collar, 
hip pocket. Red shell, belt, chest protector 

Hand washable acrylic, cotton. Measure from 
back of dog's neck to base of his tail. State size 
10, 12. 14 or 16 inches. 
71N 60422F— Shipping weight 4 or. ....$2.99 

Pi oval d. Soft Sin. high sides 
К ely surround pet, protect him from 

drafts. Acrylic pile, cotton backed cover slips off 
lo wash. Linch thick polyurethane foam core. 
Size: 17x24 inches 
71 N 605 12C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. ...97.49 

ne A зү» 5 teases Mp Diets 
Bee me 

Just add the fish and you're ready to enjoy hours of 
relaxing entertainment. In each outfit, you get a 
gleaming glass tank with а slate bottom and a rust- 
nee = ter-thermostat, corner inside filter with char- 
coal and glass wool, air tubing, thermometer, fish 
food and tank care booklet. For 110—120-volt, 60-c. 
AC. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
Lighted Aquarium Outfits with full covers. Stain steel reflector covers brighten aquarium, Keep ah in Includes two 28 watt incandescent bulbs. 
15 gallon sire. 24x12x12 in high. 750. heater. DIR Sipe wi be Oe $28.08 
10 gation size. 20x10x12 in. high. 50 w. heater Pe bue SIE TPR EROS Shp. we Eee uth 423.08 

faye. cain cloth EE Unlighted Outfits. Same as above, but no covers. mouse and pillow” rubber Шаш 10g4tlon size. 20x10x12 in. high. 50 w, heater. 
ripe nat. E gh. Pedum Le ne OMR #1898 

‘Shipping et 8 or. ere теп арав Sgallon size. 14хйх10 in. high. 25w. heater. 
Ez sso 71 BASTE 3799 TUN 64071C—Shpg wi 13m ..... Outfit $13.99 

TAX Sears 323 



All New 3 Ў 
Instant Shaping Уы АБАГА 
7 ft. tall, flat-needled A ЯВ 

Downswept Pine i ^ m M 1 Auch 

2 Stand 
tree 
upright 

Tree is 
3 fully 

Also in 
green 

Plush Red Flocked 
Ornament Assortment 

2 12 Birds. . 12 Bo 
Rosebuds . . 1d 

71N 93055 Pkg. $3.49 

Matching 6-ft. Flocked 



The Majestic 
Mountain Fir 

layered outswept 

branches make this 

full-bodied tree 

easy-to-decorate 

Mountain Firs in 

Snowflakes, 
like crystal, 132 



STATE! 

BLUE 
SPRUCE 

orate outswept branches 
siat d gree 

71N 95043N. 
4foot 
71 N 950421—Shipy 
Б Sun 

6 Matching 9-ft. Candy Chain Garland, Pl 
71 н 9348—Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. 6 ox. 

9 Fruit and Nut Ornament As: 

Low 31 32 Della-Robbia Ornaments and Garland 

aches long. Ma 
7 1 N 97094 Shipping w 

3 Matching 9-foot Fruit and N 
3 uste chain 



Refills. 

and fire-resistant 

Fores 
Instant Pine Spr 

N 97208 

All Sears trees are 

1 Budget Canadian fir has 
Mat forest green needles. 

Easier-to-ansomble—oach 
branch inserts directly into 
pole; each branch has one tip. 
Includes metal tripod stand 
and storage box. Polyvinyl 
chloride needles. Buy it the 
easy way —order by phone. 
feet. Iin, base diameter 

Shipping weight 15 Ibs, 
11N95235L...... $14.99 
6-feot. 32in. base diameter. 

Shipping weight 11 lbs 
TIN 952320 $11.99 
A-foot. 2441, base diameter 

Shipping weight 6 а. 
71N95229C ....... 96.99 
NOTE: Use miniature lights 
on all artificial trees (see 
pages 332 to 333) 
Shipping Note: All “N 
ems (as 71 N 95028N) sent 

freight (rail or truck) or ex- 

ue 
NOWY 

BALSAM 

т $1799 07 
9 Dramatic tree with hand- 

somely flocked, outswept. 
branches. Easy-to-decorate 
with 3t4-inch long poly 
chloride needles. Read 
assemble, Metal dish stand 
and storage box 
eet. 62in. base diamete 

Shipping weigl зүн db iden 
475-10. 42inch base diame 
ter 

Shipping wei DII mE 
Bright Red Tree Skirts. 
Plushy Tree Skirt. De. 
luxe 36-inch diameter 

old fringe plus a 
felt Santa and his Ho HoH, 
71N93229—Wt 100: 3389 

Skirt, 36in. 
m. White binding, 
janta with Ho-Ho-Ho. 

71N9323- Wr Sox -.-$1.79 

|. DELUXE. 
SCOTCH PINE. 

IE 
3 A BIG tree—in value and er 
branches give this majestic tree an coil dms fll perpe 
ET tide. acudan metal dah A 

Shipping weight 3 be oo Pinet Stin. baso dium Shipping weigh 28 Da eea op hedat. Bol baso diem Shiping vi 2 be es sr. in beas diete Эрма weight 1 a тона ее doas Eier ai bom diameter Shipp eh ie as 
‘Sov’ Sears 327 



Low priced Away-from-home Christmas Tree 

++ a full 26 inches loaded with ornaments 
+ ready to mail anyplace in the world 

89 

wrap the special pre printed label 
4 delivery 

ak resistant satiny-red 14in. balla, 12 f of festive 
inyi garland. package of hooks and a plastic stand. 

de 

9 Pino Table Tree with "Red Look 

Pine Table Tree. 3 ft. tall. Ex 

A White Fir Table Treo with Sugarplums. 
flat polyvinyl chloride needle 

Sampler Candies—7 piece 
ax1 in. diam 

ruby<olor К 

finch Jumbo Taper Candle Set 

( SOMETHING брез. ому 



Bright with carefully-crafted 
White - feathered Doves or 
А - ROBBIA Fruits and Nuts 

estled in our richest foilages 

for your walls and doors 
ral 

blend of polyethylene foliages (pine needles and ferns 
form a thick bed for polyethylene walnuts, grapes, rasp- 
berries and hard-lacquered orani ars, 
Plush red bows on hanging basket 
weather-resistant materials. Imported components. 
1 Dolia-Robbia Hanging Basket. 16x24 in. tall 71891723. wt 2 Ibs. 8 oz 
9 Delle-Robbia Wi 

71N91718L—2 
7189172C—18.in. diam. WC 4 Ibs 

Della-Robbia Wall Tree. 15x22 i 
9 71N91797C— Shipping wt 3 bs. 

nd white sparkled snowballs highlight a mixture of 
delicately-Lextured p. liages (Ti leaves and 
ferns) and white flowers. Plush moss green bows trim the 
hanging basket and wreaths. Made of weatl 
materials. Imported components. 
4 White Dove Hanging Basket. 16x24 inch 

71N 91833—Shpg wt. 2 bs. Вог 
White Dove Wreaths. Each is 4 

O T1 N91839L—22.n. diam. We 5 lbs 
71N91834C— 184r. diam. We 4 
G White Dove Wall Troe. 15x22 i 

71 N 91836C—Shipping wt 3 lbs. 

for tables and mantles 
7] Dolla-Robbia Table Tree, 12x19 inches tall 71N91725C— Shipping wt 5 Ib 11399 
8 Delle-Robbia Candle Compote. 11x8 in. tall. Include red 10-inch dripless taper candle 
71N 91794 Shipping we. 2 lbs вә 
Y White Dove Candle Compote. 1158 inches tall. In M. avocado 10.inch driples taper candle, 71 N91841—Shipp s689 
10 White Dove Tablo Tree. 12x 

71N91827C— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs $13.91 

ous Sears 329 



The cio 
The Gold Look 

Imperial 

Collection 
of fine Glass Ornaments. 

Glittering highlights of 
ruby-red and gold colors 
add a special regal touch 

(1 thru 5) W 
perfect on a 

] Large Baits, 

Keepsakes. Ex 

Belts 

9 Teardrops. є 

юана 

The 12 Days of Chris 
u 

14 CUT 13%. .7-1o0t Della Robbie Fruit Gar 

молада WIM. Was en. 3229 Fa $99 

(15 thru 18) Glittering tinsel Garlands, Fir 

N 
SOMETHING 
sron % ? 

390 Sears ti = b^ 

te... 



(1 thus 

1 Seod-enough-to-eat Gingerbr 

tor Balls 

Shimmering leicles 
Q Instant Icicle Drape. 

For your orn; 
11 Bright Rod апаа 

71972390 is 259 
12 100 Me 



< TNIERRY LOOK, 
x IN MINIATURE LIGHTS 

Each set twinkles or shines steadily 
Push-in replaceable bulb 

STANDARD LIGHTS 
e For decorating live trees 

be One long cord with 
metal branch clips 
speeds decorating 

Merry Look Miniature Lights. If one light 
ne twinkle bulb t 

ғ а steady shine. Green wiring, From Ja 

FOR OUTDOOR AND INDOOR USE—UL LISTED. Excep 
jonally durable. Humidity and weather resistant. Tan 
int heavy w е long cord (not loop). Plastic branch clip 

CUT 10%. . 5O-ight Set. Has 35. foc 

Shipping wt 11b. 1007. Wax set $6.44 ^ $5.74 
CUT 27%. . 30.light Set. Has 21.foot inch cor 
71 N 9431 1-clear bu 
Shipping wt- 14 oz. W 

FOR INDOOR USE—UL LISTED. 
CUT 10% . . 50-light Set. Loop cord 
71 N94324-clear bulbs — 71 N 94325-assorted bull 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. Zoz. Was set $4.94 Set $4.44 
CUT 14%. . 30-light Set. Loop cord 
71N 9432-clear bulbs — 71M94321 h 
Shipping wt 13 oz. Was set 8344 Sor $2.94 
CUT 20%. .Repia vont Bulbs for all sets above. Jap 

For SO-ight Sets For 30.ight Sots 
7 1N94441-clear (рі of 5 7 1894437-clenr (pkg. of 
71N94442-assorted (5) 71N94438-assorted (pkg. of 
71N94445-twinkle(pkg.of3) — 7 1N94444-twinkle (pkg » 
We pke. 202. Was phg. 4%; 3 pkgs $1.38 Pky 39€ 3pkgs.$1.08 

CUT 10% . . ECONOMY SET FOR OUTDOOR AND INDOOR 
USE. Not pictured. V 5 rsatile 50 set has green reflectors 

L listed. 
94136-ciearbulbs — 71 N 94 135-assorted b 

Shpg. wt. M 02. Was set $294 Set $2.64 
CUT 20%. . Replacement Bulbs for economy set above. From 

71N94138. 
2 1894137 assorted (pkg of 5 
Was pkg. 49: 3 pgs. $1.38 Pkg 39 3р $1.08. 

8 weigh 
1N94 139—twinkle (pkg. of 3 

(1 and 2) Traditional look Standard Lights. If one light g 

Non-twinkling 15-light Set. . with addon plug. 214.0. cord 
71 N 94178. Shippim nds Set 33.66 
Non-twinkling 25-light Set . . with add-on plug 34 ft 
71 N 8401—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz su 
Non-twinkling 40-light Set ... no addon plug. 54 ft 6 in 

CUT 24% . . Replacement bulbs for non-twinkling sets in (1) 
above. Pkg. of 5. Shpg wt. pkg. 4 oz 

N 94367 —amsorted color bulbs 
71 N 94368 red bull 71 N 94369—blue bul 
Was pkg. 65; 3 pkgs $1 Pkg. 49с 3 Pkgs 
CUT 4% . . Twinkling 25-light Set . . with addon plug. 34/foot 

71 N 94011—Shpg. wt. 2 ibs. Вот. Was se Set $644 
CUT 22% . . Replacement Bulbs for twinkling set. Pky. of 5 
Assorted colors. Si 

9 FOR INDOOR USE—UL LISTED. Sets with C7’ 
& color bulbs. Buy it the easy w ler by phone 
Non-twinkling 15-light Set, with add-on 

N94171-Ship 
Non-twinkling 254light Set . . with add-on plug. 30 ft 8 i 
7 1 N 94004- Shipping weight 1 Ib. Bor 
Non-twinkling 40-ight Set . по addon plug. 48. co 
71 N 94172—Shipping weight 3 pound 
CUT 20% . . Replacement bulbs for sets (2) above. Pk. 

71 N 94358--assorted color bul 
71 N 94359 red bulb 71N9436 
WL pkg. 2r. Was phg 49e: 3 phys $1.38 Pk 
CUT 6% . . Twinkling 254ight Set , . with 
án. cord 
718940 wt Lib. 1002. Was set $5.79.,... Set $5.44 
CUT 20% . . Replacement bulbs for twinkling set above. Pkg 

(5. Assorted colors. Shpg. wt. per pkg. 8 oz 
TI N 94364- Was рде. 74 Pkg. 59c:3 Phe. $1.65 



The ۱ 

MAGICAL "LOOK SOMETHING SRA 
+ SPECIAL 5344 IN MINIATURE REFLECTOR LIGHTS = 

* Fancy reflectors make these sets 
look like tiny ornaments 

+ Push-in type rej ри acement bulbs 
(1 thru 5) LE one light g the ay lit. Green wirin 
ddon plug. Styles (1), (2) an x 1 

For Outdoor or Indoor Use—Non-Twinkling Set 
1 CUTBX. . Snow-flower So1—35 lights. Delicate white pe 

[3] som 
SPECIAL For Indoor Use—Twinkling Sets 

9 Sway Twinkle—50 lights. Five jewellike colors—rul 
ald. pink—twink [4] Someimng $954 

SPECIAL 

71N9433— Wt. 12 or. Was sel $26 Set $2.54 
Cut 20% . . Replacement Bulbs for (3).$ pkg, 20 
T1 N 94331-5 asstd 71N 94341-3 twinkle 
Was phg 49c; 3 phys. $1.38 к. 39c:3 pkg #108 

For Indoor Use—Twinkle or Non-Twinkle Sets 
4 CUT 13% . . Snowflakes in Color—20 lights. Refl 

adi " Rast 

719430 1202. Ж 
Swirl of Color—20 lights. Assorted col 5 ghe destra ba Ls cord UL hated 

Cut 20% Replacement Bulbs for /4) (5). Shpg wt p Et" EN THB СЕ CONF UETE OK. j Shimmering Star to top off your ves Lit by 11 assorted 
6 ee nd for your tree 5 Ref 

7 tic star 
N a bulb in 

L listed. 

a 1 ugs into ligh lis 
TN 93832- Shipping weight 10 ou 3239 

20-Globe Ser. ona AZO ar to light up your Sec Shipping weight d poun Set $9.99 
ge ee AA house outdoors or in 
TT 00030 Shipping weight 1 2 Set 599 
10 Outdoor Christmas Light Holders. Hold standard СМ ou 

Û door lih ly. End dangerous vire tackin 
p icto clipe co holder. Haiders attach 

ape ded aluminum пайа. Plastic. Bull re et Pkg 89 
NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Ай electrical items for 110-1204. 60<с AC 



Scotch Pine 
Mantel Trimmings 
. . and Accessories 
Save 10% to 12% 

when you buy 4-piece Sets 

5245 :1989 
/ Save $2.77 | Save $2.77 

4.piece Mantel Set with choice of wreath size. 
Set wit 
1M91148N4—Shpg wt. 17 Ib 

30in. wreath, 2 candi 

Set with 20.in. wreath, 

1 Wreaths. Lit by 20 erystalelear m 

9 Pinespray Сам 

Deck your halls 
. and doors 

with Christmas Festivities 
4 22inch Door Tree. Сой color balla, bow and 

Pine Boughs. P ar 
71 н 9150C— Shipping w 99 
G 204". Hanging Basket. Perk it 

ayrene foliage and vel а 

7 Christmas Bei LE an 

8 Christmas Candles. 14 r 

9 Snowy, White 

) Our Lowest Pries 10 Sith verres 1 

]] Traditional Holly Wreat 

20-inch wreath 
71891122 

7109112 
16inch wreath with 3 berry clusters. 
71 N91125—Shipping weight 2 1329 



Chimney on 
Il model 

(4) at right 
adjusts up 
1072in 

Suits for the choosiest Santa 
each with whiskers, hat, belt and boot tops 

je Suit , . it features an unusually thi 
extra heavy, wellahaped beard of virgin nylon fibers. Forehea 

are double thick and mounted on a duvetyn foundation. Sui 
plush. Pulleut 

ipping weight 5 pounds 
À fabric as a 
LAZAG in. 

11999 
hat are soft red c uvetyn with wh 

5 was 
9 Toy Bag—bright red and big. Washfa machine wash, hot. Cotton, Drawstring 

71 N 9780- 18x32 inches Shipping weight 6 ounce зво 
r (lame-retardant polypropylene beard and mustache 

Y Fireplaces with realistic 
_/ burning log look. . Cut 6% 

lector over a light 
a printed on sturdy 

Wreath and st 
Ib (not included) 

Chimney not adjustable 5 Corner or Wall Style. Stand 
71 N 97844C— Shipping weight. 

Unusual Christmas Tree Stands that really hold 
Now adjustable Stand lets you straighten tree instantly. After all 4 screws are tight ened - push and stand instantly holds tree at any angle. No tugging vertical adjustment locks it into % in de ze trunk Chrome plated leg 3% in diam, Steel in. spread. Fits tn 

7\ н 92016—10% in. tall overall: Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 4 b so 
Т Music-meking Revolving Stand y to your tree 

masspirited "Jingle Bells”. Crea pant appearan 
Plugs into light switch: has on-off s 
71 N 920 12C— Shipping weight 10 pounds 

i trunk up to tinch diam 

ut 1 

чача ХЕЕЕ 

gives Mickering-flame effect behind I 
ed red-brick look with medium hue 

grain mantel, slate-gray stone hearth, 
З1х# Ux25% in. high. Polystyrene. UL listed. 
7189731 18— Shipping weight 5 Ihe. 

E NOTE: All electrical items N Ee eie RE 

254, Sears 335 



Music boxes in our finest Lighted 
Nativity Sets play "Silent Night" 

(1thu3) Delicate lighting illuminates 15. 
figure is hand-painted 

antiqued to a lastingly 
lehem star and angel 

enhance mossy wood stable. Lighting sets in. 
clude 5-1oot cord, white СТМ bulb. Japan. 
1 Set with tallest figure 12% inches high. 

Stable measures 20x164x9 inches deep. 
71 N 87105C— Shipping wt. 14 Ibs.. „Set 522.40 
9 Set with tallest figure 9% inches high 

Stable measures 114x17x8 inches deep. 
71 N 97106C— Shipping wt. 9 Ibs.. . „Set $1399. 
3 Sot with tallest figure 5% inches high. 

Stable measures 1416x9 inches deep. 
71 N 97107—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs, Set $799 

9-piece Nativity Sets 
(4 and 5) Hand-painted figures are anchored 
to the floor From Italy 
Set (4) has especially finely detailed figures. 

Sot with polyvinyl chloride figures, tallest 
figure 3% inches high. Stable measures 

92121436 inches deep. 
71 N 97133—Sbpg. wt, 2 lbs. 14 or... Set $499 

papier maché figures, tal 
% inches high. Stable m 
inches deep. 

9.— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz.. Set $379 

Nativity with Lighted Cradle 
6 395, Set with tallest figure 10%, in. high. 

Features lighted cradle. Storage box open 
into stable background. Styrene figures. Re 
placeable C7'^ bulb included. 6 ft. cord, 
71 м 98097—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs......Set $199 

for the nativity 
* lest 4 in. high 

n 
ex A kh 

EE id di Em 5869 SUME] cux. — =) 
17 Plastic figures from Hong Kong. 

Wm z © 71 N 97101—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... .Set $1.69 

А Л r 
Y 

by incense-burning Log Cabin 
es Only. Hand-painted fig gS e 

> 

71 N 9707 — Shipping wt. 2 Ibs 

9) Log Cabin. Burns balss 
У from chimney. Hand ma 
woods. 34 in. H., 4x34 in. D. 
71 N 97051 Shipping weight 
Incense Refills. 13-inch c 
71 N 97052— Shipping wt 

Magic-Glow Village Cu 

Soumo Беш S5 9349 
10 Esch house sparkles as if lit by its own 

fireplace. Church has windows and door 
that glow like "stained glass". Tallest piece i 
4% in. All cardboard. UL listed. 11 houses 
church, 12 clear push-in bulbs plus 2 extr 
71 N 93673— From Japan. Wt. 1 Ib. Set $3.49 336 Sears 2% 



tall. Japan. 
1 м 93384 — Shipping wt. 14 ox. 

Has mirrored 
pond, glowy-windowed church, snowy ever 
greens even Rudolph. 7x4" 
71 N 97824— Shipping wt. 10 oz. 
3 Чомеа Church plays 
© in. tall. Needs "C" battery. Japan. 
71 н 8370— Shipping wt. 1 Ib 

Water вањ A ull 
Б CUT 25%. Three Wise Men. 11is-in. high 
© figures of antiqued igures of antiqued r papier ma. 
ché. Hand 4 in 
sert. - 
71 NV IC Was set $4.94... Set $3.66 

17in. tall Feit-covered Mailbox. Richly 
glittered red box holds foil-wrapped gift. 

Trimmed in holly, evergreens, poinsettia 
striped ribbon. 6 in. wide, 10 in. deep. 
TI м 9767—Shpg. wt. 11b. бо 
17 Lighted Candotiers. 10-inch tall plastic 

ndles have wax-like drip, molded base. 
s. UL listed. 

PEZ oz. sc 
71 N 97772—3 Vos Shpg. wi. 10o... 5189 
71 N 97773—5 мум» ShpE, wt. 14 оз... 259 71 N 87774—8 мут. WE. 1 Ib. 4oz..... 369 

12 in. diam. Red 
^ bulb. UL listed. 

ве 
9 Чомеа Bell Cluster. C714 bulbs twinkle. Y S-in. tall bells. Plastic. UL listed. 
71 N 96089 Shpg. wt. 11b. 12oz......$278 
10 Santa Soaps. Easy-to-mail box of 10 

Imported from Japan. 

71 N 97264—11 i 
71 N 97263 — M in. 

ers. Hold everything a stockin 
more. Stitching in the legs. These 134 
acrylic plush red pants are a great way to 
please your "one who wears the pants 
19 Men's. With black vinyl belt, buckle 
© Ti н 97759— Shipping wt. 3o... $1.79 

13 Women's. With white lace trim 
© 71 м 97758 —Shipping wt. 202.....$179 

(314 they 17) Perky bathroom accessories 
of washable red acrylic pile, cotton backing. 
14 Foo. Fits toilet base, 30x24 inches 

71 N 97398— Shipping wt. 12 or. $289 
15 94 Cover. Santa on both sides the 

Û ers eyes on bottom). 14 in. x 134 in. wide. 
71 N 87365— Shipping wt. 12 от. s199 
1679 

n 97309 Shipping wt. 6 oz... ..79c 
17 Facial tissue box Cover. Standard 

71 N 97366— Shipping wt. 6 oz... -99e 
18 Plush red Apron with Santa Pocket. 

Washable acrylic pile. 18x28 in. long. 71 н 97367— Shipping wt. 4oz s129 



Peace * ` 
on Earth 

PACE IN TERRA 
PAZ EN LA TIERRA, 
Fritde auf Erden 

PAIX SUR LA TERRE 
FRID PÀ JORDEN 

Siocháin aran Domain 

Bo 

1 Welcoming Santa Pene 5 Р, е on Earth Panel. g “Magical Santa" Ра 
Highlight a Christmas 9 An pecially timely © By day: heavy metal open door policy with this re wishin 7 languages Heavy looks like costly satin. By alistie 3dimensional Santa. sign paper. Shpg wt 2ibs night: nearby lights make Heavy sign paper 6x3 ft pan. 71N 9288 colors appear to vibrate, vam el Snip to fi iah and reappear. 6x3 û Cut 

Shipping weight 2 pounds icad tose Wan 06.94) to fit door. 
THN 98235C 3288 ( SOMETHING Shipping weight 2 Iba 

71N 98231 9 Dooetraming Garand... \ SPECIAL с ма 
with Colored Lights. Ех. 9 Door-framing Garland . tra bushy in wide, 1R. Q CUT 13% with Colored Light 

long garland is fire-resistant ing Ga Bushy Sinches wide, 18foct polyvinyl chloride. Green, Clear Lig long. Fire resistant polyvinyl {riple-branched balsam. 10 looking blue and green vinyl chloride Grose with leone 
assorted color С9'/, bulbs. 1&- needles. 18 ft. long, 4 in. color flecks. 10 assorted color f. outdoor cord with addon. wide. 20 clear bulba. UL list’ Суң bulla: Lefont кй 
plug. UL listed. ‘ed for outdoors. Italy. cord with add-on-plug. UL ‘Shipping weight 5 pounds. Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 4 oz. listed. мү 71N01538C *1149 71м91579 $5.99 Shipping wt 2 Iba. 6 or 

71м91014 2699 51inch tall Coach Lamp. CUT 20% . . Extra Bulbs 
3 стене rosy hello Package ofS, Shpg.wt.2or, Garage Garland. As above, 
through 4 red plastic window 7 1N94036—Was pkg. 496 3 Dt garland is 28 feet long 
pa: White plastic lam for $1.38 Pkg39c.3forsiog With 15 lights 
CT bulb included. OR. out Shipping weight 6 Iba. 
door cord. Base can be 7 Noel Coach Lamp. 46 in 71N91348L 1999 
weighted for extra stabilit all plastic ышы Wee en welt bulb. UL lated for out 10 Antiquediook Candle. 71N98073C door use. Base can be weight. 1 38-in. tall. Fine wood- 
Each $5.89 ....2for611.28 ed with sand or gravel for look base and wax-like can- added stability die of sturdy plastic. “Flame. 4 A Shipping wt. each 3 Iba. glow" from C7% bulb incl. 5- Ыл КОШЫ #299 ft outdoor cord. UL listed. 100% textured nylon. 20x27 2Coach lamps for ..... $68 Shipping wt each 4 ba. 
inches. Shipping wt. 2 Iba. Buyittheeasyway— 71 м98074С 3529 
TUN 977820 $289 order by phone. 2eandles for E 

King-size Noel for yard or house 
Brightly painted red lettera of exterior hardboard measure 15 
x 18 inches each; green holly leaves are about 8 x 23 inch 
Letters and holly attach easily to wooden lawn stakes ( 
included). Perfect for wall 
71N98213- Shipping wei 

arare 
3 pounds 8 ounces .. Set $3.89 

338 Sears [ithe 



* Outlast and outlook live Scotch Pine 

* Wire cores bend so you can shape them 
1 thru 3) Far safer than real pine—dark 2 hlo- 
[e epe rre mint 

f branch is double and set close to the next one for an extra full, 
j bushy effect. All C 7% lighted items are UL listed for outdoors. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

1 Poor Tree is decorated with real pine cones, glossy red plastic. 
holly berries and a big red velvety bow. Wicker-look plastic E 

basket base can serve as a mailbox for cards. 34 in. tall. Lighted 
tree has 10 clear replaceable mini-bulbs. 3-ft. cord. 
71N91278L—Lighted tree. Shipping wt. 4 Iba. ... ч 
71N91279L—Unlighted tree. Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 749 
2 Branched Pine Garlands. &inch long branches you can shape 
аз you want. Choose 18-ft. lengths for doors, windows; 9-ft. 

lengths for mantels, mirrors and tables. Lighted garland has 12 
| multicolor replaceable С 7% outdoor bulbs. 

Ф 71691612018 foot lighted garland. Sg. wt bo. 
DÍ менеи I8 fot unlighted, Shpg wt 3 be. 
[| 71N9151—9foot unlighted garland. Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 or. .. 3. 

pp ema remet pn 

TAN SO inch wreath, 20 lights. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibe. s; 
MIL-B ach эш, 12 ligh Shpa- wt: БЫ. 
143C—20 inch wreath, 10 lights Shpg. wt 3 ibs. 
11C—18:inch unlighted wreath. Shpg. wt. 2 bs. 

24 or 33-inch Pine Spray 
with merry, twinkling lights 

Beautiful Scotch Pine polyvinyl chloride spray is made the same careful 
way as wreaths and garlands above. And Sinch long translucent red plas 
Че bella twinkle on and off. Extra full rayon ribbon is flocked to look like 
velvet. Natural pine cones, plastic berries foot outdoor cord. 
3.bell Spray. 33 inches long 
71 N 91453C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 2699 
2.bell Spray. 24 inches long. 
71 N 91452C— Shipping weight 2 pounds 499 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: All electrical items on page are for 
110-120-volt. 60-cycle АС. 

Outdoor or Indoor Pine Roping 
4 Quidoor Scotch Pine Roping. Bushy 18. 

foot roping is full, but not branched 
Polyvinyl chloride. 
Lighted—UL listed. 5 inches thick. Has 12 
multicolor C7% bulbs. 
71N 91501C— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs.....97.49 
Unlighted Roping. 5 inches thick. 
71N91515C—Shipping wt. 3lbs..... 489 

Indoor Scotch Pine Roping. As (4) but 
in. x 9. Unbranched, unllghted. 

71N91513—Shipping wt 1402. ....91.25 
0 Sears 339 



OUTDOOR NATIVITY SETS 
Lighted 3-Dimensional Figures 

Tallest figure is 4 feet tall 

Our biggest and finest Nativity. Each superbly detailed figure is almost lifesize— 
brilliantly lit and alive with color. Wise men have sparkling am jewels fine giha 
Weather-resistant plastic. Cord included. UL listed. Straw not included. 
4pc basie Set. Mary is Min. tall; Jo Shephard 42 in. high; 2 lambs ea. 18% in. 
seph is 3648, tall. Jesus is 16%in. long 
long. Wood crib 21%in. long. 71N98157N—Shpg. wt 10 bu .... Set $15.99 
71N98156N—W. 14 Ba. Set $21.50 3 Wise men. Kneeling 37 inches high; stand: Piece ой Manger. TINGEISENS- Shoe wt Юл», Set 03450 
мокра Donkey and Охта in at Бан) СТТ нчен РГА 

NOTE bulbs for Many Sets not nen 

Tallest figure is 3 feet tall 
Each figure is carefully detailed, lighted from within to enhance natural facial tones, 
robe colors. Cord included. UL listed. Made of weather-resistant plastic. No straw 
4pc. Basic Set. Mary, Joseph, 25 in. tall; Shepherd is 27 inches high, 2 lambs 
Jesus 16% in.: wood crib 21% in. long. 18% inches long. 
TIN 98124N—Shpg wt Ola. 91699 — 71N98125N-Shog wt Biba Set $1399 
Manger-Shelter. Brown stained wood. 3 Wise Men. Sitting 24% in. kneeling SIXZ2 47s in. wide. Unassembled. 28% in. bending 3614 in. 
TUN 981230 ug. wt 12 a. $629 71N 98120N-Shpy wt 13 ba Set $23.50 
Camel. 28 in. long. Donkey 24% in. long; Ox 29%tn. long. TIN 98153C Shog wt 6 ha 3699  71N98127N-Shog wt Sibe Set $1299. 

340 Sears 207 

Lawn and 
Outdoor Decorations 

to make your yard and home 
Christmas-card pretty 

—shown on opposite page— 

1 Santa in sleigh with 2 shiny Reindeer. Bright & piece. 
set with one of the jolliest Santas ever—"alive” even to 

his bushy eyebrows Figures are fully rounded and lit from. 
within; made of weatherized polyethylene. Dashing 36x40 
in. high sleigh. And 2 antlered reindeer—each 3 feet long 
Runners and steel supports detach. Need two 25-watt. 
bulba, 4 C7% bulbs. See additional reindeer sold separately 
below. UL listed for outdoor use. 
71N98109N3— Shipping weight 21 Iba. Set $36.50 
Additional Reindeer, (Santa has & ) Needs two C7% bulbs 
71N 98103C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. Each 59.99 
9 “Personalized” Mailbox Cover. Sturdy plastic cover 

says "Merry Christmas" with special "Your Name" 
personalization space (just use any marking pen). Attaches 
quickly with gold-color cord to any standard RFD box. 
71 м 9801 1—Shipping weight 2 ounces вэс 

Lighted Candy Cane Set. A bright ides along walks, 
porches, garages, roof tops. Five 17in. high canes in 

assorted candy colors with steel ground stakes. 15 ft cord 
is strung with multicolor C7% bulbs and 4 festive 3-in. 
high bells. Made of sturdy styrene plastic 
71 N 98065 Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $5.79 
4 Frosty.cool Snowman—won't ever melt. Stands 46 

inches tall. Carries a red-berried holly wreath and a 
detachable shovel. Pully-rounded, weather resistant plas 
tie is lit from within. 3 ft. cord and socket set. Needs 75- 
watt bulb. Can weight base with sand or gravel. 
71 N 98 1ON—Shipping weight 11 pounds 21299 
5 Bright and cheery 4-foot Santa. Fully.rounded Santa 

is lit from within. З. cord and socket sets for outdoors. 
Needs 75-watt bulb. Made of weather-resistant plastic. 
Base can be weighted with sand. 
71 м 9810 1N—Shipping weight 11 pounds 91299 
6 Wooden "Merry Christmas” Candles. For lawn, walls, 

roof anywhere. Bright white lettering on sturdy red- 
painted, 1/12inch thick hardboard. The nine candles are 
B inches wide and range in height from 27% to 35% 
inches. Ground stakes are not included. 
71 N 98238C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $4.89 
(7 and 8) Life-size Girl and Boy Carolers. 4-foot tall 
ures wear fresh white robes with red bows. Add your own 
recorded music for a realistic touch. Fully rounded, lit 
from within. Made of weather-resistant polyethylene. 3ft. 
long cords and socket sets for outdoors. Each needs a 40 
watt bulb 
7 Sii Shpg wt. 7 bs 8 Boy. Shpg wt 7 Ibe 

71N9BIGAN ....5999 71N9B165N ...5999 
9 Striped Lamppost Wrap Set. Vinyl spiral measures 

4% inches by 16 feet. Ready-tied bow is 16x20 inches. 
71 N 98209— Shipping weight 6 ounces Set 81.20 
4 Noel Inserts (for 9). Yellow plastic panes are 8% in 
high. 
71 N 98207—Shipping weight 2 ounces Set бэс 
10 Чопо Star. Blinks on and off: 20% in. tal. Weather 

ined plastic. 4 ft 8 in. cord for outdoors. СТМ bulb inel 
71 N9821C— Shipping weight 3 pounds 5489 
11 Stained Glass” Insert. For windows or doors. Trim 

to fit with scissors. Minch by 15foot plastic sheet. 
71898214—Shipping weight 4 inces 94e 
12 CUT 5%. . Lighted string of 15 "Merry Christmas” 

Lanterns. For roof, eaves, porch or garage. High visi 
bility red on white. Lanterns are 7% x10% inches tall. 22 
foot cord for outdoors. Fifteen СТУ bulbs included. Made 
of molded weather-resistant plastic 
71 98028—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 ox. Was $849. Set $7.99 
13 CUT 5% . . Lighted Santa, Sleigh. Eight Reindeer. 

Flat plastic cutouts make a great rooftopper or lawn 
decoration. 22% inches tall; 8 feet long when installed 
Bulbs are included. UL listed for outdoors. 
71 N 98061C—Shipping wt. 4 Ња. Was $7.89 .. Set $7.49. 
NOTE FOR THESE 2 PAGES Dacancl mam fr 10.120: Bye AC эл ч m (71 М а ZEN) мел enh ra ck apo 
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Make the Season Merry 
with Holiday Greetings 
Save when you buy 2 or more boxes 

Box of 25 cards with same design and 27 envelopes. You may bay these cards personalized with your name (it costs so little to have them done at Sears), or not personalized (without name). Choose а holiday greeting that reflects your good taste from Sears collec- tion of 33 distinctive designs. 
АШ cards of heavy, rich-looking stock. 
HOW TO ORDER PERSONALIZED CHRISTMAS CARDS: 

Print name or group af names you want, making sure all letters are dearly defined. Any 1 or 2-line imprint available . . one type setting 
Me and m Va e See actual samples 

‚of cards at Sears. per box. Order personalized cards before December 12th. Sorry, по С.О... So easy to buy when you just use the phone. = Сино Sales Offices 
INSIDE VERSE | Descnrnon | [Ez e| x [tee 

Mi There! Have a Merry Christmas Jolly Santa Claus with a textured fabric took TT SOTÎ rr. LAF FERO 1 ana a Happy New Year Fed background wiin white border. jean) 1 З êêê 197) 370 
‘Shepherd boy with lamb . . in lovely water 2 ree ground. 

3 Мету Сым and a ау New War | PAR fue OR 
x Chris. May you Бе leed wich T 4 ier Tar d Peace ырын 
‘Season's Greetings and Best Wishes for the б хе усы = horse-drawn sleigh. f 
Mi and Peace be yours throughout the | Whimsical, peace-loving Lion and Lamb 6 Xa tar дей by green floral border. | 
Merry Christmas and Best Wishes for a Ве bells with blue ribbon and evergreen 7 Happy New Year . spray. Blue and gold-color border. al 

8 Mery Christmas and Best Wishes for a New | Colorful Della Robbia wreath on beige back (ear ground. Brown, green and gold-color border. 
9 Happy Holidays Just-been kissed angel under the mistletoe. 

Gold-color "JOY" on white background. 
m ‘all the joys of the Christmas Season. ie | Flight to Egypt beautifully portrayed. п ме blue and gold-color border. 
u Meny Christmas and Best Wie ега | Red, silver-color and gold-color ornaments with evergreen bough. Rich, red background. | 
12 Cheery Holiday Lantern with holly spray, _ Green and gold-color border, noo 
13 Charming Drummer Boy playing for the Christ Child. Soft red-brown background. 
MES ercolor scene of 3 shepherds gazing al 14 Joy to you and _ | the Star of Bethlehem. White border. К 15 May [or ond Peace be yours throughout the | White Deve of Peace in stained glass window New Vear 

Merry Chris aad tine ence 16 you much happiness in tbe New Year 
design. Blues, purples; gold-color accents. 

er design 
оп white. Gold-color "It's Christmas time. 

17 A Joyful Christmas and a Bright New Year 'ed" under the mistletoe. | Впом red background, 
Christmas candies, ornaments, evergreen. pese 240] 48 л | Warm preen and gold cator Border CONUM TETT E: 9 A Ney Merry Christmas and a Wonderful | White wroath with bright red flocked Birds „уу N 56049 WAT, SIE, ren 

Deere rummer Boy playing 
Softbrown border. May the wonderful joy of Christmas stay 21 with you throughout the New Year 

99 May the Spirit of Christmas abide with 22 ow and throughout the New Year 299 
May Peace and Joy be yours at Сыйына ~ 23 Time und tonat the New Veer 
Merry Christmas. May the Best of 4 

or To wish you Peace, and Hay Tor 25 Сыз and the New Year t 
‚ Merry Christmas and a New Year of 
Ja 
97 May this joyous season and coming year 

n you peace and contentment 
May the Peace and Happiness of Christmas 
be Led and everyday throughout the coming New Year 

May Christmas and the New Year bring you 30 many blewines 
3l Greetings oí the Season and Best Wishes for 

the New Ye 

Everything Come Your Way in the New Year 

"| Joseph, Mary and Jesus in lovely embossed 
Manger ‘On white background. 

з N 56101. 

| Map of Holy Land with brown parchment: — 
border. дов | 1 

Raised, gold-color “Joyous Christmas” and 
|. design on striking dark blue background. 

Festive holiday ta 
Wnite and gold-color border, —— 
Embossed goid-color metallic Manger 
scene on white background. 
Christmas" on bright red background, ——- 
Embossed nativity scene with Wedgewood |. effect. Geld-color accents and blue border. 
Beautiful art reproduction о! the Madonna | ans Cria. боа color edge. 

‘Embossed gold-color ornament and “Merry — 

T7" 
a! 

m" 
lopez 1 
losy] 1 
Бах) 1 397) |6 [3 n 5возз., 
Е 

|. Gold-color Della Robbia tree on gald-calor — background, Embossed design and border. 
| Joseph, Mary and Jesus in multicolored — 

Stained glass effect. Siver-color border. 
Embossed, copper-color “Peace” design on 

TO 

рә сод суун васат о DURAM 1 | MIT ares choir on |" [ә LL.. een ESE [peni + | 0 a ЕК бе өткөм aire car e a ТИКЕ и Grestings" on bie background: White border. ПИХ т | 6 | SEO REB eer] ЫЛЫП 
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Currier and Ives Collection 
vp psp 

1 Includes 24 cards, 5 different designs, Heavy single-fold stock. Cards 
measure 73x6% in. 24 envelopes included. Shipping wt. box 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

3 N 5660— Without name, Box $1 29.......2 boxes $2.4 boxes $4.68 
ЭМ Mang With name. See “How to order," page 258. Print name. 
Box $1.79. 

Glittering Foils 
vg $14 | - $199 

9 Includes 21 cards, 5 designs. 
Embossed metallic designa. Mea. 

sure 4\4x7 in, Single-fold metallic 
foil. 21 envelopes. Shp. wt. 15 oz. 
3 N 5643-Without name. . Box $1.49 
2 boxes $2 84. 4 boxes 540 
3 N SéA4XV-With name*.Box 199 
2 boxes 5374. 4 boxes 720 

Good Tidings Religious 
Wace +12 R- v $ 79 

Д 15. 24 cards, 5 designs. Bible 
passage and greeting. Single-fold 

S6 in. 24 envelopes. 
Shipping wt. box 1 ib. 1 oz. 

3 N 5662-Without name. Вох $129 
2 boxes $2 46. -4 boxes 468 
3 N S663XV-Witbname*..Box 1.79 
2 boxes $336. а boxes 648 

Candielight and Holly 
Дама, 51° | 5 3229. 

6 Includes 21 cards, 3 designs. On. 
wood:grained background. Single 

fold stock 31418 in. 21 color matched 
envelopes. Shape. wt. box 12 oz. 
э н 5629-Withostmame, Box $179 

22 boxes $336. 4 boxes 648 

Big Value Assortment 
wen $199 | Wan $109 

З Incl. 50 cards, 6 designs. Es 
bomed on single-fold stock 

6% in. 50 envelopes. 
Shipping weight box 1 Ib. 3 ox. 

3 N 5631-Without name. „Box $1.39 2 boxes $2 64. 4 boxes 500 
3 N 5632XV-With name*.Box 189 
2 boxes $3.54. 4 boxes 684 

Photochrome Scenes 
rn 129 | cy $179 

5 Incl. 24 cards, 5 designa, Glossy 
photo reproductions. Single-fold 

stock. 4x6% in. 24 envelopes. 
Shipping wt. box 13 or. 

3 N 5664-Without name. . Box $129 
2 boxes $2 46. --4 boxes 468 
Э N Se65xv-Withname*. Box 179 
2 boxes $336........-4Бохев 648 

Christmas Charmers 
199 | m 5199 

m" Includes 25 cards, 5 seasonal de- 
signs. Single-fold paper. Measure 

41437 inches. 25 envelopes 
Shipping weight box 1 1 pound. 

3 N 5635 —Without name, Box 99c 

The New English Bible 
No home should be without this fresh. 

authoritative translation of the Bible 
(а thru 10). Completo translation of the Bible into modem En 
glish. Expresses no denominational or doctrinal viewpoint. Each 
volume includes an int ction, footnotes throughout, and de SRM Serie teres Gan) + ety seriptive subheadings for major divisions within each book 

3 N S630xy-Withname*..Box 229 3 N 5636XV-With name*.Box 149 8 2н and Were Tesemente: 1.538 pases. Эй inches, -- 2 boxes $426........4 boxes 826 2 boxes $278 4 bores 536 Э М 1991 Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces 
Q With Apocrypha. 1,824 pages. Measures 9x6 inches "(2 thru 7 ) for imprinted cards, see "Howto order”. page 258. Print name. 3 1992. Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces. on 
10 New Testament. Soft cover. 464 pages. Blix inches 3 N 1990 Shipping weight 1 pound 10 

Tree of Life Bible 
Personalized with your child's name 

Personal and family records section has presenta: tion page, family tree, baptismal record and more, 
So that your child can gain a better understanding. of tbe wisdom and learning in the Bible, there are 
64 pages of study aids and a verse finder (Conc 
dance) over 90 pages long. Full-color maps and 16 
pages of full-color illustrations not found in any 
‚other Bibles. Words of Christ printed in red in King 
James edition. Measures 544x744 inches. In at. 
tractive presentation box. Please print name. 
NOTE: For Personalized Bibles. print name деву Not retumable unless name printed incomecty. No COD в King James Bibles not offered for sae in Great Britain. 

ooo Free 
Revised Standard 1,188 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 ox. 
Black imitation leather, red edges. 

The Children’s Bible 

$45 

od. Written simply so that children can under. 
stand. Topically arranged in a narrative style. Each 

ved ort the text. App 
leading clergymen. Contains 

x10% inches 
3 N 2093 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 noes. $447 

The Rainbow Book of Bible Stories 

$37 

Over 100 of the best-loved stories from the Bible, 
written so the young reader will underst 
100 illustrations, 31 in color , . designed 
reader's ima 

d. Over 
20 pages. B'ax11i inch 

3 N 2076— Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 02... ..8377 

Young People's Book of Bible Stories 

Get this bit of Christmas. 
shopping done. just dial N Sears and order it right now! E HÊ Sears 345 —À 



| BOWMAKER 
So easy to make these 

professional-looking bows 
everything included 

So elegant. . All-purpose Gift Wrap 

that touch of. 5599 
lay gifts 4- 

Our finest assortment i 
distinction to all your h 

түс 1 Bow Maker. 138 ft, in. ribbon. Pins for up to 24 bows 
ding assortment. 3 м 5568—Shipping weight 6 ounces 

2, Bow Moker. 438 N. ribbon; 3, i, in. widths. Pins for 96 
3 55021— Shipping weight 8 ounces 
Bow Maker. 600 ft. ribbon. %, %, cin. widths. Pins for 48 bows 
3N55171—Shipping weight 13 ounces 

Extra Christmas Ribbon. 3-roll Extra Pins. For bow 
138L ribbon. WL pkg Sox above. Pkg, 

355022 -Pkg 92c 2 pkg 91.74 

Deep multi 

Ribbons. 5 rolls, each % in. x 18 f. 90 ft. total 
Tags. i 
INSS 

k 

Festive Gift Wrap 

for all your presents 

6 rolls 51% 
Embossed Foil ою» 

A full 39 sq. ft. of shimmering foil. 4 rolls mul 
terns, 2 roll patterns о 

inches x 3 feet lang 
ounds 

3N5547C—Pkg. $1 2 pigs 63.18 

251-pc. Set . . 36 sheets of holiday wrap 

( Someniing нол о 5266) 
Assortment includes 24 colorful patterned papers, рі 

3 N 55205C—Pkg. $1.66 .,....2 kgs $3.18 handy w sticicon bows, tags, seals, cards. Paper: 
Total of a. x 30 in. ea. Total 180 
sq ft Bows: 10 tied азал. tags, seals, card. 
3 м 8562—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz 32.66 

бюз s46 Christmas designs. "I 

8-roll Super Pack $488 
tor toys and kids’ presents оао 

Specially for children's gifts. S. 
з, children's pr 

ras, each roll 
inches. Total 100 sq, ft Wt. 2 bs. 
3N 55206C Pig. 51.88: 2 pkgs. 3.56 

100 sq. ft. each 
Jumbo Rolls QQ с 

Bold, diagonally printed stripes with a 
kling m h roll 26 7 Two-tone 
ft long: holi Yarn Wrap and throughout the year. Ра... 
 Gold-color and white stripes. bove 0 
IN 5570C—Roll 99c 2 rolls 51.88 
Red and white 
3N5572C—Rol 2rolls 188 

ux Silver-color and white stripes. Shipping weight 4 oz 
346 Sears ЁШ 3N 557 1C— Roll 99e 2rolls 188 3N55146 ......Set $1.88 

mailing because 
crush. Set has 3 

of 2color DuPont Or. 
yarn, % in 





Jon Gnagy 

Art Sets 
4-in-one Set . . oils, 

watercolors, pastels, chalk 
516** 

Includes 12 vil tubes, 12 tubes 
watercolors, 24 colored pastels, 3 

sketching chalks. Linseed oil, t 
pentine, two 8x10-in. panels, pal- 
ette, cup, knife, 2 brushes, fixative, 
blower, 3 pencils, eraser, sandpad 
sharpener, blending stomp, 12 sheets 
9x12-in. paper. Comes in I3x1&-in. 
case. Instructions included. 
3N261—Wt. 5 Ibs, 1301. ..$1644 
9 Master Art Studio Set. 24 pax. 

tels, 3 sketching chalks, kneaded 
erasers, sandpad sharpener, pencil 
sharpener, 2 shading stomps, two 
S-color watercolor palettes, 2 water- 
color brushes, 4 pencils, paper, flex- 
ible manikin, instructions. 
з н 2613—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. ...$497 

Art Studio Set. Includes 24 color 
pastels, 2 palettes of 8 watercol- 

ors, brush, sandpad sharpener, 2 
drawing pencils, carbon pencil, sharp- 
ener, kneaded eraser, 12 sheets 12x 
18-inch drawing paper, flexible man- 
ikin, and instructions. 
3 н 2614—Wt. 2 Ibs. 7oz......$397 
Д Leam-to-Draw Set. The begin- 

ning artist will appreciate this 
complete introduction to the art of 
drawing. Set includes one 12x18-in. 
drawing board, 25 sheets of paper, 
eraser, 3 drawing pencils, 1 carbon 
pencil, 3 chalks, sandpad sharpener, 
blending stomp. Flexible manikin, 
and instruction book. 
з н 2615-Shpg. wt. 2168. 802..8277 

Oil Painting Set 
595% 

5 Includes 8 tubes oil colors, one 
tube white, knife, cup, palette, 

turpenoid, painting medium, char- 
coal pencil, eraser, 10x14-in. cotton 
canvas panel, 3 canvas-textured 
practice sheets, 2 brushes, plastic 
folding table easel, instr. In 17%x 
124x3%.in. vinyl case with handle. 
382612—WL 5 lbs. doz.....$9.88 

Kiri ii and Origami Kits 
The ancient, colorful Oriental ама of 
cutting and folding paper. 
6 Kii-gami ки. Last Fall was $2.19. 

Delicate designs and figures created. 
by cutting and folding. Paper, scissors, 
idea book included 
3 м 2409—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 ол... 9,77. 

Origami Kit. Last Fall was $1.79. 
Ure а 
mals, designs. Includes special paper 
plus idea book. 
3 N 2410—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 402... $144 

8 Kiri-gami-Origami Mobile Set. 
Last Fall was $3.99. Special paper, 

bamboo sticks, colored cord for making. 
mobiles, materials for other projecta. 
Paper, 3 idea books, scissors. Instruc- 
tions included. 
3N 2411- Sbpg. wt. 2 Iba. 10 oz. $3.19 

They're Beautiful... 
and you make them yourself 

(9 and 10 ) Three-Dimension 
Plaques. Heat special compound in 
molds . - use your own oven! Finish 
figures with metallic wax, attach to 
Bx8án. wood-grained hardboard 
mountings . . you're done! Two in 
set. Hangers, instructions 
9 Americans. Gold-color design 

з н 2369-Wt. 1 lb. 1207. Set $3 66 
10 Heraidie. Silver-color design. 

3N2388-Wı. 1 Ib. 120z-Set $3 66. 

(11 thru 16) Colorful Wall Plaques. 
Create your own "masterpiece" 
Match beads, sequins, stones, tiles 
other decorative materials to num 
bered background designs. Each kit 
has adhesive, materials, hardwood 
panels, hangers, instructions 

{11 and 12 ) Mosaic, neutral ground. 
Ea. 17Ма? in. Wt. ea. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
(Ш) 3N2333—Butterlly. ...$279 
(12) зм 2334— Butterflies .. 279 
Set of (11) and (12), 
IN 2267 — Wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. Set 629 

(13and 14) Pabric-covered, 
framed. Ea. 814324 in. Wi. ea. 4 Ibs 
(13) 3 N 2335C— Wine Decor.$3.99 
(14) 3N2336C— Wine Study. 299 
Set of (13) and (14), 
з н 23662—Wt. Tibs....Set 739 

(15 and 16 ) Dazzling floral designs. 
Ез. 1214236 in. Wt. en. 8 lbs 
(15) 3N 2350C— Yellow Irin.$799 
(16) 3N2351C-Yellow Rows 799 
Set of (15) and (16) 
IN 2283C2— Wt. 15 lbe.Set 1479 

(17 thru 20) Springbok Pillow 
Киз. You make them in a jiffy 
with wool felt, yarn and glue incl 
(Stuffing not incl.) Ppd. 
17 High Pockets. 20 lanky in. tll 

з N 2377-(Shpg. wt.8or,) $3 50 
18 ®u0:#-800. A hairy 9 in. tall 

3 м 2378-(Shpg. wt. Soz) $3.50 
19 Ralph the Hound. 12 in. tall 

3 2382—(WL. 10 or.)..$500 
20) Serutty the Puppy. 1019in. tall 

зм 2382 (Wt. 10 02.)..85.00. 

(21 and 22) Springbok Creative 
Kits. They don't just stand there 
they're useful, too: Hardwood ready 
cut pieces to assemble, glue, nail and 
paint in mad, mod colon. 
9] Mini-Elophant. Holds square 

box of tissues (not incl), pen 
ils, any number of things. Measures 
‘Qox8tax6 inches. Postpaid 
382343—(WC 2 lbs. Bor). . -$600 
99 Packy the Burro. Holds sta 

tionery (not incl), napkins, 
love letters . . what have you? Mea. 
sures 13702195274 inches. Postpaid, 
3N 2342 (WL 2 lbs. Sor). ..$600 

93 Creste-s-Card Kit. Make your 
29 own greetings, invitations, an 
nouncementa. Includes 50 sheets 
Sxllin. white and colored text 
papers, 25 envelopes, soft 8Hx11-in. 
adhesive-backed | Vue-Printmakers" 
Plate (replaces linoleum block), red 
and black inks, gold-bronze powder 
tools, design transfer sheets, more. 

1 pounds. 
Kit $627 

(24 thru 26) Metal Sculpture 
Kits. You can make your own orig. 
inal sculpture easy! Follow 
the pattern to cut out shapes from 
the bronze-tone metal, and shape 
your work of art. Kits include de 
tailed instructions and everything 
you need to make the lovely pieces 
shown, 
94 Dogwood Wall Decoration 
AE Metal branch and flowers on 
clear plastic backing. Tape included 
lor mounting on wall Measures 
22x25 in. 
ЗМ 2392—Shpg. wt. 1Ib......88.50 
95 Blue-eyed Owls. Wood-look 

plastic hase, 22 in. tall 
з м 2391 —Shpg. wt. 11Ь......$550 
96 Graceful Iris Arrangement. 

Flowers and leaves on metal 
base are a graceful 18 inches tall. 
3 N 2390 Shpr. wt. 1202.....8375 
97 Масне, Revives the lovely 27 NE wood inlay and create a nauta scary for your home Ki includes a handsome nd wood. bor, Тена inches with Tinged ld. You simply mount the pramenblad oval maryuety inlay Seto toe bos asl fih f W your Viking, АП fishing material uin ctoded . even gold signature fel 
ызы Spe wt dn or S798 

ing lig 
wid that turns odds and ends 

into delightful decorator accessories! Brush Mod Podge over pictures apply it to trays, lampshades, bot 
tes . . ‘most anything . . and create a whole new effect. Mod-Podge seals 
lues and glazes in 30 minutes. Kit contains 20 oz. Mod-Podge, 8 
art prints, two mounting boards, 
wood plaque, brass-finich hanger, 
squeegee, wood roller, nylon brush. 
3 н 23025-We. 3 Ibs. Вот. Kit $739 
Mini-Mod-Podge. Contains 16 
ounces of liquid, brush, squeegee, 
instructions. No prints or plaques. 
3N 23037 — Wt. 1 Ib. 50r... -5299 
29 Fun Film. Exciting craft that's 

mited only by your imagina- 
е the bouquets shown . . or 

lowers you invent yourself! The 
method's so simple . . you form wire 
into shapes you like, dip into liquid 
plastic . . it air-hardens in seco 
Colors are bright and shimmery, the 
total effect is marvelous. Kitainelude 
three cans plastic, wires for stems, 
stamens, plastic foam for bases 
structions. Vases not incl 
З N 2328 Red nnd cerie combin 
3 N 2329 Yellow and amber combination 
Shpg. wt. ea. 2 Iba. Вот... Ea. $599. 
(30 thru32) Handbags to dec: 
orate. Make them up to give as gilts, 
Or give a kit to a hobbyist. Irish 
linen handbags beautifully crafted 
with harmonizing trim, Philippine 
mahogany bottoms, inside zipper 
pockets. Decorate them with bril 
liantly colored imitation jewels, 
sequins, braid, matched to the 

30 “test со 
з м 2332—Wi. 2 Ibs. 802.87 99 

2] Butterfiy. ЗІ 9990 теве 799 
382331—Wt. 2ibs Вог. 799 





Exciting game of chance and skill $47 
fun for teenagers and adults 

The famous “magic” 8-ball deals its own poker hands 
through the little window. Player challenges the ball wins. Combines excitement of poker with fascina Cards, board. special 8-ball in set. For 2, 3 or 4 players. y weight 3 pounds. 

Giant свв 
Tripoley *9 

Special edition of an old favor. 
ite. Extra large layout, 27242 
inches, with ample room for 2 
to 9 players . . a great party tare. Durable green vinyl pla 
Че with gold-color printing; 
foam-rubber backed, won't 
slide in play. Combines the fun 
of poker, hearts and Michigan 
rummy. With 200 plastic chips, deck of carda, rules. 
3N2848C—Wt. 2 Ibs... $8.88 

Compact $788 
Tripoley 2 

Smaller Tripoley layout in 
vinyl plastic measures 27x27 
inches, wipes clean with damp cloth. For 2 to 9 playera. 

Lots of fun for all ages! Set has 100 plastic chips, deck of 
cards, easy-to-follow rules. 
Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done... just dial Sears 
and order it ri 
3 N2844—Wt. 

Magnetic. 585 
Scrabble 

All-time crossword game favor. 
ite goes everywhere, plays everywhere . the letters won't. 
et scrambled if board is tilted 
or jostled. Playing board has 
metal backing, ivory-color 
plastic tiles have imbedded 

nets. Four metal tile racks. 
only 

Pub Ring $949 
Toss 9 

Decorative on the wall . . and 
a fun game for everyone. Hand- 
some 15x15-inch boardofheavy 
plastic with the look of hand. 
carved wood; brass.plated 
hooks, 6 rings, hardware for 
mounting on the wall, 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 or. 
382917 ... ‚5949 

shows them 
4 best hand 

a board game. 

The 3 M Games 
Full of fun and 

excitement for all 

1 Tert. A stimulating chess-like game 
of strategy, move and counter move. 

Player tries to connect borders with an uninterrupted chain of linked pegs, and 
to block his opponent. Two versions 
for two or for four players. Pun for chi 
ren and adults, Bookshelf slipcase 
board, рер», links, instruct 

Q Stocks and Bonds, Exciting game for speculators and investors of all 
ages .. and all incomes. Each player in 
vests $5000 in the game's securities, buying and selling for 10 years (rounds) 
in an attempt to become "rich". For 
2 to 8 players. Bookshelf case contains Stock Board, chalk, eraser, dice, calcu. lator, record sheets, situation cards, 
stock certificates, instructions. Postpaid 
з н 2904— (Shpy. wt. Ibs. 202.).58:95 

3 Thinking Man's Goll. A single player 
ог as many as a foursome play 18 

holes on a orful board, Direction and. 
hots are determined by club. 

ind the roll of the dice. Strat. 
egy counts . . and so does luck. Board. 
distance and direction chart, distance 
finder, dice, pencil, storage tray. in 
38293 (Shpg. wt. 2164, 5 o2.).$295 

ague Baseball, Two players... | fans of any age, manage a team in this fun-filled game. Players choose line-up, call pitches, plan plays... bunts, 
steals, squeeze plays, etc. The calculator. determines results . . based оп big 
league play averages. Board, calcu. 
lator, team cards, base runners, tabula 
tor, dice, rules. Postpaid. 
3 н 2912—(Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 02.).5895 

5 Thinking Man's Football. For two 
players. Players choose plays 

defensive or offensive . . gains and losses are indicated by calculator. All 
of a pro game, Board, 

t cards, magnetic yard 
age marker, tabulator, dice, rules. 
3N 2911— Ppd. (We, 2 Iba 202.) 5896 

6 

1 

Revolving Poker Rack. 
Marbleized gray styrene 

plastic. Handle, room for 
two decks (not incl.) 200 plas- 
tic chips. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
3N29011 ...........5388 

Automatic Shuffler. Shuffles up to 3 decks, "C" batteries incl. 6x6tix514 in. Japan, 
3 н 2825— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. ..$749. 

Solitaire Board. Lap size, 14х12х1-п. poly- 9 жуш». Slots hold cards a play. Storage pockets. Plus 120-page book, "150 Different 
Ways to Play Solitaire." Cards included, 
з N 28027—Shpg. wt. IIb. Boz... $266 

time. Plastic, has space for 10 Set of 3 Miniature Card Decks. For board two decks (not incl) 240 above, for travel, etc. Plastic coated, Chips Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 5 oz. each deck measures just 194x214 inches. зм 20012 $083 3N20128— Shipping weight à ounces, Set $100 



Pick a Puzzle.. 
to test your skills 

] Treasure Chest. Gift box with five 
games and puzzlers . . fun for everyone. 

Colorful plastic Magic Hox, Psyc-out, Psyche 
nerator, Pharaoh's Dilemma and Switch. 
five great brain teasers, 

з н 2816 Shpg. wt. 11b. 1202 заво 
9 Trauma Tower. Decorative and tanta 

tiring tower-with-blocks, Take it apart 
then try to put it back together again, 

It can be done . - really! In walnut and 
maple. It's В in. high. Tower with 6 blocks. 
з N 29027 —Shipping wt. 8 от. s319 

Dice Cube Puzzle. Only 3Vixdiaxdta in., 
but this little plastic cube holds a lot of 

fascination. Pull out the pegs with their 
brightly colored heads, take the cube apart, 
and then try to put it back together. You'll 
discover it's not as easy as it looks! 
3 N 2916—Shipping wt. 6 oz... Each $344 

Wooden Cube Puzzle. The true puzzle 
fancier will be delighted with this one! 

The cube is assembled from just 7 pieces, 

id walnut, 24s-inch cube 
3 N 29107 — Shipping wt. 6 oz 279 

(Бапа 6) Challenging puzzles in handsome 
solid walnut with bright metal pegs. One 

Peg Puzzle. On the square. 
з N 2846 Shpg. wt. 1502, $350 

6 Pyramid Peg Puzzle. Triangular teaser. 
э м 2847— Shipping wt. 14 oz... ..$3.50 

Т Mad Maze. Plastic puzzler looks like a 
mod modern sculpture, is really a tanta. 

lizing game-for-one. Just roll the steel ball 
from the green dot to the red. I'sa-mazingly 
hard. Measures «Заха inches 
э м 2638—Shpr. wt. 1 Ib. 6 02......$950 

Think-Think. Thirty-Four. Simply place 
the wooden tiles in rows so numbers add 

up to 24 in every direction. It sounds simple 
but it really isn't, New version of an old. 
old puzzle, measures rîx in. 
3 N 2826— Shipping wt. 6 oz sm 
Y Quintessence. A love ol a puzzle, an "Op 

Art" creation in dazzling colors. Arrange 
the blocks so that no two colors repeat them: 
selves in any of the 24 rows . . horizontal, 

or diagonal. Styrene plastic, Sx 

3 н 2859 — Shipping wt. 6 oz. s950 

Springbok Puzzles 
for jigsaw fanciers 

$329 
(10 thru 15) Delightful, colorful. puzzles. 
in designs to intrigue everyone. Each puzzle. 
has approximately 500 die-cut paper hard 
board pieces, is handsome enough to frame. 
Postpaid, (Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.) 
10 Water ta 

3 N 28798. $350 
11 rer pra in dum e = 

2014-in. square. 

12 Black Diamond. 20in. square 
3N 28166. $350 

13 Tropical Fish. 204-in. diameter 
an 28159. 350 

14 St George and the Dragon. 1622in. 
зм 28163 5350 

15 Table of Muses, 204.40. diameter 
Ð 3628158 5350 



Computamatic Football 
of such unusual interest, 

this Game was selected as 

opening section .. page 13. 



For the family game room 
Medieval Chess Set. Stunning playing pieces of gold and silver-color 
hard resin, beautifully designed and detailed, band-fiished with a rich 

antique look. The king is 4 inches in height, and all pieces are felted and 
weighted for balance. Thickly padded leather board, 168 inches square, 
hand tooled by skilled craftsmen. Gift boxed. From Ital Buy it the easy 
way order by phone. 
3 28520—Shipping weight 10 pounds 2 + Set $37.00 
Q Wood Chess-and-Checker Set. Carefully weighted and felted chess- 

men in classic Staunton design, with 24-inch king. Matching one-inch 
checkers All in natural and dark-stained wood. Felted wooden box has 
lock, opens to 124.inch playing board, From West Germany. 
3 N 2819— Shipping weight 3 pounds Har Set $14.95 

Staunton-design Chess Sets 
15 ноте Set. Board marked toshomposi- |] Magnetic Chess Set. 

tions. Felted black and ivory plastic “ Molded plastic case 
pieces; 241. king. Board, 153 in. square. with metal board 94210 
Instructions for the beginner. in. Permanent magnets are 
зн 28067—Shpg. wt 1 Ib, Tor.,..Se 8229 embedded in black and 

Classic Rome Chess Set. Each beautifully detailed plastic playing piece Intermediate Set, 25(-in, king 15m, White plastic playing pieces 3 16 ee Кын black sed irony with felt base King 24 in. 
high. Shipping wt. 1 Th 
зн 2829. Set $4.95 

has historical significance . . each is white or charcoal gray high-impact 
plastic, felted and weighted. Set includes board, leatherette (not leather) 
storage chest, instructions. 
With 4 Yh -inch king, 1634-inch square board. 

plastic pieces. Instructions included. 
3 N 28045—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. В oz. 

3 N 28007. Shipping weicht 6 pounds. Set $1495 
With 4% inch king, 1516-inch square board. Wood Chess Men, sgos 
3 к 20000 Shipping weight 3 le 4 o... Se 744 Wood Board-Box 

Compact set ideal for home or for travel. 
Weighted and felted wooden playing 
pieces with 2-inch king. Inlaid playing- 
board box measures 93(x4%4x2 inches, is 
Felted inside to protect playing pieces. 
3N 2851—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. Set $9.95 

Д Mediterranean-style Table with Chess Set. Table top of mabogany- 
finished hardwood with hand-tooled simulated leather playing board, 

measures 18х18 inches, has felted drawer, 20 in. high metal base. Unassem- 
bled. "Conqueror" pattern plastic playing pieces designed by Peter Ganine, 
with 43(-inch king; felted and weighted, 
3 н 28000—Shipping weight 19 pounds. Set $33.95 
3 N 28013—Chess Set without table. Sbps. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz... Set 7.88 

Welnut-Anished Wood Table with Florentine-shyle Chess Set. Graceful 
table 19 inches tall, 20 inches square, has Formica plastic top with 

black and beige playing board. Playing pieces in early Florentine design, 
sculptured of high-impact plastic in light and dark wood-grained tones. 
King 434 inches. Felted and weighted for balance. 
3 N 2854C— Shipping weight 18 pounds, Set $19.95 
3N 2855— Chess Set without table. Shpe. wt. 2 н. 2өг......5@ 7.88 

Console Computamatic Football. Programmed now for both offensive. 
and defensive plays. Offensive player selects his plays, based on the 

game situation. Defensive player selects a strategic defense. The computer 
takes over and flashes the results of the play. Game of wood grained plastic 
with green Lucite plastic playing surface. Operates on 4 penlite batteries 
(Included), Measures 22x17x2 inches. 
З N 2845C— Postpaid. (Shipping weight £ pounds). 
17 Jet Billiards. For 2 to 4 players. Players use, the air jet from rubber 

squeeze bulbs to propel cork balls into opponents’ cups. Octagon- 
shaped sandalwood playing field, 2034 inches across, Solid walnut frame 
has abacus-like racks for keeping score. 

Imperator $) 495 
Chess Set 

Handsome molded styrene plastic 
playing pieces with the look of har. 
mered metal and tooled leather 
Gold and silver color, З.п. king. 
In simulated leather chest with 1544 

Continental $799 
Chess Set 

Elegant, centuries-old design, inter- 
preted for today in а plastic chess 
set with 33-inch king. Black and 
white playing pieces with black-and. 
white board, 16 in, square. Gift- 

3 N 2814C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. sus in. board. Shpe. wt. 4 Ibs. £ oz. bored. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz 
3 н 28009. Set $24.95 зм 2820. Set 57.9 

game of 
electronic excitement 

129: 

18 Conogo Dice. Popular ado party 
game with a winner in every round, The original Computer Football. 

anda big payoll with the “kitty.” Wal Works on а computer Grot. 
mut finish hardwood construction, Felt- Offensive player chooses pli 
lined playing field, With dice, rules — pushes activator button, defen- 
Measures 1614x105 2M in, sive player pushes one of four 
3N 29101—Sbpe wt 3 lbn 4 oz. S1199 buttons, computer debes re- 

‘Skittles. Challenging game of skill and chance. One or more players try 
to score by spinning top to overturn pins in a maze. It's lots of fun! 

Genuine hardwood construction, lacquered walnut finish. Set includes 2 
tops, tenpins, rules. Size, 16x28}4x25¢ inches. 
3 N 29106 Shipping weight 8 pounds, $15.99 
Space Til. Turn hardwood control knobs to guide the steel ball through 
the maze, past low-scoring holes, to the "pay off”. Fascinating game of 

skill and dexterity. Hardwood with lacquered walnut finish. Measures 
ІЗМ Mod inches, 
3 N 29102— Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. 99 
10 Gravitation Game. Tbe trick is to defy gravity, make the steel ball run 

uphill, Tbe higher the ball goes, the greater the score. Hardwood with 
walnut lacquered finish, Measures 18x33 x inches. 
3 N 29104— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. $5.98 
1] Seccorenc. Action-skill game. Ball is propelled by twisting "team" rods to control metal player on feld. For 2 to 8 players. Hardwood rods 
and frame. 30x162 inches. With 2 balls, goals 
3 N 281350—Shipping weight 10 pounds. 51695 
12 !ri-Toc-Tos. Plastic and chrome cube handsome as a modera sculp- 

ture, with glass balls in blue and amber-color . . pots the tried-and-true 
game of Tic-Tac-Toe into a third dimension. 6x63 3676 inches 
3 N 2837— Shipping weight 2 pounds М ounces, $9.50 
13 Space Checkers. Exciting design inspired by the space ase. If you can 

play checkers you'll enjoy this plastic game-in-three dimensions, with 
its орча look. Measures 9x9x9 inches, With instructions 
3 N 29105— Shipping weight 2 pounds. 7 ns 
14 73:0" Chess, New dimension, new excitement added to the classic sults Wood board 17x22 inches. ches game. Gracefully curved base and supports of black polystyrene 19 Pee Dinger Swinger. Conversation Four "AA" 134-¥. batteries in- plastic. Three playing levels of etched transparent plastic. Plastic ches piece game proves Newton's law of cluded, Shpg, wt. 7 Ibs pieces. Size, УАВ ХЧ inches high. With rules. action, reaction. Walnut finish hard- 3 N 281370 18.88 3 N 2804—Shipping weight 3 pounds... ........... o9 wood, metal balls. Abt. 9474x954 in. 

3 N 29103—Shpe. wt, 2 tbs. 2 oz.. $649 ‘ants [Sears] 353 



POW BOARDS 
What Wow Colors! Add spark to somebody's pad. 7 
photos, cut-outs, posters. Mix several fo 
Rayon and wool felt over fiberboard. One-inch white finished 
oak frames. На rs included. either way. Han 

a Neste 3 ber Toc ERES з OE 
Hr зм бв 

24x36-in. size, Allow 10 Ihm, puntage per Ба som 181240. sre, Shipping weight 4 pounds puer" 

For your hanging things 
Monday-thru-Sunday Message Board, Your whole week's schedule at a glance! Hardwood frame. "ein. thick board lets you pin notes securely to dark cork surface. 18х30 inches. 

Hangers included 
3 N 66167C — Shipping. weight 5 Ibe $8.95 

9 Pushpins tor your groovy boards. Assorted colors. Japan. 3 6607 — Pkg. of 100. WL pkg. 3 оз. Pkg. 97e 

3 Blushing Elephant. A shy fellow... won't even open his eyes. 
Pink, fuchsia, and black. Hangs on handsome gold-colored 

metal chain (inel.1. Cork surface over fiberboard. 20x18 in. wid 
3 N 6646— Shipping weight 3 pounds. заза 

4 “STOP” Cork Board. Stop traffic with this glowing board 
that looks like the real thing. Hanger, six pushpina included. 

3 н 6651L—24-in, diagonal size. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. зава 

5 Chimp the Champ. He's everybody's friend . . even th 
9 kids Hangs from gold-colored metal chain (incl.) so be 
run away. Brown and gold-color cork surface over fiberboard. 
3 N 8645 —20x18 in. wide. Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ...S4 88 

354 Sears romu 

Save your memo . . picture 
or clipping on a PINUP 

Burlap-covered Message and Memento Boards 
Colorful jute fiber adds an interesting natural-textured background photon, notes, keepsakes. Hangers, five pushpins included. Wide selection of colors to please everyone on your gift list. "ye in. thick. 
G $im-ine with matching hardwood trames. Boards with decorative brane plated rings. Measure 12x30 inches long. Buy it the easy way order 

3 N 66060C—Aqua З N 66068C—Avocado 
3 м 66067C. Tangerine 3 N 66066C Eggshell 

Shipping weight each 3 pounds Fach $499 
17 Early American. Maple finished hardwood frame with spread eagle trim. з N 980430 in. Shipping weight 5 pounds. $599 

Bulletin Board Shadow Boxes, genuine walnut frames. Hang either way 
18x24.in. size, 

з N 66051C~— Eggshell 
3 N 66052C— Harvest gold 3 N 600621 —Harvest gold 3 N 66053C — Avocado 3 N 660631 — Avocado Shipping wt. 4 Ibx Fa. $649 Shipping wt. 101 Flow 10 pounds postage per postal regulations. 
Q SOMETHING SPECIAL. Never before have we offered a bulletin board of V. such quality at this low price. Memo Board for the kitchen. Hardwood frame. 'seinch thick. 18x24 inches 

N 6621C-Renliy Red 3 N 8622C-Oroovy Green З N 6623C-C 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Ea, $999 

ing Gold 
$2.99 



boards. Lin 
4. Chalkboard 

in. black hardwood frames. 
included. 

b 5595 
(postal regs) 345 

13 Handsome dark woathered-look сойом, Black hardwood 
weight 4 pounds 

14 Dark Cork Strips. Sell sticking, E 

(18.and 16) Early American style Bulletin Boards. Maple-finished 
hardwood. Antique bram plated eagle trim. Hanger, 5 push pins 

sur 
16 ўи ne weicht i or 
17 а 199 

There's a touch of 
e ns : country” in these solid 

wood accent pieces 

Д Desk Book Rack. Н, 
walnut-finish. 1 

deep. Shipping wt. 1 Ib 
3 н 39952 s395 
5 Revolving Bookstand. Hardw 
9 with “fence-like” compartme 

deep. T dy 
We 31 $795 

G Old-fashioned Washboard. 
е Chalkcork board. 12x18 inches 

banging 18x24 in lbs $299 
We, 4 Ib 

c 5549 7 Trading Stamp Caddy, Walnut 
з м 6621C 

Hinged top 
flips open. Deep well at t 

nvelopes, also pen, pencil — pai 
well. Зух аа in. high. Un 
33993. We. 11 10028499 з 

SHIPPING NOTE- “N” items las INGG113N 
renew Sears 355 



Just drop in 
film cartridge 
.. and shoot! 

EASI-LOAD 
Camera Outfit 
includes handsome 

gadget bag 

$1055 

jerything you need to start taking color 
pictures . . at one Sears low price! With Sears 

-LOAD fixed focus camera you just 
open the back, drop in film cartridge, ad. 
vance film . . and you're ready, All you need 
is a subject! For indoors or dark days, 4-shot 
lashcube rotates as you advance film, is 
always ready for the next shot. Compact 
plastic camera has walnut-grained trim, 
wrist strap. Outfit includes nylon-tweed and 
plastic gadget bag, one flashcube, 2 "AAA" 
batteries, 12-exposure cartridge Kodak color 

Camera Outfit . . 127 film, 
flashcube, and gadget bag 

=" 5658 

A sensational low price . . and you get a camera that 
takes black-and-white pictures or color slides on 
127-size roll film, uses а flashcube for indoor shots. 
Large, easy-to-use viewfinder for easy framing and 
composition. Sturdy plastic body, handy wrist strap. 
Outfit includes camera, one flashcube, 2 batteries, 
12-exposure roll of 127 black-and-white film, plus 

print film. Camera from Hong Kong. imitation leather gadget bag. 
3 м 7615— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. .....Outfit $1088 з N 7934—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Outfit $6.88. 

EASI-LOAD CAMERA 
Has 48 

Great value in a great camera outfit . . everything 
you need to start right in taking good color or black- 
and-white pictures. You just drop in the film cartridge. 
advance film, and shoot! Outfit includes camera, one 
flashcube, 15-volt flash battery, Kodak 126 color film 
cartridge. Gift boxed. Camera has aluminum and 
plastic body and handy wrist strap. Imported from 
Taiwan. 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
з N 7878—Shipping weight 2 lba........... HITS! 

* IF YA HAD ONE OF THESE, you 
COULD HAVE PITCHERS OF ME 
WHEN IM NOT AROUND, 
AN YOU AE ME GET LONESOME!” 

Developing and 
Enlarging Kit 

519% 

Everything you need to start 
a youngster . . or an adult 

оп an exciting hobby 
his own photographic 
dark room set-up 

Cordless Super 8 Editor-Viewer Includes all equipment for 
95 setting up a standard darkroom 

$15” developer, short-stop, acid fixer 
25 sheets Alszb-inch paper, T14-w 

Your movies are better than safe-light, clips, developing tank, 
ever with proper editing! yw. graduato, stirring ro-tber 

mometer. Preset enlarger males view your movies on bright 3x4-Inch screen, focus your jumbo ai prints {roan 3 Alm sss nd mark for editing. Then fim with the снаи оте а t DUAL bloot мон For domm, 18 black and splicing tape. Edito white film. Enlarger 110-120-volt fen (order below) Gele АС РС" Instructions 51595 Shipping weight 7 pounds за м авва "D" Hatten Pkg. of? Shp. wi orig. 169 змов Kit s1098 
356 Sears A 



Fun to give... fun to get.. 

Gifts for home and office 

Mail. Scale. 
third class a 

Weighs, computes first, 
d air mail. Has extra large 

weighing platform, 4-color postage com 
puting dial calibrated in ounces up to 
lb. Zero adjustment knob. Metal with 
weighted Cycolac* plastic base. Walnut 

rained finish, 4%x6%x3% in. high 
3 м 3608 — Shpr. wt. 1 Ib. 80x... ..$579 
€) Label Maker. Prints self-stick labels 
© horizontally and vertically. Dual-track 
model prints on tein. and "vin. tape 
Turquoise ( plastic body. Set 

cludes two embossing wheels, two rolls 
each. tiin, and tin. tape, leatherette 
(not leather) case 
э N 3915 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 or... Kit ба; 

3 Wireless. Intercom. Plug it in, talk 
{rom kitchen t 

Each unit has channel selec 
light, on-off 

m switch with lock po 
handy for monitoring nursery, etc. E h 

case. 1 
ied. Japan. 

Basic System. Two uni 
3 N 3460. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. s3535 
Single Station. Add any number t 
basic system. 
3N 3461 Shpg. wt. 216 5:995 
4 Automatic Letu Takes any 

size envelo y. Chrome 
plated steel tray ia in. high, Use 

1)” batteries (not included). Japan 
з м 3268. Shpg. wt. IIb. Soz.. ....$499. 
5 Electric Pencil Sharpener. Single cut 
© ter sharpens quickly, easily. Automatic 
stopper prevents further cutting after 
pencil is sharpened. Walnut-grained 
tie body, dlzxdlaxTla in, deep. 110- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. Japan. 
3 н 3609 —Shpg. wi. 3 Ibs, 1202....5999 
G Poltamatie Memo Pad. Handy desk 

accessory, а great "grab bag” gift 
White plastic stand, Stoxx in. with 
pen-letter opener, roll of paper. 
3N3260-Wt. ea. 10 or. Ea. Sc. 5 lor $2 50 
77 Quick Hand Adder. Adds, subtracts 
Í quickly, accurately 3.999. Made 
of durable plastic, measures бахо аі in 
Case, instructions, From Jay 
3 N 5858 Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
8 Compact Adi «-Subtracter. Works 

like a big adder, yet it measures only 
Vestis in. Move levers down to add 

to subtract, Totals to 9,999,999, Plas 
Че body. From Japan. 
3 N S864 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz... ..$588 
Q Mini Paper Curt is like an 
I offices er, but it's just Txdx2 in. 

igh. Great for trimming photos, card 
other small jobs. Hardwo 

tension screw. From Japan. 
3 N 3288 Shipping wi. 8 ot s399 

Handsome Desk Caddy. Walnut 
10 finih hardwood aeremory for home 

encils ( 
х4 in. high. Тайна 

3 н 32011 — Shipping wt. Bot... -$249 

11 Novelty Pencil Sharpener. In wal 

has single cutter 
Five inches high. 

From Japan. 
wu. 1202 

Pencil not 
3N 4384 

lud 
Shippi 

(medium) pen 
printed in gold leal. Eraser tips. Postpaid 
from Lewisburg, Tenn. No C.O.D.s. Allow 

time. F 
F3 N A&97V — (Shpg. wt. 508.) Box 99 

13 Bold Knight Pen Set. Silver-color 
plastic knight, 9% in. high, bold 

ball-point pen in holder. From Hong Kong. 
з N 3286 Shipping wt, Goz....Set 5129 

14 Pretty Dolly Desk Ser. Bright 
10%-inch рі 

tic doll, dressed in gay colors, hasballpo 
pen in holder. From Japan 
3 N 3287 — Shpg. wt. Бол. Set $229 

15 Cube Calendar. “Fun” accessory 
that's practical as well. Brass-finish 

holder, mounted on black plastic hase 
holds four black-and-white pl. she 
that give month, day, date, ie«x2x2 in 
3 N 3610 Shpg. wt. 1 tb. 50 s289 

51 index Memo Holder 16% vd metal cover, back 
Cycolac plastic base, Easy-to-use selector 

phone 

jeather-touch release bar. Axö-inch meme 
ical dialer pencil in base 
wt $579 

pad and mech 
an 

7 Fourpiece Desk Set. Pr tical 16x 
22-inch blotter pad has rich gold 
design on avocado leatherette (imi. 

tation leather). Matching memo box with 

18 Executive Desk Organizer 
rack is 120643005 inches, has 

т. swivel pen holder, ball-p 
ғ clips, pins, ete. From 

3 N 3283 — Shpg, wt. 1 1b, 8 oz. 

19 Photo Album Ensemble. Matched 
walnut-grained vinyl covers with 

y trim, Purse s эт for Slax 
im. prints. Double пећ folding 

ie. "Magnet-Vue" albi 
vin. self-adhe 

Shpa. wt. 5 Ib so 
Magnet-Vue Refill. ixl 1% 

We 11 oz 
рар 



Variety 
Oooıry 

Our finest Coin Set $1044 „ 
includes 46 rare coins 

Everything needed to start and maintain a fine coin collection. 
Lighted magnifier (uses 2 "D" batteries. not inel) 12 coin fold: 
era "Variety and Oddity Guide Book of Unusual Coins", coin 
value book. Coin tongs. 100 coin holders with coin storage box, 
two &in. coin storage boxes coin cleaning ki 
fication tags, 24pocket coin w tubes, clip pocket 
magnifier, marking pen, "Let's Collect Coins" book, Coin 
Check List, Coín Grading Guide, 46 hard-to-get coins, and 
1955. Lincoln Set. Buy it the easy way—order by phon: 
IN 18237—Shipping weight 6 Iba Set 819.44 

1964 Presidential Coin Set. 
A true collectors item . . & 
piece set—the last complete 
silver set minted before the 
Coinage Act of 1965 reduced 
the silver content of coins. In 
cludes Kennedy half dollar, 
Washington quarter, Roose- 
velt dime, Jefferson nickel, 
Lincoln penny. In display 
‘case, We 708 
3N 18246 
1968 Complete Year Sot. 
Represents 3 major minting 
events: (1) Mint marks on 
branch coins, (2) All mint 
marks now shown on face, (3) 
The reopening of the San 
Francisco mint. Includes 2 
nickels, 2 quarters, 1 halfdol- 
lar, 2 dimes, three cent 
pieces. Shp. wt. 4 or. 
3N 18234 ‘Set 83.99 
1969 Complete Year Set. 
Same as above. Wt. 3 oz. 
3N 18233 Set $3.99 
Coin Viewers. сап Matic 
Examine coins quickly with 

i this electric viewer. Coins 
are fed into viewer singly 
moved under lighted magni 
fier for examination and 
then flipped over and ejected 
automatically. Plastic. 110- 
120 volt, 60-eyele AC. 
зм 18235—WL 1 Ib. .50.88 

Set 3468 

1 Modern Stamp Album. 25,000 spaces, 1,000 hi 
tie magnifier, Wh 1s That?" book. 

To Shipping ands 8 ounce 
9 World Stamp Album. Por 

= perf 

18256 Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces 
1d States Album. 5,000 gu 

gage. 100 US stamps, 121 wor 
3 818262 Shipping weight 15 ounces 35835 

nga. plas 
different 

Kit 18.66 
mera. 11,000 spaces, 200 hin 

‘magnifier, 100 world stamps, 121 world flag 
es, perforation 

amps 
Kit 4.97 

a, 200 hing ag stamps, рї magnifier 
Kirs244 

Super Treasure Chest Kit. 8 folders, pock- 
et magnifier, 100 holders with storage magnifier, 5 coin foldera, 100 holders 
box, 12in. storage box, 5 coin tubes (not 6 — with storage box, tongs, 5 coin tubes, 
as shown), identification tags, coin value identification tags, cleaning kit, 12. 
book, tongs, cleaning kit. "Let's Collect — in. storage box. "Let's Collect Coins” 
Coins" book, check list, grading guide, 18. 
pocket wallet. 1943 P-DS plus 15 different 
"S" mint Lincoln cents. 
3N 18248—Shpg. wt. 4 bs... Kit $1237 

Coin Starter Set. Set includes plastic 
magnifier, 2 folders, 15 holders, coin 
value book. tongs, 2 coin tubes, identi 
fication tags, coin check list, coin grad. 
ing guide; plus 1958 P-D and 1959 P-D 
Lincoln cents 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 

an 18251 Set 52.88 

auge and giant 3 fe lera: Magni times. Operates like. ка ping weight С” batteri 
9 ounces. inel) Wt бок 
3818253...4488 ЗН 18254 

Viewer. Built-in 
precision measur: 

inel) Microscope Ing scale. For iden 
with easy-to-read tification of charac 

teristic markings on 
8 coins, stampa. Uses 

Zin. lens, magnifies 
5 times. Takes 2 

(aot lens 

Complete Coin Kit. Includes pocket. 

book, coin value book, check list, 
grading guide . . 15 assorted 
mint Lincoln centa. 

эн 18249—Wt 3 е 202. Кияв 99 

Treasure Hunt Kit. Includes magni- 
fier, 4 folders, 15 holders, coin value 
book, tongs, 3 tubes, identification 
tags, "Let's Collect Coins" book, 
check list, coin grading guide, 1943 
P.DS, 1958 P-D, 1959 P-D Lincoln 
centa. Shipping wt 1 lb. 11 oz. 
3N 18252 Kit s497 

m à 

lighted Magni! 
ДАА batteri 

and darkness Black plastic 
body fits into pocket. Lin. 
illuminated magnifying 

ffords quick, easy 
viewing. WL 302. 

519) — 3N18225 1299 



American Coin Set 

39% 
This set includes examples of every Uni 

coin minted in our 20th Century 
Trace 20th century history through this outstanding set of 23 valuable 
coins. Story of each coin printed on holder. Most of these coins are no 
longer circulated . . will continue to grow in value through the years. At- 
tractively displayed in sturdy threesection folder of black leather-like vi- 
nyl: 8x19 in. wide when fully opened. Clear acetate covering protects coins, 
Set includes 1907 Indian bead cent, 1899 Morgan dollar, others. 
ЗМ 18299—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce 

а States 

Set 939.88 

1 Our Silver Story. History of 
silver money in text form. 

Genuine silver certificate pa- 
per money, rare silver dollars, 
silver granules. All coins pro. 
tected from handling. In leath- 
er-like vinyl case. Measures 
6% х B inches closed. 
IN 18298—Wr 1002. 819.94 

9 US. Emergency Coins. In- 
cludes 11 wartime high-il- 

ver content nickels and 9 Lin- 
coin cents (6 shell case, 3 steel). 
History of World War II emer- 
gency coinage in text form. In 
sturdy vinyl holder. 8x6% in. 
3N 18297—Wt. 10 oz. $1344 

Proof Set Story. How spe 
cial proof coins originated, 

what proof coins are. Complete 
history with complete authen- 
Че U. S. mint-packaged Proof 
Set. Black leather-like vinyl 
book. xx in. 
ЗМ 18295—Wt. oz. ..416:77 

Lincoln Cent Story. Nine 
Lincoln cents make a con- 

cise representation of basic 
Lincoln cent series. Complete 
history of this popular coin. 
Displayed in leather-like vinyl 
book. Coins protected from 
handling. 8x644x% in. 
3N 18296—Wt. 7 ox. 

Shiny new Pennies in hand-blown bottles 

97: 
Clever way to display these valuable uncireulated 
coins. Each set of two contains one 1968-8 and one 
1969.5 Lincoln centa. Serve as "stocking stuffers” or 
conversation pieces. JMx2%x1% in. 
IN 18294—Shpg. wt set 201. Set 97c 

12-inch Raised Relief Globe with 3-0 5127 
color slides of world capitals E 

Feel deserts, mountains, grasslands, forests, and 6 other kinds of 
land on Earth. Special Gyro-Matic mounting swings any area of the 
globe into closer view. Danish«tyle metal base. Full-color illustrated 
“Story of the Globe" book. Height 16 in. Outfit includes 3-D viewer, 
14 color stereo pictures of world capitals 
ЗМ 1183C—Shipping weight 6 pounds Set 812.77 

12inch Floor $] 38 
or Table Globe 
Use as table or floor 
by adding w 
hardwood post to Danish: 
style metal base. Brass-fin. 
ished Gyro-Matic assembly 
swings any area of map into 
closer view. Raised relief 

be shows countries in con 
trasting solid colors. Thou. 
sands of ensy-to-r 
names, Includes "Story of 
the booklet. Table 
model height 16 inches: floor 
model 24 inches. Buy it the 

Shipping weight 7 роши 
3N 11880 31388 

12inch  $gss 
Moon Globe 

Entire Moon surface shown. 
reproduced from Apollo and 
Surveyor photographs. Sur 

degrees. Tinted 
Includes Lunar 

tures. Shpg. we. 5 ba, 
3N TISL sasa 

Earth Globe, $Q9s 
Moon Globe I“ 

Follow the Apollo space 
flights with your own 12in 
diameter Earth globe and 6- 
in. diameter Moon globe. 
Earth globe shows countries 

in solid colors. Scale: 660 
miles to inch. Calibrat 
metal semi-meridian. 
Moon globe shows all sides 

Locates US. landing sites In. 
cludes "Story of the Globe 
and "Story of the Moon”. 
Metal bases. Wt 71 
3N 1178€ 



Books teach . . 
Books are fun... 

en 

s197 Tiny Tots Library with Grow Tape 
Set of 6. Toy-shaped Plastex plastic picture books—each 
6'%хб' in. with 12 pages of pictures. Titles include: Teddy 
Bear, My House, Pinky Panda, Pussy Cat, Bow Wow and 
Cindy Lou. Grow Tape measures 51x2% in. Books made of 
non-toxic, tear-resistant vinyl plastic material with non-taxie 
printing inks and thread-sewn binding. To clean pages, just 
wipe with damp cloth 
З.М 16301—Shipping weight 8 ounces Set 61.97 

Baby's first set of Picture Books 5127 
Set of 6. Plastex plastic books, thread sewn and printed with 
non-toxic inks. Fach measures 6x7%-in. with 8 pages of color 
pictures. To clean, wipe with damp cloth. Titles include: Ob- 
jects, Things Baby Sees, Cuddly Animals, Hey Diddle Diddle 
Baby's Large Objects, Things Baby Does. 
ЗМ 16308 Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $1.55 

бы 52737 
mad. Set of 6. Same high quality ing y page. — cloth as in books at left. Set High quality cloth, nontox- — of 6 books, 6x7 in., B pages ie Titles: Pufly the Engine each. Titles: Our House, Out 

(8x8 іп.), ABC (6x8% in.), of Doors, Here's Fun, All Teddy (Blax6 in) 8 pgs ex. Around, More Animals, Pour 
England. We. 4 от. Legs England. Wt. 
3N 16232 an 16931 Set 81.88 t3237 

Touch and 52: 
Feel Books 

Ш ESE] coo 3) activity books for x ¢ , L vung children, Textured pie P TR BI tmm ro | BY) soft bunnies, scratchy and; 
й \ EB II lots of things to feel. Spiral 

bound. Bright pictures on card. 
board pages. Comes in own 
lastie see-through box. Each 

k 59816 in. 
(1) 3N16305-Touch Me Book 
(2) 3816309-Pst the Bunny (3) 3N16307-Look! Look! 
hpg wt ea. 10 oz. ..Ex 3227 

Baby's Contour Books $259 
Set of 4. Shaped books, with shiny 
wipeclean pages of sturdy cardboard. 
Each has 10 colorful pages, measures 
748 in. Titles include: Baby Animals, 
Trains, My First ABC, and Mother 
Goose. Each book in shape of its title. 
3N16481-Wt 11b. 907. ....Set $259 

Stand-Up Story Books ]55 
Set of 8. Sturdy cardboard covers In 
shape of character. Actually "stand. 
up". 5x4% in. each. Titles include: 
Bunny's Friends, Dinky Duck, Kitty's 
Adventure, Peter Panda, Bobby Lamb, 
Pixie Poodle, Timmy Tiger, Teddy. 
3N 16302—Shpg. wt. 1202. Set 41,81 

Wheel Books $255 
Set of 3. Wheels on each actually 
turn. Comb bindings. Includes Big 
Train Book, Big Fire Engine Book, Big 
Truck Book. 2 measure T4x12% in, 
опе 14x6% in. 18 to 24 pages. 
3N 16314—Wt 2 lbs. 120r. Set $2.88 

ay 
5166 Play and Learn 

Set of 3. Books are spiral bound, lay 
fat for easy reading, playing. Fullol 
or illustrations. Each book has move- 
able part. Titles: Clock Book, Shoe 
Book, ABC Book. 7%x13 in. 
ЗМ 16315—Wt 11b. Tor. Set 43.66 

First Story Library 5222 
Set of 20. Charming read-aloud 
books. With 8 fairy tales, 8 nursery 
tales, others inck Peter Rabbit, 
Tom Thumb and many more. Large 
type, Each book 12 pages, 6% xê in. 
3N 16326—We 1 lb. 9oz. ..Set $229. 

See and Do Books [77 
Set of 4. Each book has 16 fullcolor 
hardboard pages, size 6x12 in. Each 
book teaches an everyday skill. Titles: 
Mrs. Brown's Children, Wonderful 
Time, Hanky Panky, Tell O'Pun. 
ЗМ 16399—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Set $177. 

$366 

Set of 3. Explores the world of things 
that go. Same great features as the 
books at left. Titles: Truck Book. Fire 
Engine, Train Book. Each book 7x13 
in. 18 pages each. 
IN 16311—We 1 Ib. Bor. ..Set $3.86 

Play and Learn Books 

Golden Shape Books 5277 
Set of 10. Each book has the shape of 
title. With large type. Simple text tella 
about one subject Each is 8x8 in., with 
24 pages. 101 Dalmatians, Raggedy 
Ann, 8 others 
3N 16323—Shpg. wt 21ba Set 5277 

Tiny Golden Library 5232 
Set of 24. Hours of entertainment for 
your child. Each miniature book is 
2x3% in. Cardboard covers. Titles in 
clude Uncle Quack, Baby Bears, Little 
Squirrel, many others In slip case. IN 16304 WC 11b 20r... Set #259 
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FUN! . . for cold days, for rainy days. for party 
days. for lonesome "have to stay at home” days. 

our new "Harmony Street" Fun Book 

$ 4% 

Includes crayons, paint palette, paint brush, metal safety scissor, pen 
«ls, construction paper, puzzle. Airplane cut-out book, play and learn 
activity book, 20 activity books, wipe-off cards, circus punch:aut 
board, stencil cards, map puzzle. Also memory game, Get Smart game, 
wet brush book, trace and color book, dot-to-dot book, coloring book, 
16 sheets of plain white paper. paint by number pictures. Packed in 
handy box with plastic carrying handle. 181245549 in 3N 1635 Shipping weight 5 pounds „Set sans 

Super Fun-Maker Вох 9319 
Stores fun activities in an easy-to-carry box with plastic handle. In- 
cludes 2 puzzle lotto game cards, 16 playing pieces; 
golf pencil; 3-inch pair metal safety scissors. Pai 
paint brush: wood stylus: super slate with li 
over; powder puff. Also includes 20 activity books, 16 pages each; 
stencil sheets; sewing cards; 18-inch laces to be used with sewing cards: 
memory game; 3 sheets colored construction paper; large coloring 
book; 2 circus punch-out boards 
3N 1531—10 xL 1x26 in. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz............Set $319. 

Barn Full of Fun $147 
Horn box with carrying handle stores all activity material. Includes 
fourteen 16-page coloring and activity books: three color-by-number 
books, 16 pages each; 8 crayons; 3.inch metal scissors. Set also has a 
self-erasing slate with wood stylus; daisy chain gummed sheet that 
‘makes 70 colorful links; novelty paint palette with six paints and one 
artist paint brush. Wonderful entertainment for rainy days, parties, or 
anytime! Measures &4x? inches. Use your phone if you want to order. 
it the easiest way of all. 
з н 1520— Shipping weight 1 pound............. Set $1.47 

TERS Sears 361 



Doman-Delcato Early Reading Kit 
Tiny children are ready to read ‚gr 

. . and you can teach them! 
Geared to а small child's learning capacity. Divided into five pro- 
sressive steps in coordination with natural learning processes: visual 
diferentiation (learning to distinguish letters); hody-image words 
(earning about oneself); environmental vocabulary (earning about 
surroundings): the alphabet; sentences; book reading. Includes 
How to Teach your Baby to Read.” reading book "Who are You?" 20 basic "sell-word” cards, 39 “Child's Immediate Worki 

cards; 4 sentence structure cards, 28 phrase cars, 52 alphabet 
3 N 1051— Shipping weight 2 Iba. 15 oz. Kit $k94 

You Can Teach Your Child to Read 
s18 

Helps develop child's vocabulary, imagination 
Puzzles, riddles, questions and word lists to in 
spire young readers 

Hiustrated. 73x95 inches. 128 pages 3 16342—Shpe, wt. 12 oz. ила 

Bright and Early Books for Beginning Beginners 
Delightfully illustrated books amuse and teach the youngest learners 
in the happiest way. Each book 654x914 in. 16 to 36 pages 
зм 16484—The Ear Book 3 N 16423— Hand. Hand, 
3 N 16482—The Eye Book Finger, Thumb 
3 N 16485—The Nose Book 2 N 16468--Mr. Brown Can 

Moo—Can You? 
ee Бин з N 16487— Inside, Outside, 

Upside Down 
Each $1.77 

3 н 16491—Old Hat, New Hat 
Shipping weight each 10 ounces 

isney Story Books 
10 books. 57°7 

Livy tales about favorite 
haractere Colorful illustr 
ons. Each book 24 pes, 734x 

8% inches. Titles include 
Mary Poppins, Cinderella, 
Donald Duck's Toy Sailboat, 
Sleeping Beauty. Snow White 
Three Little Pigs, Mother 
Goose, others 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 or. 
3N 16358. Set $397 

[Bears] i. 

Popular Sesame Street 
Now in Books! 

$37 $185 

Look! This set for 
price of the books alone! 

Inspired by the award-winning TV program, a series of delightful books that make learning easier and much more fun! Illustrated with photographs Irom the popular program. Each book is 1144x834 in. Each 64 pages. Wt. ca. 1 Ib, 
3 N 16441—Book of Shapes.....5377 З N 16438— Book of Puzzlers. $377 3 N 16442—Book of Letters... 3.77 ЭМ 16439— Book of People and 3  16443— Book of Numbers... 3.77 Things an 
Sesame Street Learning Kit. (All 5 books above, plus 12 

teacher manual, and pr 
tipping weight set 6 pou 

LP record, 2 wall 
gram guides to the TV series 

ids 12 ounces Set 518.85 3N 1643 

Early Start 
Pre-school 
Readers 

8 books in case 
549 

Charming first books the child can rea before he enters 
school. Each with educator-approved basic vocabulary of 11 to JO words 
Colorfully illustrated. Each book 24 pares, 6%(x12%í inches. Titles: Big Beds; 
Up and Down; A Happy Day; 1-2; Ana Likes Red; The Tent; Poems; The Pond. 

Set илэ 3 N 16337—Shipping weight set 2 pounds 2 ounces 

Pre-school | 
Practice ie | 
Workbook Ё? SN | 
557988 Aj 

Cheery activities to Inspire children to learn ABC's, counting, reading and 
writing numbers, ete. Delightful "head start" for any preschooler. Workbooks 
include Learn to Write; Puzzle Pastimes; Learn to Do at Home; Number Just 

Books each 1 МАВЫ Х2 inches 
3 N 16339— Shipping weight set 3 Ibs 

Deluxe 
Pre-school 
Practice 

Workbook | жЕ 
Set 

sa 37 

Activities to captivate а child as he learns. Prepares him for kindergarten and 
first grade. Workbooks include Do You Know the Color?; Show and Tell 
Nursery Rhymes. Early Start Readers: The Rabbit, Willie and the Whale. 
Set also includes box of crayons, blackboard, box of chalk, eraser and four 
fascinating inlay puzzles. Each book 11 (x8%(x2 inches 
3 N 16341— Shipping weight 3 pounds 1 ounce Set $3.77 



Books teach! 
Books are fun 

My Very First 
Readers 

10 books $988 in set 
Delightful stories, simply told, 

Controlled Vocabulary Books $1 57 
Where Do You Live?; Wonderful i 12 
House; Turtles; The King Who Amusing stories tod with great imagination, ming the simple words а int grader 
Learned to Smile; Belling the ows, Some in catchy rhymes, Fach book about 6x9 inches, has about 64 ages 
Сы; Bird Ness; PearShaped Book numbers 3N 16401 to BN 10407 are gems written by D 
Mil; Jost for Fun; George the ua Pu Soda 
Gentle Giant; The Large and зк 16402 Hop on Pop 3% 16412—Go, Dog Gol Grovly Bear. Exch 53x inches 3 N May The Cat in the Hat 3N 16013 Are Yos My Mother? 
52 pages. Shipping weicht set 3 Š N 16406-One Fh, Two Fab 3 N 16410 The Bears’ Picnic 

3 N 16405— Green Eggs and Нат 3 N 16418—Little Black, A Pony 
3 N 16406—Dr. Seuse's ABC 3 N 16423—Babar Loses His Crown 

3 к 16448— King Midas and the 
Golden Touch. 

3 N 16421—Travels of Dr. Dolittle 3м 16449— Little Black Goes to 
3 N 16426— Chitty-Chitty Bang-Bang the Circus. 
3 N 16451—Off to the Races 3 N 16459—Yow Will Go to the Moon. 
'bipping weight each 11 ounces, a Each $1.57 

Easy Reader Bible Stories 1? books s]? in set 
Beautifully written, beautifully illustrated. A joy for beginning 
readers. Each book 51644 in., 32 pages. Titles: The Ten Command- = d 
ments; Prayers for Little Children; The Story of Jesus; God Loves 2 
Me; Friends of Jesus; God is Good; Friends Are for Loving; God's Delightful, delicious Dr. Seuss Books $247, 
Plan for Growing Things; Bible Stories for Little Children: Jesus А 
Who Helped People; Me, Myself and God; Tbe Baby Jesus. Charming books with wonderfully witty texts and distinctive illustrations, they've 
ЗМ 2075 Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. За sies been enchanting children for more than thirty years They re read and reread by 

= as "most every age group. Colorfully illustrated, Each book with about 60 pages. 

(GIN 16461 has 135 pages). Each book measures 834x113¢ inches 
Ўн 16463—How the Grinch Stole 3 N 18447. My Book About Me 

[heh 3 Desea Merten Han a Whe 
swim ie tick goTies BN ATE ‘Today 38 itid Т Kan the Zoo 
sus DE the Hat Bees 3A MOI Tue estie cud Oder 

Dictionary Ee 
an sure he Turtle and зн 16472 Мена Pool 

dean 31 1 Hoo day to You 
a n 16405—Dr. Sons's Sleep Book 3n 16478111 Kan the Circus 
ЗЫ Cu tbe Hat Bone Book 3N 16477 The Kings Ss 
3n iti Horton Hatcher The Ees 
Sehne ight each Li. (except SN 16461 shpe: wt, 2 la)... Each 8247 
pm 

> 1 Can Draw It 9977 
| All By Myself 2: 

Dr. Seuss inspires the creative imagination of 
| the young artist. 16x16 in, 32 pages 
j 3 н 16476—Sbpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 or. эл 

Practice-at-home Easy Reader Set Children's Dictionaries 
Workbook Sets $37 My fen Dicionery. 
522 For preschoolers fst 

6 Books in Set, Written espe- 
For eager young students . . cially to catch and hold the in- 
encourage them to work at terest of the young reader. De- 

graders, With 620 
words, illustrations in 
color. 140 pages. Mx 

homme “like the big kids". Each мш, colorful iustrations 9X inches 
set has chalk, slate, eraser,and Fach book 749 inches, with 01 Shoe. wt. 12 of 
five re ve practice work. pare. Set includes sate, chalk, 201689. ... ИЛ 

з. Books dude Arith- eraser, carrying case. Title: ТЕ 
metic, Reading. Writing, Spell. Те Duck on the Truck; The Cat-in-the-Hat $332, fice Beas ee 
ing, Phonics (Grade 1 only) Secret Cat; Question and Answer Dictionaries Fern Pia Dictionary for 
and English (Grades 2 and 3 Book; Mr. Pines Mixed-up Spanish, French made easy! Text, {05 With 5079 word, 
only) Signs; The Monkey in the illustrations by Dr. Seuss. Each 1443 color illustration. 
3 N 16948—Grade 1 Rocket; Jokes and Riddles коок 88431134 inches 834x1134 in. 384 pack. 
3N 16349 Grade 2 Shipping weight set 2 bs. 11 3N 16437—Spanish (136 page) аше Shipping wt 2 
зн 16251 Grade 3 P зн 16458—French (134 pages) Ihn. 2 os. 
Shpg. wt. set 3Ibs......$266 — 3N1622 ‚Set $3.77 Shpg. wt. ea. 2Ibs......Ea. $3.37 3N 1680. sis; Ж: [Sears] 363 



Nancy Drew— selection includes every book now in print Hardy Boys—every book now in print listed 
Starter Set. Save 28%. Includes IN 14006. 3N15006, 3N16012 siete $295 = 5197 315049 "Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounce Set $295 
Single Books. Fach 174 to 220 pages. Books measure fx? inches эн тюм Мун M 

Starter Set. Save 28%. Incl. IN15218, 3N15219, 3N15221 3 н 16255— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz... Set $295 meine, e ado Soca 11110 pog Macr io i заа оаа. таа ae т ed ЫЕ edm 
a rg M s H- = EN i пш еке Шс ыс ры m c E UE RR a СЫ ст}: SER DEERE ipm i cues UC ME IET pero SMCS Шын Bü, ro To DID —— r nena 3 N 18000—Sign of the Twisted Candies ЗМ 18036 3N15208-Shore Road Mystery 3915237- Desert Giant Mystery зм 15011—Pasemord to Larkspur Lane 3N 18037 Scarlet Shipper Mystery 318209 Hidden Harbor Mystery 3N15238 Sereeching Owl Mystery 3 18012 Bungalow Mystery 3 sons Secret of Red Gate Farm 3418211-Cabio Inland Mystery 3 м 18013—Memage in the Hollow Oak ЭН 15039 Clos of Hacken Locket. 30815212-Great Airport Mystery 3 N 19014 Mystery of the Tolling Bell ЭМ 15041 Mystery of the Ivory Charm 3N15213- What Happened at 3 15018 Secret at Shadow Ranch 3N 18042—Cive of the Tapping Heels Midnight 2N18249-Siniater Sign Poet 3 лон Whoperisg Statue. 3 15043 Braue Bound Tronk Mystery 2418214. While the Clock Ticked 2015244 Secret Warning. 3 18017 Moonstone Castle Mystery IN 13044 — Mons Covered Mansion 3wM2M-Choe im the Embers 2N1S245-Teited Claw 3% MOM Cloe in the Jewel Box зм 15048 Quest of the Missing Map INISZ18-Secret of the Caves 3W18248- Diasppearing Fior. эм 18019 —Secret of the Wooden Lady 3" 13041. Rinemaster's Secret 2418217-Cive of Broken Blade 3418247-Flying Exprese Mystery nrt2 Tower Treasure эмтвгав Flickering Torch Mystery 3 N 15021 Secret Im the Ом Atti 3 м isos The Tnvisthie Intruder Shipping weight sim 3015219 House on the СШ! 3N15221-Seeret of Ом Mil 018281 Spiral Bridge Mystery An18222-Sceret Panel 3N18283- Mystery of the 3415223- Wailing Siren Mystery Whale Tat = 3N18226-Yellow Feather Mystery 3N16254-Wüldcnt Sw 3N15227 Hooded Hawk Mystery 3N16258-Crimerom Shadow 

Shipping weight each 12 ounces. Each book. 

3N15249- Melted Coins 

$137 

Save 26% on Suspense Sories Starter 
Set . . includes 3N15317, 3N15323, 
and 3N15326. 
З М 15329 — Shpg. wt. 31bs..Set $3.88 
Single Books. 159-185 pgs. 51x814 in, эм 15317 Mystery of Talking Skul эм 15318—The Coughing Dragen (new) E 

Little House Series 
by Laura Ingalls Wilder 
e $457 

В Starter Set. Save 20% .. Set includes Stories of pioneer Ше. Ilustrated. 101 — Peste 85и, бате 209... Бе еы to 372 pager Умай inchen pou WE 2 ECC 

Bobbsey Twins . . adventures 
5295 mS" 

эм 15223 Whispering М, 3 м H324— Mystery of the Эм 18928 —Mystery of Moaning С зм 18141—By Shores of Silver Lake ls эм 15326— Mystery of Screaming Clock н Single Books. 174-184 pgs. магу a JN Lite Hews in Dig Woods 2 дез Doodlebug Mont ee Se Shipping wt.ea.ilb.,..-.Each $177 
Starter Set. Save 26%. . . Includes 
books 3N 15906, 3N15311, 3N15312. 3 н 15315— Shpr. wt. 3 lbs. Set $388 
Single Books: 182 to 186 pgs. 5x84 in. 
3 N 15300— Sporta Stories 
Эм 15305— Mystery Stories 
3 м 16208 Football Stories 
зм 15311 — Basketball Stories 
3 N 15312 Baseball Stories 
эм 18919 Hone Stores 
Shipping wt. ea. 1Ib......Each $1.77 

Scout Encyclopedia. Official Bock for Cube. So, Espiar, lstrated 168 pages: Таа А inches 3 N 10099  Shpg wi. TID Sox. 536 
Have. Fun Guitar. Incl. 105 Tolk radinio], popular tongs Sim: 
ple chord, fin g diagrams. 160 Peres Ort? in. Paperback Er 

's Easy to Play Guitar. Incl. 100 

Эм 16144 Little Mouse on the Prairie 3 м 19070 — Secret of Candy Castle 
эм 15145— Little Town on the Prairie эи 10000 муйу a“ з= аа АШ а-л зитома- Са de Ban of тыз Ста edi cl Say May 3m Moss атан Эн a Te Hoy ien Your AN aa Than Happy бош эн ross Adrian ш do Contry тна? 3 н 15088 О! Lakeport Shpg. wt.ea. 11b.102.....Each$457 y ios mela il ils embare 
Wilder's Song Book. B14x11l4 inches. 3 15099 — Mystery of King's Puppet 3 н 15151-160 pgs. Wt. 1lb.oz..8587 Shipping wt. ea. 1207... Each $137 

Books for Teens 
9 Willow Books for grs. Set of & йсй Ди 
Paperbound; 128-176 pes ART ln 
sevesterx aer My Sky is Blue Debutante Mill six more IN 16243 вре wi. 2 I. Set 5266 Golden Romances. Set хиккт 16 ser: Tender Time, 7 mom felght Each 200pages: — 3 16244  Shpg wi 2 Ibe S Tri Inches each. Suri ay EPA Ene eS board Summer, Runaway 9 Here's to You. Miss Teen Groom Heart, Song of the River 9 ing Paperback. 234 pes Saas in. and five more. Paperback IN 

Wt. 2 lbs. 4 or 
3 N 16242 ҳе 5388 

35. Shpg. wt. 150z... . -$357 
Д Dear Teen. 

3N 1294 
5143814 inches. 
en. We. 11b..8357 

songs. Learn to play by using 6 simple chords Tuning instruction, too. T28 
pages: 9x12 in. Paperback. 30 16241—Shpg. wt. 12 0%....$1.87 



FOOTBALL 
STORIES 

Books for Sportsmen of all ages 
5172 $288 s 

Storter Sets. Sove 26% when you buy a set of three books. 
3 N 16049— Includes IN16074, 16075, 16068. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 or. Set $3.88 
зн 16054. Includes JN 16044, 16045, 16053. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 11 ол. Set 3.88 
Single Books. 80 to 225 pages. Each about 5441854 inches. 
3816039-NFL Star Quarterbacks (new) 
3816038-Great NFL Linebackers (new) 
3816037-Great Moments, Pro Football 
3N16052-Making of а Rookie 
3816047-Great Defensive Players, NFL 
3N16053-Championship Teams of NFL 
3N16042-Great Quarterbacks of NFL. 
3N16044-Heroes of the NFL 
3N16048-Great Pass Receivers of NFL 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces 

3N16093-Football Rules in Pictures 
3N16068-Johnny Unitas, My Own Story 
3N16074-Vince Lombardi's Run to Day- 

light 
3N16041-How to Punt, Pass and Kick 
3N16045-Strange but True Football 

Stories 
3N16046-Great Running Backs of NFL. 
3N16075-Making of a Pro Quarterback 

Each $1.77 
3 N 16026-Frank Gifford Football Guidebook. Paperbound. Shipping wt. 8 02. 1.77 

Starter Set. Save 26% when you buy a set of three books. 
3 N 16087— Includes 3N16067, 16078, 16079. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. Set $3.88 
Single Books. 80 to 295 pages. Each about 54(x8% inches. 
3N16051-Amazing Baseball Teams (new) 
3N16065-Great Catchers of the 

Major Leagues (new) 
3N16084-Big League Batboy (new) 
3N16055-Great Rookies, Major Leagues 
3N16057-Heroes of the Major Leagues 
3N16079-Babe Ruth 
3N16059-Strange but True Baseball 

Stories 
3N16058-Great Pennant Races of the 

Major Leagues 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces 

3N16063-Great Baseball Pitchers 
3N16062-Workd Series Thrillers 
3N16067-Baseball's Greatest Players 
3N16002-Great Hitters of the Major 

Leagues 
3N16071-Little League to Big League 
3N16078-Basebalr's Hall of Fame 
3816077-Sandy Koufax 
3N16069-Wille Mays 
3N16056-Baschall's Most Valuable 

Players 
Each $1.77 

Yogi Berra Baseball Guidebook. Paperbound. 
3 N 16027—Shipping weight В ounces 

Stor 
3 N 16094 

1m 

Basketball Stories 
Set. Seve 26% when you buy a set of three books. 

Includes 3N16005, 3N 16006, 3N 16096. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. Set $2.88 
Single Books. 79 to 183 pages. Measure about $8(x85 inches. 
3N16006-Heroes of Pro Basketball 
3N16005-Great Moments, Pro Basketball 
3N16095- Basketball Rules in Pictures. 
3N16076-Wilt Chamberlain. 
Shipping wt. each 11.02... Each $1.77 

'3N16096-Rookies, Pro Basketball (new) 
316098 Stars of Pro Basketball (new) 
Shipping wt each 14 oz... „Each $1.77 
A. Rupp Basketball Guide. Paperbound. 
IN 16025—Sbpe. wt 8 ox. 5177 

Special Centennial Edition а low, low price! Complete official 
record of the major leagues” first 100 years from 1869 to 1969. 
Cites the record of zvery player in the big leagues—even if be 
had only one turn at bat! Computerized information never before 
available . . extra base hits, earned run averages, stolen bases, 
ete. History of scoring and rule changes. Team rosters, player 
record by year, more . . 2337 pages in all; 6393 inches 
3 н 1696—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces 2.88 

wre 
14% 

The First 50 Years. Covers the 
history and growth of the N 
tional Football League from 
1919 to 1969 . . personalities, 
game strategy, statistics, ete 

The Other League. Covers the. 
10-year history of the Ameri- 
can Football League. Describes 
in detail the four Superbowl 
games between the AFL and 

Mlustrated. Contains 
4 pages, 834211% inches 
pe. wt. 3 Ibs. 1 of. 

3N 1698. 

Mlustrated, Contains 256 NFL. 
pages, 83х11 М inches 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 os. 
зм 1697 $1.06 зил? 

Носкеу Воокз 

lee Hockey Rules in Pictures. Helpful illustrations make rules of 
hockey game clear. 80 pages, 8x10X inches. 
3 N 16097—Shippina weight 11 ounces. зил 
Hockey is My Соте by Hobby Hull. Includes instructions ор 
offense, defense, ete. Illustrated. 212 pages, 544x834 inches 
3 N 16092— Shipping weight 1 pound. мл 
All-Star Hockey Guidebook. Step-by-step instructions for be- 
innere Diagrams, illustrated. 20 pex, 814x554 in. Paperbound 
З 16024 Shipping weight $ ounces $1.77 
Hockey (new). History, players, teams, rules, Stanley Cup play- 
‘offs, etc. Illustrated. 234 pages, 824x114 inches 
З н 16033—Shippine weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. sun 

These books can help you play like a pro! $277 
Make The Team series . - de 
tailed instans, in 4 popular sports 
lustrations, diagrams; 89 to 
129 pes., 811 in. Paperbound. 
3 N 16013 Football h 
3 N 16014— Baseball 
3 N 16015— Basketball 
3 N 16016— Ice Hockey 
Wt. ea. 1 Ib, 3 02... Each $277 

Sat. [Sears] 



NEW! World of Horses 
349 

By Judith Campbell She has to ride 
them to write about them 

She tell of the world's most won- 
Чай hones . . pure-bred Arabian 
fof the Mid East, semi-wild white 
hones of Camargue, thrill spectacle 
of Calgary Stampede and more 
Over 150 photos, 35 in color, 140 
pages. 53x1 134 inches 
3N 1653—Shpg, wt. 2. 102. 34:49 

$ A 

NEW! 

Treasury of Horses 
567 

By Walter D. Osborne and Patricia 
H. Johnson. Magnicently illus 

hhundredsol photographs, 
2 pages in full color 

А comprehensive pictorial history 
of every breed of racing. riding, and 
Working bone, from earliest mes to 
the present. 251 pages. КМАТ 
inches Shpg. wt. 21. 14 oz 
3 N 16248, sen 

BOOKS BY MARGUENTE HENRY 
NEW! Deor Reoders ond Riders. Let- 
ters from readers with Miss Henry s 
delightful replies. Photos, drawings 
Hardtound, 224 pages. 9%] in. 
3 N 16211—Shpg. wt. 1 b. 7 oc $346 
Misty of Chincoteague. Brother and 
sister capture, tame two wild ponies. 
176 pages. ТИРӘ inches. 
3N 16205—Shpe. wt. 11b. or. 53.6 
Stormy, Mishy's Fool. Adventure of 
foal born after а great storm. ТӨМ 
inches. Wesley Dennis illustrations 
316204-224 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib, B oz, $4.59 
Block Gold. Story ol Derby winner. 
176 pages. 13931 inches 
3N 1652—Shpe. wt. 11b. 3 ox. $3.66 
King of the Wind. Man o' War's an- 
«смог. 176 pages. 734x93 inches, 
ЗМ 16207—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 4 oc. $3.66 
Marguerite Henry's All About Horses. 
Deluxe edition. 30 full-color photos. 
129 pages. ВА inches. 
3N 16225—Sbpg. wt. 21s... 3366 
White Stoltion of Lipizzo. Baker's 
boy becomes riding master. 112 pages. 
9% 11134 inches, 
3 N 16202—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 6 02, $3.66 
See Stor, Orphan of Chincoleogee. 
Story of wild ponies. Misty saves ite 
Sea Star, 172 pages. 7352034 im 
3N 16206—Shpg. wt. 1 Tb, 4 oz, $3.66 

(28 

Illustrated Books about 

Album of Horses 
s27 

guerite Henry's famous volume, 
illustrated by Wesley Dennis. Fas- 
inating accounts of 22 breeds of 
horses, including the mule and the 
burro. Each accompanied by full. 
color portrait by Wesley Dennis. A 
proud addition to any library. per 
fect gilt for the home lover, 113 
pages. 9x113 in. 
3N 1651—Shpe. wt. 11b. 802 $277 

MORE MARGUERITE HENRY 
Mustang: Wild Spirit of the West. 
True story of America’s own wild 
horses. 7343934 in. 224 pages, 
3N 16212 Sbpe. wt. 1 Ib. В os. $3.66 

TRUE STORIES ABOUT HORSES 
Snowmen. R. Montgomery. Rescued 
from boneyard; becomes America's 
champion jumper. 131 p. 6142914 in. 
3 к 16256 Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 8 ог. 3397 
Men o' War. Walter Farley. Fictional- 
ized biography of the world's greatest 
racer, 326 pages. GMx9 inches. 
3 н 16225 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 9.02. $3.67 

FICTION STORIES ABOUT HORSES 
Personality of the Horse. Stories, pic- 
tures, poetry. 342 pages. SB) in. 
3N 16245— Sbpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $2.37 
World of Horses, An Anthology. 
М. C. Self. 384 pages. 6x9 inches. 
ЗМ 16253—Shpg. wt. 11b. 13 oz. 37.79 
American Girl Book of Horse Stories. 
10 tales. 183 pages. Sh¢x834 in. 
3N 16236—Shpg. wt. Hoz. .... S1,77 
All Horses Go to Heaven, Anthology 
compiled by Beth Brown. More than 
30 famous stories. 415 pages. 61934 in. 
э н 16277—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1002, 44.39 
Big Bock of Favorite Horse Stories. 
Famous authors’ tales of adventure, 

humor, 336 pas. 6439 in. courage, 
3 N 16271—Shpe. wt. IIb. 12 02. $3.57 

The Story of Horses 

5158 

By Pat Johnson, illustrated with 
photographs by Walter D. Osborne. 
The history ol the friendship be- 
tween man and horse concisely told. 

Traces the development of the 
horse from early times, its use in 
ancient warlare, introduction into 
the New World up to the borse and 
man today, 82 pages 6%x9 in. 
3N 1649—Shpg. wt. 13 oz... .-$1.88 

La 
Horses 

нити. FACTS ABOUT HORSES 
Selection, care, feeding and training, 
riding are discussed, Fully illustrated. 
Winning Your Spurs. By E. T. Moore. 
Care and training of horses, 124 pages. 
S1114 in. Sbpg. wt. 1. 1 oz. 
3N 15499. 3247 
NEW! Select, Buy, Train, Core for 
‚Your Own Horse. By Barbara Van 
Tuyl. Practical guide for those who 
wish to own a horse. 40 illustrations. 
125 pages. 744х104, inches. 3 1655—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz $3.67 
The Quorter Horse. R. W. Osborne, 
America’s own breed. 100 photos. 
More than 128 pages. 7x10 inches, 
3N 16237—Shpg. wt. 11b... .. 33.66 
Complete Troining of Hone ond 
Rider. Classical horsemanship, 288 
pages. 634x914 inches. 3 N 16238—Shpe. wt. 1 Ib, бог. 37.66 
A Hone of Your Own. M. A. Ston- 
ridge. Revised, updated. Western and 
Eastern riding. 508 pes. 63419% in. 
3N 16233—Shpe. wt. 1»... $4.66 
Complete Book of Horses ond Ponies. 
Margaret C. Self. Helpful facts, in 
teresting reading. 320 pages. 619% i 
3 н 16251—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 9 oz. $5.77 
Leaming to Ride, Hunt ond Show. 
Norman Wright. 128 pqs, 134153 la. 
3N 16265—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $4.88 



ent at any age f-improvement at any age ^ vel books and How-to-Do 

ge and Let's Travel Series 
These popular books have been sold elsewhere ... 

but only individually! Now Sears offers them in complete 
10-volume Sets at prices that are amazingly low 

ANY SET $788 

Save 11% =, = 3% 
Save 16% tay o 1995 

е thats 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

Set includes Young People's Story of Our Heritage on: Europe; Africa and Aria; The Amer 
cag Canada, Meri 'ossessions; Ancient World 500 
BC 10 500 AD; A Fine Art 15,000 BC 10 
1800 AD; Architectur 3000 ВС to Gothic period. 
3 н 1635—Shipping weight 10-volus ounce 
Lers Trovel Series in two Es gina kers for both chikiren an 

Ў urbout the wo 
ены aids for school age chil 
Let's Travel to... Set Number |. 
the following Let's Travel to: the 5 
Nigeria and Ghana; Thailand; the C 
э N 1636—Shippiag weight 10-vo 
Lars Travel to . . Set Numb 

ied volumes. Total $50 pages. AS pages each. Includes 
India; Holy Land; Philippines; China; Hong Kong 

trated books. AS pages eas 
d; Spain; Holland; Italy, Gr 

Set 57,88 
Any 2 Sets 93.94 Any 3 Sets 99.83 

Origami Books 

Rocks and Minerals The Way Beginner's Shell Kit 
Things Work Learn how, when and whereto Start a wonderful life-time н: hobby. Learn to identify rocks, 1%, . them; the equipment used; mineral 4£page book im 

Cleaning; caring and catalog- cludes an easy-to-read story of. 
ing: plus the art of display. rocks and minerals, an identi- 
Set includes 48-page S34x11- fication of major specimens in 

' in. book, How and Why ef Ses color 
‘Shells, large plastic storage Tripod, magnifier, streak 
bag, small plastic storage bags, plate, 19 samples for testing 
hand magnifying glass, shell and examining. Instructions 

tates, pre Shipping weight 1 1b, 
хаме dg Tun booklet, 24 shell sped- included, Shpe wt. 1 Ib, Goz. mk mens байо 1 sea bors). IN I541 Kiser 

anise Kit $27 316436 Wt 1 Set $1.66 
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around tht world 

Party Pack . . 
Choice 1-pound imported Holland ham 

plos salami, seafood and a wide selection 
of cheeses and spreads 

зайбал 555 ) 

14 ounces Box $9.50 

>> S Ett PEN 
‚TOUR, 

Гина ef [mrs 

the easy way 
87 N 6225—Shpe wt. 11b. 1 



Ham and Cheese on Rye 
Choice 1-pound imported ham 

plus 6 unusual cheeses to spread on 
pumpernickel and rye squares 

олу 4? 

Candy Con. 14 un 
5 м met 

6 басова Spin Se. Јан ad 
whip 

Word omowe Toon. A delightful Darjeeling. Jasmine, and 87 N6011—Shipping weight 1 pound. 



Hostess Tray . . topped with cheeses, $ 
coasters and handsome bar tools 

3 Mouse Boord. Just mite of a mouse perched on a solid walnut c 
board filled with & ounces ol im eese spreads 

with wooden handle included. Boa 
87 N6058—Shipping weight 1 рош 

‘uropean cheeses. 6 

м 
87 N 6281 —Shippitg weight 1 pound 5 ounces 

Slice and Serve Bosket, Split bab 

87 N6266—Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

card with matching kn 

15* 

Stainless м 

Set 34.99 

Sel 34s 
and packed with Lor. 

Hin. long. 
Set $2.99 

basket brimming with over a pound 
of imported cheeses, Hamboo handled knife included. 14131613 in. high 

Set $5.99 

Electric Hot Tray . . stacked with $ 
imported cheeses and candies 

and serve 

7 Key Rock. Mabogany finished h 
hooks. Stacked with 844 oz. of impor 

87 N 6049—Shipping weight 1 

tainless steel serrated knife 
8 Bone Boord. Solid hardwood with tile cutting area and magnetized 

hol 
ported as 
Dir 
Y Miniature Chopping Block. Topped with impor 

bread. Tiny cleaver included. Block Sin. high, Net 
87 N6271—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces 
10 Ov! Board. Beechwood owl. ceramic eyes. chain f 

steel knife, 1 
87 N6151—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces 

13% 

Comes with 1414 oz. of im 

ted cheese spreads and 
wi Hoe Unassembled 

or hanging and pesas 
eese selection. 12 in. long. А 

77 





English toffees 
and chocolates 

9350 Л 

34 
87 N1575 



STOCKINGS 
WITH 

6 Condy Pops. 
87 N Зава Shipping 

72 

8 Suprise Во. E 

f Condy-filed Trucks. Tin 
and tanker filled with tn 

87 N3521—5et ol 4. Ship 
Mesh Christmas Stockings. Chock ful 10 87 N 3497—Set 1i 

11 Sene morie. ¢ all for each penny 

d grape jelly in a 
24%, in. high. 



1 Pail of Condy. 4 
1 pound of choco 

nds of cream. jelly and hard candy plus 
te drops. Plastic pail with handle 1014 

inches high. Buy it the casy way—order by phone. 
87 п 1538—Shipping weight 7 pounds 10 ounces $369 
2 Country Inn Filled Confections. 5 pound tin of sugary shells 

all filled wi jelly. jam, nuts or chocolates 
ing weicht 4 pounds А ounces Tin $1.87 

3 Cordboord Christmas Boxes. To fll 
buy. Each box measures 4láxix1% 

87 N 3540— Package of 16. Shi 

h all the candy you can 
hes deep. 

wis Package 79 
4 Vor. Package $1.79 

6 Фош 
87 N 3512— Shi Bonas 

7 Bells and Bolts. Solid milk chocolate wrapped in shiny foil 
Two-pound box imported from Belgium. 

87 82523—Shipping weight 2 pounds В ounces Box $219 
8 Coptoin Kidd Treosore Chest Bank. 16 milk chocolate “coins 

hidden away in metal chest about Зх лЗ in. high. 
87 N 3529—Shipping weight 1 pound. Set $1.99 

Bonbons. Crystalized cream of 
favors to please the entire 

Crystolized Cream Bonbons. 21i, pound box 
87 N 1$33—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces 
Coconut Bonbons. Four-pound box 
87 н 1532—Shipping weight 4 pounds $ ounces. 

Borsz99 

Bor $2.19 
4, cach 614-inches long 

Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces... Box 119 
mint canes, each 3 

Box $1.19 
Chips Chem. 50 Ш аласт with ba ze amy and (en 

candy, 10% choco- 
d mut (ў ıe. pound 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces Tin $169 
12, Sondy-fllad Apothecary Jars. One with 1-1b. sugar shells with 

favored fillings: one with 1-16. mint-filed straws. 
Er N IS3— Shipping weight 4 

$ on é Camie 
5 
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548° 

Permanently-mounted speakers 
durable plastic cabinet 

Decorator Telephone 

Housings Recall the 

Fully automatic 
record changer 

and side-mounted 
] Florentine speakers in our 

most compact 
take-along 

portable stereo 

ping weight 4 pounds 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 

5 Coquette чин: - 
Walnutgrained 

phonograph stand 
with record shelf 

Useferaiiphonosraphs $] 495 
оп these two pages 



Great Sound Values in 
Portables from Sears! 

Cut*9.. Component-look Phonograph System 
that packs together for easy carrying 

(souci rec 6895 $599) 

separate to deliver full 

587° 

A value thats 
SOMETHING SPECIAL 

$10795 

+ Big 6-inch woofer and 3-inch tweeter 
in each detachable enclosure deliver 
full, rich stereo sound 
+ Full-size 1 1-inch turntable features 
record-saving 3-gram tone arm 



turns on or shuts off radio and 
phono . . just pre-set clock 

* fourspeed BSR 
record changer with prote 
live tinted dust cover 

ng-lasting diam 

6:15 in the morning is no 
time to guess which hand 
is bigger . . Sears new 
digital clock tells you the 
exact big. bold 
eye-opener numerals 

"A 
$ М/АМ 
Sound Center 

FM/AM Digital Clock Radio 
Easy-to-read clock swivels up to 45° in either 
direction. Can be set to wake you to music 
and buzzer or music only. Set it just once 

it'll remember to wake you 
547° mn full-toned Shin 

speaker in each walnut 
grained speaker enclosure Low dio with easy-to-read digital clock Il package . . can be placed on a face, perlectly-timed for Christmas gift-giving. Solid йу room. You can play record tate AM/FM radio with slide-rule tuning for accurate ally after last record, Featherlight tation selection. Switchable automatic frequency nd needle. Stereo FM/AM rad control for drift-iree FM. Top-firing in. speaker with stereo alert light to signal vadcasts. Controls for balance, tone, tuning, function for great sound. Built-in AM rod antenna, line cord and volume; alarm, time and sleep switches. Connection for tape deck to play or record FM antenna. Two-tone gray and white high-impact Walnut-grained molded cabinets. 1674,х13%х7 in. deep. Speaker: 9x7x514 in. deep. Order plastic cabinet and clock housing. 5105743 in. deep. roll cort n pe. 37% UL listed, 57 N 32861 Wr. 39 Iba $13795 57 N 2089 — Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz 54795 

Wake to black-and-white TV. АМ/ЕМ Radio or buzzer аі 
B-inch diagonal measure picture TV with light-diffuser screen to cut glare 

1 Ihe morning sunshine on 
io or TV automatically 

to reduce picture flutter and keep the picture brings you sound instantly 
speaker for late-nigh 
10x 164x104 
э н 5030N- 

TV viewing 
inches deep. From Japan. UL listed 
Shipping weight 20 pounds, Sent fre 

380 Sears cur 

ime while you enjoy TV or radio. You can even pre-set clock to 
1 2 hours. Instant start TV fea 

тос елду 
Big 5x3-inch speaker. Use earphone for pri 

you won't disturb a soul. Walnut-grained 

{rail or truck) or express $1195 

Brackets under set adjust 
TV screen to your most 

comfortable viewing angle 
even if set is placed on 

high bedroom dresser or low 
living room coffee table 

137” FM/AM Clock Radio 
Dual powered for dual convenience 
operates on batteries outdoors, house 
current indoors , . wakes you to music 

541% 

Solid state chassis for instant sound. 
operated 

the PERSONAL TV t battery 
o wake you at pre-set time. Clear, 

ind tone from Isin. speaker, Switch п. just pre-set clock 

ping FM whip antenna 
teries below. Earphone 
impact plastic 
5? N 20638] 

s keyed automatic gain. 
Solid state AM/FM radio 

Order 4 "C bat. 
Walnut-grained high 

abinet. fiL» in. deep. UL listed. ning or pillow 
ded cabinet ing weight 4 Ibs. 7 oz... .$41 95 

'C" size Battery for Radio above. (Uses 4) 
57 н 6448.— Shipping weight 202... ... Each 17e 

Rise and shine to black-and-white TV or buzzer alarm 
12-inch diagonal measure picture with light-diffuser screen 

Pre-set clock to wake you to TV or burzer automatically .. And you can set clock toshut-ofl TV too . . now you can fall asleep without waking up to the test pattern. VHF memory fine tuning locks in each channel . . set once and forget. ОНР dial tuning, Keyed automatic gain control brings you flutter-Iree reception. Four-inch speaker for loud and clear sound. Earphone for private listening; pillow speaker. Walnut-grained high-impact molded cabinet. 11Ux171x11%4 
inches deep. UL listed. From Japan. 
W57 N 5080N —Shipping weight 24 pounds. Sent freight (rail or truck) or express, 
NOTE. both pages: Radios and TV's for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

FOR MORE BLACK-AND-WHITE AND COLOR TVs SEE PAGES 384 TO 386. 

311795 



E 

SOMETHING SPECIAL ) [4] 517% З 

AM/FM CLOCK RADIO 
Fine furniture look and bold radio sound . . simulated 

walnut-grain plastic cabinet houses a large 
5x3-inch speaker for the clean, crisp sound of music 

Large “Magic-Glow 
time . . can also be 

mands 
Switchable auto 

Lighted alide-rule dial and v 
Tone control lets you c ind you prefer 

lid state chassis. AM and FM antennas . . external FM 
antenna terminals. Sx1494x4'%s in. deep. UL listed 

95. Shipping wei nds $4595 

ake station selec 

егаی  

` AM/FM 
CLOCK 
RADIOS 

AM CLOCK RADIOS 

Full-feature clock radios (5 thru 9) in simulated wood-grain plastic cabinet: 
AM The set-and-forget clock turns radio on and off automatically. Then there 

the buzzer alarm that sounds-off 10 minutes after radio begins to play. And 
CLOCK the repeat alarm allows several 7-minute naps 

RADIOS 

(Sand 6) AM/FM Clock Radios. Instant sound solid state chassis will last through 
many holida Automatic frequency control lock in FM reception, Side 
rule dial helps you tu 

'Magic-Glow" lighted clock face 
d. Attract 

(1 thro 4) Wake you to music at any pre-set time. Бану. 
to-rend clock face and dial. Solid state chassis. UL listed. 
1 AM/FM Clock Radio with repeat alarm. Automatic 

frequency control locks in FM stations. RF stage boosts 
FM reception. Slide-rule dial, Big 34-inch speaker. Built- 
in AM and FM antennas. White plastic cabinet with beige. trim: Pix 12414 inches deep. (70049) AM Clock Radios. Easy tread “Marie Glow" c 
$7 N 2087 —Shlpping weight 4 pousda 9 ounces... 32895 Front-locat me and tuning controls, Built-in 

9 AM/FM Clock radio. RF stage boosts FM reception 
adds to listening pleasure. Large 2%-inch speaker. Built 

in AM and FM antennas. Off-white plastic cabinet with 
avocado trim measures 6x1 11414 in. deep. 
57 N 2085— Shipping weight 4 pounds 1 ounce. ....$21 50 
3 LOOK AT THIS: Our lowest priced AM Clock 
Radio. 2% in. speaker. Rod antenna. Ivory plastic. 

57 N 2061—48 x3 in. deep. Wt. 3 lbs 1 02... 912,95 Q Big 3%. so 
Д AM Clock Radio with repeat alarm. Built-in rod anten- 57 N 20758 

та. Sin. speaker. Simulated wood strain plastic cabinet. 
57 N 2066—A7ax10x4M in. deep. Wt. 4 Ibs. 1 оз.....$1750 

lil. Attractive cabinet wi 
clock face and trim, Thaxl0Ux3% inches d 

avling. Wh 
k up the phe 

ock face and dial, «xL I^ x2 in. deep. 
ounces $1995 

Sears 381 



Deck the walls 
with Sounds of Music 

Decorator AM/FM 
Wall Radios 

Powered by batteries so they're 
completely cordless . . 
decorative in any room 

AM/FM Rad! $325 

Enhance the 

tery-operated radio to hang in any 
oom or bedroom for listening where ал, when you 

want! Solid state; plays instantly. Volume control 
push-button on-off, AM/FM selector, AFC and tuning 
control in front. Built-in AM, FM antennas, Easy to 
mount; adhesive on back or screws (included). Two- 
piece plastic cabinet, front-bi easy access to 
batteries, Just press cabinet in place over wall-mount 
radio, Overall size, 835x835x214 in. deep. Four "С 
batteries included 
1 Close style. Radio, white plastic cabinet. 

57 N 20246 Shpg. wt. 4 Ils. 4 о $32.95 
Mediterranean, Radio, simulated pecan-woodgrain 

Perforated dark red grille 
wt. 4 Ibi. 4 oz $32.95 

3 Colonial fruitwood plastic 

$32.95 
Walt 7462732244 in, deep. 
57 N 20241— WU 3 lbs 1 os. 4 batterie... $29.50 

6 
Cut kitchen clutter . . under- AM/PM E 
cabinet design AM/FM Radio 18% Cel 
helps solve space problems 

AM/FM Radio and Cassette Player with 39% 

Like music or news while you work. 
without cabinet-clutter? You'll like this 
homemaker's under-counter AM/FM 
radio. Solid state for instant-on sound. 

Built-in antennas; automatic frequency 
‚control. OG-white plastic cabinet 244x10x 
TM ia. deep. Mount with adhesive bracket. 
or screws. Black, silver trim. Order 6 bat 
teries or AC adapter below. 
57. 2031—Shpg. wt, 3 lbs, 5 oz.. 539.50 
Battery lor radio above. Order 6. 
57 N 6465—Wt. 2 oz Each 17e 
AC Adapter for radio above. 
$7 н 6519—Shpe. wt. 5 os. 35.50 
382 [Sears] ze 

dynamic response Radial Sound System 

or 
the special compartment. Solid state chassis brings “live performance 

1 instantly whether you're enjoying AM, ЕМ or your 
favorite cassettes 
FM stations boosted by RF stage then held steady by 

switchable automatic frequency control. Built-in AM antenna 
plus line cord FM antenna. Tone control. Lighted slide-rule 
dial and ve to see and use. 
Simul tic cabinet with black top and 

base. Si deep. U.L. listed. Get this bit 
of Chri ial Sears and 
57 N 2045 x weight 9 Ibs. 12 ox 

Solid state Table Radios 
in low silhouette cabinets 
AM. Simulated walnut finish 
plastic cabinet. Gold color and 

white trim. Front located controls. 
Built-in rod antenna, 344-in. speaker 
4x10x45¢ in. deep. UL listed. 
57 N 2004 Wt. 3 Ibs 5 os..... $14.80 

AM/FM. Ofl-white plastic cabinet, 
silver, gold color trim. Front 

located controls, 24 in. speaker. AM 
and FM antennas, 644x110} in. 
deep. UL listed. 
57 N 2022—Wt. 3 lbs, 14 ог... .$18.50 



COM/TREK [X 9-band Radio 
Music buffs, world watchers, “Һа! 

world of interest with our most versatile Radio 

* Wide selection AM/FM, worldwide shortwave listening 
* Dual powered . . operates on batteries 
* Log cards, built-in file compartment and world time computer 
1 Powerful solid име chasis for outstanding performance on all nine bands 

(see chart, below right). Exclusive cabinet di 
vinyl covering, chrome handle; die-cast, chrome-plated trim; protective 
hinged front cover. Automatic [requency control 
meter, battery condition indicator, built-in dial lights. Full range tone con. 
trol .. band spread control for more precise t 
control. External antenna jack and wire, 39-in. 
S-in. ferite rod antennas. External speaker jack 
jack, earphone. Instruction manual, 6 "D^ bat 
57 N 22851— 118 (1684 in. deep. Shpg w 
2 57 N 2294— Headphone Set for above. Shpg. 

EOM/TREK V 5-band Radio 
Dual-power AM/FM Shortwave Radio operates on 
batteries or AC house current. .attache-type case 

Five bands (see chart at right). Roto-Drum selector dial shows only the 
band ia use. Band spread control for easier tuni 
quiet background noise. Tone control and aut 
Tuning meter, 2 built-in antennas. Battery condition indicator. Dial light 
and slide rule tuning. World time computer and 
lid. Earphone jack. Includes earphone, 4 batteries and booklet. Dark gray 
plastic case 11433 4x94 in. deep. Hong Kong. 

(3 (П> 
15% 10 50 

Pocket portable Radios 
Compact . „easy to carry 
3 AM/FM. Earphone, battery and 

carrying strap. Textured black 
plastic cabinet, "perforated alumi- 
num grille . - 3xlin. speaker, Ver- 
hier slide rule tuning. Telescoping 
FM antenna, büilt-in AM antenna, 
Gift boxed, Size: SMI in. 
deep. Hong Kong, 
57 0 22611—WL 1 Ib. 402..818.,50 

AM. Sturdy blue plastic cabinet, 
2410. speaker. Battery, ear. 

phone, carrying strap, gift box. 2Mx 
436x144 in. deep. Hong Kong, 
57 N 22201 —Wt. 15 oz.. .-- -310.50 
‘See pages 208 and 300 ю Ж lu more ed a ten. 

16 Ibs 

57 N 22001— Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces. 

ims"... tune in your 

or AC house current 

sign: "soft" black padded 

7х5 in. speaker, Tuning 

uning. Adjustable squelch 
telescoping antenna, two 
tape and casette recorder 

teries. Hong Kong. 
3137.95 

wt M or sas 

und 
Standard AM 
Standard FM 
SW-1 Shortwave 
Marine. 
VHF-3 Public Service 

(police, fire, ete.) 
SW-2 Shortwave. 
LW Aircraft Weather 
VHF-1 Public Service". 
VHF-2 Aircraft 

157755 

ing . . squelch control belps 
tomatic frequency control. 

d map built into protective 

157.35 

Packable Portables .. AM/FM Radios 
in rugged luggage-style cabinets 

testen 519% Dust gone 29% 

Б Bettery-powered AM/FM. Converts to AC with 
Adapter below, Auto. frequency control Yin, speaker 

Battery, earphone. Imit. leather cabinet. Hong Kong. 
57 N 22641-A 137 15x234 in. deep We 2 ibs, 14.02. $19.50 
57 N 2292 —AC Adapter lor above. Shpa. wt, Sor. 5.50 
б Dvol-powered AM/FM. Use batteries or AC house 

current. Padded cabinet. Vernier tuning, Jn. speaker 
Automatic frequency control. Telescoping FM, built-in 
AM ante hone, batteries. Hong Kong. 
57 м 226: IH in. deep. Wt 3 ibs 14 or. 329.50 

Tor specifie requerían vied, 

Band/Frequency chart of COM-TREK V and COM-TREK IX 
COM TEC V | CONE T к 

530-1000 klis...|.. ves. уе 
88-108 mHz yo yo 
6-18 На... |... ye yes 
2-6 mile yes yes 

144-174 mH 
18-30 mH. 
150-350 КН» 
30-50 mHz. 
108-136 mHz 

уе ya 

4-band Radio... AM/FM plus Public 
Service for police, VHF for aircraft 

36° 

Dual-power .. operates os 
house current. Switchable automatic frequency 
control. RF stage boosts FM signals, Slide rule 
dial and vernier tuning. Builtin АМ antenna, 
telescoping antes ker, Black 

batteries or regular. 

simulated, feather cal color grille 
Earphone, 4 batteries BOSSA in. deep. Check for пресе 
57 N 2241 Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. S oz. $96.50 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details sate. [Sears] 383 



This Christmas 
how about giving your family 

CO LO R TV with 

WIDE ANGLE VIEWING..? 
It makes this 19-inch diagonal measure screen today's bigs 
color portable! 
Sears has included the Tint Lock Color feature 

is the Sears feature 
7) E a 

. « the Medalist 

35 
Simulated TV reception nds $369.95 

9 Wood rollabout Cart for TV (1) above, Measures 
© 26x30x20 in. dee 4 

384 Sears y. 

ggest-picture 

. and the color's so natural, so beautiful you know 

OUR GREATEST COLOR TV GUARANTEE: Color Picture Tube Guaranteed for Two Years. All Other 
з Gi 

you get 90-day servi 
labor. If any tube or pi 
TV fails within one ye. 
after date of sale, due to defects in mi 
workmanship, we will replace it charging only for labor should any failure occur after your 90-day service ends. And 90-day service is provided in 

Ask about Sears low-cost Maintenance Agreement at your nearest Sears Catalog Sales Office. All TVs are UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

sars Portable Ce 
J 

Shipping Note for both pages: TVs with numbers 
ending in "N" (such as 57 N 4188N) sent freight (rail 
or truck) or 



1 $219% 
Don't miss this 12-inch diagonal measure picture 

PORTABLE COLOR TV 
Instant starting means you'll get sound immediately and your 
picture in just 8 seconds on the T5-aquare inch viewing area 

screen. And the picture you'll get will stay steady and flutter.free. 
thanks to keyed automatic gain control and automatic chroma 
control. Automatic color purifier keeps colors rich and vivid. Cus- 
tomize color the way you like it with slide type tint control. Extra 
bright picture tube . . 18,000 powerful volts of color brightness. 

Listen through the tinch speaker . . or the private earphone on 
12foot cord. Built-in two-pole VHF antenna . . clipon loop ОНЕ 
antenna. Wood grained plastic cabinet: 13%x19x15% in. Japan. 
W57 N 4028N—Shipping weight 51 pounds 521995 
2. Wood roltabout Cart for (1). 20 x27% x16 in. Unassembled. 

W57 N 4515C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. 1995 

16-inch diagonal measure [8] 
Portable Color TV 

Offers the performance of larger, more 
expensive console sets. . thanks to features 
like Automatic Tint Lock for natural color 

5289% a 

Automatic tint lock is but one of the many advances 
that keep flesh tone colors pure on this 145-square inch 

viewing area portable. For instance, take our extraordinary Chromix® con. 
trol . . it lets you mix the colors on your screen to your preference much the 
same way as an artist does with his palette. Instant starting brings sound 
immediately and a picture in 8 seconds. Automatic fine tuning control homes. 
in on best signal at all times. Automatic chroma control and keyed automatic 
gain control team-up to hold color pulsations and picture flutter to a bare 
minimum. Automatic color purifier makes sure your colors are always rich 

nd pure, even if you move the set around a lot. Sharpness control seta 
normal or soft images to your taste. 

Powerful modular hybrid chassis delivers 22,000 volts of picture bright. 
ness. Extra bright picture tube. Lighted channel indicator. Slide color, tint 
and volume controls. Recessed handle. 

79 Our lowest priced Color TV offers 
M-inch d I measure pictui 

Automatic chroma control teamsup with keyed automatic gain 
control to give you steady pictures . - constant color. Automatic 
color purifier keeps colors rich and vivid. Four-inch oval speaker. 

Listen through either the 5inch oval speaker . . or the earphone or pillow 
speaker, both on 12-fo0t cords. Two pole VHF antenna, clip-on UHF antenna. Фо tn. Viewing ase: ИМ choad: Hack to e Walnut grain molded plastic cabinet measures 21x164x18 inches deep. 

outdoor antenna. Brown vinyl«lad cabinet 18x12x15 in. an WS? N 40001--Shipping weight 61 pounds: Corat WS? N 4008N—Shipping weight 46 pounds 3179.95 4 Wood roli-about Cart for (3) above. 26x30x20 in. Unassembled. Metal rollabout Cart for above. 20x34x17% in. Unassembled. W57 N 4554C--Shipping weight 15 pounds 11995 W57 N 4503L—Shipping weight 12 pounds 11295 SEE COLOR TV GUARANTEE ANO SHIPPING NOTE ON FACING PAGE 

THE CONSOLETTE 
It's a 23-inch diagonal measure Color TV with 

matching wood-grained vinyl-clad metal floor stand 

469" 
Instant start brings sound immediately and a picture in just 8 second 
295 square inch viewing area screen. Then just flick automatic fine tuning con. 
trol for clearest picture and sound. And you can be like an artist with his palette 
by mixing colors you prefer thanks to our extraordinary Chromix® control. Auto- 
matic color purifier keeps colors rich and vivid. Keyed automatic gain control 
and automatic chroma control combine to hold picture steady, colors constant 

Powerful 25.000-volt chassis. VHF "memory" fine tuning. Long life solid state 
UHF tuner. Bonded, etched tinted glass cuts reflected glare. Lighted channel 
numbers. Stay-sot volume control. Five-inch speaker. VHF and UHF antennas. 
Walnut-grain vinyiclad metal TV cabinet with molded plastic front measures 
28% x22x21% inches deep, Floor stand measures 30% x14x12% inches deep. 
WS7 N 42764N2—TV and stand. Shipping weight 119 pounds 346995 
W57 н 42762N—TV only. Shipping weight 109 pounds 459.95 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 



The new view in 

PORTABLE TV 
Clean, builtin look, 

walnut-grained furniture styling 
and 16-inch 

diagonal measure picture 

117% 
Instant start makes picture come alive in 
seconds . . prolongs set life. Light diffuser 
screen breaks up the glare so you see only 

lecast picture. VHF "memory" fine 
tuning keeps the picture fine-tuned elec 
tronically Keyed automatic gain cont 
keeps 141-square-inch picture flutter-free. 
Powerful 16,000-volt chassis for crisp pie 
tures. Slide rule UHF control. Five-inch 
oval speaker. Earphone on 12-foot cord. 
UHF and VHF antennas. Walnut-grained 
molded plastic cabinet; 21*/,x14Tex12 
inches deep. UL listed. Shipped freight (rail 
or truck) or express. 
W57 N 5040N—Shpg. wt. 33 lbs. 117.95 

NOTE 
All TVs operate on 110-120.40lt 80 cycle AC 

Brilliant picture . . our best black-and-white TV 
housed in a slim and stylish console cabinet 

Take-aloog PORTABLE TV 22inch degens 5189» 

Works on house current, or you can Our biggest black-and-white screen set features full 282.9. in. viewable area 

or car cigarette-ighter adapter Караса е шыгуга ынана ищ 
picture tube fac UHF tuner, signal boosting VHF tuner. Lustrous 

inch diagonal $ 95 on 
mesure picture told separately deep. UL listed. 

W57 N5171N—Shipping weight 85 pounds 218995 Equipped with swivel base that lets you turn set 360 
viewing. Brightens its 44-24. in. picture with 11,000 vo 
pictures w scree 
listen: 4%in. oval speaker, or switch to priv sti a cord. VHF and UHF antennas Plastic ivory colored cabinet; JUSt for you 
12x10x10 inches. From Japan. UL listed. For outdoor use order personal size 9-inch 
battery below. Cigarette lighter adapter and a 
inboat use also sold separ 
or express Shipp 

ror — diagonal measure picture w. Sent freight (rail or truck) portable TV with 
они н 40495 Automatic keyed gain control 
Rechargeable Battery. Builtin recharger. For Sears transistor. $68” 
ized TV's only. Provides up to 4 hours viewing per recharge. Black 
leather carrying case with strap. в W57 N 8991—Shipping weight 11 pounds 52995 
Cigarette-lighter Adapter. Runs TV on car or truck 12v. current 
WS7 N 89951—8 1595 m 

kcand-white 4449. in. viewing 
'owerful 9,000-volt chassis. 

4 3inch speaker. VHF, ОНЕ 
nnas Beige and brown 
inet w 13x10x10 Sears Has a Credit Plan inches deep. UL listed. From Ja. to Suit Your Needs Clip-on VHF car/boat А; 

57 N 6795—Shipping we . $1995 — pan Sent freight (rail or truch) or Cuprum. See Big Book or ask for details 386 Sears cas W57 N 5000N—Wt. 16 ibs, 68.95 



15-chord AUTOHARP 

with case 
Pre-set chords marked for strumming . . (1-octave chromatic 
scale, 36 strings). Aluminum chord bars . . won't warp. Hard 
maple core, top, bottom. Tuning key, 4 picks, songbook. 25x 
15х4\ in. high. Plays in 7 keys. 
15-chord Autoharp and case. Separairly totol $42.90, 
$7 257012 Shipping weicht 13 Ibe $39, 
57 N 2674C—15-chord Autoharp only. Wi. 8 Iba. 3495 
12-chord Autoharp only. Plays 5 keya. 
57 N 2673C— Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 395 
Case for either Autoharp above. Vinyl on chipboard. 
57 N 2670C — Shipping weight 5 Ib. 795 
Autoharp record course, Easy way to learn. 
57 м 4612— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 498 

Good tone. easy response 
brass and woodwinds from America’s 

finest instrument makers in Elkhart, Ind. 
1 Puto. Key of C. Closed G# key. Silver plated nickel silver 

body and keys. Integral tone holes: rib mounted mechanism. 
Machined head joint and embouchure hole. Lined black vinyl 
оп plywood case. Instruction book included. 
57 н 2553C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. 512995 
9 Our finest Clarinet. African grenadilla wood, oil-pressure 

seasoned to prevent cracking. Center-ground tone holes. 
Standard B-flat Boehm system. Heavy-gauge nickel-silver 
plated keys; 6 rings; 17 hand-fitted adjustable keys. Swab, cork 
grease, mouthpiece, lyre, study book, and lined black vinyl 
on plywood case incl 
57 N 2525C— Shipping weight 7 pounds, 513496 

3 B-flat Trumpet. Hand-engraved brass body with epoxy 
9 lacquer finish. Hand-ground, lapped nickel-silver-plated 
valves. Enclosed valve springs, inlaid felt caps, mother of pearl 
tips. Nickel mouthpiece, receiver, bracing. Tuned to A-440, 
чп. bell, 2 water keys. Lyre, mouthpiece, oil, study book, 
case included. 
57 N 2505C ipping weight 11 pounds. 510495 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
ig Book or ask for details 

Our finest Flat-top.. 
JUMBO size and sound 

564 

4 Jumbo sire for peak volume. Oval 
rosewood fingerboard, white inlaid 

position markers for easy chord changing. 
Resonant spruce top, mahogany back 
and sides with highly polished shaded 
mahogany finish, Celluloid-bound edges. 
Shoulder strap, pick, songbook included. 
16x416x40% inches long. 

Allow 10 Ibs. per postal regulations. 
57N 1221 56495 
5 Classic. Thin spruce top. Nylon 

strings. Wide rosewood fingerboard. 
Hardwood mahogany colored sides 
back. Pinless bridge. Mosaic inlay design 
around soundhole, center of headplate 
Celluloid-bound edges. Soundhole neck 
strap, instruction record. 15393944 is 
57 н 12321C—Shpg. wt. 10 Iba... S3695 

6 Grand Concert size. Black ebonized 
maple fingerboard -- 6 white position 

markers simplify chord changes. Birch 
top . . light pumpkin-colored semi-gloss 
finish. Brown mahogany-stained hat 
wood body, white striping. Stationary 
pinless bridge. Neck cord, how-to-play 
record, pick incl. 15x3%4x40 in. 
57 м 1212L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs... $29.95 
17 Standard size. Equipped with hard. 

wood neck, body; easy-grip finger 
board with 4 white position markers 
Reddish mahogany shaded top with 
glosy finish. Solid nickel-plated tail 
Piece. Neck cord, pick and instruction 
record incl. 1x4 óx369 inches long 
57 м 2941L— Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.. ..$1888 

Carrying Cases for Guitars above 
All constructed of black vinyl on chipboard, and lined to protect instru 
ment. Intended primarily for Sears guitars. Check measurements before 
ordering 

Allow ten pounds postage per postal regulations. 
9 terg [Uses | Lower [оше] Сине | re 

Jumbo size IE [е м 1220. | $895 
Grand Concert, Classic. ..| 40% 57N 1327. | 850 
Standard Size Lass | Lass |57 13201] 750 

5 Sears 387 



Get big-drum sound at thrifty prices 
total, $163.80. Fiyedrum set features separate 

Sticks, brushes and instruc 
57 N 26724N4—Shippin 

Brillant blue sparkle finish. From Japan. 
eight 65 pound: 1139. 

Save 110.97 on 4-Drum Set $2988 
Includes everything from set above, 

Set 389.95 
14x14 inches 

$32.98 
finish. Japan. 

322.95 
SHIPPING NOTE, Numbers ending in "N" (as S7 N 2672N) sen (eight (ral 

| Snare Drum, Practice Pad and 
Cymbal . . great for beginners 

57 N 26071 Wt. 12 Ibs... $29.95 
2, Black Vinyl Carrying Bag for 

$2.95 

Solid Body 
Electric Guitars 
and Amplifie 



S-watt peok power Amplifier with 8-in. 
apecker. Tube-powered, Frequency re- 

sponse 100-9,000 Hz. One channel with vol- 
ume, tone controls. Two inputs. Black vinyl- 
covered cabinet measures 154{х16Щаб in. 
deep. 
57 N 142010—Shpg, wt. 12 Ibs... $28.50 

Hellow-body Electric Guitar with double 
pickup, Flatwound strings placed close to 

fingerboard for easy fingering. Celluloid edge Binding on hardwood Баду and rosewood fin 
аон, Adjustable roller type bride. One 
Volume and one tone control for both pickups 
Specialeflects vibrato tailpiece. Polished ame 
Sunburst color fina, Introctions, pic, 104 
Cord. 143421348385 in. long. Japan. Order 
carry cosa below. 
S7 n laset ре wt. 9 lbs 35050 
Guitar ond Amplifier Combination (3 and 4) 
above. Save $7.00 over seperete prices. 
57 N 1A56512—Shpe, wt 21 Mb....377.00 
Carry Cose for guitar above. Black vinyl- 
conte on clipboard Protective lining. 
SF N IBS Spe wt. le... SA95 

10-watt peok power Amplifier with Bin. 
specker. Frequency response 100-9,000 

Ни. One channel with tone and volume con- 
trols. Complete tremolo circuit. Two guitar 
inputs and remote tremolo foot switch input. 
Black vinyl-clad cabinet, 149911736 in. 
57 N 14211L—Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. $58.95 

Solid-body Electric Guitar with double 
pickup. (3 combinations). Double cutaway contoured body. Sim neck gives unlerm 

feel throughout register. Celluloid-bound rose- 
wood fingerboard for durability. Inlaid posi- Too marker Вар in fast ager changes. Pole 
pieces adjust volume. Vibrato tailpiece for un- 
usual elects. Sir way adjustable roller-type 
bridge. Adjustable steel rod reinforces neck. 
Individual volume controls, single tone con- 
ol. Highly polished fame sunburst. faic. 
Instructions, pick und 10-oot cord included 
12x1 x37 М in. long. From Japan. 

Order vinyl carrying bag below. 
57 N 4120 -Shpe wt. 8 he. иг 
Guher and Amplifier Combination (Sand 6) 
above. Seve $13.90 over separate prices. 
57 N магиз—5%рє. wt 251b... 88,00 
Vinyl-zippered Corrying Bag for guitar (6) 
above and (9) below, Protects instrament 
from scratches, nicks. Black. 
57 N 13346 Shpe. wt. 6e эз» 

peok power Amplifier with Bin. 
‘One channel with single volume 

control. Two inputs. Dark-color vinyl-coated 
fabric covers cabinet. Overall sie: 1534x114 
ST in. deep. 
57 N 1419C— Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 327.95 
B Solid-body Electric Guitar with single 

pickup. Adjustable bridge. Steel rod rein- 
forces neck. Tone, volume controls. Celluloid 
bound rosewood fingerboard with inlaid posi- 
tion markers. Red and black sunburst finish. 
Instructions, pick, 10-ft. cord. Japan. 11 зія 
38 in. long. Order carrying bog obere. 
37 N 14060—Shpg. wt. 9 Ib. $27.95 
Guitar ond Amplifier Combination (7 and 8) 
above, Save $5.95 over separate prices, 
57 N 10652 Shpg. wt. 21 Iba... 49,95 
Y Electronic Sound Pedol. Multi-tone (Siren) 

Control. Produces individual sounds or in 
following. combinations: police siren, Pacific 
surf, topical hurricane and wab-wab. Wab- 
Wah Control gives efect of trumpet or trom 
bone. Solid state. Battery, 10-. cord. Use 
with any amplifier with input jack. Зах 
10% in. deep. Japan. 
57 N 73 Sip wt 3 b. 3345 
10 Electronic Strobe tight. Adds excitement 

to parties, dances. Solid state with speed 
control . . adjusts blink to the music beat. 
SMxSMx4 in. deep. UL listed. 
57 N 1469—Sbpe. wt. 2 Ibs. В or.. . . ..$29.95 

Tunable Tambury Drum .. of such 
unusual Interest, it was selected as а 
feature of our special opening section 

.. page 11 
u Folk singer's favorite. Hand-spun brass, cop- 

per-plated. Goatskin head; 6 adjustable tun- 
ine ups Chrome plated hoop. Shoulder strap. 

57 N 2690— 1014 in. Wt. 3 tbs. 7 ог......32945 
12 Kron Super 48 Chromatic Harmonica, 48 

brass reeds, leather valves. Key of С. 
57 н 2591—12 holes. Plastic case. Wt. 14 ог. $6.95 
13 Hohner Hormonicos. Key of C. Both models 

feature 20 reeds and 10 holes. West Germany. 
57 N 2589— Marine Band. Shpg. wt. 4 oz... 2.98 
57 N 2595—Blues Harp. Sbpe. wt. 3 оа... 349 
14 Keyboard Hormonica. Stainless steel reeds. 

Plastic body. 2S-notes. Play by number. 

57 N 2580—13х3а1 in. Wt. 2ibe......... $14.98 
Four Music Books for (14). 100 famous songs. 
57 N 2581— Shipping weight 1 pound.. .Set $2.95 
15 Soprano Recorder. Key of C. Baroque hager. 

ing. 2 double holes. Pear-wood . . leakproof 
cork joints. Fingering instr. Carry bag, swab. 
57 М 25271—We. AN 3595 
16 Tenable Bongo Drums. Goatskin heads, 14 
and 64 in. $4 in. high. Blue sparkle finish. 

Chrome-plated hardware, 4 tension hugs. 
57 н 2604— Japan. Shpg. wt. 6lbs....... 91695 
17 3-ғоп Bongo Set. Hardwood bodies . - SH 

and 6in. goatskin beads on drums. Two 
hand-painted gourd maracas, 2 hardwood claves. 
57 N 2603— Instructions. Mexico, Wt. 5 Ibs. $6.95 
18 Brom Bugle. Key al G, slide change to F. 

‘Mouthpiece with chain holder. Instructions. 
57 N 2801—Carry bag. Shpg. wt. 13 0%... -$10.95 
19 Tenobie 10-1. Tambourine. 8 tuning lug; 

7 sets of jingles. Removable plastic bead. 
57 N 2639—Wood ring. Wt. 11b. 12 0%.....36,95 
20 Concertina. Features 20 amply spaced bass 

buttons, 40 individually-mounted accordion- 
type reeds. Wood frame. Red pearl finish. Alu- 
minum mechanism. Air release button. Adjust- 
able leather straps. Instructions. Opens to 16 in. 
57 н 254—141 in. Shpe. wt. 5 Ibs... -327.95 
(21 ond 22 ) Ukeleles. Natural finish mahogany 
bodies, nylon strings. Pick and instructions. 
9] Stendord Size. Rosewood fingerboard; posi- 

tion markers. 23x63x21 inches long. 
57 N 12851—Shipping weight 2 Ibs......... $6.95 
Q) Supersize Boritone. Rosewood fingerboard, 

Inlaid position markers. 24x104x29% in. 
57 н 125616— Shipping weight 4 Ibs.......518.95 
23 7-Pe Royton Set, Bongo drums—$ and S3- 

‘oatakin beads, hardwood bodies. Jingle 
block, 2 hardwood castanets, triangle, sleigh bell: 
2 hand-painted gourd maracas, 2 hardwood claves. 
57 N 26061—Shipping weight 6 Ibs ........ 3895 

Electric powered Reed Chord Organ with 
18 chord buttons and 37 numbered keys 

24 Wes $109.95. Easy-to-play by number - . no lessons 
needed. Acoustic amplification. Foot pedal volume con- 

trol. Stainless steel reeds. Walout-veneer cabinet: 31431 x16 
in. deep. How-to-play book with songs included, UL listed. 
Order matching bench below. 
W57 N 47128—Shipping weight 60 pounds.. ......$96.00 

95 Motching Padded Bench. Hinged id. Wt, 15 Is, 
WS? N 47236—15 (22x13 in. deep. $21.95 

Christmas Music for Reed Chord Organ above. $0 pages. 
57 N 4683—Play by number or note. Wt. 1 1b... 32.95 
SHIPPING NOTE: Organs (sent freight—rall or truck—or 
expres) and benches sent {rom catalog order plant or 
warehouse in Chicago, Moline, Columbus, Detroit, St. 
Louis, Milwaukee, Boston, New Orleans or Denver. 
ELECTRICAL NOTE: Electric guitars, amplifiers and organs 
UL listed for 110-120 volt, 60-суйе AC. 

rm ol harmonicas and recorder I de 
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J | different 
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Save 513.95 



Memories 
are FOREVER! 

Capture all your holiday and year 'round happy events on 
tape to enjoy forever . . or listen to your favorite type of 
music on convenient, pre-recorded tapes—all on the same 
Cassette Player-Recorder. These handy units operate any- 
where. Just plug them into regular AC house current . . ог 
run them on batteries. Either way you get rich. full sound. 

Cassette Recorder Cut $4.45 $6350 
„much am outstanding price cut, this Recorder was selected 
st a feature of our special opening section .. page 3 

This monsural recorder gives you the choice of using automatic 

Here's a monaural Cassette Tape Recorder with 
instant-acting automatic recording level circuit 

9 Built-in safety record button preventa you from accidentally 
erasing previously recorded material. Instant-play 600-mill 

watt chassia. Big 3-in. speaker. Volume, tone controls. Push-but- volume recording level control to stay at the proper паа ваар aeree eder ee 
level. or adjusting it manually to add musical emphasis VU meter. Dynamic mike with start-stop button, 4 batteries 

1 Ready to use with no extras to buy. Instant-play 750-milliwatt chassis. Full nad oni Mask cones al chased Twv ове Mg ины йине 
toned 34-inch speaker. Tone control. Big VU meter doubles as a battery condi irapa rr эч" Me надо, 

tion indicator. Push-button operation. Fast forward and fast rewind. Dynamic Piet the easiest way, look pao Pounder 

fum molded plastic cabins mem i acd nk coito included. Brown S7 N 2417- Shipping weight  pounda 12 ounces... £48.98 
пат Shipping weight 7 pounds, tet PE 57 24082—Blck Vinyl Carry Bag or (2). We ib don. 750 

'arrying Bag for (1) above. ar Younger Cassette enthusiasts: be sure to see the cassette 
- Shi player and cassette recorder we're offering especially for 57 N 34983— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces........... ee 3 ا س مس A 

AM/FM Radio-Cassette Tape Recorder Stereo Unit 
Play back all pre-recorded cassettes in full stereo with special 511 95 

stereo speaker-amplifier or record your own cassettes monaurally 
3 Speaker-amplifier houses a 31-inch speaker for Variable tone control. Dual-powered operates on 6 
9 full stereo playback of pre-recorded cassettes. Di “C” batteries (included) or on AC house current 
connect it Lo have a compact, powerful monaural Вір 4-inch speaker in main unit. Main cabinet is 
radio-recorder. Four-foot polarized connecting cable. molded charcoal brown with bright watin-finished 

Dynamic mike with start-stop switch for “live” те: top panel . . measures 11Ux16x4% inches deep. 
cording .. record directly from radio without mike. — Speaker-amp in brown and tan molded plastic cabi. 

Radio locks-in drift-free FM with automatic fre- net: 10%x7x2% inches. UL listed. Japan. 
quency control. Separate listening and recording con- 57 N 32305C2—Shipping weight 11 pounds. .$119.95 trols. Built-in AM antenna .. telescoping FM ав. — Radio-recorder only. No stereo speaker-amplifier. tenna. VU meter abo indicates battery condition, 57 N 3430 Shipping weight 7 pounds 12 or $07 95 

Portable AM/FM Radio and built-in Cassette Recorder 
Use the mike to record live sounds of your family fun .. or record 7° 

music directly from radio to inexpensively build your musical library 
Automatic level control offers hands-free record: Lighted slide-rule dial. Battery condition indic 
ing. Bias switch eliminates feedback when record. Operates on batteries or AC house current 

ing from radio. Also plays all standard cassettes. Cas- state. AM, PM antennas. Black plastic cabinet wi 
seite controls operate by convenient pushbuttons. simulated elm burl inlay: 11x1014x34 in. Blank cas 

Automatic frequency control on radio lockein sette, earphone, 5 batteries, line cord incl. Japan. 
drifiree FM. Big 4-inch speaker. Tone control. 57 N 20441—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 4 oz. ....$7795 

lid 
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Craig 8-track 
Stereo Tape Player Deck 

559% 

Think of getting 
playing time . . and you can play the 
Tapes from your car player at home, too. 

Built-in preamplifier means you can 
plug solid state deck into any music 
system equipped with tape player inputs. 

Selector switch changes from channel 
to channel, Lighted program number. 

Frequency response 70 to 10.000 Hr. 
Standard 3% inches per second tape 
speed. Protective slot door. Handsome. 
too! Walnut-finished wood enclosure; 
black and chrome-plated front panel 
Measures 5x104a8%s in. deep. Connector. 
cords, instructions incl. Japan. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds 10 ounces. 
5787311 $5995 

to 80 minutes’ 

BM ES 

a 
Storage and Carrying. 
Racks for cassette 
tapes and B-track 
tape cartridges 
Low 56” 

6] Д Cassette Lary Susan. А new and 
attractive way to моге and carry up to 24 сөен with snap-on tape pro 

lectora and premon labels for each. 
"The handsome walnut vencer plastic 

cabinet measure 55618613 inches deep 
$7 N 6623 Spg. wi. 2 Ib... 5649 
Б Elghttreck Lary Susan. Con 
© veniently holds up to 24 cartridges 
with snap-on tape protectors for each 
Attractive walnut-veneer plastic cab. 

inet measures 9129 4x92 inches deep. 
57 N 5625—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs......5849 

Circular Cassette Rack. Stores 16 
cassettes. Black case, grey cover, 

57 N 5607—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 402. ..5449 

SE] Blank Tape Cassettes 

Superior high output, low noise, slow. 
speed tape. Polyester base. Deep lub 
ricated. Mailer box. Shpg. wt. 6 от. 
57 N 3472—1 hour C80 cassette. ..$2 29. 
57 м 3473 —I15-hour C-90 caselle. 329 
57 N 3474—2-hour C-120 cassette. 429 
Economy 1-hour C-60 Blank Cassette. 
No mailer box. Shipping weight 6 oz. ea. 
57 N 3487-Each $139: Вох of 1251380 

Craig 8-track Player-Recorder Deck . . lets. 
you play commercial cartridges in stereo 

or make your own monaural tapes to 
build your musical library inexpensively 
1 Here's versatility! Just plug into tape player 

jacks on your present music system to re- 
‘cord directly from AM/FM receiver or phono- 
graph . . or play pre-recorded 8-track cartridges. 
Program selector. Record levelshowsadequate 
input level. Automatic level control maintains 
best music recording level. 

Slot door keeps damaging dust away from 
tape and beads. Solid state circuitry. 
Standard 3% inches per second tape speed. 
Frequency response 50 to 10,000 Hz. Walnut 
finish wood cabinet with brushed aluminum 
front panel. Measures 9¥4x4x11' inches deep. 
From Japan. Order mike 57 N 7468 for voice 
recording below, right. 

Shipping weight 10 Iba. 10 or 
5787312... ..s12995 
Blank Strack Caruidge, Use with any 8. 
track recorder. Continuous loop ..300-ft. long. 

Shipping weight Б ounces. 
57 N 3486 52% 

Complete System . . Stereo 8-track Playback 
with Stereo FM/AM Receiver and two Speak: 
‘ors. Lats you enjoy the same stereo 8-track car- 
tridges in your home that you now use only in 
your car. . even makes a good system if you 
don't now own a car tape player. Solid state 
circuitry, 

Electromagnet latch makes loading а snap. 
Handy eject button releases cartridge at a touch 
ol the button. Separate tone, volume and bal- 
ance controls. Lighted program numbers. Gives. 
up to 80 minutes continuous playing time. 

And a twist of the function indicator knob 
tunes stereo FM or AM. Stereo indicator light. 
Automatic stereo switching. Built-in AM, FM 
antennas. Frequency response 70-10,000 Hz. 

Harman-Kardon Cassette Player-Recorder 
Deck. New design recording heads cut 

distortion and widen frequency response. 
for professional-quality recording 

9 Just plug this solid state deck into your pres- 
ent stereo music system. Then you can re- 

cord directly from your radio or phonograph 
without mikes . . or order mike below to record 
voices. Frequency response 30 to 12,000 Hz. 

You get 2 illuminated VU meters . . record 
control for each channel . . pause control 
digital tape counter. Electronic speed control; 
precision capstan drive reduces sound distortion. 
Standard 1% inches per second tape speed. 

‘Automatic end of tape shut-off. Steel cabinet 
with walnut end capa measures 121413419 inches. 
deep. Blank cassette included. From Japan. 

ipping weight 11 Ibs. 6 oz. 
57 М 72948 ...... sısaso 
3 Dynamic Orei-drectensl Microphone. 

Frequency response 50 to 15,000 Hz. 8-foot 
cable. Die-cast housing - . shock-mounted desk 
stand, Note: order two to record in stereo. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 
57 м 7468 ... -> 51496 

599% 

nas Saro FM ГАМ пасте 

Each walnut-grained hardwood enclosure 
houses а 5-inch speaker . . measures Bx] 1x44 
inches deep. Walnut-grained hardwood main 
cabinet with black and chrome-plated trim. 
Measures IIMxS1O inches deep. Input for 
ceramic cartridge record changer. From Ji 
57 N 731911—Shipping weight 30 Ibs. . $16: 
Stereo S-track Playback System only (not 
shown bat similar to 57N73191L above). Offers 
same 8-track playback features of model above 
but does not include stereo FM/AM receiver. 
Walnut-veneer hardwood cabinet with black 
and chrome-plated trim: 518141104 in. Japan. 
57 м 73181L—Shipping weight 22 Iba.. .$99.95 

ШИ, Sears 391 



Stereo FM/AM Cassette Tape Player- 
Recorder with speakers in walnut-grained 
hardwood cabinets. Bass reflex speaker 
enclosures deliver concertlike sound right 
into your own home. And you can record 
music directly from radio. Sliding dust 
cover protects cassette 

Record family fun on 

tape this Christmas . . or 
play your favorite pre-recorded music 

1 Stereo FM/AM Player-Recorder. Plays and records in both stereo and mono. Can use any pre-recorded cassette. Hi-lo monitor switch automatically ad justa. listening level. Separate tone and volume controls on FM/ AM radio let you adjust. sound quality. Automatic frequency control locks in drift-tree FM. Jacks for phono, tape deck, mikes (order 57 N 7468 on page 391). Lighted meters. Blank ‘cassette included. Frequency response: receiver 20-20,000 Hz; deck 50-12,000 Hz. ker enclosures 914x13x814 inches deep. Receiver 18424413 inches deep. 57 N 7A 18L— Shipping weight 42 pounds... ET EET 
2 Stereo Headphone on 10-foot Cord. Plug into receiver for full dimension stereo sound. Get 20 to 17,000 На frequency range. 8-ohm impedance. 
5? м 7444— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ........- $2995 

Walnut 
FM/AM 

Stereo System 
АЙ solid-state 

electronic system. 
Plays both mono and 

stereo records. 

Sears lowest priced compact phono/ radio system. Features 25-watt mu. sic power and 35-20.000 He receiver frequency response. 4-speed, 11-inch tumtable, Ceramic cartridge changer with diamond stylus. Plug your own А a headphone and tape deck into unit's outputs. Shuts off automatically after 360° Sound-in-the-Round .. In cord play. Two teh speakers I tre eacknur М, 
compact and portable tor lights for AM, FM, FM stereo, Protective dust cover. 16x9 x17 inches. deep. Speakers Shox xS! inches deep $11095 57 N T4088. РМ (rail, track, expresa. Shp. wt. 36 Ihn... 915795 119 

Full Stereo Phonograph Component System featuring "cue 
and pause lover" . . cuts down record wear and tear 
‘BSR 4-speed turntable *Two 5% -inch speakers 

A most unusual design to bring you the sounds of modern stereo. Model built to be fully portable . . speakers and unit lock together, 
easily carried. Fully hinged, removable smoked plastic changer 
cover. Ceramic cartridge; padded 11-in. turntable. 

Diamond needle, Volume, bass, treble and balance controls. 
Each high compliance 54-inch speaker has hi-frequency cone in 
sealed enclosure for fine stereo sound (can be wall mounted). Tape 
jacks let you record directly off phonograph. Or use tape deck for 
playback, Stereo headphone jack. Walnut-grained vinyl enclo- mures 6x6x15 inches high, Black vinyl body. 151x8115% inches deep. 
57 N 3285L—Sbipping weight 41 pounds. . ............$11995 

MOTE: A same UL fated or 110-120 oh, во cria AC. 

Stores up to 300 albums. Use top to hold any portable stereo 
Modem styling blends well into any setting. Sliding doors give easy access FREE Home Entertainment Electronics Catalog de шна. Retovably жюн dido tt conver to usen eme See your Sears Catalog Sales Desk for details cabinet. Walnut printed hardboard finish. Unassembled. 40x16x19 in. high 

2 57 N 85421 — Shipping weight 27 pounds $22.95 
392 Sears 



Right or left handers have 
fun with these Archery Sets PORTS CENTER 

presents.. 

For instant accuracy get this 
"Instant Archery” Set 

$919 



= 
9 

SPORTS CENTER 

presents... 

No matter what your favorit 

bag exercise can help shai 

Overhead 
Striking Bag and Platform 

$299 
1 Fully-adjustable . . raise it as 

our child grows. 22-in. diam. 

14x46] in, paint 
ide braces for added 

post support. Molded vinyl bag 
white with black stripes. Sent 
freight (rail or truck) or express. 
6н 144SN—Shpg. wt. 42 lbs. $29.05. 
Save $1.70 on Combination . . set 
above and mitts (6N1425) below at 
right 
6N 144724 wt 43 ba 93220 

Joe Louis floor model 
Striking Bag Set 

$ 

platform. B 
it the easy 

Joe Louis Boxing Gloves 
Vinyl. Padded backs, cuffs, thumbs. Elas- 
Че no-lace cuffs. Gold palma, black backs. 
Adult. For ages over 12. 
ӨМ 1439—Shpg. wt. 11b. Bor. ..Pr. $5.95 
Youth. For ages 10 to 12. 

38—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 ox. Pr sass 
For ages 8109. 

6N 1437—We 11b. 2x. 
2 pair Set. . child and 1 adult size. 
EN 1441—Wt 21bs. 1002. .... Set $9.39 
2 pair Set. . 1 youth and 1 adult size. 
6м 1442— Wt 21. 11 or ...Set 310.35 

grip in stitched 
cuffs. Black. Unive 
6н 1425—We Boz 

lack. Save $3.50 on Combination . . plat 
91735 — form, striking 

ning Bar 6н 142413 —W 
above 

Set 93195 
SO UU rennen 

ny adjustable) w 
rextra bound ring 

h, durability. Doublo-riveted 
hanger strap. Black 

394 Sears Ee 6N 1422—WL 1 Ib, 402. 

Jong. Swivel handles. 
6н 1587—Wt 11b... 51.99 backs and e 

$1335 



You get all 

Tee pate ih real! ql pls es 6. EET 
DELI Der ТТЕ мшш Ted Williams 

110-pound 

14-plate 

Weight-lifting 

Weight-lifting Exercise Bench 
with 5-position tilt back 

Professionally styled to meet needs of almost anyone who works out with weights. Heavy-duty angle irons and tubular steel with baked-on 
black enamel finish. Polyurethane foam padding covered with wipe-clean 
vinyl. Detachable support arms adjust from 38 to 58 inches (4 height 
Bestens) „swing a full 1807 to accommodate any length barbell bar. 

ch legs have protective end tips . . won't mar floor. Bench is 1034x 
1634x49 in. long. Sent partially assembled. Barbells not included, 6 W 15631 Shipping weight 45 pounds. $41.95 
Save $3.20 on Combination Bench ond 110-Ib. Barbell Set of right. 6 N 1528/0. Shipping weight 157 pounds Т^. Моло 

+ Intorlocking plates aro vinyl jacketed 
for shift-roe, clang-free lifting 
easy to clean, won't mar floor. 

with, interlocking collars, 
protective end tips and zinc. 

tating knurled sieeve for 
ther lifts 

+ Two 16inch dumbbell bars with permanent protective end tips, zinc-plated rotating knurled sleeves, interlocking collars, sat 
screws and collar wrench, 

six 10-0, four 244-Ib. bronze color 
tes: ай necessary’ collars and wrench. Bob 
Iathias approved family exercise book. 

6 н 1520N2—Shpg. wt. 112 Ibs. Set $21.75 
ee 91487 

м Belt . - tures everyday 1% 
activity into valuable tummy 

toning exercise. Just wrap the belt 
around your middle and go about 
your daily busines. Works on 
ам resistance principle. Tiny 
lead shot sewn into heavy gauge ex 
panded vinyl Velcro® closure. 5 Inch width. Black. Weighs 10 
pounds. Fits wait sizes 30-42 
6 М 1504—WL. 10 Ibs. 8 o...$14.87 
9 leg Weights . help develop leg 

muscles. Each 24 lbs. Strap on. 
Tough cowhide. Tan. 2 per set. 
6 N 1518 WE 5 Ibs. 14 or. Set 39.29 
Save $1.28—buy the Combination. 
Weight belt and leg weights above. 
6 N 15072—WL 17 Ibs... Set $22.88 

Important note for both pages 
M unusual pain or disease exists, 
consult physician before ordering 

вов exercise equipment. 
MATHIAS 

Physical fitness 
expert and the 
only man to ever 
win the Olympic 
Decathlon twice 
of Sears Sports 
Advisory Staff for 
design and test 25-1b. Jr. Barbell Set $097 

Ted Wiliams 6-plate Sat has four 234-1, two Sth. interlocking vinyl- {Sate plates. Sn sic plated ubl steti bar. Wrench, rare ba, Стаса Shipping weicht 27 pounds. 
ing of physical 
fitness equip. 
ment. 



Outdoor Horseshoe Ser $869 
Official size and weight set will test your horseshoe 
skill and accuracy . . provide hours of backyard fun 
for the family. Makes a perfect gift for the beginner 
or the seasoned pro. Set includes two 23inch steel 
stakes. Two pairs of 2/, pound cast steel horseshoes 
painted and numbered. How-to-play rule book 
6N 1235 1C— Shipping weight 20 pounds ..... 98.09. 

Shuffleboard Set 51099 Lively BALL erro $497 
Set of four &4-in 
hardwood cues. 
molded marker dise 
black). Court stencil 
Shipping w 

6N 124811 $1098  orfulnetxand4 

396 Sears 

Bight Gin, Th 
4red,4 handle 
rules who tries to c 

вн 12505 

Exciting Tackrawe 5395 
quered Put the rubber ball into your nett 

n, by quickly p 
snap ball 

h it is 
nds. flip it back to you. S 

Shipping weight 

heeled cart 
ie base ho 
ed maple 

maple b 
ved wickets 

2402L—. 

Badminton-Volleybalt Ser 966 
Get the family together for healthy outdoor 
fun, recreation with this Zgame combination. 
Great for backyard fun . . ideal as a а 
long" set for camping or picnics 

Badminton: Four precision-balanced rack: 

aunk frames, Rubber grips for greater 
t control Two plastic ahutuecocka 

Volleyball: Rugged vinyl construction to 
ма through many action packed games 
Net: 120.008 tapo bound net. Metal stakes and poles. instruction booklet incl 

Combination Volleyball 
eas 
Badminton Set with net. 
SN 12248C. Shpg wt 3 iba 

ball Set uith net 

black rubber such 
can play with li 

ors or furniture 

weight 
$395 ӨМ 12455C 



Six-player Croquet Set for great family fun 

. . а game of fun and 
skill for all ages 

Combines the skills of 
horseshoes and darts 

SPECIAL т 
Was $5.95 

$566 

Save 4% on this 8-piece Jart Set 
with long-life plastic jart fins 

Ies easy to play . . simply toss jarts underhand like horseshoes and try to 
land them in the plastic target rings. Jarts have brightly colored plastic 
fins, detachable gold<olor metal shanks, gold-color metal points. 2 target. 
rings, 4 jarta (2 red, 2 blue), 2 extra fina, rules. 
6N 12511—8hipping weight 3 pounds Set $5.66 

Rubber Soccer Kickball $599 

Our lowest price ever for this 
regulation-size Tether Ball Set 
with heavy-duty steel pole 

SomEnINGSpecaL — as 96566 

‘Tether Ball... great backyard fun for two people or invite 
the whole gang over and choose up sides for hours of fun. 
Watch ball whip wildly as you hit it around sturdy 10-foot 
steel pole (pole has 104n. ground sleeve). Regulation-sixe 
tether ball is rugged. easy-to-clean white vinyl. 74-0. teth- 
er ball cord. rules included. 
6 м 12853C— Shipping weight 6 pounds Se $6.66 

Four Squares Kickball 



Sink a long putt on Christmas morning . . 
then watch the ball bounce right back to 

your feet with Sears Automatic Ball Return 
S $3 pon you buy som $()98 ауе "I Ban Return and M 

Now Dad's golf practice can become а fun game for the whole family This allelectric Putt Return Set combines the realism of a bent grass green with the convenience of an automatic return. Just set ball on the special trainer guide positioner, stand and putt . „ball registers and shoots back. Fivezone scoring device measures your accuracy. Includes instructions on putting and family games Mat of green polyurethane foam. 9 long, 12 in. wide. 110-volt AC. Club, ball not included. 
Putt Return. Mat and Trainer Guide. Separate prices total $12.98. ӨМ 82044-Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces 3998 6н 82942-Putt Return only. Instructions incl. WL 1 Ib. 1302 799 6 N 82943-Mat and Trainer Guide only. ырк. wt. 1 Ib. 2 от. 499 

Sears new 

Aluminum-shaft 

Golt Clubs 
$7988 

Our lowest price ever for an 
club set of aluminum shaft 
clubs! Championship alum 
num-shaft Golf Club Set in. 
cludes 1, 3 and 4 woods: 2, 3, 4 
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 irons. Light 

hit shafts allow more 
weight in club he 
impact and distance. 
have laminated hardwoo 
heads with durable epoxy in 
sert. Irons have sandblasted 
faces for more back spin. Step. 
down shafts give uniform flex 
Black, red all-weather grips. 
Right handed only 
Shipping weight 12 pounds 

6N 8083C Set $79.88 398 Sears vt" 

El Dorado 
Golf Clubs 

Steel shaft clubs for men and women 

Man's or Women's $2988 

Balas 1d 3 woods, numbers 3, 5, 7 and de putter. Woods are fashioned from hardy per simmon and designed to gi 

4 club sot includes numbers 1 
rona, plus b 

you extra distance. Men's woods have handsome ebony finish and women's woods have attractive blue fin ish. Irons and putter have chrome-plated steel heads with sand blast ed faces for better bite and accuracy. All-weather grips 
black and red, women's are 
look in your phone book white pages und 
Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
6н 82767C—Men's right-handed. Shipping wt 
6н 82768C—Men's left-handed. Shipping wt 7 8 N 82769C— Women's right-handed Shpg. wt 

5-piece 
Youth 

Golf Set 
Dus $22 

A perfect starting set for 
any aspiring "pro" up to 11 
years of ago. 
Clubs feature good quali. 

ty leather grips and 
chrome-plated steel shafts 

Set includes number 2 wood; numbers 3 and 5 
irons plus putter 
Wood {в 37 inches long 

and longest iron is 34 
inches long. Handsome red. 
plaid cotton duck 
with zip pock 
handed only. Buy it the 
саву way—order by phone 

Shipping weight 6 Ibs 
ON 8O9BC .....Set 82275 



t 
5 P 

S presents.. MANEJA 

e : e Game Tables for indoor fun 
I Got a space problem ? These scaled-down tables 

N 4 are great for your apartment, home . . anywhere! 

1 
i 

All angles and proportions 
match regular- bles 
Legs fold for easy stoi 

ble Tennis Table $ (95 
size tab 

See our Big Book for a complete selection of 
billiard equipment and accessories for extra fun. 



мое $495 (3] AE 
f. E JACK сг 4 > mo TWYMAN 

Reduced 8% 
Portable, free-standing 

Basketball Goal 

ADJUSTS FROM 6 FEET 
TO 10 FEET HIGH... 
ROLLS ON CASTERS 

Backboard with 
goal and net 
mount on wall, 

post or 

roof for hours of 

basketball fun 

$19?5 

400 Sears cesses 6 м 1859N2—Shpg. we. 48 Ibe. $1995 



A football even small fingers 

: kan grip for perfect passing 

" because iédámel in a 

spéctal youth size as.. 

well as offi 

à CT OF ANS 

>: 

Now you can own a Basketball Official Size 6? | Youth Size $6 
with ABA colors . , red, white and blue 

al for ho y and exercise. And your "back $790 f rd 

Top-grain cowhide Soccer Ball 
32 scuff-resistant black-and-white panels 

1023 
q $299 [8] sg9s [451275 

1 Pebtex Football. Sie Buty! blad Д Our best. . Buddy Young 
der. Official size and weight. included. ‘eather Football. Prime top- 

6N2457—Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 от. $299 
9 Cowhide Football. Doub! 

Butyl r.c 
En 2451-81 
$ Select top-grain Cowhide Football. Aerody 

oint passing. Spe- 
r fingertip control. 

6N 2466. 21097 s : 1995 



Complete Football 

Outfits with such color 
and flash he'll feel 

as proud as the 

"Rookie-of-the-year" 

Includes helmet, shoulder 
pads, jersey and pants 

stripes F 
ged cotton tw 
number kit on 

Rubber-padded shoulder pads 
with tough fiber-mold caps 

13) 6N 24305F— Green 
Outfit $1195 

Football Helmets in popular $499 
pro-team colors 

(4 thru 9 ) Now you can wear n football helmet in your favorite team color. Rag: ged one-piece construction of easy-to-clean, NFL-approved Cycolac® . а plastic developed to give greater protection. The "T:bar” face guard is styled just like the pros wear . . protects your nose, mouth and jaw. A thick, double layer of ahock-ab- sorbing foam padding provides soft cushion comfort as well as excellent protection. Cheek pads help provide a snug, comfortable fit. Adjustable, padded chin strap. Helmet is recommended for competitive play for boys up to 100 pounds. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. One size fits all head sizes from 6% to 7%. 
(4) 6N 24331—White. (6) 6N 24341—Orange (8) 6N 24335—Blue. (5) 6N24337—Ram'&Blue (7) 6N24339—Gold (9) 6N24333—Red Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces. 3499 



Extra-rugged Football 
Outfits in 9 color . 6 

combinations so he can 

wear his favorite v 

collegiate-team colors ^w f 

Get a stronger helmet, thicker padding, longerwear 
fabrics than our other outfits—and these are 

recommended for larger-size boys. . up to 105 pounds 

SAVE $2.20 when you buy complete outfit 
Helmet, Shoulder Pads, Jersey, Pants 

6 N 24286C2V— Outfit with оТ 
6м 24289C2V— Outfit with red-hlue jersey (1 

N 
Qi anzi Rete, o E 
(2) 6N24263F—Green. 124 186F—Off-white. 
(3) BN24265F—Orange en 
Shipping weight 8 ounces...... +... Each $329. 
(7 and 8 ) Collegiate-style Pants of rugged cotton twill, 
Protective padding й 

Shipping weight 1 pound В ouncet .......... 



Boys’ 24-inch 
Lightweight 
Spyder 
500 

Precision-built 10-speed Racer 
with 2 1-inch lightweight frame, 26-inch tires 

4 Wide 36 to эз 
whether on hil 

ld.color frame. Wrapped racer 
grip. Adjustable leg reach. 

6 н 47405N-— Shipping weight 40 pounds 15975 

26-inch Lightweight Bike with 3 speeds 
> вв r ratio for smoother starts, easier 

Шу move. Double braking with 
h 



Junior power grip handlebar, red and white vinyl mini banana 
seat mean real Spyder styling. When your son grows, get big 
Powergrip handlebars and a flashy bucketbanana seat 
tive head and se 
fle speed. 20x1.75 redline tires. Rear coaster brake. Bright 
fear reflector. Flame red frame, chrome-plated fenders, han- Junior Spyder "500" . . Our first 20-inch Spyder 
ебат Removable training wheels. Adjustable leg reach. with the clean lines, the pedaling ease of a lightweight 

$ De 

A fullsize sprocket really makes this single speed move. Rear Bendix coaster brake 
makes it stop. Real 20к1% іп, billboard tires with bold white lettering. Gleaming 
chrome plated power grip handlebars, scoop fenders 

Flamboyant blue frame shimmers under yellow overspray. Black vinyl banana 
ipport bar. Bright rear reflector, reflector pedals for а safer 
М Especially for boys ages 6109 

ripping weight 38 pounds 14295 
SHIPPING NOTE 

All bikes sent freight (rai or truck) or express. Sent with wheels and frame as 
sembled. You need only install seat. pedals. handlebar, accessories. 

BOYS’ 20-INCH SPYDERS 

^. such an outstanding 
price cut, this Single- &OY/ THAT LOOKS LIKE 

speed Bike was selected as 1-Speed. . double brakes 3-speed with shift on frame TS DON'A-MLE-A MINUTE 
а feature of our special & с 
opening section .. page 3 547% 49% 

Black vinyl-covered banana Q Rear Bendix coaster brake plus You really move with 34, 51, 68 
1 nc and cbremosiaid power 2 a handlebar mounted fonr © gear ratio and a fl ine pick 

JUST SANDOWN’ 
Here! EM 

e à ZA 
= grip handlebars Full size sprocket hand brake. Full size sprocket, et. 20x2.125.in. cheater-slick rear 

Feally moves the 20x2.125:in. 20:212010. chenteralick rear tire — tire. 20x1.76n. front tire. Handle 
Knobby rear tire, 20x1.T6ín. front 20x1 75a. front tire. Magenta glit barmounted front and rear brakes I 
tire Rear coaster brake. Bright $ ter vinyl covered banana seat, Black vinyl covered banana seat 
inch diameter rear reflector. Flam- flamboyant magenta frame. Flamboyant green frame. Chrome А 
oyant gold color. Adjustable leg Chromeplatedfenders powergrip plated scoop fenders. Power grip j 
reach. From Austria. Shipping handlebars. Bright rear reflector. handlebars, and support bar. Bright GT) 
weight 45 ibs Adjust. leg reach rear reflector. Adj leg reach 
SN 47062N $29.88 5W47666N Wi 401, 443.95 GN 47883N-Shpg, wt 411bs.4995 AE Sears 405 



[SE] HESXOYARYD) TRIES 
announce the GREMLIN 

55" 
1 Three d 20+16 

Gremlin. Easy-to-reach 
shift lever with console right. 
оп the frame. Bold, white let. 
ters on cheater alick 20x2.125- 
inch rear tire and the 16x15 
in. front mini-wheel. Front and 
rear caliper brakes have han. 
diebar mounted levers 

} Frost lemon-lime frame. Vi 
nyl-covered banana seat is 
white, lime glitter trim 
Chrome-plated support bar. 
power-grip handlebars Bright 
394-in. rear reflector. Adjusta 
ble leg reach. Shpg. wt. 40 lbs 
6N 47685N 35595 

2 Single-spead 20+ 16 
Gremlin. As above but no 

shift lever or stiekshift console 
A different dual braking sys 
tem: Bendix coaster brake plus 
rear caliper brake. Frost lemon 
frame. Shpg. wt. 38 Iba 
EN 47675N 34895 

5-speed 20+ 16 Screamers with 
low-slung needle-nose frame 

"Ol 
3 Standard Screamer. Chenterslick 20x2 125- 

in. rear tire, front 16x1.75in. mini-wheel 
and they're both redlines. Speed derailleur with 
a 34 to 69 gear ratio range. Stick-shift mounted 
on the frame console. Dual rear caliper brakes 
with brake levers mounted on handlebar. Two- 
tone yellow with dashing red overspray. Yellow 
taped butterfly handlebars, chrome-plated 
scooped fenders for flash. Jet black vinyl covered 
banana seat yrome-plated support bar. Re- 
flective pedals and а 3% x1 %-in. rear reflector 
built right into the seat. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 н 47539N—Shipping weight 48 lbs. ....467.50 

4 Deluxe Screamer, Not only do you get all the 
honest-to-drag styling that's op bike above, 

you also get built-in rear coil shocks and a torsion. 
spring front suspension for extra-smooth riding 
And that additional lever on the console is 
parking brake for real "drag control.” Wild! 
6 м 47538N—Shipping weight 48 Ibe ....479.50. 
NOTE: Bikes on those two pages only need sem, han- reaa orama any accent ama Evers 

406 Sears iit Р eei Sent irri uci] Gr pr n 



Sears 
SPORTS * 

presents. WERTEN: 

with Spyder Screamer styling 

16:in. rear tire and 
13.in. front mini-tire 

both permanently "'flat-proof'' 



Sears O 
SPORTS CENTER 

presents.. 

Spyder 42% Зарева 20-inch Spyder $5 305, 



which includes as many Spyder-choices as boys have 

5-speed Spyder "500" 
24-inch Lightweight Spyder 

$695 = 
G Lever lets you shift through the 37 

to 86 gear ratio range. 24x1%-inch 
redline tires. Two brake systeme rear 
caliper brake and automotive-type 
tear drum brake for double braking 
stops. 

Safety rear reflector plus reflector 
pedals PLUS а Tinch reflective strip 
on frame . . all included so your 
daughter will ride a lot safer. 

Flamboyant raspberry frame with 
chrome-plated fenders and chrome- 
plated power grip handlebar. Floral 
vinyl covered banana seat with sup- 
port bar. Flower trimmed Ваай 
white and pink vinyl basket. 
EN 45533N-Shpg. wt 51 Ibe 169.75 

"x 

34995 шт 
Single speed "500" 

24-inch lightweight Spyder 

Т One braking aystem--Beodix rear 
coaster brake—for quicker stops, Other features as above. 

ON 455 13N—Shpg wt 47 ba. 849.95 
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are also "wall posters 

SPO EN 
presents.. 





Why wait 

for spring? 

Dome 315» 
Play Tent 

weather fun right in dheir 
‘own home with this c 
ndoor-outd 

ropes or stakes to s 
With . outside frame keeps 
helps prevent cuff mark 

Cotton sheeting fabric 

chipping weight 6 Ths 
6 N 80310 

All-weather Youth Tents * 29 

PEE, AN У, Bie MN AE "bor 3 Сотору Poles. Aluminum. Pkg. of two, Ft nde pal ТЕС Nee сүт Pog 3098 

42 rs] 6 н 78059C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs, 6 N 742156. Kit $10.99 



Bun € ENTER 
` presents.. RER EA SCT 

for young explorers 

Enjoy out-of-this-world fun with a 5-foot 
diameter Space Capsule Tent plus Man on Moon 

Wall Poster. . add a matching Space Bag 

such unusual interest, 
lected as 
special 
page 13 

/ A 
99 Space Capsule Tent $169? Matching Space Bag d ied 

fit. Top 

Indoor-Outdoor 
Teepee Tent 
$799 



Teach your child 

safer shooting with 
Ted Williams 

Shooting 

iy Education Course 

This Certifies that 

м meer) compas бе Van Ted 

mp 
to 575 feet per second muz 

Че velocity. Single-shot. Steel barrel. Wal. 
nut-finished hardwood Monte Carlo stock 

Solid ramp style front, adjustable rear 
sight. 35 inches long. 
6 19426C2—(Shpg. wt. 6 Iba) $33.99 

Д toun Rack with locking bar and 
drawer. Hardwood richly finished in 

walnut tones. Felt-padded brackets 26x10! 
inches high. Unassembled. From Japan, 
6N 21231C— Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs $1375 
5 Racks with locking bar. Walnut finished 

hardwood. Felt-padded brackets. Japan 
4-gun Rack. 23%x22% inches high. 
6 N 21204C-Unassembled. Wt. dbs. .$7 95 
3-gun Rack. 234x174 inches high. 
© N 21209C-Unamembled. Wt. SIbe..$8.99 

414 Sears "tit 

Included with the purchase 
of any BB or Pellet Gun 

‘This course book enables a father 
to teach his son or daughter basic. 
concepts in gun usage. Upon 
‘completion of the coume, the 
youngster will receive a certifi 
cate, patch and membership card 
in the Ted Williams Shooting 
Education Club. 
И you wish, the Ted Williams 

Shooting Course can be ordered 
separately. 
Shooting Education Course only. 
6 N 19054—Wt. 4 or......$100 

Important 

Air Guns to any person under 21 
years of age. In states and locali- 
ties where the law allows the sale 
of Air Guns to individuals under 
21, parents may make such pur- 
chases from Sears for their chil 
dren. Orders may be placed by 
phone, but mot thru the mail 
You must pick up your order in 
person at a Sears Catalog Sales 
Store or Retail Store. Federal 
registration ia not required. Sales 
subject to state and local laws. 

2) Daisy Pump BB Gun. 50-shot repeater 
© Walnut-look plastic stock, forearm. Stee 
barrel. 3714 in. lo 
6 н 19424C2— (Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.).....$8.60 
3 Lever-action 600-shot Repeater. Plas 

tick stock, forearm. Steel barrel. 31 in. 
long. BB's, gun oil included. 
6 N 19422C2— (Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.).....$7.69 

* U emp 
Pellets, Powerlets, BB's 

Carton of 1600 BB's. Pour spout. 
EN 19264—(WL 21ba). .Carton 99¢ 
СО, Powerlets. Box of 5 
6 м 19292— (Wi. 7 оз). .. Box $129. 
22-coliber Pellets. Lead, Self-dis 
pensing metal box of 500, 

6 N 19302 — (Wt. 1 Ib. 3o7.). ‚Box $239 
177-caliber Pellets. Box of 500. 
5 м 19301— (Wt. 1 1b, 3 o2.) .Box $1.89 

Daisy Spittin' Image* 
BB Guns 

Y Winchester 94 Replica. A spittin’ image of the 
famous saddlegun. Repeating two-way lever- 

matic action means easier cocking. Authentic side 
loading port. Safety hammer, Steel barrel, Buckhorn 
rear sight and ramp-style front. 

Plastic stock and forearm with handsome wood. 
rain look. Blue and black metal parts. 40-shot ca- 
pacity. Overall length 38 inches. Weighs 344 pounds, 
Includes gun oil, 2 packages of BB's. 
6 N 19428C2— (Shipping weight 6 Iba), . 

10 Remington 572 Replica. A spittin’ image of 
one of America's most popular pump-action 

repeaters. Slide pump action. Two-way cockingaction 
‘spring forced feed. Cross bolt safety. Under barrel 

magazine loads (ast, has a 45-shot capacity. Steel 
barrel. Bead front sight with step adjusting rear sight. 
Ribbed slide. 

Plastic stock and forearm with woodgrain look. 
Checkered pistol grip. Grooved receiver for tip-off 
scope mount. 42 inches long. 
6 м 19431C2—(Shipping weight 5 pounds). ..$17.99 

Exciting Crosman® 
BB Guns 

11 Mo! Cerbine-styie BB Gun. Looks just like 
the famous World War II gun. Fast slide action. 

barrel chambers a BB each time gun is cocked. Ad- 
justable rear sights. Authentic front blade sight 
Built-in visual loading magazine holds 22 BB's. De- 
tachable clip holds 270 spare BB's, Handsome plastic 
stock. Steel barrel. 

Overall length 35% inches. 
6 N 19437C2— (Shipping weight 6 pounds). . s1987 

12 Crosman? 500 Semi-Automatic BB Repeater. 
Fires over 100 shots from one CO; powerlet. 

Rapid fire capacity of 50 BB's without reloading. 
Up to 350 ft. per second muzzle velocity. Positive 
safety. "0" ring free valve design. Adjustable wind- 
age and elevation field sights. Walnut-look urethane 
stock. Steel barrel. Grooved receiver for scope mount. 
37% inches long. 
6 м 19435C2— Prepaid. (Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.). ...$2288 

13 Srosman* 760 Pump Repeater Rifle. Easy 
short stroke achieves muzzle velocity up to 550 

ft. per second. Magazine chamber holds 180 BB's . 
also shoots .177-caliber pellets. Positive crom-bolt 
safety. Checkering on urethane stock and forearm, 
Partridge-type front sight, adjustable rear sight for 
windage and elevation. 

Steel barrel. Receiver grooved for scope mount. 
354 inches long. 
% м 194332— Shipping weight 6 Ibe) 

All BB Guns and Ammunition sent prepaid. Sears 
pays all transportation charges from the catalog order 
plant to your pickup point. which is either a Sears 
Catalog Sales Store or Retail Store. 

Shooting Galleries 
(14 and 15) Help improve skill. Shots pass through 
corrugated cardboard then safely fall onto steel sheet. 
For BB's or pellets. 
14 $etari Shooting Gallery. Plug in and а herd 

of beasts moves. Complete with spare target 
figures and panorama background. 110-120-v., 60c. 
AC, UL listed. 14x21x8 in. deep. 
6 N 19205C— Shipping weight 17 Ibe.........$1899 
Extra Safari Targets. For (14) only, 34 per set. 
6 м 19286—Shipping weight 3 ounces. ........99c 
15 Buffalo Shooting Gallery. Colorful buffaloes 

fall when hit. Wide panorama strip. Steel. One. 
spare target. 11х1818 inches deep. 
6 н 19209— Shipping weight 5 lbs. or... .....$999 
Бона Regi, Target. For (15) ia. 3 pec wt 
6 N 19290— Shipping. 2ounces. 



A young cowboy's dream comes alive 
with this Centennial '66 Daisy Spittin'- 

Image? Replicas | 4 і Carbine ВВ Gun that's а 
Spittin’ Image” of the famous 
Old West Saddlegun 

With these genuine 

Old West features: 

y Classi zonal barrel 

y Authentic saddle ring 

V French walnut-look stock 

Crosman® 
BB Guns i scenes from 

e and 

ble for framing ! 

SOMETHING SPECIAL exse S 79) 
LOOK AT THI niai M. 
BB Gun. In 1с " paie 



Dart Sets 
with multicolor dart 

game on one side, 3-color 

poker-hand game on reverse 

vere $4.94 
1 17-piece Dart Set with Masonite Presdwood* backstop. Hand. 

some backstop is meant to be seen . . framed like an expensive 
painting, grained like fine paneling, Paper-wound *-in. thick playing 
board; 184n. diameter. 15 brass Longflite darta . . 3 each in bright 
contrasting colors. Darts have rugged steel points. Rules. England. 
6н 26248C— Shipping weight 9 pounds Зе $9.29 

9 14-pioce Dart Set with 1%-inch thick paper-wound board 
more than 1% times as thick as our other dart boards; 18.ín.diame- 

ter. Selfsenling . - board is so tightly wound, dart holes close up al 
most invisibly. Comes in a handsome paperboard case . . makes a 
handy wall-mounted cabinet. 12 brass Longflite stee-pointed darts; 3 
ach in contrasting colors. Rules. From England. 
6 н 26245C— Shipping weight 9 pounds i Set 37.94 

3 10pioce Dart Set with Yin, thick paper»wound board. 18in. 
diameter. Metal rim, wall mount bracket. 9 brass Longflite darts 

with steel points. . 3 each in contrasting colors. Rules. England. 
6 N 26242C Shipping weight 4 pounds Set 
7-piece Dart Set. (Not shown.) Similar to (3) above. %-in. thick, 17%. 
in. diameter. Dart game on front, bullseye on back. Black and white. 6 
brass Longflite darts (2 colors). Rules. England. 
6н 26237C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set 23.69 

416 Sears t 

Our Best Table Tennis Set 

516? 

Professional-quality set includes 
four Sply basswood paddles with 
pebble-grained rubber faces plus 
foam rubber backing for super: 
lively action on your serves and re- 
turns. Paddles have leather grips 

just like golf clubs. Rugged lam- 
inated handles. 72-inch French. 
weave net with sturdy, stay-put 
metal clamps. Six table tennis balla. 
and complete rule book included. 
Shipping weight 6, 
6н 26098 ‘Sot 816.95 

with pebble-grained rub- 
2 dampa, 6 balls and rules. 

ounces Set 58.97 ем 26081 55 
5 Economy Set. Four wood handled paddles with pebble grained rub- 
ber faces. 60-in. net, 2 clamps, 2 balls and rule book. Hong Kong. 

6 N 2605 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces Set $4.97 
Tournament-quality Table Tennis Balls. Made to stay lively 
through many slam-packed games. From England. 

6м 26121— Package of 6 Бърд wt. 4 oz. Pkg, 970: 3 for #261 
1] Wallmounted Paddle Rack. Black painted metal with protective 

foam backing where it touches wall. Easy to mount... use the handy 
adhesive back or screw mount (2 screws included. 
GN 26125—Shipping weight 8 ounces 9249 

soccer Game 5] 088 
Enjoy the excitement action soccer in your own home. It's easy 
to play - „all you do is twist the handles and make your players kick 
the ball at your opponent's goal, while he tries to block your shots with 
his players. Regulation 11 players on each team . . mounted on chrome: 
plated rods with plastic coated wooden handles Two can play or choose 
up team ach person take a handle. Hardwood table, 16% х28%, in. 
long. stands 27 in. high on folding metal legs with floor-protecting rub 
ber caps. Assembled ready for play 
6 м 258851 Shipping weight 18 pounds 1 siaaa 



presents.. WEZ] Roll-and-Fold Table 

that's-also-a “practice partner” 
For individual play just tilt one side of the table up and secure 

in place . . upright side becomes a play-back panel so you 

can practice your serve, slam and volley skills for more per- 

formance-packed competitive games. 

Playback Table 
Tennis Tables 

NOTE: Tables sont freight 



Complete Tennis out $129 
Good-quality ply Sportfite wood racket with reinforced shoulders lor extra strength 4j Inch tan and black feather gri. Medium weight Cane tersunk nylon strings, From Japan. Bas si 3 Por ma-Core® tennis balls by шеле boil lo stay lively. Rugged meiton covers Med ETA Mandards From England. Rubberized red aad Blue racket cover with snap-fap ball ‘packer Lacquered hardwood press 
6 М I2185C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Outét $12.99 

14-club 
Golf Bag 
$957 

Jf This bas, i so ihe ff weight and easy to carry it's just as handy to 
carry а whole set as it a few clubs. Bag is mar ‘of summery white cotton duck with white vinyl trim. АШ hardware is brass plated and lac guered for long wear Your 
A large zippered pocket holds your extra golf balls and other acces 

6 N 20530 19.87 

+: of such unusual interest, 
this wheeler was selected as 
a feature of our special opening N 

section . . page 11 

418 [Sears 
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You get rugged aluminum constr 
Large easy-rolling 124. double ball bearings. White sidewall palm. 3 tires. Cart opens and c 

a button. Rolls whe 
6 N 82302C—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs. 

Tennis Utility Bag 37 
Expanded vinyl bag with racket com partment on side. Handle converts. to shoulder strap. Pressed wood bottom White, black trim. 18143514114 in. deep. Damm Заре. wt. 3 lbs. 4 ов... 57.99 

Lightweight 
Golf 

spoked 
es with just the push of 

$16.75 

% Selfbalancing 
3 TRLBIKE . . 

3 wheels, 3 speeds 

As steady 
as it looks 

129% 
Ideal for senor citizens ad be handicapped Great for picnics or er. rande to Ве mare, $ aped gear shitt lever mounted on the handle bar where it's ему to reach Huge basket. A front handbrake phis а rear coaster brake for quick Stops: Comfortable Back Mey coll-spring sent 24115" in. tire. Тек reach adjusts from 2394 15 114 la. Sturdy sted frame. Cheery blu color Spe. wt. 7 Ibs кэн. йз 

Single-speed _Tri-Bike, Shp. wt. 77 Ibs 
6 N 459065... $119.00 

tion lussharp J Glove has Veer o 

E N 1534F 
ded 9 Handball, 5 

AH 
Floral Print Bowling Bag 581% 

Embossed expanded vinyl. Spring steel bracing, Molded plastic ball well. Metal ball studs on bottom. Nylon zipper. Pock fL ID slot. Loop handles Cream color 5 N 83092 Ship. wt. 4 Il за 

Handball Glove (599 Handbatis $199 
re. Back of nylon and 

ubpadded deer-<kin M(9-914) or 110-1069) Shipping wt. 8 az. Pair $6.89 
mles 555." Meet USHA spec 6 N 1592 Can of 2 We 7 oz. Can 31.99 

Guaranteed 
cut-proof Ball 

Liquid 
Center Ball 

4 Pes. 9888 4 Phes.s] 120 

3 Hish performance pl 
if this ball cuts, chips replace it with a brand new 6 N 82189 Pkg. of 3. Shpe. wt. 6 oz. 

$229......4 packages 58.88 
4 Pro-quality Liquid Center Bolis let you hear the sharp click of u 
orm lively se 
80+ Compr 
6N 82193 average hitters 

for pos 
1 We 6 or. 
4 packages $11.20 

6 Nazise Phe 
Package $2.94. 



Weste 
a complete 
ембе pro- 
am tat be 
challenging 

Wheelie Exercise Set $15% 
Kneel on floor and roll wheelie 
2 wheels. Gradually work up t 
wheel. Includes two S-in. whee 
grips, foot adapter for leg exercises, 
arm, wrist exercises. Instructions 
6 н 1582 Shpr. wt. B lbs. 5 oz. Set $1505 
Bar, grips with single wheel plus knee pad. 6 N 1580 Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ....$149 

A 6 

Ted Williams® Ball Glove $055 

start out with 
harder single 

d bar with һа 
2 cords f 

Fielder's glove. Cork-tone steerhide, horse 
hide lining. Multi-laced barrel web trap, 
grease-set pocket, rawhide lacing. Pile 
lined adjustable strap; thumb, finger 
loops. Nylon sewn, Wear on left hand. 
6 N 1676—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs, $9.85 

Badminton Ser 51 ]!9 
Four rackets with chrome-plated steel 
shafts and laminated frames. The 2x20. 
It. net is tarred to resist weathering. 
Two free-standing square steel poles, 

ind sleeves. Four plastic shuttle 
cocks, Rackets from Japan. Rules 
6 н 12231C—Shpy. wt. 6 Ibe...$11.19 

Ski-boot and Clothing Bag $18% 
Put clothes and aki accessories in the upper com: 
partment . . your ski boots fit ín a separate bot 
tom compartment. Boot section is vinyl-lined so 
any moisture that may be on your ski boots 
won't get on your clothes. Each compartment 
has a sturdy steel zipper. Ideal for golf shoes and 
clothing, too. From West Germany. Blue 
6 м 68715—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. Воз. 51895 

Adjustable rebound Practice Net 

19» 
Sharpen your pitch. 
ing and fielding 
skilla. Throw the ball 
into net which re- 
bounds it back 
to you. Live-action 
steel springs attach 
nylon net to the rust- 
proof tubular alu. 
minum frame. Legs 
adjust net for high 
flies or hot ground. 
en. 54 sq. in. Un. 
assembled 

Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
ON 1731 .,..$9.99 

Ted Williams® 
Gun Case 

© $1500 

Vinyl foam exterior with 
thousands of shock-absorb. 
ing air bubbles. Siliconized 
acetate lining for rust pro- 
tection. Additional pa 
ding between lining and 
Cover for even mare pi 
tection. Rubber muzzle 
cap. Full-length zipper. 
Handle. Accessories pocket 
оп side. ID window. Brown. 
State size 40, 44, 48, 50 in. 
We. 3 lbs, 3 oz 
6 N 20083F 

guard, 

map s 

$1500 6 
E жоор, for scoped guns 
State sise 43 or 46 in. - 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 3 от. MOM E 
в м 200847 $1700 

302-piece Fishing Kit 
$127 

Reels-Open-face Hawk Spin- 
ning Reel. Closed-tace Gemini 
Spin Casting Reel. Both reels 
prewound with mono. line. 

Rods —5*-ft 
glass spinning rod 
cork handle. 4-ft. 1-pe. fiber 
glass spin casting rod... plas- 
tic cork-inlaid handle. 6-ft. 
2-section Bamboo pole. 

Tackle and Gear—6 lures, 
2 vinyl worms, 6 cork hook 

cable leader, 48 BB 
shot, 12 clincher sinkers, 6 

ivels, 
-рс. line, 200 Falcon hooks, 

smelled hooks, 
stringer, 

tackle boxes, fishing book 

Ski Bag . . for 
handy ski carrying 

$497 

Heavy-duty bag is made 
rugged cotton sailcloth (illus 
trated at right). Nylon stitched 
for strength, durability. Vinyl 
reinforced at tip where it 
really counts. Pulllength 
steel ripper makes it easier 
to put skis in, take them out. 
Takes all ski sizes. Bag is 
accepted. by all airlines for 

ose flying ski trips. Handy 
ski-pole tie-straps. Adjust 
able carry straps. Black 

Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 2 or. 
6N 68713 “э? 

e 
GY 69 

Batting Trainer *] 277 
A fun way to raise your batting average 

just set ball in trainer; step on release 
lever; take your stance (keeping foot 
on lever); step off and swing. Trainer 
releases ball automatically. Hefty spring 
mechanism needs no batteries, adjusts 
for different height pitches. Red and 
white plastic. Bat, ball not included. 
6 м 1736C— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs.. .512 77 

2.pc. fiber 
10-in. 

trolling rig. 

scaler. 2 

5 Ibs..$1297 
"сами: Sears 419 



BOYS AND GIRLS 

SKI 
EQUIPMENT 

SIZES 

|8] 

18 
Adult Ski 

clothing in our 
FalhBig Book 

Sweaters and Turtleneck Shirts 
the go-togethers for ski warmth 

(А and B) Sweaters. 100% acrylic. Italy 
Wash med. блек S/6-8). M(10-12), Lid) 
А Shouldor-stripe design. StoteS, M, L 

N6N9S144F-Red: blue, white stripes 
NEN9S 145 F— White; navy, yellow stripes 

T 31194 
В Recerstripe design. 

NONgS148F— Yel 
NGN95147F- Red. whi 
NON9S146F-N. 
Shipping w 
(£ Turtieneck Shirts. 100% cotton. Wash 

medium temperature. Sizes: S(6-8 

'owder blue 
L Shipping wt. 6 ox s439 



roportioned siz 
ional quality Profes 

igned exactly like 
and equipmer 
to laminated skis 

Sears adult ski clot! 
om thickly insulated jacket 

only the size is differe 

(1 ond 2) Boys" ond Girl! Ski Porkos. Smart cadet collar 
with nylon hood rolled up inside. Zip pocket on chest, two 
zip front pockets . . one with lift ticket tab. Two-way 
heavy duty front zipper, Water-resistant nylon outer shell 
or." bonded foam-polyester insulation. Nylon lining. 
Machine wash medium temp. Hong Kong. Sizes S(8-10) 
M(12-14), L(16-18). See size chart below 

Solid-colored Parkas. State 5, M or L when ordering 
ме N MESI Orange NG N азба Blue 

NG N 94365F—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound. $15.95 
9 Racer Stripe Parkos. Stale S, M or L when ordering. 

N6 N 94361F—Navy with red stripe 
Ме N 94362F— Powder blue with navy stripe 
Shipping weight 1 pound $15.95 

pockets 
tab. Side seam zippers plus 2-жау heavy-duty front ripper 
for comfort, Outer nylon shell à water resistant 
lior" hooded loam-polyester insulation. Nylon lined. 
Machine wash med. Hong Kong. Sizes S(8-10), M(12-14) 
L£16-18), See chart below. State S, M or L 
Ме N 94366F—Navy Né N 94367F—Gold color 
Shipping weight 1 pound 516.95 
Д Boys’ ond Girl Worm-up Pants. For cold winter skiing and wet spring skiing, wear these right over your stretch 
pants, Elastic waist with Velcro® closure. Waist-to-ankle 

ay tipper. Inside ankles vinyl reinforced to help pre 
ragged cuffs. Water-repellent nylon quilted shell 

3.3-02 * bonded foam-polyester insulation, Nylon lined 
Navy. Machine wash mel. Hong Kong. Sizes S(8-10) 
MC: L4). State S, M or L 
М N 95052F— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz мова 
Б Boys Striped Stretch Ski Ponts. Front zip donure Seamless stirrup. Body is 61% rayon, 30% stretch 
nylon. Stripe is 91% nylon, 9% spandex. Water repellent 
Machine wash medium temp. Japan. State size 10, 12, 14, 16, 
N6 N 94358F — Navy with red stripe 
N6 N 94359F— Navy with light blue stripe 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. See chart below, at right. 515.95 
6 Solid color Stretch Ski Pants. Seamless stirrup. 59% 

rayon, 41% stretch nylon. Water-repellent. Japan. 
Boys‘. Front zip closure. Machine wash med. temp. State 
at B, 10, 12, 14 or 16, See sine chart below, at right. 
NG N 94355F—Navy blue NG N 943581 Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces $11.98 
Girls’. Left side zip closure. Machine wash med. temp. 
State изе В, 10, 12 or 14. See size chart below, at right 
NG N 94351F—Navy blue NG N 943521 Black Shipping weight 1 pound A ounces $11.95 

Ski Hot. Navy top and bottom with colorful 
the middle, Acrylic. Machine wash medium temp, 

ме N 95434 NC 3 oz One sige fits all 
de in 
5299 

Cowhide Tow Mitt. Two layers of cowhide in palm plus reinforced stitching in palm and thumb. Rayon fleece- like lining. State size S(6), M(034 7), LOIS 
NG N 95988: Shipping weight 3 ounces $3.95 

Warm, cuddly, acrylic-lined 
APRES SKI BOOTS 

(9 ond 10 ) Waterproof vulcanized sole has slip-resistant 
tread. Medium width. Sizes 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 

low-cut speed loce Boot. Black split suede, white 
acrylic trim. 436 in. high. Please state shoe vise when 

ordering, 
6 N 67955F—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

High-top pull-on Boot. Gray acrylic uppers, vinyl pip- 10 e sein high. iae shoe sae when ordering, 
6 N 67956F—Shipping weight 2 Ibs 8 ог. LI 
1] 59 Socks. Seal brown. 44% Herculon® olefin, 26% 

Orlont acrylic, 30% textured olefin. Machine washable 
medium temperature. One size fits all 
МБ N 95955 Shipping weight 3 ounces. $150 
Ag sag gn got llar maar ома 1o aaa а te 

ng 

Solid Hardwood Skis 

1З” 
Plastic base lets these skis smooth over 
snowy slopes. Metal tip and 
Lectora. Steel өйде 
Red. Full release cable bind 

ned steel poles 
ips. Aluminum and 

GT-90 Laminated Skis 

fee proper lex, Comber 29" 

тараны: fun als: sed, RE Bieta tip ta potesse Inte lens sop ST Ta or оша Blur Steyn tings with rc rie ton nee beet Rue 
away strap included. A2-in. steel poles 
Molded rubber grip, leather strap. Rubber 

Set $1399 ring. Japan. 
Set with 4- foot skis Set with 5-foot skis. 
EN 67018С- Shpe. wt S Ibs...Set 19.99 6 NB7OZIL—Shpe. wt. 11 lbs... Set $29.75 
Set with 44 foot skis. Set with 573 -foot skis. 
EN 60190 Shpr. we 9 lbs Set 18.99 6 N G7OZAL—Shpg. wt. 11 Iba... ее 30.75 
Aluminum Ski Poles. (Not shown.) Plastic grip, ring. Leather strap. Lengths: 3648. 
30-18. 42-in. Stand, measure from armpit to floor, order cosest length 
E N G7701CF—Siate length aj poles. Shipping weight 3 pounds su 

Leather Ski Boot with rubber sole 

12 Extra support from the leather construction and 
© the 4 buckle closure. Inner foam pac 

cles 
wont cul. Water resist 
Order only if yo: 
3M, 4M, SM. S 
6 W68113F—Shi 

West 
width 

chen ordering 

(13 ond 14) Rubber Ski Boots. Foam padd 
ded tongue for comfort Rubber sole w 

Water repellent, Black. Japan. Med. w Order only if your feet arc medium width. 
13 -buckle Boot, Sizes 1M. 

E N 68103 WL 3 Ibs. State si 
4-buckle Boot. (Not shown.) Sizes 
E N 621027 Shpa. wt. 4 Ibs. Stale size 
Д Laced Boot. Sines 12M, 13M. SM, ӨМ. Please stale sie when ordering єн Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

den Youth SAS Parks 

EE ie Per 

Yeh Stretch ЭШ Ponts ste chart 

idth only 

2M, 3M, 4M. 
$10.95 

и. ӨМ, 7A, aM 

IM, 2M, IMAMI, 

ded and fully 
ber lined. Thickly padded tongue for a com. 

fortably secure Gt, Snow-extruder collar. Rubber sole 
Sizes 2M, 

10.95 1 

$6.99 

m 

ss [Sears] 421 



ET ‚ >> Women’s and Girls’ 
۵ Ice Skates 

Naugalon® vinyl uppers you don't polish 
For women and girls. Water-resistant, durable 
and they wipe clean, Zine-plated Japanese steel 

blades, tempered to hold edge. Composition rub- 
ber soles. Arch-supporting counters. Cushioned 
tongue for comfort. Unlined. Steel shank. Shoo 
made in USA. 
Women's. White. “B” medium width only. Stole 5B. 6B, 7B, ЯВ, 9B. See chart at bottom of page 
6 м 10301F—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 ox. $9.98 
Girl's. White. Medium width only. If your regular 
shoe size ix full size, order usual size. If regular 
shoe size ix hall size, order next full size larger. 
State girl's size 1, 2, 2,4. 
6  10139/— Shipping weight 3 pounds. ....$995 
Leather uppers . . scuff, tear resistant 

9 For women. Nickle-plated Canadian Sheffield 
blades for skillful figure skating. Skin-fit® lined 

insulation for warmth. Lock-stitched composition 
| rubber soles. Arch supporting counters. Two-piece, 

cushioned tongue, Steel shank. White, In "B" 
medium width only, State size 6B, 7B, KB. 9B, 10В. 
11B, See chart at Bottom of page. 
6 м 10309F—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. s1695 

Speed-lace, top-grain leather uppers 
З For women. One tug on the lacis and your skate 

is on. Speed lacing is more flexible lor improved 
ankle movement. Fully suede leather lined. Canadian 
chrome-plated Sheffield blades hold a better edge for more control. Two-piece cushioned tongue co forms to foot. Heavy lock-stitched composition 
robber soles. Arch supporting counters. Reinforcing steel shank. White. Made in U.S.A. 

In “В” medium width only. State size 6B, ТВ, 
BB, 9B, or 10B. See chart at bottom of page. EN 103317— Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 802. $1999 

Beginners” Skates with vinyl uppers 
4 ?inc-plated steel blades. Composition rubber soles. Heel counters. Unlined. White. Japan. In. medium width only. If regular shoe size is full size, order usual size, If regular shoe size is half size, 
order nest full size larger 
Single blade. Girls sizes 12, 13, 1, 2,3, 
6N 101355 — State size. Shpg. wt, 2 lbs... .$399 
Double blade. Girl's sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2,3. 
ON 10132F State size. Shpg. wt. 2Ibs.,....$399 

Skating Accessories 
5 Pom-pom. Bright red and blue yarn. Happy 

jingle hell in middle. Sewn-in strings to attach 
to ice skate or rink skate. 
ө м 10055— Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 4 oz... . Pkg. 99е 

6 Blade Guards. Plastic. Fit all size. 
6 м 10090— Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 11b... Pkg, 99c 

17 Skate Socks. Lightweight for a proper fitting 
skate. "Wick" action draws moisture away from. 

foot for comfort. 29% Hereulon® olefin, 69% Or 
lon* acrylic, 2% Lyera* spandex, Sizes 51643-8) 
M48110). L(1015-13), State S, M, L 
&N95961F—Navy blue 6 N 95962F— Red Shipping weight 4 ounces. Pair $150 

DO YA KNOW WHY IM 8 Ankle Supports. Foam rubber, canvas covered, SO TALL TODAY? IM Sizes S(shoe size to 4); M(men's 5-8. women's aw WEARIN MY NEW 5-10); Límen's 9-13, women's 11). State S, M, L 6 м 10096— Shipping weight 3 or.......P 
Y Skate Tote. For 

EN 10081—Shippi 

WORMS ot SHAPE шп салат 

rer 
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Women's, Girls’ 

Rink Skates 

Action adjustable trucks 
For women and girls. Fabric-backed vinyl 
uppers. Sixteen ball bearings with each plastic 

wheel. Composition rubber soles. Heel counters 
cushioned split tongue. Nickle-plated steel 

White. "B" med. width only. 5 
5B, 6B, 7B, ВВ, 9B. See chart, below 
% н 23303F — Shipping wt. 8 lbs s1209 

Double-action trucks plus toe stops 
9 For women. Fabricbacked vinyl uppers 
& Each plastic wheel has sixteen ball bearings. 
Comp 
Steel arch 
split tongu med. width only 
6B, 7B. В, ЭВ, 10B. See chart, below 
6 N 233125 Shipping wt. 8 Ibe s1999 

Quality semi-precision Skates 
З For women. Top-grain leather uppers, eather 
Э soles. Double-action adjustable trucks. Each 
plastic wheel rolls on 16 concealed ball bearings 
Cushioned split tongue. Heel counters, arch sup. 

Sidewalk Skates 
for girls 

Steel-wheel Street King® Skates 
Д Each heavy-gauge steel wheel has six ball 

bearings. Vinyl uppers. Composition rubber 

next full size larger. 
4, 5,6, 7, 8. 
EN 23103F Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. $5.99 

Oversize composition wheels 
Each wheel has sixteen ball bearings for an 
extra-smooth ride. Widetrack trucks mean 

ability. Vinyl upper 
oot comfort. Comp 

Medium width only. If your shoe size is full 
size, order usual size. If half size, order next full 

ri's sizes 12, 13, 1, 

Ihipping wt. 5 Ibs. s949 

Handy skate carrying Case 
5 Makes ca 
6 easy. Viny 
plated hardw 
Key. 1344x16%x6-in, deep. 
вн 22008--Red 6 N 23069—Blue. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 oz ss» 



Boy's Hockey Helmet. Mold- 12 tutem er М, 
with polyurethane [oam paddi 
to absorb shocks. Fits boys to age 12. Importe rom Ca мент Shp, wt 14 02:5998 
13 Men's Hockey Helmet. Mold- © ed polyethylene plastic. 
Rounded edge to protect back or 
neck. Thick polyurethane padding: 
Adjustable elastic straps. Fits all 
sizes. Imported from Canada. 
N6 N 10519—Shpg. wt. 10 02.5695 

424 Sears «мос 

of the Year 

complete 

Hockey Outfit 
for young 

hockey players 

$1 299 

1 Allows room tor guards and pads Machine washable; medium temper. ature, Skates, shin and elbow guards, Shoulder pads not included 
Jersey. Hed with bloe and white insert die of cotton, s. Blue; red, white stripe. Cotton. ding. Removable thigh guarde. Hockey Sox Red, white and blue 
100% cotton. 24 inches long Glove. Red, white and blue vinyl with spit eather palm, Molded сый with Rick protective pad on hack of hand Order complete outfit by waist ste. NOTE: Order size 4 inches larger than 
waist in allow for padding underneath 
Please state size wanted S(24-26 in.) 
M(28-30); 1432). 
NG N 1061 1 -Shpg. wt. 3 lba....$1299 
2) Hockey Stick. Hardwood. 30 inches. 
© мен 10507c—Shpg. wt. 12 ox.. 49 

[2] 

Mouth Guard. Moldednylon. 17 Hockey Suspenders 14 17 rolling, Муш. 90 in Canada. 2 Fits any helmet with strap. 
Imported from Jamaica, 
N6 N 10576 Shpg. wt. оз. $199 

ме N 10571 

15 Bove, Shoulder Pads. Plax 
tic. Cotton covered felt pad. 

ding. For boys to age 12. Canada. 
N6 N 10553-Shpg. wt. 3 ibs. $597 

Men's Shoulder Pads, Fall 16 Же orion covered pad with 
19р 

tic caps. Imported from Canada. 
N6 N 10554—Shpg. wt. 1 1b..5997 

Protective Equipment 

for hockey players 

'Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
18 Youth Elbow Guard. Vinyl 

Padding. Fits youth to age 14. 
N6 N 10542 —Shpg. wt. В oz. 

[з Elbow Guard. Vinyl 
ing. Fits to 12 yr. Jamaica. 

ме N 10546 Sbpg. wt. 10 оз 78197 
adjustable harness, Molded pla 9() Hockey Garter. 

band. Adjust. buckles. Canada. 
ме N 10573 Shpg. wt. 

lin. waist 1210: Plastic backed Н 
3 oz.. 51.99 

NOTE: Order 
ual waist size to allow lor pi 

Sines Mi 1136-35). State M 
в N 10588 — Black with white 
TE Blue with 
(6 N 10884r — Red w 

(9thro 11) Hockey Stockings. 10 
From € NOTE: If eg is 2 

Y Blue with red ond white stripes 

ротору 

Wi rer ke eee 

Elastic Men's Shin Guard. Molded 
plastic shin and knee protect- 
Backed with thick felt. 194 in 

long. From Canada. Package of 2 
ме N 10537 — Wt. 2 Ibs.. Pkg. $697 
O Youth Shin Guard. Molded 

22 plastic, blue wool felt padding. 
16% Inches From Canada, Package 
of two, 
N6N10636-W. 1 Ib. 4 ox.Pkg. $497 
Boys Shin Guards. (Not shown). 

th felt. From. 

5199 

$397 

ada. Package of 2 
N6N10535- Wt. 1 Ib. 4 o2.Pkg. $3.65 



(1 fr 3) Sticks with ash handle, elm blade. 

1 Coolie Stick. S ру blade, 524. lone NO N Tostec Skipping wt 21e... $496 
Curved Stick. Glass-wrapped. 2-; handle. 2 S ahes lone. tT d 

N6 N 10504 Shoot from Fight 5194 
N6 М 10502— Sboot from left. 394 
3 “Slop Shor" Stick. Fiber glass wrap. 53 in. 

N6 N 10503C— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 3294 
Youth's Slap Shot Stick, (Not shown.) Hardwood handle, elm blade. Laminated. 44 i. Né N 16801 Shipping weight 2 Iba. ..... $1.17 

Youth's Pro-style Glove. For boys 12 to 15 
Te esther palm. Plastic reinforced rolls 

oa back. 13 inches long. Jamaica. 
N6 N10513— Shipping wi. 1 b. 8 or... Pair $9.97 
Б Youth's ond Boy's Glove. Leather palm. Pad- 

ding. Protected thumb, cuff. Jamaica. 
11-inch, For youths 8 to 14 years of age. ме N 10825 WU. 1 Ib. 12 oF Pair $6.87 
10-inch. For boys to 8 years of age. 
ме N 10512—WL. 1 Ib. d'or. Pair $3.97 
G Officiol-size Puck. Made of rubber. 

N6 N 10557— Shipping wt. 6 ог 39 
Practice Peck. (Not shown.) Saft rubber, 
NE N 10656 Shipping weight 3 ounces... 4% 

Hockey Goals 

and 
Practice Target 9 

(7 end 8) Tubular aluminum frame, Nyk met Unassembled. 
7 OMicial-size Hockey Goal. 6 feet wide, 4 leet high. 

N6 N 10544L--Shipping weight 6 pound Each $19.29 
Buy hiv and save 2 lor 37.78 
8 Junior-size Hockey Gool. 4334 inches wide, 36 inches high NE N 105780- Shipping weight 3 pounds Ench $9.89 Buy re and зале 2 for 17.78 

Practice Torget Screen. Helps improve aim. Polyvinyl. 
N6 N 1062C-— Measures 43x57 in. Shp wE 3 Il 36.99 

HOW TO DETERMINE MEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE 
hart on line with your regular shoe width 

r regular and order skate 
yif it is available П 

PALAS 19219 HORT NAT 
pr 

З ЕЕЕ 

Hockey Skates 
for Men and Boys 

Comfortable 
Naugalon* 

vinyl uppers, 
hard box toe 

== 3i» | > 
Japanese steel blades F N6 N 10631F—Shpe. wt. 3 Ibs. ..49.97 tendon guard. 
counters. Lit 
See “How t 
left, below 

Men's, "D" med. width only. State SD, 6D, 7D, £D. 9D, 10D. 11D. 
N6 N 104321 Wi. 4 be 2 oc. 311.97 

=O) 

= 

DNS 

Men's Hockey Skates with split leather uppers 
10 Brown leather trim on black uppers. Double-box toe of top grain leather. 

Zincplated Japanese Steel blades  - blade guard. Rubberized cotton 
fannel lining. Tendon guard. Sponge cushion tongue. Arch supporting coun- 
ters In "D^ medium width only. Stole size 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D. See 
rise chori at left 
NG N 10435F Shipping weight 5 pounds. $16.97 

Men's Bobby Hull pro-style Hockey Skates 

11 Zip down the ice in these pro-style hockey skates with comfortable black 
rain leather uppers. Pearl split leather lining with felt inner lining 

Chromium-plated Canadian Sheffield steel blades give great maneuverability 
Rugged pro-rard toe and long molded counters for firm support. Full size 
tendon guard. See "How to Determine Men's Shoe Skate Size” al ИЛ. 

In "D" medium width only. State rise 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 
N6 N 10454F—Shipping weight 4 pounds Pair $19.87 
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Boy's Sidewalk Skates 
Street King* Shoe Skates with durable 

viny! uppers for easier cleaning 
* Heavy-gauge steel wheels take plenty of rugged 

wear and tear 
© High-cut uppers let you skate longer in comfort 
] Step right into these skates . . no keys or clamps 

to fuss with. Heavy-gauge steel wheels with six 
Winch steel ball bearings give a smooth, fast ride. 

give firm ankle support. Compo- 

shoe size is half size, 
full size larger. State boy's size 12, 13, 1,2 
7, 8. Black color. 

6 н 221029 Shipping weight 5 pounds $5.99 

size, order 

Men's and Boy's Rink Skates 

Adjustable trucks pivot 10 degrees 
€) For men and boys. Adjustable rubber-cushioned 
© trucks mean easier cornering, Naugalon® vinyl up- 
pers. Plastic wheels with sixteen ‘in. ball bearings. 
Composition rubber soles, Tapered backstay, split 
foam padded tongue. Nickel-plated steel foot plates 
Heel counters 

In “D” medium width only. State size 4D, 5D, 6D, 
7D, 8D, 9D, 10D. See chart below. Black color. 
6 N 23203F— Shipping weight 8 pounds, .....51269 

Double-action trucks and toe stops 
For men. Rubber-cushioned trucks are great for 
figure-akating, smooth cornering. Naugalon* vinyl 

uppers. Plastic wheels with sixteen %4-in. ball bear. 
ings. Composition rubber soles. Polyurethane foam 
padded tongue. Polished aluminum foot plates. Steel 
arch supports. Long inside heel counters. В. 
stops. In "D" medium width only. State 
9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. See chart below. Black. 
6 N 232125 — Shipping weight 8 pounds. .....$1999. 

Top quality semi-precision Skates 
with top-grain leather uppers 

‚th-rolling concealed ball bearings 
ic wheel) never touch each other 

joy good control for fancy skating. Cush: 
wd aluminum double trucks are adjustable for 

good maneuverability. Long-lasting leather sol 
Two-piece sponge rubber padded 
nate uncomfortably tight laces 

Polished cast aluminum foot plates have built-in 
toe stops. Long inside heel counters. High-cut boots 
give ankle support for comfort. Wing-tip design. In 

D” medium width only. State size 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 
Ир, 12D. See chart below. Black 
6 м 23288# — Shipping weight 8 pounds. .... ‚828.90 

ngue helps eli 

Skate Carrying Case 
Lets you carry skates easily. Vinyl-covered ply 

© wood frame, Nickel-plated hardware. Plastic han. 
die. Twin locks, Key. 13%x16%x0 inches деер. 
8 23068 Не © м 23069 — Blue 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces s589 

HOW TO DETERMINE SHOE SKATE SIZE 
Read across chart on line with your regular shoe width 
to column under your regular shoe size and order skate. 
size shown (only if it is available in item listing) 
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Men's and Boy's Ice Skates 

Soft Naugalon* vinyl uppers 
make this skate water-resistant 

wipes clean with a cloth 
For men and boys. A rugged skate that's 
design 

Hard 
d to withstand rough treatment 

‚od and tempered zinc-plated Japanese 
blades hold edge. Composition rubber 

soles. Arch-supporting counters mean a com. 
fortable fit. Polyurethane foam cushioned 
tongue. Doublestitched backstay. Steel shank 
Black color. Shoe made in USA. 
Men's. "D" medium width only. State size 6D, 
7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D. See chart, opposite page. 
EN 10201F—Shpg wt Alba & or. ..Pair 39.95 
Boy's. Medium width only 
is full size, order usual sin 
is half size, order next full si 
boy's siae 1, 2, 3, 4,5. 
EN 10129F—Shpg wt. 3 lbs Pair $9.95 

larger. State 

Durable top-grain leather uppers 
9 For men. Comfortable uppers are seul 

resistant. Nickel plated Canadian Shef: 
field blades for extra-smooth skating. Skin-fit 
lined foam insulation throughout. Heavy lock 
stitehed composition rubber soles. Arch-sup- 
porting counters. Two-piece form-fit 
cushioned tongue. Double-stitched backstay 

m width only. Please state si 
10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. See chart 

pposite page 
GN 10209F—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 4or. ‚Pair $16.86 

Top-grain leather uppers 
and convenient speed lacing 

3 For men. Speed 
tight with one tug. Deluxe skate gives out 

standing comfort and performance on the ice 
d with suede leather. Chrome plated Cana. 

lian Sheffield blades mean faster, smoother 
skating with more control. Comfortable tw 
piece form-fitting cushioned tongue. Heavy 
lock-stitehed composition rubber soles. Arc 
supporting counters, Double stitched backstay 
Steel shank. Black. Shoe made in U.S.A. 

In "D" medium width only. State size 8D, 9D, 
10D, 11D, 12D. See chart on opposite page. 
6н 10231F—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs $19.99 

Beginner's Skates 
For boys. A perfect learning skate . . de 
signed for quick development of skill 

Choose either the single blade or double blade 
Zine-plated steel blades give good stability. Wa- 
terresistant Naugalon® vinyl uppers are easy 
to clean. Composition rubber soles. Heel coun: 

gle-stitched backstay for support. Black 
color with handsome red trim. From Japan, 

In medium width only. If regular size is full 
size, order usual size. If regular size is half size 
order next full size larger. 
Single blade. Boy's sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3 
6н 10125F—State size. We 2lbs. ..... Pr. 3399 
Double blade. Boy's aizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2.3. 
ӨМ 10122F—State size. WL 2 lbs. ....Pr 3399 

Skate Accessories 
Ankle Supports. Give you extra support 
when skating. Foam rubber, canvas cov 

ered. Sizes Sishoe size to 4); Mimen's 5-8, worn 
en's 6-10); Limen’s 9-13, women's 11). State 5, 
M. L. Package 
EN 10096F—Shpg wt 3o» Pkg 51.19 

Blade Gua 
carrying or storing skates. Pla 

rotect blades when 
ie Fit all 

вн 10090— Pkg. o£. Wt. 1 Ib, Pkg. 99 



It takes 
just a few minutes 

to turn your 
backyard into a 

family skating center 

Simply join two ends of aluminum 

wall, slip in liner 

flood with water and let it freeze 

.. you're all set for skating 

I 

Complete Circular Rink Outfits in 4 sizes $799 aser) 

] Why not bring a 
your back door? Use on level ground f 

results. For longer rink life, buy an extra plastic 
liner to use on top of liner supplied, 

16-9. diam. Rink. 4-10. high wall 
‚Shipping weight 10 pound». . ..$799 

6 м 10817-Extro 16-ft. liner. Wt. 21а, dur. 399 
Complete 20-ft. diam. Rink. Gin. high wall 
6 м 10821 — Shipping weight 13 pound». ..$1309 
6 м 10822 — Extra 20-ft. liner. Wi. Iba... 599 

т of fun right outside Complete 24-ft. diam. Rink. 6-in. high wall 
© N 10824C Shipping weight 15 pounds. .$1899 
в N 10825 Extra 24-71. liner. WL 4 lbs... 899 
Complete 28-ft. diam. Rink. Gin. high wall 
6 N 10828C.— Shipping weight 24 pounds. . 529 99 
6 м 10829 — Extra 28-ft liner. Wt. 12 be... 1799 
9) Giant-sizo 32x40-1. Plastic Liner. Instruc 
© tions included for building wood wall, Build- 
ing materials not included. 
6 N 10836N — Shipping weight 29 pounds. $28 99 

HARDWOOD TOBOGGANS 
3 Pro-style 7-slat construction. 3 full-length raised 

runner», steam-bent hood. 17 inches wide, 
в н 6вз2ём 6 ft. size (4 rider), Wt. 17 Ibi. ...$2199 
6 М 68928N -S ft. size (6 riders). Wt. 21 Ibn... 2599 
Д Economy G-slat construction. Two outer runners. 

steam bent hood. 15 in. wide x 5 (1. long (3 riders). 
6 N 68915N- Shipping weight 14 pou $1499 
5 Toboggan Pads. Made with 1tyin, polyurethane 

foam core. Vinyl cover. Black color. 14 in. wide. 

SNO-KARTS 
6 Enjoy breath-taking bob 

sled thrills. Solid steel 
brake steering mechanism. 
vinyl handles. Shell of tough 
linear polyethylene plastic 
Polyethylene foot straps. 
Red with black trim. Canada. 
43-inch Avanti Model 
6N69106N— Wi, 8 bs, $19.89 Wa [езгне | сиз» [ Sam Rm 

1м feet foe |6 м e9075C| 1 pound | $449 38-inch Super Model. idet | let |e Neso7ec| 2 pounds | $49 GNGOTOSN—We. 5 be. $14.89 Wehen | Sit _|emesorse| 2 pounds | 749 ‘Nove. N nems 6N69 YOSNI vent try 

Order this giant 32x40-ft. 
liner only .. build 
your own wall 

FUN-SKI 
17 Just like а big aki-encept 
T you steer i!  plys of ele 
trically bonded wood form а 
rugged, multi-layered shi. 
Steel handle steers front runn 

enamel finish. 12 
ON eor Wi 
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Sears | 
SPORTS CENTER 

presents.. URURI UI CL 

built just for street hockey 
Protective hard box-toe; extra-high tendon guard in back for safety 

Street 
Hockey 

Equipment 

Hockey King* Outdoor Shoe Skates 
also feature: extra welding 
for durability, black with 
brown trim hockey styling 

] Junior Hockey Goal. Sturdy 

$599 Steel wheel 

Ы KEYLESS 
Trainer and Economy Skates Slip-on Skates 

5 Trainer Skates. Steel wheels. Laced leather 
toe atrap and leather ankle strap. Steel frame 

6 Economy Sk h 
arin 5823141 

s399 



Snow Disc 

Concave dle rien, vum, 
twirls as И coasts 

downhill. Shih directions by 
shifting your weight. 

Strong, lightweight fiber glass 
dise can't rust. 25-inch diameter 
with hand straps. Orange. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 
79 N 86068. к 

9-foot Tow Rope 

Finest Sleds 
With chrome-plated. wedge-shaped 
Steering bars and blue enameled steel 

hardwood deck; vinyl hand 
Sips: heavy doty shock ab- тэн asot | 60 ia, | 8 
sorber knees; and fully turned- ввован | 66. 8 
“р safety heels with no sharp 72-0 = - 
edges. Chrome-plated steel © Tow Rope. 9 ft. long. Yellow polyethylene. 
rails. Red and blue trim. 49 N 85062 — Shipping weight 4 ounces. . .99c 
‘Shop. Note: “М” items (such as 79 N 85094N) nent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

Rugged molded Масе 
polyethylene Боду 9 
and grooved-to-grip skis $35 

$ S? 
Room for 2 youngsters on this 

‚ungsters 3 to 7 yrs. old can take off down the hill in this 4-Ioot sowboat. Tough poly- 
mini Snow Mobile . . styled just like the adult-driven ethylene withstands bumps. 
models. Polyethylene plastic body is bright yellow with High side design protects little 

п see you coming. Simulated tractor fingers, adds maneuverability, 
the detailed body. Skis are grooved 17 in. wide. 4 sturdy handles 

black trim so friends 
tread on both sides 
for positive traction . . you'll glide smoothly even over Red. Allow 10 Ibs. postage per 
lumpy snow. Footrest steering bar with white polyethylene postal regulations. 
plastic foot grips. Full 10x13x35 in. long. энәмәй............5343 

Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 Н 850051 Shipping weight 7 pounds. заав 

, Save this Catalog 
You can order Toys on pages 433 to 607 

from now until JULY 30, 1971 

You'll want toys all year long for: Tm w Remember, you can find a Sears Credit plan 
* Birthday gifts * Party prizes to suit your needs . . with a Sears Revolving 
+ Grab bag presents © Rainy day games Charge Account, phone your order and just 
+ Outdoor equipment © Get well treats say "Charge it." See pages 263 and 264. 
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rs are each 9% ft. long; 4 multi 
inch t steel f 

has 5 ft. galvanized steel bed. 
104124 ft. base a high ticket booth of co 
rugated paper board lee 
79 N 72069N — Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 140 lbs.. .. $51.99 

Rugged 4-leg Gym with room enough for 6 rollicking riders 
Gym without slide . . with 2-rider lawn swing, glide-ride and 
2 swings. Steel seats with smooth, rolled edges. Red, blue and 
yellow baked enamel finish. 11-inch tubular steel legs, 614 feet 
long each. 2-inch tubular steel top bar, 814 feet long overall 
Base area about 5\x9% feet. Hardware packaged separately 
for each section to simplify assembly. 
79 н 72082N Shipping weight 63 pounds. 2.2539 

Gym plus 6-1. Slide. Smooth 1-piece 

ft. base ares. Hardware packaged sep- 
arately for easier assembly. 79 N 720838— WI. 83 lbs.. ....53299 
NOTE: All items on this page are sont 
freight (rail, truck) or express. 



Gym Set with 
Slide and Glide Ride 

Thissturdy Gym has6 legs for extra strength and stability 
-. and you can buy it 3 different ways 

47” | == 53999 | 
Gym Set with Pony Ride an. 79 N 7209102—Shpg. wt. 115 Ihe 

Gym Set with 
79 м 720858— Shpg. wt. 104 Ih 

Gym Set with Glide Ride , - slide not incl. 79 М 72084N — Shpg. wt. 83 lbs... .53289 

Turn play into body-building exercise 
with the Physical Fitness Gym 

$399 

Loaded with features to keep the whole family in shape 
CROSS the hand-over-hand ladder SCA pe SOMERSAULT between double rings CHIN yourself on the bars SWING on t^ CLIMB the ladders 

79 N 72077N Shipping weight 15% 
Auger-grip Leg Anchors (n 



These Amazingly Active 

Animal Tractors 
love to work for you 

E 

Buckethead 
Giraffe 

Shovelnose 
Dinosaur 

Buy all three for a 
whole construction crew 

49 N 44107—5 

Uses 
order packs 

11b4or.53.96 

Pkg. $1.19. 



Special joiners 
make it easy to 
connect blocks 

Our biggest Set includes plastic car, airplane and 
locomotive bodies plus 2 motor-driven bases 

101 599 wine 
preces M 

Even 3-year-old toddlers will delight in building highways, train 
tracka, houses, animals, geometric designs with these 32 easy-io-han 
dle blocks, 64 joiners. They're bright, appealing and made of extra-du- 
rable plastic to last through years of building sessions. What's more, 
all blocks have special grooves that form tracks for 34-inch motor. 
driven vehicles по matter which way you put them together. For 
boys, girls, ages 3 to В. Needs 2 "AA" batteries, order pkg below 
79 М 44105C— 01 pe. Set. Shipping weight 4 bs. Se 49.99 

More Sets to make more exciting things 
51 $499 venu 76 5099 mou mos 4 m pieces p 

Sears smaller sets have all the basic pieces to help child understand 
elementary principles of engineering and motion. Sl-pc. set includes 
16 blocks, 32 joiners, car and airplane bodies, 1 motor base. 76-pe. set 
comes with 24 blocks. 48 joiners plus car, airplane, locomotive bodies, 
1 motor base. Each set needs 1 "AA" battory; order pkg below. 
49 N 44103.—51.pc. Set. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 o. Set $4.99 
49 N 44104—76.pc. Set Shipping weight 2 Iba. 5 ог. Set 699 
Road Block Accessory Set. Includes 15 blocks, 45 joiners 
49 N 4420—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 от. Set $2.99 
Vehicle Accessory Sat. Includes car and airplane bodies, 1 motor 
base. Needs 1 "AA" battery, order package below. 
49 N 4421—Shipping weight 6 ounces. Set $299 

A" Batteries. Package of 6. WL 6 or. ... Package 99c 

Especially for the little ones 

CLIMBING CHUGGING CHOO-CHOO 
Bright plastic train runs on track. 

while its smokestack bobs up and down 
animal pops out as train passes station 

$999 = 
Exceptionally bright colors and intricate designs make thi 
especially fascinating to youngsters. Just move lever on train 
and it chugs around curves and underpass, over mountain and 
past the stationem. the wa; 
includes train with passenger car, animals; straight, curved and 
cross tracks; mountain; station; suspension bridge. Overall lay 
ош 21x42 in. Plastic, Needs 1 "C" battery; order pkg. below. 
79 N 44163C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set 59.99 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. WL 12or.......Pkg. 1.19 



Precision-made plastic blocks 
in several sizes—just press together 

to create a world of fun 

Our biggest Sets have a garage with 
overhead door and a miniature car 

536 $92 842 51 99 
pieces hd pieces m 

Sears super sets also include handsome tile roofing to add a realistic 
finishing touch to projects. Plus plenty of bricks to build boats 

'utomobiles, machines, factories, people, animal 
and homes. Made of high impact plastic, bricks com 

ous sizes and bright colors. Just press together pieces 1 
yet can be easily taken apart. Helps develop skill in planning and 
manual dexterity. For boys, girls ages 4 to 10. 
49 м 16094 536p weight 3 lbs. 402... Set $9.99 
49 N 44357—542 pe. Set Shipping weight 5 pounds ..... Set 17.99 

Make buildings, vehicles, an entire city 
with these Sets sold only at Sears 

151 539 244 492 335 56?» 
pieces = | pieces " | pieces - 

You get a y when you buy these ot of pieces for your mi 
sets. The 335 and 244-piece sets include wheels and enough plastic 
pieces to make vehicles and buildings 
shown above) at one time. The 151 piece set can make all kinds of 
stationary models. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
151-piece Set (No wheels) 
49 N 16097— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces Set $3.49 
244 pe. Set. 
49 м 16096—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce Set 499 
235 pe. Set 
49 N 16095 Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces Set 699 

New Lego Auto Transport Set 
with 4 miniature cars 

65 $499 
pieces. - 

Plastic pieces anap together and make it easy to bui 
auto transport. Se mes with 65 pieces, includi 
high-impact plastic cars imported from Denmark. Transport and 

А with wheels that really roll 
"Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

49 м 1609365 piece Set Set 9499 

are ready for the ro 

ASTROLITE™ 
Design exciting space-age cities with 
rystal-clear pieces that glow and change colors 

өз they catch and reflect the light 

9 N 16066С- 5) = pound Set 98.87 



For the imaginative builder 
a bag full of bright cheery-looking 
Wooden Blocks . . 120 of them 

to be exact in 11 different shapes 

$47 

I blocks: 4 double-oblongs, 10 oblongs, 24 
Ж squares, 20 pillars, 32 half pillars, 4 col 
1 

umns, 18 half columns, 2 half circles, 2 
large triangles, 2 small triangles, and 2 
Roman arches. 
inches in diameter and is 12 inches long. 
Blocks, smoothly sanded with rounded 
corners, come in 4 non-toxic colons. 
49 N 44375— Wt, 4 Iba Bon... -Set $477 

ilbag measures about 8 

Build your own dream of pioneer days 
with Lincoln Logs 

un $Q99 | 300 pce $6 | 200 me $499 Da V a 
You can build forts, cabins, stockades, trading posts, even an 
Indian style long house, Then pretend you're a pioneer Sets in 
clade inch thick stained wood logs of various lengths: pabies, 
chimney and roof pieces. Instructions for building als included. 
400-piece Set... makes 5 cabins with parts left over. 
40 N 16107- Shipping weight 9 pounds Set заза 
300-piece Set .. makes ? cabins or stockade and fort. 

weight 6 pounds Set $099 Y large cabin with fence. 
40 N 16109 Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounce... Set $499 

436 Sears "zx 

TINKER TOYS 
Sold by Sears for 54 years 

wu $599 | Бы 537 

49 N 16147 —486-ріесе Set. Shpg. wt. 5 ibs.. . .Set $599 
49 N 16148. 322.рівсе Set. Wi. 11bs.6or.....Set 397 

batteries, Order pkg. below. 
49 м 16149— WE 13 02.5349. 

I Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 
Shipping wt 1 Ib. Вол. 

49 м 8405 Phe $1.49 

Six Puzzle Block Pictures to make . . and a put-away case 
Sp? 

It's fun to put together these six 
Walt Disney color pictures star: 
ring your favorite cartoon char. 
acters. Each side of wood cube 
is part of a different picture. 
Tough wood travel case has plas: 
tic handle, metal trim. Ax2ußt; 
inches high. From W. Germany 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 м 4648 Set $197 

100 Number and $299 
Alphabet Blocks - 
Introduce your child to the ex 
citing world of words and num 
bers. Soft wood blocks have 
deeply embossed letters on 2 
sides, printed letters and num 
bers on the other 4. Or build with 
them. Rounded corners help pro 

‘non-toxic tect children. Colo 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs 

49 N 4684 

with smooth edges 
10 protect 
your child 

> > 1 

Ld $722 | эше 312? 

Your budding architect is in his creative glory with blocks in all these 
shapes and sizes. 10 shapes ín all: quadlongs, oblongs, squares, double 
oblongs, pillars, columns, Roman arches, half circles, 
angles, plus ramp. Durable soft wood with light, natural-grained finish 
just like the blocks used in nursery schools. Each block is 1% inches thick. 
Made especially for children ages 1 through 9. 
49 N 44166—40-piece Set. Shipping weight 8 pounds. Set $7.99 
79 м 44167C—70-piece Set. Set 1299 



Kindergarten 
Kitchen 

3821 

Wind the clock and it ticks "Cook" pre- 
tend fruits and vogotables in pots and 
pans on “burners.” Stove has storage com- 
partment, see-through door. Also popup 
toaster, cookies. Plastic. 15x7x15 inches. 
79 н 44047C-Shpg. wt 7 ibs. . Set $8.97 

Toddler Tote $399 
Your child can use his imagination to cre. 
ме unique designs by fitting 12 beads and 
12 blocks together. Teaches eye and hand. 
coordination. 1 large lacing string to 
string beads is included. All plastic, non: 
toxic, Packed in vinyl bag. For ages 2 to 5. 
49 м 44169—Shpg. wt. 218 120z $3.99 

Learning Tree 
One toy to develop your child's sense of 
size, shape, color and numerical relation- 
‘ships. "Branches" color-matched to rings 
that slip on and off 12-in. high tree 
trunk", Only Sears includes bucket, 

shovel and lacing strings with this set. All 
high-impact, non-toxic plastic . . comes in 
handy vinyl bag. Ages 2 to б. 

IN A4168-Shpg. wt 21. 202 ...04.99 

Designs and colors on 
coins, slots and keys 

match. Child places 
like coins in slots, 

pushes key, and coins 

come out one by one. 
Teaches child monetary 

value as well as eye and 

hand coordination 

544 
Now your child can pretend he's 
a super storekeeper or banker 
while his friends play customer. 
32 coins are 4 different colors 
and denominations with en 
graved geometric designa, so 
child must match both design 
and color to get each kind of coin 
in the appropriate slot. Then he's 
ready to make change. Large 
storage drawer to keep money 
in. 10%4x5%x7 in. high. All plas 
tic, non-toxic. For preschoolers 

hipping weight 2 pounds 
AN A411 2444 

Match colors and shapes to fit openings 

all 3 toys teach eye and hand coordination 

$299 

Keyhouse to Learning 
6 keys open matching doors 

As your child unlocks the 6 doors with 
color and shape-coordinated keys, he un. 
locks his mind to learn shapes, color 
matching, and shape matching. His skill 
with his hands improves as he inserts 12 
different shaped blocks into appropri 
‘openings in the house. Also includes on 
master key. THix7¥4x7 inches high. All 
plastic, non-toxic. From Japan. 
49 N 44038—Shpg wt. 11.8 ол. 83.99 

for the young operator 

5549 

Child picks up receiver with coiled 
cord, presses touch type buttons, and 
listens to bell tones. He selecta one of $ 
geometric-shaped, color-coordinated 
plugs and finds appropriate opening 
on switchboard. Matching signal pops 
up when right connection is made. 
Push button - . cords automatically re“ 
tract plugs, Plastic. 11% x5 X8W 
inches high. From Hong Kong. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

дөн 44101 MNT 

e 
ч 

aa 4 
CUT 9% 

Pot 'n Spoon 

iene te be. was $3.29 
SN $997 

Child drops 6 wooden blocks of 
3 different shapes into match 
ing holes in lid. Big plastic 
spoon to scoop out blocks and 
10.in. diameter plastic pot in 
cluded. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10.02. 
49 N 4462 $2.97 

+ 514 $ v » 

Match Maker 

Block 
Child places 12 objects 
with different shapes 
and colors into plastic 
cube thru matching 
holes. Block snaps open. 
so objects сап be used 
again and again. dxtxt 
inch cube 
Shipping weight 6 

49N 4416 sro 



Fisher-Price Family Action Garage Drive "Super Speed” cars onto grease rack or into elevator up to parking area 
sg 

lts a parking ramp and service center. Drive one car into the elevator. Crank on side lifts elevator as STOP gates close and bell rings. Car auto. matically ejected from elevator "speeds" down ramp. Front handle ro- tates disc, distributes car to colorcoded parking area. Crank raises and lowers grease rack. Gas pump with removable hose. 4 "super speed" cars, 4 play family figures. 17%x15%x11 inches high. Sturdy hardboard and 
plastic construction with non-toxic finish. 79 N 44299C Shipping weight 9 pounds Т 

438 Sears ШТ" 

Ring the doorbell, open this delightful Fisher Price 
Play House with 4 furnished rooms, garage, car 

| House locks shut with large carrying handle 

Fisher-Price Play Family Farm 5887 
Barn silo with 22 farm figures, equipment pieces. Flexible plastic ani- mala. Barn door opens with "00-000" sound. Removable silo top, bayloft door Hinged handle. Plastic, wood. 10% «74x10 in. 49 N 4431—Shipping weight 5 pounds 1527 

Fisher-Price Play Family Jet 9399 
Fun jet now departing. Rugged plastic plane rolls on 6 "balloon" tires, makes “whirring” jet engine sound. Pilot looks left and right. Door lowers. 4 member play family and 2 pieces of luggage fit openings 
inside. 11% x134 6% inches high. 
49 N 4430— Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces 2399 



It’s a School on Wheels 
Comes complete with playground and school bus. 

Sold only at Sears wie 

Miss Teachát is the school marm to her ten pupils 
School bell ding-dongs as school is pulled along. 
Playground includes bobbing turtle, a whirling 
‘merry-go-round with room for 4 young pupils, and 
a slide at the rear of the platform. Alert driver 
looks from side to side watching traffic as he 
"drives" students to home and school in the bus. All 
pieces fit into schoolhouse for easy storage. Plastic 
school with colorful lithographed metal walls. 
14x11%x5 in. high. Ages 210 6. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 4408—Shipping weight 3 bs. 8 oz. .....97.99 

Welcome to 
Matters new 
fantasy world. 

Upsy-Downsy* Gift Set with Storybook 
sg” 

Ай the fun of a miniature рау Downsy Land® in one package. Com 
plete with "Welcome to Upsy-Downsy Land" storybook, fokdout card 
board playland and 3 zany molded plastic characters. Includes Furry 
Hurry? (top and dot), Funny Fesder* (burger stand and 2 doll), and 
Tickle Pinkie" and her Bugabout Upay® car, plus accessories. For ages 5 
to 12 Imported from Hong Kong. 
49 N 4417 1-Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $0.98 

animals with 
is Hong Kong 

ч 1469 
% Sears 439 

ase. Han. 
49 N 44162 Shipping weight 1 pour 



All Romper Room* Toys on these 2 pages teach coordination, 

ROMPER stimulate imagination, and develop a sense of achievement. 
ROOM All are sturdy toys designed to make learning more fun 

Romper Room? -the world's largest 

Television Kindergarten 

PHYSICAL FITNESS TOYS. for growing strong 

Peg-Town Railroad" $599 үш; pos 

Build а railroad course dotted with modern buildings or imagina- 
tive traffic signals and watch the train go. Or make something 
different on the peg base and run the train alone on the floor. 
Plastic peg board (16%4x13 in.) with 30 plastic track sections and 
35 peg parta in different sizes, shapes. and colors. Plastic train 
uses 1 "AA" battery, order package below 
49 н 47904—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 oz Set $5.99 
49 н 3402—Pkg of б "AA" Batteries. We. 6 от. Pkg. 99¢ 

Pegand 5179 
Play Chest тм 

Peg board on one side, chalk- Board on the other both in 
a Convenient plastic carrying Case. Contains white chalk: Sn eraser, wooden mallet And 30 colorful plastic pews 
TINEN inches = 
4984790115101 4179 Mr. Punching Clown Romper Stompers' 

Hit him with a right. . knock him Your preachooler will love the 
оп the floor; Happy Jack bop bag challenge Romper Stompers offer. 
pops up for more Colorful Romper Learn balance and coordination e 

‘clown stands 35 inches high the same time. Yellow polyethyl 
just the right size for punchin". ере stompers (5x3% in. wide) are 

Constructed of inflatable heavy. durable enough to withstand adult 
duty vinyl for constant play. weight Plastic hand hold cords ad- 

ei lom keeps it popping just to child's height. Why not pici 
back for more. up the phone and order them? 
49N47924—Wt.21he20r $1.99 49N 47921—Wt. 1002 эзе 

r $ 

$24 "e Yo Ф 
i 2 in pha 

sp» 

Mr.DoBee*Bank Напа Puppets Talking Telephone ` 
Colorful di Replicas of Ri Turn dial, it rings еб ER eR 

oration pp: ss button, hear | Scoopsioop'^ $489 oss ball with 5449 
бо диһ bodien varu. Такое Uses I goes indoors or out I Concho“ sticks "T 
wm.formed heads "C" battery, order Catch the flying red ball in your Lota of fun on a stick for one or 

Unlocks plastic мор pkg, below scooper mitt and toss it back lo several children. Child throws 
per at bottom ире. wt 1b. doz partner. Blue and yellow scoopers cage-ball into air and catches it 
Sent children to ha 49 847917....95.79 of high-impact polystyrene are with Catcho sticks. Two durable 
Shp wt Bor Both about 10мїп. lightweight and easy to handle. polyethylene sticks are 11 in- long. 

49847916. 5189 high Shpg wtllor ~C" Batteries. Pkg of Each 11x6 inches wide. Plastic Red polyethylene cage-ball, 8 in. 
6 WL IZ or ball, inch diameter ameter. Use indoors or out. 

440 Sears FE" 3249. 49N 8406 Pg. 91.19 49 N 47923—WL 1 lb. Boz. .#1 49N47922-Shpg wi. Tor. 9149 



Check the weather, then dress Willie® 
the Weather Man or Wendy? the Weather Girl 

Both Willie and Wendy come with four color sets of mix-and: 
match clothing that your child selects for rain or shine wea- 
ther. No scissors or paste needed . . just presa plastic clothing 
to 17x134-in. play-scene: they stick until lifted off 

Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 1 or. 
49 N 47908— Wie Weather Man. 
49 N 47909 — Wendy Weather Gal. 

Look and listen closely and learn all about animals, people, and nice places. 
Select from 8 colorful square plastic “records” .. а picture of the subject is 
‘on top, sound grooves are recorded on bottom. Place in machine; press start 
button. You'll bear a 45-second story while you look at the picture. Plastic 
frame with storage tray, on-off bar, slow-fast bar to control voice speed, 
carrying handle. 16x10x5 in. high. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below. 

hipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces, ........- -5799 
“О” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 1b. 8 oz. 149 

Each $199 
Esch 199 

$379 Bi Mr. Magnet Man™ 53? г 
Faceless Mr, Magnet needs 
your help. Make him laugh. 
make him lovable . . make 
him look like a cowboy. Start 
with his canahaped orange 
metal head and add plastic 
magnetized accessories to i 

Four-way Play Chest $§49 
а chalkboard, peg pem ern, nf Dy EA ER Four-sided plastic play chest houses 4 different learning activities. In 

cludes felt board with basic felt 
shapes, peg board with pegs and 
hammer, magnetic board with may 
netized alphabet letters, and chalk- 
board with chalk and eraser. Lift off 
top tray to store accesories with in chest. 15%x1514x134s inches. 

his parts inside the can. 
Stands 10% inches tall 

Match-A-Brush™ 92° 

TE ‘break Magic Teacher 5149 
tect child's hand while paint. 
ing. 12 posters to color incl 

Shipping weight 1 Ih. М oz. 
49 м 4791 $299 

cards and plastic answer board incl 
Choose 1 of 3 answers on card; slide 
it into board for correct one, 
49 N 47927—Shpg. wt, 10 or..51 49 

Fun Time 
Puzzle Clock ™ 

Let's Play Schoo! $299 

Handy nursery school activity kit includes 
hx Lin. chalkboard, chalk, eraser, husky 
pencil, safety scissors, cloth flag with stand. 
ruler, report cards, diplomas, paste, con. 
struction paper, crayons, and flash cards 
with numbers and letters 
49 N 47914— Wt, 11b. 14 or....... Kit $299 

Puzzle and Play'* Animals $249 
A jigsaw puzzle filled with 14 interlocking animals 
Just match each colorful beast to its name and 
shape on the outlined guide platform. Or stand 
them up and play with them separately. Thickly 
molded plastic, 11'%ex12x1 6 in. overall 

Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. 
49 н 47913 5249 

The puzzle of time couldn't be cleared up in a 
happier way, Also teaches child to recognize num. 
bers, shapes and colors. Sturdy plastic clock 
(9x11, in.) with Happy Jack Clown face and 
movable clock hands. Large plastic clock numbers 
in six colors fit into 12 different matching shapes. 
49 N 47912— Shpg. wt. 15 oz. $149 

RU » Sears 441 
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Pkg 1.19 

Mattel's 
Talk-a-Fun 

47 Mattel's Super $787 
=» See п Say “ 

Mattel's Happy Talking $ 
See 'n Say Toys 

Mother Goose Says. 
49 N 44882 

9 Magic Apple. 
49844172 

3 Fermer Says. 
9 a9 

Б Snoopy Says. 
49 N 44182—5 



For young 
artists.. 

Double Easel 
complete with 
paint, chalk 

and accessories 

$129 

starter set for 
use by Lor 2 children at 
the same time. Each side 
adjusts to accommodate 
different heights. 16x24-in. 
‘Tru-Blu® chalkboards on 
both sides. 1 deep boxtype 
utility trough on one side 
and grooved 

Play Center Desk $] 3°? 
Closed, it's a chalkboard with easy-to-read numbers 
and alphabet. Open, it's a peg table with mallet and 
geardisc pegs. Reverse side of chalkboard has out 
lined figures on white enamel for painting. Console 
with pegboard and clock with movable hands. Steel 
frame, durable plastic bucket style seat. Includes 36 
alphabet pegs, chalk, eraser, paint set. About 
30x21x17 in. high. embied. 
79 м 90099C— Shipping weight 13 Ibe 11199 

P 
The Color Machine $399 

Put a few drops of Playnts washable paint in 
machine, place paper and stenci in, close ld | 
turn handle. A fine mist of paint is sprayed — 

design. 6 plastic stencil 

Funny Pumper Set S587 
A do-it yourself, toy-making toy. Just 
squeeze Play-Doh® through special 
molds to make funny figures. Four 62. 
cans of Play-Doh, 6 molds and plastic 
Funny Pumper. For boys and girls, ages. 10 years. 

N 1617—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ..Set 5587 

Just add water. . shape 

and paint a menagerie with 
"Instant" Paper Máché 

$ 249 

6 projects for amateur sculptors. Paper PuraPatch $249 
Make pictures using Play-Doh. Roll out 
Play-Doh. Use plastic cutters to make any 
опе of 15 shapes. Press "em out . . match 
‘em up. Set contains six 202. cans of Play’ 
Doh (assorted colors), 12 plastic colored pic 
ture cards, rolling pin. For ages 3 and up. 
49 N 16036—Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 202. Set $249 

Super Silly Sand $399 
Build castles, dress up sand people with 5 packages of col 
ored sand. Non-toxie sand can be used over again. Mix 
with water. Includes 6 cut out n. plastic figures, squeeze 
bottles, spoons, cups, wires, tray, Silly Circle. Instructions. 
49 м 1613—Shipping weight 2 ibs. 3 oz Set $3.69 

Set. 4 bags of sand and one Silly Circle. 
6259—Shipping weight 14 ounces 99 

máché is premixed, just add water. There's 
nothing extra to buy. Includes six 54-inch 
animal forms of heavy cardboard, 8 ounces 
of paper máché mixture, 8 water color tab- 

brush. glaze and instructions. 
Wt. 11b. 1202. .....Set 9249 

ER Sears 443 
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ana Buchen Caney Product. 

plays a tune, 

EEE N Be e 
NS 

O Each butt 
child can cho 
chucks as sh 

Radios by Fisher 
Music box plays as scenes pass 

sereen. Turn knob to play—it can't be 
overwound. Wood case with plastic speak 
тт. Each measures 4% in. high. We. each 9 oz (1) 49 N 44488- Twinkle LittleStar.$1 87 
(2) 49 N 4432-The Mulberry Bush. 187 

3 CUT 5% . . Fisher-Price 2-tune TV. 
Ә Bright plastic and wood TV plays а 
tune while it shows a story on the 7-inch 
screen, Switch "channels" with channel 
selector for a different tune and story. Just 
lum knob to wind—it can't be over 
wound. 10x9 inches high. 
49 н 44317—Shpg, wt. 2 Ibe. 1 01.93.76 
4 Musical Teaching Clock . . a Fish 

Price toy. Such an interesting, amuni 
way to teach your youngster how to tell 
time. Wind knob in back. Music box plays 
tune of "Grandfather's Clock" while a 
justable clock hands and face revolve, re. 
vealing pictures of preschooler activities 
hour by hour. Wood case is 6x3x11 inches 
high. Plastic handle. 
49 N 44319— Shpg. wt. | Ib, 14 oz. ..$464 

Troas inches 1 
49 н 44132 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 

$399 Push Button Farm 
realistic sounds 
and actions of 

Oh, that Donald Duck Һе farm life—just 
push the buttons. 

as picture of animal 
se the animal he wants to see and hear. Chicken out of her nest . . pig o 

me out from behind sliding bam doo 
ће sticks his head out of hayloft -. сом moc 
to eat . . farmer drives tract 
49 м 44051 — Shipping weig! 

then—POP— 5 Surprise Box . . push button, 549 
slide lever and more—5 things in all he goes 

i Teaches coordination and dexterity. Tot pushesthe button, slides 
to pieces the lever, turns the knob, moves the dial, flicks the switch and 

each time а colorful surprise pops up to greet him. Plastic 
£. Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 

ounces 5499 

so even the smallest 

ks, lamb baa's as 
duck quacks as 

as she lowers head 
down ramp. Plastic; 99x11 in. 
pounds 12 ounces ss” 

(Stheu7) Musical Jack-in-the-Box 
by Mattel. Turn crank, hear a happy tune. 
Then, up pops your favorite character. 6 inch metal box; wood handle. Cloth bodies, styrene heads. Wi. ea. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

49 N 44325— Snoopy $249 
49 N 44199— Bumble Bug 249 
49 м 4571— Clown 249 
Snoopy® United Fe yes Syndicate, Inc 

8 Melody Bell-O-Phone . . a Child Guid 
toy. A full octave rangeofbell-like 

chimes. Just pick up the receiver, t 
the keys, Play single notes, 

when you f 
ing sheet 

battery incl 
49 м 4405—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibi. 202....$477 

Y Fisher-Price Change-A-Tune Piano. 
Imported box in piano plays "Pop! 

Goes the Weasel,” “This Old Man," or 
The Mutfin Man." Child selects tune by 
ming dial on side of piano, then strikes 

key, in any sequence, and tune plays 
Plastic keys. Wood case $x5x7 in. high 
49 N 44318—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9от...$5в7 

T 



Crib Toys 
Musical Pets Mobile. Six 
smiling animals turn slowly 

as canopy rotates and wind-up 
music box plays a nursery tune. 
Washable sponge plastic ani- 
mals; wipeclean plastic canopy 
Mar resistant crib support. 

& 
Winnie the: Pooh ^ 

dle . . merry-go-round turns 
and rings bells. Strong cotton 
ties support gym in any crib or 
playpen. Plastic; metal bells > 
49 N 44129-WL 1 Ib. 8 oz. $499 | 

49 N 44372-We 11b 2or $497 J - Du brightens Musical 
9 Busy Gym. Baby tugs on han- d 

— 0 | Toys for tots 

Busy Koo-Koo 
bird pops out, Musical Busy Box. - 
hands move Doors open, wheel spins, 
$ 3 crank turns, and more 

$99 eee 6 music plays Winnie- Ten intriguing gadgeta. There's a music box that 
the-Pooh theme, bird plays Winnie-the-Pooh's song «hen baby turns. 
moves in and out, and ће knob, A door to open, clicking telephone dial, hands of clock rotate. саг to race, turning clock, TV knob with changing 
Plastic, 9% x11x2% pictures, winding windmill, pushbutton cat. 
in. high. Attaches to squeak, reflector, spinning color wheel. Plastic 
crib, playpen, wall, Бох is non-toxic, with no loose parts. 14x12 inches 
Shipping high. Attaches to playpen, crib. 

b. 49 N 44165—Musical We 2 ba Bor. ......%699 
A9N44123 -..8399 49N '21—Non-musical, Wt. 2 bs. 8 or. 

Pony:Go-Roun 5399 
Six colorful ponies prance up 
and down, around and around 
as carousel turns and imported 
music box plays a merry tune. 
Just wind knob on top—even а 
small child can do it with one 
hand. Plastic, with nylon g 
and heavy stoel winder shaft 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 02 
49N 44212 5399 

p 

3 Musical Showboat. Wind it up and it playa a lively tune as it paddles == merrily across the bathtub. Puddle 7 Scl pepe К Brake paste 4" ш teet has easel macho. a war proof housing TeT LEN ln long Ший Zor 4300 Bathtime can 
be fun-time Busy Bath. Just pull the lever up 

and down to start the fun. Carousel 
ChimeBall $499 twirls, seesaw turns, wheel spins and 
and Beads en fish sprays water. Non-toxic plastic with 

3 e à no loose parts. 11Wx10x4% inches high. Eg A Fisher-Price toy. Clear plas аэ м 44374— Wt. 2I Lor. ..... 4487 
uii tie ball has hidden chime, hob 

Just squeeze the blocks to hear by horse and swan inside. It 5 Three Men in a Tub. Rub-a-dub. 5 familiar animal sounds lis, floats, fascinates tots dub—put these men in your tub. 
Blocks can be stacked to nearly 6%-inch diam. 22 snaplock They'll float, roll across the waves while 

igh. Sixes 
o 8 in. aqui 

nge from beads are squeezable, wash. the metal bell on top tub's wir e. Made of ^ able polyethylene. 1%-inch rings. Delightful butcher, baker, 
ated corrugated pa- diam., 43 inches long when stick maker float in or out of their 6'4in 

pg wt 2lbs 1202 linked Wt 1 Ib, 11 or diam. tub. Plastic. By Fisher-Price. 
49 N 4439 329 — 49N44159 Set 93.99 49 N 44326—We 116.402. 5329 "00 Sears 445 



Fold-away Aluminum 

Dinette Set 

ls yd 

экөө 

$19?? 

Set folds up and stores easily. . soft blue seats padded 
for comfort, and color-coordinated with table-top design _ 
тое rere Ferr e be sunbursts on white. Colorcoordinated seat covers made of solid blue vinyl. Strong tubular alumi- 

2127 3-piece Dinette Sets with oblong or 
round table tops 

floor. wit foam 
ware not included. 3 and S-piece sets shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. TLE 
Spiece Sot. 36x24x20inch high table — 3-plece Set. 30x24x20-inch high table 79N 90 
and 4 chairs. 7 a a a doch и عامو 
79N90017N—Wt 26 Ъз... .Set 919.99 — 79 N 90095N—Wt 18 lbs., Set 012.99. Set with Round 
тн 90096C--Emra Chairs Carton of 2 Shipping weight 7 pounds ....Carton 699. -- 

79N900151-Ship 
PTT 79N90094C-Extra C 

Colonial Styling 
in maple-finished hardwood 

just like adult furniture 
Plastic top resists stains and heat 

79 N 90097N—3 piece t $29.95 
79 N 90098L—Extra Са В. Ба 795 



Just like sitting 
in a booth 

` Furniture 
is sold only at Sears 

= 329% 
1 Boothtype bench and table ensemble is 

great for a party or your favorite ga 
Booth-effect reminds children of good t 
they've had at their favorite resta 
drugstore, Table and benches fini 
blue and white enamel with a four. “Darling Dies design seco printed on E уме ca of ord м мге Adm oe 
Large M%x21%x18%-inch high table. 

Each bench seata 2 youngsters comfortably. 
Plenty of storage space (31 %x16x14 in.) for e 
toys and belongings beneath blue vinyLup- 
holstered seats with plastic foam padding. 
Friction hinge on seat leta you open it easi- 
ly. Backrest іа 26 inches high. Shipped part 
ly assembled. Dishes not included. 
79 N 9009 1L—Shpg. wt. 49 lbs. Set $29.99. 

(1) 9 Mognetie Bulletin Board, Uso this mag Ш 
metic style bulletin board anywhere in 

the house. Comes with 6 magnetic plastic Mothers love the extra storage space 
daisies (1% inch diameter) to be used as in this Deacon's Bench mote holders. Green steel surface can abo be > 
sed as a chalkboard. Backed by hardboard 512» 
(not wood). Wood frame has white finish. . 
Measures 19x25 in. long. Chalk included. t's a toy chest. Wood, hardboard (not wood 1 
79 N 16 185C— Shipping wt 51а. ...4449. %х1бх14 in. from floor to top of plastic foam “$3 

ded vinyl seat. 26-in. hackrest. Partly assembled — 
Ten poore бырын magi bps etz TN ЎЧ 

= 
Nu This Musical Rocker 

lulls you to sleep 

with “Rock-a-bye Baby” 

Bookshelf Storage Chest 

Display special treasures. store toys. $1 299 
or write on the sliding chalkboard doors 

$ 10” Matches deacon's bench and table set above. Bright, cheery daisies 
‘screen-printed in 4 colors. Unit constructed of hardboard (not wood) and 
reinforced with strong wood framing. Two large shelves display knick- 
knacka books, and favorite toys while the large chalkboard sliding doors 
conceal storage area behind. Unit stands 32x18x33% in. high. Chalk in- 

runners cluded Unassembled. Props not included. 
79 N 90093L— Shipping weight 24 pounds. ..... #1399 

Black, white or maple finish 
with gaily decorated headboard 

s fa shaped arm 
Partly assem 
79 N 90082C— Black fi 
79 н 9008 1C White finish 

all — 79 N 9008C— Maple 
»  Shpg wt each Biba ‚En. 610.99 mon Sears 447 



child types small and capital letters, punctuation marks and numb 
.. on keys so durable 5 

Secretary Typewriter types 

CAPITAL letters, numbers, symbols 

alphabet, number 
in. high. Metal mecha 

11297 
997 

Extra Ribbons for typewriter 
49 N 16279—2 black. 1 red. 

irbons can be made clearly 

Sears Holiday 
| Typewriter 
ee ; 

What great incentive to do that homework. Featherlight 
touch-type keyboard has capital and small letters arranged 
in same order as adult machines, With practice, youngsters 

ite. Keys handle 80 
а and symbols. 

r, and paper adjuster. Tough 
plastic body with flip-up top, 10//x117/x5 in. high. Plastic 
coated fiberboard carrying case with lock. 

49 N 16078— Without case. Shipping we 5 Iba. 
Extra Ribbons for Holiday Typewriter above. Package of 2 
49 н 16137— Blue. Shipping weight 2 ounces. ...Pkg. $1.59 

516% = 
Young Stude 

keys. . typ 
ypewriter with easy-touch 

li and CAPITAL lette 



Cut 2.02 
Vertical 
Space 
Saver 

1 Pole Desk. Height adjusts with child's growth. Use 
cork bulletin board when desk is closed. Brass spring 

tension poles adjust to fit standard &-ft ceilings. Walnut 
graíned-hardboard finish, hardboard sides, top. Desk 
area, 27x19 in. Shelves at top, 27x7x21 in. high. 
79 N 90054L— Partly assembled. Wt. 28 ibs. .... $16.97 
Q Armchair. Polished aluminum frame folds for easy 

storage. Blue vinyl covered padded seat, back 
12x13x22 inches high. 
79 N 90052C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. 5499 

4 10x14.inch plastic drawing desk and trace fi 
onto paper. Includes pencils, eraser, 

att bulb. Order drawing portfolio kits be 
or 110-120-volt, 60-сус\е AC 

ight 2 pounds B ounces Set $3.99 

Portfolio Kits for drawing set 
Contain guide sheets, paper. Shipping weight each 10 от. 
49 N 1708— Walt Disney Cartoons" 90 
49N 161121 del ээс 
49 N 16139—N ээс 

Students need encouragement.. 
help them with a Study Center 

of their own 

Walnut-graíned-hardboard Desk 
. . sliding door hides roomy shelves 

U 
3 "Junior Executive” Study Desk. 2 roomy shelves. 374x19% inch desk top pro- 

vides large work area. Bright square tubular aluminum legs. Measures 22% 
inches high. Chair not included, order (2) at left. Unassembled. 
79 N 90051—Shipping weight 25 pounds 11699 

4 Desk Blotter Set. Blue vinyl blotter with goldcolor trim has look of leather. 
16x21.inch desk pad, ball point pen with base, memo pad, holder, letter opener. 

79 N 16278C— Shipping weight 4 pounds ‚Set 94.69 

5 World Globe. Full color tithoed metal with meridian lines. Sinch diameter. 
49 N 1836—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces 1249 

LITE-BRITE. . over 400 pegs to design with 
and 16 pre-printed sheets to guide you 

Make pictures that glow in bright, vibrant colors of red, yellow, blue, green, gold, 
pink, white and purple. Put pre-printed sheet on plastic 16x12x9% in. Lite-Brite 
frame and position screen over sheet. Now put pegs in place to make your picture. 
Uses 25-w. bulb (not inel ). UL listed for 110-120 volts, 60-cyele AC. 
49 N 16233—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $5.97 
49 N 16293— Refills. 384 pegs, 24 pictures. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 40z......Set 269 

remu Sears 449 



It's the Super 
- Wonder Window 
Makes everybody an artist $1 

‚ now with felt-tip pens 

Position picture or cartoon you want to duplicate on one side of the magic window . . а blank 
sheet of paper on the opposite side. Look through the window at the blank sheet of paper and 
the drawing appears like magic. Now you simply trace what you see. Set includes transparent 
plastic reflecting window with clamps (93437 inches), 6 pictures to copy, crayons, 4 assorted 
felt-tip pens and instructions. 
49 N 16154— Shipping weight 1 pound. уз Set 31.99 

Rembrandt 
by Ideal 

+ . &in. high Computer 
that draws fabulous 

colored patterns. You 
pick brushes for color 

= cams for pattern. 

3599 zum 

Picture Maker Sets 
{1 thew 3 ) It's easy to draw perfect pictures. Place pic- 
ture card in picture maker, follow the lines, remove and 
color, Everything yon seed M ciudad: mis a match 

plastic picture maker drawing == 

Around and "round. “round he goes, creating designs with the tips of his 
их 5 toca. Program Rembrandt for desired pattern by inserting 1 of 6 cams. Then 

abono c. ad select colored brushes .. use 1 at a time, 2, 3 or all 4 at once. Place plastic 
(2 ond 3 216 different styles, 6 picture cards in each. Computer on láxi4inch drawing paper (included) and fip the switch A uc | патот сино ener cl putos 

1) (у) 49N 16612—Barbie. Wt. 1 lb........-...Set 287 а 2 pounds 10 ounces. Set 55,99 
Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 or. Pig. 149 

Spirograph 

„+. 29-pc. Set 
Make beautiful designs. 
by following form's path 

+ 

== 
ÉS Plastic wheels 

‘This 61-piece set with 54 interchangeable plastic parts snap together to mesh partecty 
form giant geometric designs. Make ovals, lovers, many asymmetrical Y 
forms. Create designs o intricate and arii you want to frame them 
Pens, pins, paper and baseboard, Pe Create thousands of designs . . just hold the pen and follow the path your 
49 W16L46—Shlpping weight 2 раа S овоа З 14.76 form takes you on. Set contains 22 wheels, rings and racks, 4 colored pens, 

ll. Large baseboard, paper and drawing guide included. baseboard, paper and pattern 
N 16295—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. т ө 49 N 1616 Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces Set $2.97 

Refills, Includes baseboard, paper and drawing guide. 
450 [Sears] ran 49 N 16299—Shipping weight 14 ounces, 129 



ФХлн АА 
2 7 2 WRITE ON BOTH 
E SIDES 

Decorative Chalkboards 
Reversible Easel-typo. Green side has 2 color bo 

т side is black. Reverses with a flip. adjusts to any 
angle. Dent-resistant hardboard with cleas-finished wood 
frame; tubular aluminum stand with стона brace. Chalk and 
eraser included. Partly assembled 
78 N 90062. 10150 in. overall. Shpg. wt. 10Ibs......$699 
79 м 90109C—27x41 in. overall. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs 549 
9 Wall-style, Made 
© ished pi 
Mounting h 

green hardboard with maple-fin 
frame. 25x19 inches wide. Chalk, eraser. 
are not included. 
tipping weight 4 pounds, s299 

511%» 

Double-sided Magnetic Chalkboard 
reverses with a flip to "write-on" chalk side 

This 24x36-isch ensel-iype board provides 
work and learn. It hasa 
set of capital letters 
chalk, chalk storage, eraser, and two snap-in chalk rails One. 
piece metal frame; tubular steel logs with a cross brace for 
added stability. Plastic-capped enda. P 
79 М 900691 Shipping weight 14 pounds 51199 

И room to 
mplete 

21.0000 Set 

Move desk horizontally (is 

Adjustable Peg and Play Desk 
Grows along with toddler . 

desk holds festive plastic forms 
that fit together easily 

board desk top lifts to reveal pegboard surface with 18 plastic peg forms. Colorful 
fruit and vegetable shapes fit together and stack. When play ends, store pegs. 
eraser, and chalk within desk. Made of strong tubular aluminum and hardboard 
plastic desk bottom; 

Bizzy Buzz Buzz $799 man 
Drawing Set 

Silly-taced motorized bee makes pictures and de- 
signa with his pen-tip nose. 4 colored pens and 
drawing pad. Plastic. Motor uses 2 "C" batteries, 
order pkg. below. From Japan. 
49 N 1675— Shpr. wt. 1302. 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 0406— Shpg. wt. 1202 

Portable Colorola 
Rolls of pictures you color. $943 
‘wipe oif. and color again 

Color the funny clown, wipe it off, 
and start all over . , or tura knobs. 
to the next picture. There are В 
pictures per roll. Compact plastic 
carrying case witb handle lets you 
take Colorola with you everywhere 
Concealed storage space at back 
holds crayons, wipe-off sponge, 
and 2 reusable color rolls (each 
with В different pictures), Case, 
1Па7ма24 in. hi 
49 N 16039—Wt. 1 Ib. Tor. 5243 

Set $299 

Pkg. 5119 

vas seat. 24514421544 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 90106C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. зрте т 

Ве ап architect or designer by turni 
knob. Form basic geometric shapes, 

base . . erases itself with just a shake. 
Plastic casing, 94 inches long. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 or. 
49 N 1878.. v 52.83 

км. Sears 451 



Enjoy a picture story b 

REMOTE 

Just insert cartridge .. 
push button to move 

picture from frame to 
frame..push second 

button to rewind 

TELL-A-STORY 
complete with 
2 cartridges 

Includes "Little Red Riding Hood,” and like on a real TV. Set measures Вк3%х10 
"Sleeping Beauty.” Colorful pictures are ае. — inches high. Plastic and metal. Uses 2 "D' 
companied by the story in words. Remov- batteries. Order package, below 
able plastic cartridge measures S'éx5tx — 49N 16151—WL 1 Ib. 1302. .....Set $5.99 
1Y, inches. Open unit easily to insert anoth- Extra rolls. "Cinderella," "The Three 
er roll, Light from back of set filters th " "William Tell" "Nursery Rhymes. 
story roll to produce an illuminated pict Set of 4. Wt 5 oz. ..Set $1.20 

Battery-powered Mini-phonograph 
Place tiny record in slot. . slide lever to play 

package below. Why not pi 

e Measures 5%x 
inches high. Uses 1 "D" battery. Order Set $1.69 

49 м 8405—We 1 b Roz Pkg $149 

Mattel's Talking Story Books 
Pull ring. . hear and read story, 

look at colorful pictures 
in any of 4 "See “М Say" Books 

These Books really Talk 
Turn the dial to hear the story 
and read it at the same time 

539 
It’s fun to learn when your books read to you. Child 
simply dials the sonic wheel to hear the story com: 
plete with sound effects. He is actually controlling 
the record with his fingers, во he can vary the 
speed ... children love this. At the same time he can 
read the story and look at the colored pictures used. 
to illustrate the story. Sonic dial is hi-impact plas 
ic. Story book has large print, easy for beginners 
to read. Measures about 11x8% x1 4 inches thick, 
49 N 16177 — Mother Goose Favorites 
49 N 16178—The Night Before Christmas 
49 N 16179 Boro and his ABC Zoo 
Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 7 oz Exch $3.99 



“The time is 5 after 6" 

MATTEL'S 

Set the hands . 

Tells 

71 talk about money 
1 help you save, too” 

See N Saye, $587 
Talking Smartipig™ 

Put in coin, point dial and pull his curly 
tail, This pink piggy bank of biimpact 
styrene talks... teaches your child the value 
of different coins and how to make change 
Says 7 phrases. He's 12 inches long. For 
ме 2 107 years 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 
49 N 16079. sse s 

Priced to be 
SOMETHING, 
SPECIAL S 

Preschoolers can have so much fun making animals, figures, letters, 
numbers, houses and designs with these bright tiles and peg boards. 
Play tiles come in square, oblong, and triangular shapes and in red 
white, blue and yellow colors. Hi-impact plastic peg boards come with 
each set. Full color design sheet shows graphic instructions for making 
different designs . . even a young child can follow them. 448-pc. set 
includes two peg boards, both about 9x12 in. 336-pe. set includes two 
pes boards .. large board about 9x12 in., small board about 6x9 in. 
49 N 44383—448 piece Set. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs 4 Set $3.43 
49 N 44258—3136-piece Set. Shipping wt. 1 lb. 10 Set $2.77 

Talking Clock 

it tells you the time 
987 ш, 

Wind with key. 

actually keeps time 

for 12 hours 

Gears turn 

Child can even take clock apart 
and put it back in working order 

Take-apart Tic-Toc Clock 
$ 4° 

Cheery colored plastic clock has large easy-to-read numbers 
and see-thru face so child can watch gears work while clock 
runs. As child removes the clock's vari-colored gears, be 
learns colors, improves his manual deaterity, and learns how 
to tell time. Adjustment on pendulum helps. clock keep 
accurate time for about 12 hours after each winding, Face 
measures $ inches in diameter. Comes complete with illus 

iod reassemble 
uy it 

trated instructions to operate, take apart 
Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to 

49 N 1615 ss Shipping weight 1 pound 

Playskool 109-piece 
Magnetic Board reverses 
to wipe-off chalk side 

$59 

All materials needed to learn basic 
JR's . . capital and small letters, 
numbers, and math signs. Ten extra 
vowels and ten extra consonants are T 
induded for more advanced pupil 

Metal board measures 20x23 in. f D 
Polyethylene enclosed magnets hold 
symbols to board. Reverses to crayon | L 
or chalk side. Eraser included. [ 
79 N 1621C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. $5.99 

Geography Puzzle . . 
U.S.A. and World Maps 

M29 

Turn over large colorful map of the 
United States to find a world map 
Both maps cut on state or national 
boundaries Of great help when trying 
to learn names and locations of foreign 
lands and all 50 states. Fiberboard 
puzzle pieces mounted on wood, About 
14x20 inches. Ages 7 to 13 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 ox 
49 N 16163 32.28 



See full-color films . . hear story that goes with each picture frame. . or listen to records 

SHOW’N TELL" PhonoViewer 
ERAL 

ELECTRIC 

$3799 

* 11-inch diagonal viewing screen 
plus focus lever—gives a sharp, clear picture everytime 
4-speed record player has speed selector switch, crystal cartridge, synthetic sapphire needle, built-in 45-rpm adapter 

+ Powerful 4.inch dynamic speaker 
* 13x12x1 1-inch green polystyrene carry case 

An exciting, educational gift for children of all ages. The little ones are thrilled by the color and. drama of this real little theater—their favorite stories automatically unfold on sereen while pho no plays story and music that goes with each col or picture frame. Just put on a record, slip strip into alot and turn on switch. Later, this ver. 

satile unit becomes a teenager's best friend. 
«speed record player that plays allsize reco 
Solid state construction means no warmup wait Built-in cooling system helps prevent overheat ing. UL listed. 110-120+. Ө0<. AC, Includes 1 ріс 
ture sound program. 
79 N 16022L— Shipping weight 11 Tbs. $37.99 

Picture Sound Programs for GE Show 'n Tell Phono-Viewers $19 
A library of children's favorite stories and tunes 
Famous storybook characters and classic Walt 
Disney creations come alive through these de 
lightful programs. Each program includes film strip plus one 7inch 33//-rpm unbreakable rec ord with story on one side, children's song on the other. Shipping weight each 4 ounces 
49 N 1641—3 Little Pigs. 3149 

N 1641 1— Pinocchio 149 
N 16412— Cinderella. 149 

49 N 16413 Peter Pan. 149 
49 м 16414—Soow White, 149 
49 м 16415—Alice in Wonderland 149 

Wan Dey characters © Wal say Prodectans 
454 Sears 

49 N 16416101 Dalmatians s149 
49N 16417—Mickey Mouse. 149 
49 N 16418— Donald Duck 149 49 N 16419 — Mary Poppins 149 
49 N 1642—Winniethe-Pooh 149 49 N 16421—Wizard of Ox. 149 49 м 16422—Jack and the Beanstalk. 149 49N 16423— The 3 Bears 149 49 N 16424— Gingerbread Man. 149 49 м 16425— Little Red Riding Hood. 149 49 N 16426—Hansel and Gretel 149 49 N 16427—Heid. 149 
49 N 16428— Hans Brinker 149 49 N 16429 —A Christmas Carol 149 

Compact 

Show 'n Tell 
1272 

6-inch diagonal viewing screen 
plus 2-speed record player 

Shows bright full-color pictures timed to words and music. Phono plays 39%, and 45-rpm records has crystal cartridge, synthetic sapphire nee- die, 45.трт adapter, 445. speaker. Built-in cool- ing system. 11x11 4x7 in. yellow polystyrene сазе. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60. AC. Inel. 1 pie 
fure sound programa 
79 N 16021C—Shipping wt 11 lbs 12799 



"Bugs Buney in 
Acrobatty Bunny" 

Easy-Show Movie Projector 
Just snap in cartridge, turn handle. 

—you can run film over and over, 

forward or backward, fast or slow 

Set includes 1 full-color and 4 black-white shows 
$79 ооа 

No threading or rewinding—you cant make a mistake 
with thia projector. Film runs in a continuous loop. Hi- 
impact plastic projector 9x2x6 inches high. Uses 3 "D" 
batteries, order package below. Set includes 3 film car- 
tridges. 
49 N 16168—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 or. ......Set 47.99. 
Set of 2 full-color Cartridges. See Scooby Doo in “Who 

ro" and Wacky Racers in "Pit Fall” 
а weight Sor. Set 93.29 
ies. Pkg. of 6 WE 1 ib. Bor Pig. 149 

8 mm Electric Movie Projector 
Includes 50-foot film of 

Apollo 11 Moonwalk 

Let the kids show real movies on this essytooper 
ato, professional-type projector. Made of stee! 

1/36'/x10% inches high. 180-watt projection bulb; 
blower cooled. UL listed for 110-120. 60<. AC. 
49 N 16209 Shipping weight 7 lbs. 6 oz. Set $24.99 
2009. 8mm. Laurel and Hardy in "What a Pal" 

Handles up to 49 н 16323—Shipping weight 5 ounces 5399 
200 feet of any 200-ft. 8mm Film. Popeye in 4 favorite episodes. 

standard Bmm film 49 N 16324—Shipping weight 5 ounces $3.99 
200-ft. 8mm Film. Apollo Moonwalk. 
49 N 16207—Shipping weight 5 ounces 5399 

Sears Play 'n Show 

Phono-Projector Set 
Only Sears set includes 4 full-color shows 

317? M 

insert picture platters, close lid. Color slides are 
irmly attached to each phonograph record. As story 
progresses, picture changes. See and bear Bugs Bunny in 
Hair Raising Hare" and "Bugs Bunny Rides Again,” 

Yogi Bear in "Jack and the Beanstalk,” Flintstones in 
“Fisherman and His Wife." Or listen to your own 45-rpm 
records. Plastic projector measures 12x11x10', inches 
high. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order package above. 
79 N 16183C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. Зез17.99 

4 

ДМ Sears 455 



The young 
construction boss 
sorts and hauls 

Match 
sizes, shapes 
and colors 

$297 Fisher-Price 
Block Hopper and Truck Dump Trucker Set 

"rt und place 4 dire! geometric shaped coor blocka no correct matching Pk troc lot loading ation that maio 
Needle ios QU Doe Same track ideal prot Pete baton on ar 
RC took ee seen tropiezos and op Moc iude tas wie Dui Mee ne RUNE. Deis ug 
Mela what driver oe lt la pressed down, Plate. From Hong Keng demie Nom onic clos LÊTE a. high Stacks 
AEN ATTE ping жыр poda. "—— E Ty venir 8 pounds y oma. ИЙ 

Family of 5 
bounces along 

in mini-bus. 
$287 

Hardwood figures ride in stur. 
ie bus. Clickety-el 7 children, eolor-matched to 

КОШАН уз. Ое ы seats, load and unload through 
hinged door аз driver turas to | 
watch. Engine goes "brruum", 
headlights roll. Sturdy wood and | 
plastic. 13 in. Jong. Made by Fish- 
er Price. 
49844328-Wt. 2 Iba 202 43,64 

ures easily removed through 
‘open top in bus. 4x3x6 in. long. 
Made by Fisher-Price. 
49 N 4433—Wt. 11 or. ..#2.87 

Caterpillar slithers 
From near to far, a parade as it's pulled 
of pets that's quite bizarre $74 

uum 9499 1 
This Yink, Gink and Zink follow you 
in а zany link, “Pinwheel” wheels 
spin in crazy colors as wacky, char 
acters bob and sway. Each detaches 
from his platform, and platforms in- Tea Time Train 
terchange. Pull-handle squeak: $299 

ar you squeeze it. 16% in. long. Plastic 

mg, From Japan 
49 N 4592—WL b. ...9249 

por c m QV р 2 Paley maken bay 
4 159 N 44368 Wr 1 Ib. Bor. ...04.99 Jaunty flower bounces, eyes 

Fisher-Price — spo; 
Huffy Putty Train 52 

* roll, doors slide Ms an tern 27 n long. Couplers hid fta as ia И pulli ut un Мег easy Rt rearrangement of eara. Wood and pli, мен rin onto er. Shipping weight Ib, 402 498 434 0.97 



Fisher-Price Cash Register 
5497 

Each key is а different color and number. 
Press, and nursery rhyme picture pops up 
behind clear plastic window. To open 
drawer, turn crank . . bell rings and pic 
ture drops back into place. Wood construc- 
tion with wooden coins. Non-toxie finish. 
About 8x7x8 inches high. 
49 N 4438—Wt 3 ibs. 208 1497 

Fisher-Price Pop-Up Pal 
Chime Phone 

$332 

Pushbutton type telephone. When “oper: 
ator" button is pushed. miniature opera. 
tor pops up. Musical chimes sound when 
other buttons are pushed. Hinged handle 
for tote-about play. Plastic and wood— 
non-toxic finish. Sxëx4% inches high 
49 N 44369—Shpg. wt. 1 b. 10 от. 1332 

Fisher-Price Chatter Telephone 
teaches colors and numbers 

sp 
‘This bright little phone with a smile € 
ters and rolls its eyes when it's pulled. 
Turn dial and bell rings. Wood with red 
plastic receiver. Balloon-atyle plastic 
wheels. Non-toxie colors. Elasticized fab- 
ric cord. Measures 6'4x7%x4 inches high. 
49 N 4436—Wt. 1 lb 202 s197 

sp 

Simple fascination with plastic 
and little bit of yarn. Plastic 
needle replaces mother's sew- 
ing notion; bright colored yam 
replaces thread. The block it- 
self is а uniquely designed ob- 
ject that teaches coordination 
and manipulation to preschool- 
ers. Plastic block measures 
about dx4x3% inches high. 
49 N 44282—Wt. 1207. $1.79 

Cut 8% 
BIG, BIG Tool 

By Playskool. Top 
has 4 wood nails, 
wood vise, 6 cleats, 
Sacrews and 2 each 
plastic nuts and 
bolts. Rack holds 4 
molded plastic tools 

hammer, pliers, 
screwdriver 
wrench. Wood top. 
14x74 x23 in. high. 

Shpg. wt 5 Ibe 
79N aasec. $7.97 

Bg scaled plastic tools 
mare for toddlers 
Yo pound, bung or unker cond in 

Ring up and write up the sale 
on a working Cash Register 

Push one of 13 numbered keys to show amount of sale . . it pope 
up and bell rings. Push lever and drawer opens to bank of plastic 
coins and paper money. When pretend customers request re- 
ceipts, give them Sears play sales check. Side arm holds pad of 
paper, pencil. Strong red-enameled steel. 8 inches high. 
49 М 1751—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. 

x 
5329 

Playskool 
Nok-Out Bench 

526 

When child pounds peg 
into hole on top of bench, 
another peg "pops" out of 
the end of bench. 12 pegs in. 
all. .6 stored on bench sur- 
face and 6 in channel with. 
in bench. Helps teach соо 
dination. Wood. 10x4%x 
4% in. Non-toxic colors. 
Shpg. wt. 21bs. dor. 
49 N 445: 

Kiddie Kopter Push- pull Toy 
with twin rotating propellers 

$319 

The counter rotating blades whirl around when toy is pushed or pulled. 
‘The sound of whirling blades and engine simulate that of a real ‘copter. 
Pilot and co-pilot enclosed in clear plastic canopy. 

Kopter measures 10%x6x7% inches long; plastic. Detachable threaded. 
lastic handle is 20 inches high. 
N 4273—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 2349 



circles track 

Tiny Train Top $249 
Push the plunger to wind up top, and watch this colorful train 
chug merrily along its track inside. Listen to the humming 
sound as top spins. Made of metal and plastic. Top measures 
10% inches high, 8 inches in diameter. 
|9 N 4415— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 1249 

Play a merry tune, old or new, 
É on our Mu: 

Children can play familiar tunes or create their own songs. Track 
features 32 color-coded notes that you arrange so engine can play 
any song in the 4 page full color illustrated instruction book in- 
cluded. Or play a happy tune with the mallet. Engine is 7% inches 
long. 4-section track forms 20. inch circle. Plastic and metal. Uses 1 

battery. Order package below. 
49 N 44079— Shipping weight 3 pounds. $449 
“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 м 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Pkg $1.49 

458 Sears ie” 

as choo-choo 
539 

Wind-up Ferris Wheel 
it plays "School Days“ 

Wind the knob and this colorful fer- 
ris wheel turna as the characters 
swing to and fro. Music plays for 2 
minutes. Plastic base; acetate dome 
Measures Bx4xB inches high. 
49 N 44371—Wt 11b. 3or....9399 

It's a music box 
a lunch box 

a treasure chest 
$399 
Y 

Just wind key on HA boton ad vent Sara 
orful schoolhou 
plays pre-recorde 
dinner music. Open 
roof te find plenty 
of space inside for a 
king-size snack or 
your child's favorite 
treasures. Strong 
plastic. Measures 
7x6x6% inches 
high. For ages 3 to 

Shpg. wt 150r 
49N 44201. 1399 

Lary 
Baby Grand Piano 

25 keys color-coded to music 
Your child can actually play on this pi- 

о. Has 2 full octaves of 26 plastic 
, even sharps and flats. With the 

colorcoded song book and chart, learn- 
ing to play familiar tunes is a “cinch,” 
Or let your child compose new songs. 
Cast iron tone bar. Dark finish wood. 
Plastic legs. Measures about 
\%х12% x6 in. high. 

49 N 66507—We 3bs. Bor ..... 9499. 

Crank, drum, strum, even 
bump it. . Carry-A-Tune 

An introduction to musical sounds 
Incl. drum and drum stick, gi 
xylophone, mallet, 3-note whistle 
pump organ, and crank4ype music 

x. 12% in. long. Plastic, metal. 
N 4543— Wt. 1 b. 1202 ...9399 

Tot Grand Piano 
15 keys color-coded to music. 

Youngsters learn to match colors 
and play their favorite tunes at 
the same time. Sturdy wood con- 
struction with ivory finish, 
Serew.in plastic legs. Measures 
11%x11x6 inches high. Music 
book included. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
Shipping weight 3 Iba. 202. 

49 N 66535 9287 

Type-A-Tune Typewriter. . 
easy to play because keys 

and notes are color-matched 

$32 

Just match 8 colored keys to music. 
and play a simple tune. 

Gives clear tones that sound much 
like a xylophone. Helps teach, 
numbers, finger dexterity. Made of. | 
hi-impact plastic and metal. Comes. 
with 8 children's songs. 11%x11x6 
in, high. For ages 310 10. 
49 N 4444—Shpg wt 2 lbs. 4332 



“Baby Sitter" Shoofly 

with play beads 

and safety belt 

10” 
Rocks gently back and forth to 
soothe baby. Play beads under / “eeethru” front tray hold ba- 
by's attention - . or put hia fa- / ay \ 
verite toys on tray for him to Teach counting and number play with. Colorful plastic association with Kinder Dominoes MAINS 

Use as flash cards to teach numbers, or let child use decals. Adjustable safety belt 
them as building blocks. Even teach him how to play а holds him securely in seat 
real game by matching dota Set of 28 dominoes, each a Measures 15 inches high. 30 
big 2%x%x5% inches high. Made of pine wood. Fin- inches long. Seat 12 in. wide. 
ished in brilliant white with black dota. We 1 lb. 
49 N 442 14—Shipping weight 5 pounds B or. ... 46.49 79 N 44281. nos 

Keep toddler busy and happy in car, 
stroller, or at home with Busy Driver Jingle Bell Rocker 

A dashboard just like daddy's with 10 different things Perfect size for the "little ones" Horn beeps . - wagon clicks as it rolls along. 
to do . . blow horn, open door, turn steering wheel only 4% inches from the floor to Column swings forward to pull toy, back- 
shift gears, push buttons, look in mirror, turn gas ci saddle. Bell on nose jingles as baby маг to push or ride it. Filled with 18 plas 

more. Has ignition key, simulated clock, glove com- rides along. Made of pintopainted tie building blocks in different shapes, 6 
partment. Tubular steel attachment that snaps on car wood with hand grips. 19 inches wood dowels to fit into them. Plastic seat 
seats and strollers easily. 16%:x8'4x7 in. All plastic Jong. Shipped unassembled, ‘Steel axles. 20 in. long, 11 in. wide. 
49 N 44133—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. В oz 54.87 49N4427—Wt3lbeBor „8299 79N44354C—Shpg. wt. 6lba......$6.97 

Swiss music box 
plays Brahms 

Lullaby 
as your 

child rocks 

Musical Circus Pony Rocker . . 24 inches long 
Charming cartoon characters make learning fun Brain ê pony es be pened of Brigit coleta und equipped wih 

an imported Swiss music box. Plastic streamers and wooden 
Dressy Bessy teaches the girls what they need to know about buttoning, spinners on front bar keep child fascinated as he rides along. 
buckling, snapping. ripping and girls’ clothes. Dapper Dan teaches the Made of strong, molded plastic that's easy to wipe clean. Safety 
boys. They even teach the difference between buttoning girls and boya" strap holds tot securely in his seat. Measures 17 inches high, 12 
clothes. After play time is over, your child can put his new knowledge to inches wide, 24 inches long. 
work by showing you he can dress himself. Made of suede cloth, fine cottons, Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
and knit back wetlook vinyls. Stuffed with DuPont Dacron® polyester. 79 м 44056C—Shipping weight 7 pounds T 
49 N 16187—Dressy Bessy. 15x3%x20 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. . 87 
49 N 16188—Dapper Dan. 15231%x20 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. mmu Sears 459 



Colorful cotton fabric is 
coated with a superior 
flame-retardant finish 
that won't wash out 
—even in the rain 

5099 

108-inch long tunnel can become your club- 
house, tent, anything you want it to be. Per. 
fect for rainy day fun when you put it in 
your basement or rec room. Or keep it in 
the backyard. Winnie-the-Pooh print fabric 
covers 24 inch diameter hoops . . folds to an 
easy-tostore Zinch thickness. Hoops are 
strong tempered spring steel 
79 N 90101 —Shipping weight 7 Ibs.,.$9.99 

460 Sears ШМ“ 

Mini Cycle with big bike styling 
56» 

Toddlers really love the anazay hi-rise handle bars, vinyl gripe with streamers, banana seat and “sissy” bar on this mini cycle. Sturdy tubu- Jar steel frame with red plastic seat, woven bas ket and wide, durable plastic wheels. Seat height 8 inches. Overall, 17x10x14 inches high 79 N 44398C— Shipping weight 6 pounds $6.99 

SMALL KING 
Riding Toy Cut :3 

SOMETHING SPECIAL 

Crank it up and zoom off- 
forward, backward, left, 
ht, even around in circles 

chain and makes front wheel 
turn. With the other hand, he 
turns handle in direction he 
wants to go. Tower is on 
volving base and turn 
complete circle, so cart e 
driven by a right or left 
ed child. Vehicle body is sturdi 
ly constructed of automotive 
type steel with bright blue 
baked-on enamel finish. Rub. 
ber back wheels, non-mar plas. 
Че front wheel. Seat height 4% 
in. Overall 13 in. high, 21% in, 
long. For ages 2 to 5 years. Pul. 
ly assembled. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 10 lbs, 
79 N 4469 19.99 

Go-Go Cycle 
Push it backwards to 

wind up big spring motor. 
litt your feet and GO 

$999 

Red molded plastic cycle steers 
left or right. Has 6x3 inch wide 
front wheel and low body style for greater stability. Trunk, gear shift, dials. Horn honks, 
clicker makes motor noise. 26 inches long. For boys and giris 2105 years old. 
тән A4057L— Wt 8 ba. 39.99 

Red and white action chair tips, twists, rocks and scoots across flat surfaces. Use it just for fun or as a lightweight rocker, TV seat, beach chair. Made of hardy polypropylene plastic that. won't mar floors. 18inch diameter base. Allow 10 Ibs, postage per postal regulations 79 N 901081 3787 



They're 

CHILD SIZE 
My Own 

Supermarket 
ready for business 

3722 

Walk-in Storybook 
Playhouse 

over 5 feet high 

#723 

Save ‘I when you buy both 

A value thats 
SOMETHING SPECIAL ому $ д» >) 

Doctor and Nurse Kits $399 
contain over 50 pieces 2%” 

Plastic medical bag holds stethoscope, micro- 
scope, thermometer, plastic eyeglass frames 
and watch, Plus 4 boxes of Dr, B. Happy Can- 
dies, eye chart, appointment slips, ete. 
kit (not shown) includes cap, apron. 
49 н 4426— Doctor Kit. Wt 1 Ib. 4 от. ...83.99 
49 N 4423— Nurse Kit. Wt. 11b. 4oz. .... 399 

Colorful Supermarket. 1 
the accessories an: 
need. 18xBinch shopping cart with 2 
plastic wheels; shelves stocked with 
miniature name-brand groceries. 

xk nter: cash register with 
sliding drawer, play coins, paper mon. 
oy. trading stamps; storage compart 
ment for bags on side of counter and 
handy wall phone. Sturdy corrugated 
paperboard printed in red, green. 
blue. Market, 20x47 in. high. Counter, 
24x27s15 
79 N 90107L—Wt. 12 Iba 1799 

led 
buy Supermarket and Storybook Playhouse. = 

Storybook Cottage. Just for you and 
your friends . . big enough for 
size family of 4 
inch high house of ru 
gated paperbo s cutout wi 
on 3 sides. Sereen printed red Dutch. 

door with 484п. high open 

locking pieces simplify ae 
sembly— instructions inel. Table. 
chairs not incl. Buy it the easy way 
order by phone. 
79 N 90025L—Wt. 14 Ibe 1799 

Deluxe Doctor and Nurse Kits 
„over 70 pieces of equipment 

Such realistic equipment! Plastic medical bag 
has metal lock. Stethoscope has amplifying dia. 
phragm like real doctors use . . you can actual. 
ly hear heartbeats. Hanging cabinet stores sup- 
plies. You get microscope, thermometer, record 
charts, 6 boxes of Dr. B. Happy Candies, 6 pre- 
scription blanks, and more. Nurse kit inel 

ht 27 pounds Separately $15.98 Both$14.98 

NARSARET HAs REALLY 
FLIPPED THIS TE | SHE 
THINKS SHE'S SOME KIND OF 

apron, cape, sick tray with play food, plastic sil- 
verware, plate. Doctor kit (not shown) has 
sleeveless medical jacket. 
49 N 44218—Nurse Kit. Wt. 2 lbs. 1499 
49 N 44219— Doctor Kit We 2 Iba. 4.99 

ES Sears 



BB sue Vy 399 

with our best Tool and Hardware Set 
plus Wren House and Bird Feeder Kits 

‘The junior craftsman can get a good 
start in all his building projects and 
carpentry repairs with this workshop. 

1 awl, 1 chisel, adjustable wrench, "C 

Tool rack has outlined drawings to 
help child kı 
Wren house 

p every tool in place. 
nd bird feeder kits are 

included as "starter" se 
Wood bench 29 inches high: work 

area 18x32 inches wide. Overall 
height 44 inches. Tools include ham. 
mer, saw with 4 blades, coping saw 
with 4 blades, geardriven drill with 9 
bits, 2 screwdrivers, 1 pair pliers, 

's pencil, 10 sheets 
er, approximately 100 nails 

and screws, 6 foot folding rule, 24-page 
book. Entire set shipped partly 

assembled 
Bench. Project Kits and Tools. 
79 N 90101C— Wr. 29 lbs, ‚Sat $23.99 
Bench, Project Kits only (no tools), 
79 N 90102C-Shpg. wt. 21 lbs. $12.99 

16% = 
Junior Workshop with Workbench, 
Tools, Weathervane, Name Sign Kits 

Most of the tools you need to start building projecta. In- 
cludes claw hammer, saw, hand drill with 9 bits, coping saw 
with 4 blades, try square, chisel, screwdriver, pliers, level, 
tape measure, nails and screws, hooks, sandpaper, 2¢-page 
project book. 24x14x36.inch wood workbench with rack. 
79N90103C-Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. „Set $16.99 

MATTEL'S POWER SHOP 
Works with real wood . . runs on electricity 

> 
4 

30-pc. Tool Set in handy 

plastic carrying case 

5499 

Set contains most of the tools 
youl need to get started on build 
ing many projecta. 

Includes saw. try square, coping 
saw with 5 blades, mallet, screw- 
driver, claw hammer, pliers, ruler, 
pencil, wrench, sandpaper block 
with 8 pieces of sandpaper, sweep. 
brace, 2 brace bits and triangle. 

Also 24-pago project book with 
Jota of ideas for the young crafts 
man, Chest 125x624 inch 
high. Shipping weight 2 Ibe. 13 oz. 
9 N 90088. Set 44.99 

Just plug in, Power Shop is ready to work to help you turn 
‘out airplanes, cars, boata, tractors and many other toys (see 
pictures above). Runs on 110-120 volt, 60 cycle AC, UL list- 
‘ed. Lathe tool stays stable, “off” switch keeps motor from. 
burning out. Strong all-metal construction. Set includes 4- 
toolsin-1 unit, drills, saw blades, sanding discs, tool bits, pat- 
terns, balsa and pine wood, glue, kits for making toys, in- 
structions, plus hiimpact plastic storeall tool case. Unit is 
16% inches long. 6 inches wide, 7% inches high. 
49 N 90104—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $1299 
Wood Refill Kit to make more great toys. 
49 N 90105—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz- Kit $1.99 



Mini-Tools 

like this 

Sabre Saw 

have low power 
-. Won't cut or 

scratch hands 

Power 
Mite 

Mini Tools 
Work on balsa wood or Styrofoam? plastic 

] Power Mite Workshop Set. Equipped with versatile Sabre Saw (24x 
3 in. long) that has extra metal blade. Just plug saw into battery. 

powered bench outlet, It cannot plug into any other hind of outlet anywhere. 
Outfit includes die-cast metal carpenter square, hammer, screwdriver 

‘Comes with complete instruc- 
batteries (order at right) that store under bench top. 

ping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. .... Set $7.99 
All tools sold below cannot work without power source bench above, 
9 Вийон Sander. Removable cloth buffer and sanding dise. 242% in. long. 

49 N 90114—Shipping weight 8 ounces. $239 
3 Power Drill. With 3 different size metal drill bita. 2x2% inches long 

49 N 90113—Shipping weight 8 ounces. CTA 
Д Orbital Sander. Works with back "n forth vibrations, Sandpaper in 

cluded. 24x2% inches long. 
49 N 90112—Shipping weight 8 ounces, Р A s239 
5 Circular Saw. Cut through large chunks of material. Extra blade in- 

cluded. 24x28 inches long. 
49 N 9011 ight 8 ounces > 225239 

y plastic, balsa wood panels 
49 N 90115—Shipping weight 1 ounce. TE so Kit 5118 

% POWERLINE Erector Sets 
With 3-speed motor and 2-way hoist 

run by remote control 
sold only at Sears 

Contro Unit for 
battery powered set 

$19?» b 51 516 = 

Hundreds of steel plates and parts let you take on the extra big proj 
ects. Cast your imagination into the Space Age to build a space sta 

work. Both sets include Sears exclusiv 
'erline" wide-beam girders for added strength and stability. Girders 
measure 1% inches wide and over 1 foot long. Helps mal 
structures look mare realistic. All pieces are precision cut, fit and fin. 

jed. Nut and bolt assembly 
Electric-powered Set. Study basic engineering principles with this 
460-piece set. Comes with plug-in transformer for steadier power. 
Hard-working 3-speed motor lets you move forward, reverse, stop and start. Dual-action gear hoist for efficient lifting operations. Trans 
former UL listed for 110-120-volts, (0-cycle AC. Instructions incl 
49 N 16075— Shipping weight 9 pounds. Set $1999 
Battery-powered Set. (Not shown). 430-piece set with on-off, for- 
ward and reverse control unit. 3-speed motor lets you turn on the 
power, bring it up or cut it down. Install dual-action geared hoist for 
lifting operations. Instructions included. Uses batteries, not 
included, order package below. 
49 N 16067 — Shipping weight 7 pounds 5 ounces. Set $1876 
“О” Batteries. Package of 6 
“on Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces. Phe. $1.49 

"00 Sears 463 



Action-packed AUTO- TRAIN 
: Train carries autos 
i to unloading area. . 

push button and flip switch 

to send autos traveling 

across coil-active highway 

to loading point. 

Flip another switch 
and train returns 

to loading area 

and picks up autos 

$999 zu 
'reight train chugs along track carrying 3 flatears full of action to keep youngsters fascinated for hours. Enters tunnel and stops at unloading area. You release autos one by one and start them rolling on their merry way over coiloperated highway by pushing tab and flipping switch to activate coil. Autos circle town and travel up thru mountains toward loading area. Flip another switch and train backs into loading area. Push tab to move autos back onto train ‘one by one. Brightly colored landscape . . 18x24 inches long, 8 inches high. Train with flatcars, 1'4x11% inches long. Made of rugged plastic and metal. Uses 2"D" batteries, order package below. From West Germany. 79 N 44037C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 99.99 49 N 8405—0" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. We. 1 Ib. Bor, Pkg 149 

some of the things 
you van bui. 

MEGO) MOTORIZED 
TRUCK SETS 

Build your own remote control trucks 

that move forward and backward 

men $1499 шшш. 

49 N B406—Shipping weight 12 ounces Phe s119 



Reduced 3 
Motorized Shuttle Train 
Push buttons and watch train carry cargo 

of beads and logs up steep incline. Unload them 
and travel around to pick them up. Sold only at Sears 
The hardest working little shuttle train we've seen. Listen to it whistle as it chugs along the 
4 feet of track, loading and unloading the 2 rail cars. Cars carry shipments of colorful beads, 
logs . . ос add your own cargo. Set also includes turntable, elevator tower and 7 pieces of 
track . . just snap them together to build the 48x18x13%-inch high structure. Then start the 
pushbutton action: 3 uncoupling buttons release cars from track sidings 2 turntable 
tons make table rotate or stop at the track desired. The power's ín the engine . . uses 
battery, order pkg. below. Sturdy plastic. From Japan. Partly assembled. 
49 N 44649—Shipping weight 4 pounds Е 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Lasts 6 to 10 times longer than regular batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 8410—Shipping weight 5 ounces. Package $1. 

Priced to be 
SOMETHING 

Circus Train 
carries restless 
zoo animals 

NN 5299 Ў 
A Mystery Train Quacky Duck 

PEORES ERES em Smoke stack smokes, She waddies to and fro 
meme. fon. qur. шрын. . oach moving headlight glows, en 
about in its own brightly painted car. Plast and whistle lows her neck and quack 
22% inches long From Hong Kong. Uses Just putin 2D" Batteries order package Delightful, adorable and itl bit wacky 
ни M md below) and watch this pufferbelly locomo- — Quacky Duck with the "granny print" bon- 

49 N 44348—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. ..03.99 tive chug away . .changescourse each net. With 2 "C" batteries (order package far 
"C^ Batteries. Package: time it hits an obstacle. Entire body con- left) you can make her waddle, wiggle and 

49 N 8406. Shipping weight 1202... Pkg $1.19 илмей of steel. Measures 10 inches long. wander. She changes course when aho hits an 
Nan toxic finish. From Japan. Object. Plastic. 7 inches high. From Japan. 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone 49 N 4435—Shipping weight 1b. ..92.99 2—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 502. 9499 

hook white pages under "Sears, Roeback and Co. "D" Batteries. Package of 6 
Catalog Sales" for number to call 49 N 8405—Wt. I lb. Воз. 1149 ӘЗ Sears 465 



Clear plastic shapes interlock so you can 
make hundreds of different passageways 

for balls to travel through 

Crystal 
Roller Coaster 

\ К 4 

Build your own geometric roller coaster with these crystal clear cubes. They snap together easily to form hundreds of designs. When your structure is complete, place a marble into one cube and watch it travel down and around, over and through the tunnel. Cubes rotate to send marble in different directions. Set includes 30 cubes (11% inches square). 10 spacers, 8 straight shoots, plus two marbles. All see-through plas tic parts in pink, yellow, and clear color. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 49 N 44288—Shipping weight 1 pound В oz. Set sa. 

Even a two year old can operate 
6 cars at once on Mini-Sport 

Here's a two-lane super-action road race for the very young. Both lanes have remote control units to let tots vary the speeds of the cars . . run up to 6 cars at a time, One child ean operate both lanes. One-piece molded plastic figure-eight layout complete with overpass, 18%x10%x2 inches high. 6 cars, IM inches long. Cars stay on track ‘even if you tilt it. Operates on 4 "D" batteries, order package below. 49 N 44197—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces Set $7.87 49 N 8405— Package of 6 "D^ Batteries. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Bor. Pkg. 149 
466 Sears ШМ" 

Take them apart, rebuild them . . both 
have wind-up engines that make 'em gol 

Play with them as they come (fully assembled) or have 
ntaized, color-coded parts. 

Shpg. wt 1 lb. 4 от. 
49N 4412 3387 

Talking Chatter-Buggies follow you 
on a string. „sound almost real 

(1 and 2) Molded plastic Chatter-Bug 
along, chattering app 
by nylon string . „same string activates their sound. 

“1 
“o n pulled. Driver sit 
49 N 44631 — | 

gine with yellow lad. 
when pulled. Decal face 
nside. 14x9x6 in. hig! 
wt Lib Roz) ....94.87 49 N 44632. 



Ring-A-Ding Telephone 
Rings when you dial, Realist cally deigned phone has spring 

al. Plastic and metal 
About 74 in. long. Coiled cord 
Shipping weight 9 ounces 

49 N Sonas. 

This cuddly 

body. Join 
Spain: Shi 
48 N 5007. зле 

Umbrella, Bag 
16inch long umbrella es to bay 
Orange and bla 

Cheery Tea Set 
Brightly-colored plas- 
tic cups, saucers, uten 
sils, teapot 

ered vinyl: wood. lor 4. Fro 
Hong Kong. We. 7 o Kong. Shpe 
49 N SOIIS... Set 97e 49 N S0134. Set 9e 

play outht She's 6 inches t 
as shiny rooted hair, Solt vinyl 

Baby Doll 
perky 
and I 

d arms and legs. From. 
wt d or 

эх 

Includes necklace, 
bracelet and s 
Че cologne bottle 
49 N 30138. 

Jewelry Set 

zum 
Shp we. 3 or 

Set 9те 

Play Rings 
Multi-colored plastic 

49 N 50147. 

Snap-on Beads 
le, squeczable 
beads. brightly 

light baby 

Rag Doll 
What a wonderful friend to have. Doll is 1184 in. 
tall; has a snuggly cloth body. From Japan. Shipping weicht 3 o 
PII S 

Play Milk Bottle 
Make the hammer squeak, put pez» 
the -inch high 
de. what fun for baby 
Plastic. We В or 

50161 m 

Rempel* Toys . . funny 
rubber squeeze animals 

аме little animals squeck when you hug them. 
About 6 ín. long. Shp wt. each 11 oz. 
49 50152— ieige colored Cow we 
49 N 50153— Piok and white Lamb Me 
49 N 50151— Beige-colored Pony se 

Car Service Set 
Car c 
workin 
and more. 3 to inch 
Vehicles Plastic. Hone 
Konz, Wt. Sar 
AS N SOLL... Set 97e 

Puncho 
Rolls with punches 

Tootsietoy 
Ferris Wheel 
Ferris wheel spins mer. knock him over. be 
йу as car moves, pops back up. 26 in 
Trailer and wheel de tall; inflatable viny 
tach, 714 in long. Bottom weighted with 
Metal. WE 8 az. sand We. 1 Ib. 12 02, 
49 50127. S 49 50097. эле 

Big Beat Guitar 
It really plays. Sturdy 
plastic guitar has 4 

strings. 19% 
White and кс 
From Hong 

Toss Game 
Just squeeze handle o 
catcher and ball sho 
? plastic balls and 

catchers. From Hong 
Kong. We S oz 
49 N $0143. эле 

Wiz-z-zer 
By Mattel® Just run 
the starting wheel 
along a hard surface, 

and 

Musical Top 
Hums as it spins. Plunger 
metal top is 8 in. high 
From W Germany 

Shipping wt. 7 02 
49 N 50146. 

Bright multi-color 

эл 

Loops, dives. 
and soars 

Stunt Flying Plane 
билт, plasti 

T)" battery 
pke below. Hong Kor 
49 N 50115—Wt. S or 

plane, U 

Dump Truck 
1134-in. long plastic truck 
hauls and dumps. Blue 
and grey. Deep-tread 
tires. From W. Gee 

Shipping wL 15 
49 N 5016 s 

Rocket Launch 
ses 1 Springaction pad. order Sinh high rocket 

Plastic. From W 
We Germany. We Soz. 



Agr 
26-piece Coffee Set 

Service for 4 for little party givers. 
Includes coffee pot, tray. Red plas- 
tic and rust-proof aluminum. 
49 N 10082— Wt. 1 Ib. 2 or.. $1.98 

Mod Floral Tea Set . . service for 4 
Bright orange, yellow and lime mushroom 8 
sign. Break-resistant plastic. Includes 4 each 

Teapot, cover. 
Set илз 

saucers, cups, knives, forks, spoor 
49 N 10222— Shipping weight 8 о. 

Miniature 
Wee John 

It's Party Time This lovable bloodhound has 

with BABY FUN from Mattel uum. er | Miniature 
Pretty party doll blows bubbles, balloons, party Wee 
favor, horn . , just squeeze ber. 8 in. tall. Rooted George 
‘curly’ platinum hair. Her brightly flowered A- 
line dress is water-resistant 
49 N 37063—Shipping weight 11 ox. $1.99 

Meet a trusty St. Bernard. Vel 
veteen, acrylic pile. 6 in, long. 
49 N 404B1— WE. 8 oz... $1.99 

Doctor and Nurse Sets 
Bead Craft Kit 

beads, thread, needles 
Plastic medical bas with 35 pieces 
even candy cures. Wt, each 1 Ib. 
49 N 44296 

Dawn poses Fisher-Price 
like a Peek-a-Boo 

real model 
..comes with 
extra outfit 

She walks with you. Twists and 
turns. Blonde, rooted hair, 63 
in. tall vinyl body. Blue/white : Pliable suede split leather. АП 
dress and blue/silver party dress. jumps up and disap materials needed are included, 49 N 37064 —Wt. 1 Ib... 91.99 49 N 4355—W 49 N 20672 Wt. S$ ок.... $1.99 

Wampum Purse Kit Eldon Match Plane Kits 
9 colorful 1/72-scale model kits. 
Decals, instructions. Plastic. 
49 N 50107—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 o2. 51.99 

А Ring-a-ding 2 
H Snoopy Cash H Music Box Register. 
" Ge-tar - ч 

РА Crank-operated. mai 
Tough plastic case, 
nylon strings. 
About 13 in. long. 
We. 11 oz 
A9 N 44289, 

Paint Wheels 
Rall on words, patterns with 6 
different paint wheel 
49 N 16043—Wt. 12 oz 

H20 Single-stage Rocket 
‘Turn rocket skyward, pump hand 
pump several times, rocket soars. 
49 N 50087 Wt. 8 or...... -$1.99 

rawer opens. Orange 
ic. Play coins inch 

$1.99 иле 

Donald 
Duck 

Puncho 

He rolls with the 
punches. Knock 
him over, he pops 

4.piece Sand Set back up. 36 in. tall. 
Reusable sand to make all kinds Inflatable vinyl. 
of forms . . just mix with water. Put playthings together to form Bottom weighted 
Non-toxic. Includes Silly Circle. а van. In les sifter, shovel with sand. Wt. 3 

Take and bucket. Plastic. From Tbs. 8 or. 
Japan. 49 н 29325, ,31.99 
49 N 49011—We. 15 от... .31.99 o walt Disney Productions 

49 н 16258—Wt. 1 lb. 202. $1.99 
468 [Bears] st 
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9X 9 d Ye 
o o Mini-swinger 

study the 

laws of 

ae 
Mickey Mouse Bank* 

Put in a penny, get a gumball 
9% in. high. Key. Plastic 
49 н 51163-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 c2..$199 
Refill. 150 gumballs. 
49 N 51166 Wt. 13or.......99c 

Fascinates and intrigues. Hold any number of balls 
away from others, release, same number swing 
other way. Plastic, metal. Зуха чалб in. high. 
49 N 85421 Shipping weight 1 pound. .... $199 

o Ей The world's wildest whirler 
Wiz-z-zer and Tray Set by Mattel 

Do wild Wiz-1-ser stunts on hi-impact styrene tray. 
Make Wiz-z-zer wobble, spin, do wild designs. Plas- 
tic Wiz-a-zer, tips for tricks and instructions, 
49 N 50092— Shipping weight 14 ounces. Set $199 

Pool Table 
with automatic ball return 

Velour top. Measures 13x21 inches. Includes 2 cue 
sticks, 16 balls, rack. All plastic 
49 N 6557 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 ox, , Set $1.99 

Money, rolls into one of 6 coin 
slots. Clear plastic. 
49 N $0088—Wt. 13 ox....$199 

8-in. Spouting Dolphin 
Use in pool or tub. Uses 2 "АА 
batteries, order package below 

Red Football Helmet 
Headband adjusts to size 6» 

2 Slinky Pals 
13-inch inky caterpillar plus Pace guard. padding. Plastic. Japan pe. inch diameter on Shaky hoe wt. Pio. 2 o ЖМ s00se—We. 8 or.....s190 | Je ssl apo on 20016 siss | лоно алл" 45 N s0008 Wt 11b os $199 

Yahtze 
dice game for 2or more 
Get certain combina. 

‘of dice to win. Scorecards 
included. 
49 N 65084 

Action-Pak Metal Kit 
Build it, take it apart, build it 
again. Die cast car with tru-lock 
parts. 4"in. long. Denmark. 
49 N 19124—Wt. s199 

10-pc. Mini Marx Truck Set 
Die cast metal trucks plus plas- 
Че grease rack, gas pump. Aver. 
age 2M4 inches long 
49  50106—Wt. 11b. 

Spudsie the Hot Potato 
Wind him up, toss him until he 
buzzes. Whoever's holding him 
then is out. Plastic. 6M-in. long. 
49 N 05172— WL. 11b. 402.5199 $199 2 on. Wt. 13 02....5199 

Power Sub dives, surfaces 
Powered by pellets. Plastic. 12 in. 
49 N 50101— Wt. 10 оз.._.$199 
60 pellets. 
49 N 50102—Wt. 5 or. 

2 Racing Cars 
Hi-impact plastic cara with les, "clear. windshields 
plus color decals. 11'4-in, long. 
49 N s0105-Wt. 1 Ib. Son. $195 

Gyroscope 
Demonstrates scientific principles 
optical phenomena. "Inch 
whirling discs, space c 
49 н 50086 Wi. 11b.....$1:9 

Predict future. Ask question, flip 
ball over, answer appears 

"Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 50093. $199 89e 

Grand Prix 
5 cars, 3 interchangeable steel 
ball "engines." 4 ft. of figure-8 
track. Extra tires. Plastic 
49 н 65058-Wt. 1 Ib. 1202.51.99 

Mechanical Tractor 
Wind up key, watch it flash 
sparks as И climbs. Brake, 8-in 
long metal. Rubber treads, 
49 N 5247-Wt. 11b. 702.5199 

Wind-up Jumping Dog 
Hops on all fours or in begging 
postion, 8 in. long, rayon plush 

у. Prom Japan. 
49 N 44015— Wt. 9 or.....$199 

Slide-A-Boggan 
Lightweight polyethylene slider 
measures 18x42 in. long. Fast on 
light or heavy snow. 
49 N 85038—Wt. 2 lbs....$199 
‘Mickey Mouse character 
Wait Disney Productions 469 



The Swinging 

You сай коб them en $599 
“own but they pe 
Won't staydown =m auras 

Save 1 when you buy both 

sol Ur one: v 
siecle to get be up a 

dy 
mack to Фоп falla 

der package below 
(1)49N $101—Red Robot Wt. 1 Ib. 2or. .. Exch 96.99 

48 н 5102 Blue Robot. We. 1 Ib Each 95.99 
p. $11.98 

$10.98 

Pkg $1.19 

„4 Awesome Animals 
Ws snap/Éyes-and mouths glow as they 

lumber along . . you control their 
movements by ri control — 4 

Ww 1 

(3) Tyrannosaurus, 34 х4хб inches hi 9 4% inches high 49 N 53038—Shipping weigh es 49 N 5304 1—Sh eight LI L 
4) Triceratops. 0 4% inches hig! s 49 N 53042—Sh weight 13 ounces 

Separately $ 'D” Batteries. Package of! 
wtib AL or ...8 49 N B405— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ox 



Turn dial 
| to make toy 

move forward, 
зеп, right, 
at random, 

Magic Dial Toys 

obey your command 
Each $4.77 sea 

Just turn the dial, and each of 
These 3 space toys lights up. Then 
they turn in whatever direction 
the arrow on the dial is pointing. 
You choose the direction. АЙ plas 
tic. Each uses 2 "C" batteries 
Order package below. 

Space Dog. HUET in. І 
2 Space Sovcer. 10x101 x434 in. 

ASNS1062-Wt. 1 Ib. & or. $4.77 
3 Spoce Robot. 91371944 in 

49N51064-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ox. $4.77 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406—Wt. 12 02. Pkg. $1.19 

It's great to pretend 
you're walking 
on the moon 
эшш" эш" 

88 5 5% 

Spoce Helmet ond Boots. Space helmet of amber gold-color break-resistant 
plastic fits all sizes. Collar has finned louvers and vent for receiving “life-support” 
tube. Headphone nonoperative. Molded plastic air-cushioned boots have laces, 
adjust to fit. Largelugzed soles leave impressive footprints, and a low-pitched 
whistle accents each step. For ages $ to 10 years, 
79 N 530610—Helmet and Boots. Shipping weight 5 pounds. Set 59.88 
79 N 530620 —Helmet only. Shipping weight 3 pounds 438 
Equipment Belt. Carries anti-gravity tool, signal communicator, “life-support sys- 
tem," and scanner scope. Plastic. Adjusts to fit waists up to 27 in. 
49 N 53063—Equipment Belt. Shipping weight 1 pound В oz 35.99 

Giant 

Walks backward, 
forward, and in, 
a circle while 
his eyes flash. Ж 
you control him NY 
by remote control 

i 

Чень, 

$7799 

ied batteries 
‘This robot emits an eerie mechanical sound, and his eyes flash as 
he walks along, swinging his arms. You control his movements by 
flipping 2 switches on remote control attachment. Made of metal 
and plastic. A full 13 inches high. Uses 2 "D" batteries. Order 
package below, Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 5104— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. $7.99 
49 N 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6, Wt. 1 Ib. 802. Pkg. 149 

Naughty Robot 
walks and twists 

like a dancer 

2» 

ЕЯ 
Тыз little guy twists 
his body as though he's 
really proud of himself 
Light blinks on his 
chest ashe struts along, 

Order package below. 
Shpg. wt. 12 02. 

49 N 5103, $2.99 
tories. Package of 6, 
—Shpe. wt. 6 or. Pkg. 99¢ п. [Sears] 471 



n Games in Оп 
Everything from Shuffleboard, to Darts, to Golf, 

to Bowling with automatic pin setter 

132 
Fun for the whole sports minded family. Play Shuffieboard with 4 pushers, 8 
discs. Dart toss has 4 darts and target. Bowling set has two inch plastic balls 
and a pin setter that resets with a press down action. Also try "Bounce the 
Checker," Tie-Tac-Toe, Checker-Pitch and even golf. Or have a race with 4 
cara, 4 horses or 4 airplanes. Printed linoleum flooring is 12 feet long by 2 
feet wide. All parts made of steel and plastic. 
79 N 29113L— Shipping weight 15 pounds. 

New Automatic 
Football Player 

е Stands 
Ў 20 inches tall 

and kicks 
like a pro. 

push button . ‚player kicks it far 
Metal base 94x7%4x2 in. Plastic body; 

Vd, arms. 3 plastic footballs, 4% in. long. 
D" batteries. „order package below 

79 н 6554C— Shipping weight 5 Iba 3999 
7D" Batterios. Package of 6 
49 N 8405—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 or Pkg $1.49 

472 Sears 0" 

Set $13.99 

Helmet, shoulder 
каз, jersey. pants 

Great Outfit 
for your football hero 

$799 

He'll look like a football hero. Pins 
Че helmet has double bar face 
guard, rubber padded front, back, 
sides . . fita head sizes up to 6%. 
Rubber padded plastic shoulder 
pads; arm straps. Pants of vat 
dyed Sanforized* cotton twill. Jer 
sey lightweight cotton yarn; long 
Sleeves, hemmed bottom. Football, 
shoes and socks not included. Not 
for con 

Pee-Wee 
Football Set 
$599 

This high-impact plastic helmet in 
bright red will soften the blow for 
your little one while he learns 
play. Has chin cu 
face guard: soft 

49N2912 Set 65.99 



поне О 

Pogo Sticks апа Stilts 
1 Steel Stins һа 

off floor. 5 
тэн 2016C- Ship 
9 cur $1.02. Pogo Stick f 

to 12. 48 inches high. Spring tension adju 
Finish on steel tubing. Vinyl han. 

Baked enamel 
tic streamers grips with 

Slip resistant foot pads an 
79 N 2008C $4.97 weight 5 pounda 

Pogo Stick for all ages holds up to 200 Ibs. 
foot pads and tip; vinyl handle grips with 

High tension triple tubular steel construction with friction free 
spring for strong support. Stands 48 inches high 
79 N 29059C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. $799 
4 Pogo Stick with countmeter. Automatically records each 

jump. Holds up to 200 pounds Bright xine-plated tubular 
steel frame. Nylon bearing with adjustable spring. Grooved rub- 
ber foot pads and tip. 42 inches high. Vinyl hand grips. 
79 N 29236C— Shipping weight 8 pounds 

И 

Like walking ов the moon. Big d 

$10.99 

Space Walkers Cut 4% 

al springs keep you bouncing 
center hinge keeps you from tilting and losing balance. Put 

lar shoes, then adjust length of plastic 
Steel foot and baseplates are finished with 

over your reg; 
straps. Lace-up ban 
red enamel. Rubber bumpe 
49 N 29067 —Shipping weig 

m's floors. 
Pair $4.76 

«lp protect т 
4 Ibs. бот. 

поа / de 
Inflatable 
Ride-a-Ball 

5587 
Your choice of red or blue. 

Fun for all . - even adults can 
ride. Inflates to 14 to 18 in. in 
diameter for children; 18 to 20 
in. for adults. Made of heavy 
duty polyvinyl chloride with 
automotive-type valve for in 
flating with hand pump or at 
service station. Safety ring. 
Sent deflated. 
Red Ball. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibe. 12 от. 
49 N 29281 $587 
Віче Ball. Shpg. wt. 3 а 12 ox 
49 N 29262 3587 

Jump'N Float 

515% 
On land it's a 

P77 19° 
it's a raft. Heavy-duty rub 
truek tube has a metal air vn 
Bottom and top covers made w 
rugged cotton 
messed with strong web supports. 
Zipper closure. Defl 
pact size for convenient storage. 
Agen 4 and up. 
Jumbo Size. About 5-foot diam. 
49 м 2909—Wt. 14 lbs.....919.78 
4-foot diameter, 
49 N 29245 —Wt. 10 Iba ..815.76 
Stoot diameter. 

Shipping weight 3 be 12 oz 
49 N 2922 1716 

= 

€ > 

ORSE. 
NEWI Inflatable Ride-a-Horse $ 87 

for the young set 

Designed especially for preschoolers Authen. 
Че western styling richly embossed on heavy 
duty polyvinyl chloride body of horse. Inflates 
to M to 16 inches in diameter. Has automotive- 
type valve for inflating with hand pump or at 
service station. Safety hand grips help keep 
child steady on horse. Sent deflated 
49 м 29313 Shpg. wt 3 Iba. 1207. 9687 

N 
E 

| тм Sears 473 



Improve your pitching and fielding 

Pitch-Back Net 
Fast rebounds with every pitched ball 

IE MES 
Hurl à knuckle ball into the strike zone this tough nylon. pitch-back net returns them all. Great way to strengthen your itching arm and sharpen your control. Adjustable colored tape marks the strike zone. Excellent for fielding or batting practice, too. Adjusts to return high fly balls or grounders. Net attaches to rugged tubular steel frame with live action steel springs. Strong back braces bold it firmly in place on the 
ground, Unassembled. Ball not included. 
Square model. 33x38 inches. 
79 N 29098 — Shipping weight 5 pounds. ..... so 
Rectangular model. 35x56 inches. 
79 N 2911C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. я 897 
Jumbo size model. 66x72 inches. 
79 N 28201— Shipping weight 11 pounds. . ............ 1199 

Ice or no ice, 
goalie and forward 
get plenty of action 

with this 2-man 

Hockey Trainer 

$89 

Set up goal on ice or pavement and 
you're ready for a fast-moving 
game of hockey. Sturdy tubular 
steel frame with strong cotton and 
nylon twine net, 

About 37x37x18 inches deep. Set 
cludes molded puck, one goalie 

stick and one forward stick .. both. 
made of solid hardwood and 46 
inches long. Unamembled. To order 
the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under "Sears 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" 
for number to call. 

Allow 10 pounds postage per 
postal regulations. 
79 н 290991 Set suos 

474 Sears "Si" 

199 
312 Jr. Basketball Set 
18-inch diameter steel hoop with cotton net. Attach towhite-painted backboard (24x32x44 in.) using steel mounting brackets included. 
Regulation-size pebble-grained ball. Inflating needle. 
79 N 292881 Shipping weight 21 pounds Set $12.99 
18-in. diam. Steel Hoop, Net, and Regulation size Ball only. 
79 N 291 12C— Shipping weight 6 pounds: заво 

All-season Sports Set 50): 
Exercise all year ‘round with this sporta set. Plenty of court action with regulation-size pebble-grained basketball, 18-in. steel hoop. and cotton net. Field sports equipment includes official-sise foot. ball, plastic kicking tee, junior fielder's glove and a regulation-size baseball. Inflating pump and needle included. 79 м 29289C—Shipping weight В pounds. Ser 5087 

Skat-Skoota 
Go forward, backward. 

бо fancy tricks 

„a 

li s 
Rest your right foot on one platform, while you push the other plat- form down with the left . . relax and keep pedaling. Wheels and platforms of brightly colored polyethylene. Heavy-duty steel rod axles. 1721418 inches high. 
79 N 29085C— Shipping weight 6 pounds 23599 

CUT 22%. zı 
impact plastic wheels an inch wide and 
self-lubricating. Use indoors or out. Ad. 
Justa from size 8 (junior) to 3% (regular) 
Ages 2 to 



PUNCH-MES «ie Knock 'em down 

Weighted bottoms keep these inflated 

vinyl characters coming ba ог more .. 

Flipper. ine Banana Splits. TV favorite 62 í Plastic balls jump up. 
tmd mm 4 RITE Sipe et alin oor his чем AEn hd Sandi Ma 

49 N 29319— Shipping weight 4 the, 4 un. 
CUT 11%. Bozo. Squeak nose. 48 in. 

DIAS 20 in Save O OR. N @ н 29207- Sipe mes REE 97, : Бае Mickey Mouse? 30 in. birh cowboy, right out of the stone age. Stands 34 in, high. 
3 Batman. ras ea e de tic 49 N 29238 Shpg wt. 3 $199 R 

A9 N 20317 Sape ei Alba 408 ey Denen Potens 

3 e. | М m 
Punching Bag 
7779 

Inflatable Marble Court Set of 4 Boxing Gloves Floor Puncher 



Barrel o' Fun 
Strong enough 

for rough play 
NE big enough for 
кшен storing your toys 

9729 

Bright yellow barrel is lota of fun. Climb inside, roll around. 
Hide in it or use it for storage. It can even be a wastebasket, 
table, or sent. Tough polyethylene has no sharp edges so it 
won't mar furniture or floors. Cleans easily and goes indoors 
or outdoors. 18x18x24 inches high. 
79 N 89407N—Shipping weight 7 pounds 5299 

There's nothing else like 

Playall” 
Three colorful plastic pieces interlock to make 
dozens of rugged toys . . it's sold only at Sears 

$18” 

Here's a really exciting toy - . so versatile a child won't tire of it quickly. Its song enough lo take lot of punishment and years of play. Kids can make SEL. diferent toya by arranging the ree piece that Ai together easily. Side meris Maki ennt ohne PT mii ie uada у PIS 
let child hold on, and there are no rough edges. Polyethylene won't mar furni- Mia dows, crawl through tha иаша." Mo амер edges 
ture, won't rust. Blue, orange and green pieces, each about 28 inches long, 12 
inches wide, 10 inches high. Includes nylon cord for use as rein. 
79 N 89402N—Shipping weight 17 pounds 

won't cut child or mar furniture or floors and it won't rust if 
left outdoors. 28x15 x1994 inches high. 
79 N 89404N Shipping weight 10 pounds ... $6.87 ^99 

Jim Gym® Jr. 
Makes healthful exercise. 

more fun and 
it's strong enough 
for two youngsters. 

511? 

Indoor/outdoor exercise 
кут helps child develop 
strength and coordina- 
tion. Unique A-frame of 
tubular steel has red 
baked enamel finish. Sup- 
ports 300 Ibs, Includes. The greatest ride ever 
rubber tips for indoor use 
and swinging hand grips 516? 
of 1100:1b, test nylon rope 
and hardwood: Comes: Rock back and forth, or roll all the way over. Aerobat is egg- 
completely assembled, shaped so you control the roll. It even has footrests and slots ready to use. Folds flat. for hands. Smooth tangerine-colored polyethylene goes in- 
for aequ. Ора энә. doors or out. About 35x29x12 inches wide. 
«00:48 in. ong. 79 N 89403N—Shipping weight 18 pounds #1699 Shipping weight 23 
pounds SHIPPING NOTE, BOTH PAGES: All items ending with "N^ 
79N89408N $11.99 (as 79 М 89402N) sont freight (rail or truck) or express. 



Sold only at Sears .. 
Wonver a beautiful roan colt 

that talks to you "The horse that grows 
with the child” 

аны 
H as child grows 

Fury "runs" like the wind, and can't wait to take you fora Нор into the saddle. Let this strawberry roan take you back to the old West. He even 
ride. Frame adjusts to change saddle height from 29 to 33 talks. . just pull the ring on his neck and he says six phrases. You can adjust frame to 
in. Molded of polyethylene, westarn-style saddle, blanket, raise saddle from 23 to 26% in. Realistic body of high-impact polystyrene is durable and 
vinyl reins Tubular steel frame with plastic end caps and washable. Western-type accessories, side bars for easy mounting. Tubular steel frame 
steel springs. Partly assembled. 50x24x47 in. high. Ages has non-mar plastic "feet" to protect floors. Steel springs. Shipped partly assembled. 
two to six. Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express 452204 x32 inches overall. Horse body is 28 inches long. 
79 М 89005N—Shipping weight 33 pounds 328.99 тэм 89003L—Shipping weight 21 pounds $1999 

Pull the cord on 
his blanket roll 

this Horse whinnies 
249 

Go for а gallop on this realistic 
golden horse that makes his 
‘own horse sound as you ride 
along. 36-inch body molded in 
polystyrene, with bridle, reins, 
blanket roll and saddle Base is 
tubular steel, with wooden step 
plates for easy mounting 
Overall size 48x22x39 in. Seat 
30 in. high. Partly assembled. 
Shipped by freight (rail or 
truck) or expresa. 
Shipping weight 28 Ibs 

79 N 89004N. 52499 

A spirited young Mustang 
24-in. long Palomino Stroller converts to in a popular 26-inch size 
for younger riders small Spring Horse 51 39 

$Q99 sg 8 9 Handsome buckskin horse is 
Beautiful golden pony is To change from infant 4 for children from one 
just the right size for a lit- — stroller, remove plastic year up. He's 26 in. long, and. 
Че cowboy or cowgirl. бай. wheels and seat to allow saddle is 24 in. high. Has real 
die is 17 in. high. Realist stationary play aa child istic saddle, blanket, and reina. 

grows. Bright. multico- His polystyrene body can take. 
lored pony is 22 inches a beating, yet washes easily 

able. Springs long, has three-position ‘Tubular steel base with mount 
have Protecto hooks and adjustable saddle height. ing bars that make it easy to 
give a wonderful ride. Ты. Rugged polystyrene body set on. Steel springs have safe. 
bular steel frame is with tubular steel frame ty hooks. Plastic "feet" and 
SSMxITinPlasticend caps ала safety springs. Over- end caps protect child and 
and "feet" to protect child, all size 28x17x18 in. high. Soars. Overall size 4012244131 
floors. Partly assembled. Partly assembled. in. high. Partly assembled. 

Shipping wt. 11 Ibs Shipping wt. 10 Ibs ‘Shipping weight 17 pounds. 
79 N 89001C. 5899 79 М 890061 ......59.99 79 N 890021 51399 



The classiest Sports Car on any sidewalk.. 
fully equipped 42-inch long Jaguar 

A a — 

73 А 
pu 

> 

‘Stamped spoke wheels 
ol chrome-plated steel 

MINI 
STINGRAY 

sg» 



Jaguar Cut '3 
The pedal sports car 
with the fun features 

‘Priced tobe Was $2299 

Sue $ [GSS 
] There's working action all 

around with thie roguish 
beauty. Pack up the trunk and 
take off. nesting comfortably in 
the vinyl padded seat. Tough 
polypropylene body shrugs off bumps „Maya new locking. oo. 
Pullpin release wheels: nylon 
bearings. Sporition pedal adjust 
ment. Map pockets in each door 
All-steel axles and steering mochaniom. Partly sorbed 
YON 86026, Wt 22 los 119,99 

Heavy molded plastic 
Buggy with 4-inch wide 

rear racing wheels 
2, From its colorful decals to its 

sporty hub discs, this 33%. 
inch long pedal car is a young 
racer's delight. Rugged body; 
steel axles and steering mecha. 
nism. Adjustable easy-pedal ac 
tion. Polyethylene plastic 
wheels: rear wheels are oversize 
racing slicks. Partly assembled. 
Sent freight (rail, truck) or ex. 
press. 
79N86003N-Wt. 10 lba $1277 

Sleek "n sporty 
Stingray has a 

molded plastic body 
3 A real favorite with young 

Sportsters. 38inch long pedal 
car has simulated hood latches, 
jazzy racing stripes and molded 
plastic "racing" tires. Pedal ad: 
justs for easier "driving." Steel 
axles and steering mechas 
Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 N 860021 3999 

Molded plastic Trike 
sold only at Sears 

Ideal for preschoolers 2 to 4 
years old. Has simulated 

headlight and speedometer, 
twin-fork hi-rise handlebars. 
Molded plastic wheels are on 
steel axles. 8-inch diam. front 
wheel: 5%-in. rear wheels. 22 in. 
long. From W. Germany. Partly 
assembled. Shpg. wt 7 Ibs 
79 N 37001. an 

Fire Chief Car with 
a rugged steel body 
and clanging bell 

5 Hop in, Chief, and "race" to 
the scene in this bright гей 

fireman's car. You'll get a 
smooth ride on the long wearing, 
molded rubber tires. Has &inch 
metal wheels; steel hub caps пу 
lon bearings. 33 in. long. 
Comes with a vinyl-padded 

seat; adjustable pedals; chrome 
plated bell. Partly assembled. 
79NB6004L-We 24 Ibs...414.99 

Bright red Fire Truck with flashing 
light, bell and 2 wooden ladders 
You and your friend can whiz off, riding smoothly on molded 
rubber tires. Ball bearing drive and adjustable pedal posi- 
tion for easier “driving.” Working light, clanging bell and 
ladders for authenticity. Rear step; vinyl seat, “windshield.” 
Partly assembled. Takes 1 "C" battery, order pkg. below. 
79 N B6005L— Shipping weight 35 pounds.......... 919.99 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries Pkg of 6. We 1202 - Pkg. 91.10 

Skoota Bike 599 
with Trailer 

Over 4 foet long . . what a fun set. Bike has motorcycle sty 
ing. popular banana seat. Made of bright green and yellow 
polyethylene. Stool axles Trailer attaches to hitch. Made of 
yellow polyethylene. Sloping dump bed. Together bike and 
trailer are 48% in. long. Partly assembled. 
Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
тэ N 86082C Shipping weight 5 pounds. ...........88.90 

Cut 51.12 

2- wheel Motorcycle 

Makes a perfect “first two-wheeler" bike. Body and wheels 
of rugged linear polyethylene. Working parts of metal 
Bright red: silvercolor trim. 11%-inch wheels; detachable 
steel training wheels with rubber tires. 35 in. long. 
79 N 86039L— Partly assembled. Wt. 12 Ibs 511.87 

Cut $3.11 
The Big Wheel 

by MARX 

You get lots of traction with the big 16- 
inch front wheel and extra wide rear 
wheels. Low alung suspension for better 
control, plus detailed dashboard and a 
real engine sound. Adjustable seat. Rug- 
ged plastic. Bright red and yellow. 
x20 x22, in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 860721—Shpg. wt. 15 ba... $ 

Scoops in air as it rips around. Rubber 
tire wheels—10-inch rear and &inch front. 
‘Steel body: tubular steel frame. Adjusta- 
ble seat and pedals. Vinyi-covered roll bar. 
Emerald green enamel finish; white trim. 
42 in. long. Partly assembled, 
79 М 8601 1L—Shpg, wt 25 lbs... $14.99 

20 Sears 479 



о (29 um gU 
MÀ damen one 
Ls Recharger and Batteries 

Go up to 3 mph. Has forward» 13%-v. Battery and Re- 13%-v. Replacement Zoom up to 3 mph. Forward-reverse foot pedal pedal, 43-inch long hi-impact plastic body, charger. UL listed. 110. Battery . .rechargea- | 4Zinch long plastic body, steel chassis. Bucket steel chassis. Uses 13%-volt rechargeable bat — 120. AC. WL 7 Iba ble. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. seat. simulated gas tank. Uses 1346-5, recharge tery or 12-volt non-rechargeable battery (nei- 79 N86509C ....41999 — 79N86511C...91499 able battery or 12v, nowrechargeablo battery ther incl), order at right. Partly assembled, neither incl), order at left. Sent freight (rail Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. Hot Shot Non-rechargeable 12-volt Battery. truck) or express. Partly assembled. 79 N B6506N—Shippingwt.321e..$29.85 — 79N86507C—Shipping weight 8 pounds.....86.99 79 86505N Shpg. wt. 30 lbs. 529.85 

Pedaling is so easy on these 
rue Chain-driven Vehicles 

Sonda 
rambler 

Rides like 
a motor scooter 
$3388 

A real easy rider 
with chain drive to 
make it smooth and de- 
tachable training 
wheels to 
steady. Mad 

motive steel with 
vinyl-covered banana. 
type seat, vinyl hand 
grips and clear plastic 
windshield. Semi-pneu 
matic tires, &in. front, 
10-in. rear. 37x29 in 
high. Partly assembled. 

Shpg. wi. 29 be. 
79 N 260121. #2388 

i: 

Switch on 

light and whiz off 
Police Cycle Cut *2 Irish Mail 

FAST asthe 
push-pull operation 

Priced tobe Was $24.99 
SOMETHING 52299 
SPECIAL — EAT 

So realistic with its official-looking metallic blue and white peer finish. Rugged heavy-duty steel body is 36 inches long. 
Handy rear compartment. Big &inch wheels . . front wheel 
has ball bearings. Widetrackiog rubber tires for sure-footed 
sidewalk traction. Padded vinyl seat, chrome-plated handle 
bars. Flashing light uses 1 "C" battery (not included), order 
package below. Sent partly assembled 
79 N 86085L—Shipping weight 35 pounds $22.99 

and forth 
39% 
body 

bearing front wheels 
12-inch ball-bearing 

wheels. Sem; 
tic tires. Partly 
led. Sent freight 

il, truck), express 
Wt 32 los 

480 Sears кэм 79 N 86015N 524.99 

long all 
inch ball 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces .... Package $1.19 



LECTRA II 
DUNE BUG 267 

t2 mph on the extra-wide tires or push the stick-shift into reverse 

apports up battery 
ent UL ld recharge, 110-120» GPe AC Rana for hous on опе charge Party 
ярый. See Shoe, Note blo. 

50 1 Shipping weight 16 pounds 

this page. Plug into en " Rechargeable-battery LECTRA SERIES night then take off. 
Sears guarantees Sa All 3 vehicles made for Sears by ELDON® 
this battery \ with battery and recharger included 

free replacement | | 1 

u) Ree 
wheel for cremate D 0 пеге 

SCREAMER DRAGSTER 
ECTRA Ш 

Step on the "hot foot" footrests, go forward 534% 
POWER BIKE or reverse . „or raise up for wild “wheolies’ 

d. . up to 2 mph. - on this sensational sereamer drag everse shift $ 87 Go ah 
and wide tires. ster. The way-out styling with wacky footrests will delight any 

young racer. This 3Lx164x13%- in. high dragster ix fully 
a е equipped with a deep-diah steering wheel. realisticllyde- 

LECTRA IV 

With босу 
simulated hea 

d Super Power* Replacement 

а Molded plastic knobby 
ту and UL listed 110-120. 604; 
ded. Runs for hours on one charge 

A А 
79 N B6503N See Shpg. Note. Shpg. wt. 16 Iba. 13487 

Shipping weight 4 pounds SHIPPING NOTE: All items on this page 
79 N 86504N 5799 ‘sont freight (rail or truck) or express. romu Sears 481 



UNICYCLES 

Wide 20-inch wheel 
© With whitewall 

pneumatic tire 
* Heavy-duty crank. 
assembly and bearing. 
to reduce wobble 

$1786 17%. 
Climb on and go, go. go! You'll 
never know what fun you're miss- 

learn fast, develop super skill. 
Sporty features include chrome- 
plated trim on rim and fork; well- 
padded black and white banana 
saddle of wipe-clean vinyl .. ad- 
justa from 28 to 35 inches, tilta 
up or down. Tangent spoke wheel 
has 1.76.inch tire. Partly as- 
sembled. 

Shipping weight 13 Iba 
79 N 880020 $1786 

Sturdy Stee! Balance Poles 
to use with either Unicycle 

$47 ra 
Chrome-plated poles have white 
finger grips and end plugs. 40 
inches long. Package of 2. 
79 М BBOOIC- Wt. ibu Pig. 5247 

16-inch wheel 
Mas adjustable tension, flat 

tread tire for control 
$987 e 

T 
Snappy looking cycle has tension 
adjuster on 16-inch ball-bearing 
wheel . . means greater safety be- 
cause you can start slow, 
up as you gain skill and confi- 
dence. Vinyl-covered banana seat. 
has bright red trim; can be 
raised or lowered from 27 to 32 
inches. 1.75-inch semi-pneumatic 
ire . . rugged steel construction 
sturdy, red tubular fork. Sent 

unassembled 
79 N 8800 1C— Wt. 12 Ње. 9.87 

482 Sears vum 

Deluxe 
two-step Trike 
Styled like the big 

bikes! Hi-tise 
handlebars 
with bright 

vinyl streamers 
тасу banana 

style saddle 
super-wide, 

‘sure-grip 

515? 

‚т 

Our best tricycle has these added features: fender-type extension on rear, simu. lated gear shift and headlights, chrome-plated sissy bar, sparkling hub caps. 
Sturdy steel “flying bridge" frame . - ball-bearing pedal wheel .. chrome-plated 
front fender . - shock absorbers, 2.coat flamboyant magenta (deep red) finish. 79 N 87081C—10-inch front wheel. Shipping weight 21 pounds ss 
79 М 87082L— [2-inch front wheel. Shipping weight 23 pounds isse ME 
79 м B7083L— I6-inch front wheel. Shipping weight 27 pounds 1888 

= 
Sporty two-step Trike 
Mas ball-bearing front wheel 

new wide rear platform 

510° m 
Rear platform with step-up plate 
makes it easier for a small child 
to climb aboard. Sturdy tubular 
steel frame has chrome-plated 
fender and semi hi-rise handlebars, 
Bicycle-style vinyl pedals; adjust- 
able white vinyl saddle. Nylon. 
bearing rear wheels. 2-coat flam. 
boyant turquoise finish. 
10-inch front wheel. 
79 N 87004C— Wt. 16 Ibs... $1099 
13-inch front wheel 
79 М 87005L—Wt. 19 the... 1199 
16-inch front wheel 
79 N87006L—We. 23 I... 1398 

One-step Trike 
has puncture-proof tires 

s79 3 

Even our lowest-priced beginner's 
trike has nylon bearings for easier 
pedaling. Adjustable semi hi-rise 
handlebars and metal seat, Red 
and white enamel finish. 
10-inch front whee. 
78 N 87002C- Wt. 14 lbn......57.99 
13-inch front wheel. 
79 N 870030 Мт 16 ba... 899 

How to Order Correct Size 

Tower 351 17 im 
12-13inch | 17 20m 
1&.inch 1910210. 

SIDEWALK BIKE 
m | une Tamm weise | ae p^ 

10inch | 121016 203 13inch | 15 to 20 in. |3 and up 

NOTE: Ай hes and bas on beth gage ‘Nove ымды vasi ames. yl ron pedum. 
[nnt 

THE SOUND BARRIER !* 



f 
oh p Move out on our best 13-inch fF 4 
Стаи И) Sidewalk Converta-Bike 

It has everything from rear coaster b 

» 
$19” 



Chain-driven Tractor and 
Trailer of heavy-duty steel 

Save :4.00 
Buy Tractor and Trailer 

ane mon Only 

au $2998 

IAN 
jely $33.98. Ball-bearing HE TT SEE Bean 

tires for Jong wear and smooth running. Life- See TUE 8 ECT Eg [UL EE AE CX IE IT 
Mustang orange with black and white trim; 
38 inches long, 24 inches wide, 27 inches high. 

inches long, 11 inches wide, Shipped partly 
assembled, Tractor with trailer or tractor alone 
sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 н 8602802 Shipping wt. 51 Ibs. Set $29.98 
(1) Tractor only. 
79 N 860088 —Sbipping weight 40 Ibs... 26.99 
(2) Trailer only. 
79 N 86085C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs..... 6.99 

Steel Coaster Wagons 
with fire engine red 

enamel finish 

The "500" with 
ball-bearing wheels 

Б 7500" Wogen. Double-disc steel wheels with 
ball bearings give smooth ride, last longer. Steel 

construction withstands rough treatment. 10x1.50. 
in, puneture-proof tires, pusb-on hub caps, fit grip 
handle. S6x1734x434 in. deep. 79 N E5511 L— Unassembled. Shpe. wt. 20 Iba. $10.99 

"400" Wagon. Nyloa-bearing wheels &14x1.25- 
in. leak-proof tires. 345152454 inches deep. 

79 N 855120—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs. $8.99 
"300" Wagon. Nylon-bearing wheels. 741.25. leakproof tires, 28x13x3 M4 inches deep. Unassembled, 
79ка Shipping weight 18 pounds. .. 36.99. 

Wooden Stake Wagons 
Remove the wooden side panels. 

and use as a coaster wagon 
(3 ond 4 } Finest hardwood weather-peotected with varnish. 
Puncture-proof semi-pneumatie tires and nylon bearings that never need oiling give a smooth ride, Part 
finished. Steel chassis. Doubledise steel wheels, 
hub caps. Fit-srip handles, Unassembled. 

GT Scooter has blue metallic 
finish and sporty Mag wheels 

$69 

Mag wheels have ball bearings that give you a 
smooth ride, last longer, Body has metallic blue 
enamel finish. Fenders and aluminum handle have 
white enamel finish, Flip down stand, foot brake. 
Scooter 38х13х34 inches high, 10x1.50-in. tires. 
79 N 85509C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. $6.87 

Country Squire Wagon. 38x18x10in. body. Seminole 
red front stakes; natural-finish rear stakes and body 

79 N B5S06L— 10s $0-in, tires, Shpg. wt. 381. .. $17.87 
Д Bronco Stoke Wagon. 30x15}5x7}4-in. body. Red stakes 

79 N BSSOSC-Tx1.25-in. tires. Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs... $13.99 
484 [Sears] us 



AURORA 
Skittle Bowl 

Knock down 10 pins 
$797 

зэ мезгэвс vs 

AURORA Sliding puck 
Table-Top must bounce off 

Shuffle Board both ends 
to score 

е 
7 AURORA 

Bounce Back 
6” ® 

Pull spring-action 

Any number can play. Send weighted 
bit both ends and 

pucks (4 rel 
Plastic and n 
29 N 6547C We 61 

Toss Across Cut 5% 
Tess your bean bog to block your opponent or score 

f 9 rotating squares on ti 
th square has blank 

Pool with a new twist 
Swinging ball takes 
place of cue stick 

Skittle Pool 
by AURORA 

1 4” 

Magic cue rest 
keeps cue ball in place while you aim 

play shuffle 
le pool, skill 

78 М 6SS4IN—Shpg, wt. 10 llo. $2.97 

Change inserts on 
alley base for game 
you want to play 
Eight Games 

in One 



Blast-Off Tabletop Pinball . . 
Bell rings as (ved Rl dil keep scoring points as you orbit the earth Kicker-lever i с. 

helps keep ball W Direct "hits 
Ta pity gr, light up panels 3 == 159 шг 

| E Keep circling the carth, When scor- 
ing knobs are hit, light flashes, score 
shows on dial. Replay lever helps 
keep ball in play. Sted surface. 
Clear plastic top. 27x13x19 in. high. 
Uses 4 "D" batteries -. order pack- 
age below. Partly assembled. 
79 N 65451C-Shpg. wt. 11 Ibn. $15.99 

Arcade Tabletop Pinball 
i E e IS (GE 

Ball hits bumpers, score tallies Spring- 
trigger ball shooter. Replay lever helps keep 
ball in play. Metal 26x16-in. assembly with. 

order pks. below. Partly assembled. 
79 N 650130—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs... $10.97 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
19 N 8405—Shpe. wt. 1 lb. Kor. Pkg, 149 

30-inch Tabletop 
Pool Table Cut $2.12 

Steel construction with sleek 
ашо 30-inch Pool Table... $ 87 a great space saver LA 

Wooc-iniihed steel frame with plastic corners and 
pockets, Legs ЮМ for ему storage. Hardboard 
playing surface with rubber bumpers. Automatic 
bal return. 30117326 inches high. Sixteen solid pi 
tie Linch numbered balls two 24-inch rubber tip 
wood cue sticks. Molded triangle. Rules 

486 [Sears] in. 79 n 653920 $9.87 TON 65138 Shippin weicht 11 pounds, .- S1487 



* Automatic ball return 
+ Built-in dual-dial 

scorekeepers 
+ Sturdy, molded end panels with no-wobble legs 

а billiard cloth over %-in.-thick composition bed 

les smooth, even roll. Live 
Adjustable lez level um leg 

two 40-inch rubber-tipped wood cue 
> sticks. Partly a (тай or truck) or expres 

» y D» 79 N 650148 —Sbippi Set $49.99 >» _ 
e ks, balls, triangle not incl), 6 pocket 

| bumper pool. All plastic 
Set $4.99 

Two 40-inch long Cue Sticks. Made of wood and rubber tipped 
<i] 79 N 65016C—Shippins weight 2 pound, Package 199 

Our best $949 
40.inch Pool Table “24 

er tables, Heavy 
| Cut 52 
V 40-inch Pool Tab! 
| with adjustable leg levelers 

| Soncini Secar s999 51799 ) ̂ 

Shipped freight (t 
79 6516785 



Vikings and Chiefs battle for 
the professional championship 

Super Bowl 

ic Football 

eer 
+ 

Sears » Bost 

* Big 37x20-inch metal gridiron 
* Both teams are 
* Field decoratio 

the actual S er E 
+ Each team has a quarterback ! 
pass nd carries t 

and player identió 
volt, cycle AC. 

Packers and Rams 
clash on the field in 
NFL Electric Football 

11” 
NFL te 

that bat and run the bases 
Hit ball . . plastic batter "runs" for first. Throwing 

tosses ball trying to beat runner. Lever-action 
ing, pitching. Vibrator coil. Metal and hard- 

board, 22822 in. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 
79 М 650726 — Shipping weight $ pounds. 3.92 

Electric Baseball has players 167 

races tone Way 37.49 
‘SOMETHING NFL Electric Football 

with 27-inch gridiron 
Jets and Sure Shot Baseball 

‘One player turns knob to hit ball . . the other tries 
to catch it as it pops over the outed wall. Score 
the most runs in nine innings. Move plastic players 
around Ьам». Set includes 18x18-in, plastic play 
board, players, baseballs, instructions 
79 N 655440—Shipping weight 3 pounds mu 

You do the batting with 4+ 

488 [Sears |; 



Sears Professional 
Hockey Game 

+ 36x21-inch rink with new. 
gondola-style scoreboard 

* Goal score indicator 
and puck return 
+ Clear plastic enci 

behind each goal 
+ Delayed-action face-off 

$159 

Мей by rods you push, All metal players are o 
рой or twirl . . for p. skati voting. 
Roving goalies save the росі from almost any angle. 
Two "shotmakers" replace centers when you need 
power, Score indicator button pops up when a goal 
is scored . . push back down to eject puck. Inclus 
roller, magnetic and wooden pucks, team pennants, 

metal 
ipping weight 12 pounds......$15.99 

Extro Ployers Set. Form your own 10-team league 
with 60 metal men. 
49 н 65359 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz... Set $2.99 

Sure Shot Hockey . . simplified pode lo state, pae and shoot, 

game that's plenty of fun with delayel-action face-off, rov 
les that move to block 

shots. Wooden and roller pucks to 
vary type of play. 36х21 in. Snaps 
together 
79 м 655a8L—W. 11 Ibs.. $1299 

Be tbe first player 
жоме ten goals 
asy to play 
players about. Gam 

49 N 65561—Shpx. wt 

$амыннь Wes $4.99 Sure Shot 
Speci $397 Basketball 

Pull down shooter's arms to lob the 
ball up to the basket. Your oppone 
pulls lever we guard's arms, 
block the shot, Timing's important. 
Arms only stay up for a moment 
Basket 15 in. high. Two basketballs 

with Pro-League Basketball 
Players make the shots, move guards 14? 

Play with up t 
‘Sink shots wein 

‘dudes scoreboards, fold.down net Plastic. Use your phone if you want 
baskets, plastic tall, roles to order it the easiest way of all 
49 N 6502—Shpe. wt. 3 Mx $3.97 49 N 65568 —Wt. 2 Ibs. В oz... . 34.44 

$14.39 
Sears] 489 



Like push-button tiddly winks.. 
first one to flip 7 balls 

into basket wins! 

Pom-Pom Game 
Each player gets 7 plastic balls in dillerent colors. Up to 4 players start at the same time, and keep shooting until first player gets 7 balls in the basket. He wins. Metal platform is 12 inches in diameter and bas 4 spring action levers. Plastic basket, Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
49 N 63277 — Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $2.99 

He rolls 
his eve 

retar 

С Cut 12% 
a Popeye 

Bean Bag $499 
Toss Game 

( SOMETHING 
t а bulleeye and win 

И hardboard and 
high 

Set $4.98 

Want action? Wind up each top, press 
ejector button. Your tops will spin wildly, 

colliding with opponent’s tops until some are 
knocked out of arena. Last one up wins. 

Karate Tops 

/ “ә 

Sold only 
st Sex 

‘SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

$259 
LOOK AT THIS: An outstanding low price for a spinning top game. Spin up to 4 plastic tops in molded plastic arena at high speed, using 2 ratchet starters. Last top up is winner. Arena 12х12 24 inches high. From Japan. 
49 N 6549—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 2.59 

ВаНегу -орег 
Clown Tai 

Wall-mount Ring Toss 
149 

rings to the rei-white 
wall 

to catch ball 
layers. Metal. 1835 

[ 

ing weight 3 Ib 
49 кезаде 0 ». Package of 

49N8405-We. LI» Sor Pkg. $1.49 



Paddle Pool 
You shoot the ball away from your goal 

ch swinging 
er with mo 

AU р 
79 N 65862. Ship 

= CR 
SG Cg 799 

|) ‘SPECIAL 

101 Games in Carry Case 59 
From checkers to pahcheesi 
ike vinyl case holds a plastic tray partitioned for 

astic set of checke 
ks, plastic cup, and 

Cut 1.12 

Super Deluxe 

CARROM 
rbies; gameboard for check and pah 

10 playing boards for other games. Case 141418423 in 
49 N 65546—Shipping weight 3 pounds. Set $5.97 

Ready, aim and бїр out your white shooters to send the scoring rings into pockets for 
points. Reversible game board lets you play chess, checkers. many others . . pieces 
included, Board is 28x28 in.; ish plywood, ply laminated plywood corners 
wood frame. 2 cues, rule book, carrom rings, spinning tops, net pockets, numbered 
disks, fes, score tab. 109 pieces. Up to 4 players, any age. Use with carrom stand below 
79 N 650221— Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

Box of 30 leslie Corrom rings. Kikit Skittles . . switch from hockeyike game of A9 N 5149 Shipping weight 8 ounces na 
Kikit to knock-down game of Skittles 

For Skittles . . spin the top, watch it ricochet through hole 
re. Put in kicksticks . . score goals, block shots ior 

Kikit. Wood board; end nets. 30х14 in. Ages 8 and up. 
79 N 652830— Shipping weight 12 pounds sa 

cARROM 52 Carrom Stand 
Hardwood board with solid СЫТ 4%. Top of stand re- 
wood frame reverses for  volves—great to use with 
other gamesasinsetabove; either carrom board. Every 
measures 26x26 im. Cues, опе plays comfortably, no Јам squeeze the rubber-bulbair-puffer to send your cork ball numbered disks, plastic need to strain or reach 

to the goal. Keep score with sliding tallies on frame, 4 other rings. Rule book ind. Use Rugged hardwood stand 
wild games, too: Ten Pins, King Pin, Puff Skee Ball. Pu with carrom stand at right. has natural finish 26 in. 
Putt. Up to 4 players, ages 8 and up. Hardboard playing Allow 10 pounds postage — high. Unassembled 
surface, 24 in. across, wood rim; puters, 2 balls Instructions per postal regulations Shipping weight 3 Iba 
79 N 652841— Shipping weight $ pounds. 5.97 7 N 6S2821.....Set 35.99 79N 651480.. .… . 51,87 



Shaky Jake be саны $399 n 
don't touch the wire = 

Follow bends and curves with ringed wand. 
If you touch the wire, penalty light flashes 

real steady hand to get the highest ̂ 
score and win. Me 15laxl lx 
514 inches high batteries 
order package below 
49 N 65492. Shoe. wi. Tin. dor... $399 
“О” Batteries. Package of б. 
49 м 8405 Shpe wt. IIb, бег. Ры $149. 

Mind Maze by $499 
Parker Brothers 

Design a maze by locating plastic fe 
оп the plastic vertical grid. Then try to 
the fi player to move a steel hall through 

‘opponent's maze and capture it. Each 
layer uses a magnetic device to control 

the movement of the ball. Set includes 
the grid with stands, magnets, steel balls, 
and fences. For two playera. 
49 N 65493. shpg. we 11b. Idee... $398 

Best the Clock $3 
by Milton Bradley 

Based on a brand new version of the ever 
popular TV show. Players race against the 
clock to complete a variety of goofy stunts. 
Players pick a card to determine their stunt 
and time limit. Game includes clock timer. 
blindfold, paddle, cu discs, 
hoops and mom. Enough to accomplish 
over 50 different stunts. For 2 or more 
players. Ages Band up. 
49 N 05461 — Shipping weight 2 Ibe....$377 

‘These sturdy fellows are just as quick as you are. You handle 
the controls as boxers in the ring — feint, shift and look for an 
opening. A quick jab to the opponent's jaw sets off a spring 
mechanism that pops his head up... you're a winner by a KO. 
Press his head down to begin a new game. Plastic boxers are 
12% inches tall. Plastic ring measures 20x17 inches. For 2 
players 
79 N 65119C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ... 8 

hare 
A nat ten oT CR m 
Minen 2 by Parker Brothers 2 wide 3 by Ideal 

What's more fun than a barrel of Two players on opposite sides of Use trigger-type gun to shoot mar- Draw a card, make a match. Then monkeys? A giant barrel! Try to game take turns dropping 12 mar-  blesintospecialchannelsandscore. — —quick!—hit the hand. Last hand hook the twelve 5inch monkeysinto bles, one at a time, into clear plastic Bo the first player towin3rounds down loses a card and a match. a chain. Pick up all twelve monkeys maze. Both players then try to scoop Бу shooting 2 marbles into each of Largest number of matched to make a chain over 5 feet long. 9\3- ош marbles as they pass openings, your 2 scoring areas. Plastic. For 2 wins. Plastic. Ages 7 to adult, inch barrel. Plastic, Fun for all ages. Don't let them hit bottom. to 4 players, 49 N65543—Wi. 1 íb.4or......5239 49N 6563 Wi. 1 Ib. Вәа......5287 49 N 65496--Wi. Zi 1os....$399. 
luy 

the easy way order by phone. 
ә N 0507 Wt. Lib. I2or.....5387 

Tip-it 
by Ideal 
$399 Le 

Booby Trap by $366 
Parker Brothers 

Remove disks and get points. One false А balancing challenge as you Insert 30 plastic sticks into holes in tower ‘marbles in his move and you'll spring the Booby Trap. remove disks one at а time. to form a “nest.” 40 marbles rest on top head and plenty of holes, too, Wooden pieces scatter and you score a Ве careful, or this happy fel- of nest. Players, in turn, withdraw sticks Give him a poke with your penalty. Spring holds bar tight . . some ож will topple from his 2-ft. — oh-so carefully to avoid causing marbles finger and watch the marbles disks are safe, but if you remove others, high perch. Spinner tells which to fall . . becomes increasingly difficult as stampede. 2 to 4 players try to the spring lets go. Measures 16х11 color discs to remove from game progresses. Takes a steady hand and — collect the marbles in the trays. inches. 1 to 10 players. Ages Gand up. pegs. Get 100 points to win. keen judgment. Fallen marbles score One with the most marbles when. 49 N 65079—Sbipping weight 2tbe...$3.66 Рог 2 to 4 players Ages 7 against players, low score wins. Plastic. A — head is empty wins. 4 trays, 90 and up. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6.02. game for 2 to 4 players of all ages. marbles. Plastic head. 
492 Sears rane 49 65029 $3.99 49 Н 65113—Shipping wt. Lib. 1401...$297 49 N 65363— Wi. 31... 93.97. 



Be careful $999 
Don't Break the Ice "2 

How many “ice blocks" cam you 
knock out without dumping the man 
into the “lake”? “Frozen lake" is 
made of individual plastic blocks 
suspended on а frame, One square, 
anywhere on the board, holds the man. 
One who dumps him into "icy waters" 
is out. Plastic playing pieces and 12x 
1253-19. frame. 2 or more players 
49 N 65376—WL Lib. 8oz......5299 

Don't Cook $766 
Your Goose °2' 

Spin the dial to find out what color 
ves on what section of the pot 

lid. Ве careful . . the lid gets shaky 
when there are a number of geese on 
it. When the lid tips, the last player 
to put a goose on has to add all the 
geese from the pot to his pile. First 
player to get rid of all his geese wins 
For 2 to 4 players. Plastic 
49 м 65469 —Shp. wt. 1 Ib. s266 
Ашкына бон. уп 

puts Ants in the Pants 
Get all your ante in the pants first 
and you win, Players select 4 jumping 
ants of one color and compete by 
pressing the ants’ tails and shooting 
them into the pants. Minimum skill 
exciting competition. All molded plas 
tic. Pants measure 5x13 inches high. 
2 to 4 players, Ages 4 and up. 
49 м 65375— Wt. 12 ounces, ...5277 

ndlot 
Slugger 

He slugs the ball at the $497 
press of a button 

A Milton Bradley game. Put the ball on batting tee, 
"Sam" so fielders can't catch it, then push button. The 
spinner decides if you're trying for a single, double, triple 
or homer. Player with the most runs wins. Game includes 
124-inch plastic mechanical batter, tee, base runners, 
board, plastic ball. Phone ordering's a quick and easy way 
o buy it. 
49 N 65112— Shipping weight 3 pounds... . 5497 

Phoney Baloney 
by Parker Brothers 

A puzzle game you solve by assem. 
bling phony slices of baloney. Once. 
you've mastered it, let friends 

spe 

CUT 5X. 
y First 3 metal balls through plasti 

Twister $788 
by Milton Bradley 3. 

Big spinner points to color on 
which you must place your hand 
or foot. As players move into each 

Electric Fascination. CUT 5%. Feeley Mosley by Mil- 
ton Bradley. Tests your sense of 

it. Heavy duty plastic parts come Mazes light up tower. Uses 2 "C" other, it’s barder to keep balance touch. Find objects you can't see. packaged like real baloney, batteries (order package below). , . first to fall loses. 24-spot wash- Вох holds plastic objects . , spider, 
Comes with retaining rod to 1 of 2 players. able vinyl playing sheet is 6x44 ring, dog and more. Cards drawn keep parts together when game 

is stored away. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 65499— Shpg. wt. 702..5166 

49 N 65117—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $3.76 
iatteries. Package of б. 

49 N 9406-—Shpg. wt. 12 08. 

feet 2 to 4 players. 6 to adult. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 o2. 

49 N 65027 s388 119 

tell player what objects to look for. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 10 to adult 
49 N 65166-Wt. 2 Ibs. 10.02. $3.76 

Wrestle Around $997 
by ideal 2 

“handled plastic ring serves 
as arena for this exciting con. 
test. Each player places one 
of his color-coded marbles 
into bowl and, at the signal, 
maneuvers to keep his marble 
from disappearing down the 
hole in bowl center. Last one 
with marbles wins 
49N65457-Wt. 2 Ibs. В oz. $297 

Don't Spill $976 
the Beans 2 

Bean pot is suspended precariously U 
over platform. Drop beans into pot 

- but take care or the game is over. 
One too many and you'll spill the 
beans. First player to get rid of his 
beans without spilling pot is winner. 
Plastic pot 104 inches long. Includes 
4 bowls, 40 beans, for or more play- 
en of any age. 
49 N 65164-Shpr. wt. 11b. Boz.$276 

Dynamite Shack 
by Milton Bradley 

53" 

the chimney 

7 and up. pg. wi. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

the oversized, comic thumbs to pick Pl 
up “dynamite” sticks and put them down 

but hurry! The one who 
gets rid of his sticks before the roof flies 
off wins. Assignment cards tell how many 
sticks you must put in shack. Game in- 
cludes 6xfx8-inch plastic shack with wind. 
up pop-off roof, 4 plastic thumbs and 36 

s377 

Time Bomb $297 
by Milton Bradley 

a faster game of catch than 
you ever thought possible--and. 
with good reason, too. И the Time 
Bomb goes bang while it's in your 
hand, you're out of tbe game 
Made of plastic. Any number 
can play. Ages 4 and up. 
49N65026-Shpg. wt. 14 or. $297 

"AU" Sears 493 



Radar Search | А. STOPPER 
by Ideal 

Wave your magic wand and make saucers fly, coins ap 
pear out of thin air, or pull a rabbit out of a hat. Demon 
strate super-vision with amazing X-ray box. Vinyl carry 
ing ease holds everything you need for all В tricks 

+99 

Government agent tries to stop spy ship. . $487 without 
it's all done with the help of radar scopes Batteries Close-up Magic 

lake а pin float on water . . that’s jus 
ready-to-perform mag Action on the high seas as spy, armed with mock anti-radar, tries to get his ships from 

headquarters to Austin Bay or Grants Quay and back again. Agent tracks him with 
‘mock radar indicator in helicopter. The odds are even . . buzzor signal capture. Two- 
sided plastic set has scanner with compass dial, illuminated radar screen, and playing 
field map on either side, tipped cables and tracking pieces. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order 

Baffle your friends with these amazing tricks Make a 
glass disappear, a coin pass thru a toothpick, or restore a 
torn card. Learn mystifying "Cups and Balls" trick, All 

package below. Excitement and suspense for ages 8 and up. props (except coina. pins, picks) t do 14 tricks. Detailed 
49 N 05495. Shipping weight 2 pounds Set 94.87 instruction booklet included. Plastic and cardboard 49 N 8405 Package of 6 "D" Batteries Shpg wi. ТБ Bor. Pi 149 parta. А» 10 and up 

49 М 08542 Shipping weight 1 pound .......Set $499 

Hang On Harvey SLIP Buckeroo ر $337 
by idest DISC by Ideal z 

rel 
Work Harvey inm 
down wall by re 
moving and in | 

à 52 

Move Harvey from top to bottom between 
walls, using 3 to 4 pogs. If he falls, it's back to 
top again. Plastic, 17x11 in. Ages 8 and up. 
49 н 65458—5hpg. wt 1 lb. Sox 

399 

‘Two players pull spring-mounted pegs that ex- Dont get caught adding the last piece to muk 
tend on both sides of fT. Баск, or out of the game you go. Plastic, 9 inches 
roll down chute. Plast high. 12 parts. For 2 to 4 players. 

49 н 65476—Shpg, wt 1 b. oz. $297 

MR. MAD 

by Ideal 
Make him mad 

and he swings around 
throwing out 
marbles 

$487 

p 

Drop marbles into Mr. Mad's mouth . „if one hits 
tummy button, he turns into a marblethrowing 

TRAFFIC-JAM 

Pass opponent as you crawl thru Bf. 
tunnel to exchange colored balls 

Wackiest tunnel game ever. Two players Oh Nuts! 
meany. Guilty player uses stop stick; is stuck 
with thrown marbles. Plastic, 10% in. 32 marbles 
Uses 2 "D" batt, order above. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 65494—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 or. 

494 Sears ram 
487 

стаж! in opposite directions simultaneous- 
ly thru Bt tunnel to deposit and return 

ith balls. First to exchange all four balls 
wins. Plastic tunnel 8.1.531. diam), 8 as- 

lastic balls, ringstands. Ages 8 up. 
49 N 65547—Shpy. wt. 2lbs Boz...5379 

By Ideal. Peek and bluff as you try to 
collect 3 marbles of same color. Includes 
20 plastic "nut shells" and glass mar- 
bles, spinner, tree trunk, 4 nutcracker 
trays. 210 4 playera, ages 5 to 12. 
49N65366—Wt 11b. 5oz .....$3.76. 



Battling Tops 
Pull rings to $265 

start them spinning 
Each player spins а top into the arena. As 
they circle at high speeds, “POW”, 2 or 
more collide. Tops are living all over the 
place, The last spinning top is declared the 
winner. Molded plastic, 14x14x2 inches high 
6 tops. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. By 
Ideal h 
49 N 65342—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 or. $265 Outwit your opponent . . 

switch tracks, hit his 
bumper, and score. 

the Red Beron* Cut 10% .. ran Be Wal ier e te Е 
Mene, GETAWAY O irl an E CHASE GAME an! Satie od os ir 

КЫ erm We tie cere Unamembled, Uns 2 "C" batteries, order 
ET g sram $797 79 N 68024C Shipping weight 5 pounds. 97 

x Em 7C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N MO6— Shipping weight 12 ounces. ...Pkg. $1.19 

Fold-away 
Gas Station 

$339 

Open the gamebourd and а 3 
dimensional service station, pumps 
and all, pops up ready for action. 

players spin card and move 
hazardous road, 

опе to get all the way home 
wins, When the game is over, 

t fold it away. Includes 4 plas 
cars, mechanical stop-and 

signal, spinner card, pop-up 

7A mon Inner 

$347 

Snoopy, that dashing cavalier of the sky 
is under attack. This calls for quick 
thinking and fast reflexes! One player 
(villainous Red Baron) fires pellets 
(marbles) at Snoopy. Other player 
(Snoopy) fends off blue pellets and lifts 
roof of doghouse fast enough to catch 
white ones. Sturdy plastic, 191913 inches gameboard (20x161x5 in. high high. Ages 7 and up. when open). For ages 4 to 12. 49 N 65476 Shpg. wt. 2 Ihs.....5347 40 N 05514-W1. 2 Ihn. 507.5338 

AUTO DROME 

Bounce the ball into the hole and $ 499 
your car streaks around the track 

There's a whirlwind of action for 2 to 4 players as their Y ad ou zip cars around track, just like real ones at amusement parks, But stay alert. уол -e-ball =з speeds. ت the ا Lex opponent may change his car's path at any time and SMACK! He hits your car and 
Leela E MAE M MEER UM mt scores. Metal and plastic, about 250х204 inches. Two plastic Dodge N Bump carr 
finish line wins. Sturdy plastic, 1914x1214 inches high Sae TOT DAMET мен. ик ыйы зын E Apes 6 to 12. 
49 N 65479 —Sbpg. wt. 2 lbs. Вот. EN LI sav Sears 495 

Bump opponent's car 
knock him off the 

track and gain points. 



You can keep your eye A Game of crazy 
on this ball... animal sounds 

jt never gets lost Who You 
‘The action is all in the head. 
Each player places 5 cards in 
his head strap without peeking 
at them. He tries to identify 
animals by imitating the sound 
they make. For 3 to 6 players 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. бок. 
49 N 08565 s287 

Mr. Spin Head 
Cut 15% 

Wind bim up . . watch him 
spin. Round and round he goes 
Try to flip marble into his 
mouth before it spins past. If 
you do, point score tallies 
automatically. Starts and 
stops with touch of finger. 
Plastic, 18 marbles 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibe. 4 oz. 
49 N 65374. $3.37 

Hang Up 
Don't let figures on 
power tower tumble 

Four power towers each with 
2 power magnets. Roll the 
ball to determine which steel 
figure you attach to power 
tower. Skillful player is win 
ner when his figures meet, 70 
steel figures in 10 shapes. Ages 

Tiny Tethered 
Table Tennis 

Fast and exciting game can be played almost 
anywhere, Fl steel wire attached to 
bracket. rises up over table, suspends the 
regulation-size table tennis ball on a bouncy 
rubber thread. Hardboard table top measures 
32x24 inches. Set also includes tether and 
ball. Net, brackets, 2 paddles, Rules. 5 to 15 
79 н 65397C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... .Set $7.79 Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, 2 ox 

49 N 05568 u... $488 

Box Cut 13x 
Bye Bye Birdie Ring Around 
magnetic motel the Nosey 

$27 537 

Throw dice and place Elephant sits with 
Birdie in his home nose in the air. Моне Bang nails into the box when 

spinner stops . . but don't break 
the balloons inside. Balloons 
become more confined as ad- 
ditional mails are pounded in. 
Chances for breaking increase. 
Plastic. For 2 to 4 players 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 65364..... $2.97 

consists of 16 sec- 
tions each with a ріс 

jodie” on. 
inside. Object is to 
complete your score 
card with 4 different 
“goodie” symbols in 
your color. Plastic. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs 
49 N 65631...5377 

Beware, or your op- 
ponents will move in 
ов the other side and 
your birdie flies away. 
First player to have 3 
birdies in a row wins. 

fü (ay Ages З and up. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 N 65506 ....5237 

Ka-Boom, you 
Fleep House broke the balloon 

from Parker Bros. $387 
sp» 

First player puts 
balloon on ma 
chine, then picks 
a number from 1 
to 10. He pumps 
that number, then 
mext player takes 
over. Tension mounts 
as balloon grows 
Ka-Boom! Plastic 
Balloons included. 
2 to 4 playera. For 

is to operate. Pick a card 
to determine operation and 
fee. "Doctor" probes to 
Temove patients funny 
bone and other parts. If 
you goof, everyone knows 

nose lights up, buzzer 
sounds. Ages 6 and up. Uses 
2 "D" batteries, order 
below. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 65028 .........5376 
“О” Batteries. Package of 
6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Bor. 

N 8405 .....Pkg. $149 

Players drop little 
Fleeps down thechim- 
ney; then try to guess. 
where the Fleep is 
hiding. Each door can 
be opened to see if 
player guessed right. 
Made of high impact 
plastic. 16 Fleeps in. 
cluded. Ages 3 to 6. 
Why not pick up the. 
phone and order it? 
We. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

496 Sears rear 49 N 65512 ....81 



The Chase is оп 
This 

3.D portable Safari Hunt 
ke-believo ju 

big game" hunters. 8 
prey. Put him in your o 
escape as you continue your hunt. Vinyl game board. 
plete with 4 hunters, 9 animals, spinner, x 
stockade and instructions. Ages 4 to 9 
49 м 65573—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces .. 54.99 

Open the game board, a 3-D farm pops up 

FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE.. 
Game Table and 2 Stools 

are plastic coated 

549 
Includes over 100 games Se 

Action-packed games to play solitaire or with friends. Set includes Checkers, Pyra 
mid, Dial Bingo and many more. Solidly constructed corrugatad fiber board (not 
wood or hardwood) game table and 2 stools are plasticcoated with a stain-resistant Players compete to be the first to place miniature animals, 

ni * Farm complete with 
farmhouse, barn, silo and pens for the animals. When fin 

lk maid and farmer in their h 

ished, just fold it away 
card. For 1 to 4 players. 

49 N 655 13—Shipping weight 2 pounds В ounces 

Mystery Date Game $287 
by Milton Bradley 

тту to collet right cards to complete datetime 
outfits. Lucky one opens door, meets date 
dance, skiing. 2 to 4 players, ages 810 14. 
49 N 65035—Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 1202. 1287 

lastie farm miniatures and 

1339 

finish. Just 
storing. 9%- 
tripa, picnic 

Chinese Checkers $29? 
popular game. Reverses for regular 

жега. 18-inch diameter metal board is 1% 
inches thick. Pull-out drawers hold 60 mar- 

checkers. From Japan. 
79 N 65 143C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs...62.99 

ripe clean with damp cloth. 30x18%x13%-in. table folds flat for easy 
high stools support up to 200 lbs. Use table on the beach, for auto 
indoor play. All games come complete with game parts and instruc 

tions. Game pieces fit into bottom of stool for storage when not in use. 
79 N 65567C— Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $4.99 

Your America Game $299 
Answer questions about American history 
and famous Americans, move peg across 
scorecard. Over 300 questions and answers. 
49 N 65497—Shipping weight 2108. .92.99 

Pig in the Garden $299 
No-reading . - ideal for preschoolers. Spin dial 
to fill garden with colorful plastic food that. 
plastic pig loves best. Beware of pig . . some 
spins bring him out to gobble vegetables. Vinyl 
mat playing surface. 2 to 4 players. 
49 м 65285—Shpg. wt. 1b. 202. 5299 

Trouble . . press and chase 

Pop-O-Ma 
men” around pla 

CUT 15%. Ten Commandments Bible 
Game. Educational for all faiths. У 
Good Samaritan . . cross the River Jordan 

or lose your "silver" to thieves. Even 
‘adults will love this game. 2 to 6 players. 
49 N 65302-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, В от. ... $3.29 

"ШШ Sears 497 



Mystery 
Games 

] Mystique"! Palmistry. Read your fortune Д Mystique"! Astrology, Determ 
рап is. . learn the mean- of sun and moon po 

‚ven nail types with 

8 Mystique? Fore 
the future 

Y Mystery Zodiac, Magnets attract poi 
marke 

"б 1даЇ1 inches high 

$ CUT 91.02. ka * Bala. Fo future with Barnabas Collin UE 
card n to bu Age 6 to It 

E nt "Eye 49N65455. » Bor. 3287 
of 
79 $4.97 тст thriller. 3 

to 6 play 
49 N 6505. ht 21ba. Bor $3.65 



fel 
аала за за e EW 

ONGENTRATION 
GAME | 

f strategy with 450 6 dice. For 2 to 6 

55.97 79 N 65147C— Shipping weight 4 lbs. 

12 CUT 9%. Scrabbie®. Board, 100 letter tiles, 4 racks. 210 4 players, ages 8 and up. 49 N 65053—Shipping weight 1 lb. 11 oz 53.43 
CUT 4%. Junior Scrabble? (not shown). Pic ture words on board sides. 100 letter tiles. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz 49 N 65055 — Was $2 44 9232 

] Life. Two to eight players spin the "Wheel of Fate." Ages 10 and up. 49 N 65034—Shipping weight 3 Iba. 5 oz. $4.65 

plas 1000 in play money. For 2 to 5 pla; pos 10 and up. 49 N 65037—Shipping wt. 1b. 1 ов. ...5377 

n. First player to 
the board wins 

$2.42 
p 
Lib. 1207. 

game boxes, 10 

Dominoes. 55 finished hardwood domi 18 as ann ead de 49 N 65552—Shipping wt. 11b.Boz..... #249 
19 Sorry. Two sets of rules... one for children, ¢ difficult one for adults. 2 to 4 play. s 6 and up. 
49 N 65052 Shipping weig 
2) Stana 

ever! 
49 N 65039— Shipping wt. 2 bs 8 oz 

Ibs......5343 
Monopoly. Our lowest price 

53.44 
2] Deluxe Monopoly. Plastic tray holds acces sories. 2 to 10 players 79 N 6501C— Shipping weight 4 bs. .....45.87 

remu Sears 499 



TransTalk 700 
Walkie Talkie 
con $1295. . 

"send and receive messages up to % of a mile 
Lightweight receiver sender. crystal controlled fr sharp 
uitry means no warm-up time. V 

ET үө чыте Rd Vitenit mee D x rer Nc Haie 
plastic body with chrome-plated metal trim. “B” audio circuit extends battery life 
6x2 xà inches. Uses опе 9-volt battery. order package below 

ht 1 pound. Each $1294 
а. Package of 2. Shipping weight 4 ounces. Pkg. Bc 

iced tone Was S148 
| SOMETHING 195 

SPECIAL vensations with t 

Code Key Mand Mike 

99 

T - €ut'5 . . Junior Base Station receives all 23 
1 Use the Base Station by itself to monitor Uses 

СВ stations, or order accessories below for it the easy way —order by phone. 
transmitting. Set includes earplug for privacy, 49 N 24014—Shipping weight 21bs.....99.88 
Plastic cabinet about 1151415 in. high. Anten- 
na extends about 44 inches. For wireless con- 

ende, ondor microphone bilen. аё N M08. Shipping weight 12 ox. Pig. 1.19 

Use these accessories with Base Station 

TransTalk 50 Walkie Talkie 

O e, 
Carry it anywhere. Chat with friends. Solid state 
Circuit with erystal controlled transmitter and 
receiver. Volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen 
button. 35-inch telescopic antenna. Plastic and 
metal, x21 inches. Uses one 9-volt battery not 
included, order package at left. 
49 N 2401 — Shipping weight 12 oz..., Each $994 

NO LICENSE REQUIRED 

Banery-powered Walkie Talkies and 
Base Station on this page transmit 

оп Citizens Band Channel 14 
NOTE Wate Tassen and Base Sinton vom Jagan 

Batteries. Package ol 6, 

Base Station Accessories. Extra 
equipment will add lots of fun 
versatility to your Base Station. 

you broadcast to 

sages with Morse code. 
49 N 24017 —Shpg. wt. Беа... 

Station to talk to friends. 

ens Band Stations 
tteries, order package below. Buy 

You can learn more about radio as 
friends. 

9 Code Key. Learn to transmit mes- 

З Hand Mike. Plug into Base 

49 N 24016—Shpg. wt. 6o1......99c 

Д Headset. Helps you receive 
messages more clearly. 

49 N 24015—Shpg. wt. 601. ...99c 



$7 499 
[7] 

LECTRON 
Build 3 different radios, burglar alarm, 
electronic organ and 50 other projects 

with see-through magnetic cubes 
No wiring or electronic know-how is needed with Lectron. Cubes 
fit together without wires or tools. Just pick a project to build 
the manual shows you how to arrange cubes on x Linch metal 
plate. Each cube is a circuit or component—mateh their tops to 
schematic drawings in 80 page manual. Plastic and metal. Uses 
one 9-volt battery, order package below. 
49 N 24067 —Shipping weight 3 pounds Kit $24.99 
9-volt Batteries. Package of 2 
49 N 8403 Shipping weight 8 ounces Package 88c 

Overseas Shortwave Radio 
pulls in broadcasts from 7500 miles 

Former separate prices totaled $26.86. Hear local or world radio with this 
solid state receiver that now includes 3 different antennaand-oscillator coil 
sets. One coil set (included last year) covers shortwave bands 19 and 31 plus 
20-meter amateur band. Two extra coil sets receive ship, coast guard and air- 
‘craft transmissions, also inland marine and Europe. (Order 49 N 24022 below 
for standard AM broadcasts) Charcoal gray 11x5x7.inch plastic cabinet with Walkie-Talkies 

$499 «vo silver-color metal trim. Japan. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order package below. 
за renes 49 N 24024—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces.. Set $14.99 

49 N 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Bor. .......Pkg. 149 
The perfect way te communicate 49 н 24022—AM Band Coil Set. Shipping weight 4 ounces Set 149 
when you're out on a reconnais 
sance mission, Sturdy 8-inch 
plastic phones have a 30 foot 
cord. Press button to buzz other 
Phone; hold "talk" button down. 
during conversation. Set uses 2 
"C" batteries, order package be- 
low. We Ib. dor. 
48 N 24085 Secsa 0 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49NB406-WL 1202. ‚Pkg. 81.19 

Build this solid-state 
Radio and Broadcast 

System yourself 

$997 without 

pem wes Em r—— — MU RET 
SOMETHING SPECIAL ca» $642 = Po ad pi reir tin A po hom tar IIS АША ti e EL in 

Turn dial to ring other phone . . sound comes through loud and iode detector, instructions. Uses 3 "C" batteries, order package above left 
clear. Receiver is plastic, 8 in. long. 30 ft. cord, instructions. Set 79 N 24073C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Kit $9.97 

uses 4 "D" batteries, order package above right 
49 N 24068—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. Se $6.42 "Ent Sears 501 



p 

Build à phonograp 
telephone amplifier. 
transmitter, thirty 
experiments in all 

Funtronics 

Set is complete with master panel, 
components and tools 

*16* m [s 
Enter the fascinating world of electronics . . even build an AM 
radio receiver, telegraph, electric light alarm and telephone amplifier. 
Or monitor a nunery or sickroom. Create 30 useful devices by just 
amembling the parts and attaching wires to the master unit. Unit is 
high-impact styrene. Set includes printed-circuit 4-transistor audio 
ampliter, transistoriged transmitter circuit phonograph pick-up arm 
‘with sapphire-tipped needle cartridge Printed circuit component 
Board with phase switch, on-off volume control, variable condenser, speakers, remote speaker housing, motor and speed control parts, tools. Uses 4 "AA" batteries and one 9-volt battery, order 
below. Instructions, Buy it the easy way order by phone. 
79 N 24081C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. ..... Set 316.88 

Make 34 working toys with Electric Build-it set 
5684 win 

Manual shows you how to put together a trafic signal, dune burey 
and other fun projects, Set includes 2 motors, working panels, buzzer 
unit. tools. bulbs, wiring and etching tool. Metal and plastic; Uses 2 

АА” and 2 " D" batteries, order packages below 
79 N 24082C— Shipping we cundo им 
Botterios for sets on this page. 
49 N 8403 0.volt Batteries. Pkg of 2. Shpg. wt. 8 ов... Рык 88 
49 N 8402—"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of б. Shpg, wt боз... Pkg 99 
49 N MOS—"D" Batteries Pkg. of 6. Wi. 11.8 оз... Ран 149 

Mahe predictions with 
Precision instruments 

Weather Station Outfit 5055 
For amateur meteorologists. Predict temperature, wind velocity and precipi- 
tation. Take readings indoors and make your forecast. Fl 
on board show wind speed, direction. Wired electrically to a 
wind vane units outside. 100 ft of wire. 

Includes barometer, sling pmychrometer, rain gauge, forecasting manual. loud 
Quart Low amp. power cord plugs into any 110-120-volt, cycle AC outlet 
49 N 24043 Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. Kit $0.88, 

Electronic Kit 

Crystal Radio kit $395 
An easy-to-build radio that uses the 
same type circuitry that Marconi used 
for the first radio transmissions. Tunes 
AM broadcasts. Comes complete, in- 
cluding a quality crystal diode for clear 
sound—and it can't wear out. Plastic 
radio panel about 6x4jjxi4 ín. deep. 
Earphone included. Needs no batteries. 

ipping weight 8 ounces, 
49 N 24072. Kits395 

jo $595 рум gi) vo transistor Radio 5 ves; 
A great “им Kit” for learning bow to А a. Budd electronic items. ‘This radio kit À tunes in the entire AM band and work on batterie or solar energy. No solder. Ing necomary. Set Indudes parts, en \ phone, solar cell, detailed manual Plas the panel, about баамы in. deep. И Фере, onder Элей battery package 
below at left. (Battery may be wed When solar power s mol present) 
MEN 24071- WE Bon... Kit 38.95 

10-in-1 Experiment Kit $995 + 
10 casy-to-bul working projects using al Seld site дау. Ne solera Seele. Includes ME age manual, solar Cell, earphone, translormer, transistor tuning capacitor, more. Cardboard plas He and metal, igeiix2 inches Uses 1 "АА" battery not included, order paci ik 
9 N 24069—WL. 1 Ib. В oz.. Kit $8.95 

Analog Computer ки “199 zzz; 
Analog-type instrument with solid-state. 
circuitry allows you to perform difficult 
operations in multiplication, division, 
square and cube roots. logarithmic func: 
tions, reciprocals. Has 2 sensitivity 
ranges. Includes manual, conversion 
tables, all parts. Plastic, 15x9x3 inches. 
Uses one 9-volt battery not included, 
order package at left 

Shipping weight 1 ib. 15 oz. 
49 N 2407... Kit 31995 



So powerful you can sight a distant planet 

or star and keep it in view 
Use sighting scope to find and 

focus on distant objects 

Micro-motion 
adjustment 

lets you track 
stars and planets 
across the sky 

240-power Refractor s = 
Telescope and u 38” YA JUST FOINT IT 3 

SONEHIN' FAR AWAY / 

AN IT MAKES THERE 
LOOK LIKE ITS 
HERE! 

200-power Telescope makes 
150-power Telescope with А 

tripod and three lenses the moon your neighbor 

19» Scope has tripod, finder 
scope and 5 lenses 

Refractor Telescope and Tripod 28% 
Locate subject with finder scope: spot details on mone and plane, Wide кы 
of magnification: 32, 67, 96 or 200-power for inverted astronomical viewing; 48 
Se 100 power upright image for terretial viewing. The en increases 
power 50%; the Barlow lens triples magnifying power. Main hromatic 
Coated Gomm objective with 700mm focal point. Rack and pini Ajust- 
ment. 49-inch wood tripod steadies the scope. Steel swivel mount locks in any 
positjon. 27-inch long refractor scope is metal with black plastic trim. 

$28.99 79 N 24103¢—Shipping weight 9 pounds 
NOTE: АЛ items xr [Sears] 503 

30-power hand-size 
Telescope 

page are trom Japan. 



Identifies over 125 commonly 
found rocks and minerals. 

Rock Identification $127 
Computer 

First test to see if rock shines like metal or has a non-metallic luster, Test for hardness with brass and steel rods. Find true Color by drawing rock across streak plate. Use balance mech- 
anism, specimen pan and plastic cup of water to measure specific gravity. Program data into computer, then push down lever. Card is released to identify rock. Molded plastic. 
About 124:x6x10 inches high, Includes 48 cards, 10 rocks. 49 N 24077 — Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $1277 

Visible Man 
ог Woman Kit 

Build 16-inch scale model 
of man or woman. Trans 
parent "skin" lets you see 
bones, muscles, nerves 
digestive and circulatory 
systems. All pieces are 
plastic . . easy to take 
apart and reassemble. 
Ilustrated instruction 
manual and base included, 
These kits are for ages 10 
and up. Shpg. wt. each 1 
Tb. 
(1) 49 N 24048 ....5477 
2) 49 N 24078... 477 

Life-size В 
Human Heart Kit 

52% 

Plastic replica of а human 
heart. Finished sections 
hinged for easy viewing 
of inner chambers, valves, 
veins, arteries. Parts 
identified by numbered 
decals and chart. Flesh 
color. Finished model is 
11 inches high on stand. 
Illustrated booklet. Ages 4 4 ` 10 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 24074 s249 

504 Sears TI 

100-piece Rock 
and Mineral Set 

Common as well 

Geology II . . 48-piece 
Rock Collection Set 

rare specimens, A wide variety of rocks and minerals 100 specimens are mounted into 8 for study. No previous knowledge of classifications. Removable 
ing. % to one inch in size, 
49 N 24075— Wt. 2 Ib... Set $8 

Skeleton Kit 
all 206 bones 

52° 

Learn names of bones 
and what they do, 
Finished model stands 
15 in. high on display 
stand. Finished model 
hangs on wire between 
illustrated and des 
eriptive panels that 
explain skeletal sys 
tem. Glows in dark 
when exposed to light. 
Styrene, Instructions 
included. Ages 9 and 
up. Shp. wt. 11h. 
49 м 24048 Kit $2 19 

4 times life-size 
Human Eye Kit 

2% 

Plastic model 4 times 
bigger than life к 

the smallest nerve 
Parts identified by 
numbered decals and 
chart. Includes illus- 

works. 8 inches long. 
9 in. high on display 
stand. Ages 10 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 24083 ... 5249 

for test- subject needed. 48 mounted specimens 
In 1 to 14 in. size. Study manual included 

49 N 24076— Wt. 11b. 10 oz.. -Set $699 

Six-in-one 
Science Kit 

$46 zm 
Make a horseshoe magnet, a sole 
noid . . more with electro-magnet- 
iam kit. Experiment with jet pro- 
pulsion, electro-chemistry, electric 
‘motor, and mechanical physics 
kits, All kits made of plasticand 
metal. Uses 4 "О" batteries, Order 
package below. 
49N24084-We, 1 Ib. 5 oz. Kit $4.96 

lateres. Package of 6, 49NB405-We, 1 Ib. Boz. Pkg. $1.49 

Human Skull Kit 
glows in the dark 

52% 

Real-looking plastic 
li 
real skull . . has similar 
texture. Detailed in. 
side and out, featuring a 
removable skull cap and 
spring action lower jaw. 
llustrated assembly in. 

= structions, display stand 
included. Ivory color. 
About В inches high 
Ages 10 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz 
49N 24047 $249 

р 

Visible 
Dissecting 

Frog 
514 

Plastic replica in. 
cludes all organs, 
from skeleton to skin, 
of female leopard frog. 
(87x34 inches high) 
Put together then 
take apart. All plastic, 
Tweezers, lilly pad, 
description booklet 
and illustrated in. 
structions included. 
Ages 10 and up. 

‚Shpe. wt. 13 oz 
49 N 24079 ....5149 



Specimens to dissect include 
crayfish, frog. grasshopper 

spi 

Set ol 3 prepared biological speci 
mens packed in odorless, colorless, 
harmless, non-toxic fluid . . ready 
for dissecting. You plan the research 
Stimulates the science-minded child's 
natural interest in biology 

Shipping weight 3 pounds, 
9 N 24082 Set 5197 

Prepared Slides 
of actual specimens 4% ux. 

Шу prepared and labeled 
opie study. Prom Japan. 

Butterfly. Honey Bee parte (legs, wings, 
eyes, antennae). Structure of blood (hu. 
man, dog, hone, ete.). Tiny Creatures (ants 
Aphis, spiders fruit Пу, more). Ba 
(streptococcus, bacillus, ` mycobacterium) 
Sea Ше scales, spicules, ogg, and more. 

н weight 15 ounces 
оз? Set зава 

Professi 
for mier 

10 Chemicals $399 
used most at home 

Twelve 1-02. bottles . . one each 
minum sulfate, cobalt chloride, 

manganese dioxide, phenol. 
in solution, powdered iron, so- 

each of sulfur and sodium nitrate 
49 N 24064-Shpy. wt. 2 lbs. Воз, 5399 

MAGIC ES i 

Perform chemical magic 
make invisible ink appear or change 
the color of li 

alcohol lamp. t 
booklet. See n 

ide and sodium silicate. Two а 
metal test tube clamp. 
49 N 24095—Wt. 

Do 65 magic tricks 
with chemistry 

You can 

ide . . and mus 
4 tubes 

teat bottom 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 2406 

Slide-preparing $197 
к 1 

Materials for preparing 25 
glass mounted slides, Includes 
bottle of Canadian balsam and 
methylene blue used to mount 
and stain specimens for easier 
viewing, In storage box lined 
with expanded styrene plastic 

Shipping weight 11 oz. 
49 N 24036 Kit sı 97 

12 PYREX® 
Test Tubes 

$2» 

Basic laboratory tools required for 
routine work. Will withstand high 
temperatures 

Set includes six tx4-inch tubes 
six ‘4x5-inch tubes. Handy 

or. $299 
NOTE: Use chemicals on page with care under adult supervision 

High powered 
Microscope 
has metal frame, 

twist ZOOM 
100 to 600 
power lens, 

battery-operated 
substage 

lighting 

wou! batter 
10X thru 15X eyepiece zooms manually, View specimens thru 3 
objective lenses—10X, 20X, and 40X on revolving turret. Rack- 
and-pinion focusing. Adjustable downstop to prevent slide break. 
age. Metal frame has brown enamel finish. 844 inches high. From 
Japan. Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order package below. 
49 N 24034 Zoom Microscope. Shpr. wt. 3... тава 
49 N 24058—12 Prepared Frog Slides. Japan. Wt. Tor... Set!99 
49 N 24061—Brine Shrimp Kit. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Kit 99e 
49 N 8402 —"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 6 or. Pkg. 990 

3699 
300-power Microscope 6 

with easy-to-focus. 
3-lens turret 

For beginners. Revolving tur. 
met gives 3 views to analyze 
organisms and species that the 
unaided eye could never see. 
Lenses mounted on turret are 
45X. 9X, and 18X. Rack-and 
pinion focusing and spring 

ip holder for slides. Strong 
metal frame with plastic sub- 
stage. 743 inches high. Japan. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 
49 N 24033 $599 

Portable 30- to 
100-power microscope. 
fits right in your pocket 

For school work or outdoor 
use. Gives ample working area 
for viewing wet slides and larg- 
er specimens. Largecolor-coded 
knobs adjust focus and mirror 
angle. Remove 100 power com. 
pound attachment to convert 
to 30 power. Wood, 614 in. long. 
with 6 plastic depression slides 
and instructions. 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. 

49 N 24086 $599 
ПШ, Sears 505. 



AIntroduci 
Chemistry 111 
Perform hundreds of experiments, from 
rocket propulsion to pollution treatment 

Advanced experiments include materials for 
treating water pollution; rocket and chemicals 
for exploring missile propulsion principles 
Even make a crystal flower garden using the 
24 chemicals included. 

Set ako has a 96-page, full-color manual, 
und steel work tray with shelves. Also 25 mill 
liter beaker. 6 PYREX brand test tubes ($ 

Chemistry II 

regular, 1 graduated) plus rack, holder and 
brush. Alcohol lamp with blow torch and wire 
mesh plate; wash bottle, funnel, eyedropper 
Beam scale. Litmus paper, corks, rubber and. 
glass tubing, spoon-measure, stirring rod. 
wire, chromatography paper, filters, tweezer. 
2 microscope slides 
79 м M08SC— Shy. wt. 12 Ibs. Set $19.99 

LÎ Set includes a beam scale for precision measurements 

Do precision experiments with a set that 
dudes à beam scale for careful measurements 
Set also has а 48-page full-color illustrated 
manual, and steel work tray with shelves for 
а neat, orderly work area. 

Includes 16 bottles of chemicals, 4 PYREX- 

Chemistry | 

periments, corks, measure, 
tubing, iron powder. 
49 N 24054 —Shpy. wi. 7 Ibs $ 02..Set $1399 

An introduction to the fascinating principles of chemistry 

Learn the basics of chemistry while perform 
ing interesting experiments, Includes 48.page 
full-color manual, 5 bottles of chemicals, 2 
PYREX brand test tubes, tube rack, holder 

56 ¡ 1 

amd brush. Abe eyedropper, funnel, filter 
paper, alcohol lamp. Corks, measure. stirring 
rod, red and blue litmus paper. 
49 N 24053—Wt, 3 lbs. 4 or... Set 36.99 

Note: Sears science sets should be used with proper care and under adult supervision. 

Golden Science Library Full-color hardbound books are written and 
compiled for Golden Science Lab Sets. 

Exploring Chemistry Vol. 1. 48 pages. 
49 N 24048— Shpa. wt, Hor. $2.95 

Exploring Chemistry Vol. ll. 96 pages. 
49 N 24049—Shpg. wt. 11b. Зог. ws 

Exploring with the Microscope. 48 pages 
49 N 2405—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $2.95 

Exploring Biology. 48 pages. 
49 N 24051—Shpg, wt. Mox... $2.95 

Exploring Geology. 80 pages. 
49 N 24052—Shpg. wt. 11b. 2or.,...., $395 7 49524058. 

ng Sears Golden 
(ALL SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Chemistry IV 
Laboratory Set 

1 Explore such fascinating arcas as food and textile 
testing and the growth of plants, Even use the 

spectroscope that breaks light down into its com- 
ponent colors. The 96-page full-color manual prepared 
for this set contains basic information as well as the 
experiments listed above, and has full background 
data and illustrations. 
Set also includes such useful equipment as а cen: 

trifuge, PYREX brand 25 mi fask and beaker, 
PYREX brand graduated cylinder, and а hydro- 
ponies planter for growing plants in water. Even has a. 
‘Sahelf steel work tray for an orderly home lab, Also, 
32 chemicals, 9 test tubes, 2 racks, test tube clamp 
and brush. Alcohol lamp with tripod, blowtorch, 
molecular kit, beam scale, chemical rocket, wash 
bottle, Funnel eyedropper, corks, glass tubing, plas- 
tic spoon-measure, stirring rode, microscope slides, 
much more. Like everything else in Sears books, 
жо easy to order by telephone. 

Shipping weight 14 pounds, 
79 N 24029с Set $24.99 

Microscope 
Laboratory Set 

2, Discover the invisible world with а quality 
‘Turret turns for three magnifications 

most often used in laboratory work—45x, 90x, and 
180x. It has rack and pinion focusing and precision- 
ground glass lenses for clean, sharp images. Aho 
included is the 48-page full-color illustrated manual 
written especially for use with this set. 

Includes mixture to grow protozoa, 4 blank slides, 
1 four-part prepared slide, shrimp egg» and dia- 
tomaceous earth. 2 PYREX brand test tubes with 
rack, clamp and brush, Dissecting equipment, mag. 
nitying glass, microtome, and much more, 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces. 

49 24087, Я 

Geology Lab 
and Field Set 

3 An introduction to the study of our changing 
planet. Learn about the interior of the carth by 

using the geologist's tools and manual included. S0- 
page full-color manual leads you through the study; 
use geologist's hammer to gather rocks and minerals 
Jolly balance (for specific gravity), streak plate and 
‘other materials help you identify them. 

Set includes magnifying stand, 28 rocks and min- 
«аһ, 4 fossils. Also alcohol lamp with blow torch, 
2 test tubes with rack, holder and brush, Eyedropper, 
spoon, 2 cups, tweezer, glass tubing, stirring rod, and. 
boxes and vials of test materials. 

Shipping weight $ pounds 1 ounce. 
49N 24059. at ni 

„Set $14.99 

Set $14.99 

Biology 
Laboratory Set 

4 Investigate the world of plants and organisms as 
you use the manual and dissecting kit in this set. 

48-page full-color book leads you through the science. 
Dissecting kit has recessed tray for neat and efficient 
work, board, pins, scissors needles, scalpel, and 
spatula. 18 specimens—6 dry, and 12 in screw-top 
jars with odorless preservative. 
Set also has magnifying stand, aquatic net, sieve, 

3 tst tubes with holder, rack and brush. Whetstone, 
‘tweeaer, ruler, blotting paper, diatomaceous earth, 
hydroponics material. Two specimen cups and stirring 
той, Send in coupon to specimen supply house to 
receive living cocoons and sea life. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

5а 319.99 

E 



Science Laboratory Sets.. 

Leading educators wrote the manuals for the Science Sets 
on these two pages. Each colorful, hardbound text offers 

experiments and also clearly explains principles of the science 

Chemistry IV So complete it even Study specimens with precision 
has a spectroscope for experiments with light 3-turret microscope 

Geologist's tools help you Discover Biological wonders as 
understand make-up of the Earth . . you dissect 18 specimens . . 

(3) *14” 



Big-time racing excitement in a small space.. 

Features four wild new 
“Tuff One” Aurora Cars 

ange your trach layout to a un a tetona 
© rack snaps together 

Sel also hos four 
new pistol фитр 

Pro speed controls, 
зой power pack 

Run туар races. 
lop counters on all lanes 
tally scores automaticaly 

Features new “Wild One" 
Cougar and Camaro Cars 

MODEL MOTORING 



yours with HO-scale Road Race Sets 

New “Tuff One" HO cars are 
Aurora's hottest ever . . 

hit 760 scale miles per hour 

Four-lane 
Raceway 

34" 
two-lane track. Four 2}4-in. long cars EAE 
track sections, bridge supports, lap. Ei Ei 
trols, Four-lane layout about 7x334 

pack. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cyde 
AC. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds 12 oz. 
49 м 95062 2.99 

Extra HO-scale Track 

Design your own custom track layouts 
with extra straight and curved track 
sections that lock together. Tracks are 
in 9-inch sections in black plastic with. 
metal conductors. 

Sold in packages of two. 
аз N 95192—Siraigh. 
Shipping weight 5 oz... Pkg. 97c 
49 N 9919390 Curse 
Shipping weight 8 oz... Pkg. $1.29 

Super hot "Wild One" cars 
rip through tight curves, 

divided lanes on 26-ft. track 

Corkscrew 
Turn Set 

28” 
анонн он oros raco 

Сыз "ty" around tridevel raceway 
through 48" banked ture, dips and итшрмимнву Тайша 39 pieces of HO quur. roadway of plastic and 
metal. Speed fences, modular bridge 
supports, bridge track, guard rails. 
2Hin. long Cougar and Camaro Suppe with Thunderjet 00 moter ‘Too hand bed speed controls. Layout out бей. wide. UL lated power 
pack for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Shipping weight 10 be 4 a nr ns 

Aurora Pro Controller 
Squeeze trigger of new 
pistol grip speed control to 
move car ahead. All-metal 
frame, circuit breaker 
Vents for cooling 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 195191... Each $249 

¡MODEL MOTORING 

This Aurora? HO Road Race Set has over 25 ft. of track 
and two Thunderjet 500 cars . . all for only Ө? 

Sporty 234in. long Alfa Romeo 33 and Mustang straight, curved, terminal and bridge sections. Two 
Mach 1 flash down the straightaway and intothedan- «peed controls, 5 modular bridge supports with flags 
gerous spiral turn, Cars powered by Hi-torque Thun- — guard rail. Layout about 6x3 feet wide. Power pack 
derjet 500 motors for speeds up to 00 scale mph, UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cyele AC. 

32 pieces of plastic and metal track, including — 49  95093— Shipping weight 9 pounds so 

Aurora HO “Tuff One" Cars and Tune-up Kit 
> 

<3 
r [ 
1 2 

(1 thew 6) Each car is equipped with а powerful new “Tull One” motor, Service ond Нор-р Kir. (Not 
track tested at over 760 scale mph. Super wide sponge rubber tires really — shown) Set includes everything 
grip the track. Highly detailed plastic bodies, Brushes and pickup shoes, — you need for top performance and 
mag-style wheels, low-frietion gears and clear windshield. Each plastic looks Special screwdriver, tires, 
and metal car about 214 inches long. slicks, pickup shoes, speed ой, 
(1) 49 N 95181— Lola GT gears, racing decals, book. (4) 49 N 95185— Cheetah. 
(2) 49 N 95162— Ford GT (5) 49 N 95186— Chaparral 2F how to soup up cars, 
(3) 49 н 95184—Willys Gasser (6) 49 N 95183— Dune Buggy ‚Shipping weight 3 ounces 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces Each $2.99 49 М 95194 Kit 99€ 

513° 

Тусо® HO-scale Road Race with 12 feet of track 
HO racing with tricky curves, straightaway and chicanes, Includes two 21$ 
in. long Tycopro cars, 68x22-in. track layout, pier vet. Guard г: 
controls. UL listed power pack 110-120-v., 60. AC. Convert 
allow use of 49N95192 and 49N95193 Aurora track listed above left 
79 N 95132C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. pr 
(7 ond 8 ) Accessory Tycopro Cors. Plastic and metal, 234 inches long. 
(7) 49N95156—Drag VW (8) 49 N 95157—427 Corvette A/P 
Shipping weight each 3 ounces Each $2.99 



Thrills aplenty as the Porsche and Ferrari 
sweep around 22 feet of track . . 

Eldon Bi-Level 

Rally Race 
Yarscale 

Ya2-scale Eldon Dune Buggies 
roar over I3-foot course . . 

14% 

is have whip 

driver and instruc 
Strack fit 

49 N 95091 siss 

DoT wu DAD dur ^ ROOK IN Hi CAR | 
tar 

ENIS 
Sau 

cars, two 6-volt 
track. Lap counter, 

з. Layout fits about 5594 

Eldon Yse-scale Cars, Accessories 
(1 they 5 | Cors for Road Race Sets on this роде. Each 

М Dyna Mite® m 
vacuum-formed 

al chassis, simulated chron rubber plastic windshields. Each car about $4 inche 
1) 49 N 95143—Ch 

49 95145— Dune Buggy (8) 49 N 95142— Mustas 
Shipping weight each 5 Bach $4.47 
Track and Accessories for sets on this page. Metal and 
plastic. Track sold in packages of two. 
49 N 95152—Stroight Track. Shipping wt. В ог. Pkg. $1.14 49 N 95133— Curved Track. Shi Gaz, Pkg. 144 49  95151— Speed Control, S eight 602. 1.88 



Dune buggy torture race 

Revell's 

BAJA -1000 : 
1/32-scale $ 99 
Raceway 

Feel the action of the worlds most grueling endurance 
race held in Baja, California. Your two dune buggies 
bounce over rocky trail, through narrow sections, hair- 
pin turns, 18-section course has rough, "rocky" track 
{or action like the real race. Sh inch metalake- ish 
buggies have h-torque motors, whip antennas, chrome. 
color engines and roll bars. Plug n speed controls with 
built-in brakes, Риз 4x7foot space. UL listed 12-valt 
Boner pack plugs ito track. 110120 vl, ede АС 
49" 98094 Shipping weight 10 Ibs. $26.99 

Revell's 1/32-scale Cars 
and Raceway Speed Control 

(1 thru 4) Cora, Warscole. Hi-torque, high RPM motors. Long: 
Detailed one-piece bodies, plastic and 

metal, each about 514 inches long. 
(1) 49N98111—Camaro (3) 49 N 95115— Stingray 
(2) 49 N95112—Mustang (4) 49 N 95116—АМХ 390 
Shipping weight each $ ounces Fach $4.99. 

s. With special suspensions, about 5 in. long. 
е color 49N95118— Orange. (Not shown.) 

Shipping weight each 5 ounces Each $5.99 
Revell Speed Control, (Not shown) 12volt, plugs into tack, 
49 N 95121—Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

The Challenger.. 
Revell's 

Hi-Bank Raceway 
with over 30 
feet of track 

Cut 2 
Pricedtobe Was 534. 

Super-hot Firebird 400 and Cow 
E streak down the 8-foot 

into high banked 

in speed controls with built-in 
brakes. 30 pieces of plastic and 
metal interlocking roadway, piers, 
supports, fences. Track sets up in 
4 x 12%4-foot space, UL listed 12- 
volt power pack for 110-120-volt, 
cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 16 Ibs 
79 N 950340. $32.99 



Tyco HO-scale 

Electric Trains 

Big 8-unit Freight with piggyback $: joo 
trailer set and auto carrier 29 

1 еме 4-62 locomotive and tender, Boxcar, hopper, fatear 
and auto carrier. Piggyback fatcar with 2 trailers, truck cab, 

depot and caboose. Plastic and metal. 45x36inch oval layout 
(13 track sections, rerailer). UL listed power pak, with circuit 
breaker, 110-120-volt, 60-сусіе AC. 
49 N 97063—Shipping weight 6 pounds. LII 

6-unit Diesel Freight with $) 297 
dump car and piggyback set 23 Remote control dump. 

‘car set with (2) Q Alco Century 430 diesel with operating headlight. Includes re- 
frigerator car, remote control dump car set and dumping bin, 

piggyback fatcar with 2 trailers and trackside terminal; loaded 
atcar, caboose, Metal and plastic. 14 track sections for oval 45x36- 
inch layout. UL listed power pak with circuit breaker. 110-120-volt, 
60-cyde АС. 
49 N 97062 Shipping weight $ pounds 4 ounces $23.97 

4-unit Diesel Freight $ 99 
with auto carrier 17 

З An excellent starter set. Lighted diesel. “SO-foot” boxcar, auto 
carrier and 6 autos, 8-wheel caboose. Metal and plastic. Circular 

track (12 pieces), 36in. diameter. Terminal track included. UL 
listed power pak with circuit breaker. 110-120-volt, 60-cyele AC. 
49 N 37064 Shipping weight 4 pounds $17.99 

Piggyback Set with 
trailers, truck cab, 

racks, and trackside 
"depot with (1) (2) 

Lifelike HO-scale 
Railroad Town comes 
complete with track .. 
separates for storage 

1247 
=== 

A beautifully painted landscaped layout that the young 
rallroader can arrange as he likes. Four-piece poly 
styrene base separates for storage. Set includes 46x48 
inch layout, track for complete over-and-under right-of 
way. Rondbed material, six trees, three buildings, over $0 
hand-painted pieces of scenery (signs, poles, etc), lichen 
for making bushes. Path material, track nails instructions. 
Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or expres 
79 N 96062N— Shipping weight 9 pounds, 524.99 

Finished layout 
Comes apart... for easy storage 



Empty the log car at 
remote control d 

HO Locomotives 
and Railroad Cars 
1 CUT $1.12, Lighted GP 20 
Diesel Locomotive. Smooth 

ng dyna-balanced 5 

Styrene 
49 м 96032-Wt. 14 oz. 58.87 

9 2:42 “Prairie” Loco and 
Tender. Operating head 

light. Shp. wt. M ox. 
49 N 96031 su. 

3 ios Tromport. Realistic 
wooden logs held with 

metal link chain. 
49 N 96033—Wt. Sox... $1.49 

Д Ноког with Lood. De. 
tailed car toting realistic 

tractors. Spe. wt. $ oz. 
49 N 96034 stas 

Б Pigoybock Set. Flatcar 
with 2 trailers, truck cab, 

terminal. Sbpg. wt. 9 or. 
49 N 96036. Set $3.49 

G Remote Control Log Dump. 
Working car, logs, bin. 

operating track. We 
49 N 96035, $5.99 

Tyco 9-unit HO Train Set 
Complete with track and $3 99 
freightyard equipment 

This beautifully detailed Penn Central freight with auto- 
matic accessories will thrill any young engineer. Set 
includes powered and dummy diesels, loe car, box car, 
piggyback car, 2 loaded flat cars, bopper car, and caboose. 
Gate, freight depot, bridge and trestle, signs, poles, 2 
switches. 29 pieces track for 4x5-foot layout, UL listed 
power pack. 110-120-volt, 0-cycle AC. 
79 N 970610—Shipping weight 11 pounds. $39.99 

HO Layout Accessories add fun and 
realism to miniature railroading 

99 5887) Tuner Stotion. 
Trackside structure with | 

realistic old wood design. 
Hand painted, Includes 
workers and cargo, 
49 N 96037-Wt. $ or. $4.99 9 

8 Operating Crossing 
Gate. Safety gate drops 

as train approaches, raises 
after all cars Чем. Auto- 
matic. Shpg. wt. 5 or. 
49 м 96038 ua 

Extra Track, Switches 
Convert basic layouts to а — 
variety of shapes, sizes, 

IM Track, in. sec- 
tions, Pkg. of 4 

4989903-W1. 3 ол, Pkg. 99¢ © 

10 coved 
radius. Pig. of 4 

49N9912-Wt. 3 ог. Pkg. 99 

11 Remote Control Switch. f 
49 н 9901—Left turn, 

49 N 9902— Right turn. 
Shpe. wt. 4 oz. Each $397 

&. уа 

I" 



Пп] 
2. Gunit Set 

has die-cast 
metal locomotive 
529” 

UL listed, 110-120-v., e. AC. 
49 8 97087 —Wt. 4 Ibs. 

6-unit Electric Train with operating Log Car 

dp 
car, log car and caboose. Plast 
engine, plastic сагу. 36:18. 
25 watt transformer with 
UL listed, 110-120-v.. 60-e. AC 
49 N 9707—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs 

*10 sections of 027-gauge track 
e 25-watt transformer 

‘This train comes straight from the north. 
woods with its timber load. Pull up beside 

ble logs out of car 
ble engine speed. 5 

cludes slant-back coal tender, gondola, box 
514 [Sears] cec 

1 Powerful steam-type locomotive 
lights the way for tender and 4 

other cars, Set features metal Grand 
Trunk and Western 2-2 engine, 
complete with working headlight and 
smokestack. Hopper, plastic tender, 
loaded gondola, басат. and caboose 

46-in. oval layout with 4 straight 
В curved track sections plus un- 

coupling unit. 3 figures, smoke fluid. 
45-watt transformer UL listed, 110- 
120-v.. 60. AC 
79 N S7081C-Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. $29.99 

Lionel 027-gauge Freights 
thunder down the tracks 

Q Nickle Plate Road steam engine 
with working headlight hauls 4 

plastic cars. Plastic and metal loco- 
‘motive pulls slope back tender, Bur- 
lington gondola, Great Northern 
hopper car. and Nickle Plate caboose. 
Set includes 10 track sections: 2 
straight, В curved. a 
чай for 27x36-inch layout. Manual. 
4S-watt transformer with circuit 
breaker is UL listed, 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 
79 N 970820 Shpg. wi. $ lbs. $19.88 

32299 

AR = ах еса = — @ 
Accessories for 027-gauge Train sets 

90-won Tronstormer. Controls 
for speed, direction, whistle 

Manvol Control Switch. Sbpg 
wt. each 1 Ih. З o2. 

49 N 97085-Right turn. Each $4.49 
49 N 97086-Leit turn. „Each 449 

( Sand 6) Trock Sets. Pes. of 4. 
(5) 49 N 97084—Curved Track 
(6) 49 N 97083—Stralght Track 
Shpg. wt. each 6 oz... Pkg. $1.29 

4-unit Electric Train with 
8 sections of 027-gauge track 

у? 

former with circu 
16 cycle AC. (Add s 

зэм Like everything else in Sears books. it's so 
telephone 
49 N 97092— Shipping weight 5 pounds 



Eldon's Touch Command uses air pressure ^ 
to operate Stingray and Dune Buggy А 

by remote control | Г 

Sold only $299 amos 50) 

~ Just press hand control plunger to operate this 
Sporty orange dune buggy. Hi-impact plastic Starts, stops, turns, Body is 714 in. long; has chrome-color trim, an- 

scoots all around, tenna, decals: Rubber tires Uses 2 "AA" bat 
at your command teries, order package below. From Japan, 0 
from 6 feet away x 49 М50246— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 401.7... 8398 

ТАА" Batterien. Package of 6. 

Hi-impact red pl 
windows. chrome color trim. 

oot ai 
d rubber tires. 1314 

D” batteries (not. 

It's Popeye 
and all his 
friends 

Characters move in tho 
wacky Paddle Wagon 

s5» 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Batmobile and Batboat 
1 The most fantasmagorcal car 9 Batmobile really shoots pellets 

ever. it even has wings that fick Removable trailer hauls float 
out at the touch of the brake lever. boat, Black; 1014 in. long over ‘Oring Features Sync, Ic. 
6% in. long with detachable stabi- Batmanand Robin incl. Plastic parts. 
lizers—front and rear. Chrome-color 49 N$4024—Wt. 10 oz... Set $5.99 
hood;redandoramge"wings. Hand- Batmobile only, 5 in. long. Batman 
painted figures are removable. and Robin incl. Shpg. wt. В oz. 
49 N34083—Shpg. wi. 0 ог... 99 49 N 54025 no 

Multicolor car-boat is 64 in. long; 
has anchors, cans of spinach and an 
adjustable dinghy. Plastic parts. 
A9 N 54585—Wî, 13 оє..... 45399 

The “President’s” 
Air Force I Jet 

Fly" it manually, ip switch to make 
lights blink and engines roar. Push- 
button landing gear flips up or down 
for takeoffs and landings. Rugged pla 
tic, metal parts, rubber tires. Blue. 
grey and white: 1845 in. long. Japan 
Uses 1" D” batte 
49 н 580351 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 NB40S—We. 1 Ib. oz... Ph. 81.49 



5-speed Tonka-Tote Launcher 
with steep-banked 
Turn-around Ramp. 
and 2 fast Racers 

#727 

Dual control, spring-powered launcher. Levers can be pumped toany one of Slaunching speeds. Plastic turn-around ramp about 1117x914 in. high. Set includes Tonka-Tote Dune Duster dune buggy and Double Deuce hot red. 3inch 
Jong cars have high-speed tires and axles that 
reduce friction for extra-fast travel . . steel and 
polycarbonate construction. Snap-on clips. 
79 N 5а588С— Shp. wt, $ Ibs Set $7.87 

Tonka-Tote Set 
1299 m 

Four high-speed cars each with snap-on clip 
that permits each car to be attached to belt, 
pocket or cap for easy carrying. Set includes 
Dune Duster dune buggy, Double Deuce bot. 
төй, Bug Blaster VW, and Scream 'N Demon 
racer. About Jin. long. Steel and polycarbonate. 
49 N 54587—Shpg, wi. 8 ов Set $2.99 

About 4 inches long 

EN Tiny Tonka Crazy A's . . 
Slicked up mod Model A's E 4 inches long. 

Tiny Топка 
Construction Trucks 

$487 
Four racers with wide racing style slicks and mag: style wheels. Set includes tbe Mod Rod with racing stripes. the Draggin’ Wagon with metallized-grilled. fire breather; the Frantic Fliver with bright red lenders and running board: and the Scorcher, a 
alicked-up pick-up. Steel bodies, mon-mar tires, 
tough enamel finish, rugged axles. 
49 N 54589—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. S oz. Set $4.87 

516 [Sears] e 

Tiny trucks do a great job, Set in- 
cludes front loader, dump truck, bull 
dozer, cement mixer with revolving. 
drum, and lowboy rig to haul bull. 
багет. Loader scoop raises, lowersand 
locks. Automotive gauge steel con. 
struction with chip-resistant paint 

Shipping weight 2 pounds ó ounces. 
49 154046 ¿Set 4487 

Sporty Beach Buggy 
with "balloon" tires 
pulls a Snowmobile 

Sold only at Sears 
29 

Ready for all seasons. Mini: Tonka Bes h Buggy with 
divided seats and all-weather simulated canvas top. 
Trailer carries realistic snowmobile sealed ta proper 
ize Equipped with movable ront skis 141 inches опи overall. Chip resistant enameled steel. p 

49 М S4435—Shippink weight 1 Ib. 7 

Mini-Tonka 
Contractor 

Trucks 
> 565 

Average 9 inches long. Dump truck has lever control body. Cement mixer with tilting, revolving drum. Loader with scoop that raises, lowers amd locks Heavy-gauge steel construction. 2-coat enamel finish 
and sturdy wheel assemblies 
49 N 54586— Shipping weight 4 lbs. 12 ox... Set 36.87 

Ñ Average. S 4 inches ong 
P 3» 

“um 

Midget Marx Trucks 
Set includes dump truck, stake truck, sanitation truck with dump action, pick-up track, wrecker with winch action, concrete mixer. drum. Heavy duty steel construction windshields. From Japan, 
49 N 54047—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 9 oz. 



Take livestock 
to the 

5 animals travel first class in this truck trailer set. Covered horse trailer with p 
Heavy-gauge steel gate that lowers to form ramp. Horse and colt fit easily inside. Ford pickup farm 
Cattle Truck and truck has removable stake sides for transporting bull, cow, and calf, Drop-down 6” сй 

tailgate belps in loading. Trailer hitch. Non-marring tires. Baked-cnamel finish. Horse Trailer Fasc anime 19) inches long overall Š ^ 
49 N 54075—Shipping weight 4 pounds 14 ounces Set $6.99 

de 
This die-cast Farm Set is The Die-cast 
International-Harvester Steerables 

Equipment drive 'em crazy < 

Tractor measures В in. long. 8 
sy in. wide 3 bottom Shin. wide 

Pick ble disc, 6n. wide han ickup v deck, 7% 
inch Hyside Dump . . body lifts to dump. Full enamel red and white finish, Phone 

а quick and casy way to buy 
Ibs Sax.. -Set $8.99 

ine. Authen- frodor- Trailer Set. Trac 
The giants . . heavy die-cast aluminum 1 emo nung 
for greater detail and rust resistance 13Y4x6?4x6 inches high. Manual and knee-action (ront wheel 

steeringaction. Chain driveturna movement. “Giant” wagon with 
Auger and reel when whecls tum. auto type steering hitches to trac 
Spout swivels. Durable diecast tor. Tailgate swings out. Authen 
aluminum body with clear plastic tic scale model of die-cast alumi 
windows. Long-lasting baked. num and steel. Long-lasting 
enamel fish. For ages 3 to 10, baked enamel finish. Measures 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. ior. — 25% in. long overall. We. 11 Ih 
49 N S4598 3799 этме Set $11.99 



BIG and RUGGED! 
NYLINT construction machinery of heavy-duty steel 

го) Grader 
12 53 77 

Гү] Elevating 
U ше 8° 

(3) piane. 949 

=) Michigan Jumbo Crane 
with magnet and scoop. action carthmover. “Blade” raises, 

ber way to $ positions. Tandem 
jeep tread tires. Yellow baked enamel 
160145514 inches high 

49 N 54008— Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces. .....4377 

3 Bulldozer scrapes and m. 
moves to 4 easy set posi 

inches high. 
2 ounce изэ 

"Twister" .. really new and different. This amazing vehicle 
actually crawls, climb 

obstacles а young driver can find. С 
wheel lated headlights and m 
tires. Yellow baked ename 
49 N 54073— Shipping wei 

tread tires. Carries a 
big load but has smooth balanced action for casy raising and 
dumping. Enclosed cab. Yellow enamel. 17263429 in. high 
49 N S4058— Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces. 3539 

Michigan Crane. over 3 feet long. Use the powerful 
magnet to clear the construction ares, then attach the 

scoop. Bucket picks up a full load, swings to unloading arca 
amd trips open 
Sturdy 
folds for easy st els in a full 
irele on a wide platform. 6 deep tread tires. Yellow baked 

enamel. With boom extended hack. 37x7x10 inches high 
79 N $44590— Shipping weight 9 pounds. эз 



Load and haul sand with the 
Structo Road Construction Set 

pesa 0% 
Husky bulldozer digs and deposits sand or gravel into the giant loader. 
Hand-crank conveyor lifts and empties the load into the hopper. As 
dump truck moves under the hopper it trips the lever and sand automati: 
cally unloads, Yellow and green steel dump truck is 1314 in. long . just 
press lever and back raises: tailgate swings open automatically. Yellow 
and green steel bulldozer is 12 in. long ..lever action lift raises to 3 posi 
tions and unloads. 15-in. sand loader adjusts to 7 beights. 13-in. bopper. 
‘Sturdy yellow plastic loader and hopper. 10 road signs. 
79 N S4068C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. 5: Set $9.99 
‘Sand Hopper ond Loader only. Dump Truck only. Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 or. 
49 N 4006—WL 3 Ibs... 43.99 49 N S408. 2o 299 

NYLINT Suburban 
Fire Department N X ir A mighty, 

ig team 

NYLINT 3-piece steel 
Construction Set 
312” 

Race to the scene with this realisikcally-detailed 3-vehicle firefighter set. 
inch long Fire Pumper has removable la re extinguishers and а 
ivel deluge gun that actually shoots water up to 7 feet high .. just hook up 
imper to a garden hose. 11-inch long ambulance has snap-action doors 

and a removable stretcher. 114 inch fire chief's car has simulated siren and 
snap action tailgate. Steel vehicles: red baked enamel finish 
79 N 55960—Shipping weight 7 pounds. Set $9.98 

Structo Steer-o-matic Wrecker 

Ivo big and tough. bu e V poh imd. jui eme АЙМ ji 
turn left. Tit cab right. е ~ 
wheels turn right. lo s 
position, wheels 

detailed cab interior and deep tread tires 
Wide tread T9 N S4595C—Shipping weight 11 pounds Set $12.99 
6% in. We 
49 N 54076 $5.99 RE [Sears] 519 

The 13Y%-inch long lever-action dump truck hauls and unloads. 16-inch 
long husky grader boasts fingertip steering . - blade raises, lowers. tilts 
and pivots, 1614 inch long cement miser really mixes. il drum through 

^ hopper drum revolves automatically as wheels move then pres lever 
to И and unload, Each vehicle has a baked enamel finish, realistically 



TON 5в01с 

Drive switch activates wrecker so it goes forward or back, left or right. Action switch to raise or lower hooks, chains on 2 turning booms, 2 manual knobs on top of gantry to direct the action, Hi-impact plastic with metal chassis, rubber tires. 1214 in. long, 4x634 in. high. Uses 4 “Р” batteries, order pkg. below. Japan 
49 N 5802 Shipping weight 3 рош ounces. 38.99 өнд lotteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 lb, Bon... 149 

<Q 

Friction-powered $ 99 
Fire Engine O) 

Turn the crank to hear the siren wail, Friction-poweres motor revs up to peopel this big metal and plastic fire engine. Has grooved, non-marring tires for indoor-outdoor use. Side mounted hose adds realism. 56х17 inches long. From Japan. 49 N 5817—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 3699 
520 [Sears] Ж 

Remote control 5-car Transport 
Goes forward, backs up, turns $] 199 manos tailgate and top ramp lower шл 
Make deliveries to car dealers along the way. You supervise unloading actions and direction by remote control. Battery-powered auto carrier is hi-impact plastic with metal parts . . about 26 in. long with tailgate up. Realisticooking with simulated headlights, rubber tires, detailed cab interior, Five 7-in. long free rolling plastic cars included. Uses 4 "D" batteries, not included, order package below, left. Japan. 

ipping weight 6 pounds. 

Tru-Smoke $Q7 
Diesel Bulldozer ses. 

Powerful motor drives this earth mover over obstacles, Add Tru-Smoke cil to exhaust pipe and smoke puffs out as the bulldozer moves along. Front blade lifts 
up manually removable. 
6x10 in. high. Uses 4 ^ 
order pkg. at left 
49 54249—Wt. 2 Ibs, I4 oz... . 3877 

Super Crashmobile 
Car "explodes" when it hits a solid ob- 
ject . . easily reassermbles. Turn front 
wheels left, car goes in ever widening circles. Turn them right, car spins out 
with tires slipping. Durable hi-impact 
plastic. About 12 inches long. Uses 2 "C" batteries, order package at right. 
From Hong Kong. 
49 N 54616—Wt. 11b. 7 oz....... $344 

31199 

Porsche $ 499 
Carrera 10 7 

‘Headlights beam ahead as it travels. 
Steers left or right. Push button on rear 
of car, . after Ssecond warm-up, it 
starts, Push second button to stop. 
Metal with plastic trim, rubber tires. 
About 124 inches long, Uses 3 "D" 
batteries, order pkg, at left. From Japan. 
49 N 54247—We. 1 lb, 14 01...... $499 

Volkswagen and Camper 
Goes forward or back. S-in. long car with 
manual steering. Lighted rear engine 
shows motor fan turning. Door on 748. 
trailer opens. Rubber ties. Steel. Uses 2 
"C" batteries, order pkg. below. Japan. 49 0 5829—We Вок. SAS 
" Batteries. Package of 6. 

49 N 8406-Shpg. wt, 12 oz. Pkg. $1.19 



The car with a “brain” .. 
Amaze-a-matic Volkswagen with 

extra parts for customizing 
Just pick a card programmed with th 
you want the car to take, feed it into. 
away it goes. Indentations 

motorized inch long plastic car through 
riety of maneu 

pre- programm, 
cardboard 
AAA" 
49 N SAz41—Sbpg, wt. 1 1b. 4 oz. 15.99 
"AA" Batteries, Package of 6, 
49 N 8402—Shipping weight 6 ounces... Phe. 99e 

N АЖ 
O7 om 

Drive Fire Engine to the blaze, 
raise or lower snorkel 
all by remote control 

Drive engine forward, back it up, even turn it by 
remote control. Push button and ladder rises more 
than 2 feet. Firemen in basket grips nozzle. Hi- 
impact plastic, metal. 19 inches long, $4174 
inches high. Uses 4 "D" batteries, order package 
at right. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N StOS— Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 12 oz.,.$10.77 

Giant Crane 
takes on the 
BIG JOBS 

Look at all 
you can do by 
remote control 

Sold only at Sears 

k. 4”. 

Order package below 
79 N 542390 wt. 6 Ils... $14.99 
D" Batteries, Package ol 6 

49 N 8405-Shpg Sor, Phe 149 
NOTE: A 



Race your Hot Wheels 
down Hazard Hill. 

Streak through hairpin 
turns and lane crossover 

Speed Shop Carrying Case 
Tt looks like a service garage inside and out. Set it 
next to track, or use it to carry your HOT 

wheel wrench, re 
racing wheels, stripes 

hi ol vinyl 
49 М 59151—Shipping weight 1 1b. 8 az... $5.99 

Vinyl 
Collector's 

Case 
holds 48 
HOT 

WHEELS 

$287 

нот WHE 
Styrene pla 1 Two cars (inet) released from gate, freewheel downhill, change lanes 
49 N 54626 halfway down. Styrene plastic track, trestle About 23523515 in. high. 

79 N 544261— Unamsembled. Shipping weight 6 pounds. Set $9.99 
Q Track Pack ond Finish Gote, Use with Hill above or with other sets. 

49 N$4621—Shipping weight 13 ounces mic 

> SNAKE™ vs. MONGOOSE* 
Drag Race . . cars catch 

— drag chutes at finish 

«Y 
Frantic Fours 

" HOT WHEELS Four-Car Sets 
Diecast мый. 3 
T н 

коме Four Set 1. Jack “Rabbit” $ 

Super “funny car” action. Two cars G ah ou RER tSo 
starting gate, Мам through ч e Swingin’ W straightaway, through the finish gate to pop e “мч и? 
end. 32 feet ol hot strip track. ; rs 
79 N 546220 Shipping weight 4 pounds е 

къ 
Flash do Service and test HOT WHEELS on 3 \ the Pe. ji 

Tune-up Tower and Road Trial Set HOT WHEELS Drag Chute Stunt: 

$125 a. \ NN ) $377 

1 оп powered 
elevator. Check wheel Е з 
speed, alignment. Then 
send it around 1235 ft 
of bot strip track, com- 
plete with Rod Runner. 
Tower, 14 in. high. Unas- 
sembled. Plastic. Uses 2 e D" Baer, order de 
low. ме wt? R Join HOT WHEELS Yon мыс Set ига? [pee opposi pago "D" Batteries. Pk. of 6 ) Car pops dr Shoe. wt 11b. 8 oc Ene o sop. 49 N aos. Pkg 31.49 

502 "att Ё 



Atlan a 
ith a 

rechargeable 
Recharge cars in 90 seconds MOTORIZED 

at Sizzlers Power Pit Hot Wheels 
Car 

Sizzlerg 

$729 ag 

Just plug Power Pit in and set it next to 
fits into side of car when it's time for a pi 
dial measures the 
plastic housing. 
49 N 54268—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz 3723 

Sizzlers 
Juice Machine" 

$199 „om == T? = 
Plug “hose” into Sizzlers 

7 to charge it up in 90 sec 
nds. Pas 

guit high. U 
ra car has rechargeable nickel cadmium battery. Just 

а! the battery operated Juice Machine and it 
А “D” Batteries. Package ol also includes 16 ft. of track, 2 curves, S-curve, 

b 6. WL 1 Ib. o: U "TY" batteries, order package at left. 
49 N&405. ... Pee $1.49 ht 5 pounds. Set $9.87 

HOT WHEELS Track Paks ч 
Hot Strip Trock. Ten 2-1. straight pieces cars, 2 brake systems 
49 N54288—Shpg wt n Tr Ecke. 

'orm a 180° or 200" turn. 
ping wt. 1 Ib. $249 iro} brakes, trestles. Juice Machine, Uses 

package at left above 
16 pounds. Set $1487 

Duo! Lone Cur 
9N SITIS 

HOT WHEELS 
action with big 
GRAN TOROS'™ 
Speed Strip Set 

s4» 
rip ac 

h ín. long 1/45-seale 
an Toros T'rantula Dragster 
made in Italy. has highly de 

metal body with precision 
moving parts. simulated chrome 
trim. Set includes 12 ft. of 2% 
in. wide track, 
79 № Sa625C-WL. 3 Ibs. Set $4.99 

? Join Hot Wheels Club 
Get Boss Hoss Car, 
and 32-page Annual 

49 N 5461 — WI. 6 ar... -31.00 

^ [Sears] 523 



Drive and unload automatically 
Run Sears Mini-Transporter forward and reverse.. 
turn, unload, even unhitch cab by pushing buttons 

Sold only at Sears 

Haul up to 14 "MATCHBOX"* 
HOT WHEELS® or other miniature cars 

oked 
measure 14\sx4x4! 

The 6-button plastic те 
rd. From Japan. U 

teries (not included), order package below. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of al. 

{ 49 N 5904—Shipping weight 2 pounds. .....5999 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 8406— Shipping. weight 12 02....Pkg. $1.19 

Cut 10% 
The busiest 

Service Station 
mini-car city 

Levers do the work for you 

Priced tobe Was $4.99 
SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

All these cars 
can be used on E 

Mini Transporter 
or Sky Park Garage 
on opposite page 
All cars in sets listed 

below are die-cast metal 
and 2 to 3 inches long 

=> 
piece Car Set. All have racing 

mag” wheels, slicks 
Paddy Wagon, TNT 

Bird, Custom Charger, Ferrari 312P, 
Shipping weight А ounces 

Set $299 Er 

6-piece Car Set 
and race cars. . Cha 

Eldorado, 
GT, Custom V 
Python 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 н 54604 Set 5444 

“MATCHBOX” 

uperfast 
Car Set. Includes Dodge. 

е MKIII, Mercedes Benz 
1soGrifo, VW Camper, 

Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow, Lam. 
borghini 

Shipping 
49 н 54502 

right 13 ounces 
Set $329 

6-piece Car Set. Includes Field 
us Racer, Ford Zodiac 

Royce Coupe 

ping weight 13 ounces. 
49 N 54607 Set $329 
MATCHBOX is the registered rade- 
mark owned by Lesney Products 4 Co 
110. England 

Shipping weight 10 
49 нават Set $299 

6-piece Car Set. Wheels and chas 
sis remove for cleaning and tune. 
ups. Includes Beach Buggy, Pinin 
farina, Porsche Carrera, C. 
Eldorado. Todd Sweeney Stock 
Car. Made in England 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 н 54606 Set $444 



Sky Park Garage 
Move miniature-size cars 

into elevator..take them 
to the level you want 

and load or unload on to 
25-car revolving tower. 

Turn 1 knob. . the rest is 
push-button AUTOMATIC 

Sold only at Sears 

arking 

"C" Batteries. Package of six, 
49 N 8400— Wt. 1202....Pkg. $1.19 

2004 Sears 525 



Two "MATCHBOX" races wait at the aes qu ul os pus leer. SE 7T 
dem ыбын ышкы оре 
оша" double loop-theloops . . and on to the 
end of the dual 124. tracks. Flag automati- 
cally salutes the winner. Strong polyethyl BRUCE 
ene track has builtin сыга, can be extend. around the 
‘ed and coupled to make one daring 24-006 wild, dual 
length. Authentically scaled diecast metal 1oop-theoop. 
cars are made in England. Have spring sus- 
pension and low-friction mag-type wheels. 
About 2% in. long. Complete set includes 
plastic clamp, 2 loop supports, 1 finish gate, 
10 joiners and 1 catalog. 
79 м 54603C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs s577 

Flag automatically 
announces the. 

MATONDO a ma reped паднаа Еу En 

Service Station 
Park dozens of your 
"MATCHBOX' cars 

“MATCHBOX” Collector's Case 
Holds up1072 $4499 commer 
minivehicles = 

Save 53 on Folding - 

6 "MATCHBOX" 
Superfast Cars 

Authentically 
cars with spring suspension and low: 
friction magtype wheels. Doors open. 
About 2% in. long. Includes Lotus Eu- 
ropa, Lamborghini Marzel, Dodge 
Charger МЕ. Ш, BMC 1100 Pininfari 
na, Porsche 910 and Ford 
49N54605-Shpg. wt. 13 or. ‚Set $3.29 

This 34.inch long stand-up case is ideal for storing Busy ground-lovel service station handies lots 
und carrying your ists Plastie ИЙ Gale of mini-ear traffic. String-pulley elevator 
protect the models. Scuff-resistant vinyl case has whisks cars to parking levels on top; car ramp 
handle and nickel-plated locks. 3 viewing sections, lowers them in rear. Metal frame; hardboard Fold 
clear plastic windows. 12% 10х4 in. closed. panels. 17x9%x11 in. high. From France. Cars to 
49 м 54509—Shpg. wt. 3 ba. 4 от. 1499 pot included 210.508 79 N 6047C— Shipping weight 5 lbs, $6.99 

10-piece Superfast $4 99 8-piece Farm Vehicle Set $4 39 
Race 'n Rally Set 5 are Superfast 

Incl. VW 1800, Mercedes 230 SL, He уде Incl. combine harvester, Ford tractor, trailer and 
with trailer, Ford Group 6, Mercedes 300 SE, police 8 Superfast farm vehicles: stake truck, safari 
Lag ie ele dr cito Land Rover, cattle truck, pony trailer and Jeep. 
49 N 5480—Shpg. wt 11b. 30r Set 6498 Plastic cows and ponies inch 

49 N 54601-Shipping жеши Set $4.39 
526 Sears ШМ" 

6-piece Superfast 
Truck Set 

pe truck, sca truck, GMC 
truck, Dodge erane truck, 

fire engine and sand spreader. Ac 
tion truck ump 
49 N 54614—We 132. Set $3.29 



“MATCHBOX”? SWITCH-A-TRACK 

race these 4 
Superfast ca 
around the 14 
feet of track 

MATCHBOX“ Steer-N-Go 
As the 2-speed base spins, turn the steering wheel or hit the brake to 
keep the car on course. Plastic, metal, 19 in. wide, with 2-speed shift, lap 
counter, ignition key. Japan. Uses 4 "D" batteries, order pkg. below 
79 N S46 11C — Shipping weight 6 pounds sıass 
49 N 8405"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. Lib. Sor... Pkg. 149 

Wher on and 
the traffic circle 
to change lanes 

Prieto Was $19.99 

Sonat $1699 

Race around the 14 feet of roadway of use the traffic cards for a wild, e 2 wild game. Either way it's sure to be fast-action fun. To change lanes, MATCHBOX" Motorway with 2 cars Cut $3 head for the traffic circle and throw the switch. 4 direction switches 
Race your "MATCHBOX" cars around the 2-lane track .. put rows of take cars on and off the circle, 
cars on each lane. There 4 ft. of over and under roadway, 20 adapters Set includes 10 adapters for your other “MATCHBOX" cars, a 
for oth cars, a power pack, 2 hand-grip speed con: variable-speed power pack, motor, traffic circle and traffic direction 
trols, 2 X" cars incl. Plastic track sections cards. Also 4 die-cast metal Superfast cars with spring suspension and make а 3312x63-inch layout. UL listed power pack (110-120-v., 60-с mag-type wheels. Plastic track sections make а 2164-in. layout. UL. 
AC). Variable-speed hand controls listed power pack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC), From W. Germany. 
79 н S4593C— From W. Germany, Shipping wt. 7 lbs $16.99 79 N 54592C—Shipping weight 8 pounds... m7 

"MATCHBOX" Models of Yesteryear King-size "MATCHBOX" Sets А 

су roe $599 inch Transporter 
«inch Cor De and four 21inch racers 

4-plece Set includes: 1907 ` &-pe. Set: 1900 Thomas Piy Die-cast metal cars with detailed Transporter with opening d 
Peugeot, 1912 Rolls Royce, about, 1996 Rolla Roye iron, spring supension, steering Lamborghini Martel and Miurs 
1914 State, 1911 Maxwell Silver Ghost 1913 C. md epa das М: Many 
Diecast metal cars about Coupe, 1930 Packard. Met Cougar, police car, Dodge Charger Set $399 
3 in. long. Wt. 1 b. al; 3 in. long. We, 1 Ih. and Lamborghini Miura. тот лге 
49 N 54613 Set $499 49 М 54612 Set $4.99 49 N 5459— Wt. 11b. 8 oz. Set $5.99 una page we on ars 527 



As seen on TV... the battery- Dd Parking Plaza with push-button e 
working grease rack and a light-up gas pump. There's parking. > 

10 mini-cars plus а multi-action garage to service th 
You'll find it only at Sears. TE Eri 

3 



MATCHBOX” City folds into a compact vinyl case 

$Q9 c 

Sold only at Sears. After a busy day in this city, just turn off 
your lights and watch it really "come to life." The big parking 
lot is surrounded by glowinthedark highways and modern 
buildings. Made of vacuum formed plastic and heataealed vi 
nyl. Layout opens to about 26x36x7% in. high; closes to 
18x4x14 in. Pari id opens fo parking. 
79 м 59136 ing weight 4 pounds +899 

MATCHBOX" Country folds into a vinyl case 

89 m 
Sold only at Sears. You 

Ma 
e "acres" of fun with this 

ned plastic and heat. 
se hes high 
P one if you. 

79 N 59155С 1599 

in the dark 
Case opens up to a 26x36-inch metropolis 

with skyscrapers, roadway and a 
garage for storage 

6“ 
Set not as illustrated. You get: Rolls Royce coupe, 
Mercury station wagon, VW camper, Ferrari, 

edes 300, fi nel truck. 

Case opens up to a big 26x36-inch 
“spread” with silo, windmill and 

a barn for storing vehicles 

Includes combine harvester, Ford tractor and trailer 
and 5 Superfast farm vehicles: stake truck, safari Land 
Rover, cattle truck, pony trailer, Jeep. Plastic cows, po- 
nies. 2 to Sinch die-cast metal vehicles. England. 
49 N $4601—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Set $439 



Push control button to give car Re TuS 
burst of power down electrified section $92, 
then it whizzes on its own around curves 

[1 and2) A new dimension in mini-scaled racing .. controlled power plus free wheel 
ing action. Push speed control button. 
fied straight t 
track won't warp or curl. High-styled 4-in. pla 

harge up engine as 

Each set uses 4 "D" batteries, order package below. 
1 Powerslicks Single Figure 8. Power statio: 
79 N 545730 

Powerslicks Dual Oval. Power 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

tion, 2 push-button co 

cer passes over electri- 
Ж. Then watch it streak around sharp curves on its own. Rigid plastic 

ic and metal cars with low friction 
bearings, chrome "mag" wheels with soft rubber alicks and wider front tires for better. rond holding. Supercharged engines and side exhausts, built-in spoilers, racing stripes i $19 

push: button control, Powerslicks car 
plus 204 ft. of track (includes straight, 90° and 180* curves, and trestles). 

2 Powerslicks cars, 

Dual Oval 

99 

Set 50.99 

plus 34 ft. of double track (straight, 90* and 180° curves, crisscross, bridge). 
79 N 54574C— Shipping weight 11 pounds. Set $1999 IF 
Set of 2 extra Powerslicks Cars. “D” Batteries. Package of 6. = 
49 N 54591— Wt, 0 от...5е $499 — 49 N 8405—Shpg. wt. 11b. Sor... Pkg. $149. 

with Power Compressor 
$10 

Use air compressor to fill car with 
compressed air—up to 150 pounds 
per sa. in. Car streaks down slope; 
approaches jump, and special lever 
in track triggers "jet power." With 
spectacular burst of speed, car 
leaps over gully to opposite side. 
Vinh long plastic and metal 
car, 12-ft. plastic track, plastic 
and metal air compressor (11x7x12 
inches high) 
79 N 548830 — Wt, bs. Set $1099 
Set of 3 extra Jet Power Cars. 
314 inches long, plastic and metal: 
Glasser, Wedge, Bubble, 
49N54584-Shpg. wt. 9 от. Set 83.49 530 Sears "Sit" 

Propel 2 sleek cars by pushing lev. 
ern. Straight plastic track with two 
90" curves, two 180° curves and 
jump—18 ft. in all. Two plastic 
and metal cars, 244 inches long. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 м база Set $1599 
Four Johnny Lightning Cars. Stil 
letto, Sand Stormer, Mad Mav 
erick, A-J. Foyt Indy. 213 in. 
49 N 54581— Wi, 1002..Set 5299 
Four Johnny Lightning Cars. 
Spoiler, Smuggler, Leapin' Limo, 
Al Unser Indy. 24 in. long. 
40 N 54582— Wt. 10 oz..Set $299 



Plane and Rocket defy gravity . . 
climb steep track hills 

inside, outside, even upside do 

GRIPPIDEE-GRAVIDEE 
plastic pieces snap. 

"together easily . . combine to form 
wide variety of track layouts 

Stop and start switch for plane 
and Apollo rocket puts you 
in control . . two turn bases and 
an automatic revolver switch 

Keep gravity defying car» going onidentical 
or separate tracks with revolver switeh. You Rotary Bucket. 
can build track in variety of ways. . cars automatically 
tum around automatically at end oí track. Tips vehicle 

julticolored plastic parts include 16 curve 10 inside track Multicolored plastic parts include 16 curved бека. 
tracks, 5 straight tracks, revolver switch, 2 
automatic turn bases, rotary device that 
turns upside down, space dome with spin- 
ning antenna and Apollo rocket and plane 
(each 4% Unassembled. Fr 

2 packages below. Shipping weight 4 Ibs 
78 N 542380 Set $1499 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 м 8410—Shpy. wt. 502......Pkg. $129 Fe 

> 

Automatic turn base 
verses vehicle's 

wn E ۴ A 

pope تتت سا 
vehicles moving in any position 

plane's rear propeller spins 

MINI-MOTORIFIC 
by Ideal 

Jalopy Showdown Set 
Hit or be hit by your opponent's car and watch the top fly off 

each player controls the direction of his car 
Send your jalopy speeding around cloverlea! track with opponent 
hot pursuit. Cross over at center crash point, tag opponent's ca 
top flies off. 28 track sections, 4 switches, 2 steering consoles, and scene 
accessories. Plastic layout, 36x24 in. Two 3¥s-in, long cars with die-cast 
metal chassis. Each uses 2 М” batteries, order pkg. below 
49 N 54243 Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. si s Set s999 

Set of 2 extra 3%-in. Jalopies. Can also be used on floor or with LeMans 
Set at right. Each car uses 2 “N” batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 N 54623— Shipping weight 1 ounces. 
49 N 8408—"N" Batteries. Package of 8, Shpg. wi. Nor 

Set $449 
Phe. 99e 

LeMans Start-Finish Sprint Set 
Two cool lane-switching drivers 

pitted against each other and the stopwatch 
Motorized racers peel away from gate with fair Le М, irt. There's 
plenty of remote-control lane-switching action whizzing around the 50х33 
in. wide track. As racers move into the home stretch, push lever and they 
automatically finish in correct order. Mechanical stopwatch rec 
Single and double track includes 35 straight, crossover, and curved sections 
Plastic, Two 314-in. long racers with die-cast metal сй 
Use 2 “N” batteries each, order package at left. Buy extra jalopies at left. 
Or other Mini-Motorific cars for s fast 4-car race. 
49 N 5428 Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. Set 51199 



att Mason 
walks in space or 
rides inside the 

Star Seeker 
Programmed Vehicle 

Comes ott s $ Q99 
with Matt Mason 164 

It glides forward and turns to follow 
any orbit you choose around sun, moon. 
and 9 stand-up planets. Just position 
the 11 pegs on base of vehicle to vary 
the course. Bendable 6-inch Matt Mason. 
is held by life-support cables as if he 
were "walking in space." Or he can ride 

г 11-inch high vehicle 
“Р” batteries, order pkg. at right. 

Durable plastic; cardboard solar system. 
49 н 59109— Wr. 3 Iba. 4oz...Set $8.99 

a 

9 Sea Devils Set 

6 

"a 
bm, 25 4 

2 men, 2 vehicles 6 и 
Here come the aquanauts— Rick Riley and Commander Carter ready 
for adventure. Both are bendable plastic . . have hend gear, compres. 

lippers and air tanka. Just pump air into tanks with compressor to 
make 6-in. tall aquanauts dive and swim. Or let them ride in 2 molded 

Jowered by motors. Sea Jet is 6 in. long, aqualander 
84 in. Each vehicle uses 1 "AA" battery. Order package below. 
49 N 5907 — Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 N 8402 —"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of б. Shpr. wt. б or. 

Set $699 
Package 99е 

e$ Explore other worlds with Mattel 

Uni-Tred* and 
Space Bubble* 

$499 м 

Powerful lunar tractor climbs over objects as it hauls the rotat ing space bubble. There's room for 1 astronaut inside the pro. 
tective blue-tinted Space Bubble while another astronaut 

the red Uni-Tred. 19 in. long overall. Plastic. Uses 2 
ries (not incl.), order below. Astronauts not included. 

59061C— Shipping weight З pounds. Set $499 
49 N 8405 —"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 11b. Sor. Pkg. 149 

Mi n Scorpio 
with 

blinking 
light-up 
eyes 

"Meteor storm!" says Matt 
Mason as he slides down the 
space cord. S-phrase voice unit 
is located in the removable 
back-pack . . can be used with 
any Mattel astronaut. 6-inch 
plastic Matt Mason has helmet 1 "AA" battery, order pkg. with movable visor. below at lett. 
49 м 50116—Wt.1207,.9455 49 N 59118 Wt, 802.5299 

His eyes and mouth flash 
with the light of another in 
tolligence, 74-inch plastic 
alien is bendable; wears a 
bellows-controlled vest that 
shoots out styrene balls, Uses 

Major Matt Mason 
and Jeff Long 
both on tracked 

vehicles. 

992 

> / 

Matt Mason leads the space 
expeditions with his rugged 

Jott Long, the space scien. 
tist, travels in his rugged 

plastic Cat Trac space vehicle. — plastic Cat Traclunar vehicle. 
Powable Matt Mason wearsa Не wears a spacesuit and 
spacesuit and helm h helmet with movable visor 
movable visor. 6in.tall.Plastie. Bendable body, 6 in. tall 

Shipping weight 6 ounces Plastic 
49 м 59117 40 м 59058— Wi. Bor. ..99e 



Case opens into a 
50-piece Farm Set 

Cut 3% 
There's even a family of 5 

to help do the work 

5лмїїїнЕбө 0999 9576 
Open the side of this carrycase barn to find a bus. 
thing 18x25x12%-in. farm scene. Spacious barn 
has hayloft and майк; silo and rear doors open 
and close. Set up fences or let animals roam 
around the "grounds." Plastic stake truck, com 
bine and tractor. Plastic figures. Vinyl barn has 
handle. Plastic animals from Japan. 
49 N 59106—Shpg. wt 3 Iba dor... Set $5.76 4 

т 7 Carrycase bar е 
13%18%410 in high ~ 

Western Town . . just like in the movies 
Fold-out case with cowboys, stores $487 The Big One 

214-pioce Farm Set with giant — ¿97 and even a covered wagon 
metal platform, operating - Just opon up the case 

haylift, animals and equipment %0x28x7%.inch town 
time stores. $dimensi 
outskirts of town. 40 p the Zinch platform with a 

ch up” rake, diae and harrow or hel si open back barn. Pickup truck and jeep sim plify your chores Chicken соор, stockade and “barbed wire” fences 
myard animals. Crops and accessories are 

7x12 inches high. Unassembled. EE 7 pounds Set 18.97 201 Sears 533 

and wagon. Folds for stor 
Handle for easy carry 
49 N 59137— Shipping 

е into a compact 19Mx8%x6% in. vinyl case. 
luy it the easy way—order by phone. 

weight 3 pounds 6 ounces Set 59.87 



 و

6.1. JOE 
He's 11% inches tall . . 
has lifelike hair . . and 

{ready for any mission 

mu 

Talking 

Commander 
G.I. Joe 
"Бн 

Wears blue denim shirt and pants, 3 Commander GI. Joe > 
boots, dog tag, shoulder holster, gives 8 appropriate tronaut G.I. Joe 

pistol. Plastic with red hair and beard. commands when you pull Space walk Mystery kS N s9159- Spe wt ler... S246 bis dog tay Wears green 
$6? zr: jacket and pants, boots, 

9 Wears tan fatigue shirt and pants, shoulder holster and pistol. 
boots, dog tag, shoulder bolster; — 1134-in. tall plastic body 

pistol, Plastic with lifelike black hair. — with brown hair, beard. 
49 N 59126—Shpg. wt. 10 oz....53.44 — 49N59127-Wt. 15 02.55.44 Д As space capsule drifts in space, he 

opens the haich and steps ош to 
explore. But, wait! His tether cord has 
broken . . . what now? Includes 10x 
1344 inch long plastic space capsule, 
45 rpm recording of space sounds, 
complete silver-colored suit and 
space helmet, gloves, boots, propel- 
lant gun, camera, tether cord, chest 
and back pack. G.I. Joe figure not 
included. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N soe Sec s. т E Spy Mission “Фа White Tiger Hunt 3672... y E T 

обода Frendkatyle wei and ia Xon jos учей. Ok د Lo ing ters lunar orbi shouting 8 com- pants, boots, knit cap, life raít and sppreaches. Can he find kis gun in time? mands when you pull his 
oar, radio with earphones, blinker Tan pants, hunter's jacket with clip of bullets, G.I. Joe rebel pert C Sew Wears white space suit with zipper, eie сми, Mice, TNT, delo: salar at ame rio, orange tent, tier, cape Astronaut ам white boots. 1114 inches tall, nator, submachine gun, with chain, and camp Are. Plastic зс plastic body with lifelike blond hair Fr hos. wt Ib. 1002. Set $6.97 5 кзг Wt Lb. SSA 

Cut 7% 
Fantastic Freefall 

97 zoo $6? ze: Forced to bail out .. quick pullihe 
rip cord! Indudes boots, orange 
coveralls, belmet, Mae West 
vat with flashlight, parachute 
with case, blinker light. 
49 н 59123—We. 11b... $4.64 

\ Shark's Surprise 
Treasure gleams . . he's in the clear, Bul, weil! SHARKI! 
Aqua sled, scuba suit, face mask, swim fins, air tanks, spear 
gun, shark, treasure chest and coins. Plastic, 
79 N 59065C— Shipping weight 4 pound 3697 

ded $4» 
works like a tank. 104. 

x pl plastic figure. Japan o 
» ler pkg. below f 

49 N 5844 Shipping weight 2 1499 

Lighted Copter explores the Moon dE 
Motor roars, lights blink, amd blades spin. 
Wheels adjust for turns. 16: 2 

body, metal trim. Two plast 
Japan, Uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below 
49 н 5807— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 ox.....$499 

. Package of 6 
weight 1 Ih. 8 o 149 



Desert treasure holds clues 
1o mystery .. can he find 4? 

BILLY BLASTOFF SET CUT 53 

AO 
Blast off into space age adventure with Billy and 
Robbie Robot. Plastic partners power the space rock: 
et... explore rugged terrain in the lunar crawler and 
it “radioactive materials" in the deluxe grabber. 

Their equipment is powered by built-in back jet 
packs that use 2 "AA" batteries (order pkg. below) 

de play radioactive material, push 
scope that fits into 
inge flying device 

s ih 
JC — Shipping weight 4 Ibs.....Set $7.99 

н. Package of б. 
Shipping weight 6 ол. Pig. 99¢ 49 N мог 

New! Walking 
BILLY BLASTOFF 

5257 eet 

Space scout walks and powers all Bily Bisto 
7 оо Vehicles, accessories. Jet 

G.L Joe 3-in-1 Super Adventure Set oe * er ades Mod. ^ > 
Takes 6.1. Joe into the seething jungle, zer $] 199 r Plastic. 434 inches high. 

desert heat and cold Arctic dangers =" 11 Mpana" Shipping wt. 4 os. 
49 N 59156 $2.87 

All the accesories you need to take G.I. Joe on three exciting adventures. He travels to the \ ў 
desert in his ATV car with working winch. Car Boats in water and rolls oa land. Other desert N 
accessories 

Lunar Expedition 
Man-made moon vehicle explores lunar surface 

» » module ladder goes up and 
spaceman appears at escape hatch 

Wind up the tank-type space vehicle and send it on а lunar expedi 
tion. Follows guide rail around craters and mountains and comes to a 
stop under space module. Ladder moves under module and picture of 
spaceman appears at the escape batch. Push lever to continue ex 
ploration. Colorful plastic landscape, 14J4x105 in. Plastic and metal 
vehicle (334x134x2 in. high) with metal key travels along on floor, 

F y. Like everything else in Sears 

ss *З” 



Castle 
Beautiful plasti 

Warriors of old 
3 CUT $1.02. Knight and Horse. 11 

inch tall knight has movable arms, legs, 
Colorful 20-piece $4 99. head. Horse is 13-in. tall. Includes 17 pieces of 

Knight Set armor. Plastic. Shipping weight each 3 Ibs 
м 59052-Silver color Knight, hone $5.97 

19 N 59051-Gold color Knight, horse. ..5.97 1 Lome the drawbridre. The еве а dungeon ишде relie rock formation. Cost of 
of Camelot leave to do battle. Molded arms, lag. Castle snaps together. W. Germany. З 

plastic fortress lets you relive the days of 79 N 59128C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs.. ...Set $12.87 етае e cme Ноте. Сема ae 
chivalry. 11 knights and 5 hones (29 to in eee eee ا AU ped 
high) have plenty of room in courtyard of 20x ©) Set of 20 Knights. Hand painted. Plastic, EE eee: мө iie: WIR IO plea ot 
20118-1. high castle. Even has working draw- © 3to 4⁄4 in. high. Horses incl. England. Оты ee eee 
bridge, old well, and trapdoor leading to Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. -Set 5499 ZENONO -Skipping weight $ loo, . 0697 

mer Meet the West family 
at the Circle X Ranch 

= res SOMETHING SPECIAL 

5 CUT $1.02. Circle X Ranch. (9 CUT $1.02. Jamie West, CUT SX. Jane West end g CUT 5% Johnny West and 
Thunderbolt Sturdy cardboard bunk house, cor horse and buckboard. John. Flame. Johnny's wife is a real t. The owner of the 

ral, stable are authentically detailed, ny’s son drives buckboard on all frontier gal—loves to "ride" the Circle X Ranch is all set to “ride, 
colorfully lithographed. Doors open. roundups. He's 9 inches tall, and range on her horse Flame. She's торе, and shoot." He's fully joint 
Inside are furniture, stove, bunks. fully jointed, Wears western gear. fully jointed for realistic poses. 11 ed, dressed in a western outfit 
Ax114-1t. wide. Folds for storage. Buckboard has reins, harness. inches tall: comes with 2costumes 114 in. tall. Johnny evenhascamp: 

Shipped unassembled. Jamie's 13-in. high horse, Coman- (not shown). 13-in. high horse has ing equipment (not shown). 13-in. 
79 н 59059C—Shpg. wt. 7 ibs.. $5.97 che, can be ridden along, fully — saddle and bridle. Plastic. high horse has saddle and bridle. 

jointed. Plastic. Unassembled. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 or. Plastic. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
536 Sears remu 79 N 59054C— Wt. 5 Ibs... $7.97 — 49 N 59056. $5.64 49N 59055. $5.64 



Gas-powered Planes, Rockets 
All use non-inflammable liquid gas propellant 

Space Shuttle Plane 
з realistic vapor trail 

342 

Just fil up with fuel from pressurized can and take off. Realistic rocket 
plane soars to altitudes of 100 fet, and then glides hundreds of feet without 
power. Jet engine leaves a white vapor trail. Reinforced plastic foem- 13 
in. long, 10-18. wingspan. Fuel for 10 flights, order extra below. 
49 N 5118—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. . Kit sas 

Rocket models soar hundreds of feet 

1 Baron" breaks 
booster rocket and glides to 

earth while booster parachutes 
down. Aluminum and balsa, 2244 
in, long. Incl. 744-02. can of pres 
surized fuel, decals. We. 1 Ib. 2 or. 
49 N 21855 Kit 58.99 
Extra Fuel. 15-02. can. For rock- 

shuttle plane above, ized can of fuel. 
51181—Wt. 1 lb. Lor..5179 49 N 21854-Wt. 1 Ib. 1102. Kit $899. 

ized Jet and Rocket 

High-performance rocket goes 
500 ft. straight up. Aero-space 

kit for amateur modelers blasts off 

Timing device releases para- 
chute to return rocket gently, 15 in. 
long. Made of plastic and aluminum. 
Includes launch pad, 714-02. pressur 

Mini 

Hawk“ Mini-Rocket | 
$399 

Mini-Jet 505 
3399 o 

Liquid gas propellant passes through 
guideline to power plane. Yellow and 
silver color plastic, 12 in. long, 11 
‘wingspan. Воп, can of propellant. 
49 N 51168—We. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

Mini-Hawk soars to heights of 300 
feet on pressurized gas propellant. 
10-inch plastic rocket has sponge 
plastic nose-cone, red and yellow 
finish. Includes launching stand 
and lead-otf wire, Bounce can of 
propellant 
49 N 51171—We. 1 Ib, 5or..5399 

$399 
Fuel. For 505 Jet and Mini 
49 N $1172—Sbpg. wt. 1202. 

Apollo-Saturn— 

first to take 

Man to the Moon 

Detailed 4-foot model 
even includes 4-inch 
“Eagle” Lunar Module 

CUT 4%. Precision-made scale lunar 
rocket kit even has escape tower, com- 
mand module, service module, lunar mod- 

With three astronauts, decals. Includes 
5n. high “escale Lunar Module Kit 
(LEM) for а close look at the moon. 
landing vehicle 
79 н 1981C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. „Kit $9.99 

Use water and ait $499 
to power 4-Rocket Set 

Use funnel to put water in rockets . . then attach them to hand 
pump. Air pressure sends them 150 feet or more. Set includes 
4 rockets; two-stage, parachute, single-stage anti-missile, and 

tage. Large hand pump, funnel, lunar module with para- 
chute, Rockets 5% to 14 inches long. Plastic. 
49 N 51164—Shipping weight 1 pound, 

ДӘ Sears 537 



Mold Ram, Scorpion and 

other Zodiac symbols 
in plastic 

Drop plastic crystals 

into forms and bake 24 

Reduced ‘1.11 
Deluxe PLASTICAST 

Preserve your treasi plastic blocks 
create stunning jewelry or impressive paperweights 

(вамїїн&$к ess 39 
7 

Preserve treasures that 
glow in plastic 

Make enameled 
rs instantly 

without heat 

Y" 



Colorful symbols 
in plastic blocks 

$499 
Make medallion and key chains 
bear one of the twelve signs 
of the zodiac. Just pour liquid Planie into desired "ld nd Re et. КЁ contains everyting you need . 1d тешне mole Tose for sach podine gn), pat 
‘each of liquid plastic in 4 colors, 
3 neck chains, 3 key chains, 6 na Vixit We hs. Kit sao 

Mosaic-style 
Crystal Art 

Make wall plaques. 
mobiles or figurines 

sg” 

It's as easy as decorating cookies, 
and just as much fun. Just pour 
colored crystals into metal frames 
and bake on a cookie sheet in the 
Oven. There's less mesa because 
you create with solid crystal form 

- liquidizes and hardens in 
frame. Set includes 6 frames (dog, 
fish, butterfly, flower, cat, grapes] 
and six ounce containers of 
colored crystals. Frames range from 4 to 6 inches high. Shipping 
weight 3 pounds 12 ounces, 
49 М 20475 Kit seso 

Glow-in-the-dark 
Crystal Cast 

$79 

Now you can float treasures in а 
sen of clear or colored plastic that 
glows in the dark! Combine 2 liq- 
uid plastics, pour into mold, add 
non-toxic "Glo-Powder", let 
harden about 7 hours. Sel con- 
tains 16 molds, jewelry settings 
(for cuff links, earrings, pins, 
Tiki pendant, tie clasp), 3 bottles 
of colors, 2 bottles of liquid plas- 
tic, mixing stick, paper cups 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 М 217870. Set $799 
Crystal Cast Refill. One 714-01. 
and one 2% or. bottle. Shipping 
weight 15 ounces. 
49 N 20332 Prg. 5279 

Span-Craft 

3444 

Make all kinds of flowers using 
the forms included. Liquid pla 
tic hardens on contact with a 
Then paint them with one o 
enamel colors. Set has approx! 
mately 100 wires, 4 petal forms, 
plastic foam, plastic planter, 
Brush, fort tape, а T-0unce 
bottle of liquid plastic, and a 4- 
ounce bottle of paint thinner. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibe 3 02 49 N 20522 "om 

MONSTER 
MARKER 

Mold them, wind 
them up and 
watch them go 

Lp 
As they walk, "Dr. Shriek" takes his head. 
off, and "Hairy Harry" swings his club. Set 
includes a beating unit, molds, 2 handles, 2 
wind-up motorized bodies, 4 unmotorined 
bodies, two 2-ounce bottles of Superplas 
tác TM, accemorien. UL listed for 110-120. 
volt, 60-eycle AC. Shp. wt. 8 Iba 
79 N 20218C Set $1499 
Superplastic Refills. Four 4-ounce bottles 
shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. 
49 N 21802 Pkg. 5349 

1 Mattes HOT WHEELS? Factory. Plastic heat ing unit (1218214 in.), six 2-pe. molds, 40 hot wheel assemblies, 40 amorted plastic pellets, 10 chamis weights, 2 mold clamps, accessories. UL. 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. АС. 
49 N 20142— Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
HOT WHEELS Indy Trail. Make truck, camper, Indy race car, and trailer. 2 molds, 12 assorted 
Plastix, 16 Hot Wheel assemblies, custom trim incl. 
49 N 20162— Shipping weight 14 oz... ...Set $2 
HOT WHEELS Accessory Pack. 
саг». 16 hot wheels, 40 axles, 4 chassis, custom trim. 49 N 20221—Shipping +-+ Pkg. $120 
Plastix Refills. 60 assorted Plastix pieces. 
49 N 21843—Shipping weight 1 Ib......Pkg. $287 

«Set $12.87 

Mini-Mini Hothouse 

$799. 

Grow houseplants, flowers. 
vegetables, even a tree 

No soil mess . ‚ 32 gro-blocs 
contain ingredients to start 
plants from seeds or cuttings 
Preset molded plastic heating 
tray with plastic dome ma 
tains ideal climate, while water. 
soluble fertilizer speeds growth 
124x845 in. high. 10 seed 
packets, 2 transplant trays. UL 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. Shipping weight pound 12 
49 N 21626 Kit $799 

9 Doodley-Doo. Squeeze out a flower or clown 
‘or write your name on a foil sheet with a tube of 

colored plastic fluid. Bake in oven for 10 minutes 
(at 300*) to make it permanent, let cool, and peel. 
Set contains 5 tubes of colored plastic fluid and 2 
patterned aluminum-foil sheets, 
49 N 21625—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $277 

Mini-Cactus Terrarium. Fascinating, fun to 
raise, and decorative. Includes a clear plastic terrarium (10 in. high, 8-in. diam.) for controlled 

atmosphere, special formula soil, landscape acces- sories, redemption coupon to send for four 1 to 2 
year-old growing cactus plants, and instructions. 
40 N 21627 Shipping weight 2 Iba... ...Set $4.49 



ortment of 
stones 

аа 
A en A 

Complete Rock Polishing Kit 

DR 
Shape and polish stones into a sparkling display or use as cuff links, ring. or key chain settings. ing you need in one kit . . 8 jewelry settings, electric tumbler, assorted agates, grinding grita, polish, cement. tumbling barrel with lid and liner, plus a packet of select stones (includes Indian blood stone, jade, rose quartz, amethyst, and garnet). Rock collec tors can polish their own findings too. Tumbler with plastic housing is 6%xGrd in. high. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60.eycle AC motor. 49 N 2047 1— Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. Kit #1299 
Refill Kit. Contains tumbling barrel with lid, assorted agate rock, тиз. polish, 5 jewelry settings, and packet of gem stones (includes same ax above). 
49 N 21628—Shipping weight 2 pounds Kit 93.99 

Peel-and-press 
wall hangings 

feature 
Raggedy Ann and Andy 

See ants dig tunnels and 

‘build bridges 

Watch silk actually 
being ma 



Fabric Art™ 
3-0 Wall Hangings S 9 

with Frames p 
(1 thru 3) Just peel protective 
paper off self-adhesive backing 
and press fabric onto preprint- 
ed background. Cotton covered 
plastic foam forms. Walnut-fin 
ished plastic frames. 
] Oblong-tramed Raggedy 

Ann and Andy . . sold only 
at Sears. Frame, 14x18 in. 
wide. Shpg. wt. 11b. 6 oz 
49N 20541 Kit $6.99 
(2 and 3 ) Oval-framed Rag- 

ly Ann or Andy. Frame, 
11х14 in. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib 
9 Andy only. 

49 N 20543 .... Kit $5.88 
3 Ann only. 

49 N 20542 .....Kit $5.88 

Pre-cut Wooden 
Ornaments to 

Paint-by-the-number 
$3'9 

Add Old World enchantment to 
your holiday tree with 18 de- 
lightful ornaments (3 to 8 in. 
high). Made of genuine precut 
Philippine mahogany . - print- 
ed and numbered on both aides 
for young artista to follow. Kit. 
includes 8 jars of acrylic paint, 
paint brush, sandpaper, gold 
cord hangers, and illustrated 
instructions. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz 

49 м21815 Kit 53.49 

Ant City 
5499 

It's fun to watch ants work and 
play. Special tubing connects 
Sach escapeproof styrene 
house - you can arrange hous 
es as city or stack as tall sky- 
scraper. Built-in magnifiers let 
you get close to the activity 
City includes 6 modules 
(БУУ in. high), tunneling 
sand, vinyl tubing, eyedropper 
feeder, six-month supply of 
food, tweezers, braces, redemp- 
tion coupon to send to factory 
for ant supply, and inst. Wt. 1 

49N20146 Set вада 

Silk Factory. . produce 
silk in your own home 
т 

Watch the fascinating life cycle 
ofa silk producing moth- rom. 
ig to caterpillar stage . „to 

Spinning silk cocoon and hatch ing as an adult moth - all 
within 2 escapeproof styrene 
incubators. Pormula food, mag. nifving glass, redemption cou 
pon to send to factory for in al culture, and instructions 
inel. Requires very little care 

Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 2 от. A9 820147 Set 9477 

Covered Wagon 
52% 

Stagecoach 
$ 499 

E 

Redwood and Ponderosa Pine Kits 
(4 and 5) Rustic charm of the old west. Just assemble Stagecoach topped with tiny lamp provides a deco- 
precut redwood and pine pieces. Beige plastic wheels rative light. Preprinted beige shade with cord trim. 

Uses 75-w. bulb (not included). Electric outlet is wired 
Д Covered Wagon. Beige cotton cover. 12x10x1% in. — for 110-120, 60 cycle AC. 12x10x10 in. high. 

49 N 21851—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 20z. .Kit $2.66 49 N 21852—Shipping weight 1 Ib. Bor ....Kit 499 

6-in-1 Craft Kit for Girls. 
Make doll clothes, jewelry, $ 499 
paper flowers, and m. 

Lots of creative fun with this versatile kit. Make doll 
clothes with the Cherry Pie Knitter, or a wild variety 
of flowers with Flower Pops. Take wood sticks and cre- 
ate a handsome picture frame and wagon planter. You 
can also make an elegant set of jewelry, mod "Love 
beads and rings, and 14 lovely paper flowers. Every. 
thing you need is included. Six individual boxes. 
49 N 21758 Shipping weight 2 ba. Kit $4.09 

5-in-1 Craft Kit 
Work with leather, wood, tile, $88 

burlap and feit 
Five different crafts, each packed in its own colorful 
box. You can make a handsome leather comb case, coin 
purse, and key caddy, 2 mosaic tile coasters, and a log 
cabin bank or try the Hootin' Owl yarn and burlap pic- 
ture and Happy Pup felt picture. All materials are in 
cluded along with easy to follow instructions, 
49 н 21816—Shipping weight 21ba. 120. ..Kit 93.88 

Super Cartoon Maker $ 887 

Five 3.D Peanuts pals to create with Plastigoop. Mold 
them in 14 different poses and bake in electric Cartoon. 
Maker. Includes 8 molds, 8 bottles of Plastigoop, cool 
ing tray, punch out sayings, handle, knife and instruc 
tions. UL listed. 110-120, 60#, AC. 
49 N 20145—Shipping weight 4 а. бот. ...Kit 68.87 
Extra Plastigoop. Package of four 2 or. bottles 
49 N 21842— Shipping weight 12 ounces. ..Pkg. $2.59 

Early American Wood Hobby Craft Kit 
Assemble and decorate with $799 

accessories included 
Hours of building enjoyment for eager young minds, 
and do-it-yourself decorating tops off the fun. Designs. 
are screen-printed on pre-cut genuine Philippine ma. 
hogany wood pieces. Set includes memo board and pad 
(94x64 inches), water pump and trough (6% x2 x3% 
inches), wheelbarrow (7x2% x3 inches), cottage bank 
(84x3%4x3 inches), and treasure chest (3%x2%4x3% 

hes). Wax stain, color sticks, decals, glue, sandpa 
and leather-like trim included. 

49 N 1976—Shipping weight 2 bs Kit s299 



AS POWERED” 
Cars and Planes 

Dune Buggy and 
Volkswagen really — 

dig in with fat 

Bn. tires and low gears 

$ = ua 

MER а 

Fuel throttle control lets you 
fly it like a real plane © 

Dune Buggy Kit 
# features Corvair 

- engine and 

other custom 
show" details 

б un $492 
3779 ча 

tank and watch rocket 
вом 20 to 25 foot 

элн 
Build and display „5 4 ar 

x these beautiful A a 11 
д Rocket-Plane Launch Set plastic Historic e = 

Slide a jet or rocket over the Ship Models yum. 
launching tube and adjust it for 
the flight angle you want. Then 
press the air tank ава. blast off! 

two jet planes shoot - 
off оп air-pressure thrust. 28- 
inch hose attaches air tank to 

u Inunching pad. Air tank, pad and 
* launching tube are rugged mold. 

ЖЭ” ed plastic. Tips and wings of 
planes and rocket are expanded 

тї, Ә cardboard, 7 to 8% inches long. 
From Japan. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 or. 
49 N 50071 $299 

542 Sears "Site 



ILLUSTRATED ON FACING PAGE 
Dune Buggy and Volkswagen 

with "hot" ‚049 engine 
(1 and2) Powerful Cox cars have 40:1 gear 
ratio to take steep grades, prevent stall-out. 
Semi-pneumatic vinyl tires give lota of traction. 
Enclosed Babe Bee engine. Recoil starter, 
throttle. Plastic body. Flower stickers. Starter 
battery, accessory kit not included, order below. 
1 Volkswagen. 76131 inches long. 
49 N 20621—Shpg. wt. 3lbe........:$1387 

9 Dune Buggy. 755112 inches long. 
49 N 20622—Shpg. wt. Blbs.........51387 

Authentic flying replica of 
Thompson Speed Trophy Winner 

3 Two-time Thompson speed trophy winner... 
most powerful single-engine prop plane ever 

built. Now you're the pilot. Inverted gull wing 
Comair 74 has throttle to regulate speed and 
maneuvers in flight. Cox .049 engine, spring 
starter. Left-hand prop prevents plane from 
coming in on "flyer" during take-ofís. 15 inches 
long, 19-inch wingspan. Plastic, With remote 
‚control handle and lines. Order starter battery, 
accessory kit below. 

N 20306C — Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $1299 
Accessories for Cox “Gas” Engines 

Starter Kit. Wire, clip, wrench, \s-pint fuel. N 20123— Shipping weight 1 Ib. $299 
tuol. Pint. For Cox "gas" engines. 

49 N 20124— Shipping wt. 11b. 6o...... 149 
Warning: Fuel not to be used by small children except 
under adult коре уос 
Battery. 14-volt. For starting engines. 
49 N 2259— Shipping wt. 11b.402.......51.19 

"Sand Hogg” Dune Buggy Kit 
by Lindberg 

Gleaming dune buggy is loaded with authentic 
details. One-piece body is chopped and raked over 
14 inches long when completed. Corvair engine has 
lots of simulated chrome. Balloon Hogg tires, whip. antenna, Fully detailed interior with center con. sole, l-piece removable top, clear plastic wind. 
shield, reversed wheel rims. Plastic. 
49 н 21055 Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 5 oz. Kit $499 

Revell Model Ship Kits 
(4 and 5) Skilled craftsmanship and attention 
to detail make Revell plastic model ships the 
collector's choice. Each kit includes complete 
instructions, history of the ship, mounting 
stand, rigging and nameplate. They're fun to 
assemble and look great on display. 

4 US$. Constitution. 3-loot long "Old Iron- 
sides” scaled from plana provided by the 

Smithsonian Institute. Includes 39 sails, 65 
guns, 20 crew figures, clear galley windows, pre- 
formed ratlines, 1814 flag sheet, instructions 
79 н 21661C— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibe.......Kit $1199 

0.5.5. Constitution. (Not shown,) 16% in. long. 
Build "Old Ironsides" that rests today in Boston 
Harbor. cabins, boats, 49 25961 pr. wi. 11 Los... Kit $349 
5 Mayflower. The historic sailing ship that 

brought the Pilgrims to America. 13 inches 
long, Has crew figures, boats. 
49 N 23986— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. o 

Visible V-8 Engine 

Authentic replica of the power plant of a real 
mobile. Action parts—from fan belt to rocker 
Completed kit is 14V inches long, in 4-color 
plastic. Complete with miniature motor, metal 
manual. Uses 2 "C" batteries; order pkg. below. 79 N 2336C— Shipping weight 6 Ib»... 4 Kit 3997 

Y r Batteries. Package of 6 а e See the inner works 49 N 8406 Shipping weight 12 1194 of the automobile ^ V-8 engine works. 

Visible Auto Chassis .. gears, brakes, clutch actually work 
Everything works. Springs, shocks, wheel link- — batteries; order package below, 
age, clutch perform like actual auto parts. Plas- 79 N 2237C— Shipping weight 10 Ibu... $1699 
tic, over 3 ft. long. Parts for installing V-8 — "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
engine (above), motor, manual. Kit uses 3 * 49 N B405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Soz.. .Pky. 149 

Mighty Steam Roller 
puffs steam, goes с 
forward or reverse. 

Working model “chugs” along > 
on its own power. Chain gear 
controls steering, throttle regu: 11 
lates speed. Safety valve, water 
level window, whistle. Metal 
with chrome-plated boiler, red 
and green enamel finish. Four 
fuel pellets, funnel, instructions 
ncluded. Order extra fuel pel 
ts below. 13 inches long. Prom 

W. Germany 
Shpg. wt. 4 tbe, З ox. 
49 N 2244 

Steam Engine Fuel. 
Esbit dry fuel. Use 
three pellets per pint. 
of water to heat boil 
er. Box of 80 pellets 

Барр. wt. 12 or. 
49 N 20156-Box $1.98 

Oscillating 
piston action 

Dual-action pistons, 
stationary valves 

Ideal for use with building sets or 
small machines. 4-inch brass boiler 
with speed control, centrifugal gov. 

bosed metal. Sx5-inch base, ernor, safety valve, oil cap. Embossed 
plastic funnel. Order fuel at metal. Plastic funnel. 10x8-in. base. 

ight. From W, Germany Order fuel at right. From W.Germany 
49 N 2006-Wi.1lb.Sor. $999 — 49  2004— Wt. 2 Ibs. 7 01.....81799 00 Sears 543 

Safety valve and speed con 
trol on shiny inch brass 
boiler. Made of sturdy em 



6 Projects 
to complete 
plus plaques, 

coasters, 
water colors 

Deluxe 88-piece Wood Burning and Cork Burning Set 

sg” 

Electric tool haa 6 extra points so you get professionalooking artistic 
effects. Burn and build 8-piece birdhouse, 5-piece tie rack, 6-piece 
bookends, З.ріесе napkin holder, $-piece pot holder rack, piece serv- 
ing tray. Set includes 9 printed plaques, 8 cork coasters, 2 cork hot 
pads, 6 color foils, palette, brush, water colors, 2 mixing dishes, pat 
tern sheet, sandpaper, nails. Plus carry-storage case. UL listed. 110- 
120-volt, Ө0-су‹їе AC-DC. 
49 N 1973—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces Set $8.99 

Wood Burn 
and Build Kits 

Build a 3-dimensional Stagecoach 

Burn and Print Set. . 6 wood plaques $499 
plus stamp pad to transfer designs 

With this 20 piece set you can burn designs on plaques, then print these 
designs on stationery, boxes, any flat surface. Design A-Matic tool has 3 
tipe—cross, sharp, chisel. Just match the tip shape to printed designs. 
Special wrench removes tips even when hot. 6 basswood plaques, stamp 
pad. 6 handles, emery paper, glue. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60<. AC-DC. 
49 N 21831—Shipping weight 13 ounces Set $4.99 

Beginner's Wood Burning Set $299 
with wood plaques, cork coasters 

32 pieces. В basswood plaques (not 14 as shown) and 4 cork coasters have rendy-to finish printed designa. Electric tool with 2 extra points. 6 color foils, foil transfer sheet, embosser, water colors, paint brush, water dish and instructions. UL lated. 110-120,v0lt. @<yele AC-DC. 49 н 2106 Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces Set 92.99 
Extra wood plaques to use with any set 

14 white basswood plaques with printed designs. Each 31425 inches high. 49 N 2156—Shipping weight 15 ounces Set 0199 

15 piece Wells Fargo stagecoach kit incl. 4 plaques, 3 dowels, coping 
saw with 3 blades, silver and gold-color foil, glue, instruc. Coach can 

used as container. Electric burning tool not incl 
49 N 21833— Shipping weight 14 oz. Kit $4.99 

544 Sears t" 

Make a real Weathervane with rooster on top 
14 piece Early American weathervane kit includes 2 plaques, 5 dowels, 
coping saw with 3 blades, silver-color foil, gold-color foil, plastic bearing, 
glue. instructions. Electric burning tool not included. 
49 N 21832—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce .......Kit 499 



Suede Split- 

^ Leather Kits 

Make your own Moccasins 

pum $22 am $349 

1 Suede split cowhide leather moccasins—simple to 
make and really good-looking. Palomino tan color 

pieces are precut, handatitched and ready to be put to- 
gether with tan cotton laces. Sturdy artificial leather in- 
soles aro fastened in place. 1 pair, plus instructions in kit 

299 
299 

21864—Teen's Small (sizes 56). Wt. 1001...... 349 
49 N 21865—Teen's Medium (sizes 7.8). Wt. 1001. .. 349 

N 21866—Teen's Large (sizes 9-10), Wt 10 oz. ... 349 

Suede Steerhide Leather Нор! Boot Kit $499 
2 Boys. girls, even adulta love the good looks and comfort 

of these boots. Precut parts, */ inch foam rubber in 
soles, waxed thread, lacing needle, shoe laces, instruc. 
Fawn color. State shoe size 5, 6 7, & 9. 10. Bays and men 
state one size larger than regular shoe size. 
49 N 2390F—Shipping weight 12 ounces Kit s499 

Top-grain Leather Kit makes 9 gifts 5499 
Pre-cut leather pieces are punched and ready for lacing. 
Make billfold, key case, pen and pencil case, M-inch wide 
belt that fits waists up to 36 inches, 3 different coin purses, 
bookmark. comb case with comb. Kit includes lace, lacing 
needle, illustrated instructions. Keys, pencils not included. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
49 N 21811—Shipping weight 1 Ih. 12 oz Kit $499 

~ Cut +2.90 
Automatic Mac! 

‘SOMETHING SPECIAL 

it's easy, fast and fun to knit your own clothes with this 20inch long steel 
and plastic machine. Just slide the carriage across the 49 closely-spaced nee- 
dies to any width up to 9 inches. Join panels for greater width. Steel rails and 
moving parts cut down friction so you knit faster; nylon brushes help prevent 
dropped stitches. No weights or combs to slow you down. Machine clamps to 
table, Comes with боз. fine-quality yarn, graduated patterns, personalized 
labels, crotchet hook, needles. latch tool, instructions, 
79 N 1410C— Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Hand-operated Knitting Jenny 
perfect for beginners. 

Easy-to-use plastic knitter makes 
row after row of even stitches. Just 
lift yarn over the double row of pega 
12x56 inches high. Comes with nee- 
dle, 70 yards of yarn, instructions. 
49 м 1489—Wt 11b 1202 ...5299 

Giant Activity Set 
filled with creative crafts 

$39 
Box stores 6 compartments of colo. Ш 
ful plastic snap beads: paper doll 
with wardrobe, wool, knitting spool, 
needles: 16 charms, 48 
jewelry; sereen-printed tapestry 3% 
cardboard frame, yarns, needle and 474 ^ 
instructions. Shipping weight 1 Ib 
49 м 14026 ‘Set 93.49 

Roomy Carryall Trio 
Bright fashion luggage for the 
young miss. Carryall has snap tab 
Closing . - hat box and suitcase zip 
open and closed. White background 
with green, maroon, violet mush 
room print solid green sides. Alli 
nyl cases 14, 13 and 814 in. high. 
79 N 1404 1C— Wt. 3 lbx...Set 33.99 

Weaving and Knitting Set 
with sturdy plastic loom 

$299 

jersey loops, looper rod. Also incl. 
10 skeins of yarn, spools, needles, 
instructions for knitting. 
49 N 14027—We 1 lb. . Set $299 

3-pc. Wet-look Luggage Set 
Popular signs of the zodiak in 
brown, pink, green and yellow dec 
orate zippered hat box, suitcase 
train case. Vinyl; 11, 12 and 10 
inches high, 
‘Shipping weight 4 pounds 

79 N 14042C Set 3699 



No Chord Organ made 
is easier to play 

For melody, just match keys and songbook numbers 
and play chords with a touch of a finger 

A great first instrument for a child. Six 
major and six minor chords give a wide 
range of harmony at the touch of a 
finger. Keyboard with 37 black and 
white keys, volume control and on-off 
switch. Lovely mahogany-colored plas- 
tie cabinet designed to blend withalmost 
amy decor. Organ measures about 29x 
19018 inches high, Built-in music read- 
ing lamp, songbook and instructions in- 
eluded. UL listed for any 110-120-v., 

546 Sears саны 

ELECTRIC 3-OCTAVE ORGAN 

13492 
60-с. AC outlet. Order legs, bench. extra 
music below. 
79 N 00662L— Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. $3499 
Sot of 4 Steel Legs. Each 23 in. long. 
79 N 66529C-Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. Set $7.99 
Bench, vinyl seat cover. Wood frame, 
steel legs. 19x11x16% in. high. 
79 м 66526C--Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. .$9.99 
Set of 3 extra Music Books. 
49 N 60524—Shpg. wt. 11b.. Set 399 

17-key Accordion 
57 99 

Piano accordion with 8 bass buttons 
rhythm. Tuned reeds. 10 white and 7 
black keys. Accordion extends to nearly 
two feet, closes to ааа inches wide. 
Arm and hand straps. Made of rugged. shock-resistant plastic with silver-color 
finish trim and fittings. Dark red. prarlized 
body. From Italy 
49 N 65676—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 1302..8799 

18 chord. 
buttons 
including 

6 bass tones 
for 

rhythm. 
56 4% 

wehout bench 

Electric Chord Organ with a 3 octave range 
Six major chords, 6 minor chords, and 6 bass tones. 37 keys. Vo v-control slide bar. Stainless steel reeds. Two-tone 
walnut and blonde wood.grained vinyl sealed on strong wood cabinet, Measures 24x10x30 in. Music stand, book. 
UL listed for 110-120-v, 60-cycle AC outlet. Order bench 
at left. Organ shipped freight (rail or truck) or express 
79 N 666776 
49 N 66549 

2-octave 
24-koy 
Electric 

Organ with 
12 chords 

5249 

Rich, resonant tones at touch of a finger, 6 major 

Shipping weight 
Set of 5 Music Books. Wt. Boz... Set 

pounds 56495 
349 

minor chords. Textured brown plastic case measures about 
23x12x7 inches 
Tack and chord 

igh. Complete with instructions, music 
ctor system song book. UL listed for any 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC outlet 
79 N 66462C Shipping weight 14 pounds. 

Battery- 
operated 

Mini-Organ 
$72 

Over 2 full octaves, 
case measures 16x6x 
cluded. Uses. 
49 N 66679— Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
49 N 8405 

52499 

tuned reeds. Plastic two-tone blue 
in, Song and instruction cards in 

D” batteries, order package below 
$799 

Batteries. Pkg. of 6. WII ib. Bor. Pkg. 149 

Grand Melodeon 2729 
Built to the standards of a fine musical instrument. Over 2 chromatic octaves from B below middle C. 27 accurately 
tuned reeds. Holding strap on the hack for the left hand. 
Plastic. mulated leather carry case. Song and instruction 
book. 17Hx3sixI*s inches. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 
49 N 66878 $799 



25-key 
Spinet Piano 
3128 

Just match color-coded notes 
with keyboard to play. Cast-iron 
tone bar. Piano measures about 
1600104184 inches high. Hard 
wood and hardboard construc 
tion. Gold-color front panel, 
black-finished cabinet. Bench 
stands about 8% inches high. 
Music book included. 
79 м 66523L-Wt. 15 Ibs..512.87 

pr 

Jr. size Spinet Piano 
49 keys 

plus a 4-octave keyboard 
for greater range 

$3995 

49 keys, including sharps and 
flats, make it possible for young: 
sters to play most of theirfavorite 
songs. Heavy cast iron tone bar. 
with precision ground alloy steel 
tone rods for full sound. Color 
coded song book and key chart 
make it easy tolearnsimple tunes. 
Gracefully turned legs rest on 
foot blocks. Elegant maple fin- 
ished wood piano measures 31x 
1324 in, high. Matching lift 
top storage bench, 16x9x13 in. 
high. Hardwood plywood con. 
struction. Shipped freight (rail 
or truck) or express. 
79 N 66626 — Wt. 40 lbs. $39.95 

37-key Spinet Piano 
with see-through front panel 

32457 

37 keys including sharps and flats. Plastic 
see-through front panel allows view of action 
of tappeta striking steel tone wires. Metal tone 
bar. 3-octavespan, chromatically tuned. Hard 
wood plywood construction, finished in wal 
nut. 22%4x101x204 inches high. Color song 
book and color-coded key chart. Matching 
bench, 1144x64x10 inches. Shipped freight 
(rail, truck) or express. 
79 N 066748— Shipping wt. 22 Ibs... .$2487 

Baby Grand Piano with 
concert piano styling 

5 | 5153; 112, 19152, 
Both pianos and benches are 
made of hardwood with a lux. 

Metal tone shaft and wire music 
stand. Includes music book. Im. 
ported from Japan. 
36-Key Piano with bench. 
Piano measures 144x19%4x20% 
inches high. Bench is 10 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 
79 м 66664C— Wt. 9 Ibs..$11.97 
46-Key Piano with bench. (Not 
shown.) Piano, 174x214x20% 
in. high. Bench, 10 im. high. 
Partly assembled. 
79 н 66673C— Wt. 13 Ibs. $ 

So resonant, no 

amplifier is required 
with this 

Metal gears 
well spaced for 
easier tuning 

Its sleek styling with a cutaway body and narrow 
neck make it easier to play. Looks like a real elec 
tric instrument, yet its twangy fun sound needs 
тю amplifier. Steel body with brown and gold-color 
sunburst design, 6 steel strings, metal strike 
plate. Geared tuning helps guitar stay tuned longer. 
Shoulder strap, pick and instruction book in- 
cluded. 26 inches long. From Japan. 
79 N 66597C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. .$6.9 

E 

Folk Guitar 
$3?» 

29 inches long with nat. 
ural wood finish and ve- 
neer front, back. Produces 
full, resonant sound, 6 
wire and nylon strings. 

ic pegs, zinc-plated 
tailpiece, shoulder cord. 

Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 
79 N 68533 ......$3.99 

Junior Zither 
15 metal strings 

Play music right away . - just 
follow the coded song charts. 
Hase is pressed board; formed. 
metal body. Geared peg tuning. 
Tuning key, pick, extra strings 
and instructionsincluded, Mea 
sures about 14x18x11 inches. 
Gray. gold color. Buyittheeasy 
way order by phone. $499 Shipping wt. 2 Ibe. 5 or. ed 
49 N 66695 $699 И? Sears 547 



The Swing $ 249 
Rock Four 

Start your own band. Linch metallic gold 
color plastic trumpet with 4 valves, payche 
delie tambourine, xylophone with "tru. 
tone” metal bars and mallet, and harmonica 
with 20 tuned reeds. For ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 6669—Shpg, wt. 11b. Soz. .....9349 

Trap Drum Set 

$487 
ты “Prana” gang's fh Forte dog decorates ths 
drum set. Get lots of Phy sound ad fn wih he damas ham Sram tam om and шт Beer Sots aides twa dis. wood drum. sticks andinos Sette mounted on nel frame Paste breaker 
sistant beads. 21 in. high over. бына 

‚Shipping weight 6 Iba. EA 
Snoopy ©) Unie Festes Са 

5-piece Rhythm $299 
Band Set 

Fun for the whole group. Set contains. 
‘Linch plastic rim tambourine, pair of 
Tin. cymbals, Sin. metal triangle with 
striker and holder, wood tone block 
and mallet, and a double jingle clog 
49N66691—We 2 lbs. 8 02. Set 55.99 

Roy Rogers 
Guitar 

Wood fiber 
sound 

chamber 
for deeper 
sounds 

Sets the mood for strumming and singing your favorite 
cowboy songs. Endorsed by Roy Rogers. Pictures of Roy, Trigger, and Dale. 29% inch long guitar is wood, finished in ivory color with mapletoned shading. Six strong wire 
and nylon strings. Plastic pegs and colorful shoulder 
cord. Instruction 
79 N 66544C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. 5339 

Parade Drum $399 
"Peanuts" characters decorate the side of this rugged мөө! parade drum with snares and plastic carrying strap. 11-in. diam. drum is 9 in. high. Break-resistant 
heads Two I¢inch hardwood drumsticks 
49 N 66692—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 or. 
Prenen” © Unite Pasturas Бутама, inc 1980 

$3.99 

Keyboard Harmonica Portable Organ 567 e 
25 color-coded keys and 25 brass reeds cover 2 full octaves. 
Red plastic case measures about 14x6x5% in. high. On-off 
switch. Music incl. Uses 3 "D" batteries... order pkg. below. 

N 66591—Shipping weight 3 pounds . 677 
Batteries. Package of 6. 
н 8405—Shipping wt 1 Ib. Soz. . Pkg. 1.49 

$ 29 19 color-coded keys 
Just blow into mouthpiece, press keys 
they're colorcoded to songbook (included) 
Rich, fullbodied tones. 1% diatonic octaves. 
Plastic instrument measures 14 inches long. Instructions included 
49 N 66522—Shpg. wt. 11b. Soz. ....42.69 



2-speed 
Electric 

Phonograph 

With stand. 
records and rack 

Long-lasting 
sapphire-tipped 
needle. Built-in 
45-rpm adapter 

17 
Playa 78 and 4$-rpm records. Plastic turntable. Colorful Aber 
board case (not wood or hardwood) is lightweight for portabili 
ty. Dependable electric Plays at correct speeds. Wire 
formed black phonograph stand, 5 children's recorda, record 
rack. 12%х11х21 in. high. UL listed for 110-120-v, 60-с. AC 
79 N 66696L— Shipping weight 12 pounds 11749 
Same as above (no stand! 
79 N 66699C Shipping weight 7 pounds 1399 

The Portable Swinger 
2-speed battery. 51 22. 

‘operated Phonograph 

Strong, yet lightweight plastic case tate circuitry 
make it a "go anywhere” portable. Plays either 33), or 4$-rpm 
speeds. Non-lip plastic turnta 
rpm records, Volume control, tone e 
die. 416x914 inches long. Uses 3 "D" ba order pack 
age below 
49 N 66649—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces .....41299 

Close 'n Play 
45-rpm 

battery-powered 
Phonograph 

$6” 

e record on turntable, press “on-off” switch and 
close lid. Needle attached to lid . , tone arm sets itself 
each time lid is closed. Synthetic sapphire-tipped ти 
die. Lightweight plastic ease measures 9x9x4% іп 
high. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order package below. 
49 N 6646 1—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $697 
7D" Batteries. Package o 
49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 149 

15 Records, Fiberboard Case 
4% 

ren's stories, songs, games. 
'pm. Case holds 50 records. 
hipping weight 2 Iba 11 oz. 

49 N 66697 5449 

(€ (( (44S 

THE SOUND IS BIG AND CLEAR 

4-speed Electric Phonograph features 

solid state amplifier 
and large 4-inch speaker 

$18? 

Now you can play almost any record you have . . 4 speeds to choose from: 78, 
45, 35%, and 16pm. Plastic turntable with non-slip top has builtin 4&rpm 
adapter. Long-lasting sapphire-tipped needle produces unusually good tone 
and is gentle on records . . plays monaurally both mono and stereo records, 
Solid state amplifier for instant start. inch speaker delivers full clear sound. 
Volume control with off/on switch. Speed selector. Fiberboard (not wood or 
hardwood) case is strong, yet lightweight. Measures 12%x10%x5% inches 
high. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-су‹е AC. 
79 N 66693C— Shipping weight 8 pounds $18.99 

4-speed 
acoustic 

Phonograph 
Plays any 

standard-size 
record 

Plays 78, 45, 33У, and 16-rpm records. Builtin 45-rpm adapter. Lightweight 
plastic pick-up arm is easy to handle. Plastic turntable, needle cup and armrest, 
Long-lasting sapphire tipped needle reduces surface noise. Plastic carry han- 
die. Five favorite children's records (45-rpm) and record rack included. Sturdy 
modernatyle case of fiberboard (not wood or hardwood) in attractive tangerine 
and gray tweed color. Phonograph measures 12x10%x5% inches high. UL list- 
‘ed for 110-120-volt, 60-¢ycle AC. 
79 N 66545C— Shipping weight 7 pounds 915.99 

"5 Sears 549 



AC Adapter 
Adapter for cassettes above. UL, 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. 
ft. cord, plastic housing 
49 N 66698— Wt. В oz. ...52 69 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N B406-Wt. 12 ов. Pkg. $1.19 

Plays anywhere 

PORTABLE 
CASSETTE 
PLAYER 

With tonal quality 
usually found in more 
expensive tape players 

+ Plays any Philips type 
cassette —both monaural 
and stereo monaurally 

+ Battery-powered or plug 
into wall outlet with 
AC adapter (sold 
separately below) 

$ 99 einen 

Instant musie, Just pop cassette 
into front of tape player. “Open' 
compartment switch for ejection 
ol cassette, which can then be 
flipped over to play second track 
when compartment. door is closed. 

10x5x24 in. Cassette playing time 
approx. 12 to 15 minutes. Use 4 

batteries, order package at 
left, below. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ox 
49 N 6666 $17.99 

Carry Case 

For cassette player 
‘Smooth vinyl case with 
compartment for cas 
sette player and 12 cas 
sette cartridges (not 
included). Metal lid 
latch, molded plastic 
carrying handle. Pro 
tective portability for 
player, tapes. 10x3x 1014 
in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. Bor 
49 N 66675 $399 

Phase П 
Drum Set 

+ Lyt-Lon™ heads + Hissing cymbal 
Get with the big beat with this profes- 
sional-like drum set. Break-resistant 

Lyf-Lon plastic heads on large base drum, 
side snare drum and large tom-tom . . give 
uniform response. (Plastic beads resist tem- 
perature changes more effectively than 
Animalskin heads.) Two iridescent coated 
cymbals .. one is novel “hissing cymbal”. 

Heavy-gauge steel bodies, resonant wood 
block and rugged steel foot pedal. Sturdy 
steel legs give positive placement. Highly 

elegance. 2lim. diameter bass drum with 
11-а. diameter snare drum and 9-inch diam- 
‘eter tom-tom. Accessories include two 15-in. 
hardwood drumsticks, two brushes, and cow: 
bell. Instructions. Shipping weight 14 pounds. 
79 N 66672. ....... $19.99 

It’s psychedelic! Flashing 
light Brass Drum Set 

9 Multicolored print on drum head with 
flashing light inside gives paychedelic ef- 

fect. Durable plastic Tuffbeat® playing heads. 
204.inch diameter bass drum with 9-in. dia- 
meter snare drum and 6-inch diameter tom- 
tom included in set. Steel frames. Professional 
designed tone block and bell. 14-inch hissing 
cymbal. Two 10-inch drumsticks and two 
wire brushes. Heavy duty foot pedal. Bracket. 
inside bass drum holds 100-watt bulb (not 
included). 6-ft. cord with flasher attachment. 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-eycle АС. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 N 666711 Set $1499 

Out of this World 
Trap Drum Set 

with "hissing cymbal" 
3 Play your favorite "rock" rhythms or just 

practice for the big time. Beating surfaces 
of break-resistant LyI-Lon plastic. Set con- 
sists of 21-inch diameter bass drum, two full 
size 9-inch diameter side drums, stained wood- 
en block, 2 cowbells and 2 iridescent coated 
cymbals, including а “hissing cymbal” for 
dramatic musical effects, Steel frames. Also 
included are two 15-inch high quality hard- 
wood drumsticks and instructions. For ages 
6 to 14. Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 м 666631... +++ Set $9.87 

Pre-recorded Monaural Cassettes 516 

550 Sears RE 

Play for 12 to 15 minutes. Sealed in 
durable plastic. Cassette is 4x2Vex'4 
inches thick. 
Shpg. wt. each 202. ..-.Each $196 
49 N 66711—Melanie, Candles in 
the Rain, Ruby Tuesday. 3 others. 
4з N 00712—The Cream, White 
Room. 3 others. 
49 N 66713—Best of Bill Deal and 
Rhondelis. May I, What Kind of 
Fool, I've been hurt, Nothing succeeds 
lihe success. 
49 N 66714—Super Groups. Ras- 
cals, Cream, Bee-Gee's, and Iron 
Butterfly ..one song of each, 
49 N 66715-Creedence Clearwater 
Revival. Fortunate Son. 2 others. 

49 N 68716—Led Zeppelin. Whole Lot 
of Lovin’. 3 others. 
49 N 66717-Engelbert Humperdinck. 
А Man without Low. 3 others. 
49 N 66718—Tom Jones. Hey Jude. 3 
others, 

19 N 66719-Engelbert Humperdinck. 
'm a Better Mon. 3 others. 

49 N 66721—Tom Jones. Love Me To- 
night. 3 others. 
49 N 68722—Тотту Roe, 12 in a 
Roe. Hurray for Hazel, Dizzy, Heather 
Honey, Jom up and Jelly Tight 
49 N 66723—Vanity Fare, Early in 
the Morning Sunday Morning. Hey 
Boby, Hitching a ride. 

49 N 66724-360 Degrees. Brooklyn 
Bridge, Lovin Spoonful, Ohio Express, 
1910 Fruitgum Со... one song of each. 
49 N 66725—Mantovani. Exodus. 3 
others. 
49 N 66726—The Ugly Duckling. 
Hansel and Gretel. 
49 N 66727—Little Boy with the Bi 
Horn, Toggy the Tugboat. 
49 N 66728—Princess and the Pea, 
Romper Room. 
49 N 66729—Puff, the Magic Dragon, 
Musicians of Bremen, 
49 N 66731—РіпоссћМо, Sleeping Beauty. 
49 N 66732 —Red Riding Hood, Heidi. 



Professionally-styled 
Snare Drum Outfit 
with Mylar* head 

е tuning. 
14-inch diameter, 6%-ineh deep drum. Steel tripod 

justa to various play 
ights. Set includes bal- 
wood drum sticks and 

Shipping weight 7 Iba 
79 N 66634C .....Set $12.87 

STAGE A SING-IN.. 
Start your own combo with these groovy FOLK GUITARS 

For more sound, use the play-anywhere 
solid-state amplifier sold separately below 

33-inch long style has big body Even this 31-inch model 
for resonance . . steel reinforced as nylon-gear tuning 

neck for added strength like professional guitar 

"t Sears 551 



Made with kids in mind 
Monaural, single-play, solid state Electric Phonographs 

play all record sizes . . at any speed 

ues Practically kidproof . . needles safe on any record . . even stereo 
end Adapters for 45-rpm twist up—can't get lost. Turntables are padded 

records can't slip. Metal turntables won't crack or warp 

Two big 4-inch end-mounted speakers plus Front-mounted 4-inch speaker Top-mounted 4-inch 
full-range tone and volume controls plus tone and volume controls speaker with volume control 

232395 | 2 $2 545 1751895 | 22252055 = 5155 |; $1725 

1 integrated «итш for high perfomance. Dual: Dualpeint synthetic sapphire mode. PI З module lor dependability. Crystal cartridge 
point, turnover-type. synthetic sapphire needle. laminated, chipboard construction - . p with synthetic sapphire needle. Plastic-laminated 
Molded, component-look, padded turntable. Plastic. top, green bottom. Padded turntable. IVxl2 chipboard constr Ted bot 
blue. 126x116: in. high Shipping weight 8 pound Shipping weight 
ST 32362- Shipping weight 9Ibs.4or.,....82398 57 N 32342 sins s1575 
Phonograph plus Set of six 45-rpm records from Phonograph and Set of six 45-rpm records trom and Set of six 45-rpm records from ms left. Sorry, no choice below, left. No choice w. left. No choice 
57 832367C2- Shipping weight 101......52545 97 N 32347C2- Shipping weight Dlbs.....$2045 87 N 32307C2- Shipping weight 8Ibs.....51725 

45-rpm Record Sets plus handy 
d rack.. 25 tunes per set 

Magic Dragon. Plu 
50— Shipping wt. 12 $128 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. And 
57N Shi 
Mary Poppins. In 
57 N S852 Shippin 

Disneyland Story-Book 33%-rpm Long-playing 33 4-rpm 
long-playing Records Record Sets 

5269 S388 
The Jungle Book" Music and dia. Each set includes five 

Space-saving track of this Disney favorite ords (titles listed bel 
Phonograph-Record Stands 57 W 5943—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 89 Give your child hours and 
ET Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery hours ol fun while introd 

Day.” Delightful tunes and illustrations 
J. wt. 1 lb. $269 ination and music 

Mother Goose Favorites, 
plus The Alphabet. Peter 
Pan, Wizard of Oz, Pull the 

ake it portable led whee 
ЮМ inches high. Shipped unas ind the Seven Dwarfs. 

ue $269 Dragon N 3202C— Wt. 13 Ibs. 9.95 gon 7 bs Bambi.” Complete story from motion 33-Wt. 3 Ibs. 807.5 
picture soundtrack сыну Chitty Bang 
57 N 5946—Shpg. wt. 1 Ih $269 plus Mary Po 

Presdwo The Love-Bug.” The story of the car little, The Si 
Charlie Brow 

во 57N5834-WI. 3 Ibs. 802.5388 
high. Unassembled. with a mind of its ow 

552 Sears EN 57 N 3200€ Wt. 8 Iba 5695 57 м 5948—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib 



WII so cer $969 

Records by MISTEROGERS 
songs to help youngsters 

learn and grow 
MISTEROGERS knows every 
child is a special person. He tal 
to children 
children. The songs he sings (re 
corded directly from his national 

nt just 

and he listens to 

television program) are m 
for the very young 

More than just rhyming jin 
gles . . his delightful songs on 33 
трт long-playing records help ex 
plain how everyday things work, 

Fully automatic 
Monaural Portable Phonographs 

Our best monaural phonograph 
features full-size 11-inch 

record changer 
+3895 esa $3995 

state circuits for greater reliability 
instant sound, Plays all 4 speeds, all 

size records, stereo and monaural. Five-inch 
oval speaker. Floating ceramic cartridge 
protects records. Dual point sapphire nee 
die. Adapter for 45-rpm records. Volume 
and tone controls, Molded light beige and 

i 
Personal-sized Phonograph 

with mini-changer 
п 528% | mz 5295 

9 Compact size for portable convenience . . im: 
2 proved high performance with low distortion. 
instant play, solid state chassis. Four-inch oval 
speaker. Plays 4 speeds; 45-rpm adapter included. 
Aqua color cabinet of molded plastic with built-in 
handle. Closes to 6x13x11 in. deep. UL listed. 

ee ther ы green cabinet with wood-look trim ..built- 57 N 3250—Phonograph ony. Wi. 9 Ibs $2895 
and even introduce children to in handle. Closes to 154axi\ex154 inches Phonograph and 10 records. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs 
foreign languages deep. UL listed 57 N 3250702 s2995 
Let's Get Together Phonograph only 

57 м 96880-Shpg, wt. 12 ox. $2.69 57 м 32622-Shipping wt. 14 Ibs. 6 02. $38.95 See Our Full Selection 
Ў of Stereo Phonograph "Won't You Be My Neighbor?’ Phonograph and 10 records. Wi. 15 Ibs. Ses pages 378. 379. 392 57 н 95651-Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $269 5? N 3252702 s3995 

Josephine, the Short Neck 
Giratte” 
57 н 95852-Shpg. wt. 12 ox. $269 
You Are Special 

57 н 95953-Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $269 
"A Place of Our Own' 
57 N 95854-Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $2 69 

Find the magical world of "Let's Pretend" 
classic treasury of records for the young 

Remember the thrills of radio's famous award-winning children’s program—"Let's Pretend”? Now, it's your Youngster's turn to spend many quiet hours meeting Cinderella, Snow White, Ali Baba and all your other 
childhood triends. These are not ordinary records with. 
^ single narrator—outstanding actors and actresses 
Actually perform these time-honored tales on long: 
playing 33-rpro records. "Let's Pretend” invites the TU ear d Cu o wonder, dm ad dier o СУГУ magical wonderland of kis ow imagination Benny and the Boast” and “Princess Moonbeam e ЗЫ Shipping waht I unter GIAN Cinderella” and "The Twelve Dancing Princesse SP Se Spe vagi Ie eae c rt Snow White and Rose Ned and “The Queen P wins Can Moke pico Nas Si stet Shipping ФМ 12 oince.....5248 Alice in Wonderland" and "Why the Ses is Sal 57 Suse). Shipping weight зше nr READ 

$549 ‘Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp" and "Douban the Mogan” и БУ эз Shipping weight 12 ounces... S248 FURRY FACE Rapunzel" and "East of the боп. West of the AS-rpm records safet Мор рес онын IYK Sites. Shipping weight 12 өшө......8249 
í—— ы "Sleeping Beauty" and "The Goose Girl" Just twist the handle and Fury Faces 57 V Hielo Shipping weight ПОИ". пов Pad cames ll uo rovas dba adaptar Rumplestiltskin” and "Donkey Skin type mese hang past othe id. ET 90607 pola weicht 1 cute... поле Heid record tala. Nylon, sor The Emperor's New Clothes" and "Meet" hadding ar can ba bed mall ito a weicht 12 duet $249 

place . „even the comb is included. Eyes kestail" and “The Bremen Town Musicians’ 
form any expression. Wipes clean with 95069 Shipping weight 12 ounces. .....$249 
damp cloth. The perfect gift for a young Jack and the Beanstalk” and "Faithful John 
record lover . . even comes gift-boxed. 57 N 95870 Shipping weight 12 ounces. . .... 5249 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 
57 N 5803 s549 

Hansel and Gretel” and “Three Golden Hai 
57 N 96871 Shipping weight 12 ounces. . ..-.5249 



Portable Cassette Tape Player-Recorder 
plus 3 pre-recorded cassettes 

34^ 
Discover the enjoyment and convenience of cassette tape playing and record: ing with this portable battery-operated unit. Play any pro-recorded cassette. tapes or record your own favorites. Simple one-lever operation. Flashing- type recordlevel indicator. Microphone with stop-start button. Tan plastic case measures 5x9x2 inches deep. Includes blank cassette, earphone and four batteries. To use with AC house current, order AC adapter below. Japan. 
Recorder-Player above plus three pre-recorded popular cassette tapas 57 N 34167C2—Shipping weight 6 pounds. $3445 57 N 34162— Player Recorder above only. Shpi. wt. 5 Iba. 2995 57 N 34992—AC Adapter. Shipping weight 12 ounces... 57 N 34982— Black vinyl Carry Case. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 or. 57 N 3472—L-hour blank Сб0луре Cassette. In mailer. Wt. бог... 229 57 н 3473—1%-bour blank C904ype Cassette. In mailer. Wt-8or...... 329 

Portable Cassette Tape Player—AM Radio with 3 pre-recorded 
Cassettes. . just pop a cassette out. . snap the radio tuner in 

Operates as an AM 

single lever ope 
transistorized for high sound output. Battery-operation for easy po earphone incl. Brown plastic case with b 

P. Order adapter for use with AC house cur 
Tape Player with Radio Tuner plus 3 pre-recorded cassette tapes 

57 N 34106C2— Shipping weight 4 pounds 53245 57 N 34108C2- т with Radio ы 2795 

hen cassette sire radio tuner is inserted. Taped 
ration for longer be tary life. hngivê 

57N 3410. 1995 57 N 34992—AC s 650 57 N 2498 1— Black vinyl Carry Case. Shipping weight 1 pound 296 
554 Sears Sit MORE PORTABLE RADIOS ON PAGE 383 

Reel-type Tape Recorders. Educational 
and fun for children .. economical, too 
(Тапа 2) Complete and all ready for instant fun . . batteries, 

Easy-to-use 
plastic case sealedan transistor. 

circuits and builtin handle for children's use. Japan. 

Our Best model for recording music or speech. Works on 
1 battery or AC house current (order AC adapter below). Two. 
speeds 3% and 1% inches per second. No adjustments needed. 
with Sears automatic volume control. Tan color. 8x9x3 inches 
deep. Takes up to 3%-inch reele. STN 3402 Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces ...... 2898 
57 N 34983—Black vinyl Carry Bag (for 1). Wt 1 Ib. {oz . 7.50 
57 N 34992—AC Adapter. Shipping weight 12 ounces .... 650 

9 Low cost model for speech recordings only—not for re- cording music or song. 8x7x3 in. deep. Takes up to in, reels. 57 N 3400—Shipping weight 4 pounds. so 
57 N 3470-00. Recording Tape. Zin. reel. Wt. 4.08, 5 

Our most compact Portable 
SOMETHING) AM Radios go everywhere 
‘SPECIAL Was $9.50. Solid state for 

dependability plus instant 
und. Break resistant white 

tic case with blu 
o. High-pes 

ому 

5850 
Thumb. whe 

read chas 
Earphone for pr 

strap in gift box. 3 x12 in 

el indica. 

wide. Hong Kong 
S7N22141—We 1205.88.50 
4 Solid state Portable in 

plastic case with aluminui 
le. 21-inch speaker. Thumb 

trols Battery. clear v 
сазе and earphone in a 

Y box. Builtin antenna. 2%x 
TU xIS in. deep. Hong Kong 
5782205 1—Wt Soz... .. $650 
5 Our lowest price this year 
© tor any AM Portable Radio. 
Contour d ign. . easy to hold in 

alm of your hand. Bre: 
Ant black plastic case 

trim: Burda 
г! 

53.88 57822021—Wt. 12 



Complete 
Walkie-Talkie 

System 
Two ready-to-operate 100-milliwatt walkie- 

talkies with batteries. Super-het circuitry 
for clarity . . even at this low price 

$2500 

single walkie-talkie . . but two ready-to-use 
low, low price. Precision crystals installed 
y by experts. You're pre-set for instant 

‘contact on channel 5 
Chat with a pal up to a mile away . or more. Great 

lor keeping in touch with others during hikes, sporting. 
eventa, outings or while hunting or fishing. 

And it's small enough to carry easily in your pocket 
Each unit measures 6%x2%x1% inches deep, Yet it's 
packed with 100 milliwatts. . the greatest amount of 
power you're allowed to use without a license. 

Circuit features, unusual at this low price, include. 
all-silicon transistors . . operate at maximum efficiency 
in all kinds of weather . . hot or cold. Also includes one 
(IC) circuit for greater dependability. High impact 
plastic cases with telescoping antennas. From 

Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces 
57 м 72011 System $25 00 

Not just 
nits at thi 

at the fa 

Portable AM Radio-Phonograph 
The portable entertainment center 

you'll want to take everywhere you go 
Dual-powered to operate with AC line cord for regular house current 
аг with batteries . . both included. Dependable solid state circuit gives 
Instant sound and instant play . . no wait for warm-up, Special four. 
inch speaker delivers big sound wherever you are— indoors or out. 
Separate controls for tone, volume and tuning. 
AM radio boasts a slide-rule tuning dial for easy tuning. Built-in 

ferrite core antenna for clearest available reception, 
Phonograph plays 33% and 45-rpm records monaurally. Synthetic 

sapphire needle. Twist-up adapter for 45-rpm records can't get lost. 
Slim, easy-to-carry case with built-in handie own and tan color. 
Protective cover snaps on and off in a jiffy, Case measures 12x13Wx 
\4 inches deep. Japan. UL listed. 

57 N 3242 — Shipping weight 6 pounds. 52950 

$3788 

you buy this 8-piece Drum Se 
Separate prices total $52.76. Includes many les 
found higher priced sets. All drums hi 

stay tuned, take hard wear, Shell:mounted Tom Tom . . 6x10 in. with 
6 adjustable lugs. Snare drum... 4x10 in. with throw-off strainer and 
stand. Bass drum . . 10x16 in. with wood hoops, 6 adjusting lugs, 

on foot pedal and disappearing legs. Brass Cymbal . . 10 in. 
f. Sticks, brushes and instructions included. Japan. 

57 N 26513L2—Shipping weight 25 pounds. $49.95 
2 Piece Drum Set. As above, 3 Shell-mounted Tom Tom but without Tom Tom Drum. Û Drum, alone. Described above. 
57 N 265121 - Wr. 211653288 57 N 2617—31. 416... 51488 

A, Sears 555 



Peanuts Mascots 
] Peanuts people all dressed up with someplace 

to go. Delightful plastic reproductions. 
Arms, legs, hands, feet, beads move. Remov 
able clothing. 7 inches high 
Schroeder. In Beethoven sw 
3'N 16296. Shipping weight 5 oz $277 
Snoopy. That great pilot, capped, scarved, ful 
of fight, ready to outsmart the Red Baron 
зм 16295 Shipping weight 5 oz sn 
Charlie Brown. He may not win any ball games, but he surely will win your hea 
зм 16298 Shipping weight 5 oz $277 
Lucy, There must be something good about this 
kid -maybe it's her pretty ruffled dress 
3 N 16297. Shipping weight 5 oz $277 
Linus. With (what else?) his blanket 3 N 16299 Shipping weight 5 o sn 

9 Twin 
peop 

3N 18106. 

3N 16209 

Peanuts Playables 
them, hend them 
do anything you want them ta 

both sides. Lots of fon. Gr 
ers for big or little kids 

Charlie Brown. WE 5 or 
3N 18109 Linus Wt Tor 144 008027 3N 16107 Lucy. Wt dor p 

Set of 6 Peanuts 
14 Books. Such a iot oi fum for all utogra п ling young artists, nuts ЖОН Hound а featured. Each book Воч 10 Snoopy pillow. For all your friends ches. Total $0 pages. 

ver. printed on all sides, kapok Tiling. a Cee inches high. Shipping weigh 

Peanuts Date Book 
Keep, up with the P 1 months at on days. Spiral bound dur able ‘cardboard pages filled with e Ay calendar plus hilar Big Crayola® Crayon Color D» and blow-ups, suitable lor framing 16 Bis Ser Gat "SS Сорт Great mit for any арс 14 pager most briliant and tot! colore 3N 16163. Shp wi. Lik an my as ever used. Alo includes tolor-drawing book: dec project booklet. ny. Baseball Caps (i alin easy acces cardboard tray. 19 Sure to score high with all Peanuts fans э N 4800-Shpg. wt. 11b Sor Set81 78 2 o why pot drow un your teama forthe 17 Peanut Che's Apron. At big 1971 season in a genuine Charlie Brown Evel mien to cone ر baseball cap? Amortonent al hve hall төй ped e A EU haces Nochoicee Sturdy wool and rayon feit dence? Metht’s favorite”. ned 3 1630. Small. We 3 or s clothes clean. For coloring. cook 3 N 1632 Medium. WE os Н Satz. Өгөр бош Heavy SN T0 Large. We dor эз а, 

Snoopy Dishes (5 and 6) Specially for Astronauts 
9 Dog. cat, even people-sized. Use, too, 5 Snoopy's Astrobag. All systems are & for clips. pins, real peanuts. Plastic о 
amorted c ‘ho choice), designs 
3N 1628843 in. Shpg. wt. 20r. 97 
3 N 16287 ин 7 in. Shpg. wt. Goz G Snoopy the Astronaut. In space suit, life-support system, helmet, W 

3016 
1 War flying ace sear Peanuts Mobile 3 in. tall. Shipping wt 11 oz 3 Snoopy dan Charlie and Lucy are 

set for the big game, Schroeder has 
his piano, Linus his blanket. Pre-tied. 
ready to hang, Perfectly balanced punch out on 18124-in. stiff йолу cardboard. 3 N 16171— Shpg. wi. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. -53.88 

(7 and 8) Snoopy Stuffed Animals 
So lovable, and smart! For Si 
Acrylie pile, kapok filled. Sponge to clean 
Т bying-Down Snoopy. Floppy and cudd such a happy smile it really must be a good dream Snoopy and Dog House Bank зм 18101- 20 inches long. Shpg wi 19e таа 

4 Drop in coins while Snoopy stands Sitting-up Snoopy. Bright, alert, ready lor any 45 spe mache: В thing eipecal supe. 18 Inch Bah эм пва drin WE lb. ....8288 эм 16109. Shipping weight 14 or 

make Peanuts 
he Peanuts Coloring Corner liable plastic. Painted en 

t tension reliev Colorful World of d inches high. Ne 13 Gus иона ا 
ful scenes for Peanuts fans to color and maybe Vang on the wal 14 ux 
10% in. 64 pes. Shpe. wt 1 1b. 13 oz. an 

w. Wt.S or. 

9 ounces. 15 Mr, Sketch Instant Water $450 Colors. Brighten scenes with washable, non-toxic 
paints. Wick-tip felt Mors. 

't of 12 colors in styrofoam tray. 
IN 27432- Wt 90 5499 
Set of 8. Like (15) above- 
3N21431—Wt. Tor. Set 5344 

Peanuts 

з н 16184—Shpg. wt. Sor... 

o when your 

y lanciers of any age. 



A Boy Named 
Charlie Brown. 

The big stars themselves from their very own 
movie seated in their very own director's chairs . . ready 
any minute for the take. Brightly colored all-wool pennant. 
1114x30-in. 
3 N 16201— Shipping weight 1 ounce. su 
Book. Good grief! Charlie Brown a spelling expert? Travels 
to New York City for the finals? Will he be the new champ? 
Find out in this new Charlie Brown book based on Charles 

-hulz’s first full length movie about the Peanuts gang. 100 
full color illustrations from the film. Hard cover. 146 pages. 
3 N 16139—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces. ....$5.66 

PEANUTS Classics 
Favorites with all Peanut 
fans. Bright and cheerful, 
full of Peanuts philosophy 
Each book over 60 pages, 
30 illustrations. Each Six 
5% inches. Hard covers. 
3 N 16214—Peanuts Cook 

Book 

3 N 16154—Home ison Top 
of a Dog House 

3N 16159—Christmas is 
Together Time 

э м 16159—Security is а 
Thumb and a Blanket 

3 16158 Happiness in a 
Warm Puppy 

э н 16152— Love is Walk 
ing Hand in Hand 

зм 16173— Peanuts Lunch 
Bag Cook Book 

Wt. en. Goz... ..Ea. $229 

PEANUTS Favorites 
Charlie Brown's Yearbook. In. 
cludes those great TV favorites: 
You're in Love, Charlie Brown; 
Charlie Brown's All-Stars; He's 
Your Dog, Charlie Brown; It's 
the Great Pumpkin, Charlie 
Brown. 186 pages. Beautiful foll 
color cartoons, laxis in. 
3N 16149— Wt. 1 Ib. 9 02.55.66 
A Charlie Brown Christmas. 
Charming TV classic in book 
form. Color illustrations. 48 
pages. BUSAN inches 
3N 16131-Shpg. wt 11.02.8277 
Peanuts Revisited. Frustrated? 
Need help? Like to laugh? Here's. 
the perfect book containing the 
best of Charles Schulz's famous 
Peanuts cartoons. БизВ' in. 
228 pages. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
3N 16142 s27 
Peanuts Project Book. Some thing for everyone to do! Pur an sonsa, a Peanuts ply, Cookie recipes, painting pages Sven cut-outs Tor the Christin tree, 52 pages. 12317 inches. SN 10189 We 1b. 1028277 
Peanuts Tre ‘Ten-year col- 
lection of delightful Peanuts ad. 
Тамшы. Charlie Brown in de- 
feat, Lucy frustrated, Snoopy 
fantasies, By Charles M. Schulz. 
264 pages. SlaxI1's inches, 
зм 16134—Wt. 11b. 15.02.5474 

PEANUTS 
Pennants 

ees bey rim the real "you' зм 1612—Bleah! 
:4-incl чэй Е; e T od and 3816123- o шры It's People 1 

No one Understands Me 3816121-Curse You, Red Baron I've Got to Start Acting More “ кыдал, nt 3N16116-Love is Walking Hand in Hand 
wien— [^ 3N1616-For a Nickel I can Cure Anything 

iren ol Wi anos DY ®" 3161221 Need All the Priends 1 Can Get 
эм 1615—1 Think I'm Allergie to Morning 3N1610-To Know Me Is to Love Me 
3 н 1607 —The Secret of Life is to Reduce — 3N1609-Somehow I Have the Feeling That Your Worries to a Minimum. a Crina Has Aen 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces «Each $1.88 

NEW! PEANUTS Little Books 
Hard-cover pocket carriers, Take your Peanuts la vorites with you everywhere, Just YSN inches. 
3N 16199— Winning May Not Be Everything but Losing [an't Anything 
э 16198 It's Fun to Lie Here and Listen to Sounds 

ol the Night 
эм 16197—It Really Doesn't Take Much to Make 

a Dad Happy 
3 N 16196—For а Nickel 1 Can Cure Anything 
Shipping weight each 3 ounces. Each $144 

PEANUTS Cartoon Books 
The warm and wry humor of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, 
Linus, and all their pals, in black-and-white cartoons. 

128 pgs. Paperbound, Wonderful keepsakes 
You've Had It, Charlie Brown 

3 N 16176—But We Love You, Charlie Brown 
You're You, Charlie Brown 

3 N 16366—It's a Dog's Life, Charlie Brown 
N 16183 The Unsinkable Charlie Brown 
N 16167 — Snoopy 
N 16177— Snoopy, Come Home 
N 16156—Go Fly a Kite, Charlie Brown. 
н 16165— You Can Do It Brown 
N 16163— You're Something Else, Charlie Brown 
bipping weight each 5 ounces. Each вәс 

PEANUTS Paperbacks 
(Vand 2) Sets of Six Books. Ea. 128 pes. 4487 in. 
1 All This and Snoopy, Too; Here Comes Snoopy: We're on Your harlie Brown: You're My 
Hero, Charlie Brown; Hey Peanuts; You are Too 
Much, Charlie Brown. 
3 М 16185— Shipping weight set 1 Ib. 6 oz... Set $294 

Nobody's Perfect, Charlie Brown; Peanuts for 
Everybody; We Love You, Snoopy: Yow're a Brave 

lie Brown: Here's to You, Charlie Brown; 
Your Life, Charlie Brown. 
86—Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 6 oz Sets294 

Snoopy and His Sopwith Camel. 68 pages. мха in. 
IN 16187 Shipping weight 8 ounce sis 
Snoopy and the Red Baron. 5x81 in. 64 pages. 
3 N 16162— Shipping weight 11 ounces si 
The Parables of Peanuts. By Robert Short, 128 pages. 
3 N 16218 04х84 in, Shipping wt. 11 oz 5179 

PEANUTS in Spanish 
¡Ahora! Peanuts habla espanol. 2 of the most popular 
Peanuts books. 6'4x8 in, 128 pages. Paperbacks. 
3 N 1644— Snoopy. Vuelve a Casa. WE. 5 oz $144 
3 н 1643 Adelante, Charlie Brown, Wt. 501 144 
Pones бетен © Unted Festures Зумба, 1966 



Just like being there.. 
when you see your favorite scenes on a 

Self-lighted Stereo Viewer 

 356$ 37 تس |

by holding 

vi 
3 $146 
Viewer with 4 reels. 3 s 1 extra reel. 28 scenes өен. 3 ree s, 1 extra reel, 28 scenes. 
3 N 9710- Shipping weight 1 po “ ng weight 12 ounces 5288 
м us 1 extra reel. 49 scenes. ls. 49 brilliantly с 
3 $539 
3 Each 19e 

Their “Very Own Show” anytime with a 

VIEW-MASTER Projector Set 

er $109? "oe 



зм 97362 3n 932 3N 97305 3N 97108 

Check here for exciting View-Master* 
subjects . . all in glorious color 

Each catalog number below for one packet with 3 reels (21 color scenes) 
(*) have. 

booklet; (# for stereo only (not for 2-D projectors). Postpaid. (Wt. ea, 30x.) 
Packets (**) incl. gui 

ILLUSTRATED 
3 N 97507. Snoopy and the 

Red Haren 
э N 9713 The Love Bug 
3 N 97099 Аройо Moon Landing 
3 N 97092 NEW! Jula 
3 N 97382 Night Belore 

Christmas 
з N 9787 Rudolph" 
3 N 97362 — Wienie the Poch" 
3 N 97132 Lamie Look Home 
3 97365 The Road Runner“ 
з N 97108. NEW! Land of the. 
з н 97311— Pinocchio" 
3 N 97388 Dennis the Menace? 
3 N 9750.. Barbie's World Trip" 
3 N 97875 Bath of Jesus 
З N 97094 NEW! Banana Split 
3 N 97361 —Wisard of Or* 
3 М 87095 NEW! The Hardy 
э N 97097 NEW! Physical Fi 

NEW! Instructional 
Football 
NEW! Auto Dare 
ded ыт? 
Wid Animal ol the 

э N 97204 
3N e703 
an 97014 
3N 97532 
3 N 97361— The Lites 

NEW! Ringling 
chers Сис” 
Jungle Book” 
Christmas Story“ 
Fipper* American Indis 
Casper s Gbostiand. 

3N97142 
3N 97364 
э н 97383 
э м 97485 
3N 97337 
з м 97129 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 

N 
N Tarian of 
N Mother G 
N 97333-—Pogeyet £ 
N 9730 -Snow Whitet 
N 97528 Mickey Моше" 
N 97376— Mary Poppins” N 9740- Bani 
N 97659. Santa's Workshop 

NEW! Superman and 
the Computer Crook 
NEW! Nanny and 
the Professor 

3 N 97514 Flintstones" 
3 N 87531 Boge Danny 
3 N 97131 Senokey the Beat 
3 N 9720 NEW! Lancelot Link 
З N 87201 NEW! Captain 

Kangaroo" 
з N 97202 NEW! Liddle Kiddies 

Meet the Kiddies 
ean charm 

оов stamp, coin (if available) 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 
(CONTINUED) 

н 87203 NEW! lee Folk” 
N 97372 Petar Pan 
N 9733. Heidi 
N 97479 -Daniel Hoces" 
N S317. Goldilocks" Casper the Friendly 

Ghost" 
Cinderella" 
NEW! National Soap 
Bax Deriy* 
Peanuts? з н 97536. 

SCIENCE SERIES 
3 N 97118 Kennmty Space Center 
3 N 97657 Man in Space 
3 N 97371— Ренне Lile 
3 N 97369 Our Planet Barth 

Rocks and Minerals 
Meum of Science 
and Industry 
NEW! Vah Lite 
NEW! History ol 

зм 97373 
з м 97358- 
397145 
3897146 
3N 97147 

DISNEYLAND 
397183 

New Orleans Square 
Tomartow land 

US TRAVEL 

Niagara Value 
Pennaylvanın Dutch 
Country 
Lacken Min. Tenn 
Hack Hile" 
Yellowstone North 
Coal Willard" 
New York City 
Manhatan” 
Alsda* 

796 Fior 

Park, Самота 
397793 Hone” 

US. TRAVEL (CONT) 
3 N 97394 San Francisco, Calit.” 
3 М 97969 Сурт» Gardens’ 
3897189 
3N 9719 
з мэ7194 
зм97196 

NEW! Pike Peak 
NEW! Las Ángulos 

WORLD TRAVEL 

South Vietnam “Japan” 
Holy Land, larael, 
and Jorda 
NEW! Expo 70 Оа" 

N 87199 — NEW! Expo 70 Oaks 
эмм" 
7 Wonders ofthe 
Жом 
NEW! The Pyramide 
and Кур 

ANIMALS AND 2005 
Wid Hirde" 

N Priore. Arma 
н Children’s Zoo" 
N Биеш" 
N 97615 Strange Animale of 
н 
N 
н 

The World® 
San Diego Zoo 1 
Marineland. Paci 
Marineland. Florida" 

ALL NEW! 
INSTRUCTIONAL SPORTS 

3 N 97097 Physical Fitnes” 
3 N 97098. Instructional Baseball" 
3 N 97204 — Instructional Fovtball* 
З N 97206 -Instructional Tennis 
3 N 87207 — estroctional Ice 

Skating" 

ALL NEW! ABC WIDE 
WORLD OF SPORTS 

з N 97208 — Auto Racing 
3 N 97209. Motorcycle Racing” 
3 N 9721 Hydroplano Racing 
эм 97211 Rodeo 
з м 97212-51. Morite Bob 

Crap 
Little League World 

" 
ana 

Un Festes Spice. 1966. Daney characters "Wen Dane Productora 

aN oa 

з N 97094 3 N 97095 

z= 

397103 

3N 97614 э м 97532 IT 

=. 
E EG Е. => 

3N 92142 3N 97364 3N 97383 
OU a 

3057405 3N 97397 3n 97129 

ALL NEW! Special 7-reel Packs in 3-D 

a ae 
зм эл911 
3N 979! 
зм элэ 
з м 97914 
э н 97915 
з м 97916 

З М 97919 
3N 97921 
3N 97922 
3 N 97923 

Shp wi. өө. pack 4 os Pack $2.13, 
NOTE M 3.0 Vere Movie төз te “wong Уат Mater age 300 

Аттай ol the Warid 
‘Our National History 
Foreign Scenic Wonders 
Fred Flintstone and 
Prenda 
Disney Cartoon Favorites 
Disney Fairy Tales 
‘Children's Fables 
Disneyland, the Magie. 
Kingdom 
evn Carta 

‘Television Showtime 
United States Space 
reram 

TEE Sears 559 



t Now.. Stereo V VE MASTERS 

Slip in talking View-Master reels. . Press 
sound button .. LOOK AND LISTEN 

A value thats ONLY 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL $ 92. 

vex 9] 37 ш 
Deluxe Talking View-Master Gift Pack. Fun . . educational. Each scene LOOK AT THIS PRICE! You get a View-Master set, but more 
fully explained while you view. Deluxe gift pack comes with plastic talk Xd new talking View Master Shows all your favorite characters in 

3-D. All in color . . each reel speaks for itself. Plastic View 
inches deep, 8 inches long, 5 inches wide, plus 1 reel (7 scenes) 

2°C" batteries, order below 
3N9773— Shipping weight 2 pounds 59.97 
34 N 4665—"C" Battery. 2 needed Shipping weight each 2o... Ea. 19¢ 

you get 

the World, Mother Goose 
cannister, metal top. Uses 2 "C" batter 
3N9786— Deluxe Talking View-Mast 

Exciting full color 3-D pictures plus sn $795 
SOUND... New talking View-Master Packets x 

ILLUSTRATED NOT SHOWN 
3N92731-Akein Wonderland 3 
3 н 97734-Море Goose 3 

Rhymes 3 
3N 97738-Wizard of Ox 3 
3 н 97746-Tha Flintstones 3 
3 N 97808-Seveo Wonders 3 

he World An. 
3N97733-Jungia Book 3897784 New York Cay 
3N 97786 Semic USA ася 
3 N 97732 Cinderella 3 N 97788--Niagara Fall 
3 н 97809- Wild Animals of IN 97787 United N 

the World 3897788 Washington, DC 
3 N 97801-Apollo Moon Landing 3 N 9779 1-The Wh 

3897794— 
3 N 97806-Prehistorie Life 
3.М97736-8еоору and the Red 3N.97802—Birds of the World 

Baron 3 N 97803 Our Planet Earth 
3 N 97805 Physio Mattar de 

Ene 
NN 3 н 97807 — Projects Apollo 

3N 97732 3N 97735—Smokey Bear 389781— Die 
3N 97737 —Soow White 3M97774—Vatican Ch 
3N 97745_Caspers Ghostland 3 N 97772—The Holy Land 
3N 97751—Popaye 3 N 97773 Switzerland 
¿reel packet, (21 scenes). Postpaid, (Wt ea. 502) Packet ... #295 

Peanuts characters © United Features Syndicate. 1966 
Disney characters ©) Walt Disney Produc 
Popeye characters © KFS. 1963 

Talking View-Master reels cannot be used on regular View Master 

TAG aneren an 97908; 3007736 Talking View Masters 
560 Sears 2% Will accept regular View Master reels 



. Can you imagine such a 
fantastic low price 

for the famous 
Polaroid Big Swinger 

This great camera gives you big black 
and white prints almost instantly 
and never needs focusing— yet 

Sears brings it to you for under $10 

A value thats 

SOMEIHING 
N SPECIAL 

\ 

„such an outstanding value, 
this camera was selected 
as a feature of our special 
opening section...page 5 

h black-and-white prints in just 15 seconds. 
easy with the Polaroid film pack . . drop 
s no film threading or winding 

© Built-in photometer lets you know when to shoot. You twist 
knob until you see a bright YES in the viewfinder, 

п the same knob to snap your picture 
n flash lets you take flash pictures with 
ash bulbs 

e Capture action in pictures with the Big Swinger's 1/200th 
econd shutter speed and Polaroid's 3000 speed film 

] Carry Case for 
IN 8379—Shipp 

2, Photo Album. 
3 N 8520—51 

Type 107 Polaroi 
3N 967 1—Shipping weight 5 ounces 
AG Flash Bulbs. Blue spot sho 
э н 8730—Shipping weight 2 ounces. 



vare, Dollymaker Set Plus 
Sears Exclusive Furnished House 

Fashion a Paper Bouquet. $349 
eautiful flowers up to 11 inches across 

Mold 2 different kinds 
of dolls and 10 outfits 

Vacuum-formed plastic dollhouse has “built & in” furniture. Decorate with 4-color "peel and stick” paper. Make 2-inch dolls and dresses. 
Jewelry, or to decorate. Set 

з water tray, mold handle, ided 
v 4 Р 

P xu € a e 9 49 N 21841—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 3 or. ...Set $7.66 Bahr a rare < ج 49 N 20144--Shpg. wt. 4 Iba. 4 oz... Set $6.66 - Rem On ma im o paie EE ас ——— ^ E 40 N 21844— Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $259 

ıs for making 3 kinds of flowers 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. Lor....Set $349. 

Decor Trays 
$449 

Lovely scenes to paint-by-number 
(Запа 4) Paint a bridge landscape or wild ducks hunting scene, Just fill in numbered spaces with proper color. When finished, tray can be used for decorating or for serving, Each set includes 12%-inch diameter plas- tic tray, 8 bottles of paint, glaze, brush and instructions. 
(3) 49 N 21805— Covered Bridge. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 0 Set $4.49 (4) 48 N 21806— Ducis. We. I Ib. Baz. Se 449 

Purse and Headband Kit 
Make a fringe shoulder bag and — $4749 

matching headband in swingin' suede 
pot and wrinkle 

shape, holes punched 
plit leather parts a 

Aue РАИ dq 
edle, iastrated in 

562 Sears Fans 
j 191 21814— Shipping weicht t pound 8 ounces. Kit seas 



Musical 
Tea Set 

With a tuneful teapot 
and extra-large plates 
3900 Set 56” 
senese 

1 Imported porcelain set has a 
lovely rose blooming on each 

piece. Delightful musical teapot 
the how 

he easy way—order by phone. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

49N 1014 Set 1699 

Our Largest Tea Set 
Includes fruit dish and fruit 

plastic. Set includes 4 plates, cups 
and saucers, creamer. sugar bowl 
with lid; teapot with lid; fruit dish 
with 6 piece 4 knives, forks, 
spoons- more 
49N 10208-Wt2 bs. оз. Set $4.99 

Blue Bird Tea Set 

3 ^ young hostess can set a 
pleasing table with this porce- 

lain service for 6. Set includes a 
teapot with cover; 6 cups and sau. 

owl with 
inch diameter plates; 

and 6 plastic knives, forks, and 
spoons. Imported from Japan 
49 N 1011—Wt. 4 lbs. -Set $3.99 

Perk “М Pour Coffee Set 
save see $999 
serves 6 

num and 
perks safe 
inel. 6 aluminum 44 
saucers; 6 plastic cu 
knives, forks, spoons, 
49N10238-WL1 Ib or 

Daisy Tea Set 
62.5 Set 

6 knives, forks, spoons 
49 10209-We 1 1602 Set $2.99 

Watch it pop 
apint in 
4 minutes 

Popcorn Popper 
Outside of popper is cool $577 peces 

Have a happy popping ses- 

‘See-thru plastic dome lets you watch it pop- 
ping. Pour popcorn kernels into opening. 
plug in popper and wait till popcorn is fluffy and 
white. Heat is supplied by a 100-watt bulb (not 

pours popcorn into bowls or 
bags. Set includes popper, measuring spoon, 6 
bags, Jounce bag popcorn, instructions. 
stands 6%x7%x12%4 inches high, UL listed for 
110-120 «volt, G2ycle AC. 100 watts. 
49N 11011—Shpg wt 2 ibs Tor... ... Se 95.77 

Cotton Candy $ 77 
Maker e 

Just pour in sugar to make delicious candy. Set 
incl. 8% in. high, 11% in. diam. cotton candy 
maker, sugar, 4 winding sticks, measuring spoon, 
instructions. Spinner is driven by 2 "D" batteries. 
. „order pkg below. For heat, plug into 110-120- 
v. 60«. AC outlet 78 watts: UL listed. 
49N11012—Shpg, wt 21b Mar... Set 99.77 
“o” Package of y 



Two Great Electric Sewing Machine Sets 
Safety plug converts 120-volt household current to safer 3-volt. Operate 
on electricity, "D" battery power, or by hand . . you can sew anywhere. 
Complete with 1114 -inch doll pattern cut-outs and sewing accessories. 

Consolette Straight-Stitch Machine 

has an attached carry case that lays flat 

when open to give extra working space 

© Foot pedal control leaves ® Die-cast head is 
hands free for fabric extra long-lasting 

$1499 
Exceptionally well-made machine has a heavy-duty motor and head, so it can Works on electricity, 2 "D" batteries (not incL) or by hand 
really stand up under continuous use. Foot pedal control and tension control includes 3 dress projects, thread, needles, threader, Spe. sewing 
make it operate smoothly. Entire vinyl case is permanently attached — you'll kit. Foot pedal and adjustable tension make it easier to operate. 
never misplace it. 9o Мат in. high machine; 6-1. cord. UL listed for 110- Heavy-duty motor and die-cast head add longer lile. Plastic 
120-v., 60-с, AC. Comes with 2 dress projects. 2 spare needles, threader, 8-pc. carry case, storage drawer. 1014x6419 inches: 6 foot cord. UL. 
sewing kit. 2 “ТУ” batteries not ipcluded. From Japan. listed for 110-120-у., 60-c. AC. From Japan. 

N 1209 Shipping weight 3 pounds $ ounces сосове 1499 49 М 1210— Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. ...Set $19.99 
6 extra Needles . . 3 Dress Projects. For all machines on page except zig-zag. 6 extra Needies . . 3 Dress Projects. For zig-zag machine. 
40 м 12091 Shipping weight 4 оше... .................... Package 996 49 N 2101 — Shipping weight 4 ounces .—- Pg. 99 

BATTERY 
OPERATED 

HAND- 
OPERATED Ve 

Sturdy, steel 
Machine is ideal 

for beginners = $699 
Rugged Machine sews 

0999 so-ravel chain stitches 
Low-cost steel beauty hat 

Steel head and attractive carry case mote control foot pedal 
make this Machine a real value justabl tension, work exten A 

Sews tight chain stitches that won't pull sion table. 9x3 a5 in Stitches 
emily, Foot pedal and tension control mak high. Incl. thread, needle eh: au 
e ie i.e ME ج ا hreader, dress project. From tion cup feet attach to 

me, extension table. 10'axixtv pan. Uses 2 "D" batteries my smooth surface. In. 
Ihrend, 2 needles, threader order package b des thread, needle 
Japan. Unes 2 "D" batteries, order pk. at right, 49 N 1207-W4 ihreader, needle, dress 
49'N 1208. Shpr.wt2lb Nor... SL S999 Package of 6 7D project. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz Shpg, wt 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
564 Sears "Sti! 49 N 8408 Рм. $149 49м" Set 5287 



Sew a Doll Wardrobe..it's easy and fun! 
Pieces are pre-cut, ready-to-sew . . step-by-step instructions are included 

^ EX 
occ \ (СЕ; 

| (комате М i ( SOMETHING 
SPEC Vf gs 

ach fashion 
For all 11/41" A 

Ja №... Barbie: 
dota and friends 

NEWI Teen Wardrobe 
dn $ 32 Р 

Set #399 49N 1456....Se(5399 49м 1414 
NOTE: DOLLS NOT INCLUDED WITH WARDROBES 

е ДА, 

Create beautiful towels with Fully-lined Sewing Basket Plush Animals to sew by hand 
Embroidery and Applique Set and Acci 

5799 

machine 



Wigs and Curls for Little Girls 
with nylon *'hair," stretch-net backing, plus the 
same careful construction found in adult wigs 



JULIETTE * 
Hairstyling Salon 
Wash. comb, $777 set and style м 

Make-up Mirror. 
lights her up like a star 

1 This cute vinyl mannequin ía getting set 
for fun. Her nylon rooted hair is so easy to 

wash and style. Stand rotates a full circle to 
simplify setting. Non-mar friction cups keep 
plastic stand steady during the comb-out. 
Store clips and rollers in the handy base. 
Mannequin has open and close eyes with long 
lashes. Comes with headband and hairnet. 12 
rollers, 12 clips and styling brush. Try new 
styles on the mannequin to get ideas for your 
own hairdos. 11 in. high. 
49 м 1340—Shpg. wt. lbs Goz. ...Set 87.77 

Vanity Set 
with Hassock 

$999 == 
She'll feel so sophisticated 
with her very own crea 
colored vanity set. Has pol- 
ished mirror, sculptured. 
look legs and a side drawer 
to bold ber treasures; plas- 
tic hasaock top lifts for ex 
tra storage. Plastic vanity 
is 26x12x33 in. high. Comb, 
brush, cuticle tool, emery 

Carry Case 
Foranyhaipiece $ 399 
оп opposite раң 

9 Take along wig or fall and stand when you board, nail file, orange go traveling, Hexagonal ahaped vinyl case > ART 
is 15% in. high. Strap handle for carrying. er tere | 
49 н 1335 Ship. wt 11b. doz 5399 ee | 

lights use 2 D' batteries, | 
Chic Hairpieces order pkg. below. Unassem | 

bled. Wt. 10 Iba. 
TON 13812L....8et 39.99 
7D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 

‘Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, Вол. 
40 N 8405 .....Pkg. 81.49 

(3 thru 5) The thickest, most luxurious little 
girl hairpieces we've ever sold. Washable ny- 
lon hair is easy to set and curl. Each on а sty- 
rofoam wig block with hairnet. 

ане 9588 
Linch long wig. Form fit stretch сар. 
49N13402-Blonde 49N13403-Brunette 

Shipping weight 1 b. 4 02. Each $5.88 

Curly Wig 5488 

4 2Linch wig. Form-fit stretch cap; bow. 
49N13406-Blonde — 49N13407-Brunette 

Shipping weight 1 pound Each $4.88 

Gera $388 
5 19inch fall Topstitched cap; bow. 

49N13408-Blonde  49N13409-Brunette. 
Shipping weight 1 pound Each $3.88 

Cut 51.12 
Easy -Curl Hairsetting Kit 

6 Ай you do is set hair on plastic rollers that 
have been warmed in the plastic roller- 

warmer, Wait just 10 minutes and comb out. 
Warmer operates on one 60-watt light bulb 

€ 
Light-up Make-up Mirror 

рін а 9499 ш 
‘This daisy-shaped mirror comes in its own 
handy 9x12.ín. carrying сазе. . what a 
bright idea. Pink and peach-colored case is 
easy care plastic. Beauty aids include brush, 
comb, apothecary jar, play lipstick and oth 

table or wall 
$499 

So versatile and, oh, so feminine. Polished 
mirror over handy storage drawer. Comb, 
brush, "cosmetics" and other beauty aids in- 
cluded. Yellow vanity is 14x64x18% in. (not included). UL listed for 110-120. 6й<. er cosmetics. Bulbs included. Uses 2 "D" Plastic. Hangs on wall using pre-drilled AC. 8 rollers, clips and styling booklet batteries, not incl. order package above. holes. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 49 н 1364—Shpg. wt 2iba .... Kit $5.87 49 N 1362—Shpg, wt. 21ba Lo... 3499 78 N 1314C—Shpg wi 5 Iba ....Set 34.99 

Battery-powered Pretty Pac 
Mani Traveling Case ne 

winserot $99 5299 um 
u Plastic base comes with 4 attach- 

menta: buffer, emery board, file 
and polisher. Just add attach. 
ment and switch base on. Uses 2 

batteries, order package be 
low. 2 bottles of nail polish also 
included. Sturdy plastic case has 
handle for easy toting 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49N 13075 Set $3.99 

Sunny yellow flowers bloom 
on this orange plastic beauty 
pack case. It's ideal for over- 
night visits or just-pretend 
trips. Accessories include 2 
ponytail clips, 2 combs, 
brush, hair pins, rain bonnet, 
soap, play lipstick. compact 
powder, puff and more. Case 
is 10% x34 x10 in. Plastic 
handle. Wt. 1 Ib. Воз 
49 м 1334 Set 5399 

"C" Batteries. Package of & 
49 н B406-WL 1202 Pkg. 51.19 жне Sears 567 



Electric Ovens 

u 
An oven so big, it bakes 2 cakes, 2 pies ыа 

or 2 sheets of cookies at a time 

Make Sno-Cones 
In just in 5 delicious flavors 

20 minutes, 
7 real 

A | homemade 
ice cream 

[6] 

—M = 3 Use the 
^ Tootsie Rolls 

e to make toys 



Bake tasty cakes with frosting, 
that really work pies, cookies and gingerbread men 

-inch oven 

and 4 top burners that light up 
Sold only at 

Sears 

l $1488 

1 Coppertone oven of heavy gauge steel . sure to delight any 
young cook. Set includes mixes for cakes, frosting, cookies, 

biscuits, gingerbread, pie crust and apple pie filling. Fully 
equipped with pan holder, cake pan, pie plate, loaf pan, cookie 
sheet, rolling pin, cookie cutters, gingerbread man, teaspoon, 
mixing bowl. recipe book and instruction booklet- 

This large-capacity oven measures 9x8x11% inches high. Op- 
erates with the heat from one 100-watt light bulb (not included). 
Outside never gets too hot for little fingers to touch. Openings in 
oven permit dayglow burners to light up when oven is on. UL 
listed for 110-120-volta, G0eycle AC. 
79 N 1038C—Shipping weight 7 pounds Set $14.88 

24-piece Set has big 11 

h 82-inch oven 15-piece Set w: 

> $Q88 SSoleceFoodMik $499 
and Utensil Set 

Bake some terrific desserts in this brightly colored, heavy Bake а table full of tasty treats with these easyto-make mixes. Prepares 5 
нетот oven: йына Re Caii, Dong and frostings. 8 cakes, 4 sheets of cookies, 2 batches of gingerbread men, 2 pie 
cookies: Set comes complete with pan holder, cake pan, cookie crust and 2 apple pie filings Set comes equipped with cake pan, pie plate, loaf 
sheet, cookie cutters, teaspoon, recipe book and instruction pon. muffin tin, cookie sheet, rolling pin, cookie cutters, gingerbread man, tea 
Booklet. Oven measures about 7161418% inches. Operates with Spoon, mixing bowl, and recipe book. Instructions on each package. 
the heat of one standard 75 watt light bulb (not included] Out 49 10142. Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces Set $499 
side always cool to the touch. UL listed at 110—120-volta, 60<су. 
cle AC. Phone ordering is a quick and easy way to buy it. 
49 N 1037—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ......Set 38.88 

69-piece Food Mix and Utensil Set 

$ 858 

Easytomake assortment of delicious pastries Set includes 
enough mixes for 12 cakes, 10 frostings, 4 cookie batches, 3 

apple pie fillings and pie crusts, 2 batches each of biscuits, 
brownies, and fortune cookies, 2 sets of gingerbread men and 6 
yummy puddings. Simple instructions on back of each package 
Set has 23 utensils and accessories including baking pans, 

cookie cutters and cookie sheet, rolling pin. measuring spoon, 
mixing bowls, gingerbread man, pie plate, pudding spoon, muf 
fin tin, fortune cookie sayings, and recipe book. 20-piece Food Mix $499 DT EI aa 2 
49N 10141 Si i636 and Utensil Set 

Set includes enough mixes for 4 cakes, 2 frostings, 2 cookie batehes, 2 sets of 
gingerbread men and 1 batch of biscuits. Utensils include baking pans, cookie 
sheet and cutters, gingerbread man, muffin tin, measuring spoon, recipes. 
49 N 10143—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces Set $299 

Suzy Homemaker Ice Cream Maker $599 
4 ий» tha prop over йк hemerande lo cream: So ciate com 
sale in ervem Bor Rex. Ju eben werk partly, cies 10-piece Food Refill Set 
need for chopped ice. Plastic and metal. 64x74x13 in. $199 ee set 9599 

Teeny tll эй ciu патта E м. $499 tut of treats to кайа. Includes misse for 
SOMETHING SPECIAL +5.79 2 cakes, 2 frostings, 2 batches of cookies, 

1 Slocuk bate, 1 gingerbread man, pis 5 CUT 92.80. Toot Sweet Tastitoy*. Press out tasty candy whis Free prre сє 
tles. Toot Sweet machine. 8 molds and 40 tiny Tootsie Roll* can- GON 10144 Wi Moz. .....Set $199 

dies in 4 flavors. Instructions. Plastic machine measures 10x5% in 
49 N 11022. Shipping weight lb. B oz Set $1.99 16-piece Cook 'n Bake Set 
49 N 11023 Refills 40 Tootsie Rolls, flavors. Wt 7 от. 66e 

Бмс био Sim 54976 WO а 
regular cake pana plus an angel food 

CUT 4%. Frosty Snoman Sno-cone Machine. Grater cranks out cake pan. Also includes cookie sheet, 
sno-cones from ice cubes. Plastic is 796351439 in. high. Hat, apron, biscuit pan, pie pan, mixing bowl, meas- 

big store sign. syrup, 10 cups, funnel, instructions uring cup, cookie cutters, spatula, egg 
49 N 11019— Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces Set $4.76 whip, scoop and spoon 
49 N 11021—Sno-cone Refill. 5 flavors, 20 cups. Wt. 5 oz 99с 49 N 10178—We 10 o Set ээс 



Save 10% TAWNY GOLD is the now color 
on Sets 

Double-oven Range 3 
y 5145 range ony 712?" 

Range only. Has 
doors 

pound 
2 Set $1438 11297 

26-piece Breakfast Set 
$999 

49 н 1009. » 

570 Sears t 49 8405 jet $2.99 49N1 



in this All Steel Play Kitchen 
With Rigid-lock 

construction to make 
assembly a snap 

Cabinet 

SER 
2 SOMETHING: 

3-piece steel SPECIAL 

Kitchen Set 299 
Set consists of Range, Sink, 

and Refrigerator-Freezer 



Cut 1. . All-in-one Kitchen 
(8 Priced to be ‘Was $ 99 

SOMETHING SPECIAL 19.99 

Water rens from faucet, rocirculates . . range burners "glow" 
. oven has see-thru door . . 2-compartment refrigerator, 

und cabinets provide lots of storage space 
Watch the action in thia realistic sink water drains into the 
basin below, medy to meirculate when you tura ов the faucet. 

Deren! even has window Ut allows Bie cooks to weich the progres of their moalo. Made of heavyweight corrugated 
paperboard with wipe clan plastic countertop” Plastic pull han 
Als and nabs. Turqoolee and white, Kitchen stands T1246 
inches bigh. Accemoriss not inchuded. затем. 79 N TY IL Shipping weight 10 pounds 18.99 

Tabletop 
Supermarket 
Take your dolls grocery shopping this colorful, 72-pe 
supermarket set is as modern and convenient as can be. 
Stocked with meat, bread, milk, fruit and vegetables. 
Plus 2 shopping carts, scale and cash register with play 
money. Open, measures 294121851644 in.; closes for car. 
ying. Dolls not incl. 
79 N 94025C — Shipping weight 4 pounds... ...Set $799 
572 Sears " 

Kooky Cooks $399 

‘Smiling, winking polyethylene set includes sunny yellow 8.inch diameter fry- 
ing pan; bright green 8-inch high coffee pot and lid; 2 blazing orange 54-inch 
diam. saucepans and lid; white spoon, spatula, 2 cardboard eggs, 3 pancakes 49 N 10092 — Shipping weight 3 pounds. Set $399 

Deluxe Sink St $; Famous brand $499 
makes dishwashing easy p Canned Goods >I 
Tieon the cheery paper apron, get to work 24 empty metal cans, each 3 
and you'll have a spotless kitchen in no in. high, are colortully litho: 
time. Set includes plastic dishpan, drainer, graphed to look like real brands 
soap dish, funnel, measuring cup and Mom buys 
more. Sealed to fit play kitchens Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1202. 49 м 10167—Shpg. wt.1lh....Set$139 49 N 1003 Set $1.99 

All-aluminum Cook and Bake Sets by Mirro* 
mz $399 "п" $799 mge 5799 

Sturdy, shiny kitchen utensils are sized to fit play kitchens, Sets incl. cake pan; loaf pan: cookie sheet, cutters; measuring cup; frying pan and more. 
49 1023 —35-pc. Set. Whistling tea kettle incl. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. Set $399 
49 N 10236 —21-pc. Set. Shipping weight 1 Ib. Set 299 
49 № 10235— 19-pc. Set. Shipping weight 12 Ser 199 



Deluxe Mary Proctor Ironing Set 
Electric Iron has 17 simulated steam vents, adjustable 
fabric dial, easy-grip handle and safe low heat 
Steel Ironing Board adjusts to any height 

teel iron has white plastic handle .. actually measures 
Ї an adult iron. Lime green enameled steel ironing 

obble-{ree and features the famous Proctor steam. 
ming. About 30 inches long. Height adjustment 
of a finger. Includes ironing board cover and 

0-volt, 60-cycle АС 
weight 8 pounds. Set $577 

operates at the to 
pad. UL listed. 110. 
79 N 10251C— Shippi 

10-piece 
Cleaning Set with 

metal carpet sweeper 

$29 
you need . . 24 

¢ metal carpet sweeper 

hand mop. 
and SOS box. Bright paper 
apron helps keep you clean. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 1O168C Set 6299 

эрисе metal set. 
includes stove 
valeod bumara. and 

see-through oven door 
sink with turn-on 

faucet for real water 
3-shelf refrigerator 

$ gu 

Everything is at your. re 
3-piece metal appliance set comes 
in terra-cotta red with green trim. { 
11-inch stove has raised pretend 
burners, see-through oven door 
and sliding broiler tray. 11- Y 
inch sink has turn-on faucet and — V 
swingopen cabinet. 15-inch re- 

tor has 3 shelves. Play food, 

79 м 1019с Set $8.44 

: Tabletop Kitchen Appliance Set 

Vac picks up colored 
"dust" balls and whirls 
them around inside 

see-through plastic hood 
Battery-powered 

Canister Vacuum Cleaner 

It's fun to watch this powerful vac do its job, Just flip handy on-off 
switch and see colored plastic foam balls (included) travel through 
hose and into hood. All-plastic vac has light blue see-through hose 
and base, red hood. Rolls around on rubber wheels. 626x714 in. high. 
Partly assembled, From Japan. Uses 3 “Р” batteries, order pkg. below. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. 
49 н 1304 " $599 

Upright Vacuum Cleaner 
Flip switch to start the cleaning action—a $ 
light tells you it’s on. Easy-to-empty vinyl 
bag, steel body and handle. 8\4x39 inches 
high. Beige and brown. Partly assembled. 
From Japan. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order 
package below. Shpg. 2 Ibs. боз. 
ON OR SAS 
70" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 М $408—Wt. 11b. 80x... Pkg. $149. 

"MS" Sears 573 | 



Blender wir quide shee with 
power cabinet 

Metal Colonial Mansion with 
129 pieces of furniture 

sg” 

Our largest doll house. Outside, the el 
egant colonial styling is carried out 
with simulated brick front, white sid. 
ing and green shutters . . lovely cupo- 
la on roof plus a spacious breezeway 
Inside, there are 7 rooms. You can de- 
sign your own room settings by 
switching the 129 pieces of plastic fur. 
niture from room to room. 4 plastie 
people “live” in house. 38x9x15 inches 
high. Unassembled . . directions in- 
cluded 

Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
79 N лоас 1877 

574 Sears "ais" 

Every appliance 
really works 

Hostess Center.10 x 10-inch cardboard kitchen. 
plastic sink with working drain. 
utility table . . 8 utensil 
that contains battery power to operate dishwasher, 

f 

A 

Mini-Matic Hoste 
with dishwasher. utility table, dishes and other accessori 

washer and dishes 
accessories. Plus sink cabinet 

il other 

You mean WS тє 

HOUSE PARTY YOU 
Sy INVITED ME To 

bi ea б 5 

Early American 
House of metal 
6 furnished rooms 

$599 

race with hen, living-dining area, nurs 
room, bath ient utility-laundry room are 
30 pieces of plastic furnitur 

Mini-Matic appliances sold at right. Just plug them in. Uses 
2"D" batteries, order pkg. below. Skipper doll not included 
49 N 1127 Shipping weight 2 pounds 59.88 
Dishwasher with battery-powered Cabinet. Includes set of 
dishes. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below. 

N 11278— Shipping weight 14 ounces 333 
" Batteries. Package of 6 

49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz Pkg. 149 

bed. 
with 

Includes family of 4 plastic poo 
ple. 2etory house is 26'x9x15 inches high. Unassembled 
directions included. Buy it the easy way —order by phone 
79 N 9403C— Shipping weight 7 pounds $599 

Center 

Mini-Matic Appliances. All plastic арр! 
work only when plugged into battery-powered 
Cabinet sold with hostess center (49 N 1127) or 
dishwasher unit (49 N 11278) at left 
Mixer. Removable beaters tilting head, bowl. 
49 N 11275 Shipping weight 8 or #233 
Carving Set. Easy-grip power handle. Storage 
unit 
49 N 11277—Shipping weight 8 ox. 9233 
Blender. Secthru jar with removable top for fill- 
ing and pouring. Chrome plated base 
49 N 11276—Shipping weight 8 oz. 9233 

Beautifully furnished $; 
Colonial Mansion 

1 Stately colonial mansion has elabo- 
rate designs screened on in full color 

to re-create the mood and elegance of 
yesteryear. 4 large rooms are furnished 
with the same deluxe pieces (except 
dresser with lamp) as our highest priced 
suburban home on facing page. Play 
area outside has a fenced.in formal gar. 
den and flagstone patio. 2-tory vinyl 
house measures 194 x194x174% in 
high when open. Closes for easy toting 
79.N94015C—Shpg. wt 6 lbs. ...%8.76 

76 

Modern House $99 
with fireplace 

9 Two-way exposed "brick" fireplace. 
brightens the kitchen and adds rus- 

tie charm to the living area. Fullcolor 
screened balcony makes the 2nd story 
bedroom look extra-large and cheery 
Rooms are completely furnished with 16 
pieces of molded plastic furniture. Vinyl 
house 164x18%4x10% inches high when 
open. Closed, it's compact, easy to carry. 
49 N 94016 Wt 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 5.99 

5-pc. Plastic Doll Family 
3 They bend, turn, twist or stay in any 

position . . range from 3 to 5 in. tall 
wear cotton, rayon clothes. Scaled to 

fit houses on facing page. Hong Kong 
49 N 9402—-Shpg. wt 3 ox. 2199 

Snap-together Plastic 
Furniture 

Over 100 pieces of plastic furniture. 
to апар together. For living room. 

dining room, 2 bedrooma, kitchen and 
bath. Instructions and room layout 
sheet included. 
49 N 94033 Shpg. wt. 2 lbs $3.99 

— 



Suburban Split Level... 

| »-2 our finest Doll House Cut $2 



Young 
Heroes 

Every boy secretly 

Now hi 
to act out his dreams 

тесна sote Was 15.99 
‘SOMETHING $565 

Gridiron Stars 
Outfits for your 
football hero 

Los Angeles 
Rams 4 

SPECIAL 
1 SUT SX. Superman. 

costume of red and Blue shrinkage 
controlled cotton with sweeping cape. 
State S, M or L 

Authentie 

49 N 1409F —Shpg. wt. 11b....$5,65 
9 CUT SX. . Batman. Cotton shirt and pants (fabric won't shrink over 
16); plastic belt with buckle; cape, hood and mask. State S, M or L 
49 N 14993F—Shpg. wi. 11b. $5.65 

Astronaut Uniform. One-piece sil 9 vertone cotton twill (max. fabric shrinkage 1%) suit has large pockets, 
tipper front, astronaut insignia. Over. 
seas cap incl. Order astronaut helmet 
below, State S, M or L 
49 М 14901F—Shpe. wi. 11b....$677 
4 Cut, 5%, Astronaut Helmet, Was 

$3.59. Strong plastic helmet with 
tinted, see-through face shield that 
lifts up. Pretend microphone incl. 
49 н 14932-Shpr. wt. 2 Ibs-Gor.. 5339 
5 Hot Redder One piss cotton гас. 

ис! и, пр front Embroidered’ emblems. Order 
helmet at right, above. State S, M or L 
49 N 14997F Бърд. wt. 11b....9577 

576 Sears rmm SEE SIZE 

6 Recing Helmet. High quality molded plastic helmet with tinted sun goggles: Brilliant white finish; rac ing stripes. Vinyl covered foam pad. 
ding inside. Adjustable chin strap. 
49 N 14998 —Shpg. wt. 1501....$299 
7] Highway Trooper. Outfit of gray 7 ind ed. colton abre anses only 156) shirt and panta. Plastic cap. and goggles. Also includes metal badge and handcuffs, plastic whistle State S, Mor L 
49 N SSF ‘Shpg. wt. 11b. Bor s7 77 
8 Fatigue Outfit. Green Santorizede cotton (max. fabric shrinkage 1%) Jacket has insignia, stripes and name tab. “reuters [ау belle pockets tipper. Cap incl State S, M or ‘Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 or 
ла н пазов 
9 US. Marine, Regulation-look cot. ton unifor ic shrinkage only 1%. Includes cap, belt and insignia. Pants have elastic back. States. 

‚Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ar. 
A9 N M99AF, a 

CHART. PAGE 577 

Pants have e 
sm 

49 М 149715 
49 N 149735 
49 N 149755 
49 N 14974f 
49 N 14977 
49 N 14976F 

really feel that team 
tie insignia, name, and. 
the Los Ange 

Each 
knit jeney and pan 

35 in. tall 
State S, M or L. Shi 

Yoke 
tic waist and no-Ily front 

M(38-41 in. tall 
са Rams (shown 

ay Packers (shown) 

Kansas City Chiel 

Green Bay 
Packers 

he authen- esign of a favorite team. Choose 
s Rams or Green Bay Packers, 
piece outfit has a white long-sleeved 

1044-47 in, tall) ing weight each $ ounces. 
5699 



Beautiful HEROINES 
Every girl wants to be important. 

whether through beauty, talent, magic 
ог professional care of others 

1 

- Umbrella Д = 
17 Plastic cover in aworted | fme 

color E with 12 N 
2 zodiac signs. Steel shaft, plastic ‘iced tota Y y + > 0р, "Removable charm Bracelet. "SOMETHING 

DU in. high, 2448. diam. open. нїнє 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. son 039 i "iae > Sron 

А = Was $4.99 
3477 

Drum Majorette, Bright red Bride, Long rayon satin gown, 10 E white oe of cotton and 14 net vel lace trimmed "mi 
ч tayon satin. maximum fabric shrink: headband, pretend pearl necklace 

ge 1%. Set includes hat, belt and апа ring set, tiny bouquet. 
c pata” that slip over shoes. Gold. — Please state S, M or L. a © и color decorations on visored hat and — 49 N 14999F  Shpg. wt. 13ок..$599 

" shoulder epaulets. Sie S, М or L. 
A авн 14982F—Shpg, wt. 18 0r..$577 15 CUT 4. Visiting Nurse. Now 

Uwe ce you pam po out to treat Your sllerins. One-piece pink outfit  "patienta‘ Uniform is crisp Cotton Dressup $299 11 o popeo "knitted elasticized (ра won't shrink over 10), Includes Accessories acetate satin. Nylon net tutu over- blue cotton cape with insignia, cap Skirt. State S, M or L. and plastic shoulder bag. Nune kit 
Wen by ы кыза ын 49 N 14981F--Shpg. wt. 17 от.,.$677 пот included. Order below. rayon plo stole that looks re FB My 
mink, plastic wig, high heels, ad BEREIT 

D Juste snap beads, pretend di T2 eene West —Shpe. wi. 14 ox. 
mond ring, loti, red co danos fins piety stom or gibet] G Nere Ki. "aient" get te 
sage. apparel. Carry strap. 1013210132394 in. ext of care with piece. 

= 49N1249-Wt. 2 Ibe. 5 oz. -Sot $3.99 49 N 14985-Shpg. wi. 11b. 8 оа. 5299 kit. Includes plastic thermometer, 
Jewel Chest plastic funnel, play watch for taking 

< 13 Princess with light-up wand. pulses, eyeglass frames, wash pan, 
Rayon acetate gown. Headpiece, stethoscope, sick charts, appointment 

= detachable wings Bulb and battery slips, and 2 boxes Dr. “B” Happy 
for wand incl. Siate S, M or L. Candies (Shown on page 468.) 

4 Mon 49 м 1498F-Shpg, wt. 1 Ib. 2or.$599 49 N 44296— Shpg. wt. 11b.....$197 
MT i SIZE CHART for all costumes. 

е? (except football outs) оп these Two pages 
High-heel Shoes of black an 
plastic haveelasticstraps, Pretend bracelets, earrings, neck Н 
pretend jewel buckles. Sil- aces, fin. chipboard chest (not Height inches... |. 2.35 1042... 
ст соаг earrings. wood or hardboard). 
49 N 14984-Wi. 7 o. 900 49 13111—Wt. Lib...Set 5399 



к ] 

po 
* She's fresh apple pie, a trip 

to the country, love and i 
security all rolled into one (д 

Д 

ч Created by Joyce Miller 
Sold only at Sears. 

E 

GRAMMA Y 8 ] ^ tres 
talks! / Ч 2 j y Ж2> 
She repeats 10 

2oinches $ 499 

GRAMMA is an 
“Come here 4 = 16 inche old-fashioned 
апа snuggle Ж a Rag Doll 

up with | - А 

49 н 34008—16 Shpg wt. Llb....83:44 
49 N 340072 in. tall. Shpg. wt 11b. Bor... 499 

Gramma's Cradle 
J ^ holds dolis up 
+ t020 inches tall 

Gramma's Lap 
JN isa 

/ SS rocking chair 
( Wi for 
Y you to sit on. 

[T 
чаб d 

49 N35011—5 
578 Sears 28 

sures 19x14%x26 inches high. 
79  9002C—Wt. Bibs. .....814.99 



- to have 
a tea 
arty = a ОШЫН) to sew 

Gramma ашк favorite 
things 

-. to play 
with her 

JOE DOG 

Just wind 
him up and 5. 
he'll make 
music for r 

ra th 
49 N 4070—Shipping weight 1 р 

49м 8405—W oz. ..Pkg $149 



Beautiful Dreamers Soit ony 
at Sears 

These snuggly SLUMBERCHUMS™ with soft 
51 59% pillowheads and plush furry coats are 

sure to be nighttime and naptime favorites 
] A great way to hiBEARnate . . ideal for children up 9 Ir puppy love when youngsters up to 5% feet tall Lo 4% feet tall. His coat is rich Malden Mills acrylic © maet Great George, tbe St Bernard. His “fur” la pile, cotton backed. Quilted cotton liner and bottom filled cotton-hacked Malden Mills acrylic pile. His soft pillow. with acrylic batting, Side ripper. Polyurethane foam pad- — head is polyurethane foam padded. Quilted cotton liner ded head. This gorgeous softy is 22x62 inches long. Use — and bottom filled with acrylic batting. Side zipper. He's indoors only. Dry clean. inches long. Use indoors only. Dry. 79NAOSAC-Red 79N4OSSC-Brown 79N4056C-Gold є Shipping weight each 5 pounds Each $15.99 L s1999 

relcoming arms of these wild looking "They're soft polyurethane and styrene padded. with soft acrylic йе "fur." Ideal companions for TV watching or long trips in the ear. And. they liven up a youngster's room. 14 inches high. Shpg. wt. each 31bs. T9 N 4087 1C—Tiger. 9699 — 78 N 40673C— Polar Bear... 46.99 
- й Sears Ж" 



DrooperDog $788 
BeanBagGame 4 

] He's real cute catch in his 
striped uniform, sporty cap and 

felt mitt. Has 4 cotton bean bags 
marked "single," "double," "triple 
or "home run." Can you toss а "ho 
mar” into Drooper's mitt? 

He's 19% in. tall; soft rayon plush. 
Felt еуез, cars and pompon nose. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 
79 н 40462С таз 

Elephant 77 
Ring Toss Game 6 

long trunk fo ring toss game. His 
bright felt eyes seem to watch as youl 
tons the 3 plastic rings He's wearing 
a bright party hai lar. 16ineh 
Ringo is cuddly acrylic pile; his bg 
wide ears are lined with cotton pet 
cale. Buy it the easy way-order By 
phone. Shipping weight 3 pounds 
79 М 404630 1627 

(81549 

Gentermonsters” _% 
Octopus. With his 6 long arms, he's really 
ready for a hug. Soft rayon plush. 26 inches 

wide. Has plastic loop for hanging. 
49 N 40079-Shipping weight 1 pound .. $499 

him a shake and hear 
orful acrylic plush 

id tongue. BIG 60 in. long 
ipping weight 2 а. 3399 

Caterpillar. Waiting for you with open 
arms. Jingles when you shake him. Felt 

ashes, plastic eyes. Rayon plush. 18 in. long. 
49 N 40464-Shipping weight 1 Ib 3499 

>. ^ 

$799 

Angora Cat. . во elegant. 
And she has her own 

comb so you can keep her 
long acrylic coat looking 
purrfect. Her ears are lined 

rayon satin. Matching 
bows. 26 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibe 
49 N 40078 $7.99 

4 Ul iceberg . -afurry 
white bundle of Dui 

acrylic plush. He's Orlo 
ing a colorful knit swim- 

suit . . roaring ЭУ» style. Has 
black nose and big button 
eyes. 15 in. tall, Wt. be 
79 м 40466С $644 

5 Zippy the Chimp .. hax 
the cutest grin in town. 

His head and arma are soft 
acrylic plush. Cuddly cotton 
body; vinyl hands, face, 
shoes. Zippy weara remov: 
able overalla. T-shirt and feit 
bat. 15 in. кай, WE 1. йо. 
49 N 40165. 699 



Ride-ons rock or Ron 

Ё Ao 
>, 
—— 

$599 

Dancing Bear 
3 feet tall 

LASSIE . . so realistic $799 
you'll want to pet her 

* 
About 24 in. long. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds А 
79 N 40405с $799 

3 Bugs Bunny 
3 Rayon plush 
49 N 40147 — Shp 

582 Sears "3 



Musical AN IMATED 

Teddy Bear AN | M ALS 

nod their heads as 

they play a 
music box 

(1 thru 4) Just wind the key 
and these soft ray 

ported music boxes. 
| Nitery-nite Mouse. Felt 

eyes, tongue, and pompon 
nose. Wears bright night- 
dress and cap. 11 in. high. 
49 м 40097— Wt. 1 ib. S437 

9 Drooper Dog. Floppy ears; 
elt eyes, mouth, nose 

Sassy red ribbon tie. 10 in. 
high. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 40118 

Gerry Giraffe SEM rec en 

Willie Walrus. Twinkling А д and mutton жу 
6 ру Suny - and white yam 

pink acrylic plush. Golden 
le up as imported music box 

face with golden curl. plays lilting lullaby, Wt. 1 Ib, inches hi 
Shipping weight 10 ox. 4 49 N 20304 —WL 1 Ib.sa87 

49 N 40307 5299 

Ting-A-Ling Toys. . Shake them, hug them and hear them chime 

Т? Sears 583 



Colonial-style Furnit 
in Frosty White Hardwood 

1 Cradle. Rock your favorite doll to sleep in this 3 High Chair. Шор tray, footrest and turned posts. beautifully-styled cradle. White enamel finished © Back, seat pillow. 12x13x28 in. For dolls up to 24 in. hardwood with well turned corner posta, dowel «ide: — 79 N 235 Y3C—Partly assembled. We. 7 Iba. .....88.99 rails and steam bent rockera 26x14x18 in. high. Holds 
dolls up to 24 in. tall Floral print cotton mattress and Д Bunk or Twin Beds. Cotton print mattresses 
pillow. Unassembled. Doll not included. pillows. Teddy bear screen design. Ladder 
79 N 335 12C— Shipping weight 9 pounds #899 21х12х22 in. high as bunk. Holds dolls up to 20 in. tall. 79 н 335 4C— Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 6 Iba. ..610.99 Q Wardrobe, With 2 sliding doors, drawer and shelf 

there's room for all dolly' clothes Wood pole for CUT #1. Canopy Bad. So luxurious with its vinyl 
hanging dresses. Measures about 20x 10x24 inches covered mattress and ruffled canopy. 25x15x32 in. 
high. Unassembled. Clothes not included. high. For dolis up to 24 in. tall. Ur 79 N 3351 1C— Shipping weight 14 Ibs 4897 79N33515C—Shpg. WLANs... MM 

in maple-f Early American Furniture "I 
G High Chair po 

y 

584 Sears ШМ” 9 50 * "ч - m d 

Makes 7 Rocking Cradle. With g Drop-side Crib. Г fun. Е [ а t 
9 Bunk or Twi 



For dolls up to 
20 or 23 inches tall 

Modern-style Furniture 
in Seashell Pink Hardwood 
1 Bropside Crib. Has everything to please dolls up to 23 in. tall 

Plastic teething rails, plastic play beads and "little lamb" silk 
screen design. Nursery print on plastic mattress and bumper, Casters 
25x16x20 in. high. Doll not included. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds 
79N33501C 5899 
Q High Chair. From its beautifully turned legs to its "little lamb 

screen design, this high chair was built to flatter your loveliest 
dolls. йар tray; leg braces for extra support. Dolls up to 20 inches 
tall will love it. 8x12x22 in. high. Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 

79 м 33502C $699 

Bath and Dydee Set. Water recir 
from vinyl tub to shower 

spray. Top flips down for a dress- 
ing table. Steel tray holds soap, — steel leg», molded plastic seat, 
clothespins and line, diapers, tongs ^ back and tray. Includes а bot 
and sponge. „all included. tie, "bottle warmer", spoon. 
21х13х24 in. high. For dolls up to dish, empty cereal box, cup and 
20 in. tall. Doll not included. rattle. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz 
79335170 Set 94.97 —49M33518 Set 83.99 

nd Feeding Set 
jp to 18 in. tall 
air has tubular 

539 

Steel frame Playpen 
It's a perfect play area for 
baby dolls or a 
catchall Has a gi 
hardboard floor and nylon net 
sides. Playpen measures about 
18x17x12 inches high. . ac: 
commodates most size dolls 
Sent unassembled 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

79 н 33507C 3.47 

Bedding Set 
Fits any doll crib, carriage, cradie and 
bed Sears sells. 3-piece set includes ray 
on pillow, cover and snuggly blanket 
Cover measures about 14x18 in. long. 
Shipping weight В ounces 

49 н 33516 1199 

When it's play time for dolly, 
what could be more fun than a 
eanopied swing? Removable 
canopy shades her from the 
sun. Sturdy frame. 24 in. high, 
For dolls up to 20in. tall. En- 
amel finish, Steel rods. Unas- 
sembled. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 33508C 2399 

Diaper Bag and $799 
Accessories 

ve set. Includes b 
ns to empty, "bottle 
cupa. spoons, soap. 



586 Sears Sits" 

2-Dolly 
Sleeper-Stroller 

] There's room for 2 dolls. 
to travel in style in this. 

versatile sleeper stroller. De- 
tac ping 

ur раска) 
peek thro 
dow and kee 

Matching Carriage 
has tote bag, springs 

9 Pamp 
spring-su 

79 н 33009C $1099 

Buggy and Stroller 
with washable 

yl covers 
and tubular 
steel frames 

E 

18-inch Buggy 
has molded 
plastic body 

y with a 

wheels. 18x10x21 inches 
high. Partly assembled. Ship- 
ping weight 5 pounds 

Recliner-Stroller 
with canopy, play 
tray and tote bag 
Matching sleeper-stroller 
has reclining back. plastic 

tray and footrest. Canopy 
bag detach. Vinyl 
d plastic wheels 

11x18x27 in. high. Partly as 
sembled. Быр, wt 4 Ibs. 20x 

79 N 330120 $5.99  49N3301! 9599 

Stroll and play, 
$399 then fold away 53» 

Sturdy Vinyl Stroller 
Has detachable tote bag and 
canopy. Steel frame, chrome- 
plated pusher, plastic wheels. 
Folda for storage. 10x9x25 in. 
high. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79N 33013 3399 

18-inch Vinyl Buggy 
hing carriage folds for. 

frame, 

tie wheels. 1Bx8x23 in. high. 
Partly assembled 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

79 N 33014C 3199 

NOTE: Dolis not included with any 
item on this page. 



Our finest 
Carriage .. 

a supersize 
26-inch 

fold-away coach 

is the word for this roomy 
luxury coach. Sparkling chrome-plated 
trim accents the burnt orange cloth 
body and folding hood. Tubular steel 
frame; metal spoke wheels, vinyl tires 
hub caps. Spring suspension. 26x12x28 
inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 33007,—Wt. 13 Ibs $18.99 

Our fine: 
Stroller 

cuna 
canopy and 

> 

512% 3 

2 dollies can ride in this 
covered sleoper-stroller. Spri 
sion cushions the ride, 

£ suspen. 

ру blocks the sun. Tubular steel frame, 
plastic storm curtain. 10x11x29 inches 
high. Metal spoke wheels, viny 
Partly assembled. 
79 N 33006C—Shpg. wt. 9 bs. ..$1299 

Anu 
2» 

Bedding Set. . fits every 
carriage on these 2 pages 

Three placa эй nchudespoly via! foam filed mattress, cover and pillow. deal 
for carriage, erib or cradle 
49 N 33004—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ....5299 

NOTE: Dolls not included with 
any item on this page 

20-inch Carriage-Cradle 
with lace-curtained hood 

1 What a great idea. after your stroll detach body and 
hood for a springaction rocking cradle with its own 

tubular legs. Spring suspension. Molded plastic 
wheels; tubular steel frame. Daisy print vinyl hood 
down. 10x20x27 inches high. Partly assembled 
79 м 33003C—Shíppiog weight 7 pounds 2999 

Lightweight Sleeper-Stroller 
А fringed Q Reclineretroller with handy shopping bag 

canopy of charming daisy print vinyl. Mc 
4 wheels; tubular steel fram 

shopping bag detach. 10x18x28 in. h 
Matches either carriage (1) or (3 

79 м 33002C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 1899 

Partly assembled. 

Roomy 23-inch Fold-away Carriage 

riage . . spring suspen the ride, Then fo 
it away sy storage. Tubul frame; plastic 
wheels. Blue vinyl body matches stroller (2), above at 
right. 23x10x29 inches high. Partly assemble 
79 N 33001C— Shipping weight 6 pounc s787 

Coach body 
converts to a 
rocking cradle 

Sears 587 



She's a big baby, but light- 
weight enough to hug and hold 
and carry all around. Tilt her 
land she cries for Mama. She has 
bright go-to-sleep eyes, chubby 

and comes bundled in a less receiving vinyl arms and legs and pixie 
blanket. She wears a flannel kimono style rooted hair. Wears 2-pc. 
with diaper and booties. ‘outfit and booties. WE 6 lbs. 
49831500 Wr 21e Sor....8699 79м21578С............ 9899 

BABY 
GO-TO-SLEEP 

5499 

She may be sleepy 
but this 14-inch dar 
ling won't close her 
eyes until you rock 
her. Tilt her and she 
crios "Mama." Soft. 
shredded foam filled 
body; soft vinyl arms. 
legs and head; rooted 
hair. Wears a nylon 
dress with diaper, boo- 
ties Wt. Ib. 1202 
49N31579....5499 

in her lacy christening dress? 
Doesn't she look soft and cuddly a7 

How lovable she is . . with ber goto-aleep eyes, “pixie” style rooted hair 
‘and soft foam-filled body. Tilt her and she calls out for Mama and Papa. She 
‘comes with her own sheer nylon christening dress and matching pillow. 
Slip, diaper and knitted booties included. She has soft vinyl arms, legs and 
head. 20 inches tall. 
79 н 302 19C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

Outfits for well-dressed 10 to 22-inch Baby Dolls 

lay Set. Sao b n r Dress-up Sot. Cosi 
49N 32531 5399  49N32537—For 10 

romper 
in. dolls. W 

49 N 32532 3 399 49N32538— For 12.13 in. dolls. Wt. 13 oz 399 Rugg rame, nickel-plated 
49 N 32533. 5 399 49N32539—For 14-15 in. dolls. Wt 14 ox 399 hardware, plastic handle. Ribbon tie 
49 N 32534— For t 499 49N32541—For 16 499 14x7x7ánch Trunk. Snap lock 
49 N 32535 x. dolls Wt. 1 499  49N32542—For 16-19 499 — 49N33535—Wt 4 lbs $487 
49 N 32536—For 2022 in. dolls We 11.20... 499 — 49N32543—For 20:22 in. d ов... 499 18x8x8-inch Trunk. 2 snap locks 

588 Sears Mom 49 N 33536—Wt. 6 Iba. 45.87 



With her angelic 
smile and heavenly 
fashions, no wonder 

she's named 

Angel Baly 
Look at her bright eyes, 
chubby cheeks and lit 
e pug nose . . isn't she. 
adorable? 

her soft, vinyl, fully 
jointed body. 14-inch 
Angel Baby has go-to- 
sleep eyes, Wears a 

trimmed knit top- 
er. matching bonnet 

and cotton creepers. 
Shpg wt 1 1b. 11 oz 
49N31584 .....5699 

Gifts for Angel Baby 
1 Rocking Ba: 3 Pram Suit. Nylon fleece 

19x12x10-inch fiber jacket with matching 
board bed. plastic rock- creepers, bonnet. Wt. 4 oz. 
ers. Cotton liner, sheer 49 N 32545 5299 
overskirt; mattress, pil 
low, cover. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 м 33537 3599 

Nightie. Sougsly brushed 
nylon. We. 4 oz. 

49 N 32548 
9 Playsuit. Cotton 

ants, blouse and bon- 

2249 
NOTE Doll not included with nems (1 thru 5) above 

This drink 
and wet 
Doll has 
her own 
Car Seat 

$39 

Take her along. wherever y 
go. This 15-inch cutie has a 
plastic 3-position car se: 
use it as a recliner or a carry 
all too, Dolly has а full-jointed 
vinyl body, rooted hair and go- 
tossleep eyes. Flannel outfit 
bottle incl. Shpg wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49831581 5399 

Walker x 
- for Dolly 

$99 

MALAIKA TALKING TAMU 
a real says 18 

3 fashion mate kicky phrases 
E Malaita means angel Tama means sect in Soi 

^ in Swahili and she's — li and shes about the sweet 
as lovely as her musi. est 16-inch rag doll you'll 
al name, 15in. beau- бой, Just pull her talk ring rec 
ty wears a chic Afro she giggles and saya eo BABY JANIE drinks 'n wets print outfit: has a тапу "withit" phrases 

MR oun EAS Footed natural hair. has a cuddly cloth body, vi. Designed just for Sears by Shindana. Comb or brush 
sry depuis ros do: poseable vinyl nyi hend and hands and a Baby Janis's rooted pony til Then lay her down and 

айк! in. high Plane body. Shoes included. — rooted natural hairdo. Shpg, she'll close her bright gotoaleep eyes. Her 1348. body 161919 in. high. Pasi Sl deed inst vinyl. Coton topper, partes: otto included 
Riese Partly в тесу: 4597 491921545 Shipping weight 1 b. 9 oz- 
49 N 33005 1299 NOTE: Shindana rt a dimsion of Operation Bootstrap, Inc. “GSE Sears 589 



"DEE BABY 
T2 

Feed her from her bottle, give her 
a bath, dress har in an outfit 

from her layette and hear her coo 
Go ahead—hug her. This 16inch baby has a 
delightful "coo" voice. She drinks 'n wots, 
too. Has a jointed, vinyl body, molded hair 
and captivating go-to 4leep eyes. She's wear 
ing a lace-trimmed sacque and diaper with a 
cuddly blanket. Comes with gown, flannel 
blanket, sweater, cap and booties. Wash 
loth, soap. powder, powder paff, brush and 
bottle also included. 
49 N 31575—Shpg. wt. 4 bs. ...Sot $1299 
Dy-Deo Baby with sacque, blanket, bottle. 
49 н 31569—5hpg. wt. 11 1402 -..47.99 

My Fair Babies make delightful 
little baby sounds 

17-inch Baby in a crocheted set 
1 She's so lovable . ‚with her winsome 

smile, shiny rooted hair and bright goto 
sleep eyes and cry voice. Her lovely lace 

56” trimmed dress is topped with a snuggly-soft 
crocheted sweater; matching eap and booties 
lacy slip and diaper, Kapok-filled body; viny 
arms, legs. head 
49 31527—Shpg. wt 21. Boz .....%999 

14-inch drink 'n wet Baby 
This little charmer needs someone to care 
for her. She coos when you cuddle her, 

drinks and wots and has soft rooted hair you 
can comb or brush. Wears a ribbon and lace- 
trimmed dress with matching bonnet. She has 
a jointed vinyl body and shiny go-to-sleep 
eyes Bottle, diaper and booties inc 
49 N 31576-Shpg. wt 1 Ih. Bor 1699 

Baby Bunting Burterball 
a 14-inch darling 

who drinks ^n wets 

$6” 

Once you pick her up, you'll 
just never want to put her 
down, She has pretty go-to 
sleep eyes, coo voice and the 
rosiest cheeks. Molded hair, so 
you ean take her in the tub 
with you. Wears a warm jacket. 
and bunting over flannel kimo- 
no and diaper. Her soft vinyl 
body is fully jointed. Plastic 
bottle included. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. В оз. 

49821567 2699 

Lovable 17-inch 
Baby Boy 
9% 

Every doll fas 
brother . . he's so much fun to 
love and care for. Rooted hair 
frames his glowing cheeks and 
go-to-sleep eyes. Two baby 
teeth show through his great 
big grin. His cuddly vinyl body 
is jointed. Wears a handsome 
cotton knit suit with jacket and 
booties. From Ital 
49 N 31501—We 1999 



From France: 
beautiful baby dolls 

by Clodrey 

18-inch Charmer 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 402 
4931508 .....5999 

What a chubby, 
cuddly 18-inch Baby 

49831506 .....5699 

Isn't she a darling 
17-inch Baby Doll? 

49N31504 ....5899 

O99 

P, 8 3 Beguiling A 13-inch f 13-inch drink 'n wet 
Уй Baby Doll Baby from - from France 

$599 

49N31507 

Incredibly soft, life-size 22-inch 

Baby Dolls 
Designed by Furga 

14) 79N31502C- 
15) 79N31503C-Br 



THE 
BETSY WETSY узуу 

with Layette 
Bubbly Baby Dolls you can 
wash, scrub and splash 

then dry and dress 

LAYETTE BABY 

smo9 
> 

Betsy Wetsy 
has her own Car Bed 

\ SPECIAL am 

pacifier inch 
49 N 30519. We 11b 402 $4.99 

\ 

> 

нон / 
Splashes her -- BABY TENDER LOVE t- arms as she У with Gift Set turns her head 

^ & & E 

кү. "NE 
Nl S 

Layette for 
Baby Tender Love. 

$399 

79N31574€ te aes 
Baby Tender Love only, secqte, bonnet pants Pink playsuit, bo 3 And bootien as well as Me 4o rattle, boule, funnel x 48831526 E and diapers. 

Shpg. wt 1002. 
E AD мэзлблв.. эз. 

Put her in her tub . , or in yours, Little Tubay > а) splash up and down and looks . BATHTUB $499 around Anier her bath. drese her ) 6 
in the diaper. 14-inch plasti | м 
body, rooted hair, go-to-sleep eyes. Uses 2 17inch drink 'n’ wet baby h т very o She's AA" batteries, order below. mal get wii в 
79 н 35023C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... 39.99 rus san" w 
“AA” Batteries. Package of 6 be 49 N 8402 Shipping weight бот. .. Pkg. 99e TON 31883C- Shipping weight 3 pounds... 699 



tow 
BABY RW 

SING-A- Ex 
SONG 
by MATTEL 

554 4 4 SPECIAL $99 

J Chatty Baby is 15 
inches tall and says 10 Knows 10 different 

song lines. hrases when you why not join her talking ring. She in a duet? wears a lacetrimmed play 
deem wich matching post жонуно COLLE Sold only at Sears. rag hod praem ром 1d 4 ) Two enchanting fairy-tale Just pull her talking 
soted hair. Wt. 1 Ib. dor. da, each 11 in. tall, say $ happy ring. . the first line 

rented hake phrases when you pull their talking of a song she'll sing. 49138016 3757 — rings. Jointed vinyl rooted hair. Each She's 16 inches tall, 
зав her own 16 page storybook jointed vinyl, wi 9 Tiny Chatty Baby is ™ xm ымы нр 

only П inches tall but 3 CUT 8X. Little Bo Peep wears а rooted hair. 
she knows 8 cute phrases. perky dress with "bustles," match. 

just pull her talking ing bonnet, frilly pantalons, shoes. 
ring, She wears a cozy kni 49 N 30424—Shipping wt i.. $6.43 
ted jacket and booties; Д Snow White wears flowers in her 
panties. J hair to accent her lace-trimmed 
rooted ha costume. Shoes included. 
49 н 35017 3543 — 49N35002-Shppngwt Iib... 9843 

“I have 
nursery rhymes 
in mu 
storybook” 
Randi Reader 

says 15 phrases 

Outfitsfor удо 
Baby Sing-a-Song `Z 

X Set includes a ишу 2 pince es 
sel, perky play dress and sunsuit plus. 
mirror, comb and 3 hangers. 
Buy it the cany way—order by phone. 

Mattel's 19-inch Randi reads 49N32517—Shpg. wt 10 ox. Set #299 
rhymes when you tap her 

her own book and а 
‚ou. Her eyes move 

back and forth scanni the LAUGHING BABY 
talkative . . says 8 phrases when Uses 2 "D" batteries, or- What a happy, happy 
you pull her talking ring. 10-inch der. below. Wt 3 Ibs. 8 02. baby. Toss her in the air 
Buffy is jointed vinyl; rooted 37... 01477 and you'll both be gig fling. She's so cuddly in 

her snap-op 
and bonnet 
arma. legs and hend; po 
iyurethane foam filled 
body; rooted hair. go-to 
sleep eyes. 18 in 
Uses 1 "C" battery, order 

Mattel's Talking Buffy 
with Mrs. Beasley Cut $1.12 
She's frecklefaced. giggly. quite page. Jointed vinyl; roo! 

hair. Mrs Beasley is cloth. A9 830421- WL lb $6.87 

A TAKIN DOLL? THE 
WAY X2 GAB, WHAT YOU 
NEED IS A L/STENNG 

mu! 
ST yi EX. = са ‚se m S 

eE 106.....Pka 61.19 \ 
517” 



@& 
Peggy Pen Pal 

A reat friend for 

E 49 N 35008 —Wt. 4 iba 

$10 p 

21099 

Look at 
4 

WOW! ж 
BABY GO BYE-BYE 

moves in every 
direction 

Bumpety Buggy 

‘This 11-inch cutie bounces around 
in a battery-driven buggy you can 
program like a computer goes 
Straight, around obstacles, turns. 

‘comes back to the slarting 
‘She's vinyl jointed: comes 

ut of ber buggy for play. Rooted 
Bar, Plast MM 
Toss Та) 

ANTA WC. 

594 Sears rene. 

Sketchy the Artist 

Draws 11 pictures 

к 25% - re the magic wand 
red ten 

ake pretty 

hand, too 

Wardrobe and Ас 
cossories. Wt. 10 от. 
49632519, ..2399 

Baby Dancerina. Turn control knob in 
her Шага. She'll toe dance, pirouette, 
head spot, bow. Vinyl; 11 in. tall. Root- 
ed hair. Incl. 33У, rpm record. 
49 м 35021—Wt 2 lbs 8 oz. 

Tiny Swingy. Flip the switch, watch Ter whole body тоте to the beat of her 33/erpm record. She walks п maya rola n dances all by herself. Vinyl 11% in. tall Rooted hair. Needs 1 battery, order ph below 
4935022 Wr 11b 120z -.: 08.87 
7 piece Wardrobe. Fits all 3 "Swing: 

srs”. Incl. dress, blouse, slacks, shorts. 

9587 
Baby Walk 'n Play. Moves arm up 
and down to Bounce yoyo, paddle bal Or wave hanky Just attach accesso 
Tien, flip the switch, Walks, too. Vinyl rien flip the switch Walks too VÎN 49 N 32548-Shpg wt 100%. . 3199 
battery, order pkg. at right "C" Batteries. Package of 6 
49N35001— Wt 1] Bor... 9587  49NB406-Shpg. wt 1202 Pkg $1.19 

a 
56? Musical Lullaby Baby 

Pull the 
her music box plays. Drinks n wets 
She looks so real in every way— 

agers form a lit ho 
y Pull string and she 

'n turn to the tune of Brahr 
Lullaby. Comes with her own terry 

5, suedette pillow and 
y jointed viny 

2 inches tall 
49 н 35025—Wt. I lb. 1202. 

life x 

5699 



THEIR HAIR GROWS Press each gir tummy, then pull 
her rooted hair to make it "grow". . a knob on her back winds it short again 

x» Introducing Velvet. 

зва 3 Satin mi 
Outfits for Velvet ADN 32555 Sn 
1 Lace-trimmed pa 

jamas, peignoir 
дев. WE { от. 

A9 325517 3297 
om 2 Mini-coat, cloche. 

ın $Q87 E with pon 
Verst Shoes. Wt. 4 or. 

49N 32549 

wh 

LINA. . only 9 inches tat 
just pull her string to make her move > 

‘Soft cloth-bodied babies with vinyl heads and rooted hair you can comb 
Newborn Thumbelina Irresistible Toddler Thumbelina the Sailor Girt. 

Bien New a GUTER No waker. We Tb. aba 
Baie eat ce ker АП pati. Te inches hi 

| USER eR D nn 
PTS Wind string "S xix inches. 

- Set 1644 

F 

ears 595 



They live in a plastic picture 
frame, snap out for play then in 
again..they stand, bend ‘n pose, 
have rooted hair you can comb 

2ikinch tall Mini-Fatsys $387 20m 
live in plastic clock 

(9 ы 11) Lovable vinyl 10 Mini Play Time 2 girls, 
Flatsys have clips on their pony and cart with 
backs so you can wear them. wheels that move. 
Clocks have movable hands. — 49832052. Wi. 1 Ib. 4.387. 

Mini Slumber Time. 2 |] Mini Munch Time. Boy 
girls with double deck and girl with roll-about 

beds and ladder, hot dog stand. 
49N37054-Wi. 11.40.5387 — 49N37053-WI. 1 lb, 4 v. $387 

PrE, : a A 

. . Fashion Flatsys . . 8 inches tall $997 <a 4 
T j gov beauties shaped to lok preat in ligingfarhion of 70% Model 

АЦ. Lives in a town house. CORY. Works in photographer's studio. 
1 Wearsminictress long vest Satchel. Е With bridal gown, headpiece and veil. 
49 М 37036—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $2.97 49 N 37039 —Shpg. wt. 12 оз... $297 

2, With tedyed jeans, tank top, vest. G Dressed in metallic shag pants suit. 
40 7007 Shoe. eL Hen. R18) ARN GOAT bg. wt: 1206, R18] Б 

: Loves | Modern 2-story vinyl а sereened-on front porch, Улу alo door that opens rd hash Mf. Pluss | yard [снн сп LU xc Nr d Pe Ee yard 
For all Platay dolls, not Sie iso. DE 

Italian Fashion Dolls 7 х 
ign \ jq 

EX ^ ML hair you can comb. Shoes, Y ae E - бы. wt. es. 1 1b, Ber B X 
19 She's а daring in chis à Deni EAS si d id ried at ا os som 
13 She's divine in a gown 

with lace-trimmed bod. 
ice, velvet skirt and jacket 
Marabou cutis, matching hat. 
49 N 32001 $9.99 

Shas (echoed t's Doll in garden swing. Plus drinking bottle 
14 T, morat ein 16 Sou 37062 Shipping wiht Mor. na 
lace bib, cuffs. Pill box hat. — 77 Dol in stroller. Drinking bott 49 N 32002 $9.99 49 N 3706—Shipping weight 8 oz... ...5149 



Kiddie Town and Gift Set 
‚Just open the vinyl case and you'll have 
hours of fun in this 3-D Kiddle Town 
with homes, shops, park, playground. 
"OxIIvTUinch case closes like а suit- 
case for storage or traveling. Comes 
with 4-piece gift set that includes Rose. 
mary Roadster plus her 3 antique cars- 
1000 Homeless Carriage, 1909 Roadster, 
1912 Limousine. Vinyl, 3Vsinch tall 
Rosemary has rooted hair you can comb. 
79 N 37013C2 — Wt. 6 Ibn... ‚Set $1199 

[^ 

I: 

Tea Party Kiddies dressed. s 2: 
to match cups and saucers 
(1 thru 4) Poseable vinyl Kiddies have ele 
gant gowns and beautifully-styled rooted 

ir. 4 inches tall. Each comes with plastic 
ten cup and saucer you can really une. 
1 See Shipping wt. tt 

Playhouse Kiddies come with $ 
their own rooms and furniture 

(5 thru 7 ) Plastic frames snap together, styrene wall 
fh isn oon $2.79 panels slide into frames and form play rooms for bend- A эмы иш аз Шан or tis Ter ee dd Qu Seren ee 
reps A ARE 

Patti Playful 
works like a puppet 
She'll yawn. clap. 

wave. suck her thumb 
or pacifier. open 

and close her mouth 
sg” 

Just place your hı 1 
| | ай ma er 

PELHAM PUPPETS 
with her delightful antic (11 thru 16) Fully jointed for action and fun. Cinderella, Pinocchio are 

wood. Crossbar keeps strings tangle-free. 

Learn to throw your voice 
FAMOUS 

VENTRILOQUIST 

DOLLS 

They're great companions 
help you entertain at parties 

(thru 10) Make characters 
open and close by pulling strings 

in back of necks. Vinyl hem 
cotton-stuffed. bodies. Instruction 
included. 

Danny O'Day. 30 inches tall. Drewed 
8 ort coat. trousers, ascot s. 49 N 36001 ум е а? 
Y Vertrloquist Friend. 24 inches tall 

Wears suit, shirt fron, бе, shoe 
Charlie McCarthy. %0 in. tall. Wear 10 ido, t. hat, monece, shoe КЕ n 8897 

Beginner's Record, 12-inch, 33rpm 
Skit booklet included. 

handcrafted in England 

Vinyl head, cloth body ceramic composition; othe 
r DELE C TW rd 

112) 49 М 36005. Sepe 299 
with her own plast 113) 49 N 36004 — Boy. 10 inches tall strings Зара wi. 18 Fr 

Р та plastic 114) 49 м 36007 — Father. 13 inches tal Sairing Shp wt im 
pacifier, Wt, 2 Boe, 4 ex 115) 49 N 36006 Mother. 12 inches tall 3 strings. Shp 199 
49 N 26027 s997 (16) 49 N 36008.— Pinocchio. 12 inches tali Advanced Sipp wt. 1b... 699 884 Sears 597 



as | 
Raggedy Ann and Andy 

CAS CONS y 
1 

xecause they know how much “ж 

© E Dux 
o 79 N 340010 

Raggedy Ann ON J 79 N 2062103 
and Andy РЕР Ч 9 Raggedy Andy. This big hearted fel 

Pay low wears blue e rousers with 
snappy white bi hirt and 

Р а jaunty cap. He has red yarn hair and 
ч right locked-in 

a 3 49 N 2592—15 in .1808....8297 
£ 49 м 3603—20 in. Wi 11b. dor. .... 4.67 

79 м 34002C—31 in. Wt 999 
79 м 30739C—3 in. Wt 1599 

Musical Ann and Andy Cut 6x 

Priced toba Wore $4.99 
8i ETÀ 

h Ann and Andy have 
We. 1 Ib. each 

(1) 49 N 3629—Musical Ann ..... 94.67 
(2) 49 N 3630—Musical Andy 4.67 

Musical Bob and Betty 
(3 and 4) Such an ench 

gingham s. Each 14 in. t 
wears overalls, shirt, cap; Betty has a 
dress and bonnet. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
(3) 49 N 3667—Bob 
4) 49 N 2666— Betty 

Gingerbread Couple 
nod their heads and play a tune. 
(5 and 6) d snuggly gingerbread 

We're Musical 5) 49 N 34005—Boy 1399 
TIE Sir 9 

Bob and Betty 
49 N 34004 H 



E ry on 
mu 

glasses” 

e's a popular 
TV star, Mrs. Beasley keeps 
her good disposition. Pull her 
talking ring and she says 11 
friendly phrases. She's 22 in. 
tall haa a cloth body, kind vi- 

“Mommy, 
Em 

sleepy 

Drowsy Cut ‘1.02 
ware 

Sn" $547 
This sleepy 12-inch 
joy has her paint 
shut, but she wai 
talking. Says 11 bedtime 

з when you pull her 
ath body: 

4983164 55.47 

good grooming 
Sold only at Sears. Теасһу'а 
really quite particular. . ahe 
wants her hair combed, her 
shoes tied and her coat but- 
toned up. She says 11 happy 
phrases when you pull her 
talking ring. She bas soft cloth 

Turnover Talker 
53 

2 different characters, 
2 voices in 1 funny turno 

Red R ws Little 

49 N 35012. bilo 533 

HOW THEY 

Roarin' 20's 
Girls 

Und 2) Seta cody at saare, 
Cute as car says 8 
phrases when you pull her talk- 
ing ring. They have cuddly cloth 

dies, bright painted faces 
swingin and "real" ac 

Shpg wt. 12 от. each. 
(1) 49 N 30885—Flo. 
(2) 49 N 30584—Flowale 

53.99 
399 

ALL DO 

7 super 
speakers from 

"Just keep 
laughing” 

BOZO THE CLOWN 

= 

The only talking Bozo 
created by MATTEL just for Sears 

This 18-inch rascal must be the most lov 
able, laughable clown ever. Pull his talking 

and he says 11 of the silliest sayings. 
He's such a great entertainer . . big foot and 
all. He's stuffed with cotton and has floppy 
yarn hair on his painted vinyl head. 
49 м 3675—Shpg. wt 2 Ibs. 9799 

SRS Sears 599 
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Signora Furga helps design and create the collection of dolls that bear the 

Lavishly 
Gowned 
Furga 

Beauties 

their handarranged hair 
lieately-crafted features. 
thick lashes, creamy vinyl 

wears a dress, hat and cape ac- 
ted with luxurious marabou trim. 

Lacy gloves and "wet look" boots complete. 
her outfit. Flouncy petticoat and panties in- 
cluded. 15 inches tall 
79 N 32004C—Shpg. wt lbs. .....919.50 
9 Catina looks lovely in a lace-topped 

dress with marabou trimmed jacket and 
bonnet. "Patent" shoes, petticoats, panties 

‘even а parasol incl. 18 inches tall 
79 н 32005C—Shpg. wt 3 Iba. ..... 824.50 
З Nora is regally gownod in a rich velvet 

ensemble with sheer ruMed cuffs and 
matching parasol. Marabou trim decorates 
her widebrimmed hat. She also wears frilly 
petticoats, pantalons and panties "Patent" 
shoes. 22 inches tall. 
79 м 32006C— Shpg. wt. 51м. .....52950 
Д Simona is n radiant bride gowned in sat- 

in with matching headpiece, flowing. 
train and bow. Fingertip length veil, gloves, 
‘white shoes, bouquet. 18 inches tall. 
49 N 30123 —Shpg. wt. 21... 



family name . . dolls of such realism, grace and loveliness 
they'll be treasured a lifetime. When you're thinking 
of the most beautiful dolls in the world—think Furga 

Italian Ensembles for Vittoria and Valentina 3 Bright litle mini with — Mod bellbottom pants with. lace-up boots, purse vest, shirt and matching We Toz scarf. Snap moc-toe shoes. 49 N 32524 5399  49N32522—WL Bor. 3599 
Perky Ince-trimmed dress 
with daisy applique. Shoes. 49N 32525—Wt Ton $499 
Stunning fur-trimmed ning slippers, too. Shpg. maxi-coat with matching and styled again and again. Made by Р wt Bor hat and long boots and bendable. They're wearing mini. 49 N 32523 #699 49N32521—Wt Dor ..9599 (1) 49 N 30369—Brownette Vit NOTE рой vot included with outfits above. (2) 49 N 30368—Blonde Valentina. Shi 

Poseable 7-inch Tina and Tilly 
ina their $799 

11 Blonde Tina in 
«9 м 37005. 

12 Oran 

Er 
49N 370 



Super Sets by = 
Sets for Barbie Ж Р / 

For Francie 
$399 

"Glamour $499 s 
Group" 3 Barbie $497 “Fashion $799 « 

only Bouquet а 

3 

5 store on? 

- = Save ‘I on Skipper Doll 
Бате чием роп (mea rS 5% >) when bought with set (4) 

п plus Skipper Doll 
pper (5) 
Set $4.96 

7 49N3108¢ Зол. Set 5399 



SLEEK 'N CHIC OUTFITS 
Fit Barbie, Christie, 

Jamie or any 
11%-inch friend 

PRBE HAS д 
7 

К AN \WALK 

çRIEND 

8 24 Plastic Hang 
49 N 31035 

49 N 31027--Ship » Sears 603 



Ed $599 

PJ зон in her € ng coat and esa set 
а bouncy rooted hair to 

her bendable legs, PJ. is a real 
doll. Ive inch vinyl cutie wears 
a smashing micromini dress Set 
includes a fur-trimmed coat, 

^ boot, ruffed party dress, hang 
є er and sunglasses. WL 11b Зов 

4030818 Set 4599 
1 Twist "n Turn P.J. only. Wears 

micro-mini dress and sunglasses 
y 1 49N30803—Wt. 11 oz. ...5329 

GIFT SETS 

Amazingly 
poseable 

LIVING 
SKIPPER 

gn $599 
Shipper dresses up in her 
lavish velvet ensemble 

Why, she's almost alive! 9*//ineh. 
Skipper has bendable arma, leg 
knees, ankles, waist, head, el- 
bows. „even her wrista. Vinyl 
Skipper has long rooted hair. 
Coat, party dress, panty hose, 
shoes and hanger incl. Comes 
dressed in a pert swimsuit 
49N30823-Wt. 14 от. ‚Sat 35.99 
Living Skipper only in swimsuit 
49 м 30822—Wt 902.. ...$3.97 

Barbie, Skipper and their 
Twist 'n Turn Friends 

(1 thru 5) The lively ones with twist 'n 
turn waists bendable legs, rooted hair. 
long lashes Jointed vinyl body 
1 TVs Julia in nurse uniform. 14% in. 

49 м 30327—Shpg. wt 1202. .94.43 
9 Barbie with Lpc swimsuit 11/4 in 
49 N 3549—Shpg. wt Ilor ..$3.29 

604 Sears raum 

5 Stacey in bright s 
49 м 30013—Shpg. wt Ilor ...83.29 

29 10544 
3 Christie in piece swimsuit. 21% in 
49 н 30804—Shpg. wt. 1202....93.29 

4 Skipper in beach outfit. 9Y, in tall, 
49 N 3419—Shpg. wt Tor. .....9297 

imsuit. 11%, in. 

ў Outfits for Skipper 
et E 6 Super Stacks. 

1 Wild slacks with 
y ‚ders, blouse, 

shoes. Wt. Goz 

Barbie and her Friends 
love to travel in their 

SLEEP 'N KEEP CASE 
Barbie has her own bedroom—and isn’t it pretty? Ro 
mantic Victorianatyle room has twin beds with simu- 
lated filigree headboards, vinyl spreads and draped 
‘canopy. Colarful wall decorations. Washable vinyl case 
has 2 doll compartments, hanger bar, 2door storage 
shelf, handle. 17x3x13 in. Dolls, accessories not incl. 
49 N 3047 1 Shpg. wt 3 Ibs. Bor 1599 

Our Largest Case 
room enough $7799 
for 4 dolis. 

Take your fashion dolls with you wherever you go. 
Plastic inserts hold dolls in place: storage compartment. 
has hanger bar, hangers and shelf with doors. All plas 
tic сазе is reinforced with steel bands, steel fittings are 
nickelplated. Molded handle and snap lock. 12x7x14 
in. high. Dolls and accessories nat included. 
49 N 3047—Shpg. wt 3 bs 802 3799 

NOTE Join ke Barbie Fon Cub. see pape 007 

49 8 31078....197 
1 Lemon Flutt. How 

feminine. Frilly 
duster over lace 
irimmed pajamas 
Fluffy slippers 

Shpg. wt 6 о 
49831079. ...9277 

Daisy Crazy 
Jumper, top and 

shoes We бог 
E 91.04 

7 NOTE Ont nt met WT 
a 



Skipper Case $488 „онны, 
holds ! doll NM 

Vinyl case holds any Sinch fashion doll 
and accessories. Has a hanger bar, storage 
drawer, plastic handle and metal clasp. 
10x3x10 in. 
49 н 31013-Shpg- wt. 1 Ib. 20r. ...$1.88 

n eS 

AUS » 
| 

  Burbiocem SEت
holds tdot "I. Seen 

Ушу! can holds chon de up o 1% la reperies tel RR ee Se lee se 
49 N 30468-Shpg. wt. 11b. Bor.....8197 

Roomy 3-doll Trunk 

Дт Du end киноа 

Each doll "lives" in her own compart 
ment. Store her belongings on hanger bar, 
hangers or in the 2 slide-out drawers. Vi 
пу! case has an aluminum frame, nickel 
plated fittings, molded plastic handle and 
metal clasp. 10x7x13 inches high. 
49 N 30469-Shpg wt 3 а. 1477 

FRANCIE 

тыш 

Outfits for Francie 
1 Snappy Snoozers. Frilly paja- 

mas with duster, shoes 
49.N3108—Shpg. we. Gor 6197 
2 Altogether Elegant. Lace 

trimmed evening dress, shoes 
49 N 31082-Shpg. wt 6or. ‚9267 
3 Snake Charmers. Coat, top. 

Skirt. boots and hat. 
49 N 3108 1-Shpg. wt Gor. 3267 

NOTE Gots rod жө codi 

4 CUT 10%. . Twist "n Turn 
Francie. 11-inch vinyl. Benda 

ble legs, rooted hair. Smock 
49 N 3550-Shpg. wt 11 on. $3.29 

Doesn't she look love- 
ly in her shimmering 
evening dress? Comb 
and brush her rooted 
hair.. even make it | 
grow. Just gently pull 
it to any length you Francie Ca want-grows as long di as her dress, When Lice? = you want it ahort N wist n Turm Froncie pius again, just give it a Alone kaiyan gentle tug. Linch vi She's wearing a lace-trimmed nyl Francie has bend. dress, but how shall she wear her able legs. High heel a hair? Her set includes a wiglet, 2 shoes. Shpg. wt 13 oz. i long wigs and ringlets. Has her 49 N 30621... 8487 own rooted hair in a flip. Linch 

vinyl Francie has bendable legs. et l oor 
49N30805-Wt. Soz... Set $4.43 

MOD, MOD CARS 

Sold only at Sears 

$299 
оны mot mudas 

There's room for 
Barbie and her Friends 
in two of the sharpest, 

sleekest cars yet 

5 Sports Car. Any 11 or 11Yrinch fashion doll would love own 
ing this jazzy sportster. Plastic body has steel axlos, 2 bucket 

sonta, white wall tires. About 20 in. long. From West Germany 
49 N 31036-Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 15 oz 5299 

Sand Buggy. Isn't it sensational? Built to hold any two 11 or 
11/cineh fashion dolls. Bright р 

bucket seats and white wall tires 
49 н 31037-Shipping wei 

stie body with steel axles 
їп. long. West Germany 

£3 ba. Bor $299 

901, Sears 605 



“BARBIE and her FRI 

3 BARBIE 
Т 

Barbie loves he 
stopping coat and di 

and elegant accessories 
She's bendable, poseable and so talk. 

coat, purse, hat, shoes and hanger. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

49 N 30816 sn 
Talking Barbie only. Wears a 2 
pieco swimsuit, lacy jaci 
phras 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 

49 N 30015 2487 

ENDS Б 
e 

ble lega. All wear beach outfits. 
[3] 1 Talking Р. Bouncy rooted hair. 

49 м 30736-Wt 120. .....9487 
9 Talking Ken. Molded hair 

49 N30373—Wt. 15о:......54в7 
3 Talking Stacey, Long rooted hair 

49 N 30014—Wt 10оз......3487 
4 Talking Christie. Rooted hair 

40 N 30072—Wt 100%......84.87 
Б Talking Brad. Molded hair 

49 н 30801—Wt 1502... ..#487 606 Sears rem 

gENDABLE KEN 

с. 5699 
Isn't he handsome in his spiffy new 
suit? 11-inch Ken comes with shirt. 

oz Set $6.99 
legs, mol 

49 н 30818—We 1b 
Indable Ken only . . in Bermuda 

wer sport shirt 
hpg. wt 1502. ..53.29 

sat outfits 
for Ken or Brad е 
6 Big Business. . a distinguished 

houndstooth. check suit, 
19 N 31074—Shpg. wt. 6oz. .....9277 
7] Breakfast at 7. Handsome pajama 

and robe set complete with alippers 
and an "electric" ahaver. 
49 N 30375—Shpg. wt 602 .....9277 
8 Play it Cool. Plaid trousers, red 

sweater and duMe coat. Shoes incl. 
49 N31075—Shpg. wt. бог. .....82.77 
9 Shore Lines. Wild multicolor trou- 

sers with jacket, swim trunks, flip- 
pers and mask. 
49 N 31076—Shpg wt боз. .....4277 

NOTE Dot not mehr ma ut above 

ay! 

Casual All-Stars Set $997 
for Ken or Brad 

Trousers. shirts, jacket, shoes, socks and ac 
sessories Colors and fabrics may vary 
49 N 31058—Shpg we 302 Set $3.97 

NOTE m 



NOTE; utes ato a 

Living Barbie $ 477 

11%-inch vinyl Barbie has 
bendable arma, legs, knees, 
ankles, waist, head, elbows 

even her wrists, Rooted 
hair. Swimsuit. Wt. 14 oz 
49 N 30802 $477 

$ 
Ski Scene 3° 

Full ski outfit with jacket 
hat, ski mask, capri pants 
and sweater plus skis, poles 
апа ski boots WI 6 
49 31067 

Here's the way to skate in 
а short-skirted cos 
nd hat with fluffy 

ts, ice skates and 
mittens. Shpg. wt. 202. 
4931072 Set $2.99 

ime Baterina 19 
Glamorous ballerina costume 
with tutu, tights, matching 
ballet shoes Wt. 3 oz. 
4931071 Set $1.99 

Scuba Do's р 
Brightly-colored 2-piece 

sporty "wet" suit. F 
mask and snorkel. Wt. 3 
49 N 31068 Set 3199 

Shape-up's ү? 
Long-legged leotard with 
barbells, twirl board and ex 
ercise book. Wt. 4 oz. 
49N 31069 Set $1.49 

мш. 

Poseable 
ankles 

Accessories for any oc- 
casion. Hangers, heels, 
tennis shoes, ballet slip- 
pers, ice and roller 
Skates, boots, purses, 
hats, tennis racket, ball, 
sunglasses, make-up 
mirror and make-up. 
Also telephone, ice 
cream sundae and 
more. Ideal for Barbie. 
and friends. Wt. 3 oz 
49 N 31073—Set $2 99 

ve = Pa PEL 
434 т ag 1 

м AB X 5} 

Аз poseable 

LIVING BARBIE 
or ski, swim, skate or dance? 

Living Barbie $999 
with 5 outfits 

She's во bendable and so lifelike, it's only fair that Barbie should 
have 5 action outfits to show off her flexi 
leotard, tights and elastic exerciser. ski jacket. boots, skis and 
poles: swimsuit, flippers and mask; furtrimmed jumper, hat 
skates; tutu and ballet slippers 11%-inch vinyl Living Barbie, has rooted hair. 
49 N 30814—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2or. Set $9.99 

Rotating 
wrists 

Bendable 
knees 

Join the Barbie Fan Club at Sears 
Get membership kit plus party dress for just 
this shimmering silver<olor mini-dress and shoe 

receives the Barbie family portrait, membership. 
Barbie Talk magazine. Party dress fits Barbie or any 11%s.ine 
49 N 31087—Shipping weight 8 ounces 
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$ this 5-cycle, 2-speed 88 this Fabric N Master $ 88 
E Washer has Enzyme Soak Cycle e Soft-Heat® an ard* Dry 

1 i 

timed Fabric Softener Dispen: takes the NIE ou ifn dry 

SEARS, ROEBUCK AN ТҮ, MO. 64127 
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wis hh Prol fen the 107 {бао hason 
: The answers to real economy and convenience 

„ - in your holiday shopping are right here in The Wish Book’. . . 
price cuts, exceptional values, great new gift ideas—over 15,000 items à 

in all, every one of them just a simple phone call away 

Grampa and 
Gramma Dolls 
sold on page 20 

Save this catalog. 
You can order 

any toy 
P 1 оп pages 4 

1 through 190 
A = Y. from now until 

August 11,1972 



Is it harder to find the things you want at the prices you want to pay? 
Does it seem to take more and more time to get all your shopping done? 
Is holiday shopping becoming more of a problem than a pleasure? 

Sears Wish Book 
... right here you'll find holiday shopping 

Can | find really great 
values and price cuts 
on important holiday items 
even at the peak 
of the shopping season??? 

Yes! Right 
here in the 
WISH BOOK“ 
* We've actually CUT PRICES on over 

200 items—including over 60 in toys alone 

e You'll find hundreds of other great 
holiday values priced so low that 
you'll easily recognize them as 
truly outstanding buys 

* All of the sensational low prices 
in this catalog are available 
everyday throughout the holiday season 

Can | get all my 
shopping done for the 
holidays in a matter 
of minutes with just 
a simple phone call??? 

Yes! Right 
here in the 
WISH BOOK 
© Everything in this Catalog can be ordered 
by phone from the comfort of your home 

* In many areas you can call Sears 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week (see pages 363-365 
for complete shop-by-phone information) 

© Sears Ship-a-gift Service can even save you 
a trip to the post office on gifts for 
out-of-town friends or relatives 
(see page 400) 



E 

has the answers: 
that's still economical, still convenient and, + 

most important, still a pleasure 

a the comfort mama СЕ 
and still see interesting, SO. Paging ра page 3 

COLD DE E 
HOLIDAY FASHIONS 

Yes! Ri ht peer FOODS IN SHOES AND SLIPPERS 

170 HOLIDAY CANDIES 0 

FASHIONS AND re in the m 
BOYS AND GIRLS CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS 

Wi ® FOR INDOORS AND OUT 

CLOCKS, WATCHES 
AND JEWELRY 

HOLIDAY CARDS, 
GIFT WRAP 

AND BOOKS APPAREL AND 
GIFT IDEAS FOR MEN 

e In these 600 pages, you'll find one of the 
largest collections of holiday merchandise 
ever assembled in one book 

e The quick index at right gives you just 
an idea of the huge assortment of goods TELEVISION, 
you can choose from (See pages RADIOS AND FASHIONS AND 
359 thru 361 for our complete Index) STEREO EQUIPMENT GIFT IDEAS FOR WOMEN 

Don't Miss our unusual collection of Limited 
Antique-Toy Reproductions that are so authentic 
you will value them as true collector's items 

SEE PAGES 313 THRU 316 for one of the most exciting ideas we've ever put in any 
Wish Book. These Antique Toy Reproductions are handmade from molds cast from 

the original toys on display at the famous Smithsonian Institution . . . and each 
piece comes 10 you with a certificate of authentication. 



Playskool's "Tyke Bike" 
for only 54.97 777 

What's so special 
everything. Like 
smoc rounded edge 

had to be tough 
They'll s 

e a riding toy 
on blow-moi chrome-plated handle 

plastic wheels. Th 
plastic gri take it all. 

0, with its bright, happy 
spotted” seat 

)wn-up type 
ust board the 

d discover their wor! 
Wt. 6 Ib: $4.97 

oks pretty 
d bold jung! 

DON'T MISS ur ot r great values n Riding To see pages 94 and 95 

4 [Sears] eun 



Fisher-Price's 
“Play Family School" 

for only $8.85 ??? 



Mattel's "rRRumblers Mattel’s “Hot Birds” 
Stunt Rider” Set On-Target” Set 
for only :2.97 ??? for only °3.97 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
where you find all the right answers 

for holiday shopping 

Set $2.97 

DON'T MISS our many other great values in Toys for Boys . . see pages 142 thru 173 

6 [Sears] Ze 



Milton Bradley's "Voice 
of the Mummy" Game 

for only *6.74 ??? 
witout battery 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
..where you find all the right answers 

for holiday shopping 

C" battery, not incl., orde e 
$6.74 

Pkg. 1.19 

DON'T м 
in Games for everyo 

Parker Brothers’ 
“Masterpiece” Game 
for only $3.44 ??? 

Ма, 
A Pe Le py ы 

> e POF: 

Games {2 

d in a tense, thrilling interna 
ollar painting 

n dollars in 
o 6 pla: 

pping weight 2 

es 
102 thru 118 



Mattel's "Baby Tender Love” 
for only $6.99 ??? 

Ever y day's a busy day for Baby Tender Love. First, there's feeding time—she's always hungry—so this 
п wet baby comes with her own bottle. Then it's bathtime . . she loves to be scrubbed and splashed, 

you know. When she's done, just dry her off, dress her in her lacy playsuit and booties, and brush her 
rooted hair. She's made from a special vinyl foam so she feels incredibly like a real baby. 14 in. tall. 
49 C 31526— Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces $6.99 

DON'T MISS the other great dolls in the Baby Tender Love family . . see page 26 



Ideal’s “Movin Groovin’ 
Crissy or Tressy" Doll 

for only 38.74 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
, Where you find all the right answers for holiday shoppinu 



of these IDEAL dolls has hair that GROWS 
The Movin' Groovin' Group 

15-inch dolis with twist-turn waists 
swing their shoulders around and their 
long hair tosses from side lo side 

1 Velvet looks so pretty f 
and poseable, sbe al- £5 

most seems alive. She has \ 
sparkling eyes, silky hair 
that grows to her waist * 
and smooth vinyl skin. [1] > | 
$һе'в 15 in. tall, jointed, > 4 
and all dressed up in a ا ^ 

гоћей mini party dress. Noon 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz. еме 

49 С 35101.. $844 $ 8“ ] 

Q, Cricket loves to model N 
and pose . . and no won- 

der! Isn't she lovely with 
ber bright eyes, creamy 
vinyl skin and shiny hair ме. м 
that grows to her waist 

| She's wearing a mod mini 
dress. 15 in. tall. Jointed. v 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
490 35103.......... y 

MIA by Ideal 

ESO d 
Mia's coming to play with 
you all dressed in a sporty 
playsuit. She has beautiful 
hair that grows to her 
waist; jointed vinyl body 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 с 35097. $6.97 (3 ond 4 ) So pretty . . with their delicate features 

and cascading hair. They have smooth vinyl skin, 
big bright eyes and growing hair. Fully jointed; 
1734 in. tall. Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

3 Kerry . . dressed for play in a perky play set 
49 C 35098 $7.97 

Д Tremy.. all dressed up in a high-fashion mini 
49 C 35122 $7.97 

5159 

For Cricket, Velvet and Mia. 
Includes 2 pairs of shoes 
and 2 pairs of long boot 

Shipping weight 5 oz. 
49 C 31164 $1.89 



For Tressy, 
Crissy and Kerry 

Ta 

9 

ur 

y 
і Eid 

Е е 

1 Hob Nobbler . . 2-pe. maxi suit 
49C31166—Wt. 7 oz....$2.94 

9) Grope Drape . . a swingin’ suit 
with dress, coat and scarf 

49 € 31167—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. .. $2.94 

Drenched Trench 
raincoat with scarf. 

49 С 31169— Shpg. wt. 7 oz. . $2.94 

midi-length 

Д Jean Machine .. mod pants, tunic, 
sweater and belt. 

49  31171— Shpg. wt. 7 oz. ..$2.94 

Bj The Snuggler . . hooded maxi 
49 С 31172— Sbpg. wt. 7 oz. $2.94 

Surf's Up . . а bright bathing 
outfit with long beach coat. 

49 С 31168—5Ьрє. wt. 7 oz. $2.94 

NOTE Dolls shoes по! incl. with outfit above 

Shoe Wardrobe 

3 $189 
=“ 

For Crissy, Tressy or Kerry . . 2 
pair of shoes, 2 pair ol long boots. 
49C31165—Wt. 8 oz..Set $1.89 

Fashions for Cricket, Velvet and Mi 

Hair Dryer with. 
bonnet, hose .. 
it really works 

3299 ж= 
For any Ideal 

49€ 31177. ..$2.99 
"AA" Batteries. 
Pkg. о! 6. Wt. 602. 
49 C 8402-Pkg. 99€ 

Hair Setting Kit 

$249 «os 
Battery 

“Curler warmer" with 8 rollers and acces- 
sories . . great for any Ideal “growing 
hair" doll. Includes “hair spray", comb, 
brush, "mirror", hair decorations and 
more . . even а handy styling booklet. 
Plastic "warmer" lights curlers with a 
sot glow to simulate heating process, 
Uses 1 "AA" battery, order pkg. above. 
49 С 31175—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... „Kit $3.49 

Hair Care Accessories 

decorations. 
49 С 35042—Sbpg. wt. 3 02...Set $1.99 

а 1224 

7 Glod Plaid cheery plaid dress 
with pleated skirt. 

49 С 31159—Shpg. wt. 7 oz... ..$2.94 

Beochnik . . dotted beach robe 
with belt only. Swimsuit not incl. 

49 С 31161—Shpg. wt. 7 oz.....$2.94 

Y Ruffled Up . . frilly pajamas with 
mod ruffled bottoms. 

49 C 31162—Shpg. wt. 7 oz.....$2.94 

10 Smarty Ponts . . sporty slacks set 
49 C 31163—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $2.94 

NOTE: Dolls, shoes not Incl. with outfits above 

5-inch Kim with 
growing hair . . 
from Uneeda 

372 
Give Kim's ponytail a gentle 
pull and it grows. Give it a 
tug and it’s short again. 
Jointed vinyl doll wears a 
pert mini-dress, shoes and 
panties; comes in a vinyl 
carry case with 3 extra out 
fits... bridal gown, mini-dress 
and slacks set. Curlers, comb, 
brush included. Wt. 9 oz. 
49 С 35118. Set $3.99 м... 

11-inch Valerie u» 

with Growin’ 
Pretty Hair 
$ 5 ~ 1 

| 

Pull her ponytail and it 
grows beautifully long; give 
it a tug and it's sbort again. 
Comb and style her hair 
brush, comb and rollers ind. \ 
11-in, jointed vinyl doll \ 
wears a ruffled party dress, 
shoes and socks р 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 С 35069. $5.99 

2-doll $7299 Accessory $ [299 
Case Trunk 

Vinyl case with plastic Vinyl trunk with shelf, 
handle and metal clasp, 
12x6x20 in. high. Hanger 
bar and hangers incl 
Accessories not incl. Buy 
it the easy way —order 
by phone. Shpg. wt. 31». 
79 C 35031С...... $3.99 

$499 
Clothes Rack 4 

Molded plastic rack with 2 see-thru 
vinyl garment bags. About 14x10x18 
jn. high. Shoes, clothes not included. 
49 C 31176— Wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz... $4.99 

x [Bears] 11 



Corinne &omatalo Cremona 
The 15-inch Italian beauty with luxurious hair 

you can style almost any way you can imagine 

orinne in maxi-skirt, 



Feds GROWIN' PRETTY HAIR 

aag ADD BRAIDS 

"үш CHANGE HAIRDOS or a curly wiglet for STYLING BOOKLET 
BARBIE from short to long with a sophisticated new look shows you how to 

Growin' Pretty a gentle pull create dozens of styles 

35” а 

Barbie's all dressed up in 
an elegant pink satin for- 

mal. You can style her 
hair at any length . . it 
grows beautifully long. Or 
give it a gentle tug and it's. 

short again. Add either 
hairpiece. 1154-inch vinyl 
Barbie has bendable legs. 
Shoes included. 

Shpg. wt. 11Ь. 
49 C 30832 3599 

FRANCIE with Growin' Pretty 
MATTEL'S Hair in a glamorous Gift Set 

Hair Fair < For beautiful dreaming . . Francie comes with a 
Hair wardrobe sheer gown, lace-trimmed peignoir and matching 
includes 1 vinyl slippers plus mirror, comb, brush and more. 11-inch 
“Barbie-size” vinyl Francie has hair that "grows" . . give it a tug 
head with short and it's sbort again. 2 hairpieces included. Comes. 

rooted hair, wig- wearing a shimmering pink party dress (not shown). 
let, ringlet, pony- 1 Doll has bendable legs. 

tail, extra wig, AA 49 C 30841—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz...» «Set $8.99 

49 31027 › Francie with Growin’ Pretty Hair. Doll only. In party 
Wt. 4 o2...$2.94 dress (not shown), 2 hairpieces. 

7 49 C 30839—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib коле с 
For Barbie, Francie - 
and all their friends b 

rá a f 

$ y 8 ) 

a 

А G 

^" 

Ø y 

Barbie Action Beauty Scene [af 

From 35 — у 
MATTEL Detterbes Outfits for FRANCIE 

1 Midi Plof dress; shoes. Q Frosty Fur . . mod fur. It’s a super “dressing room" with light-up 
Shp wt. 6 os. look coat; boots. Ship- make-up mirror and a working hairdryer 

it actually blows air through hose and bon- 49 c айй. $1.99 ping weight 6 oz. 
net. Styrene wall panel has a decorative 49 C 31155. $149 
“mirror.” Plastic chair and "built-in" table. Midi Dvet outfit with Olde Look maxi dress, 
Partly assembled. Uses 2 "D" batteries, dres, long vest and apron, shoes. Shipping 
order pkg. below. Doll not included. shoes. Shpg. wt. 6 oz weight 6 oz. 

49 C 31157 $299 49С 31158. $3.49 49 C 31111—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 55.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. 1.49 

NOTE: Dolle rot Included rest, [Sears] 13 
win outils above 



The "Sun Set”.. Malibu Barbie 
‘n friends for only *1.94 each ??? 

^ Malibu Barbie. 1134-in. 
9, Borbie's Glamour Group . . 1 bendable vinyl doll in 

with party dress,» mini swimsuit. Twist 'n turn 
drem, nightie, sumdrem and waist. Rooted hair. Towel. 
coat plus shoes, panty hose 49 C 30826— Wt. 8 ox. $1.94 

Д Malibu Froncie. lin. 
bendable vinyl doll in 

swimsuit. Twist "n turn 
waist; rooted hair. Towel. 
49 С 30827 —Wt. 8 oz. $1.94 

„ . jacket, mini, pants set, 
mightie, dress, accessories. 
49031054 —Wt. 3 oz...$3.99 

(1 and 3) Foshion Bouquet 
plus Malibu Barbie. Separ- 
ately lolal $5.93, See above. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
49C 3114 -Set $4.93 

- 

3 Borbie's Fashion Bouquet Б Froncie's Pretty Power... 
pj's, jacket, dress, skirt, 

vest, blouse, accessories. 
4931057 Wt. 302...53.99 

(4and 5) Pretty Power plus 
Malibu Francie. Separately 
total $5.93. See above. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
49C 31141 Set $4.93 

6 Malibu Skipper. 9-in. 
bendable vinyl doll in 

swimsuit. Twist 'n turn 
waist; rooted hair. Towel. 
49 C 30828 —Wt. 7 oz... $1.94 

“+, 

ү 
INS 
7 Skipper's "Young Ideas" 

= coat, dress, shorts set, 
suit and accessories. 
49€ 31023—Wt. 3 oz.. .$3.99 

(6 and 7 ) Young Ideas plus 
Malibu Skipper. Separately 

93. See above. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

49 31139........Set 54.93 



і 

(9) 

$3 

without dol 

Malibu Ken. 12-in. tall 
bendable vinyl doll 

Wears sporty swim trunks, 
Blonde molded hair. Towel 
49 C 30837— Wt. 14 ол. $1.94 

Ken's “Casual All-Stars.” 
Trousers, shirts, jacket 

and accessories. Doll not in. 
cluded. Wt. 3 oz. 
49 C 31058. Set $3.99 

Barbie and her friends € 
22 оп Һе 

m 

35 

10 Sports Car with jazzy plastic body, 
steel axles, 2 bucket seats and white 

wall tires. About 20 inches long. From 
West Germany 

49 C 31036—Wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. 33.89 

1] Sond Buggy . . isn't it sensational? 
Has a bright plastic body, steel 

axles, 2 bucket seats and white wall 
tires. 20 in. long. From W. Germany. 
49 € 31037—Wt. 3 lbs, 8 oz. $3.89 

12 Sun 'n Fun Buggy . . a battery-pow 
ered sportster that starts moving 

with a flick of the gear shift, Two bucket. 
seats rock dolls as they breeze along 
Buggy can go straight ahead or swing 
around in circles, Has a flying whip 

tenna; plastic body, 13 in. long. Uses 
D" batteries, order package below. 

49  31113— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... . ..$7.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ол... 51.49 
13 Borbie's Country Comper with pop. 

out tent, table, chairs, luggage rack 
and more. 19 in. long truck has sliding 
door, pop-out front window, 1. 
79 С 311230—Shpg. wt. 3 Їһз.....$9.77 

Note: Dolls not incl. with cars above 

10 sports car 
Ы $35 

MATTEL'S Sun 
"N Fun Buggy 
$79 

without batteries 



v" LIVE ACTION 
GO-GO GROUP 
With special loose-jointed waists so 

they can really dance and sway. 
Rock their "touch 'n go” 

stands and watch ‘em swing 

er ^n Frit 
ch has jointed arms, ur 

Аа D Er 
«һөм», knees, and loose jointed waist, АП 

phone. inyl. Fringed suede-look outfits. Buy them the easy way—order by 

1 Live Action PJ; long rooted hair. 
49 C 30834-Shipping wt, 14 oz. $4.97 

2 live Action PJ Gift Set. She comes 
with a fringed costume plus mix'n 

match pants, skirt, blouse, extra boots. 
45-rpm record included. 
49 C 30843—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... Set $8.99 

Set any Live Action doll on this 
motorized stage . . you control the 
tempo. Has three 45-rpm records. 
Plastic stage uses 2 “Р” batteries, 
not incl., order pkg. below. Doll not 
included 
49 C 31174—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

$3.99 

3 Live Action Ken; molded hair. 
49 С 30835 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. .. $4.97 

4 Live Action Christie; rooted hair. 
49 C 30836—Shpg. wt. 14 oz...$4.97 

5} live Action Barbie; long rooted hair 
49 C 30833—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... $4.97 

Gallops, even 
sounds like a real 

pony . . you 
ontrol the actior 

Make Dancer trot along, making 
hoof-beat sounds as she goes. 
Holds 2 actio rear: 
and races ny has sad. 
dle, bridle. Doll not included 
49 C 31114—Wt. 2 Ib: $5.99 

Fashion 'N Sounds 

ume, $399 а 
For any 11J4-in. doll (not incl.) 

6 Country Music... midi dress, 
boots, shawl; record. 

49 C 31116—Wt. 4 ол... . $3.99 

7 Festival Fashion . . bi 
skirt, vest, boots; record. 

49 С 31117—Wt. 4 oz... . $3.99 

8 Groovin’ Gauchos... blouse 
purse, boots, pants; record. 

49 С 31118—Wt. 4oz,...$3.99 



Walking 
Jamie 

Jamie and Barbie love these 
CASES and PLACES 

Barbie 
Boutique 

An elegant fashion "n wig 
shop . . over 14 feet long. 

Folds for easy storage 

7 99 om, rot included. 

A really mod shop with 
clothes rack, "mirror," shelf, 
wig block, shoe rack, display 
counter . . even a Barbie 2 
mannequin. (Other accesso- Jamie's Penthouse 
ries not included.) Brightly 

decorated shop has a chair With furniture, molded “fireplace” 99 
for customers, too. Opens to +» even a "view." Opens to over 2 ft. long 

2234x18x18 in. high. Vinyl. 
Buy it the easy way— Jamie's luxury apartment opens up for case opens to 6x13x26 in. long. Plastic 

order by phone. fun. There's a comfortable den with furniture; handle for toting. Holds 4 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. couch, table and chair, and a bright dolls and accessories (not included). 

79 С 31129¢ $7.99 dinette with table and chairs. Vinyl — 79 C 31122C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....$9.99 

Моз $4.97. Strollin’ swingin’ Jamie. 
‘Press her back and she moves her arms 

Doll and accessories $197 
Pol included. 

Barbie Cose holds 
one 114 in. fash- 
ion doll and acces- 
sories. 10x3x12 in. 
Vinyl. Hangers, 
drawer, handle. 

Wt. 11b. 8 oz. 
49 С 30468... .$1.97 

Goodies Galore . . so many accessories HAS “у o 
For Barbie and friends: Hangers, heels, skates, boots, E а A 
Purses, bat, sunglasses, tennis racket, ball, “mirror,” e ns, a AZ 
“phone” and more. > Tr 

49 С 31073—Shipping weight 2 ounces.......«Set $2.99 oe u [Sean] 17 ! 



"BARBIE TALK” 
It's a gabfest get-together 
when these 5 great talkers 

Ка E More Talkers 
Let's dance 

say their 6 fun phrases 4 5 $599 

1 Tolking PJ. Rooted hair. 
49 С 30736 —Wt. 12 ог. $5.99 

2 Talking Ken. Molded hair. 
49 C 30373—Wt. 1 Ib... $5.99 

MATTEL'S Barbie- 
size Fashion Show 

Б Cold Snap . . furry-trimmed 
midi coat with high boots. 

49 C 31146—Wt. 3 oz.. . . .$1.99 

All About Ploid . . fringed 
skirt, shawl; sweater, shoes. 

49 С 31173—Wt. 2 02... ..$2.74 

Satin Slumber . . pretty pj's, 
satin-trimmed robe; slippers. 

49 C 31144—Wt. 4 oz.. ..$2.74 

Fon Fur . . fur-like midi coat 
boots, belt and hat. 

49 С 31147—Wt. 2 oz... ..$274 

Gaucho Gear . . bright 
gaucho pants, vest, hat and 

flowered blouse. Boots, purse. 
49 C 31143—Wt. 6 oz... . $3.44 

10 Mognificent Midi 
ning coat, dress, 

boots ensemble 
49 С 31145—Wt. 7 oz... .. $344 

Silver Serenade . . shim 
u gown with long 

gloves; shoes. “Mi 
crophone. 
49 C 31148—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $3.44 

12 Bridal Brocade . . elegant 
gown, veil t; shoes. 

49 C 31142—Wt. 7 $3.44 
12 13 18 PlasticHangers. Wt. 202 
  10 49 6 31035 Pkg. 9%ا

NOTE: Dc 

Talking Barbie $Q99 
Gift Set 8 

Barbie loves her swingin’ jump- 
suit and fur-trimmed coat. She's 
even got shoes and purse to 
match. 11 4-inch bendable vinyl CUT $] Now $10.87 
Barbie says 6 fun phrases when M or 
you pall he ий Hinge Шыр Mattel's Sleep 'N Keep Case .. the fun way for Barbie and РЈ Was $11.87. Barbie Lively wearing а swimsuit and midi e AL Wi "ай cias opens into a peetty bedroom with Livia” House, Pummiiad delos 
ers ar E E twin beds, colorful wall decorations and roomy closet. 2 doll room, den, bedroom and porch. 

ам compartments, hanger bar, hangers, 2-door accessory shelf and 32x17x27 in. open. Folds for 
Talking Barbie only . . in swim- 2 snap pockets for extra storage. Snap lock; handle. 17x3x13 in. storage. Vinyl. Dolls not in- 
suit and midi beach robe. high. Buy it the easy way—order by phone, dı 
49 С 30015— Wt. 12 ол... 3599 49 €.31149— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. -$6.99 — 79 C 31029—Wt. 5 Ibs. 10.87 



“Living Dolls” . only $3.96 each ??? 

LIVING 
SKII 
with her 

Gift Set 

any $62 

wx we DS Living Skipper are... 
SI os with a pet party 

dress, velvet coat, 
shoes. 934-in. vinyl 

Accessory $199 doll has curly rooted 
Pak hair. Wears а sun- 

For any well suit. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
111£in. fashion doll; 49 C 30823-Set $6.99 
ylish heels, flats, _ T Living Skipper 

‚tockings, purse and only; in sunsuit. 
belt. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Shpg. wt. 
49 C 30682. . . Set $1.99 49 С 30822..... 52.96 



“Nobody is more, fun than 

Joyce Miller created the whole 
happy collection 
of GRAMMA toys . . And you'll 
find them only at Sears 

19/%-inch 

ALKING 

GRAMMA 
keeps you 

company 

“I'm quite a 
storyteller 
you know 

x. : Re er 
ELT ER | CUT +1 озо 

without battery 

Was $4.99. Gromma's Sewing Set with real, battery-powered 
plastic scissors. Make apron, kerchief, potholders, slippers and more. 

= Material, instructions ind. Uses 1 “D” battery, order pkg. below 

49 C 1203— Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces Set $3.99 
205: 49 С 8405—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. oz Pkg. 149 

GRAMPA? and GRAMMA 

+ such good listeners 

Two cute cotton Outfits 
for 16-inch Gramma 
a checked dress and a 
long nightgown. From 
Hong Kong. Dolls not 
included. Wt. set 4 oz 
49 C 34029... Set $1.99 16-inch Rag Dolls $249 

They're such a cute couple! Each has a soft cotton body and a big, 
happy smile. Gramma has yarn hair; Grampa's hair is screen-printed 
on. Each wears a bright cotton print outfit. From Hong Kong. 
49 C 34019—16-inch Grampa. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz $3.49 
49 С 34006—16-inch Gramma. Shipping weight 11 ounces 3.49 
49 C 34007—20-inch Gramma. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz 4.99 

CUT $] Nows11.99 

Wos $12.99. Grommo's 
Howe . . a big, rambling 
country place with 4 rooms 

ы to explore and a lovely yard. 
There are 23 pieces of snap- 

plastic furniture so 
сап decorate Gramma's 

any way you like. 
», self-standing fam- 

opens to 18х15х14 in. high. 
J9c94045C-Wt.5 lbs. $1.99 

CUT +] Now 13.99 

Was $14.99. Grommo's Rocking Choir. Sit on 5 
Gramma's lap. ‚she has a comfortably padded 
cotton apron that Mom can take off to wash. 
Store toys and trinkets in the apron pockets 
оп sides of rocker. Gramma herself is made of 
solid wood and brightly painted. Measures Фр» 
19x1456x24 inches high 
79 С 9002C—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. $13.99 



Little Signorinas 

from Furga 

(5 thew 8 ) It's darling Tilly and Tina 
It 

5) 49 C 37094 
(6) 49 С 37099 

49 C 37098 
8) 49 € 37097 

в shiny rooted hair, go-to-sleep eyes, a jointed 
nd sensational F design 

ht 

“Elegant“Beauties 
by“Furga of Italy” 
For Signora Furga, creating beautiful dolls is a family tradition. 

No wonder the gowns are so lavish, the hairdos so 

fashionable and the craftsmanship so impeccable. 

It's a matter of pride. 

[4] 
520% 

daas 

(1 they 4 ) Our finest dolls . . with hand-arr 
oov nificent clothes. Each has rooted hair, joini 

Claudia "floats" down the aisle in her breath. 3 Stefonio appears in a swirl of 
king lace gown and veil. She wears dainty ruflles and checks. Her blonde 

gloves and carries a lovely bou 
79 С 32054C— Shipping weight 4 

18 in. tall. ringlets peak out from under the 
»und«...$18.00 ^ wide-brimmed bo 

79 C 32052C — Wt 
the 7-inch cuti net. 14 in. tall 

$25.00 ufiled gown 
Her silver- Д Carlotta looks lovely in a vel 

et 

Shoes 9 Sandra looks radi © семей with sol 
it 1 jumpsu 52.99 hair is swe gown with sheer ruffle 

2.99 wears a high-fashi jceves. hem and “parasol.” Feath 
2.99 carries a sheer handkerchief er-trimmed bonnet. 15 in, tall. 
2.99 79 C32053C- Shipping weight 6 pounds. .. $30.00 79C 32051C— Wt. 4 Ibs... . $20.00 

stone [Sears] 21 



They walk, dance, work or play.“Action“Dolls DOING THEIR 

“Rock Flower” Dolls 
for only $1.74 each ??? 

{1 thru 5) They're named and modeled 
after a real singing group . . each doll 
comes with ber own 333$ трт record. 

` Each has a plastic stand that fits right 
ч оп the record . . just turn on the 

record player and watch doll swing 
around. These groovy dolls are 634 in ў VI N 
tall, poseable vinyl. The girls have ГОА Minute pee. Ca TROU N » 

Liloc in mini-dress, tights, boots. m 

AN E АЫ LA y 
9 Rosemary in midi-dres, boots. string. Soft cloth body; vinyl m > 

49 С 37093—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.74 arms, legs and head; rooted 

3 Heather in jumpsuit, scarf, shoes 
49 С 37091—Shpg. wt, 7 oz. $1.74 er DR ч 

Д Doug in mod costume. Molded hair 
49 € 37127—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.74 MATTEL'S 

Б Iis wears a bright gown Baby Love Light ы 
49 С 37126—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.74 +. she'll hold your hand 

(4 ond 5 ) Doug and Iris with records and her eyes light up 
plus deluxe record with 6 group songs. BS эмен 
49 C 37083— Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $4.65 8 Batteries. 

This 15-in. baby has light-up 
eyes and a soft “handshake,” 
Cloth body; vinyl head; root- 
ed hair. Uses 2 "D" batteries, 
order pkg. below. Wt. 3Ibs. 7oz. 
49 35085.............58.85 

15-inch Play 'N Jane 18-inch Bizzie Lizzie 

3125 me 3149 zm 
Sit her down, set the trigger Attach Lizzie to power pack 
and she'll play horseshoes, and she'll iron, dust and 
basketball ог  tic-tac-toe. sweep. She's soft vinyl with 
Vinyl doll has long rooted shiny rooted hair. Plastic 

Rock RC hair; comes with plastic power pack, ironing board, 
Pose any Rock Flower chair and game equipment. duster, sweeper. Uses 2 “D” 

оп its record and see it » nr 1° Uses 1 "C" battery, order batteries, order pkg. below 
All 5 dolls have stands that , pkg. below. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. — Shpe. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 

fit short-spindle record players Л i Opens to a 14x9xZ:in, stage with 79 C 35088С $12.85 49С 35089 514.85 
Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 1 Ib. $3.29 

7, 
E BER i A ЭЭ play “mike”, “speakers”. Vinyl. 49 С 8412—Alk 
[Sears] tic. ў „0 49.0 37122—Shpg. wt. 1007.51.99 — 49C 8411—Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 802. 249 



SPECIAL THING" 

Ventriloquist Dolls 
1 (1 thru 3 ) Open and close mouth by 

$5 s ballet y pulling strings in back of neck. In 
- struction booklet included. Each has [3] 

1 head, hands; cotton stuffed a body; wears jacket, trousers, shoes 

29% G ] Danny O'Day, 30 in. tall 
49 С 36011—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. $8.85 

Baby Walks 2, Ventriloquist Friend, 24 in 
Press hand control 4936012-Wt.2 Ibs. $7.99 

MATTEL'S to walk doll, puppy 
Baby Dancerina ++ or both 3 Chorlie EC) 30 le a x 

49€ 36013 Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. 39. 
$699 $599 6 5 Record, (not shown). 3334-rpm. In 

ез; skit booklet incl. 
wt. 15 az... . $2.99 Hold the control knob Press one air bulb and > 

in her бага and make she goes for a stroll; 4 
her toe dance, pirou press the other and the 
ette, head spot and puppy yelps and fro — 77 
bow. This 11-inch vinyl ics; press both and they 
ballet star has blonde walk together. 11-inch 
rooted hair. Wears a vinyl doll has rooted 
ruffled blue costume hair. in. vinyl pup. 
and comes witha 3335- Detachable plastic air 
rpm record. tubes. Japan. 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 or. Wt. Ub. 2 oz. e 
49 C 35021. - - -$6.99 49 С 35072. . Set $5.99 v 

(4 thru 9 ) Fully jointed puppets, 101012 ae 
in. tall Advanced puppets Pinocchio and ® 
Cinderella are ceramic composition; 
Others are wood. Boy and girl have 3 
strings; mother, father have 5. Cross bar 

keeps strings tangle-free. 
(4) 49 С 36009-Cinderella. Wt. 1 Ib.$6.99 A 

(S) 49 С 36006-Mother. Wt. 1 Ib... 4.99 

(6) 49 С 36005 —Girl. Wt. 15 oz. 2.99 

(7) 49 С 36007—Father. Wt. 11b.. 4.99 

(8) 49 С 36004—Boy. We. 15 oz... 299 
(9) 49 C 36008— Pinocchio. Wt. 1 lb. 6.99 

Wardrobe includes 
a pretty sleep set, 

dress, pants, play set, 
hangers, mirror and 
comb. Wt. 6 oz. 

Sheryl with Supermarket 
for only $15.98 zi. 

This 3%-inch boy and 
49 С 32581...Set $399 Supermarket only. Has rotating Sheryl only. 14-in girl whiz down the slope 

Cleaning kit in. counter, ringing register, motor- — vinyldollpicksthings removable roller 
cludes decorated ized check-out stand, shelves, up with her mag. Then . . WATCH 

wall, 12 inches high; cart and "groceries." Uses 2 "D' netized right hand, OUT they collide play“vacuum,”broom, batteries (not included); order grasps with her left Winner goes through the 
dust pan, bucket; and Package on opposite page. hand. Wt. 3 lbs. letour wall. V 1 
utensils. 49 С 35116—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02.59.99 49С 3512.....56.99 he 

Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. Sheryl with Supermarket. Separately total $16.98. 
49 С 35119. „Kit $4.99 79 C 35087C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. 315.98 



Really Big 

TALKERS 
For twice the fun.. 
TALKING 

TWOSOME 

TV's lovable 
BOZO THE CLOWN 

^W, b 15-inch $59 Sor only Would y you Ф talking Bozo a Seu 
2 “What are you doodly-do-do- 

doing?" “Yowie-kazowie!” 
jokes this fun-loving circus fel. 

r low. Just pull his talking ring and me fo! مفا to hear 10 funny lines. Bozo's 
walk? Р got а roly-poly broadcloth body, a 4 15 inches tall. A smiling clown 

face and floppy yarn hair make 
him hard to put down. 
49 C 35108 wr. 1 lb. 8 oz. $5.99 

take dollu 

3 This floppy, 20-inch-tall cloth 
Bozo listens to every word 

you say. His soft vinyl face grins 
in a big painted smile. 
49 € 34021—W | Ib. 4 oz. $4.99 

Talking 

Division of 
Operation Bootstrap, Inc. 

му пате 
Ў тоты 

a | 

Would Y The devil made me oy this Gres" 
TAMU FLIP WILSON 

The sweetest 16- 5 America's favorite 
inch doll you'll ever funny man with 10 

find . . so soft to hug — rib-tickling lines, each 
and bold. She laughs, — one better than the last. MRS. cries, says 18 "now" — .. just pull his talking 

BEASLEY phrases..pullbertalk- ring. 15%: inch cloth 
ing ring. Cloth body, body has Flip in a mod xb vinyl hands and head ^ suit on one side, mini кезеп | with rooted natural skirted Geraldine on 

for little E & hair style. Wt. 2 lbs. other. Wt. 2 Iba. 
giris 7 49 с 34009. $5.99 49C 34026 $5.85 

70750 NS ! west, Mattel's DROWSY says 11 sleepy phrases 
т “deeper kepar 

tells 8 bedtime 1 
secrets . . just pull her talking Bufiy's favorite doll, Mn, 
ring. By day, her full flannel Besaley,,can be yours, too She says 10 kindly phrases 

son? 5 5% 

This sleepytime gal can barely keep her painted eyes open. MAE. elio. Ves у> but she wants to keep on talking. Says 11 bedtime phrases 
Vinyl ^en) just pull her talking ring. A when you pull her talking ring. Cuddly 15'4-inch cloth 

= К huggable 22-inch cloth body, body; vinyl head, rooted hair. She's dressed for dreaming PA tin e cte] vinyl face, rooted hair. С] in a pink flannel sleeper. 
24 [Sears] ‘ice 4903579—W. 3 Ibt. 4 oz... $9.87 49 C 3164—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 5543 M ——- 



RAGGEDY ANN and ANDY Esch 14” 
SLUMBER BAGS 

(1 and 2 ) These long-time friends of wee folk now be 
and nighttime companion: 

led pillow heads have smiling silkscreened faces, 
gsters up to 4 feet tall can snuggle in 

soft-quilted cotton bodies, stretch down to the fect. Side 
zipper. Dry clean. Each 20 in. wide, 54 in. long. Wt. each 

-order by phone 
(1) 79 С 34027C— Raggedy Ann Slumber Bag. 
(2) 79 C 34028C—Raggedy Andy Slumber Bag. 

come fun naptim 
ton-pa 
wool yarn hair. Yo 

5 Ibs. Buy them the easy way 

Bob 'n Betty play 
a merry tune 

each $29 
{ 5 and 6 ) Country-fresh kids will 
entertain you with a folksy tune 
Bright-eyed brother and sister both 
have imported music boxes inside 
just wind their keys. Soft, stuffed 
fabric bodies, yellow yarn hair, look 
alike peasant gingham outfits. Each 
14 in. tall. Wt. each 1 Ib. 
(5) 49 C 3667— Bob. 
(6) 49 C 3666. 

$2.99 
Betty 2.99 

Soft, cot 

$14.99 
14.99 

Gingerbread Playmates 
nod to soft lullabies 

each $399 

(7 and 8 ) Plump gingerbread peo- 
ple make such lovable playmates 
wind keys and they nod their heads 
as imported music boxes play sweet 
lullabies. Both stand 12 inches tall 
with rayon plush bodies, ric-rac 
braided trim and locked-in button 
eyes. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 2 oz 
(3) 49 C 34005— Boy $3.99 
(в) 49 С 34004—Girl 3.99 

In 4 size: 
and musical 

version, 
tool 

ERAN ARA AÑO ARO 
prove love is never old-fashioned 

Raggedy Ann. The beloved best 
friend of little girls for generations. 

Her tousled red yarn hair, floppy cot 
ton body and locked-in button eyes 
make her absolutely irresistible. In а 
provincial print dress, white apron. 
49 C 3580—15 in. Wt. 13 oz.. ....$2.94 
49 C 3583—20 in. Wi. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. 4.89 
79 C 34001С—31 in. Wt. 4 lbs... 9.77 
79 С 30621C—38 in. Wt. 5 tbs... .15.99 

Musical Roggedy Ann. Wind-up music 
box... she'll play a happy nursery tune 
49 C 3629—15 in. Wt, 1 Ib. $4.65 

Raggedy Andy. This big-hearted 
fellow is a hero to the little people. 

He wears blue cotton trousers with 
snappy white buttons, checked shirt, 
jaunty cap. Friendly locked-in button 
eyes, soft cotton body, yarn hair 
49 C 3592—15 in. Wt. 13 or......$2.94 
49 С 3603—20 in. We. 1 Ib. 4 or... 4.89 
79 С 34002С—31 in, We. 4 Ibs... 9.77 
79 С 30739C—38 in. Wt. 5 lbs... .15.99 

Musical Raggedy Andy. For a cheery 
nursery tune, wis his music box. 
49 C 3630—15 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 54.65 

rss [Sears] 25 



THE WET SET 
. Baby dolls to wash, dry and dress 

they're a big splash with little girls 

p "Living Baby Tender Loves 
for only $12.85 ??? 

Pick her up, hold her . . she feels 

49 С 31607 

1 torere for Living Baby Tender 
Love . . with cozy robe, soft. 

2 Layette for Baby Ten- Mommy: 

Baby Tender Love . . play- 
suit, dress, sleeper, hang. 
ers and more. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 C 32518 Set $3.99 

"Talking Baby Tender Love 
for only $9.43 ??? 

"Mommy, wash baby? 
asks this 15-inch charmer. 
She loves to take a bath. 
And you can splash her all 
you like . . water won't 
hurt her special voice unit. 
Pull ber talking ring and 
she says 8 random sayings. 

Drink 'n wet doll is soft 
vinyl foam; has rooted 
hair. In dress and panties. “Mi 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 7 oz. Nite, ‘a - E 
49 С 31606. $943 hite, 

der Love or Tolking 

Don't miss 5 
on 

Rub-a-dub-dub 
these Dolls 
come with 
aTub 

| ber bottle, give her a 
bath, then ‚one of ber cute 
outfits. This 1; is so much 

en Ind. a snuggly robe, diaper, dicm, Н 
EH 

f Н! 
Ge 

9! 
Baby Tender Lov 



They flip 
imos any nr 

Baby Beans 

$299 

(1 ond 2 } They'll sit up, plop 
over, . you can even make them 
stand on their heads. They're 
stuffed with styrene pellets and 
expanded styrene foam to make 
them super poseable. Washable 
vinyl beads and hands. Soft 

1 nylon tricot sleepers. 12 
11 

Booful Beans. 
49 C 35083—Wt. 2 Ibs. ..$3.99 

2 Bitty Beans. 
49 C 35084— Wt. 2 lbs. ..$3.99 

000! LA! LA! 
Two 12-inch 
beauties 

from France 

+499 

(3 ond 4 ) Such pretty mademoi 
selles with their creamy vinyl skin 
bright go-to-sleep eyes and silky 
rooted hair. Each wears a fringed 
poncho, slacks, shoes and ribbon. 
Shipping weight each 12 oz. 
(3) 49 C 32062-Orange hair $4.99 
(4) 49 C 32063-Brunette.... 4.99 

5 friends who love to 

ALK 'N TALK ’N 
> “| love, 

to sind TALK ’N TALK 

“Timey Tell” 
for only $11.85 ??? 

Learn all about ti 
\ set her "watch," pul 

her talking ring and 
she'll tell you the hour 

ONIS 
er: pretend waich 

49 С 35015— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... ..$9.85 

Chatty's Wardrobe includes a cozy 
sleep set, dress, sweater, hangers, a 
comb, brush and mirror. 
49 С 32561—Wt. 6 oz. Set $2.99 

17-inch Timey not only 
tells you the time you've 
picked . . she suggests what 
to play. At 4:00, for in 
stance, she suggests having 
a tea party; Timey comes 
with her own service-for-2 
tea set. She has 
cessories . . something for 
each hour. She's jointed 
vinyl; has long rooted hair; 
play dress. Says 12 sayings 

in all. We. 4 Ibs. 3 oz. 
© 35078. $11.85 

oads of ac 

Each cutie knows 8 fun phrases 

(5 thru 7 ) How they talk when you pull the 
talking rings. All have silky rooted hair. 

etty-Talk Tracy . . a cuddly rag doll with 
doth body and vinyl head. 11 in. tall. 

49 C 35067— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $4.99 

Tiny Chatty Baby . . so cute in her jacket 
and booties. Jointed vinyl body. 11 in. 

49 € 35017— Shpg. wt. 1502. sse d 
7 10-in. Talking Buffy with her cloth rag 

doll, Mrs. Beasley. Buffy's jointed vinyl. 
Set $6.99 

rom [Sears] 27 
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Our Finest 

DRINK’N WET 

BABY DOLLS 
come nestled in a snuggly blanket, 

à cozy bunting or a soft pillow 

1 Serab and splash this bubbly baby doll «then dry 
ber off and dress her in one of her cute outfits. Lay- 

‘tte includes а gingham checked dress with matching 
‘coat and bonnet, cozy pajamas, diaper, hair brush. 
baby powder and puffs. Or just wrap ber in her blanket. 
and feed her from her bottle. Butterball has creamy 
vinyl skin, go-to-sleep eyes and rooted hair. Jointed 
body. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 С 31651—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz... ..$12.99 

13-inch Butterball with pillow 

Q Feed her from her bottle and put her to sleep atop 
her lace-trimmed pillow. She has soft vinyl skin, 

go-tosleep eyes, rooted hair and a jointed body 
Wears a frilly knit dress and matching diaper. 
49 € 3165— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 0%... .... 38.99 

14-inch Bunting Baby 
3 Isn't she adorable, snuggled in her bunting? She 
comes with a matching jacket, bonnet, flannel 
diaper and, of course, ber bottle. Has go-to-sleep eyes, 
molded hair and jointed vinyl body. 
49 € 31649—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ......$5.99 

14-inch Fair Baby with fringed blanket 

Д She's completely irresistible . . with her delicate 
features, shiny rooted hair and big go-to-sleep 

«уе. She's gowned in a sheer, flowing christening 
‘dress and wrapped in a crocheted blanket. Comes with 
slip, diaper, socks and bottle. Jointed vinyl body. 
A9 C 31648—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... .. $12.99 



From IT. 

two beaut 

Baby Dolls 

to cuddle 

af : and treasure 
. and an 

elegant Crib 

Adorable 14-inch Twins $(999 
by Italo Cremona cn 

Aren't they just about the cutest brother and sister 
dolls you've ever seen? Their blue go-to-sleep eyes 
peek up at you from beneath long, long lashes. Give 
them a hug . . each doll has a soft cloth body; vinyl 
arms, legs and head. They're fully jointed; 14 in. 
tall. Each has pale blonde rooted hair and wears a 
cate play outfit. From Italy. Wt. ea. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

Baby Brother. Little Sister. 

49 С 31608........58.99 49С 31609...... $8.99 
4 

7 

z 3 ) 
o > i ~ | 

Uu m 
k 5) 
I > 

a 

Curtained Crib = 
with Lovely17%-in. Baby 

[4] covered casters Dolls by Furga 
14) $7799 $ 99 чү 

[3] 
Snuggly-soft pink 'n white Pull back the sheer cur- (2 and 3) Lifesize and so 

Baby Dolls from France tain and rest your favor- — realistic . . with their blue go- е 
ite doll in this sparkling, — to-sleep eyes, shiny rooted hair 

17-inch 10-inch scrolled crib. Move it from and delicate features. Each has 

Toddler Baby room to room—it has real a cuddly doth body; vinyl 

easy-roll hooded casters. 25x arms, legs and head. They're 

$9 +4” 1034x22-inch high metal crib wearing playsuits with frilly 
comes with pillow and a pinafores, bonnets and booties. 

E Сао у baby mattress. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. each 3 Ibs 

dy a ks Di ap Shpg. wt. 5 lbs (2) 79C 3I61C-Blonde. . $14.99 

and leggings set. She has sleep eyes, blonde root 79 С 33555С. $799 (3) 79C31611C-Brunette 14.99 

such long rooted hair, go- ed hair and a soft cloth 
to-sleep eyes and a shy body. She has vinyl 
smile. Isn't she adorable? arms and head and 

She has a soft cloth comes wearing a snug: 

Buy crib 
with doll (2) or (3) 
SAVE *3 now *19.98 

body and creamy vinyl жу sleeper, bonnet and 
arms, legs and head. 17 bib. Buy her the easy 
inches tall way—order by phone. Crib (1) with doll (2) or (3) . . separately total $22.98. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. И oe. Wt 11 or 79 € 31656C2—Crib plus blonde doll (1 and 2). Wt. 8 Ibs. $19.98 

49 C 31638. эз 49630614 34.99 79 € 31657C2—Crib plus brunette doll (1 and 3). Wt. 8 Ibs. 1998 zes [Sears] 29 



Papa" 

Mg” 
BABY DOLLS 

What do they do? 
“Call out" or "соо". 

How do they feel? 
Almost like real. 

1 This 20-inch baby looks so special in ber soft, sheer 
christening dress. Tilt ber and she calls out for 

“Mama” and “Papa.” Set ber on her lace-trimmed satin 
pillow and she'll close her go-to-sleep eyes. Has soft vinyl 
arms, legs and head; and a polyurethane foam-filled body 
Pixiestyled rooted hair. Slip, diaper and booties. 
79 € 31653C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 38.99 

Baby Tweaks is 19 inches tall. She has shiny rooted 
hair, “bright button eyes," a soft polyurethane foam 

filled body and vinyl arms, legs and head. Give her a hug 
and she “сооз” softly. Wears a frilly topper, slacks and 
booties. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 С 31652— Shipping weight 4 pou $6.99 

8 This 14-inch baby cries out for “Mama” when you tilt 
ber. She's wearing a lacy dress with diaper and booties 

Has a soft polyurethane foam-filled body; vinyl arms, 
legs and head. Curly rooted hair, go-to-sleep eyes. 
49 € 31654—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. изэ 

2 Great Wardrobe Sets 
for any 10 to 22-inch 

Baby Doll 

Playtime Set 
Set includes dress, coat, 
bat, playsuit, creeper, 
pants, hangers, comb, 
brush and mirror. Dolls 
not included. 
For 10 to 11-inch dolls. 
4932563— Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 12 to 13-in. dolls. 
4932564 — Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 
For 14 to 15-in. dolls. 
4932565—Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 16 to 17-in. dolls. 
4932566— Wt. 7 oz. 4.99 

For 18 to 19-in. dolls. 
49632567 — Wt. 7 oz, $4.99 

For 20 to 22-in. dolls. 
4932568 — Wt. 7 oz. 94.99 

Naptime Set 

Set includes granny 
gown, cozy sleeper, 
sacque and pants. pj's, 
bottle, soap, towel, cloth 
and more. Dolls not in 
cluded. 

For 10 to 11-in. dolls. 
4932569 — Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 
For 12 to 13-in. dolls. 
4932571- Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 14 to 15-in. dolls, 
49C32572-Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 16 to 17-in. dolls. 
49C32573—Wt. 7 ог. $4.99 

For 18 to 19-in. dolls. 
493254 — Wt. 7 ог. $4.99 
For 20 to 22-in. dolls. 
49C32575—Wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

Stroller for Dolly 

There's even a handy 
play tray and bright 
beads 

Steel Trunks % 
with drawer 
and hangers 

Plenty of room for dolly 
and accessories, Has a 
rugged wood frame, nickel- 
plated hardware, plastic 
handle and ribbon tie. 
14x7x7-inch Trunk. Snap 
lock. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 
49 С 33535, $4.99 
18x8x8-inch Trunk. 2 snap 
locks. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, 
49 С 33536. 35.99 

Mlnch Trunk 
14? 



Drink 'n wet 
К Ва ипе 

Drink 'n Wet byJ A Choose your favorite 
Baby Janie са h ; outfit and hairdo 

She's 13 inches tall and 7 
эз сше аз сап һе Ш 
Comb or brush her 
bouncy rooted pony- 
tails. Then lay her (2j 
down and shell close 
her bright go-to-sleep 
eyes. Wake her up and 
feed her from her bot 
tle. She wears a cotton. 

nd panties $499 me а 
4 Vinyl. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $499 

» BUE 
(1 thru 3 ) Each 14 in. tall, with silky 

rooted hair; polyethylene body. Bottleincl. [3] 

49 C 30786 54.99 

1 lune in pajama set. Bouncy ponytails 
49 С 31598—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz..... $4.99 

Q June in porty dress. Pixie hairdo 
49 С 31597—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. ....$4.99 

3 June in coat ond hat. Auburn hair 
49 C 31596—Wt. 1 lb, 12 oz... ..$4.99 

Angel 

Baby 
A doll as sweet 

В as her name 
++, 14-inch Angel Baby is Where it's at.. чаз Aa E 

D comb ber rooted hair; 
bug ber soft vinyl, 
fully-jointed body. 
She's wearing a fluffy 
pram suit with match- 

A division of ing bonnet; panties, 
shoes and socks. Has 

Operation Bootstrap, Inc. pee vw 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 C 31655 $7.99 

И 

MO тб A 

Cuddly 

Li'l Souls 
inch 10inch 
$189 | $919 ! 

such sch 

(8 thru 11 ) Soft cloth. А [^ N 
body rag dolls with ` y 
natural-style yarn hair. = > Ыб 

10-inch Dolls in mod Malaika Dreamy 
"slogan" sweatshirts. SER = Movable arms and legs Нег name means Dee Bee { 

angel in Swahili $499 D 
8 Sis. We. 10 ox 6 

49 C 34022. ..$2.19 $4» Th 
Y Wilky. We. 10 oz. Tuck this 16-inch baby 4 14 

49 С 34023. ..$2.19 15-inch Malaika looks іп her cozy blanket or 
so chic in her glamo- snap on the tote strap Outfits for Angel Baby (Dolls not included) 

-i ls in di r suitandgold. and go traveling. She " 
ety dos Sai perve ven i has Piae sol Dei (4) 49 С 32576—Lace-trimmed Party Dress. Wt. 4 oz. $2.99 

В has a rooted natural. hair; cuddly cloth (5) 49 С 32578— "Jingle bell” Topper ond Leggings. Wt. 4 oz 199 
10 Netro- We. 6 az. style hairdo and pose- body; vinyl head, (6) 49 С 32579—Snuggly Pajamas with elasticized feet. Wt. 4 oz.. 249 

49 с 34024...5129 Бе vinyi body. Shoce ымы Wears a sleeper (7) 49 С 32577—Velvety Playsuit with cotton blouse. Wt. 4 ог..... 2.99 
Coochy. Мі. бо inc. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. — 

П aos. Sho 49 c 32066 $499 49С 31639. $6.99 Ши [Sears] 31 



-inch Rock "n Stroll Carriage-Cradle 

HIGH CHAIR- 
STROLLER 

It's a sleeper, a stroller and a lift-up 
high chair all in one. Attach the floral 
print canopy and tote bag and go for a 
walk. Has a molded plastic seat, tray, 
footrest, wheels; tubular steel frame; 
vinyl cover. 1619129 inches high 
Shipped partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. 

79 С 330470 $9.99 

32 [Sears] "ss" 
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` 

Buggy converts to 
a rocking cradle 

79 C 330480 

gc 
Stroller with play 
tray and 

has molded plastic body 
yl hood and tubular steel 

Plastic wheels, 
ion. Partly assembled. spring suspe 

79 С 33012C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 55.99 

Q Sleeper-stroller has reclining back, plas- 
tic tray and footrest. Detachable canopy 

tote bag. Vinyl body; tubular steel frame. 
Plastic wheels. 10x17x28 in. high. Partly as 
sembled. Buy it the easy way, order by phone. 
49 C 33011 Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 2 oz.. ...$5.99 

This multi-purpose coach can beco 
handy car bed or the prettiest cas 
hood together detach for a spring-action cradle with 
tubular legs. Molded plastic body, wheels; tubular steel 
frame. Fold-down vinyl hood has a frilly lace curtain. 
Carriage measures 20x10x24 in. high. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 7 рош 
NOTE: Dolts not included with any item on this page. 

е a rocking cradle, a 
e in town. Body and 

ds 59.99 

Buy both 

Stroller and Buggy 

Save */ оу *6.98 

Fold-away 18-inch Vinyl Buggy has steel 
frame, metal pusher, plastic wheels. 18x 

8x23 in. high. Partly assembled. 
49 C 33051—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. зә 

Fold-owoy Vinyl Stroller has detachable 
tote bag, canopy, steel frame, metal pusher 

and plastic wheels. 9x10x25 inches high. 
Partly assembled. 
49 C 33049—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 3199 
(3 and 4 ) Buggy, stroller. Separately $7.98. 
49 С 33055—Wt. 4 lbs. 12 oz.. ... Set $6.98 

ko e. 



¿Our finest Carriage.. 
| a full 22% inches long.. 

(> and fully equipped with 

storm shield, tote bag 

and spring suspension 

Frilly 3-piece set in 
dudes ruffled cover, 
pillow and cushiony 
mattress. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 С 33027 . Set $2.99 

51 1 

Join the strollin' scene in this stylish 
carriage, complete with cloth storm | 
shield, fold-down hood and a handy 

е tote bag. Super-size molded plastic body, 
wheels and tires; tubular steel frame. 
2234x11x26 in. high. Unassembled. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 С 330530—Wt. 8 Ibs. $11.99 

= Р 
Б / NOTE: Dolls not included with pes 

any jtem,opthis page.” 

A Folding Vinyl Carriage 
with spring suspension 

for only $7.77 ??? 

P . 4 

Rock-a-bye Stroller holds 2 dolls 4 

After your walk, just lift out the molded plastic body for Ye 
frame. Hood folds) f 

own; carriage folds 

handy car seat or dolly rocker. Elegant 2-dolly sleeper- 7 id 
has fringed canopy with a “peek-a-boo” window i 

d a removable tote bag. Tubular steel frame; vinyl 
cover; plastic wheels. 16x11x32 in. high. Partly assembled 
79 С 33054C— Shipping weight 8 pounds $11.99 9 u. | Sears) 33 



Snuggly 3-piece 
Bedding Set 

$] 

Ruffled rayon pillow, cover 
and cuddly blanket. Three- 
piece set fits most doll 
cribs, carriages, cradlesand 

ls Sears sells. Cover 
about 134x17 in. long. 

Shipping wt. 8 ox. 
49 С 33026... Set $1.99 

шаш. COLONIAL Mapletoned Set. . for dolls up to 15 in. tall 
Ounds........ $8.99 | ) Cricket Rocker. Old-fashioned rocking for 5 Bunk or Twin Beds. Easy to convert, Ladder 

seat, remov- included. 17x10x15 inches high as bunk bed. 



Sturdy Tubular 

Steel Furniture 

Pretty dining, play 

and bath things 

for dolls 

up to 24 inches tall 

led plastic seat, 
9 in. high 
wt. 4 Ibs, $4.99 79 C 33544C—U ssembled. Shp 

6 Playpen. Nylon net sides, print hardboard 
floor. 24x15x19 in. high. For most 

79 С 33546C—Una: Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $4.99 

7 Bathinette. Water-tight basin; hose for easy 
empty. Hinged vinyl lid io 

table use. Overall 2 
79 € 33545C— Shippin 

7x33 in 

Feeding and $799 
Bath Sets Fach 2 

Dont | Bur both 
Miss | Feeding and Bath Sets 

This | SAVE ‘1 Now 4.98 
20-piece Feeding () 18-piece Bath Set. 
Set. Dining delights Make dolly's bath 

baby bot- — more fun with a nur 
rilizer, dishes, ery tray, soa; 
per bag and balls, wash с 

more. Shpg 
Set $2.99 49€ 33559. ..Set 

Feeding Set (8) ond Both Set (9). Sep. $5.98. 
49 С 3356 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz Set 54.98 

rz? [Sears] 35 



95% 

Twisting, Turning 
Teddies 

Flexible jointed arms, legs and head 

(1 ond 2 ) Soft acrylic plush bears. 

116 

9 14-inch Teddy, State color number 6-brown or 29-gold 
49 С 409044 Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 

h Teddy. State color number 6-br 
49 С 40906H—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 

fully jointed. From Austria. 

n or 29-gold 
16.99 

$5.99 
9-inch Teddy (not shown). State color number 6-brown or 29-gold 
49 С 409028—Shipping weight 11 oz. 

Busy Betsy is a 15-inch bundle 
of acrylic Teaches all 
about buckling, tying, and snap- 
ping. Fully jointed so 
it or wave her arms. Wears a 

bright cloth apron and shoes. 
Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz 

38.99 

plush. 

she can 

Button eye 
49 40198 

Teddies 
that Teach 
with outfits to 
tie, snap and 

buckle 

ye 
d 

1399 

Busy Buster is 15 in. tall and all 
soft acrylic plush. He teaches 
buckling. buttoning, zipping. 
tying and snapping. Jointed 
arms and legs ul play 
suit and shoes. Button eyes. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 C40196 15.99 

Poseable Bears 
put their paws in position 
and there they stay 

(3 ond 4 ) These cuddly 1714-inch bears are 
kinda stuck on themselves. They have special 
Velcro® system paws that stick like magic to 
their brushed cloth bodies. They have the 
brightest plastic eyes and cute button noses. 
From West Germany 

Furri Burri . . with special paws that stick 
together or stick on his brushed cloth ears, 

face, chest and feet. His soft acrylic plush "fur" 
makes him extra cuddly. 
49 C 40913—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 az 39.99 

Burri . . with a completely brushed cloth 
body that makes him super poseable. 

49 € 40912—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $8.99 

Smokey 
the 
Bear 

4? 

Even though he's so famow 
Smokey still keeps his sweet di 

Î position. He's snuggly acrylic 
| plush and blue denim .. 15 in. tall. 

Has a forest ranger shield and 
| plastic hat. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz 

49 € 40179. 4.99 



A 30-inch 
Bull . . Olé! 

o 
Go ahead, give him a hug. You 
won't hurt him "cause this super- 
size playmate is all soft rayon 
plush . . a full 30 inches long. 

He has bright plastic eyes and 
a friendly felt smile. He's sure to 
liven up any tot or teen room. 

Like everything else in Sears 
books, it's so easy to order by 
telephone. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
79 С 40655C $9.88 

Love 

Things 

(1 thru 3) Cute little cradie-mates 
with washable terry cloth bodies, bright. 
felt eyes and winsome expressions. Lov- 
able enough for tots or teens. 

1 Muffins the Monkey . . 834 inches 
tall with long tail, bows andan ear-to- 

ear grin. 
49 С 41108—Shpg. wt. 12 ог......3544 

Q Cheddar the Mouse . . 9 in. tall with 
big ears, long tail and bright bows. 

49 C 41102—Shpg. wt. 12 or... $544 

3 Honey the Bear . . 934 in. tall with 
soulful eyes and decorative bows. 

49 C 41104—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ..... $544 

ч. 1 9 L 

Ride-on 20-inch $ (288 
Roller Donkey 

Take a ride on this bright plush-covered burro. Hold onto 

his colorful plastic bridle and scoot along. He's soft acrylic 

plush with comfortable cotton padding. Has plastic casters 

on wood base. He's 22 in. high; 20 in. long. 
79 С 40127C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. $6.88 

4 Angora Cot . . 26 in. long and зоооо 
degant. She has long acrylic "fur" 

and her own comb. 
49 С 40078—Wt. 2 lbs... $799 

5 Lonesome . . doesn't he look wistful 

H 
79 C 40285C—Wt. 2 Ibs.. 

6 Thomas . . a cuddly acrylic plush pup. 
49 C 40793—1134 in. Wt. 8 oz.$2.99 

49 C 40792—20 in. Wt. 11b. 14 oz.. 5.99 

Croaker . . a soft acrylic plush frog. 
49 C 40796—16 in. Wt. 8 oz... .53.99 

49 C 40795—24 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 6.99. 

CUT #3 now+16.99 

A big nighttime and naptime favorite . . 

it's a SLUMBERCHUM™ 

Wes $19.99. Great George. The St. Bernard for children up to 5% f 
s H s cotton-backed Malden Mills acrylic pile 

e foam padded. Quilted cotton liner; b 
filled with acrylic batting. 26x68 in. long. Side zipper. Dry clean. Pu 
(6) not included, order at left 
79 С 4066C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. 516.99 
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MUSICAL ANIMATED ANIMALS 
All the creatures are stirring $ 88 $499 

to 4 .. even the mouse 

(1 thew 5 ) Just wind the key and these soft, cuddly animals “come alive." They nod to and fro as they play a 
Iullabye tune. Each contains an imported music box. Soft felt features; bright bows. 
1 Wumsie Mouse .. 12 in. high. Has dreamy — $ 9-in. Elephant. Soft acrylic plush; plastic eyes. 

plastic eyes and a snuggly acrylic plush body 49 C 40493 Shipping weight 13 ounces. $3.88 
49 C 40494—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz... $4.99 Д 10%-in. Drooper Dog. Rayon plush body 

теа. Red Bird . . 10 in. long, "flies" beneath a long 49 C 40491— Shipping weight 13 ounces 5188 
Ш ribbon. Acrylic plush body; plastic eyes 5 12-in. Boll. Gentle acrylic plush; plastic eyes 49 € 40177— Shipping weight 1 pound. . . . . $4.77 49 C 40492— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz ил 

СНІМЕ ТІМЕ 
Shake "ет, hug 'em 
they jingle and chime 

Musical Teddy Bear 
$3 74 

This lovable bear will play 
a soft lullaby for you when. 
ever you turn his wind-up 
key. He's very good-natured 

6 Singerbread Boy . . 1214 in. tall and so 
cuddly, Jingle-jangle acrylic plush body; 

bright plastic eyes; felt hat. 
49 С 40325— Shipping weight 11 ounces. $2.99 

7 Casper the Friendly Ghost . . 1334 in. tall 
and too cute to be scary. Rayon plush 

Cut 10% 
Musical Sleepy 

Dolls 

Bie “a ine Big rleti- cre: 14-inch Sleepy Suzy llinch Snoozy Suzy "just look at that friendly 
4940324 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 os. $3.99 9 Was $4.99. Animated 10 Was $2.99. She chimes grin. He's 11 in. tall; soft 

doll stretches and moves softly when you give her acrylic plush with a vinyl 
8 GIANT Snake . . 60 in. long and so gentle. as imported music box plays. а hug. Soft blue acrylic snout. Bright bow. Buy it the Shake his head and hear him chime. Has a Acrylic plush body; vinyl plush body; vinyl face. casy way—order by phone. soft acrylic plush body; felt features. face. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Shipg. wt. 15 ог. Shipping weight 1 pound. 
79 C 40404C — Shipping weight 3 pounds. $3.99 49С 40309. 5449 49040307 $2.69 49 c 40326 зм 



ASSIE 
She's 
2 ft. long. 

,and looks s so 
© much like real 

7 

Go ahead—pet ber. Lassie has a shaggy collie-colored 
coat of long-pile acrylic to make her soft and squeeze- 

able. flocked vinyl head is finely crafted. 

Zippy the Chimp 

167 
Нез such а friendly fella 
with his big grin and shining 

eye. He's 15 in. tall and 

movable overalls, T-shirt 
and a comical bat. Has а soft 
«otton body and vinyl bands, 

and shoes. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 ox. 

A9 C 40165. 

PLUSH PALS * 
3 Cuddly Crab . . 16 in. long, and so soft you can 

use her for a pillow. She has 10 arms, so she's 
really ready for a hug. Acrylic plush body; button 
eyes and a felt smile. Wears a big bow. 
49 C 40286—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 5499 

Д Perky Pig . . a 12-in. long cutie with a daisy atop 
ber bead. She's huggable rayon plush with big 

button eyes and a bright satin bow 
49 C 40287—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib “зэ 

5 Friendly Lion... 11 in. tall with button eyes, acrylic 
"fur," and a shaggy yarn mane. Has a pompon 

nose and felt tongue. Wears a cheery bow. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 40178— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 54.99 

O л» Talkers 
for only 57.44 each??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK. . 

all the right answers for holiday shopping 

“what's T 
up. Doc? 

Giant-size Talkers 
Bugs Bunny says 11 

ES инн when 
you poll his talking ring 
He iches tall, and 
holding a vinyl carrot... [2] 

der he's smilin 
uch body; vinyl 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz 
49 C 40147 8744 

2w Woody Woodpecker 
un phrase 

top knot 
Ib. 10 oz 

$7.44 
Shpg. wt 

49 C 40426 

11) 
|ә} 
SN 

Humpty Dumpty . . 
2 talkers in 1 

$788 

From Mattel. One 
happy but the other's sooo 

a Ш the talking rin 
happy Humpty says 4 

Dont Miss This 
CUT $1 Now $8.88 

Was $9.88. Curli Pup has fuzz white hair you can brush 
10 happy 



1 Drom Majorette. Bright red and whi 
dress with matching hat 

sred hat. Maximum fabric shrink 
1 included. order below 

49 С 14954F—Shipping weight 1 pou 

3 Fairy Princess. Acetate slip 
and detachable lace 

haft, heavy 
with a handy cover 

6 Bridal Outfit. Rayon satin gown, net veil, 
d, imitation pearl necklace 
State S, M or L 

hpg. wt. 1 Ib 

7 Was $677. Ballerina. Popco 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz 

SIZE CHART 
for all co: 

HEIGHT (inches) 

Shipping weight а 
49 C 14952F sn 

9 Indion-style 3-piece Chief Outfit 
© Vest is made of bonded vinyl fro 

ls with 4-inch 

State S. M or 1. 
490 14957F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. S oz. $7.77 



the law in a gray and red cotton shirt and 
(fabric shrinkage only 1%). Plastic cap, 

gles, whistle, metal badge and handcuff 
State size (5, M or L 

$7.33 49 C 14995F—Shy 
1] Roce Driver. Recapture the thrilling ex 

citement of the Indianapolis $00 in a 1 
m 

10 Hiahway Trooper. Was $7.77. Enforce 

wt. 11b. 8 oz 

piece cotton jumpsuit with patch pocket 
›регей front. Fabric shrinkage 1%. Em 

broidered emblems. Molded plastic safety hel 
met, vinyl and foam padding inside, chin strap. 
State S, M or L 
49 С 14956F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог.....56.99 

124. 5. Marine. Ready f 
Regulati with cap, 

y 1% belt, insignia. (Fabric shrinkage c 
Pants have elastic back. 
State S, M or L. 
49 C 14994F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ox... .$7.77 

13 Botman. Adventuresome outfit with cot 
ton pants and back 

hrinkage 1%). Plastic belt with b 
hood, mask. State S, M or L 

49 C 14993F—Shipping weight 1 Ib 

ton shirt (fabric 
le, tie-on 

$5.74 

14 Superman. Out-of-this-world costume for 
a big crime fighter. Red and blue 
with official emblem. Fabric shrinkag 
Pants have elastic waistband. Tie-on 

cape, plastic belt. State S, M. or L 
49 C 1499r—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $5.99 

15 Army Fotigue Uniform. Prepare for field 
jungle maneuvers. Green Sanforized® 

fabric shrinkage 1%). Jacket has 
a, stripes and name tag ers 

have bellows pockets, zipper. Cap. State S, M 
wL 
49 C 14996F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .87.77 

See Size Chart on opposite рар 

Miss Tressy Look-Alikes 

16 nette Wig. Shim- 
mery 13-in. little girl 

wig of modacrylic fiber hair 
with versatile 18-inch 

“switch.” Form-&t nylon 
stretch cap. Washable. 
49 C 1354-Wt. 10 oz. $6.99 

17 уну! Shoulder Bag. 
Fringed. 16 inches long. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz. 
49 C 14051 $2.99 

18 Vinyl Hat Box. Opens 
to 1934x3410 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 14052 +. $3.99 
19 Vinyl Vonity Case. 

Simulated mirror, 
comb, brush, more. Opens 
to 20x2}4x10 inches. 
49 C 14054-We. 2 Ibs. $4.99 8 { 
90 Yin! Train Case. E, 

Open, 11x74x13 in 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 C 14053 $499 M 

1 

9] Astronaut Suit. One-piece silvertone cotton twill 
jumpsuit (maximum fabric shrinkage 19 

pockets, zipper front, astronaut insignia, C 
49 C 14991F—Stale S, M or L. Wt. 1 lb. $6.74 

99, Astronaut Helmet. Break-resistant plastic dome, 
pretend headphone. Fits all sizes. 

79 С 53062C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 54.99 

Large 

93 Astro Beacon. White beam, blinking white light 
flashing red signal. Uses 2 “D” batteries; order 

pkg. page 49. 9% in. long. Plastic, metal housing. 
49 С 50506— Shipping weight 10 oz. $299 
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An Electric Zig Zag Sewing Machine 
with Case for only $19.99??? 

Larger, better constructed, easier to manipulate 
than last year's Zig-Zag . . at the same low price 

1238310 in. high. Safety plug adapter 
x. AC. 
49 C 1234— From Japan. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 

Both Electric Sewing Machines operate on elec- 
tricity, "D" battery power, or by hand . . you can 
sew anywhere. Safety plug adapter converts 
120-volt household current to safer 3-volt. Com- 
plete with 11%-Inch doll pattern cut-outs, prac- 
lical sewing accessories and carry case. 

Straight-Stitch Machine with Case 
With die-cast head, foot pedal control, 4f 99 
attached carry case for more work room ч 

without ataron 
For junior seamstresses, a sewing machine with heavy-duty motor and head so it can stand up under continuous use. Foot pedal con- 
trol and tension control make it operate smoothly. Sewing light. Entire plastic case is permanently attached —you'll never misplace 
it. 934x33x73 inches high. Machine comes with 2 dress projects 
for 11 14-inch dolls, 2 spare needles, needle threader, 8-piece sewing kit. Uses 2 "D" batteries not incl., order pkg. below. Safety plug 
adapter is UL Listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Buy it the 
casy way—order by phone. 
49 € 1233— From Japan. Shipping wt. 3 lbs. oz... ....Set $14.99 

Sewing 

2» R 
Fully-lined hand-woven basket. Spool tray 
holds needles, threader, tape measure, 
thimble, blunt scissors, thread, ABC's of 
Sewing book. 814х754 in. From Taiwan. 
49 С 1222—Wt. 1 Ib. 4ox. $2.99 

4 without Hand-operated Machine 
Only 8.77 ‘ater. . „ideal for a beginner 

for a Battery powered 
Sewing Machine 

Our lowest price in 5 years for a battery-powered 
sewing machine with case. Sews tight, no-ravel chain 
stitches. Plastic carry case, steel head, extension table, 
sewing light. 10}4x4x634 in. high. Thread, 2 needles, 
threader, 2 dress projects. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not 
included), order package below. From Japan. 
49 С 1232-Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 0z......Set $8.77 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of four. 
49 C 8412—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Pkg. $3.29 

p 

66 3% 
Sturdy, steel sewing machine. Sews 
even, no-ravel chain stitches. Suction 
cup feet attach to any smooth sur- 
face. 74x3x53% in. high. Includes 
thread, needle, threader, one dress 
project for 11}¢inch dolls. From 
Japan. Shpg. wt. 11b. 10 oz. 
49 С1231...............50193,66 
6 extra Needles . .3 Dress Projects. 
For all machines on page. 
49 С 1230—Wt. 4 oz.. . Package 99c 



Ready-to-make Sew Simple’ Doll Wardrobes.. 
with pre-cut pieces and step-by-step instructions 

Note: Dolls are not included. See Tressy and her friends. 
on pages 9-11; and find Barbie, Ken and friends on pages 13-19. 

For Tressy, Velvet or 
any 15 to 17%-inch doll 

me i 

49 C 1414—Wt. 6 oz... Set $3.99 

za 

Terrific wardrobes 
to fit 11%-inch 
Barbie and pals 

М For Skipper, Fluff and For Ken, Brad or 

‘Wasa wo К Sees Dan their 9-inch friends any 12-inch fella 
Wedding Bell. Lovely 529 i 922% 

1 Merrily Mod. The latest 
fashions. Sew 2 dresses, 2 

skirts, 2 blouses, 2 pants out- 
fits, coat, poncho, panties. 3 

49 С 12421-For 6Ya-in. dolls. 
-Set $3.99 Wt. set 6 ог... 

} Stitch 
7 

lovely Hn 
$ towels 

49 C 12425-For] 14 «in. dolls. 
49 C 12426-For 6%-in. dolls. 

Even junior misses want to be 
fashionable—let them join the 
trendy preteen scene. Sew 4 
dresses, skirt, blouse, pajamas, 
panties. 3 pairs of shoes, 6 hangers 
included. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

For the dapper look for that lucky 
guy. Sew 2 shirts, slacks, jacket 
and pajamas. For formal wear— 
tuxedo jacket and trousers, cum- 
merbund, bow tie. Shoes, 6 hang- 
ers included. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
We. set 6 oz... Set $2.99 

BETSY ROSS NEEDLECRAFT KITS 

$3279 - Beginning 
Cross-Stitch 

Serves as an introduction to 
cross-stitch embroidery. Set in- 

dudes material to make 7 towels or 
napkins, “Day of the Week" designs 

plus colored thread, embroidery 
hoop. Self-threading needle makes 
threading easier. Instructions. 

Shipping weight 13 ounces. 
49 С 12412 Set $279 

49 С 12423—Wt. 6 oz.. „Set $2.79 49 C 12427... 

Beginning 
Needlepoint 

Go creative—needlepoint’s fun 
and easy to complete. Set' in- 

cludes canvas material to make pil 
low face or wall decoration, con. 
temporary butterfly design, em 
broidery yarn, frame. Large-eyed 
needle makes threading easier. Step- 
by-step instructions. 
49 C 12411—Wt. 13 02... „Set $2.79 

Set $2.99 

wall decoration 
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© 41-piece Porcelain Tea Sets 
they're as pretty as Mommy's fine china 

En Б 
Moderne 4” 

Modern in the classic mold 2 Bold contemporary shapes a really elegant pattern any and colors are set against а höstess would be proud to own. pure white background and 
Porcelain set includes 5% h Porce- 
Ша oR cover, creamer finch. high 
covetodsugar bowl, б plates, cups, 

plastic knives, forks 
and From Japan. Buy it 

6 plates, cups; 
ic knives, forks, 

spoons. From Japan 
Shipping weight 4 bs. 3 ox 

49 € 10047 Set $4.99 

Dont | ony, 2.66 MISS | irat pie 
Plastic Mug Set E plastic Set" 

with silver-look tea Service Ow lowest price In 2 years for any service 
Metalized silver color gleams om covered teapot, for 6. Bright plastic set decorated with alpha. sugar bowl, creamer, 4 knives, forks, spoons bet letters is great for casual entertaining Deeply rippled edges highlight delicate floral.de x mugs hold 6 our your favorit ign on 4 plates, saucers. 4 cups, soup dishes, 2 beverage. 6 plate k tea covered vegetable dishes, 4 co: salt and pot with pepper shakers, 6 kitchen utensils with holder ight 1 pound 4 oun 49 € 1026—Shpg. wt 202 Set $5.44 

Our Largest Set 

79 pieces of break-resistant 
plastic in a modern pattern 

Antique Tole . . 59 plastic pieces 26-piece Set with metal plates 
and sugar Set includes 4 metal plates, cups, saucers ac 

Ts. gob ented with matching gourmet symbols. Plastic 
pkin pitcher, sugar bowl, creamer, 4 knives, forks, spoons 

Set $299 — 49€ 10043—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz Set $2.99 





= [ri j; Buy Georgian Townhouse 

your favorite 

Stroll down our dream street and pick out 

house oe 

Decorator Furniture . . 
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(ILLUSTRATED ON 
OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Georgian Townhouse 
French windows and front door 

swing open and closed 
] The showplace of our street is this 

deluxe 2-story townhouse with 
raised molding framing the stately 
front door and high French windows. 
Decorative lanterns, shutters, flower 
box, climbing vines and shrubbery are 
printed on house exterior for extra 
beauty. A spacious interior is furnished 
with 13 pieces of molded plastic furni 
ture. Back yard has a large play area 
with pond surrounded by flagstones. 
Vinyl estate measures 20x19%4x174 
inches high when open. Folds to a 
compact carry case. 
79 C 94100—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... . $10.99 
2, Doll Family. 5 plastic people bend, 

turn, twist or stay in any position. 
Wear cotton, rayon clothes. 3 to 5 in. 
tall. . it all houses on page. Hong Kong. 
49 С 9402— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.99 

House and Family when purchased 
separately total $12.98. 
79 С 9415C2—Wt. 7 Ibs.. . Set $81.98. 

Rambling Metal Mansion 
with 6 furnished rooms 
3 Early American house has simu- 

lated brick trim and shutters dec- 
orating the front. Plus a lovely out- 
door terrace with awning on the 
second story. Kitchen, living-dining 
area, nursery, bedroom, bath and 
utility-laundry rooms are filled with 
30 pieces of plastic furniture and 
"lived in” by a plastic family of 4. 
House measures 2614x9x15 inches 
high. Unassembled . . directions incl. 
79 С 94030—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... $5.88 

Modern Vinyl House 

Д Two-way exposed "brick" fire- 
place brightens the kitchen and 

adds rustic charm to the living area. 
Printed-on balcony makes the 2nd 
story bedroom look even larger. 
Rooms are furnished with 16 pieces 
of molded plastic furniture. House 
16}4x1834x1034 inches high when 
open. Closes for easy toting. 
49 C 94016—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... $5.88 

Bright Metal Cottage 

Б Cape Cod cottage has 2 attic 
dormers and colorful flower boxes 

lithographed on front. 12 pieces of 
plastic furniture inside. 4-member 
plastic family “owners” have a cat, 
dog and family car to take them into 
town. 2-story house 9М{х113{х10% 
inches high. Handle on roof for easy 
carrying. Unassembled. 
79 C 9408C— Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... $4.77. 

$7589 
Set 

Plastic reproductions of fne 
decorator furniture are arranged 
against colorful printed back 
ground walls. Scaled to accom 
modate dolls up to 6g inches tall. 
6 Modern Living Room Set. 

49C9411-Wt. 10 oz. Set $2.89 
"7 Spanish Dining Room Set. 

49C9412-Wt. 10 oz. Set $2.89 
8 Tropical Bedroom Set. 

49C9413-Wt. 10 oz. Set $2.89 

Тереса set includes food, 
2 shopping carts, scale, cash 
register and play money . . $7399 
folds to a compact carry case 

Tabletop Supermarket Set 
This modern, convenient supermarket is completely 
stocked and ready for business. Fill your shopping. 
carts with steaks from the meat counter, bread from 
the pastry shop, milk from the dairy section. Weigh 
fruits and vegetables on the scale, then head for the 
checkout counter. Pay with play money. Vinyl case 
29 4x18x16M in. when open. Dolls not incl. 
79 С 94025C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. ...Set $7.99 

Townhouse 

+ With battery-operated 
elevator 

+ Converts into three 
1-story buildings 
Folds for storage 

without battery 

What a great place to “live”! There are 6 large rooms furnisbed 
with 35 pieces of modern plastic furniture, private patio and pool out 
back. Red and white plastic units measure 14x3x13 inches high 

when stacked. Needs 1 “С” battery, order package below. 
79 С 9406C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. 5849 
49 C 8406—"C" Botteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Pkg. 1.19 

Our largest 
Doll House 

Metal Mansion has $77 
7 rooms and 100 

pieces of furniture 
Luxury colonial mansion has a simu. 
lated brick front, white siding, green 
shutters and a large bay window in 
the living room . . plus a lovely cupola 
and spacious breezeway that separates 
the family room from the rest of the 
house. Inside, the 7 spacious rooms 
are furnished with lightweight plastic 
furniture you can move from room to 
room. Plastic family of 4. House 
measures 38x9x15 inches high. Un 
assembled . . directions included. 
79 C 9404C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs...$8.77 
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Juliette" Hair Styling Salon 
Natural-looking rooted nylon hair you can 
wash, set, comb and style like your own 

d to create beautiful 
quin head mounted $ = 

set 

Pretty mannequin with flirty open-and-close eyes lets you practice all your 
favorite hair styles . . long Grecian curls one time, perky love-knots the next. 
Comes with headband and hair net. Plastic stand rotates a full circle to sim- 
plify setting. Store clips and rollers in base with no-mar friction cups. Styling 
brush incl. Over; in. high. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done- 
just dial Se nd order it right now 
49 С 1352—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. Set $7.99 

Everything you 

Great swirls 
and curis for 
little girls in 
fashionable " 

easy-care wig m . 
and falls NS = 

{/ 

i 

Deluxe light-up mirror vanity with 

heat rollers for glamorous little gals (à) 
ii 



Child-size Wigs and Falls 
Carefully constructed with stretch net backing 

and natural-looking fibers. 

ISHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGEI 

Our Finest Fashion Wig 
Smooth and shimmery 13-inch wig 88 
of modacrylic fibers professionally 
styled to look lovely on little girls 

1 Layered ash blond wig swings naturally in popular, parted 
DebTeen™ fashion. Modacrylic fiber hair is stitched to 

form-fit nylon stretch cap . . just like adult wigs, but sized 
smaller to fit young ladies comfortably. Curl is permanent . . 
never needs setting. Just rinse in water, dry at room tempera- 
tures and wear. With styrofoam wig block. 
49 С 1353—Shipping weight 14 ounces... . 

Pick a pretty look for play .. 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 7% Now 15.43 

Long 13-inch Wigs . . choose blonde or brunette 

Q Were $5.88. Smooth nylon hair you can wash, set and 
wear in super styles. Form-fit stretch cap, elasticized head 

band for perfect fit. Styrofoam wig block, hairnet. 
49 С 13402— Blonde 49 C 13403— Brunette 
Shipping weight each 14 ошксез................ Each $5.43 

11-inch-long Curly Blonde Wig $ 58 
Bouncy short style is so much fun! Washable nylon hair is so 
easy to set and curl in flattering fashions. Form-fit stretch 

cap bas elasticized headband . . adjustable fit. 
49 С 13532—Shipping weight 8 ounces... . 

19-inch Fall in blonde or brunette $344, 
Wasbable nylon hair sets and curls in so many styles. Top- 
stitched cap sized to fit young girls comfortably. Bow. 

49C13404—Blonde 49 С 13405— Brunette 
Shipping weight each 8 ounces... .......Each $344 

NOTE: See child-size "Tressy" wig on page 41. 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 8% Nows3.67 

Yellow and White Daisy 
Vinyl Wig Carry Case 

Wes $3.99. Take wig or fall travel- 
ing with you. Any hairpiece and 
stand on opposite page fits hex- 
agonal shaped case, 154 in. high. 
79 с 1335C—Wt. 2 Ibs. 53.67 

Deluxe Kenner 
Easy-Curl Set 

With їйї mirror, 3 
drawer vanity 

Ej Little ladies can look in a lighted 
mirror and set their hair with heated 

rollers just like motbers do. Table-top 
vanity with drawers of high-impact 
plastic holds 8 rollers, 10 clips, more 
(included). Heat from one 100-watt 
light bulb (not included) warms rollers, 
lights mirror. Overall 12x9x7 in. high. 
Handle for carrying easily. Hair styling 
booklet. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60- 
eyde AC. 
79 € 13300—Wt. 5 Ibs. 

Compact 
Easy-Curl 
Eight rollers warm in 
Kenner roller-warm- 
er. Operates on one 
-watt light bulb 
(not included). 
Plastic. UL listed 
for 110-120-v., 60-с 
AC. Clips. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

Set $9.43 49 C 1364. $5.84 

Glamorous Vanity Set s9» РД 
with Hassock y 

Little girls feel so feminine with a vanity set of their very own. Cream-colored 
plastic vanity on sculptured-look legs has polished make-up mirror that lights up 
like mother's. Side drawer holds very special treasures. Plastic hassock top lifts 

to store additional things. Vanity measures 26x12x33 in. high. Assorted beauty 
supplies included. Mirror lights, uses 2 "D" batteries . . order package below. 
79 С 13812C—Unassembled. Shipping weight 10 pounds. Set $9.99 
"D" Batteries. 
49 C 8405— Package of 6. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. Pkg. 149 

Colorful 3-pc. $6 
Zodiac-print Luggage 

Signs of the zodiac foretell happy traveling with shiny 
wet look vinyl luggage. Set includes zippered train 
case, hat box and suitcase; 434, 11 and 12 in. high. 
Brown, pink, green and yellow signs on white. 
79 С 14042C—Sbipping weight 4 pounds. . .Set $6.99 

Carry-all Trio $399 
Holiday travel poster patterns put a merry, mod 
look on this white vinyl luggage set. Hat box and 
suitcase zip open and closed. Tote bag has snap 
tab closing. Cases are 14, 13 and 834 inches high. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy 

to order by 
79 С 14041C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . Set $3.99 



Bake a batch of 

old-fashioned treats in ! 

that really work 

Special SEE-THRU windows 
let you watch the whole 

baking process 

(ШУ #142124. 

A See-thru Electric Corn A Spinni Spinning Electric Cot 
Popper for only $5.66 ??? Machine for only 19.44 "ma 



Big 13%inch Country Oven 

with thermostatic safety lock 

bakes 2 pies, 2 cakes or 

2 sheets of cookies at once 

12-piece Set includes $ 99 
food mixes, utensils “ 

Sold only at Sears 
] Bake the kinds of goodies grandmothers are famous for in 

this turn-of-the-century style oven of heavy gauge steel 
Little girls love the look of polished steel burners, ornately 
designed silver gray plastic trim and legs. Easy-to-bake 
mixes included for Dutch apple cake, pound cake, coconut 
frosting, blueberry muffins with a pan bolder, cake pan, loaf 
pan, muffin tin, teaspoon, cook book, instructions, Cake 
plate shown not included. 

Large capacity oven, 9x8x1334 in. high, operates on heat 
from опе 100-watt light bulb (not included). With new 
thermostatic safety lock, oven won't turn on until door is 
locked; door won't open until bot baking temperatures on 
the inside cool. Outside never gets too hot for little fingers 
UL Listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
79 € 10020 —Shipping weight 7 pounds Set $14.99 

8%-in. Oven has see-thru top 

burners to watch baking, 

new thermostatic safety lock 

15-plece Set includes $ (Q 88 
mixes, utensils 2 

Bake an assortment of delicious desserts in this bright 
red and white oven of high impact plastic. Set includes 

mixes for a cake, frosting, pie, cookies. Also a cake pan, pie 
pan, pan holder, cookie cutters and sheet, teaspoon, cook 
book, instructions. 7x7x814-inch high oven operates with heat 
from one 100-watt light bulb (not included). With new 
thermostatic safety lock, oven won't turn on until door is 
locked, door won't open until hot inside temperatures cool 
Outside never gets too hot for little fingers to touch. UL 
Listed for 110-120-volt, 60-сусіе AC 
49 С 1005—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $8.88 

Watch Popcorn Popper 
pop a pint in 4 minutes 

Sold only at Sears. 

$ Out of little corn kernels burst big, fluffy pieces of 
popcorn . . watch it happen through the clear plastic 

bubble dome. Just preheat popper, pour in kernels and 
wait . . only takes 4 minutes! Heat supplied by a 100-watt 
bulb (not included). Includes popper, 3-oz. bag of pop- 
corn kernels, „ 6 bags, instructions. Overall 
diameter 9 inches, 12 inches high. UL Listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 C 11025— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 om......Set $5.66 

Cotton Candy Maker spins. 
sugar into delicious candy fluffs 

Д Now you can enjoy treats you get at the circus right 
in your own home. Clear plastic safety cover clips on, 

turns to gatber whirling cotton candy on plastic sticks. 
Set includes candy maker, package of sugar, teaspoon, 
4 winding sticks, instructions. 11}¢in. diameter, 814 in. 
high. Spinner needs 2 “Р” batteries (not incl.) . . order 
pkg. below. UL Listed for 110-120-у., 60-c, AC. 60 watts. 
49 С 11026— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $9.44 
“D” Batteries. Package of six. 
49 С 8405— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ..Pkg. $1.49 

Ш 
d 
"ы 4 
zi E 

Bake Set 
24 mixes, tasty pastry delights, 
9 utensils for little homemakers . 

14 

biscuits. 
Complete with pans and utensils sized. 

just right for the mixes and the junior 
chef to use . . cake, loaf and muffin 
pans, pie plate, cookie sheet, rolling 
pin, gingerbread man cut-out, teaspoon 
and cookbook. All the help a little girl 
needs for perfect pastry baking. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 

All Aluminum Cook and 
Bake Sets by Mirro® 

36-рс. Set 1222 

21-pc. and 19-po. Sets also available 

Sturdy, shiny cookware sized to fit play 
kitchens. All sets include cake pan, loaf 
pan, cookie sheet, cutters, frying pan, 
measuring cup, and more. 
36-pc. Set (shown). Includes kettle. 
49 C 10234—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 o2... . ..$3.99 
21-pc. Set. Incl. roaster, double boiler. 
49 C 10236—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. .52.99 
19-pe. Set. Includes pie pan, sauce pan. 
49 C 10235—Shpg. wt. 11b........$1.99 

49 С 10031—Wt. 4 lbs. 11 ог. 38,88 

20-pc. Food Mix ond Utensil Set. 
49 € 10143—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 оа... $2.99 

10-рс. Food Mix Refill Set. 
49 C 10144—Wt. 14 ounces. . $1.99 

Make Sno-cones in 
5 yummy flavors 

with Frosty Sno-man 

А? 

Frosty Sno-man cranks out 
crunchy sno-cones from ice cubes 

you pour on your favorite 
syrup. Plastic machine, 734x514x9 
in. high. With syrup flavors, 
botles, 5 paper cups, funnel, 
Sweet Shop sign, hat and apron. 
49 € 11019—Wt. 3 Ibs... Set $4.74 
Sno-cone Refill. 5 flavors, 20 cups. 
49 C 11021—Wt. 5 of... .Pkg. 99c 
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ne right in .. 

believe, but each Double-oven$ 
will thrill the Range 

е. She'll have 
turning the knob: 

New! All-in-one Country Kitchen 
.. Sold only at Sears 

133. 
a faucet with real running water . . 4 pretend 

end range has double 
and having her with see-thru window 

Complete instructions in 
range burners, oven and ventilating fan in hood 

have on-off knobs . . wall clock has movable hands 
cluded for snap-together assembly 

Just 
below 

ion in this smartly styled kitcbe 
ba: 

There's lots of pla: 
on the sink faucet—water runs out and drain 
recirculate again. Knobs turn to “work” range burners, 2-compartment 
oven, ventilating fan. Lower oven and refrigerator doors swing open to Range with Blender or Mixer 
reveal large interiors. Plastic towel rack on side, Made of sturdy corr 
gated fiberboard and wipe-clean plastic. 16x28x36 inches high. ssu 91598 2: 
79 С 1109C— Unassembled. Shipping weight 11 pounds. $13.99 Shipping weight et 20 pound 
17-piece Sink Set. Includes plast: h rack, ainboard, dishpan Range, blender separately $16.08 

measuring cup and spoon, soapd ponge, apron and more 79 C 11942 Set $15.98 
49 C 13251—Shipping weight 1 poun Set $1.99 Range, mixer separately $16.08 

79 € 119302 Set $15.98 

Convertible Food Mixer. . 
head, bowl detach so you 
can use it as a portable 

2-speed Blender 
with push-button 

2 control panel 

2 “Р” batterie he р 
49 С 11054—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.99 

'D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 8405—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . Pkg. $1.49 49 С 11052—Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz $2.99 



this all Steel Play Kitchen is just your size 

snap-in tabs 
that need 

no bending 

ji TM
 IM 

$ 99 Extra-large Refrigerator-Freezer $ 99 Double Sink 
Storage Cabinet 14 with ice maker 

plated swivel faucet and pace insi Refrigerator-freezer В 
plastic reservoir flows into ч 

ШЇ stoppers and it empties 
age cabinet below sink has full a - compartment has a v 
es of all your kitchen needs litho household pr 18x15x28 in. 
18x15x28 inches high. 

e chro: all the latest convenience 
with a real-looking ice 

Freezer 
maker t 

you push a button. Ref 
ble crisper with slid 

compartments have 3 shelves. Si 
Blender, mixer no ep M eee ewes 

79 C 11990—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. $1L99 79C 11960—Shpg. wt. 14 Ib $9.99 79C 1198C—Shipping weight 21 pound: 

Save 5% to 10% when you buy any set ) 
Range and Range, Sink, Range, Sink, Cabinet 

Refrigerator and Refrigerator 1 

~ $3687 : s4586 
Price abs jc 

Refrigerator 

< $2608 
hased sepa purchased se pa: als $10.37 - Co tes 
h 39 1b Shipping wt. 5 1 Ib ~ 
Set $26,08 E Set $36.87 — 79.0 119204... Set $45.86 а = 

> i 

i LI 
y 

- 
о < 

Pop-up Toaster Refrigerator Foods Kooky Cooks . . pots with personalities 

Press lever down t life-size plastic foods ii Smiling, winking polyethylene set inclu an 8-inch diameter frying 

lever and “toas " ior and you'll always be pan, 8-inch hi, р: 
plastic pretend to d re: ealthy m with lid, spo 

dos cheese, 
7х4 inches 

49 C 11058—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

49 C 10092—Shipping weight 3 pound: 
butter, milk and 

$199 49С 13252—Shpg. wt T. Set $1.99 

Set $3.99 
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Battery-powered 
Vacuum Cleaner 

Watch "'dust" balls 
travel through plastic 

hose and base as 

this powerful vac 
does its job 

Wos $5.99. So much more fun than an 
ordinary “pretend” vacuum cleaner . . you 
can actually see the suction action as pla: 
tic foam balls (included) are picked up 
and whirled throug and base. Just 
flip the handy on-off switch. All-pl 

light blue hose, base; red 
heels, 6x6x7 6 

vac ha 
Rolls 
inches high. Partly assembled. Uses 3 "D 
batteries, order package at right. Japan. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 1304—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz... $4.99 

sily on rubber 

* Play Iron has 17 simulated 
steam vents, adjustable fabric 
dial, easy-to-grip handle 

+ Ironing Board adjusts to 22% inches high 

Hot pink enameled steel set turns ironing time into fun time. Iron is actually 80% the 
size of an adult iron. Play cord with suction cup plug makes it look even more real. 
Ironing board is sturdy, wobble-free and features the famous Proctor steam-vent top. 
About 30 inches long. Height adjustment operates at the touch of a finger for standing 
or sitting position. Includes bright candy-striped cover and pad. 
79 C 132380—Shipping weight 8 pounds Set $574 
49 С 13239— Iron only. Shipping weight 1 Ib. Д 

11-piece Cleaning Set 

with storage closet 

$5» 

All your housekeeping needs are 
packed in a sturdy utility closet 
you can use for permanent stor- 
age. Set includes 26-inch long 
plastic carpet sweeper that really 
picks up the dirt, "magne 
plastic fiber broom, dustpan, 
floor mop, utility brush, band 
duster, sponge, dustcloth, bar of 

keep you ck 
79 С 132320-Wt. 2 lbs, Set $2.99 

Sears Kitchen 
of the Future 

Inspired by a real 
futuristic kitchen 
previewed at the 
1970 World's Fair 

It's one super unit 
with 6 “‘working”’ 
appliances that turn 
right to you at the 
touch of a button 

—=, 

PUSH a button 
to start Karos 

turning . . release 
button and it stops 
where you want 

PUSH a button 
to start each 

appliance "working 

PUSH a button 
to stop the action 

Sold only A ns 999. 
batteries. 

The most exciting, colorful, convenient and complete 
kitchen ever! 6 counter-high compartments contain mini- 
action appliances . . 6 cabinets above hold all your 
kitchen supplies. Picture-phone and computer are printed 
0n center spindle for more pretend fun. All-plastic unit 
is 944x9x124 inches high. Operates on 2 “D” batteries, 
order package below. From Japan. 

Doll not included. Order below. 
79 С 11649C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . 59.99 

Strollin‘, swingin’ Jamie. Sove $1. Was $4.97. Just 
press her back and she moves her arms and legs and 

turns her pretty bead, even her knees bend. Jamie wears 
a bright, belted knit dress and boots. 1134 inches tall 
Vinyl, with rooted hair you can comb. 

Shipping weight 15 ounces 
49 C 30812 Now $3.97 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8.02........Pkg. 149 
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sew design 
Poe тє EXPRESSIVE GINOAATON 

i 

TEMA 

arts and с 
Sew up a fun Design your own 
picture with wall decorations 
Sew Design with Foil Art 

] Sew азу. with these 
pre-punched cards. 

Sew a fish, owl, butterfly, 
kitten and lare geo- 
metric picture. Set has 
cards, needles, 12 bob- 
bins of colorful thread . . 
everything you need. 
For ages 6 to teens. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49 C 22684. .. ‚Set 53.99 

Q Make a flower plaque, 
owl plaque, a mush- 

room plaque or a design 
of your own. Set has 
crinkly foil, board, glue 
and black enamel paint. 
Everything you need 
plus instructions. For 

ages 7 to teens. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 

49 С 22683. . ..Set $3.99 

Meke belts, medallions, 
headbands and more 

Carousel Knitter 
Knit a cozy scarf, bat . . even a skirt . . with 
this plastic knitter. It extends up to 20 in. 
long. Yarn and instructions included. For 
ages 8 through teens. 
49 C 22308—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. Set $4.99 

today 
Create jewelry or 
a bead "bouquet" 
with Bead Craft 

ful beads. Everything 
you need plus instruc- 
tions. For ages 6 to teens. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 22682. . . Set $3.49 

mold. 11x14 in. ез. 
Bj Floral. We. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

Set $3.99 
6 Owl. We 1m. 12 oz. 

Set 399 

49 C 22288. 

49 € 22287 

Colorful plushwire inserts easily into the special 
plastic foam board to create 2 happy Peanuts 

(5 ond 6 ) Ind. burlap 
backing, non-toxic acrylic 
paints, brush, white glue, in- 
structions, papier mácbé and 

Make a wild 
mod-patterned 
Pom-Pom Rug 

Choose the snowflake, 
butterfly or loveand. 

peace design . . or whip 
up one of your own. Set 
has blue, pink and green 
pom poms, 18-inch back- 
ing doth, glue and in- 
structions. Fun for ages 
6 to teens. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 C 22685... „Set $5.99 

Peanuts? Plush Point 

pictures. Laminated decorative burlap back. 
ground. Plushwire, 8x10-in. boards, safety cut. 
ter and instructions. 
49 С 22735—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
Peanuts characters ©1971 United Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Set $3.99 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Dip-A-Flower 
Form a whole bouquet 

++ no heat 

$5 

7 It's so easy to create lustrous, 
like flowers . . just shape the 

wire and dip it into the liquid plastic. 
Flower hardens instantly on contact 
with air. Set incl. wires, stamens, two 
8-02. cans of liquid plastic and more. 
Everything you need plus instructions. 
For ages 12 to adult. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 14 os. 

49 C 22562.. sasan Set $5.99 

Touch ’n Tuck 
Tapestry by numbers 

$222 to *422 
(8 thru 11 ) Make a tapestry without 
a needle; use coded tucking board, 
tucker, plastic frame and yarn. 

8 Winter Countryside. 161133 in. 
49 с 23082—Wt. 11b........ $4.99 

9 Golden Palomino. 16x134 in. 
49 С 23083—Wt. 11b. ......54.99 

10 Playful Kitten. 1034x914 in. 
49 С 23085—Wt. 1 1b., 299 

п Covered Bridge. 1034x934 in. 
49 С 23084—Wt. 1 Ib... $2.99 

Fabric Art™ 
3-D Wall Hangings with frames 
4% to 36? 

(12 ond 13 ) Happy pictures with 
cotton covered plastic foam forms. No 
sewing or gluing required. 
12 Raggedy Ann ond Andy®,1 1x14 in. 

49 С 20541—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.. .56.9 

13 Mickey Movse®. 1239 inches. 
49 С 22434—Wt. 10 02... .. .$4.66 

Mickey Mouse Q197! Walt Disney Productions 
corer’ Bote йыт E. Inc. 

Paint-by-numbers Sets 

2 paintings $ 749 
in a sel 

(14 thru 16 ) Lovely 12x16-in. paint- 
ings you'll be proud to hang or give as 
gifts. Coded boards, brushes and 22 
paints incl. with each set. 

14 Dolly Double. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ox. 
49 С 22463..... Set $249 

15 Winter Splendor. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 22464... Set $2.49 

16 Меге» Delights. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 22465... » Set $2.49 

3 paintings $39 
in1set 

17 The Pet Set . . a playful pup, 
spirited colt and a restful deer . . 

all waiting to decorate your room. 
Set incl. three 8x10 in. coded boards; 
brushes and 18 oil colors. 

Shipping weight 1 poun« 
49 C 22467. ^... Set $3.99 



Old-fashioned Christmas 
Ornament Kits 

30-piece Set. PEN N 
genuine pre-cut Philippine mahogany, 3 to 8 
sides to make them easy for young artists 

Bemar sina seat lo 

|8-piece Set . . same as above, but: 
Бретани 

s 



Here, and on 
the next 3 pages. 
THE TOYS 
THAT BABIES 
INVENTED 

Sears 
GOLDEN 
WONDER 
OF GROWING.. 

at” 

playthings 
for early childhood development 

A unique series of toys developed by 
studying what, when and how babies learn 

t’s the 
Big Toy Box 
from Sears! wu m 

Se 10% a 
A toys has been organ It's the brightest box we've ever seen! A smiling clown mens Wircugh suco 

p a series of 
velop at their 

ges of growth. 

ae the any war mint E The Wonder of Growing Book 
by Dr. Esther P. Edwards 

$ р" 

An attractive, informative guide to the entire 
program. The 128-page hard 
the normal development of a child 
three years of age . . highlights 
purpose . . and helps you select the right toy at 
the right time for your child. While learning 
about магае, 1 see th child 
is making and s 
49 C 44564 Shipping weight s.. $1.95 



e Patterns become friendly, learnable. 

Al 

SERIES 

1 
Starting from 

birth 

Wonder of Growing Book. A guide to the Н — 
entire program. See details on facing pg. » а | 
Crib Ploque. 10%x7%í-in. plastic butterfly s 
hangs inside crib. 8 patterned cards fit into 
wings; provide changes in environment. 
Crib Mobile. The sun, moon, stars provide 
eye-catching variations in form and color. 

Plastic; ceiling hook. Wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 
49 C 44551— Book, 2 toys in Series $4.99 

ке 

SERIES 

+ Starting from 
development, 3 months 

touching 
and grasping 

SERIES 

Starting from 
6 months 

appear and disappear as baby learns control. 
Toddie Roller. Toddler can bit it, pat it, fall on 
it, sit on it, creep after it or carry it with him. 
Sturdy inflatable bolster has bright, sound-making 
objects inside. Plastic; 17x8-inch diameter. 
49 C 44553—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 4 toys in Series $7.99 

SAVE when you buy 
a combination of 

series . . see page 61 



Smart Cart. A treasure of de АЗУ 

4 
Starting from 
9 months 

vices to fascinate and challenge 
baby. It’s a pull toy . . 
ing toy that makes 
standing toy with knobs, but 

My Do-lt Pocket Book. What a 
wonderful way to introduce 
baby to the world of books. 
Each of the 6 clear plastic pages 

Stimulates is a pocket which can hold any- 
thing baby likes to look at—a 
picture of mommy, a flower. 
mirror or 10 full-color card. 
board picture inserts included. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49C44554-2 toys in Seri 

Encourages 
Starting from 
of sizes, : 
shapes 
and sound 

Elephone. A very special phone to talk to and 
cuddle and love and learn from. Plush elephant 
has a trunk that holds the receiver, a plastic 
numbered dial that turns and. " like the 
real thing. 10 inches tall. 
Bowls ond Balls. A jaunty man in a top hat 
when stacked . . a set of nesting cups. Offers 
unlimited ways to explore space. 6 color-coded 
halls can be poured into canisters through 
funnel and hole in side of container. Plastic 
8x6 in. Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 
49 C 44555—2 toys im Series ..88.99 
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Da | Gowen 
Sears | WONDER 

OF GROWING... 

SERIES 

Starting from 
15 months 

Creates 
awareness 
of senses 

and relationship 
of objects 24. 

Superhound's Busy Day. This delightful, wipe-clean plastic book, 
tells a story about the senses. Superhound sees, smells, tastes, 
touches and hears many things as he travels through a farm, 
woods and busy city. Reverse side of the 41-inch long book 
shows a panoramic view of where he's been. 

From his squeaker nose to his gaily colored tail, 
this happy hound will fascinate your ive toddler. He 
rolls along on sturdy wheels taking with him a host oí fun things 
to do. His back is a sorting box with 3 differently shaped open- 
ings and 6 blocks to fit through them. Blocks are retrieved һу 
lifting the lid. His tail is a cone with 4 bright, graduated rings 
to stack. Plastic: 14 inches long. 
49 C 44556—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 2 toys in Series. .......$6.99. 

SERIES 
LookondLeorn Shape Books 
and Posters. Toddler's first 

set of 8 "real" books has 
^ sis ш ind lots Starting from of Haly sella, children, 

sery rhymes. Two 14x20- 

х 4 colorful scenes to encour- 
ability age vocabulary growth. 
с Blox Box. Set of 13 building 

Colorsare bright, with each 
size block a different color. 
Largest block is hollow and. 
‘open on both ends so small- 
er blocks fit into it and 

‚out. Durable molded plas- 
tic; rounded edges, 
2 toys im Series. 
49 C44557-Wt. 5 Ibs. $9.99 

Starting from 
21 months 

stacked or nested, taken apart and put together. 
in many ways. Smaller pieces disappear down 
holes, only to be found again. It's a form puzzle, 
construction toy, problem solving toy and toy 
train. Plastic. 914x446 inches. 
Color-Look-Books. 3 plastic-coated cardboard 

у books teach colors with red, yellow; blue plastic 
ce thru windows. Stories about each color relate 
to child's own experiences. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 ae. 
49 C 44558—2 вуз in Series 



24 months 

Illustrates 
motion, 
cause. 

and-effect 
relationships 

Water Works. What does water do? Why does it flow? What 
is a bubble? Child learns by experimentation. He'll squeeze 
water into bulb and let it out . . pour it through funnel, 
‚over water wheel and into cup . . watch it spray out of re- 
ceptacle with holes. Parts can be removed and rearranged. 
16x95 x334-in. plastic case attaches to tub or wall. 
49 C 44559—Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 1 10у in Series $5.99 

SERIES 

Starting from 
27 months 

Categorizes 

objects 
by size, 
shape, volume 

and color 

Pick and Play Object Puzzles. Three 9x12-inch puzzle panels. 
show detailed scenes of city, farm and home. Eighteen 3- 
dimensional plastic pieces fit into panels to complete puzzles, 
ог stand on their own for separate play. 
Nest "n Build Blocks. Largest block of all is the container 
(with lid) for 8 color-coded rectangles, triangles, cylinders. 
in varying sizes. All are hollow; 2 triangles fit inside a square, 
2 squares fit inside rectangle. Made of sturdy plastic. 
49 С 44561— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 ог... 2 toys in Series $6.99 

$3.00 on Combination of а 
з 1, 2, 3, 4. Separately total 

327.96. Wt. 9 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 C 44565—Combination$24.96 

for early 
childhood development 

334.95. Wt 

$5.00 on Combination of 
Series 5, 6, 7, B. Separately total 

49 С 4566— Combination$29.96 

Furthers 
language 

growth and 
Awareness 

of form, space 
Starting from 
30 months 

So-Big Action Puzzle. 39-in. tall Mr. Bear he's as big 
as your child, maybe even bigger. Yet he's not hard 
to put together. Made of strong cardboard with 8 
large interlocking pieces, 3 smaller takeout pieces. 
Arms, legs move because they're jointed. 
library ond Record. 4 concept books teach child 
about numbers, ABC's, wild animals, farm animals. 
4 story books entertain with tales about real-world 
cities, farms, home, jungle, as well as the world 
of fantasy. 45-rpm record has songs to be acted out. 
49 C 44562—Wt. S lbs. 11 oz. ..2 toys im Series $7.99 

Stimulates 

Starting from physical, 
33 th imaginafive, 

months ew 
group play 

Play Center. What fun for the imagin- 
ative child! It can be sat in, crawled 
through, peeked into or out of, built 
опе way—moved—then built a differ- 
ent way. Four bright, sturdy 36x48- 
inch corrugated cardboard panels lock 
together to form any structure. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 € 445630... .. . loy im Series $5.99. 

$10.00 on Combination of 
Series 1 thru 12. Separately total 
389.88. Wt. 49 lbs. 
79 C 44573C- Combination$79.88 
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2 pages of Record Teaching Toys 
riends" who sing, play games and, most important 

of all, teach children the skills they want to learn 

ide se for pen exclusive. toys. 

— ES 
[1] Snowpuff 

the Rabbit 
Teaches lacing 

and tieing 

Potty Pal 
Makes toilet training B 
easier and more fun 

for your child and you 

25 A Teaches buttoning, 

Includes a Shiny badge m МУ кос 
that tells everyone, X 
“I'm potty trained" 

Open the washable, book-like 
storage case and meet Potty 
Pal. On her 3334-rpm record 
she delights children with 
songs and rhymes about how 
easy it is to be potty trained 
. «keeps them busy by asking 
them to help her get dressed 
in her vinyl stick-on clothes. 
Flip record over, and Potty 
Pal explains bow to put on 
and take off cotton training 
pants (incl). For mothers, 
there's a pamphlet with in 
formation and advice on how 
to help the child achieve suc- 
cess quickly and with mini- 
mum frustration. For ages 1 

Teaches Teaches how to Teaches how to work 
zippering buckle and unbuckle locks and latches 

to 4. 
49 С 16072—Wt. 9 oz.. $2.99 

Let these furry, funny animals teach your child the basic skills. Each animal comes attached 
to a washable, book-likestorage case. . includes а 3344-rpm record thatentertains child, 
involves him and encourages him to accomplish his learning objective. Just imagine how 
proud he'll be when he has mastered each important skill ail by himself! 

1 Snowpuff the Rabbit teaches left from Д Gogo the Kangaroo teaches zippering 
right, multiple counting, lacing and tieing. = 49C 16225— Ages 3-5. We. 8 oz.. $1.99 

‘Ages 3 to 6. Wi. 8 ог. . oe eL LÀ 5) Chubby the Squirrel teaches buckling 
Buttons the Puppy teaches buttoning. О 49С 16226—Ages 3-5. Wt. В ox.. .$1.99 
49 C 16073— Ages 2 to 3. Wt. 8 oz... . $1.99 

6 Pepper the Mouse teaches how to work 
3 Kelly the Pony teaches how to snap. locks and latches with a key. 

49 C 16224—Ages 2 to 4. Wt. 8 oz.....$1.99 — 49 C 16227— Ages 3-6, Wt. 10 ог.....$1.99 

s Train Boom, jingle, tweet—it's 
Fun game Sammy Sound teaches shapes 

Elvira Elephant and 72 
her circus friends take 

children on an imagi- Teaches 10 
nary trip thru the won- 
derful world of clowns. magica! sounds 
and funny animals on Sammy's a super penguin, 
their 33}4-rpm record. alright „full of sounds that 
Child learns to place are pure delight, He has a 
vinyl stick-on shapes «аскет, rattling beads, things 

in blank areas of circus. that go z-z-2-i- , a tummy 
pictures to finish the that's a drum, a bell for a 

game. 4 cardboard pic- hat, a beak that whistle, 
tures, each 9x12 inches. He even explains his mar- 
Buy it the easy way— velous sounds on his own 
order by phone. Shpg. 334-rpm record. Plastic; 1х 
wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 11x4 inches. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 С 16229.. 51.99 49 С 16228... $2. 
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Easy Words 
Lively tunes, catchy lyrics 

and fun games fascinate your 

child while they teach 

222 ̂ 
Take your preschooler on a sequenced learning 
adventure that begins by teaching him how to 
distinguish sounds and letters, and ends when 
he's learned how to group words into sentences 
and read. Each vinyl and cardboard book- 
storage case includes a 3314 rpm record child 
саа follow all by himself. For ages 4 to 8. 
] Ee» Words 1. Horace Van Der Yap comes 

marching into your home to teach 4 words 
and 4 basic letter sounds to the beginner. 
49 C 16521— Shipping wt. 11 oz..... $2.99 

9 Easy Words 2. Tad the Frog tells story of 
how he grew up as he teaches 7 words 

49 С 16522— Shipping wt. 13 oz. 20099 

3 Easy Words 3. Charlie Chompo has 5 
items in his school bag to learn about. 

49 С 16523— Shipping wt. 15 ол... $2.99 

Eosy Words 4. Polly Teacher has a game 
board, 8 word cards and pictures that teach 

how to blend sounds to read words. 
49 C 16524— Shipping wt. 13 oz... $2.99 
Б Easy Words 5. Sasprilla Cat is a sly one 

with a puzzle and wheel that teach how 
word position changes meaning of sentences 
49 C 16525— Shipping wt. 13 oz. $2.99 

6 Easy Words 6. Puff the Sentence Train 
takes child on an adventure trip that 

teaches how to group words into sentences. 
49 C 16526—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... $2.99 

Combination of Easy Words 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
Save $2. Separately total $17.94. 
49 C 16527 — Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ‚Set $15.94 

D 
n 

to build words 

Easy Letters 
Your child learns to recognize 

alphabet letters from picture 

cards in front of him 

$ My record h 32 — ee [7] Ко 

My record 
teaches 

-0-w-2 

ches 
onspectu 

Letter sounds come through loud and clear when these friends sing them 
out. As child listens to 3334 rpm record, he learns to pronounce and recog: 
nize letters. Vinyl cases; cardboard letters. Ages 3-7. 
(7) 49C16352—Topsy Turvy Toybox. Shpg. wt. 11 ог... $1.99 
(8) 49C 16351—Zippy Zookeeper. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. eons MN 
(9) 49 С 16353— Picnic Pals. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Е 199 
49 C 16354— Set of 3 obove. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Sep, fotal $5.97 Set 5.67 

My record teaches you how 

My record teaches you how 

to read words 

My record teaches you how 
to build more words 

My record teaches you how 
to build and associate words 

My record teaches you how 
to understand words 

My record teaches you how 
to group words 

Easy Time 
Hurry the Hare sings his way through the day 

as he teaches the minutes and hours on a clock 

Learning to tell time was never this much fun before! Turn on the 3314 
rpm record and hear Hurry the Hare tell how he spends the hours of his 
day . . as child listens he moves the snap-on plastic clock hands around 
Tarry Turtle's tummy. Flip the record over and Hurry uses Mr. Sun to 
show how the long hand on clock always points to number of minutes after 
the hour. Finally, Hurry sings about hours and minutes combined as he 
rounds up his friends for a party. Vinyl clock-storage case. Ages 5-8. 
49 C 16369— Shipping weight 12 ounces. $2.99 
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Blocks build 

And all have 
49 C 44539—Shipping 

Take-apart Tool Bench 
He'll be one happy toddler when you give him 
this versatile plastic tool bench. He can take 
it apart and put it together again with wrench, 
screwdriver and hammer . . score tools in tray 
underneath when he has finished building. 
He even learns colors and shapes as he puts 6 
assorted blocks into their proper openings. 
Includes 44 nuts, bolts, joiners, 14! x1014x 
9% inches, From West Germany. Why not 
pick up the phone and order it? 
49 C 44494 —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 ог......94.99 
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Ф) A bag full of 110 Wood 
E». Blocks for only 54.44 ??? 

LITTLE LEARNERS TOYS 

Set $4.44 

Keyhouse to learning $299 
,.match colors, shapes 

It's no secret that a bright, simple toy like this can 
stimulate your child's desire to learn colors and 
shapes and how to match them. Object is to unlock. 
6 doors with proper keys and insert 12 different 
shaped blocks into openings in house. Includes 1 
master key. Plastic; non-toxic. 744x7 }5x7 in. Japan. 
49 C 44519—Sbipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. . 53.99 

inches thick, so even the 
tiniest builder can grasp it . . 
made of straight grained 
wood that is virtually in- 
destructible. Each set con- 4 
tains 10 different shapes. 72- 
piece set also includes a wide 
welgo-shaped ramp. 
36-piece Set. Wt. 7 lbs. бол. 
49 C 44528... 

72-piece Set. Wt. 16 Ibs. 
79 С 44529... 

‚Set $7.99 

..Set $12.99 

16 Wood Blocks inside a sturdy Wagon 
What a combination! You get 16 smooth, toddler-size. 
blocks plus a wood wagon that does double duty. It's 
a riding toy when you insert dowels . . a storage 
for blocks when play-time is over. 17x12}4x554-inch 
wagon has squeakless wheels, pull cord. 
49 C 44571— Shipping weight 9 lbs... ......Set $8.99 

Puzzle Clock . . 19 
teaches how to tell time 

Challenges child to figure out relationship of min- 
utes to hours as he fits red discs over green ones. 
Green numbers designate hours, red numbers are 
the minutes. Child moves clock hands as he com- 
pletes the puzzle, All plastic; with easy-to-read 
numbers in gleaming gold-color. 10x7 in, Singapore. 
49 С 16389— Shipping weight 10 ounces. .....$149 

Stand-up Wood Puzzle 
-.6 big pieces 

for little fingers 
What kind of puzzles do 2 to 5 
year olds like? The kind that have 
casy-to-grip wood pieces and 
bright, non-toxic colors . . that 
stand up by themselves when as- 
sembled and show a happy crew 
and ship “sailing” out to sea. Six 
H-inch thick pieces make a 74x 
13%-inch high puzzle. 
49 C 44542—Wt. 1 Ib, 602.5299 

BEE 



make learning a joy 

Explains each picture 
by a simple rhyme 

in cassette, point dial, press button—it's s 
do it all by himself. Comes with a set 

49 C 16368— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 С 16399—Set of 3 Talking Letters. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 С 8406—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Cash Register really works! 
Ring up sales . . give receipts 

Whether it's to keep track of his lemonade 
profits, allowance or pretend money, this is 
the sturdy cash register your youngster will 
need. Push one of the 13 numbered keys and 
amount of sale pops up, bell rings. Push lever 
and bottom money drawer opens. Side arm 
holds a pencil and pad of paper so your young 
businessman can give his customers their re- 
ceipts, Steel; 734 inches high. Comes with a 
bank of plastic coins and paper money. 
49 C 16409—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 5349 

I Rhyming Dictionary 
teaches sounds and 
builds vocabulary 

b Give your preschooler a head start 
at easy reading and alphabet learning 
with this picture dictionary. Each 

| key has picture and word on it—press 
key and rhyming word and picture pop 

Easy Talk makes fun listening for the preschooler. Snap 
easy he can 

3 cassettes (24 
pictures and rhymes) that illustrate and teach 12 nursery 
rhyme favorites. Sturdy molded plastic; 7x6x3M inches. 
Uses 1 “С” battery, order package below. Japan. 

49 C 16397—Set of 2 Talking Neighbors. Wt. 3 oz.. 149 

Package 1.19 

eu xig 

et zc Uie 

a Еш 
ERA е ш 

Talking Neighbors Talking Letters 
5% 1° Set +19 

$4.99 

443 
Extra set 

Bell rings . . answers flash on screen 

when you question Computer Tutor 

It's the age of computers, and this one has been 
specially designed to give picture and word answers 
When youngster "it. Comes with a set of 

12 tiles (24 questions) that teaches relationship of 

numbers. Child puts rigid plastic tile in place and 
presses button . . bell rings and answer on screen 
shows a specific number of items plus the written 

form of the number. Then question tile pops out 
automatically. Plastic; 11x6%¢x4 inches. Uses 3 "C" 

batteries, order package above. From Japan. 
49 C 16367 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. . $4.99 

49 С 16407— Set of Arithmetic Tiles. Wt. 12 02. 1.49 

Press tab. . up pops 
the rhyming word 

Deluxe Doctor 
and Nurse Kits 
. . over 100 pieces of 
equipment in each _ 

convenient carry cas 

Professional-looking kits include stetho- 
scope with amplifying diaphragm that 
"picks up" strong heartbeats, miniature 
microscope that magnifies, blood pressure 
tester with gauge that registers wben air bulb 
is squeezed, thermometer, record charts, pre- 
scription blanks and much more. Hong Kong, 
Doctor Kit. Packed in 13x10x2-inch plastic 

attache-style carry case with safety latch. 
Includes doctor armband. 
49 C 44526—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 13 oz... .$3.99 
Nurse Kit. With smart-looking 13x7x5-inch 
vinyl shoulder strap carry case. Includes 
nurse apron, cap, plastic silverware, plate 
sick tray with play food. 
49 C 44525—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 2......5399 
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Fisher-Price “Play Family" Toys . . a colorful world 
for your child to “live” in and learn from 

Play Family Play Rooms for only $6.99 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

A whole house full of 
furniture and family to 
move from room to room 
as you play make believe 

Durable hardboard base and room 
partitions. 
setting up 
that, it's up t 

Sold only at Sears 

‘ood 
into а 1514x9}gx844-ineh carry case. 
79 C 442980 — Shipping weight 6 lbs. . ....,.-, 

Play Family Farm 
Open barn door and hear the ''moo-moo'' sound 

Wood, plastic barn and silo ix a fun place for this farmer and his family to work. There's 
farm equipment to take care oí—tractor, trailer, fence, watering trough, detachable 
yoke for hitching trailer to horse. Plus 10 farm animals with movable parts. Silo top. 
lifts off, hayloft door opens. 11x854x7 M4-inch bara has carry handle. 
49 C 4431 — Shipping weight $ pounds $974 
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Magnetic Action 
Supermarket 

Sold only $ 4 99 
at Sears 

Grease rack 
cranks up-down 

Play Family Action Garage 
Put “‘super-speed” car into elevator, turn crank 

—STOP gate lowers, bell rings, 
elevator takes car to top parking level. 
Car automatically comes out of elevator 

and speeds down the garage ramp 

Child turns crank to move shopper and cart up and 
down aisles..puts groceries into cart..cranks cash 

register to record the "sale" at check-out counter 

Bright, modern supermarket has a complete stock of miniature groceries plus 
3 shoppers and a check-out girl. Just fasten shopper to a cart and turn the 
crank. Shopper follows magnetic track as you help her decide what to "buy 
When you get to the check-out counter, just put groceries into a bag and help 
ring up" the sale, 14x11x3-inch market. Molded plastic, chipboard. Japan. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by phone. 
49 C 44509— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces 54.99 

Get ready for action-packed fun with this sturdy hardboard 
and plastic garage. 2-level garage comes with 4 cars and 4 
family figures to "drive" them. 3 separate cranks let child make 
this garage really work. Crank on side of elevator moves it up 
and down. Crank on front of parking area rotates disc and lets 

you take color-coded car to its proper parking space. Another 
crank raises and lowers grease rack. Gas pump has a removable 
hose. 17}4x11x1544-inch garage has non-toxic finish, 
79 C 44299C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 

^ 

Merry-go-tcnd tairis 

de 
Turtle’s head bobs 

Sold only 
at Sears 
Te 

School on Wheels e 
Bell rings when school is pulled 

comes with 3-piece playground and school bus 
Miss Teach-It stands behind her desk to instruct the 3 pupils seated in front of 

Play Family Fun Jet $ 447 her, While out on the playground, 7 more young people are having lots of fun on 
the whirling merry-go-round, bobbing turtle and slide. Alert driver watches 

Final call for PASEO: traffic from his bus as he waits to “drive” students home from school. All pieces 

і Hinged Jett leê te за bmp wd аад ватон сав E ME fit into schoolhouse so child can pull them with him . . stop anywhere to play 

Dope reise nee еб pobre tms Pilot watches 1414x12xS incheshigh. Plastic and metal school haslithographed walls. Hong Kong. 

left and right, plastic plane makes a whirring sound as child pulls it 49 C 4408— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces $7.99 
along on 6 tires. Vide ry alain м ` 

49 C 4439— Shipping weight 1 pound E pev o4 rem [Sears] 67 
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Music Box 
Record Player 

Needs no batienes, has no 
needles to break . . yet it 
playslikearealphonograph 

fj Donald Duck plays N 

4 a merry tune 

then pop 

he goes to 56% 

pieces A terrific first phonograph for pre-schoolers. Just place unbreakable record on 
turntable. wind the knob and music box in tone arm starts to play. #inch 

Sold only $ 799 speaker gives clear sound. Plastic case has on-off switch, large carry handle, 
at Sears stores $ records (10 songs) included in back. 9x9x4^4 inches high. 

49 C 44567 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. $635 

Oh that Donald Duck—be 49 
дом loves to entertain ite Chime Ball and Beads 4 24 girls and boys. Tum the 
crank and the fun beins. 
Music box plays a tune, then 

Mobby horses and swans rock back and forth, 
hidden chime makes musical sounds as 6%4-in. 

eM cf x sides Donald plastic ball rolls and floats, always ending 
flies apart. To put him to Tight side up. 22 snaplock beads are made of 
sator quis; pateat tha squeezable. washable polyethylene; 13% inches E чаа in diameter, 43 inches long when linked. 
Donald stands 13 inches high. 4904099 — Sog. wt UR: ILE 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz 
49 С 44097 3299 

donald Омсаф Wait Disney Production 

[5] $ 3% 

Imported box plays“ Pop: 

This Old Man,” or “The 
" Child selects tune by turning dial on 

side of piano, then strikes any key, in any sequence, 
and tune plays. Wood case with plastic keys. Men 
sures 8%, xS! 4x75 inches high. 

| 49€44318—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9o» 5585 

| 5 Music Box Clock Rodio. Plays "Hickory Dickory 
= Dock" , . picture story passes across win 

$749 у Yo Д clock hands revolve when you Fe Mast noa DE 
SPUR SESS = N $ 5, 49 C 44568—Shipping weight 14 ox Turn the crank and hear a happy tune. Then— just when you're least b 7 

expecting it—up pops your favorite character. 6-inch metal boxes і ЙЛ. 6 мна Teaching Clock. Wind knob, Musie box 
wood handle cranks. Characters inside have cloth bodies, styrene heads q E. Û days “Grandiether’s Clock” while dock hand 

1) 49 C 44434—Cot-in-the-Hat. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 3249 £2 land face revolve, revealing pictures of preschooler 
2) 49 C 4571— Clown. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz 249 22 + LBBactivities. Hands also tum ‘manually. Wood case 
3) 49 С 44325— Snoopy. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 249 61423148108, inches high. Sturdy plastic handle. 
оО United Features Syndicate, inc 4° 49 € 44319 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. $4.99 

Push Button Farm 
Listen to the animals . . watch them 

move as this farm comes to life 
when you push the buttons 

35% 

wants to see and hear. Hen clucks as she comes out of bayloft door, 
farmer drives tractor down ramp, cow moos as abe lowers her head 
to eat, duck quacks as she pops out of her next in the silo, pig oinks 
and lamb goes “ban-ana” as they come out from behind sliding 
barn doors. Plastic; 9x9x11 inches high. 

Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
49 C 44051— Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces 3564 

^i ч» 
Зная тсе TOT. 

'à 
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An "Answer Me” Talking 
Phone for only $3.99 ??? 

+ » rings till you answer 
it. . lift the receiver, “caller” talks to you 

It’s new! A toy telephone that actually rings until you answer it 
—and only Sears sells it. Just turn on the switch to start it ringing. 
Answer it and you'll hear one of 8 recorded messages. When you put 
receiver down, phone rings again. Plastic; 7x7x43 inches high. From 
Japan. Uses 1 "C" battery, order package below. 
49 C 44515—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ог. $3.99 
49 C 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 12 o2....Pkg. 1.19 

Talking Mattel-O-Phone 

Just slip in a record and push a button 
to talk to your favorite Mother Goose 
characters. 5 double-sided records carry 
40 conversations with pauses to give 
you a chance to respond to ciller. Hi 
impact plastic; 834x534 inches high. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below 
49 С 44569—We. 2 Ibs. 10 ог......57.88 

See 'n Say Toys $ 44 

An “Answer Me” Picture 
Phone for only $7.99 ??? 

without battery 

settes. Plastic; Sx$M x98 y 
high. Japan. Needs 1“D” bat Û 
tery, order pkg, below at left. 
49 C 44516—WL. 3 Ibs.. 37.99 
Set of 4 Nursery Cassetten. 
49 С 44535—Wt. 15 02.51.49 
Set of 4 Animal Cassettes. 
49 С 44536—Wt. 15 oz...$149 

= 

Mattel's Future Phone 

Voice comes through the receiver, а 
h 

id learn 
and pu: 

the buttons. Plastic; 8% inches high 
Uses 3 "D" batteries, order package 
below at left 
49 C 44478—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz.....$15.99 

Super See 'n Say Toys $98: 

wr? 

5 without 
na 

Mattel's Talking Clock 
Set the hands—it tells the time 

t clock face has large, easy-to-read numbers 
and a clear voice that tells you the time at 5 
minute intervals—just set the hands, turn the 
dial. Axl4xl4-inch styrene clock has molded 
handle. Uses 1 "D" battery, order pkg. below 
79 С 16024C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs. $9.87 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 405— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 802....Pkg. 1.49 

.. just pull the ring esr 
(1 thru 4 ) Set pointer and pull ring to hear 
them talk. 10 in. self-standing plastic case. 
1 Bee Says. 26 letters with pictures, words. 

49 C 4509—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs........ $5.44 
Q, Mother Goose Says. 12 nursery rhymes. 

49 C 44682—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... 3544 
3 Former Says. Names, sounds of 12 animals 

49 С 4508—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. - $544. 
Д Winnie-The-Pooh Says. 12 fun phrases. 

49 C 44482— Sbpg. wt. 2 lbs.........55.44 

. - push in pointer 
( Sond 6) Set pointer, press. Each song plays 12 
seconds. Self-standing plastic case 13% im. 
high. Uses 1 "D" battery, order pkg. at left 
5 Sing-o-Song. Sings 12 nursery rhymes. 

79 C 44323C— Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. 58.85 
6 Dr. Seuss Zoo. 12 delightful songs about 

Dr. Seuss character favorites. 
79 С 444290—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... $8.85 
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Bird pops out, 

clock hands move . . 
Musical Koo-Koo 

Busy Ваё. . fastens 
right tub 

New Surprise Box 
characters pop right up 

ica! Koo-Koo. Pull the ring—funny little bird 
out, clock hands rotate while music plays 

Winnie-the-Pooh theme. Attaches to crib, playpen or 
wall. Plastic, 94x1 1x2% inches wide. 
49 € 44123—Shipping weight 1 pound. $4.39 

Q Busy Bath. Just pull lever up and down. Carousel 
twirls, seesaw turns, wheel spins, Pooh sprays water 

Non-toxic plastic; no loose parts. 14!4x1014x41; in. high. 
49 C 44447—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz $5.84 

Surprise Box. Push button, slide lever, turn knob. 
move dial, flick switeh—each time a familiar Pooh 

character pops up. Plastic. 1514x7 4x344 inches high. 
49 C 44444— Shipping weight 2 Ihs. 5 or. 4.99 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
See "п Say 

Musical Merry-Go-Wheel. Just wind it 
once and it will entertain baby for I hour 

Soft Pooh figures rotate automatically while 
music plays Brahms Lullaby once every 5 
minutes. The gentle start and stop motion of 

figure keep baby's 
sight and imagination busy. Attaches to crib. 
Plastic. 11%xS14x14 inches high. 
49 C 44446—Shypg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz $7.99 
49 C 44445—Non-musical. Wt. 2 Ibs... 6.99 

and soothing music 

Winnie-the-Pooh See "п Soy. Simply point 
‘dimensional Pooh bear to any of his 

friends. pull the ring and hear them talk to you. 
12 different phrases in all. Self-standing plastic 
case. 214x10%-inch diameter 
49 C 44482— Sbpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $5.44 

Musical 
Busy Box 

6 Musical Busy Box. Ten intriguing gadgets to 
hold baby's interest. There's a music box that 

plays Winnie-the-Pooh song when baby turns the 
knob. Doors and drawer to open, telephone dial 
that clicks, car to race, clock that turns, a winding 
windmill, TV knob with changing pictures. squeak 
ing horn, reflector and spinning color wheel 
Attaches to playpen or crib. Non-toxic plastic 
with no loose parts. 1215x314x16 inches wide 
49 C 44165—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz 
49 C44121—Non-musical. Wt. 2 lbs. 4 or... 4.99 

Busy Crib Gym. Tug on handle—merry-go- 
round with Pooh figures rings chimes as it turns 

round and round. Strong webbing supports кут 
in crib, playpen. Plastic. 834x&x1514 
49 C 44443—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 



Chatter Box 
plays 8 “Pooh” 

stories... 
includes story 
folder so you 

can follow along 

E 
Merry-Go-Round 1222 

10-piece Puzzle 

— |) E 

Chatter Box. Four 2-sided records slip into this 3 Musical Wristwatch. Wind the dial —music plays Wind-up Ge-tor. Toddler size getar has a 
bright vinyl case and play 8 different stories Pooh's theme song and clock hands turn. Hands strong braided neck cord, nylon strings and a 

about Pooh and his friends. Each 33-second story сап also be turned manually for teaching child how music belt that plays “The Bear Went Over the 
is a special adventure whose words you can follow to tell time. Large numerals on 14{x2-in. plastic face. Mountain” when you turn the crank. High-impact 
in the 7x24-inch fold-out book. 5x315x2-inch case 49 C 44548— Shipping weight 4 oz. $299 plastic case. 123(x2'44x6%s inches 
bas a strap for carrying and a pouch to hold all 4 49 C 44489— Shipping weight 11 ounces. . .-$1.99 
records. Uses 1 "D" battery, order pkg. below Musical TV. Plastic and wood TV plays a tune 

' 49 C 44547—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $5.99 as Winnie and his friends “come-to-life” on the 7 Play Doh Activity Set. Mold 3-dimensional 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 7-inch revolving screen. Turn the knob to wind—it Pooh people and pretty decorato igns, then 

49 С 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. Pkg. 149 сап" be overwound. "Click-click" channel selector, press them onto scenes in the ory book 
sturdy plastic handle. 10x9x3 inches. let . . it's so simple and so much fun! Set includes 

Merry-Go-Round. Winnie-the-Pooh and his 49 C 44491—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $4.99 six 2-02. cans of Play Doh, 6 character molds and 
stamper, 12 decorator molds with plastic cylinder friends go up and down and round and round 

while the imported music box plays a merry tune. 10-piece Puzzle. Teaches association and coor- and plunger, 6 fold-up boxes, c paper. — 

Just wind t » on top. Plastic, with nylon gears dination as child takes it apart, puts it together. 49 С 16461—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz Set $3.99 

and heavy steel winder shaft. 9-inch diam Large, smooth wood pieces; non-toxic paint. 9x12 in. кы» FE 
49 C 44492—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz $3.99 49 C 44549— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.89 E. [Sears] 71 



Winnie. tha. Poo 
Sit-on Softies 

^ o N (1 they 3 ) Oh that Pooh bear, he's а 
charmer. With bright locked-in button 
eyes, pompon nose and a happy grin on 

( his face. Made of the softest acrylic plush 
pile and plumply padded, so he's extra. 
comfy, too. Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy him. 

Rocker. Climb on . . rock back and 
= forth—Pooh can take it. He has а 

wood base that makes him extra sturdy 
Embroidered "vest." 19in. long. 16in. high. 
79 € 40158C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs $7.99 

Ride-on. Pooh's got sturdy plastic 
casters to take the two of you every 

where. Embroidered cotton "vest." 16 
inches long, 1814 inches high. 
79 € 40155C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $7.99 

1722. 3 Hossock. Round, plush Pooh—be's a 

diameter hoops. 
made of: spring 

молай sweetie. 1434-in. diam., 11 in. high 
ТОТОН NC T Is. 3799 79 € 401540—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... . $6.99 

SÁ 108-inch long tunnel. al $ [3] 162 
JA REMIT нк э-н» . = 

e a 
hes, d de = y Special vinyl is 
flame-retardant 

p" d 

2 Pooh’s a SSUMBERCHUM™ 
With a soft pillow head and 172 

comfy body to snuggle up in . 

Grinning Winnie just seems to be saying, "Won't you cuddle up with me?" His friendly face has 
locked-in button eyes and a round felt nose. His coat is soft, cotton-backed acryli 
cotton liner and bottom filled with acrylic batting. A long zipper under his chin и 
him up into а large pillow with carry handle for easy traveling. He's 21x61 inches long... big e: 
for anyone up to 414 feet tall. Use indoors only. Dry clean. 
49 € 4079—Shipping weight 5 pounds. $17.99 

Bath Tub Toys 
Three Men in a Tub. Rub-a-dub-dub, put these men in your tub. 
They'll float and roll across the waves while the metal bell o 

top the tub's wire "mast" rings. Delightful butcher. baker, 
stick maker float in 
49 C 44326— Shippin 

Musical Showboat. Wind it up and it 
paddles merrily across the bathtub 

Break-resistant plastic boat has musical mechanism that plays 
"Camptown Races." Waterproof. 6x614x121 
49 € 44157—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 oun 

з a lively tune as it 
dle wheels propel it 

inches long. 
$3.99 

6 Savirting Fish. Just squeeze and put him under water to fill him 
up... squeeze again and the water squirts out a hole in his mouth. 

Foam rubber. $4x5%x12 inches long. 
49 C 44618 Shipping weight 10 ounces $1.99 



Playskool 5 s "Dapper Da "4 
“Dressy Bessy” for only *5.85 ea 

It's fun to learn 
how to dress with 

these helpful friends 

easiest way of 
Shipping ан each 15 or. 

49 С 16188— Dapper Dan. $5.85 
49 С 16187—Dressy Bessy. 5.85 

Extra Outfits for Dolls 
f Stormy Weather. 

49 С 16432—Wt. 8 oz...$3.99 
9, Cowboy Dan. 

49 C 16433—Wt. 4 oz... 3.99 

3 Party Time. 
PP 49 C 16444—Wt. 4 ог... 3.99 

Д Mother's Little Helper. 
49 C 16443—Wt. 4 on... 3.99 

Buckle 

IS Pillow Talkin’ Buddies 
„soft as pillows and 

Take “full of fun sayings 

Musical Circus 
J Pony Rocker BE 

‚ gives your little К 

to be active p 

a" [) 

Here's a pony to be proud of. Bright, colorful and equipped with a Swiss 
music box that plays Brahms Lullaby. Plastic streamers and wooden $39 
spinners on front bar keep baby fascinated as he rocks back and forth 
Double safety straps hold him securely in his seat, Made of high-impact 
plastic that's easy to wipe clean. 17% in. high, 12 in. wide, 2734 in. long 
79 С 44056C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. $8.99 
79 C 44619C—Non-musical Rocker. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs 6.99 

so even tiny tots can climb on. Bell 
Made of 

5249 
У Jingle Bell Rocker 3 

A Only 414 inches from floor to saddle, 

оп nose jingles as baby гос 
MUT » pinto-painted wood with grips 

49 С 4427—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $3.49 e 

Tote-around toys are bright and huggable and soft enough to take to bed. 
Both have cloth covered bodies filled with cotton. Sold only af Sears. 

Radio. Repeats 8 phrases—pull the Phone. Pull the ring and hear 10 
ring. Carry strap is shaped like arms delightful phrases. Hand unit lifts 
and hands. 4x3x6 inches high. ‚off. 8x6x5 inches high. 
49 С 44143—Wt. 11b.........53.99 49 С 44069—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.99 



—Down—Forward and Backward 
Animal Tractors are battery powered to really move! 

Construction Crew 

м 5 ) Were $3.99 each. Flip their on-off 
es to start ‘em moving. Plastic animals 

2 “С” batteries, order pkg. below 
dynamic power 

er neck, bend it 
> xóx4 14 in. 

49 C 44107 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz 32.99 

4 Buckethead Giraffe. He ha: g reach. 
claw scoop tat op s with fingers. Hand 

cranks raise-lower nec 9x6x4 14 inches. 
49 C 44108—Shpg. wt. 1 

Dumpy Hippopotamus. His mouth is a bull 
dozer . . his back a dump truck. Hand cranks 

ower mouth, truck bo 
49 C 44106 

C" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 С 8406— Shipping weight 12 oz. 

Pump accelerator SUPER SPEEDWAY 
Ready, set, go—2 cars race to a thrilling finish 

Te 
Adventure . . thrills . . exciiement— 
you'll feel them all as you and a. 
friend race these miniature metal 
racing cars around the big üigure-& 
track. Each player places his car 
at starting gate and pumps ac- 
celerator, Starting gate pulls back 
and cars go zooming around track 
Players control speed by pumping 
accelerators at moment cars go 
thru tunnel, Lap counters over 
tracks record up to 30 laps, then. 
gate shoots out to record winner. 
27}4x14}4x4-inch high plastic 
speedway is lithographed to look 
real. From West Germany. 
79 C 44513C—Wt. 4 Ibs... ..$7.99 



LIVE DRIVE" 
by Mattel 

sounds and scenes of 
6 exciting vehicles on 

1 full-instrument dashboard 
just insert a record 
to start the fun 

Battery 

You're a Grand Prix race driver . . the pilot of a plane . . captain of the country's 
newest submarine . . driver of a fire engine, speedboat or spaceship. Just get behind 
the dashboard, insert 1 of 3 two-sided records and make believe. Plastic dashboard 
has steering wheel, switches, buttons, moving gauges. Records play 33 seconds of 
real action sounds for each of 6 vehicles. Colorful 6-scene screen. 1636x11:7% 
inches. Needs 1 "D" battery, order package at right 
49 С 4448— Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Firebird 99 
Like a real sports car, the sound 
hanges from a growl to a roar 
as you shift the 4-speed gears 

Turn the key and “drive” off. Sporty gear 
shift moves from first gear to second to 
third and into high gear . . sounds like 
you're really moving, too. Plastic dash 
board has rear view mirror and horn that 
bonks. 10x7x614 in. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order pkg. at right 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
so casy to order by telephone 
49 C 445948 —Sbpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 36.99 

Busy Driver 
10 activities to keep toddlers happy, 
Here's a dashboard that looks like Daddy's 

and gives the young set so many things to 

do. Blow born, turn steering wheel, open 
door to glove compartment, move wind: 

shield wipers, look at rear view mirror and 
simulated clock, turn large ignition key 

which is attached. Plastic; 17x814x7 inches. 

49 C 44133—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... $4.85 

Ricochet Raceway 
Watch out! 2 race cars on 1 track 
—try to keep them from crashing 

The first car is off, the second follows closely behind . . you regulate the speed of both 

miniature metal cars with the accelerator trigger. The challenge is to keep both cars 

streaking round and round the winding track without crashing into each other. * 
Colorful lithographed plastic mountain track is 23}4x1134x6 in. West Germany. 
79 С 445140— Shipping weight 3 pounds......... А nnn AD 

TOYS THAT RUI 
HIT OBSTACLES, 

REVERSE 
THEMSELVES 

Mystery 
Locomotive 

Smokestack smokes 
. headlight glows 

. whistle sounds 

Just put in 2 “Р” batteries (order package below) and watch this 
puffer-belly locomotive chug away. Changes course each time it 
hits an obstacle. Made to last a long time—entire body is con- 
structed of steel. 10 inches long. Non-toxic finish. From Japan. 
49 C 4435— Shipping weight 1 pound -$2.99 
49 C 8405—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02...Pkg. 149 

Dont | CUT *I 
Miss This | low 3.99 

cky Duck 
Waddles to and fro, 
stretches her neck 

and quacks 
Was $4.99. She's a little bit wacky. 
With 2 "C" batteries (order pkg. 
below) you can make her go. Changes 
course when she hits an object. 
Plastic. 7 inches high. Japan. 
49 C 4692—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... 53.99 
49 C 8406—"C" Batteries. Package ol 6. Wt. 12 oz.. „Pkg. $1.19 

Tic-Toy Clock 
Wind with key and 

watch the gears move 
as this clock keeps 

time for up to 14 hours 

4 
It's fun to learn to tell time 
with this fascinating plastic 
dock. 8-inch diameter face has 
large, casy-to-read numbers 
and a see-thru dial so you can 
watch gears work while clock 
ticks. Adjustment of pendulum 
helps clock keep accurate time 
for about 14 hours after each 
winding. Teaches colors, im- 
proves manual dexterity as 
child removes 24 color-coded 
parts and puts them together 
again. 11 inches high. Includes 
instructions to operate, take 
apart and reassemble. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 C 16489 $4.99 ‘Gr [Sears] 75 



Our Largest Set 

BUILDING SETS 
Each set sold only at Sears 

Action Conveyor Set.. it really moves 
the freight 

e y 
— 248 $Q87 v 

pieces 
Includes all this . . snap-together plastic blocks, wheels, 4 99 : 99 

axle bricks and conveyor belt ‚244, 4 335 6 
There's no end to the action scenes you can create with this exciting new set. 
Install the conveyor belt in factories, loading docks, large buildings to move 
“people” and “packages” from place to place . . put wheels on transport truck parse Gee 
and cars to start them rolling. Blocks fit securely together . . can be easily taken 
apart. bs zi. = чаб 
49 C 16455—248-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. .....Set $8.87 16096 s 

Shipping t t 6.99 

Cities of the future glow 

and change colors 

when you build them with 

Astrolite 



Build a pioneer town with 

Lincoln Logs 

180 piece et 

th a “brain.” Plas 

ceda “С^ batteries, order package below 200 omas 400 puceser 600 piece set ped 
En DET AS RE an: +12” 49 C 8406— "C" Botteries. Pack 

Those rugged, exciting days of the Old West will come to life again as you build 
with Lincoln Logs. Sets include %-inch thick stained wood logs of various lengths; 
plastic gables, chimney and roof pieces; instructions. 
200-piece Set . . makes 1 large cabin with fence. 
49 € 16109—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces... . Set $4.99 

| 400-piece Set . . makes 4 cabins with parts left over. 
$ 49 C 16107—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ...... . . Set $8.99 

600-ріесе Set . . makes 6 cabins with parts left over. 
79 С 16458C— Shipping weight 10 pounds. Set $12.99 

Tinker Toys 
322 piece set 486 piece Set 

4” :6*? 

Build any number of structures with these colorful wood and plastic 
pieces. Idea book shows simple to complicated models. 
49 € 16148—322 piece Set. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 6.08... ..Set $4.99 
49 € 16147—486-piece Set. Shipping weight 5 pounds. Set 649 

$319 Motor with Pulleys 

GIANT Building Blocks wir Motor with р jd: кака Tinker 
Toys. Uses 2 

fit on a musical pull-along base below 5 
49 C 16149—Shpg. wt 

51 piece 66 D" Batteries. Pack , 
49 C 8405— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 o 



Play Stone Set 
Sold only at Sear. 

Make 6 big 24x35-inch posters... 
Colors burst, expand, ripple and run 

«+ then stop at heavy black lines 

Sold only 87299 
at Sears. Э 

Color-burst painting lets you put lively psychedelic 
flair to pop-art posters and a United States wall map 
like you've never done before! Just squeeze color 
drops on specially prepared paper, watch them 
change, caper wildly to fill the space. They only stop. 
spreading when they come to the black “resist lines.” 
Set includes 6 giant 24x35-in. posters, five t-ounce 

bottles of non-toxic Dream Drops paint, eye dropper, 
paint brush. Posters make fantastic wall decorations i Funny Pumper 
for your room. ; S 
49 С 16439— Shipping weight 4 Ibs, 12 oz... Set $3.99 Play-Doh Set 

LE BRITE GO; 
DeLuxe Lite-Brite with new, larger pegs 

in square and triangular-rectangular e 
shapes, screen lock, picture guide 0 è 

to Yd 

Create glowing pictures and patt 
vibrant colors. Use the 1 

s with 312 plastic Blow- “Ups & 

ed. 110-120. 
49 С 16445—Shipr 

49 C 16446—Shipping weigh 

Lite-Brite with 400 square 52797 
pegs in 8 glowing colors 

C 16233—Sbipping w 
-Brite Refill Kit. 384 pe 

Etch-A-Sketch® $283 
Draw designs, geometric shapes, sketch pictures with- 
‚out a pencil or pen! lines, circles, diagonals magically 

Î. socer when you turn horizontal and vertical knobs. 
Shake to erase, Plastic frame, 9Mx8x1 

А ڪڪ 49 C 1878—Shipping weight 11b. 1002. .$283 



(ILLUSTRATED ON 
FACING PAGE) 

Press out permanent, 
paintable farm figures 
up to 3% inches high 
from self-hardening 

farm play mat, too. 
Shipping weight 4 lbs. 12 oz. 

49 C 16462................58.99 

Play Stone Project Kit. Two cans 

gl 
49с16м5............... $1.99 

Pump handle 
. . watch Play Doh 
form Flintstone 

characters 

$54 

Just fill pumper with Play-Doh, 
attach a mold, pump the handle . . 

Play-Doh (red, blue, yellow, white 
colored). Plastic 1634x1254x414- 
inch 
49 С 16459—Wt. 5 Ibs... ... 55.94 

А zoo of balloon art 
animals to blow up, 

tissue paper and glaze 

$ 36 

Just add water to paper 

maché mix. . shape and 
paint animal friends 

© 

1 
textured background plates. Place picture card 
in picture maker, follow lines, remove, 
Plastic drawing board, SMxlóMx174 inches. 
Four colored pencils, pen, paper. 
49 С 16048—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..Set $4.54 
Peanuts characters Q1971 United Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Standard Picture Makers 265, 
(2 thru 4 ) Six specially designed plastic cards 
соте with each plastic drawing board, 8х 
1634x1% in. Four colored pencils, pen. paper. 

2 Hot Wheels. Draw and design 216 different 
racing cars. 

49 С 16502—We. 11b. 2 од.......... Set $2.65 
$ Barbie Fashion Designer. Pose Barbie in 216 

costumes. 
49 С 16503—Wt. 11b. 2on.......... Set $2.65 

4 зефь vd Dancer. Draw Barbie ín many 
costumes with ber horse. Country scenery. 

49 C 16501—Wt. 11b. 2 o... ++ Set $2.65 

61-piece 
Super Spirograph 

creates bigger, more 

intricate shapes 

$ 4" 

Draw millions of ovals, squares, trapezoids, clovers, detailed geo- 
metric patterns with 54 curved and straight sections that snap 
together. Super square makes right angle for more symmetrical 
designs. Pens, pins, paper, baseboard, illustrated design book. 
49 C 16144—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $4.97 
Refill. Large baseboard, paper and design drawing guide. 
49 С 16295— Shipping weight 11 ounces. Kit 169 

29-piece 

Spirograph 
Set 

D 
Create unlimited designs . . just hold the pen and follow the path 
the perfectly meshed wheels take. Set includes 18 wheels, 2 rings, 2 
racks, 4 colored pens, baseboard, paper and pattern book. 
49 С 1616—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. Set $2.97 
Refill. Baseboard, paper and illustrated drawing guide. 
49 C 16299— Shipping weight 6 ounces. Kit 149 

Mattel's Linewinder $4 

New! Magnetic 
Spirograph 

Just turn the crank to create 
beautiful designs with 
up to 4 colors at a time 

A Spirograph made so simple even a 
preschooler can make 4-color designs. 
Just insert paper, set one of 5 design 
gears in gear plate, place colored pens 
in penholders, turn crank and magically, 
gears will follow the magnetic force 
around the paper. Change gears for 
variety of patterns. Incl. 4 colored pens, 
paper, easy-to-follow design book. Spiro- 
graph serves as storage carrying case. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 16341—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 ог. $3.97 



Fold-away Dinette Sets 

Modern Pedestal Style 
Table has wipe-clean vinyl-covered top 
Chairs have padded seats and backs 

"28° 18” 

Sold only ot Seors. 30-in. round tabletop has honded-on vinyl 
ine blue with white plastic molding. 

Chrome-plated tubular steel frame and legs. 20% in. high. 
Seats and backs of folding chairs cushioned with polyure 
thane foam. Vinyl surface with floral pattern color coor 
dimated with table, Seats 12x10x12 in. from floor, Doll 
dishes not included. Shipped by motor carrier or express 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone 
S-plece Set. 301302015 inch high table and 4 chairs 
79 € 90131 N— Partly assembled. Wt. 41 Ibs... . Set $28.99 
З-ріесе Set. 30x30x2014-inch high table and 2 chairs 
79 € 90026N— Partly assembled. Wi. 31 lbs... «Set $18.99. 

light, even a child 
ап fole if 

Wipe-clean tabletop . . strong, 
comfortable, molded plastic seats 

$19” 172 

Be the hostess with the “mostest.” Vinyl tabletop has burst 
of gold-color flecks on white background. High 

| 

24 Contemporary Flair 
| 

laminated vinyl top resists spills, lasts longer. Tubular steel 
frame and legs finished in bronze color enamel. Table stands 
20 in. high. Folding chairs have white shaped seats. 12x10x 
12 in. from floor. Partly assembled 
5-piece Set. 36x24x20 inch high table and 4 chair 
79 € 90132L— Shipping weight 35 Ib Set $19.99 
3-piece Set. 24x24x20-inch high table and 2 chairs 

| | 79C901331—5hipping weight 22 Ib Set $12.99 
79 € 90134C—Extra Chair. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. Each 4.99 

Solid Hardwood Set | 
Maple-finished colonial style with practical, 

stain-resistant tabletop, gracefully turned legs 

29% 

Great for parties, games or homework. Tabletop has plastic coating—lets you wipe 
pills and spots clean with a damp cloth. Sturdy 28-inch diameter table stands 
21 inches high. Metal bolts give added support and durability. Two rounded back 
aptain's chairs with 1114x12-inch seats stand 1214 inches from floor. Partly 

assembled. 3-piece set shipped by motor carrier or express 
79 € 90116N—3 piece Set. Shipping weight 29 Ib Set $29.95 
79 € 90117C—Extra Captain's Chair. Shpg. wt. 7 Ib: Each 7.99 

80 [Sears] 7 



azzling Daisies" 

seats open so you 

Booth-type Bench and Table Ensemble. Table and 2 benches finished in blue 
and white lacquer with a screen-printed “Dazzling Daisies" design. Con 

d of wood and hardboard (not wood). 3414x21Ygx1814-in. high table 
seats 2 youngsters comfortably. Benches make excellent toy c 

x16x14 inches) beneath blue vinyl-uphols 
iction hinge on seat lets child open it easily 

Backrest is 20 in. high. Dishes, toys not included 
79 € 90091 L—3-piece Set. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 50 lbs 

2 

Set $29.99 

Bench only. Same as those above. Toys not included. Partly assembled. 
79 € 900926—Shipping weight 17 pounds Each $12.99 

sn Эме $] С)? 

Rocker nch sical 

has decorative headboard 

Fun Furniture 

е :29» 

3 Bookshelf Storoge Chest. Matches bench and table set, Unit is constructed 
of hardboard (not wood) and reinforced with strong wood framing. Two 

large shelves display knick-knacks, books and favorite toys while large chalk 
board sliding doors conceal storage area behind. Stands 32x 18x3314 inches high 
Unassembled. Toys and other accessories nof included. 
79 € 900931 —Shipping weight 24 pounds 

4| Magnetic Bulletin Boord. Includes 6 magnetic plastic daisies for use as note 
holders. Green steel surface can also be used as chalkboard. Backed by 

hardboard (not wood). Wood frame has white finish. 19x25 in. long 
79 € 161850—Shipping weight $ pounds 

31399 

$3.99 

for Toddler 

ocker 
with maple 



c Encourage your students to learn 
with this comfortable Home Study Center 

Walnut-grained hardboard Desk 
has sliding doors, 2 roomy shelves 

"Junior Executive” Study Desk. 3735x 
19}4-in. top provides large work area. 

Bright square tubular aluminum legs. 2234 
in. high. Chair not included, order below. 
79 С 9005L—Unassembled. WL 25 Ibs. 517.99 

2 Armchoir. Polished aluminum frame folds 
fof easy storage. Blue vinyl covered 

padded seat, back. 12x13x22 inches high. 
79 С 90052C— Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ....... 4.99 

3-dimensional polyethylene wit 
49 C 16454—Shipping weight 

ed metal working surface—your child learns 
d fun. Black 

apital letters, 

175. 
Desk Blotter Set. Features handy 16x 
21-inch desk pad, blue vinyl and card- 

board blotter with gold color trim, attach- 
ed base with pen, 3x5-inch memo paper 
holder, letter opener. Handsomely styled. 
79 С 16485C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. . .Set $3.99 

4 World Globe. Full color lithoed metal 
with meridian lines. 9-inch diameter. 

49 C 1836— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz... ..$249 

Metal Deskette with 
brightly colored 
magnetic letters 

and numbers 

ar 

rface, 1534x1234 inches 
36 lower case letters, 37 nu 

nets. All colors are non-toxic 
$4.99 

Geography Puzzle 

. . world map on one 

side, USA on other 

17 

Great help when trying to learn names and 
locations of foreign lands and all 50 states 
Both colorful maps are cut on state or na- 
tional boundaries. Fiberboard puzzle pieces 
mounted on wood. Measures about 14x20 
inches. Ages 7 to 13. 
49 С 16163— Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 or. ....$199 

Wall-mount 
Spacesavers 

Desk *T 17 

Dont Miss This 
Buy Desk with Bookcase 

SAVE 10% опу *18.88) 

Each unit inc 
onto wall. Wo 
Drop-front 

74x13 in. high. Wall bookcase has 2 roomy 
x94x21 inches high. Partly assembled. So easy 

to buy when you just use the phone. 
79 C 90118C— Wall Desk. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs $11.99 
79 € 90119C— Wall Bookcase. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs 8.99 
Desk and Воо! Separately total $20.98 
79 С 90144—5 weight 22 Ib 118.88 

Just set the dial, press 

the keyboard and it types 

26 capital letters plus numbers 

56” 

Diol Typewriter. Little folks will “go” for this new bright- 
colored play typewriter. Types all capital letters, numbers, 
punctuation. Steel and plastic. Uses standard-size typing 
Paper. Includes ribbon and instructions. Machine measures 
1034x834x3 44 inches high. From England. 
49 C 16486—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. .....$699 



keys respond to the youngest fingers yet 

they're strong enough to make 5 carbons 

* Types small and capital letters, 
punctuation marks 
and numbers 

* Made of high-impact plastic 
with steel mechanical parts 

. . flip-up top for easier, 
more thorough cleaning 

$ 97 
with machine-molded 
plastic carrying case 

$ 97 
without 

carrying case 

Give your young student a great incentive to do homework. Feather 
light touch-type keyboard has capital and small letters arranged in 

hines. Keys handle 80 characte 
symbols . . pica size. 9-inch c 

ic ribbon reverse, backspacer a 

easy way order by phone. 
49 C 16303-— With case. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 3 oz. $19.97 
49 C 16078— Without case. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 1697 

Extra Ribbons for Holiday typewriter above. Blue. Package of 2. 
49 € 16137—Shipping weight 2 ounces Pkg. $1.59 

$ 88 14 
STUDENTWRITER 

has built-in spelling guide . . 
types capitals, numbers, symbols 

Colorful S6-character typewriter makes learning to spell more fun. Pic- 
tures of common objects appear in lens opening in top cover for child to 
identify and spell. Spelling can be checked by lifting bottom of leas cover 
28 typing keys, 2 shift keys. Line space lever, margin ruler, space bar 
and ribbon reverse. 11x11x534 in. high. Plastic. Ribbon, 2 picture rolls 
included. From Japan. Takes full size paper. 
49 C 16453— Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. 51488 

SECRETARY TYPEWRITER 

types capital letters, numbers, symbols 

71921 | $92 | 

J capital letters, arranged in standard k 

Takes full size pape 
49 C 16448—Wit ds 1 $128 
49 C 16447 Without ca 9.99 
49 С 16449—Созе only Wt. 1 99 

Extra Ribbons 
49 C 16279 $1.89 
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Just insert cartridge, 
push a button, and 
pictures move trom 
frame to frame 
«+ push second 
button to rewind 

“Talking Storybooks' f 
for only s 65 each ??? 

VES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 5I. Now $4.99 

Remote-controlled Tell-A-Story 
Viewer and 2 cartridges 

оз $5.99. Includes “Little Red Riding Hood," and 
Slecping Beauty." Colorful pictures are accompanied by 

the story in words. Removable plastic cartridge measures 
834x53x14 in. Open unit easily to insert another roll. Light 
from back of set filters thru story roll to produce an illumina- 
ted full-color picture. Set measures 8x3 ¥ x10 in. high. Plastic 
and metal. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order package below. 
49 C 16151—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 o. : 
Set of 4 Extra rolls. Wos $1.29. "Cinderell 
Bears," "William Tell," "Nursery Rhymes. 
49 С 16152— Shipping weight 5 oz. 

Funlight $494 
by Mattel "Fuss 

his own show. Projector bas specially designed lens system 
—can magnify image up to 140 times actual size. Includes 10 multi purpose 
interchangeable slide discs for animation and unique visual effects. Plastic, 
1434x734x334 in. high. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order package below. 
49 С 16328— Shipping weight 8 ounces. Set $4.94 

Tells story as child follows along and learns to read. Each book 
has washable, tear-proof pages. Each measures 8x2\¢x11 inches 
high with 18 pages and full sound effects. Plastic and vinyl. Phone 
ordering's quick and easy way to buy them. 
49 C 16339— Friends of Dr. Seuss—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 55.65 
49 € 16082— Mother Goose—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 5.65 
49 С 1615 Speak Up, Charlie Brown—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 5.65 
49 C 16338—Fairytale Favorites —Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 565 

Sabrina. 
the Witch 

Show Movie Projector 
d run film $7794 
| over and over, forward and backward, fast or slow Ee 

о threading or rewinding—you can't make a mistake with this pro- 
Jector. With 5 exciting black and white movies. Hi-impact plastic 
Projector 9x2x6 in. high. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 

| 49 C 16463— Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. . . Set $7.94 
Sets of 2 full-color Cortridges. 
Scooby Doo in "Who Ghosts There”, Motor Mouse in “Drag Chase.” 
49 С 16464—Shipping weight 5 ounces. Set $349 
Lancelot Link in “Chimpies” and Bugs Bunny in "It's Magic." 
49 С 16487- ipping weight 5 ounces. Set $3.49 
49 C 8405—" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 11b. 8 oz... Pkg. 149 



Fairytale characters “come to life" with color films you can see and hear 

SHOW 'N TELL PHONOVIEWERS 
"You can do anything 

if you think about it 

hard enough" 

Show ’N Tell 
with 11-inch diagonal viewing screen 

+ Focus lever gives sharp, clear pictures every time $ 95 

+ 4-speed record player with built-in 45-rpm adapter 31 

and 4-inch speaker plays records of all sizes 
A storyt theater to delight children of a Phono automatically pla 

ystem help 

49 С 16504—Replocement Stylus. Fits both sets. With synthetic sapphire needle. Wt. 1 
49 С 16505—Replocement Lamp Bulb. Fits bot 

$ 
Picturesound* Programs for GE Show 'N Tell? Phono-Viewers 1 each 

Famous storybook characters and classic Walt Disney creations delight children with adventure 
filled stories and tunes. Each program includes film strip plus one 7-inch, 3314-rpm unbreakable 
record with story on one side, children's song on other. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 

$149 — 49C16422— Jack and the Beanstalk 
149 — 49C16423—The Three Bears. 
143 
143 
149 

49 € 16416—101 Dalmatians 149 — 49C16435—Bambi 
ickey Mouse 149 — 49C16436—Dumbo. 

49 € 16418—Donald Duck 149 — 490 16437—Sleeping Beauty 
49 C 16419—Mary Poppins. 149 — 49C16438— Twas the Night Before 
49 C 1642— Winnie-the-Pooh 149 Christmas 149 
49 € 16421 —Wizard of Oz 149 — Wat Oaney character. Walt Olney Production 
"Registered trademark General Electric Co. 

developed by General Electric 

One of Sears 
Little Learners* 
toys that prove 
learning and fun 

go together 

Compact 

Show ’N Tell* / 
6-inch diagonal screen 52762 

with 2-speed record player 
Full-color pictures timed to words and music enter 
tain children of all ages. Just put on record, slip film 
strip into slot and turn on switch. Phonograph plays 
all 3314 and 4S-rpm records. 2-speed player has 
crystal cartridge, synthetic sapphire needle, 45-rpm 
adapter, 4-inch speaker, Instant warm-up with solid 
stat str. Built-in cooling system. Overall 

Mod magenta and orange polystyrene case; 11x 
1134x754 in. high. UL listed. 110-120 volt, 60 cycle 

AC. Includes one picture sound program. Order 
replacement stylus and lamp bulb at left. 
79 С 16377C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. $27.95 

"He JUST KEEPS SMIUNG 
AND WALKING BY... WHATS. 
HEUP TO, MARTHA 2^ 



Adjustable 
Double Easel 
with paint, 
chalk, other 
art supplies 

о can pai 
at the same time 

Adjustable 
Tripod Easel 
with paints, chalk, 

crayons, accessories 

$67 

Dual-purpose, 16x24-inch green chalkboard holds draw- Ш 
ing paper for junior artist, becomes an actual drawing 
board, too. Sturdy bright red, tubular metal legs adjust 
to various heights. Wood trough holds supplies . . 4 jars 
of primary tempera paints, 2 mixing tins, brushes, palette 
with water colors, chalk, eraser, crayons, tracing stencil, 
drawing paper. 42 in. high. 
79 С 90125C—Shipping weight 7 pounds.....Set $6.99 

Squeegee Fingers 
Use “Squeegees” Clean and easy finger-painting fun 
to d pem without bottles to tip, 
ER stay clean paper to wet, messy hands to wash 

$ 2» 

Just squeeze paint from pre-measured packets onto dry 
paper or plastic tray, take Squeegee and swirl, glide, circle 
in pretty designs or pictures . . no messy fingers. Transfer 
from tray by placing blank paper over art, lifting. Makes 
duplicate copies if you want. Includes 2 Squeegee Fingers, 
16 packets of washable paint (4 colors), tray, instructions. 
Snap-on top forms handy storage unit. 
49 С 16488—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.. $2.99 

Fun ’N Fit Puzzle Pets $ 99 
Three-dimensional put-together toys 

Even the smallest tot can assemble the big pieces of these solid wood- Make mosaics of Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, ook plastic play pals. All 6 inches high in bright, non-toxic colors. Fluto, the whole Disney gang with plastic pets in 
1 +P. Mettow We. 2 Ts. З T. Tordy Turtle. We. 2 Ibs. Herr ont an اا 

49 С 44628.............. $2.99 49 С 44627............. $299 plastic table easel. Full color instructions included. 

2 EE Мостот. Wt. 2 Ibs. Д.Р. J. Hoot. We. 2 Ibs. 49 C 44596—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces, $2.93 86 [Sears] ы 49 C 44626............. 299 "5 49C 44625............. 299 Олат Walt Disney Production 



R 
Three-way Table Desk $5% 

it's a chalkboard, peg board and 
magnetic spelling board all in one 

Versatile wood desk helps youngsters develop drawing, spelling, coordina- 
tion skills. Learning aids include chalk, eraser, 36 plastic alphabet letters 
with magnets, 20 pegs, wood hammer, storage bag. 153/x12x10)4 in 
79 С 1603C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. 55.94 

Let's Play School 

> 

Fun-filled learning activities 
include $3¢x11-inch chalk- 
board, chalk, eraser, picture 
flash cards with letters and 
numbers. Plus a pencil, cloth 
flag with stand, ruler, safety 
scissors, paste, construction 
paper, report cards, diplo- 
mas, crayons. 
49C47914-Wt.11b, 1402. $2.99 

Double-sided 
magnetic 

spelling board 
reverses with a 

flipto“write-on” 
chalkboard 

9” 

Learning to spell is fun with 72 magnetic alphabet letters to arrange 
on a steel surface. Chalk and eraser encourage writing and drawing on 
reverse chalkboard side. Big 36x24-inch board stands on sturdy tubular 
steel legs with plastic-capped ends. Overall 50 inches high. Partly assem- 
bled. Phone ordering’s а quick and easy way to buy it 
79 С 90127\—Shipping weight 13 pounds. $9.99 

Paint wipes off 
enamel surface Ri 

Play Center Desk 
Combination chalkboard, poet 

pegboard and enameled drawing board 

seat. With chalk, eraser, paint set. About 30x21x28 in. high. 
79 C 90099C— Unassembled. Shipping weight 13 pounds. ...........513.99 

Decorative Chalkboards 
1 Reversible Easel-type. Green side decorated with two-color border, re- 
verse side is black. Flip over to change sides . . adjusts to any angle, Dent- 

resistant hardboard has clear-finished wood frame. Tubular aluminum stand 
with cross brace. Chalk, eraser. Board 23x17 in. Overall 27x41 in. high. 
79 € 90109C— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 6 pounds... . $5.99 

2, Wall-style. Green hardboard with maple-finished pine frame. Chalk and 
eraser included, Overall 25x19 inches. Mounting clips included. 

79 С 16127C—Shipping weight 4 pounds........ $2.99 
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Toys from TV's Romper Room" 
.. the world's largest kindergarten & 

Teach coordination, stimulate imagination, and develop a sense of 
achievement. All are sturdy toys designed to make learning more fun 

“Moe the Monkey""* 
Board Game 

for only $3.83 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Hold the rubber band in your hand and knock the Punch-Ball as far as 
you can . , it'll fly right back to you, anxious to be hit again. Vibrant yellow 
Punch-Ball inflates to a full 18-inch diameter. Heavy-duty rubber. 
49 C 4792—Shipping weight 2 ounces. 

Gingerbread Game™ 

A puzzle-game $34 
for preschoolers 

Children take turns pulling the 
candycane on the side of tbe cottage. 
It dispenses one of 24 different 
shapes. If the piece fits into his 
gingerbread man, the child places 
it in its slot. If it doesn’t, he places 
it back inside the chimney. First one 
to fill the man wins. 714x9x10 inches. 
Plastic. 2 to 4 players. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 647945 за 

A board and action game all in one. Each player gets 10 peanuts 
marbles) with his "peanut bag." As players move around the board 
they must either feed Moe peanuts—or take peanuts from one of 
Moe's hands by choosing Eeny, Meeny, Miny,or Moe. First player to 
get rid of peanuts wins. 18x13x2 in. 2 to 4 players. 

Musical Block Clock™ 
Match a block to ће ве 

block and raisic playas Ө 
49 C 47944—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 $3.83 To make the clock hands turn and music 

play, child must put the proper-shaped 
block into the matching hole as it appears 

TET) on the clock. Block then drops through 
for use next time that shape comes up. If $ 
blocks are placed correctly, dock plays 
"The Farmer in the Dell". 13% inches 
high. Plastic 
49 C47946—Wt. 2 Ibs, 18 or. 36.86 

Happy Jack" 
X Punching 

Clown 
$19 

43117 

Play Scoop-A-Loop™ ER Toss ball with Catcho* sticks 
Blue and yellow scoopers of high- 
impact plastic are lightweight and 
easy to handle. Each is 11x6 inches 
wide. Plastic ball, 4-in. diameter. 
49 C47923—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 0z...$1.97 

„ knock —X Preschoolers love the challenge Hit him with a right 
they learn balance and coordi- him to the floor: Happy Jack bop KE UN 
tion. Yellow polyethylene bag pops up for more. Colorful 

stompers (543% in. wide) with- . Romper Room clown stands 35 
stand even adult weight. Adjust- inches high . . just the right size 
able plastic hand-bold cords. for punchin'. Made of inflatable 

PE 10 ounces. heavy-duty vinyl for constant 
49 647921. ..99c play. Bottom weighted with sand, 

EE а Di SSL 

Child throws cage-ball into air and 
catches it with Catcho stick, Two 
sticks are 11 in. long. Red cage- 
ball S-in. diameter, Polyethylene. 
49 C 47922—Shpg. wt. 8 02.81.47 

- Mr. Magnet Man™ You can make Mr. Magnet look 
happy, sad or silly. Start with 
his metal head and add any com- 
bination of the 24 magnetized 
plastic accessories, Store pieces 
inside can. 1014 in. high. 

4904791 



Play Stove and 
Dishwasher Set 

$ 4*4 

Burners, pots are color and 
shape matched . . includes 2 puzzle- 

baking trays, mixing utensils 

Red, blue, green and magenta pots fit into color- 
matched make-believe burners on this non-electric 
Kitchen Queen Play Oven. Play cock and burner 
knobs make sound when they're turned. Two cookie- 
baking trays (which are really take-apart puzzles) 
fit into the oven section. Storage cabinet and mixing 
utensils included. Dishwasher has make-believe dish 
racks and tabletop working area. $14x124%4x9% 
inches high. Plastic. Hong Kong. 
49 С 44522—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz... .Set $4.94 

Coin Changer 
$ 4? 

Helps your "banker" 
learn colors and shapes 
Child learns eye-hand coordi- 
nation. 24 coins are 4 differ- 
ent colors and denominations 
with engraved geometric de- 
signs, so child must match 
both design and color to get 
each coin in the appropriate 
slot. Then he's ready to make 
change by dispensing coins 
one at a time, 1044x614 x71, 
in. high. Large storage draw. 
er. Non-toxic plastic. 
49044111-Wt. ПЬ 11 02. $4 49 

Cash 
Register 

"Rings ир" nursery 
rhyme pictures 

355% 

Each key is a different color 
and number. Press, and nurs- 
ery rhyme picture pops up 
behind clear plastic window. 
То open drawer, turn crank 

bell rings and picture drops 
back into place. Wood con 
struction with wooden coins. 

on-toxic finish. 814x6%4x 
744 inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 or. 
49 C4438 $5.49 

Disney Puzzle Blocks $1 
make 6 pictures = 

What fun it is putting together these 6 Walt Introduce your child to the exciting world of 

Kindergarten 
Kitchen 

sg” 

with play foods, pots, 
а clock that ticks .. 

even a pop-up toaster! 

“Cook” pretend foods in pots and 
pans on the "burners." " Bake" 
plastic cookies in the oven. 
ihe ticking clock so you don't 
overcook. Colorful plastic stove 
has storage compartment and 
see-through door. 1634x7 qx1 $4 
inches high. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 C 44047€ Set $9.99 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 12% 4.83 

Plug 'n' Play 
Switchboard 

Complete "calis" by matching 
color-coordinated plugs 
1o holes in switchboard 

Was $5.49. Child picks up receiver with coiled cord, presses touch-type 
buttons, and listens to bell tones. He selects one of 5 geometrically-ahaped, 
color-coordinated plugs and finds the appropriate opening on bright yellow 
switchboard. Matching signal pops up when right connection is made. Push a 
button and cords automatically retract plugs. Plastic. 1114x914x814 inches 
high. From Hong Kong. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 C 44101—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. B $4.83 

100 Number and $499 
Alphabet Blocks »- 

Disney color picture-puzzles. Each side of — words and numbers. Soft wood blocks have T Е 
wood cube is part of а different picture. deeply embossed letters on two sides, printed E U] 
Stack the blocks correctly and see Mickey letters and numbers on the other four. zs AZ TPINI 7 
Mouse and all his friends. 8x2x614 in, high. Rounded corners help protect children. Col- u ا 
From West Germany. 
49 € 44523—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Set $1.99. 
Watt Davey Choracters® Wall Disney Productions 

m e 

ors are non-toxic. 
Shipping wt, 3 lbs. 12 ол. 

A9 С4684................ 

ICFP! 
Set $399 



101-рс. Set with 
2 motor-driven bases 

A child's imagination creates kooky animals, soaring buildings, speedy 
colorful Road Blocks let him build them. Bright multi- — 15 plastic blocks, 45 joiners. 

colored blocks of extra-durable plastic last through years of constructi 
All have special grooves forming tracks for 3 

no matter which way they're put together. Helps dev 
coordination in boys and girls ages 3 and up. ۷ 

Two motor bases. Needs 2 "AA" batteries (order package at right) 
79 € 441050—Shipping weight 4 р 

Sold only at Sears 

Design a freeway or build a skyscraper with these easy-to-grip 
plastic blocks . . car, plane and train bodies in each set 

inch motor-driven vehicles 49 ¢ 4420 
op creativity and 

32 blocks, 64 joiners, plus car, train and plane bodies. 

ds. Set $8.99 

76-piece Set. 24 blocks, 48 joiners plus car, train and airplane bodies, one 
motor base. Needs one “АА 
49 C 44104—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces Set $6.99 49 C 8402—WL. 6 oz. Pkg. 99e 

battery (order package at right 

Tot Grand Piano 
15 keys color coded to music 

125 

Youngsters learn to play their favorite songs 
by matching color notes in the included 
music book with colored keys. Sturdy ply- 
wood with ivory color finish. Screw-in plastic 
legs. Metal tone bar with wire rods. Overall 
1114x11x6 inches high. 
49 © 66535—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 02......$285 

Baby Grand Piano 
25 keys with color-coded chart 

4” 

Children learn to match colors and play the 
tunes they sing on their very own piano. 
Two full octaves of 25 plastic keys including 
sharps and flats, Mabogany-finish plywood. 
Screw-in plastic legs. Cast iron tone bar with 
metal rods. Color song book, key chart 
Overall 1315x123 4x53, inches high. 
49 € 66507—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 ox. $437 

ROAD BLOCKS 

$ Q99 76-pc. Set with $099 
"250, 1 motor-driven base 4 

Rood Block Accessory Set. With 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
Set $2.99 

cle Accessory Set. Includes 
car and airplane bodies, one 
motor base. Needs one 
battery (order package below). 
49 € 4421—Wt. 6 oz. Set $2.99 

"AA" Batteries. P 

Blocks remove 
easily 

to expose tunnels 

Mattel's Pick-A-Path 
Guide the wiggly bead “worm” 
up and over and through blocks 

AS 

Follow the black tracks and guide the 
elasticized 30-bead “worm” through paths 
you design yourself. Plastic tray holds 12 
hardwood blocks . . 2 with no tunnels have 
clear varnish finish, 4 with straight tunnels 
have orange finish, 6 with curved tunnels. 
have yellow finish. 
49 C 4461 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz.....$443 

For the right "combination," place 6 blocks 
AA" of different shapes and colors im their 

places in the door to open safe. Storage 
compartment inside and on top for blocks. 
Plastic. 454x514x734 in. high. 

Жаке of 6 49 С 4521 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 302.....$287 

So simple 
for child 

to operate 
just slide 

record Ìn slot, 
push lever 

Battery-powered 

Mini-Phonograph 
Slide special record in slot $ 

Switch lever to play Ln 

Sturdy plastic case encloses all operating parts. Includes 
4 two-sided records of favorite nursery rhymes and 
songs; 4% in. in diameter. Each plays 2 minutes, then 
shuts off automatically 4x214 in. high. Styro- 
foam® plastic storage box. Uses 1 “D” battery (order 
pkg. below). Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 16141—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. илә 
Set of 8 more Records for mini-phonograph. 
49 C 16142—Shpg. wt. 8 ounces. 
4908405."D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wi. 11b. Sox 



- Spinning 5 Spine Тор, 

10 Wood Nesting Blocks 
stack up to 33 in. high 

Г . „all nest into largest 
i E Е block for storage 

Perfect for teaching your 
child size relationships. 
‘Tots build with them, stack 
them. Decorated with Walt 
Disney cartoon characters 
kids know, Colorful, non- 
toric blocks are 5М to t- 
inch square, fit neatly one 

Store blocs mio largest 

Pot'n $999 
Spoon 

Child drops 6 wooden blocks of 3 different shapes 

into matching boles in lid. Big plastic spoon to 

scoop out blocks, 10-inch diameter plastic pot. 

49 C 4462—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.. $2.99 

2° Ш 

Inner scene “comes to life” 

(1 and 2) Push the plunger to wind up top. Metal and 

plastic. 7!4-in. diameter, 9 in. high. West Germany 

1 Bury Highway Top. Watch 2 trucks and a jeep race 
49 C 44592—Shipping weight 1 pound $249 

Action Circus Top. Watch a train chug along while 
animals pop their heads in and out the train cars 

49 С 44593—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. $2.99 

Keep your eye on the ball 
as it rolls right, left, down and out 

thru the maze of passageways you've designed 

Cubes ’N Tubes 

EL ET pes 4” 

A totally new toy to stimulate your child's imagination and creative ability, develop coordination 
Snap the tubes and cubes together to form a variety of shapes, unlimited combinations. Start the 
multi-color ball at the top and watch it go through the maze. Colorful non-toxic plastic parts. For 
ages 4 to 9. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 

22-piece Set. 14 cubes (245 inches 
square), four S-inch tubes, two 10-inch 
tubes, ball, 1 set of clips 
49 C 44622—Wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. „Set $4.99 

29-plece Set with hand-crank elevator lift. Includes 16 
cubes (244 in, square), six S-in. tubes, two 10-in. tubes 
2 balls, 2 sets of support clips 
49 C 44623—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 02 Set $7.99 

breakable plastic 
housing, wood base 
Plastic balloon 
wheel, кау knob 
UI, in. hi 
18-in. handle. 9 \|pop 

Wt. 11b. 10 oz. e M 
49 C 44634... $2.76 SS 
Corn Popper N 
Push toy, wooden 
"popcorn" balls pop 
against see-thru ace- 

tate dome, Safety 
8 

Sort 'n Load 
Truck Depot 

Help 3 dump trucks with moving wheels and 
removable drivers load at the depot. Includes 
12 colorful balls in different sizes, cargo be 
Giant spiral gear “magically” sorts bal 
color and size. Musical conveyor belt, 3 storage. 
bins. 3 spring-loaded chutes load trucks in 
stalls and catapult them down the exit ramp. 
Metal and plastic. From Japan. 
49 € 4543—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 1 oz. Set 35.76 



Dont Miss This 
CUT sl Now $3.99 

Take them near 
or take them far, these 

kinky 3 are quite bizarre 

Night Express Locomotive 

It lights. 

your way Was $4.99. Colorful Yink, Gink and Zink 
In the follow you in a zany link heel “tires” spin 
dark crazy designs as the characters bob and sway. 

detaches from his platform, and the plat 
forms interchange. Pull-handle squeaks as you 
squeeze it. 16% inches long. Plastic. Based on 
Dr. Seuss illustrations. Designed by Don Poynter. 
Yellow, pink, orange. From Japan, 
49 C 44368—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $3.99 

This beautifully-detailed locomotive pulltoy has a powerful “beacon” 
headlight that brightens your path at night. Even the engineer's bell “dings” 
as you steam down the track. Extra-heavy-gauge molded plastic. 935x54 in. 
high. Flashlight bulb incl. Uses 2 “Р” batteries, order pkg. below. Hong Kong. 
49 C 44524—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. . . nae $1.99 
49 C 8405 —"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z.......... 149 

/ / Frisky Frog 
Miina loves to sit up, 

jump and croak 

Creative 
Coaster 

$73 /] /] 

Horn beeps . . wagon clickety- БЕ $786 
/ © dacks as it rolls along. Steering 
ES column swings forward for pull- 
Zee ingtoy backward for pushing or Squeeze the big plastic bulb and Frisky springs into 
? riding it. Wooden wagon is action. “Grumph, grumph” he says as he does his funny 

loaded with 18 plastic blocks of tricks—short jumps, long jumps . . or just sitting up. different shapes, and 6 wood 
dowels to fit through them. Big 
тей "balloon" tires, yellow plas- 
tic seat. Steel axles. 193x 
16х14 inches wide. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

79 С 43540... 

^ 
< „a Chatter Phone . . 
CHATTE FAR 
zoe the original 

pull-toy telephone 
This bright little phone with a 

TM)? smile chatters and rolls its eyes 
when it's pulled. Turn dial and 
bell rings. Wood with red plastic 
receiver. Balloonatyle plastic 
wheels. Non-toxic colors Elas- 
ticized fabric cord. 63417 баб in. 
49 C 4436—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 ов. .$2.29 

Frisky's made of non-toxic, durable plastic, and is 
434x6x5 in. long. Buy him the easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 44636—Shipping weight 12 ounces... . $2.86 

School Bus . . 
with driver 
and 7 kids 

As the driver looks left . . then right, seven 
"school children" load and unload 
through the hinged door. Engine goes 
“brumm-brumm” when you pull the bus. 
Load up the whole gang and take them 
wherever you go! Wood and plastic; 
non-toxic colors. 13x5 4x4) in, wide, 
49 C 44328—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 or.. .$3.99 

Little family and 
Fido love to ride 
in their Mini-Bus 
Mom, dad, junior, sis . . even. 
their little pooch fit inside this 
sun-roofed mini-bus. They're 
easily removed, too. Hard- 
wood figures, plastic bus. "En- 
gine" goes putt-putt when you 
move the bus. 4x3x6 in. 
49 C 4433-Wt. 11 om... $2.94 



Playskool's ‘’Tykeworld 
Lock-Up Zoo” 

for Only *11.44 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK.. 

.. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

lay “Mechanic” 
. includes tools, even a spare tire 

Take-Apart Car $5 99 

A take-apart, put-together car with wood-peg driver and friend. Plastic 

screwdriver, wrench, and jack fit into the top deck of the trunk. Motor 
trouble? Lift the hood and remove the motor block for repair. Flat tire? 
Take the spare out of the trunk, jack up the car, remove the flat, and put. 
the spare on. Or take the bumper, body, wheels—the entire car apart and 

see if you can put it together again. Wood and plastic body with molded 
tires. 8M x534x17 inches long. 

49 C 44458— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ошпсез............... $5.99 

All the fun of a real zoo! There's a large 4-door cage that's 9}4x934x5}4-in. 
high. Removable hardboard panels divide the cage into 4 triangular rooms. 
Hook latches secure the 2 sliding doors; the other 2 doors have sliding bolts 
and swing open. 10%xSx84-in. high traveling cage has removable wheels, 
partitions that slide up or down, and doors that lower to become ramps. 
Cages have birchwood bases, polypropylene-plastic bars, doors, and latches. 
The lion, giraffe, bear, elephant, and hippopotamus all have plastic heads that 
are hinged to their realistic bodies. The gorilla has gangly arms that rotate. 
1534x1834-in. set-the-scene board helps child stage the action. For pretend 
200 visits, there are 2 cars and 4 people of plastic. 
79 С 444690—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . . Set $11.44 

Pound one peg into the top, 
another “pops” out the end 

Go on a play vacation with this family of 4 Nok Out Bench 

Play Camper 97 575° 

Take a trip, camp, rearrange furniture, or have a barbecue with this 21- Most popular of all wood pounding toys. 
piece set. The right side of the camper lifts up and folds back on the roof 12 pegs in all. . 6 stored on the bench 
to expose the attractive interior, decorated with table, 2 chairs, sofa surface and б in the channel within the 
hide-a-bed, sink, stove, cabinet, TV set—all movable. A step ladder bench. Helps teach coordination. 10x 
reaches the two bunks above the driver. Includes patio layout, hammock, 434x434 inches. Non-toxic colors. Like 
barbecue, garden umbrella, 2 wood dowels. Put the patio layout along- everything else in Sears books, it's so 
side the camper and have a picnic! 1834x75(x8)4 inches high. Plastic, easy to order by telephone. 
wood. 4 wood play people. Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 
49 C 44457 Shipping weight $ рошэфз..................... Set $9.97 49C 44584. 52.86 

Load and unload freight car 
with a working crane you operate 

Magnetic Crane Train 
of solid hardwood 

3 
Be an engineer and a loading boss with this 
3-car set. Use the rotating crane to lift cargo 
from the freight car to the "loading dock." 
Freight car carries 8 metal-cored barrels that 
attach to the crane's magnet. 24(x344x20 
inches long. 18-in. cord. From West Germany. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 C 4459. ...Set $3.99 e 

LESS 



Ride'm Toys 

Tiny Bike . . with *'stay-upright'" 

built in side balance wheels 
on front and back 

For just after preschool, just before real school . . a bike 
just like the "big kids" ride. Beautifully detailed with. 
spokes, pedals, chain . . even a sleek “banana seat.” Color- 
ful plastic streamers on the handlebars flutter as you ride, 
Made of one-piece rugged plastic. Blue with white trim. 
24 inches long. Seat height is 1114 inches. 
79 € 445720—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 3495 

Mini Cycle . . with big bike styling 

Toddlers really love the snazzy hi-rise handlebars, vinyl 
grips with streamer, banana seat, and roll-bar on this 
mini cycle. Sturdy tubular steel frame with red plastic 
seat, plastic simulated woven basket, and wide, durable 
plastic wheels. Seat height is 8 inches. Overall, this little 
beauty stands 17x10x14 inches high. 
79 C 44398C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. $6.99 

-= 

L TYKE BIKE 
| on page 4 

.. help the pre-schooler develop 
strength, balance, and coordination 

ATV Explorer 

Rugged indoor-outdoor 6-wheel 
‘all-terrain vehicle” has a steer 

ing wheel that turns both the 
front and the rear tires for maxi 
mum maneuverability. Push 
button horn really "honks" and 
knob on the roof activates a 
motor sound." Equipped with 2 

removable workmen that sit be 
hind the clear windshield. Plastic 
metal parts. 1815x10x13 in. high 
79 €44579C—Wt. 9 Ibs.. .$12.99 

Hitch a ride with your 
friends from Romper Room 

Happy-go-lucky 

Inchworm™ 
is a great friend to have 

All you do is rock in the saddle, 
and he creeps along to wherever 
you want to go. Inchy's a bright 
green with yellow wheels, saddle, 
and derby hat. He's even got 2 
sturdy horns on his saddle so 
you can keep your balance. Holds 
up to 65 pounds, 36x5x19 inches. 
long. Plastic. Buy him the easy 
way—order by phone! 
79 C47949C—W't. 10 Ibs. $11.94 

Mr. Do Bee Rider™ . . even 
has antennae and wings 
Your favorite little guy from 
Romper Room isthe most lovable 
riding toy you could wish for. He 
rolls in all directions on his casters 
and can be ridden both indoors 
and out. Mr. Do Bee is 1744x1 1x 
13 inches long, and he's bright 
yellow and black with red 
"shoes" and yellow "gloves." 
Plastic with metal frame, wood 
handles. You'll love buzzin’ 
around on Mr. Do Bee! 

When — 79 647947C—Wt. 4 lbs... $8.99 

Happy Giraffe helps 

the beginning walker 

"T 

Animated walker-chair encourages the coordi 
nation and confidence of the tot that's taking 
his or her first few steps. By holding on to the 
back of the chair, child gains assurance and 
balance. Chair is a “ride-em” toy . . child can 
sit in it and propel himself with his feet. It's 
even great for TV viewing. Sturdy wood con 
struction, blue molded wheels, nylon “reins. 
Yellow with red spots, Non-toxic colors. Seat 
is 8 in. from floor. 17 498420 in. high overall. 
79 С 44041C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 1785 



Fun is having a playworld 

your own size 

SPERRET 

My Own Supermarket . . 
ready for business with 

counter, cash register . . even stamps 

ips 

Colorful market includes all the accessories and conveniences you 
need. 18x8-in. shopping cart has 2 plastic wheels. Shelf unit is 
20x47 in. high, has four S-in. deep shelves with grocery items 
lith AxiSY4x raphed on each shelf. Checkout counter measui 

in. high, ca: er with sliding drawer, play coins, trading 
stamps: stora; tment for bags on side of counter and 
handy wall phone. Made of sturdy corrugated fiberboard printed 
in red, green and blue. Unassembled. 
79 € 90139C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $7.76 

It tips, it rocks, it twists, it spins across the floor! 
Use it just for fun or as a lightweight rocker, TV seat, 
even a beach chair. Made of rugged polypropylene 
plastic that won't scratch or mar mom's floors 
Measures 18x11x22% inches high. So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 
79 € 90128L—Shipping weight 6 pounds... . ....$4.69 

Storybook Playhouse .. 

Dont Miss This 
CUT’ now’8.99 

Small King 

Riding Toy 

Was $9.99. Easy to drive indoors or out. 
Child turns crank on tower with one hand, 
which activates the drive chain and makes 
the front wheel turn. With the other hand, 
he turns handle in direction he wants to go. 
Tower is on a revolving base and turns in & 
complete circle, so cart can be driven by a 
right or left-handed child. Vehicle body 
is sturdily constructed of automotive-type 
steel with a bright blue baked-on enamel 
finish. Rubber back wheels, non-mar plas. 
tic front wheel. Seat height 4% inches. 
Overall, 13x21%4 inches long. Fully as 
sembled. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 C 4469L. 4 58.99 

with cut-out windows, 

shutters, and Dutch door 

sg» 

48x45x62-inch high house 
or with 48-inch 

d and yellow tulip 
es simplify assembly 

included 
nds $8.89 

Buy Supermarket and Playhouse together. Sep. $16.6 
79 € 90138C2— Shipping weight 26 pound: Both 514.98 

Hand-cranked 
play-cart goes 

forward, backward, 
left or right.. even 
turns a complete 

circle 



nd 
Sold only at Sears . . 

TOOLS: 
* Hammer; 4-way saw; 
* Coping saw with3 blades: 
ebin., Tin. screw drivers; 
+ %-in.x6%-in. wood chisel: 
+ Forged slip-joint pliers; 
+ T-inch block plane with 
adjustable blade. 
Winch awl; gear-driven 

hand drill with 9 bits, 
carry case. 

ACCESSORIES: Protrac. 
tor; 4%.inch "C" clamp; 6- 
foot folding rule; adjust. 
able compass with pencil. 

Power Mite Mini-Tools . . 
mini-replicas of Dad's power tools that cut, saw 
and drill balsa wood and Styrofoam® plastic 

Look at all you get: 
+ 30°-60" triangle; 45*-45* 

triangle: carpenter's 
pencil: 24 pegboard 
hooks; 

+ Square with 90*-45* 7.in. 
rule and built-in level; 10 
sheets of sandpaper: 

* Approximately 100 mis- 
cellaneous nails and 
Screws; 

* Big 24-page instruction 
and project booklet. 

PROJECTS: Wren house 
and book rack kits are in- 
cluded as "starter sets." 

Sears Power Mite Workshop 979" 
with Sabre Saw К 

The junior craftsman can get a 
great start with this complete 
workshop. Tool rack has silhou- 
ettes to help keep everything in 
its place, The 1714x32 inches 
long solid pine workbench has an 
inlaid Masonite Presdwood work 
area. Overall height 44 inches. 
Steel wood-working vise is 
mounted on front of bench 
Shipped partly assembled. 
Bench, Tools and Project Kits. 
79 € 16466C—Wt. 29 Ibs. $23.99 
Bench, Project Kits only (no tools) 
79 € 164670—Wt. 21 Ibs. $12.99 

Power Mite Workshop Set. Equipped with a versatile Sabre Saw (214x3 
inches long) that has an extra metal blade. Just plug saw into battery 

powered bench outlet. It cannot plug into any other hind of outlet anywhere. 
Outfit includes die-cast metal carpenter square, hammer, screwdriver, С 

vise, wrench, building materials. Comes with complete instructions. 
D” batteries (order package below) that store under plastic bench 

top. 11x544x8% inches high 
49 C 16471—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces Set $7.99 
Tools sold below will not work without power-source workbench above 
Q Power Drill. With 3 different-sise metal drill bits. 2x234 inches long. 

49 € 16472—Shipping weight 8 ounces 3249 
3 Cireulor Saw. Cut through large pieces of material. An extra blade is 

included. 214x234 inches long 
49 С 16473— Shipping weight $ ounces 3249 
Materials Kit (not shown). Styrofoam® and project plans. 
49 € 16474— Shipping weight 2 ounces Kit$1.19 
"D" Batteries. Package о! 6. 
49 C 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces Pkg. $149 
96 [Sears] rem 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 1M лон “11.88 

MATTEL POWER SHOP 

Was $12.99. Just plug it in, and the Power Shop is ready to work 
to help you turn out cars, boats, tractors, airplanes and many 
other toys. Runs on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, UL Listed. Lathe 
tool stays stable, "off" switch keeps motor from burning out 
Strong all-metal construction. Set includes 4 tools-in-1 unit, drills, 
saw blades, sanding discs, tool bits, patterns, balsa and pine we 
glue, kits for making toys, and instructions. Unit is 1614x6x7 
inches high. Buy it the easy way . „order by phone 
49 С 16468—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces. Set 411.88 
Wood Refill Kit . . to make even more great toys. 
49 € 16469—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. Kit $1.99 

= Sees 
CARY е N eris 

Tabletop jigsaw . . Styrofoam? plastic panels, patterns 
Cut out a Styrofoam plastic rabbit, airplane . . anything you like 
with Saf-T-Saw. Won't cut fingers. Incl. 22 Styrofoam sheets, pat 
terns, decorations, glue. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below 
49 € 16475— Shipping weight 2 pounds. $4.99 

Extra Styrofoam, 36 pieces, each 6x4x*4« inches thick. 
49 € 16476—Shipping weight 8 ounces. Package$1.19 



e Enough wood, hardware ae s 
supplies for 3 complete projects - 

• Blueprints for 8 projects 
* All necessary carpentry tools 

o Easy-to-read fully- 
illustrated handbook 

Here's a nifty ki k-ےس  
A starter-set for adi ome ge et 
the mini-builder screwdriver, tri-square, ruler, 
Handy Andy® carpenter's pencil, and sand- 

ool Kit paper. Uwe жай EN 
case is 14x5x214 inches high. 

1277 Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 ox. 
49 С 16477... . ... Kit $2.99 

Handy Andy® tool belt keeps Баа banner, saw, coping av, 
Top grain leather ^ tools right at your side for ruler, sandpaper, and 

easy access. Fully-equipped Bal Окур Dueprit hr 
‘ool Belt structions make it casy to build a with 5 tools with hammer, ruler, pliers, 

$ 449 3 
4 and boat. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs, 12 oz. 

without batteries 49C16366- Wt. 11b. 12 oz. $4.49 49 C 16365.............5е! $4.99 

Realistically brawny > 
inch wide Girders. f 

POWERLINE 
Erector Sets 

e Exclusive wide-beam girders are over 1 foot 

long for building really massive structures 

+ Motorized models work by remote-control.. . 

choose the electric or Medis model 

Hundreds of steel plates and parts let you take on the extra big 

projects. Use your imagination to create a futuristic space station. 
Or design a lift bridge, a coal tipple, a giant стале. . many others! 
And all will really work. Both sets include Sears "Powerline 

wide-beam girders for added strength, stability, and authenticity 

Each girder measures 144 inches wide and over 1 foot long. All 

pieces are precision cut, fit, and finished. Nut and bolt assembly 
Saposa motor 

Electric-powered Set. Study the basic principles of engineering 
with this giant 460-piece set. Comes with plug-in transformer for 
steady, reliable power. Hard-working 3-speed motor lets you move 
forward, reverse, stop and start. Dual-action gear hoist ensures 
efficient lifting operations. Transformer is UL Listed for 110-120. 
volt, 60-cycle AC. Instruction book. 
49 C 16075— Shipping weight 9 pounds. Set $19.99 

Bottery-powered Set. (Not shown.) 430-piece set includes 
34peed motor with on-off, forward and reverse control unit. 
Install the dual-action gear hoist for lifting operations. Instruction 
manual included. Uses 2 "D" batteries (not included). Order 
package below. 
49 С 16067—Shipping weight 7 pounds 5 ounces. Set $15.99 
Alkaline "О" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 С 8412— Shipping weight 1 pound. Pkg. $3.29 

Control unit for battery-powered set 



12-inch Tynie 

Drinks 

Wets 

Baby Tynie comes with ber own nursing bottle and 
blanket. She's dressed in bed jacket, diaper and 
booties. Jointed vinyl body, molded hài 
49 € 31585—Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

Fisher-Price Pocket Radios 
Music boxes play as scenes pass 
by. Wood case, plastic speaker 
Each is 4% inches high. 
1 Twinkle, Twinkle Lite Stor 

49 C 44488—Wt. 9 oz...51.99 
Q, Happy Birthday 

49 C44629—Wt. 8 oz... 1.99 

Dont Miss This 

Cut «I now 1.99 

Rocket-Plane Launch Set 
Was $2.99. Blast-off your own 
jet or rocket ship with air-pres- 
sare thrust. 28-in. hose attaches. 
air tank to launching pad. Tubu- 
larcardboard and plastic. 7 inches 
long. From Japan. 
49 С 50071- Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 51,99 

98 [Sears] ke 

Bead Craft Kit 

Loom, beads, thread, needles, in- 
structions and designs included. 
49 € 20438—WL. 13 oz. Kit $1.99 

Woven vinyl basket with handles, 
flowers . . straps on. 10x79 4x65, 
in. deep. Metal bell, hardware. 
49 € 88509—Wt. 14 ог.....$1 99 

© oF 

Amazing Thread-A-Ball 
Bright plastic stitching ball 
teaches eye-hand coordination, 
colorsas halves are joined. 5% vin. 
49 C44633—Wt. 9 o2..... $1.99 

Bag of Letters . . an alphabet set 
that includes 93 plastic letters, 
2 tracks, word list and bag 
49 C 16494—Wt. 1 Ib. 9 ол. $1.99 

222 
s 232 

Folding Wooden 
High Chair 

for your doll 

ж of kiln-dried lumber 

Floral Tea Set 
Complete service for 3 includes 

9 in. by 2014 in cups, saucers, plates, knives, forks, 
n. wide. For р spoons plus covered tea pot. cov 

ot included ered sugar bowl, creamer. Blue 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. and white motif. Plastic 
49 € 33554 $1.99 49 C 10016—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $1.99. 

Pink and White 

Doll Stroller 
This little doll stroller is 
striped like candy cane. 
Vinyl cover and canopy 
wipe clean. Strong steel 
frame. Detachable canopy. 
Folding construction. 16x 
10x25 in. high. Seat is 9 in. 
bigh. Partly assembled. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 с 33028... ~ $1.99 

Rags 'n' Jeans" set. Two 15-in. 
dolls, many ultra-mod fashions. 
49 € 1299—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 оз... $1.99 

Bell rings, drawer opens. Play 
coins incl. Plastic. 7%4 in. high. 
49 € 16189—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $1.99 

Mini-Croaker 

A funny litile plush "frog" that 
fits your hand. Like his big broth 
ers on page 37, but 5 in. long. 
49 C40797—Wt. 8 oz......$199 

Squeeze bulb, lid pops open, figure 
jumps up, then disappears. Sl4x4x 
4% in. Plastic, wood. 
49 C 44355—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $1.99 

Rotaword . . when you spell 
the word, you draw the animal. 

It's great fun spelling an animal 
and drawing him at same time. 
49 € 16495—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 02...1,99 

Design with Spirotot 
A preschooler's Spirograph. In 
cludes all necessary materials. 
49 C 16047—Wt. 13 02.....$1.99 

4-in-1 Craft Kit . . create colorful pictures 

Use sand, glitter, oil and felt to make beautiful pictures that you can be truly 
proud of. Kit includes picture panels, brushes, glue, complete instructions, 
and packets of material for the particular art 
49 С 22793—Shipping weight 11 ounces Kit $1.99 



Wind-up Snowmobile 
This autbentic-styled plastic snow 
mobile scoots over all terrain. Has 

sparking tail pipe, chrome-plated 
parts, permanent key. 9-in. 
49 С 58118- hpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.99 

Lightweight blue polyethylene 
slider measures 18x42 inches long. 
Goes fast on light or heavy snow. 
49 С 85098— Spe. wt. 2 Ibs, $1.99 

2 Slinky Pals 
Slinky Jr, and 13-inch Slinky 
Cater-Puller, They wiggle, they 
st-r-etc-h. Spring steel, plastic. 
49 C 50085—Wt, 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.99 

No-Peekie Hidden Maze Game 
Close lid, roll the ball. The less you 
peek, the higher your score! 
49 С 65585— Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $1.99 

Powerful 
Wind-up 

"Super 
Tractor” 

This 8!4-inch long plastic tract 

oke stack key, sparking 
49 C 58117— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz... .. $1.99 

"8 Вай" 

“Predicts” the future, Ask a question, flip the ball 
bottom window. 

49 C 50093— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz.......$1.99 

REIT | 
Re I 
Mickey Mouse* 
Gumball Bank 

over . . and the answer appears in 

my di high. 
49C51163-Wt. 11b. 4 oz. $1,99 
Refill. 150 extra gumballs. 
49 С 51166—Wt. 130z.. ...99e 

ahtzee 

‘The exciting dice game of skill 
and chance. Get certain com- 
binations to win. Two or more 
players. Scorepad included. 
49 С 65084—Wt, 13 oz. $1,99 

Wind up, toss him as he buzzes, 
then rings. Player holding him 
is out. Plastic. 6% in. long. 
49 C 65172-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.99 

Super Wonder Window 
Place a picture on one side 
of the magic window, a blank 
sheet of paper on the other. 
Look through window and 
the picture appears . . like 
magic. All you do is trace 
what you see. Set includes 

> window, (934x7 in.), 6 pic 
tures, crayons, 4 assorted 
felt-tip pens, instructions. 
49 C 16154—Wt. 1 Ib. $1.99 

bas a powerful 
motor for super-climbing; permanently-attached 

Football Helmets 
Bright red or blue 

6%. Not recommended for regulation play. м 
49 С 29355— Blue— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 2 oz. Fach $1.99 і 
49 C 29316—Red—Shpg, wt. 1 Ib. 2 ог. Each 1.99 

j Floppy-eared Fascinating ` spaniel or 
Mini- a friendly 

‘Swinger schnauzer 

A mystifying scientific demonstra- 
tion of Newton's law of action and 
reaction. Set balls in motion and 
watch the opposite reaction, Steel, 
plastic, 33434344534 inches high 
49 € 65421—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.99 

Jumping Dog 
Wind up a cuddly canine and 

Medical Kit he'll hop around on all fours 
or in a begging position. Rayon 

Play doctor or nurse right at home plush body, Schnauzer or spaniel 
with this medical kit and bag. 59 Choice of styles not available. 
different pieces. 8 inches long. From Japan 
49 С 44527 — Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $1,99 49 C 41083- Wt. 9.02. Each $1.99 

Dont Miss This 

UT +1 Now 1.99 5 
"ШИШ 

49C65499......$1.99 

Donald Duck* 
Puncho 

You couldn't have a ty 
more perfect sparring ^ his body like a proud dancer. - 
partner than Donald Light blinks on his chest as he 
He never hits back- li struts along. 

Made of strong metal and 
plastic, 7 inches high. Uses 2 
“АА” batteries (not included), 
Order package, page 101. 
49C 5103-Shpg.wt. 12 oz. $1.99 

tit [Sears] 99 

yet T gives up. 
Tough inflatable vinyl 
with weighted bottom. 
36in. tall. Wt. 21bs. ол. 
49 С 29325 51.99 
"Dianey characters (Walt Disney Productions 
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Junior K 

A Herd of 
Awesome Animals 

You control their movements by remote 
control . . jaws snap, eyes and mouth glow 

as they lumber along 

[Dont | Bur all 3 y ٣ 
Miss | Save '/ = 9) 
This [only 15.87 ` Фф 



SAVE 'I 
This | Only '4. 98 == 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

Dinosaurs right out of history 
{1 and 2) You can stage the meeting of 2 of the 
fiercest dinosaurs that ever walked the earth. 
Push the remote control button . . they walk 

ard or backward. All plastic. Each uses 2 
batteries, order package below. 

4. T) 8x4x6 inches high. 
49 © 53038—Shpg. wt, 12 oz... Each $2.99 

2, Triceratops. 9x4x4 inches high. 
49 С 53039—Shpg. wt. 14 ox... Each $2.99 

Dinosour Set of 2. Sep. total $5.94, 
49 € 5304—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. Set $4.98 

African and Asian animals of today 

(3 thew 6 ) The rhinoceros, hippopotamus, lion 
and black leopard . . four of nature’s most 
impressive animals . go forward and backward 
when you push the control button. Plastic. Each 
uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below. 
3 Rhinoceros. 71534 inches high. 

49 € 53042—Shpg. wt. 13 oz... Each $2.99 
4 Hippopotamus. 7x514 in. high. 

49 € $3041 —Wt. 11b. 1 oz. Fach$2.99 
Rhino ond Hippo Set. Separately 35.94. 
49 € 51023—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 ox. Set 44,98 

Uon. Sx4x4 inches high. 
49 € 51021 —Shpg. wt. 14 02... . Each $2.99 

6 Block Leopard. &x4x3 inches high 
49 € 51022—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... Each $2.99 

Lion ond Block Set. Separately 35.98 
49 с $1024—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1202... Set $4, 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Soz... Pkg. $1 49 

Junior KARATE ROBOTS 
(7 ond 8 ) These little fellows dash forward on 
non-mar rubber wheels. Turn a backward som- 
ersault as their long arms rotate, pushing them 
back up from a fall. They even “fight” each 
other. Rugged plastic with rubber stoppers to 
cushion falls. Each uses one "С" battery, order 
pkg. below. 325x6 in. high. 

(7) 49 € 51014—Bloe. Wt. 13 oz... Ea. $299 
(8) 49 С 51013—Red. Wi. 13 oz... . . Ea. 3299 
Bive ond Red Robot Set. Separately $5.95 
49 € 51018—Shpy. wt. 1 Ib. 10 os. Set 4, 
"C" Botteries. Package of 6. 
49 € 8406-—Shipping wt, 12 oz... Pkg $1.19 

BOXING BRUTES 

(9 they 11 ) These sports-minded animals are 
always in “training.” Stride forward, fall when 
they hit an obstacle . . arms rotate to push them 
back up again. They even “fight” each other. 
Rugged plastic. Each Sx3x6 in. high. Each uses 
two "AA" batteries, order below. 
(9 ) 49 C 51016—Beor. Wi. 11 ox 3229 
(10) 49 С 51015—Dog. WL 11 or........ 229 
(11) 49 C 51017—Monkey. Wi. 11 оа... 229 
Beor, Dog ond Monkey Set. Separately 36.47 
49 © $1025—Shpg. wt. 2». 1eu.....Set 35,87 
ЧАА" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 C M02—Shipping weight 6 oz. Pkg. 9% 

Dont Miss This 
CUT’I | Buy two 
Now SAVE ‘I 

4.99 | Only '8.98 

Swinging, somersaulting 

Karate Robots 
( 12 ond 13 ) Were $5.99 each. Sold only at 
Sears. Knock them down, they turn a backward 
somersault and use their long, wrench shaped 
arms and ratchet wheels to get back up. Even 

fight” each other. About 7 in. tall. Plastic 
with rubber stoppers on back to cushion falls. 
Each uses 2 "C" batteries 
12) 49 C $101—Red. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
13) 49 € $102—Blue. We. 1 Ib 

34.99 
А 49 

Red ond Blue Robot Set. Separately $9.08 
49 € 51012—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 ол. Set $8.98 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 € 8406—Shipping wt. 12 ox. Pkg. $1.19 

Dont Miss This 

CUT'2 Now '5, 99. 

Giant 13-inch Robot 
Yo by rem 

nerd 

Wos $7.99. This robot emits an eerie mechani 
cal sound, and his eyes flash as be walks along. 
winging his arms. You control his movements 

by flipping 2 switches on the remote control 
attachment. Made of metal and plastic. A full 
13 inches high. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order 
package below 
49 С 5104—Shpy. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz 15.99 
"D" Batteries. Package о! б. 
49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Pkg $149. 

Races around, falls down, gets ba 
the weirdest wheel you eve 

Turn this wild new wheel on and it darts away 
spins around as it picks up speed . . watch out 
it might even chase after you. Measures 7 
inches in diameter: made of non-mar plastic 
Uses two "ID" batteries, order package above 

ur phone 
der “Sears, Roebuck and 

number to call 
wt. 1 Ib. Soz изэ 

>, A "wifi " 



Cheats X fu > Super Bowl Electric 

- Football 
Conference Champions clash 

on 37x20-inch gridiron 

Sold only at Seors. Recreate the excitement of the mighty Saper Bowl as the NFC's Dallas 
Cowboys and the AFC's Baltimore Colts meet head-on. You be the coach . . yew call the 
plays. Metal field vibrates to set plastic players in motion. Exchusive J-tiered grandstand, 
side rail, and one-piece goalposts with Грено мараб бае" conte a aliti алоіа. Set ‘Quarterbacks kick, pass, and carry the ball . - includes an automatic timer, magnetic first down marker with movable chain, 6 felt foot- players block, lacite or receive the ball balls and 4 goal-line flags. Instructions and player identification numbers indeded. Both 

E teams are in their official colors. UL listed for 110-120-vott, i, doy AC. 
79 С €5083,—Shipping weight 11 pounds. ...... 

Jets and Raiders meet 
on 27x16-in. NFL field 

players moving 

elector tells tt is Я Sure- $ 99 Electric 
14 CUT 7% now *6.44 | Baseball er 10% Now 53.97 [a 

Use ac book. 3 

Was $6.97. Р Was $4.44. One player knob to hit 

base 

102 [Sears]: $3.97 



Professional Hockey 

with all these features: 

e Automatic side-mounted puck-drop for 
del: ctior 
anyw 

• Goal signal button pops up 
automatically when a goal 

is scored . . push button down 

to eject puck 

e Big 36x21-inch rink 

along the “boar 

VE 
f Dont Miss This | Sures 
[CUT 10% wow "3.97 / ER 

Hockey game 
with legs 

Pro-League Hockey 
with roving goalies and 
automatic puck drop 

1 99 

Our new polypropylene plastic player 

etal rink 

make T 
shoot ar рах 



e Flashing light 
* Automatic scoring 
* Flipper, 5 steel balls 
* Clear plastic top 

Dont Miss This 
CUT *3.14 Now 12.85 2 

Blast-Off Tabletop Pinball 
War $15.99. Run up the score as you orbit the arth. When 
scoring bumpers are hit, light flashes and score registers on 
dial. Metal, plastic. 27x13x19 inches high. Uses 4 “D” 
batteries . . order package below. Sent partly assem! 
79 C 65451 C—Shipping weight 11 pounds 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 4. 
mo 49 08412—Shpg, wt. 1 Ib... . Pkg. $3.29 

right in your own home. Fire the steel 
ball into the maze of metal scoring bumpers. А myriad of lights flash 
as your hand-operated flipper helps keep the ball in play. “Direct hit” 
into the scoring chute lights up one of the bonus panels. Machine 
has clear plastic cover, plastic legs and body. $ steel balls. Shipped 
partly assembled. Stands about 31x16x 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Buy it the 
79 С 65102L—Shipping weight 25 pounds 

inches high 

Arcade Tabletop Pinball 
Has lights, bell and automatic scoring 

10 = 
Ball hits bumpers, score tallies. Spring-trigger 
ball shooter. Hand-operated flipper helps keep 
ball in play. Metal. 26x13x16-inch high assembly 
with clear plastic top. 5 steel balls, Uses 4 "D^ 
batteries .. order package at left. Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 12 pounds. 

79 С 65013С..... .- 34109 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

54-in. Pool Table 
with the size, feel 
and action that 
develops real 

shot-making skills 
Was $49.99. Sturdy Sx i0x10- 
inch high table with automatic 

ball return, built-in dual-dial score 
keepers, and Y-inch-thick composi 
tion bed. The red billiard cloth sur 
face, same type found on our more 
expensive tables, provides a smooth. 
true roll. Live-action bumper cush. 
ions. Tough molded plastic frame and 
end panels. Tubular aluminum legs 
fold for compact storage. Adjustable 
leg levelers. Included are fifteen 1% 
inch numbered balls and cue ball 
all of solid plastic. T айе and two 
40-inch rubber-tip 
sticks. Partly amembied. Shipped by 
motor carrier or express 

Shipping weight 36 pounds 
79 C 65014N. Set $44.99 

Sturdy 40-inch 
Metal Pool Table 
with adjustable 

leg levelers 

Sealed down to fit in a child's 
room or living room . . it's only 

40x21x28 inches high. Steel frame 
with automatic ball return, magnetic 
scoring markers. Tubular steel legs 
with hardboard end panels f 
storage. Plastic leg levelers. 

d %-inch hardboard playing 
surface with plastic bumpers, molded 
pockets. Sixteen 1-inch solid plastic 
balls, two 27-inch plastic cue sticks, 
rack. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 15 pounds 
79 C 65077 $19.99 

Fold-Away 30-inch 
Metal Pool Table 

Woodgrain finished steel frame 
with plastic comers and pockets. 

Legs fold for easy storage. Cloth 
covered hardboard playing surface 
with rubber bumpers. Automatic 
ball return. 30x17x26 inches high. 
Sixteen solid plastic 1-inch balls (15 
numbered, cue ball), two 24-inch 
tubber-tipped wooden cue sticks 
Molded triangular ball rack and rule 
book included. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all 
79 C65138C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs $14.99 

30-inch Tabletop 
Pool Table 

Child-sim pool table has steel 
construction with a rich inlaid 

look wood grain design. Cloth-cov 
ered hardboard surface with mag 
netic scoring device. Fifteen 1-inch 
numbered pool balls and cue ball are 
molded plastic. Two 24-inch rubber 
tipped wood cue sticks. Ball rack 
30x18x3 inches high. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

79 c 65098C. 1999 



A 54-inch Pool Table 
with rigid 42-inch bed 

Cut #5 to only $44.99 ??? 

50-inch Pool Table with 
sturdy, handsome hardwood frame 

p5" 



A 125-Game Carrom Board 
plus revolving stand for only $6.85 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISHBOOK 
- - all the right answers for holiday shopping 

E — 1 

ШИП f 
ins Eg! AM 

Play 125 games including 
chess, checkers 
and ten pins 

Sold only at Sears 
Ready, aim and flip out your white shooters to send the scoring rings into pockets for points. Reversible board lets you play many other 
games. Board is 26x26 in.; natural finish 3-ply plywood with dovetail 
Corners, net pockets. Wood frame. Revolving wood stand 26 in. 

Wall Ring Toss 

| 
high. 2 cues, rule book, carrom rings, tops, numbered discs, Mies, У 2403 
score tab. 109 pieces. Up to 4 players, any age. 
79 € 65288C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. Set $6.85 3 Tess your rings to the 

d-white-and-blue, Package of 30 extra plastic Согот Rings. Includes rule book Miet 49 C65149— Shipping weight 8 ounces. Box 99 FR puse code АЛИ 

Carrom Bumper 
Ring Game Board 

score wins. For ages 4 to 
adult. Shpg. wt. Ilka 1202, 
49C 65418. .....Set $4.99 up 

Magnetic Toss 
across m $ 
and into posais 4? 

wall-mounted target. 17% x 
17%-in. steel target is 

Kik-it 
Skittles 

Play knock-down Skittles or hockey-like Kik-it Puff Ball Paddle Pool 
For Skittles. . spin top, it ricochets through holes to Squeeze rubber-bulb sirpufer to send cork ball With swinging paddle, try to bat ball into topple pins. Put in kick-sticks . . score goals or block for 10 goal. Keep score with sliding tallies on wood opponent's goal. Player with most shots in Kik-it. Wood board; end nets. 30x14x4 frame. 4 other games too - . Ten Pins, King Pin, opponent's goal wins. Up to 4 players. All 
79 € 65283c— Shipping weight 11 ey 2o. Mg9 Puff Skee Ball, Puff Putt, Hardboard playing sur- plastic. 1 ball, 4 paddles included. 1834x 

face, 24 in. across 4 puffers, 6 balls. Instructions. 184 x4-in. playing surface. > 106 [Sears] cu 79 € 65284C—Shipping weight & pounds. .....96.99 — 79 C65562C—5hpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ss 

y^ > گگگ рн 



Ш 
17%-inch 
Board with 

pegs р s Q 

Seal Pom-Pom Game $4785 
Can you shoot the ball into the moving basket? ш 

Load your cannon with a ball and aim at seal's basket as be “wanders” around game 
board. Player with most balls in basket wins. 1634-in. round metal game board comes 
with 4 plastic cannons, 32 balls and 1 battery-operated seal. Uses 1 "C" battery, order 

Clown 'n Spoon 
Game 

SS Put ball in spoon and 
"feed" the moving clown 

15%-inch board [3 ў 
оп wall B $485 

p 
Use spoon to pick a ball out of 
tbe basket in the clown's arms 

then try to put tbe ball into 
the mouth of the moving clown 
before your opponent. М you 
get them all in, you're tbe 
winner, 1624-18, diam, metal 
playing arena with plastic 
parts. 4 spoons, 32 balls. Clown 
uses 1 "C" battery, mot in 
cluded; order package above. 
Up to 4 players, ages 5 and 

17%-in. board with up. Japan. i Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
ee 79 с 650736. 56% 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 7% Now 12.77 

Pom-Pom Game 
First one to flip 7 

balis into basket wins 
Wes $2.99. Each player gets 7 
plastic balls in different colors. Up 
to 4 players start at the same 
time, and keep shooting until first 
player gets 7 balls in tbe basket. 
He wins. Metal platform is 12 in. 

T. 
$59 in diameter and has 4 spring-ac- 

Ps Pir-resetter Bow! tion levers Plastic basket. For 
| Make strikes, spares, splits . . hit the pins, they fip up . - ages 4 and up. Like everything else 

squeeze the dual-action pin reset and you're ready to roll in Sears books, it's so easy to order 
again. Ball returns through metal housing. 4}4-in. plastic by telephone. 
pins, 3-in. rubber ball. 16x16x6 in. high. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
79 C 29965C—Shipping weight $ pounds. ......... 9529 49 С65277..............% 



Fire your spring-action shooter to 
knock the ball into your opponent's goal 

Battle Ball 

MIS 

Blast tbe Battle Ball toward tbe goal with уез Фоми Ви sesch wit Yos al year epponcet cack 
e have only В ammunition balls and the play is fast-moving . . youll have to reload while you're firing. 

Shooters have spring-loaded (riggers. Game board is 17 x15 inches long. Made ol plastic and metal 
From Japan. So casy to buy when you jent une the phone. 

79 € 650596—Shipping weight 6 pounds v^ 

EA 

(az 4 

Wing it $37 
Set wp the range and targets; then load а chip 
and "Wing It." 2 lunches, 40 chips. Plastic 
49 C 65194— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 ол, 43.33 

Спір Gnop $39 
whack the keys to 
nterringsintoeach 
player empties his 

s. 5x$34x19 in. long. 
49 C 65189— Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12.4... 33% 

|5 ro с 

Тор the Top 

z i » 

Whirl Out 
by Milton Bra 

$3 

inner tells you where to place yo 
с Whirl Out wheel. To 

ur marbles on the wheel . . but if 
nning, marbles will tumble out 

have to start all over again. 13 inches 
49 C6518—Shipping weight 2 Ib 

Ride the Rods 

A challenge to your 

>= $3» free end of the rods 
^ 

Ж 

Y > drop, the higher your 
= core. 18 x19, 

inches wide, Metal. 

"OD Shpg. wt. к. бол 
49 C65289.....$3.99 



Challenges 
“Rock 'em Sock 'em" Robots 
by Marx for only *8.39 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

You're 
in control 

Remove disks one at a time. Be careful, 
ог this happy fellow will topple from of every blow 
his 2-ft. high perch. Spinner tells which 
ic dics 08 opis — e Pa . even KO's 
For 2 to 4 players Ages 7 and up. 
49 С 65029—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... ....$3.99 

Dont Miss This 

CUT II wow*2.97 

Buckaroo by idea 

Was 53.37. Pile on shovel, hat or pick... 
И it's too heavy, mule will kick. Player 
adding last pieceis out of game. Plastic. 
9 inches high. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 65476—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 os. 42,97 

Kerplunk $397 
by Ideal 

Takes a steady hand 
and ken judgment 
Players remove sticks 
from holes in tower 
carefully to avoid caus- 
img marbles to fall 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 5% Now $2.82 
‘(Catapult un $599 

Wrestle Around мю мк 
Wos $2.97. 4-handled plastic ring 
serves as arena. Each player places one 
of his color-coded marbles into bowl, 
and at signal, tries to keep marble 

Quick Shoot 

uum 3 
Up 'n Over 

Each of the 12 segments of the plas- Use trigger-type gum to 
tic base can catapult ball to the shoot marbles into chan 
other side. Players score when they nels and score. Winner is 
succeed in flipping ball through a player who wins 3 rounds. 

from falling through center hole. Last hole in an opponent's segment. Ex- — Plastic. 2 to 4 players. For 
one with marbles wins. 2 to 4 players. — citing action! Ages 7 to 14 all ages. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 ou. 
49 С 65457—Wt. 2 Ibs. 802...92.82 49. 65124—We 1 lb. 3 0z....$2.99 49.6 65496 5195 

Marblehead 
by Ideal 

Oh, Nuts! $397 Beat the Clock 9397 Hands Down 939 
by Ideal by Milton Bradley by Ideal Poke plastic head with your 

Peek and bluff as you try to Players pick a card to determine Draw a card, make a match. dc 
collect 3 marbles of same color. their stunt and time limit. In- Then—quick!—hit the hand Vl et asta phe oe 

Last hand down loses a card i~ 

ner, tree trunk, 4 nutcracker 
trays. A “nutty” game for 2 to 
4 players. Ages 5 to 12. 
49 C 65366-We. 1 Ib. 5 ox. $3.97 

dudes dock timer, blindfold, 
paddle, cups, balls, cubes, discs, 
hoops and more. Accomplish 
over 50 different stunts. 2 or 
more players. Ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65451—Wt. 2 Ibe... .$3.97 

pe 

is empty. 2 to 4 players. 
49 С 65363—Wt. 3 Ibs. $4.37 

ПЕ? [Sears] 109 



Radar Search 

by Ideal 

Go after the secret plans . . don't get caught 

Prowl from room to room inside enemy headquarters, but don't set 
off the security alarm. First player to complete the secret mission 

tokens, dice. Uses 2 “D" batteries, order package at left. 
49 C 65162—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ..... 

2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
Plastic board and 20 marbles. 
About 13x13 in. 
49 С 65174—Wt. 2 lbs... 

Use the “radar scopes" to try to stop the spy ship 

$ 455 == sitet, 

Action on the high seas. Tbe "dangerous" spy, armed with mock anti- 

3299 

radar, tries to get his ships from headquarters to Austin Bay or Grant's ve Be sure to see Quay and back again. Can you capture him? You can track him with the = А Milton Bradley's 
mock radar indicator in your helicopter. The odds are even , . buzzer si es MS the capture. Two-sided 11x13-inch plastic set has scanner with compass Voice of the Митт 
dial, illuminated radar screen and playing field map on either side, tipped | Game sold on 
cables and tracking piece. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order package below. 
Ecctenent and thrills for youngsters ages $ and up. 
49 C 65495—Shipping 2 pounds. . Б 
49 € 105—"D" Batteries. Package of 6 Wi. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

page 7 

Mind 
Maze 

$37 

by Parker 
Brothers 

which 
hold your 

opponent's discs 
Last disc up wins 

Pull the spring-action pegs on both Setup barriers on your side of board; oppo- “Shoot”! the metal balls across the see 
sides of the 11x12-inch plastic playing nent does the same. Then—using magnet— saw into opponent's goal and score. 
box .. and discs fall off, roll down guide steel ball through opponent's maze. 21) in. long. Plastic. For 2 to 4 play 
chute. 2 players, ages 8 and up. For ages 10 and up. Plastic, 14x11 in. ers, ages 6 and up. 
49 С 65535—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14.33 49 C 65493— Wt. 1 Ib. 12 ог. $197 49 C 65233—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz 353.97 

hg Competiti mes by Ide: 

Roll capsules into 
the spinning chamber 

Pick a number 
and seo how many 
times you must pump 

Battlin Tops g $255 
Tumble Bumble 

Pull ring and send tops spinning $37 
into the arena . . tops meet and col- 
lide "til only the winner is left. For 2 Slide capsule down the ramp 
to 4 players, ages 4 and up. 14-inch .. it's weighted to tum over 'n 
plastic arena and 6 tops. over into turntable. 2 to 4 
49 C 65342—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 or.. .$285 players, ages 7 to 14. Plastic, plastic pump machine, 

110 [Sears] 13 in. wide, Wt. 11b. 12 02, Tom nc We T € ot, 
rom LI 49 С 6503... ie SRT 

— а. 



Grand Prix 

$19 

Race down 4 feet of track 
Cars zoom down the track and around the 
daredevil figure-8 turns. Set includes $ cars, 
3 ini ngcable steel “engines”, extra tires Getaway 
and inch long plastic raceway 
49 C 65058—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 ox. ..Set $1.99 Chase Game 

i f Car Pow by ha A try to sidra Uu Bae 
^" m À сора switch to another track and bang bumper of other MATCHBOX"® Catch up with your opponent RF to score. For ages 6 and up. SEZA inch ph 

+ hit his bumper and score cardboard buildings, 2 motorized plastic cars with on-off 
a point . . then switch tracks switch. Uses 2 "C" batteries, not incl., order package below. 
and zoom away. 79 C 65024C— Unassembled. Shpg. wt. $ lbs. а 

Both cars are controlled by "C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
either player, so stay alert 49 С 8406 Shipping weight 12 ounces,........Pkg. 1.19 

Will the car make 
It. or will It hit x 
the spring-wound Bump your opponent's 
pendulum? car.. knock it off 

the track and 
score points Ad ing game that any number can 

play. Take turns sending tbe Superfast car 
down the ramp toward the break-apart car 
n the swingiag pendulum. Will it get past 
or—Car-Pow! Pendulum car биз into 3 
piece. Just ressemble it, wind up the 
pendulum and try again. Plastic stand is 
18x6x18 in. high Comes with 1 die-cast 
metal “MATCHBOX” Superfast car. 
49 © 65592—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 ог... 94.97 

Your cars zip around the track, just like the real ones at amusement parks. But look out—opponent 
may change his car's path at aay time and SMACK! He hits your car and scores. Metal and plastic 
about 38x24 in. 2 plastic cars with on-off switch use 1 "C" battery each. order package above, 
79 С 6556C—Unassembled. Shipping weight $ pounds... .. Ei] 

Roll pucks into scoring areas.. knock out opponent's puc 

Rebound by Ideal 

Zig and zag and 
try to zoom 

опе wrong move and 
Use lever-action flippers to 

you'll drop 
Power Flip $279 

Zig Zag Zoom by Ideal Marble Race Game 3 
Roll the colored balls "round and ‘round down Finger-tip flippers raise sections of track to 
the ramp 'til they reach the big score hole at zoom marbles around S-ft. track. Automatic 
the end. Count up points to find the 
any number can play. Ages 7 and up. 
long ramp; balls. Plastic 
49 С 65125 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

lap-counter stops game when there's a win- 
ner. 29-10. long plastic raceway and 4 steel 
marbles. For ages 6 and up. 
49 С 65224 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 ов......$379 



This table-ten: 
ball never gets los! 

Indoor-Outdoor 
Tiny Tethered Table Tennis 
Was $779. A fast, exciting game you can play 
almost anywhere. The standard-size table tennis 
ball hangs on a bouncy rubber cord that's at 
tached to a flexible steel wire. Wire rises up over 
the 24x32 inch long hardboard table top. Set also 
includes 2 tethered balls, net, brackets, 2 paddles 

"Y and rules. 

79 € 65397C— Shipping weight 6 Ibs... . Set 46,99 

A table-tennis partner 

that never gets tired . . 
returns all your serves . . 

just adjust speed and elevation 

Play Back 56 == 

Improve your table tennis game with this battery- 
operated "partner," Just hit the ball against the 
screen, it drops down, rolls down the ramp and goes 
into the pitching mechanism. Ball is returned auto- 
matically. Set includes paddle, 3 balls, plastic mesh 
net, vinyl screen, metal table and pitching mecha- 
nism. 24x10x20M inches high. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order package below, From Japan. 

Match Point Tennis 

Monte Carlo Bingo 
Just turn the cage and one number 
is automatically selected until 
Bingo! Game includes 16 bingo 
cards, Tisch high metal cage, tally 
board and bingo balls with number» 
Ages 8 and up, We. 1 Ib, 10 oz. 
49 C 65462. TOC] 

From Milton Bradley, Tow it 
"round, but if it "bangs" while in 
your hands, you're out. Any num- 
ber can play; ages 4 and up. Plastic. 
49 C 65026—Shpy. wt. 14 oz... $2.97 

112 [Sears] exe 

79 C 6S012C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs..............Set $6.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of б. 
49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 11b. Som... Pkg. $1.49 

Stadium Checkers 
Turn the ring and try to get your 
marbles in the center first. Game ia- 
cludes a sturdy plastic 10-inch diam 
eter "stadium," and loads of 
marbles, For 2 to 4 players, ages 
8 and up. Shpg. wt. 14 or. 
49 C 6516... 

54239 
Dynamite Shack 4 

From Milton Bradley, Put on the 
big, fumbly thumbs and try getting 
rid of all your sticks before the wind- 
up pop-off roof “explodes.” Incl, 
shack, 4 thumbs, sticks, For 2 to 4 
players, ages 7 to 14. 
49 С 65399—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... $4.29 

Foto-Electric 
Football 
*6” 

Takes strategy to score. 
Select your own offensive 

*° or defensive plays and 
move the viewer to find 
out the results. Game in. 
cludes a spinner for kick 
ing, run-backs and pen 
alti 

Paperboard "stadium 
is 18х131413 in. high. 
UL listed for 110-120. 
volt, 60-cycle AC 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs 
79 C 65021. $6.95 

Box-Hockey 
*6? 

Send wood puck flying 
across the “rink,” 
through the archways 

and Into the "net." Stay 

se puck through 
archways and score 

а goal 



‚Can you get all tho 

Ants in the Pants? 

27 
Each player selects 4 jumping ants of 
оте color. Press the ant's tall and he leaps 
in the air. Land all your ants in the pants 
first and be the winner, 
Game requires minimum skil for ect 

ing All molded Pants 
measure 9x$x13 inches high. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 4 and up. 
49 © 65375—Shpg. wt. 12 02........$277 

Watch out or you'll 
tip the lid 

Don't Cook Your Goose 

129 

Spin the dial to see what color goose goes 
оп what section of the lid. Be careful . 
the lid gets shaky when lots of geese are 
on it. When the lid tips, the last player 
to put a goose on has to take all the geese 
First player to get rid of all his geese wins. 
2 to 4 players, ages 4 and up. Plastic. Buy 
the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 65469—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 297 

Careful . . Don't Break the Ice 
Take turns knocking out “ice blocks” . , but lock out. One square, 
Puen on the pone kates sen сабабаи ааа tm e tha 
"ley waters" is out. "Frozen lake" is made of individual plastic blocks, 
suspended on a 9x9x4-Inch frame. Plastic playing pieces. Exciting fun. 
for 2 or more players, ages 4 and up. 
49 C 65376— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . .............$338 

Get the magnetized 
sailors aboard ship . . 

Ё It's a pretty cagey game. 
your hook and try to 
the bag out—but stay 

i H H 
Hi riii 

ИЧ Ер р asf 

Parker Brothers 
hill climb game Dont Miss This 

CUT 14% Now :2,97 

Snoopy and the Red Baron 
by Milton Bradley 

Was $3.47. Snoopy is under 
attack! One player (villainous Hurry Up 
Red Baron) Gres marbles at 

Snoopy. Other player (Snoopy) (397 
on't Spill th n . fends off blue marbles and lifts 

Nun ЗЯ the: Beans © Я doghouse roof fast enough to Push your marbles 'round the holes to 

top of the hill. First one up wins. For 2 Drop all your beans into the shaky pot 

without spilling it and win. For 2 to 4 PELA ers, ages 7 and up. Plastic. 19 to 4 players, ages 9 and up. 15-ín. high. 
players, ages 4 and up. Plastic pieces. in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs bill. Plastic 
49 C 65164—Wt. 1 Ih. 8 or. s287 4 49 C 65475 $2.97 49 ¢ 65182—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... . $3.97 

catch white ones. For 2 play 

Twister Sandlot Slugger 
From Milton Bradley. Spin From Milton Bradley. Pat ball 
dial to find out where to place on batting ter, aim "Sam" so 
hand or foot. Sounds easy, but fielders can't catch it, and push 
as players move into each button. Spin dial to see if you go 
Other, Hs tough to keep your for a single, double, triple or 
balance. First to foll loses. 24- homer. Player with most runs 
spot washable vinyl sheet is wins. Any number can play; ages. 
6x34 ft. long. For 2 to 4 5 to 14. Ind. 120-48. plastic 
players, ages 8 and up. batter, tee, base 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 az. runners, board and. ball. 

49 С 65027.......:..... $3.97 49 С 65112—WL 3 lbs: $4.94 

Ror 



Dont Miss This 

CUT 5% Now 33,44 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 13% Now 52.99, 

Clue. Wes $3.65. Investigate spooky old mansion, 
find weapons, suspicious characters and clues to solve 

mysterious crimes. For 3 to 6 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 С 6505— Shipping weicht 2 pounds 8 ounces... . 3.44 

Q Risk. Exciting game of strategy and world conquest 
Players control armies that sweep across foreign terri 

tories, capturing as they go. Takes a combination of luck 
and skill to win. 450 army pieces, cards, 6 dice, colorful 
world map board. For 3 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
79 С 65147C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Wild Life, To save the wild animal kingdom from extinc. 
tion, players safari to Africa, search the world over for 

rare species to keep in the гоо. Board, money, cards, dice, 
chips, storage tray, For 3 to $ players, ages 7 and up. 
49 С 65278 — Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ., и. 
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Д Which Witch? Was $3.47. Bewitching trio 
of spooks controls destiny of you and your 

friends. Get into the circle, break evil spell. 
3-D board. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 

12.99 49 С 65564—Shpg. wt, 3 Ibs 

Bornobos Collins. Junior vampires try to 
build “glow-in-the-dark” skeletons, bone 

by-bone. A сойт, 4 scaffolds, 4 skeletons, 8 
vampire stakes, spinner plus a set of spooky 
vampire fangs. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 14. 
49 C 65455—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 52.5% 

6 Mystery Date. Just for girls . . try to as 
semble a groovy dating outfit for the mys 

tery man behind the door. Four possible out. 
fits, 4 possible dates, but be careful . . one 
man's a drag. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to М. 
49 C 65035— Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 12 02. ....$2.85 

See Parker Brothers 
Masterpiece Game on page 7 

17 Ovijo Board. Ask the Mystifying Oracle your ques 
tions about love, school, money, the future, anything. 

Indicator glides to “yes” and "no" answers . . spells out 
the longer ones. For 2 players. Fascinates entire family 
49 C 65051— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 o $2.85 

Concentration, New edition of a favorite family game. 
Match gift cards to reveal sections of the picture-word 

puzzle one-by-one ‘til someone correctly deciphers the 
saying. Exclusive plastic Rolomatic puzzle changer has 60 
different puzzles, 30 prize cards, JO numbered plastic 
slides, over $17,000 in play money. For 2 to 5 players, 
ages 10 and up 
49 С 65037— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 ое 5126 

Double 9 Dominoes. Popular game of numbers for 
generations. 55 finished hardwood dominoes, 2xIx 44 

in. Two or more players can match luck, math ski 
49 С 65152— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. .........3249 



Dont Miss This 

CUT 5% Now 34.4] 

1! Life. Was $4.65. The Wheel of Fate takes you 

through this 3-D world. With 8 autos, $7 mil- 
lion in play money, 32 play insurance policies and 
stock certificates, 24 "Share the Wealth" cards. 
For 2 to 8 players, ages 9 and up. 

= 441 49 С 65034—Shpy. wt. 3 Ibs. $ os. 
11 Sorry. Classic pursuit game with 2 sets of rules, 

easier one gives children an equal chance to 
win. Two to four players, ages 6 and up. 
49 С 65052—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. . $3.39 

12 101 бөте Chest. Handsome leather look case 
holds 101 games . . checkers, chess, Chinese 

checkers, pickup sticks, dominoes, many more. 
49 C 65546—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 02, Set $6.47 

13 Serobbie.® Board, 100 alphabet tiles, 4 racks. 
For two to four players, ages 8 and up. 

49 C 65053—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10.08. .........5397 

NOW 
V Only 
This | $3.39 

14 Battleship. Was $3.87. 10 authenticlooking 
plastic ships battle on 2 separate game boxes. 

For two commanders, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65183—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 ог. $3.67 

15 Avorevation. Each player maneuvers 4 marbles 
around board, trying to send opponents back 

home. For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65036—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 02 $2.39 

16 Percheosi. A backgammon game of India played 
for over 4 centuries . . still a favorite! For 2 to 4 

players, ages 6 and over. 
49 C 65054—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 ог... 5349 

17 The Block Experience. Trace the progresion ol 
Black people, their contributions ía America 

from slave ships (1619) to 1971. For 2 to 6 players, 
an education for the whole family. 
49 С 65578—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 5% Now 3.67 

сэ», $599 

18 Afro-American History Mystery Game. 
‘Travel the course of Black history by 

plecing together 4 historical puzzles, an. 
swering questions from 36 fact-filled cards. 
Rules adaptable to young children. For 2 to 
4 players . . all ages enjoy 
49 C 6546 Sbpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 ог......$4.99 

19 Standard Monopoly. Our lowest price 
in S уеот, Buy, sell and swap real estate, 

railroads, utilities. 2 to 8 players. 
49 € 65039—Shpg, wt. 2 Ibs. 8 ox. . „$3.39 

90) Deluxe, Monopoly. Partitioned plastic 
banker's tray holds money, houses, title 

cards conveniently. For 2 to 10 players 
79 © 6501C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $5.99 
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The “OPERATION GAME" VRBE guine 
by Milton Bradley 
for only $3.66 ??? 

without batteries 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Candy Land $3 
by Milton Bradley 

Requires only a knowledge of basic colors to play. Folding 
playing board, 64 color and object cards. Three girl and 3 
boy playing pieces. 2 to 6 players, ages 4 to 8. 
49 с 65422—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 os. $344 

е „= 
EE 

: $7244 
Pig in the Garden 

No reading . . ideal for pre-schoolers. Spin dial to fill garden 
with food, Beware . . some spins bring pig out to gobble 
food. Vinyl mat playing surface. 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 65285— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 202... e 844 

Patient has hilarious ailments . . your job is Lo operate. You probe to remove patient's " 
unny bone, spare ribs and other parts. If you goof . . nose lights up, buzzer sounds, Ages 

6 and up. Uses 2 "D" batteries (not included). Order package below Fleep House 
49 с 65028— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounce 13.66 $29 
49 C 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz Phy. $149 

from Parker Brothers 

TV Bingo... uses 5255 
TV pictures instead of numbers 

An exciting new game, so easy to play. 
Players call out images on the TV 
screen which match their bingo cards. Drop a Fleep down the chimney; then trj to guess where ee og cA iren the Fleep is hiding. Each door opens to see И yon guessed Ў. Mago cards with dle-cit iore m, right, High impact plastic. 16 Fleeps. Ages 3 to 6. Y pest да bag ааай гис. 49 C 65512—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 ar... .. .......$249 2 to 8 players, ages 4 to 12 

^ 49 C 65133—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 оз. 325% 3 

PLAY NL 

д 
m 

um 

a glass 
nish, а pin 

t.. lû ready — $499 
10-do-tricks 

6 Card Games Scrabble for Juniors Go ќо the Head 5255 
Hours of fun and play +297 of the Class 
with 6 “old favorite” Du Vagos Bene 

Wes $4.99. All props (except coins, pins, toothpicks) card games. 45 cards Start vocabulary building 860 questions and answers 
included. С Jete with detailed instruction booklet and rules for each game. early. Pictures and words in 3 age categories: Junior, Plastic and board parts. Ages 10 and up. Each deck has own plas- on 2 sides. 100 letter tiles. Intermediate ult. First 49 € 65542—Shipping weight 1 pound Set 54.49 tic storage box For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to graduate wins, 2 to 9 

Shipping wt. ПЬ.20а. and up. Wt. 2 Ib. 2 оа players, ages 8 to adult. 
49 С 65105 Set $1.99 49 с 65055. $297  49C65241-Wt. 2 ths. $2 85 



«Favorites 

$499 
Jungle Safari Game by Ideal 4 

Spin the spinner and capture an animal. Pot kim in your comp aer 

Deluxe Cootie 
2” 

'4 
Indoor-Outdoor Game Set 

Plastic.coated table and 2 stools with over 100 games 
Games galore! Checkers, Pyramid, Dial Bingo and many others. Solidly 
constructed corrugated fiberboard (not wood or hardboard) game table and 
2 stools are plastic-coated with stain-resis finish. Just wipe clean with 

damp cloth. 30x18%x15%-in, table folds flat for easy storing, 914-in. high 
stools support up to 200 Ibs. Use table on the beach, for auto trips, picnics, 
or indoor play. All games come complete with game parts and instructions 
packed in a plastic bag for storage. Unassembled. Buy it the easy way 
order by phone 
79 C 65567C— Shipping weight 5 pounds Set и v 

A quick action reflex game. Sturdy 
plastic board features а unique 
Spin-O- Matic color indicator. Dis- 
card your color discs before your 
opponents by placing them in 
empty color wells that match the 
quae appearing on the Spin -O- 

- 2 to 4 players. 
Pret 1%. Boe. 3349 

Don't keep out of this “Trouble.” 
The chase is oo for 2 to 4 players, 
Press Pop-O-Matic cube shaker 

plastic game board. 109410342 payee vce 

in. bigh. For ages Sand ep. 
A 

49 C 65368—Sbpg. wt. 1 1b... 424 



Test your skill with (Aurora) Skittle Games 

Now you can "bowi 
at home anytime! 

Skittle ¿99 
Bowl 

The thrills and excite 
ment of real bowling in 

le "alley" that | 
p anywhere. In 

Be an 

All-Star with 

Skittle 

99 Baseball 

over the field 
in on one of the 

hit" slots, then pop 

Skittle Pool 

e stick 
Even Mom tion the cue ball on the 4 Dad will want to join in the fun. Just p 

in front of the 
balls. To 

and let it go! Plastic playing tal 
return and scoring counter, Triangular ball rack included. Plastic, metal. 2344x23 Mx 
336 inches high. So easy to buy when you use the phone St b 
79 С 65099C— Shipping weight 10 pounds 51499 DM zu. 

at one of the 10 num 
from tbe metal arch 

magi ball and chain. Take 
е swinging ball ba 

is covered with real felt and has automatic ball 
ered plastic р 

Skittle Tennis 
It's like playing 

Skittle peddie tethorbel 
Score Ball Two can play Skittle 

tennis without a net 

to a pole on an elastic 
Just like Skee Bal tring. Players try to 

in the penny arcad к sed yrs ge 

Each player gets $ shots per round. The ponent rectic 
object is to send a ball up the ramp 
and into one of the scoring slots. High 
impact styrene. 32 34x14 Mx1034 in 
79 С 652750—Sbpg. wt. 4 Ibs.... $6.99 

inserts you can play shuffleboard, 
pool, skill ball, horseshoes, 

horse racing 

All on one Gameboard . . . 
8-in-1 Alley Game 

$ 8” 

plenty of action for 
built into 

Toss Across . . . it's 
tic-tac-toe with bean bags 

Wes $9.43. Up to 8 people can play u 
Toss your bean bag at one ol 9 rotating 
quares on the plastic playing field. Each 
quare has a blank, “X” and “O” side 

First to turn up 3 "X"s or "O"s in a 
row wins. Field is 19x19-in. 8 bags 
79 € 65365C— Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... $8.94 

CUT 5% now $8.94 $8.99 



11-Рїесе Tea Set Snap-on Beads Humming Top Train Set 

Cute little Gina has a vinyl This toy tea set includes Washable and squeezable Pushing down plunger setsit Colorful mini-train set in- 
head with rooted hair, painted tea pot with cover, sugar plastic beads are brightly humming as it spins. Bright dudes: engine and coal tender, 
eyes, and polyethylene arms, bowl with cover, creamer, colored to delight baby. multicolored metal top is 8 tank car, boxcar, flat car with 
legs and body. No choice of cups and saucers. Plastic. From Hong Kong. inches high. From West 2 vehicles. Molded plastic 
drew color. From Hong Kong. From Japan. Wt. 1 Ib. Shipping weight 6 ounces. Germany. Shipping wt. 7 о. 20x2 in. high. W. Germany. 
49 С 52036—Wt.70m....94c 49 С 50136. Set Me 49 С 50166... Me 49С 50146..... 94 49052102 —Wi.6oL.... Me 

 مجمس

Low-priced 
Favorite | 

Binocular- ll%-inch 
Periscope Set Dump Truck 

Secret-agent binoculars Sturdy plastic truck 
and periscope are made hauls and dumps. Blue 
of plastic, with plastic and gray. Deep-tread 

Milk Bottle, Pegs, 
Rag Doll Squeaker Hammer 

This happy little gal is — Baby learns eye-hand co- 
1134 inches tall and bas ordination with рер, 9 
a snuggly cloth body. іо. milk bottle, stays hap- 
From Japan. py with squeaking ham- non-prismatic lenses. 8 tires. From West Ger 

Shipping weight Joz mer, Non-toxic plastic in. long. Hong Kong. many. Shpg. wt. 15 oa. 
49 С 50133 9% 49C50161-Wt. 5 оғ Me 49 C 50145-Wt, 1002.94 49 С 50116. 94е 

um 

See-Through Tap-A-Ball Toss Game Play Rings 6-Car Racing Set 

Telephone Pop the levers and try Just squeeze handle af Multicolored plastic — Spring-gate sends 3 
Plastic phone lets child to get the S colored catcher and ball shoots rings stack 10 in. high. racers down "track" 
watch gears turn and bell balls in their matching ош. 2 plastic balls and Base rocks to and fro. when chute opens. 3 

ered vinyl; wood. From ring as he dials. 9x8x3-in. slots. Plastic. 7x3x4 in. catchers. From Hong From Hong Kong. racers, 3 mini-racers 
Hong Kong. Wt. 7 oz. From Singapore. high. Hong Kong. Kong. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Shipping weight 7 az. — 10x9x2in.W.Germany. 
49 с 50135. Me  49C52049-Wt. Gor Me  49C52029-Wt Hoz Me — 49 C 50143.......94с 49C 50147.......94с 49C 52099-WL60u. Me 

= 

ra 

U.S. Map Puzzle Educational Zoo Hurricane Lantern Big Beat Guitar Puncho Silly Putty 

Ofcial Rand-McNally 12-pc. 200 features hand- Plastic with glass lens, Plastic guitar really Knock him over, he The genuine silly stuff 
map of the U.S. shows painted animals with wire handle 7 inches plays. 19-inches long.  popsbackup.26inches that stretches like taf- 
capitals, boundaries, etc. — backgroundsoftbeirnat- high. Uses 1 bat- White and gold color, tall; inflatable vinyl fy, bounces like rubber 
When completed, puzzle ural habitats Plasticani- tery (not included, see Has 4 nylon strings. Bottom weighted with . . even picks up pic- 
measures 24x14-inch. mals are 1 to 3 іп. long. pg. 116). Hong Kong. Hong Kong. Wt. Sos. sand. Wt. i Ib. 2 о. tures from comic strips. 
49053069—11b.4oz94c 490 52048-Wt. 6 oz. Me — 49C52028-Wt.120z94c 49С 50142........94с 49 С 50097. 94c 49С 53065-WLA 02. Me 
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Sears Plastic 
Playground Delights 

. indoors or out 
the fun never sets 

Fun Forms 
Sold only at Sears 579 

Step ’n Slide 

5655 

Ro R ve Ro R t. o LL ¿ut 

= m Acrobat [CUT +1.02 von +16.97 
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(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Playall™ 
Colorful plastic pieces 
that interlock to make 
dozens of rugged toys 

With a little imagination, you're on a 

teeter totter, a slide, a horse, or even under 

a tunnel. It's easy just arrange the pieces. 

into any shape you want and get ready for 
hours of fun. Side inserts let you hold om. 

There are no rough edges sturdy poly. 
ethylene won't mar furniture, won't rust. Each. 
piece is about 28 inches long. 12 inches wide and 

10 inches high. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. 

3.plece Set. Blue, orange and green. 

79 С 89415N—Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs. Set $19.99 

2-piece Set. Orange and blue. 

79 С 89414L—5hpg. wt. 16 Ibs. Set $13.85 

Rock ’n Roll 
Big 3-piece ball becomes 

many happy toys 
Sold only at Sears 

2 Psst! We have a big plastic “just-for-fun™ 

surprise for you . . so come on let's have a 
ball. Roll along on a huge wheel, swing on a 

stand-up rocker, crawl through a big “donut” 
you can even set a table for your friends. Of 

course there's more, but we'll let you discover 
that for yourself. 24-in. diameter ball snaps 

together easily 
79 С 89416N—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. Set $22 99 

Tippy Turtle 

A big plastic play companion 
Sold only at Sears 

3 Нез friendly, happy, gentle and gay 
and most о! all he loves to play. Climb up, 

slide down his back or flip him over and sit in 
his lap . . you can almost rock him to sleep. 
3314x20x1614-in. high. 
79 с 894128—Sbpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 3999 

Step 'n Slide 

Climb the steps, slide down or crawl 
through the "tunnel". Bright orange-col 

ored slide made of rugged plastic has no 
sharp edges. 28x1514x1914 in. high. 
79 C 89404 8—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $685 

Fun Forms 
Sold only at Sears 

B You can climb through a tunnel, walk on a 
fence, or ride on a stand-up rocker. Three 

bright, creative plastic shapes interlock easily 
to build just about anything you can imagine 
17ж13х18-ів. high. 
79 € 894130—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Set $7.99 

inp Wen attis no 
Alkaline "C" Botts. Pkg. ol 4. 
49 CM411-Wt. 8 оз. Pkg. $249 

Fury Palomino is. 
a big 38 inches long 

He “runs” like the wind, and can't wait to take 
adjusts to change. 

Spirited young Mustang in 
popular 26-inch size 

3 Handsome buckskin borse is sized for children. 
from one year up. He's 26 in. long, and saddle. 

is M in. Has realistic blanket, reins and 

зЁмМажяшгج  

24-inch long Palomino 
for younger riders 

9% 
Beautiful golden pony is just the right size for a 
little cowboy or cowgirl, 17-in. high saddle. Hi. 
impact polystyrene body is durable and wash. 
able. Tubular steel frame is 336217 in. Non 
mar plastic “feet”. Partly assembled 
79 С 89001C—Shipping wt. 11 а. 3999 

Aerobat 
Wes $16.99. Roll back and. 

Smooth tangerine-colored 
polyethylene goes indoors or. 
out, About 35x29x12-im 
wide. Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. 
79C89403N....... 

SHIPPING NOTE, BOTH 

New “Galloping” Bronc 

+ «rolls as you ride 

СЫ LS 

"type 
heavy-duty lock-clutch coaster action. 
Rugged body 
washable. Sturdy steel frame. 24x14x27-in. 
overall. Sure-grip handles for better control 
and easier riding. 
79 € 86054N—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.......$13.87 



"Plasticast" Casting and 
Embedding Set for only $8.99??? 

Preserve your treasures 
in clear plastic blocks 

e jewelry and im 
la the liquid eive paperwei 

2 Pkg. $3.99 

9 Plosticost Extra Molds. 4 floral-type molds 
© 49 с 22386—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. Set $4.99 

Extra molds 
for coasters, 

spoon caddies 
and napkin 

Create op-art in seconds . . Art-A-Matic 1455 = 

Just squeeze out paint, flick on plastic 
\ \ turntable and make splashy mod paint- 

| ings in an instant. Has 4 reusable bottles 
| of “hot color" non-toxic paints, 3 mat- 

board frames and 25 art boards (5x7 і). 
Uses 2 "D^ order pkg. below. 
49 € 20059—Wt. 2 lbs 12 ox... Set $4.66 
Refill Kit. Four bottles of non-toxic 
paint and 36 artboards (5x7 inches). 
49  2138—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 or... Kit $1.99 
"D" Botterles. Package of 6. 
49 C 805—Wt. 11b. Son... .Phg. 149 

CUT +1.14 Now *7,85 

Mosaic-style Crystal Art 

Was $8.99. Make beautiful sun-catching gom 
window decorations . . just pour crystals into 
metal frames and bake in the oven. There's 3 holiday 
less mess because the solid crystals "melt" molds 
and barden in the frame. Set has 6 frames 

(dog, fish, butterfly, lower, cat, grapes), 
6 containers oí plastic crystals, hanging 
wire and more. 4 to 6-in. high frames 
49 © 2047$—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 ox... Kit $7.85 

"4° 



a E m Make lamps out of 
Candle Creations Wood Wagon Kits 
* All candles can be softly scented right out of the Old West 
* Each set has complete directions - 
for simple candles or colorful ” 
special effects 3 

7 decorative molds ж 
plus equipment 

imagine. Set includes 434 Ibs. of wax; 6 pellets 
‘of non-toxic coloring; reusable molds; wicks; 
wick rod; and sandalwood scent. Mix colors 
for different shades or special marble effects. 
Boiling pan with long handle and spouts also 
included. Instruction booklet gives illustrated 
directions and dozens of candle-making de- 
sigma. Ideal for ages 8 through adult. 

Use under adult supervision. 
49 С 22634—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. Set $7.99 
Refill Kit , 3 Ibs. wax; 36 In. of wicking. 
49 С 22635—Shpg. wt. 4 ba. ......Kk 1.99 

4 novelty molds 
plus equipment 

Д Mold and decorate a wide-eyed owl, а 
primitive Tiki statue, a decorative musb- 

room or a colorful square taper candle. . they 
make such distinctive decorations or fun gifts. 
Set includes 4 reusable molds; 2 Ibs. of wax; 
wicks; special melting pot and assorted scents. 
Non-toxic wax paints are also included. In- 
structions. Everything you need to create 
6 delightful candles. Ideal for ages 8 through 
adult. Use under adult supervision. 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 or. 

49 С 22732........... Set $7.99 

Holiday Candle 
Refill Kit 

Use with set (4), above. Extra molds, wax 
wicks and paints for making a jolly San 

Claus, Snowman and Christmas tree са 
Incl. 2 Ibs. of wax: 4 wax paints; 3 reusable me 
wicks. No scenting. Use under adult supervision. 
Buy it t way—order b: 
49 С 22407 Shipping weight 5 Ib Kit $4.99 

ud SE ER 
1 Rustic wagon lights up under the beige cot- 

ton cover. Just assemble pre-cut redwood and 
pine pieces. Beige plastic wheels. 7 inches high. 
Uses 40-watt bulb (not included). 110-120-volt, 

AC. 
49 С 22585—Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 од. Kit $4.99 
Covered Wogon without light. 
49 C 21851—Shpg. wt. 15 os. Kit 2.99 

6-in-1 Craft kit 54,92 
Make jewel box, “flowers,” doll clothes, decoration 

A really versatile kit. Make a lovely jewel 
п gem box adorned with imitation gems; 
whip up some doll clothes with the Cherry 
Pie Knitter; decorate a headband, bracelet 
and barrette with Flower Pops; or make 14 
colorful paper flowers. Take wood sticks 
and create a picture frame and wagon 
planter; or do coaster and mat projects with 
Millie Mats 6 boxes 
49 € 22492—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz 

everything you need. 
Kit $4.99 

5-in-1 Craft Kit 
Make picture: 
ank and leat 

There's so much to do . . you с 
handsome leather comb case, c 
key caddy; 2 mosaic tile coast a 
log cabin bank. Or try the Hootin' Owl yarn 

burlap picture and Нар 
v. All materia 

with instructions. $ 
49 C 22384-—Wt. 2 

de > 

Stack ant "houses" 
any way you like 

Set has 6 modules (5441434 in. 
high) with built-in magnifiers, 
sand, food, eye dropper, feeder, 
tweezers, instructions and cow- 
pon to send to factory for ants. 
49 € 20146— Wi. 2 Ibs. Set $4.99 

Old-time stagecoach is topped with a decors- 
tive light. Preprinted beige shade, cord 

trim. Beige wheels. Uses 40-watt bulb (not 
incl). Assemble pre-cut redwood and pine 
‚pieces. About 12 in. high. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 C 21852—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 ox. Kit $5.49 
Stogecooch without light. 614 inches high 
49 € 22636—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 ox. Kit $3.99 



Genuine Leather and Split Suede Kits 
Pieces are pre-cut so projects are easier to make 

$499 
Top-grain Leather Kit makes 9 gifts 4 

Pre-cut leather pieces are punched, ready for lacing. Make billfold, key case, pen and pencil case, 
54-inch wide belt that fits waists up to 36 inches; 3 different coin purses, comb case with 
comb. Includes lace, lacing needle, illustrated instructions. Keys, pencils not included. 
49 С 21811—Sbipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces............ E 

Moccasin Kits 
1 Swede Steerhide Leather Hopi-style Boots. All ages love the soft, 

sporty look and comfort of fawn color moccasin boots. Pre-cut 
parts with J/inch attached foam rubber insoles, waxed thread, 
lacing needle, shoe laces, instructions. Girls, women state shoe rise 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Boys, men state one sise larger than regular sise. Belt $99 
49 С 2390F—Shipping weight 12 ounces. E Kit $5.49 Kit ки 
9 Sueded Split Cowhide Moccasins. So casy to make, so much fun Маке a bold buckle 

to wear. Palomino tan color pieces are pre-cut and ready for you Бей, top-grain cowhide 
to sew together with tan cotton laces. Attached simulated leather 
insoles. One pair, plus instructions in each kit. years. 
49 C 21861—C) 15j-in. wide belt. An- 
49 C 21862— Child's Large (sizes 1-3). Shpg. wt. 8 oz. tiqued brass-plated 
49 С 21863—Child's Extra-large (sises 314-5). Wt. 8 oz. metal borse shoe buck: 
49 С 21864— Tccn's Small (sizes 5-6). Shpg. wt. 10 oz. . 369 — le Fits waists to 36 in. 
49 С 21865— Teen's Medium (sizes 7-8). Shpg. wt. 10 ог. 3.69 Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 21866— Teen's Large (sizes 9-10). Shpg. wt. 1002....... 369 49022833 52.99 

Y 

Fringe Pouch Bag $499 
l with Medallion m 

Extra-long fringe swings from chest- 
nut brown sueded split leather bag. 
Suede pieces are spot and wrinkle re- 
sistant, precut, punched, ready to 

stitch. Bag 711034 in. Cowhide neck- 
lace medallion parts, ponybead trim. 
Waxed thread, needle, instructions. 
49 C 22824—Wt. 1 lb. 12 os. Kit 34.99 /7 

Fringe Shoulder $4749 
Bag and Headband ы. 

Chestnut brown sueded split leather 
parts are spot and wrinkle resistant 
pre-cut, punched, ready for stitching. 
Bag 94x13 in. Shoulder strap adjusts 
t040-in. Headband fits all sizes. Brass 
plated metal D" ring, and rivets, 
‘waxed thread, needle, instr 
49 с 21814—WL 1 Ib. 8 az „Kit 36.49 
124 [Sears] Si 
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49 С 2261—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. .....Kit 56.99 
Voc-U-Form Refill. 90 colored plastic sheets. 
49 С 22611—Wt. 8 os. Wer $2.49.. Pkg. $1.99 

Gemstone Jewelry Kit 
Over 25 semi-precious stones, 
for free-form and inlaid jewelry. 

А 

led 

о ke 

EH 
i | | Ё E 
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Polish stones to а sparkling shíne . . then pet to pretty use in ring, cuff link, the 
bar and key chain settings ое mount oo display in your home. Everything you 
need in one kit . . 9 assorted jewelry settings, electric tumbler, assorted agates, 
grinding grits, polish, cement, tumbling barrel with lid and liser, plus a packet of 
select stones including Indian blood stone, fade, rose quarta, amethyst and garnet 
Rock collectors can polish their own findings, tos Tumbler with plastic homing 
is 6X(x6x4 inches high. UL Listed for 110-120-velt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 C 20471— Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces... «ces Kit 312.85 
Temblestone Refill Kit, Contains tumbling barrel with Bd, assorted agate rock, 
grinding grits, polish, 5 jewelry settings and packet of "pem" stones (same as above). 
49 € 21628—Shipping weight 2 pounds. Kit $299 

Gem Workshop 
Grind, shape and polish jade, tiger 

eyes . . 12 semi-preciou es in all 

3-speed electric 
making Е 



2-octave 
Electric 
Organ 

with 24 keys 

$24” 

Portable tabletop 
model with 6 

and 6 minor chords 
Volume control lever 
Brown wood color cab. 
inet and music stand of 
high-impact plastic 
23x12x7 in ‚es high 
Instruc song book 
included . . match keys 
to song book numbers 
to play. Wt. 14 Ibs. 
79 C 664050. .. $24.97 

кин 126 [Sears] zz 

4 swinging plastic and metal instruments 
with a groovy wood-grained finish 

Sold only at Sears 

3-octave Electric Organ 
with plastic cabinet that looks like wood 

just switch it on, adjust volume, match keys 
to songbook numbers and start to play 

47° о 213777 

9 Keyboard features 37 full-size black and white keys, volume control. Six 
major and six minor chords give a wide range of harmony. High-impact 

polystyrene construction with rich woodgrain texture. 291411215130 in. high 
Comes with а set of 4 wooden legs and matching upholstered bench. Seat 
measures 17x13x15 in. high. Instructions and one song book 
79 с 66409 —Shipping weight 36 pound: 47.97 

Orgon above, without bench or le 
79 € 66407—Shipping weight 22 pound: $37.97 

Set of 3 extra Music Books. 45 songs in each book. Everybody's favorite tunes 
Sentimental Songs”; “Christmas Carols"; “Folk and Country 

49 € 66524—Shipping weight 14 ounces Set $3.99 
NOTE 

Electrical items on page UL Listed for 110-120-volt, @0-сус\е AC 

Trap Drum Set 
with bass, snare, 
tom-tom and 
special effects 

314? 

3 Pound out the beat 
on 20-in. diam. bass, 

9n. snare and 6-im. 
tom-tom drums. Reso 
nant tone block, break 
resistant beating sur 
faces and heavy-duty 
pedal and beater, In. 
cludes 7-in. cymbal 
cowbell and triangle 
About 29x12x32 in 
high when set up. 2 
drumsticks, instru. 
tions. Shpg. wt. 10 Ib 
79 C66413.....51497 

Guitar 
with nylon 

precision gear 
matic tuning 

87 

Gears help keep it 
tuned longer. 3 

metal-w d strings 
and 3 nylon strings for 
a resonant sound. High 
impact styrene with 
laminated simulated 
woodgrain face. Guitar 
measures 1014131x 
$114 inches long. Pick 
music book, instruc 
tions, Xirpm tuning 
record 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 
79 C 66411C. 18.97 



Dont Miss This 
CUT "3.10 Now*8.87 

Baby Grand Pianos 
Piano and bench are made of hardwood 
with lustrous woodgrain finish. Keys in 
clude both sharps and flats. Sturdy etal 
tone rods and wire music stand, Includes 

book to aid in playing, From 
der by Buy it the easy way 

Wos $11.97. 36-key Piano with bench, 
Piano 14%4119%4x20% in. high. Bench is 
10 in. high. Partly assembled. 

58.87 79 C 66664C—Wt. 9 lbs 
46-key Piono with bench. (Not shown 
Piano 1744x2114x20%% in. high. Bench 
is 10 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 € 666736— Wt. 13 Ibs. $15.97 

18-note Colored Chime Xylophone 

$4” 

Eighteen colored tubular steel reeds pro 
duce clear, chime-like resonant tones 

Made of walnut-finisbed. wood with three 
plastic legs. Complete with 2 wood mallets 
Color-coded music book makes it easier to 
play complete songs. About 1844x1155 inches 
high. From Japan 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
der by telephone 

Shipping weight 
49 C 66401 us 

Instant music maker for all 5 

49-hey Spinat Piono. Children can develop 
natural musical talents, learn to play their 

favorite songs on this precision instrument. Full 
width keys: 4 octaves; chromatically tuned for 
greater range. Heavy cast iron tone bar with 
precision ground alloy steel tone rods provides. 
Tull sound. Color-coded song book and key chart 
included—make it casier to learn simple tunes. 
Sturdily constructed of maple stain-finish ply 

wood. Gracelully turned wood legs rest on foot 
blocks. Piano measures 31x13x24 inches high. 
Matching bench has convenient lift top and 
storage compartment . . sturdy hardwood ply 
wood construction. Measures 1519113 inches 
high. Shipped by motor carrier or express. 
79 € 66636N—Shipping weight 38 Ibs... . $39.95 

Q 37-ey Spinet Piono. Plastic see-through 
front panel allows view of tappets striking 

tone rods. Metal tone bar. J octaves, chromati- 
cally tuned, Hardwood plywood construction 
finished in walnut. Wood legs 2234110312014 
in. high. Color song book and color key chart to 
simplify learning. Matching bench, 11%4x6%4x10 
in, high. Shipped motor carrier or express. 
79 € 66674 8— Shipping weight 22 Ibs... . 124 85 
3 25-key Spinet. Cast-iron tone bar. 2 octaves, 

chromatically tuned. Wood and hardboard 
construction finished in gold-color and black. 
Overall 16%x1044x18% in. high. Bench meas 
ures 9x528%% in. high. Music book included. 
79 € 665231 —Shipping weight 15 Ibs... . $12.85 

5 = 
Wood Zither 

36” 
ы 

Features 8 bass buttons for 
rhythm. 12 white and 8 black 

keys. Opens 
closes to 11x 

ages—song charts placed 
der strings let you play imme- 
tely. Guitar has 16 metal 

strings and geared tuning. High 
gloss finish on wood body. In 
cludes 10 song charts, tuning key 
playing pick and extra strings. 
16x9x2 inches. From Italy 

bout 16 inches 
x6 inches wide 

Arm and hı 
incl. Ragged 
tic with silver 

ping weight 3 Ib А zed body. F 
49 C 65418 1699 49.6664 t 01.37.99 

20-key Accordion Y 

It’s 29 in. long 
with a natural 

wood finish; veneer 
nt, back. 5 wire, 

n strings. 
Shoulder cord, tun. 
ing pegs: zinc plat 
ed tailpiece 

produces full, 
resonant sound 

Folk Guitar 

$39 



steel-reinforced neck 

79 C 664151 

Set of 3 extra Music Books. Adv 

Festival Electric 
Organ from Italy 

hipping weight 11 o 



Dando. and à hissing cymbel 

5 Get with the big beat with this professional- 
like drum set. Break-resistant Lyf-Lon™ 

i it 1 d 
T H | i I 

The Psychedelic, Flashing 
Light Drum Set 

6 Wos 314.99. Multicolored print on 
bead with flashing light inside gives 

delic effect. Durable plastic Tuffbeat® 
beads 20}4-inch diameter bass Hi 

Hil "i Mi | i n H [e is i ñ 
z Н d £ $ 

E i H 5 £ 

cowbells and 2 iridescent coated cymbals, in- 
duding a hissing cymbal for dramatic musical 
effects. Steel frames. Also included are two 15- 
inch high quality hardwood drum sticks and 
is 

Professionally styled Snare Drum 

with throw-off snare strainer 

stable Mylar® plastic 
id for fine tuning 

5357 
Blend fine tone and crisp. 
response for really great 
percussion sounds. Drum 
has beautifully trimmed 
plastic shell. 14-inch diam. 
eter, 6lginch deep drum. 
Sturdy steel tripod stand 
adjusts to various playing 
heights. Set comes com 
plete with balanced 15- 
inch wood drum sticks and 
instruction book. Ages 6 
to 15. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
79 C 666340... Set $13.99 

*Go-anywhere" 
3 ally 

Use with batteries or plug it into 
wall outlet with adapter, below 

"182 
Here's the go-anywhere, play-anywhere portable cassette 
tape player. Complete with “play,” "stop," and volume 
control. Has F.F. (fast forward) lever to advance tape 
rapidly. Durable plastic housing, 6x2}4x10 inches high. 

also uses longer playing 
cassettes, Runs on AC adapter 49C66422 (or 6 "C" bat 
Plays cassettes listed below 

teries, order 2 packages below). From Austria. 
49 € 6676— Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 4 
49 C B411— Shipping weight 8 ounces 

Adapters for cassette tape players 
UL listed for 110-120-v., 60«. AC. 
Femoie Adopter. For camette 
player 4906676 above. Also former 

no 
model 49-6606. 
49 С 66422—Shpg. wt. 10 or. 

Pre-recorded 
Cassettes $196 
by AMPEX an 

Pkg. $2.49 

Cassette Player 

So easy to operate. 
>. Just slip in cassette, 

~ close door . . and play 
AN 

$18.99 

Sh4-ft. cord, plastic housing. Japan. 
Male-Pleg Adopter. For other cassette. 
players (models 66765 and 6670). 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
49 C 65407 $299 

Play for 12 to 15 minutes. Sealed in durable plastic. 4x2}4x3¢ in. thick. Wt. єз. 2 oz. 

Gee's, and Iron Butterfly . . one song each 

49 C66715—Creedence Clearwater Revival. 
Fortunate Son; Feeling Bine. One otber. 
49 C 66716—Led Zeppelin. Whole Lot of Lovin"; 
Heart Breaker. Two others. 
49C66724—350*. Brooklyn Bridge, Lovin’ 
Spoonful, Ohio Express, 1910 Fruitgum Co. 
49 © 66766—Jomes Taylor & Original Flying 
Mechine. Night Owl; Rainy Doy Man. 2 others. 

49 C 66767— Jimi Hendrix. Freedom; Клу Rider; 
Axtroman. One other. 

49 C 66760—Sth Dimension. Loves, Lines and 
Angles; Time and Low. Two others. 

49C65769—Creedence Clearwater. Who'll 
Stop the Roin; Troveling Band. Two others. 

49 C66771—The Association. Along Comes 
Mary; Cherish; Windy; Never My Low. 

Twe separately total $3.82. Buy ony 2 for 53.72 
49 С 66783—Three Dog Night. Joy le the 
World; Sunlight, Two others. 
49 С 66773—Jomes Taylor. Fire and Rain; 
Sweet Baby James; Steamroiier. One other. 

49 C 66774—Led Zeppelin. Immigrant Song; 
Celebration Day; Gollews Pole. One other. 
49 € 66775 Neil Diamond. Kentucky Woman; 
Solitary Man. Two others. 

49 C 66776—Portridge Family. I Think I 
Lave You; I'm on the Road. Two others. 
49 C 66728 — Romper Room Lovghing Book and 
Safety Book verses; Princess ond е Pac. 
49 С 66729—PvH, the Magic Dragon. 1 more. 
49 € 66731— Pinocchio; Sleeping Beauty. 
49 С 66747—Block Beauty; Puss ond Boots. 

49 С 66748 Thumbelina; Peter Pan. 

49 С 66779— Wizard of Oz, Big Brown Beor, 

"iz [Sears] 129 
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“Close ‘п Play” Phonograph 
by Kenner for only *6.88 777 

without batteries 

Big Sound Electric Phonogra 
table „А 

Stereo Set 
with 2 speakers 

$ joo 29 
Separate speaker Controls regulate sound for perfect 

balance . . low-distortion amplifier for clearer sound 

Plays stereo (or monaural) 45 and ^ Rubber-padded turntable of chrome plated 1-speed Battery-operated Phonograph 
334-rpm records so you bear each steel. Plastic dust cover protects 14 4x9 Их 

stereo channel separately and Sin. player, Each 4-im. ferro-ceramic 
An excellent first phonograph for kids—it's so easy to oper 
ate. Just place 45-rpm record on turntable, press “on-off 
switch and close lid, Needle attached to lid . . tone arm sets 
itself at start each time lid is closed. Comes with synthetic 
sapphire-tipped needle. Lightweight plastic case, 9191494 
inches high. Uses 3 “Р” batteries, not included. Order pack 
age below. But it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 66461—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces.. . . .$6.88 

y. Floating ceramic stereo speaker enclosed in accoustically trea 
with synthetic sapphire cabinets, 10x6%(x4 in. deep. Plug-in con 

le is gentle even o your finest nections extend speaker units to 8 ft, apart 
lereo records, Metal tone arm has Plastic housings, metal tr 

finger lift. 4S-rpm adapter 79 С 667620—Shipg. wt. 11 Ibs... Set $29.99 

4-speed "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. „Pkg. 149 Phonograph with 

5 records and case 

24" 
Plays 78, 45, 3334 and 16-rpm гес 
огфз. Two synthetic sapphire 
tipped needles—one for 78 and one 
for LP. Large 5x3-in. speaker gives 
full hi-& sound. Bass/treble tone Pul AN 
Control, speed selector. Plastic olds зы 
turntable with built-in 4S-rpm 
adapter. Fiberboard (not wood or 
hardboard) case is washable, scuff- 
resistant. 1234x1034x5% in. high. 
Fiberboard record case, 74 (x&M4x 
7% in. high. Five pop-favorite 45- 
rpm records tostazt your collection. 
79C65427C-Shpy. wt. 10. $24.76 
Phonograph only. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
49 C 66429 $22.76 

Compact 4-speed 
Record Player 

21 8” 

You can play any standard гесо 
you have 
from: 78, 
Р dot 
so records cannot slip, built-in 45 

stereo г M-lach speaker 
deliveér full, clear sound 
selector. High-impact pla 
has modern, sleek design. 1 
inches high 
49 C 66425—Wt. 5 lbs... .$18.99 

NOTE: Босае Phoncorasha UA PL, Ores AC. 



967° zz 
2-octave Portable Organ 

“Go-everywhere” organ has 25 color-coded keys, 25 brass reeds. Red plas. 
tie case 14x6x5% in. high. On-off switch. Color-coded music booklet in 
eluded. Uses 3 "D" batteries . . order package below. From Japan. 
49 € 66591—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces 36.76 
49 C 8405—"D" Botteries. Pkg. of б. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.....Pkg. 149 

$34 

Trumpet Piano Xylophone 
Make music with 17-in. metallic Piano bas 21 color-coded keys. Wood, 
finish gold color plastic trumpet. with plastic top. Xylophone has 12 
Has 8 different colored valves, color-coded chime steel reeds. Plastic 
8 tuned reeds. 3&song booklet Базе. Measures 1434x1134x3 in. high. 
held by plastic lyre. Two wash- Color-coded song book, 2 plastic mal 
able mouthpieces. lets, 3 plastic legs included. From Japan. 
49C66424-Wt. 1 Ib. 10.08. $3.44 49 C 66403—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... $4.99 

Giveachid $444 
the gift of music 4%. 

Each set has 15 delightful 45- 
rpm records , . 79417 )4x794-in. Rhythm Band with All-American 
high case with ban- 5 instruments. Marching Band 
dle holds up to $0 records. $597 3 $299 

ти 
Children's Records 

Assortment of 15 favorite 
stories, songs and games. 
A9C66697-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oc. $4.44. 

Christmas Records 

Assortment of 1$ Christmas 

49066421-WL 1 Ib. 8 oz $4.44 

all height 21 in. For ages 4 to 12. 
'nassembled. Snoopy 
79 С 664260—Wt. 6 lbs.. Set 5597 Trap Drum 

Set 

Из fun for the whole Start your own band 

and 
pair of Lin metal суп — darinet. 11-inch diam- 
bals, S-in. metal triangle eter metal bass drum 
with striker and bolder, with attached cymbal 
wood tone block and and shoulder cord, wood 
mallet, and a double drumstick and one Amer. 

— ^ jingle dog.  Sbpr- 
2 c Shpg. wt. 2 Mbs. So. lbs $ од 

49C 66691....Set 5592 — 49 C 6642. .... Set 3299 

29-inch Guitar has wood fiber 
sound chamber for deep tone 

Sets the mood for strumming and singing your favorite cowboy songs. 
Endorsed by Roy Rogers. Pictures of Roy, Dale and Trigger on 29-inch 
long guitar. Made of wood fiber, finished in ivory color with maple-toned 

ji -lasting 

Syndicate, Ine., 1900 

ican flag. Shpg. wt. 3 



7 "Za Z0000M" Play Engine 
Я by Marx for only $3.99 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
..all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Roll along with the mighty sound of a battery-operated “motor”. It 
adds a new thrill to bike riding. Single-cylinder case made of hi-impact 

“Sears, Roebuck 
49 C 8511—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. ...,.....,..... $399 
“O” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 8405— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ............ Pig. 149 

Add exciting motor sounds. 
to your bike, trike or pedal car 

Fasten to rear 
brace of tı 

h to rear of Fasten to frame 
cle pedal car of bicycle 

\ Steel 
\ Coaster Wagons 

with non-toxic fire engine red 
enamel finish 

"500" Wagon. Double-disc steel wheels 
with ball-bearings are designed to give 
extra smooth ride. Sturdy steel construction 
withstands rough treatment. Big 10x1.50- 
inch puncture-proof tires with push-on hub 
caps. Fit-grip handle for extra comfort 
36x17 1x44 inches deep. Sent unassembled 

Shipping weight 30 pounds 
79 с 85511С иә 
"400" Wagon. Nylon-bearing wheels have 

* — sMxllSinch semi-pneumatic tires for 
$ 99 cushioned coasting. Measures 34153454 

inches deep. Sent unassembled 
Shipping weight 24 pounds 

79 cassıac 3999 

The 
with ball 

500 

t / Only AA 74 
pt for a Wooden 
This | Stake Wagon 

Converts to a coaster wagon 
. . just remove the wooden side panels 
Finest hardwood side panels are weather protected 
with varnish. Semi-pocumatic 10x1.50-in. tires and 

ee Fit-grip handle. Green 
finish. Roomy 36x16)5x914-in. high. Unassembied. 

Sears best 
13-inch 

Converta-Bike 

The king of the sidewalk 
bikes. This one has a 2 

coat flamboyant yellow with 
lime overspray finish 
gleaming chrome-plated 

wiwy" bar, hi-rise handle 
bars and fenders. Glitter 
vinyl banana saddle, anti 
slip grips and streamers 

Rear coaster brake gives 
better control—coast with 
out pedaling, or stop quickly 
Easy pedaling  nylon-bear. 
ing wheels with 134-in. semi 
pocumatic tires. Removable 
Sin. training wheels. Partly 
assembled. Wt. 25 Ibs. 
79 875131 $24.99 
13-In. Bike without coaster 
broke. Wt. 25 Ibs. 
79 С 875161 $19.99 

Standard I3-inch 

Converta-Bike 
2, Easy-riding bike has tub 

ular steel frame with 
fenders, white enamel 

semi-hi-rise handlebar: 
black vinyl hand grip. 
Black metal saddle; white 
trim. 154-і.  semi-pnen 
matic tires on nylon-bearing 
wheels. Removable Sinch 
training wheels. Yellow 
Partly assembled. 
79C87511C-Wt. 24 Ibs. $16.99 

10-inch 

Chain-drive Bike 

3 Easy-pedaling bike has 
gleaming chrome-plated 

hi-rise handlebars and cobra 
fenders. Vinyl 
1%%-in. semi-pne 
on nylon-bearing wheels 
Red striped tires, Metal 
saddle. Removable 4inch 
training wheels. Hot red 
Partly assembled 

Shipping weight 20 Ib: 
79 € 87509 sun 
NOTE: Before oróering be pure ù 
же How fo Order Correct Sire on sage 134 

GT Scooter 
has 

ball-bearing 
wheels 

OF 
hi-rise handlebar 

ng lasting 8}4-in, semi 
pneumatic tires, Body has 
bright red enamel finish. All 
ied parts for durability 
Flip-down stand, sure-grip 
foot brake, 35x32 in. high. 
Unassembled 

Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 
79 € 855150 $6.99 



Move out on our best 13-inch 
Sidewalk Converta-Bike 

Has everything from rea 
oaster brake to racy 

chrome-plated ''sissy bar 

and twin tubular crossbars 

Wild, new chain- 

driven speedster 

. sold only at Sears 

"237 
Flashy “two-wheel 
er” has double tu 
bular steel frame for 
added strength and 
direct chain-drive as 
sembly for casy ped: 
aling 1034x234-in. 
molded plastic tires; 
simulated mag-type 
wheels. 

Chrome-plated bi 
rise handlebars; 
chain guard. Deep 
embossed black plas 
tic saddle, Flam- 
boyant red; yellow 
overspray. Partly as 
sembled, Wt, 25 Ibs. 
79CBTSISL...$23,99 

UNIS CLES Б 

Joa balance in one place, 
Instructions help you de- 
velop super skill. 

‘Whitewall 1,75-In. pneu. 
matic tire, chrome-plated 
trim on rim aad fork; pad- 
ded blue and white seat of 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

Shipping weight 16 Ibs. 
79 C 880041. $24.88. 

Wide 20-inch wheel 
.. deluxe 

pneumatic tire 

s] 75 

A real challenge to 
your skill as you speed y 

along, make quick turns, 
or even balance in one 
place. Sporty features in 
dude chrome-plated trim 
on rim and fork; pneu 
matic 1.75 tire and red glit 
ter banana seat of wipe 
clean vinyl . . adjusts from 
31 to 37 inches, tilts up oc 
down. Sent partly as 
sembled. 

Shipping weight 13 Ibs, 
79 с 88005C. $1745 

16-inch wheel 
with flat tread tire 
for better control 

:97* 

G Snappy looking cycle 
has 16-in. ball-bearing 

wheel . . greater safety be- 
cause you can start slow, 
speed up as you gain skill 
and confidence. Vinyl-cov- 
cred banana seat has black 
trim; adjusts from 27 to 
32 im. 1.75-im. semi-pnew- 

matic tire . . rugged steel 
red tubular fork. Sent un- 
assembled. 

Shipping weight 12 Ibs. 
79 C B8001C. 1974 

Sturdy Steel Balance 
Poles for all unicycles. 

+22 

7 Chrome-plated poles 
confi 



Sears Bike and Trikes 
. . for beginners 

BIG RIG 5] 3% 
р Sold only at Sears . . all-terrain i 

vehicle with truck-like styling 

Durable truck-trike has extra-wide tires for real "dig-in" trac- 
tion. Sturdy steel tubular frame, molded construction-type 
steering “wheel” and big molded plastic bucket-type saddle. 
1034-inch front wheel; 7-inch rear wheels have nylon bearings f 
for casy, quiet pedaling. Construction yellow, green, white and 
black trim. Vinyl pedals. 26 in. long; 24 in. high. 
79 € 87031L— Shipping weight 15 pounds... . из 

Dont Miss This 
5 =ч! 

79 € 87057C— 16-inch front wheel... . Кл robs nas 6.77 

Molded plastic 

Tough Trike 

Wax $777. Ideal for pre- 
schoolers 2 to 4. Simulated 
headlight and speedometer, 
twinfork hi-rise handle. 
bar. Molded plastic wheels. 
оп steel axles. 8-inch diam. 
front wheel; Sin. rear 
wheels. 22 in. long. West 
Germany. Partly assem 
bled. Green. Wt. 7 Ibs. : 
79 € 87001С. 

10-inch front wheel. 
79 С 87046C—Wt. 17 Ibs... . 99.66 
12-inch front wheel. 
79 С 870470—Wt. 18 Ibs... 10.66 

` AG-inch front wheel. 
79 C 87048L—Wt. 22 lbs... 12.66 

NOTE: All trikes and bike on 
this page, except (79 C 87001С 
above) have tubular steel frames; 
vinyl hand grips, pedals; adjust- 
able saddles and semi-pneumatic 
tires. Sent partly assembled. 

79 C 875010 Shipping weight 16 bs, 
^mi IE A 

Dump Trike How to Order Correct Size 
all the fun of TRIKES 4 tricycle and - 

Gh | Avene а dump truck too adm | 
Eoin 1510 17in. | 2103 7» AN iem | 2юз $ 
16inch | 191021 in. | 3105 

Sold only at Sears = 

Easy-to-reach handle allows child to remain seated as he Training Bike SIDEWALK BIKES | releases dump cart. Sturdy steel frame; chrome-plated Wos $10.99. Sturdy, good-looking—a perfect — Г 5455 Tee 
semi hi-rise handlebar and front fender. 8-in. front tire; first bike. Metal frame has semi hi-rise handle- Men Sie Ball ot Foot | Ae 1 
634 in. rear tires. Simulated spoke wheels, Bright red; bars, vinyl hand grips, metal saddle. Nylon-bear- Winch |12to16in.]| 2103 
white saddle. 2534 in. long. From Spain. ing wheels with 154-inch semi-penumatic tires. 12inch | 151020 in. | Sand ue 
79 € 87019C— Shipping weight 9 pounds $7.99 Removable 4inch training wheels. Bright red NOTE: Add excit x : Add exciting motor sounds = enamel finish, gleaming white Cobra fenders. to any bike or trike. See page 132 | 134 [Sears] Z7 39.99 for the Za Zoooom Play Engine. | 



Take a fun field-trip with Sears *Forest Friends" 

.. animal decorated Activity Centers 

5-ride animal-theme 
With a buddy swing, 2 swings, $ 
glide ride, 7-foot slide and 

even a “forest” tent 
Enough room for 7 youngsters to ride and slide. Climb the steps, sit on top 
platform, give a push and “WOOSSH" you're heading down the smooth 
7-4. slide. Share the fun with a friend on the buddy swing or glide ride; 
both have 2 plastic seats. Enjoy thrilling rides on the 2 swings . . they're 
steel reinforced plastic for added strength. Or, just relax in the water- 
resistant "forest" tent . . makes a perfect dub-house too! Four 744-06 
long legs; 834-ft. long top bar. 2-in. tubular steel frame with multi-colored 
baked-enamel finish. Base area about 9x1234 ft. 
79 C 72152N—Unassembled. Shipping weight 94 Ibs..............$47.99 

Shaded Steel Sandbox 

Pretty and rugged 16” 

Colorful water-resistant canopy provides shade for four “diggers”. 
Heavy-duty steel construction with smooth slat seats. Multi- 
colored baked-enamel finish. It's 30x44}4x45 inches high. Unas- 
sembled. Sand not included. 
79 С 71508C— Shipping weight 34 pounds. ............. $16.99 

Міпі- 88 Playcenter 
With a swing, slide, shaded 
picnic table and chalk board 

A toddler's delight! Plastic swing seat is steel reinforced; has chain protectors and 
safety strap. 494-0. steel slide with slat platform. 4-seater picnic table has a 
canopy; chalk board has a clock face, chalk, eraser. Baked-enamel finish. Sx8-(t. 
base area; 58 in. high overall. Use indoors too. For ages 2 to 5. Unamembled, Sent 
motor carrier or express. 
79 C 721538—Shipping weight $8 рошмб................. EE 



A 42-inch Jaguar 
Sports Car with so many 

“details” for only $17.99??? 4 

Ё +13“ 

Pedal-powered Sports 
Car is filled with fun 

re's working action all around 



SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Molded plastic Super 
Cycle with banana seat 

Sold only at Sears 

This sassy pedal-driven 
three wheeler has exciting 

motorcycle styling. Realis- 
tically detailed “motor,” ex- 
haust pipes and rugged 9-in. 
plastic tires. 1234-in. high 
seat. 25x14x18}4 In. overall. 
West Germany. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 
79 С 86033. $8.99 

Pinto Pedal Car 
with rugged steel body 
Q Hop behind the wheel 

and cruise down the side 
walk. You'll get a smooth 
ride on the long-wearing, 
molded rubber tires. Has 8- 
inch metal wheels, steel hub 
caps and nylon bearings that 
never need oiling. 33x9x15 
in. high. Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 23 pounds. 
79 C 86089С.........$13А4 

Gulf Gas Pump 
. . gallons register 

as bell rings 
З Crank the pump and fill 

"er up or check the “air” 
in your tires. Realistically 
detailed with extra long 
gas” hose and "air" bose 

with pressure indicator. Dur. 
able plastic. 18x11x6 in. 
high. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 C 88507 $34 

Sleek and Sporty 
Stingray has a 

molded plastic body 
Sold only at Sears 

The young sportster's 
favorite. 37 in. long pedal 

car has simulated hood 
latches and molded plastic 
tires with silver-colored hubs. 
Steel axles and steering 

ipie weight 10 Ibe 
C B60471. $9. 

Heavy molded plastic 
Dune Buggy with 
4-inch wide rear 
racing wheels 

5 Wos $12.77. From its 
colorful decals to its 

sporty hub discs, this 3334- 
in. long pedal car is a young 
racer's delight. Rugged body; 
steel axles and steering 
mecbanism. Adjustable easy- 
pedal action. Polyethylene 
plastic wheels; rear wheels 
are oversized racing slicks. 
Partly assembled. 

Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 C 86003. 51177 

SHIPPING NOTE: All "N" 
items (as 79 C BE008N) sent 
motor carrier or express. 

Dont Miss This 

Buy Tractor with Trailer 

SAVE #4 опу 29.98 

( 6 ond 7 ) Separately $33.98. Ball-bearing chain 
drive for smooth, easy pedaling. facite kas ba а 
semi-pneumatic tires on rear; S-in. dual front wheels 
with molded rubber tires. Adjustable seat. Even has 
4 spark plugs with "wires", Mustang orange with 
black, white trim; 38x24327.in. high. Trailer has 7x 

white trim; 23x11 in. wide Partly assembled. So 
‚easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
79 C 86081N2—Sbipping weight 51 Ibs. Set $29.98 

T 
OE. Shipping weight 40 lbs. .... 269 

7 Trailer only. 
79 С 86066C-Shipping weight 11 lbs. ..... 6.99 

Tough plastic Tractor 

and Trailer 
over 4 feet of fun 

9 d 

This bright red and green combo is 
ready for any hauling job. Easy 
pedal-drive tractor has big 9-in. 
plastic and rubber tires. 14-in. high 
seat, deep-dish steering wheel and 
allver-colored “motor”. 26x15x21 54 
in. high. Molded trailer has 654-in. 
plastic tires. 2634x1494 in. high. 
From West Germany 
79 С 86041L—Wt. 14 Ibs.. Set $9.87 

47-inch Steel Sold only at Sears : x 

wave ДОЎ? 17 
From Rs УКА ur to ke dno ‘body Gh Kat 

workhorse. 

ey 1711344 Partly assembled. Jo acoso Shipping weich 34 punta 31999 ra [Sears] 137 

сеи - E 4 



“Ihe years most exciting ‘rechargeables’ are 

LOOK THEM OVER 

The fun car of the beach 
takes to the sidewalks. 

LECTRA U 
DUNE BUG | 

; $ 27° 

NA 8 > Move out at 2 mph or shift into reverse 
2 With its bright styling and realistic details, this built-for-action di 

is im a class by itself. Steers like a real car with stick-shift for 
reverse lever and deep dish steering wheel. Step on the accelerator and go. 

ict plastic body has simulated bug-eye lights and 
chassis supports up to 
ed under the seat. Re 
ing page. Partly asem 

327.85 

Answer the ringing phone to learn the location Go ahead! 
of the next “emergency,” shift into drive and you're off Check out that Vid engine $ 

BELL TELEPHONE LECTRA IV 
SERVICE TRUCK SCREAMER DRAGSTER 

:385 „ou. 

you in touch with the “office” as you drive 
up to 150 Ihe Hera а^ 

Dash mounted telephone keep: 
Hi-imp plastic body suppe young racer 

ly detailed к wheel, realisti 

79 € 6519N— Partly assembled 
252 Alkaline “С” Batteries. Pkg. of 4 в 1 unde 

138 [Sears] rm 49 C8411 —Shpg. wt. $ ox Pkg. $249 79 С 86503,—Shipping weight 20 pounds 
Partly assembi 



CHECK THE EXTRAS 
* Simulated chrome mag 

CONSTRUCTION 
BUGGY ACCESSORY 
37% $5? 

SAVE #3 
Only $40.84 

(1 and 2 ) Separately $43.84. Looking for a rugged all-purpose | 
construction vehicle? This unit sports a front-loading dump that 
really works and а 15%-in. crane with controls for arm and book 
Supports up to 150 Ibs. Goes forward or reverse at 2 mph. Re- 
charger; battery guaranteed for 6 months. 32x16x16in. high. 
79 € 8651512—Shipping weight 19 pounds. Set $40.84 

1 Construction Buggy only. (With Y Crane Accessory only. 
dump, battery, recharger). Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 

79 С S6513L—Wt. 18 lbs. ....337.85 — 79 C 86514С 35.99 
(3) 49 С 88506—Plastic Hard Hot. Fits all sizes. Wt. 13 оз... 1.69 

^w 

You'll be ready for any safari 
or even a quiet ride down the block LECTRA III 

SEARS JEEPSTER POWER BIKE 

215 N 55 
BATTERY GUARANTEE 

Need a vehicle that can take it when the road gets — Gvoltrechargea! Hop on the simulated leather seat, press the accelerator and breeze 
rough) Sears economy-sined Jeep has a 239(x12Mx — anteed for 6 months ac along at 2 mph. Gleaming chrome-plated handlebars and sissy bar 
12)-In. high rugged plastic body with molded plastic electrical falluro, or return for — Meblight the hot lime fih. 2944x15)4x20)4-in. high body is 
wheels. Authentically-styled Joep has simulated bead- free replacement rugged hi-impact plastic; supports up to 150 Ibs. Molded plastic 
lights, radiator, and a" deep-dish steering wheel knobby tires. Recharger; 6-volt battery is guaranteed for 6 
Travels along at 2 mph ... just step on the accelerator. Replacement Battery. Super months. Partly assembled. 
Forward only. Holds up to 100 lbs. Recharger; ге Power® battery fits all Sears 79 C 969020—Shipping weight 18 pounds $29.85 
chargeable 6-volt battery guaranteed 6 see and Eldon Poweride recharge 
guarantee, right. Partly assembled. able cars. Spill peool. NOTE, BOTH PAGES: 
79 C 86516C—-Shipping weight 13 pounds.....$21.85 — 79 C 86523C-Wt. 3 Ibs....$7.99  Rechargers ULL 20-volt, cycle AC «x [Sears] 139 



Pump lever about 20 times, shift to "go", 
mann tut hoop pumping lor longer Hace 

New at Sears! Drag Chai 
Pedal Go-Cart 

Zips around on big 8% -inch plastic wheels with mag- 
type covers. Bright red plastic seat and grill oa 
chrome-plated tubular steel frame. Deep-dish steering 
wheel with born and S-position pedal adjustment. 
36012141214 in. high, Partly assembled. 
79 € 86086C— Shipping weight 16 Ibs. 51499 

140 [Sears] 22, 

Build it yourself 
Go-Cart Racer Kit 

by Marx 
Sold exclusively $ 

at Sears 

All you supply is the lumber and labor 
. . and its off to the races 

Sleek go-cart racer is a do-it-yourself project that 
can be completed with ordinary hand tools. Just lay 
full-sized patterns on wood and cut with handsaw 
you can even design your own custom body. 51x23x25 
inches high, wben made from pattern. Varnish or 
paint finished racer and you're ready to roll. 
79 С B6058C— Shipping weight 9 Ibs. Kit $9.99 

Uu $B 
Tot-size 

Battery operated 
Locomotive with bell 
Locomotive can alo be used as a foot-powered 
ride-on toy. Rugged plastic, 2881411 in. high. 
Black; red, gold-color trim. Order battery below. 
79 С 865220— Shipping weight 8 Ibs. заве 

4-volt Bottery. Up to 8 hours service. 
49 C A0)—Shpg. wt. 11b. боа............$3119 

(SHOWN ON OPFOSITE РАСЕІ 

Dont) only 19.85 
155 | fora 50-inch 

This | x-II RACER 

Grand Prix-styled body 
with pedal assembly that 
adjusts for child growth 

1 For sleek, race car styling and 
períormance look to Sears 

Formula X-I] racer ‚ . it's in the 
winner's circle. Hi-impact plastic 
body has deep-dished steering 
wheel, detailed dashboard, padded 
bucket" seat and even a custom. 

like rear "engine" with $ simu- 
lated intake pipes. Rugged steel 
chain-drive provides real “dig-in 
power to rear wheels. Giant S-in. 
front, 93-40, rear molded plastic 
racing" tires on silver-colored 

hubs, With 8 colorful race-car de 
cals. SOx2Sx17 im. high. Partly 
assembled. 
79 C 86052N— Wt. 18 Ibs. 589.85 

Thunder Chopper 
3-wheel dragster 

with rear “racing” tires 
Q Bie, low-slung chopper has a 

hi-impact plastic body with 
contoured seat and sissy bar 

diebars, Heavy 
bly gives positive action to 814-in. 
front, 8-in, rear plastic wheels for 
easy pedaling. Silver-colored hub 
discs. 34x14x23 inches high, Partly 
assembled. 
79 С 860518—Wt. 11 Ibs... $16.99 

2-wheel Cycle 
Molded plastic body, 

removable training wheels 
Y Makes a perfect “first two 

wheeler” bike. Body and wheels 
of rugged linear polyethylene, 
Working parts of metal. 114in 
wheels; detachable training wheels 
with rubber tires. 35 in. long. Part 
ly assembled. 
79 C 86039C— Wt. 12 Ib... $11.87 

Sears Chopper 
One-piece plastic body 
with Dune Buggy styling 

This sporty 3-wheel chopper 
has a rugged linear polyethyl 

«ne body to resist nicks and dents. 
Simulated beadlight, exhaust and 
hubs are silver-colored. 9%4-in. 
front, 734-in, rear plastic wheels 
Steel axle. 35x133 32094 in. high. 
Partly assembled. 
79 € B60590—Wt. 8 Ibs.. ....$9.99 

Mini-Chopper 

Molded plastic body 
with “rake” angle handlebar 

Wild little speedster has hi-rise 
chrome-plated handlebars with 

simulated shock absorbers, Padded 
contour seat. 9-in. front, &in. rear 
plastic wheels. Chrome-plated roll 
bar. 25x14x17 in. high. Partly as 
sembled. Allow 10 Ibs. postage”. 
79 C M043L. sus 

Shpg. Note: “М” (as 79 C 86082 
sent motor carrier or exp 



Take the lead with easy-pedaling 
chain-drive Speedsters 

2 Heavy-duty steering ass 
tor easy handling 

€ 

All drive parts covered 7 
for safety and neat styling м, б 

SS e 2 

- »-] 
y ۰ i 

М ЗА 

3] 
2-wheel Cycle 

+ s] 1 



Competition-sized V32-scale Racers 

Eldon's 25 foot Double 
Bank Race Set 

4 
$ 99 

Big roadway can be rearranged into various courses for 
plenty of sports car action and excitement. Take high 
banked turns at nearly full speed without «pinning out. 
Set includes two 514 in. long molded plastic cars, two 6- 
volt speed controls that plug into track. Lap counter, 
fences and bridges add realism. 36 pieces of plastic and 

= metal roadway, nylon supports, decals, screwdriver and 
instructions. 6-volt power pack is UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., j 
Catalog Sales” for number to сай. 
49 € 96091 —Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $27.99 

2 Custom 
^ Bc 

Buggies 

Lap-counter 
keep: 

V32-scale racer 
shown actual size 

> 

Layout fits about 
5333-100 area 

Bplece 
Bridge Set 

Eldon's %42-scale Cars, Accessories 
M (1 thru 6 ) Cors for Sets on this page. High RPM Dyna 

Mite® motor, detailed plastic and metal body. Simulated 
chrome trim, rubber tires. Each about 514 in. long. 

Shipping weight each 5 ounces. 
(1) 49 С 95144 —Camaro. ums 
(2) 49 € 95141 —Stingray 444 

n А з (3) 49 С 95142— Mustang 444 
„зз В (4) 49 € 95147—Super Bug. зла == Eldon's Dune Buggies roar AV (5) 40 E 96148 Does Das re 

over 13-foot course (6) 49 € 95146—Snowmobile. 544 

Blast down the straightaway, into the hairpin turn, and over Trock ond Accessories for Sets on this poge. Metal and 1 the bridge for another lap. 514 in. buggies have whip antennas plastic. Track sold in packages of two. 
and decals so you can dress ‘em up. Set includes 26 pieces of 49 € 95152—Stroight Track. Shpg. wt. $ oz. Pkg $119 plastic and metal track, two speed controls, start and finish 49 € 95133—Cursed Track. Shpg. wt. 601... Pkg. 149 
flag. Fence. bridge set, two cars, serewdriver and instructions © 95151—S peed Control. Shpg. wt. 6 oz... Each 1.88 m 6-volt power pack is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60<., AC 49 € 95217—45 Hopmp Kit. Wt. 5 оз. Kit 119 142 [Sears] me 49 090091 Shipping weight 8 bs. 12 os c 



deliver big raceway action in your home 

Revell's 30-foot Hi-Bank Raceway develops twice 
the power of any set we sell for full-speed runs 

thru the nearly vertical 240? bank turn 
$33 

Super-hot Firebird 400 and Cougar СТ.Е Set includes 32 pieces of plastic and metal 
streak down the Sfoot straightaway into interlocking roadway, piers, supports and 
the high banked turn. Slg-inch long cars fences. 12-volt power pack is UL Listed for 
have high RPM 12-volt motors for all-out — 110-120-volt, @O<ycle AC. 

Shipping weight 16 pounds speed. Two plug-in speed controls with built. 
in brakes for life-like action. 79 с эзозас 

Revell's 42-scale Cars 
(1 they 3) Con for Road Race Set above. Each has high torque, 
high RPM motors for saper fast acceleration. Long-lasting 
gear assemblies for smooth performance. Detailed one-piece 

plastic and metal. Each about 54 in. long 
(1) 49 € 95111—Camaro SS (2) 49 € 95115—Stingray 

(3) 49 C95112—Mustang 2 + 2 
Shipping weight cach 5 ounces. . . -Each 44.99 

4 Dune Buggy . . has special suspension for realistic "boune 
img" action. High RPM motor and long-lasting gear 

assembly deliver fast, smooth acceleration. Detailed plastic 
body: measures about $ inches long 
To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white 

pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales” for 
number to call. 
49 C 95117 Shipping weight 5 ошосез................$599 

Set $33.99 

Layout fits about 
74. foot area 

Lap counter 
in track 

keeps score 

Eldon's Bi-level Race 319? 
Set with 18% feet of track 

Feel th 
bi 

metal track, bridge 
instructions. 6-volt power pack is 
-cycle AC. 

49 € 96121 —Shipping weight 9 lbs. 12 or. Set $19.99 



“Big-time racing excitement in a small space.. 



yours with“HO-scale “Road Race Sets 
(LLUSTRATED ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Aurora's A/FX HO cars hit 
760 scale m.p.h. down 17% ft. 

of four-lane raceway 

34” 

HO racing hits high gear as these four A/FX cars 
race over extra-wide roadway . . track can also 
be made into 35-foot two-lane layout. Four 234- 
inch long cars are plastic and metal, have power- 
ful motors, sponge rubber tires and independent 
front wheels. Set includes 47 track sections, 
bridge supports, lap counters, flags, guard rails, 
fence and signs. Four speed controls. Four-lane 
layout about 71334 feet wide. 20-volt DC power 
pack is UL listed for 110-120.v., 60-с. AC 
49 C 95261—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 12 az. 33499 
Extra HO-scole Trock. Design your own layout. 
9-in. track sections lock together. Black plastic; 
metal conductors. Sold in packages of two. 
49 C 95192— Straight. Shpg. wt. $ os.. Pkg. $1.19 
49 C 95193—90* Curve. Shpg. wt. 802 Pkg. 1.19 

Aurora HO A/FX Racers 
and Hi-performance Kit 

(1 thru 6 ) Each car is equipped with a powerful 
A/FX motor . . track tested at over 760 scale 
mph. Super-wide sponge rubber tires. Detailed 
plastic bodies. Brushes, pickup shoes, mag-styled 
wheels, low-friction gears, clear windshield 
plastic and metal car about 244 in. long, 
(1) 49 € 95241—A/FX Ferrari 612 
(2) 49 С 95242 —A/FX McLaren 
(3) 49 С 95243—A/FX Charger Daytona 
(4) 49 C 95244—A/FX “Too-Much” 
(5) 49 € 95245—A/FX Turbo "Tura-On” 
(6) 49 С 95246—A/FX Camaro 2-28 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces. Each $2.99 

Service and Hop-wp Kit. (Not shown.) Every- 

thing for top performance and looks Special 
screwdriver, tires, slicks, pickup shoes, speed oil, 
gears, decals, booklet on how to soup up cars. 
49 C 96072—Shpg. wt. 13 ош......... Kit $2.99 

Aurora's Stock Racers Set . . A/FX 
HO cars speed around 24-ft. track 

26” 
Cars “йу” around bi-level raceway, through the 
Monza banked turn and into the straightaways. 
Includes 31 pieces of plastic and metal track. 
Guard rails, bridge supports with flags, lap 
counter. Two 234-in. long A/FX cars . . Dodge 
Charger and Camaro 2-28; track tested at over 
760 scale mph. Two hand-held speed controls. 
Layout about 7x34-ft. wide. UL listed 18-volt 
power pack for 110-120-volt, 60 cycle AC. 
49 C 95219—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 4 oc... ..... $26.99 

Aurora Pro Controller 
Squeeze trigger of pistolgrip 
speed control to move car ahead. 
All-metal frame, circuit breaker. 
Vents foe cooling. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49С95191........... Each $247 

“Hi-Bank Raceway” by Tyco 
for only $19.99 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

There are 23 feet of track and two 
Tyco Pro GT's just waiting to "burn" it 
up. Hit the “gas” and they rip down the 
Git. straightaway, slide through the 40° 

Eg HL 
in 
i i 

3 : ; E 

(7 thru 10 ) Each plastic and metal Tyco Pro car is equipped Chicone Adapter Track. (Not 
with the “hot” HT-SO motor and brass pan chassis..powerupto shown.) 2 pcs. form 9-in. double 
20-volt DC. Wide rubber tires mounted on mag-type wheels. squeeze. Connects to all HO track. 
Brushes and pickup shoes. independent front wheel suspension. 49 С 95257—Wt. 4 oz... .Pkg, 99c 
Hi-detailed snap-on bodies; each about 234 inches long. Hop-up Kit. (Not shown.) Includes 
(7)49c95256-"Trick Truck" (9) 49095254-Funny Camaro rubber front tires, rear slicks, "О". 
(8) 49095253-Baja Dune Buggy (10) 49095251-Chaparral ring front wheels, axles, nuts 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces Each $299 49 C 95215—Wt. 5 oz... Kit $1.99 

Dont Miss This 

CUT +] Now 32.99 (OS 

Tyco's 13-ft. 
Over and Under Road Race 

Мо» $13.99. Thrilling HO racing with tricky curves, straight- 
aways and 2 chicanes. Two 214-inch long Tyco Pro race cars. Set 
includes guard rails with poles and flags, pier set, and 2 speed 
controls. 2x6 foot track layout. UL listed. 18-volt power pack 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 € 951320—Shipping weight 6 pounds. .... .. $12.99 

== [Sears] 145 
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1] 9-unit 

Diesel Freight 

8-unit 4-6-2 Pacific 
Locomotive Freight 

Burlington 
Diesel Freight 

With HO Electric Trains yo u can build big 
 = اس



railroading empires in small places 

TYCOHO Scale 

Electric Trains 

ISHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

unit 
F-9 Diesel Freight 

ie 
Complete with track and 
freight yard equipment 

1 This detailed Santa Fe freight 

livers plenty of play action. Includes 
ered dummy diesels; 3 

depot. 
gate; “piggyback” unloading dock; 
24-pc. set of detailed signs and poles. 

Includes 23 sections of track with 
rerailer, for a 63x45-inch double 
oval; two manual switches. 110-120- 
volt, 60 <yde AC UL. Listed power 
pack with circuit breaker. Plastic 
and metal, 
79 С 98061C—Wt. 11 Ibs. Set $39.99 

8-unit 4-6-2 Pacific 
Locomotive Freight 

*29” 
Remote control uncoupling 

and Piggyback Set 
You get a lighted Pacific loco- 
motive with long-haul tender; 

hopper car; box car; pulpwood flat 
car; "pigryback" flat car with 2 
trailers, truck cab, truck terminal, 
and sign; flat car with tractor load; 
and caboose. Uncoupling track has 
push-button controller, 14 sections 
of track including rerailer, making 
45x36-inch oval track. UL Listed 
power pack with circuit breaker, 
110-120-volt, 60-<ycle AC. Plastic 
and metal. Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy it. 
49 C 95228—Wt. 6 Ibs... Set $29.99 

6unit Burlington 

Diesel Freight 

19” 
Powered by lighted 
GP-20 Locomotive 

3 Here's a loaded freight train 
that measures a full 2724, inches 

Jong. Set includes GP-20 Burlington 
locomotive with operating bead- 
light, a flat car with 3 bulldozer- 
type tractors, refrigeration car, 
hopper car, a gondola car with pipe 
load, and an eight-wheel caboose, 
4Sx36-inch oval layout (13 track 
sections plus a rerailer). Plastic and 
metal. Power pack is UL. Listed, 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 C 96063, Set $19.99. 

Bachmann HO 4-unit 
Diesel Freight Set 

F9 Santa Fe diesel locomotive has 
Bewheel drive, operating head- 
light. Boxcar, gondola car with a 

high-quality plastic and metal, 
weighted for authenticity. Incl. 12 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 C 97131—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 ог, $14.99. 

HO Locomotives 
and Railroad Cars 

Alco Century lighted 
Diesel Locomotive with 

stainless steel handrails 
authentic road markings 

Shipping wt, 12 oz. 
49 C 95247 $9.99 

Б Ughted Mikado and 
Tender Locomotive, 2 

8-2, with die-cast boiler 
and parts. Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz 
49 С 95202 519.99 

6 Чомеа 4-6.0 Ом 
Timer Locomotive and 

Tender. Highly detailed 
scale model has rich bras 
trim. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 C 95195 313.99 

Remote-control Freight 
Unloading Boxcor Set. 

Workman, crates, platform 
1 controller included. 

49 C 95209 — v. 10.02. $5.99 

8 Four Freight Car Set. 
Realistically detailed 

set consists of a “SO.” 
truck carrier flat car, cable 
reel car, chemical tank car 
and a stock car. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
© 95208 49 

Lifelike HO-scale 
Railroad Town 

Complete with over 25 ft. of track . . 
only 2x2x4 ft. high when separated for storage 

$24” without train, үйлө 

Everything you need to build your own railroad town is included in 
this hand-painted, 16 square-foot Lifoam® layout that separates for 
easy storage. More than 20 feet of over and under track are laid in a 
roadbed which gives a realistic train sound. Accessories include 3 
modern suburban bome kits, 6 assorted trees, lychen for bushes, over 
50 traffic and construction signs, utility poles and billboards, Set comes 
complete with glue and nails. 4 feet x 4 feet. Shipped by motor carrier 
or express. 
79 © 96062N—Shipping weight 9 рошиф..................›-. 324.99 

HO Layout 
Accessories.. add F 

4 the “authentic” ¡Dont / Cut 
Miss | 12% 
THIS мом $4.3: 

touch to your set 

Was $4.99. Lighted 
Freight Station. A 

1 hand-decorated, fully as- ID] bed structure ‘ith 
workers, cargo included. 
49096037-1. 8 054,39 
10 Wes $4.99. Operat- 

ing Crossing Gate 
Gate drops as train ap 
proaches, automatically 
ralses after cars clear 
Works anywhere on lay 
out 
49096038-Wi. $02 54,39 

(11 thee 13 ) Entro 
Trock and Switches. Con. 
vert your basic layout to 
a variety of shapes, sizes 
1] Remote Control 

Switch with Lighted 
Controller, 
49 C 98023 — Lei v 
49 C 98024 tight tum 
Жеў. wi. eo. 4 ox. Eoch $4.66 
12 Straioht 

sections, Pi kg. of 4. 
49C98033-w». 4 оз. Pig. 99e 

Curved Track. 18-in. 
radius. Package of 4. 

A9C98034- Ww. 4 ca Jig. 996 к= [Sears] 147 



has die-cast 
metal locomotive 

297 
Powerful steam-type locomotive lights way for 
tender and 4 cars. Metal Grand Trunk and Western. 
2-4-2 engine has working headlight, smokestack 
Hopper, plastic tender, gondola, Hatcar and ca. 
boose. 27x45-in. oval layout: 4 straight, 8 curved 
track sections plus uncoupling unit. 2 figures, 2 
canisters (not 5 as shown), smoke fluid. 50-watt 
transformer UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 € 97105C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. $29.99 

BIG “027” Freights 
› thunder down the track 

has metal 
Santa Fe Diesel 

997 
Massive гей and silver-color Alco Diesel А roars 
along with operating headlight. Set includes: box 
car, gondola, tank car, hopper, and caboose. 70x27 

h figure eight layout with 5 straight and 12 
curved track sections plus push-button remote 
track and 90° crossover section. 2 figures, 3 can 
isters. 50-watt transformer is UL listed, 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 € 95204C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs $39.99 

The freight train 
of tomorrow... 
Speedrail Set 

*9 
Modernistic freight train zips 
along at super speeds as it 
hugs the single rail. So stable, 
it will never derail . . even at 
top speed. The powerful met. 
al and plastic engine pulls 
plastic streamlined box car, 
flat car and gondola. Big 
18x4-inch elevated figure 
cightlayouthasa see-through 
tunnel. Set comes complete 
with 39-piece trestle set. 16- 
watt Power Pak is UL listed. 
110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Use 
your phone if you want to 
Order it the easiest way of all 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 c 95265¢ 3959 

plastic and metal 
locomotive 

19% 
Nickle Plate Road steam engine with working 
headlight hauls 4 plastic cars. Plastic and metal 
0-4-0 locomotive pulls slope-back tender, Burling- 
ton gondola, Union Pacific flatcar with stakes, and 
Nickle Plate caboose. Set includes: 2 straight, 
8 curved track sections for a 27x36-in. oval layout. 
25-watt transformer with circuit breaker is UL 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 € 971010—Shipping weight 6 Ibs....... -$19.99 

Accessories 
for 027-gauge 

Train Sets 

90-wott Transformer. 
Controls for speed, direc 

tion, whistle. UL listed, 110 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
49 C 97087-Wt. 4 Ibs. $23.99 

9 90" Crossover. WL. 6 oz. 
49 C 98055 3229 

Manel Control Switch. 
Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib 

49 C98054- Right turn. $4 49 
49C98053-Leít turn... 449 

( 4 ond 5 ) Trock Sets. Pack. 
ages of 4. Wt. pkg. 8 oz 

4) Curved Track. 10 in. long. 
49 € 98052. Pkg. $1.39 
5) Straight Track. 9 in. long. 

49 C 98051 Pkg. $1.39 



A motorized Parking 
and Service Plaza that та id 3 
folds for easy storage | 

for only $6.99 ??? 

to take the elevator 
the lever te h 

order below. Made 
ar sets below or 

'C" Batteries. 
49 C 8406—Shpg. 

~ со? 

К.е "MATCHBOX"* 
Transporter Set 

9-in. Transporter ha ting tailgate 
and car ramp. 
Road Dr 
Rat Rod ( 1 
49 C 54718—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 

9-piece Superfast $4 

Race 'n Rally Set 
Wild Cat Dragster, Rac 

| CUT #I Nows4.77 | 

Double Loop Race Track 
with 2 Superfast racers 

and dual 12-foot tracks 

Was $577, Two “MATCHBOX™ racers ^ $ 
wait at tbe starting gate until you push the 
lever . . then watch out. Down the inclines Pag алс 
they blaze . . through the "dangerous" loop- 
the-loops . . and on to the finish gate. Poty- 
ethylene tracks have built-in curbs; can be 
connected to make one daring 24-ft. course. 
Die-cast metal cars have spring suspension, 
low friction mag-type wheels. About 234in, 
long. Incl. plastic clamp, 2 loop supports 1 
finish gate. 10 joiners. 1 catalog. England. 
79 C $46030—We. 4 Me...» Set 9.77 
"MATCHBOK" ip the regisian owned by Lesney rosa & Ca, Lie, England 

"MATCHBOX"'* 
Collector's Case ~ 



(1 thru 3) Each vehicle has baked-enamel finish, 
detailed cab interior, wrap-around windshield and 
deep-tread semi-pneumatic tires. 
1 Cement Mixer. 1634 in. long. Drum revolves as 

wheels move . . tilt platform to unload. 
49 C 58105— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. ... 15,99 

2 Dump Truck. Наша and unloads with tilt 
action dump. 134 inches long. 

49 С 58104—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 1 oz....$399 
3 Rood Grader. 16 in. long. Fingertip steering . 

blade raises, lowers, tilts and pivots. 
49 С $8106—Shipping weight 3 Ibs.........$4.99 

3-piece Construction Set 

Dont / Buy 3-pc. Set 
Miss $ 
This / = т 

Separately $14.97. Dump truck, mixer, grader 
79 С 54595C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibe Set 511.97 

"MATCHBOX"'* Steer-N-G жа و اچ Set teer-N-Go of heavy gauge plastic 
It's a race against time as you ы! 99 5 
"steer" the car around the road- 5” 
way . timer signals end of race этем. 

à ic This durable yellow and green construction trio is ready 
brake to Ate the car gan on asco Calera pase, таву Walling job The big Inch Jong dump track 
and metal. Measures 19 inches wide. With 1 “MATCHBOX” of an Reden 
car, J-speed shift, lap counter and ignition key. From Japan. n - г Uses 4 “Р” batteries (not included), pkg. extendable arm that pivots for easy lifting. 11-inch long 
79 С SA611C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. $1499 road grader has oversized tires and a lever-action scoop 

Alkaline "D^ Batteries. Package of 4. phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 150 [Sears] ¥ 49 € 8412 Shipping weight 1 pound........ „Pkg 329 49 € $8103—Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set $5.99 



tackles the toughest jobs 
Big action-machinery 

of heavy-duty steel [1] 
» Grader 

1 Grader . a real multi-action earthmover. * 
lowers, tilts and swings either way to $ po 

pivoted rear wheels; deep-tread tires. Y 
finish. Measures about 16x635x515 
49 C 54008— Shipping weight 2 poun 

high. 
10 ounces $3.99 

Elevating Scroper . . over 2 fect long is ready for a teal 

workout. Load and unload sand or gravel on the crank 
powered rubber conveyor belt. Unit retracts into folding posi 

tion, opening hopper for dumping. Yellow baked enamel finish 
massive heavy-duty deep-tread tires. Drive 

y steering. Meas 25x6x8 inches high. 
79 € 54067C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 12.49 

t pivots for 
гез abou 

3 Bulldozer . . scrapes and moves "tons" of dirt, Big “blade” 
oves to 4 easy-set positions. High gloss yellow baked 
nel finis Wide sure-grip tracks have heavy traction 

1 wheels. Measures about 148x734 inches high. 
weight 4 pounds 2 ounces. $5.49 

Truck . . big and strong enough for a child to ride 
ged brute with massive deep-tread tires. Carries а 

s smooth balanced action for easy raising and 
cab. Yellow enamel. 17x63(x9 in. high. 

g weight 5 pounds 9 ounces $55.39 

Roller . . really smooths out the rough roads. Rear 
joint provides steerability and easy handling. Com- 

and orange baked enamel finish. Measures 
à inches high. 

49 С 58038 Shipping weight 4 pounds. 3599 

6 Michigan Crane . . over 3 feet long. Use the powerful magnet 
to dear the construction area, then attach the scoop. Bucket 

picks up a full load, swings to unloading area and trips open 
automatically when raised to top of boom. Sturdy boom 

»wers by a positive stop winch; folds for easy stor 
age. Enclosed crane cab swivels in a full circle on a wide plat 
form. 6 deep-tread tires. Yellow | 1 
extended back 10 inches hi 
79 € 54459C— Sh pping weight 9 pound $7.85 



Sears NEW Push- Button Construction Fleet 
.. gets the action 
moving with the 
touch of a finger 

nee 

These durable plastic trucks are ready to roll 
+ just press the button and they take off 
speed forward, go right or left in a sweeping 
circle. Pour on the action with the hi-rise dump 
truck or cement mixer . . they unload auto 
matically. Press the button; crane truck's arm 
extends а full 10 in. . . hand-crank operates hook 
Each has decp-tread rubber tires, clear plastic 
windshield, sh ted chrome grill, dual horn. 
Each uses 2 batteries, order below. Japan. 
1 Domp Truck. 53634561944 in. long. 

49 C 58004— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. ..$4.99 
2 Cement Mixer. 63451511935 in. long 

49 C 58006 Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 ox... 499 
9 Crone Truck. 434x43x10 in. long. 

49 058005 Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. n 

y ys ries. Package of 6. 
Dump Truck's back raises, 7 tipping weight 1200 ....Pkg. 119 
dumps load, then returns SA Е 

Dont | Buy Dump Truck with 
Miss Crane or Cement Mixer a 

Ae m This [Save +1 ооу 8.98 

Dump Truck ond Cement Mixer. Separately $9.98. 
Еа, uses 2 “С” batts., order above 
49 С 5812—Shpg. wt, 3 Ibs. 12 oz Set $8.98 

Dump Truck and Crone. Separaidy $9.98. Each 
uses 2 “С” batteries, order above. 
49 € 5811—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz... . Ser $8.98 

Cement Mixer. n ¥ | 
dumps toad, then ret 

Crane raises and 
retracts, hook hits objects 



Sears Giant 27%-inch Crane 
towers over the BIG JOBS 

Massive 30%-in. arm revolves for maximum “reach” 
Was $14.99. Build miniature cities and shopping centers. Or use crane to lift up 
mini-cars and other toys and place them where you want. Rotating clam bucket 
can pick up load from almost any position. Set also includes five modular build. 
ing units, book, basket. Plastic crane with metal posts is 3034x104127% in. high. 
Partly assembled. From Japan. Uses 4 “Р” batteries. Order package below. To or- 
der the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck 
and Co., Catalog Sales” for number to call. 
79 С 54239C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. 13.99 
49 C 8412— Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 4. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Pkg. 12 

(2] $ 3 

Ey] 

727 
Ж ГА 

х > a j 

| Buy complete Set 

Save sl 
f олу $9.97 

Load and haul sand with this 14-piece 
Structo Road Construction Set 

{1 they 3 ) Separately $10.97. Husky bulldozer digs and deposits sand into 
giant loader. Hand-crank conveyor lifts and empties load into hopper. As 
truck moves under hopper, it trips lever and sand unloads. Steel dump truck 
is 1334 in. long . . press lever and box raises; tailgate swings open. Steel 
bulldozer is 12 in. long . . raises to 3 positions and unloads 15-in. plastic 
sand loader adjusts to 7 heights. 13-in. plastic hopper, 10 road signs. 

39.97 79 С 54068C— Shipping weight 10 pounds, Set 

Q Sand Hopper and Loader only. 
49 C 54006-Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $3.99 

1 Dump Truck only. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz 
49 C 5408 5349 

Bulldozer only. Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 
49 С 58109 349 

Look at all 
you can do by 
remote control 

* Swing horizontal frame 
around in complete circle 

* Move block and tackle 
forward and backward 

* Lower tackle and rotate 
claw to pick up objects. 



The busiest 
Service Station 
in mini-car city 

Push саара 

This rugged plastic station 
offers all the services of the 
stations that Dad goes to, 
then scoots car back into 
traffic. Clear plastic roof lets 
you see detailed interior 
11945885 in. high. Japan. 

<= Shpg: wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 
154 [Sears]. Ж? 49 C 5839 3444 

Е. COMPUTER GARAGE 
New programmed parking 

for mini-size cars 

Load or unload cars 
by inserting coded 
card . . elevator 
automatically 

brings parking stall 
you choose down to 

entrance 

Sold only at Sears 

The most modern computerized parking garage in mini-car city . . bolds up to S 
"MATCHBOX", HOT WHEELS®, or other mini-cars. It's easy and fun to load 
Ot remove parked cars . . numbered card brings the car you want down to the entrance 
on а ferris- wheel type elevator 
sturdy plastic; 10x103¢x17 in. high. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. Japan. 

ipping weight 5 pounds 5959 
Merles. Package of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. 149 

spring trigger moves car out at bottom. Made of 

 Pra RE رک <
co to Фе 

é-piece Cor Set. Includes BP gas tank 
truck, wrecker truck, Volkswagen Camper. 
Ford GT, Honda with trailer, Mercury sta 
tion wagon. Die-cast metal 
25 C 30713 Shipping weight 13 on. Set $244 

^ cnm e 

CP e 
e € 
(Y c EE 

Mr 
6-piece Cor Set. Includes 
Lamborghini Marzal Ford 
Volkswagen 1500 
49 C 54714—Shi 

"MATOS e regie 
owned by Lasney Products 4 C 



tion-packed remote-control Mini-Car) 
Transporter Cut *2 to only *7.99 ??? 

Order batteries, cars separately 

Push a button and drive 
forward or reverse . . 

turn, unload, even 
unhitch trailer 
automatically 

oo 
Ramp lo 

Sold only ot Searı. Was $9.99. Miniature car buffs will be fascinated by this all-action, remote-controlled 
auto transport truck . . hauls up to 14 "MATCHBOX”®, HOT WHEELS or other mini-cars. Cab and 
trailer are sturdy high-impact plastic with rubber tires, detailed cab interior, and even a rear-view mirror. 
Hooked together, cab and trailer are 1444x434 %-In. high with tailgate up. 

The 6-button plastic remote-control unit bas а 316-ft. cord. From. p Uses 4 “С” batteries (not 
included), order package below. Cars not incl. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 5804— Shipping weight 2 pounds... .. 
49 € 1406—"C" Batteries. Package of 6 Shipping weight 12 az 

Superfast Car Sets 

22514 
6-ріесе Cor Set. Includes Baja Dune Buggy 

* Silver Shadow, Ford 
ster, Dodge Dragster. 

w wt. 13 oz... Set $3.44 

Show Team 
»dudes Torero, Splittin 
Silhouette with matching 
cast metal 

a 
ner 

Mini-Transpon BR 

Garage on opposite P9 ee Team 
A-piece Car Set. Ir 
Heap, Corv 
49 C 54712— Shippin 

t 
ars in sets are die- C05 

2.10 З inches 
long All c 

metal and 
Beatnik Bandit, Hot 

collector's butt 



¡ATCHBOX? CITY GLOWS in the dark 
Carry-case opens to a 26x36-inch metropolis 

with skyscrapers, roadway and a 

garage for storage 

sB u. 
Folds into a compact vinyl case 2 

* P z "MATCHBOX" Superfleet Sold only ot Sears. Alter a busy work day. this mini-city really 12-vehicle Road Set 
“comes to life" in the dark. The big parking lot is surrounde 
glow-in-the-dark highways and modern buildings. Layout c 
to about 26x36x7 14 in. high; closes to 1411834 inches. Made of 
vacuum-formed plastic and heat sealed vin 
79 C 7049€ Shipping weicht 4 pound $8.99 

“MATCHBOX” COUNTR 14 feet of 
over and under Carry-case opens to a big 26x36-inch roadway 

'spread' with silo, windmill and 
a barn for storing vehicles 

2-Lane “MATCHBOX” Motorway 
EN ve complete with 2 Cars 

"MATCHBOX $ 499 Wos nen. Race your “MATCHBOX” car 
9-vehicle Farm Set ke 
Turning vester and roadway. 20 adapters for o 

t cars, a power pack, 2 
кт “MATCHBOX 

p speed controls 
led. Plastic track 2 die-cast metal € 

$4.99 



A Motorized Sky-Park 
Garage Cut ?/ to 

‚only ИЗ. 2.99: ??? 

tower with room enough to 
park 25 miniature-size 
cars . . automatically! 

Wes $14.99. ee Keen 

_ А super high-rise parking «n ^ 

' 

minicar 1 

татр. ing 3 d 
up and down, and move the cars on and off the elevator. > Y 
17х9х16 inches high. High impact plastic, Cars and bat- 
series nel included. Order ~ miniature cars on pp. 149, 154-157. 

below: Garage uses 2 "D^ batteries (order package below). 
79 С 57017C— From Japan. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibn. 51199 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 € 8412—Shipging weight 1 Ib. Pkg. 329 

Streak through hairpin 

turns and lane cross- 
over as you race your 
HOT WHEELS Cars 
down Hazard Hill 

HOT WHEELS Indy Team 
7258 

with these slee 
Judes: L 



Dont Miss This | 
CUT'3 mon 1.99 

Imm Grippidee-Gravidee 
* Colorful plastic pieces s 
e Stop and st 

Jeth easily 
you in control t switches p 

Was $14.99. Keep cars going 
tracks with revolving switch. You can build track in а 

on identical or separate 

variety of ways. Includes 16 curved; 5 straight track, re 
volver switch, 2 turn bases, rotary device that turns upside 
down, space dome with spinning antenna and Apollo rocket 
and plane (cach 4!4-in. long). Unassembled. From Japan. 
Uses 4 alkaline "C^ batteries, order pkg. below 
79 € 54238C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... . . Set $11.99 
Alkoline “С” Batteries. Package ol 4. 

a EEE 49 C 8411—Shipping weight 8 ounces Pkg, $249 
Vehicle's direction 

Drive Fire Engine to 
the blaze . . raise, lower $9 К 
ladder by remote control 
Drive engine forward, back it up. even turn it by remote You're ibe pilot 9 the Jumbo 747. Push the lever forward and the plane "taxies" ahead, 
control . . “fireman's” head turns in the direction of the pail levee 5 und he ale ن تت villa up und дема the center shie. When leves 
truck, Push button and ladder raises, lowers, even turns fn center the gine roar as the stewardes walks abet Made of high impact 
in a full circle. Hi impact plastic: 516x12 in. long. Japan. 
Uses 4 "C" batteries, order pkg. above, at right. Buy it the 1 pound 9 ounces. so 
casy way—order by phone. 
49 € 58002—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 o2... эээ 

WHEEE 
—z 2 c 

$499 
Friction Fire Engine 6 

Race to the scene with this detailed fire 
iren and bell 

Friction-powered 30:in. ыы 
Auto Transporter with 3 cars 

emergency. Made of hi- impact Make deliveries to car dealers along the way. Supervise the unloading 
action . . pull tailgate down to unload upper and lower ramps. Realistic 
looking with simulated headlights, rubber tires, detailed cab interior 

s. 208 Mastic. 7 34x30 in. long. Three 7-in. long plastic cars. From Japan 
169 79 € 54248 -Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $7.99 

pumper . . hand-cr 



y mand 

st pump the 

Touch Command uses air pressure 
to operate DUNE BUGGY by remote control 

cl ony at seors ES 
Just press hand control plunger to operate this sporty dune buggy. Hi 
impact plastic body is 714 in. long: chrome-color trim, antenna, decals 
Rubber tires, Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order pkg. below. From Japan. 
49 C $4246— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 119 
49 € 8402—" AA" Batteries. Package о! 6. Shpg. wt. 6 oa. Package 9% 

Stock cars stres to the 
finish line . . goal board 

flags" the wine 

Drag Race Game 
with 2 mini-cars 

37 

nd w 
Announce the winner. Set includes 4 inch long die-cast meta) mini cars. 
2 spring launchers, and 1 finish gate with flags. Made of durable plastic: use 
indoors or out. Needs no batteries. From Japan 
49 € 53036—Sbipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces Set $399 

tock cars race to the finish line. Just 
h them go . . flag pops up to 

ings, 6 barrels, two 2 
49 € $8035—Shipping. 

89 == 
You're in control of this futuristic commuter car . . just "program" the 
cassette, pop it into the car and watch the action, Hi-impact plastic body is 
104; io. long, has see-through bubble top, rubber tires with chrome-colored 
hubs. Uses 2 "C" batteries, order package below. Frees Japan. 
49 € 58088— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. ......... tais. ce ill 
"C" Batteries, Package of 6. 
49 € 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

Sold only at Sears 

Daredevils speed over 
jump-ramp, barrels, and 

through "fire" ring 

Daredevil Stunt Game 
with 2 mini-cars 

"379 

nt abounds as drivers test their skills. Push the but 
and into s 1 launcher, 1 jump: 

Durable plastic 



with the Gyro-Wheel Power $ 
..the fastest accelerating 

speedsters around 

Cycle Stunt Set 
with adjustable hill climb 

salon 9:799 

Hot" SSP™ bikes really ZOOM by as they 
streak up the hill. Make the 36 in. "hill" as 

steep as you want . . or make a jump track. Two 
7-in. plastic cycles; 4-section "hill" track. In 
structions with "stunt" gan 
49 C 54661 —Sbpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 02.....Set $7.99 

Eliminator vs. Railbird 
Drag Race . . cars catch 
drag chute at finish gate 

‚gr 

2 You can almost smell the rubber burn as 
these two wild dragsters take ofl. Listen to 

wind up" up to 12 
з head for the finish 

the drag chute. Set includes two 8-in. long plastic 
dragsters, 18-in. wide pl finish gate, drag 
chute and 2 hooks. 
49 © 54708—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. Set $8.44 

99 85 = SSP Gyro-Wheel Racer Sets 4 SSP Carrying Case $355 - 

(3 thru 5 ) Detailed plastic speedsters race along Plastic "engine" case 
at “daredevil” speed . . can be used on either set holds up to 6 SSP racer 
With P T- handle. 7 to 844 inches long Hinged “valve covers 

Bonneville ond Blazer Bi open showing three stor 
49 С 54699—Shpg. wt, 1 Ib. Boz... Set $4.99 age compartments on 

Д Can-Am ond Sidewinder Racers een. 
49 C 54707 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . Set $4.99 x13 inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $ oz. or ond Block Widow Drogsters. 5 Jet Star and В idow Dragster 49 054709 sas 49 € 54706—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 802... Set $4.99 

CUT Ч 

The car with a “brain” 

Amaze-a-matic Volkswagen 

with extra customizing parts 

k a card programmed 
ns you want the car to 
car and away it goes 

de of card put 
this motorized Sin. long plastic car 
through a variety of maneuvers. 12 Mystery $499 o 
oad signs, 5 pylons, 6 pre-programmed Police Car 4 х 
cards, 6 blank cardboard cards (pro- 
стат your own). Uses 2 "AA" bat CREE sion. NES tories ANIN s Revolving light flashes and siren sounds 
49 C 4241 —Wt Fib, doe... 34,99 11in. metal car goes on its own course, or set direction you "AA" Batterien. Расай б. want. Rubber tires. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below 

49 C 58071. ipping weight ! pound $ ounces изэ 49 с 8402—Wt. 6 oz. 
Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. I Ib. 802... Pkg. 149 



IT sports Set 
5 йу at Sears 

Hi-detailed steel sp 
any season. 844-in 

taters are ready for 
ong Volkswagen has 

steering wheel, front and rear seat. 
bumpers. 61418. Beach Buggy has " 
wats and an all-weather simulated canva: 
top. 8}¢in. up Truck ha pen 
tailgate. All have lifetime tires, and can tow 
the snowmobile with 8-in. trailer. 
49 C 58057— Wt. 4 Ibs, 15 02... Set $7.49 

Extra-large die-cast 
aluminum replicas of 
famous farm vehicles 

John Deere Combine. Au 

5 8” 

thentic scale replica is 6x 
814x134 in. long. Manual 
steering actión. Chain drive 
turns auger and reel when 
wheels turn. Spout swivel 
Durable, green baked-enamel 

finish body 
hield. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs 

49 C 54598. 

clear plastic wind 
11 ox 
$8.99 

9, Ford 8000 Tractor. A full 
714x13 In. long. Real front 

koce-action end steering an 
front wheel movement. Au 
thentically scaled body has 
blue baked-enamel finish. 
49 C 58102—Wt. 7 Ibs. $7.99 

International Harvester 
Equipment Farm Set 

of sturdy die-cast metal 

72 ue 

They really work. Authentic scale models ol 
famous farm equipment. Tractor is 8 in, 
long, $4-in. wide 3-bottom plow. 8. 
wide double disc, 6}4-in. wide harrow, &in. 
long wagon. Baked enamel red, white finish. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 C 546270—Shpg. wt. 6 lba.. . ., Set $7.99 

Safari Hunt Set 
with Sturdy Bronco Truck 

52 um 

22-in. overall 9 hand- 

Pre Race Set 
with 2 launchers and steep-bank 

turn-around ramp 

$787 гъ. 
Sold only at Sears 

Two spring-powered hand launchers send 
Сагу speeding into the plastic ramp and 
back tbey come. Tonka-Tote Strip Whip 
and Super Snoot hot rods. J-inch long cars 
have high-speed tires and axles that reduce 
friction for extra-fast travel . . steel and poly» 
carbonate construction. 6 course-marker 
flags. Ramp is 1117x934 in. high. 
49 C 54557—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, В oz. Set $7.87 

TOTE St 327 wi 
Four high-speed cars with snap-on clip that 
attaches to belt, pocket or cap for easy 
carrying. Includes Strip Whip, Super Snoot, 
Beach Buzzer and Scream 'n Demon, About 
3 in, long. Steel and Д 
49 С 54715—Shpg. wt. 7 0t....... Set $2.99 

Heavy-gauge steel Cattle Truck $7599. 
and Horse Trailer 

Five animals travel first class in this truck-trailer set. Covered horse trailer has gate that lowers to form ramp for borse and colt. Ford pickup farm truck has removable stake sides for transporting bull, cow, and calf. The drop- down tailgate helps in loading. Trailer hitch. Non-marring tires. Green and 
white baked-enamel finish. Plastic animals. 1914 in. long overall. 
49 C 54069—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. ake ¿Set $7.99 



New! Sizzlers? 
“California 500 

Fat Track" Race Set” 
for only $13.99 ??? 

Vn Computer os : VES! RIGHT HERE 
for each car mm “ IN THE WISH BOOK . . all 

the right answers for holiday shopping 

4car 
Starting Grid 

Wide-open racing excitement. Fat Track lets four Sizzlers 
race side-by-side or even pass as they head down straight- 
aways and into high-bank curves. Includes 2 Sizzler cars, 

Toc. track forma. "Juice Machine," lap computer, starting grid, 12-ft. oval plastic 
TER. oval > track layout. Uses 4 "D" batteries, order pkg. below 

„ To recharge. plug 79 С 54649C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. Set $13.99 

der pd Big "О" Loyout only. 12-foot oval track layout. Plastic. 
79 C 54648C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . 3 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 7% Now $1.85 
without batteries 

Squeeze the 
Me Sizzlers Juice Machine“ 

for "S" turns Was $1.99. Plug “hose” into 

Dont Miss This рена ед onds. Plastic; 646 in. high. Uses 
4 "D" batteries, order below. 
49 С $4267—Wt. 8 ox... 91.85. CUT 55 Now 24.87 |) 

= out batteries Was $9.87. Three-in. Sizzlers 
саг has rechargeable nickel 
cadmium battery. Just charge "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
AA da 49 С 105— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

‘operated Juice Machine and 
it runs 2 to 4 minutes. Set 
also includes 16 ft. of track, 

Atlantic Oval with 
rechargeable Sizzlers Car 

and hand brake 

+ Pig. $1.49 

Recharge cars in 90 seconds $ 
at Sizzlers Power Pit ar 
HER 
fits into side of car or Hot Line engine . . special dial 
measures the sizzlers recharge. 1234x523 34-inch plastic 
housing. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-суче AC. 
49 C 54268—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... 

Low, Low Price 
for Motorized Sizzlers "- 

{1 thru 8 ) Each has rechargeable battery 9 
Charge on Juice Machine or Power Pit 
..Tuns up to 4 minutes. Each 3 inches 
long. Plastic body. 
(1) 49.0 54261—Ford MK IV 9 Vinyl Collector's Cove . . holds 48 HOT WHEELS. 

f (2) 490 54262—Angelino M-70 Plastic storage compartments. Cars not incl. 
Be sure to see Mattel's (3). 49 C 54263—Mustang Boss 302 49 С 54626—10x6x6 in. Wt. 2 lbs... cene 32.99 

"RRRumblers Stunt Rider Set" (4) 49c prec. ue] Trans-Am 
nd "Hot Birds On-Target (5) 49 С 54688— Straight Scoop Speed Shop Carrying Cose. Cut $2. Was 85.99. 

eng ES е On lage (6) 49 C 54265—Revvin' Heaven E onl oon lie 
page 9. (T) 49C 54689—Live Wire wrench, extra engines, pipes, racing wheels, stripes and 

(8) 49C 54266—Hot Head numbers. 13x6x8 in. high. Reinforced e 
^. 182 [Sears] rm Shipping weight each 4 oz... .. .Each $2.73 49 С 59151—Sbpg. wt. 1 Ib. $ os. Now only $3.99 

A FAM un. ае: 



WW/HWOTLINE. New Power-C harged Train 
le: Juice Machine" or “Power Pit 

provide power for h action 
"Juice Machine” 

recharges engine 
in 90 seconds. 

4-Car Great Freight" Set 
With 2 switches, 18 ft. of track 

and Juice Machine™ 

Di 
Charge engine at Juice Machine and you're ready 
to roll . „runs up to 6 minutes. Hi-speed engine pulls 
box car, gondola and caboose. Includes 12 straight, 
10 curved track sections; 10 joiners, train brake. 
Meta] and plastic. Uses 4 "D" batteries, order 
package d 
79 © 560080—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. . .. Set $13.85 
Alkaline "D" Botteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 8412— Shipping weight 1 Ib. Phy. 

ES Left and right 
S. switches change 
mp 

Signal Tower 
1 Stops or reverses speedin 

manually or order Rail-Router below for 
automatic use. Plastic; 7x3x4 in. high 
49 © 56017—Shpg. wt. 4 oz $2.49 

train, Operates 

Big Tipper™ with Train Brake 
Q, Brake stops gondola car under hopper for 

loading. Includes 4-in. track section. Oper: 
ates manually or order Rall-Router 
matic use. Plastic; Sx3x5 in. high. 
49 C 56011—Shpg. wt. Ó oz 3249 

Rail-Router™ 
Makes your HOT LINE accessories auto- 
matic . . just attach unit for remote touch 

control. Plastic 
49 C 56015—Shpg. wt. 4 ox. $1.69 

3-Car Hot Line 
High-Tail Hauler™ Set 

Beginner set for those who already own $7785 
a Juice Machine or Power Pit Recharger set 

Speed Chief engine, gondola and caboose zip around 12 ft. of plastic 
track . . runs up to 6 minutes on one charge. Includes 8 curve, 6 straight 
track sections and 7 joiners. Juice Machine, Power Pit sold on opposite 
page. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 С $6007 Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces... . Set 37.85 

Д 45° Curve Track, Package includes four 
Bat curve plastic sections 

49 C 56013—Shpg. wt. 10 оз. Pkg. $1.69 
E Quick-Switch Pok. 1 right, 1 left switch 

Manual or attaches to Rall Router above. 
49 C 56014—Shpg. wt. 8 ог. Pkg. $249 
6 Straight Track. Package has six 2f 

plastic sections and 6 joiners 
49 С 56012—Shpg. wt. 10 ог. Pkg. $1.69 

ITA Cars catch drag chuto 
E 4 at the finish line 

SNAKE* vs. MONGOOSE* 
Wild Wheelie Drag Set tatchmaker™ Wild V lie Drag Set па m але «+ flag announces. 

ars do real “whi " ir Sari ol O the winner 

(7 ond 8 ) Two metal dragsters line up 
at signal tower; move out on green light. 
With “wheelie” take offs, cars head 
down straightaway, through finish gate 5055 
to pop drag chutes at the end. 32 feet 
of plastic strip track. 
49 € 54301—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... Set $9,85 

7 Sia Belter® and Matchmaker™ only. 
For Hot Wheels cars, cycles. Plastic 

49 C 54307—Wt. 1 Ib, 8 of $3.85 
8 SNAKE ond MONGOOSE Drogsters 

only. Metal. Package of 2 
43 C 54716—Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
Pkg $1.99 

Big Bolter® 
booster for ye Me action rE: [Sears] 163 



"Objective" 

“Eyepiece” 

Sun Projection Screen 

Facts about Refractor Telescopes 
Modern refractors are much improved 

versions of the model Galileo built in 1610, 

A large "objective" lens and a smaller 
"eyepiece" lens mounted in a tube gather, 

magnify and focus light directly into your 

eye. How much light from faint stars can 

be gathered depends on the size of the 
"objective". Magnification can be varied 
by changing the "eyepiece 

240X Refractor wi 

139» 

up the object; sturdy 52-inch high adjustable metal 

ов the tripod to hold lenses not in use. Wide range of 

ches long. Japan. Buy it the easy way . . order by 
79 C 24098C—Shipping weight 13 pounds........ 

sensitive micro-adjustment 

Look at all the professional-type features: S-power sighting scope lines 

steady; and micro-motica knob allows the fine adjustments necessary 
to keep the object centered as it moves. There's even an accessory shelf 

63, 120 ot 240-power for inverted viewing; 48 or 175-power for upright 
viewing. Main lens is achromatic-coated 60mm objective, 700mm focal 
point. Rack-and-pinion focus adjustment. Sun projection screen pro- 
vides for safe observation of tbe sun. Metal scope, plastic trim, 30 in-* 

~= 
All our Refractor Models include an erecting 
prism that makes the normally inverted image 
appear upright The refractors design makes И 
easy to use for terrestrial viewing. 
300x, 240x and 200x Models have a wide-angle 
finder-scope for siming the main telescope at 
small, celestial bodies quickly and easily. 
300x, 240x and 150x Models feature the new 
sun projection screen which displays a sharp solar 
image for individual or group viewing without 
endangering the observers’ eyes. 

300X Refractor Telescope 
with professional-type 
equatorial mount . . 

a flexible, extra-stable mount usually found 
only on models costing $100 and more 

$ 49” 

Zero-in on the moon, stars, even an airplane with the 
finderscope . . then use the rack-and-pinion focusing to 
get a crystal-clear image. Deluxe equatorial mount and 
micro-motion adjustment make It easy to track objects 
moving vertically, horizontally even diagonally. Mag- 
nification is 41, 82, 150 or 300-power for inverted astro- 
nomical viewing, and 62 or 225-power with an upright 
Image for terrestrial viewing. Main lens is 60mm achro- 
matic-coated, with a 900mm focal length. Sturdy $2-inch 
metal tripod has an accemory tray that securely holds 
estra lenses and eyepieces. Sun projection screen attaches 
for sale solar viewing. 39 inches long by 57 inches high. 
Metal, glass, plastic. Owner's manual included. From Japan. 
79 © 24104C— Shipping weight 14 pounds. $49.99 

150X Refractor 
Telescope 

1.5X erector lens 

and 6mm eyepiece 

$19? 
‘You'll feel like you're in outer space when 
you look at the moon’s craters, Saturn's 
rings, etc., through this 100-power invert 
ed, 150-power erected refractor telescope 
Objective lens is achromatic coated SOmm 
objective with 600mm focal length. Sun 
projection screen for safe solar viewing. 
Metal mount and tripod chain 24-inch plas- 
tic tube. 40-inch wood tripod. From Japan 

Shipping weight 7 pounds 
79 € 241460 

ith 

tripod keeps scope 

magnification: 32, 

phone, 
139.99 $19.99 



200X Refractor 
spots details on 

the moon and planets 
5 eyepiece lenses included 
sun filter, 10.5mm, 22mm, 

3X Barlow, and 1.5X erector 

28” 
Locate subject with the finder-scope, 
then sharpen the focus with rack and 
pinion adjustments. Magnification 
ranges from 32, 64, 96 or 200-power 
fot inverted astronomical viewing, to 
48 or 100-power upright image for ter- 
restrial viewing. Erector lens increases 
power 30%; the Barlow lens iripler 
magnifying power. Achromatic coated 
main lens has 60mm objective with 
700mm focal point, 49-inch wood tri- 
pod. Steel swivel mount locks in any 
position. 27-inch metal scope, black 
plastic trim. From Japan 
79 C 24103— Shpe. wt. 9 Ibs... $28.99 

30-power 
Hand-size 
Telescope 

$3 

= coated for clearer viewing. White 
enameled aluminum tube, Length ad- 

© justa from 10 to 14 inches From 
Japan, Shipping weight 6 ounces 
49 024107, : s» 

Facts about 

Reflector Telescopes 
wt first reflector designe 

specially-ground mirror to 
ht and reflect it into an “eyepiece 

cation near the top of the tube 
sse for viewing the 

mirror's 

200X Reflector 
Telescope with 

precision-ground 

t lock 3-inch mirror 

y posit for sharp viewing 

К 16” 
craters, Saturn's rings . . even the 4 largest m 

or scope. Booster lens steps up the 80-power all the way t 
tec int locks in place when you sight your target, tbe and-pinion focusing sharpens th 
image ground glass objective mirror, Tube is treated cardboard with a xyntheti 
coating cope st a full 48 inches hig Includes a 12-page illu 

tion manual with close-up photos of the mocn so you can Identify what you see 
sound $16.99 79 С 241560—Shipp 

150X Reflector 
Scope has 2%-inch 

diameter mirror 

11” 

This model has а booster lens that 
reases its basic 60-power to 150 

All-steel mount locks i 
and pink tion; ra 

clear viewing; 24 1 
reflecting optical system. 29-in.Y 
long cardboard 
trim stands ‹ 

etal tripod. 
illus 
79 C 24158C— Wt. 5 Ib. $11.99 

40-power Portable 
Telescope with 
Shoulder Strap 

6” 
ts. Its adjustable 

trap lets you carr. 
wherever you к 

oth rack and pinion focusing. 
cardboard tube has metal 
da 2 in. precision ground 

mirror. Instructions, moon chart 
49 C 24157— Wt. 2 lbs. 6.99 



Dont Miss This 
CUT'2 пн "14.88 

Funtronics 
Create your own telegraph, 

p.a. System, AM radio receiver, 
and many more useful devices 

Was $16.88. Delve into the fascinating world of electronics . . construct 30 
projects by assembling the parts and 

Some of the attaching wires to master unit. 5 
many exciting  printed-circuit 4-transistor amplifier, 

Vraneistorized transmitter circuit, 
phonograph pick-uparm with sapphire 
tipped needle cartridge. Printed circuit 

amplifier. DU. board with phase switch, motor parts. 
speaker . . much more. Uses 4 “AA” 

ЭЕ VA 1d one 9-volt batteries. Order pkgs. 
are included right 
no soldering.) 9 С 240810— Wi, 4 Ibs.. . Set $84.88 

Dont Miss This 

CUT “І Now'7. 

Electric Build-It Set 
Make a burglar alarm, 

bike horn, electromagnet, 
traffic signal . . 30 more! 

Wes $8.84. Manual shows you how to 
build a 2-speed dune buggy, motorboat, 
and many other fun projects. Set in 
cludes 2 motors. working panels, buzzer 
unit, tools, bulbs, wiring and etching 
tool. Metal and plastic, Uses 2 "AA" 
and 2 “D” batteries. (Order pkes. at 
right.) 
79 € 22082— М1. J Ibs... Set $7.84 

Lectron 
$ 99 E" 

24” zz 
Build 3 different radios, burglar 
alarm, electronic organ, and 50 

other projects with magnetic cubes 
that need no wires or tools 

No electronic know-how is needed with 
Lectron. Just pick a project to build . . 
BO-page manual shows you how to 
Arrange see-through cubes on &xll-in. 
metal plate. Plastic and metal. Uses one 

+ Each cube is a circuit or 9.volt buttery—order pkg. at right 
y Component Match their tops Shipping weight $ pounds. do diagrams in the manual 49 24067....... Kit $24.99 

Two- Crystal 
Transistor Radio 

Radio Set 
4°” $29 

m An easyıto-build radio that uses the 
same type circuitry Marconi used lor the This kit tunes-in on tbeentire AM band and works first radio transmissions. Tunes AM on -volt battery (order package above, right) or broadcasts, Complete with crystal diode solar energy. Includes parts, earphone, solar cell, for clear sound . . it won't wear out 

manual. Plastic panel is 6x4L4x1 inch deep. Plastic panel 61413115 inches deep. Ear Shipping weight X ounces. phone included. Needs no batteries AO S., Kit $4.95 — 490 24072—Shipg, wt. Sox... Set $295 
166 [Sears] mme > 
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722238078 
Weather Station Outfit $099 

The perfect kit for the amateur meteor 
ologist. Predict temperature, wind velocity 
and precipitation. Take readings indoors and 
make your forecast. Flashing neon lights on 
board show wind speed, direction. Wired — 4 
electrically to anemometer and wind vane unil 
outside. 100 feet of wire. 

Includes barometer, sling psychrometer, rain 
gauge. forecasting ma 1, cloud chart. Low-amp. 
power cord plugs into amy 110-120-v.. 60-с. AC 
outlet. Unasscmbled. 
49 € 24043— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 1502. Kits9.99 

Battery Shop 
4908402.“ AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt б оз... .99с 
49C8403-9- Volt Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 8 ox... 88¢ 
4908405." Batteries. Pkg. of 6. WL 11b. 80231.49 

Dial Telephone Set g 99 „a. 
works like an intercom 9 — 

* Lights up, rings when someone calls 
Have your own “private line" with this 2-phone set. 
You can talk from room-to-room, indoors-to-outdoors 
almost anywhere, because you get approximately 33 feet 
ol wire. Rugged styrene telephones cach ring and light 
up when called by the other, Phones are &x7x4 inches 
high. Uses 4 "D^ batteriee—order package above. 
From West Germany 
49 € 24148—Sbipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 өа.......5е1 $9.99 



4 

Citizens Band statio 
to c tations 

Astrex Base Station 16” Er 
Portable 8-transistor base station tunes in all 23 Citizens Band channel 
Super crystal controlled transmitter lets you transmit to other stations or 
walkie-talkies on channel 14. Built-in speaker, microphone and antenna 
Special power-saving audio circuit. Uses 6 "D" batterie»—order from 
Battery Shop" on fac e. 10x4x434-in. Plastic 

49 С 24099—Ship, pounds $16.99 

NO LICENSE REQUIRED | 

Play Walkie Talkie Set 
with 30 feet of wire 

$499 «o 
Catteries 

This walkie talkie tandem 
is great for passing messages 
on “secret” missions. Grey 
and silver color styrene 
cases are 3:297 in. high. 

West Germany. Wt. 1]b.104. 
49 C 24147 Set $4.99 
"C" Batteries Package of 6. 
4908406-We. 1201. Pkg $1.19. 

Slim-Style Phone Set 
Talk from room-to-room 
with these handsome 

red telephones 

A child-size intercom system 

‘Sx3}4x4% in. high. Uses 4 
"C" batteries—order pkg. AF pig 
above. Japan. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. 
49 С 24109........-Set $7.66 without ballerion 

TransTalk 700 Walkie Talkie 

Send and receive 
messages up to 
% mile away 

tcn $] 299 
ы; 

Great for hikes and ошл. 
Lightweight receiver-sender 

crystal controlled for 
Sharp transmission. Solid- 
state circuitry means instant 
power . . no warm-up time. 
Volume control, on-off switch 
and loudspeaker. 38-inch 

metal trim. "B" audio cir- 
cuit extends battery life. 6x 
241x144 inches. Uses one 9- 
volt battery —order package 
below, From Japan Use 
your phone if you want to 
order it the easiest way of all. 

Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 
49 С 24011... Each $12.99 
9-Volt Batteries Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 8403-Wt. 8 ox. Pk. 88e 

ed WS e^ | E 
4) ues 
E — 

gigi eel 

Send and receive 
messages up to 
M mile away 

sox” 

192 
Carry it anywhere . . chat 
with friends! Solid state 
circuit with crystal con- 
trolled transmitter and re- 
€eiver. Volume control, on- 
off switch, talk-listen but- 
ton. 35-inch telescopic am- 
tenna. Plastic and metal, 
6x1Mx1M inches wide. 
Uses one 9-volt battery 
(not included). Order pack- 
age directly above. Japan. 

Shpg. wt. each 12 ox. 
49 C 2401. ....Each $9.99 

Sears Has a 
Credit Plan 

to Suit 
Your Needs 
See Big Book 

or ask 
for details 



ИГҮ 
М SCIENCE 

LIBRARY 
Full-color hardbound texts 
developed exclusively for 

Sears Golden Science Lab Sets 
by the science editors of 

the Golden Books 

texts are far more than "recipe" books . . they explain and illustrate bow the 
experiments are performed and relate them to basic scientific principles 

Tie Ne. 

BIOLOGY 
LABORATORY SET 

emery ofits 19 

‚earth, water gardening material. Two specimen 
cups and stirring red. 
Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 13 os. 

49024058... Set $19.99 

GEOLOGY LAB 
AND FIELD SET 

our changing earn ^14? 

includes magnifying stand, 28 rocks and miner- 
gold ore, 4 fossils, alcohol lamp with blow 2 PYREX test tubes with rack, holder and 

brush. Eyedropper, spoon, 2 сири, tweezers, glass tub- > ing. stirring rod, and boxes and vials of test materials. 
49 С 24059 — Shpe. wt. 3 Ibs, 14 02........Set $14.99 

CHEMISTRY 1 
LAB SET 

- Afirstlookatchemistry — $4799 
with 8 chemicals, 2 test tubes 6 

Learn. 

(ALL SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

CHEMISTRY IV 
LABORATORY SET 

Explore such fascinating areas as food and 
textile testing and the growth of plants. Even 

break light down into its component colors using 
the spectroscope, The 96-page full-color manual 
prepared for this set contains basic information 
as well as hundreds of experiments, and has full 
background data and illustrations 

Set also includes such useful equipment as a 
centrifuge, PY REX brand 25-rl flask and beaker, 
PYREX brand graduated test tube, and a hydro- 
ponics planter for growing plants in water, Even 
bas a S-shelf steel work tray for an orderly home 
lab. Also, 32 chemicals, 9 PYREX test tubes, 2 
racks, test tube damp and brush. Alcobol lamp 
with tripod, blowtorch, molecular kit, beam scale, 
chemical rocket, wash bottle, Funnel cyedropper. 
corks, glass tubing, plastic spoon measure, stirring 
rods, microscope slides and much more. 
79 С 240290—Shipping wt. 14 Ibs. Set $24.99 

CHEMISTRY III 
LABORATORY SET 

Q Advanced experiments include materials for 
treating water pollution; rocket and chemicals 

for exploring jet propulsion principles. Set includes 
a 96-page, full-color manual; 24 chemicals; steel 
work tray wit 25-ml beaker; 6 PYREX 
brand test tubes (5 г, 1 graduated); rack. 
holder and brush. Alcobol lamp with blowtorch 
and tripod stand; wash bottle; funnel, eyedropper; 
litmus paper; corks; rubber and glass tubing 
chromatography paper; tweezers; 2 microscope 
slides; beam scale; much more 
79 С 24055C— Shipping wt. 10 Ibs Set $19.99 

CHEMISTRY 11 
LABORATORY SET 

Perform precision experiments with this set 
that includes a beam scale for careful measure. 

ments. Set also has a 48-page full-color illustrated 
manual, and a steel work tray with shelves that 
keeps your work area neat and orderly 

You get 16 bottles of chemicals, 4 PYREX 
brand test tubes with rack, bolder and brush. Also 
eyedropper, funnel, alcohol lamp, filter and litmus 
paper. Rocket for propulsion experiments, corks 
measure, stirring rod, glass tubing, and iron 
powder. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone! 
49 € 24054— Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. $ ox... . .Set $13.99 

MICROSCOPE 
LABORATORY SET 

Discover the world of cells and microorganisms 
with this quality microscope set. Turret turns 

for 3 magnifications most often used in lab work 
45Х, 90Х, and 180X, It has rack-and-pinion 
focusing and precision-ground glass lenses for 
clean, sharp images. Also included is the 48-page 
full-color illustrated manual written especially for 
use with this set 

Includes mixture to grow protozoa. 4 blank 
slides, 1 four-part prepared slide, shrimp eggs, and 
diatomaceous earth. 2 PYREX brand test tubes 
with rack, clamp and brush. Dissecting equip- 
ment, magnifying glass, microtome, much more 
49 С 24057—Shpg. wt. 4 Iba. 3 оз... „Set $14.99 

Microscope only. 45, 90 and 180-power. 
49 C 24149—Shipping weight 2 pounds... . 36,99 



With colorfully-lllustrated, easy-to-follow manuals designed 
by educators to develop a step-by-step understanding of science 

Look in on the 

invisible world 

MICROSCOPE SET 



Both of these HIGH.POWERED 
MICROSCOPES 
have 3 object 

a revolving turret PLUS 

rack-and-pinion focusing 

Computer 

Identifies over 125 commonly-found rocks and min 
erals. Perform tests to determine a rock's luster and 
true color: test its hardness with brass and steel rods 
use balance mechanism to measure its specific 
Program data into identificat 
released with information about rock. Plas 
121536310 in. high. Includes 48 cards, 10 roc 
49 C 24077 —Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 5 oz. 

Visible Man 

47 
model 
skin 

1) 49C24045-Man 
2) 49C24078-Woman 4.77 

Rock Identification $417 

Set $11.77 

or Woman Kit 

(1 ond 2 ) 16-inch scale 
Transparent 

lets you study bones, 

Dont Miss This 

CUT Ч now 13.88 

600-Power Scope with 

twist-zoom lens and 
lighted substage 

Was $14.88. View specimens 
through 3 objective lenses—10X, 
20X, and 40X on revolving turret 
10X thru ISX eyepiece zooms 
manually. Rack-and-pinion focus. 
ing produces sharper images. Down 
stop prevents slide breakage 
Strong metal frame has brown 
enamel finish. 9 inches high. From 

49 с 4034 —Wt. 3 Ibs... 913.88 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 402— Wi. 6 02..... Pkg. 9% 

gravity 
card is 
About 

ил 

e lenses, 

CUT ‘I now ‘5.99 

300-Power Model 
has metal frame, 

clip-holder for slides 

Was $6.99. For beginners 
Revolving turret gives 3 
views to analyze organisms 
and specimens that tbe un 
alded eye could never see 
Lenses mounted on turret 
are 100X, 200X, and 300X. 
Clip-bolder keeps slides ve 
curely in place while you view 
them. Strong metal frame 
has plastic subwtage. 7% 
inches high. From Japan 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz 
49 624033 55.99 

Reptile 
Science Kit 

147 

A great visual aid for the young science buff. Kit 
y leopard frog thai 

Unassembie 
dor Kit 34.77 

Build a Skeleton 
that glows 
$ 2 

Learn the names of all 
206 bones and what 
they do. Finished model 
stands 15 in. high on 
display stand. He hangs 
on wire between illus 
trated panels that ex 
plain the skeletal sys 

he dark 
when e d to light 
Made of durable sty 
rene. Instructions in 
cluded. For ages 9 and 
up. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz 
49 с 2046... Kit $2.49 

tem. Glows i 

Dont Miss This 

60 Prepared Slides $ 4 88 
of actual specimens 

Professionally prepared and labeled 
slides for microscopic study. Set 
includes: Butterfly, Honey Bee 
parts (legs, wings, antennae, eyes 
Tiny Creatures (ants, fruit fly 
spiders, and more), Bacteria (strep 
tococcus, bacillus, mycobacterium, 
structure of Blood (human, dog. 
horse, etc.), and Sea Life (scales 
spicules, egg, and more). Japan 
49 € 24037—Wi. 14 oz.. Set $4.88 

Kit for preparing $499 

your own slides 
Materials for preparing 25 glass 
mounted slides. Includes bottle of 
Canadian balsam and methylene 

peci- 
mems for easier viewing. In storage 
box lined with expanded plastic 
(Use chemicals with care). Japan. 
49 C 24036—WI. 11 oz... Kit $1.99 | 

blue used to mount and май 

Pollution Test Kit . . = 
over 30 activities 1 
related to saving 
our environment 

*6” 

Instruction manual 
shows youngster 
how to detect pol- 
lutants in air, water 
and soil. Ages 8-14. 
WE bib. 2 о. 
49С24106.. 4699 

==. 

Life-size Skull 

has movable jaw 

VP 

Realistic plastic replica is 
the same size and color as 
a real skull . . even has 
similar texture. Detailed 
inside and out, it features a 
removable skull cap and 
spring-action lower jaw 
Glows in the dark after 
being exposed to light. I} 
lustrated assembly instruc 
tons, display stand in 
cluded. Approx. K inches 
high. For ages 10 and up 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2.02 
49 С 24047 Kir 249 



BIG SCALE 
Plastic Models 

2 1 
$7 2 $59 

AMT American LoFrance Lodder Chief, 
Magnificently detailed. Over 16 in. long; 

operating turntable, ladders, jacks, vinyl tires, 
detailed chassis. Over 300 parts. 
49 С 22406—Shpe. wt. 4 Ibs. Kit $7.99 

МРС Mack DM 800. 16in. long cement 
mixer has V-8 engine, opening bood, turn- 

able drum, working chutes, detailed interior. 
49 C 22436— Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. Kit $5.99 

à а $74 

$ Revell'sChopped Hog. 12 in. long; chrome 
colored engine, pipes, hi-rise handlebars, 

wheels. Rubber tires; steerable front wheel 
49 C 22906—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...... Kit $3.88 

Д MPC Hondo ATC. 7%-in. long with 3 giant 
balloon tires. Detailedchrome-colored engine. 

49 C 22932— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, Kit $2.44 

Monogram's GOIN’ BUGGY™. 11 in. long; can 
be built as a customized Volkswagen bug or a 
wild dune buggy. Body shells remove, you can 
build both cars. Racing slicks; custom engine. 
49 C 22513—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. Kit $5.99 

Use water and air 
to power 5-Rocket Set 

Fill rocket with water... then attach it to launch 
pad. Air pressure sends it 150 ft. or more. Set 
includes 3 single-stage rockets, 1 parachute 
rocket, recovery capsule, 1 staging rocket 
Launch platform, hand launcher attached; fun 
nel. Plastic rockets 6 to 12 in. long. 
49 C 22955— Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $4.99 

"Snoopy and the Red Baron 
Snap-together Sets for anly $2.44 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Big plastic models have “‘no-glue"’ 
assembly . . they're a snap to make 

{ 5 and 6 ) Snoopy in his Sopwith Camel battles the 
Red Baron in bis Fokker tri-plane. Snap-togetber plas- 
tic models have detailed engines, twin machine guns, 
motorized propellers. Each uses 1 "AA" battery, order 
package below. Each about 6418361735 inches high. 
(5) 49 С 19024—Snoopy (6) 49 С 22371—Red Baron 
Shipping weight each 13 ounces Each $244 
Peanuts characters O United Features Syndicate, Inc. 1971 

motori 

New Wankel Rotary Engine Kit 

Pistonless engine has operating $ 4 44 
rotary cylinders, spark plugs fire. К) 

17 Realistic see-through replica of the revolutionary smog- 
free Wankel engine. Fully operable model is 10 in. long, 

in 6-color molded plastic. With miniature motor and metal 
parts. Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 С 2238$— it 1 Ib. Sow... ... Kit $444 

The V-8 Engine Kit 

Spark plugs fire, rods and pistons 85 
move In clear engine block E. E 

8 Build a detailed model of the power plant of a real auto- 
mobile. Action parts—from fan belt to rocker arms, 144 

Miniature motor and. 

79 € 2339C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. ......... Kit $9.85 
49 С B406— "C" Batteries. Peg. of 6, Wt. 1202....Pkg. 119 

SSS 
Visible Auto Chassis Kit a 

is over 3 feet long 
. . gears, brakes, 

clutch actually work 

Everything works. Springs, sbocks, wheel linkage perform 
like actual parts. Plus parts to install V-8 Engine (above). 
Motor, plastic parts, Uses 3 "D" batteries, order pkg. below. 
79 С 2337€ — Shipping weight 9 pounds. Kit $16.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C M05— Shipping weight 1 Ib. Box........... Ры. 149 
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IMODELS ILLUSTRATED ON FACING PAGE 
Order starter tot, battery separately 

Dune Buggy and Baja Bug race up 
steep hills, zoom over rugged terrains 

(1 and 2 ) Enclosed 049 gas engines with 40:1 gear 
Tatios power Cox cars across any terrain, even mud 
and sand without stalling. Stecrable front wheels go 
right, left, straight ahead. Throttles control speeds. 
Fast recoil starters. Semi-pneumatic vinyl tires, mag. 
type wheels, chrome-look accessories. Preassembled 
plastic bodies, realistically detailed. 

] Dune Buggy. Metal roll bar, windshield frame. 
49 € 20622—7x5x12 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. $13.99 

Q Baja Bug. A true desert 
49 € 20621—7 166х135 

er with insignia 
in. long. Wt. 3 lbs. $13.99 

Chopper Trike . . 3-wheel motorcycle 
roars down most road surfaces 

$ Shock-absorbing nylon front tire, rear drag slicks 
let cycle do “wheelies”, go straight, right, left 

Throttle controls speed. Enclosed .049 engine has 
40:1 gear reduction, recoil starter. Pre-assembled 
plastic body, mag-type wheels, realistic “sissy bar 
49 С 22711—S 4x3 x1414 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. $13.99 

“Inverted gull-wing'' Corsair 74 
guided by throttle control 

4, Cox rubber band assembly makes this preassembled 
ne ideal for beginning pilots’ rough take-offs 
ndings. Throttle control regulates speed, flight 

‚uevers. Powerful 049 engine has spring starter 
astic body. Control handle, lines included 

79 € 20306C— 183 x514x15 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. $12.99 

Lightnin' fast Dragster takes 
an automatic parachute to stop it 

5 Drag strip racer has authentic semi pneumatic 
tires, rear racing slicks. Operates on taut Dacron® 

polyester line with parachute that deploys realistically 
huts off engine, stops car. Powered hy 049 engine 

with 4:1 gear ratio. Plastic body 
49 С 20623—5 x Mi x1414 in. long. We. 2 Ibs.. $11.87 

Accessories for Cox “Gas” Engines 
Storter Kit. Wire, clip, wrench, 14-pint fuel 
49 C 22853—Shipping weight 1 Ib. Kit $2.99 

Custom blend for Cox “gas” engines. 
'hipping weight 1 Ib. 6 ox $149 

Storter Banery. 114 volt. For starting engines. 
49 € 2259— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 ox. $1.39 

Order starter kit, battery separately 

Honda ATC . . “super grab” rear tires 

ning bike bounces over any terrain with 
atic tires. Precision engine has variable 
high torque prar drive, recoil starter 

silenced, Plastic body 
814 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs... $8.99 

Dune Buggy . . high torque gear drive 
shallow 
tarter. 

1 buggy streaks across sand, ev 
Josed precision engine has rec 

Soft pneumatic tires. Plastic body 
49 С 22703—1 Vox6x14 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. 

Air Racer does stunt, speed flying 

Detailed | 
Mustang. Í 

scale model of the famous PSId 
rable lightweight construction. M 

fled engine has RotoMatic® E 
line, 2 props im istic body 
49 С 22702—14х4%х12\ in. long. Wt. 12 oe... .46.99 

Accessories for Testors "Gas" Engines 
Starter Kit. 14-pt. fuel, wire, clip, wrench. 
49 € 22704— Shipping weight 12 ол. Kit $1.99 
Fuel. One pint. Custom blended for Testors engines 
49 € 22705—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
Starter Battery. 1! volt. For starting engines 
49 С 2259— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz 539 

"Wes 329.99. "Churs" along on its own power. 

Dont Miss This 
UT *1.50 Now*28.49 

y Steam Roller puffs steam, 
goes forward or reverse 

Chain. 

Order fuel below. 
49 € 2244 —Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. Soz..... 328.49 

Fuel. 
fuel. Use 

- Jain. brass beer salety valve 
і control. Metal Bx$in. base. 

Bires and pellets noi Funnel. Order fuel, left. W. Ger- 
many. Wt. IIb. 5 ox. 

adult supervision. 49.6 2006. ...... 844 

to complete 
plus plaque 

ters, 
water colors 

Burn and Print 20-pc. Set 

Six wood plaques plus $499 
stamp pad to transfer designs 

met epe чүлөр , monograms 
on print them on stationery or 
any flat surface. Design-A-Matic tool has 3 

lerent tips. 6 basswood plaques, stamp pad, 
wrench, 6 handles, emery paper, glue. UL 
listed for 110-120 volt, 60 cycle AC-DC. 
49 C 21831 —Shpg. wt. 13 02........Set $4.99 

Deluxe 88-piece Wood 
and Cork Burning Set 

Beginner's 17-pc. 52°» sg” 
Wood Burning Set 

Ready to finish printed design: 6 basswood Build a birdhouse, tie rack, bookends, 
plaques. Electric pen has overpolat. Transier napkin bolder, pot holder rack, serving 
sheet, sand paper, 6 water colors, brush, full tray . „then wood burn. Electric tool has 
instructions included. UL listed for 110-120- 6 extra points to achieve professional. 
volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. looking effects. Includes 9 printed wood 
49 € 22706—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Sa 32.99 cork hot pads, 

Extra Wood Plaques for any set 
Printed designs on 14 white basswood plaques 
„use with any wood burning set. 31425 in. each. 

Shipping weight 15 ounces. 
49С2156......... Set $1.99 



174 [San], 

Your own inflatable pony $4799 
that loves to bounce around 

Preschoolers’ ride-a- borse has realistic western 

Bios Boll, We 3 ibs. 12 or. 
49 € 29262. NC 

Red Ball. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 ог. 
292801............95.98 

Jump 'n Float 
m "m me ee 
$T?" | 51. 4” 

On land it's a trampoline, in 
water its a raft. Heavy-duty 
rubber truck-type inner-tube has 

a metal air valve, Bottom and top 
cowers made of rugged cotton 
duck. Securely harnessed with 
strong web supports, Zipper 
Closure. Deflates to compact size 
for casy storage. Ages 4 and up. 
Sent deflated 
4-foot diameter. 
49 C 29245— Wt. 10 Ibs.. . . $14.97 
3-foot diometer. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 ox 
49 С 2922 7.97 

Pogo Sticks 
and 
Stilts 

‘Automatically counts 
Ур to 9990 james 

resets any 

(4) 
$ 4" 

1 ege Stick holds weights up to 150 pounds. For ages 6 to 12. 
48 inches high. Adjustable spring tension. Baked enamel 

finish on steel tubing. Vinyl handle grips with plastic streamers 
Slip-resistant foot pads and tip. 
79 € 2908C Shipping weight 6 pounds. “97 

Pogo Stick with Countmeter. Automatically records each 
jump. Holds up to 250 pounds, Bright zinc-plated tubular 

steel frame. Nylon bearing with friction-free spring. Grooved 
rubber foot pads and tip. 42 inches high. Vinyl hand grips. 
79 € 29236C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. $1099 

3 Pogo Stick for oll ages; holds vp to 250 lbs. Slip resistant 
foot pads and tip; vinyl handle grips with plastic streamers 

High tension triple-tubular steel construction with friction-(ree 
spring for strong support. 48 inches high. 
79 С 29059C — Shipping weight 8 pounds. 37.99 

Д Steel Stilts have adjustable footrests. Raise 10 to 16 inches 
off the floor. 5 feet high. Rubber tips. Enamel finish. 

79 С 29160—Shipping weight $ pounds. Pair $4.97 

" A 
„е? 

Space Walkers sy 
Like walking on the moon. Dual springs keep you bouncing 
center stabilizer keeps you upright. Put them over your shoes, 
adjust length of plastic straps. Lace up band. Red enamel finish 
on steel foot, baseplates. Rubber bumpers protect Mom's floors 
49 € 29057 — Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces. . . , . Pair $4.74 



Hit ‘em hard . . knock ‘em down... 

they'll just bounce back for more. 

Weighted bottoms keep these > 
Plastic balls inside 

inflated vinyl characters upright Beattärbrain'öhead 

bounce when hit 

0 

1 Frosty the Snowman. Belt beeps, eyes blink. 52 in. Д Bullwinkle. From his TV show to you. 36 in. 7 Bomm-Bomm. Barney Rubble's little dynamo from 
49 С 29351—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz.. 5199 49 С 29338 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 02. 5199 “The Flintstones" stands about 34 inches high. 

49 € 29058—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 оє........ $1.99 
2 Yogi Bear. Boo-Boo's buddy, 50 in. tall. Squeaky nose. Fred Flintstone. His nose squeaks! 50 in. high. 
49 C 29237 — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 10 ог. 29 49 С 29333—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 100%.....5297 — fj Scatterbroin. 

З Botmon. Caped Crusader's belt beeps, eyes blink. $2 in. Bozo the Clown. Squeaky nose. 43 inches high. 
49 С 29317—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz 1.59 49 С 29057— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs 8 ог.......$254 

d^ 

Inflatable Marble Court Punching Bags 
Q Was $4.99. Floor Puncher. Height 
9 fest from 53 la. to 49 la Metal 

peed reflexes 
steel frame, sim 

Shipp 
79 C 29 

к= [Sears] 175 4 



Automatic Umpire 
. counts every 

strike you throw 
Fire one in there! Throw 

i a strike and it registers on Pitch-Back Net mente. 
Fast rebounds with en u ios е. 

every pitched ball . . any Pitch-Back Net (not 
improve your ac). Wt. 1 Ib. 12 or 

pitching and fielding 49 С 29352 $2.99 

38x38 inches 38x56 inches 66x72 inches. 
$ 4° offs ° 19 

Hurl a knuckle ball into the strike zone . . this tough nylon net returns them 
all. Great way to strengthen your pitching arm and sharpen your control. Ad- 
justable colored tape marks strike zone. Excellent for fielding or batting prac- 
tice, too. Adjusts to return fly ball or grounders. Tubular steel frame with live 
action steel springs. Unassembled. Ball not included. 
79 С 29098C—Squore model. 38x38 in. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 3445 
79 С 2911C—Rectongulor model. 38x56 in. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 744 
79 € 2920C— Jumbo size model. 66x72 in. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs... .. 199 

Ice or no ice, 
goalie and forward 
get plenty of action 

2-man 

Hockey Trainer 
$997 

Set up goal on ice or pavement 
and you're ready for a fast-moving 
game of bockey. Sturdy tubular 
steel frame with strong cotton and 
nylon twine net 

Goal measures about 37x37x18 
inches deep. Set includes molded 
plastic puck, one goalie stick and 
опе forward stick . . both are made 
of solid hardwood and are about 
46 inches long. Unassembled. For 
ages 7 and up. To order the easiest 
way, look in your phone book 
white pages under “Sears, Roe 
buck and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 C 29099. Set $9.97 

Q8 

All-season 
Sports 

10” 
Exercise all year "round with 
this sports set. There's plenty 
of court action with this stan 
dard-size pebble-grained bas- 
ketball, 18-inch steel hoop 
and cotton net 

Field sports equipment in- 
cludes a regular-size football, 
plastic kicking tee, junior field 
er's glove and a standard-size 
baseball. Inflating needle in 
cluded in set. Basketball and 
football sent inflated. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds 
79 С 292890 Set $10.79 

New! Junior 
Baseball Set 

14 

You're all set for plenty of 
baseball thrills 
leather glove 
scooping up кто or pull 
ing in those pop-ups, Red 
plastic batting helmet is rub- 
ber padded at front and back 
fits up to size 6%. Standard. 

size ball. From Japan. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 10 oz. 

49 С 29353 Set $4.99 

New! 
Big Kicker 

Practice soccer, play dodge 
ball or kick ball. foot rope 
swivels at base n 
or knot. Fill 1410 
plastic base with sand or 
water. Durable 7}4-in. plastic 
ball. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs 
79 € 29354C. 37.99 

Safety-tipped 
Archery Set 

arrows with suction-cup tips 
and a big 16-in. hardboard 
target. Plus 2 arm guarde, 
finger tabs and imitation 
leather quivers. Wt. 4 Ibs. 
49 C 29356. Set $3.97 

. indoor and outdoor skating fun 

$287 Zip along on smooth running hi- 
impact plastic wheels . . they're 
sli ubricating and a full inch 
wide for better support. Skates 
“grow” with your child . . shoe 
sizes adjust from 8 (junior) to 
3% (regular). For ages 2 to 7. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 С 29248... ........ Pair $3.87 



11 Fun Games 
in one 

Everything from Shuffleboard, 
to Darts, to Golf, to Bowling 
with automatic pin setter 

T 32 
st 

Fun for the whole sports-minded family. Play Shuffleboard 
with 4 pusbers, $ discs. Dart toss has 4 soction-cup darts, 
target. Bowl with two S-in. plastic balls and a steel and plastic 
pin setter that resets with a press down action. Try "Bounce 
the Checker”, Tk-Tac-Toe, Checker-Pitch and even goll 
Have a race with 4 cars, 4 borses, or 4 airplanes . . all plastic 
Printed linoleem flooring is 2x12 ft. long. 
79 € 221131 — Shipping weight 15 pounds Set $13.99 

Pee-Wee 
Football Set 

157 
- 

High-impact plastic helmet will 
soften the blow for your little one 
while he learns to play. Has chin 
cup and double-bar face guard; 
soft-padded at neck, forehead and 
cars, Fits head sizes up to 6M 
Plastic shoulder pads protect 
young tackler. Imitation leather 
football, kicking tee. Ages 6 to 10. 
Not for competitive sports. Ship- 
ping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 C2912 Set $5.99 

Automatic 
Football Player 

‚9% without Bakeries 

Set ball on tee, push button 
player kicks it as far as 12 feet. 
Metal base 9417342 in. Plastic 
body; vinyl bead, arms. 3 plastic 
footballs, 434 in. long. Uses 2 “Р” 
batteries . . order pkg. below 

Get this bit of Christmas shop 
ping done—just dial Sears and 
order it right now. 

From Japan. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 с6554С $9.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
4908405-We. 1 Ib. $ oz. Pkg. $1.49 

Stands 
20 inches tall 

and kicks 
like a pro 

We ex. Zibe Sox Set $8.88 



Frontier 
Trail-Blazer 

cowboys and Indians wivel 
at waist and head for life-like 

action poses . . ranch hou: ge, 
color layout sheet, more included 

$()99 
set 

The “Wells Fargo” stage must go 
through . . "Dry Gulch” frootiersmen 
defend their log cabin outpost from 
“Medicine Bow" Indians. Pliable plas 
tic human figures, 234 in. high, swivel at 
waist and head in action-poised stances 

all color molded. Horves pull stage on 
wheels. Full-color 18x36-inch cardboard 
layout sheet provides a natural setting 
for cactus, trees, totem pole, wigwam, 
corral figures. Made in Great Britain 
49 € 59196—We. 3 Ibs. 3 or... Set $9.99 

Fort Apache 
Indians surround the fort. Man your 
posts. Recreate h ric drama with 

39 action-poised soldiers and Indians 

$599 

Relive the action-packed days of the early 
western frontier. Activity centers around 
the snap-together, 19x26-Inch plastic log 
stockade, printed metal supply building and 
stable. Hinged doors swing open and close 
Carefully detailed figures of molded plastic 
are about 234 inches high. Set also includes 
a shooting cannon, field supplies, wigwam, 
totem pole and horses. Buy it the easy way 
order by phone. 
79 С 590726—Shipping wt. 5 Ibr.......35.99 

Fully equipped warriors 

the glamour of 

Jane West Johnny West and Armored Knight Viking and 
and Flame Thunderbolt and Horse Horse 

s5% s5% 6^ 6+ 
Frontier gal outfitted to ride her Dressed in chaps and spurs, fully Armed for battle, 11}4-inch tall warrior of — Dressed for battle, 8th cen 
borse, Flame. Jane's 11 in. tall, fully 
jointed to sit, stand, or ride. Comes 
with 2 skirts, 2 vests, 3 bats, riding 
gear (25 items). 13-in. high horse has 
saddle, bridle. Plastic 
49 С 59056— Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz.. .$5.64 

178 [Sears] 3¥ 

equipped to ride and camp, cow 
boy Johnny's ready for the range. 
He's 1134 in. tall, fully jointed to 
take any stance. Over 21 pieces of 

pfire and personal gear in 
Jaunty 13-in. high horse 

has saddle, bridle. Plastic. 
49 С $9055— Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 ог. $5.64 

the medieval age mounts his 13-in. high 
horse. Fully jointed knight has movable 
arms, legs, hend. Equipped with shield. 
flag standard, armor for knight and borse 
(17 pieces in all). Plastic 

Shipping weight each 3 Ibs. 4 oz 
49 С 59052— Silver color Knight, horse $6.44 
49 € 59051—Gold color Knight, horse 6.44 

tury Northman stands 1134 
im. tall. He's fully jointed 
with movable head, arms 
legs. Authentically detailed 
clothing, weapons (20 pieces). 
13-in. high horse. . Plastic 
Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 ox. 
49 С 59138 36.44 



King Arthur's Castle 
Brave Knighta in shini armor 42» 

lortressed mansion and dungeon 

Drawbridge lowers, fearless knights of the Round Table charge 
across the moat, armed to fight the foes of the King. Molded 
plastic set lets you relive heroic battles with 11 detailed knights 

(Not 13 as shown) and $ horses, 234 to 3 in. high. Snap-together 
castle, 20x20x18 in. high; large courtyard with water well and 
trapdoor leading to dungeon deep within the realistic rock forma. 
tion. Castle displays coat of arms, flag. West Germany 
79 C S9128C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. Set $12.99 

Set of 20 Action-posed Knights. Six on horseback, 14 on foot. 
All color molded plastic, 3 to 434 in. high, Great Britain 
49 C 59139— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. Set 4.99 

20-piece Armored 
Knight Set 

Western Town 122 
Snap-together hotel-saloon, store, city hall and bank with 30 Wild West 

figures . . a stagecoach, covered wagon, cowboys and In 

Recall the rip-roaring days of tbe 
Old West when bold men like 
Wild Bill Hickok marshalled the 
towns, captured outlaws, kept 
peace. Molded plastic set of bright 
ly colored figures, 244 to 3 in. high. 
Super-sized buildings, about Вл 
8}4x6 in. high. Doors open. roofs 
come off. West Germany 
79 € 59195C— Wt. 5 lbn, Set $12.99 

16-piece Cowboy ond Indien Set. 
Recreate the conírontations ol the 
exciting Wild West with action-posed 
frontiersmen and Indians. Also in 
duded are a horse-drawn covered 
wagon, an Indian wigwam and totem 
pole. All non-toxic, color molded 
plastic figures, 3 to 434 inches high 
Made in Great Britain. 
49 € 59203— Wt. 11b. 8 oz... .34.99 

« Cowboy and Indian Set “> 
Colorful 16-piece 

54° 



“6.1. Joe Action же 
Adventurers" To COE ER 
LJ seothrough windshicid gives Joe a clear 

priced so low 77? view ol the area. 25-inch long plastic body 
snaps together for easy assembly . . has 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK S Tre bos Shipping weight 2 ii... 1.46 
.. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Talking These 
Commander 11%-inch 

$ 499 heroes are 
4 ready for 

any 
mission anc 

that move th 
adventure team 

into actior 

Commander СІ 
1 J gives eig 

49 C 59159... $2.99 

Wears tan fatigue 
shirt and pants, 

boots, “АТ” 
the салу way 

phone tol. Plas 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz hair. Shpg. wt. 1 

49 C $9229. $499 49C 59126. Rw 

Fantastic Freefall 

599 «mos 
Gh doe 

Forced lo bail ont , , quick pull the rip 
cord! Set includes boots, orange cov- 
call, helmet, Mae West life vest 
with баа, parachute with case, 

Mission completed . . row lo safety, 
lndudes French-style sweater and 
pants, boots, knit сар, Ше raft, oar, 

Danger Alert radio with earphones, blinker, came 
à : Y ra, binoculars, TNT, detonator, sub- 

n : machine gun, flare gun. x 49 C 59153—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 os. Set 

REX Escape trom Danger 

'AA" Batteries. Pack 
49 C 8402—Wt. 6 ог 

b 

Eight Ropes $. 
of Danger 

99 without 
5 GL Joe $719 wi Surprise c 

but wes, обори ús M deams . . he's im the clear. But, 
suit and helmet, Жой! SHARK! Aqua sh uba suit 
Ox pump. " 

hose, compass, chest, coins, 
49 C 59175—We. 1 lb. 4 ог. 



Dont Miss This 
CUT #2 Nows5.99 

Billy Blastoff Set 
Was $7.99. Blast off with Billy and 
Walking Robbie Robot. Plastic part 
ners power space rocket . . explore 
rugged terrain in lunar crawler and 
lift articles in the deluxe grabber 
Equipment powered by built-in back 
jet packs that use 2 "AA" batteries 
(order pkg. below). 

Includes play radioactive material, 
push cart, walkie talkie, lighted radar 
scope and strange flying device. Plas 
tic parts. Billy is 434 in. high. 
79 С 59062C—Wt. 4 Ibs... Set $5.99 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 402—Shpg. wt. 6 oz.. Pkg. 99c 

Walking 
Billy Blastoff 

$799 wines 

Space scout walks and 
powers all Billy Blastoff 
vehicles and accessories. 

sures 454 inches high. 
Shipping weight 4 os. 

49 C 59156. $2.99 

Sea Devil Set $355 
Commander Carter explores tbe seas 

but look out! It's Kretor tbe alien 
creature on Zark, his shark-like ve 
hide. Control commander with hand 
Compressor as he rides Sea Jet or 
Aqualander . . dives, swims, surfaces. 
Sea motor. Plastic. Uses 1 “AA 
battery, order above. Hong Kong 
49 С 59037-Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. .Set $8.88 

[Sears] 181 



50-piece Farm Set 
with carry-case barn 

зү 

Open side of carry-case barn to 
find a bustling 18x25x1244-in 
high farm scene. Barn has hayloft 
and stalls: silo and rear doors 
open and close. Set up fences or 
let animals roam around the 
rounds." Plastic stake truck, 

combine, tractor. Plastic figures 
Vinyl barn has handle. Plastic 
animals (rom Hong Kong 

Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 4 ox. 
49 59106 Set $5.85 

13) 58x10 
inches high 

Busiest station in town 
fill-ups to repairs 

20-piece 
Auto Center 

:59 

Ай steel station features plastic service 
accessories, lift-up lube rack, 3 pumps, В 
portable service parts, 5 attendants. 3 
metal cars with free-rolling wheels. Turned 
edge steel base. 26x14 4x12 in. high. Ramp 
for roof parking. $ dimensional sign. 
79 © 59197C—Shpe. wt. 7 Ibs. 5549 

The Big One 
214-piece Farm Set with giant 

metal barn, operating 

haylift, animals and equipment 

8% 
Action centers around the 22 in. platform 
with all-metal barn and silo. 6 farmhands 
“hitch up" rake, disc and harrow or help 
you load produce into the level open. 
back barn. Pick-up truck and jeep simpli 
fy your chores. Chicken coop, stockade 
and “barbed wire" fences house some of 
the 42 barnyard animals. Crops and 
accessories are dimensional plastic 
22x17x12 in. high. Unassernbled. Buy it 
the casy way—order by phone. 
A9 C 59778 Shpe. wt. 7 Ibs. Set $8.85 

30-piece Farm Set 
with metal barn 

MO ed 

Large metal barn, 1514x 
94x11 in. high. Includes 
tractor, plow, disc, rake, 
manure spreader, mower 
shovel, fork and 6 pieces of 
fence. Family of 3 and ani 
mals complete scene. Made 
of plastic 

Wr. 3 Ibs, 14 0x 
“ch Set 5299 

Complete play set—prehistoric animals 
and cavemen in a natural setting of rocks, 
caves, pools. 16 in. long, 644 in. high. 
Realistically detailed. Unbreakable plastic 
Booklet on prehistoric animals. 
79 € 59199C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 35.99 



AM Portable Radios. . 
designed to fit palm or pocket 

Precision slide-rule tuning 

s11% 
1 Bix 3x2-inch speaker. Solid 

state chassis. Built-in ferrite 
rod antenna. Thumb-wheel con- 
trols. High impact black plastic 
2%x4%x1% inches. Earphone, 
battery. Handy carry strap. Gift 
boxed. Hong Kong 
57 C22331—Wt. 13ox. ...$11.95 

Clear sound 2%-in. speaker 
sg” 

Solid state chasais for long. reli 
able performance. Built-in an 

tenna. Black plastic cabinet 
vinyl 
inches. Earphone, battery. 
boxed. Hong Kong. 
$7 C22101—Wt. 14 ox. 

Convenient Carry Case 

$6” 

3 Good sounding 24 inch speak- 
er. Solid state chassis for in- 

stant sound. Clear vinyl carry 
case. Compact black plastic cabi- 
net 2 4x18 inches deep. Bat 
tery, earphone. Gift boxed. From 
Hong Kong. 
57 С 2205 1—Wt. 9 oz. 8699 

Don't | оку $3.99 
Miss] for this AM 
This | Portable Radio 

Solid state chassis in a sturdy 
black plastic case. Compact de- 

sign that fits in pocket or palm. 2- 
in. speaker. 24x4%x1% in. Ear- 
phone, battery incl. Hong Kong. 
57 С 22021—Wt. 12 оз. 13.19 

Get your FREE copy of our 
Home Entertainment and Clecronscs Catalog 

Ses your Big Book or ask your nearest Sears Setting Una 



These 5 Children's P 
e 45-rpm adapters twist-up 

* Synthetic sapphire needles 

onos play all records . even STEREO 
turntables 

rcuitry 
• Padded me 
* Integrated 

Two speakers. ‚опе 
mounted at each end 

for 2-way sound 
and you get tone 

and volume controls 

= 5249 
= $2699 

1 No = 526° for 
warm-up with this in 

needle. Molded turntable 
Plastic laminated chip- 

board construction . . two 
tone aqua blue, 12% 
x14x6% inches high 
Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. 4 o 

$7 C 32362 324.50 
Phono pius Set of six 45- 
rom Records from below. 
No choice. Wt. 11 Ibs 
87 C 32369C2 .....026.00 

Single front-mounted 4-inch speaker 
plus both volume and tone controls 

nun 51059 єл 521% 

9 Instant play chassis, dependable integrated cir- 
cuit. Playa all records monaurally. Dual-point 

synthetic sapphire needle. Plastic laminated chip- 
board construction . . polka dot top and green bot- 
tom. Padded turntable. 10% x124x64 in. 
57 C 32342— Shipping weight 8 pounds ...$19.50 
Phono plus Set of six 45-rpm Records below. 
57 C 32349C2—No choice. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibe. $2 1.00 

57 С 32302—Shipping weight 7 Ibs 202. $14.88 
Phono plus Set of six 45-rpm Records below. 
57 C 32309€2— No choice Shpg. wt. 9 lbs $1649 
MUECTRCAL MOTE: Manas л sanas бы 110-190 wan 8t A 

45-rpm Record Sets plus $498 
Rack. .25 tunes in all 

Six records plus cardboard record rack 
Puff the Magic Dragon. Plus 24 others 
57 C 5850—Shipping weight 12 oz. $1.98 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. And 24 more, too. 

Sesame Street. Youngsters’ TV favo 
57 C 5838—Shipping weight 12 
Mother Goose Favorites. All-time classics 
57 C 5854—Shipping weight 12 

Songs by TV's popular $ 
MISTEROGERS 

Storybook Albums of $ 
Disneyland Favorites 

The Aristocats. 
57 C 5942—Sh g weight 1 pc 

MISTEROGERS knows that e de stant play chassis. Built ya xera ace 1а with integrated circuits for kes songs to help youngsters learn and grow high performance and de- los alles to children . . be listens pendability. Plays all rec a ee eher ords monaurally . . ever Songs on these albums are recorded direct! 
on ar national television progr Dual-point, turnover E И type aynthetie sapphire xk 

79 

innie the Pooh and the Blustery Day 
$944—8b gw 1 1 79 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarts 

Bamb mplete story from the sc 

Bedknobs and Broomsticks 

Favorite Tun: 
Record Sets 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 

$7 C 585 1- Shipping weight 120r . $198 А 
Mary Poppins. Includes 24 other favorites Mother Goose Favorites » 
57 C 5852- Shipping weight 12 or 



==: 

PU 111, ; ALBUMS 
Favorite kid's stories on the record 

saw p n back of the jacket 

12 23 for $450 

at Sears. . great gift idea. Each jacket 
k is a 25-piece full-color jigsaw puzzle that 

goes along with the theme of the long-playing 
-rpm record inside. Just think of how 
uch fun . . and how educational . . it will be 

for your child to assemble the puzzle as he 
listens to all-time children's favorites such as 
Pinocchio, Mother Goose and 8 others. 

Puzzle A T — JT Gano 
Finocchio and His Friends [ecossss 
Mother Goose Songs” Isrcasası 
Little Red Riding Hood" |57сэаэг 
Three Little Pi |57c95893 
Cinderella", "Snow White” others |67C95894 

“Aladdin and the Magic Lamp" |67C95895 
Doggie in the Window |s7c95896 

, \s7cosso7 
|57C95898 

Folk Songs throughout the U.S.A.”|57C95899 
Shipping wt. ea. 12 oz.. Ea. $1.59: 3 for $4.50 

The World of Let's Pretend $449 
оп 33 %-rpm record albums - 
Cinderella”, "Twelve Dancing Princesses”. 

57 C 95861 -Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2 49 
Beauty and Beas! Princess Moonbeam” 

57 € 95860-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2 49 
"Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp" and 
‘Dunbar the Magician’ 
57 C 96864-Shipping weight 
Rapunzel East of the Sun—West of the 

Moon 
95865-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2 49 

Hansel and Gretel”, "Three Golden Hairs” 
$7 C 95871-Sh 

ounces $2 49 

ing weight 12 ounces.$2 49 
‘Snow White and Rose Red" and "The 
Queen Who Couldn't Make Spice Nuts”. 

95862-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2 49 
Sleeping Beauty" and "The Goose Girl" 

? € 95866-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2 49 
Jack and the Beanstalk", "Faithful John’ 
57 C 95870-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2 49 

Youngsters can stack 
up to six records on this 
Automatic Stereo Phonograp h 1754959 да $5050 

Plays all records . . 45-rpm adapter included. Each speaker: Mx7%x4% in. UL listed. 
Solid state, Volume control for each 5-in. 57C32801C-Shipping weight 17 pounda.$49.50 
speaker. Tone control. Dual-point synthetic 
sapphire needle. Plastic-coated, woodgrain Phono with ten 46-rpm Records—no choice. 
cabinet: 7x159112 in. with dust cover. 57 C 32807C2 —Shipping wt. 18 Ibs... $50.50 

E i in. 
57 C 3238—UL Listed—Wt. 8 Iba.. 
Prone and ten 48 ro Records. (chin) | 
57 с 323892— Wt. 10 Iba... 

L 

FURRY FACE Stackable Record Chests 
h © 45 rpm record holder $1495, 25285 

55% 
Use just your imagination and any combination of 

Totes 45's safely . . hides them dur- the four colors to make a personalized record and 
ing storage. Nylon, non-shedding fur storage center. Each sturdy chest holds up to 100 al 
сап be combed . . comb is included. buma. Sliding doors. Removable record dividers 

Twist handle and head removes Each wood-framed hardboard chest measures 234 
to reveal 45-rpm adapter-type rec 19x1544 inches deep. Unassembled —use only screw 
ord bolding post. Holds 60 records. driver to amemble 
Eyes form any expression. Wipe 57 C 8531C—Red 57 C 85330 Yellow 
clean with damp cloth. Gift boxed 57 C 8532C — Blue 57 С 8534C—Green 
57 C 5603—Shipping wt. 2 Iba.5549 Shipping wt. each 16 lbs... Each $14.95; 2 for $28.50 

Phonograph and Record Stands 
1 Stores up to 75 records. Brushed steel 

finish with walnut-grained top. Strong, 
large-size molded wheels add portability 
make it easy to take fun from room to room. 
2391150201 in. high. Unassembled. 

57 C 3202C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs...$995 
Stores up to 60 records. Steel construc- 
tion. broese-color finish. Weissi- grained 

covering on premed tional 
model no wheels: 172141213, inches high. 
Unassembled 
52 С 3200C —Shipping weight 8 Iba... .. $695 



Cassette Player-Recorder $ 95 
with push-button controls 29 

Unit with 3 pre-recorded cassettes $3445 
This battery-operated unit converts to AC operation (adapt 
er sold below) . . lets you play and record anywhere. Record- 
ing level adjusts automatically. Solid state instant play chas- 
sis means long life. Good sound from 2'4-in. speaker. Molded 
high-impact plastic cabinet: 9%x5%4x2% in. deep. Mike, ear. 
phone, blank cassette, batteries included. 
57 C 3415 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. . .. 829.95 
Recorder above with 3 pre-recorded cassettes. 
57 C 34157C2—Shipping weight 5 pounds $3445 
AC Adapter. For recorder above and recorder at right. 
57 C 34992—Shipping weight 12 ounces +650 
Vinyl Carrying Case. For recorders above and at right. 
57 C 34985— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 57.50 
C-60 (1-hour) Blank Cassette. Standard audio quality 
57 C 3487—Shipping wt. 6 oz. ... Each $1.19; 12 for $12.96 

Get your FREE copy of our Home 
merta:nment and Elec Catalog 

See your General Catalog or 
at your nearest Sears Store 

Buy 8рс. Drum Set 

Save #2.8] only $49.95 

1 Separately total $52.76. Boasts fea 
tures usually found in higher-priced sets 
chrome-plated hardware, drums with 

hardwood shell construction. Plastic drum 
heads, adjustable tuning luga. Base drum 
(10x16 in.) with wood hoops, foot pedal, dis 
appearing lega. Snare drum (4x10 in) with 
throw-off strainer and stand. Shell mounted 
Tom Tom (6x9 in.) and brass cymbal (10in. 
diam.) Sticks, brushes, instrument. 
57 С 2651312—Japan. WL 25 iba. . $49.95 

2 7-piece Drum Set. As above, but 
without tom tom. 

$7 C 265121—Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. . $37.88 

З Sheli- mounted Tom Tom. Same as 
described above in (1). 

57 C 2611—Shipping wt 4 Iba... 14.88 

186 [Sears] 2% 

A Portable Cassette Player-Recorder with 
single-lever control for only $24.95 ??? 

Unit with BR = cassettes only 29% 
Works on batteries or buy AC adapter at left for dual convenience . . уса can play 
and record anywhere. Play cassettes or record voice letters. . even a 
music album. Recording level automatically for best sound. Solid state 
chassis means instant sound and long life. Sensitive mike included for voice record- 
ing. Earphone, batteries, blank cassette. Sturdy molded cabinet measures 
104x6:2%. in. deep. Japan. 
Order AC adapter and black vinyl carry bag at left. 

57 С 34 13—Recorder. Shipping weight 4 pounds. E . $2495 
57 C 34137C2— Recorder with 3 cassentes. Shipping weight 5 Ibe. 2945 

Beginner's Drum Set 
snare drum with practice 
pad and cymbal on stand 

4 Durable plastic head on 5%x14in 
snare drum. Nickel-plated throw 

off strainer and snares. Blue sparkle 
finish 

lOn. brass cymbal on stand. Includes sticks, 
brushes, instructions, and adjustable snare drum 
and cymbal stand. Japan. Order carry bag below. 
57 С 2607 1—Shipping weight 12 Ibs ....929.95 

Jj Black Vinyl Carry Bag. For set above. 
57 C 26421—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ...#2.95 



Walkie-Talkie 
with powerful 

100-milliwatt chassis 
complete with battery 

..ready to operate 

Each $13” 

2 103275 
Keep in touch with a friend up to 1 
mile away . . or тоге", Great for 
hikes, hunting or fishing outings. 
And it's amall enough to carry in 
your pocket. . just 5%к2%х1% 
inches deep. 

Precision crystals installed at 
the factory. You're preset for in. 
stant voice contact on CB channel 
5. All silicon transistors operate at 
peak efficiency wherever your fun 
takes you. Includes one integrated 
circuit (IC) for greater dependabil 
ity. These circuit features mean 
qood performance when you need 
it 

Plastic case with telescoping an- 
tenna. Self-contained built-in 
speaker mike. Japan. Order ? for 
complete system. 
57 C 7205 1—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 or 
Each $13.95 2 for $27.50 
NOTE: "Range based on transmis 
sion over flat terrain. This walkie 
talkie ıs the most powerful you can 
use without an FCC licenso 

Ш 

T AA 
Package of 3 Marine 
Harmonicas. . A, С 

keys. Feature 20 brass reeds and 
10 holes. From West Germany. 
Each boi 
57 C 25881—Wt. 120r. Pkg $6.99 
Hohner Blues Harp Harmoni- 
са. Key of C. 20 reeds, 10 holes. 

Plastic case, From West German; 
57 C 2595—Shpg. wt. Jor „#3. 

3 Kratt Super 48 Chromatio 
Harmonica. Key of C. With 48 

brass reeds, plastic valves. 12 
holes, 3 octaves. Case. 
57 C2591—Shpg. wt 14 os. 49.95 
4 Echo Harmonica. Double-sided 

tremolo instrument with 32 
double holes. Key of C, С. 64 reeds 
Nickel-plated covers. Box. From 
West Germany. 
57 C 2594—Shpg. wt. 6 от. .#6.95 

Б Soprano Recorder. Key of C. 
Baroque пое 2 double 

holes. Pearwood . . leak resistant 

nd 
G 

c joints. Includes carry bag. 
fingering instr. From Israel. 

$7 C 2527 1—Wt. Ton ..Set 95.95 
6 Brass Bugle. Regulatio 

strument. Key of G 
change to F. Mouthpiece with 
chain holder. Includes carry bag 
and instructions. 
57C2501-Shpg. wt 13 он. .411.95 
Т Flower Tambourine. Plastic 

head, ring. 5 jingles. Red or 
blue . . no choice of color. Japan. 
57 C 26391—Wt 11b. 202 „#295 

Music Gift Shop 

8 Concertina. Features 20 am- 
ply-spaced bass buttons and 40 

individually-mounted accordion 
frame red 

pearl finish. Aluminum mecha- 
nism. Air button. With ad- 
justable leather strap and instruc- 
tions. Measures 74x7% in. Opens 
to 16 inches. From Italy. 
57025 14 1-Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $29.95 
9 Standerd.sire Ukulele. Rose- 

wood fingerboard with inlaid 
position markers for easy chord- 
ing. Nylon strings for softer strum- 
ming. Natural finish mahogany 
body. Measures 6%x2%x21 in 
long. Includes pick and instruc 
tions. From Japan. 
57 C 1258 1—5hpg. wt 2 Iba. $6 95 

10 Supersize Baritone Ukulele. 
Rosewood fingerboard; posi 

tion markers for quick finger ac- 
tion. Nylon strings. Natural finish 
mahogany body. Measures 
10% x2 x29 in. ==: With pick, 
instructions. J 
STC 12561C—We Alba 01895 
1] Benge Set. Includes 5%-in 

and бап. goatekin head bongo 
drums: Plus 2 hand-painted ma- 
racas and 2 hardwood claves. In- 
dudes instructions. Mexico. 
57 C 2603—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 96.95 

12 Hand Drum. Popular for 
dance rhythms, rhythm ac- 

companiment. 10-in. plastic head. 
Japan. 
57 C 2691—Shpg. wt 13 ое. $4.49 



VIEW.MASTER 
3-dimensional Stereo Vie 

right in the center of 

309755 —Shipping weight 8 ounces 

wers put you 

the scene 

MASTER | 

Viewer with 4 reels. 3 reels "Snoopy and the Red Baros.” 1 extra. 
reel. 28 scenes. 
3С 9703 Shipping weight 12 ounces 3807 
Viewer with 7 reels. 49 brilliant colored scenes. 6 roris cartoon. 

oject 
nd 

iew-Master 

y and the Re 
ward (2 reel 

Projector only. 110-120-v 
3— Shipping we 

Extra 100-watt Project 

ors, 
carrying case 

$ 89 

h the Red N; 
Andy (2 т 

Home 

Walt Disney 1 29 
Theater 

D f 10 re 
ald Duck 
dimensional 40 

plasti 

Projector only. 110-120-v., 60 
3 € 9785—Shipping weight 2 
Extra Lomp for Projector. Code BVR 
3 € 8682— Shipping weight 4 

Disney characters Owvait Disney Pro 

Outfit 31249 

$949 



Ht s f 

ҮН 

Special 7-reel Packs їп 3-D 

Vias $7) 19 such 

3€ 97911—Americ 
30 97912 
3097913 
3097914 
3097915 
3097916 
3097917 
3097918 
36 97919 
36 97921 
3€ 97925 
3097524 
Shpg. wt 

E 

's Scenic Wonders 
Animals of the World 
Our Natural History 
Foreign Scenic Wonders 
Fred Flintstone and Friends 
Disney Cartoon Favorites 
Disney Fairy Tales 
Children's Fables 
Disneyland and the Magic Kingdom 
Television Cartoon Favorites 
New! Television Showtime, 2nd Ed. 
Instructional Sports 

each pack. 4 or. Pack $2.19 
NOTE: All 3D View-Mastor reels TT Talong View Master, Page 190 

СТ 
‘taney cha aca OM! Diane Productions 

1 

p An 

3097183 

3c9713 

3097223 

Shop here for exciting $150 

3097232 309740 3C 97204 

AR 
3 97382 
чаннат 

3c9787 

С View-Master* Reels 

Each catalog number below is for one packet with 3 reels; total 21 color scenes. Postpaid. (Wt. 3 о.) 
ILLUSTRATED 3C97372— Peter Pan 3€97373— Rocks and Mineral 

3З С 97183 — Disney on Parade 3C 9733— Heidi 36 97145— Fish Life 
3C97381—Tbe Littlest Angel 3 C 97479— Daniel Boone 3 97146— History of Flight 
3 С 9756 — Peanuts 3€ 97317—Goldilocks 3 С 97611— Wild Birds 

3 © 97382— Night Before 3C97533—Casper the Friendly 3€ 97519— Prehistoric Animals 
Christmas Ghost 3€97617— Children's Zoo 

3 С 97225- The Partridge Family 3 С 97108— Land of the C its 3 C 9761— Butterflies 
3 97362— Winnie the Pooh 3C9750—Barbie's World Trip — 3C97615—Strange Animals of 
3€ 9787— Rudolph 3 C 97094— Banana Splits the World 
36 9713— The Love Bug 3 C 97095— The Hardy Boys 3 С 97138—5ап Diego Zoo 
3C 97132— Lassie Look Home- 3 C 97142— Ringling Brothers 3 С 97188—Marineland, Pacific 

ward 3 C 97964— Marineland, Florida 
3 С 97514— Flintstones 3c97222- 3C97196— The Pyramids and 

3C 97052— Julia Plagues of Egypt Egypt 
3 С 97383— Christmas Story 3 C 97851—Noah's Ark 3C 97226—Holy Land, Israel 
3 С 97532—101 Dalmatians 3 С 9730— w White and Jordan 
3C97361— Wizard of Oz 3 С 97528— Mickey Mouse 3C97235—Grand Canyon River 
3C 97485— Flipper 36 97316— Cinderella. Expedition 
3 € 97223— City Beneath the Sea 
3 © 97232— Raggedy Ann and 

Andy 
3C 9140— Bambi 
3 € 97204- Instructional Football 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 
3 C 97507— Snoopy and the 

Red Baron 
3 € 97659— Santa's Workshop. 
3 97129— Casper 's Ghostland 
3C 97388— Dennis the Menace 
3€ 97311— Pinocchio 
3 € 97365— Beep, Beep the 

Road Runner 
‘Tom and Jerry 
Alice in Wonderland 
The Little Yellow 
Dinosaur 

Mother Goose 
Popeye 
Mary Poppins 
Superman and the 
Computer Crook 
Nanny and the 
Profesor 
Jungle Book 
Bugs Bunny 
Smokey the Bear 

Lancelot Link 

309734 
30 97% 
3097229 

309741 
3097333 
3097376 
3697104 

з с 97093- 

3097364 
3c97531 
397131 
309720 
3097201 
36 97202 

the Kiddles 

3€ 97237—Mickey Mouse, 
Donald Duck and Goofy in 
"Clock Cleaner 
3 € 97238— Pinocchio, Lady 
and tbe Tramp, Soow White 
3C 97231— Million Dollar Duck 
3C 97227 — Bedknobs & Broom- 

sticks 
36 97184— The Aristocrats 
3€97177— Adventureland 
3C 97118— Fantasyland 
3 € 97203— Ice Follies 
3€97103— Auto Daredevil Show 
3C97614—Wild Animals of the 

World 
American Indian 
Instructional Baseball. 
Auto Racing 
Motorcycle Racing 
Little League World 
Senes 

3097337 
3c 97098- 
3 € 97208- 
3€ 97209- 
3097214 

SCIENCE AND TRAVEL 
3 С 97228—Balance of Nature 
3С97901—7 Wonders of the 

World 
3 € 97099-Apollo Moon Landing 
3€97147— Probing the Past 
3 C 97114- Kennedy SpaceCenter 
3 € 97657— Man in Space 
3 С 97371— Prehistoric Life 
3€ 97369—Our Planet Earth 

3€ 97161— Carlsbad Caverns 
3 С 97889—Great Smokey Mtns. 

3C 97655— Niagara Falls 
3 C 97486— Black Hills 
3 © 97393— Pennsylvania Dutch 

Country 

з C 97813- Colonial Williamsburg 
3€C97171— Yosemite National 

Park, California. 
3€ 97727—Cape Cod and 

Plymouth 
3€ 97793— White House 
3C 97101— Alaska. 
3 € 9709— Canada 
3€ 97156 — England 
3 С 97193— Germany 
30 9712—Hawaüi 
3 С 9719—Holland 
3€9716— Ireland 
3€97001—Mexico 
3C 97386— South Vietnam 
3 С 97185— Switzerland 
3€ 97236— Venice, Italy 
3€ 97262— Japan 
3€ 97395— Yellowstone 
3€ 97394— San Francisco, Calif. 
3 € 97239— Shakespeare Country 
3 C 97189— Chicago 
3 С 97653—New York 

Manhattan. 

ars] 189 



Stereo LALKING View-Masters 
press sound button.. LOOK and LISTEN! 

storage canister, metal top. Uses 2 "C" bat- 
teries. Order below. 
3 С 9786—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs 9 02... $1397 
34 С 4665—"C" battery. Wt. 2 ox... Ea. 19€ 

оу 19g, 97 zzz. 
for a Talking View-Master 

with 1 reel 

Look at this price . . you not only get exciting 
View-Master stereo viewing in full color . . but 
sound as well at this low price. Also can be used 
for vic ring any regular View-Master reel you 
may have. Set comes with sturdy plastic View- 
Master 44 inches deep, 8 inches long, 5 inches 
wide, plus 1 reel (7 scenes). Gift boxed. Takes 
2 "C" batteries, sold above. 
3€ 9773— Shipping weight 2 pounds .. $9,97 

Packets for Talking View-Master 
Exciting 3-D color pictures plus sound. зә! $95 

Every available talking packet is listed here packet 

ILLUSTRATED 3 с 97826—Mexico 3 € 97801—Apollo Moon 
3€ 97736—5, and the 3€ 97827—Mickey Mouse, Landing 1969 
y d Donald Duck and 3 € 97806—Prehistoric Life 3 с 97781— Disneyland Gooly in Clock 3 © 97735—Smokey Bear 

3 € 97746—The Flintstones Cleaner 3 С 97737— Snow White 
3 © 97738— Wizard of Oz 3 € 97831— Moses and the 3 € 97751 Popeye® 3 C 97819 — Bambi Plagues of Egypt Э С 97752— Bugs Bunny 3 € 97817—Aristocats 3 С 97833— Numbers and 3 € 97762— Little Drummer 
3 C 97832 — Night Before зс seas =” Boy 

Christ Superman 36 97763 Noah's 
3C 97814—The A B C's we p ce 3С 97771 a 3 € 97835 — Rudolph ep > Ned Rania 3C 97835— Grand Tour 3 С 97782—Grand Canyon зс STH5— egere Africa 3 € 97783—National Gallery 

‘Ghostland 3 с 97839— Grand Tour—Asia ol Art 30 97094—Ragredy Ann 3€97M1—Grand Tour з с 97714—New York City 
and Raggedy Central and South -Sightseeing 
Andy Ameri зс 97785—Niagara Falls 

3 C 97824— Instructional 3 € 97142—Grand Tour 3 € 97787— United Nations 
D Vashington, 'ootball 83, 3 С $7788 — Washingto: 

NOT SHOWN зс з с 97791 hite House 3 € 97815— Airplanes of the T 36 97794— Yellowstone World 3697724 National Park 
  dien з € 97802— Birds of theھا

Nature. en 3 € 97009—Qu Planet Earth 3 x 3—Our Planet Eart 
do m ET 3 € 97805— Physic Matter 
зс 97822—Children's Zoo — 3€9778— and Energ 
3 € 97823—Christmas Story 3 € 97732— Cinderella. 3 € 97774—Vatican City 
3 € 97825— Little Yellow 3€97809—Wild Animals oí 3 С 97772— Tbe Holy Land Dinosaur the World 3 © 97773—Switzerland 
3-reol pocket. (21 scenes.) Pesijoid. Shipping weight each 5 ounces. Packet $2.95 з с 97834 3C97824 

Толна View Masters wii эсс өр! regular View Moster reel, siting View Mosier reels connot be ened in regular View Matter. Peanuts characters © 1764 United Feoteres Syndicate, Olney chorocten O Wok Disney prodecoss Popeye Geren O INO King lechvres Syndcore 



Snow 
droplane 

Double wall body for safety . . low 
profile for rapid downhill speed 

NDS 

Race down the snow in this zinging new toy. Dual 
wurfaces strengthen structure, aid maneuver- 

Forward position hand grip in good position 
for safety, control, Hole in front of sled for rope at 
tachment. Forward footrests help in guiding—feet are 
3 inches above bottom surfaces. Racing red polyethyl- 

11x20x40 inches long. Seat, 16 inches wide. Sent 

79 € 85009N—Shipping weight 12 pounds $9.99 

Push-Pull Baby Sled 
Handle swing er you can р ng or 

pull baby up hills 

Push-pull Sled. Take baby snow riding with less work and more fun for you Bright zinc- 
plated steel tubing handle swings easily from front-pull to back-push position . . and it's. 

bowed at base to clear baby's arms. Red enameled 
Overall 13230 inches long. Seat, 6 inches high. Mns bem ese одет, 
79 C 850010—Shipping weight 11 pounds... 

steel frame, varnished hardwood top. 

rer Q Boby Cushion. Let baby ride in padded comfort on push-pull sled above. Padded blue 
vinyl cushion, with leg and laphood, holds baby in place while it helps protect from wind 

Tow Rope Р 3.9 

99° 3 воћу Sled Guard. For baby's extra protection and $364 
safety. Fits any sled. Metal clamps attach guard securely 

Nine-foot long polyethylene rope. to sled. Hardwood sides and slatted back with weather-resist- 
Use with any sled. Yellow. 

Shipping weight 3 ounces 
49 C 85062. 9x 

PI Miss This [CUT “is now $15.44 
Doasseroe model 

SNO-BEE* 
Rugged steel body, cupped runners, padded seat 

Wide, ski-action runners are cupped to grip even crusty or unpacked snow. 
High-rise inverted U-shaped steering bar with curved plastic "victory 
striped" shield to help protect against wind and flying snow. One-piece 
padded seat. Gold and white enameled steel frame. Unassembled. 
79C85003C-2-passenger. Was 313,99, 1634x1851 4 in. long. Wt. 21 Ibs. 12.99 
79C850046-S-passenger. War 316.99,16}4x18x63 4 in. long Wt. 26 Ibs. 15.44 

ant finish. Snowflake decorated back support. 
49 C 85067—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . ..... pee 33.64 

Dont Miss This 

CUT *1.33 Now $6.66 

SNOW MOBILE SLED 
Molded polyethylene body, grooved-to-grip skis 

Was $7.99. Take off down the hill in this mini Snow Mobile . . styled just like 
tbe adult-driven models. Has simulated tractor tread on both sides of the 
detailed body. Footrest steering bar with white foot grips. Bright yellow with 
black and silver color trim. 13x10x35 inches long. Ages 5 to 7. 
79 C 85005C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .. 56.66 
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А 

the fast trackers . . 
Sears hard wood-deck Sleds 

‘Sparkling chrome-plated. Se steering bar with 
vinyl hand grips 

Floating steering unit 
toe better controt 

Full length deck boards 
for complete support 

амл бм 
$955 7 3655 

$14 $138 $115 

Our Finest.. _ 
with chrome-plated 

bars and rails 

15” 
Sears fine quality sled with varnished hardwood deck 
and rails. Floatiag steering unit gives better control, 
Red enameled steel runners with turned-up safety heels 
and heavy-duty knee supporta. 

Smooth varnished hardwood deck with bise- Number | length — | Knees | Shipping wt. | Price 
enameled steel racer-runners. Vinyl hand grips Lir Blech | 6 | 14й« | $1085 
on steering bar for extra safety. Flying wedge JS C SML | 55 inci Ta 35 
steering bar makes steering fast and accurate. FERN | Sind Tos 7E Red and blue trim, Buy it tbe easy way- BERE | aimh | « | Fi | 685 
order by phone. 
Catalog No. | langh | Kases | Spy wi. 
Lu m mp " 

Baby Sled Guard fits any sled. Helps keep baby in 
place while sledding. Guard has hardwood sides and 
slatted back. Metal clamps attach guard securely to 

66. 

EB | 13.85 sled. (Illustrated on page 191.) 
E Tal л 49 C 85067 — Shipping weight 2 pounds.......... пы 

SHIPPING NOTE: “N" items (as 79 C 8S094N) Tow Rope 99. Podded bive vinyl Baby Cushion with leg and lap- 
are sent by motor carrier or express. hood, holds baby in place while it helps protect him 

Strong 9-ft. long polyethylene tow {тот wind and snow. Vinyl straps secure pad to sled. 
tope. Use with any sled. Yellow. 10x21 inches long. (Illustrated on page 19) 
49C 85062 Shpg. wt. Joz....9% 49685002 Shipping weight 1 pound.... 

Save this Catalog Обу! Criss 
к 1 

You can order Toys on pages 4 to 190 CAN LAST "TIL SUMMER 

from now until August 11, 1972 

You'll want toys year ‘round for: Shop the way that's quick and easy for you: 
* Birthday gifts, party favors and party gifts By phone . . see pages 363 to 365 for number to call 
* Seasonal outdoor equipment, Rainy day games By mail . . use the order blank in this book 

| + Replacement parts, refills and accessories In person . , at the Catalog Sales Office near you 
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Ski 'n Skate Snow Shoes with Ski Poles 

4° 

Fun for children 3 to 10 years of age. Grooved red metal shoes (18 
in. long) glide smoothly over new fallen snow. Plastic straps adjust. 
to bold feet securely in place. Includes two 27-inch wood ski poles 
with plastic straps and snow rings. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by 
telephone. 
49 C 29065—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces илэ 

A comfortable yet snug fit 

rast. Plastic tops with laces. Ages 2 to 7 
49 C 29243—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 ox. 

25-inch Snow Disc 

X^ 8 

Concave disc twists, turns, slides, spins 
and twirls as it coasts downhill. To turn 
smoothly, simply guide it by shifting your 
weight. Made of strong, yet lightweight 
fiberglass, Sturdy polypropylene hand 
straps for stability and safety, Sporty 
orange color. 25-inch diameter. 
79 C BSOSBC— Shpg. wt. 4 lbs, изэ 

bo. they “grow” 

and they really last. Double runners 
for smooth gliding, better balance. Cadmium-plated steel resists 

Adjustable 

Shoe-top 
Ice Skates 

with 
your child 

$349 

2. 

Thunderbolt Toboggan 

Me es 

There's plenty of room for two youngster 
on this big 4ft. long snowboat. Tough 
linear polyethylene withstands bumps 
"Highside” design for fast downhill sled 
ding . . protects little fingers. 17 in. wide. 
4 sturdy handles. Red. Allow 10 Ibs. 
postage (per postal regulations). 
79 С 850951. $3.66 

5-foot Ski Set . . 
grooved for smooth tracking 

Sleekly styled from selected hardwood 
with permanent taper and camber . . ski 

keeps its shape. Handsome black color. Steel 
harness has adjustable toe and steel cable 
with spring release. Metal beel plate. 40-inch 
wood poles with plastic grips. For ages 8 to 12, 
79 C 293590—Shpg. wt. З Ibs...... Set $9.99 

4¥-foot Ski Set 4-foot Ski Set 
Q For ages 6 to 10, Selected $ For ages 5 to 9. Selected 

hardwood with blue finish. hardwood with heavy-duty 
Adjustable steel foot harness. 
40-inch wood poles with plas- 
tic snow rings. 
79 С 293580—We. 7 Ibs, $6.99 

spring and strap harness. Red. 
36-in. wood poles with plastic 
snow rings 
79 С 29357C—Wt. 6 Ibs. $5.99 

Dont Miss This 

CUT Now ‘5.99 

36-inch Ski Sled with wide 
ski-bend runners for deep snow 

Wos 16,99. Sweep down steep hills. Ruggedly built ski sled of 
selected Canadian sugar maple. Ski-bend wood runners are extra. 
wide; prevent bogging down in deep snow. 4 steel knees. Canada. 
79 © 85007C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. . 2,955.99 
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Crosman 760 
BB Pump Repeater Rifle 

Power range control for indoor or field shooting 

T] You control the power of each shot by the number of 
1 —forearm pump and cocking action. Visual. 
БЕ ар н ъа наз ту праса аи 

chamber; positive cross-bolt safety. Walnut-grained. 
plastic stock. forearm. Steel barrel; adjustable sights. Zine 
receiver grooved for scope mounting, 35۷ 
Ө C 18332C — (Shipping weight 5 pounds)... 

Galleries 

194 [Sears] 227 

Moving-target 

BBs Powerlets, Pellets 

All BB Guns and Ammunition sent prepaid 
„,. see Sears policy on page 224 

Crosman ® 500 
Gas-operated BB Repeater 

Fires up to 50 BBs as fast as you can pull trigger. 

for scope mounting, sights adjust for windage and eleva- 
ram 37%, inches. Order powerlets and BBs below. 
ect = Shipping weight 7 pounds) $24.88 

/ Dont /опу :10.99 
MISS /for a Safari 
This /Tiger Hunt Target 

AC, UL listed. 
Shpg. wt. 7 Iba. 
6 C 19287 110.99 

(stationary), 
volving side 

inches deep 
AC, UL listed 
Shipping wt. 9 Ibs 

6 C 19283 11499 

5 Box of 5000 BB. 
Shpg. wt. 4 Iba. 5 ox. 

0C 19314. Nex $199 

G Box of 1500 BB. 
(Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 502) 

$c 313 Bex 81.19 
17 CO» Powede. Box 

of 5. (Wt. 7 оа.) 
GC 19232. Box $1.29 

.177<oliber Pellets. (Not 
shown) Lead. Self-dis- 
pensing metal box of 500 
(Shpg. wt. 11b. 30x.) 

6| 6C1901....... Box $1.99 



Daisy BB Guns 

] Model 1894. Another ВВ 
addlegun styled after the 

carbine that won the West 
Barrel, forearm band, receiver 
and cocking lever are all steel; 
handsome woodgrain-look plas- 
tie stock and forearm. Two-way 
lever action means less chance. 
of accidental discharge when 
cocking; hammer safety. Au- 
thentic side loading рогі, 
adjustable rear sight and ramp- 
style front sight. 40-shot capa- 
city. 38 inches long. 
(Shipping weight 5 pounda) 

6C 19061С $1599 

9 Model 25. Pump-action 
"^ repeater famous for shoot- 
ing fun for over 50 years- 
slams out BBs as fast as you 
can pump and squeeze the 
trigger. Steel barrel; spring- 
forced feed—50-shot capacity. 
Plastic stock and ribbed fore- 
arm-elide have woodgrain look; 
pistol grip on stock. 
Ramp front sight, adjustable 

rear sight. Gun takes down for 
easy carrying, compact storage 
Length — 3744 inches. 

(Shipping weight 4 pounds.) 
6C 19031C $14.99 

3 Safari Mark 1. Sleek, ta 
pered lines give the look 

and feel of a big-game rifle 
Steel barrel; — woodgrained 
plastic stock and forearm; 
checkered pistol grip on stock. 
Contoured loading gate tai- 

lored for Daisy BB tubes. 
Spring-foed 240-shot magazine. 
Concealed trigger-guard serves 
as cocking lever, cros-bolt 
safety. Adjustable rear sight, 
ramp front sight. 34% inches 
long. Includes a colorful 53х32. 
inch poster displaying and 
describing the animals and 
ecology of Africa. 

(Shipping weight 3 pounds.) 
6 C 19049C 311.99 

Lover-action 700-shot Ra 
peoter. Plastic stock 

forearm. Steel barrel; under. 
barrel loading port; gravity 
food. Post front, adjustable 
rear sights. 31% inches long. 

(Shipping weight 3 pounds) 
вс 190120 52.99 

Б Leveraction 350-shot Re- 
poater. Plastic stock; stoel 

barrel and cocking lever; grav- 
ity-feed. Front and rear sights 
31 inches long 

(Shipping weight 3 pound) 
6 C 19009C. 56.99 

es where the law allows the 
sale of Air Gum to individuals. 
der 18, parents may make 

such purchases trom Sears tor 
their children. Orders may be 
laced by phone, but not through 

og Sales o 
Federal gun registration is not 
required. Ай sales subject to. 
state and local laws. 

| Ай 88 Guns and Ammo shipped 

t 3 Н 5 

| prona . . ме page 224 

with an exclusive 

Classic 
octagonal barrel 

Save 51.55 
Was $18.99 

Authentic Old West 
receiver assembly 

Shoulder a piece of history . . the 
American Cowboy's first friend and 
right arm on the trail. . a reminder 
of the West's great cattle drives 

In looks, feel and action this BB Gun 



Portable Striking Bags for indoor-outdoor use 
. « both with wide, tip-resistant platforms 

and adjustable height 

Joe Louis 
Overhead model floor model 

32995 9% 

Helps improve timing, refl nd coordi 3 Rugged © nylon-stitebed 
nation. 22-inch diameter steel rebound vinyl striki ag mount- 

ring and 2-piece plated swivel mounted on ed on adjustable spring-steel 
TVa-ft. two section galvanized steel pole rod. Tough enough to take a 
Height adjusts over 4-1 Steel base 14/1x46x1 real pounding. Height ad 
ineh. Red color. Side braces give increased justa from 34 to 42 inche 
post support. Molded vinyl striking bag stands just raise it as your child 
up to plenty of pounding. White with black grows. Rod is bolted to die 
stripes. Set can be used with body bag (order cast steel base. Large, tri 
below) angular shaped hardwood 
6 C 1445N—Shpg. wt. 42 I $29.95 floor platform allows wide 
Save $3.84 on Combination . . set above, mitts spread stance, Block end quid: 
(6 C 1425) body bag (6 14350) below EAS Ои Da M. 
6 С 144683 — nm $39.96 istmas shopping done— SS Just dial Sears and order it 
9, Body Bog. Vinyl covered foam rubber bag. Tight now. 

Use wit above. -t Pet veu M. 
6C M3SC-Shpg wt Tli 14430 

Our finest wall-mounted Striking 

Bag Outfit. Tough cowhide b 
with non-chafing inner seams, taped to 3 953 

prevent bladder wear and air leaks. к Dont Only 15.44 
Adjustable height platform. Pro-style steel = "i , Р E MISS | for Platform, 

grip in mitts keep fists firm x This a and Mitts 

И prag outfit he! ingsters. improved ee Vi 19 lah dienste 

pu alll HE #1 ‘strap. Vinyl striking mitte have padded 
Î ` backs, elastic cuffs for snugger fit. One size fita all. Buy it the easy 

Dont Miss This 1544 
Buy Outfit SAVE *6 

Т E К. ils PING NOTE: 
FI lira (as 6 C М) Sent by itor Gren or expres. 

(4 they б) Leather А e n, Adjustable 

: fi priced $2 losser chen in 1970 Wath Book, = Joe Louis Boxing Gloves 
Pieiferm. Hardboard rebound drum Ya thick, 23 inches in diameter, Steel overhead Mercy duty expanded vinyl Fully pad- 

support bracket. Height adjusts 9 inches. Black. pco era ee 
Some Вор. Topgrain cowhide with weled shed: 4 Adult. For ages over 12. 

sven tiri AF Cale ne 6C 1439-Shog, wt. ih. Bon .... Pair $6.29. 
riveted hanger strap. 12 in. long. Black. Youth. Ages 9 to 12. 
еа. Bal 6C 1438—Shpg wi. 1. doe... Раг 629 

palm grips belp maintain a firm fist. Elastic ‚Chi. For ages up to 8. * 
cuffs. Опе size fits all Black. Japan. 
6 C 1424L—Ovifit. Shpg wt 20 Ma ......... 29,95 

6 C 1421. Platform only. WE 18 the. 
96 C 1422— Bag only. WL 1 0b den... 
16 С 1425— Mitta oly. Wt. В ө........ 

6€ 147-, Modus +- Pair 449 
2-asr Set, 1 child, 1 adult 

отат ане wt. 20а 1086 Sac$1024 
2 pair Set. 1 youth, 1 adult size. 
BE 1442—Shpg wi. 2 the lior. Set 811.00 |7 



110-pound Barbell Set with HGS 
rotating sleeve for smooth lifts 

Includes two 15-pound, four 10-pound, four 5-pound black-color plates 
One-piece 68-inch barbell bar with rotating plastic sleeve. Locking 
collars hold plates securely in place. Wrench and instructions included. 
Sent by motor carrier or express. 
6 C 1652N2 — Shipping weight 112 pounds. Bet $16.88 

25-4. Jr. Barbell Set . . short 38-inch bar *10*5 
is much easier for children to handle 

Ted Willioms. Meets the need of youngsters for a lighter weight level 
and a bar that's easier Lo control than full size bars. Set includes four 
5-pound interlocking vinyl coated plates. 38-inch zinc-plated tubular 
steel bar. Wrench, exercise book included. 
6 C 1558C — Shipping weight 26 pounds. Se 510.45 

Our finest Weight Bench 

5-position tilt back adds exercise variety, 
padded leg lift bar helps condition 

thighs and legs . . plus it has 
our softest, thickest foam padding 

$590 

Heavy duty angle iron and tubular steel frame supports up to 500 pounds. De- 
tachablo barbell support arms swing out and adjust in four stages from 38-58 inches. 
Polyurethane foam padded bench covered with easy-to-clean green vinyl. Baked-on 
enamel finish. Bench is 24x23x69 inches long. Sent unassembled. Barbells not 
included. Sent by motor carrier or express. 
6 C 1568N — Shipping weight 60 pounds 359.00 

cous Bean]17 ы 
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James with leg 

Metal players pass, skate, and shoot for the goal as you push, pull, or twirl 
control rods. It's thrilling, high preisure hockey and you're right in the 
thick of the action. Automatic goal judge shows goals and end of periods 
Puck ejector sends puck back into play after goals. Pull your goalie and add 
a sixth shotmaker for е power-play” hockey. Overhead scoreboard 
shows score and league side-mounted board shows penalty and 
game time. Handsome metal table has tubular steel legs, wood-grained 
panels. 38/5x22x30-in. high. Canada. 
6 C 25875N — Shipping weight 18 pounds 524.95 

Extro Playera. Hockey is even more 
fun when you have league competition 
Set includes 12 complete teams of 
metal players in brightly colored uni 
forma. Use with bove. Canada 
6 C 28876 — Shpy. wt. 2 3499 

player movement while plays are in progress! 

inches. Pro-style goal posta, y 
scoreboard 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Panel style lega. 

{Р 

Thrill-packed Electric Football Game 

Executive Command Control lets you direct 29° 

Magnetic control rods move players to give play flexibility and bruising 
realism not possible in conventional electric football games. You're in Collapsi 
completo command as the play unfolds . . direct offensive and defensive 
Tunning backs to run, block, tackle, and reverse. You direct the players. 
‘of your choice. Attractive wood-grained finished metal; game 38x21x32 

ardage markers, end zone flags, and realistic 
help recreate colorful atmosphere of a championship game. 

Canada 

Table Soccer 
*49°° 

1 Extrotorge Toble Soccer with 26x49-inch playing orea. You'll 
lots of rapid-fire action as two determined soccer teams 

battle it out. It's easy to play . . just push, pull and twirl chrome- 
plated telescoping rods to make players kick or block tbe ball. 
Each team has 11 plastic players 4¥. inches tall. Hardwood table 
stands 32 inches high. Pull size wooden goal area. Metal logs keep 
table steady. Partially assembled. From Italy. 
6 C 25886 — Shipping weight 32 pounds = 349.95 

2, Stondord-sixe Toble Soccer is 18 /5x34-inch overall. Just twist 
lated telescoping rods to make players kick or block 

the ball. Plastic players measure ЗУз inches tall. Wooden table 
stands 28V; inches high. Folding metal legs. 
6 C 2588651 — Shipping weight 18 pounds. 319.88 

Mini 7 

Great for today's modern apartments. 
or anywhere space is a problem 

able Tennis Table 

Table is a ax 4Ya ft., but you enjoy same kind 
vely fun a full sized table gives. Bouncy, smooth 

a-in. thick Plyblend® top gives great ball action. 
Lin. tubular steel legs adjust to 24 or 

30 in. Green non-glare finish is pre-striped. In. 
cludes 2 balls, 2 paddles with pebbled rubber faces, 
net. Like everything else in Sears Books, it's so 
easy to order by telep! 
6 C 26045N — Shipp gt 30 Mos 31977 

NOTE: "N" items as (6 C 25875N) shipped by 
motor carrier or exp 



Our Best 

| Playback Model 

Table Tennis Table 
Pivot balanced top means exceptionally 
easy set-ups and take downs because 

you lift less table weight 

h top 

44" $549 64" 
This table is always ready to be your practice partner 

ust tip up one end and you're ready to polish serve 
slam and volley skills. Smooth Plyblend tops of 
resin filled particle board give lots of bouncy action. 
Triple-coated, non-glare gre 
Sturdy 14-inch tubular st 

n finish is pre-striped. 

Heavy-duty castera mean ea 1 
helps stop warping. Official size 
Pad: »d net not included. 

sch 

Toumoment-quolity To- Economy Table Tennis 
ble Tennis Bolls by Set. Four paddies with 
Halex ® w^ top bble-grained rubber 
quality balls are made faces to put apin on the 

ball. Comfort. 
handles. Inc 

h net 
and rule 

Hong 
Каке of six 

Shipping wt. 2 
C 26124 

Php... $148 3 for$399 6С 26061 

Dont | ony $29.97 
Miss | for a regulation size 
This | Table Tennis Table 

Has a built-in bonus.. unfastened its 2 
handy 5x4¥s-ft. utility tables. Sturdy braced 
metal legs fold for quick set-ups, takedowns. 
Stableply top of compressed wood, resin is 
Va in. thick. Triple-coated, pre-striped finish 
of non-glare green. 30 in. high. Paddles, net, 
balls not incl. 
6 C 25975N рд wt. 125 Ihe, 2997 
Vinyl Buffer Toble Cloth (not shown). Plastic 
foam backing. Emboased pattern, white 
Measures 6x11 feet. 
6 C 96041 — Shipping weight 3 Ib. 55.99 

Table Tennis Set 

You get four 5-ply paddle Extra-resilient foam rubbe 
with hand lished these four S-ply paddles 
walnut handles and peb ba n than ordinary paddles 
ble-grain rubber faces for pebble grained ru 

"Wm ots of spin on the ball. Leathe 
ball. Includes 6 

the fastest flurries 

NOTE 

Professional-quality 123 7 

backing gives 
much liveher 

тре cu 
Shpy. wi. 6 he het $12 

Tables sent 
carrier or ex 

action. 
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4-player Dart set $898 
Traditional 20-point dart game in sun-bright colors 
on front side, poker-hand game on reverse side of 
*s-inch thick paper-wound board; 18-inch diameter. 
Masonite Presdwood® backstop in handsome brown 
woodgrain pattern; protects wall from straying darts; 
measures 36x32 inches, 12 brass darts with steel 
points and sturdy plastic flights; each 5 inches long 
Rules included. From England. 
6 C 26249N — Shipping weight A pounds. Set 5888 

in looks and 

4-player Dart Set 66 

Brightly-colored, traditional 20-point dart game 
on front, poker-hand game on reverse side of 
X, inch thick paper-wound board; 18-inch diam- 
eter. Paperboard wall cabinet in a rustic brown 
woodgrain pattern; complete with dart racks 
and tray insert for board. 12 brass darts with 
steel points and plastic flights; each 5 inches 
long. Rules. From England. 
6 C 26246C — Shipping weight 7 pounds. .... Set 9666 

Dart Boards bound with steel score high 
durability 

3-player Dart Set. 4,44 
Brightly-colored, traditional 20-point game on 
front, baseball game on reverse side of Ys- 
inch board; 18 inch diameter. 9 brass darts 
with steel points, plastic flights; each 5 inches 
long. Rules. From England. To order the 
easiest way, look ih your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales” for number to call. 
6 C 26214C — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibe Set $4.44 

Novice bowmen can easily develop basic 

skills with these Target-Archery Sets 
Bow limbs recurved and tapered for light-pulling, smooth-flowing draws 

Д Sisal Target. Use wit 
bows under 35-0. 

Fiber glow bow with 
25-pound drew. Solid color re- 

curved limbe with rubber grip; for 5 Cedor 24inch Arrows 
or right-hand p Da- for use with all bows 
* polyester string Four 24-inch оп this page. Equipped 

cedar arrows. Plastic armguard, with target points. Pack- 
fingertab, and quiver, Bullseye age of 8 replacement 
target-face (order sisal target at arrows conveniently gift- 
right. 5 boxed for Christmas. 

27008C -Shpg. wt. 3 Ibe. 4488 



New! Lawn Billiards 19” 

Utilizes the playing principles of table pocket-billiards. Set in 
cludes: two 39%. -inch cues of Ya inch tubular steel; plastic handle 
grips; maple-wood cue ball affixed to tip of each cue. Y inch tubular 
steel frame around 50x96 inch playing area; 6 pocket-wicketa. 15 
numbered maple-wood balls each 3 inches in diameter, epoxy 
finished in solid and striped colors. Steel ball rack. Rules. 
6 С 12369C — Shipping weight 16 pounds, 

$49 
Jarts . . Save 1296 4 e 

Wos $5.66. Recommended for 2 to 
4 adult players. Simply toss jarts 
underhand trying to stick them 
within plastic target ring . . close 
counts until your opponent lands 
closer, Jarts have brightly colored 
plastic fins, detachable gold: 
colored metal shanks and pointa. 

Set includes: four jarts (2 red, 2 
blue), two yellow target rings, two 
extra fins, and rules 
ӨС 12511—Shpe. wt. 31%... Set 94.97 

5631977 

4-player Horseshoes 8 

A folksy clanging, resounding over the 
years — the traditional ringing of steel 
against steel. Heard in parks, back- 
yards, wherever people gather to test 
their pitching skills and enjoy hours 
of easy-going exercise. Official size 
and weight set includes: four drop 
forged steel horseshoes, each weighing 
2Ms Iba; painted (2 silver, 2 blue), and 
numbered; two steel 24-inch stakes. 
Rules 
6 C 12355C - Shpg. wt. 14 Is... Set $8.88 

Simple-skill sports become 
relaxing competition at backyard 

barbecues or park picnics 

4-player Posy Pitch ‘42? 

Played similar to horseshoes skill- 
ful fling sails your posy over the stake 
for high score, Set includes: eight 
plastic рову discs in four daylight 
fluorescent colors (purple, red, green, 
and yellow), two bright orange plastic 
target rings with metal anchor stakes; 
two yellow plastic center stakes; rule 
booklet. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done—just dial Sears and 
order it right now 
6C 12521C - Shpg. wt. 4 Ma. SAS 

6-player Croquet Set 

Wos $10.95. Includes: six colorfully 
iped hardwood mallet heads with 

24-in. screw-in handles — varnished 
for long wear; six compressed-maple 
balls, each 3 in. in diameter —color- 
coded to mallets; ten steel wickets; 
two striped goal posts; sturdy hard- 
wood rack, tubular steel uprights. 
Rules. 29.95 
6 C 1238AC — Wt. 10 Ihm. 
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Combination Bodminton-Volleyboll Ser. Plenty of action in either of these 

competition games — running. leaping, stretching to return an arching volley 
or а net-high slam. Backyard, beach, or park picnics — it's fast, exciting fun 
for singles, doubles, or group play 

Set includes: 4 precision-balanced rackets of durable 3-piece laminated 
hardwood; nylon string» on countersunk frames; rubber-grip handles. 2 
plastic shuttlecocks. Rugged vinyl volleyball, official size and weight: 
inflating-needle. Tape-bound, tarred net 1٠x20 feet long. Tubular aluminum 
7, -in. poles, 6 A. high installed, Stakes, slides and ropes. Instructions. 

$988 

Combination Tetherboll-Volleyboll Set. Whether whipping the tetherball 
to a centerpole-wrap or setting-up the volleyball for a scoring apike, it's 
fast-action for the lively crowd in any age group. 

Set includir: Rugged vinyl tetherball and volleyball — both official size 
and weight; 7Vı-foot cord on tetherball; inflating-needle. Tape-bound net 
2 feet wide x 20 feet long. 20-gauge tubular steel poles 1*/; inches in diam- 
eter; when installed in 10-inch ground sleeves 3-piece pole stands 8 foet 
В inches high and 2-piece pole stands 6 feet high. Instruction booklets. 
Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 

6 C 123! 1C Shipping weight 11 pounds 

PARAS. A smashing drive downs a target and 
you're only three well-placed shots away from 
winning; but your opponent can reset your target. 
as he downs his own — every shot counts. 

Set includes: Two 32inch clubs—oversized, 
molded polyethylene heads contoured for left and 
right-hand swings; natural finish wood shafts 
with embossed handles. Four polyethylene balls, 
each 3 inches in diameter. Steel stand with four 
3-ineh pivotal targets. Red and blue. 
6 C 123890 — Shipping weight 6 pounds 19.95 
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CHIP-IT®. An outdoor game that combines the 
fun features of croquet and golf and can be 

layed in any size area you choose design а 
S-hole course around natural terrain obstacles, 
adding a few of your own. 

Set includes: Four 32-inch clubs oversized, 
molded polyethylene heads contoured for left or 
right-hand swings: natural finish wood shafts 
with embossed handles. Four polyethylene 
balls each 3 inches in diameter. Five steel 
arches with numbered flags for a 9-hole layout. 
Red, yellow, orange, and blue. 
6C 12388N — Shipping weight 7 pounds. 2996 

6 С 12564C — Shipping weight 13 pounds 

PADDLE-PITCH®. Oversized paddle and giant 
shuttlecock add new dimensions of fun to bad- 
minton; or combine paddle and whifMebal! for 
close-in, fast-action baseball games. Paddle 
designed to give amazing rebounding-action. 

Set includes: Two 2-ft. paddles — nylon webbing 
spring-mounted on 13x14 in. aluminum frame; 
9-іп. handle. One polyethylene shuttlecock 
approx. 5 in. long. One polyethylene whiffleball 
3 in. in diameter. Tapebound 1Ysx20-ft. net. 
Galvanized ¥, -in. tabular aluminum poles stand 
5 ft. high installed; stakes, guy ropes. 
6 C 12215C — Shipping weight 5 pounds 3897 



Heavy-duty 99 

Tetherball Set 8 
Tubular steel 1¥.-inch pole stands rigid 
through years of tough competition 

] Built to take mounds of punishm 
doses of tugs, slams id jolting pole i 

ү | » common to all exciting tetherba bend 
ze and 

nylon cord; rein 
Se scuff 
weight; inflati 

uge pole, zinc-plated to 
nds 8 feet 8 inches high when anchored 

forced ball-ho 
resist rust: 
in 10-inch tubular steel ground sleeve. I 
booklet. Get this bit of Chri 
just dial Sears and order it right now 
$ C 12554C 

truction 
as shopping done 

Heavy-duty 

Volleyball 

Set 

7 99 

Q Made to withstand the 
roughest net battles. Set 

includes: Vinyl volleyball 
official size and weight; in- 
Mating needle. Tape-bound, 
tarred net 2 foet wide by 20 

A: fat Jone. Two piece, zine 
plated tubular steel poles 
each 1 in. in diameter; two 

~ 10-inch ground sleeves (top of 
net is 7 feet off the ground 
when poles are installed), 
Instruction booklet. 
Shipping weight 9 pounds 

6C 125020. 3799 
Voerboll only 

Shipping weight 12 ounces 
6C 12324, 3299 

397 [4] 

Д Kick or throw this 8-sided ball and it Í 
spins, tumbles, jerks and jumps in every 

direction, finally coming to rest with an 
even number from 2 to 16 facing straight up; 
youngsters use math processes of addition | 

Zany-action Octo-Bal® 

multiplication, or division to determine | 
score—learning becomes part of the fun. 1 
Scuff-resistant red vinyl shell inflates to a | 

VES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

answers for holiday shopping all the righ 

Soccer-kickban #288 
and weight ball built to last on. 

well as turf tough butyl rubber 
4 for shape retention, and 

protected by a water and scuff-resistant, pebble 
grained rubber cover. Inflating needle included 
From Hong 
Ө C 12337 - Shipping weight 1 pound 55.88 

Four Square Ball 59 

6 A high bouncer for lively playground fun 
R d pebble-grain cover of two-ply molded. 

laminated vinyl has long wearing scuff-resix 
nd water-resistant qualities. 8Ys-inch 

» an inflating needle and rule 



A warp-free SLATE BED, cushion-back 

100% wool cloth, and lively rubber cushions 

give our Caravelle the 
с, . X finest ball-action gem 
we've ever P d ө 
offered on a „> [27 di . 
6-ft. table -4 ^ 

=з Bed stays flat and true $ 
without bed levelers 

h thick a 

ball spin. Be 
vy-duty frame and hardwoc 

48x81x14 in. 
66 y 

Space a problem? These compact-size tables help solve it. 
Our 6-ft. pool tables need 23% less floor space than huge 8 foot models. This means you can put one 
in rooms as small as 9x12 feet and still have t of playing space around the table for cueing shots. 

The 6-foot Holiday 
smooth play action 

solid steel bracing Our first time ever for a 

Rebound Pool Table with an extra- 

smooth, extra-stable solid slate bed 

‘You'll get lots of good be 
bed on this 

ETA 

30x45 inches: 

3199.50 



Sears Automatic Ball Return . . sensitive 

5-zone scoring area challenges 
experienced golfers, yet it's 

extra-wide to return a 
r miss 

This all electric Putting Trainer gives 
you much more realistic practice than 
regular trainers . . has a real, full size All electric Ball Return, Mat and Trainer Guide. Separate totol $12.98. 

cup like a regular green — m, Mot e porote prices 
What nicer gift for your favorite golfer than a chance to shave some strokes 
from his game. Set combines the realistic ball action of a bent grass green 

ply set ball on the trainer guide and 
start putting. Five-zone scoring device measures your accuracy. Mat is 
green polyurethane foam . . 9 ft. long, 12 in. wide. 110 volt AC. Includes 

Convenient automatic ball return and 
cup help you d 
just might do 

thane ular green instructions on putting; family games. Club and ball not included. Get this. 
urn sends sunken putts rolling back to you . . some bit of Christmas ahopping done — just dial Sears and order it right now. 

thing no regular green could ever do. Trainer guide gives $ C 82944- Shipping weight 3 pounds $ ounces 5998 
correct. alignment. Club, ball not included. 110-volt AC 6 C 82942.— Ball Return only. Instructions included. Shpg: wi. 2 Ib 798 
6 C 82946C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set $12.95 6 C 82943 Mat and Trainer Guide only. Shpy. wt. 1 Ib. Box 499 

EI Dorado 

7-club Golf Set with 
handsome vinyl golf bag 

47 

Set includes numbers 1 and 3 
woods; numbers 3, 5, 7 and 9 
irons plus a blade putter 

я One-piece molded 
в on steel shafts 
better power 

distance without crackir 
splitting. Men's ha 
black polyurethane finish, 
women's have a blue finish. 

A Irons and puttrr Triple chrome S-piece Youth Golf Set... a one ger 
great start for a young "pro' or better bite and 

accuracy. Comfortable non-slip 
rubber grips add club control 

Roomy ball 
сет». Me 

E 

These clubs are proportioned to the size and 
weight of youngsters up to 5 feet 2 inches tall, so 
learning fundamentals becomes easier. Clubs 

re good quality comfortable leather grips 
and chrome-plated steel shafts 

Set includes number 2 wood: numbers 3 and 5 
irons plus putter. Wood is 37 inches long, and 
longest iron measures 34 inches. Plaid cotton 
duck golf bag with zip pocket. 

For right handed golfers only. 
6 C 8098C — Shipping wesght 6 Itu. ms 

with black trim. 
red with whit 
vinyl gloves, 

Men's nght honded. 
6 C 82701L— Wi. 14 Ile. ....547.95 
Man's 
6082 
Women's right honded 
6 C 82703L— Wi. 14 Ihe... $47.96 



Any Sleeping $ 99 
Bag on this page 

Party-Time Sleeping Bags . . warm, bonded polyester insulation 

stays cushiony soft and plump 
to keep you comfortable all night lon 

silience , . b 9 Patchwork Design. Perky, pretty patches of flowers and cats 
parties, camps © bright cott ton liner 

y cotton liners may b 6 C 70345 — Shippi 
pers work smoothly and 

may be used as bed quilt ог 3 Singham Daisy Design. Dozens and dozens of dainty fed and 
Green cotton liner. 

t print bag makes your little Indian the 
»w-wow-" Gold-color liner 

51499 ngful. Pink liner. 
[УЯ 



Sleeping Bags with warm, body-cushioning 

insulation and non-rusting, 

smooth-zipping aluminum zippers 

Worm Night Youth Bog. Acrylic insulation quilted between olive- 
color cotton cover and plaid liner gives comfort in weather above 

50°. Bag is inches long, with 32-inch zipper for quick xip-ina 
Ties into roll. Hand wash. 
6 C 70003 - Shipping weig 5 pounds 10 ounces $7.97 

Cool Night Bog with self-contained соту pack. Lightweight 
bonded polyester insulation retains heat evenly without cold 

spots, while surrounding you with cushiony n 
and bottom insula ion layer for c 

yon, 50% cotton. Cozy striped cotton flannel li 
with weather stripping to lock out chilly br 
up and tucked away into sewn-on head flap for 

y pack. Wash or dry clean. 
Bag may be roll 
self-contai 
6 C 70091C — Adu 5 15 inches. Shipping weight 8 the $17.99 
6 C 700576 inches. Shipping weight 7 Mos 1599 

3 Cool Night Bog with dashing tie dye stripe. Bonded polyester > 
insulation gives even heat retes d soft cushioning. Sing 

top and bottom insulation layer for sleeping in cool weather. Tie dye 
striped cover, blue solid color liner of 100% cotton. Full-length 
zipper with weather stripping. Buckle straps keep bag in compact 
roll. Wash or dry clean. 
6 C 70082C = 4 
6 C 70058C - Y 

31790 
15.99 

Roomy, lightweight Packs 
and Frames . . keep gear 

handy and weather-protected 

Д Bright navy blue nylon Bog (7х15х21 inches) is 
divided into top and bottom compartments . treated 

for water repellency. Nylon drawstring on top com. 
partment: and covered, nylon zippers on bott mpart 
ment, 4 side pock 
let you anchor extra gear 

Nylon tie-down cords on wide storm flap give extra 
wind protection. Map pouch on Пар. Anodized alumi. 
num, illustrated at left, U-frame (14 x33 in.) with 
adjustable nylon backbands, shoulder pads, waist band 
Nylon weld seams keep frame rigid. Japan 
6 C 79095C — Shipping weight 5 pounds 12299 

s and top outside pocket. Tie rings 

Camper's Kit 

*14°° 

A handy package of campera neces 
sitios including a canvas knapsack 

5 Mandy khaki Pockbog of heavy water repellent 
cotton duck has big 14x21%2x5¥s-inch main cavity 

plus two side pockets and one outside pocket for carry 
ing plenty of outdoor essentials. Lightweight aluminum 
L-frame with shelf has sturdy welded construction. 
Adjustable back straps. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done — just dial Sears and order it right now 
Japan. 
6 C 79096C — Shipping weight 4 pounds 1299 
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to carry and store your gear. One 
quart aluminum canteen 
fit on adjustable web belt. Steel axe 
with rubber grip. canvas sheath 
Steel blade knife with sheath. 5- 
piece mess kit with knife, fork and 
spoon. Compass. Japan. 
6 C 24215C— Shpg. wt. 6 ы. .. Kit $14.99 



All-weather Youth Tents 
Water repellent . . showers can't spoil the fun 

we*32* «399 
] Outside aluminum frame pitches quickly. Zippered nylon screen door 

screen window for refreshing ventilation Tie-down window flap and 
canopy. Sewn-in floor. Green with yellow trim. 
7x7 foot. 12x19-in. screen window. 9x9 foot. 
6 ounce cotton drill roof and sides, Roof of 6.74 
dos. cotton ahesting floor. Center floor of 4 о Center Pyramid Tent.. height 5 ft. Gin, 4 foot eaves. Shpg. height GN 8 in. St. 1 in. eaves е y wt. 19 Ibs Shpg. wt. 31 Ib color-matched Sleeping Bag 6 C твое 3250 ec Thee 199 

а men. = 6 Pyramid Tent. Aluminum wire frame needs no stakes. Cott D Carry Cose for 7x7 foot tent. Tent Case for 9x9 foot tent fabric. Tie-down door flap. Yellow roof, door flap . . rust color 
© 6C79629- We 1402 1: 6C 78091 — Wi T $949 sides. Not water repellent. 4-ft. 6-in. base; 3-ft. 4-in. center height 
3 Aluminum Conopy Pol. e for 919 foot © C 78040C - Shipping weight 5 po $11.99 

6 C 78613C Wi. 3 Ihe 
- 7 Sleeping Bog. Cotton shell Navy color 

vinyl bottom, yellow ded acryli 
insulation. Tie strings for side closure. 30x58 inches. Hand washable 
6 C 70084 — Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces $7.99 

5x7-foot Pup Tent 

comfortably sleeps two campers 

18° Tepee Tent . . indoor-outdoor fun dy, water repellent cotton dri resists mildew 
sewnin floor helps keep out pesky insect 9799 

Nylon screen door for cool ventilation . . zips down center. Sewn-in floor. 
Water repollent finish mean 

top of 6-02. cotton drill, 4 ou 
sunny days ошл 
suction cups and 

4yr -foot center 

mping fun, rain or shine. Tent sid es and ropes for pitching; in 
EN in pes keep tent taut. Sturdy cotton sheeting 

enter height 3 ft. 6 in. Stakes, ropes in ight; 42-inch sides. Red and yellow with Indian PY теле design. No floor, not water repellent. Canopy poles included for 
duch. Shpg. vt. ра 198 outside use. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done — just dial Sears 

r. Green with yellow door 

and order it right now 
6 C 78035C — Shipping weight 4 pounds 3798 



‚for indoor, fun 

@ Only $15.99 for 
|’ | a big indoor la 
Play Tent with 4 
quick-pitching 

fiber glass frame ???, 

Hou 
ERE соме e 

М Onan АНЫ, 

T / ч. E 
- torr 
RI У. E 

Our new Play Tent. . 

drum shaped and roomy 
137 



уне" 

This Football takes the 
rough-stuff boys dish out, 
because it's cut from 
top-grain cowhide .. 
same tough leather 
used on pro-league 
footballs 

Your choice 
youth size or official size 

Top-groin cowhide Foot 
develop 

nt 

$69 

groin " «ball pattern-cut and fini 
Aerudyn Пу balanced for pin-point passing 

acky feel to the ball — aids in finger 
ber bladder. Double cotton. 

twill li r shape re o j nd Dawhide® lacing. All seams sewn 
with waxed linen thread: = er holes ruggedly reinforced. Tough 

ther resists scuffing. Off ze and weight. Inflating needle included 
29.96 

Football Д Pebtex Football. Pebbled surfs 
double с vinyl with cotton backing has a 

ape retention; double leather-like 
ing. Official size and weight 

«dle included 
pp wt. 1 Ib 

E, Ploce-kick Set. Plastic toe attaches to your sho 

sel to it. Butyl bladder 
Official size and 

299 
with rubber heel band 

Ч һеј meet the for booming accuracy off the pl 
s a quick and 

Red, White and Blue Footballs 2? 
Your choice of Rubber or Leather 

6 Melded-rubber. Scuff-resistant pebbled-rubber 
cover and special interior reinforcings combine 

to give excellent surface and shape retention for 
seasons of play-butyl bladder reinforced with 
hard plastic nose cones, then wound with nylon 
to form a superstrong shape-holding carcass 
Permanent molded-in colors. Official size and 

ight. From Japan. 
6C2 lhipping weight 1 Ib. 8 os 5749 

7 Cowhide leather. Butyl bladder: double cotton- 
twill lined for superior shape retention; double 

cotton lacing. Colors tannedán for permanency 
Official size and weight. 
6 C 2452 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 ox 5749 

Top-grain cowhide Soccer Ball . . pre-tested 
English butyl bladder gives lively ball action 

107 8 Scullresistant pan 
eled cover built to 

take kicking, pounding 
and al abuce 
rendered a soccer ball 
between goals рге 
tested bladder holds its 
shape in roughest ac 
tion, Official size and 
weight. Inflating needle 
included. Pakistan. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz 
6C 2406. 31097 



In a complete Football 
Uniform he's a colorful 
flash of action on every play 

* Pro-styled uniform includes 

helmet, shoulder pads, 

jersey and pants 

e Recommended in 
competitive play for 

boys up to 70 pounds 

fit. Rugge 
rubber-pac 
guard and adjustable 
desired head protection. 

match. Wi ng ча S or M. 
1)6 C 24307F — Red 
2) 6 C 24313F — Orange 
3) 6 C 24311F — Green 
4) 6 C 243096 — lloc 
Shipping weight 4 pounde Uniform $11.94 

Shoe for colorful 
footwork in football. 
baseball, or soccer 

3 White and Blue All-purpose 
A 

*# 

E Socceraype vuleamized rubber sole; safety Ж 
rubber studs elimina king. White vinyl | 

uppers with red and blue reinforcing stripes 
Cushioned sock liner. Cotton laces. Japan. Avail 
able in "D^ med. width only. Sue full sw; if half 

y order n Sizes LD, 2D, 3D, 4D, 5D, 

60, 7D, 40 

6 C 11731F - Shy ‹ изэ 
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Football Uniforms for boys 
Stronger helmets, thicker padding, and heavier 

Football Helmets 
recommended for boys 
up to 95 Ibs. in weight 

4?? 

Rugged on 
f Cyc 

contoured to de 
rs of shock-absorb- 

ne foam pads 

foam cheek pads 
comfor 
rown. Vinyl chi 

plastic T-bar 
mouth 

2) 6 С 24341—« 
1) 6 C 24339- C 
4 6 C 24345.— Red, wi 
5) 6 C 24335— hue. 

С 24349 — White, y 
6 C 24333 Red, black 

» Silver, blue 
37 — Blue, white 

e 5499 

fabrics than in our 70 Ib. uniforms 

Football Helmets recommended for 
boys up to 105 Ibs. in weight 

e-piece, high-impact Krala 
Thick, shock-absor 

hout — vinyl-dipped for e 
coved to let air through for add 

п, comfortable fit; 6 

mec 

Molded а 
M with 

Shoulder Pads 

ding 

body-builds — 

High-impact plastic $, 

Үз 

stic® shell 

Blue 
438F — Red 

$7.29 

6” 



sider 
jersey an ۰ ۰ E 

weighing up to 105 Ibs. 
Select single pieces from a “stadium” of 

colors or buy complete uniform and save 

Choose your Football Jersey 
from an All-star roster of colors 

299 

Sanforized 8-02. cotton. Numbers not included. 
M (32-34), 1436-38). State S, М, or L 

201 6 C 24267F — Hed 
6 C 24277F — Blu 

6 C24148F 
36 С 24273F 

(15 thes 23 ) Was $3.29. 
order kit below. € izes S (28-30; 

Letter and Numeral Kit 
for jersey and helmet 

1*4 inch alphabet-patterns 
and 12x18-inch cotton flannel 
iron-on cloth 

two 1'/s-inch stick-on nur: 
ber-sets (0 thru 9 

and for helmet 

ping weight 5 oz. 
6C2434 $2.19 

Complete Uniform and helmet 
for boys up to 105 Ibs 

Save 53 21 26 

Complete m and helmet 

for boys up to 95 lbs. 

ve 2 19 

Complete Uniform including helmet for 
boys weighing up to 105 Ibs. Choose from 
elmets (10 thru 13)—Siate hey mu 

shoulder pads (14 
232-5; umbrr aud 
thru 261— State key 

e” 

 = ب

A 
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а (1 thru 9)—State А 

Game-pants with 
protective-pads 

6” me 

(24 they 26 ) Rugged oot- 
ton twill shell with sewn. i 
in plastic pads at hips, 
spine, and kidneys: sewn 
іп quilted cotton knee- 

and removable | pads; 
plastic thigh guards. 

Waist sizes: 5122.24); 
(26-281; 1430-32). When 
=ч мше S, M, or Le 

296€ 24156 - White 
Shipping wi. 1 Ih. 



Portable 
free-standing 

Basketball Goal 

Adjusts 6 to 10 ft. high 
play basketball just about 

anywhere at the 
right height for you 

35" 
Telescope to 6 ft. and roll it 
away for storage. Casters fold 
over frame for grounding: 
comes with 4 galvanized 
metal stakes to provide prop- 
er stability 

Painted backboard of *, 
inch thick marine plywood. 
29x40-in. Ys-inch steel rim 
with eotton net 

Heavy-duty galvanized tu. 
bular steel pole, 1Vs-inch steel 
risers. Shipped unassembled. 
Instructions included 

Shipping weight 67 Ibs 
6C 1881N $35.00 

Shipping Note: “М” items (as 
6 C 18В1М) sent motor car 
fier or expres: 

Our Pro-caliber 

Basketball 

Built with two 
vinyl covers 

for longer wear 
indoors or out 

4 50 

Scuff-resistant pebble-grain outer cover fused to under cover . . that's a double 
vinyl cover . . just like in pro balls. Raised seams deliver superb fingertip control. 
Butyl bladder is nylon-wound in an ICOSAHEDRON® infinite pattern winding 
‘on computer controlled machines . . gives the best balanced, strongest careass 
possible; nylon is triple-twisted for strength, heat-stretched to eliminate elasti- 
city. Official size and weight. Inflating needle included. 
6 C 1818— Shipping weight 2 pounds $11.60 

987 ] Collegiote-style Basketball. Single cover 
J of durable pebble-grained vinyl 60- 

pattern computerized nylon winding over a 
rugged butyl bladder. Official size and weight 
Inflating needle included. 
6 C 1812 Shipping weight 2 pounds зав? 

2 Rookie Basketball. Rubber cover is vulcan. 
ized to the nylon-wound carcasa. Official 

size and weight. Needle included. 
6 C 1810— Shipping weight 2 pounds as 

Only *7.66 tor 
a Basketball with 
molded-in colors 

Red, white, and blue colors 
molded into the vinyl cover 

to stay bouncing-bright 

Wes $7.90. This is the basketball for the 
flashy score on every court. Pebble-grained 
vinyl cover is vulcanized to carcass. A rugged 
butyl rubber bladder is wound with nylon for 
tbe best possible shape retention. Official size 
and weight. Inflating needle incl. Japan. 
6C 1802— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 100. 7.66 

Backboard with rust-proof hardware 
and all-weather polyethylene net 

Oil-tempered Masonite Presdwood® finished 
with baked-on non-glare enamel to provide 
better weather resistance. All hardware is 
vinyl-dipped, rust-proof, Premounted *-in. 
steel goal, 12-loop polyethylene net. Back- 
board 35x48 inches high. Y inch thick 

Backboard 
with cotton net 

Masonite Presdwood® is oil 
tempered, enamel finished to 
resist weather, Mount У іп. 
steel goal after board is up. 
35x48 in. high. Ys in. thick 

Shipping weight 46 pounds. 
6 С 1866N — Shipping weight 46 Ibs Set $30 95. 6 C 1859N2. Set $20.95 

Vinyl-dipped steel Mounting Brackets А 
9 Ром or vertical wall mount. Two 3Y+-in. inside == с 

diam. " bolts. y - [, o A 
6 C 1862 — Shipping weight 13 pounds. s% IN A 

Slom roof mount. Fits roofs of all degrees of p 
steepness. Nuts and bolts not included < 4v 

6 C 1864C — Shipping weight 15 pounds. 5799 Fr 



BOYS' 

Roller Derby Street King $599 
Skates with composition wheels 

] Step right into these sidewalk skates and lace 
them up..no keys or clamps to fuss with 

Twenty ball bearings per wheel deliver a smooth 
fast ride. High-cut vinyl uppers are easy to 

lamp cloth. Composi 
ra help 

3 Trainer Skates. Swel wheels. Laced leather 
ое strap and ankle strap. Steel frame ad 

justs бї, to BVa in. No key required. 
6 C 23109 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 31.99 

Economy Sidewalk Skates. Rubber 
trucks. Each 

bearings. Adjust 
adjusts 7Ya 
6C 23111-58 

y included 
weight 3 pounds 

OPIDO SHOE SKATES 

sQ9 
Rough'n tough Hockey Kings® with rugged steel wheels 9 

po 
lacing. Double-layer back stay 

pund the ankle. Composition rubber soles. Steel axle and f 
alar shoe size is full size, order usual s 

2 size larger. Youth sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. State size 
6 C 231627 - Shipping weight 5 pounde. 

Keyless ZIP-FIT Sidewalk Skates 

with cushion-soft sponge-rubber ankle straps 

al toe piece takes G Rubber-tired wheels 
all widths of shoes, ka, jolts. Foam 

6c23141 Shipping weight 5 pounds 

feet. Steel whee 
heavy-duty ball bearings. 
layer reinforced eyelets 

contoured for a bette 

up to the 
lack vinyl 

mean extra 
fit at the 

» is half 

6.99 

6.99 

„x, [Sears] 215 



for sparkling rink-skating fun 

INew from SEARS : 

“Firefly Oates e 

179° ] ; 

Color-bright Rink Skates 

with Naugalon 9 vinyl uppers 

need no polishing . . stay 

bright with easy-wipe cleaning 



WOMEN'S and GIRLS' 
RINK SKATES 

Double-action chassis delivers forward-backward 

and side-to-side response in the semi-precision skates 

1 Semiprecision means concealed cone bearings that never 
touch each other. This delivers more control than in the loose 

ball bearing type skates below. Leather uppers flex with skating 
action. Sponge rubber padded tongue. 

Lightweight aluminum footplates. Built-in toe stops. Long 
inside arch supporta. Heel counters help prevent feet from alip- 
ping. Composition sole. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done — 
just dial Sears and order it right now. 

White. "B" medium width only. Sizes 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, and 10B. 
See size chart below before ordering. Please state vise 
6 С 23380F — Shipping weight В pounds m ‚+++ $28.99 

Forward, backward and side-to-side maneuvers 
are easier with double-action cushion chassis 

2 Each smooth-rolling plastic wheel has 16 ball bearings. 
Polished aluminum footplates are exceptionally lightweight. 

Toe stops. Leather uppers. Polyurethane foam padded tongue. 
Composition rubber soles. Hugging heel counters help prevent 
feet from slipping. White. "B" medium width only. Sizes 6B, 7B, 
8B, 9B, 10B, and 11B. See size chart below. State size. 
6 C 23317 — Shipping weight 8 pounds . nnn nnne 1 

Side-to-side action chassis 

Sixteen ball bearings in each plastic wheel. Aluminum foot- 
plates, toe stops. "Wipe-clean” vinyl uppers. Polyurethane 

foam padded tongue for comfortable, secure lacing. Composition 
rubber soles. Heel counters help prevent foot from slipping. 

White. "B" medium width only. Sizes 4B, 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, and 
ЭВ. See size chart below before ordering. Stale size. 
6 C 233162 - Shipping weight 8 pounds . . 

Rink skote Cose. A really handy way to tote your skates. Blue 
vinyl covered plywood frame. Plastic handle. 2 locks, keys 

included. Nickel-plated hardware resists rust. Measures 13Vx 
16%4x6 inches deep. Holds one pair of skates. 
ФС 23069 — Shipping weight 3 pounds В ounces. 5594 

2149 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 

GIRLS' SIDEWALK SKATES 
Standard-size composition wheels 

fj Double row of ball bearings in each wheel. White vinyl up- 
pers. Composition rubber sole. Medium width. If shoe size 

is full size, order usual size. If shoe is half size, order next full 
size larger. Girl's sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Uppers 
from Taiwan. State size when ordering. 
6 C 23107F — Shipping weight 5 pounds 599 

Oversize composition wheels on a wide track 
6 Each wheel rolls on a single row of 16 ball bearings. Wide- 

track trucks mean more stability. White vinyl uppers. Cush- 
loned insole. Composition rubber soles. Uppers from Taiwan. 
Medium width. If shoe size is full size, order usual size. If 

shoe is half size, order next full size larger. Girl's sizes 12, 13, 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, State sine 
6 C 23105F — Shipping weight 5 pounds. $979 

HOW TO DETERMINE SHOE SKATE SIZE: 

NOTE: If you plan to wear heavy socks, order next full size larger. 
Order skate size shown (only if that size is available in the shoe 
skate that you want). 

- Your regular shoe size 
Male Va] 5 [$9] e jos] 7 [Zal e Ja] э Jevspo prom] зуң: qu 

MEN'S: Order shoe skate size below 
Boe) | | jo Hr 30 Bo eo je sel +0 роо 
HM o so poojco |o mie бсо} 

*14°° 

MEN’S and BOYS’ RINK SKATES 

Top-quality semi-precision skates with double cushion chassis 
for forward, backward and side-to-side maneuvers 

7) Semi-precision skates provide excellent control and minimal wheel play 
“ Cone bearings are concealed so that they never touch each other, never 
deliver undue friction. Leather uppers are soft and supple. Sponge rubber 
padded tongue 

Highly polished aluminum footplates are lightweight to make skating 
жет. Built-in toe stops. Long inside arch supports. Heel counters 

t slipping feet. Composition rubber sole. 
idth only. Sizes 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D. 
rdering. Stats size when ordering 

6 C 23289F — Shipping weight 8 pounds 12899 

12D. See 

Double cushion chassis deliver 

forward-backward and side-to-side response 
Each plastic wheel rolls on 16 ball bearings. Polished aluminum foot 
plate. Toe stops. Leather uppers. Polyurethane foam padded tongue 

Composition rubber soles. Heel counters help keep foot in place 
Black. “Р” me 

size chart at И 
6 C 23217F — Shipp 

um width only. Sizes 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, and 12D. See 
before ordering. State se when ordering. 

х А pound 323.50 

Single action chassis with side-to-side movement 
Q Sixteen ball bearings make each plastic wheel roll smoothly. Footplates 

are lightweight aluminum. Toe stops. Vinyl uppers with polyurethane 
im padded tongue need no polishing. Con rubber soles. Heel coun. 

ters hug heel, help prevent foot from alippi 
Black. "D" medium width only. Sizes 4D, 5D, 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, and 10D. See 

size chart at left before ordering. State size when 
6 C 232 15F — Shipping weight 8 poum $14.99 



irls’ Skating Dresses 
of machine washable 
2-way stretch nylon 

Indoor-outdoor skating dresses make iœ 
skating year-around fun. One piece leotard 

styling with full circle skirt sewn on at dropped 
waist. Traditional boat neck. Full-length sleeves 
push up to *«-length if you wish. Double layer 
crotch lined with soft cotton. Back nylon zipper 
from neck to dropped waist. Machine wash, med 
Girls’ dress sixes (7-8), M(9-10), L(12-14). State 
8, М, or L 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
6 C 95971F — Navy blue 6 C 909725 — Red Esch $9.99; any 2 or more, each $9.50 

Women's and Girls’ Ice Skates 

Naugalon* vinyl uppers 
9 Zinc-plated Japanese steel blades, hardened 

and tempered to hold an edge. Polyurethane 
foam padded tongue. Composition rubber soles 
reinforced with a steel shank. Heel counters 
hug heel. Arch supports. Backstay is tapered to 
fit snugly at the ankle 
Women's. White. "B" med, width. Sizes 5B, 6B, 
ТВ, 8B, ЭВ. See chart below. State sise. 
6 C 10301F — Shipping weight 4 Ibe. 2 ounews... $10.95 
Girls‘. White. Medium width only. If regular shoe 
is full size, order usual size. If regular shoe size ix 
half size, order next full sine larger. Girls’ sizes 
1, 2, 3, 4. е state sizs. 
6 C 10139F — Shipping weight 3 pounds 5995 

Naugalon® vinyl uppers with 
cotton flannel lining for comfort 

3 For women. Hardened and tempered Japanese 
steel blades. Tongue is polyurethane foan 

padded. Composition rubber soles. Heel counters 
and tapered backstay mean a better fit at the heel 
and around the ankle. Arch supports 

White. "B" medium width. Women's sizes 5B. 
6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B. See chart below. State si 
Ө C 103068 — Shipping weight 4 pounds $1179 

Leather uppers with foam insulation 

make these Skates extra warm 
4 For women. Our finest Canadian Sheffield 

steel blades are nickel-plated to hold a true 
edge. Split tongue is foam rubber padded. Strong 
steel k reinforces the composition rubber 

uble-stitched tapered backstay comforms 
to ankle and leg. Built-in arch support. Heel coun- 
ter helps keep heel in place. 

White. "B^ med. width. Women's sizes 6B, 7B, 
AB, ЭВ, 10B, 11B. See Women’s ate chart below. 
Please state size when ordering. 
6 С 10309F — Shipping weight 5 pounds se 

soles. 

Beginners' Skates with vinyl uppers 

5 For girls. Zine-plated steel blades. Composition 
rubber soles. Heel counters. Unlined. White 

with red trim. Japan. Medium width only. If 
regular shoe is full size, order usual size. If half 
size, order next full size larger. 
Single Blode. Skating action like adult skate 
Girls’ sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size 
6 C 10135F — Shipping weight 2 pounds 5397 
Double Blode. The wider base of support makes 
balancing easier to learn. Girls’ sizes 10, 11, 12, 
13, 1,2, 3. State size when ordering 
6 C 10132F — Shipping weight 2 pounds su 
HOW TO DETERMINE WOMEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE 



ICE SKATES 
for men and boys 

Naugalon' vinyl uppers need no polishing 

Hardened and tempered Japanese steel blades are 
zinc-plated. Polyurethane foam padded tongue. Com. 

inforced with steel shank. Heel position rubber s 
counters keep heel in place. Arch supports. Double-stitched 
backstay is tapered for a better fit 

Men's. Black. "D" medium width only. Sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 
9D, 10D, and 11D. See chart below. State size 
6 C 10201F —Shipp 2 ounces $10.95 weight 4 p 

Boys’. Black. Medium width only. If ab 
order usual size. If shoe size is half size, or 
arger. Youth si 3, 4, and б. State 

6 C 101296 -Sh ht 3 pounds $9.95 

next full size 

Naugalon® vinyl uppers lined with cotton flannel 

and arde For men. Japanese steel b 
polyureth: pered. Tc 

ion rubber м 
m padded. Compos 

nter» and tapered backstay n 
a better fit around the ankle. Arch suppo 

Black. "D" medium widths only. Men's s 
9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. See chart below. 5 
6 C 102068 —Shipp sight 4 pounds 51379 

5D, 7D, 8D, 

Rugged leather uppers foam-insulated 
for extra warmth . . Sheffield steel blades 

old steel blades 
rubber padded for 

g. Heavy lock-stitched composition 
with strong steel shank. Double 

counters and arch supports 
rubber na 
stitched tapered 
are all built into this boot to give you a better fit 

Black. "D" medium width only. Men's sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 
9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D, See chart below. State size 
6 C 10209 — Shipping weight 5 pounds $18.79 

Beginners' Skates with low-cut vinyl uppers 

Д For boys. Zinc-plated steel blades. Composition rubber 
ole. Heel counters. Un! d. Black with red trim. From 

Med. width. If regular shoe is full size, order usual 
f half size, order next full size larger 

Single Blode. Almost like skating in an adult skate. Boy's 
sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size 
6 C 10125F — Shipping weight 2 pe m 97 

Double Blade. The wider of support helps ankles adjust 
ng. Boy's sizes 10, 

Shipping weight 2 5197 

HOW TO DETERMINE 
MEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE 

Order shoe skate size below only if M 
Ice Skating Accessories. 

Б Shote Shorpener. Fully adjustable for figure 
and hockey skates, Abrasive stone makes a 

sharp edge. Metal. 4x4x3-in. 
€ C 10077 — Shipping weight 9 ounces... 5129 
6 Steate Tote. For all sizes. Rubberized rayon. 

6 C 10081— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 or 3297 
77 Ankie Supports. Foam rubber, canvas cover 

Sines Sishoe size to 4), M(men's 5-8, women's 
5-10), Límen's 9-13, women's 11). Star S, М, L- 
6 C 10096F — Shipping weight 3 ounces Pair 51.29 

Skote Socks. 65% Orlon” acrylic, 39% Herculon® 
olefin, 2% Lyera® spandex. Sizes S(6V1-5), М 

(Вуз -10), 1.107 -13). State S, M, L. Wt. 4 оз. 
6 C 95961F — Navy blue. Pair $1.50. 2 pe. for $2.78 
6 C 95962F — Red. Pair 1.50: 2 pe. foe 278 

Pom-pon. Fuzzy ball of yarn with happy beil in 
the middle. Sewn-in strings. Pkg. of 2 

6 C 10065— Shipping weight 4 ounces. Pag 900 
10 Blode Guard». Plastic. Fits all sizes. Pkg, of 2 

6 C 10091 — Shipping weight 4 ounces. Pig 990 
tag. De IM. 



With this Rink Outfit you can turn your own 
backyard into a family skating center 

• Join ends of aluminum 
wall, slip in liner 

• Flood with water an 
let it freeze 

Complete circular $ 99 icc 
Rink Outfits in 4 sizes = 

Use on level ground. For longer rink life, buy an extra 
plastic liner, use over liner supplied. 

Complete 16-ft. diameter Rink. 4-inch high wall, 
6 C 10816— Shipping weight 6 pounds 3799 
6 C 10817— Era 16-0 liner, WL 2 Iba. 49 
Complete 20-9. diameter Rink. G-inch high wall 
6 C 10821 — Shipping weight 11 pounds 31497 
6 C 10822 — ura 20-42 hiner. Shpg. wt 3 iba. 69 
Complete 24-41. diameter Rink. 6-inch high wall 
6 С 10824C — Shipping weight 13 pounda. 219.97 

a” 6 C 10825 — кана 24.7. liner. Бре wt. 4 Ma 

Order this giant 32x40-ft. Liner 
à build your own wall 

28” 

constructing wooden 
aterials for wall ed 

Street Hockey Equipment Ice Hockey Equipment 

Street Hockey Puck. Regulation (6 ond 7) Hockey бові». Tubular aluminum 
Sin. diam. by l-in. Plastic. frame, nylon net. Shipped unassembled. 

6 C 10655 — Shpg. wt. 3 oc 3% "pem «x36 inches h 

D Street Hockey бой. Non-bounce ARES кз пи 
7 plastic. Warin. diameter. 7% 
6 C 10658—Shpg. wt. 2 ox. 57c 6 C 105441 $21.69 en. 2 for $39.78 

j Officiol-size Puck. 1x3 inch diam. Rubbe 3 Geol. Sturdy rust-resistant metal Boe o = 
frame. Мука netting. 30:36:18 ( 9 thru 11 ) Sticks. Ash h Im blade 

@ Goalie Stick. 5-ply b n. long 
39 9 6 C 10608C А ng weis ibe $4.97 

(445) Street Hockey Sticks. 10 ond 11 ) Curved Sticks. Glass-wrapped blade Sturdy ash handle. Durable molded 5 e CAM s чула es erg nra plastic blade stands up to pavement. "Tri м ү" 
4 53-inch long Stroight Blade. 1146 C 10502 19: 

6 C 10874C—Shpg. wt 31 5349 Youth Slop Stick (not shown). Hardwood handle 
5 43-inch long Goelie Stick elm blade 

6 С 10679C — Shpa. wt ibs .... 9497 6 C 10501C — 8i 
44 in. long 



Boys' "Youth 
League” Model 

with 
long-lasting 
vinyl uppers 

132 

Yellow and black uppers, cuxhioned foot bed. Hard 
box toe, zineplated steel blades. Full-size auto 
graphed tendon guard. Arch-supporting counter. 
Blades from Japan. Shoe made in USA 
Medium width only. If regular shoe size is full size, 

order usual size If regular size ія half size, order 
next full sia 1,2, 3, 4, 5. 
6 С 104508 

Ys and Boys' Ho key 
Skates with vinyl uppers 

Protective Hockey Equipment 

style Gloves. For 

Suspende 

Bobby Orr Signature Hockey Skates 
. . the mark of a pro is Bobby Orr's 

autograph on full size tendon guards 

Men's Model with 
rugged leather uppers 

$19 

Top grain leather uppers with split 
leather trim and decorative stitching. 
Felt-lined hard box toe construction. 
Zine-plated steel blades. Full-size 
autographed tendon guard for added 
protection. Long arch-supporting coun- 
ter, Sueded cotton lining with cush 
ioned insole and tongue. Blades from 
Japan. Shoe made in USA. 

See "How to determine size” chart 
on page 219. In "D^ (medium) width 
only. Men's sites 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D. 
ИР, 12D. Sias size 
6 C 104377 — Red and black 
6 C 104385 — Се оне and black 
Shipping wesgbt 5 ende a 

Suit up like a Pro in your 

Youth-league Hockey Outfit 

and gloves. Jersey 
are 100% cotton 
able, medium temperatu 

) are vinyl with split leathe 

panta ars. Leat 

shoulder pads, 

entire outfit by waist size. 

S, М, or L. 

Outfit includes jersey, ponts, sox 

machine wash 

molded cuff and protective padding 
on back of hand. Pants have cotton 
ads with removable thigh guards 

shin and 
elbow guards not included. Order 

NOTE: Add 4 in. to child's waist to 
allow for padding underneath, then 
order from these waist sizes. Sizes 
8(24-26 іп); M(28-30); 1432). State 



Youth 
Ski Outfits 

Solid 
Hardwood 

] Metal tip and tail protectors, 
wood bottoms. Steel edges help 

improve control. Red finish. Full 
release cable bindings. Proportioned 
steel poles with leather straps, alu. 
minum and rubber rings. Japan. 
Set with 3*-foot Skin 
6 C 67017C — Shpg. wt 7 Ibe. . Set $14.99 
Ser with 4-foot Skis 
6 C 67018C — Shpg. wt. 8 Ње. . Set $16.99 

Set with 4Vs-loot Skis. 
8 C 67019C— Shpg. wt 9 the, . Se $18.99 
Aluminum Ski Poles. (Not shown) Plastic 

length. Lei armpit to floor, order closest 

Laminated Skis 
132075 

set with 5foot skis 

2, Polvethylene base seldom needs 
waxing. Metal tip, tail protectora 

Inter-locking segmented steel edges 
for control. Stepán bindings with 
swivel release toe, full release heel 
Runaway strap. 42in. steel poles 
with molded rubber grip, leather 
strap. Blue color. Japan. 

Set with 5-foot Skis. 
6 C 67023C — Shpg. wt. 10 Ihe. Set 529.96 
Set with Soot Skis. 
6 C 67024. —8һре. эл. 12 the. Set $32.50 

ip, ring. Leather strap. Measure 
ngths: 36 in., 39 in., 42 in. 

© C 67702CF — Stair ут of poles. Shipping weight 3 pounds. mnm 

Youth 

Buckle Boots 

Parallel sole 

matches width of ski 
for better control. 

Buckles save par 

dren car 

istance 

11224 

These boots have rubber uppers with foam rubber padded lining 
and padded tongue for extra comfort. Hard rubber sole won't 
curl. Black water repellent finish. From Japan. Available in 
medium width only. Order only if your feet are medium width. 
3-buckle Boot. 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M 
6 C 681215 — Shipping weight 4 pounds. 31297 
4-buckle Boot 4M, 5M, 6M, 7M, BM. State rise 
6 C 68122F - Ship м 4 pounds $1297 

Youth Laced Boot 

Rubber upper with hard rubber 
sole that won't curl. Foam rub. 
ber padded lining and padded 
tongue for skiing comfort 
Water repellent, black finish 
Japan. In medium width only 
Order only if feet are medium 
width. Sizes 10M, 11M, 12M. 
13M, 1M, 2M, ЗМ, 4M, 5M, 6M. 

6 C 68101F — Shpe. wt 4 the 97 

Socks and Mitts 

3 Cowhide Tow Mim. Two 
layers of cowhide in palm 

plus reinforced stitching. Rayon 

6 C 95988F — Shpy. wt 5395 

Д Ski Socks. Seal brown. 44% 
Herculon® olefin, 26% 

Orlont acrylic, 30% textured 
olefin. Machine wash, med. 
temp. Ом 
6 C 95955 Shpg wt. 3 ou 
Pur. 150.2 

Rugged hardwood construction makes these Toboggans extra tough 
5 Seven hardwood slats are sealed against moisture. 

Three full-length raised runners and steam-bent 32122 
hood. 17 inches wide. Includes rope for steering. 
@ C 69926N 6 foot vie. (4 riders) Shpg. wt. 17 Ihe. 52299 8100 
6 C 68928N — 5 fooi sixr (6 riders) Shpg. wt. 21 The 2799 

Toboggan Pads 

6 Pads made with 1Y4-in. thick polyurethane foam 
core. Vinyl cover. Red and blue. 14 in. wide. 

sue [палавее | come ра = I me 
їй feet. .|...6 feet. EE 3 ba... $4.99 
бу» feet. | ...8 feet... |. 6 C 69088C | 4 Ib....|.. 6.99 



nd Ski Porkos 
Apres Ski - 
Boots 

brighten 

f youngsters Ma “ ө чыш 
ki-weary Sizes S, M, and L. See Parka С 

feet ] 5 S, M. 

D Racer stripe Parkas. 8, M,orl 
^ GC 94851F— Navy; red stripe м 

3 Boys and Girl's Chair Coot 3 

е ordering's 
the quick and easy way to 
buy them. Available in medi. 
um width only. Sizes 13, 1,2, 
3, 4. State 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. В ог. 

€ C 6790 1299 

5 and 6 ) Boy's and Girl's Stretch Ski Pants. In-the-bo 
A Fr pe 

! retch nylon. Мэ 
b diu Ja ] r 

Ski Pants Ch x 

ng Kong 5 Striped Ponts. Na: 
6 C 943587 

G Solid Color Pants. Navy blu 
6 C 94961F — Sh 

ond Girls Warm-up Ponti. May be we 

«з= [Sears] 
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-22-caliber Rifles 

E 
MINUS 

Complete Tennis Outfit with s, 

racket, cover, press, balls 

1 A great gift for the beginning player. Medium weight, 
6-ply wood racket with reinforced shoulders, 4Ys-in. 

grip and countersunk nylon strings. Pressurized can of 
three tennis balls with long-wearing covers. Rubberized 
red and blue racket cover with anap-flap ball pocket 
Hardwood press helps prevent racket warping, Racket 
from Japan. 
6 C 12184C - Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Lightweight Golf Cart $145 

2, A must for every golfer. Lightweight steel construc- 
tion makes this cart extremely portable. Just push а [7 

button to fold away easily into car trunk. Pre-lubricated Ly 
bearings on 10-inch wheels mean easy rolling. Adjustable 

Outfit $9.99 

9?» 

rubber-padded bag brackets 
6 C 82309C — Shipping weight 16 pounds $14.50 

Adjustable 3-section Pool Cue ‚9° 5 | | 

Perfectly balanced pool cue with some gift-worthy 

looking cue changes fro ach n a 57-inch length to 
length. Weight can be adjusted to your preference , . if 
you like a ligh 
removable l-ounce weights. Mad 

extras: remove the handle section and this good | 

` 
ove one or both of the 
of especially warp-re 

simply ros 

sistant ramin wood from Taiwan. Black and silver color 
6 C 254380 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 3295 

6-39 

3-gun Rack 

Handsome display with 
built-in safety .. when 
24-inch wide ammuni- 
tion drawer is locked, 

ms are locked. Wal. 
nut finished hardwood 
with felt-covered gun 
rests to protect guns. 
23x26 inches wide. Keys 
included. Sent unas 
sombled. From Japan 
So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibe. 8 ог. 
6C21213........1999 

ai 

Д hoca 49 Single-shot Soddlegun? 
Hardwood stock with lustrous wal. 

nut finish. A welcome safety feature: gun 
cannot be fired until fully cocked by 
hand. Chambered for .22 short, long or 
long rifle shells. 18-in. barrel, 34 in. 
overall. Actual wt. about 5!s lbs 
6 C 53041C — (8р. wt. 7 Ib.) 529.95 

5) Sean Autoload. High-luster walnut 
finished hardwood stock. Positive 

locking bolt safety. Bead post front sight, 
adjustable rear sight. Clip holds 10 long 
rifle cartridges only. Grooved for scope. 
Precision rifled. 20-in. barrel, 40» im 
overall. Weighs about 5¥ Ibs. 
6 C 52813C - Shpy. wt 6 las ....... $39.88 

Great Gift Ideas for 

FE эу 

To the slopes in style! 
Oxford Nylon Ski Gear Bags. 
hold everything you'll need. 
she һу 

12. 99 

( 6 ond 7 ) Extra heavy duty nylon bags make 
you look like a professional skier en route. All 
teams are nylon stitched, with heavy-duty 
zippers and vinyl trim. Red, white, blue. 

6 Boot ond clothing Bog. Viny-lined water- 
resistant bottom compartment for boots, 

top section for clothing. Perfect for golfers too. 
24x11Ysx12 inches high. Prom Japan. 
6 C 68716C — Shpg. wt. 5 Ibn. 24299 

7] Matching Ski Bog. Full-length zipper lets 

mI METRE = pone Eh 
6 С 68717 —Shpg. wt. 11b. Ban nun nn 4499 

TR VII Fish Call attracts 
fish in 3 different ways 

923 

8 One of the most fantastic fishing aide 
you've ever tried! All you do is drop plastic 

transmitter into water. From control box in 
your hand, you can send fish-attracting sound 
waves out into the water; you can release a 
scent into the water that's practically irresist- 
able to fish; and you can flash a light that 
arouses fish curiosity. May be used in fresh or 
salt water. Includes control box, 2 penlite 
batteries, line, fish scent pellets and sound 
transmitter. Instructions. Control box 1x1Vax4 
in. Check with State Conservation or Wildlife 
and Fisheries Dept. before ordering. 
6 C 39247 — Shipping weight 10 ounces 59.95 

RESTRICTIONS ON THE SALE 

OF GUNS AND AMMUNITION 

Sears will accept any order for guns or 
ammunition by phone, but not through 
the mail. Orders must be picked up in 
person at a Sears Catalog Sales Store or 
Retail Store. Ammunition may, but guns 
may not, be ordered or picked up out- 
side of the state in which you reside. 

We will not sell any guns or ammuni 
tion to anyone under 18 years of age 
(however, some localities do require a 
higher age) Sears does not sell any 
ammunition for use in hand guns to 
anyone under 21. Proof of required age 
must be shown at time the order is 
picked up. All sales subject to Federal, 
State and Municipal laws. 

GUNS AND AMMUNITION 

SHIPPED PREPAID 

Sears pays all transportation costs from 
the catalog order plant to your pickup 
point, which is either a Sears Catalog 
Store or Retail Store. 



the sports-minded family 

= 

Top grain 

leather 

Baseball 

Glove 

Q° 5 

302-piece Fishing Kit 

Complete with everything you need to enjoy this pleasant pastime 
Two reels. Open-face Hawk Spinning Reel plus a closed-face Astro spin 

casting reel. Both reels prewound with monofilament line 
Two rods, one pole. 5';-foot 2-pieon, fiber glass spinning rod with 10- 

inch cork handle. 4-foot I-piece, fiber glass «pin casting rod with cork 

Tockle ond geor. Tackle box for б lures, 2 vinyl worms, 6 cork hook 
guards, 2 nylon leaders, 48 BB shot, 12 cline nkers, 6 snap swivel 
trolling rig, 2 plastic floats, 200 Falcon hooks, 6 anelled hooks. minnow 
scoop, stringer, scaler, fishing book e 
6 C 59659 — Shipping weiche 5 pounds. 31297 cme [Sears] 225 



i 
pn 

Speedometer-tachometer-mileage meter 

Measures speeds to 40 mph, mileage to 9999.9 on 
Sinch dial High-impact black plastic unit mounts 
«m Handlebar stem. From Japan. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
6 C 48806 — For 16-inch front wheels. 55.99 
6 C 48803.— For 20-1nch front wheels 599 
6 C 48804 — For 24 and Winch front wbeels 599 

N, | The GREMLIN.. 
a 20+16-inch beauty with 

metallic paint job, billboard 

tires and “flaming stack’ 

$5995 

Wheel around on this hand- 
some three-speed with 20x 
2.125-in. cheater slick tire 
and 16x1%s-in. front mini. 
wheel. Scoop fenders and 
bright frost lemon-lime 
paint job for a custom look. 
Chain guard looks like a 
“flaming stack". 

hift lever for the 3-speed. 
rs on frame console. 

Front and rear caliper 
brakes have handlebar- 
mounted levers. Vinyl- 
covered padded banana seat 
is white with lime glitter 
trim. Chrome-plated sup- 

Boy's 20-inch 

Spyder Bikes 

Padded banana seats, high-rise bars, 
and the brightest paint jobs around 

] Fivespeed Spyder. Loan into the pedals and feel the 
rear cheater slick move you out fast. Then tap the 

smooth stick-shift through five-speed derailleur gears 
for easier pedaling on all terrains. 

Lemon-lime frame with shamrock green overapray, 
and bright, chrome-plated scoop fenders. Black and 
lemon-lime glitter vinyl banana seat rests on chrome- 
plated support bar. Front and rear caliper handbrakes. 

Bold billboard tires.. 20x2.125-inch rear; 20x1.76- 
inch front. Chrome-plated rims, chain guard and spoke 
protector. Reflectorized fork and pedals for added safety 
Adjustable leg reach 
OC 47694N—Shipping weight 47 pound 359.95 

2 Three-speed Spyder. Show your colors! This speedy 
spyder has bright red frame that's set off with white 

scoop fenders and vinyl banana seat. Bold blue rally 
stripe runs the length of seat and both fenders. The three- 
speed gears help make pedaling easier. Console-mounted 
lever for easy shifts. 

Rear 20x2.125-inch cheater slick tire gives you plenty 
of traction x1.75-ineh front tire. Dual caliper hand- 
brakes mounted on chrome-plated high-rise handlebars. 
Chrome-plated rims, sprocket, support bar. Reflectorized 
fork and pedals for safer riding. Adjustable leg reach 
Bike radio not included 
6 C 4768AN — Shipping weighs 

3 Single-speed Spyder. Gleaming gold-color with white 
rally stripe on front and rear fendera Knobby 20x 

2.125-inch rear tire and regular 20x1.75-inch front tire. 
Black padded vinyl banana seat on chrome-plated support 
bar. Chrome-plated handlebars and rims. Coaster brake 
Adjustable log reach. Reflectorized for extra safety 
0 C 4766AN — Shipping weight 39 pounds $37.95 

NOTE: All bikes on these two pages sent par 
tially assembled . . you need only install pedals, 
handiebars and seat. All are shipped motor 
carrier or expr 

Boy's 20+16 

Screamer Bikes 
Two-wheeled "dragsters" with sloped, 
double-bar frames and front mini-wheels 

Five-speed Screomer 1. Styled like a wild dragster 
4 with slope-down yellow frame with red overspray. 
Fivespeed derailleur gears get you where you're 
going fast. Coil spring shocks on front and rear. Rear 
tire is 20x2 125-in. billboard cheater slick; 16x1.76-in. 
red-line mini-wheel up front. Vinyl seat. 
Dual rear hand-brakes mounted on taped butterfly 

сыс ee {к= leg reach. scoop ч 
Reflectorized fork and pedals for extra safety. 
6 C A7S48N - Shipping weight 54 pounda............ 378395 

fork Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47724N ~ Shipping weight 44 pounds. 1511.08.96. 

G Singlespeed Screamer. A real mover with daz 
aliae lemonlime and green paint job. Chrome 

"Flaming stack" chain guard, black 



a (6) Single speed М? 
)] Screamer 4 

48” 3 

I Sanz Р 



Girls’ 20-inch“Bikes 
All with comfortably-padded banana seats 
and easy to grasp, high-rise handlebars 

o 
Racing-styled Spyder $3095 

2 Wide white racing stripe sets off scoop fenders of 
this raspberry-colored mover. Knobby 20x2.125- 

inch rear tire and mid-weight 20x1.75 inch front 
tire put plenty of rubber on the road for traction and 
sure maneuvering. Rear coaster brake. White vinyl 
banana seat; vinyl basket with bright plastic 
flowers. Chrome-plated power-grip handlebars, 
wheel rims. Reflectorized fork and pedals for added 
safety. Adjustable leg reach 
0 C 476652 — Shipping wt. 41 pounds. 13295 6 C IOAN — БА, куйге! lait: Бър. wt 39 ll... 32.95 

Dont | ony 28.95 
MISS | for a бтз 20-inch 
This | Spyder Bike 

1 An outstanding value on a stripped: 
down spyder that you can acces 

sorize to suit your tastes. Frame has 
blue metallic finish. White vinyl 
banana seat perched on chrome-plated 
support bar with large rear reflector 
Rear coaster brake. Knobby rear tire. 
and regular front tire are 20x1.75- 
inch. — Chrome-plated — power-grip 
handlebars. White painted wheel rims. 
Reflectorized fork and pedals for added 
safety. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47610N-Shpe wt 36 tin. 28.95 

Red, white and blue $ 95 
racing-striped spyder 

3 Bold and bright! Wide, blue racing stripe 
runs the length of both white scoop 

fenders and vinyl banana seat. White frame 
with blue overspray. Viny! basket lets you 
tote things as you ride Chrome-plated 
power-grip handlebars with glitter grips 
Easyrolling 20x1.75-inch white line tires 
Reflectorized fork and pedals for added 
safety. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 476566М — Shipping weight 41 Iba ......544.95 

$ T 
5 White, De =н 7 Mid Wee Boe. Flower-bright turquoise Spyder 4 

Basket. Bx14%x8 in. ket. axi ax inches deep. Europe. 4 Ride sharp and sassy on this bright-colored spyder See pm 4 т а vinyl basket and seat. Chrome- всам........ a» plated scoop fenders and chain guard add extr: White vinyl Basket. White line 20x1.75-inch tires give you great 
Bx 14 2x8 inches deep. 8 White Willow Bos- Bendix rear coaster brake lets you stop more safely 

From Korea. Wt. 2 Iba. ket. 9Vıx13Vsx8 in. and surely. Chrome-plated power-grip handlebars with 6C 48485. 253299 деер. Flower garland. glitter grips. Reflectorized fork and pedals for added = 
. Ths. safety. Adjustable leg reach. 

6 C 47713N — Shipping weight 48 pounds 34795 



Easy-pedaling 20-inch and 24-inch 

^Youth"Lightweights 

Soss 42 

20-inch Boys' 

Lightweight 

39" 
Singlespeed bike with yellow and red double-bar 
frame looks custom made. Full size front sprocket 

lets you really move out on slim 20xl*s-inch tires 
Rear Bendix coaster brake stops you fast. Chrome 
plated scoop fenders, circular chain guard, rims, hubs 
and handlebars. Padded black vinyl lightweight saddle. 
Reflectorized for added safety. Adjustable leg reach 
6 C 47533N - Shipping weight 38 pounds $39.95 

Boys’ 24-inch 
Lightweight 

Girls’ 24-inch 

Lightweight 

‚asily with 3-speed ge 
on chrome-plated lightw 

caliper hand brakes. Bright chrome-plated 

450.95 

L-speed, with rear Bendix 
coaster brake inste 
6 C 45515N — Shipping 

This Radio clamps 
and locks to ygur 
bike . 2 çan 
leave it safely 2 
attached /. or an ergo Sethe har umso, т. 

working de gears. Lightweight 
24x Is in added vinyl saddles 
Chrome-plated handlebars, hubs, rims 

chainguards. Reflecto for 
ed safety. Adjustable leg reach 

carry it ама » Ty y 

10speed 
Stem-mounted shift levers 

$ 95 lette board tires Enjoy music, sport, or news wherever you go with this red за ШАШ 
white and blue bike radio. Mounting piece attaches per 
manently to your handlebars. Radio is clamped on by flip E Bened. Single ric ma 
ping lever on bottom. Mount lets you secure it to your bike Ui A ser deus МИШ uL 
with lock and keys included. A horn and reflector are built dp handler: тә Зар hih 
right in. Volume and tuning controls for entire AM band NOTE: All bikes on these two pages sent Jever. Blackwall tires 
High-impact plastic case measures 4x5Ysxá inches. Uses tially assembled . . you need only install 6С 45583N—Shpg w 
3 "C" batteries, not included. Fits all bikes. dals, handlebars and seat. All are shipped 

48146 — Shipping weight 1 pend 12 ounces s motor carner or express. 



a - 

Our newest First Bike..boy’s 

“MINI-BIKE” 
Oversized 3% in. inflatable tires 
plus detachable training wheels 
make this bike 
practically "tip-proof'' 

The 1242-inch wheels make balancing easier yet it has the leg 
reach of a standard 16 inch bike. Tires with all-terrain styling 
are extra light for easier pedaling by the beginning rider, Mus- 
tang orange frame with chrome-plated fenders and chain guard. 
Molded black vinyl saddle. Chopper style handlebars give it a 
sporty look. Sure-action coaster brake in rear hub. Pneumatic 
1255394 -inch tires. Training wheels and hardware. Leg reach 
adjusts from 19 to 23 inches. 
6 C 478251 Shipping weight 30 pounds 33495 

| 
t 

6 Bike Light. Use 2 "07 size bat- Q Mileage Meter. Shows mileage 
teries (not incl... Hong Kong up to 9999.9. Mounts on front 6 C 48010 -5 11h... Exch 81.8% wheel. From Japan. 

Shipping weight, each 2 « 
7 Revolving Safety Light. Use 3 6 C 48812-20 in wheel... Each $1.89 7:55 D” size batteries (not i 6 C 4881324, 26m. wheel Each 189 
6 C 48086 — WL IIb. 11 с... — э 

10 7-4". Bicycle Reflector. Japan 8 Combination Choin Lock. Vinyl SCADIOR Ba чуар 
covered chain. 36 inches long. 

From Hong Kong 
6С 48714 Shpg wi 11b... Eac 1] 24in. Spyder Seat Bock Bor 

Shiny chrome-plated steel re 
ж гая! 
49144C pe. wt 2 Mba Each $1.99 20 [Sears] 22 

Ш 

19 Streomered glitter Grips. 
grips, multicolored 

6C 49301 —Mlue 6C 
6 € 49302 —Red 6 C 49904 Ma 
2 in phg. Shpg. wt Aor 

13 Spyder Toil Light. Use 
° teries (not included). From Hong 6 с 4933; 

Kong 
6 C 48084 — Shpg wt 11 о 

Trumpet-style Hom. 
plated. Hong Kong 

б C 48240 — Shpg. wt. 1%. 

Spyder Seats with back bar 

(1 thru 3) Give your b 
styling with one of these y 
Comfortably padded with 
24-inch chrome-plated 
bikes, Hardware included 

Shipping weight 6 pounds 

flashy spyder 
bright seats 

nyl cover. Plus 
bar. Fits all 

1›6 C 489932 — Red am 
26 C 48991C2 — Geld-color. 499 

(6 C 48992C2 — Magenta. 499 

Delu: or Light Set throws a 
brig n л than ordinary 

bike lights because it uses the same stan 
dard 12-volt, 6 watt bulb found in automo- 
bile headlights. Even has high and low 
beam. Easy t, too . . get bulbs at 

a Chrome-plated. Includes 
are bulb and generator; 

mounts on rear fork. Fits all bikes. Japan. 
6 C 48111 ~ Shpy. wt. 2 tbe Set $4.99 

ft. vinyl 
00 Ibs 

ley lock Very difficult to cut. Heavy-duty 
keys included. 
6 C 48715— Shpg. wt 1 lb 4ш 1499 

Vinyl — |5 Reor-view Mirror. Measures 2Yzx 
es. From Japan 

6 C 48645— Shpg. wt. 1 lb Eu 990 

Gliner Tape, Plug Set. 7-yard roll 
10 rores ыу 

D” bat.  6C49331-Biw 6 С 49333- Gold-color 
Magenta 6 С 49334— Red 

Shpy. wt Each set 996 
1.39 

17 Electric Нот. Use 2 "0" at 
Chrome ries. Mounts on handle-bars. 

From Hong Kong 
Ea $1.19 — 6C48301—Shpg wt 1002 .. Esch$1.19 



These 16-inch First Bikes 
convert for use by boys or girls 

3 Just raise the center bor and it becomes o boys 
bike. Lime-green bike with coaster brake, 

training wheels. Flat-proof 16-inch tires. Chrome: 
plated handlebars. Metal seat. 
6 C 478731 — Shipping weight 31 pounds. 

Lower the center bor to make a girls bike. 
Bright red beginner's bike with silver-color 

glitter vinyl banana seat. Flat-proof 16-inch red- 
line tires. Training wheels. Chrome-plated spyder 
handlebars, fenders. Coaster brake. 
© C 478744 — Shipping weight 31 pounds 52895 

These 20-inch First Bikes 
"grow" with your child 

(5 ond 6) Bikes have full-size seat posts and 
handlebar beads .. you can add full-size seat 
and bars (not included) as child grows. Fully- 
pneumatic 20x1.75-in. red-line tires. Glitter 
trimmed seats. 
bars. Coaster brakes. Training wheels. 

5 frame and saddle. 
6 C 47636N — Shipping weight 42 pounds. ..$39.95 

G Boy's Bike. Red frame and saddle. 
6 C 47626N — Shipping weight 40 pounds. $39.95 

SHIPPING NOTE: All “N” items (as 6 С 47626N) shipped motor carrier or express. 



‚ &OUNTRYANR 
FRUFÜCAKES 

Butter-batter 9799 sm cmo 

Made from rich butter and fresh eggs, filled 
with candied cherries, raisins, pineapple, pe 

сапа, walnuts. Presliced in gift tin. No fruit peel or 
citron. 
5-pound Cake. Shipping weight each 6 Iba. 4 oz. 
87 C 5500 Each $7.99; 2 for $14 98 
3-pound Cake. Shipping weight each 4 Ibs. 8 o. 
87C5522 Fach $5.99; 2 for $10.98 

Masterpiece $099 «a cm 

2 Qur finest Cake . . more deluxe nuts and fruits 
than cake above. Pure creamery butter battery 

generously filled with French cherries, golden pino- 
apple, tempting raisins, white almonds, walnuts 
and pecans. Unsliced in gift tin. 
5-pound Cake. Shipping weight each 7 Ibs. 
87 C 5502 Fach $9.99; 2 for $18.98 
3-pound Cake. Shipping weight each 4 Ibs. 8 ox. 
87 С5503 Esch $7.99; 2 for $14.98 

Tangy Fruit Cakes Gourmet Party Cakes Gingerbread Cookies. 
3 Loaf Trio. Three pro-alicad pound loaves with (5 Petit Fours. 40 tiny cubes 7 Cordialettes. 30 dainty 9 Colorfully hand decorated rum and brandy flavor. One date nut, one light with creamy layers of fill cakes with chocolate, vanil- cookies from story book and one golden almond. ing, decorated tops. la icing. Filled with creme de land that are sure to please. 87 C 5504—Wt box 3 Ils Sor... Box $4.99; 2 for $9.48. Net weight 1 Ib. 4 oz cacao, brandy, rum, cherry, or- Each box of 3 contains Santa, cpu = ange, apricot liqueur flavors. Snowman, and Raggedy Ann. 4 Ring Cake. Old fashioned <. batter cake with 87 C 55 18—Chocolate Net wt 1 lb. 3 oz Each 3-ounce cookie made of glazed cherries, raisins, nut meats, fruit peel 87 C 5516—Pastels 87 C 5517—Wt ea 4 iba Sor ...Ea. $2.79; 2 for 85.00 Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 ox. soft, scrumptious gingerbread Shpg. wt. 2а. ...Box $349 87C5514 Вох $3.49 topped off with taste-tempting 5 Twin Loaves. Box of two 2% -pound sliced icing. About 8 inches high. Use loaves filled with fruits and nuts. 8 Confection Fruit Cake. Superb combination of fruits and your phone if you want to or- 
87 C $810—Wt box 5 ibe В оз. fox $5.49: 2 for $10.48 tangy nuts with merest amount of rich batter. Boxed. der it the easiest way of all. 

24b. Cake. WL 2 Ibs 6 oz 1-b. Cake. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 02. Shipping weight 1 pound. 232 [Sears] 80 87 C5561 5399 87C5560 5199 87С5519 Box $1.69 



“Delightful“Delicacies 
from around the world 

Ham and cheese on rye choice 1-pound 

imported ham plus 6 unusual cheeses to 
spread on pumpernickel and rye squares 

party-givers on your shop 
e selection from Denmark 

4 with mu 
т sharp. Plus 4 
dy for mailing. 

else in Sears 

87 C 6004— Shipping weight 3 pounds Box $5.49 

Delicious Snacks plus handy cutting boards 
9) Ham Board. Choice 1-Ь. Holland ham and cherry 
= wood cutting board with al tines and grooves. 
Stainless steel knife. Board measures 715% inches 
wide. Gift packaged 
87 C 6253—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz 5459 

3 Mushroom Board. Decorative and attractive cut 
t rd of matea wood with 4 ceramic inlays 

Stainless steel knife. Plus 21 ounces of exotic cheeses 
from Germany. Ireland, and Denmark and 4 pieces of 
ard candy. Board measures 18x5 inches wide 
87 C 6158—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz $8.49 

Complete Snack Packs 
4 Big News Box. 59 oz. of world-wide gourmet delica 

cies heeses, ch mu 
ams, mackerel f sild 

ines. 7 pieces of hard candy and 3' ^ 
chocolates from Swit 
87 C 6211C—Shipi 

5 Salami, Cheese and Pumpernickel 
sorted European cheeses, cheese spread 

т gift givi 
87 C 6258—8| x $549 

6 Salami and Che 
with over 39 ou 

spreads, salami, and bread. Box 
mi link, two paprika cheese 

ads and pumpernickel and rye squares. Packed in 
x ready to ma 

87 C 6324—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz Box 46.49 

Jam, Jelly, and Tea Time 
77. Jelly and Cheese Go-round. Eight 1-ounce wedges 

of tasty German chi spreads circled by ten 1% 
e ез, and ce containers of 

black cherry. г 
Net weight 2 

ту, quince 
yz. Packaged 

for easy mailing 
87 C 629 1—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, В or. $399 

Jams and Jellies. Dozen 2%-oz. jars of finest pre 
ng port w 

crabapple, orange, peach, plum, cherry i Н 

$4.99 

Q World famous Teas. A delightful combination of 
V. teas from around the world. Nine %-ounce boxes 
including Jasmine, English Breakfast, India Tea, Coy 
ion Breakfast, Assam and mc nd in decora 
tive and informative box. Net we 
87 C 6014—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz $3.79 

10 Jetty Cone. Novel 19.inch tube with tassel top con 
tains 9 tasty jam sand preserves from Scot 

‚ding gooseberry, pineapple 
lack currant, raspberry, apricot, mint flavored 
id more. Net weig! 

87 C 6150—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz 1299 

and Jam. Charming 2 
vidual tins includ 

Spice, English Breakfast, Formo- 
e. Net wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

$5.99 

ap ceramic ]] Teapot. Te 
teapot w 

87 С 6255—Shpg. wt 



Electric Hot Tray. . stacked with 
imported cheeses, cheese 

spreads, and candies 
] Hands warm 

over 35 oun: 
nd serve tray with 

1 
mark, Ireland, Aus- 

Plus imported can 

ек of cheese an 

o tray with walnut. 
‚ed wooden handles, measures 

9x17 inches long. Includes 4%-ft. cord. 
UL listed for 110-120v., 60c AC. Get 
this bit of Christmas shopping done 
just dial Sears and order it now 
87 C 6249 —Wt 5 Iba. 4от.....%1395 

9 Teardrop Board. Imported tid-bit 
server of Lauan wood with cheese 

spreader and magnet. Packed with 10 

ounces of delicious cheese and spreads 

5 ^ from Austria and Holland. Tray mea 
Reusable serving ы sures 7x15 inches long. 

d e 87 C 6250—Shpg. wt. 3 bs. ....9499 
pieces topped off 

3 Slice and-serve Basket. Split bam 
9 boo basket with over a pound of with taste- 

spreads from Norwa 
and, Austria. Bam- 
3x5x3 in. high 

87 C 6266—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz $5.99 

tempting treats 

4 Ow! Board. Beechwood owl with 
€ с eyes, chain for hanging 

Stainless steel knife. 10 ounces of 
nmark and Ireland 

Board measures 1114 in. long. 
87 C 6151—WL 1 ib. 11 ов $3.99 

5 Lotus Tray. Chrome-plated tray 
packed with 11%, oz. of imported 

cheeses and spreads from Denmark 
and Ireland. and pumpernickel bread. 

y measures 4x14 in. long. 
87 C 6281—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 5299 

6 Serving Tray. Attractive metal 
tray loaded with 21 ox. of snacks, 

including imported cheese, jelly, can 
dy, and cookies. 12% in. diamet 
87 C 6159 —Wt. 3 lbs. Bor 3499 

7 Key Rack. Mahogany finish hard 
wood key rack with 6 brass-plated 

hooks. Stacked with 8% ounces of im- 
ported cheeses. Key rack measures 
5x12 inches long 
87 C 6049—Wt. 11b. 4 oz 5299 

8 Fish Board. Oil stained, avocado 
color hardwood cutting board with 

ceramic tile. Stainless steel knife 
hed for hanging. Stacked 

, ounces of cheeses and 
ds from Denmark and Austria 
measures 6x11 in. long. 

87 C 6252. 115.8 oz $3.99 

Coaster Tray. Cherry wood tray 
complete with six wooden coasters 
both tray and coasters decorated 

with colorful antique a 
signs. Topped off with 10% ounces of 
imported cheese spreads. Tray mea 
sures 7x11 inches long 
87 C 6251—WL 11b. 1207 1399 

'omobile de. 

10 Muo. Ceramic mug, castle-seene 
design. Packed with 15 oz. of im 

ported cheese spreads 4% in. high 
87 C 607 1—Wt. 1 lb. Bon 13.99 

Planter. Quaint, little ce 
tique car filled with 9 ounces of 

taste-tempting imported cheese 
spreads in unusually decorated pack 
ages. Car measures 6 inches long. 
87 C 6070—Shpg. wt. 21а. ....43.99 



around the world 

Party Раск. . choice 1-lb. importe 
Holland ham, salami, seafood and 
wide selection of cheese, spreads 

Over 58 oz. of European delicacies 
include 1-Ib. ham, 15-02. salami 

link, 9 oz. of cheese and cheese 
spreads, “colossal” smoked oysters, 
baby clams, kipper snacks, sardines, 
rye and pumpernickel bread squares, 
and hard candy. Gift boxed. 
87 C 6231—Wt. 5 lbs. 14 or. Box $9.99 

9 Night Raider. Delicious tidbits in 
clude 54-02. Caby ham, бот. Ger 

man salami, 5 oz. of cheese snacks, 
sardínes, jelly, crackers, 2 varieties of 
candy, and package of cookies. Net 
weight 30 oz. Gift boxed. 
87 C6162—Wt. 4 lbs Box $6.99 

$3 Cheese Chalet. Selection of 16 
cheeses and spreads from Ireland, 

Denmark, Finland, Germany, Switzer- 
land. Plus mini crackers and candy 
Net weight 34 от. Gift boxed. 
87C6196—Wt 3 Iba 1202. Box $6.49 

4 European Tour. 17 select Europe- 
an cheeses . . full natural flavor, 

some smoked, some mixed with mush- 
room, caraway, celery, curry, tomato. 
2 pieces of hard candy. Net wt. 28 ол. 
Gift boxed. 
87 C 6005—Wt. 3 Ibe. Вох 5499 

Danish Cheese Gift Box. 18 of 
Denmark's finest cheeses and 

spreads packaged in circular box. Net 
weight 21 ounces. 
87 С 6061—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 or.. Box $2.99 

Crate of Cheese. Brimming with 
14 European cheeses and box of lit 

Че cookies. Net weight 34 oz. Handy 
address tag included. 
87 C 6154—Wt. 3 lba. 12 oz. Box $5.99 

7 Open House. Choice 1-Ib. Holland 
ham with assortment of 8 cheese 

spreads. Imported smoked baby clama, 
Norwegian sardines. Packed in gift 
box. Net wt. 2 lbs. 7 or. 
87 C 6060—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. „Вох $7.99 

8 Selector Cheeses. 10 varieties of 
cheeses and spreads from Ireland, 

Denmark, Switzerland, Germany. 
Many exotic flavors blended with 
sherry, celery, mushrooms. Net 
weight 17 ounces. Gift boxed. 
87 C 6247—Wt. 1. Bor... Box $2.99 

Y Cheese Cups. 6 unusual Danish 
cheese spreads including mild, 

sharp and mushroom varieties in reus- 
able miniature plastic cups. Net 
weight 19% oz. Gift boxed. 
87 C 6225—Wt. 1 lb. 1102..Box 9225 

0 Swiss Cheese Gift Box. 24 deli- 
cious cheeses and spreads from 

renowned cheese countries of the 
world. Net weight 26 oz. Gift boxed. 
87 C 6062—Wt. 2 Iba. Box $4.99 

1] Cheese Nibbier. 20 tantalizing 
cheese snacks from Denmark, 

Finland, Austria and other European 
countries, plus imported hard candy 
Net weight 20 ounces. Gift boxed 
87 C 6270—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. Box $3.49 
12 Cheese Round. 23 cheeses and 

spreads from Denmark, Ireland, 
Norway, Germany. 5% от. of crackers. 
ineluded. See-thru plastic box. N 
weight 37 ounces. 
87 C 6056—Wt. 3 Ibe Bex $5.99 

d 

Delectable cheeses 
and snacks 

in gift packages 

me р E 



crumptious ideas 

for gift-giving.. 

rich, creamy 

Chocolates 
] Milk and Dark Assorted Chocolates. 15 

variet nut, chocolate, caramel 
ple ut cream centers, 
ith thick chocolate. 

5-pound Вох 2-pound Box 
Wt. 5 lbs. 11 oz. We. 2 Ibs, 11 oz 
87C2502Box $5.99 — 87C2503Box $2.79 

9) Milk and Dark Assorted Chocolates in 
© 3-pound Tin. 15 different centers with 
rich chocolat ng. 
87 C 2537—Wt 3 lbs. 1008. .....Tin $3.99 

Bitesize Miniatures. 17 variet: 
tore milk, dark choc 

4-pound Box = Wt. 5 lbs 4 oz We 2 Ibs. 12 ог. Е ONES s 87C2529Box $5.89 87С2505 Box $2.99 

Y. f m$ 79 $3. * > EN b 4 Milk Chocole Assortment. 12 varie 
WI с - e ml 2) 4-pound Box 2-pound Box 

Shpg. wt. 5 lbs Wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz 
87C2530Box $389 87С2501 Box #199 

Bj Home Style Assortment. 44 varieti 
chewy, creamy, crunchy. Milk and dark 

chocolate coating. 3-pound box. 
87 C 2520—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs Box $5.95 

All-nut Bridge Mix. Milk chocolate coat 
ing over nutty center. 1%.lb. box. 

87 C 2075—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz Box $1.99 
Creopeos'" and Jumpeos'". Barton's 
fun frog and turtle shapes filled with 

truffle crisp, peanut truffle covered with 
milk chocolate. 2 boxes in package. Net 
weight 16% ounces. 
87 C 2522—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 or. Pkg. $2.69 

Droste Chocolate Apples. Two 5-02 

Q Hershey's Kisses. Solid milk chocolate 
: wrapped in foil. 24-Ib. box 

2517—Wt 2 Ibs. 1202 Box $2.49 

10) Shocolate-covered Virginia Peanuts. 
Doubledipped. Two 154-Ib. tubs 

87 С 2555—Wt. 3 Iba P 



icious, delectable 
.. OUR FINEST is 

taste-blended to 
high quality standards 

(1 thru 7) Rich, creamy candies made of 
the finest and freshest ingredients . . %3 
score butter, country fresh cream, crispy 
nuta, fresh fruits, with extra smooth and 

Assorted Chocolates. 24 taste-tempt 
ing centers . . nut fudge, coffee wal. 

nuta, maple walnut butter cream, raspber- 
ry cream, almond, caramel, molasses, pep- 
permint butter crea: 
ered with milk аг 
4-pound Box. Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
87 C2378 Box $7.95 
2.pound Box. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz 
87 C2377 Box $3.95 

9 Nut Clusters. Milk and dark chocolate 
covers fresh, crunchy nuts . . filberta. 

Brazil nuts, almonds, pecans, and walnuts. 
2pound box. Use your phone if you want 
to order it th 
87 C 2498 

siest way of all 
ibs. 4 oz. ....Вох $4.25 

3 Pecan Snappers. Crunchy pecans and 
chewy caramel dipped in creamy milk 

chocolate 
28-ounce Box. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
8702374 Box $4.25 
14-ounce Box. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz 
8702373 Box $2.25 

4 Чаша Cherries. Whole red cherries 
surrounded by liq d 

with smooth milk chocolate. Wrapped in 
foil. 140unce box. 
87 C 2376—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 202. Box $200 

Б Fruit and Nut Bridge Mix. Milk and 
dark chocolate covers freshest fruit 

and nut centers . . orange peel, dates, 
cherries, raisins, peanuts, filberts, cash 
ews, almonds, pecans. 2-pound box 
87 C 2521—Wt 2 lbs Bor. ....Box $299 

6 Pecan Bark. Thin sheets of rich milk 
chocolate surround meaty pecans. 2 

pound box 
87 C 2532—W 2 lbs. Воз. Box $3.29. 

Almond Bark. White vanilia-flavored 
coating over crisply toasted almonds. 

Flavor-packed 2-pound box 
87 C 2563—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz Box $2.99 

Chocolate Coins 

$1? pos 

Ideal for stuffing Christ- 
mas stockings . . 185 solid 
milk chocolate pieces, so 
creamy and rich. Individu 
ally wrapped in attractive 
gold-color foil with design 
Imported from Belgium 
Net weight 1 pound. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

8703518 Box $1.79 



cAcMeny- 
“Fun (Aristmas 
jor Children 

] 44-inch Stocking. F 
and 10% ош of ca 

Q 36-inch Stocking. Packed with 16 toys 
and about 8% ounces of candy 

87 C 3586C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs 3299 

3 24-inch Stocking. Stuffed with 8 toys 
© and about 4 ounces of candy 
87 C 3502— Shpg. wt. 10 ox. 9% 

4 Candy Cottage Kit. 2 Ibs. of sugar can 
dies to cover cardboard form house 

Base 12% x8 in. Instructions included. 
87 C 3524—Shpy. wt 2 Ibe 802, . Kit $2.59 

5, Pinatas. Filled with 1-1b. individually 
wrapped assorted fruit flavored drops. 

Festooning on cardboard and wire. 20 
inches high 
87 C 3526C—Snowman 
87 C 3535C—Clown 
Shipping weight 3 pounds Fach $3.99 

6 Musical Banjo. Ir 2 chocolate 
marshm. San 

pops, and of hard 
ge candy 

y. Plastic banjo 
ift boxed 
or. ‚Box $1.99 87 C 3525 

Candy-filled Toys. 
lantern, clown, anowman, animal. Set of 

ағ plastic Santa, 

5. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
87 C 3495—Shpg. wt. 12 or. Set 99e 

8 Candy Pops. Iced Santa-faced pops 
Box of 24. 

87 C 3484—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 от. ...Box 99е 

Surprise Balls. Trinkets and candy in 
plastic balls. Set of 8. 

87 C 349 1—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set 99c 

]() Mesh Christmas Stockings. Chock 
full of candy and toys. Set of 6 

87 C 3497—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 ox. ....Set 99¢ 

tic. Dispenses 1 bubble gum 
h penny, nickel, dime is in. 
18 gum balls and key 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 от. ..Set $1.49 
Refills. Box of 176 bubble gum balla 
87 C 3528—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Box 99c 

12 Grape Preserves. ? ounces of Concord 
grape jelly in ceramic container. About 

4х4%х4% s high 
87 C 6235—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $249 

13 Strawberry Pro: 
strawberry preserves in ceramic con 

tainer. About 4x4%x4% in. high. 
87 C 6093—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 от. 5249 

өз. 7 от. of pure 

]4 Sweet Honey. Decorat 
ey pot filled with В от. 

blossom 

15 Wittsky Spoofs. ‘Old Grand Gag’ and 
‘Old Croak’ pint bottles each filled with 

1 pint of orange blossom honey. Package of 
2 bottles. 
87 С 6055—Wh. 3 lbs. 8 oz... Package $1.99 

16 Cannisters. Set of 3 lithographed met 
al cannisters from England, each filled 

with ounces of hard candy. Get this bit of 
Christmas shopping done—just día 
and order it right now 
87 C 3522—Wt. 2 lbs 1002 Set $3.99 



Ribbon Mix. All-time hard candy favorite. 

3.pound Bag. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz 
87C 1500 Bag $149 

6-pound Package. Shipping weight 7 lbs 
87 C 1501 
30-pound Carton. Shipping weight 32 Ibs. 
87 C 1502€ Carton $12.99 

Cardboard Christmas Boxes. To fill with all 
the candy you can buy. 4%х3х1% in. deep. 

Package of 36. Shipping weight 15 oz. 
87 C 3540 Package 79c 
Package of 100. Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. 9 oz. 
870 3541 Package $1.79 

3 Sears Candy Mix. Assorted candies individ 
ually wrapped. 

3-pound Package. Shpy. wt. 3 Iba. 4 oz. 
87 C 1508 Package $1.69 
24-pound Package. Shipping weight 26 Ibs 
87 C 1506C Package $11.95 

4 Country Inn Filled Confections. 3-pound tin 
of sugary shells all filled with jelly, jam 

nuts or chocolate. 
87 C 1503—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Box ....Tin $1.99 

Christmas Mix. С 
and green almonds, crystalized pect 

erystalized cream filberts and more. 3-Ib. gift 
box. Buy it the easy way=—order by phone. 
87 C 1535—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 1202. ...Box $2.49 

6 Old-tashioned Penny Candy. 4.pound box 
of favorites including candy sticka, licorice 

babies, lemon drops and more 
87 C 3530—Shpg. wt. 4 Iba. 8 oz. Box $3.39 

7 Chocolate Santas. Solid milk chocolate 
rich and creamy. 12 in box 
87 C 3512—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Box $1.19 

Belis and Balls. Solid milk chocolate 

wrapped in shiny foil. 21b. box. Belgium 
87 C 3523—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz Box $2.19 

9 Captain Kidd Treasure Chest Bank. 16 
milk chocolate "coins" hidden away in met 

al chest. 3% x4 x35 inches high 
87 C 3529—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $2.29 

]() Bonbons. Crystalized creams or coconut 
confections in assorted flavors 

Crystalized Cream Bonbons. 2*4-Ib. box 
87 С 1533—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. ... Box $3.79 
Coconut Bonbons. 4-1Ь. box 
87 C 1532—Shpg. wt 4 lbs. B oz. ....Box $2.49 

Peppermint Candy Canes. 
Box of 24. Box of 40. 

6^4 inches long. 3% inches long 
87 3532 87 C 3533 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz Box $1.19 

12 Candy fied old-tashioned Jars. 7.02. jar 
of assorted hard candy dainties and 7-02. 

jar of filled raspberries. 2 jars in box 
87 C 3531—Shpg. wt 2 lbs B oz. ....Box $1.79 

19 Sugar Plum Tree. 6-02. assorted flavor 
spice drops to hang on clear plastic tree. 12 

in. high. Unassembled. 
87 C 3545—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $1.29 NOVELTIES 

ЛИМ 

ALL FILLED 
CONFECTIONS 



1 Blanched Virginia Peanuts. Gener- 
ous 5%-pound tin. Tastily roasted 

and salted. 
87 C 4513—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. .. Tin $4.89 

9 Sears Mixed Nuts. 2-pound tin of 
redskin and blanched Virginia pea 

nuts, almonds, cashews, filberts, pecans, 
and Brazil nuts. Contains up to 60% 
peanuts. Lightly salted. 
87 C 4502—Wt 2 lbs. Вог... Tin #259 

3 Cashews. Plump, whole nuts roast 
ed and salted. 1%-pound tin. 

87 C 4501—Shpg. wt. 21b«. ..Tin $2.89 

4 Colossal Pistachio Nuts. Tasty 2 
pound package from Iran. 

87 C 4519—Wt 2 Iba. or. ..Pkg $399 

Jj Mixed Nuts in shell. Favorite wal 
nuts, pecans, Brazil nuts, filberta. 

2Yepound Вох. р. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz 
87 C 4503 Box $1.98 
S-pound Вох. Shpg. wt. 5 Iba. 4 oz 
87 C 4504 Вох $3.79 
10-pound Box. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 8 oz 
87 С 4505 Box $6.98 

6 Pecan Logs. Soft nougatine centers 
covered with milk caramel, rolled in 

crunchy pecans. Two 8-02. logs. 
87 C 1543—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. ...Box $2.89 

Т Popcorn Balls. Box of 60, each about 
3 inches in diameter, wrapped in col 

orful holiday cellophane. 
87 C 3566—5hpg. wt. 4 Ibs. .. Box $2.99 

8 Nuteracker. British sailor caricature 
about 5 inches high, constructed of 

hardwood. Plus, 4 ounces of crunchy as- 
sorted nuts in shells. 
87 C 6236—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 5249 

Y Fancy Cookies. 7 tastetempting va 
rieties in 2-pound tin 

87 C $509—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ..Tin $1.99 

10 Kleidsen’s Danish Butter Cookies. 
5 luscious varieties in 14-Ib. tin. 

87 C $518—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ...Tin $299 

11 English Cookies. 10 varieties of 
wafers, biscuits . . cream-filled, 

plain and chocolate covered. 3-b. tin. 
87 C 5521—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ..Tin $3.19 

12 Macdonald's Chocolate Biscuits. 
Chocolate covered cookies from 

Scotland. 6 varieties. 2-b. tartan tin. 
87 C 5529—Wt. 2 Iba. 8 oz. ...Tin $3.29 

13 Our finest Cookies. 25 varieties of 
allbutter cookies in extra fancy as- 

sortment. 2pound tin 
87 C 5100—Wt 2 Ibe 60x. ... Tin $3.99 



Do-It-Yourself Ponderosa Pine Kits 
Includes a wren house, bluebird or swallow house oniy 397 

and a bird feeder with glass front м 

for anyone who likes to Here's а fun project for the young of all ages from 7 to 70. 
put things together. Ideal for club workshops and prizes, too. Wren house is буз in. 
wide, 5% in. deep, 5Y in. high. Bluebird or swallow house measures 5Ys in. wide, 
5 in. deep, ВУ, in. high. Bird feeder is 5Y4x6Vsx7 in. deep, holds 2 pounds seed. All you 
need is a hammer. Comes complete with instructions and nails. 
71 C 63831 — Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces Kit 53.99 

Redwood Bird Feeder 
5% 

Holds 10 full pounds of seed in glass 
encasement. Roof raises оп brass 
plated steel hanging rod for easy 
filling. Birds feed from both sides 
perched on round rods . . set in Yis- 
im. diameter dowels. Measures 
10% in. high x 12, in. deep x 15%» 
im. wide. Sturdily built. Assembled 
71 € 63906C ~ Shpg. wt. 7 the. 3599 

e 

2 It 
7” > 

Soft all-pile Dog Coat. Fluffy white collar. 
hip pocket. Red shell, belt, chest protector. 

shable асту cotton. Measure from 
's neck to tail. Shpg. wt. 4 ог. 

71 C 60422 10, 12, 14 or 16 inches... $2.29 

€ Plush red ovol Bed. Soft 5-inch high sides 
© completely surround pet, help protect it 
from drafts. Acrylic pile, cotton backed cover 
slips off to wash. 1-inch thick polyurethane foam 
core. Measures 17x24 inches long. 
71 C 60512C - Shipping weight 4 Ihm $749 

Deluxe Set with 
3 Dog Stocking, 7 8x12-inch Flag 
9 toys. 3 edible raw 5 hide ips, 1 twin 56 
solid rubber 

vinyl hot dog, squeaky 
hydrant 

Shipping wt. 12 oz 
71С 00457.......$1.99 

ball 

Cot stocking with 
toys Catnipcloth 

mouse and pillow, rub. 
ber sq 
roll toy І, jingle 
spool 

Shipping wt. 8 oz 
71C 60468 $1.80 

Bird 

Buffet . . 
Coachlamp 

design 

Holds up to 
10 pounds 
of seed 

e 

An elegant 
American eagle tops the 

Shipping weight 5 p 
71€ 639180 

Flags to show your colors 

Dont Miss This 
lon Flag Outfit 

CUT 4% Now 10.49 



A 7-ft. scented Scotch Pine with 
music box and great Quiek-Shape feature 
for only. . $19.88 ??? 

Quick-Shape..our only large tree with wrapped 
branches you pull down to shape 
Pine Scent could even fool Santa with its fresh, out. 
door aroma . . lasts several months 
Music Box plays "Jingle Bells" for 3 magic moments 
with each pull of the cord 

Soft-needled tree. Simply take it out of the carton, set in 
shape and дес po 

3-plug outlet at base for light string decorating time 
Stately tree has an exciting wind-blown lo polyvinyl chloride needles are dark green. Each branch has а generous 4-inch diam. 132 Extremely 

individual branch tips. Base diam. is 48 in. when shaped fire 
Musie bax is attached on tree. Bottled pine scent hooks on a branch resistant 

Sturdy tri-leg asy t 

Branches ntly wrapped to 

semble. € 1 storage carton. 
hen you just use the 

71 С 980991 

D Angelon-o-Stor Topper 

24 Jewelbrite Scenes 

Set your tree aglow with or 
а encased in plastic 

faces animated with painted Open | 
eyes, cheeks, mouth. Santas 

potlight picture 
ara enclose Christmas 

boast flowing beards, capa with 
pom pons. Winged angels have through dia 
halos. Pixies wear pixie 

Wind the 4Ys-in. wire tall ornaments. Select these or 
(Vain. lo: any tree or 
branches, garlands, etc. Japan. choice, p 
71C93173- Wi Sor... Pkg $399 — 71C93572- Wt 

wreath sparkles 
4 shape. Flocked, 

trimmed boots. Bells. 3 to 5-in 

Red Tree Skirt piped in white 5 
Cotton flannel skirt 

8323— 36-inch dia 
lights Santa with Ho-Ho-Ho and deer eo oe Р, 

a IO 



"EET AA. 
б-б. 12519-98709 downswept Pine . . 

our only tree that automatically 

shapes itself. Just set it up 

and hinged branches swing into place 
Soft needled branches . . 2 

Extremely have it in white or green 
* fire This handsome 6% -foot tall troe shapes itself a» you set the tree upright! 

10-inch illuminated Angel 
to shine atop your tree 

3 Elegant with dros 
wings and a starre 

dress has sheer bodice that whirls into 

For 
trees. UL listed. 
u 53.40 

5 Partridges with real tail feathers 

and 20 pears all in one package 

Beloved 3-in. partridges are papier machè. Brown 
with white and black strokes and band ef gold 

color circling neck. 3-in. green pears are polyethylene 
with a glazed finish. No ornament hooks needed. 

Heap a tree with these or mix with ornaments 
shown on pages 242.259. Great for packages, scenes, 

ДЕ: [Sears] 243 



Our best tree. . 

dense, graceful 
TANTA АМА! Г 

ЫНА INAIDIAIN Nu IN. 

so realistic it 8% Sa, 
seems to be growing? 

Polished Mini-apples . . clusters of 3 
tucked in stem . . 25 stems in pkg. 

2 New at 
a high h 

Green plastic stems and Ех а inches long . . just right for windi 
tre 

includes: 9 red, 8 gold, 4 and 4 
Ps RUN > А Se A > branches, packages, candle bases, ete. Each 

resistant б d х DA = 

35 
bunches of assorted fruits: a 

bananas, grapes and walnuts in one pack 
Oranges, apples, bananas are flocked; grapes 

walnuts and les 

to 7 in. long. Polyethylene 
71 C 9709 — Prom Hong Kong Wi 1 Ib 8 oe 
Last Christmas package was $2.49 Pee 2.22 

A Matching 9-foot Fruit ond Nut Gorland. 
Handsome link plastic chain. Perfect for branch tips. 33-inch base diameter after shaping | tres and other decorating projects. Hong Kong ne Kong. Shipping weight 9p 1895 71 C 91002 - Shipping wt. Sau. 



IMAGINATIVE 
ORNAMENTS 

To decorate a yum-yum tree 

(1 they 7) Un 
Light, bright а 
them many way 
displays, centerpie 

floral 

] Delightful 24-pc. Sugar Plum Assort 
ment with “sugortrosted” солду look 

Includes: 8 small and 5 
», rocking 

red beads and trim 
in shiny red-and-white. Styr 
Д. Popcom Houses. With y and st 

¢. 3x3x4Y, їп. high. Pkg. ol 
731 —Shpe. wt Pkg $1.99 

E Popcom Boll. 3 in. diam. Pkg 
9 71 С 93732—Shpg. wt Р 

Popcorn Snowmen. 355; in. hı 
6 71 С 93733 - 8 - 

7] Popcom Gorlond, 6-1. long. Look 

Red and White Canes 

12 peppermint 
Bright 

lightweight. They 
Only 6.49 
for a 4-foot 

| Canadian Fir 

MES ee raso Eras 



SUC 8 
DINE 
with 
showy 
red 

Extremely 
fire E 

resistant 

imulates 
natural growth. Forest-grven color needles of polyvinyl chloride. Branches 34: -inches in 
diameter. Includes metal dish stand and compact box for storing. 
ТҮ» or 8-H. toll. Our only tree that grows to 
8 A tall with addition of tree-top (inel). 

S4-in. diameter base 
Shpg- wi. 30 Be. 122.59 

7 167 branch tips A&in. diam. b 
71 C 95317N - Shyy. t 26 Ihm, $2 
6Ys-fr. 136 branch t 
71 C 953141 —Shpg wt 
S-h. 64 branch tips. 30-in. base diam. 
71 C 953121 Shpg. wt. 13 I» $12 

9 Flocked Red Balls add color а 
© our to your tree. 2*.-inch diame 

ment of ornaments pages 242-259, Shpg 
To 
71 C 93201 Package $1.69 

3 Plushy Tree Skirt. 36-inch diameter 
skirt is rimmed in gold-color fringe 

has felt Santa and his Ho-Ho-Ho 
71 C 90229 -Shgy. wt. Hoc зз 

(4 thru 6 

Г Dont Miss This 

SAVE 4% 
on Garland Sets 

21% 

Ѕауе *1.17 

Pine-spray Condles 



Blue Spruce DINE CS ЮЛ 
"УЦ NIARI m 
WLLL OL WOW $ 3%» 

with gold color 
pecia filigree and 

snowy white 

Extremely 
fire 

resistant 

6Va-loot tree. 
48 in. ba 

of 12 gold-color 
9 Ornaments set off 

with ruby red fake gems 
from Italy. Al 

gile appearing, t 
y worked ornamenta 

Boxed: 4 bell 
m 

} 9-9. Garland sparked with 
silver and snow-wh 
d ar = 

o a 

DO-IT- YOURSELF ORNAMENT - MEN 
Pin or stick glistening trims on styrofoam base. There's no gluing, no Each has 

d or velvet ribbon hi y to make . . to give {| 

Royal Bauble in Г Roinbow Boll. Massed with 
ed discs. Each cente 

2 Christmas Apple. 
Trimmed with plea 

" pr М 
Б Sparkle Apple. Red flocked ё a 
b or br; nc 5 8 

() Holiday Peor. Covered with lime Y 
© pleated discs and topaz-look b 

t top. 3x4Ys in. long 
6 Sold ‘n Amber Omament. H 

flocked with gold: La 
10 Christmas Sunburst. 

gold Greer and pear 
hang velvet ribbon hanger. 4-in. diam 

71 C 93824 —Shpg wi. 5o Kn $1.48 



Ww. 
Mountain Fir 

with ice white 
and 

stand-out red 

Extremely 
fire 

resistant 

Ayı-foot tall. 
h base diame 

w 

3 feb Red Flocked 94 
ain garland Р 
Hong Kor 

Д White Flocked Ornaments 
Assortment. 12 d 

on wing 



ДҮНЕ 
with marshmallow 

white and red 

- beaded chain 
Dont Miss This 

l CUT 14% wow $11.99 DAT NN / Extremely 
Selen em 4 ; У fire 

y \ resistant 
Great Canadian Fir.. 

walnut-grained branches 

other sizes also reduced 
ged beauty and wind-blown ap- 

pearance of this tree fills your тс 
в. Soft, flat polyvinyl с 

Why not pick up the p 
Tisch. Lost Christmas wos 

in. base diam. s 

$2233. 189 

47-9. Lost Christmos wos 
tips, 36-in. base diameter 
71 € 9523C 

3 Gloss ond Bead 9-4 
Y your tree. Gold-colo 

— Shipping wt 



Ex кабру Dont Miss This 
resistant a page of really 

tremendous values 

featuring the 

CRYSTAL and 

FROSTED LOOK 
in Christmas decorating 

Dense 4-foot Scotch Pine Tree 132-piece Set of Snowfl F 

plus crystal-look decorations and Prisms . . choice of cl 

and white balls 

jal-look Sn 
. al-look Р 
• 9 White glitter Balls ( 



THE DELLA-ROBBIA LOOK. Natural pine cones in a hearty blend of polyethylene foli 
pine needles and ferns) form a thick bed for pol е walnuts, grapes, pears. Plush red 
bows on wreaths. Created of weath la. Imported components 
Д Dello-Robbio Wreaths. Two sims F Tree. 12x19 in. tall 

E $1499 4 inches deep. 
Dello-Robbio Candle Compote. 11x18 in 

x 4 inches deep. tall. Incl. red 10-in. dripless taper candle 
Y wt. 4 lbs 91449 71C9 MS 2 р». 120 

THE WHITE DOVE LOOK. White-feathered doves dusted with glitter and white s 
snowballs highlight a mixture of polyethylene foliage (Ti leaves and ferns) and wh 
ers. Plush moss green bows trim wreaths. Weather-resistant materials. In 
ponents 
7 White Dove 3-condle Centerpiece. 15x10 — () White Dove Wreaths. Each wreath is 

inches high with candles © luxurious 4 inches in d 
71 C 91844 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ihn. 9 a 

White Dove Candle Compote. 
И including white dripless candle. 

71 C 91841 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ma 

For 12x19-inch tall "white 



Professional-type 

Candle-making Kits 

5 Ош new idea in wax cam- 
dies. White ceramic base, 

glaze finish. 5% in. high 
71 C 49616 White 

Octagon-sh 24 
2 and 3 dı 

4% in. tall with candles. Set: 3 holders, 3 

in. high) can be used singly or piled 
Haze finish, except black has mat finish 

ndles West Germany 
$ Set with 2 white and 1 black Д Set with 2 orange and 1 red 

holder and 3 black candles. holder, 3 red candles. 71 € 49619 — Orange. 
71 C 97305 — Wi. 214. 4 71 € 97304 $5.95 Japan Shpg wt 9o2 Each 89c 

p IF 

99° 1 1% 

7 Black m on color make 
this candh ually lovely Holder with Candle 

7 in. tall, 3-in. diam $149 
71040637 Red  71C40638-— Green 12 
pee "m Bright colored ceramic hold 

2 Colored candles are elabor ers shined with glaze finish. 
ately trimmed with black Notice the interesting shap- 

flowers. 6% in. tall, 2-in. di ing-they're spun in а two 
71C49606— Red — 71049608 6 circle design. Stand 3% 
7149607 — Orange 7149609 — Ivory inches high, 2Ys-inch diam. 
Mong Kong Shpg. wt. 1002 9% eter, Matching wax candles 

are 27% inches high, 2-іп. 
Q Owl candle, 6 in. tall. Red diameter. From Japan. 
< and yellow with black eyes 71 C 49695— Orange 
From Hong Kong, 71 C 49690 — Yellow 
71 C49719— Wt. 1b. doe... $149 71 C 49607 - Red 

71 C 49668.— Dark biwe 
Spy. wt Ma. E) 

includes mold, wax 
2 color and 
and instruc 
71 C 92731 

Make scented, old world candle 
in authentic c metal molds 
‚sed in 1830. Ideal for gift-giving. too 

Tapered Candles *779 ^ 
1 Two tube mold. Molds six 10%.inch 

tall candles. Made of 28- 
with special pewter-like finish. Kit 

wick, wick holder 
2 scent blocks, pressure pad 

be Ki 

Votive Candles *10 =“ 
9 Six-tube mold. Molds candles 1} 
© ^ inches in diameter — up to 2 inches in 
length. Kit incl. mold, wax, wick 
color and 3 scent blocks. Instructions 
Buy it the easy way —order by phone 
71€ 92732- Wt. 2 ba 100... .. Kit $10.79 
Condle accessory Kits (not shown). In 
clude: color and scent blocks and wick 
andle Magic* which gives a polished. 

high sheen, greater color brilliance 
when mixed with refin n. Each 

36 candles. Paraffin not incl 
3-Taper 71 C 92733— Votive 

kit. 1b. 2o Kit $3.79 

6 Wax e shaped like mush- 
rooms and topped with polka 

dot crowns. Set of 4 with green, 
red. orange and yellow crowns. 3 
in. high. From Japan. Make at- 
tractive "little gifts” all year long. 
71 C 49718 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set gac 

Hand Es 12-inch Tapers 
2:2» 

"eX Brand dinner tapers 
Avocado bittersweet — home 

feature these as latest 
«in. base, Dripless. 

Box $2.59 

Scented Sampler Candles 

7 = #499 

Each votive-size candle (2Vax1Ya 
inch diameter) burns 15 how 

Gift. pac of 1 ruby-color hobnail 
^ holder with 2 red pine candle 

red hollyberry and 2 green bayberry 
71 С 92501— Wt. 1 tb, 4 ox Se $1.99 

Imported Candle Stand *] 29 
9 Wrought 
“ finish. 

delicate scroll design that sets off your 
candle. 3V in. high, 4-in. base diam 

with 
It's emphasized with a 

71 C 49536— Hong Kong. WL 1 Mb... $1.29 

Note: for Sears exclusive 
Nativity Candle . . see page 340 



Reflector Lights 

The magical Miniatures 

(1 they 5) Fancy plastic reflectors make these sets look 
and shimmer like tiny orn. 

stay lit. Green wiring; add-on plug. For best resulta 
use at least 35 lights per foot of tree height 

Non-Twinkling Set—Out or Indoor use 
Snow-llower Set—35 lights. Delicate white petal re 
flectors are open, showing replaceable b 

30-ft. long cord. Not UL listed. From Italy 
71 C 94028.— Assort 71 C 94029. Clear bulbs 

Ib centers 

or bu 
Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $2.94 
Assorted Color Replacement Bulbs for (1). Package of 5. 
71 C 940 — Shipping weight phg 202 Phg.44c: 3 php. $1.23 

Twinkling Sets for Indoor Use 
9 S-woy Twinkle — 50 lights. Five jewel-like colors — ruby 
  гај, topaz, pink — twinkle independeموطأ ^
Set includes extra reflector and replacement bulb and extra 

nd twinkle bulb. 27V; ft. cord. Not UL listed 
From Japan. Shipping weight 14 o Set $3.5 71 С 94332 

Replocement Bulbs for (2) 
71 C 94233 — Five assorted colors 71 C 9434-3 twi 
Shipping weight phe age 44c: 3 phus. $1.23 

3 Diamond-ball Double Twinkle—35 lights. Two-ton 
© coloring on red-yellow und green-blue bulbs give a 4 
way flashing effect. Set has one extra bulb, 1 reflector ball 
and twinkle bulb. 20-foot cord. Not UL listed. From Japan. 
71 C 9433—Яһр wt 12 or Set $2.94 

71 C 94341—3 twinkle 
Pig 44c 3 phys $1.23 

amsorted colors 
Shipping weight phy 

( SAVE 7% now 2.34. ) 
Д Snowflakes in Color 20 lights. Re 

m plastic snowflakes. Assorted ‹ 
kle light, 2 extra bulbs. Loop cord. UL 
71 C 94301 - W: 12 . $ 

tive "ice 
lora. Set has twin 

Ja 

Б Swirl of Color- 20 lights. Assorted colors. Twinkle plus 
Loop cord. UL listed. Japan. 

t2 "m = 12.34 

Replocement Bulbs for (4) ond (5) 
71 C 94307 
Shipping weight pkg. 2 os 

OR 
MINIATURES 
k holiday magic Indoor and Out 

Each set twinkles or shines steadily. If one light goes out, rest stay lit. Push-in 
placeable bulbs. Add-on plug. Sets incl. 1 twinkle, plus 2 extra regular replacement 
bulbs. Green wiring. Japan. For best cove 

For Outdoor use 

ther-resistant. Heavy 
wire resists tangles. Plastic branch clips 
Can be used indoors or out. 
30-light Set. Cut 5%. 21-ft. &in. cord 
71 C 94312— Assorted bulbs. Wi. 14 ox 
Las Christo se Get $3.2 

Humidity and w 

50-tght Set 
SAVE 6% Now ‘5.34 

50-lig Set. Has 35-ft. cord 
71 C 94313— Clear bulb 
71 C 94314 — Assorted bulbs 
Shpg. wt, 1 lb. 100 

545.34 

erage use about 35 lights per ft. tree height 

For Indoor use 

SAVE 10% tow 264 
30-ligh! Set. Loop cord. 
71 C 94321 — Assorted bulte 
Shipping weight 13 or 

Coria wi was $2.94. 52.64 
50-light Set. Loop cord 
71 C 94324— Clear bulbs 
71 C 94325 — Assorted bulbs 
Shpg wt 11.2 Sec 4.34 

Replacement Bulbs for all sets above. Assorted colors, clear and twinkle bulbs 
For 50-light Sets 
71 C 94441 — Clear (package of 5: 
71 C 94442 Assorted (phu. of 
71 C 94445 Twinkle (pack 
Pros Japan. Shipping weight package 2 ounces 

For 30-light Sets 
71 C 94437 

C 94438. 
C 94444 

50-light Economy Set for Indoor-Outdoor uv 
Not shown. Assorted color bulbs. Green reflectors around each bulb. 28-ft. long cord. 
Green plastic b 
71 C 94135— Assorted bulbs. Shipping wei 

h clips. Not UL listed 
"T 

Replocement Bulbs for Economy set above. 
71 C 94137 Amorted package of 5. Shipping we 

Standard Lights 
For decorating live trees only. 

not artificial trees. One long 
metal branch clips spe Secor ating 

The traditional look in indoor-outdoor 
lights. If one light goes out, the rest stay 
lit. Safety sockets. Exceptionally durabl 
green wire with 30-in. lead in cord. For 
best effect, use at least 15 lights per foot of 

ght. From Japan tree h 

For Indoor Use 
Non-twinkling Sets with C7: ossorted 
color bulbs 
25-light Set. Add O-N. Sin. cord. 
71 C 94004 — Shipy " iet 94.24 

40-ligh Set. № plug. 
Has 48-ft. cord 
71 C 94172- Shpy. wt. 3 lb Set $8.74 
Replocemen! Bulbs for Sets above. 
71 C 94358.— Assorted colors (pkg. of 
hipping wt. pkg. 2 x... Pkg 59с: 3 igs 51.68 

SAVE 17% Now $1.98 

Bell Switch turns lights 
n. F 

Just twist the 
clapper and lights g de Зап. bell 
hangs on tree. 10-ft. cord plugs into li 
Buy asy way - order by phone 

71 C 93832 Shipping weight 7 «e 198 

ounce Set $2.64 
From Japan. 

ight package 2 ou Pig 44c: 3 phys. $1.23 

For Outdoor Use 

Non-hwinkling Set 
color bulbs. Ru 

with C9, assorted 
d wire, humidity а 

nt sockets weather-resista 

25-light Set. Add-on plug. 34-ft. 8 in. 
71 C 9401 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibe. 6 о. ... Set $5 

40-light Set. No add-on plug. 54-ft. in 
71 C 94179— Wt. 3 the. 6 08 Set $8.94 
Replocement Bulbs for Sets above. 
71 C 94367 — Ака colors. (pkg. of 5 
Sbpg. wt. phg 4 ax... Pkg. 796 3 pkgs. $2.19 



P Music АН, ~ 
THROUGH TE HOUSE >? 

Our finest Lighted Nativity 
Sets play "Silent Night 

(1 thru 3). Delicate 
15-piece sets. E; 

light lluminates 

painted papier n 
а lasting hard y 
angel enhance 

ft. cord, white C7 

] Set with tolle 12% in. high. 
Stable measures 20x 164x9 inches deep. 

5C — Japan. WL 14 in $23.49 

Church and Revolving Angel 
play “Silent Night Music box 
with Santa plays “Jingle Bells 

Д Ughted Church ix 12 inches tall. Needs 
С” battery. From Japan. 
70 — Shipping wt. 1 Ib 1199 

wolves to music ed ir 
wings. 11 

Japan. Shpg. wt. 14 $194 

Music Box with "ice-skoting Santo.” Has 
lowy-windowed church. 6 

6 Christmas Puzzles 27 89 
24 Wooden Blocks packed in Wooden Box 

Christmas pu: give your child hours of joy. They're educational. F 
assemble . . cac ix scenes аге bordered in different colors. Each 

part of a different picture. Wooden blocks are lig 
easily, There's fun in packing them away, too — for th 
flip-shut latch. Bx5% in. wide. Buy it the easy way 
71 C 9777 — From Korea Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounce 

Adjustable tree Stand 
Straighten tree instantly. After all 4 sc 

tightened .. push lever % №%3.29 
Vertical adjustment 

n red cup yw Village. Set of 12 pieces, plus light set. Under 
abilize trunk. Ch a model train layout— this jewel-of-a- 

277, ір. spread. Fits trunk village always enchants. Each house sparkles as if lit by its 
n. diam. Steel. 1¢ 1 own fireplace. Church has windows and door that glow like 

71 С 92016 stained glass". Tallest piece is 4% in., all of cardboard. UL 
A listed. 11 houses, church, 12 clear push-in bulbs plus 2 extras 

54 [Sears] ; 2 when y y ec page 36 71 C $0573 — Japan. WL 1 Ib Last Caritas ө $3.49 ..... Set 13.29 



for a 9-foot 
Holly Garland 

Lifelike fire-resistant polypropylene 
Hong Kı 1.74 

Holly and Fruit-look Garlands 

2 and 3 ) Fire resis t with realistic appearance. 
For trees, mantels and other decorating, From Hong 
Kong 
9 948, Molly Gorland. Extra bushy and luxuriant © 71C 91041— Polypropylene. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib $2.39 

3 7-foot Dello Robbie Fruit Garland. Colorful frui 
© nested in glossy, green holly 
71 C 91494 Polyethylene. Shpg. wt. 1 Ih 51.94 

( 4 ond 5 ) Fire-resistant. Trim trees, windows, mar 
tels. 18 ft. long. From Ital 

Д inch thick Garland with 4-ply density 
71 C 91565— Silver color 

how 
En 4 

Гу S-inch thick Garland with 6-ply densit 5 91569 ~ Gold 
71 C 91572- Silve 4 show 
s pound Each $3.94 

.. around the house 

Qui 

12 Sonta Soaps. Easy-to-mail box of 10 . . add 
£ a festive note for home use. From Japan. 

71C97175— hg. wt 10% Box 980 

13 Plush red Stockings, white and green trims 
Cotton with Santa trim. Ho-Ho-Ho words ре Rug. Fita toilet base, 30x24 inches. 

71 C 97398 — Shipping weight 5 ot 

16 Red Apron, Santa pocket. Washable acrylic pile. 
71 C 97367 — 18x28 in. long, Shp. wt. dem 

on 21-in. size. Hold lots of Christmas morning 
surprises for "little folks". 
71€ 97204 —21 in. long. Shpg. wt 4 ox 51.79 
71 C 9726314 a 7% 

19 Instant Pine Spray. Real pine oil in aerosol can. 
У 71 C 97049- 1-ounce can. Бърд. wt 11 o 7% 
J( Flocking Kit. Flock tree with kit and vacuum cleaner 

“Y Spray gun. 1 bag flocking mix. Refills sold below 
n Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 ки%375 
Refills for flocking kit above. One bag mix 

)] Box of 100 Metal Omoment Hooks. 2Y» inches 
71 С 93612 Shipping weigh 

(14 and 15) Perky bathroom accessories of 
washable red acrylic pile with cotton backing. 

14 Ча Cover. Santa both sides, covers eyes on back. 
71 C 97365 — 14x13% in. wide, We, Son 

Christmas is Everywhere 

ў 27Va-inch long Chest. Extra large . . stores 
all ornaments and lights for an average 7-fL 

tree. Cushions costly ornaments Simplifies 
packing. Two big multi-partition trays in top 
hold scads of ornaments, every size. Light strings 
go in bottom. Houses garlands, too. Cushion. 
corrugated cardboard. 17x17 x79. in 
Metallic gold color on red. Partially assembled. 
71 C 93154C — Shipping weight 6 the 5349 

7 Treetop Stor . . twinkles or shines steadily 
Silver-color tinsel with 11 assorted color 

bulbs — push-in type. Extra bulb included. Also, 
1 twinkle bulb. If one light goes out, the rest 
stay lit. Glass, copper, plastie. UL listed. 
71 C 93091— Japan. Shpg. wt 1202 5294 

9-piece Notivity Set. Hand painted figures 
are especially finely detailed. Tallest figure 

is 39, in. high. Polyvinyl chloride figures are 
anchored to floor of mossy wood stable. Stable 
measures 9x12Vax in. deep. From Italy. 
71 С 97133— Shpg wt 2 bs 140 Set $4.99 

for window, wall or mantel 
Y Lighted Condle Wreath. 12-in. diam, Red 

polyvinyl chloride. CTV bulb. UL listed. 
71 C 91133 Shipping wt. 12 oe Me 

10 Yohted Condoliers. 10-in. tall plastic candles 
have wax-like drip, molded base, When 1 

light burns out, others stay lit. C7¥» orange 
bulbs. 40-inch cord. UL listed 
71 C 87771— 1 light. Shpg. wt. бое вәс 
71 C 977723 lights. Shpg. wt. 10.2 $1.89 
71 C 97773— 5 lights Shpg. wt. 14 ox 259 
71 © 97774 — 8 lights. Shpg wt 11b 4 209 

11 teg Cobin. Burns balsam incense; smoke 
curis from chimney. Hand made in Mı 

native woods. 3¥sx4x3¥« in. deep. 2 
cones. Buy it the eaxy way —order by pho 
71 C 97061 — Shipping weight 7 oz. 
Incense Refills. 1*4-inch cones. Box of 96. 
71 C 97052 - Shoe. wt. Ton Ben $1.29 

MOTE: Ап electrical items for 110.120. 60 

m Da 
w^ б: 

(17 and 18) Fancy Pants card and gift holders 
Hold everything a stocking can — and more. Stitch. 
ing in legs. 13*59 in. wide. Acrylic red plush is 
jazzed-up with attractive trimmings. Make unique 
"little gifts” and conversation pieces 

Boys. With black 
sum S bat, buckle 

Shipping wt. 302. 
71 С 97789. 

18 Gis. With white 
lace ruffles 

Shipping wt. 2 oz 
sum $179  71C97758. $1.79 

| only 4,99 
/ for a 16-inch 

99 "Happy Holiday“ 
ES Santa Mot. Made of 

JA Lighted Bell Clusters 
“* that twinkle. N 

nches vinyl in easy-to-clean ^ white poinsettia. 
holiday colors. Use in- | Holly Wreath tall. Plastic. СТУ twinkle 
doors or out . . as entry bulbs. UL listed. 

9 Our lowest priced wreath yet 
t's loaded with berries. 16-in. 

diam. Plastic. Hong Kong. 
71 С 91129—5эре wt. 1m... "99 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 08. mat, bar or counter mat. 
71 С 98089 3279 by tree. 14x20 inches 

pg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 
71C 9776 5299 



оту $2.99 
for a 35-inch tall 
red and white Hearth 

Resembles the cozy look of burning logs 
] This hearth becomes the focal point in any room. Takes on an au 

thentic appearance with simulated brick in a rich red color punctu 
ated with realistic mortar lines. Wood gı ntel. Constructed of 

ulb. Fast to assem 

299 
ble. 10 inches deep, 35 inches tall, 
71 C 97647С — Shippin 

Santa dress-up Suit for children sizes 3 to 5 

9 Your little Santa will have loads of fun romping around in this on 
“ Christmas morning. Three-piece outfit includes o uit, belt 

duvetyn has the soft touch of v and сар with pom pon. Red cc 
It's trimmed in white . . like Santa's suit. Fits sizes 3 to 5. Measures 
13% inches across shou inches long from shoulder to pant hem. 
71 C 97819. Shipping weight 13 ounces Outfit $4.49 

wall model 
(6) at right 
adjusts up. 

10 72 inches 

Santa Suits . . each with whiskers, hat, Red Fireplaces give the 
belt and boot tops for lovable pretenders + realistic appearance of 

2 Our best, most realistic Suit. Features an unusually thick, luxurious wig and an extra i ui sckernw > 
3 avy well shaped beard of virgin nylon fers. Forehead bang, mustache, sides ue Durning logs with flickering flames 
double thick and mounted on a cotton duvetyn foundation. Suit and hat are lush, velvety ( 6 ond 7) Have the real look of flickering flames 

at and trousers allow for revolvi: 
42-46 іп). Stole size M or Le a very re ones printed 

Out $2899 оп sturdy, quick-to-assemble fiberboard. Chimneys have 

cotton corduroy, trimmed with white acrylic plush. Full-cut 
dding. Chest sizes M(38-40); L 

71 C 97826F — Shipping Г 

g reflector er a light bulb (not included) gives 
istic effect. Red bricks and acces 

Suit with full wig ond beard. Same style and Д Toy Bog—bright red and big. Washfast notches for inserting cards. (Pine-spray Candles on 
bric as above. Wig and whiskers of long color. Cotton. Machine washable, hot are sold separately on page 246) 

staple nylon on cotton. Cheat sizes M 38-40) — temp. Drawstring. 18x32 incha q 
and 1142-46 in.) Star шу Mor L 71 C 9780. Shipping weight 1 o sueo — (j Wall Style Chimney. Fits arcas 38x11x39 inches high FIC DOO Sipe wt Tim ЧАА before chimney is extended (extends 72 inches 

гу Sonta Face Kit. Not a mask. Flame re- 71 € 97807C ng weight В pounds я 
Suit, nylon whisker Set. Coat, trousers, hat 
are red cotton duvetyn, white acrylic trim 

only (42 to 46 inch chest). 
1805 —Shpg, wt. 3 Ibm. 3 Set $9.99 

tardant polypropylene hair-strip, flow 
ing beard, eyebrows, mustache. Red acrylic 
plush hat, whi 
into hat. One 

ми 71 C 97818-51 

7 Comer or Wall Style Chimney. Stands 38x10x65 
inches high. Chimney is not adjustable e plush trim. Hairstripsewn 7, с 97844C ht 7 pounds 479 

Kit $2.99 МОТЕ: All electrical items for 110-120-volt, 60 cycle AC 



Our finest Garland 
nd Wreath Sets 

bulbs. 
as 12 

dth, 18 fl 
idd-on plug. 

Each has electric cord 
Green triple-branched b 
assorted color lights. Bushy & 
long. C7Ys bulbs. 18-ft. outdoor c 
UL listed. Use indoors or out 

Scotch pine wreaths are lighted wi 
mini-bulbs (except 18-inch wreath). Rayos 
bow, shiny red plastic berries. 
Garland plus 30-inch Wreath with 20 lights 

Separately total $25.98. 
71 C 91101N2 — Shipping wt. 14 Is. 524.69 
Garland plus 24-inch Wreath with 12 lights 

y total $22.48 

h clear 
velvety 

71 € 81102C2 — Shipping wt. 11 Mba 5.21.39 
Garland plus 20-inch Wreoth with 10 lights 

Separately total $20.88 
71 C 91103C2 — Shipping wt. 9 Ibu 519.79 
Gorlond plus unlighted 18-inch Wreath. 

Separately total $16.48. 
71 C 91104C2 — Shipping wt. 8 Ib 5415.59 
1 18:9. Garland only. 12 asstd. color lights 71 C 918386 Shipping weight û he shis 
9) Wreaths only. Lit by clear lights (except 18-in. 

wreath is unlighted 
30. Wreath, 20 lights. 24-in. Wreath, 12 

Shpy. wt. 8 Ibs. lights. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibe 
MESTAN... s1399 — 71 C 91490... 31049 
20-in. Wreath. 10 lights. 18-inch Wreath. Un 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs lighted. Shpg. wt. 21Ь». 
n c Masc seso HENA! $445 

3 Noel Coach Lomp, 46 in. tall. All plastic. Needs 
40-watt bulb. Weight base with sand or gravel 

for outdoor use. UL listed. Wt. ea. 3 Ibs. 
71 C 98166 Bach 82.99: 2 for 

Pine Garland and 
3-bell Spray Sets 

(4ond 5) For in or outdoor use 
Scotch pine garland is 18-feet long 

inches thick, but not branched 
spray with twinkling lights 

5 in. long translucent red plastic 
bells twinkle on-off. Flocked rayon 
ribbon bow. Natural pine cones, red 

tie berries outdoor cord 
Polyvinyl chloride pieces. 
33-in. Bell Spray, lighted Garland. 
Sep, total $14 68. UL listed. 12 multi 
color СТУ, bulbs. 

5413.89 71 C 91105C2 Wi. 8 
33.in. Bell Spray, unlighted Gerlond. 
Separately total $11.88 
71 C 91106C2 — Wt. 7 be 541129 

4 Lighted Garland only. UL listed 
12 multicolor C7¥s bulbs. 18 ft 

71 C 915010 Shpg. wt. 4 Ib». $7.69 

Unlighted Garlond only. 18 ft. long. 
71 C 91515C — Shpg. wt. 3 ibs “m 
Unlighted Indoor Gorlond only. As 
above, but 4 in.x9 ft... unbranched 
71 C 91513— Shpg. wt 14 ox $1.38 
5 bell Spray. 33 inches long 
О 71 с 91453C - Shoe. wt 4 he.. 3699 
2-bell Spray. 24 in 
71 C 9452€ Sh 3499 

Peace 

on Earth 

SAVE 4% 
on any of these three 

2 piece Garland Sets 

Garland and Santa Panel Set 
(6 ond 7 ) Lighted garland, green with silver-color 
flecks. Bushy Sinch width x 18 feet long. Fire 
resistant polyvinyl chloride. 10 assorted color СОУ 

bulbs. 18-6006 outdoor cord with add-on-plug. Ul 
listed. Welcoming panel with 3-dimensional Santa. 
&x3-foot panel, snip to fit. Heavy sign paper 
Gorlond ond Sante Panel Set 
Separately total $10.37 
71 C 98012C2 — Shipping weight 5 pounds 59,85 
6 Lighted Garland only. UL listed. 18 feet long 

71 C 91014 = Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 az. $7.49 

7 3-dimensional Santa Panel only 
71 C 98235C — Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2.88 

8 Antiquedtook Condi 38 inches toll. Fine 
wood-look base and мах ке candle of sturdy 

plastic. “Plame-glow- from Cvs bulb included 
5-foot outdoor cord. UL listed. 
71 C 98074C — Wi са 4 I 

NOTE: All electrical 
110120 voit, 60€ 

SHIPPING NOTE: All N items (as 71 C 91147N. 
sent by motor carrier or expre 

Each $6.29; 2 for a8 
this page for 
» AC. 

s, wreaths Note: Use miniature lights on 

San [Sears | 57 



CUT $1.62 Now $19.88 

Outdoor Nativity Set. All lighted 3-dimensional figures. The tallest is 4 ft. high. Each 
superbly detailed figure is lighted and alive with color. Wise men have sparkling glass 
Jewels, gifts, Weather-resistant plastic. Cord inel. UL listed. Straw, СТУ» bulbs not incl. 
4-р. Basic Set. Last Christmas was $21.50. Height 
for Mary 34 in; Joseph 36 in. Jesus ix 16% in. 

5419.88 

Wonden Manger. Stable finished in brown. 

long and wood Crib 21% in. long. 
71 C 98156N - Shpg. wt. 15 Ihe, 

50x30x120 inches wide. Unassembled. 

3 Wise Men. Kneeling 37 inches high; 
standing 48 inches high. 
71 C 98158N3 — We. 20 fte. fet $36.50. 

Deskey and Ox Donkey 24%. inches 
Jong; Ox 29% inches long. 
71 C 98127М -Shp wt. В Moa... et 91349 71 C 98159С — һр. wt. 20 ba su 

Shepherd 42-in. high; 2 lambs ea. 18%s in. long. Camel 28 inches long. 
71€ 08157N —Shpg wt 10 ta Se$1649 71C 98153C—Shpg. wt 5 Mba 1699 

Nativity Set 

Tallest figure is 2 ft. high. Translucent plastic figures 9-pes lighted. Each is intricately 
detailed. Rich colors glow in jewel-like beauty. Cord and socket incl. UL listed. 
Set includes: Mary and Joseph, each 18 in. 
high and Christ child 11 in. long (illumi 
nated). Crib 12V» in. long, brown stained 
wood. Three wise men (illuminated) 
Leaning wise man is 21 in. high, kneeling 
18% in. high and upright 24 in. high. 

258 [Sears] ы, 

Illuminated 18-in. high shepherd. Donkey 
15 in. long; ox 15% in. long, illum. Two 
lambs, 10 in. long are not illuminated. 
Brown-stained wood stable, 22 in. high x 
30 in. wide. СТУ» bulbs not inel. 
71 C 981361 — Shpg. wt. 15 Ihe... 5429.88 

Lawn and Outdoor 
Decorations give your 

home and yard a festive air 

Lighted Santo Sleigh, Eight Reindeer. Flat plastic cut 
outs make a great roof-topper or lawn decoration. 

22V in. tall; 8 А. long when installed. Bulbs included. UL 
listed for outdoors. Buy it the easy way — order by phone. 
71 C 98061C — Shipping weight 4 pounds Set 97.69 

Light string of 15 “Merry Christmas” Lanters. For roof, 
caves, porch or garage. High visibility red on white 

Lanterns are 7Yax10Y: inches tall. 22-foot cord for out 
doors. Fifteen СТУ: bulbs included. Molded weather- 
resistant plastic gives long wear. 
71 C 90028.— Shipping weight 2 Iha. 4 өе. Set $8.49 

Qj Bright and cheery 4-foot Santa. Fully rounded Santa is 
lit from within. 3-foot cord-and-socket seta for outdoors. 

Needs 75-watt bulb. Made of weather-resistant plastic 
Base can be weighted with sand for greater stability 
71 C 98101N— Shipping weight 10 pounds 51349 

Д Frosty-cool Snowmon — won't ever melt. Stands 46 inches 
tall. Carries a red-berried holly wreath and a detach- 

able shovel. Fully-rounded, weather-resistant plastic is 
lit from inside. 3-foot cord-and-socket set. Needs 75-watt 
bulb. Can weight base with sand or gravel. 
71 С 9810N - Shipping weight 10 pounds 31248 

Б Bronched Pine Gorlands. &inch long branches you са 
shape. Choose 184. lengths for doors, windows; 9-1 

lengths for mantels, mirrors, tables. Polyvinyl chloride. 
18-ft. Garland. Wt. 3 Ibs. 9.11. Garland. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
71C 91511C $739 71C9151 339 

6 Чомеа Stor. Blinks on and off. 30% in. tall. Weather 
ized plastic. 4 ft. 8 in. cord for outdoors. 

71 C 9821C —C7¥% bulb included. Shpg. wt. 3 Ihm ав 

7 1544. holly Garland strung with 5 Cones and 4 lighted 
Bells. 17-in. long peppermint striped canes and 3-in. 

diameter lighted bells dangle from densely folinged gar. 
land. High impact styrene. Steel stakes for canes. Nine 
Сту» bulbs, UL listed for indoor-outdoor use. 15-ft. cord. 
71 C 98071 - Shipping weight 4 Ibe. 4 ox. 3699 

( 8 ond 9 ) Life-size Girl ond Boy Corolers. 4-ft. tall figures 
wear fresh white robes with red bows. Add your own re- 
corded music for a realistic touch. Fully rounded, lit from 
within. Made of weather-resistant polyethylene. 3-ft. long 
cords and socket sets for outdoors. Each needs 40-watt 
bulb. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
8 Si. 5һр wt. 6 Ibs. Q Boy. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs 

71 C 98164N 1 71 C 98165N 1999 

10 Wooden “Merry Christmas” Candles. For lawn, walls, 
roof .. anywhere. Bright red lettering on sturdy red 

painted Yır-inch thick hardboard. The nine candles are 
5% inches wide and range in height from 27% to 35% 
inches. Ground stakes are not included. 
71 C 98238C - Shipping weight 5 pounds Set мэ 

11 [Personalized” Mailbox Cover. Sturdy plastic cover saya 
"Merry Christmas" with special "Your Name" personal- 

ization space (just use any marking pen). Attaches quickly 
with gold-color cord to any standard RFD box 
71 C 98011 — Shipping weight 2 ounces 6s 
19 Striped Lamppost Wrop Set. Vinyl spiral measures 

4%. inches by 16 feet. Ready-tied bow is 16x20 inches. 
71 C 98209 — Shipping weight 6 ounces Set $1.29 
13 4 Noel Inserts (for 12). Yellow plastic panes. 

71 C 98207 — Panes are SY in. high. Shpg. wt. 200, .... Set 690 

14 Sonta in Sleigh with 2 shiny Reindeer. Bright 4-pe. set 
with one of the jolliest Santas ever—“alive” even to 

his bushy eyebrows. Figures are fully rounded and lit from 
within; made of weatherized polyethylene. 

Dashing 36x40-inch high sleigh. Two antlered reindeer — 
each 3 feet long. Runners and steel supports detach. Need 
two 25-watt bulbs, four C7Ys bulbs. See additional reindeer 
sold separately below. UL listed for outdoor use 
71 C 98102N — Shipping weight 22 pounds. Set $96.50 
Additional Reindeer. (Santa has 8). Needs two СТУз bulbs. 
71 C 98103C — Shipping weight 5 pounds Each $1049 

NOTE: Eiecirical items for 110-120-wob, 60 cycle AC 
All N" ете (os 71 CV8156N) shipped by motor correr or 
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CUT 9% Now *2.99 
Brat ineh site 

Textured Burlap Boards invite those pinups 

(1 thru 6 ) Rich-looking jute fiber burlap on fiberboard. Hangers included. 
1 Oak Frame Boards. Prec nade 1-inch frame atural finish can be 

tained or finished to suit your w lec 

їйї? ] ас) IE 662260 66 а 3349 
4136 14L | 3 C 662134 1 5.49 

9 Bulletin Board Shodow Boxes. Elegant frames. Can be h 

їйї TE 660526 | 366605% | 3С 66051 ‘ $6.69 
4x36 3C66062L | 3С 660631 | 3C66061L . 9:99 
Slim-line Boards with matching hardwood frames. Brass-plated rings 
add a decorative note. 12x30 inches high. Five y - led 

3 С 66069C—Aqua 3 С 66067C— Tangerine 
3 С 660686 — Avocu 3 € 66066C—Exgshell 

ping weight each 3 pound 

(4 thru 6 ) Natu 
tained wood fram 

Foscinating Frog with lily padi 
3 C 6614C— Shipping weight 3 po 

Б; Merry Mushrooms . . design on an avocado backgro 
© ус e612c— Shipping weight 3 p 4.58 
6 Lively Ladybugs a rich gol background 

3 с 6б1зс—5М weight 4.88 

Shpo. Note: “N” it " 5б ОЗМ) 

UNLAWFUL 
TO 

LITTER 

Cork and Novelty Boards 

7 Oak Frome Cork Boards. One-inch solid oak frames 
clear lacquer finish. Hangers included. 

3 © 66101C—18x24 in. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs Last Fall ч 
3 € 681021— 24x36 in. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.* Last Fai Nc 

66103N—36x48 in. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibe Last Fa 

Q Ook Frome Chalk Boords. Mat 
: length Ha 

3c 

Y Colorful Cork Boards with matching metal frames. Decorative 

18x34 in. 3 © 662180 
24x36 in. 3 

(10 ond 11 ) Troffic-stopper Cork Boor: 
age, tell one, too! Cheerful w 

10) 3C 6651L— Stop Board. 24-in. 
11) 3C 6649C—"Litter" Board. 18x24 in. Shi 

with a handsome 

Now 32.99 
19 

12 Wild 'n Wonderful Felt Boards. Zingy colors in rayon and wool felt 
% over 1 ak frames. Hanger 
lude ou can ha rtically 

[T] 3C 66179; 
4x36 3 C 661661 

3 С 661760 3 © 661750 | 31 
3 C 661631 3c 3 С 661621 

66177: 
661641 

13 Pushpins. Pkg. of 100. Bright assorted colors. From Hong Kong, 
Y 3€ 6607—Shipping weight pkg. 3 ounce 



Label Maker Kit 5 
in handy case ‚7 

Give someone wbo has “everything” a kit to 
label it with. Prints horizontally and verti 

Country Store 95 
Mail Holder 56 

Delightful home accessory that's practical, 
too. Seven pigeonholes hold letters, notes 

cally on M or M-inch self-stick tape. Set etc. A drawer with porcelain knob stores 

wheels, ivory color plastic case 
3 € 3919—Wt. set 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

Handsome Desk Caddy 
Walnut-finish hardwood accessory for home 
or office. Cork front for memos, slots for note 
paper, stationery, pencils (not includ. 
drawer. 14x3J4x4 in. high. From Taiwan 
3 € 32011 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 32.49 

attaches easily to any smooth, flat surface. 
(not for wall use). Twin cutter heads make 
neat, round points. 12 pencils included. 
3€ 3760—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.........-.96.68 

9 Вох of 18 Personalized Pencils. A gift 
they won't want to lose. No. 2 (mediuri) 

pencils with erasers. Name printed ia gold 
leat. Shipped from factory in Lewisburg, 
Tenn. Allow extra time. No С.О... Posi 
paid. Please print mame carefully. 
F3 C 4697V —(Sbpg. wt. 5 02).... Box 9% 

ides 8-inch lime green plastic tool, 3 rolls 
s4-in. tape, 2 rolls k-in. tape, two embossing 

Set $7.95 

Handy Helpers 

"little things." Made of hardwood with wal. 
nut finish 114 x$3/x125 in. high Looks 
great on wall, on table or desk. From Japan. 
3 € 3265— Shipping weight $ Ibs. $6.95 

Novelty Pencil Sharpener 

Wer $2.47 last Fall. Stands on desk or 
hangs on wall, has single cutter for standard 
pencils. Walnut-finish hardwood, 5 in. high 
Pencils not included. From Japan. 
3C 4384—Shpg. wt. 12 ог. 5199 

Д Adjustable Book Rock. Walnut look vinyl 
finish over pine. Keeps books handy, 

2x6x8 in. high. 

3С 3297—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz.. .....5695 

Hobby Table with handsome walnut- 
grained finish has storage 

compartment . . makes a great gift 

At last . . а hobby-drafting table that's handsome 
enough to display anywhere, proudly. Beautifully 
designed with a “Z” frame that brings your work up 
close, it adjusts from 31 to $2 inches high, tilts up 
to 90°. Top, finished with a smooth walnut-grained 
vinyl laminate, measures 24x36 inches. Roomy stor 
age compartment in base has sliding doors. Walnut 
finish hardwood frame, bronze color hardware. 
3 C $149C— Unassembled. Shipping wt, 32 Ibs. $28.48 

Rugged 
2-drawer 

File 

oF be 

Made of super-strength 
fiberboard (not wood 
or hardboard) files 
Or stores ‘most any- 
thing. Rigid stecl frame 
supports up to S00 
pounds. Handsome 
wood-grained finish 
looks great anywhere. 
Two drawers framed in 

steel. Metal drawer 

pulls, card holders. t3x 

22x19 in. deep. Unas- 
sembled. Shipping 
weight 9 pounds. 
з с marc 37.44 

Electric Pencil Sharpener 
White plastic body with $1269 

walnut-grained trim 
The single cutter sharpens ре 
cils quickly, easily, and stops 
sharpening automatically when 
pencil is sharpened. Give one to 
your favorite pencil pusher. 
Measures 434x334x734 in. deep. 
Operates on 110-120-volt, 60. 
eyde AC. UL listed. From Japan. 

Shipping weicht 3 Ibs. 12 ое. 
зс 3609.. .... 1269 

„Baal 



2 for $188 

262 

Jumbo 
Rolls 

Sears 

BOWMAKER . . the easy way to 
make professional-looking bows 
Making Dao m ell temes 
Instructions. Built-in pin storage. Plastic. 
3 Bowmaker. 138 ft., in. ribbon. Pins 

for up to 24 bows. 
€ $568—Shpg. wt. set 602... ..Set $1.85 

Te Lag 4 son. en Ne ee. 

se e Spe. wine Bon Set $2.88 

ie 
3655171 —Shpg- Ce UA 
Bure Ribbon. 3-roll package . . 
ee пла 

(6 ond 7 ) Bright patterns on good quality paper. Full 100-sq. ft 
rolls, each 26 in. wide, 47 ft. long. Shipping wt. each roll 1 Ib. 

(6) 3 © 5561C—Santa pattern. Roll 99c; 2 rolls $1.88. 
(7) 3 € 55670—Tree pattern. Roll 99¢; 2 rolls 1.88 
(8 ond 9 ) Bold, diagonal stripes with metallic look. Full 100-sq. ft 
rolls, each 26 in. wide, 47 ft. long. Shpg. wt. each roll 1 Ib, 
к) 3€ 5572C— Red and white stripe Roll 99e; 2 rolls $1.88 
9) 3 € 55700—Gold color and white stripe. Roll 99; 2 rolls 1.88 

(10 ond 11 ) Bright, solid color embossed foil. Full 35-sq. ft. rolls, 
each 26 in. wide. 16 It. 3 in. long. Shpg. wt. each roll 1 Ib. 
(10) 3 € 55160—Red foil Roll 99€; 2 rolls $1.88 

Some, (11) 3 € 55380—Gold-color foil Roll 99c; 2 rolls 1.88 

Foil Fantasy 
5 rolls of glittering foil wrap 99 

plus matching ribbon, pre-tied bows core 
Add sparkle to your holiday packages with a lovely foil assortment of 
embossed solids and bright stripes. Includes $ rolls of foil wrap, each 26 
in. wide, 3 ft. long. Total 3214 sq. ft. Plus $ large pre-tied pompon 
bows with pressure sensitive, stick-on backs. Also 5 reels of colorful 
ribbon, each 3, in. x 18 ft. Total 90 It. of ribbon. 
3€ 5551C—Shipping weight 3 pounds Assortment $2.99 
3 © 55526— 5 Rolls of Foil Wrop. Same as above, Wt. 2 lbs... Box 1.67 

36 sheets of Gift Wrap . . bows, seals, cards 
А 252 piece set of holiday wrap and accessories. Assortment includes 
20 cheerful, patterned papers, plus handy white tissue. stick-on 
bes, ings. le canis. Тиш ЫЫ iA. ft. of paper . . 36 sheets. 
euch 20530 inches. With 10 pre-tied "star" bows and 206 assorted 
tags, cards and seals. 
3€ 5562—Shipping weight package 1 Ib. 11 o#...........Set $2.77 



Our Finest Gift Wrap Ensemble . . 10 rolls heavy wrap with $^799 
elegant foils and velour, 17 bows, 6 rolls ribbon, tags comete m 

A festive collection of colorful holiday gift wrap. Ten heavy 
quality papers, including distinctive patterns, rich-looking 
flocked velour and gleaming embowed foils Assortment 

£ includes stick-on bows, lustrous ribbon and gift tags to 
complement all the lovely designs. 
Wrap: 5 rolls, 26 in. x 4 ft. each, and 5 rolls, 30 in. x 534 ft 
each Total 112 square feet 
Bows: 17 pre-tied “jewel”, pompon and fan bows with M LEES Add an dg Cath to your poring: 
Ribbon: 6 rolls, each 34 in. x 18 ft. in colors selected to 
blend with wrap. Total 108 feet. 
Togs: 24 charming foil and paper gift tags 
3C 55009C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs.....Assortment $7.99 

CUT 8% ^» 13,66 
Fine Quality Gift Wrap Asso: rtment 

6 rolls wrap . . colorful patterns and solid- 8 of attractive gift w 
color foils, 2 "snap" boxes, accessories 

Lost foll was $3.99. Popular gift wrap asortment includes 2 foil snap- 
open boxes for bard-to-wrap gifts, bows, ribbons, tags. 
Wrap: 2 rolls foil and 1 roll metallic paper, 26x34 inches each. 3 rolls 
patterned paper, 26x87 inches each. Total of 65 square feet. 
Bows: 10 pre-tied bows in lovely colors . . with stick-on backs 
Ribbon: 6 colors side by side on one reel, total of 60 feet 
Tags ond Folders: 20 coordinated gift enclosures. 

3 € $502C— Shipping weight 3 pounds Assortment $3.66 

$ 42 
4 rc 

1 wrap 
wrap a 



Convey Holiday Greetings 
with Cards from Sears 

Save when you buy 2 or more boxes 
Жасорат e EET ee NT E 
cards personalized with your name (it costs so little to have them. 
done at Sears), or not personalized (without name). 

HOW TO ORDER PERSONALIZED CHRISTMAS CARDS: 
Prini name or group of names you want, making sure all letters are 
pec абон. Акт e es Dan . опе type setting 

Order personalized cards before December 12th. Sorry, 
PE ODI A Esp o Day Sea or Tot Me the an. See actual samples of cards 

at Sears Catalog Sales Offices 

INSIDE VERSE DESCRITION 
1 Season’ Season's Greetings and Hest Wishes for Cheers Бер red Fort door with 

the New green holiday wreath. 
9 Eo ES lamb In lovely watercolors 
2 Peace background. 
3 May the Joy and Peace of Christmas Many ‘and the Christ Child in holly 
3 abide with you through all the Year wreath. White background. 
Д Merry Christmas to all... Jolly Santa with wreath . . green textured 

and to all a good year border. White 
Б Seasons and Bes Wishes Tor Charming winker scene of farm in wnlarcoboen, 

a Happy New Year Dark beige border. 
6 May Joy and Peace be yours throughout | White dove with green embroidery. look "Love, 
ын jew Year Joy. Peace" . . green border. Red background. 

7 Season's Greetings and Best Wishes for | Three pastel Christmas bells on ivory-color 
a Happy New Year! id. Blue and gold-color border. 

8 With Every Gee Wi Toe Blue and green ”: 's Greetings" surrounded 
Happiness ‘he New Yen o intricate blue and scrollwork. 

9 May the Peace Chil ag prananing 
Brighten Your ‘ear git foe Chri Сма Wm beckarund . 

10 Christmas Greetings and Best Wishes for | Holiday candles among ornaments 
a Happy New Year! | Green, gold-color border. Сн 

ol Christmas NETT FT The Little Drummer Boy for the Christ. 
Child. Rust-color background. border. 

УЫ, all the Joys and Blessings. Lovely watercolor map of the Holy Land with 
E vistas aed three Wise Men. Tan border. dE 
1$ Christmas Greetings and Best Wishes for | Christmas verso surrounded by holly and В 

the New Year colorful ornaments. Green and beige ground. = 3 € S6384xv| 247 892 
]4 A World of Good Wishes for the Holiday | Embossed "Peace on Earth” greeting between [iod 3 O ........— 247| 470 832 

Season and the Coming Year Old World maps. Green background. au PEA +:::.:13 € S6219XV 2.97| 5,60/10.72 
15 May Joy and Peace be yours throughout | View of earth from the moon. Pit Prayer from (ш) EPIS 70| 8.92 

the New Year _ | Space, Apollo 8. Ivory-color and round. Р 
16 Holiday Greetings and Warmest Wishes | Tiny Тип waving in front of hie ix God. m 

The New Year Bless Us Every One". Blue border. а з. 29 
wishing you Merry Christmas | Sleeping mouse in a shoe. Gold-color "Not a 3056394|..........| 247| 4.70| 8.92 

n dm sie a Happy New Year! creature was stirring” on deep blue background. | 0699€ |15 |. ....... |3 e sesasie| 297| 550 10.72 
Just.been-kissed under mistietoe. Pink 5 .70| 8.92 18 Happy Holidays! LOVE on Bright tea background 

Time once more to wish you Much Santa watching clock . . gold-color and red, Red 
"M rl | letters "it's Christmas Timet“. White ground. 

| Charming Little Drummer Boy with Christ Child. 
Lue Blue with gold-color border. 
7 ‘and Beauty of that Holy | Nativity scene in birdhouse. 

Night be you at White background. 
99 May the e Gold-color frame and nativity scene on 

Peace and Joy the New Year| deep blue background. 
RA A Cheery касма аана иинин алан 

ы Араз! happincu (мэш the y _ over " r GREETINGS Red background. 
24 Merry Christmas and Best Wishes for a | Gold-color Christmas tree with cor m 

Hs арру New Year a and white candles. ееп background. 
May all the Joya of the Christmas ly gold-color embossed nativity scene on 
REA ee [ru white background. 705 
= Mi TS 

26 va and happinems throughout 
Light green banner reads "А Merry Christmas" in 

the year] goló-color among red, green holly. polly Green ground. 5X 

= Peace be ft at Christmas 

27 our treasure lroughont the New Year | Co 
Qaid-color Holy City вкупе with guiding star, 

id-color "Joyous Christmas” on blue ground. ua 

Fee 
day t the New Year and the Chet Enid and the Shepherd 

AA | EET tta m 
30 Maybe Joy and Peace of Christmas | Beautiful at reproduction of the Madonna ала [yy x53 

DEL RENÉ ET a er 
32 May your aie und Now Year | Embossed poldeolor "JOY" on bright red рахои 

RE m 





>ы RS Boxed Assortments of 
i | beautiful Christmas Cards 

Currier and Ives 
Collection 

=P ж” 
Excellent color reproductions of 
charming Currier and Ives prints 
set in lovely Christmas holly 
frames. A delightful collection 
of holiday greetings 

Includes 21 cards in an asort- 
ment of 4 different winter scenes. 
Heavy single-íold м 
card measures 7%; 
21 envelopes. 

Shipping wt. box 1 Ib. 102. 

129 
2 boxes $246 4 boxes 468 
With nome. See Note below. 
3c5621xv Box $1.79 
2 boxes $3.36 4 boxes 648 
NOTE: For Impimad candy ses “How 
по Onder.” роде 244. Print nome, 

Inspirational 

Card Assortment 

mp? 
Lovely collection of Christmas 
cards with inspirational verses 
by the well known writer Helen 
Steiner Rice. With beautiful 
pastel illustrations designed to 
enhance cach verse 

Assortment includes 18 cards, 
9 different designs. High q 

satin finish paper, French-I 
Each card measures 314x5% in. 
18 envelopes. So casy to buy 
when you just use the phone 

Shpg. wt. box 10 оа. 

30 5600 Box $1.39 
2 boxes $2.64... 4 boxes $5.00 

Photochrome Scenes 

were sp» wm 51» 

Beautifully reproduced color 
photographs ol winter scenes. 

Includes 21 cards, 3 different 
scenes. Single-fold stock. Each 
card measures 4%4x7 in. With 21 
envelopes. Wt. box 11 oz. 
Without nome 
305618 Вох $1.29 
2 boxes $246 4 boxes 468 
With nome, See Note above. 
36 5619xv Box $1.79 
2 boxes $3.36 4 boxes 648 

Big Value Box 

“oe 5° 145 

Includes 40 cards, 5 ar 
Single-told stock in. 40 
envelopes. Wi. box 1 1b. 1 a 
Without name. 
305616 Box 95c 
2 boxes $1.78 4 boxes $3.52 
With nome. See Note above 
3 € 5617XY. Box $1.45 
2 boxes $266, ....4 bones 524 



Tree of Life Bible 

Personalized 
with your 

child's name 
In handsome 
gold letters 

Contains 64 pages of study aids and a verse finder 
(concordance) over 90 pages long so that your 
child can gain a better understanding of the wisdom 
and learning in the Bible. Personal and family 
records section has presentation page, family tree, 
baptismal record and more. Bible includes full-color 
maps and 16 pages of full-color illustrations. King 
James edition has words of Christ printed in red. 
Measures 534x734 inches. In an attractive presen- 
tation box. Please print name wanted. 

темпе донес. No COD. uem some pod De rA 
ea BR 

Revised Standard— 1,188 pages. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
Binding Ce Me. _ ¡Price 

Black [tation leather, red edges. |3 c rosary 
€ 5 nnn XT 

Same as above, sipper closure, mo |3 c 1969XV 
‘White Teitation Tester, amber |3 © 1904XV| 4.19 
Same as above, sipper closure, > |3 c тевак 4.97 

King Jomes—1,300 pages. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
LI T Cet. No. m 

Black imitation leather, red edges, == 3 C 1903XV|$3.89 
Same as above, closure, no pt 3 C 1904XV| 4,59 
White imitation rather. amber 3e1 389 

ime as above. zipper closure, no |3 C 1909XV| 4.59 

The Family Bible beautifully bound 
and printed in easy-to-read type 

Family Bible includes full-color illustrated bible 
stories for children. Handsome ivory-color, imita- 
tion leather, padded cover embossed in rich gold 
color, Special sections of color maps, family record, 
color photographic “tour” of the Holy Land, over 
60 color art reproductions. King James Version. 
Words of Christ printed in red. Contains 1,236 
pages, 9x1134 in. (Not for sale in Great Britain.) 
3 C 1940— Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 12 on... $17.88 
Catholic Edition. Text of the New American Bible. 
‘Special supplements for Catholics. 1440 pages. 
3C 1941—9x114 in. Wt. 7 lbs. 12 of... .. $17.88 

Delightfully Illustrated 
Christmas Card Books 

. . verses by Helen Steiner Rice $ 150, 

(1 thru 3 ) Charming books of inspirational verses 
from the pen of Helen Steiner Rice, With textured 
covers and full-color illustrations. 

Each handsomely bound hi over book measures 
4362656 inches and contains 12 pages. Each book 
comes complete with a white envelope for mailing. 

(1) 3€5700—Let Us Bring Him A Gift of Joy 
As Did The Little Drummer Boy 

(2) 3С 5701— The Priceless Gift of Christmas 
(3) 3C $702—Let Us Live Christmas Every Day 

Pasipaid. (Shipping weight each 3 oz.) .. . Each $1.50 

г 09 

The Children's Bible 
. . Written in a simple 

narrative style so easy 
for children to understand 

A delightful way to introduce your child 
to the wonders of the Bible. This volume 
will be treasured through all the years of 
childhood. Topically arranged. Each page 
has a full-color illustration to support the 
text. Approved by an editorial board of 
leading clergymen. Contains $12 pages and 
measures 744x103 inches. 
3 € 2093—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. 5447 

A Children's Bible 
with companion record 

A special Bible for children features tradi- 
tional full-color prints. Authentically adapt- 
ed text enhanced by music and performance 
by outstanding players. Set includes: one 
book, 80 pages, 81x1134 in. and one 12-in., 
M M-rpm record. 
3 С 1066—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 ол... „Set $3.57 

New . . The Story Bible 
by Pearl S. Buck 

A prose adaptation written by Pearl S. Buck 
in her own unique style . . combining the 
favor of history with the excitement of 
modern fiction. A delightful approach to the 
Bible for young people or adults. Divided 
into 72 major "story-sections." Contains 
526 pages, measures 64x11 inches. 
3 © 2006 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 оа. эт 

Bible Story Books 

Д The Rainbow Book of Bible Stories. Over 
100 of the best-loved stories from the 

Bible in simple prose. Over 100 illustrations, 
31 in color. 320 pages, 83511135 inches. 
3 € 2076—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. зз? 

5 The Young Peoples Book of Bible 
Stories. With 121 religious stories, 80 

helpful illustrations and maps. Contains 266 
pages, measures 64x10 in. 
3 € 2092—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. $2.77 

A Child's Bible 
King James version features a "Guide to 
the Adventure of Bible Reading" to lead the 
young reader to stories and passages most 
meaningful to him. With dictionary-con- 
cordance, personal record, 16 color illustra- 
tions to capture young imaginations. Con- 
tains 1088 pages, measures 4'ex6%4 in. 
With colorful, illustrated cover. In gift box. 
(Not for sale in Great Britain.) 
3 € 2080— Shipping weight 15 oz... . .53.34 

NT E - 
Bible Reference Library 3477 

A complete of Ав ideal Christmas gift . . a Bible reference library 
the Bible from the original languages. (ог the whole family. Library includes: “Hurlbut's 

scholarship Story of the Bible," "Smith's Bible ч 

only 
‘of the Bible that is authorized for cordance” In slip case. Each book 4x7 inches. 

Christ 3C 2001—Paperbound. Wt. 2 Iba. 8 oz... Set $4.77 

Hus coe 



The Silver 
Ingot Program 
20 grams, .999 pure silver 
cast into 6 U. S. flags 

Mounted and framed with historical illustration Silver Ingot Flag Set 

(1 they 6) Practical, yet decorative way to collect 9 Bunker Hill Flog. Illustrated. Battle of Bunker Hil in set. A whole course of Ameri 
silver. Each IxIYwin. silver ingot, superbly engraved 3 C 18287—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz $14.77 can history in one handsome 
into an authentic American flag, is mounted and framed DE Pos. Tainted, Revolutk leather-look plastic display case, ele 
under glass with corresponding full color illustration. 4 doha Роч Bardo, Бају realistic 5 gantly lined. Presidential seal in cover 
13x16-in. gold color foil wrapped frames. зс 18289— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz Each ingot fag 20 grams 

ilver, 1x1%o in. Flags i 1 
Betsy Ross Мер. Illustrated, Вену Rom sewing 13 Lone Stor State Flag. Illustrated. Betsy Ross, Bunker Hill, Confederate, 
star flag for the rebels. tle of the Alamo excit John Paul Jon Lone Star, current 

3С 19285—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. зил 3 © 18286—Shipping wt. 2 $14.77 Fifty-Star United States Flag 
9 Fitty-Star Flag. Illustrated, Spirit of '76 6 Confederate Flag. Шо, Civil War battle. Display box 734x754 

3 C 18284—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. ил 3 С 18288 —Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 2 ox. $14.77 3€ 18291—Wt. 1 lb. 4 $42.88 

Rare Coin Collections you can hang on the wall 

.. historical, informative, decorative investments Hard Li ctm id We ии enin 

Twentieth Century Set 8 тм "y бе 
м К 

( 9 he 13 

95 jord 
M | 

8204. $19 

8 s16 ‹ le 
1] Lincoln Memorial € 

1 Lincol : - ы ‹ e 

; 324 bowing A 
2.00 Bill 

9 American Coins Go to W r 3 



Coin Collecting is 
fascinating, rewarding 

Complete Coin Kit. Includes 4 coin 
albums, 12-in. storage box, 100 hold. 
ers with 6-in. storage box, 5 tubes, 
tongs, pocket magnifier, identifica 
tion tags, cleaning kit, Check list, 
Grading guide, 15 “S” mint Lincoln 
cents—assorted dates, “Let's Collect cent. 

and coin value books. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. and 

3C 18245 su 

Coins 

dime, nickel, cen 
ет, dime, cent. 

C 18277— Shipping weight $ oz... Set $3.99 
1968 Ten-coin Set. (Not shown.) Mint mark on 
face of coin, branch mint marks, year of reopen- 

А 3 nickel, cent 
cent; “P” ler, dime, cent. 
3C 18275— weight 6 om. Set $4.66 
1969 Ten-coin Set. (Not shown.) One each: "D" 
halí-dollar, quarter, dime, nickel, cent; 

“P” quarter, dime, cent. 
weight Set $4.66. SPEC uir VI 

1964 Presidential Coin Set 
last complete silver set 

Act ol 1965 re- 
silver content. Includes Kennedy 

half-dollar, Washington «quarter, 
Roosevelt dime, Jefferson nickel. Lincoln 

'. Gold color embossed display case. 
wt Bow... Set 4.6 зс 

bs lS = 

check list 

> SEN 
AS 
COINS! бу 

6 The Good Old Doys. 
Includes Lincoln cent, 

. Incl. 6 coin 
folders, 100 coin holders with 6-in. stor- 
age box, $ coin tubes, tongs, 
nifier, identification tags, cleaning kit 
12-in. storage box, 18-pocket coin wal 
let, 1943 “Р”, "D", and "S 

15 “S” mint Lincoln cents, coin 
grading guide. Coin value 

Let's Collect Coins" books 
36 18247—Wt. 3 Ibs. 11 oz. 

xket mag- 

Lincoln 

$12.37 

Our Finest Coin Set 319* E 

Among the 49 rare coins is 1955 "S" Lincoln cent . . a real collector's 

piece. Also included, a lighted magnifier (takes 2 “С” batteries, not 
incl), 10 coin folders. "Variety and Oddity Guide Book of Unusual 
Coins”, coin value book. Coin tongs, 100 coin holders, three 6-in. 
storage boxes, coin cleaning kit, tube identification tags, 24-pocket 

includes 49 rare coins 

coin wallet, $ coin tubes, clip pocket 

Coin Storter Set. Inc 
magniber, 2 folde 

plastic 
olders, coin value 

coin value book, tongs, 2 
tubes, identification tags, coin 
check list, grading guide, plus grad 
1958 P-D and 1959 P-D un Р” and 
circulated Lincoln cents. “Р”, "D 
30 18255-Wt. 15 oz. Set $288 — 3C 18264 

Coin Viewers 

77 Scon-o-matic. Electric viewer, Coins feed 
into viewer singly, move under lighted 

magnifier for examination, flip over, eject 
automatically. With coin value book, grad. 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle ing guide, check list 
AC. UL listed. 
3 € 18232— Plastic. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... ,. $9.88 

8 Sottery-operated Viewer. Zin. lens 
magnifies five times. Illuminated. Built 

in precision measuring scale and protractor 
scale. Ideal for coins, stamps, map, blue 
print reading. Takes two "C" batteries, 
not included. 
3 € 18254— Shipping wt. 7 ox $1.97 

Y Giant Illuminoted Magnifier. Large 3-а 
lens magnifies five times. Operates like 

a flashlight. Microscope with easy-to-read 
gauge helps relieve eye fatigue. Takes two 

'C" batteri included 
3 C 18253—Shipping weight 12 oz. ила 

New Pennies in Bottle 

Hand blown glass. Each set of two contains. 
two “S” pennies, Great stocking stuffers. 
3 € 18294-3 (x2 4x1 14 in. Wt. 2 oz. Set 97e 

Treosure Hunt 

coin Collect Coins" book. 
identification tags 

magni&er, marking pen, “Let's 
Collect Coins” book, coin check list, coin grading guide. 
3C 18236— Shipping weight $ pounds 15 ошкез....... . Set $19.44 

olders, 15 holders, 
t magnifier, “Let's 

3 tube 
coin check list 

boc 
tongs. 

guide, 1958 “P” and "D", 1959 
“D” uncirculated, and 1943 
and "S" Lincoln cents. 
Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... .. Kit $4.97 





Welcome to the World of Peanuts* 
ILLUSTRATED ON FACING PAGE 

1 Snoopy the Astronaut was $3.77. 
In space suit, life-support system, 

helmeted, with flier's scarf. 9 in. 
37 16203- Shipping wt. 11 ог. 51.69 
9 Snoopy end Dog House Bank. 

Hand painted papier maché. 
3C 16181 Pax in. high. We. 1 1b.. 52.66 
3 Playmate Snoopy. Velvety, soft 

with red heart on collar. 6% in. 
3 С 1688—Shipping wt. 7 oz. $2.44 

Autograph Hound. Smooth cotton 
Tor signing, pen attached to collar. 

3C 1689 10%, in. WL В ox. $3.66 

5 Snoopy the Flying Ace. Our great 
hero capped, scarved, goggled 

ready to do battle with the Red Baron. 
3С 16295—7 in. Wt. $ ox. $2.77 

( 6 and 7 ) Stuffed Snoopys. Acrylic 
pile sponges clean, kapok stuffed 
6 Sitting-up Snoopy. Bright, ready 

for anything . . especially chow 
3C 16109—16 in. Wt. 14 ox ws 
7 Lying Down Snoopy. Big, 20 inches 

long. Floppy and cuddly and oh, 
so lovable 
3C 16101—Shipping wt. 13 oz.. $11.44 

Snoopy Dishes 
( 8,9,10 ) Dog, cat, even people-sized. 
Use too for paper clips, pins, real pea- 
nuts. Plastic, assorted colors, designs, 
sayings, (no choice) 
(ж) 361625—10in. We. & oz. $1.94 
9) 3616287740. Wt ó or.. 144 10) 3C16288—4M in. We. 202..0e 

Peanuts® Figurescenes 
(11 thru 18) Captioned and hand 
painted papier maché figures with 
weighted felt covered bases. 

]] The Whole Gong. “How can we 
lese when we're so sincere? 

3€ 1629 4x11 in. We. 13 oz... .55.66 
12 Schroeder and Lucy. "I look for. 

ward to the day when I'll under 
tand men. 
3 C 1631—4056 in. We. 11 os.. $3.77 

13 Snoopy end Woodstock. "My 
secretary isn't worth anything 

ote coffee break." 435x4 in. lo 
en 
3C1628 hi ж wt. бол $3.77 

14 Snoopy, Charlie Brown. “Happi 
ness is having someone to lean oa. " 

3 С 1604—54 х2 in. Wt. 6 ог. $2.77 

15 Snoopy end Dog House. “I'm al 
lergic to morning." 44x3 in. long. 

зс 1600. shipping wt. 7 oz. % 
16 Linus ond Solly, “Love is walking 

hand in hand." $x4 in. long. 
3 C 1617 — Shipping wt. 7 ог. $377 

17 lucy, "Look out, I'm going to be 
crabby all day." Si¢x3 in. hong 

3C 1632— Shipping wt. 6 oz. 52.88 

18 y. “It's Hero Time.” 
3C 16015 4x3 in. Wt. 7 ог. $2.88 

Peanuts® Pennants 
(19 thru 26) Wool felt. 16x34 in. long. 
19 2161294, "Im. frustrated, 

inhibited, no one understands me. ^ 
90 3616118—uee ond Sob. "Love 

is walking hand in hand.” 
2] 636121 snoopy." Cume you, Ret 

99 € 1609— era Brown, "Somehow 
I have the feeling а crisis has arisen, 
31607 Seoopy, "The secret of 
life is to reduce your worries to а 

minimum 
94 3С 1615—Seoopy. "1 think I'm 

allergic to morning. 
25 2616119 Snoopy. I've got to 

start acting more sensible — tomor: 

96 S1610 Us. "To know me is to 
love me." 

Shipping weight each 2 oz... Each $1.88 

Peanuts® Mobile 
9] Snoopy, Charlie, Lucy, Schroeder, 

Linus all at their favorite thing. 
Pre-tied, ready to hang, perfectly bal 
anced punch-out on 18x24 in. stiff 
glossy cardboard. Also mounts on wall 
ФС 16171—5һре. wt. 1 Ib. 4 ox.. ..53.88 

Pant 

Peanuts® Character Book Bag 

98 Red or blue vinyl with white pip- 
ing, zipper. No color choice, 361685 Ре We. 10 os. 33.77 
Peanuts® 1972 Date Book 

29 Monthly engagement calendar 
“9 with Peanuts cartoon, important 
holidays, plus large framable Peanuts 
drawings, Spiral bound cardboard. 
3 C 1624— 1014x13 in. Wt, 1 1b.. . $3.29 

Peanuts* Books 
30 Peanuts Lunch Bog Cook Book, 

Lunch Bogs. Hardbound cook book 
contains 35 delicious recipes, car 
toons, hardbound S4xSM in. Twenty 
5щх12 in. illustrated brown paper 
lunch bazs, place for name. 
3 ¢ 1623— Shipping wt. 13 or...... $3.19 

{31 mro 34) Large, hardbound books. 
31 Charlie Brown and Charlie Schutz. 

Warm-hearted biography of а 
wonderful man (real) and a wonderful 
boy (almost). 160 pages with cartoons. 
SMxI LM in 
36 16108 Wr. 1 1b. 13 02. mu 
32 A Boy Named Charlie Brown. 

Charlie wins something, at last, 
A spelling bee! Travels to New York 
for the finals! 146 pages, 100 color 
illo. By Charles Schulz. 83x11 in, 
3C 16139 —Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz 35.66 
39 Peanuts Treasury. Ten years of 

Peanuts adventures 254 
ages ant E In. By Charles Schulz 

16134 Wt. 1 Ib. 15 o2 $5.66 
34 Peanuts Classics. Many of Charles 

Schulz” most popular cartoons, 
many in color. 84x11 in. 256 pages. 
3 C16115— Wr. 1 Ib. 15 oz der 
{ 35 thru 37 ) Peanuts paperbacks 
35 Snoopy ond the Red Baron. Our 

favorite beagle as he tries to outma. 
neuver his No. 1 adversary, the Red 
Baron. 64 exciting pages. 554x814 io, 3C 16162 Shipping wt 11 on... 1.79 
36 Snoopy and His Sopwith Camel, 

68 pages. 544x834 іа 
3C16187 — shi wt. B ог. 35179 

37 The Parables of Peanuts. By Rob- 
ert Short. Christian principles ex- 

pressed hy Peanuts gang. 328 pages. 
3 С16218—5 ля in, Wt. 12 or... $189 
( 38 thru 40 ) Tres libros populares de 
Peanuts escritos en español, 128 pa 
ginas. Paper-bound. 
(M) 3C 1644— Snoopy Vuleve a Casa. 
(39) 3 C 1643-Adelante. Charlie Brown. 
(40)3C1633—Hay Que Ayudarte 
Charlie Brown 
Мля in. WL ea. 5 oz. Еа. $1.44 

Peanuts® Playables 
( 41 thew 44 ) Twist them, bend them, 
make Peanuts people do anything you 
want because they are pliable tic. UEILI mc me DER OE Broma REE 
(44) 3C 16108-1 пия. 
SM in. high. Wt. each $ oz Rach $144 

Peanuts* Patches. 
(45 they 48 ) Sew on. Set of two. Each 
with different machine embroidered 
figure, saying on cotton twill, 27 in. 
45 3616194 Sosopy, "Come dance 
20 with me, baby”; “Curse you, Red 

46 261612 өер "The Mad 
Punter”; "The Home Kun King. 

47 3516195 —twer, "Тһе Word's 
Crabbiest Female"; "1 need all the 

friends 1 can get." 
48 3516193 Seco lf» Hero 

Time"; "Raw аһ. Coura 
Shipping wt. each set 1 ol... Set $2.29 

Book Ends 
(49 and $0) Papier maché; hand 
painted. Weighted, felt covered bases. 

Reggedy Ann ond Andy. 6 in. 49 Sez? от, рта Атау. Бш 
5 Mickey and Minnie Mou: án 

3C 16: "Wt. 3 Ihm 9 ox. Рт. $7.88. 
haracters © United Features Syndicate, inc. 1971 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 3% Now 314.38 

4-in-1 Set 
Oils 

Watercolors . . Pastels 
Chalk 

Wos $14.88, Set includes: 
For oils: 12 tubes paint, 1 oz. linseed oil, turpentine, two 8x10 in. 
painting panels, palette, palette cup, knife, 2 brushes. 
For watercolors: 12 tubes watercolors, &-well plastic mixing 
palette, 2 watercolor brushes. 
For pastels. 25 colors, 1 oz. fixative, fixative blower. 

Drowing supplies. 2 pencils, 1 carbon pencil, kneaded eraser 
sandpad sharpener, blending stomp, $ sketching chalks, 13 
sheets 9x12 inch paper, Five instruction books. 

3 C 2611— Leather-look case. 18x12x4 in. Wt. 5 tbe 13 oz, 14.38 



Fantasy Flowers .. 

ely ac 

sy” 

Crochet a lovely ensembie 
enough material for 2 

mecklaces, 2 pairs of ear 
rings, 1 bracelet and I ring 
With full 31-раес instre: 
tion book 

Kit includes imitation 
pearls: six 604n. stri 
small pearls, 4 tear drop 

0 large pearls: earring 
clips. etc. WL 1 th. $ oz. 
30 23089 Kit 84.95 

Watercolor Paint-by-number Sets $297 gez, 
(7 ond 0) Choose & pait of attractive landscapes or seascapes 
So professiona)-tooking yet so easy .. just paint mumbered arcas 
and numbers disappear. Premounted paseh are ready for 
framing. Sets contain two 1612-18. matchi: k 

of 2 Seascapes WL 1 
t of 2 Landscapes, Wi I Ib. 6 or Set 297 

Artists’ Kit . . all you need іп one case $19” 

Kit incfudes 12 tubes watercolors, 13 tubes ой pai H squares ed 
pastels, metal easel, 3 watercolor and X oil tneshes, palette kadie. 
2 mixing cups, 1 bottle cach turpentine and linseed өй 2 sketch 
boards, pad of disposable palettes, 4 sige pens, во. Y sketching 
Bench эйи bucket seems. e lay py ue 
3 02602—Shipping weight 6 pounds. <- оки меда 



10) 

Candlemaking Kits .. 
mold your own lovely decorative candles 

си 9597 
(13 thre 15 ) Have fon by making yoar 
own candiles. Add wax additive and 
color to heated wax, pour into wick 
strung «xetainer, let harden and re 
move Kits contain: was, additive, 
«olor chips, wick and instroctions. 
13 Round Condie. With 4 Ibn мах 

Reusable metal mold measures: 
3 in. in diameter, 736 is. high. 
3С 23084— We 4 Ibn. 4 oc, Kit 1899 
14 vits Cheese Candle, With cut 

ting board, 3 mice, came scent, 
36 23169 —WL. 4 lbs. 10 ол. Kit $8.99 
15 Send Candle, With exprevo-reck, 

stad, daiftwoed and candle scent 

some wooden folk sign: 
just about anywhere 
den, family room, 

sign measures 
in. thick. Paints and brusbes 
cheded. With instructions and 
hanger brack 
(16) 3 € 23222C— Free Lunch 

17) 3 € 23221C— Lobster Cove 
Bless Our Home 

Tavern 
39.95 

Purse Kits 
include all 
you need to 
decoupage a 

lovely handbag 



He-She-Him-Her . . 
a game between the sexes 
A witty game for any two players . . 
and a timely game, too. 
strategy .. woman tries to outwit 
man, and man tries to keep woman 
in ber place . . the kitchen. The 
player... man or woman, who's clever 
enough to avoid capture wins the 
game. Vinyl playing feld, 
playing ооа tube. 
Shi welght 10 ouoces. 

The Great Downhill Ski 
Game . . a real challenge 

Fun for aki lovers when the snow's 
gone and for all game lovers all 
the time. For one to four players . . 
a lively race down ahe mountain, 
laying a trail with ski tiles Full of 
ups and downs, zim and sags and 
competitive excitement. Set has 256 
trail tiles and vinyl “mountain” 
board, packed in colorful canister 
container, Shpg. wt. 13 os. 
36 28019.. 5425 

9th Dimension Tarot . . 
intriguing game with 
a hint of the occult 

$575 

The ancient art of fortune-telling 

ght up 
adults with adventures 

nd philosophy 
Sard deck, 

ge book with instructions for 
14 different games. 
36 28031—Wt. 12 02.....$5.75 

Thinking Man's s, 
Golf Game oe 

For one player or a foursome . . 18 
course-on-a-bosrd. Select а 

‚dub, roll the dice, determine dis- 
tance and direction of shots. A game 
of strategy, luck and excitement. 
Board, distance and direction chart, 
tray, instructions. Postpaid. 

(Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 ce.) 
3с 2913. as 

Thinking Man's sg» 
Football 

All the excitement of a pro game for 
two players. Each chooses plays, 
defensive or offensive, uses calca- 
lator to determine gains and losses. 
Game indudes board, calculator, 
shift cards, magnetic yardage mark- 
es, tabulator, dice, rules. Postpaid. 
3€2911—(Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 ог.)...58.95 

SOHO $265 

7 СОМИ 
taire game. Lap-size styrene 
board, 14x12x1 li coxa in 

Incl 130 page teak 1130 Ways includes 120-page book “150 Ways 
as Lo '. Deck of miniature 
cards Included, 
3 © 28027 —Sbpe. wt. 1 Ib... $2.66 

Chess . . it's everyone's Game 
Pedestal Table and Napoleon Chess Set, both for only $18.88. 
Handsome modern design. The 20-in. square table top of high- 

pressure plastic laminate with simulated walnut grain, playing field in 
beige and black. Walnut-finish wooden jestal, 1935 inches high. 
Distinctive chew set with 44-inch king is molded from high impact 
styrene in French beige and imperial blue. 16-page booklet with history 
of chess pieces included. 
3 С 2856C—Shipping weight 16 pounds... . Set 18.88 
3 € 28006— Chess Set without table. Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 8.02... 7.25 

Q Renaissance Table with Chess Set, Magnificent pedestal table of 
high-impact resins, molded to simulate carved wood. Hand-tooled 

and embossed vinyl playing field, room at sides to hold captured men. 
Table 20 inches high, top 22x22 inches. Handsome Gothic design chess- 
man in simulated alabaster white and walnut plastic weighted and 
felted. King 3% inches tall. 
3 C 2920C— Shipping weight 16 pounds. Set $27.95 
3 € 2923— Chess Set without table. Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 14 ог... 7.25 

3 Contemporary Gloss and Steel Table with Chess Set. Shimmering 
18-inch square table top of 44-inch polished plate glass has jet black 

squares framed in silver color. Sturdy chrome plated steel frame is 184 
inches high. Easily folded for storage. "Imperator" design playing 
pieces with 3%4-in. high king, molded from high impact styrene plastic 
in black and oyster white, weighted and felted 
3 € 2857C— Shipping weight 24 pounds Set $33.95 
3 € 28033— Chess Set without table. Shpg, wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz... 1149 

Д Qld World Chess Taboret. Faithful reproduction of a hand-carved 
European origi wood-grained high impact resin, 3 inches high, 

with walnut and maple-grained resin playing held. 1914 inches square 
overall Classic Staunton design playing pieces with 3M-inch king. 
hand carved in France of antique finish wood. 
3 € 2919C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. Set $10.95 

5 Distinctive Trovel Chess Set. A favorite with the chess buff who 
likes his chess everywhere he goes. Folding box of high impact 

resins molded to simulate carved wood, opens to 9x9 inches. Staunton- 
style carved wooden chessmen, weighted, felted. 214 In. king. 
3 € 2918— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $10.95 

6 Chess Teacher. Everything needed to start the beginning chess 
player . . of any age . . off on the right foot. Handsomely designed 

playing pieces, 15x15 Їп. folding board, sample set-up boards, and 
a well-written book on chess. Introduce someone you know to chess 
3 € 2827—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz $2.29 

Intermediate Chess Set. 
chess sets, Staunton 

plastic, weighted and felted 
3 € 2812—Shipping weight set 1 pound 13 ounces. 

reat for youngsters who want their own 
lesign playing pieces in black and white 
15-inch square board. Instructions. 

Set $3.79 

8 Medieval Chess Set. Playing pieces are beautifully designed and 
detailed in gold and silver-color hard resin, hand-finished with a rich 

antique look. The king is 4 inches tall, and all pieces are beavily 
weighted and felted. The opulent wooden board, with an elegant Floren- 
tine design and antique gold-color scroll trim, measures a generous 
1934 inches in diameter. From Italy. 
3 € 2805C—Shipping weight 10 pounds Set $44.95 

Wood Chew-ond-Checker Set. Carefully weighted and felted 
Staunton design chessmen, with 2%4-inch king. Matching one-inch 

checkers . . all in natural and dark-stained wood. Felted wooden box 
opens to а 13% inch playing board. From West Germar 
3 € 2819—Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $14.95 

0 Clessie Rome Chess Set. Each detailed plastic playing piece has 
historical significance . . from the King (Augustus Caesar) to the 

Roman foot-soldier pawns. White and charcoal gray high-impact 
plastic, felted and weighted. Rules, history of the chessmen. With 
4%-inch king, 1634 inch board. 
3 € 28007—Shipping weight 6 pounds Set $14.95 
With 43-inch king, 1534 inch board. 
з € 28008—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces Set 744 

Magnetic Choss Set. Great for travelers, for outdoor play, etc. 
Molded plastic case with metal board measures 94x10 inches open. 

Permanent magnets are embedded in the black and white plastic 
Staunton design playing pieces. King 23-inch tall 
3 С 2829 Shipping weight 4 ounces. Set $5.00 

9 Chess. An intriguing version of chess for seasoned player or 
novice. Adds an extra dimension to the game. Base and supports 

of chrome-plated steel. Three sin. playing boards of clear cast acrylic 
Weighted, felted plastic chessmen. 1234 inches high. Instructions. 
3 € 2853— Shipping weight 3 pounds. $10.95 

Try these Games for a change 

13 Tr'-Toc-Toe. Decorative as a sculpture. . chrome-plated and plastic 
cube with glass balls in blue and amber-color invites you to try your 

luck at Tic-Tac-Toe in a third dimension. 694x634 x64 inches. 

3 С 2837 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. $9.50 

14 Space Checkers, If you like to play checkers, you'll love this new 
way to play, as well as the looks of this plastic op-art playing 

board. Measures 9x9x9 inches. With checkers, instructions. 
3 € 29105— Shipping weight 2 рошвфв........................$377 



Only :18.88 
for Chess Table 
with Chessmen 

xj 

4 From Italy.. stunning antique 
gold and silver color Chess 
Set and round wood board 



Only $18.44 
for a Computer 

Football Game 

The original . . a game of electronic excitement 

‘The up-to-date game that works on a computer circuit. For two players. 
Offensive player chooses his play, pushes the activator button . . defensive. 
player pushes one of four buttons and the computer flashes tbe results of the 
play. Bring big-league excitement right to the game table. Wood board, 
17322 inches. Works on four "AA" 134-volt batteries (included). 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. 

DEMIAN. FREUE 

Giant +5588 
Tripoley 

A great party game for all ages, Special 
edition of an old favorite has an extra 
large layout . . 27x42 inches with ample 
room for 2 to 9 players. Combines the 
fun and excitement of poker, hearts and 
Michigan rummy into one game. Durable 
green vinyl plastic layout with gold-color 
printing is foam-backed. won't slide in 
play. Set includes 200 interlocking plastic 
poker chips, deck of cards, rules. Shipping 
weight 2 pounds 
3 С 2848€. 35.88 

Tripoley 88 

Crown 
Standard version of an all-time favorite 

е. Layout in vinyl plastic measures 
27x27 inches, wipes clean with a damp 
doth. Lots of fun and games for 2 to 9 
players of ‘most any age. Set has 100 
plastic chips, deck of cards, easy-to- 
follow rules. 
3 С 2844—Shpg, wt. 1 lb. 7 oz......5288 

Electro-Dice 

You “roll” the dice electrically 
„гала the fun begins 

> 
A push of a button hts flash, wheels 
spin, your numbers come up. It's all a 
веж way to play with the felt "Las Fr as” type layout included. High im 

t styrene, with green finish, measures 
1234x10x234 inches. Two motor 
on two "D" batteries (not inclu 
With easy-to-follow instructions 
3 С 2811—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 of... $9.99 
"р" Batteries. Package of two. 
34 C4653—Wt. pkg. 11 on... Phe 149 

Card Players’ Favorites 

1 Revolving Poker Rock. Round rack 
molded of marbleized high-impact 

styrene plastic has retractable handle. 
Holds two decks of cards (not included). 

With 200 plastic chips. 
3 C 29011—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $3.88 

Automatic Shuffler. Shuflles up to 3 
decks at a time. Uses “С” batteries 

(included). 6x64xS% in. From Japan. 
3 С 2825—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. В or... ..$7.99 

Fun from Sears 

GAME ROOM 
3 Conogo Dice. Lost foll wos $11.99. A most popular adult party 

game with a winner in every round and a big payoff with the 
"kitty." Walnut-finish hardwood construction, durable felt-lined 
playing field. With dice, 100 plastic chips, rules. Measures. 174x 
1034x2 inches. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
3 € 29101—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. MM. 

Д Jet Billiards. For two to four players. The players use the air 
jets from rubber squeeze bulbs to propel the cork balls into op- 

ponents’ cups. Octagonal-shaped sandalwood playing field measures 
20% inches across. Solid walout frame has abacus-type racks for 
keeping individual scores. A game of excitement and challenge 
3 € 28134C—Shipping weight $ pounds : 514.99 

5 Deluxe Dice Tablette. It's like having your own Las Vegas in 
your game room. Overall size 18x36 inches. Green felt playing 

field mounted on tablette of hardwood with walnut finish. Set in- 
cludes croupier stick, dice, markers, 100 plastic chips and rules 
3 C 2922C— Shipping weight set 11 pounds 519.95 

6 Soccorena. Action-skill game that keeps the players on the move. 
For 2 to 8 players, who keep that ball moving by twisting “team” 

rods. Hardwood rods, walnut finish hardwood frame, 30x16x23 
inches. Set includes 2 balls, goals, rules. 
3 € 28135C— Shipping weight 9 pounds. . 316.99 

"7 Skiddles. A challenging game of skill and chance that's a lot like 
bowling . . with a new twist. One or more players try to score by 

spinning the top to overturn the pins in the maze. Excitement mounts. 
with every turn of the top. Hardwood construction, lacquered walnut 
finish. Set includes 2 tops, tenpins, rules. 16x2814x2% inches. 
3 € 29106C— Shipping weight 9 pounds $15.99 

Pitfalls. Test your eye-hand coordination, your manual dexterity, 
your concentration. Challenge your guests, your children, every- 

body, to see who scores the highest. And have a ball at the same time, 
How? Just lead the steel ball through the maze with the magnetic 
wand. And avoid the 6S pitfalls in your path! Game of high impact 
plastic is 8x8x3%¢ inches high, makes a great table decoration. 
3 € 2876—Shipping weight 14 ounces. . 5 22.89.50 

9 Gravitation Game. Another game to test your skill and stamina. 
use it to impress your friends, and to challenge them. The trick 

is to defy that law of gravity and make the steel ball run uphill. The 
higher the ball goes, the greater the score. It can be done, but it's 
not easy. Hardwood with lacquered walnut finish. 18х3%{х4 in. 
3 € 29104— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces 22.55.99 

10 Space Tilt. Another (and fascinating) version of the always 
popular maze game. The trick is to turn the hardwood control 

knobs to guide the steel ball. You score points by avoiding the low- 
scoring holes, reaching the “рау-ой.” It takes skill and dexterity, but 
a little luck won't hurt your score. Hardwood with lacquered walnut 
finish. Measures 134 x1 1*,x394 inches. 
3 € 29102— Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. . ...........510.00 

Here it is! Plato's Plight . . inspired by the 
ancient Greek “mystery within an enigma” 

11 A puzzle within a puzzle . . new version of an age-old mystery 
that puts all your powers of reason into play. To solve the mys- 

tery . . you must release the shimmering glass orb from its bonds 
without disturbing the maze. Do it in one minute . . you're a Socratic 
scholar . . more than $ minutes . . a philosopher you aren't. It's a 
challenge that can fascinate anyone who tries. 

The second challenge, the enigma, is to discover how the ancients 
assembled the curiously interwoven abstract form of pegs and cords 
Assembled, Plato's Plight is a fascinating. decorative conversation 
piece of glass, wood-look plastic and gold-colored cords, approxi 
mately 7x7x7 inches. Handsomely boxed for gift giving. 
3 € 2875—Shipping weight 10 ounces. $4.50 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 



CUT +2 пон 19.99 f 

Computamatic Football 
Programmed electronically for 
offensive and defensive plays 

. now with overlays to convert 
1o hockey or to basketball 

‘З4° == 9955... 
The competition's keen as а big league game . . the 
players choose their plays, press the right buttons, read 
the computerized results. It's all done electronically, 
and winning depends upon choosing tbe right plays. 
Computamatic console of wood-grained plastic mea. 
sures 22x17x2 inches, has green Lucite® plastic playing 
surface. Operates on 4 penlite batteries (included). 
Order overlays below. Postpaid, 
3€ 26450 Computamatic Football. (Wt. $ Ibs.) $34.95 
(12) 3 С 2869— Basketball Overlay. (Wt, 21bs.).. 9.95 
(13) 3 € 2870— Hockey Overlay, (Wt. 2 bs.) 9.95 



Pandora's Box . . instant 
sculpture in puzzle form 

There's nothing but good when you open tis 
Pandora's box. Tucked inside are three delight. 
fully decorative puzzles in colorful transluscent 
plastic. Curious Cross, Happy Cubes and Astro- 

fun to take apart and put together, fun 
to admire. Box measures 113x414x314 in. 
3 © 2879—Shipping weight 12 ox. 

Treasure Trove.. 
5 colorful, exciting 

puzzle games 

Fantastic games and puzzlers to entice all ages. 
Magic Box, Psyc-out, Psyche Generator, Phar 
ach’s Dilemma and Switch 
with brightly colored accents. In gift box. 
3 © 2816—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

all black plastic 

Alphabok . . 
challenging solitaire 
word puzzle game 

А new game for crossword puzzle fans . . for all 
lovers of word games. Player uses 200 letter tiles 
and game board to make his own word combina- 
tions, horizontally and vertically. 
з © 28728— Postpaid. (Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог)... 

Vw 

Intriguing Brain Teasers 

Tantalizing treasure ol a Wonder. Conversar 

ow just remove the 
and put them back again 

steel balls swinging 
Walnut-finish hardwood 

frame. 9143714914 inches 

Д Giant Star Puzzle. A handsome construc 
о lies F n of smoothly finished wood iimo. Forty-tw and even harder to put to- 

irat for the avid puzzler 
About 5x55 inches. From Japan and reassembled into Shipping weight 11 oz. 

And there are more than 20 Rolecse-the-Red-Ball Puzzle. The bright 
all is right there, waiting 10 be set 

om its wooden caj 
emble the cube. Have fan! Meas 

erything else in Sears books, it 
SxSx5 in. From Japan 
3 € 28003—Shipping weight 11 cz Shipping weight 6 ог. 

278 [Sears] = 

EASI-LOAD Camera Outfit 
with handsome Gadget Bag 

TOS 

Here's everything you need to start taking 
right away. Just open the back of the Sears EASI-LOAD 
fixed-focus camera, drop in the film cartridge. advance the 
film . . you're all set. Indoors, or on dark days, the 4-shot 
flashcube f Jways ready, rotates as you advance the film. 
Camera, of plastic. has walnut-grained plastic trim, wrist 
strap, Outfit incl. nylon-tweed and plastic gadget bag, one 
standard flashcube, 2 "AAA" batteries, Kodak 126 color 
print film cartridge. Camera from Hong Kong 
3 C 7815—Shipping weight 1 pound. Outfit $10.88 

Start someone on a photography 
hobby . . give him his own dark 

room set-up..a Sears Developing 
and Enlarging Kit 

“Lo 
For a youngster . . or an adult, а grand gift! Outfit includes 
the equipment he'll need for setting up a standard dark 
room. Set includes: developer, short-stop, acid fixer, 25 
sheets S44x5-inch paper, 714-w. safe-light, clips, develop- 
ing tank, 3 trays, 8-oz. graduate, stirring-rod thermometer. 
Preset enlarger makes jumbo-size prints from 3 film sizes 
as paper is inserted in marked slots. For 35mm, 126 or 127 
black-and-white film. Enlarger 110-120-v., 60-с. AC-DC. 
Instructions. 
36738—Shipping weight $ Ibs........ Kit $19.95 

Кас. 777" РЧР: 



A Movie Outfit with 3-to-I Zoom Camera 
and Cassette Projector for only 5179.88 ??? 

Auto-200m camera, cassette projector, everything you need to take and to 
show the best movies ever. Put this movie outfit under your tree this year 
and you can expect years and years of great home entertainment 
Super 8 EASI-LOAD Camere. Sharp F:1-8lens, J-to-1 auto zoom. CdS through 
the-lens electric eye for exacting exposure control, Battery drive operates on 
two AA alkaline batteries included). Mercury battery for electric eye also 
included. Built-in light filter: use same film indoors and out. ASA 2S to 160. 
Takes movies at normal speed. Uses Super 8 color or black and white cartridge- 
load film: shoots up to 50 feet without stopping. Sturdy black plastic body 
6%x7x1% inches, From Japan. 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
ИІ the right answers for holiday shopping 

<> 
Ше 

Du-All 8 Cassette Projector. Shows regular Smm and Super 8 movies, forward, 
reverse or still. Threads file, shows it, then rewinds all by itself. .all you do is 
snap on a cassette or а reel and start the show, Focusing control for clear pictures. 
Forced-air cooling. Charcoal brown plastic body, walnut-grained vinyl trim. 
Snap-on cover. One 400-foot capacity reel, one 30-11. capacity casette, one 
regular &mm and one Super $ adapter included. 8x10%x11 inches. 110-120-v., 
60-с. AC. UL listed. Instructions. Order extra cassettes from big book. 

Outfit also includes: Sereen, 30140 inches. Movie Light, 650 watts. Film Kodak 
Super 8, $0-foot color cartridge to use indoors or out 
3C9509C3—Shipping weight 39 pounds. . +. Complete outfit 3179.88 

Imagine! This Polaroid 

Color Pack Outfit 
has a camera with 

automatic electronic timer 
and it's priced so low. . 

Jat 569% 

dibly low price for ai 
1 Model 335 , . the camera that's practically 
Electric eye and electronic shutter team up 

matic, even with flash. 

эши that includes the sensa 

mistake 
» make exposure settings truly 

Built-in electronic timer that “beep 
icture is ready. Superb, precision gi 

ns to give you sharp, clear true 
pictures. And you get your picture 
one minute, black and white in 15 ne 

The outfit 

let you know when 

Land white 

ing case with handle 
ynchronize mera, 12 flashbulbs. 

30 prints. Like everything 
«o easy to order b) 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
else in Sears books, it's 
3c #540 Comp 



Tiny Tot's Library with Grow Tape “YE 
Set includes six delightful toy-shaped picture books with 12 pages 
of large, easily recognized pictures. Titles: Teddy Bear, Bow Wow. 
My House, Pinky Panda, Pussy Cat, Cindy Lou. Full color paper 
Grow Tape measures $1x2% inches. Books each 644x6% inches. 
Made of non-toxic, tear-resistant a plastic wipe clean with 
damp cloth. Thread-sewn bindings. 
3¢ 16301— Shipping. weight 8 ounces. 

Baby's first set of Picture Books 6125 
Set of 6 durable plastic books, thread-sewn and printed with 
bright, non-toxic inks. Titles include: Objects, Things Baby Sees, 

Animals, Hey Diddle Diddle, Baby's Large Objects, Things 
Does. Each book measures 6x7 14 inches, has $ colorful pages, 
clean with a damp cloth. Gilt boxed. 

Touch and 27 
Feel Books (23. 

Set of 3 29 
Big Books 2 

Cloth books that start every baby off 
to a lifetime of books. Full of charm. 
ing pictures and bright colors, they're 
practically indestructible. Thread sewn 
lor safety. Nursery Rhymes, ABC 
Children, Count with Mother. Each 
book 8142574 in., has pages. England. 
3616328—Wt. set 4 oz... ..Set $2.29 

The Baby Animal Dress-Up Book. The 
little ones will love "dressing up" the 
animals . . while they learn to tie shoes, 
button-up, zip a zipper. Soft cloth. 
thread sewn, printed in bright colors 
10 pages, 85417 4 inches. 
3 С 16319—5Мрє. wt. 2 oz. sss 

Set of 6 Linie Cloth Books. They're 
colorful and charming, and safer for 
even the littlest ones. Thread sewn, 
cach SY4x5 inches. Favourites, Little 
Pets, Nurseryland, Farm Folk, Baby's 
Rhyme Book, Pussycat Rhymes . . all 
sure to please any child. From England. 
3€ 16329—Shpg. wt. 3 on... Set $237 

Wheel Books $255 
Set of 3. Big Train Book, Big Fire 
Engine Book, Big Truck Book, with 
wheels that really turn. Pages lie flat 
for reading and play. Train 142615 in... 
others 734x1214 inches. 
3C16314—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz... Set $2.58 

First Story Library $259 
Set of 20. Read-aloud books . . fairy 
tales, sunery tales, animal stories, 
all-time favorites including Tom 

‘Three Bears, more. Each 
12 pages, 64x7% in. Illustrated. 
3€16326—Wt. 1 1. 9 ox... Set $2.59 

Baby Animals 

u 534 
Sturdy paperboard books 
in glowing colors use de 
lightful stuffed animals 10 
to teach basic lessons 
Counting is Easy, ABC's 
are Easy, Telling Time is 
Fun, Learning Colors is 
Fun. Each book 74x 
1054, in. Wi. set 14 ox 
3C1632...... Set 3344 

Baby's Bathtime 

512° 

A book to make bath 
time the best time of all! own 

iral-bound flexible 
plastic pages with pic- tions. Full-color illustra- 
tures and poems . . and 
best of all, a plastic foam 
page with push-out ani 
mal sponges. 61487 in 
Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
3016317. 

See and Do Books bd fe! 
Set of 4. Mr». Brown's Children (lace 
and tie a shoe): Wonderful Time (the 
clock); Hanky Panky (changing clown 
face); Tell O'Fun (telephone). Eachóx12- 
in. hardboard book has 16 colorful pages. 
36 16399—Shpg. wt. 14 ол... Set $1.77 

Golden Shape Books $27? 
Set of 10. Colorful books in subjects to 
delight the pre-school child . . shaped to 
add visual and educational interest. 
Simple, informative texts. Each book 
has 24 pages, measures 8x8 inches. 
36 16323—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... .. Set $2.77 

See and Say Story Box $219 
Six books in box. Favorite stories told 
in “rebus” style, so even the little ones 
can read along. Three Bears, Henny 
Penny, Three Little Pigs, others. Each 
x11 inches. Illustrated in color. 
3€C16327—Wt ea. 1 Ib. 10 ов... 4219 

The Real 

Mother Goose 
$36 

The book every child should. 
with 300 poems and. 

verses loved for genera 

tions by B. E. Wright. A 
book to treasure, and a 
grand gift for all ages. 140 
pages, 934x1134 inches 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 ox. 
9129 301647 $347 



Barn Full $447 
of Fun 

Barn box with handle . . 
packed with activity 
materials. Fourteen 16- 
page coloring, activity 
books; 3 color-by-num- 

erasing slate with wood 
stylus; daisy chain 
gummed sheet to make 
70 colorful links; novelty 
paint palette with 6 
paints; brush. Measures. 
Sx4x7 іа. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
3c 1529. Set 31.47 

Practice-at-home $256 
Workbook Sets < 

Encourages eager young stu- 
dents to work at home "like 
the big kids”. Each set has 
slate, chalk, eraser, five 
grade-level practice work 
books. Arithmetic, Reading, 
Writing, Spelling, Phonics 
(Grade 1 only), and English 
(Grades 2, 3 only). 
3 € 16348— Grade 1 
3C 16349— Grade 2 
36 16351—Grade 3 
Wt. set 3 lba......Set $2.46 

Golden Pre-School 
Learning Fun ыч 

Big, Big $729 
Busy Box 

More than 200 things to do . . 
fun things such as sewing cards 
with yarn, paints, crayons, 
coloring books, paint-by-aum- 
ber boards, punch-out boards, 
a “Super Game” set with rules 
for more than 60 fun games. 

tional fun for a whole bunch of 
kids. All packed in a colorful 
box with handles, 1634x122 
inches. Pick up your phone 
right now and order this one. 
3 С 1539-Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 02.53.29 

wi 

С oloring, Cut-out 

Big City Fun Chest 

More than 100 projects . . 4% 
hours and hours of fun 

A great. variety of activities, packed into 
a sturdy box with handles. Includes: cray- 
ons, paint palette and brush; blunt metal 
scissors, pencil, construction paper. Also, 
stencil cards, drawing paper, 80-page 
activity book, super slate with plastic stylus, 
activity game and skill boards; big "In the 
City" jig saw puzale, memory game; set of 
60 diflerent competitive board games, ana- 
grams . . and lots more to keep any number 
of children happily at work. Carton in red, 
white and blue, 18x12 (x54 inches. 
3 С 1536—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 1 oz. y... 

xs 
and Project BOO 

Play Desk Fun Box 

Corrugated cardboard box $&19 
converts to a desk 

A whale of an activity box for any pre- 
schooler, helps prepare him for school. Pic- 
tures to color, paint-by-number pictures . . 
lots of crayons and paints. Metal scissors, 
pencils, a slate with stylus. Activity sbeets, 
tracing books, wet-the-brush books, die-cut 
puzzle, lots more. Box, measuring 16Mx 
124x644 inches, bas four legs to convert it 
into a handy desk. More than 240 things to 
do . . great rainy day fun . . great any-day 
fun for one child or a whole group. Shipping 
weight 4 Ibs, 10 oz. 
30153 $5.19 

1 Con Point with Water. Books 
that burst into color. Brushes, 
water tray included. 
3€1525—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 on... $1.88 

A Farm of My Own. Coloring 
books, punch-out farm, crayons, 
а bright book about farms. 
3 © 1526—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 02...$1.88 

Stort-up Box of Colors and 
Shopes. Storybook, fun-packed F 
activity books, stencils. 
3€ 1527—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...$1.88 
The Start-up Box of ABC, 123. 
Posters to decorate, picture 

above). 
3 C 27431—Shipping wt. Tos... 344 

books, stitchery, more. 
3€ 1828— We. 1 lb. 3 oz...$1.88 



Story Book-and-record Sets 
feature Walt Disney and Winnie-the-Pooh 

1 Wimiethe-Pooh Sets. Long playing 
XMáepm 12-inch records and a 

3 Golden Treasury of Mother Goose. A 
charming 30-page book with the 

\ Sesame Street y 

Walt Disney, Winnie. 
and Sesam 

Pop-up Books 2: = 

Marvelously animated books that 
make the Sesame Street combination 
of fun and learning come 
Brightly colored books 
644x9 inches. 24 pages. 
3 С 16452 —The Counting Book 
3 € 16454— The Alphabet Book 
3 C 16434—In and Out 
3 С 16453—What Happens Next? 
Shipping wt. са. 12 oz... .. Ea. $237 

Stories by Gordon $7 
of Sesame Street r 

Charming tales by "Gordon" him 
jolly, colorful 12x12-inch book to follow tried-and-true verses every child loves self. Brightly illustrated books, cach 
along with the story. ‘Old King Cole, London Bridge, Jack and 714x9 inches, each with its own 
3 € 1026— Winnie-the- Pooh and the Jill, Old Mother Goose . . and more. 834x Alei setérd. Sead la ba pepulit 

Honey Tree. 
3€1097—Winnie-the- Pooh and the 

Ней, а) 
3€ 1027 —Winnie-the- Pooh and Tigger 
3€ 1029— Winnie-the- Pooh and the 

11% in. One 12-in. XH. rpm record. 
3€ 1067—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, ox... ..8357 

4 S-In-1 Sets. Set has $ books, 714x714 
in., five 7-in. 3344-rpm records. 

with all Sesame Street fans 
3 € 16409—Givea way Gibson 
3C16411—A Lot of Hot Water 
3€ 16416— The Six Button Dragon 
3€16415—The Pecan Tree 

Blustery Day. Set 1. Mary Poppins. Lady and the Shipping wt. са. 5 оғ Ea. 51,77 
3€1028—A Happy Birthday Party Tub: Bambi; The Aristocats; Peter 

with Winnie-the-Pooh 
Shipping wt. ea. set 1 Ib... ..Set $2.77 

2 More Winnie-the-Pooh. Three de 
lightful 24 page, 7%x7% books, 

with 7-inch 434-rpm records. Winnie- 
the-Pooh and the Honey Tree; Winnie- 
the-Pooh and the Blustery Day: 
Winnie-the-Pooh and Tigger. 
36 1004—Wt. set 1 Ib. 2 oz.. Set $1.99 

Disney Golden у зэв оса 

pe too1—we set 11b. 2 on... Set $2.99 
Set Il. Pinocchio; Sleeping Beauty: 101 
Dalmatians; Snow White; Jungle Book. 
3€ 1002—Wt. set ! Ib. 2 oz... Set $2.99 

Sot Ill, It's a Small World; 3 Little Pigs; 
Mother Goose; Acting Out the ABC's; 
Little Red Riding Hood. 
3€1003—Wt. set 1 Ib. 2 оз... Set $2.99 

Carry-About $49 

Book 'n Record Set 
Six books, 714x744, and six 45-rpm 
records all just full of Sesame Street 
learning fun. Among the Titles... Up 
and Down, People in Your Neighbor 
hood, Goin’ for a Ride, J-Jump and 
two more. All ín a handy carrying 

30 1000—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz...... $4.59 

Delightful Book- $5 84 
and-Record Set "2 

Three 45-rpm Sesame Street Records 
tucked into 7%x7%4-inch bool 
The preschooler will love to si 
along and read along as the records 
play. The popular Rubber Duckie 
Animals and Feelings are included 
3€ 1011 —Shpg. wt. 13 ox. ... 5284 

Story Books 
Disney avorites .. some 

‚old, some new, in beautifully illustrated, ‹ Тһе Са!епдаг $277 
colorful books. Titles include. the Disney movie of Sesame Street 
and Broomsticks; E Broomsticks.” Two all-time Disney 
Winnie-the-Pooh; Cinderella; Mickey favorites... Pinocchio and Winnie-the- A whole year of Sesame Street. Each 
Mouse Surprise: Snow W Pooh . . a Tight Squeeze. Great books month a big. bright full-color poster 
‘Toy Shop; Three Little Pigs; 
Parade. Each book measures 6x8 
inches, bas 24 exciting pages. 
3€16354—Wt. set 1 Ib. 8.02... Set $3.88 

for read-aloud time or for young read- 
ers to read themselves. Each book 
914x123, inches. 28 pages. 
3€16352—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz.. Set $344 

to entertain and teach. Even the 
calendar itself is full of information 
about "most every day. 12x16 inches 
36 16417—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 02.52.77 

S the-Pooh 

Street Books 

Bright Books from Pooh Corner 

SE isee Nee We Are Si 10 pages. 

The Pooh Library. Sen 3243 mer para prices on 
Jour books abone. In slip case 
Are see Shp wein Es, a. „Set $10.95 
The Posh Cook Book. Tasty collection of 60 recipes 
Jobs iv Tes es BUE COUR eC 128 pages. 
3C 1569—Shipping weight ! pound, sn 

Pooh Comer: When We Were Very 
Young: Winnlethe- Pooh; Now We 
Are Six, Each S17 Y inches. 
361561—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Set $3.29 

Winnie-the-Pooh Colendor. Imag- 
ine а Pooh Poem and Drawing for 
every month. Cheery, colorful, 
spiral bound book, 9x12 inches. 
3€ 1562—Shpg. wt. 10 ox... 4244. 



5 Books for 

ginning Readers 

Richard Scarry's 44 
Look and Learn Library 19 

The very books that have delighted children (and their parents) for two 
generations. Books to read and read again, to read in silence, to read aloud. 

and written with great imagination. Each book has 
jn about 60 pages, is 834x1134 inches. (3 C 16461 has 133 pages.) 

aep E QN 86 3609—I Can Lick 30 Tis 
Christmas. y 

ice es Seuss's Sleep Book 3€ 16466—1/ I Ran the Zoo 
С 16464—Horton Hatches the Egg — 3€ 16467— Yertle the Turtle and 

a Who Other Stories 

that make Richard Scarry a favorite. элем 

Places . . 700 pages in all. In a delightful 
Sis Spine weight set? pounds Daunen 
Richard Scar: Bogin. m 
3 € 16286— What Do People Do 
3С 16278— Great Big Air Book. 
3 € 16275— Great Big Schoolhouse, 

12 delightful 4 
books in set 3:2 

Little Golden Book 
Happy Helper Library 

10 colorful books 57% 
in the set 

Books to delight the youngest readers 
. „and their parents, too, With lively 
text and illustrations to inspire the 
pre-schooler to prepare for school, and 
to learn about his world at the same 
time. 

The books, cach 8}4x934 inches, 
with 24 pages, teach the child about 
the world around him, about buses and 

By Joan Walsh Anglund 

Set of 2 Books. Warm, wonderful books 
A Friend Is Someone and Christmas 

Is a Time . . both charmingly illus. 
trated, both 434x644 in., 32 pages 
3 € 1620—Wt. set 8 oz... „Set $4.88 

Friend Pocket Doll. A dear, soft little 
girl right out of Joan Walsh Anglund's 
books. Delightfully dressed, carrying 
posies, she's 7 inches tall. 
3 С 1622—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. изз 

Joan Walsh Anglund Date Book. With 
whimsical drawings and wise words, a 
delight for all ages. 9x12 inches. 
36 1621—Shpg. wt. 12 os... . ..$3.29 

ew 

pring weight cach 1 pound (иеди 3 C 16451 2 M : 

The Cat in the Hat Dictionaries. 

By Dr. боза. Each beck 84311}, lachen. 
Sponish. 136 
3C 1457 Shipping wt. 2 iba... 44,33 
French. 134 pages. 
30 16458 Shipping wt. 2lbs.....44,33 
Цера Ни буз ro THE GAT IN THE НАТ 
ee 

Controlled Vocabulary Books 

With the simple words a child learns first. 
Each book about 61419 inches, about 64 
pages. 3 C 16401-16407 by Dr. Seuss, 

€ 16401—Fox in Socks 
16402— | 

16421 Travels of Molte 

шш ыы шш шшш6666 )تت س اس oonoono 
(6408— The 
6225 Tubby and the Lantern та (New) 

ipping weight each 11 o£...... 
Teka Some of Us Walk, Some Fy, 

Some Swim (New). Shpg. wt. 1 Ih. . $2.1 
of 

Bright and Early Books 
for the Beginning Reader 

Down 
36 16431— The Bernstein's Book (New) 

Shipping weight each 10 oz.. . Each $2.29 | 
1 Can Write a Book, by Ме, Myself(New) 
3 C 16424—Sx11 in. Sbpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.57 

Children's Dictionaries 

ith 
color illustrations. 83411174 in. 384 pex. 
3C 1660—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 2 oz.. ...$3.57 
My int, Dictonory. For po schen, 



gna 
Nancy Drew.. every 525 37 
pose in print заа Y EA 

Starter Set. Save 28%. Includes 3 C 15005; 3 C 15006; 3 C 15012. 
3 С 15049 Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . 
Single Books. Each 174 to 220 pages. Books measure 5174 tact 

3 € 15022— Clve in the Crumbling Wall 

Set $295 

The На! 
Бок now In print usted УМ 920 | 
Starter Set. Save 28%. Incl. 3 C 15218, 3 C 15219, 3 C 15221. 
3C 18255 Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
Single Books. Each 174 to 180 pages. Measure 517 4 inches. 

3c15259-. Danger cn the Vampire 3€15226- Vellow Feather Mystery 

Sec $2.95 

Trail New) 3€15227-Mooded Hawk Mystery 
3C15258- Bombay Boomerang 3C15228-'hantom Freighter 
3€15257- Arctic Patrol. 3C15229-Secret of Skull Mountain 
CIEE Suet Agent. Рр 101 3C15231-Sign of the Crooked Arrow 
3C15202-Fcotprints Under the 3C15232-Lowt Tunnel Secret 

Window 3615233- Pirates! Hill Secret. 
3C15203-Figure in Hiding EISZM-Ghost at Skeleton Rock 
3C15204- Haunted Fort. 3615235- Devil's Paw Mystery 
3€15205- Aztec Warrior Mystery 3C15236- Chinese Junk Mystery 

15038 — Clue of Broken 

15042 — Clue of the Tapping Heels 
Midnight. 

315214- While the Clock Ticked 3С15246-! 
3C15215-Clue in the Embers 

31: ystery 3C15239- Viking Symbol Mystery 
3C15209-Hidden Harbor Mystery 3C15241-Sbort-wave Mystery 
ЭС15211-СаМа Island Mystery 3C15242- Mark on the Door 
X1$212-Great Airport Mystery 3C15243-Sinister Sign Post 
3C15213-Wbat Happened at 3C15244- Secret. Warning 

с 
с 
с 
с 
t 
с Locket 
€ M04 -Mywery of the Ivory Charm. 

с 
с 
с 
с 
с 

«е 
3C 15021— Secret in the ОМ Attie 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces. Each book. ....... 

The Bobbsey Twins Adventures 
Starter Set. Save 28%. 3С15085; 3С15046; ЗС15088, 
3 С 15075— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces Set $2.95 

Iystery. 
3C 19096 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 or. 

Bobbsey Twins. Of Lakeport; Adventure in the 
Country; Secret at the Seashore. 
3C15095— Shipping weight 1 Ib. J ое. 

ise ore First Four Years 
‘Saver 

3CISZI6-Secret of the Caves 3CIS248-uckerlna Torch Mystery 
X19217-Cloe of Broken Blade 3CIS249-Melted Colas 
KISZIB-Tower Treamire 3CIS251-Spiral Bridge Mystery 
XCIS219-House on the Cli ЖС15253- Mystery of the 
XC15221-Secret of OM МШ Whale Tattoo 
XCI5222-Secret Panel 3CIS254-Wüdcat Swamp 
3C15223-Walling Siren Mystery X15294-Ci 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces. Each book. ..... MI 

Alfred Hitchcock Suspense Series Storter Set. 
Seve 26% 3 CISIS 3 C 15319; 3 CIA. 
3C 15131—Shog. wt. 2 Mba 10 ou. - 

Books, 159-185 pages SBM "NEED 9177, E a 
3 C 15377 — Mywery of the Flaming. 

Little House Series by by $47, 
em S ug Wilder 

to 372 pages, 5x5 ia. 

Willow Books for Girls 
Romance, adventure, etc., 
pealing to teen-agers. Set ol 8 books in 

most ap- 

slipcase. Paperbound; 
434x744 inches, 
Seventeen Set. My Sky is Blue, Debu- 
tante Hill, six more 
3 C 16243-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibe... Set $3.66 
Sweet 16 Set. Tender Time, 7 more. 
3 C 16244 Shpy. wt. 2 Ibe..." Set $3.66 

284 (Sears) zz 

128-176 pages; 

Archway Books for Girls. Set of 8 books, including 
A Head e Her Shoulders, Junior Miss, Detour 
for Meg, others. Each 4x7 inches, about E 
ac 162) Shipping wt. set 2 Ibs. 3 or. РИ 

Archway Books for Boys. Adventure, excitement. 8 
books. The Strange Intruder, Marco Polo, Banner 
in the Sky, others. Each 437 in., abt. 225 pes 

€ 16268 Shipping weight 2 Iba. 3 oz t 9.33 
= Action Pack for Boys. Eight books, ea. 42704 
inches, about 150 pages. Includes The Raft, Under- 

F Fullback for Sal 
ENT ELE for £ „м 

Dorothy Eden's Books for 
Girls. A favorite author in 4 
books with the romantic ad- 
ventures teen girls like most 
to read. The Shadow Wife, 
Darkwater, Winterwood, 
Never Call it Loving. Each 
book 4x7 in., has about 240 

pages. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. Shpg. wt. 
set 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
3C 16273. Set $2.94 

Peanuts Paperbacks, Sets of 
6; ex. 4x7 in., 128 pages. 
3C 16282—Ser Om. 
Good ОГ Snoopy, more. 

tnd. 

3С 16283-5 Two. Good 
Grief, Charlie Brown, more 
3С 16284—Ser_ Tires. This 
is Your Life, Charlie Brown 
3 С 16285— Set Роне, We Love 
You Snoopy, more. 
We 1 Mb. Sox... Ea. set $2.94 



Great Books for the 
Sports Lovers' Library 

The First Fifty Years. A great tribute to the pro 
football game . . its action, its emotion, its heroes. 
64 pages of color photos, plus lots of black and white 
illustrations. Covers game strategies, statistics, 
personalities, etc. Even a wrap-up of records 
brought up-to-date in this 1971 edition. 834x113 
inches. 256 pages. 
3 € 1697—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 ог. $14.66 

Illustrated History of Pro Football. By Robert 
Smith. The colorful, exciting story of America's 
favorite spectator sport. Highlights from the very 
beginning up to today. Portraits of Ү.А. Tittle, 
Bart Star, Fran Tarkenton, many, many more. 
Crammed with photos. 8kx1054 inches. 256 pages. 
3 € 16368— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.. .. .$12.29 

This Greot Gome. All about the Great American 
pastime, recreating the excitement of the ball FOOTBALL . . learn about the game and the players 

game. the skill and artistry of the great players, Storter Set, Save 26% when you buy a set. Includes 3 С 16037; 3 C 16038; 3 C 16039. 
dimactic moments from historic games . . all the 3 C 16359—Shipping weight set 2 pounds 8 ounces... as Set $3.88 
emotion that grips fan and player alike. Illustrated. 

in black and white and color. 86x11 inches. 256 Single Books. From 80 to 225 pages. Each about pes inches, 

pages. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 3C16361-The Super Bowl (New) cr a amd Teams of NFL. 
3 C 16396— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 ot... .81466 316362-Star Running Backs of NFL 3C16042-Great Quarterbacks ol NFL 

(New) 3C16044-Herocs of the NFL 
Basketball: The Americon Game. By Joe Jares. 3C16363-The Big Play (New) 3C16048-Great Pass Receivers ol NFL 
Lots of full color and black-and-white photos 3c16093-Football Rules in Pictures 3C16041-How to Punt, Pass and Kick 
packed with action. The history of the game. 3c16039-NFL Star Quarterbacks 3€16045-Surange but True Football 

college, NBA and ABA, as well as the Olympics. 3C16038-Great NFL Linebackers Stories E 

Fascinating statistics, too, for the dedicated fan 3C16037-Great Moments, Pro Football — 3C16046-Great Running Backs of NFL 
224 pages, 834x11 inches. 
3 C 16369— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. $1244 

Hockey. A red hot book about a cold sport. Fast 
and furious action caught in black and white and 
exciting color. Team histories, the science of hockey 
pages ol statistics. A hockey fan's bible. 224 pages. 
814111 inches. 
3 С 16033— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 of... ...$11.77 

BASEBALL from Little Leagues to Big Leagues 

Starter Set. Save 26% when you buy set of 3. Ind. 3 C 16051; 3 C 16059; 3 С 16071, i +) гё 16365 Shipping кн 
The Sportsman's Playback . . guide 2 ч eH деби ; 

Encyclopedia to TV sports a la ыза. 

An authoritative guide to more Comprehensive guide to the изо oed 3616059-Strange but True Baseball 

than 30 popular sports... tips major television sports. Tells 3c16367-Star Pitchers Stories 
on play, glossary, rules, etc. the viewer what to look for, Major Leagues (New) a as 
Each chapter written by an howto get the most enjoyment 3C16051-Amazing Baseball Teams 3C16062- Greatest World Series Thrillers. 
expert on a sport. Lots of out of TV spectator sports. 316065-Oreat. ‘of the 3C16002-Great Hitters of the 

charts, diagrams, photographs. 272 pages, packed with in- t Catchers Major Leagues 
ВМХ inches; 638 pages. formative photos. йх10 in Moe ars Xc16056- Baseball's Most Valuable 
30 16396-We. 3 lbs. 02.57.44 3C16397-WL. 1 Ib. 7 02.54.77 3C16071-Little League to Big League Players 

- Shipping weight each 14 ounces. .......- a „Each $1.77 

BASKETBALL action in the leagues 

Starter Set. Save 26% when you buy set ol 3 
books. Inc. 3 C 16096; 3 C 16098; 3 C 16005. 
3 € 1695—Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 7 om. „Set 3238 

cpi ed ap O оса. 
Teamsol Pro Basketball (New) 

^ 3 € 16006- Heroes of Pro Basketball 
The Science of Hitting. By Make the Team Series 3 С 16005-Great Moments of Pro Basketball 

Tod Williams. An instructive, 3 € 16095 Basketball Rules ín Pictures 
well written. guide to style, To help you play like a pro. 3 C 16096-Rookies of Pro Basketball 

Detailed instructions, illustra. Arategy, pitching, buntin, 
cx Ao € tions and diagrams to belp you everything a bittor should Shipping weight each 14 ounces. . .Each $1.77 
know. A Gallery of Great Hit en ir a -— 

ad u most popular sports 
tere too, 04 pages; SHIII qu 129 pages. 33x11 inches HOCKEY . . Stories, Heroes, Rules 
3C 1694. 1537 «а. Give a whole library to a ET E © or 

young sportsman. Paper € nodes — helpful pages 
Mr. Cub. The story of Ernie bound. player. 104 
Banks, one of baseball's most 3 € 16013— Football эс а ебут 11 ounces. ..52.77 

popular players . . а legend m 3С 16014— Baseball New Hockey Books. 554x854 in. 160 pages en 
his own time 237 pages 3 C 16015— Basketball 3 € 16395— Heroes of Pro Hockey » 
83х11 inches. We. 1 Ib. 2 ог. 3 С 16016—Ice Hockey 3 C 16394— Tbe Story of Hockey 
3C 16393 3&7) — Wt ex 1ib.3on...Ea $277 Shipping weight 14 ounces... ...... 1 Ea $177 



NS about Horses 

Books by Marguerite Henry 
For all Horse Lovers White Stollion of Lipizzo. World All About Horses. Ha 

Yorldot Horn. By Judith Campbell. Treawey of Horses, By W. D. Osborne o اسا Tum pe i mem pu rom reo: t She ides them before she writes tales and Patricia H Jobson on. Magni Ben sry Md wake pastos y its the world's most wonderful horses: cently illusts . Interesting glimpees Tet development of horse: porebred, Arabians, semiwild white о. incl, 72 PE color. Pictorial Views, 1 meee Shellie i СЯ 1 res ol „ Calgary stam- tory of every racing, rid- x A n pede and Sa DR ME D horse from earliest times  >C16202—Wt. 1 Ib. Gon... $3.66 129 puo Dol lace Bam: 
in color. 140 pages. A in. to present, 251 pages. 84x11 M in. Deor Reoders ond Riders. Unusual 3C1653—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 101.9449. 3С 16248 Wt. 2 Iba 14 oz.. ...$6.77 tful collection of lette AES a uei ac 

Story of Horses. В, 
Photographs by Walter D. Osborne. 
History of friendship 
and horse. Traces 
horse from early times; use in ancient. 
warfare, introduction into New World 
up to borse and man today. 82 pages. 
3€ 1649—6329 in. Wt. 13 02.51.88 

3c Tan We. 11b. 7 os.. ... $3.66 

First time at Sears . . 
Marguerite Henry's 

favorites in paperback — / y 
Black and white iivstrations $437 ES We аге" $1327 
Misty of Chincoteogue. Story of brother and sister 
who capture and tame two wild ponies. Setting, many 
characters, events true. 176 pages. 6342914 in. 
3€ 16257—Shipping weight 11 ounces.........$1.37 

Stormy, Misty's Fool. True and thrill-packed story 

ы 
‘True Horse Stories 

of how Misty s foal was born in the aftermath of a 
rey Alan sr great storm that devastated C Island, 
Rescued fromboneyard. and how the islanders rebuilt their land. 224 pes. - 
pios Jumper: 131 3€ 16258-64x9% in. Shpg. wt. 14 ов........31.27 pages, 6141914 inches. 

30 16256—Wt. 11b 802.3397 Block Gold. Story of famous Kentucky Derby winner 
aed of © bay and iain wha A 
3С 16259—176 pages. 634x934 in. We. 11 os.. .$1.37 

King of the Wind. Ancestor of Man O'War and 
founder of entire Thoroughbred strain. 
3C 16261—176 pages. 634x94 in. Wt. 11 os.. $1.37 

Mon O' Wer. By Walter Farley. 
Exciting story of world's greatest. 
race borse. 326 pgs. 6141914 in. 
36 16225—Wt. 1 Ib. 9 оз. 53.67 

а. e Seo Stor, Orphen of Chincoteague 
Bay Ори ISDE 2 йй. ture in struggle to save life of Ittle Sea Star. 
30 16237 Shpg. we. 1 Ib. 3366 3€ 16262—172 pages. 643934 in. Wt. 11 om., .$1.37 
Select, Buy, Train, Core for Y Brighty of the Grand Canyon, Winner, Wm. Allen Own Hons, 0. "By Barba. Ver Wie rari ‘True story of burro who biased trail in y Barbara Van 
а 125 pages. rand Canyon. How Brighty helped solve a mystery. ЖАН $6 1262 рар. ON in. Wt. 14 os... 31.37 BÓ We T Ib. 2 oz. 36 6 ' Sd 

CORE T] Save 16% on 3-volume Set 
Rider. 288 6x94 in. Includes Misty, Stormy, and Sea Star in slip case. BE 16222 Ib, 6o. $7.66 3С 16264—Ea. 63419 in. Wt. 2 Ihn. 4 ox. Set $3.44 

Stamp 
Albums 

$355 

to $944 

For Stamp Collectors of all ages 
United States Al- Scott's World Stomp 

1400 spaces. Album. A fascinating 25,000 spaces, 1000 300 hinges, perfora- hobby.Spacefor11,000 ^ hinges, perforation tion gauge, 100 U. S. stamps, 200hinges, рет: gauge, tongs, plastic 

Origami Books 

Oriental art of paper 
folding explained so even 
a beginner can do it. 
Creative, enjoyable, 

Way Things Work 

Discover technology 
from ball-point pens to 
nuclear reactors. Hun- 
dreds of machines 

My First Stomp Album. 
4,300 spaces, 2,500 il- bum. 
lustrations. 100 world- 
wide stamps. 140 flags. 

Modern Stomp Album. 

120 coats of arms, ad. stamps, 150 world foration gauge, tongs, magnifier and “What beautiful. Make birds, explained. $90 pages, hesives, hinges, tongs, flag stamps and plas- plastic magnifier. 100 Stamp is That.” Also flowers, animals Colored 300 pages are color magnifier, Guide to tic magnifier. world stamps, 121 200 different U 3 books. drawings, SMx8M 
inches. 2 indexes. Hard- 
bound. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
301542... $9.33 

and paper, incl. 
world-wide stamps. — Each book 14 to 18 pex. 
Wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz 736x834 in. Wt. 2 Ibs, 
3C18261....Kit $944 301595 Set $2.97 

Stamp Collecting. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 os. 

3С 18201... Kit $3.88. 
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world flag stamps. We 
2 lbs. 10 08. 
3C18256.. 

Shipping weight of 
kit 1 pound. 
3 C 18263. „Kit $4.59 Kit $5.77 



Dont] CUT 2.00 
iss пойте Set 

This | 15.88 

Choice of 3 Sets 
10 volumes each . . 

Heritage or Let's Travel Series 

Each 10-volume set wos $7.88 last foll. Wonderful educational aids. Beautifully 
illustrated for entire family to enjoy. Each hardcover book 844x11% in 
Young People's Story of our Heritage Series. 10 volumes. Includes young 
people's story of our heritage on Europe; Africa and Asia; the Americas 
Canada, Mexico and S. America; the Americay—the U.S. and Possessions 
Ancient World 500 BC to 500 AD: Ancient World up to $00 BC; Fine Art the 
last 200 years: Fine Art 15,000 BC to 1800 AD; Architecture, Gothic and 
Modern; Architecture, 3000 BC to Gothic period. Each book 125 pages, total 
1,250 pages. 
3 € 1635—Shipping weight set 12 pounds 6 ounces Set 55.88 

Let's Travel to . . Set Number 1. Let's travel to: South Seas; India; Holy Land: 
Philippines: China; Hong Kong: Nigeria and Ghana; Thailand; Congo: Japan 
Each book 85 pages, total 850 pages. 
3 C 1636—Shipping weight set 11 pounds Set 55.88 

Let's Travel to . . Set Number Il. Includes Let's travel to: Switzerland; Spain. 
Holland; Italy; Greece; Hawaii: France; Mexico; England: the Soviet Union. 
Each book 8S pages. total 850 pages 
3 € 1637—-Shipping weight set 11 pounds 5.55.88 

Learn by 
Doing Kits, 

12.in, Raised Relief Globe with 
Viewer and 3-D Color Slides 

of 14 world capitals 

Set 122 

Shows deserts, mountains, grasslands, forests and six other kinds of 
land on Earth in nature's own colors, as well as place names, political 
boundaries. Gyro-Matic mounting swings any area of globe into closer 
view. Base, mounting durable gold color finish metal. Includes 3-D 
viewer and exciting sterco pictures for famous world capitals including 
Paris, London, Washington, D.C., Tokyo, Ottawa, Rome, Cairo, 
Copenhagen, Brasilia, New Delhi, Moscow, Mexico City, Capetown, 
Athens. Alo fall colo йине Story ol the Globe book 
36 11830—Shipping weight 6 pounds, . Set 8277 

12-in. Convertible Globe 51 358 
. . use on floor or table 

Versatile, practical . . а wonderful globe 
toown orto give. By merely adding hand- 
some walnut-finished hardwood post to 
Danish style metal base, table model be- 
comes а Hin. high floor model globe. 

Brass-finished Gyro-Matic assembly 
swings any area of map into closer view. 

relief globe, gives clear picture of 
earth's surface, Countries are shown in 
contrasting solid colors. Thousands of 
easy-to-read place names. "Story of the 
Globe" booklet included. Table model 
height 16 inches. 
3C11880—Shpg. wt. 7 ths... $1348 

New! World Oceans in $12* 
raised and depressed relief 

You not only see, but feel the ocean sur- 
face . аз it is with mountains rising from 
the surface . . continental slopes de 
sgending to ocean floor. You see the 
oceans as though the waters were re- 
moved in a compelling dramatic sweep 
of landscape that outlines majestic under- 
sea mountain ranges, traces the ragged 

Beginners’ Shell Kit, Learn how, 
where, when to collect shells; how 
to identify them: equipment used 
cleaning. caring and cataloging; plus 
art of display. Set includes 48-pg. 
844x11-in. book, How and Why of 
Ses Shells; large plastic storage bag 
small plastic storage bags; hand 
magnifying glass; Shell Fun booklet 
24 specimens, incl, sea horse. 
3 € 1543—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... Kit $3.29 

Rocks ond Minerals. Start a wonder 
ful lifetime hobby. Learn to identify 
rocks, minerals. 48-page book in 
cludes an easy-to-read story of rocks. 
and minerals, and identification of 
major specimens in full color 

Tripod, magnifier, streak plate, 19 
samples for testing and examining 
Instructions included. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 
301541 Kit $3.29 

Educational Flash Card Sets sq = " 

Fun way to learn. Great for playing school. Each 3x6-in. card has color pictures 
оп one side, complete subject description on the other 
Set No. 1. Birds and Insects. One set 
each. Total 100 cards. 
36 16435—Shpg. wt. 1502. Set $1.66 

Set No. 2. States and Presidents. One 
set each. Total 100 cards. 
3 € 16436—Shpg. wt. 15 oz.. Set $1.46 

edges of the vast continental shelves and. 
illustrates chain of cone-shape sea- 
mounts, basins, trenches, fracture zones. 

12-in. globe. Meridian, numbered in 
miles and degrees, metal base with gold 
color luster finish. 16 inches high 
3C11806—Shpg. wt. 5Ibs.......$1244 

New! Worlds Unlimited 
Three-globe Set 

+1 Je 

Complete library of globes for young 
students - . just the right height to fit 
on desk while studying. Includes 6-in. 
diameter Earth, moon and celestial 
globes. Each complete with handbook. 
All metal globes in molded plastic cradle 
bases. Accurate up-to-date Earth globe 
in 7 colors; names in bold type. Moon 
globe shows earth side and "far" side 
with space exploration sights marked. 

An authentic guide to studying the 
stars, tbe celestial globe identifies stars of 
Ist to 4th magnitude, double stars, vari- 
able stars, and star clusters. 
30 1177—5bpg. wt. lbs... Set $11.88 



A 600-milliwatt 
Cassette Player-Recorder with 

built-in AC adapter for only $48.95 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

.. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

* Easy push-button controls including safety record button 
to prevent accidental erasure 

* Three-inch speaker delivers clear. crisp sound 

* Instant-acting recording level automatically 
adjusts volume for best recordings 

1 Capture all your holiday events on tape to enjoy forever . . or listen to your 
favorite music on convenient, pre-recorded tapes—all on this monaural cassette 

tape player-recorder. Use it anywhere . . just plug into regular AC house current 
от operate on batteries (included). Instant-play 600-milliwatt chassis for bold 
sound. Easy to use . . just snap in cassette and press push-button controls for play, 
fast forward, rewind or stop. Separate tone and volume controls. VU meter. Includ- 
ed: dynamic mike with stop-start button and blank cassette. Two-tone tan molded 
cabinet measures 2% x6x inches deep. UL listed. Japan. 
57 C 3417 1—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces АС" sun 
2 Black vinyl Carry Bag for above. 

57 C 34985—Shípping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 7.50 

Soe page 186 
for our Lowest-priced 

Cassette Tape Player-Recorder 
288 [Sears] i? 

Portable Lazy Susan Storage Racks 
for cassette and 8-track cartridge tapes 

З For cassettes. Stores up to 24 cassettes with snap-on 
tape protectors and press-on labels for each. Walnut 

grained plastic cabinet: 5% x6% x6 4 in. deep. 
57 C 5623—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1698 
4 For eight-track cartridges. Holds up to 24 cartridges 

with snap-on tape protectora for each. Walnut grained 
plastic cabinet measures 914294 194 inches deep. 
57 C 5625—Shipping weight 4 pounds 1898 

Travel-storage Cases for 
8-track and cassette tapes 

(5 thru 7 ) These handy totes protect your tapes when you 
travel. . keep them dust-free and at your fingertips at 
home. Sturdy olive brown vinylcoated cases with cushiony 
felt lining. Aluminum trim. Carrying handle. 
Б Holds 24 eight-track cartridges. Lock. 5% х17%х7% in 

57 C 5689—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces . .. 48.95 
6 Holds 14 cassette tapes. 5x7x6% inches deep. 

57 C 5693—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .... %5.69 
7 Holds 12 eight-track cartridges. 5% x9x7% inches deep. 

57 C 5690—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces . .. $6.49 

f Dont Miss This 

CUT 13% — $1.98 

Phillips-type Blank Cassette Tapes in mailer boxes. Save 
more when you buy in multiples of 3. Superior tape with 
special low-noise alow speed oxide. Deep lubrication pre 
serves tape life and protects recorder heads 

Reduced friction gives instant start at normal speed. Poly: 
ester base is moisture and heat resistant. Mailer boxes. 

Shipping weight each 6 ounces. 
C-60 Cassette Tape. Up to 1 hour playing time. 
57 C 3472— Each was $2.29 Each $1.98:3 for 65.49 
C-90 Cassette Tape. Up to 1% hours playing time. 
57 C 3473— Fach was $3.29 Each $2.75; 3 for 97,80 
C-120 Cassette Tape. Up to 2 hours playing time. 
57 C 3474— Each was $4.29. Each $3.69; 3 for $10.65 

Economy 

Blank Cassettes 

Each $ 12. А 

Designed for recording voice and non-critical music 
Up to 1 hour playing time. 
57 C 3487—Shipping wt. 6 от... „Each $1.19: 12 for 41296 
Up to 1% hours playing time. 

Each $1.69; 12 for $18.00 



5% 
Dual-powered Cassette 
Tape Player-Recorder 

—AM/FM Radio 
+ Sturdy molded compact cabinet 
* Clean sound from 3-inch speaker 

Play pre-rec: tapes or record your own 
from radio or use mike for "live" record. 
ings. Handy push-button controls for play 
stop, eject, fast forward and safety interlock 
prevents accidental erasure). Automatic re 

ng level. Separate tone and volume 

es or AC house current 
AM/FM radio built with low-drift AFC 

circuit. Built-in AM, telescoping FM anten 
Solid state chassis for 

les mike, 4 "D" batt 
minute blank cassette. Black: 8х10х2% in. 
deep. UL listed. Ja 
57 С 3426—Shpg. wt 

long life. In 

ть. $59.95 

For our most complete 
selection of Tape 

Player-Recorders,.get 
your FREE copy of our 
Home Entertainment/ 

atalog. See Electronics 

aneral Catalog your Big G 
or inquire at your nearest 

Sears Selling Unit. 

The Executive . . 
Sears first dual-pow 

Cassette Tape Player-R 

that zeros-in on close 
$ at wide range voices or recorc 

] Plug microphone into close-range circuit 
the unique mute circuitry minimizes 

acting background noises. For wide dis 
range recording, just plug mike into wide 
range circuit. Automatic recording level ad 
justa volume. VU meter. 
For play-back, separate tone a 

rols deliver rich sound from the 3-in. 
volume 

ker. Plays pre-recorded taps 
ant-play chassis oper 

t or five "D" batteries (included). 
Push-b controls for play, fast for 

eject, and record. 
‹ cabinet measures 

Áx 10x29, in. deep. UL listed. Japan. One 
k cassette included. 

57 C 3423—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 4 oz. ... $77.95 

9 Car Cigarette Lighter Adapter 
$7 C 34995 

3 Handy Carry Case. 
57 C 34986—Shipping wt 3 lbs. 511.95 

hipping wt. 4or. .. 65.95 

Beautifully-designed with rich, simulated elm burl inlay trim 

Cassette Tape Recorder-Player 

complete with AM/FM Radio 

e Dual-powered. . operates on * Bias switch reduces noise for 
batteries or AC house current crisp. clean recordings from radio 

* Big 4-inch speaker * Continuously variable tone control 

tuning. 
AM/FM radio with built-in AFC for drift.free FM. Long-lasting solid state chassis design. Bat- 

tery-condition indicator. Black plastic cabinet measures 11x104 3% inches deep. Includes miero 
phone, earphone, 5 batteries, AC line cord and blank cassette. UL listed. Japan. 
57 С 2044 1—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces 978.95 



These AM/FM Portable Radios 
are dual-powered to operate 
on AC current or batteries 

This radio features: 

* Precise slide-rule 
vernier tuning 

* Three-inch speaker 

* Padded cabinet 

$ 29% 

Lightweight and compa 
this rugged portable goes 
with you everywhere. } 
sures a mere 5%4x74x2% 
inches deep. 

Built with switchable auto- 
matic frequency control to 
lock in FM stations for drift- 
free reception. FM antenna 
telescopes up for better re 
ception . . down when not in 
use. Built-in AM antenna. 

Earphone included for pri 
vate listening. Both batteries 
and AC line cord included for 
dual-power convenience 
Fold-down carrying handie. 
Black vinyl cabinet with 
spun aluminum grille. From 
Hong Kong. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 02 
57 C 22651 529.95 

This radio features: 

* Big 6x4-inch speaker 

* Separate tone control 
for exact tone desired 

$39 50 

Rich-looking simulated wal 
nut grille with chrome-plated 
die-cast frame and trim 
Sturdy wood carrying han- 
dle, Switchable automatic 
frequency control for drift- 
free PM reception. Vernier 
slide-rule tuning for easy. ac 
curate station selection. 

Batteries and AC line cord 
included to offer you porta 
ble and home dual-powered 
convenience. Earphone in. 
cluded for private listening. 
Black plastic cabinet mea 
sures 9% хВ\ х3 inches deep. 
From Hong Kong. 
Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 12 oz. 

87C 22701 13950 

Battery-powered 

AM/FM Portable Radio 
with rugged 

luggage-styled case 

197 

we deep 
in FM recep 

айып AM 
Automatic frequency contr 

tion. Telescopin 
nch эр 

519.95 

Dont Miss This 

CUT $1 now $14.95 

AM/FM Portable Radio was $15.95. Bat 
tery-powered portable in textured black plas 
tie cabinet with perforated aluminum grille. 
Vernier sliderule precision tuning. Oval 3x2- 
inch speaker. Telescoping FM antenna and 
built-in AM antenna included. Measures 
5% x3% x19 inches deep. Gift boxed. From 
Hong Kong 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

570.22611 14.95 
SEE OUR SELECTION OF AM POCKET PORTABLES 

ON PAGE 183 



Yee maa 

> 

Four-band Portable Radio 
; Our Com /Trek IV lets you hear 
| world-wide shortwave broadcasts 

plus music. news. weather. sports 

HH li Ша ilit; ili inb 
Ш li f 

Four-band 
Portable 
Radio 

with public 
service band 

$36% 

Also includes VHF aircraft and AM/FM at t 
batteries or AC current (li 

ks in FM. RP stage boosts 
Three-inch speaker. Built-in AM 

id. Black vinyl cabinet with 
luminum grille 

57 C 22741 —Shipping weight 3 ps 
Hong Kong. UL listed. 

Н $36.95 

Quick Band/Frequency Reference Chart 

40-1600 kH 
89-108 mHz 

7-5.1 mHz Seven-band Portable Radio 
* Lorge 6x4-inch oval speaker for good sound and tone 
* Variable squelch cuts background noise while tuning 
* Built-in world time zone map for easy computations 

Band Frequency Chart at left. The Com/Trek VII features а pow: 
erful solid state chassis that's dual-powered to operate on batteries or 
AC house current (line cord and six batteries included) 
button band selectors. Precise vernier tuning with lighted sibde-rule 
dial. Tuning meter helps you pinpoint station “dead center"—also in- 
dicates condition of batteries. Automatic frequency control locks in 
FM stations for drift-tree performance. Shortwave fine tuning control 

. separate tone control. Built-in AM antenna: telescoping swivel an 
tensa for other bands. Earphone inchoded. Carrying handle, front 
grille and side panels of simulated walnut. Brown plastic cabinet: 
14459940 in. deep. Shortwave manual. Input jack for record 
changer or cassette tape player, UL listed, Japan. 
$7 c 22861 — Shipping weight 12 pounds. ....... Em I 
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These Digital Clock Radios wake you gently to music . 
then give the exact time in big, bold, no-nonsense numerals to start your day off right 

AM/FM Clock Radio 3825 

[8] 
7 AS ——— 

B 95 | Dont Miss This ] 
AM Clock Radio 528 / 

| CUT $15 Now $32.95 | 
2 Pix fncod digital clock turns radio on automatically to wake you to music CI Dv Слана 

at a preset time . . buzzer sounds 10 minutes Inter. Additional 7-minute 
naps are yours by just tapping the repeat alarm button. At night, clock turns 
radio off automatically after up to one hour of listening 

Instant sound solid state chassis design with 2%-inch speaker. Frontio- 
cated controls for convenience. Drum-type dial rotates for easy tuning. Built 
in rod antenna. Compact simulated walnut plastic cabinet with black front 
measures 8% x8%4x5% inches deep. UL listed. Hong Kong. 
$7 € 2076—Shipping weight 3 pounds ounces 2895 

lock Radio was $47. 



AM/FM Clock Radios 
(1 thru 5) Solid state for instant sound . . long chassis life. RF stage on 
FM boosts reception. Built-in AM antenna, line cord FM antenna. Clock 
wakes you automatically to music at preset time. Front-located controls. 
(AFC in 1 thru 4 means automatic frequency control) 
1 Tone control for exacting treble-bass balance. Big 5x3-in. speaker. 

AFC holds FM drift-free. Lighted slide-rule dial. External FM antenna 
terminals. "Magie-Glo" lighted clock face is easy to read—even in the 
dark. Buzzer sounds 10 minutes after music wakes you. Sleep switch 
turns radio off. Walnut-grained plastic cabinet: 149x834" /, in. deep. 
57 С 2095—Shipping weight 7 pounds 345.95 
9 Fiveinch speaker. AFC locks in driftfree FM. Slide-rule dial. Clock 

has "Magic Glo" lighted face. Alarm sounds 10 minutes after music 
wakes you. Repeat alarm for 7-minute пара. Radio turns off at night after 
up to 1 hour of listening. Black plastic cabinet, simulated walnut front. 
57 C 2092—6%x13x3',« in. deep. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 оз. 53895 
З Oval Sx3in. speaker. AFC locks in FM signal . . holds it drift free. 

Slide-rule dial, Buzzer sounds 10 minutes after radio wakes you. Tap 
repeat button for extra 7-minute naps. Sleep switch automatically turns 
radio off at night. Walnut-grained plastic cabinet: 77/,.x104 3% in. deep. 
57 C 2088—Shipping weight 5 pounds 53195 
Д Big 3\rinch speaker. AFC holds FM reception steady. Sliderule dial 

Repeat alarm for extra 7-minute naps. No buzzer. AM and FM anten- 
nas. White plastic cabinet with beige trim: 5% х12% x4 inches deep. 
57 C 2087 —Shipping weight 4 pounds 9 ounces 927.50 
Б New compact cabinet with Zin. speaker. Rotating drum dial. No 

barzer. Off-white plastic cabinet, beige trim: 8% хВ\%х5% in. deep. 
57 C 2082— Shipping weight 2 pounds б ounces 12250 

AM/FM Undercabinet Kitchen Radio $3995 

cuts down counter clutter 

Mounts under any cabinet (wood or metal) with special adhesive 
backed bracket—no tools or drilling. May be removed with the push 
of a button . . replaces just as easily. Solid state for instant sound. 
Dual-powered to operate on batteries (order 6 below) or AC house 
current (adapter sold below). Slide-rule dial with vernier 
AFC holds FM reception drift-free. Built-in AM antenna. Telescop- 
ing FM swivel antenna. Off-white plastic: 2%х10х7% in. de 
57 C 203 1—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 5 oz 
$7 C 6446— Battery. Shipping weight 2 ounces 
57 C 6519—AC Adapter. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

AM Clock Radios 

(6 thru 9) Each of these AM La 
clock radios is built with a 
dependab te chas 7 A 
sis to deliver sound instantly 

Easy-to-read clock turns — 92659 

solid s 

radio on automatically at a 
pre-set time. Front-located 
controls. Built-in antenna. 
6 3)%-inch speaker 

Magic-Glo” lighted 
clock face. Sleep switch. Re- 
peat alarm lets you take ex 
tra 7-minute naps. Walnut 
grained р 
BI x36 in. 

stie cabinet 
jeep 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 3 oz. 
57 C 2075 $22 50 
7 Unique mantel clock 

styling . . 2%-inch speak 
er. "MagicGlo” lighted clock 

Buzzer alarm sounds 10 
ad 
larm on top 

minutes af 
you. Tap repeat 
for ext minute naps 
Sleep switch turns radio off 
automatically at night. Wa 
nut-grained plastic cabinet 
6\%хйх3% in. deep. 

Shipping weight 3 Ша. 8 oz 
57 C 2078 52650 

3'rinch speaker. Repeat 
alarm for 10 minute naps. 

No buzzer. Walnut-grained 
plastic cabinet: 4% x10x4% 
inches. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 1 oz. 

57 C 2066 $19.50 
2”/«inch speaker. No 
buzzer. Ivory-color plastic 

cabinet: 4%x8'%x3% in. 
Shipping weight 3 Iba. 1 oz 

572061 $12.50 
more: Red) 

for an AM 
Clock Radio 

AM Travel Alarm Clock Radio $ 1995 
A great gift. . the ba goes every 
where. Wind-up clock may be pre-set to wake you to music or alarm. 
Solid state for instant sound. Easy-to-read tuning dial; 24-inch 
speaker. Built-in rod antenna. Battery included 
Compact high-impact black plastic case snaps closed to protect radio 
while traveling: 7% x3% x2 inches deep. Aluminum front cover: red 
flocked lining. Gift-boxed. 
57 C 2062 1—Shipping we 

ry-powered clock radio thi 

ht 2 pounds $19.95 
x [Sears] 293 
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Diatonic 

Button Accordion 

treble buttons 
musical range 

69" 
This Hohner diatonic (B ta 
cordion usen the same blow draw principle as the 
harmonica and plays nearly as easily. Double row 
of treble buttons with 8 bass buttons and 21 tre 
ble buttons. Two sets of treble and bass reeds. 
Plays in G/C keys. Handsome ebony finish 

with gold color trim. Measures 11x10%x5% 
inches deep (closed). Includes easy-to-follow in- 
structions. From West Germany 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
5702518 969.95 

xtave) ac 

294 [Sears] Jt: 

15-chord Autoharp 

with Carry Case 

Cut $2.95 $45 
Separate prices total $48 90 

ord Aachen $ 24695 

Make music the first day with- 
out reading a note . . pre-set 
chords are clearly marked. 
Three octave chromatic scale 
with 36 strings. Hard maple 
core body with maple top and 
bottom. Non-warping extruded 
uminum chord bars. With 

tuning key, 4 picks, instr. rec 
ord, book. 4'&x15x25 in. 
15.Chord Autoharp and Case. 
Shpg. wt. 13 lbs 
$7 C25741C2 $45.95 
15-Chord Autoharp only 
Plays in 7 keys. Plays chorda 
Gm, B», A7, C7, Dm, F, ЕТ, С 
Am, С, D7, С, D, E», and F7 
57 C2574—W 8 lbs. .$39 95 
12-chord Autoharp only 
Plays in 5 keys. Same as above 
but without D, E», F7 chords. 
57 С 2573—WL Bibs .936.95 
Case for 12 of 15-chord Auto- 
harp. 
$7 C 2870C—Wt 5 Ibe .68.95 
Autoharp Record Course. 
Easy to learn. 
57 C 4612—Wt. 1 ib.....84.95 

Arched Mandolin 

Sound heard 
round the world 
from the hilltops of 

Rome to Bluegrass 
country U. S. A 

36 

Made of seasoned hardwoods for a 
warm romantic sound. Ebonized fin 
gerboard with adjustable bridge. Pro 
tective celluloid-bound top e 
guards against scratches. Mahogan: 
shaded eggshell lacquer finish for last- 
ing sheen. 

Includes pick and easy-to-follow in- 
structions. Measures 3% x10% x25% 
inches long, 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
57C 12971C $3695 

CUT $2 now $19.95 

Harmonica and Case 

Was $21.95. Hohn 
with Case. 64 bi 
and 4 octaves. Key of C 

Chromatic Harmonica 

Soft plastic carry case. 7 
inches long. W. Germany 
57 C 2592—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $1995 

NOTE: Health rules t 

| Get your FREE copy of our Home En 
tertainment and Electronics 
(39 C 7166) your Big Genera 
Catalog or inquire at your nearest 
Sears Selling Unit 

5-string Banjo 

Powerful 
snap and ring 
made to please 
dixieland, minstrel 
music fans 

$399 == 

Perky, sassy . . just the sound you want in a ban- 
jo. Large 13in. mahogany resonator with long- 
lasting aluminum shell. 20 nickel-plated tension 
brackets keep the plastic head tight. Edges bound 
in protective celluloid. Rosewood fingerboard. In- 
clades easy-to-follow instruction record and pick 
Measures 13139439 in. long. From Japan. 
57 С 12502C—Shipping weight 10 Iba. . ..$39.95 

Banjo Case . . Black vinyl on chipboard. Lined. 
Allow 10 Ibs. postage per postal regulations. 
57C1341L +9. 



A complete Folk Guitar outfit 
with carry bag for only $18.44 ??? 

Includes everything a beginner needs 

vinyl bag. shoulder strap, pick 
plus instruction book and record 

This standard-size flat-top guitar comes ready to play and enjoy 
Hardwood neck and body for good tone response. Easy-grip finger 
board with four pearlized position markers for sure chording. 

Light pumpkin-colored top and dark mahogany colored sides and 
back. Steel rod reinforced neck resists warping. Steel strings for 
vibrant sound. Decorative sound hole design; trapeze-styled tail 
piece. Measures 13x34x36% inches long. From Japan. 
57 C 12952C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Guitar Accessories Carrying Cases for Guitars 

] Mutti-colored Guitar Strap. For Lined black vinyl on chipboard cases, For proper fit, check mea 
guitars with end pins. From J urement of guitar in inches and compare with case size below. In 

57 С 2761—Shpg. wt. 5 oz tended primarily for Sears guitars. Allow 10 lbs. per postal reg 

U Q Stoelting Guitar Cape. Steel jumbo size |431| 134 | 16% 16 157 C 13301181080 
© with rubber pads. Clamps on easily |43 13 x C 

[| Shipping weight 5 concen Grand concert [41м] 12 | 15% [аи js7c 1327| 950 
Lél $7 c 2780 $119 Standard size |3814| 10 13% [4 1320] 895 

Grand-concert size 
Flat-top Guitars 

Produce a deep 
penetrating resonance 

for folk music fans 

Jumbo size 
Flat-top Guitar 

Giant resonating 
chamber for 

greatest volume 
in acoustic guitars 

56. 495 

Classic 
Guitar 

Extra-thin spruce 
top gives you full, 
mellow sound 

complete with case 

54 495 

[4] 

Spruce top for rich sound. Thin fast Д Quick, easy single-note plucking £ Spruce top .. finest wood for reson- 
action. К ance. 10 inlaid position markerson (у Black ebonized maple fin- 

fingerboard; inlaid position markers rosewood fingerboard. Mahogany-col- rosewood fingerboard for sure chord. fetboard. Steel reinforced 

crisp sound. Mahogany back and sides. soundhole. Celluloid-bound edges pro- and back. Includes neck cord, pick and Cord, pick, instr. record. 151x — 

above. Allow and lined black vinylon-chipboard — 15%x3%x404 in. Order case abo. Al- 57 C 1212—Wt, 10 Ibe. $31.98 
10 5 case. 15137433944 in. Japan. i 
CAER $0495  57C1232C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs, .$4695 67121711 ...... ee TE g Sears 



> 3-drum set 
Sdrumset | 4 with high hat 

3139.88 eos A | 99.88 

Separate prices total $162.73. Se 
oops; 64x14 in. s ped. 

sh. Shpg. wt 
N4— Brilliant blue яра s.. Set $139.88 rd. char 

SAVE $9.90 on4-drum set NOW $129.88 priob 10 $138.78. Sams fine-quality dram ove, but with SAVE $1.07 on 3drum set NOW $88.88 
sparkle finish. Jap Was $89.95. Sam. 

ht 62 pounds Set $129.88 — 57C2672N—Blue 

le finish. Shpg. w 
57 C 4615—Shipping weight 1 pou 

im set above but without high hat. From Japan. 
finish. Shipping wt. 42 Ibs Set $88.88 

castaneta, triangle, sleigh bell. 2 hand-painted maracas. 
57 С 2606 1—2 hardwood claves. Wt. 6 lbs. .....Set $9.95 
Q Floor Tom Tom. Separate tension &lug design. Plastic 

legs. 14x14 in. Blue sparkle. Japan. 
57 C 2613— For drum seta above. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. . 03295 
Shell-mounted Tom Tom . . for drum sets above. Separate & , 
tension &lug design; plastic head. Blue sparkle. A i 
$7 C 2610—9x13 in. Japan Shpg wt 6 lbs. ..... ‚92295 ә ~. e ~ 

3 Headless Wooden Tambourine. Э sets of jingles a 

Mas: а arlene ER Our Finest Snare Drum Set 
4 Tunable 10-in. Tambourine. 8 lugs; 7 sets of jingles. Р, 

Wood ring. Removable plastic head. Chr 
$7 C 2639—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 120z.............96.95 
Б Tunable Bongo Drums. 7% and 6%-in. goatakin heads. 

4 tension lugs. Chrome-plated hardware. Blue sparkle. 
57 C 2604— Japan. Shipping weight 6 pounds ..... 1696 

6 High Hat. Two 12in. cymbals on sturdy adj. stand. 
$7 C 2616 Japan. Shipping weight 8 lbs. .....#1795 

7 Tunable Tambu: 

vith pract 
includes carry 

Drum. Copper-plated, hand-spun 
brass. Six adjustable tuning lugs. Goatskin head 

Chrome-plated hoop. With strap. 10x14 in. From Israel. 
57 C 2690—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 7 от... .........%2995 296 [Sears] its. 



AT A Tis ua М 

Dont Miss This 
Save when you buy Guitar with Amplifier 

Hollow body 
double pickup 

Guitar plus 

10-watt peak 

ower Amplifier 

Solid body double pickup Guitar plus 
10-watt peak power Amplifier 

ay so SAVE #2295 *89.95 
Separate prices total $112.90. 
Guitar with doublecutaway body: 
slim neck for uniform feel. Cellu. 
loid-bound rosewood fingerboard. 

Vibrato tailpiece for special ef- 
fects. Six-way adjustable roller: 
type bridge. Adjustable steel rod 
reinforced neck. Two selector 
switches for 3 combinations. Vol 
ume control for each of 2 pickups: 
single tone control 

Highly-polished flame sunburst 
finish. 10.0. cord, pick and instrue 
tions. 12x13x37% in. Japan. 

Tube-powered amplifier with 8- 
inch speaker. One channel with 
volume, tone and tremolo controls. 
Remote foot awiteh for tremolo. 
Frequency response of 100-9,000 
Hz. Two guitar inputs. Black vinyl- 
clad cabinet measures 7x14%x 
17% їп. high. UL listed. 
Order amplifier only at left. 

Guitar asd Amplifier above. 
57 C 14125C2-Wr. 25 Iba $ 

Guitar above only. 
57 C 1412C-Wt. 8 Ibs. $44.95 
Guitar Carry Bag. Black vinyl 
57 C 1334C— Wt 6 lbs. $295 

Guitar with tone. 
volume slide controls 

on each pickup 

Buy both and 

SAVE :20.95 
м $14.95 == 

Separate prices total $135.90. Guitar with adjustable steel 
rod reinforced neck to resist warping. Celluloid edge binding on 
body and rosewood fingerboard. Special effects vibrato tailpiece. 
Adjustable rollertype bridge: 3 position selector switch. Highly 

polished red finish. Includes 10. cord, pick and instructions. 
Measures 15% x2x39% in. long. Japan. Tube-powered amplifier 
with $in speaker. One channel with volume, tone, tremolo con- 
trois. remote foot switch for tremolo. Two guitar inputs. Fre- 
quency response of 100-9,000 Hz. Black vinyl-clad cabinet 
7314511794 in. UL listed. 

57 C 1461512—Guitar and Amplifier, Wt. 27 ths. ll 
57 C 1461L—Guitar above only. Wt. 10 lbs. 
57 С 14211C—Amplifler above only. Wt 17 Iba. 
Lined Guitar Carry Case. Black vinyl<oating 
$7 C 1337—Allow 10 the per postal regulations ....99.98 

Omni-directional Mike oria alone or with ойга 
9 100-13,000 Hz. frequency 3 inpats. 10-0. cord: Bv. ba 
plastic. 20-foot fixed cable. 57€ 1473—3x44x10M in. WLS 
57 C 747 1—Shipping we 

Solid body single pickup Guitar 
plus 5-watt peak power Amplifier 

Buy both SAVE $4.50 $54.95 

Separate prices total $59.45. Guitar with 
steel rod reinforced neck to resist warping. 
Celluloid-bound rosewood fingerbeard with 
inlaid position markers. Volume, tone control. 
Adjustable bridge. Highly-polished black-red 
sunburst finish. With 10%. cord, pick, instr. 
12x19 x37 in. Japan. 
Tube-powered amplifier with Sin. speaker. 

One channel with volume, tone controls. 100- 
9,000 Hz. frequency response. 2 inputa. Black 
vinylelad cabinet 6x16%x15% in. UL listed 
Shipping weight 21 pounds. 
57C14062C2-Guitar and Amplifier $54.95 
57C 1406C-Guitar above only. Wt. 9lbs.29:95 
57C14201-Amp above only. Wt. 12 =. 29 50. 

o Headphone. Plug into 
amp or music system. 4-1 

Shi 

Shipping weight 2 Iba ... 29.95 that work separate 

5 Music Stands. Chrome plated. Adjusts [6] 5 

$7 € 2557—5hi 
6 Electronic Sound Pedal. With Wah Wah 

$2495 7 Hi-intensity Black Lite. Was $13.95 

"Big Boss" semi-solid body Guitar 
plus 40-watt peak power Amplifier 

Buy both SAVE $17.95 $159.95 

Separate prices total 8177.90. Guitar with 
hollow body look, semi-solid body construction. 
2 pickups. Adj. bridge; individual strings. 
Bound rosewood fingerboard; triplebound top. 
bottom body edges. Case, pick. instr, 104. cord 
39%х17х4\% іп, Japan. 

Solid state amp for long life; 124n. speaker. 2 
channels each with tome. volume control, 1 
with reverb, tremolo with remote foot switch. 3 
inputs. 80-9,000 Hz. frequency response. 8-ft 
cord. Black. 9x17%x22% in. UL listed. Shipping 
weight 49 pounds. 
57C1454512-Guitar and Amplifier . $159.95 
57С14541. tar with case. Wt. 18 Ьа. „69:95 

87C142221-Amp above only. Wt. 31 ibs. 107 95. 

st height. 

2 lbs. 1202. $4.89 

Tropical Hurr 

Mike Stand. Adju Din. base. 5, Save $3. 
57C7244C-C 599 

"Baby Boom.” (Sh: 0 of 8 Fuzz-tone Control. Balance azz, 

plated ack. Battery, 10.0. cord. Japan 
57 C 7239C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. ...96.75 57 C 1472—6%x2%in. Wt $16.95 [Scars] 297 



Its Sears for Stereo. «vie SiereoPhonographs 
that represent true home entertainment value 

97" 
Wood-grained vinyl-covered wooden cabinets 

Long Ve diamond stereo needle pampers records 

inches deep. Latches together for portability. UL listed. 
57 C 327 12L—Shipping weight 30 pounds.. 197.95 

T 
Two front-mounted speakers 548 

volume control for each 

ly-attached speaker section hou 

Two permanently attached 
speakers each with volume 
and tone controls adjust 

sound to suit your taste 

358^ 
Two front-mounted 6% x21%-inch oval 
speakers . . one on each side. Automatic 
changer plays all size, type and speed rec 
ords safely. Ceramic cartridge in a float 
ing mount for light stylus pressure. Syn. 
thetic sapphire needle. Last record shut 
Off. Solid state chassis offers instant play 
Blue molded cabinet with white trim lines 
measures 22418%x14% inches deep. De 
luxe trim on record changer adds to ap- 
pearance, too. UL listed. 
57 С 32642C—Shipping wt. 18 Ibs. 958.95 

ини! 
p 
Mi | 
ИТ 
VIDET 
YUAN 

These speaker wings detach to offer you 
over 12 feet of true stereo separation 

Remove speakers to use . . clip back on for take-alongs Each 
wing houses a big 6xéinch oval speaker. Automatic changer 
p all records safely with diamond needle in ceramie car- 
tridge. Separate volume and tone controls for each speaker. 
Last record аһа. Instant sound solid state chassis. 
Mustard yellow molded plastic cabinet measures 26% 18% x 

14% in. deep . . latches together for carrying ease. UL listed. 
57 C 32863C—Shipping weight 20 pounds $68.95 

Here's a handy companion for all 
phonos on these two pages 

Our most compact portable stereo was $39.50. 
ted 6x2-inch speakers e finished hardboard 

Stores 100 records. Metal fr 

57 C 3260—Shipping weight 12 



This Stereo 

Music System 

tells time 
Tells time, in fact, in big bold numerals. 

Pre-set clock to turn radio or phono either 

on or off at the time you choose 

Four-speed Phonograph: BSR "micro-minichanger 
plays every type, speed and size record you own 

Stereo FM/AM Radio: there's a special indicator 
light to signal you when FM-stereo is received 

Two Speaker System: highly efficient 5%-inch full 
range speakers . . one housed in each enclosure 

Cut $5 149% 
Was $154.95. Fits on a IZinch deep shelf. Walnut-grained 
molded cabinets . . smoked protective dust cover. Separate 
time, alarm and sleep switches for digital clock 

Automatic phonograph also features a precision cue and 
pause lever that lifts and lowers needle safely anywhere dur 
ing a record. Tone arm lock and automatic last record shut 
off. Adjustable stylus pressure. 45-rpm adapter incl 

Stereo radio includes builtin AM and FM antennas Tone, 
volume and balance controls. Tape deck output and input 
jacks. Instant play chassis with dependable integrated cir 
сайа. Main cabinet measures 16°'/,.x13"/,.x7 inches deep. 
Enclosures measure 11x8'4x5 in. deep. UL listed. 
$7 C 32861C—Shipping weight 25 pounds $149.95 

Make any 12-inch deep shelf 
a stereo sound center with: 

¥ Stereo FM/AM Radio 
¥ Four-speed Stereo Phond 

31345 
Stereo Phonograph plays all records . . 45rpm adapter included. Last 
record shut off. Tubular tone arm with fingerlift. Stereo FM/AM Radio: 
stereo alert light signals stereo reception. AM and FM antennas. 

Tone, volume, balance controls. Stereophone jack. Tape deck input and 
output jacks. Instant play chassis with integrated circuits. Walnut 

7 in. Vinyl-clad wood enelo- grained molded main cabinet: 16% x13 
surex 9x7x6% in. deep. Dust cover. UL listed. 
$7 C 3287 1C—Shipping weight 24 pounds 

Phonograph and 

Record Cabinets 
(1 and 2) Each stores 
up to 300 albus 
ing doors for 
cesa to inside. Remov- 
able record dividers. 
Walnut printed hard- 
board finish. Unassem- 
bled. 

Music Center. Use 
your imagination to 

make any 41x16x50 in. 
high space a complete 
musical sound center. 

Shipping wt. 46 Ibs 
57 С 85431. $3295 

57 C 85421. ....92295 

Player oper 
plugs into house curren c 

З Play Strack tapes monaurally anywhere . lightweight music 
maker operates on 6 "D"«ize batteries (included). Cigarette light 

er cord lets you play unit from car battery. Order adapter below for 
AC operation. Instant play solid state chassis . . insert cartridge to 
start. Three-inch speaker. Tone and volume controls. Manual pro 
gram selector. Earphone included. Brown and tan molded cabinet 
measures 51913 inches deep. From Japan. Cartridges not included. 
57 C 3450—Shipping weight 6 pounds $38.95 
(4) 57 C 34966—AC adapter for (3) above. Shpg. wt. 12 от. 675 

zs [Scars] 299 



Stereo FM/AM Radio 
with Tape Cassette 
Player-Recorder 

Make ur Own stereo tapes from the radio 

Tape "live" happenings with microphone 
Play pre-recorded cassettes in stereo 

124^ 
Cassette Player-Recorder. Automatic level control 
keeps volume at best recording leve 
Bias shift switch eliminates interfe 
cording from radio. Pushbutton contre 
sette functions 

Stereo FM/AM Radio. Solid state chassis gives in 
stant entertainment. Automatic frequency control 
keeps FM drift-free. L d vernier slide гы 
dial. Volume, tone and balance controls. Ster 
cator light alerts you to reception of FM stereo. 

Speaker System: Each enclosure houses a 5-inch 
speaker . . can be separated up to 13 feet apart 

Jacks for phono, mike and headphone. Waln 
grain plastic cabinets. Main unit: 144x3%x8% in. 
deep. Each enclosure: 7% х11х6% in. deep. Inclu 
60-minute blank cassette, microphone. UL listed. 
57 C 2052C—Shipping weight 16 pounds ...124.95 

Stereo Sears 
FM/AM Stereo- Buy System and 
System phones Miss Stereophones together 

$137% $28% (This | SAVE sI7 Now $149.88 
] Stereo FM/AM System. Receiver is (1 and 2 ) separately total $166.90. Buy 

pletely new . . right down to the together and save $17 over sepa: 
eo alert light. The stereo FM indicator prices. 

light is in the tuning pointer. Packs 50 57 C 7405212—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs. $149.88 
watts of peak power with a wide 50 to 
18,000 H frequency response. Separate 
controls for tuning, volume, balance, tre 
ble, bass and function. Lighted dial and 
tuning meter. Headph k. Inputs for 95 

tal). Two tape deck outputs. Each speaker 
enclosure; 8-inch woofer, 2inch tweeter 
Hardwood cabinets. Main unit: 5%,.x sbon; baso and ceramic our Big Gen s. .45-rpm4,/*6 م 1 x7% in. deep. Each enclosure eral Сата ES ra adapter mond needle - 

t Tubular tonearm with cueing lever for КЭУЗ ТТТ) safe pauses. Anti-skate device prevents 21x15%x15% in. Unassembled. 9 Stereophones. Frequency response 20 tonearm from sliding. Last record shut 
57C75755C-Wt. 20 Iba. ...$19.95 4 to 17,000 Hz . . 4 to 16-ohm im off. Adjustable atylus pressure. Measures 

ance. Polyvinyl chloride ear cushions. 1536x756 x14 in. deep overall. England. 
57 C 7444—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $28.95 57 C 7437 —Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. Pier" $48.95 

Complete your system 
with a 4-speed Turntable 

lastic dust cover. 

Roll - 13% x90 x7 їп. deep. UL listed. nquir 57 C 7405L—Shipping wt. 25 Ibs. $137 05 



Personal Color TV with 
solid state chassis 

for instant-on picture 
and sound. . just $249.95 ??? 

Completely Portable 
Black-and-white TV 

carries its own batteries 

Operates outdoors on batteries 

and indoors on house current 

plug into any AC outlet 

10 
Weigh 
tucked in 

Less heat is built up in a solid state set, too. That's 
because there are no tubes other than the picture tube 

the rest is transistorized. So you get longer set life 
with greater dependability 

This is the most portable Color TV Sears has ever offered. Automatic fine tuning 
locks in the very strongest signal available. Measures only 10%x15%x14% inches deep 

weighs just 25% pounds. Right now 3&«quare inch viewing area picture. Automatic 
color purifier keeps colors vivid after you carry set about. Keyed automatic gain control 
and automatic chroma control keep picture and color steady. 

batter Complimentary VHF and UHF tuning. All solid state 10000 voi heit HM ЫГЫН 
5065—Wt Each %15 00 er screen. Listen either through the 4inch о обо en ae 

Clip-on ver and hast Anisuna. For VHF бейка cord. VHF and UHF antennas. Stay set volume control. Black plastic cabinet with silver“ ө 
› 13, Sturdy aluminum construction. color trim and built-in handle for portability. UL listed. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces . $19.95 W57 С 4005N—Shipping weight 29 pounds . . 

Cigarette-lighter Adapter, For car or truck 12v. curn ELECTRICAL NOTE: Ali TVs for 11 0-120990 60 598 AC 
W57 C 8995 1—Shipping weight 1 pound $5.95 А 

Portable Color TV with Automatic tint lock 

W57 C 4095N—Shipping weight 61 pounds $339.95 

9) Wood Rollabout Cart ТУ maño: Measures 26x28x20 in. de sembled 
% $7 C 4554C— Shipping weight 17 pound: $19.95 
SHIPPING NOTE: A ۰ [Sears] 301 



Strictly Personal 

Portable Black-and-white T Vs 

RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK.. 

Save *21.95 on 2-keyboard Reed Organ 
with rhythm section and matching Bench 

Buy both for just $239.95 

Our strongest distance-powered tuner in 
a tube-type Black-and-white Portable TV 
helps pick up weaker stations with ease 

SIE 
‘Solid state keyed automatic gain control cuta outside inter- 
ference to a bare minimum .. that means your picture 
моол go into a flutter whenever someone nearby starts an 
electrical appliance or an automobile. Sunscreen cuts an 
noying reflected glare. Tube-type 13,000 volt chassis. 
Compact 74 square in. viewing area. Listen through Sin 

or earphone се 15-foot cord. VHF, UHF antennas. 
Brown plastic cabinet with ebony-color trim and gold«olor 
accents measures 15%x11x10 in. deep. UL listed 
Shipping weight 19 pounds. 

WS? C $013N 58795 

Our lowest-priced TV 

64% 
chassis Round Sinch speaker. 

Brown plastic cabinet measures 954x135 194 inches 
deep. Order antenna from Big Book. UL listed. Japan. 

Shipping weight 16 pounds. 
WS? C 4999N 28450 

SHIPPING NOTE 
TV» shipped by motor carner or expresa 

302 [Sears]. 

Separate prices total $261.90. Rhythm 
section adds accompaniment tempo to 
your playing . . flip a switch to activate 
rock . . жайа. . fox trot . . or metronome 
beats. Play as chord organ at first with 18 
preset chord buttons . . then progress to 
regular way of playing (by note). Four 
electrically amplified voices (string, horn, 
reed, diapason). 

Dont Miss This 
CUT $21.95 now $88 

1 si Keyboard. Reed Organ was 
$109.95. Play by number or note. . 18 

preset chorda. Acoustic amplification . . 37 
fullsize keya Volume pedal. Stainless steel 
reeds. Walnut veneer console hardwood 
frame legs: 30% x33 x16 in. Instruction 
book with songs. UL listed. 
W57 C 4712N—Shipping wt. 60 1.988,00 
2 Matching Bench. Measures 25% x22x13 

inches deep. Hinged lid. 
W$7 C 4723C—Shipping wt. 15 Ibs. 921.95 

Tremolo control. Separate controls for 
rhythm volume and rhythm tempo. Pedal 
swells volume, How-to-play book with 
songs included. Walnut veneer console 
with hardwood frame and legs measures. 
354x339 x18 in. deep. Padded bench with 
music storage under hinged lid measures 
25% x22x13 in. deep. UL listed. 
W57C47161N2—Wt. 139 Iba 9239.95 

Consolette Reed Organ with 
matching Padded Bench 

$58 

Play by number or note. . 18 pre-set 
chords. Acoustic amplification . . 37 full 
size keya. Stainless steel reeds. Walnut- 
grain finished cabinet . . use as console 
or table model . . 31%4x32%x13% in. 
deep incl. removable legs. 
18 4x18x12 in. deep. How-to! 
with songs. UL listed. 
W57C470512-Shpg. wt. 38 Ња 158.00 
57 Christmas Carois for Reed Organs. 
57 C 4683—80 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 5295 

Get your FREE copy of 
Саш отит our 
well as other musical 
inquire at your nearest ars Selling Unit. 

972 Home Entertainment/Electronics ate line of reed and electronic organs as ments. See your Big General Catalog or 
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Colorful Electric Appliances 
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Kitchen“Ideas — ^ 
„for year-round use 

Two-slice То; 



The "fun" family appliance.. 

2 Poppers that do more than pop corn automatically 

NS 
А ME 

$ 

6-QUARTS 

IMMERSIBLE Popper PLUS! Carmel Corn Popper 
Stirrer attachment allows you to do all this 

Adjustable thermostat allows you Y 
to do all these things 

* Keep corn serving warm * Heat soup or water 

= Fondue cheese, chocolate e Fry eggs. hamburgers 



Corn Poppers 

Hang on wall or 
sit on countertop 

1. FILL Easy- funnel. 

easy-hold rack 

gauge aluminum, black heat-resistant 
ек Signal light. 9% inches high. 1 inch diameter. 145. bag of 

serving bowls, measuring cup included. $4. cord de 

34 C 6874 1— Poppy (red) Shipping weight 5 Ibs.. 
34 € 68742— Curry (yellow)—Shipping weight 5 lbs. . 
34 C 68743— Parsiey (green) Shipping weight 5 Ibs.. 

No need to waste leftovers 

® 4-quart Automatic Popper Meals-in-Minutes lets you 
ght shows when t 

a decirles Seal Meals in Boilable Bags 
minum model below А 

d heat-resist Serve foods days later without leftover taste 
astic handle. See E $1 495 

9 in. high, 11%-in. diam. In 
cludes 3fo0t ble cord 

oe enm ny dish. Great for sav 

2%-ачап Popper т. Foods cook in their own juice 
t. Dozens of other uses: seal silver 

it's ready for & in. deep plastic c 
in. cord stores in base. Sh oz 
$1495 — 34C65533—Par groen) 614.95 

Shpg. wt. 2 Iba Replacement bags. Shipping weight 6 oz; 602; 6 on; 1 Ib. 5 
34 C 6898 93.99 34 C 6554—36 Small, 8х6 inches 

6560—26 Medium. 8x9 inches 
18 Large. 8x12 inches high 
100 Medium. 8x9 inches high 

Cord for above. &ft. long 
34 C 5724— Wt. 6c 

p NOTE 

оин Coupon 

ttle of Planters 
4. taxed or restricte ears] 307 
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Exclusive Blender Cookbook 

Reveals how versatile a modern blender 
саз be. Can be used with blenders of all 
speeds. Contains 100 pages of proven 
blender recipes. Hard cover wipes clean. 
Includes full color pictures, blending 
times, time-saving hinta 
34 C 8203—Shpg. wt 11b. 7 o2. ..54.89 

7-SPEED, 5v;-CUP 

BLENDER 
Power, versatility 

to stir, whip, grate 

mix, chop, blend 

or liquefy foods 

"18" 
• Soup Tyril* plastic jar 

With removable bottom and 
blade assembly for easy 
emptying and cleaning 

* Console-style base of 
Supertough polycarbonate 
plastic. . cord storage 

* Measuring cap in lid 
* Solid-state circuitry 

All dressed up in your choice of curry 
yellow or parsley green . . oot cord 
stores in base Stainless steel blades. 
16 in. high. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all. 
34 C 82143—Parsley (green) 
34 C 82142 Curry (yellow) 
Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 11899 

Sears Has a 
Credit Plan 

to Suit 
Your Needs 
See Big Book 

or ask 
for details 

WAFFLE BAKER 
AND GRILLE 

Hinges adjust to 

thickness of food . 

never flatten it 

like a pancake 

$2 4% 

Teflon* coated for easy 
cleaning. non-stick cooking 
Lets you bake a 9xBinch waffle or 
flip grid to grill sandwiches, bacon, 
eggs, pancakes, steaks and ham 
burgers. 

Reversible grids snap in, snap 
out. Automatic thermostat, signal 
light. Full-width plastic handles 
and wood-grained plastic trim 
Chrome-plated steel. 3-ft. cord 
124x124 х3% inches. 
34 С 64762—Curry (yellow) 
За C 64763— Parsley (green) 
Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 6 оз. $2495 

Only $14.99 
for a 7-speed, 

4-cup Blender 

Even at this low price 
you get 7 pushbutton 
speeds plus stainless. 

steel mixing blades 
Cutter assembly is removable for 
casy cleaning. 4cup Tyril® plas 
te jar has 1-piece lid. White plas- 
tie base. Charcoal trim. 3-foot 
cord stores in base. 13% inches 
high. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
34 C 82555. 514.99 

Teflon*-coated Waffler 

$172 

Just set thermostat—signal light 
tells when to pour batter, when 
to serve. Teflon-coated surface 
wipes clean with damp cloth. En- 
ameled metal with black Bake- 
lite* plastic handles. 3-\. cord. 
13х13х4 inches. 
34 C 64692— Curry (yellow) 
зас —Parsley (green) 
Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 12 oz 21799 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: 
Ай items for 110-120-volt AC 



ELECTRIC “© 
FONDUE % 
Make the IN dish for 

informal entertaining 
automatically keeps food 
at just-rite temperatures 

TEROR coated Griddle with $ > 
automatic heat control 

The only Iron that 
gives you all 3 

3 : Discover the Swiss art of casual feasting at its best. 
5 vi Thermostatieally.controlled heat probe with variable 

settings keeps cheese, meat, fish and dessert fondues at 
justright temperatures. 1% qt. aluminum kettle is Tef- 
lon* lined. Six color-keyed stainless steel forks. 7-ft. 
cord. Coupon for 12-02. bottle of Planter's oil included 
except where prohibited, taxed or restricted. 
34C65851-Poppy (red) ^ 34C65852-Curry (yellow) 

of even heav or touching up permanent-press за C 65853— Parsley (green) 
used while dr eam ir eliminates need fr Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces. ...........%1899 

edel КАША pr in a ad Exclusive Fondue Cookbook. 64 pages of recipes. { 
i eled finish. hon z 34 C 6533—Shipping weight 14 ounces .........94.89 

The Electric 

CUT 11% Now $19.99 | Vertic al Broiler 

at once 

es in Ameri 
л ор to 1*4-imch stes 

both sides c 

today. Zp 
Up to 50 

M broiling at same tim 
Grease drips down into drip pan No smoking or spatteri 
Chrome plated and enameled steel. Rack is 8% x10% inches; case 1 
inches. Ca p 
34 C 6916—Chro 
34 C 69167—Taw 

t in seconds for easy cleaning. 3-foot con 

~. nen 

оцта RACK ы ےس m | 
food up to 2 inches t 
May be reverse: 
thin foods such 

ORIP PAN uo 
tray holds p 

ooking. Dr 

x E washer 
shaped to prevent grease дегт - 

: PER MENTS broli both 
ES Md coon, ER 

easily opened by pu 



4 to 10-cup Automatic Perk 
with flavor selector 

$6 

Gay green-over-aluminum coffeemaker. 
Easy-<lean, spoutless styling. Signal light 
glows when brew is ready. Keep-warm eb- 
ement with black plastic handle and base. 
Detachable 3-foot cord. 10 inches high. 
34 C 67008—Shpg. wt. 2 Ьа. 20x. ..96.99 

МОТЕ All items on page for 110-120 AC 
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RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK. . 
Save 10% on Sears Hostess Center 
with power unit plus 4 attachments 

. now just *49.99 

m а 1% 
& "s «E М2 

ico in less than a minute weights of standard size cans fruits, vegetables. cheese 

Prices seperately total $55.98—save 10% on combination offer. Most versatile 
kitchen helper you can give her, it's actually four appliances with one power unit. 
‘Takes up much less space than the it replaces 

Power unit is white plastic with charcoal trim, 9% inches high. Grinder has coarse 
and fine case-hardened steel cutting blades plus sausage stuffer and wooden food 
quide. Salad maker has 5 chrome plated steel cones plus carrot, celery alicer. 6-foot 
cord stores in base. Recipe and instruction booklet ineluded. 
34 C 82635C—Shipping weight 23 рошэёв............................. 149.99 

Order knife sharpener and shown attachments seperately from Big Book 
34 C 8260—Power Unit. Grinder attachment only. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. -427.98 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your 
See Big Book or ask for d 

Server keeps foods hot 

$6” 

No need to risk lukewarm foods with a Sears 
server on the job. Thermostat adjusts from 180° 
to 2507. Avocado acrylic finish on metal, walnut 
finish hardwood. 9x19 long. 6- cord. 
34 C 65998—Shpg. wt 3 Iba. 2 oz. 3699 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 9% Now $9.99 

5%-quart Cooker-Fryer 
Was $10.95. Use as deep fryer or Dutch oven. 
Ideal for shrimp, chicken, stews, fries, dough- 
nuts. Thermostat heats from 250° to 400". 
Chrome plated steel body, wire fry basket, sig: 
nal light, seethru glass cover, aluminum cook 
ing well, 3foot cord. Handy cook and fry guide. 
10%х11 inches high. 
34 C 6932—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 8 oz. $9.99 

Boil or poach eggs electrically 

15% 
Boils up to 8 at same time, or poaches 4. No 
more watch and worry. Signal tells when eggs 
are done. Aluminum with brown plastic base 
and cover. Teflon* coated poacher &x$ inches. 
5 foot cord. 
34 C 6549—Shpg, wt Siba 1002......815.99 

Ice Crusher. Crush rayo! Can Opener. Open all heights and Salad Maker. Slice. chop. shred 



Dont Miss This 
CUT #1 ww $8.49 

$18 

Battery-powered 
Fluorescent Lamp Automatic Timer 
Teo Ett: ий tubes * Controls lights and appliances 

| URL] dus Deae fen © Discourages prowlers whan away 
6-volt batteries (not incl * Now in 2 new decorator colors 
order below). Bright white 

| light. Can use 1 or both Beige wes 8949. 1875-w. capacity. 
tubes if desired. Rear red Lights and appliances turn on, off at any 
light. Weather-resistant Мше уой pete: 1 to Shear суйру mois no daily resetting. Woodgrained plastic 

trim, plastic case. 4Vax4*i in. 60-in. cord. 
plastic in white and green, 
18 inches high 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. T0190: velt: 
34 C 4810 $1899 34 C 6446—Beige 

за C 64455— Antique white 
| 6-v. Battery forabove. Two 34 C 64458 — Avocado green 

wer needed. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Shipping weight 2 pounds. $8.49 
34 C 4667 Each $1.19 

Rechargeable 
Lantern, Flashl ghts 

Nickel cadmium batteries allow 
almost infinite recharging . . just 
plug into 110-120-volt outlet 
hold charge for months when not 
im use . continuous light up to 134 
hours per charge 

] Lantern. Was $14.98. Ideal for boats. 
men, campers, any emergency use. 

Easy-to-hold cantilever handle has 
thumb-tip pushbutton control. Molded 
black polypropylene case with chrome 
plated trim. 514x516 inches high. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 11 ez. 
34 С 4420.. . $1344 

9 Flashlight. Tapered styling, easy to 
hold. Handy for purse or glove com- 

partment. Turquoise blue and gray plas- 
с case. 4\4 inches long. 

34 C 4418—Sbpg. wt. Вог........$699 

З Flashlight. Fits into pocket or purse. 
5¥-inch black and gray plastic case. 

Imported from Japan 
34 C 4457— m 

Electric Socks for built-in warmth New at Sears 
Electric Stretch Socks 
for use with strap-on 

Rechargeable flashlight batteries 19% = $Q98 

Rechargeable battery is 50% light 
er to wear, gives more heat, lasts as 
long as 20 regular batteries. С 
battery lasts about on 

t to 120-v, outlet — power 
restored. for up to 4 hours. Shock 
proof even when wet. Gray, 80 Ne n, spectators, outdoor workers who are 

ut in tbe cold for hours. A blend of 60% wool 40% nylon in wool, 20% nylon. Includes socks, 
case, battery, charger. Hand wash. tretch material. Gray with red top. 14 in. high. Hand wash 
Siete correct sock síar—uee below Order 2 batteries below. Women's sock fits shoe size 9 tc 
34 C 4759F—Wt. 3 lbs. 302.$1998 11; men's sock fits ahoe size 10 to 13. 
Extra Rechargeable Battery 34 C 4250— For women. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 5998 
за C 4670— Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz...$598 34 C 4757 —For men. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 298 

Alkaline “D“ Batteries. Package ol two i shoe sare а Га 00 [ow vv OSH 
Odes | зо [зї | їз | o 34 С 4683 —Shpg. wt. 11 oz.. .Pkg. 5149 ХХ Sears 311 



A Country Style Wall-mount Electric Heater Fireplace 
with thermostat control for just $99.88 ??? 

ac 
FLAT WALL $ AT WA Save 30 

Will be *129.98 
in Sears Spring 

Big Book 

So smart, so warm, so clean.— 
nothing combines all three like 
an electric fireplace. Takes just 
a few feet of wall space—looks 
built-in. No expensive installa- 

st hang by ket (in- 
cluded) like a picture, Fan- 
forced 1650-watt heater, sepa- 
rate controls for heat and flick 
oring flame; heat only; flame 
only. "Fieldstone" looks real 
but is super strong fiber glass. 
Black, Sided steel hood, black 
mesh screen. Simulated grate, 
ash bed, fiber glass logs and 6- 
ft. cord. For use with 110-120- 
volt current 

Flat wall mount (left) 
34x13 x59 inches high 

Shipping weight 58 Iba. 
34 C 9607N 19988 

Corner wall mount (right). 
34x29x63* inches high. 

Shipping weight 67 Ibs. 
34 C 9609N 

SPECIAL NOTE 
All electric fireplaces are 
UL listed. All "N^ items 
las 34C9654N) sent by 
motor carrier or express 

Want a Mantel-style 

Electric Heater-Fireplace Was $69.98 . . Electric Hei 
but don't think Fireplace. Idea ediu 

you have the room? small rooms. Hangs on bracket 
like a picture, plugs into 110-120 

Our new space-saver volt outlet. 1660-watt bester gives 
corner model takes added warmth on cool days. Manu. 

trol for heat and flickering 
е or flame only. Baked enamel 
black mesh screen. 6ft. cord. 

$14.988 25x 144x439 in. 
34 C 41154N—Re 
за C 41152N—Black 
Shpg. wt. 48 lbs. 

189° I LIKE т CAUSE Ya‘ DONT 
МАМЕ TO CUT DOWN 
NICE TREES TO GET LOGS. 

just 3 feet by 3 feet 

Looks like real brick but is superstrong fiber glass. Free standing, just 
120.volt model serves as supplementary heat 

more heat than 120-volt. Autor 
ickering flame 

push into place and plug 
220-volt delivers up to 3 
tat. Separate controls for 

m, 6-foot cally-detailed fiber glass 
50 inches wide, 36 inches deep, 35% inches high. Buy it t 

way—order by phone 
34 C 9854N—110-120-volt. Shipping weight 101 Ibs 4149.88 
34 C 9655N—220-240-volt. Shipping weight 106 Ibs 189.88 
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eight of the most exciting items 
we've ever put into any“Wish’Book , 

From one of America's finest collections 
of antique toys, displayed at the Museum of 
History and Technology of the Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C... here are 
cast-iron reproductions, hand-made from 
molds cast from the original toys, then 
carefully hand painted and hand decorated. 
We insisted on a foundry where time-honored 

methods are still used, and where most tools 
are the same as those used at the 
turn of the century. We are so pleased with the results 

that each piece comes to you with a certificate of authentication. 

We ask you to read about cach item so that you can better understand 
why it is indeed a collector's item to be prized. Total sales of 
each reproduction will be limited to just 250, then the mold will 
be broken. Each piece carries a benchmark identifying the collection 
and is individually numbered. You are assured of receiving 
an authentic copy and assured of possessing a collector's toy 
from a truly limited edition. 

Hook and Ladder Wagon with 4 Horse Team 
35 inches long, 9 inches wide, 10 inches high (about 1900) 

Every detail is authentic... the wheels even 
turn and are bowed because these wagons took 
Corners at such high speeds. The bell sounds 
like a true fire bell because it is actually made 
of real bell metal, and it rings with every turn 
of the wheel. Meanwhile, the sprightly horses 
bob up and down in excitement of racing to the 

Each "toy" comes with a display case 

fire . . you can almost smell the smoke? 
Shipped prepaid by motor carrier or express 

from Grand Rapids, Michigan. to all states 
except Alaska and Hawaii. No C.O.D. orders 
To assure delivery before Christmas, orders 
must be placed before December 6. 
F21 C 87991N— (Shpg. wt. 19 Ihe À 

for information, see page 314. 
5300.00 

me [Sears] 313 
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To exhibit your replica 
handsomely and to help 

keep it dust free, an 

attractive display case 

will be sent with each 

“toy.” This case may be 

used self-standing or 
wall-mounted (hardware 
not included). A solid brass 
plate on the case 

describes the piece and 

dates the original vehicle. 

Please remember . . the 
sale of these replicas 
is limited; just 250 
of each item will be 
made. To be sure of 
receiving the collector's 
piece of your choice, 

place your order early. 
Orders for delivery before 

Christmas must be placed 

before December 6. 

The Smithsonian's 
Antique Toy Collection 
will be touring the 
country so that many 
who cannot get to 
Washington, D.C. may 
view the display. 
The entire Collection 
actually consists of 
2,800 different pieces, 

many of which will be 
displayed in major cities 
within the next few months. 

м Е. E 
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*Limited Edition Collectors it 
AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS CAST FROM 

Horse-drawn Carriage with 
Uncle Sam as passenger 

18 inches long, 4% inches wide, 84 inches high (about 1900) 
group called "Nodding Head Toys" made around the 

turn of the century in n, Ohio. Fanciful caricatures were usually used ая pas- 
sengers in a little carriage. As the wheels turned and the horse seemed to trot along, the 
whimsical, oversized head nodded to the delight of young and old alike. Our cast-iron 
replica is identical, even to the wobbly head. Shipped postpaid from Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, to all states except Alaska and Hawaii. No. C.O.D. orders. To assure delivery 
before Christmas, orders must be placed before December 6 
F21 С 87982 — (Shipping weight 6 pound! 

Most unusual! One of a 

- $150.00 

Race Horse with Sulky 
9 inches long, 4 inches wide, 4% inches high (about 1930) 

2, Enthusiasts of horse racing would treasure such a cast-iron model now, just as in the 
1900s wi toy was first cast. Wheels actually turn while the sleek, high 

spirited horse т» to be straining the bit toward a dramatic photo finish! Shipped 
postpaid from Grand Rapids, Michigan, to all states except Alaska and Hawaii. No C.O.D. 

fore Christmas, orders must be placed before December 6. 
d pounds) $100.00 

1] 



Horse-drawn Pumper Wagon 
19 inches long, 4 inches wide, 8 inches high (about 1870) 

Horse-drawn 
Carriage 
17 inches long, 
4% inches wide, 

7 inches high (about 1900) 
4 ast 
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“Limited Edition Collectors “Items 
AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS CAST FROM 

ONE OF AMERICA’S FINEST COLLECTIONS OF ANTIQUE TOYS 

Model T Coupe 
10 inches long, 5 inches wide, 

8 inches high (1917) 
2, After Henry Ford began selling assembly 

line cars, this model was the first that 
most. men could afford. Certainly not а 
family car, only two people could sit cosily 
on the single seat. Top speed was about 35 
m.pb...and it certainly beat the horse 
and carriage for comfort. This cast-iron toy 
was a favorite of the children of the 1920's, 
probably for the same reasons children like 
model сагв today . . they dream of owning 
one just like it. As on all our other replicas. 
the cast-iron wheels turn, and every detail 
has been carefully hand painted to look 
exactly like the original toy. Shipped post 
paid from Grand Rapids, Mich., to all states 
except Alaska and Hawaii. No C.O.D. orders. 
To assure delivery before Christmas, orders 
must be placed before December б. 
F21 C 87986—(WL 5 Tim $150.00 

Touring Car 
10 inches long, 3 inches wide, 
5 inches high (about 1921) 

1 This streamlined two-seater was the 
convertible of the past. A well-to-do 

lady rides in style as her driver concen- 

trates on the mechanics of this "new- 

fangled" machine. He had to start it with 
a crank. Too expensive for the average 
man, this car would go 40 miles per hour. 
The most frequent break-down was a blow- 
out from the rough, gravel roads. Wheels 
оп our authentic cast-iron replica actually 
turn. Shipped postpaid from Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, to all states except Alaska and 
Hawaii. No C.O.D. orders. To assure de- 
livery before Christmas, orders must be 
placed before December 6 
F21 C 87964 — (Shipping wt. 5 be 5150.00 

Four Door Sedan 
13 inches long, 5 inches wide, 

5 inches high (1926) 
3 Luxury for the whole family! Two seats 

afforded plenty of room for packages or 
toddlers. Even long trips were feasible now 
im any weather..this car went up to 40 
miles per hour. Families from one Coast 
could see how the other Coast lived — and 
might even decide to stay there. Our hand 
painted, cast-iron replica has wheels that 
turn. It's authentic in design, even to the 
tread on the running boards. Shipped post 
paid from Grand Rapids, Michigan, to all 
states except Alaska and Hawaii. No C.O.D. 
orders. To assure delivery before Christmas, 
orders must be placed before December 6. 
F21 C 87985— (Wi. 81) $150.00 
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paint 
Surroundings. They wanted to 5 

ok 3 ye house from 
velop, recaptures charm е early day dishe cent) а 

Homes, modes of dre are authentic of periods cent.) Al 

h: Plates, cups, saucers, cereal 
2-pe. sugar, creamer. 9-in. open ve 

ter. Shipping wt. 32 Ibs 
Set $48.99 

(J they 3) 5 of 4; Save $1.00 on s 
“Today”. Bell-shaped glass in smoky Tobac (brown). It =й; 
1 Sot of 4 Goblets. Each holds 12 ounces — 21 C 10641— Shipping weigh shipped 

ach holds 7% ounces Chicago 

(17 cent.) Georgian town inent and in other parts of th а field-stone house (late 18th cent) 
ux Carre district of New Or 

from 

Piece availabl 
When you order, 

rt), then num. 
pieces 
Open 
pieces 
from 

There 
Shipping weight 4 pounds D ld be del Open 

Set of 4 Sherbers. Each holds 7/5 ounces 

iece Set. Four each: Sherbets, wines, goblets 1 COS SM 

delivery of up 2pe Coffee 

Start a 
tradition 

with 
Heritage 

Hall 
Every piece of 

Dinnerware depicts 

a typical daily 

scene from our 

country's past 
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1 Comer Shelf 

Wood e m Sr с=ш= 
Unmistakably 

Early American 
rich Salem maple 

fin ed pine 

(except for [4]) 

NOTE: ACCESSORIES E NOT INCLUDED 



1 egle. Majestic Figure of brass plated, cast aluminum. 
Weather-n utde 

21 C 5621C — 269 inches high. Shipping w 

9 Heroldie C 
plate 

21 C 5624 

Double-eay 
finish on cast aly 

design. Burnished b 
inum. Japan. 16x16 inches 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 1 $9.99 

3 Coot of Arms Ploque. I tic with a lion rampart 
Brass-plated finish on cas n. 20x34 in. 

2499 
minum. Jı ninum. Јар 

ping weight 7 pounds В ounce 

Solid brass Wall Plaques. Set of 
21 C 5642 17in. diam. Wi. 3 Ibn. Зо 

21 © 5641 — 14", in. diam. Wt. 2 bs. 4.08 

From Eng 

5 Solid brass Wall Planters and Plaque. Set of 3. Plant 
‹ їп. diam. Plaque, 12-in. di 
5633. Shipping weight 1 р 

} Set of 2 solid bross Bed-wormer Planters. Mahog 
finished hardwood handles. 8-in. di n. high. 

Set $9.99 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 50€ Now 5.99 

7 Set of 2 solid brass Bed-wormer Planters. Lost foll wos 
$649. Gin. diameter 19-in. high. Brass hanging 

mahogany-finished, hardwood ha England 
15,99 

wd rose 

21 C 5631 — Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ошо». 

8 Jord 
~ sign. 6-inch 

С 5683.— Shippin 

re in solid brass. Deeply е 
iameter, 5a inches high. From Eng 

weight 1 pound. 

high. Eng 
Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces 

Solid brass Plonter. 12x4x4 i 
Y 21C sosa 35.99 
10 Solid brass Magazine Rock. Impressive piece for den 

or library. Wood liner g ded stability. 6Vax10x 
1Yı inches high. England. Buy it the easy way, order 

by phon 
mes no Shipping weight 8 po 
1] Round solid bross Umbrello stand. With steel liner 

Deeply em 19 inches high. From England. 
21 C 5622C — Shipping weight 8 pounds. $19.99 

9 Square solid brass Umbrella stand. 6Yax10x21Vs in 
^ high. Wood liner with re 

5627C 
ovable metal drip pan 

From England Shipping weight 11 Ibe $16.99 

\ эти 
' erg 

1 EA 
ке i Y 

af ГУА! А 
rM PE 

The 
beauty 
of 
brass.. 
tarnish-resistant 

ght finish so the bri 

gleam will last 



Antique gold color 

24K gold plating and 

shimmering crystal 

glass . . such 

elegant holiday gifts 

] levis ХУ piece 
Console Set. 

color finish on 

9 Lovis XIV Clock En. 
^ semble. 3-piece bat 
tery clock (айе "С" 
b and 

s molded 
from polystyrene plastic 
finished in gold color 
Clock: 1 in. Ea. 
sconce": TVaxl9*. in 

Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 
21 C 63371C. . Set $29.99 

(3 the 1) T 
24K gold-pl 
erystal glass 

ntings. Ge 
polished for brilliance. 

Q Candelabra. Three candle holders seated 
Ә in scrolled arms. Cry 
gracefully be 
21 С 91536 

in. high 

Compote. An ele 

Sparkling prisms hang from 
crystal bowl. 2 

adorn stem, marble base. 107% in. high 
21 C 91535 — Shipping wt. 10 Ihe Sor ..... $35.00 

гу Compote 5 р cherubs 

6 Set of 2 Candlesticks. Exquisite styling 
that combines crystal with di gold 
es, scrolled base in. high 

21 C 91561 - Shippi Hs. Set 518.00 

SHIPPING NOTE 

3 Set of 2 Candlı 
ЫЕ with prisma hanging from each 

Y Ash Troy. Crystal 
® gold base. A perfect 
your own coffee table. 4 inch 
21 C 91474 - Shipping wt. 2 Ibe. 12 

Lighter. Same de 
10 above) w ryst 

21 C9473 
1] Scale. El 

fully swing the sparkling crystal balance 
pans 



(1and 2) 34i», hond-engrove 
Swords. Tooled in Spain. Richly 

udded with jew 
mother-of-pearl Nickel 
plated steel blades. Leather sheathes 
Gold-look metal chains. 

Crossed-hilt, 
21 C 94122 $17.99 
Cup-guard, 
21 С 94123C 

sneros Sword 
We the... $17.99 

Carved wood Ploque. 14x7 in 
wide. Engraved, gold-color metal 

plate and crossed swords 
mounted on red velvet background 
21 C 94126— Wi. 3 bs. боа $10.99 

Radio and Desk 
chrome 

Д Combination 
Orgenizer. Gleaming 

hances this solid-state tran. 
бо plus 9-volt battery. Also 

includes Shaeffer ballpoint pen, 
letter opener, perpetual calendar 
(not on AM/FM style), cigarette box 

nd memo pad. TYx10Y:x2% inches 
high. Japan. 
AM only. White with walnut lo 
21 C 93963— Wi. 5 Ihe. Г 
AMIFM. White with wicker look. 
21 C $3988 W 

Model of Edison Stock Ticker. This 
authentic replica is made of 

brass-finish metal 
hances its beauty. Brass-finish 
plaque tells ticker story. Handy ball 
point pen and letter holder incl 
Walnut-finish hardwood base. 10x 
8х5 in. high overall 
21 C 94124 Wt. 2 Ibe. Kon $10.99 

6 American Clipper Ship. Hand 
carved wood has been completely 

hand decorated in this detailed scale 
model of "The Flying Cloud.” This 
mous ship holds the record for 
iling vessels it went from New 

York to San Francisco in 89 days. 
Antiqued cloth sails. 20 inches long; 
14 in. high. From Japan. 
21 C 94754C — Wr. 7 te. $19.99 

7 Treasure Chest Decanter Ser 
Pewter-finish steel chest 

trimmed with metal studs, antiqued 
steel fittings, and Camelot crest 
The treasure inside is a handsome 
glass decanter and 6 shot glasses 
Lock and key included. 11x6¥sx6¥s 
in. high overall. Japan. 
21 C 86919— Wi. 6 Ibe. Bos... Set $21.99 

8 Old World Globe Bookends 
Globe and base of antique-finish 

rdwood. Finished by fine Italian 
craftsmen who are often im 
Map із parchment-li 
pher's material, hand painted a 
antiqued. Shows data coll 
navigators, explorers, geographers 
and scholars between 161 1622, 
Set of 2. 6x6 in. Felt bottoms 

42 — Wi. 3 Iba. Bon... Set $14.99 

hes. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
92744 

«x10 inches. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
21 92742 31299 
10 Connon Lighter. Spanish-style 

nnon of heavy cast metal with 
antiqued silver finish. Walnut 
finish hardwood base. Metal studs 
and antiqued steel fittings. 5¥axdx 
Буз in. high when upright. Japan. 
21 C 94125— Wi. 5 I $14.99 
] Divers Helmet Ico Bucket, Italia 

made bucket of pewter-finish 
aluminum has man-size, three-quart 
capacity, 12 inches tall 
21 C 86882С- Wi 7 Ibe $18.99 

FOR HIM: 

Gifts that 
add zest 

to den 
or office 

„. whether he 

favors the rugged, 

antique look or 

the sleek and 

sophisticated 





Display vour Coat of Arms 
Be proud of your family name, country of origin, college or university 

e All items available with family Coat of Arms if that name is among the 360 listed 
below . . printed with family name. Item comes with scroll. Print name when ordering. 
(If your name is not listed below, you can order name crest shown at center of page.) 

NOTE: You must order before December 3, 1971 for Christmas delivery. 
If you do not require Christmas delivery, you may order items up to September 1, 1972. 

Adams. Баке Chapman Donovan — Fuller Hawkins Kane Martinez Nichols Randall Seres 
Alexander Biss Chase Gallagher Hayes Keller Mason Nicholson Randolph Soon Walsh 

Anderson Bowen Clark Onecott Gardiner. Kelly Mar wel Fanen Reed Shaw ner Andrews’ Bowman Gare Duty” бию  Hemy Киеу Ped amen Armstrong Boys Cleveland Dugan Gibson Memander Kent Мө Ober” ау Binere Washington 
Arnold Boyer Conen Duncan Gittora Hicks Kerr McCarthy, Olson Reynolds Simon Watkins 
Austin Bradley Cole Dunn ‘Gilbert иш Kimball MeCoy Омей Rhodes. Simpson Watson 
‘Bailey Brady. Coleman Eaton Gonzales — MoMman King McDonald Owens Rica Seit Weaver 

Bau Brooks Connor Ekon Gordon. Hopkins Lawrence Merit Parker Puvera ‘Stevens Webster. 
Barker Brown Cook Eis Graham. Howard Les м Parks Roberts Stevenson Weiss 
Bares Bruce Cooke [— Gram Howe Lows = Patterson Robertson Stewart Weich 
Bamet Bryant Cooper Graves Ном Lagen yw ^ Robinson Stone Weis 
Baer Buchanan Cox Evans Gray Mowiand Long Mitchell Peck Rodgers Stuart West Barren Бике Crag Ferguson Green Mead Lovs  Momgomery Perkins Rodngues Sullvan White 
Barry Burke Crawtord Fischer Greene Hudson Lynch Moore Perry Rogers Swanson Wilcox 
Banon Bums Cross Fisher. Grita Hughes у Morgan Peter Rose Sweeney Wilkinson. 
Baver Bush. ‘Crowley Fuzgerala Gross Humphrey nar Morris Peterson Rosenburg Taylor Wilhams 
Baxter Ёл Cunningham Fitzpatrick Hall Munt MacDonald Morrison Pheips Ross Terry Withamson 
Beck Cameron Curtis Fleming Hamilton Hunter  MacGregor Morse Prpa Rossi Thomas Wills 
Becher Campbell Daly Fina Hansen Jackson Mackenzie Moseley Pierce fused Thompson Wilson. 
Beebe Carson Daniels Ford Hanson James MacLean — Murphy Porter. Hueso. Todd 
Bei Carpenter Davidson. Foster Harper Jenkins Macleod Murray Powell Ryan Townsend Wood 
Bennett Carr Davis Fowler Harrington Jensen Mahoney Myers Powers Senders Tucker Woods 
Berry Carroll Damon Fox Harris Johnson Manning. Nash Pratt Schaefler Turner bas qa 
Bishop Carter Dey. Fraser Harrison Johnston Manh Neison Price Schmidt. Wadsworth Yori 
Bleck Case Dean Freeman Marl Jones. Marshal Newman Quinn Schneider pe Young 
Biar Chandler Dixon French Harvey Jordan Martin Newton. Radiors Schultz Timmerman 

* All items available in new national or symbolic Coat of Arms for country of ancestral 
origin if that country is among the 18 shown on crests illustrated at top of facing 
page .. printed with family's name below. Print country and name when ordering. 

Name Crest for any names College or 
not listed above 

Now, for the first time . . all items 
available with monogrammed Crest 
(апу letter of the alphabet) plus any 
family name printed below the crest. 
Please print family name and mono- 
gram when ordering. Like every- 
thing else in Sears books, it's so easy 
to order by telephone. 

ORDERING INF 

€ 

University Crests 

Only items (3), (5 thru 7) and 19 and 
10) available with name and crest 
of nearly all accredited colleges and 

universities in the US. with your 
name printed below. Print your 
name, college or university's name 
plus city and state where located 
when ordering. 

'ORMATION 

dimensional Crusader W. 
mensional Walnut Wal 

ield Wall Plaque 

Plaque 

› Set of 4 Irish Coffee Cups 
(5) Ash Tray 
(6) Door Knocker 

(7) Tankard T 
Smaller Tankard (not shown 

(8) Ice Bucket 

(9) Set of 4 Coffee Mugs 
(10) Set of 4 Coaster-Ash Trays 
TT) Set of 4 Executive Tumblers 

t of 4 Old Fashioneds (not shown 
t of 4 Swedish Mugs 
lema have black anc 

SHIPPING NOTE: All items on this page sent postpaid from factory in Sebring, Ohio. Allow extra time for delivery. No C.O.D's. 

1 Plaque 

Smaller Shield Wall Plaque (not shown! 

F21 С 86001V 
F21 C 86005V 
F21 C 8727V 
F21 C 8726V 
F21 C 86008V 
F21 С 86006V 
F21 С 8725V 

| F21 c 86007v 
F21 С 8731V 
F21 C 8734V 

| F21 C 8730V 
F21 C 8723V 

FAT с 86009v 
F21 C 86004V 
F21 C 86011V 

157х137» inches 
13x11 inches 
BYsx10%s inches 
8x6 inches 
Hold 8 oz. ea. 
6x6 inches 
4x6%4 inches 

Holds 32 ог 
Holds 14 oe 
tat 

Hold 8 ox. ea 
4%, inch diam. 
Hold 11 az. ea. 
Hold 8 oz. ea. 
Hold 14 az. ea 

5 inches h 
acity. 12 inches high 

Wood with 

Wood, plastic, parchment 
; parchment 
ramic tile 

Wood with ceramie tile 
Be inches high 

inches high 
gh 

metal 
Ceramic 
Ceramic 

$. inches high 

5 inches high 

Authentic Milk Gla 

Thermo-insulated plastic 

p 
(3 pounds) | 
4 pounds) 

(2 pounds) 
1 pound) 
4 pounds 
2 pounds 
1 po 

(3 pounds: 
(2 pounds! 
(4 pounds, 

(4 pounds 
2 pounds) 

(4 pound 
(2 pounds 
(5 pounds) 

3 
К 



А toast 
to 

good taste 
Wine and Glassware 

Serving Accessories 

to make any 

occasion ‘special 

(1 ond 2) Wine Fonts. Gracefully 
imported from 

rests on its own 
wrought iron stand. 

glass fonta, 
Austria. Each 

Ice fits into a 
compartment to chill the 

without diluting it. Both fonts 
1 qt. Deluxe font hı us of 

n scrollwork, engraved f 
its own candle and holder 

Font. 21 in. hij 
1 C 86905C — Shpg. wt. 7 Ihe $19.99 

Wine leer with si 
sets in its own stand of lacy 

wrought iron tached by 

Teakwood Server. Pada 
with leather thong for 

haped 
toring 

t to serve € s, cold cuts 
81х12 in. long. Hong Kong. Buy it 
the easy way, order by ph: 
21 C 86912-1. 2 Ihe. 8 0 12.99 

E Wing Corkscrew. Remove corks 
© quickly, efficiently 
steel worm into cork 

by inserting 
then prensi 

on wings. Chrom 
doubles as bottle 
21 С 86831 

plated zinc ha 

Twisted, cle 
on 40 ог 

6 Tes Wine Set. 
glass stems 

and 4 oz. glasses. Th 
canter has handle for 

decanter 
15 in. high 

sy pouring 
and a tapered, clear-glass stopper 
GL 6% in. high. 
21 C 86902C — Shpg. wt. 4 Ihm Set $19.99 

е) Tope. Wine Set. Hand-blown glass 
Í Captains-styl 
high; holds 2 qt. G 
21 C 86968 - Italy 

10-in. 
sses hold 4 or 

We 4 Iba .. Set $9.99 

decanter 

Bucket. Shiny Chrome-plated Ic 
8 orary buck ^ 

chill wi 
Chrome plated steel, thermal plastic 
liner. Rich-looking жов 
knob 
21 86883. 

quarts . . is tall enough t 

handle and 

Wt 4 Ibs. ox $14.99 

Q “Honeycomb” Wine Rack. One 
unit, 11x14x8 inch ds 6 

bottles. Join two or me 
gether to make as large a wine 

you wish. Store a few bottles of 
wine or create a wine cellar. P 
Switzerland 
21 С 86945C — Shipp 

Y vertically, 
(with no special too! 
a whole wine cellar 

(17 thru 21 ) Graceful Wine Glasses. Set of 8. 
417) 21 С 8693-22-04. brandy. Shipping wt. В lbs. 
(18 21 C 86963 oe. red wine. Shipping wt. 5 Ibs 
(19) 21 C B6952—6Y-or. white wine. Shipping wt 4 Ihm 

Set 499 
Set 499 

C0) 21 C 86964 — 10-00, all-purpose wine. Shipping wt. 5 Ibe Set 4.99 
«21121 C 86965 — OV, оа. champagne. Shipping wt. 4 Ihe... Set 499 



Our lowest priced 24-piece Bor 4 Deluxe 49-ре. Borwore Set. Gi 0 1 ware Set. Sc avian styling. bubble" stem 
weighted flat base pe. set has 8 e 1: tumbler 

old fashioned: vun bubble" look in 
highballs, 

1] Set of 8 Pilsnors. Thin. 
bowl of sparkli 

atop a tapered stem. Ho 
21 C 86934 — Shpe $699 — |5 Bor Block with Knife. Hand 

durable block is end-g 
19 Set of 8 Be hi love! knife to block 

© ‘glass of Scan e 
а tapered ba 
Holds 16 ounces 
21 C 86933 Shpy. wt. 6 Ibe (53 16 41-p<. Barware Set. Sturdy, sim 

Û ply styled glassware. Contains 8 
13 Set of 8 Tavern Tonkords. Blown h 

© glass tankard is styled after the tails, 9-oz. highballs, 
pewter stein. Holds 1 124-08. collin 

Elegant Stemware 
each item sold in set of eight 

(22 they 24). Sleek, simple styling .. graco- (25 thru 31 ). This lovely Forum stemware combines a classic bow] atop a stately Muted stem. Each 
ful bowl and tapered stem. Match wine glasses clear glass item comes in a convenient set of eight. Buy them the easy way, order by phone. 
117) thru (21) on facing page. 125121 C 86941 (34) 21 C 86939 — (^s oc. cocktail. WE 5 be... Set $6.49 
(2D 21 С BODAS 4-00. cocktail WL 3 Iba Shipping weight 4 pounds (29) 21 C 86936 — 10%, ox. goblet. We. 6 Iba. Set 649 
(2) 21 С 86967 — 1-00. cordial Wi. 21... 8 126) 21 C 86942 — 2-оз. liqueur. Wt. 2 В». 30) 21 С 86937 ~ 1-05. rocks. Wi. 3 Ibs. 
12021 C B6951— ш. parfait WE 4 Ibe. Set 490 (27121 C 88038 — TV ce. wine We 4 lbn 131)21 C 96966-57, ox sour. We 4 ba. 



3 piece Bar Set. A st 

to good x. 
taste тк 

Decorative Bar 

Accessories 

that are fun to use 2760098 
practical to own » finish on 

v. [tal Set of 6 Cork Coasters: 35s inch diameter 

Dont |, 4.88 
Miss be 
This | ice Bucket 



with zipper 7 19 2-bottle Portable Bar with molded cose. Viny 
es high. Fro * ied 

Miss | for a 
This | Portable Bar 



Hostess (1 ond 2) 5-pie ays. 15x23 (3 they 5) S-plece Troy Sets. Legs, frame and ra 
crafted with fine furniture wood. Set includes 4 Ma 

store-away rack. Smart Ye inch brass-finis ed — sonite hardb 

Tray Sets Hand a ns rr its 
ha 

nd a handy storage rack 

LL Butterfly. Butterfly design on gold foil paper adds 

Now Уон И them, now 1 lively touch to laminated hardboard tray top. 

you don't”. . they store : Set $24.99 

away so easily! ise shell d с Б yl-covered trays measure 14x19 inches 
al effect on lam hardboard tray x ak fra 

L- Shipping weight 17 pound Set $24.99 21 С 1740L— Shipping wei Set $29.99 

Easel-style rack . . a new Sears exclusive Handsome Wood 
Sets with 
tops of 

Hooked handle alcohol-and 
holds trays in stain-resistant, 

Masonite 
hardboard 

297 

Vinyl-covered Sets with 
tubular steel frames 

1 43? 
set 

(6 ond 7 ) S-piece Tray Sets. 
4 Kingsize trays, 15x23 în., 
and a handy storage rack 
with wood handle. Laminated 
hardboard trays have Ya in. 
brass finished molding. Legs 
and rack are brass finished 

Miss /5.pc. Metal 
"Dont [ony 7.99 

This / Tray Set 



mugs on this 
wooden 

expandable 
rack or sturdy 

metal tree 

Ow lowest price in two 
5 pc. Mug 

- Four earthenware 
mugs with embossed but- 
terfly design, wrought 
iren tree. Mugs hold 10.02. 
Tree 13% in. high. Japan. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
21088669 ..... Se 12.66 

Mugs 
are SO 
inviting 

for friendly 

informal chats 

(1 they 4) 
Mugs. Di 

Wrought iron Mug Tree 
> На om this 
6 high 

high. 
21 C 0064 - Shipping wt 31 doc... Set $299 

Cheery flowered mugs of stonew: 
hold 10 ог. Stand is 11 in. high. n 32 Shipping wi. 3 ibs. Bon... Set 



Serving 
ideas for 
fancier 
meals 
Accessories that make 

tables festive year-round 

11-ре 
Apple shaped 

hing Cin diam. 

9 Set of 4 Steak Plotters 
um platte 
len trays 

515-11 Vax 

Walnut Salad Dressing Server 4 

d Шла 

spoon in 
wu 

glow Solod Boni 

A 

Well, tree 
ез hold juices 

inless at. 

рә 

1 bowls 

7-ріесе Solod Bowl Set. 11%: 
nch diameter salad bowl with 4 

matching 6-in. diameter bowl 
rs. Pla 

7] Our lowest price in 3 years for a 

& Hardwood Carving Boord. 1 
justable chi 

les. Gravy 
edge. Rubber feet 

Y ok Carving Board. 14x20 inches 
board with 

10 Моми Carving Boord. 1 
» deluxe board Һа 

gravy trails thi 
Removable and 

d meat clamps. Walnut handles 
Ru wood feet 
21 C 88195C — Shipping wt. 61. $ 

t /0лу*3.99 
for a hardwood. 
Carve Board 



11 Not Bowl. Beautifully finished (14 and 15) Tole Serving Trays. |7 Pagode Snack Set. Great for Jf) Vegetable Soup Tureen. Free 
solid walnut with large 12-inch Beautifully hand-painted steel has f casual entertaining. When not © er-to-oven-to-tab! Stoneware 

diameter bowl. Comes with acquered finish that's alcohol re- іп use, the 4¥ in., 4s in. and Ysin. Matte finish. 3-quart capacity. La 
metal nut cracker and six istant. Colorful flowers lend a diameter plastic bowls stack neatly and 10v; inch diameter plate in 

festive air to any mealtime occasion. (12 in. high), topped by plastic pa- cluded. Japan. Buy it the easy way 
Self-handles on each end for «алу ода lid. J order by phone 
arrying and compact hanging 21C 88887—We 1M dor... Se $349 21 C BBAIE— Wi 1499 

Dip” Serving Troy. A sure con 1 1 Нее Set. 2-quart coffee versation start your next — ]4 Oval Troy. 13x 18 Onion soup Bowls. Four inch Epod art cli 
party. Holds dips and crackers or a 2! C 88566-Wı.2 diameter cook-and-serve bowls $20 М, four 30 cx. ms 
variety of other hot or cold snacks. — s v individual servings of soups or 

15 Octoponal Tray. 16 . Lids have onion shaped 
—— azed stoneware, Japan 

r and creamer with lid 
Hi-impact polystyrene. 20¥sx13¥ex ie tray. All of y 
1% inches deep. 
21 C 88584C 6.99 4 ln. 1202... Set $9.99 

16 Shrimp Snock Troy. For se )) Gloss Punch S. 15 pieces. 
[3 “fer Serving Troy. Your guest antipasto, hors d'oeuvres or cana- |0) Onion soup Tu “% For holiday punch or eggnog. In 

ve obeying this order when рея. Center spot is just right for hot to-oven-to-table tureen has cludes: 10 qt. bowl, 12 five oz. cups 

Set $11.99 

will lo 
snack-time rolls around. Holds any sauces or dips. There's a place for — knobbed lid and ladle. Glazed 20-in. tray, plastic ladle 
hot or cold food. Hi-impact poly- toothpicks too. Hi-impact polysty- ware, Ideal f b 21 C 86842N — WL 35 Ibe... Set $17.99 
styrene, 26Y.x11x1% inches d am. 1%s-in. deep. ghetti or casse repe nc In ms iSt 
21 C 88585C — Wi. 2 Ihe 2 hp s 21 С 88415- Wt - Wt. 6 be. 6 oz 



Our Best Соте Table. Save $5.99 on 9-pc. Set 2, Birch frame Poker Table with wool felt top. 48-in 
seperate prices total $90.94. Four snap-on poker wide playing surface. Steel leg locks keep table 

А trays and four of our best, most heavily padded chairs. from opening or buckling. Receptacles for glasses, 
40-in. diam. table with vinyl top stands 28% in. high. ashtrays (ashtrays only included). Folds flat. Stands 

0 1n: Bronze-tone finish steel frame with push button leg 29%, inches high 
locks. Black molded plastic trays with steel brackets; 21 С 1140N— Red felt top, oak finish © tabh 5 Chips, cards, 21C 1139N—Green felt top, fruitwood finish 

Shipping weight £0 pounds 149.99 

Furniture ce УО 
45-in. playing surface. Fruitwood finish 

21 C 1100N —Rosewood-coler Table, Wt. 24 Ibs Steel leg Padded top cle 
21 C 1169N - Beige Table. Wi. 24 Ibs. 

fun and games for the 21 C 1422C—Set of 4 Poker Troya. Wi. 12 itm 
whole family in a winning Chair only. See chair (7) on facing page 

16 receptacl glasses and ashtrays (8 ashtrays 
only incl... Stands 29% in. high. 
21C 1179N — Shipping weight 43 pounds 

Save $10.00 on Table, 4 chairs; seporotely $84.95 SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH РА 
range of styles and colors 21 C 1908N3—Receweed table, bloc chela SHIPPING NOTE ғо! £0 Н PAGE 

21 С 1103N3-Beige table ond chairs N” items (such as 21 C 
Shipping weich Set $7495 ent by motor carrier or express. 

Save 10%: Buy 4 or more 
FOLDING 

4 or more 4 or more 

242. 222 1821172 O 

Bamboo-look, wolnut-finish frame, padded Гу Rich, walnut-finish frame and back, pad 
seat, cone bock. Beautifully disguised as ЧО ded seat. The look of fine dining room 

handsome dining room chair. Comfortable, furniture, plus all the advantages of fold. 
padded seat covered with easy-clean black aways. Comfortable, Padded seat covered with 
Vinyl Molded polystyrene frame. Stands black vinyl. Hardwood frame. Stands 31 
32V, inches high overall. Legs lock in place. — inches high overall. Legs lock in pla 
21 C 1181C-Shipping weight 13 bs... Each $2499 21 C 11032C-Shipping wt. 14 Ibs. .... Each $18.99 
Price each if you buy 4 or more. 2249 Price each if you buy 4 or more. 1709 



The sleek, contemporary look "2 95 
S set Save $7 on 5-piece sets 
Separate prices total $79.95 

color combinations (2 are 
has spring 
all Table 
re match 

ast of black 
35-in. 

21 С 1174N3.— White table, white chairs inot show 
21 C 1199N3 — Black table, white chairs (not shows 

Shi ight 72 pounds Set $72.95 
21 С 1165N = Block Table only. Shipping weight 20 pounds. 51999 21 С 11667 — White table only. Shipping weight 20 pounds 1999 

(6) described below. Buy 6 or more, ond save 10%. Choir only. See cha 

Save 10%: Buy 6 or more 

L Ey en E pas 6 or more 
102° 14° E 

6 or more 13° 

6 Chrome-finiah 
heovily-podded 

7) Bronze-tone steel frame, heov. 
f ily-podded padded bock 
Double-bar on back legs. Vinyl 
covered. 30 in. high 
21C11178L-Blnek 

21 C 1167L— Black 21С11961-А 2 
Shpe. wi. 13 Ibn Each 91499 Shpg wt 12 Ibe Eah$1499 — Shpg wt. 11 ie 
Price each for © or more 1349 Ріст 

padded uble-bar 

21 CV Y83L- Beige 

or 6 or more 1349 Price each for 6 or more 

8 E : 
6 or more ) 
1892 / | 

() Bronze-tone steel frame ond 
back, padded seat. A neutral, 

vinyl-covered 

21 C 1115L- Wt 1 
Price each for 6 or mo 



POLY-OPTICS 
(3 thru 7 ) Sprays of иш. 
filaments sparkle at e 

DANCE-A-LITE 
Sound sensitive 

ET ob 
Los 

LITE BOX RC 
A changing show Y y A 

„ 0f colors, shapes Á Y o? e 

>) Ya JOVELTY 
Ir m > lp NIGHT LITES 
1 i " " 1 = 4 captivatin 

au m | creatures 

| ] LAVA L г 
| А p HIGH INT 

6 

334 = 



LIGHTS THAT 

TURN ON 
A MOOD 

Fa ing beams of the 
unusual..sure to steal 

the spotlight 

PLEXIGLAS 
(9 thru 

Sculpture 

HIGH 

F 

IC 

1) Free-form 

glow from within 

LOOK 
5 Desk Lamp. Base and s 

17) 9 impact styren 
uo Double insulated swiv 

Hinged, brass-plated arm. 
cluded. High-low switch. 14¥ inches high 
Fre 

FASHIC 

16 Sed-Woll. Lamp 
plastic shade 

diam. Wall bracket 
High-low switch. 8 in. high overall. Jap 
21 € 2054 — Burnt gold color 

17 Desk Lomp. High-imp. 
is de insulated to at 

shaped shade has 4*4-inch 
Burnt gold-color base and м 
low switch. 16 inches 
493 bulb included 
21 C 2044 Shipping wt. 2 e. 4 ox 699 

9 changing shapes and a spectru! 
© colors will keep you fascinated. Glossy black ename 
11x 11V 4x TS, in. deep. On-off switch. Bulb included 
1 C 3058 — Ships мв hipping weight 8 ра 

(3 thru 7) Poly-Optics. Hundreds of fibers carry а soft glow 
that bursts forth with light at each filament tip. Four color 
inserta red, blue, gray and yellow)... you can 
change th to match your mood 
3 Color wheel. А r wheel in base projects ever 

anging light into f nts. 16 inches tall 

palm framed by a 

4999 
base er 

Mirage. A tower of filament sprays dramatize the 
ture-look base of glossy black acrylic. 22 inches t 

Novelty Nite Lites. A long-life Ys-watt neon bulb se 

light) within eack figure and gently illuminate 
an entire mm 3x4xY inch black Plexiglas 

base. 5 foot 
‘Archer (with bu 

С 3371 -Gnerd (with 

(9 thru 11) Plexiglas. Each sculpture will vary slightly 
t is conducted f 
m the ends of the firesticks 

he sculpture. One 

m the base because it is an art original. Lig 
up inside the form, bursting fr 
and off of the jewel-like bubbles in 
way cord switch 

ked Plexiglas ps 
C 3367 - 10-waith 

10 кел wainut finish. Use "white" ight or 
ulpture on b 

inserting 3 color disc 
bulb included. 

red, blue or amber 

|] Absroct. Plex turo on black and wood 

12 thru 14) Lava Lites. Y wor what makes the 

uminum bas 
be 6 inch diame 

1 oneon-style : atte-fini 
3Y, in. hig п watt bulb in 

cluded. Red 
s 19 82 



HERE IN THE WISH BOOK. . 
THOUGHTFUL 

е Condiment Tree Set. A gour- Hi-intensity Lomp. Black with wal. Useful under hot Onion Salt ond Pepper Tree. Ce. accessory... this set — nut vinyl trim, th dishes or display on wall. Ceramic ramic shakers hang from potted Three colorful ceramic е sturdy hi-impact plaques are set in black iron frames. iron stand. Two shakers are for pots ketchup", "mustard" ible ed arm. 16 in. high Trivets are 9 inches high, tile 3% salt and two for pepper . . perfect and “relish”, 3 spoons and a wrought fully extended. UL listed for 110- inches in diameter. From Japan. for serving large groups. 9 in. high iron stand. 8/, in. high. Japan. 120 volt A.C. From Japan. Wt. 2 Ibs Shipping weight 4 Ibs 2) C 88592- Wi. 1b. don... 5 5479 — 21 C 2041 %469 — 21C8857! Set $3.49 Wi IM. 20е... Se $399 

Ice or Cookie Bucket. Doubly practi Owl Sculpture—Poper Weight. — Mediterronean-style Candleholder cal.. this fine qua Solid brass sculpture is hand cut with Candle. Antiqued-brass fin 
ished pine bucket has a scalloped, by master craftsmen. Beaded edges 

Eagle Letter Opener. Handsome 
hed dagger style letter opener is hand ty maple fin 

metal richly sculptured to elegantly crafted, hand etched and gilt em Early American design. Brass plated with sparkling jewels for the owl's hold a candle. 12s inches high over- bossed. The handle is multicolor handle and knob on cover, eagle dec- eyes. Lacquered to retain the all, Candle will burn up to 60 hours. Black leather sheath for sto oration. Plastic liner. 7x?x7 in. high. beauty of the metal. 9x5x3 in. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 ox 11% inches long. 21C 91798 WE 3 Ibe 4 ox $499 — 21C102269—5hpy wt Lih 5499 — 21C 9081 53199  21C92271-Shpy т.110... 44.99 

8-piece Snack Set. Service for 4 in- 
cludes 4 oval shaped plates (10% in. 

long? and 4 cups (6 oz.). Popular grape and 
leaf pattern in authentic milk glass. This 
set will make having a snack a real treat! 

Shipping weight 8 pounds 8 ounces. 
C 80568 Set 94. 

2 7.pi Cordial Set. Hand-blown, 
smoke-color glass you'll want to dis 

play between us Decanter is 7 in. high 
and the 6 glasses each hold 14 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 

21 С B6969 Set t4 99 



Scole. Fine quality wood and brass 
plated metal. D 
movable arms. Show-off your favor: 
ite knickknacks or serve candies. 
19 inches high. Fruit not included. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz 

21€ 9321 $9.99 

Fluorescent Lomp. Beige enameled 
metal base, movable shade. 
Chrome-finished metal arm. 13 in. 
high overall. 14-watt bulb included 
1-way switch. UL listed for 110- 
120 volts AC. 
21 С 2427 Jupan. We. 3 Ibe. Box $749 

Hurricane Lomp. The design is 
reminiscent of old English country 
lamps. The glass chimney tops a 
brass plated metal candle holder 

candle not included. 18 in. high 
Shipping weight 3 Iba. 8 az 

21 C 93022 

Бозе! ond Plaque Set. Florentine 
set is wood, hand finished in an- 
tiqued gold leaf. Plaques full 
color lithographed print is mounted. 
and finished by hand. Easel is 9 
in. plaque 4 
21 C 63372- 

Praying Hands Statuary. A symbol of 
purity and calm originally by Dürer. 

Made of Durastone composition 
Each piece is hand-finished to achieve 

rich look of burnished bronze. 
nches high 

21 C 96004 Shipping weight 9 Io. $7.99 

Cruet Set. Twisted wrought iron base 
holds 2 glass bottles. Can be used (ог 
oil and vinegar. Bottles have round 
glass stoppers and delicate handles 
Hand crafted. From Spain. Stands 
inches high. 
21 С 92272 - Shipping wi 2 Ibs. Set $5.99 

Mediterranean-style Condelobro 
Die-cast and stamped metal . . sty- 
rene stem. Antique brass finish. 

This romantic accessory would look 
striking on your table or mantel 
Candles incl. 16 in. high overall. 
21 C 9082—Shpg. wt 2 Iba. 4 өе. ...359%9 

S-piece Hostess Troy Set. Four 16x22 
in. fiber glass trays plus handy stor- 
age rack. Tray has lovely scenic 
pattern. el or scratch. 
Legs ss finished 

1: Ash Troy ond Lighter Set. Those beauti- 

fully styled, hand decorated, woodtone 
ceramics fit nicely into almost any decor. 
The pieces have a rich-looking finish and 
are surprisingly lightweight. An ideal gift 
item. Ashtray measures 7x7 inches, lighter. 
is 5 inches high. 
21 C 92273 — Shipping wt. 2 Iba dan... Set $9.99 
2, Cutty Sork Ship. Handsome scale model 

of an English clipper Hand de- 
tailings on rigging, mast. 7 
base with brass "Cutty Sark” name tag. The 
perfect gift for dad or brother. Japan. 15x1 1x 
4 inches wide. 

2. 21 C 94752C — Shipping weight 4 Ib. 



^T *Luxurious Cloths 
ў you can pair up e 

with ya 
festive*Underliners X 

(Shown over underlinar 
sold below) 

A Nottingham ce. 1, PERMA-PRE 1 В Sheer. Add festive flair with a white 
едат, tumbled a {го derliner (sold below). Thi 1 ре 

Du Pont Dacron pe are of itself... just machine wa warm ten 
t the elegant lc 

Rectangle. H 
x40 40x60 

m 

Y С 1186H 25.99 боз 
Round. Fits table about 47 inches in diameter. Round. Fits table about 44 in. diameter, with 70-inch diameter 96 C 11834 67 nch diameter 96 © 

Underliner, 6 % ironing needed when 
machine wa: d Hemmed. 



Elegant PERMA-PREST” 

Velvet-look Rounds 

* No ironing nee 

Buy 72-inch round Cloth Lightweight cardboard 

HIDE-A-TABLES 
with Hi - (С) 

nd SA VE +2 + + 
> with styrene plastic tops 

* Lab-proven to hold over 100 Ibs. 

* Just cover with one of our 
to-the-floor tablecloths 
SEI el eee 
injection-molded plastic tops тр; dean 

Stands 2 

p -inch diameter. Give tete oc i." 
for all 90-in. round tablecloths, Stands 

30 inches high. 
96 С 9709C— Shipping weight 12 Ibs.. .$8.99 

34-inch diometer. To-the-floor fit for 
all 90-in. round 

shelves, plastic latch keeps door to 
30 laches high. EDS 



Festive Round, Ovals, Rectangles 52% 
in holly print and Christmas red ^ 

A Holly print or solid red. 100% rayon cloth. Print: PERMA. 
PREST® fabric, no ironing needed when machine washed. 

tumbled dry at medium. Specially treated for stain-resistance. 
Solid red: Machine wash, dry, medium (not Perma-Prest). 

Se сой» number 16-holly green (printi — 52-Christmon red 

Only 99c for a Vinyl Cloth that reverses 
96 С 1000H. E^ 2 = 2 - Sens (fits table 36148) 96 ¢ 1001H. from Christmas print to Birthday print ??? 60580 (fits table 40x60) | 96 C 1002K 0292 (fts table 40172)... | 96.6 1009M 

Oval. Merrowed eige. 
60x80 (fits table 40x60). |. -96 с 10074. 
60x92 (fits table 40x72) |. .96 € 10084 

You get two tablecloths for the price of one. What a happy 66-inch diar »ter Round. Decorative 3-inch cotton fringe. addition to your Christmas and birthday celebrations. Best of 96 C 1006H— shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces "ҮЛ all, this tablecloth is beavy vinyl that wipes clean with a damp Море. 17217 inches. Package of four. State color number above cloth. All edges hemmed for longer wear 96 С 1010H—-Shipping weight pkg. 6 ow. Package $2.99 96 C 1282—5252 in. Shipping weight 11 ounces эх 96 C 1283— 52170 in. Shipping weight 13 ounces илз 89 96 C 1284—S2x90 in. Shipping weight 15 ounces The Christmas Candle 54 
В Sean exclusive! White wax candle scented with frankincense 

Holy Family is nested in lush, polyethylene foliage. 
71 € 3251—3x8-in. tall candle, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $4.89 

m all-season Blanket with an attractive 
gift box for only *6.99 777 

Sears gives you everything you want in a blanket . . easy care, many colors and never bulky. 100% polyester. 4-inch polyester binding on 
both ends (2 in. each side); king size with additional 4-inch binding on 
sides (2 in. each side), Machine wash, medium. Maximum fabric 
shrinkage 2%. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

TWIN AND FULL SIZES 
Soto coir number 402-lndion Oromge — Sü-Towmy Gold Ы. 915-Avocodo Leal brt, Z81-federol Blue bright — 43%-Home Red bril 

J00- Magenta Pwa 304-Lemon Yellow 
96 C 8240 — Twin. 66x90 in. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz 36.99 96 C 8241 H— Full. 80x90 inches. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3 oe 9 

QUEEN AND KING SIZES 
‘Bote color number 

315-Avocado Leal bright 78l-Federol Bive bright 
941- Winter White 703- Mogeato Plum 

96 C 8242H— Queen. 90x90 in. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 os 511.99 
96 C 8243H— King. 108190 inches. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 15 or. 13.99 

This blanket comes with HOW BiG A BLANKET an attractive pre-wrapped HE Gift box, gold-color cord, 
and gift card, Simply 
slip blanket into 
box, add cord, sign 
card and your 
gift is ready 
to put under the 
Christmas tree 



. only $15.00 for a schiffli embroidery-bound 

put "Blanket that's guaranteed 5 years* 

* Blend of 65% polyester for softness, 
35% rayon for lasting color brightne: 

* Maintains heat at 11 temperatures 

Warm up the cold winter nights automatically while 
sleeping without bulky weight. Plus, tbe lighted 
dial with bed hangers eliminates nighttime groping 
and guessing (dual controls regulate each 
separately). Fine polyester blend resists shed 
matting, pilling. Non-allergenic, too. Top end bound 
with S-in. nylon schiffli binding (234 in. each side). All 
sizes have convertible corners that can be used flat or 
fitted. Machine wash, warm. 110-120-volt AC. UL 
listed. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

Single Control 
96 С 70308— Twin. 60x84 in. Wt. 5 lbs. 1 az, $15.00 

96 C 70318— Full. 72x84 in. Wt. 5 Ibs. 8 os.. 17.00 f 

Dual Controls. 
96 с 7032— Full. 72x84 in. Wt. 6 Ibs. 2200 
96 С 7033H— Queen. 85x95 in. Wt. 6 Ibs. 8 os. 29.00 
96 C 70348—K ing. 102x90 in. We. 8 Ibs 39.00 

*GUARANTEE:If control or blanket should become 
defective within 5 years return it to us for free 
repair or replacement at our option. 

TWIN and FULL 
SIZES ONLY 

Wherever you go.. 

Versatile 100% acrylic 

Leisure Blanket 

5% 

Rugged, warm, practical . . the 
perfect takealong blanket for 
camping, hunting, sporting events. 
100% acrylic is permanently moth 

anı ldewproofed. Ends have 3. 

in. fringe. Measures 50х60 im. 
Machine wash, dry, warm. 

Clear plastic 

7а Green 
96 с 82888— Wt. 1 Ib. 10 ox $5.94 



NN sizes 

ZEN NN 
AP NN A» uem 
Different Little Red Riding Hoo 

Bad Wolf 

Now . . elegant Satin Sheets 31125 
that launder beautifully vi 

Shimmering 100% nylon satin sheets are the smoothest, most 
luxurious we offer. Easy care, too machine wash and dry 
at medium, Shrinkage controlled. .3% maximum fabric shrink 
age. Fitted bottom sheets have elasticized band all around to 
hug mattress securely. Sizes stated before bemming. 

Soto color number 21- purple 
э-этосөдо 4SS heto Croberry Wed 

Flat Sheets | Sire, inches | Catalog Number | Rising mi. | Prce 
Full | soris STE CA | Tib. эое | $11.98 een. 90х110_ |. 97 66395Н. 1 Ib. 150%. | 1498 ing |: 108x110..11/97 C6356N ^| 2 Iba Los. | 1698 
Fitted Bottoms . . fit rex. spring or 14 to 6-in. foam mattress 
Full [87 663504 | 11b. Ton. | $11.98 Queen about 60x80. 97 Cessin |11 14.98 King about 78180. 97 663539. 1. 16.98 
Pillowcoses. Pair 
97 C 63578— Standard. 45x36 in. ea. Wt. pr.Soz..... Pr. $5.49 
97 C 63588 — Queen. 45x40 in, ea. Shpg. wt. pr. 6 ог. Pr. 6.49 
97 C 6359H— King. 45x46 in. ex. Shpg. wt. pr. 7 oz....Pr. 698 

Colorful Percales 
you'll never need to iron 
Our PERMA*PRE 

from the dryer sm 

{А and 8 ) Soft blend of 50% polyester, 50%, combed cotton 
machine washable at bot, tumble dry. Woven 180 threads per 
square inch. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. Elasto-Fit® bot 
tom sheets elasticized at corners and across ends 

neat bedmaking. Sizes stated before hemming. 
ғ easy, stay 

Patriotic colors $ 4 49 
and stripes ato 

A Federal Stripe. Handsome allover print in vivid c 
Flat sheets and pillowcases trimmed with red border. 

Flat Sheets pes] Corsiog Ni 3 
Twin TET Sor HO 
Full 97 C 7767 ио | 349 Queen 90x11 $7 C TIS AS King. 1082118 |... 97 C 2798 t. 1049 
Fitted Bottoms . . ft teg. эр pam mattres 
Twin 1 оз, | $449 
Fan. 

een about 60x80 
King about 75-78590. 
Pillowcases. Pair 
97 С 7766—Standard. 42x36 in. ea, Spy, wt. pr. 10 02..Pr. $349 
97 C 7762 — Queen. 42x40 in. ез. Shpg. wt. pr. 12 oz.. Pr. 399 
$1 C 7763— hing. 42206 in. es. hp. wt pr Mor PE, 443 

Favorite Characters $ 449 
from Storybook Land >. 

Little Red Riding Hood. Happy childre: is all over 
fitted bottoms. Panel print on flat sheets 

Fiat Sh Sue, inches| Catalog Number | Shopng wi | Price 
Twin | 2104 |. 976194 il. Tor 449 
Full an 3 1 lb. 1008 | $49 
Fitted Bottoms . . fit reg. spring or $14 to 6-In. foam mattress 
Cot about 30x75 pcne 10 oz. | $4.49 Twin EO. | 1. 102. | 449 
Full 97673911115 402 | 549 
97 € 7395— Pillowcase. 4x36 in. Shpg. wt. S or ch $1.99 



tems E thru K 

also come in M 
Mushrooms to mi 

All 

dar C at 

Calendars and Kitchen Accessories 
in colorful felt 

29 = 
LA thru D ) Calenders. Metal ring for hanging, wooden slats 
Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy them. 
A) 96 C 4178 ie Jar. 10x40 in. Shpg. wt. 4 or... $2.99 
В) 96 С 4179—Butterfly. 10x40 in. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 2.99 
С) 96 € 4011—Mushroom. 10x40 in wt. 4 oz 2.99 
D) 96 C 4171— Tulip. 10x40 in. Shpg. wt. 4 ов 2.99 

Matching Accessories for Calendars D and C. 

LE thru K ) Tulip (shown). Matches calendar D. 
E) 96 C 4175— Blender Cover. 7x15 in. Shpg. wt. 2 az ..$2.59 

(F) 96 С 4173—Potholder. $-In. diam. Shpg. wt. 1 129 
(С) 96 C 4177—Y ardstick Holder. No yardstick. Wt. 1 ог. 1.99 
(Н) 96 C 4172—Oven Mitt. 11x734 in. Shpe. wt 1.59 
(J) 96 € 4174—Тоамег Cover. 1134x7 in. Shpg. wt. 2 ог. 1.99 
(К) 96 С 4176—Flyswatter with Cover. Shpg. wt. 2 02... 1.29 

Mushroom (not shown). Matches 
96 C 4015— Blender Cover. 7x18 
96 C 4013— Potholder. &inch diame ч 129 
96 с 4017— Yardstick Ной 1.99 
96 С 4012—Oven Mitt. 11x734 inches. 1.59 
96 C 4014— Toaster Cover. 11 }$х7 inc or 1.99 
96 С 4016—Flyswatter with Cover. Ship 129 

> 
кезе 

Attractive Calendars this year $100 
handy towels next year “ 

{ Lthry P) Handsome all linen towels are screen printed with colorful 

designs and calendar. 16x29 inches each. Hemmed ends. Cord and rod for 
hanging included. Machine wash and dry at medium. Boxed for gift giving. 
(L) 96 C 4180—Bless This House. Shipping weight 9 ounces 5 
(M) 96 € 4181— Bird. Shipping weight 9 ounces 1 
(N) 96 © 4184— Covered Bridge. Shipping weight 9 ounces 1 
(P) 96 € 4183— Puppies. Shipping weight 9 ounces 1 

* 
00 
00 rant, [Bears] 343 



ne 
> ү? Soldier Quilt 

y b 7v 
SÍ 

Soldiers and Ballerinas in Sheets and Quilts to match %34, 
[A ond B ) PERMA‘ PRESTS Sheets ond Fillowcoses. No ironing just machine 
wash, hot, tumble dry. Smooth muslin blend ol 50% cotton, 50% polyester. 
Woven 128 threads per sq. in. Elasto-Fit® bottom sheets elasticized on corners. 

lends for a snug fit. Panel print on flat sheets. 2% maximum fabric shrinkage. 
Sheets Size PES | ()Belerne | Shiveing weight | Price 

Twin 722104 in. | 1976701. |" GF 66006..| 11. 6 on. _ 334 
Fitted Bottoms . . fit regular spring or 534 to 6-inch foam mattress. 
Twin 9706703. .:..97 C 6709. 1%. tos 29 
Pillowcase. Soldier Balerina | Shoping Pica, soch _— зании rm ID UMEIT MET 
NOTE: All vices are stated balore hemming 

99 
sun 

{ € and D } Quilts. Both sides have multicolor print to match sheets at left Light blue background for soldier quilt, white for ballerina. Cotton cover. 
Fluffy polyester filling. Finished size 62x86 inches. Machine wash, dry, warm. (C) 96 С 2094— Soldier. Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. 39.99 
(D) 96 C 2069— Ballerina. Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. . 999 

E PIRMA-PRESTS Bed Ruffles. Heavy gathered ruffle of 50% polyester and 
50% Avril? rayon hangs 14 inches. Platform top of nylon tricot fits twin- 

size box springs securely. Machine wash at warm temperature, tumble dry. 
Ld TE) Feder! Boe. 48S Sercwberry Pink Ugh — 941— Winter White 

Towels and Pillowcases 
(Fond С) Cheerful screen-printed 
towels and pillowcases delight any child, 
Print first name or nickname. See Impor- 
sont Delivery Note below. Shipped postpaid 
from foclory near Chicago. 
F Sturdy all-cotton terry bath towels. 

20x40 inches each. Sbpg. wt. 9 оз. 

197 € 7818V—Circus, 
IMPORTANT DELIVERY NOTE, For delivery before Christmas of peronatized items, 

Ж "Not for Christmas" if 
after 5. No C.O.Da ++ all prices include shipping charges. 



Only #J,00 for an 
all-cotton Bath Towel 

only Ус for Wash Mitt. 

H Terry bath towels screen printed to 
match mitts below. Puckerproof borders. 

Fringed ends, 22x44 inches. Children will 

PME 
3012—] 

rte Sd exi T an Each $1.00 

T 
ton terry prints, bound 

Bath Scales in 
gay colors and designs 

JE 
(K thru M ) Brighten up your bath with this 

accessory—it's practical, too. Whimsical 
oval scales for tots, teens or any fun-loving 

ing's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
; (К) 96 С 6426—Hippo. Wt. $ Ibs.. ...57.99 

(L) 96 € 6425—Неу Fatso. Wt. S lbs 799 
(M) 96 C 6424—Hootentoot. Wt. 5 Ibs. 7.99. 

Modern Bath Furniture 
with the look of 
chrome and glass 

19” = 

(N thru T) Nickel plated square steel tubing fashioned into clean, straight lines. Protective finish ot 
clear baked-on lacquer resists rust. (R), (S) and (T) have shelves of smoked acrylic plastic 

N Уоту Table with Mirror. Top shelf of tem- |, Bath Stand. Three convenient shelves to hold 
pered smoked plate glass has smooth edges for bath articles. Measures 10x16x30 inches high. 

safety. Adjustable 14x16-inch sheet glass mirror. 96 С 5995L— Shipping weight 10 pounds. ..$19.95 
Lower storage shelf of plastic coated hardboard. 
Table measures 14x30x30 inches high. Measures 
46 inches high overall. Partly assembled. Shipped 
by motor carrier or express. 
96 C 5992N—Shipping weight 28 pounds. .539.95 

X Wall Shelf. Two handy shelves with towel bar 
below. Measures 6x16x16 inches high. 

96 C 5996—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 12 oz... .$9.99 

Towel Stand. Three towel bars with shelf on 
Vanity Bench. Embossed black vinyl covers bottom. Measures 10x16x30 inches high. 
polyurethane foam cushion. 14x20x20 in. high. 96 C 5994L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ..$14.95 

96 C 5993L— Shipping weight pounds. ..$19.95 ^ NOTE: Towels and accessories are not included. 

ш pop cfe c ost 

Precision-built Bath Scales 
guaranteed for five years 

122» 
(У ond W ) Heavy-gauge enameled steel 

case has wipe-dean vinyl mat. Records 

weight up to 300 Ibs. See guarantee below 

Hampers in both sizes 
come in all 3 colors 

Sturdy Hampers 1 99 
in modernized styling 4 > 

(X and Y ) Sides and trim are strong white molded 
plastic to withstand plenty of rugged use. Recessed 

04 Surssbery & le handles for easy portability. Hardboard body 

96 С 6435H—Shp and padded hinged lid covered with colorful, em 

Crown Regol. Our best scale combines bossed vinyl for full fashion styling. Ventilated 

extra long wear with streamlined good back allows air to circulate helps prevent mildew 

looks. Quilted mat. Top handle. Measures from dampness. No special care is needed . . just wipe 
113 ax1 LM x2 5/44 inches high. clean. 

Sate обу ember S22-Towny Gold 
Paa tony 913-Avocodo leal 

X Upright Homper. 2134x11x25 inches high 
96 C 5690LH—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. 4 oz 315.99 

Y Bench Hamper. 21}$х11х21 inches high 
96 C S691LH—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 

return for 



Furry, Plush Pile 

Bath Rugs 
and Accessories 

hug Boor 

A Oblong Rus 
96 C 2917H— 18x30 in. V 

96 С 2992- 
96 C 2994 

B Contour Rug. Y 
96 C 29938—21 

( Tonk Cover, Measures 8 in. deep, 201 
wide, 15 in. high. 

96 C 29128 — Shpg. wt. 9 ox. $3.98 
Ds 

96 
Oversize Lid Cover. Fits to 14 45x16 
96 С 29218— Shipping weight 5 ог... 31.98 
E Scale Cover. 

4 96 С 2762M— Shipping weight 4 ox... 98€ 

Cover. Fits lid 13x14 44 i 
9H — Ship. wt. 4 or 5148 

G ic Wastebasket with pile cover. 
96 C 2761н-816х1034 in. Y Аз 
Doorknob Cov 
96 C 2911-5 

3-piec t. 21536-18. rug, contour rug 
lid cover. Separately 36.64, 

29208— Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... Set 35,99 

3? ср $3 

cotton terry. Blue a 
Important Delivery Note below 

Print name (up lo 15 
F96 C 3064V — Shipped 

rayon. Schiffli embroidered initial 
fringed. See Note. Sent from / 
State color mumber pr 

^ paid, 

с 3524۷ 
1.) F96 С 3520۷ 
#96 C 3521 V— Hand Towel 
F96 C 3522— Wasbeloth. 1 

Sent postpaid from y F96 С 3523V—Shpg. wt. 2 Ib 
IMPORTANT DELIVERY 
ember 5. Mark you 
December 5, No СС 
M Volet Chest, Hi hest act 

vinyl over steel and fiberbe 

Unasse 

96 C S649LH — Shipping weight 23 p 
Wastebasket-Homper Set. Sture 
vinyl covering. Gold-color trim and iı 

high. Wastebasket measures 1034x7 

96 C 5648LH— Shipping weigh 

Monogrammed Bath Accents 

Monogrammed Oversize Towel, 34x62 inches. Looped white 
T crest. Fringed end: 

(К ond L) Drylon Towels ond Mat. Soft 70% 

X, У, Z). Only one initial per iiem. Washclo 

NOTE FOR J, К, L For delivery bel 
m 1 

as hamper. Leather-look 
1 frame 

cessory tray and hanger, brass-plated steel trouser ba: 
25 x 16 x 44 in. high 

nitial, return form included with set. Н, 



, 

..give a whole new look to the kitchen 

т 4.ре. Canister Sat. 44 to 7 
E ^ ich. W bs " 

@ Potholder.77in 
96 C 41518-Wr. 1 

1 Wt 

D Salt end Pepper 

11 € 8196 

b x: [Sears] 347 



for 2-gt. Aluminum 
Fondue Pot 

2-qt. aluminum Fondue Pot. Black metal stand 
Aluminum tray. Wood handle, knob. Alcohol 

teel forks with color-tipped 
wood handles. From Taiwan 
11 € 2404— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz... 53.99 

burner. 6 stainle 

9 2.9. stoinless steel Fondue Pot, Matching tray, Black metal stand. Bakel 
handle, knob. Alcobol burner. From Japar 
11 € 2425 Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz 38.99 

X plastic 

3 2-41. porceloin-on-steel Fondue Pot. Porcelain 
lined inside for cheese, meat or chocolate fondue 

Chrome-plated cover and metal stand. Wood handle 
and knob. Matching enameled steel base. Alcohol 
burner. Japan. Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz 
11C 24037-Black $7.99 — 1124034- Avocado $7.99 

Д 2-9" Moral porcelain-on-steel Fondue Pot. 
Porcela use for cheese, meat or 

chocolate fondue. All-over Moral design. Chr 
plated stand: matching enameled steel tray. Wood 
handle, knob. Alcohol burner. 6 «tainless steel fork 
with matching floral plastic handles. From Japan. 
11 6 2401-— Red and yellow floral 
11 C 2400. — Blue and green floral 
Shipping weight 4 pound $14.99 
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The Fondue Cookbook. 96 pages of exciting 
inte 

539 in 
ting and fun-to-serve recipes. Paperback 

1169537. Shipping weight & ounces $3.95 

Fun to Fondue” Recipe Book, 4x 
Paperback. 345x814 inches 

11 С 2477 — Shipping weight 2 ounce 

Se! of 8 Fondue Forks with Stand. Stainle 
teel forks; color-tipped wood handles. Fruit 

wood stand has walnut-color. Јар 
1162339. Shipping weight 10 кє. Net $3.99 

Set of 6 For 
wood handles. Р 

Stainless steel with color-tipy 
Japan 

11 € 2490 Shipping weight 10 ounces. . . Set $1.99 

Q Se! of four 9-inch Fondue Plates. Melamine 
Assorted color 

119507. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz . . Set $3.99 

10 Set of four Pinch Fondue Plates. White 
only. Earthenware 

11 C 95074- Shi weight 5 pounds. . Set $4.99 

] 2:3vor! colored aluminum Fondue Pot. Wool 
handle. knob. Black metal stand. W 

holds 6 stainless steel forks with color-tipped wood 
handles. Sterno® burner. From Ja 
1162439 Red 1102433 Avocado 11C2438 Yell hipping weight 3 pounds В ounces $9.99 
12 2.91. porceloin-on-steel Fondue Pot. Porce 

ain lined inside for cheese. meat or chocolate 
fondue. Chrome-plated cover, metal stand. Wood 
handle, knob. Wood base holds 6 stainless steel 
forks with plastic handles. Sterno burner 
11 € 24038- Avocado 11 © 24039—ked Shipping weight 3 pounds R ounce $12.99 

Mini-meal Toasters 
{ 28 ond 29 ) Toasting grills--uxe over а 
stove, grill or fireplace, 
28 Place bread, “Gller” in--ckme and toast 

434-in. diam. grids. Wood handles. 
Teflon® coating. Aluminum. 16 inches long. 
11 C 4046— Wt. ез. 80x... Ka. $2.99; 4 for $10.96 No Teflon coating. Steel. 16 inches long. 
11 С 4043— Shipping weight 1 1b. из 
29 Bun-n-Dog grill works as (28). Heats both 

hot dog, bun. Cast aluminum grid, wood 
handles. Come-apart hinge. 26 in. long. 
11 € 370750 —Shipying weight 1 Ib. no 

LIS 



13 2-at. porcelain-on-stee! Fondue Pot. 
lain-lined inside for cheese 

late fondue. Chr 'e-plated cover, stan 
black stand on avocado and red. We 
knob. Alcohol burner. Wood tray hold: 
less steel forks, color-tipped wood handles 
11C2305-Black 11C2377-Avoca 
Japan. Shipping weight 3 pounds ounces 

Smokeless Electric Hibachi 14 

11C2379-R, 

Porce 

$14.99 
Black enamel 

finish on aluminum. Adj. 8x12 in. (96 sq 
in.) metal grid. Detachable 30-in. cord. 1434x10x7 

1500 watts; 12-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed 
Shipping $14.99 

15 Doble grid electric Hibachi. Black cast iron 
Charcoal-like “lava rock". Adj. chrome-plated 

10x17 in. (170 sq. in.) grids. Det. 8-foot cord. 17 4x 
10x7 in. high. 1500 watts; 12-v., 60-с. AC 
11 € 5559C be $19.99 Shipping weight 2 

16 Double grid Hibachi. Black cast iron. Adj. 10x 
20 in. (200 sq. in.) chrome-plated grids. Slide 

drafts. Wood handles. Taiwan. 20x10x 1 
11 C 5586C—Shipping weight 24 pounds 39.99 

Cast iro 1] Cocktail Hibachi with Snack Troy 
black hibachi with 4-in. diam. metal grate. Slide 

raft. Earthenware sectioned 9-in. diam. tray 
11 С 37051C—Sbipping weight 10 " $5.99 

Single grid Hibachi. BL 
half the weight o e site cast iron hibachis 

k cast aluminum 
18 
10x10 in. (100 sq. in.) adj. cast metal grid. Slide 

aft. Wood handles. 1045x10x9% in. high. 
C 5505 Spain. Shipping weight 6 Ibs 96.99 

Free-standing or table-top Hibochi. Black cast 
aluminum. Two sectioned legs remove for use 

on table. 14x14 in. (196 sq. in.) adj. cast metal grid 
Draft slide. Wood side handles. 14x14x33 in. high 
11 С 5506C ng weight 17 Ibs.. ..$16.99 

90) "Cooking on a Hibachi” Cookbook. 48 page 
- Paperback. 534x834 in. 

ping weight 2 
of recipes 

11 С 9539-—Sh $1.98 

4-pc. Hibachi Skewer Set. Stainless steel, 
tipped wrought iron handles. 12 in. long 

11 С 2709--Shipping weight В ounces Set $1.99 

99 3-pc. Hibachi Tool Set. Stainless steel; rose 
© wood handles. 1 ea.: turner, tong, fork 
11 € 2706— Shipping weight 1 pou Set $3.99 

( 23 thru 26 ) Ice Cream Freezers. See-thru pl 
tic lids. Inne ated steel cans. Recipes, instr 
Electric freezer»: 110-120-v., 60-c. АС. UL listed 

93 туту. Ее Electric. Plastic dasher. 
116 1906 Shipping wt. 11 Ibs.. $18.99 

( 24 and 25 ) Nova. Antiqued avocado ated 
wood, Electric. 4-qt. Metal main frame. Easy 
clean Verti-flex plastic dasher 
Q4) 11C I939— Electric. Shpg. wt. 13 Iba. $22.99 
Qs) 11 С 1937. wt. 11 Iba 1499 

6 Americana Il. Walnut finished pine staves. Elec 
tric. Metal main frame. Insulated. Verti-flex 

plastic dasher. Black polypropylene liner 
11 € 19910—6-quart. Shipping wt. 19 lbs. . . ..$30.99 
11 € 1990C—4-quart. Shipping wt. 15 Ibs. 26.99 

9] Clear glass Fountain Set. 4 cach: Sin 
él banana split, 12-02. soda, 534-2. tulip sundae 
Buy it the easy way—on 
11 C 34830 їзїм.......%549 

[Sears] 349 
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KITCHEN COORDINATES 
++ one pattern for stove top and table 

Porcelain-clad Steel Cookware 
ece $ 96 Prices separately t total $43.96 

] Porcelain coating permanently bonded to steel. Smooth, seamless 
rior has non-porous surface . . resists stains and odors. Stainless 

steel beaded rims seal in moisture for waterless cooking. Self-basting lids 
help food retain vitamins and nutrients. Dishwasher-safe. Bakelite? 
plastic handles stay cool. 7-pc, set includes: 1}4-qt. covered saucepan, 
3-qt. covered saucepan, 10-in. open skillet and а S-qt, covered dutch 
oven (dutch oven cover also fits skillet). 
11 С 1751C—Shipping weight 21 pounds. From Spain Set $34.96 

Order pieces individually, too 
Sue _TCotsiogNumber] Shop. wi. 

TAL 11€ 1752. Зі... 
1.3 at. 11 C 1753 | Sibe 

Open Skiet Gia. ПГС 1755 | 4ibe Roz. 
Covered Dutch Oven. |... Sat. 

Covered Saucepans. 

2 Wood Spice Rack. 1734x2}4x9 in. high. 10 unfilled glass jars with 
labels. Plastic stoppers, Concealed compartment at top of rack. 

11 € 2871— From Japan, Shipping weight $ pounds. 55.99 
3 3-at. Whistling Teokettle. Porcelain-coated steel. Stainless steel 

cover and spout. From Spai 
11 € 1756— Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces. $11.99 

4-pe. Canister Set. Plastic. From 49 to 814 in. high. Japan 
11 С 2872— Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $8.99 

5 Mug Tree. Four 10-ounce porcelain mugs. Wrought metal stand. 
11 C 2874— From Japan. Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces, . . $6.49 

6 Round Tray. Plastic. 157 (in. diameter, From Japan 
11 € 2870— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 32.99 
Ceromic Fondue Pot. 2-qt. Wrought metal stand. Plastic tray. Alcohol 
burner. Japan. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

11 € 1757—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces 514.99 
7-pe. Solad Set, Plastic. Includes large 10-in. diam. salad bowl, 
four 5%.іп. diam. salad bowls, salad fork and spoon. From Japan 

11 С 2873— Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $7.99 
4-piece Solod Set. Four 5%-in. diam. salad bowls. From Japan. 
11 C 2869—Sbipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces Set 53.99 

Porcelain-clad Cast Iron Cookware 
Save*12 "236% "cune" 

Colorful porcelain enamel coat. — 8-piece Set includes: 7 «quart and 1!4-quart covered ing outside (white inside) bonded ^ saucepans; S-at. covered dutch oven and 7 and 9-inch to even-costing cast iron. Easy open skillets, Shipping weight 23 pounds toclean..longlasting.Greatfor 11 С 25180— Flame red Set $36.99 both cooking and serving. Fror 176—Antique gold. Set 36.99 Belgium. 11 6 2534 —Avocado Set 36.99 
Order pieces individually, t 

se Poma ња | Antique Avocado | Price 
Chand ad Har] 3 I[C254 | 10287 11028 УЕ sat | 5 11 С 2587 | 1102586 | i1 С 2588 | 11.00 ed Dutch Oven. Sat. | 9 | 4| 1162567 | 1162568 | 1162579 | 1699 Fr Fin. | 2 | $| 116280] 1102501 | 1162538 | 600 | in. | з 1162522 | 11C2521 | 11С 2539 | 7.00 (9) Convertible Saucepans) Lat | 4 | 12] 1162514 | 11 € 2558 | 1162971 | 10% ifl 29012 | al nnc25 | 112555 | 11 62970 15% "Cover can Do зө! an a эйи 



RIPPLE OR THIN SLICES. 

Kitchen Magician” Food Cutter $12% 
* Food pusher . . automatically pushes fi 

* Rollers in food hopper help prevent 
e Food deflector guides 1 

d against cutting disc 
Xd from sticking 

id into bow! * Vacuum grip base 
+ Two stainlı sel cutting discs . . each one cuts two ways 

Discover this shortcut to more appetizing meals. Giant hopper takes 
foods such 
sized foods to 

radishes, potatoes . . several at a time (cut over. 
Hopper, deflector and handle detach for easier 

cleaning. White, avocado plastic body; see-through plastic food 
deflector. Stainless steel blade tructions, recipe booklet included. 
8%x7x12% inches high 
11 С 37078—Shipping weight 4 po $12.95 

Just call Sears and say “Charge Il" . . see page 367 

Electric 
Covered Smoker 

Table-top cast aluminum elec- 
tric grill i27 4x 16x16 in. high. 
Infinite heat control gives you 
constant and steady beat for 
“no guess” cooking . . plus a 
"charcoal-like" favor. Warm 
ing tray; ventilated top. Cook 
ing grid, heating unit, drip pan 
lift out for easier cleaning. 
Avocado baked enamel finish. 
Redwood-color stained pine 
handles stay cool Chrome- 
plated steel grid 13421 
inch cooking arca. 110-120-v., 
60-с. AC. UL listed. Assem- 

bled except for handles, legs 
Shipping weight 26 pounds 

11€ $5240. $49.99 

Charcoal Smoker 
Food resists sticking to two. 
sectioned cast iron grid's spe 
cial rust-resistant finish. Grid 
is peaked at the center so 
grease runs to sides. Adjust 
able vents control air, snuff 
out charcoal so it's reuseable 
22x14-in. cooking area. Avo- 
«ado cast aluminum body and 
hood. Heavy-duty steel fire 

grate. Round, !-inch alumi- 

mum tubing on legs and side 
cutting board supports. Lam 
inated hardwood cutting board. 
lifts off. 2 white sidewall 

wheels. Cooking height 29 
inches; all-over height 36% 
inches. Grid lifter included. 
Partially assembled 

Shipping weight $6 pounds. 
11€ 55781 $39.99 

PARADISE . . stark white ovenproof 

porcelain sets the mood for this exotic pattern 

15-piece Ovenware Set 

Save $10 526% "nes" 
Ovenproof porcelain . . such a pretty way to cook and serve. Japan. 

( 2 they 5 ) 15-pc. set includes: 2-40. covered casserole (2): two-quart open 

soufflé (4); four ramekins (5) and four covered onion soup dishes (3). 

11 С 953590—Shipping weight 15 pounds. . Set $26.66 

1 $.» Teopot. 32-0unce capacity. 
11 C 95356—Sbipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 

Q, Covered Casserole. 2-quart capacity, 
19% 

11 € 95352—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. . = 

3 Set of Covered Onion Soup Dishes. 4 in set. Each holds 10 ounces 
11 € 95355—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ..........,.......Šet $11.99 

Д 59494 Dish. 2-quart capacity 
11 € 95354—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces... . 29 

Б Ramekin Set, Four ramekins in each set, Hold 6 ounces each, 
11 C 95357 Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces Se so 

6 Av Grotin Dish. 1134 inches long. 
11 С 95353—Sbipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . 59 

Au Gratin Dish. 834 inches long. 
11 © 9535— Shipping weight 1 pound. vadis... ЭЛӘ 

77 ТУ Snack Set. Includes four Sin. diam. plates; four бов: mugs 
11 С 95351— Shipping weight $ pounds, .. .......S& ДВ 

8 -pieco Mug Set. Four 10-0unce footed mugs. 
11 С 95358— Shipping weight 2 pounds. Set 549 
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Fruit Cluster 3-quort Server, Ceramic. 134 
inches long. Ladle, saucer included. Japan 

11 € 8119C— Shipping weight $ pounds. ...$13.99 
2 Textured 24 -quart Server. Stoneware. 9% 

ches long. Ladle, saucer included. 
11 € 95361C— White 
Shi 

Olive 
19.99 

11 C 95362C 
ping weight 8 pounds 

3 Vegetoble Cluster 3-quort Server, Earthen. 
ware. 1434 in. long. Ladle, saucer incl. Japan. 

11 © 95363C—Shipping wt. 7 Ib: $19.99 
7-pe. wood Salad Set. Dishwasher safe ar 
break resistant. Set includes 1 large (10. 

diameter) salad bowl; four (6-in. diameter) 
dividual bowls; fork and spoon. Taiwan. 
11 С 4588—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz Set $4.99 

Wood Spice Racks 
(15 thru 17 ) Racks inclu 
met-typespices. Why not 
15 3-tier. 24 bottles. 134244 x16% in. high. 

11 C 4486— Shipping weight 9 pounds 
16 3:tier with doors. 21 bottles. 1114x234x1534 in. bigh. 

11 C 4481— Shipping weight 9 pounds 

17 }-ter. 10 bottles. 16545 x5 inches high 
11 С 4478— Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
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glass bottles filled with gour- 
ick up the phone and order them, 

SERVING 
HELPERS 

for an 
Aluminum 

US thru 7 ) 110-120-v., 60-с. AC, UL listed. 
Electric Bread Wormer. Willow basket. Cotton 
lining. 12-in. diam. Metal frame; wood knob. 

11 € 4914—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz $999 
Electric Bun Warmer. Willow basket. Cotton 
lining. Thermostatically controlled. Detach. cord 

11 С 4904—11 in. long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $ ox. .$7.99 
7 Electric Bread Wormer. Willow basket. Rayon 

lining. 12 in. long. Madeira. 
11 С 3983—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5599 

Aluminum Bun Warmer. Set rolls in perforated 
bowl inside bun warmer and heat entire unit oc 

stove. 94-in. diameter. From Italy 
11 С 4581—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 02.....53.99 
9 Pkg. of 3 Min Potholders. Assorted. Cotton. 

11 € 92357— Spain. We. 4 oz Pkg. $2.99 

се Papier-máché. Japan 
11 C 8243—Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 2 or. 
QUoited Features Syndicate, 1906 

$2.88 

10 Chicken Potholders. Asstd. Cotton. Guatemala. 
11 © 37047—We. ea. 3 ог. Each $1.49; 3 for $3.99 

1] Wooden Picnic Basket with 32-pc. Tableware 
Set. Hinged cover; walnut-stained pine handles 

on basket. Plastic tableware includes 6 ea: 9-in. 
diameter plates; 1002. tumblers; knives; forks 
spoons (pickle fork and butter spreader included). 
11х11х18 in. long. 
11 С 37091 Shipping weight 6 lbs Set $6.99 
{12 and 13) 10-in. Plate Holders. 4 holders in set 
Rattan. Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. set 10 oz. 
(12) 11€ 3851-Asstd. colors Set $1.79; 3 sets $4.98 
13) 11C 3852-Natural......Set 1.49; 3 sets 3.99 

]4 Covered Plotter Warming Tray. Aluminum. 16- 
in. diam. Detachable cord. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

11 © 4905C— UL listed. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 312.99 

Ceramic Cookie Jars and papier-máché Bank 
18 Mushroom Cookie Jar. 104 inches high. 9] Turtle Cookie Jor. 1034 inches high. Im 11 € 81006—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs.....$749 ported from Japan. 

$13.99 11 С 8127C—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs 36.79 Poodle Cookie Jor. 1034 inches high 
Imported from Japan. 99 Rooster Cookie Jor. 944 in. high. Japan $1599 11 C8121c—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. $7.79 Shipping weight 4 pounds 

11 С 8126¢ 54.79 20 “Snoopy” on Doghouse Bonk. 7 in. high 
93 Monkey Cookie Jar. 

ported from Japan, 
11 С 8125C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs 

11 inches high. Im. 

$4.79 



Welcome to the creative world of Cake Decorating 
The fun way to create spectacular effects 

The Cake Kits 

(1 thru 6 ) Kits include polyethylene 
decorating bag, five light blue plastic dec 

one reuseable opaque poly orating tip 
ethylene bag, appropriate pans and plastic 
accessories. All tips from Hong Kong; all 
bags and pans from Japan. Plastic acces 
sories {тот Hong Kong. Complete and 
casy-to-follow instructions included. 

Guitar Kit. It's the “in” instrument 
with tbe long hair set. Aluminum 

guitar-shaped pan included 
11 С 92341—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 02....55.99 

д, Piano Kit, Looks just like a stunning 
French provincial concert grand piano. 

Includes aluminum píano-shaped pans 
11 € 92337—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. .$5.99 

Corovsel Kit. What's more fun than a 
merry-go-round? (Kit does not include 

pans . . just use standard 10-inch diameter 
cake pans 
11 С 92338— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. $2.99 

Д Rag Doll Kit. So cuddly-looking 
girls will want to take her out ta 

Includes aluminum doll-shaped pan. 
11 С 92339—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. . $4.99 

Book Kit. Great for any family or 
national celebration. Includes alumi. 

num book-shaped pans. 
11 € 92343—Shipping weight 12 oz...$3.99 

Doll Kit. A cake so pretty, it looks like 
a gift. Skirt-shaped aluminum pan incl 

11 € 92342—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 of... .$7.99 
"Pass not included with item Ci 

Decorating Ornaments 

(7 thre 9 ) Plastic ornaments for the 

Kits include 

baking pans, decorating tubes 
instructions and all 

necessary decorating acc 

© PARAR AN YU RENNEN 

Decorating Books and Icing Sets 

10 Encyclopedia of Modern Cake Deco- 
rating by McKinley and Norman 

Wilton. 264 pages; hard cover. 84x11) in. 
11 С 92346—Sbpg. wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz.. . .$6.99 

1] Sere “Coke Decorating” Instruction 
Book. Paperback; 64 pages. 834x11 in. 

11 € 92347—Shipping wt. 5 ox. $1.00 

19 Cookie-Pastry Press, Aluminum. 1 large 
tube, 3 tips, 12 interchangeable patterns. 

Instructions. Hong Kong. 
11 С 92355—Shipping wt. 15 oz $3.99 

(13 ond 14) Icing sets include nickel-pl 
brass tips, 1 nail, 2 reuseable opa y 
ethylene decorating bags; 64- pe. instr. book 
Tubes and bags from Japan 
13 19-Tube Starter Set. Wt. 12 ounces 

116 92344 Set $4.99 

14 26-Tube Decorating Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz 
11 € 92245 Set $9.99 

15 Tefon®-Ined Bundt Coke Pon. Porcelaln-o0: heavy cast 
aluminum , . cleans easily . . bakes evenly. 

12-<up copacity. Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
11 C 1331-Flame red..$6.99 11 С 1332-Harvest gold..56.99 
9-eup copacity. Shipping weight 2 pounds 
11C1333-Flume red. .$4.99 — 11C 1334-Harvest gold... 4.99 

(16 ond 17 ) Plastic cookie cutters. From Hong Kong. 
16 Nomeral Cookie Cutters. Includes numerals "0" through 

^9" and "+" and “—" signs. 144 in, high 
11 С 92354 —Shipping weight 13 ounces. 2 

17 Alphabet Cookie Cutters. Includes each letter of the 
alphabet and one question mark sign. 156 in. high. 

11 € 92353— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 20.599 

"s 

NT 



Serving Accessories 
Nut Bucket. Includes 
cracker, 2 picks. Bras 

plated band. Maple fin 
ished pine bucket, 514 in 
high, 73610. diameter. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz 
11 C 4949 35.99 

9 Dog Nutcrocker. Black 
cast iron. 844 in. long 

325 in. high. Wt. 11b. 1002 
11C 37114 3349 

З Squirrel Nutcracker 
Matching tray. Bi 

cast aluminum. 9 in. hi 
in. diam. Wt. 4 Ib. 

1167136. 55.95 
Cordless Combination Dispenser 

A 14 Chrome-plated cracker 
works on principle of auto. 
mobile jack. Will also No threading . , just drop in roll of plastic wrap, foil, crack lobster and ice. & in wax paper. even gift wrap. Press button to dispense long, 3 in. high. Englan tears easily and neatly, Uses 4 "D" cell batteries (not Shipping weight 12 oz incl). Antique white high-impact plastic case; wood 11€ 37121 $5.99 look plastic trim, Mount« on wall or under cabinet (screws included). 1434x5x1014 inches high. Use your 5 Rocket Action Nut- phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all cracker, Pull back 11 € 2953— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz 14,95 er, release and bang 

hell is shattered, nut 
at stays whole. Shell 
ments drop out oí 

inished pine 
Aluminum and steel part 
housing. 17% in. long. 

Shpg. wt. 2 
1167135 $5.99 

Was $8.99 lost Chri 
mos. Soldier Nutcrack- 

er. Wood. Natural rabbit 
fur hair, beard. 13 in. high 
Japan. Wt. 4 lis Techn 
11 64180 34.99 = 

Cordless Dispenser 7 Indion-look. Noterack 
er. Wood. Hand paint touch. White high-impact plastic case with ave lo decorator ed. 13 in. high. Taiwan > 0 erde T MUI C4177-Wt. Ciba 999 | („ышы HOLEN eee ER M BE Shipping weight 2 Ih. 12 ов 3295 
Swizzle Stick Set, Gla 

thermometers tell the tem 
ture of iced drinks 

го” sign on scale indicate 
drink is properly chilled. 
614 inches bigh. 

Shipping weight 14 oz 
11637122 Set $3.99 

Wishing Well Nut 
cracker, Wood. 114 in. 

long, 734 in. wide and 1014 
high. Brass plated stu. 

bold staves together. Tai 
wan. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
11 С 37109. 35.99 

fu 

uw.) 
10 Coffee Grinder Nut 

Buck: Wood. Bras 
plated knob, cracker and 
2 picks. 99x9 inches high 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz Liqueur Kits 11 ¢ 37113 $8.99 
(13 and 14 ) Make your own cordials, Kits contain 1-02. Barrel Nut Bucket. 4 bottles extracts, Mixed with sugar and vodka each beass-plated picks and makes a quart of liqueur, Instructions, recipes included. cracker. Hardwood with 
13 Book Kir. Five flavors included: Creme de Menthe Orange Curacao, Coflee-Moka, Blackberry Brand: and Cherry Brandy. Vinyl covered book. Gold 

maple finish. 12x7x8 in 
high. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz 
11 6 37003 иэ imprint "Cordially Yours". Snap closure 19 Com Pepper. Black 11 © 37105— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... . Kit $7.99 ^ steel mesh. Walnut 14 Four-compartment Deconter Kit. Four flavor handle. 814-in. diam. bowl h Honey, Cherry Bran holds 2 qts, 3134 in. long. le Menthe. Crystal gla 11 € 3240C- Wt. 3 Ibs. $3.99 € Shpg. wt. 4 lbn 8 



Home” | Y | Vine-making for year round enjoyment 

1 4-gallon Kit with four Wine Ingredient Kits. 
Makes 20 fifths of wine. Kit includes four ingredi 

ent kits 10 make а gallon each of Burgundy wine, 
Champagne (still) wine, Rosé wine and Sherry w 
Also included: four 1-gallon fermenting-aging 
four fermentation locks, saccharometer, siphon tube, 
strainer, yeast, yeast nutrient, sterilizer, clarifier and 
complete instruction booklet 
11 © 371046— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz Kit $17.99 

2-gellon Kit with Wine Concentrate. Makes 10 fifths 
of wine. Includes 46-02. can of concentrate, two 1-gal. 
fermenting-aging tanks, 2 fermentation locks, saccha- 
rometer, siphon tube, strainer, yeast, yeast nutrient, 
sterilizer, clarifier, acid mix, instrectiona. 

gation Kit (makes 20 fifths! - *°® akes ) 

anks 

Kit with White (Gold) Grape Concentrote. 
11 С 371036—Shpg. wt. $ Ibs. 10 ов. Kit $10.99 

Kit with Red Grape Concentrate. 
11 € 371026—Shpg. wt. $ Ibs. 10 ог. Kit 10.9 

1-gaflon Kit, Makes 5 fifths. Kit includes one t~gallon 
fermenting-aging tank, one fermentation lock, sac 
charometer, siphon tube, strainer, yeast, yeast nu- 
trient, sterilizer, clariber, instructions. 
11 C 371016—Sbippieg weight 12 oz. Kit $4.99 

9 Wooden Wine Keg on stand. A great way to serve 
your homemade wine . . also you can use it for a 

fermentation asd aging vessel. Watertight . . lined 
with parafin (wax). Cork lined spigot, Brass-plated 
metal parts. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

3-gallon Keg. 12x12x12 in. bigh. 
11 © 3719%C—Shippizg weight $ pounds. 39.99 

5-gollon Keg. 15x13 }4x1334 in, bigh. 
11 © 371950—Shipping weight 7 pounds. 1299 

10 Wine Bottles. Uniilled. Each holds 1 &fth. 
Green glass. 10 "blank" labels and 10 corks incl 

11 € 37199C— Shipping weight 13 pounds. $4.99 

jote below before ̂  
For extra wine accessories see Fall Big Book 

fering wine nis 

Grow your own Herbs 

Д Ye Olde Windowsill Herb Garden and Chart. Six g 

4 
ic Ice Shaving Machines 

5 Herb Garden and Wall Rock. Pla: т own g met-t b Takes whole ice cobes no special preparation. High-impact plastic 

O (seeds incl). Kit also include e4 cla stainless steel parts. Gum packings on base helps prevent slipping 
ickel-plated metal wall bar, h {4x15 in. b 11 € 4745—Inatructions. #x12812 in. high. Japan. Wt. 2 Ibs $11.99 

11 С 95312—7-pot Herb Garden. Shipping we 
11 С 95311 t Herb Garden. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 6 This ice shaver bas an adjustable texture control aves ice fr 

parse t High-impact plastic, cast aluminum am inbes stec 

Vacuum-grip base. Includes three ice-making cu correct vae Vc 
Note for Wine Kits above: Federa x Law ads of instruction booklet, combination wrench and cup pry, 1 blade gau 

1 ake up tc Y 11 € 4738—8:4 438 inches high. Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 Ih 



SERVING PIECES 

(1 thru 3) Fine craftsmanship is combined with (4 thru 6 ) Perfect for everyday dining or for that "extra graceful patterns for tableware you will be proud to 54-piece set. Quality polishing and craftsmanahip are evident by all 
use for any occasion. Patterns (1) and (2) are accen Service for 8 smooth edges, balance and detail of pattern. . great value for tuated with oxidation; pattern (3) with a textured a low price. Patterns (4) and (5) from Japan; pattern (6) from background. Dishwasher-resistant; tarnish resistant Set Contents Taiwan. Phone ordering's а quick and easy way to buy it 1 Regino. S4-piece service for 8. From Japan Each set contains 8 knives, 8 forks. Д Plume, Si piece service for eight. 

11 € 7306—Shipping weight 5 Ibs Set $14.88 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 18 11 © 7304—Shipping weight 4 Ibs, 8 оа. Set $9.88 teaspoons, 2 serving spoons, 1 Q LoCosto. 54-рієсе service for 8. From Japan. ара er At toe Б Coddington, 54 11 © 7307 —Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz Set S49 TES four serving pieces are pie 11 С 7305—S hip, 
3 Young Rose. 54-piece service for 8. From Japan. tured above.) Studio, 54-piece service for eight 11 © 7308— Shipping weight 5 tbs Set $14.88 11 € 7303—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz Set эла 

iece service for eight 
ng weight $ pounds. Set 9.88 

Electric Knives 
With a hole-in-the-handle 

for easier gripping, maneuvering 

BOTH REDUCED 
олу $17.88 | олу $13.33 

(7 thru 10 ) Serrated stainless steel twin blades 
Built-in counter rest. Shatter-rexistant plastic hous- 
ing. Push-button blade release on bottom. 8-foot 
cord. 110-120-v.; 60-с. AC. UL listed. 

2 Blade turns 90° 

17 Wes $19.99. Our best with switchable 2-posi- Electric Slicers „ ` fien blade. Blade turns 90° for vertical or hori zontal cutting. Wood-look styrene case can be (11 ond 12 ) Slicers insure uniformity in mounted on wall... screws included. Detachable cord. the like hams and roasts 
teel blade slices from Case hascordand blade storage. Avocado and white. Serrated € 

11 € 9803— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 12 оа... .917,88 
8 Wes $15.99. Knife with standard 1-position 

blade, Sı 

m almost makes "feed" auto 
& is made easier with Press tyrene wood-look case can be mounted removable blade and food platform. White on wall (screws included). Attached cord. Case has enameled steel body. 110-120-v.; 60-c. AC storage for blade, cord. Beige and white. UL listed. 5-06. 9-in, cord. 11 6 9002— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8.02... ..913,33 11 7%4-in. blade with handy right-hand Our fine quality Knife, Att. cord. No case. White. feed. Vacuum base, Sale-T-Guard. 11 C 9801—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 2 02... . . $11.99 1634x1219 inches high 11  4776C—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibe $54.99 

Contoured-handle Electric Knife 12 $%-in. blade. Safe T-Guard. Left-hand 10 Detachable cord. No case. Avocado, feed. Vacuum base. 14x11 j4x8 in. high 11 € 920— Shipping weight 2 Tos.. =” 11 © 47516—5Һрє. wt. 16 Ibs. $39.99 

v So UxHST | 



The SR-5 
5-HP 4-cycle engine packs real muscle 

. . torque converter “senses” terrain, 

changes drive ratio automatically for 

peak porformance . . swing-mount suspension 

takes the rough ride out of the badlands 

3199» 

This mini-machine packs plenty of power and pull for any mem- 

ber of the family on any terrain. Torque-converter automatically 
shifts to the terrain . . keeps the power coming whether seram- 
bling up steep hills or zipping along the flats. Big $ HP engine 

delivers the power; swing-mount suspension takes out the bumps. 
Vinyl-covered foam-rubber seat softens rough going. 

Foot-operated brake on rear wheel for dependable stopping 

power. Rewind starter. Spark arresting muffler meets U.S. 
Forest Service requirements. Knobby-tread 4:10/3:50x6 tube- 

less pneumatic tires. Twist-grip throttle. Black pinstriping high- 
lights this “grabber blue" machine. Size: 48x264 in. high. See 

M ini-bihe guaranter and important mole below 

28 С 8082N —Shipping weight 124 pounds $199.95 

MINI-BIKE GUARANTEE 

Sears Mini-bikes are guaranteed free from defects in material 
or workmanship. Should a defect occur, return the product to 
us and we will, at no cost to you 
1. Within 90 days from date of sale, either repair or replace and 
install any part of the power train (consisting of engine, torque 
converter, belt, chain and sprockets) which proves defective, 
2. Within 6 months from date of sale, either repair or replace and 
install any part. except parts of the power train, which proves 
detective. 
IMPORTANT NOTE: This mini-bike is not intended for racing 
ог use on streets, highways or sidewalks . . И cannot be licensed. 

An 8-track Stereo Tape Player, 
2 Speakers and 2 Tapes 

for only $49.88 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

..all the right answers 

for holiday shopping 

Powerful yet compact Tape Player 
teams with 2 surface-mount speakers 

to deliver thrilling stereo sound . . 

and the 2 RCA Stereo Tapes will start 

your listening pleasure out right 

Solid-state ampli&er packs full 14 watts peak music power . . needs 
no warm-up, Volume and balance are adjusted by 2 slide-bar volume 
controls . . one for left speaker, one for right. Slide-bar tone con- 
trol adjusts bass and treble for best sound. To play, just insert 

Strack cartridge. Channels change automatically, or you can 

change them manually . . indicator light shows which channel is 

being played. Unit plays continuously until cartridge is removed. 

Compact unit measures just 7353(2 inches deep. Mounts 

wnder dash, on console, even in most glove compartments with 

mounting bracket included. Flip-away dust guard helps keep mech- 
anism free of foreign material. Handsome black face plate is accented 

with brushed aluminum trim. For 12-volt negative ground systems 
only. All necessary wiring and instructions included. 

The two 3x$-inch surface-mount speakers with black plastic 

housing mount on doors, kick panels, rear shelf or under dash. Both. 

RCA stereo cartridges have a selection of popular favoriten. 

28 C 62007 —Shipping weight 11 pounds, ..,.............. $49.88 

B-trock Stereo Tope Player alone (tapes and speakers not included). 

28 C 62006—Shipping weight 6 pounds 11 ounces. ........ 535.88 

Child's Safety Helmet 

Fits children 4-11 years old. Helps protect 
against head injuries in case of a spill. Strong 

fiber glass with plastic foam inner liner to 
absorb impact. Delta-shaped hold-down har 
ness of vinyl-covered nylon. Slip-buckle on 0179 
chin strap. White finish. 
28.0 7514—Shpg. wt. 21м 12 ог.....и335 [Bears] 357 



GREAT GIFTS 
for your favorite car owners 

Dont Miss This 

CUT'1.50 w»'13.45 

Deluxe Car Vacuum with built-in fight wos $14.95 

Hot food and drink 
. + just plug into 

FA : 
13.45 = lighter socket 

d | Either $()99 E r9 
Auto Coffee Maker Au 
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YOU CAN ORDER ANY ONE OF FOUR WAYS 
1. Catalog Sales Office or Sears Authorized Catalog Sales Merchant- 
It's easy to order through your nearest Sears Catalog selling unit. A copy of 

this Catalog is available in each office for reference. 
2. Retoil Store Catalog Soles Department—Each Sears Retail Store has a 
Catalog Sales it where trained sales people will help you make a 
selection and write your order. 
3. Shop By Phone — You'll be pleased at the ease and convenience of ordering from Sears Catalog by telephone, So call today—it's the easiest way to shop. 
Phone your Easy Payment and Sears Revolving Charge Account orders, too. 
Arrange to have your order delivered directly to your home. Or, if you prefer, 

you can pick it up at the Catalog Selling Unit or Retail Store Catalog Sales 
Department nearest you. 
4. Shop at Home by Mail—List all the items you want on a Sears order 
blank or any plain piece of paper: Print plainly your full name and mailing 
address, Be sure to include all catalog numbers and descriptions of wanted 
items. 
Sec Scars Big Book or any Sears Catalog Selling Unit for shipping informa- 

(such as Express and estimated motor freight rates). 

IMPORTANT 

When Sears says "SAVE" you really save 1 
Now, as for years, Sears shows price cuts or savings only on those 
items we previously listed or on those to be listed in future catalogs at regular prices. With these items, we always state tbe actual "was" price or "will be" price on which the savings is based. If the description for an item in this book does not include such a statement, that item is offered at our regular low price. 

CREDIT TERMS 
If you are adding on to a Revolving Charge Account, Easy Payment or Mod- emizing Credit Account, indicate on the order blank your account number and town in which the Sears Store carrying your account is located. On Sears Credit Terms orders, we ship prepaid and charge your account. 

1 you are opening a new account, have the head of household answer the questions on the back of the order blank and check type of account desired. 

С.0.0. MAIL ORDERS — 
WE STRONGLY URGE YOU NOT TO ORDER С.0.0... 
SUCH ORDERS INVOLVE HIGH EXTRA CHARGES TO YOU 
When ordering by mail, it is to your benefit to send a money order, check, or use Sears Credit Terms. See Sears Big Book for details on extra charges involved on parcel post and {reight-expres C.O.D. shipments. 
We do not ship C.O.D, orders for live animals or birds, perishable goods or for merchandise cut, engraved, printed or made to order; for merchandise shipped direct from factory or shipped to foreign countries or to anyone other 

than the person sending order. 

ABOUT PRICES 
Yow always get our lowest prices . . if the price of any item in this catalog is reduced in 
another regular Sears Catalog during tbe time this book is current, we will fill your order at the lower price regardless of which current Sears catalog you use. Prices in 
this catalog apply only to orders placed by mail, telephone, telegraph or placed in 
person а! Sears Catalog Sales Office, Authorized Catalog Sales Merchant, or at the 

Sales Department in a Retail Store, Retail Catalog and Appliance Store or in Catalog 5 
a Sears Affiliated Store. Except where stated otherwise on specific items, prices 
quoted in this catalog do not include charges for transporting goods from our distribu 
tion centers to a Sears selling unit for pick-up, or for delivery to your home. 

HOW TO FIGURE PARCEL POST CHARGES 
IMPORTANT Packages weighing up to 70 pounds Ped sighing ı rd SS тш CADA ою FT TAX NOTICE 

inches in length and girth can be sent злети, FE |; 2| ere? | Zone «| Zones parcel in post zone, Zone :300 Men | 620 Mies | 1000 Maes lí you live in any of the places listed below, except when mailed at а lex. clem Su please add to your order the amount, at the р р not Inch, 16 ox.) ог. and 2¢ for өө. addi, ox. rate shown, to the following: 
AE ES [Up to but not incl. 16 oz. B for the first 2 or. and 2c for eo. addi. „ to cover wing: 
Our Catalog Plant is served by a lint 16 ог. to 21]b...| $060 | 5065 Minois clam post office, Your Postmaster or | 3j tos to 3а... 40 | 2 xpense due to Retail carrier can tell you if you are served iie tonto 5 7 | 3» tional Tax, 4c state бу айга clase post off KG Е tax, Te city tax). 5% weeling les than 10 lb, 5 lbs toe. to $ Iba EL cos Indiana (Use Tax). e but not ex. 6 tbe. 1 от. to 7 Ibs. 35 | ros h and girth HH Ha 2 He Тожа (Use Tax)... Боны. are сыга able. with a miai- Site 1 e. to O. 0 m Kentucky (Use Tax). mum rate eq . J 10 lbs. 1. to 11 Item, A 4 Peeling o БАШ Michigan Un Ta = ше ЕНЕ) £H ig ne One (Use Tat) ee. to 3 { : 14 Ihm. 1 oz. to 15 Ibm. EJ 145 | 200 - (AA 

ASE om | is EEE О eese. = ; se Tax). Iba... Ў iabe 1 a. to 19 BI 25 28 Тал rales based om information тойо at 19 Iba, 1 02. to 20 Iba... 105 240 295 Printing and subject lo change. 
For each addi. Ib. add. * ас 

Whatever you buy at Sears, 
Tos decide you think itis satisfactory and want to keep It, Н you decid 
the cause of your dissatisfaction. If we can't satisfactorily provi you 
and finance ci 

SEARS GUARANTEE Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 
‚you have the right to use it for a reasonable time before 

it to us at our expense. We will do whatever is necessary to correct 
remedy, or И 

request a refund, we will refund your full purchase price including any delivery 

a 

SEARS PLEDGE OF FAIRNESS 
If, after you have decided to keep your purchase, it doesn't 
Give you the service or performance you reasonably 
expect of it and there isn't a specific guarantee on the 
item that will satisfactorily correct the problem, please 
let us know, We want to make an adjustment that you will 
consider fair. 

is not satis- 



Sears| makes it so easy to 

SHOP BY PHONE 
(and don't forget, it's even easier if you have a Sears Credit Card . . see page 367) 

Tears. Catalog ales Offices, ̂ Authorized Merchants and Retail Store Catalog Sales Departments 
ILLINOIS 

me 7107 
2461-6861 
TW 21511 

*Granite City. 
“Greenville... 
Harbors 
Harvard ..... 

“indicates towns win DirectoHome Delivery. — findicales Catalog Salve Offices. 

INDIANA 
"Anderson. 

Phone 1OWA (Cont) Phone 

celo. 
Weshinaton, en, 

“Webster City. 
KENTUCKY 

MICHIGAN 
Adrian 

MICHIGAN (Cont) Phone 

961-2424. 
725-011, 

cr mro em nom снн эзи One а 

Troy 
Uhrichsville. 922-0411 
Upper Sandusky... 294-3841 
Urbana 



SHOP BY PHONE OR IN PERSON AT THESE 
RETAIL CATALOG SALES DEPARTMENTS 

GREATER 
CHICAGOLAND STORES 

Call direct-line numbers to your near- 
est Sears Catalog Sales Department dur- 
ing regular store hours. All stores closed 
holidays; some closed Sundays. Pickup 
service available— Delivery to your door 
if you prefer, 
"Indicates stores open Sundays 12 Noon 
to 5 PM 

CHICAGO STORES 
*Tower—Homan Ave............. 638-5300 
State St.—Downtown. 

Beverly. . 
Midway Outlet Store. 

SUBURBAN 
STORES 

*Aurora .... аа» Аа «= anos 59-3060 
Berwyn 795-9000 
Blue Island. . ...... 389.6600 
Des Р!айлез.....................824-7101 
Downers Grove..... +++ 969-6190 
sE] 
Elmhurst 
Evanston. . 

Glenwood. 
‘Golî M 
Hammond... 
Harvey. . 

TOLL-FREE ENterprise 4320 
Crown Point. 663-8100 

3628110 
345-3500 

Naperville. . 
*Oak Brook 
Oak Lawn 
Ranch Manor. 

Chicago Phone. 
State Road 

St. Charles...... 
‘TOLL-FREE ENterprise 2525 

*Waukegai CH 42500 
West Chicag 231-2850 
Woodfield. . E ‚. 882-1000 

CINCINNATI 
and Suburban customers 
Pickup Service available at any 
of the following Sears locations 

Cincinnati 
Reading Road 961-3454 
Madison Road 
Price Hill 

E 

Lawrenceburg, Indiana. 
Cherry Grove, Ohio. 

CLEVELAND 
and Suburban customers 

Dial the TOLL-FREE number in your 
area during regular business hours 

Carnegie. 
N 110th... 

le Heights 
Mi dleburg Heigl 
Richmond Height 
Russell 
Hudson 
erent Height 
Akron. 
Painesville... M 
North Olmstead... 
Willowick ..... .......- 
Broadway 
Five Points 
Medina. 
Lorain 3 
Oberlin Dial “0”. EN 33119 
Elyria 324.2331 
Lodi, Burank, Homerville, 

Leroy and West Salem. . .948-2627 

COLUMBUS 
and Suburban customers 

Dial the TOLL-FREE number in your 
area during regular business hours 
Еазйалд............ 861-5800 
Northland... 11. 263-5951 
Northwest 

(Henderson & Reed) 
Westland 
Delaware 
Lancaster. 

Dayton— 
Downtown............, 461-3610 

Dayton— 
Salem Mall.... 837-7721 

Dayton Mall.... 433-4800 
Kettering....... 461-3610 
Fairborn...... 111...:879-3720 
Middletown. ..............4224575 
PIRS I нүз 
Springfield. 

E 

Lonisville— Downtown. . . . 585-2211 
Shibley... " 
Valley... 
Okolana. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
and Suburban customers 

Indianapolis ‚635-6361 
LaFayette Square 293-6360 

Eastgate. . 
Greenwood 

Nora Plaza. . 
Noblesville 
Lebanon 
Shelbyville 
Té Ies tom a P 

DETROIT 
and Suburban customers 

Call Anytime—24 hr.—7 days a week. 
Orders may be picked up at these 
locations or delivered to your door. 
Detroit-Grand River. .. . .. .931-5730 
Detroit—Gratiot.. . + 571-0100 
Highland Park. un... 883-5300 
Lincoln Park.. s 388-1000 
ANN .;»› See ens 722-6000 
Roseville. 293-8300 
“Algonac. . «194-4954 
Staring Hel Heights: aes + -739-2400 

Wyandotte. 

Ann Arbor 
* Ypsilanti 
"Brighton RE 221-6131 
Port Huron 984-5561 
Scat tering regular vie bows эчу. 

MILWAUKEE 
and Suburban customers 

Milwaukee—North... .. 34-6215 
Silver Spring Dr. 
South 
Glendale 

Southridge 
Brookfield 
Port Washington 
Waukesha. 
West Allis. 
Cudahy 
West Bend. 
Hartford.. 
Menomonee Falls. 
Racine. . 
Kenosha 
Burlington 

ST. LOUIS 
and Suburban customers 

St. Louis—Grand Ave... .. 271-8420 
St. —Kingshighway. . „361-1000 
St. Louis—Crestwood . . 968-3450 
St. Ann 291-5300 
St. Charles. .724-1800 
Maplewood. .... wee 644-3400 
Northwest Plaza .......291-5300 
Riverview Plaza, ..........869-6625 
Alton....... ^s « 462-6861 
Arnold... +++... 287-1000 
Belleville... . oes 233-5030 
E. St. Louis. » 875-8700 
Edwardsville. ess 656-7654 
Florissant 838-5200 
Granite City . ..877-6990 



SHOP BY PHONE 
CHICAGO CUSTOMERS living within city limits 

SEN 638-530 zl 

Telephone orders may be picked up at any Chicagoland Retail Store 
or delivered to your home. Ask your telephone sales person for details. 

NEED 2-HOUR SERVICE ON YOUR ORDER? 
Most orders can be ready for pickup in 2 hours at Sears 
Tower Store, Homan Avenue and Arthington Street in Chicago. 

No delivery charge on orders picked up at the Tower Store. 

CHICAGO SUBURB AREA CUSTOMERS 

Call these numbers TOLL FREE 
Anytime + Dayor Night + 24 hours a day + 7 days а week 
Telephone orders may also be picked up at any, Chicagoland Retail Store, our office in 
Lombard at 11 N. Main St., in Arlington Heights at Arlington Market Shopping Center or 
in Hammond, Indiana at 165th and Columbia Avenue. Ask telephone sales person for details. 

425-1800 

Hammond.. E 
Harwood Heights 
Hickory Hills. 

East Chicago. 
East Cay, 
Elk Grove Village 
Elmhurst.. 

ttCustomers without Metropolitan ar Coll-Pak service call Collect — 

Call numbers above to place orders from any Sears catalog. Please be sure 
all members of your household use the same name and address when ordering 

oe Fe — rs 



You can buy 
Home Appliances 

NOW... on Sears 
Deferred Easy Payment Plan... 

and defer your first monthly payment 
until February, 1972 

(AVAILABLE IN MOST STATES) 

Ask for details at your Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

Deferred Payment Plan applies to any of the merchandise shown below 

which is bought from any current Sears catalog between now and Christmas. 

EET Zz) 8 i Du = 

a Ron we 
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RECORDERS 6 

>> hr 
Sears has a Credit Plan to suit your needs... 

366 [Sears]. See Big Book or ask for details 
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Revolving Charge Account 
4 

“ 

CREDIT CARD 
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 

o 00000 00000 0 

wary LEWIS 
ө an моз он” 

With a Sears Revolving Charge Account all you do is pick up a phone— 

call Sears and say "'Charge It''! It's that simple.. 

No money down or minimum purchase required when 
you use your Sears Credit Card. If you wish; pay your 

charge each month within 25 days of billing date (with 

NO FINANCE CHARGE) or, if you prefer, spread 

your payments out over months; if you choose to do 

this, your monthly payments ($10.00 minimum) will 
go up or down, depending on your balance and a 
FINANCE CHARGE will be added each month. 

We send you a statement of your account every 
month. Makes bookkeeping so much easier for you—a 

complete record of your purchases is always available, 

You can open your account now—and order later. 
"There is no need to send an order when you open your 

. open it now —we will send you your Sears 
Credit Card. You can start using it whenever you wish. 

account 

It's easy to start your account —here's how. Simply 
fill in the application on page 370 and sign the agree- 
ment on the following page— depending upon your 

state of residence as outlined in the “NOTICE” on the 
following page—send both to Sears. Or you may open 
an account by telephone— just by calling the most con- 

venient Sears unit. Tell our phone clerk you want to 

open a revolving Charge Account; she will take your 
application and your order at the same time, if you 

wish; or visit any Sears store—they will gladly answer 

any questions you may have and fill out your applica- 
tion for you. 
Maintenance agreements and charges for service 

and installation of Sears merchandise may also be 
added to your account. 

You never need to figure delivery charges—we pre- 

pay them.Sears own people will figure postage, freight 

or delivery charges on your order—send your package 
off to you prepaid and add the el 

You don't need to keep money on hand to pay C.O.D. 
charges. Because the entire amount has been charged, 

you don't need to pay our driver. Leave home for the 
day if you wish; a note will tell the Sears driver to 
leave your package at a neighbor's. 

ges to your account 

Picking up your order is easier. No delay or money 
to pay. Your Sears Credit Card shows you are a 
"charge customer," 

Any Sears Store or office nationwide will accept 

your Sears Credit Card. Wherever you are in all these 
United States your credit is good—on vacation,on busi- 

ness trips, in any place there is a Sears unit, Just show 

your Sears Credit Card. Sears will be glad to take your 
"Charge" order wherever you are! 

Charge Account Agreement on following page . . application on page 370 > 

ДХ [Sears] 367 



Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security 

“=> AGREEMENT > 
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago, Illinois. 

In consideration of your selling merchandise and serv- 
ices for personal, family or household purposes to me on 
my Sears Revolving Charge Account, 1 agree to the fol- 
lowing regarding all purchases made by me or on my 
Sears Revolving Charge Account Identification: 

1.1 have the privilege of a Charge Account, in which 
case | will pay the full amount of all purchases within 
25 days from the date of each billing statement. 

2. If 1 do not pay the full amount for all purchases within 
25 days from the date of each billing statement, the 
following terms shall be in effect: 

(A) I will pay the Deferred Payment Price for each item 
purchased consisting of: 
(1) The cash sale price, and 

(2) A FINANCE CHARGE, which will be the greater 
of a minimum charge of 50€ (applied to pre- 
vious balances of $1.00 through $33.00) or an 
amount determined by applying a periodic rate 
of 1.5% per month (ANNUAL PERCENTAGE 
RATE of 1896) to the previous balance. The 
FINANCE CHARGE is based upon account ac- 
tivity during the billing period preceding the 
current billing period, and is computed upon 
the previous balance (new balance outstanding 
at the end of the preceding billing period) be- 
fore deducting payments and credits or adding 
purchases made during the current billing 
period. 

(B) ! will pay for all purchases in monthly installments 
which will be computed according to the following 
Schedule: 

M the unpaid en la e E payment " payment balance is: will be: balance is: will be: 
$ 2110$ 10.00 Balance 

10.01 to 200.00 $10.00 
200.01 to 250.00 15.00 
250.01 to 300.00 20.00 
300.01 to 350.00 25.00 

$350.01 to $400.00 $30.00 
400.01 to 450.00 35.00 
450.01 to 500.00 40.00 

Over $500.00 1/10 of 
account bal. 

1 will pay each monthly installment computed according 
to the schedule as stated at left upon receipt of each 
statement. If | fail to pay any installment in full when due, 
you may, at your option, take back the merchandise or 
affirm the sale and hold me liable for the full balance on 
my account which shall be immediately due. Ownership 
of the merchandise purchased on this account shall 
remain in Sears until 1 have paid the purchase price in 
full. My installment payments shall be applied as follows: 
in the case of items purchased on different dates, the 
first purchased shall be deemed first paid for; in the 
case of items purchased on the same date, the lowest 
priced shall be deemed first paid for. have risk of loss 
or damage to merchandise. 

(C) You are to send me a statement each month, which 
will show my previous balance (last month's new 
balance), new balance, scheduled payment, 
Finance Charge, purchases, payments and credits, 
and the amount of my monthly installment coming 
due. 

(D)! have the right to pay all or any portion of my 
account in advance. 

3. You are authorized to investigate my credit record 
and report to proper persons and bureaus my per- 
formance of this agreement, 

NOTICE TO BUYER: Do not sign this contract before you 
read it or if it contains blanks. You have the right to pay 
in advance the full amount due. 

(CUSTOMER'S SIGNATURE) 

ACCEPTED, SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 

By. 

Date 

NOTICE: 

To open a new Sears Revolving Charge Account, residents of Illinois, Indiana, lowa, 
Kentucky and Michigan should read and sign the above agreement and return it to 
us together with the credit information requested on page 370. When your applica- 
tion is accepted, we will send you a copy of the agreement for you to keep. 
Residents of Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin should complete and return the credit 
information requested on page 370. When your application is accepted, we will send 
you a copy of the agreement to sign and return to us, together with a copy for you 
to keep. 



„TEAR OUT ORDER BLANK ON THIS LNF- 

Date. 19__ 

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO, PLEASE ВЕ SURE TO INCLUDE 
Chicago, Illinois 60607 ZIP CODE IN YOUR ADDRESS 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK. 
PLEASE GIVE COMPLETE DELIVERY INFORMATION PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY Be sure to give отровао ато filing in the сос T Bisous Pt de c diio 

for del tru Jor number of the road or highway, 
landmark? such as a church, gas station, fire house or bridge are Im- | - МАМЕ 
portant guides. Please give these details on the lines provided. четт маме) (моо. INITIAL) TLAST NAME 

EXT Address 

Post Office. State Dr core 
Telephone Number. 

EASE E SHIP TO ANOTHER ADDRESS? i! you want this order shipped ther ре! 
PR DO NOT WRITE IN SPACE BELOW son orto a different address, ito bind station, rir address here 

NAME 

Mailing Address 

Post отсе Slate 
© | ir YOUR ADDRESS HAS CHANGED since last order, please give your 3 

mailing address here: 

Mailing Address. 

Post Offce. - State. 

STATE COLOR OR PATTERN CHOICE BY NUMBER IF REQUESTED 

CATALOG NUMBER EI HPG. wr. MOW SIZE 
MANY MAME OF ITEM Measure io be sure | £a., 

ILLINOIS customers add 5c tax for each dollar of goods (4c state, 1c city). Total | Total 
INDIANA customers add 2c tax for each dollar of goods. A E 
ТОМА or MISSOURI customers add Зс tax for each dollar of goods. 
KENTUCKY customers add 5c tax for each dollar of goods. 4— AMOUNT FOR TAX ےل 
MICHIGAN, OHIO or WISCONSIN customers add 4c tax for each dollar of goods. таан 
11 your county In OHIO has а tax, include the additional tax required. uma 
Tax rates based on information available at printing and subject to change. we will figure and POSTAGE и>: 

HOW SHALL WE SHIP? Parcel Post] | in Metropolitan ares, merchandise Г) PACKAGE IE ا 
Express O Freight (Rail or Truck) [J Era ood Amount 1 owe Sears. 

‘on previous order 
ef NOP 

O SEARS EASY PAYMENT PLAN or TOTAL CASH PRICE иеле 
C] MODERNIZING CREDIT PLAN RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT AND 

SECURITY AGREEMENT, which is incorporated herein by reference. -a 
| | 1 т amount | Checks с TF ROOT ишн {oo 0T SUNG TTT бал on RATE | ENCLOS! 

Signature of the Money Order 
Nend or белеме. or Check. 



Would you like to have a Sears Credit Card? 
Enjoy the convenience a Sears Credit Card can bring to your shopping. . 

by PHONE . . by MAIL. . or IN PERSON 
It's easy to open a new account; the head of household should fill in the information below and 
check appropriate block for type of account desired. Mail, or take it to your nearest Sears Selling Unit. 

Г] SEARS REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT: Any merchandise in this book may be purchased on a Sears Revolving 
Charge account. Residents of Illinois, Indiana, lowa, Kentucky and Michigan read, sign and return the agreement 
on page 368 along with the credit application requested below. When your application is accepted, a copy of the 
agreement will be sent to you. 
Residents of Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin should complete and return the credit application below and we will send 
you a Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security Agreement to sign and return to us, together with a copy for you 
to keep. 

(SEARS EASY PAYMENT ACCOUNT: All merchandise L]SEARS MODERNIZING CREDIT PLAN ACCOUNT for 
2 ar ج و minium таче SU) orders of $100 or more in merchandise used to repair or unt. г Н n " and when your application is accepted: a copy of your modernize your home. Send your order in now; and when 
Easy Payment Credit Plan Security Agreement will be YOUr application is accepted, a copy of your Sears Modern- 
sent to you for your signature, along with a copy for you izing Credit Plan Security Agreement will be sent to you to keep. for your signature, along with a copy for you to keep. 

Note: See our Big Book for ed details on all our credit plans, or you 
may call or visit your nearest Sears Selling Unit for further information. 

CREDIT APPLICATION 
Mead of Household — E mon (PLEASE PAINT) Thiet маме Wome WT AL TOAST наме) 

IF this is a SEARS REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT application, print names of other mem. 1-— Е bers of ly authorized to buy on your account. Additional credit cards will be issued, 2 = = 

Mailing Address 
— 

Revdence Phone No, на 

Pont Office. 
- Business Phone No.. - 

Previous О Ye At what - | | tsaeoum Cp Yes Date final Sears Account Ü No Sears store _ Te E — psdintul O No payment made — — ASUNT NO, 
M your account Is раі In fui M you have not had a Sears account, please answer questions below 
Married O Widowed O Wiles Number of How long at Rent Г Rent O ме Sage O Divorced O FirstMame _ dependents Present ade ——— Own С) Furnished Unfurnished — Beard C) 

Monthly rent or Name о! 
Mortgage payment $. landiord. — m = TROCT сон за {етт ano STATE) ө woe) Former address (if less than 

How 2 years at present address) _ _ 
= long 

Employer. aean сат: zn STRCET ADORE WW Ano STATE — Time cad ar coo How long with Social or Monthly | present employer Occupation - See No. Bade Ma Earnings 3 Weekly | 
Former employer (i less than 
one year with present employer). — 

How tong 
Name of wies wie's employer E weekly income $ - 
Name 

Swings [| your a 3 _ Checking C 
(STREET ADORESS) [CITY АМО STATE) ае соо Loan o 

Explain other income, й any 
“ ая AGE T ӨТ 

Accounts at 
pM o other stores (NAME OF тты, тааст Abos Ттт AND STATE] ER OOO TACOS в өг 

Baok loans, | 2 
= j o finance, eic. cn этет AOS TGV Ano ТАТЕ UG) RES TST Ti 

Relative or 
Personal Relerence. 

тист хонат (OR an HATE [LL 
The spaces below ore lo be filled in when you order merchandise that is te be alached te your property. 

‘Street number or other definite locaton of Amount of property in which material is to be installed. a = — Cost ol property $. - mortgage $ 
Name of person Name and address (noting Nagy ig mp ML 

le 70 с] : 



A KENMORE PORTABLE DRYER J 
JUST 24 INCHES WIDE 1 

| 
..yet dries a full 6-pound he e | 

load..no bigger capacity 

portable on the market 

› standard 3-prong 110-120. 
household outlet..needs 

or venting 

» out easily on casters 

normal or wrinkle 
ermanent press 

Use this Dryer practically anywhere . . 

Store itin a closet when not in use. 

Teams up with 24-inch wide washer 

for total portable laundry care 

"129%. °134%. 
A little giant of a dryer that can handle both normal fabric 
loads and permanent press fabrics with ease. Select eith 

heated cycle for drying or air-only cycle for freshening last 
year’s Santa suit or drying plastic materials like shower cur 
tains, raingear. Unit features side-opening door with safety 
switch that turns dryer off if door is opened during cycle. 
Internal lint screen, push-to-start timer. 

Use caster-mounted unit as a rollabout portable or team 
it with matching washer below and stacking stand or wall 
mount kit for a complete laundry care center in just 24 inches 

расе, Acrylic-enamel cabinet measures 24 inches wide 
20%4 inches deep and 32%4 inches high overall. 1450-watt 
electric element, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. V-HP 
motor. Ser Guarante 
№26 C 62301 N— White. Shipping weight 110 pounds 
W26 C 623028— Coppertone. Shipping weight 110 Ibs.. 134.95 
W26 C 62304N—A vocado. Shipping weight 110 Ibs.. .. 134.95 
W26 C 62206N— Tawny Gold. Shipping weight 110 Ibs. 134.95 

Portable Dryer Accessories 
Wall Mount Kit. With instructions. (Part No. 346130) 
98 C 461310—Shipped postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.). ..44.95 

Window Vent Kit. Window assembly, flexible exhaust duct. 
(Part No. 346128). With installation instruct 

Эв C 46128C—Ship ped postpaid. (Shpg. wt. S lbs). ....314 95 ing Stand f 
Window Vent Kit fc e-ground mo 

Д Exhowst Defector. Directs warm exhaust away from wall 
(Part No. 346127) 

96 C46127—Shipprd postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 802). ..$295 

Stocking Stond. Dryer bolts to stand: washer rolls in bes 
neath. (Part No. 346129). With installation instructions. 

98 C 46129. —Shipped postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs.). .. $24.95 

24-inch wide Portable Washer 
6 Will be $209.95 (white), $214.95 (colors) in Spring Big 

Book. Select normal, delicate or permanent press cycles 
Two speeds for washing flexibility. Safety lid switch, off 
balance signal. Straight-vane agitator h top, 
lid and basket. Acrylic-enamel cabinet 24 in. wide, 27 in. deep. 

in. high overall. See Gwaraniee, N 
6 ¢ 17911N— White. Ship s $198.88 

№26 € 17912N—Coppertone. Shipping wt. 225 Ibs..... 203.88 
W26 C 1791 48—Avocado. Shipping weight 225 Ih... . 20338 
W26 C 179168— Tawny Gold. Shipping wt. 225 lbs... 20388 



“Bed Covers that zip 
* Great take-alongs for slumber parties, dorm dwellers, guests 
• Durable all-cotton covers with plump polyester fill 

Indian print Comforter 
flips to stripes 

Matching Mini-pillow. 17x23 in 
96 C 1947—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ол... 52,49 

Patchwork look Comforter 
reverses to blue 

3% 
print 

sivenber bao 
$1279 

only $10.94 for a Quilt/Slumber Bag 
ith cotton cover and polyester blend fill 

+ . all the right answers for holiday shopping 
Poster Gesign. Gay novelty print on twin-size quilt reverses to yellow, Finished size 
is 68x80 in... zips to 34x80 in. Quilt and pillow have plump fill of 50% polyester, 30% 
rayon. 17x23-inch pillow cotton print on both sides. Machine wash and dry at 
medium. Matching tote bag doubles as a standard-size pillow cover for bed. 
96 C 1948—Quilt /Slugpber Bag. Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces. . .....$10.94 
96 C 1949—Mini-pillow. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . P 2» 

372 [Ses ars] =. 



into Slumber “Bags 
e All come with totes that double as standard-size pillow covers 

• You can even buy matching mini-pillows 

Sp a00 

Dynamic dotted Comforter 
reverses to matching solid color 

132 
Super Dot. Da 

Е ors Mac 

C 19448—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 4 $13.98 

ng Mini-pillow. 17x25 in. Both side 

Happy butterfly Comforter 
turns to red flip-side 

$ 14 

Р винту. F 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Our lowest prices since Christmas, 1969, for any Family Pajamas 

of Sanforized* 100% cotton flannelette 

$784 to $234 
Children's Men's Reo. 

aires 
(1 they 5) Classic styling in fabric that's softly Q Women's sises. Pants have clasticised waist. 
napped for warmth. Red snowflakes fall gently over AVERAGE . . $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 7 in. 
blue and white button-front tops. Cuffs and collar Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. 
are outlined in red to match solid pants. Machine 38 C 76551F—Stale sise. Shpg. wt. 1 1Ь.........$454 
wash, med.; tumble dry. Max. fabric shrinkage 1%. таш... over 5 ft. 7 in. Bust sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. 
1 Lille Boys’ and Girls’ sizes. Pants have band 38 C 76561F—Siate sise. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib......... 484 
a rT Д Men's sises. Gripper snap adjustable waist, ly 

de hi i dosure. Sises S(M-36); M(38-40); L(42-44); 29 C 3276 Shipping weight 7 ounces. .......5226 — xi iP 48). State S, M L XL. 
Q Boys sises. Pants have Gripper® snaps on ad- 33 C 13301 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz... .....95.94 

justable waistband. Fly closure. TALL sures. Fit men 6 ft. to 6 ft. 3 in. 
State sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 or 20. 33 С 13305F— State M, L, XL. Wt. 1 lb. So... 54 

43 C 46008f— Shipping weight 14 ounces. .....$374 
Girls’ rises. Pants have elasticized back-waist. 

“Charge It" if you wish 5 State size 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
„ . See page 367 77 С 3539F—Shipping weight 9 ounces. . . ... $344 



Thirsty terry of 100% cotton. Bright colors 

boldly trimmed and sashed in white 

{1 thru 5 ) Two large patch pockets. Kimono-style sleeves 
are 3(-length. Tie belt. Machine wash, warm. 

Little Воу and Girly! sises S(2-3); M(4-5): L(6-6x). 
Please state vise S, M or I 

29 С $821F—Blue 29 C 5822F—Gold 
Shipping weight 12 ounces Each $4.99 

Misses? vises S(10-12); M(14-16); L(18). Please de sure 
le state size S, М or I 

38 С 88685F—Blue — 38 C 88686F—Gold 
Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces 19.99 
8 Men's. One sine wilt ft all 

33 € 81877 Blue 33€ 81874—Gold 
Shipping weight ! pound 14 ounces $11.99 

4 Girls’ rises 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Please de sure to state size 
77 С 40651F—Blue 77 C 40652F— Gold 

und 3 ounces $6.99 pping weight 1 
Б; Boys’ sizes S(6-8); M(10-12); Li 

State sise S, M, L or XL. 
43C44244F—Blue 43 С 442467 Gold 
Sbipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 36.99 

16); XL(18-20) 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE u 
fin doubt, soe our Big Bock for charts ‘Siete [Sears ] 375 
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The Peasant Gown prettiod 
up with colorful embroidery and 

black rickrack braid. The fabric is soft, soft brushed knit 

(1 they 3) Red brushed tricot knit of 80% Estron® acetate, 20% nylon . a 
fabric that's kitteny-soft on the outside, silky-soft on the inside Button-back 

3 Women’s. Bust rises S(32-34); M(36); L(38-40). State S, M or L. 
38 C 76541F— Shipping weight 15 ошкз................. CUTS 69 

Even your toes stay cozy 
in Footed Pajamas of warm cotton flannel . . 
accented with sleekly-soft white brushed knit 

(4 thru 6 ) One-piece pajamas with a snappy suspender look. Front 

Estrel finish . . max. fabric shrink. 2%. Machine wash, separately, warm. 

Д Giris’ sises 7, 8, 10, 12, 14; see 5 Lille Girls’ rises 2, 3, 4, $, 6 or 
Chart on page 473. State sise. Gx. State correct sise. 

77 С 3543F—Shpg. wt. 8 on. $4.99 29 С 3255F—Wt. Don... . $3.99 

6 Women's. Bust sises 32, 34, 36, 38. Please slate correct sie. 
38 С 76531F—Shipping weight 13 ounces........... BRM I 

FOR MEASURING INFORMATION see charts in our Big Book 



You'll want this incredibly soft 
acrylic between you and 
the chill. Rail-cut pile 
in blue or red . 
sparked with 

bright white. 
And it's machine 
washable 

(1 thru 3 ) Graceful modified 
A-line shaping. Side-seam 
pocket. Front b Three. 
quarter-length sleeves. White 

ollar 

at warm tem 
perature and tumble dry 

165 
14 

Please state correct sise 
77 € 40071F— Blue 
77 © 4007F—Red 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $10.00 

8, 10, 12, 
hari on page 4735, 

O Little Girls’ sises 3, 4 
© 6, 6x. State size 
29 C $8201 — Blue 
29 С 5819F— Red 
Shipping wt 
Fach $8.00 

3 Misses" sizes 10, 12, 14 
6, 18. Please be sure 

38 C 88691 F— Blue 
эв C 886921—R. 

pg. wt. 2 Ibs 



Colorful “King and Queen of Hearts" print on top . . 
solid color below. Super-smooth 100% nylon tricot 

1 Steck, uncomplicated styling 
with long sleeved, bu! 

Spirited face сы 

Нег. Elasticized sleeves; waist pocket. Bust 
sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State rise. 

front top. 38 С 17612F—Shipping wt. 14 oz... . .$10.00 
print in red, gold, white and 
royal blue, Solid royal blue pants His. Cuffed sleeves, pants Chest sizes 
have elasticized waist. Opaque 
nylon tricot is machine wash 
able, warm. 

S(34-36); M (38-40); 
State эйе S, M, L, 
33 С 11791F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

(42-44); XL(46-48). 

$11.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE doubt, see our 
Fall and Winter General Catalog for charts 

378 [Bears] 2, 

An Oriental inspiration. Exotic karate styling . . 
fine Sanforized* 1 

д, Easy-fitting karate jacket 
with snap front, long 

sleeves, 2 waist pockets. 
‘Trimmed and sashed in solid 
color to match pants. Back 
belt loop. Gripper® fastener 
adjustable waist closure. Soft 
broadcloth . . maximum fab- 
ric shrinkage 1%. Machine 
wash, separately, medium 
temperature. 

cotton broadcloth 

Hors. Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. Please 
sate correct vise 
38 C 17632F—Red 
38 C 17633F—Blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 36.00 

His, Chest sizes S(34-36); M(38-40) 
L(42-44); XL(46-48) 

Please stole sise S, M, L, XL. 
33C 11536F—Red 33 C 11531F—Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound $7.00 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Stripes march boldly up 
this robe creating an inter- 

esting pattern and texture 
as they go. Ever-so-soft 
bonded Orlon* acrylic 
wraps you in comfort all 
year-round 

1 Wrap style with seif-beit and loops. 
2 patch pockets . . roomy three 

quarter length sleeves. Predominantly 
red, black and gold print in woven 
Orlon* acrylic bonded to acetate tricot 
Machine wash, separately, warm 

HERS. One sise only 
sizes 10 to 18, 

Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces 
38 C 88694 314,00 

fs Misses 

HIS. One size fits all 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

33 с 80511 $14.00 
‘Reg. DuPont Т.М. 

"Charge It" if you wish 

„Ent [Sears] 379 



Distinctively 

skirted to create 

fashion impact 

rope belt. Smooth. 
p brown and white 

pony-look skirt is made of 
textured Orlon* acrylic pile 

fully smooth 'n 
gown. Made of 

ле fleece of 80% Ar 
€ nylon 

catching mix of blue, green. 
pink, rust and black. Side- 
seam pocket. Self-belt. Long 
back zipper. Machine wash 
able, separately, warm 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14 
16, 18. 5 e 
Shipping weight 1 Ib 
38C61261F 52400 

3 Velvety-soft long gown 
9 combines 2 rich fabrics. 
Black jew 
sash in Win 
80% Ar 
nylon. Quilted skirt in shim- 

‚ck top and 

mering acetate surah gently 
puffed with ра r fill, ac 

warm 
8. 10, 12, 14 

16, 18. State correct size. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz 
38C61171F $18.00 

THE NECKLACE 
Collar with pendant. Ham. 

ed-finish gold-color elec 
Adjusts 

ss 
r with 

4 C 54056—Wt. 4.02...95.99 

380 [Sears] 



V 

RANA 

Des 
nt EVE AEST 
e p 

Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Soft, comfortable 
garments 

with a knack 
for capturing 

colors vibrantly 

] Hostess Culotte . . the 
look of a skirt, the com- 

fort of wide-leg panta. V. 
neck, center front and waist 
shine with sparkling gold-col 
or sequins. Step-in style has 
zipper front. Multicolor pais 
ley print is splendid in yel 
low, white, red, green, or 
ange, blue and black. Knit 
challis of Orlon* acrylic 
Hand washable, separately 
So easy to buy when you just 
use the phone. 

Misses' sizes 8, 10, 12, 14. 
16, 18. State correct size 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 ox 
38 C 61041F 125.00 

9 Hostess gown and match 
ing shortpants set . . im- 

portant new look for evening 
glamour. A totally covered: 
up look, except for center 
front slit. Both orani 
and shortpants are elegantly 
trimmed in Schiffli embroi 
dered ribbon. Gown has long 
back zipper. Pull-on style 
shortpants have elasticized 
waist. Knit challis of Orlon* 
acrylic. Machine washable, 
separately, warm tempera 
ture. 

Misses” sizes 8, 10, 
M, 16. State correct size. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz 
38 C 6164 1F......Set $25.00 

Culotte with comfortable 
wide-leg pants. Deftly de- 

tailed with stand-up collar, 
long back zipper closing, 
handy side-seam pocket. Con 
trasting cotton suede belt ties 
in a fringe finish. Floral 
print, subtly colored in deep 
blue, red, green and gold 
Woven challis of Dacron" 
polyester. Machine wash 
warm temperature. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18. State correct size 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 
38 С 60861F $17.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
tn doubt 

п our Big Book 
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Luxuriously soft, richly lustrous 

(1 thru 3) Interesting at-home wear . . ideal for leisure entertaining 
Knit of textured Antron* nylon in colors that are beautifully vibrant 
Comfort ble, lightweight. Machine washable, warm temperature 

Tunic and pants set in €) Culotte . . simply becom Long gown vividly col. 
medium blue banded with ing. White bodice out огей, distinctively styled. 

avocado green. Tunic has self lined in rust has buttons just Violet bodice smartly banded Part of our 50-page tie-belt, back zipper. Pullon for show; soft-flowing, grace- іп rust at the stand-up collar, 
collection of Loungewear pants elasticized at waist. So fully wide pants are avocado button-front closing and 

ou easy to buy when you just green. Comfortable step-in cuffs; soft-flowing gathered and Sleepwear for use the phone. style with long back ripper plum-color skirt and tiesash the enti i s’ sizes В, 10, 12, Misses’ sizes В, 10, 12, Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12 re family 14, 16, 18. State size. 116-18 State ie 14. 16. 18. State sise 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz 
38C60591F....Set $2500  38C61031F $2500 38C61201F $20.00 

Ф THE STRAP SANDALS 
4 Composition soles, 2%-in. heels. Sizes B (med ) 5*4, 6, 6%, 7, 7%, В, 

8%, 9 and 10 
54 C 49664F—Gold color metallic uppers 
54 C 49624F—Silver-color metallic uppers 
$4 C 48624F—Black rayon peau de soie uppers 
State size, then В width. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ....99 99 



RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK.. 
Dur lowest price ever 
for any РЕВМА-РВЕЅТ” 
Fleece Culotte *11.99'= 

сата“ fi triacetate, 20% nylon. Zip front with 
metall 

Machine wash, separately, warm . . no iro 

к in. to 5 ft. 7 in. Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
38 C 61631F—Black 38 C 61634F—Royal blue 
38 C 61633F—American Beauty red 38 C 61632F—Medium green 

ipping weight 1 911.99 
TALL. „or n. Misses s 10, 16, 18. In 2 colors. 
38C61635F—Black — 38C61636r— 
Please state size. Shipping weight 1 pound 

THE VELVET SLIPPERS | 
Ar Rayon velvet uppers 

id. Cushioned insole. 
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Elegant fur-look Robe 
of Orlon* pile 

for only 13.44 5:2” ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

. -all the right answers for holiday shopping Misses' Orlon* 
Pile Robe 

317 

for matching robe in Girls 2 Luscioualy soft tex- 
sizes, see page 415 robe of Or- 

lon* acrylic on cotton 
back. Coachman styling 
features deep lapel collar; 
double-breasted-look 
front; three-quarter 
length sleeves, side seam 
pockets. Machine waah, 

Misses’ 
16, 18. State 
38 C 88621F—White. 
aac 

Shipping wt. 2 Iba. 6 oz. 
38 C88623F..... 914.44 

B 

PES ы 
384 [Sears] 2% “neg Омон IM 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Splendidly soft 
robes combine 

stylish long 

looks with warm, 

lightweight comfort 

(1 thru 3) Velvety brushed 
knit fleece of Arnel* triacetate 
and nylon. Machine wash, 

fit figures 5 feet 
3 inches to 5 feet 7 inches. 

^ totally feminine look 
with a dash of acetate satin 

ruffles. Step-in style . . closes 
concealed three-quarter 

length front zipper. Handy side 
seam pocket. $ > buy 
when you just use t 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 

38 C 886715 
38 C 88672F—Light blue 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz $1700 

9 Sophisticated and 
fully tailored with contr 

color accents. Softly banded at 
V-neckline and center front 
Self fabric buttons and loops. 
Loose belt is set in at front 
waist . . trimmed in back with 
two self-buttons. Long sleeves 
gracefully gathered at cuffs. 
Right side seam pocket. 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18. Please state size. 
38 C 88677F—Medium bl 

with light blue 
38 C 88678F— Chocolate malt 

with vanilla 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 11800 

Only $13.44 
for a 
Fleece Robe 

3 Rarely will you find such a 
fine qi robe at such a 

low price. Self-button front 
has snap closing at neck. Pret. 
tily trimmed with bone-color 
ruffled lace at neck and three 
quarter sleeves. Self-tie at neck 
for show. Sway belt . . tie un. 
der bust for empire effect, at 
waist, or slip thru sid 
tha 
Side seam pock 

Misses" sizes 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18, Please state size. 
38 C 8867 4F— Forest green 
38 C 88675F—Deep red 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 901. ... 903.44 

back drapes flatteringly 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

386 [Scars] tits 

Exquisitely designed robe and 

gown sets . . the ultimate in good 
taste and lounging comfort 

1 Robe and gown set . . a truly elegant duo in striking white. Both deli- 
cately trimmed with just the right amount of white lace and lilac nylon 

velvet ribbon. Both have sheer nylon yoke with lilac and white Schiff: 
embroidery. Lustrous quilted nylon tricot robe puffed with polyester fill for 
luxurious warmth, acetate tricot back. Button front; side-seam pocket. 
Flounced-hem gown is so soft in brushed knit of 80% Estron* acetate, 20% 
nylon. button front closing. Machine wash, warm . . tumble-dry. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please be sure to state size. 
38 C 9666 1F—Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces. ............Set $22.00 

Q) Robe and gown set . . romantic with white cotton lace trim. Knit fleece 
robe of Arnel* triacetate and nylon. Three-quarter sleeves, side-seam 

pocket. Nylon tricot empire gown. Machine wash, warm . . tumbledry 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please be sure to state size 

38 C 9668 1F—Medium pink 38 C 96682F—Medium blue 
Shipping weight 2 pounds n Set $20.00 

З Robe and gown set . . exquisite in a flurry of ruffles. Nylon tricot wrap- 
style robe is vertically quilted with polyester fill, acetate tricot back. 

Selfbelt. Opaque nylon tricot bra gown has comfortably elasticized back. 
Machine wash, warm temperature . . tumble-dry. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please be sure to state size. 
38C96671F—Mint 38 C 96672F—Butternut yellow 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ошпсев............. 

"Reg, TM. Eastman Come! Products ne 



(1 and 2) Soft and so cozy . . chenille robes of viscose rayon c 
cotton backing. Button front closing. Richly tufted at yoke and h 
tin th quarter length sleeves. Handy side-seam pocket. Self-belt 

can be worn thr ways tied under bust, at the waist or thru 2 side 
waist alita. Machine wash, warm ‚mperaturı 
] Long Robe 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please state correc 
за C 8866 1F-Fern groe 38 C 88662F-Medium turquoise blue 

t 1 pound 10 ounces 5699 
' 38, 40, 42, 44. Please stai 

38 C 88663F-Fern gr 38 C 88664F-Mec 
ing weight 1 pound 10 ounces $7.99 

9 Short Robe. 
© Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please state correct size 
38 C 88665F-Medium turquoise blue 38 C 88666F-Fern green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces 1599 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. Please state correct size 
38 C 88667F-Med 
Shipping weight 1 poun 

urquoise blue 38 C 88668F-Fern green 
unces 2699 

J PERMA-PREST" 
Wincama Fleece Robe 

for only *9.88 ??? 

K ngth robe knit of 80% Arnel* triacetate, 20% nylon for supple 
drapability . . napped for deep velvety softness. Peter Pan collar lined 
with nylon satin has dainty bow. Nylon satin buttons. Threequarter 
length sleeves. Handy patch pocket. Machine wash, wa > ironing 
f tumbledried. You can shorten but not lengthen hem. To order the 
easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roe 
buck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to cal 

Misses" sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please state correct size 
38 C 88681F-Royal blue 38 С 88682F-Deep red 
Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces 19.88 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
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Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Combines 
the 

elegance 
and luster 
of satin 
..the 

durability 
and 

convenience 
of nylon 

Richly textured . . won't pill, mat or fray. . == d 
plus they're shrinkage controlled 

388 [Sears] И 



Distinctively styled ensembles 

each in an interesting 

combination of fabrics 

> 
“WOM! You SEENMIYNEW PAJAMAS 2° 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

( 1 thru 3) BEST BECAUSE: These brushed 
knit are made of Antron® nylon tricot . . а luxu 
rious and lustrous fabric. Extra soft 
lightweight and durable. Nylon satin trims 

nd warm 

Gowns have piping trim; tie closing, two but 
tons-and-loops. Embroidered overlay forms bib ef. 
fect, conceals front yoke. Straight back yoke. Ра 
jama top has piping trim; embroidered placket 
over button front; snap closing. Dropped yoke at 
front shoulders. Rope tie-belt, self-loops. Pants 
have elasticized waistline. Machine wash, warm 
temperature; tumble dry 
] Long Gown. 

Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36); 1438-40). 
38 C 7657 1F—Ivory with ivory trim 
38 C 76572F—Aqua blue with white trim 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 10 oz. ...$10.00 
ancex Available in ivory only 
Bust sizes Х(42-44); XX(46-48) 

State size letter X or XX only 
38 C 7658 1F—Shipping weight 11 oz. ...$11.00 

9 Tunic «style Pajama, 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State size 

38 C 76601F—Ivory with ivory trim 
38 C 76602F—Aqua blue with white trim 
Shipping weight 12 ounces $11.00 
TALL . . over 5 feet 7 inches. Ivory color only 

Bust sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. State size. 
38 C 76611F—Shipping weight 1302. ....812.00 

Short Gown. 
Bust sizes (32-34); M(36); 1438-40) 

38 C 76592F—Aqua blue with white trim 
38 C 76591F—Ivory with ivory t 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 9 oz +8.00 

Satin Superb Robe. Exceptionally beautiful 
fabric woven of 100% nylon. Won't puck 

er, fray, dull or wrinkle. Fluffy Kodel* polyester 
fiberfill for warmth . . loose nylon tricot lining 
for softness. eatures stand-up collar; embroi 
dered floral band down self:button front; two 
snap closings at neckline. Side seam pockets. Ma 
chine wash, warm temperature; tumble dry 
AVERAGE . . 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 7 inches. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
38C9661!F—Aqua 38 С 96612F—Ivory 
State size. Shipping wt. 2 Iba. 6 oz. 419.00 

ALL. „over 5 feet 7 inches. 
Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 

38 С 96613F—Aqua 38 C 96614F—Ivory 
State size. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz $21.00 
LARGER . . average length. 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44 

38 C96615F—Aqua 38 C 96616F—Ivory 
State size. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $21.00 

HOWN ON THIS 

Wincama* Fleece Robe with Nylon Tricot 
Pajamas. Short wrap-style robe of 80% Ar 

nel® triacetate, 20% nylon. Self-belt and loops; in 
side tie. Quilted nylon tricot collar; smooth nylon 
tricot band on sleeves and patch pocket. Pajama 
top has button front, quilted collar, cuffs. Pants 
have elasticized waist. Quilted portions have 
polyester fill. Machine wash, warm. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State size. 
38 C 17992F— Royal blue 
38 C 17993F—Rose pink 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz 20.00 

Quilted Nylon Tricot Robe with Brushed 
Knit Pajamas. Short robe has zipper front; 

embroidered placket; side seam pocket. Polyester 
fill. Tunic-style pajamas of 80% Estron® acetate, 
20% nylon. Top has drawstring neckline; elasti- 
cized waist and sleeves. Embroidered at front 
placket and hem. Pants have elasticized waist 
Robe should be hand washed, separately. Paja. 
mas have an Estrel® finish . . maximum fabric 
shrink. 2%. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State siae. 
38 C 76662F— Burgundy and pink 
38 C 7666 1F—Periwinkle blue and light blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz Set $20.00 
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Acrylic Knit Sleepclothes af 
in the very latest look er 
for only *6 and 7 ??? 

(1 thru 4) These carefree, wrin 
kleahy knits of Acrilan® acrylic 
are Wear-Dated® . . guaranteed 

return for replacement or re. 
fund. Machine washable, warm 
temperature, tumble-dry 

he land of nod, the news is 1 the knicker pajama, Purple 
tunic with gay bands of bright 
red has back hook-and-eye clos 
ing. Bright red knicker pants 
with bands of purple just below 
the knee have тей waist 

Bust sizes 
Please state correct size. 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
38 C 7665 1F $7.00 

Q Sleepytime gals 
fas! mpact of the tunic 

and-shortpants ра, Bright 
о buttons at 

oy the 

red tunie with 
ive bands 

ts 
front opening, decor: 
of purple. Purple short 
with bright red trim and an elas 
ticized waistband 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 
Please state correct 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 
38 C 76021F $6.00 

З Marvelously cozy bright red 
footed sleeper. Adds up to a 

superaleek look as the eye trav 
els from stand-up collar with 
two-button closing to embroi 
dered hearts. Snazzy purple di 
копа! ripper starts at the neck, 

ends up at back waist. 
Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36) 

1/38). State 8, M or I 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 
38 C 7667 1F 97.00 

4 Kick up your heels in this 
fashion scoop . . a purple 

long 
que 

wn. Ice-cream cone appli 
flocked acetate and rayon 

ng. Bright red 
е and cuffs, also 

it 

on cotton bac 
edging at nec 
rimming hemline and sid: 
Back hook-and. 

Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36) 
138-40). State S, M or L. 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 
38 C 76641F 46.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
f in doubt, see Big Book 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Short gown . . outstanding quality and de. 
teils usually found only In our higher 

priced gowns. Front butt 
к. Buy it the easy way—orc 

izes S(32-34); M(36); 1/3840 
ize letter S, M or 1 

1F—Shipping weight 11 os 

] Long gown. Graceful style with back 
ing red rayon 
nt butt 

button closing. P. 
grosgrain ribbon бе 

Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36); 1438—40) 
State correct 
Shipping weigh x 
38 € 76701F $7.00 c 

Tunic-and-pant 
2 ith bı 

$200 380 76731F-Sh nipping weight 1 Ib 

call Sears and say "Charge It". . see page 367 

[Sears] 391 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Long gowns and robes 
you can team up for 

your favorite frontier look 

392 [Sears] its; 



HOWN ON OPPC 

gown blossoms in pretty 
asticized at 

е, short puff 
res and back waist. Рай 

ly shirred bodice is gently elas 
ticized for flattering fit. Sweep- 
ing ounce hemline. Tiny rose, 
gold and purple buds on bone 
Machine wash, warm. 

Bust sizes 28-30; 32-34; 36. 
Please atate correct size. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 
38 C 20721F $9.00 

9 Country-style quilted robe 
smartly detailed with con 

trast stitching. Delightfully 
smocked at ruffed neckline 
and bodice . . smock-look at 

ves. Button front; self fab- 
ric rope beit; side loops. Handy 
side m pocket. Polyest 
ind cotton shell; polyester fi 

acetate tricot back. Machine 
wash, warm 

sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 

38 C 96631F—Med. brown 
38 C 96632F—Med. rose pink 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 1502. ...$1400 

3 PERMA-PREST 
gown mixes а subi 

and floral stripe print in pink, 
ecru and light burgundy. El 
tieized at scoop neckline 
sleeves and delicately shirred 
bodice. Fortrel* polyester and 
Avril® rayon. Machine wash 
warm temperature . . по iron 
ng if tumble-dried 
Bust sizes 28-30; 32-34; 36. 

Please state correct size. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 
38 С 20731F 11000 

WN ON THIS PAGE 

Gracefully tiered batiste 
gown has a denim look 

Touches of white ruffled lace 
ook во sweet at neckline, 

d skirt. Button-front 
as bright red buttons; 
lvet ribbon at neck nylon 

line und waist. Medium 
blue polyester and cotton. Ma 
chine wash, warm. 

Bust sizes 28-30, 32-34; 3 
Please state correct si 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
38 C 20461F 98.00 

Б Cory quilted cotton robe in 
V a lovely whit t 
White ruffled e trims 
eckline and cized 

ves. Button front; selfbelt 
side loops. Side-seam pocket 
Fluffy polyester fill; acetate tr 
cot back. Machine wash, warm. 
So easy to buy when you just 
use the phone. 

Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18. Please state correct size 
38 C 96642F—Rı 
38 C 9664 1F—Periwinkle blue 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. ...$14.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
i ín doubt 

harts in our Big Book 
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Elegant Peignoir and С 
richly textured white C 

nylon tricot. Peignoir has V-neck 
framed in soft simulated Marabou 
feathers. Gown has V-neck; built-in 
bra slightly contoured with Kodel* 

fill. Rhin. 
straps of gown, four snap-buttona 

and sleeves of peignoir. Both have 
ts, loops; rhinestone studded 

polyeate tones trim shou 

self.b. 
buckles. Feathers detach. Peignoir, 
gown can be mach. washed, warm 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 
State size. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz 
38 C 20261F Set $36.00 

Scuffs. Crepeset* nylon tricot up- 
per trimmed with detachable 

feather pompon. Low wedge heel 
Cushioned insole. Crepe-type rubber 
sole. White. Hand wash, separat 

Shoe sizes 515-644), M(T-8) 
L/8%-10). State size letter S, M, L 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
38 € 20271۴ *5 оо 

Matching scuffs offered for a total look 
9) Classic Coat and Gown Set in 

smooth nylon tricot. Coat fastens 
at waist with snap, hook-and-eye; self 
belt and loops. Shaw! collar and cuffs 
quilted with polyester fill . . edged in 
white lace. Gown has deep V-neckline 
front and back; wide lace trimmed 
band. Elasticized at back waist. Ma 

wash, warm 
Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40 

Please be sure to state correct size 
38 C 2075 1F—Royal blue 
38 C 20753F— Deep raspberry 
38 C 20752F— Grass green 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ....Set 414.00 

cuffs. Quilted nylon tricot upper 
Bow trim. Cushioned insole; viny 
Machine wash, warm 

Shoe sizes S(5-6%); M(7-8) 
1184-10). State size letter S, M, L 
38 C 2045 1F—Royal blue 
38 C 20452F—Grass green 
38 C 20453F—Deep raspberry 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 53.00 



Delightful nightwear and companion robe in 

soft, pastel tones 

] A bit of old-fashioned fancy. White tur 
nicatyle pajama frosted with lace and 

eyelet trim; pink and blue floral embroi- 
dery. Pullover top has light blue acetate 

satin ribbon, side loops. Panta have elasti. 
cized waistline. Polyester and cotton ba- 
tiste. hine wash, warm. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 
State size. Shipping weight 13 ounces. 

38C 17482F $10.00 

9 Sweet aleoptime look. Long gown has 
bib of white patterned lace over sheer 

nylon tricot. Ribbon and lace ruffles at 
neckline, bib and sleeves. Button-and-loop 
back closing. Bow trims. Nylon tricot. Ma- 
chine wash, warm temperature. 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40. 
38 C 20472F— Pale pink 
зв C 2047 1F—Pale blue 
State size. Shipping wt. 14 оз. 49.00 
Langer Bust sizes 42-44; 46-48. 
38 C 20477F—Pale pink 
38 C 20476F— Pale blue 
State size. Shipping wt. 14 от. +1000 

ruffle and lace trims 

З Winsome tunicstyle pajama. Top ruf 
fled at neckline and elasticized aloeves 
has tie closing at neckline; self-belt. 

side loops. Pants have elasticized waist 
Nylon tricot. Machine wash, warm. 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 

38C17513F-Lt.blue 38C17512F-Pink 
State size. Shipping wt. 13 oz. #700 
LARGER Light blue only 

Bust sizes 42, 44, 46. State size. 
38 С 17523F—Shipping wt. 13 oz 58.00 

4 Dreamy long Wincama* fleece robe 

knit of Arnel® triacetate and nylon. 

Self-buttons; rope tie belt; side loops, snap 

closing at neckline and waist. Side seam 
pocket. Ruffled lace and embroidered 
bands accent bodice and sleeves. Lace 
tipped collar. Machine wash, warm. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
AVERAGE . , 5 ft. 3in. to 5 fl. 7 in. 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
38 C 88658F— White and light blue 

38 С 88659F—White and light pink 

State size. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. #2000 

Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 



Part of our 50-page 
p collection of Loungewear 

< and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Delicate stylings reflect 

a color mood 

(1 thru 4) Nylon tricot with a soft 
crepe-effect and matte finish gives 
sleepthings a rich appearance. Yet with 
all their loveliness, these garments are 
still eaay-care. Shun wrinkles and keep f 
their fresh look. Just machine wash 
warm te perature. Т 

] 198 gown is luxur: 
Styled with gently elasticized scoop 

ffle at the sleeve: 
е hem. Delicate ribbon sash 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-4 
Please be sure to state correct size 
38 C 20501F—Black 
38 C 20502F— Bright red 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 19.00 

9 Sleep shirt 
© ity. Delic 

tyled with smart simplic 
nes V 

nd-loop closing. Brace 
letlength sleeves. So 
neckline, butto 

ay to buy when 
you just use the phone. 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40. 
Please be sur 
38 C 20712F—Bright red 
38 C 20711F—Black 
Shipping weight 10 ounces +8.00 £ 

Mini top comes with matching bikin Ё panty. Top looks romantic framed in 
ruffly lace . . ties a flirty bow at the 
drawstring waist. Bikini panty has elas 
ticized waist and legs 

Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-34); M(36) 
State size letter P, S or M 
38 C 17602F—Red 

Shipping weight 8 ош 87.00 Р. 
Culotte is lovely, soft-flowing. Ele- 
gant lace highlights deep front V 

еспе; U-sh. 
Waistline is defined by an 
ash to tie in a bow or knot 

sizes S(32-34); M(36); 1438-40 
State size letter S, M or L 
38 C 17493F— Black 
38 C 17492F—Red 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $1000 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

396 [Sears] sits 



Dramatize your nighttime wardrobe . 

1 Long robe of quilted nylon satin. 
has stand-up collar, three-quar- 

pocketa. 

panel d 
tive tassel pall Robe quilted with 
Kodel* polyester fiberfill for cozy 
warmth Lined in nylon 
tricot for inside softness. Machine 
wash, warm , . tumbledry. 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

38 C 9662 1F—Gold 
38 C 96622F—Lilac 
‘State size Wt. 2 lbs. Зов ....%19 00 

and any one of the lovely coordinating gowns 

9 Long gown in rich, lustrous ny- 
lon satin tricot is tastefully tai- 

lored . . utterly feminine. Ecrucolor 
Ince edges deep V-neck caught up 
with strip of self-braid. To-the-thigh 
side slit dramatically defined by 
‘ecru-color lace trim. Bodice has flat. 
tering contour bust darts and elastic 
backwaist. Machine wash, warm. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 
Please state your correct size 
38 C 20512F—Lilac 
38 С 205 11F—White. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces .. 610.00 

$ Two-piece set looks terrific in 
pimiento red nylon tricot that's 

densely knit . . comfortably 
opaque for lounging. V-neck, but- 
ton-front night dress has it's own 
tiebelt. Underneath, the matching 
pull-on style short pants are com- 
fortably elasticized at the wai 
cuffed at the legs. Machine wash, 
warm. Phone ordering’s a quick 
and easy way to buy it. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 
State size. Shipping weight 15 oz. 
38C 17472F Set $11.00 

.make your own ensemble with the robe 

4 Shift gown. A dainty silhouette. 
of luxuriously soft nylon satin 

tricot trimmed with contrast color. 
Deep scoop-neck has eye-catching 
button-and-loop closing at center 
front. Band at waist becomes ahoe- 
string tie at back . . adjusts for 
flattering fit. Mach. wash, warm. 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36, 38-40. 
Please state correct size. 
38 с 20282F— Light yellow with 

orange 
38 C 2028 1F—Lilac with purple 
Shipping weight 10 ounces . $6.00 

Nt [Sears] 397 



Part of our 50-page i| 
collection of Loungewear | 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Ски, 

1 Pretty Juliet style long 
gown. Comfortably elas- 

ticized at long sleeves; 
scoop neckline and shapely 
shirred midriff. Delicately 
frosted with white lace 
trim. Nylon tricot. Machine 
wash, warm temperature 
So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone, 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 
38-40; 42-44. State size 
38 C 20762F—Mint green 
38 C 2076 1F— Bright pink 
Sbpg. wt. 11 oz. $7.00 

398 [Sears] sits 

ghtwear 

rights 

Choose a lovely sleepwear separate 

> 

9 Long quilted A-line robe has a 
silk-like sheen. Easy жеріп style 

has three-quarter length front zip- 
per. Self tie-belt may be worn under 
collar as shown or around waist 
Two side seam pockets. Cheery mi 
ter stripes of orange, green, lim 
green, white, pink, rose and yellow. 
Acetate honan face; fluffy Kodel* 
polyester fill; loose acetate tricot lin- 
ing. Dry clean only. 

Misses" sizes 10, 12, 14. 16, 18. 
Please state your correct size. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. 
38 С 96601F $20.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

Coat and pajama set is oriental 
in feeling. Short coat has V-neck 

line; double shoestring tie belt; two 
snaps at waist. Tunic pajama top has 
mandarin collar; two buttons-and. 
loops; shoestring tie belt; side slits. 
Pants have elasticized waist; front 
slits. Nylon tricot. Belts, piping and 
applique trims of acetate satin. Ma. 
chine wash, warm 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 
Please state your correct size. 
38 C 16862F—Orange with green 
38 C 16863F—Lt. blue with gold 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz Set $15.00 

add the lustrous stripe robe for a festive ensemble 

4 Dainty Mini Shift flows into a 
short sweet flare of skirt. Softly 

elasticized at shoulders of square 
neckline and empire waist 
are elasticized to for 
flounce. Shoestring tie 
loops. Piping trim. Matching bikini 
panties have elasticized waistline. 
Nylon tricot. Belt and trim of ace 
tate satin. Machine wash, warm. 

Bust sizes 5032-34); M(36); 
1438-40). State S, M or L. 
38 C 17503F—L4. yellow with green 
38 С 17502F— Orange with green 
Shipping weight 11 ounces ...85 00 

it in doubt. see our Big Book for charts 



RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK... 

Truly unusual values 
in Nylon Tricot 

Sleepwear 
Favorite styles 
that wash easily . 

dry quickly 

] Long quilt robe goes per- 
fectly over long gown, pa- 

jamas or long culotte. Smart- 
ly defined with contrast bor 
der at stand-up collar, down 
front, around sleeves and 
hemline. Front walking-slit 
below three-quarter length 
front zipper. Side-seam pock. 
et. Fluffy poly 
tate tricot ba 
wash, warm; t 
AVERAGE . . fits figures 5 feet 
3 inches to 5 feet 7 inches. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18. Please state size. 
3809665 1F-Medium blue 

with light blue 
38C96652F-Wild berry red 

with pink 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6oz.... $1099 
TALL... over 5 feet 7 inches. 
Med. blue with It. blue only 

Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 
18, 90. Please state size. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz 
38 С 96653F 91199 

9 Long gown frilled with 
self-ruffle trim at neck 

line, bib front and sleeves. 
Hook-and-eye back closing 
Machine wash, warm 

Bust sizes 28-30; 32-34; 36; 

38 C 20771F—Light blue 
38 С 20772F—Light pink 
Shipping wt. 1102. ....93.99 

Tailored pajamas neatly 
styled with white piping 

trim at notehed collar, down 
button front, at patch pocket. 
Pants have elasticized waist. 

hine wash, warm 
Bust sizes 

Please state correct s 
38 C 17404F—Mint green 
38 С 17402F— Light blue 
38 C 17405F—Pink 
Shipping wt. В от. 3299 

4 Long culotte with soft, 
flowing pant legs. V-neck 

line front. L 
from self-tie neckline closing 
to elasticized empire waist 
Buttons and bow for trim 
Machine wash, warm. 

Bust sizes PL28-30); 
5032-34); M(36) or L(38-40). 
State size letter P, S, M or L. 
38 C 17462F—Deep red 
38 C 17463F— Light blue 
Shipping wt. 15 oz. ....94.99 

sant [Sears] 399 



Sears SHIP-A-GIFT Service can save 
you a trip to the post office by having 
your catalog gift orders sent direct 

/ to out-of-town friends and relatives 

Just about any Sears Catalog 
item can be shipped for you to 
anyone in any of the 50 states 
When you place your order, just tell us the 
name, address and zip code of the person 
to whom you want the order sent. We will 

handle all the details needed for proper 
shipment and delivery. (This service does 
not include gift wrapping.) 

We ship catalog orders to 
APO/FPO military addresses 
and many foreign countries 
Shipments to APO-FPO addresses.. Ship- 
ping to military addresses is our specialty 
To save you money whenever feasible we 
Ship via these special low-cost services. 

Space Available Mail (SAM). Any APO- 
FPO parcel post package weighing no 
more than 5 Ibs. nor exceeding 60 in. in 
length and girth combined, can now be 
sent via air transport at surface rates, 
when air space is available, 

Airlift Military Parcels (PAL). At a rate of 
$1.00 per parcel plus postage at regular 
surface rates, parcels weighing no more 
than 30 Ibs. nor exceeding 60 in. in length 
and girth combined, mailed to any over- 
seas post office outside the 48 contiguous 
states will be given airlift service. 

Shipments to foreign countries . . see our 
General Catalog for full details. 

THERE'S NO EXTRA COST. . .YOU PAY 
ONLY THE NORMAL SHIPPING CHARGES 

Gift Certificates... 
the perfect answer to the “What should | get” problem. 

Just tell us to whom you want a gift certificate sent, the amount (anywhere from 
$5 to $100) and we'll send it in your name. That way the recipient can choose the 
"right" gift from Sears catalogs and order by just picking up the phone. Gift cer- 
tificates may also be used in any Sears Retail Store. 

Want to send the gift certificate yourself? We'll send the gift certificate to you 
зо you can fill in the name and give it personally. 
Gift Certificate . . sent to recipient. Please print name and address of recipient 
clearly. 16 C 7420V ........ 4 . -State $5 to $100 
Gift Certificate . . sent to you. 16 C 7440 . . State $5 to $100 

өз» NOTE: Orders for gift certificates cannot be used to obtain the $5 Early Shopper's Discount. We 400 [Sears] ы; ‚offer this discount on merchandise orders of $50 or more placed from this book thru Nov. 1, 1971 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

(1 thru 4) To kı р these 100% cotton knits Ski-style solid-color Pajamas. Co: 

looking as fre the day you got them, just 3 ing trim. Double knit crew neck, cuffs on Flannelette Pajamas 

machine wash, med.; tumble dry. Chest sizes long-al top; anklebands on long pants. Only $399 ھوا 

54-36); M(38-40); 1442-44), Х1/ 46-48). Boxer-type waistband - 
m 33 С 13561F—Blue 33 С 13564F—Gold Smart dobby pattern in 

es eng. State S, M, Lor XL. Shpg. wt. 11 16.50 100% Sanforized* cotton 
allover in striped pattern. Solid-colored flannelette. One pocket 

knee-length pants with boxer-type waistband. TALL szk Blue. 6 ft. to 6 ft 3 in. tall. Wt. 1 Ib. cuffed long slee: Comfort 

33 C 10593F—Brown, green 33 С 13571F—State M, L, XL only. .... $6.99 waistband: Gripper* adjusta 
33 С 10591F—Blue, burgundy Striped Nightshirt. Long sleeves. Rib knit ble waist, fly closure. Ma 
Bie S M. Lor XL Shpg wt 1202... ooo 4 уакы ^ T chine wash, med.; tumble crew neck, square cut bottom, vented chine wash, жарын 

9 Ski-style patterned Pejemas. Designed sides. Chest pocket. State M, L. XL only. 2 Siz 34-36); M(38-40 

just like ski attis Patterned long sleeve 33C12926F-Re tural. Wt. 12 oz. 14.99 1442-44), XL/46-48). State 5, 

top has snug-hugging double knit neck and 33C1292 1F-Royal, natu Wt. 1202 499 M. L, ХІ 

cuffs. Boxer type waistband, double knit an SE d dy aer do 33C13154F-Gold coat 
lebands on long id-color pant. t ur ipper а, mate above 33C 1315 1F-Blue coat 

bands on long solid-color panta in. high. Stretch knit topa, 100% acrylic 33C 1316 1F-Blue pullo 
Get this bit of Christmas shopping done Rubber soles, vinyl sidewall. Hand wash Shpg. wt. 11b. 302 $399 

just dial Sears and order it right now State 10, 11, 12, 13. See chart, page 404 > zx Boré A. 60.3 

33 C 13583F—Brown 33 C 18911F—Navy, red combination zum Por 066-218. 
33 C 13581F—Navy 33 С 18913F—Brown, gold combination State M, Lor XL 

State 8, M, Lor XL. Shpg. wt. 1b. .....86.99 Shipping weight pair 6 ounces . .. Pair $3.99 33С13171# 1499 



E colorful PERMA-PREST* 
Im nightwear 

.. naturally 
wrinkle resistant 

mas. Geometric free 
ry background of 

50% Fortrel* po 50% cotton. This 
minimum care pajama never needs ironing 

just machine wash, medium; tumble dry 
chest pocket, 

ts have comfort 
stable waist, fly 

; 1442-44), 

Ankle-length cuffed 
waistband, Gripper а 
c 
Х1446-48). 

Coat style with pearlized plastic buttons. 
33 С 11761F—Blue. Shpg. wt. 11b. ..94.99 
33 C 11762F—Green. Shpg. wt. 11b. . 499 
Blue Pullover with comfortable V-neck 33 С 11765F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.99 

Handsome Robe, Pajama Duo 

in polyester blend 
Checkered trim on collar, cuffs. Machine 
wash med. tumble dry. Chest sizes (34-36); 
M(38-40); L(42-44); and Х1/46-48). 

% Kodel* polyester, 50% Av 
4 pockets, chest pocket. 

Nonalip sash 
33 C 80846F 
33 C 80841۴ 

a os 

Shpg. wt. I Ib... 1299 
ALL. SIZE men 6 ft. to 6 ft. 3 in. Blue. 
33C8085 1F-State M,L,XL. Wt. 11b. .$13.99 s 

“Ф. Ч Dacron* poly 
* Long-sleeve 

top; 2 wa kets. Gripper* adjustable 
waist, fly closure. State S, М, L, XL. 
33 C 11926F— Burgundy. Wt. 1 ib....96.99 
33 C 11921F—Blue. Shpg. wt 11Ь.... 699 
TALL SIZE. Fits men 6 ft. to 6 ft. 3 in. Blue 
33C11931F-State M, L, XL. WL 1 1b..87.49 

ya 

° 
49 

аа 

Cotton Flannelette 

Coat-style Pajamas 

( 4 and 5 ) 6 
polyester fabric is Sanforized 

ошоп, 3 

hrink. 1%. Machine 

Ў Solid color; trimmed collar. Slipper Socks 4 Si pocket. State S, M, L, ХІ 
Durable sueded split cow. 33 C 13201F—Blue 
hide foot with 4x4 ineh : 33 C 13204 Gold ribbed top of 100% Or < + Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 ол..94.99 
lon’ acrylic. Firm rubber y € Snappy patterned style soles go indoors or out В State S, M, L, XL. Wt. 11b. 3.02 Hand wash, separately. $ y „ 33C 13251F—Blue +4.99 
State sock size 10, 11, 12, E 33 С 13254F—Gold 499 or 13. See chart оп page r 
404 if in doubt. тк. Fits 6 ft to 6 ft. 3 in. 
33 С 18932F—Avocado " ў State М, L, XL. Wt. 11Ь 3 oz 

+ Blue 1649 
3264۴ Gold 649 402 [Scars] ss Wt. pair 7 az. .Pair $5.49 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

[6] and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Grandstanding » 

Stripes 

in blend of 

polyester and 

cotton 

Fresh. 
їп a carefree blend 
Kodel* polyester 

cotton, Machine wash 
dium, and tumble dry 

g sleeve coat 

ng pajam. 

length pants 
have comfort waistband 
with Gripper* snap adj 

у closure. Chest 
M(38-40) 

33 C 11881F—Blue and 
pes 

33 C 11883F—Brown and 
natural stripes 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $5.99 

Smooth Nylon Tricot 

8 100% nylon tricot pa 
jamas are as light and 

comfortable as a second White on White... woven 
dobby pattern top, solid pants 

in polyester and cotton blend 

yer of skin. Coat style 
p with cuffed long 

sleeves has one chest 
ket. Cuffed ankle 

pants with boxer 
т Tiny white stripes flow vertically over soft w 

4 "dobby" effec 
style comfort waistband 
Contrast piping along col background creating the raised 

pe nd pock that's so popular today. Long-sleeve, coat-style top has 
RMA-PREST* fab- > ping, color-matched with pants, along collar, cuffs. 

ric needs no ironing 2 nd chest pocket. Solid-color, ankle-length cuffed 
ust machine wash, medi have comfort waistband, adjusta si 

d of 6 * pol 
n is beautifully machine wash, 

ble dry. In chest waist, fly closure. Smooth b 
34-36); M(38-40) ester, 35% c 
Х1446-48) med; tumble dried. No iron PERMA-PREST* fabr 

е5, M, L, XL y Chest sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), 1142-44), XL146-48; 

1168 17— Blue 33 С 11966F-White, red 33 C 11968F-White 
1684F—Gold State size S, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib $7.49 
1686F—Red : 

WL 1b. Soz s899 ars] 403 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

404 Sears 2% 

E. | 

Thick and Thirsty 
Terry Loungewear 

$399 10 $189 

(1 and 2 ) Cotton terry cloth . . won. 
derfully warm and absorbent after 
bath, around home or pool. Machine 
wash, med.; tumble dry. Sizes 
36); M (38-40); 1442-44) and X 
48) 

Monogram Robe. Chest pocket has 
1 Gripper* fastened, detachable flap 
for initials or name утат order 
envelope enclosed. Two t pockets, Че san 
эз C 81741F— Blue 
33 C 81744F—Gold 
33 C 81742 Green 
State 8, M, L, XL. Wt. 21. 202. $12 99 
TALL sax Fit 6 ft. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. 
33 € 61751F—Blue 
33 C 81754F —Gold 
State М, L, XL. Wt. 2 lbs. 3 02..$1399 

9 Woven Jacquard pattern Robe 
Intricate weave adds deep-textured 

look to terry. Chest pocket, 2 waist 
packets, tie sash. State size B, M, L, 
XL. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz 
33 C 81816F—Red, black.....$1899 
33 С 81811F— Blue, black 1899 
З Terry-Go-Round®. Cotton terry 

20% in. long. Contrasting trim along 
opening, pocket. Adjustable Gripper* 
snap waist. Mach. wash, med., tumble 
dry. One size fits waist 28 to 42 inches 
33 C 81774—Gold 
33 С 81779 — White 
зз С 81771— Blue 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $3.99 

Д Slipper Socks. ВУЗ terry, 15% 
stretch nylon top. Rubber ole. 

vinyl sidewall. Machine wash, me 
dium. State 10, 11, 12, 13. See chart be 
low 
33 С 18971F—L 
33 С 189746 Gold 
33 С 18975F— Burgundy 
33 C 18979F—White (not shown) 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. „Pair $329 

t blue 

Luxurious 

Wincama Kimono 

18" 
na® fleece . . a rich blend of 

© 80% Arnel® triacetate, 20% brushed 
nylon with an exquisite napped texture that actually looks like velour. Likeably loose kimono styling with * length sleeves, 2 patch pockets and self-tie sash. (Gripper snaps anchor sash to 
belt loops). PERMA-PREST® fabric 
means you just machine wash warm and 
tumble dry to keep it looking great 

One siae fits all 
33 C 80356 — Wine 
33 С 80353 — Copper 
33 С 80357 — Blue 
Shp. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1800 

Pattern SI Socks. 100% 
acrylic in colorfully kicky argyle 

pattern. Full 10 in. high. Vinyl side 
wall, firm rubber sole for indoor or out 
door wear. Hand wash, separately 
State size 10, 11, 12 or 13. See chart 

C 18903F—Navy pattern 
33 C 18904F — Olive pattern 
бррр. wt. pair 6 oz Pair $399 

SLIPPER SOCK SIZE CHART 



Monogram Robe in 

PERMA-PREST" fabric 

of polyester and cotton 

7] Fine twill fabric is richly blended of 65% Kodel* 
V. polyester and 35% combed cotton. Both deep, 
dark colors are enliv 
along shawl collar, shapely cuffs, and chest pocke 

d with contrasting trim 

Non-slip tie sash is fastened to waist loops w 
Gripper" snaps. Two large waist pockets 

Detachable Gripper* snap flap on chest pocket 
bears initials or name . . order form for monogram 
is enclosed. Soft PERMA-PREST* fabric to elimi 
nate bothersome ironing - . you simply machine 
wash, medium; tumble dry. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's so easy to order by phone. 

Chest sizes S(34-36 inches); M(38-40); 14 
XLI46-48). State size S, M, L or ХІ. 
33 С 80303F—Brown 33 C 80301F—Navy 
hipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces $1499 

Our finest monogram robe . . 

done in moiré acetate for silk-like elegance 

Moiré . . а French wo gw 
into soft, supple 100% е with he 

Each crus! 
shadows. Crisp, drapeable wrap-around is perfect over clothing or n 

led pattern is actually pressed 
is nothing short of elegance 

ting dim and bright 
r. Comfortably style and unerushed part of the pattern reflects light differently, c 

ned in contrasting c 
ts. Detachable chest p with shawl collar, cuffs and monogram pocket flap tri 

fastens under waist loops with Gripper snaps. Two large waist poc 
flap for initials or name . . free monogram order form enclosed. Dry clean only 

In chest siz 4-36 in.); M(38-40); 1442-44); XL(46-48 

33 C 80298F—Black with red trim 33c 
Shipping weight 1 pound 11699 

Get your FREE copy of our Big and Tall Men's Apr talog 
See your Big General Catalog 

or inquire at your nea 219 Unit 



(1 thru 7) Bugs Bunny. A fun collection 
of useful accessories in a ha: assort- 
ment to delight someone this Christmas. 
Brilliant colors of red, yellow, green, blue, 
orange, gray and white. From Japan. 

] Cork Bulletin Board. Molded plastic 
frame. Measures 21x27 inches wide. 

28 C 11157—Shpg. wt 11.8 оз....83.98 

9 Hand-painted Table Lamp. Molded ce- 
ramic . . kilnbaked. White parchment 

paper shade. 5 ft. cord. UL approved. Bulb 
not included. 5x5x14*4 inches high. 
25 С 11151—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4or....47.98 

3 Hand-painted Bank. Molded papier 
mache . . kiln-baked. Slot for coins in 

head . . removable rubber plug in base. 
Measures 10% inches high. 
25 С 11154—Shipping wt. 1 lb. ....0298 

4 Set of 2 Hand-painted Book Ends. 
Molded papier maché . . kiln-baked 

Each book end is 8 inches high. 
25C 11153—We 3 lbs 120z. ..Set $3.98 

5 Hand-painted Pencil Holder. Molded 
papier maché . . kiln-baked. Manual 

sharpener concealed in back. 6 inches 
high. Pencils not included. 
25 C 11156—Shpg. wt. 1202 $150 

Desk Pad. Paper blotter on pressed 
paperboard base. 12% x19% in. long. 

28 C 11155—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1202. 98 

7 Handpainted Musical Chest. Molded 
ceramic . . kiln-baked. Stores jewelry 

or other treasures. Wind at bottom, plays 
delightful "Raindrops Keep Falling On 
My Head". 5х3% x5 inches long. 
25 C 11152—Shpg. wt 11b. 4oz....9698 

(8 thru 14) The Road Runner. More fun 
accessories in brilliant colors of purple, 
pink, green, red, yellow, gray, white and 
blue. Imported from Japan 

8 Cork Bulletin Board. Molded plastic 
frame. Measures 21x27 inches wide. 

25 С 11167—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8oz....5398 
9 Hand.painted Bank. Molded papier 

machi kiln-baked. Slot for coins in 
head removable rubber plug in base. 
Measures 10% inches high. 
25 С 11164—Shpg. wt. 1 1b.402....92.98 

10 Hand-painted Table Lamp. Molded 
ceramic . . kiln-baked. White parch- 

ment paper shade. 5 ft. cord. UL ap. 
proved. Bulb not included. 5x5x14% in 
high. 
25 C 11161—Shpg. wt. 11b. 120z.. .$7.98 

]] Hand-painted Pencil Holder. Molded 
papier maché . . kiln-baked. Manual 

sharpener in back. Measures 6 inches 
high. Pencils not included. 
25 € 11166—Shpg. wt 12 ox. #150 

12 Desk Pad. Paper blotter on pressed 
paperboard base. 12%x19% in. long. 

25 С 11165—Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 1202...93.98 

13 Hand-painted Musical Chest. Mold- 
ed ceramic . , kiln-baked. Stores jew 

elry or other treasures. Wind at bottom, 
plays delightful "Raindrops Keep Falling 
On My Head". 5x3% x5 inches long 
25 C 11162—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1202...96.98 

14 Set of 2 Hand Painted Book Ends. 
Molded papier maché . . kiln-baked. 

Each 8 inches high. To order the easiest 
way, look in your phone book white pages 
under "Sears Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales" for the number to call. 
25C 11163—Wt 318. 1202. ..Set $398 
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4.74 
DAOOPY \ 

AUTOGRAPH 
006 

$ 399 

Collect autographa the fun way 
with Droopy dog. Whit 
with contrast trim. Loop on back 
of dog holds а ballpoint pen. Cot 

tuffing. 13 in. high. So easy 
to buy . „just use the phone! 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 ox 
2505817 $399 

cotton 

Fun bags from Charlie Brown 

| 1 Snoopy Shoe Bag. Red top pocket with 
flap . . 6 red pockets for shoes on red 

and white striped panel. Cotton; cotton 
trim. White Snoopy of wool and rayon felt: 
contrast trim. Hanging cord. 34 in. long 
25 C 5989—Shipping weight 6 от. ...%4 49 

9 Peanuts* Shoe Bag. 8 blue pockets on 
red and white striped panel. Cotton with 

contrast trim and character decorations. 2 
hanging loops. 36 inches long 
25 C 5872—Shipping weight 4 oz. ...63.99 

(3 and 4 ) Combination Shoe-Pajama Bag. 
Cotton with contrast trim. 2 front pockets 
for shoes. Back opening in head and body 
for pajamas. Plastic hanger 

3 Charlie Brown on Skates. Red jacket, 
hat, pompon; blue pants. 30 in. long 

25 C 5988—Shipping weight 6 от. ...9549 

Д Lucy on Ice Skates. Red jacket; red, 
white and blue floral print pants and hat 

with red pompon. 30 inches long 
25 C 5987 Shipping weight 6 oz 9549 

Peanuts Characters ©1971 by United Feature Syndic 

and his friends 
promote neatness 

ES 

5 Franklin Pajama Bag. Purple, white, brown and lime 
green striped ahirt; lime green pants. Cotton with con 

trast trim. Back opening in head and body for pajamas. 
Plastic hanger. Measures 27 inches long. 
2% C5871—5hipping weight 4 ounces 5449 

Snoopy "Red Baron" Pajama Bag. White cotton; con- 
trast trim. Back opening. Plastic hanger. 22 in. long. 

25 C 5985 — Shipping weight 4 ounces +449 

7 Snoopy Doghouse Shoe Bag. Gold-color Woodstock 
perched on white Snoopy, both of wool and rayon felt 

Red cotton doghouse has & ahoe pockets, large size roof 
pocket for pajamas. Hanging cord. 21x36 inches long 
25 C 5874—Shipping weight 14 ounces 15.99 

8 Snoopy School Bag. Yellow with orange binding. Cot 
ton on rubber backing; multicolor wool and rayon felt 

trim. Pencil, 6-in. plastic ruler incl. 10% х13 in. long. 
25 C 5990—Shipping weight 6 ounces 299 

Q Snoopy Pajama Pillow. Red felt of wool and rayon; red 
and white striped cotton binding. Snoopy and Wood. 

stock of wool and rayon felt. 10-inch back zipper. Measures 
12 inches in diameter 
25 С 5938 Shipping weight 4 ounces 5249 

[Sears] 407 e, Inc 



SIZES 2 to 6x 

Warm railcut pile has the luxurious look of elegant fur. Made of acrylic pile on 
cotton backing. Peter Pan collar. Cotton velveteen bow trim. Button front. % 
length sleeves. Handy side-seam pocket. Machine wash, warm. 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart on facing page. 
29 C5852F—Blue 29 C5853F—White — 29 C 5851F—Red 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. Fach $6.99 

Soft 'n warm Slipper Socks 
are machine washable 

Plush acrylic pile upper has ribbed 
Acrylic knit top for stay-on fit. Compo- 
sition sole is pile-lined for comfort and 
armth. Color-cued to robes above. 

Machine wash, warm. 
Sizes S(for foot length 6 inches); 

Mifor foot length 7 inches); Lifor foot 
length 8 inches). State S, M, L- 
29 C 1249F —Blue 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

(1 thru 4) Fluffy polyester filling resists mat 7 
ting . . and it's fast-drying, too. Smooth acetate and Sleepwear for 
tricot lining. Button front, “length sleeves, the entire family 
handy side-seam pocket. Machine wash, me 
dium. To order the easiest way, look in your 

pho pok white pages under “Sears, Roebuck 
and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 

] Cotton percale Robe in multicolor daisy 
print. Dainty lace and rickrack trim. Circled 

with tie belt. Ruffled bottom. State size 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 6x only. See chart below 
29 C 5812 F — Shpy. wt. 12 oz. Each $6.99 
9 Our lowest price of the season for any 

girls’ long. quilted cotton Robe. Color. 
bright checks topped with Peter Pan collar and 
frilly lace trim. Hemmed bottom. à 

Siate size 3, 4, 5, 6, бх only. See chart below 
29 C 5810F—Red 
29 C 5811F— Blue 
Shipping weight 13 ounces Each $4.94 

3 Solid-color nylon tricot Robe traced with 
© delicate lace. Peter Pan collar. Bow trim. 
Hemmed bottom. Please state size 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x 
only. See chart below 
29 C5813F—Red 29 C 5814F—Blue 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. Each $5.99 
4 Floral print nylon tricot Robe in lilac and 

white sparked with lace. Hemmed bottom. 
‘Tie beit. Please state size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x only 
See chart below 
29 С SB15F—Shpg. wt. 12 ox Each $6.99 

for a long. quilted 
cotton Robe 

r » * i CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY . . MEASURE AND BE SURE 
Order wes ned with each dem 

t Size (not age) pz 3 ln 5 
Meat (in 21 924-95 | 359-58 | 3004-41 141 -sa la 



SIZES TO 6x 

] Our lowest price this season for any little girls’ enkle-length 
gown of brushed tricot knit. Acetate and nylon blend. Back but- 

ton closure. Elasticized cuffa. Red and blue gowns have black and 
White trim; yellow gown has red and white trim. Machine wash at 
medium temperature 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x only. See chart on page 409. 
29 C 3267F—Red 29 С 3268F—Yellow 29 C 3269F—Blue 
Shipping weight 4 ounces Each $2.59 

9 Gown and matching Cap. Patchwork-look print of cotton flannel, 
White sleeves and front placket are brushed tricot knit of acetate 

and nylon. Button front. Elasticized cuffs. Multicolor, Machine wash, 
medium. State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x only. See chart on page 409. 
29 C 3253F—Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $2.99 

З 2.piece Pajama. Softly brushed tricot knit of acetate and nylon 
Top has back button closure. Pants have heat-resistant all-around 

elastic waist; elasticized ankles. Red and white. Machine wash, 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x only, See chart on page 409. 
29 С 3234F—Shipping weight 7 ounces Each $2.99 

Д Flame Retardant Gown. Mom can feel confident that this pretty 
gown won't flare up if her little girl accidentally touches a flame. 

Lab tests prove it's sel 
Made of brushed Caprolan* nylon tricot knit. Back button closure. 
Elasticized cuffs. Pink and yellow. Machine wash, medium. 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x only. See chart on page 409. 
29 C 322 1F—Shipping weight 5 ounces Fach $3.99 

1-piece Culotte. Printed madras-look plaid of domestic cotton 
flannel. Sleeves and front of bodice are white brushed tricot knit 

of acetate and nylon. Button front. Elasticized cuffs. Multicolor. Ma- 
chine wash, med. State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x only. See chart on page 409. 
29 C 3232F—Shipping weight 5 ounces Fach $2.99 

"Charge It“ if you wish. . see page 367 
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Robe and Footed Pajama Sets 
SIZES Lowes $49 Som et 
TO 6x 

{1 and 2) Made of soft cotton flannelette. Robes have tie 
belts. Screen-printed pajama tops are pullover style with long 
raglan sleeves. Ribknit neck and cuffs Pajama pants have 
allaround heat-resistant elastic at waist. Skid-resistant plastic 
soles; elasticized ankles. Machine wash, medium. See chart on 
page 409 before ordering. 
1 “Marching off to Bed” style. Stars ‘n stripes in red, white 

and blue, State size 1, 2, 3, 4 only. 
Robe, Pajama Set. Wt. 14 oz. Pajamas only. Wt. 8 от. 
29 C 5823F Set9499 29C5824F....Ea #279 

Animal print style. Gold and black. State 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x only. 
Robe, Pajama Set. Wt. 14 о Pajamas only. Wt. 8 oz. 

29 C5817F Set $5.99  29C5818F....Ea. $299 

Machine washable 
Slipper Socks 

Warm, plush acrylic pile up- 
per has ribbed acrylic knit 
top for stay-on fit. Composi. 
tion sole has soft pile lining 
for comfort and warmth. Ma- 
chine wash, warm. Use your 
phone if you want to order it 
the easiest way of all 

Sizes S(for foot length 6 
in); Mifor foot length 7 in); 
Lifor foot length 8 in.) 
State size S, M or L. 

29 C 1248F—Red 
29 C 1249F—Blue 
Shpg. wt. 5oz.....Pair 92.99 

4-piece 

Pajama Set 

$799 

SIZES 1 to 6x 
3 Favorite candy 

stripe look für boys 
and girls. Made of soft 
cotton flannelett. 

ankles. Rib-knit band 
оп matching cap pro- 
vides fine fit. Red and 
white. 
Machine washable, 

warm. Why not pick up 
the phone and order it? 
State size 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

See chart on p. 409. 
29 C 3486F-Wt 9 oz. 
Set +299 

Sleepers. . SIZES 1 to 4 
Cotton flannel footed sleepers 
won't flare up if child touches a 
flame. Lab tests prove non-toxic 
finish is self-extinguishing when 
removed from fire. Machine 
wash, med. Tumble dry, 

Tops have snaps at back. 
front of waist; elas- 

t. Double-fabric 

State size 1, 2, 3, 4 only. See 
chart on page 409 
29 C3347F—Wt. 5 oz. ....9299 

SIZES 2 to 6x 

Д Our lowest price ever for any little 
boys’ Robes of pinwale cotton 

roy. Wraparound style with shaw collar, 
tie belt. 1 pocket. Piping trim. Made in 
Hong Kong. Machine wash, medium 
Sizes S(2-3), M(4-5), 146-6х). Please state 
size 8, M or L. See chart on page 453. 
29 C 5808F—Red 
29 C 5809F— Blue. 
Shipping weight 9 ounces ... Each $2.94 

mg [Sears] 411 



Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

1 

SIZES I to 6x 

ITEMS DESCRIBED BELOW 
ARE SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

3 Our finest one-piece Blanket Sleeper 
E keeps your child so warm no othe: 
cover is needed. Made of plush Acrilan* 
acrylic pile on cotton backing. 
Wear-Dated* guaranteed to give one 

full year's normal wear or return for free re- 
placement or refund. 

Full-length nylon zipper for easier dressing. 
Snap tab fastener at neck. Double-fabric rib. 
knit collar and cuffs. Strong vinyl toe caps. 
and skid-resistant soles . . non-exposed foot 
stitching for longer wear. Elasticized ankles. 
Winnie-the-Pooh applique on chest. Ma- 
chine wash, medium, 

Use your phone if you want to order it 
the easiest way of all 
TODDLERS sıza. State size 1, 2, 3 or 4 only 
See chart, below at left. 
29 С 3495F—Balloon blue 
29 С 3494F— Balloon gold 
29 С 3496F— Balloon pink 
Shipping weight 14 ounces... . . Each $6.99 
LARGER sizes 
below at left. 
29 C 3498F Balloon blue 
29 C 3497F — Balloon gold 
29 C 3499F— Balloon pink 
Shipping weight 1 pound Each $7.99 

State size 5 or 6 only. See chart, 

(4and 5) Our finest two-piece flat-knit 
"Grow" Sleepers have double-fabric knees 
for longer wear. Extra-long tops, pants and 
tumback cuffs allow for 2 inches growth. 
Extra-heavyweight knit of Kodel* polyester 
and cotton is softly brushed for comfort and 
warmth 

Tops have exclusive Winnie-the-Pooh 
print; double rib-knit collar and cuffs. Pants 
have bootee feet with skid-resistant plastic 
soles, double self-fabric toes. Snug-fitting 
elasticized ankles. Machine wash and dry, 
warm temperature. Dryer-safe . . sleepers 
won't shrink out of size or shape. 

TODDLERS sizes Top has Gripper® snap 
fastener back closure; two rows of Grip. 

per* snap fasteners at waist allow for 2 
inches growth. Pants have Gripper® snap 
fasteners at front and back of waist; elastic 
back-waist. State size S, 1, 2, 3 or 4 only. See 
chart, below at left 
29 C 3284F — Balloon red 
29 C 3285f— Balloon blue 
29 C 3286/— Balloon yellow 
29 С 3287 — Balloon green 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. ....E ch $3.59 

Lanaren sizes Pullover tops. Pants have 
all-around elastic waist. State size 3, 4, 5. 

6 or 8 only. See chart, below at left. 
29 C 3208F—Balloon red 
29 C 3289F — Balloon blue 
29 C 3290f— Balloon yellow 
29 C 3291F— Balloon green 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. . . .. Each $3.79 

Little boys and girls love holiday-bright red and white 
1 2;piece Footed Pajama of soft cotton © 1-piece Blanket Sleeper of warm, fleeced acrylic 

flannelette. Sereen-printed top has long < knit. Full-length metal zipper. Snap tab at neck 
sleeves, elasticized cuffs. Button back clo- Double rib-knit collar and cuffs. Elasticized ankles. 
sure. Pants haveall-around elasticized waist; — Skid-resistant plastic soles; plastic toe caps. Applique. 
elasticized ankles, Skid-resistant plastic Red. Machine wash, medium. 
soles. Кей print. Machine wash, medium 

(6 and 7) Winnie-the-Pooh Bears. Gold Please state size 1,2, 3, 4, 5,6, бх. See chart — TOVOLERS size State 1,2, LARGER sizes State 5, 6 А етее enn. a оп page 409. 3, 4 only. See chart below only. See chart below. limped ee Red Ki uci. Shipping weight 5 ounces. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, шир M. FUROR пон. ett mouti 20 C 3348F $299 29 C327 $399 — 29 C3228F $499 6 leech Musical Pooh. Plays merry 
Pooh tune that children love to hear. Red 

bib with decorative trim. Cotton filling ми ROW RAPI MEA E SUR CHILDREN enow n pty’, MEASURE AND ve ерте - furem e ents E 
Size (not ege) өтөш} 1 кш ls в 17 22-inch Pooh. Pooh's name on red shirt Height (im da 20l20 22 sso aso] 474-52 Polystyrene and cotton filling. 

29 C 1569—Wt. 3 Ibs. 7 oz. $1199 
Charge It" if you wish . . see page 367 

412 Sears JR 
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SIZES I to 6 

SIZES Small to 4 

5 

SIZES 3 to 8 
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{1 thru 5) Cotton flannel. Machine wash, med. 3 Devil Pajama. Screen-printed top has Gripper snap fas- State 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x only. See chart, pg. 409. teners at back closing. Pants have band front, elastic back. 
waist. Devil's tail. Red. 

Bunny Pajama. Pullover top with pom trim. — 29 C 3252F.— Shipping weight 12 ounces Set #299 Pants have band front and elastic back 
waist. "Bunny" cap and ears. Light blue. 4 Tiger Pajama. Top has Gripper" fasteners at back. Pants 29 С 3349F—Shipping weight 12 oz. ‚Set $2.99 have band front and elastic back-waist. Orange, black. 

29 C 3254F —Shipping weight 12 ounces Set 1299 9 Clown Pajama. Top has ruffled collar with 
pom trim. Button back. Pants have band — 5 "Little Angel Child" Gown. Screen-print front. Button front and elastic back-waist. White with red. back. Ruffle trim. Wings and adjustable halo. White 

29 C 3262F—Shipping weight 1202. „Set $2.99 29 C 3235F—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $2.99 

Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Warm cotton flannel Nightwear 

SIZES 2 in $ 366 
310 6x > 

Package of 2 Girls’ ankle-length Gowns. Red and white 6 print style has ruffled collar, button front. Yellow print style has Peter Pan collar, button back. Both have ruffed 
hems. Hong Kong. Machine wash, medium temperature. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by 
telephone. 
State size 3, 4, 5,6, 6x only. See chart on page 409. 
29 C 3240F —Shipping weight 8 ounces. Package $3.66 

7 Package of 2 Boys’ Pajamas. Button-front tops. All- 
around elastic waist on pants. Multicolor prints on white 

background. From Hong Kong. Machine wash, medium tem- 
ишге. perat 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x only See chart on page 409. 
29 C 3260€ —Shipping weight 9 ounces ..... Package $3.66 
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127 cuddly pile robes, 
girls’ sizes 7 to 14 

Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

( 1 and 2) Cory warm pile of acrylic on cotton back. Peter Pan 
P collar. %-length sleeves. Machine 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 . . see c 

1 Rall-cut fur-iook Robe. Horizontal-track rail-cut pile 
Charmingly classic styling . . doub! ed with four 

pairs of buttons. Slight A-line shaping. S 
77 C 4005F—P. 77 С 40052: 
77 C 4005 1F—Blue 
Please state size. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 1899 

9 Tricolor checkerboard Robe. Gently fitted red top: skirt 
softly gathered lineas ked re te, royal 

blue. Blue ribbon tie belt. Button front. 2 side. 
77 C 4004F—State size. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 



UE | А Quilted Nylon Robe 
for only $6.88 ??? 

robes, y YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
girls’ sizes, * 

7 to 14 

Этан ‘Trimmed with lace and bows. Stand-up collar. %-length 
sleeves. Side-soam Monsanto nylon tricot; polyester 

Machine wash, warm. 

ind placket, Frosted 
Pan collar edged in 

Pufly polyester quilt 
ay way—order by phone 
40032F—Red 

Shpg. wt. 11b. 58.99 
j003F 

Girls sizes 7,8 8 10.12 Meche Est 6 473. Stote 

416 [Sears] 4%, 



] Travel Set Red nylon tricot 
trimmed with white lace, 

red and green embroidery 
Coat has %-length sleeves, 
patch pocket. Button-front pa- 
jama top has short sleeves, 
patch pocket. Elasticized waist 
рама. Machine wash, warm. 
Girls" sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 

State size. Shpg. wt. 10 oz 
77 C 4008F Set $7.99 

(2 and 3) Gingham-took Go- 
togethers. Red and white. Ma- 
chine wash, warm temp. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
Please state size. 

9 Quilted Robe. Cotton 
broadeloth print; white ny 

lon collar, placket; polyester 
fill; acetate lining. Empire 
waist, red nylon velvet ribbon 
tie-belt. «length sleeves. 7. 
button front. Sideseam pocket. 
77 C 4006F—Wt. 1 Ib. ..58.99 

3 Palama. Cotton flannelette 
print; white yoke and 

sleeves of super-soft brushed. 
ron® acetate and nylon 

Maximum fabric shrinkage 
2%. Apron look pullover top. 
Elasticized-waist pants 
77 C 3538F—Wt. 8 от. ..4.99 

(4 and 5 ) Flowered Favor- 
ites. Monsanto® nylon . . soft 
orchid, green and white print. 
Wear-Dated* . . guaranteed to 
give 1 year's normal wear or 
return for replacement or re- 
fund. Machine wash, warm. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
Please state size. 

Tricot Gown. Shirred short 
sleeves and empire waist 

line. Ribbon and lace trim. 
77 C 3655F—Wt 5 ол. ..%4 99 

5 Quilted Robe. Jewel neck 
line. Elasticized long 

sleeves. Ribbon tie belt. Side 
seam pocket. Polyester fill; ace- 
tate lining. 
77 C 4055F—Wt. 1 Ib. 18.99 

GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY 
measure and be sure 
Seo page 473. 

collection of Loungewear 

sleepwear 
match-ups 

zirls’ sizes E 

7 to 14 

Part of our 50-page 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 



and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Part of our 50-page 
collection of Loungewear 



and culotte pajamas 
.. girls! sizes 7 to 14 

Styles (3) and (6) 
in chubby girls' sizes too 

BEST BECAUSE: FLAME-RETARDANT 
finish gives this PERMA-PREST® gown a 

built-in measure of safety. Sears lab tests prove 
it selfextinguishing; will not continue to burn 
when removed from flame. Non-toxic finish 

Cotton flannelette in cream color dashed with 
a multicolor floral print. Ruffles frost the stand 
up collar, long sleeves and hem. Two-button 
closing at back-neck. Machine wash, medium 
no iron if tumble dried. 

Girls’ sizes 7, В, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
77 C 3507F—Shpg. wS оз. 1499 

2 A Juliet-look gown romanticized in brushed 
tricot knit. Acetate and nylon blended to- 

gether. The long sleeves are puffy and the hem 
is ruffled. Two-button closing at back-neck. Ma. 
chine wash, warm 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
77 С 3530F — Yellow 77 C 3530 1F —Green. 

State size. Shpg. wt. 6 оз. 52.88 

measure ar GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY 

A camelot-look brushed tricot knit gown 
Puffy bracelet-length sleeves. Two-button 

back closure. Treated with Estrel* finish for 
maximum fabric shrinkage of 3%. Acetate and 
nylon . . machine wash, warm temperature. 

Girls' sizes 7, &, 10, 12, 14. 
77 C3536F—Blue 77 C 35361F—Pink 
State size. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 5399 
Chubby Girls‘ in blue only. Sizes 8%, 10%, 

12%, 14%, 16%. State size. 
77 C 3939F—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

4 Along gown that sets a color mood for the 
holidays. Gold yoke and long sleeves are 

brushed nylon tricot knit. Festive floral print 
skirt is cotton flannelette. Two-button front. 

nforized® . . max. fabric shrink. 1%. Mach 
wash, warm. Get this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it right now 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 
77 C 3537F—Shipping weight 10 ounces . $4.99. 

Girls’ chart on page 473; Chubby Giris’ chan 

Б PERMA-PRESTS culotte steps into the spot 
light in patchwork print accented with 

white. Four-button back. Polyester, cotton. Ma. 
chine wash, med. . no iron if tumble dried. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
77 C 3540F—State size. Shpg. wt. 7 oz 
6 Country-girl culotte. Cream color yoke and 

sleeves are brushed acetate and aylon tricot 
knit. Orange and green print is cotton fla 
lette. Four-button front. Sanforized* . . maxi. 
mum fabric shrink. 1%. Mach. wash, warm. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Stat 
77 C 354 1F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 14.99 
Chubby Girls’ 8%, 10%, 12%, 14%, 16% 

77 C 394 1F—State size. Shpg. wt. 902. .. $5.99 

s499 

17 Sparkling white culotte in nylon tricot knit 
with a sheer nylon overlay. Needlepoint: 

look trim. 4-button front closing. Hand wash. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 

77 C 3542F—Shpg. wt. В oz. 15.99 

page 471 Sears. 419 



two-piece pajamas: 
Part of our 50-page 

collection of Loungewear 
and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

$ 

GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY measure 
and be sure. See Chart on page 473. 



(1 thru 4) Footed Pajamas. 

1 Softest pink . . such stuff as dreams are made 
of. Brushed tricot knit pajamas are acetate 

and nylon. look trim outlines the top 
2button back neck. Elastic waist pants have 

skid-resistant vinyl soles. Machine wash, warm. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 

77 C 3528F—Shipping weight 7 oz. 

9 Green and white paint a dreamy portrait in 
cotton flannelette. Floral lace dramatizes the 

top. . button back neck. Elastic-waist pants 
with skid-resistant vinyl soles. Sanforized* 
max. fabric shrinkage 1%. Machine wash, med. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
77 C 3529F—Shipping weight 10 oz. 

$4.99 

$4.99 

Bootie Socks. Orlon* acrylic and stretch nylon. Machine wash, med. Girls’ sock sizes M or L. 
77 C 33201F—White 
77 C 33206F—Pink 

See chart at right, then state sock size М or L. Shpg. wt. pr. 202 

77 € 33207F— yellow 
77 € 33202F—Blue 

ч 

З Orchid for the princess in brushed tricot knit 
pajamas of acetate and nylon. Lace top, but- 

ton back neck. Skid-resistant vinyl soles on elas- 
tic-waist panta Mach. wash, warm. 

Girls' sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
77 C 3527F—State size. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 3.88 

4 BEST BECAUSE: FLAME-RETARDANT fin- 
ish gives these PERMA-PREST® pajamas a 

builtin measure of safety . . won't continue to 
burn when removed from flame. Non-toxic. Floral 
print blooms on cream-color background. Pull- 
over top. Flastic-waist pants; self-fabric soles. Cot- 
ton flannelette. Machine wash at medium tem- 
perature . . no iron if tumble dried 

Girls' sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
71 C 3513F—Shpg. wt. 10 or. ..... 95.99 

77 C 33203F—Red 

Pair 69с: 3 pairs $1.98 

(5 and 6 ) Classic Pajamas. 

5 Nylon tricot pajamas in a mellow shade of 
yellow. Bibbed top has frothy see-thru 

sleeves . . button back neck, Pull-on pants 
have an elastic waist. Hand wash. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
77 C 3526 —Shipping weight 6 oz. 

6 The festive look in brushed tricot knit paja- 
mas of acetate and nylon. Top sparked with 

white bib and aleeves. Pants have an elastic 
waist. Machine wash, medium. Buy it the easy 
way—order by 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
77 C 3524 1F—Blue 77 C 3524F —Red 

5499 

1499 

State size. Shipping weight 5 oz. 
Giris’ Sock Chart 

Et [Sears] 421 



Warm Cotton Flannel 
Football Pajamas 

Sizes 6 to 12. These pullover-style pajamas 
score with a big numeral on the front and au 
thentic stripes around shoulders Top with 
hemmed bottom can be worn in or out. Ribbed- 
knit neck, cuffs and ankles. Elastic boxer wai 
with fly front. Maximum fabric shrinkage 1%. 
Machine wash, medium, Pick up your phone 

ht now and order this one! 
State size 6, 8, 10 or 12 only. 

43 C 400294 Red аз С 48027F—Gold 
43 C 460285 Blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. 

MEASURING CHART 1: Sizes 6 to 20 
Order cor those snes Asted with auct hem 

Monogram pinwale cotton Our finest cotton terry — PERMA-PREST* flannel Robe 
corduroy Robe . . Sizes 6 Robe . . Sizes 6 to 20. Sizes 6 to 20. Bright plaid 
to 20. Chest pocket has a Thirsty terry haswhitecon- robe is a soft blend of 63% cot 
detachable flap to send in — trast trim c % polyester. White 
forinitials. Contrasttrimon — lower patch pockets, tie piping on shawl collar, 2 lower 
shaw! collar, 2 lower patch beit. Machine wash, med. patch p s, cuffs. Tie belt 
pockets and cuffs. Tie belt. « Machine wash, medium, and 

GEE, MR WILSON, Machine wash, medium an 80-9 end DOI г no ironing 
YA MEAN YOU WAS. S or M only A BOYS SIZE ONCE 2 State 6, 8, 10 or 12 only 43 C 44124F—G 8, 10 or 12 onl 

s 43 C 44178F— Blue 43 C 44123F—Blue Red pla 
43 C 44179 — Red Shpg. wt. 11. Roz...$649 Blue plaid 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8oz...$699 b. Boz 3479 Sizes L(14-16) and XL(18 

1 State 14, 16, 18, or 20 only, 20) onl е 14, 16, 18 or 20 only 
43 C 44378F— Blue 43 C 44324F— Gold ед plaid 
43 C 44379F— Red 43 с Blu 43 C 443085 — Blue plaid 
Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. 80z..5799 Shpg. wt. 11b. 1007..$749 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1002... ..$579 

BOYS GROW RAPIDLY 



PERMA-PREST* broadcloth Robe 
Sizes 10 to 

No ironing is 
machine wash, medium tempera. 
ture and tumble dry 

Contrasting color trims the col. 
lar, cuffs and pockets, Wrap. 
around robe with shawl collar and 

It. Classic coatetyle 
astic boxer waist, fly front 

te size 10,12,14,16,18 or 20 only 

43 C 44349Е—Со 
43 C 44348F—Bl 
Shpg wt. 11b. 14 oz. ....Set 99.97 

43 C 45649F—Gold 
43 C 45648F—Blue 
Shipping weight 14 oz 44.47 

Cotton flannel Robe and Pajama 
Set. . Sizes 6 to 20. Spirited 

tucked inside pants or out. Solid 
color pants have full elastic boxer 
waist with fly front. Maximum 
fabric shrinkage 1%. Machine 
wash, medium. Buy it the easy 

order by phone. Si 
14, 16, 18 or 20 

Set 46.99 

PAJAMAS ONLY 
43 C 46486F—Blue 
43 C 46487F—Red 
Shipping weight 14 oz 9299 

Part of our 50-page 

collection of Loungewear 
and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Boys’ warm cotton f 
and Pajama Set for 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE 

Our lowest price in 2 years for any boys’ Robe and Pajama Set. . — 

1 patch pocket. Pullover pajama 
worn in or out White ribbed knit neck, cuffs and ankles. Pants have 
elastic boxer waist, fly front. Maximum fabric shrinkage 1%. Ma 
chine wash, medium. State size 6, 8, 10 or 12 only. 

ROBE AND PAJAMA SET PAJAMAS ONLY 
43 C 46063F—Red 43C46023F—Red —— + 
43 C 46062F- 43 С 46022F—Blue. ue 
Sbpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 от. 



collection of Loungewear 
Part of our 50-page 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Winnie-the-Pooh Pajamas 

Sizes 6 to 12. Softly napped cotton 
flannel pajamas adorned with Winnie 
the-Pooh characters. White pullover 
style top with ribbed-knit neck and cuffs 
in contrasting color. Hemmed bottom. 
Solid color pants have elastic boxer 

fly front and ribbed-knit ankles 
Maximum fabric shrinkage 19%, Ма 

chine wash, med. State 6, 8, 10, 12 only 
43 C 45422F — Blue (Tigger) 
аз С 45423F — Red (Eeyore) 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $3.99 

BOYS GROW RAPIDLY 

а Measuring Chart 1 on page 4. 

424 Sears 0202 "heo Омоч тм 
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Smokey the Bear Pajamas 

Sizes 6 to 12. PERMA-PREST* cot 
ton flannel pajamas are brightly decor: 
ated with Smokey the Bear. These flame- 
retardant pajamas are self-extinguishing 
when exposed to flame. 

Pullover style top with hemmed bot 
tom can be worn in orout, Rib-knit neck. 
cuffs and ankles are trimmed in whi 

hug body for extra warmth. Pants 
have elastic boxer waist with fly front 

Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. Ma 
chine wash, medium temperature and 
tumble dry for no ironing 

State size 6, 8, 10 or 12 only 
аз C 46019F—Gold 
43 С 46018F— Blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. $399 

arlie Brown and the gang 

on cotton knit Paja 

(1 and 2) Sizes 6 to 20. Good grief .. the Peanuts® gang strikes 
again! Pullover style pajama tops are printed with lovable Charlie 
Brown or pal Snoopy. Top with straight hemmed bott 
tucked inside pants or worn out. Ribbed-knit neck, cuffs and 
ank out of shape. Pants have full 

ront. Soft combed cotton knit is 
washable at medium temperature. Like everything else 

in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
] Sizes 6 to 12. State size 6,8, © Sizes B to 20. State size 8 

10 or 12 only % 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
43C46103F-Red stripe (Sn 43CA6573F-Blue (Snoopy) 
43046101F-Green stripe (Sn 43C46571F-Gold (Snoopy) 
43C46102F-Blue stripe (Charlie) 43C46572F-Green (Charlie) 
Shipping weight 14 oz.....$299 Shipping weight 14 oz.. $3.89 

mas 

n can be 

s fit anugly, won't strete 
elasticized boxer waist with fly 
machi 

(3 thru 5 } Warm Slipper Socks. Machine washab 
2 Indian-design crew style. 80% Creslan* acrylic 
2 tops. Rubber soles, vinyl sides. State size 6, 7, 8 or 9. 
43 C 18912F— Blue 43 C 1891 1F 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. E 

Red 

Д Solid-color crew style. 80% Orlon* acrylic, 20% nylon 
tops. Rubber soles, vinyl sides. State size 7, 8. 9, 10, 11 

43C18935F—Olive 43C18931F—Red | 43C18932F— Lt. blue 
Shipping weight 10 ounces $299 

nylon. Elas 5 Streich Slipperette, 77% Orlon* acrylic, 23° 
ticized tops. Sizes M(8-9); L(10-11). State size M or L. 

43 C 18945F — Red, white 43 C 18944F —Green, white 
43 С 189467 — Blue, white 
Shipping weight 6 ounces $199 
Tele Dm 17 

Sock Sue| в | та сег үзә en 
ICO EMI CEA [74:5 СЕА 9 



pick his favorites 

8 

Boys’ PERMA-PREST' knit 
Football Numeral Pajamas 

for only $2.88 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

..all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Cotton knit Football Pajamas 
with official NFL team emblems 

Sizes 6 to 16. White pajamas with official team-color trim on rib-knit 
neck and cuffs. Pullover top has hemmed bottom. Pants have elastic 
boxer wnist with fly front and rib-knit ankles. Machine wash, med. 
Sizes S(6-8), M(10-12); 1414-16). State S, М or L. 
43C45227F-Baltimore Colts 
43C45248F-Miami Dolphins 
4304522 1F-Minnesota Vikings 
43C45222F-Green Bay Packers 
43C45223F-Detroit Lions 
43C45224F-Philadelphia 

Eagles 
43C45225F-New York Giants 
43C45226F-Pittaburgh Steelers 
43C45228F-Washington 

Redskins 
43C45229F-Cleveland Browns 
43C45231F-New Orleans Saints 
43C45232F-St Louis Cardinals 
43C45233F-Dallas Cowboys 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 

BOYS GROW RAPIDLY measure and be sure 
see Measuring Chart 1 on page 422 

43C45234F-Los Angeles Rams 
43C45235F-San Francisco 49'ers 
43C45236F- Buffalo Bills 
43C45237F-Cincinnati Bengals 
43C45238F-New England 

Patriots 
43C45239F-New York Jets 
43C4524 1F-Houston Oilers 
43C45242F-Kansas City Chiefs 
43C45243F-Denver Broncos 
43C45244F-San Diego 

Chargers 
43C45245F-Oukland Raiders 
43C45246F-Chicago Bears 
43C45247F-Atlanta Falcons 

$3.99 



WOMEN'S 
SIZES 

CUT SI Now $4.99 

( 1 and 2) The shaggy 
Boot. Long-haired acrylic 
pile uppers keep her in 
cozy warmth. Nylon tri 
cot lining . . padded vinyl 
soles for comfort 

Women's sizes 
Small (Fits 5 to 6) 

Medium (Fits sizes 7 to 8| 
Large (Fita sizes 9 to 10) 
State size S, M or L. 
15 C 54287 F—Red. 
15 С 64286F—Blue 
15 C 54288F—Green 
15 C 54286F—Pink 
Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz +799 

Chil 
Small (Fits 8 to 10 

Med. (Fits sizes 11 
Large (Fits sizes 1 t 
State size S, M or L 
18 C 51657F—Pink 
15 C 51656F—Blue 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 55.99 

3 The ankie-high Мос 
style . . with multico. 

lor braid for accent 
Smooth acrylic pile upper 
looks like sleek sea 
Acrylic pile lining . . pad: 
ded vinyl sole cushiona 

ery stop 
Sizes C (medium wide) 
width 5, 6, 7, В, 9, 10 
State fi width 
15 C 54229F—White 
15 C $4228F—Brown 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1499 

Was $5.99 last 
Christmas. The shag. 

ду Slipper . . with dyed 

soft cotton flan 
Padded viny! soles. 
Sizes C (medium wide) 
width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
Stat 
15 C 5417 1F—Pink 
5 C 54178F—Green 

15 C 54176F—Red 
15 C 54170F— Light blue 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.99 

I size, C width 

The fluffy Scuff rid 

high on the instep f 
cuddly comfort. Acryli 
pile u 
padd 
wedge heel. Broad toe for 

r and insole 
vinyl sole and low 

t-pampering fit 
Sizes C (medium wid 
width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
State full size, C width 
15 C 54119F—Gold 
15 C 54117F—Blue 
15 C 54118F—Pink 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 92.99 

6 The collared Slipper 
Short-cropped acrylic 

pile uppers w 
tip-dyed acrylic pile col 

ar. Cotton flannel lining 
padded vinyl sole 

Sizes C (medi 
width 5, 6, 7 
State full 
15 C $a 145F 
15 C 54147F 
15 C 54 148F 
15 C 54146F 
Бъри. wt. 1 Ib 53.99 

10. 



AA, B, E WIDTHS 

ALL IN 4 COLORS 

$6: 

Smart, sleek styli ж, dipped low at the sides for a graceful 
look. Snappy back pull tab speeds dressing, helps slipper keep 
its shape. Soft Orlon* acrylic pile lining. Composition sole. 

zes AA (narrow) 6%, 7, 7%, 8, 8%, 9, 9%. 10, 11 
B (medium) 5, 5%, б, 6%, 7, 7%, В, 8%, 9, 9%, 10, 11, 12 
E (very wide) 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 7%, 8, 8%, 9, 9%, 10. 

15 C 53703F—Gold sueded split-leather upper 
15 C 53704F— Lime green sueded split-leather upper 
15 C 53701F—Bane smooth leather upper 
15 C 53700F—Blue smooth leather upper 
State usual size, then width. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 16.49 

56” 

Women’s ankle-high, pile-lined Slipper 

Dressy enough for afterski wear . . warm enough for cold 
weather comfort. Lined with acrylic pile. Hand laced sole. 
Sizes C (medium wide) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
15 C 53606F—Multicolor sueded splitleather upper and sole 
15 C 53604F—Black glove leather upper and sole 
18 C 53609F—Green glove leather upper and sole 
15 C 53602F— Natural color glove leather upper and sole 
State full size, then C width. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 ox. 1699 
HOW TO ORDER SLIPPERS ON BOTH PAGES: Order shoe size Il 

A TOTAL OF 33 SIZES 

56? $599 

UNLINED 
Women's | Chas 

$599 $599 

UNLINED 

Indian-style Moccasin Boots 

1 The Sauaw.boot design . . stops just short of the ankle and has а flirty, 
fringed collar. Genuine moccasin construction of sueded split-leather upper 

and sole . . super soft with cushioned insole for comfort. Adjustable tie. 
LINED. Lined to the top with soft 
acrylic pile for cozy warmth. 
Women's sizes B (medium) width 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10. State full size, B width. 
15 C 53621F—Natural tan 
15 С §3622F—Brown 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 or. ...-86: 
Children's sizes wide 10, 11, 12, 13, 
1, 2, 3, 4. Half sizes, order next larger 
size. State full size. 
15 С 51655 1F— Natural tan 
15 C 51552F—Brown 
Shipping weight 12 ounces ...95.99 

UNLINED. 

Women's sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10. State full size, then B width. 
54 C 18400F—Natural tan 
ба C 18404F—Brown 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 9 
Children's sizes D (medium) width 10, 
11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. Half sizes order 
next larger size. 

State full size. then D width. 
15 С 13943F—Natural tan 
15 C 13940F— Brown. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 202. ......9599 

9 The strap-style Squaw-boot design with gold-color rings. Hand stitched moc- 
casin construction in sueded split-leather with cushioned insoles, 

Women's sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Half sizes order next smaller 
size, State full size, then B width. 
54 C 18417F—Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces . .95.99 

Women's warm-lined, cuffed Moccasin 

True moccasin construction with distinctive hand lacing to 
outline the toe, and a luxurious cuff of fluffed acrylic pile 
at the top. Soft split-leather upper and sole for comfort and 
a full lining of snuggly-warm acrylic pile. 
Sizes C (medium wide) width 5, 6, 7, В, 9, 10. 
15C53714F—Brown 15 C 53713F—Green 
15 C 53711F—Blue 
State full size, then C width. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 38 [Sears] 427 



1 The glamour Slipper in glimmering 
satin or glittering lame. Here's a slip- 

per worthy of your most glamorous "at 
home" gown or pantsuit. High vamp 
with its gold-color braid trim adds 
gance to anything you wear with 
Flexible composition sole, wedge hee! 
Sizes B (medium) width 5%, 6, 6% 
TM, 8, 8%, 9, 10. 
State usual s 
18 C 54512F—C 

cloth upper 
15 C 545135 —Silvercolor metallic 

cloth upper 
18 C $4508F—Blue rayon satin upper 
18 С 4506F— White rayon satin upper 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1499 

then B width 
color metallic 

9 The “bejeweled” Skimmer . . spar 
fabulous pretend gems 

and gold.color embroidery. Richly- 
napped cotton velvet upper with elasti 

top line for a smooth fit that's both 
к and comfortable. Flexible composi 
sole and smart little flat heel 

Sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
State full size, then B width. 
15C54538F-Black 15C54539F-Gold 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1399 

3 The fur-touched Slip-on. Lustrous 
quilted rayon satin upper and insole 
quilted rayon satin covers the tiny 

heel, too. Fluffy pompom of real rabbit 
fur trims the toe . . it's dyed specially to 
match the slipper. Flexit 

d heel. Hong Kong. 
Sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
State full size, then B width 
15C52112F-Black 15C52111F-Pink 
1$C$2110F-Blue 
Shipping weight pair 1 рош 

Pair $2.99 2 pairs $5.50 

e vinyl sole 

4 The satin-trimmed Slip-on with vel- 
vety cotton corduroy upper and cor. 
oy covered low, wedge heel. On the 
a tailored bow . . around the slipper 

at binding . . and inside, a quilt 
d insole—all in shining rayon satin 
hat's color coordinated to the slipper. 

Flexible composition sole 
Sizes B (medium) width 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 
74,8,84,9, 10 
State usual size, then B width. 
15C52117F-Red 15C52116F-Black 
15C521195-Green 15C5211$F-Pink 
1SC52118F-Gold — 15C$2114F-Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound +399 

HOW ТО ORDER SLIPPERS 
ON BOTH PAGES 

"Holiday 
Slippers 
Women's festive fabric slippers 

at low, everyday prices 



Open-toed Scuff 
two-toned leather 

upper, wedge heel 

$699 

style. Smooth, fine-grai 
» and covered 

s B (medium 
7, 8, 9, 10. 

When you order, p 
I size then B width. 

15 C 53212F—Blue, white 
15 € 53213F—Pink, white 
15 C 53215F— Black, bone 
15 C 532 14F—Red, bone 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib $5.99 

Casual comfort for her leisure hours .. indoors or out 

High-rise moc-style Slipper, 
cushioned lining and insole 

$599 

1 Designed for comfort with soft, long-wear- 
ing Searofoam sole and cushioned nylon tri- 

cot lining. Designed for fine fit with elastic gore 
hidden under the smart high-rise vamp. 
Women's sizes B (medium) width 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 

7,7%, & 8%, 9, 10. 
State usual size, then B width. 
15 C 52763F—Purple sueded vinyl upper 
15 С $2764F—Black smooth vinyl upper 
15 C 52761F— Bone sueded vinyl upper 
15 C 52762F— Brown sueded vinyl upper 
Shipping weight 1 pound. ... 9599 

Sleek Slip-on with CUT SI 
elastic side gore Now 
for firm, easy fit $4.99 

Q Was $5.99 last spring. Luxuriously soft 
with tender but tough vinyl upper, cush- 

ioned nylon tricot lining and cushioned insole 
for over-all comfort. Sure-fitting split-leather 
heel counter . . flexible composition sole, cov- 
ered heel. Imported from Hong Kong. 
Women's sizes B (medium) width 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 

7, 74, 8, 8%, 9 and 10. 
State usual size, then B width. 
15 C 52878F—Brown 15 C 52875F—Blue 
15 C 52877F—Beigo 15 C 52876F— Pink 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 14.99 

Moc-Toe Slip-on in $249 
hard-to-find widths 

$ Dee piled, wide-wale cotton corduroy up- 
per with cushioned rayon tricot lining for 

extra comfort . . elasticized side gores for good 
fit. Buoyant Searofoam sole and heel 
Women's sizes 
C (medium wide) width 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11 
E (very wide) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
State full size, then width. 
15 C62140F—Red 15 C 52141F—Black 
15 C 52140F—Medium blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound ween $249 



CHILDREN'S SIZES 
10 тоз 

Pile-lined Boot 
CHILDREN'S SIZES 

10 TO 3 

Moc style, pile cuff 
CHILDREN'S SIZES 8 TO 3 

Moccasin unlined or lin 
INFANTS’ SIZES 

] Fuzzy Wuzzy* Slippers. Luxuri 
ous and color bright. Shaggy 

dyed shearling lamb uppers resist 
matting to stay soft and fuzzy. Fin- 
ished with a padded vinyl sole. 
Children's sizes wide 10, 11, 12, 13, 
1, 2 and 3. State full size. Half sizes, 
order next size larger. 
15 C 51630F—Blue 
15 C 51632F—Red 
15 C 51631F—Rose pink 
15 C $1634F—Golden yellow 
Shipping weight 10 oz 5399 

$ Pilelined Boot. Vinyl uppers are 
brushed to look like suede. In. 

toasty lining of acrylic 
1 sole completes the 

comfort story. 
Children's sizes wide 10, 11, 12, 13, 
1,2,3. 
Please state full size. Half sizes, or 
der next size larger. 
15 C 51537F—Green 
15 C 51536F—Gold color 
Shipping weight 10 oz 1349 

5 

Lined with aerylic pi 

1$C$1306F .. 

Indian-style 2 
Authentic moc con» E 

struction with sueded split- acrylic pile uppers, elasti- 
leather — and soles. 
А 

pile. 
18C51502F-Wt.100r. $3.49 
Unlined. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

8299 

Uppers cuffed with dyed rabbit fur 
CHILDREN'S SIZES 8 TO 3 

Q Slippers with dyed rabbit fur 
cuff. Little girls just love the 

look and feel of real für. Pearlized 
vinyl uppers, lined with eushiony 
soft cotton. Padded vinyl soles and 
heels. Get this bit of Christmas shop- 
ping done—just dial Sears and order 
it right now. 
Children's sizes wide 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 1, 2, 3. State full size. Half sizes 
order next size larger. 
15 C $1429F—Blue 
1$ C 51431F— White 
15 C $1430F—Pink 
Shipping weight 10 oz 1399 

4 Мос style with pile cuff. Vinyl 
uppers, acrylic pile cuff. decorat. 

ed vamp. Padded viny! sole, heel. 
izes wide 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
ease state full size. Half 

sizes, order next size larger. 
15 C 51451F—Red 
15 C 51450F—Blue 
15 C 51452F—Pink 
Shipping weight 10 ох $249 

tees with appli- 
ied giraffe. Snuggly 6 

cized tops. Cotton flannel 
lining is soft, warm. Grid- 
pattern vinyl soles retard 
slipping. 
Sizes wide 4, 5, 6, 7, В, 9, 10, 
11, 12. State full size. Half 

Shpg. wt. 100%. ..... $299 



Indian-style 
Moccasins 

[1] 
CHILDREN'S SIZES 

10 TO 3 $ 

| Unlined with 
Shipping weight 10 +449 Pile lined | cushioned insoles 

Unlined. Cu: Unina, Сиде $449 | 5399 

51305F—Brown 
g weight 1002. ..$3.99 

CUT 5% now $3.79 

CHILDREN’S SIZES 
8TO3 

4 

3 Slippers with natural 
shearling lamb collar. In 

ft, warm lining 
Brow CHILDREN'S SIZES. 

57103 

21F—Wt 1002.93 

4 Slippers with leather up 
pers. Were $3.99 last 

Christmas. Elastic gore at 

15 C 5133 Brow / 
15 C 51334F—Red CHILDREN'S SIZES 
15 C 51333F— Blue 8103 

pping weight 10 oz. ..$3.79 

Bootee and Hang-up Bag Set 

INFANTS' SIZES 4 TO 12 

$399 

That lovable bear, Winnie-the-Pooh, beams 
with holiday spirit from each bootee and the 
hang-up bag—a delightful gift for your little 
angel who's been so very good. Slippers have 
cuddly rayon plush uppers cotton knit 
sock top for good fit . . padded vinyl soles 
The bag is cotton fleece with a handy hang-up 
hook. Set is yellow with red trim 
Infants’ sizes wide 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
State full size. Holf sizes, order size larger. 
For wear over sleepers, order full size larger 
18 C $1708 F—Shipping wt. 1 lb. ...Set $3.99 



Corduroy Casuals 
NOW AVAILABLE IN EEE 

AS WELL AS D WIDTH 

$299 2,8580 
Easy to wear and so easy on the feet . . cotton 
corduroy uppers fully lined with foot-pamper- 

Men's sizes 
D (medium) 7, 7%, 8, 8%, 9, 9%, 10, 

State usual size, then width when ordering. 
67 C 91264F—Red 
67 C 91262F—Black (D width only 
67 C 91260F—Blue 
67 C 91265F— Green (D width only 
67 C 91263F—Gray (D width only 
67 C 91261F—Brown 
Wt. pr. 11b. B oz. ..Pair $2 99:any 2 prs. $5.80 
Boys’ sizes D (medium) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Please state full size, then D width to order. 
Half sizes, order next larger size. 
67 C 65264F—Red 
67 C 65260F—Blue 
67 C 65261F—Brown 
WL pr. 11b. 6 oz. ‚Pair 92.99, any 2 pairs $5.80 

Cut 5% Now $3.79 

Scuffs with wide-wale 
cotton corduroy uppers 

Was $3.99 in 1970 Christmas Book. Cotton terry lining and 
soft, heel-to-toe cushioning. Bouncy Searofoam sole, wedge heel. 
Men's sizes D (medium) width 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. 

C 91254F—Blue. 67 C 91255F—Red 
67 C 91256F—Gold 67 C 91287F—Tan 
State full size, then D width. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz........... 43.79 

432 [Sears] 4% 

$ ДЭЭ 

Casual with velvety-soft uppers 
Cotton v t in comfort. PVC vinyl plat 
form le lined with cushioned insole, 

e for your lounging ense 
sizes D (medium) width 7, 7%, 8, 8%, 9, 9%, 10, 10%, 11 and 12. 

67 C 91142F а 67 C 9114 1F—Blue 
67 C 91144F— Black 67 C 91143F—Red 
State size, then D width. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 1499 



Lightweight Casuals 
В E, EEE widths .. 32 sizes 

core $499 

Ideal for casual wearing . . unlined, glove leather uppers fit your foot 
with glove-like softness. Fully cushioned insole and springy Searofoam 
sole and heel add walking ease. 
Sizes В (narrow) В, 8%, 9, 9%, 10, 10%, 11 and 12 

E (medium wide) 7, 714, 8, 8% 
13, 14 and 15. 

67 C 92310F-Spice tan 

EEE (very wide) 7, 
Please state usual size, then width when ordering 

67 C92311F-Black 67 C 92312F — Brown 
Shipping weight ! pound & ounces 

714, B, ВИ, 9, 9%, 10, 1014, 11 and 12. 

Men's soft, comfortable Slippers in a wide selection 

of widths and sizes .. a fit for almost every man 

$799 

Romeo 
C. E, EEE widths .. 32 sizes 

Choice of two leather uppers . . some from Spain, some 
made in Am а .. all made on American lasts for fine 

fit. Elastic side gores for easy on-and-off 
Please state usual size, then width from SIZE CHART below 

Extra supple glove leather upper. Soft lining. Cushioned in 
sole. Tongue and back part lined with glove leather. 
Long-weanng rubber heel and leather sole. 
67 C 91624F— Brown 67 C 91625F— Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $995 

Soft leather upper. Fabric lining. Split-leather counter. 
Durable composition sole and rubber heel 
67 C 91640: — Brown 67 C 91641F— Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $7.99 

SIZE CHART for Romeo 
8 Г? 

Operas 
О EEE widths .. I9 sizes 

1 Popular lounge-about style has soft, 
vinyl uppers with the look of leather. 

and comfort-cushioned insoles. Lightly 
grained uppers with cushioned nylon 
tricot vamp lining in plaid print. Extra 
cushioned vinyl insoles. Square toe styl 
ing. Searofoam soles and heels. 

Sizes D (medium) 7 to 11 and 12; E 
(very wide) 7 to 11. Half sizes. 
no 11^. State size, then width 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

67 С 92362F — Dark brown $599 

9 Fine glove leather uppers, fully lined 
with cushioned nylon tricot. Cush 

ioned insole. Flexible composition sole 
and Searofoam heel. 

Sizes D (medium) 
10, 10%, 11 and 
BEE (very wide) 7 
эм, 10, 10%, 11 

67091770F-Brown 67091771F-Black 

State size, width, Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $ 

7%, B, 8%. 9, 9%, 

8, 81, 9. 

une Sears 433 

$699 



Get your FREE copy now NEW 

BIG seey 
on 

‚our Big General Catalog 
or inquire at your nearest 

All. Sears Selling Unit 

s Apparel Catalog 

. . Available pile lined 

or unlined 

Soft, yet sturdy, leather uppers and soles. Lined. Acrylic pile. 
Mellow wax finish. Unlined with softly 67 c 92630F Men's. 
cushioned insole for walking ense. In light Shpg. wt. 1 Ib Воз 1649 brown. Get this bit of Christmas shopping 
done just dial Sears and order them 67 C 65630F—Boys’ 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 ox. 5599 ight right now. 15 C 51531F— Little Boys’ Mayen D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, Shpg wt 1202. 9499 11 and 12 
1 D width. Unlined. Please state full size, then D wid! тебиз MER 

Bey niim D (medium) width 1, 2. 3, 4, 5 — Shoe wt 1 lb. 8 on 95.99 and 
Please state full size, then D width. 67 C 65530F—Boyx 

Shpg wt. 1 lb. 4 oz 15.49 Little boys’ sizes wide 10, 11, 12 and 13 15 C $13315— Little Boys" State full size to order. Shpg. wt. 12 oz +449 

Mens' Slipper 
in D and EEE 

widths 

Warm Acrylic-lined Slippers 

1 Genuine dyed shearling lamb collar and vamp sur- 
round your foot in warm luxury, Fully lined with foot pampering pile. Genuine moccasin style with glove leather 

uppers and sole . . the ideal gift for the man in your life. 
Men's sizes D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. State full size, then D width when ordering 
67 C 92636F—Natural tan. Shpg. wt. 11b. Boz...... $7.99 

2 Twin gores add to the fit and comfort of this supple slipper with smooth vinyl upper. Searofoam soles and 
heels for longer wear. Sleek square-toe styling 
Men's sizes 
D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 
EEE (very wide) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. 
Please state full size, then width to order. 
97 € 92674F— Brown. Shipping weight 1 Ib. В от. ...®5 99 

3 Supple vinyl uppers . . the perfect slipper for up-to-the- 
ankle fireside warmth. Handsome top-stitched vamp for sleek styling. Walk-easy foam rubber crepe sole and heel are buoyant and long-wearing 

Men's sizes D (med.) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 
State full size, then D width to order. 

67 C 925 10F—Light brown 67 C 925 1 1F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces +499 
Boys’ sizes D (medium) width 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and б. State full size, then D width. 
67 C 655 10F—Light brown. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 ox. 1449 



ES 
Deerskin Slippers for Men 

510? 

Moc-toe casual with genuine deerskin upper, fully lined 
with soft glove leather. Fully cushioned insole and ex 

tea-flexible composition sole, heel add to comfort 

Men's sizes Dimedium) 7, 7%, 8, 8^, 9, 9м, 10, 10%, 

M. 13. Please state usual size, then D width 

87 C 91806F —Natural tan 67 C 91806F— Black 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $1099 

(3) and (4) have lug soles 

sq» 

Opera styling . . genuine deerskin upper, back lined 
with soft glove leather. Nylon tricot vamp lining and 
thickly padded deerskin sole total up to the absolute in 
leisurely comfort 
Men's sizes Dimedium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 

67 C 914065—Natural tan oR ed °Footwea 

er uppers, composition sole and heel, See SIZE CHART below 
4F— Brown. Shipping weight ands 2 ounce $17.99 

O Men's side pocket Boot. Brushed suede leather upper. Modern hexagonal bras 
2 color eyelets and hooks. Molded rubber tire ole and heel. Casual stitch-out 

onstruction. Fits above the ankle. See SIZE CHART below 
67 С 77713 — Natural tan. Shipping weight.3 pound $1399 

SIZE CHART for boots (1) and (2). State sise, D width to order 

Q Boys’ hiker. Brushed split-leather uppers, st * 
© Puffed leather coll acing with round c 

ye B x» Dimedium) wid 4,4 6. € 
67 C 64128F— Chocolate brown. Shipping weight 3 pou $1099 

Soft sole moccasin, genuine deerskin . . top, bottom and 4 Men's hiking Boot. Heavy-duty boot with suede leather upper. thick lugged rub 

lining . . ultra-soft. True moccasin construction, laced ber sole, heel, treaded to help prevent skidding. Smooth leather collar, back and 
by hand with rawhide. Thickly cushioned insole adds tongue are cushioned. Speed lacing for easy on-and-off. Ankle 
extra masculine comfort ‚es D (medium) width В, 814, 9.91, 10, 1 

Men's sizes D(medium) width 7, В, 9, 10, 11 and 12. 67 C 84457F— Dark brown. State D width. Shipping 
Please state full size, then D width 
67 C 91535F— Natural tan, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 802 



N 

t 0 
Wellington Boots OT 

Dont Miss This | 
CUT $3.00 now $16.97 . . for men who make 

the action happen 
7. 12-ineh high Wellington Boot 

ath or smooth all have flex 

6388F 
26389F 

Cowboy 
Boot [3] 

7C86805F-Burn 
ping weight 5 poun $2497 

Chukkas . . lined and unlined 
for all the men in the family 

UNLINED 

Litte Boy 
ın black 

67 C 64590F—Tan 
67 C 64595F—Black 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ьа. ..97.99 

Little Boys 
Dim 4, 10,10%, 11, 11 

15 C 15337F—Tan 5 
15 С 15327F—Black 15 С 15325F—Black 
Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $799 We. 1 lb. 8or.....86.99 



Dont 
Miss 
This $11.94 | 

top ters 

$9.94 
Women's 

$9.97 | 
Insulated Boots with nylan uppers 

$7.97, 

Molded vinyl Boots 
(Запа 4) Over-the-foot boots resist salt, stains 

wipe clean. Slip-resistant soles, heels. 

Warmdined Boot . . waterproof to zipper. 
Smooth, leather-look vinyl with quiltstyle 

trim at instep. 10 in. high" . . 1% in. heel 
Women's 

izes M (medium) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
W (wide) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 

76 C 59081F— Black 
76 C §9082F—Cordo brown 
State full size, then width. З lbs. oz. 910.97 

4 Waterproof Boot. Crinkle patent-look vinyl 
with instep strap, gold-colored buckle. 

Women's. 14 in. high” with 1% in. heel 
Sizes M (medium) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
76 C 59066F—Brown 76 C 59085F—Black 
76 C 59068F—Alabaster 
State full size, M width. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 ox. 51097 
Giris’. 10% in. high* with 1% in. he 
Sizes M (med.) width 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
76 С 58066F—Brown 76 C 58065F—Black 
76 C $8069F—White 
State full size, M width. Wt. 2 lbs. 13 02...87.97 

HOW TO ORDER OVER-THE-FOOT BOOTS: 
Order usual shoo size. H you wear halt 

size, order boot next size larger 



\ A Crinkle Patent 
Stretch Vinyl 
Granny Boot 

for only $7.97 ??? 
D YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

F - all the right answers for holiday shopping 

* Full inside zipper for easy on and off 
* Skid-resistant soles and heels 
Fabricbacked vinyl uppers lace to flatter your leg. 
Women's. 14 inches from insole to top of boot. Ribbed molded rub- 
ber sole and 1%-inch heel 
Sizes M (medium) width 5%, 6, 6*4. 7,7%, 8,8%, 9 and 10. 
With straight zipper. With diagonal zipper. 
$4 C 37402F—White 54 C 36802F—Blue 
54 C 36402F—Black 54 C 36702F— Brown 
State size, then M width. Shipping weight 2 lbe. 4 oz 5797 

Children's. About 11% inches from insole to top of boot. Long-wear- 
ing molded rubber soles and heels. Diagonal zipper 
Sizes D (medium wide) 10, 11, 12, 13, 1,2, 3 and 4 
State full size, then D width. Half sizes, order next size larger. 
15 C 13984F-White 15 C 13986F-Red 15 C 13985F-Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $797 

Just call Sears and say “Charge It 
see page 367 

Women's sizes in these Children's sizes 
3 colors and white in these 2 colors 

and black 



| ому $5.99 
/ for this strap and 

/ buckle style Boot 

Over-thefoot style. 14 inches from insole to 
top. Full inside zipper. Fabricbacked vinyl 
uppers. Skid-resistant, ribbed composition 
sole and 1%-inch heel. From Japan 
Women's sizes M (medium) 5%, 6, 6% 
7%, B, 8%, 9 and 10. State size, M width. 

54C36601F-Brown $4C36401F-Black 

54C37401F-White 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 15.99 
Children’s About 11% in. high, %-in. heel. 
Sizes D (med. wide) 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
State full size, D width. Half order 
next size larger 
15 C 13966F-Brown 15 Е 13968F-Black 

15 С 13963F-White 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $5.99 

WOMEN’S 
AND 

CHILDREN’S 
SIZES 

The Tapestry Boot 
Foot and scalloped trim of 
rich sueded split-leather 

^ 

WOMEN'S $ oo 
SIZES 20 

Women 
543765 

women’s sizes 517% 
foot style. 14 inches from insole t 

cot. Vinyl 

з sizes М (med) width 5%, 6, 6% 
Black 54C37457F-White 7F-Navy 54С36 

$4C37257F-Bone 54C36557F-Brown 
State size then M width. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz 

o top of b 
pper wi 
full front zipper. 

Pick up your 

4, 8, 8%, 9 and 10. 

51799 4 ys [Sears] 439 



Storm-resistant 

Ski-Mobile Suits 
for active 
winter fun 

SIZES 3 to 6x 

d 3 

it 

T. 
` c 
yo 
ran 

‚ “ы. 

Puppet Mittens $199 
‚+ so much fun .. warm, too pair 

Wes 
friendly puppets 

never such fun! Your child will love these 
doors 1 as outside. Soft acrylic knit 

ng mittens 

Machine wash, warm. Japan. € 
29 C 265 1—Blue gir! C 2652— Gol 
29 C 2650—Red football player 
Shipping weight pair 2 o: Pair 91.99; Any 2 pairs $3.92 

olor tiger 

A Dressy Acrylic Cardigan 
in sizes 2 to 6x 

Cut to only $2.84 ??? 

( and 2) Our finest 1-piece Ski-Mobile Suits. Polyurethane-coated nylon oxford shell protects your child against wet, chilling snow. Adjustable tabs at 
ankles give better fit for more warmth. Cotton knit cuffs help keep out cold 
winds. Two zipper pockets. Machine wash at warm temperature. Why not Pick up the phone and order it? State size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart on page 456. 

For Boys. Zip-off hood with 
drawstring. Cotton-knit collar 

buttons up into a turtleneck. Topto- 
toe ripper and ankle zipper for easi 
er dressing. All around self fabric 
belt. Acetate interlining. 
29C8187F-Blue 29C8188F-Brown 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 12 от. ... Each $17.99 

440 

9 For Girls. Attached hood with 
drawstring is lined with acrylic 

pile on cotton back. Front zipper 
Piping trim. Foot stirrups. Inter 
lined with fill of acetate and un. 
known fibers (textile by-producta) 
29 C8482F-Red 29 С 8483F-Blue 
Shpg. wt. 11Ь 6 оз. ....Еасһ $17.99 

Last fall was $2.99. Soft acrylic knit sweater keeps its shape 
washing after washing. Fullfashioned with smooth-fitting rag 
lan shoulders. Long sleeves with rib-knit cuffs. Made in Tai- 
wan. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. Sizes S(2-3); М(4-5); 
L46-6x). State size S, M, L. See chart on page 457. 
29 C 37 11F—Blue 29 C 37 12F Green. 
29 C3713F—Yellow — 29 C 37 14F—Red 
Shipping weight 6 ounces Fach $2.84 



5 NI S and 
INFANTS 

апа 

CHILE УЗЕ
М St 1OP 

Gifts featuring 

¿ete Pool 
and friends 

Cheerful, decorative 

Pooh Nursery Lamp 
Ceramic figures of Pooh 
and friends. Printed parch: 
ment paper shade. Sturdy 
plastic base. Sixteen inches 
high. Six-foot cord. 110- 
120v. AC. UL listed. Bulb 
not included. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. 9 on 
29 C 1554 $7.99 

Stuffed Pooh Bears 
add to playtime fun 

(1 and 2 ) Gold-color acrylic plush. 
Bright black eyes are firmly clamped 
in. Pompon nose. Red felt mouth. 

1 Large sitting Pooh Bears. Pooh's 
name on red shirt. 

39.inch. Filled with lightweight poly 
styrene and cotton. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
29C 1586C $29.99 
22inch. Filled with lightweight poly 
styrene and cotton. 

‘Shipping weight 3 pounds 7 ounces 
29C 1569 11199 
15-inch. Filled with polyurethane 
foam. Squeeze him and he squeaks. 

Shipping weight 1 pound & ounces. 
29C 1591 $5.99 

11inch Musical Pooh. Plays mer 
ry Pooh tune that children love to 

hear. Filled with cotton. Red bib with 
decorative trim. 

Shipping weight 14 ounces. Pooh Musical Crib Mobilo 

астма *599 Colorful umbrella and 3-dimen 
Non-music: Filled with polyure- sional figures revolve as music box 4 

thane foam. Shipping weight & ounces plays Pooh's tune. Sturdy support AA < 
29C 1800 4349 arm attaches to crib. Plastic 1 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. В oz # Ж” "n. 
29 С 1583 5599 3 

Just call Sears, Non-musica! Crib Mobile. Does 
and say "Charge It not revolve. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

see page 367 29 C 1584 5349 

$499 $6” 
Giant Pooh 

Е 
reasure Chest What a great surprise for any child 

n arem me Winnie-the-Pooh inflatable viny! Chair 
top covered with elec 
tronically quilted Adds to playtime fun indoors or outdoors. Great for child's 
heavy-gauge pearlized bedroom and for TV watching. Lightweight so youngsters can 
vinyl. Pooh print. Pad move it easily. Made of durable, heavy, 15-gauge textured vi- 
ded top so chest can be nyl. Bright Pooh design is screen-printed with non-toxic paint 
used as a sent. Wipes Wipes clean. Large base with extra-support ring offers greater 
clean. 30x18 x17 stability. Patching kit included 
inches high. (Toys not 
included.) Toddler size. Chair is 21 in. high. Base has 16-in. diam 

Buy it the easy 29 C 1547—Shipping weight 1 pound 1499 
way—order by phone. 

Shpg. wt 18 lbs. Juvenile sire. Chair is 26 in. high. Base has 20-in. diameter. 
29 C 2030L ....913.99 29 C 1548—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. 16.99 



Nylon taffeta Convert-A- 
Versatile one-piece suit has front ease. Attached, pile-trimmed hood : 
tachable mittens and booties Cute 

> vertible iti i warmly interlined with quilted polyester fill. Machine — Convertible Suit in plush pile uly ined. ya А 
Luxurious railcut pile is extra warm for your baby's comfort. One-piece suit has урет л zi two full-length zippers for easier dressing. Attached, piletrimmed hood with draw- 
string. Detachable booties and mittens. Pooh emblem. Pile of Orlon* acrylic on 
cotton backing. Acetate lining quilted to interlining of nylon and polyester fill. 
Machine wash at warm temperature. One size fits infants to 32 inches tall. 
29 C 2409—Blue — 29 C2410—Red — 29 C 2411—Gold 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces . e Each $1999 

Playtime Coordinates 
for active infants 

ton broadcloth. %-length ] Ange! Tops. 
al s. The blue at and the solid white tops 
ve elasticized wristlets. Button back, Mix and 

2). Machine med. State 
See chart on facing page 

29C746 1F-Blue stripe 29C7460F-Solid white 
F-White with red smocking 

Shipping weight 4 ounces Fach $1.99 

29 C 2888F—White 29 C 2887F—Pink 
29 C 2889F—Re 
Shpg. wt. ea. 2 Each 61.69: 2 for $3.34 

3 PERMA-PREST® Pullovers. Wear-Dated* 
‹ ed to give 1 year's normal wear or re 

Knit of Mo 
olyester and co 
t both shou Rib-knit moek turtleneck 

stripe 
29C47751F 

Shipping weight 3 ounces Fach $1.99 

d Sears Best PERMA-PREST* Creepalongs. Pir 
wale corduroy of cotton fortified with DuPont 

g wear. Exclusive seat de 
fort. Lined 

side tabs for 
ier. Ма. 
roning 

hart on facing page. 
29 С 7067F—Hlue 
29 С 7064F—Red 

Shipping w Fach $3.99 



Infants' 2-piece Dress-and-Play Sets 
with fancy feminine trim for only $3.99 ??? 

from the А Ў 

A INFANTS апа 

E CHILDRENS S
HOP 

(1 thru 4) PERMA-PREST® Pants Sets in crisp, colorful broad- 
cloth of polyester and cotton. Tops have *i-length sleeves with elas- 
tieized cuffs. Button back openings. Solid-color pants have covered 
elastic waistbands. Tapered legs. Machine wash, medium, tumble dry. 
No ironing. State size S, M, L or XL. See chart below. 
1 Orange Set Floral print top 3 Turquoise Set. Striped top 

dashed with frilly lace trim. with applique, rickrack trim. 
29C7042F—Wt. 601..8et $399 29 С 7043F —Wt. 6 oz..Set $3.99 

9 Red Set. Apple print top has Д Blue Set. White top with 
fun applique and bow trim. Schiffli embroidery trim. 

29 С 7028F—Wt. 6oz..Set $399 29 C 7038F— Wt. 6 oz..Set $3.99 

5 Knit Dress and Tights Set. Pink A-line dress of soft, warm acrylic 
knit, Floral hand embroidery. Button shoulder opening. From 

Korea. Matching stretch nylon tights have soft elastic waistband 
From Hong Kong. Machine wash, med. State size S, M, L only. 
29 С 5355F—See chart below. Shipping weight 6 ounces. . . . , Set $399 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY . . MEASURE AND BE SURE 
Order niy sizes listed with each nem 

x. 
33-36 
365-38 

4 Sears 443 
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X 

Festive Bonded 
Acrylic Sets 

FIT INFANTS 21 to 36 POUNDS 

Bright crimson plaids of Acrilan® acrylic bonded to acetate tricot spark the holiday season 
These sets are great shape-keepers and so easy to care for . . just machine wash, warm, hang to 
dry. State size M, L or XL. See chart, pg. 443. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

] Bors’ Eton Suit. Sbortaleeved navy blue skip-suit topped with plaid jacket. Skip-euit has 
back zipper, snap crotch, white collar and plaid side taba with gold-color buttons. 

29 C 7037F—Shipping weight $ ounces LAS 

2 Boys Creepalong and Shirt Set. V-neck creepalong has button shoulders and snap crotch 
Long sleeved shirt is knit of Dacron* polyester and cotton. Rib-knit wristiets and turtleneck. 

29 C 7014F—Shipping weight 8 ounces S 1699 

$ Girls’ Coverall. Decked out for the season in lace frills and a removable bow. Button back 
Snap crotch makes dressing easier. Elasticized push-up sleeves are % Jength 

29 C 7036F—Shipping weight 8 ounces а 1699 

4 биш Pants Set. Lacetrimmed top buttons in back. Top has length push-up sleeves, 
removable bow. Flared-leg pants have band front and elastic back-waiat to assure a good (И. 

29 C 703$F—Shipping weight 8 ounces ... . 29799 

5 Giris’ Topper and Tights Set. White tights of 100% stretch nylon peek out from under a 
lacetrimmed plaid top. Top has %-length push-up sleeves, button back, removable bow. 

29 C 7034f—Shipping weight B ounces 2 Кеб 1699 
“hag TM DuPont 



..to show off 

his parade 

fashions 

for infants 
and toddlers 

piping and gold-color buttons 
make these outfit ts feature shape-keeping acrylic 

ne wash, warm » dry knits bonded to nylon ace 

] Siris’ Pants Set. A-line top 
red elastic back-wain 

es. State ЗТ or 4T 
low. Wt. 10 oz 

$8.00 

Infants’ sizes. State 8, М, 1 
hart 1 below. Wt. 9 от. 

29 C 7134F $800 
acket. Navy skip suit has short sleeves €) Boys’ Eton Suit. F 

© and zipper back 
Infants! sizes. S 
hart | below. W : 
9 C 7132F s900 

З Boys’ Longall Set. Shirt is cotto 
9 Long a 

Tight Set. Flatt 
red white tigh 

State 8, M, L. See 

29C7138F-Nav 
1 oz.. . Set $7.00 

Chart 1. For Infants Chart 2. For Toddlers 
Order Sire s M L зт 4T 



..to show off An 
little girls’ 
coordinates 

in grape, S 

pink and white 

( 1 and 2 ) Tops and Tights. Sizes 
502-3); М(4-5): 146-8х). State size S, M 
L. See chart, pg. 454 
1 Clingalon Tops. Runpre 

stretch nylon. Ribbed tur k 
and cuffa. Machine wash, warn 
29 C 2756F—W 
29 C 2782F—Gra n focin 

Each $2.99 
9 Ribbed Tigh 

knit. Back p 
of stretch 

1 for comf 

9 A-line Vest is woven Acrilan* 
acrylic bonded to acetate tricot 

machine wash, 

29 C 4379F—Shpg. wt. 10 oz... 65.00 

d Aline Skirt is shape-keoping асту 
¢ double-knit. Needs little or nc 

ront pleat. Elastic 
ze 3, 4, 5, € 

hang 

6 Fringed Belt of suede leather 
Grape. One size fits sizes 3 to 6x 

29 C 9432—Shpg wt 4 o 92.00 

Т Flare-leg Slacks are woven Acri 
an* acrylic bonded to acetate tr 
Little or no iron . . mach. was 

med., hang to dry. Elastic back-waist 
Grape, pink, white plaid. Buy them 

8 Striped Turteneck 
fe 

Long sleev 

Q ShortPants of knit 

hine wash, med., hang to d 
»ack-waist. Grape with white front 
waistband and poc late size 3, 4 
5, 6, Ox 
29 C 9511F—Shpg. wt. 3от.....%4 00 



Visits 
MT DISNEY wor 

..to show off 

nostalgic 
WATE 

Scars] prints for 

| endete | little girls 
Collection 

: Ca 

Floral print, Wt 
14 29 C 43817 

16 Bracelet with Pooh Charm. G. 
29 C 90426—Owe size fi 

(17 thru 22) Add-on Charms 
plate 
an 
(28 
ay 
Shipping w 



..to show off 

little boys’ 
ut-togethers 

n green, 
Oolletion gold 'n purple 

чета ably fine quality 

1 Plush velour Turtleneck. Ribbed cuffs, collar and bottom 
Multi-color stripes. Combed cotton knit. Mach. wash, med. 

tumble dry. Sizes 5(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). See chart, page 454 
29 C 502 1F— State size S, M, L. Зри. wt. 60x $500 
€) Ribless cotton corduroy Knickers. Elastic back waist. Extended 
2 snap tab, zip fly. Rib-knit cuffs. Briar green. Mach. wash, med. 
State Regular Size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See Chart 1, pg. 456. 
29 C 68125 Shipping weight 10 ounces $4.50 

(Запа 4) Cling-alon* Socks knit of Orlan* acrylic, super-stretch 
nylon. Reinforced heel, toe areas. SAN/*GA RD* treated. Heather. 
like colors. Machine wash, med. Sizes M(fits shoe size 3-54) 
ML(6-844); 149-114); XL(12-4). State M, ML, L, XL. 
3 Knee Socks. Ribbed top. Gold, green heather 
9 29 C 1850€ — Shipping weight 2 ounces. Pair $1.00 
4 Crew Socks. Pkg. of 2: 1 gold, green heather; 1 regal purple 

heather. Elasticized top hugs leg. State one size to a package 
29 C 1838F—Shipping weight pkg. 2 oz. Package $130 

Вен. Brown harness leather. Pooh motif on brushed chrome- 
color steel buckle. Waist sizes S(19-21 in.); L(22-24 in.) 

29 C 9414F—State size S or L. Shpg. wt. 4 от. $250 
PERMA-PREST* stretch nylon Turtleneck. Ribbed collar, 
cuffs. Hemmed bottom. Pooh embroidery. Mach. wash, med. 

tumble dry, No iron, Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). Chart, pg 454. 
29 С 4853F White 29 C 4852F— Heath gold 
29 С 4851F— Briar greet 29 C 48631F— Light purple 
State size S, M, L. Shipping weight 3 ounces. Each $3.50 
ТТ Ribless cotton corduroy Sport Coat. Lined with rayon acetate 

taffeta, Fashionably wide lapels. Flap trim on chest and on 2 
patch pockets. Leather-look plastic buttons. Regal purple. Dry clean. 

tate size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart, page 456. 
29 C 9411F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz $1200 
8 PERMA-PREST® Porma-Nee* flare-leg Jeans. Striped canvas 

weave of Dacron* polyester, cotton. Reinforced knees. Band 
ist, belt loops. Zip fly, snap tab. 2 front pockets, back yoke. 

Pooh hip patch. Machine wash, med., tumble dry. No iron 
Regular sizes. Fit child with Slim sizes. Fit child with 
average build. State size 3, 4, 5, 6, — slender build. State size 3, 4, 5 
6x. See Chart 1, page 451 6, бх. See Chart 2, page 451 
29 C75731F—Wt. Boz....5450 29 C75736F—Wt. A oz... $4 50 
Y Jacquard knit Shirt with long-point collar. Polyester, cotton 

Button placket opening. Pretend pocket Пар. Ribbed cuffs 
Hemmed bottom. Mach. wash, imble dry. Little or no iron. 
Sizes 5(2-3); M (4-5): L(6-6x). State L „ L. See chart, pg. 454. 
29 C 5007F— Briar green, white 29 Regal purple, white 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. Each 85.00 

10 Ribless cotton corduroy Stacks. Flare-leg styling. Nautical 
look button trim at ripper fly. Extended snap tab, elastic 

back-waist. 2 front pockets. Machine wash, medium. 
State size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See Chart 1 on page 451 

29 С 6810F—Biriar green 29 C 6811F—Regal purple 
Shipping weight 10 ounces ach $4.50 
11 PERMA-PREST® skinny rib Turtleneck. Double-knit of spun 

Dacron* polyester keeps its shape. Mach. wash, med., tumble 
dry. No iron. Sizes (2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). Chart, pg. 454. 
29 C 5013F—Briar green 29 C 560147 Regal purple 
State size S, M, L. Shipping weight 4 ounces Each $3.00 
(12 and 13 ) U-neck Pullovers in the fashionably longer length 
Orlon* acrylic knit. Ribbed bottom. Mach. wash, med., tumble dry 
Sizes 8(2-3); M (4-5); L(6-6x). State S, M, L. See chart, pg. 454 
12 Stiped Sweater Vest 19 Solid-color ^ Sweater 
© Rib-knit armholes. © Long sleeves have rib 

29 € 3731/— Regal purple, knit cuffs. 
light purple 29 C 3733F— Purple heather 

29C3732F-Heath gold, briar green 29 C 3734F— Heath gold 
Shpg. wt. 4 ox Each $4 50 ox Each $500 
14 Hardware Вен. Brown harness leather. Brass-color studs 

buckle. Waist sizes S(19-21 in.); L(22-24 in.) 
29 C 94407 — State size S or L. Shpg. wt. 5 oz $300 
15 PERMA-PREST® flareleg Slacks. Striped twill of poly 

Ә ester, cotton. 2 front pockets. Wide waistband, 4-snap tab, zip 
fly. Elastic back-waist. Mach. wash, med., tumble dry. No iron 
Regular sizes. Fit child with Slim Sizes. Fit child with 
average build. State size 3, 4,5, slender build. State size 3, 4 
6, 6x. See Chart 1, pg. 451 5, 6, 6x. Chart 451 
29 C 6804F—Wt. 701.....450 29 С 6805F—Wt. 7 5450 

“Reg TM DuPont 





[voor 2Qu тыт 

Pre DISNEY WORLD 

..lo show off 2 
little girls’ and n 

kn boys’ fashions 
Scars featuring 

berry red 
and spruce green 

JE | 

‚chine waah 
бх. See chart, page 456 

C 9412F—Shpg. wt. 11 от Suit $15.00 

€) PERMA-PREST* Placket Shirt. Knit 

ort, page 454 
29C5006F-Spruce green 

tate size S, M, L. Shpg. wt. 4 от. Each $4.00 

3 rema PREST* Pants Suit. Polyester double 
ape, good fit . . machine wash 

Flare-leg No ironing n 
round elastic 

t. Pooh embroidery. Back zip opening. Berry 
te size 3, 4, 5, 6, êx. See chart, pg. 456 

29 C 9505F—Shpg. wt. 10 oz Set $11.00 

4 Belted Sweater Vest. Rib 
But 

29 C 6802F $4.50 

t bonded 

ze 3, 4, 5, 6, бх. See chart, page 456. 
29 C 4373F—Shipping weight 11 oz. +5.50 

(7 and 8) Top and Tights. Runproof stretch nylon 
knit. Machine wash, warm. Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5 
146-6х). State size 8, M, L. See chart, pg. 454. 
7 Sting alon* Top 

29 C 27 13F—Berry red 
Shpg.wt30x...3299  Shpg wt3or...$249 



from the 

FAR INFANTS and. 
К CHILDREN'S SHOP 

f 3-piece Vest Suit 

Western-style fringed Vests set off SIZES M 
PERMA-PREST" Shirts and brushed-denim Jeans хола 

ч Navy blue and red striped vest and slacks of ES ke SES то @ sturdy cotton duck. Vest is fully lined with 
Д PERMA-PREST* Flare-leg Jeans in Regular front beit with 

and Slim Sizes. Vulcanized double knees metal buckle closure. Flare-leg slacks have 
are guaranteed to outwear the г all-around elastic waist, zip fly. Red broad. 
ment or return f ir free. Jea e cloth shirt of polyester and cotton has long 

De soft, but rugged, brushed denim of polyester pointed collar. Long, full sleeves end in 2 
29 C 78915 Buckskin tan 29 C 7892F— Green and cotton. Band waist with zip fly and belt button cuffs. Machine wash, medium. 
29 C 7890F — Navy loops. Two front pockets. These never State size 3, 4, 5, 6, (ix. See chart, page 460. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces Each $399 need ironing when machine washed at medium 29 C 9441F—Shpg. wt. 1202 $299 

temperature and tumbled dry 
zus Fit the child with an average 

4, 5, 6, 6x. See Chart 1 

MAYBE WERE SAFE.. 
SHE LIKES 
BOYS DRESSED-UP/ 

State size 3, 4, 5, 
€) Solid-color broadcloth Si 

pockets with button flaps. Sanforized- Plu 
gw n't shrink f fit. Maximum fabric ld with a slender build 

6, 6x. See Chart 2 below 
29 C 62521 — Gold € 625; 

Each $2 99: 2 for $5.90 Shpg. wt. each 4 oz 
3 Blue print gingham Shirt. One chest poc 
< 29 C 6264 F—Shpg. wt. 50 $2.99 Each $2 99 

CHART 1 . . Regular Jeans 
Size (not age) 3 4 5 6 6x 

CHART 2 . . Slim Jeans 
Size (not age) 3 4 5 6 ox 



Gifts for 
little boyS and girls 

1 

SIZES 
TO 6x 

Accessories of soft, white-dyed rabbit fur 1 

1 Cardigan Sweater. Hi-bulk Turbo Orlon* acrylic knit sweater. Ribbed crew 
neck, cuffs, bottom. Detachable fur collar. Sweater can be machine washed, 

med. Sizes (2-3); M(4-5); 146-6х). See chart. focing page. 
29 C 3889%—State size 8, M or L. Shipping weight 7 ounces “ээ 

2 Pixie Hat. Rayon lining. Elastic headband for good fit. 
29 C 7901—One size fits all. Shipping weight 3 ounces 5399 

З Mittens. Were $2.69. Vinyl thumbs, palms. Brushed cotton acetate lining 
29 C 2611—One size fits 3 to ба. Shipping weight 3 ounces 9249 

d Handbag. Rayon faille lining. Gold-color chainlink handie 
29 C 7907 — Shipping weight 3 ounces +269 

Б Mutt. Was $2.69. Rayon twill lining. White cord. One size fits all. 
29 C 7906—Shipping weight 5 ounces 1249 

(Dont | only $3.99 
Miss | tor a Dress 

1T10 4T This | and Doll Set 

Dresses with Matching Toys 
9 Dress and Dog Set. Acrylic knit dress is bond cot 
Y Short sleeves. Button trim at bodice. A-line sty pper back 
Chee and white check. Machine wash, medium . . hang to dry 

State size IT, ZT, 3T or 4T. 
29 C 5354F—Shipping weight 8 c Set $4.99 
]() Dress and Doll Set. Cotton 

V lacetrimmed collar. Short p 
t Button back. Machine wash, medium temperature 
ate size YT, ZT, ЗТ or 4T. 

29 С 53505 — Shipping weight 8 ounces Se $3.99 

452 [Sears] м, 

SIZES TO 6x 3 
The Scandinavian look of reindeer pattern knits 

6 Pullover Sweater, Hibulk Turbo Ооп" acrylic. Ribkeit mock 
turtleneck, cuffs and waistband. Machine wash, med. Sizes 52-3): 

M(4-5); L6-61). See chart, facing page. 
29 C3869F—Green — 29 C3862/—Navy 20C 
State size S, M or L. Shipping weight 7 ounces 
Т Hockey Cap. Acrylic knit. Тотар cuff. Pompon on top. Machine 

wash, warm. One size fits children who wear aizes 3 to 6x. 
29 C2688—Green — 29 C2687—Navy — 29 C 2689—Gold 
Shipping weight 2 ounces ...... sss ERR 81.00 
8 Mittens. Acrylic knit. Elasticized cuffs. Machine wash, warm tam- 

perature. One size fits children who wear sizes 3 10 бк. 
29 C260!—Green — 29 C2690—Navy — 29 C 2692—Gold 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. otc 

PERMA-PREST* 
Jumpsuits 

SIZES 2 to 6x 

Give him a gift he'll be proud 
to wear. Authentic styling in 
eludes service emblem appli 
Aue and a tab on which to 
Write child's name. Dacron* 
E and cotton poplin 

h front zipper makes 
ing easier. Covered elas 

back-waist. Four patch 

Machine wash at medium 
temperature and tumble dry 

Buy it the easy way—order 

Playtime Smocks with 
Pooh Coloring Book 

(11 and 12 ) Large pocket 
bolds а "Wianie-the-Poch" col- 
oring book, a box of nontoxic 
crayons, and a pair of safer, 
blunt scissors for children. Cot- 
tom canvas smock ties at back 
of neck. Machine wash, mod. 
‘Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); 146-6х). 
‘State 8, M or L. See chart, foc 
ing page. 

Boys’ Smock. Navy and white 
stripes. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

Ба. $2.09: 2 for 55.76 

11 
29 C 565! 



Blouse with multicolor 
smocking. Dacron* polyes 

ter and cotton broadeloth. White 
with red edging on collar and 
cuffs. Long sleeves. Button back 
This blouse with all its pretty 
ruffles needs little or no ironing 
when machine b 
tumbled dry. $ 
or 6x. See chart 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
29 С 4453F $3.99 

©) Skirt with lace-up closing at 
© waist. Acrylic knit bonded to 
acetate tricot. Suspender styl 
ing. Wide waistband. Red. Ma 
chine wash, medium. 

State siae 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6х. 
See chart below 

Shipping weight 6 ounces 
29 C 451۴ $399 

3 Knee Socks with embroidered, 
cuffed tops. Dupont stretch 

nylon. Comfortable elastic band 
at top holds socks in place. White 
Machine wash, medium. 

Sizes M (fits shoe sizes 310514); 
MLifits shoe sizes 6 to Ви). 

Shipping weight 1 ounce 
29 C 1873F Pair $1.00 

4 Blouse with smocked, ruf 
fled collar. White Fortrel** 

polyester and Avril* rayon broad. 
cloth. Long sleeves with red 
smocking and ruffled cuffs 
Button back. Machine wash, 
medium temperature and tum. 
ble dry . . little or no ironing 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See 
chart below 

Shipping weight 4 ounces 
29 C 4452F $299 

Fj Ankle-length Jumper. Woven 
O acrylic bonded to acetate tri 
cot. Red top has white rickrack 
trim around neck and at high 
waistline. Red and white dia 
mond pattern skirt has а 2-inch 
hem so it can be lengthened. 
Zipper back. Mach. wash, med 

State size 3, 
chart below 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
29 C 4450F $599 

5, 6 or 6x. See 

Pants and Bolero Vest Set. 
Woven acrylic bonded to ace 

tate tricot. Vest is red with white 
riekrack trim. Flareleg pants 
have red and white diamond pat 
tern. Pants have band front and 
covered elastic back-waist. Ma 
chine wash, medium temperature. 
Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See 
chart below 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
29 C 4454F Set $5.99 
hey TM. DuPont 
Reg TM. Fiber Industrien. inc 

Just call Sears The up-dated Peasant Look 
жау" features shape-keeping 

bonded acrylics 
CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY . . MEASURE AND BE SURE SIZES 3 to 6x 

sed with each ie 
Order sive TRE | 5 
И height is (in 369-38 |38 -а1 | 41 4-44 — 
И wegh is (ibs) 32-36 | 37-40 | 41-46 TEX Sears 453 



454 Sears 

] PERMA-PREST® Hostess Dress . . a 1-piece wardrobe brightener any 
little girl will love. White lace bodice with lace-trimmed yoke is acetate 

and nylon. Stand-up collar has pretend-cameo pin. Three-quarter-length 
sleeves have elasticized cuffs. E back closing. Waist has all-around 
black, nylon velveteen sash tied in an e bow with long streamers. 
Multicolor print, ankle-length skirt is cotton quilted to acetate lining; poly 

ester fill. Elastic back-waist. Mach. wash, med., tumble dry 
te size 3, 4, 5, 6, Ox. See chart below, right 
5653F — Shipping weight 9 ounces 

no ironing 
Si 
эс $8.99 

9) Bib-short Pants and Blouse Set the latest fashion at a low price. Cot 
ton corduroy short are trimmed with multicolor embroidery. Suspend. 

era button to the covered elastic back-waist. Polyester and cotton broad 
cloth blouse with long sleeves. Collar and cuffs are trimmed with lace. But 

n back opening. Machine washable at medium temperature, Like every 
к else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone 
late size 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See chart at right 

29 C 4220F Shipping weight 6 ou 

thi 

Set $4.99 

"Important fashion looks 
Sears Best 

® nylon. Double knit seat and knees for longer wear. Plush elastic 
ng-alon* Stretch Tights. A runproof knit of super-stretch 

ined waist 
band. Full fashioned. Navy, Machine wash 

Sizes (2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). State size S, M or L. 
C 2712 — Shipping weight 3 ounces 5249 

Д 2-ріесе Pants Set. Last fall was $9.99. She can wear the tunic-length 
top separately as a dress. Tunic is white cott 

polyester and cotton backing ngth sleeves. Zipper back 
All-around sash and flare-leg pants are red ribless cotton corduroy 

Pants have band front and covered elastic back-waist. Machine wash, me 
dium. (Wash pants and sash separately from top.) 
State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See chart below 

Shipping weight 12 ounces 

n and nylon lace bonded to 
Three-quarter 

closing 

29 С 4275ғ Set $8.99 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY . . MEASURE AND BE SURE 

4 
41 |41 

37-40 | 4 



Cut $1 Now $5.99 
чы; 

SIZES 
TO 6x 

А 1 . l . 1 

Fit ‘n’ flare print bonded knit Dress. Last fall was $6.99. Smartly trimmed in white 
lace and red piping. Orlon* acrylic bonded to acetate tricot. Three-quarter length 

sleeves. Zipper back. Red nylon velvet bow with streamers. Machine wash, med. hang to 

dry. Buy it the eaxy way—order by phone. State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See chart, facing page. 
29 С 5599F—Shipping weight 6 ounces 15.99 

6 PERMAPREST® Party Dress in a smart leno weave of polyester and cotton. Lace trim. 
Stand-up collar. Long sleeves with elasticized cuffs. Button back. Fashionable low waist 

with bright green acetate satin sash. Full skirt with attached petticoat of nylon marquisette. 
White. Machine wash, medium, tumble dry . . no iron. 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See chart on facing page. 
29 C 5652F—Shipping weight 9 ounces 1799 

17 Fit’ flare bonded knit Dress lavishly trimmed with lace and velveteen ribbons. Acri 
lan** acrylic bonded to nylon tricot. Pretend cameo at neck. Three-quarter-length 

sleeves. Zipper back. Wear-Dated* . . guaranteed to give 1 year's normal wear or return for 
free replacement or refund. Pink. Machine wash, medium temperature . . hang to dry. 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See chart on facing page 
29 C 5595F— Shipping weight 7 ounces. 5699 

8 Nautical-look bonded knit Dress. Acrilan** acrylic 
bonded to nylon tricot. Rayon, acetate dickey and bow 

Dickey detaches for easier dressing. Three-quarter-length 
sleeves. Shirred skirt with slightly raised waistline. Gold 
braid trim. Wear-Dated* . . guaranteed to give 1 year's nor 
mal wear or return for free replacement or refund. Machine 
wash, med., hang to dry. State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x 
29 C 565 1F—Shipping weight 9 ounces 1699 

9 Tights. Opaque white stretch nylon knit. Double fabric 
crotch. Plush elasticized waist. Seamless. Machine was 

warm. Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). State S, M or L. 
29 C 2849F—Shipping weight 2 ounces 5169 

10 Velveteen Party Dress with lace trim. Victorian style 
collar. White bib front. Three-quarter-length sleeves. 

Button back. Skirt is shirred at slightly raised waist. S 
fabric back belt. Cotton. Hand washable. 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart, facing page. 
29 C 5647F—Shipping weight 9 ounces 39.99 

]] Paisy-pattern Tights. White textured lace of stretch 
knit nylon. Double crotch. Plush elasticized waist. Ма 

chine wash, med. Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); 1/6-8х). State S,M,L. 
29 C 2734F—Shipping weight 2 ounces 3249 
"ep TM DuPont "hag TM Mene Nt [Sears] 455 
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S and Ay INFANTS ¿ 

C A 
ILDREN

S SHOT
 

tor $62 

Fashionable Pants Suits with tunic-length tops 
that she can wear as dresses 

(1 thew 3 ) 2-piece Sets . . tunic-length top and flare-leg pants. Machine 
wash, medium, hang to dry. State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See chart below 
] Red Set with lace trim. Acrylic knit bonded to nylon tricot. Top has 

white long-point collar and long sleeves of polyester and cotton broad 
cloth. Lace-trimmed collar and cuffs. 2-button back closing. Pants have 
band front and covered elastic back waist 
29 C 4244F—Shipping weight 9 ounces Set $7.99 

2 Green Set with embroidery trim. Acrylic knit bonded to nylon tricot 
Top has white bib and three-quarter-length sleeves of polyester and 

cotton broadcloth trimmed with multicolor embroidery. Two-button back 
closing. Pants have band front and covered elastic back waist 
29 C 4231F—Shipping weight 9 ounces Set $799 

3 umurlousiy soft sweater-knit Set. Hi-bulk Turbo acrylic. Pullover 
style top has rib-knit neck and cuffs. Bracelet-length sleeves. Separate 

beit. Pants have all-around covered elastic waist. Pink 
29 C 4206F Shipping weight 13 ounces Set $9.99 

456 Sears GEN 

SIZES 3 to 6x 

( 4 and 5 ) 3-piece Sets 
Blouse is pol 
alee ves 
have band front and covered elastic back waist. Machine wash, medium 
hang to dry. From Hong Kong. State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See chart below 

4 Purple plaid Set. Purple blouse has round collar and ruffled cuffs. 
Button back closing. Sleeveless plaid top has button front and one 

pocket. Plaid pant. 
29 C 4181F—Shipping weight 14 ounces 

blouse, tunic-length top and flare-leg panta. 
ler and cotton broadcloth with three-quarter-length 

Top and pants are acrylic knit bonded to nylon tricot. Pants 

Set $6.99 
E Pink plaid Set. White blouse has button-down collar, button cuffs 
Y and button back closing. Plaid top has front belt with brass buckle. 
Button front closing. Plaid pants. Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 
29 C 4182F—Shipping weight 15 ounces Set $6 99 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY . . MEASURE AND BE SURE 
Order only sizes listed with each item 

Order size 3 4 5 6 СЯ 

32-36 4 46 47-5 s6 
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from the 

INFANTS апа 

Ct JILDREN'S 
SHOP 

Two-piece corduroy Pants Sets 

to brighten a little girl's wardrobe 
SIZES 2 to 6x 

(1 thru Б) Alle 
turtlen 

Corduroy pullover-style tops 
ks and knit three-qua 
nt and elastic back wa 

3, 4, 5, 6 or бх. See chart below 

-length sleeves. Pants 
banc 

State 

1 Set with applique. Blue and white top is highlighted by 
charming red appliqued apple. Blue flare-leg pants. Ma 

chine wash, medium temperature 
29 С 3940F — Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $3.88 

€) Set with multicolor braid. Orchid and white top smartly 
4 accented with buttons and braid on the front. Purple Паге 
leg pants. Machine wash at medium temperature 
29 C 4259F—Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $3.99 

Only $3.88 
for a Pants Set 
with applique 

3 Set with suspender look and embroidery trim. Green and 
9 white top with floral embroidery and multicolor braid. Top 
is tunic length and can be worn separately as a dress. Green 
flare-leg pants. Machine wash, medium temperature 
29 C 4257F—Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $4.99 

4 Set with fashionable leg inserts. Multicolor print top with 
white turtleneck and sleeves. Blue pants have legs with 

print insert that matches top. Machine wash, medium 
29 C 4258F— Shipping weight 9 ounces Set £4.99 
5) Set with lace trim. Red and white top is elegantly trimmed 5 with tro now of lace ов the fnt Red Hare dr pasta. (G 
Machine wash separately at medium temperature. Like 
everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by phone боб N GIRLS: GIRLS 
29 C 4283F LIKE COMES! Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $3.99 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY . . MEASURE AND BE SURE 

Order size 2 з 4 ^ в “ 

ДШ, Sears 457 



] Western feit Hat of wool and rayon, Shape-retaining crown 
Chin cord. Sizes S(19% in.); M(20% in); 1421 in). State 8, M, L 

29 С 78261F—Red 29 C7825!F—Tan 29 С 78301F—Green 
29 C 7827 1F—Faded blue 29 C 7831 1F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 Each $1.99 

um 
29 С 7824—Green 29 C7821—Red 29 С 7822—Blue 
Shipping weight 2 ounces Fach 1.29 
$ Western Belt. Hand-finished cowhide. 1 in 
© ed buckle. Use your phone if you ж 
wny of all. Waist sizes S( 
29 C 7877F—Blue 29 C 7876F—Green 

29 C 7865F— Black 

4 Western Gloves of vinyl plastic. Ra: 
a betw. let h me 

n Japan. On. 
29 C 7884—Black 
29 С 7881—Green 

punces Pair 9169 

^ Fringed Western Jacket 
for boys and girls 

State size 3, 4. 

5990 



ROUND-UP and 
RANCH WEAR 
featuring RANCHTONE 

COORDINATES 
SIZES 2 to 6x 

Б PERMA-PREST* western-style Blouse. Cowgirl frills 
to delight your child. Ruffles on front and cuffs are 

‘edged with picot trim. Pearlized metal snaps on front and 
cuffs. Western-style yoko back. Long sleeves. Top-stitched, 
pointed collar. Shirttail bottom. Broadcloth of polyester 
and Avril® rayon. Machine wash, med., tumble dry for no 
ironing. State size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart on page 456. 
29 С 7802F—White with blue trim 
29 C 7804F—White with red trim 
29 C 7803F—White with green trim 
Shipping weight 4 ounces Each $4.49 

6 PERMA-PREST® denim Skirt of cotton and polyester 
Elastic back-waist Two belt loops. Back yoke. Front 

box pleat with topstitched crease. Two patch pockets. Ma- 
chine wash, medium temperature, tumble dry for no iron- 
ing. State size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart on page 456 to be sure. 
29 C 7872F—Ranch blue 29 C 7874F—Ranch red 
29 C 7873F—Hanch green 
Shipping weight 8 ounces Each $3.49 

Т PERMA-PREST* Shirts. Smart western styling in a wo- 
ven gingham check of Dacron* polyester and cotton 

Topstitehed, interlined collar has stays for а neater look 
Pearlized metal snap fasteners at front and cuffs of long 
sleeves. Dart pocket. Shirttail bottom. Machine wash, me 
dium, tumble dry . . no iron. So eaxy to buy when you just 
use the phone. State 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart page 454. 
29 С 7814F—Red check 29 С 7815F—Blue check 
29 C 7816F—Green check 
Shipping weight 5 ounces Each $3.49 

8 PERMA-PREST* fiare-leg Jeans. Those jeans are 
made of heavy 10-oz. coarse denim twill woven of 75% 

cotton and 25% nylon. Double needle stitched seams and 
bartacking at points of strain. Vulcanized double knees for 
longer wear. Band waist, zip fly. Yoke back. Two pockets 
in front, two in back. Machine wash, medium, tumble dry 

no ironing needed. State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x 

RROULAR sizes. See Chart! SLIM size Chart 2 on 
on page 451 page 451. 
29 C7847F—Ranchblue 29 C 7813F—Ranch blue 
29 С 7848F—Ranch green 29 С 7820F—Ranch green 
29 C 7849F—Ranch red 29 C 7823F—Ranch red 

ping weight 10 ounces Each $3.49 

9 Split-cowhide Leather Chaps complete the western- 
Y look. Fringed chaps have four nickel-plated conchos 
with ties. Two stud-trimmed pockets. Each leg has two 
straps which snap around child's leg. Sizes S(2-4), L(5-6x) 
State size S or L. See chart on page 454 to be sure. 
29 C 7880F—Rust 29 C 7888F—Ranch green 
29 C 7886F—Ranch red 29 С 7887F—Ranch blue 
Shipping weight 12 ounces Each 95.99 

10 Splitcownide Vest. Two bright nickel-plated conchos 
with tie strings. Fringe trim. Two pockets. Sizes S(2- 

Зу; M(4-5); L(6-6x). State S, М or L. See chat page 454. 
29 C 7809F—Rust 29 C 7812F—Ranch green 
29 C7810F—Ranchred — 29 C 7811F—Ranch blue 
Shipping weight 10 ounces Fach $449 

"heo TM омен 



2-piece Western Outfits 
with fancy embroidery trim 
Cut 11% to only $3.99 ??? 

(1 and 2) Last fall was $4.49. Embroidery, piping and pearllzed metal snags 
decorate poplin shirts. Twill slacks: popli skirt have all-around elastic waist 
Stacks have beit loops. 100% cotton. Machine wash, med. (except boy's tie). Hat 
sold on facing роде. State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart on facing page. 
] Cowboy Suit. Red and black, White snap-on tie. Belt sold on p. 458 

29 C 7829F—Shipping weight 13 ounces Ser $3.99 

9 Cowgirl Suit. Cotton suedine fringe on skirt 
29 C 7839 —Red 29 С 7837F—Blue 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. Set #399 

addi 
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ROUND-UP and 
RANCH WEAR 

featuring Western-look 

OUTFITS 
SIZES 2 to 6x 

( 5 and 6 ) Indian-style Sets. Buckakin-brown poly 
ester and cotton twill. Pullover shirt, shift. Embroid 
ery and fringe. Leather lacing at neck. Machine wash, 
med. Headdress incl. Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x) 
State size S, M or L 
5 Boys" Set. Slacks have all-around covered elastic 
Û waistband 
29 C 7868F—Shipping wt. 11 oz. Set $599 
6 Cris’ Set. Applique on shift 

29 C 7869F—Shpg. wt. 10 ox Set $5.99 

77 Cowboy Mats. Wool felt. Chin strap. Dry clean. 
Í Sizes S(1944); M(204); L(21) inches. Measure 
around head above ears, 
29 C 7856F —Black 29 C 7855F— Red 
29 C 7857F—Tan 
State S, M, L. Shipping wt. 6 oz Each $2.49 

( 8 and 9 ) 2-piece Western Sets of Sanforized* 
cotton. Poplin shirts have embroidery, appliques. 
Pearlized metal snaps. Cotton suedine fringe. Pants 
and skirts have embroidery trim. Maximum fabric 
shrinkage 1%. Machine wash, medium 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. 
8 Boys’ Set. Twill pants have zip fly with snap tab. 

Elastic back-waist. Two swing pockets. Belt sold 
оп page 458 
29 C 7806F—Blue, black 29 C 7807F—C 
Shipping weight 13 oz 
©) Giris’ Set. Circular poplin skirt with all-around 
Y covered elastic waistband. Fringe trim on hem of 
skirt. 
29 € 78904F-Gold, brown 29 C 78903F-Blue, black 
Shipping weight 9 or. Set $5.99 

( 10 and 11 ) 2-pc. Western Sets of polyester and 
cotton. Tapered broadcloth shirts have enameled 
metal snaps on front, cuffs, Festive embroidery trim. 
Sateen pants and skirt have pockets, belt loops, elas 
tic back-waists. Machine wash, med. 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. 
10 Sev* Set. Slacks have zip fly. Belt sold on 

page 458. 
29 C 7850F—Red, black 29 C 7851F—Blue, navy 
Shipping weight 11 oz Set $6.99 
11 its’ Set. Skirt has fringed hem. Belt sold in 

Big Book 
29 C 7854F— White 29 C 7858F— Red, whi 
Shipping weight 10 ounces Set $6.99 

12 Boys" 2-рс. PERMA-PREST* Western Set 
Slacks and jacket-look shirt of no-iron polyester 

and cotton twill. Shirt has 2 pockets. Piping on col 
lar, front. Slacks have elastic back-waist, zip fly 
pockets. Machine wash, medium, tumble dry. No 
ironing, State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x 
29 С 7870 — Вей n 29 C 78716 — Navy 
Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $7.99 

CHILOREN GROW RAPIDLY 
MEASURE AND BE SURE 

Size (not age) 2 3 4 

. | s_| Size (not age) 5 s a 

ДМ, Sears 461 



LITTLE 
BOYS 

FOR LITTLE GIRLS 

Stirrup 
Boot 

тоок vinyl uppers. Si kei 
туура leg. Harness trim nroun 

Side zipper. PVC vinyl 
way—order by 

wide) 10 to 4. Fu 
v. M width. Half sizes, 

15C13972F-Brown 1 97 3F-Black 
Shipping weight 1 p 1599 

Calf-high 
lace-up Boot 

yl uppers with full side zipper. 

w to 4. Full sizes 
State full size, D width. Half sizes, order 

16C13083F-Red 
15C13978F 
Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces . 97 99 

462 [Sears] д, 

75F-Black 

LITTLE BOY 
and BOYS 

LITTLE BOYS 
LITTLE GIRLS 

Little boy 
and 

ittle girls 
Waterp 

B 

CHILDRENS 

50015 
1 Wellington Boot. Smooth leather or brushed split 

len upper. Unlined or lined with warm acrylic 
d square toe. Non-marking PVC viny 

ind heels for rugged long-wearing durability 
Little boys’ sizes D (med. wide) 10 to 4. Half sizes, too. 
Unlined. 
18C15809F-Tan brushed 15C15808F-Black smooth 

size, D width. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1002 $7.99 
Lined. 
15 С 15810F—Black smooth 
State size, D width. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 1899 

(2 and 3) X-15 Cowboy Boots. Smooth 
brushed split-leather upper. Cowboy heel. Lined legs, 
pull-on straps. Long-wearing PVC vinyl sole, hee 

9 Stitched western desig 
“ Bova’ sizes D (med a 
7C64842F-Tan brushed 

67C6484 1F- Black smoot 
State size, D width. Shipping weight 3 Ibs 1999 

lenign stitched, underlayed. Medium toe 
es D (med. wide) 8% to 3. 

15 C 11984F—B 

4! Western Boot. Zig-zag stitched smooth leather or 

Little boy sizes D (med. wide) 8% to 3. Half size 
15C15789F-Red smooth — 15C15788F-Tan br 
15C 15786F- Black smooth 
State size, D width. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 o 1:699 

Б X-15 notched moc-toe Boot. Dark brown leather 
E foot. Yellow stitched 

ng-wearing PVC vinyl sole, hee 
8% to 3. Н 

ht 1 Ib. 1002 5999 
Boys' sizes D. 

6 Cowboy Boot. Colorful decoration in the 
tradition on the glossy split 

rounded toes. Pullon st 
Little bays 
Half sizes, too. S 
15 С 15815F—Red 
15 С 15802F— Brow 
Shipping weight ! pound 10 ounces 1599 
Tots" sizes D (medium) 5% to 8. Half sizes, toc 

5 C 11990F—Red Black 
18 C 11974F—Brow 
State size, then D width. Shpg. wt. 14 oz $4.99 

7 Western style waterproof Boot. Р 
wear over-the-foot. Vinyl upper 

100% polyester. Textured alip-resistan 
soles, heels. Salt and stain resistant upp 

16.97 



RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK .. 

Wood Musical Jewelry Box 
Cut*2 to only*4.99 

(1 thru 3) Last Winter were $6.99. Pretty little houses to hide 
away her jewelry. They're fun, too: music plays as a windmill 
spins, ballerina dances or water wheel turns. Hand-painted solid 
wood boxes have red cotton velveteen lining, l&note precision 
musical movement. Imported from Japan. 
] Windmill resembles a quaint Dutch Mill. . box has a butter 

churn, flower box, bench and stepping stones across stream. 
Open door to secret compartment . . music plays as vanes turn. 
Main roof opens to reveal storage compartment and angled mir- 
rors. Measures 6% x10x5'4 inches deep. 
4 C 4852—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces 1499 

9 Dolls House. A charming home for the tiny ballerina . . with 
shatters, chimney and flowered lawn. Lift main roof and music 

plays as dancer twirls . . her image reflected in an angled mirror. 
Pull open garage door . . it's really а deep drawer. Measures 
5% x9% x5% inches deep 
4 C 4802—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces “99 

3 Tiny Chalet . „like a storybook house. Flowers, windows, 
bench, stream, bridge, logs, real stones on roof. Wind water 

wheel, lift roof and music plays as wheel turna. Angled mirror. 
Measures 54 x9 x5% inches deep. 
4 C 4823—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 499 

(4 thru 9) Beautiful ballerina boxes. Open box and 
ballerina twirls her image reflected in mirror. All 
have 18-note precision musical movement (except 
item 4 which has a 12-note movement). All have sim- 
ulated leather covering (backed with other material). 

Imported from Japan. 

Д Our lowest price this year for any gira jewelry 
box. Whimaical rag doll design in gay colors on 

white case. Brass hardware. Red rayon satin lining. 
З%я5% x44 in. deep. 
4 C 4829 —Shipping weight 13 ounces $2.49 

Б Supersize Vanity . . lots of room for her adorn. 
menta. Mirror under center lid; swing-out sides; 

sectioned top and drawer with ring, earring rolls. 
Gold-color tooled-effect design on white case; red cot- 
ton velveteen lining. Brass trim. 54x13%x7% in. 
deep. 
4 C 4822—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 02. ..#12.99 

it has 2 drawers, sectioned 
ing and earring rolle. It's 

lined in a plush cotton velvetee: brass trim, 
gold-color florentine design. Measures 54x10x6 
inches deep. 
4 C 4831—Gold-color chest and lining 
4 C 4830—White chest with red lining 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 1999 Girl's Musical 
và Posy-decorated Case has pop-up tray, sectioned Balle na 

compartment. Colorful flowers on white . . lined 
in blue cotton velveteen. 3% х7 % х4 in. deep. Jewelry 
4 C 4834—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 oz. 5499 Boxes 

8 70" Stage” Chest . . dancer behind clear plastic 
is reflected in 3 mirrors. Pastel flowers decorate 

the white case. 3 red cotton velveteen lined drawers. 
Measures 7x3%x6% inches deep. 
4C 4827—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $6.99 

Classic Case . . simple yet sophisticated with a 
"grown up" look. 1 drawer and roomy compart- 

ment. Brass trim. Gold-color tooled-effect design. Cot- 
ton velveteen lining. Measures 3%4x7%x4% in. deep. 
Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
4 C 4876—Blue case with blue lining 
4 C 4875—White case with red lining 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 1399 

NOTE: Jewelry shown in boxes 
on this page is not included. 
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(1 thru 20) Watches, clocks, jewelry and jewelry box from story-and-car 
toon land feature characters made famous by @Walt Disney Productions. 

(1 thru 6 ) Children's Watch and 
Doll Sets . . doll is a colorful 5in 
figurine. Chromeplated base metal 
case, stainless steel back. Unbreak 
able mainspring. Shipped Postpaid. 

] Mickey Mouse* Set . . Ingersoll 
watch has moving arms that 

point to time. Red vinyl strap. 
4 C 1999-(Shpg. wt 802) ....97.95 

9 Minnie Mouse* Set. . Timex 
watch has moving arms that 

point to time. Yellow patent vinyl 
strap 
4C 1909914 hpg- wt. 8 о2)...87.95 

3 Cinderella" Set . . Ingersoll 
© watch with pink vinyl strap. 
4 C 1995-(Shpg. wt 8 ов) ....97.95 

Pinnochio* Set . . Timex watch 
has moving arms that point to 

ther strap. 
3795 

time. Light green | 
4 C 1998-(Shpg. wt. & ок 

Snow White* Set. . Timex 
watch with yellow vinyl strap 

4 C 1993-(Shpg. wt. 8 от. 5795 

the-Pooh Set. . watch 
her strap. Like every 

а books it's so easy 
lephone 

White dial 
4.C 19706— Blue strap 
4 C 19705—Red stra 
(Shpg. wt. 8 oz.) 
Light green dial. 
4 C 19707— Yellow strap 
4 С 19708—Green strap 
(Shpg. wt. 8 ов) 10.99 

(7 and 8) Mod Watches by Timex 
youngsters and grown-ups 

alike. Chrome-plated base metal 
case, stainless steel back. Unbreak 
able mainspring. Large white dial 
has multicolor figure with moving 
arms that point to time. Snap-on vi 
nyl strap. Shipped Postpaid 

Minnie Mouse Watch . . wide 
white strap, 

4 C 18321-(Shpg. wt. 602)..$12.95 

8 Mickey Mouse Watch . . wide 
black strap. 

4 C 1832-(Shpg. wt. 6 02) ...912.95 

( 9 and 10 ) Wall Clocks. Plastic 
ase . . 8%-in. diameter. Guaran 

Disneyland Story-Book and teed* 
record album are included 

Cinderella . . on 
low border 
Wt. 1 Ib. 802 

an electric clock 

ac? 3999 
Also: Cordless runs up to 
1 year on or battery** 
4C 75581—Wt 1 lb. Boz. ...91299 

10 Winnie-the-Pooh . . on an elec 
trie clock with red border. 

Wt. 1 lb. 8 ox 407571 19.99 
Also: Cordless version . . runs up to 
1 year on one size "C" battery** 
4C 78711—Wt. 11b. 8oz...,912.99 

Notes: All watches shown about 
"Movement and case guaranteed 1 year from 
materials or workmanship of parts or return clock for free re 
"Ba ету sold separately 
Electric Clocks on these 2 pages UL li 

]] Animated Wall Clock . . the 
great man himself with eyes 

that blink off the seconda. Painted 
wood figure of Mickey. Weight-driv 
en Iday movement. 11x9'4x2 in. 
From West Germany. Disneyland 
Story-Book, record album included 
4 C 7570C—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4899 

( 12 thru 14 ) Mouse Jewelry 
Mickey and his Minnie back-to-back 
framed in an open-work heart of 
gold-color metal. Enamelled charac 
ters have moving eyes. Gift 
wrapped. 

12 Pendant. . has 17-inch gold.col 
or metal chain. 

4C3651 

13 Brace 

4C3652 

Shpg. wt. 3 оз. #200 

et. . gold-color link 
about 7 inches long. 

Shpg. wt. 3 оз. $200 

14 Fob Pin. . gold-color meta 
bow". About 2x1% inches. 

4 C 3650—Shpg. wt. 202 82.00 

15 Novelty Electric Alarm Clock 
Mickey on dial. Bold white 

letters alternately spell out M-LC-K. 
EY, then MOUSE. White plastic 
case. 5x4 inches. Guaranteed" 
4C7149—Wt. 11.202 ....$11.99 

16 Electric Alarm Clock . . Mickey 
on blue metallic dial. Red plas 

tie case . . ín. sq. Guaranteed” 
4C7146—Wt. 11. 8 oz 1599 

Mickey 17 Statuette Alarm 
stands beside gold-color metal 

spring-wind clock. Polyvinyl chlo 
ride figure. 6%x4% in. high. Import 
ed from West Germany 
4C 7161—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1299 

$ Double-Bell Alarm Clock . . en 
© ameled metal case, 30-hour key 

wind movement. 2% x3% inches 
high. From W. t Germany 
Mickey Mouse Dial . . yellow caso. 
4 C 7131—Shpg. wt. 1002. ...97.99 
Cinderella Dial . . pink case. 
4 C 7134—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ...57.99 
Pinnochio Dial . „orange case 
4 C7162—5hpg. wt. 100r. ... 67.99 
Peter Pan* Dial . . green case 
4 C 7164—Shpg. wt. 10 ог. +799 

Donald Duck Dial . . blue case. 
4 C 7163—Shpg. wt 1002. ... 97.90 

(19 and 20 ) Musical Jewelry Вох 
s . . with plenty of action, too! As 

opens, tune starts and color 
ful characters dance or play. Wood 
box with drawer lined in red cotton 
velveteen. Finely toned key-wind 
musical movernent. From Japan 

19 Mickey, Minnie, Pluto and 
Baby Malcolm. Measures 

10% х6% «7% inches. 
4 C 4891—WL 2 bs. 120. ...%999 

X) Donald, Huey. Dewey and 
Louie. Measures 9% x7 4x784 

inches 
4 C 4890—Wt 214 1202 19.99 

ictual size 
date of sale against faulty 

lacement 
жее Index for page listing 

ed for 110-120 v., G0cyele А.С 

irs] 465 



for a Childs 

Watch 

Dort | оту $7.44] 10 po erseptonsl volue st thia low price, 
Miss 
This 

thru 9 ) Dependable Swiss movement 
watches with unbreakable mainspring. 

] He the Clown . . watch his act: yellow dial 
has full-color figure of Bozo, the juggler. 

Chrome-plated base motal case. Wide red vinyl 
strap. Buy jt the easy way . . order by phone. 
4 C 19725—Shipping weight 6 ounces $1099 

9 "Raliroad" Watch has colorfully painted “train 
station” dial . . train moves around track. Gold- 

olor base metal case. Snappy red vinyl strap with 
metal grommets. 
4 € 197 19—Shipping weight 5 ounces .....$12.50 
3 Popular Barbie® adorns the dial of this watch 

that comes with three 2-piece snap-on vinyl 
bands . . 1 each: blue, pink and white. 
base metal case with blue rim. 
4C 19723—Shipping weight 6 ounces +1199 

4 "Harlem Giobetrotters™ Watch . . multicolor 
dial has a basketball player in action! Chrome- 

plated base metal case. Mod-style black vinyl strap. 
4 C 19729—Shipping weight 6 ounces .....510.99 
5 A Dainty Ballerina® adorns the multicolor dial 

of this pretty watch. Gold-color base metal case. 
Pink patent vinyl strap. 
4C 19726—Shipping weight 6 ounces $1099 

The Brave Cowboy” . . made famous by @Det- 
ermined Productions, Ine. makes quick work of 

all villains with his fancy "sharpshooting”. Gold- 
color base metal case; multicolor dial. Black vinyl 
strap with crossed guns on buckle. 
4C 1973—Shipping weight 4 ounces 51600 
7 Spece Explorer" has capsule and astronaut ro- 

tating on inner disc. Chrome-plated base metal 
case and expansion band. Space blue dial aglow 
with haminous hands. 
4 C 19722— Shipping weight 4 ounces 11099 

8 Raggedy Ann® Watch . . lovable, colorful, ani- 
mated figure on yellow dial. Gold-color base 

metal case. Wide pink vinyl strap. 
4 C 19728—Shipping weight 6 ounces $1099 

Official "Hot Wheels"* Watch for small-fry 
сат fanciers. Chrome-plated base metal case; 

mubti-color dial with racing cars on rotating inner 
disc. Black vinyl racing strap. 
4 C 19724— Shipping weight 6 ounces $1049 

Fully numbered dial; sweep second hand: 
unbreakable mainspring. Chrome plated base 
metal case with stainless steel back. Grained 
dark gray vinyl strap. 
4 C 18003—Shpg. wt. 4 от. 17.44 

Grown-up Identification 
Bracelets for Youngsters 

(11 thru 13) Please print engraving wanted 
(maximum of 9 letters). No C.O.D. ordera. 

]] 9 10. Wardrobe. Rhodium-plated silvercol- 
or metal plaque with cut-out hearts on each side 

comes with 4 interchangeable, adjustable DuPont 
Corfam* poromeric straps . . 1 each: light blue, 
bright red, pink and yellow. Gift boxed. 
4C 15569XV—Shipping weight 3 ounces $499 

(12 and 13) Boy's LD. Bracelet with gleaming pol- 
ished name plaque. Heavy link chain with safety 
catch. 6%-inches long. 
12 918 color base metal. 

AC 8102XV—Shipping weight 6 ounces 

4 C 8101XV—Shipping weight 6 ounces .. 93.99 



for Boys and Girls 
| Buffy” pide 

Time Tutors 

um thru 19) "Watch It" timepieces have see-through backs. Words. 
and numbers teach time . Watches have base metal case, six- 
power magnifying glass to aid in viewing the inner works. 

17 Double Beil Alarm Clock has sturdy yellow enameled metal 
case, 3% in. diam. 24-hour key-wind movement. W. Germany. 

4C7143—Shipping weight I$ounces ...................... $1000 

18 $ Girl's Watch. Gold-color 19 Boy's Watch. . a slightly 
азе; red vinyl strap with larger version than the 

um girl's. Gold-color case; black vi- 
mainspring. nyl strap with grommets. De- 

4c Varus 50r....81298  pendable Swias movement has 

M » À 5 

Also with vinyl strap. mainspring. 
4c eric cnl Pizos  4C19716— Wr Sor... „81208 

“Time Trainer” W 
90) Colorful Electric Clock . . ye 

‘all Clock 

4 C 7563—Shippi 

xv [Sears] 467 



] Alarm Clock 

9082 

9 Lighted Mirror she 

2 Table Lamp. Jear 8 Table Lamp 

ade. 14 
8 C 9084-5} Gresser Ser Мба he ЕРОЛ 

4 A 7 



eannies a Jo y 
She's sugar and spice 

and especially nice because 

she's as useful as she is 

decorative. Perched atop a desk or 

dresser, her colorful presence 

will delight the young 

and young at heart. 

We designed this joyful collection for every young gir! on your list. What. 
ever her interests or pastimes, she'll 
Some can he 
fun. Whiche 
of a little girl even m: 

with homework . . oth 

special 
8, 9, 14, 15, Items 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 

quality р 
finish. 
of other 

ht in these colorful accessories. 
s make playing "grown-up" more 

tems you choose, they're sure to make the special world 

nd 19 are molded from 

achieve a high gloss. Construction 
d. Items 4 and 10 imported 

1] Serapbook-Photo Album keeps her 
shots protected and in place. No р 

12 Bulletin Board with n hun s, hanging 
8 C 9091—5h 9% 

13 Waste ar 
8 C 9086 $395 

14 Book Ends. Non-slip rubber 

Cup Shorpener 

16 Diary-Photo Album lets he 

395 

17 Stapler le 
Í всәовв 95 

en. Pink ‹ à 
side panels. 12x2 

19 Tape Dispenser with tape. Novskid base. 51x43 in. hig 
8 C 9092—Shipping weight 13 а $195 



Er That Special Holiday Look 
The Dresses 

] Quilted Hostess Di 
White 

Some in Chubby 
Girls" sizes too 

77 С 1049F 
Chubbies 

77C 1626 

\ 

A lace-look Party Dress 
with rich satin trim 
for only $4.99 ??? 

| 
we 

A «otton-candy-look in pink and white. Nylon ahd acetate white 
Ince bonded to pink acetate. Short puffy sleeves, pointy collar, 
acetate satin bow and streamers. Back button closing. Hand wash, 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12. State size. 
77 C 1050F—Shipping weight 4 ounces $4.99 



. «the long and short of it 
'The Pants Dresses 

estive spirit in red and white Д Two-piece Pants Dress shows i 
Mini dre jewel neckline 

State size 
lb. 2 oz 51299 

red slightly-flared pant 
s. The hand-washable bonded 

leeves and a back zipper . . w 
ate. Elastic-waist knit pants 

chine wash, warm are acrylic bonded to acetat 

adlines with the short 
on pants resemble crushed 

'on. White 
t tie and de 

ster and Avril® 

s hand wash 

$1499 weight 

CHART for Chubby Giris 

ШШ, Sears 47] 



Multiple-possibility Mixers 
featuring today's favored 
Folk-Art Look . . and 
everything's machine washable 

(1 thru 4) Folk-dancing figur 
ful touch to super styles. Soft woven fabric 
of DuPont Orlon® acrylic looks lik 
wool and is bonded to acetate tricot for 
shape keeping. Blue with pur; accent 
ed with red, green, orange and white. Ma 
chine wash, warm . . hang to dry 

T Jumper. U-neck slipover style with 
button-trimmed mock-closun ve 

less. Belt loops. Purple and blue vinyl belt. 
Wear as jumper dress or jumper-over-panta 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
V77 C 6526 1F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 18.99 

9 Pants. Flare legs. Pull-on styling with 
tunnel-elastic waistband. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 
V77 C 65262F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $7.99 

Plaid Tunic-and-Shorts Set. U-neckline 
button-front tunic with purple-and-blue 

vinyl belt. Or wear it unbelted. Pull-on style 
shorts have tunnel-elastic waistband 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 
V77 C 65288F—Shpg. wt. 11 от. Set $12.99 

Skirt. Button front so you can wear it 
alone or over shorty shorta for one of to- 

day's newest looks. Tunnel-elastic waist 
band; belt loops; purple cord beit 

Girls" sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 
V77 C 65276F—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 599 

(5 thru 7 ) Broadcloth blouses in а neat 
blend of polyester and rayon. Machine 
washable at medium temperature. Get this 
bit of Christmas shopping done— just dia 

rs and order one right now 
' sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 

Б PERMA-PREST® apricot Blouse. Self. 
ruffles become stand-up collar and jabot. 

Elasticized cuffs. Full button front. Tumble 
dry and no ironing ever 
V77 C 6436 1F—State size, Wt. 6 02... 94.47 

Purple Blouse with smocked sleeves. 
Full puffy sleeves with wide bands of 

smashing elasticized smocking . . flare-out 
cuffs. Smock-stitching and front buttons are 
white, Long pointed collar. 
V77 C 65287F—State size. Wt. 6 0x... $5.99 

White Blouse with folk-dancer embroi- 
dery. Full puffy sleeves, elasticized 

wrists, flare-out cuffs. Stand-up collar; grow 
grain bow. Back buttons. 
V77 C 65274F—State size. WL 602. ..95.99 

8 Purple Satin Shorty Shorts. A popular 
look. Cuffed legs. 4-button front. Con 

tour waistband. Rayon satin. Machine 
wash, separately, warm temp. . . һап 
dry 

Girls’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 
V77 C 65275F—Shpg. wt. 4 от. $399 



( 9 thru 11 ) Easy-care blouses of polyester 
and rayon broadcloth. Machine washable 
at medium temp.; tumble dry, no ironing. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 

PERMA-PREST® lilac Blouse. Smocked 
stand-up collar. Pull, puffy sleeves with 

elasticized smocking and flare-out cuffs 
Purple-stitched smocking. Back buttons 
Tumble dry and no ironing 
V71 C 65291F—State size. Wt. 6 oz. $499 

10 PERMA-PREST* white Blouse. 
Big collar. Purple heart pendant; pur 

ple cuff buttons. Puffy sleeves; 4-butto 
cuffs. Back buttons. Tumble dry; no iron. 
V77 C 05303F —State size. Wt. 6 02... .$4.99 

11 PERMA-PREST® apricot Blouse. 
Long-point collar. Full sleeves; 3-but 

ton cuffs. Tumble dry: no ironing ever. 
V77 C 64404F—State size, Wt. 6 oz., ..9447 

Also Chubby Girls’ 1044, 124, 14%, 16%. 
VI? C 69431F—State size. Wt. 7 01....9547 

12 Orton* Sweater. Pull sleeves: long 
© ribbed-knit arms. Semi-scoop neck 

with drawstring that ties in front. DuPont 
Orlon* acrylic knit. Machine wash, warm. 

Girls" sizes 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
V77 C 65328F — Turquoise 
v77 C 653271 — White 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. $699 

( 13 and 14 ) Craft-look braid trims lilac 
knits of DuPont Orlon* acrylic bonded to 
nylon tricot. Machine washable at warm 
temperature . . hang to dry 

13 Bib-top Shorty Shorts. Adjustable 
© bib and suspenders may be removed 

ear shorts alone. Back zipper. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 

V77 C 65292F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $799 

14 Tunic-and-Pants Set. U-neck tunic 
has back zipper. Flare-leg pants have 

tunnel-elastic waistband 
Girls’ sizes 7, В, 10, 12, 14. State size 

V77 C 65316F—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz... Set $1399 
Chubby 104, 124, 144, 164. State size 

V77 С 69316F—Wt. 1 Ib. 502... .Set $1599 

( 15 and 16 ) Quilted skirts in a predomi 
mantly purple folksy print. Green piping, 
Back zipper. Woven polyester and cotton. 
puffy polyester quilt fill; acetate tricot 
backing. Machine wash, warm; tumbledry 

15 Long, Skirt. Piping-edged flounce. 
© Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 

V77 C 65304F—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $799 

16 Suspender Skirt. Adjustable suspend. 
ers can be unbuttoned and removed 

Girls" sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 
V77 C 65329F— Shpy. wt. 7 oz. $599 

GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY ^ measure and e 
бзш" 7 | в | чо 12 14 
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The 2-in-1 Coat 
. bottom zips on to 
this regular-length 

ne une coat to make it 
м maxi length 

A rich woolen-blend Coat 
with a warm quilted lining 

for only *15.88 ??? 

Navy blue woolen-blend coat with double-breasted styling, gold 
color metal buttons, patch pockets and a back belt. Coat is repro- 
cessed wool and unknown fibers (textile by-products), Matching 

е lining with cotton backing 
ool and unknown fibers 

filled with repro- 
by-producta). Dry clean 

915.88 

Coats that capture the Gay 90's look 
yesteryear's classics brought up-to-date with belted waists, wide-notched collars and double-breasted styling 

1 Here's t Gibson Girl spirit in a navy 
аге that gives this different 

Gold-color п 

at. Note 
oks. Two side 

slanting flaps are mock pocket 
з reprocessed wool and unkn 
red acetate linin, 

al buttons 
fibers (textile by-producta) 

processed wool and unknown 
Dry by-products) 

7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State s 
Shipping weight 4 

Chubby Girls’ siz 
77C2163F 

s I 14%, 16%. State size 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ou: 

474 [Sears] sts 

€) Dark brown velvet-look maxi coat in crushed c 
4 Golde 

wo flapped pockets 
metal buttons, buckle. Rayon with quilted browr 

rayon taffe tehed to woo! xessed wool and unknown 
fibera le by-products). Dry clean and order it? 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
77 C 2002F—Shipping weight 4 pounds $29.95 

3 Leather-iook vinyl gloves. Acrylic knit lining. State size 5, 6, 7. Wt. 8 oz 
© 7709140F—Red — 77 C 91401F—Wt 7c Brown 
Measure fullest part of hand, excluding thumb. No. of i $200 



] Twopiece Outfits. Tunic top and 
flare-leg pants get together in knit. 

ted polyester bonded to nylon. Short 
sleeve tunic has a stand-up collar and 
back zipper . . highlighted with a 
white insert at center front and gold. 
color double-chain trim. Step-in style 
pants have an elastic waist. Machine 
wash, medium. Get this bit of Christ 
mas shopping done—just dial 

d order it right now 
ris’ sizes 7, В, 10, 12, 14 

77 C 5092F— Lime green 
77 C 5092 1F—Royal blue 
State size. Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 11199 

GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY тааз 

\ \ 

¥ 

9 Two-piece Outfits. Knit tunic and 
flare-leg pants capture the holiday 

vibrant colors. Striped mock 
turtleneck top has a back zipper 
self/fabric sash defines the waist. Rib 
knit pants have stitched-down front 
creases . . pull-on style with tunnel 
elastic waist. 100% stretch nylon 
machine wash, medium. Taiwan 

rls’ sizes 7, В, 10, 12, 14. 
77 C 509 1F—Purple pants with 

purple, lavender, white top. 
77 C 5091 1F—Red pants with 

red, pink and white top 
size. Shpg. wt. 11 ог. $5.99 

496 473 

Four-piece Outfit. A hearts 'n Пом 
ers weekend set complete with 

shorty shorts, vest, skirt and a PER. 
MA-PREST* blouse. The white shorts. 
vest and skirt are all Orlon* acrylic 
bonded to acetate tricot . . machine 
wash, medium. Shorts and vest have 
front-button closings; skirt is pull-on 
style with an elastic waist. Polyester 
and cotton blouse has a ruffled stand: 
up collar, long juliet sleeves and back 
buttons. Machine wash, medium . . no 
iron if tumble dried. 

Girls’ sizes 7, В, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
77 € $267F—Shpg. wt. 1202. $15.49 

hubby Giris’ chart c 1 page 4 

ü 

Instant Outfits 
For Today's 

Pants People 

— 

IF 
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PERMA-PREST* 
long-sleeve knit Tops 

1 Peasant look. Elasticized 

sleeves and scoop neck with 
tie trim. Shirred bodice. Polyes- 
ter, cotton. Machine wash, medi 
um . . tumbl 

PERMA-PREST* 
Tops 

dry, no iron. 
S(7-8); M(10-12); 

1414). State size S, M, I 
77 C 73781F-Lavender 
77 С 73782F-Lime 

ipping weight 6 oz $4.97 

Some in Chubby 
Girls sizes too Girls" sizes 

9 Meather-tone stripes. Turtle 
neck with back zipper 

Hemmed sleeves and bottom. 
Polyester, cotton. Machine wash, 
medium; tumble dry, no iron. 

Girls’ sizes S(7-8); M(10-12) 
1414). State size S, M, 1. 
77 C 7302F-Red and white 
77 € 7302 1F-Navy, white 
77 € 73022F-Ginger, white 
Shipping weight 6 oz $547 

Rib-knit solids. High turtle 
neck. Zip-front closing. 100% 

d polyester. Machine wash, m 
um; tumble dry, no iron. F 
E 

Girls’ si s S(7-8); М(10-12] 
1414). State size S, M, L. 
77 C 73292F-Navy 
77 C 7329 1F-Red 
77 C 7329F-White 
77 C 73293F-Brown 
Shipping weight 6 oz. $497 

Rib-knit nylon Pants 
4 Flare legs. Stitched front 

creases. Tunnelelastic waist 
Stretch knit. Mach. wash, med 

8, 10, 12, 14 Girls’ sizes 
Please state size 
77 C 45244F-Lavender 
77 C 45245F-Lime 
77 C 4524 1F-Red 
77 C 4524F-Navy 
Shipping weight 7 oz 1497 
Chubby Girls' sizes 8%, 10% 

12%, 14%, 16%. State size 
77 C 48052F-Lavender 
77 C 4805F-Navy 
Shipping weight 8 oz 3647 

PERMA-PREST* 
polyester double-knit 

Pants 

(5 and 6 ) The richness of heavy 
12-02. polyester. Flare legs 
Stitched front crease. Tunnel 
elastic waistband. Machine 
wash, medium; tumble dry and 
no ironing ever. So easy to buy 
when you use the phone 

Cable stitch. Our finest solid 
color double-knit panta 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
State size. 
77 C 45701F-Red 
77 С 4570F-Navy 
77 С 45705F-Brown 
77 C 45702F-Green 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 5597 
Chubby Girls’ sizes 8%, 10%. 

12%, 14%, 16%. State size. 
C 4823F-Navy 
48233F-Red 

Shipping weight 9 oz 7.47 

6 Diamond-design. Navy and 
white. Knit-in Jacquard 

design 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 

State size. Shipping weight 7 oz 
77 C 4592F +697 

476 [Sears] ¥ 



and flare-leg Pants 
Mixers in the most-wanted colors 

pair them up any way you please 

Only 
$3.33 

for 
Hare-leg 
Pants 

PERMA-PREST* Shirts 

77 Crepe. Our finest shirt is 100% poly 
l ester crepe . . rich in texture and color, 
luxurious to the touch. Full, balloon sleeves 
with 3-button cuffs. Long pointed collar; 2 
button neck. Machine wash, medium 
tumble dry, no iron. Hong Kong. 

Girl's sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
77 C 79781F— Red 
77 C 797821—Navy 
77 C 79786F— Brown 
77 C 19786 White 
State size. Shipping wt. 5 oz $497 
Chubby Girls" 8%, 1014, 1214, 1414, 161 

77 C 84781F— Red 
77 C 84782F— Navy 
77 C 84786F— Brown 
77 C 8478F— White 
State size. Shpg. wt. 5 ox $597 

Oxford cloth. French cuffs with button 
look cuff linke Long sleeves, Long 

pointed collar; 2-button neck. Polyester and 
cotton. Machine wash, medium; tumbledry 
no iron. From Но gK 

79304F— Navy 
77 € 79301£— White 
Siate size. Shpg. wt. 6 oz 52.94 

PERMA-PREST* Jeans 
Q Relly-back style. Red, navy, gold and 

white striped denim of sturdy polyester 
and cotton. Two front swing pockets. Front 
zipper closing. Back yoke. Belt loops. Flare 
legs. Machine wash, medium; tumble dry 
no ironing ever. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
77 С 4590F—State size. Wt. 11 oz.....$447 

Slim Girls’ 78, 8S, 108, 128, 148. 
77 C A591F—Stale size. Wt. 1002.....$447 

Chubby Girls’ 814, 104, 124, 14%, 161 
77 C 48319 — State size. Wt. 12.02.....85.47 

]() Nautical style. Brown, gold, navy 
and white striped denim of polyester 

and cotton. Two front patch pockets. Five. 
button front closing, Belt loops. Flare legs 
Machine wash, medium . . tumble dry and 
no ironing ever 

Girls' sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
77 C 45955 — State size. Wt. 10 oz.. .. .$4.97 

Thrifty striped Pants 
11 Azteclook print in navy, red and gold 

Woven cotton. Navy vinyl belt. Belt 
loops. Side zipper closing. Flare legs. Ma 
chine washable, medium temperature 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
77 C 4597F— State size. Wt. 11 02....93.33 

Slim Girls’ 78, 88, 108, 128, 148. 
77 C 4598F—State size. Wt. 10 от... $3.33 
Chubby Girls’ 84, 1014, 1214, 141, 1634 

77 C 48329 — State кізе. Wt. 1202.....$433 

GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY asure and be sure 



FROM THE BOYS" 
AND STUDENTS' SHOP 

sizes 61024. 

1 PERMA-PREST® solid-color Western Shirt. The 
‘denim look" fabric is а durable blend of 70% For 

trel® polyester and 30% cotton. Long-sleeved shirt 
has contrasting stitching on the long-point collar, top 
center placket and V-front yoke. One fake-flap chest 

tton cuffs. Machine wash, medium and 
jor no ironing. Why not pick up the 

е and order it? 
novw sizes. State 8, 10 or 12. Chart 1, facing page. 
43 С 34622F— Denim beet 43 C 34621F— Denim blue 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. $399 
STUDENTS sizes State size 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24. 
Measure to be sure . . see Chart 20n facing page. 
аз C 35638F — Denim beet 43 C 35637F— Denim blue 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $499 

9 PERMA-PREST* print Western Shirt accented 
with solid-color long-point collar, yoke and center 

placket. Long sleeves with 3-button cuffs. 60% For 
trel® polyester and 50% cotton broadeloth shirts need 
no ironing . . machine wash at medium tempera 
ture and tumble dry 
povs sizes. State 8, 10 or 12. Chart 1, acing page 
43 С 34623F—Navy 43 С 34024F— Boet 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. $329 
STUDENTS sizs. State 14, 16, 18, 20, 
43 C36635F—Navy 43 С 35636F— Beet 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $499 

3 PERMA-PREST® Tapered Western Jeans have 
© vulcanized double knees guaranteed to outwe 
the rest of the garment or return for a refund or new 
pair free. Heavyweight 11 M-oz. denim is a long-wear: 
ing blend of 60% cotton, 40% DuPont 420 nylon. 2 
front swing pockets, 2 back patch pockets. Rip-re 
sistant seams, riveted and bartacked stress points. 
Machine wash, medium, tumble dry. Denim blue. 
Use your phone if you want to order these the easiest 
way of all 
OYE REGULAM AND SLIM SIZES State size 6, 7, 8,9, 10 
or 12. Measure and be sure . . see Chart 1 below 
$0 C 484395— REGULAR БО C 4B639F sum 
Shipping weight 1 pound s 

¥ SIZES State waist size, then inseam from fol 
chart 

50 C 50439F— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz $447 

Sueded leather Western-style Jacket with 
matching fringe trim. Jacket treated with DuPont 

Quilon® to resist water and non-oily stains. 2 front 
pockets. Zip front. Rayon lining. Dry clean. 
noys sizes State size 6, 8, 10 or 12 
40 С 762054 — Medium brown 40 C 762066 Tan 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $2299 
STUDENTS sizes State size 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24 
40 C $0208 — Medium brown | 40 C 80206F— Tan 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 52799 

MEASURING CHART 1: Regular and Slim Sizes 6 10 12 
I vege. | REGULAR SLIM 

size 7 Ws 

; 49 ; Н 
H ; 
э 

10 
12 
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Coordinated Casuals 
..done up western 



Reamer. 
AND COTTON 

Coordinated Casuals 
..done up sailor-style 

sizes 8 10 24 

PERMA-PREST® Shirts of 65% Fortrel* poly 
ester and 35% cotton in fashion-right prints 

Semi-tapered shirts have long-point collars with 
stays, balloon sleeves with 3-button cuffs and 1 
chest pocket. Machine wash at medium tempera 
ture and tumble dry for no ironing 
poys sizes State 8, 10 or 12. See Chart 1 below 
43 C 346335 — Rose print 
43 C 34631F Blue print 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $399 
STUDENTS Sizes State 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24. Mens 
ure and be sure . . see Chart 2 below 
43 C 35717 — Rose print 
43 C 35715F — Blue print 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $499 

€) PERMA-PREST® reversible Vest in a brushed 
& random cord weave of 50% Fortrel* polyester 
and 50% cotton. Vest has leather thong closure 
with grommets. Machine wash, med., tumble dry 
for no iron. Use your phone if you want to order it 
the easiest way of all 
nove size Sizes S(6-8); M(10-12). State 8 or M 
50 C 47998 — Rowe reverses to blue 
Shipping weight A ounces $399 
STUDENTS sizes Sizes L(14-16), XL(18-20) and 
XXL(22-24). State size L, XL or XXL. 
50 C 494214 — Rowe reverses to blue 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $499 

3 PERMA-PREST* sailor-style Jeans with the 
fashion-right lo of a brushed random cord 

weave. Jeans are 50% Fortrel® polyester and 50% 
cotton with flare legs, 2 roomy front patch pockets 
and a 2-«nap waist closure. Wide belt loops. All 
seams are sewn with rugged polycore thread and 
bartacked at stress points. Machine wash at me 
dium temperature and tumble dry for no ironing. 

wovw sizes Regular and Slim. Fake button-fly 
front with hidden zipper. State size 8, 10 or 12 only 
Measure and be sure . . see Chart 1 on facing page 
Color | ET un su 
Rose во c 471825. ...|. ...50 С 472827 
Blue . |... t0 C az tir... |... 50 C 47281 
Shipping weight 13 ounces $459 
srunexrs sizes Button-thru fly front. State waist, 
then inseam from following chart. Note: Flare-leg 
jeans are about 1 inch longer than stated inseam 
size to fit neatly over boys’ ahoe-tops. 

1 4 122} 4 } 

i22 | 31 | 32 | 
50 C 49426F — Rose 50 C 494261 Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces $599 

CHART 1: Sises 8 to 12 
size в ji [зу 

CHANT 2: Sizes 14 to 24 
size s Гле] ı | 20 [22 | 2 

- 2 [s[ за Г м 



Міх n Match a Coordinated Casuals 
re med = „done up geometric 
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TEMS BELOW ARE SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

1 Sleeveless U-neck Sweater is styled for a trim body 
hugging fit . . looks sharp over turtlenecks or over shirts 

with long-point collars. 100% Orlon* acrylic sweater has a 
geometrically-patterned yoke and ribbed bottom. The yoke 
design on all sweaters is a contrasting natural color. Machi 
wash at medium. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

| | Boys Sizes. Students 
Color | State 

8,10 or 12. | 16,18, 20 or 22-24. 
Blue | ..43 c 20171* 43 C 22171F 
Beet 43 C 20172F 43 C 22172 
Brown 43 € ۴ 43 C 22173F 
Быр. wt 6 ounces... 4 8 ounces 
Bach $5.99 1 so” 

€) Skinny-ribbed Turtleneck Sweater is knit of lightweight 
© acrylic so it can be worn alone or under another sweater 
with maximum comfort. Body-hugging sweater is machine 
washable at medium temperature. 

Boys’ Sizes. Students‘ Sizes. 
Color State State 14, 16, 

| B10oriz | —18,200r22-24 
Blue | .-43 c 20591F 43 C 22591F 
Beet |.-.43 c 20892F 43 C 22592F 
Brown |...43 C 20593* 43 C 22593F 
Natural |. ..43 с 205946 ons 43€ F 
Shpg. wt 7 ounces 9 ounces 
Each | $4 99 $599 

PERMA-PREST® geometric-patterned Vest with up- 
to-the-minute belted, long-line styling. Single-breasted 

with button front closure and square bottom. Half belt in 
front with large round buckle, Vest is blended of 50% Dac 
топе polyester and 50% cotton with color-matched lining of 
65% polyester, 35% cotton. Machine wash at medium and 
tumble dry for no ironing. 

| Boys" Sizes. Students’ Sizes 
Color | State 8, State 14-16 

10 or 12 | 18-20 or 22-24 
Navy 40 € 52017F 40 C 58017F 
Beet 40 C 520197... 40 С 58019F 
Brown 40 c szo18F... |... 40 C 58018F 
Shpg.wt.... |... 9 ounces ....] 14 ounces 
Each | $599 1 $6.99 

4 Velour Pullover of 100% cotton. Mock turtleneck collar 
is rib-knit and has contrasting trim. Set-in long sleeves 

with ribbed cuffs and bottom. Machine wash at medium. 
| Boys’ Sizes Students‘ sizes 

Color State State 14. 16 
| giman | wnan | 

Navy as canar аз C 43291F 
Brown 43 C 41133... ] 43 C 43293F 
Beet 43 canse...) 43 C 432981 
Shpg.wt....]..... 8 ошпсев....1..........:. 10 ounces 
Each 1 54:99 1 5599 

Б PERMA-PREST® flare-leg casual Jeans are a blend of 
Û 50% Dacron* polyester and 50% cotton in a geometric 
herringbone weave. Rugged 2-ply construction for extra SC m. 
body and strength. 2 Western “L” front pockets, 2 set-in PERMA-PRES. Shaped Shirts 
back pockets. Extra-wide belt loops accommodate today's чарук = 
wider belts. Hemmed cuffless bottoms. Zipper fly. And М e pans эу д; ы 
there's no ironing needed when you machine wash med. PERMA-PREST® broadcloth shirts in prints and are a smooth blend of 
tumble dry polyester and cotton. ered shirts have the classic long-point collar 
Boys’ Sizes. REGULAR AND tis, State size 8, 10 or 12. with permanent stays t pocket. Long sleeves have two-butt 
Color I RRGULAR Ї == треста нуна for a neat look. Machine wash at medium 
T меу ы and tumble dry for no ironing. Get this bit of Christmas shopping d ust Navy 50 С 47271 | 50 С 474717 imer eri em 2 ot tmas shopping d 

Beet. 50 C 472737 | $0 C 474737 = —— UR 
Brown | $0 C 47272F 1 50 C 47472F Boys' Sizes. Students’ Sizes 
Shipping weight 13 ounces $599 < State s State size 14 
Students’ Sizes. State waist, then inseam from following chart. - + 10.0112 1—16. 18, 30, 23, 
Note: Flare-leg jeans are about 1 inch longer than stated in Navy floral stripe 43 C 34617F з сз 
seam size to fit neatly over boys’ shoe-topa. Beet floral stripe 43 C 34619F 43 С 35666F 

> E = — Brown floral stripe 43 C 34618F 43 С 35665F 
Wa Г I ] nf Navy solid C 34614F 43 C 35613F 

мәт |2 28 | 29 | 29 Beet. solid C 34616F 43 C 35617F 
29 | n Brown solid С 34615F 43 C 35615F 

— 19 | | Shipping weigh | ounces } 11 ounces 

50 C 49261F—Navy 50 C 49262F—Beet Price 99.2 for $5 80 | . . Each $399. 2 for$7 
50 С 49263F— Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces $6.99 BOYS’ GROW RAPIDLY e 

Just call Sears and say 

Charge It" . . see page 367 TE Sears 481 



Mix 'n Match 
Fashions 

FROM THE BOYS' 

AND STUDENTS' SHOP 
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Coordinated Casuals 
..done up in knits 



1 Casual knit Sport Coat with the “great-zip” look 
Orlon* acrylic bonded to 100% nylon. Herringbone 

jacket has two flap patch pockets with button trim. Full 
wide belt with large rectangular buckle. Full lustrous lin 
ing. Coat teams up smartly with solid-color and herring 
bone slacks (5) below. Dry clean only, 
Color | ¿Boys sizes. Students” 

State 8, 10 or 12 
-.40 C 52126F 

40 С 52127F 40 С S8127F 
40 С 621267 2.40 С 58125F 

pound 4 ounces 
$1599 

PERMA-PREST® Turtleneck knit Shirt of polyester 
and cotton. Raglan sleeves and ribbed cuffs for free. 

dom of movement and a neat fit. Hemmed bottom. Ma- 
chine wash, med., tumble dry for n. 
Cob Boys’ sizes 

22 | State 8, 10 oF 1 
Brown ,43 C 41113F. | 
Beet ae 43 CATHSE. 43 С 433855 
Navy 43 С 411117 43 С 43381F 

43 С 43387F 

+9 ounces 

$199 
3 Aztec-patterned knit Sweater Vest. 100% Orlon* 
9 acrylic vest looks great with slacks (5) below. Wear 
open or close vest with the gold-colored metal clasps. 
Machine wash at medium. 

‘Students’ sizes. 
16, or 

Brown, gold | . -43 C 23093F 
Blue, beet 11111143 C 23091F 
Shpg. wt ine sesse: 14 ounces 

Bash ks 5177 NON rr rr ҮТ 

Д PERMA-PREST® Western-style knit Shirt is blended 
of long-wearing polyester and cotton. Shirt has long- 

point collar with a button placket on the contrasting- 
color front yoke. Long sleeves with 2-button cuffs. 
Hemmed bottom. Machine wash, med., tumble dry for 
по ironing. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

Boys’ size 
State 8, 10 or 12 , 16, 18, 20, 22-24. 

43 C 41555F.. |. 43 C 433955 
^43 С A1553F. . ... +43 C 433935 

43 C 41851. |... 43 С 433915 
7 ounces 

5 Bonded knit Stacks with flare legs. 100% acrylic 
bonded to nylon tricot . . a great PERMA-PREST* 

fabric for comfort and shape-retention. Herringbone 
slacks have 2 front Western pockets, 2 hack set-in pock- 
ets and ripper Пу. Solid-color slacks are a corded rib-look 
knit and have 2 front set-in pockets, 2 back set-in pock- 
ets and a fake button front with concealed zipper fly. АП 
slacks have wide belt loops and are bartacked at stress 
points for greater durability. Machine wash at medium 
and tumble dry for no ironing. Sharpen center crease 
with a light touch-up with a warm iron 
Boys FGULAR AND ным. State size 8, 10 or 12. 
Color [| жалан 

[40 c 70186F 
| 

Brown herringbone 
Beet herringbone ,40 C 70187F 40 C 70657F 
Navy herringbone 40 C 70165F.. | ..40 C 70655 
Brown solid 40 C 70152F. . | ..40 C 706527 
Beet. solid, 40 C 70189F. . |..40 C 706537 
Navy solid. 40 C 7O1B1F.. |..40 C 706517 
Shipping weight 13 ounces........... $5.99 
Students’ sizes. State waist, then inseam from following 
chart. Note: Flare-leg slacks are about 1 inch longer than 
stated inseam size to fit neatly over boys shoe-tops. 

ea ARES Ea 
2 | 29 31 

| b] | 
40 С 72797F — Brown herringbone 
40 С 72796F—Beet herringbone 
40 C 727957 Navy herringbone 
40 € 727935 — Brown solid 
40 С 72792: — Beet solid 
40 С 72791 F—Navy solid 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 8799 

hog IM Dune Kst, Sears 483 



Mix 'n Match 
Fashions Coordinated Casuals 

..done up textured FROM THE BOYS' 

AND STUDENTS’ SHOP 

1 The Snap-placket Body Sweater a great fashion 
idea in a lightweight Orlon* acrylic knit. Sweater is 

knit with two complementing yarn colors to provide a 
sharp randomly-colored effect. The body-hugging pull. 
over rugged canvas trimmed snap placket that looks 
great open or closed. Set-in sleeves and hemmed cuffs and 
bottom. Machine washable at medium temperature. Get 

this bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears and 
order it right now. 

Boys' Sizes. Students’ Sizes. 
Color State size State size 14, 16, 

&100r12. | — 18200722724. 
Beet ......| ..43 € 20152F ...43 С 221627 
Blue | ..43 c 20181F .2 43622181 F 
Brown. ....| ..43 C 20183 22222222143 C 22183F 

10 ounces 
se 90 

Shpg. wt... В ounces. 
Each 1 $699 

2 PERMA-PREST* balloon-sieeve Shirts in festive 

prints and solids look sharp with any fashions shown 
on pages 478 thru 485. Broadcloth shirts of 50% Fortrel* 
polyester and 50% cotton have a classic long-point collar 
with stays, bell sleeves and 3-button cuffs. The shirt body 
is semi-tapered with one chest pocket. Machine wash at 
medium temperature and tumble dry for no ironing. Like 
everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by 
telephone. 

Boys’ Sizes. Students” Sizes. 
Color State size State sine 14, 16, 

В, 10. _18, 20, 22 or 24. 
Rose print. | ..43 С 34633 43 C 35717F 
Blue print.. | ..43 С 34631F. |... 43 C 35715F 
Brown print | ..43 C 34632F 43 С36716ғ 
Rowe solid. . | ..43 C 34627F..| 43 С 35692F 
Light blue | | 

solid... | ..43 C 34825F 43 C 35639F 
Gold solid. . | ..43 с 34626F. ...43 C 35693F 
Shpg. wt... 11 ounces 
Each 

BOYS GROW RAPIDLY те sure and be sure 

MEASURING CHART 1: Sizes 6 

sut Ls 10 
Hec a7 | 475-509. | 51-54 

в " 

MEASURING CHART 2: Sizes 14 10 24 
fer only those sires Aste wah sach tem 

size [ie ep ia [| 39 | 32 | 34 i 

MEASURING CHART 3: Regular and Stim Sizes 8 to 12 

T 
zum 

gs | inches 

o AREE 



sizes 8 то 24 

2 Sleeveless U-neck pullover Sweater of 100% virgin 
acrylic . . a sharp team-mate for balloon-sleeve shirts 

(2) sold on facing page. Sweater body has alternating 
textured and wide-ribbed panels with skinny-ribbed bot 
tom. Ribbed neck and armholes. Belt loops hold the 
matching belt with vinyl buckle, Machine wash, medium. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

Boys' Sizes. Students’ Sizes. c Ste sie State aise 14, 16 
8, 10 or 12 | 18, 20 or 22.24 

Beet 43 C 20092F 43 С 22092ғ 

Navy 43 € 20001F 43 c 220917 Natural 43 ¢ 22094 
Se ен | 43 622096; 
Shpg. wt 8 ounces. ...] 10 ounces 
Each $499. | $699 
4 PERMA-PREST* flare-leg dress Slacks. Deluxe 

blend of 65% Daeron* polyester and 35% Avril® ray 
эп for wear and comfort all year round. The geometric 
pattern produces a fashion-right textured look. Finely 
detailed for a great fit. Waistband with wide belt loops. 

estern front pockets, 2 back set-in pockets. Per- 
manent center crease. Zipper fly. Machine wash at me 
dium and tumble dry for no ironing 
Boys’ Sizes. REGULAR AND SLM State size 8, 10 or 12 
Color | mecuLaR | SLM 
Beet stripe [...40 c 702 [....40 c 70603ғ 
Blue stripe. .... | ...40 C 70201F 40 C 70801 
Brown stripe... | ...40 C 70202F. ..| ...40 C 706027 
Shipping weight 13 ounces $599 
Students’ Sizes. State waist, then inseam from following 
chart. Comfortable Ban-Rol waistband. Note: Flare-leg 
slacks are about 1 inch longer than stated inseam length 
to fit neatly over boys’ shoe-tops. 

40€ 72311F— Beet stripe 40 C 72312! — Blue stripe 
40 C 72313F— Brown stripe 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $699 

1%-inch wide Belts of harness leather are color co 
Y ordinated to accent all fashions shown on pages 475 
thru 485. Belts feature an antiqued buckle and circular 

out styling. Waist sizes in inches 26, 28, 30, 32 or 34. 
lease state waist siae. 

43 C 92043F— Beet. 43 C 92041F— Navy 
43 C 92042F— Brown 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $4 00 

Sears Best Crew Socks in coordinating colors. 
98% Orlon* acrylic Lycra* spandex for stretch 

Machine wash at medium temperature. 
Sizes Míshoe sizes 9-2), L(24-8%) and XL(9-12) 

State one size M, L or XL per package of three 
43 C 18633F—3 pulrs beet 43 C 18646 —3 pairs 
43 C 1863153 pairs navy heather brown 
Shipping weight package 5 ounces Package 52 97 

sese yan 

ax 



Gift Ideas 
Galore 

FROM THE BOYS’ 
AND STUDENTS’ SHOP 

SIZES 6 TO 12 

I Now $5.99 
SIZES 14 TO 20 

№и6.99 

Links stit 
Deep neckline ends at wais 

belt with metal buckle held in place by 2 front belt loops. Hemmed armholes 
and bottom. Machine wash, medium, tumble dry. See Chart 1 below 

] Belted Cardigan Vests. 
acrylic 

Were $6.99 in last year's Wish 
Book; now also in Natural and 
Beet. State size 6, 8, 10 or 12. 
43 C 21214F— Natural 
43 C 21213F— Beet 
43 C 21211F— Blue 
43 € 212125—Gold 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. , . $5.99 

€) V-neck pullover Sw 
© Ribbed neck and be 

з. 100% 
з. Machine wı 

size 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 or 20 
sunuvruess Ribbed armholes. 
аз С 22223F—Gold 
43 С 22221F—Navy 
43 C 22222 —Olive 
43 C 22224F — Light 
Shipping weight $333 

Orlon 

ich sweaters knit of 100% Orlon* 
t with 3 metal buttons. Matching 

Beet. State size 14, 16. 18 or 20. 
43 С 23224F— Natural 
43 C 23223 — Beet 
43 C 232215—Blue 
43 C 23: Gold 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. $6.99 

rylic in a jersey knit stitch 
‚ash, medium and tumble dry. State 

See Chart 1 at right 
LONG sLEKvE. Ribbed cuffs 
43 С 22373F—Gold 
43 С 2237 1F— Navy 
43 € 22372: —Olive 
43 C 22374F — Light blue 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. . .$3.93 

and Shirts aplenty 

for a PERMA-PREST* 
Knit Shirt 

sizes 6 ro 20 

3 Cardigan Sweaters of 100% virgin acrylic. Easy-care sweaters retain 
© their shape and softness washing after washing. Soufflé stitched 
multicolor yarns give cardigans a luxurious tweed appearance. Vertical 
stripes trim the front; buttons are color coordinated. Set-in long sleeves 
end in ribbed cuffs. Ribbed bottom. Machine wash, medium, tumble dry 

State 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 or 20, Ser Chart 1 below 
43 C 23431F—Blue аз C 23432F — Gold 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. $599 

4 Owr lowest prices this season for any PERMA-PREST® turtleneck 
Pullovers, Shirts are knit of polyester and cotton. Long ragl 

for comfort and ease of movement. Full turtleneck collar and cuffs are 
ribbed, Hemmed bottom can be worn in or out. Pullovers need no ironing 
when machine washed, medium and tumble dried. Get this bit of Christ 
mas shopping done— just dial Sears and order it right now 

sleeves 

State size 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 or 20. See Chart 1 below 
43 C 41141F—Blue 43 C 41145F— Gold 43 C 41149F— Ivory 
43 C 41143F—Green 43 C 41147F— Rust 

Each $2.39. 3 tor $6.99 

MEASURING CHART 1: Sires 6 10 20 
ана | e | s» | 10] 12| [15] в | 2 
=? m sil — E + f 

Shipping weight each 7 ounces 



Cap and Glove Set 
1 Eskif hockey cap and gloves knit 

of 100% acrylic. Color coordinat. 
ed strip 
ribbed glove cuf 
medium. One cup size fits all. Glove 
sizes in inches M(6-6%); L(7-8%4) 
State M or L. See note below to mea. 
sure gloves 
43C03596F-Blue cap; blue gloves 
43C93597F-Brown cap: 

brown gloves 
43C93598F-Green cap; black gloves 
Shipping weight 9 ox. et $4.00 
Cap only. 
43 C 93581—Blue 
43 C 93582—Brown 
43 C 93583—Green 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. ....91.99 

6-foot long Scarf 

Scarf is knit of 100% Orlon* 
acrylic. Color coordinated stripes 

and fringed ends. Matches cap and 
gloves above. Machine wash, med 
43C93822-Blue with gold stripes 
43C93824-Brown with gold stripes 
43C93825-Groen with black stripes 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. .... $3.50 

around open hand over лос. 
les (exclude the thumb) 

3 Nylon oxford Ski Mittens. Neoprene-coated 
nylon is waterproof. Acrylic pile lining, cot 

ton backing. Vinyl palma. Zip coin pocket, met 
al clips. Sizes in inches S(5-594); M(6-64), L(7- 
TW XLUB-8%). State S, M, L, XL. 

/ far Pile-lined 
/ vinyl Gloves 

43C94742F—Navy ` 43 C 94744F—Bronze Our lowest price ever for any pile- 
43 C 94743F— Black. lined Gloves. Rich leather-look 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 5299 grained vinyl. Warm rayon fleeced 

тїп, cotton backing. Taiwan. Buy 
4 Domestic capeskin** Gloves. Natural it the easy way—order by phone. 

grained leather. Orlon* acrylic pile lining, Sizes in inches $(5-5%); M(6-6%) 
cotton backing. Sizes in inches S(5-5'4); M(6- 117-74); XLB-81%). See note above. 
6%); LO-7%); XL(8-8%). State S, M. L, XL 43 C 94074F—Black 
43 C 94376F —Black 43 C 943775 —Brown 43 C 94075F —Brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 13.99 State S, M, L, XL. Wt 50z....41.88 

Western Outfits for sizes 6 to 12 
Windows, coin pocket, ЫШ 

азс 7 Western Pants and Shirt Set of cotton broadcloth. Q Split-cowhide leather Vest. Trimmed wit t 43 C Ö steer hea in lasse 
Shipping weight 4 ounces $2.00 p x, fashion. Dry with western 

G Students‘ trifold Wallet of top . итү... 8 or М. See 
leather. Card cas size bill pock Chart f 

ЫР Folded 3x4 s 40 € 65081 
w hone and order 40 C 65082F 
43€ Set $699 Shipping weight 8 ounces 1799 
43 C 92654—Brown 

pping weight Bounces ........9380 — " cent [Sears] 487 



Action-styled 

Jackets 

FROM THE BOYS" 

AND STUDENTS' SHOP 

The C.P.O. 
with authentic 

naval-shirt styling 

sizes 6 1024 

These C.P.O.s are styled with a larger long-point co 
Other features includ: 

C.P.O.'s are 4 
navy CPO. is 
other fibers. 1009 

long shirt 
% wool, 30% reprocensed wool. 

;% reprocessed wool, 20% unknown fibers (textil 
% Опов" acrylic pile lining in li 

by-products) 
ned jacket. Dry clean. 

Boys’ Sizes. State size б, 8, 10 or 12. Measure and be sure . . see Chart 1 on page 484. 

40 C 77491F—Blue and rust plaid 40 C 7649 1F— Blue and rust plaid 
40 C 77492F—Bronze and gold plaid 40 C 76492F—Bronze and gold plaid 
40 C 77493F— Turquoise and brown plaid — 40 C 76493F— Turquoise and brown plaid 
40 C 77494F—Gray and beet plaid 40 C 76494F—Gray and bee 4 
40 C 77495F—Navy solid 40 C 76495F—Navy solid 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces$13.99 Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces . $9.99 

Students’ Sizes. State size 14, 16, 18, 20, See Chart 2 on page 484, 

40 C 81291F—Blu plaid 40 C 8029 1F—Blue and rust р 
40 C 81292F—Bronze ai id plaid 40 C 80292F— Bronze und g 
40 C 81293F— Turquoise and brown plaid 40 C 80293F— Turquoise an aid 
40 C 81294F—Gray and beet plaid 40 C 80294F—Gray and bee 
40 C B1295F—Navy solid 40 C 80295F—Navy solid 
Shipping weight 3 pounds $15.99 Shipping ht 2 pounds 8 ounces 1 1.99 

488 [Sears]: 

The Norfolk 
in brawny ribless corduroy 

sizes |4 1024 

Norfolk style strap detail plus 2 bellows patch pockets 

with flap and button trim. Matching beit. Ribless cot- 
ton corduroy jacket has a smooth velvety look and feel. 
Pile linin; 50% polyester, 50% acrylic on a polyester 
back. Quilted nylon sleeve lining is insulated with Da- 
cron &&* polyester fiberfill Machine wash, medium. 

State size 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24. Measure and be 
sure . . see Chart 2 on page 454. 
40 С 8174 1F— Bronze 
40 C 81742F— Medium brown 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 



yled the one worn by the 
Air Force in the freezing cold 

eland. This rugged ny 
wind-resist 

pelle yet lightweight 
jom of movement. The пу. 
g in authentic “internation 

distress" orange is insulated for 
d weather 

Dacron* 8 

sizes 6 то 24 

ustery ays Warm 100% 
є pile lines th Drawstring clo- 
at the waist and neck bring jacket 

he body to help hold in warmth 
Talon* brass zipper zips up a 

the way to the chin. 100% nylon knit wrist 
help keep out the cold. Dry clean. C 

this bit of Christmas shopping done—just 
rder it right now 

Boys’ Sizes. State size 6, 8, 10 or 12. Men 
sure to be sure . . see Chart 1 on page 484 
40 C 78352F—Navy 

+2199 

Students‘ Sizes. State 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24. 
Measure to be sure . . see Chart 2, page 484 
40C82351F—Olive 40C 82352F—Navy 
Shipping weight 3 Iba. 8 oz. $25.99 

‚ut [Sears] 489 



Sports Scene 
Favorites 

FROM THE BOYS’ 
AND STUDENTS’ SHOP 

“National “Hockey League 
Sweatshirts and Caps 

Sweatshirt. White sweatshirt sports screen-printed team insignia on front and team name on back. Bold stripes 
in official team colors encircle body and sleeves. Soft cotton ded 
warmth and c ug fit, Hand wash, separately. Hockey book 

d acrylic blend is fleeced inside for a 
fort. V-neck, cuffs and bottom are ribbed for a 

let exp! penalties, methods of play and contains a complete schedule of all current NHL games. 
Sines (6-8); M(10-12); L(14-16) and XL(18-20). State size S, M, L or XL. Ser Chart 1 below 

Bulky Knit Cap of 100% Оп ed. One size fits all acrylic. Team emblem on front, pom on top. Machine wash 
Team Name ] werner ar Team Name [ #яклтянїнт T car 
Boston Bruins. 43C16701F | 4393951 Pittsburgh Penguins..| 43C16712F |  43C93903 
Chicago Black Hawks.| 43C16708F 43C93958 Los Angeles Kings 43C16713F 43C93964 
New York Rangers... 43C16702F 43093952 California Seals 43C16714F 43093965 Warm quilted Mittens 
Buffalo Sabres | 43c16705F 43693955 Minnesota North Stars) 43С167 43093962 
Detroit Red Wings 43С16706ғ 43c93956 Montreal Canadiens ..| 43C16703F 43093953 Longerlength mittens resist 
St. Louis Blues | 43ciezoor 43C93959 Vancouver Canucks...| 43C16707F 43093957 wind and water for protection 
Philadelphia Flyer... 43C16715F | 43C93961 Toronto Maple Leafs. | 43C16704F | 43С93954 oi hare eather’ Gases lay 
Shipping weight 1-10 ounces. [6 ounces Shipping weight 1.10 ounces ee of polyurethane quilted to 
Each [....$399 $300 Each $399 foam. Soft pile lining of aerylic 

E on cotton backing insures com 
fort plus warmth. Vinyl palms 
are scuff resistant. Black 

Sizes M(6-7) and 
Í | State size M or L. 

490 Sears «52 43 C 94685F—Wt. 5 or...$4 50 

MEASURING CHART 1: Sizes 6 to 20 
SIZE 916-8) M(10-12) | цта-16) | хи1в-20) NOTE 



National Football League 

Jackets, Sweaters and Caps XD 

[sizes 8 то 20] 8 ro 20 

у 
де 

Jacket. Heavyweight melton body blended of 85% reprocessed ter. Knit of 100% Orlon* acrylic, Rugged sweater 
Wool, 15% unknown reprocessed fibers. Authentic NFL team s an official team emblem on chest. Swe 
emblem on с Jacket body color is shown as background authentic team colors shown behind each team e 
behind individual team emblems bordering page. White leath bordering page. Dual white stripes encircle one sleeve (gold 

ook Naugalite vinyl sleeves (gold sleeves on Green Bay stripes on Green Bay Packers). Heavy-duty ring-top zipper 
kers). Warm lining of acetate quilted to acrylic. Vat-dyed Ribbed neck, cuffs and bottom. Mach. wash, med., tumble dry 

stton knit collar, cuffs and waistband. Two slash pockets State size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 or 20. See Chart 1 belo 
with vinyl trim. Snap closures down front. Dry Use 
your phone if you want to order it the easiest way o Bulky knit 65% Orlon* acrylic and 35% acrylic р o 

State size 8, 10, 12. 14. 16, 18 or 20. Measure and be Official teum emblem on front, pom on top. Machine wash. 

see Measuring Chart 1 belo able, medium temperature. One size fits all. 

Team Name JACKE АР Team Name | zucker WEA TF 

40 C 80215F| 43 43 C 93404 | Oakland Raider 40 C 80243F 23462F 
40 C 80171F| 43 43 C 93424 | New York Jets 40 С 80162F | 43 C 23461F |43 С 93418 

wen Bay Packers | 40 C 80163F | 43 C 23469F |43 C 93410 
Angeles Rams | 40 C 80214F | 43 С 23471F |43 С 93413 San Diego Chargers | #40 C 80225F| 43 43 С 93422 | ( 

New Orleans Saints | #40 С 80241F| 43 C 23473F | 43 С 93416 
San Francisco F40 С BO181F| 43 C 43 C 93423 | Baltimore Colts 40 C 80212F | 43 C 23481F |43 С 93401 
Cincinnati 40 C 80242F| 43 C 43 C 93405 | Kansas City Chiefs | 40 C 80183F | 43 C 23458F |43 C 93412 
Houston Oi F40 C 80223F| 43 C 23457F | 43 С 93411 | Dallas Cowboys 40 C 80213F | 43 С 23467F |43 С 93407 
Denver Broncos F40 C 80224F| 43 C 23456F | 43 С 93408 | Cleveland Browns | 40 С 80262F | 43 C 23455F |43 C 93406 4 
Detroit Lions 40 C 80226F| 43 C 23468F | 43 C 93409 | Minnesota Vikings | 40 C 80261F | 43 C 23472F |43 C 93415 OP. 

Shipping weight... . -|- - -2 Ibs. Boz 13 өт. |... 5 ox... | Shipping weight... |.2 Ibs. Boz...]...13oz.....[..5 oz 

Each $1499 $999 $294 .. | Each |.. $1499 $9.99 $294 Мапа A 

MEASURING CHART 1: Sires 8 to 20 Shipping Note: Catalog numbers 
Sut o 10 12 14 16 в 20 beginning with letter F are sent po 

T T sin tenes [es r paid from factory near Memphis, 
t Tennessee. Allow extra time for de 

‘ very. No C.O.D. orders. 

Pr 

Sears 491 



Favorites 

e 
SAINTS 

You'll score the winning touchdown 
in a pullover sweatshirt with your 
favorite team's emblem on front. Au 

cuffs and bottom are trimmed in the 
official team colors. 

White sweatshirts are a soft, easy: 
care blend of cotton and acrylic 
Fleeced backing absorbs moisture 
for extra warmth and comfort. Ma. 
chine wash, medium. Team emblems 
оп 84x1 l-inch double-point felt pen: 
nants make bright wall hangings for 
bedroom or den. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 

Sports Scene 

FROM THE BOYS" 
AND STUDENTS’ SHOP 

ore with a pullover crewneck Sweatshirt 
blus a colorful Wall Pennant 

$ 22 

Sizes 5(6-8); M(10-12); 1414-16); XL(18-20). State size S, M, L or XL. See Measuring Chart 1 on facing page. 
43C 17508F-Baltimore Colts 
43C17501F-Chicago Bears 
43C17509F-Washington 

Redskins 
43C 175 13F-St. Louis Cardinals 
43C17512F-New Orleans Saints 
43C17516F-San Francisco 49ers 
43C17532F-Cleveland Browns 
43C17514F-Dallas Cowboys 
43C1752 1F-Cincinnati 

Bengals 
43C 17525F-Houston Oilers 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 

43C17504F-Detroit Lions 
43C17503F-Green Bay 

Packers. 
43C17527F-Denver Broncos 
43C17528F-San Diego 

Chargers 
43C17526F-Kansas City Chiefs 
43C17515F-Los Angeles Rams 
43C17523F-New York Jets 
43C17529F-Onkland Raiders 
43C17502F-Minnesota Vikings 
43C17524F-Miami Dolphins 

Set $2.99 

TS 

NFL Sweatshirts to 



| SIZES 5 To 20 
| RA 

Rally with a zip-front hooded Sweatshirt $ 499 

plus an action Wall Poster 

MEASURING CHART 1; Sizes 6 to 20 

SIZES is 516-8 Mi10-12 

SIZE ìs 1114-16) XU18-20) 



(1 and 2 ) Snoopy". made fa. 
mous by & Determined Produc- 
tions, Inc., adorns this watch 
and clock. Snoopy's paws move 
to mark the time. 

1 Swiss movement Watch base metal case, stainless steel back. Unbreakable main pring. Wide snap-on vinyl strap 
'hown about % actual size 

4 © 17542— Chrome-plated case; 
black and white 
dial; black strap. 

4 С 17543—Gold-color case; yel 
low dial and strap. 

4 C 17544—Gold-color case; red 
dial and strap. Shipping weight 4 oz.....$16.00 

2 Double-Bell Key wind Alarm 
Clock. 3%-in. diam. metal 

caso. From West Germany. 
4C 7 142—Chrome-plated case; 

black dial. 
4 C 71421—Orange enameled 

case; blue dial 
4 C 71422— Green enameled 

case; pink dial 
Shpg. wt 10 ounces 99.00 
Фони 1971 Uned Features Space 

(3 thru 8) Sears Shock-resistant* Watches all with base metal case; stainless steel case back; unbreakable mainspring. Imported from Switzer- land (except 8). Shown approximately 4 actual size. 
3 Widestrap Wardrobe . . watch 

with three patent vinyl snap-on 
straps . . one each: red, white and 
navy. Watch has chrome-plated 
case, white dial with sweep second 
hand, Arabic numerals. 
AC 17574—Shpg. wt. 502. ..51099 
4 Petite Wardrobe lets her match 

her watch to her ensemble. 
Watch has three pull-through patent 
vinyl straps . . one each: navy, yel 
low and red. Faceted gold-color case; 
white dial with Arabic numeral. 
4 C 17554—Shpg. wt Sor. ..$1499 

Animated "Beating Heart” . . a 
tiny white dot within heart on 

dial "beats" in time to every tick- 
tock. Gold-color case; white dial with 
Arabic numerals. Red crinkle patent 
vinyl strap has cut-out hearts. 
4C 17553—Shpg. wt 4 от...%1299 

6 Pretty Pastel Timepiece has 
white enameled bezel, gold«olor 

case, brushed white dial, snap-on 
pink vinyl strap. 
4C 17552—8hpg. wt 4or...$13.99. 
7] Dress-style has silver-color dial 

with Arabic numerals. polished 
chrome-plated case and comfortable 
telescopic expansion band 
4С 17557—Shpg. wt. 4 от. 

8 A truly low price even for Sears 
for a Teen's watch. Sport style 

has chrome-plated case, sweep sec- 
ond hand, Arabic numerals on white 
dial, black vinyl strap. 
4 C 18005—Shpg. wt. 4 оз... $2.99. 
"Shock-resistant watches are de- 
signed to withstand a 3 foot drop on 
a hardwood floor without signifi- 
cantly affecting accuracy 

91299 

9 and 10 ) Girls’ Identification 
Iracelets . . 7-in. long; safety catch 

Print engraving wanted (maximum 
9 letters). No COD. orders. 
9 With Heart Charm of Sterling Silver set with Duke-cut dia 
mond. Silver-color metal bracelet. 
4C 15628XV—Shpg. wt. 302. $7 99 
]() With Flower Girl Charm set 

with pink erystal stone. 
4 € 15625XV— Sterling Silver 
4 C 15626XV—12K Gold-filled 
Shipping weight 3 ounces.....85.99 
(11 and 12) Man-made Birthstone Rings. 10K gold mounting. Shown abt. % size. Shipped Postpaid from factory in Brooklyn, N.Y. Allow ex tra time for delivery. No C.O.D "а 
Sizes 4, 4%, 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7. State 
size, then Birth-month number from chart on page 499. 
]] With 54mm. Cultured Peart 

from Japan and Birthstone. 
F4 C 5024V— (Wt. 302). ....412 99 
12 !n 6-prong Tittany-type set- 

ting. 
+099 F4 С 5020V —(Wt. Sor) 

Only $7.99 
for а Teens 
Sport Watch 



Double Bell Alarm 
for only 4.79??? 

Petite, brightly-colored enameled 
metal clock is accented by brass- 
color metal bella, handle and lega, 
measures оеду 4410. high by 2n. 
wide. White dial has Arabic nu- 
merals, 
Quiet Iday key-wind movement. 
Imported from West Germany. To 
order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under 

Roebuck and Co. Catalog “Sears, 
Sales” for number to call. 
4 C 7028 1—Pink case 
4 С 70252—Green case 
4 C 70253 Yellow case 
4 C 70254—Blue case 

Shipping weight 9 ounces ... $4.79 

(13 thru 18) Unique Clocks to brighten her room at home or at school . . to 
accompany ber on her travels. 

13 Musical Alarm Clock wakes her 
to a lovely tune. Ivory-color plas- 

tic Queen Anne style case measur 
4%-inches high. Off-white dial has Ro- 
man numerals, luminous hands and 

dota 1-day key-wind movement. Swiss 
musical movement plays “Lara's 
Theme". From West Germany 
4 C 7001—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

14 Miniature Grandfather Electric 
Alarm Clock. Simulated cherry- 

wood molded composition case. Or- 
lighted dial with full 

Brass-color metal 
swinging pendulum. 2% x5%x10% 
inches high. Guaranteed**. 
4С 7145—Wt. 1 lb. 6 or. $13.99 
Also: Black case with gold-color trim 
and floraldecorated lighted dial. 
4C71451—Wt 1 lb. 6 oz, $13.99 

$1099 

15 Rectangular Travel Alarm tells 
day, dato, month . . day and date 

change automatically. Lday key-wind 
movement . . single key winds both 
time and alarm. Vinylcovered metal 
case, Arabic numerals, luminous 
hands and dota 3%x2%-in. Japan. 

4 С 70401—Glosay red case with red 
enameled metal dial 

4 C 7040— Black leather-look case 
with gold-color metal dial. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 1999 

16 Compact Travel Alarm has lus 
trous enameled metal case 

Matching metal dial has applied Ara- 
bic numerals and markers. Luminous 
hands and dota. 1-day key-wind move- 
ment . . single key winds both alarm 
and time. Measures just 2%-inches in 
diameter. Imported from Japan. 
4 C 727 11— Red case and dial 
4 C 727 12—Blue caso and dial 
4 C 727 13—Green case and dial 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 5599 

17 “Swinging Bee” Electric Alarm 
Clock has a flowered dial. “Bees” 

swing through the air on a moving 
pendulum and sweep second hand. Or. 
ange-color plastic case. Alarm-set and 
shut-off at back. M. res 4x5%- 
inches high. Guaranteed 
4C7144—Shpg. wt 11b. 2or.. 99.99 
Also: “Hot Rock”.style with hot pink 
case that has a psychedelic look, opti- 
cal illusion dial 
4C 71441—Shpg. wt. 11b. 20r. 99.99 

18 “Color.change” . а unique Elec 
trie Clock with a lighted dial that 

changes from blue to-yellow-to-pink-to- 
green to make a soothing night light 
Pink plastic case mea n 
inches high. Alarm-set and shut-off at 
back. Guaranteed" 
4C7124—Shpg. wt. 11b 910.99 

** Movement and case guaranteed 1 year from date-ofanle against faulty 
materials or workmanship of parts or return clock for free replacement 

Electric Clocks UL listed for 110-120 v., 60«cycle A.C. 
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THE SHEFFIELD COLLECTION 
(9 thru 12) Time . . linked to fashion in unique watches. All with Swiss movement, unbreakable mainspring. 9 and 10 
shown abt. % actual size; 11 and 12 actual size 
Y “Kaleidoscope” Wardrobe . . rotating disc creates Кае doscope effect on the multicolor dial. Gold-color base metal 
са hour markers on bezel. 4 snap-on suede vinyl straps: 1 red, yellow, royal blue and black. 
4 C 16848C—Shipping weight 1 pound $27.50 
]() ^ Real Sport . . with red and white striped cotton denim 

strap, vinyl backed. Gold-color base metal case, stainless 
back 

4 C 16846—Shipping weight 4 ounces $20.00 
]] Ring Wateh . . time at your fingertips. Adjustable . . fits any Gold«olor base metal; faceted crystal 
4 C 16755C—Shipping weight 1 pound 
12 Bangle Bra spring-hinged for 

Bold numerals on white dial. Chrome- plated base metal 4 C 16849—Shipping weight 4 ounces $22.00 

496 

SEARS OWN WATCHES 
(1 thru 8) She's got the time . „the right time, with 
these attractive Swiss watches . . all (except 5) with 
unbreakable mainspring. Shown abt. Y actual size. 
1 Round . . chrome-plated base metal case, stainless 

steel back. White dial. Black leather strap. 
4 C 16806—Shipping weight 4 ounces. $10.99 
9 Tapered Square. . yellow gold-color base metal 

case with stainless steel back. Roman numerals on 
white dial. Black sus т strap 
4 C 16807—Shipping weight 4 ounces. 51299 
3 Gushion-shape . . sleek, water-resistant watch has chrome-plated base metal case, stainless steel back. Sweep second hand. Black suede leather strap. 
4C 16804—Burgundy dial 4С 16803—Blue dial 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 917.99 
4 Long, Lean Rectangle fits comfortably on the 

wrist. Base metal case with stainless steel back, Du: Pont Corfam* poromeric strap. 
Chrome-plated case . . blue dial, blue strap. 
4 C 16809—Shipping weight 4 ounces 119.99 
Gold-color case . . yellow dial, black strap. 
4 C 18808—Shipping weight 4 ounces $1999 
Б Electronic Wateh never needs winding on or off 

the wrist. a Transistorized control circuit pow 
ered by a tiny energy cell provides up to a {ШЇ year's dependability, accuracy (energy cell is then easily re- placed). Base metal case has stainless steel back. White 
dia} has luminous hands and dota. Water-andahock re sistant. Luxurious alligator-grained DuPont Corfam* poromeric strap. 
Chrome-plated case . , brown strap. 
4 C 4376C— Shipping weight 1 pound 
Gold-color case black strap. 
4 C 4377 C—Shipping weight 1 pound 15995 
6 Alarm Watch . . turn special crown clockwise to 

wind, counter clockwise to set. Gold-color base met. al си» stainless steel back. Sweep second hand. Snap- on white DuPont Corfam* poromeric strap. 
4 C Y682—Shipping weight 4 ounces 51909 
7 Mod Watch. Gold-color base metal case, stainless 

мее! back. White dial with sweep second hand. Red 
patent DuPont Corfam* poromeric strap. 
4 C 16818—Shipping weight 4 ounces. 11299 
8 Antique-look Pendant. Watch with “pop-open” cov 

er hangs on 36-in. chain. White dial has Arabic nu. merals, sweep second hand. Gold-color base metal 
4 C 16817—Shipping weight 4 ounces. $19.99 
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BOUTIQUE JEWEL BOXES 

19 “Flovr-des-tis” . . a miniature antique-look French, 
style hardwood chest. Gold-leaf paint on creamy 

white. Solid brass hardware. 3 drawers with gold-color cot. 
ton velveteen lining. 10x7%x5% inches. From Japan. 
4 C 4898—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces ....%1299 

X) “Fantasia” by Mele has shiny tortoise shell patterned 
patent vinyl covering. When top is lifted, drawer auto 

matically glides out. Gold-color rayon satin and cotton 
suede cloth lining. 1244x3%x8 inches. 
4 C 4870—Shipping weight 3 pounds 91100 

9] “Louise” by Buxton has embossed simulated leather 
vinyl covering in rich gold tones. Liftout tray, pull 

out drawer. Gold-color metal hardware. Gold-color cotton 
suede cloth lining. Measures 14%x5%4x8 inches. 
4 C 487 1—Shipping weight 5 pounds 3 ounces .... $15.00 

FINE 
FURNITURE-WOOD 

BOXES 
(13 thru 18) Made of exotic Ki- 
abooca hardwood . . coated and 
hand-rubbed 7 times to bring out 
the natural beauty of the wood 
All boxes have solid brass hard- 
ware. From Japan. 

13 "Modern" bureau has hon. 
ey-tone fruitwood finish. 

Beveled lid-mirror. 10-section 
top, 2 drawers. Red cotton vel- 
veteen lining. 5%к11% x7™ in. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 8 от. 
4C4800 $1299 
14 Swing-away Vanity h 

rich brown mahogany fin- 
ish. Bevel-edged mirror. 3-sec 
tioned top with large ring and 
earring roll, 6 divided compart- 
menta. 3 divided drawers. Blue 
cotton velveteen lining. Mea- 
sures 15x6% x8% inches 
4C4888C—Wt. 8 Iba. $1999 

15 "Bresktront" . . truly clas- 
sic chestnut-finished cabi- 

net. 8 divided drawers (6 behind 

doors) . . red cotton velveteen 
lined. 12%x10%x7% inches 
4 C 4879C—Wt. 9 lbs. ...#26.99 
1 "Commonwealth" an el- 

egant, spacious Restoration 
adaptation. Warm hiekory-fin 
ished chest with 15 drawers (8 

behind doors). Blue cotton vel- 

veteen lining. 16% к9% xT in. 

4C 4887C—Wt 11 Ibe... $39.99 

17 “tambour”. . maple-fin. 
ished replica of a colonial 

roll-top desk. Roll-top compart 
ment and 4 drawers lined in blue 
cotton velveteen. Measures 
9x11 %x7% inches. 
4 C 4894C—Wt. 6 lbs. ...922.99 
18 “Venetian Classic" . . chest 

plus table in deep-stained 
English oak finish. 19 drawers (8 
behind doors). Red cotton velvet- 
ееп lining. Box: 104x184 184 
Table: 154 x20%x10% inches. 
Set 
4C 4865C2—Wt 19 Ibs..554 90. 
Chest only 
4 C 4862C—Wt. 15 Iba 4499 
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(1 thru 20) Rhodium-plated Sterling 
attach without soldering. Bracelets 
boxed. Shipping weight for Bracelets: each 5 az. 
] Double-link Bracelet 

h sp with chain. 
4C53293 $6.99 
9 Petite-link Bracelet 

spring.ring clasp 
4C59001 5299 
З Santa on Sied . . color 

fully d. 
4C 53289 3449 
4 Dise. . "Mother" script 

engraved on surface. 
4059211 $299 
5 Boy Profile. . with dan 

ng baby shoe 
4059103 5249 
6 Gir Profile. . with dan 

pling baby shoe 
4c 59104 $2.49 
7 Charming Poodle . а 

dog fancier's delight 
4059106 3249 

Four Leaf Clover. еп 
ameled in green. 

4C S9109 3349 
Ch der . . “cheers 
thru megaphone. 

4 c 5902 ۰249 
10 Christmas Tree . color 

fully enameled 
3288 5349 

11 Faith. Hope and Charity 
three separate 

charms linked together 
4 € 59095 $1.99 
12 USA. Map. . enameled 
6 in red, white and blue. 

4059213 93.49 
13 Prencing Horse. 

4с 5909 1399 
]4 Mad Money 

has $1 bill inside. 
405921 5509 

ilver Bracelets and Charms. Charms have spring ring, 
inches long. Charms shown about actual size. Gift 

for Charms: each 2 oz 

15 Christmas Stocking 
colorfully enameled 

4059212 1349 
16 Enameled Wroath with 

tinkling Christmas bell 
4C 59102 $449 
17 American Flag 

l eled in red, whi 
blue, Wear it proudly 
4C 59105 $349 

18 Filigree Bell has a mov 
ing clapper, ma 

sweet Christmas sound. 
4C 59101 1449 
19 ¿Merry Christmas: 

Disc with simulated 
stone-set Christmas tree. 
4C 59108 5349 

90) "Love Letters" spell out 
ФУ your affection. 
4C59107 5299 

(21 thru 27 ) Beautiful gifts for her in precious Sterling . - all prettily gift boxed. 

2] Danishstylo Bangle Bracelet doubles as a 
charm bracelet (charm shown sold at left Hook closure. About 24 in. diameter. 

4 C 592 14—Shipping weight 5 ounces... ..47.49 

99 Danish-style Choker . . lovely with her fa 
С vorite charm (charm shown sold at left 
Hook closure. About 4% inches in diameter 
4C 59215— Shipping weight 4 ounces... .. 49.49 
93 Mirror with Lin. long baroquestyle handle СЧ fits snugly into a purse. 24in. diam 
4 C $9218—Shipping weight 3 ounces ...812.99 
94 Perfumette has a removable glass vial t С? contain her favorite perfume. Snug safety cap and stopper prevent leakage. 24 inches high 4C 59217—Shipping З ounces. ....59.99 
25 Dolphin-motif Ring has green rhinestone 

еуез”. Adjustable . . one size fits all 
4 C $922—Shipping weight 3 ounces 1699 

26 Script-engraved Monogram Pin with dia 4 mond-cut edge. About 1% inches in 
Please print initials wanted (maximum of 3 

initials). When orderin e under 
the letter in the 

Ға C 59219V— Shippin 

etters, pl 
Хосор 

weight З ол.).....97.99 

QT Pill Вох. . 1%. inches in diameter 
4 C 59216—Shipping weight 3 ounces. $9.99 



for him 

(A thru E ) Sterling Silver gifts for 
the man in your life. All are hand- 
somely gift boxed. 

A Florentined Oval Cuff Links 
and Tie Bar Set can be or 

dered with or without engraving 
handsome either way. Print 

initials wanted (maximum of 3 
letters). No C.O.D. orders. 
4 C 1591 XV—Wt. 5 02...51999 
B Dress Style identification 

Bracelet . . satin-finished plaque 
with hand engraved edges; stain- 
less steel bracelet. Concealed twin 
lock. 84 in. long. Print engraving 
wanted (maximum of 9 letters). No 
€.0.D. orders. 
4 C 15512XV—Wt. 6 oz....$1199 

С florentined Money Clip has 
bright center . . can be ordered 

with or without engraving. Rho 
dium-plated base metal clasp. 
Zim. long. Print initials 
(max. 3 letters). Ni 
4 C 15912XV—Wt. 4 oz. 
D Tie Bar . . florentine-finished 

Measures 2'4-inches long. 
4 C 16913—8bpg. wt. 302...56.99 
E Pocket Knife has florentine 

finish, comes with ring toattach 

to key chain or wateh fob. Two 
stainless steel blades. Buy it the 
easy way . . order by phone. 
4 C 15914—Shpg. wt. 3 02..$799 

( F and G ) Man-made Birthstone Pins in yellow cold electroplated f you sterling silver. Item F is set with 7 birthstones; item G with 9, 
order fewer than these, remainder will be rhinestones. 
State birthmonth numbers from Color Chart below 
Е Family Tree Pin G Flower Pin 

F4 C 5608H-(Wt. 302.)$1499 F4 C 5609H-(Wt. 302.)$1699. 

Rings: sizes 5, 51%. 6, ВИ, 7, 714, 8; Men's Rings: sizes В, 814, 9,9%, 
10, 1014, 11. State size, then birthmonth number from Color Chart below. 

racz 
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natural stone: 
MAN-MADE BIRTHSTONE CHART 

State birthmonth number when ordering 

y 14K Gold Bracelet. Spring. ring 
clasp. 7'^-in. long. Gift boxed. 

4 C $989—Shpg. wt. 5 от. 

Also in Sterling Silver 
4C53143—Shpg. wt. 5oz.... 399 

$999 

(Му and Y ) Charms personalized with 
engraving and birthstone attach to 
bracelet with spring ring; no soldering 
needed. No C.O.D.'s. Print first name 
and birthdate for each charm ordered. 

үү 14K Gold биг» Profile 
RA С 69722V-Wt. 2 оз. 

Also in Sterling Silver 
R4 C 59732V —Shpg. wt. 20r.. 359 

ү 14K Gold Boy's Profile. 
RA C 59721v —Wt. 202. 

Also in Sterling Silver 
һа C 59731V—Shpg. wt. 2 02.. 359 

NOTES FOR BOTH PAGES 
BE SURE TO READ BEFORE 

$799 

$799 

ual mea 
sure to be sure. Items with F before 
Catalog No. shipped Postpaid from 
factory in New York, NY. Brooklyn. 
МҮ or Providence. R.I. Order before 
Dec. 10th for Christmas deliv 
No COD orders 

colors resemble 

| сі 
31 November 32 Омет den topas Bie green rece 30 Отв 
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Sears man-made Jewels capture the look 
and elegance of genuine diamonds, yet 

they're a fraction of the cost of real diamonds 

(1 thru 12) Sears Simulated Diamonds set in 14K Gold are cut and polished by skilled diamond cutters and lapidists with years 
diamonds 

of exp ence in the cleaving, cutting, polishing and faceting of they are full cut with 58 sparkling facets from a material of exceptional quality with a Hardness Rating of 8%. Enlarged to show detail. Gift boxed. Liquid Jewelry Cleaner included. Shipped Postpaid from 

(1 thru 7) Ladies’ Rings come in sizes 5, 514, 6, 6%, 
for free ringaize finder, order catalog Measure to be sure 

number 39 C 6899. 
3 Brilliant-cut Stone in 

Classic 6-prong Tiffany: 
type Setting . . the tradition. 
al ring style worn by genera- 
tions of American women 
White gold. 
State size above. 
F4C5079F-Lcarat...$55.00 
F4C60792F-2carat.. 90.00 
FACSO794F-Scarat. 125.00 

9 Marquise-shape Stone in 
Classic Setting. . the 

elongated stone, favorite of 
sophisticates. White gold. 
State size above. 
FACSOB7 1F-Lcarat 865.00 
F4C50873F-2earat. 106.00 
FAC50875F-3-arat. 140.00 

Brilliant-cut Stone in 
Contemporary 4-prong 

Twist Setting. . in tune with 
today's fashions. White gold. 
State size above 
F4C50785F-1carat .$62.00 
F4C50767F-2carat.. 97.00 
F4C50760F-3carat. 132.00 

Cocktail Ring glitters festively 

7, 7%, 8. 

4 Wrilliant-cut Stone in 4- 
prong Baguette Setting 
baguettes are genuine Spi 

nels, cut with саге. . a daz 
zling eyeful. White gold. 
State size above. 
F4C5077F-1-<arat 
F4C50772F-2carat. 100.00 
F4C50774F-S«arat. 13500 

r-&hape Stone in 
ic Setting . the 

most difficult shape of all to 
cut expertly therefore, 
most coveted and valued. . a 
radiant, fiery treasure 
White gold. 
State size above 

$70.00 

4С50861Ғ-1<аға: „365.00 
FAC50863F-2carat. 10500 
F4C50865F-3carat. 14000 
6 Traditional Wedding 

Band comprised of 4 spar. 
kling stones . - each prong 
set. 1% carat total weight 
White gold. 
State size above. 
F4 C 50881F 195.00 

has exquisitly wrought, 
delicate open-flower design 6-prong setting. Yellow gold. 

Please be sure to state size above. 
F4 C 5084 1F—1 carat weight 
Ға C 50843F—2 carat weight 
Ға C SOB45F—3 carat weight 

575.00 
110.00 
145.00 

Actual Carat Sizes (since stone weights. 
vary slightly, exact carat weight 
stamped in each setting) 

ictory in N.Y., N.Y. (Shipping wt. 1 Ib). No СОР 

8 Esrrings for Pierced Ears. 
2 stones are 2-carats total 

weight. White gold. 
FAC 5394 

9 Drop Earrings for Pierced 
Ears. 2 stones are 2carats 

total weight. White gold. 
F4 C $3943 

10 Pendant with 18-inch 
‚chain. White gold. 

Ға C 5393 —1carat 
Ға C $3932—2«arat 

987.00 

$90.00 

$5000 
85.00 

( 11 and 12 ) Handsome 
Men's Rings come in Men's 
Ring sizes 8, 8%, 9, 9%, 10, 
10%, 11. Measure to be sure 
for free ring-size finder, order 
catalog number 39 C 6899. 
]] Polished.finish . . bril 

liant-eut l-carat stone in 
rich &prong setting 
State size above. 
White Gold 
F4 C 50775F +0000 
Yellow Gold 
F4 C 50821F 9000 

bril- 19 Brushed-tinish 
ant-cut 1-carat stone in 

fine 4-prong setting 
State size above. 
White Gold 
F4 C 50785F $85.00 
Yellow Gold 
F4 C 50831F 8500 



IVORY 

(1 thru 6 ) Far Eastern en 
chantment in genuine ivory; 
beautifully hand-carved in a 
deeply petaled rose design. 

own actual size. Attract 
ively gift boxed. 

] Dainty Pendant . . a sin 
gle delicately petaled 

blossom on an 18-inch long 
chain. 12K gold filled. 
4C$55873—Wt.4oz...3299 

9 Fashionable Rope Neck- 
lace . . eleven tiny ivory 

roses interspersed on a 12K 
gold-filled chain. Measures 
40inches long. 
4C53353—Wt. 4 от. $11.99 

З Earrings for Pierced Ears 
14K gold posta. 

4 C 55872—Wt. 3от...®5.99 

Д Heart Pin - a gift with 
sentiment. 12K goldfilled 

filigree heart has delicately 

carved rose in the center 
Safety catch. 
4C 85109—Wt 3or...$4.99 

Б Ring. Karatclad® (heavy 
gold electroplate) metal 

open scroll mounting. Adjust- 

able. . fits all. 
4C54134—Wt. 302..96.99 

6 Flexible Bracelet. Bright 
ly polished and textured 

open-work design. 12K gold: 
filled. Measures 7 4 inches 

long. To order the easiest 

way, look in your phone book 

white pages under " 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales" for number to call 
4C 53351—Wt. 5o... $7.99 

JADE 

(7 thru 15 ) Genuine stone jewelry 
Rings (8, 13 and 14) in Ladies" Ring sizes 
5, 6, 7. 8; (13) also in Men's sizes 9, 10, 
11,12. . по half-sizes. Measure to be 
sare. Shown actual size. Gift boxed 

“Talisman” soothing rubbing 

stone an ideal good luck piece. 2- 

inch oval has grooved thumb apace 
comes in brocade carrying case. 

4 С 56103—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. +399 

8 Band-style Ато. 3 oval cabachon 
stones. 14K gold. State size above. 

va C 50092CF —Shpg. wt З ол. $24.99 

Y Earrings tor Pierced Ears 
and feminine. 14K gold posts. 

4C 55107—Shpg. wt. 302 

dainty 

1599 

10 Classic Pendant. 18-inch chain 
Gold-electroplate. 

4 C 55106—Shpg. wt. 4 oz 5499 

11 Pendant with 1-point diamond. 18- 
inch chain. Gold-electroplate 

4C55101—Shpg. wt. 4 от. $1099 

12 Earrings for Pierced Ears with r 
pt. Diamonds. Gold-electroplated 

sterling silver. 14K gold posts 
4 C 55102—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. +1699 

13 Wedding Вапа. 14K gold 
For Her. State size above. 

V4 C 50094CF—Shpg. wt. 4 от. .529.99 
For Him. State size above 
V4 C $1094CF—Shpg. wt 4 от. . 3099 

t 14 Oval Ring. Antique-finished 
ting. 14K gold. State size above. 

V4 C 50901F—Shpg. wt 3or....917.09 

15 Romantic Heart Pendant. 18-inch 
chain. 14K gold. 

4С 55104—5Һрё wt. 4 or. 11699 

A pin, 
pendant and 

earrings of real 
Ivory for only *8.99 ??? 

A beautiful fashion trio in a hand-carved petaled rose de- 
sign .. consisting of a pendant with 15-inch 12K gold- 
filled chain, pin with intricate lacy-leaf gold-electroplated 
metal mounting and earrings for pierced ears with 14K 
gold posts. The set comes in a very attractive red velvet- 
een«overed gift box. What a wonderful way to surprise 
her on Christmas morning! Shown approximately one- 
half its actual size. Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
4C53902 58.99 

Just say "Charge It" when you phone your order 
seo page 367 

sgt [Sears] 501 



(1 thru 21) Genuine Stone Jewelry shown about actual size 
catching stones of unsurpassed beauty in settings w 
Garnets in intricate antiqued settings. ( 14 thru 21 ) Garnets of c 
in Ladies’ Ring Sizes 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 

] Pendentin a delicate and dainty setting. 18- 
inch chain. 14K gold. 

4 C $5134-Shipping weight 4 oz 
9 Earrings for Pierced Ears. 14K gold. 

4C53366-Shipping weight 3 oz. 

11699 

51399 
3 "Grape Cluster" Pendant has a cascade of 

stones. 1&inch chain. 14K gold. 
4 C 55135-Shipping weight 4 ounces... $18.99 

Drop Earrings for pierced ears . . captive 
ора! stone. Gold electro-plated sterling sil. 

ver mounting. 14K gold posta. 
4 C $5133-Shipping weight 3 ounces 
Б Pendant . . captive opal stone. 18-inch 

chain. Gold electro-plated sterling silver. 
4 € 53365-Shipping weight 4 ounces ....96.99 

$1499 

Classic Ring with oval stone. 14K gold. 
State size above. 

V4 C 50137F-Shipping weight 3 ou 
Т Penr-shaped Ring . . captive o 

Gold electro-plated sterling silver. 
State size above. 
4 € 509 13F-Shipping weight 

"$18.09 

stone. 

ounces $11.99 

am 

7%, В. Measure to be sure 

\ GARNETS 

| OPALS 

ich enhance the brilliane 

8 Slender Band Ring . . 5 round stones. 10K 
gold. Please state size above. 

V4 C 509 14CF-Shipping weight 3 oz 
Q Cluster Ring . . 7 round stones set in 14K 

gold. State size above 
v4 C 50102CF-Shipping weight 3 ox 

10 Wedding Band. . 3 o 
Please state size above. 

V4 C 50104CF-Shipping weight 3 oz 

52499 

129.99 

al stones. 10K gold. 

533.99 
11 Bracelet 6 oval stones (4 opals, 2 gar- neta) in gold electro-plated sterling silver 
4 C 55132C-Shipping weight 5 ounces $24.99 
12 Bar Pin. . 6 oval stones (4 opals, 2 garnets) 
© in gold electroplated sterling silver mount 

ing. Safety catch 
4 C $5131-Shipping weight 3 ounces. .. $14.99 

round opal 13 Earrings for Pierced Ears 
ncireled with garnets. 14K gold. 

4 C 5136-Shipping weight 3 ounces 51699 
14 Butterfly Pendant . . delicate, feminino ne 

cessory. 1&inch chain. 10K gold 
4 © 55125-Shipping weight 4 ounces. . $15.99 

all gift boxed. (1 thru 10) Opulent ораз 
of the stones. ( 11 thru 13) Opals and rich-hued 

xquisite beauty in unusual settings. All rings on this page come 
for free ring«ize finder, order catalog number 39 C 6899. 

lustrous light 

15 Buttertty Ring . . 10K gold mounting. State 
size above. 

V4 C 50908F-Shipping weight 3 ounces $21.99 
16 Earrings for Pierced Ears . . oval prong 

set stone with "rope" border. 14K gold. 
4 C 55128-Shipping weight 3 ounces. ..914.99 
17 Filigree Pendant. . 18-inch chain. Gold 

electroplated sterling silver. 
4 C $5126-Shipping weight 4 ounces 
18 Отор Earrings for Pierced Ears . gold electro-plated sterling silver mounting. 
14K gold posts. 
4 C 55127-Shipping weight 3 ounces 
19 Ring. . 3 marquise-cut stones. Gold elec 

V troplated sterling silver. State size above. 
V4 C 50909F-Shipping weight 3 ounces $17.99 
2) Flower Ring . . 3 sto 

Please state size above 
Ма C 5091 1F-Shipping weight 3 ounces $19.99 
91 Swi Ring . . oval stone with genuine 1-pt 

diamond. 14K gold. State size above 
V4 C 509 12F-Shipping weight 3 ounces $21.99 

1999 

9.99 

set in 10K gold. 



(22 thru 28) Genuine, vibrant Tiger-ayes in contempo- 
rary pieces that compliment today's fashion looks. All 
rings in Ladies’ Ring Sizes 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 7%, & 

Circle Pin . . 3 oval stones set in a leafy wreath. Gold 
electro-plated sterling silver. Safety catch. 

4C 55114—Shipping weight 3 ounces $1199 

95 Ring . . round stone set in а filigree border mounting 
of 10K gold. State size above. 

va C 50904F—Shipping weight 3 ounces 92099 

94 Contemporary Band Ring with oval stone. Richly tex 
42 tured 10K gold mounting. State size above. 
V4 C 50903F—Shipping weight 3 ounces $18.99 

95 Bracelet Watch . . has 17-jewel movement. Gold elec 
tro-plated base metal case. Gold electroplated sterling 

silver еа тобі bracelet interspersed with oval stones. 
4C 55112C—Shipping weight 5 ounces $45.00 

Qf Rope Necklace with 6 tiger-eye spheres spaced on 
4D 12K goláfilled cable chain. 40-inches long. 
40 55111—Shipping weight 4 ounces 11399 

2] Pendant. Leaf motif mounting in gold electroplated 
sterling silver. 18in. 12K gold-filled chain. 

4 C 55113—Shipping weight 4 ounces 1699 

98 Drop earrings for Pierced Ears. Leaf motif in gold 
electroplated sterling silver. 14K gold posts. 

4 C 65115—Shipping weight 3 ounces 39.99 

Just say "Charge It" 
when you phone your order 

see page 367 

(29 thru 41) Lovely Jewelry to please her feminine heart. All rings come in 
Ladies’ Ring Sizes 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 7% and 8. 

(29 thru 34) Genuine Amethysts 
regal stones in magnificent settings 
gifts she'll treasure always. 

Pendant . . cabochon stone in a 
twig design mounting. 184n. chain. 

Gold electroplated sterling silver, 
4C 55117—Shpg. wt. 4 од 5799 

30 Earrings for Pierced Ears . . cabo- 
chon stones set in twig design gold 

electro-plated sterling silver mounting. 
14K gold posts. 
4C55118—Shpg. wt Зол. $1299 

3] Pendant. . filigree border mount 
ing. 18-inch chain. Gold electro plat 

ed sterling silver 
4 C 55116—Shpg. wt. 4 ox $999 

39 Ring . - oval stone set in а delicate 
scalloped border mounting. 10K 

gold. Please state size above. 
V4 C 50906F—Shpg. wt. 30r... $16.99 

33 Band Ring. . 3 marquise-cut 
stones. Gold electro-plated sterling 

silver. Please state size above. 
V4 C 50905 F—Shpg. wt. 3 02....217.99 

34 Ring with Cultured Pearl . . oval 
stones surround petite pear! from 

Japan. 10K gold. State size above. 
V4 C $0907CF—Shpg. wt. З от. .429.99 

Note: All jewelry on this page shown actual size. . all ai 

(35 thru 41) Lustrous cultured pearis 

imported from Japan. 

Heart Pendant . . rope-design 
mounting. 1&in. chain. 14K gold. 

4C 55123—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $1299 

36 “Teer Drop” Pendant. Delicate 18. 
inch chain. 14K gold. 

4C55124—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $499 

ible Earrings for Pierced 
Ears . . wear with or without drops. 

12K gold-filled chain; 14K gold posts. 
4C 55122—Shpg. wt 30x 11099 

38 Swiridesign Ring with Rubies 
6% mm pear! with 2 genuine 1%- 

point rubies. 10K gold mounting. 
State size above, 
V4 C 50055F—Shpg. wt. 3 ог... .%16.99 

39 Ring. бутт pearl with 2 spinels. 
10K white gold. State size above. 

va C 50053F —Shpg. wt. 3or.... $14.99 

Double-stone Ring . . twin 6mm 
pearls in contemporary mounting. 

14K gold. Please state size above. 
4 © 5228F—Shpg. wt. 302 #1099 

4] Bird Pin , . Textured gold electro 
plated sterling silver. Safety catch 

4 C 55121—8hpg. wt. 3 or. 1999 

gift boxed. 
For free ring-«ize finder, order catalog number 39 C 6899. 

\ 
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Gold-color Mesh 
(1 thru 5) A with an ex 

1 Drop Earrings . . clip back. About 
4 C 53648—Shpg. м 95.0 
9) Draped Bib ad 

53649. 

Д Cigarette Case . for reg 

5 Coin Pur 

Genuine 
Austrian Crystal 

6 Отор Earrings. . clip back style. 
About 2inches long. 

4 C 56221—Shipping wt 202...91.99 
One-row Necklace . uniform 
Smm beads with a cluster баяр. 24- 

inch matinee length. 
4C 56197—Shipping wt. 3oz.. 
Also: 20-ineh princess length. 
4C 56203—Shipping wt. 302... 3.99 

8 Cluster Ring . . about Linch in di- 
eter. Gold-color metal shank. 

It's adjustable . . fits all sizes. 
4 $6222—Shipping wt. 1oz...9399 
9 Flexible Tworow Bracelet . . with 

cluster clasp. 7*4-inehes long. 
4 C $6208—Shipping wt. 10 оз. . 93.99 

10 Cluster Earrings . . abour wineh 
in diameter. Clip back. 

4 C 56216—Shipping wt. 2 оз. ..51.99 
11 Three-row Necklace of graduat- 

ed beads. Adjusts from 14% to 
16% inches long. 

99 

4 C 56195—Shipping wt. 3 or... $899 
Alse: Zrow style. 
4C $6193——Shipping wt Зол... 5.90 
Also: Lrow style. 
4C56192—Shipping wt: 30x. .. 299 
12 S0-inch Rope of uniform Smm 

beads with filigree silver-color 
metal cl 
4C 56191—Shipping wt. Jor $11.99 



and Individuality 
All items on this page shown about actual size. 

13 Neme Pendant leaves her identity no secret 18-inch 
chain. Polished 10K yellow gold. Gift boxed. 

Please be sure to print first name (up to 11 letters). 
FA C 55141V—Shipping weight 4 ounces). 

(14 thru 17) Lovely rings 
sizes 5, 6, 7, 8; Girls’ in sizes 4, 5, 6, 7 
boxed. Shipped Postpaid (except (14). 

M Oval Signet Ring - . 10K gold-filled. Ladies’ sizes. 
State size above, then print 1 initial 

sure to plense. Ladies’ rings in 
no half sizes. Gift. 

4 C $0917XV—Shipping weight 3 ounces 13.99 
15 Heart Signet Ring - 10K gold. Girls sizes. 

State size above, then print 1 initial 
F4 C 509 16V—(Shipping weight 3 ounces) 191199 
16 “Love” Ring with heart-shaped man-made birthstone 

10K gold. Girls’ sizes. State size above, then state birth- 
month number from Chart on page 499. 
F4 C 5092 1V—(Shipping weight 3 ounces) .$14.99 

17 Initialed Wedding Band . sterling silver Ladies’ sizes. 
State size above, then print up to З initials 

F4 C 509 18V —(Shipping weight 3 ounces) 599 
Also: yellow Karatelad® base metal. 
Ға C 509 19V —(Shipping weight 3 ounces) . . 599 

18 "italod Pin and Earrings Set . . gold<olor metal. Pin 
about 1%-in. in diameter. Earrings for pierced ears about 

жап. in diameter . . 14K gold posts. Gift boxed. Print 1 initial 
fall available but I, O, Q, U, V. X, Y, Z). 
4 C 3649V—Shipping weight 3 ounces моо 
19 Name Bracelet. Karatclad* base metal. Fold-over clasp. 

About 7%.inches long. Gift boxed. Postpaid. Print name 
wanted (up to 11 letters). 
F4 C 58145 V—(Shipping weight 5 ounces) 9599 

(20 and 21) Man-made Birthstone Pendant and Ring 
10K gold-plated sterling silver with antiqued-finish. Gift 
boxed. State birth-month numbers from Chart on page 499. 

9) Pendant has an heir- 2] Ring... Ladies‘ sizes 5, 
loom look. 184п. chain. 6, 7, 8 . . no half sizes. 

Shipping weight 4 or. State correct size. (Wt. 3 02.) 
4С55139н 95. F4 C 50922V 1199 

NOTE: noms with Р йоге calas по shipped Panne ven 
factones ın Providence, А1: Вн NY: or NY NY Onder 
Mace Der town tor Crimes Delivery. No C Ö D. orders 

Men's ES 

EL 
gifts . . for her 
22 Pendant. Karatclad* base metal disc 

shows all 12 Signs of the Zodiac. Gold- 

electroplated metal chain . . about 24-in 
long. 
4C55138—Shipping wt. 6 oz. 499 
93 Earrings for Pierced Ears. Gold.elec. 

troplated sterling silver. 14K gold 
posta. All 12 Signs of the Zodiac available. 
State Zodiac number from Chart above. 

4 C 53301H—Shipping wt. 3 or. 1499 
94 Adjustable Ring . . fits all. Richly de- 

tailed Signs in gold-electroplated metal. 
AN 12 Signs available. 

State Zodiac number from Chart above. 
4C 5327 1H—Shipping wt. 2 or. 1699 
95 Monogrammed Pin . . gold-electroplat. 

ed sterling silver. 12 Signs available 
State Zodiac sign number from Chart 

above, then print up to 3 initials. 
F4 C 55137 V —iShipping wt. 302) ...$9.99 

JE 
. the 12 Signs of the Zodiac expressed in heavenly 

for him, All come in gift boxes. 
96 Men's Jewelry. The Signs in 

white on oval simulated jade cam- 
os. All 12 Signa are available. Gold- 
color metal 
‘State Sign number from Chart above. 
Wrap-around Cuff Links only 
4C 15711H—Shpg. wt 4 oz 
Cuff Links and Tie Tack Set 
4 C 187 13H—Shpg. wt. 5or..... 799 
Cuff Links and Tie Bar Set 
4 C 15712H—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

Men's Ring in sterling silver. All 
12 Signe of the Zodiac are availa- 

ble. M. 
half si: 
and easy way to buy it. 
State ring size, then state Zodioc sign 

number from Chart abore. 
F4 C 509 15V —(Shpg. wt. 4 oz) $19.99 

(28 and 29) Initialed Rings. Men's ring sizes 8, 9, 10, 11 
‘State size, then print 1 initial (all available except X and Z). 

98 Genuine Onyx with Synthetic Spinel. Gold-color base metal 
mounting. 

4 C $0614V—Shipping weight 4 ounces 
Also with sterling silver mounting. 
4 C 50619V—Shipping weight 4 ounces 

99 Genuine Onyx with gold-electroplatad metal mounting. 
4 C 50617 V—Shipping weight 4 ounces 

+299 
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Imported 
Hand-Carved 
Animated 

Cuckoo Clocks 

Instant-Read 
Electric Alarm Clock 
with Lighted Dial 

e Durable hi-impact plastic case 
is a Sears exclusive design 
. „а sleek contemporary look 
in a range of chic decorator colors 

* Stylish and dramatic 
back lighting makes the bold 
Arabic numerals more visible 
both day and night 

(1 thru 6) The charm of the cuckoo clock . . authentic 
wood time-pieces intricately carved by skilled Black 
Forest woodworkers. Gong and cuckoo announce the 
hour, call the half-hour. From W. Germany. Clocks (2 
thru 5) are musical models . . Swiss movement plays a 
tune on the hour in addition to gong and calis. 
1 Bird and Loaf. . traditional style handsomely 

carved. 8day movement . . you raise weights week 
ly instead of daily. 
16 inches tall. Rich mahogany-finish 
V4 C 7309C— Shipping weight 10 pounds 537.99 

inches tall. Brown finish. 
М4 C 7308C—Shipping weight 9 pounds 53299 
Also I-day movement. 12% in. tall. Brown finish 
V4 C 7302C —Shipping weight 5 pounds 51899 
Q Black Forest Woodworker's Cottage . . 2 men 

"saw", while a third man "chops" and a water 
wheel turns . . a tune plays while work goes on (tune 
plays on the У hour as well as hour). 1-day movement 
Measures 11 inches tal 
Ма C 73 Y7C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 944.99 

The Hunt . . its excitement evoked by stag's head, 
rabbit, pheasant, hunter's horn and pouch. 

33% inches tall. Collector's item . . plays a Strauss 
Waitz. &day movement. Shipped from Edison, N. J. Al 
low extra time for delivery. No C.O.D. orders. 
F4 С 7301—Shipping weight 17 pounds 523000 
22% inches tall. Play: pretty tune. 1-day movement. 
М4 C 1321C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $54.99 
12 inches tall. Plays a pretty tune. Iday movement. 
Ма С 7314C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 539 99 

4 "Trinken Haus" . . and a festive place it is. 2 men 
raise their steins in a toast while a rousing drinking 

song playa. 1-day movement. 12 in. tall. 
М4 C 7320C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 54499 
5 Folk Dance. . 8 tiny dancers whirl about as a hap 

py tune plays. Brightly colored birds and leaves 
complete scene. 1-day movement. 14 in. tall 
V4 C 7313C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 14499 

Blacksmith Shop . . two blacksmiths "pound" an 
vil as "forge" glows a flery red and wife peers from 

window. Forge illuminated by "D" battery* (not includ- 
ed). 1-дау movement. 15 inches tall. 
va C 7323C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 549.99 

"Note for both pages: Batteries sold separately 
жее Index for page number. 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(A and B ) Beautifully modern linear-shape 
clocks. al for home or office; an exciting 
new way to tell time. Easy-o-read back-lighted 
Arabic numerals move silently on smooth My 
lar® plastic tape. Eany-to-reach front wheel time 
and alarm settings, alarm shut-off. Plastic case 
measures 7x3%x3% inches. UL listed for 110- 
120 volt, 60-eycle AC. Guaranteed for 1 year 
from date of sale against faulty materials or 
workmanship of parta or return clock for free 
replacement 

A Repeat Alarm a touch of the top button 

gives you 10 “extra” minutes of sleep; alarm 
repeats up to four times. 
4C7290—Brown 4С 72901—White 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 11799 

В Regular Alarm . „rings only once. 
4 C 72801—Orange 

4C7280—Black 4С 72802 
Shipping weight 6 pounds 

World 
Time 
Clock 

7] Day. Date and Time. . in an alarm clock for 
bedroom or desk. Day and date show boldly 

on one side, set with side wheel, change nuto- 
matically. Brushed gold-color dial has Arabic 
numerals, luminous hands and dots, Walnut- 
grain plastic case. 1-day apring-wind movement. 
5% х5 in. square. From Japan. 
4 C 7015—Shipping weight 3 pounds, . $12.09. 

8 World Time at a glance . ‚this unique clock 
telis local time all over the world. Day and 

night are indicated by white and blue areas. 
Smart wood-grain plastic case has gold-color 
trim; brushed goldcolor dial has sweep second 
hand. 64x6% inches square. Rans on ̂C" bat- 
tery (not included). From Japan. Get this bit of 
Christmas shopping done—jast dial Sears and 
order it right now, 
4C 7581C—Shipping wt. 2164. ....... 

Imported 

Hand-Crafted 

Melodic Chime 

and Strike Clocks 

(9 and 10 ) Front-wind Clocks with 
Westminster Chimes faithfully repro- 
duce the chimes rung from the Victoria 
Clock of England's House of Parliament. 
Full tune and strike sounded on the 
hour; part of the tune played each quar 
ter hour. Hardwood case. 8-day move- 
ment. From West Germany 

Y federakstyle Wall Clock, Antiqued 
walnut-finish case. Spun aluminum 

hour track, brass pendulum behind 
glass door. 5x9%x20 in. high 
Va C 7089C—Shpg. wt 10 Iba. ..%В9 99 

10 Vietorian-style Mantle Clock 
Seulptured frultwood-finished case; 

antiqued brass-color metal handle; or- 
nate dial behind glass door. 6x9 %x12 in. 
high. 
V4 C 7096C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs 
Also available with Triple 
shut-off feature. Lev 
choose Westminster, Whittingham or 
St. Michael chimes . „or to silence them. 
V4 C 7097 C—Shpg. wt. 11 Iba. ..$99.99 

184.99 
hime and 

allows you to 

Just say “Charge It” when you phone your order 

( 11 and 12) Strike Clocks . . mellow-tone sounds 

at % hour, counts full hour. 8day weightdriven 

movement. Imported from West Germany 
11 Federal-style Wall Clock. Antiqued walnut- 

finish hardwood case. Brass pendulum; brass 
covered weights. Spun aluminum hour track; an 

tiqued brass ornamentation. "Tempus fugit 
plaque. Bim-bam strike. 4x104x13% in. high. 

уа С 7095C—Shipping weight 17 pounds ,. 969.99 

19 "Zeense" Wall Clock . . а faithful reproduc. 
tion of the original clock in the Museum of 

Utrecht. Genuine burled walnut case; bronze cast- 

ings of Atlas, Faith, Hope and Charity. Brass bell 

strike. Measures 710% x24% inches high. 
va C 7069 C—Shipping weight 24 pounds . $120.00 

13 Triple-Chime Carriage Mantle Clock has 
night shut-off feature. Lever allows you to 

choose Westminster, Whittingham or St. Michael 
chimes . . or to silence them. Full tune and strike 
on the hour; part of tune each % hour. 8day front- 
wind movement. Glass, brass and genuine antiqued 
walnut case. Brushed brass dial; spun aluminu: 
hour track. 6%x8%x10% inches high. Imported 
from West Germany 
V4 C 7076C— Shipping weight 7 pounds $120.00 

see page 367 
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(1 thru 4 ) Guaranteed wall clocks. 

1 Sheraton-style Clock. Molded walnut-grained polystyren 
case looks like wood. Brass-color weights and swinging pendu. 

tum add a further note of authenticity. Electric movement. Mea 
wares 17x6%x3 inches high 
4 C 7664— Shipping weight 2 pounds s1299 

Spoke Clock has alternating walnut-wood spokes and brass- 
color metal rods. Brushed brass-color metal dial with wire out 
ing. 20%-in. diam. Japanese movement . . uses "C" battery 

4 C 7536C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 21299 
З Colonial-style School Clock has electric movement. Swinging 

brass-color pendulum. Antique-look nutmeg-finished hard. 
wood case. 2 x13 x19 inches tall 
4 C 7673C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 52299 
Also in cord-free version without pendulum; has mirror in base. 
Runs on "D" battery” 
4 C 7671C—Sbipping weight 8 pounds 52499 

4 SPiece Ensemble. 14x16in. walnutfinished plywood plaque 
clock has brasscolor metal dia} on raised b 

background, West С 
Match 
wood* pi 

k matte-finish 
С" battery” 

6%-inch diameter walnut-finished Masonite Presd. 
ques are accented with brasecolor m 

man movement. . us 

al castings 
4 C 7688C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $23.99 

* Batteries sold se 
Soe Index for page number 
Electric Clocks on this page 

listed for 110-120 v 
60-cycle А.С. 

{5 thru 8 ) Unusual, guaranteed timekeepera 

inches high) stands on 
or hangs on wall. Pendulum swings; gong sounds once 

hour and % hour. Grained walnut-finish polystyrene 
case; simulated weights. Electric movement 
4C 7661—Shipping weight 3 pounds 11499 

Б Miniature Grandfather Clock (7x18) 
tabl 

ont 

6 Animated Pussy Cat with black whiskers has an electric 
clock for its tummy. Wagging tail and blinking eyes tick off 

the minutes. Plastic; 21 -inches long . . hangs on wall 
4 С 7660—Orange and black stripes 4 C 76601—Black 
4 C 76602— Pink with blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 5799 
7 Backwards Bar-Clock ty-time electric clock with coun 

dial keeps perfectly accurate time. Sign re 
verses from "Bar is Closed" to "Bar is Open". Gold-color plastic 
clock is 7*4-inches in diam. . . hangs on wall 
4 C 7659—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounce 1699 

Oversized Double-Bell Clock stands on table or hangs on 
wall . ‚ ideal in any room. Pl tie саме; braxs-colored plastic 

handle and bells; brass feet. Bold mod-tyle Arabic nume: 
sweep second hand. 9%-in. diameter. Electric movement 
4 C 7649—Black 4 C 76491—Red 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 1899 
Also in a cordless v 
size "C" battery”. 
4 C 7650—Bi 4 C 76501—Red 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 11399 

sion without sweep second hand . . uses 

Note for both pages. 
ment and case guar 
against faulty materials or workmans) 
return clock for free replacement. 

aranteed clocks have move 
teed 1 year from date of sale 

ip or parts o 508 [Sears] 



(9 thru 18) Precision Weather Indicators . . useful gifts that add distinction to their home. Thermometers give 
temperature, hygrometers give relative humidity; barometera forecast weather 

9 Contemporary Panel 
thermometer and hy: 

grometer on black-framed 
walnut-finished plywood. 
Brass<olor metal bezels ro- 
tate, finial is removable 
so panel can be hung either 
horizontally or vertically 
7x12.inehes high. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs 

4С6622 57.99 

10 Last Christmas wi 

$10.97. Cut 98c. In- 
door-Outdoor Thermome- 

ter gives both tempera. 
tures simultaneously while 
hanging on inside house 
wall; also has hygrometer. 
Walnut-grained plastic 
«ase. Polished brass-color 
metal scale plates. 4-ft. ca- 

ble with probe. 5х15%-іп. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 

4C 6095 19.99 

11 Slock-Weather Sta- 
tion. Simulated walnut. 

molded composition case 
houses thermometer, hy- 
grometer and guaranteed 
cordiess clock that runs up 
to one full year on a single 
size "C" battery (sold sepa 
rately . . see Index). Brass 
color metal bezels and 
dials. 84 x20%-in. high. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs 
4C 6600C 52299 

12 Mediterrancan-styie 
Plaque . . thermome. 

ter, barometer and hy- 
grometer in an ornate avo- 
cado<olor polystyrene case 
with decorative gold-color 
embellishment. Measures 
5x20 inches high. 
4C86141-Wt.2 lbs. $14.99 
Also: Walnuteolor case. 
4C6614-Wt. 2 а. 614.99 

13 Sculptured Plaque 
hangs horizontally or 

vertically. Finial detaches; 
brass-color plastic bezels 
turn, have aluminum 
etched dials. Thermometer, 
barometer, hygrometer on 
rubbed, grained polystyr. 
ene . . looks like pecan 
wood. 7% x21 Win. 
4C6698C-Wt. 4 Ibs. $17.99 
14 Traditional Pendant 

thermometer, ba- 
rometer, hygrometer. Ma- 
hogany-finished hardwood 
Brass trim; brushed brass- 
color metal dials and scale 
plate. From W. Germany. 
28.inches high. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs 
4C 6606C 529.99 
21%Y.inches high. 
Shipping weight 2 Ьа 

4C6607C $2199 

]5 Coloniat-style Col- 
umned Plaque 

thermometer, hygrometer, 
barometer on highly pol 
ished walnut-veneered 
hardwood. Brass-color met- 
al eagle finial, brass bezela, 
spun aluminum dials. 8x12- 
inches high. From West 
Germany 
4C6631C-Wt 4 Ibs. 919.99 

16 (Old World” Map. 
Molded composition 

frame beautifully enhances 
antique-finished map done 
in pastel colors. Brass-color 
metal temperature and hu- 
midity dials are set in a lav- 
ishly embossed back- 
round. Polished brass fini 
al and corner pla 
104 x12%-in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
406610 $14.99 

adjust up to 3500-foot altitude. 
17 Nautical-look Hori- 

zontal Panel. Brass 

bezels house thermometer, 
barometer, hygrometer. 

Walnut-finished hardwood 
panel. Brushed brass-color 
metal dials. 12%x4%-in 
high. From W. Germany. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz 
4C6658C $1299 

18 Deluxe Desk Unit can 
also be hung on wall; 

houses thermometer, ba 
rometer, hygrometer. Gold. 
color metal dial. Charcoal 

gray plastic case. 8%x34n. 
high. Imported from W. 
Germany. To order the eas- 
iest way, look in your 
phone book white pages 
under "Sears, Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call 
4C6683—Wt. Bor. .%5 99 

tg: [Sears] 509 



(1 thru 7 ) Sears fine quality watches . ure to please him. Unbreakable mainspring. Base metal Саве with stainless steel back. Imported from Switzerland (except 6). Shown about actual size. 
1 К - 'esistant 

chrome-plated case; black nylon pullthrough 
strap, Raised markers; sweep hand. 
4С 17049—Shipping weight 6 ounces ...$1299 
9 24-Hour Dial Watch, Shockand-water-resist 

ant chrome-plated case. Outer second track 
sweep hand. Luminous hands, dots. Stainless 
steel expansion band from Hong Kong 
4 C 17048—Shipping weight 6 ounces ...413.99 
3 Day-Date Calondar. Water-resistant chrome- 

plated case. Silver color dial with luminous 
hands and dots, outer minute track, sweep hand. 
Black top-grain cowhide strap. 
4 C 17042—Shipping weight 6 ounces ...814 
4 Direct Read Watch. . 3 windows on dial 
show hour, minutes and date at a glance. Out 

er second track . . sweep hand. 
Chrome-plated case with stainless steel expan- 
sion band, silver-color dial. 
4 C 17043—Shipping weight 6 ounces ...912.99 
Gold-color case with brown stitched leather strap, 
К dial. 
4C 17044—Shipping weight 6 ounces 91299 

5 24-Hour Dial Calendar has shock-and-water- 
resistant chrome-plated case, wide frontier. 

style 2pc. pullthrough denim and leather strap 
with nailheads. Outer second track . . sweep 
hand. Luminous hands and dots. 
4C 1706—Shipping weight 6 ounces. .... $1399 
6 A truly low price for a Boy's Watch with 

stainless steel expansion band. Chrome-plat 
ed case. Fully numbered white dial; sweep hand 
4C 18046—Shipping weight 4 ounces. ....97.99 
7 Sporty Calendar follows the action rotat. 

ing aluminum bezel sbows lapsed time. Shock 
and-water-resistant chrome-plated case. Gray dial 

luminous hands and dots, sweep hand. Rugged 
black vinyltropic strap. 
4 C 1704 1—Shipping weight 6 ounces 

Notes for Both Pages. Shock-resistant watches 
are designed to withstand a 3 ft. drop on a hard- 
wood floor without significantly affecting accura- 
cy . . water-resistant watches to withstand water 
pressure of 35 Iba. per sq. in. (in addition to nor 
mal atmospheric pressure) as long as crystal, 
crown, back remain intact 

s983 

Keep your boy on time 

SEARS OWN 
WRIST ALARM 

516 

memet (rom intrent 

8 Here a sensational watch with plenty 
of the extras all boys go for їп а big way 
extras that will make him the talk of his 

crowd. A special crown turns clockwise to 
wind alarm; counterclockwise to set. At des- 
ignated time, buzzer sounds the alert. In. 
strument-gray dial has Arabic numer: 
sweep second hand. luminous dots Shock 
and-water-resistant chrome-plated base 
metal case has stainless steel back. Un- 
breakable mainspring. Rugged black vinyl- 
tropic strap. Watch enlarged to show detail. 
4 C 17052—Shipping weight 6 oz. ..516 99 

Q Pirate Chest Jewel Box holds his "treasures". Lac 
quered, hand-rubbed, oak-finish wood with copper 

color metal trim. Liftout tray; red rayon velvet lining. 
T4x4%x3%-inches. From Japan. Jewelry shown not 
included 
4 C 4893—Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces 

]() Genuine Onyx Ring with Sterling Silver mounting 
and initial. . a personalized gift. Gift boxed 

Shown about actual size. Boys’ ring sizes 6, 7, 8,9 . . no 
halfsizen. State size, then print 1 initial (all available 
except X and Z). No C.O.D. orders. 
4 C 50608V Shipping weight 4 ounces 
]] Oval LD. Bracelet spells out his name (up to 9 let 

ters). T-inches long. Hook closure. Gift-boxed. 
Please print engraving wanted. No C.O.D. orders. 
4 C 8103XV—Silver<olor rhodium-plated metal 
4 C B104XV—Gold-color metal 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

37.99 

5449 



1 Orlinder Alarm Clock has up- 
tothe-minute circular dial. 1- 

day spring wind movement Back 
alarm and time set; top button 
shat-off. Luminous hands, dots. 
Plastic. „5x5x3%-in. W. Germany. 
4 C 70$3—Black and 

white case and dial 
4 C 70531—Orange case; 

orange and white dial 
4 C 70533— Violet case; 

violet and white dial. 
4 € 70832—Bluo case; 

blue and white dial 
Shipping weight 7 oz 1699 

9 Cord:free “Anyway” Clock for 
wall, desk or shelf . . tells time 

rightside-up, upside-down or side- 
ways. Plexiglas® plastic case 
White numeral markers. 5x4x12- 
in. Guaranteed". Runs up to 1 year 
on 1 size "D" battery** 
4 C 76833C— Red case 
4 C 76831C—Black case 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $22 99 

Geometric-design Electric Re- 
peat Alarm Clock gives 3 

wake-up calls within a V-hour. 
Bold black and white coloring: 
lighted dial; curved crystal; top-tap 
alarm control. Plastic case 
3x4x4-inches. UL listed for 110- 
120v., 60.cycle А.С. Guaranteed" 
4 C 70062—Sbpg. wt. 1202. $5.99 

"Movement and case guaranteed 
one year from dateof-sale against 
faulty materials or workmanship 
of parts or return clock for free re- 
placement. 

Д Space Age Weather-Station 
thermometer, barometer. 

hygrometer in Plexiglas® plastic 
globe. Felt-bottom stand . . can 
also be hung on wall. 9-inches 
high. From West Germany 

|C—Clear 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 02. ...922.99 

Б Picture Frame and Clock com 
bine to make a delightful desk 

accessory. A single piece of Plexi- 
glas* plastic is "folded" to hold а 
5x7-in. picture on one side a 
guaranteed" cordless electric clock 
with Japanese movement on the 
other. Runs up to 1 year on 1 7D" 
battery". Тай in. 
4 C 7692C—Weight 11 oz. . 422.99 
6 lucite Plastic Jewel Вох has 

smoke-color sides; a clear top. 
Red cotton velveteen lining 
SWx3Wxt-inches deep. 
4 C4880—Wt. 1lb.4oz.....$7.99 

Т Modern Grandfather Clock to 
hang or stand . . distinctively 

styled in Plexiglas® plastic. Lus- 
trous silver-color numerals on a 
black саве; clear cylindrical col- 
umns stand on a black base. Cord- 
free movement. with swinging pen- 
dulum up to 1 yr. on a sim- 
gle size "D" battery**. 6x6x15 
inches high. Guaranteed" 
4 C 7585C—Wt. 2 Iba 4 от. $29.99 

** Batteries sold separately 
See Index for page number. 

Sears introduces 
an entirely new kind of watch . . 

‘The Astrolon “Watch 
Its main functional parts are made of 

amazing new Noryl-Delrin-Macrolon plastic 

so friction-free that no jewels are needed 

to assure long. accurate performance . . 

never needs lubrication . . practically 

maintenance-free. Tests show this Swiss 

innovation. exclusive at Sears this Fall, 

has much longer life. greater accuracy than 

conventional watches at this price. 

MEN'S WATCHES 

19” 

10 years of development have gone into this breakthrough in 
watchmaking . . resulting in a movement that's not only accurate 
but lightweight (/, the weight of conventional movements} 
Base metal case with plastic see-through back lets you view 
the workings. Anti-magnetic. Shock-and water resistant 
(A) 4 C 16136—Chrome-plated case with see-through front as 

wel! as back; black grained leather strap 
В) 4 C 16137—Gold«olor case; black grained leather strap 
(C) 4 C 16138—Chrome-plated case; stainless steel expansion band 
Shipping weight 6 ounces $19.99 

set [Sears] 511 



BULOVA 
ACCUTRON 

7 
TIMEX 
ELECTRONIC 

TIMEX 
ELECTRIC 

No Winding Ever! Applied electronics brings you tomorrow's conc ер! in correct time 8 single replaceable 
energy cell (included) monitors the movement to keep it accurate up to a year at a time on or off your wrist 

(1 and 2) The Tradition Swissonic Sears Most Accu- 3 Bulova Accutron among the 
rate Tradition Watch Ever within 2 minutes per mont 

d only the Swiss watchmaking industry produces i 
This water-and-shock-resistant Calendar watch represents 

Jtimate in accuracy and prestige, runs up to 1 full year one minute per a transistorized control circuit powered by a 
energy cell is then easily replaced). Base n 

stainless steel back. Dial has raised hour ma: 
hands a 

worlds (5 and 6) Timex Electric Calendar 
prestige time-keepers Watches run steadily 

has precision "tuning fork" mecha- on power supplied by a 
am. . will n 

most aceur 

gain or lose mon than tery included . . they're recognized for 
ustment may fine quality at popular prices. Water-re 

be necessary to attain this accuracy). sistant cas 
10K let with Shipped Post 

ers, luminous adjustable fold-over clasp. Stainless 

stainless steel back 

dots, sweep second hand. Calendar advances au case back. Seethru front lets you Бу Dress-style Calendar. Ci tomatically each midnight. Pictured enlarged to show all of view the workings. Luminous hands and d base metal case. White dial with the fine details dots, sweep second hand. Water-and- luminous hands and markers, sweep 
shock-resistant; anti-magnetic. Shown second hand. Handsome lizard-grained ] Dress-style Swissonic Calender . . gold-color case actual size. Postpaid. vinyl strap. Shown approximately % ac white dial, black genuine morocco leather strap 4 © 46912C-(Shpg. wt. 1002) .6150.00 tual size 4 C 4437 1C-Shipping weight 1 pound 159.95 A аре аса). олоро Also with chrome-plated case, blue dial, black padded calf 4 Timex Electronic Calendar Watch : А skin leather strap. Transistorized control circuit. Wa Also with gold-color case (not luminous) 

4 C 4436 1C-Shipping weight 1 pound $50.95 resistant gold<olor base metal case 4 € 1833C-(Shpg. wt. 8 oz $3000 stainless steel back. Brown and ora 2 Look at this fabulous value . . Our Sportatyle Swisson- marble-effect dial; sweep hand. Black Sport-style Calendar . . rotating 60. ic Calendar at an unbeatably low price. Chrome plated izard-grain vinyl strap. Shown abt. % minute bezel shows lapsed time at 1, stainless steel expansion band actual size. Postpaid glance. Black dial has luminous hands, 4 C 4578 pping weight 10 ounces 139.95 4C 18186C-(Shpg wt 10 0z.)..,850.00 dota and sweep hand. Rugged chrome. 
Also with gold-color case, brown dial, brown sueded Also with chrome-plated case, blue and plated base metal case with textured po Corfam* poromeric strap black marbleeffect dial yvinyl strap. Shown actual size. 4 C 4578 1C—Shipping weight 10 ounces $49.95 4C 18185C-(Shpg. wt. 1002)...85000 — 4 C 18347C-(Shpg. wt. 802)... $30.00 

Note for both pages: shock-re Nt watches are designe with 512 [Sears] ite yep Медин eria ce 



SEARS ..- 
CALEMDARS 

(12 and 13) 
Watches. To se 

(7 thre 9) Handsome Swiss-made Calendar 4 C 16209—Shpg. wt. 602. $21.99 
With Note for both page: 

7 SportStyle Calendar 
ws lap. 

Watches 
sed ring t and. Black vinyl strap. 

4 C 16091 —Shipping weight 6 ounces . $11.09 

style. M Contemporar Пё Ta 
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SEARS 
7 JEWEL WATCHES 

«sHandsomelyss tyleg 

(1 thru 4 ) Self-Wind Calendar Watches . . date advances automatically 
Shockandwater-resistant*; unbreakable mainspring; sweep hand. Base 
metal case, stainless steel back. Shown actual size. From Japan. 

] Day-Date Style. . gold-color @ 
se. White dial; luminous 

hands, dots. Ginger-color DuPont 
Corfam* poromeric strap. 
4C 16134—Wt. 6 ол. 11990 
Also with chrome-plated case 
black strap. 4 
4 С 16135—Shpg. wt. бот. $19.99 

Fully-numbered Black-dial 
Watch. Luminous hands, nu 

merals. Chrome-plated case. Black 
ed, padded strap. 

‚Shpg. wt. 602. $17.99 
leather stitc 
4С 16133 

Active Sport-style has rotatin 
bezel that shows lapsed tim 

Chrome-plated case; black dial 
with luminous hands, markers and 
numerals. Stainless steel bracelet 
with center expansion links (brace 
let is from Hong Kong). 
4C 16131—Shpg. wt. 602. 819.99 

2 Cushion-shape Sport Style. 
Chrome-plated case. Luminous 

hands, dota. Black leather stitched 
and padded strap. 
4C 16132—Shpg. wt 602. $17.99. 

Masculine Gifts... 
(5 thru 8) Nationally famous watches . . recognized for good quality at 
popular prices. All with unbreakable mainspring, base metal case with 
stainless steel back, sweep hand. Shown actual size. Postpaid 

Self-wind. Water-resistant" 
chrome-plated case. Satin-fin- 

ish dial with raised markers, Black 
vinyl strap. 
4C18169-(Shpg. wt. 402) $14.05 

Calendar Sport-style. . date 
advances automatically at mid. 

night. Water-resistant” gold-color 
case. White dial. Brown reptile 
grained vinyl strap. 
4C 1884—(Shpg. wt 4 от.) $12.95 

8 Self-wind Calendar style 
winds by wrist motion, gives 

the time and date at a glance 
date advances automatically at 
midnight. Water-resistant" gold. 
color case. White dial. Gold-color 
base metal expansion band. 
4C18337-(Shpg. wt. 4 oz) $17.95 

6 Budgetoriced Basic Watch 
chrome-p 

hands; raised hour 
vinyl strap. Like everything else 
in Sears book, it's so easy to ord 
by telephone. 
4с 18213 

ted case; silver<olor 

(Shpg. wt. 4 оз.) $7.95 

"Shock-resistant watches are designed to withstand а 3-f drop on a hardwood floor without significantly affecting accuracy 

Mans Watch, 

water-resistant watches are designed to withstan 
in. (in addition to normal atmospheric pressure) as long as crystal, crown and ba 

water pressure of 35 Ibs. per sq 
k remain intact 

Our lowest price this year for any Man's Wrist Watch. Sears 
basic model with chrome-plated base metal case; stainless steel back. White dial with markers, sweep second hand. Unbreakable 

mainspring. Long wearing, extremely good looking black vinyl strap. Shown about actual size. A wonderful buy at this price. 
4C 18178—Shipping weight 4 ounces +. 



(10 thru 15) Fine Wood Jewel Boxes. All except 14 are crafted 
by skilled Japanese woodworkers of exotic Kiabocca hardwood, 

WOOD = 
JEWELRY BOXES 4 

coated and hand-rubbed 7 times to bring out the natural beauty of 
the wood grain; have brass hardware, cotton velveteen lining. 

10 Billiard Table Style. He 
сап play a real game of bil 

liards on the green flocked ray: 
on top. Triangle rack, 16 balls, 
2 cue sticks included. Divided 
drawer has a night valet. Hon- 
eytone fruitwood finish. Ma- 
roon lining. 44x14x8%-in. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 14 oz. 
404851 +1099 

ican Provincial 
Bureau. . mellow 

applewood finish. Doubles as a 
night valet with its grooved 
top. 3 sectioned drawers. Blue 
lining. 64x124x7%- inches. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 13 ол. 
aca 11209 

] Contemporary Bureau 
doubles as a night valet 

holds pocket items in its 
grooved top. 2 sectioned draw- 
ers. Honeytone fruitwood fin- 
ish; maroon lining. 4%x 
TI XT ein. 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 13 oz 

404896 #1299 

13 Colonial Roll Front. . a 
reproduction of an early 

American-style desk. Hickory- 
wood finish with brass eagle 
decoration. Blue lining 
13% x7%4x7%-inches. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

4 C ABOSC 31799 

14 From the Dante Carpen- 
ters Bench Collection . . 

a Decorative Jewel Box. Inco- 
lay stone lift lid has marble- 
look and colt motif. Sec- 
tioned interior for rings, 
watches, etc. Gold-color suede 
cloth lining. 109x214 x8%-in. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
9C $2000 

в Rail Valet. Top is 
fashioned as a complete 

‘open night valet . . it's like giv- 
ing two gifts in one. Two divid- 
ed drawers hold his jewelry. 
Honeytone fruitwood finish. 
Deep red lining. 12%4x9x5%-in. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

4C 4847 $14.99 

Only $4.99 
for an 

1D. Bracelet 

to fill them 
and JEWELRY 

16 A truly low price for a Man's 1.0. with florentined plaque. Heavy 
weight chain; concealed lock. 8*4-in. long. Gift box. 

Print engraving wanted (maximum of 9 letter 
4 C 15505XV-Silver-color rhodium-plated metal. 

No C.O.D. orders. 
hpg. wt. 6 oz. 

4 C 15506XV-Gold-electroplated metal. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 499 

17 rown Tiger Eye 
Cuff Links and Tie Bar Set 

wrap links convert to regular 
style. Gold-color metal. 
4 C 15705-Shpg. wt. 5 or. . 89.99 

18 Thoroughbred" Cutt 
Links. Cameo-styled Cuff 

Links from the renowned Muse- 
um Masterpiece Collection by 
Dante. Mare and colt motif of In- 
colay stone. Antiqued gold<olor 
metal mounting 
4 C 15707 —Brown cameo 
4 С 15708— Blue cameo 
Shipping weight 4 oz. +980 

19 Genuine Jade Cuff Links 
and Tie Bar Set. . wrap 

links convert to regular style 
Gold«color metal 
4 C 15706-Shpg. wt. 50z..99.99 
NOW m a page shown actus su nama 18 teu 23 
abend ru vae Mama Maren win jewel bones not inclu 

20) Genuine Black Onyx Wraparound 
Cuff Links and Tie Tac Set. Oval 

stones set in textured, rhodium-plated 
silver-color metal 
4 C 15702—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 5.99 

9] Genuine Brown Tiger Eye Cuff 
Links and Tie Tac Set. . wrap- 

around cuff links convert to regular 
style. Gold-color metal. 
4 C 15703—Shpg. wt. 5 ox $7.99 

22 Genuine Blue Sodalite Cuff Links 
and Tie Tac Set . . wrap links con- 

vert to regular style. Rhodium-plated 
silver-color metal 
4 C 15704—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

93 Genuine Brown Tiger Eye Wrap- 
around Cuff Links and Tie Tac 

Set. Gold-color metal. 
4 C 15701—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

Ast [Sears] 515 
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(1 thru 7 ) Gifts for football fans (male and female) have off. 
cial NFL team insignias in authentic team colors. 
Please be sure to state team number from chart below. 
] Double Bell Alarm Clock — (4 thru 7) Smart Jewelry 

has enameled metal cese shown about actual size. 
color-ccordinated to team col. 1971 NFL Productions, Inc. 

| ors. Football clapper rings alarm. Goalpost finial is gold. Д Cuff Links end Tie-Bar 
color metal. 1-day spring- Set. . enameled helmets 
wind movement. 54in. high 
West Germany. Postpaid. celer metal. GIA boned. Shipping weight 100z) 4С 15723H-WL 202. .98.00 
F4 C 71908 3899 E KeyChain. . enameled 
9 Cordless Wall Clock double-faced helmet has 

perfect for den or game insignia on both sides. Gold- 
room. Runs up to one year an Color metal. Gift boxed. ‚gie size "C" battery”. 4C 15722H-Wt 202. .9300 

lolded composition frame 1K sg, post ам G Tie-Tac or Lapel Pin 

display team insignia. Gold- 

heimet displays Борои тыа атан eine арыла FACTSTEN .........912.09 and durch. Gan brand 
3 Animated Watch . . dial 4C 15721H-Wt. 102. „0200 

has player moving on ro- 
tating dise. Geld-color base 7 Сурт vete d 
metal case . . hour markers 
on bezel. Unbreakable maim Чү" оп both sides. Spring 
spring. Swiss movement merid 
Reptile-printed brown calf. dering. Goldcolor metal. Gift boxed. To order the easiest skin strap. Shown approxi. aid M 
mataly actual sie white pages under “Bears e pages 
4C1011-We4or 01096 Rosback and Cò., Catalog 
Note: Items 1 and 2 shipped Sales“ for number to call 
from factory in Long Inland < C53841H-Wt 202 9240 
City, N.Y. No СОП Allow 
extra time for delivery. (ltem “Batteries sold separately, 
2) allow postage from your see Index for 
catalog order plant page number. 
**Movoment and case guaranteed one year from 
date-ofsale against faulty materials or workmanship 
of parts or return clock for free replacement. 

120.40 mem 
= 
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LIGHTWEIGHT BINOCULARS cover the sporting scene 

(8 and 9) Compact extra-wide 
angle models, fit easily into pocket 

For Mim [o ee 

dard 

men mode! m model For Her . . all-purpose on н da. Amber 1000 yards. Fine Field-of.vision: 57& feet ы 
2% x& inches 

ered simulat. measures 44 x4 

4 C 6256—Sh 
leather-covered carrying 
4 C 626 1C—Shipping weig ing weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. ....929.99 



ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES 

] Beginner's Model . . refractor telescope with 
15x erector lens for terrestrial use. Magnifica. 

tion is 30 and 100 times inverted, 45 and 150 times. 
erected. SOmm objective lens is achromatie-coated, 
has 600mm focal length. Ocular: H 6mm and H 
20mm. Sun filter incl. Plastic and metal scope. 49- 
in. wooden tripod. Instructions inel. From Japan. 
4 C 6334—Shipping weight 7 pounds #19. 

Student Model . . the perfect instrument for 
the young astronomy buff. Magnifies up to 233 

times . . has 700mm focal length and 2.4 in. refrac 
tor objective. Two different power color-coded ocu 
lars: K 20mm, HM 6mm. 5x24 viewfinder. Altazi- 
muth mount with alow-motion altitude controls. All 
metal outside, fine coated optics inside. Barlow lens 
about doubles each power. Cross-hair sighting 
scope, dual-knob focusing. Diagonal prism. Sun and 
moon filters. 5-0. metal extension leg tripod with 
accessory tray. Instructions incl. Japan. 
4 C 6331C— Shipping weight 11 pounds. ...$49.99 

SEARS MICROSCOPES 
open up à whole new world 

3 Student Model Zoom Electric Microscope. 
Zoom in on specimens, shift powers by pushing 

a button. 1200-power scope has 4 standard-size 
romatie objectives (бх, 12x, 40x, 60x); 10x thru 20x 
zoom ocular with automatic push-button control 
Optical condenser; 5-stop disc diaphragm; 1'4-in. 
plano-concave mirror. Metal; 14-in. open height. 
For power zoom control, use 2 “AA” batteries 
not inel. Comes with 2 prepared slides, 4 blank 
slides, stains, mounting fluid, instructions and 126- 
page book with experiments to perform, introdue 
tion to microscopy. Wood cabinet. From Japan. 
4 C 6368—Shipping weight 7 pounds 10 oz. $ 

(4 and 5) Metal Zoom Microscope Labs. Profes- 
sional-type scopes have premium components. 
Sears Laboratory Approved A.C. transformer for 
light source, dual-knob focusing. Zoom ocular for 
full power range, sharp focus at every magnifica 
tion. Instructions and a 126 pg. book with an intro- 
duction to microscopy are included. From Japan. 
Д 1200-Power Scope has $4 separate pieces of 

equipment for serious and detailed experimen- 
tation. Optically-ground lenses; additional extra 
fine dual-knob focusing. 4 achromatic objectives. 
(Bx, 12x, 30x, 60x) on rotating turret; 10x through 
20x zoom ocular; 1 -inch plano-concave mirror. 
Built-in semi-mechanical stage; automatic power 
computer. 11-inch open height. 
4C 6379C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 15499 

Also (not shown): Scope above with Wood Cabinet 
2 prepared slides, 4 blank slides, stains, mount- 

ing fluid and instructions included. 
4 C 6377— Shipping weight 9 pounds В оз. . $39.99 
Б 750-Power Scope. 48 pieces of equipment in- 

cluding a frog, butterfly, ahrimp hatchery. 4 ob- 
jectives (5x, 10x, 30x, 50x) on rotating turret, 10x 
thru 15x zoom ocular. Lin. plano«oncave mirror. 
Automatic power computer. 8%-in. open height. 
4C 6378—Shipping weight 6 pounds 3 oz. $3399 

Also (not shown): Scope above with 2 prepared 
slides, 4 blank slides, stains, mounting fluid and is- 

structions Gift boxed. 
4C6374—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 оз. $23.99. 

6 800-Power Scope has 3 objectives (150, 300, 
600 powers) on rotating turret; 15x ocular. Pla 

nomirror; built in battery operated illuminator 
uses 2 “AA” penlight batteries (not included). Met 
al; 7% inch open height. 2 prepared slides, 4 blank 
slides, stains, mounting fluid and instructions in- 
cluded. From Japan 
4 C 6375—Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 oz. .., $9. 

7] Prepared Microscope Slides of Actual Speci- 
mens. Set of 60 slides . . professionally pre: 

pared and labeled. Five categories, 12 slides each 
Organs of Insecta (e.g. Butterfly Scale), Structure of 
Blood (e.g. Human Blood), Plants (e.g. Pine Nee. 
dies), Little animals (e.g. Mosquito Egg), and Sea 
Life (e.g. Scale of Shark). Slides measure 1x3. 
inches. From Japan. 
4 C 6381—Shipping weight 1 pound loz ...9499 

Get the 
big picture with 
SEARS 
BINOCULARS 

Only $, [Boot m 3877 
This 17 power, 35mm 

ted leather case, From Japan. 
8 Wide Angle Zoom Binoculars. A truly complete 

binocular because it moves from 7x thru 16x with 

in for 
with 10x thru 16x. As sure 
control while changing powers. Wideangle feature 
increases view to almost double that of ordinary 
зоот binoculars . . with 7 power you see 341 ft. at 
1000 yds. 35mm 
silver-color 

objectives, Aluminum frames with 
metal trim. 

4 C 6200C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ......$64.99 

power lets you see 525 feet at 1000 yards. 35mm ob- 
jectives. Rubber eye cap adjusts for people wearing 

Aluminum die-cast frame. glasses 
4 С 6206—Shipping weight 2 pounds entm $29.99 

10 Dependable-quality at a price that's terrifically 
low even for Sears. Aluminum frame. 

7 power, 35mm . . for general use. 
You see 367 feet at 1000 yards. 
4 C 6209—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..... 416.77 
7 power, 50mm . . especially good in dim light. 
You see 376 feet at 1000 yards. 
4 C 6204—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .......92387 
10 power, SOmm* . . for high power use. 
You see 299 feet at 1000 yards. 
4C 6211—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . 
"Because of their increased magnification. 10x50mm 

Binoculars are recommended particularly for marine use. 
hunting. nature study and astronomy 

"Charge It" if you wish 
. see page 367 
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collegiate 
clocks .. 

perfect gifts for students, 
alumni and aspiring youngsters 

Exciting! Unique! A personalized gift ... his or ber college symbolized 
by a brilliant full-color, silk-screened caricature on the dial of this 
cord-free wall clock that runs up to one full year on a single size “С” 
battery (batteries sold separately . . see Index for page number). Can 
be hung in living room, den, bedroom, kitchen, college dorm . . any- 
where. Durable walnut-finish plastic frame; aluminum dial. 15x16x 
2%-in. deep. Guaranteed *. Shipped from factory in Dallas, Texas, Al 
low postage from your catalog order plant. Order before December 10th 
for Christmas delivery. No C.O.D. orders. Use your phone if you want 
to order it the easiest way of all 

Be sure to state College Number from Clock Chart below 
F4 C 7580H — Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces $1999 

"Guaranteed one year trom date of sale against (ану materials 
з ое return clock for free replacement 

Ven A BM 

E 
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Cordless INTEGRA* Rechargeable Shavers 
*INTEGRA means each shaver built with completely integrated circuitry . . 

charger-converter comes built in so it's always ready to use 

7 days of brisk, smooth shaves with each recharging . . easy to recharge . . 
simply plug into regular household current overnight 

SHAVER GUARANTEE 

turn shaver f 
tyle until he fi 

and beard. If 
the customer wil 

Choose Rotary, Curved 
or Flat Head type 

I 
each 

1 Dvol-curved Head. Provides extra-close shaving action 
especially appreciated by men with thick and heavy 

beards. Scientifically honed knives and grill for smooth, 
comfortable, refreshingly clean shaves 

Equipped with 52 trim edge cutters that deliver 300,000 
clipping actions per second. Trimmer attachment (A) in 
cluded for grooming of sideburns and mustache . . also for 
touching up baircuts. Also extra screen (B). Plastic lid. 
Cord, brush, case. 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. UL listed. Austria. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 
9C 92741 

at difference 
4 full purct 

jays, but within f 
haver, free, if defective i 
workmanship. 

$27.95 

Rotary-type. Four slotted heads cut alll types of beards 
easily, quickly, Self-sharpening cutters driven by rotary 

motor. Built-in trimmer. Brush, case. 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC. UL listed. Switzerland. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces. 
9 с 9252 32755 

Replacement Grill and Knife for above. 4 needed. Switzer- 
land. Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
9 с 92501 ‚Each $1.95 

Exclusive Travelid protective cover folds down behind 
shaver while shaver is in use—flips over shaving head 

when you're done. Adjustable comfort control bar. Pop up. 
head for easy cleaning. Trimmer edge. Cord, brush, case. 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed. Made in United States. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces. 

9C 92485 A 327.95 

CRAFTSMAN® Rotary-head Shaver 

especially suited for beginning New CRAFTSMAN? Electra Shaver o: 

shavers or men with tender skin with comfort bar for i 
°1 295 choice of blade settings 

21” Swedish stainless steel heads 
are self-sharpening to keep Comit Gaini bar кы you adjust fie level d 
haves smooth and quick Ves echt deal coL ting hend to exactly match 

y dependable ro э иса bard. Y ج ر dir 
гу = ing head pops up for thorough ceasing, Lifetime igb-impact ројусањо pe irl pestes: z 

nate housing . . won't ru е = Hi polycarbonate shatter-proof 
C ON er i case protects Inner mechanism from sudden 
tually: додро Da jolts, jarring. Comes with handsome travel pop-up trimmer for keeping Brak. Operates on 110-120-volt, 60- 

sey opal CER ERE cycle AC. UL listed. Made in U.S.A. Guaranteed 
оой switch for instant con а nek ein 
trol at all times. Shipping I ems, $21.95 

With carry ES ant, c Os r 
ing brush, $34-foot cord 
Operates оп 110-120-volt. 
60-cyde AC UL listed. 
Made in Switzerland Shaver 

to Suit Your Needs 
Book or ask for details 

is guaranteed for one year 
see details above 

Shipping weight 1 pound 

96 9247 312.95 



Beautiful Sewing 
Baskets 

jade, 

Heated (1 thru 4) Decorative Sewing Basketa. Color. 9 K-Tel® Record Ваа Footstools ful fabric beceat on toyo cord bedy carefully. © Will held % айла 
ira divided 
Tel 

3 Smooth Rayon and Acetate 
K-Tel Record 

Selector 
As advertised n TV 

() 35:hook Tie Rack. Solid 

5 Campaign Chest with Caste 
9 storage unit that's as (un 

1 Tie-and-Bolt Rack. Solid 
94981 a 

(6 and 7) Heated Footstools. Cotton 

X 

9 Miracle“ Brush. R 

J $299 



Chair Valet. Elegantly swirled brass. 
plated tubular steel back frame is com. 

plemented by dark brown vinyl-covered 
seat padded with polyurethane foam. Wal 
nut-stained woodgrain molded plastic seat 
frame; hardwood legs, accessory tray and 
removable hanger. Brass-plated tubular 
steel trouser bar. Lif-up seat for storage 
38% inches high, 18% inches wide, 21% 
inches deep. Unassembied. 
25 C 75861—Shipping wt. 13 Ibe. ...619.79 

Q Chair Valet. Handsome modern design 
in rich walnutfinish hardwood. Black vi 

nylcovered seat and back panel are padded 
with polyurethane foam. Hardwood hanger 
has contoured French collar for careful 
neck and shoulder shaping. Hardwood trou 
ser bar, accessory tray and legs. Lift-up seat 
for storage. 39 inches high, 19 inches wide, 
21 inches deep. Unassembled. 
25 C 7587L—Shipping wt. 15 Iba ,.. 424.79 

3 Chair Valet. Designed with an oriental 
influence in walnut-finish hardwood. 

Walnutlook woodgrain-effect vinylcovered 
seat padded with polyurethane foam. S 
frame of walnut-stained woodgrain mo 
plastic. Hardwood accessory tray and re 
movable hanger with contoured French col 
lar. Brassplated metal trouser bar. Extra 
heavy hardwood legs. Lift-up seat for stor 
age. 40% inches high, 19 inches wide, 21 
inches deep. Unassembled. 
25 C 7688L—Shipping wt. 14 lbs. ...$29.79 

4 Chair Valet. Handsome contemporary 
design with the campaign-look inspired 

by military chests of 19th century English 
officers. Walnut-finish hardwood frame. 
Black vinyl-covered seat and back panel 
padded with polyurethane foam. Lift-up 
seat (for stor molded plastic divided 
tray 144x124x2%4 inches deep. Hardwood 
accessory tray with trouser bar; removable 
hardwood hanger with contoured French 
collar styling for careful neck and shoulder 

ing. Hardwood legs with brass-plated 
1 ferrules. Brass-plated metal trim on 

seatfront and on back. 34 inches high, 17% 
inches wide, 23 inches deep. Unassembled. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
25 C 7589L—Shipping wt. 18 Iba. ...935.99 

“ү 

‘Charge It" if you wish 

Sears Best Chair Valet. Fino 
furniture styling to enhance 

any bedroom decor. Hardwood 
with rich walnutfinish . . extra 
sturdy with one-piece side-frame 
and leg construction at back 
Seat and back panel have gold. 
color crushed rayon velvet cov 
ering padded with polyurethane 
foam. Covering is treated with 
Seotehgard® Brand Fabric Pro 
tector to resist water- and oil 
borne stains. Seat lifts up for 
storage, has molded plastic di 
vided tray 14x12%x2% inch 
deep. Large hardwood accessory 
tray is xix inches deep, trou 
ser bar. Hardwood hanger has 
French collar for careful neck 
and shoulder shaping. Tapered 
hardwood legs. 39 inches high, 
17% inches wide, 23 inches deep. 
Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 18 lbs 
25 C 75901 $4979 

Valet Stand was $15.49. 
Sturdily constructed of wal. 

nut-finish cherrywood. Wood 
hanger and accessory tray 
brass-plated meta] trouser bar 
with non-slip fluted rubber strip: 
belt hood. Colorful metal "coat of 
arms” emblem. Triple-braced 
bottom support serves as a shoe 
rack. 47% inches high, 18% 
inches wide, 13% inches di р. 
From Japan. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
25€ 7537 из. 

Valet Stand. Sturdily con 
structed of walnut-finish 

hardwood with contoured hang 
er, trouser bar, accessory tray 
and double-braced bottom sup. 
port that may be used as shoe 
rack. Brass-plated metal tie-and 
belt holder. 44 in. high, 13 in. 
wide, 19 in. deep. From Yugo: 
slavia. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 7 Iba. 
25 C 75031 $8.77 

see page 367 28 [Sears] 521 



For the Men in your life... 
1 Travel Grooming Kit. Handsome ground leather zipense holds 

nail file, tweezers, 3 manicure implements (all from West С 
many); shoe horn; shoe brush; comb; mirror and 4 plastic containers 
with polished aluminum tops for a toothbrush, soap, shaving lotion 
and accessories. Case is 9x5x2 in. deep. 
8 C 6484—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $4.98 
Q) Dresser Set. Dresser tray holds plastic comb, natural boar bris- 

tle hair brush and nylon bristle clothes brush with beechwood 
handles (brushes from W. Germany). Plastic tray . . 9x5 in 
8 C 6482—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $408 
3 Last Christmas was $19.95. Now CUT $7 . . Heated Lather 

Maker. Insert ordinary bar soap, add tap water . . press lever 
and warm lather is dispensed. Helps him get a closer shave and the 
whole family will love the thick suds for washing. Mounts on wall or 
stands on counter. 6% x8*4x3 in. deep. 60-watts. 
8 C 6393—Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces 51288 

Travel Kit with English Leather After Shave Set. Leather: 
grained vinyl case holds nail clipper, toothbrush, comb, set of 

four Loz. bottles of English Leather scents. Case with waterproof 
lining is from Korea . . measures 10x5x6 inches deep. 
8 C 6400— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Set $498 

Swedish-type Massager. Top pad for mild-action massage; 2 
speeds for light or vigorous vibration. Suspended motor trans- 

fers vibrations to fingers . . helps stimulate circulation, soothe tired 
muscles. Rubber pad under-cushion. Cast aluminum housing. 
8 C 2200—Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces 53398 
6 English Leather Sampler Kit is FREE when you buy this Travel 

Case at its regular price. Leather-look vinyl case has full zip 
top, waterproof plastic lining. Sampler kit has 3 or 4 uses each of 
English Leather Lime cologne, soap, Timberline cologne, all-pur- 
pose lotion, shampoo, hairdressing, 9x5x5-in. case 
8 C 6491—Shipping weight 1 Ib. Set 52.98 
7 MestMassage Cushion. Extension bar customizes pad to his 

own back dimensions. Choose high or low heat, gentle or vigor- 
ous massage speed—or any of 4 heat massage combinations. Con 
toured headrest. Vinyl cover. 159828 in. long. 
8 С 2281C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $3195 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

Total Ensemble Travel Kit. . man-size for a man's needs. 
Leather-grained vinyl kit holds a keyring«hoehorn, nail clipper, 

safety razor with 5 blades, nail file, comb, toothbrush, natural boar 
bristle hair brush (from Taiwan), 4-02. spray can of Sears Man's Dry 
Hair Grooming Spray with Protein . . plus a scent set of English 
Leather all-purpose lotion (1 oz), Jaguar Cologne (№ oz), and Brit 
inh Sterling Cologne (V oz). Case with waterproof plastic lining has 
zip and buckle closures, is 11x5x6 in. (from Korea! 
8 C 64 10—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces Set 59.98 
Q Ondine Spray Cologne is FREE when you buy this Eng 

Leather Four Seasons Set at its regular price. He'll love these 4 
favorite English Leather after shaves (Lime, Timberline, Wind 
Drift, traditional English Leather) . . 20x. ea. She'll love the fra 
grance of Ondine Spray Cologne . . 1% fl. oz 
8 C 4821—Shipping weight 2 pounds Ser $6.00 
10 Famous Fragrance Sextet. Six distinctively masculine scents 

English Leather all-purpose lotion (1 02), Agua Lavanda (% 
oz), Brut lotion (№ oz), Hawaiian Surf (4 oz), British Sterling 
Cologne (% oz), Jaguar Cologne (% oz.) 
8 C 4810—Shipping weight 1 pound Set 5398 
]] Tenpiece Manicure Set. Pressed leather zip case, suedene fab- 

ric lining. Barrel spring toenail nipper, nail clip, cuticle scissors, 
nail scissors, 6 other implementa. 4x8% in. case. W. Germany 
8 C 6474—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set 95.98 
12 Deluxe Dryer-Styler Kit. Professional.type 330-watt unit has 

more than double the drying power of any other men's dryer. 
styler we sell. Lets him create the look he wants. . style, dry 
wave—even straighten hair. High-low heat setting, on-off switch on 
plastic unit. 4oz. can Sears Man's Dry Hair Grooming Spray with 
Protein incl. Leather-grained vinyl zip case . . 12x7x3 in. 
8 C 6342—Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $1975 
7-02. can Sears Man’s Dry Hair Grooming Spray with Protein 
8 C 7899—Shipping weight 8 ounces $1.00 

522 [Sears 



A Styling Comb in a 
handsome Travel Case 
for only :14.95 ??? 

him . . a FREE 
45 gift for her! 

ONDINE SPRAY COLOGNE 

REE WI 

ENGLISH LEATHER { 
QUARTET k І y 

STYLER KIT 



$495 em 514% 
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1 Ferrari Car Butane Lighter. Remor- 
‚able clip lighter, adjustable flame. In- 

dependent suspension wheels. Steel, 
plastic, rubber wheels. 11 inches long. 
Red. From West Germany. 
87 С 7070—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 02. 91795 

Pistol Lighter. Derringer style. 
Chrome-plated barrel, trim on light- 

єт. Wood base 8x1 % in. wide. Japan. 
87 С 7032—Shpg. wt. 11b. 5349 

3 Nimrod Pipe Lighters. Flame shoots 
into bowl. About 3 in. high. Postpaid. 

Chrome-plated steel. 
87 C 7012—(Shpg. wt. 4 oz) 
Golá-color metal, lizard trim. 
87 C 201 1—Shpg. wt. 4 or.) 595 

Roll your own cigarettes 
Т Cigarette Machine. Packs filter 

kings. Tubes, tobacco, below 
87 C 7800—Wt 2 Ib. 100r. ....91295 
8 Yorkshire regular Cigarette Tobac- 

оо. 7-01. tin. 
87 C 7811—Shpg. wt ea. 12 от. 
Tis $129 3 for $3.48 

Q 400 king size, fiter-tip Tubes. 
87C7802-Shpg. wt. 8 ов .Box $1.29 

10 Tobacco Trimmer. Stainless steel 
87 C 7801—5hpg. wt. Bor. ..4149 

$725 

4 Butane Watch Lighter. Gold-tone 
case with fine diamond-cut design 

Swiss watch movement that really 
works. flame, flip top. 24 x1 
inches high. 
87 € 7073—Shpg. wt. Bor .....814.95 
5 Ronson Butane Comet Lighter. Ad. 

justable flame. Storage for extra 
flinta. Chrome-plated trim, black matte 
finish. About 2% inches high 
87 C 708 1—Shpg. wt. 402. 
6 Marxman Electronic Lighter. Needs. 

no flint, no wick . . butane lighted by 
electronic device. Adjustable flame. 
Chrome finish. 2x1% inches wide. Gift 
boxed. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
87C7074 +995 

Carve your own pipe 

11 Sarv-s-Moerschaum Kit. All the 
tools needed from start to finish. 

Kit includes carving knife, sander block, 
sandpaper, metal sander, beeswax, 
brush and raw block of Meerschaum 
with pre-fitted stem. Easy-to-follow in- 
structions included 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 

87C7249 Kit 

12 Caveman Pipe. Hewn from solid 
block Meerschaum for dry, cool, 

sweet smoke 
87 С 7250—Shpg. wt. 4 от. 

PIPES. RACKS, ACCESSORIES 
shown on opposite page 

(13 and 14) Pyrolytie graphite bowl liner produces up to 
53% loss tar and up to 71% less nicotine. 

13 Ebony pipes. 13 Color pipes. 
87 C 7307—Billiard 87 C 7320—Apple . . green 

87 C 7308—Apple 87 C 7325—Bent . . blue 
87 C 7309—Bent 87 C 7323—Billiard . . orange 
Wi. each 4 oz. Ea.$1250 Wt each 4 ox. Each $15.00 

14 Al-American Pipe. Red and blue stripes. Pot shape. 
87 C 7326—Shipping weight 4 ounces $15.00 

15 The Smoke. Preconditioned graphite liner that needs no 
breaking in. Durable enamel finish 

87C7337-Berkeley . . blue 
87C7338-Village . . gold 
Shipping weight each 3 ounces 

87C7339-Woodstock . . red 
87C7340-Graduate . . ebony 

Each $7.95 

16 Pr. Grabow Pipes. Imported briars presmoked . . need 
no breaking in. Heavy enamel finish. 

87 С 7461—Billiard. . blue 87 C 7460—Apple . . orange 
87 C 7462—Bent . . gold-color 
Shipping weight 6 ounces Each $6.95 

(17 thru 19) Naturally porous bowls. From Austria. 

17 Executive Set. Molded meerschaum, Algerian briar, cup 
Í 87€ 7200—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $9.99 

18 Oltcured Meerschaum. Molded bow. 
87 С 7206—Straight stem 87 С 7205—Curved stem 

Shipping weight each 4 ounces Each $6.99 

19 Block Meerschaum. Hand-carved bowl. Fitted case. 
87 C 7204—Shipping weight 8 ounces. Set $11.99 

20 Water Pipe. Hand — ceramic jar, 1 earthenware 
and 1 porcelain bowl, rubber hose, 10 in. high. Israel. 

87 C 734 1— Shipping weight 3 pounds $999 

Corn Cob Pipe Set. 7 popular. a Boxed. 
21 FFE dea y Set $5.99 
99 Royal Lancer Set. 3 English briare presmoked. Billiard, 

apple, Dublin shapes. Italian briar base, metal holders 
87 C 7264—Shipping weight 10 ounces Set $7 95 

93 Yorkshire Pipe Set. 2 matched-grain Algerian briars, 
plus handy pocket tool. Boxed. From France. 

87 C7211—Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $4.99 

24 Yorkshire Imershangeabio Pipe Set. 6 briar bowls, 2 alu- 
minum shanks, bits. Aircooled moisture trap. 

87 C 7256—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $4.95 

95 12-ріре Rack. Humidor. Walnut rack, brassplated posts 
l2ounce glass humidor, walnut lid. Moistener. 9% х9% 

inches high. Pipes and tobacco not included. 
87 C 7404—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces 1695 

96 $pipe Rack. Solid walnut. Handy drawer for cuff links, 
accessories. 81426 inches high, Pipes not included. 

87 C 7458—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz 1498 

97 “pipe Rack. Humidor. Solid walnut. 16-02. glass bumi. 
dor. 10x6 4x7 in. high. Pipes, tobacco not included. 

87 C 7428—Shipping weight 5 pounds 95.95 

98 S:pipe Rack, Humidor. Walnutfinish hardwood. brass 
posts. 12-02. glass humidor, walnut lid. Moistener. 9% 15% 

in. high. Pipes, tobacco not included. 
87 C 7403—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 

29 Desk Pal Pipe Rest. Teakwood. 16 pipe cleaners included 
Hand decorated. 3 inches high. From Denmark 

87 C 7459—Shipping weight 7 ounces 3295 

5349 

30 Pipe Knocker Ashtray with pipe rest. Coppertone finish 
metal, cork knocker. Drame finish metal cam pipe holder 7%-inch diameter. Pipe not included. 

87 C 7449—Shipping weight 1 pound 9298 
3] Pipe and Pouch Set. Imported briar covered with 

frained pigskin. Matching pigskin pouch. Boxed 87 C 7298— Shipping weight 8 ounces Set 04.99 
32 5-job Pipe Knife. Stainless steel. Leather case 87 C 7215—8hipping weight 4 ounces s299 
33 Deerskin Pouch. Tan. 6x3% inches high. New Zealand. 

Pipe not included. Shipping weight 4 ounces 
87 C 7605— With pipe compartment 
87 © 7606— Without pipe compartment 

5499 
399 



"*. , needs no breaking in... 
в smoke 10 to 20 degrees cooler 

pipes 

e беа IL 
Dr. Grabow Pipes . . need no breaking in n 6 

- ® 

Meerschaums 

$99 
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. . always looks its stylish best 

because it just can't wrinkle 

ble keit herringbone tabr the b 
'e&k-through on the fashion scene. A 
ur knits are particularly attra, n ha 

and classic Blaze 

The Stripes 

] Here's the perfect answer to what to 
wear for the holidays ahead. Good 

looking polyester and nylon two button 
model has set-in pockets with button 
through scalloped flaps. Half beit in back 
with deep center vent. Of course they 
have today's wider lapels. Solid color lin 
ing. Dry clean. 
EIGULAR State chest size 38, 40, 42, 44, 46. 
N45 С 33111F—Brown stripe 
N45 C 33107F—Blue stripe 
ONG. State chest size 38, 40, 42, 44 or 46. 
N45 C 33112F—Brown stripe 
N45 C 33108 F— Blue stripe 
Shipping weight 2 

The Blazer 

Classically styled and deserving to be 
y man's wardrobe because you 

ап wear them almost anywhere. Polyes- 
tor fabric two button model has button 
through scalloped flap pockets, wide la. 
pels. Deep center vent. Set-in pockets, dec 
orative buttons, print lining. Dry clean 
Buy it the easy way—order by phon 
RRGULAR State chest size 38, 40, 42, 44, 46. 
N45 C 3310 1F—Navy blue 
N45 C 33104F— Brown 
N45 C 331 16F—Aubergine (burgundy 
Loma State chest size 38, 40, 42, 44, 46. 
N45 C 33102F—Navy blue 
N45 C 33108F— Brown 
N45 C 33117F—Aubergine (bur 
Shipping weight 2 Iba. 12 ox 

Vests make the season merry 
on velvet in the latest tunic length. 

buttons. Lined with acetate. Dry clean 
5034-36); M(38-40); 1442-44). State S, M or L 

45 C 29242F— Brown 45 C 29244F—Blue 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 11095 
4 Flock design on rayon, acetate and nylon. Removal 

bs across front. Tunic length. Plum color. Dry c 
Sizes M(38-40); 1442-44). Sto 
45 C 29238F—Shipping weight 15 ounces 
5 Tapestry vest is rayon and cotton with ren 

across front. Tunic length. Multicolor. Dry clean. Sizes 
834-36); M(38-40); 1442-44). State S, M or L. 
45 С 29239F—Shipping : 18.95 
6 Cotton velveteen reverses to polyester and cotton tat 

rsall. 5 button front. Adjustable s а. Dry clean. 
State even chest size 36 
45 C 29392F— 45 C 2939 1F—Red 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 4895 

Tapestry. Rayon and cotton. Reverses to gold uncut cot 
ton corduroy. 5 buttons. Adjustable back strap. Dry 

clean. State even chest size 36 to 46. 
45 C 29208F—Shipping weight 15 ounces #795 



4 

Sportcoats with the rich look only 

100% wool can give 

] Brown Geometric. Yoked back with half belt makes news in 
some example of the 2-button wide lapel at. Button thru 

erted pleat. Deep cente t Dry clean. Solid color 
pounds 15 ounces. 
State chest size 40, 42, 44 or 46 139.90 

State chest size 40, 42, 44 or 46 39.90 
te chest size 38, 40 or 42 39.90 

*dy) Herringbone 

Rugged wide-wale Corduroy 
З Western style Sportcoat. Cotton suede cloth shoulder yoke seta 

it apart as something special. Three buttons, 2 lower patch poek: 
ets with button thru scalloped flaps. Wide lapels, pleated back, no 
vent. Setin sleeves. Med. brown cotton. Print lining. Dry clean. 
45 С 31227F—RMOULAR State cheat size. 38, 40, 42, 44 or 46. 
45 C 31228F—rars. State cheat size 38, 40, 42, 44 or 46. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces 93490, 

4 Biswing back Sportcoat. Lower patch pockets have inverted 
pleat, set-in upper pocket—all with leather buttoned scalloped 

flaps. Handsome half belt and deep center vent in back. Wide lapels. 
Cotton corduroy. Solid color lining. Dry clean 
REGLLAR State chest size 38, 40, 42. 44 or 46. 
48C31217F—Weathered bronze 45 C31214F—Clay 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces $29.88 
LONG State chest size 38, 40, 42, 44 or 46. 
45 C 31218F—Weathered bronze 45 C 31215F—Clay 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces 129.88 
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A PERMA-PREST 
All-weather Coat 

Cut *10 to only $28.50 ??? 

All-weather Trench Coats 
with zip-in pile linings 

Double breasted Coat Single breasted Coat 
It's authentic in every way from — Mid-calf length brown polyester and 
the shoulder epaulets and gun cotton oxford weave coat has button 
patches to the full self belt and — thru front, epaulets, large patch pock- 
back yoke. Inverted pleat vent. ets, gun patches and belt. Acrylic pile 

yester and cotton twill with zip — zip-in lining. Rayon acetate body lin. 
in acrylic pile lining on cotton ing. Shower resistant. Dry clean. 
back. Nylon body and sleeve lin- — REOULAR State even chest 36 to 44. 
ing. Shower resistant. Below the — TALI. State even cheat 38 to 44. 
neo length. Dry clean 19 C 22448. Regalar 45 C 22468F-Tall k DN Shpg. wt. 4 ba бог $39.90 NbOXXAR. State even chest 36 to 48. MCI Hee Wide-brim Woo! Hat. Camel color 1 Attaché Case € 

- State size 7,7% У 
Ass 33 C 99097F—We. 11. Sor. ...87.00 on 
ee ded Suede Gloves. Unlined. Zip back push-locks. M 45 C 22636F—Blue ees SUS $40 MED 94). LAG, 104) 
45 C 22639; — Bone рома ож Зх18х134псһ size... 
Shoe. wt. 4 Iba. Bor 94190  33C 5638 1F—Autumn haze. 81000 Re PEE 

528 [Sears] 33 € 56382F—Dark brown ... 10.00 CENI Dih sio. £ 



Men's cowhide 
waist length Rancher 

Was $38.00. Now also in tan as well as handsome dark brown. Lined with 
acrylic pile on cotton back, especially developed во you can hardly tell the 
difference in looks and feel from costly lamb shearling. Sleeve lining is nylon 
quilted to acetate fibers for warmth and easy on and off. Yoke split panel both 

id back. Slash pockets. Set in sleeves. Five snap front, self band bottom. 
Welted stitching accentuates seams and details as well as giving additional 
strength. Waist length. Dry clean 

State regular even chest size 36 to 46 inches. Shipping weight 6 pounds 
45 C64017CF—Tan .... 935.00 — 45C640!8CF—Dark brown ....#35.00 

front a 

Split cowhide 
hip length Rancher 

544% 

The western look with 
traditional yoke front 
and back and leather cov. 
ered buttons. Body lini e 
collar and lapels are 
acrylic pile on cotton 
back color coordinated to 

Acetate sleeve lin 
p pockets have 

pile facing. Dry 
an State eve 

е 36 to 46 in. 
45 C 64001CF—T 
45 C 64002CF— Brown 

pping wt. 6 Iba. $44.90 
TALL State even chest size 
34 to 46 in. 

C 64011CF—Tan 
45 C 64012CF— Brown. 
Shpg. wt. 6 Iba. .,. 849.90 

Cut *3 to only $35.00 ??? 

Quilon* treated to repel 
water and non-oily stains 

so» 
Soft and supple New Zealand 
suede front makes this jacket 
an ideal gift for year-round 
wear. Diamond stitching on 
front for accent. Cotton knit 
laminate back, collar, lapels 
and sleeves. Club collar, but 
tons. Flap pockets on front 
panel. Coat cuffs with button 
trim. Acetate lining. Hip 
length. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's во easy to or 
der by telephone. 

State even chest size 36 to 46 
inches 
N45 C 60057F—Tan 
N45 C 6005 1F—Gold 
N45 C 60055F—Light blue 
N45 C 60058F— Bronze 
Shpg. wt. 3 the. 6 02 119.88 



Owning this warm, water repellent 
Jacket is like having several Jackets 

+ « Ski-look nylon reverses to pile 
. . colors reverse too 

515% 
Nylon taffeta quilted to Dacron* 88 polyester fiber filling . . won't 
shift. Reverses to acrylic pile on cotton back for a completely different 
look. Zippered slash pockets on both sides. Double-fabric nylon hood 
rolls up and is held by button tab under lined collar. Knit cuffs, zip 
front. Drawstring bottom. Hand wash, warm. 

Sizes S(36-38); М(39-41); 1442-44); XL445-47). State 8, M, L or XL. 
45 C 82005f—Blue 45 C 82067F—RBronze 45 C 82064F— Burgundy 
45 C 82069/— White. 45 C 82068F— Brown 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces.............. $1590 
Suede Mittens. Pile lined. Sizes S(8-8%); MI9-914); L(10-1014) 

Please state size 8, M or L. 
33 C56173F— Tabasco 33 С 56172F—Loden 33 C 561717 Brown 
Shipping weight pair 6 ounces. . ............ Pair $8.00 

530 Sears ДЕШ 
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Save $3 on a Man's 
Lightweight Jacket that's 
both stain-resistant and 

water repellent .. just $12.90 

Wes $15.90. It's the inside stripe, the cadet button-tab collar, 
the 2-button cuffs and the adjustable waistband that make this 
our finest jacket. Fortrel* polyester and cotton shell with nylon 
taffeta body and sleeve lining. Welted slash pockets, zip front and 
raglan sleeves. Treated with Scotchgard* Brand Fabric Protector 
to resist water and oily stains. Hip length. Machine wash, warm 
State regular even chest size 36 Lo 46 in. 
45 С 540291 —White — 48 C 54027F— Tan 
45 С 54026F—Navy — 45 C 54028F— Bronze 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. $1290 

Pile-lined sgss 
Nylon Jackets 



Pile-lined 
Canvas Bush Coat 

100% polyester pile ahearling style 
ing, lapels. Box pleated button flap pi 
pockets. Polyester and cotton canvas Ze Pel® 
rain, snow and stain repellent finish. Mid 
thigh length. Dry clean. 
REGULAR State even chest size 36 to 46. 
45C95047F-Brown 45C95048F-Brandy 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 1 ounce ....#29.90 
тац. Brandy. State even chest size 38 to 46. 
45 C95 148F—Shpg. wt. 4 Iba бот. ...931.90 
Striped Heathertone Muffler. 6 ft. long. Shet- 
land wool. Machine wash, warm. Wt. 14 oz. 
22С34942-11. olive 96.00 33C34943-Tan 46.00 
33C3494$-Artec gold . se. 600 

Ribless Cotton Corduroy 
Norfolk Coat 

uble point yoke front. Vertical 
back belts from shoulder form belt loops and set 

coat apart as something special. It's the very 
style Norfolk. Set-in al lower button 

thru-flappatch pockets with wide box pleat. Orlon* 
ining. Mid thigh 

529% 

le lining. Aceta! 
h. Dry clean. 

reGuLan State even chest size 36 to 46 inches 
маб C74037F—Tan N45 C 74038F—Bronze 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces $29.90 
TALL State even cheat size 38 to 46 inches. 
N45 74137F—Tan N45 С 74138F—Bronze 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 13 ounces 431.90 

Corduroy $3 90 
Surcoat -- 

The warmest coat to come down the road in 
years. Good looking wide wale cotton corduroy 
has warm Orlon* acrylic pile lining, collar and 
lapels. Handsome belted style with new holst 
pockets. Acetate taffeta alee 
length. Dry clean 

ning. Midthigh 

REGULAR State even chest size 36 to 46 in. 
N45C74054F-Green N45C74058F-Bronze 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces. . .. 34.90 
TALL State even chest size 36 to 46 in. 
N45 C 74154F—Green 

ipping weight 4 pounds 15 ounces. ...936.90 
"nos DuPont TM к 



Where you'll find the newest looks 
in jeans plus tops to go with them .. 
it's the young man's shop girls love, too 
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NOTE FOR YOUNG WOMEN. Youll look great in a 
Же JEANS JOIN 1 On these two pages See con 

1 Skinny rib mock turtleneck Knit Shirt. Тех 
ture and color excitement in a multi-colored, 

knit. Solid color neck and 5 button placket. Long 
sleeve. 100% polyester. Machine washable, me. 
dium: tumble dry 

Sizes XS(30 12-inch chest); (34-36); M(38- 
40) and L(42-44). State size XS, 8, M or І, 
33 С 90041ғ — Bl 33 C 90043/— Brown 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $800 

©) PERMA-PREST* paisley print sport Shirt. 
~ The paisley print returns, bolder than ever 
Features long point banded collar with permanent 
stays. Tapered body, long tails. 7 button placket 
front. Long bell sleeves with 2 button cuffs. 1 
chest, pocket Fortrel® polyester, 35% cot 
ton. Machine wash, medium: tumble dry 

Sizes XS113-134.inch neck); S(14-14%) 
M(15-155); L(16 1614). State sise XS, S, M, La 
33 С 77621F — Blue, red 
33 С 77623F— Plum, brass 
Shipping weight } pou $700 

3 Full grain cowhide Belt. Handsome old-fash 
© ioned harness leather in an ample 2-inch width. 
Natural finished back. Hefty brass plated buckle. 

Sizes $(30-32-inch waist); M(34-36) and MLA(38 
40). State size 8, M or ML 
33 С 41081F— Black 33 C 41083F— Brown 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. $500 

Д Uncut corduroy flared Jeans. Trim 'N Tight 
cut. Low rise waist and snug fitting. For alim 

Contrasting color on the wide belt loops, 
d and four patch pockets. Flared legs 

with hemmed bottoms, 100% cotton, Machine 
wash, medium. Maximum fabric shrinkage 3% 

te waist im inches, then inseam $. M or Û 
from this chart. 

Shorti29 Medium: Longi 33 
41 C 26643F—Light blue with dark blue trim 

C 256445 Tan with brown trim 
41 С 25642 € — Dark brown with tan trim 
41 С 25641F— Dark blue with light blue trim 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. $800 

Aussie Hat 
Sold on page 5: 

( Skinny rib turtleneck Sweater, Space dyed 
(оғ a random, multi-colored effect. 100% vir 

gin wool worsted in an allover rib knit construe 
tion. Pull turn down turtleneck. Hand wash sep- 
arately, or dry clean 

mes XS(30-32-inch chest); SCM-36); M(38 
40) and 42-44). State size XS, 5, M or L. 
33 C 84086 Aubergine (burgundy) combination 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces $1500 

7 Belted skinny rib turtleneck knit Shirt in a 
denim heather coloration. Zipper on neck and 

placket lets you convert the neck style. 2-inch 
self-fabric belt with fabric covered buckle and 2 
belt loops. Hemmed cuffs and bottom, 50% poly 
ester, 50% cotton, Machine wash, medium; tum 

le dr 
Sizes XS(30. hest); (34-26); M (38-40) 
42-44). State size XS, S, M 

33 С 90241F— Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 oun: $1000 

B PERMA-PREST* solid color fln 
Trim "N Tight cut. Low rise waist, and snug 

fitting. For slim builds, Scoop front pockets 
patch back pockets. Wide belt loops. Flared legs 

th hemmed bottoms. 50% Dacron* polyester. 
50% cotton denim. Machine wash, medium 
tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2 

State waist size in inches, then inseam ®, Mort 
from this chart 

Short Medium! Long 
41 C 263457 — Blue 
41 С 25346 Aubergine (burgundy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounce co 

Q) Flat brim Hat 
Y Sold on page 534 

How to measure for Young Wo Jeans Conversion Chart for Young Women Shirts and Sweaters Guide tor Women 

Mie * " ^ ге the 5 м и Order Men's size | Xamal Small | Medium 
inseam 1 jer nont moe ar 

ae Order waist size| 29 | 30 | 31 | 22 | 34 | 36 " % Sears 533 



1 Sleeveless U-neck animal pattern Sweater 
Remember those days of yesteryear? Well, 

here's a sweater with the look of the 40's, up 
dated for the 70's. A great allover animal pat 
tern in a jacquard design. Knit of Wintuk уат 
of 100% virgin Orlon* acrylic. Double fabrie rib 
knit U-neck and rib knit bottom. Higher, hemmed 
armholes. Machine wash, warm 

Sizes XS(30-32-inch chest); 
40) and (42 44]. State size 
33 С 83563F Brown combination 
33 С 835675 — Indigo blue combination 
Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. $1000 

€) Sleeveless crewneck reindeer 
4 Sweater. Reindeer head on white shield in 
middle of sweater heralds the return of a past 
favorite. Knit of 100% virgin Orlon* acrylic in a 
heather color with natural background. Rib 
knit U-neck and longer bottom. Hemmed arm 
holes. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 

Sizes XS(30-32-inch chest); S(34-36); M (38 
40) and 1442-44), State size XS, S, M or L 
33 € 86616F— Light plum № 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounc 

3 PERMA-PREST® solid stubbed denim-look. Э Sport Shirt, accented by contrasting col 
огей collar and cuffs. Styled with today's long 
point collar, permanent stays. Trim, tapered 
Body with long tails. 7 button placket froni 
Long sleeves with two button cuff. One pocket. 
0% Fortrel® polyester, 50% cotton. Machine 
washable, medium temperatu 

Sizes XS(13-13% inch ne 
Mü State size XS, S, M, | 
эз С 76081! 
33 С 76003 
33 С 760867 
Shipping weight 1 pound $7.0 

Dimensional flat brim Denim Hat. High 
wide and handsome sports hat 100% cotton 

denim crown. Fashionable wide brim. Denin 
material band. Full satin lining 

Sizes S(6 ); MG-T99); Li 4) and 
XLI ). Stat M. L or ХІ 
13 € 99037: Shipping weight В ounces.$7.00 

5 Flared denim Jeans. Trim 'N tight cut. Low 
rise waist, and snug fitting. For alim builds. 

4 patch pockets, Wide belt loops. Flared leg 
with cuflless hemmed bottoms. 100% cotton 
denim in solid colors. Machine wash, medium 
М m fabric shrinkage 3° 

State waist size in inches, then inseam $, Mor 
from this char 

Short Medium (31) | Long 34 
41 C 25146 —Navy blue 
416 F_ Brown 
41 С 251485 — Aubergine (br 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 $6.00 

How to Measure for Young Women 

ao eem palo» 

Shirt and Sweater Sire Chart for Young Women 

JEANS JOINT: 
E 

Order Men's sire | Xamal | Small | Medium 

Where you'll find the newest looks 

in jeans plus tops to go with them .. 

= СШ ШӘ 

it's the young man's shop girls love, too 



NOTE FOR YOUNG WOMEN. Woes orderng 

б PERMA-PRESTS solid westem denim Shirt 
accented by hammered antique «пара. Long 

point collar with permanent stays Tapered 
body with tails. Placket front has 6 maps and I 
bution. 2 chest flap pockets, each flap empha 
sized by 2 snaps. Long sleeves with 2-anap cuffs 
Blend of 0% Portrel® polyester, 60% cotton 
Blue, Machine washable, medium; tumble dry. 

бен XS(13-134-inch neck); S(I4- 144): M 
(15-154); L(16-169) and XL(17-1714). State 
XS, 8, M, L, XL. 
33 € 76051F- Shipping weight 1 Ib. $8.00 

Т loro sieeve ring crew neck knit Shirt: Knit 
matically divided with tbe 

e] pattern, the bottom ha 
color skinny rib. Easy care blend of Муж poly 
ester and SOK cotton. Brown. Machitie wath 
medium; tumble dry 

Sizes XS(30-32.inch chest); 434506); M 
8-40) and L(42-44). State siae XS, S, Mor L 

33 С 90213! Shipping weight 8 oz $800 

8 Long sleeve full turtleneck knit Shirt. A 
cked skinny rib knit with spacedyed 

sloration. Ribbed cuffs, Hemmed bottom 
Brown ine wash. warm 

XS(30-32.inch chest); S(34 
L(42-44). State size XS, S, M. L 

5 Shipping weight 13 o: sa 

Y Canter crease Casual Hat with snap up side 
that can be worn up for the "Aussie" look 

or down western style. 100% cotton denim. Ba 
f same denim material. Full satin lining 

Sizes Sit La 4 
xi L, XL 

3 € 99038 Shipping weight 8 ounces. .$7.00 

10 PERMA-PREST® boot pants Jeans With 
tapered legs. Trim 'N tight style designed 

t fitting 
Western scoop frofit pockets, patch back pock 
ela. Wide belt loops. Tapered legs that look 

reat with boots. 50% Fortrel* polyester, 50 
cotton. Machine wash, medium: tumbie dr: 
Maximum fabric shrin 
Men. State waist, then from this chai 
Women. When order ала, sev size 

41 C 253157 y a 
41 €253115 Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound & ounces um 

11. Pony. Express Beh. 13-inch top gra 
cowhide. A fashionably wide belt coupled 

with two great buckles out of the old west 
Choice of Welle Fargo Train or U.S. buckle 
Both in an antique gold finish 

Sites S(30-32-inch waist); M(34-36) 
ML(38.40). State size S, M or ML 

Black. Wells Fargo Train Buckle 
33 C 41115F— Black, U.S. engraved buckle 
Shipping weight В ounces $500 

19 Men's Lace-up Boots. 15 inches from in 
sole to top. Unlined uppers. Oil-treated 

tsoles, heels with rubber lift 
wide) 8, 814, 9, 914, 1 

3. State sine, D width 
ürushid. sueded leathér uppers. Natural color 
87 c 86241F— Shpg: wt. 5 lbs. 1 oz $219 

sie Leather uppers Antiqued brown 
Shpg. wt. 5 lb». 302 sa 



100% polyester Knits 
at prices this low ??? 

Knit Jeans 
Trim ‘N Tight Flares 
in Stripes and Solids 

$19 nr $11” 

(1 and2) PERMA-PREST® Trim 'N 
Tight knit jeans with all the styling fen 
tures young men demand plus thesuperb 
comfort of a knit fabric. 100% polyester 
knit stretches when you move, but won't 
stretch out of shape. Styled with scoop. 
front pockets and patch back pockets 
Wide belt loops. Cuffless, flared leg». 
Safety stitched seams and bartacked 
strain points. No ironing needed when 
machine washed, medium and tumble 
dried. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2% 
See Guide To Figure Fit below 
] Stripes. State waist size in inches, 

then inseam 5, M or L Chart A below 
41 C 25481F—Blue 
41 C 25482F — Brown 
41 C 28483/— Burgundy 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1199 

Q Solids. State waist size in inches, then 
ineeam 8, M or L, Chart A below 

41 C 25472 — Brown 
41 C 25471F—Blue 
41 C 25473F—Dark wine 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1099 

CHART А 

Wes  —30 31.32.33 34 3€. 38 
v [omn | mtm | ans 
= n) 31m (33 и 

Sport Shirts shown on this and 
facing page sold on page 554 

GUIDE TO FIGURE FIT 



Discover the carefree comfort of wrinkle-resistant PERMA-PREST® 

Jeans and Slacks that gently stretch for comfort, yet retain their shape 

Double Knit 
Slacks 

Trim Regular Flares 

125 [std 
Full Cut Not Flared 

$1355 | 51 595 

Ei gr pablo y 
great looks and ease of care. Knit of 
100% texturized Ро 

vent waistband rollover. 
medium. tumble dry .. nc 
imum fabric shrinkage 2%. See Guide To 
Figure Fit on facing page 

3 Trim Regular stripe with flared log 
© м top front pockets. State weist. then 

Chart A below 

Brown 

2 oz $1495 
Full Cut stripe. Slanted top 
fromt pocket: 

lue 

(burgundy) 
= $1595 Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Trim Regular solid color with flared 
leg. ¥ top front pockets. State waist, 

then inseam from Chart A below 
41 € 81592F—Hn 
41 C B1591F 
41 C 815047 
41 C 815995 (burgundy) 
Shipping weight 1 Ih. $1295 
Full Cut solid color. Not flared. Slanted 
top front pockets. State waist, then in 

41 C 509144 Black 
41 C 10913 Aubergine (Burgundy) 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1395 

CHART А 

CHART в 
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. . our exciting new gathering 

of go-together fashions 

Featured here: striped and solid Slacks, 
cardigan Sweaters, knit and woven Shirts 
1 Zip front Cardigan. Wintuk yarn of 100% virgin Orlon* acrylic in an all. 

over ribbed construction. Accented with a high crew neck collar and full 
length ring pull zipper closure, Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 

Sizes S(34-36-41 chest); M(38-40); 1142-44) and XL(46-48) 
33 C 83573F — Brown эз C 83578F— Gray 33 с 836776 Blue 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $1400 

9 PERMA-PREST* Woven mosaic patterned Sport Shirt. Long point col. 
lar with permanent stays. 7 button placket front. Long sleeves with 2 but 

ton cuffs. One matched chest pocket. Tapered body with long tails. Blend of 
65% Dacron* polyester and * cotton. Machine wash, med.; tumble dry. 
Sizes S(14-14'^-inch neck); M(15-1514); L(16-16'4) and XL(17-174] 
33 С 76093F— Brown 33 С 76096F— Red 33 С 76081F— Blue 
State size 8, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 pound $700 

3 PERMA-PREST* striped Slacks with flared legs. Trevira® polyester 
© Orlon* acrylic and rayon. Plain front and belt loops. Ban-Rol® waistband 
Cuffless. Machine wash, med.; tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2% 
Trim Regular style. Fits slightly below waistline. Trim (not snug) in seat, 
thigh. For the man with average build. 4 top front pockets 

Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 
41 C 80888F—Brown 41 C B0887F 41 C 80889F— Blue 

|... tong (33) 
State waist in inches, then inseam $, M or L from chart above 58 99 
Full Cut style. Worn at normal waistline. Roomy in seat, crotch and leg. For 
the man with huskier than average build. % top front pockets 

Shipping weight 1 pound 3 
41 C 50413F — Brown 41 C 50411F— Blue 

"ION TIT IO 
State waist in inches, then inseam 8. M or L from chart above $999 

"Sears Best" Casual Socks. Soft 75% Hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic blended with 
25% stretch nylon for a perfect fit. True softness and comfort plus 2% extra 

nylon reinforcement in wear areas of toe and Heel Guard* heel. 1x1 ribbed 
crew top keeps sock up. Machine wash, medium temperature. 
33 € 19373-— Brown heather 33 C 19421—Blue — 33 C 19388— Silver gray 
Üne size fits 10 to 13. Shipping weight pair 2 oz Pair $1.50; 3 pairs $4 44 

5 Collar and placket style knit Shirt. 100% polyester in a rugged scramble 
Ə stitch. Contrasting horizontal stripes on 4 button placket. Short 
sleeves. Rib knit cuffs and bottom. Machine wash, med.; tumble dry 

Sizes S(34-36-inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44) and XL(46-48) 
33 € 91203F—Tan/rust, brown stripe 
33 C 91201F — Blue /light blue, white stripe 
33 С 91206F — Aubergine (burgundy) /black, white stripe 
State size S, M, L, XL. Shipping weight 10 ounces. s698 

6 Alpaca and wool Cardigan. 50% virgin alpaca and 50% virgin wool in a 
links knit. Rib knit cuffs, bottom. 6 button front closure. Dyed to match 

buttons. Dry clean. Sizes S(34-36-in. chest); М(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). 
33 C 842945 Rust 33 C 84297F— Light blue — 33 C 84299F— White 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces $1600 

polyester, wool worsted and Avril® rayon. Plain front with belt loops. 
Cuffed bottom. Ban-Rol* waistband, Machine wash, medium and tumble dry 
Maximum fabric shrinkage 2% 
Trim Regular Style. Fits slightly below waistline. Trim (not snug) in seat 
thigh. For the man with an average build. On-seam front pockets. 
41 C 81037F— Brown 41 C 81035F— Gray 41 C 81038f — Black 

I x 2 34 

рк. wt. 11b. 4 oz. $9.99 
Full Cut Style. Worn at normal waistline. Roomy in seat, crotch and leg. For 
the man with huskier than average build. On-seam front pockets. 
41 С 50753F— Brown __ 41 C50751F—Gray — 
Was enes | 1 зб. 38 Da 

State waist, then inseam from this chart. S 

lale waist, then inseam from chart above. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. т Sears 539 
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our exciting new gathering 
of go-together fashions 

Featured here: a U-neck pullover Sw 

and tapestry-look Shirt, a polo Sweater 

and solid and tweed striped flared Slacks 

er 

1 PERMA-PREST® tapestry-look Sport Shirt. The luxurious look 
of woven tapestry captured in a long sleeve sport shirt. Long 

point banded collar with permanent stays. Seven button placket 
front. 1 matched pocket. Tapered body with long tails. 2 button cuff. 
50% Fortrel* polyester, 50% cotton. Machine wash, med.; tumble 
dry.SizesS(14-141-inch neck); M (15-164); L(16-1614); XL(17-174) 
33 С 76651F—Blue on bone background 

F — Brown on bone background 
8, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 pound $7.00 

€) U-neck sleeveless pullover Sweater. 100% virgin wool sweater 
spiced with 3 vertical cable panels on the front. Rib knit U-neck 

and bottom. Hemmed armholes. Hand wash separately or dry clean. 
Sizes S(34-36-inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44) and XL(46-48) 

33 C 84301F— Light Blue 33 C 84309F—Winter white 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $12.00 
Q Solid color PERMA-PREST® Slacks with flared legs. A rich 
9 blend of Tri-Lobal Dacron* polyester and Avril* rayon. Plain 

nt and belt loops. Ban-Rol* interlined waistband to prevent waist 
ver. Hemmed cuffless bottoms. Machine wash, medium. 
Maximum fabric shrinkage 2% 

Trim Regular style. Fits slightly below waistline. Trim (not snug) in 
wat, thigh. For the man with average build. '4 top front pocketa. 

State waist. then inseam from this chart 

41 C 80815F—Navy 41 С B0816F — Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces $8.99 
Full Cut style, Worn at normal waistline, Roomy in seat, crotch and 
leg. For the man with huskier than average build. % top front pocket 

State waist, then inseam from this chart 

41 C 50401F 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

41 C 50402F— Brown 
unces $9.99 

4 Full Fashioned zipper placket polo Sweater, 2-ply 100% virgin 
lamb's wool. Contrasting color puts the emphasis on the zippe 

placket and long point collar, Rib knit cuffs and bottom. Machin 
wash, warm; tumble dry 

Sizes S(34-36-inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44) and XL(46-48 
33 C 84311F—Lt. blue comb. 33 С 84313F— Camel tan comb. 
33 С 84316F— Lt. aubergine (burgundy) combination 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces. . ..816.00 
5, PERMA-PREST* nubby tweed striped Slacks with flared logs. 
© Trim Regular style. Trim (not snug) in seat, thigh. For the m: 
with average build. Blended of Dacron* polyester and rayon. Р 
front and wide belt loops. * top front pockets, 2 back pockets with 
button-thru flaps. Ban-Hol* waistband. Cufflem hemmed bottoms 
Machine wash, medium; tumble dry 

State waist size in inches, then inseam 9. M or L from this chart. 
Wa 3 4.36 ' 

" [short (29 Medium Long (3 
41 C 81266F— Blue 41 C 81267F— Aubergine (burgundy) 
41 C 81265F— Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces $1100 
6 Sears Best casual Socks. Color coordinated in a blend of 75% 

Hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic and 25% stretch nylon. Thick weave p 
extra nylon reinforcement in toe and Heel Guard* heel. Ribbed 

crew top. Machine wash, medium 
33 C 19376—Aubergine (burgundy) heather 
33 C 19371— Blue heather 33 С 19373— Brown heather 
One size fits 10 to 13. Shpg. wt. pair 2 on... Pair $1.50: 3 pairs $4 44 
77 "Dual-Role“ Belt. 1sin. wide so you can wear it with jeans or 
Í dress slacks. Smooth top grain cowhide. Fine jewelry-wire buckle 
Sizes: S(30-32-inch waist); M(34-36); ML(38-40) and L(42-44) 
33 C 41109F—Aubergine (burgundy) 
33 C41112F—Navy 33 C41111F—Brown 
State size 5, M, ML, or L. Shipping weight 5 ounces $5.00 
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. . our exciting new gathering 
of go-together fashions 

Featured here: the Turtleneck . . 
belted and non-belted, plus 

solid and striped flare-leg Jeans 

Belted turtleneck knit Shirt. The spirited skinny rib 
turtleneck, distinctively belted for fashion action. Belt 

loops keep belt neatly in place. Hemmed long sleeve cuffs 
and bottom. 50% polyester and 50% cotton that's machine washable at medium temperature; tumble dry. Sizes 
S(34-36 inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44) and XL(46-48) 
33 C 91933F — Brick 33 C 919317— Light Blue 
33 С 91936F— Aubergine (burgundy) 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 8 ounces. . . .$7 00 

€) PERMA-PREST® herringbone stripe flared Jeans. 
4 Trim 'N Tight. Low rise, will ride on hip bone. Snug fit 
follows contours of body. Scoop front pockets, set-in back 
pockets. Wide belt loops. Cuffless hemmed bottoms. 50% 
polyester, 50% cotton. Machine wash, medium; tumble dry 
Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. State waist size in inches 
then inseam 5. М or L from this chart 

beer. su. |. men Mesum 31. | Long (33) 
41 C 24032F— Brown 41 C 24033F Aubergi 41 © 240317 Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 5799 

(burgundy) 

Q Sears Best casual Socks. Color coordinated for the 
© Coordinate Clan. A blend of soft 76% hi-bulk Orlon* 
acrylic and 25% stretch nylon. A thicker weave plus 
extra nylon reinforcement in wear areas of toe and Heel 
Guard* heel. 1x1 ribbed crew top. Machine wash, medium 
33 С 19426— Aubergine (burgundy) 
33 С 19421— Blue 
33 С 19455— Brick Heather 
One size fits 10-13. Wt. pair 2.02... . Pair $1.50: 3 pairs $4 44 

Д Long sleeve full Turtleneck knit Shirt. A trim skinny 
rib knit in an attractive heathered flake coloration. 

Boucle knit of 85% cotton and 15% Orlon* acrylic. Hand 
wash, dry flat. 

Sins S(34-36-inch chest); M(38-40); 1442-44); XL(46-48) 
33 С 91405 — Pumpkin 33 C 914017— Blue 
33 C 91403F— Brown. 
State size S, M, L or XL. Shipping weight 15 oz $700 

F Top grain cowhide, metal disc Belt. A burly 2-inch wide 
O belt with metal dises riveted to it. Self-finished back. Cast 
metal prong style cloverleaf buckle 

Sizes 5(30-32-inch waist); M(34-36) and ML(38-40) 
33 C 40367F— Black 33 C 403681 Brown 
State size S, M or ML. Shipping weight 10 oz 5700 

Brushed denim western style flared Jeans. Trim "№ 
O Tight. Low rise, will ride on hip bone. Snug fit, follows 
contours of body, Brushed denim of 100% cotton in solid 
colors. Patch front pockets with button thru flap. Patch 
back pockets. Wide belt loops. Cuffless hemmed bottoms 
Machine wash, medium. Maximum fabric shrinkage 3% 

State waist in inches, then inseam S, M or L from this chart. 

М [Shen (2931 | Medium (31 Long 133 
41 C 254417 — Brown 41 C 25443F— Blue 
41 C 26442F — Tan 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $699 

7 Racing-style Gloves. Styled after the authentic European 
driver's glove. These snug fitting gloves are made of 

soft, fine grain leather that's brushed inside for comfort 
Ventilation holes over knuckles and along fingers, Snap tab 
back. Sizes S(8-811); M(9-9%4); L(10-104) and XL(11-1194). 
33 C 56003F—Country brown 33 C 56009 — Racing 
33 € 56006 —Black tan 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight neces. . . „$9.00 
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. . our exciting new gathering 

of go-together fashions 

Featured here: a U-neck Sweater and 

print Shirt, a solid turtleneck Sweater, 
solid and striped flared Jeans 

1 PERMA-PREST* wallpaper i Sport Shirt with an in- 
sting bird motif pattern. Long point collar, permanent 

stays, Tapered body, long tails. 7 button placket front. 1 
matched pocket. Long bell sleeves, two button cuffs. 65% 
Fortrel* polyester and 35% cotton. Machine washable, medi 
um temperature and tumble dry 

Sizes S(14- 14 in, neck); M(15-154); L(16-1694); XL(17 
174). State size S, M, L or XL 
33 С 76676F — Aubergine (burgundy) 
33 C 76674F— Gold 
33 С 76671F — Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound $7.00 

€) Chenille U-neck sleeveless Sweater. Blend of 80% rayon 
= We Or acrylic in an allover rib knit construction with 
a textured effect. Double fabric rib knit neck. Hemmed arm 
holes. Dry clean 

Sizes S(34-36-in. chest); M(38-40); L(42-44), XL(46-48). 

State size 5, M, L or XL. 
эз C 84326 — Aubergine (burgundy) 
33 С 843237 —C. 
33 C 84321F— Indigo blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $1200 

3 Wide wale corduroy flare-leg Jeans. Trim 'N Tight style 
© Low rise, will ride on hipbone. Snug fit, follows con 
tours of body. For young men with alim builds 

100% cotton corduroy styled with four patch pockets and 
wide belt loops. Machine wash at medium temperature. 
Maximum fabric shrinkage 3%. State waist size in inches 
then inseam S. M or L from this chart. 
Ww + 3 34 36 38 

- КСЛЕТ) Medien Di) ag 
41 C 25493F Aubergine (burgundy) 
41 C 254917— Bra 
41C25492F Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $799 

in cowhide Belt. Д To» er 
C 41112F sold on page 540. Item 3: 

Ej Rib knit turtleneck Sweater. 100% Wintuk yarn of Orlon* 
© acrylic. Full turn-down turtleneck. Machine washable, 
warm temperature and tumble dry 

Sizes S(M-36-in. chest); M(48-40); 1042-44) and XL 
(46-48). State size S, M, L or XL 
33 c 84269ғ — Winter white 33 С 84253F— Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces. $1300 

6 PERMA-PREST* striped Jeans with flared legs. Trim "№ 
О Tight style, Low rise. Snug fitting for the young man with 
slim build. Scoop front pockets and patch back pockets. Wide 
belt loops. 50% Kodel* polyester, cotton. Machine wash 
mediu: tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. State 
waist size in inches, then inseam $. M or L from this chart 

x | Shon [Medium Long 
41 C 26191F—Plum 
41 C 25192 — Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $7.99 

77 Top grain sueded cowhide Bolt, Plush suede 14-in. wide 
1 with stitched edges. Brass plated, friction fit, jewelry-like 
buckle. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial 
Sears and order it right now 

Sizes 5(30-32-inch waist); M(34-36) and ML(38-40). 
33 C 41751F — Brown 
33 С 41752F —Natural 
State size 8, M or ML. Shipping weight 7 ounces $600 
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Tae > the 
comfort shirt 

. . the PERMA-PREST® Dress Shirt 

that feels as good as it looks 

because it's cut to be comfortable 

Our C-band* collar is 
contour cut. That means 

the collar band is curved 
So it makes your collar 

stand up nice and high in 

back, but dip comfortably 

low in front 

The yoke is cut on a 

curve, too. And the sleeve 

ends are cut on a slant 

That way, our sleeves at- 

tach to the shirt at an an- 

gle. So they follow the 

curve of your shoulder for 

an easy, natural fit 

The shirttails are extra 

long. too. Stay smoothly 

tucked in, won't bunch 

up around your waist 

(1 thru 26) TheeComlorte Shirt 
shown on these 2 pages is a Trim 
Regular tapered version with long 
point. medum spr 
Removable. flexible 

Oils i went} puna O (9) 
o eat. d HT $799 Heniogtons $799 
Who Can Wear Trim Regular Shirts? 

You can it (1 thes 4) The wide, glossy stripes are in а satin (5 thru 10) Subtly-patterned shirt in a ll herring weave to contrast with the twill grounds. A soft, lus: bone weave. The fabric’s a fine blend of 75% Dacron* 
trous blend of 85% Dacron* polyester and 15% combed polyester and 25% combed cotton 
cotton. Cuff links are not included. (5) 33 ¢70411F-Blue (8) эз C 70412F-Rose 
(1) 33 С 700285 —Rose (6) эз C70416F-Pench (9) 33 C 70419F-White 
(2) 33 С 700294 —Grape (7) эз С 70413F-Yellow (10) 33 C 70416F-Grape (3) 33 С 70026f—Gold BEI Tm (4) эз с 700255 —Bloe = am E 2.112 Asi we ТШШ then мее |32. 33| 32. эз. з] 32. 33 | 
hen eve 132, 39132 a[32.3 [33.34.35 Shipping weight 1 pound $799 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5799 Ties on shirts ( 5 thru 10 ) 100% polyester. 4% in. 

33 C 37651— Blue (on 5) 
33 C 37657 —Orange (on 6) 

Ties on shirts ( 1 thru 4 ) 100% polyester. Fashion 33 С 37654 — Brown, gold exploded aztec (on 7) Just call S able 4%-inch width. and say "Charge It 33 € 37641— Maroon, pink aztec stripe (on 1) ЭЭБ Aubergine, pink exploded aset Vac) Ute Dios 957. 33 € 37645— Lilac aztec stripe (on 2) 33 С 37652—Lilac (on 9) 
e page J 33 € 37643— Brown, gold aztec stripe (on 3) 33 С 37656— Aubergine, raspberry exploded 

33 С 37642 — Blue check stripe (on 4) aztec (on 10) 546 Sears ER Shipping weight 5 ounces. z ..8400 Shipping weight 5 ounces. $500 



Stripe-on-check 722 

(11 thru 13 ) Broadcloth, 65% Fortrel* 
polyester, 35% combed cotton. 
(11) зз с 70884F—Black 
(12) 33c70882r—Gold 
(13) 33C7088!F—Bhue 
se 14 SET EG 

34 | 34 35 
State neck, then sleeve. Wt. 11b.....$7.99 
Ties on shirts ( 11 thru 23 ). 100% polyester. Fashionably wide 

Solid color $6 
(14 they 23 ) 50% Fortrel* polyester, 50° 
(14) 23C71163F-Yellow (19) 
(15) 33C711695-Black raspberry (20) 
(16) 33C711645-Gray (n) 
(17) 33C711795-White (22) 

(23) (18) 33C71162f-Green 

EAT? SPEC | I Ds 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

4% inches across 

stripe (oi 

combed cotton. 
13c71167F-Peach 
33C71161F-Blue 
33C71165F-Natural 
33С711667.бғаре 
39CT1176F-Rose 

33 C 37661—Black jacquard waffle weave (on 11) 33 С 37674— Green, yellow allover (on 18 
33 с 37664— Tan jacquard (on 12) 33 C 37679— Navy, peach allover (on 19) 
33 С 37642 — Blue jacquard (on 13) 33 С 37673—Blue, yellow allover (on 20) 
33 С 37671 — Blue, brown and yellow aztec stripe (on 14) 
33 С 37677 — Navy, lilac allover (on 15) 33 C 37675— Brown, tan allover (on 21) 
33 C 37645 —Silvor, black allover (on 16) 33 C 37676— Blue, grape azte 
33 € 37672 — Blue, yellow aztec stripe (on 17) 33 C 37678— Aubergine 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 

rose allover (on 
$4.00 

eer 97799 
( 24 thru 26 ) Intricate geometric pattern 
woven on a jacquard loom. 65% Duralon 
polyester, 35% combed cotton. ipan. Buy 
it the easy way —order by phone. 
(24) 33C72146F—Lilac 
(25) 33C72143F—Gold 
(26) 33C72141F— Blue 

ч T 

34 
Shipping weight 9 ounce 5799 
Ties on shirts ( 24 thru 26 ). Waffle weave 
jacquard. 100% polyester. 4% in. wide. 
33 С 37666— Lilac (on 24) 
33 € 37667 — Gold (on 
33 С 37668—Blue (on 26) 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. $400 

Sears 547 



The* Comfort» Shirt . . here in a Full Cut 

PERMA-PREST* Dress Shirt 
$599 

(1 thru б) C-band* contour collar in medium point, medium 
spread Lynn style . . with removable, flexible stays. Curved yoke, 
shaped sleeves and long shirttails for comfortable fit. Plain front 
Chest pocket. Long sleeves, convertible cuffs. 50% Fortrel® poly 
ester, 50% combed cotton. Machine wash, med., tumble dry 
(1) ЭЗ С 70226F аре (4) 33 С 70223F — Yellow 

2) ЭЗ С 70231F— White (5) 33 С 70222F—Green (3) 33 C 70221F—Blue 
sate neck i aw „[....18...] 15% тө. тө 

ve length | 32 | Ї cis A 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5599 
Ties on shirts ( 1 thru 5). Stripes. 100% polyester, 44 in. wide. 
Эз C 37681-Brown, grape (on 1) 33 C 37684- Tan, brown (on 4) 
33 C 37682-Blue, pewter (on 2) 33 C 37683-Green (on 5) 
33 С 37685- Blue (on 3) 
Shipping weight 5 ounces $300 

PERMA-PREST" Trim Regular Shirts 

422 3 ~ $Q% 
(6 thru 11) Long point, medium spread Cape collar h 
able, flexible stays. Placket front. Chest pocket. Long sleev 
double-button cuffs. Broadcloth, 65% Duralon polyester, 35% 
combed cotton. See "Who Can Wear Trim Regular Shirts?" on 

546. Machine wash, med., tumble dry. Japan, Hong Kong. 
33 С 72001f— Blue (9) 33 С 72006F—Rose 

(7) 33 С 72009F— White (10) 33 C 72002F— Green 
(8) 33 C 72003F—Gold (11) 33 C 72006F— Grape 

Each $4.99; 3 for $9.96 Shipping weight each 9 ounces 

Ties on shirts (6 thru 11). Prints. 100% polyester. 4\4 in. wide. 
33 € 37691— Blue, gold (on 6) 33 C 37694— Rose (on 9) 
зз С 37696— Blue, yellow (on 7) 33 C 37692—Green (on 10) 
зз С 37693 Brown (on 8) 33 С 37695—Grape (on 11) 
Shipping weight 5 ounces $300 

548 Sears 2020. ЖШ 

. . the knits you can machine 
wash, warm, and tumble dry 

Interlock knit . . fine jersey 
has a smooth look and soft touch 

(12 thru 14) Lightweight Pullovers. 100% virgin Orlon* acrylic. Rib knit 
bottoms, Chest sizes 8(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). 

12 Long sleeve V-neck. Rib knit cuffs, double fabric rib knit neck. 
33 С 82107F—Navy 33 С 82096F—Burgundy 33 С 820987 — Coffee 33 С 82096F—Light blue 33 С 82094F—Gold brown State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 10 ounce. $899 

13 Long sleeve Turtleneck. Snug-fitting rib knit cuffs. 
33 С 82136F— Burgundy 33 C 82132F— Black. 

эз C 82131F—White. 33 С 82135F—Gold 
tate size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 14 ounces. ....... $899 

14 Sleeveless V-neck. Double fabric rib knit neck and armholes 
33 С 82074F—Gold 33 С 82077F— Navy 

33 € 82073F— Coffee brown 33 C 82078 — Rust 
33 С 82075F — Burgundy 33 079 Green 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 10 ounces $699 



Cable knit . . fisherman pattern 

looks rugged but feels soft 

(15 and 16) Wintuk yarn of 100% virgin Orlon* aerylic. Rib knit bot 
toma. Chest sizes S(34-36); M (38-40); 1442-44); Х1446-48) 

bric rib knit armholes. Rib knit border. 
33 C 838 14F—Honey gold heather 33 C 83519F—Natural 

33 C 835 15F— Light plum heather 33 С 8351 1F—Lt blue heati 
State size S, M, L or XL. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $1200 

15 Button Vest. Dou 

rib knit neck. Snug 16 Long sleeve Crewneck Pullover. Dou 
er it? rib knit cuffs. Why not pick up the 

33 C 83529F—Natural 
33 C 83523F—Honey gold heather 

8, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 
33 C 83525F—Light plum heather 

$14.00 State si. 

NEW Get your FREE copy now 
BIG see your Big General Catalog 

or inquire at your nearest oR 
TALL Sears Selling Unit 

Men's Apparel Catalog 

Rib knit . . vertical ribbing means 

a slim look and body-hugging fit 
(17 and 18) Lightweight Pullovers. 100% virgin Orlon* acrylic. Rib knit 

tion. 
1442-44) and XL(46-48). 

bottoms for fine fit, shape n 
Chest sizes (34-36); M(38-40 

17 Sleeveless U-neck. Double fabric rib knit armholes and neck 
33 C 83596F—Burgundy 33 C 83594F—Gold 

33 C 83593F— Brown 33 C 83591F—Navy 
State size 8, M, L Shipping weight 14 ounces 5799 

18 Leng sleeve Turtleneck. Rib knit neck and cuffs 
33 C 8360 1F—Light blue 33 C 83609F—Natural 

33 C 83606F—Burgundy 33 C 83603F—Brown 
33 C 83607F—Navy 33 C 83604F—Gold 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 pound. $9.99 

“hep Dese T 



Specially packed 

in a snap 
storage bag of 

heavy-gauge viny 

Our Finest Classic Cardigan 

.. 100% Alpaca 
Luxuriously soft and warm 

smooth 2-ply yarns are links knit 

for a fine, shape-holding fit 

1 Rich solid colors complement classic cardigan styl- 
ing. As comfortable as it is handsome, this sweater 

has the full-bodied texture you've come to expect of. 
100% virgin alpaca 
The careful details that indicate quality are all 

here—details like a 2-button trim on each side of the 
waistband, and a “hidden border” (concealed facing 
that reinforces the border and buttonholes). Turn-back 
cuffs and waistband are rib knit. Dry clean only. 

Sines S(34-36 inch chest); M(38-40); L(42-44) and 
XL/46-48). State size 8, M, L or XL. 
33 C 86796F— Wine red 33 C 86793F—Brown 
33 C 8679 1F—Rich blue 33 C 86799F White 
33 € 86794f—Gold 33 C 86797F 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 52000 

NEW 
BIG see your Big Genera! Catalog 

TIL. 

Pullover of 

50% alpaca, 50% wool 

$ 1 50 

9 The long point collar and 4-button 
acket add a t h tc 
ortable alpaca blend sw 

his 
Son 

yarns are links knit for shape retention 
Rib knit turn-back cuff. Double fabric rib 
knit bottom. Color-matched buttons. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone 

Dry clean only. Chest sizes S(34-36) 
M(3840); L and Х1446-48). State 
size S, M, L orderi 
33 C 8685 1F—Light blue 
33 C 86856F—Light plum 
33 C 86852F—Olive green 
33 C 86855F—Rust 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 415.00 

Get your FREE copy now 

or inquire at your nı 
Sears Selling Unit 

en's Appi Catalog 

rest 

Cardigan of 

50% alpaca, 50% wool 

$ 1 0° 

classic—and а great value 3 Am 
at this low price. Links k 0 

shape retention. Rib knit turn-back 
cuffs. Double fabric rib knit bottom for а 
good fit 

Dry clean only. CI 
M(38-40); L(42- 
State size 8, M, L or X! 
33 C B6685F—Gold 
33 C 86682F—Olive green 
33 C 86683F—Brown 
33 C 86681F—Blue 
33 C 86686F—Red 
33 C 86688F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 11098 

‚on S(34-36); 
nd XL(46-48) 

Both styles CUT $] 

5288 | $6.88 
Our lowest prices in 3 years 
for any Sweaters of 100% 

virgin Australian Lamb's Wool 
(4 and 5 ) Rack stitch border with contrast. 
ing trim. Rib knit bottoma. Hand wash sepa- 
rately, or dry clean, Chest sizes S(34-36) 
М(38-40); Lí42-44) and XL(46-48) 

4 Cardigan. Last fall was $8.88 
33 С 82602F —Light gray heather 

33 C 8260 1F—Tan heather 
State S, M, L, XL. Wt. 1 1b. 4 oz $7.88 
5 Button Vest. Last fall was $7.88 

33 C 82614F—Tan heather 
33 C 826 13F—Light gray heather 
State S, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt 11b.....$6.88 



Classic Sweater Styles 

in machine washable 

Lamb's Wool 

(1 thru 3 ) Choose traditional 
solid colors or soft heather tones 
Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 

Chest sizes S(34-36-inches) 
M(38-40); 1442-44) and XL(46-48) 

fate size 5, M, L or XL 

] Long sleeve V-neck Pullover 
Cuffs, neck and bottom are rib 

knit. Saddle sl 
33 C 82002F 

ld heather 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 302. ..99.99 

€) Sleeveless V-neck Pullov 

С 82021F 
33 C 82026F 
33 C 82023 

3 Button Vest. Color-m 
Y buttons Ribbed bord 

t poek 
tom, button border are rib knit 

33 C 82158F—Gra 
33 C 82153F— Coffee brown 
33 C 82154F—Autumn 

gold heather 
33 C 8215 1F—Navy 
Shipping weight 13 oz $8.99 

The Sweater Vest 

buttoned, belted and 

cable-stitched 

4 Rugged vest takes its texture 
from 100% virgin worsted 

Extra long, to 
strong vertica 

el 
knit bottom 
Color-matched but: 

Hand wash sepa: 
clean. Chest (34-36), M(38-40) 
1442-44) and 
S, M, L or Xi 
33 С 84068F—Black 
33 С 84066F— Claret 
33 C 84069F—Natui 
33 C 84063F—Coffe 
Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 1002 



Long point collar and zip front 
add flair to a ribbed pullover 

of machine washable Orlon* 

$1399 

83505F 
83503F—Brown 

pring weight ! pc 

Sweater Sets pair shirts and cardigans 

. . both knit of machine washable Orlon’ 

0% - = р $1899 

virgin Or 
e wash, warm, t 



„with 
the layered look 

(1 and 2) А mock turtleneck dickey is 
sewn into these long-sleeve pullovers—so 
опе shirt gives you the look of shirtand- 
sweater without the bulk or weight. Long 
point collar has permanent stays to keep 
it looking neat. Straight bottom to wear in 
or out. Slightly tapered. Machine wash, 
medium, tumble dry. So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. Neck sizes S(14- 
14%); M(15-15%); L(16-1694); XL(17- 
17%). 

] Solid colors in smooth oxford cloth. 
Top-stitched collar. Chest pocket. Dou- 

ble-button cuffs. PERMA-PREST® fabric 
of 50% Fortrel* polyester, 50% cotton. 
33 C 78904F—Gold 
33 C 78906F—Berry 
33 C 78901F—Blue 

State S, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt. 11b.....$599 

9 “Dobby” stripes alternate with bands 
of solid color. Because a special dobby 

loom w. he geometric stripes, the 
pattern has depth and texture. button 
adjustable cuffs. 80% rayon, 20% acetate 
fabric gives more body and better drape- 
33 C 77556f—Red 
33 С 7755 1F—Blue 
33 С 77554F—Gold 
33 C 77558F —Black 
StateS, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt 11b.....97.99 

Colorful PERMA-PREST* Sport Shirt and Crew Sock Sets 
Comfortable full cut shirt features a k 
manent stays. Two chest pockets. 

Long sleeves have button adj 

point classic collar with рег. Д Last fall was $5.99. Tapered shirt has long point, button-down collar 
Straight bottom to wear in or out. One chest pocket. Long sleeves with doubl button cuffs. Placket 

stable cuffs. Dyed-to-match buttons. 50% front. 50% Fortrel* polyester, 50% cotton. Mach à., tumble 
Kodel® polyester, 50% cotton. Machine wash, medium, tumble dry. Sizes dry. Neck sizes 5(14-14%); M(15-15%), 1/16-16—); М). Crew 
S(14-14% in. neck); M(15-15%); L(16-1694); XL(17-1734). socks 75% Orlon* acrylic, 25% stretch nylon. One size fits 10 to 13. 

Colorcoordinated crew socks complete the set. 75% soft Orlon* acrylic, 33 C 77 122F—Green 33 C 77 123F—Brown 
25% stretch nylon for a comfortable fit. One size fits 10 to 13. 33 C 77 126F— Rust 33 C 77 121F—Blue 
33 C 76101F—Blue — 33C76102F—Green 33 C 76106F—Sa State shirt size S, M, L, XL. Shipping weight 1 pound 54.99 
33C76104F—Gold — 33 С 76103F—Brown “ne " 
State shirt size S, M, L, XL. Shipping weight 1 pound Set $5.99 5 [Sears] 553 



Fitted back emphasizes 

the sleek look of crepe 

з? 

1 A pair of darts in back gives a tapered, 
contour fit. Up front, six white buttons 

punctuate the extra-wide two-inch placket. 
Topstitching outlines a long point collar with 
permanent stays. One chest pocket. Long 
shirttails. Long sleeves have double-button 
cuff 

80% Dacron* polyester, 20% cotton. Ma 
chine wash, med. tumble dry. Sizes S(14-14*4 
neck); M(15-15%); L(16-16%); XL(17-1794). 
State S, M, L or XL. 
33 C78201F—Navy 33С 78208F—Black 
33C78204F—Gold 33 C 78206F—Rust 
Shipping weight 1 pound $7.99 

554 [Se 

Bell sleeves, 3-button cuffs 

spark a wallpaper print 

and look at this low price 

$ 4 

2 Slim tapered body provides an effective 
contrast to the long, full sleeves. Perma. 

nent stays keep the long point collar looking 
sharp. Five-button French front. One 
matched chest pocket. 65% Fortrel* polyes- 
twr, 35% cotton. Machine wash. medium, tum- 

ble dry. Sizes S(14-14% in. neck), М(15-16%); 
1116-1614) and XL(17-1794). 
33 C 76666F—Red 33 С 76661F—Blue 
33 C 76064F—Golá 
State S, M, L, XL. WL 11 1447 

Brassy ring-pull zipper 

styles a dobby pullover 

599 

3 Diamond pattern is woven in—adds 
real texture to a hefty fabric of 50% 

Orlon* acrylic, 50% Dacron* polyester 
Long point collar has permanent stays. 
Long sleeves with 2-button adjustable 
cuffs. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 
Neck sizes S(14-14%); M(15-15%); L16- 
16%); XL(17-1794). 
33 С 64353F—Brown 
33 C 6435 1F—Blue 
33 C 64356F—Red 
State, M, L, XL. Wt. 1 Ib. 60r. ....99.99 
d Turtleneck Dickey. Stretch rib knit, 

100% acrylic. Hand washable 
33 C 34063—Gold 
33 С 34061— White 
эз С 34062— Black 
One size fits all We 7 ot 1149 



PERMA-PREST* Sport Shirt 

in a soft, warm weave 

of Orlon* and Dacron* 

50°» 

Bold Glen plaids look rugged, but the hefty fabric of 
50% Orlon* acrylic and 50% Dacron* polyester 
ls soft and comfortable. Mock turtleneck di 

sewn into these pullovers for a la look 
Long point collar has permanent stays to keep it 

ing neat. Straight bottom to wear in or out. Long 
sleeves with single-button cuffi 

Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. No ironing need 
ed. Why not pick up the phone and order it? Sizes 
8(14-14% in. neck); M(15-15%); L(16-1694); XL(17. 
17%). State size S, M, 1, or XL. 
33 C 644 19F—Gray 33 C 64413F—Green 
33 C 64417F—Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 

Heavyweight Outdoor Shirt 

of thick melton cloth 

112 

9 Traditional plaids lend their brawny look to shirts 
warm enough to wear outdoors. Pair of slash pock 

eta at waist— perfect for hand-warming. Double-button 
flaps guard two chest pocketa. 

Topstitching outlines the classic collar. Heavy-duty 
zipper. Straight bottom. Long sleeves. Two-button tab 
adjustment on cuffs for a snug, warm fit 

Part-woolen fabric is felted for strength and warmth 
35% reprocessed wool, 40% acrylic, 20% cotton and 

linen. Dry clean only 
Turtleneck dickey not included —sold separately on 

inch neck); М(15-15%); L(16-16%) 

8, M, L, or XL. 

33 C 64116F—Blue — 33C 64114F—Green 
33 C 641 19F—Rust 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 11199 

Warm PERMA-PREST* 
Flannel Sport Shirt 

$ 39 

$ “Ombre” plaids—the name means “shadow 
to describe the look of a single color in two shades, 

light and dark. By any name these plaids are strong 
and handsome, a perfect match for the classic styling 

Permanent stays keep the long point classic collar 
looking neat. Fivebutton front. Pair of matched chest 
pockets. Long sleeves with single-button cuffs. Full cut 
body has long ahirttails. 

Softly-napped fabric is а blend of 65% cotton, 35% 
polyester. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. No irc 
ing needed. Some from J a. Sizes (14-14% in. 
neck); M(15-15%); L(16-1694); XL{17-17%). State size 
S, M, L, or XL. 
33 C 63101F—Blue 33 C 63102F—Green 
33 С 63105F—Gold 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

[3 



(1 thru 3) Ribbed cuffs and bottoms make for 
a fine fit and keep these sweater shirts in 
shape. Machine wash, medium. Chest 

(34-36); M(38-40): Li42-44) and XL146-48) 
zes 

] Tweedy bouci Last fall was $6.99. Rib 
knit classic collar. Three-button placket 

front. Knit of 50% polyester, 50% cotton. 
33 C 91364F—Gold 33 С 9136 1F— Blue 
ЭЗ € 91362F—Green 
State S, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt. 1202 55.98 

Q Heather boucid. Rib knit crew neck. Dou 
blestripe trim. 100% polyester. 

33C91091F-Blue — 33C91094F-Gold 
33C91092F-Green 33C91096F-Burgundy 
State S, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 5598 

Jacquard stripe scramble stitch. Up front, 
knit-in geometric stripes flank the four-but 

ton placket. Solid color back. Ribbed long point 
collar, 100% polyester. 
33 € 91006F—Aubergine (burgundy), with 

light blue and white 
33 C 91001F—Blue, with white and light blue 
33 C 91003F— Brown, with white and pumpkin 
State S, M, L, XL. Shpg. wt. 7 oz $798 Long 'n Loose 

Crewneck Knit Shirt 

$ 48 

Stripes blaze a horiz al path 
s this comfe y casual 
ve shirt. One chest pocket 

n. Machine wash, medium. 
36 inch chest); M(38-40) 

44); XL(46-48). State size 8, M, I 

33 C 8939 1F—Blue with 

33 C 89396F 
gold stripes 

33 C 89393F—White with 
brown stripes 

33 C 89397F—Navy with 
white stripes 

Shipping weight 7 ounces 



] Drawer and tiered box Valet of 
finely crafted hardwood with sleek 

black walnut finish. Spacious drawer 
and dividers are completely felt-lined; 
decorated with padded vinyl and hard: 
wood. Miniature felt-lined jewel box 
ов top has cushioned dividers to hold 
rings and cuff links. Tie bar holder on 
inside lid. Three open compartments 
keep watches, glasses, other accesso- 
ries neatly separated. Handsome valet 
measures 1296 x69 x5 in. high. 
33 С 27016—Wt. 2 lbs. 1002. „810.00 

Q Minktiered Valet with beautifully 
grained black walnut finish. Three 

generous compartments hold watches, 
change, cuff links and other iı 
Raised walnut finished tier has four 
wooden рек» to firmly grip wallet 
Two pegs below tier hold eyeglasses 
Measures 13хбх4 inches high 
33€ 27012—Wt. 11b. 4 oz +500 

3 Valet with eyeglass holder 
hand-rubbed brown walnut finish. 

Felt-lined cradle holds glasses. Pegs 
hold wallet. Four generous compart- 
menta Measures 13x6x1 inch high. 
33 C 27003—Shpg. wt. 1202. .. $6.00 

d 2-er Valet with black walnut fin- 
inh. 4 sections on main tier; 1 on 

top. Wood paneling on both sides holds 
wallet, ete. 12x6 4x4 inches high 
33 C 27019—Shpg. wt. 1202. .. 86.00 

Б TieRack Valet with black walnut 
finish. Hand-crafted hardwood out 

side with gold-color crest on cush. 
ioned-vinyl door. Built-in lock holds 
door in upright position. Felt-lined 
door inside holds tie bars; felt-lined 
cushioned dividers hold rings, cuff 
links. Rotating metal tie rack below 
valet; holds 1 7x6x3 in. deep. 
33 € 27017—Shpg. wt. 1202. ..87.00 

Novelty Key Cases with penlight or Key-Jector 
Penlight. Cla case houses 4 
keys and powerful little penlight 

Slide action bar makes key remov 
ler, and just a touch of finger puts 
where needed. Black leather exterior. 
soft sueded felt interior. License pocket 
Battery incl. 214x354 in 
33 C 27018—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

Key-Jector. Press one of four color<od: 
ed buttons to flip up the key desired 

Special raised coding on each button lets 
you select the right key by touch rather 
than sight. Keys swivel in all directions. 
lock firmly when inside case. High impa. 
polyethylene plastic case with simulate 
leather graining. Measures 3x2x* inches. 
33C27024-Black 33C 27025-Brown 
Shipping weight 3 oz $4.75 

Auto Organizer 
ft grained vinyl folder keeps road essentials in one 

easy-to-find spot. Pockets and slots inside hold US. road 
map, 50 state speed limit laws, highway driving and first 
aid hints, note pad, pen, motel guide; special sections for 

jt card, coins, glasses. 10x5%x1% in. high. 
33 С 27021—Black 33 С 27022—Brown 
33 С 27023—Red 
Shipping weight 1 pound 



The Tailored Look 

(1 thru 4) Waist sizes 5030-32); M(34-36); ML(38-40); 1442-44 

1 "inch Reversible natural grain Cowhide. Reverses bi 
to brown. Featheredge construction. Satin finish buckle 

33 C 4162 1F—State size S, M, ML, L. Shpg. wt. 5 oz 25.00 

9 1rinch Harness Leather. Top grain cowhide with self-fin 
& ished, buffed back. Cast metal buckle, satin finished 
33 C 40378F—Black 33 С 40379F—Brown 
State size S, M, ML, L. Shipping weight 4 ounces $5.00 

1Yrinch Alligator grain Cowhide. Top grain cowhide with 
the rich, luxurious look of alligator. Quality crafted with 

rase plated, satin-finished metal buckle 
33C42283F—Black — 33 C 42284F—Brown 
State size S, M, ML, L. Shipping weight 8 ounces 86.00 

4 Y «inch Reversible Cowhide. Smooth grained leather re 
‚erses from black to brown. Fine feath dge construction: 

size 8, M, ML, 1 
ht 10 ounces $700 

rass plated St 
3 C 41104F—Shipping we 

Twin Belt Sets 

(5 and 6) Belt waist sizes 
8(30-32); M(34-36); ML/38- 
40); and 1442-44) 

Б 1inch top-grain Cow 
hide Bolt Set. Pick a 

pair. . black and brown 
belts with soft suede 
ing. Brass-plated buckle 

State S, M, ML, L 
Shipping weight 10 oz 

33 C 41134F ....Set #7 

G 1inch “Softee 
Fleetwood Cowhide 

Belt Set. Top-grain cow 
‚ed Lo a super-soft 
Sueded lining 

Brass-plated metal buckle 
One black, one brown. 

State S, M, ML, L 
Shipping weight 10 oz 

33 C 41133F ...Set $10.00 

Dont} only $2.99 
Miss] for a l'inch 
This | Bridle Cowhide Belt 

Jur lowest Я this year for а 14-40. dress Top grain 
cow! ial buckle. Sizes 5/30-32): M(34-36) 

41/3840 44). State size S, M, ML. L. Shpg. wt. 7 
131 Век ...82.99 33C41132F Bonn $2.99 

Strap on the wide ones 
Laced, cut-out, grooved and 

metal-studded belts of natural leather 

(7 thru 11) Belt waist sizes (30-32): M(34-36); or ML(38-40) 

1inch Shaggy Suede Belt and Watchband Set. Rugged suede with 
natural nap, double X lacing. Neutral tan color with dome«haped brass- 

plated buckle. Matching watchband, 2% in. wide. 
33 C 41105F—State belt size S, M, ML. Shipping weight 14 ounces. Set $9.50 

8 ein. Saddle Cowhide Belt, Watchband Set. Cowhide still has natural 
scars and wrinkles . . part of today's organic look. Four-hole perforated 

pattern. Shiny brass-plated harness buckle. Matching watchband, 2 in. wide. 
State belt size S, M, ML. Shpg, wt. 12 oz 

33 C 41106F— Black Set $750 33C 41107F—Brown Ser 87.50 

Y 1inch Cutout Buckle Belt. Top grain cowhide with round antiqued 
cast metal buckle that's perforated to resemble honeycomb. 

State size 8, M, or ML. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
33 C 4245 1F— Black 5600 33C 42452F—Brown +600 

102 „inch Double Grommet Bolt. Popular lineup of metal . . brass grom- 
ts march two abreast over top grain cowhide leather. Two-pronged 

roller bar buckle is steel plated. State size 8, M. ML. Shipping wt. 9 oz 
33 C 41765F— Black $600  33C41766F—Brown $600 

]] Je. Metal ring Bolt. Top grain cowhide with hree brass-plated meta 
ж on each side. Brass plated buckle. State size S, M, ML. Wt. 8 oz 

33 C 41254 F—Black 3600  33C41755F—Hrown $6.00 

cars] 559 



mow TO MEASURE FOR ыг 

Luxury Cabretta Leather Smooth Imported* Capeskin Leather 

Rich and supple Cabretta leather 9 Swagger flare slip-on cuff, 
ined with natural rabbit fur for rative stitching on back 

warmth and comfortable softness. This 1410, 10%); XL(11, 11%). Ste 
luxurious slipon glove has flexible side 
vent cuff. Contrasting whipped stitching 
and serpentine back stitching complete 
the dressy look. 

Natural rabbit 
fur lined 
33C57055F-Black 

Sizes SIB, 844); MID, ЭМ; L110, 104). 33C87060F-Brown o 
State size S, M, L. мол ГЕ ДЕ a 
33 С 57206F—Black 100% Orlon** acrylic knit li 
33 C 57203F — Brown 33C56555F-Hlack $6 $0 
Shipping weight 5 ounces $1000 „= wee om 

Zipped, buckled and belted with 
4 Finest imported Cabretta 5 Handsome textured suede 

leather. Soft, smooth texture ather. One of today's most 
boldly belts and buckles across popular looks . . back-strapped 
back for strong fashion interest. and buckled with metal. Smooth 
Warm, sleek-fitting knit lining.  piggrained pattern outside, warm 
Finger seams are reinforced for 100% polyester pile lining inside. 
longer, more durable wear. Swag: Swagger flare cuffs slip on easily 
ger flare cuffs. Sizes S(8, 8%), M9, Sizes S(8, 8%); M(9, 9%); L(10, 
9%); 110, 10%). State $, M, or L 10%). State S, M, L. 
33 C 5694 1F—Black 33 C 56132F— Brown 
33 C $6942F—Brown 33 C 5613 1F— Black 
Shipping weight 6 ounces..$10,00 Shipping weight 7 ounces... $9.00 

Sizes S(8, 8%); M(9, 9% 

Domestic Pig-grain Capeskin 
hand-stitched hem. Deco Rugged look. Vented cuffs. Decorative ching 

on back. Nylon sewn. Sizes S(8, 8%): MI, 9% 
te S, M, L, XL 1410, 10%); XLI, 1194). State 8, M, L, XL. 
Orlon** acrylic Natural rabbit Orlon** aerylie 
pile lined fur lined pile lined 
33C58258F-Black 33057477F—Black 33C58977F—Black 
33C58253F-Brown 33C57488F—Brown 33C58988F—Brown 
Shpg. wt. 50x $750  Shpg жі бог ...8500  Shpg.wt.4oz ...94.00 
ining. Shpg. wt. 4 ox 50% cotton, 50% rayon knit lined. Wt. 4 oz 
33C56866r-Brown $650 — 33C56977F-Black 00 
le Port TA 33C56988F-Brown 4.00 

hardware 

6 Supple unlined capeskin loath 
er. Richly colored leather is in. 

terrupted by the flash of gold<<olor 
metal. A distinetive, yet sporty look 
Zips snugly up back with O-ring to 
provide the sleek fit winter drivers 
demand. Elastic shirred wrist; hand 
sewn hem. Sizes 348, 8%); M(9, 9%) 
1110, 10%). State S, M, L 
33 C 5637 1F— Black 
33 С 58372F—Dark brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces ...511 00 

Dressy Deerskin 

7 Soft pig grained deorskin with 
warm clipped natural rabbit 

fur lining. Swagger flare cuffs 
Stitching on back. Sizes 548, 8%: 
MO, 9%); 1410, 1094). State S, M. 
L. Shipping weight 6 oz 
33 C 57288F—Black 19.00 
33 C 572996 Brown 9.00 
Unlined. State S, M, L. Wt. 4 от. 
33 C 56288F—Black $7.00 
33 C $6299F—Brown 7.00 



Washable woven 

nylon Gloves 

Cut ‘1 6” 
Last fall were $7.00. 100% double woven 
nylon, lined in Borg Orlon* acrylic pile. 
Cotton backing. Two leatherstripson palm 
for firm grip. Whip sewn withdoublenylon 
thread, Machine wash, med. Sizes S(8, B4). 
M(9, 914); L(10, 1034). 
33 C 57811 F-Brown 
State S, M, L. Shpg. wt. 3 oz 

Now 

33 € 57801F-Black 
$600 

Leather palm Knit Gloves 

Fine Cabretta leather palm. Warm 
100% Orlon* acrylic back and wrist in 

rustic Irish mist heather tones. 
One size fits all 

33 C $7621— Black 
33 C 57623—Gray 
Shipping weight 3 ounces 

33 C 57622— Brown 
33 C 57624— Tan 

$500 

€) Soft Deerskin palm. Soft #0% Orlon* 
= acrylic, 20% nylon with textured back 
Snug-fitting rib knit wrist 
33 С 58477—Tan 33 C 58455— Black 
33 C 58466 y 
One size fits all. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $4.00 

3 Goatskin leather palm. Fine blend of 
Э муз Creslan* acrylic, 20% nylon, In 
tricate diamond pattern across back 
Snug-fitting rib knit wrist 
зз С 58388—- Brown 33 C 58355: 
One size fits all. Shpg. wt. 3.02 

Black 
$299 

‚ed Mouton lamb fur Envoy Cap. Rayon 
led lining; wool melton inband 

æ $, M, L or XL. 
бтк Black 33 С 98152F Brown 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. $1000 

Ай pile Envoy Cap. Same as above, but of 100% 
Orlon* acrylic pile with rayon-quilted lining 
33C98161F-Black. State S, M, L, XL. Wt. 702.$5.00 

5, Genuine Lambskin Suede Hat. Pinched front 
O tapered center dent. Self-band . . crosspiece 
feather. State size S, M, L. XL. See chart below 
33 C99405F—Tan ` 33 C 99407F— Loden green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. $8.00 

6 Plush pile Tyrolean style Hat. Rayon satin lin 
ing. Turndown inband accented by ribbon and 

feather. State 5, M, L, XL. See chart below 
33 C 98254/— Camel brown 33 С 98251F— Black 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $6.00 

SIZE CHART FOR HATS AND CAPS 

Size of nn, $8.65 | ^ [7470] cy 
or cap s M t x 

33 С 34081 
33 с 34083 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

^ 
Warm Headgear for casual or dress wear 

77 Simulated Persian Lamb Cossack-style Cap. 
Soft blend of 90% acetate, 10% cotton, Black 

quilted acetate-satin lining; wool melton turndown 
inband. Center creased crown. Rich black coloring 

State S, M, L, XL. See chart below 
33 С 98146F Shipping weight 4 ounces. . ...$8.00 

8 100% Orlon* acrylic Ski Mask. Turbo hi-bulk 
knit. Contrasting trim. Machine wash, medium. 

One size fits all. 
эз с 3671—Red 33 С 3572 — Charcoal 
33 C 35701—Navy 33 € 35702 — Brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 5200 

Y 100% worsted woo! knit cap. Double thickness 

33 C 98942 —Navy 
33 C 98945 — Royal blue 
33 С 98946— Dark brown 
33 C 98947 — Charcoal gray 
STRIPES 
эз с 98441 — Royal blue and white 
33 C 98442 — Green and white 
33 € 98443— Dark brown and bronze 
33 C 98444 — Navy and red 
One size fits all. Shipping weight 4 oz $150 

Cashmere and Wool Muffler 
A terrific gift for any man! Super-soft 
cashmere, 50% wool fits smoothly under coat to protect neck from 
cold. Self-fringed edges. Classic colors move from casual to dress 

with fashionable ease. 

luxurious blend of 50% 

Black эз С 34082 
Camel tan 33 С 34084 

Charcoal gray 
Aubergine (burgundy) 

Each $4 50 
24 Sears 561 



Cashmere Calfskin Leather 

„510% 
a collection. Top 1 Our very fin ain calfskin is given an elegantly 

soft, cashmere texture through а 
And because it's scratch resistant, the soft leather lasts longer 
wears more durably than most 

pecial sueded tanning process. 

skin. Beautifully cut and styled 
with turned edges, generous lea! 
PASS CASE. 12-view re ard pockets, 
key holders, and adjustable closure on pass case. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 
33C27401—Black ....$10.00  33C27402—Brown...$10.00 
TRIFOLO. 16-view removable windows, 1 gusseted and 1 reg 
card pocket, 2 spare key holders, deep currency section. Wt. 4 oz. 
33C27407—Black ....810.00 33C 27408—Brown ... $10.00 

linings 
novable windows, 2 spare 

RAPIER. 16-view removable windows, 5 credit card slots placed ver 
tically behind windows, vertical currency section. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 
33 С 27405—Black ....#10.00  33C27406—Brown...$10.00 
ATTACHE. 24-view removable windows, 5 credit card slots, 2 card 
pockets, 2 spare key holders, deep currency section. Shpg. wt. 5 oz 
33 C 27403—Black ....810.00 — 33 C 27404—Brown ... $10 
ACCORDION. 16-view removable "accordion" style pass case, 3 
card pockets, 2 spare key holders. Shipping weight 6 ounces 
33 27481—Black ....$1000 — 33C 27482— Brown... #1000 
6-HOOK KEY CASE. Adjustable closure. Inside pocket. Wt. 3 oz 
33 C 27483—Black 5400 33C 27484—Brown... $4.00 

562 [Sears] sts" 

мәм. $1 (00 Kar Ce | 

English Morocco or Beechnut Cowhide 

не 9750 
Two beautiful leathers. Choose from English М 
English goatskin with rich black coloring; ele 
Beechnut Cowhide . . a velvetar 

оссо . . а soft imported 
ant le nga. Or 

oth top grain leather with sof 
shading; nylon twill Linings. Both with turne 
PASS CASE. 1 ocketa, 2 key h 
33 C 2749 1—Englisn Morocco. Shipping weight 4 ounces $7.50 
33 C 27501—Beeehnut. Shipping weight 4 ounces 750 
TRIFOLD. 16-view r 
pocket, 2 spare key holders, and deep currency section. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 
33 С 27494—Englisn Morocco.. $7.50 33С 27504—Beechnut ...$7.50 
EXECUTIVE SHOWCARD. 4-view remov 
slots, and 2 spare key holders. Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
33 С 27492—English Morocco.. $7.50 — 33 C 27502—Beschnut ...$7.50 
DUOFOLD. 16-view remov 
eta, and deep currency section. 5 
33 С 27495—Englisn Morocco..$7.50 33С 27505—8eechnut ...57.50 
ATTACHE. 24-view removable windows, 
eta, 2 spare key hold 
33 27493—Englsh Morocco.. $7.50 33 С 27503— Beechnut ...#7.50 

edge construction 
2-view removable windows, 

movable windows, 1 gusseted and 1 regular card 

ble windows, 6 credit card 

windows, gusseted and regular card poek. 
ping weight 5 ounces 

edit card slots, 2 card pock. 
s, and deep currency section. Shpg. wt. 3 o 

WALLET, KEY CASE SET. Pass case as described above. 6-hook key 
case with adjus 
(офі Morocco Ser Ве сил Ser 
33€ 27496 151000  33C27506 Set $1000 

ble closure, one pocket. Shpg. wt. set 8 oz 



Initialed Kangaroo, Buffalo Calf 

= AA : a 
alo Calf, both with nylon Buffalo Calf Leather 00е € 

)0 
mbowsed into leat factory. Sent postpaid 

tiala (Shippin 

Buffalo calf. . raggedly handso PASS CASE. vie 
е outdoorsman. Quality craftsmanship inside and out w Kangaroo oo burned edges and борта yin till tng Tuo me s1000 F33 € 30900V-— Black Here EE £33. 3090 V. Brow 

PASS CASE. &view remov ass case (leather-cover TRIFOLD. 12-view windows, 2 card pockets (1 gusseted), divided bill section 

ard pockets and 2 spare key holders. Shipping weight 4 oz Kangaroo Buffalo Calf. 
33C27031—Black ..$5.00 33C 27032— Brown $50 1302 Black 1000 33 С 30920V — Black (550 33 € 21205V.-Bevem "He +; 
TRIFOLD. 16-view removable win *. e dte Т E m t үе > ATTACHE P EEEE P A 
key holders. Shipping we 4 ounces Buffalo Coit. 

3C 27033 k..5500  33C27034—Brown 5.00 Slack 91900933 C 20030V--Binch 96.80: in He B 
[iia saver queden ire ere ral =н BUFFALO CALF WALLET. KEY CASE. Pass сазе as described above 
SCIO Rack 8600 39027036. Brown... У book Y cz oap 4з 
KEY CASE. 6 hooks. Secure lock assembly, Shpg. wt. 3 с 
13 C 27028—Black ..53.00 Brow $3.0 ars] 563 



Silver Dollar Buffalo Calf Wallet 
This wallet actually grows more valuable with 

е years . . genuine silver dollar is implanted 
ather covering pass case. Mellow black buf. 

falo calf with &view removable windows, 2 card 
pockets. Durable nylon twill lining. Sent post 
paid from Lynn, Mass. Allow extra 
F33 C 27089—(Wt. 7 от.) No CO D.'s....59.50 

Hand-laced Top grain Cowhide 

Pocket-packed cowhide wallet is hand-boarded. 
ed on all sides. Deeply impresse 

sculptured embossing on front. Removable 8 
view windows. Stamp and card pocketa Zipper 
and open bill compartment 
33 C 27190— Black 33 C 2719 1— Brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces $5.00 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 7% Now $3.69 

Our lowest price this year for any Embossed 
Wallet. Was $4.00. Handsomely embossed top 
grain cowhide zips on 3 sides for secure closure 
Card and coin pocket; 

A great holiday valu 
order by phone. 
33 C 27195—Brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 

564 [Sears] 287, E 

pen bill section 
! Buy it the easy way 

33 C 27 194—Black 

(1 thru 3) Sportsmen's Terry Towels in soft 
absorbent 9-ounce cotton cloth. Used as hand 
kerchief, golf or bowling towel by 
Attaches easily to belt or golf cart with handy 
brass chain. White with washfast print color 
machine wash, hot. 15x20 inches long. 
(1) 33 C 2695 1—For the golfer 
(2) 33 C 26961—Crying towel 
3) 33 C 26941—For the bowler 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. Each $1.00 

Д Pkg. of 8 White All.Cotton Handkerchiefs. 
monogrammed in assorted colors. Satin 

striped borders, embroidered initials. 16 in. sq 
flat hems. Print initials desired except 1, О, Q 
U, V, X, Y, 2; or state number 2 for crest. 
33 C 2676 1V—Shpg. wt. pkg. 7 ox. „Pkg. $2.00 

5 Box of 3 Monogrammed pure Irish linen 
Handkerchiefs. Embroidered white initi 

on 17-inch white square. A wide W-inch hem. 
atitched hem. Print initial desired except 1, O, 
Q. U, V, X. Y, 2; or state number 2 for crest. 
33 C 2528 1V—Shpg. wt. box 5 oz. ...Box $2.75 

Three White Handkerchiefs in red velour 
Christmas box. PERMA-PREST* fabric of 

65% Dacron* polyester, 35% cotton. 18 in. sq 
flat hems, Machine wash, med.; tumble dry 
33 C 2675 1—Shpg. wt. box 8 oz. ....Box $2.00 

(7 thru 9) PERMA-PREST® fabric. Soft b 
of 65% cotton, 35% polyester never needs iron 
ing. Just machine wash, medium; tumble dry 

nd 

Eight White Handkerchiefs in white gift 
box. Large 19 in. sq- satin corded borders. 

33 C 287 11—Shpg. wt. box 7 oz. ....Box $3.00 

8 Twelve White Handkerchiefs in red felt tu 
bular package. Flat hems. 16%x16% in 

эз С 26731—Shpg. wt. pkg. 9 or. ... Pkg. $3.50 

Q Handkerchief and Sock Set in vinyl travel 
kit. Three white, 16-inch square handker 

chiefs embre red in blue, gray, and brown to 
match three pair of nylon socks. Machine wash 
socks, medium: tumble dry. One size fits 10-13. 
33 C 25701—Shpg. wt. set 10 o. ....Set $3.50 



A Craftsman" 
106-pc. Mechanics’ 

Tool Set 
for just *85 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE 
IN THE WISH BOOK. . all the 

right answers for Holiday Shopping 

You get. 
ә radiakarm. 

Exclusive 

Drill Shop Kit 
Converts 12 handy ways 

This v-inch drill plus a sturdy ra- 

dial-arm attachment lets you rip, 
crosscut, make miter, compound 
miter and rabbet cuts. Drill also 
converts to a drill press, orbital 
sander, sabre saw, disc sander, 
polisher, buffer and more. 

46-piece kit 

“41° 
A great gift idea for the 

beginning craftsman with a 
small amount of work space 

tee: If any to 
tion, simply 
Yeinch square 

Basic unit of Kit: in. portable power drill, sturdy 
® Ripand.crosscut wood UP radial arm with 19x74-in. plywood table, steel and > inch), 10-inch 

201 inch thick, B inches н 3l "7 
i Cast aluminum column that converts drill to a radial- bar, croas bar and fine 

wise at 45° and 10 inches arm вам or drill press. Accessories: orbital sander ol Quick y 
BAND wath Liach blade attachment with 5 sanding зев, sabre saw attach, Yrinch sq. drive parts: Ten 12-pt. sockets (% to 1 Ya in 

e Make accurate miter cuts, теп with 3 blades, 12 sanding discs, arbor, bonnet, six 12pt deep sockets (% to "Ys in), 3, Gin. ext. bara 
Compound mitsrcutsand drill bita, 5 pilot bits, paint mixer, 4án. saw blade, Dig eee 

Ober eutsuptotinen — drill press handle, wrench and handbook Other tools: pc. o 
COMPANION (not Craftsman) drill develops '/, 

deep HP. Noload speed 2400 rpm. Locking trigger switch А 

aie Oem het: for continuous running with safety release, Sleeve | 
screws, counterboro holos earings. 110-120-volt, 60<усіе AC. UL listed. EA. 3- illipa), ignition % in. slip joint pl 

* You can even mix paint wire cord with adapter and chuck key. „ center punch, cold chisel, tool box 
-— ragediy and thoroughly 9С 11973C2—Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs. Kit 941.88 9 C 33133C—Shipping wt. 29 Ibs. Set $85.00 

“int |Sears]565 4 
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The first Power Tool to buy! 

40-piece Drill Kit with stand 

Separate prices totaled 
Variable-speed Min. reversing 

tri lock xpeed control and safety ro 

Meer develops № HP (0 to 1900 TF 
d gs. Aluminum housing 

ix" backup pad with arbor, collar and өс 

in. lamb's wool bonnet, 3-in. wire wH 

Grinding wheel, 18 sanding de 

speed. metal bits (Net in.) 
bi 14 in.) 2 screwdriver 

pilot bits (No. 6, 10); paint mix 

10-12 AC 110-120-v., 60-с E 
9 C 11931—Sbpg. wt- 12 Ibs. В от 

Dont 
Miss 
This 

Electric Grinder with 6-inch 
wire scratch wheel 

Save $15.68. Separate prices total $50.56. 
With \4-HP split-phase 3450-rpm motor. Two 
êx inch aluminum oxide grinding wheels 
fine, medium. Flat-faced housing with conven 
ient on-off switch. Adjustable tool rests, plastic 
eye shields. Removable guards. Win. x 20- 
thread shaft. 10 in. high, 15% in. long. Base 
Bh, in. wide, 7% in. front to back. 6-ft., 3-wire 
cord, adapter. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. 
9 C 19404C2 —Sbipping weight 26 Ibs. $34.88 

566 Sears 2225 

$4422 last winter 
‚ring drill with exc 

d safety release. 
Bali 

rill. UL listed. 5 
id screw ; 6 

5 high 
bits Oh 

ts (1 flat, 1 phillips), 2 
ver, case, stand. 

534.88 

The tools on these two pages offer outstanding service at such great 
savings. Developed thru years of extensive tests and improvements. 
they exhibit such a high degree of professional quality and perform 

3-speed Scroller Saw 
plus extra blades 

and adapter. 110-120-v.,60-c. AC. U 

1 %-НР 7-inch Circular Saw 
plus extra blade 

Save $8.00. Saw alone was $42.88 last sum- 
mer. Blade visibility port. Side-ejection saw 
dust chute. Ball, sleeve bearings. Retractable 
blade guard. Auxiliary knob. Bevel and depth- 
of-cut adjustments. Heat-resistant armature 
wire. Anti-kickback clutch. Polished aluminum 
alloy sectional housing. Kromedge* 7-in. diam. 
combination blade, plus disposable blade, Cuts 

t 45°, 90*. No-load speed 6800 rpm. 8-ft. 
3-wire cord, adapter. Incl. wrench, rip guide. 
For 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. UL listed. 
9 C 27784C— Shipping weight 16 Ibs.. $34.88 

Save $7.56. Separate prices total $42.44. 
Develops 4 HP, With Міл, stroke. Pull 
torque at 3400, 2400 and 2000 strokes per 
minute. Ball and precision sleeve bearing. 

Simply turn knob to change direction of 
cut. Cut intricate patterns without turning 
entire saw. Counterbalanced drive minimizes 
vibration for smooth action. Polished alu 
minum alloy sectional housing. Includes 3 
blades plus 6 extra blades, 8 ft. 3-wire cord 

listed. 
9 с 26774 —Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 1502..534.88 

3-inch Belt Sander plus 
extra sanding belts 

Save $11.33. Separate prices totaled $46.21 
last summer. Develops 1 HP. Sands wood, 
metal, stone and plastic. Sands flush to vertical 
surfaces. Wide 3x21-in. belt provides 14-sq. in. 
sanding area. No-load belt speed 1300 ft. per 
minute. Ball bearings at heavy wear points. 
Polished aluminum housing. Mandy locking 
trigger switch for eaxy on-off action. Safety re 
lease. Includes 3 aluminum oxide sanding belts 
plus 3 extra belts. 8-ft. 3-wire cord with adapter. 
For 110-120-volt, 60-cyele, AC. UL listed 
9 C 22422C — Shipping wt. 12 Ibs..... $34.88 

ance that we back every one of them not with a factory warranty but 
with a free-repair guarantee 
by Sears anywhere. See 1-Full-Year Guarantee on facing page. 

SAVE 758 to 23.68 
оп any CRAFTSMAN 

Heavy-duty Power Tool on this page 

our own guarantee that is honored 

34% Choice 

r 

22-piece Industrial quality 
Rotary Grinder Kit 

Save $23.68. Separate prices totaled $58.56 
last summer. Develops % HP. 24,000 rpm. Cut, 
carve, drill, engrave, polish. For metal, wood, 
plastic and glam. 100% ball bearings. Collet 
chuck grips \ and '4in. shanks. Hang up bail 

Kit includes: grinder; 6 rotary cutters (3 
rasp, 3 file): 9 aluminum oxide grinding points 
@szl-in. to Lin. diam. spherical point). Metal 
bench stand; Permanex* case. UL listed. With 
Ж.Н. 3-wire cord, 
instruction book. 1 
9 C 26842 — Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 3 oz Kit $34.88 



«NN 

7-inch Commercial Saw 
plus saw guide 

Save $11.88. Separately were $56.76. De 
velops 2 HP. 100% ball, roller bearings. Easy 
view guard for accurate sawing. Side-ejection 
sawdust chute. Cuts 2x4' both 90° and 41 
No-load speed 6000 rpm. Detachable 2-in-1 base. 

Anti-kickback safety clutch. Push-button ar. 
bor lock. Balanced armature reduces vibration 
Non-glare aluminum housing. Kromedge blade; 
graduated rip guide. Auxiliary knob for two 
handle control. 8 ft. 3-wire cord, adapter. 110. 
120-v., 25-60-c AC-DC. UL listed. 
9 € 27801C2—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. 88 

CRRFTSMRN^ 

1 FULL YEAR GUARANTEE. 

Dont 
Miss 
This 

Power Router plus 
trammel point attachment 

Save $19.57. Separate prices totaled $64.45 
last summer. Develops 1 HP. 25,000 rpm mo- 
tor, 100% ball bearings. Cuts, shapes, grooves, 
mortises wood or plastic. Cuts up to 1% in. deep. 
Micrometer-type height adjust. Depth gauge 
adjusts by 64th of an inch. Bit not incl. 

Collet-type chuck. Built-in worklight. Plastic 
chip deflector—eye shield. Spindle lock for 
quick bit changing. Trigger switch built into 
handle. Trammel point for cutting circles from 
2 to 20 in. 8-11. 3-wire cord, adapter. 110-120-v., 
25-60-c. AC-DC. UL listed. 
9 C 25074— Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 1502.. ... $44.88 

tool on 

Dual-action Commercial Sander 
plus extra sandpapers 

Save $5.43. Separate prices total $50.31 
Develops 14 HP . . drives big 4¥4x9-in. pad. No 
load speed 4000 strokes per minute. Flip lever 
for fine-finish motion. Sands wood or metal; re- 
moves paint or varnish. 100% ball bearings. 

Trigger lock with safety release. Auxiliary 
knob handle fits side or front. Non-glare sec 
tional aluminum housing. Built-in dust collec 
tor. Includes six %4 sanding sheets plus 12 extra 
sanding sheets. 8-ft. 3-wire cord, adapter. For 
110-120-v., 25-60-c. AC-DC. UL listed 
э C 22415—Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. 4 oz... $44.88 

During the first year, upon return, we will repair (bench grinders will be replaced) without charge any 
materials or workmanship. This guarantee service is avail 

ble by simply returning the tool to any Sears store throughout the United States 

SAVE 5.43 to 19.57 
on any CRRFTSMRN* 

Heavy Duty Power Tool on this page 

these two pages showing defects in 

Variable-speed Reciprocating Saw 
plus 3 extra blades 

Save $7.62. Separate prices total $52.50. 
Develops *s HP. 114-in. stroke per minute. Vary 
speed up to 2000 strokes per minute by chang- 
ıng pressure on electronic trigger control switch; 
or use Tri-Lock control to lock in any of 3 pre- 
set speeds. Built-in sawdust blower. 100% ball 
bearing. Moving parts sealed in aluminum. 
High-impact polycarbonate housing. Incl. 3 
wood-cutting blades, adapter, wrench, 8 
2-wire cord, two 6-in, blades (one 8-teeth, the 
other, 24-teeth per in.); Sin, (3-teeth per in.) 
blade. 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. UL listed, 
9 C 17066 —Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 602... $44.88 

44" Choice 

Multi-speed Scroller Saw plus 
edge-cutting attachment 

Save $9.56. Separate prices total $54.44. 
Develops 144 HP. 1-in. stroke. Electronic trigger 
control switch delivers higher speed torque as 
trigger pressure increases. Speeds from 0 to 3000 
strokes per minute. Safety release. Trigger lock 

. keeps high, med. or low speed. 
Counterbalanced drive minimizes vibratie 

Sectional aluminum housing. Turn top knob to 
change blade direction, Sawdust blower. Plastic 
chip shield. Circle cutter edge guide. 8-ft. 3-wire 
cord, adapter. 110-120-v., 60-e. AC. UL listed 
9 C 26732 — Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 15 oz. 544.88 

%-inch Commercial Reversible 
Drill with Masonry Drill Bit Set 

Save $12.37. Separate prices total $57.28. 
Develops % HP . . 100% ball and needle bear: 
ings. Reverse switch. Geared chuck with key. 
Double reduction gear. Double-pole switch 
lock for continuous running. Safety release. 

No-load speed 600 rpm. Spade-grip handle 
rotates 90*. Both handles removable. Sectional 
aluminum housing. Non-glare satin finish. In- 
cludes 3 tungsten carbide-tipped masonry bits 
Cie, M, М in.); Soft. 3-wire cord, adapter. 110- 
120-v., 25-80-c. AC-DC. UL listed. 

ge 10 Pound. 044.88 II Sears 567 



RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK — 
.. a 6-lb, Rock Tumbler with 10 lbs. 

of rocks, 33 jewelry mountings and all 
necessary materials for only $36.99 

Save *11.26 
over separate prices 

CRAFTSMAN® CRAFTSMAN® 
1 Turn rough rocks into gem stones Stapler Kit Propane Torch Kit 
A 1 2500 stopio. см rer ҮЧ 

Save 54.07 Save 51.53 
$118 $104 

Separately $15.95 Was $11.97. Develops 
Standard and heavy heat of over 2300" F. In 
duty compression set stant-action toreh with 
tings. Trigger-action fi 
pistol grip. Driv cylinder; extra cylinder 
ein. 1050 wire utility burner he 
Built-in staple extrae spark 
tor: Tim. long. Includes spreader 
2000 each vin. and repla 
Yin. staples; 1000 each micron filters (2 utility, 2 
М and %-in.; 1500 Ye burner orifices). UL list. 
inch staples. ed. Cu 

Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 2 от. Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 8 от. 
9 C 68479. Kit $11.88 9C54017.... Kit $1044 

- for gramp, dad, campers 
Separately $48.25. An exciting hobby for all ings. Tumbler base is made of steel-en- they'd all appreciate a handy Imagine handsome 1 finish; measures 13x11%x12% і - . fem stones forpernonalaed pi, art crf, high Large nylon bearings for smooth CRAFTSMAN’ Pocket Knife etc. Kit features heavy-duty, leak-resistant and quiet long-wearing tumbler action. 
tumbler with big 6b. capacity. Also, exotic Completely enclosed fan-cooled motor Order two—save 8 to 19%! rough stones from India, Brazil, Mexico and (110-120. 60<. AC. UL listed). With 4- USA. four types polishing compounds, pol foot cord. Illustrated instructions. ishing pellets and cement plus jewelry mount- 9С 14142C-Shpg. wt. 35 Iba Kit 93699 

CRAFTSMAN® Road and Rally Track 
эде equipment w 

extra strength heavy gòu 

69" | 579% | 134% 
(1 and 2) Heavy gauge steel for great load resistance 
without weld sag or loosening. Drawers with 1-pe. roll (3 thru 7 ) Unconditionally guara Unless other 
formed slides. Tumbler lock —locks drawers when chest high-carbon cutlery steel blades, panel is closed. Black wrinkle finish. Drawer  brass-lined, unbreakable handles . . nickel-alloy bol 

imulated wood-grained finish. Two keys sters. (3, 4. with duPont Delrin* plastic handles, 
mille rip. Length shown is with knife closed 

1 Chest—6 drawers— 2 Roller Cabinet—3- 
26x12x14% in. high drawer. 26'%4x18x 3 American Eagle. Sears fines: ket knife. Hand 

Тоц tray 184x74x1'% in. 32% in. high. Three full erafted—61 finishings and polishing. Ni deep. Top center drawer width drawers; two 3% inings. Embossed American Eagle shield. Thr blades 
d drawers În, one 6", in. deep. (long clip, sheep-foot, spay). Measures 4 in. long. 

4% x1% in. deep; 3 full Lower compartment 9 C 9500—Wt. ea. 9 or. Each 59.98: 2 for $16.00 
width drawers two 1% in; — 23'/,x17'4x12 in. Four 4 s ARAB NEUES m 
one 2%in. deep. Wt. 62 Ibs. іп. casters. Wt. 98 Ihn. soc (Den. spa. зала. ЭМ ER 
псази 009.90 осшен 479.99 wt. ea. 5 oz. Each $5.97; 2 for #1000 
Chest ( 1) and Cabinet ( 2 ). Was $144.00. 5 Senior Old Crafty*. Three blades (long clip, sheep- 9 C 65268N2—Shipping weight 160 lbs 4134.98 foot, spay). Measures 4 inches Jot 

9C9547—Wt е 
6 Slim Pen Kni 

iver). Stainless steel handle. Pouch. 
Cut 53.60 $178 9Сә5$в-2% їп. Wi en or. Dach 109. 2 for 1200 

Was $21.48. Black wrinkle finish shell. Ste 7 Medium Old Crafty”. 3 blades as (5); 3% in. 
drawer fronts simulated wood graining. Drawers 2 9C9546-WL va. 6 oz... .. Each 95.48; 2 for $10.00 
deep. Pin tumbler lock. 2 keys. 2044x8'%x10% in. high “чөлү above unie „сой " 
9 C 6530C—Shipping weight 19 pounds 21788 м 1 AO t mû te rOCKACOS abt tesy te 

т Fach $6 48:2 for $11.00 
Mechanics' 2-drawer Chest 
with handy cantilever tray 

For the business man. Four blades 
e blade to cut paper c ings, pen. 



RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK.. 

n Electric "Twin Buff" for only :28.99 

2-speed Electric Shoe $ 99 
Polisher Kit 19 Cut $5.99 

t 
convenient speeds: bu! 
for a brilliant shine; use low speed for 
cleaning and applying polish. Just 
push button . . magnetically picks up 
and ejects attachments; hands stay 
cleaner. Built-in light. Power unit of 
avocado green and black molded plas- 
tic with woodgrain-look vinyl trim. 
10.0. cord. Walnut-stained pine box 
holds accessories upright in compart- 
ments for easy access . . 13% x 10% x 
6% in. high. Includes 2 polish applica- 
tor brushes with plastic bristles, 2 ex- 
tradarge size rotary polishing brushes, 
2 lamb's wool buffers, 2 mandrils, 3 
cana of polish (one black. one brown 
and one neutral). 
25 C 3238 Wi. 8 Iba. 8 oz. $19.99 

9 
Travel Shine Kit 5399 

Compact case of 
vinyl with see 

alligator-grained black 
rough vinyl top; green vi 

nyl interior; metal snap closing. Kit in 
cludes a wood-block shine brush with 
horsehair and plastic bristles, 2 hand 
daubers, 2 shine cloths, 2 cans of polish (1 
black and 1 brown). Travel case is 
24x7%4x5% inches deep. 
25 C 3190—Shipping wt. 12 or. ....$399 

NOTE: ось 

Redwood Shine Kit 6% 
Natural-finish redwood chest doubles as a 
handy footrest for polishing and buffing 

has a braseplated metal snap closing. 
Fitted with 2 wood-block shine brushes 
with plastic bristles, 2 hand daubers, 2 
shine cloths, 2 cans polish (1 black and 1 
brown). Chest measures S'&xBx11* 
inches deep 
25 C 3182—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs 1699 

hoe buffer on this page are 

Designed exclusively 
for Sears with these 
outstanding features: 

* Built-in hidden handle 

for easy ca ing 
* Handy built-in cord keeper 

stores 6-foot cord 

* Skid-resistant base 
bottom cushions hold unit in place 

* Powerful motor 
quiet. vibration-free, permanently oiled 

Sears exclusive shoe buffer. A handsome that's built f 
rugged use . . so good looking it's ideal for the office and a 
most any room in your home. A flick of the button and the 
contoured cone-shaped lamb's wool buffers bu 
a brilliant shine. Buff brown or black shoes wit 
buffers. High impact plastic housing in bei 
woodgrain trim in. ж 
25 C 3260— Shipping weight 6 ре 

shoes to 

in. high. 
‚da 12 oune 

1-speed Electric 
Shoe Shine Kit 

510” 

Get a professional looking 
shine every time. Push but- 
ton to eject brushes and 
buffers; hands stay cleaner. 
Red and black plastic hous- 
ing with woodgrain-look vi 
nyl trim. 6-foot cord. In 
cludes 2 rotary polishing 
brushes, 2 lamb's wool buff. 
ers and 1 mandril. Instruc 
tion manual also included. 
Buy this the easy way—or 
der by phone. 

Shipping wt 4 Ibs. 2 or. 
25 C3239 51099 

$799 
Battery-operated Polishing Kit *7 

2speed polisher has high speed for shining, low speed for buff 
ing. Power unit in two-tone green plastic housing, Kit includes 
polisher, 2 polishing brushes, 1 lamb's woo! buffer, 2 hand 
daubers, 2 cans polish (1 black, 1 brown). Black vinyl case hi 
green vinyl interior, metal toggle closing. P 
оп 4 size "D" batteries (not included) . . o 
3% x11x694 inches deep. 
25 C 1234—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce $799 
34 C 4663—"0" Batteries. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 for 98c 

RR se [Sears] 569 

ower unit operates 
below. Case is 



RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BDOK.. 

These Electric Scissors 
are cut 25% to 34x.. 

Sears lowest prices ever 

Single-speed Cordless 

May be used with or without сога. . 
cuts all fabric weights quietly, even cuts 

up to 5 layers of cotton broadcloth 

Was $17.50 in our 1971 Spring Big Book. Single speed 
cordless electric scissors with a powerful motor that cuts 
all fabric weights accurately, quietly . . without the alight 
est vibration. Stainless steel blades are selfaharpening 

to last 50% longer than our regular steel blades 
Pink plastic housing, &foot cord for recharging unit. Medi 
um blue leather gift box with brassplated metal toggle 
closing. From Switzerland. 
28 C 21811 Shipping weight 2 pounds $1297 

Powerful 2-speed 
Cuts up to 4 layers of cotton 
broadcloth . . built-in light 

Single-speed 

Powerful enough to cut 2 
or 3 layers of fabric 

pening stain. 
gular steel 

color 
ord 

Note: д) 

570 [Sears] 



‘Fabrics, Patterns and ‘Notions... 

жд i now available in one place 
es. for your sewing convenience 

QUILTED COTTON in prints and solid colors 
Cotten face and back: polyester filling. Machine wash, warm temperature: line 
dry foe best result. Maximum shrinkage 5%. 43 inches wide. 

Please state pattern or color number PERMA-PREST* 
36 C 93204— Prints, Shown % size. 36 C 8321H—Solid colors "NC 1057 
Shipping weight yard 10 ounces Yard s1 за WINCAMA® FLEECE "ns , Wincama fleece is luxuriously soft and cozy, with 
A McCall's Pattern. Misses’ sizes. | y McCall's Pattern. Child's and Girl's sizes ^ ety | % Amele tr 

For 43-inch width fabric | © For 43-inch width fabric acet УА n hine wash, warm 
36 C 22885—Shpg. wt. 202....85c| | 26 C 2209F— Shipping weight 2 ounces. . .. .7% needs no ironing when tumbled dry. 48 in State sise S(8-1OWM(I2-14))LO6-18)| | ue gine QUU UME жау wide. So easy to buy when you just use the phone 
Robe 4" 4 Syd. | | Robe. 15 Р е color number ee ee obe yds 36 C 93334 —Shipping wt. yd. 7 oz.. . Yard $2.57 

- um С Simplicity Pattern. Misses! sizes. 
For 48-inch width fabric 

36 C 2287F—Shipping weight 2 Coordinated Notions for A and B. Package in rep E YAT 594 cludes 8 nickel. plated metal snaps; 3 yds. of cot = [1o | 12 | 16 
ton and rayon grosgrain ribbon, 1'%4-in.: 10 yds Jumpsuit 

cerized cotton bias tape; 150-yd. | and ssh. ....au | 3% |зм | 34 | 34 ya 
spool Polyapun thread (polyester core with mer Contrasting | 
cerized cotton wrap) sleeves and 
Color no. 16: use for 16 Navy and prints number [mash facing.. 1 | ı yds. 
27, 29 and 46 (navy blue thread and binding; lime г, = 
green ribbon) 

Searg renes tor A aná a Color no. 4: use for 3 Light blue and print number Memes masons ter Coordinsted Notions for C. Package includes 
= ¿(medium blue thread, binding, ribbon) 24-in. neckline zipper (nylon coil; nylon and ace 

“ Color no. 20: use for 20 Pink and print number tate tape); 150-yd. spool Polyspun thread (poly 
50 (includes pink thread. binding and ester core with mercerized cotton wrap); 3 уф 
Color no, 22: use for 22 Red and print nu seam binding (solid color nylon or multicolor ny 
52 (inei. red thread and binding; maize ribbon) lon and acetate . . no choice). 

State color number 18, 4, 20 or 22 State fabric color number above 
— 25 C 63011H— Shipping weight 4 oz.. Package $2 60 ag 25 C 63001H Shipping wt. 3 ол. „Package $1.69 

ПОМ Sears 571 



12 French Perfumes 
for only:4.98 ??? 

Captivating scents to suit her every mood 
imported directly from the land of romance 

Cosmetic Travel Wardrobe 
Beauty's her companion wher 
with t mart-looking wardro! 

nyl case hold: 
pstick (pink, tangerin 

applicator bru 
Matching mirror (4% in. in dian 
nifier. Case is 8%x6%x5% in. overal 
8 C 4011—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz Kit «6.98 

Bottles shown actual size 
thing whispers 

120 "Nips" of Famous Perfumes 
A fragrant tre 
shed perfumes. Tiny glass vials hold one appli 

s by D'Orsay, Lucien L 

y of the world's most cher 

cation of long, An 
y others. Purse carrier holda 12 

d In plastic case. 
9398 

gelique and 
nips. Frag 
8 C 4002—Shpg. wt. В 

ji 
¥ № 

Delight Milady with Elegant Boudoir Accessories 
(1 thru 5) Ultra feminine, coordinated accessories interpret the grandeur of a bygone era into ip 
by Renaissance art, they are fashioned of metal, sculptured into a delica 
tarnish-resistant. Add a "Midas touch" to her vanity table or dresser with the complete ensemble 

к\а for the woman of today. Inspired 
ted with glimmering gold that is af design, then e 

exigned to be "mixed and matched. 

1 Three-piece Dresser Q Mirrored Tray. A 3 Powder Box with Bath Д Tissue Box Holder. Adds E Earring Tree. А most at 
к Set. Nylon bristles. © way to dis. Y Oil Beads that add fra m glamour to a bou tractive way to display 

in. brush removes for play cosme с. — granceto her bath. Plastic — tique-size box of tissues (1 her regular and pierced 
cleaning. 1048. hand mir. Has rubber feet. Mea- box in 3-in. diam. golden box of tissues included her dainty jewel 
ror. &in. comb. sures 10x13 in also hold her jew. — 4Yx4% inches high М inches 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. В ox Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs d other Shipping weight 13 oz Shipping we 
80.9535 Set $9.95  8C9536 $9.95 Wt $495 809528 #395  8C9530 



she's someone special with a gift of glamour 

Famous Fragrance Set 
Five mood 
Coty's Emeraude- 
tinetively feminine; Faberge's Wood 
hue—pı ntly provocative; Houbigant's 
Chantilly—made to "shake her world 
Yardioy's Tweed—bewitching as a secret 
garden; Helene Rubinstein's Heaven 
Sent—a medley of floral scents. 
Set of 5—%-oz ea. . . in a lovely gift box. 
8 C 4040—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $3.88 

ring fragrances: 

Bon-Bon Lipstick Collection 
ight luscious, lustrous lipsticks from 

Yardley of London. Four are “slickers’ 
to wear under or over another a 

Four are “creams” in soft ато 
ps Set of B tubes. . gift 

8C 4025—Shpg. wt. 10 o Set $2.50 

Popular Colognes 
6 Xanadu Cologne Spray. Exotic, luxu 

rious, in t. For those who dare 
the excitement of an entirely new experi 
ence. Amethyst-and-silver-color spray 
globe. Net wt. 5 oz. Gift box 
8 C 4030—Shipping wt. 9 oz. $10.00 

7 Ondine Cologne Spray. For ev 
4 woman yo A blend woman you are. An enticing blend o! 

from Fras raro esences. Pe 
bottled in US. 1% fl. ox 
8С 4035—Shipping wt. 5 oz $5.00 

4-way 
Lighted 
Mirror 

enables you 
to make up 

in the 
light that 

Il be in 

Decorative 4-way Lighted Mirror. Light 
does different things to the way make-up 

looks. With this mirror, you make up in the 
light you'll face the world in. Its two fol 
side mirrors let you see yourself from every an 
gle. And, between make-up sessions, its richly 
textured beige and golden color frame will add 
elegance to your dressing table 

Use the daylight setting if you're headed for 
the great outdoors. Home light approximates 
the everyday light in your house. Office light 
simulates fluorescent lighting. Fi 

w. Regular mirror flips to 
ning light 

soft g 
er. . is 5%x7% in. S 
Light selector bar and 
plastic unit. 2 incandescent, recessed bulbs in 
cluded. 1114x20% in. wide when open. 
8 C 8972—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs 52450 

Baroque-style Lighted Mirror adds an ele 
ntique look to a vanity or di 

precise light to making up. 10%. in. diame 
ter sheet glass mirror flips to magnifier. Scroll 
ike gold-color styrene frame . . 164n. diameter 

glare bulbs incl. Easel back. Line cord 
Т switch. For Arlene Dahl Wig re 

mirror, see our 1971 Fall Big Book 
8 C 8900--Shipping wt. 5 lbs $13.98 

lected in 

]() Lighted Travel Mirror . . for more perfect 
make-up sessions at home or on a holiday 
-andescent, recessed bulbs. 5%x7% in. mir- 

ror flips to magnifier. Pastel pink break-resist 
ant plastic unit has decorative border, on-off 
switch on frame. Hot pink wet-look vinyl carry 
case is 13%x9% in., has 2 accessory pockets 
8 C 8920—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. 51398 

]] Our lowest-priced Lighted Mirror and it 
flips to a magnitier. Sheds shadow-free 

light on making up with 4 recessed, non-glare 
bulbs (inel). 6%x5% mirror . . use re 
for applying make-up . . use magnifier for 
twoezing brows, other close-up work. Be 
tured styrene unit is 11 4x79 im 
8 C 8929—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. б от. 

"Тилт ВЕ GREAT / 
MARGARET NEEDS ALL THE 
HELP SHE CAN GET!” 



dryer or, for long ] Use as a regu 
washing hair, set 

m vapor 
any size rollers 

o. 750-watts 

bove, 
ng weight 10 pounda 

Guarantee: If any hair dryer 
work return for replacem 

proves defectiv 
anship within 1 yr 

Facial Beauty 
Mist 

6 Transforms tap 
water into gentle 

mist that opens pores, 
removes dirt ordi 
nary washing can't 
reach. 3 temperature 
settings. Head guard 
to protect hairdo. 
Plastic unit . . tinted 
soo-thru diffuser ad. 
justa. Water measur. 
ing cup, nylon-bristle 
complexion brush 
inel. Wt. 3 Iba. 15 от. 
5С 7759 .....91998 

ting curls in-between 
ic Just a 

yut no mist, S-position control. Pir 

‘Thoughtful Gifts from 

or dry your hair 
these versatil 

3 Hugger Walk n Wear style. Sears testa proved this unit dried hair faster 
than any other bonnet model we tested. Double-walled vinyl bonnet lets 

air circulate better. Use while doing chores . . fasten belt around waist—con- 
toured unit hugs hip. Natural bristle brush attachment dries, styles. 120. 
cord. 4-position control. Durable plastic unit, vinyl case. 400-watts 
8 C 8745—Shipping weight 6 pounds 3 ounces 922.98 
4 Handheld stylo with 4 attachments. Blow dry, style, even straighten 

hair with this easy-to-hold unit. Interchange attachments—brush, 2 
combs and air direction funnel—for the look you want. Natural bristle brash 
won't split or break hair. Durable plastic unit. 330-watta 
8 C 8704—8hipping weight 2 pounds 118.50 

k, white. 5 Professional-type Hand-held style. Our most powerful stylerdryer has 
440-watts of drying power. The whole family can use it for quick styling 

and drying—use it, also, to dry nail polish, peta, ete. Hot, cold temperature 
selection. Nozzle adjusta. Pistol-grip handle. Durable plastic. 
8 C 8706—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces я +1998 

Manicure Gift Sets . . for feminine grooming 

Last Christmas was $16.98. Now () 12-piece Set. . so low priced, you can buy 
SLASHED #7. Power Manicurist. Vanity- one for every gal on your list. Ground leath- 

style set lets her groom her nails with a profes er zip case is compact enough to tuck in her 
sional touch. б attachments . .cuticle brush, cu- purse. Holds nail scissors, cuticle scissors, 
ticle pusher, nail shaper, buffer, callous remov 
er for pedicures. Power cable coils in plastic 
case. Replacement discs and buffer pads are 
chaded. 50-watts. 
8C7701 ping weight 4 lbs. Set 99.98 

Fine-quality 14-piece Set. Ground leather 
caso holds nail nipper, nail scissors, cuticle 

scissors, tweezers, nail file, 2 emery boards plus 
7 other manicuring aids. Elegant suedine fabric 
lining. From West Germany. 
8 C 5485—Shipping weight 1202 Set $4.98 

tweezers, nail file, 2 emery boards, 6 other i 

plement. Suedine fabric lining. W. Germany 
8 C 5484—Shipping weight Bor. ....Set $1.98 

10 Deluxe 19-piece Set. Holds everything 
she needs for lovelier, well-groomed nails. 

Alligator-grained, ground leather case zips 
‘open . . contains cuticle scissors, cuticle nipper, 
nail scissors, nail nipper, tweezers, nail file 
13 other most-needed manicuring aids. Plush 
suedine fabric lining. From W. Germany. 
8 C 5487—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. Set $7.98 



Only $8.88 
for Hairsetter 

in Travel Case. 

]] 37e9etReedy"" Hairsetter. 3 setting methods and 20 rollers let you style the look you want. For 
а lustrous, long-lasting set, use lotion mist setting. Tiny beads of mist combine with conditioner to 

set hair, leave it ultra-manageal Arynems, split ends. Magic miat setting coaxes a bevy Ible— helps correct 
of bouncy curls. Use dry setting for touch-ups. 6 jumbo, 6 large, 4 medium, 4 small rollers all heat at 
once . . ready dot shows they are warm; thermostat keeps them at steady temperature. For mist, add 
water to unit base. For lotion mist, mix conditioner with water. Styling brush, clips, water measuring 
cup incl Selfcontained carry case holds refillable bottle with conditioner for 10 sets: Plastic unit 40 
8 C 2517—Shipping weight 8 pounds 12 ounces .. 
8 C 7002— 8-02 bottle of Lotion Mist Conditioner 32 uses. Shipping weight 10 ounces. . eie 1 

19 Imagine . . A Hairsettor with Travel Case 
at this low price. Great for the gal on the go! 

roller unit is ideal for quick sets . . with 4 jum- 
bo, 6 large, 2 medium, 2 small rollers . . all heat 
at once . . ready dot shows they are warm. Clips 
included. Plastie unit; vinyl case. 600-watts 
8С 2507—Shipping weight 4 Iba. ..... 

Complete Beauty Centers . 

Separate 
cure head includes nail buffer and file. Also in- 
eludes manual nail nipper and cuticle tools. In at- 
tractive, compact vinyl case that can tuek in a 
wuitense for beauty wherever she goes. Manual 
implements from West Germany. Phone order- 
ing's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
8C 7704—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ....Set $14.50 
Note for Both. Electrical items are UL list- 
ed for 110-120-volt, 60-сусіе AC. 

1 Mist Hairsetter. Curls last longer than with 
a dry set—helps hair retain body as moist 

heat won't dry out hair. 20 rollers—& jumbo, 6 
large, 4 medium, 4 small. Add water to unit base 

ready dot shows rollers are warm. Styling 
brush, clips included. Plastic. 600-watta. 
8 C 2515—Shipping weight 4 Iba. 14 oz. ..41388 

. for feminine shaving, manicuring, pedicuring 
15 Deluxe Beauty Comer with Slimline Shav- 

or. The ultimate in feminine grooming to 

shaving heads—one for legs (high-low adjust- 
ment); one for underarms. Power attachments in- 
clude callous remover for smoother elbows and 
feet, manicure head for nail filing, buffing, pedi- 
curing. Shaver has built-in light, on-off switch. 
Manual gold ted metal nail nipper, cuti- 
cle tools . from W. Germany. Jewelry style vinyl 
саве. . elegant on a vanity, compact for travel 

8C 7705 Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. 202. Set $19.50 

Wedgewood 

Our 
new sha 
with a / 
ман loss steel 1 
cutting head 
50% 
larger than 
most shavers 
now available \ 

357 К 

The Wedgewood features a sh 
head a full 1%-inches wide. Le 
shave quickly, yet leaves your ley 
iny smooth. Two comfort control bars— 
‘one on each side of shaving head—ad 
just height of blade until you reach the 
level gentlest to your skin. A built-in 
light illuminates the skin directly in 
front of the shaving head for even cov. 
erage, 

Shaving head comes off 
cleaning. High-impact polyearbona 
housing. Shaver comes in case with at 
tached cord storage . . converts to jewel 
ry box by removing inner tray. Operates 
оп 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Guaran- 
teed for one year . . see page 519. 
9 C 9391—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 15 oz. .$1595 

Lady Kenmore 
Electric Shavers 

With stainless steel cutting heads. 
= 

105 =>, 

С ̀ \ s 

Specially designed stainless steel cutting 
head shaves underarms and logs 
smoothly, without irritation; head 
comes off for easy cleaning. Beautiful 
shatter-proof ivory colored nylon hous- 
ing gently tapered to fit the feminine 
hand. Convenient on-off switeh. In. 
cludes cord and brush. Operates on 110- 
120-volt, 60cycle AC. UL listed. Shavers 
are guaranteed for 90 days . . see page 
519 for details 

16 With complimentary beige trim. 
Comes in compact pursetype case. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 ox. 
9C 9394 11095 

17 With elegant gold-color trim. Pack 
aged in protective box. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib 
9 C 93942 2695 

ister? [Sears] 575 



the (Stoves: 

(1 thru 3) These elegant gloves are made of 
kidskin, one of the smoothest leathers in the 

tanned in France world. Expert sewn in the 
Philippines. Half-pique seams; comfortable Bol 
ton thumb; silk lining. Hand wash 
1 Bracelotlength. About 11 long 

Sizes 6%, 7, 7'%, 8. State к 
&8 C 5245F-Dark brown 88 C 5244F-Black 
Shipping weight 3 ounces $10.00 
© Eibow-length. About 15 inches long 
© Sizes 6%, 7, 7%, 8. State size. 
88 С 5280F-Black 88 С 52817 
Shipping weight 3 ounces 

Dark browr 
$14.00 

$ Overthewriat shorty. About 8% in. long. 
Sizes 6%, 7, TM, 8. State n 

88 C 5221F—Wh 88 C 5220F—Black 
88 C 5222F—Dark brown 
Shipping weight 3 o $9.00 

4 The Shorty. Pine quality. T 
a al, wristlength st 

thumb. About 9% inches long 
Acrylic knit 

Sizes 86-6\4); MIT-TW); 148-84. 
State size letter S, M or L 
88 C 5367F-Dark brown 88 С 5366F-Black 
Shipping weight 4 ounces $6.00 
Natural rabbit fur 

Sizes 3(6-6% 
State size letter 8, 
88 C 5303F-Da Black 
Shipping weight 4 ounces $7.00 

5 Furtrimmed shorty. Good-looking smoot? 
capeskin. Dark brown dyed rabbit fur c 

Comfortable Bolton thumb. Warm acrylic knit 
ining. About 9% inches 

86-6%); MA. 
е letter S, M or L 

88 C 5375F-Black 88 C 5376F-Dark brown 
Shipping weight 3 ounces 19.00 

Note: Caposkin importe How to measure for 

leather or knit 

G The Cinssic. Sears best quality. Beautiful 
smooth capeskin with hidden hem stitching, 

ams, comfortable Bolton thumb. 
about 11 inches long 

Natural rabbit fur lin 
Sizes 506-63); М(7-7%); LIB-8% 

88 C5340F-Black 88 С 5341F-Dark brown 
State $, M or L. Shipping weight 4 oz. ....98.50 

Sizes 506-6); M(T-T'4); 1/8-8% 
88 С 5337F-Black 88 C 5338F-Dark brown 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 4 or. 750 

т The Long Drivingstyle. Warm acrylic and 
stretch nylon knit. Cablestitch cuffs Cape 

skin palm. About 11 inches long. Hand wash 
able. Fits sizes 6% to В. 
88 С 5072-Light beige 88 C 507 1-Black 
88 C 5073-Dark brow 
Shipping weight 3 ounces 53.85 

Q The Suede Shorty. Has lots of style; whip 
Ө itching. eyelet and lace trim, comfortable 
Bo amb. About 8% inches long 

88 C 5700F— Hunter red 
88 C $7021 — Natural tan 
88 C $701F—Walnut brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 97.50 

The Driving style. Acrylic and stretch nylon 

8 in. long. Hand wash. Fits sizes 6% to 8 
88 C 5023-Dark brown 
88 C 5019-Lig 

88 C 5017-Black 

Shipping weight 3 ounces 92.33 

ng-sty le oth capeskin. Snap 
bolton thumb, About 8 inches. Hand wash. 

Sizes S(6-6%); M(T-T94); 148-8 
88 C5748F-Red 88 C 5763F-Black 
88 C 5749F-Medium tan 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 3 o #750 

gloves: р ге loosely. Measure t 



7 The Beret and Scarf Set. Will keep you 
а well dressed. Camel tan and 

wide and 

9550 

assie. An r Bag. A well-liked 
m red, navy, dark brown, me 

with blaek. Cri 
ack. Double handle 

Two deep swagger 
var wall zipper 

pocket. About 10х8х4% 
88 C 2015—Shipping w 

Red — B8C 4314—Navy 
88 C 2182—Bi 

und $8.50 Shipping weigh’ 9750 

* [Sears] 577 
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Only $1.23 
for cable stitch 

k nit gloves 

88 C 8153—Shpg. wt. 1 48.50 

G Our lowest price in 6 years for any 
women's knit gloves. War ie 

578 1 Shipping weight 4 ounce и. ppi 2 pounds 1390 578 [Sears] pping weit 1.23 290 



the ccessories: 

unique items to create your own look 
] The Hand Printed Shawl. One of the most ex 

citing fashion accessories around. Will be a 
tiful accent to some of your favorite looks. 
i-color floral print on black ground. Cozy wool 

challis. About 40x40 inches plus knotted fringe. 
Dry clean. Imported from Japan. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

88 c 8506 98.50 

14 The Hand Crocheted Shawl. It has lots of fash- 
jon mileage. Will team up beautifully with so 

many outfits. Cream white acrylic. About 58x29 
inches at the widest part. Novelty self fringe. Hand 
washable. Imported from Japan. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

88C 8600 47.50 

15 The Bird Cage'* Umbrella. It's a must for your 
accessory wardrobe. Great for gift-giving. 

Combines good looks and good sense. Heavy-duty 
clear vinyl with white patent vinyl trim and wrist 
strap. White patent vinyl covering on hook handle. 
Sturdy Sib steel frame. Made in Taiwan 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 
88 с4316с 16.00 

16 Our lowest price in 2 years for 
any women's knit beret and scarf 

set. This great looking classic will be a 
wonderful addition to your accessory 
wardrobe. Warm acrylic in bright red, 
taupe brown and hunter green stripes. 
Beret has pompon; elasticized. Fita all 
Scarf about 8 inches wide and 70 inches. 
long including knotted fringe. Hand 
wash separately. Imported from Japan. 

Shipping weight 7 ounces. 
88C8570 Set $3.00 

17 The Fringed Vest. Has the hand 
crafted look which has become part 

of the fashion message. Acrylic knit in 
bold horizontal stripes of burnt orange. 
mustard gold, navy blue, white, tob 
brown, pear! gray and oatme 

xo 

Knotted fringe. Fits all. Hand wash, sep- 
arately. Top sold on page 611 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

88C8954 +800 

Like everything else in Sears books 
10 order by telephone. 

all Sears and say "Charge It”. . see page 367 

Only $3.00 for a 
knit Beret and Scarf Set 



Dacron* and cotton Outer Suits interlined with laminated 

polyurethane foam really beats the chill 

(1 thru 4 ) Outer Suits, Three layers thick . . from chin to ankles. Outside, the half-and-half 
blend of Dacron* polyester and combed cotton is wonderfully water-shedding, Inside, there's a 
smooth nylon taffeta lining. And in-between there's laminated cold-defying polyurethane foam** 
All have adjustable self-fabric belts. Bulky-knit trim; tab closure at throat, two pants pockets. Ма. 
chine wash at warm temperature, tumble dry 

] Women's. Zip front. Inner pocket. Drop 3 Girls". Zip front. Straight legs. Vinyl knee 
seat. Knit leg cuff. State size 10, 12, 14, 16, patches. State sise 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 

18, 20. 77 С 25219 —Red 77 C 2522€ — Navy 
51 C 10826 — Кей 51 С 10822#— Navy Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. $2099 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. . .. .526 99 fr 

Д Men's. Two-way zip. Inner pocket, two hip 
9 Boys Two-way zip front. Straight legs pockets (one zips). Snap-close leg cuffs. Pro 

Matching vinyl knee patches. Hoodynot in- portioned Short (5 ft. 3 in. (05 ft. 7 in.); Regu 
cluded. Sold below. lar (over 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in.); and Tall 

(over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 
Please state size 6, 8, 10 or 12. سک 
40 C 78552: — Red 40CHBSS'R—Navy om | мы LA Shi pound PS ias a - gE se: ee BIC T0738F | 8T C 10721F| 38 to 44 Please state size 14, 16, 18 0r20. mlar | 51 С 10726F | 51 C 10722F | 35 to 46 
40 C 757521— Red 40 C 75751F—Navy 51 C 107275181 C 107238 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. ....$2199 Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. . 

5 Matching pile-tined Hoods. Same outer fabric as suits . lined with Orlon* acrylic pile on cotton 
back. Drawstring and snap tab closure. Buttons to suit. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, 

Men's. One size fits all. Giris’. Sizes S(7-8); М(10-14), $ 
51 C 10724— Мату 61 С 10728 — Red. 7?C2824f—Navy 77 C2523F— Red. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. .............8450 Shipping weight 6 ounces. . .. . > 
Boys’. Sizes S(6-12); M(14-20). State Sor М. Women's. One size fits all. 
40 C 75561 Navy 40 C 75562F— Red $1 С 1082; 
Shipping weight 6 ounces... .........8399 Shipping weight 4 ounces. . 
hg Ootu “Som Acre oum 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE it in doubt. see ow General Catalog lor charts 
a d „ж. „ы 



Nylon Outer Suits insulated with quilted Dacron* defy the cold 

big zippers on front and legs make them easy-on 

And note the fancy racing stripes 

(1 thea 6 Water-repellent nylon oxford shell with 6.6-02. Dacron* 88 polyester fiberfill insulation 
Р lon taffeta lining. Detachable hood lined with 100% Orlon* acrylic pile. Knit collar and 

of 50% Antron* nylon and 50% cotton. Machine wash, medium and tumble dry 
Boys’. Two-way zip front, with one-way leg 4 Men's. Two-way heavy-duty nylon zippers 
zippers from ankle to knee on front and legs from ankle to waist 

Please stote size 8, 10 or 12 Heights: Short (5 ft. 3 in. to 6 ft. 7 in.); Regular 
40C78691F—Navy 40 C 75092F—Red over 5 ft, 7 in. to 5 ft, 11 in); Tall (over Gift 
Shipping weight 2 px unce $3000 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. 

Chest sizes S(34-36 in); M(38-40); 1442 
44): XL(46-48). Please state size 14, 16 

40 C 75891 F—Navy 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ov 

E xı À leg zippers. . ankle k 
8, 10, 12, 14 L XL 
т Red Shipping weight 5 pounds. $40.00 

Shipping weight 3 pounds $33 ос E Women's. Heavy-duty one-way nylon zip 
© front. closure and leg zippers from ankle to 

Qj Ute Boys‘ and Girls‘. One-way front zip- — knee. Sizes S(10-12): M(14-16); L(18-20) 
per .. leg zippers go from ankle to above Siate size S, M or L 

knee. State size 4, 5, 6, 6x 51 C 10833F—Navy 61 C 10843 —Red 
BB C 8100 Navy 29 C 8100r— Red Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. . . $40.00 

ping weight 2 Ibs. 2 оз. Each $2500 “hep rut 
Charge It^ if you wish ее ра 367 

Fun in the cold 

ШЕ. 
Outer Suits 

keep you warm 



Save 20% on Matched 
COURIER”: Sears Best Molded Luggage 

BEST BECAUSE: Thoso distinctive-looking cases are the strongest 
we sell. Sears laboratory tests have proven their puncture-resistance 
and over-all strength. The combination of a thermoplastic shell and 
a luxurious lining will protect your belongings outside and inside. 

MUS are ыт Save E | у A 
Em ao 968 Me nan uen 12025 OL 

(А thruF) Courier Cases. Fine-quality, lightweight magnesium frame. Durable 
chrome-plated lift-locks, recessed Lo be less susceptible to damage, give a sleek ap- 
pearance. Luxurious interior with harmonizing lining, appropriate fittings. 

Women's Coordinated Softside Bags 
(9) Tote Bag. Grained vinyl on ure- (Н) Garment Bag. Grained vinyl on 
thane foam backing . . can be wipe- cotton back. Closing and outer pocket 
cleaned. Sturdy zipper closing. Comfort- have nylon zipper. Nickel hardware: 
able loop-style handles. Outer кіріп  nickel-plated padlock; plastic handle 
pocket; roomy inner zip pocket Wood frame at top. 4 hangers. 

MEN'S CASES 
State color number — 18-olve brown — 12-charcosl gray 

> EN Аяш IA 
AA f rar = 

(А) Two-suiter Thon] юу 8 | 12 тас 99360 | $4757 
Three-surter. 212018 10 | 12 | 15 14C993704 | 5257 

(B) Companion 211160 6 3 | 14Сзәзэси | 3257 
(С) Regular attache. | Ужыв | 6 | 4| 7 14 C 99404 2957 

Sum attache....| Sulis | 5 | 5 | 6 | 2 | 16coosim_| 2757 
Save $17.03 on Men's 2-piece Set . . includes Three-suiter Case and Companion 
Case. If bought separately, prices would total $85.14. 
14 C 9942124 — Shipping weight 24 pounds. State color number. ‚Set 368,11 

WOMEN'S CASES, SOFTSIDE TOTE BAG and GARMENT BAG 
State color number YS-medium leat green 22-Name red 

28-wory 

p n —3 = 
(0) Cosmetic Сюе тас 99зон | $2957 
(E) Pullman Case 14 Co934m | 4757 

у, Pullman Case 14 C9933 | 3957 F) Weekend Case 14 С9932Сн | 3257 
Tote Bag 14 C 99354 | 2357 

Y) Garment Bag 14 Cog27 | 3957 
Save $20.75 on Women's 3-piece Set . . includes 26-inch Pullman Case, Week 
end Case and Tote Bag. 1! bought separately, prices would total $103.71 
14 C 9928.38 —Shipping weight 26 pounds. State color number Set $82.96 

3-piece Luggage Sets 
with printed linen covering 

J Gay-looking cases are lightweight; soft sides expand; the 
© linen is rubberized for strength. Floral print in beautiful 
shades of blue, green and purple with black on deep blue 
ground. Deep blue vinyl trim, Steel frame; plywood bottom. 
Aluminum hardware and zipper closing. Handy outside zipper 
pocket. Suitably fitted. 3-piece set includes: Large Case 
(about 174x11 4x4 4 inches); Medium Case (about 16Yx10Vx 
4 inches); Small Case (about 1519443 inches). Pieces nest 
for convenient storage. Made in Japan 
14 € 9610C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. Set $1197 
К Smartlooking cases are lightweight; softsides expand 

the linen is vinyl-backed. Floral print in shades of green 
and brown with gold and black on medium brown ground. 
Medium brown vinyl trim. Steel frame; plywood bottom. 
Brass-plated hardware and zipper closing. Vinyl lining. Suit 
ably fitted. Weekend Case and Overnite Case have vinyl tab 
with lock (hides turn-lock of zipper closing); outside zipper 
pocket. Tote Bag has shoulder strap; outside slip-in pocket 
3-piece set includes: Weekend Case (about 20x13x44 in.) 
Overnite Case (about 17 4x11 Ма4 М in.); Tote Bag (about 13x 
12x4 in.). Pieces nest for storage. Made in Japan. 
14 C 9609C — Shipping weight 12 pounds Set $13.97 

Charge It" if you wish ее page 36 
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Luggage Sets FEATHERLITE*: Our Most Popular Softside Luggage 
MENS 27C SET WOMENS SOUD COLOR 3-PC. SET WOMENS PRINT IPC 

$3336" 42 S4] 
LA thru C and G thru N ) Feathor 
of textured vinyl laminated to Te 

me-plated draw-bolt locks. Luxuri 
Coordinated Solid-color Softside Bags 

(D) and Men's Travel Bag. Expand. (fend) and Men's Suit Bag 

Solid-color and Print Cases. Covers 
composition backing. Aluminum clos. 

us lining; inner fittings. ure. ( 

ed grained vinyl laminated to rayon. Strong expanded grained vinyl lami 
Nickel-plated push and key lock. nated to cotton backing. Zipper clos 
Nylon zipper closing. Large zip ing. Nickel-plated key lock. Appro. 
pocket; 2 snap pockets. Molded han- priate inner fittings. Dress Bag and 
die. Removable door-hook. 2 hang- Suit Bag each have four hangers and 
ers: ID tag. Bag folds. sturdy wooden frame 

MEN'S CASES, TRAVEL BAG and SUIT BAG 
State color number 7-dark brown 

Three-sufter Case 
та C 9880LH 
14 C 9881LH 
14 C эвавсн 

s jij 14 сөва2сн | 1757 
5 6 | 8 | 14С9вв5н 77 
a [3| S| 4 | тасэзтан 199 
sisig 14 C 999714 | 2657 

Save $9.03 on Men's 2-piece Set . . includes Three-suiter Case and Com 
panion Case. If bought separately, prices would total $45.14 
4 С 9890,2H —Shipping weight 21 pounds. State color number. . Set $36 1 

WOMEN'S SOLID-COLOR CASES: TRAVEL. DRESS and TOTE BAGS 
State color number 22-hpstück ed 19-melon gold 9-а > gren 3-mist blue 

D) Travel Bag [ sis] 6| | 14C 7319" 
E) Dress Bag 10 | 6 14 C 9987. 
г [^ 2 3| 8 | 14 coms 
С n Case 3) 8] 2 14 C 9874LH 

Ir. Pullman Care 7 ha 14 С 987214 
H) Weekend Case 5| 8] 8 14 C 9B72CH 

de's To 24а. фил. 6 14 C 98778 1577 (I) Model's Tote Pinte: dong. 6 4 C 987 577 
К) Cosmetic Case 199 5 é| 1] 14c 98708 1517 
Save $10.79 on Women's Solid-color 3-piece Set . . includes 27-inch 
'uliman, Weekend and Tote Bag. Bought separately, prices total $53.91 

14 с 9878,3H—Shipping weight 24 pounds. State color number. . . „Set $4312 

WOMEN'S PRINT CASES 
In an abstract print design of bios, green, purple and black 

U fuma Cme..| Zhi 
Ir Pullman Сазе] 2481717 

(М) Werhend Case. | 21416 

Save $11.83 on Women's Print 3-piece Sat .. includes 24-inch Pullman. 
Weekend and Cosmetic Case. ODE рыу Selten tape о); 
14 С 964713- Shipping weight pomada.» Set 547 zu 

Sturdy Vinyl-Covered Trunks 
great for children's room 

or playroom 

3-pocket 

Vinyl Travel Tote 

Expanded grained vinyl or 
cotton backing. Adjust 
shoulder strap. Zipper clos 
ing with slide-lock. 3 o 
zip pockets . . 1 large 
small. Brass zippers ai 
hardware, About 13х925 in 

State color number 

23bone beige — 16^ 
mE - Ф К ner x Shipping weight 4 pound 

14 € 9100H sr“ f 
à type TT 181 та С 7013 51599 

End table typ 14 С 70141 499 



] Enchanting blouse dou 
bles as a tunic top in 

Junior si 
36, 38. State 
19 C 5121 
19 C 5120F—Pı 
19 C 5119F 
Shpg. wt. 11 oz 19.80 

9 Velveteen jeans . . the 
4 fashion hit of the sea 

tly dropped 
waist; belt loops; zipper fly 
front closing; front scooped 

son. Slig 

pockets; back yoke. Cotton 

Junio 
11, 13. State sin 
19 C 8201F— Burgundy 

19 С 8202F 
Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ....913.80 

3 Frilly blouse in white 

ace trims the stand-up 

Shipping weight 7 ounces. 
190 5115 $7.97 

өөп jumpsuit 
rt look that's 

closing. Dry 
y to buy when 

you just use the phe 
Junior size 

11, 13. S e 
Shipping weight 7 ounces 
19 C 8200F ۰997 

ORDER YOUR USUAL 
SIZE. 4 1. бөө 

Dress-up Partners 



1 Turtleneck blouse sets a 
holiday mood in cream-col 

or acetate satin. Back button 
closing; button cuffs; ahirttail 
bottom, Machine washable 
warm. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
State size. Shipping wt. 6 оз. 
V19 C 9428F +697 
9 Long vest passes today's 

fashion test in a pale rasp- 
berry flocked rayon fabrie that 
has the look of crushed velvet. 
Embroidered trim at front but- 
ton closing. A great match for 
the pantskirt and pants sold on 
this page. Machine washable, 
warm. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
Please state correct size. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
V19 C 9429F 19.97 

Cheer-rating pantskirt in a 
pale raspberry flocked ray 

on fabric that has the look of 
crushed velvet. Styled with a 
bahdless waistline; front but 
ton closing. Machine washable, 
warm. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
State size. Shipping wt. 6 от. 
V19 C 9430F $7.97 

4 Long-sleeve blouse is as 
pretty as can be in cream. 

color acetate satin. Button 
front closing and cuffs edged 
with ruffles; shirttail bottom. 
Machine wash, warm. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. 15, 
Please state correet size. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 
V19 C 9424F 5797 

Б Fancy flareleg pants in a 
pale raspberry flocked ray 

оп fabric that has the look of 
crushed velvet. Embroidered 
belt; belt loops; button front 
Machine washable, warm 
Shoes sold on page 590. 

Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15. 
Please state correct size. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz 
V19 C 9425F 51297 

6 Today's jumpsuit . . a re 
minder of the 30's in cream. 

machine washable separates  *houlders and front yoke; but 
ton front closing; self tie-belt. 

of gleaming satin cuffed legs. Machine washable, 
and a plush flocked fabric Warm temperature. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
State size. Shipping wt. 4 oz 
V19 C 9426F $7.97 

Mini A-line skirt flashes 
embroidered trim around 

the waist that ends in a bow. 
Pale raspberry flocked rayon 
fabric has the look of crushed. 
velvet. Machine washable. 
warm. Wear it unbuttoned 
over the jumpsuit for a new 
look 
Junior sizes 5. 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 

State size. Shipping wt 
V19 C 9427F $7.97 

ЕХ [Sears] 585 



“Ultressa Polyester Tops 
to own one is to want both 

(1 and 2) BEST BECAUSE: The r 

1 Tunic with cossack inspiration is 

on front with tidy placket; self 
belt to wear or not; square bot 

om. The ball-buttons are self-covered 
uxury look. 

Junior sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 
19 C 5118F—Light blue 

$116F— Pale lilac 
5117F—W! 

аге size. Shpg. wt. 11 oz s8 9c 

st call Sears and say 

xurious crepe de chine fabric looks а 
ring. These tops are machine washable 

roning is requires 

9) The status shirt with plenty of 
4 make-the-difference details: new 

r-point collar, double rows of top 
stitching, a pair of button-trimmed 

teh pockets, twice-buttoned cuf 
button placket, squared-off bottom to 

tside 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 

19 C 4997F— Pale lilac 
19 С 4999F— Light blue 
19 C 4998F— White 
State size. Shpg. wt. 11 oz $8.90 

harge It see pag 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

Button-up & pullover to its mock-turtleneck 
Long-sleeved close-fitting style in a heathery 

rib-knit of polyester, woo! and nylon 
washable, warm temperature 

Junior sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State size. 
19 C 6915F—Medium lilac 
19 C 6917F—Tan 
19 C 6916F— Bright coral 
Shipping weight 10 ounces $8.97 

4 Flaredieg pants, luscious leg gear in а heath 
ery Dacron* polyester woven fabric bonded to 

nylon tricot. Slightly dropped no-band waist, fy 
front zipper closing. Machine wash. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, State size 
19 С 8205F—Medium lilac 
19 C 8206F—Tan 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 1897 

Plaid flared-leg pants woven in heathery tones 
and styled with a bandless, slightly-dropped 

waist, fly-front zipper closing. Dacron* polyester 
bonded to nylon tricot to keep their shape. Machine 
washable, warm. Shoes sold on page 590 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. State size. 

19 С 8203F— Medium lilac, tan and white 
19 С 8204F—Bright coral, tan and white 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 5897 

G Striped pullover in subtle heathery tones well 
suited to the season. Skinny rib-knit long-sleeve 

turtleneckatyle of polyester and lamb's wool. Ma 
chine wash, warm temperature. Use your phone if 
you want to order it the easiest way of all 
Junior sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State size 

19 C 6919F—Medium lilac, navy and white 
19 C 6920F—Bright coral, tan and white 
Shipping weight В ounces 3797 

17 Flirty little flared skirt with its own self-belt 
Styled with noband waist, back zipper. Heath 

ery Dacron’ polyester woven fabric bonded to ny 
lon tricot. Machine washable, warm temperature. 
Shoes sold on page 590. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16. State size. 

19 С 728 1F— Medium lilac 
19 C 7283F—Tan 
19 C 72829— Bright coral 
Shipping weight 10 ounces +9.97 

8 Lace-up a pullow led with гоҳ 
line, short sleeves, metal grommets for tbe self 

lacing. Wide-ribbed close-fitting heathery knit of 
polyester, wool and nylon. Machine washable, 
arm temperature. 
Junior sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State size 

19 C 692 1F— Medium lilac 
19 C 6923F—Tan 
19 C 6922— Bright coral 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 16.97 

Q Patterned pantskirt shows а nent little design 
woven in bright coral, medium lilac, tan and 

white. Two pairs of front pleats; two rows of button 
trím. Contoured no-band waist; back zipper closing 
Of Dacron* polyester. Machine washable, warm: 
temperature 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
19 C 7284F—State correct size 
Shipping weight 10 ounces #897 

Petite Junior sizes 3P, 5P, ТР, ЭР, 11Р, 13Р. 
Please be sure to state correct size 
19 C 7285F—Shipping weight 10 ounces .... $8.97 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
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Go-Grèat- Togethers 
in machine washable fabrics 



сАсгіапс Acrylic 

*Double-knits 
join forces with 

coordinated pullovers 
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] Stripes-go-round a pullover 

9 Updated '40's-look shorts 
ave fl le legs and app 

dropped waist. Of 

19 C p roya 
19 c te 

ORDER 

3-15) S 

6937F 

Flippy. flirty pantskirt 

Wa 

C 7275F 
C 7276F 
C 7277۴ 

YOUR USUAL SIZE 

t Ma 

Brigh 
Deep 
Black 
g. wt. 11 

Б Hog-fit swenter-ehirt 

w А )rlon* 

ior sizes 8 M 
15). State S, Mor 1 

19C6932F-Black w 

y sizes 5, 7, 9, 1 
19 C 8190F— Black with 

19 C 8189F—White w 

State size. Shpg. wt. 15 о 

Updated blazer 
W 

c 

8194F 

de 



a knit top 

MES teams with 

1асогвг Col Gorduroy. Jeans 

$72 
19C6927F 
Shipping wt. 9 oz. 87.90 

9 ғ 

19 C 8196F—Flame 
19 C 8197F—Brig 
19 C 8199F— Brig! 
19 C 8195F—Mec 

54C22904F-Black crinkle 
patent viny 

5999 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz 



season 

for 

Jersey 
*Prints 

and our dresses of Arnel* triacetate jersey are in 
the most fashionable prints going. Hand wash separately. 

a real 1 Romper suit and matching skirt 
show-stopper in purple and white print 

Romper is step-in style with front button clos 
ing: stand-up collar has attached ties for a pret 
ty bow. A-line skirt buttons down the front 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. State size 
V19 C 2249F—Shipping weight 13 oz. .. 018.90 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

Strictly lady-like dress prints its feminine 
message in navy on cream. Pullover-style 

with V.neckline and a flared skirt that falls 
tieized empire waistline gently from 

Buy it the easy way—order by 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. State sine. 

V19 C 2247F—Shipping weight 10 oz. . $18.90 

if in doubt, soo our Big 

$ Pessantook dress in llac, gold and flame 
red print with charming embroidery on the 

white bib, Sleeves are elasticized at the wrist; 
elasticized waistline has attached ties in front; 
long back zipper closing. 

Junior size , 11, 13, 15. State size. 
V19 C 2248F—Shipping weight 11 or. .. $16.90 

denm 
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The Spirit of Christmas Present in 

Polyester Double-knits 
*This-minute” styles that are easy-care, too 



Our lowest price this season 
for any double-knit polyes. 

ter dress. It has a funnel neck 

aped skirt 

C 2246F—State size 
weight 14 oz. $13.44 

ior sizes 3P, 5P, 
L >, 13Р. State size 

Shipping weight 14 oz. 
V19 C 2346F 513.44 

9) "Right now" look pantset in 

colorful trim. Jewel-neck tuni 
has puff sleeves. self tie-belt 
back zipper closing. Pull-on 

slightly flared legs. Hand wash 
d. White little ironing г 

with red, green, n 

5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15 
Please state correct size. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz 
V19 C 2245F $23.90 

Junior size 

3 A contemporary classic 
done in double-knit polyester 

Scoop neckline sleeves 
elasticized at dl skirt 

all softly gathered fo 
ly feminine look. Self-belt, 

per. Machine wash, warm 
little ironing needed. Medium 
turquoise blue 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
State size. Shipping wt. 11b. 1 ez 
V19 C 2243F 11790 

a strict 
ack 

Two-toned and timely, an 
up-to-the-minute dress in 

double-knit polyester. Button: 
front shirt-look has button cuffs, 
a quartet of kick pleats, tie-sash 
off to the side. Machine wash, 
warm . . little ironing. Chestnut 
brown with cream. The shoes are 
sold on page 590. 
Junior sizes 7. 9, 11, 13, 16. 

V19 C 2244F State size 
Shpg wt. 11b. 1 от. $519.90 

Petite Junior sizes ЗР. 5P, 
ТР, 9P, 11Р, 13Р. State size. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz 
V19C 2344F +1990 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 

Б Shimmering shirtdress remi 
niscent of bygone days. It's 

panne velvet of acetate and cot. 
¢. Pullover 

battons, sho 
sash. Dry cle 
on page 689 

Junior aiz 
Please state 
V19 C 2240F—M 
V19 C 224 1F— Dusty rose 
V19 С 2242F— White 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. ....#18.90 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

The Spirit of 
Christmas Past in a 

Panne Velvet 
Shirtdress 

The fabric that shimmered 
at parties of yesteryear 



594 

Dress and sleeveless jacket cos 
tume of double-knit acetate. 

Two-tone dress has cowl collar; 
long sleeves; self beit; button trim 
on skirt; long back zipper closing; 
2-inch hem. Dry clean. Earrings 
sold on page 601; shoes on opposite 
page 
visse sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
Please state correct size 
V31C8154F-Flame red and white 
V31C8155F-Navy blue and white 
Shipping wt. 11b. 1202 ...#22.00 
TALL sup sizes 127, МТ, 16T, 
18T, 207. Please state size. 
V31C8156F-Flame red and white 
V31C8157F-Navy blue and white 
Shipping wt. 11b. 1202. ...%24.00 

9 Four-piece wardrobe. Navy 
blue pullover jerkin of ribbed 

rayon knit bonded to acetate tri. 
cot; navy blue and white printed 
pants and skirt of smooth rayon 
knit bonded to acetate tricot . . dry 
clean all three pieces. Both the 
straight-leg pants and the slim 
skirt are pull-on style with an elas- 
ticized waistband. White blouse of 
acetate crepe with button-front (2 
extra buttons included) is hand 
washable separately. vinyl 
belt has the look of leather. Shoul- 
der bag sold below; shoes on page 
617. 

misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
Stote size. Shipping wt. 2 ba. 8 oz 
V31C 8150F $23.00 

THE SHOULDER BAG 
Crinkle-texture polyurethane 
on polyurethane foam backed 

with cotton. Bag has front turn 
lock opening; outside pocket under 
flap. Metal trim. Vinyl lining. 
About 11х10х2% inches. 
88 C 2170-Navy; silvercolor trim 
88 C 2180-Black; gold-color trim 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 9700 
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The 

Gentle Looks 

A woven textured 
Dacron* polyester fabric 
that drapes beautifully 
has the texture of silk 

Here, in two dresses 
that are wrinkle-shy 

and machine washable. 

tached to t 
ailed dress. Self 

movat 
le. Back z 
Machine wash, warm. Sh 
sold below. So easy to b 
just use the telephone 
маш size 10 14, 16, 18 
Please state correct size 
V31 C 8158F-Bright blue 
V31 C 8159F-Grass p 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 10 oz. ...92200 

2 ‹ r plastic b 

туз 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

O0F-Orange 
7501F-Bright 

Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 6 oz $19.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

THE SHOES 

und 10. State size, then F 

X$4C448 14F-Bone 
45114F-Deep p 

X54C45614F.Navy тос 
X54C436 14F-Black patent 
Shpg. wt 11b.4 $16.00 



Polyester 

*Double*Knits with 
Great Dash: 
a striking print and 
subtle solid colors 
(1 and 2 ) Easy-care fash 
fons . . machine wash, warm 
temp., then tumbledry; may 
need touch-up ironing 

1 Cowl-collared shift dress 
in а smooth knit of Trevi. 

ra* polyester. Printed in me. 
dium blue, purple, black 
white. Tiebelt; back zipper. 
2ineh hem. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone! 
Masses sızes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
V31 C 7508F—State size. 
Shpg. wt. 11b.902....$2000 
HALF sizes 14%, 16%, 18%, 
204, 22%. State size. 
V31C 7510F 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz....822.00 

14T, 

V3! C 7512F— 
Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 902....#22.00 

2 Tunic and pants outfit in 
a crepe-textured knit of 

polyester. Pullover tunic has 
front button opening; tie-belt. 
Straight-leg pants have elas 
ticized waist 
ves s 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Please state correct size. 
V31 C 8166F-Medium lilac 
V31 C 8167F-Creamy white 
Shpg. wt 11b. 1302. .928.00 
Mur sexes 144, 16%, 18%, 
20%, 22%. Please state size 
V31 C 8168F-Medium lilac 
V31 C 8169F-Creamy white 
Shpg. wt. 1. 1302. .93000 



1 Dress and jacket costume 
trimmed with dyed-to- 

match cotton lace. Sleeveless 
dress has stand-up collar; 
gently flared skirt; back zip- 
per. Long-sleeved bolero 
jacket. Machine wash, warm 

miser axes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
Please state correct size. 
V31C8162F-Light blue 
V31C8163F-Medium peach 
Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 
нл stes 14%, 16%, 18%, 
20%, 22%. State sise. 
V31C8164F-Light blue 
V31C8165F-Medium peach 
Shipping wt. 2 lbs. ...927.00 

9) Short-sleeved skimmer 
dress with dyed-tomatch 

cotton lace at neckline and 
down the front. Back zipper. 
Machine wash, warm. 

isse sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18, 20. Please state size. 
v31 C 7504F—Rose pink 
V31 С 7505F—Medium lilac 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 o....$18.00 
MALY sizes 14%, 16%, 18%, 
20%, 22%, 24%. State size. 
V31 C 7506F—Rose pink 
V31 С 7507F—Medium lilac 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 on....$20.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
if in doubt. see our 

Big Book for charts 

= 
The TIE-BELT 

$ Today's fashion story: a 
belt of braided 

cellophane and cotton with 
self tassels. About 1 in. wide, 
61 in. long. 

Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
88C8147 .... $350 

4 Polyester 
Double-Knits 

A s with Elegance: 
the texture of 

crèpe and a 

/ touchof lace 

дам [Sears] 597 



RIGHT HERE IN 
THE WISH. BOOK.. 

A 3-piece 
T Wardrobe 
©. for only 

15.88 



1 Skimmer dress with braid trim. Long back zipper. Bracelet sold on page 601 
Miser мля 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
V31 C 6214F—Jade green with 
braid trim in navy, light green and white 
V31 C 62 15F—Medium lilac with 

in lilac tones and white 
Shpg wt. 11b. I0 oz. ..+16.00 

9 Skimmer dress with front button trim 
Meses suzxs 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V31 С 6222F— Light turquoise blue 
V31 C 6223F—Rose pink 
State size. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1002 815.00 

TALL Missa sizes 107, 127, 14T, 167, 
V31 C 6226F—Jade green with 

18T. 

braid trim in navy, light green and white 
v31 C 6227 F— Medium lilac with 
braid trim in lilac tones and white 
State size. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 

nd welt seaming. Long back zipper ch 

$17.00 

losing 
MALY suis 14%, 16%, 18%, 2014, 224, 24% 
V31 C 6224F— Light turquoise blue 
V3! C 6225F— Rose pink 
State size. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 ox. $1600 

$ Step ín style skimmer dress with front zipper closing and a self tiebelt. Scarf not 
included. Like everything else in Sea 

Misses seres 12, 14, 16, 
18, 20. Please state size. 
V31 C 6216 —Gold 
V31 C 6217F—Real red 
Бир. 1 9 oz. .$ 15.00 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It" 

uy sizes 14%, 16%, 18% 
20%, 22%, 24% 
var C 6218F—Gold 
V31 C 6219F—Real red 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 90x .916 00 

16T, 18T, 20T. State 
V31 C 6220F—Gold 
V31 C 6221F—Real 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

see page 367 

books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
TALL masse sizes 127, 14T 

size 

red 
$16.00 

РЕКМА:РКЕЅТ° Double-Knits 

Soft crepe-textured polyester. 

They're machine washable, warm . 
no ironing needed if tumble-dried. 

You can shorten or lengthen 
the 2-inch hem 



Navy and White 
in éréat-looking 

Shape-holding 
Bonded Knits 



] Tunic and pants outfit. Buttor unic has braid 
trim; self belt with gold-color plast kle. Pants 

have easy flare; elasticized waistband. Dry ciean 
misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

31 C 62 10F—Navy blue and white 
1 C 6211F—Real red and white 

State size. Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces  , . 115.00 
ALY SIZ 14%, 16%, 18%, 20%, 22%, 24У 
V31 C 6212F—Navy blue and white 
V31 С 6213F—Real red and white 
State size. Shipping weight 1 pound б ounces... $16.00 

€) Twotone l-piece dress. Vinyl belt with gold-color 
metal chain. Back zipper. Zánch hem. Dry el 

м уз 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
31 С 5025F—Navy blue and white 
31 C 5026F—Real red and white 

Please state size. Shipping weight 15 ounces . .. $11.00 
RALF sizes 14%, 16%, 18%, 204, 22%, 24% 
31 C 5027F—Navy blue and white 
31 C 5028F—Real red and white 

ize. Shipping weight 15 ounces . ... $12.00 Please s 

ket flaps. 
m. Dry cle 

3 Dress with button-and-tab t 
Back zipper closing. 2inch h 

sissies sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V31 C 5029F—White 
V3! С 5030F— Turquoise blue 
Please state size. Shipping weight 14 ou $1100 
maur sus 14%, 16%, 18%, 20%, 22 
V31 C 503 1F— White 
V31 C 50325—Turquoise blue 
Please state size. Shipping weight 14 ounc $1200 

Д Twopiece c Dress has It; back ripper. 
Linch hem. Sleeveless jacket has front braid trim 

Dry clean. Buy the easy way—order by phon 
wisser sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
V31 C 6208F—Navy blue and white 
V31 С 6207F—Dark lilac and white 
State size. Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces . . $16.00 
MALY ЕВ 1 6%, 18%, 20%, 22%, 24% 
V31 C 6208F—Navy blue and white 
v31C6 Dark lilac and white 
State size. Shipp wands 4 ounces ..$ 17,00 g weight 

THE JEWELRY 
(5 and 6) Electroplated base metal. Gift- boxed 
5, Hoop Drop Earrings . . clip back. About % in. long 
© 4C54053-Goldcolor — 4 C $4054-Silver-color 
Shipping weight 3 ounce 5359 

Wide Cuff Bracelet with intricate sculptured look 6 Cuff Bracelet with ate red | 

4 C 5405 1-Goldcolor — 4 54052-Silver«olor 
pping weight 5 ounces 56.99 



at no-nonsense prices 

о 
= 10 

1 Step-in shirtdress with self 
tie-sash; gathered skirt. 2 

inch bem. Machine wash, warm. 
мазки жиз 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V31 С 5033F— Blue tones, pur- 
ple tones, beige tones and white 
V31 C 5034F—Brown tones, red 
tones, gold and white 
State size. Shpg. wt. 13 02.99.00 
MALY sums 14%, 16%, 18%, 20%, 
22%, 24%. Please state size, 
V31 C 5035F—Blue tones, pur- 
ple tones, beige tones and white 
V31 C $036F—Brown tones, red 
tones, gold and white. 
‘Shipping weight 13 oz... $10.00 
TALL Mass sizes 12T, 147, 107, 
18T, 20T. Please state size. 
V31 C $037F—Blue tones, pur- 
ple tones, beige tones and white 
V31 C 5038F—Brown tones, red 
tones, gold and white 
Shipping weight 13 oz... 910.00 

9 Coatdress with ruffle trim; 
coordinating solid-color vinyl 

tie-belt. 2-inch hem. Machine 
wash, warm temperature. 

issu sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V31 C 5039F—Burgundy tones, 
medium beige and slate blue 
V31 C 5040F—Navy tones, 
medium beige and pumpkin. 
State size. Shpg. wt. 13 oz. . $9.00 
MALY sizes 14%, 16%, 18%, 20%, 
22%, 2494. Please state size. 
V31 C 504 1F—Burgundy tones, 
medium beige and slate blue 
V31 € 6042F—Navy tones, 
medium beige and pumpkin 
Shipping weight 13 oz.. .. 810.00 

602 [Sears] 2% 



A Bonded Knit Dress 

for only :9.88 
Half Sizes and Tall Misses' Sizes 3h 0. 8 8 

Misses’ 
Sizes 

Aine knit of Acrilan® acrylic bonded to acetate tricot. Back zipper. 2inch hem. Hand 
guaranteed for one year of normal wear or return it for 

replacement or refund. Buy the easy way . . order by phone. 
wash separately. Wear- Ратко? 

misses sus 12, 14, 16, 
18, 20. State size. 
V31 С 5014F—Bri 
V31 C 5015F—Black 
V31 С $016F—Gold 
Shpg. wt. 15 ол. 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE. . if in doubt, see our Big Book for charts 

THE NECKLACE 
Anodized aluminum chain with 
tassels linked to vacuum-plated 
molded plastic rectangles that 
have an edelweiss flower design. 
Spring-ring closure. About 26 

ht red 

inches long. Gifboxed. 
4 C 64057—Gold<olor 
4 C 54058--Silver-color 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 55 99 

maur sus 14%, 16%, 18%, 
20%, 22%, 24%. State size. 
V31 C 5017F—Bright red 
V31 C 5018F—Black 
V31 C 5019F—Gold 

V31 C 5020F—Bright 
V31 C 5021F—Black 
V31 C 5022F—Gold 

TALL misses SILES 127, IT, 
16T, 18T, 20T. State size. 

red 

Shpg. wt. 1502. ....$10.88  Shpg wt Ibor ....81088, 



Stay dry 
ina 

Wetlook 
Sportcoat 

“Fake Fur Sportcoat 
. hood is trimmed 

with real fur 

В, 10, 12, 14, 16, 
N12 C 6140F—Camel tan 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces 

604 [Sears] sits 
ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 



yourself q 

beautiful 

Velour r 

Goat » 

‚art lean lines in soft-touch rayon velour. Edwar 
in collared; double-breasted. Side seam pockets. 

Acetate taffeta lined. Dry clean. 

Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
N17 C 2190F— Light bei, 
N17 C 2191F—Rust brown 
N17 C 2192F—Medium blue 
State correct size. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 6 oz. 

Tall Misses" sizes IZT, 14T, 16T, 18T. 20T. 
N17 C 2195/— Light beige 

196F— Rust brown 
197F—Medium bl 

State correct size. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 6 ox 53290 

lustrous pile collar and coat of polyester 
с. Opulent collar looks like mink; 

3-button front; side entrance 
t the easy 

way—order by phone. Hat sold 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

N17 C 8550F— Taupe with deep brown 
N17 C 8551F—Deep taupe with beige 
State correct эре. wt. 4 lbs. 1202 
Half sizes 16%, 18%, 20%, 2294, 24%, 26% 

ith deep brown 
N17 C 8556F—Deep taupe with beige 
State correct size. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibe. 12 oz 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It" 
see page 367 





: swimsuits and ferry take-alongs 

“ba go on a vacation in the sun 
of ca ton poplin printed in flame 1 Sea Stars* есе wimi 

red, white, navy, beige and gold. Top has inner bra; adjustabl 
e. All-around skirt has sid ized tails with hook straps; el 

slits, an attached panty lined with acetate in front, a 
ing. Hand wash separately. From Hong Kon 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16. Please be sure to state correct size 
v7 C 8001F— Shipping weight 12 ounces. $1600 

back ripper clos 

9 Tunic pu r of terry-knit cotton, bound in self trim. Self tie 
& belt and belt loops. Machine wash, warm; tumble-dry 

Misses” sizes S(8-10); M(12-14); 1416-18); XL(20) 
7 C6775F—True ed — 7C6801F—Navy 7 C 6802F— White 

4 State size letter S, M, L or XL. Shipping weight 9 ounces $500 

3 Walkin 1 terry-knit cotton: a pull-on style with elasticized 
©) waistband. Machine wash, warm temperature; tumble-dry 

Mise zes 10 14, 16, 18. Please state Tec е 

7 С 5331F— Navy blue 
ces $400 

Д Sen Sta swimsuit of Arnel® triacetate jersey. Navy blue pul 
er tunic has white front panel; contrast stitching; self tie-belt tc 

wear or not; straps with back-button adjustment; inner bra with pre 
formed cups. Separate navy blue pull-on style panty has a white front 
panel and is lined with acetate. Hand wash separately 

Misses * 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please state correct size. 
V7 C 8000F — Shipping weight 1 pound $22.00 

mper of stretch terry-knit cotton and nylon . . navy with white 
n style has deep red front zipper. Machine wash, warm 

ca S(8-10); M(12-14); 1416-18). State 8, M or L 

Mines ines S(8-10); M(12-14): 1416-18). State S, M or L 

Ir h з knit, White piping at front and back, white 
de-lacing and bows. Stretch straps: slightly shaped inner bra; all 

around skirt-portion slit at sides. Hand wash separately 

" 
le t jasses 5 wn or pr site pag 

tton canvas tote bag in [р Cool-Ray Polaroid sunglass 
Y navy with white. Double es with the remarkable plastic 

handle. Handy outside pocket lenses that screen out reflected 
t has metal turn-lock. Inside n re . . not just darken it. Styled 

wall ripper pocket. Unlined. with square gold-color metal 
| About Отави inches frame. Brown lena 

88 C 1001—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz..$6.00 C 8400 —Shpg. wt. 3 oz..$5.00 

MISSES’ SWIMSUIT CHART 

FOR TERRY FASHIONS. 
ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
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(1 and 2) Lovely to look at, plush to the touch . . jeans in a rayon 
flock fabric that shows off colors deep and jewel-toned. Each has 
waistband; welt pockets; front zipper and brasscolor metal button 
closing, beit loops. Dry clean. Belt not included; sold below. 

Short jeans . . wonderful version of short, short panta. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Please state correct size. 

N7C5343F-Deep grape V7C5345F-Garnet red 
V7C5344F-Deep amber 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. $7.00 

Q Long jeans . . with legs slightly flared for fashion's sake. 
TYPICAL MISSES SIZES 8, 10, 12, 14, TALL musi sizes 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18, (Fits 5 feet 2% inches to 5 16, 18. (Fits 5 feet 7 inches to 6 
foet 6% inches.) State size. feet.) Please state size. 
v7 C 1721F—Deep amber V7 С 1724F—Deep amber 
V7 С 1723F—Garnet red V7 C 1726F—Garnet red 
V7 C 1722F—Deep grape V7 С 1725F—Deep grape 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. ...810.00 Shipping wt. 11b.502....#11.00 

the coordinated knit tops 
(3 and 4 ) Pullovers of rib-knit nylon. Each has a noteworthy collar; 
button-front placket; in-or-out bottom. Machine wash, warm 
3 Longsleeve pullover 4 Shortaleeve pullover 

Misses’ sizes S(8-10); Misses’ sizes S(8-10); 
M(12-14); 1416). State S, MorL. — M(12-14); 1416). State S, M or L- 
V7 € 6773F—Grape V7 C 6769F—Amber gold 
V7 C 6774F— Garnet red V7 С 6770F—Grape 
V7 C 6772F—Amber gold V7 C 677 1F—Garnet red 
Shipping weight 8 oz $7.00 Shipping weight 7 ox 1600 

the tooled cowhide belt 
5 Great fun in tobacco brown with painted ele. 

phants in brick red, mustard gold and black. An 
tiqued gold-color metal prong-buckle. About 2 in 
wide and 40 inches long . . length is adjustable. 
88 С 8146—Shipping weight 7 ounces 96.50 

short and long 
jeans with the 
look of 

crushed 
velvet 



Cleats Let 

PERMA-PREST* 

double-knit 
polyester 
pants 

easy pull-on style 

in proportioned sizes 

] SEARS BEST BECAUSE: These Da 

comf 
sizes for a 
styling features: straight le 
tom; set-on elasticized waistband. Bent of 

able, warm. need 
ried. Buy them the 

all: they're machine wa 
no ironing if tumb 
валу way—order by phone 
TYPICAL misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
Fits 5 ft. 2% in. to 5 ft 6% 
V7 C 2125F—Bright raspberry 
V7 C 2126F—White 
V7 C 2127F— Navy blue 
State size. Shipping weight 14 or. . ..9 14.00 
TALL MISSES SIZES 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
Fits 5 fee 
V7 C 2130F— Bright raspberry 

7 C 2131F—White 
V? C 2132F—Navy blue 
State size, Shipping weight 15 oz. ...#14.00 

7 inches to 6 feet 

жомкэсз sies 38, 40, 42, 44. Not in white 
Fita 5 ft. 4 in. to 5 ft. 6% 
V7 C 2135F—Bright г 
v7 C 2136F—Navy blu 
State size. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 116.00 

PERMA-PREST* 
Knil tunics 

( 2 and 3) Polyester knit 
overs. Mach habi 
ture; need no ironing if tumbledried 

neck-pul. 
w warm tempera 

9) Print. Bright raspberry, green, orange 
© and white. Back neck ripper; tie belt 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
V7 C 6767F—Please state correct size 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 11200 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. State size 

V7 C 6768F—Shipping weight 8.02. .¢ 14 00 

Solid cc 
front zipper 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

onvertible turtleneck with 
эт open. Tie-belt be 

V7C6761F-Navy У? C 6763F-White 
62F-Pink 

State size. Shipping weight 11 oz *9.00 
n's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 
64F-Navy — V7 C 6766F-White 
65F-Pink 

State size. Shipping weight 11 oz. ...$10.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

ears] 609 
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. FU i 
interchangeables in polyester knit 

to mix with a polyester crepe shirt 

5 



WN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1 thru 6) Separates of Dacron* polyester 
machine wash separately, medium; tumble-dry 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

1 Tunicjacket can be worn on ita own or over 
the knit top sold below. It's a textured knit 

with webbed cotton belt; nylon zipper closing. 
Pimiento red with navy blue and white. 

Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
V7 C 6473F— Please state correct size. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. $15.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. State size. 

V7 C 6472F—Shipping wt. 11b. 802 ....$1600 

9 Pants underscore any of the topa They're 
textured knit . . a pullon style with an elas- 

ticized waistband and casy:flare lega. 
Typical Misses' sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

(Fita figures 5 ft. 2% in. to 5 ft. 6% in) 
V7 С 6440F-Navy blue У? C 6456F-White 
v7 C 6455F-Pimiento red 
State size. Shipping weight 14 ounces. . $10.00 

Tall Misses! sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
Fita figures 5 feet 7 inches to 6 feet.) 
V7 С 6457F-Navy blue У C 6459F-White 
V7 C 6458F-Pimiento red 
State size. Shipping weight 1 pound .... $11.00 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 
(Fits figures 5 ft. 4 in. to 5 ft. 6% in.) 
V7 C6438F-Navyblue — V7 C 6454F-White 
V7 C 6453F-Pimiento red 
State size. Shipping weight 1 pound ....$11.00 

$ Tanie vest topa the skirt or pants. It's tex 
tured knit . . detailed with front princesa 

seaming. front buttons, pretend-pocket flaps 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

V7 C 6444F—Navy blue 
v7 C 6465F—Pimiento red 
State size. Shipping weight 12 0umces.. ..$12.00 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 
V7 C 6442F—Navy blue 
v7 С 6464F— Pimiento red 
State size. Shipping weight 14 ounces... $12.00 

d Skirt teams up nicely with any of the tops. 
It's textured knit . . a modified A-line pull- 

on style with an elasticized waistband. 
Misses” sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

V7 С 6463F-White V7 C 6462F-Pimiento red 

V7 C 6450F-Navy blue 
State size Shipping weight 9 ounces $6.00 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 
V7 C 6461F-White V7 C 6460F-Pimiento red 

V7 C 6448F-Navy blue 

State size. Shipping weight 11 ounces. $7.00 

Б Pullover goes to tunic-length. It's boucle. 
knit with rib-knit mock turtleneck, rib-knit 

tiebelt. Back-neck nylon zipper closing. 
Misses! sizes S(8-10); М(12-14); ML(16-18) 

V7 С 6469F-White ҮТ C 6470F- 
V7 C 647 !F-Pimiento red 
State S. М or ML. Shipping weight 10 oz. .$7.00 
Women's sizes L(38-40); XL142-44) 

М7 С 6466F-White V7 С 6467F- 
V7 C 6468F-Pimiento red 
State Lor XL. Shipping weight 12 oz. ....$8.00 

avy blue 

6 Shirt in a supple crepe printed in pimiento 
red and navy blue on white. Front buttons, 

twobutton cuffs, in-or-out square-cut bottom. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

V1 C 6475F—Please state correct size. 
Shipping weight 9 ounces $8.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. State size 

V7 C 6474F—Shipping weight 11 ounces. $9.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
# in doubt. seo our Big Book for charts 

A PERMA-PREST* 
Polyester Crepe-Knit Shirt 

for only 94:" ??? 

A soft shirt in a crepe-textured knit of Fortrel* polyester. Front seaming 
gentle shaping; front buttons; two-button cuffs; shirt-tails. Machine 
warm; needs no ironing when tumble-dried. The belt is sold on page 5 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 
7 C 2745F— Tobacco brown 7C2749F— 
7 С 2747F—Cream-color 7C2751F—Cr 
7 C 2746F— Flame red 7 C 2750F—Fla 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. Shipping wei, 
Please state correct size. $900 Please state correct size 



in easy-care 

Sand Pebble™crepe 

] Rufed jabot trimmed with match 
ing<olor lace is detachable . . button 

it off when yo want a more tailored 
look. Matching-color lace decorates the 
collar and cuff. Button-front closing; in- 
or-out square bottom. Sand Pebble crepe 
of Dacron* polyester and long-staple cot 
ton . . machine wash, warm 

Misses" sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
7 C 2736F—Pale blue 
7 С 2737F— Light yellow 
7 C 2738F—White 
State size. Shipping weight 6 oz. .. $7.00. 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 
7 C 2740F— Pale blue 
7 C 2741F— Light yellow 
7 C 2742F—W 
State size. Shipping weight 6 оз. .. $8.00 

the 
dramatic 

blouse 
in a no-fuss 

polyester with 
a likeness to silk 

Beautifully detailed pullover: note 
the wide collar, alit kline with 

shoestring-bow trim, full sleeves that 
are elasticized at wrists. The squarecut bottom can be worn tucked-in or out 
The fabric: a woven Dacron* polyester 
with a luxurious look and feel of silk 
machine wash, warm; tumbledry 

Misses! sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
7 С 2725F— Bright raspberry 
7 € 2727F—Black 
7 С 2728F— White 
State size. Shipping weight 11 oz. . 88.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 

7 C 2730F— Bright raspberry 
7 € 2732F—Black 
7 C 2733F—Whit 
State size. Shipping weight 12 оз. . $9.00 

1 WAS GONNA GIVE MOM MY 
COLLECTION OF REAL FROGS... BUT 
1 GUESS SHELL LIKE THIS BETTER | 



{1 and 2) Crepe of Dacron* 
polyester and long-staple cot 
ton. Machine wash, medium; 
need little or no ironing 
when tumble-dried 

The tunic-shirt in solid 
colors. Pointed collar, 1 

button neckband, a button 
placket, 2-button cuffs, tie. 
belt, belt loops, side venta. 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18. Please state size. 
7 C 3826F—Bright yellow 
7 C 3830F—Dark brown 
7 C 3829F—White 
7 C 3827F— Royal blue 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 
A4. State size. 3 colors only 
7 C 3833F—Bright yellow 
7 C 3835F—White 
7 C 3834F—Royal blue 
Shipping weight 7 от. .69.00 

The tunicehirt here in a 
sensational floral print of 

true red, pumpkin and black 
on white, Pointed collar, 1 
button neckband, a button 
placket, 2-button cuffs, tie 

belt, belt loops, side vents. 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18. State size. Shpg. wt. 7 ot. 
7 C3884F 18.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 

44. State size. Shpg. wt. 7 or 
7 C3885F +оо 

tunic-shirts 
go glamorous 

in Sand Pebble™ crepe 

. . happily machine-wash, 

need little or no ironing 

“DACRON. 

ORDER YOUR 
USUAL SIZE 

if in doubt. see our 
Big Book for charts 
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nubby 
rib- kn 
tops 

Only $586 m" 
Sizes 24 19 42 

(1 thru 3) You'll love these pullovers. 
Shadings of color and white give them 
such a smart look . . and the off-white 
solid-<olor is attractive, too. They're 
cotton and polyester in a nubby rib- 
knit. Machine washable at warm tem 
perature. So easy to buy when you 
Jast use the phone. 

1 Turtleneck top has a neckline to 
wear up high or rolled back upon 

itself. Ribbing accents the neckline, 

bottom and long sleeves 
Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. 

Please be sure to state correct size. 

7 C 9254F— True red and white 

7 C 9256F— Navy blue and white 
7 © 0255F— Off-white solid-color 
Shipping weight 13 ounces .....95.88 

9 Button-shoulder top sports а 
three-button closing at left ahoul 

der. Ribbing accents the neckline, bot- 
tom and short sleeves. The pants 
shown are sold on page 617. 

Sizes 34, 96, 38, 40, 42. 
Please be sure to state correct size. 
7 C 9259F—Gold and white 
7 € 9260F—Off-white solid-color 
7 © 9261F—Deep brown and white 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 15.88 

Sizes 44, 46, 48. Please state size. 
7 € 9262F—Gold and white 
7 € 9263F—Offwhite solid-color 
7 € 9264F—Deep brown and white 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 16.88 

Laced:front top shows off a self 
ropetie with brasscolor metal tips 

that pulls through openings to make a 
bow at the neckline. Short sleeves. 
Ribbed bottom. 

Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. 
Please be sure to state correct size. 
7 С 9249F— Deep brown and white 
7 C 9250F—Off-white solid-color 
7 C 9251F—Navy blue and white 
Shipping weight 11 ounces *5 88 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
we 

buky-knit 
sweaters 

cabled and carefree in 

machine-washable acrylic 

(4 and 5) Sweaters so smart, so easy-care. Each is long-sleeved and knit in a beautiful design 
Up-dated classics that are now . . and always, in fashion. Machine washable at warm temperature. 

Full£ashioned cardigan has panels of cables у Cables ny kinds are exceptionally 
ront flanked by decorative knit. Knit- Y handsome in this off-white, novelty-knit 

covered buttons. Two pockets. From Japan pullover that re rt pattern at front 
Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. Please state size. back and sleeves. Full-fashioned for neat fit 

V7 C 924 1F— Chocolate brown Ribbed trim accents mock-turtleneck, bottom 
V7 C $242F—Off-white nd cuffs. Imported from Taiwar 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces #900 Sizes 5/34); M(36-38); L440) 

Sizes 42, 44, 46. In off-white only. State size Please state correct size letter S, M, or 
Shipping weight 1 pound B ounces Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 
v7 C 9246F V7 C 9265F $8.00 

«21 [Sears] 615 



the velour 
pants-set 
so soft, so smooth, 

so sumptuous, it 

makes you feel 

every bit as 

feminine as 

you look 

the pendant 

9 Ovalshaped free-form 
pendant with brushed 

finish and an intri 
cate scroll-work design 

Chain with spring-ring 
closure measures approx 1 For pure glamour, pick this pante-set in a rich velour of Arnel® imately 30 inches long. triacetate and nylon. The front-zipped pullover tunic can be worn Base metal two ways: zip it up for a deep turtleneck, zip it down to make a 4 C 3646—G. spread-away collar. It has a self tiebelt, belt loops. The pull-on pants 4 С 3647—Silver<olor have an elasticized waistline, modified flare lega. Machine washable, 

warm. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
TYFICAL wiss sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Please state correct size 
(Fita figures 5 feet 2% inches to 5 feet 6% inches.) 

Shipping wt. 4 oz.. $3.00 

У? C 5279F—right plum v7 C 5280F— Emerald green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces +2200 
TALL MISSES SIZES 12, 14, 16, 18. Please state correct size 
(Fits figures 5 feet 7 inches to 6 feet.) 
v7 € $281F— Bright plum V7 C 5282F—Emerald green Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces $23.00 

616 [Sears] mr 



the shoes 

1 Fast-paced, five-eyelet tie, done with 
uppers, composition 

Sizes B (medium) width 5%, 6, 6%, 7,7%, 8, 
8%, 9 and 10. State size, then B width 
X54 C 4665 1F—White with nav 
X54 C 4485 1F—Bone and tan 
X54 C 45351۴ nd navy 
Shipping we oz $13.00 

O Pullover pairs-up in a two-tone 
а polyester. It has а look rib-kn 
mock turt placket; in-or-out 
bo! Machine wash, warm 

34, 36, 38, 40, 42. Si 
v7 C 9225F- Bright kelly green and white 
v7 С 9226F-Dark brown and white 
v7 C 9224F-Navy blue and white 
V? C 9228F-True red and white 
Shipping weight 12 ounces #700 

PERMA-PREST* 

double-krit 
stretch polyester 

pants are 

Z fears Best 

BECAUSE: 

* the ve you a terrific fit 

• they're a rich-looking fabric 

• they're styled fashion-right 

+ they're fuss-free . . machine 

washable, need no iron 

h polyester fiber in 
these pants is 

fit. N 
two-b: 
fied flare 
stay. Machine wash se 
ironing needed when tumbk 

steworthy 
closing; fly-front zipper; modi 

ise that's in to 

18 

V7 C 1947F 
V7 C 1944F— Dark brown 
V7 C 1945F—Navy b 
V7 C 1946F—True red 
State size. Shipping weight 10 oz. ...$12.00 

TALL misses sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 
Fits 5 feet 7 inches to 6 feet 
V7 C 1953F— Bright kelly green 
V1 C 1950F—Dark 

С 195 1F—Navy blue 
У? € 1952F—True rec 
State size. Shipping wei $1200 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
in doubt ae 

ar Big Book for cha 



No pre-rinsing with a Sears Dishwasher . . 
your hands need never touch dishwater again 

+ Wash dishes just once a day, even for a family of 5 
+ No pre-rinsing needed. . just scrape dishes and load 
* Pulverizing system means no filter to clean—ever 
* Separate sprays for lower rack and upper revolving 

Roto-Rack . . every item is thoroughly drenched 
* Four wash cycles include 150" Sani-wash . . so hot. 

so powerful it gets every dish hygienically clean 

ме 1893 
Rolls to sink; hose snaps onto faucet. Automatic pushbutton cycle Rinse- 
and-Hold, Light wash, Normal or Sani-wash. Melamine plastic top with attractive maple design. Baked-on enamel steel cabinet . . insulated for quiet, cool-to-touch operation. White porcelain enameled steel tub. 

Vinyl bumpers around top. Indicator light shows temperature delay. 
Knob shows cycle progress. Dual detergent dispenser. Rinsing agent dis penser. 24% in. wide, 26% іп, deep; 36 in. high at front, 39% in. at back Can be built in any time . . just remove top and casters (see Big Book for installation kit). UL listed. 750-watt heating element. 110-120-volt, 60<усіе АС. So easy to buy when you just une the phone. 
WOS C71840N—White. Shipping weight 183 pounds ... 
WES C 71844N— Avocado. Shipping weight 183 pounds . ‚ WOS C 7 1842N— Coppertone. Shipping weight 183 pounds ....... 19495 

Front-load $ 95 
Undercounter model white or 

No prerinsing. No filter to clean. Same efficient 4«cycle action, Roto-Rack 
two-level spray and white porcelain enameled steel tub as dishwasher above. 
24 inches wide, 24% inches deep; height adjusts from 34 to 34:4 inches 
Can replace most other undercounter dishwashers . . fits in same space, 

UL listed. 1000-watt heating element. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. If needed, 
order Air Gap Kit (local codes may г e it) and Y-Tailpiece from Big Book 

tate mbe 16-avoc white 7-coppertona 
W65 C 7193N2H—Shipping weigh pounds 2170.95 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR DISHWASHERS AND COMPACTOR 

Buy now on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan. Your monthly 
payments begin in February, 1972 (in most states) . . Ask for details 



An entire week's trash for a family of 4 
goes into one neat throw-away bag 

Kenmore Compactor 

10.02. Can Spray Deodorant 

The Compactor and Oven on this page can be purchased 
on Sears Deferred Easy P. 

Your mon payments begin in February, 1972 
(in most states). . ask for details 

RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK. . 
Dur lowest price ever for 

any Kenmore Micro-Wave Oven 
Cut $5I—just $338.00 

Amazing Micro-Wave Oven 

makes it Fun to cook! 

ing tenes up to 70% . ¿imagine a baked potato in just 
ot. or a TV Dinner trom freezer to table in only 5 minutes 
regular household current . . no special wiring needed 

ool even during cocking 
ters can't burn on. . wipes clean with just a damp cloth 

You can cook a $b. turkey in just 54 minutes. Oven 
18% inches counter space. Swing-down door features see- 

thru window and positive lock. Control panel includes automatic timer, 
operating light and signal bell. Interior light. Tawny smoke enamel 
sides with trim. Heavy extruded aluminum door. Oven 13х10х6% in. 
high. Overall 16*/ x18 x17*4 in. high. UL listed: 110-120-v., 60<. AC. 
Recipe Book.Owner's Guide included. Order portable cart below 
22 C 99100N— Shipping weight 101 pounds. (Japan) $338.00 
Rollabout Cart. Walnit-grained hardwood top and shelf. Storage com» 
partment. 4 casters. Overall 15%x17'4x41 in. high. Unassembled. 
22 C 96022C— Shipping weight 30 pounds ‚434.88 

RA 
the brat 

transormer 

ox Sears] 619 



Never before..such low prices 
for any Kenmore Automatics with 

a special setting for knits 

== 14 хін HL 

LE ше 

2 speed 6 cycle, No-guesswork 
all-fabric WASHER Fabric Master DRYER 

219873203" —1487[— 155" 

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607 
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SEARS IS DETERMINED 

TO COMPLY FULLY 

WITH THE PRESIDENT'S 

PRICE-FREEZE ORDER 

OF AUGUST 15, 1971 

Although this Christmas catalog had been printed 

prior to the President's Order, the prices of most 

items in this book are at or below the ceiling 

price permitted by that Order. 

However, some items are priced to include an 

upward adjustment that would have been normal 

in order to reflect increased costs. On all such 

items, we assure you that you will pay no more 

than the price permitted by the Order; we will 

automatically refund any difference to you, or 

will charge your account the lower price. 

This is our policy. You can count on Sears during 

this period just as our customers have been able 

to do throughout our 85-year history. 
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Because we can handle 
early Christmas business more efficiently, 

we can make this special offer: 

When the selling prices of the items you purchase 

on any order from this Sears Christmas Catalog 

total $50 or more, and the order is placed 

anytime through NOVEMBER |, 1971 

bp 9 Discount 

You can get this Discount whether you order by PHONE, in PERSON or by MAIL.. 
(SEE BACK PAGE FOR DETAILS) 



Here's how easy it is 

to get your 

You'll get the $5.00 Early Shop- 

per's Discount whether you 

place your order by PHONE, in 

PERSON or by MAlL—as long 

amas the selling prices of the items 

you order from this Christmas 

Catalog total $50 or more and 

the order is placed anytime 

through November 1, 1971. 

Just order in your regular way. 

Early 

Shopper's 

Discount 

If you use Sears Revolving 
Charge or Easy Payment Plan, 
we will credit your order for 
$5.00. If yours is a cash or 
C.O.D. order, you will receive a 
$5.00 discount on your order. 
When placing a cash order by 

mail, please send full amount 
due (before discount) with your 
order and we will send you a 

$5.00 refund check. 

Don't Forget.. 

November I, 1971 
is the last date to get the $5 DISCOUNT 

Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
Misc. 53913 



Toaddfuntoyourholidayshop- To add economy and convenience to 
ping, we've “asked” Winnie- your shopping, we've packed this ed 

EATS | "тео tn ith hundred of exceptional va 
on the caver and on other. uesand now giltideas al right at your 
pages of this years Wish Book™ fingertips, as handy as your phone. 



Look what Sears has done 

The Winnie-the-Pooh “idea” 

is really several great ideas— 

wonderful memories of childhood, 

enchanting characters and, at Sears, 

a name for an exclusive collection 

of children’s apparel that 

has become justifiably famous 

for its durability, color-coordination, 

and easy care. 

Now Sears has “asked” Pooh to help us in even another 
xol way. He and his friends are so delightful we thought they could add a little fun 
i and enjoyment to this Wish Book for 1972. Their charm is as heart warming 
E as the Season itself so we think they're perfect for the role. 

a On portions of the next twelve pages is some interesting folklore,whimsically 

illustrated by Walt Disney Productions, about how "our" Santa Claus looks 

to children of other lands. He looks different, to be sure. He's known by different 

names and he delivers his presents in different ways. But these things really 

don't matter, for wherever Christmas is celebrated he represents 

one of the great and timeless traditions 

of this holiday. 

Learn about the 
Bearin of Gifts 

<¬. with Winnie-the-Pook 
and his friends 

(Starts on Page 4) 
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Winnie-the-Pooh security blanket. Cuddly 
зой. warm knit of Orlon” acrylic. Sanch wide 
nylon satin bieding on all sides. Cute embroi 
dered Pooh ot comer. Machine wash at warm 

16x50 inches. 
29N21081-Whüe 29N21082-Yellow & 
29N2 1083-Sostoam green. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 az ..Esch 85.99 

There are 7 more pages 
in this Book of great 
Pooh items like these: 

with the WINNIE THE-POOH IDEA 

We have added two new dress-up looks to our Fall Collection of 
Winnie-the-Pooh fashions for children, sizes 2 to 6x (you can see 

the entire collection in our 1972 Fall бепе! 
some new and interesting Pooh nightwear, toys and accessories. 

Catalog) . . also 

wd Sum SES, 
len Te ae tones 
29 М 75581Р ... * $600 29 N 75586F ....86.00 

Д PERMA-PREST® 
pink print Dress 

sleeves. shight- 

hof Dacre 
polyester. Avri* rayon 
with lace-trim at collar. 
cuffs, ruffled shoulders. 
Button back. elastic 
backwaıst Ail-around 
ribbon sash front bow. 
streamers. 3 belt loops. 
Stort shirred all-around 
3-inch hem. Attached 
туп net petticoat. Ma 
Chine wash, warm. tum. 
ble бу. потоп, State 
site 2.3.4. 5, 6, 6x 
Chart. p. 164 
Shipping wt. 7 or 

29N55633F...$8.00 



Now Christmas in Holland 

is a very special time for children 

just like it is here in America. 

But instead of Santa Claus coming to town 

on a sleigh, the little Dutch boys and girls 

wait for good St. Nicholas. 

Because Holland is almost completely 

surrounded by water and has 

many fine harbors, St. Nicholas 

arrives on a big steamship. 

He's dressed in a beautiful Bishop's 

robe and is accompanied by his 

assistant named Peter, who carries 

the gifts. 

Se Nicholas then mounts a great white 

horse and, with Peter at his side, 

rides throughout the Dutch countryside 

giving candy and toys 

to all the good children 

of Holland, 

Look what Sears 

NEW. . Decorator Lamp that 
looks like a mechanic's "trouble light”. 
use on a table, as a swag or hang on a wall 

Wimsocally designed for decorating «mpact in any room. Great for a 
modern bedroom. den or family room Rugged metal cage encloses 

plastic 
ceiling mount hooks, walhmount bracket For 1 10-120. current 

ик 27961-Buck 34 N2705l-felow 34 N 279521 Cargo 
Shipping wesght 12 pounds 

NEW. . giant 33-inch by 54-inch 
Oriental-style Hassock 

А smashing decorator touch in your ining room. den or bedroom. Su- 
premety plush hassock has ltalan-made onentai design rug of 100% 
cotton on one side. matching color 100% cotton velour ол the other 
Trimmed with Зуп fringe on sides 13 in. high Shredded potyure- 
thane foam fil keeps its shape . . mothproo! and nonallerger. too 
Spot clean or use upholstery shampoo. Sent by motor сатин or express 

color number — 22-Oriental red 
24 N 86567NH--Smipping weight 26 pounes #5000 



мыз АЕС. C i 1 

A palm-size 8-digit Electronic Calculator * Weighs less than 9 oz. 
with these big mactwne features for only + Rechargeable . operates on built-in dantenos о uv» сип 

9885 ake answers appear instantly and оосу in ightod wn 
* Constant Key lets you multiply or divide a long series of numb. 

stant number without reenter 
r Entry Key... erases incor 

3 2 3 Hi 3 

+98 95 

Electric Pinking Shears with hand-type cutting blades 

$28.50 

There are many more pages in this Book 
with new and unusual ideas like these: 

Octagon svie 
Rebound Poo! Table 

[Sears] 5 



For the little children 
of Spain, the Three Wise Men 

are their Santa Claus. These great kings 

of the Orient never íail to come to Spain 

at Christmastime bringing gifts 

just as they did when they visited 

Bethlehem many, many years ago. 

The boys and girls 

fill their shoes with straw and place them 

out on their doorsteps. The straw 

is for the camels that carry the 

Wise Men on their long journey. 

When the children awake 

early in the morning, they find 

to their amazement that the straw is gone 

and in its place are 

toys and fruit. 

The children know then 

that the Wise Men 

had come 

during the night 

Was $19.75. Powertul motor cuts al fabric weights smoothly une 
heavy sp0ed for neawer weight fabrica light speed for lightweight fabrics 
Clvome edged stainless tea! blader ara lab tested 10 last twice әз Кум; as 
regular steal blades. Light and medium green molded nylon housing 
Baias ight Y0-oct cord. UL listed for 110-120 уол. AC. Instruction 
booklet included. Gt bond. 
25 N 2170—Shpping weight 1 pound 4 ounces: 51625 

There are many more pages. this Book. 
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Look at these sensational 
low prices for 

fullfashioned Sweaters 
of 100% Australian wool 



Learn about 

Ihe children of Italy 

have their Santa Claus, too. 

But instead of a jolly fat man 

with a white beard and a funny red suit, 

the Italian Santa is a kind old lady 

who is really a witch— 

a witch that loves children. 

Her name is La Befana. 

© the night before the 12th day 

of Christmas, all the little girls and boys 

prepare for the arrival of 

La Befana. Before they go to bed, 

they place their shoes 

next to the miniature Manger 

that every Italian family 

displays at Christmastime. 

Then, sometime during the night, 

La Befana flies through the window 

and fills the children's shoes 

with'toys and candies 

and maybe a few pieces 

of coal if any of the youngsters 

"ug been bad. 

Bn 

(л thru 4) Hand Muppets. Oh. my Its Bert and Emio aod. 
Annsevalt Franklin! And there's the Cookie Monster! Better put the 
cox jr up quick or (here ba no snacks thie aftemoon. What fun 
mes youll have with your very own Mand Muppets. making up skits 
and scones and putting on Sesame Street "TV" shows. Muppets look. 

arms are moved by a pulkatnng, 
wort. Vinyl head. cloth bodies on Bert. Ernie. Roosevelt. alovor fake fur 
on Cookie Monster. В inches tall. Ages 3 to 10. instructions 
(1) 49 N 44851—Erme Shipping weight 1 pound. 3499 
(2) 49N 44852—Bort Shipping weight 1 pound 499 
(3) 49 N 44854--Rooseveit Frankin. Shog wi 1. ... 
(4) 49 м 44853—Cooke Monster. Shipping weight 1 pound. 4.99 

SHOP BY PHONE FROM THIS CATALOG- 
RIGHT FROM THE COMFORT 
OF YOUR HOME 

If you're interested in any of these great 
Sesame Street Toys, or in any other i 
0n any page in this catalog. just turn 
to pages 251-253 for Sears phone number 
Then pick up your phone and call us 
it's that easy to do your Christmas shopping! 



„us one ofthe highlights of hS 1972 Wish Book 

> 

Big Bird Muppet Puppet (rs э moving. or " 
Bird puppet who opan his boak. fap. e Ка neck and legt. and walk! Follow the. v 

show you hom to mute fum put Ол hes act 
fur ang feathers. 19 in high Agen 3 and 

6 ird s Blunderproot 
Letter Set Choose a hoy 

word picture. pack out letters fat spel п. arrange them in 
Order am the тото and те 
"oet" march the letters down the ramp. To check seing. bush ver word picture nto 

Sot. # speling я comet 
Bird pops up with an токӣ 
sign: аз not incorrect let Tets fall over. Plastic. metal 

2 
Shipping weight $ 

9N 44856С ....S 

que "EM 
(10 and 11) Colortorms®. Mak 



In sweden 
where the winters 

are long and cold, there is 
a little Christmas elí named Jultomtem 

He lives under the boards in a barn 

or attic and only comes out 

H 
and a bright red coat. And when he 

at Christmastime. 

s a funny little elf with a pointed cap 

has to travel very far, he sometimes 

rides a goat. But to the little children 

of Sweden, he's just about 

the nicest elf there is. 

A: Christmas, Jultomtem sneaks into 

the house and brings surprise gifts 

to all the little boys and girls. Sometimes 

he puts them under the tree like 

Santa does. And sometimes, 

because elves like to play tricks, 

he hides the gifts under cushions 
to make them 

more fun to find. 

100% acrylic Blanket featuring 
names of all 26 NFL teams 

Bright warm blanket in practical 7200in. sire that fits bwin oF full sue 
bod makes » great take-along game blanket lot amy fan Non-allergenic 
mildew and тортоо! Red 4nch nylon binding on both ends (2 inches 
folded euch udel Machine wash and dry at warm temperature 
96 N 8355—Shippig weight 2 pounds 10 ounces. 1749 

There are ll more pages in this Book 



Zippered Cardigan 
of 10056 Orlon* acrylic 
in Boys' Sizes 8 to 20 

Rugged sweater in NFL team colors with oft 



There are many things 

about Christmas in Germany 

that are the same as here in America. 

Every German family decorates a 

Christmas tree and they sing 

many of the same Christmas Carols 

that we do. 

Bu one thing is different. 

The little German boys and girls 

receive their toys and gifts 

at Christmastime not from Santa i koe Panis chen Ros Secon Bay 

but from Kriss Kringle. a eq ip rim 
brown sculptured pile trim of rayon [cot 

Kriss Kringle has blond hair and wears a . 

white robe and a gold crown. He's helped 

by St. Nicholas who carefully watches 

the children to see if they've been 

bad or good. If they have been good, 

there will be toys and gifts 

under the tree. But if they have been 

bad, the children will find some 

switches, too, and they'll know they have 

to try harder to be good 

during the coming year. 



We think Fake Furs are a great idea. They capture all the beauty of the wild without 
anyone having to capture any wild animals. Now Sears brings you this great idea, not 
only in apparel like the beautiful Jacket you see here, but also in Bedspreads, Rugs 
and Pillows in a choice of interesting, realistic pile patterns. 

Rug also available in 
Polar Bear" Pile 

30454 inches. Shoo. wt 4 Ibs 
N5421CH 31099 

ЖГ 
+19.99 

ars and say 

page 255 

»[Sears]13 



Look what Sears 

Though Mexico is one of 

our closest neighbors, it is 

a country with one of the most 

unusual methods of 

distributing giíts. This is 

the Pinata, an earthen jar 

ч that's decorated to look like an 

animal. It's filled with good 

things like candies, nuts and 

toys and then hung from 

the ceiling 

When a Mexican family has a 
WEM Christmas party, there normally is a 

procession in which everyone 

carries a candle and acts 

У $99 out the Nativity. Afterwards 

the children are led to the 

room where the Pinatas are hung. 

^ | Each bovand а! is blindíolded, 
and given a stick to swing 

at the Pinatas. When 

one of the Pinatas 

is hit, it breaks open 

and the candies and 

toys shower down 
on the children. / 

4-рс Melamine Set. Chosrful 
peters and the colors wont 
fade. Includes a mug. a cereal 
bowl. a frut dish and a Bunch 
plato, Breairesitant. Dshwash, 
er safe 

Shipping weight 2 tbs. 
21437106. 

ch SHIPPING NOTE 
ping weight 1 Ib 8 oz “N” items (as 1 N 83382N) 

37N 6344 $4.66 зет motor carrier or expres 



has done with the 
GRAMMA DOLL idea 

а new collection of home fashions for children inspired by these wonder- ! 
5 ful Dolls and designed specially for us by their creator, Miss Joyce Miller. 



Velvety-soft 
Fleece Robes 

wide lace provide the trim. Machin 
warm; tumble dry 

nte gi Lean. Su 

29 N 5830f—Blue and white 
5829f— Pink and white 

Shipping weight 12 ounces 

10, 12, 14. State size 
‘measure to be 



On these two pages 

LOUNGE AND SLEEPWEAR 
for the ladies of the family 

2-pc. cotton flannel Footed Pajamas Brushed nylon tricot Long Gowns 
(1 thru 3) Multicolor floral-striped fabric is softly napped for comfort. (4 thru 6 ) Согу warm gowns of 100% Caprolan 24 nylon tricot. Fleecy soft on 
and warmth. Button-front tops have long sleeves with ruffled cuffs and the outside, sleeky smooth on the inside. Daintily styled in bright red with 
elasticized wrists. Dainty ribbon and lace Pants have elasticized touches of white polyester | button trim. collar, 
waists and ankles; skid-resistant ‘soles. Sanforized® . ‚ maximum. hemline. Machine wash, cold temperature, separately; 

Я 4 Girls sizes. Back buttons at neck. £ Women's sizes. Back -neck zip- 
1 бше girls! sizes 2. 3. 4.5.6 2 Women’s sizes. Bust sizes State sise 7, 8,10, 12, M. Measure tO per, Bust sizes 32-3; 36; 38-0. 
6x. State sise. Measure to Ье 4 32, 34, 36, 3A. Slate size. be sure. „ see Chart 1 on page 144. State vis. 

sure. хее Chart on page 3. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 77 м 3625*—5һрж. wi. бог. .....9599 38N74351F-We 1 Ih 2or...9799. 
29N32616F—Wt 7 ол. ..9499  38N74361F ..... 9799 

6 Little giris’ sizes. Back buttons at neck. Site rise 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. Measure 
$ Gin sien 7,8, 10,12, 14. See Chart 1. pe. 144 tobe sure. „see Chart on page М. 

77 м 3626F— Siat sie Shipping weight 10 ounces ......,...9599 29 N 32618F--Shipping weight $ ounces ......--.. ‚эзе 
чат [Sears] 17 



On these two pages 

LOUNGE AND SLEEPWEAR 
for the two of you [5] 

Authentic Tartan-plaid Robes Softly brushed acrylic 
of soft woven acrylic Knit Nightshirts 

(1 end 2 ) Long wrapatyle robes in comfortably soft woven acrylic. Richly (3 ond 4 ) The great red nigbtabirt.. fun to wear in softly brushed Acrilan® 
colored Tartan plaid machine washes beautifully at warm temperature acrylic jersey Кай. The contrasting trim ix black, as la the sporty "dub" 
1 Hors. Shawl collar, culls and tie 2 Mi. Shawi colar, бе beit, chest Spplique on the patch pocket. Hemmed bottom. Machine wash at warm 

beit are green brushed Orlon* pocket and two waist pockets. — Y y 
acrylic. 1 patch pocket. Tumble dry, Tumble dry. Chest sizes S(M-36in); 8 Hers. Nightshirt has comfortable Д Mis. Nightshirt has long sleeves 

MGSO); LUM); XL long sleeves. Two-button dosing and 4-button placket front. Easy 
Siate эйе letter S, M, L ot XL on let shoulder. Bust sizes 28-30; moving side slits. Chest sizes 50% 

за м 689396 
18 [Sears] tt 

33NSOSS6F—Wt. 116.9 0r... 3100 32-34; 36. Please he sure to stale 36 in); M(38-40); 1442-44). Siete 
У эше ltr S, М ot L- 

3600 33N 12956I—WL. 12 or...... 96.65 
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Soft brushed nylon Long Gown and Pajamas 
(1 ond 2) к 
fabric of Ca 
this bit of Ch 

blue highlighted by white polyester piping. Brushed knit tricot 
nylon is smooth on the i 

s shopping done—just dial Sea 

ve has button trim; 1-button 2 pock Sally gated vabtier feste daniel 
elaticizod. Machine Chest sizes S(34 36 in); M (33-40); LOE 

( Bust sizes 37-4; 44); XL(Q6-48), Please stale rize ler S, 
M, Lor XL | 11b. док. 3900 3N 1451 Shpe wt. 1 Ib... 39.00 

Broadcloth Pajamas and Mini-gown 

Please sale size 
33 N 119915 Shoe wt. 1 1b. N 168321 Shpg. wt. 5 од ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE , , iin dou! pi is "- 

see our Big Book for chart mS [Sears] 19 
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HOLIDAY 
SLIPPERS 

Women's party-going styles 
with at-home comfort 

1 The look of luxury . . yours in choice 
of three uppers sure to highlight your 

favorite “at-home” gown or pantsuit El 
egantly detailed with gold-color braid 
trim across high vamp. Flexible composi- 
tion sole, wedge heel. 
Sites B (medium) width 5% 6, 6%, 7, 
T4, & 8%, 9 and 10. 
Siole your usual sise, йеп В width 
15 N 545097— Red cotton velvet 
15 N 54512F—Gold-color metallic cloth 
15 N 545137 Silver color metallic doth 
15 N 54508F— Black cotton velvet 
15 N 54506F—White rayon satin. 
Shipping weight 1 pound ss 

Set a far-eastern mood with this chic 
slip-on in choice of glittering lamé or 

sleek satin upper . „all lined with soft 
rayon satin. Composition sole and 1% 
inch wedge heel. 
Sizes B (medium) width 6, 6%. 7, 194, 8, 
WA, 9 and 10. 
Please sale size, then B widik. 
15 N 54552F—Multicolor metallic cloth 
15 N 54553F—Black rayon satin. 
15 N 545547— Beige rayon satin 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 5599 

3 Delicate slip-on with velvety cotton 
corduroy upper and corduroy-cov. 

ered, low wedge heel. Tailored bow ac 
centing the vamp, bound topline plus 
quilted insole . . all in rayon satin color. 
mated to slipper. Composition sole. 
Sises B (medium) width 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 
7*4, В, 894, 9 and 10. 
Please state rit, йеп B width 
15 N 52118F—Gold 
15 N 52117F-Red 
15 N 52114Е—Вше 
15 N 52115F-Pink 
15 N 52116F—Black 
15 52119F—Green 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 1399 

Д Open toe slip-on with flexible, crinkle 
patent vinyl upper, Padded vinyl in- 

sole and cushioned nylon tricot lining add 
extra resilience to pamper your foot. 
Composition sole, inch heel. 
Sizes B (medium) width 5,6,7, 8, 9, 10. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces . 43.90 

5 Multicolor skimmer with richly 
паррей cotton velvet upper. Elasti 

ized topline for a smooth fit. Composi 
tion sole and flat heel. Phone ordering’ a 
quick and easy way to buy it, 
Sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 7, & 9 and 
10, Stade full sise, them B widik. 
15 м 54549F—Shpg. wt 11b...... 8399 

HOW TO ORDER SLIPPERS ON THIS 
PAGE. Order shoe size. I! Slipper comes 
on full sizes and you wear hall size: order 
half size smaller for B widths, order hall 
ize larger for C and E widths. Order only 
Mises listed with each nem 

Part of ours4 page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire omi 

(1) $499 



COLORFUL 
FUZZY WUZZY* 

SLIPPERS 
Dyed shearling lamb uppers 

1 The shaggy slipper . . a fluffy puff to keep 
her feet toasty warm on a cold winter's night. 

Dyed shearling lamb upper in vibrant colors. 
she'll love to see. Lined with soft cotton flannel. 
Padded vinyl sole pampers the feet. 

Women's sizes C (med. wide) 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, 

ISNS4176F—Red 19. 54174F-Biue 
TSNS4175F—Honey 15 N 54171F— Pink 
15 N 54172F— Pum 
Siale fuli sist, беп Cid Wt. VI... 9599 

She'll love the look and feel of this Indian- 
style slipper of dyed shearling lamb . . sued- 

ed on the outside, snuggly shearling lamb fur on. 
the inside. Authentic moccasin construction with 
decorative hand lacing. 
Women's rites C (med. wide) 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. 
15 N53716F-Coral 15 N 53715F—Blue 
Slate full size, йеп C width. Wt. 1 lb. ۰ 
3 The fully эсш! with dyed shearling lamb up. 

per, acrylic pile insole. Padded vinyl sole and 
low wedge heel. High-riding vamp plus broad- 
toe styling for foot-pampering fit. 
Women's sizes C (med. wide) 5, б, 7, 8, 9 and 10. 
15 N S4127F—Plum 15 N 54125F—Blue. 
15 N 54126F—Pink 
State full size, then C width. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... 84 99 

Acrylic pile uppers 

4 The shaggy boot with long-haired acrylic pile 
upper. Nylon tricot lining. Padded vinyl sole. 

Women's sizes Small (fits $ to 6); Medium (fits 7 
to 8); Large (fits 9 to 10) 
15 N 54286F-Pink 15 N 54287F—Red 
15 N 54285F—Blue 15 N54: 
State S, Mor L. Shpg. wt. 1 b. 8 oz. 1799 
Children's sises Small (fits 8 to 10); Medium (fits 
11 to 13); Large (fits 110 3). 
15 N 51657F—Pink 15 N 51656F—Rlue 
State S, М or L. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib E 
5 Short cropped acrylic pile upper with fluffy 

acrylic pile collar, Cotton flannel lining: pad- 
ded vinyl sole. 
Women's sizes C (med. wide) 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10. 
15NS4143F-Gold  15N54147F-Red 
15N54 144F-Purple 15N54142F-Deep blue 
State full vise, С widik. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ......$399. 

22 [Sears] ek " > 



Part of ow 54 page 4 

collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire mily 

Sleek yet snuggly warm. . Women’s 
Slippers with acrylic pile lining 

1 Choice of smooth leather or sueded split leather uppers in 
this elegant slip-on. Fully lined with Orlon* acrylic pile to 

keep your feet toasty warm. Composition sole and heel. Back 
pull tab for easy on. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
Sizes AA (narrow) width OY. 7, ТУ 8, 8% 9, 9%, 10 and 11. 

В (medium) width 5, УУ, 6, 671, 7, 7% В, ВУ„ 9, Man 10, 
11 and 12 

15.N.53701F—Bane smooth 15 М 53703F—Gold sueded 
15 N 53705F—Blue smooth 15 N 53704F—Lime sueded 
Slate sise, then widik. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2oz. 
аты ue 

Q Brighten your leisure life in a slip-on designed in vibrantly- 
colored sueded vinyl uppers, Cuff and insole of thick acrylic. 

pile. Sueded vinyl sole and inside wedge heel. 
Sizes B (medium) width 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. 
15 N 53665F—Gold 15 N 53664F—Pink 
15 N 53063F —Blue 15 N 53667F—Lilac 
Stale full size, B width. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

З The height of fashion in slippers . . the ankle high boot in 
your choice of beautifully styled uppers . . all fully lined 

with acrylic ple for extra warmth. Hand-laced sole. 
Sises C (medium wide) width 5, 6, 7, & 9 and 10. 
15 N 53606F—Rust, gold, green sueded split-leather upper 

and sole 
15 N 53602F-— Natural color glove leather upper and sole 
15 N 536125—Brown print brushed nylon upper, sueded split- 

leather sole 
15 N 5361 1F—Blue print brushed nylon upper, sueded split- 

leather sole 
‘State fullsize, C widi. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 202. 

HOW TO ORDER SLIPPERS ON BOTH PAGES: Order shoe 

2599 

=. UNED, UNLINED 5599 $ моле: $699. wenn 55 

Indian-style Moccasin Boots 

4 Ankle-beigbt squaw-style boot with fringed collar. Genuine moccasin 
‘construction of sueded split-Ieather upper and sole. Adjustable ankle бе. 

UNED. Lined to the top with warm acrylic pile. 
Women's. Sises B (medium) width — Children's. Sises wide 10, 11, 12,13, 
5.6, 7, 8,9 and 10. Please slate full 1, 2, 3, 4. Half sises, order nest larger 
тм, then B width when ordering sise, Site full зім. 
15 N 53624F—Natural tan 15 N S1524F—Natural tan 
15 N 536255 Brown. 15 N 51525F—Brown 
Shipping weight 11b.60r....8699 Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
UNLINED. Super soft, cushioned insole for extra comfort. 
Women's. Sizes B (medium) 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. State full sise, B widik. 
54 N 18404F—Brown. 54 N 18413F— Natural tan 
‘Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. $5.99 

Women’s sires 
$699 

UNUNED 
Women s sues. 

Cut 8% . . Bockle-style Moccasin Boot 
Take to the casual life . . indoors or out . . in this strapped w-style 
бое Autentica riot it pde ven eater: 
Hand-stitched moccasin construction in sueded split leather with comfortable 
the strap for proper fit. Ankle height. Natural tan color. 
Women's sises В (medium) width 5, б, 7, & 9 and 10. Half sises, order mext 
smaller sise. Please state full size, then В width when placing your order. 

5.49 54 N 18415F- Shipping weigh 1 pound 6 ounces 

s[Sears]23 



CHILDREN'S 
sizes 
втоз 

1 Cu 596. Fry Wunzy® Slippers. Luxuriously 
cony ina bright array of rainbow colors to bright 

en your Christmas gift giving. Shagzy dyed shear 
ling lamb upper keeps its fresh, new appearance 
longer . „ resists matting to stay soft and бойу 
Padded vinyl sole cushions the foot [or casy-walk 
ing comfort. To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and 
Со, Catalog Sales" for number to call 
Children's sises wide 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2 and 3. 
Please sale full sise when ordering. Half sises, order 
mezt site larger 
15 N 51635f—Blue 
15 N SIG31I— Rose pink 
15 N 51632F—Red 
15 N 51634F— Golden yellow 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 

24 [Sears] ames 

53.79 

CHILOREN'S 
SIZES 
тоз 

INFANTS’ 
sizes 
sTo12 

a 

— 

INFANTS’ 
AND 

[3] enıLoren's sizes e Tos 

Cuddly Slippers for Girls 
9 Mocstyle slipper with snugziy pile сїй. Vinyl 

upper highlighted with decorative embroidery 
trim litle girls love. Acrylic pile сай color-matched 
to upper. Padded vinyl sole and beel. 
Children's sites wide 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2 and 3, 
Please state fl sise. Half rise, order nest sie larger. 
15 N SIASIF—Blue 15 N SIaSIF— Red 
15 N S1452— Pink 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. snas 

Slipper with pearlized vinyl upper, lined with 
cushiony soft cotton, cuffed with dyed rabbit 

fur. Vamp detailed with color-matched grosgrain 
ribbon, Padded vinyl sole and beel. 
Children's sizes wide 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2 und 3. 
Please stale full sie. Half sies, order nest sise larger 
15 N SIA22F—Pink — 15  51429/—Blue. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces s 

Bootees 
A Bootee with Winnle-the-Poob applique. 

Acrylic upper, rayon fleece lining. Padded 
acrylic sole. Machine washable, warm. 
Infants’ sises wide 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, И, 12. State 
fedi те. Half ries, order ia larger. For wear ver 
slee pers order full size larger 
15 N SISGSF—Gold 15 N SIS62F—Blue 
1$NSISGM—Pink 15 №515647— Red 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 

5 Polyester double knit upper, rayon беке 
lined. Elasticized topline. Grid pattern vinyl 

sole. Machine wash, warm. Gold and red print. 
Infants! and Children's sizes wide 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2 and 3. Please stale full sise. 
Half sises, order west size larger. For wear ever 
sleepers order full sise larger 
15 N S1209F— Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

$2.99 

5299 

CHILDREN'S 



Part of our 54 page cmuorens (^ 
collection of Loungewear SIZES 10 TO 13 all 

Children's and Sleepwear for 
Slipper the entire family 

Slip-ons 
1 Moccasin slippers to delight every child 

оп your list. Authentically detailed with 
hand lacing and Indian-style fringe. Genuine 
moccasin construction with sueded split 
leather uppers and soles. So easy to buy 
when you just use the phone 
Children's sises wide 10,11, 12,13, 1,2 and 3. 
Please sale full siae. Hal] vices, order mest 
size larger. 
UNED, Warm acrylic pile 
15 N SISS Brown — 15 N SISI4F Tan a 
Shipping weight 10 ounces sas CHILDREN'S 
UNUNED. Cushioned insoles do 
15 N 51308 Brown — 15 N 51304/—Tan 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 1225 

Indian-style 
Moccasins 

UNED OR UNUNED 

Q Кеке! moccasin with sturdy yet fex 
ible leather upper and sole Mellow wax 

finish. Available lined with согу acrylic pile CHILDREN'S 
or unlined (not shown) with softly cushioned SIZES 8 TO 3 
insole for walking comfort. Brown color [5] 
Children's sizes wide 10, 11, 12, 13. Please E 
нон fll rine. Half rne, order ne ie larger 
15 N SISIII—UNED. Wt. 12 or... 3499 
15 N S1331F—UNUNED, Wt. 12 02... 449 

CHILDREN'S 
SIZES 8 TO 3 

3 Lishtweight, supple leather upper color 
fully lined with cotton, Padded vinyl 

sole. Foot-hugging elastic gore at each side 
зо they really stay on. 
Children's rises wide 8,9, 10, 11,12, 13, 1,2 
and 3, Please state Jul rite. Half sizes, order. 
next sise larger. 
15 N S1335F—Brown 15 N 51333f— Blue. 
15 N S1334F—Red 
Shipping weight 10 ounces зю 

Д Handsome boundstooth print in rich two- 
tove color combinations. Soft, lightweight 

polyester double knit upper lined with cush- 
Joned nylon tricot. Elastic side gores for snug 
ft. Cushioned insole, Searofoam sole. Back 
pull tab for easy on. 
Children's sises wide 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1 
2 and 3. Please state full sise. Hal) sizes, 
rider next vise larger 
15 N 51232I Navy, dark red 
15 N 51223f— Brown, tan. 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $3.99 

5 Cotton corduroy upper lined with ab- 
sorbent cotton terry, Vulcanized rubber 

sole, Elastic gores at each side. p ^ [5 
Children's sizes wide 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, e 4 Э. 
2 and 3, Please sale full sise. Half ries | CHILOREN'S 
order mesi vise larger. 
15 N S1192F—Brown 15 N 51193— Кей 
Shipping weight 10 ounces xo А 

бее оо D 
Bootee and Hang-up Bag Set 
6 Delight your child on Christmas morn- 

ing with lovable Winnie-the-Pooh. Slip- 
pers have cuddly rayon plush uppers plus a 
cotton knit sock top that hugs the ankle for 
a snug fit. Padded vinyl soles. The bag i» 
cotton fleece with a convenient hang-up А 
hook for easy storage. Set is designed in 16) 
cheerful yellow with red trim. INFANTS" 
Infants’ sists wide 4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 11,12. SIZES 
Please state full sise. Half sizes, order теі АТО 12 
vie larger. For wear over sleepers, order full 
size larger 

Shipping weight ! pound. 
15 N 517087 Set $3.99 ‘Seats [Sears] 25 

© | SIZES TO 3 

e) 
Y.) 5} 



Handsome men's casual with moc-toe styling detailed with decorative 9 
strap and metal rings across the vamp. Polyester double knit upper lined 

with cushioned nylon tricot. Cushioned insole for easy. 
Sturdy PVC vinyl sole and heel for indoor-outdoor wear. 

& 8, 8%. 9, 9/4, 10, 10%, 11 and 12. 
67 N91197F—Tan. 
67 N91196F—Brown 

State тіз, йеп D width Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 

Men's sises D (medium) width 7, 
67 N 91195F—Navy 
67 N91198F—Wine 

Men's and Women's 

WASHABLE 
SLIPPERS 

with polyester double knit uppers 

Men's casual with pin-striped polyester double 
knit upper, trimmed with cotton corduroy 

Cushioned nylon tricot lining. Durable PVC vinyl 
sole and heel for indoor-outdoor wear. Machine 
washable, warm. 
Men's sizes D (medium) width 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12 
67 N 91152F-Brown 67 N 91154 F—Red 
67 N911S3F-Black 67 N 91151F—Blue. 
State full sic, О за Wt. 1 ib. 1202. 1399 

26 [Sears] itt 

Part of our s4 page 

icf Langer 
and sleepwear for 

the entire fmi 

Men's and Women's 

DOUBLE KNIT 
SLIPPERS 

Enjoy the softness, the lightweight 
comfort of polyester d 

uppers that let your feet 
while conforming 

ping comfort. 

Women 
15 N 52221F—Lilac 
15 N 52219F—Gold 

$5.99 

"vr $499 

Women's ankle-high slipper with hidden elastic 
inside at the ankle for snug fit. Polyester double. 

knit upper lined with rayon fleece. Foot pamper 
ing sponge vinyl sole. Machine washable, warm. 
Women's sites В (medium) width 5, 6, 7. & 9, 10. 
Please siale fullsize, then В width 
15 N 53633F—Blue 
15 м 53634F— Red 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 1499 

Slate site, then B width. Shipping weight 1 pound 

Women's casual in four different prints. Cushioned nylon tricot lining. 
Cushioned insole for superb comfort. Split-leather sole and heel take this 

casual indoors or out. Back pull tab for easy on. Hidden elastic gore for 
proper fit. Fabric-covered heel. 

^x sizes B (medium) width 5, 5*4, 6, 6% 7, 7% 8, 8%. 9 and 10, 
15 N 52217F—Red 
18 N 52215F—Blue 

+590 

Here's a Women's Slip-on 
with polyester double knit 

Women's moc-toe slip-on that's high in 
comfort, low in price. Polyester double. 
knit upper lined with nylon tricot for 
all-around foot comfort. Elasticized 
side gores for good fit. Lightweight 
Searofoam sole and beel 
Women's sises C (medium wide) width 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11; E (very wide) 
width 5, 6,7, 8,9 and 10, Please stale full 
size, йеп indik 
15 N 52177F—Blue 
15 N 52178F—Dark red 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3299 



CORDUROY 
CASUALS 

Men's ss in D and EEE wists 
$329 pair Any 2 pairs $600 
‘An ideal gift for all the men in the family . . an 
easy-going casual with comfortable cotton cordu- 
roy uppers. Choose from a bright array of colors 

‚ all fully lined with soft cotton terry. Durable 
Soles and heels of vulcanized rubber for indoor. 
outdoor wear. Get this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
Men's. 
Sizes D (medium) width 7, 7*4, 8, 814, 9, 9 10, 

10%, 11, 12, 13 and 14, 
ЕЕЕ (very wide) width 7, 7%, 8, 8%: 9 
10, 10%, 11 and 12. 

Please tate size, then width when ordering 
67 N 91264F— Red. 
67 N 912627— Black (D width only) 
87 N 91263#—Сгау (D width only) 
67 N 91265F--Green (D width only) 
67 N 912617—Brown. 
67 N91266F—Blue 
Shpg. wt pair 1 Ib. 1202. ‚Pair +3.29; 2 prs, 9600 
Boys 
Sises D (medium) width 1,2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 
Please sate full ie, then D widik 
67N65264F—Red 67 N 6526 fF—Hirown. 
67 N 65266F— Blue 
Sbps. wt. pair 1 tb. 6 or. Pair $3.29; 2 prs. 46.00 

S ED 

Only $373 

Men's Scuffs with 

wide-wale cotton corduroy uppers 
Foot-pampering scuff featuring beel to toe cushioning plus absorb. 
ent cotton terry lining. Light on the feet with cushiony Searofoam. 
Sole, wedge heel. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
Men's siars D (medium) width 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. 
Sisi fall мы, then D width 
87 N 91254F— Bloe 67 N 91255F— Red 
67 N 81256: Сом 67 м 91257F— Tan 
Shipping weicht 1 pound 8 ounces 1379 

MEN'S SIZES in these 
5 colors plu d 

BOYS' SIZES 
in these 2 

colors plus red 

Men's Slip-ons with 
thick and thin cotton corduroy uppers 

‘The classic opera-style slip-on takes to interesting texture in thick 
cotton corduroy upper. Fully lined with thirsty cotton terry. Padded 
vinyl sole, low wedge heel 
Men's sizes D (medium) width 7, 8,9, 10, 11 and 12. 
Please slate full sist, then D width when placing your order. 
67 N 91114F—Berry 62 N91112F—Navy 
67 N91113F—Tan 
Shipping weight ! pound В ounces 2399 

Sears] 27 



28 Sears ЖМ 

Men's Romeo Slippers in C, E 
22” $1099 

and EEE widths 
- $799 

2 A classic favorite available in your choice of leather uppers . . some made in Spain, some made in America . . all made on American Kores hug the foot, make for easy on and off, 
lasts for superb fit. Elastic side 

Please state your usual size, then width from SIZE CHART below 
Extraordinarily supple, glove leather upper plus super-soft leather lining combine to make this slip- per a real pleasure to wear. Comfortable cushioned insole. Vamp and back part lined with glove leather. Rubber heel and leather sole for added durability and longer wear. 
67 N 91624F Brown 67 N 91625F—Black Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 51099 

Sot leather upper. Fabric 
lining. Split-leather counter 
reinforces the heel. Sturdy 
composition sole and dur 
able rubber heel 
67 м 91642+— Brown 
67 N 916415— Black 
We. 2 Ie. боз. 5799 

SIZE CHART tor Romeo 

ЕЕЕ 

Part of our 54 үм, 

collection of Loungewear 

an sleepmear for 
the entire family 

Men's Moc-toe Casual 
with luxurious 

glove leather uppers 

1 Enjoy the look and feel of supple glove 
leather uppers that truly pamper your feet 

with glove-like fit. Fully cushioned insole plus 
lightweight, buoyant Searofoam sole and heel 
combine for extra walking ease, 
Sizes В (narrow) width 8, 84, 9, 9%, 10, 104, 

11 and 12. 
E (medium wide) width 7, 74, 8, 844, 9, 
9м, 10, 104, 11, 11%, 12, 13, 14 and 15. 
ЕЕЕ (very wide) width 7, 714, 8, 84,9, 9 

67 н 92313F 
67 N 92311 
57 н 923126 

I 

Our finest Slip-on 
with ultra-soft 
Deerskin upper 

3 Moc-toe casual with gen. 
 uine deerskin upper, fully 
lined with cushiony nylon 
tricot for all-around foot 
comfort. Extra-flexible com. 
Position sole and heel. 
Phone ordering's a quick and 
easy way to buy it 
Sizer D (medium) width 7, 
ти, 8, 835, 9, 94, 10, 1044, 11, 
12 and 13. Please state your 
usual size, then D width when 
placing your order. 
67 N 91807F— Natural tan 
67 м 918087 — Black 
Shpg. wi. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 51099 

i, 10, 104, 11 and 12 
Please state size, then зе th when ordering. 

Spice tan 
Black 
Brown 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. s799 

The Classic 
Opera with supple 
glove leather upper 
Д Weal leisuretime foot. 

wear aleekly styled with 
handsome glove leather upper. 
Fully lined with cushioned 
nylon tricot and cushioned in- 
soles to surround your feet in 
comfort. Composition sole and 
Searotoam heel 
Sizes D (тей. 7, 7, 8, 84, 
9, 94, 10, 10%, 11, 12; 
ЕКЕ (very wide) 7, 
8^, 9, 9*4, 10, 104, 11. 
State size, then из. 
67 N 91772F—Brown, 
67 N 917715 Black 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Sos.,..$888 



Hand-laced Moccasins 
with glove leather uppers 

+ . pile lined or unlined 
For Men and Boys 

] The rugged casual that goes indoors 
or out. Genuine moccasin construc: 

tion with sturdy leather uppers and soles, 
mellow wax finish. Available lined with 
warm acrylic pile or unlined with softly 
cushioned insoles for superb comfort 
Light brown. To order the easiest way, 
look in your phone book white pages un- 

sars, Roebuck and Co., Catalog 

Men's. 
Sites D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 
12. Please state full sise, then D widik. 
‘Shipping weight 1 pound # ounces. 

67 N 92631F—Lined. $699 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

67 N91531F—Unlined. 2649 
Boys‘ 
Sises D (medium) width 1,2, 3, 4, Sand 6. 
Please state full sise, then D width. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

67 н 65631F—Lined. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

67 н 6553 1F— Unlined. $5.99 

Handsome Slip-ons 
with warm acrylic lining 

For Men and Boys 
2) Slip-on with comfortable wide-wale 

cotton corduroy uppers so soft and 
flexible to put your feet at ease, Fully 
lined with cozy acrylic pile to keep your 
feet toasty warm. Sturdy yet lightweight 
Searofoam sole and wedge heel to pam- 
per your feet. Tan color. 
Men's sites D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11 and 
Please state full sise, then D width whew 
placing your order. 
67NO2464F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Bor, 65.49 

3 Sleek slip-on features twin elastic 
gores that provide a most comfortable 

fit. Smartly styled with smooth vinyl up- 
per plus acrylic ple lining. Buoyant Sear- 
‘foam soles and heels for longer wear. 
Square-toe styling. Brown color 
Men's sises D (medium) width 7, 8, 9, 10, 
1 and 12; EEE (very wide) width 7, 8,9, 
10, 11 and 12 
Please sate ful site, hen width 
67N92674F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Bor. 4599 

4 For the men in the family who want 
extra warmth . „an ankle high slipper 

with supple vinyl uppers lined with acryl- 
ic pile. Handsomely detailed with top 
stitched vamp. Durable foam rubber 
repe sole and heel 
Men's. 
Sizes D (medium) width 7, & 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13 and 14 
Please state full sise, them width 
67 N 92516F—Brown 

ME Black. 
Shipping weight 1 1b. 8 oz “ээ 
Boys". Brown color. 
Sises D (medium) width 1,2, 3, 4, S and 6. 
Please stale full sise, then D width 
67N655 16F—Shpe. wt. 11b. 4 ое. 49 

Just say “Charge It” 
when you phone your order 

. see page 255 

Men's sizes 

IN 
D AND EEE 
WIDTHS 
$599 

Unlined 
Men's sizes 

15649 
Boys sues 
$599 



Bart of our 54 page 

collection of sleepthings COMFORTERS THAT ZIP INTO SLUMBER BAGS 
and Loungewear for * Unzipped. they're generous twin- — * Zipped. they're 34x80-inch slumber the entire family size comforters, 68x80 inches bags for parties. overnight guests 

LA tru E) Comforter-Siumber 

(Р thru К) Coordinating Mini-Pillows. Both sides brightly printed 100% cotton. 100% polyester fill 
Measure 17323 inches. 

State color number above for (A) Super Dot only. 
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Part of our <4 page 

calcio] Loungewear 

оп these корге, LONG ROBES ana they're all machine washable 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

E I COZY, PLUSH 
) RAIL-CUT PILE 

\ t Warm rail-cut pile has the luxurious look of 
acrylic " 

^ 
ә 

bow trim, Button front. Three-quarter-length sleeves. Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry. So easy to buy when [ you just use the phone. Н State sise 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See chart below 
29 N 5851F—Red 29 N 5855F— Yellow fr 29 N 5852F— Blue. 29 N 5856F— Lilac 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. Each $6.99 

ац Т t A ul 
Soft п warm Slipper Socks 

- “ àre machine washable. 

Plush acrylic pile upper has ribbed acrylic 
knit top for stay-on fit. Composition padded vinyl sole is pile lined for comfort and warmth. Color-cued to robes above. Machine 
wash, warm. Sizes S(for foot length 6 inches): Mifor foot length 7 inches); L{for foot length. S inches). 

State site S, M or L. 
29N 1248F-Red 29 N 1252F-Yellow 
29 N 1250F-White 29 N 1251F-Lilac 
29 N 1249F-Blue e Shipping weight $ ounces Pair 92.99 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY MEASURE AND BE SURE 
32 [jan Sue no oe з : 5 Leaf arly tan 
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Our lowest price 

this season for any 

MACHINE-WASHABLE 
LONG QUILTED ROBES 

SIZES 2 to 6x 
(1 thru 3) Fashionably-styléd, long and warmly 
quilted. Fluffy polyester filling resists matting and is 
fast drying, too. Smooth acetate tricot lining. Button. 
front. Three-quarter-length sleeves. Hemmed bot- 
tom. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. To order the 
easiest way, look in your phone book white pares 
under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
the number to call. 
] Cotton percale print Robe features a dainty 

heart border print around the bottom. Quilted 
peter-pan collar trimmed with lace. 

Sate size S, M or L. See chart om page 33 to be sure of этиш 
29N 58275. Shipping wt 120. .....Each 14.94 
2 Solidcolor nylon tricot Robe traced with deli ' 

сме lace. Peter-pan collar. 
Slate size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or úx. See chart below. [ 

29 N 5831F—Red 29 N 5832F—Blue 
Shipping weight 12 ounces Each 4.94 
3 Checked cotton Robe. Color-bright checks Nn 

topped with peter-pan collar and frilly lace trim. ! 
Stale site 2, 3, 4, S, 6 or 6x. See chart below. 

29N5810F-Red check 29N5811F-Blue check 
Shipping weight 13 ounces Fach 34.94. 

CHILDREN. GROW RAPIDLY 



рип of our s4 page 
collection of Loungewear 

and sleepwear for 
the entre family 

FOR LITTLE GIRLS 

SIZES 2 to 6x 

Look at this great low price for a little girls anklelength 
of soft. brushed tricot knit. Acetate and nylon blend. Back 

доюле. Long sleeves with elasticized сиз. Red, blue and liac 
н 

at warm temperature . . tumble dry. 
Sis at 2.4 3, бок. 5и csi on facing Ja 

293267 —Red 29 N 3268F-Vellow 
29 N 3269F—Blue 29 N 327 1F-Lilac 

нды сы Mer ne 
Slate site 2, 3,4, 5, б or 6x. Ser chart om. 

29 S288 Mad zd whee ON SORGE erat wie 
Shipping weight $ ounces Each $2.99 

3 Flame-retardant Gown. You can feel confident that this pretty 
gown won't flare up if your litte girl touches a flame. 

Lab tests prove it's jis removed from flame. Made 
of согу, soft cotton Button back closure. Long sleeves with 

self-fabric ruffle. Red and white check. 
Machine wash at warm temperature, using detergent . . do not use 
soap or bleach. Rinse thoroughly, then tumble dry. 

Siale size 2, 3, 4, $, 6 or 6x. See chart өн facing page 
29 32613 Skipping weg Bouncer 9 е $394 



FOOTED PAJAMAS 
SIZES 1 to 6x 

{1 thru 3) Tops have button back closure. Long sleeves. Pants have elasticized ankles; skid-resistant vinyl soles. Machine wash, warm . . tumble dry. 
Please state rise 1, DIAS 6er 6 Se lant en pape ра 

1 Ferarstordant Palms, Warm cotton flannel pajama won are up if chid 

bleach. 
29 N 321 VE— Shipping weight 6 ounces ...... cess Each 53.99 

Solid-color Solty brushed tricot knit ol acetate and nylon, Panta 
2 rere pes La ‘back-waist, 
29 N 3218F-Red 29 N 3219F-Lilac 29 N 3217F-Yellow EE 
‘Shipping weight 6 ounces. a 349 
i est Bestes DER. en 3 Seem pd op или itv айалы! discat. = 

29 N 3348F—Red and white — 293: 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. E: 



WINNIE-THE-POOH 
SLEEPERS 

Our finest nightwear for children 

(Тапа 2 ) Our finest 2-pc. flat- 
knit "Grow" Sl 
heavyweight knit 
ter and cotton is softly brushed for 
comíort and warmth. Dryer safe, 
too . . sleepers won't shrink out ol 
size or shape. Sewn with nylon core 
thread for added durability 

"Grow" features like extra-long 
tops with turnback cuffs and extra: 
long pants with full bootee feet al 
low for up to 2 inches of growth 
and that means longer wear. 

Tops have exclusive Winnie-the 
Pooh print; rib-knit cuffs. Solid-col 
or pants have double-fabric knees 
and toes plus skid-resistant vinyl 
soles. Elasticized ankles. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry. 

TODDLERS" sizes. Top snaps 
dosed in back. Self ‘fabric collar. 

2 rows of Gripper* fasteners at 
waist allow for 2 inches growth. 
Pants have Gripper snap fasteners 
at front of waist; one snap fastener 
at elasticized back waist. 

State size S, 1, 2, 3, 4 only. Ser 
chari below. Shpg. wt. 11 ог. 
29 м 32855— Balloon blue 

9 tances: sums. Pullover top has 
rib-knit collar. Tape-reinforced 

shoulders for lasting fi. Pants have 
all-around elastic at waist. 
‘State sie 3,4, 5,6, 8 only. See chart 

heine. Shpg. wi. 13 or. 
Balloon blue 

29 N 3291F—Balloon green 
29 N 3290F—Balloon yellow 
Each 1189 

3 Our finest 1-pc. Blanket 
Sleepers. These sleepers keep 

your child so warm no other cover 
is needed. Made of plush 100% 
acrylic pile . . our heaviest and 
most luxurious sleeper fabric 
Sleepers keep their softness and 
fine fit thru repeated machine 
washings and dryings, warm temp. 

Full-length nylon zipper for easi 
er dressing. Snap tab fastener at 
neck. Collar and cuffs are rib-knit 
cotton for extra durability and com- 
fort. Comfortable raglan sleeves. 
Strong viny! toe caps and skid-re 
sistant vinyl soles . . non-exposed 
foot stitching means longer wear. 

isticized ankles. Winnie-the 
Pooh chest applique. 
TODOLERS' SIZES. State size 1,2, 3 or 
4 only. See chari below. 
29 N 32176F—Blue 
29 N 32177F—Pink 
29 н 32175F— Gold. 
29 N 32178 Orchid 
Shipping weight 14 oz. „Each 46.99 
LARGER SITES. Stole site 5 or 6 only. 
See chart bel. 
29 N 32192F—Blue 
29 N 32193F—Pink 
29 N 3219 1F—Gold. 
29 N 32194F—Orchid 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. Each 47.99 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY 
Sen (not өре) | Sims | 1 

er 

Pooh Bears 
soldon 
page 156 

MEASURE AND BE SURE 
(Ip. 

Order олту мгез ated wth each aem 
REINER. a 

SIZES 1 to 6 



1-piece Blanket Sleepers 
50 warm no other covers are needed 

FUN COSTUME aa 
NIGHTWEAR 

gift-boxed set 5 with masks 

SIZES 2 to 6x 
> 3 (1 thru 5) Cotton flannel is comfortably soft and 7 warm. Machine wash, warm. tumble dry Sale sine 2,3, & S Ó or x 

1 Angel Gown. “1 
printed on front. Bi 

See chart below 
tle Angel Child" screen. 

ton back. Ruffle trim. Wings and adjustable halo. White. 29 N 3235F Shipping weight 12 ounces Set 92.99 
Q Bunny Pajama. Pullover top has pompon trim Pants have band front and elasticized back waist. "Bunny" cap with pink ears. Light blue. 29 М 3349F— Shipping weight 12 ounces -Set $2.99 

ee y Lorgan Sleeper knit of 100% acrylic fleece. Full length 
elasticized hack-waist. Orange and black Re аіррег, Snap tab at neck. Карма sleeves, TE ака Онын. Rib knit collar and cuffs. Elasticized ankles Skid. resistant vinyl soles vinyl toe caps Applique: Red. ۷ Clown Pajama. Top has button back. Pants Machine wash, warm . . tumble dry. 
еМ front, dastic back mint Toddlers’ sizes. State Larger sizes. State size ei size 1, 2, 3, 4 only. See 5, 6 only. Ser chart be 5 Devil Pajama. Screen-printed top has Grip chert below WeMor —— lee Wt. 1 Ib. © perê snap fasteners at back closure Pants have EN DIETE band front. elastic back-waist. Devil's tail. Red. 29 N 3252F Shipping weight 12 ounces „Set 8299 

Cut 51. . Flame-retardant Sleeper 
Knit of 100% SEF* modacrylic fleece. Sleeper is 
self-extinguishing when removed from flame 
Wear-Dated®, too . . guaranteed for 1 year's nor 
mal wear or return for free replacement or refund. 
Full-length nylon zipper. Raglan sleeves. Rib-knit 
collar and cuffs. Elasticized ankles, Skid.resistant 
vinyl soles: vinyl toe caps. Applique. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry. See chart before ordering. 
Toddlers’ sizes. Wi 
56.99. State 1, 2.3.4. 
29 N 32155F Red 29 N 32159F Red 
29 N 32153F—Bive 29 N 32156F nive 
29N32154F—Velow 29 32187F—Vellow 
29 N 32152F Pink 29 N 32158F_Pink Wi. Ibor. ...Kach #599 МАТЬ. Esch 6.99 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY. MEASURE AND BE SURE. Order ony sues tate with sach dom 
Siew not pel] 1 | 2 | 3 E 

inet age] 5 е “| 
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Four-piece Pajama Set 

SIZES 1 to 6x 

Candy-cane stripes brighten the holiday look for 

ing has loop for hanging on fireplace. 
Pajamas have pullover top with rib-knit neck 

and cuffs. Pants have all-around heat-resistant 
knit band on 

matching cap gives fine fit. Red and white. 
Machine wash, warm. Like everything else in 

Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
Stale site 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6 or 6x. See chart om page 38. 

29 N 3ABÓF Shipping weight 9 ounces . Set 9299 

Flame retardant 2-piece Pajamas 
SIZES 2 to 6x 

Laboratory. 
ish is self-extinguishing when re- 

from flame. Machine wash, 

opening and notched collar lapels. 
Long pants have alk around elastic 
waist. Hemmed cuffs. Multicolor ac- 
tion print on white. 
Sik e234, 5,6, 65. Su harton 

page 38 before orderi оны weht 6 ounces x 
Res 1199 x OU 

Plush pile Slipper Socks 
are machine washable 

Warm, plush acrylic pile upper has ribbed acrylic 
padded 

пож and order this one! 

Pair +299 

Partofour 54 page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 

Robe and Footed 
Pajama Set 

] Made of soft, warm cotton 
flannelette. Robe has tie belt 

Screen-printed pajama top is 
llover style with raglan sleeves. 

neck and cuffs to keep in 
warmth. Pajama pants have all- 
‘around heat-resistant elastic 
vais, Sid resistant viny oles 

feet; 

grew rap 

4 ounces, 
pr 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. гәне 1290 

Wide-wale 
Corduroy Robe 

9 Cotton corduroy robe. 
Wrap-around style. 

Shawl collar, tie belt. One 
pocket. White piping trim. 

temperature and tumble. 
dry. 
To order the easiest way, 

look in your phone book 
white pages under "Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales” for number to call. 

Slate rise 5, M or L. Please 

be sure of correct sise. 
29 N 58475F— Red 
29 N 58477F— Green 
29 М 58476F—Blue 
Shipping weight 6 or. 

D 

susti [Sears] 39 



OFFICIALLY LICENSED 
NFL COTTON FLANNEL 
ROBES AND PAJAMAS 

1 Robes. Warm up with a robe in the oficial colors of your favorite 
NFL team. Shawl collar, chest pocket and front patch pocket 

trim are a white terry-velour blend. The official emblem of your 
NFL team on chest pocket. Self belt. Machine wash, warm, tumble 
dry. Preshrunk . . maximum fabric shrinkage 3%. 
Sizes 5(8); M(10-12); L(14-16). State size S, M or L- 
Polonos with official team-color trim on rib-knit neck and cuffs 
accent off-white body. Pullover top boasts official team emblem 

оп front. Hemmed bottom. Pants have elastic waist; бу front. Rib- 
knit ankle. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. Preshrunk 
maximum fabric shrinkage 3%. Sizes $(8); M(10-12); L(14-16) 
State sise 5, М or L- See Chart 1, pe. 43, 
TEAM NAME (1) вовк CENA 
Dallas Cowboys 43 N A225 (Boe) A3 н 451727 
Baltimore Colts 43 N 44255F (Blue) 43 N asıssr 

143 N 442567 (Blue). 143 м 4S1S6F 
ti Bengals 143 N 44257F (Orange)... | L43 N ASISTT 

Cleveland Browns. 143 М 442587 (Orange). | L43 N 451587 
Denver Broncos. 43 N 442598 (Кей) аз N asiser 
Houston Oilers 143 N 442617 (Red). саз nasısır 
Kansas City Chiefs....| 43 N 442627 (Red) аз N 45162 
Miami Dolphins. 43 N 44263F (Orang)... | 43 N 45163F 
New England Patriots. | L43 N 44264F (Red). | ааз м asısar 
New York Jets | Әл Мов (Green)... | азма 
Oakland Raiders 43 N 44286 (Silver). ...| 43 N 45186F 
Pittsburgh Steelers... | L43 N 44267F (Се)... | L43 т 45167F San Diego Chargers аз N 44268F (Lt. Ыш). | аз N 45168F 
Atlanta Falcons 143 N 442697 (Red) 143 н 45169ғ 
Chicago Bear» 43 N 44271F (Blue) erasing 
Detroit Lions. | «э 00442705 (Lt. bise). | аз м 453735 
Green Bay Packers 43 N 42 | anasızar 
Los Angeles Rams. аз N 442795 аз N 45178 
Minnesota Vikings 43 н зө з 
New Orleans Saints... | L43 N 44277F (Old Gold). | L43 
New York Giants 143 м 442717 (Blue) 143 N 45178 
Philadelphia Eagles. ...| L43 N 442796 143 N 45179F 
St. Louis Cardinals. 43 нав 43 N animi 
San Francisco 49'ers аз N 44282 (ей)... | 43 м 451827 
Washington Redskins...| 43 N 44283F (Ret)......| 43 N 451837 
Shipping weight 11h вог 14 ounces 

40 [Sears] us Price 3699 — 33.99 

>) 



Football numeral Pajamas 
in cotton flannel 

1 Pullover top has a big jersey style numeral oa 
front and stripes around the shoulders 

Straight bottom. Ribbed knit neck, cuffs and 
ankleta. Pants have elastic boxer waist and бу 
front. Preshrunk .. maximum fabric shrinkage 
3%. Machine wash at warm, tumble dry 
State sie 8,10 or 12 only. See Chart 1 page 43. 

аз н 460231 Red (No. 22) 
аз N 460285 Bloe (No. 19) 
43 N 46027F—Gold (No. 14) 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. sas 

and sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Basketball warm-up 
Pajamas in cotton flannel 
2 Pulleverstyle top with basketball 

player applique on chest Notched col- 
lar, Knit culls. Pants have adjustable 
dastic waist, knit anklets. Fly front 

Sanforised® . . 19% max. fabric shrink 
age. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 

‘State зім 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 only. See 
Measuring Chart 1, page 43. 
43 N 46072F—Gold with brown trim 
4 N 46071F—Biue with red trim 
Shipping weight 14 ounces no 

Combed cotton knit Pajamas 
(2 and 4 ) Pallover-style top is printed with the 
irresistible Charlie Brown gang. Hemmed top can be 
worn in or out. Ribbed knit neck, cuffs and anklets 
Elastic boxer waist, fly front. 100% combed cotton 
Knit is machine washable at warm temperature 
$ NEES ro 12. State ны B, 10 or 12. 

See Chart 1, page 43. 
аз N 46103F— Red stripes 
43 N 46102f—Blve stripes 
43 N 46104F—Gold stripes 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. su 

sures 8 то 20. State sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
See Chart 1, page 43. 

43 N 485731— Blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces s 
Prana Charter, O Unid feature System, ine. 1072 

аз N A6571F— Gold 



part of over 54 page 

collection of Lowngenvar 

and Sleepwear for 

(сеш family 

1 Bibles corduroy Robe is soft 
and warm in 100% cotton. 

Shawl collar and tie belt in con. 
trasting color 2 lower patch 
pockets, 1 chest pocket. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry 
Sizes 58) and M(10-12). State 
size S, M only, See Chart 1, pg. 43. 
43 м 440855 — Bhue. berry trim 
аз N 440865 — Berry, blue trim 
Shy. wt. 1h зө 797 
Sizes L(14-16), XL(18-20), State 
Lor XL only. See Chart 1, ре. 43. 
аз N 44087F — lise berry trim 
43 М 44088F — Berry. өе trim 
Shy. wt Lb Bor su 

2, PERMA-PREST® flannel Robe 
© in a bright plaid pattern 
Softly blended of 65% cotton, 39% 
polyester. Robe features shawl 
collar, 2 lower patch pockets and 
cuffs. Tie belt. Machine washable 
warm temperature and tumble 
dry for no ironing 
State size, 10 or 12. 
See Chart 1. page 43. 

43 N A4 1008 — Rod 
43 N 441085 — iue 
Shipping weight 1I Kos... $4.90 
State size 14, 16, 18 or 20, 
See Chart 1. page 43. 

43 N 44309f — ud 
43 N 443087 — live 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 100m .... 5599 

PERMA-PREST® flannel Pajo- 
mos of 65% cotton, ЗУ® poly. 

ester, Contrast trim on chest 
pocket, cuffs and long point collar. 
Pants have adjustable elastic 
waistband, fly front. Sanforized® 
maximum fabric shrinkage 1% 

Machine wash warm. tumble dry 
for no ironing 

Regular sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18 and 20. State size 
See Chart 1 on page 43. 

43 N 46496 — Dive print 
43 N AGASTE — Derry print 
Shipping werght 14 at s% 

о 
Look at this 

low, low price 
for 

cotton knit 
Pajamas 

Д Indian design shppereite. 80% Creslan® acrylic. 2 —Ü er q thn ving idee Machine ach warm Sal 278 D See Char blo / 1 $289 
АЗМ 18912F— Hie We Gor... 5299 AN TEDTIF- Rad Wi Goz.. S299 
5 Solid<color м soles, SIZES 8 TO 12 

vinyl sides. Mach. wash, warm. Stat See Chart below 
азм 18995 — Ph blue Knit Football numeral Pajomos blended of soft 100% cotton. Neck. Shipping weight $299 Demi pecie. ا mid ka Ма cuffs and anklets are ribbed for a trim Gt. Long pants have an 
> chine wash, warm. Sizes M(83), L(10-11). State M or L See Chart below асаасан ахсани VADO n аз м 18944F Olive, white — 43 N TB945F— Red, white 43 N 18946F — Blue, white nd colors, Machine wach, vera nid tundo dry herine weight 6 conces Mr zes В, 10 and 12. State sise. See Chart 1 on page 43. z ez аз NABATIF — Blue with navy rim Slipper I | EI 43 м 45472F — Gold with red trim [Tm] | | Shipping weicht Sock Size} 6 | 7 



отпее wo ros ROBES, PAJAMAS 
AND PAJAMA SETS FOR BOYS 

7 Cotton flannel Ski Robe ond 
Pojoma Set Shawl collar 

wrap-around robe has tie belt and 
one convenient lower patch pock 
et. Pullover-style pajama top has 
straight bottom to wear in or out. 
White ribbed knit neck, cuffs and 

Pants have elastic boxer 
Пу front Preshrunk 

maximum fabric shrinkage is 9% 
Machine wash, warm. Bay it the 
easy way order by phone 

State size 8, 10 or 12 
See Chart 1 below 

E AND PAJAMA SET 
43 N 460635 Rell 
аЗ N 480827 Bive 
Suy wt 1, fot $95.99 

AS N 460235 — Red 

Shipping meht Hc 259 

B PERMA-PREST® broadcloth 
print Robe and Pajama Set of 

50% polyester. 50% cotton. Robe 
has contrast shaw! collar. 2 front 
pockets. Tie belt. Contrast-color 
trim accents cuffs, collar and 
front pocket on coat style pajama 
tops. Pants have fly front, adjust 
able knit covered elastic waist. 
Preshrunk... max fabric shrink 
age 3%. No ironing .. machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry 
State size 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 or 

20 only. See Chart 1 below 
ROBE AND PAJAMA SET 
аз м A4298F — Berry 
«з N 44290" — Bior 
pd 559.99 

43 N 45290F — Berry 
43 N 45299 — Blue 
Supping weight 14 oc “a 

Y Cotton flannel plaid Robe and 
Pojomo Set in bright patterns. 

Robe has shawl collar and ie belt 
two front patch pockets. Matching 
pullover pajama top has straight 
bottom, — contrast<olor collar 
Solid-color pants have elastic 
boxer waist, fly front. Preshrunk 
for maximum fabric shrinkage of 
3%. Machine wash, warm. 

State sive 8, 10. 12, 14, 16. 
18 or 20. See Chart 1, below 
ROME AND PAJAMA SET 
43 N 46482F — Blue 
43 N 464837 — Red 
Shy wt 31 140e... Set 37.09 

43 N AGABOF — liue 
43 N 46487F — Rad 
Shipping weight 14 08 3133 

"Charge It 
if you wish 
see page 255 

MEASURING CHART 1: for P. s- Sues 8 to 20 
[35 [3e T3 T 

W820, 0 | 001, 6ё 
Ea a] 38 

Sues | 
Height, in 
Chest. m 



CUDDIY SOFT 
PILE ROBES 

{1 and 2) Cory warm pile of acrylic on cotton back. 
Front button closure. Side-seam pocket. */-length 
Sleeves. Machine wash, warm. Girl 4. 

VISF— Slate rise. Shpg. WL 1 b. Boz......41090. 
HET lail-eut fur-look Robe. A-line shaping. Peter-pan 
collar. 3-way ribboo-tie belt. , wear it to gather en- 

ог through side slits to gather only front 

44 [Sears] m 



0n these two pages 

MACHINE -WASHABLE LONG ROBES 
girls sizes 7 to 14 

White lace trims peter-pan collar, | 
Yelength sleeves and front oí 

5—88 robe Button front closure. Side seam | 
Only pocket. Monsanto nylon tricot; puffy 

polyester quilt fill; acetate tricot 
backing. Machi | ine wash, warm. 
Guaranteed to give ове year's nor. 

A great price for @ mai wear or return ior replacement or 
quilted nylon Robe "E Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 

om 

TI NANIGF-Red - 
for one year ‘Stale sise. Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 

Warmly quilted 
print Robe 

2 gerer tbe siea шры 
ful print- 

ed shirt of quilted cotton, 
Skirt is navy, yellow, red, 

paisley mo- 

wonderful look. Navy ac 
cents. Robe has empire styl- 
ing, big pouffy sleeves, man- 
darin collar. Front button do- 
sure. Side-seam pocket. Puffy 
polyester quilt fill; acetate tn- 
cot backing. Machine wash, 
warm. Why not pick up the 
phone and order it? 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 44 

Stale sise. 
Shipping weight 1 I. 

7741206 

uit [Sears] 45 



SLEEPWEAR 
MATCH-UPS 
tor girls’ sizes 7 to 14 

Long Robes with the shirt-and-skirt look . 
(1 and 2) Tartan Plaid. Red plaid skirt; white bodice, lace and ricrac trim. 
Girls! sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
1 Robe. White bodice is fleece knit of Arnel® triacetate and nylon. Woven 

acrylic skirt. 7-button front closure. Long sleeves. Mach. wash, warm. 
77 N 4122F—Siate sise. Shipping weight 1 pound $10.99 
9 Gown. White bodice is brushed tricot of acetate and nylon. Skirt is cotton 

flannel. Empire style. 3-button front close. Long sleeves. Machine wash, warm, delicate cycle; maximum fabric shrinkage 3%. 77 N 3629F—Siate size. Shipping weight 8 ounces 2499 
46 [Sears] zi 

„and a Long Gown to match each of them 
(3 and 4) Check. Red and white quilted cotton gingham checks. Wide ruf- 
без at hemline. All quilting has puffy polyester fil; acetate tricot backing. Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
$ Quilted Robe. Gingham with a white quilted nylon tricot bodice. 7-button. 

front closure. Pocket. Bracelet-length sleeves. Mach. wash, warm, 
77 N AY21F—Siale size. Shipping weight 1 pound $7.99 
Д Gown. Quilted gingham check yoke. White portion of gown is super soft 

brushed tricot of acetate and nylon with Estrel* finish. Button back clo 
sure. Bracelet-length sleeves with shirred, elasticized wrists Stand-up ruffle 
at neckline. Mach. wash, warm, delicate cycle; max. fabric shrinkage 3% 77 N 36285 —Stale vise. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 5399 



Soft and warm 
Acrilan® acrylic knit 

1 Bright gown with a fresh face silk: 
screen scene to accent the front. Con 

trast color stand-up collar. сий» and hem 
are trimmed with yellow cord. Full 
length sleeves. Button back. Machine 
wach, warm. 

Girls sizes 7,8, 10, 12, 14, 16 
77 N MO3JI—Red with navy 
77 N MO4E— Navy with red 
State sise. Shpg. wt. 10 or. 49 

Fresh and colorful 
cotton flannelette 

Jumper look gown 
engen 
waist. Juliet sleeves have 
and plaid trim. Stand-up 
back. Sanforized® . . maximum fabric 
shrinkage 1%. Machine wash warm, delicate 
cycle. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

2.14 
77 N 36085 Siale sise. WL 10 oz. 

Girls! sises 7.8, 10 
s 

Part of our s4 page 

collection of Lowngenvar Û 
and sleepwear for 
the entire family 

LONG 
GOWNS 
for girls’ sizes 7 to 14. 

Item (1) also in size 16 

Priced low . . yet this brushed tricot knit gown is 
accented with lace, ribbon and smocking trim 

and nylon blend. White. 
Long раву sleeves have 

gently shirred beneath yoke. 
ч 

elasticized ruffle cuffs. Long skirt i 
warm, delicate cycle. 

77 и мове 
Shipping weight 6 ences "2.88 
GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY .. measure and m De sure. Sae Chart on page 184 ди. [Sears 47 



LONGEST 
WEARING 

BRUSHED TRICOT 
GOWN 
AND 

FOOTED 
PAJAMAS 

er offered for 
' sizes 7 to 14 

k 77 N I618F—Blue 
oz 1599 

LS GROW RAPIDLY 

CAPROLAN 24 NYLON 



Part of our 54 page 

collection of Loungewear 2-PIECE 
FOOTED PAJAMAS 

for girls’ sizes 7 to 14 
and sleepwear for 
the entire family 

Choose warm 
flannel or soft 
knit acrylic 

] Jump right into these 
Acrilan* acrylic knit pa- 

jamas with four white 
screen print kangaroos 
(one's already in his purple 
pouch pocket). Pink bodice, 
long purple sleeves. White 
piping trim. Button back. 
Purple pants have elasti- 
cized waist and ankles 
Skid-resistant vinyl soles. 
Machine wash, warm. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 

Sale sise. 
‘Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

77N3617F 2599 

FLAME-RETARDANT 
finish gives these paja- 

mas a built-in measure of 
safety. Sears lab tests prove 
it self extinguishing: will not 
continue to burn when re- 
moved from flame. 

Soft cotton flannel in a 
dainty print accented with 
yellow and trimmed with 
lace. Bracelet length sleeves; 
elasticized cuffs. Button 
back. Pants have elasticized 
waist and ankles, Skid-re 
sistant vinyl soles. Machine 
wash at warm temperature 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 

Siete sise 
77N36 15F-Wt. 10 02.86.50 

Here's a truly 
low price for 

3 Dreamy pajamas of ace 
tate and nylon with Es- 

trel* finish for maximum 
shrinkage 3%. Lacy top has 
delicate floral print yoke in 
set. Full length sleeves. But 
ton back. Pants have elasti- 
cized waist and ankles. 
Skid-resistant soles. Ma 
chine wash, warm, delicate 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
State sise. 
77 N 3609F— Lavender 
77 N 3610F—Pink 
77 N 3611F—Blue 
Shpg. wt. В ог. "3.94 

Al [Sears] 49 



Part of owr 54 page 

collection of Loungewear 

and sleepwear for 
the entire family 

COTTON TERRY 
LOUNGEWEAR 

send in for monogram. 2 waist pockets. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry. Sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38-10) 
42-44) and ХІ446-48). Stale S, M, L or XL. 

'avyweight terry. Chest 

эз N 81744F— Gold 33 N 81742F— Green 
эз м 81741F—Blve 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. $1299 
TALL SIZES for men 6 feet to 6 feet 3 inches. 

State size М. L or XL only. 
33 м 81754 Go эз н 81752F— Green 
33 м 81751F—Blue 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces 51399 

Kimono. Green, white, blue, sand stripe combo. 2 
waist pockets. length sleeves. Machine wash. 

warm, tumble dry 

Men's Mediumweight - A ر و m o ый 
One size fits waist 28 to 42 in. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 1399 $850 

waist pockets Ma- 
5 Slipper socks. 85% cotton terry, 15% stretch ny 

lon top. Rubber sole and vinyl sidewall. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry. See Chart below 

chine wash, warm, tumble dry. Chest 33 N'18974F Gold 33 м 18971F—L 
sizes S(34-36 in. M(38-40); L(42 эз N 18979F_ White 33 N 18973F—S 
44); XLIAG 48). Siale S, M, L or Sate sock ss 112, 13. WL бог 
33 N 8165 1F— Blue 
33 N 81659. White 
баж wt 1 1b. 1 

50 [Sears] 2: 

PPER SOCK SIZE CHART 
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Men's Fleeced Robes in 
РЕКМА:РКЕЅТ" fabrics 
Luxurious softness and comfort 

plus cozy warmth 
(6 and 7) Smoothly napped fabric of 80% Arnel® 
triacetate and 20% nylon. Two waist pockets. 
Non-slip sash . . Gripper snaps hold it in place. 
Machine wash, warm. tumble dry 

Chesterfield style. Chest pocket. Contrast 
trim on cuffs, facing and collar. Chest sizes 

S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). Stale 
size S, M, L or XL. 
33 н 80384F—Gold with brown trim 
ЭЗ N 80381F- with wine trim 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 919.00 

Kimono. Roomy styling with */ length sleeves. 
Оте sine fis all 

эз N 80393— Brown 
эз N 80356— Wine. 
33 N 80357—Blue 
33 N 80353— Copper. 
33 N 80392—Bottle green 
Shipping weight 1 pound & ounces 11600 

Slipper Socks 
Sueded split cowhide foot with 4x4 in ribbed top of 100% Orlon” acrylic. Rub ber soles. Hand wash, separately, drip Фу. Slale sack тше 10, 13 I2or 13 
33 N 189327 —Avocado 33 N 18934r—Gold 33 N 180387 Back 
See Chart, facing page. Wt. 7 oz. 55.65 

Men's PERMA*PREST* 
Color-coordinated Nightwear 
Wrinkle-resistant pajamas and robe 

in crisply woven fabrics 
(B thru 10 ) Machine washable warm temperature 
and tumble dry. Chest sizes $(34-36 in.) M(38- 
40); 1442-4); XL(46-48). 
B Burgundy and blue print pajamas of 65% poly 

емет and 35% cotton. Chest pocket on the coat 
Adjustable Gripper* snap waist with Gripper® 
snap fly. State sise S, M, L or XL. 
3з н 11976F—Shipping weight 1 lb. +599 
TALL sizes for men 6 feet to 6 feet 3 inches, 
33N 11986F—Siote M, L, XL only. WL 1 16.66.49 

Solid robe with check trim. 50% Kodel® poly. 
ester and 50% Avril! rayon. 2 waist pockets. 

Chest pocket. Non-slip sash. State S, M, L or XL. 
33 N 80846F—Burgundy 33 N 80841F—Blue 
Shipping weight ! pound 11299 
TALL sizes for men 6 feet to 6 feet 3 inches. 
33 N 80856r—Burgundy 33 N 80851F—Blue 
State size M, L or XL only. Shpg. wt. 1 ib. ..513.99 
10 Pajamas mirror the robe. 689% Dacron* poly: 

ester and 35% combed cotton. Long sleeves. 2 
pockets. Adjustable Gripper* snap waist with 
Gripper® snap fly. Stale size S, M, Lor XL. 
33 N 11926F—Burgundy 33 N 11921F—Blue. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 99 
TALL sizes for men 6 feet to 6 feet 3 inches. 
33 N 11936F—Burgundy ЭЭМ 11931F—Blve 
Stade vise M, L or XL only. WE 1 Ib. 3749 

= auti [Sears] 51 



Men's 

Tartan Plaid 

PERMA-PREST* 

Flannel Robe 

$102 
Fabric of 65% cotton and 
35% polyester. Just ma. 
chine wash, warm 
if tumble dried. Sash has 
Gripper snap . . stays tied. 
Chest pocket, 2 waist pock- 
ets, Shawl collar. Roomy 
long sleeves. Wrap style in 
blue plaid. 

S(34-36 іп); MOS 

Shog. wt. 11b. 9 oz 
эз м 80887F 11099 
TALL sizes for men 6 feet to 
6 feet 3 inches. State rise M, 
Lor XL only 

Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 9 ое. 
эз М 80897F 11199 

PERMA-PREST* Broadcloth Pajamas 

(1 and 2) Gripper® snaps at waist, fly. Chest pocket. Mach. wash, warm, 
tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36 in.); М(38-40); 1442-4); XL(46-48). 
1 Prints, 50% Fortrei® polyester ©) Solids. 65% Dacron* polyester 
and 50% cotton. State S, M, Lor 4 and 35% cotton. Stale size S, М, 

XL. Lor XL 
33 н 11771F-Blue coat style 33 N 11821F-Blue coat style 
эз N 11773F-Brown coat style 33 N 11825F-Blue pullover style 
33 N 11777F-Blue pullover style 33 N 11822F-Green coat style 
Shipping weight 1 pound ....84.90 Shipping weight 1 pound .... 4.99 

PERMA-PREST* Sanforized* Flannel Pajamas 

(3 and 4) 65% cotton, 35% polyester. Gripper* snaps at waist, fly. Maxi 
mum fabric shrinkage 1%. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. Sizes S(34- 

1046-48). 36); M(38-40); 1442-44); 
Д Stripes. State, M, L or XL. 

33 N 13257F—Blue 
эз N 13285F—Gold 
Shipping weight i Ib, 3 ор. ...64.99 
TALL sirus for men 6 ft. to 6 ft. Jin 

д 

Shipping weight 1 ib. 3 oz. ...4499 
тац. sizes for men 6 ft. to 6 ft. Sin. 
Slate тм M, Lor XL only. 
33 N 132 14F—Gold, brown trim 
эз N 13211F—Blue, blue trim 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3or. ...95.99 

Slate site M, L or XL onl 
33 N 13267F—Blue 
33 N 13265 F—Gold 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 ог. ...25.99 
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ALSO IN 
TALL 
SIZES 

Nylon tricot рь! 
PERMA-PREST* 
Pajamas for Men 
Saco ud жыйыны KNIT NGHTWEAR аб 
a second skin . . and so easy as and a Nightshirt for Mei 
жий, warm, tubis dry Nightahict. Pocket. Vented sides. Cot- g Pajamas: Sour fins top has double sesh, vam, tumble буз: De Ya 8 fates E can ete м бене ^ Long sleeve ca Sizes M(38-40): L42-M)- NL(46-48), waist, double-knit ankles. 100; cotton has notched collar and use 33 М 12920F— Red. natural Machine wash, warm, tumble ful chest pocket. Ankle Sea pes Sizes S(4-46 inches), MES 40): ца length pants have b Siete M, Lor X 44) and XL(46-48) style comfort waistba КЕГИ that gives as you move 6 PERMA PREST" Pajamas. Ko de eS. M, Lor XLW Cost sleeves and pants ar 50% polyester, 30% cotton. Hemos م pray called. Contrast us 150% polyester, NSTI о NIS ollar, lape 0e colton. Ру fr waist. Ma! Siate nae M, Lor XL oniy W 

and pock SMS m Tio i Suse in 33 N 197007 йе na 00% i. Xi Bie ed х них М ЗР майта Bons UR sama Mar 
33 N 11681F—Blue 
33 N 11686F—Red 
эз М 11684F— Gold 
Shp. wt. 11b. Sox. ..97.99 

wash, warm, tumble dry. Sizes S(M-Jó in. 
M(38-40); L(42-44): XL(46-48 
33 М 10601F— Navy. red 
33 N 10606F— Burgundy, gold 
Siue S, M, Lor XL. Wt 1499 

Ml [Sears] 53 



BEST BECAUSE:This 
hostess gown is richly 
styled with two luxurious 
fabrics. Velvety-soft 
fleece top is 1005€ poly 
ester. Lustrous quilted 
skirt is made of texturized 
Ultressa™, a marvelous 
crepe of Dacron* polyes 
ter that looks and feels as 
smooth as silk. Hostess 
gown is totally easy-care 
just machine wash, warm 
temperature 
1 Long gown has rose pink top 

tailored with shirt-style collar 
button front, cuffed long sleeves 
self-belt. Quilted skirt has unusu. 
al screen print done in blue and 
purple on black with accent 
touches of white and rose . . poly 
ester fill; loose nylon tricot lining. 
2 side seam pockets. Step-in style 
with 8-inch front zipper closing 
below the waist. 

Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
38 N 60701F—State correct size. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ....#25.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44 

State rise. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 or. 
38 м 607027 $28.00 

Scan + Bot 

9 Long polyester fleece gown. 
‘Smooth top has mandarin col 

lar, long flowing sleeves with 
cutis. Self-beit trimmed with gold: 
color metal buckle above a tra. 
punto quilted skirt smartly 
stitched in a diamond pattern. 
Side seam pocket. Step-in style 
with long back zipper. You'll love 
its good looks, applaud its easy 

ге performance. Machine wash. 
able, warm, So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 
Please stale your сотта 
зв N 607 1 1F-Dusty pink 
38 N 607 12F-Tun 
Shipping wt. 11b. 

14,16, 18 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

Long polyester gown shaped 
with all the flattering details 

you love. Knit top has white tur 
tleneck and gracefully long 
sleeves ending with culfs; deep 
green bodice and sash. Soft flow 
ing yarn-dyed woven plaid skirt 
mixes green, orange and white for 
а charming finish. Step-in style 
with Jong back zipper. 
AVERAGE... $ft.3 in, to 5 ft. in 

Misses! sizes & 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
38 N 6072 1F—Siale correc! size. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $22 00 
TALL. „fits figures over 5 ft. 

Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14. 16, 
18, 20, State size. Wi. 2 Ibs. 2 o. 
38860722F 92400 

HOSTESS 

NC ERS 

3 

CN 

EN $, 

s 

WEAR 
gracious 

entertaining 



These styles have gre; 
looks at low prices 

Д Hostess culotte will be the star in your 
loungewear wardrobe. Jersey of 100% 

nylon tricot. Jewel-neck; front sparkles with 
elegant rhinestone buttons; bracelet sleeves 
elasticized at wrists; self-sash; 2 concealed 
snaps at the waist. Machine wash, warm tem- 
perature, tumble-dry 
AVERAGE. „fits 5 ft. in. to $ ft. Tin. 
Misses! sizes 8,10, 12, 14,16, 18. 

эв N 60731F—Black 
эв N 60732F— Fuchsia 
State sie. Shipping weight 11 ......51200 
Tau. . fits figures over 5 feet 7 inches 
Misses! sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 

зв N 60733F— Black 
38 N 607349 —Fuchsia 
Sisi sise. Shipping weight 13 oz...... 41400 
Long gown is attractive as can be. Black 
fleece top of 100% acetate features jewel 

neck, three-quarter sleeves, self-sash. Quilted 
skirt in shimmering acetate surah puffed with 
polyester fill. Vivid floral print combines or 
ange, blue, green, black and white. Step-in. 
style with long back zip. Hand wash, alone. 

Misses's sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
за м 6075 1F— Please slate your correct sise. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .. 814.00. 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. State sise 

за н 60752F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ih. 1008, $16.00. 

(6 Loos soem has a romantic ook from its 
raglan shoulders down to its softly billow 

ing skirt. Rich, lustrous jersey of 100% ace 
tate. Paisley print mixes orange, purple, vio- 
let, yellow, green, blue and white 
style has convertible collar: zipper fre 
seam pocket. Hand wash, alone. 

Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16); L(18). 
38 N 60741F—Siale size ише S, M or L- 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. 91300 
Women's sizes Х1/38-40); XXL(42-44). 

Please slate correct sita letter XL or XXL. 
38 N 60742F—Shipping weight 1 b. 415.00 

Burt of ow 54 page 

collection of Loungewear 
and sleepwear for 

the entire family 

The WEDGE SLIPPER 
Acetate satin uppers, 
covered 1Yrin. wedge 

heel. Gold-color metallic 
piping around topline. 
Composition sole. 

15 N S44 12F— Red. 
15 N 54414F—Black. 
15 N 54413F—Green 
Please stale rise, B widik. 
Shps. wt. 11b. ó oz. . 85.90 
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QUILTED ROBES 

ON THIS PAGI 
BEST BECAUSE: The quilting of these 

Ser robes Is trapunto . . an exqui 
ork stitching know 

terns. It 
for its beauti 

fulp done on our finest qualit 
100% nylon satin fabric tha 
the elegance and luster of satin with the 

nylon .. won't durability 
pucker, fray, dull or wrinkle. And we are 
offering the: 

sy-care 

e luxurious robes at amazing 
r such costly workmanship. pric 

(1 ond 2) Robes fashioned with pointed c 
a pockets, self-beit. Step-in 

ayle, Three-quarter front zipper. Qu 
Kodel® polyester fberfil for cosy warmth through 
out. Separate lining of smooth Antron® Ш nylon 
tricot for inside softness. Machine wash, warm 
temperature; tumbledry; do not bleach. 

ted with 

1 Sort Robe. 
AVERAGE . . fits figures 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 7 in. 

Misses" sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. State sise. 
за м 97561 Ivory | 38 N97562F—L£. aqua blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces $19.00 
Wome 35, 40, 42, 44, Light 

38 N 97S81F State sie. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 
wa blue. 

$21.00 
Q tong Robe. 

res 5 ft 3 in. to S ft. Tin. 
12, 14, 16, 18. State sise. 

а blue’ 34 N 97552F—Ivory 
nds 2 ounces $23.00 

fits figures over 5 feet 7 inches 
2, 14, 16, 18, 20. Stole sise. 

38 N 97553F—Lt. aqua 38 N 97554 — Ivory 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. 325.00 

xx. . fits figures $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. Light aqua blue. 

за N 97571F Stale ise. WE 2 lbs. 6 os.. $25.00 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
princes-line long robe 

roo-effect front has scalloped 
edges embroidered in red. Red circ oa white 

50% polyester. ‘Quilted batiste fabric 
rester fill. Stand-up collar; dome. 

hapa re 3-way belt .. tie under bust, at 
or thru side slits. Ths 

wash, warm; tumble-dry 
sies! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. State si 

за N 97471F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 oz... $15.00 

ter sleeves; side 

The coachman . . double-breasted princess-line 
Jong robe that's all shape and style. Quilted ny 
ricot with Kodel polyester iberäll; loose tr 

fining. Braid trimmed notched collar; brushed gold. 
color dome-shaped buttons; root mock pockets 
long sleeves; side seam pockets. Inside string ties. 

h, warm; tumble-dry. Do not bleach Machine w 
kisses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, State эё 

зв н 969417. Truered 38 N 98942F-—Royal blue 
2 pounds 3 ounces $18.00 

5 The layered look . . colorful one-piece long robe 
has the look of separates. Goli-color button 

front. White fleece top knit of 80% Arnel® t 
acetate, 20% nylon. Neat Peter-Pan collar, fu 
three-quarter sleeves. Solid quilted vest of 100% 
nylon tricot. Boldly lowered quilted batiste skirt 

68% polyester, 35% cotton. Side seam pocket 
Both vest and skirt have polyester fll with acetate 
tricot backing. Machine wash, warm; tumble-<dry 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. State sise. 
зв N 97461F- White and red with foral print of red 

lilac and green on white ground 
38 N 97462F-White and royal blue with floral print 

of pink, green and blue oo white к 
1 14 ounces $16.00 





SNUG PILE 
ROBES 

All cuddly soft and machine washable 

(1 thru 3) Super warm, full length robes 
each one tastefully styled. Machine 

‘wash, warm temperature. 

1 A luxurious rich look. Fashioned of 
Malden's Orlon* acrylic rail-cut pile 

ов cotton back. Features smart coach: 
man styling: notched collar; dainty flow 
er-shaped buttons; two side seam pock 
ets, So easy to buy when you just use the 
phone. 
AVERAGE . „fits $ ft. 3 in. to 5 ft, 

Misses! sines 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Please stale your correct зім 
38N68621F-White 38N88622F-Pi 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. 13.48 
TALL. . fits over S ft. 7 in. White only 

Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 
38 N 88623F— Please state si 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. v1.44 

9 A согу comfortable look defined with 
touches of contrast-color. Made of 

Orlon* acrylic pile on cotton back. Self 
ric buttons; side seam pocket. Medium 

blue with peach and off-white. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 

A superbly soft look. Fashioned of 
Maldens Orlon acrylic pile on cotton. 

back. Deep toned stripes of pink, rose 
and purple. Gold-color buttons, tiny 
stand-up collar. 
AVERAGE . . fits S ft. 3 in. to Sft. 7 in. 
Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 

эв N 889 1 17— Please slate correct ise 
Shipping weight 2 ba. 9 oz. ......819.00 

MALDEN 
LUXURY PILE FABRICS 
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WINCAMA” 
FLEECE 
ROBES 
Knit of Arn 
and nylon 

I* triacetate 
ese robes 

have a rich, velvety feel 
a lightweight softness 

and warmth 
Comty wrap-tie style 
looks so pretty with 
dainty Orlon* acrylic 
fringe trim 

(1 and 2 ) Self-tabric belt 
three-quarter length sleeves. 
two side seam pockets. Belt 
may be worn around waist or 
thru side slits for flattering 
back-drape effect. Machine 

ing needed if tumble dried 

Short Robe. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); 

(10-12); M(14-16); L(18). 
Slate P.S. M or L. 
38 N 88923F—Light blue 
38 N 88925F-Pink 
38 N 88922F— White. 
38 N 88924F— Yellow 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 4or....$14.00 

Women's sizes X(38-40) 
XX(42-4). Siale X or XX. 
In two colors only 
38 N 88927F— Light blue 
Эв N 88929F— Pink, 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 or... 91600 

9 Long Robe. 
AVERAGE . . 5 feet 3 inches 

to 5 feet 7 inches 
Misses! sizes P(8); 

510-12); M(16-16); LUIS 
State P, S, Mor L. 
38 N 889 14F— Light blue 
38 N 889 16F—Pink 
38 N 88913F—White 
за N 88915f— Yellow 
ре. wt 11b. 1008 ..$17.00 
TALL. «fits over S ft. 7 in. 
In two colors only 

Misses! sizes (12) 
M(H), LC1s-X) 
Siate S Mor L- 
38 N 889 17F— Light blue 
зв N вво Pink 
Shp. wt 1 b. 1202... $19.00 

average length 

Women's sizes X(38-40) 
x H). State X or ХХ. 
зв N 860 18r Light blue 
зе N 8892 1 Pini > 
Shpa. wi. 11b. 10a. 81900 ut [Sears] 59 



BUDGET-PLEASING 
LONG ROBES 
+ great stylings = great fabrics 

ARNEL* TRIACETATE AND NYLON FLEECE ROBE 
1 Tailored tritone robe. Step-in style has stand-up collar; three quar 

, a ter length front zipper with metalli pul; side seam pocket, Neatly 
iy banded with contrast colors down front and at sleeves. Knit of Amel® 

) triacetate and nylon for softness and warmth. Machine wash, warm 
j Ж! j temperature . . itle or no ironing needed if tumble-dried. 

r AVERAGE. . fits figures 5 feet 3 inches to $ feet 7 inches. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. State sise. Shpg. wt. 1 b. Sor. 

38 N 8893 1F—Medium green with light green and ivory 11299 
38 N 88932F— Paprika red with peach and ivory 1299 

2. 44. Med. green, It. green and ivory only. 
ie. Shpg. wt. 11b. Toz. $1499 

QUILTED POLYESTER AND COTTON ROBE 

9 Our lowest price this season for any long quilted polyester and cotton robe, 
Batton-front robe has front drawstring tie for empire-waist effect . . back drapes 

loosely. color embroidery. Floral embroidery and lace at 

510.49 

311.49 

Shipping weight 1 pound 12 
TALL. . over S ft. 7 in. Misses” sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Slate sise Lilac only 
38 N 97503F Shipping weight t роти 

QUILTED NYLON TAFFETA ROBE 
jatton-front robe is comfortably full-cut. Has pointed collar and side seam pocket. » 

3 A delightfully different print in splashes of lilac, lime green, pink, turquoise blue 
and white. Fluffy polyester fill; acetate tricot back. Machine wash, cold. 

AVERAGE fts figures S feet 3 inches to 5 feet 7 inches 
к Р ! Mises ies 10.12.14, 16, 18. Please ste come 

60 [Sears] ates UTR 38 N 07451F--Stipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 
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NYLON 
TRICOT 

COORDINATES 
Pair up the robe with long gown 

or pajamas . . check the low prices 

1 Quilted Robe in two lengths. Three-quarter 
length front zipper; side seam pocket. Attractive- 

ly banded in contrast color at bodice and sleeves. 
Fluffy polyester fill; acetate tricot back, Machine 
wash, cold temperature. 
Long Robe. Comes in average, tall and larger sizes. 
AVERAGE. . fits figures $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft 7 in. 

Misses" sizes & 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. State sise. 
38N97431F—Pink 38 N 97432F— Blue. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces $10. 
TALL. . fits figures over 5 feet 7 inches. 
Misses" sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. State sise. 

38N97433F—Pink 38 N 97434F—Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. $11.99 
LARGER. . fits $ ft. 3 in. to $ft. 7 in. Pink only. 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. State sise. 

38 N 9744 1F— Shipping wt. 116. 14 oz. ..... 41199. 
Short Robe. Comes in average and larger sizes. 
AVERAGE . . its figures $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 7 in. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, Slate sise. 

411F—Blue | 38 N97412F—Pink 
Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces 18.00 
LARGER . „ fits Sf. 3 in. to 5 ft 7 in, Blue only. 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. State sist. 

38 N 97421F—Shipping wt 1 Ib. 1002. 19.99 

2 Outstanding low prices for a stylish and com- 
fortable long gown. Sports а string-e closing; 

elasticized long sleeves: front and back yokes: con- 
trast-color piping trim. Machine wash, warm. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone, 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40. Please stale sise. 
38 N 27412F—Light pink 
эв N 27411F—Light blue 
Shipping weight 11 ounces *3.99 
панова, Bust sizes 42-44; 46-48; 50-52. Slate sise. 
38 N 27422F—Light pink 
за N 27421F-Light blue 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 4.99 

$ Tunic and Pants Pajama, Contrast-color bands 
at V-neckline and pant-legs. Self-fabric sash. 

Elastic-waist pants. Machine wash, warm. 
AVERAGE . fits figures S ft. 3 in. to S ft. T in. 
Bast sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, Please siale sise, 
38N16963F-Light pink 38N16962F-Light blue 
Shipping weight 9 ounces 3499 
TALL. . fits figures over 5 feet 7 inches. 

Bust sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, Please stale sise. 
38N16972F-Light blue 

3499 
LARGER . „its figures S ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 7 in. 
Bust sizes 42, 44, 46. Please slate correct siae. 

р 38N16982F-Light bh 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
if in doubt. see our Big Catalog lor charts 

DP» ms, [Sears]61 
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The Newest Rage 

COLOR-HAPPY 
KNIT SLEEPCLOTHES 



SUPER-SOFT 
SLEEPTHINGS 
Match up in looks and comfort 

WINCAMA* FLEECE ROBE 
lightweight. velvety soft 

1 Lilac robe knit of Amel® triacetate and 
nylon, Step-in style with three-quarter 

length front zipper; self-fabric drawstring 
belt; white ruffled eyelet trim and side seam 
pocket. Machine wash, warm temperature. 
Buy it the easy жау. . order by phone. 
AVERAGE. . fits 5 ft 3 in. to S ft 7 in. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 32000 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44, Stale site. 

38 N 8894 1F—Shpg. wt. 11b, боз. ..#22.00. 

BRUSHED NYLON KNIT NIGHTWEAR 
remarkably soft, long-wearing 

(2 and 3) This exquisite fabric is made from. 
an extra-high filament yarn that makes it soft. 
and warm without weight . а special brush- 
ing process that makes it strong. Even after 
50 machine washings and dryings in our lab, 
this fabric resisted piling, matting . . re- 
tained its deep velvety nap, lustrous color. 
Both long gown and tunic pajama top have 
‘one button-and-loop back closing; eyelet lace, 
bow, Elasticized sleeves end in a frill. Ma- 
dine wash col: tumble-dry. 
Q Tonic and Pants Pajama. Lilac floral 

print on white top has lilac elasticized 
midriff. Lilac pants have elasticized waist. 
AVERAGE. . fits Sft. 3 in. to $ ft Tin. 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 

38 N 7484 YF— Please wate correc nit. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 1100 
TALL. „fits over 5 feet 7 inches, 
Bust sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. Slate size. 
38 N 74842F— Shpy. wt. 11b. 202. ..21200 
3 Lang Gown has lots of elasticized shirring 

at front bodice; elasticized hack waist. 
Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40. Soie sise. 
эв N 74662F—Lilac 
38 N 74661F—Lilac floral print on white 
Shipping weight 1 pound 51000 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
^f in doubt. see charts 

in our General Catalog 

— 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
Made of a beautiful satin fabric 
woven of 100% nylon, this robe 

offers the lustrous elegance of satin 
the carefree convenience of nylon. 

Machine washable . , won't pucker, 
fray, dull or wrinkle. Fluffy Кобе 
polyester fiberfül for warmth . . loose 

tricot lining for softness 
yled with stand-up collar; em. 

broidered floral and lace placket: self 
fabric buttons; two-snap closing at 
neckline. Side seam pockets. Perfect 
companion for nightwear told below. 
Machine wash, warm, tumble-dry 
Do not bleach. 
AVERAGE... ft. 3 in. to $ft. 7 in. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
Please be sure lo ale correct sie 
38 N 97481F—Pink 
38 N 974827 —Mint green 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. ... %20.00 

over 5 feet 7 inches. 

38 N 97483r— Pink. 
38 N 97484F—Mint green 

2 pounds. ...422.00 
LARGER . fits $f. 3 in. to Sft 7 in. 
Available in pink only 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 

38 N 9749 11— Please slate sie 
Shipping weight 2 Iba. 1 oz. 

Shipping weie? 

12200 

(2 thru 4) BEST BECAUSE: This 
exciting new nightwear features a 
softly mapped finish on the imide; a 
silky smooth finish on the outside 
Has the light, sleek, opaque appear- 
ance of nylon tricot garment. . yet 
there's a delightful warmth and fluffy 
softness next to your skin. 
Made of Antron* nylon tricot that's 

tightly kit... this fabric will not pl 
mat or fray: keeps йз fine velvet ike 
nap and sheen. Washes beautifully 
dries quickly. Shrinkare controlled 
for longer wear. 
Gowns and pajama top have front. 

placket: self-fabric buttons: snaps 
elasticized sleeves; back yoke. A love 
ly crochet look lace adorns culla and 
sleeves. Touches of lace and tiny em- 
broidered flowers trim front placket. 
Pajama pants have elasticized waist 
Machine wash, warm; tumble-dry 
‘They're sent box packaged. 

Long Gown 
Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40. 

зв N 74732F— Pink 
38 N 74731F—Mint green 
State sise. Shpg. wt. 1 b. 1 os. . 410.75 
Lanor. Available in pink only 

Bust sizes 42-44; 46-48. 
38 м 74742F—Please sale sine 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

Short Gown. 
Bust sizes 32-34; 36: 38-40. 

38 N 74721F—Mint green 
38 N 74722F— Pink 
Slate sise. Shipping wt. 15 az. ..99.00 

$12.00 

Pajama. 
AVERAGE. .$ft. Sin, to Sft T in. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 
зв N 74702F—Pink 
за N 74701F—Mint green 
State sise, Shpg. wt. 1 b. 202. .813.00 
TALL. „over 5 ft. 7 in. Pink only. 
Bust sizes M, 36, 38, 40. 

38N 747 12F— Please sate sia. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2oz. ...%1400 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
Win doubt 

see charts in our General Catalog 

Partof ours4 page 
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FRESH-FLOWER PRINT 
COORDINATES 

Nubby Pile Robe Pairs Up Brightly with Gown or Sleeper 

5 Long gown comes in fresh 
flower print of orange, yellow 

green, red, navy on beige ground. 
Sanforized* cotton flannel. Two 
buttons at front closing. Dainty 
ruffles and piping trim neck, beige 
yoke and sleeves. Elasticized 
wrists Machine washable, warm 
temperature. Maximum fabric 
shrinkage of no more than 1% 
So easy to buy when you just use 
the phone. 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40. 
Please be sure t stale correct sise. 
‘Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
38N74681F +600 

6 Paprika red long robe creates 
an eye-catching ensemble 

worn with the long gown or two- 
piece sleeper. Nubby pile of Or 
lon* acrylic, 100% cotton back. 

ripper front and 
belt. Yoke and heart 

cotton el in 

ric shrinkage 19; 
chine wash, warm. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18. Please siae correc size. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
38 М 88937F 11800 

17 Two-piece sleeper is so con. 
Fresb-flower print combines 

red, orange, green and navy on 
beige background. Sanforized* 
cotton flannel. Button front top is 
trimmed with dainty ruffles and 
piping at the neckline, beige yoke 
and sleeves. Wrists are elasti 
ized. Pants feature comfortably 
elasticized waist and ankles, plas 
tic-nubbed soles, Machine wash. 
warm temp. Maximum fabric 
shrinkage of no more than 1%. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 
State site. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
38N 74671F 97.00 
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Part of owr 54 page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

NYLON 
TRICOT 

SLEEPTHINGS 
FOR SHEER 

BEAUTY 



PAGE 
1 Enchanting long gown in soft lowing пу 

lon tricot. Lavisbed with ecru-color lace 
at front yoke: doubled spaghetti straps. Un- 
der skirt is comfortah ie with a per 
manently pleated sheer overlay for a dreamy 
finish, Machine washable, warm. 

Bust sizes 28-30; 32-34; 36. S 
38 N 2744 1F— Peach 
за N 27442F—Medium blue 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 11200 
9 Elegant nylon tricot long gown. Tasteful 

ly trimmed with bits of lace and heart. 
shaped floral embroidery at sheer yoke; one- 
button at back-neck. Self-belt glides around 
opaque under-skirt, slips through slits in 
sheer overlay, ends as pretty bow-tie in front. 
Long sleeves double-elasticized at self. ruffled 
wrists, Machine washable, warm. 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 3840. State size 
38 N 27401F—Mint green 
38 N 27402F— Medium pink 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $1000 

Figure-fattering long gown of sheer An- 
tron® nylon tricot has delicate lacy inset 

at empire waist: halter style bodice with self- 
ties at back-neck. Elasticized at back-waist. 
Machine washable at warm temperature. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. Slate нм. 
38 N 27592F— Lüac with ecru lace trim. 
38 м 2759 1*— Black with black 
Shipping weight 7 ounces 
4 Charming mini shift and coat set in sheer 

nylon tricot, Lavishly trimmed with gray 
lace oí Antron® nylon. Mini shift fits like a 
slip. Coat buttons at the front; three-quarter 
sleeves. Bikini panty elasticized at waist and 
legs. Machine washable, warm. 

Bust sizes 28-30; 32-34; 36. State sise. 
38 N 17803F—Medium blue 
38 N 17802F—Red 
Shipping weight 6 ounces Set 812.00 

Delicately sheer mini toga in crepe geor- 
ette of DuPont nylon. Prettied with ny: 

Jon lace and satin ribbon trim. Bikini panty 
elasticized at waist and legs. Machine wash, 
warm temperature 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, State size 
38 м 16402F—Red 
за N 16403F— Black. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 28.00 

x 

A Seutts to match styles 6 and 7. Ny 
lon tricot uppers trimmed with de 

tachable simulated Marabou feather 
pompom. Nylon satin trimmed low 
wedge heel. Comfortably cushioned in. 
sole. Crepe-type rubber soles. Hand 
wash, separately. 

Shoe sizes 5-6: 644-714; 8-9. Slate sin 
38 N27602F—Aqua blue 
38 N 27601F—White 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 4500 

FEATHERED 
NYLON 
TRICOT 
NIGHTWEAR 
6 Sweeping nylon tricot peignoir and 

gown set. Peignoir created of two 
cloud soft layers of filmy tricot. . exquis- 
itely trimmed with downy soft simulated 
Marabou feathers. Fastens at the front. 
with J-buttons-and-loops. Three-quarter 
sleeves. Empire gown dips low at the 
neck; elasticized at waist, Top has double 
layers of filmy sheer tricot; under-skirt is 
opaque with a sheer overlay. Feathers 
detach so both peignoir and gown can be 
machine washed, warm, 

Bust sizes 28-30: 32-34; 36; 38-40. 
38 N 27432F—Aqua blue 
38 N 2743 1F—White 
Slate sise Weight 5о....5е 936.00 

Glamorous empire toga. Opaque ay 
lon tricot , . downy-soft simulated 

Marabou feathers frame neckline. Su. 
perbly shaped bodice has 3 buttons. Biki- 
ni panty elasticized at waist, legs. Feath 
ers detach. Machine wash, warm. Buy it 
the easy way—order by р 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 5 
38 м 16912F—Whi 
38 N 16913F—Aqua blue 
Shipping weight 8 ounces #1200 



Part of our s4 page 
collection of Loungewear 

and Sleepwear for 
the entire family 

SLEEPWEAR 
COORDINATES 

A bit of fancy printwork 
in Nylon Tricot 

(1 thru 4 ) A totally enchanting 
sleep things in soft, muted 

Print Gown. nylon tricot. 
Medium blue tones, white, pale 

violet) and fuchsia pink 
‘combined in a floral print. 
Bust sizes 32, 4, 36,38. 

38 N 2734 1F— Please stale sise. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces . $12.00 

Solid Color Gown. Crepeset® ny- 
Jon tricot. Fuchsia pink. 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 

зв м 2738 1F—Ploase site sise. 
weight 11 ounces... $0.00 

has вийбмайиш buttons-and-loops; 
piping trim. Pants have elastic- 
waist. Medium blue tones, white, 
pale raspberry and fuchsia pink 
print top with medium blue pants. 
Bust sizes 32, M, 36, 38, 40. 

38 N 16932F—Piesse state sise. 
‘Shipping weight 11 ounces .#10.00 

3 Mini top with matching bikini 
panties. Top has deep V-neck: 

ap 
style has band insert at empire 
waist. . ties in а sash closing. In- 

Shipping weight 14 ounces .$15.00 

Matching Scuffs. Nylon tricot 
uppers cushioned insole; crepe- 

type rubber sole. Medium blue 
tones, white, pale raspberry (violet) 
and fuchsia pink floral print. Ma- 
chine wash, warm. 

Shoe sizes 5-6; 64-1; 8-9. 
Please site size. Shp. WL. 4 ов. 
38N27621F 4300 
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NYLON TRICOT 
SLEEP SETS 
GOWN AND COAT SETS 

IN PROPORTIONED SIZES 
MATCHING SCUFFS AVAILABLE 
1 Long Gown and Cost Set Stunning V. 

neck gown has drawstring tie under 
bodice. Button front coat has self-fabric 
belt, side loops. Side seam pocket. Both 
trimmed in acetate satin piping and pretty 
floral appliques. Machine wash, warm. 
SHORT . . fits under 5 feet 3 inches. 
Available in Medium blue only 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36, 
38 N 273025— Please state size 
Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces . $16.00 
AVERAGE . fits S ft Sin. to Sft. 7 in 

Bust sizes 32-34; 36; 38-40. Slate size 
эв N 27312F—Medium blue 
38 N 27311F—Pink 
‘Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces .416.00 
TALL. . fits over 5 feet 7 inches 
Available in Medium blue only 

Bust sizes 3 35-40. 
эв N 27322F—Please sate size. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces „817.00 
LARGER . „average length. Med. blue only 

Bust sizes 42-44; 46-48; 50-52 
38 N 273327 Please stale correct sina. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces .$17.00 

Short Gown and Coat Set. Comforta- 
ble scoop-neck gown is fall.cut. Button 

front coat has self-fabric belt: two side 
waist slits. Side seam pocket. Both have 
lovely acetate satin piping and floral appli 
que trim, Machine wash, warm. 
SHORT. . fits under 5 ft. 3 in. Pink only. 
Bust sizes 32-34; 36, Siate sise. 

38 N 2724 1F—Shpg. wt. 1b. Lor. $1300 
AVERAGE . . fits S ft. Jin to 5 

Bust sizes 32-34: 36; 38-40. Slate sise. 
38 N 2728 17— Pink 
38 N 272625 Medium blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce . .8 13.00 
TALL... fits over 5 ft. 7 in. Pink only 

зв N 2727 V— Please dale correct vi 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce . 914.00 
LARGER . „average length. Pink only 
Bust sizes 42-44; 46-48: 50-52. 

38 N 27291F—Please slale correct sise. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce . $14.00 
$ Matching Seuffs for 1 and 2. Nylon 

ricot upper, Acetate satin piping and 
floral applique trim. Cushioned insole; tex 
tured vinyl sole. Machine wash, warm. So 
easy to boy when you just use the phone. oe 
эв N 2781 1F—Pink 
38 N 27612F--Medium blue 
Stade size, Shipping weight 4 ог. .....82.75 

PAJAMA-ROBE SET 
ROBE IS QUILTED 

A delightful combination of good looks 
and согу warmth. Button front pajama 

top is distinctly tailored with nylon satin 
collar. Pants elasticized at waist. Short 
quilted robe has button front; piping edged 
collar; side seam pocket. Fluffy polyester 
fill: acetate tricot back. Robe, pajama top 
and hem of pants have nylon satin floral 
applique trim. Machine wash, warm. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, State sise. 
за N 16942F—Red 
38 N 16943#— Light lime green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces .920.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
Fin doub 





pair-as-you-please 

coordinate with a crepe shirt.. 

all are fuss-free polyester 

1 Houndstooth-checked shirt in a sized-up print. Bu 
front closing; convertible collar; long full sleeves with button 

twice cuffs; square bottom to wear in or out. In Du 
ter crepe; machine wash, warm . . tumhle-dry 

Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. St 
v7 N 6298F—Pimiento red and white 
V7 N 6299F—Navy blue and white 
Shipping weight 7 ounces зоо 

* polye 

9 Tunic.vest takes a princess shape, has a front button closing 
and two mock pockets. In Dacron* polyester textured knit 

machine wash, warm temperature . . tumble dry 
Misses" sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, Slate correct size 

V7 N 6219F—Pimiento V7 N 6220f—Navy blue 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 11200 
3 Frontpieated skirt takes an casy A-shape. Bandless waist 

line; back zipper closing. In Dacron* polyester textured knit 
machine wash, warm temperature . . tumble dry 

Misses" sizes &, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Slate correct 
V? N 6228F—White 7 N 6227*—Pimiento 
V7 N 6229F—Navy blue 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. s 

Pullover-tunic has a turtleneck that unzips to become as 
open collar, Long sleeves; self tie-belt. In Dacron* polyester 

narrow-ribbed knit; machine wash, warm . . tumbled 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Stole correct sist 

V7 N6295F—White ` V7 N 6296F—Navy blue 
V7 N 6297F—Pimiento red 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 
Б Houndstooth-checked pants are pull-on style with elasti 

aed waistline; slightly flared legs. Navy and white Dac 
polyester knit; machine wash, warm . . tumb 

Typical Misses" sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
(Fit figures 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 7 inches.) 
VI N 6215F—Please be sure lo slate correct si 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 00 

‘Tall Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. State correct sise 
(Fit figures S feet 7 inches to 6 feet.) 
VI N 6217 —Shipping weight 1 #1200 

SHOWN ON TI 
6 Shirtjecket is the season's newest cover-up, Button-front 

closing with placket; pointy collar; two patch pockets; long 
sleeves with twice-buttoned cuffs. In Dacron* polyester tex 
tured knit; machine wash, warm temperature . . tumble-dry 

Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, Slate correct 
у? N 6233F—Navy blue ` V7 N 6232F— Pimiento red 
Shipping weight 1 pound na 

Classic pants have an elasticized waistline f 
neat fit. Pull-on style with slightly flared legs. In Dacro 

polyester textured knit; machine wash, warm , . tumble-dr 
Турка) Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Slate sise. 

(Fit figures 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 7 inches 
V7 N 6201F—White — V7 N 6202F—Navy blue 
V2 N 6200F—Pimiento red 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 11000 
Тай Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. State c 

(Fit figures 5 feet 7 inches to 6 feet.) 
V7 N 6206F-White — V7 N 8207F—Navy blue 
V? N 62051— Pimiento red 
Shipping weight ! pound. 11100 

чазы 

{OES SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
A Take to the classic look in a 4-eyelet tie oxford. High-rise 
А vamp, Perf details. Set on a 2 inch heel. Composition sole. 
Sises B (medium) width SY 6, OY 7, 7% & 8/4, 9 and 10. 
Please state your usual sie, then В widih when ordering 
‘Smooth leather uppers. 
15а М ASIDIF—Red — L54 N 45391F—Navy 
154 N 4499 17— one 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 31300 
Black patent leather uppers. 
154 N 4309 1F— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 



the perfect 

knit top 
* High-twist Acrilan* acrylic 

yarnis soft yet firm...offers 
excellent shape-retention 

e Plus: it'sa machine washable 
and Wear-Dated* knit 

700 
Beautiful lacy effect across bodice and sleeves 
gives this rib-knit pullover a unique look. It's а 

top you can wear with anything from pants to a long. 
skirt. . and in so many colors to choose from. It's 
machine washable, warm . . line-dry or tumble-dry 
Wear-Dated: guaranteed to give one year of normal 
wear or return it for replacement or refund. 

Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 Please stale correct sit. 
7N9340F-Raspberry (violet 
70934 1F-Pale blue 7N9344F-Real red 
TN9342F-Chrome yellow 7N9345F-Med. pink 
7N9243F-White 7N9346F-Med. lilac 
Shipping weight 9 ounces 1100 

the color-bright watch 
9 Red plastic case and ta 

pered strap. Full-marker 
red and white dial. Shock-re 
sistant* Swiss movement. 
Shown about actual size. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
4N 16791 9999 
*Shock-resistant watches are 
designed to withstand a 3-foot 
drop on a hardwood floor 
without significantly affecting 
accuracy, 

OUR USUAL SIZE 
iin doubt. see our 

"Catalog for chars 



ng, neatly finis 
Misses’ sizes 

for festive looks 

take a 

adda 



PERMA-PREST* 

double-knit 
stretch 
polyester 
pants 
are tops in fit 

and performance.. 
team them with 
polyester knit pullovers 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

] Pants That Fit™. . they're trim with- 

sizes. They're a pull-on style with an 
elasticized waistband; the straight legs 
have a soft front crease. The double-knit 
polyester has natural two-way stretch to 
move with you for comfort. They're 
PERMA-PREST® pants . , machine 
wash separately, warm; need no ironing if 
tumble-dried. You can shorten but not 
lengthen them. Shoes sold below. 
түнү MISSES! SIZES 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Ей S feet 2 inches and under.) 
2 N 217 1F—Bright purple 
TN 2154F—White 
TN 2153F—True red 
TN 2151F—Navy blue 
‘Stale site Shipping wt. 13.08. ....#12.00 
TYPICAL misses" sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 
(Ей 5 feet 2%, inches to 5 feet 6, inches.) 
7N 21765—Bright purple 
7N 1935F—White 
7 N 1924F—True red 
7 М 1933F—Navy blue 
‘Sate sise. Shipping wt. 14 ог. ....$12.00 
‘TALL masses’ sizes 12, M, 16, 18,20. 
Fit S feet 7 inches to 6 feet.) 
7 N 2183F—Bright purple 
7N2144F—White. 
TN 1941 True red 
7 N 19995 —Navy blue 

‚State sise, Shipping wt. 15 ог. .... $1200 

9 PERMA-PREST* pullover of rib- 
knit polyester has a V-neckline; three 

white buttons as trim; a long pointed col- 
lar; long sleeves, White top- 
stitching accents the collar and cuffs. Ma- 
Chine wash separately, warm.. . needs no 
ironing when tumble-dried. Belts not in- 
duded . „sold on page 79, 
Misses! sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

18.00 

3 Print pullover of polyester knit is 
screen-printed in a wonderful medley 

‘of colors: bright purple, orange, true red 
and grass green on a white background. 
Tt has long sleeves and a jewel neckline 
. „a back-neck zipper makes it easy to 
slip into. In-or-out square bottom. Ma- 
chine wash, warm. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

Please be sure lo state correct vise, 
7 N 6886F—Shpg. wt. 9 ог. 12.00 

1 le Shoe: quM а. 
a alg ini : 

Sises B (medium) SY, to 9, 10. Half sizes; 
DO 9%, Stade sis, then B width 
154 N 44676F—Bone 
154 N 45476F—Navy 
L54 N 45776F—Gray 
54 N 45176F—Red. 
154 N 45376F— Green. 
Shpe. wt 1b. 4 oz. 914.00 

start with a 

smock, 
the PERMA-PREST+ 

shirt-tail smock 
5 Polyester and cotton woven in 

> white-on-white nubby stripes. 
Wide pointed collar; front yoke; 
placket button-front closing; a pock- 

7 et. About 27 in. long. Machine wash, 
warm; needs no ironing if tumble 
dried. Belt not incl; sold on pe. 79. 

Misses" sizes 10, 12, M, 16, 18, 
Please be rure lo stale correct rise. 
TN 405ОЕ—5һре. wt. 7 ог. ...9700 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
4 in doubt. use our 

General Catalog for charts 

PIG an 
ee 

ave tros. E 

H add 

patterned 
pants, 

double-knit 
acrylic pants 

a wonder! 

navy blue and burgundy red. A 
stitched front crease keeps them look 
ing neat. Pull-on style with elasticized 
waistband. Machine wash, warm; 
line-dry. Buy them the easy way—or 
der by phone. Shoes sold at left, 

Misses! sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Please be sure o slot correct sise. 
7 N 1375F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... ..09.00 



the 

velour 
pants-set 
lovely to look at 

plush to the touch 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

nubby- 
knits 

9» 
(1 they 3 } Newest versions of a 
favorite look, Nubby-knit pul 
overs of polyester and cotton in 
tweed-look shadings of a color 
with white. Each has wide ribbing 
set off by deep narrow ribbing at 
the bottom. So smart and easy 
care, too: just machine wa 
warm temperature. To order 
easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under “Seat 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sale 
for number to call 
1 Fora smart, pertlook choose 

this pullover with a snappy 
white sewn-in collar of acrylic knit. 
Tt perks up the twerdy-look to per 
jection. Pants 

Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 
Please be sure i 
7WS350F-Bright 

7n3352F-Dark brown and white 
789349F-Bright orange and ж 
7H9351F-Pus 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. $5.99 

Laced-front pullover has a self 
tie with brass-color metal tips 

that pulls through metal grommets 
to tie in a bow at the neckline 
Short sleeves have narrow ribbing 
at bottom. Pants sold on page 75. 

Sines 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
Please be тиге to sate correct site 
7N93SSF-Bright orange and white 
7N9358/- Dark brown and white 
7N9356/ Bright kelly green and 

white 
713357 Purple and white 

ing weight 11 ounces. .$5.99 

3 Pullover with turtle neckline 
has long sleeves with narrow 

ribbing at the bottom. It's as 
pretty as can be . . and a must f 
every wardrobe. Pants sbown with 
it are sold on page 75. 

Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. 
Please be sure to state correct size. 
7193631 Purple and white 
7W9364F-Dark brown and white 
7853625 - Bright kelly green and 

white 
7N9361F-Bright orange and white 
Shipping weight 13 ounces, ‚5839 

to be a fav this pants-set of cotton velour. The 
lace through go metal grommets. Wear with or wi 

Pullon pants have flares, ua elasticiznd waistband for confor omm Ar sib 

YPICAL MISSES" sizes 5, 10, 12, 14, 16 aut wisse 2, 14, 16,1 4 charts in ou ° 
Fit беште, 5 ft. 3 io. to 5 ft. 7 in.) Fit feet 7 inches to 6 feet 
Please be sure te sale correct vise. Pie o state correct sist. "Charge It sh 
V7 н 5015F— American beauty n V7 N 5017F—American beauty rose See pa; 
V7 N 5016F—Navy blue v7 N SO185—Navy blue 

bipping weight 1 pound 15 eunces...$22.00 Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. .. $23.00 



..two kinds 

of ribbing and 

tweed-look 

colors 

combine to 

make these 
great 

pullovers 

22 [Sears] 77 



topmost 
luxury: 

n [Sears] 

classic shirt 
1 Rich Uitresa™ crepe of Dacron" 

polyester looks and feels like silk 
Topatitching: generous sleeves with deep 
three-button cuffs; in-or-out bottom. 
Machine wash, warm. Sent boxed. 

Misses! sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
7 N 3900F—Bright pink 
7N 3901I— White 
7 № 3910F— Plum 
‘State sise. Shipping weight 11 os. . $8.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44, 46. 

Not available in plum color. 
7 N 39411— Bright pink 
7 N 2946F—White 
Stale sise. Shipping weight 11 o. . 39.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
эме. DuPont тм, 

pocketed shirt 
Chiara crepe, а lurury-weight 
fabric of acetate and nylon. А 

softly tailored shirt with pointed 
collar; button placket; one-button 
cuffs; two button. flapped pockets; 
shirt tail bottom. Machine wash, 
warm, Sent boxed, Buy it the easy 
way order by phone. Belts sold 
on opposite pare 

Misses sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Please be sure 16 ste correct sine 
7 N 40600 Pale blue 
7 м 40621 White 
7 м 4061F—Light lilac 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. .$7.00 

quick-change blouse 

3 Laruryweight Chiara crepe of acetate and 
nylon. Styled with a tie that's very versatile 

it is completely detachahle to show-off a two- 
button stand-up collar „.it can be tied ín a soft 
bow . „or it can be worn as an ascot. Blouse has 
[root buttons, dropped shoulders with shirring; 
long sleeves with two-button cuffs; square bot- 
tom to wear tuckel-in or out. Machine wash, 
warm. Sent boxed 

Misses! sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. State sie 
у N 2054—Light isc 7 N2895F—White 
Shipping weight 11 ounces жоо 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. State sise. 

7N 2857F—Light lilac 7 N 2858 White 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. sa 

if in doubt, see our General Catalog for charts 



these 

double-knit 
pants have 

today's look, 

today's ease 

of care 

PERMA-PREST* pants 

proportioned 
for a sure fit 

a great new fashion-look 
from waist to flare-legs 
to extra-deep cuffs 
1 Pull-on style with an extra-wide 

elasticized waistband, belt loops, 
side slash pocket je flared legs 
have stay-neat stitched front creases, 

E nts of luxu 
knit polyester and acrylic 

soft drape and feel of fine 
re machine washable at 

ture. . need no ironing if 
tumble-dried. Belts not included; sold 
below. Clog-style shoes sold on page 75, 
wristwatch on page 72. 

8,10, 12, 14, 16 
and under.) 
7N1362F-Black 

Fit $ feet 2 inc 
7N1360F-W 

7N1366F-G: 
State sise. Shpa. wt 

(Fit S feet 7 i 
7N1370F-White 

add the sweater 
9 Pullover style is ideal for layering 

ut. Acrylic knit with 
allover mini-ribs. U-front neckline; long 
sleeves. Machine washable, warm. 
Shirts shown are sold on page 73. 

Sizes M, 36, 58, 40, Stade si 
7 N 9865F—Black 
7 N 9884F--Chrome yellow 
7 N 9866F-Off-white 
Shipping weight 12 ounces $8.00 

the belt 
Perky shiny patent vinyl belt is a 
trim Yinch wide, about 40 inches 

long. Stitched edges; vinyl lining. Pol 
isbes netal prong-buckle. 
Adjust; 
88 N 8160—N; 
занает 
88 N 8162 
88 N 8163—Grass green 

9 Black 
weight J ounces 1100 



shirt-tail knit top $ES97. mue 
in vivid stripes E. 
1 Lonzleeve pullover knit of polyester 

and cotton stripes it up with rows of 
pimiento red. medium liac. medium beige 
And while. Note tbe attractive trim of sel 
fabrie oniho bras ot neckline and at the 
shirt tail bottom. Machine wash. worm 

Misses’ sizes 10. M, 16, 18 State wor 
TN GOOF “Shipping wright hai. 3597 

"int" 9597 x 
2, long-sleeve pullover knit of polyester 

‘and cotton... soft und wopple The front 

Tana ate Spying weight lowers MT 
placket-front 3 

knit top 57 E 

5 
7 Tei 
A tie үзү vehe аы тт 

Med lae. 2 N 13508 Pn re 
N THE — Menon bauer 
eee Shipping weigh лы sa 

10 [Sears] 22 

pair-up 

great 
values 

in 
knits 



popular because 

they're comfortable 

fi and nicely detailed 
..come in luscious colors 

..need no ironing 
..are priced to please 

1 Shorsleeve polo shit 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. 
Available in three colors only 

16, 18 
7 N 6913 True red 
7 N 6910F- Bright bi 

38. 40, 42, 44 
ve colors only 

7 N 6916F — Brighi boe 
00 



Zip-on 
a blanket-plaid, 
blanket-warm 
sportcoat 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
Ein doubt. see Big Book 

..oradurydo 
“3 

ms 

^, 



below, coat spans wider ai 

N17 N 2375F— Winter white 
N17 N 2376F—Black N17 N 23865—Ri 
State sise. Shpg. wi. 4 lbs. В ое. ...944.90 Siete sise. Shipping 

Step out in 
a sculptured pile 
jong coat 
4 Pointy Pilgrim collar... new-again leg-of- 

Shiny > 

pile of rayon (cotton-backed) bonded to 
polyurethane foam. Fully lined. Dry clean. 
Scarf sold on page 89. 

Misses! sizes & 10, 12, 14, 16. 
N17 N B460F—Deep purple 
N17 N B461F— Beige. 
State 

y sizes 10T, 12T, T, 16T, 18T. 
N17 N B465F— Deep purple 
N17 N B466F— Beige. 
Stole rise. ыра. wt. 5 bs. 9 ог. 



)ROER YOUR USUAL SIZE 



the ultra-casuals 

d pants outfit of 
ie crepe-textured 

Tuni lI dodici 
tunic has white collar and front 
inset; back zipper closing. Pull 
оп pants are straight-leg style 

the easy way—order by pone. 
Shoes sold on page 100. 
Misses” sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18, 20. Please state sise. 
V31 N 6193F 
Заре. wt 1. 15r. ...#17.00 
HALE SIZES 14%, 16%, 18% 
307, 224, Wy Stale rise 
V31 N 6194F 
Spa. wt. 1 150r. ...51900 

9) One-piece dress of Orl 
acrylic in a testured knit has 

white ribbed bodice with turtle 
neck; navy blue and white jac 
quard-patterned skirt. Navy 

е sell belt with buckle. Back 
h hem. Ма 

nine wash, warm, Pin not in 
дед. Shoes sold on page 87. 

мивкз suxs & 10, 12, 14, 16. 
МЗТ N 7000F— Please йай sive 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. or......#19.00. 

Dress of Encron** polyester 
in a textured raschel-knit 

collar, button trimmed placket 
effect and belt with silver-color 
metal b 

hem, Machine wash 
Shoes sold on page 100, 
MISSES” SIZES 10, 12, 14, 16, 

O. Plosse stale sive 
Vat м 6180F— White 
V31 N 618)5—Navy blue 
Shpg. wt. 11b.608......817.00 
HAL SIZES 14%, 16%, 18%, 
207, 22%. Wy. Stale si 
узт N 6T82F White 
V31 N 6183F—Navy blue 
Shpa. wt. 1. бо......%1900 

SHOWN ON TH S PAGE 

Pin not included, 
misses! sezxs 10, 
Please stale corre vi 
V31N9182F-Navy blue tunic 

with white pa 
V31NB183F-White tunic with 

navy blue pants 
ing weight 2 lbs. ..#24.00 

ALL MISSES" sizes IZT, MT, 
16Т, IST. Please stale rise. 

Navy blue tunic 

14,16, 18. 

navy blue pants 
ng weicht 32600 

a [Sears]85کک  
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the elegant 
long dress 
with a 

separates-look 

1 Aene piece dress. „long and 
а. The bodice of 

lacy-textured nylon knit printed in 
a blue, brown and white paisley de 

reamy-white accents that 
reamy-white crepe-tex 

on. Long back zipper closing. 
land wash separately 

е easy way—order by 
Necklace sold on page 88. 

V31 М 8170F- 
oping weight 
y sus 16% 18%, 20% 

ау. Please tate sise. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. .-928.00 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

the long 

printed skirt 
with two tops for 
two great looks 

9 One long skirt and two terrific 
tops add up to a superbly versa 

tile wardrobe . . perfect for elegant 
affairs, at-bome entertaining. The 
skirt of Antron® пу! ey ina 
multicolor floral p black 
ground has a side zipper and hook 
and-eye closing. The tops are in crepe 
of Amel® triacetate and nylon . . one 
а casual white shirt with long sleeves 
and front button opening: the other, a 
sleeveless black style with keyhole 
neckline and back zipper opening 

е wash, warm. The pin shown 
Juded. 
лге 10, 12, M, 16, 18. 

V31 N B 174F—Plesse sale sise. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib.9 ог. ...$26.00 



polyester double-knits 

with softened shapes 

жу and an elasti 
cized waistband. M 

Please sale corre! sise 
V31 N 8178F—Dark lilac 
taupe and white plaid 
with dark ас solid 
V31NB179F-Bargundy red, 
taupe and white plaid 

burgundy red solid-color 
1h. H oz. ..#24.00 

V31 N 8180F—Dark lilac 
taupe and white plaid 
with dark lilac solid-color 
V31N8181F-Burgundy red, 
taupe and white plaid 
with burgundy red solid-color 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 14 oz...42600 

9 Dress of erepe-textured 2 Kal ha app cares nd an easy flare, White collar front yoke and сайы front Does ars Lang beck sp per dosing Mi 

V31 N 7004F—Turquoise 
blue with white 

V31 N 7005F—Black with 

Shp wt. 1 Ib. 9oz....$19.00 

THE SHOES 
эр Pump. 

smooth 

justable buckle. Nylon tricot 
lining. Composition sole. Sizer 
В (medium) width 5%, 6, бу 

8,8%, 9, 10. 
Shale sive, then B widik, 
Smooth leather uppers. 
L54 N 44875F—Bone 
L54 N 45375F—Navy 
барк. wt 1 lb. 4oz....813 00 
Biack suede uppers. 
L54 N 43975F 
Shpg. wt. | Ib. 4or....41300 
Black patent leather uppers. 
154 м 43675F 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.4.08. .-.413.00 



the 

Indispensable 

Dress 

PERMA-PREST* dress of double- 
knit Textura” polyester . . crepe 
textured and shape-retaining. This 
finely detailed dress is styled with a 

princess lines, a seif 

V31N 6176F—Real red 
V31 N 6177F—Black 
V31 м 6178F-Off-white 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 az. , 817.00 

and the right 
accessories fOr 

a change of pace 

1 Esrrings. .domeshaped 22mm 
simulated pearls. Clip-back 

style inch wide. 
4 н 3697—Shpg. wt. 202....81.78 

9 Rope Necklace . а 60-inch 
strand idually knotted 

10mm simulated pearls. 
4 н 3696—Shpg. wt. Sor... 4300 

$ Pendant . . textured gold color. 
metal lion on black-ena 

metal disc sures about 
inches wide. 24-inch gold color met 
al chain with spring-ring closure. 
4 N 3693— Shps. wt 3 oz. .:.83.00 

4 Belt. shiny black patent vinyl 
with large gold-color metal fil 

gree hook-buckle. Superbly made 
with stitched edges, self loop, vinyl 
lining. About 1%, inches wide; 40 
inches 
замет 



the 
Indispensable 
Pants Outfit 

У Г - > 

y 

. „апа the right 
accessories for 

a change of pace 

Scart of polyester twill with 
olled edges. Eye-catching 

tannas ANO 
чооон 

р TRONS PAGE po n 
88 N 8226—Shpg. wt. 202. „#200 

88 N 8178—Shpg. wt. бог. „85.00 

(7 and 8 ) Richly textured an 
tiqued goid color metal jewelry 



Look great without 
really trying in these 

polyester double-knits 



(1 and 2) PERMA-PREST® dresses 
textured double knit poly 

ester Machine wash. warm: no ironing 
needed if tumbledried. You can 

shorten or lengthen the 2inch bem 

] Dress with front button-trim. eas 
lines, back zipper. Machine wash 
m (wash black separately’ 

a, 18V; 20V. 2s, 
241», 26s Please state correct n 
vat N S268r —G 
ҮЗІ М $2696 — n maces . $1400 

9 Dress with front button-trimmed 
© ‘set-in bib; back zipper. Machine 
wash. warm. Shoes sold on page 87. 
мк»! sezes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 

V31 N 5447F 

ating long dress . . bare 
and beautiful in crepe 
it polyester. Halter 

tie-beit- Back zipper. 
Machine wash. warm. Shoes 
page 87 
misses sizas 12. 
Vat N6167F—P 

legs and an elasticized 
aistband. Machine wash, warm. The 

1 ody 

Fall General Catalog. Shoes 
sold on page 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 

ШЕ [Sears] 91 



our lowest prices 
this season for 
any bonded knit 
pants outfits 

of Orlon' acrylic 

ГМ, f VALUE) 

style with an elasticized waistband 
misses" suns 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 

V31 N $437F— 
Shipping wei 
TALL MISSES’ sı 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 оз. $13.00 



the classic dress 
of bonded 

Dacron' polyester knit 
d 



Fashionable 
separates set 

a merry mood 
1 Festive blouse in texturised UL 

tressa* polyester that's silky solt 
Pullover style with detachable bow: 
V-neckline; 2-button cuffs: square-cut 
bottom. Machine washable, warm. 

Junior sizes 30, 32, 4, 36, 38. 
‘State vi. Shipping weight 11 ar. 

19N 5164F—White 1790 
19 N $1655— Pale bie 790 
YO N 5166F—Light beige. 790 

2, Boy cut jeans ride 2 in. below nat 

polyester and rayon back . . has the 
look of crushed velvet. Fly-front zip- 
per; beit loops; front pockets; flared 
legs. Machine washable, warm. The 
belt is sold on page 97. 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13. (Fits 5 ft. 
1% in. to Sft 6in) 

green 
‘State sise. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 208. ..59.70 

Petite Junior sizes 3P, SP, 7P, 9P, 
HP. (Fits S ft. 1% in. and under.) 

129 — Garnet red 

төн junter green 
‘State ны. Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 204. ..99.70 

$ Chic blazer in a black flocked ray 
оп fabric that has the look of vel- 

veteen. Single-breasted style with 
wide lapels; patch pockets: back vent. 
Dry dean. Blouse sold above. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 

Slate size. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
19 N0584F 820.90 

Multicolor woven bias pl 
4 Beled long A ine муе 
zipper. Acrylic, cotton and othe: 
bers. Machine wash separately 
warm. 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15. 

Slate тім. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
10N7112F #1290 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 



Sporting the scene: 
low boy cut jeans 

and their top partners 
* nd cuffs. Button placket 

hite 19N4536F-Navy and white 
1 19N4535F-Hlack a 
З Shipping weight 7 ounces sosa 

9) Ribbed-knit sweater-vest in spun polyester. Pullover style 

S MorL 
(6993F-Navy 

D pi 

^ Kk 

R ES ¿ ; Dup mer 
19 N 8412F— Kelly к 
9 N 8410F—Ch 

19 N B413F—Medium Ii 
Shipping weight 1 b. ..%988 

JUNIOR BAZAAR JEANS MEASURING CHART 

UNIOR 

A ZAAR 





Getting it all together . 

Knit tops and 
boy cut polyester 
double-knit jeans 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
1 SEARS BEST turtleneck pullover. Fine 

quality rib-knit polyester . . clings to the 
body. Machine wash, warm. Made in Italy. 

Junior sizes S(S-7); M(9-11); 13-15). 
19N6927F-Flame red 19N8926F-Gold 
19N6108F-Turquoise 196928 F-White. 
19N8929F-Black 

‚State S, M or L. Shpa. wt. 5 02. 98.50 

9 Sweater vest combines a gay multicolor. 
jacquard pattern and grass green. Pull- 

over style with scoop-neck, cap sleeves. Spun 
polyester knit . . machine wash, warm. Tur- 
Ueneck pullover sold above. 

Junior sizes S(S-7); M(9-11); 1413-15) 
Stale S, M or L Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
19 N 8107F 9550 

3 Classic pullover in navy with bright red, 
kelly green and white stripes. Acrylic and 

wool knit. Hand washable. Made in Italy. 
Junior sizes 5(5-7); M(9-11); 113-15). 

State S, М or L. Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
19 N 6998F “1190 

4 Boy cut jeans ride 2 inches below your 
natural waistline. Styled with belt loops; 

zipper fly-front; 2 front scoop pockets (one 
with watch pocket) and 2 back patch pock- 
ets; back yoke; flared legs. Polyester double 
knit . . machine washable, warm. 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13. (Fits 5 ft. 1% in, 

to 5 ft. 6 in) State 
19 N 8305F—Deep royal blue with white 
19 N 8405F— Bright green with white 
19 N 8307F— White with deep royal blue 
19 N 8404F— Bright red with white 
Shipping weight 14 ounces ma 

Petite Junior sizes 3P, SP, 7P, ЭР, 11Р. 
S ft. 1% in. and under.) State sise. 

26F Deep royal blue with white 
19 N 8425F—Bright green with white 
19 N 8427F— White with deep royal blue 
19 N 8424F— Bright red with white 
Shipping weight 14 ounces MIEZI 

Tall Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. (Fits 5 ft 
6%, in. to S ft. 11 in.) State rise 
19 N 8408F—Deep royal blue with white 
19 м 8407F— Bright green with white 
19 N 8409F—White with deep royal blue. 
19 N 8406F—Bright red with white 

Shipping weight 14 ounces $1174 

the cinch belt 
Elasticized cotton in vivid stripes or all white. 
Interlocking buckle is а fleur-de-lis motif in 
antiqued gold-color metal. 1, inches wide 
Fits waists 22 to 36 inches. 
88 N 8180— Flame red, grass тееп, royal 

blue and navy blue stripes 
88 N 8181—All white 

ipping weight 7 ounces 1300 

The delectably 
soft shirt 

of crepe-textured 
woven polyester 

$690 
‘Classically styled to top anything , „it's 
so wearable you'll want every color. 
Long pointed collar; button front 
placket closing; 2-button cuffs; back 
yoke; square-cut bottom, Machine 
washable, warm temperature. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
Junior sizes 30, 32, M, 36, 38. 

VIO N 51585—White 
V19 N 5160F—Bright red 
V19 N 5159f—Beige 
VIO N 5161F—Navy blue 
State sise. Shpg. wt 7 ог. 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE ın doubt. soo our бөлеги! Catalog 
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Heather Separates. . 
for some great looks, put them together 

with a white blouse and a print shirt 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
1 Saware-neck pullover with short sleeves. Heather-tone rib-knit of 

lamb's wool and polyester. Machine wash, warm. 
Junior sizes S(5-1); M(9-11); 1413-15). Slate S, Mor L- 

19 N 6984F—Heather green 19 N 6985F—Heather lilac 
Shipping weight 4 ounces ee $597 

2 Short. pleated skirt in a beather-tone woven plaid of wool. Wrap-style 
with pleats all around; button closing. Dry clean. 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15. Please sale correct sise. 

19 N 7115F-Heather green, oatmeal, white and navy 
JON 71167. Heather Msc, сше, wie nd navy 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. ....... 

3 White-on-white blouse in an open-work weave of polyester and cot- 
ton. Pullover style; band collar; lace trimmed button placket and bib: 

Jong sleeves with button cuffs; square-cut bottom. Machine wash, warm. 
Junior sians 0, 32, 34, 3.3. Pte elec in 

19 м 5162F— Shipping weight 6 ounces ..........-. ‚10 

4 Jumper in besther-tone knit of Dacron* polyester and acrylic Step ín. 
style with side pocket: button trim; back zipper closing. Machine 

wash, warm. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
Junior sizes $, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, Please state correct size. 

19 м 9585F—Heather lilac 19 N 9586F—Heather green 
Shipping weight 12 ounces....... u 241297 

Б) Jersey shirt ín Hac, green, deep apricot, black and white floral and 
gessi print. Pullover style long pointed colar, button placket 

long sleeves with button cuffs. Arnel® triacetate . . machine wash, warm. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. Please state correct sine 

19 м 4533F— Shipping weight 6 ounces 797 

6 Modified crew-neck sweater in а heather-ione rib knit of lamb's wool 
and polyester. Pullover style; long sleeves. Machine wash, warm. 
Junior sizes 5(5-7); M(9-11); 1413-15). Stale S, M or L. 

19 N 6988F—Heather green 19 N 6989F— Heather lilac 

17 Gored skirt in a beatber-ione knit of Dacron” polyester and acrylic. 
Step-in style with elasticized waistband: belt bas anap closing and met. 

al tab-trim. Machine washable, warm temperature. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. Please slate correct sie. 

19 N 7113F—Heather green 19 N 7114F—Heather lac 
‘Shipping weight 9 ounces . t 2009897 

8 U:neck pullover in а heather-tone knit of polyester, wool and nylon. 
Multicolor jacquard pattern combines with solid-color ribbing. Ma- 

‘chine washable, warm. The turtieneck sweater is sold on page 101, 
eic SiS MILI 1412-13), Siak S M or La 

with green, lilac, oatmeal and white 
HIE with green, ilac, oatmeal and white 
Shipping weight 4 ounces venne 0597 

Pants in a beather-tone knit of Dacron* polyester and Orlon* acrylic. 
Pull-on style with elasticized waistband . . cut to ride 1 inch below 

your natural waistline; bet loops; flared legs with mock cuffs. Machine 
‘wash, warm. The white webbed belt is sold on page 97. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, Please siate correct sise 
19 N 8418F—Heather green 19 N 8419F—Heather lilac 

‘Shipping weight 1 pound .... 19.97 

81197 

797 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
10 Pullover in a beather-tone rib-knit of lamb's woo! and polyes 

ter. Styled with a wl collar and button placket; long: 
sleeves with white cuffs, Machine washable, warm temperature. 
Junior sizes S(S-7); М(9-11); 1413-15). State S. M ot La 
HIR po aie 
19 N 6990r— green with white 

~ (—— Shipping weight 6 ounces 1897 
ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE Woven plaid pants of wool in heather-tones of Hac, green, 

ue digo Cuna cam о утре ун чч 
Styled with belt loops; zipper fly-front; 2 front slash pock Just say "Charge It" mre M оре борат 

when you phone your order Junior sizes S, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, Please state correct rise. 
see page 255 19 М B420F— Shipping weight 1 pound ... mr 

ER zs Seara]99 



Separates 
with style 

Abstract print cotton knit shirt in an 
interesting combination of turquoise 

blue, white, black, rust brown and medi 
um tan. Pullover-style has pointed collar; 
4-button placket closing: long sleeves. 
with button cuffs. Machine wash, warm. 
Turüeneck top sold on page 97. 
Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11); 

113-15). Please state S, M or L. 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
19N 6023F 880 

9 Black-and-white glen plaid pants of 
brushed cotton denim . . а great clas- 

sic look. Styled to ride at your natural 
waistline; belt loops; zipper {ly-{ront; two 
front slash pockets; cuffed legs. Machine 
washable, warm. Buy this the easy way 
order by phone. 

Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13,15. 
Please be sure lo slate correct in. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 
19 М 8421F 11090 

Gabardine pants of rayon and nylon. 
the 1990's pants look brought up- 

to-date. Styled to ride 2 inches below 
your natural waistline; belt loop: zipper 
fly-front: wide legs. Dry clean. 

Junior sizes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. 
Please be sure to sate correct vise. 
19 N 8422F White 
19 N 8423F—Black. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce... 49.90. 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE fin doubt see charts in 
our General Catalog 

Just say "Charge It" 
when you phone your order 

see page 255 

4 THE SHOE. - a high rise 
pump with contrasting metal 

bar across seamed vamp. Vinyl 
uppers. Cushioned nylon tricot 
lining. Composition sole, 1% inch 
heel 
Sines B (med.) $% to 9 and 10, 
НАЙ sizes: по 9/4. Stale sizz, then 
B'dik 
LS4N45 103F-Red patent vinyl 
L54N43703F-Black patent vinyl 
LS4N44703F-Bone kid-grained 

vinyl 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 91200 



* The rib-knit sweater in two great styles 
! and six great colors 

AN nee 

/ “мшш Y 2-129 AND SAVE | Any 
— 
2 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 



Classic Mixers timely separates that clearly 
state the look of today 

"a 1 шаре pullover ia Orne 
acrylic knit. Machine washable, 

E 4 ‘ara temperate, Why pot pick 
up the phone and order it? 

/ Junior sizes S(S-7); M(9-11); 
Lí13-19). Slate S, M or L. 

J Á V19 м 94836 —Winter white 
уто N 9482F— Light blue 

кх Shipping weight 6 ounces ..97.90 
9 Light blue pullover has rib 

bound squared neckline and 
light blue and white short puffed 
sleeves. Orlon* acrylic knit 
machine washable, warm. 

Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11); 
L(13-15). State S, Mor L. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
VION GABF .... 25.90 

Wool flannel trousers have 
top-stitching at the raised 

waistline and on the mock-pocket 
flaps. Zipper fly-front and but- 
ton dosing. Fully lined with cot 
ton. Dry dean. 
Junior sizes S, 7,9, 11, 13, 15. 

V19 N 9485F—Winter wi 
V19 N 9486F— Light blue 
Stade sise. Shp, wt. 1 Ib. ..91490 

4 Charming print shirt in broad- 
doth of polyester and cotton. 

Shirt body is checked in light blue 
and white; light pink and white 
checks with pink floral overprint 
make up the top-stitched collar, 
front placket closing and 2-button 
cuffs. Machine wash, warm. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
Sate sis. Shipping weight $ ог. 
VION 9487F 47.90 
5 Arreat-looking vest in light 
blue wool flannel. V-neckline, 

button closing, tucking and mock 
pocket flaps in front. Dry dean. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
Slate size. Shipping weight 5 oz. 
VION 9488F 99.90 
6 Front pleated skirt in light 

blue wool flannel. Top-stitch 
ing trims waistband and hip. 
stitched pleats. Back zipper clos- 
ing. Dry dean. 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
State sise. Shipping weight 8 os. 
VION 9489F $1090 

T] Halter styled sweater. . wear 
it solo or over a shirt or extra 

sweater for a layered look. Pull 
over style with back-neck ties. 
Orlon® acrylic rib-knit in winter 
white with light blue, pink and 
gold stripes. Machine wash, 
warm. 

Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11); 13-19). Sate S, Mor L. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
19 N9490F #790 
8 Sunburst pleated skirt . „an 

kle-length elegance in wool 
flannel. Back zipper. Dry clean. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9. 11, 13, 15. 

VIO N 949 17— Light blue 
V19 N 9402F— Winter white 
State sise. WL 10b. Koz. ..918.90 



Acrylic 
sweater-knit 
pantsuits 

$1997 



Feature yourself in velour 

t 9 The pants outfit 
pants of Ar 

nylon with a crepe-textured shirt of Ar- — with a rib-knit 
nel triacetate. Red vest has button dos- ton-front vest is in 
ing; mock pockets. Lons 
and white floral print on navy has side 
zipper closing. White button-fr 
has long pointed collar; long есу 
with butt s; detachable tie in 

on black єз 
deat 
y-fr 

blouse is a pull-on style with ba 
per. Han separate! his 

State им. Shi x le sie. Shipping wt 
V19N 2400F 92897 VION2401F 12640 

3 Haltecatyio dross. . a кте 
dosing. Velour of Arnel tri 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15. Pl 

V19N240 
V19 м 2403 American t 

pina weight 15 ounces 11297 
ring weight 15 ounces, 129: 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE doubt see Chart: пега 



PERMA-PREST* KNIT DRESSES 
These knits combine comfort, packability and wrinkle-resistance with great ease-of-care. 

They're machine washable and need no ironing if drip- or tumble-dried. You can shorten or lengthen them. 

1 Picture-pretty dress in polyester 
double-knit has scalloped sleeve 

openings with button trim; empire 
waistline; flared skirt. Step in style 
with back zipper. Machine wash. 
warm. Shoes sold on page Е 

Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11 
V19 N 2408F—America: 

pink 
V19 N 2409 F—Bright teal blue 
Slate site. Shpg. wt. 1002. ..817.97 

Border-print dress of Antron® 
nylon keit in multicolor flowers 

ов black. It's a step-in style with 
long sleeves elasticized at wrists: 
tie-sanh in back; back zi 
chine wash separately. wa 

Ine-piece dress teams a white 
b-texture with smooth bright 

it's all polyester double 

Petite Junior sizes 3P, SP, 
LIP, 13Р. Slate correct sie. 
V19 N 2506F—Wt. 1002. 

Д Our lowest price ever for any 
long-sleeve double-knit poly. 

ester dress. Pullover-style with 
button front closing; white collar 

t. Machine wash sepa 
perature 

Junior sizes 5, 15 
Please be sure lo siale correct vise. 
V19 N 14817— Cardinal red 
V19 м 1452F— Purple 
Shipping weight 100%. ...*13.77 
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Save 20% on Matched Luggage Sets 
COURIER* 

Superb Molded Luggage 
LA thru F ) Courier Cases. Strong, puncture-resistant thermoplastic shell 
Fine-quality, lightweight magnesium frame. Durable chrome-plated lift. 
locks, recemed to be less susceptible ta damage, give п sleek appearance. 
Luxurious harmonizing lining; appropriate inner fittings in each case 
(9) Softside Tote Bag. Grained vinyl on 

handles (not as shown 
outer slip-in pocket). 

ethane foam backing. Zipper 
bag you will receive has han: 

MEN'S CASES 

Ov Term Ora... | a Га JAN SEU | 54737 re mis Dus n ; 14 009270 | "8257 а бшнп m. | t э | |та маазвсн | 3257 т) эш A Con. | ivt wem | 2787 
rie ande Cau | y veilt Nosio | 2987 

Save $16.03 on Men's 2-piece Set . . includes Two-suiter Case and 
Companion Case. Bought separately, prices total $80.14 
14 N 954312H—State color number. Shipping weight 22 pounds. Set $64 11 

WOMEN'S CASES and TOTE BAG 

[© [ven soa0n | s2557 |14 Nomcn | "3287 |sahousaun | 2987 
|amsmacu| 3987 Linsen | 2357 

Save $2035 on Women's 3.piece Set . . includes Cosmetic Cas 
Weekend Case and Jr, Pullman Case. 
Bought separately, prices total $101.71 
14 N 9928134 — State color number. Shipping weight 28 pounds Set $8738 

106 Sears vs Just say Charge It” when you 

FEATHERLITE* 
Our Most Popular Softside Luggage 

(M thru N) Featherite* Cases. Sturdy textured vinyl laminated to Тези? 
composition hacking "gives" to provide maximum packing space, All cases 
have n strong, yet lightweight aluminum closure that seals lid tightly. The 
strong chrome-plated draw-bolt locks open easily, close securely. Luxurious 
lining and appropriate inner fittings in each case, 
(P) Softside Tote Bag. Strong expanded grained vinyl laminated to cotton 
hacking. Zipper closing. Nickel-plated key-lock. Molded loop-style hand! 
Two convenient elasticized inner pockets, 

MEN'S CASES 

includes Three-suiter Case and 
Companion Case, Bought separately, prices total $47.30. 
Save $9.46 on Men's 2-piece Set 

Sat one ign E Тет a 
WOMEN'S CASES and тоте BAG 

zu T n 

ut VEHIT E nisi |n 
A : сар HORA | инини ию к AA oie ЕЧ 
Save $11.68 on Women's 3.piece Set 
Weekend Case and Jr. Pullman Case. 
Bought separately, prices total $58.40. 
пе N эввуузн— Siate color number. Shipping weight 25 pounds. 

includes Cosmetic Case, 

Set $4672 



Nested Luggage Sets 
Our lowest price ever for omy -piece 

А sued genes vot. Lightweight caes 
of floral-printed linen that is rubberized 

the soft a 

inches 
chen 
nche 
Impor 

Solideoler 3 rrt 

Pieces nest for storage. Imported from 
Japan. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds 
14 N 96150 Set $16.97 

Tote-abouts $399 
b patent 

night trips 

find it very 
la... 3299 

E Orel Vanity Co handy and pract 
Helps to keep things 

organized. About 11x6Yax7Y inches 
14 N TZBEN-Shpg wt. 1 Ib 13 su 

Sturdy Camas $099 anyal Bags ^9 

for ID tag. Protective 

About 21Ysx6hx134s inches 
14 7243— Red with white and Мое 
мн M4 Tan with bro 

beavy aluminum 
top ripper table vinyl shoul 
der strap in addition to a vinyl carrying 

h end. Vinyl trim. Holder for 

Shipping weight 3 pounds Pr 



Elegant 
Kidskin Gloves 

(1 thru 3) These gloves are made of 
kidskin. one of the smoothest leathers 
in the world. Expertly tanned in 
France: sewn in the Philippines. Half 
pique seams; comfortable Bolton 
thumbs pure silk lining. Hand wash 
] Breceletiength. Measures 

11 inches lon 
Sires 6, 8. Slate sise 

88 N 5245 F— Dark brown 
8B N 5244F—Black 
Shipping weight 3 ounces ....810.45 

38 N 5280F— Black 
88 N 5281F— Dark brown 
Shipping weight 3 ounces . ...91474 

Over-the-wrist shorty. Measures 
about 8%, inches long. 

Sines бу, 7, Т & Stole ris. 
ав N $221. White. 
88 N 5220F—Black 
88 N 5222F—Dark brown 
Shipping weight 3 ounces .....99.27 

Buy 4 pairs | 
and Save 

Sporty Leather and Knit Gloves 
The Classic. Sears best quality. Beautiful 
smooth capeskin with hidden hem stitching 

half-pique seams, comfortab n thumb 
Bracelet lengih - ‚about 11 in 
Rich natural rabbit fur lining 

Sizes 506-611): М(7-7%5); 148-8 
B8N5340F— lack 88N5341F—Dark 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 4 ог. 
Acrylic Knit lining 
Sizes S(6-6Y,); MC 48-8, 

88N5337F—Hlack  B8N5338F— Dark brown 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 4 3784 

5 The Shorty. Fine quality, textured capeskin 
in a casual, wrist-length style. Comfortable 

Bolton thumb, About 9% inches long, 
Acrylic knit lining. 

Sizes 506-61); М(7-ТУ,); 18-84) 
88N5367F—Dark brown 88N5366F—Black 
Stale S, M or L. Shipping weight 4 or......85.97 
Natural rabbit fur lining, 
Sizes S(0-6,); MCT-T/AY L18-8/). 

88N5393F—Dark brown. 88N5392F—Black 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 4 oz. .....#6.97 

G Long knit driving gloves. А very popular 
and practical style. Blend of soft and cozy 

lamb's wool, raccoon hair and acrylic with good: 
looking leather palm. Make an ideal multi-pur. 
pose glove. About 12 inches long. Hand wash. 

ines (6-6/4 M(T-194); L(8-8*4). 
INS061F—Deep beige — 88N5060F—Black 

88N5063F—Dark brown 
Sisi S, M or L Shipping weight 3 oz. .....64,00 

Т Shorty driving gloves. Acrylic and stretch 
nylon knit. Cable-stitch cuffs, leather palm. 

About 8 inches. Hand wash, Fits sizes 6*/, to 8. 
NSO23—Darkbeown 88 N 5017-— Rück 

88 N S019— Light beige 
Shipping weight Sounces..... s250 

8 Dressy allsport driving and bicycle glove, 
Fine capeskin leather with gripper palm and 

action perforated back. Snug-fitting nylon 
stretch panels. Elasticized wrist, Comfortable 
Bolton thumb. Hemmed top. About BY, inches. 

Sizes A(64-1): B(78). Slate size A or В. 
ва N 5780F— Red, white and navy blue 
зв м 5781F—Camel tan, bone-color 

and dark brown 
вв N $782 F—White, gray and black 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 98.00 

Q Tho ski tow mitten of sueded split cowhide 
a beautiful way to keep your hands toasty 

warm on the coldest days. Thick polyurethane 
foam and rayon knit lining. Smartly trimmed all 
around with acrylic. Three-quarter inch elasti 
ized band at wrist to assure a tight fit. Metal 
rings and hook at wrist. About 10%, inches long. 

Sizes A(6/,-1): B(7Ye8). State sise A or B. 
з N 535 1— Sand beige and cream color 
ва N 5350—Deep brown and cream color. 
88 N 5352—Bumished gold -color 

and cream-color 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 9677 

10 Knit gloves with cable ot toasty warm 
acrylic at an exceptionally low price. „a 

price that will enable you to stock up for all the 
women in the family. Made with cable witch pat 
tern on back; double cuff, About 9 In. long, Fits 
sizes 6, to 8. Hand wash, Made in Taiwan, 
18 N 5022— Ivory beige 
за м 5020-Black 88 N 5021—Dark brown 
Shipping weight pair 4 ounces. 

4 pairs "5.00 Each pair $1.40 
NOTE: Capaskın imported from vanous countries 
How to measure for gloves: Hold tape mature 
loosely. Measure fullest part of hand. excluding 
thumb Number of inches your tire. 



Versatile Accessories to Enhance any Wardrobe 

] The Shawl Woven white acrylic with open-work stripes, About 
60x60 inches including all-around fringe trim. Hand wash. 

вв N 8601—Shipping weight 8 ounces 3750 

9 Hand-<rocheted Cape. Beautifully detailed with large pointed 
collar, button front, atm slits and dashing hand-knotted fringe 

trim, Hand washable, One size fits all. Made in Taiwan. 
вв N 8651— Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce s1200 

3 Beret and Scart Set. Bulky acrylic knit in a host of terrific colors. 
Elasticized beret sports а pompon . „one size fits all. Scart about 8 

inches wide; 6 feet long including hand-knotted fringe trim. Hand 
= separately. Imported from Japan. 
88 N 357 1— Real red 88 N 8576— 
88 N 8574—Squash gold — 88 N 8573- 
зв N 8575—Kelly green ва N 8572— White. 
Shipping weight 9 ounces 4597 

4 Telescopic Umbrella. Nylon cover and case. Sturdy 10-rib steel 
frame. Gold-color metal handle; wrist chain with LD. disc and set 

of pressure sensitive initials. Closed measures about 12% inches. Im- 
ported from Japan. Gift boxed. 
88N4327—Red — 88N4326—Navybloe вам 4325—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1850 

Double-handie Travel Bag. Shiny vinyl on other materials. Top 
tips two zip sections on outside with gold-color metal pall chain. 

Inside: double compartment with middle zip section. Front and back 
vinyl lined. Protective nobs on bottom. About 129/36 in. 
88 N 2163—Dark brown — 88N2164—Black 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. 1650 



essories Designed atching Acc Eye-c 



to Spark your Wardrobe 

G Sleeveless pullover. Аст 

М(10. 
вам 8961 

8 Our lowest price in 10 years for any b 
© scart set Г 

Q Pagoda-style umbrella . , a 
nes good k xd se 



Exclusive at Sears 

Our New Porta-Quick 
Mist Hair Dryer 
Our fastest drying. most comfortable Dryer 

has these important features. 
* Adjustable Air Vent * 1400 watts of Dry Power 

to keep your face cooler for fastest drying 
* Largest Inside Hood Area = Compact fold-up 

self-contained carry case 
fits under airplane seat 

Our Best Table-top Dryer was designed with customer preference 
in mind. You told us you wanted fast, comfortable drying. so we 
added a comfort vent. It lets you adjust air flow, keeping the 
drying power where it should be—on your hair, not on your fore 
head. Sale, generator-type mist lets you set dry hair . . just add 
water to unit base. 5-position temperature control for hair, 2 for 
wigs. Hood height adjusts. Accemory compartment. Blue plastic 
в N B788C—Shipping weight 12 Ibs. 53498 
Also: Table-top Dryer (Not shown) .. same as above, but no mist 

‚position control for hair, 2 for wig. Yellow plastic 
8 N 8787C— Shipping weight 12 Ibs s2998 

> 

Buy Tigress Bath Set for 56.75 
get $10 Tigress Parfum FREE 

What woman wouldn't love this fragrant duo from Faberge? 
Tigresa Hath Set includes Spray Cologne (1,7 02.) and Bath 
Powder (5 02.). And yours FREE when you buy this wt. . a 
bottle of Tigres Parfum (14 П. ox.) . bottled, sealed im France 
A N 4022 —Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces 5436.75 

112 Sears 2% 

Our Duo-Control 
Styler-Dryer 

has these 
features 
to help you 
achieve a 
salon-styled 
look.. 

* Style Setting 
* Dry Setting 
* 4 attachments 

Our finest Styler-Dryer is so versatile it helps you do everything from 
adding body and fullness to a popular, layered-look hairstyle to smooth- 
ing and flipping а sleek, longer look. Duo-control for more professional 
styling and drying: Style Setting gives low heat, low air for greater con 
trol; Dry Setting gives high heat, high air for faster drying. 4 snap-on 
attachments: natural bristle brush reinforced with nylon bristles, 2 combs. 
air directional funnel. 2-tone blue plastic. 330-w. Deluxe vinyl carry case. 
8 N 8735— Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces. 51798 
Also: Styler-Dryer (Not Shown). Same as above, but high-low heat set 

only, bristle brush. Bone color unit, vinyl storage case 
8 N 8734— Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces. $1498 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: 4l 



Special construction 
lets you select 
1 roller at a time 
without losing any mist Exclusive at Sears 

New!Create-a-Curl.. „¥ 
The Instant Hairsetter / 
that leaves the 
size of the curl 
up to the girl 

Unique grooved 
roller parts 
adjust to make: 

30smal o, 20medium o, 15 large rollers ог 12 jumbo rollers rollers rollers 

ы ш “ш Ш 
— 

or you can create many combinations of the roller sizes you want 

The most versatile Instant Hairsetter we've ever sold! Exclusive adjustable rollers let you 
determine the exact size of your curls—to the hair style you set is as individual as it can be. 
For a casual look, assemble a selection of jumbo and large rollers. For a curly look, try 
small and medium rollers. Specially-textured rollers hold hair ín place—prevent pulls, tan- 
les and snarls. Choose from 2 setting methods: lotion mist or mist set. Lotion mist gives а 
long-lasting hairdo, helps correct dryness, split ends. Misi selling coaxes a bevy ol curis. 
For lotion mist, mix conditioner with ordinary tap water. For mist, add tap water to unit 
base. Dot shows when rollers are ready. Storage compartment holds clips, 1-02. bottle of 
conditioner . . enough for 15 sets. Flexible plastic roller parts. Self-contained plastic carry 
сазе. On-olf switch. 450-watts. 
8 н 2522— Shipping weight 6 в. 2 oz. 926.98 
8N2577— Three bottles Lotion Conditioner . lor 45 sets. Shpg. wt. 601. ......Set 2.66 

20-Roller Mist Hairsetter 
for long-lasting curls 

"Mist set" a bevy of bouncy curls that will last 
longer than with a dry set. Mist helps hair re 
tain body, too, as moist heat won't dry out 
hair. 20 rollers—6 large, 8 medium and 6 small 
Just add ordinary tap water to unit base, dol 
Shows when rollers are ready. Self-contained 
case. Clips. On-off switch. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 13 ounces. 
8N2520 $1395 

14-Roller Hairsetter 

in Lunch Box Carry Case 
A bright idea for quick hairdos for girls of any 
age. Cute lunch box carry-case holds 14 roll 
ers—4 jumbo, 6 large, 2 medium and 2 small 
Dot on each roller shows you when it's ready 
to use. Clips are included. 

Shipping weight $ pounds 8 ounces, 
8N2526 2788 

Buy Emeraude Bath Set for 56 
get $4.50 Emeraude 

Spray Cologne FREE 
As treasured эз the gem from which it takes its 
name, Emeraude by Coty in 2 delightful forms. 
Cologne Mist (1.8 os.) and Dusting Powder (4 oz.) 
And yours FREE when you buy this Bath Set. -a 
bottle of Emeraude Spray Cologne (1 oz.). Get this 
bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears 
and order it right now 
BN 4101—Shpg. wt 1 Ib. oe. 



Cut $5. . 4 Way 
Lighted Mirror 

А ЈЕ, 

Mega 

Buy Emeraude Bath Set for $10 
get $7.00 Elan Bath Set FREE 

For lingering loveliness, give her thia delightful 
Emeraude fragrance in 

Pur se-size Make-up Kit. F 



8 Famous Fragrances 
on an elegant 
boudoir tray 

Power M 

Decorative 
Figurine 

Perfume Lamps 

to $598 

Buy any 2 
and Save $2.08 

(1 and 2) G 
hand painted 

sealed in France. Gift box 
Mo 

5-2 Sets 98.88; Se 

89104 

Buy any 2 figurines and S 

Bay Aquarius. 
Spray Cologne for $$ 
. -get $6.50 Aquarius 
Sachet Locket FREE 

She'll thank her lucky stars for this (ra 
grant gilt... 27, 08. of Max Factor's pop- 
ular Aquarius Classic Spray Cologne 
Mist. And yours FREE when you buy 
this Spray Cologne . . a beautiful locket 
that holds long-lasting Aquarius Sachet, 
8 М 4077—Shpy. wi. В ог. ....Set 65.00 nipper, nail scissors, пай nip 

т, tweezers, nail file plus 13 other 
eded manicuring aids. Sued 

¢ fabric lining. From Austria 
N5423—WL 1b. toz. Set 47.98 



Cheisimon Tres . . colorfully enameled. 
г 

10 Fittoree вей 

Yom. 
13 Mickey Monet .. Walt Disney. 

4N 59128.. эм 
14 Donel Ducks... ©Walt Disney. 

AN s17, зм 
15 Typewriter 

499123, 
16 Mortar Boord...tocelebrate a graduation. 

4n 50122. à 9 

n Whistle. 
An 59126. 

(18 ond 19 ) Profle Chorms personalised with 
engraving. No C.OD.'s, Print first name and 
birthdate for each charm ordered. 
18 изро 19 Boy's Profile. 

AN 6001XV $2.49 4 М 6000ХУ 8249. 
raised trunk says" Good Luck”. 

E 5 

20 Poodle... a dog fancier' delight. 
an 59106. 

23 Flexible Fish. an ancient symbol 
4 59125 E 

24 Crow... dainty and delicate. 
Anl... su 

25 daha. . Oriental "Good Luck” symbol 
AN 59118, 2 

96 “tove Letter”. spells out affection 
AN 59107. з 

97 Beer Stein .. with movable lid. 
AN 59113, 

98 Airplane. a travelers token. 
AN 59124. + 

QU Mod Money . . has $1 ЫШ inside. 
anson.. ss 

30 “Anh Сто... ancient Egyptian symbol 
ANS... 2. 

BL “Peoce™ . . ише» shaped into а dove 
anson. 29 

3) With Bone . . a sign of “Good Luck”. 
4N S9... $249 

33 Faith, Hope and Charity . . 3 charms 
4н 56095. 31s 

116 [Scars] 2: 



Snoopy, Mickey 
and Minnie... 

timekeepers 
for fun-loving Juniors 

UNIOR 
PA ZAAR 

(1 and 2) Snoopy" . . that famous, lovable rascal of a pup, adorns th 
dock and watch. Snoopy's paws move to mark the time 
1 Pouble-Ball Alarm Clock has easy-to-read Arabic numerals. i-da, 

spring-wind movement. Metal case . . 3, inches in diameter. Imported 
from West Germany 

plated case with black dia 
ameled case with blue dial 

4 N 71422—Green enameled case with pink dial 
Shipping weight 10 ounces #1050 
9 Swiss movement Watch has base metal case with stainless steel back 

Unbreakable mainspring. Wide snap-on vinyl strap, Watch showr 
about actual size 
4 N 17544—Gold-color case; red dial ahd str 
4 N 17542—Chrome-plated case: black and 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 

ite dial; black strap 
11500 

“Movement ar 
materials or w 

case guaranteed 1 year f 
nanship of parts or retur 

Just call Sears and say "Charge it 
see page 255 for details 

(з thru 6) Colorful watches and clocks feature the im 
famous by @Walt Disney Productions. Moving arms point to time 
3 Mickey Mouse" Electric Alarm Clock (са 

y on blue metallic dial. Red plastic case 
listed for 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. Guaranteed” 
4 N 7 146—Shipping weight 8 ounces 
4 Mod Mickey Mouse? Watch. chr 

movement. Unbreakable mainspri 
with leather back imported from Ho 
4 N 18324—Shipping weight 7 ounc 
5 Minnie Mouse* Double-Bell Alarm Clock , red enamel 

low enameled bells. W h Arabic numerals. 1-day 
Imported from West Ger movement. Metal 

6 Mod Minnie Mouse" Watch ne-plated base met 
less steel back. Unbreakable mainspring. Wide white v 

strap, Shown about actual size. Buy it the easy way 
4 N 1832 1—Sbipping weight 6 ounces 

1 snap-on 
ler by phone. 

21205 

1|Sears|117 



1 Wideatrap Wardrobe . , complements her favorite 
outfits . . has 3 snap-on patent vinyl straps . . one 

each: red, white and blue. Chrome-plated base metal 
case, stainless steel back. White dial has large easy-to 
read Arabic numerals. Shock-resistant Swiss movement; 
unbreakable mainspring. Watch shown enlarged. 
AN 17574—Shipping weight ounces 11099 

9 Mickey Mouse" Pendant Watch adorned with the 
ever-popular mouse made famous by Walt Disney 

Productions. White dial has full-color animated Mickey 
his arms move to mark the time. Shock-resistant 

Swiss movement, 20-inch chain. Gold-color base metal 
AN 19983—Shipping weight 5 ounces 11495 

3 Clossic-style Wateh by Timex, Oval-shaped 
chrome-plated base metal case, stainless steel back 

Shock-resistant. Black viny! strap. Shipped postpaid, 
AN 18128—(Shipping weight 4 ounces) 1995 

Д Color-Bright Weteh . durable hi-impact red plastic 
case, red patent vinyl strap. White dial has sweep hand. Shock-resistant. Imported from Japan. 

AN 1759—Shipping weight 4 ounces 912.99 

118 [Sears] o 

for thot 
Special Young Lady 

Cushion-shape Watch. Chrome-plated hi-impact 
plastic сазе. White dial with easy-to-read Arabic nu 

merals, sweep second hand. White leather str 
breakable mainspring. Imported from Japan. 
AN 17556—Shipping weight 4 ounces 11299 

6 Animated “Beating Haart”. . a tiny white dot with 
in heart on dial "beats" in time to every tick-tock 

Gold-color base metal case, stainless steel back. Shock: 
resistant Swiss movement has unbreakable mainspring. 
Red crinkle patent vinyl strap has cut-out hearts 
4 N 17553— Shipping weight 4 ounces 11299 

17 Watch Wardrobe has 3 snap-on Corfam® poromeric 
aps . . one each: tan, white and blue. Gold-color 

base metal case with white enameled bezel, stainless steel 
back. Shock-resistant Swiss movement. 
4 N 1758—Shipping weight 6 ounces. 11399 

Note for both pages: Shock-resistant watches are de- 
signed to withstand а 3-foot drop on a hardwood floor 
without significantly affecting accuracy. 
Watches 2 thru 7 above shown about actual sise. 

thu 131 SHOWN ON 
OPPOSITE PAGE 

(8 thru 13 ) Sears fine 
quality watches. Base metal 
case with stainless steel 
back. Imported from Switz- 
erland (except 13). Shown. 
about actual size. 

8 Mod Day-Date Calan- 
dar . . water-and-sbock- 

resistant. Chrome-plated 
case, Silver-color dial with 
luminous hands and dots; 
sweep second hand. Un- 
breakable mainspring. Ex- 
tra- wide black leather strap 
with nailbeads. Buy it the. 
easy way—order by phone. 

‘Shipping weight 6 oz. 
4N 17045 s 

9 Sport style Calenda 
rotating bezel shows 

elapsed time. Shock-and: 
water-resistant, Chrome- 
plated case. Gray dial .. lu 
minous hands and dots: 
sweep hand. Unbreakable 
mainspring. Rugged black 
vinyltropic strap. 

Shipping weight 6 or. 
4N 17041 39.88 

10 24-Hour Dial Waten 
| water and-sbock-te- 

sistant. Chrome plated case. 
Silver-color dial with lumi- 
nous hands and dote, outer 
second track, sweep hand. 
Stainless steel expansion 
band from Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight 6 oz. 
AN 17048 .........51399 

]] 24-Hour Dial Calon- 
dar Watch. . water- 

and-shock resistant. 
Chrome-plated case, Black 
dial with luminous hands 
and numerals, outer second 
track, sweep second hand. 
Unbreakable mainsprini 
Sporty black leather strap. 
with grommets. 

Shipping weight 6 ог. 
an 17011 11399 

1) Classic Sty! 
shock-resistant. Gol 

color case. Silver-color dial 
with luminous hands and 
dots, sweep second hand. 
‘Smart-looking brown leath- 
er strap. 

Shipping weight 6 ox. 
4N 1702 #1499 

year for any boy's. watch with a stain 
stool expansion band. 
Chrome: plated case. Fully 
numbered dial, sweep hand. 

Shipping weight 4. indo. 1.99 
Note for both pages: Wa 
ter resistant watches are de- 
signed to withstand water 
pressure of 35 Ibs. per s. 
inch (in addition to normal 
atmospheric pressure) as 
long as crystal, crown and 
back remain intact. 



Direct Read 
Calendar 

Wrist Alarm 

Chronograph 



TIME TRAINER 
WALL CLOCK Time-teaching 

Clocks and 
Watches... 

educational gifts 
that help children 

learn to tell time 
easily and quickly 

1 Colorful Hectic Clock... yellow and green dial tells “before” and 
the hourdime. Red hand points to minutes; white hand 
ıe hour. White plastic case measures 8Ys-inches in diameter. 

ed for 110-120 volt. G0-<yele За! record album and book 
А child to tell time are included. that t 

4 N 7863 Shipping weight 1 pound 31299 

2 Children’s Animated Watch tells time blue glove points 
to the hour. red glove points to the minutes; easy-to-read blue 

back. White dial. Red vinyl strap. Swiss me 
Instructions included. Picture enlarged to 
4N 19081-1 Iappeng weicht 3 ounces 

(3 thy 5 ) The eazy, fun way to tell time through a simple color iden 
{ification system. White hand points to the hour, blue hand to minutes 
blue numbers in a double-row encircling dial tell “minutes after” the 
hour, Instructions included. Buy it the easy way . order by phone 
3 Dovble-Bell Alorm Clock has enamelled white metal case with 

bright red bells and blue dial. measures 34 inches in diameter. 
Reliable 30-bour key-wind movement. Imported from West Germany. 
EN 7154— Shipping weight 1 pound E 
Д Gits Watch ..goid-color base E Boys Wotch chrome-plated 

metal case. Gray dial. Pink base metal case, expat 
leather strap. Swiss movement — band. Gray dial. Swiss movement 
has unbreakable mainspring has unbreakable mainspring. 
Shown about actual sine Shown about actual se. 
AN 19721—Shyg wt 6a $1096 AN 1981 Shox wt foe... 51098 

(6 they 8 ) "Watch It" timepicces have see-through backs. Words and 
numbers teach time easily. Watches have base metal case. xix-power 
magnifying glass to nid in viewing the inner works. 
G Double-Bell Alarm Clock has sturdy, bright yellow enamelled metal 

case. measures 3s inches in diameter. Dependable 24-hour key 
wind movement. Imported from West Germany. 
AN 7143- Shipping weight 13 euntes 51096 
7 Girl's Wotch ‚ gold-color § Boy's Watch. Gold-culor case 

case; white vinyl strap with shiny black vinyl strap with 
grommets. Swiss movement.. grommets Dependable Swis 
unbreakable mainapring Shown movement has unbreakable 

mainspring Shown about actual 
зм So easy to buy when you just 

he phon: 
91495 AN1972-Sipg wt ee... $1495 

designed to withstand a 31001 drop. 
loor without significantly affecting accur 



tions, Inc. The immortal 
n 

(2 thew 7 1 W 
Disney Р 
with unbreakable mai 
$ has stainless steel ca 
Q Mickey Mowe® . . moving arms ES Winnie-the-Pooh® . . Chrome 

point to time Chrome-plated case plated case Gr ч 

«pr 
ement and strap made in USA), 

Black strap. 4N 19708—Shpe wt. Kor... 9999 
4 N 1997—Shpg. wt. 6  Geefy .. moving arms point t 6 бше Gold clar cioe. Blut sra 

4 4 N 19974—Shpg. wt. 6o 
4N 19971—Shpg wt 6 7 Donald Dock 
4 Cinderella? .. arms point to time. point te time 

Gold-color case. White strap. Blue 
4 M19973—Shpg. wt. 60r... $10.95 — 4N19972—Shpg. wt. 6 or... $1095 

ith three 2-plece Popular Barbie? a 9” color base meta ар оа vinyl bands 
$12.95 

ay child. Fully numbered 
abl ye Chr Led base metal ‚ck. Grained dark gray vinyl strap. 

15.49 

Youngsters’ Identification Bracelets 
(11 ond 12 ) Print engraving wanted 
11 би!» LD. Wardrobe. Rho 

plated silver-color metal 
t hearts on each side 
interchangeable Cortam® 

poromeric straps... 1 each: It. blue, — 4N B101XY 
yellow, Gift boxed. Also in gold-color metal 

AN 1SS69XV—Shpe. wt. 3on....$499 4N 8102XV—Shpg. wt бог... 399 



(00 Сезне Cow. 1 drawer and Д Princen-sise Chen. simple 
compartment. 2 аа ‘Brass 

inches. В, 

dT Pe: 
E Blue cotton veve 1 
TE aaa 
EIA 

£ wen. de CIUS 
Brass tri 1 

color design. Measures 5041036. 
it tbe easy way— 

Jewel Boxes for a the "gals"' on your list 
the young and the young at heart 

Fine Furniture Wood Designs 
(6 they 9 ) Chests made of exotic Kiabocca hardwood . . all except item 8 
coated and hand-rubbed 7 times to bring out the natural beauty of the 
wood. All have solid brass hardware. Imported from Japan. 
G “Pires”. cur most spacious, 

elegant chest. . in the Williams- 
burg style. Rich, deep-toned Маса» 
sar ebony finish. 13drawers (3 behind 
doors) . . blue cotton velveteen lined. 
Measures 934 qxl634x7 V/v in. 
AW A757C—WL 11 Ibe. 339.99 

q Sheffield". a graceful piece 
‚with boneytone {rultwood fish. 

Mirror in d. 6 section top with ring and earring той, 5 divided compart- 
meats 2 drawers Red cotton vel- 
veteen lining. 59621247 inches 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 02, 
анавы... SAO 

"Flamenco" . . styled in the dra- 
matic Spanish manner. Grained 

dark brown finish. . looks hand hewn. 
Antiqued hardware. 5 drawers (4 be- 
hind doors) . . blue cotton velveteen 
lining. 10x11 146x636 inches. 
ANSTSSC-WE 5 Ibe, 328.99 

Y Swing-oway Vanity has rich 
brown mahogany finish. Bevel 

edged mirror. section top with 
large ring and earring roll, 6 divided 
compartments 3 divided drawers 
Blue cotton velveteen lining. Mes 
эше; 1516542836 inches. 
A N ABIBC—W. в lbs. zu 



Boutique Collection 

10 Lacquered Jewel бок... a contem- 
porary Oriental look in Mandarin 

red and black lacquered wood. Mirror 
under lid. Lift-out tray reveals roomy 
storage compartment. Red cotton vel- 
veteen lining. Measures 356292515 
inches. To order the easiest way, look in 
your phone book white pages under 
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales” 
for number to call 
4 кйз1—5һре. wt 2 Ibe su 
11 erring Box with 24 compartments 

just what the collector covets 
ы, Lined im blue cotton sundecloth and 

rayon satin . , mirror under lid. Steet 
frame; white simulated leather covering 
(backed with other material); eold-color. 
metal trim. 19210465606 inches 
4 N 4825—50. wt. 2 s ss 
12 Meort-shoped Jewel Box . - a per 

fect little catch-all for ber trinkets, 
Romantic motif on antique! silver color. 
antimony Rel cotton velveteen lining. 
Measures 4534422 inches 
+ н 95—Sbp. wt. 9 or. 3100 

Note for both pog: 
Jewelry shown in bases la not included. 

Musical, imported Wood Novelties 

(13 thew 18 } Pretty little places to hide ray ber treasures... and 4 decorative interest to any 
Too In the house. They're fun, too . . as music plays, some part of the box moves: a windmill, а 
keyboard, a ballerina. etc Gay hand-painted solid wood boxes have red cotton velveteen lining, 
Ti-note precision musical movement. Imported from Japan 
1} Grond Piano ix decorated with delicate 

flowers. As music plays, keyboard mover. 
Visible musical movement and storage compart- 
ment under top. A lovely gilt for someone 
special. Measures 461(7 inches 
An 4776—Shipping weight 1 Ih. 4.08. ...$7.99 
]4 Pendulum Clock. Ax music plays, hands 

move around dial mm} pendulum swings 
Colorful, whlanical design depicts inner clock 
works. Pullout storage drawer. 794x944) in. 
а N 4775—Shipping weight 1 pound... 1699 
15 Cure resembles а rustic country church, 

Brightly painted la red and white with 
simulated stained glass windows, green lawn 
enclosed with white picket fence. As music 
lays, bell "tolls", Mirror under rool storage 
compartment. Measures Кз? 7Sat5 i, inches. 
а N 4772 Shipping weight 1 tb. 12 02.37.98 

16 Windmill looks like а quaint Dutch Mil 
Open door to secret compartment . . music 

plays as vanes turn. Main rool opens to reveal 
angled mirror and storage compartment. Mea. 
sures 6yjxl0x 534 
4 N ABS2— Shipping жем 
17 Ter Chalet locks lice a pletsresque story 

book house, Wind waterwheel, lift roof. 
music plays as wheel turna Angled mirror. 
Measures SM 19)4x5H inches 
а м 4823—Shipping weight 1b. 12 08... $7.98 
18 Doll Howe . . the charming home of а tiny 

ballerina with abutters, chimney and fow- 
cred lawn. Lift main roo.” musie plays and 
dancer twins, her image redacted in an angled 
mirror. Garage door i» really а deep storage 
drawer. Measures SIGO 74x55, in. 
4 N A002 Shipping weight 2 Tbs. 12 ов. -37.99 

"zs: [Sears] 123 
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for any of these 

Gift-Boxed 
Sets 
Pendant, Pin and Earrings 
beautifully set in gold-electro- 
plated metal, Pendant has 
16-inch 12K gold-filled chain. 
Pin has safety-catch closing. 
arrings are for pierced ears, 

also availab 
lip-back earrings. 
1 Culhred Pearl Trio 

trous stones ía el 
Pearls importer from Japan 
4 н 3679 Shpg. wt. 102... Set $8.98 

Set 2.99 
2 Simulated Comeo Trio. . delicate 

hand-carved cameos (no two are 
work filigree frames 

Shpe wt. or. Хе 38.99 

$ Genuine Ivory Trio . rich ivory 
hand-carved in an intricate, deeply 

petaled rose design. Phone ordering s 
* quick apd easy way to buy 
ан 3682--Shpe. wt. 7 o 
Set with clip back earrings 
4 8683 Shpg. wt 7 oa. Set $8.90 
Д Gemeine Jode Tio 

J lock" stone polished 

NOTE: Jewelry on this page 
shown about % 



Ladies' Fashionable Watches 
(1 thre 3 ] 17-Jewel Stellaris Bracelet Watches 
from Switzerland. Base metal case, stainless steel back. Shock-resistant movement bas unbreakable 
mainspring. Matching 10K gold-Glled band. 
1 Deinty Dress-w 

White gold-c 
4v 41270 

s marquise-shap 
и case. Adjustable band 

ping weight 10 oz. $29.98 
Q Textured Dress-up. Yellow 10K rolled gold 

plated case. Adjustable band. 
4 N 42220 Shipping weight 1 $29.98 

тума gives а "jew 
with center expan. 

Yellow gold-color cove. 
ana — Shipping weight 10 oz $24.98 
White gold-color case. 
4 410 Shipping weight 10 os $24.98 

Timex Dress Watch . . gold-color base metal 
vase and expansion band; stainless steel 

case back. Unbreakable mainspring. Postpaid. 
4 18303—(Shipping weight 4 ot.) 31295 
Also with chrome plated case and band. 
4 N 18304— (Shipping weight 4 ог) $1095 

Anlique-look Pendant. Watch with “pop 
open” cover hangs on 36-inch chain. Gold-co 

dial has Roman numerals Swiss movement with 
unbreakable mais Gold-color base metal 
4 N 16817—Shipping weight 4 ounces... $19.99 

Base metal 
4. 

Sportive Colendar tells date, t 
case, stainless steel back. Sweep 

Shock resistant Japanese movement. 
Chrome-plated cose . . stainless steel expansion 
band imported from Hong Kong. 
4 N 16831 — Shipping weight 6 $15.99 
Gold-color case . . brown leather strap. 
4 N 16832 ping weight 6 o 515.99 
7) Mod Watch.. gold-colar base metal case, stain 

Jess steel back. Sweep hand. Shock resistant 
Swiss movement with unbreakable mainspring. 
Snap-on red patent Corfam® poro 
4 N 16818—Shipping weight 4 ounces 

Watch Wardrobe has 3 snap-on С 
ps .. 1 each: orange, 
ex base metal case, yellow and 

stainless steel back. Sweep hand. Sbock-resistant 

mr 
ement, unbreakable mainspring. 

Shipping weight 6 o 
Timex Watches 

Y Versatile Watch Wordrobe. Gold-color alu- 
minum case and back. Five snap-on enamel 

metal 4 one cach: gold color, blue, white, г 
and black. Five matching pullthrough vinyl 
straps. Unbreakable mainspring. Postpai 
4 N 18301— (Shipping weight 10 os $1695 
(10 ond 11) Electric Watches never need win 
ing, run up to a full year on a tiny 1.$у. battery 

al case with stainless steel 
hand, Water-and-shock. 

(included). Base 
back. Sweep secon 
resistant movement. Postpaid 
() Озо! Classic with leather 

Gold-color case and dial; brown strap. 
4 18358—(Shipping weight 6 02) $30.00 
Chrome-plated case with blue dial; blue strap. 
4 N 1859— (Shipping weight 6 oz.) 330,00 

lin matching metal be 
Gold-color cate ond bracelet 
4 N L364— (Shipping weight 6 os 
Chrome-plated cose ond bracelet . . blue dial 
4 N 18363 (Shipping 6 $40.00 
1.5%. Replacement Battery for Electric watches 
above. 
а N 17902— Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 1 ox 5 
NOTE; Shock-resistant watches are designed to 
withstand а 3-41. drop ов a hardwood floor without 
significantly affecting accuracy . . water-resistant 
watches to withstand water pressure of 35 Iba. per 
жа. in. (in addition to normal atmospheric pres 
sure) as long as crystal, crown, back remain intact. 
Watches shown slightly smaller than actual size 
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all gift boxed. Rings (except item 13) come in Ladies’ Ring Sizes $, 6,7, 
у "or free ring sine finder, order catalog number 39 N 6899. Earrings for pierced cars have 14K Gold posts. 

Impressive Cluster Ring has 9 stones in in- 6 Button Earrings for pierced ears. 14K Gold. 2 Bracelet with 6 stones. Gold-electroplated 
tricate HK Gold mounting. Stole nse abes 4N 53366—Shipping weight oc. ...91599. sterling silver. Spring ring, safety chain. 

AN 82308CF—Shipping weight 302° ... 159.99 ; s 4 N 55023C— Shipping weight 5 ounces 828.99 
Cluster Pendant with 7 round stones. 18 

gold-electroplated sterling silver inch ch 13 Dome Ring with 8 stones. Gold-electroplat 
Iß-inch 12K Gold-filled chain. 4N 55016C-S| ght 4 ounces . 429.99 Y ed sterling silver. Adjusts . „fits all 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. ...47.99 455027 $1199 
8 Cluster Earrings for round 

3 Drop Earrings for pierced ears. Gold electro stones in each earring М Cutt Bracelet . . 6 stones in gold-electro- plated sterling silver 4 N 55017C— Shipping weight 3 o 13299 lated sterling silver, Safety catch 
4 N 55024 Shipping weight 3 ounces . 911.99 022C— Shipping weight 5 ounces .$24 99 

9 Cluster Ring. 7 nes in 14K Gold 
I mounting. Sis 15 Pin with 7 stones in Gold-electn 
4 N SO102CF ght dor ing silver mounting. Safety catch 

4 N 85026— Shipping weight 3 ounces ..#17,99 

Also available in screwback style. 
A м 55025— Shipping weight 3 ounces ..#11.99 

V" Pendant has a cascade ol i erg ragen - 10 Flower Ring with round stone. 14K Gol Boch dale acum к jo 16 Wedding Band wich 3 oval stones 
сарму a 020.90 4 N 52306F—Shipping weight 3 ounces .#18 99 s = ting State AN SOIC 25 

1] Classic Ring with oval stone. 14K Gold mount Sil fat ehe Т Bar Pin with d ез 91090 €N 50137 Shipping weight 3 ounces .92399 4 N 55018C--Shipping wi Soz 
NOTE: Jewelry on this page shown about actual size (except 1. „ahown enla 



Family Birthstone me 

{A thru G ) Man-Made Birthstones. Item A is 14K Gold; fem 
B. C. D, E and F terling silver with Kı 

1&inch АК G 
Ladies’ Rings: 

J Ladies Man Mede Birthstone Ring set with & Lo 14 stones 
OK Gold. Rin $, 6 8, Stole sist, dien 

inom (Shipping weight 3 eu.) 
v 111V—1 Stones, $48.99 

5112v—125t00m. 50% 
"r 1130-13 Um. M99 
4v мы B54 

(J tru М) Man-Made Birthstone J thru Lin ‘Md electroplated Sterling silver; M im 1 d metal 

J Tie-Tac or Lapel Pin 
weight 3.02 (Shipping weight 3.08.) ‘$1299 замен si 

AO BEFORE ORDERING. hem 

3^ cana. 

ing. 

dent. . with one-point diamond. 
sues 14K Gold Jewelry 

- with spring ring ches long. 

(Rand $} Profile Charms personalized with en roving attach with spring ring - . no soldering 
date for ch charm ordered 
R Boy's Profile $ диг» роне 
а молоку... 47908 AN t871XV...... 5799 
IT Cross Charm . attaches with spring ring: needs 
4 N 5362— Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
y Christmas Dise 

4 N 53608--Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

ipping weight 5 ounces soon 

needed. No C.0.D.'« Print first name and birth- 

Shipping wt. 2 ox. Shipping wt. 2 ox. 

no soldering 

needs no soldering. 

«s599 
attaches with spring ring; 

4 N 59135—Shipping weight 2 ounces, ......3029 



Todays Watchers 4 
FOR TODAY MAN N 

he's a man on the move and he needs 
a watch that keeps pace with his active life 

An alarm for his wrist ... practical as 
well as good-looking. To set alarm, he 

simply turns special crown clockwise (red 
arrow is the time-setting i 
designated time, а buzzer 
resistant movement. Base п 
stainless steel back. Lus 
dots. Sweep secor 
land. Shown enlarged. 

d case. „black stitched: 

11990 

4 N 16201—Shpg. wt. бош. 11999 

130 [Scars] 

Our lowest price ever for any 

Men's Chronograph with tachometer scale, 
stop-watch timer, elapsed mi 

Black case. beck 
4 N 16081—Shipp 

The Digital 

$1 599 

3 Direct-rcad watch b 
shaped base metal case 

fortably on wrist 
back. Easy-to-read black Arabic numer 

е track. Dependa! 

number to call 
Gok brown strap 
ан 1621—5hpy. wt 6 
Chrome plated сазе 
AN 16211—5һре wt бов. ..... $1599 

#1590 
blue strap. 



(4 thru 6) Rugged Calendar Watches 

5 веска 
bezel shows elapsed time м 

4 N 16097 —Shippin 
6 Gravdiat. 60 mi ж beze 

(7 and 8) Timex Calendar Watches 

TIMEX 
Calendars 

ALUE, 

STE 

fo and greater accuracy than com 

stat [Sears] 131 



Jewelry... 
SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

6 Wraparound Cuff Links and 
Tie Tac Set. Florentine-finish 

gold color metal. Snap-fastened gift 
box doubles as a travel case. 
4 N 1578—Shipping wt. 4 02.94.99 
Genuine Jade Cuff Links and 
Tie Tac Set . . gold-color metal 

setting. Gift boxed, 
4 N 1577—Shipping wt. 5 02.87.99 

Ge ek Onyx Cuff 
Links and Tie Tac Set . . tex 

tured silver color rhodium-plated 
metal setting. Gift boxed. 
4 N 1576—Shipping wt. 5 oz. $5.99 

Genuine Brown Tiger Eye 
Cuff Links and Tie Bar Sot 

gold color metal setting. Gift boxed. 
4 N 1575— Shipping wt. 5 oz. $6.99 
(10 and 11) Button Covers give 
a new and exciting dimension to 
culls, A great git idea for him . „or 
her. Clip back snaps on easily over 
button. Set of 4. Gift boxed. 

Electric Oriental-look Design has 
Calendars 10 aa 

rhodium plated metal. 
AN 1574 Shipping wt. 4 02.94.99 
11 Geometrie Design has brown 

enameling on gold color meta. 
4N 1573 Shipping wt. 4 oz. $4 99 
(12 thru 14) Men's Rings . . all 
with genuine stones. Men's ring 
sizes 8, 9, 10, 11. Gift bored. 
12 Vibrant Tiger Eye . . gold 

electroplated sterling silver 
mounting. Please stale size abone. 
4 N $150F—Shpr. wt. 4 oz... 89.99 
13 Black Onyx. . with Sterling 

Silver initial, synthetic spinel 
Gold-plated metal mounting. Stale 
size above, then print { initial (all 
available except X and Z). 
AN 50614V—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $8.99 
Also with sterling silver moun 
4 N 50619V—Shpg. wt. 4 ог. $9.99 
14 Jade. . beautifully polished. 

Gold-electroplated sterling sil- 
ver mounting. Siate size above. 
ANSISIF-Shpg. wt.4 or, 611.99 
15 Boy's Oval 1.0. Bracelet 

spells out his name (up t0 9 et 
ters). Tin. long. Hook closure. Gift 

Sears Stellaris box. Print engraving wanted. No 
El onic 2 n. C.O.D. orders, please. lectr Aptiqyeiook Pocket Wath similar v thone feature in our 4 N 8103XV Silver color 

1897 Locomotive engraved on back of burnished gold-color iur Day-Date Calendar ‘base metal case. White dial with sweep hand. Unbreakable mainspring. eee 
out lowest price ever Tllustration shown about % actual size. 4 N 6304XVGol-color metal cepas 4N 19907. Shipping weight ¢ ounces =...» лезо Shipping weicht бог. $44 

Day-Date Calender Watch (3 and 4) Timex Electric Calendars . „the modern way to keep track. 16 Our lowest price in 2 years 
of time. never need. Tun up to a full year опа for a Man's 1.D. Вга‹ t. 

1 MM icons make dm — DU pac batteries are un Florentined plaque; heavy-weight y na Both styles have easy Rand. are water d -jewel watch more accu: раи rf "tne. Gift bone à chain; concealed lock. Measures 
Зу inches long. Gift boxed. 
Print engraving wanted (maximum of 
9 letters). No COD, orders. 
4 н 15505XV—Silver-color 

rhodium-plated metal 
4 м 15506XV—Goldcolor metal 

durable than electrics, Runs at 
least one full year а transistorized control creuit pow. 
pred by a tiny ener IUS 
Set date акч. Stainless steel 
case back. Shock-and-water-re 

Tominous sistant. Raised markers; Shipping weight 6 oz. .....4.88 hands, dots; sweep hand. Link mex thi Wat t Чар. From is page: Water-resis 
Japan. Shown abt. actual size. ant watches are designed to with. 
Stainless steel cose and band. stand water pressure of 35 Ibs. per 
4N 42206C—WL 10ог. ‚249.98 
Gold.color base metal case and 

sa, in. (in addition to normal atmo- 
spheric pressure) as long as crown, 
crystal and back remain intact 

4N42207C—WL 1002. 249.98 5 ‚Watch . . times to ' D аа Эш ЖАШАШЫНЫН shock-resistant watches are de 

рик DM ы poet Sait aort pana plo epa JA dron oa EN A2000 TOE cO Sy psa cate deed to fit palm, Unbreakable mainspring; NDA ns 
4 N 19926—Chrome-plated case. Shipping wt. 4 oz. $14.96 Note for opposite page: Jewelry 132 [Sears] Here br} een 
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NFL => 

134 Sea 

(тамы 9). Gifts 
have official NF 

van 

13% inches square. Guarante 
FA N 7575H —Shpz. wt. 2 

Д Animated Watch 

base metal case 
bezel. Unbreakable mainspring. De 
pendable Swiss movement. Reptile 

t pocket 
ed helmet 

al pin and c 
м 157219 —Shpg. wt. Lor.,...$200. 

Notes: Items 1 
factory in 
сор» 
For Hero 
catalog plan 



WEATHER INSTRUMENTS 
. . gifts they'll use all year long 

(1 thru 9 ) Precision Weather Indicators... handsome gifts 
Thermometers give temperature; heters give relative humidity. barometers forecast the weather . . adjust up to 3500-00 

Д Space-Age Weather Station .. thermome, 7 Nautical-iook Horizontal Panel. . perfect 
ter, barometer and hygrometer in Plexiglas® от boat or home. Brass b use ther 

plastic globe. Felt-bottomed stand . . can also be mometer, barome 
hung on wall 9 gh. West Germany, finishe od 

1 4 N 6684C—Clear globe metal dials, 12/347 
ve pecan wood. Mi 4 N 68841C— Smoky color globe 4 N 6658C— Shipping weight 1 poun 

4N 6698C E wt. + los 16. Shipping weight 2 poun 12299 
9 Moditerr р 5 Pendant 

Indoor-Outdoor Thermometer zi 
temi neously while hi 

^ gromet on inside house wall. Unit also has hygrometer. 
finial y metal dials, scale plate. Walnut finished plastic case. Brass-coior metal 
21% inches high. scale plates. 4-foot cable with probe. S416 in. 
AN 6660C- Shipping weight 2 pounds..$16.88 4 N 8695— Shipping weight 
28 inches high 
4N 6661C—Shipping weight 3 pounds.. 24.88 0) Contemporary Panel: Them 

rmometer, ba: wood frame. Polished brass bezel 
aut veneered 
brass bezels 

02.4999 
peter, barom. 

11999 

Ye 11 Gives three readings at once. o 

ected by pol 1-read inner 20 
shed metal and weather-resistant 

lack. 
meras stand-out boldly on 
Tape red рома 

Shipping weight 4 lx. 13 oz 
anessa +899 tn [Sears] 135 



е = Charming, Animated ay 
| mK Cuckoo Clocks 

Chime and 
Strike Clocks 

136 [Sears | 4% 



a faithful ] Wait Clock with Westminster Chimes 
the Victor reproduction of the chimes rung f 

land's House of Parliament. Full tune an 
hour; part of tune plays on quarter hour. 

Federal-style antiqued walnut finish hı ase. Key 
wind 8-day movement. Spun aluminum hour track, brass. 
pendulum behind glass door. 20x519"/ inches. Guaran 
ced*. Imported from West Germany. Like everything else. 

in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telep 
L4 N 7089 C— Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

strike coun 

19999 
9 Triple Chime Carriage Mantle Clock has а shut-off 
& feature. Lever lets you select Westminster, Whittington 
ог St. Michael's chimes . . or silences them. Full tune and 
strike on hour, part of tune each "/, hr. 8-day front-wind 
movement. See-through plastic, brass and genuine an 

ied walnut case, Brushed brass dial: span aluminum 
track. 10/36*/x8*/, in. Guaranteed*, W. Сеп 

LA N 7076C— Shipping weight 7 pounds 

(3 and 4) Strike Clocks . . mellow tones sound at half 
hour, count the hour. 8-day movement. Hardwood case. 
Guaranteed*. Imported from West Germany 
$ Federsistyio Wall Clock has beautiful waln 

case. Ornate brass dial, brass pendulum and br 
ered weights. Weight-driven movement. Two-tone strike. 
Measures 19%,x9%, inches 
L4 N 7345C—Shipping weight 14 pounds 165.00 
4 Sheraton style Mantle Clock has antiqued walnut 

finish case. Decorative brass dial, brass-color metal 
pendulum behin 
wind movement. Tw 
LAN 7340C— Ship 

im hour track. Key 
xSx10/, inches. 

17500 
tone strike. 1 

ig weight 10 pounds 

(5 thru 8) Cuckoo Clocks . . authentic wood time pieces 
intricately carved by skilled woodworkers of the Black 
Forest. Gong and cuckoo announce the hour, call the half 
hour. All have weight-driven movement; all (except 6) are 
musical models . . Swiss movement 
hour in addition to gong and calls. 

The Hunt... its spirit and excitement evoked by stag's 
head, rabbit, pheasant, hunter's horn and pouch. Plays 

a pretty tune 
33% inches tall. Sday movement . . you raise weights 
weekly instead of daily. Shipped from factory in Edison, 
NJ. Allow extra time for delivery. Pay postage from cata 
a plant. No C.O.D. orders. 
F4 N 7301— Shipping weight I 
22% inches tall. 1-day movement 

lays a tune on the 
m W. Germany 

unds 323000 

LA N 7321C— Shipping weight 8 pounds 14998 
12 inches tall. 1-day movement 
LAN 7314C— Shipping weight 7 pounds 53799 

Bird and Leaf 
8-day movement 

traditional style handsomely carved. 
lets you raise weights weekly in 

16 inches tall. Rich mahogany stained finis 
L4 N 7309C— Shipping weight 10 pounds $38.99 
14 inches tall. Traditional brown finish 
L4 N 7308C—Shipping weight 9 pounds 13599 
Also with 1-day movement. 123, inches tall. Brown finish. 
L4 N 7302C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12099 
ТТ Black Forest Woodworker's Cottage . . three musi 

Gans "play" a jolly tune. 1-day movement. Mes 
11% inches tall 
LA N 7324C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

Cut $15 

14998 
"Folk Dance" Cuckoo Clock. 8 tiny danc 

e whirl ab ¢ plays. Brightly colored 
birds and leaves complete the happy scene. 1-day move 
ment. Measures 14 inches tal 
LA N 7313C— Shipping wei! 

Mow 
sale against faulty 
return clock for free replacemes 
Electric docks UL 

ent and case gua 
rials ot 

Just say “Charge It" 
when you phone your o 

see page 255 

Digital 
Electric 
Alarms 

contemporary 
clocks show the 
exact time ata 
quick glance 

Cylindrical Style 
‘with bach-lighteg 

Calendar Style 

core Automatic 
homed numerais Clock-Timer 

$22” TT 
has back MN 

$2499 

(9 thru 13) The Readables. 
that move si 
plastic case. G 
(9 and 10) Cylindrical shaped Alarms 

top button alarm shut-off. Case has 
rosewood finish front inset. Sx? inches. 

Basic Alarm with black case. 
4N711 1-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. f oz. $1299 

10 Beck-ighted Alarm. 
4N7112-Brown 4N71121-White 

Shipping wieght 1 Ib. 8o 11499 

]l Decorator Alarm has smart modo 
lar-shaped case with black front in. 

set. Top lever alarm shutoff, óx&x5 in. 
AN 7195—Gold 4 N 71951— White 

4N 71952— Green 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 os. 21999 

direct-read clocks have bold white Arabic numerals 
tly on black plastic drum. Side-wheel time and alarm setting. 

anteed*, Imported from Japan. 
Durable 

12 Calendar Alarm. Once set. day and 
date change automatically. Side- 

wheel settings for month, day and date. 
Top button alarm shut-off. Double-deck 
er white case measures xér in, 
AN 7155—Shpg. wt. 21ba Мог 82299 
13 24-Hour Alarm Clock-Timer lets 

you choose steady or snooze alarm 
that repeats up 10 6 times at 10 minute 
intervals. Clock also turns appliances 
both on and off... plug-in outlet on back. 
Front knobs control timer and alarm 
shut-off, Front window indicates “AM” 
or "PM" Setting. White. 6x10x5 inches. 
4N7187—Sbpg. wt. 21. 1202. $24.99 
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Talking" Clocks GUARANTEED TIME-KEEPERS 

play a favorite 
rhyme or song 

8 Traditional Grandfather Wall 
" 



le key winds time and alarm 

ite ond Blue Cylinder Alarm . . the colors of the flag in 
"dial with white atar hour 
Ve inch diameter, Importer 

жю 
ameled metal clock with bros 

hands and dots. 1-day key-wind moves 

4 м 70259- Yelle come 

13 Arimored “Swings 
flower dial “Boos” swing through 

]A Musical Alarm wakes her w the “L 
olor sculptured case decorated with 

hands and dot 
ment. Plas 

the pendulum swings 
A charming decorative clock 
‘with hand-painted lowers on 
white and gold color painted 
plastic caso. Ornate dial with, 
Roman numerals. Brass. 

or pendulum and simulated 
Mw Lday Мул 

movement Measures 1yx& 
inches high West Germany. 
Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done—juat dial 
Sears and ander it night now. 

Shipping weight Y pound 
an. E ” 

[Scars] 139 

15 “Color Chonge" an electric alarm clack wich lighted dial 
Visible ın darkened room only D 

blue-to-yelios-to-pinikto-green to тәй a soothing night light 
AV x3 inches high. Guaranteed 

EN TOT3- Shipping weigh pod. no 
Note for both poges: Guoranteed clocks have movemen! and cuse 
guorantewd 1 yr. from date of sale against fa 
workmanship ar parts or return for (ree replacemer 



amr WENT 

fear 
Binoculars 
put you 

in the action 

= Dependable OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER. Quality for any Electric Zoom Binocular Standard-Angle 
. -switches from 7 thru 15 power = 

with the press of a button $1967 
powered by 2 "AA" batteries: 

special indicator shows 
when new batteries are needed 

$9999 

Luxurious, 
Compact 
Wide-Angle 

x features 
suede leather-covered 
frame and matching 

< carrying case 
9 3] 2 13) $ 99 

оп bridge gives directional bearing contemporary new design 
ata glance. . ideal for features lightweight 
traveling and nautical use molded plastic frame 

54899 3499 
(1 thru 5) Sears quality-cootr 
hand polished and coated to give 

led binoculars have a perfectly aligned, optically round achromatic lens system, 
ar, color-true images without distortion, reduce glare, increase brilliance, Fast center focis plas eit eye aoniment adapts 1 al eye: Imported rom Japan 

Wide-Angle Electric 9 Binocular and compass, „in 3 Mod-look binocular 4 Richlooking 7 power, Б Budget priced basic boca l Zoom ist power 2 ramen Estrvide S buaian 4 машын D REM ашна tose You see 345 Tt at 1000 adele gives about wicethe eld glase-reiforced plastic gant fawn nede covering Simulated leer case Ich уф: at 1S power, 26 I. of vision of standard-angle frame, a 43% wider Bld and case treated with yaa sen | 
at 1000 yds. 35mm objec- models Amber color coated of vision than standard- — Scotchgard* Brand Stain ed seni toe Fd el tive lens. Power indicator tics. Monomold aluminum angle models . . combines Repeller to resist soiling, travel and general une e Tamara UL frame with sporty rag spe: great versatiliy and accu. Ter suitable for stage 00,036 ft at 1000 yds Wale conted lens зух. Simulated lather шей tac Ideal for spectator event as wel as sporting SABINE weicht 2t. Boe VES a MA m a Retractable rubber e ue See GIRIK не Грома, Imm, їз both men and women. 7 power, SOmm. expecaly 
Side O Wet Mam. булсун i Гамана qe aud e BE 
lined monomold alumi. 7 power, 50mm .. good in dim costed lens system with cups for eyeglass wearers. Shipping weight 4 lbs. 4 oz 
num frame. Uses 2 size light. See 525 ft. at 1000 yds. ultra-violet coated objec- 1. eight aluminum  4N6204 $27.67 “AA” batteries (included), 4 M6292C—WL lbs. „954.99 tive lens further reduces frame. Measures just 10 power, SOmm* . . for high Simulated leather case in 10 power, 50mm“. for high- glare. Simulated leather 4'x4'/cinches . . weighs power use. Field of vision is 209 dud power use. Tripod adapter. case included. just 18 ounces. ft at 1000 уф. Shipping weight 4 bs. You see 400 ft. at 1000 yds ‘Shp. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 ог. Shipping weight 2 ths. Shipping weight 4 lbs. 5 or AN 6274C 59999  4N6293C—WL Sls .65499  4N6234 53499 ам6262С 169.99  4N62!! 13087 
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| Finest Optics. 
nl 

„ SearsMicroscopes 
open up a whole 

1 Зоот Model Zoom Electric Microscope. 
Zoom in on specimens, shift powers by push- 

has 4 standard- 

тог. Built-in semi-mechanical stage; automatic 
power computer; 11-in. open ‘Sears labo- 
ratory approved A.C. transformer for light 
‘source. Instructions and experiment book incl. 
ion 
4 N 6391C—Shipping weight 9 pounds ..$52.99 

‘Also: Same as above but with 750 Power Scope. 
Scope has Sx, 10x, 10x, SOx objectives; 10x thru 
1x zoom ocular; 1-in. plano-concave mirror. 
(No built in semi il stage; no extra-ine 
focusing.) 8% in. open height. 
4 N 6378—Shipping weight 8 lbs. 8 oz. ..532.99 
Also: 750 Power Scope (not shown) . . with 2 pared sides 4 Hank sides stains, mounting [Ый and instructione. Gift boxed. 
4 N 6374—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 10 oz. $21.99. 

З 800 Power Scope has 3 objectives (10x, 
20е 40x) rotating ture: 19 ocular. Pano 

mirror; built-in battery operated illuminator „, 
use 2 size “AA” batteries (not incl), Metal: 77 
in. open height. 2 prepared and 4 blank slides, 
mounting fluid and instructions incl. Japan. 
4 N 637 1— Shipping weight 3 bs. 6 or. ...59.90 

4 Microscope Slides of Actual Specimens. 
60 slides. - professionally prepared and 
beled. 5 categories 12 ades en: Organs ot Tn- 
sects (e.g. Butterfly Scale), Structure of Blood 

Blood), Plants (eg. Pine Needles), 
i йо Egk), Sea Life (ex. 

Shark Scale). Slides 1x3 in. Japan. 
4N 6381— Shipping weicht 1 lb. oz. ....9549 

Deluxe Model 
Astronomical Telescope has: 
* Specially designed 10 power 

finderscope that gives nor-miss 
precision, accuracy, permits you [5] 
to stand upright while spotting 

* Magnification up to 450 power 
* 300mm focal length 
+ 2.4.inch diameter objective 

21172 
All metal outside . . fine coated optics in 
side. Erecting prism converts for terres- 

trial use. Barlow lens about doubles each 
power. Rack-and-pinion focusing. Diagonal 
prism. 3 different power color-coded oculars: 
SR mm, HM 9mm, K 22mm. Counter-bal, 
anced 3-axis equatorial mount. Calibrated 
hour, declination, latitude circles. Slow mo- 
tion cable controls. Sun projection screen. 
Sun and moon filters. S-ft. extension-leg tri 
pod with illuminated accessory tray (uses 2 
nize "AN" batteries . . not included). Astron- 
omy book and instructions included. Japan. 
4 N 6335L— Shipping weight 26 Ibs. $117.99 

Astronomical Telescopes 
Scope 

times . . has 900mm focal length; spberi- 
al 4S in. aluminized mirror that resolves to 
1.5 seconds. SxM cross-hair sighting scope. 
Rack and-pinion focusing. 2 diferent power 
oculars: HM 6mm, Н 20mm. Barlow lens. * 
about doubles each power, Sun and moon fil- 
tera. Solar aperture cap. Equatorial mount 
with hour and declination circles, double in - 
dexing system, micro adjustments with бет. 6) 
ible control. Metal scope; Sit. wood tripod Ed 
with üuminated accessory tray (uses 2 size 
“AA” batteries . . not included). Astronomy 
book and instructions included. Japan. 
4N 6348L— Shipping weight 29 lbs. „679.99 
(7 and 8 ) Retractor Telescopes have 
ross hair sighting scope, dual knob focusing, 
diagonal prism. All metal outside . „fine 
coated optics inside. Imported from Japan. 
7] Magnifies up to 233 times . . 100mm 

focal length; 2.4 in. refractor objective. 
‘Two different power color-coded oculars: K 
20mm, HM émm. Barlow lens about doubles 
each power. 5x24 viewfinder. Altazimuth 
mount with slow motion altitude controls. 
‘Sun and moon filters. S-ft. extension-leg met- 
al tripod with accessory tray. Instr. incl. 
4N 6332C Shipping weight 16 Ibs, , 49.99 
8 Magnities up to 75 times inverted, 

112.5 times erected . . 1.5 erector lens 
for terrestrial use. 600mm focal length; Sümm. 
objective lens. HM Smm eyepiece. Sun filter. 
57-inch metal tripod. Instructions included. 
4 N 6340C— Shipping weight 1 1 bs. „#24 

Erecting Zoom Eyepiece (not shown) . 
zooms from 6 to 1mm . . comes with sepa- 
rate 23mm eyepiece . . easily attached, 
Erects image for terrestrial use . . fits all as- 
tronomical telescopes that Sears sells. 
4 н 6396—Shipping weight 8 ог. .....97.99 = 

Spotting Scope 
9 Hand-held 10 Power Scope actually 

“floats” . . especially practical for marine 9] 
use. Omm coated objective lens. Retractable 19] 

E 

eyecup, Water-resistant® buoyant plastic 
frame, Imported from Japan. 
AN 6351—Shipping weight 12.02. ....98.19 
‘Water-resistant scope is designed to with 2 
stand water росны of Ва per wo, in. (in 

to normal atmospheric pressure) as 
long as case remains intact. ausa [Sears] 141 



HEAVENLY 
HOLLY. «she's charmingly 
nostalgic, yet as modern as today. 
Perched atop a desk or dresser, 
Holly will delight the young 
.. and the young at heart 

for a Photo Cube alo 

3 Wastobasket. Wipe-cle 3 - 
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Warm Coats in fashion lengths 
to 5 ft. V, in tal 

ile. Matching pile nt and bottom of 
nt zipper is concealed with toggle closing. Closing at 

neck keeps hood close to head for warmth. Gold-color metal 
buttons. Side-seam pockets. Tan cotton suede. Quilted acetate 
lining with warm wool fill. White pile is acrylic on cotton back 
ing. Imported from Canada. Dry clean. Why not pick up the 
phone and order it 

Girls sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Slate sise 
77 N 2080F— Shipping weight 3 bs. 8 ог. 53499 

9 Shoulder Bag. Photo flap in front has view windows plus 
a zippered compartment. Dark brown vinyl with cotton 

backing. Trimmed with silver-color metal eyelets. Twist-lock 
closure, About 7x6x2% in. From Taiwan. 
77 N 9267— Shipping weight 9 ounces. 1249 
3 Longer-iength zip-off Coat in crushed-velvet-look fab- 

Че. Hidden zipper lets you remove bottom of coat . . turns. 
longer-length into regular-length coat. Longer length is to the 
calf. Double-breasted styling with notched collar. All-around 
sell fabric belt. Patch pockets. Coat is rayon on cotton back 
ing; quilted acetate lining, fill is acrylic, unknown reprocessed 
fibers. Dry clean. 
77 N 2075F—Red 77 N 2074F— Light blue 
State Girls’ sise 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Shpg. wt. 3 bs. 13150 

4 Floppy Hat. Crushed velvet-look fabric is rayon on cotton 
backing. 24-inch brim. Fabric-covered bu 

72N9073—Red 77 N 9072— Light blue 
Оте sie fits all. Shipping weight 3 ounces. 1299 

Mittens. Crushed-velvet look back and cuffs are rayon on 
cotton back. Vinyl palm, cuff edging. Elastic wrists. 

77N9173—Red 77 N 9172— Light blue 
One size fis all Shipping weight 3 ounces. 5299 

6 Our lowest price in 2 years for any longerlength Coat 
‚The fitted shoulder, flared-skirt look. Coat length is to the 

calf. Double-breasted styling. Crushed chenille is soft rayon. 
Quilted rayon taffeta lining; fil is reprocessed wool, unknown. 
reprocessed fibers. Dry clean. 
77 N 2078F—Brown 77 N 2077F—Berry 
‘State Girls size 1, 8, 10, 12, 14. Shpa wt. 3 Ёз. 27.88 

Quilted Nylon Outer Suits 
to keep you warm in the cold 

Nylon oxford-cloth Suit. Water-repellent suit and at 
tached hood are warmly quilted . . nylon lining, puffy 

polyester quilt filing. Medium blue with red and white stripes 
on sleeves. Elasticized wrists. Back of waist is elasticized 
Elastic stirrups. Front zipper slants down inside of left leg: 
zipper on right leg. Zip chest pocket. Machine wash, warm. 

Giris’ sizes 7,8, 10, 12, 1 vise 
77 N 2442F— Shipping weight 3 pounds 11597 

Waterproof nylon-oxford Mittens. Waterproofing vinyl 
interliner. Warm rayon ing backed with cotton. 

Long cuff elasticized at wrist. Vinyl palm. Wipe dean with 
damp cloth. For measuring instructions, see our Big Book. 
Sizes M($-6Y,); L(7-8%). State size M or L. 

77 N9160F—Red 77 N9161F—Navy 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 3247 

9 Nylon ciré Suit. Real storm resistant water repellency, At 
tached drawstring hood is fully lined with warm pile of 

acrylic on cotton backing. Sleek nylon ciré decorated with con 
trasting color at shoulders and on deep front pockets. Suit is 
styled for good fit with elasticized waist back and front belt 
belt has D-ring closure. Front zipper goes down inside of left 
leg; zipper on outside of right leg. Elastic stirrups. Cotton-knit 
wristiets for added warmth. Suit is fully quilted . . nylon lin 
ing, puffy polyester quilt fill. Machine wash, warm. 
77 Н 2485F—Navy 77 N 2466F—Red 
State Girls’ size 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs #2257 

Mittens. Vinyl interliner makes 
ticized wrist. White vinyl stripe. Wipe clean wit 

Waterproof nylon 
10 een ташто. War 
cotton. Ela 
damp cloth. For measuring instructions, see our Big E 
Sizes M(S-6%): L(T-8). State size M or 1. 

217N9170F—Red — 77 N 9171F—Navy 
Shipping weight 3 ounces 9249 

GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY |. measure м 



The long Dress. . 
soft and flowing 



E The Velvet Look. . 
- soft and pretty 
> 3 



PINWALE CORDUROY SKIRTS AND PANTS 
++ pair-up with Sweaters or Shirts in pretty pastel colors 

Perky Pantskirt shows off neatly this 
season in pinwale cotton corduroy. Two 

pockets trimmed with buttons accent a flirty 
pleated front. Matching vinyl belt sets off 
your waist. Back zipper closure. Machine 
Wash at warm temperature 

7 sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Please state 
correc sic, 
үл?  6771— Coral 
Shipping weight В ounces. 

NTI N 67725 Blue 
$6.49 

9 Rutty white Blouse is woven of polyester 
and cotton. Soft embroidered front set 

ой with a crisp tucking effect to make this 
your favorite holiday topper. Long sleeves 
have elasticized cufls trimmed with eyelet 
lace. Long pointed collar. Button front. 
Machine wash, warm. So easy to bay when 
you just use the phone. 

Girls! sizes 7, S, 10, 12, 14. Please state 
correct size 
VT? N 67701— Shpg. wt. 6 ог. 35.99 

148 [Sears] u GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY 

Flore-leg Ponts . . more neat looks in 
pinwale cotton corduroy. Great seamed. 

knee styling... just the thing this year. Front 
has two pockets (or carrying your gear or 
just looking great. Wide belt loops. Button 
and zipper front closure. Machine wash at 
warm temperature 

Girls’ sises 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
VILMGTIN— Blue | 77 N 6774F— Coral 
Stale sie. ырк. wt. 10 ot. $6.99 

Slim sizes 75, 85, 105, 125, 145, 
VIT N6779—Blue 77 N 6780F— Coral 
State rise. ырк. wt. 10.02 3599 

sensible good looks Д longsleeve Shirt 
woven of Kodel* polyester and cotton. 

Crisp styling; long pointed collar. Button. 
front. Sleeves have 2-button cuffs. Machine 
wach, warm. 

7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Please state 
Shpe. wt. Sot. $4.98 

measure and be sure 

Sleeveless sweoter Vest takes off in a DuPont Orlon® 
acrylic knit. Blue, coral and yellow argyle pattern adds a 

nostalgic touch. Coral ribbed waist band; blue and coral 
ariped trim, Pullover style. Machine wash, warm. Buy it 

the easy way—order by phone. 
Girls" sises S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State S, M or L- 

77 N 67785 Shipping weight 6 ounces ‘6.99 

6 long-sleeve Sweater of shape keeping polyester knit has 
a layered look. Coral, blue and white stripes race all 

around. Cap sleeves finish off with solid blue sleeves. Pull 
over style. Machine wash at warm temperature. 

Girls" sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size 
VII N 6777F—Shipping weight 11 ounces 

a great look woven of polyester and cotton. q Print Smock 
Coral background with a baby print design that looks 

ned borrowed from the 30's. Yoke and patch pockets tri 
with blue cord. Short puffy sleeves. Machine wash at war 
temperature 

Girls! sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
VIT N 6776FShipping weight 7 ounces 

Slot sise. 

оз and skirts on page 144 



GIRLS" 
THE LONG SKIRTS SIZES 
. „pair them with print 7 to 14 
or solid blouses she can wear 3 ways 

Blouse. 
hing р 



Two-piece Knit Pants and 

Top Sets . . for going places 

n TEM 
SAM. 
iiid d] 

Layered Looks 

6%, Please state cor 
» 73 N 5162F— hisck 



GIRLS’ 
SIZES 
7 to 14 

Young Toppers 
] Placket-tront Shirt knit of 

Acrilan* acrylic so the mul 

778 7322F—Wt 5 02...25 49 

9 PERMA.PREST 
Pullover. А Ban 

77 н 7381F—White 
77 N 7380F—Gold 
Заре wt 4 1499 

3 Velour Tank Top knit of 
100% stretch c Plush 

TIN T344F 1449 

PERMA-PREST 
flare-leg Pants 

tunnel elastic waistband. Ma 

77 N 47026—Navy 
77 N 4703F—Ri 
77 N ATOSF—Pı 
Shipping weight В ог... 5599 
Chubby 

5 Geometric patterned 
Pants age shapes 

girls sizes & 
1 674. Slate sis 
77 N 4939F— Red and white 
Shipping weight 7 oz. ....97.49 

Match-up Separates. . 
and everyone’s a knit 
GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY 

Buy it the easy 
» phone 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10,12, 
77 N 4505F—Purple 

706F—Red and 



Monogram Body Suit. Layered-look suit 
has detachable turtleneck dickey . . send in 

dickey in postpaid mailer and have your initials 
or name embroidered on it (price includes 
monogramming). Dickey and long sleeves are 
white. Wear your own sleeveless turtleneck or 
dickey for a variable layered look. Snap crotch. 
100% stretch nylon. Machine wash, warm. 

Girls’ sines S(7-8); M(10-12); ШО). 
т) N 7334F—Lilac 77 N 7335F—Navy 
State size S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 2599 

Body Suits and ® 
soft-surface Jeansواج  

SIZES 

Belt. Simulated suede. White saddle stitch 
ing. Gold-color metal buckle, belt loop, 

grommets. Cotton suede cloth with vinyl back. 
ing. 1%cinch width. 
Sizes Sifts 22-26 inches): M(27-31 in.) 

77 N 9034F—Purple 77 N 9035F—Navy 
State vise S ov M. Shoe. wt. 5 ое. 5199 

Ribless corduroy Jeans. Large cargo 
pockets in front with flap-and-snap trim. 

Belt loops. Boy-cut styling . . ride below natu- 
al waistline. Front zipper dosure. Flare lega. 
Cotton. Machine washable, warm. 

Girls sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State sise. 
77 N 4355F—Purple 77 N 4356F—Red 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 3549 

Slim Girls sizes 75, 8S, 105, 125, 145. 
77 N 475SF—Purple 77 N 4756F—Red 
Slate sise. Shp. wt. 11 ог. 5.49 

4 Our lowest price ever for any Body Suit 
This PERMA-PREST* body suit has zip 

front, pointed collar, long sleeves, snap crotch. 
2-way stretch-nylon ribbed knit. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry, no iron. From Tai 

Girls! sizes 507-8); M(10-12) 114). 
77 N 7549F—Gold 77 N 7547F—Navy 
77 N 7546.—White 77 N 7548F—Red 
State sise S, M or L. Shpg, wt. 60z. .... 2.94 

E Shortstyie Pullover. Embroidered yellow. 
and-navy bicycle on front. Ribbing on cap 

sleeves, V-neck and bottom of sweater. Red 
acrylic knit. Machine wash, warm. Why not 
Pick up the phone and order it? 

Girls! sizes 507-8); M(10-12); L(14). 
77 N 8700F: M,L. Wr Son, ...9599 

G Brushed-denim Jeans. Front patch pock- 
ets with yellow-and-red bicycle emblem. 

Boy-cut styling . . ride below natural waistline. 
Zip front closure. Flare legs. Belt loops. Navy 
cotton. Machine wash, warm. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, М. Stale sise 
71 м 4321F—Shpe. wt. 14 ox. 95.49 
Stim Girls sizes 7S, 8S, 10S, 125, 14S. 

77 N A825F—Siale site. We 14 ов. ...... 95.49 

ТТ Our lowest price ever for any flare-leg 
corduroy Jeans. Boy-cut styling . „ride 

below natural waistline. Back yoke. Belt loops. 
Front pockets. Front zipper closure. Cotton 
corduroy. Machine wash, warm, 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State sive 
77 N 4353F—Red 77 N 4354F—Navy 
Shipping weight 11 ounces *3.88 

Slim Girls! sizes 7S, 8S, 105, 125, 148. 
77 N 4753F—Red 77 N 4754F—Navy 
State тие. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. зза 
Chubby Girls sizes in red only. Sizes 8%, 

10%, 1274, 14%, 1674. State rise. 
77 N 4953r—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. sass 

RLS GROW RAPIDLY measure w 
‘Chart for Gite” Pants and Jeans 
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Great stuff for girls 4 ft. 11% in, to 5 ft. 4% in. tall long 
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1 Tortianeck Top. Skinny-rib knit of polyester 
and cotton. Machine wash, warm. 
Young Teens’ S(6-8); M(10-12); 1414). 

VITNTIGE—Gold V77 N 7284F Green. 
State sise S, М or L. Shpg. wt. 7 02..... $6.99 

Q Hoher Sweater. Bare back. Button front 
DuPont Oron acrylic knit. Royal blue 

Machine wash, warm. 
Shipping weight $ ounces. 
Young Teens! S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14). 

VTI N 7279F—State sise S, M or L $6.99 

3 PERMA-PREST® flower-print Skirt, Green 
row the posies, oh . . blooming red, gold and 

royal. Printed royal ruffle. Ankle-length skirt 
has elasticized waist. Acrylic knit. Machine 
‘wash, warm; tumble dry, no iron. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces 
Young Teens’ S(6-8); M(10-12); 114). 
үт? M 7281F—Stale sise S, М or L $11.99 

Д FERMA-PREST® white Shirt. Diamond 
shaped puckers. Woven Kodel® polyester, 

Avril® rayon. Long sleeves, button cuffs. 
Long point collar. Machine wash, warm; tum- 
ble dry and no ironing ever. 

Young Teens’ sizes 6], 8], 10), 12], 14). 
үт N TZISI— Slate sise. Wt. 5 ox. 3.99 

5 Pieatore Jumper. Bib front, suspender back. 
Skirt portion has back zipper, ruffled hem. 

lioe. Ankle length. Green, royal, gold woven 
plaid of 100% acrylic with the look of home. 
spun wool. Machine wash, warm. 

Young Teens’ sizes 6), 8], 10], 12], 14] 
State size. Shipping weight 1 1b. 4 oz. 
vr N 7280. sus 
B бет зой Contemporary Cardigan. Elbow 

length kimono sleeves, slightly gathered at 
shoulder. Big blue buttons close top part of 
front. DuPont Orlon® acrylic knit is brushed on 
the outside . . very, very soft. Royal with red 
and gold stripes. Hand wash. Shipping weight 
вао. 

Young Teens’ S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14). 
VTI N TZTIF — Sia н S, M or L. 3255 

17 Double-knit seper-fore-leg Ponti. Smooth 
fitting across the seat, then they fan out to 

very full fares. . about 36 in. around the hem of 
‚each leg. Wide “waistband” rides low on. hips 
Front zipper and 2-button closing. Acrylic and 
polyester double Knit. Red. Machine wash, 

Young Teens! sizes 6J, 8J, 10], 12J, 14]. 
VIT N TRE State sise. WL 15 08... $11.97 

8 Red Shirt. Long: point. collar. Long sleeves 
with Знов cuffs. Button front. Kodel® 

polyester and cotton broadcloth. Machine wash, 
warm 

Young Teens’ sizes 6J, 8J, 10], 12], 14]. 
VTI н THIF Stale sise. We. 6 ов. $5.97 
Y V-neck Pullover. Cap sleeves. Soft DuPont 

Orloa® acrylic wide-rib sweater knit. Gold 
color. Machine wash, warm. Shpg. wt. 7 or. 

Young Teens" S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14). 
үл N 7278 — Siete size S, M or L. 1.99 
10 Yiar-ploid Skirt, Bold colors blend 

when they crom—royal, red, gold, 
green. Very-solt brushed surface. woven ¿E 
acrylic fabric. Long A-line skirt has side ЖЫ 
zipper. Machine wash, warm. 
Young Teens! sizes 6], 8J, 10], 12], 14]. 

чт? т T2R2I Stade vise. WL 14 az. 311.99 
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Great stuff for girls 4 ft. 11% in. to 5 ft. 4% in. tall 
w w | w 

Sweet Flares 
and Body Suits 

Button-tront Body Suit. Ribbed knit 
stretch nylon. Snap crotch. Short 

sleeves. Machine wash, warm. 
Young Teens’ sizes 6J, &J, 10), 12, 14 

уз? м 63075 Red V7 N 6398F-White 
Stat av. Shipping wt. 4 ox. $5.99 

9 The basic Belt. Designed especially 
4 for jeans, pants. Smooth leather, Gold: 

color metal buckle. 1%-in. width. 
Sizes Siti n): М(27-31 in.) 

VIINS223f- White — V77N9224F- Brown. 
VTTN9225F-Berry (on facing page) 
State size Sor M. Wt. Bor. $299 

2 PERMA-PREST* pl nts. Super 
© wide flare legs are about 33 inches 

em of each leg. Teen boy cut 
natural waistline. Zipper fly 

ront. Front pockets. Belt loops. Red, 
green, blue, white plaid. Portrel* polyester 
and cotton woven for a rich wool look 
brushed for softness. Machine wash, warm. 
tumble dry and no ironing ever. 

Young Teens‘ sizes 6J, 8), 10J 
VIT N 6035 State 

around 

1,141. 
ze. WI. 14 02..5999 

Д Zip-tront Body Suit. White collar and 
ffs. Long sleeves. Ring pull on zipper. 

Snap crotch. Rib-knit stretch nylon. Ма. 
chine wash, warm. 

м |» | as 
Sue | metn ШЕТ: 

V77 N 6295F-Lime Ул? N 6396F-Navy 
State sise M or L. Wt. Tor. $6.99 

5 yellow, line und white lower ca navy сойо velveteen belt. Vinyl backing Gold color metal pul through buckle 1 
inch width 
Size S (fits Sor M Shipping wt 

6 in): М(27-31 In.) 

a.. $499 

6 Velvet Pants. Very wide flare legs are 
about 28 inches around hem of each 

leg. Teen boy cut 
pered front closure 
Navy with white stitching 

waistline 
Р 
Soft, sumptuo nd nylon king rayon 
velvet. Machine wash, warm 

Young Teens’ sizes 63, 85, 104, 
ут? н 6033F—State size. Wi. 15 0 

77 Pucker Body Suit. Antique-look ест 
Toteh. Rust-cok 

puckered wi 
spandex yarn, Sanlorized* . . max. fabric 
shrinkage 1%. Machine wash, warm. 

Young Teens’ sizes S(6-8); M(10 
1414). State sise S, M or L- 
VIT н 6399F— Shpg. wt. 5 $5.99 

Corduroy Pants. Very wide flare legs 
are about 28 in. around hem of each 

leg. Teen boy cut .. rides below natural 
waistline, V-yoke snap-close ront. Wide 
belt loops. Wheat-color cotton corduroy 
with a sculptured look. Machine wash. 
warm. Why not pick up the phone and 

der it? Shpy. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz 
Young Teens’ sizes 6J, &J, 10), 123, 14J. 

V77 N 6034F— State size $995 



1 PERMAPREST® knit Shirt Pointed 
lar with stays. Button front 

button. 
it Ma 

across bottom. Long sleeves wi 
ч. White polyester and 

chine wash, warm 
Young Teens! si 

Please stale vise 
У77 N 6405F—Shpg. wt. 7 1599 

9 Smock Sweater. Navy with square yoke 
in pink and blue baby stripes. Gathering 

under the yoke creates fullness and the popu 
lar smock look. Rounded neckline. Short 
sleeves. DuPont Orlon* acrylic. Machine 
washable at warn ature 
Young Teens’ sizes S(6-8); M(10-12 

1114), State Young Teens’ sise S, M or L 
V77 н 6490F— Shp. wt. 7 o $699 

3 PERMA.PREST* bush Jeans. Lots of 
pockets. Double-pockets in front. big 

cargo pockets with smaller snap-flap pockets 
on top of them. Two snap-flap pockets in 

cut jeans ride below natural 
ribless corduroy with 
ops, Flare legs. Kodel* 

polyester and cotton. Machine washabl 
warm; tumble dry and no ironing ever 

Young Teens’ sizes 6J, 8J, 10J, 12], 14]. 
Please sate su 
У77 N 6036F— Shpg. wt. 15 o 1899 

4 Crepe Shirt, Modified dog-car collar 
Long sleeves gathered at two-button 

cuffs, Front buttons. Straight across botto 
Woven acetate and nylon. White. Machi 

hable at warm temperature 
127. 14) 

s689 

5 Snug little Sweater, Lemon and black 
knit. Dolman cap sleeves. V-neck front 

and back. DuPont Orlon® acrylic and mohair 
feels a little furry. Machine wash, warm. 
Young Teens’ sizes S(6-8): М 

1414). State Young Teens’ size S, M or L 
V77 N 649 1F—Shpg. wt. 4 oz $549 

G Srav-tlannel Trousers. Calf legs are 
wide with a flare. Waisthand fits at nat 

al waistline, Belt loop 
sure. Slan nt 
menswear style fabric с 
on. Machine wash, warm 

Zippered f 

Young Teens’ sizes 6J, 8J, 10] y 
Please stale vi 
V77 N 6038F—Shpg. wt. 14 oz 1899 

Turtieneck Body Suit. Back zipper, Snap 
atch, Long sleeves. Berry-color ri 
ich nylon. Machine wash 

Mol 
V77 N 6392F—Shpe. wt. 6 oz зә 

B Velour Shirt. So rushed 
knit. Sharp point ulled togeth 

with a ring on the т. Arnel® triace 
tate and nylon k е washable a 

Young Teens’ sizes 6), 8), 10]. 

V77 N 64 10F—Shpg wt s699 

PERMA-PREST* Joans. Soft brushed 

with ulver 
ing. Zipper 

Polyeste cotton. Machin 
wash, warm 
Berry belt sold on facing pase 

Young Teens’ sizes 6), 8), 10}, 12]. 14] 
Please sale nze 
V77 N 6037F—Shpg. wt. 15 or. 9 

Fashion Pants . . 
and Tops you put together 

for a layered look 



Évery child wants a Pooh Bear 

(1 and 2) Stuffed Pooh Bears are soft and cuddly. Gold color acrylic plush. Bright black 
‘eyes are firmly clamped in. Pompon nose. Red felt mouth. 
1 }1inch musical Pooh. Plays a merry 9 Large Bears, Pooh's name on red shirt. 
Pooh tune. Filled with cotton. Red bib. 15.in. Polyurethane foam filled. 

29 N 15165-Shoe. wt. 14 or. $599  29N15191-Shpr wt бо. 1599 
Tinch non-musical euddie Pooh. Poly- 20 116188 Name E11 90 urethane foam filled 30-inch, Polystyrene and cotton filed. 29 Н 16173-Shpe we Poz. #349 ТЫ Sipe WERE $29.00 
(3 and 4 ) Stuffed Tigger and Eeyore. Rayon plush filed with cotton, Felt mouths 
3 Tioger . . Pooh's happy friend. 18% in. Д Eeyore. . Pooh's comical friend. 12% in 

long and 7 in. high. Clamped in eyes. long and 7%, in. high. Felt eyes, nose 
Pompon nose. Orange, black stripes mane and tail. Gray. 
29N 15175 Shpr-w.llb.Nor ....9599 29N 15174—Shoe wt. 2 ibe 1599 

156 [Sears] 2% 

5 Colorful Pooh bank is lots ol fun and practical, too. 
Sculptured of virtually unbreakable plastic. Bright, 

non toxic colors finished with a ceramic- like glaze, Coins. 
An be removed through plug in bottom. 11 inches high 
29  15125— Shipping wt. 11b. Bor 

Winnie-the-Pooh Inflatable Vinyl Chair 
6 Cuskiony soft seat adds to playtime fun indoors or 

‘outdoors. Great for child's bedroom or TV watching. 
Lightweight so youngster can move it easily. Made of 
durable, heavy 15-gauge, textured vinyl. Bright Pooh de 
sign is screen-printed with non-toxic paint. Wipe clean. 
Large base has extra support ring built-in for greater 
stability. Patching kit included. From Japan. 
TopOLER size. 21 inches high. 16-inch diameter base. 
29 М 15047—Shipping weight 1 Ib. A oz 3490 
JUVENILE sux. 26 inches high. 20-inch diameter base. 
19 N 15048. Shipping weight 2 Tin 202 3673 



The House at Pooh Corner 
Winnie-the-Pooh portable indoor Play tent 

‘Smple to set up ...lolds for storage 
"7 Your child can spend many magic hours 

in the whimsical world of Winnie-the. 
Pooh with this playhouse of durable vinyl 
House is ventilated for circulation of air. 
Door zips open and closed with full-length 
zipper. House measures 41 inches high with a 
361x36-inch base for plenty of room to play. 

Sturdy meta tubular frame set» up quickly 
and easily without stakes or rope. Complete. 
house and frame fold neatly for storage. 
Bright red tent trimmed with white binding 
has Pooh decor on front. To clean, wipe with 
damp cloth or sponge. Get this bit of shop- 
ping done—just dial Sears and order it right 
now, 
29 м 21133С—5зрє. wt 7 lbs...... 91399 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Two-way Comforter 

Zipped. it's a cozy slumber bag 
unzipped, it's а reversible comforter 

8 Sturdy cotton with polyester fiberfill. 
Pooh print on white reverses to stripe. 

Machine wash and dry, warm. 
48x48 inches finished, unzipped. 
29 N 21056—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Sor. ..$10.39 
66x86 inches finished, unzipped. 
29 N 21057—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. бог. ..614.79 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Musical Crib Mobile 

Pooh and five 
friends under 9 

umbrella revolve 
as music box plays 
a merry Lune 
Three - dimension 
al figures. Sturdy 
support arm at Ы 
taches to crib n 
headboard. Plas Y t 
tic. Wt. 11b. 1202. 
29N 151835509 5 

Nonmusical Crib 
Mobile. As above 
but non revolving 
WL 1. 202 

29N 15184 5349 

Winnie-the-Pooh Giant Treasure Chest 
10 Хоту wood frame and top covered with electronical 

ly quilted (stitchless) heavy-gauge vinyl with 
pearlized finish. Pooh print. Padded top can be used as а 
seat. 17 inches high. 15%, inches deep, Toys not included. 
30 inches wide. 36 in. wide. Shipped motor 
Shipping weight 17 Ibs. carrier or express. WL 21 lbs. 
29N21122L...61299 29211230 $1478 

Winnie-the-Pooh and Tigger Puppet Mittens 
]] Pook or his friend Tigger decorate these mittens and 

make them as much fun to wear as tbey are practical à Why not buy several. . they make great stocking stuffers 
Зоб, warm acrylic knit mittens with rib-knit cuffs. Sewn 
oa felt faces, From Japan. Mittens are hand washable at 
cold temperature. One size fits sises 2 lo бх. 
29 N 25022—Tlerer 20 N 25021 Pooh { 
Shipping weight pal 2 Pair 3225.2 pair for 44:40 WS 5 [Sears] 157 
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1 PERMA-PREST* Turtleneck Pullover in multicolor stripes. Cor. 
fortable rib knit of polyester and cotton. Hemmed cuffs. Sizes S, M 

and L have snaps at left shoulder for easier dressing. Machine wash at 
warm temperature. . tumble dry for no ironing, 
Infants’ sizes. Slate rise S, M or L 
only. See Chart 1 өт page 160. 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 

Each $279 

Toddlers! sizes. State sise ZT 
or АТ only. Ser Chart 2 on page 
160, Shipping weight 3 ounces 
29 N 72325F Each $2.78 29 N 70637F 

lastic back-waist 
pockets outlined with decorative contrast stitch: 

warm . . tumble dry. Belt sold below 
Toddlers! sizes. Sisie rise ZT, 5T 
v AT. See Chart 2 ow page 160. 
29 N 72321F—Hone 

and 2 tror 
ing. Machine жаз 

lle siae S, M or L 
page 160. only. See Chart 1 

29 N 70633F—H. 
29 N 70631F—Really re 29 N 72318F— Really red 
29 N 70632F-Chestmut brown 29 N 723 19F— Chestont brown 
Show. т.б Each $3.85  Shpr.wt.6or ach $3.85 

ther Belt with double row of cutouts. Large antiqued brass buckle 
with double hooks. Waist sizes S(19-21 in. 
Z9N34009F Brown — 29 N 34008F— Ni 

Sold only at | Sears. 

осаде ва Fach 
Collection 

„ „unmistakably fine quality 

Switch-abouts in the popular looks worn by the “big kids" 

Sweater Vest. Soft Orlon* acrylic in springy rib knit. Stylish U-neck. Colors 
hing after washing. Machine mble dry rown 29 N 35034F— stay bright w 

29 N 35033F--Chesnui Slate rite IT, ST or 4T only Fach 83.75 

4 PERMA.PREST* Turtleneck Pullover in solid colors. Durable stretch nylon 
Rib knit neck and cuffs. Pooh embroidery. Sizes S, M, L have snaps at 

Machine wash, warm 
Toddlers’ sin 
ly. See Chart 2 on page 160. 

tumble dry. No ironing, 
ST or AT State sise S, Mor L 

om page 160, 
Infants’ sizes. 
only. See Chart 1 
29 N 70636F—Winter white 29 N 72324F— Winter white 
29 N 70634F— Really re 29 N 72322F— Really red 
29 N 70635F Honey yellow 29 N 72323 Honey yellow 
Shipping weight Jor... .-Each $299 Shipping weight 3 Kach $2.99 

¿front Pullover. ich nylon in rib knit 
iar. Hemmed cuffs. Machine wash at warm tempe 

roning. 
Sturdy stret 

Infants’ sizes. State size S, Mor L ST AT 
only. See Chart | om page 160. 
29 м 70638F— Really red 

Toddlers’ sizes. Sisi 
only. Ser Chart 2 ow page 160. 
29 N 72326F— Really red 

29 м 70639F 29 N 72327F_Haney yellow 
29 N 7064 1F 29 N 72328F_Winter white 
Shipping wt. Зе Fach $399 Shipping wt So Each $3.99 

G Siing.slon® Crew Socks. Pkg. of 2 prs. Knit of t-ply super-sretch nylon 
SANISGARD® socks reach you hygienically fresh. 1-pair each: really red, 

wash, warm. Siale one site to phg, M, ML. L, XL che rown. Mac 
29 19171F Ser chart ow pare 167 9120 



Little fashion plates 
strike a festive mood 

in Red Quilted Corduroy 
(1 thru 4) Fun holiday coordinates of comfortable, long-wearing cot 
ton corduroy. Quilted portions have nylon tricot lining; fluffy poly- 
ester fill. Machine wash at warm temperature . . tumble dry. 
1 Giris’ Tunic and Pants Set. Top has 2-buttan back closure. Flare 

leg pants have band front and elastic back-waist. Rickrack trim. 
Toddlers’ sizes. State sise 2T, YT, 
4T only. See Chart 2. page 160. 

‘Shipping weight 13 ounces. Shipping weight 13 ounces. 
29 м 70627ғ e 8699 29 М 72313F Set $5.99 
9 Boys’ and Girls” Longall. High-rise front, back, Shoulder buttons, 
= Smart side tabs with button trim. Snap crotch (except size 4T) 

Toddlers’ sizes. State size 2T, 
Chart 1 an page 160. АТ only. See Chart 2, page 16 

ipping weight 10 ounces. Shipping weight 10 ounces 
29 N 70626F Each $599 29 N 723125 Fach $599. 
З Boys Vest and Pants Set. Vest has quilted front with button 

closure. All-around belt with buckle. Flare-leg pants have band 
front and ela 
Infants! sizes. Siste кізе M or L 
only. See Chart 1 on page 160. 
29 N 70628Ғ Wi. 13 ma. Set $599 
4 Sis" Long Jumper, Bib front with band waist. Back shoulder 

straps button at elastic back-waist. Rickrack trim. 
Infants’ sizes. Site кізе M orl Toddlers’ sizes. 5 
only. See Chart 1 ол page 160, АТ only. See Chart 
29 М 70625F-Wi 8 or. Each $599 29 7231 1- Wt 

Infants’ sizes. Stote sise M or L 
only. See Chart 1 on page 160. 

ic back-waist 

4T only 
29 N 72314. Wt. 13 ox Set $599 

e size IT, 3T, 
page 160. Each $599 

FIT INFANTS. 

AND TODDLERS 

UP TO 40 LBS. 

5 Giris’ Broadcloth Blouse. Smooth polyester and cotton. Stylish high. neck 
collar and cuffs traced with fancy lace trim. Button back closure. White. 

Machine wash, warm temperature 
Infants’ sizes. State size M or L only 
‘See Chart 1 on page 160. 
29 70623 Wi. 4 or. 

tumble dry 
Toddlers’ sizes. State sise ZT, 

Fach $290 29 N 723171 Wt. 4 ox 

3T or 
IT only. See Chart 2 on page 160, 

Each $299. 

( Bove" and Girls’ PERMA-PREST® Knit Shirt. Polyester and cotton. Pull 
‚over style with rib-knit crew-neck and cuffs, Sizes М and L have snaps at 

left shoulder for easier dressing. White with red and navy trim. Machine wash 
at warm temperature and tumble dry . , no ironing 

Toddlers’ sites. State size 2T, 
Kach $269 29 N 723IBF- Wi. 4 ox. 

ST or 
AT only. See Chart 2 on page 160. 

Bach $2.69 

Т Bors’ PERMA.PREST® Broadcloth Shirt. Polyester and cotton, Front 
opening and cuffs я rked with gold-color buttons. Navy and white stripe. 

Machine wash, warm, tumble dry _ . no ironing. 
Infants’ sizes. State sise M or Lonly. Toddlers’ sizes. State sise 2T, ЗТ or 
Ser Chart 1 on page 160. АТ only. See 2 on page 160. 29 н 70629F—W. 4 ox... Fach $299 29 N 72315F— 4 ы. Басһ $299 

ЙД Sears 159 
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FIT CHILDREN 
up to 40 Ibs. 

Enchanting Dresses 

set a Holiday Mood 
1 PERMA-PREST® Toddlers’ Hostess Dress with quilted 

shirt. White leno weave bodice of polyester and cotton. 
Eyelet ruffle at neck. Eyelet and ribbon trim on front bodice 
Long sleeves with elasticized cuffs. Button back. Red floral 
print skirt of woven Avril? rayon, cotton quilted to acetate 
with polyester fill. Skirt features self-fabric back sash. Mach. 
wash, warm; tumble dry... no iron. State sise 1T, 2T, ST, 4T. 
29 н 50251 — See Chart 2 below. Shpg. wt. 9 oz 3599 

Q бом, Toddlers’ crystal pleated Dres ol woven Kodd® 
polyester, nylon and cotton. Dainty lace trims neckline, 

sleeves, bottom of embroidered front trim, and pleated skirt 
Short puffed sleeves and elasticiaed cuffs. Button back open- 
ing. Pink. Machine wash at warm temperature, tumble dry. 
Infants" sizes. State sive S, M or L. Sor Chart 1 below: 
29 N 55009 — Shipping weight $ ounces $3.99 
Toddlers’ sizes. State size 2T, IT, 4T. See Chart 2 below, 
29 N S5027F—Shipping weight 5 ounces sa 

$ PERMA-PREST® Toddler’ embroidered waistline Dress 
of woven polyester and cotton. White long sleeve bodice 

has lace trim at neck and cuffs... snappy tucks, button trim, 
too. Button back. Red-and-white dot sash ties into back bow 
with long streamers. Two belt loops. All-around shirred navy 
Skirt has front embroidery trim. Mach. wash, warm; tumble. 
dry . . no iron. State size IT, 2T, 3T, 4T. Ser Chart 2 below. 
29 N 55026F— Shipping weicht 6 ounces. ге 

Toddlers’ stretch Tights of Antron® nylon boucé kok 
knit in bright shimmery colors. Soft one-inch elastic waist 

is velour fnisbed for extra comfort and good fit. Machine 
b. separately. at warm temperature. Pick up your phone 

Fight now and order this one! 
One sise fits ҮТ to AT. (Ht. 2934 in. to 41 in.—13 to 40 Ibs) 

29 N27200—Red 29 N 27206— White 29 N 27207 Pink 
Shipping weight each 1 ounce Each $1.49; 2 for $2.88 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY .. MEASURE AND BE SURE 
Order only sizes listed with ilem 

Chart 1. For Infante 
Sue ¡A t x. 
Height б)... |. .26%-ж8. .|.. 8-30. |. .з25-э6../. вуза 
WE быз)... -.1.-16-0.. |. <, |... 27-32... ...3998 

Chart 2. For Toddlers 
Size | | oa | m ат 
Height (n). ..|. 2994-32. .|. 324-35. |. 3554-38... 380-41 

Playtime Coordinates 
FIT INFANTS UP TO 38 INCHES TALL 

5 Hare Blouses. White tops are woven of polyester and 
cotton. Stripe top is 100% cotton. -length elasticized 

push-up sleeves. Button back. Mix and match with tights 
(6) or pants (7). Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. 

State 5, M, L. XL. See Chart 1 above befor 
29 N 70418F— White with red smocking 
29 N 704211 White 
29 N 70419F—Blue stripe 
Shipping weight 4 ounces Each $1.99 

Rhombo-style Tights. Noo-run knit of stretch nyloa. 
lastic waist. Seamed. Saucy nylon lace and bow trim. 

Size S has attached waterproof plastic liner with elastic at 
leg openings. Machine wash, warm. 
Sines S(15-26 lbn); 27-32 Ibs). State size S or L only 

29 N 27213F—Red 29 N 27211F—White 
29 н 27214F-—Lilac 29 N 272121—14. Pink 
Shipping weight each 2 oz Each $1.69; 2 for $3.28 

17 PERMA-PREST® Stretch Pants. Nylon knit. All-around 
covered elastic waist. Straight leg style. Machine wash, 

warm, tumble dry. Stale S, M, L, XL. See Chart 1 obese. 
29 н 703151— Blue. 29 N 70316F—Red 
29 N 703144 Pink 
Shipping weight 4 ounces Each $1.99 



Cotton corduroy Vest. Front is cotton quilted to 
polyester ВШ with nylon tricot backing. Tunic 

length. Selílabríc bound armholes, edges. Red. Ma- 
hine wash, warm. Stele S, M, L. Ser char, pg. 163. 
29 бє Shipping weight 4 ounces 2. 
9 Воле with round, ruffie-trimmed collar. Brosd- 

doth of polyester, cotton. Long sleeves with elas- 
бізі wrists Button back White. Machine wash. 
warm. Slate 3, 4, 5, 6, бх Ser chart on page 162 
29 N 43632F—Shipping weigbt 7 ounces юз 

3 Ankle-length Skirt. Woven acrylic bonded to 
acetate tricot. Band front and elastic backwaist 

Balt loops. Black and white houndstooth check 
Machine wash at warm temperature. 
State 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart om page 162. 

29 N 43625F— Shipping weight “э 

we 
Rich and regal-looking Separates 

Д Cotton corduroy Jumper. Skirt is cotton quilted 
to polyester fll with nylon tricot backing. All 

around self-fabric sash that ties in front U-neck 
Zipper back. Red. Machine wash, warm. 
‘Slate si, 4, 5, 6, б. See chori om page 162 

29 N43633F—Siipping weight 10 ounces ге 

Б Bowe with Jabot. Broadcloth of Kodel® polyester, 
cotton. Lace collar, cuffs. Lace front with button 

trim. Long sleeves. Button back. White. Mach. wash 
warm. Stele 3,4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart өш page 162. 
29 N 626 Shipping weight 6 or na 

6 Mb-knit Top ol polyester and cotton. Turtle 
neck. Lace trimmed neck and cuffs accented with 
contrast-color red seama. White. Machine wash, warm. 
‘State sise S, M, L. See chart on page 163. 

29 М 43629f— Shipping weight 5 ounces. эз 

featuring Quilted Corduroy 
17 Quilted corduroy Ponts are cotton quilted to 

polyester fill with nylon tricot backing. Flare legs 
Band front, elastic back-waist. Red. Machine wash, 
warm. Stale 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart, page 162. 
29 N A328] Shipping weight 8 ounces Е 
8 Ankle-lengih Jumper. Black and white hounds 

tooth check is woven acrylic booded to acetate 
tricot. Ret corduroy at waist is cotton quilted to 
polyester ЕШ with nylon tricot backing. U-veck, 
Zip back Machine wash, warm. State size 3, 4, 5,6, бк 
29 N A3631 F— See chart, page 162. WU thor... $6.99 
Y Crocheted-loce-lock Tights of stretch nylon. Flat 

knit beels, toes. Seamless. Rib-knit panty, rein- 
forced center panel, Machine wash, warm. Slate aise 
S, M, L. See chart on page 163, 
тэн 27005F—Red 29 N 220041 White 
Shipping weight 3 ounces, $1.99 

= [Sears] 161 



Plush velvet adds a touch of 
magic to these coordinates 

(1 and 2) Jacket а 
cotton. Dry 

] Plush velvet Jacket 
PT A sem : 

Ei weledi 9 

SIZES 3 to 6x 

Three-piece Tunic Sets 
featuring $699 

5 N 1 
shape-keeping bonded acrylic 

(5 thru 7) Three-piece Tunic Sets . . blouse, tuniclength top and flareleg 
pants, Blouse is broadcloth of polyester and cotton. Pants have band front, 
covered elastic back-waist. Machine wash, warm, hang to dry. Hong Kong. 

Slate sise 3, 4, 5.6, ti See chart below before ordern. 
Б Purple plaid Set. Plaid pants and top are woven acy bedel w nylon 

tricot. Top has side tabs trimmed with gold color metal buttons. Zip back. 
White blouse hi 
29 N 4302 1۴-5} 

s and button back opening. 
ini weight 140 Set 1699 

plaid Set. Plaid top and pants are woven acrylic 
a button front and one pocket. Culled pants. 
button front opening. 
uten Se $6.99 

7] Pink plaid Ser. Plaid top and pants are acrylic knit bonded to nylon tricot. 
Top has front belt with brass-color metal buckle. Button front. White blouse 

has button-down, long-point collar, button cuffs, and button back closing. 
29 М 41829 Shipping weight 15 ounce Set $6.99 

CHILDREN. GROW RAPIDLY MEASURE AND BE SURE 

Size Inot ag 3 q- 



Easy-care, two-piece 
stretch nylon knit 

Tunic Sets 

only $ 499 
set 

29 N 430261 
Set 14.99 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY. MEASURE AND BE SURE 

3 mues) 16-60) 



FIT 

SIZES 

2 to 6x 

1 PERMAPREST® long pleated style in black and white 
Jumper look is actually one-piece long dress. White bodice 

front and long sleeves of Fortrel* polyester and cotton broad. 
cloth, Delicate lace trims neckline, elasticized cuffs and mock 
front suspenders. Button back. Elasticized back waist for good 
fit. All-around sash accented with red floral appliques and 
back bow with streamers, Full sunburst pleated skirt of Ko- 
del* polyester and cotton broadcloth. Machine wash, warm, 
and tumble dry. No need to iron. 

chart below before ordering. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 28.99 

CHILOREN GROW RAPIDLY MEASURE AND BE SURE 
гез ted wrth each nem 

A A A ade 

PERMA-PREST* gingham 2-piece long 
Dress can be worn 3 ways . . by itself, with 

sleeveless pullover jumper as shown, or as jump: 
er with blouses (2) or (5) sold on page 161 

White bodice of dress is Dacron** polyester 
and cotton leno weave. Stand-up collar. Long 
sleeves with elasticized cuffs. Crisp eyelet trim 
ming. Button back opening. Shirred long red. 
and-white checked skirt and separate jumper of 
Fortrel* polyester and cotton broadcloth. Both 
have elasticized back waist for good fit. Belt 
loops. Red ribbon sash pulls entire set together 
ог it can be worn separately with each outfit 
Complete set is machine washable at warm 

temperature. Tumble dry. Never needs ironing. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 от 6x. See chart at lef 

29 N 55638F—Shipping weight 9 ounces... 98.99 

Festive PERMA-PREST” Long Dresses 

3 PERMA-PREST* quilted Hostess Dress. 
White bodice of Fortrel* polyester and cotton 

leno weave, Lace edged stand-up collar has dain 
ty black bow and pretend cameo pin. Victorian 
styled sleeves are lace trimmed, too. Button 
back. Elastic back waist. All-around sash has. 
front bow with streamers. Belt loops. Green mul 
ticolor floral print long skirt of cotton broadcloth 
quilted to acetate with polyester fill. Machine 
wash at warm temperature, tumble dry, no iron. 

State site 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart, left 
29 N 55637F— Shipping weight 1007. +890 

4 Noncting™ Long Slip of Antron* Ш nylon 
tricot. Built-up shoulder style. Lace trim. 

Bow at neck and each side of slit. White. Machine 
wash, warm, State 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, x. See chart, left 
29N23008F Wi ea. 4 os. Ka. $2.99; 2 for 95.92 



] Perky Knit Dress c 

State sise S. M, L. Char 
N2 

Enchanting Dresses . . 

styled for feminine flair 
Embroidered W З Dress as Arne line 4 Multicolor print waist 

line Dress of Dacron* ff 

5 PERMA.PREST® low-waist Dress of 
Fortrel* polyester and cotton 

L 

ok like crush 
Belt loops. Machine wash at 

Machine wash at warm 
State size S, M or L. See 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY . . MEASURE AND BE SURE 
ы Shipping wei 

2.3 M (4-5) Lise)  29N27041F 1249 

4 ° дий [Sears] 165 



Three cheers for Casual Separates 

1 PERMA-PREST* knit Shirt of Orlon* 
long-point collar. Full button from 

and tumble dry . . no oning. Si 

29 N 40104F—Rei 29 N 40105F—Gree 

2, PERMA.PREST* doubleknit Jeans 
É Orlon* acrylic and polyester. Zip f 

Flareieg styling. Machine wa: 
5, 6, бх. See ch 

29 40102F 
n $499 

PERMA-PREST* Sots of knit Shirt (1) and knit Jeans (2). Machine w 
mble dry, State shirt size S, M, L, them state jeans size 3, 4, 5,6 

M-Purpleset 29 N 40132V-Green set 29 N 4013 1V-Red se a 3888 
h double row of cutouts. Lange antiqued 

hooks. White. Waist sizes 

166 [Sears 

FIT 

SIZES 
TO 6x 

Long sleeves. Hemmed ru 6) Knit Tops polyester and 
warm temperature 

Sets of knit Tops (4 thru 6) and corduroy Pants (7). Mach 
sets, warm. State top sise S, M, L, then slate pants size 3, 4, 5,6, 6x 
29 N 40138V—c. 29 N 40134V— Red pants se 29 н 40135V Navy p 

OREN GROW RAPIDLY. MEASURE AND BE SURE 

Sire 2-3 M (4-5 (6-60 



à 8 8 he Pooh Soldonyat Sears 

i Collection 
Coordinates for : + unmistakably fine quality 

ШЕ little girls. 
5] featuring plush 

ZY) _ ribless corduroy 

SIZES TO 6x 

(1 ond 2) Rib-knit body shirts of durable 
100% nylon. Hemmed culls Snap crotch for 
vaner dressing, Machine wash at warm tem. 
perature. State эше S. М, 1. See chart on 
facing page before ordering. 

Placket-front Body Shirt. Long-po 
collar. Button placket. Long sleeves 

29 N 40118F Pina 
29 N 401196 — Mone erven 
29 N 40121F — Natural şef whites 
Shipping weight 3 menn Each 16.00 
Q Turtleneck Body Shin. Pooh embroidery 

on chest. Long sleeves 
29 N 40122F — Pink 
29 N 40123F — Moss green 
29 N 401245 — Natura (otha 
Shipping weight 3 euners Each 4.00 

3 PERMA-PREST® Vest to be worn in or out 
Rugged polyester in a rib knit. Cardigan 

front. Sleeveless Heather-look pink and 
moss green stripes. Machine wash, warm and. 
tumble dry , . no ironing. State size S. M, L- 
See chart on facing page 
29 N 35031F Shy. wt 3 ot Each $5.00 

(4 ond 5 ) Ribless corduroy skirt and pants = 
of polyester and cotton. Band front and 
elastic back-waist. Silver-eolor metal studs 
trim two pockets Machine wash, warm. 
State size 3. 4.5, 6, 6x. See chart, page 162. 
Д Riblens corduroy Skirt. A-line style 
29 N 4014F— Fink 

29 N 40115F – Мом green 
Shipping weicht ae Each 400 
5 Ribless corduroy Ponts. Flare legs Silver А 

color metal studs trim outside bottom of 
ach leg. 100. 
29 N а0116ғ 
29 М AO VF — Moss green. 
Shipping веч бш Each $450 
6 Ribmi Tights of 100% stretch nylon 

Plush elastic waistband. Shaped back 
panel means comfortable fit and added 
stretch. Knitin toe and heel are smooth 
jersey knit. Machine wash, separately 
warm. State size S, M, L. See chart on page 
165 before ordering. 
29 N 27051F— Pink. 
29 М 27062 — Mone green 
29 N 27045 — Natural soho 
Shipping weight 4 oe Each $249 

7 Cling-alon# Knee Socks of luxuriously 
soft Orlon* acrylic and extra durable 

super-stretch nylon. Tor and Heel Guard? 
heel are reinforced with 3% nylon for longer. 
wear. SANI GARD? treated socks reach you 
hygienically fresh. Machine wash. warm. 
Pkg. of 2 prs 
‘State 1 size to phg. М. ML. L, XL. Seo 

chart below 
29 N 18991F-1 pink. 1 natural ай 
20 М 193927 — i mass green. 1 natural (sdl whiter 
Shipping weight ounces Php 5200 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY 
. MEASURE AND BE SURE 

Order only sizes listed with each item 
Order sock sae | M, | ML |. || XL 
Fils shoe size 1351168119111. 1124 “Reg TM DuPont 



Luxuriously warm 
pile Coat 

1 Sineie-breasted midi-length coat of 
acrylic pile on cotton back. Warmly 

lined with acetate quilted to polyester. 
Multi-ahaded Orlon* acrylic pile trim on 
attached drawstring hood and hem. 2 side 
seam pockets. Button front (bottom 2 but. 
tons are trim). Hand wash, hang to dry. 

State sie 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart, pg. 164. 
29 N 28022F- Beige 29 М 28023F-Burzun 
Shipping weight 2 pounds Bach $11 

Rich, woolen blend Coat 
warmly lined with pile 

9 Double breasted midi length coat is green 
and white plaid of acrylic, reprocessed 

wool and other fibers. Lined with soft, lush 
acrylic pile on cotton back. Sleeve lining is 

late quilted to reprocessed wool and un. 
known fibers (textile by-products). At 
tached hood. All-around beit. 2 front pockets 
Dry clean. 

State s 
29 М 28021 

4. 5, 6, 6x. See chart, ре. 164 
spe. wt 2 I. $1699 

4 

3 Cardigan 

ITEMS SOLD BELOW ARE 
SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

8 Our best Girls’ 3-pc. Western Set is poplin of polyester 
and cotton. Shirt has embroidered collar and pearlized 

metal snaps on front, cuffs. Vest has applique, етін 
fringe. Circular skirt has all-around elastic wai 
fringed bottom. Mach. wash, warm, tumble dry 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart on page 164 
29 N 78082F- Gold, white — 29 N 78051F-Red, white 
Shipping weight 12 созот. Se $699 
Y Our best Boys’ 2-pc. Western Set of polyester, cotton, 

Poplin shirt has applique, embroidery and pearlized 
metal snaps on front and cuffs. Flare-leg sateen slacks have 
band front, elastic back-waist. Zip fly, snap tab. Belt loops. 
? pockets. No belt. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 
State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Gx. See chart on page 164. 

29 N 78046F- Red, black 29 N 78047F- Blue, m 
Shipping weight 11 ounces Se $6.99 
(10 and 11 ) 2-pc. Western Sets of polyester and cotton. 
Poplin shirts have embroidery, appliques. Pearlized metal 
snaps. Cotton suedine fringe. Pants and skirts have em. 
broidery trim. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. 
10 its‘ Set. Circular sateen skirt has band front, elas- 

tie back-waist. Inverted front pleat. Hem fringe. 
SIZES 2 to 6x. State size 

3, 4, 5,6, 6x. Chart, p. 164, 
29 N 78903F— ive, black 
29 N 7В904Ғ Со, brows 
Shpg. wt Gor... Set $5.99 
11 Bove’ Set. Flared sateen slacks. Band front, elastic 

back-waist. Zip fly, snap tab. 2 pockets. No belt 

SIZES 8 and 10. State 8, 
10 only. Chart 1, p. 144. 

SIZES 8 and 10. State 8, 
10 only. Regular chart, p. 18б. 
40 N 65042F— Geld, brown 

би. Chart, p. 164. 
29 N 78055 f Gold, brown 
29 N 78054F—Blue, black 40 М 880415 iue, black 
Shprwti3or... Set $599 — Shpg wt. 1 Ib. dor Set $6.99 
(12 and 13) Indian-style Sets. Buckskin-brown twill 
of polyester, cotton. Pullover shirt, shift. Embroidery and 
fringe. Leather lacing at neck. Cotton-backed vinyl head 
band with adjustable elastic back. All (except headband) 
machine wash, warm, tumble dry 

te size S, M or L. See chart on page 173. 
12 Ge Set. Applique 1 3 Boys‘ Set Pantahave 

оп shift. Wt. 10 oz elastic waist. We. 11 os. 
Sec 5599 29 N 78064F 29 м 78065 

(14 and 15) 2-pc. Thrifty Western Sets of polyester, 
cotton. Poplin shirts have embroidery, pearlized metal 
snaps. Tapered-leg sateen slacks, poplin skirt have all: 
around elastic waist. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. 

State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart, page 164. 
14 Cowboy Set Red, 15 Cows! Set Red 

Set $5.99 

black, Belt loops on Skirt has cotton sue 
slacks. Shp. wt. 10 or. dine fringe. Shpg. wt. 9or. 
29 N 70057F.....54 $399 — 29 N TBOBIE.... Set $399. 
16 Cowboy Mats. Wool felt. Chin strap. Dry clean. 

Sizes S(19% im); М(20% in); L(21 in.). Measure 
around head above the ears. State siae 8, M or L. 
29 N 78014F—Ten 29 М 78013F—Black 29 N 78012F— Hed 
Shipping weicht 6 ounces Fach $2.49 
17 Western Belt Set. Tan leather belt with saddle 

stitching and chrome-plated buckle, Set includes 
key, medallion on key chain and sheriff's 

Waist sizes S(19-21 inches; L(22-24 inches), State. 
size S or L. 
29 N 78308 Shipping weicht 5 ounces Set $300 

Accessories of soft, white-dyed rabbit fur 
‘Sweater is hi-bulk Turbo Orloa* acrylic knit. 

Ribbed crew neck, cuffs, bottom. Detachable fur collar. Ma- 
chine wash sweater, warm. State sise S, M or L. Seecharton page 173. 
М 2689F— Shipping weight 7 ox. ve S498 

Eli headband Tor good Û байтын chain ik ha мыни fta TO тезе а AWE a e...83 
Mittens. Vinyl thumbs, E Mutt. Rayon twill lining. T palms Brushed o м. White cord. 1 size fits all 

N 79014—Wt. Soe... $249 Кт Аз 29 N25004 Wi. Sum. $259 
‘Set of Hat (4). Mutt (5). Handbag (6). Saw over separate prices N 79016 Shipping weight 1? ounces Sot зава me TM Data 



SIZES 

TO 6x 

Authentically-styled 

WESTERN 
Ourfits 



ALUE 

Fringed Western Jacket 
for boys and giris 
SIZES 3 to 6x 

Authentic western-look jacket has 
fringe swinging from front and back 
yokes, pockets. sleeves and bottom. 
Two pockets. Zipper front. Jacket 
shell is vinyl suede with cotton 
backing and facing. Wipes clean 
with a damp cloth. Interlining of 
cotton and rayon or polyester, poly 
propylene and acetato batting. no 
choice. From Japan. 

tate size 3, 4. 5, 6 or Gx. 
See chart on page 162. 
29 N B22SE- oen 
29 N 8237F- Navy 
Shipping weight | pound Т ounces 
Each Е 

Western-wear Accessories 
‚m Hat of wool and rayon felt. Shape-retaining 

crown. Chin cord. Sizes $(19¥s in. J; Mi20Ys in. J: L(21 in.) 
S. M. L. Measure around head above ears 

29 М 70027F-Faded blue” 29 N 780298- Black 
Each $1.99 

Gloves of vinyl plastic: Rayon fleece lin 
gussets between fingers for comfort. Fringe tri 

trast stitching. Prom Japan 
One size fits sizes 3 to 6x 

29 N 78801 — Gre 29 N 78909 Blue 
29 N 78802 lud 29 N 78804— ick 
Supping weight 1 Pair 31.90 

Neck Scart. Polyester. cotton broadcloth. Cowhide slide 
with plastic “jewel”, Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 

29N7824-Gmes  29N7821-Red 29 N 7822-80 Shipping weight 2 ounces Each $1.23 
Western Belt. Genuine hand-finished split cowhide. 1-inch 
wide Chrome-plated buckle 

Waist aizes S(19-21 in. 1422-24 in). State size S or L 
29N7BSIZF-Grem  29N7BSIF- Blue 29 М 78816 — Black 
29 N 78813Р Nal 29N7BMISE-Tas 29 М 78814F While 
Shipping weight ounces Each 52.75 

Cut 50°. . Ranchtone 
PERMA-:PREST* 

Coordinates 
SIZES 3 to 6x 

5) Westematyle Blouse. Durabi 
broadcloth of polyester and 

Avril® rayon. Ruffles on front and 
cuffs are edged with picot t 
Pearlized metal snaps on front and. 
cuffs. Western-style yoke back 
Long sleeves. Topstitched, pointed 
collar. Shirttail bottom. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry.. no 
ironing 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or Gx. See 
chart on page 1 

29 м 79037 — White with green irim 
Esch *3.99 Sip uta 

G Denim Skirt of cotton and poly 
estor. Elastic back-waist. 2 belt 
p« Back yoke. Front inverted 

pleat with topatitched crease. 2 
patch pockets. Machine w 
warm, tumble dry . по ironing 
State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or Gx, See 

chart on page 162 
29 N 78725 — Ranch Moe 
29 N 7874F — Ranch red 
29 N 7873F — Ranch green 

Each 12.99 

SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

(7 and 8) Western-styled PERMA- 
PRESTE Shirts of polye 
Topstiiched interlined о lar has 
tays for a neat look. Pearlized metal 

snap fasteners at front, cuffs of lory 
Jeeves. One pocket. Shirttail bottom. 
Machine wash. warm. tumble dry 
по iron. State size 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 6x 
See chart, pog 
1] Selid-color chambray Shirts. 

29 N 7818 — Solid blo 
29 N 78177 — Solid red 
29 N 78196 — Solid gree 
Shoe. wi. 5 or Each 5249 

64 

Checked gingham Shirts 
29 N 78167 — Bine check 

29 N 7814F — lied check 
29 N 7816F Green 

Y Split-cowhide. Vest. Two br 
9 Moka plated conchon with 
Fringe trim. Two pockets. 

State size S, M, L. See chart 
page 173 to be sure of correct size 9 N 78T IF Ranch b 

N TBIOF — Ranch 
29 N 7BI2F— Ranch 
29 N 7809F П 

10 Spit-cowhide Leather Chops 
Complete the western look 

Fringed chaps have (our nickel 
plated conchos with ties. Two stud. 
trimmed pockets 
straps which 

Sor. Si 
29 N 7887F 
29 N 7886F 
29 N raso 
29 N 7889 

has two 
ind child's leg nap aro 

145-6к) only. Si 
chart, page 164 art, pag 

| PERMA.PRESTA flore-leg Joont 
These jeans are made of heav 

Double-needle 

Band waist, zip fly. Yoke 
pockets in front. 2 in back 

nnauLan sizes. Fit the child with the 
average build. See chart belou 
29 N 78037F — Ranch 
29 N 780394 — Rane 
29 N 780385 — Ranch cree 

sum sizes. Fit the chil 
nder build. See chart below 

29 N T8042 — ane 
29 N 7B044F — Re 
29 N 78043 i 

Euh s249 

CHILDREN GROW RAPIDLY 
MEASURE AND BE SURE 

Regular and Slim Jeans Chart 

not age)| 2 з | 4 



ROUND-UP and RANCH WEAR featuring RANCHTONE 

N PERMA-PREST COORDINATES 



FIT 
SIZES 
TO 6x 

Uncut corduroy 
accents the 

soft look of these 
boys' Separates 

1 PERMAPREST® heather rib-knit turtle- 
neck Shirts of polyester and cotton 

Long sleeves. Ribbed collar and cuffs 
Hemmed bottom. Machine wash at warm 
temperature and tumble dry. No ironing. 

Slate size S, M or L. See chart om facing page. 
Children grow rapidly . . measure and be sure 
29N48143F-Burgundy 20NA814 1F-Navy 
29N48142F-Brown 
Shipping weight 3 ounces Each $2.79 

U.neck belted Sweater Vest of soft Or 
lon* acrylic. All-around belt. Leather. 

look buckle is plastic. Machine wash at warm 
temperature and tumble dry 

Slate изе S, M or L. See chart on facing page 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

29N37048F-Burgundy 29N37045F-Navy 
29N37046F-Helge 
Shpe. wt. each Sor. .. Fach $3.99; 2 (or 87.90 

З Ribless cotton corduroy Slacks. Flare 
leg styling. Elastic back-waist with band 

front. Zipper fly. Two front patch pockets. 
Safety-stitched seams. Machine wash at 
warm temperature, 

Sate size 3, 4, 5, б, 6x. See Chart 1 Below 
29N66154F- Burgundy 29N66151F-Navy 
29N66152F-Brown 
Shipping wereht A ounces Fach $3.99 

з corduroy Jacket 
folk jacket of rugged 

otton corduroy. Soft, warm acrylic pile lin 
в is cotton backed. Button front. All 

around belt with metal buckle. Two front 
patch pockets with button flaps. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry. 

‘Stale size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See chart om page 162 
reci site. 

ZONAS2SSF-Hurzundy 29N45257F-Br 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 or. .... Each $9.99 

her Belt. Fits all children's pants 
sold in this book. Contrasting top-stitch. 

ing. Big hardware buckle. Hand finished belt 
Waist sizes S(19-21 in.); L(22-24 in.) 

State waist size S or L. 
29 N 34013F—Black 29 N 34011F—Brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounce: Each $3.00 

PERMA-PREST" Jeans of rugged, double-knit polyester 
Our lowest price this season for any PERMA-PREST* double knit Jeans that shed 
wrinkles . . keep their shape. Reinforced seams. All-around band waist. $ belt loops 
Fly has self-locking zipper. Yoke back. 2 front scoop pockets. Flare-leg style. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry. No ironing. Slim sizes fit child with slender build. Regular 
sizes fit child with regular build. State sise 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x 

Navy T 19 W STF ТӘ N 753118 Burgundy | 29 М 75319 КЕНИ [nen 28 N 783176 29 м 76312 
See Charts 1 and 2 below. Shipping weight В ounce Each 4.49 

Chart 1. REGULAR JEANS AND SLACKS Chart 2. SLIM JEANS AND SLACKS 
3 A EN Size (not agel | ...3 | REC в “ 

172 



Texture’s the look in these bulky-knit acrylic Sweaters. 
What's more, they're all machine washable for easy care 

3 V-neck Cardigan in springy links knit. ME Orions 1 Our lowest p 4 years for a Turtle. 9) Turtleneck Pullover 
neck Pullover © knit. 10 

brawny fisherman 
ie oft and 



All in over-the-foot styles 
some also available in Big boys’ sizes 

1 Wellington Boot. Smooth leather or brushed 
split leather upper. Unlined or lined with acryl 

ic fleece. Round oe. Non-marking PVC 
vinyl soles and e 
Little boy! (тей) 10 ч 
Unlined. 
15 N 15809F—Tan 
15 N 15808F—Black s 
Slate size, D эры. W 1799 
Lined 
15 N 15818F—Black smooth 
State size, D width. Wt. 1 Ib. 10.04 1899 

9 Western Boot. Zig-zag stitched smooth lea 
© or brushed split-leather upper. Cowboy 
heel. Lined y! sole and heel 
Little boys 
Half sizes, too. 

15789 — Red smooth 
15 N 15786F—Black smooth 
18 N 15788F—Tan brushed 
State sise, D width, Shpg. wt. | 1b. 100r. .....86.99 

3 Twotone Western Boot. Smooth leather foot 
with vinyl legs or b 

Cowboy heel. Lined legs. PVC viny 
Western design stitched, contrast 
design, Medium toe 
Little boys' sizes D (medium) wi 
Half sizes, too. 
15 N 15734F—Black sm 
15 N 15735F—Tan brushed, black 
State size, D width, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
Tots’ sizes D (med.) $, t 
15 N 11984F—Black sn 
State sist, D w 

8. Half sizes, too. 
'e unde 

Д X-15 notched mocos Boot. Black vinyl lex 
brow nd 

wearing PVC vinyl sole 
leather foot. Yellow stitched w 

SN 8721 or 19.99 
Big boy > 

s1199 
5 x1 Boots. Smooth leather foot with б Yayı leg or Gad ийме upper, Cow 

western design. Narrow 
beys’ sizes D (medium) width 3% to 

Half sizes, too 
Pile lined, waterproof vinyl Boots 67 N 64842F— Tan brushed 
7] Western style. Pull-on style to wear NAE NM PU 

over-the-foot. Upper lined with 100% т; = = polyester, Textured slip resistant PVC vinyl X-18 Soles are Guaranteed, ( 4 and 5) N 
LITTLE BOYS' AND soles, heels. Salt and stain resistant uppers. Mection molded РУС viny LITTLE GIRLS Little boys amd little girls’ sites M (med. ) 9, 10, mo size and q 0673 11,12, 13, 1, 2, 3. Stole full sise, M widik. Half 

sizes, order next larger size. 6 Cowboy Boot. Colorful decoration on the 
76 N 580335—Brown. Wt. 2 lbs. б 02.46.97 glossy split-leather uppers. Roomy rounded 

toes. Р ов straps. Composition sole and he 8 Cowboy Boot. Over-the foot pull-on Lie Veran Rb; Hoe paci D жейин) ui 
pi. Sak, stain resistant. Polyester pile 8%, to 3. Half sizes, toc 2 lining. Textured soles and hecls resist skid- 15 N 15815F—Re 15 N 15802F—Brow 
ding. About 9'/, in. high. Cordo brown. 15 N 15804F— Black 
Little boys’ and little girls’ sises M (medium) sise, D width. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. width 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2 and 3. Half sizes, Tots' sizes D (med.) width 5% to 8, Hal order next larger size. 15 N 119911 Red isn 119741 Sisi full riz, then M width 15 N 11943F Black 
76 N 58036F—Shpg. wt. 21bs. 1008. .66.97 State size, йеп D width. Wt. 14 oz 1409 



vn 

$333 $393 

Machine-washable V-neck 

and Turtleneck Pullovers 
BOYS’ AND STUDENTS’ SIZES 6 TO 26 

Cut 93... Fall of 1971 was $8.98. Our Best V. 3 Our lowest 
PREST* 

20. St X^; Acrilan® аст 

се in З years for any PERMA 
neck Knit Shirts . . Sizes 6 10 

pot 



fA Wind restart Boyce Jacket ann e 

trimmed with 
Scotchite* reflector tape Jor better right time ину. Back cargo pocket under stripe 

Bright red, white and 
navy Bicycle Togs 

BOYS’ SIZES 6 to 12 
STUDENT SIZES 14 to 24 

1 Spony Bicycle Jacket in sturdy nylon ciré taffeta with contrast racing 
Stripe. Special styling features include luminous safety stripe, handy back 

argo pocket and elasti 
dralts. Zip. 
State size 6.8, 10 or 
See Chart | om page 182 
4ON76121F- Wt 1 Ib. 1002.411.99 

ized half-cuffs, 
ont. Drawstring bottom. Mac 

der the wrist . . helps keep out 
ine wash at warm and tumble dry 

м. ‘Slate sise 14, 16, 18, 20, 2 
See Chart 2 on page 1 
A0NBO46 1F-We 2 Ibs. or. „91499 

(2 and 3) Choose a bright tri-color bicycle knit shirt in long-sleeve or short 
Sleeve styles. Durable interlock-knit fabric is 100% comb 
comfortable and easy-to-care for. Square cut 

cotton . . so soft 
ns and short sleeves arc 

neatly hemmed. Round necklines and long slecves are taped. Just machine 
wash atw 

Long sieeve Style. 
nos’ sizes 6-8 and 10-12. Slate 

sise See Chart | ow page 
43N 41024F—WL Sor. -...44.99 
STUDENTS' SIZES 14-16, 18-20 and 

24. Slate sise. See Chart 1,9. 1 
3 N43821F—W 80 1599 

of '73 in this tri-color bicycle shir 
fabric of 50% Fortrel® polyester and 50% cotton. Styled with 

3 Shortsleavo Style 
noys’ sizes 6-8 and 10-12. Sisie 

size. See Chart 1 om page 17 
43 N 40024F— 6 oz 1399 
STUDENTS’ SIZES 14-16, 18-20 and 
22-24. Stale size. See Chart 1, page 175 
43 N 4282 1.—Wt 

long рох collar, front poer with ring pull and neatly hemmed straight bot 
tom. Long-sleeve shirt short-sleeve shirt has hemmed 
sleeves. Just machine wash at warm and tumble dry . . no ironing 
4 Longsleeve Style. 

Ё noys’ sizes 6, 8, 10 and 1 
State sise. See Chast 1 om page 192. 
аз м 34687F—Wt 1102 ..5429 
STUDENTS" sizxs 18, 20, 22, 
24. State size. See Chart 2. 192. 
43 м 35 138 Wi 3499 

Shortsleeve Style. 
Boys’ sizes 6, 8, 10 and 12 

State nise. See Chart 1 om page 102, 
43 N 32687F—Wt Bor 5369 
STUDENTS’ SIZES 14, 16, 18, 20, 2 
24. Slate size. See Chart 2 0m pag 
AIN 33605F—Wi В oz. “ 



Wi - Action-packed 
í О 1 NEL Posters NM 

ғаз N 95607H 



National Football League 
Hooded Sweatshirts 

BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 6 TO20 

Warm up winter fun in your favorite Sizes S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14-16) and XL( 18-20). State site S, M, L or XL. Miniature Football team sweatshirt. Official emblem ap- See Ме 
pears on the and team name is 43 N 16134F- 143 N 16132F-New Orleans Saints Helmet Kits 
letter ck. Sweatshi 43 N 16135F- 143 N 181276 Pittsburgh S 2 
navy wi! ffs and b. аз N 18122F 143 N 16138F Keep track of National Conter 

Ех 43 N 161286 143 N 16145 0-5: ence and American Conference 
"x able fi 43 N 16129F 143 N 1614763 standings by arranging teams Soft and easy-care blend of 9S% — 43 N 16146F aan ^ winning order. Each kit con 43 N 16143F Kansas City Chiefs 

43 N 16124F-Detroit L 
143 N 1613325: Louis C 

143 N 16126F 
L43 N 16125F 
143 N 16137F 

tains 2 goal post display stands, 
13 helmets and snap-on face 
guards all in sturdy plastic Саз N 16148F Саз N 161317-Clevelan 

43 N 161236 Gri X43 N 16144F-Denver Broncos Paste-on team insignias and 
43 М 16139F. 43 N 16136F-San Francisco 49ers з are included with in хаз N 16142F-Houston Oilers 

saso 
te helmet 

ns. Height when assembled 
is approximately 9 inches and say “Char 

see page 

178 [Sears] 

ORDER SIZE s= [> uN Ej 



COLORFUL NFL 
molded plast 
hides “trick” coin siot... just lift to Insert per pen coins, To remove 
{rom base. 
blemas 
43 N 95644—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

s. Choose your. 
to put on base , „all 26 

National Football League 
Pullover Crewneck Sweatshirts 
BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 6 TO 20 

Bay Packers. 
Chargers 

43 N 16208F-Balt 
43 N 16224F-Den 

s 43 N 16213F-St L 
43 N 16216F-San 

23 
аз N 16202F-M 
43 N 16218F-Rı 
43 N 16206F-New Yo 

Just machine wash at warm. Shipping weight 1 pound 
n easy way—order 



DOLPHINS 
Vikings 

eus 

National Football League Ponchos . . 
team emblem on front, team name on back 

BOYS' AND STUDENTS’ SIZES 8 TO 24 

ууз? AND STUDENTS" stzes M (fits sizes В thru 14). Ц 

Dolphins 

$4.99 

180 [Sears] . 



National Football League 
Jackets and Caps 

BOYS' AND STUDENTS’ SIZES 8 TO 20 

Melton Athletic Jacket. Heavyweight fabric blended of 85% reprocessed wool 
15% unknown reprocessed fibers in NFL team colors. Authentic team emblem oa 

behind the team emblems at the 
right. White leather-look Naugalite vinyl sleeves (gold sleeves on Green Bay 
chest. Jacket color is shown as backgroun 

Packers) 

closures 
State эйи 8, 10, 1 

Chart 1 below 

Two slash pockets with vinyl trim. Warm lining of acet 
acrylic. Cotton knit collar, cuffs and waistband for a warm, s 

n front. Dry clean only 
14, 16, 18 or 20. Measure and be sure ‚ce Measuring 

Team Name REKET c Team Name 
Dallas Cowboy Ao WRIT. | 43093407 San Diego Charger 
Green Bay Packers AONBOIGF. | 43893427 Kansas City Chiefs 
Washington Redskins...|..L40 N 80172F. | 43 N 93425 Detroit Lio 
Cincinnati Bengals. мао NBODAF | 43 N 93405 New Orleans Saints 
Buffalo Bills N40 N 80221F | 4393403 — Houston Ойе 
Chicago Bear | Leon во219ғ. | 4393404 Atlanta Falcons 
Denver Broncos. | Faon во22ағ | 43893408 Baltimore Col 
Los Angeles Rams... |. 40 N 0214г. | 43293413 New York Giant 
Saint Louis Cardinale... | 140 N 301711. | 43293424 Cleveland Browns 
Philadelphia а} Faon BOI61F |. 43 893428 Oakland Raider 
Pittsburgh Steelers Laon Bozar. | 43 N 93421 Miami Û 
New Vork Jet Lao N 80162. | 43 193418 New England Patriot 
San Francisco 49ers тюм | 43493423 Minnesota Vikings 
Shipping weight. Zits во | 4oz Shipping weight 
Price 31588 | 3294 Pree 

MEASURING CHART 1: for Outerwear. To find size measure height 
ORDER Size 10 12 йа 
Height, (inches)... 5o 1 EA 59514 
Chest. Gnches). 1 7i x 

Note: Catalog numbers beginning with F sent postpaid from factory near Метр 

Knit Cop. Warm, bulky knit of 65% 
Опов" acrylic and 39% acrylic 
bows off your favorite team alle 

Lao N 802257 
40 N 801837 
L40 N 80226 
F40 N 80241 
Fao N 80223F 
F40 м в0184ғ 
40 N 80212F 

F40 N 80211F 
мао N 0262E 

юш 
N 261 

2 lbs 8 of 
$15.88 

with ез) and с! 
їв 18 
a Er 

Tenn 

Official team emblem on 

азн 93422 
43 193412 
аз н 93409 
43 N 92416 
43 N 99411 
з N 93426 

аз N 93401 
аз N 93417 
43 N 93406 
ang 
аз N 93414 
аз N 93402 
4393415 

4 ox 
32.94 

st 



The Survival Jacket . . Made of 
strong nylon or rugged corduroy 

for warmth in any weather 
BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 6 TO 24 

(1 end? ) Su 
US Air 



The Flight Jacket . . 
with warm polyester pile lining 

for non-stop warmth and good looks 
GreinedvinylGloven with warm rayo STUDENTS' SIZES 14 TO 24 
бесе lining on cotton 
Taiwan. Sises S(5534, 
in): LTH im); XL in) 
State S, M, L or XL. Measure com 

1 open hand at the 
loosely held tape (ex 

clude thumb). 
438940745 Black. 434940757 Brown 
Заре. wt. pair 5 oz. Pair $1.88 

N 82382F— Brown 40 N #2381F 



REGULAR SIZES 6 TO 12; JEANS 

] Sleeveless U-neck pullover Sweater is knit of 100% 
virgin acrylic for easy care . . keeps its shape and luxuri- 

ous softness. Subtle toned colors coordinate well with jeans 
and shirts on this page for the popular layered look. Fancy 
stitch design gives a rich, textured appearance. 

Waist, armholes, and neck are ribbed knit for a snugger, 
smoother fit. Machine wash, warm and tumble dry. Why not 
pick up the phone and order it? 
Regular sizes 6, 8, 10 and 12. State site. See Chart 1 ow puge 
$ lo be sure of correct size. 
N 20162F—Rose 
N 20163F— Light green 

Shipping weight 7 ounces 

9) PERMA.PREST* print balloon-sieeve Shirt accents 
jeans and sweaters on this page. Long sleeves end in 3- 

button cuffs. 50% Fortrel* polyester, 50% cotton. Fashion 
styling includes long point collar with permanent stays; one 
chest pocket. Semi-tapered body with tails. No ironing 
machine wash, warm and tumble dry 
Regular sizes 6,8, 10 and 12. Stale site. See Chart 1 om page 

192 lo be sure of correct size. 
43 N 34672F—Rose 
43 N 34673F—Green 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 

аз N 20161F—Light blue 

“ээ 

43 N 3467 1F-Blue 

3379 

Bush-style Jeans in ribless corduroy . . 
team them up with subtle toned tops 

ALSO IN SLIM SIZES 6 TO 12 

Ribless corduroy Bush-style Jeans are sturdy 
100% cotton in fashion’s new soft colors. Six 

handy pockets; two front cargo pockets, two front 
patch pockets with snaps, two back patch pockets. 
with snaps. Zip fly. Flared bottoms are hemmed, 
cuffless. Machine wash, warm and tumble dry. 
REGULAR AND SLIM sizes. Regular sizes fit boys 
with average builds. Slim sizes fit boys with slimmer 
than average builds. See Chart 1 on page 185 

Coler ‚size 6, 8, 10, 12. 

Row 40 71100F 
Le blue. |.. son то]. омоти LA green. |.. so N ore ИРТИШ 
ам. weh = 16 ounces 

5599 

4 cinch suede Cowhide Belt with contrast 
stitching. Metal buckle. Waist sizes 5022-24 in.) 

M(26-28 in.); 1430-32 in.). Stale size S, M or L- 
43 N 92038F-Brown 43 N 92037F-Navy 
43 N 92036F-Berry 
Shipping weight & our #350 



: Mariner-style Jeans find 

aN * A first-class mates in ribbed knit Pullovers 
REGULAR, SLIM SIZES 6 TO 12; 

JEANS ALSO IN HUSKY SIZES 8 TO 16 

1 PERMA-PREST® sip-top Pullover is softly blended of 50% polyester, 
50% cotton. Long sleeves have ribbed cuffs. Front is styled with 

pull-ring zipper and long-point collar with permanent stays. Over-all 
ribbed knit gives shirt a handsome textured appearance. Hemmed 
bottom. Machine wash, warm and tumble dry for no ironing. 

Regular sizes 6. В, 10 and 12 State size. See Chart 1. page 175. 
аз N 414536 — Brown 
43 N 41052F — Berry 

Shipping werght canere s299 

9 PERMA-PREST® moriner-tyle Jeans in easy care 50% Fortrel® poly 
© ester, 50% cotton. Handsome nailhead-weave pattern looks great 
with knit shirts and sweaters on this page. Styled with 2 front patch 
pockets with button flaps; 2 back patch pockets. Flared legs are hem- 
med. cuffless. Zip fly. Machine wash, warm. tumble dry for no ironing. 
REGULAR, SLIM AND musky sızes. Regular sizes fit boys with average 
builds Slim sizes fit boys with slimmer than average builds. Husky 
sizes fit boys with heavier than average builds. See Chart 1, below, 

REGULAR sum низку 
Color State size State size State size 

68.10.12 | & 10. 12 14. 16 
Navy 40 N 47266F 40 N 47767 
Brown 40 N 4267F 
Berry 40 N 47268 
Spe et ouem __ 
Price 3499 

3 PERMA-PRESTS knit turtleneck Pullover softly blended of 50% poly 
© ester, 50% cotton. Ribbed knit for a trimmer fit. Turtleneck collar 
folds down to a full 2 inches. Long sleeves have ribbed cuffs. Hemmed 
bottom. Machine wash, warm and tumble dry for no ironing, 

Regular sizes 6, В, 10 and 12. State size, See Chart 1, page 175 
аз N 41019F — Gold 43N41018F—Brown —— 43N41017f—hory 
43 N 41018 Berry 43NATOT3F- Navy 
Shipping weight T unera na 

A, Sleeveless U-neck pullover Sweater in a popular jacquard pattern. 
Knit of 100% Orlon” acrylic for softness and easy care. Armholes 

and neck are ribbed for shape retention. Machine wash, warm and 
tumble dry 

Regular sizes 6, 8, 10 and 12. State size. See Chart 1. page 175. 
43 N 200255 — Multicolor jacquard Shipping weight 6 ounces 3599 

MEASURING CHART 1: for Slacks and Jeans 
To find size measure height without shoes. To determine 
slim or husky. check his weight and waist in that size. Measure 

ûi waistline Order only those sizes listed as available. 

For ET 
Height |ORDER| Weigh Wart] wett [Wars Г 

Hier 

ches) | SIZE | (ios) [te | we) | en] | b 
ыза? | 8 [47:51] 22% [Under 47 20", о) 8 |5201 |237: [unde 5; [23% | 62-69 10 | 62-98 | ау, [under 68 |? 

12 |7689 
14 | 
16 | 

254, [Under 76 | 2 



Corduroy Jeans and soft Pullovers 
boast a many-textured look 

REGULAR SIZES 6 TO 12; JEANS ALSO IN SLIM SIZES 6 TO 12 

1 Ziotop velour Pullover is softly knit of 100% 
cotton. Velour fabric gives this shirt cushiony 

comfort. Mock turtleneck styling is popular in to: 
day's fashion circles. Ribbed collar and waist. Long 
sleeves have ribbed cuffs for a comfortable fit. Ma- 
chine wash, warm, tumble dry 

Regular sizes 6, 8, 10 and 12. 
State size. See Chart | om page 175. 
43N41443F—Brown.— 43 N 41441F—Navy 
43 N 41442F—Berry 
Shipping weight 9 ounces “ээ 

9 Striking print corduroy Jeans in sturdy 100% 
cotton. Print pattern looks great with sweaters 

and pullovers on this page. Two front shape 
pockets, two back set-in pockets, Flared legs are 
hemmed and cuffless. Zip fly. Machine wash, warm. 

R AND ѕим sizes. Regular sizes fit boys 
rage builds. Slim sizes fit boys with slimmer 

than average builds. See Chart 1 өн page 145. 

4ON71121F + 40 N 711235 
40 N 71122F 40 N 71124F 

Fisherman-style turtleneck Sweater is softly 
knit of 100% Orlon* acrylic for comfort and easy 

care. All-over design gives a handsome textured ap- 
pearance. Long sleeves. Neck, waist and cuffs are 
ribbed knit for a smooth fit. Machine washable, 
warm and tumble dry 
Regular sizes 6, В, 10 and 12. State size. See Chart 1 
page 175. 
N 20045F—Natural 

Shipping weight 11 ounces 2599 

4 Top-grained Cowhide Wallet for boys. Win 
dows, coin pocket and billíold. 

аз N 9261 1—Black 43N92612—Brown. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 5249 Sp 



Plaid knit Slacks punctuate 
solid-color Shirts and Sweaters 

REGULAR, SLIM SIZES 6 TO 12, 
JEANS ALSO IN HUSKY SIZES 8 TO 16 

ШЕ [Sears] 187 



Brushed cotton corduroy Flare Jeans 
strike a match with 

Shirt and Sleeveless U-neck Sweater 
STUDENTS’ SIZES 14 TO 24 WAIST SIZES 25 TO 32 

it, luxurious look and feel 
patch pockets in front and 1 "ыен cotton corduroy Jens are brushed for 

Flared legs are hemmed and сыен. 2 mariner 4 

A0 N 74132F— Li. green 40 N TAL Rose 40 N 741 33F— LL blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 36.50 

2, PERMA-PREST® bolloon-sleave Shin of polyester and cotton printed in a bald 
plaid pattern. Tapered body has a long-poit permanent stays for 

pe retention. Long shi hed chest pocket; 
button cuffs, Machin ironing 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. изэ 

3 Sleeveless pullover Sweoter with deep U-neck shows. the cellar and full 
shirt (2). 100% virgin acrylic sweater in a fancy knit stitch 

азм 2161—14. blue 
Shipping weight 9 ous 3599 

4 Xin. меде leather Balt accented with saddle stitched edges Shiny oval 
haped metal buckle. State waist size 26, 28, 30, M inches. 

аз N 92078 Navy 43 N 92077F—Berry 
ию 



6 

Smooth. Double Knit Jeans 
take shape with knit Sweater Shirts 

for comfortable casual wear 

STUDENT SIZES 
14 TO 24 

WAIST SIZES 

Coordinated Fashions 
for the Male Teen 

] Turtleneck puilove 
with ribbed panel: 

body-hugging Gt 
weight koit of 100 
acrylic for wrinkle resi 

owe 0 
as a shirt or sweater. 

Machine wash, warm and 
tumble dry. State sie 14, 16, 18, 
20 or 22-24. See Measuring 
Chart 1 om page 175 
43 N 22291 Navy 

ТТЛ 
pe 

н 

Еа | le un y a. 
2, Ueperslodiet Striped knit AN ae ШШ) Moe d Ee pe MT EIER E ра etes egi ale ce De ee LE anal BEL EE ae e CR I ue aF 26 Ser Melee Chart iron wets fi our Nay e EQUI Den HE EA Ar s» 

PERMA-PREST® Double 
Jeans. Easy care stretch 

of 60% polyester and 40 
ton that never needs ironing 

chart, them inseam rise from these 
listed directly bel 
Waist, Т 

inches. 

40 н 730321 —Heather blue 
40 N 73033f— Heather berry 40 N 730345 — Heather brown 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $7.99 
Reg. DuPont тм. 

‚nit [Sears] 189 



Printed corduroy flare Jeans 
talk textures with 

10096 cotton Velour Pullovers 
STUDENT SIZES 14 TO 24 WAIST SIZES 25 TO 32 

Velour Pullover of 1005 cot mollem 9 Corduroy Jeans in latest fashion patterns add color 
almost © and "flam" te any top on these 2 pages. Made of 

s e] EEE 
Еа А | 

190 Sears “5% d и s 

3 Handsome double knit bi easy coro 
100% polyester give comfort and style all 

year-round. The natural stretch 
keeps them highly resistant to wrinkles 

Tailored in the ied style, 
it also features 2 with en. 
velope flaps and one upper chest pocket. Full 
ining, high center back vent, fully lined inside 
pocket and antiqued metal buttons on 
nd cuffs. Dry clean only 
REGULAR AND SLIM SIZES. State 14, 16, 18, 2 
or 24, Measure and be sure... see Chart Î 

N40 N 58934F — Berry kı 
мао N 58925F—Black kı 

мао N 60934F 
мао N 60935; 
Shipping weight ances. ....52399 

size] за [3e | тв | 20 [22]24 

bars | 

1 1321 1 

Plaid Flare Jeans with 2Y-inch cuffs, Scoop 
front. pocket, set-in hack pockets a 

belt loops. PERMA-PREST® fab 
Dacron* polyester, 50% c is woven f 
ply yams for luster and strength. Machine 

Warm, tumble dry 
sie from йок lid died lou жайы эйе TEE 

Is] | FREI 

L | I» аон EXIT Aroma black plaid Фм Anaıar — Navy berry plaid 

5 Seld color Sport Shirts. PERMA-PREST+ 

tr Features long sleeves with 2 bution cul os talis in front and beck. Popular long point 
Classic collar with permanent stays. | chest 

veket and color matched buttons. No ironing 
machine wash. warm, tumble dry 
State size 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24 when 

See Chart 2 below 
43 N 35109F 43 N 95107F-Light blue 
43 N 35106F. Berry 43 М 35105F-Navy 
Shpg. wt each 11 oz... Bach $449. seso 

vam: 
ome] а | se] тв] 

= fed oo] el zow 

y Sleeveless Skinny ribbed Pulover Sweater 
perature, tumble dry. State size 14, 16, 18, 20, 
2-24 when ordering. See Chart 
43 м 220545 Ivory 43 N 220927 Berry 
43 м 22051F—Navy 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 5.99 

7 1%-inch Leather Belt. With squa 
the full length. Embossed double edge, shiny 

metal buckle. Skate waist 26, 28, 30, 32, 34 in. 
43 N 92033 Brown 43 N S2031F— Berry 
43 92032F—Navy 43 N 92034F— Black 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 5400 

B Gergepun stretch Crew Socks. Top of 
Turbo hi-bulk Oron* acrylic Stretch 

nylon and 2 spandex. Foot of 6: 
Turbo hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic and 37% stretch 

on. Machine washable. warm temperature 
Sizes Miahoe size 9-2); 1429-84) and ХІ 

9-12). State 1 size, M, Lor XL, per package of 
3 pain: 43W 8877 1— Package of 

brown, 1 berry and 1 navy 
б ounces Package $2.97 Shipping weig 



Plaid Jeans and double knit Blazers 
go with Sport Shirts and Sweaters 

STUDENT SIZES 14 TO 24. .WAIST SIZES 25 TO 32 



Knit or broadcloth 
PERMA-PREST’° Shirts 
in bold stripes and solids 

Long sleeve pullover knit Shs 
collar. Hemmed botto 
Deeds no ironing when machine washed at warm and tumble dried. 
Solid-color Shirt. Popular skinny-ribbed body. Boys sizes feature rib knit 
cuffs; Student sizes have 2-button trim on сай». 

See STUDENTS зк». State 14, 16, 18, 20 
for 22-24. See Chart 2 at right 

nove sues. State 6, 8, 10 or 1: 
Chart 1 at right 
43 N 41451F - Navy 43 м 431517 — Navy 
43 М 41452F Berry. 43 м 431537 В 
43 N A14531— Brown 43 N 43157 — Brown 

43 N 431591 Iv 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 43 н 41454F Ivory Shipping weight 7 ounces. su s399 

knit-in pattern; rib-knit taped сш. 
чка. State 14, 16, 18, 20 

22-26. See Chart 2 al right 
43 N 431955 — Navy pattern 
43 N 431911— Ivory pattern 
43 N 43193/— Berry pattern 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 

ж sizes. State 6, 8, 10 or I 
Chart 1 at right 
43 N 41465f Navy pattern 
43 N 414646 Ivory pattern 
43 N 414626 Berry pattern 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. ..$499 s599 

BOYS' AND STUDENTS 
SIZES 6 TO 24 

Long-sleeve broadcloth Shirt of 50% Fortre 
Long.poi lar has stays for shape reten! 
cuffs, Machine wash, warm, tumble dry в 

polyester, 50% cotton. 
Chest pocket, 2-button 

poys sizes Semi-tapered body supers: sizes T 
with tails. State size 6,8, 10 or 12. tails for a trim fi 
See Chart 1 below 18, 20, 22 or 24. 

State size 14, 16, 
ее Chart 2 below 

43 N 34606F— Berry 43 N 35106F Berry 
43 N 34611F— Light blue 43 N 35107F— Light blue 
43 М 340696 — Brown print 43 N 35148F Brown print 
43 N 24661F— Navy print 43 N 35146F Navy print 
43 N 346 14F— Navy 43 N 35105F 
43 М 34609F Brown 43 N 38108 
43 N 34862F— Berry print аз м 35147F 
Shipping weight each 11 ounces. 
Each $299. 2 for $580 

Shipping weight each 11 ounces. 
Each $449. 2 for $8.90 

CHART ! for Sizes 6 1o 12 CHART 2: for Sises 14 to 24 
su Jeje |]. Su To [16| 18] 20 



а! for work 
spectator sports. 
hiking and other 
similar outdoor 

activities 

Men's Dacron* insulated 
nylon Outerwear 

er $ 19 OO | $1350 

Save *1.50 on Pants 
when ordered with Jacket 

hat seals in warmth while it 
end 2) Rugged nylon outer shell with wind. 

ent coating that ө ы M Heavyweight 1-pc. Outer Suits for Men and Women 

amp a er Nylon outer shell warmly insulated with $ vies алб носа 90: 
dines (3 and 4) Water-repellent nylon oxford with 66-04 Dacron’ 

and nylon tafle 
legs make 
and cuffs of 50 

Man's. way z n front and legs Д Women's. One-way nylon. 
from ankles to waist. Sizes S(34-36 in. and leg rippers from ani 

M3840, 1442-4041 XL(46-48 — 110-127 Mi14-16); 18-20). State S. М 
51 N 1034F — Miach 

9 Pants. Side sip 
© on and off wit 

'SINI0739— Navy 
NOTE: Garments on this page are s 

1NI049— Binck 
10 be wor over norm. 

if to be worn over heavy jack 
bulky sweaters, order next larger 



Lug-type 
‚composition sole 

designed 
with the 

active person 

In sizes for the entire family . . softly napped 
sueded split-leather uppers with traction-type lug soles 

If you're going to where the action is, why not 
covered with fine glove leather to help prevent 

re wearing a shoe with style? Soft uppers flex easily. Cushioned, deeply padded collar is 
ng. Full gusset tongue folds softly over the foo 

BIG BOYS" CHILDREN’S 
4 7 Siz 

MEN'S 
). Half sizes, too. 

15 N 14832F— Tan 
67 н 62488F 15 N 14833F—Blue 

s1400 Shipping weight pounds. $1199 Shipping wi. 1 Ib. Box, ...810.99 



$897 | 51097 

$797 | 5997 

SPORT BOOTS for the entire family 
ar 1 4 to proof 

teel shank helps pre 

jeavy-duty tipp. " ıd strong back strap. And N a » 
in boot that takes boot kick-off. токни Sears 195 



Beautifully-styled 
Boots with the 
Look of Suede 
* Soft, finely napped uppers of supple, 
cotton-backed flocked vinyl 

* Ribbed composition heels and soles 
are skid resistant 

Only $997 

WOMEN'S SIZES 

For the gal on the move this winter . . step lively in these 
fashionable boots with over the-foot styling. Uppers mold to 
every curve of your leg for a sleek, flattering ft. 15 inches 

insole to top of boot. Elasticized gore at top of 
míort and good fit. Side zipper for easy on and 

ofi. Graceful 14-inch heel. From Japan. Phone ordering’s 
а quick and easy way to buy it 
Siser M. (medium) width $14, 6, 634, 7, 7%, 8, 834, 9, 10. 
Please siae vise, them М width when ordering 
54 М 37295F— Rust за N 371951 Tan 
54 N 36695F— Brown 54 m 37398F—Navy 
54  362955— Black 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 

Available in 
5 colors 

it 
196 [Sears] um y 

à P 
Te 



Front Zippers are making fashion headlines 

Crinkle patent 
stretch vinyl Boots 

Skid-resistant ribbed 
composition sole and hee! 

$597 «oui 
Fashionable over-the foot styling with front 
with a damp cloth. Fabric backed. From Japan 

per. Vinyl uppers wipe clean 

Women’s. 15 in. high. 1%-in. hee вин 
Sizes M (medium) width 5%, 6, 6%. 
7, 774.8, Вуд, 9 and 10. 

ual sir, hen M width 
Sises D (medium wide) width 10, 11 
12,13, 1,2, 3 and 4 
State full sie, then D width 
15 N 13926F—White 
15 N 13927F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. &oz......459 Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz ... 55.97 

ТТЕ wen 

Soft vinyl Boots with 
the look of leather 

Warm cushioned nylon tricot lining. 
skid-resistant ribbed composition sole and heel 

$997 « 

the easy way—order by phon 
Sizes M (medium) 4, 6, 694, Ty ТУ, В, BY 9 and 10 
Please state your ws 
$4 N 36623F—Da: 
Shipping weight 2 

йеп M width when ordering 
en 54 N 36123F—Black 

inds 4 ounces 1997 
x [Sears] 197 



New at Sears.. 
extra-soft crinkle patent 

STREICH VINYL 
BOOTS 

with the Granny Look 

+ Full side zipper for easy on and off 
+ Skid-resistant ribbed composition 

rubber heel and sole 

Only $894 

Yin. heel. 
Sises M (medium) width 5% 6, 6 8, 8%, 9 and 10, 
State sis, then M swith 
54 N 37422F—White. 

15 N 13914F—Black 
15 N 13924F—Red 

WOMEN'S SIZE: GIRLS’ SIZES 
IN THESE 3 COLORS IN THESE 3 COLORS 

PLUS WHITE PLUS WHITE 



Crinkle patent stretch vinyl Platform Boots with soft, 
Boots with nailhead trim smooth leather uppers 
Cushioned nylon tricot lining for warmth Warm cushioned nylon tricot lining 

slip-resistant ribbed composition sole ribbed composition sole for slip-resistance 
EN'S $1798 WOMEN'S $ 298 

54 N 374661 — Whit 
$4 N 37166 154 N 366487 Brown 

317.98 de 12 oun 122.98 

+ [Sears] 199 



Casual Corduroy Sport Coats 
Suede trimmed uncut cotton Corduroy 

1 Good looks that just don't stop.— rom the slanted suede fla 
pockets to the wide lapels and side vents. Two-button shaped m 

3450 
2508F | 

Vinyl trimmed deep waled Corduroy 
‘ontemporary two button model has black vinyl trim on upper and lower 
ocket flaps. Leather buttons. Up to the minute wide lapels and deep center 

ent. Cotton corduroy. Spruce green. Dry clean. 
40, 42 
44 or a6 

Wonderful Wool Sport Coats 

that stretch for comfort 

The luxury of virgin wool plus the comfort and wrinkle shedding prop- 
ies provided by stretch. And this great fabric is tailored into a 

button sportcoat in the very latest patterns, 
and Camel-tan check. Set-in pockets, lower with wide flaps. 
lapels and deep center vent. Dry clean 

44,46, 

$4150 
Д Beet. white and blue herringbone. Big and bold tweed han set-in 

flap pockets. Wide lapels and deep side Dry clean, 



THE TRAVELLER 
POLYESTER 
BLEND AND 

ALL POLYESTER 
DOUBLE KNITS IN 

THREE IMPORTANT 
VARIATIONS 

Tartan Plaid Stitch-trimmed Classic 

Sportcoats Solid Blazers Solid Blazers 
Plaid makes the 

ranting sti po Dry clean. 

Sce with wide laps, wide 
nd deep center vent Welted 

breast pocket. Dry dean |. алля х KU Jas м 330017 [4E м 330077 15 N 33005; = T % N 330977 |45 N 33008% | Tamel tan | soy 
TALL. Siste coon suit avy | ast e Cranberry | 450031 

Fr 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 02..55145 Shipping weight 



Nylon Ciré Bike Jacket trimmed with 

Scotchlite 
REFLECTIVE FABRIC 

for safer night cycling 

BE SAFER 

BE SEEN 



A sensational low price for an Air Force styled reversible 
Survival Jacket with acrylic pile fur-look-trim hood 

M. L or XL (Se 



where youre sure to find 
something just rigfit for every 
man on your shopping list 

| 

‚KR 

d The look of leather 

in cotton suede-cloth 
The Traveller Rancher Jacket 

Storm resistant Knit Coats 

in polyurethane 
Flight Jacket 

jacket is 
all-weather coat first 

(Capenkin leather Gloves Soft and supple Unlined. Swagger flare slip on ш Decorative row of back stitching, Sizes: SC, 8). МО, 9%); LO, 
10%). Slate sise S, M eL Shipping weight d ounces 

8500 33N 56055F—Black 
иеше les en TM 

ester pile lining. Brow! 
M(9, 9%); L(10, 10 

S, M. Lor XL N 85053F— Black 
1100 g wt. 4 Ibs 



Leather and Corduroy 
pile lined 

zip-front Jacket 

$3300 
Cotton corduroy and 
and smooth cowhi 
winning team on thi 
бег» jacket scene Warm acrylic pile 
lining and collar plus zip front and 
зір hand warming pockets make 
championship good looks. Yoke f 
and back Set-in sleeves 
cuffs. Band bottom front 
back. Hip-length. Dry clean. 

State regular even suit sire 36 to 46 

к. 
ViA 

Sueded and smooth Lambskin front $2435 
cardigan styled Knit Jacket 

State regul 
45 N 60027 

New Zealand lambskin panel front spe 
‚ned to be soft and supple. Distinctive 
ke it a fashion standout. Cotton 

knit won't wrinkle. stretches for freedom 
motion. These jackets are perfect for the act 
man. Five button front. Slash pockets conceal 
in leather panel front. Setin sleeves with pl 
cuffs. Rayon acetate lining. Hip length. Dry 

45 N 60029F Goll 

ORDER 

ven suit sise 36 to 46 inches 



Double Knit Slack: 
paisley-print Stretch Sport Shirts, 

U-neck Sleeveless Sweaters 
and Velour Knit Shirts 

1 Sears Best Paisley print Sport Shirt Stretch woven PERMA 
PREST® fabric of 65% Dacron’ polyester, 35% cotton. 

Long point collar with permanent stays. Long sleeves with 2 
button cuffs; 7-button placket front. Tapered (Trim Regular) 
body with tail. Matching pocket, Machine washable, warm 
temperature and tumble dry 

Neck sizes S(14-1494); M(15-151); L(16-164 
(17-1714). See Size Chart below. Siate S. M. L or XL. 
33N79551F- Blue, plum, green 33N79S64F-Gold, black, red 
Shipping weight 1 pound. $8.00 

and XL 

Q) Sleeveless U-neck Sweater. 100%, acrylic in am open 
crochet stitch for an expensive hand-knit look. Rib-knit 

neck, armholes and bottom. Machine wash, warm; tumble 
Gry. Chest sizes S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). 
Stale 8, M. L. XL. 
33 N 86976F Beet зэ N B6979F— Natural 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce 5990 

$ Suede.trim Uncut Corduroy Sport Jacket. The perfect 
mate for the casual layered look - jacket sold on page 200. 

Д Zio-tront Velour Knit Shirt. Soft, fluffy 100% combed cot 
ton. Bold honzontal stripes with matching solid color long 

point collar and cutis Hemmed bottom. Long sleeves. Dry 
Clean. 

Chest sizes (14-36 M(38-40); 1442-44) and XL(46-48), 
State siae 8, M, L or XL. 
эз N 00323F Brown эз м 903267 — Beet 
зз N 90321 — Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. $1600 
5 Riviera Belt. Stainless steel plate accents front of full grain 

steerhide belt. 14 in wide. Polished cast steel buckle. Sizes 
S(30-32); MCA-36); ML(38-40) and 1442-44). 
33 N 418687 — Brow 33 N 41567F— Black 
State size S, М, ML or L. Shipping weight В ounces. . . . $800 

‘Sears Best Give-n’-Take II Double Knit Slacks. PERMA, 
PREST* 100% Trevira* polyester fabric and Stretch Ban 

Rol* waistband combine for unsurpassed comfort and styling 
Double knit fabrie stretches horizontally and vertically lor 
added comfort, Slant front pockets, set-in back pockets and 
belt loops. Culfless bottoms. Machine wash, warm; tumble 
dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. In Trim Regular cut for 
average builds; Pull Cut for huskier builds 
Trim Regular, flared legs. Full Cut. flared legs. Siole 
State waist in inches; inseam Waist in inches, inseam as letter 
letter S, M or L S. Mor 

x Боні MID) зо за 40 a? | S29. m 
32.34. 34. 38 [S29 41 MAN ux 

133; a [529 м 
ат N B363F — Beet N 50843F— Beet 
41 N B1365F—Pine green N 508487 — Pine green 
41 N B1361F— Buckeye N 50844 — Buckeye 

brown brown 
ат маззвз Marine blue — 41 N 50841F— Marine blue 
41 N 81364F—Silver gray — 41 N 508477 Silver gray 
41 N 813675 — Black 41 N 50848/— Black 
Shpg. wt.11b.202....51495 Shpg. wt. 1 1b.402....51598 

Full Cut, regular legs. Sinte 
маім, inseam in inches 

32 34.36 |28 20.90.39 40 зе 29 30 31 

41 м 813035 Beet ат N 508121 — Beet 
41 м B1395F — Pine green 41 N 508145—Pine green 
41 N B1391— Buckeye 41 N 508131 — Buckeye 

brown 
4) na1392r—Marine blue — 41 50811F— Marine blue 
41 м 81394F— Silver gray 41 N SOBY6F— Silver gray 
41 N 813967 Black 41 N 50817F Black 
Shpx.wi 11b.20%....51496 — Shpg.wt. 110. 4oz....$1595 

zt DIMENSIONS FOR TRIM REGULAR SHIRT 11) 



TA Tom: 
= A 





Pri Shirt and 
cable-knit Cardigan Sweater 

with flared Uncut Corduroy Slacks 
1 Long sleeve print Knit Shirt. Intricate paisley and стой design 

with wide vertical stripes in a 50% polyester and 0% Avril rayon 
knit fabric that stretches for comfort. Long-point collar, 2-button 

ffs, hemmed straight bottom. Machine wash, warm: line dry 
ines 534-36); М(З8-40); 1442-44); XIA46-48). Stute S, M, Lor XL. 

эз м 90566F— Burgundy and gray ` 33 N 90564F—Gold and blue 
33 N 905635 — Brown and blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 5999 

9 Cable-knit Cardigan Sweater. Natural colored 100% Orlon* acrylic 
2 in an all-over cable pattern to give the appearance of the popular 
Fisherman look. Rib-knit cuffs, bottom and border. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry 

Sizes S(34-36); M(38-40); 1442-44); XL(46-48). Please state S, М. 
Lor XL. 
33 м 86939F Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces $16.00 

З Patent Cowhide Bett. 1%-inch wide belt of soft, lustrous patent 
cowhide is a perfect accent to any dress or casual slack. Cast metal 

buckle. Sines S(30-32); M(34-36); ML(38-40) and 1442 44) 
эз NA1564F—Navy 33 N 41585F—Brown 
‘State size S, M, ML or L. Shipping weight 7 ounces. $8.00 
Д Uncut Corduroy Flared Stacks. All the strength and ruggedness 

you'd expect from 100% cotton corduroy plus the soft, smooth look 
of suede that sets you apart from the usual. Solid colors. Slant front 
pockets, set-in back pockets, wide belt loops. Machine wash, warm: 
tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 3%. In Trim Regular for the 
average build; Pull Cut for the huskier build, 
Trim Regular. Sinte waist in inches, Full Cut. 
then inseam as letter 8. M, L then inseam as 

am nes We = 
5799) MOI 3028404 

32343638 |szsw) мз! изз) 42 
AY N 810777 Beet 41 N 50173 
41 N 81079F—Navy 41 N 50172F 
41 N 81078F—Tan 41 N 50171 
Зард. wt. 1 lb. Box $1000 Shpg. wi.1Ib.I0or......$11.00 

Sears Best Casual Socks. 75% Hi-bulk Orlon” acrylic, 259% stretch 
9 nylon. Plus 2% extra nylon in toe and Heel Guarde heel. Anti-static 

то lint, no cling. Ribbed crew top. SAN «GA RD* treated; resists 
bacteria. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. One size fits 10 to 13. 

33 м 20063 — Bockeye brown. 33 м 20065— Beet heather 
33 м 20062 — Pine green heather 
33 N 20064 — Rosewood (Camel tan) 
Shipping weight 2 ounces 

Flared Double Knit Slack: 
with Lamb’s wool Polo Sweaters 

6 Lamb's woo! zip-tront polo Sweater. 100% virgin lamb's wool in 
soft heather tones with contrasting colored trim on long-point col 

lar and zipper placket. Ribbed knit cuffs and bottom. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry 

Sizes S(34-36); M(38-40); 1442-44) and XL(46-48). Please state S, 
M, Lor XL. 
33 м SAV76F — Graype эз N B4971F Light marine blue 
33 N 849735 — Light creole (ru 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. $16.00 

1] Sears Вен Give-n'-Take 11 Double Knit Continental style Siscks. 
PERMA-PREST* 100% texturized polyester double knit fabric 

stretches horizontally and vertically for superb comfort and styling. 
And, the Stretch Ban-Rol* waistband "moves" with you for a proper, 
comfortable waist size at all times. Patterned in blue or beet checks 
with wide Continental waistband. Slant front pockets, set-in back 
pockets, flared hemmed bottoms. In Trim Regular for the average 
baild. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 

State waist in inches. then inseam ей $, M or L 

irene. mene зоа мэ SD MON ш 
a1 матат Beet. AN BI415F— Marine blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $1595 

00 Sears 209 



Colorful KNITS for 
on-or-off the course 

4 

GOLF COORDINAT 

GOLF PRO JOHNNY MILLER 
Featuring here: Flared Double 

with ribbed knit Turtleneck S 

he We 

Ribbed Turtleneck Sweater. 100% Orlon” ac 
nbines warmth and great styling. F 
inal shape even after repeated mac 

39 Natural 33 N 82632F— Forest green 33 N 826312 Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces 

WORN BY 



Featuring here. 
Double Knit Flared Slacks 
with print rt Shirt 
and links knit digan Sweat r 

п 
1 Classic Cardigan Sweater, 10% alpaca, 50% wool, Fine-gange links knit won't shrink or stretch 

out of shape. Bell sleeves, turn-back ribbed cuffs, rib-knit bottom. Color.matched buttons. 
Extra full cut. Dry clean. Sizes (34-96); М(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48) 
33 N 88926F-Wineberry (beet) 33 N 86923F-Cinnawond (rust) 33 N 86921F-Tournament blue 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces $19.00 
9 Bold print Knit Sport Shirt. Care-free fabric of 65% polyester, 35% cotton for strich comfort 

Short sleeves. long point collar, hemmed cuffs, bottom. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Sizes 
3134-36); M(38-40); 1442-44); XL(46-48). 
33 N 90520F-Teeberry (plum) 33 N 90523F-Cinnawood (rust) 33 N 90521F-Tournament blue 
State size S, M, Lor XL. Shipping weight В ounces $1000 
White braided Belt. Heavy cotton . . 1% inches wide. Metal buckle. Wi 

B зв); ML(38-40): 44). State кізе S, M, ML or L 
эз N 41169F — Shipping weight 7 ounces. $6.00 
Д Give-n’-Take 11 Double Knit Flared Slacks, PERMA-PREST® 100% Trevira® polyester knit 

fabric stretches horizontally and vertically to follow your every move. Ban-Rol* waistband 
stretches for added comfort. "Shirt gripper” lining. Slant front pockets, set-in back pockets, wide 
belt loops. Solid color. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Trim Regular for average builds; Full 
Cut for huskier builds 
Trim Regular, State waist in inches, then inseam РЫШ Cut. State waist in inches, then inseam as 

«Lines $(30-32); M(34 

ax inier 8. M or L letter S. Mor L 

30 32 за 038, 529%) man 36.3840 414€ s 
1343038. 0220-09 3638 40 4 
41 N 816237 Teeberry (plumi 41 N SONG — Teeberry (plum) 
41 м 816247 Cinnawocd (rust) 41 N SO863I— Cinnawood (rust) 
41 м 816286 Tournament blue 41 50862. Tournament bi 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces......$1895 Shipping weight 1 pound 4 

Sears Best Casual Socks. Anti static, anti-lint. 75% Hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic, 25% 
stretch nylon. Plus 2% extra nylon in toe and Heel Guard* heel. Ribbed crew top. 

SANI*GARD# treated to resist odor, bacteria. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
33820077-Cinnawood (rust) 33N20071-Tournament blue 23420078: Wineberry (beet) 
One size fits 10 to 13. Shipping weight 2 ounces. Pair $150 а Г MEN Sears 211 



> BELLES 
KINGS RAAN 

Skinny-ribbed Knit Turtleneck Shirt 
and Western-stitched Outdoor Shirt 

with Flared Stretc 
1 Western-stitched Outdoor Shirt waist-len 

Flared Double Knit Jeans with 
zip-front К 

¢. Trim N’ Tight f 
Trim N' Tight. Sta 
inscom 5, M 
CHART A 

‘orduroy Jeons. 100 

CHART C 

2 (Sears 







Jacquard Knit Shirts with 

flared Uncut Corduroy Jeans 
] tong sleeve zip-front knit Shin. Intricate jacquard pattern in a 507% 

jester and 50% cotton blend that stretches just enough for com 
Matching long-point collar opens with brass ring pull zipper. 

bution cuffs; hemmed bottom. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. Chest 
sites 8134-36). M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(A6-48.. State S, M. L or XL. 
33 N 90832F — Spinach green). Creole (rest) and Gourd (yellow 
33 N 905366 — leet, light marine blos and gold 
33 N SOSSGF — Crece (ran), spinach (green) and white 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 3475 

2, Uncut Corduroy Flared Jeons. 100% cotton corduroy in a soft, smooth 
look accented with patch scoop front pockets, patch back pockets 

and tunnel front belt loops. Hemmed bottoms. In a Trim N' Tight cut 
for young men with slim builds. Low rise waist rides on 
chine wash, warm: line dry. Maximum fabric 

inseam. in. | MIN) Li 2. Min. | 52 1 
  XL (34)ناس

AY N Z5418F — Fine green AY N 254178 — Crede iras 
Stats wait in ches. inasam өз Ltr mim sts 

3 Savare cut-out Beh. Top grain cowhide with three rows of square 
cut-outs that extend entire length of belt to form an unusual and 

interesting design. 2 in. wide. Double pronged silv 
Waist sises 3130-320; Mi 34-367. ML(38-401, 1142.44) State S, M, ML. L 
33 N 41581F — Brown 33 N 415785 — Due эз м 415796 White 
Sipping weicht carere 1800 

colored buck 

Checked Flannel SportShirt and 
western-stitched Denim Outdoor Shirt 

with flared Brushed Denim Jeans 
Д Snop-tront brushed denim Outdoor Shirt. Waist length outer shirt of 

100% Sanforised' cotton denim is a perfect mate with denim jeans 
for that important together-look in casual wear. Styled with long point 
collar, two enap-flap front pockets and snap cuffs. Contrast stitching 
accents collar, yoke. pockets, cuffs and banded bottom. Maximum fabric 
shrinkage 1%. Machine wash. warm; line dry. Neck sizes Si14. 14) 
M(15-154); L(16-16¥5) and XL(1T-17¥9), State S, M, L or XL 
33 N 77681F lue эз N 77582 — Been 
Shipping weight 1 pound # ounces 11099 

E, Checked flannel Sport Shin. PERMA-PRESTS fabric of 854 
15% polyester for warmth and durability. Long sleeves with 2-button 

cuffs. tapered body and tails. Placket front sports 7 buttons right up to 
the long-point collar with permanent stays One matched pocket 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, Neck sizes S(14-14¥4), M116-15%) 
1416.169) and XL(17-17Va). State size S, M. L or XL 
33 N 7I634F — Gold and black эз N 77627 — hod and back 
Shipping weet d 2 ounces 3600 

G Brushed danim flored 4 
ing. Features two front pockets with sn 

л. 100% cotton denim with contrast stitch 
flaps and two patch back 

pockets. Wide belt loops; hemmed bottoms. Machine wash, warm. line 
dry. In Trim N' Tight cut for the young man with a slim 
waist rides on hip bone. Maximum fabric shr 
inches, then inseam as letter 5, M, L o 

4. Low rise 

Was 25 3.373534] Т 
өт, in. | M(31). 033 31). MIST), эу). M(31) 

M x xi 
LEZET 41 N EF Docheye ve 
Shipping ара 1 pound oum. 2» 

ure the nostalgia of the old West in this 
де belt with bold antiqued finished 

eagle buckle. 2 inches wide. Waist sizes (30-327; M(34-36); ML/38-40) 
1442-44). State waist size S. M, ML or L 
33NAISMAK- Bisch 23 № 41535F —Deown 33 41587 — While inat shown 
Shipping weight 12 omen #800 

7 esie Gunaling Beh. С 
brawny top grain glam 

Rocing-ttyle Gloves. European-styling. Soft, fine grain capeskin 
leather; brushed inside. Snap tab back Sizes 5188/3); M9-9Y 

1410.-105 and XL(11-11%) 
33 N 500037 — Country brown 23 N 50006 - Нш 3 N S6000F — Racing tan 

$200 

22 [Sean]2ı5 



Another great gift idea from, 

[без] Me Mens Bore 

sn 

Textured Polyester 
Crepe 

PERMA-PREST* 
Sport Shirts 

> give these easy-care shirts 
ious softne: 

tumble dry (remove from dryer 
immediately). No ironing necessary 

(1 end 2) Long-point collar has permane 
Long sleeves with 2-button cuffs. Top 

ular. Made in Japan. 
S(14-14Y); M(15-154+); LU16-16Y 

TY. See Chart on facing page 

1 Polko don. € 
эз N 768417 33 N BASF Graype 

эз N 768435 — Br 
Siu nie S. M. Lo ЁТ 

Q Solids. ¡No pocket 
© 33 м 76585 Oye 
зз N 76589 — Creole ‘Peach 
33 N T6584 — Ligh 
эз N 76688 
DN 

зэм 

эзн 



PERMA-PREST" Never-iron Sport Shirts in tapered styles 

Layered Look $799 



iS ak 
PERMA-PREST" Flannel Shirts 5399 colla with 

F 2 Pi 

Another great gift idea from. 

Machine washable 
heavyweight wool 
and nylon Shirts 

g nus 
button 



Heavyweight 
10096 wool 
C.P.O. Shirts 

$1199 PERMA-*PREST" Sport Shirts Heavyweight Outdoor Shirts 
511 í of Orlon* and Dacron” of Melton Cloth 

$119? 

5 Knit turtleneck dickey 



Machine washable Orlon* acrylic Sweaters in rib knit styling 

Zipper placket $ 1300 eveless 799 Ribbed 
Pullover Pullover Turtleneck 

washable, warm and tumb th pop 9 Ribbed turtle: З етей and 

1 Zipper placket w 33 N 83609r— Natural 
ollar, d b 33 N 63603F—Brown 

33 N B3608F—Dark rust 



«where youre sure to find 
a sweater just TR ey 

|| man on your shopping list 

Machine washable 
Orlon* acrylic 

Sweaters 

4 Turtieneck Sweate 



Classic Casual Sweaters of 100% Orlon" acrylic 

f these great looking 
hine washability 

$899. es 269 

ico does the 

Layered-look Sweater Sı 

Rib knit U-neck Pullover and wallpaper pattern 
design Shirts are both machine washable 

se$] MOD 

1 Sleeveless sweater of 100% acrylic ha allover rib construction 
with double fabric rib knit neck armholes and bottom, Con 

۸ cetale and features a 

(2 theu 4 ) Mode with Orlon* in an int 

эз N 2096€ — Burg 
3 N K2094F — Gold 

13 N &21025 — D» n front placket, two button 
h are machine washable ın 

DI; 1442-44) and XLi4648 

Sasra 



The Frosted Look in Wool or Orlon ^ 
For warmth and comfe ring the cold winter mc 

е washabl s with a luxurious he. 

msi $1400 

3 Turtleneck. 100% Orlon* acrylic with all 
ng. Full turndown rib knit 

ТЕД [Sears] 223 1400 



Our Finest Classic Card 
.. 100% Alpaca 

Full-bodied texture comes from double-ply yarns. 
Links knit for shape retention 

1 Rich. solid colors complement classic cardigan styling. As comfortable a t 2 v 
is handsome. this sweater is made of 100% virgin al Fashion features. көй. s nr proper cS lead 

include 2 button trim on each aide of the waistband and dyed to match but buttons adorn the hidden Hosure. Dry clean only. Chest 
tone A “hidden border" ‘concealed facing that reinforces the border and tine SES, ISR AO, LIGERO and XLAS ART Ste эше on 
buttonholex). Turn back cuffs are rib-knit. Dry clean only letter 8, M Loe XL. 
Cheat эне» 513030: MISSA! L14244) XLI46-48). State S, M. L or XL Necro 000 эз н 85730" wie 

зэм вона — Cold эз N бобок — White 30 N B6733F — Pine green 39 N 067266 — Brown 
эз N BOOGIE — Blue 33 N 80908 — Bick зэ м 6738F- Morgana зэм 887316 - Light Me 

33 М 86766F — Dark blue INSAF 
12000 ‘Sipping weight 1 pound оета. й 12.88 . 

Our lowest price this year for any 

Sweaters of 100% Lamb's Wool 



PERMA-PREST* $599 
Stripe Dress Shirts 

PERMA:PREST* $ 
Solid Dress Shirts 

Textralized* Ban-Lon* Knit Shirts 





The Comfort Dress Shirt 
* The comforr's built-in, with shaped sleeves, curved yoke 

and our exclusive C-band® contour collar that won't ride up 

+ Easy to care for because they're PERMA-PREST® fabrics 

© The trim regular cut means they're tapered to fit the curves of your body 

GED Stretchy 
Knits 

$999 

(1 thru 6) Trim regular cuts. Long point, cape col 
lar has removable, flexible stays. Long sleeves, one 
chest pocket, placket front, double-button cuffs. 
Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 

afis 15016 Ies 
[323334 | 32333435 | 133435 

stripes and 
prints 

(з they 3) Striped Knit. 50% Arnel* tri-acetate 
and 50% Fortrel* polyester. State neck size in inches 
then метте length from chart above. 
(1) 33 N 716195—Red (3) 33 N 71618F— Brown. 
(2) эз N 71617F—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound. so 
100% polyester ties on ( 1 thru 3). Lions, dot pat. 
tern. 4-in-hand style. 4/^-inch width. 
эз N 37451—Red and white (on 1) 
эз N 37452 Navy and white (on 2) 
эз N 37453— Brown and white (on 3) 
Shipping weight each 5 ounces. $500 

(4 thru 6 ) Print Knit. 65% Amel® tri-acetate and 
35% Fortrel® polyester, State neck size in inches then 
eere length [rom chart aboce 
(4) 33 N 71614F—Hlue (6) 33 N 71615F— Brown. 
(5) 33 N 71616F—Red 
Shipping weight 1 pound. so” 
100% polyester ties on (4 thru 6). Jacquard weave. 
4-in- hand style, AW-inch width. 
эз м 37447— Navy (on 4) 
эз м 37448— Burgundy (on 5) 
33 N 37449— Brown (on 6) 
Shipping weight each 5 ounces 

Stretch Broadcloth 
Herringbone pattern 

5799 

(7 thru 12 ) A stretch fabric provides greater com- 
fort, wrinkle resistance and a pleasurable surface 
texture. This long sleeve dress shirt has stretch 
processed into the 75% polyester and 2 
That means you can machine wash in warm water. 
and just tumble dry 

The long-point, C-band®, cape collar is shaped 
to the contour of your neck . . removable, flexible 
stays keep it neat. Trim regular cut. 1 chest pocket, 
placket front. 2-button cuffs 
(7) 33 N 71712F-Green — (10) 33 N 71711F-Blue 
(8) 33 N71716F-Rose (11) 32 N 71719F- White 
(9) 33.N71713F-Gold — (12) 33 N 717 !4F- Brown. 

Eam 
Shipping weight 1 pound. $799 
100% polyester ties on (7 thru 12). Lively plaid 
pattern. Four-in-hand style, 4'inch width. 
эз N 37454—Blue, gold (on 7) 
33 N 37456— Maroon, rose (on 8) 
33 N 37459 — Brown, gold (on 9) 
эз м 37457 — Royal blue, red (on 10) 
эз м 37456 Black, white (on 11) 
зэ N 27455— Bottle green, tan (on 12) 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 

Who can wear TRIM REGULAR Shins? 

tay neat 

as $7799 

ditional Broadcloth in two styles 
French-c 

Stripes a $699 

(13 they 18) Long sleeve, PERMA-PREST® shirts. Trim regular cuts. Long point, cape collar. 65% 
polyester, 35% combed cotton. 1 pocket, placket front. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 
(13 thru 18) Button-down collar. 
(13) 33 N 70896F— Brown. 
(14) 33 м 70885€— Blue. 

5) эз м N Red. 

100% wool knit ties on ( 13 thru 15). Solid col 
ors, square ends. 4-in-hand. 3% inch width. 
эз м 37442— Brown (on 13) 
эз N 37441 Blue (on 14) 
эз м 37443— Burgundy (on 15) 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 

(16 thru 18) The collar has removable, flexible 
stays. Made in Japan. State neck, then sleeve from 
Chart used in (13 thru 15) 
(16) эз N 721817— Blue 
(17) 33 N 72187F— Green 
(18) эз м 72185F— Rose 
Shipping weight 12 ounces so” 

100% polyester ties on (16 thru 18). Pin dot, 
fox hom pattern. 4-in-hand. 44 inches wide. 
эз м 37444— Navy and white (on 16) 
33 N 37446— Brown and green (on 17) 
эз м 37445— Maroon and rose (on 18) 
Shipping weight 5 ounces soo 
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in Belts of 
soft, smooth leather, 

grained leather, 
suede or 

braid 



Great All-round 
Belt Collection for 
Dress or Casual Wear 

(3 thru 8 ) Waist sizes S(0-32 i 
M(34-36); ML(38-40) and L(42-44 
in.). Slate sise as eter S, M, ML or L. 

1 2inch Eagle trim Leather Belt. 
Soaring to popularity is this top 

grain, glazed cowhide belt. Pewter an- 
tiqued finish eagle adorns the white and 
black leather buckle, brass antiqued 
finish eagle on brown buckle. 
33 N 415345—Black 
33 N 415365—White 
S3 н 415357 Brown. 
‘Shipping weight 12 ounces ......%800 

inch woven Hopsack Belt. A 
ee улеа! and interesting СЫ 

and lettering design encir. 
e entire length of belt Soft fek nine 
Brass-plated metal buckle. 
33 N AMASE— White. 

3 VWeinch Leather Dress Belt. Full 
3 in deen tne wih mat 

ff cowhide. Feather-edge con- 
struction. Adorned with a brushed 
gold-color buckle on brown and tan 
‘belts, brushed silver-color ов black. 
33 N 41552F— Black 
33 м 415535—Brown 
33 N 41554F—Tan 
Shipping weight 7 ounces .......97.00 

4 1inch Sueded Patch Belt. A 

5 inch Jute-Rope Belt. A touch of 
PEE LA ne twist. Heavy jute (sturdy cotton 
bra) im wah up min coe 
leather. Polished gold-color buckle. 
pre ead 
33 N 41575F—Brown 
‘Shipping weight 7 ounces ...... 9650 

D — 
Belt. Full grain glove leather 

with natural Weowhide. Feather 
‘edge construction. A two-tone, brushed 
gold-and-silver-color buckle. Black re- 
‘verses to brown. 

‘Shipping weight 7 ounces, 
DINAISSSF. 

polished silver-color grommets and 
buckle on black belt. 
Эз м A157 1F— Black 
33 N 1573 F—White. 
33 N 41872F— Brown. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 

8 enn cnim тебес M 

x along 
the entire length of the belt. Center bar 
buckle. Silver-color metal on black, 
20id-color metal on brown. 
33 N 41576F—Black. 

рим wech ounces. 

Basic Dress Belts 
(9 thru 13) Waist sizes S(30- 
32); M(34-36); МІ438-40); L(42- 
44). State size S, M, ML, 1. 

9 Reversible 1'cineh top 
grain cowhide. Featheredge 

construction. Lined with full grain 
suede cowhide. Black reverses to 
brown, gold-color buckle. 
33N 41142F—WL 402. ..5500 

10 inch top grain mello 
smooth cowhide, Feather 

edge construction. Silver-color 
buckle on black belt and gold-col 
or buckle on brown. 
33 N 41251F—Black 

1] Reversible 1⁄-inch top grain 
cowhide. Featheredge construc 

tion. Reverses black to brown. Silver 
color, giltfinisbed, center bar buckle. 
33 N 41138F—Shpg. wt 5 oz .96.50 

19 1¥cineh Full grain steorhide, 
embossed edges. Polished sil- 

ver-color buckle on black, gold-color 
buckle on brown. 
ЭЗ М 41556F—Black 
33 М 41557F— Brown. 
Shipping weight 7 oz. 

13 1inch “Softee Cowhide 
Belt Set. Tanned top grain cow. 

hide. Sueded lining. Brass-plated met- 
al buckle. 1 black, 1 brown. 

5600 

33 N 41252F—Brown 
Shps. wt. бог. s600 

for a 1 - inch 
Bridle Cowhide Dress Belt 

Top grain bridle cowhide with cast metal buckle. Waist sizes S(30-32); 
M(34-36); МІ38-40) or 142-4). Slate size as letter S, M, ML. L. Wt. 7 oz. 

33 N 41132F-Brown 33N 41131F-Black......2.99 

(14 thru 16) Sportsmen's Terry Towels in 9 ог. 
cotton cloth. Used as "hand-kerchief”, golf or 
bowling towel. Attaches easily to belt or golf cart 
with handy brass chain. White, washfast print col 
ог, Machine wash, hot, tumble dry. Wt. 2 oz. 
(14) 33N 26951 For the golfer .,.. Ea. $1.00 
(15) 33N 26961--Crying towel... Еа. 100 
(16) 33N 26941—For the bowler ....Ea, 1.00 

17 Pko- of 8 White Ali Cotton Handkerchiefs. 
monogrammed in assorted colors. Satin 

striped borders, embroidered initials. 16 flat 
hems, Print one initial except 1, О, О, U, V, X. Y, Z 
or tale umber 2 for crest (without initial). Machine 
wach, warm, tumble dry 
33 N 26761V—Shps. wt. pka. 7 ол. Pi. $200 

box with card. 17-in. sq.: flat hems, corded 
borders. Machine wash, warm, tumbie dry 
33 N 26781—Shpg. wt. box 8 ог. Box #250 

19 Three White PERMA-PREST* Handker- 
chiefs in red velour Christmas box. 65% 

Dacron* polyester, 35% cotton. 18 ín. sq; flat 
hems. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. 
33 N 2675 1--Shpg, wt. box Я ox. Box $200 

33 м 41133F— Wt. 1002. Set $10.00 

32.99 

20 Eight White PERMA.PREST* Handker 
chiefs in white gift box, 65% cotton, 35% 

polyester. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. Large 
19 inch square; satin and corded borders 
Shipping weight box 7 ounces. 

33828711 Box $3.00 
9] Three White PERMA-PREST* Handker. 

chiefs in printed Santa Tube with stuffed 
Santa. 65% cotton, 35% Dacron* polyester, Ma- 
chine wash, warm, tumble dry, Measures 16 inches 
square. flat bems. 
33N 2677 1—Shps. wt. box 8 оз... Tube $1.50 

Twelve White PERMA-PREST* Handker- 
Chiefs in gift tube with gift card. 65% cot 

ton, 35% polyester. 16v, inch square, flat hems, 
Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 
33 н 26732—Shpe. wt. box 9 ог. .... Tube $3.50 
93 Handkerchief and Sock Set in vinyl travel 

kit. Three white, 16-inch square handkerchiefs 
embroidered in blue, gray, and brown to match 
three pair of nylon socks. Machine wash, warm, 
tumble dry. One size fits 10 to 13. 
33 N 25701—Shpg. wt. set 1002. Set 9350 
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Accents fine briar bow! 
curved or straight stem 

Apple 
orange 

Electro Match* 
Lighter and 

Butane 
Lighter 
with 
Swiss 
Watch 

movement 

УШШ 
1 Sterling silver filigree Pipe. Finest briar 

bowl overlaid with exquisite design in sil 
ver. A presentation piece in gift bor. 
87 N 7295— Straight stem 
87 N 7248— Curved stem 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. Each $1395 

Water Pipe . . for sophisticates only . „the 
water-cooled smoke. Hand painted ceramic 

jar. 1 earthenware, 1 porcelain bowl. Rubber 
hose. Blue and white. 10 in. high. From Israel. 
87 N 734 1— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. .....99.99 

Dr. Grabow Pipes. Imported briar bowls 
richly colored in heavy enamel finish. 

87 N 7460— Apple shape . . orange c 
87 N 7461— Billiard shape ` . blue colo 
87 N 7462— Bent shape . . gold color 
Shipping weight 6 ounces: Each 96.95 
4 Electro Match“ Lighter and Pipo Set. Fa 

mous lighter lights when you pull the 
“match”, holds large fuel supply. No flints, no 
wick. Electro Match lighter from Hong Kong, 
briar pipe from France, ash tray with reamer, 
American walnut base. 6%,x6/, in. 
87 N 725 1— Shipping weight 1 b, ‚Set 414.95 
Electro Match* Lighter Set. (Not shown.) As 
above with lighter, ashtray, base . . no pipe. 
87 N 7077—Shipping weight 1 Ib. „Set $12.95 

Electro Match* Lighter with pedestal 
base. For desk, table. Black. Hong Kong 

87 N 7258— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4oz......4995 
6 Ronson Lighter and Pipe Set. Comet/88 

butane lighter. . pipe with rustic billiard 
bow! and aluminum stem and bowl base that 
holds absorbent filter. Extra smooth bulldog 
bowl and $ extra filters included. Gift boxed. 
87 N 7252— Shipping weight 8 oz. ‚Set $1295 
Т Butane Watch Lighter. Stem-wind watch 

with fine Swiss movement in handsome 
gold-tone metal case keeps you up to the min 
ute. Diamond cut design accents lighter sur 
face. Adjustable flame, flip top, dependable ac 
tion. About 2% inches high 
87 н 7073—Shipping weight 5 oz. ....51495 
8 Pistol Lighter. Derringer style with gold 

color metal barrel and trim. Wood handle 
and base. Overall about бх3к3 in. Japan. 
87 N 7032—Shipping weight 1 Ib 2349 
Y Nimrod Pipe Lighters. Flame shoots out 

into pipe bowl . . gives long flame for ci 
gars, cigarettes. About 3 in. high. Postpaid. 
Chrome-Plated Steel 
87 N 7012—(Shipping weight 4 or.) .... 4495 
Gold-Color Metal, Lizard Trim 
87 N 7011—(Shipping weight 4 or.) ...#5.95 
10 Ronson Butane Varafiame Comet/88, 

Handsomely designed, light in weight 
pendable in operation. Adjustable flame. St 
age space for extra flints. Slender case has 
black satin finish, chrome plated trim top and 
bottom. About 2%, in. high 
87 N 7075 Shipping weight 4 02.......#5.25 
11 Mereman Electronic Lighter. No flint, no 

wick to replace. Butane fuel lights by elec 
tronic device. Adjustable flame, Gold color fin 
ished metal case about 27, inches high, Gift 
boxed. Japan. Use your phone il you want to 
order it the easiest way oí all 
87 N 7076— Shipping weight 4 ox......4998 

Use Sears 

SHIP-A-GIFT SERVICE 
..see page 265 



He 
1 Tho Pipe. Prolytic graphite bow! liner that 

smokes 10 to 20 degrees cooler than ordi 
nary pipes. Pre-smoked . . needs no break-in. 
All American ... pot-shaped bowl. 
87 N 7326— Shipping weight 402. ....515 00 
Ebony Pipes . „rich black bowl, stem. 
87 N 7307-Büliard 87 N 7308-Apple 
87 N 7309-Bent. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. Each $1250 

(2 thru 6) Meerschaum . . the naturally po- 
tous material for pipe bowls, gives a mild smoke. 

Executive Set. Опе molded meerschaum 
bowl. . other briar, meerschaum liner. 

87 N 7200—Gift box. Wt. 11b... ....Set $9.99. 
Block Meerschaum Bowl. . hand carved. 
Like illustration but with straight stem. 

87 N 2204—Shipping weight 802. ... $1499. 
Д Qiicured Meerschaum Bowls. . molded. 

87 N 7206— Straight stem 
87 N 7205— Curved stem 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. Bach $699 

Carv-a-Meerschaum Kit. Meerschaum 
block with bored bowl, pre-fitted stern like 

(6). Carving knife, sander block, sandpaper. 
metal sander, beeswax, brush. Instr. 
87 N 7249—Sbipping weight 1 1b. ,.... 810.95 

Caveman Pipe. Block meerschaum bowl. 
87 N 7250—Assembled. WL 4 oz. .. 5695 

7 Com Cob Pipe Set. 7 shapes. Boxed. 
87 N 7217—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Box $5.99 

8 Yorkshire interchangeable Pipe Set. Six 
briar bowis with two aluminum shanks and 

bits. Air-cooled moisture trap built in. 
87 N 7256—Shipping weight 12 oz. ‚Set 94.95 

Q Royal Lancer Set. Three presmoked En 
glish briars . . billiard, apple, Dublin 

shapes. Italian briar base, metal pipe holders 
87 н 7264— Shipping wt. 1002. ....Set $7.95 

10 Traveling Pipe Set. Four pipes with 
matched grain bowls . . billiard, bent, ap- 

ple, Dublin shapes. Folding vinyl case from 
Hong Kong has zip tobacco pouch. 8х57/, in. 
87 N 7240— Shipping weight 2 bs. ..Set $9.99 
]l Pipe Knife. Stainless stel. Leather case 

87 N 7215— Shipping weight 4 oz. .92.99 
12 Deerskin Pouch. Tan. 6x in. high. 

From New Zealand. No pipe. Wt. 4 oz. 
57 н 7605—With pipe compartment . .. $4 99 
87 N 7606— Without pipe compartment 399 
13 Pipe and Pouch Set. Imported briar cov 

ered with pigskin. Pigskin pouch. Boxed, 
87 н 7298— Shipping wt. 802. .....Set $4.99 

(14 thru 17) Armchair Smoking Accesso- 
Чез. Pipes, tobacco not included. 
14 12pipe Rack, 12-07. glass Humidor 

Walnut rack, lid. Moistener. 9%, in. э. 
87 н 7404--Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz... 4605 
15 Pive Rock. 12-02. glass Humidor. Wal 

nut-finish hardwood rack, walnut lid 
Brass posts. Moistener. 97/36/15", in. high. 
87 N 7403— Shipping wt. 2 bx. В ог. ....%349 
16 Pipe Rack, 16r. glass Humidor. Sol 

id walnut rack, lid. 10x64x7 in. high. 
87 N 7428—Shipping weight $ bs. .....4595. 

Coppertone finish metal, cork knocker 
Brass finish metal pipe holder. 7'У, in. diam. 
87 N 7449--Shipping weight 1 Ib. $298 

Produces up to 83% less tar. 
71% less nicotine. 

than ordinary pipes 

125 
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Cashmere Calfskin Leather 

1 Thintold. Thin model 
ider 

English Morocco Initialed Buffalo Calf 

Engl stural. rich Handson kin leath 
lin 

Turn 

8 Trtola м removab 

Q Dvelold. 

Dee 



$500 
(1 thw 5) A leather so smooth and 
durable we had to call it lug 
hide, This rugged leather tal 
use in stride Outstanding 
low-priced quality leathe 

ues on our 

1 Key Case. &hook assembly. Inside 
face is suedine cloth. lined (soft аз 

suede yet durable 
33 N 27901 

2 Money Clip. Compact 
^ your bills. Also а convenio 
Lo put your credit cards 
33.№27711— Bisch — 33N27712- New 

Trifold. 16-view windows 
card pockets and 1 

2 spare key ho 

S-view windows. 2 spare 

Silver Dollar Duo 

woe $950 

va $] 000 
(6 ond 7 ) Sent postpaid from 
Lynn. Mass. Allow extra time 
for delivery. No С.О. 

8 Poss Cose. A genuine silver 
dollar is implanted in this 

buffalo calf pass case. Available. 
in black only. & view removable 
pass case and 2 card pockets. 
Nylon twill lining. 
F33 М 27069-09 Tori... 39.50 

7 Belt. prin. leather belt 
with it's own genuine silver 

dollar encased securely in the 
wide scroll. work. chrome-plated 
buckle. Black. Waist sizes S(30. 
3D; MI34-36);  ML(38-40) 
1443-44). State S, M, ML. L 
FIIN 41109F (We 13 4731000 

гат 
Embossed top grain Cowhide Wallet $400 

rain cowhide w 

Another great value in a choice of two 
30 N 27222- m 
33N 27222-8 
Shipping weich 

Hand-laced 

Cowhide Wallet 

h design. The 3. 
the snap-closed 

0 hold several of your favorite pictures or iden 

Penlight Keycase 

$350 

Clamshell case houses 4 keys and 
powerful little penlight. Slide action 
bar makes key removal easier, and 

the touch of your finger puta 
it where needed. Black leather 

aterior: soft sueded felt interior 
ense pocket. Battery included 1 

Measures 2Vex3Ys inches. 
33 N 27018- Shpg wt toe з 



A mode 
alating My 

Astro-Therm 
Capeskin Leather 

Dress Gloves 

* Lab tests have proven these gloves to be 42% warmer 
than any other knit lined dress glove we offer 

+ Featuring a middle layer of Mylar* . . the thermal 
insulation used in the construction of space suits 

Enjoy warmth without bulk or weight in these handsome three-layer dress. 
gloves. Fine capeskin leather is soft and flexible for sure, easy gripping, and 
the soft knit lining of 50% wool and 50% Dacron* polyester breathes with 
the hands so they remain comfortable. Combined with an inner layer of My- 
lar*, they form a glove that will keep your hands warm for many winters to 
come. The beauty of this glove is enhanced by three rows of back stitching. 

love sizes S(8-8'/); M(9-94): L{10-10%) and XL(T1-114). State siae as 
letter S, M, L or XL when ordering 
33 N 5602 1F— Black 33 N 56022F—Brown 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 910.00 

Supple capeskin leather Classic Deerskin 

Domestic 
Pig-grain 

2 

Imported 
Leather 

Lined Capeskin Leather Dress Gloves 
 Capeskin with flare slip-on cuff. Glove sizes S(8-8'/,); M(9-9%); 1410- 
1074): XL(11-11%). Stale S, M, L or XL. Leather from Sudan. 

WITH NATURAL CLIPPED RABBIT FUR LINING, Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
33 N 57055F—Black #792 33N 57086F—Brown 1792 
WITH 100% ORLON? ACRYLIC FILE LINING. Shp. wt. 5 oz. 
33 N 58258 —Black #796  33N58253F— Brown 796 
этти 100% ORLON® ACRYLIC KNIT LINING. Shpg. wt. 4 ог. 
33 N 56558— Black. $7.00  33N56566r— Brown 700 

2, Pit xrained capeskin leather with side vents on cuffs, Sewn with nylon 
thread. Serpentine stitching on back. Glove sizes 508-874): M(9-9' 

11-10%) and XL(11-11%). 
WITH NATURAL RABBIT FUR L 

late size S, M, L or XL. 
єс. SADE. wt. 5 oz. 

33N 57477F— Black 3500  33N57488F—Brown 35.00 
WITH 100% ORLON* ACRYLIC PILE LINING, Shp. wt. 4 ог. 
33 N 58977 f— Black. 5400  33NSB9BBF—Brown 400 

Suede Leather Capeskin Driving Gloves 

Soft, smooth fit dress glove. Navy 
with red, white stripe; dark brown 

th tan, brown stripe. Polyester pile 
ing. Shirred elastic wrist. Whip 

stitched with nylon thread, Glove 
sizes S(8-8%4); M(9-9%4); L(10. 
10%): XL(1-11%4). State S. А 
XL. Wi. 9 ое. 
эз н 56441F—Navy 
33 N 56442F—Dark brown 
[Sears] 2 

$1000 
1000 

234 HOW TO MEASURE FOR SIZE: Meas 

Pigtexed grain deerskin, Nylon 
thread. Glove sizes S(8-8//); M(9- 
914): and L( 10-104). State S, M, La 
FUR LINING. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
33 N 57299F—Brown 9.00 
Эз н 57288F—Black 900 
UNLINED, Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
33 N 56288F—ulack 700 
Эз N 56299F— Brown 700 

e right hand an 

Popular sueded leather capeskin 
with warm Orlon* acrylic pile lin- 
ing. Decorative rows ol stitching on. 
back. 

Glove sizes S(8-8//); M(9-9%); 
1410-104) and XL(11-1194). State. 
site S, M, L or XL. 
33 N 5624 1F— Camel (tan) 
33 N 56242F— Brown 
Shipping weight 7 ounces 1600 

Deerskin gripper palm for positive. 
wheel control; back in harmonizing 
shade of same color. 80% acrylic and 
20% nylon knit. One sise fits all 
33 N 56191—Black 
33 N 56192—Camel (tan) 
33 N 56193— Brown 
33 N 56194—Gray 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. воо 

‚ding thumb. Number of inches «sure 



Knit Gloves 
with 

leather palms 

Classic Deerskin palm... 80% Orlon” ocrylic, 20% nylon knit 
‘Textured knit back. Rib knit wrist. One мге fis all 

33 N 58477 Tun. 33 N 58406- Gray 33 N 88455 — Inch 
‘Shippane ertt 3 ner 3400 
2, Cobretto leather palm . . 100% Orlon“ acrylic knit. Yarns knit in 

heather tones. One size fits all. 
эз N 57621 — lack зз N 57622- Brown эз N 509623 Gray 
Dipping weight 3 ин 3500 
3 Copeskin leather palm. . 80% acrylic, 20% nylon knit. Snug: 

fitting rib knit wrist, cable stitehed back. One size fits all 
33 м 86182 — town 33 N S6151— Black 
Supping wright em so 

Look at this 
outstanding low price 

for FurJined 

Vinyl Gloves 

Handsome dress gloves with rugged 
vinyl palm and back and flex knit gus- 
set along the entire edge. Seams are 
tightly sewn with nylon thread for long 
wear. Plush fur lining holds in warmth 
even on coldest days. Three rows of 
decorative stitching on back Sizes 
SISTI MBA), 110-1095) 

su 

Handsome Gift-Boxed 
100% Cashmere 

Muffler 
Luxurious cashmere not only gives 
warmth, but adds style and dignity to 
winter apparel Edges are оред 
Comes individually giftboned and 
ready for Christmas giving. Dry clean 
only 
33 N 34082. 
33 N 24091 — Charenal gray 
ЗЭ М 34003 Meet 
33 N 24004 — Navy Mus 
Shipping weight each Zo... Bach 0000 

Warm Headgear in suede, 
fur and the fur-look 
Tyrolean-style Hot with soft suede 
leather crown. Pinch front style, 1% 

inch brim. Antelope tan with brown cord 
Feather and side ornaments. Rayon 

tate drop-in lining. full vinyl sweat. 
band. State size S, M, L or XL from chart 
XN IIF- Se wt Toe 38.00 
5 Tyrolean-atyle Hat of fine plush pile 

Rayon satin lining. Turn-down in. 
band for ears Band and feather. State 
4 S. M, L or XL from chart below 

33 N 98254F — Camel brown 
33 N 96251F m 

3600 
G Envoy Cop of oll dyed mouton fur. 

Our from. processed 
dyed n lamb. With 100% wool mel- 
tor down inband for ears. Quilted 
rayon satin lining. State візе S, M. L or 
XL from chart below 

[m Shipping weight 9 uno 51009 
7 Envoy Cop: ton suede top, brown ду. 

nel pile cuff. Wool turn-down inband 
for Quilt acetate rayon lining State size S, М. L. XL; chart below 

() Convertible Ski Mask. 100% 

ЗЭ М 3511 Ral 
‘Shipping weight each 4 concen Each $3.00 

Kail Cops. 100% Orlon* acrylic 
ash in warm water. tumble dry One 

3з N 34034 Notun 

Top center loop. 
e fits all. 

эз N 34035 — Red 
Each 5200 

ble thick 100% worsted wool. Hand wash separately 
33 N 98946 — Dark brow 

8 эз N 98946 — вие 
right each 4 ounce Each $1.50 

ТО [Sears] 235 

11 Weel Кой Cops. 
33 N 90942 Na 

эз м 98947 — Ch 



cht 2 pounds 10 ounces 

in black walnut finished hardwood 
Са convenient way to keep jewelry and personal belongings together 

us drawer and dividers are lined with pl 
T'and hardwood. Miniature felt lined jewel bo 
as rings and cuff links. Tie bar holder plus 3 open с 

Volet with special eyeglass holder. Pegs hold wallet plus four large compartments 
keep persor 

33N24501— Shipping 
ied. Measures 13x6x1 inch hi 

1700 
Mini-tiered Dresser Valet. Three large compartments hold change, watch, cufflinks and 
such. Raised tier has four wooden pegs 

33 N24509—Shipping weight 1 pound 
Д Altpurpose Sailor Valet Holds 

jewelry within its sl oot со 
эз N24507—Measures. 

Tie and Belt Racks 

Б Electromatic Tie Rack. Automatic cordless rack 
rotates until you spot the tie your looking f 

holds up to 72 ties in easy reach. Holds any width ties 
so it's perfect for today's wider look, Operates on two 

(not included). Measures 17x14 

33 N 24511— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. .. 410.00 

Mandsome walnut finish hardwood Belt Rack. 
Six turned up metal spokes embedded into the 

wood keep all your belts in neat order. 14x4x3 in. high. 
эз N 24505— Shipping weight 10 ounces 1500 

236 [Sears] 

hold wallet and two more pegs are placed 
below tier to hold glasses. Measures 13x6x1 inches high. 1500 

les on its half steamboat wheel plus any article of 
wal 

1600 

Novelty Cigarette Dispenser 

today. Have an 
in you think, 

Ч dispenser. Just p 
's head emerges ho 

mouth. Measures 7 
Тез the ideal gi 

your cigarette in its 
x4 ad”, in. high. 

for friends who smoke or 
10 

Keep al 

storage 
Pockets and slots inside hold U.S. road map, 

flat for easy, compact 

50 state speed limit laws, highway driving and 
first aid hints, n pad, pen, motel guide and 

ches high. Why not 

k 33 N 24504—Brown 
1 pound 3600 



FUN BAGS 
that promote neatness 

feature well-known characters 

and cuddly Panda Bears 

9, Snoopy Doghouse Show Bop. Ra 

Д Peonuts Knopsack. A 

Pack your treasures in 
this Handy Knapsack 

Q Uon Knapsack. Gro 
© tripa. hik choc 

10 Secoby Doo Av 
complete with 

and rayon foro 
е fiber filling. Menus 

26 N SESS. weicht 1 pound 



K-TEL 
RECORD SELECTOR 
finger tip control makes album visible 

at a glance. Remove album from holder, 
selector stops in place. 

DO-IT- 
YOURSELF 
CHRISTMAS 

KITS 

Christmas Tree Skirt or Table Center. Paten (4 and 5 ) Each design 
stamped on red felt of wool and rayon. Woo stamped on green felt of wool 

rayon felt appliques, multicolor beads and sequins, and rayon. Wool and rayon 
embroidery needle, cotton embroidery floss, cotton — felt appliques, multicolor se 
ball fringe and instructions also included in kit. Мез. quins and beads, needle, cot 
sures 45 inches in diameter. ton embroidery floss and in. = ра санана Find your favorite music in seconds . . selection made easily 25 N 88906—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 ог. Kit 414.44 jons inr per ee te derer Ба m: 
Q 1973 “Song Bird" Calendar. Hand printed mul 4 Christmas Stocking ceeding album falls forward automatically. When removing 

color design on white и VAA sae SA ADA selected album, selector stops in place; when album is replaced 
and acetate. Multicolor sequins and beads, cotton then sew gold-color metallic selector continues flipping. Holds 24 albums (not included). 
embroidery floss, needle, rod, ball finials, hanging braid (included) over penc Brown molded plastic with non-mar plastic tips on bottom. 9 
cord and instructions also ind. 16%x30, in. long. markings. 15 inches long inches high, 12% inches wide, 11 inches deep, Like everything 
25 м 8890— Shipping weight Bounces.....Kit 63.77 Shipping weight 11 os else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 

25 N 88902 Kit 44:33 25 N 9501—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. 3 Jolly Senta, Pattern stamped on red cot 
broadcloth. Wool and rayon f Joy" Wall Hanging. FREE Crafts Center Catalog yarn, gold-color metallic buckle, cotton em in. long. Rod, ball finials 

needle and instructions are also in- — and cord also incl Yarns, rug canvases, macrame and kits for 
24 inches high. Stuffing not inc Shipping weight $ oz crocheting. needlework, knitting and toy 

25 N 8853—Shipping weight 9 ounces....Kit #533 — 25 88904 Kit $4.77 making. Also a selection of homecraft ideas 
and items for hobbyists. Get your FREE 
copy . . see your Big General Catalog or in- 
quire at your nearest Sears Selling Unit. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF MACRAME KITS 
PR 

6 Accessory Kit. Make a 60-inch long belt, 
а 36-inch long choker and a 45-inch long. 

headband . . each * in. wide. . огап elegant 
60-in. long belt, 1% in. wide. Kit includes 
heavy macrame cord in eggshell and orange, 
20 plastic beads (10 black and 10 natural col 
or), 8 steel “Т” pins and instructions. 
25 м 4738—Shipping wt. 6 oz... Kit 5288 

ТТ Necklace, Key Ring and Belt Kit. Kit in- 
cludes satin cording in red, white and 

blue, 8 oval natural color wooden beads and 
gold-color metal key ring and chain. Belt is 
28 to 30 in. long, 2 in. wide, necklace is 30 in. 
long. Y, inch wide, key ring is 6 in. long. In 
structions included in kit. 
25 N 47372— Shipping wt. 9 oz. ..Кй 5566 

[7] Make a belt, 
key chain and 
necklace from this kit 

8 Set of 2 Belts. Kit includes white nylon 
macrame cording, gold-color metallic 

buckle for one belt and 20 plastic beads (10 
red and 10 blue). Instructions included. Tie 
belt в 24 to 30 in. long, 2 in. wide; buckle belt 
is 30 to 36 in. long, 2 in. wide. 
25 м 4737—Shipping wt. 11 or... Kit 93.77 



TWIN-FIT 
DRESS 
FORM 

` CUT 56.26 
to our lowest 

rod clips to bol 
pinning and bas 
nylon glides. Height scale 
on, snap together in {ron 
your measurements. Uni 

remold it to 
stand. Unassembled. 

Imported from England. “How to Measure" leaflet is al 
cluded, Buy the easy way—order by phone 

В Form. 468 wire links. Bust 
justs {rom 38 to 48 

waist from 28 to 42 i 
hips from 40 to $0 inches 

Shipping wt. 7 Ibs 
25 м 22516 225.53 

A Form. 390 wire links. Bust 

Shipping wt. 7 
25 N 2290€. 125.53 

(11 thew 14) Colorful fabric accent on toyo cord body carefully hand-woven over a sturdy 
cane wood тилме; plywood base. Each basket fitted with a divided tray of molded plastic 
that lifts cut. Each designed with button-tufted lined lid to use as pin cushion. Vinyl 
ab with metal clasp cloning. Items 11, 12 and 13 have brass-plated metal hinges on 
hack of iid: йет 14 has metal wire hinge on back of lid. Imported from Japan. 
J] Flere! print of rayon and acetate in 

blue and grees. for accent amd lining 
Light blue toyo, 12 inches long, 9 inches 
wide and 634 inches deep. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 

2582576 sas 
12 Geometric print ot rayon and acetate 

in bright bloe, purple, green and gold 
accente! with gold color toyo. Medium 
Blue rayos satin lining. 10 in. long, 9 in. 
wide and 6% in. deep. 
25 N 2577—Shpg wt. Iba. os... $7.88 

SEWING KIT 

13 Нона Roral-print velveteen ol 
rayon In black, white anı green com- 

Pliments the white toyo. White rayon 
satin Шой. Measures 144. inches long, 
10M inches wide and 6M inches deep. 
25 N 2578— Sbpg- wt. J Iba ot... 9960 
14 199 bug ond foral print of rayon 

and acetate in pink, yellow and white 
for accent and lining; pink toyo. 834 
inches in diameter, ©}; inches deep. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces 

2582575 55.35 

z 

A charming gift idea for the bome sewer 
black ceramic watering can filled with а» 
sorted sewing notions. Includes pin cushion. 
plastic coated measuring tape, package of $ 
hand sewing needles, scissor, plastic thimble, 
6 glass head straight pins and 12 spools ol 
mercerized cotton thread in assorted popular 

10 yards per spool Attractively 
ed for gift giving in polypropylene 

topped with colorful star bow 
M inches high. 

25 М 3300—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Kit $3.95 

AS SEEN 
ONTV 

HEATED FOOTSTOOIS 
(9 and 10) Heated Footstool. Cotton tapestry covers top 

design on black. UL listed for 110-120-v., AC-DC 
Footstool with 3 Heat Levels . . low, medium and high 
Walnstánish hardwood. Lift-up top has 2-inch storage 

ares. 12 inches high, 1634 inches wide and 12 inches deep. 
25 N 24M4L— Shipping weight 8 pounds... 

Footstool with 1 Heat Level. Mi sish hardwood. 
10 а ii igh idis wide Hi deep 
25 N 2485 Shipping weight $ pounds... , . 

MIRACLE” BRUSH 
Remove lint, dust and pet hairs from any fabric... even suede. Black nylon bead 
with white contoured plastic handle. Measures 21234110 inches. Boxed. 
25 N 1509— Shipping weight 4 ounces 3299 

= [Sears] 239 
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Z ~~ HANDSOME aee 
I METS neat and tidy 

an impressive selection 
to please his taste 

and decor 

The easy way 
to keep a shine 
on his shoes 

DA | 

Best Chav 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
1 Valet Stand. Sturdily constructed of walnut finish hardwood with con- toured hanger, trouser bar and accessory tray. Double-braced bottom sup- port may be used as shoe rack. Measures 44%, inches high, 18% inches wide, 
12% inches deep, From Yugoslavia. Unassembled. 
25 N 7501L—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

2 Shair Valet. Handsome design with rich brown vinyl covering ов back and „ padded with polyurethane foam. Lift-up storage seat. Walnut finish hardwood renovale hanger und accesory шау Gib teaser Бы. Hardee 
legs have plastic glides. 43x 14x18 in. deep. Unassembled. 
25 N 7530L—Shipping weight 15 pounds . У s1979 
3 Choir Valet. Contemporary styled valet with a sleek, handsome look. Back is designed in carved geometric squares of strong molded polyester that has 
the look and feel of hand carved wood. Black vinyl covered seat is padded with 
polyurethane foam. Lift-up seat serves as a handy storage compartment, Hard- 
wood removable hanger and accessory tray; hardwood legs have plastic glides 
to protect Door. 9% inches high, 14 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Unassembied, 
25 N 7531L—Shipping weight 21 pounds ...... 92979 
4 Chair Valet. а Sears exclusive. Handsomely styled in rich walnut finished 

hardwood . . back posts and legs are one-piece sturdy construction. Back 
panel and seat covered with gold-color textured fabric. Polyurethane foam pad- 
ded for extra comfort, Lift-up seat has molded plastic divided tray 14х12927/, 
in. deep. Hardwood hanger has French collar for careful neck and shoulder 
shaping, also trouser bar. Hardwood legs have plastic glides. 39% in. high, 17%, 
in. wide and 22%, ín. deep. Unassembled. 
25 N 75321 —Shipping weight 17 pounds. 

5 Sears Best Chair Valet. Fine furniture styling to enhance any bedroom 
decor. Hardwood with rich walnut-finish . . extra-sturdy with one-piece 

side-frame and leg construction at back. Seat and back panel have gold-color 
rushed rayon velvet covering padded with polyurethane foam. Covering is 
treated with Scotchgard® Brand Fabric Protector to resist water-and-oil-borne 
stains. Seat lifts up for storage, has molded plastic divided tray 141124124 
inches deep. Large hardwood accessory tray is 7x4x'/, inches deep, trouser bar, 
Hardwood hanger has French collar for careful neck and shoulder shaping, 
‘Tapered hardwood legs have plastic glides to protect floor. 39 inches high, 17, 
inches wide, 25 inches deep. Unassembled. 
28 N 7590L—Shipping weight 18 pounds .. 

6 Bahtoreng Stacks Rack. Linch tubular steel with sel prongs and bot, 
tom support. Brass plating. Side posts and plastictipped prongs covered 

with walnut-look vinyl. Rot on cae xi ich бер. Unassembled. 
25 N 9769— Shipping weight 8 pounds...... 

Т Tieend-Beit Rack. Solid walnut with brass plated metal tie holder, 4 belt 
oops and hook. Stack ties in holder. 9x3x2Y, in. deep. Gift-boxed. 

28 N 7600— Shipping weight 10 ounces 2 ES 

8 Оло Te Rack. Seld walnut, Ызы plated metal rod: up tay. Renan 

91197 

53979 

i979 

able plastic hooks hold regular or wide ties. 4 brass-plated metal belt hooks. 
Mount to wall; screws incl. 4x12x3 in. deep. Gift-bored. 
25 N 7612—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $779 

Q hook Tie Rack. Sold walnut, bras plated metal book and bar, Remov- 
tu He plate hooks bold regir or wide бе. inches Nigh, 8 Inches wide 
and У, inches deep. Gift-boxed. 
25 N 7605—Shipping weight 12 ounces .... 

10 Sears Best. . Electric Twin Buff. A handsome unit built for rugged 
cone 

polish. Automatic ejector button releases attachments only when button is. 
pressed . . attachments cannot fly off . . hands stay cleaner. Molded plastic 
power unit . . easy-to-hold slim design in avocado green and black with wood: 
grain plastic trim. 10-ft. cord. Walnut finish pine box with footrest, holds acces 
sories upright. Includes 2 brush applicators, 2 rotary polishing brushes, 2 
lamb's wool buffers, 2 mandrils and 2 cans of polish (1 black, 1 brown). Box is 
RAXT13/, inches deep. UL listed for 110-120 volts, AC. 
25 N 3249— Shipping weight В pounds 6 ounces. 

12 speed Electric Shoe Polisher Kit. Push button ejects brushes and bufi- 
ers. . hands stay cleaner, Powerful unit in red and black molded plastic 

housing. 10 ft. cord. Includes 2 rotary polishing brushes, 2 foam rubber daub- 
ers, 1 lamb's wool buffer and 1 mandril, all in natural finish pine box with 
footrest. #Ул7У,д11 in. беёр, UL listed for 110-120-v.. AC. 
25 N 3248—Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

Kit 1995 

Kit $15.95 

Electric Shoe Shine Kit $999 

) Eu 
Shoe Shine Kit Battery-operated 
in Redwood Box Polishing Kit 

$699 $899 

3 speed Electric Shoe Polisher Kit. Get a professional looking 
shine with this handsome 1-speed unit. Push button ejects 

brushes and buffers. . hands stay cleaner. Molded plastic unit in 
black and brown, has 6-t. cord. Includes 2 rotary polishing brushes, 1 
lamb's wool buffer and 1 mandril. UL listed for 110-120 volts, AC. 
25 N 3242— Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces Kit 99.99 

14 Redwood Shoe Shine Kit. Natural finish redwood chest doubles 
as a handy footrest for polishing and buffing . . has а brass-plat 

ed metal snap closing. Fitted with 2 wood-block shine brushes with 
plastic bristles, 2 hand daubers, 2 shine cloths and 2 cans of polish 
(one black and one brown). Chest measures 8'/,x8x11'/, inches deep. 
25 N 3182— Shipping weight $ pounds. Kit 96.99 

15 Sattery-operated Polishing Kit. 2-speed polisher has high speed 
for shining shoes and low speed for buffing. Power unit in brown 

molded plastic housing. Kit includes polisher, 2 polishing brushes, 2 
hand applicator brushes, 2 lamb's wool buffers and 2 cans of polish (1 
black, 1 brown). Brown molded plastic box with snap lock closing. 
Power unit operates on 4 size “D” batteries (not included) . . order 
below. Case is 7 айк 11 inches deep. To order the easiest way, look in 
your phone book white pages under "Sears Roebuck and Со. Catalog 
Sales" for the number to call. 
25 N 1236— Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces 
34 N 4663—"D" Batteries. Shipping weight $ ounces. 

ust [Sears] 241 

Kit 38.99 
2 for 48e 





HOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
1 Deluxe Hoir DryeeStyler Kit. — 2 Styling Comb with Mist. Ver- 9 Си $1.00. . Styling 

Popular grooming accessory ^ satile mist and dry unit help О Comb, Hair is "in 
ips reduce frequent, costly vis- create the well-groomed look be and so is this popular 

its toa hair stylist. enables him wants . even between washings accessory. With it, he 
to style and dry hair, create the — For styling dry hair with mist. can style his hair to 
look he wants. himself. Direc fill snapout cartridge with tap achieve the look he 
tional funnel for drying. nylon water, hold comb in styling posi- wants: dries hair 
bristle brush for styling, comb for tion; press mist lever . а fine Three snap-on 
smoothing and shaping included. mist dampens hair for greater ments include 
High-low heat setting, on-off control 
switch on plastic unit. 230-watis 
UL listed for 110-120-v 60-с. AC 
Comes in а handsome leather. 
grained black vinyl zip case for 

For styli 
hair after it is w 
attachment 
fine or coarse tooth comb and 
style hair as usual. Onffswitch 1 

bristle brush, comb a 
140. 

and drying 
hed, snap on 

nylon bristle brush 
walp massager 
watts UL listed for 110- 

AC 
black 

120-volts, 60-cycle 
ather-gra 

storage and trav on plastic unit Chrome-plated vinyl case 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 or. metal spray nozzle, 140-w. UL Comb from 

8 6353 Set $1895 listed for 110-120-v,, 604. AC сме from 
Dryer-Styler only. Black-and-brown vinyl zip kit 
BNG3SA-WL 1B dor... $198 from Korea; comb from 
Case only. Shipping weight 2 tbs Shpg. wt. 2 Ibe. Ве 
BN 6417 Shpg wt oe $398 — 8N6049. 5.51698 BN EHO "13.88 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
Д Deluxe Travel Case with Slippers, Brush 

Rotor Blades. Handsome, man-size tote 
accommodates hin most important grooming 
needs. Black leather-grained vinyl zip case 
comes with a pair of lounge-about slippers in 
their own zip case, a natural bristle hair brush 
with hardwood handle, 5 double-edge razor 
blades. Plastic-lined case has 6 pockets for his 

shoe own accessories. Black vinyl slippers 
sizes 7 to 11. Case and slippers from Korea. 
brush, W. Germany; blades, U S.A. 
8 N 6307 bye. wi. 3 ibe Set 98.98 

5 Travel Cose with Toiletries Trio. Handsome, 
Э roomy case for today's active man holds a 
trio of his favorite scents: brisk Bri 
ling Cologne (fs A. oz), refreshing 
Leather All-Purpose Lotion (1 fl. о 
cated Jaguar Cologne (Ys fl az... B 
black Jeather-look vinyl case zips and has 
buckle trim that adds a distinetive touch. In- 

), sophis- 
wn and 

de pocket can keep his own razor blades 
comb and other accessories organized and close 
at hand Plasticlined case from Korea. 
toiletries from U.S.A 
BN 6304— Shp. wi 1 ih 1200 sass 

j Owr lowe 
Attractive 

price ever for ony Travel Care. 
blach ted leather case 

has full zip top. waterproof plastic lining, loop. 
handle for hanging 
lish Leather Sample 
4 uses each of these popular most-used toi 
letnes Engl 

Tucked inside is an Eng: 
Kit that includes 3 or 

h Leather Lime Ce and 
urpose Lotion, 

sa *2.88 BN 6491—Shpg wt 14 

7 Brush Set. These two fine-quality brushes 
are ideal for home or travel. Hair brush 

has stiff, natural b tles that m 
scalp as they brush away tangles С 
brush has nylon bristles. Both have beech wood 
handles and are from W. Germany. Why not 
pick up the phone and order this one right 
B N 6485—Shpg. wt 14 oe 

8 piece Deluxe Manicure Kit. Our finest 
manicure kit is designed for the discrimi: 

nating man who knows the importance of good 
grooming. Handsome black ground leather 
zip case has cotton suedene lining . is com 
pact enough for travel, so attractive he'll want 
to display it on his dresser 
clude 2 barrel spring taena; 

Implements in: 
nippe 

cure scissors, tweezers, nail file, nail clipper 
plus 7 other manicuring aids. Case from Aus 
tria, implements from West German 
в N 6306 —Shpg, wt. 13 e Set 96.98 

Y 10-piece Monicure Kit. This compact, at 
© tractive kit has everything he needs to 
keep his hands well-groomed. Brown ground 
leather case with suedene fabric lining holds 
barrel per, cuti ing toenail nipper. nai 

dy pocket knife 
most-used. 

cle scissors, tweesers, a han 
shoe horn. nail file and 3 ot 

plement Case im 
Austria, implementa from West Germany 
8 N 6208. Set 1498 

manicure ied from 

Just say “Charge it 
when you phone your order 

see page 255 



- Buy English Leather Set for *6 

get $5 Ondine Spray Cologne FREE 

Rey bng Bret dat a fr Ыз 9) This English Leather "Daily Double" Set is a real man-pleaser with its 
get $10 Tigress Parfum FREE © famous scent in After Shave Lotion (4 Il. ок) and Cologne (4 fL 02). And 

yours FREE when you buy this set. , а $5 bottle of Ondine Spray Cologne. 
1 Hell Jove the bold, brash aroma of Brut . the masculine scent for ber. . 1% fl. oz., perfume oils from France; bottled in USA 

that helps him feel fresh all day, Jet Set includes Brut Lotion, a 8N 4852—Shipping weight 2 pounds Se *6.00 
bracing splash-on (1%, fl. ca}; Creme Shave, a thick, rich lather (2 Ба аа pedum ee oz); Spray Deodorant (2 oz.) ‚in patent leatber-look red vinyl carry 8 Gate Soray Cologna. E San pte dio fos ES is 
case. And yours FREE when you buy Jet Set. . a bottle of Tigress cH ARMEN о 
Parfum fo 141. ол. (bottled and sealed in France) و жаш ыы, РОО 
8 N 4837—Shipping weight | pound 10 ounces Set 16.75 

ALU E 

REAT GIFT BUYS 
for every guy on your list 

TAWAILAN 

Hawaiian Surf After Shave and Cologne 
Buy Set.. Save *2.75 — Set 56.25 

Д After Shave. Summer.ike refreshment. 4 foz Old Spice Gift Set 6 QUUM паркетан) с. 51350 Boy 2 Sets.. Save 1 Set #2.5052 Sets 13.98 
logne. Frei as э an brusna. 4 0, ол. A favorite scent for men of ап; ‚Old Spice is featured in this Gift Set in 
ee RERO popular forms a cooling After Shave and a refreshing splash oa Cologne. Set of Cologne and After Shave above. uid ounces each 

8 N 4942—Shipping weight 2 pounds Se "6,25 8 N 4860—Shipping weight set 2 pounds. Ser 12.50; 2 «53.98 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It". . see page 255 

244 [Sears] A 



Jaguar by Yardley . . 
Cologne, Refresher, Spray Deodorant 

Bey Set.. Sove $650 Ser 99.42 
Cologne. Subtle, super-mascutine 8 fl. 

7 ATI Shipping weight А or. Bottle 98,50 
Refresher. Splash on, fee fresher. 8 0, 8 Prat Зыр waht T 108 or ваце 94,98 

Deodorant. Helps protect all day. 7 
9 rr reet “чм 13 ounces. Can 12.50 
Set of Cologne, Refresher and Spray Desdorent above. 
8 N 4950— Shipping weight 4 pounds. sa*9.42 

Famous Fragrance Set 
Boy 2 Sets..Saves! Set $3.98; 2 Sets 56.96 
10 This distinctive collection of 6 favorite colognes and 

lotions lets him choose the scent to match his mood. 
Set includes English Leather All-purpose Lotion (1 П. 
oz), Aqua Lavanda (34 П. oc), Brut Lotion (34 fl. oz), 
Hawaiian Surf Lotion (34 П. ox), British Sterling Co- 
Jogne (34 П. 02), Jaguar Cologne (34 fl. az). 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
вка Set *3.98; 2 sets 6.96 

Vibrating Backrest with heat 
1] Kise-size 145 

him enjoy hes 
combine both for m 

an choose high, medium or low heat, 
then relax as heat penetrates to help 
him feel better all over. Variable speed 
massage helps soothe muscles in arms 
and legs . . even massages feet. Use unit 
ia chair or lying down. Special design 
conforms to back . . contoured headrest 

orts head and neck for extra com 
rt ft cord detaches for storage 

Wipe-clean vinyl cover 
BN2271C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibe... $28.77 

28Min. unit lets 
or massage . . or 
ximum benefits. He 

Swedish-type Massager 
1) Prolesiooaltype unit helps him 
^ enjoy the benefits of popular. 

Swedish style massage . the same type 
used by many barbers and masseurs 
Hell fed more relaxed as vibrations 
from the heavy-duty, suspended motor 
are transferred to fingers to bep them 
rub and pat away the aches of muscles 
that are end-of-theday tired and sore 

om too much exercise. Helps esse 
minor muscle tensions, too . . in neck, 

back, arm amd leg areas 
pad cushions hand for more 

able use, Chrome plated housing 
Long Bloot cord. 45-watts 
882292— Wt. 3 lbs. 5 of 52498 

Sears Electric Shavers 
for smooth, speedy shaves 

13 et $4 - . Flat Hood Electric Rarer. 
Ò Designed for all types ol beards 

Comfort control lets him adjust the 
eel cutting heads 

to his skin and beard, Vibrator-type 
motor. C for frm grip. 
Trim position for grooming sideburn: 
moustaches, High-impact Leran® poly 
carbonate housing ust, chip or 
ped. Отой switch. Cleaning brush, 
carry case included. From France. 
8 N6824—Wt 11b. 11 or. *8.88 

]4 Gr 54 . . битой Mond Electric 
Shever. For the man who shaves 

every day. Curved head with flexible 
sets up beard, follow 

permits a closer 
edge Swedish steel cut 

motor, Trimmer 

level of the 

grooming sideburns 
moustaches. Extra screen. Lexan® poly 

Оо-ой switch. Clean 
ase included. Imported 

EN 6856—We 21bs Tan... 117.95 
PAGE NOTE: All electrical items UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-сусіе AC 

Cut 51 . . Gillette Trac 17м 
Razor in Travel Case 

15 Нан him get а smooth, "twin 
blade" shave. Cartridge bolds 2 

blades, specially aligned to shave 
beard safely, close to skim. 5 cart 
ridges included. Distinctive gold-color 
rasor comes in handsome leather look 
vinyl carry сазе 
8 N 9608—Shpy. wt. 8 oz. "3.88 
Pack of $ extra cartridges. 
8N 9609—5406. wt. 3 oz Pkg. 91.10 

in Fall 1971 

FALL 

17 Was 
21.35 

in Fal 1971 



Rinses, keeps dishes 
Il you. in machine til 

have a full load 

Kenmore 4-cycle 
Portable Dishwasher 

Reduced 520 
Just in time for Holiday Giving 

CALLE 
Whit Vises 919995 

Color were 1224,95... Now 520495 

© No pre-rinsing. . just scrape and load 
© Separate sprays for lower rack and upper 

revolving Roto-Rack. . every item is 
thoroughly drenched 

Roll to sink, attach hose to faucet. Place dishes in the two vinyl-couted steel racks; slide-out lower and the ‘exclusive upper Roto-Rack .. pat silverware in sepa- rate basket. Add detergent and rinse agent to dispens. ‘ers, select cycles you want and your work is done. Machine shuts off when washing is complete. Each rack features its own water spray to scour dishes Holds average day's dishes for family of 4 or 5. Tem 
perature delay light. 
‘Wraparound steel cabinet coated with a tough enam- el finish. Vinyl rear bumpers. Walnut woodgrain: look melamine plastic top. Can be builtin at any time order kit below), 750-watt drying element. 
Measures 24%» in. wide, 26% in. deep, 36 in. high at front, 37% in. at back. UL listed for 110-120 0e AC. Shipping weight 1&3 pounds. 

65 N 7204 1N— White. 5199.95 65 N 72042N - Coppertane 20496 65 N 72044N — Avocado, 20495 

Dishwasher Accessories 
Instollotion Kit. To convert front load portable to built-in. 
65 N 7119 Shipping weight 3 pounds s» 
Y-Toilpiece. Connects built-in to drain. 
ӨБ N 6517 — Shipping weicht 1 pound. 129 
Air Gop Kit. For built-in. Anti-siphon device. 
6 N (494 Shipping weight 1 pend stan 

4-cycle Undercounter Dishwasher 

esos $18995 
Same great featur able model above except no decorative sides or top. Big 1000. watt drying element. Can replace most other built-in models. fits in same space. Front panel can be removed and replaced by Ys-inch wood panel or paint, wallpaper, ete. Measures 24 inc and 24% inches deep. Height adjustable from 34 to 34Y inches. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

If needed, order Air Gap Kit (local codes may require it) and Y-Tailpiece above. 

65 N 7218N2H — Shipping weight 127 решен. $100.96 
SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION OF DISHWASHERS AND OTHER GREAT KITCHEN APPLIANCES IN THE BIG BOOK 

Buy fi dishwasher on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Pan Your monthly payments begin in February. 1973 (in most states)... ask for detais. (There өөй be a finance charge for the deferral penod). 
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There are four easy ways to order from this catalog 
Shop By Phone Youll be pleased at the ease and 
сайынна of ине am. Seer е 
telephone. So call toda the easiest way to 
shop Phone your Easy Payment and Sears Re 
volving Charge Account orders. too. 
Have your order delivered directly to your home or 

pick it upat your nearest Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

Shop at Home by Mail No matter where vou ve, 
Sears is always prepared to offer prompt and etf 

‘catalog numbers, descriptions of wanted items and 
any special information requested. 

‚Sales Office or Sears Authorized 
Sales IK во easy to order thr 
Your nearest Sears Unit А copy 
ot all current Sears catalogs are available in each. 
office for your reference. In addition. a Complete 
supply of FREE Specialized Catalogs are also 
available for the asking. 

Retail Store Friend: Ret Store Catalog Salos АНН иш 
nen you shopin person. oF by phone Each Sears 
Retail Store 
‘chore inined soles people wil ha you makes 
selection and write your order. Many units have 
samples of merchandise on display 

CREDIT TERMS — See Sears Big Book or any Sears Retail Store or Catalog Selling Unit for information on Sears Credit Plans 

HELPFUL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SEARS CATALOG ORDER 
WHEN SEARS SAYS "SAVE" YOU REALLY SAVE 
Now, as for years. Sears shows price cuts or savings only on those items. 
we lt in ow own catalogs. With these nems. we always state the actual 
“was” price or other basis for savings. If the description for an тет in this 
ook does not include such a statement, that item is offered at our regular 

price. 

С.0.0. MAIL ORDERS — We strongly urge you NOT to order 
€.0.D. . . Such orders involve high extra charges to you 
When ordering by mail. it is to your benetit to send a money order, check. 
or use Sears Credit Terms. See Sears Big Book for details on extra charges. 
involved on parcel post and freight express COLD. shipments We do not ship C O 0 orders for live animals or birds. perishable goods. or for merchandise cut. engraved. printed or made to order. for merchan- 
dise shipped direct from factory or shipped to foreign countries or то any- 
ове other than the person sending order 

SEARS SHIP-A-GIFT SERVICE 
This service is the easiest way we know to send your catalog ait order 
1o anyone in the U.S.A. or in over 50 countries. Just give us a call and tell 
us where you want the item sent... we'll sand it direct to the recipeent for You. See page 265 for full details. 

IMPORTANT TAX NOTICE 
We are required by lew to collect tax on sales at rate shown 

lowa 3% "North Caroli 
Kansas. 3% North Dakota. 
Kentucky 5% 

"Louisiana. 3% 
Maine. 5% 
Maryland. 4% 
Massachusetts. 
(Omit tax on 
articles of 
као to $175) зы 

South Carolina 
‘South Dakota 
"Tennessee 
Texas. 
(4% Stato 
1% Cay) 

‘Utah 
Vermont 
Virgin 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

nade the ackhitona! tax required 

CATALOG ORDER BASE PERIOD PRICE INFORMATION 
Sears supports the Price Stabilization Program and its objective of bring- ing down the rate of inflation. Maximum selling prices at Sears are de! 
‘mined on en tem basis by арр унуу the “Base Period Markup” 10 the 

sition, costs cha Y by its suppliers in accordance wi 
‘Stabilization Regulations. 

The required Base Репо prices are listed in Sears General Catalog and 
are also available for review in all Sears Catalog Selling Units For intor- 
mation regarding this list- oc for information regarding, the Base Period 
price of any item not in this listing, fil in a Base 
‘Request Form available in our General Catalog or at any Sears Catalog 
Selling Unit and give the form to any salesperson or mall to Sears, Roe- 
buck and Co. D/101, at the address on the cover. You will receive a 
prompt reply бу тай 

T your Rapid. 
Transit District 

^od Price Information. 

SEARS GUARANTEE — Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 
Whatever you buy at Sears. you have the right to use it for a resonable time before you decide you think it i6 satisfactory and want to keep it If you decide. 

¡pense We will do whatever ія necessary to correct the cause of your dissatisfaction, If we can't satisfactorily 
provide a remedy. or if you request a refund. we will refund your full purchase. 
а is not satisfactory, rotum i 10 US at ov 

price including any delivery and finance changes 

250 [Sears] zz 

YOU ALWAYS GET OUR LOWEST PRICES 
Whenever any Sears catalog item is reduced in price in a Sears sale 
book or value supplement which is current with the catalog yo 
Using. your order will be filled at that reduced price. Prices in this catalog apply oniy to orders paced by ma telephone. eleg 
person at a Sears Catalog Sales Office. Authorized Catalog han or at» Catalog Soles Department. ina Rata Storo, etn Catalog 
and Appliance Store or in a Sears Affiliated St 

Except where stated otherwise on speci items, prices quoted in this catalog do not include charges lor transporting goods {rom our 
distribution centers to a Sears selling unit for pick-up. or for delivery to your home 

SHIPPING INFORMATION 
Catalog numbers ending with "N" (as F28—61234N) are sent by motor 
freight or express. Shipping and delivery charges are based on distance. 
weight and classification. See rate tables in our Big Book or write to 
Your nearest Sears Catalog Order Plant or Selling Unit 10 determine 
approximate charges For mailable items. allow shipping charges from 
Your catalog order plant 

PARCEL POST INFORMATION 
Packages weighing up to 70 pounds and measuring not more than 100. inches in length and girth can be sent by parcel post in all parcel post 
zones. except catalog numbers followed by "U 

1 items (as 9 N 21861) cannot be mailed from. 
st class post office fr city delivery in any aar 

does not apply to rural route addresses.) Your Catalog Plant is served 
by a first class post office. Your Postmaster or carrier can tell you И you 

served by a first class post office. 
Catalog numbers ending with "№. “М2”. “NH”, etc. are unmadadle. 

SHIPPING AND HANDLING RATES FOR PARCEL POST ORDERS 

SEARS PLEDGE OF FAIRNESS 
ler you have decided to keep your purchase. т 
TY give you Ihe service or performance YOU reason 
рест ©! it and there isn't a specific guarantee on К 

iba! кет that wil sarislactonly correct Ihe probiem 
please let us know. We want to make an adjustment 
That you will consider fai 



[Sears | makes it so easy to Shop by Phone 
Our Catalog Telephone Sale office in Seattle is on call at any time. You can phone rush orders when lower 
long distance rates are in effect (from 6 P.M. to 4:30 A.M. and all day Saturday and Su our o order 
will be on its way without delay . . shipped to your home, or for pick up at any Sears location 

Phone Area Code 206-MUtual 2- 2000 
All calls are foll free when made from area shown. "Dial operator and ask for this toll free number 

7 WASHINGTON (Cont'd) Phone 
Зане 

(Contd) 
Ave. 

IDAHO OREGON (Continued) „Phone WASHINGTON (Cont'd) Phone 
Pie TFlorence. ... Bremerton Retall Store. ESsex 7-7611 

1990 Beach. 31500 680. 
КОД 

OREGON TABany Catalog Sala nia өөн" 
Department. emors esam 

et 1500 
H esis isai Sine: 7.3507 

SUL 
ticker $4300 
Амы» 62035 

"15 00 INE 
p ‘Benton Chy Ed 
enn) tirik 59-0020 
7338120 

Gram Chen o.. peo 
УТУ 
(СУ NCC ке» 

Pouto. Sutil; Zenith 9900 | Amore Estados Sab 
енн Hanse, Indianola, Deparment @EMerwn 44000 Сылы Kington, aurora Real Store 
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Renton Retail Store Baldwin 41323 
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Window шы 
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.. LET ME SHOW YOU HOW TRULY 

Just cal. Ine I'll answer your questions... take your order 
and arrange for will-call or delivery service 
most convenient for you. 

E eic TELEPHONE SERVICE: 

SEATTLE AREA 

Dial MU 2-2000 
TACOMA AREA 

Dial FU 3-1011 

GREATER SEATTLE/PUGET SOUND 
RETAIL STORES 

+ AURORA EM € EMerson 4-8000 > un ERIT Aurora Av! 
ABALLARD inn . 9 Sunset 4-7744 

2056 N.W. Market 

1 BREMERTON € ESsox 3-5044 
252 4th Street 

+ EVERETT е 355-8880 
102 South Broadway 

2 | ALAKEWOOD ..... ~+- 0582-3100 
( 87205. Tacoma Way 

$OVERLAKE PARK © 641-2900 
2200 148 N.E. 

FRENTON 7 € BAldwin 6-2335 
EE ue Renton Shopping Center 

Mol 1ROOSEVELT © LAkeviow 4-6040 
: N.E 65th St. Roosevelt Way 

^ $SEATTLE € MU 2-2000 dM c Pit Ava tai South t Lander 
\ y 1TACOMA e Futon 3-1011 A 1148 Broadway 
WINSLOW 

(Bainbridge Ф) RETAIL APPLIANCE—CATALOG STORES 
island) AAUBURN 833-44 

ABOTHELL 486-329. 
ABURIEN Cherry 3-9530 

Ы 24 ACENTURY CITY massa a 7839-4000 
A ADES MOINES 824-4650 

‘EDMONDS 774-2131 
*ENUMCLAW € Taylor 5-5551 
*GIG HARCOR е 858-9181 
AKENT 1 852-1400 
AKIRKLAND 822-0251 
AMOUNTLAKE TERRACE PRospect 8-1191 
*PUYALLUP ‚.. € 848-1521 
‘REDMOND Tucker 5-4300 

MNER 863-4411 
t VASHON 463-9177 
AWHITE CENTER +--+ V ROckwell 2-8266 
WINSLOW Д Viking 2-4761 

inaicaten lephone shopping serv 
Altar regular store hours, phone MU 2-2000 

{ з NEED 2-HOUR SERVICE 
Ы ON YOUR ORDER? 

Most orders can be ready for pick-up In 2 hours at the 
in Sears Store at First 

Phone MU 2-2000 for this service. 252 [Sears]. 



EASY SEARS MAKES TELEPHONE SHOPPING. . 

pared APT m3 VER 
Most items ordered before NOON will be delivered to your home or ready for pick up * 

NEXT DAY at any of these Sears locations, Bulky items may take a little longer. 

DAY AND NIGHT, EVERY DAY... 
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS, TOO! 

PORTLAND AREA 1/2 SPOKANE AREA 
Dil 233-4511 DialHU 9-5300 

GREATER PORTLAND AREA 

© Camas 834-3211 
© Cedar Hills Shopping Center 292-2633 
© Gateway Shopping Center 255-8830 
© Midway Shopping Center 760-2121 
€ Milwaukie 659-6880 
€ Portland (Downtown) 

Catalog Sales Department 
е Raleighwes! Shopping Center 292-9127 
€ Gresham 665-6161 
€ Hillsboro 648-4111 
€ Oregon City 656-1421 
© Vancouver (Hazel Dell) 694-6541 
€ Vancouver Heights 695-9266 

€ indicates 2é-hoor telephone shopping service 

SPOKANE AREA 

A Lincoln Heights Shopping Center 
Catalog Sales Department KEystone 5-4661 

1 Northtown Catalog Sales 
Department © Hudson 9-5300 



You can buy 
Home Appliances Now.. 
on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan.. 

and defer your first monthly payment 

until February, 1973 
(AVAILABLE IN MOST STATES) 

(There will be a Finance Charge for the Deferral Period) 
Ask for details at your Sears Catalog Selling Unit or Authorized Merchant 

Deferred Payment Plan applies to any of the merchandise shown below —— 

which is bought from any current Sears catalog between now and Christmas. 

REFRIGERATORS. WASHERS DRYERS WASTE DISPOSER. a Zi Ne 

=> 
^ DISHWASHERS COMPACTOR 

sols: 

Sears has a Credit Plan to suit your needs . . 

See Big Book or ask for details 



e 

CREDIT CARD 
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 

с 00000 00000 0 

MARY LEWIS 
pon "= 

guis cr n 

call Sears and say ''Charge It 

No mon: 

you ш 
л or minimum purchase required when 

your Sears Credit Card. If you wish; pay your 
charge each month within 25 days of billing date ( 
NO FINANCE CHARGE) or, if you prefer 
your ра if you choose to do 
this, your monthly payments ($10.00 minimum) will 

pread 
ts out over month: 

go up or down, depending on your balance and a 
FINANCE CHARGE will be added each month. 

We send you a statement of your account every 
month. Make: 

complete record of your purchases i 
> much easier for you-a bookkeepi 

ys available 

You can open your account now—and order later. 
your There is no need to send an order when yc 

Ш send you your Sear ew open it 
edit Card. You n start using it whenever you wish 

It's easy to start your account—here's how. Simply 
8 and sign the agree- 

ding upon 3 
ТІС 

ears, Or you may c 

nt on the following page — depe 
s as outlined in tk 
following page —send both to $ 

count by telephone- just by calli 

е of reside: 

ell our phone clerk you want to 
open a revolving Charge Account; she will take your 
application and your order at the same time, if you 

It's that simple.. 

they will gladly 
may have and fill о; 

wish; or visit any Sears stor nswer 
any questions ус your applica- 
tion for you. 

Mainten 
and in 

s for s vice 
у also be 

added to your account. 
You never need to figure delivery charges—we pre- 
pay them. Sears own people will fig freight. 
or delivery c ckage 
off to you prepaid a s to your account 

You don't need to keep money on hand to pay C.O.D. 
charges. Because the enti ant hast 
you don't need to 

y if 

en charged, 
> for the 

ears driver to 
our driver 

ou wish; a note will tell the 
ur pack hbor's. 

Picking up your order is easier. No delay or money 
to pay. Your Sears Credit Card shows you are a 
"charge custome 
Any Sears Store or office nationwide will accept 
your Sears Credit Card. Wherever you are in all these 

ars will be glad to take your 
you are! 

Charge Account Agreement on following раде. . application on page 258 » 



Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security 

im AGREEMENT «і 

Sears, Roebuck and Co., Seattle, Washington. 

In consideration of your selling merchandise and serv- 
ices for personal, family or household purposes to me on 
my Sears Revolving Charge Account, | agree to the fol- 
lowing regarding all purchases made by me or on my 
Sears Revolving Charge Account Identification: 
1.1 have the privilege of a Charge Account, in which 

case | will pay the full amount of all purchases within 
25 days from the billing date of each statement thereby 
‘avoiding any Finance Charge. 

2. If 1 do not pay the full amount for all purchases within 
25 days from the billing date of each statement, the 
following terms shall be in effect: 
(A)! will pay the Deferred Payment Price for each 

purchase consisting of: 

(1) The cash price, and 
(2) A FINANCE CHARGE, which will be the greater 

of a minimum charge of 50¢ (applied to pre- 
vious balances of $1.00 through $50.00) or an 
amount determined by applying a periodic rate 
of 1.0% per month (ANNUAL PERCENTAGE 
RATE of 12%) to the previous balance. The 
FINANCE CHARGE is based upon account ac- 
tivity during the billing period preceding the 
current billing period, and is computed upon 
the previous balance (new balance outstanding 
at the end of the preceding billing period) be- 
fore deducting payments and credits or adding 
purchases made during the current billing 
period. 

(B) I will pay for merchandise and services purchased 
in monthly installments which will be computed 
according to the following schedule: 

The scheduled The scheduled 
M be unpaid monthly payment 
Balance is: will be: wil be: 

$ 201$ 10.00 Balance 
100110 200.00 $10.00 

2000110 250.00 15.00 
250.01 to 30000 2000 Over $500.00 — 1/100f 
3000110 35000 25.00 account bal. 

1 will pay each monthly installment according to the 
schedule as stated above upon receipt of each state- 
ment. If | fail to pay any installment in full when due, 
Sears may declare the entire balance due and payable 
and Sears may also repossess any merchandise for 
which Sears has not been paid in full. 

$350.01 to $400.00 $30.00 
400.01 to 45000 35.00 
450.01 to 500.00 40.00 

(C) You are to send me a statement each month which 
will show my previous balance (last month's new 
balance), new balance, scheduled payment, 
Finance Charge, purchases, payments and credits, 
and the amount of my monthly installment com- 
ing due. 

(D) My monthly payment shall be applied on merchan- 
dise and services not fully paid for in the ratio that 
the cash price of each sale bears to the total cash 
price of all such sales. Ownership of the merchan- 
dise purchased on this account shall remain in 
Sears until | have paid the purchase price in full. 
1 will not sell, transfer possession of, remove or 
encumber the property without the written consent 
of Sears. | have risk of loss or damage to merchan- 
dise. Upon my default, Sears may charge me rea- 
sonable attorneys' fees and collection costs. 

(E) ! have the right to pay my entire balance in full at 
any time without incurring a subsequent Finance 
Charge. 

3. Sears is authorized to investigate my credit record and 
report to proper persons and bureaus my performance 
of this agreement. Upon demand, | shall return my 
Sears Revolving Charge Account Identification Card 
to Sears. 

4. The information furnished on the credit application is 
submitted to Sears for the purpose of obtaining credit, 
and | understand that Sears will rely upon this informa- 
tion in extending credit to me. ! hereby certify that this 
information is true, correct, and complete. 

I understand that my Finance Charge and other 
creditterms will be based on my State of Residence. 
If change my State of Residence, 1 will notify you, 
and you will provide me with a new agreement 
containing the Finance Charge and other credit 
terms applicable to my new State of Residence. 

NOTICE TO BUYER: Do not sign this chai igreement 
before you read it. You may at any time pay off the full 
outstanding balance under this charge agreement. The 
monthly finance charge will not exceed the greater of 
1% of the outstanding balance (annual percentage rate 
of 12%) or $.50. 

ACCEPTED, SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO, 

Tome) 

NOTICE: To open a new Sears Revolving Charge Account, residents of Washington 
should read and sign the above agreement and return it to us together with the credit 
information requested on page 258. When your application is accepted, we will send 
you a copy of the agreement for you to keep. 

256 [Bears] +++. 



Most compact Auto Tape Player we've ever offered! 

• SO SMALL we са n show 
you its ACTUAL SIZE 
right on this pa 

SO SMALL you 
nstall it in the 
locations in most 

can also be 
installed under 
or on console 

cars 

dash 

"them manually 

Only 5499 Payer and 

8-track Stereo Tape Player plus 2 Speakers 
ТАРЕ PLAYER, Only space-age integrated eircuilı make 
it possible to pack such quality of musical performance 
inio such a surprisingly small wil? 

Starts playing automatically when tape cartridge is 
inserted . . stops playing when cartridge is removed, 
Changes programs automatically—or you can change 

f you prefer. Separate volume, bal 
ance, program selector and tone controls make it easy 
to adjust the player to suit your preferences exactly. 

Pilot light shows when unit is on and also indicates 
which program is being played, Solid-state amplifier 

ves you instant action (no waiting for tubes to warm 
up). , eliminates tube burn-out problems. 

Home Speaker Unit for auto tape players. . with brackets 
to let you quickly transfer tape player to car or home 

Measures 21 
50-60-cycle AC) whic ha 

Flip-away dustguard helps keep mechanism free of 
dirt, dust and other harmful foreign material. Attract 
ive black vinyl face plate with pebble-grain finish. 

steel housing measures only 4%, in. wide, 6% in 

SPEAKERS. You get two 3x5'⁄4-in. separate speak 
ers with durable, high-performance 1.8-ounce ceramic 
magnets. Impedance: 8 ohms. Black plastic housing 
3/,x0%x8/, in. high. Can be mounted on rear shelf, 
under dash, on kick panels or on doors. Installation 
screws, wire and instructions included. From Japan. 
28 N 62001C2—Player, speakers. WL 7 Ibs. ..#49.95 



Our most powerful 
Car Vacuum 
so rugged we 
GUARANTEE 
it for 5 years 

Only 
$132 

© вича * Extra wide 
light nozzle 

Even the most reluctant dirt surrenders to the super suction created by the 120-watt, 14,000- 
RPM motor that powers this cleaner. Even the most remote arcas including the trunb—are 
easy to reach because the cord is 16 ft. long. Built-in handle and light weight (only $ pounds) 
make it easy to use. High-impact black plastic housing . . 21% їп. long by 5% in. high. 

Extra-wide nozzle and removable upholstery brush cover but arcas in a hurry. Crevice tool 
reaches into the narrow, hard-to-get-at places. Built-in light belps you find the dirt. And no 
matter where you find it, it is instantly whisked into the removable, easy-to-clean bag. For 
12:volt only. Ser Guarantee belew, Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
28 N 6510—Shipping weight 5 pounds 5 ounces. 91322 

Car Vacuum with upholstery 
brush and removable nozzle 
Upholstery brush is designed to г 
seats and mats of dust and dirt. Re- 
movable nozzle cleans flat surfaces fast 

gets deep into crevices, too. 16-ft 
‘ord lets you clean trunk as well as car 
interior. Powerful suction. Permanent 
dust bag. On-off switch. High-impact 
plastic housing 144 in. Weighs just 2 
pounds. 12-volt only. Guaranteed 3 years 
(ver below), 
28 м 6519—Wt. 21bs. 7 oz. .....4877 

CAR VACUUM GUARANTEE 
We guarantee Sears Auto Vacuum Cleaners to be free trom detects in metenais and 
workmanship. Should а defect occur within guarantee per cleaner to any бм store la the U.S: and we will replace i Ires of cherge 

S 
12-volt Auto 5699 

prices total Shaver 
233.93 Just the thing for the man on the go— 

especially salesmen and executives 
Save $6. You get new complete Tenes) Manso! plus 
Ош Tune up Kit which includes: Duell Tachometer for 
4.6. and 8 cy. cars with 6, 12 or 0.9. systeme. Jin. 
D'Ansonval meter. Mercury battery. 422/584 in 
Compresion Teste 300 pi masimum. Zn. dial DC 
powered Neon Timing Ligh with remote control start 
Er lor 6, 12 or Av. systems, Yoox? in, Jon 
24N2126-Kit and Book WL 4 ba or. ....*27.90 
28120876 Iustraed Book only. Wet ib. 80r. -395 

260 [Sears] 

who must present a neat professional 
appearance throughout the day. Ex 
cellent for fishing and hunting trips or 
other trips that take you away from 
public power lines. 

Sharp super-thin rotary blades cut 
toughest beards fast and lose. Com 
pact design fits hand for easy use. 
Can be stored right in the car. Storage 
bag, cleaning brush incl. 12-v, only 
28 N 2056—W 9 ox 2699 

ever for any 
Auto 

Coffee Maker 

Just hang this compact coffee maker on your car 
window with selí-adjusting metal bar that also 
serves as a handle for pouring. Plug it into your 12- 
volt cigarette lighter socket . . and in just a few min- 
utes you can enjoy the tantalizing aroma and satis 
fying taste of your favorite brand of coffee. Signal 

shows when unit is operating. Exterior stays 
cool while brewing. Thermostatic control keeps col 
fee piping hot. Brews 4 cups at a time. Sturdy brown 
polypropylene . . cleans easily. Two cups, S-ft. cord. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. 
28 N 6508 9.66 

All-purpose powde 
Fire Extinguishers 

for home, office or car 

51099 
Why should such essential items 
look like they belong in a factory 
instead of in a home, office or 
car? They needn't—as Sears has 
proved by creating this design 

It's packed with fire-fighting 
power. The 2-Ib charge of A'BC | 
chemical powder smothers 
grease, ой, gasoline, tar, paint and. 
charged electrical circuit fires. 
Can also be used on small Class A 
fires (paper, fabric, wood). Will 
not conduct electricity; will not 
spread oil or grease fires. Odor. 
less: will not harm drapes, rugs or 
upholstery. Fully charged. Shoots 
powder up to 20 ft, Pressure E айе орао p 
UL listed. Meets Coast Guard $ 234 

Specs. 162028/EX 1972. Rated 
SB. Mein. aluminum shell Painted white with black antique И 
firefighting equipment тош 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, 4 ог 
зам 64724 11098 



Our finest 
Plane 

5988 

CRAFTSMAN® Pocket Knives 
1 Sove $2.10, Was $9.98. Clip. spey, sherploot 

blades. А С.А. edge cuts 3 times easier than 
(ME en il other blades we sell Unbreakable black Deirin® 

plastic handle, 
ЭМ 9602 din long dened W on 17.88 

Save $1.61, War $11.49. Smooth No. 4 pla 
justa to cut coarse for heavy jabs or tissue-thin for Sove Ble. Wos $425. Campers with 4 
finish work. Designed to cut with the wood's grain. blades (spear, can opener. punch, combina: 
‘Sides and bottom precision machined for accuracy tion screwdriver<ap liter. Black unbreakable 
Snug fitting frog prevents jump and side play. Cut- — Pr 
lery steel cutter blade measures 2 in. wide, honedio 9 N9548— ^im kung ehe Wi. 70 3.44 
rasor sharpness. Dottor measures in long, Handle Save $1.37. Wes $7.36. Pen Knife with 4 
and knob of walnut-stained hardwood blades ‘lance for paper, pen. file screwdriver! 
9 39054 Shipping weight ale 3 +9.88 $5.99 

CRRFTSMRN* 6-piece 
Screwdriver Set 

Eum E X This year give him one „1200 sepan 657 Сее 
ES of these CRAFTSMAN® prr mne 

screwdrivers quickly as you apply palm 
"ирег ТМГ forged vanadi Seve 73c, Wos $4.95, Precision. ground Cros Tools or Tool Chests eel shanks anchored extra deep in eut Saw takes a fine cut 10 points per inch. shanks anchored extra deep In ba 

Long 26-inch blade. Teeth uniformly set ted screwed " 
nd and Vax6 in). 2 Phillips size } with 3-in. bevel filed. Plastic handle with 3 large screws for under $10 blade and sire 2 with Sin. blade) and 1 

Vinyl blade guard protects blade when not in slotted pocket type Yex2-in. Plus keychain use. Blade of heat-treated steel TTA ERR a Save 73 SR aan 

to 2.69 
CRAFTSMAN® Hammer with 1 . 5 handy third claw VALUE CRAFTSMAN® Hacksaw $ 799 

Save 88c. Wes $4.87. Frontend grip and 
$399 га vibe combine la erase almost ail 

Save $1.10, Мот $5.09. Select hickory handle twist and wobble. Tension wheel really 
‘with special steel headliner. Porged 16-00 tightens blades. Blades can cui (иһ 

head. Head and handle pressure fitted. 88 completely. down to. а sortase- or flush 
Steel ribs support each curved claw. to sideways. Light, rugged die-cast aluminum 

Shipping weight} pound 11 ounces frame, chrome-plated eel tube; plastic 
энем! 3.99 handle. Includes one 12m. lade 

9 N 3559 Shy wt 3.99 h 

CRAFTSMAN® 
Stapler 

5697 Aluminum Level 
5488 | 

Save 3246. Wes $943. Drives Ya Агане, 060 Sove $182. Wes $670. Lightweight, yet warp 
e م Qu seta ior sd Miu e pa fin 
RT AIRE. Kg nudi, m. | Sal ic pe ене а VG 4 
ma. Biel. 7 laches long төй Use, even when rented 360 
энемин эбе лгө 697 әнием male... 4.88 

А m hy > CRAFTSMAN® 
умар", = } Steel Tape A Sove 81.89. War $7.77. With 27 

1 WX. o» er ech oy IONS in high, Drawers блата! а 
CRAFTSMAN® Riveting Kit $422 > ) N 05242-54 wt 10 2 *5.88 

cur 98e in "ТЕ" fj Seve $1.10. Wos $6.09. Henvy-gauge 
steel. Tote tray. Com 10 97« more on riveter bolt, padlock eye. Measures 1 

Riveter wos $3.97 lost summ 
lorgoin Supplement .. now 

е 78‹. Wos $3.73. Locking 12.0. tape marked 
inches and feet with stud marks every 16 inches 

with 150 extra riv 30 assorted plus 150 Button locks blade Chrome-plated zinc case. My lum : 
Wein. lup plates, pouch. lar* polyester-coated steel blade Ye inch wide инеме тине 

Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces ‚Shipping weight 11 ounces 
9N 74764 ки.22 эм з9214 '2.95 
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12-pc. Socket Ser $7744 
Save $2.55. Separate prices total $9.99. A fine 
set for do-it-yourselfers. Great for working on cycles, 
cars, appliances. Includes: Reversible ratchet (Y,-in. 
rive) with socket-release button; nine 6-pt. sockets 

(Уи to Y in.); extension bar; fitted case 
9N 33149— Shipping weight 1 pound Set 97.44 

11-pc. Metric Set 5744 
Save $2.78. Separate prices total $10.22. Does 
he have a foreign-made car, bike or cycle? Then this 
metric set is for him. Includes: Reversible ratchet 
(Yein, drive) with socket-release button; eight 6-pt 
sockets (4 to 11mm); extension bar; tool case. 
9 N33183— Shipping weight 15 ог. Set $744 

3-pc. Spark-plug Tool Set. $7744 
‘Save $1.49. Separate prices total $8.93. For the 
guy that likes to work on his car. Lets him replace 
plugs without a repair shop trip. Includes: Rever 
ible ratchet (vin. drive) with socket-release button: 
extension bar; "Ys«in. spark-plug socket; pouch. 
9 м 3305— Shipping weight 11b. 202. ....Set 87.44 

Workshop 
Organizer 
5988 

Save $2.09. Was 
$11.97. Do you have drawers and boxes ful 
of various screws, nuts, bolts, brackets? Save 
dad a lot of time by cor- 
nering small parts in 
this plastic cabinet. All 
40 drawers (16 deep, 24 
shallow) are clear to 
Show contents, Overall 
size: 12%x20x6% in. Seen WL 16 e 
owesaasc sosa 

Steel Tool Box $677 W 
Savo $1.32. Was $8.09, Where are the tools 
in your house? Scattered through drawers and 
shelves? If so, dad needs a tool box. Rugged 
box with welded end caps. Piano-type hinge. 
Chrome-plated catches, hasp, padlock eye. 
Gray enamel finish. Tote tray. 18хйх9 in. high. 
9 N 6500C—Shipping weight 11 lbs. ....66.77 

last year's gift to Dad stored 

away in the basement or closet? 

This Christmas 
give him one of 

these CRAFTSMAN 
Tools..a gift 

he’s sure to use 

Bench Vise $1188 
Save $5.42. Was $17.30. Every workshop 
needs а vise to clamp pieces for drilling, sand- 
ing, cutting. Built-in pipe jaws hold "/, to 1% 
in. pipe for cutting. Big 5'/-inch jaws open up 
to 4 inches. Vise swivels nearly 165° and locks. 
tightly in place with lever, Anvil and anvil horn 

11148 

Torque 
Wrench 

$944 
Save $4.43. Was $13.87. An excellent 
gift for the amateur auto mechanic. Gives 
‘exact tightening tension to engine bolts and 
spark plugs. Helps car perform at maxi- 
mum efficiency. Measures 0 to 100 ft-lbs. 
in either direction. Tempered steel, chrome- 
plated. With tension chart. Yin. drive. 
SN 44481—Shpg. WL 2106.60. ...49.44 

Ratchet 
Wrench 

5844 
Save $1.44. Was $9.88. Buy him this 
fine CRAFTSMAN ratchet wrench and let 
him add accessories and adapters ax he 
needs them. Made of “Super-Tuff”, drop- 
forged steel. Nickel-chrome plated. Quick 
release button allows sockets to slip on and 
‘off with ease, Reverses direction at a touch 
of a fein. drive. 10% in. long. 
9 н 44978 Shipping wt. IIb. 6or. .98.44 

Adjustable 
end Wrench 

5488 

Save #2.02. Was $6.90. You can't miss 
with this gift . . one of the most useful of 
tools. Adjustable jaw handles all sizes of. 
bolts up to capacity. Made of forged alloy 
steel with hardened jaw. Chrome-plated. 
Knurl opens and closes jaw-—I*/, in. са 
pacity. Twelve inch size. 
9 N 44605—Shpg. wt. 11b, Hoz. ... 94 8l 

Plier-Wrench Set $355 
Save 91c. Was $4.46. Seven gifts in one! 
Use tool as pliers, clamp, gripper, pipe 
wrench, adjustable wrench, locking wrench 
ог vise. Forged steel with nickel-plated fin- 
ish. Handy fingertip release lever. Straight 
serrated jaws. Set of two—7'4 and 10-inch 
(1%, and 1%, in. capacities) 
0 N48348— Shpg. wi 21s. 9 ое. Set 33.55 



Values like this you can't pass üp— 

Every CRRFTSMRN* Mechanics' Tool Set includes 
a quick-release ratchet wrench that instantly 
drops tight or greasy sockets 

atthe touch of a button 

Save 520 . . this 65-pc. Set includes 
Ya, Ys, Yarinch drive parts, 
a tool box, plastic pouches, 
plus selected hand tools 

inch 

14-piece hex key set 
itionally Guaranteed . . see details at bottom of page. 

9 м 33249C—Shipping weight 15 lbs. 5139.99 

Save 534 . . this II4-piece Set includes 
Ya, Ys, Vi-inch drive parts, Permanex® 

case, roomy heavy-duty tool box, 
plastic pouches, plus selected 
hand tools and special sockets 

"Super-Tuff" alloy steel. . heat-treated for extra hardness, 
Yeinch square drive parts: Nine 6-pt. sockets (Ya to Y 

ink quick-release ratchet; Jin. extension bar; Permanex case. 
winch square drive parts: Seven G-pt. sockets (% to Y 

in.) five 8-pt. sockets (to Yin.) 5 crowfoot wrenches (Ў, 
quick-release ratchet; 3 and 6-in. extension bars; 10- 

bar: universal joint. 
to Yin); 
inch Пех “Т” handle wrench; cross bar: 
inch square drive parts: Thirteen 12-pt. sockets (/ to. 

11, in.): quick-release ratchet; 6 and 10-in. extension bars. 
Other Te Save $7. . this 30-pc. Set includes 

'/-inch drive parts, a Permanex carry 
case and handy plastic pouches 

Yrin. sq. drive parts: Ten 

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE: 
complete satisfaction, return it and it 



Save 523.40 on this great 
Wood-turning Lathe Combination . . 
give your woodworking hobbyist the Lathe 
and the Motor .. and even the Bench 

P Separate | 
prices 

total $103.39 

Includes Lathe with 12-in. swing, X-HP Motor and 2x5-ft. Work Bench 
With just a little practice a hobbyist can create beautiful, professional Jooking 
wood products. With chisels and other accessories from Big Book he can make dec- 
erative furniture legs, household utensils, hundreds of beautiful and useful items. 
Lathe holds pieces up to one foot in diameter, 36 inches long. Overall length 494 
inches. Precision ground 34-inch head spindle, *j-inch tailstock spindle with }4x20- 
thread nose. “V"-ways in headstock and tailstock. 
Double tube bed gives solid support for tool-rest. Screw-actuated tailstock ram 

Ball-thrust cup center, postive-drive spur center. Sealed ball bearings. Threespeed, 
pulley. Rugged cast iron and steel construction. 
Split phase motor delivers 45 HP. Double-end shaft . . 14-inch end with 84-inch 

adapter sleeve and. inch flat on sleeve... inch end with э, inch square key- 
way. Sleeve bearings. 31454 -inch resilient base mounting. 1725 rpm. 110-120-volt, 
>Н. single phase AC. +t., -wire cord, plug, adapter. Overload protector not 
included, Work bench made ol 1-inch thick flakeboard core with hardboard on. 
Doth sides. Strong steel legs, feet and cross rails. Shelf between legs adds support. 
3256 inches high. Bench sent unassembled. 
9 т 238734 Shipping weight 128 pounds. 79.99 

Cordless Electric Grass Shears 
Rechargeablo power cells permit almost 

effortless trimming, free movement . . with 
no twisting, tangling cord to get in the way, 

$2288 
CRAFTSMAN. Trim around an entire foot. 
ball Geld with one overnight charge. Four 
nickel cadmium batteries recharge over 
500 times, Alloy 
need no oiling. 
housing. Cut 6000 strokes per minute. 
Safety lock on handie, Includes UL listed 
battery recharger. 110-120-v., 60- Hz. AC. 
9 N 86815—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. 322.88 
For more bench and portable tools get 
your FREE copy о! our Power and Hand 
Tool Catalog. See your Big General C 
log or ask at your nearest Sears Selling 

CRRFTSMRN* 
Portable Electric Tools 
With a one full year guarantee (see below) 

7" $1988 
First time under $20 for 

any CRAFTSMAN Drill Kit 
with %-in. Variable-speed 
Drill... 30 pieces in all 

Motor develops М HP. No- 
load speed 0 to 1200 rpm. 
Double insulated . . plugs 
into standard 2-prong outlet 
without grounding adapter, 

Trigger pressure controls 
speed. Quick-release trigger 
lock. Double-reduction gears 
for steady power. High im- 
pact polymer housing. 64001, 
wire cord. 110-120-volt, 
40 Herta AC. UL listed. 

Kit includes drill described 
above, chuck key, key holder. 
3 high-speed bits (e, Yin 
Winch), paint mixer, 18 
sanding discs, two Sn. back: 
wp pads with arbor, Gin. 

э м 11923— Wr. 6 Ibs. $19.88 

CRAFTSMAN 8-piece 
Sabre Saw Kit with 
2-speed Sabre Saw 

Double insulated saw needs 
po grounding. Use it as rip 
saw, coping saw, cross-cut 
saw. Cuts 214% easily. De 
velops М HP. Delivers M. 
inch stroke at 2700 or 3400 
strokes per minute. Alu 
minum and polymer housing. 
Thumb control slide 

switch. Ball and sleeve bear 
ings. Base plate tilts from 0° 
1045". Built-in sawdust blow. 

er. With 8-foot, 2-wire cord. 
Operates on 110-120-volt, 
Herts AC. UL listed. 

Edge-quide attachment 
lets you cut accurate straight. 
lines without a guide line. In- 
dudes 6 assorted blades for 
‘cutting wood, metal or plas- 
Uc. Saw guaranteed one 
year, see below, Wt. 7 Ibs. 
12 az. 
In 17236 Kit $19. 

CRAFTSMAN 7-in, Circular Saw 
developes 134 HP 

Cuts at 90%, or 45", No-load 
speed 5000 rpm. Aluminum 
housing. Heat resistant wire 
in armature. Wrap-around 
base. Retractable blade 

Brushes easily accessible 
for checking or replacement. 
Roller and sleeve bearings 
With combination rip cuna. 
cut blade; 6foot, 3-wire 
cord, UL listed. 110-120-v 
Ф-Н». AC Guaranteed one 
full year, see below. 

Shpe. wt. 14 Ibs. 2 ox. 
э м 27673. m 

CRAFTSMAN GUARANTEE: CRAFTSMAN Portable Elec пс Tools are unconditionally guaranteed lor one Hull year to 
Give completo satisfaction or return tool for free replacement 



Here's the easy way to send gifts to out-of-town friends or relatives: 

Just call and tell us 

where you want your 

catalog order sent.. 

Sears Ship-A-Gift service 

does the rest 

Shipments within U.S.A. . . When 
you place your order, just tell us the 
name, address and zip code of the 
person to whom you want the order 
sent. We will handle all the details 
needed for proper shipment and 
delivery. 

Shipments to foreign countries 
See our General Catalog for full 
details 
Shipments to APO-FPO ad- 
dresses . . Shipping to military 
addresses is our specialty. To save 
you money whenever feasible we 
Ship via the special low-cost serv- 

ices explained below. 
Space Available Mail (SAM). Any 
APO-FPO parcel post package 
weighing no more than 5 Ibs, nor 
exceeding 60 in. in length and girth 
combined, can now be sent via air 
transport at surface rates, when air 
space is available. 

Airlift Military Parcels (PAL). At a 
rate of $1.00 per parcel plus post- 
age at regular surface rates, par- 

cels weighing no more than 30 Ibs. 
nor exceeding 60 in. in length and 
girth combined, mailed to any over 
seas post office outside the 48 con 
tiguous states will be given airlift 
service. 

[Sears Gift Certificates answer the "What should ! give" problem 

Just tell us to whom you want a gift certificate sent, the amount (anywhere from $5 to 
$100) and we'll send it in your name. That way the recipient can choose the "right" gift 
from Sears catalogs and order by just picking up the phone. Gift certificates may also 
be used in any Sears Retail Store. 

Want to send the gift certificate yourself? We'll send the gift certificate to you so you 
can fill in the name and give it personally. 
Gift Certificate .. sent to recipient. Please print name and address of recipient clearly. 
16 N 7420V dope = State $5 to $100 
Gift Certificate . . sent to you. 16 N 7440 ................. State $5 t0 $100 
NOTE: Orders for gilt certificates cannot be used to obtain the $5 Early Shopper's Discount. We offer this 
discount on merchandise orders of $50 or more placed from this book thru October 30, 1972. 265 



Heraldic Coats of Arms 
Select items from the opposite page. Then have them personalized in one of four ways 

Stuart 

Family Name Coat of Arms: Name Crest for names not listed 
If your пате is listed among below. You can have crest 
the 360 below. you can have {monogrammed with any letter 
your family name coat of of the alphabet) plus any family 
ams Мет comes with name printed below crest. Print 
scroll When ordenng please — family name and monogram when 
print your name. ordering. 

Ad Blake Chapman Donovan Fuller Hawkins 
Alexander Bliss Chase Douglas Gallagher Hayes 
Allen Bond Christensen Doyle Healy 
Anderson Bowen Clark Dnscolt Henderson 
Andrews Bowman Clarke Dutty Gardner Нему 
Armstrong Boyd weiland Dugan Gibson — Hernandez 
Arnold Boyer Cohen Duncan Gifford Hicks 
Austin — Bradiey Cole Dunn Gilbert Hal 
Bailey Brady Coleman Eaton Gonzales Hollman 
Baker Brennan Collins Edwards Homes 
Baldwin Brewster Connolly Egan нот 

Brooks Connor E Hopkins 
Bark Brown Cook Graham — Howard 
Barnes Bruce Cooke Emerson Grant Howe 
Barnett Bryan Cooper Graves Howell 
Barr Buchanan Cox Gray Howland 
Barrett Buckley Craig Ferguson Green Hubbard 
Barry Burke Crawford Fischer Greene Hudson 
Baron Вита Cross Hughes 
Bauer Bush — Growiey Humphrey 
Baxter Butler Cunningham H 
Beck Cameron Curtis Hamilton 
Becker Campbell Daly Hansen Jackson 
Beebe Carlson Daniels Hanson James 
Bell Davidson Foster Harper Jenkins 
Bennen Davis Fowler Jensen 

М arroil Dowson Fan Johnson. 
Bishop mer Day Fraser Johnston 
Black Case Freeman Jones 
Blair Chandler Dixon French Jordan 

‚Cost of Arms for country of an- 
cestral origin; Order only for 
Countries which are named on 
The 18 crests shown on opposite. 
Page Family name printed below 

College Crest: items (2 thru 4) 
and (7 thru 10) are available 
with name and crest of nearly 
all US colleges and univer- 
sities with your name printed 

Crest Print country and name when below. Prnt your name plus 
ordenng college's name, city and state. 

Kane. Nichols Randall Schuyler Wallace 
Keller Nicholson Randolph Scott Walsh 
Kelley Mather Ward 
Kelly Maxwell Warner 
Kennedy — Mayer Warren. 
Kent McCabe Washington 
Kerr McCarthy Watkins 
Kimball — McCoy Simpson Watson 
King McDonald Smith Weaver 
Knight McFadden Page Richards Snyder Webb, 
lane Mclaughlin Palmer Richardson Spencer Weber Lawrence Meritt Parker Rivera Stevens Webster 
toe Mey Parks Roberts Stevenson Weiss 
lewis Miller Patterson Robertson Stewart Welch 
Logan Миз Payne ^ Robinson Stone Мей 
Long Mitchell Peck Rodgers Stuart West 
tove Montgomery Perkins Rodrigues Sullivan White 
Lynch Moore Perry Rogers — Swanson Wilcox lyons Morgan Poters Rose Sweeney Wilkinsa 
MacArthur Moms Peterson Rosenburg Taylor Williams 
MacDonald Morrison ^ Phelps Коев Terry Withamson 
MacGregor Morse Philips Rossi Themas Wallis 
Mackenzie Mosel Pierce Russell Thompson Wilson 
Maclean Murphy Porter Russo Todd Wolf 
Macleod Murray Powell Ryan Townsend Wood 
Mahoney Myers Powers Sanders Tucker Woods 
Manning — Nash Prati Schaeffler Turner Wright 
Marsh Nelson Price Schmidt Wadsworth York 
Marshall Newman Quinn Schneider Wagner Young Martin Мемол  Radiord Schultz Walker Zimmerman 

ORDERING INFORMATION: You must order before December 3, 1972 for Christmas delivery. 
If you do not require Christmas delivery. you may order items up to September 1, 1973 

Plague 
"aires Wall Plaque 133 Shield Wall Plaque. 

‘Smaller Shield Wall Plaque (net shown} ‚ 41 Pewtertand Aluminum Plaque. 1 рее тит Aluminum Mug 

IRV | жїїт Жон. palate, pacha 
F21 N B6005V 11x11 inches. Cherry woud, pics parchment GV | onis inches We with ram te Fai neve | miim Жон ri имеш ШЕ ИНЕМ | och diameter Peer нима їн ee RRA aluminum 
HW aeree 11 mds eh | Татан plate eal 
FIN Held а canens each "eram » EN Meter free pisted metal and ceramic EN ЕТ Conte E ККА КЗ BA p ES 
TIN ТЫМ Ws mann ch Seer иш» ЕЕЕ Er Bin Ez 

БЛ 

SHIPPING NOTE: All items on this page sent postpaid from factory in Sebring. Ohio. Allow extra time for delivery. No C.O.D 's 
NOTE: Coats of Arm: based on the oldest known coat of arm: for tho family names listed. Individual family genealogy is not traced 





BARTENDER 
Good Tips 

{1 ond 2) Signs are hand-screened on 
pine which is then an. 

stresel and mounted in a 
ne frame. Built-in hanger 

9 Mines" Sign. 850216 inches big 
1 N 6313 Shpg. we 35.68 

3 Cutty Sark Ship. Yo 

Б Setof 4 Tonkards. Alum 
hand-rubbed pewt 

(6 they 
Glowes with tapered stem 

11 } Grocefulty-shoped 

6 Eight 20-от. all-purpose glasses. 
21 N B619C— Wt. 7 Ibs. Set $9.99 
Eight 10-or. red wine glasses 
21 N 86954- Wt. 5 Ibs Set $5.39 
Sy a Brin tss We er 

Y бом 1-08. cordial glosses. 
21 N 86967 —Wt. 2 Ibs. Set $5.39 

10 Зон 614-02. white wine glosses. 
21 N 86952— WE 4lbs. Set $5.39 

]] 99м 22-01. brondy glosses 
21 N B6943C— Wt. 8 lbs. Set 57.49 

19 $eren-piece Contemporary 
^ Wine Set. Slounce clear glass 

decanter with stopper. Six Sounce 
lasses From Italy. Like everything 

из books, it's so easy to 

weight & pound 
Set $14.99 

$ Seven-plece Trodiionol Wine 
suem 

Set $17.29 

(14 and 15 ) Wine Fonts. Highlight 

14 Wee Font. 199 inches hi 
21 N SONO o. 

5 Delne Wine Font. Ir 
19 TE Engraved font. Сам 
holder, 21 inches high. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds 
21 н 36905 21.99 

G Bie 32-ounce Goblet. Clear hand 
presses glass. Use for beer, to hold 

a decorative accent 
weight 3 pounds 

na 

17 Bottle Opener. Cast iron. Mea- 
33436 inches high. 

sight B ounces. 

18 Kea Set. Add to th 
your guests fro 



gie" 

19 Keo, ke Bocket. Great for 

has a large 3}¢gallon capacit 
Lends а decorative touch . . hand 

k wood 
p, hinges 

some dull lacquered 
highlighted with black ho 
and handles Plastic liner incide. 

N 86630—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. $34.99 
20 к= Bucket. Walt look vinyl 
20 surface. 3 qts. 7)4 inches high. 21 кә WC zii dor. n 
2] Ow lowest-priced Portable Bær. 

Wood case with vinyl covering 
hold utensils in place. Holds 

not. included) 
ne plated bottle open- 

me los and 
m glasses 

8 œ 510.88 

99 Two-bottle Portable Bor with 
““ molded polystyrene cose. Hol: 
tw art bottles (oot incl 
Flocked interior with vinyl straps 

$20.99 

and a deck of playing car 
13x1114x514 in. Bottles not inch 
21 N 86958 Wt. 4 Ile. 5 ox, $25.99 

three-bottle Portable 
‘ood case with solt vinyl 

covering has special fold down de 
ign that makes contents easily a 

cessible. Top grain leather strap 
and trim. Holds three Lat. bo 
(not included). Includes chrome 
plated cork-screw-opener; walnut 
handled stainless steel mixing 

poli 
134 (2122534 in. 
21 N 8609—WL 5 Ibu. 8 oz. ..$4499 

4 aluminum glasses. Case is 

25 Set of six Beer Steins. Each 
16-08. stein is from West Ger 

brewery crest. Earthenware 
Shipping weight 7 Ibs 

21 т 86921 Set $16.29 
9f "Beer" Sign. Han screened on 
26 New England pine that is then 

21 М 6312—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... $5.69 
97 Fire-pieceMediterroneon style 
P ту Tray Set. Four hardboard 
trays are covered with green leather 
ette vinyl featuring a striking gol 

с. Each 
tray measures 15x23 inches and 

24% inches high. Brassin 
lar steel legs a 

Decorative wooden has 

Like everything 

218 DIBL Set 315.99 
98 Ten-piece Bor Set. A 

eel со haker plu 
bricht chron 

barspoon 
ouble ju, 

bottle pourers an 
Shipping weight 4 pou 

21 н B6502 Set $11.79 
29 Set of six Mugs. Ва 4 ha 

amber glas mugs with br 
лела] bands and dark-stained 
xd handles. Hold 14 oz 

Comes boxed. 
21 N 8630 wt. SIs, Set $8.59 

30 Think Big” Mug. Great for 
accent Team up wi > Q9) 
above. Amber glass with brass color 
bands Dark stained hardwood 
handle and cover. 9 inches high. M 
fallon capacity 
21 N 8631— Sbpg. wt. 4 Ibe... 3549 



Just right touches 
for home and office 



Sleek, 
= = modern 

Fluorescent 
Desk Lamps 

2-light Lamp ..chvome-plated stainless steal 

b ZIN 

9 ucket with brass trim. Holds 5 

15199 



Festive Accessories 

for every season 

{тетт 

Setof3 
ble. W 



tile-design Yellow Wine Rock — ]() Sevem-pieceSolod Set. A che 
e Í heavy gauge ye 

21 N 8807. 

20) "особе Snack Set. Н 
with zany writing 

lomine Dishes ..eight-piece 

9 Triple Corowel Server. P 
6 salad dressings, jellies, relish 

T 
17 Condelabra with Candles. На 



Get set 

1 Set of 2 Recipe Plaques. 
Colorful kitchen accent: 

one hasrecipe for Famil 

cakes. 11x14 in. ex. Mounted 
a particle board . . antiqued 

for special beauty. Complete 
with hanging chai 
21 н 6315— Wt. 6 lbs... 58.99 
(2 they 4 ) Corving Boards 

removable and adjust 

З Ook Carving Boord. Mea 
© шге 14120 inches. Folding 
handles for easy storage. Rub- 

tufted wood f 
ght 6 pound: 

s1199 
Д Wolnut-finish hardwood 

Boord. 15320 

mm la the 
Jars are 
hes high. 

Like everything ese in 
books, it rder by 

phone 
ing weicht 4 pound. 

218 8819 Set $6.99 

6 Eisht-piece Martini Set 
Beautiful contemporary 

styling in clear glass. Set in 
dudes a JOounce martini 
pitcher with stirrer and six 5 

ce glasses. From Ital 
Like everything else in Sears 

books, it's so easy to order b 
telephone 

218537 

features 
heer rim. 

Set of eight 8-ounce On: 
the Rock Glonen, 
Shipping weight 4 poun 

21 N 8512 Set $2.69 
Sel of eight 13-ounce 

© Beveroge Glamen. 
Shpe. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 ox. 

21 N 8613 Set $325 
(9 thru 11 ) Stoneware has an 
interesting combination of 
both smooth and textured 
glazes in handsome brown 
tones. Dishwasher safe. From 
Japan 
Y five-piece Coffee Serving 

Set. 45-02. coffee pot with 
cover is 9 in. high. Creamer 
and sugar bowl with cover 

Shipping weight 5 pounds 
21 N 8810 Set $12.99 
10 Set of 4 тө». Easy-to- 

grip handles. Hold 12 ox 
cach. 

Shipping weight 3 pound. 
21 wena Set 5579 
11 four-piece Jor Set. Yontl 

find so many uses for these 
great-looking jars. Cork stop- 

re 435 in, $36 in. 
4 8 in. tall 

Shipping weight 7 pound 
21 nasız Set $21.99 



ЩЩ ЩИ 
piu 091 

М ШИШ 
J DOD OD O O N U 

"PEEL 

j Dele 49-piece Glen 16 ата Set that in 

19 Ya Sa Sate on 
Es FIEBER] 

OT A 
pod N MN ppp 

m SESS, L- iyuggu U 

ШШЩ 
14 Solod Bowi on Legs : Co 

6-pc Set. Here is bie plastic 

9] Set of 4 Steck Plotters 
éL Dros table with 

Shipping weight 24 Ibe 
21 3611€ Set $16.79 

Б Set of 4 bowls for indi 
15 aro! serving. Зала 



i e The great 
* ¦ traditional 

favorites 

ss Punch Bow! 

8 Candy Dish with lid. 9, in 
21N91929—W. 3 lbs, 8 ог,.98.66 

Q Dinner Bell. 7% inches 
21N91919—W 
Bod Vase. 9 

10 191936 



piece “after- 

Umbrella St 
ү 

« + 

1 [Sears] 277 



] [Welcome to This House” Sign. A 
hospitable decorator accent. Hand: 

screened on New England pine that is then 
antiqued and distressed. 27/167, in. 

Shpe. wt. 6ibs. .....813.99 

Q Thirty-five piece Milk Glass Set 
service for eight. Dress up your table 

with this attractive set that includes eight 
each: cups 
plates plus 

N 86866C-Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs. Set 916.99 

saucers, 9Ycinch plates, salad 
14-inch serving platter, sugar 

Brass-trimmed Wood Ice Bucket 
Handsomely designed bucket holds five 

quarts of ice and is high. .t 
enough to chill wine. Plastic liner. Insulated 

ver. Buy it the easy way—order by 

ippiny мей) 
21N 86709. 

4 pounds 4 ounces 
118599 

Pitcher and Bowl. Authentic reproduc 
tion of Early American item makes an 

elegant accent for your home, White ce 

weight 9 pounds 
21N94378C 

Corner Shelf. Beautifully an 
е from Oreg 
crafted in t 

n of New England. 20% 
sanded а 
East 

hes high. 6% inches deep. Accessories 
included 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
21 N 96233C 1999 

Just say "Charge It" 
when you phone your order 

see page 255 

6 five-piece Early American TV Tray 
Set. Four maple-tone, vinyl-covered 

hardboard trays have American Eagle de 
sign . . alcohol and stain resistant. Trays 
are 16х19 inches and stand 25 inches high 
оп natural pine legs. Handy storage rack is 
painted steel with hi-impact styrene base 
and handle. 
21N 1751L—Shpg. wt 22 bs. ....53699 

1] Set of three Early American Stack 
lables. Handy tables that you'll use so 

many ways, Handsome maple finish. Lam. 
inated wooden particle board tops with 
American Eagle design are heat, alcohol 
and stain resistant. Hardwood legs. 
15x15x15 inches high. 
21N 15183C-Shpg. wt. 17 lbs. Set 423.99 

Early American Lamp. Antiqued red 
ceramic hase with milk can look is high. 

old-color eagle. Natural burlap 
inches high and has 16-inch di 

ameter, 32 inches high overall. Three-way 
switch. 110-120 volt AC. Bulb not included. 
Sent motor carrier or express. 
21 м 8269N—Shps. wt. 13 Ibs 13999 

Centerpiece. Wicker-look basket. Ar 
tistically arranged artificial fruit is. 

hand-antiqued. 10-inch diam. 10 in. high. 
21N 99162—Shpg. wt. 21x. ..... 41499 
10 Magazine Bucket. Pine with walnut 

finish. Pewter-look metal hoops 
Hardwood handle, Bucket has two divid 
ers. 14%, inches high with 1 
21N 1528—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs 
11 Ol! Lamp. You will be p 

lay and use this beautiful hand 
blown glass lamp patterned after the fa 
mous “Moon and Star” collection of 18th 
Century Americana. 12 inches high. 
21N93484—WL 3 lbs. 8 oz. 

oud to dis 

2599 



we-Piece TV Troy Set. F nyl covered hard. 
hi-impact styrene 

til Ше 
Moon and 

Stars” Collection of 19th Century Americana. Jar 
tight fit. Patterned after the famous 

h on pine legs. Painted metal stor 
se and handle. 
an, $52.99 

Set $17.77 
21 N 94499C— Flan Set 20.99 

13 Beber cep Well Cabinet. Shows of all your 
tre 

21 N 81234 -Bulb У 
19 Clothes Rock. A 

on particle 91697L— Shipping weight 
(14 the 16] Elegont Well Accessories пы 

xl porcelain tile with 
bes wide. Japas 

12 on... Set $2.69 
t iron. Authentic Early 
434 inches high 

b. 4 ox ие 
ping weight 15 pounds 

15 Poir of Sconces. Plate glass background mirror 
Glass hurricane lamp. (Candles are not include nex 

wt lb... $449 
99 Fireplace Match Box. Oh ун эва. : 
Qj Cm 52 . . Sat of 2 Condiesticke. 

21 N 96213C— Shipping weight Pair $19.99 
h maple 

17.99 
j Gallery Wal Shell. 20 

16 21 N 96216C— Shipping S1144 21 N 97998 Shing 



173999 
Blinking lights . . not 

sound activated 

a scene of cha nging colors 

4999 

$2999 

Attach to any amplifier Just plug into wall 
(radio, stereo, hi-fi, etc.) built-in microphone 
and watchlightsrespond makes lights dance to 
to the sound ven a whisper 

) 18 inches high. N 

зї нэм 

optical illusion. I 
10 Syinder. Black 

ZALLE) T3. 

Ónly 5099 ; 1 e. irse peri 
x18x18 in, Four 

white bulbs inet 



LIGHTING and 

ACCESSORIES 
— ——— for the 

(1 ond 2) Spool Lamps. Glossy painted metal with wood 
spools. Shades are opaque parchment paper with velvet 
edging. Red, white and blue 

Chain Lomp. Shade is 9 in. high... 13-in. diam 14 in. high 
overall. 15-foot chain. One-way switch. Hardware incl 

21 м THTL- Allow 10 Iba. per postal regulations sum 
2, Table or Vanity Lamp. Interesting spool base. Shade is 

9 in. high with 15-in. diam. 29 in. high overall 
21 N B360L— ay switch. Shipping weight 10 pounds ...... 51899 

Condy stiped Lomp. Cheerfully painted metal base. 
Shade is taffeta on pleated vinyl ` . 9s in. high with 15- 

in. diam. 27 in high overall. Red and white 3-way switch 
21 N ®4521- Allow 10 Ie per postal regulations 51299 

(4 and 5 ) Lontern Lamps. Handsome wood and metal base 
Shade is fabric over vinyl. Red. white, blue. 3-way switch. 
A, 34 inches high. Shade is 12V in. high with 14*»-in. diam 

21 N B361L— Shipping weight 12 pounds 2409 
20 inches high Shade is В in. high with 9¥s-in, diam 
21 N 3480C — Shipping weight 5 pounds s1699 

L6 they 8 ) Lamps with beautilul distressed wood look. Each of 
these lamps makes an unusual gift that a chi will treasure 
for years. Polyester base 
G len Croom Cone Lamp. Parchment paper shade is9 in. high 

with 10%-in. diam. 24 in. high overall. Pink, white, tan 
21 NBAI6C-Juny ewitch Shipping weight 5pmund....... $10.99 
(7 and 8 ) Captivating Reg Doll Lamps. Cotton shade is 11 
inches high with 12-inch diameter. Lamp is 27 inches high 
overall. Red, white. yellow and blue. Three-way switch. 
7 Girl Rog Dell Boy Rog Doll 

ZINBAIOCWL а пы s2999 О 2INB409C-Wi аһа 28.399 

Q Dell face Lomp. Painted metal and glass base. Shade is 
nylon net over acetate with nylon ruching at top and bot- 

tom .. 9 inches high with 9 inch diameter. 17 inches high 
overall. Red, white and blue. Switch operates top light, 
night light in base or both 
21 N 3035C-Shipping weight 5 pounds 31699 

10 Фон Jocks .. set of 3. Use as bookends, door stops or 
accents. Cast iron. 7Ys-in. diam. Red, white and blue. 

21 N 9160- Shipping weight 9 pounds 12.08 Se $1598 

(11 ond 12) Stars ond stripes brightly painted on particle 
board. Red, white and blue. 
11 Thermometer. 18 in. high. 7 in. wide. Built-in hanger. 

21 N 6906 — Shipping weight 3 pounds 5749 
12 Cost Rack. Four hanging pega 29%, in. wide, 9v in. high. 

^ Use built-in hanger он 
21 N 6307C- Shipping weich 
NOTE: Lamps UL listed for 110-120-v AC No bulbs included 

tS} 



Conversation 

Pieces.. 
decorative, useful 

(10 thew 14 ) Colorful animals . . cach a beauti 
fully hand nished ceramic 
10 Duck. Measures 12 Owi 6% inches 

5x5 inches high 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. We 11м. 4 or. 
21 Na1476.......39.99 21 91602 sum 
11 Standing Duck Measures 

734 in. high. l 
We 1 Ib. 1202 12 on 

zınars 2 3999 
14 Frog. Measur m 

21 N 91606 foe. 51299 e 

90) Ceramic Bird Tiles 

(15 thru 19) Animal Candles 

es 
| N: 

282 [Sears] Siete 



PERMA-PREST* و with a festive look 
nas sas ÉS A fiom rr m 

Save $2 when 
you buya 

Hide-A-Table 

нен $499 
Deck your table with 
smoothweave print да 

‘of 100% rayon . . special 
treated to release most 
stains when machine 
washed, warm, tumbled 
dry. No ironing nee 

Solid $ 347 
Color 

D Smpothweaye cloth of Av 
ril® rayon, Monsanto poly 

ester. . Scoichgard® Brand 
Fabric Protector treated. Ма 
chine wash, warm, tumble dry 
No ironing. Merrow edges on 
rectangles, ovals, napkins. 

and napkins 

50250-in. Rectangle, Fits table 
30x30 in. We 1 ib. $ oz 
эв м 1300 5347 
56168-inch Reciang 

bie 2x50 in. WE tb. 5 
96м 1011H 1499 

Our lowest price ever for a PERMA-PREST? шк We Soc " 9 36x48 in. WL 1 b. 10 oz. 
iam style Lace Tablecloth кено. e 96N 1301H 1599 60292-4, Rectangle Fits ta 60280.:inch Reciangle. Fits table 
= Eh ble 40x73 in. WC 1 lb. 13 o 40:60 in. W А 
ALU 96 н 10034 1899 96 N 1302H 97.75 

x104-in Rectangle Fits tu Hide-A-Table alone. Wal-  40x92-inch Rectangle. Fits table 
ble 40x84 in. WL 2 Ibs. put-grained table has spill- 40x72 in, We 2 ba 4 02 

Any $ 99 | 96 м 1004H 81075 resistant molded plastic top, — 86 N1303M $825 
size 60280-in_ Оті. Fits table gated cardboard baze. GOL Od-inch Rectangle. Fits table 

40x60 in. WL 1 Ib. 8 oz. orts over 100 lbs. 2712. — 40x84 in. Wt. 2 Ibs, 9 or. 
96 N 1007H 4799 n Gives the дбн 1304H 1599 

А Elegant lace in an 186 century 0592-in. Oral. Fits table Bice without tool 60280-inck Oral. Fits table 
ural color blend of 8 40х22 in We 1 lb. 12 site 84.75 40x60 inches. WL 11b. 9 oz 

стопе polyester releases SEN 1008H 96 N 1308H 3799 
Ыга мане dry 72-inch diam Holly print Round Cloth 60:92-inck Oral, Fits table 

a ты = Decorative 6 гей with Hide- 40x72 inches, Wt. 1 fb. 14 oz. 

iw T 96 м 1309н 3875 

| эв м 1650| 1 1 11 ca [5700 in. Round. Fits (C). Same 
IEEE] $e ia. Fringe as holly round 
96 N 1652 | 2 Ibe 3 799 right For di вен 1013024 (not as shown). Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

96 N 1653 | 2 Mm а = 42 to 48 in. Solid color Round Cloth MN re 1 $11.99 о 1818 d JwihMigeATabe Matching Napkins. 17x17 in 
O (is table tom | 96 m 1855 | 1m isor | 799 BON TO | "Separate prices lo. Рк of four. Wt. pkg. 7 or. 

able 40:72) | 96 N 1656| 2 me 3 oc | 799 Mocking Napkins 17x17 in. 4. Slate color wumber jor 96 N 1313H Pha. 52.75 
is table abt. 47-in, in diam. with 11in. drop. Pkg. of 4. Wt pkg. 6 oz- дәй (D). WL 6 bs. 14 от. Tum. [S 

Oech diameter. 196 М 1654 | 2 ibe. 2 o |37. SGN 1010H....Pky.3299 96N 1310C2H $1470 сий, [Sears] 283 
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7A makes 

bedtime and 

bathtime almost 

fun for 

pint-sized 

football heroes 

(A thew D) Bold print spells out the 
s of all 26 № 1 Football 

A Comforter Stomber 

a. guests and 
solid red 

polyester fill 
ied. Machine 

( PERMA-PRESTS Muslin Sheets ond 
Pillowcase. Blend of 50% cotton 

^ thread: 

Twin flot sheet. 66x 104 inches 
97N63M— Sg wt 11s 1 ээ 
Twin fitted bottom. About 39% 
97 N 6320 pe wt I an 
Full flat sheet. 81 
97 N 6328 —Shpg wt 1 120 an 
Full fitted bottom. A 

Ea $159 

D Towels ond Washcloth. Soft ootu 
terry, sheared on one side for 

Hond Towel. Measures 
SN 3411 Sp 
Washcloth Measure 
96 N 3412- Shog 

NIB) € sman 

Cus VO ees МЧ АИ ША EY EVES 4 AA. 

Pillowcase 

(E they G ) Team helmet and name in offici 

of long-wearing DuPont nylo 
kids 24x36 in. Machine wash 

h вэ? 
G PERMAPREST® Percale Pillowcase. 50% combed cotton 

5 polyester. Woven 180 threads per sq. in. Machine wash 
hot, tumble dry. Max. fabric shrink 
42x36 in. before 
97 N 7365н Wi « 52.50 es 

Standard size 

ame team 50 



Picture 
Book Prints 
Sheets, Quilts, Towels 

and Wash Mitts 
especially for the 

small fry 

(E thru G) Towels. Cotton terry. Fringed 
Each measures 22x44 inches 
E) 96N3705- Gold 

(Е) 96N3708-Humpty Dumpty 
Shipping weight each 7 ounces 
(H thru K ) Wash Mitts. Cotton terry 
Н) 96N3708-Goldilocks 
(J) 96N3709-Humpty Dump 

Shipping weight each | ounce ach 69e 

Li 

ind В) PERMA+PREST* Muslin Sheets and Pillowcases. 50; 
п, 50% polyester. Woven 128 threads per square inch. No iron: 

chine wash, hot, tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 2% 
lasto- Fit* bottom sheets elasticized to fit smoothly on regular spring 

or 54, to (-inch foam mattress. Sizes stated are before hemming. 

A Soldier. Fit sheets 
harmonizing stripes. 

97N 6701 at. 
37 м 6703 Twin fitted 
37 N 6702—Standard Pillowcase. 42x36 in. S 

in. Wi IIb lor... 349 
wt Sox, Each 149 

8 Ballerina. Flat sheets and pillowcases feature panel print ol grace 
ful dancers: dainty bouquets dot bottom sheets. 

Platform t 
(С) 96N3703-Sailor 

chine wash, warm, tumi 
Each $1.00 = 

К) 96N3704-Ssilor 

A-PREST' Bed Ruffles 
ruifle of 50% polyester. 
rayon hangs 14 inches. 

of nylon tricot fits securely 
over hrin-rite (39x75 in.) box springs. Ma. 

(C and D ) Quilts. Completely revers 
ble because both sides are printed to 
match the sheets, Covers are smooth 

fill is fluffy polyester. Finished 
size 62x86 inches each. Machine wash 
and dry at warm temperature. Like ev 
erything else in Sears books, it's so easy 
order by telephone. 

oping weight each 4 Is. 4 oz. 

Ç, Soldier. Li. blue background. 
эв N 2094 #10.99 

D) Ballerina. White background. 
96 N 2069 11098 



Cins 

* "i A ` Ee 

We 
& 4 | s Te 

(Lond M ) PERMA+PREST® Percale Sheets ond Pillowcases. 50% combed {N end Р) Quilts. 100% cotton 
cotton, 50% polyester. Woven 180 threads per square inch even smooth- covers. smooth polyester fil 

Finished size measures 62х46 
inches each. Machine wash and dry 
at warm temperature 
М Gromme's Story Hour. Gramma 

surrounded by nursery rhyme 
scenes. reads Mother Goose, White 
background. Reverses to gold colo 

fabric shrinkage 24. E 
to 6 inch foam mattress. Sizes stated before hemmi 

ature bold panel prints; harmonizing bottom sheets 

5 Shipping weight 3 Ibs 1o: 
Зина 4 зен? э» 

Fed Bottom Sheets p inte Red Riding Hood. All the 
| nes | аа fairytales characters appear 

915760. .| 490 | s7N 7390 44 background. Completely 
эм ват | 599 | 977391 sa je — both sides printed 

97 N 7683 [Fa 199] 97N 7396 ¡E 199 

(Rond 5) Bath accessories printed to match Little 
Red Riding Hood sheets and quilt above 
R Чие Red Riding Hood Towel. Cotton terry. Mew 

sures 22x44 inches long. Fringed ends 
96 N 3718- Shipping weight 7 ounces $1.00 
g Чине Red Riding Hood Wash Min. Cotton terry 

Ends are bound with cotton tape 
16 N 3719 Shipping weight 1 ounce x 

T [Sears] 2 





It's the Automatic Blanket 
for true sleeping luxury 

e Soft to touch. . 65 
Pamperingly warm 

tifully 

Guaranteed’ $ 
5 years 

Each blanket comes 
with a pre-wrapped gift 

jold-color cord and 

For camping, hunting, sports e 
100% acrylic Fringed Blanket 



(G6NAOSA| NAGERÎ 1 cx [90NA057| N4068) 4 ca 
масо 9684066 з s 
114056 9614067, 

Felt Calendars 
in 4 more designs 

$299 2 tor 5588 
(E thru Н ) Appliqued felt of 50% 
wool, 50% rayon. Dry clean. Metal Wee ee Nie tan 
top, bottom. Overall 10140 in, long. 

M Р 
Use as Calendars this year 

+ . Drying Towels next year 
All Linen 

Each 5100 Апу 3 for $294 

(J thru Р) Attractive ali-inen screen printed 
with colorful designs and calendar. 16x29 in. 
each. Hemmed ends. Cord and rod for hanging 
included. Machine wash and dry at warm, 
(J) 96N4075—House 
(К) 96N4076—Birds. 
(L) 96N4077—Ecology 
(M) 96N4078—New England 
(N) 06N4079— Bridge. 
(P) 96N4080—Kitchen Prayer 
Shipping wt. each Sos. .Ea. $1.00; 3 for $2.94 



Onspired by the gract and dilicacy of orienta) arts. 

(лапа 2 ) Hexagonal 
Shaped pieces portray the 
gentle beauty of oriental 
gardens and pagodas. Blue 
design looks etched on the 
white background. Footed 
pedestal bases. Japan. 

Canister Set. Four 
canisters 9 to 13 in. high. 

Shipping weight 9 lbs 
ТЎН В276С -Set $1895 

. 30-02. liquid 27 
capacity. 8 inches high. расї 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
TN 8288 3495 

(3 thru 8) Delicate teahouse and garden scenes on ginger jar shapes 
look screen printed. Multicolor design with gold-color trim. Japan. 

Canister Set. Four canisters from 7 о 12% inches hish 
ТҮМ 8277C— Shipping weight 9 pounds Set 921.95 

4 Mug Set Four 111/02. mugs "dress up” any beverage you serve 
11 N8286—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 5.89 

Bj Beverage Server. 40 oz. of hot or cold beverage. 7% in. high 
YT N 828 1 Shipping weight 2 pounds 35.69 

6 Sugar and Creamer Set. 57, in. sugar bowl and d-in. creamer 
(holds 9 oz.) attractively complement any table. 

11 N 8287-—Shippins weight 1 pound 4 ounces Set 93.79 
Sait and Pepper Set with an oriental flavor, Fach 5 in. high. 
11 N 78282. Shipping weicht 1 pound 1295 
Ginger Jar. Can be used for string, serving cookies, 12 in. high 5 
TUN 8289C- Shipping weight 4 pounds 

GLAZED CERAMICWARE 
(9 thru 13) Embossed design captures the soft, 
intricate beauty found in an oriental garden. Hand 
decorated in subtle tones of orange, gold and 
brown. Graceful ginger jar shapes. Japan, 
9 Trivet. Tie in cast iron fr 

11 N 8283—Shipoine wein 
10 Beverage 

11 N 8280-8 
11 Canister Set. 3 canisters 7, to 10 in. high, 

11 N8278C— Shipping wt. lb. ...Set $24.05 
12, Salt and Pepper Set. Each is 4Y, inches high. 

YI N 8285—Shippine weight 1402. Set 85.95 
Ginger Jar. Can use as cookie jar. 12 in. high 
11N 8279C— Shipping weight 6 lbs. ... $1595 

55 [Sears] 291 



(1 thry 4 ) Each kit makes 5 fifths (1 gallon) of wine All the kits con 
polyethylene fermentation tank, plastic fermentation 
glass wine bottles, five decorated labels** and 

11 N 375296 Shipping weight 12 Ibs. Kit $13.99 

Winemaking Kits w 
include everything needed to make 

ne. Wood-look pl 

ncentrate included to make stated wine 
apacity of each kit. Top-quality wine 
entrate made from California wine grapes 

eded, Barrels from Canada. Bottles 
bota sold on facing page. See note for all winemaking kits before ordering 

Specialty Winemaking Kits with Bottles 
n specified wine concentrate 

А, yeast. additives, siphon hose, буе green 

Apple Wine Kit. With apple wine concentrate; 3, Sparkling Champagne Wine Kit. With cham 5 Burgundy bottles, corks, foil capsules pagne concentrate; 5 champagne bottle 11 N 375286— Shipping weight 10 Iba. Kit $1098 — plastic wire hoods, foil capsules 
11 N 37526C— Shipping weight 14 Ibe Kit $13.68 type Wine Kit. With Beaujolais 

entrate; $ Burgundy bottles, cork: 
apsules, Concentrate from France. 

Sparkling Cold Duck Wine Kit. With Cold 
»centrate. $ champagne bottle 

л, wire hoods, foil capsul 
weight 14 Ibs Kit $12.79 

Duck c 

ith Barrel Containers 
"Kits also contain dems described ad left 
5-gallon Kir MW gallon barrel 
Burgundy and Chablis concentrates (each 
makes 254 gallons). Also includes 10-inch 
glass hydrometer and test jar; 1SO-page 
Creative Winemaking” book 

11 N 375240—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs... Kit $28.99. 
2% -gollon Kit.* One 244 gallon barrel: Bur 

dy concent 
3/523c—Shpr. wt. 7 Ib Kit $1599 

1-gallon Kit.* One 1:gallon barrel; Bur 
kundy concentrate. 
11 N 375220—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... Kit $9.99 
2%4-gal.Borrelonly.(Nofermentation lock ) 
11 37525—Shipping weight 1 Ib... $6.99 

Basic Winemaking Kit 
Makes four gallons of wine. Kit contains all 

and dry wine ing 
Burgundy, still € 

v polyethylene fermentation tan 
leeks, 1 siphon М 

hydrometer 
lastic fermentation 
anel, S-in. calibrated gla 

Bottle 
dic bottle stopper: 

31999 

Note for al! Winemaking Kits 
'ederal Alcohol Tax Laws permit heed 

Kentucky, Louisiana or Alabama. 



Storing and Serving Accessories 

Ме Add-A-Comb® Wine Rock. Hiimpact black styrer 
Prongs, on exterior ol each cylinder, interlock to hold free standing unit together 

in any number of “honeycomb” geometric designs. Each cylinder 42536 in 
11 N37542-—12 cylinders ln set. Shipping weight 4 pounds Sa 39.99 
9, \4-5оте Exponding Wine Rock. Freestanding walnut -finished pine rack ex 

р m side-to-side... up to 28 in, wide. 51616 in. high. From Taiwas 
ux 
3 7-bottle Wine Rock. Free standing black wn 

11 N 37541— Shipping weight 8 pounds 
24-boftie Wine Rock. Freestanding rack of walnotánished pine and black 
wrought iron. 36x10 44x28 in. high. Assembles without outs or bolts. tal 

11 N 37538C— Shipping weight 16 pounds. 199 
5 3<. Deconter Set. V. 14 and Liter plass decanters. Glass seal lead plug and 

scratch mark on neck to «how measurement level. No wine. 
11 N 37551 7H to 11 in. high. Mexico. Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $5.99 

Time-Life "Wines ond Spiriti" Book Set. 200 pg. hard 
spirits (S141 in. high), 96-pe. paperback recipe book (6x9 in. high) 

11 N 37881 — Шынға cardboand jacket. Shipping weight 2 poende Sa 97.95 

17 Leather Воло (vine skin). Holds 1 liter}. Shoulder strap; plastic liner, stopper 
11 N 37839 Spain, 7110 in. long, Shipping weight 10 ox. sa 

(8 and 9 ) Wine Hol 
Block wrought iron. 
11 N 37543—Ships 

Hold wine bottles for easy pouring. Bottles not inci 
мави in. long 0) Brown Vinyl. 344x1044 in. bigh 

a weight 2 Moe ...52.75 © 11N37S53—Shpg we. 1 Ib. $579 

Wine Bottles and Accessories 
(10 thew 13) Green glows Wine Bones. Each bottle 
holds one fifth, Twelve bottles in а case. Uniilled. 

TL à IIE aa 
11 375476 i» 11 N 375496 10 11 m 37848: 16 

Accessories listed below are nal shown 
Twenty Labels. 4-color , . room for inscription. 
11 N 37143. Wt. pke. 1 os... Pic $1.49; 2 pkan $2.78 
Twelve Corks. Fit standard wine bottles. Portugal 
HIN 37149 Wt. рш. 2 ол... ‚Pkg. 996; 3 plane 1267 
Closures for champagne bottles. Five each in pk. 
plastic stoppers, wire hoods, foil capsules. labels 
TIN 37544 WL pkg Jon. Phe. $1.49; 2 pls. $2.78 
142%4-9ollon Demijohn Bottle. Blue inte glas bot 

Ше displays fermenting wine. 1134 in, high 
11 N 37556C— Mexico. Show. wt. 10 tbe 3449 

Woter seal Valve [or (14). Uniquelyshaped 
blown glass. Rubber neck-adapter. 3x7 in. high 

See Note for Winemaking Kits on facing page 
11 т 375736—Shipping weight 6 ounces лз 

Varnished 
Oak Barrel 
and Stand 

16 5-ellen Ook Barrel for fermenting. aging und serving 
your wine. Black enameled steel hoops 

dividual staves. Wax lined interior. Wood b 
opening at top of barrel. Varnished maple spigot is 6 inches 
long. Barrel measures 12x17 inches long. 
11 N 375950 Shipping weight 16 pounds. s1699 

17 Ook stond for barrei above. Unamembled. Instructions 
JEN 37596— 13x133 in. long. We. 2 Tox. 12 02 pe 

ТЕ [Sears] 293 



Nutcrackers . . uncommonly camouflaged 

1 Rocket Action Nutcracker. Pull back the hammer and release Shel 
shattered yet the nut meat stays whole. Hammer-action nut 

cracker operates with rubber bands. Unfinished pine. aluminum and 
steel. 17%, inches long 
VEN 7135. Shipping weight he. 12 n 3699 
9 Dog Nuterocker. Cracks nuts in mouth. Black cast iron 
© INN ITIN aaua in long. Sp Lb 11e 5366 
3 Rustic Nut Bowl and Crocker Set. White ash log partially hollowed 

‚out to form bark-covered bowl. Nickel-plated nutcracker, 4 picks 
11 N 3868— 2 a sin diameter. Shipping weight 1h Lor Мет 
Д Бойу American style Nut Bucket and Crocker Set. Antique-look 

finished pine nut bucket with individual staves Metal hoops 
Brass-plated nutcracker and 6 picks. Sx7"4-1n, diameter 
11 N 3867 — Shipping weight 2 pounds nn 
5 Soldier Nuteracker. Cracks nuts in mouth. Wood with natur 

rabbit far hair and beard. 13 inches high. From Japan or Taiwan. 
TI N 4180- Shipping weicht 2 pounds sum 
6 Savirel Nutcracker and Tray. Cracks nuts in mouth when you push 

tail, L-pe. black cast aluminum. 7-in. diameter: 9 in high 
11 N7136 Shipping weight 4 pounds s% 

Mealtime Aids help to make meals less mundane 
Wood Spice Rack. Three tiers Doors have wire sereen inserts. 21 labeled 
glass bottles filled with gourmet-type spices. 12x5x16% inches high. 

11 N 2838 Shipping weight 9 pounds В ounces 31599 
“Snoopy” Cookie Jar. Highly glazed ceramic. 104» inches high 
11 N 8134C- Shipping weight 5 pounds $995 

(9 ond 10 ) Rotten paperplote Holden. 10-in. diam Set of four. Hong Kong 
"11 N 872 Motor. Shipping wt set 5 Set $1.39; 3 05387 
10) 11 М 3869 — Assorted colon. Shpg. wi set кос 3601393 note $287 
] Aluminum Bun Wormer. Perforated inner basket. Plastic trim. Avocado 
VEN 1312- Par dreh diameter. Shipping weight 1. 12r. 1398 

(12, 13 ) Electric Bread Warmers. Willow baskets. UL listed. 110-120. 60-c AC 
12 Rayon lining. 6: cord. From Madeira. 3x6x13% їп. long 
^ Y N 3903 — Shi 2 punda ss” 

8 

13 Cotton lining. Thermostat control. Detachable 6-6 cord 97x11 in. long. 
11 N 4994 Shipping weight 1 pound & cance 7.99 

14 Zat. Com Popper. Black steel mesh. Walnut handle. 8¥s-inch diameter 
bowl. 31% inches long. 

11 N 3740C — Shipping weight 3 p ма 
5 Wood Picnic Bosket with 42-pc. Tableware Set. Hinged cover. walnutatained 

pine handles. Plastic tableware (6 each: 7*«x10!;-in. plates: 10-08. mugs: 
knives. forks; spoons: pickle forks. butter spreaders. 11x11x18 in. long. 
11 N 37001 — Shipping weight 6 pounds Sa 

Cordless wrap or towel Dispensers 
16 Sur $2. Combination Wrap ond Towel Dispenser. 

A touch of the button dispenses plastic wrap or 
paper towels to any length you want. No threading 
drop in roll of plastic wrap, foil, even gift wrap. Tears 

ily, Uses 4 "D" batteries ‘not included! Antique 
white hi-impact plastic case with wood-look plastic 
trim. Mounts on a wall or under a cabinet .. wherever 
its more convenient for you 

Mounting screws included. 14Y.x5x10% inches high. 
No paper 

11.95 YI N 2957—Shipping weight 3 the 12 « 
|] Tovch--Teor Food Wrap Dispenser. Single unit 

handles wrap only. Dispenses any amount of food 
wrap you want at a buttons touch. Decorator trim 
accents the white hisimpact plastic case. Uses 2 "D 
batteries inot included). 14% a5 inches high. Mounts 

or under cabinet. Screws included. No paper. 
YI N 2966— Shipping weight 2 Ibn 1208 39.95 



4-qt. ice Cream Freezer 
Nova. Enjoy rea! home-made 
ice cream. Freezer makes up to 
4 quarts. Antiqued avocado 
simulated wood. See-thru plas 
tic lid lets you see when ice 
cream is ready. Easy-to-clean 
plastic dasher. Inner tin-plated 
steel can. Metal main frame, 
Recipes, instructions incl. 
Electric". 6-1. cord. 

Shipping wt. 12 lbs. 3 oz. 
11N 1939 19.99 
Manual. (Not shown.) Wood 
and metal handle. 

Shipping wt. 10 Iba. 2 ое. 
1181937 $1499 

Electric" Knives 

Hibachis.. . to make cooking fun 
1 Electric® cast aluminum Hibachi. Black 

enamel finished housing. Adj. chrome: plat 
ed metal grid 10x17 in. long (170-89, in. cook: 
ing surface) can be used as tray. Heating unit 
removes so you can clean rest of hibachi. Lava 
rock generates a “charcoal” flavor, Plastic side 
handles. 10x7x17%, in. long, 6-ft 
11 N 5560—Shipping weight 10 Ibs 11988 

Electric” aluminum Hibachi. Black eram. 
el finished housing. Metal grid, stand. Grid 

8x12 in. long (96-4. in. cooking surface 
10x7x14% in. long. 30-8. detach. cord. 
11 N 5544—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 202. ..814 

3 Charcoal cast aluminum Hibachi. Half he 
weight of same size cast irom units. Ad, 

10x20-in. long grids (200-54, in. cooking sur 
face). Wood trims handles, base. 
for ventilation. 10x7x20Y, in. long. 
11 N 5590—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 8 oz 
Charcoal cast iron Hibachi. (Not shown.) 
Similar to (3) except 10x17-in. long chrome- 
colored grids (170-54, in. cooking surface). 
10x7x17, in. long, Taiwan. 
V1 N 558 1C Shipping weight 20 Ibs. 

4 Cast iron “Steer” Hibachi. 10-in. diam 
chrome-plated metal grid. Wood tray. 6 

stainless steel skewers have cast iron “steer” 
heads, Stainless steel tongs, handles. Vented 
bottom. 10x64%4x15% in. long. 
TI м 5592C— Taiwan. Shpg. wt. 23 0601499 

+899 

5 Electric" Fire Lighter, Lights charcoal 

(11 thru 13 ) Serrated stainless steel twin blades. Built-in coun 
ter rest. Shatter-resistant plastic housing. Release button lets 
you take blade out easily for cleaning. 8-foot cord. 
|] Our best koi 

zontally. Easy-to-grip handle. Avocado wood-look styrene 
сазе can be mounted on wall (screws incl). Detachable cord. 
Case has cord, blade storage. Avocado and white knife 
ТТМ 9806— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces 
12, Koite with position blade, Styrene wood look case can 
be mounted on wall (screws incl). Att. cord, Easy-to-grip 

handle. Blade, cord storage in case, Beige, white knife 
11 N 9802— Shipping weight 3 pounds В ounces 91333 
19 Gentoured.handie Knife with position blade. Detach 

able cord. Avocado knife. No case 
11 N 9820— Shipping weight 2 pounds 

s1788 

1999 

* Electrical Note: All elacınc items on thi page are 
UL isted. 110-120. 60-с А 

‘without any fluid. Plastic handle. 6-ft. cord. 
1182619—2 in. long. WL 11b. бот. ..5449 

almost effortless slicing 

2.900100 
bade 

2 position blade cuts vertically or hori tums 90* 

Herb Gardens for fresh, home-grown herbs 

(6 thru 9) Kits include gourmet-type herb seeds, soil red clay 
pots (pots are 3 in. in diameter) and instructions. Mounting 
hardware with all herb gardens except (&). 
6 7.pot (staggered) Wall Garden. Nickel plated wire rack 

Metal scissors for clipping the berbs included. 
11 N 95066— 15x14 in. wide. Wt. 5 bs. 602. Kit s950 
4-pot Garden. (Not shown.) As above exc. pots not staggered. 
11 N 95085—Arl4 in, wide. Shpg. wt. 3 bs. 8 0z..... Kit $7.00 

7] Spot Scroll Wall Garden. Black wrought metal 
11 N95069C—12x30 in. long. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. ... Kit $1095 

8 Spot Circular Counter top Garden. Also can be hung from 
the ceiling. Nickel-plated wire rack. 

11 N.95067—12x9%, in. high. We. 3 lbs, 8 oz. Kit 98.50 

Y pot Butter Paddle Wall Garden. Walnut finished pine 
11 N 95068C—10x27'/ in. long. Shpg. wt. Sibs. Kit 69.95 

10 Joy to the Wort" Herb Garden Kit. For tbe ral “do-it 
yourself" buff. With this kit, you even assemble the red 

wood planter box. Kit contains redwood for the planter, nails 
зой, 6 herb-seed packets and 6 cedarwood nursery labels, 
11 М 95075—8х2х14 in. long. WL 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Kit 95.97 

E 



Never before have we offered such a great value 

in a 55-piece service for eight combining Tableware 
and matching Serving Pieces f ALUE ~ 

Ai. | Save 50% “12% 
either pattem / 

5-piece service for eight includes: SO px. table 
re set (8 knives, 8 forks, 8 soup spoons, 8 salad 

16 teaspoons, 1 butt ч 
S-pc. serving set (1 

spoon, 1 serving fo 2 serving spoons). 
ing done—just dial 

] Rosevine 
1107641 Set 61248 

Q) Kashmir. Shipping weight 41м. 12 oz 
11N 7644 Set $12.48 

KASHMIR 



"DANECAST' 
Imported Cast Iron Cookware 

Cook in it, serve in it . . our exclusively designed porcelain 
dad cat ron cookware I he nest we ve ever offered. We we Get acquainted with Our Finest 
grab reduced e уна of e Pie sloped Mild (1) o on Cookware . . 8Y.in. Sloped Skillet 
ow while trying oui Ihe cookware Cd 
The shape heips make cook ware easier than most to handle Cut 29% 55 *666 
lange easy-to grasp lid knobs: handles set away from bases: 

10-inch skillet offers a teakwood handle and a “helper han. 
Фе"; 1Y,-quart saucepan gives you 2 pouring spouts. Th 
porcelain firings add lustre. To help it heat more quickly, po 
celain has been ground off the extra flat bottoms, to put cast 
iron in direct contact with heat so it beats well on any cook 
top. Interiors are white. Steel lids. From Denmark. 

] Altpurpose Bin. open Skillet with sloped sides. . great 
for omelets, oriental dishes. 

11 N 28101—Avocado. 11 N 25102--Orange 
11 N 25102— Yellow 11 N 25104—Blue 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 1666 

Save on Cookware Sets 

Bplece Set. Save $10 . . prices separately letal 854.50. Set 
includes 2-quart covered saucepan, 5-quart covered Dutch 
oven and a 10-inch open skillet 
11 N 25109C—Avocado — 1!N25111C—Orange 
11 N 28112C— Yellow 11 N 25113C—Blue 
Shipping weigbt 30 pounds. Set 14450 
7-piece Set. Set includes 1'/, and 2qt. covered saucepans, 
S-qt. covered Dutch oven and a 10-inch open skillet 
11N28118C2—Avoado 11 N 25119C2—Orange 
11N25121C2—Velow 11 N 25122C2—Blue 
Shipping weight 36 pounds Set 455.00 

Porcelainclad steel Toakettie. 2), qt. From Holland. 
11 N 25094—Yellow 11 N 25092—Avocado 

11 N 25093—Orange 11 N 25095— Blue. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds $1700 

LAA = 

- Cake Decorating Kits 
(Tp шош - (6 thru 8) Each kit indudes 1 aluminum baking 

bid 
1-layer recipe), 1 polyethylene bag, 1 ny 

oupler, 5 blue plastic decorating tips, instr. 
sheet, &-pg. instr. booklet. АП parts (exc. instr. 

(3 and 4) Decorating-icing kits include nickel-plated from Korea. Japan or Hong Kong. Pans measured 
brass ре; 1 flower пай. wood handied metal spatu: from widest points. Cake, icing ingredients not inc 
las**; 1 nylon couplerset Vos. jars of paste food col Donald Duckt Kit. Pan shaped like a duck's 
огу; polyethylene bags**; instruction booklet. Mead ie М! inches 2 plastic “oye 
3 9 tips. 7% in. spatula 4 colors; 1 bag. 11N3855—Shipping wt. 11b. 4 or. ......Ki 1599 

11 N3858— Shipping wt 1b. 11 oz. ~... -Kit 66.90 Т Mickey Mouse! Kit Pan shaped like a mouse 
Д 21 dps. 7%. 10%, in spats 6 color 2 bags head la 14x12 inches. 2 plastic “eyes”, | plastic 

11 N 3859— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 202. ‚Kit 812.99 “nose” button 
11 3856— Shipping wt. 11b. 6 oz ......Kit 4599 

5 Cookie Pastry Gun Kit. Aluminum. 9 cookie plates 8 Minnie the Pooh! Kit. Pan shaped like a bear's 
3 pastry tips: Thickness control dial. From Japan. body is 10:14 inches. 

11 N3660— Shipping weight 1 b. бог. .....-Kit 9599 11 N 3864. Shipping we 1l naa 

(9 and 10) Porcelain-clad cast aluminum Bundt® pans. Tel 
lont TI lining inside. Use with new Bundt pan cake mixes 

a [11 м 1348/11 m 13462 ne. 
« [1 n 1342] tt m 1231] me 

1 [ia м 1300/11 m 13031 
aus [Sears] 297 



« for more than 3 centuries, a dish served 
overan open flame and shared with friends 

1 24% porcelainon-steel Fondue Pot. Suitable 
for all types of fondue (cheese, meat or choco- 

late). White porcelain interior helps to protect con. 
tents in fondue pot from sticking or scorching. Sep- 
arate tray holds alcohol burner, 8 color-coded 
forks. Chrome-plated stand, cover on black pot. 
black stand on red, yellow and avocado pots 
11N 24054—Black 17 М 24052—Red 
11N24053—Vellow 11 N 24051—Avocado 
From Japan. Shipping weight 4 lbs... ..Set 913.88 
9 Zat colored aluminum Fondue Pot. Black 

metal stand. Wood knob, handle. Separate 
wood tray holds Sterno® burner and 6 stainless 
steel forks with color-tpped wood handles. Japan. 11 N 2439—Red 11 N 2433—Avocado 
11 N 2438—Yellow 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces .... Set 9.99 

298 [Sea 

3 Oriental hardwood Tray. Indented center (10 
inch diameter) to bold a fondue pot and stand 
fits all fondues on this page. Outer edge oí tray 

supports six jual smoke-colored glass dishes 
(for fondue dunk-ables or condiments). 16%12% 
inches high. 
11N2418C—Taiva 
4 2-41. colo 

highlights the col 
plated stand. Color-m aluminum tray 
Wood knob and handle. From Taiwan. 
11N24057—Red — 11 N 24056—Avocado 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ......Set 45.49 
Б 2t colored aluminum Fondue Pot. Wood 

knob, has le. Color-matched aluminum tray 
Taiwan. 

43.33 

6 Set of four 10%cin. melamine Fondue 
Plates. White, multicolor border. $ sections. 

1195071 Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Sor. ....Set $599. 
7 Set of four 9-in. earthenware Fondue 

Plates. Contemporary look. Six sections. 
11  95074— White. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ..Set $5.69 
8 Set of 6 Fondue Forks with Stand. Color 

coded stainless steel forks with sculpture 
wood handles. Gracefully shaped walnut-color 
fruitwood stand 4% in. high. Japan 
118 2492—Shipping weight 1 Ib. ....Set $299 

Set of 6 Fondue Forks. Stainless steel with 
color-tipped walnut-color rosewood handles 

11 N 2490— Japan. Shpg. wt. 10 oz #199 
10 "it Fun to Fondue” Recipe Book. 48 

pages. Paperback. 8'/5/, in. long. 
1182477 nees Shipping weight ? #150 



Controlled Heat ELECTRIC FONDUE SETS 
Help keep every dish at proper cooking or serving temperature . . with TEFLON' II lining 

Cook and serve soups, 
fondues, cassercies 

chowder 

Traf -— i Ee єт : | uum 

D Save 32.89 when you buy both 
Fondue Set (I) and this Cookbook 

BR SM ALLIE— ——. 
Separate $ 95 

prices total 
8 $32.84 

* тенот Hi. lord -Müminum kotio 
ramaves for essy, no-seour cleaning 

* Rugged porcelain enamel finish 
resists cust, staini und scratches 

* Thermostat automatically maintains 
even heal and constant lermperatures 

A greet 
The secret to fondue success? 
‘Burner-with-a-Brain” gives you 

controlled heat. Re 
movable "Anti-Splatter" cover pre 
vents oil from spattering when 
fonduing meat. Porcelain enamel 
clad aluminum, Teflon П lined for 
easy cleaning. Signal light. Detach- 
able 6-ft. cord. 
за N 65861— Poppy red 
34 N 65862— Curry yellow 
34 N 65863-— Parsley green 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 12 os. "15.95 

RORY ie wt 6e or 
29A quart Fondue Set any. 
34 н 6982- Shpg wt. Sim 4 ot. Set $77.95 
Exclusive Fondue Cookbook оту. 
94 N 6533— Sbipping weight L4 se... M9 

Discover the Swis art of сала feasting 
with this 15;-quart Fonds. Caloohered 

heat selector Jets you keep cheese, шиш and 

Mn6sast.Poppy red 34865832-Corry yellow 
3465853 Pandey green 

pago Shipping weight $ pounds 4 ounces. Set $18.95 

Ideal for shrimp, chicken, stews, fries, doughnuts 5 > Our Best 

5%-quart Cooker-Fryers far neste 
Teflon® lining 

Aluminum inside 

Tight. 3-foot cord. 1034-in. diam., 11 in. high. 
34 н 6932—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 8 02.....9.99 ЧТР? 4 tace e a селт е тона ШИШ. 

cooking, noscour cleaning, Parley green 
enamel exterior, chrome-plated fry basket, dear- fr} 
view glass cover. Automatic heat control, signal — (9) 
light. Hit cord. 10M in. high. =, 
34 N 69343—Shipping w on. $1344 = 



Give her the appliance 
that's revolutionizing 

meal planning 
Seal meals in boilable bags and they're 
ready to store in freezer . . ready to 

be heated and served at your convenience 

Cook a double batch of your favorite recipe and freeze half of it to heat 

home cooked 
masis in minutes 

ona busy day. Use it for saving leftovers; preparing baby formula for traveling: 

Sealer mounts on wall (screws included) or sits on countertop. 11/257, plastic case. Plastic funnel for easy filing, 56 bollable bags, $¥%-ft. cord. 
34 м 65695—White 34 N 65692—Curry yellow 
34 N 65693— Parsley green 
‘Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces 

inch 

Each 15.44 

Bags. Can be used with Dazey Seal-A-Meal® sealers as well as Replacement 
Sears unit above. Bags in single 
34 м 6554— ‘of 36. Y pint. Shpg. wt. 6 ог. Pig. в 

i Pkg. 
Shoe. Ры. За N 6558— Package of 100. 1"4-pint. Shpg. wt 1 b. S or. Pkg. 

300 [Sears] ums 
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GRIDDLE-WAFFLER 
with Teflon“ II coated grids 
Grids reverse . . make waffles on one 

side; pancakes, hamburgers on the other 

Wallies practically pop out, they never stick. All grid and grill sur- 
faces coated with Teflon® TI, just wipe clean with damp cloth. Re 
versible grids snap in, snap out. Hinges expand to thickness of food, 

Enameled 
body with black Bakelite® plastic handles. 3-foot detachable 
1744143/444 inches high. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

34 64682—Curry yellow 34м 64683- 
Shipping weight 10 pounds 11 ounces 

WAFFLER with Teflon" Il coated grids 
Same quality features, same sine ax model at top of page except is 
wale baker only. Eoameled metal body with cool, back Bakelite® 
plastic handles, 5 (004 detachable cord. 

34 N 64602—Curry yellow 34 N 64603- Parey green 
Shipping weight 10 pounds 4 ounces Each 417.90 

NOTE: АЛ irem on page UL tod foc 110-120 AC 



5 
$ауе °5 our largest, high-dome 
Fry Pan holds company-sized meals .. 
porcelain-enameled ALUE 
outside . . Teflon" Il 
lined inside s2495 

The Automatic Fry Pan 
that broils, too 

$2944 

Stainless Steel inside 

and out for beauty, 
durability and 

cleaning ease 
high dome lid for 

extra cooking Now in cheerful colors $2495 
соу, atthe same low price 

Versatile 12-inch cooker provides smokeless electric broiling 
without messy oven cleanup. Idea) also for frying, baking, brais- 
ing and stewing with snap-out broiler element removed. Pred. 
sion heat control operates broiler hd and fry pan, provides accu. 
rate heat from warm to 425°F, Fry guide on handle gives recom 
mended temperatures for commonly fried foods. 

Decorative buffet-style handles plus 14 hande. Two-position 
vented fid, broiler rack. Signal fight, base tit bracket, 4, foot 
rd. Recipe, instruction booklet included. 
34 м 6552 Shipping weight 10 pounds 1 cunce 12844 

11-inch Fry Pan has $1977 
porcelain enamel finish 

FF 
easily, Fully 

34 N 65272— Shipping 

MOTE A 



Warming 
Trays 
The answer 

to keeping foods 
at their just-cooked, 

peak-of-flavor 
goodness for hours 

302 [S 

(1 thru 3) Sears new warming trays keep f 
hanging fla 

in uniform tempera 
surface over aluminum 

] 24x10 in. over sostat adjusts from room temp. to 260. 

9 21x8% inches o 

3 119% inches overall. Thermostat control pre set at 220. contr 
34 N 6502— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 oz. 699  34N6548—Weight 7 bs, ..... 614.95 

The Versatile Timer 
Automatically turns lights and appliances 
on and off at time you select. „tells time 

$1699 
sets itself every 24 hours: no daily re 

e High-impact plastic case with pushbutton 
e Digital clock tells you the time at a glance 

Gives your home added security with twenty-four-hour light patterns for as 
long as you're away. Use it to turn on electric blanket before retiring, to 
brew your coffee in the morning, or with any 110-120-v, appliance or light. 
ing up to 1875-watt total capacity. Digital clock features instantaneous time 
change, both AM and PM indicators and lighting for easy night-time legi 
ity. Decorative plastic housing is walnut-woodgrained plastic, зх 
inches wide. 3 pushbutton controls for automatic or manual operation. 6 
foot cord 
34 N 6444— Shipping weight 1 pound 14 oz 11699 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 

4 What hostess couldn't love 
purpose warming tray? With t 

cover off it's a pizea platter, With the 
cover on it helps keep hot snacks at 
Just-right serving temperatures, 
Overall size inches. Large 

enough to acc date standard large 
pizza. Tray is high-impact plastic with 

op 11495 woodgrained vinyl handles, Heated 
trol pre-set at 220 area is brushed aluminum. Cover is 
бое 9.95 plastic with patterned fabric top lami- 

al lastic. Aut 
Detachable 6 



Sears. 
FlavorFresh Perk 

is 100% immersible 
THE CLEANER THE POT 

THE BETTER THE COFFEE 

Flavor control 
brews coffee N ri 

to your taste 

Cool-grip handle 
has convenient 
brew-level gauge 

Choose colorful, 
scratch-resistant 
poréelain enamel or 
polished aluminum 

4 to 8-cup 

Poly Perk* 
Tough polypropylene 

is break-resistant . . 

completely odor free to 

protect coffee flavor 

ze Automatic Perks 
nd то! 



less need for a spatula 

Powerful 16-speed Blender 7-speed Blender 
with Insta-blend control Outs ender $179 

ushbutton speeds for every job from whip to liquefy, with pu е, chop, mix and blend in between. Stainless steel cutting blades removable for easy emptying, cleaning. 5-cup container is dishwasher 
washable, has measuring cup in lid. Console base -tough plastic 

aches high. To enjoy it t ler our exclusive 
Blender cookbook below, left 
34 N 82902—Curry yellow Зам 82903—Parsley green 
Shipping weight 9 pounds #1799 

NOTE: Blenders UL listed for 110-120 voit AC current 

One of the greatest holiday blender values we've ever offered. Has 16-pushbutt console with special Insta-blend control. For smooth 
spreads), use the continuous speeds called for by your recipe. For perfect size food pieces for salads, soups, desserts, etc., activate the Insta blend control until the desired size is obtained. 

S-cup container is tempered glass and is dishwasher washable. Has bottom and blade assembly for ease in emptying and cleaning. Measuring c for adding foods while in operation. Console base of 
construction for longer lie, greater wear resistance. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to 
за N 82943—Parsley green 34 N 82945— White. 34 N 82942 
Shipping weight 10 pounds. 12399 

VALUE} 
Last 

1455 119 

Cut $3 7-speed Blender 
hos breck-resistont, 
cap plastic container 

You wet Я pushbutton controls, 
Майа мее) blades, removable 

Exclusive Blender Cookbook. Loaded with tips on h enjoy your blender to the fullest. 100 pages; h ven blender recipes. Hard cover wipes cl 
pictures, blending times and time-saving hints 

34 N 8203 Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces зава 

des 



Color А ЦЕ? 
porate 4 $ 

; 
Kitchen | 12: 44 1% 

Automatic 

Can Opener 
$788 т" cutting whee 

ugh cleaning Just а fingertip touch Sharpens knives. eecttcally 

BA М 83772- Curry 
34 N 83773- Parsley 
Spe wi 4 Ba dox 

a Anm Hang vp Hand Mixer 

With a storage cabinet that 
saves space, ends counter 

clutter, adds beauty 

net measures fx4x10 inches. De 

o. Catalog Sales” for the 
number to call 
34 N 82872.— Cum 
34 N 82873. 

Get fresh juice Stacks of frosty ice 
in seconds chips ready in seconds 



Save $5.61 
. . our lowest price ever 

JALUE)—, 

М: 5168) 
Electric 

Vertical Broiler 
а toaster 

th sides at once 
ps, hamburgers, chicken, even ba 

searing heat sea 
ог spattering. 

up to 2 inches wide 
deep case. $ 
Parsley green 

За N 69162—Curry yellow 
Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 8 oz. 516.88 

Electric Hot Plate 
Compact. por e + 

Ww 34 N 68233— Par Shipping weight 10 pound. 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 

306 [Scars]; more 

The fabulous new 3-in-1 Gift 
VEN-TOASTER-TOP BROWNER 

view window 
Нез 

АТОР 
BROWNER 
Top browns 

sandwiches 

122.88 



Our best Toasters have Been ae || 
3 heat settings for 4-SLICE 

brownness-perfect Reps 
Toast 

y ы toaster foods all dark, 
all light 

e for frozen foods or two of 
h each shade 

< e for refrigerated foods 
, such as waffles, muffins $ 1995 

* fornon-cafrigerated 
foods such as regular 

= toast, pastries 

IN TODAY'S MOST POPULAR SLIM LINE 
KITCHEN-ACCENT COLORS 2-SLICE 
Curry yellow or Parsley green TOASTERS 

dips ^ uA da Wide-well, 
10-inch slot 

handles bread, 
English muffins, 

waffles, pizza 

1695 

995 
STANDARD 

2 Slimline Two-tien Sich c to 2-SLICE 

олет foods. ү ТОА$ТЕН$ 
Compact in 
style, stores 
in almost any 
kitchen nook 

$1195 

Teflon'-coated Griddle 



Big 4iquart FLIP-OVER CORN POPPERS 
ii ч 4 

» » POP-FRY-COOK-WARM 
ba 3 s ..all in one appliance 

Just pop and serve . . 
see-thru cover on both poppers 
becomes a built-in serving bowl 

With TEFLON II lining 
in base for easy cleaning 

Automatic $944 
Flip-over Popper 

At a price like this, why pop corn the old-fashioned mesy) way when you can cook up 4-quarts-full so 
and neat electrically? 
celain enamel finished metal base resists chip 
Teflon? II coated inside for fast, easy cleaning, 

juper-tough, see-thru Lexan® plastic cover becomes 
its own server. Black plastic trim. Signal light. 113439 inches high. Detachable et 

Poppy red 34 N 36703--Parıley green 
Curry yellow 

Pop popcorn; fry hamburgers, steaks heat 
soups, liquids; fondue cheese, chocolate 

а $] 749 plus coupon for оз 

Ajustable automatic beat control makes this 8 most versatile appliance. Foot dial settings for wide variety of cooking jobs. Flext may be rabos ot lowered depending on personal preference sal type or ammust of foo being prepared. Based an element gives evon heat. So easy to dean because it is completely immersihle amd lived with Tedon® IT. Tuckaway ing fer ray storage: «йу 12162055 in. high Detachable beat control snd 3-foot cont Signal lebt, plastic base anı! Lexau* plastic lid, abuminum trim. за 626 Poppy red мт 68427 -Tawny gold. 2%-quart Popper Shipping weight 5 pounds 
$399 
3 | Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 

Big Book or ask for details. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 39.44 
"Coupon for popcorn ой included (see below, right) 

Makes popcorn fast. 

plastic trim. 123428 inches ВВ = high. € К 4 Shipping weight *COUPON FOR POPCORN OIL за н 6896 Y Қ Prices of e оп this page in Cord for above. 6 feet 
34 N 5724—WL 6 oz... 7% 

308 [Sears] ==, 



Even at this great low price this 
PORTABLE COLOR TV 
has REMOTE CONTROL 

Compact enough for bedroom or den 

INS/ALUE, 
ony 329° 

mnai renos nes $2899%5 

* Automatic fine tuning . . electronically selects 
the proper signal for best reception 

* Immediate sound. picture in seconds 

* Earphone for private listening 

1 Color tuning made easy with siding controls for color and tint. Auto- 
matic chroma control helps keep colors constant. And there's an auto 

matic color purifier for clear, vivid colors. 
Keyed automatic gain control for steady picture. Tinted screen reduces 

glare. 117 square inch screen and big S-inch oval speaker , . earphone and 
‘earphone jack too, 19,000 volt hybrid chassis. VHF memory fine tuning. 
Built-in VHF and UHF antennas. Walnut-grained plastic cabinet with han. 
dle. Measures 147,x20Y,x18%, inches. From Japan. 
57 N 4063N—Shipping weight 59 pounds 1929.95 
57 N 4062N—TV above without remote control. WE. 56 Ibs. 28995 You can control on/off 

9 Wood Rolabout Cart for TVs up to 21% inches wide. Measures volume, and channel 
23x28x15 inches deep. selection from any 

57 N A535C—Shpg, wt 13 Iba. Shipped unassembled... +1905 spot in the room 
“Buy TVs on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan. 

Your monthly payments begin in February, 1973 (in most states) 
ask for details (There will be а finance charge for the deferral period) " 

Black and white Portable has modern sculptured cabinet that sits on its 
own stand. „stand adjusts to tilt screen angle up or down. 

13,000 volt chassis. Sunshield and earphone included. 

590795 

А real now-look TV. Off-white plastic cabinet has metallic charcoal gray accents. Built-in handle 
for real totability. Up-front thumbwheel controls for on, olf, volume, brightness and contrast. Back 
of set controls for horizontal and vertical adjustment. Keyed automatic gain control helps prevent 
picture flutter. Light diffuser screen enhances black-white contrast for pleasant, easy on the eyes 
Viewing. Sin. oval speaker. 74 square inch screen. VHF/UHF antennas. Solid state ОНЕ tuner: 
16122117 in. deep. 
57 N 5016N— Shipping weight 19 pounds 997.95 x 

Great low price for a 
black-and-white Portable 

TV powered by a 12,000 
volt chassis 

775 

  sound comes Urroughن
A inch oval speaker. Fasp-to reach 

SE sical and hor 

Carry this black-and-white Portable TV interference: 15 quare inch viewing 
almost anywhere . . great for travelling area. VHF/UHF antennas. 12,000 uk damit. Charcoal brows plas st codi for un 00, volea sta, Ga a asit areal brome piai 
x Вами, werd, bovina! control in bac. cabinet measures 117916/4x10% 
ee ыа дир. Prom Jaen, 
ES emen 9060 v. chasis: VHF/UHF antenas T ears RM 
Forma йан cabinet Sire x0 ln dem. Japan PLI ESTER Ан: 
57 м 49981N—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. 356395 вк "tis [Sears] 309 



Add this 4-speed Stereo Record Changer to 
system above or your present system 

$3995 

Plug into sound system above or your present syst 
inch turntable plays all rec 

rer and 45-rpm ada 
6/119 

A great low price for an 
8-track* Stereo Tape Player 
with Stereo FM/AM Receiver 
that has both 
bass and treble controls 
for custom-tailored sound... 
features usually found only on 
our higher priced systems .. 
yet you get 2 separate 
hardwood speaker enclosures 
and а roll-about cart, too 

Slide-type controls for 
operation accuracy, ease 

pre-rec 
FM/AM Re 

tuning panel. Accus 

М drift. Se 
and 

tary function se 

stereo headphone jack. External FM 
let. Main 

deep. Walnut 

57913 1C-WL 31 lbs 

[151449 [35779 
Storage and Travel Cases for 8-track Tape Cartridges 

Cabinet module wich pe 
easy stacki 

s when you're “о 

Nau 
hyde® vinyl. Its so easy 
keep clean . . just wipe with ve walnut-grained damp cloth. Convenient car 

rdvwood base with blue 
elvet lining: 13x9x6 in. 

deep. Shpg. wt. 5 1 Wt 4 lbs, 
57 N 5696 57 N 5625 



475 
Add this 8-track Stereo Tape Player 
to system at right or your present 

music center for a variety of sounds 

Decorator-styled Record Cabinets 
let you store up to 300 LPs 

(1 and 2) These cabinets 

] Mediterranean style Hi 
po 

8 ohms, 
57 N9430—WL 1 Ib. doz. ..99.95 
NOTE Ss am on bom cage 

УШЕШ 

Compact 3-piece music center features 

top-mounted 4-speed Mini-changer, 

Stereo FM/AM Radio and a 

6-inch speaker in each enclosure 

3 piece System with rolkabout Cart. M 
57 N 90401C2. 7 

57 N78755C—R. 



Stereo Tape Player with 
AM/FM Monaural Radio 

Í 

$7495 =: 

“Mini” 8-track Stereo Tape Player 
+ Dual powered 

use anywhere. 
+ 2%-inch speakers 

separate for 

Speakers lock together 
for convenient carrying 
with retractable handle 

Automatic start . . plays in open or closed 
position. Channel changer. 2 volume con. 
trols. Beige plastic, brown trim: 714x5%¢x 
6 in. deep, AC adapter incl. Singapore. 
Uses 6 carbon-tinc or 6 long lasting alka- 
line batteries, order below 

Portable 
8-track Stereo 
Tape Players 
Operate on batteries 

or plug into regular AC 
house current or car 

cigarette lighter 

* Program lights indicate 
which channel is in use 

* Handy slide-type contro! 
* Speakers separate to 6 ft 

for dynamic stereo sounds 
(1 ond 2 ) Enjoy great stereo sound plus 
the convenience of 8 track wherever you 
ко. Unit plays with speakers separated 
or closed. Separate controls for volume, 
tone, balance. Push-button program 
selector. Channel automatically changes 
at end of each track. Instant sound 
solid-state chassis for long life. Measures 
12 916614 in. deep (in closed posi 
tion). Two 4-а. speakers. Incl: jack for 
external speaker, AC line cord, auto/ 
boat adapter, 8 “D” batteries. UL listed. 
Japan. See page 310 for Strack story, 

Tope Player only. Black plastic cab- 
inet with brushed aluminum trim 

57 N 21281—Shpg wt. 14 Ibs... 557.95 
Q Save 53. Wor 977.95. Tope Player with AM/FM Monaural Radio, good sound 57 № 2140—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz...529.50 ‘Switchable automatic frequency control + Retractable Carbon-zinc type Batteries. Order б. locks in FM. Lighted tuning dial. Knob. de r$ 57 N 6446 Shpg. wt 12 or... 6 for 96c type tuning, function selector control Alkaline-type Batteries. Order 6 

57 N 6451— Wt 2 Ths. 4 ox. .6 for $3.00 
Black plastic cabinet with walnut 
grained grille, brushed-aluminum trim 

$9455 57 N 21291С— WL. 15 Ihn 

These three dual-powered AM/FM Portable Radios 
operate on regular AC household current or batteries 

+ Padded-vinyt 
cabinet 

+ Precise 
slide-rule 
tuning dial 

+ Three-inch 
Speaker 

52795 
ла Mod 

Three-band Radio includes: 
AM, FM and VHF public service 
band for police and fire calls. 

Switchable AFC locks ía FM. Adjustable 
squelch control reduces between-station static. AM, FM antennas. Vernier toning AM (540-1600 kHz), FM (88-108 mHz), 
public service (147-174 mH). 2 position 

Rugged cabinet cushions against bumps, jolts and 
punishing daily use. Vernier slide-rule tuning 
for easy station selection. Solid-state chassis for Wee coutral, Back pla, slvr eee nt nd байый: asta аә « Handsome оддаде cabinet im Па dem. Him cl ola Tc ns PÛ cn S3850 speaker. AC adapter, earphone, Japan reception, built-in ferrite rod antenna for AM. Giant 6x4-inch speaker H # ‘Uses 4 "AA" batteries, below. Black cabinet: $147 kx 4 in. deep. Incl. «vin inch арыйа 57 N 2272—5ыре. wt. 2 lbn. 12 os. $29.50 size batteries, carphone. UL listed. Hong Kong. STH6A47-" AA" Batteries. Wt. toa. 4 forte Separate FM and AM tuning dials let you pre-set your 57 N 22651— Shipping weight 3 tbe. 14 or... 227.98 favorite РМ and AM stations Variable tone control Color-coded controls. Switchable AFC for drift free FM. Telescoping swivel FM, built-in ferrite rod AM antennas. Solid-state chassis, Black plastic housing with brushed Battery-powered AM/FM Portable Radio aluminum trim is 115428343314 in. deep Earphone, UL, Compact model (only 534 inches wide) has а handy listed. Taiwan. Uses 4 "D^ sise batterie, order blow. writ strap. 32 inch speaker. Side rue tuning. Tie. $1 N 2271—Shipping weigh 5 pounds 8 ounces... 5050 31495. дра Зы, been Эм once rae 57 N 645 — D^ Batteries for above. We TID far бс Té, lic миме! Заман mie Marre] SU euer dibus ui Re 3114 Inches deep. Includes: 9-volt battery, car monthly payments begin In February. 1079 (n mo phone. Gift boxed. From Taiwas Sites) ask or detal. (There wit be a france charge STN 22611—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... 1495 tor Ine detara! parca) 



Cassette 
Player-Recorders 
Dual-powered to operate on 

batteries or AC house current. 

Unit automatically shuts off 

when cassette finishes playing 

Rotary-type volume control 

$3895 ш 
1 Take the guesswork out of cassette recordings 

ith this unit proper recording level adjusts auto- 
matically. Safety lock feature eliminates worry of 
accidental erasures. Push-button controls for record 
rewind, play, fast forward, stop. Solid-state long life 
chassis Jin speaker. Black and gray plastic cabinet 
with brusbed-aluminum trim: 104 x5)6x2%44 in. In 
dudes AC line cord, microphone, earphone, 4 "C' 
carbon zinc batteries and 30 minute blank cassette 
Auxiliary input jack. UL listed. Japan. 
57 т 34164— Shipping weight 5 pounds. sans 

Slide-type controls for tone, volume 

$489 ш 
View meter sbows when to replace batteries. Push. 
button eject for added convenience. Recording 

level adjusts automatically. Safety lock guards against 
accidental erasures Simply push a button for record, 
play, fast forward, rewind, stop/eject. Instant sound 
solid-state chassis. Jin. speaker. Auxiliary input 
Black plastic, brosbed-aluminum trim: @Aex10% ах 
Me in. Mike, earphone, AC line cord, 4 "C" carbon 
zinc batteries, 30min. blank casette. UL listed. 
Japan. 
57 н 34172— Shipping weight 4 Tbe. Sor... 34.95 
Replocement "C" Batteries, Alkaline type. Last 
longer than ordinary carbon-tinc type batteries 
57 н &451— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 os... 4 for $2.00 

Both i 

Lighted slide-rule dial for accurate tuning, 57 895 === 
push-button controls for easy use — 

Automatic recording level control... no manual adjustments necessary. Variable tone 
control. Bias switch eliminates interference when recording from radio. Battery сов 
ition meter. AFC locks in FM. Solid atate chassis. Controls for record, fast forward. 
rewind, play, stop, eject. 4in. round speaker. Walnut-grained black plastic cabinet 
ТЛОМ 344 in. Auxiliary input. Mike, earphone, 5 "D" batteries, AC cord. UL 
listed. Japan. 
57 н 21181 Shipping weight 9 pounds 3 ounces $7595 

Blank Cassette Tapes 

Superior quality. Low noise, slow «peed oxide, Deep lubrica. 
tion preserves tape Ме and protects recorder beads. Moisture, 
heat-resistant polyester base. Fits all cassette recorders. Box 
Included. Shoe. wt. 6 oz. 

\ = 
- et 

57 п 3472— C-60 Cassette; 1 hour playing time. зе 
57 н 3473—C-90 Cassette: 134 hour playing ам... 275 
57 N 2474—C-120 Cassette; 2 hour playing time. зз 
Economy, For taping voice and non-critical music. Fits all 
casette recorders 
$унзаё1-С-60 Cassette; 1 hour. Wt. 10 o.. .3 in Рад. $1.99 
57N2488-C.90 Cassette; 196 hr. Wt 1 1b. 20r. or 4.29 

record directly 
from radio without use 

of microphone. 

30-minute cassette 
de 1 blank 

Vernier slide-rule tuning for station icm 
choice, rotary controls for cassette use 562° d 
Compact model. Recording volume sets automatically. Bias switch cuts inter 
ference when recording from radio. Variable tone control. AFC for drift-free FM. 
Solid-state chassis. Rotary controls for rewind, fast forward, play, stop; drum 
type controls for tuning, volume, tone. 4x2}4-in. oval speaker. Black plastic 
cabinet, brushed-aluminum trim: 91619951396 in. External speaker jack. Ear 
phone, mike, 6 "C" batteries, AC cord. UL listed. Japan. 
57 N 21161— Shipping weight 6 pounds $ ounces. 162.95 

Cassette Storage Cases 

Cabinet model with dust cover. Stores 
wp to 26 camettes Walnut-grained 

hardwood base, bive velvet lining. 
SINS695-14:10x7 in. Wt. Slbe. ... $1449 
Д Lazy senon-type rock holds up to 24 

camettes. Walnut-grained plastic. 
5785623-5M46 1635 in. Wt 2 Iba.. 36.98 

Б Stylish travel case holds 24 cassettes, 
2 side openings. Naugahyde®, Brown. 

STNSUGB- 71036 in. WL 1 Ib. 8.02 $7.39 



Every Radio on 
this page Cut ‘10 

Decorative 
Wall-mount 

AM/FM Radios 
Powered by batteries 
completely cordless. 
Easy to mount with 

special adhesive backing 
or screws (included) 

Radio with 

5) abır 
71 Е a Was 
e was 132-9! 129-50 

$2288 | $1950 
(1 they 5) Choose the style that blends best 

y room decor. These wall-mount radios 
op space is 

л. Like everything else 
y to order by telephone 

Clossic-style. Off;white scroll work cabinet. 
lg +xBV1x2%s inches deep. 
57825 tn dos 12208 
9 Contemporary style. Offwhite cabinet 

in deep 
Shipping weight Siba Lor... $1980 

3 Coloniot-aty 

57 N 20247 Shipping weight Tin 4 s2228 
Mediterroneon-style. Simulated pecan cab- 
inet: BY in. deep. Dark md 

57 N 20248 — Shipping weight 4 Ib 
Б Cot in the Нон". Multicolor cabi 

Measures Sia xU. 

AM/FM 
Undercabinet Radio 
Ends counter-top clutter 

in kitchen. Also fits 

under workbench or desk 

3155 $2 088. 

nstant sound 
3Ya-inch speaker. Slide-rule dial with vernier 
tuning for accuracy in station selection. Switch. 

matic frequency control helps keep FM 
drift-free. В, AM antenna, tele- 

z FM whip antenna. Attractive off-white 
plastic cabinet: 2% х10х7У; inches deep 

O1 — Shipping weight 3 Ihe $c 129.08 
С" sine battery for Undercabinet Radio. Order 6. 

5? н 6448 — Shipping weight Zur Each ve 
AC adopt 
57 М 6519. 

for Undercabinet Radio. 
ippiog weight 6 so 

Buy now on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan. Your monthly payments begin in February, 1973 
(in most states)... ask for detads. (There wil be » finance charge for the deferral penod. 



Digital Clock Radios gently wake you to music. . 
give the exact time in big, easy-to-read numerals 

AM Clock Radio $2 450 Cut 55 . . AM/FM Clock Radio 
lock turns the radio on at preset time . . buzzer A Here's a great idea to belp get those "sleepy beads" up and on their way sounds approximately ten to fifteen minutes lat on time. Clock turns radio on at pre-set time, buzzer ex. Repeat alarm allows extra naps. Just set sleep Was mately ten to fifteen minutes later. Tap the repeat a switch to enjoy up to one hour of night listening 

off automatically at pre-set time. | :34-95 
(ewe 152088 | 

Large, illuminated numerals. Clock can be se 

station selection. Decorative pedestal-dexign му! 
located contri 

sis delivers 

UL listed. From Hong Kong. Like everything 
else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by tele a 
phone Hong 
57 N 2076—Shipping weight 3 lbs, 3 oz. 924.50 57 N 2086—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. 329.88 

x3% inches deep. UL listed. Made in 

AM/FM Clock Radio 
Wakes you to music at pre. 
set time. Repeat alarm for 
estra naps. Solid-state for 
instant sound, Switchable 
AFC for drift-free FM. RF 
stage for better FM recep. 

32495 

AM Clock Radios 
(1 thru 3) Built with solid-state chassis to deliver sound in. 
stantly. Easy-to read clock turns radio on automatically at pre- 
set time. Front located controls. Built-in antenna. UL 

Зуп. speaker with ""Magic-Glo" lighted clock face. 
Sleep switch can be set to turn radio off automatically. Buzz- 

er alarm for sound snoozers. Repeat alarm for extra naps. Wal- 
Imperial. Antique gold-color brocade with white trim. DD AM EM or aa E ceiver, 

nut-grained plastic cı „хЗУ, in. Hong Kong. 57 N 3520— Shipping weight 9 pounds 00498, 
57 N 2075 Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces 12250 Roaring 20's. Popular stand-up design phone brings 
2, kin. speaker. Repeat alarm for extra napa. Handsome | gy MES flapper and ыша back ie 

walnut-grained plastic cabinet: 44x 10x4*/, in. Hong Kong. ~ 
57 N 2066—Shipping weight 4 pounds 1 ounce $1950 

Zeln. speaker. Attractive ivory-colored plastic cabinet. 
Measures 4'/x8'/x3% inches deep. From Taiwan. 

57 N 2061— Shipping weight 3 pounds | ounce #1295 



l| 
If you play a guitar, 
you can play this 

BANJO GUITAR 
This 6-stringed instrument uses the 
same chording as a 6-string guitar 

you get a banjo sound using 
your guitar-playing skills 

20 tension brackets 
e aluminum shell 

A guitar head and fingerboard 
ов a banjo body lets you play 
this banjo just by using your. 
guitar-playing know-how 
Large 13-in. mahogany reso- 
nator with protective cellu- 
loid.bound top and bottom 
edges Chrome-plated tension 
brackets keep the all-weather 
Mylar* polyester head tight 

Adjustable steel-rod rein- 
forced neck measures 21 inches. 
has 20 playable frets. Rose- 

‘wood fingerboard bound in 
celluloid. Nine position mark- 
em for quick action. Rose 
wood bridge and armrest 
Chrome-plated hardware. 
351x1313% in. With instrue- 
Mose, tuning hey, 4 picks. 
Japan. Order banjo case below. 
Allow 10 Ibs. per postal regs. 
57 N 1253 $50.95 

5-string 
Banjo 

Powertul snap and ring 

designed 10 please 
folk music fans 

* Mahogany resonator and 
strong aluminum shell 

© 20 nickel-plated tension 
brackets for tight fit 

$3995 

Crisp, sassy sound . just the 
response you want in a banjo. 
Large 13-inch mahogany reso- 
nator; plastic head. Celluloid 
binding protects edes. Rose 
wood fingerboard with six 
position markers. 

Includes easy-to-follow in- 
struction record and pick. 
Measures 132314239 in. long. 
From Japan. Get this bi 
Christmas shopping done 
just. dial Sears and order it 
Tight now. Order cose below 
We. 10 Ibs. 
57 м 128020 $39.98 
Banjo Case. Black vinyl on. 
chipboard. Lined. Wt. 6 Iba. 
57 м 13410, $595 
Recorded S.string Banjo 
Course. For advanced stu- 
dents. 12-in. 3314 rpm record 
and 7 charts. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
$7 N 4601 $3.95, 316 Sears ДУ 

STRUM YOUR OWN 
KIND OF MUSIC 

SAVE $4 when you buy 
this stondard-size Folk Guitar 

complete with lined carrying case, 
neck cord, pick and instruction record 
Rugged steel-reinforced neck resists warping 

hardwood body for crisp tone response 

1 Rich, solid tones trom thin hardwood top. Four position markers guide 

you in quick chord changes. Pinkes bridge; steel strings. Rosewood-grained 
hard maple fingerboard. 
Top with light-colored semi-gloss finish adds bold contrast to the reddish 

mahogany-stained body. Includes case, instructions and record, neck cord 
and guitar pick. Measures 3611314134 inches deep. 
87 м 1209112 Shipping weight 17 pounds. . Е 129.88 

Grand-concert size Guitar 
with popular jet black finish 

Rugged steel-reinforced neck . . hardwood body 
9 Striking black finish i set off by a fancy white guardplate. Black ebonisnd 

maple fingerboard with 6 position markers make chord changes extra 
quick and easy. Stoel-reinforced neck resista warping. 

‘Stationary pinless bridge. Steel strings. Includes instruction record, neck. 
cord and guitar pick. Measures 40x154x3© in. 
87 N 121781 — Order cane below. A llow 10 pounds per postal regulation. 53398. 

Classic Guitar with a rich, 
vibrant resonance 

Thin spruce top (finest wood for resonance) plus celluloic-binding 
З Quick, easy single-note plucking with nylon strings and extra-wide rose- 

wood fingerboard. Mahogany-colored hardwood sides and back; light 
pampkin-colored top. Lustrous highly -polished bod y. Pinkess rosewood bridge. 

Attractive mosaic inlay around soundhole and on headpiece. Celluloid- 
‘bound edges protect finish. Includes instruction record and pick. Measures 
39114133 in. From Japan. Order carry case below. 
87 м 12331—Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

Grand-concert size Guitar 
for theater-size response 

Finest thin spruce top for penetrating sound plus 
mahogany body and protective celluloid binding 

Д Rich tone with the thin spruce top so wanted by folk musie fans. 10 inlaid 
position markers on rosewood fingerboard lor sure chording. Adjustable 

мее поб reinforced neck resists warping. Steel strings. 
Cellulosd. bound top edge чагда natural color spruce top. Mahogany back 

and sides. Includes neck cord, pick and easy-to-follow instruction record. 
Measures 402152335 inches. Order cose below. 
57 м Y21711— Allow 10 pounds per postal regulations... sn 

Br msinments on these two pages on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan. 
Your monthly peyments begin m February. 1973 Im most stum 

mi for details [There wil De 2 (mance charge for Ihe deleri periodi 

Carry Cases for Acoustic Guitars 

Black vinyl on chipboard. Lined. For guitar other. 
than Sears, compare guitar measurement with case 
size shown in chart below. Allow 10 lbs, per postal 

BEE] conten n 

27 Еа ра 
Neck Strap for Acoustic Guitars 
Multicolored cloth strap to use with acoustic gui- 
tar that has end pin. Imported from Japan. 
‘Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
NZ... : 



The low price 
includes a complete 
Folk Guitar Outfit 

with a rugged 
vinyl carry bag 

separate prices r ЕРА ЈЕ. 
total 533.90 

| Only 31944 

Standard-size guitar with everything for 
the beginner . . including vinyl carry bag, 
shoulder strap, pick plus instruction record 
and book. Hardwood neck and body for 
qood tone response. Easy-grip fingerboard 

pearlized position markers for sure 
chording. Light pumpkin-colored top; dark 
mahogany colored back and sides. Adjust 
able bridge. Steel-rod reinforced neck re 
sists warping, Steel strings. Decorative 
soundhole design. 36Yx13x3% inches. Ja 
pan 
57 М 12952C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .*19.44. 

Mandolins for a warm, 
romantic sound 

Hay aludes wih p i o dog dom. Tan pick. imu 
Son 12971 AV A. эзвэв 

Desp-bow! design. Cellul 
р. 

«color maple bow 
with 24 simulated wood ribs. Mea 
sures 25 x86", inches deep. In 
dudes pick and instructions. 
57 м 12972C—Wt. 3 lbs. ... 829.95 

at [Sears] 317 



5.714.988 
Sa 534. 85 total $184.73 

ve Я Бла - 
Strong nine. ply shell construction stands up to the most vigorous drummer 
and the tough plastic heads bounce back for more, Triple flanged rims 
assure solid rim shots every time. 

Set includes: 14x20 inch bass drum with foot pedal and molded hoops БМА inch snare drum with throw-off strainer and stand: two shell. 
mounted tom-ioms (8x12-inch and 9x13-inch): and 16x16-inch floor tom 
tom; 14-inch brass cymbal with off-set holder, high hat with 12-inch cym 
bals and adjustable stand. Includes sticks, brushes and instructions 
Brilliant blue sparkle finish. From Japan. 
57 N 26725N — Shipping weight 70 pounds 1149.88 
Recorded Drum Course. (For all drum sets sold on this page). Includes one 
12inch 33Vs-rpm record and charts to learn basic drum beats 
57 N 4615- Shipping weight 1 pound из 

SHIPPING NOTE: Drum sets sent by motor carrier or expres: 

$3995 

Snare Drum Sets 
1 Snappy response and accurate tuning encourage your 

beginner to learn those drum basics. Includes 52x14 
inch snare drum with durable plastic head, plus 12-inch 
cymbal with adjustable stand. Complete with carry case, 
rubber pad for quiet practice, sticks, brushes and instruc 
tions. Chrome finish. From Japan. 
57 N 26841 - Shipping weight 12 pounds $1399.95 

Good-quality beginner set with SYsx14-in. drum with 
rugged plastic head. 10-in. brass cymbal on adjustable 

stand. Sticks, brushes, instructions. Blue sparkle finish. 
Order carry case below 
57 N 2864 From Japan. We 12 The Se 2895 
Block vinyl Camry Case for Practice Drum Set (2) above. Japan. 
57 N 26421 - Shipping weight 2 pounds 5396 

318 (Sears) cs 

Sets with crisp 
sional response 
ong 9-ply shell 

struction. . 6-lug 
separate tension d 

for exact adjustment 

Accessories for the Drummer 

Three-Drum Set 
with high hat 

Save 58.95 5, 10988 

Durable nine-ply shell construction. Strong plastic heads; triple-flanged 
rims. Set includes: a high hat with two 12-inch cymbals on an adjustable 
stand; 14x20-inch brass drum with foot pedal and molded hoops. S¥ax14- 
inch snare drum with throw-off strainer and stand: &x12-inch shell mounted 
tom tom; and 14.inch brass cymbal with off-set holder. Includes sticks, 
brushes, instructions, Brilliant blue sparkle finish 
5? М 267218 From Japan, Shy 109.88 

Save *1.07 on 3-drum set. . .Now 9888 
Wes $99.95. Same as set above but no high hat. Blue sparkle finish. 
STN QUT2N- From Jupan Shpg wt až im — 
Buy drums and guitars on these two pages on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan. Your month payments begin in December, 1972 (m most states)” ask fordetade [There val бе э france charge for he deferral parco.) 

3 1414in. Floor Tom Tom. Separate 
tension &lug design. Plastic head 

Adjustable lega. Blue sparkle finish. 
57 N2613- apan. Wi 16 Ihe... 59498 
16x16-in. Floor Tom Tom. Same as above. 
57 №2677, hog. wt 19 Ma 33995 
Д Shellmounted Tom Tom .. for drum 

seta above. tension 6-lug 
design. Plastic head. 9x13-in. Blue spar- 
kle finish. From Japan. 
57 N 2610— Shp «t 6 be 32695 
Б High Het. Two 12-inch brass cymbals 
on a sturdy adjustable stand. Japan. 

57 Н 2615 Shpy. «t & lèn. 31995 
G Tunable Bongo Drums. 7s and 6*4 

inch goatskin heads Four tension 
Juge Chromeplated hardware. Blue 
sparkle finish From Japan. 
57 N 2604 - Sig. wt 61 ses 
7 Cowbell and Wosdblock tor special 
Нест, Shpg. wt. 2 Iba Bor. 

57 N2023. sans 
8 Drummers Throne. Padded swiveling 

seat adjusts to 27 in. high Japan. 
57 N2626- pe. wt. 7 Ihe sues 
Sove $3.02. Seporate prices totol 320.90. 
Drummers Throne plv Cowbell ond 
Wesdblock (7 ond 8) above. 
з м 2626\с2-%. юл Se4517.88 
3 Poin of Drum Sticks. Nylon-tipped. 7 A. 
size. Shipping weight 12 oz. 
5 N 20481 sus 



ALUE- 
| Save when you pai 

any of these 
ELECTRIC GUITARS with a 

| 5-watt peak power АМРІ "m 

мәл | 
5-walt peak-power 

‚Amplifier $2950 Save 11.45 
Tube powered. Sin speaker. One chan оа Guitar -Amp Combo 

T nel with tone. v | 
Ha. frequen Separately 56800 | 
vinyl-cid c zh | 
57N мооз- Er = | 

ime controle. 

Adjustable br fingerboards 

PT]ا  
st | $me50 | 
¡beato | om Guitor-Amp Combo 

and yellow fin 
57 N MIC - € Y 
Guitar ond Amplifier above 
57 N 1413202- W) 231 
Gunar 
57м 123 
9 Single pickup with on 
© ume control. Adjo 
position markers I 

Save 516.45 
onGeitar-Amp Combo 
Senate 588% 
sitas 

Goiter ond Amplifier above. 
STN 1442202- W *88.00 
Guitor Cony Coves. Black vinyl on chip 

57995 

Save 11.45 

Guitar ond Ampli 

Electric Guitar and Amplifier Accessories 
5 Чесне Sound Pedal, Electric unar qp Musie Stor 



Aclaro wt Cate 
$3949 

TheAUTOHARP 
You can play the first day without reading n 

just follow the clearly marked pre-set chords 
Buy 15-chord Autoharp Save with cary case 54795 3.49 

Separately total $51 44. Three 
36 strings. Plays in 7 keys 

chords Gm, BP, A7. C7. Dm. Р, E7. G7. Am. C. 07. 
D, E? and F7. Hard maple core body with maple top 
bottom. Non-warping extruded aluminum chord bars. With 
tuning key, 4 picks. instruction record, book. 3¥+x11 ex 
23% in 
57 N 26681C2.— Shipping weight 14 pounds. sr 
5? N 2508 — 15-фө Autoharp only. WE P Iba. 4249 
12-chord Autoharp only. Same as 15-chord autoharp but 
plays in 5 keys; without D, E* and F7 chords. 
157 N 2567C — Shipping weight 9 pound 13045 
Case for 12 or 15-chord Avtohorp. Vinyl on chipboard. 
187 N 2569С Shipping weight  pounda su 
Autoharp Record Course. Includes one 12.inch 13/5 rpm 
record and easy-to follow charte. 
57 N 4612 — Shipping weight 1 pound 495 

Diatonic Button Accordion . . wide musical 
range with 21 treble buttons 

This Hohner diatonic (8 tones to the octave) accordian is 
designed in the original Vienna style. Uses the same blow. draw principle as the harmonica and plays nearly as easily 
Double row of treble buttons with 8 bess buttons and 21 
treble buttons. Two sets of treble and bass reeds. Plays in 
GIC keys. Ebony finish. gold-color trim. 11x10¥,x5¥, in. 
deep iclosed). Easy-to-follow instructions, W Germany 
57 N 2518— Shipping weight 12 pound 7995 

25-note 

Keyboard Harmonica 

1 No lessons or note reading — 
play songs just by matching 

numbers on keyboard to those in 
music books Beautiful reed 
sound. Stainless steel reeds 
Plastic body. 13x34] im. Inel 
playing guide songbook, extra 
mouthpiece and case. From Italy 
57 М 2580-5. эл 2l» 20496 
9 Four Music Books About 100 

songa 
57 N2581- Wi im 320 [Sears] 227 sa 12.95 

2-keyboard Reed Organ with 
4 voices and rhythm section 

Enjoy great sound versatility . . play electronically-amplified reed. 
horn, string or diapason voices with any of 4 pre-set rhythms 

rock, waltz, fox trot or metronome 

Buy Organ with SAVE Separate prices $24400 
matching Bench 17.90 total 1261.90 

Create a wide variety of special effects 
by combining solo voices with preset 
rhythms, Play by note or by matching 
numbers above keys to play-by-number 
song book tincluded). Stainless steel 
reeds. 18 preset chords, 69 full-size 
keys. Separate controls far rhythm 
volume, rhythm tempo. Pedal swells 

Tremolo control. Walnut grained vinyl 
covered cabinet: hardwood frame and 
lega. 359334,160, in. Includes bench 
(4) described below. UL listed 
57 NATIGIN2—Shpg. wt 109 Ihe... 324400 
5? N 47162N— Organ only. WL 93 a. 23895 
57 Christmas Corols for Reed Orpons. 

volume 57 N A68 - 90 pages. Wt 1 Ib. $255 

Single-keyboard Reed Organ 
with 4 pre-set rhythms 

511495 
3 Add rock, жайа, fox trot or metronome 
tempos as you play. Use notes or match 

numbers on keyboard to play-by-number song 
book (incl). Stainless steel reeds. 18 preset 
chords and 37 full-size keys. Separate rhythm 
volume, tempo controls. Volume pedal. Wal- 
nut-grained vinyl covered cabinet; hardwood 
frame, legi. 329 209x155 in. UL listed. 
57 NATYZZN- Shipping weight 00 Ibe... 311495 

Podded Bench. For organs on this page or 
4 ‚Optigan®, facing pago. Wi. 16 Ibe, 
57 N 47231С- 1 xui in. Hinges lid... $2195. 

Single-keyboard Reed Organ 

$6600 
5 Play by note or by matching numbers on 

keyboard to play-by-number song book 
(inel). Stainless steel reeds. 18 pre-set chords, 
37 full-size keys Walnut-grained vinyl covered. 
cabinet: hardwood frame and legs. 32% ,х 29% 
12% in. UL listed. Order bench above. 
57 N ATOSIN- Shy. wt 56 Im. se400 
Shipping Note: Organs and Optigan'* sent 
by motor carrier or expross. 



Includes 4-disc starter set . , Big Organs 
and Drums, Pop Piano, Guitar in Xa time 

and Latin Fever, plus song book 
and removable key board guide 

ziii ili 
CHORD BUTTONS NUMBERED 

a KEYBOARD GUIDE 
played am Play tt yw 

push ^ 
û even with 

crs SPECIAL EFFECTS SWITCHES . . а wh 

OPTIGAN® with starter set $4,1995 
amily! Lets you play all the inst 

ying without reading a note. Each reco 
Fun for um you've 
dreamed of p ke dise 
programs” the authentic sounds of a 

accompaniments. rhythms and sp ta Starter se 
discs for the real sounds of a guitar, pop pla 

wash a chord button with your left hand for an in 
ig organ and drums 

d the right-hand melody is so easy to play 
e keyboard to your songbook (included: 

and two Sn speakers add stereophon: 
sound Balance control adjusts volume between char 

ol to play faster 
Metronom 

Volume pedal. 
far private listenin 

keep Њу 
sold below 

plastic cabinet, 

57 N 47261М- Bench sold on facing page. UL 
Pockoge of 3 Song Books. Use with any disc. Book titles: Sing-Along 

orary Standan 

Pockoge of 6 Disc 
le you choose. Tit 

thn 
Package 523.95 57 N 4634 - Sape wt 1% 

Save 320 on OPTIGAN® with Entertainment Folio 
total $468.90. You get OPTIGAN® 

6157 N 46271) described below 
and starter se 

OPTIGAN* Christmas Folio. Enjoy 
the happy sounds of the holiday se 

Pipe € 

of Christmas and Jingle and Mistletoe 
K es like "The First 

ше: 50 to Drummer Boy 
15.000 Hz impedence: Here Comes Santa Claus”, and 8 others. 

Comes іЙ оке, ready to place under the 
tree. Shipping weight 1 lb. 4o 
57N 46272 saas 

Two fingers and this music disc make you sound like an 
entire combo. Insert the disc and push a chord button 
to play authentic combo rhythms and accompaniments. 

nd finger, play the melody instrument 
d. 

you change your 

Now with the sec 
on the easy-to-follow numbered keybo: 
From Latin rhythms to hard rock 

playing style every time you insert a different disc for a 
world of musical variation. 

OPTIGAN® Entertainment and for 
hours of personal enjoy a wide variety of authentic rhythms 

Waltz; Cha.Cha.Cha; Dixie Land 
Strut; Blue Grass Banjo; Big Band Beat; Here and Now) plus 6 

books (Waltz Me Around; Latin Love; Heart of Dixie; Blue 
Every 



Bird Feeders that hold 
up to 10 pounds of seed 

Buffet.. 
Coachlamp 

design 

5799 

Pole-type Feeder helps keep away 

designed in 
gingerbread motit, 

painted in 
5 colors 

$999 

s created 

E Redwood Feeder 
$599 

322 [Bears] 222, 

Build -It-Yourself Kits 

Ponderosa Pine Kit 

Includes a wren house, 
bluebird or swallow house 
send а bird feeder with 

glass front that holds 2 pounds of seed 
ony $399 

Here's a fun project for the young of all ages from 7 to 70... 
for anyone who likes to put things togetber. Ideal for club work- 
зора and prizes, too, Wren house is 614 inches wide x 574 inches 
deep x $14 inches high. Bluebird or swallow house measures 
SM inches wide x 5 inches deep x 834 inches high. Bird feeder is 
6M inches wide x 514 inches high 7 inches deep. All have screws 
for hanging Complete with nails and 
71 N 63831—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 os. Kit $3.99 

Kit of beautiful California Redwood 
‘Weathers into mellow, earthy colors, 

no finishing necessary and It's extremely long lasting 

Enjoyment for everyone, even for small children with parental 
‘guidance. Bluebird or swallow house can be converted into wren 
house by using adapter. House is extra large to give birds added 
comfort. Measures 9% in. high x 6% in. wide x 654 in. deep. 
Feeder holds 434 pounds feed with suet trays on each end. Glass 
оп two sides. Roof cap slides open for filing. Measures 8 ín. high x 
12 in. wide x 734 ín. deep. Both bird house and feeder have screw 
eyes on top for hanging. Get out your hammer and have fun 
building. Kit comes complete with instructions and пай. 
71 N 63832—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 os. Kit $5.99 



1 Ph red oval Pet Bed. Soft, high sides completely surround 
pet and help protect it fom drafts, Acrylic pde, cotton backed 

coverslip of for laundering. 140 thick polyurethane foam core 
for utmost comfort, Alo can be used as cat bed раен 1726236 in. long bed 
TIN SOSINE 2 Iba $579 71 N 605120- Wt 4ibe.. 5749 
2 Sof al-pile Dog Coot, йу white collar, hip pocket, Red 

shell bet ches protector. Hand washable acrylic pile ов cotton back, Measure from back of dog's neck to base of tail. TA N ваар Stt rise 10, 12, M or 161m. WE os... 3327 
3 Dog Stocking, 7 toys. 3 edible pup chips, 1 rawhide twist, solid ruber ball, squeaky’ bot dog and lamb chop. 71 N 60457. Shipping weight 12 ounces m 
4 Cot Stocking with 5 toy». Jingle cat spoot, plastic ball, doth dipper, catnip fh and rag roller 71 N 60466 Shipping weight к ounces. sue 

"Wild" Bird Houses to attract $300 
wrens and small song birds а 

Plywood is gasly painted to lend a country charm to patio, garden, 
law, Slide-out боо for seasonal cleaning. Assembled. Taiwan. 

color wood. Spiced with cornice, 
725439 in. high. la 3320; 2 or more ex 32.70 

Red Born. Frame trim on make believe window, door, slatted 
rool and chimney top are striking white. 615x530 in. high 

71 N 49852—-WE en 2 be. б or... Ea 33/0; 2 or more ca $2.70 
7 Coboowe. Natural reddish color wood. Striped door, sides 

Upper roof, stovepipe chimney. Gxfx834 in. high. 
71 NASESI WC. ca. 2 йш. 6 or... Ea- $2.00; 2 or more ca. 32.70 
8 Colonial Mansion. Note the fancy scroll work, pillars, veranda. 

White with red and blue trim, 634x718 in. bigh. 
71 N ASSI WC ex. 2 lbs. 6 ou... La. $300; 2 9f more ea. 32.70 

71 N 49851—WE. з. 2 Ibs. бог. 

Plant your own Terrarium Garden 
Kits include: Terra-sphere® base and cover, gravel, charcoal, 
soll mix, sheet moss, bark chunks, animal, instruction book 

An old Victorian love new again in modern home fashion. Terrarium garden kits in- 
dude everything neatol for planting, except plants. Merely purchase your favorite 
small tropical plants in various shapes and sizes for instant beauty. Or fill а garden 
full of small African violets. Even a small child can plant one with parental 
guidance, It will provide hours of fascination and nature study. Gravel is for 
drainage, charcoal keeps soil from souring, soil mix gives healthy growth . . mas, 
bark chunks, ceramic animal, plastic sphere, base and cover. 18-py. instr. book 
71 N SISBSC--10-inch diameter size. Shipping weight 5 pound. $8.98 
71 N 53586— 12-inch diameter sive. Shipping weight В pound» 10.78 

Grow a Gourmet* Herb Garden 
to flavor your cooking 

к 33 99 
Fresb-picket herbs make the very best sen- 
sonings. Kit contains: seeds of each herb— 

thyme and sage. 24 Jily Pots®, Jify-Mixie 
planting mix, seed germinating bags, two 
Plastic growing trays . . each 16:90205 
inches high. Also the “Gourmet Garden 
Guide"—a 16-page booklet of kitchen-tested 
recipes and many herb uses, 
71 N 1820— Shp. wt. 2 Ibs. Kit 3399 

Compact indoor $; 
Gardening Set 199 

Handy care for house plants, herb gardens. 
Wooden tack is painted orange and stands 

д 834 in. high, 496 ln wide, 23 la. deep. Trowel 
is &M in. high, spade 74 in. high, rake 
6% in. high... wood with metal. Japan. 
TIN 49109—Shpg. wt бог. Set $1.99 

a a2. [Sears] 323 



$399 ORNAMENT SETS . . Save 10% when you 

12 little Beagles in a variety of playful acts 12 Baby Animals flocked in a variety of colors 
cindee d in a rainbow of € 

please a child. Rei 
ds. Rayon and plas 
Set $3.99; any 3 or more, each $3.59 

So adorable the youngsters will want them as their own. Si 
sparked with floppy, red ears and red po are white flocked 
graceful reindeer horns. Range from 3 in. to 4'/ in. Plastic. Hong Kong din 3Y, in. Han 
71 м 93107—Shpg. wt set Soz... -Set $3.99; any 3 or mot $359 71 м 93786—Shpg. wt. se 

ind mice meas 

23-piece colorful Bell and Musical Ensemble 17 white Tree Ornaments heightened with color 
Display a musical scene anywhere in the hc 

з. Set: 3 flocked plas 
hrill to the exciting rnaments appear to be dipped in snow. All are "iced" in 

Set includes: 6 snowmen, 6 soldiers, 3 angels, 1 car an 
Sin. tall, angels 4Y, in. high. 

flocked plastic 
each 5%, in. tall, snow 

3 in. high. 
v.....Se $3.99; any 3 or more, each 53.59 

n. all. Japan 
13.99; any 3 or more 71 93781— Shps. wt 71 м 93783 Shpy. wt. set 

s. Plastic foam. 
n. WE set 11 of 

N 93784 ....Sets 



buy any 3 or more assortments on these 2 pages 

18 Feathered Birds in beautiful color assortments 
Dainty birds with 

length 3 in 
Plastic 

bodies. Wing span 2%, in 
contrasting color at throatline 
71N 49501—Shpg. wt. set & oz. 

real feathers edging wings and tails 
A lively assortment 

cet, wire for attaching. Hong Kong 
Set $3.99; any 3 oF m: 

shad 

each 5359 

18 Feathered Butterflies with brightly colored wings 
Here you see an artist's palette of co 
feathers at center 

Approximately 4 
71 N 49502—Shpg. wt. se 

s dramatized with darker patches 
of feathers sprinkled h 

long, 4Ycin. span. Attaching 
‘Set 4399: 

5 realistic Partridges and 20 Pears 
Real tail feathers highlight 3-inch partridges 
made of papier mache. Brown with white and 
black strokes and band of gold color circling 
neck. Snow-white underneath, Amber color eyes. 
Glaze-finished green pears reflect the shine of 

hts. Three-inch length. Polyethylene 
в for hanging. Hong Kong. Wt. set 1 Ih 

71N93455-Set $3.99; any 3 or more, ea. $3.59 

stic apples are tuck 

luster with metallic finish. Green plastic 
and leaves. Stems are SY, in. 
lor winding around tree branches 
red, 8 gold, 4 green and 4 blue 
71 М 97067— Hong Kong. W 
Set $3.99 any Jor ore, each $3.59 

16 soft, colorful, plushy Ornaments 
Unique. soft to touch ornaments each over 4 
Includes: 2 angels with 
each: soldier boys, school boys and school к a 

essed in 

heightened in bright accent co 
Iyvinyl chloride. WL set 1 Ib 
TIN 93129 ....S $3.99; any 3 or more, ea 

24 Jewelbright Ornaments 
Let your tree glow with ornaments encased 
shimmering plastic and shiny metallic finishes 
Includes: 6 balls highlighted with various figu 
rines, ind-shape with scene, 2 lanterns 
with inserts, $ lanterns with etc 
drops, 4 bells with etchings, 1 locked be 
ments are from 2%, inches 
ping weight set 1 b. 2 oz 
71893624 Set $3.99; any 3 or more, ea. 4359 

Oma 

12 shiny filigree Ornaments 
Although 

Note the made to last. plastic am 
red "stones". They look like precio 
geras sprinkled here and there. Bells are 3 

n. long, stars ЗУ, а. diam., balls 3-i 
diam. Set: 4 bells, 4 stars, 4 balla. Ita 

7! М 93161—Shpg. wt. set 13 or. 
Set $399 ....any 30r more, cach $3.59 

win 2 and 12 rosebuds with green lea 
s from gold-col Ipin. bow 
and s have wire stems for winding aroun 
ree ylene H g. WL set 1 Ъ 
TINON 9 y 3 or more, each 93.59 

aus [Sears] 325 



8-pc. white traced 
Gingerbread Set 

$115 

Se of six SVein. high 
6 'kingerbread” men and two ‘Svein. high houses 
Brown plastic foam outlined 
in white. Japan. WE 5 u 
їй ате 
7 &M.pink-white Собот 

Plastic foam. Japan. 
71 NIM- Wt ba ac 

6 color-flocked 
Circus Ornaments 

$278 
8 Here they are, children 

actual circus poses . . plus 1 
circus boy. Animals: ele 
hant rolling ball: lion on 

barrel; seal posing ball; bear 
alancing on ball; horse 
tanding on barrel. Ani 
mals: Lin. to 5-in. Boy-4in. 
tall. Plastic. plastic foam. 
Japan. Box of 6. Wt. 6 o 
71 N 93785 23278 

Ap 9 

рор 
JIN 9347. Hong К 

= ) Matching 9-ft. chain Garland in 4 color 
% [Sears] 10 PIN soas- iene Kane rin W а 

132-pc. Snowflake and Prism set 
Choice of clear crystal-look or frosted-look 

Clip two snowflakes together and create an intriguing 
3-dimensional effect 

Set $399 
only cach 

(1 ond 2) Intricately cut plastic ornaments to drift over your tree and catch 
ting lighte Mix the clear erystal-look and frosted-look for contrast 

in. diam.) snowflakes: 20 large (4-in. diam.) snow 132.pe. set: 40 small í 
flakes: 48 small (3Vs-in. long? prisms; 24 large (Gin. long) prisms. 

9) Cleor erystol-look WL 1 Ib. 12 az. 1 Frostediook We 11b. 12o — 2 
^ 71 м 93505 Hong Kong . Se $3.99 71N937108- Taiwan... Set 3399 

9-ft. plastic Garlands, frosted and clear-look, white globes 
гуме оой Gor 3 Frotedtook Godond. Strung with 4 Д Clear 

© and Gin. pendants spaced with 3 and ~ lond. Beads cut in varying 
Sin snowflakes. Hong Kang. shapes, sizes Hong Kong 
7) N 91036 Shpg wt 6 ve $54 71 N91025- Spe. wt dm le 
5 White flocked Globes 
О and see the striking effect. 24s-in. diameter. Polysty 
71 N 93208. 

‚hottering. Try these for an “all white" tree 

Package $1.74 12 la package Shipping weight ounces 

Della Robbia Nuts, 
Fruits . . 25 bunches 

$222 
Incl. bunches of flocked 
oranges, ba and 

pples. Glossy finished 
walnuts, grapes. leaves 
Bunches 5% to 7 in. long. 
Polyethylene. Hong Kong 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 or. 
71 N 97094 Phy 8222 
] Matching 9-8. Nor ond 
“© frit Godond. Plastic 

link chain. Hong Kong 
1 N 91022-W 5194 

36 Plush Red 
Flocked Ornaments 

$399 

12 ea. birds, bows 

Polyethylene. Hong 
Kong. Shes. wt 
71 м 33085, Ры. 5399 
14 Matching 9-4. бойон 

Balls on chain. Hong 
Kong Polyethylene 
71 89103-W su 

ve 25% when you buy 
two or more items of equal price 

Striped Cones and colorful 9-ft. Garlands. 

71890297 -Phe 

16 Sorlond sported with gold-color, silver 
ond white flocked balls. Beads in various 

s. Glass. plastic foam. Wt. ea. 3 ог. 
Ea 51.94: 2 or more. ea $148. 

shapes and 
71 м91026-. 

17 Beod ond Boll Garland. Gold-colored glass 
beads interchange on a chain with vari-sized 

red flocked balls. Hong Kong. Wt. ea. В oz. 
71 N 91038. Each $2.45 2 or mern. nach $3.83 
18 Red ond white striped Garland. Striped r 

terlaced with red, green and blue packages 
wered with plastic. Japan. Shpg. wt 



Our best selling Trees 
rival nature's own beauty 

CANADIAN PINES 
So perfectly shaped and so extravagantly 

full they appear to be growing 
and they're 

extremely fire resistant 
Use only Miniature Lights on these trees 

7 Ornament Hooks. 
Vin. length. Me 

J Recommended for trees 
Our most е н Р 7 ey fully shaped b Ыр and uxori e x quide e P Ornament Hooks 

C 7) ein. length. Metal 
4 ft with 858 branch tips, 33-in. ranch tips, 50- — 7 ft. with 2,994 branch tip = Re 
base diam. shaped. aped. base diam. shaped. С other trees, 
71NGB453C- WL.0De.P1895 — TINOSAGEC-We 20 13795 — 71N954S4C— WE 25 f Yan Wi dou. 

CA aussi [Sears] 327 



Tremendous Christmas Tree buys.. Mountain Fir 

or Blue Spruce with forest-fresh look 

win 52443151324 

fountain Fir 
‘outswept branches. Majestic! Dramatic! One of our 

EU cred ere Do te ne раа Оза онг 
growth is most dense. Firm polyvinyl chloride needles are the color of the fit's 
Miura mode green. Branches ЗУ, ас diameter. Sturdy metal stand Conve 

emt storage box, compact to take up little space. Ready to assemble. 
Fiend (led tree eo molor Curie or expec 

Our lowest price ever for any 735-1001 Mountain Fir. 
2 1N95 1 128—210 branch tips. 51-inch base diameter shaped. 
‘Shipping weight 27 pounds 

+ Our lowest price in 1'4 years for any 6 loot Mountain Fir. 
T1N9S116N—181 branch tips, 4S-inch base diameter shaped. 
Ее i 

*30.99 

2449 
4'foot tall 119 branch tips. 36 inch hase diameter shaped TINGS 104L—Shipging weight 14 pounds 13.24 

NOTE: Use only Minature Lgs ona 
328 [Sears]. e 

Blue Sprüce 
This stately spruce i a "xhow-tree". Its rich mixture of alate-hlue and green 
sedis в enemy lovi and cora to эн. Beeches are ра out 
swept and give a dense and full bodied appearance. Palyvinyl nee 
dies are 3% inches long. Sturdy metal stand. Compact storage box makes it 
convenient to keep for year after year display 
Т, and 61, foot trees shipped motor carrier or express. 

Our lowest price in 2'; years for any 7'-100t Blue Spruce. 
21N9520 18210 branch tis, S1-inch base dilmeter shaped. Shipping weight 27 pounds 
Our lowest price ever for any 8'ifoot Blue Spruce. 
¿INOSSON 181 ranch tips, 45-inch base diameter shaped Shipping weight 25 pounds 
4'i-foot tall. 119 branch tips. S6 inch base diameter when shaped. 
7 1985297 Shipping weight 14 pounds 
osi trees. To order, please зоо page 330 
e your order. soo page 255 

30.99 

24. 

1324 



extremely 
fin 

shaping and fine proportioning that resembles natural growth. Forest 
green color needies of polyvinyl chloride. Branches 3, inches in diame 
ter. Sturdy metal dish stand and compact box for storing. Ready to as- 
semble. You get the fullness of 167 branch tips and 46-inch diameter base 
when shaped. Shipped by motor carrier or express. 
71 N 9532, —Shipping weight 24 pounds ‚22.99 

6-foot Scotch Pine 
Cut 21% 
"ALLE 
mme 
22939 

me | 
Upswept branches give this state 
ly tree the thickness and fullness 
desired. Branch diameter, 3%, in. 

vinyl chloride in rich 
oring. Ready to assem. 

h stand, compac 
storage. Get 130 branch tips, 42 
in. base diam. when shaped. WL 
19 bs 
7!N9531L 117.99 6ft.] 

NOTE: Usa only 
You may uta minature lg! 

1 The minitight Tres, When iit, branch tips look like jewels . . adds a 
festive air wherever it stands at home, away at school, or across the 

seas. 21 inches tall. Styrene. 4-foot cord. Needs one 25-watt bulb. 
71 м 98084C—For 110-120-volt, 60-<ycle AC. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ....95.49 

9 Away-trom-home 26in. tall Christmas Tree. Loaded with orna. 
ments. Soft, long green needles of polyviny! chloride on dense up 

swept branches. Ready to assemble with 16 break-resistant satiny red 
1'/cin, balls; 12-ft. gold-color vinyl garland: різ. of hooks, plastic stand. 

Ready to mail anywhere in the world . . all you do is write out address, 
and mail. Complete even to pre-printed address label. Meets all 

3fications for parcel post anywhere in the U.S. or overseas. 
71 N 954 14—Shipping weight 3 pounds Outfit $3.99 

ember 
led] For Far 
Mail all Mii 

Red acrylic pile plush Skirt. gold color fringe and Santa Claus. 
71 N 93243—40 inch diameter. Shipping wt. 12 oz, s389 

4 Red cotton flannel Skirt highlights Santa with Ho-Ho-Ho, deer 
71 N 9323—J6 inch diameter. Shipping wt. 8 oz 1129 

5 White cotton flannel Skirt. Mickey Mouse riding Santa's sleigh 
and other “Disney” characters . . all silk screened in color. 21893231 42 inch diameter. Shipping wt 11 oz. " 

[Sears] 329 



Fairy-tale Miniature Lights 
Sets twinkle or shine steadily. If one light goes out, the rest stay liL. 

(1) For Indoor Use (2) 
Our Best selling Sets 

tangles. Plas 

ALLE! 

For Outdoors or Indoors. 

branch 

50-light Economy Set 
for 

Indoor-Outdoor use 
ip 

50-tight Ser 30-light Set 50-light Set r bulbs. Make 
71 N 94324. Char 71 N 94321. Am T 35-foot. line cord. low on trees. 
71 N 94325 — Amortı Shipping = | um 71N94314- Аиа bulbe orations. Cord: 

5 34 
Wei 2 or Se (us 488 

“JALUE/—, 

|= Е 78 

Replacement Bulbs for sets (1), (2) 
Assorted. clear, twinkle bulbs 

For 50-light Sets For 30-light Sets 
TING4441-Clear (pkg 018) T1N94437 Clear (phg of 5) 
TIN94442 Amid, Ink. 71894438. Ага, (p JANOALAS Teimkieiphe. 0) INDRA Teint | 

Sets (1 and 2) Push-in replaceable bulbs. Add-on ph > 
Y twinkle plus 2 extra regular bulbs. Green wiring. Japan. 

71094314 

71994313 Clear b 
Эрк. wi. 110,1 

30-light Set 
21:11, in. line cord. 71N94312-Aut'd bula 

Clear bolt 
«3.24 JE EE 

А ft. Not UL listed. Taiwan. 
s Shpg wt. 100 

94.88 71 Noriza sa 2.99 
Replacement Bulbs for Econ 
omy Set. Taiwan 
71 N 94125. Amorted (pig. 5) 
71 N 94127. Twinkle (ph 
Spe wi. phu. Vor... P 
Note: miniature hats on page 

Reflector Lights . . the magical Miniatures 
Plastic reflectors make sets shimmer like tiny jewels. 

IN 

N V CI Trid 

Cut 5%: Non-twinkling 
in-outdoor 35-light Set 

374 
Last Christmas was $3.94, Snowik Delicate, white peal reflectors = open clear replaceable bulb center. Long 30 toot cord Not UT ied, From lalo JUN beat None 

Replacement bulbs for (4). Package of 5 PrN OSS med. Wi poe Pu 420 

5-way Twinkle Set— 
50 lights for indoor use 

$344 
Fie Jem cues co, epi ei 

topaz, pink—twinkle 
extra reflector and тери 

eit. cord. Not UL listed Set $324 71 N 94020. Cnr TUN 94332. "pan. Sh 
Set $374 Replacement Bulbs for (3) 

71NDAXIS Amorted (ph. Shipping weight 7189434 Twinkie ал of) 
Package 42€ 

Standard Lights 
Indoor-outdoor lights for decorating live trees only. One long 
cord, metal branch clips. If 1 light goes out, rest stay lit. Safety 
socketa. Heavy green wire, 30-in. lead-in cord. Um about 15 
Tights per foot tree height. Japan. 

(6) FOR INDOOR USE 
Non-twinkling Sets with 
C7, assorted color bulbs. 
25-light Set. Add-on plug 
10 tont B-inch cord. 

(7) FOR OUTDOOR USE 
Non-twinkling Sets with 
C9% assorted bulbs. 
25-ght Set Add-on plor 
14 feet & inche 71 м 34004. WE 1 1b. 3 ga 71 N 9401 Wr 

Se fae u $539 
40-light 5; dd-onplog. Sa ett eha on Has 4%-foot co 
TINSATIZ WI de 5829 Je Set $6.89 

Sbpg. wi pkg. 4 
Package 796 

330 Sears 201 

Cut 5%: Double-twinkle 
35 light indoor Set 

$279 

5 Last Christmas was $2.94. Two-tone 
5 coloring on bulbs gives 4-way flashing effect. Extra bulb, reflector bal, twinkle 
bulb incl. 20-1. cord. Not UL listed, TUN MSS dapan Wt I2 or... Set $279 
Replacement bulbs for (5). Wt. pkg. 202 TTR Saag) Amt (ig, el) dx 71 N S441 Tei he el 3) ae 

‘Switch turns lights on 
Just twist the clapper and lights ro 
om. Plastic 3-in. bell hangs on tree. 
10:11, cord plu, 71 N 93832 ви, 

NOTE: ti 



Fiber Lights 
Sprays of free-flowing filaments 

ight at each tiny tip 
ing a fascin 

burst i 
ing view 

Christmas Starburst Table Tree Kit 
make a Starburst 

Multi-fiber lights dramatize with 

poinsettias and pine cones . . 15-light Set $559 sgss create a mood 
Tree trimming? Make it bright with fa 

ation run to the umu imag tring up 
Tight tree. Red plastic fiber poinsettias filled with flament tipped fiber: and 
tacked in green plastic pine cones. Plug in—and presto, a multitude of ny маг a on bulb (included) a si 
lights filters through branches to makca dazzling tree. 841. cord. Miniaturelights — gl ches 21 inches tall. 63inch cord. (C 
7Î N 94117—Hong Kong. Shipping weight 12 ounce Se 35.59 FIN 95444— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounce Kit 59.28 

M ig 
 ھا اھ |

Magic Glow Village 

363 
Santa and Mrs. N 

Claus come to call 
Lighted Candoliers with 

10-inch tall Candles 
Lighted Jolly 

George Snowman ї2-рс. set 
plus tight set 

$188 por $349 wan 69° on mim u ИНИНЕН 
z this jewel-of.a-village always enchants, Each bouse 

Really dapper with a These 1336-in. figures are — Waxlike drip de astic can sparkles as i lit by its own fireplace. Church windows 
big smile and buttons high-impact plastic dies, molded base. 1 ты gus And door glow like “stained glass". Tallest piece 434 
down his white suit, with rel and mowwhite out, rest stay lit. Soft glowing СТУ in. ай! cardboard. Includes: 11 houses, church, 12 
Rel cap, jacket. 153 Мех Santa Claus wears а orange bulbs. 4 T liste ear pushin bulbs plus 2 extra bulbs. UL listed 
in. high. High mpact- pompon on her beret. Useon 71 N $7771 N p TUN 93573—1-1t. cont. Japan. Wt. 1 ib... Set $3.63 
irme plat Mie. ante D TCI NOTE: Electrical items for 110-120-0, 00.e, AC. 

cord. C744 bulls room dor. 2 Seo page 330 for replacement b Shoe wt 11b. dor ^ Spp 71 м 97774 elsi г: 
71N 97788... M38 71 М 977890 Shipping wt an 

Lighted Candle Wreath for 
wall or mantel 12m. 
Ted GE ме Gi сий. 
71 N 9113—Sbpg. we 12 ox... 

10.inch illuminated Angel $349 
to shine atop your tree 

Elegant wit 
wand. White 
Ince skirt. Stands on hi-impac 
gold color. Replaceable C734 bulb in 
Boch artificial and live trees. UL list 
71 N 93458 Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Tree-top Star . . twinkles $294 
or shines steadily 

type. Extra bulb and tw If one light goes out 
tà copper diameter. UL 

listed. For both artificial and live tree 
71 N S031 Japan. ft. cord. Shpg wt 12.02.....$2.94 
Replacement Bulbs for 
71 N 94001-Asstd. (pk 
Japan. Wt. Sos. ‚Pkg. 48 

tor (71 М 93031) above. 
S). 71N94005-Twiskle(pku3). 

Japan. Wt. 2 ox.. Pg. 48€ 
a [Sears 31 



utdoor N: ty Set 
All lighted 3-dimensional f e 

‘The three wise men wear sparkling glass jewels and carry gilts. Sturd 
plastic. Cords from 42 to 60 inches. Straw and C734 bulbs not include 
4-pc. Basic Set. Height for Mary is 4 in; 3 Wise Men. 

6 in.; Jesus is 16% in. long and Kneeling wise m 
measures 21% length. J 

71 N 981568—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibx...Set $19 = nn nee. — ip А Eus ur finest lighted Ма! ets play "Silent Night 
Wooden Monger, Stable finished in brown. s z Delicate lighting illu and-painted figures З0х30к120 inches long. Unassembled Donkey ond Ox 
71 N 98159C-Shpg. wt 201b&.... $1549 long; ox 204 ind 

2 2 71 N 98127N— Shg Shepherd and 2 Lambe. 4218. bigh; 2 numba, table. Includes S-foot cord; white C734 bulb. each 1834 inches long. Camel. 28 inches ehe 
71 М 981578—Shpg. wt. 10 lba...Set $16.39 — 71 N 98153c— Shy z 

{1 ond 2 ) Detailed figures of papier maché, carefully antiqued 

x 1 Tollest figere 9% in. high. Stable 115651758 in. deep. 71 N 94354—Cleor C7 VÀ bulbs for Notivity Sets. Pk 71 М 971060—13-pc. Set. Shp. wt. 9 Ths Set $14.99 
h in. high. Stable 144649 in. деер. 

15-ре. Set. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs Se 876 
N” items (as TINSISGN) sont by motor carrier or 

Electrical items for 110-120». 80-с, AC 

Do-It-Yourself 459 
13-pc. Nativity Set . . 9 lighted pieces $2959 Manger Scene Kit 

s. 00и 2 f, high. UL listed Contains 6 big molds: Jesus and crib, 
Each piece intricately detailed. Rich colors glow in jewel-like beauty. С р Joseph, Mary, 3 Wise Меп and backdrop . 
included. Cords measure 60 inches. Plastic figures. UL listed. С everything needed included in kit 
iluminoted: Mary and Joseph, ea. 18 in. Donkey, 15 in. long; ox, 1535 im. Not ium. Let your child mold and paint his own manger scene for added 
high, Jesus 11 in. long. Three wise men: Two lambs, 10 in. long. Wood crib 124 ia Christmas joy. Includes 6 latex molds from 334 inches to 44 leaning man is 21 in high, kneeling 1834 Jong; stable 22 in. high, 30 in. wide inches high; Jesus and crib are 235 inches long. Also a backdrop 
in, upright 24 in. Shepherd 18 im high 71 N 981361 wt 15 be ...$et329.59 topaint. Brush, water colors and plaster. Mix plaster and water 
E and pour in various mokis, let harden . . remove and paint. 

332 [Sears]... 71 N 97112— Instructions. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Kit 4.59 



Do It Yourself Projects ven serre 
Advent Tree 
"How many days 
‘tl Christmas, 
mommy?" Your 
child answers 
question by trim- 
ming tree with 1 
bauble a day for 
24 days before 
Christmas. 

e Tree Sur ка 
$485 

33-inch felt Tree Skirt with fringe, trees, sequins Tree and Ornaments to trim it $499 
Bright while ottan felt skirt. Add enriching 15h gold-color fringe to make it 33 La your child count the days. t gives added magic to the wonder lachen Deora three green fl tress with race again {cl expectancy ofthe happening Trim and hang tre, ben add 2 TUN ЗАП mter trot cl ping do Kusas pockets te had ornaments Bells, beuble mars al are io be Wine Stedieg te match hit. Big and rem, 18 inches high, d a you fuck ia feta rimmed with geiler cor. malcslored sequisa and ridged ef tte surprises. Rad tap loo Tree and sequía rime en above diac гойды. Everything nenied We rn TINSIAM Siping мч Dom каало INIA en ine hgh жое ким 

Soap-making Kit $599 

Kit contains 6 Christmas Figure Molds 
plus 3 Scents and 3 Color Blocks 

Make seasonal soap for your home and as welcome 
fifa Formula makes fine cold cream soap . enough 
for 16 figures. Plastic molds of teddy bear. Santa head. 
wreath. toy soldier, tree and angel. Primary colors 
of red. blue and yellow can be mixed to make many 
shades. Bayberry, pine and cinnamon scenta Instr. — ie 
TI N 9749- Shipping weight 2 pound Kisses 
Refill for soap kit above. Contains color blocks, scent 
blocks, formula. Enough for 24 figures. 
71 N S7493.— Shipping weight 2 In 2n um +. 

Pin or suck glistening trims on foam 
plastic base. Hangers incl. Wt ea. 502 
1 See Apple. Rad flocked. Braid 
ed and gold beads, spangles 

TI 99022-34 diam 4 in long 
Each $1.85, 3ormo each 11.69 
2 Rainbow Ball. Multicolored pleated Just pin . . no glueing. 

discs and bead clusters 5 White satin Ball, turquoise beads. Outline with gold-color braid. pearl 
TINSXOS- beh diameter o Took beods. Then add clusters of turquoise beads. 
Each 5188 Jor mors cach 11.69 71 N S329 — Shipping wi mn Se Each 52:38: 3 or more. es 02.14 
3 Melidey Poor. Lime pleated discs, White satin Ball, amber beads. Trim with gold-color braid, faceted topaz look bead clusters, leaf. Siero But. cote bende. Tin wi риа 
E ge dela 9 menos St Each 1238 3e were ө ° 2.14 
Each $1.88. Зө mon. eh 1.69 

17 Red satin Ball, crystal clear beads. Circle gold color braid, crystal clear 
and pearl-Jook beads around metallic discs. Chains 

71 N SIEI Shipping wt en 5 ot Exch 5238.3 or moro, es. "2.14 
ШЕ [Sears]3:3 



Our mo ealistie Santa Suit y 
thich wig and extra heavy beard of nylon fibers 

LA Santa Suits . . each with whiskers, hat, belt and boot tops 
1 Our best and most popular Suit Note the — 9 Suit with full wi 

well-shaped beard. 's long and abundant Wig and whiske 
#2 head bangs, mustache sizes: M(38-40 in 

71N 97802F—Shir 

Й lush, velvety cotton corduroy Q Mt aylan whisker Sot. Cont, trousers, bat aro duvetyn, white acrylic trim 
71 N 9705—14 

Sn a 7 snow-white acrylic plush. Full cut 3 
trousers allow iding. Chest sizes: Р deep, 3 
AD in), L(42-46 in). Siale rie M or La 4 Red Toy Bag. Drawstring. Cotton. Mach bled 

Oufteaoso 4 719780. inci? 7INS7MJC-Shpe.wtie ово — M 
IR TIERS NM TE MND 

Red Fireplaces give realistic | 
appearance of burning logs $4459 — 

with flickering flames 3 
(6 and 7) Revolving reflector over 25-watt light bulb (not | 
included) given a realistic flickering flame effect. Red bricks | 
and accessories printed on sturdy, ready-to-assemble coru | 
gated paper. Chimneys have notches for inserting cards. 

Wall Style Chimney. Fits areas 38x 1x39 inches. 
6 fore extending chimney (extends 72 inches high), Е 
71N97807C—Shipping weight 8 pounds . 

7 Corner or Wall Style Chimney. Stands 3йх10хб$ in. 
71N 97844C— Chimney is not adjustable. Wt. ? Ihn. $4.50 

NOTE: All electrical items on these 2 pages for 110-120. 
60-c. AC. Order replacement bulbs, p. 330. Candles not incl. 

9 Santa Face Kit. Not a 
tardant polypropylene hair atri 

ing beard, eyebrows, 
sh hat, white 

71897818 
o hat. One sise fi 

ve brick. 

wide. U 

he. Red 
trim. Hair 

ки 

th realis 

3299 



t not branched, Polyvinyl 
lus cord. 

71 N 915016—UL li $7.79 
Unlighted Garland As above, except without lights. 
71 N 91515018 g weight 3 Ibe pr 

Pine Spray . . 3 red bells twinkle on and off 

Б ghted Pine Garland wik S-in. ong branch NOD 

SAVE 11% TR SIL nee 0 эз 
оп Untghted 18:14 Gorlond sot chow D 

Lighted Garland ni d ота) sU 
and Bell Spray 6 Nos! Coach Lamp... 

Needs 40-watt bulb 
FUN 381660 — NII plastic. UL, lated 

I. . for outdoor use. Bright red base and lamp 
white inserts conveys the message 

¢ gravel for out 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 

1 gold-color with wood 3n 
t yellow flame. C 
d. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Each $5.19 

s.. зе xo. Note: Electrical items for 

adian Pine br: 
› luxurious and realistic 
appe 

Dense and excep 
tbe greatest num 

full branched with 
«Lifelike poly 

ethylene. Rich green coloring with natural 
badings and highlight 
These make except 

plays when 
lights on pa 

ith any of ou 
330. Hong Kong. 

Garland. 9 it. long with 720 branch 

Wreath. 24-inch diameter with 308 tips 
Circle with 7 pine cones, red flocked bow 
Ex334x1434 inches long 
71  91498C— Shipping wt. 2 Ibe......59.49 



ü 
Do-it-yourself 

decor for anywhere $ 12 

’round the house 
Put away the sewing box. . you just pin and glue 
А Santa Shop with Sante out front. Custom plastic foam 

parts in all-white look as if it had been snowing. Trim with 
red felt, red ribbon and multi-colored all included. 
71N97698—10 in. high x 8%, in. wide. Wt 11oz.....Kit $189. 

В Mall Box to hold cards or wrapped treats. White plastic 
foam to decorate with sod color braid, red felt, мера, 

71N97699—101n. high x 6 in. wide. Shpg. wt. 1002. Kit #1 

( CathedraLiike Church. White plastic-foam outlined with 
old-color braid. Make-believe windows of red felt to be glis- 

tened with multicolor sequins. 16 inches high x 9 inches wide. 
71 N 97097— Shipping weight 8 ounces Kit $1.89 

56 cubicles plus tray, . 
stores ornaments. lights. 
for average 7-ft tree. 

‘This is the largest ornament chest we 
know of. Simplifies packing. Cush- 
ions and protects costly ornaments. 
Two big multi-partitioned trays in 
top hold scads of ornaments, every 
size, Light strings go in bottom. 
Mouses garlands, too. Sturdy cush- 
ion-corrugated cardboard. . 
YI XT x21 8, inches overall. Me- 
allie gold color on red. Partially as- 
sembled. 
T1 М 93154C—Shpg, wt. 6 lbs. $3.89 

Lawn and Outdoor 

Decorations give your 
home and yard a festive air 

1 Lighted Santa Sleigh, eight Reindeer. Flat plastic cut 
‘outs make a great roof-topper or lawn decoration. 22%, 

inches tall: 8 feet long when installed. Five СТУ, bulbs in 
cluded. UL listed for outdoor use. 
71 N 98061C— Shipping weight 4 pounds Set 97.69 

2, Light string of 15 "Merry Christmas” Lanterns. Pick 
these for a dramatic showing on rool, eaves, porch, ga- 

rage. High visibility red on white. Lanterns 7'/x10% inches 
tall. 22 feet long, with cord for outdoors. Fifteen C7% bulbs 
included. Molded weather-resistant plastic 
71 N 98028— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set 58.49 

Garland and 2 Canes in bright red and snow-white. 
Two 9-ft. garlands x 4-in. diam. Canes 28 in. long x &-in. 

diam. Durable polyvinyl fluff . . water and crush resistant 
Wash and shake back to fluff. For indoor outdoor use. 
71N97228— Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $8.19 

Д Шами Snowmen and Sante Lanterns. 4 snowmen, 3 
Santas. About 6 inches x 8 inches deep. Weather resist 

ant plastic for indoors or out. 11 feet long, with cord. Seven 
(СУ) bulbs included. Frame a door, window . . use any- 
where. 
71 N 98029--Shipping weight 2 pounds. Set 95.69 

Б Striped Lamppost Wrap Set. Vinyl spiral measures 4% 
inches by 16 feet. Ready-tied bow is 16x20 inches. 

71 N 98209—Shipping weight 6 ounces Sei $1.29 

Noel Inserts for (5), Yellow plastic panes, 8% in, high. 
71 N 98207—Shipping weight 2 ounces Set 69 

Т7 Bright and cheery 4.1001 Sante. Fully rounded Santa is 
lit from within. Three-foot cord-and-socket set for out 

doors. Needs 75-watt bulb. Made of weather-resistant plas- 
tic. Can be weighted with sand for greater stability. 
71N98 101N— Shipping weight 10 pounds 11299 

(8 and 9) Life-size Girl and Boy Carolers. Colorful 4-foot 
tall figures wear fresh white robes with red bows. Add your 
‘own recorded music for a realistic touch. Fully rounded, lit 
from within. Made of weather-resistant polyethylene. 3-ft 
long cords and socket sets for outdoors. Each needs 40 watt 
bulb. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
8 Gi Shoe wt. 6 ba. 9 Bey. Shoe. wt 6 bs. 

71 N9ET6AN .... $9.25 ZIN 9B 165N ....9.25 

10 Frosty-coo! Snowman—won't ever melt. Stands 46 
inches. Carries а red-berried holly wreath and a detach 

able shovel. Fully-rounded, weather-resistant plastic is lit 
from inside. 3-foot согд апд socket set. Needs 75-watt bulb. 
You can weight base with sand or gravel. 
7 1 98 10N—Shipping weight 10 pounds 51299 

11 15-6 Holly Garland strung with 5 Canes and 4 
lighted Bells. 17-inch long peppermint striped canes 

and 3inch diameter lighted bells dangle from densely foli 
aged garland. High impact styrene. Steel stakes make canes 
simple to insert, even in hard ground. Nine СТУ, bulbs. UL 
listed for indoor outdoor use. 15 feet long, with cord. 
71 N 98071- Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces .... 86 99 
12 “Personalized” Mailbox Cover. Sturdy plastic cover 

says "Merry Christmas” with special "Your Name 
personalization space (Just use any marking pen). Attaches 
quickly with gold-color cord to any standard RFD box. 
71 N 98011— Shipping weight 2 ounces вэс 

13 Santa in Sleigh with 2 shiny Reindeers. Bright + 
piece set with one of the jolliest Santas ever—“alive” 

even to his bushy eyebrows. Figures are fully rounded and 
lit from within: made of weatherized polyethylene. 

Dashing 3éx40-inch high sleigh. Two antlered reindeer— 
each 3 feet long. Runners and steel supports detach. Need 
two 25-watt bulbs, four C7Y, bulbs, See additional reindeer 
sold separately below. UL sted for outdoor use. 
71 N 98102N— Shipping weight 22 pounds . .. . Set 535.59 
Additional Reindeer. (Santa has 8). Needs two C7, bulbs. 
71N98103C— Shipping weight 5 pounds... Each 69.99 

АЙМ 
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] Electric Fondue Kettle with Fondues, Snacks 
‘Thermostatically controlled pot keeps 

cheese, meat, fish, dessert fondues at just-right 
temperatures. Start enjoying fondue right 

14-02. cheese fondue from Switzerland 
chocolate fondue are included 

There's also 1244-00. cheese snacks. Kettle has 
1%-gt. Teflon® lined aluminum pot finished 
in poppy. red enamel. 4 color-keyed stainless 
steel forks. 7-ft. cord. Net wt 44.02 
87 N 6051 — Shipping weight 7 im 52395 

2, Несі Com Popper and Snacks . . for hol 
idays, for any day. Orville Redenbacher's 

famous gourmet popcorn. popping oil. рорсо 
salt plus imported cheese and crackers. Auto 
matic popper of heavy gauge aluminum has 
Teflon coat inside . poppy red porcelain finish 
outside. Clear plastic cover doubles as server 
Light signals when corn is popped. 9¥«x11% 
in. diam. З.А. cord. Net wt. 58 ое 
87 N6149- Shipping wt 9 Iba Sor sess 

[Sears] cr неси 

E 

3 Весне Colles Um with Party Snacks 
Colorful parsley green urn brews 10 to 

cups of coffee. keeps it drinking hot. There's 
‘exotic powdered coffee included , , or. Café 
Capuccino (coffee with an Italian accent) and 
2¥s-o8. Irish Coffee (coffee with a hint of the 
Emerald Isle). There are cookies, pudding and 
tasty cheeses, too. Aluminum urn has stain 
resistant enamel finish .. glass top, nodrip 
spigot. З.П. cord. 13% in. high. Net wt. 40 oz 
87 N 6220 - Shipping wt. hn 51796 

Д Electric Hot Troy with Cheese Collection. 
Here's a wide selection of cheeses . . mild 

and sharp, plain and fancy . great for before 
meals or between meal snacking. Handy warm- 
and-tarve tray is handsome for party buffet 
practical for family meals. Gold-color steel 
tray with richly colored wooden handles 9x17 
in. long... large enough to hold several serving 
dishes. 4Y-ft. cord. Net wt. 31 or 
87 N E240— Shipping wt 5 iha don s1395 

nces UL listed for 110-120 v., 60 € AC 

5 Coring Boord Ser filled with 4 different 
cheeses... tins of herring, sardines. kippers 

There's even coconut toffee nougat. Cookies too. 
Carving board of walnut-finish hardwood. 18x13 
in. with well and tree to hold juices. a pronged 
ring to hold the meat while you carve. Carving 
knife and fork of stainless steel. Net wt. 32 
87 N 6164- Shipping wt 6 Ibe. 12 
0 Twodier Lary Suson loaded with over 22 
ounces of imported cheese . , tins of kippers, 

sardines, mackerel . . cheese sticks, candy. Lazy 
susan of hand crafted hardwood turns smoothly 
on ball bearings. Lower tray holds snacks in 4 
deep compartments . upper tray has decorated 
ceramic Ule to offer a perfect cutting 
for making your own snacks Net wt. 2 
$756 

Use Sears 

SHIP-A-GIFT SERVICE 
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Stes 
Platters 



1 Cut 50e . . Ham and Cheese on Rye. A great en 
semble, starring a choice 1-1b, Holland ham with a 

supporting cast of 11-02. cheese from Denmark and 
Norway, You'll find smoked and sharp cheeses plus ex 
otic varieties livened with mushrooms, celery, car 
curry. Then there's sliced pumpernickel and rye squares 
to eat it all on. Net wt. 35 oz. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
87 N 6004— Bor was $5.49 last Christmas . .-Box 4,99 

9 Salami. Cheese and Pumpernickel with a 12-02 
vacuum packed can of hard, smoked salami from 

Denmark plus 10-02. cheese from Austria, Ireland, Den. 
mark. 8-02. sliced German pumpernickel bread provides 
the perfect accompaniment to these snacks. There's im- 
ported hard candy to top it all off. Net wt. 31 oz. 
87 N 6258—Shipping weight 3 pounds ......Bax $599. 
3 Cheese and Sausage Import Parade. Extra long 

14-02. link of Danish salami with 16 oz. of cheese. 
There's mild cheese . . then cheese spiced with paprika 
and curry, blended with tomato or revved up with 
smoked herring flavor. A whole box of goodies collected 
from West Germany, Austria, Norway, Denmark plus 
pumpernickel and rye breads. Net wt. 38 ог. 
87 N 6324—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz .....Box $6.99 
4 World-tamous Teas. A delightful combination of 

teas from around the world. Nine Yroz. boxes of & 
tea bags each of Jasmine, English Breakfast, India Tea, 
Celon Breakfast, Assam and more. The perfect way to 
sample exotic tea blends. Packaged in decorative box 
with lots of information about teas. Net w SY oz. 
87 N 6014— Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. .. 63.79 
5 Something Special. 9 or. Danish cheese . . some 

plain, some smoky, some with flavors like caraway, 
onion, paprika. Then there are six 2/,-0e. jars of sweets: 
strawberry, peach, plum preserves, orange marmalade, 
grape and mint apple jelly, imported hard candy. Popu- 
lar for afternoon treats. Net wt. 26 ox. 
87 N 6246—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. Soz... Box 45.49 
6 Jams and Jellies. Tweive 2/02. jars of the fines 

jellies: grape, crabapple, plum, mint-apple . „even 
epicurean treats like port and sherry wine jelly. Pre 
serves: strawberry. peach, plum . . even tomato and 
spiced cherry. And, of course, orange marmalade. Jars 
topped with pretty litle caps. Net wt 33 or. 
87 N 6233—Shipping weight 5 lbs. В oz. ..... Box $499. 
7] Jelly Сапе. „a 19án. tube with tassel top and nine 

1%,oz jars of goodies. Red currant jelly . . strawber 
ry, black currant, raspberry preserves . . orange. lemon 
marmalade. Ever tasted ginger marmalade? It's here 
too, so you can give it a try. Net wt. 14% ounces 
87 N 6150— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 

Use Sears 

SHIP-A-GIFT SERVICE 
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1 Fontaey . „a truly fantastic collection. There's a 1 
Ib. Holland ham. 6%, oz. of seafood delicacies like 

anchovy paté, kippers. 19%, oz. of cheese both mild and 
with sophisticated flavors like celery, caraway, sherry, 
pepper. Then there are sweets like marmalade, cookies, 
candy. There's even Jasmine tea. A big box of goodies 
from Holland, Denmark, Austria, England. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. Net wt. 53 oz. 
87 N 6254—Shipping weight 6 Ibs, В oz. .....Box $9.99 

Q) Party Pack . . full of European treats featuring а 
choice 1-Ib. Holland ham, а 14-oz. salami link from 

Denmark. For seafood-snackers . . “colossal” smoked 
oysters, baby clams. For cheese fanciers . . 10 ол. of 
cheese and spreads from Austria, Ireland, Norway plus. 
туе and pumpernickel to spread it on. Net wt. 57 oz. 
87 N 8231--Shipping weight 5 pounds... ., Box #1069 

Cheese Collection 

Es 3 Bis News Box headlining 13У, ог. of rare treats such 
as mackerel, mussels, sardines, clams. There's a big 

feature ol 33 oz. ol cheese from Ireland, Denmark, Nor- 
way . тапу flavored with mushrooms, celery, tomato, 
curry, Zesty sauces for meat and cheese, too . . sweet 
biscuits and candy for dessert. Net wt. 53 oz. 
87 N 6211C—Shipping weight 7 bs. Box $11.69 

4 Cheese Chalet . . tbe cheese lover's snacking pack 
not only 29%, oz. of cheese but the mini-crackers 

to spread it on and candy to top it off. An international 
gift from Finland, Ireland, Denmark. Net wt. 34 oz. 
87 N 6196—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12.02. ....Box $699 

5 Swiss Cheese Sampler. The perfect way to taste 
many different varieties from one of the greatest. 

cheese countries in the world. 24 packages of cheese for 
snacking, buffet serving, gift giving. Net wt. 25 oz. 
87 N 6062— Shipping weight 2 pounds ......Box $4.99 

G Selector Cheeses. Generous assortment of 14 oz. of 
cheese and cheese spreads from Ireland, Denmark, 

‘Switzerland, Germany. Many are blended with exotic 
flavors like sherry, celery, mushrooms. 
87 N 6247—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8.oz.......Box $299 

17 Crate of Cheese almost overflowing with 27% oz. of 
plain and fancy cheese . . many with the zip of 

smoke flavor, си nd, Den- 
mark. The cookies are from France. Net wL 34%, oz. 
87 н 6154— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12.02. ....Box 4699 

8 Cheese Round . . packed full of 30 oz. of cheese 
Some are mild, some sharp . . all delicious. From fa 

mous cheese countries like Denmark, Ireland, Norway 
Germany, There are 5%, oz. of crackers Net wt. 36 oz. 
87 N 6056— Shipping weight 3 pounds ......Box $6.99 

Y Danish Cheese Sampler. 21 oz. of famous Danish 
cheeses and spreads . . plain, sharp, smoke flavored 

and blended with celery. From Denmark's finest 
87 N 6061— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 o2. ..,.. Box 83.49 



(1 thru 3 ) Hawaiian Gifts with famous Macadamia nuts 
which some people say are the finest in the world. Grown with 
tender loving care in the Islands, they're unique among nuts 
in flavor and in their crisp, crunchy texture. 

Macodomio Nut Clusters . - milk chocolate coating 
Individually packed in paper cups. 10-ounce box 

87 N 2703— Shipping weight 18 ounces Box $2.25 
2 Macadamia Nuts . . the sophisticated snack. Sos tin. 

87 № ASI Shipping weight 9 ounces тайы» 
ich batter with 1 pound of Macadat 

тиз and fresh, ripe-picked pineapple. 2-pound box. 
87 N 5535— Shipping weight 3 Ibs Box $5.99 
4 Cordialettes. Box of 30 dainty cakes with layers of rich 

filling laced with creme de cacao, brandy, rum, cherry 
orange and apricot liqueur favors. Chocolate or vanilla icing 
topped with tiny decorations. Net wt. 1 Ib. 3 os. 
87 N S514—Sbipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. Box $349 
5 French-style Petits Fours . . pretty, formal, party cakes 

with creamy layers of filling and pastel colored icing with 
decorated tops. Box of 40 tiny cakes. Net wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz- 
87 N 5516— Sbipping weight 2 pounds Box $3.69 
6 мемо Fruits... specially processed to protect natural 

goodnes. No chemicals, sugar or preservatives added 
Plump, hand pitted prunes, large, extra fancy Ses topped 
with nuts, California dates, cherries, imported date roll pro- 
cessed with honey. Packaged in wicker look basket 
18-ovnce Pockoge. 2-pound Pockoge. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 ог. Sbpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 о. 
87N6031....Pkg.$299 87 N 6030 Pig. $4.89 

Candy. Box of £ delicious candi 
favor, sweetening .. no preserva 

оа. They're just naturally good 
binado sugar, whole milk products, nuts. fruits, sesame seeds, 
honey. Many have delicious carob coating. Net wt. JOM oz. 
87 N 1750-- Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 ов. Вох $4.49 

Assorted Chocolotes. 15 different centers with rich milk 
and dark chocolate coating. 3-Ib. gift tin. 

87 N 2713— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 10 o Tin $4.29 
Y English Toffee ond Chocolates . . famous Mackintosh's 

Quality Street. Each piece attractively wrapped in bright 
colors. Buy it the easy way . „order by phone. Today 
2-pound Tin. 3-pound Tin, 
Shoe. wt. 3 lbs Заре. wt. 4 lbs 4 or 
878199... Tin $480 87 N 1975 Tin $6.75 
10 Condy-filed Canisters. Set of 3 lithoeraphed metal can. 

isters from England .. each with $ oz. of hard candy 
87 N 3522—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. Set $3.99 
]] Condy-Alled, old-fashioned Jors. Set of two 7-02. glas 

jar, . one with assorted hard candy, the other with 
filled raspberry shaped candy 
87 N 3531—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $ oz Set илз 

Use Sears 
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fancy Cookies 

87 N 8500 - Sig wt. Im 

beautiful to see, easy 
holidays. Pick up your phone and order this one 
87 N S804 — Wr bax 3 lik Ro 

и $499 

Buy two boxes 
andsave ~ 

Three L-pound loaves 
golden almond. All wit 

Masterpiece 879922 $0995 
One of he best yun ever eat! More deluxe nuts and more of. 
them than cake at right . . white almonds. walnots pecans 
French cherries, golden pineapple, raisins, too Just enough 
pure creamery butter batter to hold it together. Unaliced. 
3-pownd Coke gifitin S-povad Coke .. gift tin. 
BINSEOS-Shpe wies Аы hen 87 N SEO Shy wi oa. Te 
Each #790. 2031498 Each $990... 2 for $18.98 

7 varietiesin altrac- — Kjeldven's Danish Butter Cookies 
5 kinds made in the fine tradition of 
Danish “good eating. ar he 
tween-meal snacks. 14 
87 NS518—Wi 21 dom Tere Teka» 

Pre-sliced FRUIT CAKES 

Бох 9% 2 nm 0.48 

Bis batter $ 599 
We call it Botter-batter because it's made with real, rich 
butter and fresh eggs. Then it's filled chock full of candied 
cherries, raisins, pineapple, walnuts, pecans. No fruit peel 
or citron. Pre-sliced for convenience. 
pound Coke - . gift tin. 
87 NSSZZ-W en (Tn oe 
Each 59... 2 Fr 310.98 

S-pound Coke . . gift tin. 
87 N5500- Wi m 6 Ibe 4 o 
ach $7.99... 2 

English Cookies 
traditional wafers and biscuits 

Ovr finest Cookies 
varieties of al 

10 varieties of 

Some plain, some саат Шей Extra-faner 
some chocolatecovered. SIb tin icing or fruits 
87 NES2I—Shpg wt dibe TAA 87 K5100-W 21 



(1) Dry-roast 
Peanuts 

$229 n 

COUNTRJ-INN 

ALL FILLED 
CONFECTIONS , 

4 

Д GIFT BOXES 
Fill them with 

any Sears candy 

Crispy Nuts and candy-filled Gift 
1 Оттон Peanuts. No oils, no sugars used in 

roasting, That's why they are crunchier, crisper 
than ordinary peanuts. Tastier, too .. the true fla 
vor comes through. 1 Ib. 14-02. tin. Pick up your 
phone right now and order this one. 
BT NASI4- Wr tin 2а Gor... Tin 52.29: 2 time 34:44 

9 Mixed Nuts. A generous 2.b. tin brimming with 
^ popular redakins, blanched Virginia peanuts, 
expensive almonds. filberts, pecans. Brazil nuts 
Lightly salted to bring out the subtle flavors. 
87 NABO2-Wı tin 2 tbe Bar... Tin S279: 2 tine S544 

3 Coshews. Rich, tender, fresh-tasting, Plump, 
whole nuts roasted and salted. 1\з-1Ь. tin. 

87 N4501—Shpg wt tin 2 lla... Tin 8299: 2 tine 35.88 

Д Nutcracker. British sailor caricature cracks 
shells in his mouth. Hardwood . about 5 in. 

high. Complete with 4 oe. of assorted nuts in the 
shells in ribbon-trimmed see-through gift box 
87 N6236- Shipping weight 13 ounces 5268 

5 Condy-iled Caddy. 8 Ibs. bite-size candies 
including ju-jus, mello.cream bells and berries. 

chocolate mints. Plastic caddy . . 3 compartments 
87 N 1531 — Shipping weight 10 be 4 ar. 1699 

6 Colossal Pistochio Nuts with exotic flavor from 
far-off Iran. In easy-to-open shells to stay fresher 

т Perfect for snacking. 2-1. package 
87 N 4519 Shipping weight 2 ba ok. Package 34.59 

7 Mined Nuts in shell. A popular mix of favorites 
walnuts, pecans, Brazil nuts, filberts, almonds, 

5-pound Box 10-pound Box. 
Shpg. wt. 5 lbs 4 ox. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibe 8 az 
87W4504.... 05290 87N4505 .. Bx 5749 

Christmas Hard Candies 

8 Country inn Filled Confections. 3-Ib. tin of sugary 
shells filled with jelly, jam. nuts or chocolates 

87 N 1603-50 wt tin ale. Tin $1992 tina 53,88. 

Y Ribbon Mix АШ time hard candy favorites 
Good to look at . . a treat to eat 

3-pound Bog 
ipping weight 3 I Box Dag 81.49 

Pockoge 30-pound Corton. 
Shpg. wt. 7 Ibe ‘Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. 
87N1501... Рыа $2.99 87N 1602C. Cu $1299 

10 Cordboard Christmas Boxes. 4%, х3х1%а in. Fill 
them with any of Sears wonderful hard candies 

for holiday greetings for all the kiddies 
Packoge of 36. Package of 100. 
Shpg. wt. 15 02 Shpg. wt 2 Ibe. 9 oz. 
B7N3540....... Рыа e 87 №541... Phe $179 

| Wropped Hard Candy Mix. Each candy individ 
ually wrapped . . just great for stocking stuffers. 

-pound Package. 24.pound Pockoge. 
Shpg. wt. 3 ba dor. Shpg wt. 26 Ibe 
B7N ISOS. Phe $460 57 N 1500C... Prg $11.95 



COUNTRY INN 
CANDIES 

(1 thru 4) Our finest Chocolates. Rich, creamy 
candies made 

] Assorted Chocolates. 21 different kinds of 
centers . . nut fudge, almond, caramel, molasses 

in flavors like coffee walnut. 
berry, peppermint. All covered 

9 Pecan Snappers. Crunchy pecans, chewy cara 
mel thickly covered with mellow milk chocolate. 

28-ounce Box. 14-ounce Box 
Shpe. wt. 2 ibs. 2 os. — Shpg wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
87 N2612....Bm$425 87 М 2613... hes $225 
3 Nut Clusters. Filberts, Brazil nuts, almonds, 

pecans, walnuts cov ith milk and dark 
hocol м peanuts. 2-1. box. 

Os Bor $475 
Д Fruit and Nut Bridge Mix. The freshest fruit 

orange peel, berries, raisins. The finest 
. almonds, pecans, peanuts. 

hocolate. 2-Ib. box, 

Sears Candies . . fine quality, low cost 
5 Assorted Chocolates. 15 dillerent centers. . mut 
© caramel, fruit, creams like chocolate, maple, 
coconut. Thick milk and dark chocolate coating 
5-pound Box. 2-pound Box 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 11 oz Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
87N2710....Ben $599 87 N 2712,...Box $279 

6 Bite-size Miniatures. 17 different centers 
muta, fraita, creams, Milk, dark chocolate coating 

2-pound Box. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
87 N 2715... Box $3.19 

17 Bonbons. Creamy coconut centers. 4-pound box 
87 м 1632 Shipp 

SHIP-A-GIFT SERVICE 
..5ее page 265 
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FILLED 
PINATAS 

Stocking Stuffers ® sch99c Am 

1 Prisesillad Piñatas. A favori 
and grown-ups, too. Hang the piñata . . gather 

guests .. give each a chance or two to break the pi 
with a stick. When the piñata breaks, everyone wins, 
because they can pick up their 
about 50 pieces of wrapped cand 
on cardboard and wire frame. About 20 in. high. Buy it 
the easy way — order by phone. 
87 N 3526С — Snowman 87 N 3527C- Octopus 
87 N 35356 — Clown 
Siipping weseh 3 pound Each 5399 
2 Bonk-o-matic .. dispenses 1 bubble gum ball as each 
© penny. nickel, dime is inserted. 18 gum balls, key incl. 
87 N 3005— Shipping weight 1B. 4 ш 5049 
Gum Вой Refills. Bax of 160 bubble gum balls 
87 N 3528 - Shipping weight 1 pound. Bon 990 

Sugor Plum Tree. Goz. assorted flavor spice drops to 
put on clear plastic tree. 12 in. high. Unassembled. 

87 N 3545- Shipping weight 1 pound. ‘Set $1.29 
Д Popcom Balls .. crispy. delicious, about Jin. diam 

т Wrapped in colorful cellophane. Box of 60. 
в? N 3506 — Shipping weight 4 pounds Bon $2.99 
5 Oldtoshioned Penny Condy. A big 41b. box of old 

favorites . . candy sticks. licorice babies, lemon drops, 
pinwheels, gumdrops and lots more 
87 N 2630 Shipping weight 4 Ibe. В. Poe $3.39 
G Henheys® Kies. Bitesize solid milk chocolate 

pieces. Wrapped in foil, great for stocking. 2is-Ib. box 
87 N 3542 — Shipping weight 2 m 12 Box $249 
1] Chocolate Santas 

87 N 3512 — Shipping wei 
lid milk chocolate. Box of 12 

1 pound Tos 51.19 
Chocolate Coins. Rich milk chocolate individually 
wrapped in gold-color foil to look like real coins. Ideal 

for stockings, party prizes, special rewards for children. 
Box of 165 coins." Net wt. 1 Ib. From Belgium. 
87 N 3618 - Shipping weight Lb 4 o Boe 81.79 
Y “inch Stocking filled with 14 toys, 10¥s oF. candy 
V 87 N 3587C- Shipping weight 5 pounds pe 
10 36inch Stocking filled with 16 toys. 8Ys ar. candy 

87 N 3586C — Shipping weight 3 pounds s299 
| | Peppermint Candy Cones. 6 in. long. Box of 24 

87 N 3532- Shipping weight 1 Ih 12 Bow $1.19 
Peppermint Condy Cones. . 3Y, in. long. Box of 40 

N 2530 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13.00 Bax 51.19 
12 Condy-filed Toys of clear plastic Set of 5 
^ 87 м HIS Sp wt et 2 Set We: 3 min 52.88 
13 Condy Pops. Icod Santa faced pops. Box of 24 

87 N MBA Wi tw 1o tax Ban 99e: 3 bones 32.88 
14 bin. Christmas Stockings with candy, toys. Set of û 

87 N3497- W өн! Se soc 3 sea 52.88 
15 24а. Stockings filled with В toys. about 4 or. candy 

87 N 3502—Shpg. wt each 1002 Esch 90 2 for $2.88 



Games of 

CHANCE 
In an 
Old World Mood 

Our Best Game 
and Chip Sets 

1752450 

(1 ond 2 ) Owr finest Gome ond Poker Chip Sem. 
Each comes in Old World design case. flawlessly 

iecuted in high impact resin that looks like 
ine hand carved walnut. Padded compartments 

for game components Brass plated hinges. 
1 O Finest Соте Set. Contains chess set with 

2¥4-in. plastic king, 30 wood checkers, 150 
fine quality plastic chips. three Ча in. dice, dou: 
bling dice, wood dominees, playing cards, chess- 

jecker and backgammon board, and heavy 
ht professional style SY 

ith 2 balls and felt layout 
IN Z837C - Shipping weight 12 pounds ... Set 524.80 
9 Our Finest Poker Chip Set. Contains plastic 
© poker chips 360 standard (1% in.) inter 
locking and 150 interlocking Ye in. Both in four 
colors. Also two decks of poker ca 
3 N 29910 Shipping weight 13 pounds 
3 Lor Vegas Соте Chest. Budget priced set 

Packed in polystyrene carrying case. Set 
includes roulette wheel. plastic checkers and 
chess pieces, horserace, bowling dice. regular 
dice. playing cards and 10x22:in. wool and 
playing pad. Styrofoam’ storage tray 
3 М 2938C - Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Д A great low price for o Cosino-style Dice Loy 
ovi . ond this one hos professional-looking 

silk-screened in three colors in crap. 
table design. Set incl. 18-in. hardwood croupier 
stick, dice, 2 hardwood IYex'/-in. dise markers. 
50 plastic chips. 
3 М 29280 — Shipping weight 11 pounds .... 915.99 

(5 and 6) Electro Drow Pek 
Push-button control. High 
5, Несі Draw Poker. For one or more player. 

Press the bution and you get a five-card 
hand" To "draw cards”; push second button. 
Uses 1 7C" battery, not inel. 
IN 2992- i iP in Shop wt oe. 4339 
Block Jock бөте. Press bu 

cards you draw; then keep "draw 
on to see which 

card at a time until you reach 21 or bust. Uses 
2 "C" batteries, not incl. 
3 N 2900 Gn da in. WU 1 Ib don 1549 

Revolving Poker Rack. Marbelized high. 
impact plastic. retractable handle. Holds 

decks. not included. With 200 plastic chip 
ЭМ 29011— Shipping weight 2 A 12 o 5199 

8 Automatic Cord Shuffler, Shuffles up to 3 
decks in seconds “С” batteries included. 

tal. From Japan. 
3 N 2825 — Shipping wewht 3 lbs вө. 

Canoga Dice. All-time favorite, Old world 
design frame of walnut-look molded resin. 

Winner every round .. big payoff from kitty 
Felt lined sides. playing field. Dice. 50 plastic 
poker chips and rules 18x10" ax2 in. SN 2827 Sipping weight 3 pounds 
10 Shoke, йот» ‘w Roll. Automs 

510-1 dice game. Place either craps or poker 
dice in Lucite® plastic cup. press button. Dice 
rattle and shake and suddenly cup ipa them 
Sat on table. Las Vegas betting board included 
Operates on "C^ battery. ot included 
3N 2969. Shipping weight Ii ошын 

5779 

san 
11 Electro Roulette, Just like at the big gaming 

tables button and electric light 
stops on winning number, Professional-style 
10-inch diameter roulette wheel. 100 plastic 
chips, rules. Uses 3 "C" batteries. not included. 
382999 — Shipping weight 2 = 6 00 39.99 

Ea. [Sears] 37 



CHESS AND RUG SET 
with Chessboard woven in 

34x34-inch Rug 
massive 9-inch king 

1 Chess and Checker Set. Weight 
ed and felted chess pieces have 3- 

in. king. Made of high-impact styrene 
plastic with natural-color and dark 
wood-look finish. 1-in. wood check 
ers. Felted wooden box opens to 
13%.in. playing board. Board, check 
ers, W. Germany. Chessmen, Italy 
3N2899-We. 3 lbs. 201. ..Set 418.99 

2 Travel Chess Set. Take it with 
you anywhere. Compartmental 

ized box, handsomely trimmed with 
brass-finish clasp and hinges, is just 
A439 in. folded. Opens to 9-in. board. 
Both box and St 

Tournament-size Staunton de- 
sign Chess Set. with in. king. 

The Staunton design is the standard 
hess players throughout the 

‚color embossed gift 
in. folding board, rules 

3N2897-We. 3 lbs. 1201. Set 51299 

` 348 [Sears] ti БИЕ: 

Exciting 3-dimensional Games 
10 Tri-Tao-Tos. Ever 

The thinkers’ 
game... 

15) zu $149 

4 Staunton Ch 
playing pieces, 

ind Checker Set. Plastic 
е magnetized and felted bas. 

mounted on 

з н 2890—5һре. wt. 1 Ib. бог. 

Pocket-size Magnetic Chess Set. Box only 
Sx x inch deep when cloned; opens to $ 

inch playing board. Aluminum top, magnetized 
plastic playing pieces. 
IN 2026—Shpg, wt. Soz Sarıaa 

6 Chess Teacher 
Now anyone can 

learn. Includes "cush 
ioned" chessmen, il 

15Yrin. folding chess. 
board. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
3N2827 ......0197 
7 inter 

Chess 
for youngsters 
Weighted and felt 
Staunton design 
chessmen in black and 
ivory-color plastic 
34. in. king. 15-in. 
folding playing board 
with simulated wood 

uares. In 
booklet 

from Hong 
Kong. WL 1 Ih. 13 о 
3N 2812 ..Se $438 

‚ion. Plastic playing 



3N21 50097.50 

E piece rete ng S 
Augustus Caesar to the foot- 
soldier pawn is ric 

impact styrene plastic, Alabas- 
ter-look white and charcoal 
gray. Rules, 16//-in. board. 
3N28007-Wr. өй. Set $14.99. 

МЯ 

Бе, 

Save 52.96 
» . Renaissance Table and Chess Set 

Magnificent pedestal and table of high-im 
carved wood. Hand-tooled, embossed vinyl playing field, room 
at sides to place captured men. Table 20 in. high, top 22x22 ir. 
Gothic design weighted and felted chessmen are simulated ala 
baster white and walnut plastic. King 3% in. 
3 N 2020C-Shipping weight 20 pounds Se 524.99 
Chess Set only with folding board. 
ЗМ 2023—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 202. 719 
3 2893C-Tabie only without chess set. Wi. 16 bi ...2195 

Our finest Chessmen and Board 
6499 En 53499 

The ultimate for the chess player. Florentine design chess pieces of cast metal 
finished in rich antique bronze and pewter colors. Faces, hands, every part exquis 
itely detailed, perfectly proportioned to the 4%,-in. king who sta 
his 1%cio. diameter base. Felted and weighted pieces come 
brown leather-covered hardwood case. Order board below: 
IN 2924— From Japan. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. Boxed Chess 
18x18in. leather banded Board. Hand crafted with individual dark and lig 
brown leather squares on hard maple base. 
3N 2925—Shipping weight 7 pounds Board $34.99 

Een Antiqued gold and silver color ¢2 Q50 
Chess Set and round wood Board 39% 

Richly ornamental chess and board set make an elegant display when not in use. 
Handsomely sculptured, finely detailed chessmen, hand-finished in antiqued gold 
and silver colors. These large chess pieces are felted and weighted for excellent 
balance, made of hard resin with large 4-inch king. Florentine design gold-color 
scroll ornaments the round wooden chessboard; black and white playing squares, 
Felted bottom, Large 19"/ inch diameter. From Italy 
3 м 2805C— Shipping weight 11 pounds Set 53950 

50 
Old English Chess and Castle Board Set $2850 

Inspired by the days of King Arthur, this beautifully executed masterpiece was 
designed by world famous sculptor Peter Ganine. Exquisite detailed and careful 
ly antiqued chessmen In gold and pewter colors. Playing field built lie an old 
English fortress replete with turreted towers, stane-tertured walls and drawbridg- 
e Plastic playing pieces perfectly matched to extra-large 4%, in. king; felted and. 
weighted. 19'/,x19'/,12'/,-in. tempered hardboard chessboard has high impact resin. 
frame with pewter-color Ба, slate lock plastic surface 
3 н 2898C— Shipping weight 10 pounds Set 428,50 rs] 349 



Golf-O-Matic $179 ш; 
Stay in the awing all winter long. Battery-operated 
golf game combines real golf strategy and chance. Chart 
your play at either of two famous golf courses, Big C at 
Gromingers in the Catakills, or Kawana Fuji in Japan. on 
6x12-in. accurate, full-color course cards. Pull down the 
lever for your shot . . drive. iron, blasting out of a trap. 
‘ete. The choice is yours, Easy-to-follow instructions make 
it fun for even the non-golfer. Plastic. Uses ane “C” battery 
‘not incl., order from page 587). Four ball markers, score 
and course cards incl. Japan. 
эн 2968 — Shipping weight 12 eum 2107 

Thinking Man's mes 5895 

1 For 110 4 players. Features 18 
of the best holes in US on a 

board. Select club, then roll dice. 
to determine distance and direction. 
of shots. Board. distance and direc- 
tion chart. distance finder. dice 
pencil. storage tray. inst. Postpaid 
3N2913-(Wi 2 lbn 5а за 

Thinking Man's s, 
Football 895 

E 2 For 2 players. Follows official 
rules, real-life strategies. Call 

the plays Figure results with 
calculator. Includes vinyl-covered 
Told-and-smap case that opens to 
playing field calculator, shif cards, 
magnetic yardage markers. tabu. 
lator, dice and rules Postpaid 
INAN ање 2a лаз 

Thinker's Series $ 
Puzzles and Games $499 
3 Set of four pocket-sized games 

you can play anywhere 20401 
bali puzzle. man. Morris game, 
NitWit game. 12high puzzle 
Sin. quare and Wersin wood 
playing boards, steel ball with 

4 plastic cas, instructions 
Змова an 

Solitaire $ 
Game Board 9277 

Д Sturdy. durable. yet light 
weight Styrofoam® plastic 

board. Easy to use and carry. 14x 
12x1 inch . „Just the right size for 
lop. car. or table use. Storage pock. 
ets keep cards in place Includes 
deck of miniature cards and book. 
7150 Ways to Play Solitaire’ 
3N28027-Shy wi 1%... 8277 

[b] Fortune-telling 
with Tarot Cards *499 
5 Going way back to the 14th 

century-even perhaps another 
1000 years- Tarot uses 78 cards to 
predict the future, read person. 
Alities. Enlightening and exciting 
Reading is a test of skill and ingen- 
uity. Beautifully colored and de- 
signed. Instructions. 
3N2940-Sip- wt 12а... 9499 

Games and Puzzles illustrated on facing page 

{ 6 they 10) Games that involve nothing 
but skill and practice. 
G росе Tin. Turn the two hardwood 

control knobs to guide steel ball 
through tbe maze, around corners, past 
low scoring holes to pay-off. Two steel 
balls, rules incl. Hardwood with lac- 
quered walnut finish. 13*4x11*ex3y in. 
3N29102 5hpg. wt айы dor... 3999 
7 Skiddles. Absorbing fun for one or 

more players. Spin top to scored pins 
in maze pull string just right, and top 
spills all the pins for grand slam! One. 
try and you'll be fascinated, Marked for 
easy scoring. Hardwood with lacquered 
walnut finish. Set incl. 2 tope, tenpins, 
rules. 16x2842x2%4 inches. 
3N 29106C— Shipping mt. Эй... 616.48 
8 Seccorena. Exciting as playing on a 

soccer field. Ball propelled by twist- 
ing team rods controlling player on field. 
For 2 to 8 players. Walnut-finish hard- 
wood frame, hardwood reds tipped with. 
red and blue. 30x16x2% in. Set includes 
2 balls. goals and rules. 
3N28135C— ps. wt 9 Iba. 21099 
Y Grovitation Game. Make steel ball 

roll uphill . . defy gravity. The higher 
the bell goes the greater the score 
Spread steel rods to drop ball in right 
pocket. Lacquered walnut-finished hard- 
wood, 18x34 inches. 
IN 29104 - Shipping wt 21 Boe... 4599 
10 Tea. Allday tantalizer Stop 

2 chrome-plated balls rolling at 
different speeds at same time in marked 
area. 3x12 in. Black and clear plastic. 
IN 2964 Shipping wt Soe EI 

(11 they 15 ) Computerized games om- 
bine luck and know-how. 

|] Que Finest Computomatic Football. 
Makes each player feel like а star 

pro quarterback or ut east a big league 
coach. You play on а perfectly scaled 
removable miniature football field of Ye 
in thick Lucite® plastic. Offensive 
player turns knob to select his play, then 
presses one of four offensive buttons 
Meanwhile, the opposition tries to out- 
guess his strategy, selects a defensive 
play to counteract И and presses a 
defense button The computer takes 
over. Light shows on charted area to 
indicate who won the down. Sturdy 22x 
1Tx2in. wood-grained plastic game con- 
trol center is built so both players can 
keep plays secret. Operates on 4 penlite 
batteries included). Plastic football, 
marker included. Order extra overlays 
below for a full year of sporta. Postpaid. 
ЗН 2B4SC Sh wt Be 459 
(12 thru 14 ) Additional Game Overlays. 
Computerized results show through Ya- 
im. Lucite plastic Use with computer- 
ized football game center (11 above! 
Balls. pucks, markers, everything needed. 
for each overlay included. Postpaid. 
(1D3N 2909 - Basketball, WL 2 lla. 3999. 
11393 N 2945 — Baseball WL bar. 999 
(14.3 N Z870- Hockey. WE 2a)... 999 
154 greet low price for ө Computer 

Football Соте with two reversible 
overlays for four additional sports. A five: 
tn-one-game. . board marked for football; 
additional reversible paper overlays: 
baskethall/hockey, baseball soccer. 
Select plays . . offensive and defensive 
players press button . computer flashes. 
resulta. 17x22-inch wood board. Operates 
en four "AA" 1%-yolt batteries tin- 

S DOC- Shiping Sm. 118,77 

Monopoly Game Reg. New fun with. 
16 rei vente Use on for or table. 

tie playing pieces. 
rd. 16x16x16 in. Unassembled. 

29 Betcha Can't Toke it OK. 9 in. long 
wood and string. two beads and a 

any form or shape GVax7in finished 
hardwood base, Jin. diameter metal 



The Adult Game Room 
= 5, 



А great low price for Candle Kit 

with 4 one-piece molds, even more 44 
‚ - it indudos a tray for making 7 

3-D decorations for finished candles 

Kit makes four popular geometric shapes: a round pila 

tod; complete instruc 
3 N 2310— Shipping weight kit 4 poun nc ки 57.44 

A "whimsey"' collection . . makes 5 delightful shapes 
$74 

Ji such [on to make sa charming candle. Just pour was iato the two piete NOM. when Candle cool, remove from 
makes 3 difereat shapes ov. rog turtle, mushroom and a xulptured shape Complete kit inc tuden: five two piece plastic mold cach 4 1 of wax (enough to make at Jet 4 calles); plastic mold bolder, luz ing pot; 6 acrylic paints, б color squares or Unting wat; 4 candle scent: 36 laches and а complete instruction booklet, Shipping weight kt 4 pounds 12 ounces ки раа 

and decorate with paint. Kit 

A festive 
holiday 

Trio 

pounds ol wax (enoug 

Santa and 
wena 4 

1— Wt. 3 b... Kit $499 

Make a classic 
Round Pillar with 

Е $788 lovely spring 
flowers inside 

Fint molt core candle. Place 
Cooled core in larger moll sod 
arrange daisics around it, then 
peur war. Finishat floral em. 
феМе! candle 25(19)4 in. high 

Tocl plastic mold for core can- 
dle, 2 ріесе mold for finisbed 
candle; 2 sprays pl aisien 
(white, yellow); 254 war 
{makes 2 finished candles); cotton 
wicking: instr. WL 4 lbs. 1 ол. 
31 2369. Kit 578 

Round Candle with 
intricate raised 

design . . you just 
mold and paint it 

Mold shaped to produce а raised 
floral design. All you do is pour in. 
wax and paint when candle cooks 
Finished riae 3x12 ia. high. 

Kit includes: | two plece plastic 
mold; mold holder strips; 2 йж. 
3 08 wax (enough for 1 candle) 
wicking. 4 colors paint; instruc 
Hom. Shpg wt. kit 4 Ibe. 1 ot. 
112% Kit $8.77 

Get your free copy of the 
1972-1973 Crafts Center Catalog. 
Contains 5 full pages of candle 
kits and supplies. See Big 
General Catalog or ask at 
your nearest Sears selling unit. 



Choose from a wide assortment of 
complete kits to make anything from 
cheerful holiday candles to 
classic hand-dipped tapers 

Learn the Colonial art of hand 
dipping graceful tapered candles 

Make your own traditional tapered candles, Tie wick 
around dipping frame. Pour melted wax into dipping 
pot up to 1% in. from top. Dip frame into wax, remove 
frame then dip again. Continue until candies are de 
sired sine. Kit includes: metal dipping pot and frame; 
metal melting pot; 4 lbs. wax (makes 16 tapers), wick: 
ing: 3 colors; complete instructions. 
3н 2300--Shipping weight kit 7 Ibs. Kit 97.49 

Two Mold Kit . 
molds and suppl 

for making a 
5-point Star and 
a Round Candle 

$749 

Two popular shapes lor any season. Sixes: S-point 
star, 9Y,x13 in, high; round, 3x? in. high. Kit includes: 
2 one-piece plastic molds with wick bara and screws; 4 
pounds wax (enough for 2 candles); wicking; 3 colors: 
1 scent; 52-page Candle Craft booklet 
3N2320—Stipping weight kit 6 йв. Ки s749 

Taper Kit with a mold that 
makes 4 candles at once 
plus gold-color antiquing 
for decorating candles 

$488 

Make 9-inch tapers . . color them and add shimmering 
highlights to finished candles with gold-color antiqu 
ing. Kit includes: | one-piece plastic 4-Laper то. 3 
Is, wax (enough for 24 tapers): wicking: 3 colors; 2 
scents; gold. color antiquing: instructions 
3N2313—Shpe. wt kit 3 lbs. 12 Kit sass 

Candle Making Refill Kit $177 
For чы milk say ol ike candle Мы on hee 2 par 

pounds of wax: I inches of 
Sicking. 3 colon [ot ining маз: Candle scents 
Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy It 
IN 2373-Shpe wt kit 1 Ib. 12 oz Kien | 

Designs in Decoupage 
Use this traditiona 

to make unusua 
accessories 

ipaging transforms the plain wooden bax into an elegant 
purse. Kits include: poplar wood purse form, print design for 
exterior, hardware, handle, basecolors, hobby brush, glue, 

Ya pint Coat and Tote, 3-02. thinner, lining pattern 
and instructions. Shipping wt. each kit 3 Ibs. M oe. 
1 Bam Purse. With wooden handle and brasa latch. 

зм 23086—8/ лб, inches deep Kit $1099 
9 Flowered Pumpkinshape Purse. Brass handie and latch. 

3 м 2500—67, in. diam. SY, in. high. Kit $1099 

Create a creamy pastel Jewelry Box 
with a 3-dimensional bouquet of 
flowers beneath a see-through lid 

Finish the box with paint and gold-color paper lace trim, Build. 
a lovely 3:D floral spray with paper, put it under a plastic 
window in the box and you have a unique jewelry case. 
Kit includes: Basswood box, 10/x6%x2% in, deep; plastic 

window, 67,29%, in; sandpaper; floral prints; paint (ivory or 
lavender): sok color paper lace: felt for ning (bot pk or 
purple); glue: clear sealer; hinges: 4 gold-color feet; complete 
instructions Jewry not inc. Shoe. vt ex kit 2 a- Vo, 
IN 2503— Ivory /hot pink interior. 
JN aso Lavender purple interior 795 ziii [Sears] 353. 



Start Painting. . it's fun. . it’s a relaxing hobby 

Professional quality Oil Set 
Philippine mahogany case converts to table easel 

$3399 
Handsome sketch box holds canvas panels at convenient painting angle Slots in lid provide storage for up to three 12x16-in. panels. Contains 15 tubes of professional quality ой colors: twelve Ixt-in. tubes, two xin. tubes, one 1Y,x6-in. tube titanium white. Also includes one 12x16-in. cotton canvas panel, double palette cup, spring steel palette knife, ‚each turpentine and linseed oil, With 12x16-in. plywood palette, 5 high qual- ity brushes, color mixing guide, instructions, Box 12x16x4 in. 
3N 2700—Shipping weight 11 рошафв............. Set 533 99 

Jon Gnagy Art sets. 
1 Master Art Studio Set. For 

pastel or watercolor. Set in- 
cludes: 24 pastel chalks, 3 sketch 
ing chalks, 2 erasers, sandpad 
sharpener, 2 shading stomps, 
‘Two Scolor watercolor palettes, 
2 watercolor brushes, 4 pencils, 25 
sheets 12x18-in. paper, flexible 
mannikin, instruction booklets. 
3N2613—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. . 4497 
9 Art Studio Set. For watercol- 

or or drawing. Includes 24 
pastel chalks, two 3-color water 
color palettes, watercolor brush, 
sandpad sharpener, 2 drawing 
pencils, carbon pencil, pencil 
sharpener, eraser. With 12 sheets. 
12x18-in. drawing paper, flexible 
mannikin, instr. booklets 
3N2614—Wt. 21s. 7 oz. .43.97 

Learn to Draw Set. For the 
beginning artist. Set includes: 

12x18-in. drawing board, 25 
sheets sketching paper, eraser, 3 
drawing pencils, 1 carbon pencil, 
3 sketching chalks, sandpad 
sharpener, blending stomp, flex 
‘ble mannikin, instruction book. 
3N2615—Wi 2s. 802. .9277 

Oil Painting Set 
4 Includes: 9 tubes of ой paints, 

palette, palette knife, palette 
сар, turpenoid, painting medium, 
2 brushes, 3 canvas-textured 
practice sheets, 10x14-in. cotton 
canvas panel, charcoal pencil, 
eraser. Plus plastic folding table 
easel. Vinyl case, 16%x1112% in. 
3N2612—WL J be Bon. $9.88 

К 113 

Such a low price. 
for such a great valve. 

+. a 4-in-] Art Set 
for oils, pastels, 

drawing, watercolors 
Set includes . . For Oils: 12 tubes paint, 1 oz. each linseed oil and. 
turpentine, two 8x10-in. painting panels, palette, palette cup, 
knife, 2 brushes. For Pastels: 25 colors, | oz. fixative, fixative 
blower. For Drawing: 2 pencils, 1 carbon pencil, kneaded eraser, 
sandpad sharpener, stomp, 3 sketching chalks, 15 sheets 9x1240. 
paper. For Watercolors: 12 tubes watercolors, 8-vell plastic pal- 
ette, 2 brushes. With 5 instr. books. Vinyl case 18x12x4 in. 
3N 2611—Shipping weight 5 pounds 13 ounces .....Set 114,38 

Artist's Kit. . all you 
need in one handy case 

Capture your surroundings in 
beautiful colors . . in oils, watercol 
ors or pastels. 
Kit includes: 12 tubes watercol 

ors, 13 tubes oil paints, 24 squares 
ой pastels, metal easel, 3 watercolor 
and 3 oil brushes, palette knife, 2 
mixing cups, 1 bottle each turpen- dE 
tine and linseed ой, 2 sketch boards, | Ж 
pad of disposable palettes, 4 sign | f 
pens, number 9 sketching pencil, 
Water container, instr. All in a 
lain vinyl carrying case 
38 2002- Wt 6 be... Kit 319.49 

Acrylic Painting Set $ g99 
for vibrant colors 

Acrylic paints are flexible, easy to 
mix. Create interesting effects using moder painting techniques 

includes eight 1x3 in. tubes 
of paint (seven colors an 
Оо medium, ma Tube gel palette knife, 3 brushes, 
palette, charcoal pencil, eraser, x14 in. painting panel, color mix 
ing guide, painting lesson. Vinyl 
carrying сше. 16/41 12 in 
IN2616-Wt 4 lbs. Воз. Set $9.99 

i Artist's 
Easel 

made of 
lightweight 
aluminum 
5922 

| maioris 
beards upto ssia. 
I high securely at 

top and bottom. 
Opens to 75 in. Ё Get your free copy М folds to of the 1972-1973 
Rubber tipped ener ars Crafts Center 

at any height. Cen Catalog. See your 
Miete n Big General Catalog 
sturdy easel or ask at your 

nearest Sears 

Selling Unit 

weighs just 2 Ibs. 
1202 
Shp. wt. 3 Ibs 

3N27599C .59.22 



ovely ens of imitation pearls anı 
ds . an enjo hobby that produces 

delightful a ries for you or your fri 

Creations in Strung Beads 
ensembles and ring sets 

bracelet, pair of 

ructions. Sets 
Wt, 100 

5 Ring and Earring Kit. Makes 5 
beads, thread, needles. e 

Jewelry Ensembles you make with Boutique Knitter. . a round tool that 
creates a circular pattern with thread and beads that looks like knitting 

(6 thru 8) s 6 Bright Pink Beads 
е these lovely set 3 N 2506—5һрж. wr 

called a Boutique Kni 
and beads according ru 17 Imitation Pearls. With choker clasp in 
ed. Each kit makes a necklace, a brac 3 м 2504-Shpg. wt. 7 
pair of earrings. Kits include: Boutique Knitter 
Bead, metallic thread. earring backs, bracelet Q Iridescent White Beads. Choker clasp 
clasp, and instructions 3N 2507—5м. wi. б, sa 



Coins and currency to grace walls or desk 

Sets of rare American coins 
bring history alive. . 

investments in your future 
through America's past 

^ Fine collections of American coins framed 
CEE { with a full color historical illustration. 
6609000 1 From Kitty Hawk to Moon Landing. A vu... striking display piece. Illustration 

shows man's progress in air travel from the 
first flight at Kitty Hawk to the Apollo 
moon landing. With 25 coins . . one of each 
type minted in the 20th Century including. 
1971 Kennedy half-dollar and clad Eisen- 
hower silver dollar (uncirculated). Solid. 
bronze Apollo moon medal. 16%x20Y% in. 
walnut finish softwood frame. 
IN 1832—Shpg. wt. 3 а. 1002. ..057.77 

(2 thru 6 ) Walnut-finished softwood 
frames, 11x13 in. Simulated linen insert. 

American Coins Go To War. Flag- 
raising at Iwo Jima with 11 wartime 

nickels and 9 Lincoln cents (6 shell case, 3 
steel), all minted between 1942 and 1945 
3 м 18208—Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 9oz....914,68 

Lincoln Memorial Coins. Includes 29 
uncirculated Lincoln Memorial cents, 

1959 to 1971. Illustration of statue in the 
Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D.C. 
зм 18207—Shpg. wt 1 Ih. 100%.. .. 88.44 
Д Story of Proof Coins. A U.S. proof set, 
hermetically sealed. The story of proof 

coins and an illustration of U.S. mint. 
3N 18205—WL 11b. 7 oz. ........81677 
5 Silver Standard. Exciting story of sil 

ver. With silver certificate, Peace dollar, 
Morgan dollar, siver тала on а back 
gs mining country. SN 18204 Wt. 11h. Bog. ......922.44 

The $2.00 Bill. Longtime favorite ol 
racing fans . . а crisp two dollar bill in- 

cluded with full-color racing scene. 
3N 18208—WL 1b. бог... 

eovoovce 
00200000 

$1486 

Twentieth Century Elegant Lucite* Plastic Display Pieces 
Coin Set Containing lustrous coins 

make distin Old Glory waving in the breeze on a 
background of beautiful blue sky. A 7 Pennies in a Sphere. А 1964 Bar Embedment SOstar flag with 25 valuable coins mass of uncirculated pen- Same coins as item (8) but nies in a inch Lucite sphere in SY in. Lacite bar. 

Lucite base for display IN 1840 — WL 1 ib. 4 oz. 99. 
3N1637-WLL Ьб. 01599... 10 Fasnhower Deller, Sach 

1064 Cube Embedment. diamond-shape Lucite with 
A 2'%inch Lucite cube Clad Eisenhower silver dollar 

wainut -finished with fall 1964 coin set. Kenne- — (uncirculated) 
sumulated linen i dy half-dollar, Washington 3M 1639—Wt t b.....+14.66 
an 1833 quarter, Roosevelt dime, Jef. 1] ВШ Embedment. [t loks 

ferson nickel and Lincoln cent like $100 but contains two circulated $1 bills. Lucite bar 723//x1 in. 3N1839-WLIlbóor..9999  3N1841-WL IIb. Sor 819 44 



Coin Collecting . . 
ing of hobbies, the hobby of kings 

А hobby as old as coining money itself, coin collecting began in 
the 7th Century B.C. Truly the king of hobbies—coin collecting 
brings art. history. geography and science together in the form of 
small metal discs. Discover a fascinating hobby. or help someone 
else discover it. with a coin set from Sears. 

Treasure Hunt Kit. Includes: 3 coin 
folders, 15 coin holders, pocket 
‘magnifier, tongs, 3 tubes, tube iden: 

ion tags, check list, grading 
guide, coin value book, "Let's Col- 
lect Coins” book. Plus 1958 “P” and 
"D" uncirculated, 1959 “P” and 
D" uncirculated, and 1943 "P", 

“D” and "S" Lincoln cents. 
3N18264-WL 1 Ib. 4 oz. Kit 84.97 

Pennies in Bottles 

A дечет way to display these valuable 
coins. . use them for stocking stuffers, 
party favors or conversation pieces. 

Each set contains two "S" mint pen 
nies (uncirculated). Each penny is en- 
cased in a handsome seamless glass 
bottle. Set of 2. 3,x2%x1% inch. 
3 N 18294—Shpg. wt. set 202. Set 97e 

My First Stamp 
Outfit. Contains 

4,300 spaces, 2.500 illus- 

Complete Coin Kit. Contains: $ coin 
albums, 12-in. coin storage box, 100 
coin holders, 6-in. storage box, $ coin. 
tubes, identification tags, tongs, pock- 
et magnifier, coin cleaning kit, 18 
pocket coin wallet. Coin check list, 

ading guide, coin value book, 
Let's Collect Coins" book, 15 “S” 

mint Lincoln cents (assorted dates). 
IN 142—Wt 4 Ibs.......Kit 98, 

(2-4) Scott looseleaf vinyl albums. Hinges, tongs, 
magnifier, "A.B.C-s of Stamp Collecting”. 

trations. 100 world-wide — Modern Stamp Album. 25,000 spaces 
stamps, 140 flags, 120 31800-100 world stamps, Wt. 3 bs.12 oz. 87.74 

World Stamp Album. Over 11,000 spaces. 
AN 1801-100 world stampa. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 ог. 45.26 

book. WL 2ib. 3 oz. Д Minuteman US. Album. 2.40 spaces. 
3N 18201 ала 381802-75 US. stamps. WL. 3 е 6oz....9774 

> a 
Our Finest Coin Set. . all the basic tools 

to start a fascinating coin collection $1944 

Contains 50 hard to get coins, including the rare 1955 "S" Lincoln 
cent. Plus these basic tools: lighted magnifier (uses 2 "C" batteries, 
‘order ов page $87), 10 coin folders, coin tongs, 100 coin holders, three 
in. coin storage boxes, coin cleaning kit, 5 coin tubes, tube identifica 
tion tags, 24-pocket coin wallet, clip pocket magnifier, marking pen, 
coin value book, check list, grading guide, “Variety and Oddity Guide 
of Unites States Coins” and "Let's collect Coins” book. 
зм 1843—Shipping weight 6 pounds б Set #1944 

Lighted Coin Viewers 
6 сз 5 Scan-o-matic, Electric. Coins feed into 

= viewer singly, move under lighted max 
nifier for examination, flip over, eject auto- 

. matically. Coin value book, grading guide, 
check list. 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. UL listed. 

a Зм 18232— Plastic. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib...09.88 
6 Giant Illuminated Magnifier. Large 3 

3 inch lens magnifies 5 times. Operates 
like flashlight. Helps relieve eye fatigue. 
Uses 2 "C" batteries (order on page 587). 
3м 18253— Plastic. Wt. 1202 .... 5488 

American Coin Sets in plastic display cases 

T 1964 Ten Coin Set. Last g Presidenta! Set. Last year of 
year of high silver content. © high silver content. Uncirculated 

Two uncirculated 1964 sets. . 1964 set. . Kennedy hall-dollar, 
“P” and "D" mint marks. Two Washington quarter, Roosevelt 
cach: Kennedy half-dollar, Wash- — dime, Jefferson nickel, Lincoln cent. 
ington quarter, Roosevelt dime, 
Jefferson nickel, Lincoln cent. 
3N1836-óx4x1 Ys inches. 
Shipping weight I0 oz. ....%999 
1963 Ten Coin Set. Uncirculat 
ed... "P" and "D" mint marks. 
Same coins as above except 
Franklin halí-dollar. 6x4x1 in. 
3N1835-Shps. wt. 1002 ..59.99 

3N18246-8*/ in. WL 8 oz. $4.66 
Y Coins of Yesteryear. Includes 

З rare coins: Liberty Walking 
halí-dollar, Liberty Standing quar- 
ter, Mercury dime, Buffalo nickel, 
Indian cent. 8x2 in. 
3N1834-Shipping wt. 1002..86.99 

zs [Sears] 357 



I. 

ally Selected 8-roll Wray 
le with ribbon, gift t 

8 Rolls Wrapping Paper . . 
each roll 60x30 inches 

Our finest Gift Wrap Ensemble 
10 rolls heavy wrap with ele- 
gant foils and glitter papers, 
17 bows, 6 rolis ribbon, tags 

5799 

А colorful collection of holiday gift 
wrap. Ten heavy quality papers, in- 
duding distinctive patterns, luxurious 
glitter papers and gleaming embossed 
foils. Assortment includes stick on bows, 
lustrous ribbon and gift tags to comple 
ment all the lovely designs 
Wrap. 5 rolls 26 in x 4 ft cach, and 
5 rolls, 30 in. x 534 ft. each. Total 112 

. 17 pre-tied “jewel” pompon and 
^ bows with stick-on backs 

6 rolls, cach M in. x 18 ft in 
selected to blend with wrap. 

Just for Kids 

А great low price for such a 
Jorge Gift Wrap Assortment 

Wrap, 1 roll foil 1 гой luxury wrap, 
30х72 in. each. 6 rolls paper wrap, 3094. 
la, each Total 155 xq ft. 
Bow. 14 preted, stick-on bows 
Ribbon, 6 lengths s іа. x 12 ft ea 
Total of 72 ft. Тоди. 15 gift tut folders 



phone. 
Shpg. wt phe 1 1b. 10 ot. 

зм 5581. Package $3.44 

36 sheets Gift Wrap 
plus bows, tags, 

cards, seals 
5266 

A 252-piece set. Includes 20 
sheets of cheerful, patterned 
papers, plus 16 sheets of handy 
white ише, stick-on bows 
tags, seals, cards. Total of 150 
square feet of wrap—36 sheets 
‘each 20x30 in. Also includes 10 
pre-tied “star” bows and 206 
assorted tags, cards, and seals 
We pkg 11b. 11 of 
3N 5562 Set 82.66 

Pre-tied 36 "Bows 94E, 
Amorted colors. Bows are made of 3 іа 
wide ribbon with stick-on backs 
Shipping weight box 8 ounces. 

am 5528, „Box 94c; 2 boxes $1.78 

(6) эм 55160—Red 
(T) 3N 55380 Gold color 
Roll эс rolls а 

Currier and Ives Collection 

"220129. 23179, 

Excellent color reproductions of charm. 
ing Currier and Ives prints set in borders 
that look like picture frames. 

Includes 21 cards in an assortment of 
4 diferent winter scenes. Heavy single 
fold stock. Each card measures 734264 
ioches, With 21 envelopes 
Without nome. Shpg. wt. box 1 Ib. 1 of 
3N $620, Box 5123 
2 bores $246 4 boxes 4.68 
With nome. See “How to Order" page 
360, Print name. Wt. box 1 Ib. 1 os. 
30 S62IKY. Box $179 
2 boxes $3.36 4 boxes 548 

Inspirational 
Card Assortment 

dun $139 
Lovely collection with 
inspirational verses by 
the well-known writer 
Helen Steiner Rice. 

Beautiful pastel illus 
trations designed to en- 
hance each verse 
‘Assortment includes 18 

cards, 9 different designs 
High quality satin finish 
paper, French fold. Each 
card measures 33415% 
in. 18 envelopes 

Shpe. wt. box 10 oz. 
315600. .....Box $1.39 
2 boxes $2.64; 4 bones 500 

Big Value Box 

95c $14 

'L box 1 Ib 
Without name. 
зм5616 
2 bores $1.78, 4 bow 
With nome. See * 
Order” y. 360. Print name 
3MSGITXV..... Sor $1.45 
2 boner $2.66, 4 boxe 5.24 

mes [Sears] 359 



Christmas Cards 
with or without your name imprinted 

Box of 25 cards, same design; 27 envelopes 

HOW TO ORDER PERSONALIZED. t costs 
CHRISTMAS CARDS Su to have Print name, or group of names you want, making rere ‘See actual samples of cards at = " ^ your name LM pr hy 2-line imprint. printed me ene 

ized Christmas cards belare December 12. Buy at Sears. in Sears Retail Stores them the easy way . . order by phone. 

INSIDE VERSE Discamon 
І AVeyMem Christmas And Every Good | fied and white boot filed with gally wrapped ELE pam 32.80 35.32 HE a Ti Nen c And Every packages, Red background. see i| ga 1.97] 370) 7.12 At Christmas And Throughout The | Lovable moppet dressed as a shepherd pats а bliss- = New Year fully sleping curly lamb. White background. жми 1 

Гоа Peace, Joy And Happiness | Nativity scene. Joseph and Mary adore the Christ Child For c be New Year" Inthe manger. Barr animals inon Bios ground. | 195] 1 | 3 Д Hi There! Have A Christmas And With a candy cane and his arms full of packages, Santa] Ero] id wishes you a Merry Christmas. Cream color panel. | 97% | 1 | 3| Б Greetings of the Season and Best Wishes Home for Christmas scene with such details as a horse] т, | | у for a Happy New Year in the Бат, a sleigh full of packages. Watercolors. ы сз ferry and Best Wibes Tor a Drummer Boy with Lamb. Red ground. "The Little Happy New Year. Drummer Boy legend at left Drummer B ln 9o16 edic. se TES 9 Мату Christmas and Best Wishes for a Mouse sieeps ina shoe trimmed with holly, бөер |е [ү New Year blue background. ы То Wich You The Best of Happy Holidays — | Over, bunnies, a squirrel and colorful birds Ivan 8 aa New Tac fura am a inter fret scone. Mul core joven) + | a TT 
9 May the of be with Mary holds the Christ Child as Joseph and two lambs | xey u you today and watch. Soft shades of brown, blue and gold color. AER May peace and happiness be with Children in native costumes hold hands around the LETT 3 ШЕСЕ M жопа. Blue background with deeper border. SOK | | 4|... [n sedan To Wish you all the Joys of the Christmas — | Adorable choir boy with pink cheeks and freckies OLE .. DEA New Year holds a lighted candle. Red background. Ышш ТҮГҮ, the spirit а Chr TS | Joseph leads a donkey сатун dins Christ PEACE. the gladness of Christmas waich i | Cone тодур Muted past sex| | 14 знаю Child on the fight to Egypt. Muted pastels against а oa HOPE, the heart of Christmas which is LOVE — | deep blue ground. Gold-color edge. 2 Араас Мату Christmas and Warmest Wishes for — | Woo angel and lamb kneel to pray їп a field of lowers LET - IESU Under In Star. Pasteis against deep blue ground. > | 904 |_| gi Zar] & A Wish for a Christmas and a | Red candies light a star topped tree, White bach- а: 4 Very Happy New Year > ground bordered in gold-color and green. pone 1| 4 5. о Wish You te of Christmas | Drummer boy plays his song at the manger Tawny | zs | y 4 —Peace, Contentment and Lasting Happiness | background brightened with gold color. 5. 16 Мау de Joy and Peace of Christmas Be | Lito boy holding shepherd's crook and lamb IGF [ec | у 4.70) &32 With You Today And Always the star to the manger. Deep pastel colors. 10.72 

vele. 
You at Holiday Time Have a Merry, | Santa grins on the face of a watch outlined in goi E AAA EEE 

Tor a Joyous Christmas Delicate gold-color traceries pretty a green an 56418) 247) 4.70 8.92 18 ша rario Der holly ornament White background. sa faf jones] 297) 5.301072 19 May the Sprit of Season Manger scene in goid-color foi. Outline of two trees |... 1 | 4 |3" 6... 247| 470 8.82 Bring Joy to You and Yours. frames Christmas verse in white. Blue ground. ye | 56428ХУ) 2.97) 5.60)10.72 istmas Greetings and Best WEKE Holiday candies rise from ornaments, pine boughs 4 foc the New Year жа holy Green voraer” 2 5 21 Happy Holidaya! "Lore" in pink edged with gold-color on red. Boy and gi hss under the marlatos. 
a Happy New Year following — | Silver.colorandrad oi Sania faces embossed on goid ЕА ce = color ol. Cutout shows words “Marty Christmas‘ 23 To Wish You AN the Jaya of the Ch “Silent Night" and stars keep walch over the Beth 

‘Season and A Very Hi New Year eee ; Embossed oolc-color Юй on desp. 

Di Wi et Was for a Мату Chris | Groon and red ball docked wih leaves ала Roy o anda e ‘Year Bright With Hay gold-color toil. White background. 
Mi Joyous Season and the Raised gold-color dove wings across a blue back- ARA HE PU fI mad 

26 May peace be your gift ut Christmas and Three Wise Men bearing gifts follow the Star to the your Throughout the New Year manger. Embossed gold-color foll on white. 
Best "or Season and. ^ Christmas”, bells, holly, "Happy New Year” all through the Coming Year poid color fd. Red background. 

Peace and Joy for Christmas — | Embossed gold-color foi church arches and star over zi and the New Year Christ Chl. Matte finish goid-coiored fed backgound Је) 1 Yos A Very Merry Christmas and a | Brightly colored stripes set of "Merry Christmas" and Happy Year in gold color letters Glossy ookd-color border. > [BIOMI] 1 many ‘at Christmas | Reproduction of Botficeli Virgin and Child with SE On de a John. Lovely pestes. Glossy gold color Borger [EN 1 
3.97) 7.54 14.32 
447] 84411612 

31 Ber Wishes or the Holidays and for Health | Embossed wreath in green foil with gol-color cones throughout the year and Happiness and bow. Red background with gold color edping. |207] 1 
Best Wishes for a Holiday Season. Light blue ornament with “Season's Greeti and 7.54/14,32 ЕЕ ea ttn in embossed quid cur tok Dees Sos олла OA] 1 Ed 
Н 'eetings and Best Wishes for A New | "Peace for you and ай mankind". religious symbols in 7.54/14.32 93 ere te Ret ЫЛ AA alza Berita 

360 [Sears] tse 
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ALLE 

"E SAVE when you buy 
2 or more boxes of same design 

| with or without name imprinted 



Cork Boards so lively they double as art Cut 18% and 20% Felt Bulletin Boards 
(Lev 3 ) Pins stick into Hein cork Hungen im : е  Werie-he-Tech Board. There sits the lor ine hn very — 11 Wi and wonderful colons in ra 
3 N 6662L— Shipping weight 5 pounds 3449 ә One өбө» | Wi [Wes Frcs 
2, Stop Board. Autbentically styled red octagon. hp ЕН Н Шай ү] © 3 N 66511—Shipp de 34.59 
$ Guitor-shoped Boord. E иы 2 теч 14 ) Chalk Boards. Mou ү 
39000-1. — =, » N 6672C- Scompy the Scorecrow. С mw $3.49 4 Bive-jeams Boord. C h hardboard. Y N SAC Fairy Princes, Pink S T4 TN aleae TES in. long. Sb ES 3 N 66730 Tippy the Tiger. Blue. ЗЫ 5 249 

Burlap Boards put color behind your pin-ups 
{5 they 9 ) Jute fiber burlap over %-in. fiberboard. Ha: ch Pin-up and Chalk Boards with solid oak frames 

slid walnut f : 15 Berop Pin-up Boards burlap over 54 — 
TEE | « т ET NER SE HER : НЕЕ 

ht я 
Tangerine 

— Eepbell 

7 thr 9 | Natural wonders. Decorative slk <creened desig rix ark stained wood Mounted hangers 
7 diesen | Wi алса | Us = 
Ы: FN IE X: 3м 66861 | нл 5 n бават ? 



Figurescenes 
(7 they 12 ) Hand painted papier 
maché fures. Peanuts® prose cap 
toned on weighted felt-covered 
bases. From Japan. 

JN MOL Shipping wi bor. 3377 
9 боору and Dog Howe, "Та al Y р 
эк ШЕ AIT 
10 Secopy, Downed World War 1 

Ace. “Perhaps some dark 
haired "ls wil share my table 

jM in 
Team Member Banks 

{1 thre 6 } Saving your nickels and dimes can now 4. 
be а team effort Hand-painted papier maché fures 38 100—Sivoina wh? ax... 32.77 
stand $ inches tall Rubber cap over "emergency ee 11 Vos To kwo, me i to ove 

Measures 48653 In 1) FA 1680 козо ГҮ ine en ИЕЛ RIA. o ана 3) 3 5008 Wem 12 Snoopy. "America, you're еш 4) IN IESE-Feroeramdot Patty filet GN inches tall Dering wein cach Tt cuneus Kohs Ж em 12.08 

Patches 'n Pennants 13 Plow. Kapok бй. Cot 
ton cover. 18 a. EL} 

14 Ремо, “Actually. we 
Jo Coo ме seared 19, death of chick 

Woot icit 154236 in, 
381575—Wi. Ion. $1.88 

15 iie. Joe Cool at 
y. Walnut base. Wire ween fe doe бш, Nise We ал? 

16 Fieurescene. Papier macht " Fdteoverel 
base. $14 in tall. Japan. EIL 

17 thr ZI } Sew-on Patches. Set ol two. Each 
b diferent machine embroidered Snoopy Bure 

and saying on cotton twill 234-inch diameter. 
7) ЭМ 16111-"Themadpunter,”"Homerunking. 
8) ЗМ 1579" You're. 

19) 3 N 16193-" Raw ser 
Ws hero 

3 N 1578-"Smile, 
ЗМ 1580-7 ler la nice, danny dope 

Shipping weight set 1 ounce Set $2.37 

Tennis anyone? 
and courage. 

19) Н 

LO 21 

(22 they 30) Pennants. Wool felt. 1550536 in- long. 
22) IN 1641-Sroopy ond Woodstock. “1 hate people. 
23) 3N 16119 Soop wok to wart acting 

more sensible. tomorrow 
24) ЗМ 1615-Snsopy. "1 think I'm allergic to 

5) 3N 1626- Woodiock. "Нее Нее Нев. Hee 
America, you're beautiful Autograph Hound. Smooth cotton [or signing. Pen 30 EIE) usce to cla 108 n al Japan ЭМ 1689 Shipping weight 8 ounces ny 

Siting-up Snoopy. Wide eyed and hungry for ove. 40 Reh Pas ЧЕГЕ 
эи 16109 Korea. Shipping weight 14 ounces. 36.88 
4] Peon Mobile, Pre-tied. ready to hang, bal- 

anced puinch-out on 9x12-in, stif cardboard. Japan. 

1614-Socopy, 
30) ЗМ 1630-Use. “Polluted snowflakes. 
hopping weight each 3 ounces Each $1.88 

IN 1645— Shipping wright 4 ounces zy 9 LIE 
"m. lance and wie. Wamot basse. Neng Mong. 142 rv 44 | Snoopy Dishes. Dog, cat, even people мей. 

31 the Kick. Shah in. Jona. Plastic; assorted colors, sayings (no choice) 
ЗАЙТ Sipping weight 6 cu... 3377 JN 16289 IN inch diameter, We. 2 os. n 

C^ go POW, Charlie 43) IN 16207—: inch diameter. Shox. wt. 606... 5144 44) ЗМ 1625 — 0 ch diameter. Sho we ioa, 196 
The Pes Aes 84603 inches lon Sa Pa Aea wea a. L7 45 Urea dere Snoopy. Floppy: cuddly, bis 20 inches 

VM Erro tasini IN 16101 Kores. Shipping weight D ounces $11.88 
Feste 1973 Dele bee. M 4G Woodstock. Give thie title Med a bore. Cotton чебенне feathers”, Kapok stuf ON in ‘tal Japan, JW Show мз» REM 

авада 
€ 

TS | Nm ben SRI ie. We 36)" 3N 16134- Pranita Treasury, E 37) Эт AGLLS Peanuts Clasica. 156 pu... 6.38 
Penn 



M 
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Gifts for the home and office that 
will be used every day of the week 

1 Gift Set of Expresso Marking Pens. Feit-tip plastic pens match the 
color of the ink: turquoise, red, violet, pink, blue, orange, yellow, green. 

brown, black. Case covered in black vinyl, 6*/x1,x4'/-in. deep. 
3N3383— Shipping weight 15 ounces Set 94.74 
Q Desk Pen Set. Bright orange ball point pen rests in holder. Orange 

encircles walnut-grained top. 3/,-in. diameter. Medium blue ink. 
з м 3382—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set вала 

Label Maker Kit. Includes 3 wheels: horizontal and vertical print plus. 
horizontal script. Black label tape and avocado label tape each %, 

144-in. long. Red label tape is Y,x14-in. long. Plus 72 inches of Yin. wide 
Cloth marking tape that irons onto clothing. Green plastic label maker is 
7^/,in. long. Store it all in the high impact plastic tote case with handle 
IN 3927—Shipping weight kit 1 pound 15 ounces. Kit 96.98 
d Electric Pencil Sharpener. Single cutter stops automatically when pen. 

il is sharp, White plastic body, walnut-grained face. 4/13/17 in. 
deep. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle A.C. UL listed. 3-prong power cord. Japan. 
3N3761—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces $1425 
Б Novelty Pencil Sharpener. Single cutter for standard sized pencils. For 

desk top or wall. Walnut-finished hardwood. Pencil not included. 
зн 4384—S.in. high. From Japan. Shipping weight 12 ounces ......9244 

Box of 15 Personalicod Pencils. No. 2 (med) pencils with erasers 
Gold leaf print. Shipped from factory in Lewisburg, Tennessee. Allow 

extra time for delivery. Sorry, no C.0.D.'s, Postpaid. Print mame carefully. 
F3 N A793V— (Shipping weight 5 ounces) Box 99e 
"Т Pencil Sharpener with Pencils. Portable plastic sharpener with wal 

nut-grained finish sharpens 6 sizes of pencils. Turn base lever and rub- 
ber vacuum base attaches to any smooth, flat surface (not for wall use), No 
screws needed. Twin cutters. 12 No. 2 pencils with erasers. 
3N 3760— Shipping weight 2 pounds 9655 
8 Raised Relief Surface Globe. You see and feel the earth's surface ond 
the ocean floor as if the waters in the ocean were removed. 12-inch 

giobe. Meridian numbered in miles and degrees. Metal base, gold-color lus. 
ter finish. 16 in. high. "Story of Globe.” "Story of World Ocean Globe" incl. 
3 н 1180C—Shipping weight $ pounds s 51244 
Y Raised Relief Convertible Globe. Add the walnut finished hardwood 
post (included) to metal base, and 16-in. high table model becomes 34-in. 

high floor globe. Brass-finished Gyro-Matic assembly swings any area of 
the 12-inch diameter globe into closer view. Blue oceans, countries shown in 
contrasting colors. "Story of Globe" booklet included. 
З М 1188C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. 21429 
10 “Touch and See Your World” Globe Set. Magnificent 12in. raised 

relief globe comes with View-Master® and one reel (7 scenes): Empire 
State Building, New York; Big Ben, London; Vatican City, Rome; Cathedral 
of Chartre, France; Overview of Hong Kong; Tulip Fields, Netherlands: 
Grand Canyon, Arizona. Thousands of places are clearly named. Nature's 
colors; including green, yellow, white, blue; indentify forests, deserts, moun- 
tains, seas, other terrain. Gyro-Matic mount swings any area of the globe 
into view, Gold color finish metal base. "Story of Globe” booklet. 
ЗМ 1198C— Shipping weight 6 pounds К Set #1338 
11 3;drawer File. Superstrength fiberboard (not wood or hardboard). 

Rigid steel frame. Top drawer is 4-in. deep: center drawer 6-in. деер; 
bottom drawer 10% in. deep. Metal drawer pulls, card holders. Measures 
13x19x22 inches high. Rich ebony color. Unassembled. 
з м 3896C— Shipping weight 9 pounds 3895 
19 Stamp Affixer. Meistens, sticks, cuts stamp from roll. Holds 1 roll of 

100 stamps (not incl). Water reservoir. Beige plastic, 1*/3/,x$'/-in. 
3 м 3055—Shipping weight 11 ounces 19.08 
13 Cut $1.00. Country Store Mail Holder. Eight pigeon holes plus 

drawer with porcelain knob. Hardwood with walnut finish. Measures 
14/28%12%cin. high. From Japan. 
3 N 3265—Shipping weight 5 pounds s. 5.95 

Books and Kits that help a child learn 

14 Rand MeNally Student Encyclopedia, Set of five volumes: World We 
Live In, World of Plants and Animals, World of Science and Invention, 

World of Ideas and Beliefs, World of Art and Music. Language a child can 
understand clearly puts across challenging thought, concepts, facts. Full 
color illustrations. Each book 7x10 in. 528 pages total. 
3 м 1048— Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces Set #955 
15 Beginners Shell Kit. Learn how, where, when to collect shells, bow to 

identify them. Learn about equipment, cleaning, caring for, and dis 
playing shells. 48-page, 8/xll-in. book "How and Why of Sea Shells,” 
large plastic storage baz, small plastic storage bags, hand magnifying glass. 
Shell fun booklet. 24 specimens, including a sea horse. 
3 N 1543— Shipping weight 1 pound n Kit 93.31 
16 Rocks and Minerals. Start a wonderful lifetime hobby, Informative 

48-page booklet includes an easy-to-read story about rocks and miner. 
als. and identification of major specimens in full color. Tripod, magnifier, 
streak plate, 19 samples for testing and examining. Instructions included. 
3N 1541—Shipping weight 1 pound Kit 93.31 

$00 BC. 
up to 500 BC; Fine Arts of the last 200 years; Fine Art 15,000 BC to 
1800 AD; Architecture—Gothic and Modern: Architecture—3000 BC 
aoe peta cs oath eh q а 

EDT AAA AS 

Origami Books 
“The Oriental art of paper folding ex 
plained so even a beginner can do it 
Creative, enjoyable, beautiful. Make 
birds. flowers, animals. Colored paper 
included, 3 books. Each book 14 to 18 
pages. 75/8", inches. 
3 н 1505 Shpz. wt. 21ba. Set 9297 

Children's Dictionaries 
17 Picture Dictionary for Chil. 

Gren. For grades 3 to 5, With 
5.084 words; 1,450 color llustrations, 
Measures 84x117, in. 384 pages. 
3N1660—Wt. 2104. Zor. ....4366 
18 My First Dictionary. For pre- 

schoolers thru first grade. 620 
words, lots of color illustra 
Measut 

ions. 
/ inches. 140 pages. 

I Shpg. wt. 1202. ...5177 

Educational 
Flash Card Sets 

$169 
ind 20 ) Fun way for а child to 
imself . . great for playing 
ach Jx6-in. card has color school, 

picture on one side, complete subject 
description on the other side. 
19 Prehistoric Animals and Mam- 

mals. One set each. Total 100 
cards. 
3 N 1523—Shpg. wt. 1502, Set 51,69 
9) States and Presidents. One set 

‚each. Total 100 cards. 
3N 16436—Wt. 1502. Set $169 

New Betty Crocker's 
Cook Book 

with holiday recipe section 
Exclusive at Sears . . 16 page holiday 
section inclodes gift suggestions from 
the kitchen, like hot port wine jelly. 
Delight the little ones with a cookie 
bouse. Serve Wassail to friends. For 
the rest of the year, this book is 
packed with timely shortcuts ax weil 
as old favorites. Profusely illustrated. 
Hardbound. 8Y,x10Y,-in. 496 pes- 
3N 1274—Shpe. wt. 3 iba... .95.60 



31 Then said Je. 
which believed on hi) 
ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 
ina James VERSION 

ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 

Bibles and Reference Books 
for the whole family 

Beautifully bound 
Family Bible . . 

King James Version 
A family Bible to be rend, 

read type. Includes 256-page 
biblical guide and index, 128- 
page concordance. Contains 
100 pages of full-color illustra- 
tions . - maps, passe 

section. 10x12 in., 1,622 pages. 
Ivory color cover. 
Ун TASE WE 6 lb, 400817 28. 

The American Bible 
. . attractive family 

ip 
Ea. book 4'4x7 in. Paperbound. 
3 5 2001— Wt. 2 ibs. 8 02.54.77 

The Tree of Life Bible 
Personalized with your child's 

name in handsome gold letters 
A handsome Bible for young people from 6 to 16. Contains 52 pages of readers’ 
aids and a 128-page vero finder (concordance) so that your child can gain a better 
understanding of the wisdom and learning in tbe Bible. Personal and family rec- 
ords section has an illuminated presentation page. Also contains 8 pages of lull- 
color maps and 16 full-color illustrations. Words of Christ printed in red. King 
James version includes a 96-page illustrated dictionary. Both versions contain 
1,248 pages. Revised Standard 54х74 in. King James 58 in. Padded imitation. 
eather covers. In attractive presentation box. 

Please print name wanted clearly. Sorry, no C.O.D. ordern 
понова Wunder Sieg эт TB Bat mn TOR 
Beten | come [би Mes Eu ka [к= 

Black tation leather, lack imitation Teather кыш" {з м iseoxv [$41 aten Tester [3 м 1973xV| $402 
EL TID 472 

ane iio Ji Vite sation ийик м тата 402 
z eve [s н 1979xv] an 

IEE 
‘White imitation leather] ECL "з н төер] ал 
ERE TEE 
NOTE FOR PAGE К 

Award Bibles with imitation 
leather covers in 4 colors 

- $189 

Ideal for gifts .. Sunday school classes, 
church groups. King James version 
with Bible dictionary, summary of 
the books of the Bible, calendar for 
daily reading, periods of Bible his- 
tory, languages of the Bible. 928 
pages, 54274 in. 
эм 1915—Black 3N 
IN 1917 Red. 
Shipping weight ea. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
Each $1.89 10 for $16.88 

The Story Bible by Pearl S. Buck 
5765 

A prose adaptation written by Pearl 
S. Buck in her own unique style . 
combining the flavor of history with 
the excitement. of modern fiction. Far 
young people or adults. Divided into 

major "story-sections". Contains 
526 pages, measures 64x11 inches. 
3 м 2006— Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 o7.....$7.65 

The Children's Bible in 
simple narrative style 

5447 

А delightful way to introduce your 
child to the wonders of the Bible. 
This volume will be treasured through 
all the years of childhood. Topically 
arranged. Each page has a full-color 
illustration to support the text. Ap- 
proved by an editorial board of lead- 
ing clergymen. Contains 512 pages, 
measures TXex10% inches. 
3N 2003—WL. 2 ba. 1бо.... $447 

Eight-volume set of 
Children's Bible Stories 

5788 

This eight-volume set covers the 
major stories of the Bible from the 
creation to the resurrection plus 
stories from the Book of Acta. Written 
in simple language with definitions 
Illustrated. Each book bound in ivory- 
color and red imitation leather . 
measures (v9 in. In goldcolor slip 
case. Total pages 583. 
3 м 1901—Wt. 5 tbs. 508......8788 



Take the fast-trackers down.. 
Hardwood-deck Sleds in 8 sizes 

Our finest 

lated bare and тайа. Vinyl 
steering bar for extra 

ing wedge steering bar 
iccurate steering. Varnished 

ck. Blue enameled steel 
Red, blue trim. 

Flying Arrow 

Sleds 

q ] 

io | doe 

л rigid amembly. Red enameled 
rned-up safety heels. Heavy-duty 

braces undernesth 

==> Thunderbolt 4-foot Toboggan 

Tow Rope 5408 
Strong 9-foot long poly 
ethylene tow rope. Use 

Plenty of room for two youngsters. Tough linear poly- 
‘ethylene withstands bumps. 4 sturdy handles on top to 

it with any sled or to- protect little fingers. 17 inches wide. Red. 
boggan. Yellow Allow 10 pounds postage (per postal regulations) 
Shipping wt. 3 oz. TONBSOBEL ................. wc 

49 N 8502 ,..... $1.19. 

OBOY! CHRISTMAS 

Save this Catalog OAS TI SUMMER ! 
You can order Toys on pages 409 to 601 

from now until August 17,1973 

You'll want toys all year ‘round for Shop the way that's quick and easy for you: 
+ Birthday gifts. party favors and pany gts By phone . . see pages 251 10 253 
* Seasonal outdoor equipment for number to call 

Rainy day games By mail . use the order blank in this book 
+ Replacement parts, refills and accessories In person . . at the Catalog Selling Unit near you 

» Sears 367 



Push-Pull Baby Sled 
Helpful swing-over handle 

makes it easier to 
take baby sledding 

1222 
Take baby snow riding with less work and more fun for you. Bright zinc-plated 
steel tubing handle swings easily from front-pull to back-push position 
bowed at base to clear baby's arms, Red enameled steel runners, varnished 
hardwood top. 13x30 inches long. Seat, 6% inches high. (Cushion not included, 
Order above, right.) Partly assembled: iastructions included. 
79 N 85001C— Shipping weight 11 pounds 21259 

Pop-a-Wheelie Sled 
just lean back and go 

For extra fun, 
‘coast downhill on 

back runners. . with 
front end in the air 

31897 

Sculptured bucket 
seat and adjustable 

footrests 

Has strong tubular steel frame. vinyl hood to 
deflect cold wind and protective runner-tip covers 

Streak down hillsides on mod dragster styled sled. Beautiful red flame racing 
decoration. To do wheelies, just lean back in vinyl seat . . foot-steered front 
runner lets you take curves easily. Non-toxic enamel paint. 
79 N 85028C—18'/,x14'/,260"/; in. long. Shipping weight 22 pounds ... 418.97 

368 [Sears]. 

Baby Cushion $417 
1 Let baby ride in padded com 

fort on the push-pull sled at 
left. Padded blue vinyl cush 
with leg and 
in place while it 
from wind 
secure pad to sled. Measures 
10х21 inches long. 
49 N 85002—Wt. 116. .... 94.17 

Baby Sled Guard $416 
Q For baby's extra protection 

and safety. Built to fit any 
sled. 3 mps attach guar 
securely to sl оой sides 

¿rated back зарро 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 

«ән 85067 зале 

Baby 
Boggan 

» $733 

м! Tough molded 
and crack-resistant 

dle. Sent pre-assembled. 13/,x6%,130-inches long. 
79 N 85026C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. 0733 

Stoor it like 
a real Snowmobile 

$81 

tractor reads 

Steer it let or right with the footrest steering bar . И permits 
child to keep a tight hold on the handle. He'll have the look and 
feel of real snowmobiling excitement! Veer left, right . . soar 
down a hill . . grooved-to-grip skis slice through the snow! Ex- 
tra-tough bright yellow molded polyethylene body has black 
and silver-color trim and white footrests, Steel axle. 13x10x35- 
inches long. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book 
white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co, Catalog Sales" for 
the number to call. 
79 N 85005C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. 9813 



Ski'n Skate 
Snow Shoes 
with Ski Poles 

Children 3 to 10 years 
get the "feel" of 

skiing. sliding down 
slopes, , even skate. 

across plains 

Hardwood Ski Sets 
in 4 lengths for children 

6 to 12 years old % E 

Grooved aluminum shoes glide smoothly over new-fallen 
snow. Strong, rustproof aluminum, 18 inches long. Plastic 
straps adjust to hold fet securely in place. Includes two 
71-inch wood ski poles with straps, snow rings. Use your 

order it the easiest way of all. 
ping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces Set $4.99. 

Dual Runner Skates . . look like Snowmobiles 

Our 5 and 5-foot Ski Sets feature 
spring-release safety bindings plus 

grooved bottoms for smooth traction 

ting for 
ех age Û years 

tic body, metalized “engine.” 
Fits shoe sizes 6-10, ju 

49 N 2939: ipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pair 64.99 79N29387C-Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 9649 

Snow Discs doct 
Here come the kids. Toboggan 

spinning. sliding, whirling with soft 
id turning down the slope vinyl pad 

Aluminum 
$399 

Strong aluminum, precision formed for maneu- 
verability. Rolled edges. Flush riveted hand grips. 
keep hands inside. Diameter 26 inches. 
79 N 85059C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 43.99 

$499 

Double metal runners slotted to extend to desired length. Plas. 

Just shift your 
weight to 
control 

direction 

Afoot. Grooved bottoms as at right. Se- 
- lected hardwood, blue finish. Adjustable. 

steel harness binding. 40-inch wood poles with 
plastic snow rings. 
79N29358C-Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. +820 
2 4.1001. Grooved bottoms as at right. Select. 
ed hardwood, red finish. Heavy-duty spring 

and strap harness binding. M-inch wood poles. 
with plastic snow rings. 

Fiber Glass 
$499 Holds 2 small children. T: 

lene. Polyethylene rope lines, plated fr 
chains. Vinyl pad. Blue. 48x18x9 in. 

ipped motor carrier ar express. 
N 85027N—S} safety. Diameter 25 inches. Orange. 

Sy polypropylene hand straps for stability and 
79 N 85058C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 9 

5899 

Selected black finish hardwood skis. 
have permanent taper. Adjustable 

steel harness bindings, spring release. 
Metal heel plates. 40-inch wood poles 
‘with plastic grips, snow rings. 
79 н 29359C—B-foot Ski Set. 
Shipping wt. В lbs. „~... -Set 11088 
79 N 20361 —5Y-foot Ski Set. Allow 10 
Tbe. postage per postal regs.. Set #11 
What Size Skis? See picture abov 
Shorter skis for beginners: longer ones for 
experienced skiers. For greatest comfort 
and safety. use ski boots 

ing weight 6Ibs....48.99 
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WOW! A Pitch-Back Net 
for pitching, batting 
and fielding practice 

38x38 in. 38x56 in. 
$569 $799 

Tree teal oe a do Jocs ino tin re 
+ this tough, lively Automatic Umpire 

counts 3 strikes. 
He's out! 

When you throw a 
SWISH! Up and into the Net 

Basketball, backboard with goal апа $ 7169 
pole helo you sharpen yourgame $ 2/62 

174x104 in. 
wide. Attaches easily to 
Pitch-Back Net (not 
ind). Wt 1 Ib. 12.08. 
49N 29352... 5329 

This outstanding outfit gives you everything you need for year- 
round basketball fun. Red, white and blue ball is regular site 
and weight. Standard steel goal and no-tie cotton net attach to 
the 32x24 in. fan-shaped backboard. Just mount hardboard 
backboard on the $-section steel pole with brackets included. 
Basket height adjustable up to 12 feet. Unassembled_ 
79 м 293931 —Shipping weight 31 pounds Set $2169 

Jumbo-size Model. Measures 66х72 inches high. 
79 N 2920C— Shipping weight 12 Ibs. ...81299. 

Racket-Wack by Marx 
e New indoor-outdoor game 
Set includes goal, 2 hockey sticks, 51 349 for tennis fans. $ 66 

puck, plus vinyl practice target poster Perfect for tennis lovers who hate chasing. e shots, You Коч yos can add more realm to street or ce hockey games. tough nylon net serve (oe returns on first bounce score like table tennis. ver ust proof aluminum frame takes hardest shots. ¿color target poster has 4 Plastic crossbar is 54 in. long, 7%, in. high. 60-in. rubber tether target areas. Two 44-in. hardwood sticks, -in. plastic puck. holds 57, in. inflatable vinyl ball, 2 rackets incl. TON 2381C- бәй cae £cl МА. Shopng weaget А Set 1340 49 н 29408— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 202. ...........Se 44.68 

ZOOM! New Dune Buggy Safety-tipped 
Beginner’s Skates Archery Set 

with pretend $399 
h gn motor Pull back on the 42-in. fiber- 

New ides in beginner's roller skates let a 
look and sound like a car—for use in- 'ach; 
doors or out. White plastic straps keep finger tabs, 
feet buckled in. Mag-type tum leather quivers. 
on noiseless nylon bushings. Tough Eight 18-in. wooden arrows 

skate adjusts from 6'/, to 8, in. with suction-cup tips and 16- 
pm س Ыр ne in. hardboard target. Ages 8 
can be and up. Wt. 4 Ibs. turned with coin. Ages 2 
SON 29392. WE b. тое Pair va 6 49 N 29388....... Set #299 



Wall-mounted 
Striking Bag 
and Mitt 
Ourfit 

51569 

sive way for kids and adults to help build 
ed timing and reflexes. Rugged, non-stretch 
vinyl striking bag takes a real pounding . . lots 

st bag action 100 because oí 2 piece swivel mount 
ing. Sturdy overhead brackets support heavy gauge 
steel platform and 19 inch diameter rebound ring. 
Vinyl striking mitts have padded backs and elastic 
cuffs for a snug fit. One size fits all. Why not pick up the 
phone and order it? 
ÖN 1423C— Shipping weight 10 p Set $15.69 

Boxing Gloves 
with thick Padding 

Tough expanded vinyl, Fully 
padded backs, cuffs, thumbs. 
Elastic stretch cuffs, Gold-color 
‘palms with black backs, 
Adult (ages over 12 years). 

‘Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 ол. 
ON 14154 
Youth (ages 9-12 years, 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

6N 14153 0873 
Child (up to 8 years). 

weight 1 Ih. 30r. 
6N 14182... 1490 

Tough nylon-stitched vinyl strik- 
ing bag attached to whippy sprit 
steel той. . adjusts from 34-42 in. 
high. Rod bolts firmly to die cast 
steel base. Extra-large hardwood 
floor platform in a wide-based tri- 
angular shape allows wide spread 
stance. Black bag. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
1999 

Wall-mounted 
Striking Bag 

Outfit 
Includes. 

adjustable platform, 
top grain cowhide bag 
and pro-style mitts 

en, $2099 

(1 thru 3) Includes Bag. Platform and Mitts. Punch away the day's frustrations as 
bag helps improve your timing and reflexes, This bag can take it . . welted seams, 
double stitched, lined with vinyl coated nylon fabric for outstanding shape retention. 
Soft cotton taping on inner seams helps prevent chafing that may cause bladder wear 
and air leaks. Black color, Swivel mount assures fast bag action. Steel overhead brack: 
‘et supports hardboard rebound drum (23-in. бат; "с inches thick). Heavy vinyl mitte 
with padded backs and snug fitting elastic cuffs. Palm grips in mitts help keep fists 
firm. One size fits all. Black color, Japan. 
6м 1424C2— Outfit. Shipping weight 20 pounds . 529.99 
a) 1421L—Platform only. Shipping weight 18 lbs. 1859 
w 1422—Bag only. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 1425 
(3) 6м 1425—Mitts only. Shipping weight & ounces Н Pair 424 

Our best Free-Standing Striking Bag 
. „adjustable height. . easily portable 

$ 314 

White with blac 
EN 14451—Shipo 

Vinyl Body Bag. С 5 described above 
вм 1435C— Viny 

weight 42 pounds. 13145 

Buy4 Piece Оц Save Ун 
Body Bag. eo Mita 

۴ 54200 

Includes Striking Bag and 
Body Bag (6 N 1435C), and 
ON 1446N3—4 Piece Onlfil Ship 

ausu [Sears] 371 



A great low price for a 
110-pound Barbell /Dumbbell Set 

with quick-releasing collars 
and no-clang interlocking plates 

‘The trim, active "Look of Life" is today's style, and regular 
exercise is where it's at. This set can help in a big way. Grip 
sleeve firmly . . аз you lift, it rotates to follow your natural 
hand movement allowing a smooth, unified lift. Vinyl jacket 
ed plates interlock for steadier lifting. 

Includes: 68 in. weighted steel bar; six 10 Ib. four 5 
four 2b. bronze-color plates; two 15-inch dumbbell bars; 
six collars; family exercise course booklet. 
6 н 15223N2—Shipping weight 112 pounds .Set *19.88 
Extra 25 Ib. Plates for above. (not shown) As plates above. 
6 М 15341—2 per box. Shpg. wt. 51 lbs, Box 213.29 

Men's and women's Dumbbell Sets 

1 Men's Set. Tuck these 1-piece dumbbells into your desk 
at the office or use them at home. . they store away easily 

after you've completed your exercises. Quiet polypropylene 
casings won't mar desks or floors. Bronze color. Each dumb- 
bell weighs 5 pounds. Two dumbbells per box. 
6 м 15106—Shipping weight 10 bs. 10 oz. Box $8.24 
9 Ladies’ Princess Smart Belles? Use for a muscle-toning 

workout then tuck them away. One piece dumbbells with 
quiet. no-mar casings of white polypropylene. Wt. 3 bs, ea. 
6 М 15107—2 per box. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 5 oz Box $730 

372 [Sears] uà 

ber like a vise to hold 
all plates firmly in 
place 
off quickly without 
troublesome tools 

grip 

yet they twist 

110-1b, Barbell-Dumbbell Set 
Price is low, yet this is a balanced, 
precision weight set. Includes four 

5-pound, four 10-pound and two 15: 
pound polypropylene jacketed plates. 
Rotating plastic sleeve over one piece 
68 in. barbell bar promotes smooth lit 
ing. Two 13-inch dumbbell bars, six 
locking collars hold plates firmly in 

ce. Includes wrench, instructions. 
Black color. 
ем 15224N2—Wt. 112 Ibs. Set $16.88 

25-pound Barbell Set 
4 This Ted Williams set starts your 

child out with a S-b. lift then lets 
him work up to 25 lbs. Great for the 
ladies, too. Includes four S-Ib. inter. 
locking plates with red vinyl coating 
Five-pound, 38 inch bar blue tubular 
steel is short and easy to handle. 
Wrench, instructions. Bench no incl 
BN 15233C— Wt. 26 Tbs... Set $10.70 
NOTE: “М” пет N 15224N 



This Slant Board concentrates 
workload directly on your 

stomach muscles for faster, 
more effective muscle toning 

in less time 

Ted Williams Brand. An excellent way to 
do a toning and firming sit-up is on a alant 
so that the stomach takes 70% of the stress 
rather than the back) 
Locking center leg braces of steel and 

white nylon leg strap allow greater con- 
trol. Soft Yı-in. thick polyurethane foam 
padding over Ya-in. thick press board con. 
struction. Bright red vinyl cover comes 
clean with a damp cloth. Board 20х62 in. 
long. Sturdy 1.inch diameter tubular steel 
frame with blue enamel finish baked on. 
White polyurethane foam knee bar, white 
vinyl foot caps. Unassembled 
6N 15164, Shipping wt 24 Ihn s1950 

Support up to 
400 pounds* on 

this rugged 
Weight Bench 

Heavy duty tubular steel with blue enamel 
finish baked on. Easy-clean vinyl cover 
over soft, polyurethane foam padding on 
bench top. Barbell support arms . . 35 in. 
high. End tips on legs help protect your 
floor. Bench measures 10x42x16% inches 
Barbells not included . . see opposite page 
for selection. Unausembled. 
6 N 1627€ - Sho wt 24 Db 
“NOTE: All bench capacities refer to 
combined weight of user and barbell 

31839 

Leg lift bar and 5-position 
adjustable tilt back let 

you do more exercises than 
with any other bench we sell 

Seated Rowing 
helps 

strengthen 

Log Raine with 
weights helps. 
stomach and 
thigh muscles 

Our best Weight Bench holds 500 pounds* 
Fully 20 inches longer and 10s inches wider than any other bench we sell for more back support and 
greater support arma «wing out of the way for 
lateral raises and standing exercises. Support arm height adjust 

unrestricted performance of pullovers, 
Из in four stepa from 38 to 58 inches. 

Soft, thick foam padding covered in red and white vinyl. Double padded leg lift bar. Heavy 
duty frame of tubular steel with blue finish baked on. End tips on legs protect floor from scratches. 
Measures 23 inches wide by 69 inches long by 24 inches high Sent by motor carrier or express. Un- 

Barbells not included. assembled 
GN 15251N— Shipping weight 60 pound 36400 

A وی ہک CUORE 



This wood-frame racket 

Starter Set is great 

for a beginning 

player.. 

includes racket, 
cover, pre: 
and balls 

Everything you need to begin playing! Well-balanced 
racket with medium-size grip helps a beginner develop 
control. Strong wood frame is 6-ply, with oval face 
reinforced shoulders, and multiply nylon strings 
Racket from Japan. Set comes complete with rubberized 
red racket cover with snap-flap ball pocket, hardwood 
press. and pressurized can of 3 tennis balls with long- 
wearing covers. Balls from England 
ӨМ 12184С — Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Target Archery Set 
5888 

Fiber glass 54-inch bow wich 25 pound draw. Solid 

fortable hold. 
right-handed sho 

cedar arrows Plas 
tie armguard. finger tab 
and quiver, Bullseye 
target face included. In 
structions. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs 
6N 270080 sass 
“Reg DuPont TM 

Four-player 
Dart Set 

5899 
Traditional 20-pint dert 
game in sun-bright colos 
bm fron. side, poker hand 

thick pr 
heard 18inch diameter 
Masonite Prend: 

pattern 
protect walls from stray 
darts. Dart-holders on top. 
Backstop is 36x32 in. 12 
brasa arta with steel point 
turdy plastic Nighta, еве 

long. Rules inel. Pre 
land 

374 [Sears] EN 12494N WL я s299 

This 
top grain 

leather 

features the 
emblem of his 
favorite team 

$1153 
Give bim a special surprise . . this official 

* name heat-set into pre 
le wrist band. Made to stand up to seasons of sandlot 

ball durably, dependably: Made of tough corktone sieerhide, and 
lined in horsehide for soft suppleness, Fully nylon sewn seams mean 
long wear Pre-formed pocket; flex-action rawhide lacing means 
itl grab nearly any ball he can get bold of Adjustable thumb loop 
for best fit. Continuous rawhide lacing. For right-handed throwers 
nly Buy it the easy way — order by phone 

LEN 16101H— State number for team emblem. Shy wi 11b oe... $11.53 

or league model glove 
med pocket and sewn 

Heat-reflecting Space Blanket 
. . pack fits shirt pocket 

* Reflects back up to 90% of your 
body heat, to help keep you warm 

* Ideal for the sportsman who 
faces cold weather 

$688 
Lightweight. windproof, and waterproof, 
this blanket has many uses for sports 
men, use as wrap-around while hunting. 
fishing. Use as extra blanket for camping, 
as ground-cloth, windbreak, or wrap- 
around for outdoor stadiums, ete- 

Remains flexible at temperatures down 
to 60°F. below zero. Easyto<lean. Grom- 
meted corners. 66 by 84 in. folds down ton 
mere В by буз by 1 in. Red reverses to 
silver color. 
6N TIAS Spa, wi 1o 1ш. а 

Three-gun Rack 
$999 

A great rock to display your guns in! 
Handsome display, with built-in safety 
when 24-inch wide ammunition drawer is 
locked, guns are also locked. Walnut 
finished hardwood. with felt-covered gun 
resta to protect guna. Measures 26 inches 
wide by 24Vs-inchen long. Key included. 
Sent unassembled. From Japan. 
EN ZI213- Spa wi 9 Tha Gor un 
SHIPPING NOTE: “N” items (as 
6М12494М) sent motor carrier or express. 



‘One person can open this fold and roll table 
to йв full 5 foot by 9 foot size. And, it folds. 
‘compactly, and rolls on casters, for easy stor 
age. (See small view.) Table stands 30 inches. 
high. inch thick particle board is resi 
filled. Glare-free green finish. Vinyl stripping 
kit included. One-inch tubular steel legs are 
double-braced for stability. Order net and pad. 
dies, below 
6 н 25943N—Shipping wt. 94 lbs. 929.66 

2 
1S 

Table Tennis Sets 

1 Deluxe Set. Four strong, S-ply paddles 
with handsome walnut-finish handles, 

Pebble-grain rubber faces give good ball con. 
trol. Complete with regulation-size 66-inch 
net, two adjustable table clamps, four table 
tennis balls, and rules 
EN 26052 Shipping wt. 5 lbs. ...Set 96.29 
Q Championship Set. Four of our best 

pebble-grain rubber faced paddles . . help 
you put spin on the ball, for fast-action pl 
Vinyl grips stay comfortable, even duri 
long games. Complete with two adjustal 
lamps that lock net tension automatically, 
12-inch long net, eight balls, and instruction 
booklet Shipping weight 5 po 
6н 26054 Set 612.97 

Table Tennis 
Balls 

Top-grade 
inforced 
rate weight 
of bounce, 
to demanding action. 
Pkg. of six. 

Shpg. wt. pkg. 1 ог. 
626128. Pis. 97c 
Save 24:2 pkgs. 62.67 

Table Tennis Table 
with playback feature 
Always a ready practice partner . . 

regulation-size table tilts up 
and bolts into position so you 

can polish strokes 

"Roll and fold” festure makes 
table ideal for tight storage 
problems—folds up much 
lighter than most, to a com- 
pact 10-inch width. then rolls 
away on casters. 

Урок inch Уш ise 53998 | г 34998 | чыг $5998 
‘What fun to find on a Christmas morning! Table provides hours of fun for youngsters . . and adults! 
Resin-filed particle board gives bouncy action—and the thicker the board, the livelier the ball action. 
Triple coated striped green finish is non-glare. 1/,-inch tubular steel legs are double-braced for steadi. 
ness, Meranti apron surrounds table, helps prevent warping. 
Regulation size Sx9-(00t playing area; 30 inches high. Table folds to a compact 10 inches wide by 60 

inches long by 56 inches high: rolis away on casters. Order met paddles below and lef, Unassernbled.. 
ЄМ 259890 Minch thick Shipping weight 120 pounds ^39 
6 N 2599 18—jinch thick. Shipping weight 135 pounds 49. 
6N25992N—Yeinch thick. Shipping weight 150 pounds 5998 

The Dick Miles Table Tennis Paddle 
Catapults ball back with accuracy and automatic 

cause it's constructed with a smooth rubber su 
A smooth surface with pebbled side inverted, and c 
with sponge—is the key to fa 
dle is designed for serious play 

absorb moisture during strenuous play. Strong. S-ply wood, 
with a thick 2 millimeter sponge surface. Japan. 
6 м 26104— Shipping weight 12 ounces 1578 
NOTE: N“ items (as 6N25943N) 



NHL Trophy Cup Hockey..now with 
extra large 50x25 inch 
playing area, roving goalie, 
3-dimensional pla 

( 52. Three - dimen. 
sional Players 

‘Three-dimensional plastic players pass, skate and shoot for goal as you push, 
pull or twirl sensitive control rods. Even goalie moves back and forth in front 
of the net, so players cover all sections of the “ice.” Puck is easier to keep in 
play . . action is always fast and furious. Players sport official uniforms of 
Chicago Blackhawks and Boston Bruins in bright molded-in colors. Stiding 
score counters at each end keep track of goals. Plastic trophy replicas on 
handsome display mounting show how recognition is given to stars and 
teams. Big illustrated booklet explains trophy and its history. Table with 
tubular steel legs, wood grained panels. S0r2Sx34 in, Partially assembled. 
6 м 12595N—Shipping weight 37 pounds 431.85 

NOTE: N" items as (6 N 12595N) sent motor cerner or 

Speed-Hockey 
Table Game for fast 

two player competition 

le it out by 
angle or bank 

Our Best Table Soccer Game 
Extra large 26x49-inch playing field 

Carpet Pool $1499 
iples as table pocket 

ubular мее 
y without 

в а 36x72-in. playing area. 
with 6 pocket wickets. In. 

ro 36-in. wooden cue sticks, 15 

6 м 12368C—Shpg. wt. 12 ibs. .41498 

Sei ta ada 



Nylon-wrapped 
Billiard Cues 

$195 

| $295 $395 

SAVE 5% 
when you buy 2 

Our most popular 
00l Table . . now in 5and 

$5988 

NO ROOM FOR FULL SIZE TABLES? 
Compact tables on this page make pool practical in almost any room. Extra easy to move, set-up, store. 
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Everything you need for a fast 
action-packed game of street hock 
ey. Combination includes one hall 
(3), one goal (4i two 4Xinch 
straight sticks (5) and one 48-inch 
goalie stick (6), all described below 
‘Set up your goal in your driveway 
or on the street and enjoy hours 
of fun. 
6N 100820- wi 101m "12.99 

| Goalie Mosk High-density 
polyethylene mask with poly urethane foam cushions inside to 

Protect face. Main. wide elastic 
braid straps adjust to fit most head 
sizes. Great for street or ice play EN 10077- Sipe wt Soe 
Q Street Hockey Puck Plastic 

Regulation Jin. diam. Canada. 
ON 10655 Sipe wt Je 3% 

3 Steet Hockey Ball. No-bounco 
plastic ball shoots, passes like 

puck. 25,-inch diameter 
EN 10658 —Shpg. wt. Zor E 

Д Junior Hockey Gool Sturdy 
rust-resistant metal (rame 

Tough nylon netting Sent un. 
assembled 36x36x18 inches deep 
GN 10631C- Shag wt 26. $4.99 

(Sand 6) Street Hockey Sticks 
Sturdy ash handle. Durable molded 
plastic blade 
Dj inch Straight Stick 

GN 10681C—We 210... 257 
$3-inch Straight Stick. 
EN 10674C Wi 2 Da. 5259 

48-inch Goalie Stick. 
EN 10584C—We З... 5399 

Combination Volleyball-Badminton Set 
Action filled entertainment in the backyard, on the beach, on family outings. These 
two competition games give you plenty of exercise, too running, stretching, leaping 
to return an arching volley or a net-high slam. Great for singles, doubles or group play. 
Set includes 4 precision-balanced rackets of durable 3-piece lami 
nylon strings on countersunk frames; rubber-grip handles; 2 pi 

ited hardwood; 
shuttlecocks. 

Rugged vinyl volleyball, official size and weight: inflating needle. Таре bound. tarred 
net. 1¥ax20 feet long. Tubular aluminum А diameter poles. 6 feet high installed 
for volleyball; 8 ft. 8 in. high for badminton. Stakes, slides and ropes. Instructions. 
ӨМ 12311C Shipping weight 5 pounds 

6-player Croquet Set 
Fun for young and old alike. Includes 6 
colorfully striped hardwood mallet 
heads with 24-inch screw-in handles, 
varnished for long wear, 6 compressed. 
maple balls, each 3 in. in diametor 
color-coded to mallets; 10 steel wickets 
2 striped goal posts; hardwood rack 
with tubular steel uprights. Instruc- 
tions, Shipping weight 10 Ibs 
GN 12384C Se $9.95 

жеө 

4-player Horseshoes 
A folksy clanging, resounding over the 

the traditional ringing of steel 
st steel .. in parks, backyards, wher 

ever people gather to test their pitching 
skills and enjoy hours of easy-going exer 
cise. Official size and weight set includes, 
4 drop forged steel horseshoes. each 
ing 2%s Ibe. painted (2 silver, 2 blue) and 
numbered: 2 steel 24-inch stakes. Rules 
6N 12355C—Shpp wt 16 Ibe Set $9.83 



Tetherb ++ set it up in your 

| backyard for hours of outdoor fun 

we. And you don't need lots 
of room to play . . only а 20 foot diameter circle around tbe pole. Set in 

‚des: Scuff-resistant white vinyl tetherball—official size and weight; in- 
Gating needle. 714-foot nylon cord; reinforced ball-hook. 20 gauge 3-piece 
tubular steel pole, 114 inches in diameter: sinc-plated to resist rust; stands 
З feet 8 inches high anchored in 10-inch ground sleeve. Instructions included. 

| Bay it the easy way—order by phone. 
6 125530— Shipping weight 8 pounds. 3699 

Rubber Volleyball 
Sreat playing action on 

in any weather 

Red, white and blue rubber volleyball with rugged 
a for more uniform bal 

elve panels give greater all-round strength. 
Official size and weight ball built to last on any 
surface indoors or out Water and scuff-resistant. 
Includes inflating needle. Japan 

2336— Shipping weight 12 1599 

Rubber Soccer-Kickball 
For fast-action play on gravel or turf 

Official weight ball built to last on any 
door & Tough butyl rubber bladder is 

greater Shape retention and all- 
It protected by a water-and 

‚cuff-resistant, pebblegraine) rubber cover. In 
ting needle included. From Hong Kong 

6 N 12337— Shipping weight 1 рош 3629 

Four-Square Kickball 
reat for kickball . . other fast-paced game 

purpose ball i 
un. Red pebble-graln cover 

laminated vinyl has long-wearing cuff. 
int and water-resistant qualities & 

diameter. Includes an inflating needle and rule 
booklet for suggested games. 
6 N 12565— Shipping weight 1 pound. элэ 

RED 
Wars AND 

BLUE 
Heavy-duty 

Tetherball Set 

$899 
Built to take all the punishment 

you can dish out . . tubular steel 
1%-inch pole stands rigid 

through years of tc competition 
instalis with 10-in. tubvlor steel ground sleeve 
ог for a more solid base of support order with 

"Quick Anchor" [below]. Fast action in a small 
pace . . you need only 2 ameter circle for 

this fast-paced game for all ages. Ball whirls toward 
you—bat it back before it winds too far arous 
post. And this-heavy-duty set can take years of 
fast-action slams and tags 

Set includes: scuff-resistant vinyl ball—offical 
ise and weight; ind ing ncedle; 7}4-f00t nylon 

all hook. piece 1% gauge 
1M Inches in diameter, tapers to 114 inch 
bottom to acom ‘Quick Anchor i} 
(described below ed to тейи rust i} 
amd stands 8 feet 8 inches high 
Rules und instruction booklet included. Get thie 

bit of Christmas shopping doce just dial Seam i 
and order it richt now М | 
6 N I2566C— Shipping weight 8 pounds уд. 58.99 | 
Save 51.00 on Combination Tetherball Set [1) and | 
Quick Anchor (2), Seperaidy 811.98 | 
6 N 1256902 Shipping weight 12 pounds. S098 | | 

3) 

Quick Anchor" 

9 Gives any 134 inch diameter 
© pole a solid base of support 
without the mem and. incon 

teel "Quick Anchor” into 
in 1Sinch ground 

eve and then pole 
ts anchored securely, rigidi. 

EN 12559 Wi AT 5299 
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Portable 
free-standing 
Basketball 

Goal 

$3540 
from 7 feet 10 

an official 10 feet for 
growing youngsters. 
Stands up to enthusiastic 
backboard battling by back. 
yard ballplayers because of its 
1%a-in, galvanized steel pole 
and steel bracing. Rolls and 
stores on big. rubber 
galvanized metal anchor 
stakes prevent rolling while 

Painted backboard of ¥, in 
Maronite Presdwood® is 30x 
40 in. Ya-in. steel rim, &-loop. 
cotton net. Unassembled. In 
structions Recommended for 
6 to 12 year olds. 
EN 1881N—Wi оты. 02540 

N 6N 

This Outdoor 
Backboard sports 
a Weatherguard 
sealed finish of | 
baked-on enamel 

Vinyl-dipped rim and E 
no-rot polyethylene net = E 
add even more weather 
protection 

1 Masonite Presdwood® backboard 
first olltempered to minimize 

warping and cracking then covered 
with a weather resistant seal of baked: 
on enamel, Measures 35x48 inches 
Ya inches thick. Premounted Yeinch 
rim speeds installation. Includes 12. 
loop met. Vinyl dipped steel rim 
Brackets not included 
ON 1806N'— Sh wt 43 Pe... Set 83190 
2 Replocement боо! and Net set 

Vinylcoated steel rim. Mein 
thick. 12-loop cotton twine net 
ON 1871C- SpE wi 9 lin ws 
Replacement Net only. 12-loop nylon 
6 М 1829 Japan Wi Rot $200 

Backboard with cotton net 

52159 
3 Masonite Presdwond backboard. 

Mein. thick. ой tempered and 
enamel finished to resist weather 
Measures 25x48 inches .. "rin. steel 
rim. Includes 12 loop net 
6 М 1859N2—Shpe wt 44 the... $21.59 

Heavy gauge steel Mounting 
Brackets and Poles 

(4 ond 5 ) Bockboard Mounting Broch- | ots. Heavy gauge steel gives rm 
Stable support. Vinyl dipped hardware for resistance to wind and weather | Box of 2 
A, For walls post. 2 U-bolts included ET 
5 For slant root. Bolts not included. SN Eit W Lelie hn $828 
6 Sockboord Mounting Pole. The 

strongest, most massively rigid 
support we offer. Three section galvan- 
ined steel pole is 34; in. in diameter. 

1. long, Use with bracket (4! above. 
6м 1870N Shoe wt 72 a. 24179 

Leather 
Basketball N 

Shoes .. NBA “ 
approved N 

$1199 

Thickly cushioned insoles and ankle zone help ease foot-pounding 
punishment throughout an extended game. Lightweight uppers of 
supple tap-grain leather bend to prevent pinching. Whether you 
want to fast break or brake fast, court-gripping rubber outersoles provide traction that converts desire to action. White with black 
reinforcing stripes; rugged nylon stitching. Japan. D medium width 
only. Sizes 8D, 8Y4D, 9D, 9¥:D, 10D. 10%D. 11D. 12D. B, C and D 
width order regular size . E width order half sine larger 
Ө М TIBOTE — Shipping weight 2 pound мию 



CUT 12% Now in 5 new color combinations 

. . our most popular 
indoor-outdoor Basketball i 

JALU 

iom 62 a> 

. and at the same low price 

Was 7.99 

Our finest Basketball 
Tough enough for rough outdoor 
play, but with the 

feel of expensive leath 
7 Each Five Star ball sta 

$518 

Sports Carryall 

 Collegiote-style Basketball. Computerize 

$9.87 

Y Rookie Basketball. 5 

< m $495 (8) да, [Scars] 381 5 
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1 350:shot Repeater, Plastic stock: steel 
barrel and cocking lever; gravity-feed. 

Front and rear sights. 31 inches long. 
6 н 19009C—(Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.) 
2 700-shot Repeater. Plastic stock and 

forearm. Steel barrel; barrel loading port; 
gravity feed. Front and rear sights. 34%, 
inches long. 
6м 190120—¿Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.) 

3688 

75 

All BB Guns and Ammo shipped pre- 
Paid. Sears pays all transportation 
Costs from the catalog order plant to your 
Pickup point, which is either a Sears Cata. 
log Sales Store or Retail Store. 

З Safari Mark | Repeater. Concealed cock 
ing lever serves as trigger guard, Steel 

barrel. Woodgrained plastic stock and fore 
arm, checkered pistol grip. Contoured load. 
ing gate for Daisy BB tubes. Spring feed 240- 
shot magazine. Cross bolt safety. Adjustable 
rear sight, ramp front. 341, in. long. Includes. 
53532-10. poster of animals of Africa. 
6 н 19049C—(Shipping wt. $ lbs.) 

4 Red Ryder 700-shot Repeater. Com: 
plete with saddle ring, leather thong, and 

the famous Red Ryder Lariat signature 
burned right into the wood stock. Under bar- 
rel rapid loading port. Gravity feed. Post 
front, adjustable rear sight. 35 inches long. 
6 N 19048C—(Shipping wt 4 Ibs.) ..#14.95 

91195 

BB Gun Targets, BBs and Pellets 

5 Target Gallery. Non. 
electric target gallery 

has targets that move as 
you hit them, no batteries or 
electricity needed because 
you reset them yourself. 
Gallery includes 60 assorted 

Moving target 
with electric motor. In 

dudes paper targets—dis 
played, plus extras. Has 24 
floating ducks, 6 bell-ringer 
(stationary), and 4 revolv- 
ing side targets. Steel with 

Mery 7 Box of 5000 ва. Sk we ehe 
СА Bor 

Box ot approx. 1450 (Shoe we TID Sor). 
619313 Box алло 
Match grade BBs. (Not shown.) 
StS per box (WE IB. Son) ducks (paper), for targets corrugated cardboard back plus 2 extra background drop. Heavy duty motor; 9 19315 nnda scenes. 7 hits on side duck extra drive band included. — Y) CO: Powerens Box of 5. targets before resetting. 17%x13xó in deep. 110-120 „ут бо) 16 xL x1 Vin. v. AC, UL listed. LÀ Shipping weight 10 Ibs. Shipping weight 9 tbs. Ware. Pene Qi 6N 19284 41199 вм 19283 #1505 810507 

IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO PARENTS: Sears wil not sell or deliver A in states where the law allows the sale of sir gu 
uch purchases from Sears for th 
by phone. but not through the marl. You т 

rs Catalog Sales Store or Ratail Store. Federal gun ге; 

under 18 yoors of 
18. parents may mi 

Orders may be plac 
person at э 
AI sales sul 10 state and local laws 

children 
up your order in 
п is not required. 

(Let te 
BRAND 

BB Guns and 
Air Rifles with 

1-year immediate 
replacement guarantee 

The "Centennial" 
lever-action BB Repeater 

of with walnut grain look. 
ee, 
halfway on forward and half way on backstroke. 

horn rear sight with ramp front sight. Overall 
length 39 inches. 
6 М 19052C— (Shipping weight 5 pounds). $18.95. 

Dorado" 
combination BB Repeater 
and single-shot Pellet Gun 

32495 = 

You control power of each shot by number of 
edle toro 
tion rifle. Fires BBs from 100-shot reservoir or 
1177-1. pellets one at a time. 
Gold color receiver, Stock, forearm of walnut 

‘Rdjesable rear sight ramp fet seht Hei tear sight, ramp front fe 
Tone. For scope description see m (12) below. 
6N 19072C-Rifle only. (Wt. 5 bs)... 824.95 
Save $1 when you buy rifle and scope combi 
nation. Separately total 533.94. 

Rifle with 4X. 
6N 1837262 (Shoe. wt 6). 93294 

4X Scope. '/, inch diameter metal tube. Cross 
12 rese Adu erit 
6 N 53902—Shipping weight 14 ounces ....$8.99 

"The Citation" 
gas-operated BB Repeater 

32495 

Ted Williams BB gun Guarantee: Should any defect in material or workmanship occur during The first year from date of return it to Sears store in the U.S and wa will replace it free of charge 



1 The 
== Centennial 
== 

octagonal 
EM barrel 

Monte Carlo 
stock and 
cheek piece 
plus white line 

butte plate and 
pistol grip cap 

Our most powerful air rifle has the easiest 
А in because 

power 
lover for better leverage. 



Men's and Boys' Rink Skates 
Double-action chassis for forward-backward and 

side-to-side maneuvers, cone bearings, leather uppers 
1 Concealed cone bearings never touch each other . . smoother rolling and bet ter control than ball bearing skates below. Semi-precision plastic wheels. Dou: 
bie-action chassis allows smoother turns. Leather uppers flex to help prevent pinching. Sponge rubber padded tongue allows snug yet comfortable lacing. 
Lightweight aluminum footplates. Built-in toe stops. Long inside arch supports. 
Heel counters help prevent foot slippage. Composition rubber sole. Black 
"D" medium width only. Sizes 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. See size chart at 

right. Please slate size 
8N 23289F—Shipping weight 8 pounds 22999 

Double-action chassis for easy maneuvering 
smooth rolling ball bearings. . leather uppers 

Q Each rugged plastic wheel rolls smoothly on 16 ball bearings. Lightweight footplates of polished aluminum. Supple leather uppers. Polyurethane foam padded tongue. Toe stops. Composition rubber soles. Heel counters help keep feet from slipping, Black. "D" medium width only. Sizes 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. See size chart at right before ordering, Please sale size. 6н 23217F—Shipping weight 8 pounds 12399 
Side-to-side action chassis, vinyl uppers 

З Sixteen ball bearings in each plastic wheel. Easy-care vinyl uppers wipe clean with damp cloth. Aluminum footplates. Toe stops, Tongue, padded with poly urethane foam allows comfortably tight lacing. Composition rubber soles. Heel ‘counters. Black. “Р” medium width only. Sizes 4D, SD, 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D and 10D. ‘See size chart at right before ordering. Please taie ise 
6N 23215F—Shipping weight 8 pounds 

384 

115.89 

NOTE 

erm 

Дел 

Women's and Girl's 
Rink Skates 

Double action chassis for side-to-side and 
forward-backward maneuvers . . cone bearings 

4 Concealed cone bearings don't touch each other, minimizing 
friction, for a smoother, better controlled ride than skates be- 

low, Semi-precision plastic wheels. Double action chassis means 
smoother turns. Leather uppers give flexible ankle support 
Sponge rubber padded tongue for tight yet comfortable lacing. 
Aluminum footplates. Built-in toe stops. Long inside arch sup- 
porta. Heel counters help prevent foot slippage. Composition sole. 
White. "B" medium width only. Sizes 6B, 7B, 88, 9B, 10B. Sis 
sise. See size chart 
6н 23389F— Shipping weight 8 pounds 

Double-action chassis for easy maneuvering . . 
smooth-rolling ball bearings, leather uppers 

5 Plastic wheels roll smoothly on 16 ball bearings, Lightweight 
footplates of polished aluminum. Leather uppers, Polyure- 

thane foam padded tongue. Toe stops. Composition rubber soles. 
Heel counters help keep feet from slipping. White. 
"B" medium width only. Sizes 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B, 11B. See 

chart below. Slate site when ordering. 
6 N 23317F—Shipping weight 8 pounds 12399 

Side-to-side action chassis, vinyl uppers 
6 Sixteen ball bearings in each plastic wheel. Easy-care vinyl 

uppers stay bright with damp cloth cleaning. Aluminum foot- 
plates. Toe stops. Tongue padded with polyurethane foam to al 
low snug yet comfortable lacing. Composition rubber soles. Heel 
counters. White. "B" medium width only. Sizes 4B, SB, 6B, 7B, 8B, 
ЭВ. See size chart below before ordering. Please stale sise. 
6 м 23315F—Shippin weight 8 pounds 

7 Gold.color Skate Case. Sturdy plywood frame, scuff resistant 
vinyl cover. Protective metal corners, firmly attached plastic 

handle, nickel. plated hardware. Two locks give plenty of security. 
Keys included. Holds 1 pair. 13/x167/36 inches. 
6 N 23073— Shipping weight 4 pounds. ........... 

8 Red. white and blue Skate Case. All plywood veneer with 
handsome vinyl cover. Tongue and groove closure helps keep. 

out dust, dirt. Reinforced corners and firmly attached plastic han- 
die. 2 locks add security . . keys incl. Holds 1 pair 13x16x7'%4n. 
5 N 2307 4— Shipping weight 4 pounds... 

. 9594 

Girl's Sidewalk Skates 
Y Skates with steel wheels. On, laced and ready to go in sec- 

ооф»... no keys to lose, no clamps to fuss with. Heavy gauge 
steel wheels with ball bearings to smooth your ride. Easy-clean. 
vinyl uppers. Composition rubber soles. Uppers from Taiwan, 
Medium width only. If shoe size is full size, order your usual size, 
If shoe size is a half size order next full size larger. Youth sizes: 12, 
13, 1,2, 3, 4, $,6, 7, & Please slate vise 
6 м 23103F—White. Shipping weight 5 pounds 

10 Skates with oversize composition wheels. Greater stabili 
ty than most ordinary skates because wheels in both front 

and rear pairs are set wider apart. 16 ball bearings per wheel 
Vinyl uppers: comfort-cushioned insole, Composition rubber 
soles. Uppers from Taiwan. Med, width only. If shoe size is fall 
size, order your usual size. If shoe size is half size, order next fuil 
sige larger. Youth sizes: 12, 13, 1,2, 3,4, $, 6,7, & Slate sise. 

1599 

6 N 23105F—White, Shipping weight $ pounds. 59.95 

HOW TO DETERMINE SHOE SKATE SIZE 

Lut en mat ene ia sechs OD OQ RO EN m 
T TT Jost sony $ Ion e Lee RITTER TE T io үшүп ns Im з 
luo «n [sb 30 роуа ja EHE IEEE! 

EXE b 6/70 170) 8 тюгю юрю ию 100 pnia tan ко ко 70 [zo | o ao] ю | 30 |o 10 | io |o | 120 o [70 m Jo | wo || ю [ию | ioo 100 10 | 120| i20 
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Firefly Skates 
add a bit of sparkling color 

to your rink skating fun 

$1879 ur: 

| 

Color-bright Rink Skates 
with Naugalon* vinyl uppers that 

need no polishing . . stay bright and 
shining with easy-wipe cleaning 

‘Shimmering color won't wear off these uppers... glitter flecks are 
locked in by a tough layer of crystal clear vinyl. Polyu 
foam padded tongue allows comfortably secure lacing. Built-in 
heel counter helps prevent foot slippage that might cause loss of 
control or blisters. 

Single action cushion chassis for easy side-to-side maneuvering. 
Each plastic wheel rolls smoothly on 16 Ба bearings, Aluminum 
footplates and c mounted toe stops are color-coordinated 
with uppers. Durable composition rubber soles. Women's and 

6B, 7B, 8B, and 9B. See size chart on facing page belore ordering. 
When ordering, state sie. 
62333 1F— Red Firefly. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs 11879 
6 N 23333F—Gold-color Firefly, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs 1879 

[Sears] 385 



ZIP-FIT Skates 
Slip them on any shoe 

in a jiffy. . need no key 

for adjustment 

Comfortable foam 
rubber ankle pad 

Toe pieces with foam 
padding hold tight 

‘even on sneakers 

with steel wheels 

Just lift the quick-adjust damp and to your size shoe . . one size fits 
All. Steel frame adjusts from 77/, to 9'/, inches long. Adjustable leather strap 
has sponge rubber cushion. Big metal toe piece takes plenty of wear . . 
holds all widths of shoes, all kinds of shoes, no key needed. Rugged steel 
hen ua ac cr ше nd er al rar coc 
Tor smooth skating. sirap, GN 25124 Shiping wech 3 pounds 4 ounces —"! 

Outdoor Zip-fit Skates $ 397 

Trainer 5199 
Skates 

л Ideal for the young ones Indoor-Outdoor Zip-fit Skates $699 steel frame adjusts from 6% 
with rubber wheels to 84 inches long. Stee! 

‘wheels 
‘One size fits all push-pull steel frame adjusts from 8 to 10%, inches. Rubber = Laced leather toe strap. 
tired wheels гой smoothly, quietly on ball bearings. Red plaid ankle pads and leather ankle strap. No 
‘cushioned with soft foam rubber. Adjustable leather straps. Foam rubber key required. 
padded toe pieces adjust for a secure fit . . no key needed. Skates bold tight Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
on any shoe. Gold color. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 6м 23109 1199 
6N23141— Shipping weight 5 pounds 1699 

Hockey Kings* . . specially built for street hockey Boy's Outdoor 
Shoe Skates 

1 Built with an extra strong chassis that stands up to the roughest 
hockey games. Steel wheels roll smoothly on heavy-duty ball 

bearings. Black vinyl uppers with brown vinyl trim. Tendon guard 
for extra protection plus a squared toe. Double-layer eyelets for 
secure lacing. Double-layer back stay contoured for better fit at heel 
and around ankle. Composition rubber soles. Steel axle, foot sup- 
port truck: 
Medium width only. If regular shoe size is full size, order usual 

size. If regular shoe size is half size, order next full size larger. Youth 
sizes 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7. Slate size whem ordering. 
6 N 23152F Shipping weight 5 pounds 19.09 

Roller Derby Street King" Skates 
with rugged steel wheels 

2, Just step into them and lace them up . . no keys or clamps to 
fuss with. Steel wheels roll smoothly on ball bearings. High-cut 

vinyl uppers are easy to clean, just wipe with a damp cloth. Compo- 
sition rubber soles. Hugging heel counters help prevent slipping 
heels, mean better traction. Axles and foot-supporting trucks are 
made of rugged steel 
Medium width. If regular shoe size is full size, order usual size. If 

half size, order next full size larger. Black. Uppers made in Taiwan. 
Youth size 12, 13, 1, 2, 3.4, 5, 6, 7, ot 8, Slate nie 
6м 231027 Shipping weight $ pounds +599 



GET YOUR FREE COPY 
RB of Sears New 
uu m 

à Featuring the widest. 
selection of winter-time 
sports equipment and 

aUbi accessories in our 
plete selection of 

Skiing Equipment history 

Figure skates and 
outfits 

Hockey skates, uniforms 
and equipment 

$659 51299 

Nylon oxford Ski Gear 
Bags hold every! 

you need to go 
to the slopes in style 

TEP Sears 387 



ICE SKATES 
FOR THE 
WHOLE O 
FAMILY === 

Naugalon* vinyl uppers lined in cotton flannel 

inc plated, hollow ground tempered Japanese steel blades. РЫМ lining for added 
‘comfort and warmth. Composition soles Arch supporting counter and reinforced toe 

Men's and boys’ Hockey Skates provide better üt. Men's boys black. Women's and girls white 
with rugged Naugalon® vinyl uppers Men's "D" medium width. Sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. See chat 

) EN 10206F- State size when ordering. Shipping weight 4 pound 3379 
ERN Ман» wich op» Boy. Medium width. Sizes 1, 2, 3, and 4. See note below left. State sise. 

6 н 10126F--Shipping weight 3 pounds 11.69 
bular Japanese steel blades. Women's. “B” medium width, Sizes SB, 6B, 7B, ХВ, 9B, and 10B. See size chart. 

Full sige reinforced tendon 6 N 103065 —Stol sie when ordering. Shipping weight 4 pounds 313,79 
= = zu protection. Girls’. Medium width. Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4. See Boys Girls" size note below left. "aam cushioned tongue. 6 N 10136F— Slot size whew ordering. Shipping weight 3 pounds илз 

Men's. "D^ medium width uud. cus 
only. 8ше SD, 6D, 7D, 8D, 
9D, 10D, 11D. See “How to Ps De Эйс sias" chart below, laugalon* vinyl uppers need no polishing 

State sie. Zinc plated, hollow ground polished Japanese tempered steel blades. Polyurethane 
Shp. wt. 4 lbn. 2 or, foam padded tongue. Compoxition sole Firm arch supporting, counter, reinforced 
кзг 1299 toe. Cushion sock liner. Men's, boys" black. Women's and gir! white 

 . Soper peg Men's. "D" medium width. Sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, and 11D. See size chartای
co ee Se Kon ta EN 10201F— Slate ior when ordering. Shipping weight 4 Ibm 2 ов. 310.98 
rom 1957 Boys’. Medium width. Youth sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, See note bottom left. 

6 N 1OL29F- State vise eben ordering. Shipping weight 3 pounds 99 
Women's. “В” medium width. Sizes 5,6, 7, 8, 9. See chart below let. 
EN YO30F— Slate rite when ordering. Shipping weight 4 Ie. 2 oz 105 
Girls’. Medium width only. Sines 1, 2,3, 4. See note below left 

OE size CHARTS EN 10139F--State sise when ordering. Shipping weight 3 pounds. E 
Y you plan to wear heavy socks, order a size larger 

Beginners' Skates with single or double blades 

3 Imported sincplated steel blades. Vinyl uppers. Composition cemented outsole 
ЕЕ КЫ From Taiwan. Medium width. If regular shoe siae is full size, order usual sire. I ETE MESES alae 

[alex] s [9] 9 ox] 1 6 N 10125F — Shipping weight 2 pounds. 33.97 

Blode gvords. Plastic, fit all size skates. Package of 2, 
388 [Sears] u 4 6 N 10091 —Shipping weight 4 ounces. Package 99c 
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Walnut finish 6-gun Mediterranean-style 
hardwood Cabinet 8-gun Cabinet 

+779 312455 
Crafted in sturdy hardwood. | Select hardwood with sides and 

inch thick glass doors slide inside back finished in oak ve- 
оп plastic track for almost dust- neer for natural beauty. Felt 
free closure. Doors and drawer — lined barrel and stock pits. 7, 
lock simultaneously . . keys in- inch glass doors slide on plastic 
duded. Store ammunition in 7 — track for virtually dust-free clo- 
cubic foot capacity drawer. sure. Large drawer holds am- 
Felt-lined stock pits and barrel munition and other hunting 
racks help protect gun finishes, gear. Drawer and doors lock 
Compact design measures separately. Drawer has -cubic 

61 4x24x10 inches deep, Cabi- foot capacity. Holds guns up to 
net can accommodate guns up 52 inches long. Guns not includ. editerranean-style Gun Cabinets 
Ei long. Que nt in- s 'Ax12*/, inches deep. Greater capacity. more storage space than any other 

Shipping weight 67 Ibs. Shipping weight 94 Ibs. cabinet we sell. . enough room for up to 
6N21181N 17195. 6N21211N $124.95 12 guns plus à big storage area with built-in shelf 

919995 е 517995 
T x Solid oak and oak veneered hardwood cabinetry hand finished in eight careful 

" Ready-to-finish steps to help protect and preserve wood . . add a deep, long-lasting shine. Sepa 
8-gun Cabinet rate locks for upper sliding glass doors and storage compartment mean double 

security for guns and accessories. Glass doors slide smoothly on plastic track yet 
$ 95 fit snugly to help seal out dust. Felt-lined stock pits and barrel racks help prevent 

1 un finishes from scratches. Holds guns up to 52 inches long (not included), 
| Heavy brass hardware with antique finish, Sent assembled, 

Display your favorite guns 
ın a campaign style cabinet 12-gun Cabinet measures 10-gun Cabinet measures 

AXIS x13 in. deep. 40У х1йх11%- — x2 x13in. deep with Mx1Sx12-in 
you've finished yourself in. storage area. storage area. 

6н21158м-5һре. wt 179166. $199.95 — 6N21157N—WL 151 Jbs....9179.95 
plements almost any room de- 
cor, Glass door locks securely 
Locking drawer has plenty of 

| шшш. 
| 

| room for ammunition and other Hardwood Archery Rack 
Fig acer Soc pe und hd Pie y Ы ' 3T. 
guns. Holds guns up to 48 un" 
Brena tons tat еды Menta dandy und strive way lo 

(41 13%, inches deep. 3 your ̂  and PP in Le | 

Pine construction. Shipped as. well organized way. Rack is made of L ж | 
а ые ipped solid hardwood and handsomely fin | | ее 

Sg seh юм. cenas 
P" 6N21228N 15995 stored upside-down in the rack with | .y 

| Points tucked ia sins „эш 
| @ | „Sterns NOTE: |. le ои 

sent by motor carner or express cluded), Measures 24,232 inches high. 
L Бен ага Pe James 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
6N23251C 2597 
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Table Fette de 

FOR PLAY 

Close-mesh 
nylon netting gives 
player-line response 

Deluxe 
Aluminum 
Racket 

. Quality Paddle Ball Equipment ZT. 
1 Aluminum. Deluxe high performance 

| racket of finest quality anodized alum- 
imum. Reinforced throat. Nylon strung 
for greater ball action. Genuine leather 
grip and wrist strap. Official sise. Japan. 
6 N 12206—Shpy. wt. 10.02. $14.99 

Q Wood. Fine quality racket of tough 
7-ply hardwood, Wood face has 60 

drilled holes and is encircled with a heavy 
rubber edge for durability. Leather grip 
and wrist strap. Official size. 
6 N 12205— Spy. wt. 1 Ib з 

GIFTS FOR 

Compact Table Tennis Table 
needs М less floor area 
than standard tables 

. «includes playback top 

Minch top. 

$3597 $4497 

Compact 3 ft. 9 in. x 6 ft 9 in. table fts easily in 9x124oot 
room. Superamooth top of rein-ílled particle board gives 
lively ball action. Triple-coated non-glare green finish is pre 
striped. Sturdy Linch tubular steel legs are zinc-plated gal 
vanized steel; oor caps protect floor. 30 inches high. Table 
ends fold up, bolt securely into playback angle. Table rolls оа 
Zinch casters for easy storage. Sent partially assembled by 

express, Order scaled-to-site mel and puddler motor carrie 
seporately, bal 
6 N 26006%- 
6 N 26007 

53597 
4.97 

ch lep. Shipping weight 
(inch lop. Shipping weight 

З pounds 
7 pounds. 

Toble Tennis Set for Table (above) only. 4 sturdy, Sly 
paddles with handsome walnut finished handles. Pebble-grain 
rubber faces. 4S-inch net, 2 clamps, 4 balls, rules 
6 N 26057 Shipping weight 5 pounds $5.99 

Improve your 
tennis, paddleball 
skills at home . 

Tennis Rebound net 
7x8-foot unit can be set up 

almost anywhere in minutes 
to be your practice partner. 

Specially: designed for practice in limited s 
Sharpen your tennis or paddleball skills 
between trips to the court. Close mesh 
ting gives a playertike response, actually giving 
seconds” delay to the ball return. Black tape 

designates court net height for serving and ball 
placement practice. 14-inch tubular steel frame 
with adjustable tension strap for varying length 

speed of return. Ideal as a backstop for 
be used {rom both sides at 

lly assembled by motor 
this bit of Christmas 
Sears and order it right. 

lon net 

shopping done — ju 

6 N 122030 Shipping weight 15 pounds, ..$24.88 

Paddle 
Balls 

Package cf 
three 

: Paddle balls. High qual- 
ity rubber compound as- 
sures trae performance. 
Regulation blue color. 
24 inches in diameter. 
Package of 3. Buy it the 
easy way—order by 
phone. From Japan. 

Shpg. wt. pkg. 4 oz. 
6 12207, ...Pkg. $1.99 



THE SPORTSMAN 

‘color. Stakes 
6н 78005L- weight 35 pounds. 

2 Frome Gee Made of 1814 ounce сты. For tent (1) bere 

Tent Case. Made of 13.13-ounce Е зот 
A кыйрай гон 

Pack Rods with carrying cases 
arate into 5 sections for easy ci 

(4 and 5) Light action tubular 
measure 5%, 

‘ome plated stainless steel 
Brass-plated fer 

with n) 

4 Spinning Pack Rod. 
Shipping weight 1 po 

630574 

5 Spin Casting Pack Rod. 
Shipping weight 1 po 

4 

Vernished Paddle. Made of selec 
6N 64859C—S reight 2 p 

Inflatable Vinyl Boats 
* Stow and transport in your car trunk 
* Resilient shell materials and air chambers help. 

cushion against crashing impacts 

an Boat. "Тһе Dol- J} One-Man Boat. Inflates 
lesigned to take easily for great fun in the. 

rough waves. Lightweight for water. Measures 40 inches wide 
easy transporting. Rigid inflat- and 60 inches long when deflat 
able bottom for added comfort. ed. Tough vinyl construction 
Includes full wrap-around tow with built-in inflatable floor 
торе and oar locks. Oars not in- Stable, lightweight and maneu- 
cluded, order at bottom left. Mea. — verable. Yellow and blue. In- 
sures 52x83 inches when deflated. cludes full wrap-around tow 
Orange body, orange and blue in- горе and repair kit. Paddle not 
terior. Repair kit included. Japan. — included; order at left. Japan. 
Shipping wt. 11 Ibs. Shipping weight 6 pounds, 
667125 $2099 6N57124 1199 

¿ses [Sears] 391 



ALL BIKES ON. 
THESE TWO PAGES 

ARE 
REFLECTOR. 
EQUIPPED 

FOR | 
BETTER VISIBILITY 

SEE PAGE 394 

Cut 51 
Boys’ 20-inch 
single-speed 
Spyder Bike 

Move out for a smooth ride on this bright red bike with the sleek spyder styling. 
Support bar and power-grip handlebar are chrome-plated to resist rust. Black 
vinyl banana seat. Rear coaster brake delivers smooth stops on any terrain, 

inch rear tire really hugs the road. Mid-weight 20e1,7S-inch front tire. 
White-painted rims front and rear, Pedal to seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 
inches. Reflectorized for greater visibility. 
6N 47656N—Shipping weight 38 pounds......... 

Transform your Spyder, youth 
or adult lightweigh 

racing bike with this 
Lightweight Conversion Kit 

529.95 

*Speedometer • Tachometer 
+ Mileage Meter. . glowing fluorescent dial 
Large hooded 3-in, face means fine calibration, greater ac 
curacy. Shows speeds up to 40 mph, mileage to 99999 
miles, wheel rpm's. Raceratyle dial mounts on handlebar 
stern, drive wheel on front wheel hub. Black high-impact 
plastic housing. Instructions, fittings inel. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
© N 48819— For 16-in. front wheel +649 
6 N 48815—For Win front wheel 649 
6 н 48816— For 24 and 26-in. front wheels 649 
6 N 48817—For 27-in. front wheel 849 

to a sleek 

Everything you need to give your lightweight or Spyder a new look. Kit in. 
cludes: racing-style handlebar, two racing-style pedals (not shown), 2 black 
racing plugs and 7 yards of black handlebar tape, black padded racing saddle with coll spring support for a smoother ride. Fits most bikes. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
6 м 49045—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces 

392 m 
E 's Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 

5.SPEED SPYDER 

Our finest, fastest 

Boys’ 20-inch Bike 

Five-speed derailleur lets you 
DOUBLE your speed 

as you gear up from 1st to 5th 
without pedaling any faster 

$5995 
1 Speed Spyder with gear ratios from 34 to 68, pedals 

easily over all terrains. Lemon-lime frame with sham- 
rock green overspray and chrome-plated scoop fenders. 
Black and lemon-lime glitter vinyl banana seat, padded for 
extra comfort. Front and rear caliper handbrakes. Billboard 
tires . . 20x2.125-inch rear; 20x1.75-inch front. 

Chrome-plated support bar, rims, chain guard and spoke 
protector. Pedal to seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 inches 
Reflectorized for better visibility, Get this bit of Christmas 
‘shopping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
6 м 47694N—Shipping weight 47 pounds 959,95 

A NOTE ABOUT GEAR RATIOS 
LOW GEAR, as in а car. 1s for starting out and М! climbing 
Tires revolve fewer timos for each time you pedal. This 
means resistance ts minimal and pedaling i ester 

The lower your lowest gear 14. the easier your starts and 
hill climbing will be 
HIGHER GEARS incre 
for each time you pi 
range wil 
out pedaling any faster 
Tho higher your highest gear is. the faster your bike wil go 

with a minimum amount of pedaling 

ase the numi 
lal Shifting through 

low you to increase the speed of the bıke with- 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES 
All bikes are sant motor carrier or express in “long packs 
wheols fully assembled on frame You need only тата! seat, 
pedals. handiei Catalog Sales 
Offices will catalog-ordered 
bike for only а small service charge. 

20-inch, single-speed 
Boys’ Spyders with banana seats 

and high-rise handlebars 

For a fun-filled ride, take to the road on this 
Spyder with white rally stripes on front 

Matching magenta banana seat is padded viny 
bumpy ride. Blackwall front and rear tires: 20s 

S-inch regular front. 
ted support bar, high-rise handlebar and rims resist 
ster brake. Pedal to seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 

inches, Reflectorized for better visibility 
6 N 47668N—Shipping weight 39 pounds 

liant magenta 
id rear fenders. 

a softer, less 
inch knobby 

14298 

З The free spirit Spyder . . a blaze of red, white and blue with 
y chrome-plated fenders. White circular power chain 

guard looks sharp and helps keep pants cuffs away from chain. 
Blue padded vinyl banana seat trimmed in white gives a smooth. 

ride. 20x2.125-inch rear cheater slick tire grabs the 
20x1,75-inch whiteline front tire is narrower to reduce fric 

tion. Rear coaster brake. Rust-resistant support bar, rim 
high-rise handlebar with white grips. Pedal to seat span adjusts 
from 24 to 32 inches. Fully reflectorized to make you more visible 
when riding. Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to 
order by telephone. 
6 N47677N—: pping weight 42 pounds 34750 



Soft, padded banana seat 
lora more comfortable nde 

Friction reducing. 
narrow-ndth front tire. 

5-speed derailleur lets you 
adjust wheel to any of 

5 ratios trom 34 to 68 for 
‘easiest possible pedaling 

Extra-wide cheater 
slick rear tire for 
digin traction 

5-speed Screamer! 
with 20-inch rear tire 

16-inch front tire 

Yellow-taped butterfly op 
fenders, and support bar. Black vinyl banana seat. Pedal to 
seat span adj 2 
8N47537N 



Sharp Spyder styling 
from their high-rise 
handlebars to the 

banana seats 

Girls’ 20-inch single-speed Spyder 
A girls’ bike you accessorize the way you like . . add a 
basket (below) or radio (page 393). Blue metallic finish 
with white vinyl banana seat. Rear coaster brake. 
Chrome-plated support bar, handlebar, 

Front and rear tires are 20x1.75-inch on white paint 
‘ed wheel rims. Reflectorized for better visibility. Pedal 
to seat span adjusts 24 to 32 inches. Why not pick up 
the phone and order it? 
6 N 47616N—Shipping weight 38 pounds ..*29.95 

All Sears bikes are 
fully reflectorized . . you can 

be seen from any angle 

Two amber Reltecive sirip 
Girls’ 20-inch single-speed Spyder т-с A س ا 
Gleaming chrome-plated fenders resist rust 

rear Cheater slick tre holds the road 
Move out on this red, white and blue free spirit. 20x1.75-inch rear Cheater slick tire; 
20x1.75-inch whiteline front tire. Vinyl banana seat is padded for extra comfort. Bright 
chrome-plated rims, fenders, handlebar and support bar resist rust. White circular power 
‘chain guard. Rear coaster brake. Bike may be ordered with white woven vinyl basket with 
raily-colored plastic flowers and leather buckle straps (basket from South Korea). Pedal to 
seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 inches. Reflectorized, 
6 м 47578N2—Bike with Basket. Shipping weight 43 pounds 949.50 
6N 47577N—Bike only. Shipping weight 41 pounds 450 

Fender racing stripes 

and knobby tire add a 
"racer" look to this 

20-inch single-speed 

4495 zz. 
Knobby 2011.75-ach knobby Woven vinyl Bike Baskets 
weight front tire put plenty of (1 and 2) Colored Baskets. Mount easily with buck- 
rubber on the road for good trac led leather straps. Water-resistant vinyl baskets are 
tion, easier maneuvering. Rear splashed with gaily-colored plastic flowers. Both are 

Se MS 
posl Who and МЕТОНИ 

ee кш EL ed Eae tul act 
T Eee T. b» COE Se ae 
6N47568N $4295 6 N 48492— Shipping weight | Ib. 1 oz. 1299 



Boys’ and Girls’ 24-inch 
Single-speed Lightweight 
with rear coaster brake 

Sharp double-bar frames with bright paint jobs; 
boys’ bike in lemon-lime and green, girls in tur- 
quoise and yellow. Flashy chrome-plated fenders 
оп both styles. Rear coaster brakes for fast, se- 
cure stops. Slim 24x1%-inch blackwall tires. 
Rust resistant chrome-plated handlebars, circu- 
lar chain guards, wheel rims and sprockets. Re- 
flectorized so you're more visible as you ride. 

Padded vinyl saddle, black for boys’ bike, 
white for girl‘. Pedal to seat span adjusts from 
29% to 33У, on boys’ bike, 26%, to 30% inches on. 
girls. Girls’ bike may be ordered with woven vi 
nyl basket with gaily-colored plastic flowers 
(basket from South Korea). 
6N 45573N—Boys' Bike. Wt. 45 Ibs. ....949.95 

6N— Girl Bike, WL 42 lbs. .... 49.95 
with Basket. 

6 № 455 19N2—Shipping weight 44 Ibs... 51.95 
SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: All 
bikes are sent motor carrier or express in “long 
packs” . . wheels are fully assembled on frames. 
You need only install seat, pedals, handlebar and 
kickstand. Most Sears Catalog Offices will ar 
range for assembly of your catalog-ordered bike 
for only a small service charge. 

Mounting piece bolts to handlebar, 
just unlock radio to take it along 

all bikes. Taiwan. 
6N 4B146—Shpg. wt 11b. 1202. .....81424 

YOUTH 
LIGHTWEIGHTS 
with 24-inch lightweight tires 

gears and our best center-pull caliper handbrakes 

10-speed derailleur gears from 29 to 86 make shifting precise . . accelerating easier, Center-pull 
brakes grip wheels evenly for smoother stops and less tire wear. Handlebar-mounted dual-position 
brake levers. Mx1%%cinch blackwall tires on 17-in. steel free spirit frame. Chrome plated circular 
chain guard, spoke protector, wing nut and wide flange front hub. White taped racing handlebar 
helps you cut wind resistance. Black padded vinyl racing saddle. Pedal to scat span adjusts from 
297, to 33% inches, Fully refiectorized so you're more visible. 
6 м 45595N— Shipping weight 45 pounds 977.50 

This 24-inch Boys’ 10-speed sports our finest derailleur 97750 

You get 2 braking 
systems for smooth 
stops on this Girls" 
24-inch, 3-speed 

56622 
Rear coaster brake and rear 
safety handbrake. Handlebar 
mounted brake and shift levers. 
Gear ratios from 49 to 92. White. 
pearlescent-finish frame. Blue 
fenders with white racing stripe. 
24x1%r inch whiteline tires. 
Chrome-plated handlebar, 
bubs, rims. Vinyl seat. Pedal 10 
‘seat span adjusts from 20%, to 
30%, inches. Reflectorized. May 
be ordered with white woven vi- 
nyl basket with colored flowers. 
(from South Korea). 
Bike with Basket. 
6N45529N2-Wt 46 Ibs.»66.95 

Єй. 44 lbs. „86475 



16 and 20-inch FIRST BIKE | 2 E 
With detachable training wheels » 3 pa and tires that can't go 

For Girls. . 16-inch "SUGAR "№ SPICE 

For Boys. . 16-inch “TRAIL BIKE”. . chopper-style handlebars These 20-inch First Bikes $4, 4,95 and long, wide cycle-style saddle for a fast, smooth trail bike look “grow” with your child 

ke features includ 
action coaster bra 

N— Boys’. Ship 
Giris’. Shi 

Reflectorized Bike Safety Light 
2-sided light straps on with Velcro® £ 

looks like a circle of light as y 
Plastic. Uses 2 "C" batteries. 
6 48041— Japan. Spe wt. Joz ...9239 
~D*-size batteries. 1.5-volt 
34 N4663- Wr each 4 oz. rate 

Deluxe Generator Light Set 
Generator is turned by spinning bike wb 
produce 12 volts of electricity for the lights. 
Chrome-plated to resist rust. High and 
headlis inches in diameter. 
unit and red plastic tail 
wheel. Fits all bikes. E 
6N 48111—Japan. Shpg. 



16-inch CONVERTABIKES 
All 3 easily convert 

include де 
boys' or girls' styles 

ng wheels 

The 16-inch Lightweight 
A single-speed. styled just like a racer 

with racing-&t ndiebar and tires 

Lightweight hot green frame sports a center bar that can be re 
moved to make it a girls bike. Racing-style saddle is padded. 
Non-inflatable 16x17 їп. ic tires. Taped handle 

guard and short 
to seat span 

ning wheels. Reflectorized. 
ds $34.95 

Hot blue 
Convertabikes 

Raise center bar ap 
4-year old. Blue bi 

The FREE SPIRIT. . sleek Spyder styling with 
high-rise handlebar and comfortably padded banana seat 

ires can't go flat. 
indiebar, metal seat. Reflectorized. 

30 pounds $27.95 
Chrome plated 
6N 4788 1L— Shipping weiz 

SHIPPING NOTE f for both pages: B. 

Bike Book Bags 
2 Roomy 14x14-inch bag 

f onto your back like a 
straps. Bright silkscreen design. Sea 

H stitched for greater durability 
Y 6 N 48568—Bi 6 N 48566— Kissie face 

6 м 48567. 6 N 48565— "Ride on" 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 9299 

250 [Sears] 397 



Putting Game lets you | 
"play" drives, ap- 
proaches and putts 
all with putter! 
Tally scores just as in 
regular golf 
Includes 12x80-inch 
Turfam* mat, back- 

Putting Trainers with 
automatic ball return 

stops,  ball-position Full-size natural cup model Flat “cup” model . . save 
markers duplicates cup on green when you buy set 

tting acc. 9 Seperete prices totol $12.98; save ] Help him períect hi 
h $3.00 when you buy return, mat, and 

Pus 

x9-ft теп poly 
110-v. AC. Instructions. Ball. club, not incl 
Buy it the easy way 
6N B2944- 
6 N 82942. 

Adult Starter Set 
with 7 Clubs, Golf Bag 

Youth Starter Set Buy Combination, Save 53.84 
with 

4 Clubs, Golf Bag 

$2495 

Wh 

Game provides hours of fun 
patting skill, Object t 

x cups, Direc 

3 and 5 irons. and putter 

82201C - Gel Bog oniy. Shy 



Our exclusive TR VII Fish Call attracts fish 
with light, sonic sound, and attractor pellets 

Tackle Box 
Six cantilever-action trays, 36 roomy 
compartments. (Open view above right). 
Tongue and groove construction. Safety 
latch helps prevent spills. Cycolac® plas- 
tic, red, white and blue leather-like finish. 
Stainless steel hardware won't rust. 
1558187, in. 
6N34431— Sbpg. wt 4 Iba. 

Bus M Rod Holder 
The proper way to store rods is to hang 
them, eliminating tension that could ruin. 
them. Hardwood plaque mounts on wall; 
hardwood included. Holds up to 5 rods. 
Fruitwood finish; 1846 inches. 
6N 30028—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

1999 

2595 

Actual photo, taken 
during tests conduc 
өй by Jacques Cou 
тези groui 
ny. the Cent 

Call operates 3 ways for maximum effectivencss—emits sonic sound and light 
and includes attractor pellets. Especially effective when all 3 techniques are 
combined, since all fish are not attracted by the same method. 
To use, simply drop clear plastic transducer into water, One battery sends 

Filleting Board, Knife Set 
Deeply grooved board has metal power 
jaw to keep fish from slipping . - frees 
both hands for filleting. Styrene construc 
tion for easy cleaning . . won't bold odor. 
24x6 in. Knife designed to help both nov 
ice and experienced. Leather sheath. 
6 м 39029C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ‚Set 47.95 

302piece $1297 
Fishing Kit 

Complete with everything you need. 
Two reels. Open-face Hawk spinning reel: 
Closed face Astro-spin casting reel. Both 
prewound with monofilament line. 
Two rods, one pole. 5'/, foot, 2-piece, fiber 
glass spinning rod with 10-inch cork han. 
Фе. 4-foot, 1-piece, fiber glass spinning rod 
with cork-inlaid plastic handle. 6-foot, 2 
section bamboo pole. 
Tackle and gear. Tackle box for 6 lures, 2 
vinyl worms, 6 cork hook guards, 2 nylon 
leaders, 48 BB shot, 12 clincher sinkers, 6 
snap swivels, trolling rig, 2 plastic floats, 
200 Falcon books, 6 snelled books, minnow 

fish, Immedi 
fore this shot was 
fon. there war 

out sonic sound waves; seven-point selector dial allows you to choose desired 
sound frequency from 10-100 C.P.S. Second battery activates light. (Bulb is 
guaranteed for lifetime of fish call.) Non-toxic pellets included. 

Use in both salt and fresh water. While fish call will success 
to your area, you still must use your skill to catch them. 

Electronically transistorized. Control box is 1x1,x4 inches. Operates on 2 
penlite batteries; included. “Secrets of Successful Fisking” booklet and instruc 

ly attract fish 

nto operation, these 
fish swarmed to ares 

+ Sounds a beeper. flashes light when 
fish swim thru electronic depth pattern 

* Quick check of dial tells you 
the depth of fish 

516900 

With use, you'll soon be able to tell type of bottom 
you're over, identify a school of fish or a single 
‘one, and recognize what type of underwater obsta- 
cles are near. Can be pre-set to beep at certain 
depths for fish-finding or as a navigation aid. 

Reads to pinpoint accuracy up to 120 ft: reads 
up to 240 feet under favorable conditions. Effective 
even thru ice. Compact, 6x8%,x6% in. high 
weighs less than $ Ibs. without batteries. Complete 
ly enclosed, splash-proof plastic case. Transducer, 
gunwale mounting bracket. Runs on 2 six-v. dry 
се] batteries: not incl.—eee below. 
© N 62777C2— Shipping weight 7 Iba. $169.00 

tions included. NOTE: Fe 
ries or State Conserv: 
6н 39247—Shipping weight 10 ounces 

legality in your state, check with Wildlife and Fish 
jon Departments before ordering. 

19.95 

Electric Smokehouse 
lends delicate 
hickory flavor to 
food. .smokes and 
cures as much 
as 20 pounds of 
fish, fowl, or 
meat in 10 to 
12 hours 

$ 2195 

+ Features hooks for hanging meat, fish 
chrome-plated grilis for cleanliness. 

* Gives uniform heat through smoke vents 
+ Operates on regular house current. with 

250-watt heating element 
Precision-built aluminum smoker with baffled interi 
or for ruggedness, insulation, and high heat reten 
tion. Easy front-loading unit will delicately flavor 
hors d'oeuvres in 2 to 4 hours. Flavor pan holds 
enough hickory for one or two hours of smoking (see 
small inset above for covered in-use view), 

Operates on 115-volts. A.C. current; U.L, listed. 
Includes 2-pound box of hickory chips, instructions 
and recipe booklet, Measures 11'/-inches wide by 12 
inches long by 24'%.inches high. 

Shipping weight 18 pounds. 
6N39235C 
Extra Hickory Chips for Smoker (above). 5 Ih. box. 

32795 

Scoop, stringer, scaler and fishing book. — Batteries. Lantern-type. 6-volt, Heavy-duty- 639230. Shipping weight 5 pounds. n... 20 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. Same as Eveready 509, Ray-O-Vac 941. 
PRETO $1297 — 3484667 Shipping weight 1 l-Sar...... 81.19 s [Sears] 399 



This football is cut 
from top-grain cowhide 

(just like the pro's!)— 

then, it's double lined 
and double strand laced 
for the rugged strength 

necessary to withstand 
seasons of rough play 

] Top grain cowhide. Choose between official 
size or youth size (designed to give the right 

"feel" of the ball to youngsters as they grow into 
official size pebbled aero-spin 
covers, designed to deliver good control on kicks 
and passes. Double lined with heavy cotton twill 
do and Dawhide* laced to hold shape. Rub- 
ber valve bladder. Inflating needle included. 
6 N 2432—Vouth sise. Shpg. WL 1 Ib. Box. ..87.19 
6N 2446— Official rise. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.802.. 7.19 

Q) Ted Williams brand top grain cowhide. Pat 
tern is cut, finished to pro-league standards: 

balanced aerodynamically for better spin, to give 
you greatest passing accuracy. Specially tanned 
for positive grip and control. Triple lined for better 
shape retention, longer wear than others on page. 
Butyl bladder. Double strand Dawhide® lacing; 
sewn with tough waxed linen thread for strength. 
Valve and lacer holes reinforced. Scuff-resistant 

al size, weight; inflating needle 
6N 2444—Shipping weight 

3 Solit leather cowhide. Made of cowhide, like 
© ош best—gives you the heft and feel of leather. 
Double cotton-twil lined; double cotton laced. Bu 
tyl bladder. Official size, weight. Needle. 
6 м 245 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. эзлә 

Ь.8ог......%1000 

Pebtex cover. Cotton-backed vinyl, pebbled 
like leather. Rubber valve bladder. Plastic 

laced. Official size, weight 
6н 2457—Shipping weigh 

Was $7.49 last Christmas. Red, white and 
ive split leather cowhide. This bright ball is 

not only a spiraling mass of color in the air . . it's 
also highly visible. Tough leather takes plenty of 
wear and tear . . colors tanned-in deep—for per 
manency. Butyl bladder. Double lined, in durable 
cotton twill, to retain shape; double cotton laced 
Official size, weight. Inflating needle inc. 
6 N 2452—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....*6.99 

6 Place-kick Set. Helps you meet ball squarely yz 
for accuracy off plastic kicking tee. Attach plas 

tic toe to your shoe with the rubber heel band. 
Phone ordering's a quick, easy way to buy it 

Set $1.19 6 N 2427—Shipping weight 8 ounces 

Official 

Red, white and blue Black and white 
All-purpose Sport Shoe Soccer Ball 

51139 
^ es ee Panels ol top-grain cow 

ee f hide are sculf-resistant iminate spiking Aem 
White vinyl uppers feature colorful alternating in, Aa دچا 

of red and blue; helps reinforce shoe for Айй, уа sain айги} 
misi Conos aces Taiwan oo iva, Protesnd Enge be 

medium width only. Sizes 1D, 2D, 3D, yl bladder gives lively AOL Sta pall action. Oficial size 
pr and weight. Inflating nee 
vh E die From Pakistan 

Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 2499 62466 #1120 

ТУ 
4D, SD 



Football Clothing for boys 
weighing up to 70 pounds 

Buy complete 4-piece outfit or 

choose helmet/jersey combination 

Complete Outfit. 

$1229 
Helmet and Jersey 

$577 

jersey, pads, pants. 
3) 6 м 24365/—Red 
Zibs. 12.08 11229 

y nd Jersey Combination. 
353 Me (1) 6N 24351—Red 

weight 1 Ib. 1202 95.77 

Helmets and Helmet/Jersey combinations 
for boys weighing up to 105 pounds 

4) 6 N 24127V— Purple 
(5) 6 N 24129V—Blue 
Save 51c on combination! Se paralel! 
Helmets alone. Stale S, M, L. Ship 
6N2425F—White — 6N 2428F 
6 N 2439F—Blue 6 N 2440F—Gold 



Football Uniforms for 
+ Abright 

Football Helmets 
of rugged one-piece 
Cycolac* plastic 

$499 

(1 thru 10) For boys up to 95 

Y 
V/ Separate 

prices total $22.18 

SAVE $2.22 on complete 

Uniform—helmet, shoulder pads, 



boys weighing up to 95 pounds 
when you buy complete outfit 

Choose your Football Jersey 
from this all-star roster of color 

(11 thre 22 ] For boys up to 95 Ibs 

Shoulder Pads . . double- 
thick at critical points — 

A d 23 For boys up to 95 tos, Iich 
lei with залі 

for jersey and helmet 

Padded Game Pants 5699 
(25 they 28 ] For boys 

ЧН 

БЕ ШЕКЕ 
1699 

tsk [Sears] 403 



Our largest Youth Tents offer greater 
headroom, more sleeping area and 

ALL-WEATHER ffi TN 1 better ventilation than tent on page at right 

motor $3250 osten $3999 

screened door and nylon screened window 

frame simplifies and speeds pacing Water re- 
in floor. Green with yellow trim. 

1 SL 6 im: foot eaves. © 19250 
floor. C 

EN 78068C--Shlpping weight 19 pounds. 
9x9-foot Tent. 21x-inch window. Roof of 6.74-ounce, walls of 

ounce, and floor of 4.0-ounce cotton drill. Center height 6 feet 8 
hes, 

Tent Case for 7x7-foot. 
EN 23615 Shipping weight 14 ounces. m 

6 м 7809 1—Tent Case for 9x9 f pr wr. din 25 949 
6 N 78093— Frame Case for 9x9 ft. Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. 720 

Т Surinam Conapy Pelee, For Tenta at let Page of two 
6 N 78613C Shipping weight 3 EDI 

ws Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 



whole tent and 
disacsemhie 

(1,81 4) Big roomy playtets with plenty of play ares for young “caper” 
and their gear. Walls of sturdy cotton sheeting sport 
ME ای fai eie doe even ی mata di Der 
zips open and closed smoothly. Not water repellent. 
Domo Tont with tj fot base and (loot center height. мр. wt. 5 Iba. 

Dome Tent with S-foot 4-inch base and 4-foot 9-inch center height. 
(4) 6N78011C— Yellow and red. Shipping weight 6 pounds. э 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 

Plenty of room for 2 young campers 99 
in this roomy 5x7-foot Pup Tent y 18 

Cool ventilation because of bi screened door . . tips down center. 
Full sewn-in floor helps keep out pesky insects. Water repellent finish 

means rain-orahine camping fun. Top and sides of 6-02. cotton drill 
cotton sheeting floor. Center height 3 ft, 6 in. Stakes and ropes included. 
EN 78059C— Green and yellow. Shipping weight 12 pounds #1899 
Tent Case of 7.68-0unce cotton duck. 
(9) 7 N 78620 Stipping weight М ounces 1398 

Our largest Dome Playtent has a 
5 ft. 4 in.-square base for 8 square feet 

more play area than tent shown 
on page at left. . and it's 9 inches taller 

Tepee style 
indoor-outdoor 

Playtent 

$849 

Suction cups and ropes give sturdy pitching support indoors . . out 
doors on sunny days use wire stakes and ropes. Big 4'⁄-foot center 
height and 42-inch sides for lots of play room. Bright yellow sides of 
sturdy cotton sheeting with red Indian design. Canopy poles includ 
ed for outside use. Not water repellent. To order the easiest way 
look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales” for number to сай. 
6 м 78035C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 18.49 

w [Sears] 405 



Bags (1) thru (6) 
insulated with soft 
and fluffy polyester 

These two bags have 

more insulation 

them warmer 

and softer than those 

on page atright 

$1799 Г 
(ond 2) 

| om 5098 | 



INDOOR bags (1) thru (6) are 

so well insulated they 
can keep you warm even 

OUTDOORS on summer nights 

Any Sleeping Bag 
on this page 

$1499. 



Bonded polyester insulation lends coz 
warmth and resilient body cushioning 

to these outdoor Sleeping Bags 

Younsee $] 599 | 

(1 thru 3) Forget about cold spots due to m: 
provides uniform cushioning and even hea 
Weather stripped full-length rippers for cas Backle straps help keep. ‘bag in compact roll. 

‘Striped. Jaunty 2-tone blue and yellow striped cover, blue liner of 100% cot m uth Ba 1 прауда Ж pounds Wermplght Youth Bag 6N 70088C—Vouth sie. 34х6! 
Q Indian Pattern. Orange, gold and red cove 

6н 70093C— Adult 34x75 inches. 
EN 70094C— Fonik sise. 3x67 inches. Ship 

к 1% rayon, 509 
ON 7009 1C— Adult 34275 inches. 

Nylon Hiker Pack with 
roomy pocket, padded 

shoulder straps 3 A $ 1499 
er's Kit. . includes knapsack 



BABY'S FIRST 74 Your little girl will love to care _ 
? for these special Baby Dolls 

TINY TEARS „2 found only at Sears.. 
nly 

(us Û you'll love their low prices 

LITTLE 
BABY 

TENDER LOVE 
Only 3599 

Little Baby Tender Love* 
. . just 11 inches tall 

. . with lifelike soft skin 
and shiny hair you can comb 



On these two page 

"WET SET. 
crub em,splashem, 
dryndressem .. 

Drink 'n wet 

Layette Baby 
comes with her 

own wardrobe 

$599 

ә 

13Yrinch 
Tiny Tears 

Tiny Tears Fold-away 
Travel Bed with hood and 
tote straps. Vinyl and hard- 
board, 12 in. long. (Doll not 
included.) WL 1 b. В ог. 
49N 33573 4441 

Lifelike Baby 
This life-size 17-inch baby $ 

"drinks, wets and cries rea! tears 

hen; ale inchen ull Wears fancy 
WX Sy So mar 15 ep Da yos 

dy-Jeinted. She bas а soft viny! foam — 2 tbe. 4 oz. 
body. guto-iléep eyes and rooted 40 N 31680 o 



A page filled with e 

Tender Love Dolls 
See 

Each incredibly soft, life like Tearful Baby 

Tender Love 
change her moods 

and cuddly..it: 

family trait 

Face her forward and she'll 
greet you with a 

shy little 
grin 

Turn her head to one side. 
and she'll smile 

11-inch 
Tiny Baby 

Tender Love 
$499 

This litle charmer loves to take 
bath, wash her, dry her off and 
dross her in her cute play suit. Then 
give her a big bug . . she's all soft 
like vinyl. from her dimpled 
oes to her molded hair. Buy her 
the easy way . order by phone. 
40 N 3158- Shipping wright 7 ou $499 

Wardrobe Set for 
iny Baby Tender Love 

Includes dress, jacket, 
sleeper, bonnet, hangers, 
more. WL 2.08 
KON 32508... Set 5198 
Note: Wardrobe. 



My Baby wants Mama. How do I know? 

„When I tilted her forward, 
he told me so. 

5499 
Cuddle her in your arms . , rock and tilt her and she cries 
"Mama." Set ber down and she'll close ber qo-to-sleep eyes. She 
has a cuddly polyurethane foam-filled cloth body; vinyl arms, legs. 
and head; rooted hair. She wears a party dress, diaper, booties. 
49 N 31692— Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces . DI 

20-inch Baby Doll topped si bom Sh . Shes 
wears a (Пу top, slacks, booties, 

$899 С 48N31691—Wt 21s, Aor. ..10.90 

How lovely she looks in ber long, flowing gown! ш 4 
‘Tilt her forward and she calls out softly for her д We | 12-inch drink 'n wet Lullaby Baby. 

ma’ ber backward and she cries "papa". ^ " e Set her on her lace trimmed pillow and she'll close $499 her go-to-sleep eyes B > ? Lullaby 
Her arma, legs and head are all soft, creamy vi- N 

nyl, and she has 
cloth body. A br 
rooted hair. Sli 

d This cutie moves slowly and plays a music dy polyurethane fam led box tune when you pull her sting. 12-inch 
ow decorates her pale blonde. tall charmer is all vinyl and fully jointed. aper and booties complete her She drinks and wet. comes witk her own eal Bottle, She's dressed in lace. trimmed g weight Tiba. 1202....0890 checked ра mayoria нз 



14-inch Little Luv 

tip her forward and 

—Oh—hear her cry 
$999 

She's as cute as 
strawberry 
wenna har 

big hat. Shoes and socks includ 

Catalog Sales 

m 
5685 
I ECL 
her fleecy bunting. Give — turned-up nose 
her a squeeze and she'll litte smile. She 

‘She's sitting up bot she's so-o-0-0 sleepy. Little by 

ith 
and shy 
coo soft 

coo. Feed her from her — ly if you squeeze her. 
bottle. . оғ give ber a Бой cloth bod у, vinyl 
bath. Jointed vinyl body, head and bright go-to- 
rooted hair, and go-to- weep eyes. Wears а lace 
sleep eyes. Jacket, hood, trimmed cotton t 
diaper ма. We 11B. 3.08." Shipping weigh 
49N31702.....4685 49031701 

per. 

her bend. closes her eyes and falis onto her 
asleep. Pick her up ard she's wide awake. 

‘Turn ber over and give ber a pat . . set her down and 

Bannon E 
None 

$497 

Lazy Dazy with her own pillow 85 

She'll close her eyes and 
fall s-l-o-w-l-y asleep when 
you set her down .. she 

12-inch 

flip-flop 
doll 

She has a doth body with creamy viny! hands and 
head, shiny rooted hair and sparkling blue go-to-sleep 
eyes. She's wearing a ssuggly sleeper with matching 
pillow for naptime. 
49 N 35059—Sbipping weight 2 pounds ssa 

Cipi and Cipa 
by Furga 

4 Bionde Cipi in 

49 М37147....92.99 



Choose a 

BABY SISTER DOLL 
.„. there's one at just the 

right “age” for you 

(1 thru 3 ) These beautiful babies are vo appealing Each has soft vinyl 
arma and head, poo aleep eyes and rooted hair. They wear сму knit 
peam suits and seugrly matching hats, 
] 2Sineh Baby ... as bie as a - 9 18inch Baby, cries lke a real 

one-yesr-old . -tht her and aby when you tilt ber. Cloth 
Sbe calls for "mama." Cloth body, body. Shipping wt. 2 bs. $ oz 
79N31699C—W.ill&.81499  49N316: #12 
3 14inch Angel Baby . . she's all dressed up in » snugly knit pon- 

cho, panta and cap outfit. Shoes, socks. All vinyl For 4 10 10 year 
olds (not recommended for children 3 yrs. old and under). 
40 N 31697—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces mo 

tfits for 14-inch Angel Baby (Doll not included) 
(4) 40 N 32604—"Happy clock" Topper and Leggings Wi 402. $2.39 
(5) 49 N 22605—Lace trimmed Pasty Dress, Bonnet. Wt, 4 оп... 251 
(6) 49 N 22806 One piece lace trimmed Playsult, Wt.402 +... 251 
(7) 40 м 32607 — "Teddy Wear" Pinafore; Dreux. WL 4 oz 251 
(8) 49 N 32608—Coay full-length Nightgown. WE 4 02. 199 

Note: Shoes and socks not included. Ordo: t iac above. 

Two Super 
Wardrobe Sets 

for any 1010 
22-inch doll 

Playtime Set Naptime Set 
Set indu own, robe, sleeper, sacque, bonnet е 
49 мз259 s 1-inch dolls. 5 à 1399 
49 32592 » 199 
49N 32593 Ы 399 
49 N 32594 K 499 
49 N 32595 499 
49 м 32596 - 499 

414 [Sears] 2 m е 



14%-in. Baby Brother $099 
Every family should have a brother 
to love... and this friendly baby boy 
is so much fon to care for. He bas a 
jointed vinyl body, go-to-sleep eyes 
and rooted hair. He's wearing a 2 
pe. suit and booties. 144 in. tall 
Italy. Buy it the easy way—order 
by phone 
49 н 31686—We 11b. 202... $8.99 

Walker $99 
Stroller 

Take dolly traveling in 
this rugged metal walker. 
There's a handy play tray. 
and bright beads. Plastic 
wheels, Walker is 1539119 Zuri matches up to her 
in high, Partly assembled. She has big brown eyes and а. 
Holds dolls up to 18 in. tall зой all-viyl body. Bathe her 
Shpe. wt. 2 Ibs. 6.02 redada s 

аш: 2 шш We ib zos s299 
Д Baby Jonie comes with a 

$ comb so you can style her 
bouncy rooted hair. Lay her 
down and shell close ber 
sleep eyes. Then wake her 

EFE isp нү ui eii 
49 N31695—WL Iib... Sés 

Rocking Cradle ` 
from Italy t Y 

hanger be 

side panels; woo 
10017)4 in. M 
ind. Unamemb 

loads of doll 
plastic hanger 

164 in. high 

ТЭ М 33562C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 49 N 33572- Wt 6 

79 N 335716— WE. 3 Iba 

Chest has wood handles, p 

5 Handy Clothes Rock with shoe racks, 
‚ic hangers 

Bear design decorates sturdy ha 

G Roomy Wardrobe Chest with sliding 
doors and а pull-out drawer. Store 

the big closet 

Where it's at.. 

SHINDANA 
A DIVISION OF 
OPERATION 
BOOTSTRAP INC. 

Pretty storage 
a units for doll 

^ Y clothes and 
% Е accessories 

m 

ү 1 

Steel Trunk with drawer 
Teddy € and hangers. Pack up all 4 

dolly's accessories for travel: "аЙ 
ing or storage. Has a rugged 
wood frame, sickel-plated 
hardware, plastic handle, 

144717 -inch Tronk. So 
lock, Shpa. wt. 4 lbs 
48 N 33565. sas 

зза ribbon tie Teddy Dear screened on design pe 

Hardboard 
ctim Ms Jumbo 18x8%x8Y -inch 

Trunk (not ahown). As above, 
but bigger, 2 snap locks 

37.80 49 4 3357—Wt. 6 Ib». 36.23 



DOLL-SIZE HARDWOOD 

Contemporary- 
style Set in 

Seashell Pink 
18-plece Bath Set with nursery — 20-piece Feeding Set with baby 

] Drop-side Crib with plastic “teething” rails, play discs and pretty ae a ee ee ee Pe ee = pe o e pn cloth and more. Everything you bib, a roomy tote bag, make- Ress ари. Tor dolh ap io 23 la tal (Dol эм аде!) Mov жени dys зи We or Бебе dock and mort We ТВ, түт? ^i an 49 N 13559 Set $2.99 49033558. Set $2.99 

2 Woh Chair. Tray lifts up to seat dolls up to 20 inches tall Long онза. а ÓN turned legs are braced for support. А1222 inches high. NOTE: Bath and fending Set nat recommended tor children 3 eam cd and under 
79 М 33564C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. зэ x > 

Colonial-style Maple-tone 

HARDWOOD SET 
For dolls up to 15 in, tall 

416 [Bears] t 



FURNITURE 
it looks so pretty К 

yet its so 

rugged 

Deluxe 3-piece Set E 
With cozy mattress 299 

This frilly set includes a ruffled cover, 
matching pillow and a soft padded mat- 

Shipping wt. 6 oz ‘tress. Cover: 13Vax18 inches long. энш "маю ADN D027- Sie 

Д High Choi, with vinyl-covered 
seat, footrest and plastic tray. 

15215129 in high Sent unassembled 
TON IAC Eng wt Abe. 6499 
5 Ploypen has nylon net sides 

print hardboard floor. 24x15x19 
inches high. Unassembled. 
TON 335MC-Shyg wi Ga 3517 
Û Bothinette has watertight basin 

and hase for easy emptying Hing- 
ed vinyl lid lowers for dressing table. 
чөе. 24x17x33 in high Unassembjed. 
73 N 32645С- 6и ee 690 
Т Seeing Cond lr ay wi 

lle. A bright A Mee 



High Chair-Stroller 
Its a sleeper, a stroller and a lift-up high chair all in 

ly print canopy оле. Attach the pink and purple bu 
with fringe, the n 
merry walk. Attrac 

jovable sh 

Pamper бойу with spring ride in this big. 
h carriage. Has casy care vinyl body and hood 

ch plaid. Tubular steel frame. Hood folds 
wn; carriage folds away for easy storage 

21x10x30 in. high. Ages 3 to 7. Partly assembled. 
79 N 33052C— Sh weight 6 pounds -...47.99 

418 [Sears 

Versatile 
Rock n 
Stroll 

Carriage 

ar steel frame. Fo 
d: lace curtain, Ages 3 to 7, Partly assembi 

79 N 33038C-— 20x 10x24 in. high. Shpg. wt 7 lbs. 1999 
NOTE ded vidi say Kc pa t Fone 

Buggy 
- and 

Sieeper- 
Stroller 

Separately 
total #798 N Nd 

ar I 
® 3 Foldaway 18inch Vinyl Buggy has 

ning back 

tote bag. Cheerful bled x p sembled. Ag cn. Tubular 49 N 33033— Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 о 
(з. 4) Buggy, Stroller. Separately $7.98 

Set "6.98 49833034-Wt 4 lbs. 1 





‘Gramma, Ilove you. 
Just about everybody loves 
Gramma® and Grampa® and their 
delightful accessories. . all only at Sears 

„бя wiler oin. 

18-inch Talking Gramma 
1 Tm quite a storyteller, you know" says Gramma 

not kidding. She knows 10 happy sayings to tell 
you pull her talking ring. Si 
Wears a print dress, bright 
49 N 35011—Shipping weight 3 ¢ 

oc bod 

20-inch Gramma just listens $499 
Q Share your secrets with Gramma .. she won't tell a soul She 
all cotton... wears print dress, apron and pantaloons. Yarn bai 

49 N 24007 — From Hong Kong. Shipping weight ЛЬ. Во... 499 
‘See GRAMMA-inapired 40 Sea] B^ ome Fesniona en pages Te and 15 

“Grampa 
likes to 

It's Grampa! One talks 
while the other listens 

has 10 Tun sayings 
ring. He's all soft 

юз 
Д 16-inch Non-taking Grompa -so lavable. АЙ 
49 N 34019—Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib....$3.49 

» X 
16-inch Gramma 

$349 x 
Why is Gramm abra 
illie? ‘Cause she knows how 
ach сымен love he 

Shes ай soft cotton, 16 in. 
tal, and comes dressed in = 
pretty print dress with apron 
and long pantalooos. She 

t hair up in a bun, 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 34006. $3.49 

Outfits for 
16-inch Gramma 
Two cute cotton outfits 

checked dress and. 
Jong nightgown. From. 
Hong Kong. 

Shpg. wt. vet 4 ов. 
49 24029. „Set $1.99 

Pt Gramma Cradle 

dle construc 
panel for extra support. Pa 
dolls эю comfortable. 21х19 
79 т 395240—Shpg өн. I0 Ibn. 
© 1008 Sears, Roebuck and Со. 



"cm 

т 

oí 10inch Hand Puppets 
(10 thru 12) Make them nod 
their heads, turn or wave. For 
hildine hands, ages 4-14. 
10 Panda. Acrylic plush. 

49N36015-Wt 3 oz. 54.99 
1] Monkey. Acrylic plush 

IN38016-WL 7 от. .4398 
19 Poodle. Acrylic plas. 

49N38017-W 7 on. -33.99 

fingers, help her wr 
her blackboa 

= $333 
Her chubby fingers can bold 
a piece of chalk while yos 
help her scribble on her 
blackboard. She ha 
hands and a soft doth 
Sin. tall. Chalk and black 
board included. Ages 4 to & 
49837 4 T-WCM az 9333 

across 
Boy and ри dolls zoom 

PUPPET PALS 

Г a 

Е 

"n r^ 

E 0 А 

So ^ 
Puppets from England 

(4 thru 9 ) All puppets are fully 
Jointed: 10 to 12 inches tall. The ad- 
vanced puppets (Pinocchio and 
Cinderella) have ceramic-composi 
tion heads; the others have wooden 
heads. Boy and girl have 3 strings 
to control them; mother and father 
have 5. For ages 4 and up. 

Shipping weight (boy and girl): 
15 ог. ea; (all others) 1 pound. 
(4) 49 N 36004—Boy 1342 
(5) 48N36007—Father ... 499 
(6) 49 N 36005—Girl 342 
(7) 40 N 36006—Mother... 4.99 
(8) 49 м 36009—Cinderella 842 
(9) 49 N 36008— Pinocchio. 842 

4'sinch Dressy 
Talk Doll Set 

pull her apart 
and she whizzes 
back together 

"ad 
$319 

From Mattel. Pull ber feet 
and watch ‘em whiz backup | 
to her head as she says one 
of 8 phrases. Dress ber in 
one of 7 cute dresses. Plastic 
'" vinyl. Ages 3 to 7. 
4937 149-Wt. 200. 93.19 

track 

Popular Ventriloquist Dolls 
(1 thru 3) Open and close mouth by 
polling strings in back. Each has vinyl 

s stuffed body, suit and shoes. 
р. Instruction booklet 

] Wie Talk, 26 inches tal 
49 N 36002—Wt 2 Ibs. 602. ..97.99 

9 Charlie MeCarthy, 30 inches tall 
© 49 36013—Shpg. wi. 3 Ibs. $1027 

bead, has 
Ages 

3 Danny O'Day, 30 inches tall. 
49 N 36011—Shpg. wt. Jibs.. 899 

Record. 33%, rpm. Instructions, skits 
49 м 36014--Shpg. wt 1508. ....9299 

Soft, squishy 
Bean Bag Dolls 
fiip "п flop 
into most any 
position 

(13 thru 15) They'll sit up, plop over . . you 
can even make them stand on their beads. All 
are stuffed with styrene pellets and expanded 
styrene foam to make 'em super-posable! They 
have washable vinyl heads and hands; soit 
brushed nylon tricot sleepers. Ages 2 to 6. 

Cuddly Beans: Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 02. à 
Bitty and Booful Beans: WL 1 Ib. 4 oz. each. 

(13) 49837 143-14 inch Cuddly Beans +8.44 
(14) 49N35083-12inch Booful Beans.. 448 \ ~ 
(15) 49N35084-12.ínch Bitty Beans ... 444 ч BO 

Down, down the slope. . crash through the $399 
5 finish gate . . Small Shots Twin Set 

Two dolis race down the Море on removable roller akates. 
Then—WATCH OUT —they collide. Winner goes through 
detour wall. Vinyl 3%, inch dolls; clothes; track. Ages 3 to А. 
49 N 37084—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 902......... Set $3.99 

e; [Sears] 421 



“These must be the most 

beautiful dolls in the world” 

ByFurga of Italy, 
of course 



How should Corinne wear her hair? 
Any way you want! 

Little 6-inch 
Lella with 3 
extra outfits 
including a 
bridal gown 15-inch Corinne from Italo Cremona 

4099 dresses for nearly every occasion 
8 in 6 high-fashion outfits 

379 $4470 
(1 thru 6) Change Corinne's hairstyle as often as you change her o 
beauties has easy-to-style rooted hair, go-to-sleep even. sunxlasses and ct 
polyethylene. Ages 5 to 10. (Outfits only: WL 10 oe. сас 

1 е rg Boy i the МА ИЧИ deusase Ошону а? 
9 Pretty Corinne looks s 

148-Set 48.99 tylish in her knit t 
? tights, pant skirt and vest NOTE FOR ALL 5 49N3204-WLilbAor. $799 40432073 MS ON PAGE pes ма 

Dolls with 
Growing Hair 

xe tU 

(7 thru 9) Chany 17 /cinch from a short bot 
Talky Crissy 

with growing hair 
says 6 phrases 

51299 
7Scneh Brondi wit 

A9N3SO4S- WE | Ib. Boe. 05.90 i V iride TS 
bi own eyes, pretty bla X p 

veni pur? д v +5599 у 
We 1I бол. 9797 



FOR ANY GROWING 
HAIR DOLL 

The Wedding Belles HAIR CARE ACCESSORIES 

dre 
drew 
4» N 35133 
Bridesmaid outfit only, (t 
any 15-inch doll 
49 М 35135—Wt. Tor .3208 



GROWS ana GROWS 
it “grows.” A knob on her back winds it short. For ages 5 to 10. 

FASHIONS 

FOR 15-INCH DOLLS 
including Velvet, Cricket and Dina 

li 
All 3 outfits in 1 set 

475 

ix and Match 

High Fashion Outfits 
For 15-in. dolls (not incl.) 

Д On the Lamb; w 
49 N35145—9 

d 
Front Oaer, midi c 

6 энэ: We 

- Shoe $195 Wardrobe 

2-Doll Case has 
hangers, hanger bar 
incl. Accessories not 
incl. Vinyl case is pa 
1226220 inches high. 
Ages 5 to 10. Shpi- 
wt. Mb». 
79N35031C .63.99 

hanger bar, hangers, 
port" tags. VI. d 

x16 in. high. l б 
Accessories not inel. 
Ages $ to 10. WL 2 Ibs X 

9595 

FASHIONS 
FOR 17'/-INCH DOLLS 

including Crissy, Tressy, Brandi 

4 

gown and robe for sweet 
49  35136— Wt. 8 oz 

Designer Originals 
for 17Yrin. dolls (not incl.) 

ТТ Slazering: masi-skirt, blazer, dick 
ey, Buy it the easy way—order by 

phone 
49 М 35144—WL 802 
8 Very Vanilla: maxi coat, c 

Shipping weight & ounces 
4935147 
Q Funky Feathers 

lace. Shipping weis! 
49 N 32587 
10 Star Shine: mod mici coat, wart 

49N32588—Wt Toz... 9294 

1366 

Shoe 
Wardrobe 
For 17Yrinch doll 
Incl. J pairs 
shoes, 

$195 

boots. Ages 5 1с 
Shps. wt. Baz, 
49 31165 2195 

49 N 35 107 

m| 

Look-Around Velvet 

$795 5818 
(эз end 12) They're so graceful and Wetike! Each 
tums her head, then her body, to look from side to мде 

you control the movement. Or choose a pose and 
they'll bold it. Vinyl dolls have stylable growing hair, 
1] ieoAround Velvet 19 Look Around Crissy 

in a print mini. 15 in. in a long gown. 17% 
tall, We, 1 1b. 402. in. tall, WL 11b. Вов. 
49N3511 1708. 4983500 1 
Note for all items on page: items nat recommended lor children ages and under. 

[Sears] 425 

Look-Around Crissy 



The Telephone Talking Toddler 
Call her... she'll pick 
up the receiver and 

start talking . . 
there's a phone 

for you, too 

17-inch Hi Dottie talks to you 

тез 
“RRARing” 
the bution » 
ber hand and th 
the receiver to her o 

Wardrobe for 

Hi Dottie < 4 

$279 M. and then put the 
She 

battery (not incl. order phir- below. Detach 
how and һе» jo cuddle her 

Baby Walks 

y s | f 

Oh. һе согори ace falling 
bot Its all right. pros 

button on ber hack and shell 
raise her arme and wipe the Gowns for Blythe 
tears away. This drink n tear Q Set of 3 long elegant d 
baby is jointed vinyl Kaxed e plus matching. yr. 
hair. Bottle incl. Ages 3 to 11 ү So "n 
IND Wide . мз EET 

Dune Buggy Baby . . zooms forward 
or back . . even does wheelies 

$999 

dor phg. above 
Jointed 
rans Dapper wt A $8.90 



have a 
slumber 

Baby Kiss 'n Talk 5899 
knows 8 phrases 

Pull the talking ring. give ber a kiss and 
shel tell you а secret.. she knows В dif. 

nt play 

Gabbigale . . she repeats 
anything you say. . 
have her greet your playmates 

by name, 
or teach her. 

a rhyme 

Linch Harmony 1 The beat goes on. . with 2 
Just place a record disc into her "amplifier 

4. as it plays, she'll move her hand and head 

and sings’ 15in Gabbigale comes 9 Reheornol Rogs hip hugger 
ilt-in tape recorder. She'll record and 49 N 3614— Shippin а 

3 thon вен  Uvely Fun 49 N 35138- 8 49 N 35054. 
A Meodowmusic long “apron” skirt CUL 
4 blouse and ғ wen 
49 N 381395 

40 N 3506 - Shipping weight 3 pounds 
49 N BIOZ--AN benwiee fip tat Wt 4 Meere Set $362 



‘She'll store your 
pajamas and keep 
you company, too 

Talking 
Baby Doll- 
Pajama Bag 

$799 

] She's sweet n lovely... 
‘and practical, too. This 16- 

inch sleeper-keeper can keep 
your pajamas in her full flan- 
nel skirt. And she has 8 bed. 
time secrets to share when 
you pull her talking ring. She 
has rooted hair; vinyl head 
and hands. 
49N3508 1-We 15 ог. 57.99 

rootin’ 
tootin 

15-inch Bozo 
the Clown $599 

“What are you doodly dodo 
doing?" asks this fun-loving 
character. Pull Ма talking ring 
to hear 10 funny lines. Roly poly cloth body, 15 in. tall 
Floppy yarn hair. Buy him 
the easy Way order by 
phone. WE. 1 tb Bor 
ton 35108 1599 

She's 

Boots 
E 

trick 

“Would 
you like 

22-inch 
Mrs. Beasley 

15-inch Flip Wilson $599 
It’s Flip on one side, but turn it over and 
there's Geraldine. Just pull the talking ring 

X to bear 10 rib-tickling lines X. each one bet 
d hair you can ıer than the last. All doth. 

I 49 N 34026 Shpg. wt. 11b. 12 02... 95.09 

1&inchTamu $599 Mattel's $429 says 18 phrases 5 6 Drowsy 
so-soft to hug and 

Shindana: Div. of Operation 
t 1b. 13 08 

15 in, tall: vinyl 
hair: snuggly 

trap, Inc, W flanne! sleeper 



Animated 
Musical 

Gingerbread 

3 
(1 ond 2.) Gingerbread people make such 
lovable playmates, you know, Wind keys 
and they'll move their heads as their music 

1 lullaby. Each is 12 inches 
h rayon plush body, ric-rac trim and 

locked-in button eyes. Shipping weight each 
13 ounces 
(1) 49 N 34005—Gin 
2) «эм 3400—6 

bread Boy. ..$199 
igerbresd Gir... 399 

and Bob 
play a 
lullaby 

(3 ond 4 } These country kids will enter 
tain your little friends with a happy tune. 
Both M-in. dolls have music boxes inside. 

ys to play. Each bas a soft 
fabric body, yarn hair and gingham out 

3) 49 K 3667—Bob. Shpg. wt. 12 02.52.99 
(4) 49 № 3666— Betty. Sbpg. w 299 

RAGGEDV/ANN 
AND/ANDY/DDLLS 

Each comes in 5 sizes. . some 
make music and some even talk 

Raggedy Andy is a big-bearted hero to chil _ 
dre. He has such friendly locked-in button eyes, зой cotton body, умп bair and a big grin. Tie wears cotton trousers with snappy white bot- 

tona, а checked shirt and a jaunty cap 
48 N 3952-15 inch tall Weight уса. арм б) 
49 М 3603—20 inches tall. Weight 13 ox. 459 J 
79 N 34002¢—31 inches tall. Weight 3 I... 9.77 
79 N 307390 —38 inches tall. Weight 6 Ibs.. 15.99 
моно! And 
49 N 3620. 

Wind his music bos, hear a tune 
aches tall. Weight 13 on... $4.65 much” 

Talking Andy. Pull string, he says * phrases 
49 Н 34036— 15 in. tall. Weight 1 Ib. 4 ос... 54,55 

5 Raggedy Ann proves love i 
ined, Her big locked-in butt 

cotton body, yarn hair and happ 
chanted little y generations. She wears а 
provincial print dress topped with a white ag 
49 N 3580—15 inches tall. Weight $2.94 
49 N 3583—20 inches tall Weight “э 

ever old (ash 
eyes, floppy 

79 N 34001 —31 inches tall. Weight 97 
79 н 30621C—38 inches tall. Weight 6 Ib«...15.99 
Musical Ann. Wind up her mus and she'll 

h retty tune. 15 inches tall overall 
ħipping weight 13 o ss 

Tolking Ann. Pull her string . . shell say 8 dif 
ferent phrases. 18 inches ta 
49 N 24035— Shipping weight lb. 4 mss 

Raggedy Ann and Andy — ОЎ о 
Siumber Bags 18) 

‘Youngsters up to 4 feet tall can muggle in the soft-q 
ье per. Dry clean. Each la 20 inches wide, $4 
ages 4 to 10. Shipping weight each 4 pounds 
QD 79 N 340270 —Raegely Ann Shumber Bag 
(8) 79 н 34020c— Kaggedy Andy Slumber Bag 



Barbies 
Camping-out Tent 

MSUN SET 
Malibu Barbie 
and Friends 
spend the day 

at the beach 

1 Barbie's Comping out Tent. Camping kit in 
dudes big 15x151 -inch high vinyl tent, ta 

| bie, 2 stools, sleeping bags, bar-b-que and uten 
siis. Ages $ to 12. 
49821231 Ik Son Set 0549 

The Malibu Girls. 
(2 thru 5) Each suntanned Twist "n Turn girl 

; comes with towel and sunglasses. Each has bend. 
Л able legs and rooted hair. Barbie, Francie and РЈ 

wear groovy 1-pc. swimsuits, Wt. each 5 oz. 
Skipper wears a mod 2-piece swimsuit. Wt. 4 oz 

- de 0 12. Bay them the easy way 
БЕТ. Malibu Francie; 11 in. 5\99 j| 49N mensus BD 1) ASN N 193 

i The 49 N 3 in. 199 Mat Gic 
A NOTE FOR ALL ITEMS ON PAGE: Due $199 to small sire, tems are NOT recommended 

sol age 

Malibu Ken ч 
Gift Set } 

“1 Barbie's Mountain Ski Cabin $749 
Open u 
cab 
bar-b-qu 

super carry case and , . PRESTO . . it's a 
Junk beds, a pretend fireplace, sleeping bags le, chairs, 

up for case is 27x 16x13 i 
ot included). For ages high, 

Goodies Galore $299 > sr For Barbie and he rind aka, at SZ, Pe etis эы а de ak ы, crt Sa p 
49 N 30837 430 48 N 31073—Shpy. wt. Jor „Set 



THE GOING THINGS = 

Т Country Camper with tens, table. stools and more. Vinyl 19 
їп. long. Swing-out front window, sliding door. Ages 4 to 12. 

70N 3113C Shipping weight 3 pounds 9з? 

[Bend 9) BIG inch lons сы». тыһ with гыш plante 
уу, steel axles and 2 bucket seata W. Germany. Ages 4 to 

(8) 49N 31030- Sports Саг Sape. wt he iso эз 
15) 19 N31037—Send Buggy. Sabe wt 3a Kon. 

10 ATS Cvele with workable steering mechanism, wide tires 
and bright decals, Plastic; 9 Inches long. From West Germa. 

In Ages 41012. Bay it the casy war order by phone 
dN 31229 Shipping weicht 12 ounces sn 
1I SN Fun Buggy socs traich ahe 

it moves with just a flick 
Docket sents rock dolis us ey Breeze along. Plate body mes 
quee 13 inches long, Uses 2 “D hateries (not included), lese 

package below, 
КТЕ e t 2 pounds 1199 
A9 N B408— D^ Batteries Pre of б. WL ТБ fon Pig 149 

These dolls sure have rhythm 
just rock their stands and they DANCE 

(1 thru 4) Each has jointed 
arms, legs, elbows, knees and 
waist to move and swing free. 

All vinyl. Girls have rooted 
hal; Ken's is molded. Fringed 
outfits. Ages 4 to 12. 
1 Live Action Barbie 

Shpg. wt. 13 08. 
49N 30833 54.86 

Live Action Ken. 
Shpg. wt. 15 or. 

49 м 30835 $4.86 
Live Action Christie. 49N30836 WL for $4 вв 

4 Qut 1. , Uve Action PJ Gin Set. Doll with fringed outfit. extra pants, skirt Bosse а boot pleri. [ 
Son osaa S7,99 
Live Action PJ only. Doll 
эта wi "outfit 

49N30834-Wt 13 oz. 44.86 

Skipper's 

Tomboy Tiff 
has swingin’ 
free arms 

Ут 
Set her on her 

Til has twist "n urn 
waist, bendable he 
Arms und less, Rooted (5 Skipper swings on h 

air, Wears jeans and О glide ride . - or sid 
top Wear Ages’ Incl one vinyl d 

2 Plastic 167 
N30059....4471  49.N30667—Shipping weight 2 lbs Set $8.74 



(5 and 6) 
Barbie and 

WALKLVELY € crown 
BARBIE AND FRIENDS ( thru 4) PRETTY HAIR 

Just push their Walk 'N Turn stands. . they'll swing. 
their arms, turn their heads and step back and forth Change their hairdos from short 

to long with 

6 Francie with Growin’ 
Pretty Най. 11 in. tall 

In party dress; heels. 
бо. ‘Shp. wt. 60x 

«нз? 2599 «9 20839 +599 

E 

Shps. wt. 11 ог. 
49831237. 1382 

Manage the Barbie Boutique 
zm $799 

Ope your u TE 
Display your “best arbie clothes 

ЖОНО Рек shoes (nor incL) on the racks. There's a abel, wig 
For any 11%inch block, display counter, chair for customers. . 
doll: heels, flats, stock. even a Barbie "mannequin". Opens. to 21215821 
ings, purse and belt. in. high. Vinyl, For ages 4 Lo 12. 
Ages 4 to 12. 79 н 31129C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 47.99 

1 Shipping wt. 2 0x. 
ais ape i 49N30082.. 4199 

‘wears a sportshirt and slacks. All и. 
Inyl. For ages 4 to 12. Wt. each 1. Mattel's . h (1) 40N3OBS- Walk. Lively Ken: 12 in. eds 

(2) 49N30849-Walk-Lively Steffe; Barbie Caos Hole Foi 
(5) 49N30848-Walk Lively Barbie: 11 Yin. 4 97 ü kl adden ا Bu 4 

short rooted hair, ad 
ditional wiglet, wis. 

" Viel dum ponytail, accessories 
4to 12 Weib. som For ages 4 to 12. 

AN 30468... 5244 Shoe. wt. 4 or 
^h «нз 1294 

NOTE FOR ALL ITEMS ON PAGE: Due io | I eel soe nemi ie NOT recommend fr ce i 



By, Designer Originals 
from the e Collection 

For SKIPPER For FRANCII or BARBIE, 
and TIFF Vn. бой» кей inei 

ue $297 Mae. T Botley etd $149 to $344 vum 
= Shorts set and maxi out- 10 Purple Pleaser. Mod Suede 'n Fury sensa- 

Red, White N Blues... SL Boots cap, parse maxi skirt, top, shoes tional midicot over dinem ape OMNES SIUE МОНИ] een en 
suit Complete with shoes maxi dres Shipping weight 6 os. 

49 N 31184 Shoes. Shp B Loro View goma, uber J] Sweatheort Sota; wet азн 3103.. Tu 
ann Shipping weight 5 oz. ding gown, veil. shoes 

Way-out West. Outfit with as 2104 129 49 N31205-We Jos $149 4 Groovin’ Gouchoss 
pants, top, wa and does Party Poir includes ооф! PLUS Sepa 

49 т 31185-Shpg. wt. 6 drew, fussy сом, ny- () Bridal Beauty; gown, J9 O'Boy Cordwroyimidi- record. Blouse, purse 
lons, d vel, bouquet, shoes jumper. blouse, boots. — boots, pants. Wt. 10 08 

Донев en i 49 N 31128. $297 4983106 Wt Gon $349 49 А 31221-Wt Sor $274 499 31118 na wit including the shoes 
49 N 31183-Shpg. wt бог. 52.85 NOTE: Items on th е NOT recommended for children under age 3. 

Save $1 
on complete Wardrobe Sets 

@% 4 = 
KEN'S SKIPPER'S FRANCIE'S “Fashion Bouquet” “Glamour Group” 

"Casual All-Stars" "Young Ideas” Set “Pretty Power” Set BARBIE SET BARBIE SET 
Wardrobe Set * 

Shi Shipping weicht 
40 N 31058. Set $2.99 — 49M31023.,....Set $299 Notei Colors and fabric ıs in seta on this page may vary. 



Gthruß) wow BUSY BARBIE and her FRIENDS N 
Dolls (1) thru (4) actually hold T KING 
objects in their open-and-closeable. 
hands . . with their twist 'n turn waists 
and bendable legs, they 
seem almost alive! 

(6 thru В ) Talking PJ, Ken ond Brad. Were 
35.99 each. Pull the talking ring and each talker 
ays 6 phrases. They're all vinyl 

huir; P 
(6) 49 N 39736— Talking PJ. WL 12 ot... 9.99. 
(7) 49 N 30373— Talking Ken. Wt. 1S ок. 199 
(8) 49 № 30801—Talking Brad. WL 150 399 

5 [shes Barbie cin 
as $8.99. What. 

gin’ jumpsuit and MATTEL'S 2-doll ^£ 
Sleep 'N Keep Case 6% 

Doll plus 
accessories 

tecord player and phone. Vinyl dolls come in bright “country” cunt. (ча sariam when you 
(1) 49 3081--Busy Barbie, 1134 in. tall; rooted hair Wt Y ot Bene TE Dee 
елни Busy Ken; 12 in. tall; molded hair. Wt. 9 or. "o Mes 

- 11 in. tall; rooted hair, Wt. 9 o4 RIV... мә Tolking Barbie only. Was 
3599. la swim set. Sop 
wt 10 ox 
49 N 30015. 12» 

le vinyl 
w Fen Busy Steffie) 1114 in. tall; rooted hair. Wt. 9 ox 
NOTE FOR ALL ITEMS ON PAGE: Because of no sra! 
Mese бетта are NOT recommended for children. 3 rear: o 

1-doll Room-Case 
$449 

мома 
Barbie's Garden Patio with 
REAL GROWIN' PLANTS $f 

et oN wey 9499 
At first it's just a pr 
but plant the 

3.room House... $1 M87 
over? tt. long 1097 

ге sofa, table 
has table 

des bed 

Vinyl 32x 
inch house folds for stor- 

Ibn... 31082 



"z. Ballerina 
-" Cases, 



‘TEDDY “BEARS a: for lové.. 
They're a cuddly mixture of loyalty and security, For over 
70 years they've been listening happily to all the childhood 
confidences and sympathizing quietly with the disappointments. 
Teddies are like that. The name "Teddy" came from a 
1902 cartoon of Teddy Roosevelt refusing to shoot a bear cub, 
It was called “Teddy's Bear.” Since then thousands of owners 
have discovered that a Teddy belongs in every childhood. 

Traditional 
Teddies 

Choose a 20. 16 or 14-inch Teddy 
each with flexible. turning 

arms. legs and head 
(1 and 2) Soft acrylic plush bears, fully 
you can move their legs, raine their arms and sit 
them down. From Austria and West Germany 

Buy your Teddy the easy way—order by phone 
Jumbo size 20 inch 
Teddy Bear. 

Medium-size 16- 
Inch Teddy Bear. 

rom o 19-994 Gramm or 29-99 
вре. wt. 2 Iba 4 oc Shpg. we. 1 Ib. 12 0 

ABNAOROBN... 91054 — 49N40906H .. #2222 
14 inch Teddy Bear (not shown). 

Sine соб number  6-brown or 29-4081 
49 N 40904N—Shipping weight i Ib. 5 oz... . 9699 

Cradle-Mates . . with soft, washable bodies; felt features 

(5 thru 7 ) Perfect even for newborn babies, ) - $539 

They're completely washable... with cuddly 
bodies and bright felt f Is U 6 е 

Я Б Oh, Mousie . . what big ears you have! Р = © Hes 10 inches tall all brushed cloth g "E 49 N 41022—Shpg. wt. 9 1539 
ө Muffins the Monkey . . 8% inches tall . 6 SR terry doth body and a lg p 

49 N 41108—Shpg. wt. 13 oz 5539 
E Т Good heavens . „a Pink Elephant. He's 

0 inches tall and cute as can be (but very 
y 1 cloth 

436 40 N 41025—Shpe wt ۰530 

| e T 
) 

| 

Burri Bear 
Cut 51 

Poseable 17'/,-inch Bears 
with sticky paws 

(3 and 4) They can hold all sorts of poses 
and, if you give them a hug, they might even 
hold on to you. Their special Velcro® system 
paws stick like magic to their brushed cloth bod- 
ies. They have bright plastic eyes and button 
noses, From West Germany. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. ea. 

with a 
pletely 

З Sum 
brushed cloth 
body that makes. 
him super pose 
able and fun. He 
bas soft acrylic 

Furri Вит 
$999 

Furri Burri bas soft 
acrylic plush body 

that makes him extra 
cuddly, He's fun to pose, 
ог just to snuggle up to. 

Special paws will stick 
together or stick on his 

plush feet and brushed cloth ears, face. 
head. Lace collar, chest and feet. 
49N40912*7.99 49м 40913 1999 

Zippy 
the Chimp 
$744 

He's 15 
and so 
see his big 
has soft acrylic 
plush arms and 

hes tal 

T-shirt and hat. He 
has а cotton body 

пу! hands, face 
and shoes. 

We 1 Db. 4 02 == 
49 N 40165..57 44 = 



ALUE; a 

335539 | 
Musical * 

Teddy Bear 
Cut 7% 

This lovable 11-inch bear 

$544 
The most famous 
Teddy of all 

Smokey 
the Bear 

Even though he's a celeb 
will play a soft lullaby rity, Smokey still keep 
for you whenever you his sweet disposition 
turn his windup key. Нех эпасу acrylic 
He's all cuddly acrylic plush and blue denim 
plush with a vinyl mout. 15 inches tall 
He even comes with а He has a forest ranger 
bright bow. shield and a big hat with ene e var e у 

өн... 93.69 ләнә pm 

R wow, 
A big 25-inch 
Teddy for only 

$725 
e^ 

Q | у perche Hes all мй 
plush with big 

п суз and a 
bright bow. 

Why not pick up 
phone amd order it? 

She. wt. 4 Ibs 
79 N 462366... 425 

o 
$584 

She's 26 inches long and ob, so берм 
She has long acrylic "fur" and comes 
with her own соп so you can keep her 
king purr fect 
ает ADQTR-—WL. 1 1b. Thon... AE 

Tobby the Turtle is a happy playmate or a 

49  40739—12 inches. Wt. 12 o£... 9422 
79 т 407986—22 inches. We. 3 iba... 94% 

20, 24 and 29-inch Luv Pups 
with such wistful eyes and long floppy ears 
they're bringing puppy love back into style 

(1 thew 3 } They look so wld enchant anyone 
They reallsougly acyl vals around their locked-in button eyes 
20-inch Luv Pop. Q Minch lur Pop. 3 9029 Luv Pup. 
Shoe. wt Ib. 12 of Shipping weight 3 I Shipping weight 4 Ths 

49 Tu тэмам je NAMIK v^ 
Д Our lowest price ver бы ony Sear Зит. with the same features as his Lov Pu 

Meter. де bis long floppy cars and big button eyes. His pillow-head is а carry-case 
той body into the back ol ha head. Perfect for children up to 434 ft. tall Cotton backed 

scopic ple чш", Dry dean. He's 21360 in. long. Little Luv Pup not inc. „order 
ARR A129 Shipping weight 3 pounds 1.99 

Crocker the Frog can be a wonderful playmate or a fabu- 
soft pillow .. 22-inch Tobby i» even big раз room decoration. He's all colorful acrylic plush 
enough to sit oa. 49 N 40796—16 inches long. Shpg. wt. & ог. мл 

Both soft acrylic plush. 49 N 40795—14 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 ox. 69 



S MUSICAL À 4 СА 
Ф | ANIMATED . 2 
н PLAYMATES ©. 

"t" 
A E 

They'll nod their e 

play a pretty lullaby " 

gau e, 

“a 

a 

24 (8] \ 
5449 " 

CHIME TOYS 
Shake 'em ug ‘em 

f / (1 thru 5) Just wind the key and these litte softies { ‘come alive.” They nod their heads as they play а a) tune. „each contains an imported music box. 
] Frienaty Tiger . . 8 in. tall, All soft rayon plush. 

with felt features and a bright ribbon. 
49 N 40454— Shipping weight 1 Ih Aor. ...-,4429 

e 9 Suzy Doll. . . 137, in. tall. She's cuddly acrylic 
plush with a cute vinyl face, yellow yarn curis. 

49 N 40455— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 40%. ..... 8388. 
e 5499 Pink Teddy Bear . . 10 in. tall, wears a colorful 

frock and cap. Acrylic plush; felt features. 
40 N 40453 Shipping weight 1 b. 4 ог. . ~... 84.99 

dy Warsie Mouse . . 12 in. tall He's rayon plush 
© with locked:in plastic eyes; fet features. Cap. 

49 N40452— Shipping weight 1 pound ...... 9498 
Puppy . . 10 in. tall with rayon plush 
locked-in button eyes. bright cap and a 

Б 

Tower, Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
48 N 4048 1— Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. ..... 4498. 

+ 

(9 thru 
modeled afte 

9 Seggy-Baggy Elephant: 11 in 
49 N 40477 — Shipping weigh 
Detective Art 10 aos 
Poky Little Pu П онч 

19 Shy Lire Kitten: 
© 49м 40478-5 



“What's 24-inch TALKING 
Dn. BUGS BUNNYC 

sg21 
This silly rabbit says 11 

ses when you pull 

when you just use the phone 

Life-size. 

Lassie 9844 
She's 24 in. long and so lifelike. Her shaggy 
collie-colored coat of lang-pile acrylic makes ber ds Reste ayi er ee m 

Our lowest price in 3 years for any 
cigs. TALKING PLUSH ANIMALS 

) 

ood 
Woodpecker” 

Each talker knows 
8 fun phrases 

who's talking! It's a trio 
all with а lot to sa; 

talking ring and each says 8 
diferent lines. Each is soft acrylic plush 
with bright feit features. 
] Tn Curious George, "says this delight 

ful 17-inch monkey. He's friendly, too 
ust look at that big grin. He comes wear 

49 н 40439— Sbpg. wt. 11b. 20x.. . 37.35 

2 M-inch Nitey Nite Mouse is ready for 
dreaming in his little nightshirt and 

rep talking. cap... but he want 
49 N 40437—Shpg. wt 7.35 

3 18-99 Woody Woodpeck 

laugh! He has a smiling felt face, felt fea 
turen and a big acrylic plle plume. He's 
nes 7.35 

ALPHABET 

CUBES ` 

(4 ond 5) Bright tei d nu. 
bers decorate these ot cubes > 
Solid polyurethane foam fi ; f 
Д Set of three 4-inch cubes fascinate 

bs-old and up. Later 

pe. wt 4 Р 

[Sears] 439 



Beauty Parlor Hairstyling 
Hairstyling Sal 

and Make-up Set irstyling Salon 

a i. 
e P 
O à 

/ d рУ 



1 Зу her hair just ice yours or try 
something completely different. . 

this pretty vinyl mannequin loves to 
have her hair done. Set includes every- 
thing you need to wash, set, comb and 
style her hair (all you add is imagina- 
tion). Her rooted nylon hair is so man- 
ageable. Plastic stand turns a full circle 
for easier setting; non-mar friction cups 
keep stand in place. Store dips, 12 roll 
ere and rush in base. 11 inches high 
or ages T to 11. 
40N 1352—Wt (Ib. 14 оє....*6.99 

Child.Size 
Wigs "N Falls 

Each carefully constructed 
with stretch net backing 
and naturaHooking fibers 

Fashion $, 688 
Wig 

‘This smooth and shimmery 18-inch 
wig is pretty enough for “dress-up” 

occasions. Its layered and parted and 
professionally styled in the popular 
Deb Teen™ fashion. Modacrylic fiber 
hair is stitched to a form-fit nylon 
stretch cap . . just like adult wigs, but 
sized smaller to fit young ladies com- 
fortably. Wave is permanent, never 
needs setting. Just rinse in water, dry at 
room temperature and it's ready to 
wear again. Handy Wig block included. 
Ideal for ages 6 to 12. 
49 м 1353—We 11b. 4or. ......46.88 

Blonde and 
Brunette Fun Falls $377, 

(3 end 4 ) Little girls will love to wear these long, luxurious hairpieces, Each 
ylon-hair fall is 19 in. long. Just rinse 
in water, set and style. Top-stitched 
сар. . perfect for ages 6 to 12. Bow in- 
cluded. Wt. ea. 12 о. 
@) 49 13406—Brupate.....03.77 

377 

Kennen. 
Easy-Care 

Manicure Kit 

$666 252 
Automatic buffer. polish and 

minidan for quick drying 
everything you need for 

shaping and polishing your nails. 

‘Your fingernails can look as pretty as 
Mom's with this fun, easy-to-use 
manicure set. The power handle 
comes with $ attachments: 2 sanders 
for filing, а cuticle pusher. buffer and 
even a mini-fan. Also 2 bottles of non- 
toxic polish that washes right off with. 
water. Tools and polish store neatly 
in plastic base. 
Power handle uses 2 "D" batteries, 

not included, order pkg. below. inch 
base. For ages 6 and up. 
49 м 1305—WL 1b. 202 .... 96.68 
"D" Batteries. Pig. of б. 
49N8405-We 1 lb. Sor ‚Pkg 149 

Set your own hair . . it's d 
Just roll hair on plastic rollers t 

ed). UL listed for 110-120-908 
cle AC. Clips, 8 rollers and st 
booklet included. For ages 6: 

N 13513—Wt 21м. 

tend" trips, take along thís sunny 
yellow vanity case. Opens to а 
roomy 20x2%4x10 in. high. Incl, 
comb, brush, hair decorations, 
hand lotion and more. Vinyl case 
has a molded latch, pink molded 
handie. Pink trim. For 4 to 10- 
year-old travelers, 
49 N 14054—Wt. 2 lbs. 

З.ріесе Luggage Set 
abloom with 

colorful flowers 

"wet-look" vinyl luggage set. 
This colorful trio includes a zip- 
pered train case, a chic hat box 
and a roomy suitcase: 4%, 11 
and 12 inches high. Lavender, 
blue, pink, green and orange on 
white background, For ages 4 to 
10, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 М 140450 Set 97.44 



Just slide 
tray into 

baking unit Slide finished 
take out of 
cooling chamber 
. - hands never touch 
baking chamber 

4 "Oven" Frosty Sno-Man The "oven" even a preschooler can operate 

crunches out such Ideal’s cook-without-heat, 

| super sno-cones “In-A-Minute” Cake Maker 

ING 

INA MINUTE OVER R RING 
poa 

215 añ 

"n 
E Й ag ASY $ 

$549 
S yummy flavors to add 
alter cranking out «no 
‘cones from ice cubes 

syrup 
‘cups, funnel, hat. apron, 
sign, instructions, Ages 3 

foe wii Wisin, 
۴ лэм 11019 ...Set $5.49 

4 Sno-cone Refill; 5 fla 
won, 20 cups. Wt. or. 
GEN 11021... Par 000 



Here's why YOU’LL find 
it so easy to use! 

Hands never touch oven chamber . . just 
slide cake into baking oven at left, 
then push through cooling chamber at right 

+ Bakes with just 2 ordinary 60-watt light bulbs. 
© Utensils and "justadd-water" mixes to 

whip up delicious cakes "n frosting. 
Timing guide shows correct baking time for 
each different treat. 

Easy-Bake unit with $1099. 
mixes and utensils 

It's always fun for young cooks 6 to 12 years old to prepare 
and serve their very own delectable desserts . . and it's so 

easy. They just select a mix, add water and place pan into tray 
Then slide into oven. When it's done, tray is pushed through 
cooling chamber and out. All concoctions are slid through—oven 
door does not open—so hands never touch the baking chamber. 
Set comes with 3 pans and 3 so-easy mixes. 

Front panel features 2 knobs—one just for play and one as a 
real timing guide . . turn it to find required baking time for 
cookies, cake or brownies. This H4'/x6'/x1l-inch high unit has 
baking chamber, cooling chamber, handy 2-shelf storage unit 
and 4 make-believe burners. Uses two 60-watt bulbs (not includ- 
ed). UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Comes fully assem- 
bled. Instructions included. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds, 
78 N 11060 #1099 

Easy-Bake Refill Set $459 
9) This tasty set includes 15 great mines . . 8 assorted cake 

mixes, 5 frosting mixes, 1 brownie and 1 gingerbread mix 
just add water, bake and serve. Plus pans, bowl and spoon. 

‘Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49N 11081 Set 1450 

The perfect “First” Oven. . 
Add water to pre-baked mix, slip into cake maker 

and close oven to activate the automatic 
pressure mechanism. Open door and—M'mmm— 

you've got a scrumptious cake to eat. 

Cake Maker with timer, bell, 5619 
utensils and mixes 

3 Here the quickest, safest cake maker eve, Needs no heat 
‘cause all the mixes come pre-baked. Children just add wa- 

ter, put pan into oven and set the timer. A special mechanism 
that works automatically when door is shut—pressurizes the 
batter into a finished cake. In just a minute . . R-R-R-ring 
pop out a super-duper treat. Add water to a frosting mix, frost 
the cake and decorate with sprinkles. Then dig in. it's yummy! 

Set includes cake mold, bowl, cup and 2 utensils plus 3 pre 
baked cake mixes, 1 frosting mix and 2 packages of sprinkles. 
‘Sturdy plastic cake maker is 5/x4%x6%, inches high. Comes. 
fully assembled, Ideal for young cooks, 4 years old and up. 

Buy it the easy way, order by phone. 
49 N 1107—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2679 

Cake Maker Refill Kit $377 
Mix six more temptin’ treats with this cake 'n frosting refill set 
Includes 6 assorted pre-baked cake mixes and 4 assorted frost 
ing mixes. Just add water. (Prepare cakes in the no-heat cake 
maker unit, sold above.) 

Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
49м 11071 Set 5377 

Country Bake Set $599 
Make a honey cake, muffins and loads of old-fashioned goodies 

with mixes and utensils in this 33-piece Country Set. Follow 

simple word-and-picture instructions on back of each package 
Includes mixes for German chocolate cake, apple cake, honey cake, pound cake, 
4 frostings, blueberry muffins, apple pie, gingerbread and biscuits 
There's also a pie pan; cookie sheet: rolling pin; spoon: gingerbread man cut: 

‘out; cake, loaf and muffin pans: plus a cookbook, Everything a litte girl (6 years. 
‘old and up) needs for tasty pastry baking. 
49 N 10022—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces ‘Set 95.99 

aag 

1444! | as 
Complete 65-pc. Mix and Utensil Set $077 

Make pudding. cookies, cakes . . dozens of delicious desserts 

So many great treats! Word and picture instructions on back of each package. Set 
includes mixes for 12 cakes, 10 frostings, 6 puddings. 3 pies, 4 cookie batches and 
2 batches each of biscuits, gingerbread, brownies and fortune cookies. Also cake 
ad pie pans, cookie cutters and bee, rolling pin, тайа tin and more. For ages 
6 and up. 
49 N 10031—Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces. Set 99.77 

All Aluminum Cook 
and Bake Sets 

(4 and 5) Sturdy, shiny cookware sets include baking pans, frying pan, cookie 
Cutters and sheet, roaster, double boi 

36-piece Set $449 21-pc. Set $349 
4 Jumbo Set also includes teakettle, percola- £ Basic cookware set. 
tor, and more. Shpa. wt. 1. 

19 N 10234—WL 1 Ib. Box. 49 N 10236. Set $449 Set эзлэ 

Sears] 
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1 
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M ‘appliances on these 2 pages run on 
"fuel" of all-imagination. Pretend 

perking coffee, baking cookies or prepar 
ап entire meal for your “family”. What fun to 

have your very own kitchen. All the heavy-gauge 
steel sections have smooth, rolled edges to help 
protect floors and fingers. Complete instructio tor co 

issembly. Child-sized 
‚gold-color appliances are ideal for young cooks 
A-years-old and up. (Not recommended for pre 

included for snap-togett 

schoolers under 4 years old.) 

Caw 

16-pc. Cook'n Bake Set 54,89 
Sturdy aluminum gold-color cook 
ware. Set includes covered saucepans, 

wen and roaster plus 
ез kettle and canister 

with lid... 16 pieces in al 
49 № 1004—Wt. 11h. 202. Set $4.89 

side-by-side d 

Refrigerator-Freezer $1599 ay 
with “ice maker” 

This doubie-door refrigerator has all the latest conveniences 
there's even a real-looking "ice maker" in the freezer that 

stic cubes when you push a button. Refrigera- 
tment has a vegetable crisper 

Both refrigerator and freezer compartments have 3 shelves; 
show pictures of food ves. Mea- 

sures 1Rx15x36 in. high. Food not i 
79 М 1198C— Shipping weight 22 pounds 

sliding door. 

luded, see below 
$15.99 

Stock up on handy Kitchen Accessories 

Canned “Foods” $349 
Even good cooks use canned 
зо load your shelves with 
high quality brat 
Set includes 16 е 
each 3 in. high. Inc 

jetable and baby 
it the easy way—order b 
49N11037-We. 1 Ib. Вот. 

Supermarket "Food" Set $339 
десе set includes make believe 

hot dogs and cookies, butter, cheese 
and frozen foods plus cereal boxes, 
in a box and milk and pop bottles 

sturdy plastic in bright realistic 

weight 1 pound 4 ounces 
49 м 11038 jet 9339 

Double-Oven 51599 == 
Range EO 

This make-believe range has just about 
everything . . double ovens, a see thru window, raised pl 
tend clock and 
Simulated 
18x15x38 inches high. Utensils not includ 
өй, see t 
78 N 1195C WI 18 bs 

“burners” 
ontrol knobs th 

nt over upper ov 

11599 

Kooky Cooks $4,49 
Foods "n pots with personality 
There's à sm diam. 
frying pan, 8- 
with lid, tw 
“winking” saucepans wit 
cardboard eggs an 
Polyethylene pots and ш 
49810092-Wt. 3 Is Set 54 49 



PLAY *KITCHEN..SO UP-TO-DATE 

We even added a bright new Dishwasher 

Г 

vial En 
Double sink with $1299 Automatic Dishwasher $ 99 ==; 

running-water faucet with spin-and-spray action i: 

Buy 3-piece Set Dishwasher, Range Dishwasher, Range, 
and Refrigerator Refrigerator and Sink 

and Save 7% — 0% compiere spisce sot. $ 



Battery-powered 
VACUUM 

Watch it clean up! 
Suction action whirls plastic 

balls into see-thru hose 

$499 - 

You actually see the 
plastic foam "dust" balls (included! 
are picked up and whirled through 
the hose and base. Just flip the 
handy on-off switch. Powerful all 
plastic vac has light blue hose and 
base; red hood. Rolls easily on rub. 
ber wheels, It's 6x6x7%, in. high. 
Partly assembled. Uses 3 "D^ bat 
teries, order pkg. below. Ages 4 to 9 All your housekeeping needs 
Japan. are packed in a sturdy utility 
49 м 1304—Wt 1b. 902. ..5499 closet... perfect for storage. 11 

piece set includes a 26-inch long 
plastic carpet sweeper and 
"magnetic" plastic fiber broom 
that really pick up dirt, dust. 
pan, floor mop, utility brush, 
hand duster, dustcloth. Also 
sponge, soap bar and ruffled 
plastic apron. Ages 4 to 9. 
79 N 13232C—WL 20. 53.44 

= 
ing Set $344 

with "closet" 

“D” Batteries. Package oí б. 
2149 

vents. adjustable fabric dial and 
ап easy-to-grip handle 

e Board adjusts . . stand or sit 

Hot pink enameled steel set turns ironing time into fun time. 
"Iron" is actually 80% the size of an adult iron. Play cord with 
‘suction cup makes it look even more real. Board is sturdy, wob- 
ble-free and features the famous Proctor steam-vent top. About 
30 inches long. Height adjustment operates at the touch ol a 
finger . . adjusts up to 22%, inches high, Includes a bright can- 
dy-striped cover and pad. For ages 3 to 9. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

78 М 13238C—Shipping weight Я pounds Set 05.99 

Imagine сапа. 
lay food. scale. cash 

You're ready for business with this modern, completely stocked supermarket. Arrange your food on the counters and set out the shopping carts. Then invite your card board "customers" in to shop. There's even a play scale and a checkout counter with play money. Vinyl case about 29'%ух1йх1б in. high when open. For ages 4 to 10. 
79 N 94062C-— Shipping weight 4 pounds... Set 88.77 

446 [Sears] 

Folds into a 
compact carry 

case wth handle 
Tor storage 

avel 

А 4A 

^ Food Maker > 
Sets with 

all the fixin's 
(3) and (4) J 

А 

Cotton Candy Maker 
Spins sugar into delicious 

candy flutis 
3 As seen on TV. It's so easy to op 

erate . . no need to preheat. Just 
pour sugar into funnel and press 
switch. As spinner begins to turn, 
sugar in heated and cotton candy is 
spun into bowl. Switch off and gather 
it on one of the 4 winding sticks. Set 
includes 4 packages of sugar in differ 
ent flavors; teaspoon; and instruc 
tions. Plastic, 11%in. diameter; 9 in. 
high. 2 “Р” batteries (not incl), order 
pkg. at left. UL listed for 110-120. 
60<, AC. 125 w. Ages 8 and up, 
79 N 11024C—WL 4 Ibs. Set $12.28 

Popcorn Popper 
Watch '/, pint of popcorn pop 

and in only 5 minutes 
4 Look into the see-thru plastic 

dome and watch corn kernels 
burst into big, fluffy pieces of pop- 
corn. Just preheat popper, pour in 
kernels and wait $ minutes . . yum- 
ту! Heat supplied by 100-watt bulb 
(not incl). Incl. 9x12ánch popper, 3- 
ог. bag о! popcorn kernels, table- 
spoon, 6 bags and instructions. UL. 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle. AC. 
‘Ages 8 and uj 
48 N 1103—WL 3 Is. 3 oz. Set $5.79. 

Convertible Mixer 
With detachable base 
can be used as a portable 

5 Just flip switch and beaters whirl 
and mix up your favorite treats, 

Mixer head tilts back, so it's easy to 
remove bowl. Sturdy plastic, 8 in. 
high. 2 "D^ batteries (pot incl), order 
pkg. at left. Ages 4 and up. Japan. 
49 N 11027—Shpg. wt. 11b. ..5299. 

2-speed Blender 
Light-up base adds luster 
10 clear swirling liquids 

6 Mixa milkshake or fix a eat with 
this big 10-inch high all-plastic 

blender. "Blades" spin high, low or 
off at the touch of a button. Uses 2 
“Р” batteries (not incl), order pk. at 
let. For ages 4 and up. From Japan. 
49 N 11028—Shpg. wt. 1. . 5 

Pop-up Toaster 
Lights up. . with play bread. 

7 Put in play bread, push down 
knob and hear the toasting sound 

as light simulates tbe heating process 
Slices automatically pop up. 7-inch 
high toaster uses 2 "C" batteries, not 
incl. order pkg. below. Metal: plastic 
‘Ages 4 and up. From Japan. 
49 N 11029—Wt. 11b. 6 oz. ...5299 
“C” Batteries. Package of б. 
49 м 8406—We 1202....Pkg. $1.19 



PAL UIE: 
AA and (2), no accessories 

Separately $20" 
total 122.43 

Double-Door 
Refrigerator. 

Freezer with 4 
"storo everything" 

shelves 

Kitchen 
Helpers 

$299 
amos banner 

з ventilating fan. 
finish cabinet bas towel rack on side. Molded 
wipe — plastic exter 

л. Buy it the easy wa n 
rder by phone. tee be 

15 be, $1444 79 N 11080—Unassemb. Wt 0 lbs $7.99 

when you buy appliances (1) and (2) 
Save in one Country Kitchen Set 

U and2 
79 N 1110c2 
17-piece Sink Set is 

r measuring cup, poon, «oap. 
49 N 13251 Shipping weight 



THE COLONNADE 
All-metal Antebellum Manor 

over 2 feet long with 
authentic detailing right 
down to the light-up 

lantern over main entrance 

= 1109 == 
Relive the charming, graceful life of the 
"Old South” . . this colorful lithographed- 
steel doll house takes you there. Molded- 
plastic roof covers house; double-hung mov- 
ing windows, 6 white columns, plastic 
furniture and play family. Has a banging 
porch light that really works. Uses 1 "D 
battery; not included, order package below, 
26c1AMx16)4 in. high. Ages 4 and up. Buy 
it tbe easy way—order by phone. 
TON 9A04ZC—Shpg wt. ibs... 1099 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6, 
49 Н 8405—Shpg, wt. 1 tb, or... 149. 

1 TELL YA, IM JUST 
MINDIN HER. WHILE. 

Doll Family fits doll 
houses on this page 

$199 + * 
The “Joneses” include color- 

И { fully dresed Mom, Dad, 

j` 

J baby, son and daughter 
Plastic. Hong Kong. 

49 89402 —Wr. 1 Ib. Set $1.99. 

GEORGIAN TOWNHOUSE 
in own folding case 

7-room Suburban 
Doll House 

st $799 
Enjoy "contemporary living" at its best with this traditional Showplace oí your street is this deluxe 2-story townhouse with dell house. Colorflly-detailed litographed steei-even has stately molded front door and high molded French windows, Land landscaping. Flat-varnish coated for durability. Doublebung сарі painted on house exterior for extra beauty, Spacious interior windows, opening front door, 7 complete rooms of furniture, furnished with 4 rooms of molded plastic furniture. Back yard hes = porch deck. а furniture and family of 4 included large play area with painted flagstones and pond. 20:198 (2174 in. + easures 244 x8x1544 inches high. For ages 4 and up. high open. Folds into vinyl carry case. Ages 4 to 10. 448 [Sears] » 79 N 940340 — Shipping weight 7 pounds Set $7.99 79 N9410C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. Set 10.44 



PLAN A TEA PARTY 
Entertain your special friends (or your favorite dolls) 

Porcelain Sets in an 
elegant service for six 

4 1 pretty-patterned 
pieces in each set 

$688 

1 Sunburst pattern. 

2, Rosebud pattern. Modern in 
the classic mol a really ele- 

gant pattern any hostess would be 
proud to own. P. 

up. Japan. 
49 N 10032-We 5 

gest set with fruit plate, 
casserole, dishes . . 75 pieces in all 

50-pc. Set 
with silver- 
color tea 
service 

ontains: 4 each cups, sau Federal Mug Set. .with $277 
20 “Early American” pieces “4 

alt and peppe 
bowls, 2 vegetable dishes with 
with covers 
49 N 1026—Shpg. wt. 2 Tbs, 2or.. „Set $5.99 

s [Bears] 449 

hakers, 4 soup 
covers, 3 pots 

high pitcher with cover. 
tb. 4 02 52— Shipping. 



ent. o олче! 120-volt house 
use 2 "D" batteries. 

the foot control pedal to 

N — 2o 
2 ^4 Straight-Stitch 
ZIG-ZAG f Electric Sewing Machine 

i wii chi Compact 9)f-inch portable machine with attached 
Electric Se ng Mai ine carry case that folds out for plenty of work room. 

The larger footlong size makes this machine easy to $2188 e Machi 99 use c wojects, instruction. batteries reyang aaa f Cave, accessories, projects, instruction Dock Machine, cane, ессно, 810999. 
Versatile machine is so easy for children, ages 8 and up, to operate. Changes from straight = 
chain stitch to decorative zig-zag chain stitch by turning a knob . , sews different length Solidly constructed machine bas heavy-duty motor and dio- 

stitches, too. Adjustable tension control keeps it running smoothly. Heavy-duty motor and cast metal head. Adjustable tension control keeps it running. есы metal head for longer Me. Plastic сыту case, light, 3 dew projects for а smoothly. Plastic cane i permanently attached. Incl 2 dre 
dolls, instructions. Also pin cushion, tape measure, thread, threader, 2 spare needles and. projects for 11}-inch dolls, spare needles, threader, $-pc. 
safety point scissors. Runs on household current, by hand er on 2 "D" batteries (not incl.), sewing kit. instructions. Runs on housebold current, by hand. 
order pkg. below. Safety plug adapter is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. АС. 12x8x10 ia. high. or on 2 “D” batteries (not incl), order pkg. at left. Safety 
49 N 1234—From Japan. Shipping weight 6 pounds. Set 321.88 plug adapter UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 934x31x71 

= mee НЙ in. high For ages 6 and up аз N M12 Molino "D" Betteries. Pkg. of 4. Shipping weight 1 pound, .... Pkg. 329 A ай I. 

Sewing Basket Bey both Zig-Zag | 
2 Dioec hie; fully Sewing Machine 

md Shoe wt. 11.402 and Sewing Basket 4m12061-From Tal бр ну те S150 

- Deluxe Sewing Basket 
” This extratoomy 1148млб- 

Alem as inch bigh basket bolds all your 

W machine plus basket 
Separately $9 937 imm 123 sewing accessories. Handle for 

easy carrying. Fully lined wov- 6 Extra Needles, 3 Projects 
'achines on роде. en case. From Taiwan, Shpg. 

A8N 1230—Wt. 4 ог. Pkg. 99¢ — 49 N 12241—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibe dor Set *23.37 11b. 9 or. 
N 12062.. no 

a а= 
ж = 

WITH MARGARET NEMMIN" 
AND you A 
THIS IS WORTH MORE THAN 
JUST A DOZEN COOKIES | 

Hand-operated $459 
Sewing Machine 45 

Sew even, no ravel straight chain stitches 
fon this 735x8xS}4-in. high steel machine. 
Suction cup feet; threader, thread, 2 
spare needles, dress project, instruction 
booklet. Ages 6 and up. Japan. 
49 N 1231—We. 1 Ib. 10 oz... Set 34.59 
Note for all items on page: Items NOT 
recommended for children 4 years old 
and under. 

Battery-powered Sewing Machine in Case 
Big, easy-to-work-with machine sews tight, no-ravel straight chain 
stitches. Has a handy built-in extension table, sewing light rugged 
steel head and plastic carry case. Abo includes thread, 2 spare 
needles, threader, 2 projects, instruction booklet, Uses 2 ̂D" batter. 
фе, not incl, order pkg. above. 10k x4x614 in. high. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 1232 From Japan. Shpg wt 2 Ib. 10 oz. Se 19.8 
450 [Sears] so 



Create your own doll fashions 

with these Gew moll Wardrobe Sets 

Ready-to-make, pre-cut pieces 
and step-by-step instructions included 

о hostess culottes оши, а sporty pants 
2 dresses, 2 skirt, 2 blouses, cape coat, shawl and 

Set 4.98 

M 22 
Babyland 

Luxury Layette 

d 

Tiny Baby Tender Love, 
any 10 to 21-inch Baby Doll 

Harmony, Cyn е 5 P ese v ج 
Set $3.99 
Se 449 
Set 449 

X 49 
499 

wes) 

(1 ond 2 ) TEEN DREAM SET comen in 2 мез, Bach net includes 
a winga’ pants walt, 3 drewes, panties, Jumper and blouse... 
teny fot you to sew. 6 hangers Dolls shoes not included. 
(1) 49 N 12122— For 15 to 17-inch dolls Wt. 60%... $3.99 
02) 49 N 12121-— For 18 to 30-inch dolls. WL 6 os 49 
NOTE FOR ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE: Homs are designed panties 
forages 6 and up. NOT recommended for ages 4 and under hanger mes [Bears] 451 



with Hassock Seat Batterien 
An elegant vanity . . just what a young lady needs to feel grown up and sophisti 
cated. This child-size plastic vanity has sculptured-look legs, a polished make-up 
mirror that lights up and even a handy drawer to store her special treasures. The 
plastic hassock has a lift-oll top for even more storage space. Vanity measures 261154433 inches high Comb, brush and other beauty supplies also included. Perfect for girls 6 to 10 years old. Sent unassembled 

Mirror lights use 2 “ТУ” batteries, order package below 79 № 138126-- Shipping weight 10 pounds Set 31148 49 N 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt 1 Ib. Sox. Ри. 149 

t £ 
Cream-colored Vanity Set $114 without 

— C. 
~ Vanity Accessory Kit Зе. 

$333 
Such a pretty, feminine set. . with a plastic 
hand mirror, jewel case, comb, brush and 
more. Inside the 9-inch long plastic case 
you'll find a long necklace and several other 
trinkets. Bright pink roses decorate white 
сме and mirror. Ages 4 to 10. 
49 N 13126— Shpg. wt. 13 Set $3.33 

2 
eS [В 

See-thru 
Teeter-Totter Watch. . 
it really keeps time 

$299 
Heres a watch worth watching . . gears click 
around as the colorful t jer see-saw 
up and down. Complete mechanism is open 
to view, Adult-style winding stem pulls out 
to reset hands. Colorful plastic band and 
lear case let you see the metal gears. The 
ideal frst watch for youngsters, ages 3 to 11 
49 N 13189—Shpg. wt. 4 ox $2.99 

Make a Wish.. 

DREAM-A-DREAM 
..Youre just what 
you want to be 

Costumes for Boys 
Highway Trooper. To the rescue in a tough cotton shirt 
and pants outfit (fabric shrinkage 1%). Plastic goggles, 

cap, whistle; metal badge, сай». State 5, M or L. ХЭН 149387- Shipping weight 1 pound 3259 
V.S. Marine. Ready for review in this regulation-look cot. 
ton uniform with cap, belt, insignia (fabric shrinkage 1%). 

Pants have elastic back. State rise S, M ar 1. 
49 N 149947— Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces, .... $8.39 
6 Army Fatigue Uniform. Prepare for ied maneuvers in thie 

green Sanforized® cotton outfit (fabric shrinkage 1%). 
Jacket has insignia, stripes, name tag; trousers have bellows 
pockets, zipper. Cap included. State rise S, M or L. 
49 N 14996F— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. .... S38. 
T] Indion-style Chief Outfit. Put ов the deluxe feathered 

headdress and lead tbe tribe. Long vinyl fringe trims the 
vinyl vest with chain closure and cotton twill trousers. Zip fly. 
Each leg has  Lepeeshape cutout. State site S, M or L. 
49 N 14957F—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces... .. $8.39 

Roce Driver. You're a real winner in this H-piece cotton 
jumpsuit with zippered front (fabric shrinkage 1%). Patch 

pockets, embroidered emblems, Plastic play helmet has vinyl 
and foam padding inside; chin strap. State size S, M er L 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 14956/— Shipping weight 2 pounds 7. 

Costumes for Girls 
There she is .. Miss Americo. Now you can accept the 
crown and have the full-length vinyl cape put over your 

long, white rayon acetate gown. Corsage, necklace and ring also included. And the Miss America sash. For young ladies $ 
to 9 years. Gown in adjustable: fits small, medium and large 
49 N 14931— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. ре 
10 Miss Americo Travel Cose . .a roomy molded plastic hat 

bax, 9 inches in diameter, Plastic over-arm handle. 
49 N 14932— Shipping weight 1 pound $252 
LI Fairy Princess. Make wishes come true in your lace 

trimmed acetate satin gown with detachable sleeves 
Tiara and magic wand also included, State эйе S, M or L 
49 N 14953F—Shipping weight 12 oz $6.99 
12 Orem Mojorette. Lead the parade in a bright cotton cor. 

duroy dress with tasseled hat and plastic spats. Fabric 
shrinkage 1%. Baton not incl, order below, State sie S, M er 1. 
49 N 149545—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ... . 96.38 
13 Bolonced Twirling Baton, 34-inch chrome plated steel 

shaft, 25 in. long. Cover and twirling routine folder ind. 
49 65414—Shipping weight 12 ounces. $1.99 
14 Bollerino. Steal the show in this popcorn-knitted elasti- 

cised acetate-satin outfit. Frilly nylon net tutu. (Slippers. 
not inch.) State nise S, M or L. 
49  14981f— Shipping weight 12 ounces. son 
15 Corry Com. Big 15-inch long polypropylene case. 

49 N 14148— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. ..52.59 
16 Nurse's Uniform. Cotton dress with belt, cap and navy 

cape. State sine S, M or L. 
49 N 149241 Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. .....4.74 

Size chart for all costumes on these 2 pages 
REST ma ^ 



tow $/130 
аз item(3) 

| a 

Our lowest prices in 
5 years for any 

TV Character Costumes 
(1 thew 3 ) Get Set for fan when 
famous fantasy characters. Even 
you behind the vinyl masks. All 3 
poplin; butto 

on this f 
hand р 
49 н 149305 



1 T mast be the most exciting, colorful, convenient 
‘complete kitchen ever—actually modeled after a 

real World's Fair Kitchen-of-the-future. Six counter- 

pliance working, This sturdy all-plastic жш le 
Ууз! Ty, aches ый. tes on 2 "D^. 
der package below. From Japas, For ages 41010 Bony 
Barbie and accessories not included 
434, Like everything ele in Sears books, ri y 

telephone. ‚order by 
79 N 11649C— Shipping weight 5 pounds 
"D" Batteries. 

Karosel Kitchen $199 
Accessories = 

TE: Because of the small piece 
w children 3 

4orSete 1.90 



„pid чоч 
zx Never too 

busy to 
talk to you у? А 

1 
prono, 

whats 
your 
name? 

Miss Muffet 
в calling you 

"Answer Me" Picture Phone 

Li diio e 5799 "Answer Me" Talking Phone 

iver to see caller on tbe screen as th aringa $399 pick up receiver and caller talks 
спек. Miss Muffet and It's almost like e—actually keeps on ringing ‘til you answer it 

Old King Co Cassettes below.) Ages 3 to 7. Uses I тп on switch to star И ringing. Answer i and your caller says one 
D kalter = убей messages. Hang up and—WOW.—it 
ШЕЕ: ка 1220 pb х4, in. high. For ages 3 to 7. L 
49 N 8405—"D" Batu Мб We llb Bor .....Рик. 149 PENA ج e 

Set of 4 Nursery Cassettes. Set of 4 Animal Cassettes. shipping weight | pound 8 ounces 
Shipping weight 15 Shipping weight 15 ounces. "C" Batteries. Package of 6. 

A9 N 44535 ‚Set 199 49N44536 Set 81.99 49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces 



A whole page 
ol record 
teaching 
toys 

Can your pre-schooler learn to read? 
Let LITTLE LEARNERS® Easy Words help 

See how Easy Words 
self-teaching records 

lead from a few 
basic letter sounds 

to complete sentences 

Easy Words 1,2 and 3 teach 
a word is made of letters. 
Each letter has a 

I <, You say a word, 
Your child sees and hears 
each letter sound. He finds 
the right letter to 
sound and puts it over the 
outline in the book to see 
the whole word sound, (1 thru 6 ) Each 33-rpm record has 

friendly characters, lively lyrics and 
games that teach your child as be 
listens and follows along in a vinyl 
and cardboard book. For ages 4 to 8, 

Eory Words 1, Horace Van Der 
Yap teaches 12 phonetic letter 

sounds and 4 simple words 
49 N 16521—Wt. 11 ox. Each $2.99 

Eory Words 2. Tad the Frog 
teaches 13 letter sounds, 7 words 

49 М 16522— WC 13.02... Each $299 
Set of 2 above. Same $1. Separate 
prices total 3.98, WL 1 Ib. В з. 
49 N 16617 Set 

Lazy Words 4 teaches blend: 
ol letter im sounds, uses 

complete words. Picture and 
word cards, spinner, word 
and game board, 

Eory Words 3. Charlie Chompo 
teaches 19 letter sounds and 32 word associations. 

49 N 16523— Wt. 15 of... Each $2.99 Easy Words 5 shows how the 
пате words take on a new 

Д tow Words 4. Polly Pockets 
makes lt a game to read words 

49 М 16524—We 13 oz... Each $299 
Set of 2 above. Save $1. Sep. prices 
detal $5.98. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
«9 N 16618. Se *4.98 

Б Eosy Words 5. Sasprilla Cat teach 
© how to group words together 

into phrases. 
49 N 16525— Wt. 13 ox. 

meaning when you switeh 
them about Picture and word 
cards, word wheel, word and 

Each $2.99 
6 бозу Words 6. Pull the Sentence Train teaches bow to group words 
into simple sentences. 
49 N 16526—Wt. 12 oz... . Each $299 
Sel of 2 above. Sow S1. Sep, prices (otal $5.98, We. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 N 16619 Set 94.98 

Puff the Sen- 
ws how a sen 

Vence is like a train of words. 
He asks child to match words 
‘on cars and build a sentence, 

tence Train si 

How do you teach your 

pre-schooler the A-B-C's? 
Let LITTLE LEARNERS 
Easy Letters help 

My record teaches eno My record teaches 
pet 

Cut 12% 
. . Self-teaching Records and 
Letter Cards speed learning 

= pie 
y | EE 

Sat of 3 Cory Late, TE As you A ters Pr ed teed A rea 
Alphabet letters from colorful embossed letter cards. Each. parete Teens len Serie ne ee o Rd oe pee epis lesen jc coat Per egi d f Aix уз abd tes Rey oir e ARES Nauta QM S ries Spe et IR а, 

$299 

Let LITTLE LEARNERS Easy Time 
help teach your tot to tell 
the hours and the minutes 

Turn on 3334-rpm record and hear Hurry the Hare tell how he spends the hours of his day. As child listens, he moves snap-on plastic clock hands around Tarry Turtles tummy to learn bours. Flip record over, and Hurry uses Mr. Sun to show how the long hand on clock always points to minutes. Vinyl case. For ages 5 to 8, 49 N 16369— Shipping weight 12 ounces. 299 



Let LITTLE LEARNERS* help teach your 
pre-schooler what numbers mean with a 
machine that flashes 
answers on a screen 

COMPUTER 
TUTOR 

5499 di 
without batteries 

СЪМ puts program tile into computer, then pushes button, Computer bell 
rings and answer flashes on lighted screen, showing him the relationship 
of numbers to objects pictured. Then tile pops out automatically. 12 tiles 
with 24 number concepts make learning fun. Order arithmetic tiles sald 
below for learning addition and subtraction. Plastic; 11x64 іна in. high. 
Uses 3 ̂C" batteries, order pkg. below. Ages 4 to & From Japan. 
49 н 16367 Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces 4.99 
43 N 16407- Set of Arithmetic Tiles. 40 problems Wt. 60r... Set 1.56 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpe wt. 12 оа... Pkg. 1.19 

Let LITTLE LEARNERS help 
teach your pre-schooler 
how words are 
made from letters 

MAGIC ANSWER 
MACHINE 

It makes learning to spell simple words a fun game. Child pats picture 
card into slot, names the picture , . then pushes first button. As if by 
magic, first letter of word appears on screen. Pushing other buttons com. 
pletes word. 24 pictures and words on 12 cards Learn arithmetic with 
extra card set below, Spring action. Plastic: 7x254x4 in. Ages 3 to 7. Japan. 
49 N 16509— Sbipping weight 11 ounces. 3298 
Arithmetic Cord Set. 96 problems to add, subtract, multiply or divide. 
49 N 16608— Sbipping weight 6 ounces. Set $1.09 

Let LITTLE LEARNERS help teach 
your pre-schooler how things "go together” 

‘even when they're not exactly the same 

PICK-A-PAIR $399 

Now, a multiple.choice game for pre-schoolers asks which pictures are 
the same . „are related . ог are missing from the nunery rhyme picture 
‘card. Child pushes button under his answer and enly i/ he's righi—carid. 
moves forward to the next question. 40 questions on $ cards. High-impact 
plastic with spring action. About 72814 In. high. Instructions included. 
Ages d to 6. From Japan. 
49 N 16604— Shipping weight 1 pound. з 

~~ Yes! Let LITTLE LEARNERS help. 

Can your Pre-schooler 
learn to Spell? 

See how he learns to actually type the 
correct spelling of 100 objects pictured 

ой the computer cards included with 
the COMPUTERIZED TEACHING MACHINE 

bcm. 
Child slips card into machine. . sees picture and correct spelling of an 
object. He must now relate letters on деб to letters be sees in the werd. 
and—all by himsell—type the correct spelling. Only if be spells it right, 
is card ejected and he tries another word. Just like teaching machines use 
in many schools. 100 basic word cards, Plastic and metal, 104210435 in. 
Uses 4 "D" batteries or AC adapter, order below. Ages 5 to 9. 
49 N 16606— From Japan. Shipping weight 5 pounds $ ounces... 319.99 
49 N 16683. Firt-grode Vocobulory Set. 40 cards. WE 5 ог. 199 
49 N 16694- Second-grode Vocobulory Set, 40 cards. We Sox. 199 
49 N 66402—AC Adopter, From Japan. Shpg, wt. 10 о. 298 
49 N IOS "D" Batteries, Pkg. of 6. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz 149 

LITTLE LEARNERS even has a fascinating 
game to train your pre-schooler's memory 

MEMORY MATCH 
$599 

Picture match game has 
one player challenge an 
ther to remember behind 
which siding key Ihe 
matching” picture is hid. 

den. Example shown at 
tight —"Where isthe chair 
hidden 

Other games advance to 
picture and word match, (СЫМ sees И he's right by 
checking picture under the 
printed word), and rhym Ing word match, for exam. 
pie, pail and nail 

^i games, printed on 3 
sturdy paper cards. Plas 
Tic case with scorekerpe. 
мї in. high 
For ages 3 to 3. From 

jan. Shoe. wt 2. Jos. 
№ 16596 35.90 



prove learning is 2 10Y- 
They begin on page 

More toys from. e ча Let LITTLE LEARNERS* help your toddler play 
UTTLE 
Collection . - 
the toys that 

10 Wood Nesting 

456. 

What child can resist tbe shapes and colors of blocks as 
intriguing as these? As be dives in to see how they all work 
together he'll develop imagination, balance, finger dexterity 
He'll build houses, roads, towers with 110 smooth-edge 
blocks in 11 different shapes and 5 non-toxic colors. Packed 
in a 12-inch tall cotton drawstring bag. Ages 2 to К 
49 N 44539 Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz Sa 4,97 

| | 0 
Blocks stack up to POP, 09 pin 
33 inches high u ol Mi 

and nest for storage Llu xê Lb! 
1 Y 32 inp us 

As your ЫМ secs how Wood Blocks 

rocas $399 
Softwond 1 (ein square blocks 

characters Colorful, noo. 
blo 

‘one another. Ages 
14 to 4. West Germany 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs 

49 N 44624. 

embossed letters, printed letters, num. 
bers on sides Rounded corners 
Round storage can. Ages 2 to 4 
49 N 44783 Shp. wt J Iba. Set $3.99 

Disney cartoon 

ocks are from SK 
square, fit neatly 

Set $323 

Disn 
Puzzle Blocks 

ETN nave Part cues $99 
B mane 6 de 
LIS "EE 

Giant Kindergarten Wood Blocks 

End super sable Tor s inches hick and up ta 1 

32 $758 
piece set 

ind these ks easy to handle 
е they are 1% 

$999 56 
pleče set 

Eyes light up and imaginations soar as your child sees 
how to create the pictures in his mind by fitting these 
blocks together. Each one is made of soft, natural 
grain wood with smooth, ea to grasp edges. Ages 

Set. 10 different shape 
3— Shipping weight & pounds Set 57.58 

56-piece Set. 10 shapes plus werlge-shapedt ramp. 
49 N 44724— Shipping weight 12 pounds. . Set $9.99 

Stand-up Wood Boat Puzzle 
with 6 big pcs. for little fingers 5299 
Here's a puzzle your toddler will love . . has easy-to- 
rip, thick wood pieces in bright, non-toxic colors 
Puzzle stands up by itself when amembled into a 
TH4x13 inch boat and crew “sailing” out to sea 
Puzzle has six Sin, thick pieces Ages 2 to 4. 
49 N 44542 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 ot 2 

Teaches your child how to tell time as he fits the red 
minute" discs over the green "hour" circle Child 

moves clock hands to learn herir minute relationships 
Plastic. 10x7 inches. Age 
49 N 16389 жыз. 



and build and see how small parts work together for BIG results 

Solid Hardwood Toys designed to 
move around, flip over or 

sound off .. and never get tired 

Take-apart 
Tool Bench 

Ine 
All sturdy plast 

high From 
49 N 44494 

Hardwood 
Magnetic 
Crane 



Big Driver Dashboard 
Looks We ares! Police o $ G99 

sounds like one too! 
Youngster turns "ignition" key, "shifts gears" anc 
"drives off." 4-speed gears . . sounds like you're really 
moving. Turn steering wheel and the speedometer nee 
die moves. Toot horn. Manually operate the siren 
Real-looking "mike" has a push button which clicks on 
when you call other cars. Glove compartment door 
‘opens to store travel needs. Made of plastic; dashboard 
measures 10к7хб\/, inches high. For ages 3 to 
49 N 447 13— Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz 2695 

Busy Stores 

$ 549 

D 

a гёз, 

Farm Maze Puzzle 

Child guides tractor and each animal to its home 
on the farm only then can it be removed from maze 

because each puzzle piece has a different shape base 
Your preschooler learns round, square, rec 
tangle and triangle shapes as he moves 
each farm puzzle piece from "start" to its 
home on the farm. Only when he gets it in 
its proper place can it be removed from 
puzzle base. Cow goes to barn and door 
opens. Tractor makes a "click-click" motor 
sound as it goes to fi 

Busy Stores entertain youngsters for hours 
4 Latches, 4 Stores 

& that makes playing a way of learning 
= $a Unlatch each 1 four different lock: 

toy designed to encourage imagina! 

each with a different toy 

ldren will think of sev 
eral ways to use each of them. Picture puzzle cubes make four differen 
pictures. Puzzle tray teaches basic shapes. Delightful animal figures can 

dog isk 
Back of Busy Stores Sa puzzle tray 

48 N 44781 
460 [Sears 

perch on multiple activity t 
Stores. Made of sturdy astic. Measures 12x10x27, inches high. For 

е back of Busy 

2549 

Pig goes to pen and gate opens automati 
cally. Chicken goes to egy, pecks, and chick 
in egg pops up and peeps. Plastic puzzle is 
13 x11 35, inches high. For ages 2 to 4. 
Get this bit ol Christmas shopping done- 
dial Sears and order it now. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49N 44714 1499 

Ring up sales. . give 
receipts on sturdy 

all-steel Cash Register 
Whether it's to keep track of lemonade prof 
its, allowance or pretend money, this is the 
cash register a youngster will want. Push one 
of the 13 numbered keys and the amount of 
sale pops into view . . bell rings, Push lever 
and money drawer opens. Side arm holds a 
pencil and pad of paper so a young business. 
man can give bis customers their receipts 
Made of steet: 9%10%x7% inches high. For 
ages 3 and up, 
49 м 16409— Shpg. wt. 3.4 ог... 9359 



$599 

Transport baggage. operate the control tower 
push a button and airplane taxies offl 

This modern airport has so many things for youngsters to do! Drive 
fork lft hagrage truck to the coaveyor turntable, pick up 3 pieces of hug 
Tage. „open plane's baggage compartment and load it up. At the control 
tower, turn the "radar" antenna and ring the bell. When cleared for take 
off, push a button and miniature 747 jet shoots away from terminal. In 
cludes 2 workers, pilot, and passenger bound for a distant land. High-im 
pact plastic. Airfield 14x8'x6 in. high. Ages 2 to 7. From Japan. 
49 N 44717—Shipping weight | pound 5 ounces 1599 

What goes on at the Magic Driver 
r Busy Seaport? School Bus 

ü $299 ш. 

«Nar 
\ а 

Operate crane to unload truck 
and move cargo from dock to ship. 

Е Learn shapes and color-matching. 
АШ the fun c£ а real seaport for litte "longsboremen." Unload cargo shapes Smiling school bu th ir : Smiling school bus carries 4 happy children and driver that bounce {йа tro to color and shape coded spaces в dock Then pick them up at ihe up and down as bus rides along. Your youngster learns to match $ lock, and load them onto a waiting cargo ship for export. Ahoy! Set includes basic shapes when he puts the le people into their “seats on the two workers, six cargo shapes, truck, boat on wheels, 9x5: dock and Gun, boe Plastic 1213374 in high For ages to 5. Uses 2-С” batteries, high rolling crane. Plastic. For ages 2 to 7. From Japan. театрт From ый Kong: 9 м 44715 Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 1199 49 N 44718 Shippini weight 12 ounces 1299 

49 н 8406—"C" Batteries. Pis. of 6. WL 12 ог. .......Ры. 1.19 

Face driver forward, bus moves forward, 
reverse driver . . school bus backs up 

Pre er, 
around super-siz re Tur way to learn 

о па to learn words that rhyme 
Each side of the inflatable vinyl cube pictures from one to six 
mals. Toss cube and move your token the number of spaces pic 
= ‘you land on an object that rhymes with the animal 

Dower. vinyl beet wo A 
чә 44722—Shipping weight 10 ounces 



Let LITTLE LEARNERS 
SHOW 'N TELL* 
PHONO-VIEWERS 
by General Electric "bring to 
life" Walt Disney characters 
and favorite fairy tales 
+ Put record on, slide in full-color film strip. 

and flip switch to start the show 
pictures change automatically as you 

listen to the story on record 
* Use as a regular phonograph, too 

synthetic sapphire needle and 
4inch speaker for clear sound 

SHOW 'N TELL* 
with 11-inch diagonal screen 
and 4-speed phonograph $3995 

A storytelling theater to delight all children. 4-speed phonograph has a synthetic sapphire needle, 
built-in 45-rpm adapter so children and teens can play records of all sizes. Focus lever for sharp, 
full-color pictures every time. Solid state construction means no warm-up wait. Built-in cooling 
system helps prevent over-heating. Colorful polystyrene case; 13x12x11 inches high. UL listed. 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Includes one Picturesound* program. For age 3 and up. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
79 N 16378C—Shipping weight 13 pounds 33995 
Replacement Needle. Synthetic sapphire needle fits both phono-viewers on this page. 
49 N 16504— Shipping weight 1 ounce. s125 
Replacement Lamp Bulb. Fits both phono-viewers sold on this page. 

N 16505 Shipping weight 1 ounce . 150 

Picturesound* Programs for GE SHOW "М TELL* Phonoviewers $157, 
Compact SHOW 'N TELL* with 6-inch ч 

Classic Walt Disney creations and famous storybook characters delight children with adventure 

diagonal screen, 2-speed phonograph filed stories and tunes. Fach program includes fim strip plus one Finch, 19/ rpm break-resistant 
$2995 record with story on one side, children's song on the other. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 

49 N 1642-Winnie-the-Pooh #157 49N 16417-Mickey Mouse n5 
Full-color pictures timed to words and music entertain 49 N 16674-Captain Kangaroo Musical i-Donald Duck 157 

N 16419-Mary Poppins 187 
N 16421-Wizard of Oz 187 
N 16422-Jack and the Beanstalk ... 157 
N 16423-The Three Bears 187 

children of all ages. 2-speed phonograph plays 33% Band 157 
and 45-rpm records. Synthetic sapphire needle, 45-rpm 16627-Peter Rabbit 157 
adapter, picture focus lever. Instant warm-up with sol 16628-Walt Disney World 157 
id state construction. Built-in cooling system helps pre- 16679-It'sa Small World 187 
vent overheating, Polystyrene case; I1x11Y,x7%, N 1641-Three Little Pigs. 157 N 16425-Little Red Riding Hood 187 

inches high. UL listed. 110-120 volt, 60 cycle AC. In- 49 N 1641 1-Pinocchio 1.57 126-Hansel and Gretel 157 

cludes one Picturesound* program. Order replacement 49 N 16412-Cinderella 157 | 29-A Christmas Carol 157 

"мейе and lamp bulb above right For ages 3 and up. 49 N 16414-Snow White 187 435-Bambi. 157 

79 N 16377C—Shipping weight 11 pounds ... $29.95 49 N 16416-101 Dalmatians 157 49м 10230 Niet Before Christmas. 157 

a t rte eee teer reo Pa Кырын» er rr Pans 

Ebr qute «` T Nobody is more fun than a GRAMMA® who chats with you 
storuteller ] - and tells you the rhymes and stories you want to hear 

you know” =——— Sold only a Sears $299 

sit Created by Joyce Miller. Gramma tells stories, 
m Thymes and рости to your child and chats with 

him as he follows along in a wipe off, vinyl-cov 
егей book. She involves him by telling him where 
to put plastic stick-ons to complete tbe pictures. 
33%%-rpm records. Ages 2 to & 
49 N 16626—Mother Goose. 

1 Cinderella. 
ivorite Rhymes and Poems. 

(Grampa® helps too). 
Shipping weight each 14 oz. Each $2 99 
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Let LITTLE LEARNERS* Easy Talk 
illustrate and tell favorite nursery rhymes 

$499 - 

in cassette, turn pointer to any one of eight pictur 

3 cassettes with 24 pictures 
and phrases from 12 rhymes. 

and press the 

‘to them over and over agai 
7. Uses 1 "C" battery, order package below. From J; 

ng weicht 1 gend 12 ene 
49 N 16397 — Set 2 Talking Neighhors Cassetten Shipping weicht 10 xr 
49 N 16398 Set of Talking Colors and Numbers Cametion Shpg wi. 10r 
49 N 16399 Set of 3 Talking Letters Cassettes Shipping weight 11 ounces 
49 N BAO6 —C- Batterien. Package of 6 Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Let LITTLE LEARNERS* Clock Talk 
tell your pre-schooler what time the hands show 

battery. order pkg. below. Fro 
49 N 16508. 
49 N B406 "C" Batteries. P 

Talking 
Take-along Toys 

Talking Clock 
Set the hands 
time at 5-minute inter 

o e 

Learning to tell time was never this much fun before. Bright 
clock face has large, easy-to-read numbers. Just set the hands 
urn the dial and a clear voice tells you the time. Sturdy 
4x14x14-inch high styrene clock has a molded carrying handle 
For ages 4 to 8. Uses 1 "D" battery, order package below. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone 
49 N 16024 — Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 conces so” 
49 N 8406 —-07 Batteries. Package of 6 WL IIb ot тє 149 

Ree Sepe 26 letters, pic: 3 Mather 
1 tures, words. Ages 2 to 6. 3 rhymes 
49N 4509. s599 49N 44682 s599 

Q Former Soys. Namen and Д Count with Colon". 12 
sounds of 12 familiar ani- colors with and 

mals. Ages 2 to 4. numbers Age: 
49 N 4508. 5599. 49N44694 9899 

Chatter Pal" $2 77 
Watch 

Looks just like a giant pocket 
watch. Pull ring to hear 1 of 8 dif. 
forent phrases. Moveable hands 

<, 
о, 
^ tpn, 

Makes “click” sound when you 
wind" it Plastic, 2Vsx1x4 in. high и 

For ages 2 to 
ON 4778-5 wt Bon... 82.74 G 

Chatter Pal" $2 77 
Radio 

Just pull the ring to hear 1 of 8 
different phrases on this portable | 



Musical Pop-up Box. Winnie pops right 
out to delight kids as your toddler turns the 

crank to play “Winnie-the-Pooh” theme song, 
Colorful lithographs show a different picture 
and rhyme on each of the four sides of bax. 
Plastic and steel, with a cloth outfit on Winnie. 

IS уж, inches high. Ages 1 to 4 years 
N 44764—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. $2 99. 

Q Musical Merry.Go-Wheel, Entertains 
baby for one full hour with just one full 

wind-up by you. Soft plastic Pooh figures ro- 
tate while "Brahms Lullaby" plays once every 
$ minutes. Attach to crib. Plastic. 11%x5%x14 
in. high. 6 mo. to 3 yrs. 
48 N 44446— Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 20x. ..9799 

Musical Guitar. Just turn the handle to 
play "Winnie-the-Pooh" theme song on 

your own little guitar. Plastic with Winnie dec 
Oration. Nylon strings. 15/8/19, in. high. 
To order the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and 
Co, Catalog Sales" for number to call 
49 N 44765—Shpg wt. 11 ог. +199 
7] Musical Jewelry Box. Ballerina twirls as 

Musical TV. Turn knob to wind music box, 
make screen with "Winnie" scenes revolve 

and bear "click-click" channel selector sound. 
Plays “Winnie-the-Pooh” Can't be overwound, 
Plastic and wood. 10x9x3%, in. 2 to 6 years 
49 N 44491— Shipping weight 2 bs. 2 oz. „84.9 

Musical Busy Box. Plays “Winnie-the 
Pooh" when baby turns knob. Doors and 

drawers open, telephone clicks, clock hands turn. 
car races back and forth, windmill winds up, TV 
knob changes pictures, horn squeaks, wheel. 
spins, reflector shines. Attach to playpen or crib. 
Plastic. 12/4x3'/x16 in. wide. 6 mo. to 3 yrs. 
49 N 44165—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8.02. 4699. 
Nonmusical Busy Box. 
49 N 44121—Shipping weight 2 lbs 4 oz. .84 99 

Musical Koo-Koo. Child pulls ring and bird 
moves in and out, dock hands rotate, plays 

“Winnie-the-Pooh”, Attach to crib, playpen, 
wall, Plastic. 9/,x1 [2% in. 6 months to 3 years. 
49 N 44123—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 202...4.59 

‘Winnie-the-Pooh" theme music plays, Red rayon 
satin lining, simulated leather cover decorated with "Winnie" scenes. Pull-out drawer. Metal 

wind-up key. 10х75 inches high. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
49 м 13349 Shipping weight 2 pounds 1499 

IS A FRIEND 



More 

Winnie-the-Pooh 

Toys on the 

next two 

pages 

1 “1-plece Mug Set. 6 each muss. £ Busy Crib Gym. Baby tugs handle to 
plates, goblets, knives, forks, spoons, make merry-go-round with Pooh fig 

plus teapot with cover, sugar bowl with ures chime. Webbing supports gym in 
Cover, cream crib, playpen. Plastic. 8//x9x16 in. long. vr. Plastic 
49 м 10054 —WL 11b. Soz ...Set $424 — 49N44443—Shpy, wt. 11. Sor. $4.99 

in. deep. Plastic 

Hunny Pot Puzzle. 9x12 inches 
49 N 44549—Shpr. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

Busy Bath. Baby pulls lever andar. Mu 4 8 
water. Fastens to tub. 

Busy Driver. Steering wheel, un- Humming Top. Press plunger knob 
breakable rear view mirror, play and watch Pooh, friends run around 

tree. Shatter-resistant dome. Knob can't 
d. 9, in. high. Plastic 
21—Shpe.w. 11b. Sor. $3.99 

‘See 'n Say. Point -D Winnie at any 
of his friends, pull ring, and they talk 

12 phrases, Stand-up plastic case 
2Vx10YY„inch diameter. 
49 N 44482—Shpg, wi. 21s. .....55 88 

Wristwatch. Wind dial to 
theme as watch hands 
s by turning knob in 

ee hea: 

cente: 
Shot wt. 2 Ibs. Lox. $599  49N44721—Shpg.wtior ....9299 

Q 10-9lece Wood Puzzles. Large, smooth wood pieces, Teach association 
Tigger and Drum. 9x12 inches. 

#193  49N44792—Shpr. wi. 1 b. Son $1.99 



nee: 
MORE TOYS THAN EVER 
BEFORE...FOR MORE FUN 

THAN EVER BEFORE Ride- 

7 "ет 
ACT EE Winnie © 
Sit-on Softies »Cheerful molded ^» 3899 PTS - m *Wide-set wheels АШ (1 end 2) Oh that Pooh bear: ha's resist tipping . `o a charmer. Bright locked-in button 2 e. a eyes. pompon nose and a happy $499 - XN grin. Made of soft acryhe plush pile a 1 and plumply padded, so he's extra ~ O R If comfy Phone ordering a quick E > 

  ws and easy way to buy them. дدد

Rocker. Rock back and forth oh з Preschoolers just Jove to take Winnie for a spin he > 1 Pooh can take it. Wood base living room, rec room . . and on driveway or lawn during sunny ромео hin extra standy. ВИЙ weather. Colorful Pooh is realistically detailed . . even down to = dered "vest. 19 inches long, 16 the “hunny” pot around his neck. Molded plastic wheels run on. ada En БЛ rugged steel axles. 19x9x15 inches high. For children ages 1 to 3. Shipping weight 7 pou pea ран EAR „Sm e. 49 N AATST - Shipping weight 5 um 
Ride-on. Рой sturdy plastic М * casters take two of you every Р [2] where. Embroidered cotton “vest Shoo-Fly 16 inches long, 18¥s inches high ы т З Shipping weight 5 pounds Winnie 

2 4 Tau 0196. na Toddler rocks 
Roter between his 

happy friends 
4 2 colorful. 

N f. $1899 a molded-plastic C E 1 Winnies" 
a $1090 = мї 

How could а child ever be sad with two 3-1 Winnie-the-Pooh Í Shoo-fly pals sitting by his side? Molded seat, footrest help keep him comfortable. seat belt keeps him in place Cross handlebar even has squeaker. 225x18x18 inches high. Ages 6 months to 2 years. 
79 N 44769 — Shipping weight 10 pounds. 31090 

Slumberchum ™ 
He has a soft pillow head and 
comfy body to snuggle up in 
Grinning Winnie just seems to be saying, "Won't you cuddle up with me?” His friendly face has locked-in button eyes and a round elt nose. His coat is soft, cotton-backed acrylic pile Quilted cotton liner and bottom are filled with acrylic batting. A lang zipper under his chin lets you roll him up into a large pillow with carrying handle for easy travel. ing. He's 21x61 inches long . „big enough for anyone up to 4's feet talk Use only indoors. Dry clean. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 49 N 4079 - Shipping weight 5 peus p 

Adventure Tunnel for 
indoor-outdoor play 
5799 $999 

We а super tu 

Winniethe-Pooh print vinyl covers 24-in. dia 

19 N 447880 
э N 44789 



Jr. Artist Kit 
Paint bright 

LD ONLY 
AT SEARS 

Kids love to create their own. 
pictures... and this set makes 
it easy. Sot has 5 non-toxic 
paints in spill-resistant wells, < 
artists palette, paint brush. 
mixing cup. M-page Pooh 
Paint Book and 12x24.inch 
plastic apron. Ages 4 109. 

мать. S199 

Winnie-the-Pooh Colorforms® 
Charact ick to scene like magic. . no glue 

All your favorite Pooh characters - Christopher Robin, Piglet, 
Kanga and Roo, Tigger, Eeyore, Rabbit and Owl. Press onto 
special “Pooh” background scene . оғ stick them anywhere 
no scissors, no paste, no mesa. Just lift up to move. Vinyl 

and cardboard. Measures 12¥sx8x1 inch high. Ages 3 to 8, 
49 N 10532 Shipping weight ounces. 5129 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Grab-BagGame $199 
Terrific game for 2 to 4 kids .. no reading ability needed. 
Just draw colored discs from grab bag ~ advance to same-color 
pace on board instead of counting, Plastic Christopher Robin. 
Piglet, Rabbit and Pooh playing pieces. Ages 4 to В. 
49 N 65226- Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. aue 

Play Stone MoldingSet $496 
Build your own Winnie wonder village just fhe 

г sold only at Sears way you want it. ai 
Mold Pooh characters, trees and buildings with Play Stone 
self-hardens overnight. want crack, either. Then paint it 
5 jars paint incl. Two 10-02. cans of Play Stone. molds, non- 
toxic paint, brush, 13x 18-inch vinyl mat, rolling pin, trimmer, 
page Pooh paint booklet, Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 16531 — Shipping weight 2 pounds S ounces р 
Two 10 ox, cons Play Stone, 4 jan point. 
40 N 16578 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 195 

There М 
аге тоге 
Winnie 

the Pooh 
Items on 
pages 

464, 465 

Chatter Box Record Player 
Plays 8 "Pooh" stories as you read along. 

from the story folder, Now with extra records available 

$499 es 
Just slip any of the four 2-sided records into this bright "talking" machine 
and play 8 different stories about Pooh and his friends. Each 33-second 
story is a special adventure whose words you can follow in the 7x24-in. 
foldout book. 4Yax3xZin, vinyl case has strap for carrying and a pouch. 
to hold all 4 records. Uses 17D" battery, order package below, Ages 2 to 7 
40 N 44547 — Shipping weight 1 pound Am 
Entro Record Albums for above. Story folder and three 2-sided records 
САЙ About My Alphabet" has aix 2-sided records and no story folder 
аэ N 4483) — All About My Manners album. Shipping weight 1302 p 
49 N 44822 — All Аз! My Feelings slum Shipping weight 120 
аз м 4483) — All About My Bady album. Shipping weight 12: 
49 N A424 Ail About My Alphabat recorda only) pg wt Len 12 
7D" Bomeries, Package of 6. 

Push a button and your favorite “Winnie-the-Pooh” 
character pops out of the tree to say “Hello” 

Winnie goes "elack” with his honey pot. Tigger "clicks and 
Owl “tweets” from top of the tree. Piglet. Kanga and Roo 
throw open their shutters to the sounds of "squeskr" and 
7equawka" .. they're ready to play. Tax). inches high. 
Plastic. From Hong Kong. Aies 2 to 6. 
49 N 44708 ¿prime wenehi 1 нн! 10 vnius 

\ 



Sears gap OF 
GOLDEN A Step-by-Step Play and Learn Program 

Your baby has a lot to learn . . and he needs your help. He's cou 
stage of his development. That's why a research team. led by Dr. 
program. Each set of toys was designed to encourage some pa 

g On you to provide appropriate tools of learning for each 
er P. Edwards, created this step-by-step play things 

ular skill, to help your child reach his full potential 

TING AT 6 MONTHS 

Your baby is beginning to see 
things—but it's tough to focus. 

Опе of the best ways to help him 
= e develop eye control is with moving. 
D changing objects he'll enjoy focusing on 

(1 thru 3) Set includes: (1) Crib 
Mobile with sun, moon and stars 

ent colors and patterns to keep. 
Diggs for moth- 

er Wi set 2 Ibs. 8 
AS 45511 ris) Set вао 

Do you know why Peek-A-Boo 
is your baby's favorite game? 

It's one of his first attempts at problem solving— 
learning that something can be hidden from view 

‘and still be there, No wonder peek-a-boo toys. 
HE can manipulate are so entertaining 

(7 thru 10) Set includes: (7) Toddle Roller to sit on, hit, roll. 
Park through the ear “windows” ose the bright sound ¡making 

Toys (1 thru 201 Socios 

Naiara 5471897 



ROWING PLATEIS? for your baby's first three years 
All ages suggested throughout this section are simply guide! your child's age. readiness and level of learning. Generally. the ages indicated. The program is flexible—you can start at any 

ines . . use your own judgement in selecting toys appropriate to 
un and play value of the toys extends many months beyond me. with the groups of toys that your child is ready for 

HIE mi IBI Ln 
RB i Е 

HY H Bs E E 3 2 E i 

space. Plastic; Axê in. Wt. 
set 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 
A9NA4555-(13, 14) 88.99 

than his aim 

At this stage, 
your baby needs toys 
that help develop 
his coordination 
toys he can open, 
move around. fill To help your baby learn relationships, 
and empty out this puppy leads a double life 

{11 and 12) Set includes: (11) the Smart Cart. „a treasure ОЇ devices to fascinate and challenge baby. Its a pull toy that makes noises, and a standing toy with knobs, а siding door, "secret" drawer, mirror, " 
squeaker and a chime tumble wheel. Plastic cart is 8%, inches long. (12) "My Do-It Pocket Book” comes with 10 full-color cardboard pictures to insert . . or fil the pages it м ог whatever the baby likes to look at. Each of the 6 clear plastic easy-to-turn pages is a 

ages. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 49 N 44554—(11 and 12) Shpg. wt set 3 bs. .....Set $699. 



STARTING AT 18 MONTHS 

What can a Toddler Build with Blocks? 
Self-expression and creativity 

Help him express his idest with bright building blocks 
and expand his ideas with imaginative storybooks 

(17 and 18) Set includes: (17) a child-size library of Look: 
Posters, The 8 books have simple sto- 

on both ends so smaller blocks fit into it and “disappear.” 
Tilt big block and smaller ones tumble out. All sturdy mold 
ed plastic rounded edges. 
49 м 44557—(17 and 18) Shpg. wt. set 5 bs. . ....Set $9.99 

Boy all toys оа this page 
ond Save 53 

Separately total 924.97 

21° 
Toys (17 thru 21 ), Shipping 
weight 10 pounds 6 ounces 
49N 44816 Set 521.97 

Sears олурду Ө? 
GOLDEN 

STARTING AT 21 MONTHS 

Your Toddler can get a lot more 

out of a bath—besides clean 

‘icra las stout emer what makes it low and what makes it go. 
his mu-sction water toy he can pump and pull and pog the results 

9] The Water Works toy makes bath time fun for 2:year-olds they can 
squeeze the funnel—and watch 

"to 
water wheel into the cup. 161993! inch plastic case attaches to tub or wall 
49 N 44559—(Water Works). Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 1590 



A Step-by-Step Play and Learn € @ 8 
for your baby’s first three years 

STARTING AT 27 MONTHS 

What's the difference between bigand small, 
round and square—and how are they alike? 
These building blocks and picture puzzles help a child arse he can MS o ure apa эла сю. 

‘piecing the objects together, he 
Scr olterences and rouberahipe о each other 

(22 end 23) Set includes: (22), colorful group of 9 hollow 
Nest "n Build Blocks to stack or "nest" inside each other. 

dudes (23), three 9112-in. long Pick and- 
showing home, farm and city scenes, 

plastic pieces. СЫМ can 

He wants to be seen and heard 

Whether i's solving а problem ar learning a new song, 
helo him gain confidence win а supar siza puzzio pis а Пагу of basic Books and singelona action 

too hard to put together. He's all strong cardboard with. 
large interlocking pieces and 3 er 
arms and legs move ‘cause they're jointed. 
49 N 44562— (14 and 25). WL set S Ibs 1202... Set 36.99 

26 The Play Center 
to sit in, crawl through, peek 

into and oat of, build one way— 
move—and build in a diflerent way. 
These four sturdy 36x48-inch corre 
‘ated cardboard panels fold and lock 
together in "Јов" of different 
ways. Panels are lightweight enough 
for preschoolers to move . . and they 
lock together with easy-to-use plas- 
ic muts and bolts, Bright red, yellow 
and blue designs om white back- 
ground. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 
79 N 44563с— Play Семет... 3539 

for children. 

storage case and meet Potty 

tobe potty trained. Flip record 
‘over and she explains how to 
putonand take off cotton train 
ing pants (incl.). For mothers 
there's а pamphlet on how to 
help the child. For ages 1 to 4. 
"I'mpotty trained” badge incl 
49  16072—WL 9 ox.. 329 

| 9 Д 
‘case. Each íncludes à 394. rpm. 
record to teach your child the 

For ages 3 to 6. WL. 8 oz. 
MN... 

2 ване he Puppy machen 
Ibettoning. For ages 2 to 3. 

49 N 16073—Wt. 8 os... $1.99 

me [Sears] 471 



‘The fun begins when you turn the crank 
music box plays a tune, then—all oí a sud. 
den. Donald fies apart To put him back to- 
ether again just stack the 6 plastic pieces. 13 
inches high. Ages 310 6. 
498 4409] Shoe. wt 1th 206.....5299 

er " 

Wind "Red Rooster" to play a tune and set your garden 
friends moving in time to the music . . push a key to 
make them pop up in the air. then see if you can fit 

each one back into his own special place 

As music plays, exciting things happen! Farmer starts tractor and drives into 
barn. Garden friends jump up and down in time to the music. To make friends 
рор up, match picture on keyboard with one you want, and when you hit the 
key, be pops out. Each has a different shaped base so you'll learn matching 
shapes when you return them to base. Plastic. Base is 8x10 in. Ages 310 6. Buy 
the easy way order by phone. 

49 N 44787 Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 95.66 

Pop-up Music Boxes 
{1 thru 3) Turn the 
crank and hear a happy 
tune. Then. just when 
you're least expecting it, 
up pops a favorite story 
book character. 6x6x6- 
inch metal boxes: wood 
handle cranks. Characters 
inside have cloth bodies, 
styrene heads. 

Sip. өт. ез. П 1 ox 
somos cea ren ass 
29970.09 

Clown. 
49457) .....5299 

r —— 

Play Family Musical Merry-Go-Round 
Play Family rides in "animal" seats to the tune of 

‘Skaters’ Waltz" when you wind the control 

$699 
Play Family figures fit into giraffe, swan, turtle, and piglet styled 
seats to enjoy their Merry-Go-Round ride. Operator sits at crank 
and provides motion that sends them round and round. Put any 
member ol Family in any seat you choose. 5 Play Family figures 
Wood, plastic. 11%x8/x6'/, inches high. Ages 2 10 б. 
49 N 44785 Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces 2699 

] Record Player 
ut Music Box 

$699 

Just place unbreakable record on turntable, wind knob, and music 
box in tone arm starts to play. 4-inch speaker gives clear sound. 
Plastic case has on-off switch, large carrying handle. Stores 5 rec 
ords, plays 10 different songs. 9x9x4*, inches high. Ages 2% to 6. 
49 N 44567 Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 3699 

A 

e n 

Teaches how to use phonograph, yet needs 
о batteries and has no needles to break 

Musical Teaching Clock 
Moving hands tell time. $529 

revolving face shows 
4 pictures to fit ume 

M m M Wind the knob and music box plays 
one "Grandlather' Clock" while lock bands 

2 and face revolve, showing pictures of pre mE Schooler activities. Hands can be turned 
NH A manually. Wood case is 6/x3'/x 10%, 

N inches high. Plastic handle. Ages ! to 7 
омро WEIB ion... 9528 

T TR: № Even baby learns 
to mate music 
Pull-ATune 
Bluebird 

м Music Вох 

RB | " 5449 

PulLcond winds music bor . even ful rers can do it. Playa 
"Children's Prayer”. Pull-cord rewinds so baby learns he must pull 
again to make more music. Non toxic plastic. 7rA inches. 
49 N 44786 Shipping weight 12 ounces 



— 

School Bus. 

5449 

Take the whole gang to school . . 6 kids and Fido load, 
unload through hinged door. Driver looks left and right, 
headlight “eyes” go up and down, engine goes "brumm, 
brumm” when you pall bus along. Wood and plastic painted 
with non-toxic colors. 1357147 in. wide. Ages 2 
49 N 44328— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces oT 

Hardwood fgurcs wich non de EE peak bee Qum 
"puti-putt" when you move bus. 4x3x6 in. long. Ages 2 to 4. 49 N 4433— Shipping weight 11 ounces ..... 1298 

Frisky Frog jumps, sits up, and 
says "Grumph" when you squeeze bulb. 

Frisky springs into action when you squeeze the soft plastic 
bulb. “Grumph, grumph”, be says, as he sits up and does his 
tricks . . short jumps and long jumps. Non-toxic 
4/0xtx in. long. Ages 1 to 4. Get this bit of Christmas shop- 
ping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 49 N 44636—Shipping weight 12 ounces ... 9298 
5 m" 
Doreen суо" 

Chatter Phone 
Pull Toy 

Chatters. smiles. 
rolls its eyes 

bell rings 
when you dial it 

$236 

745 : 
Vin ese ptr heck ie tim Hk Age 1105 
48 N 4436— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces .......4236 

Creative Coaster. 
Children love to ride it. 
pull it, and stack the 

plastic blocks on dowels 

M0000! 

says Molly Moo-Cow as 
she raises her head and 
swishes her tail to show 
how much she loves you 

ариу сорри Push toy along and wooden “popcorn” 
Push this toy and see colorful Play Байа jump up, hit plastic dome, make a 
Family members pop up and down in- рор popping sound. Saf 
side. Unbreakable plastic housing, plastic handle. Wood base, plastic balloon 

base. balloon wheels, safe- wood 
ty knob on 



Deluxe Doctor and Nurse Kits . . 
over 100 pieces in It's fun to 
each carry case learn to do 
$399 buttons, snaps, 

each zippers, ties 

microscope that magni 
with 

49 N 44525 Sieg wt 1 



1 can measure me all aver. 

PLAYOrfONE $397 

Toys that teach 
how to match shapes 

Play stove and dishwasher set is just the right size 
for cooking dolly's meals. and learning to clean up. too 

Non-dlectric Kitchen Queen play stove has pretend clock and "burner" knobs 
that dick wen ter 2 ийм unns um ыйдара pelas tat fk Ыы ока 

Storage cabinet, mixing | Dishwasher has make-believe dish. 
preti seep martina Pc Sor B ech Re: 
dishwasher is Sxtx5 inches high. Ages 3 to 6. Hong Kong. 
don crete BASES ча ira nm mo UU 

Learn to sew on buttons 
stack thimbles and 
spools on the right peg. 

SEWING BASKET 
57 

Put three 2'/-in. spools on. 
sew button. 

(2шк1) ов end of tape mes- 



MAGNETIC ACTION SUPERMARKET 
Send shoppers with cars through aisles $ 499 

to choose groceries on your list 
Go shopping for your dolly's meals in this modern supermarket with a com 
plete stock of miniature groceries plus 3 shoppers and a check-out girl. Just 
fasten shopper to cart, turn crank, and shopper follows magnetic track as you 
decide what to “buy”, When you reach check-out counter, hag groceries and 
ring up the sale. l4x]1xkinch high market. Molded plastic and chipboard. 
From Japan. Ages 3 to 6. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 44509— Shipping weight | pound 10 ounces 499 

Mystery 
action 

Locomotive 

noke, headlight shines, whistle toota when 
batteries ( 4, order p 

Ambulance Pup and Elephant Fire Engine 
Battery power a ver obst 

1 Ambulance Pup. Flip switch 
siren sounds, head moves uy 

49 N 44511— Uses 2 ̂C" Ви 

49 8406 

476 [Sears] 2 

The perfect “first train". , this train set has. 
automatic railroad crossing, light that shines, 

wheels that make ә piston noise 



Pre-schoolers' 
Road Rue: 

¡per Speedway with 2 cars that 
face to a thrilling fish 

Adventure . . thrills . . excitement — 
You'll feel thers all as you and a 
friend race these miniature metal 
racing car» around the big figure 8 
track. Each player places his car 
at starting gate and pumps acoel- 

"wp to 30 lapa are registered by lap counter over track. Players 
control speed by pumping acrelera- 
tors at moment cars go thru tunnel 
Just push down gate to record win 
ner. Plastic, 27¥ax14¥ext in. high 
colorfully. speed- 

way atmosphere. From West Ger- 
many. Ages 4 to 8. 
79 М 4513C - Shoe. wt din 95.99. 

Putt-Putt Railroad Set 
with wind-up engine 

51066 
Your child's fantasies will rum free with this fam 
filled sei. He'll load logs from lumber truck to train 
and be the engineer as wind-up engine sends train 
through realistic tunnel to its destination Includes 
3 piece wooden train with engine, wooden truck with 
di бы! rit ы che noc led peti 
tunnel, depot. loading. 

Roebuck and Co. 
Саш Sel fr the number lo cal 
49 N 44811 — Shipping weicht 4 Iha. 8 ot зов 

Play Camper 

$999 
camp. have a barbecue 

Includes patio layout. hammock, bar 
becue, garden umbrella and 2 wood dowels 
Put the patio layout the camper 

49 N 44457 — Spx 

the car, a plasti 

е that lets you be а 
the grown-ups This 

Б A oL TL Soin, БЫ d an Me ied elk ы plate Urea шы? ache perg pere MU RA EE. "ras 
25: [Bears m 



FISHER-PRICE PLAY FAMILY TOYS NEED 
ЕА] 

Play Family Fun Jet only 

чт 4 ME 
Pia 
TON ACATC rige 

СЛАНА 

"m uuusas =, 

i HABRA |, 

Play Family Houseboat 

$699 





Creature Counter 

By balancing scale, kids seo and learn what. $399 
numbers mean . . even while they are at play 

re-schoolers have a ball matching the numbers on one side of the balance scale with 1 to 9 creatures placed oo the other. When scale position is chosen, child. 
pushes button . . И he's correct, bell rings. Plastic, 12x44 in. high. Ages 4 to В. 49 N 44755—Prom Hong Kong. Shipping weight 1 pound. Sec 33.99 

Adding 
Register 

Ring up a sale 
and learn how 
things add up 

cial animals . . their noses 
are really keys to their own $399 
personal barn stalls and 
each animal's nose opens Push the 16, 10e or $1 
only his stall. Each animal's key to add totals to 
picture is on his own door so 99. To return to 000 
you can find him easily ке рч quer. jui 

turn side crank. Cheer 
fully colored plastic 
SxSx6 inches high 
From Hong Kong. 
Ages 2 to 6. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 44757... 5359 

Get all 10 Nok-Out balls thre all 
SE Postal 

Station 

+. Spinning A mailbox for 

thie wheel 

Pound one peg into the top, 
another "pops" out the end 
Most popular of all wood pounding toys. 12 pegs in + pushing 

mu 6 stored on bench surface and 6 in the channel this йде. im 4 shapes through correct holes .. removes them 
through bin. Wood, plastic. Ages 14-346. 
49 N 44588-1085 36)43634 in. We. 2 Ibs. Bon $4.66 

within the bench. Helps teach coordination. 10x 
4361446 inches high. Non-toxic colors. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 44584 Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oc..... 8299. 

and бро ‘this switch 
Tuff-Stuff Alpha-Truck™ 

Ride on it... spell words 
with its cargo 
$1299 

480 [ 

Tumble Tower $399 
Саа you beat the 3 minute bour glass timer? 
Ye? . . then turn it over and begin again. 
Clear plastic tower with colorful levels. 
3% x 4 x 10) inches high. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 Н 44206— Sbpg. wt 1 Ih. 6 oz... $3.99 

Pull-trock with 30 letter blocks helps 
children learn alphabet while having fun. 
Rugged, yellow polyethylene foam with 
racks for letter-blocks. Store extra blocks 
underneath. Washable and color safe. Sx 
3:20 inches long. Ages 2 to 6. 
79 н 448180—Shpg. wt. 8 йж... 31299 



comes from hayloft door, farmer drives tractor 
she lowers her bead to eat, duck quacks as she pops out of ber nest. Pig 
cinks and lamb goes "bus-aaa” аа they come from behind sliding barn 

! x10/, inches high. Buy it the easy 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces 

BIG MOUTH 
SINGERS 

They'll sing any tune you play $599 
from the color ona a OK 

Carol-along with this carefree choral crowd. „as you play a 
one (rom color coded songbook, Just maich note color 

with colors above keyboard to play songa 
Five bay o Miu cu CIA ai ae Cs art 
er's mouth opens when key is pressed—closes when key is 
released. Plastic: 10/3884 inches high, Uses one “С” bat. 
tery (included). Imported from Japan. Age 3 to 10 
49 н 44804—Shpg. wt. bs бог. 2599 

OLD WOMAN IN THE SHOE 
Make a nursery rhyme come to Мо 

the buttons to make children $599 
out of windows and door 

She had so many children she didn't know what to do . . but you do, 
Там push picture coded buttons . . see $ children pop out oí windows 
and doors esch shouts out his own distinctive “belle”. Push old wom: 
an's button and toe of giant shoe opens up--ahe races down ramp 
‘sporty red car. Real laces let you practice tying. Durable plastic shoe is 
10/18/18, inches high. Temported from Japan. Aes 3 10 
49 N 44803 Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces $5.99 

„ [Sears] 481 



Build your own 

Pioneer Town with 
Lincoln Logs 

200p. — 40 pc боо Set ‘Set Set 
$499 5899 51299 

Build with Linenln Logs and feel the 
rugged. exciting days of Americas 
frontier live again Sets include 
inch thick stained wood logs of 
vances lengths, plastic ables, chim. 
беу and roof pieces plus helpful in 
structions. For ages 5 and up 
200-piece Set .. make a homestesd 
with one large cabin and а fence 
49 N 10109—WL 3e. 10s... Sa 3499 
400 piece Set . . make a town with 3 
cabins and have parta left over. 
AG N 16107- Wi Gba 5. Set 5899 
600-piece Set. make a town with 5 
cabina and have parta left over 
TON VOASEC—W 11 the. Set $1299 

GIANT Tinker Toys— 16 TIMES 
BIGGER than regular size 

sos se $1999 
1 An old favorite that's really grown 
up’ Build a tower higher than your 

room .. or a pirate ship for 3 bucca- 
neers even a child-aize playhouse or 
a giant crane with a 9-foot boom. Set 
includes 52 rods in 5 different lengths 
38 spools in 5 different sizes .. 90 
colorful plastic pieces in all. For chil- 
dren of all ages. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all 
тэм нА Wt 23 he. 

2, Build bridges, towers and anything 
else you can imagine with colorful 

plastic rods and wood spools `. idea 
book shows how. Ages 3 and up 
322 piece Set. 
AON 16148 We alte See. Se s499 
486 piece Set 
4з м 16147—We Slim dor... Se 650 

Sears exclusive 1047-pc. Lego Set 
includes 112 wheels, tires and gears 
to build projects that really move 

1047-pc Ser $1299 

including. 
doors and beams . plus 112 wheels, tires and 

40 N VOIS Shipping weight 6 Do. Set 512.99 

Lego 
hours of building fun. For ages 3 and up. 

665 pc. Set includes 625 Lego blocks plus 40 
roof and ridge tiles, windows and doors 
40 н 106637 Shipping wt Iia 129... Set 98.99 
395 pc. Set includes 375 Lego blocks plus 20 
‘oof and ridge tiles, windows and doors. 
49 N 10638 Shipping wt 2ha lor... Set 90 

Erector Sets 

615. $2868 zzz 
pc Set proa 

Includes two 3-speed motors, 
1 battery-powered remote control unit and 
1 electrically-powered remote control unit 
Tackle the big projects with our largest set. De- 
sign and build a giant crane using one motor with 
haist for lifting operations. add the other motor 
in make crane move forward and backward You 
can build a lift bridge . ог even a helicopter with 
а rotor that really works. Use huge amortment of 
steel plates, girders, pulleys, wheels and axles to 
build multi-action models Transformer is UL 
listed for 110-120-. 60-с. AC. Uses 27D" batteries 

order package below. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 166539 — Shipping wt 8 Ibe. 7 Sase 

оос Se $1999 
Includes one 3-speed motor and 

1 electrically-powered remote control unit 

Um our eachsivewide-heum girders la engineer realy masive илиш opin, trama 
Eie your araclara a nad riae sures af Bewer, Add hardworking. vay hoa ar ling. 
Spermien. Al pieces ero precision ct. UL lid for 20v. Be AC. Agra 6 and up {ON пало. ap LORE Ta заво 

4305 зн $] 599 поа 
Includes one 3-speed motor and 

1 battery-powered remote control unit 
For the junior engineer. massive wide beam gir 
ders; 3-apeed motor and on-off, forward and re- 
verse control unit for building projects that really 
work. Add 2-way holst for efficient lifting. Uses 
2 ЛУ batteries — order pkg. below. Ages 6 
49 N 10007 — Shipping weight 5 pounds... Sek $1599 
Alkaline "D* Batterien. Package of 4 
49 N BT2— Shipping weight | pound... Package 3329 



Its a snap to build 
big action projects 
with our exclusiv. 
1047-piece 
LEGO® Set 

Our 615-piece ERECTOR SET 
features 2 motors and 

2 remote-control units 

Remora conia turns motor for twice the action 
on and ofl reverses, 100 

..twice the fun 

2-way hoist provides. 
‘Bower far Wing jobs. 



Draw Charlie Brown, Lucy, 
Linus and Snoopy just like 
in the comics and on TV 

Draw each Peanuts character in 27 
different poses. Just place one of 12 
plastic picture cards in your picture 
maker, follow the lines and color. Use 
one of 2 background cards to com- 
plete your cartoon. Plastic drawing. 
board is 8/,x16/ inches wide. Set in- 
dudes 4 colored pencils, pen and pa- 
per. Ages 5 to 12. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
49N16048-WL 1 lb. 8 oz. Set *4.97 

E 

Make pictures and designs 
appear under the screen 

Etch-A-Sketch* $299 
sF НН HT 
3 i dH 

jii iji 
Draw millions of ovals, 

squares. trapezoids. circles, 
clovers and perfect 

geometric patterns with 

SPIROGRAPH 

s322 $499 
(A and B ) Just follow the patterns 
with your pen . . it's that easy. Pins Bee ie 
them to. Get fancy designs by laying. 
one pattern over the other. Sets include 
straight and curved pieces, pins, pens, 
paper, baseboard, storage tray, pat- [M Gui 
A 3192 Spirograph. Make swingin’ 

with odd-shaped gears. 
49 м 16533—We I ib, Boz. „Set $3.22 

В 81-pe. Super Spirograph. Make 
‘even more intricate designs. 

49 N 16144—W 20. Вол. Set 44.99 
Refill. 2 baseboards, 40 sheets, designs. 
49 н 16295—Wt 1 Ib. Joz. Set ат 



Make Giant 
24 x 35-inch EN 
posters with d N 

SUPER 
: DREAM DROPS. 

Make colorful pictures and light them up 

: = 

- 
PogAtite $4.99 

8 bright color 

[Sears]485 



Sporty red, white and blue 3- Be, 
features a rugged tubular steel frame 

2599 

2 

расова attach 
ment Ball bearing wheels Plastic 
Del exl0V,in. high 
U9NACISC- Wi Em... 511.99 

hand gripe 24x12x20-in. high. 

ATV 
Explorer 
With honking 
horn and rear 
gate that opens 

to a storage 
compartment 

$1388 

Rugged indoor.outdoor 6-wheel “all-terrain vehicle” has a steering. 
wheel that turns front and rear axles for maximum maneuverability 
Knob on roof activates а “motor sound.” Manned with 2 removable 
workmen in “hardhats” Plastic, metal parta 18Ysx10x13 in. high. 
TO N AAC Shipper өч 9 peur. 21188 

Ride'em Jet 
Cruise "600 m.p.h. 

at 28,000 feet" 
in your own plane 

$1099 

= 

High-impact plastic "Fan Jet”. Realistic "turbine engines." instrument 
panel, authentic American Airlines decals. Easy-grip steering. Twin 
front wheels make it easy to “taxi.” 362134118 inches high. 
79 N 44793 — Allow 10 pounds postage per porta! regulations 31099 

те $1299 
Check out contemporary sty 
ing . . tubular steel A 

adjustable banana 



MISTER DO BEE'S FAVORITES 
Toys from T.V. 

Hit him with a right . . knock him to the 
floor .. Happy Jack bop bag just pops up for 
more. Colorful Romper Room clown stands 
35 im. high. .the right size for punchin 
Mode of inflatable heavy-duty vinyl for 
Constant play. Base weighted with sand 
49 N 47924- Shipping wt 1 Mon... $2.35 

Gingerbread Game" 

$449 
Children take turns pulling candy cane on. 
side of cottage И dispenses one of 24 “cook: 
chipa If piece fita into his gingerbread man. SN plates iti йш мм Г ины be pata 
it back inside chimney. First one to fill his mas wina Plastic Crags le бү 
in. high. 2 to 4 players. Ages 24» to б. 
49 N 47945 — Shipping wright 2 pounds 

A great preschool 
puzzle game. 

nu 

Bright, col 
Plastic strea 
2 safety stra 
79 N 44056C 
79 N 446190 

Musical Pony А 
Rocker Magic 
$999 Dragonmobile 

$977 „Erin 

4 inches from floor to sad 
so tiny tot» can cli 
Bell on nose jingles as baby 
rocks. Wood in pinto colors. 
Hand grips. 16%in. long. 
Wes 
49 N4427-Unassembied. 5198 

Romper Room..where learning's always fun 

Inchworm" 
the sauiggliest friend 

you ever had 

You rock in the saddle, and he creeps along 
to wherever you want to go. Inchy’s a brigh 
green with yellow wheels saddle, derby hat 
Even has 2 sturdy horns addle so you 
can keep your balance. Holds up to 65 Iba. 
17x14x19 inches high. Plastic and steel. Buy 

him the easy way . . order by phone! 
79 N 47949C — Shipping weight 10 Im .. S299 

The “Weebles” family 
Car and Camper Set $1099 

The Weebles, friendly little egg-shaped 
people, have lots of things to make this 
vacation a fun one! Includes: car and camper 
that measure 24x7¥s inches high overall, 
3 suitcases, table, 4 chairs, motorcycle, 
rowboat, camper doorstep, luggage rack and. 
detachable car top, Plastic. What fun they'll 
have! Don't you wish you were with them? 
79 N 44838C— Shipping weight 6 pranda 310.99 

He wants to be 
your very own 

Pull, that lovable green 
gh his magic 
=. Just hop 

grab onto the 
Puffs got й 

d and 

Ride, Rock 'n Roll. With re 
movable casters 
79 N A4797C —We Tin 



NOW SHOWING 
AT HOME 

Easy Show Movie Projector Set 
with 5 full shows . . featuring 

favorite TV cartoons on 
continuous-loop film cartridges 

Film advance mechanism runs forward 
or backward . . won't slip. jump or jam 

$899 тем 
berteries 

Just snap in a cartridge, position film, turn handle, and they're. 
off and running! You'll split your sides at the antics of the 
Harlem Globetrotters, Josie & the Pussycats, Archie, Young 
Samson in “The Idol Rama-Keesh", and Space Ghost in "The 
Heat Thing" . . $ complete shows in black and white film on 4 
cartridges. Super-clear optical system. Plastic. 9x2x6-inch high 
projector. Ages 4 to 10. Uses 3 "D" batteries (order pig. below, 
left). Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 м 16656—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 or. Set 18.99 
Extra black and white continuousioop Film Cartridges. 
Comedy. Archie in “Island Ogre”, Daffy Duck in “Duck Bull 
Duck", George of the Jungle in "Rain Maker", Tom and Jerry 
in "Dog Gone Dog". 
49 N 16657— Shipping weight 3 ounces 1249 
Adventure, Superman in “Beware the Wrecker”, Bullwinkle 
in "Bye Bye Boros", Moby Dick in "Crab Creatures”, Mightor 
in "Mightor Meets Tyrannor”. 
49 N 16658— Shipping weight 3 ounces. 

POP-OP-TIC 3-D Storyteller 
See pictures on n. or remove it and Lighted 3-D viewer with color storyroll shows. 

project up to 5-foot squ on wall. Includes. the adventures of "Little Red Riding Hood" as 
5 cassettes with over 100 c 6 shows in alll you listen to the story told on a record 

$9 99 without 
99 batterie: $ batteries 

Just slip cassette in, turn knob, and the show is on! Attached screen Turn on your record player (not included) and twist the view- 
shows pictures super-clear, and you can take Scooby-Doo, Archie, Sa- er knob to hear and see the story in 3-dimensions. 7-inch, 
brina, Josie & the Pussycats, Harlem Globe 
Bunch, anywhere. Rewindable cassette sets ш 
1 in. high. Plastic. Uses 4 "D" batteries (o 
49 м 16538—Ages 4 to 10. Shipping weight 2 bs. 1 о: Set 96.99 49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 
49 N 8405—"D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, Bor....Pkg. 149 Refill Set. Stories of "Cinderella" and “A Christmas Carol", 

49 N 16649—1 rolls, 2 records. Shpg. wt. 608. .....Set 41.99 



..FAVORITE CARTOON AND 
STORYBOOK CHARACTERS 

"PERFORMING" AT YOUR COMMAND 

Winnie-the-Pooh Movie Viewer 
with continuous-loop color film 

cartridge of Walt Disney's 
original cartoon “The Hunny Tree" 

The easiest way for little kids to soe 
moves. . no batteries, bulbs, — $6999 

electricity. screen or projector needed 
Run 'em forward or backward, in slow motion or extra fast. . you'll 
love your showing of Walt Disney's famous cartoons. Hand-held 
viewer with focusing eyepiece gives sharp, clear pictures. Film-loop 
in cartridge means nothing to lose, no tearing, no rewinding. Rugged 
plastic is firmly welded . . no screws, bolts. 6x3x5 in. high. 

pping weight 15 ounces Set «699 
Extra continuous-ioop Color Film for movie viewer above. 
49 N 16652— Bambi. Shipping weight 6 ounces 9299 
49 N 16653— Pinocchio. ing weight 6 ounces. 299 
49 N 16654— Three Li weight бошке .. 299 
49 N 16655— Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, WL 6 or. .2.99 
49 N 16687—101 Dalmat ipping weight 6 ounces... 299 

ping weight 6 ounces 299 

Electric 
8mm Movie 
Projector 

52495 

Comes with 50-foot film of Charlie Chaplin's 
popular "Hits" and handles up to 200 feet of 

any standard 8mm film you want to see 
Hand out the popcorn and lower the houselights in your own "mov. 
ke theater” as you click on your projector. See famous features, 
home movies, neighborhood “productions” . . any standard &mm 
film. Has threading mechanism that's easy enough for young fingers 
to operate and rapid motor rewind. Vertical tt device for position- 
ing on any screen, manual framer to get scene centered just right. 
200-foot take-up reel. 150-watt projection bulb. Blower cooled. 
Sa$x10 in. high. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Heavy- 
duty steel construction. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 16701—Shipping 7 pounds 6 ounces . .....Set 424.95 
Extra 200-foot 8mm Film Shows. Shipping weight each $ ounces. 
49 N 16702— Charlie Chaplin in “The Champion" 5298 
49 N 16703 Charlie Chaplin in "Tbe Cops"... 299 
49 N 16704—Laurel and Hardy in "Another Fine Mess”... 399 

$ Activation 987, 
battenes 

See magical pictures of light and movement 
that look like animation. . and you're the one 

who makes that magic work! 
Sound fascinating? It is, and here's how you make it work. 
(1) Press designs from plastic motion-activator plate onto 
foil picture. (2) Color pictures. (3) Set picture into light 
bos and as lights revolve behind designs you'll seem to see 
wheels turn, rain fall, rivers flow. Includes 13*/x12/x24y 
inch plastic picture box, 2 colored pre-activated pictures, 1 
colored picture, 3 pictures to be colored and activated, 
sheet plain foil, 3 motion-activator plates, 3 ink pens (red. 
blue, yellow). Uses 6 "D" batteries (order pkg. below), 
49N 1688 1-Shipping weight 3 bs. 3 oz. Set $9.87 
49NB405-"D" Batteries. Pkg. 6. WL 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. 1.49 
Refills. 5 foil pictures, 2 foil sheets, 2 activator plates, 
49 N 16682—Birds and Animals. Wt. 5 oz. ... Set $1.78 
49 N 16683—Funny Monsters, Shpg. wt. Soz. Set 176 
49 N 16684— Psychedelic Designs. Wt. 5 ог. Set 1.76 
6 extra Pens. Red, blue, yellow, orange, brown, green. 
49 N 16697 Shipping weight 3 ounces Pkg. $149 

Talking Pictures" Schoolhouse 
See on your storyboard wi 

‘Schoolhouse” record player and you'll find 
learning about yourself and your world is fun 

5899 ол 

you hear from the 

About Ме”. „that's what you'll learn from your Talking 
Pictures Schoolhouse . . about manners, about emotions, 
about how your body nd works so you can run 
and jump and play. Just push recor school. 
house and hear what storyboard pictures show you . . no 
needle, no knobs to turn. Nine 2-sided records play 33 sec 
onde on each side, Three 2-sided, 10x12-inch heavy card 
board storyboards. Parent's guidebook. Plastic player is 6 
in, tall, uses 1 "D" battery (order pkg. above) 
49 N 16667—Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $8.99 

[Sears 489 



STICK-ON LETTERS 
Boards let children “play” with letters, sounds and words 

CAT becomes RAT, becomes BAT, becomes FAT, easily and quickly 

Flannel-covered 
Board 

TT 
153 colorful feit letters and 

$594 shapes stick to green 
flannel board by friction 

Children spell words without struggling to print them, too. Spelling becomes a game, not an exercise. With 2 full alphabets, 2 sets of numbers, plus 2 extra sets of vowels and 6 extra consonants. 65 construction forms. Use it as a pin-up board, now or later, Ages 3 and up. Flannel board, wood frame, 18x24 in. long. 
79 N 16668C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. Set 45.94 

Playskool Magnetic 
Desk 

"apiece $499 
set 

Your $ to 11-year-old can arrange 
brightly colored magnetic letters 

36 capital letters, 36 lower case 
letters, 37 numbers—109 in all. 
Polyethylene, with permanent 
magnets. 15%x12Y,x4 in. high. 
49N16454- 

Little 
Learners" 

Play Center 
Desk 

Versatile-activity desk 
helps your youngster 
develop skills in hand 
coordination, spelling. 
telling time, writing 

and drawing 

51599 
A chalkboard, spelling pegboard and painting board all in 
опе desk . „ with 4-color paint set, chalk and eraser. Plus а 
lock with movable hands for learning times, numbers. 

Pegboard has 36 gear disc alphabet pegs that youngster 
range to form words. The cover is a chi 

verses to a white enamel painting board with outline fig 
ures; paint wipes off. Steel frame; durable bright green-blue 
plastic desk, seat; about 30x21x25 in. high. Ages 3 to 8 
79 М 1667 1C—Unassembied. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. . Set $15.99 490 [Sears]; 

Versatile board lets child play with magnetic letters. 
then practice printing them on reverse side 

A4 to 12-year-old can have fun learning to spell this way. He can 
arrange 72 colorful magnetic letters on the green metal surface; then. 
flip the board over to print or draw on the black chalkboard side. 
Sturdy tubular aluminum legs, plastic-capped ends, 50 in. high; 
board 24x36 in. long. With tray, chalk, eraser, letters. 
TON 16664L-Partly assembled. Shipping weight 13 Ibs. Set 411,49 

Ages 310 8 fnd latiore andnumbers $599 
to fit into stencils . . trace them, too. 

Completely portable desk has a neat, secure place for everything. 
Plastic, stenciled cards have easy-to-understand phrases and ques- 
tions . ‚children choose colorful magnetic letters to fit into stencils, 
ог they can trace the letters onto the blackboard. 
‘Compartment with sliding doors at top stores chalk box, eraser, 

extra letters. Area under blackboard holds the 16 cards, alphabet 
tray with full alphabet. 12x10%x3%, in. high. Plastic, metal. 
49 N 448 13—Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces Set 95.99 



—— 

ED С 

CHALKBOARDS 
Reversible Easel 

Style 
$699 

2 Wall Style 

$299 
1 Revenible, tosel-style Choliboord. Flip over to change 

from black to green Use both sides, 2 children can pl 
resistant hardboard. clear-finished wood frame, tubul 
Overall 27x41 inches high. With box of chalk, eraser. 
79 N 16685C — Partly amembled. Shipping weight 6 pounds 1699 
2 Wellstyle Chalkbeord. Green hardboard with maple finished pine 

frame, Measures 25x19 in. With mounting clips. box of chalk. eraser 
79 М 16127C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 29 

Set of 3 
Little Learners 
Wood Puzzles 

USA and World Map 
Reversible Puzzle 

wt 1 ib. dor 

Happy hands keep busy 
for hours .. drawing, painting, 

lettering, learning 

Double-sided Easel 
$1499 

Each side adjusts so 2 can w 
chalkb 

ик together. А v 
you clip on paper and it's a 

With paints, crayons. chalk . . more 
Hegged, « 

sized children 

halk, eraser, paper, 2 
Frame 44 inches high. Partly assembled 

Susan 

Adjustable 
Tripod Easel 

with art supplies 

$795 
Sandy 42inch hig 

h E 
drawing paper 

[Sears] 491 



un is having a play world 
your own size 

and pretending in it 

TS 

jones: 
“Oh. yes. I love 

to save 

STORYBOOK PLAYHOUSE 

Big enough to shelter a 
pint-sized family of 4 

$958 

“ " $776 zur Your own little home, to play house in. to hide in MY OWN" SUPERMARKET SET $776 72277, Tor ا а AE E 
Supermarket only Includes хук high checkout Sove 51.00 mhen yov borSepemore Talk around Inside. th a bg ORIO? in. high 
counter. 20:4:27.ioch high market shelfunit,ahoppingcart with 2 sats of ploy grocerier sepor — Made of rugged while corrugated pa 
A eri me mom lee Bee i en 
Tash register with sliding drawer shopping bags, and pee. Foods Sat 49 N 11037 and Super. — red and yellow tulipa. Interlocking pieces simplify 
{end money. Corrugated fiberboard lügrephed in red, market Set 49 N 11038... both shown assembly, instructions included. Furniture not in- 
чө. and blue. Unasmembied Shipped motor carrier or in color on page 444 Shipped moter cluded. For children who like to play house, ages 
apres carrier or expres 3 ta B. Why not pick up the phone a 
78 N9O139N - Shipping weight 12 на золе YON SOAG- wis. "13.64 — 7o N 9020C- Shipping eight 14 panda 

Kiddi Rock 
Whirli Chair . . 

just right for TV 
5469 

Tip it. rock it, scoot across the 

little chair for just watching = 1 TV. Lightweight, take it visit 
Mr. Chuckles Toy Box $1499 ia ae анам Ua мй the 

rugged polypropylene plastic 
takes outdoor use Wont 

Durable polyethylene plastic. rounded edges. Metal hinges scratch or mar mom's floors ei ravens Be tie ioe Tic By 
1 79 м 9020 пена Wt 1499 REN d 79N90128C- Wt 616... 4.69 



LITTLE CARPENTER SHOP $499 
All tools, instructions to make 8 projects 
plus wood to complete any 3 of them 

* wall shelf» bird feeder = steamboat 
+ puzzles е mail holder + spice rack 
e toolbox. «birdhouse , 

Tools, blueprint instructions especially designed for 4 to B-year 
olds. Hammer, saw, coping saw, tri-square, ruler, sandpaper 
and nails included, 
49 н 16365—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces ...Set $4.99 

Tool Belt with 5 Tools 54,26 = 
Top-grain leather beit 
holds hammer, 24-in. 
folding ruler, pliers, 
screwdriver, flashlight 
(uses 2 "D^ batteries, 
not incl; order pkg. 
рє. 489). Fi » 
in. waist. Ages 4-10. 

We 1b 
49N10634-Set 14.26 

Handy Andy* Tool Kit $299 
Steel tool box with 
handle is 14x5x2" in 
high, holds real, but 
child-sized, tools 
hammer, saw, pliers, 
screwdriver, tri 
square, ruler, carpen- 
ter's pencil, sandpa. 
per. Ages 4 to 10. 
Wi 2 Ibs 1206. 

49N16477-Kit $2.99 

Cut *1 . . 4-way Power Shop 
Ali-metal machine tool runs on 

electricity . . works with real wood 

‘You'll find many ways to use Mattel's Power Shop. 
As a lathe to tum and shape wood, as а sander to 
sand your projects super smooth, as а drill press for 
accurate drilling, as a. jig saw to cut curves and de- 

!). Includes drills, saw 

plane, race car and steamboat 
i runs om 110-120 volt, 60чубе 

AC; UL listed. Unit measures 16'/jx6x6", in. high. A 

Se mar oi мону Шекер Арт an the start of a satisfying. 
49 N 16468—Shipping wt. 9 lbs. 8 oz. .Set *10.88 

Plan a tool box for Dad, 
a spice rack for Mom. . and make them 

yourself with real, working tools 

ludesalitools stepbystep —_\ | жайлу for 18 projec) 
plus stator ut with wood 

$2546 асе А 
Our most complete Home Workshop 

. «for ages 8 and up 
The big set of tools and booklet will guide you from the first simple beginner's 
Projects to most anything your developing skill, imagination can come up with. 
Here are all the tools, accessories you get: Hammer; J-way sew; coping saw 
with J blades: dein, and Tin. screwdrivers; in. x 6%-im. wood chisel: forged slip- 

‚joint pliers T-in. block plane with adjustable blade: 44 -in. 
drill with 9 bits in carry case, Protraclor: 4¥%-in. "C" clamps 6-foot folding rule: 
compass wilh pencil; 37-60 triangle; 45-45" лат: 24 pegboard hooks; square 
‘with 00745" Tin. rule, built-in level: sandpaper; carpenter's pencil 

Mlustrated 24-page booklet teaches you how to use each tool properly and 
safety; carries plans for 18 projects, from shelves, to a toy boat, or a spice rack. 
Wood for birdhouse included. Tools fit neatly over silhouettes on rack. Solid 
pine workbench, 36x20x44 in. high, has inlaid compressed wood work area. 
‘Wood-working vise mounted on front of bench. Shipped partly assembled. 
Workshop Sat with Bench Tools, Birdhouse Project Kit. 
79 N 16629C— Shipping weight 28 pounds Set 125.46 
TON 16633C- Workbench оту. Shipping weight M pounds ........ 1399 

PE. ipa M 
LATHE JIG SAW 



Only at Sears. . child-sized 

"CAMPAIGN STYLE" 

Study Furniture 
* Red and white Desk has large 32x23-in. work area 
+ Matching wall-hung Bookshelves for storage 
* Comfortable red canvas Director's Chair 

Save 10* when you buy all three pieces 

раат 
| toral 539.90 

(A thru С) 3-piece Set. Desk and bookshelf unit constructed of wood and hard: 
board with red and white non-toxic finish; "campaign" hardware. Desk 16Y, inches 
high, has 2 drawers, each 6%, inches high, Wall-hung unit 27x21 inches high has 2 
shelf spaces each 9/, inches high. Attaches to wall with channels included. Direc 
tor's chair has white-finiahed hardwood frame, red canvas back and seat. Seat is 14 
inches from the floor. Toys not included. 
79 н 9023C3—3 piece Set. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs. Set * 35.89 

A Desk only. Same as described above, Party assembled 
79 N 9024C— Shipping weight 23 pounds 19.57 

В Bookshelf Unit only. Same as described above. Partly assembled 
79 N 9024 1C— Shipping weight 10 pounds 1074 
Director's Chair only. Same as described above. Assembled 
79 N 90242C—5 weight 6 pounds 259 

494 [Sears]: 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

NEW ULTRA-MODERN 
ADVENTURE TYPEWRITER 

With 84 characters 
+ „our most versatile 

Types capitals. lower case. 
Symbols and numbers 

size characters punch symbols. 8) 
гае with retur lever, ine space lever, ribbon reverse, 

adjuster. Made of high-impact plas-  backspacer and paper- 
tic Measures 131/x12%4x5% inches high. Back of typewriter 
is top of carrying cue. Forages? und wp From Japan, Uke 
everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by tele- 
phone. 
49 N 16672—Shpe. wt. 10lbs. 8o. ........ 

Extra Ribbons for 49 N 16672 and 49 N 16453. Black. 
49 м 16673—Pkg. of 2 Shpg. wi. 202. Pig. #155 

SECRETARY TYPEWRITER 
56-character keyboard 
Types capitals. numbers, symbols 

914% =| 1198 
turn, line space lever, ribbon 
plastic body 10% 107.447, inches high. Molded plas car. 

49 N 16447— Without case. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Bor. 

Extra Ribbons for typewriter above. Pkg. of 2 ik. 1 red 
49 м 16279—Shpg. wt. 202. Pig. $1.8 

STUDENTWRITER 
56-character keyboard 

plus see-and-spell viewer 
Types capitals. numbers, symbols 

$1576 
3 Familiar objects appear in viewer for child to identify 
and spell . . just turn picture roll knobs. 28 keys, 8%-in 

carriage with carriage return, line space lever, ribbon re- 
verse. High-impact plastic body 11x11x5%, in. high. Ribbon, 
2 picture rolls included. For ages 6 and up. From Japan. For 
extra ribbons order 49 N 16673 at top of page. 
49 N 16453—Shpg. wt. lbs 802. sees M88 

DIAL TYPEWRITER 
Set dial, press type key 
to type 36 characters 
Types capitals. numbers. symbols 

57799 
4 A ИН ЭМ рын Lad 

опе letter at а time. Just set dial and press type lever. 
Uses poeni ize paper. Made of steel and plastic. 
АУЗ inches high. Ribbon and stration inca 

England. 
49 н 16486—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. en) 



Every one of our Children's Typewriters make 

word building, spelling and punctuation fun 

featherlight touch keys 
make the Holiday Typewriter 

our easiest to use child’s model and 
it's sturdy enough to make 5 carbons 

Types 80 characters, incl 



Boys and Girls love child-sized 

$1437 
1 Boothaype Bench and Table Ensemble, Table and two benches finished 

in white lacquer with a screen-printed sunburst design. Perfect {or “enter: 
taining” or playing. Constructed of wood and hardboard. Table is 
MYx21'/x18'4 inches high. Each bench seat measures 32716514 inches 
high: 26-in. high backrest, comfortably seats two children. Benches make ex- 
cellent toy chests because each has plenty of storage space beneath its plastic 
foam padded, blue vinyl upholstered seat. Friction hinge on seat for easy 
opening. Dishes, toys not included. Dishes sold on page 449. 
79 N 90201—3.piece Set. Partly assembled. SADE. wt. 51 lbs. ...Set $33.99 
Bench only. Same as bench above. Partly assembled. Toys not included. 
79 N 9018C—Shipping weight 19 pounds Each $1437 

27-inch Musical 
Rocker 

plays a lullaby 
$1299 

Your child rocks gent 
ly while listening to 

the imported music box 
play a favorite lullaby 
Rocker is constructed of 
solid hardwood with a 
non-toxic, maple finish 
and has a charming, hand: 
decorated headboard, Au 
thentic colonial styling 
features lathe-turned 
front legs, gracefully 
shaped arms and rocker 
runners. Seat is 10 
high. Partly assembled. 

Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
T8N 90175C 11299 

Toy Chest 
51129 

З.ресе set 
эме. 2 Benches 
$3399 

9 Bookshelf Storage Chest. Matches bench and table set. Chest is hard- 
board, reinforced with wood framing. Displays favorite toys on two. 

shelves with 10-in. high space between them. Convenient storage space be- 
hind chalkboard sliding doors. Measures 32x18x33' in. high. Includes eraser, 
chalk- Toya, accessories not included. Paty assembled. 
79 N 9022C— Shipping weight 22 pounds (1579 
3 Tov Chost Matches bench and table set. Constructed ol wood and hard. 

board, Measures 32x10/x16 inches high. Toy storage area under plastic 
foam padded, blue vinyl upholstered seat. Friction hinge on lid. Partly assem- 
bled. Toys not included. 
79 N 8017C— Shipping weight 16 pounds. (129 

26-inch Rocker 
Maple finish or White 

(5 and 6 ) Child-sized rocker 
made of solid hardwood with 
non-toxic finish. Authentic coloni 

ЕЛ al styling includes turned front 
SEE less. gracetul arms. Hand-deco 

rated headboard, Seat is 9% in. 
high 

Shipping weight each 8 pounds. 
on (5) 79 N 90178C—Maple #975 

(6) 78 м 90177C—White . 1099 

[5] " 99 21-inch Tot Rocker. 

It $ Ideal for toddler because this 1O qe E ree 

434 
79 м 90029C-Wt. 7 lbs [7 $788 



furniture of their very own 

XM styrene plastic with 
‘wipe-clean particle board table top 

$2629 з= 
Great for parties, games or homework. Bright, no fade col 
‘ora. Durable, yet lightweight and completely washable. 
Plastic-edged particle board top is 30 inches in diameter, 
14%, inches high. Unusual 17-inch high barrel-back chairs 
have seats 10%, inches from floor. Easy to assemble; table 
top elips to base. So easy to buy when you just use the 
phone. Tes set, Luv Pup not included. Tea Set sold on 
page 449. Luv Pup sold on page 437. 
S-piece Set. 30x18"/, in. high Table and 2 Chairs. 
Partly assembled. Shipped by motor carrier or express. 

79 N 9025N Shipping weight 26 Ibs. Set $26.20 
79 N 9025 1C—Extra Chair, Shpg. wt Sba ..Each 691 

3-piece set 

Folding Contemporary Design 
Tubular steel frames. molded plastic 

seats, wipe-clean vinyl table top 

$1999 51433 
Space set Speco set 

Floral print table top of vinyl laminated to particle board. 
Tubular steel frame, legs finished in bronze-color enamel 
Table measures 36x24x20-in. high. Folding chairs have 
mustard-color, molded polypropylene seats. 12x10x12 in. 
{rom floor, Spc. set sent motor carrier express. Tea Set, 
Teddy Bear not included. Tea Set sold on pase 449. Teddy 
Bear sold on page 436, 
-piece Set. 4u24x20:in. high table and 4 chairs. 
79 N 9026N—Partly assembled. Wt, 35 lbs. . ..Set #1 
piece Set Jóx24x20n. high table and 2 chairs, 
79 м 9026 1L— Partly assembled, Wi. 24 Ibs, „Set 1433 
79 N 90262C—Extra Chair. Shps. wt. 6lbs... Each 499 

Maple-finished Colonial Designs made of Solid Hardwood 

Round Table has stain-resist $3295 
top, gracefully turned legs 
1 Sturdy hardwood tabletop has a plastic finish 

that lets you wipe up spills with a damp cloth. 
28 inch diameter table stands 21 inches high. Metal 
bolts for added support. Two matching spindle 
back captain's chairs with 11/,x12-inch seats stand 
12Y, inches from the floor, Partly assembled. 3 
piece set sent motor carrier or express. Luv Pup 
(not included), sold on page 437. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone 
79N90118N-3-pc. Set. WL 32 bs... Set 43295 
79N90117C-Extra Chair. WL 7 Ibs. ..Each 899 

23inch Mate's Rocker $7177 
in graceful, comb-back style 
2, Comfortable rocker matches the colonial style 

table and chairs sold above, Made of rugged 
hardwood with smooth, non-toxic finish. Graceful 
ly turned front legs and back spindles. Rocker 
stands 23% inches high overall. 11x12-inch seat is 
11 inches from floor. Partly assembled. 
79 N 90169L—Shipping weight 9 pounds .$11.77 [Sears] 497 



You've never seen such realism 
in Game-room Hockey before - u. у clear plast 

protect spectators 



*Would you believe..Sears now offers 

3 7 exciting Skittle Games?" 

New! Skittle 
Tac-Toe™ 

nd knock out a blank 

opponent! Score diagonally, vertically, horizontally . . any 
ur swing’s the thing... but be careful, „it's not as 

easy as it looks! Plastic and wood. 16x16x30 inches high 
with pole. For ages 6 and up. 
79 N 65708C—Shipping weight $ pounds 2199 

Skittle Pool 
31 599 

A space-saving twist to pool that you can play almost anywhere 
because а swinging ball takes the place of a cue stick 

Even mom and dad will want to join in the fun. Just position the cueball on the 
pivoting "magic cue” in front of the skittle stand . . then take aim at one of the 10 
numbered plastic pool balls. To shoot, pall the swinging ball back from the metal arch 
and let it go! Plastic playing table is covered with real [eit and has a scoring counter 
and automatic ball return. Triangular ball rack included. Plastic with metal parte. 
23/03/2137, inches high. For ages 6 and up. So easy to buy when you use the phone. 
79 N 65099C Shipping weight 10 pounds 41599 

Skittle Score-Ball 
New! Rack up the highest score you can by sending 5 balls up 

the ramp and into the scoring slots . . it's like being at the Skittle 
amusement park. Plastic. 32Y,x14Y,210%, in. Ages 6, up. Poker 
79 N 65275C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 1799 

51228 

Regular-size 
ittie Bowl 

stands 3 feet high 

$799 and shittle skill 
table from the sharpest skittle cardshark on the block . . and the two cards 

good. Now, if you can just shoot your 3 skittle balls into the right 
you'll win! Softly you swing t т cueball toward the 

ies. Be careful! Watch it! Ro You WIN! No luck 
kite ball, tapping у 

rolling . . an ACI 
there . . just skittle skill. Comes ke playing surface, cards, poker chips 
balls and sliding launcher. Plastic, metal. 4x24x9 in. Up to 4 players. Ages 10 and up. 
79 N 65706C- Shipping weight 6 pounds 11228 

Skittle 
Horseshoes 

2) Enjoy the thrills of $753 
bowling inside or out. 57 

Just as in regular horseshoes, 
Skittle Horseshoes you 
the swingin’ akittle bal 

horseshoes included o C NM Sch) 
right in your living room! Tes 
30 lightweight. you can take i А 
anywhere. Маде of plastic 
and metal. 3x1 84x11 in. 
high. Ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight $ Is. rs 
79N 65703C #753 [Sears] 499 

12x22 32 in. high, 
base. Wooden ball and pins. 
7986823 1C-Wt. 6 Ibs, $7.9. 
2 Olympic:sizo Sot 
AALI ani 

79N05603C WLS lbs, 61391 



Now you control the play by programming each 
individual player to go forward, left or right! 

^ 
DENA 
PAGANA 

51699 
* Dolphins and Cowboys clash оп 37x20-inch field SOLD ONLY 

e Giant 1'/x2-foot high Superbowl VI poster AT SEARS 

‘This year Sears brings a whole new dimension to electric football! Now you can actual 
ly “tel” each player what pattern to run, what defender to block, how fast be should 
move; to make the pay po "al the way Von cl each play by sang te afta 
legs" on the players’ bases for speed and direction. Then switch on the game and 
watch the vibrating metal field come alive. Includes 11 plastic players [rom each team 
molded in $ realistic poses, 2 special quarterbacks that “run”, “pass” or “kick”, а 
3-бегей grandstand backdrop, goal posts, automatic timer, first-down marker with 
movable chain, 6 felt footballs, 4 goal-line flags. UL listed for 110-120-v. 60. AC. 
79 N 656 14L— Shipping weight 11 pounds 1690 

NFL Electric Football" 51 364 
Lions and Rams compete on a 31/17 Vrinch gridiron 

Features the same exciting Total Team Control™ feature as the Superbowl set above. 
22 players painted in the official colors of the Detroit Lions and the Los Angeles Rams 
"square off" on a colorful metal field. Vibrating сой beneath sets realistically posed 
players in action! Set includes automatic timer, movable magnetic down and yard 
markers, goal posts, clip-on grandstand, 6 felt footballs and an instruction booklet. UL. 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-суде AC. 
79 N 65695C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. 11204 

Foto-Electric Football 
$749 

delenive patie. copan mibe NS 
lighted electric Play Viewer mea 

for kicking, runbacks, 

(C. Wt. Ibs $249 

Jets and Raiders collide 
on 27x16-in. NFL Electric Football* 

$949 
Action. posed plastic Jets and Raiders "do battle" on this 

MONDAY NIGHT 
FOOTBALL 

$966 z 

A “Readout” button 

79 н 65545С. 
500[ 



YOU'RE THIS CLOSE TO. THE ICE 
YOU CONTROL ALL THE ACTION! _ 

Бала Player Sata. East and West Divisions. Fit only the 2 games listed above. 
A9 N 65721—West. (42 weight 12 ounces 
SRI ie lan en ш 

Pro-League Hockey 

Gondola stylo 
scoreboard with. 

automatic puck drop 
Al o plastic lorens зө 7 7F 

Electric Бериш ri Ba LAC Д 
Baseball inch hardboard. metal and J 

plastic rink. You control 
rods that make the Chica 
go and Montreal players 
shoot or pass. Roving 
goalies protect their neta 
Puck-dropper delays the 
center ice face-off so ev. 
ry one is air. Fast-action 
Toller puck. When goal is 
scored, puck falls into net 

lever pops puck back 
onto rink. We. 9 bs. 

Floor Model 79 N 6565C 91190 

Pro-League Basketball 

$699 

79 N 65072C— Shipping we 

Junior League 
Hockey 

3 player team 
Nam beneath 

Both New York and Chi 
cago teams have pulled. 
their goalies so you've got 
to be “heads up" on de 
fense! Roller puck. Plastic, 
hardboard, metal, Stands 78 N 657070 

Table Model (no legs зех іб in. hich. 
баре. wt. 8 Ibs. Shoe. wt 4 Ibs. = 
79 М 65236С ......214.99 тэм66649С элэ» [Sears] 501 



40-inch sturdy-base 30-inch 30-inch tabletoj 9 Pos 
Metal Pool Table 91992 Metal Pool Table $1658 Metal Pool Table *1154 

alls and one 

hes high. Like ev 
79 N 650 

502 [Sears weight 11 Ibn. 616.48 



Y AND (2) SHOWN 
IN FACING PAGE 

55x29'/rinch Table 
This solidly built, handsome 1 pool table will make you feel 

panels give bracing ady 
shots. Ywinch solid-core particle 

2 ý ‘end panels of elegant-looking 

иг tu ue dit nt 
ar ES 
| H f 

Sure-Shot Baseball $419 
Pitcher rolls f 
curves down 

balls, slow balis—even fast 
диле over center field to bat- 

Electric Pinball. . 5 
The Interceptor by Sears 

Fast-breaking action with flashing 
lights and bonuses for direct hits 

259 
* Flipper keeps ball in play 
+ Bell rings as hits are made 
+ Keeps score automatically 
All the kids will want to come over 
and compete on your stand-up pin. 
ball machine. Fire steel ball into maze 
of metal scoring bumpers . . lights 

to show your progress as your 
hand-operated flipper keeps ball in 
play. Bonus panels light up when you 
make a “direct hit” into scoring 
chute. Plastic legs and body, clear 
plastic cover. 5 steel balls 

assembled. About 31xi6x45 
inches high. UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, АС. 
79N051021-Shpg. wt. 25 Iba 925 84 

Battery-operated 
3.in-1 Pinball Game 
Football, Basketball 

and Bagatelle 

$1495 = 

set dial at different “start” point for 
‘ach, Score registers on board as you 
‘shoot balls into bumpers which deter 
mine yardage gains, interceptions, or 
field goals and free throws. Scoring 
card. 25:137216 inches high. Plastic 
and steel. Uses 4 “D” batteries (order 
package below). 
TONG570C-Shpg. wt. 10 ba. 514 95 
“D” Batteries. Package of б. 
49NBA0S-WL 1 Ih. Bos. ‚Pig. $1.49 

шыш] 



” Flippin’ fun! First one to flip 7 balls 
into the basket is declared winner 

Dp m layer start fipping at the tame tine und cach one grts 1 idi balls 
in different colors so you always know who's got the best score. Just keep 
‘shooting fast as you can. and first one to get 7 balls in basket is the winner. 
Yin. diam. metal platform with 4 spring action levers. Plastic basket. Phone 

Ordering's a кызы чыын 
49 N 65277— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces na 

79 N 650 18C— Shippin 4 1799 
49 N 8406—C- Batteries. Package of six. Shpe. 

weicht 4 poun 5.99 

Tossing Games 

Bean Bag Toss 
$531 

Tom your bean bag through 
the target holes to score 
points and win. Made of hard 
board and wood. Measures 
18:24 inches high. Set in 
cludes tow board and 4 bean 
bags. Shipping weight 6 Ibs 
TON B5188C .....Set $531 

Peg Quoits 
$531 

Just toss rings onto pegs and 
add up the points shown on 

y total score. Big 
in. wood framed 

79 м 65353C = Set #5.31 

Wall Ring Toss 
$539 

Toss your rings to tbe red, 
white, and lue, and add up 

hey catch on 

Score points when you throw 
magnetic darts at wall mount 
ed tanget. 4 safe, plastic, mag. 
net-tipped darts stick to 
1117 Ve inch steel 
backed with sturdy 
board. Shox. wt. 6 Ibn. 
79м65120С .... Set 88.45 



PAY OFF by Ideal 
Roll a marbie. hit a lever. and 
jackpot comes tumbling down! 

$670 
2 to 4 players, with 5 marbles each, "bowl" at 
levers. If you miss, your marble rolls into top 
pockets with jackpot marbles. Winner winds 
‘up with most marbles. Plastic. Glass marbles 
Measures 12 inches wide by 20 inches high. 
49 N 65639—Shpg. wt. 2s. 1208. .... 96.70 

Paddle Pool 
Bat the ball into your 
‘opponent's goal to win 

Up to 4 player sing paddles to send ball 
into opponents’ goals and sor. High score 

ball, 4 paddles. 
play area. 
wt Sib... 2499 

Meer oa ТЕТ 
What a low price for this Carrom Set with stand that has 

‚everything you need to play 125 exciting games . 
Instruction book tells you how to play 125 games on Carrom’s reversible board. Natural finish. 3-ply 
plywood board with dovetail corners is 26x26 in. Wood frame. Net pockets. 26-inch wood stand. 2 cues, 
лан an ups ramen dics fin каке tah 88 peces În all Up to4 payers ages 7 EEZ 
79 N 65288C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..... se 
49 N 6514929 extra plastic Carrom Rings. Shipping weight & ounces .. 

PIVOT POOL by Milton Bradley $1699 
Capture the excitement of playing pool with this table-top pool game 

that stores away between matches. 
Here come hours of family fun! Features an adjustable pivot shooter that makes lang and short, hard. 
and soft shots in any direction. Automatic ball return. Two-tone, wood-grain-finish plastic table has 
heavy green felt playing surface. Lively bumpers heip with bank shots; table levelers adjust for even 
playing surface. 16 balls (7 solid color, 7 striped, 8-ball, cue ball); rack. 19132, inches. Ages 8 and up. 

21699 
+ [Sears] 

79 м 65635C—Shipping weight 11 pounds 
505 



Action for the whole family 
8-in-1 Game Table 
Play 8 different alley games 

st by changing inserts 

51099 

Family and friends wil 
gather ‘round this game 
table for hours of fun 
with one game after an 
other. Shuffleboard, ring 
toss, obstacle pool, skil 
ball, horseshoes, bowl 
ing. car and horse г 
all on one gameboard! 

atural wood and 
hardboard alley table 
has gravity ball return 
and folds for easy stor. 
age. Game pieces are 
plastic and wood. Table 

1.323% inches 
high when unfolded for 
play. Ages 5 and up. 
Buy it the easy way 
order by phone. 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibe 
79 N 65541C. ..21099 

Battle Ball 

3844 Whack the keys and shoot balls 
thru holes in center panel 

Can you knock the red ball through your opponent's goal? empty your side first. 
at's the game plan т Battle Ball id fn vo as OT 

You've gotta be quick in Battle Ball! You knock the red ball toward your ning, whirling and taking crazy 
opponent's goal . . you must reload while firing, and you have only 8 ball-bear bounces as they collide. But you 
ing shots from your shooter with spring-loaded trigger. Battlefield is 17x15 ever have to chase them down . 
in. long. Plastic and metal. For children 5 years and older. From Japan. Like they're enclosed in sec-throu 
everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. case. First to empty his side wins. 
79 м 65059C Shippsta weight 6 pounds зала Pasi construction. 7625719 in. 

Shipping weight 1 Ih. 12 оа. 
49 N 65189 1490 

Crossfire 51099 ч ә 
Shoot the риск through opp 

You've got 8 ball-bearing shots from your spring-loaded shooter. Reload while 
firing. High score wins. Plastic, metal. 18/339 in. For ages $ and up. 
79 N 65704L— Shipping weight 8 pounds 11099 

506 [Sears] i 

Gnip Gnop E 

Мол X 

4: Pil ERE 
guides, then take turns aiming ILE ices 
in a row to win. Other players 
сап cover your chips with. 
their own. All plastic. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs E в? 

Criss Cross 

Spit second timing 
wins th дате! 

5297 
Launch blue ball down. 
Carving track: zoom orange 
‘one down straight track 
"Orange" tries to knock 
“Blue” off, and “Blue” 
scores points for making it 
to the finish line. Take turns 
with blue and orange balls 
«first to score 300 wins. 2 
ive balls, 4 orange balls. All 
plastic. Ages 5 and up. 
Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 

79 N 65676C #397 



What a low price for 
"Rock 'em Sock 'em" 
Robots by Marx! 

A strategic game of divide, encircle. and con- 
quer. Each player can move his men in 5 direc- 
‘Hons, but it's tricky going . . use your tum to 
‘move а man or to set up walls to block the oth- 

Rugged Robots battle away with you and a ра! at the controls. 
Push a button. send fists flying. and Pow! Robot's head pops up! 

‘Boxers feint, shift, and look for an opening to deliver а KO punch as you operate them with push. but. 
ton speed. Your Sanday Punch to the other robot's jaw vets off spring mechanism that popa his head 
"up. press it down for next round. tall plastic boxers. 19x H-inch plastic ring. 
79 м 65119C—Agrs 6 and ар. pound ............... en 999 

T in 

‘Suspense runs high as tops battle and bang 
char and collide! Last top 

oops, and mere. Age 10 and up. zZ hits within time limit. Plastic, metal. 13-inch Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 N 6546 1— Shipping weight 21be. ....94.17 domu Ms Sead vt. EIL 

Bing Bang Boing 
Bing a ball down the ramp. 

bang it off the bouncing drums. 
boing it into the finish well 

$999 by lea 

Roll Bingle Balls down Bingle Flinger and watch 
them bounce from hum-drum to hum-drum and 
jump through hoop. Flicker Ticker swings balls 
around, boosts them to the Bangle Vator, then they 
plop into the Boingle Bucket for a thrilling finish. 
Set up your own crazy courses. Plastic. metal 
79N6S692C-Ages 6 and up. Shp. wt. 3 йж. $999 



Patient has hilarious ailments. You probe to remove them 
If you goof. patient's nose lights and buzzer sounds 

en's the vacios АЙ guae of dem АЁ Players are a Doctors” operating on 

Operations require. 
od
 

Pr 
‘one or more players ages 6 and up. Uses 2 "D" batteries (not incl). Order pack 
ме below, Buy i the ому way, order by phone. 
ARN 05028- Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces .... "3.96 
49 N 8405—"D" batteries. Package of б. Sipe. wt. 1 b. Bar. .......Pk $149 

2%, Go to the Head of the Class 6 Card Games 
Quiz game of 792 questions and answers in 3 Hours of fun for $-to-10-yr. olds 
categories . . Jr, Intermediate, Adult First with 6 “old favorites” inch 
to graduate wins. Folding game board, 8 "Old Maid,” and “Snap”. 45 car 

‘and rules for each game. Each deck 
has its own plastic box. 
49N65 105-We. 1 Ib, 2o.Set $2.19 

Scrabble Scrabble 
for Juniors 93% Alphabet Game 335 

Start vocabulary building early. Easy Introduces pre-schoolers to ABC's, 
picture version of Scrabble game onone simple word formation. Children 
side of folding каше board, more ad: pick werd cards, we sinner to ad 

rd iom on ober side 100 vezes pewa around bunt Dick up 
Шеш 10 payee ger SD letters where they land. First to 
Twesoss Wolke tor ИИ word wim Sitten Tio 4 

playera, ages 4 to 6. 
508 [Sears] 49N05723-We 2м. 100г. „#333 

sandwich. 
“sandwich fixings” For 2 to 4 players ages 4 to 8 
49 N 657 14— Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces 

Two new game: teach kids to use 
wholes, halves and quarters 

Birthday Cake 

ED 
Kids use spinner to move. 
"candle" 

bingo сыф. For 2104 
players, ages. 
NESTS We ike. 6260 



Family Games of fun 
and skill by 9 

Toss Across 

Three in a row wins: hit lever to. 
UPSET your opponent . . or yoursall 

Get а bean bag in cach of your 3 scoring cups and you win, Bat be 
careful. you hit your lever you'll dump the bags and must start 
all over again! Your opponent can try to upset your bean bags 
you can try to upset his. For 2 players or teams, Plastic playing 
latlorm, 22762107518 ín. high. A bean bags. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds 8.99 Esch square has a blank, "X" and “C 
in a row wins. You can score for 
more players ot teams; up to 8 people Shean 

m aum. Great fun indoors or out 
9 N 65365C — Shipping weight 6 pounds 1922 

Й Auctioneer 

Hit the power prop and leap. 
reach, catch the ball 

72 
‘You never know where the ball wil! 
go! Hit the Pop Fly lever with 
bean bag and—pop—a ball pops 
in ‘most any direction. Catch it o 
the fly, and you score. You'll leap 
reach, stretch, sprawl, trying to 
‘snare those fly balls; that's where 
the fun comes in. For 2 players or 
teams, age 5 and up. Includes 
17x16x8-in. high plastic playing 
platform, 8 balls, 6 bean-bags. Sc 
«злу to buy when you just use the 
phone 
TON 6563C Spe. wt. 5 bu. +7 90 

Battleboard $ 2 
Outwit and outmaneuver your opponent as you storm 

castle wall . or you'll be “blown” off the board 
Battle calls for offensive and defensive strategy as you try to ad 
vance your knights to the castle wall. You can't see opponent's 
moves . „but И you guess where his knights are, you can "ow" 
them oif the board with your launcher. First to get 2 men to the 
castle wall, wins. For 2 players. Castle wall, board, 10 men, 2 

40 N 05642 Shipping weight 2 pounds 12199 



AURORA | йе. 
DERBY $699 

Galloping action for Fire balls up ramp, into holes. 
- Р a Cars race ahead 

. up to 4 players ‘The first car around to the finish line wina 
i ‘Aim and pitch the metal ball up the ramp. 

‘Keep your horse in front by the accuracy of your pinball-type shooting skill. Each time one of your ‘each time it drops in the hole your car races 
balla. оп. miss and it stands still. You must be 

fast as well as accurate 
quired. Plastic, 19%x13 

TON 65715C — хома 1095217, inches high. Shipping wright В pounds. $1899 For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N BIOS Package of 6D" Masters. Shipping weight | pend A conces 79 49 N 65716- Shoe. wt 3e in m 

Frantic, fast-paced excite 
hit a bumper to 

a point, switch tracks. 

Split-second misses as the cops try to close in and the bad guys sidetrack them. 
Cardboard houses; 38x24-in. plastic board Two motorised plastic cars with on-off 
switches use 2 “C batteries. not included (order package below! Unassembled 
79 N 65024С — Shipping weight 5 pounds sasi 
7C" Botteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406 — Shipping weight 12 ounce Package 1.19 

Dodge 'N Bump . . you can play it at home s 
A miniature version ofthe لس ارا سل وو rebound on bumpers and 
big, real Dodge 'N Bump land ın hi 
you play at amusement (ike shuffleboord) 
parks. Work control pan- 
els to bump your eppo- 
nents car . . knock it off 
the track and score points 
Metal and plastic Board 

Shipping weight 5 fu ‘The skill of bowling. the fun of shuffleboard. Two teams or 
Е car two players compete to score 500 ponta. Includes eight color- 

coded ball-bearing pucks. 33x12inch plastic board. 
79 N 65181C— Shipping weight 6 pound s 



Monte Carlo Bingo 
$545 

Тит the cage, numbers are automat 
cally selected, until BINGO! You get 
16 Bingo cards, 7-inch high metal cage, 
tally board, and numbered balls. Ages 8 
and up. So easy to buy when you just 
‘use the phone. 
49N65462—Wt 1 lb. 1002 Set 9545 

The Bag's IN, you have to get him out 
before someone else does . . pretty 
Cagey. Use the hook to snatch the bug 
out (or away from someone else). 4 
hooks, 4 scoring pega, green bug, red 
cage 11 in. high. Sturdy plastic. For 2 to 
4 players. 
49 65177—WL 110.402. 1369 

ag 

net, brackets, rules for playing. 
79 N 65397C— Shipping weight 6 pounds .. 

шы] Tethered Table Tennis. 

Name Your Game 

$549 == 
Choose from over 100 
‘of your favorite games 

Indoor-outdoor game set includes colorful, easy-fold table, 2 stools, 
over 100 games (Checkers, Dial Bingo, Pyramid, to name a few). Table 
and stools are solidly made fiberboard (not wood or hardboard), plastic 
coated, stain resistant. Wipe clean with damp doth. Stools support up. 
to 200 ibs, 9% in. high. Table 90x18/,x13% in. high. Ages 5 and 
79 N 65567C—Unassembied. Shipping weight $ pounds .... s 

‘buckle up to the striker 
cord. Work with 
partner. . swivel, 

Twister $399 
By Milton Bradley. Spin the dial to find 
‘ut where to put your hands and feet. 
Keep your balance, because the first to 
fall loses. Washable vinyl sheet, 6x4'% 
feet long. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49N65027— Shps. wt. 2 ibs. 13 ог. 43.99 

Score Four 

The object is to get 4 col: 
ored markers in a row 
across, straight up, or at an- 
les. Easy tic-tac-toe fun for 
kids; a 3-dimensional chal 
lenge for teens, adults. For 2 
to 8 players, ages 8 and up. 
64 wooden markers, 4 plas 
tic cups. Plastic board 
Bx, inches high. 
Shpa. wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz. 

49 N 65618 .....Se #383 

Be a Magic Maker 
it's easy with а 

MR. MAGIC SET 
$494 

Mystily your friends and family with 
amazing, mystical, magic tricks. Wand 
and lite black mustache get you in the 
mood, 2 plastic foam rabbits to “multi 
ply", cards, shell trick, magic coin box 
20 items in all. Ages 10 and up. 

498657 17—WL 2 Iba. 2 ог. ‚Set $494 

Judes booklet, 
101 Easy Magic Tricks’ 

See 97.72 



HAPPINESS 
E = 

Challenging 
Л Botileship. A battle of wits for 2 junior strat 

exists. Players command their own fect of 
ships—sink your opponent's fleet and win. Self 
contained in 2 game boxes. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65183— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. Bor... $399 
2 Concentration. Playera match gift cards to 

reveal puzzle parts rst player to solve the 
puzzle wins, 60 different puzzles on Rolomatic 
hanger. For 2 to $ players, ages 10 and up. 
49 N 65037— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 ot... 44.16. 
$ Scrobbie.® Spell words to score points—long 

st words and hardest letters score the most 
points—the highest point total wins. Board, 100 
alphabet tiles, 4 racks, 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 6505 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 ог....$349 
Д Porcheesi. The backgammon game of India 

that's entertained game buffs for over a cen- 
tury. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65054—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 02....53:49 
Б Life. The Wheel of Fate takes you through 

the 3-D game of lite. With skill and luck you'll 
end up a millionaire . . or on the poor farm. For 
2 to 8 junior tycoons, ages 9 and up. 
49 N 65034— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 ox....$4.74 
(6 Mystery Date, Just for girls .. try to assemble 

date-time attire, open the door and meet your 
mystery man. Be careful—3 dates are great but 
опе is a drag. 2 to 4 girls, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65035—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz... . $2.99 

The Bride Gome. Girls plan the type of wed- 
ding they want—frst girl to complete all the 

arrangements wins. Choose from 4 different wed. 
dings. For 2 to 4 young brides-to-be, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 6562— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz... 52.44 
8 Go For Broke. Spend your million dollars frst 

and win the game. it's harder than you think. 
For 2 to 5 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65619— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 of....$3.78 
Y Happines. Try to get rid of your hang-ups 

and win love, friendship, faith, knowledge, 
money and beslth—that's how you win Happi. 
nem. For 2 to 6 happy players, ages 9 and u 
49  65626— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 5 ог... 54.74 
10 Strotego. Each of 2 generals commands his 

‘own army—you outwit your opponent and 
‘capture his flag to win the game. Ages 10 and up, 
49 N 65617— Shipping weight 2 pounds. .. 94.76 
1] Wild Life. Players safari to Africa and search 

the world over for rare wild animals to keep 
im the 200, Teaches wildlife conservation and 
geography. For 3 to 5 players, ages 8 and up. 49 N 65278—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz....35.43 
19 Double 9 Dominoes. Play more domino games 

with more players 5S large pieces in flip-top 
box. For 2 or more players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65152— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. $235 



T AS Ma CE 

| *LANDSLIDE* 
Porter Brut Gare of Power Poca 

Board Games 

ide. Now everyone can run for presi 
Map strategy, win states, manipulate 

mitti lar votes to gather the most elec- 
toral votes and win. 3 or 4 players, ages 9 and up. 
49 N 65625— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 o 
14 Masterpiece. Try to oth ye 

national 

wins. For 3 to 6 players, ages 9 and up. 
49 N 65286— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. .83.74 NEW а Seon! Sopar Сане Moros $1338 

(16 ond 17 ) Monopoly. Buy, sell and swap real 
estate. - bankrupt your opponents. Ages 8 and up. 
Monopoly (no 
43 N 65039— Shipping weight 
16 Delese Monopoly. Keep game organised with 

partitioned plastic tray. For 
73 N 65010— Shipping weight 4 pou 
17 Seper Deluxe Monopoly. Extra 

ing board in deluxe plastic case 

18 Sorry. Classic pursuit game of skill and luck 
with rules that give children an equal chance 

to win. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
ing weight 2 pounds. ...$39. 

з, ages 10 and up. 
1. 12 oz... . $3.85 

20 EE 
дум 6562. Shi 

The Block Experience. Д pick people and thee он 
America. Education for 2 to 
49 N 65578—Shipping weight 2 Ibn. 
99 Afro-American History Mystery G 

Travel th history by 

weight 1 Ib 
94 Spli-level Aggravation. Exciting chase oo 2 

levels. For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 н 65719—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 4 oz... . 34.24 



1 Seance. Attend a seance at the mansion of the 
late Uncle Everett. His spirit voice dictates 

each player's 
Б Which Witch? Ghoulish © 

Wicked and Glenda the C 

the charmes 
49 N 65564—Stupping weight 3 pound: 

knot and owl's eyes fight 
Q Bomobas Collins. Junior vampires build glow 

in-the-dark skeletons—first one to finih his 
skeleton wins, For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up 
49 N 65455—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 os. 1299 
3 KovBolo. Foretells the fu 

the ever searchin 
nd game board. For 2 pl 

79 N 65169C— Shipping w 
Д Manhunt. Junior detectives visit the se 

the crime, witnesses. crime lab and finge: 
files. Computer programs action, probe and 

ovide clues. The first detective to crack the 
Uses 1 "D" battery, order package at 

Voice of the Mummy. Mysterious mummy 
voice gives players directions—travel to an 

ancient tomb of the pharach and collect the most 
jewels to win, Uses 1 “Р” battery, order package 
below, For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
49 N 65311 Shipping weight 3 po юм 
10 Green Ghost. Glowing spook helps you search 

his 12 sons. Unlock pits and feel bats, 

]] Che. Search spooky mansion for weapons, 
suspects and clues to solve the crime and win 

the game. For 3 to 6 detectives, ages 3 and up. 
49 N 6505—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 ox $3.63 
12 Stay Alive. Be the sole sorvivor—that's the 

last player with marbles on the board. Pul 
the right lever to send орроо 
the holes. For 2 to 4 players, 
49 М 65174— Shipping weight 2 p 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 8405—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. Sor. Package $1.49 



Exciting Games that 
require no reading 

TT ا rmm ا 

Chinese Checkers $277 101 Game Chest $739 Undersea World Game $360 
This colorful, all-metal set features an ornately- Handsome leather iook case holds 101 games— It's fun amd educational because all fish are labeled 

with common and scientific names. Spin to see which 
cof 16 plastic fish you take from "sea" and place in 
your aquarium. For 2 to $ players of all ages 

ing weight 1 Ib. 9 ox. $3.60 

Noah's Ark $360 
Two pictorial spinners decide each player's move . . no 
reading or counting necemary. 24 beautiully-formed, 
hand-painted plastic animals cach pair has its own 
storage bin. Cardboard ark (not recommended in 
case of food). For 2 to 4 players, ages 3 and up. 
49 N 65202— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1202... $380 

Headache $315 
A chase and capture game . . capture your 

packed game far o 4 payer миз 6d wo. 
DLL meme a 

à 44i 
JacksonFive $262 

Play cards with the hottest soul recording group 
going. Cards picture Michael, Jackie and the whole 
group—when you get 4 of a kind, shout "Jackson Five 
and win the game. For 4 players, ages $ and up. 
49 N 65729— Shipping weight В ounces. 3262 

Down the Drain 
$316 

Ай the coins have gone 
down the drain pipe— 
now the players must 
fish them out with mag. 
neta. Lower your mag 
net through the grate 

oS: and pall out as many 

Your America $349 Bible Game $349 proa и 

Exciting and educational . E Educational for all faiths. Meet the Good coins wins. For 1 to 4 

tions about American history and famous ‘Samaritan. ross the River Jordan or lose your players, ages 4 and up. 

ease ead move you pe acto wore. por vr doe 
card. Over 300 questions and answers in 7 journey | - 49 865637 $116 => 
AS dp pd Sen we 

  ee " [Bears] 515ا ا



Here's a deluxe version of your 
Г piece-together-pal, the Coot. 
ie. A total of 72 colorful parts 
make 6 complete Cooties 
“C'mon, dice, roll me a head!" 
(ога body or a leg!) A riot of a 
race 10 see who wins! Plastic. 
49N65679-Wt 11h. 3ог.93 43 

Take turns knocking out "ice 
blocks”. . but watch it! Knock 
the wroag block and the whole 
lake caves in, ‚the man gets 
dumped into the cold water 
(BRRRR!) and you lose. "Fro- 
zen lake" is made of individual 
plastic blocks suspended on a 
‘9x9x4-inch high plastic frame. 
"or 2 ог more players. 
40N65376-Wt 1 Ib. 8 01.43.33 

$295 
Each player selects 4 jump 
ants of one color, Press the 
tail and he leaps into the 
Land 

Spin the dial to see what color 
goose goes where on the lid. But. 

y the lid gets shaky when lots of 

run out of. 

er who puts a goose on has to 
take all that fell First player to 

Reese wins. Plastic. 
49 н 65469—Wt 1b. ..63.17 

Se 

Each player places his plastic 
cars, trucks and buses at opposite 
ends of the bridge. Take turns 
moving them across, one car 
length at a time. If your opponent. 
makes London Bridge come fall 
ing down, you win! Plastic bridge 
is 18x5Y,x5Y, inches high. 
49N65646-WL 11b. 4 oz. .9324 

how many 
in the hat. F 

player 

Plastic, with 
49 N 65635. 

5274 
There's Humpty Dumpty siting on kis wal and вез headed for ereat hil if you remove the ‘od brick fre he wall Pay 

that makes Humpty fall, loses. 
49 М 65718—Wt. Hoz. ,.4274 

‘All hands on dec 
how to be the win 
choose a color and roll 
what section of ship their sailor 
will board, Some 



A herd of. 
Awesome Animals 
Jaws snap, eyes and. 
mouths glow as you, 
command movements, 

by remote control 

Dinosaurs of the past 
(1 and 2) You can stage the meeting of 2 of the 
fiercest dinosaurs that ever walked the earth. Just 
push the remote control button . . they walk forwa 
or backward. All plastic. Each dinosaur uses 2 
batteries, order package. t 
1 Tyrannosaurus. Green color; вах in. hish. 

49 N 53038—Shipping weight 12 ot... Ea. $2.99 
9 Triceratops. Brown color 9x4x4 in. high. 

49 м 53039—Shipping weight 14 oz. „Ез. 299 
Dinosaur Set of 2. Separate prices total 85.98. 
49 N 5304—Shipping wt. 1. 11 02.....Set 4,98 

Beginners 
17-piece Set 5299 

Four 2x35, two 3Yx3% 
printed-design basswood plaques, 
electric pen, point, transfer sheet, wa- 
ter colors, more. Ages 8 and up. 
49 м 22706—WL 1b. ....Se #298 

Ala]. 
$199 

14 Extra Wood Plaques for sets. 

Ga et fan ча шу deris 

African and Asian Animals of today 
(3 thru 6 ) The lion, black leopard, rhinoceros and hippopotamus . . four of n 
animals. Move forward patrol button. Col 
excitement of the jungle right at home. Each uses 2 "D^ batteries, order package below 

Lion. Brown color; Sx4x4 inches high Rhinoceros, Tan color: лбн in. hish, 
49N51021—Shippingwt.4or „Еа 3299 О 49N53042—Shps. wt. 1302... Ea 4299 
Black Leopard. Kx4x3 inches high. Hippopotamus. Purple; 7x5x4 in. high. 4 49N51022—Shipping wt. 1402. Ea. 299 

Uon and Black Leopard Set. Separate prices to- 
495304 1-Shpg. wt. 1 b. 1 oz. „Еа. $299 

Rhinoceros and Hippopotamus Set. Separate 
lal 85.98. you gel savings af $1.00. prices lolal $5.98 . . you save $1.00. 
49 N 51024— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 0. .Set $498 49 N 51023—Shpg. wt i Ib. Moz. . Set $4.98. 
49 N 8405—"D^ Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Package 149 

Intermediate 
32-piece Set 

Bigger ne includes electric pen, 4 over- 

ler peus, tamales Qn clo So ar 

WOODBURNING SETS 

Deluxe 88-piece Wood 
‘and Cork Burning Set $499 $949 

Build six complete projects . . birdhouse, tie rack, bookends, 
napkin holder, pot holder rack, serving tray . . then wood burn. E in God ese ot аа ee пере. 
Other “mini-projects” include 9 printed 3/,x3'Y, in. wood 
plaques, 8 cork coasters, 2 cork hot pads. 6 color foils, palette, set on this page, or any other, by or 

dering these 14 white basswood 
plaques. Just follow the attractive 
printed designs. 3/,x5 in. each. 
49 м 2186—WL ISo. ,.. -Set $1.99 

‘monogramming personal items, sandpaper, 
instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 21026—We 1 lb. I20r......Set $4.99 

Note: Ай electric pens UL listed for 1 10-120. 80< АСОС. 

Br, water colors, 2 mizing aes patr, sandpaper, ta 
"storage case. Ages 8 and up. 

Gon 1073" Shipping weight pounds 8 ounces .....Set 
ta [Sears] 517 



U.S.A. Map Puzzle 

Official Rand-McNally map Two 18-inch 
shows boundaries, capi 
tional parks, major rivers. Alas 
ka, Hawaii. Fiberboard. 21x14 
in. 6 yrs. and up. 
49 N 53089-W 110.401, „Ode 

Baby Raggedy Ann BabyRaggedyAndy 
Her 

loved Raggedy Ann 
doll. Floppy cloth body, 
тей wool hair Brig 
‘Shipping weight 2 os. ipping weight 202. 49N53134......M4c — 49N53135 94c 

Bubble Umbrella 
Keep little hairdos dry, 
too: Se through buble 
Style just like grownu; 
Vinyl Length ^ ipping weight & oz. 
“кї Sac 

friend and constant com. 

Badminton Set 
lastic 

rackets; 2 plastic, rub 
ber indies. Ages 
4 to 10. Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight 8 оз. 
49 52027. ..Set 04e 

res Ann's best 

 او

Gingerbread Doll 
Oh, please don't eat 
him! . cuddle him. 
Washable terry cloth, 

Block Truck Silly Putty 
Pre-schooler's plastic pull The silly stuff that stretches. 
toy. “Blocks” are removable. like taffy, bounces like rub- 
little people. 6% in. long. ber. Even transfers pictures. 
Ме Pod years from comics Ages up 

ipping weight 8 ounces. Shipping weight 4 ounces. 48 N 5343 Sac — 4953005 Sac 

The more, the merrier 

TOYS 

94c 

Mickey’ and friend See-through 
Telephone 

Dial turns, bell 
rings. Ages d to 8. pon-allergic, non tor: — flatable vinyl. 16 in. оха: in, Singapore уа Weder tall Shog WL Soz Plastic Wr Gor. 49NB314]....94c MONETTE. 94c — 19N52049. Die 

Dune Cycle Chopper Cycle Dump Truck Lantern 
Goes forward, reverse. Authenticallysiyled Bit, 11% inches Jong, Plastic; Tin. high Rosa ol Al Teran Cy: ‘choppers Steerable blue and pray het Usen 2 2C Dates pe xi im бма QU wheel. Length 9 Really dumps Des batierg, not Inch (ee pe. Inches. Plastic; tread tires. From W. S10) Panic iore color рала. any ipping weight dor Эрни Box Shipping wt. 15.02 Кл Sae нр зс AONEOTIEN дє AON в Sde 
518 [Sears] 

Slinky 
Walks down stairs, falls 
from hand to hand. 3 
inch diamet 
ing and entertaining to 
watch, 

Shipping wt. 10 oz. 
4988201 bte 

Barrel of 
Monkeys Game 
Pick up 12 chimps 
making a chain and 
you're champ. Ages 4 
up. Plastic. WL 5 oz. 
49 N 53138......Dde 

Frisbee* 
Versatile catch game 
forall ages. For use on 
the beach, in the wa- 
ter, at parties or pic nics. Plastic. Shipping wt. 5 oz 
49 N83089......94c 

8 Jam Pac Cars 
Eight Tootsietoy min 
tures... cars, race cars, 
trucks Each approx. 2% in. 

r Die cast metal. 
ipping weight 6 ounces. 

4953137 4c 

Spinning Top 
Watch gaily colored. 
birds, flowers and but- 
terflles spin. $ inches 
high, Sinch diameter, 
Меш. Shipping wt. 8.02. 
49н83113 7... "94е 

Puncho 
Knock him down, be 
pops back up lor 
ore. Inflatable vinyl. 
To inches tall 
Shpg wt Ih. 1202 49 N 50097 .....94c 

Trick Ball 
Like a Harlem Globe- 
trotter, you flutter 
pass, crazy dribble, 
more. Measures 10 
Inches. Inflates, 

Shipping wt. 2 ox. 
49 N 53136. .....94c 



ANNNNNNNNNNNNAANNANNNNNNANNNANNNANN 

Make gifts for Mom, Dad, Sis and yourself with 

GENUINE LEATHER AND SPLIT SUEDE KITS 
+ All pieces are pre-cut and pre-punched for easy assembly 
+ All kits include waxed laces, needles and instructions 
+ So easy-to-do we suggest them for children 6 years ot age and up 

case, -inch wide belt for waists up to 36 inches. Also 2 different coin — *Asinch 
purses, bookmark, 
49 N 21811—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ошке.......... 

NNNNNNANNNNNNNANNNANNNNNNANNNANNSNANANAY its rich brown finish. Finished bag measures 10334: inches high Comes 
with antiqued bras rings for shoulder strap. 

N 

5-in-1 Craft Kit 

Circus Wagen Lomp Kit. Pre- 
‘cut redwood and pine; plastic 
wheels. Red, white, blue, 
black paints, instr, incl. 15% 
in. high. Standard light bulb 
(aot incl). 110-120-volt, АС. 

up Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 27384—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 ox Kit $3.99 49 N 21077—We. 11, Son $6.49 

complete 
49 N 21067—Shipping weight | pound 5 ounces........,......Kit 3497 Shipping weight 8 ounces... 

^ AAAAAAAAAAAAAAANAAAAAARRAAANAAAAAAAAR ХААМА 

a Make your own la 

Make suede steerhide Hopi-style Boots $549 
‘With this versatile kit you can make а billiold, key case, pen and pencil АШ ages love the soft, sporty looks and comfort of fawn color moccasin boots. 

Attached [oam rubber insoles. Girls and women siste derived rise 5 thr 
comb case with comb, parking coin and key holder. 10. Boys and men stale ome sise larger than regular rice. No half sizes 

-. Kit 4.99 9 Н 2280F—Shipping weight 12 ounces... 

0 
uw — Make suede split cowhide Moccasins $299 ox» ы Palomino tas-clor leather pieces are ready for you to sew together with tan 

Make a cowhide leather Shoulder Bag $597 cotton laces Attached simulated leather insoles. One pair moccasins per Rit 
Quies size. Teen's sizes. 

Youll look great with your fashionable, rosticatyled ith 49 NZ1861—Mediom (sises 14-1334). 49 W 21864 Small (sises 54). 
49 N 21862 Large (sacs 13). 49 N 21865 Medium (aes 74). 

j. 49 N 21066— Large (sises 9-10). 
3299 Shipping weight 10 ounces. . $3.05 

> «Kit 35.49 

ANANANANNNANANANANNNANNANANNANANNAN 

LET HISTORY 

4 
Covered Wagon Lomp Kit. 
Has light under beige cotton 
cover, Precut redwood and 
pine pieces; plastic wheels. 7 
in. high. For ages 10 to adult. 
Uses standard light bulb (not 
included). 110-120-volt, AC. 
49 8 21075-Wı. 11, 700.349 

LIGHT YOUR WAY! 

imp with Wood Wagon Kits 
Old-time Stagecoach Lomp 
Kit. Preprinted beige shade, 
cord trim. Redwood and 
pine parts; plastic wheels 
For ages 10 to adult. 12 in. 
high. Standard light bulb 
(sot incL.).110-120-volt, AC. 
A921076-Wr. 1 Ib. 7 oe 35.49 

von [Sears] 519 



little girls can make 
their own perfumes. 

5499 
Маке Mom a bottle о! 
YUM.YUM. Just mix 2 1 

drops of Tra-La-La, 2 drops. 
ol Bewitched, 53 drops of Say 
When, 6 drops of Flirty, 3 
drops of Dazzle and 66 drops 
of Meadow Mist. 

Six formulas are included 
(and you can make your own, 

Knitting Machine 
9 Knit full-size clothes in 

sizes to fit children or 
small adults. You'll have 

640-1 Craft Kit 

3 Make dol clothes with 5 Sem Goud cht inch pcs ck SS 
‘et with un yards of brown yarn, needle, thread, glue and patterns. 
Mee PUN tread 49 N 22894— Shipping weight 13 ounces ........Kit 2.83 
‘coaster with Millie Mats, 14 6 Macramé. Today's way of knot-tying a beautiful purse, 
Paper Flowers and а Jewelry bracelet, belt or choker. Includes 2 balls of white cotton 
Box. баре. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. ‘brine, pins, dowel, 7 feet of practice yarn, instructions. 
49N21001.......Kit 84.99 49 N 22604 Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. Kit $3.68 

Misty of Chincoteague Deluxe Indian-style Bead-Craft \/ “ 
ањ. | 

won 
for little giris to love and Beadpoint Kit f 

Misty is a pre-assembled, 7. Make a beaded Indian-style belt, 

and Misty is Marguerite large beadioom with 6 packets of col. T Em | 

"er I Mp EE 
Shipping weight 2 lbs special tool. Instructions included. 

49 N 21082 $425 49N21082-WLI.sor Kito4o9 рә ib 02 

PAINT-BY-NUMBERS 

The Pet Set 
з $ 399 

T] A wonderfully creative addition to any young 
мер bedroom or playroom . . Spirited Colt, 

Playful Pup and Rest Time Fawn are ready to 
paint. 

Set includes three 9x12-inch panels, 18 artist oil 
colors, 2 artist brushes, instructions. 

DIP-A-FLOWER 
Form a whole bouqu 

blue and 

al qud 49 N 22467- Shipping wt 1 1b, Se зэв 

Crylic Critters 
зз $326 

8 A tro of active animals waiting to romp across 
ions by sticking а child's bedroom wall . . Lyric Lion, Mucho 

wires into Monkey and Tiger Talent are each 9x12 inches 
(Flower pot n high. Set includes 9 colorful acrylic paints . . dean 

5 up with soap and water. 
49н Kit es 90 49 N 22468— Shipping wt. ! Ib. Set $3.28 



Revive the spirit of Christmas past . . gather the 
kids around and make your own tree decorations 

HOLIDAY SILHOUETTES 

Uwe 

be + 
PAINT-BY-NUMBER WOOD ORNAMENTS 

Sets include everything you need to create your own decorations. 
(9 thru 12) Sets come complete... nothing else to buy. Delightful ornaments are pee cut from 
Philippine mahogany. Designs are printed on all ornament vides for casy decorating by even are 
the youngest hands All sets include non-toxic acrylic paints, brush, gold-color cord hangers, 
nandpaper, instructions. These ornament» add "Old World" enchantment 10 your tree 
Q 2590. Set Lancet figure ipb in. high. J] 3:0 Omamenta. - 1890, Set. Each ie 

Includes six Y, oz. bottles of paint. about 6 inches high. Includes six yok 
40 N 21061—Stinping wt. 2 lbn. Set 9399 bottles of paint. loe and vin of nern. 

49N22001—L 20» loe .. Set 0492 У 
10 2296. Nativity Set Толон кие 6 А 
ja kigh. Five Yu. botica ol paint. 9 30-pe. Sat. Largest Figure is # inches 

49 21002—Wi 10 бов. Set #243 high, Includes six %, ox. bottles of paint. 

37.pc.Set. . Save 41.06. All the orna.  49М22582—% 220m. Se 1499 
ments ol sets (9) and (10) plun six cn. bot- — 18.96. Set. Same as set above but: with 18 
"en of paint, water color tablet and 2 swore оу ornament 
AUN 21063. Wt Pba Gon... Set 4a zig) TB for .... Set 4340. 

sam _ 
AE — y 



Soap Making 5498 
No heat needed . . mix soap powder 

and water, add desired coloring. 
pour into molds and let harden 

‘What fun you'll have molding real soap into 18 
different shapes. It's easy, too . . no melting, no 

Glass Staining Kit 
Decorate lamps. glasses, bottles 

and holiday windows with 
brilliant transparent color 

$528 

There's creative fun for the whole family 
in this kit. Start with okl, discarded coffee 
jars, decanters and bottles . „and end up. 
with fancy, colorful works of art that can 
be used as vases, pencil holders, coin 
banks . . or whatever you want them to 
bel Kit contains everything you need for 
striping and staining . . two 10-ounce 
glass tumblers (0 start on as well as 1. 
‘Ounce jars of red, yellow and blue glass 
stain; thinner; a 2-ounce jar of simulated 
lead; paint brush and complete instruc 
tions. Also includes tracing patterns to 
produce symmetrical effects on the piece 
you are working. Ages 9 and up. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces. 
49N21059 Kit 05.28 

Soap Shapes $525 
Mold cars, trucks, bears . . even a 

Goldilocks. Melt soap. add coloring. 
pour soap into molds and let harden 

You'll be able to mold soap into 12 different shapes. 
You can even re-meit old shapes to form new ones, 
Includes a 14-02 block of high-quality soap, 2 bot- 
Чез of coloring, molds, sculpturing knife and instruc- 
tions. Fragrance is FDA-approved. Ages 9 and up 
with adult supervision. 
49 N 21056 Shpg. wt. Ibs. 4 oz. Kit 525 

Very Scarys 
Scare your friends with 
creepy, crawly creatures 
Whip up your own army of 
wiggly creatures with this safe, 
no-heat kit. Make spiders, bee 
es, stakes and other crawlers 
by ing RUBBERGOO™ 
with hardener and pressing it 
into molds. After it hardens, 
add RUB-EZE™ creature fea- 
ture decals. Dangle these devils 
from shiver strings to scare 
your sister. Ages 8 and up. 
49N22876-WL1 Ib.10 ог. #4, 

[ITEMS BELOW SHOWN ON FACING РА: 

“Plasticast” Casting 
and Embedding Set 

Preserve your treasures in clear. 
plastic blocks . . even design 
and create your own jewelry 

Here's an exciting craft kit that enables 
you to permanently preserve coins, pho- 
tos, shells, leaves, autographs and many 
other objects in clear plastic blocks. An 
S-cavity novelty jewelry mold lets you 
design and make your own costume jew. 
«ту. Set also includes: 2 interesting shape. 
master molds; 1 pint of liquid plastic; 
opaque background coloring material; 
wet-dry abrasive papers; 1 bottle of buff 
ing compound for polishing finished 
product; plastic worksheet: wood mixing 
sticks; 4 graduated mixing cups; settings. 
for cuff links, tie bar, key chains and 
complete instructions. Ages 8 and up with 
adult supervision. 
49 н 21047 —Shpg. wt. 31м. .5 $5.73 
Plasticast Refill? pis. plastic H 
49 N 20269—Shpg. wt. 

Just mix magic powder 
with water in shaker, pour 

into molds, remove and paint 
when figures harden 

Walt Disney Figures 
Create your favorite Disney characters 
from powder and water . . simply 
shake up the mixture and pour into one 
of the three molds . . there's Mickey 
Mouse, Donald Duck and Pluto. You 
get 9 packages ol mix, 2 drying stands, 
a shaker, and accessories for decora- 
tion, There's even a paint set with 
brush so you can paint your pals when 
they dry. Finished figures stand 2Y, in. 
high. Ages 5 and up. Wt. 2 bs. 12 og. 
4922918 Set 63. 
One rnc Even Caney Poeno 

Famous Faces Series 
Make impressive wall plaques of Abra. 
ham Lincoln, George Washington, and 
Thomas Jefferson with this Shaker 
Maker Kit that contains: 1 shaker, 1 
pallet stick, a 6x8-inch frame, three 6х8. 
inch "velour" backing cards, a bottle of 
gold color paint with brush, 2 packages 
of glue, 3 vacuum form molds and 10 
packages of Magic Mix. Complete in- 
structions, Buy it the easy way. „order 
by phone. Ages 5 and up. 
49N21054-Wt. 2 lbs. 12 ог. Set 54.99 

Art-A-Matic” 
Create op-art in seconds 

just squeeze out paint 
while turntable spins 
ble spins paint to make splash 

paintings in an instant. 4 reusal 
bottles of "hot color" n p 
matboard frames, 25 arı 
5x7 inches and plastic s 
2 "D^ batteries . „order p 
49 N 20059— Wt 2 Ibs. 1 
Refill Kit. 4 bottles paint, 36 artbos 
49N2138—Wt. 11.2 Kit 91,99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 м 8405—WL 1 b Kor. Ры 41:46 



Figure Sets f 

Е 
Screen Printing Set 51499 

Design and print your own greeting cards and posters. ~ 
A personalize T-shirts. . print on plastic, metal, even glass 

». » Coat fine mesh screen with photo emulsion and place art or type on it. Expose sereen 



CERAMICAST FIGURE KITS 
Make real ceramic animals and chess pieces. 

NO KILN NEEDED—casting mix dries 
in home oven, ceramic glaze 

dries at room temperature 

Mold figures with reusable 2-pc. 
‘mold and real ceramic clay. Finish 
them with acrylic paints or Boss™ 
Gloss glaze that dries without heat. 

Kits include 2% Ibs. casting mix, 
four о. jars acrylic paints, two 
Meoz. jars Boss Gloss glaze, 3 
brushes, more. Ages 10 and up. 
Animal Kit makes dogs, cats, hors 
©. „enough day for 20 animals. 
49 21031—WL 51м. ‚Kit 45.58 
Chess Kit makes a whole chess set. 
49 N 21032—WL Site. ‚Kit 45.58 
Refill. 2% lbs. casting mix, acrylic 
paints, Boss Gloss glaze, 3 brushes. 
49 21033— Wt. 3s. .....5452 

Mineral Embedding Kit 
Preserve, label and display 
minerals in clear plastic. 

Kit includes everything you'll need 
to create your own paperweights 
and bookends. Just place any one 
of 10 colorful mineral specimens 
(including amethyst, jade or fossil 
agate) in either of 2 attractively- 
shaped, reusable molds. Pour in 
dear plastic liquid to make blocks. 
Inclodes 1 pint liquid plastic, labels, 
polishing and buffing materials, in- 
structions, more. Ages 12 and up. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 N 21028 .........-. Kit 85.67 

Quail-U-Bator 
See the miracle of birth. 
Raise your own pet quail 
from egg to full grown 

Hatch baby quail in your own incu- 
bator. Keep them as pets or release 
them two weeks after birth to for- 
age for themselves. Great fun for 
nature study groups, school proj- 
ects or science fairs. High-impact 
styrene incubator, UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
Send enclosed coupon to factory 

to receive 3 fertile eggs for hatching. 
‘Suitable for children ages 9 and up. 
Shipping weight 1 b. 3 oz. 
49N 21084 1547 

Ant City 
Watch ants dig. tunnel 
and even build bridges 

The ants are off the farm and into 
the city. Stack the 6 escape-prool 
modules to make a botel . „or sepa- Tate them as houses. Watch ants 
visit each other through vinyl tub- 

per, food and feeder. 4/5 
high modules have built-in magnifi- 
‘ets, Send enclosed coupon to facto- 
ту for миз. . or dig up your own. 
For children ages 8 and up. 
‘Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

дом 20146 
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Gem Workshop 
Everything you need to grind. 
shape and polish a stone just 
like a professional jeweler 

and all in less than one hour! 
Finished stones fit in jewelry 

settings... wear ‘em right away 
51999 

1 You turn a rough slab of stone into. 
а sparkling, finished gem using pro- fessional-type, Sspeed electric gem 

making machine. Make cuff links for 
dad or а necklace for mom using pre 
sliced stones that are ready for you to Shape and polish. Lapidary wheel in 
high-impact plastic case has powerful 
horsepower motor. Grind and polish 
stones with 2 interchangeable wheels, 3 
grit sanding discs, polishing pad and 
polish. Kit includes 12 slabs of semi- 
precious stones such as jade and tiger- 
eye, 5 jewelry settings, template for 
outlining shapes and more. UL listed. 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Ages 10 and up. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. A9N2249 WC Alm Maz Kit 61080 

Gemstone Jewelry Kit 
Make beautiful jewelry 

over 75 semi-precious stones. 
are polished and roady to set 

5444 
Q No grinding, shaping or polishing 

-. more than 25 jewelry-size gems 
and $0 miniature gems are ready to set 

to beautiful free-form and inlaid jew- 
elry. Select stones to glue in each set- 
ting—10 bell caps, 2 key chains, 2 neck. 
lace chains, bracelet chain, cuff inks, tie 
bar and 3 castings, Kit also includes 
glue, instructions and a geode of agate 
or crystal to display. Ages 8 and up. 
49N22505—WL Hoz .... Kit 4.44 

Miracle of Growth 
Grow your very own beautiful 
plants the whole year ‘round 

$ 299 

3 Everything you need to begin cult 
vating your green thumb. Just plant 

seeds in convenient Gro-Bloks . . no 
need to mess with soil or pots. 
Iocludes 4 clear plastic trays (each 

holds 9 Gro-Bloks), 36 Gro-Bloks, 4 
small tray covers to control moisture 
during initial plant growth, 4 large tray 
covers for later growth, 4 packets of 
popcorn and flower seeds, fertilizer, in 
structions, more. Ages 6 and up. 
49N21124—We 1502. ....Kit 3299. 

Nature's Window 
Plant seeds in "invisible soil" 
watch them take root and grow 

$487 

4 Its like а window in the ground. 
Plant seeds and watch them grow 

you can actually see roots spread and 
leaves sprout. You'll see all the won 
drous workings of nature in action 
through "invisible soil” that's really jel: 
Iy-like water that can't spill. 

Kit includes 3 growing dishes with 
"invisible soil", 3 cones, 2 packets of 
seeds, flower pot with trellis, plas 
food, instructions, more. Ages 6 and up. 
49 м 21093—WL 1 Ib, Aor... Kit $487 



Refill for Min 
Hothouse. 32.61 

soil needed, Inctudes 10 different weed packets (in- Bloks, fertilizer, 
And even а money. structions inch 

Shoe. wt, A or. 
ADN 22783.-4198 

nigh. Ages 8 ad up. 
49 N 22782--Shipping weight 1. Ht ox. Kit 67, 



NEW FROM MATTEL 
Electric-powered Planes that you control 

You're controlling 
all these actions 

Iur ita 
| f I t £ z $ g 

EX 

Plastic plane has 48-inch wing span and 28- 
inch fuselage. Radio control unit uses 6 “С” 
batteries—order below. Application for $20 
FOC license included. Ages 12 and up. 
79 N 210731—Shipping wt. 9 bs. $125.00 

SuperStar” 
Flies without wires! Just choose 

Your flight plan and watch it 
soar as if it had a memory 

‘You control fight by using different cams 
to vary rudder action. Plastic plane has big 
26-inch wing span and 19-inch fuselage. 
Removable power module includes nickel- 
cadmium batteries—recharge from 6-volt 
battery (order separately below). 100-ft. 
tether for restricted flights, adapter cord, 

instructions. Ages 6 and up. 
N 21072—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1002, $1199 

мон Battery. Shipping weight 1 b. 6 oz. 
49 N 8407 куан Each 81.19 

Dareplane" Stunter 
E You control take-off, landing, 

air speed, altitude . . make it 
dive, loop. climb and circle 

51815 
Thrill to daredevil flying . . command your own. 
stunt plane from control module, Fly it in 7-foot. 
ог 10-foot diameter circles . . indoors or ош. 
Plastic plane has 11-inch wing span and 10-inch 
faselage. Control module, 7%, in. high pylon unit, 
landing strip, 37,-foot and S-foot cables, 2 label 
sels and instructions. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
Geyde AC. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 54743—Shpg. өт. Jis. 1208 ..... 41815. 

GAS-POWERED ACTION 

from 
(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

(1 thru 8) Performance: packed models powered 
by the famous Cox .049 engine. Pre-assembled 
models are suitable for children ages 10 and up. 
Order starter kit and starter battery below 

(.3 and 2 ) The Fokker РУП and the Sopwith 
Camel were two of the most famous WWI combat 
planes to duel over European skies. Now you can 
‘own plastic flying replicas of these legendary air 
planes. Each has a 13-inch wing span and is guide- 
line-controlled. Rugged landing gear, simulated 
wooden propellers and twin "machine guns" look 
like those on the original airplanes. 
1 Fokker DVI. „considered Germany's best 

fighter. Designed for aerobatic flying. Has 
"Von Richthofen Flying Circus" decorations. 
49 N 21106 Shipping weight 11b. 90r. ..... 4849. 
9 Sopwith Camel . pride of the WWI Royal 

Flying Corps. Model designed to maneuver just. 
like the original. Decorative plane markings. 
49 н 21108— Shipping weight 11b. Boz. .... 9849 
Now save $2.00 on Fokker DVILSopwith Cam- 
al combination. даи tals! 31098. y gg 
79 N 21107C—Shipping we. 3 tbe 

Miss America . . plastic replica of one of the 
hottest planes to cross the finish line at Nation- 

a) Championship Air Races precise guideline con 
trol. 16-inch wing span. Throttle adjustable for 
precise, in-flight control. Rubber-tired nylon 
wheels help you get off the ground easily, 
49 N 21103 shipping wt. 2 Ib 1502....... 91299 
Miss America without adjustable throttle. 
49 N 21104 Shipping wi. 2 Iba. 1501. .... 910.99 

(4 thru 6) Off-road racing is sweeping the coun 
try, „be right in the swing with these detailed 
models. Dune Buggy, Sandblaster and Chopper 
are designed to give you all the thrills of this new- 
st rage. Each is high-impact plastic for rugged du- 
ability. АШ you do is add gas, adjust the steering 
for direction you want, fire-up engine with quick 
recoil starter and let her rip. 
4 Dune Buggy . . tackles even sand and mud. 

Enclosed engine is protected from dirt . . ad- 
justable throttle controls speed. Semi- pneumatic 
tires on mag-type wheels. 12, inches long. 
49 N 20622. Shipping wi. 2 iba 14 ок... 81499 
Б Sendblester . . with deep-cleated tires to han. 

die rugged terrain. Special large capacity fuel 
tank for extended runs, Complete with roll cage 
and simulated gearshift. 11% inches long. 
49 N 21101—Shipping wt 1 Th 14 oz. ... #1237 

6 Chopper. Futuristic motorcycle has adjustable 
throttle. . run slow or fast, even do “wheelies”. 

"Sissy bar", mag-type wheels and shock-absorbing 
nylon front tire. 135, inches long, 
49 N 227 11— Shipping wt. 31.1 or. . 

(7 and 8) So real you'll imagine the thundering 
‘engines and the roaring crowds as these two battle 
down the drag strip. Start 'em up and let ‘em ко 
cars race along guide lines and deploy drag chutes 
at the finish line. Plastic bodies 
17 Pinto Funny Car. You'll feel like you're at the 

IRA Grand National Championships. Hemi 
engine, "mag" wheels, instrument panel and drag 
ster steering wheel. 13 inches long. 
49 N 21102— Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 402. 11299 
8 Dregster. Loaded with power and ready to ко 

Hemi engine, rear “slicks”, 14%, inches long. 
49 N 20623--Shipping wt. 1 15 Mor. .....1237. 

Accessories for Cox "Gas" Engines 
(not shown) 

Starter Accessory Kit. Wire, clip, wrench and Y 
pint custom blend fuel. Order battery bei 
49 N 22853 Shipping weight 1 p 
Fuel, 1 pint. Custom blend for Cox "Gas" engines. 
49 N 22854 Shipping weight ТЬ боз... 9149 

f. 1%, volt, For starting engines. 
ping weight 1.4 oz. 7139 

Starter 49 N 2259-5: 



— 
Speed and power at your command.. 

pre-assembled models by 



Meadowbrook Raceway 
Ferrari 612 and Shadow Can-Am battle 
over 23 feet of track . . danger lurks 

in the perilous hairpin curve 

$1999 
Can Am racing thrills can't be beat . . set up dor- 
ens of challenging layouts and enjoy the fun. 6- 
inch radius hairpin curve really tests your skill 
with speed controllers (2 included). Two high-per 
formance Can Am cars roar through high-banked 
curve at full speed. Includes pylons, flags and 
guard rail. A/FX Wall-Pak runs low voltage from 
home outlet to wired track connection . . UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 9547 1—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. Box, ....Set $19.99 

м Over-and-Under Race Set 
HO-scale cars twist and turn around 

challenging layouts with 14 feet of track 
Track makes 6 different, challenging 
layouts. Includes 2 TycoPro cars made 
of plastic and metal, 2 speed control 
lers, guard rail with flags, piers and 
start/finish gate. Power pack is UL list 
ed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle. AC. Axes 
Gand up. 

Shipping weight 8 lbs. 
79 N 95461C Set 11299 

528 

SEARS AURORA Road Race Sets include: 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

4-Lane Race Set 
e Race four cars side-by-side 

along 18V, feet of track OR make 
37-foot4ong layouts of Zane track 

e Banked curves for full-speed action 

* Lap counter shows the winner 

$3499 
1 ‘You'll have fun racing Ferrari, Camaro, Jave- 

lin and McLaren on 4-lane layout. And you'll 
have fun designing and racing on many 24аре 
layouts. Includes 4 speed controllers, 
wurd UL listed for 110-120- 

6 and up. Pick up your 
phone right now and. ore Dis coat 

Roger Penske Race Set 
A/FX Super Traction Porsche and Matador 

200m over 30 feet ol track. 
blaze thru Monza banked turns at full speed. 

$279 
2 Join the Indy-winning Penske team for fast 

action and flying fun. Matador and Porsche 
speed through dozens of skill-testing courses . . 
you control the action with 2 speed controllers. 
A/FX Wall-Pak runs low voltage to track, UL. 
listed for 110-120-v.. 60-с. AC. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N95491—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs 4 о. . Set $2799. 

Extra Penske Matador with Super Traction. 
49 N 9550: ‚in. long, Wt. 202. ......9299 

Extra Penske Porsche with Super Traction. 
49 N 95502— 2%, in. long. Wt 20r. ......4299 

Accessories for HO-scale race sets. 
Russkit Pro Controller. Trigger action for speed 
adjustments. Metal (rame with circuit breaker. 
49 N 95482— Shipping weight 5 ounces ..4269. 
Extra Track for all Aurora Road Race Sets. Sec- 
tions are each 9 in. long. You MUST order Soap. 
Adapter below if adding track to pre-1972 Sets. 
49N95483-Straight, 2 pieces. WL 4 oz. ... 41.19. 
49N95484-Curved, 2 pieces. Wt d oz. ... 119 
49N95485-Snap Adapter. 2 pcs. WL dor 1.19 



HO-scale Road Racing by AURORA 
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NEW! FOUR-ON-THE-FLOOR Drag Strip Set 
It takes split-second timing to shift 

the gearsand take the checkered flag 

$1882 P 
You're in control as stock cars burn. у 
rubber side by side down 12100 drag 
strip. Each racer has his own four-on- 
ће боот shifter with 4 forward speeds Check 
and reverie It's an even start with е indicato t 
dusive no-go circuit. „both racers shift 
into ist gear and the race is on. 

You must shift into 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
Bears at the exact points marked on the 
track or your car stalls. . shift faster 
‘than your opponent to win the race. 
Two plastic and metal cars are 5 

inches long. Two-lane drag strip has 
pop-up flag finish, 2 four-on-the floor 
shifters. power pack (UL listed for 110- 
120v., 604, AC). Ages $ and up. 
49 М 9532 бш 702 ...Set 918.82 

flag 1 

Shift to 3rd gear 
10 accelerate 
shift fast. 
your car stalls 

Cars roar around є 
22У 4оої course with $2499 
high-banked curve 

є cars stay on the 

challenging layouts. Watch 
гуе at full speed. Test your skill as you 

ish line . . lap counter 

speed controllers, power 
piece bridge set; ру 

At starting signal, 
both players shift 
Into 1st gear 
cars streak ahead 

Dune Buggies race arounda $ 
13'/-foot elongated figure-8 1488 

Blast down straightaway and through hairpin turns. . zip over the bride 
includes two 4"-inch long dune buggy racers made of plastic and metal, deca! 

o 2 speed controllers and power pack (UL listed for 110-120-. 
ec. AC). Order extra speed a Чу айм. Ages 5 and up. 
49 N 95091—Shippin 530 [Sears] „it: 49 N 95145-1 

Set 914.88 
Each 444 



6-UNIT 
FREIGHT SETS 

YOUR 
CHOICE 

+ Die-cast, all-metal steam-type locomotive 
• 27x64-inch “figure-8” layout 
1 Powerful steam-type locomotive lights the way for 
tender and 4 plastic cars. Pennsylvania 2-4-2 en- 

gine pulls Pennsylvania tender, ТАКС hopper. Union 
Pacific latcar, Burlington Northern gondola and Penn 
Central caboose, 6-unit freight is 54 inches long. 90° 
crossover, 4 straight and 12 curved track sections. 
make 27x64-inch layout. Set includes cannisters, man 
ual uncoupler and powerful SO-watt transformer that's 
UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Apes 6 and up. 
79 н 9552C—Shipping wt. 11 pounds ... ‚Set 539.99 

Lionel 5-unit Set $2198 

* Powered by plasticand«meral locomotive 
* Enough track to make a 27x36-inch oval 

027-gauge Accessories 
Д 90 Crossover 

40 N 98055 
90-watt Transformer. С 
for speed, direction, whistle. UL 

listed, 110-120... 60. AC Nickle Plate Road steam type locomo- 
ө N97087—We 4 Bs. .....02399 tive thunders down the track pulling 
Manual Control Switch. four plastic cars . . S-unit freight is 43 
аре. wt. ea. 1 1b. inches long. Realistic 0-4-0 engine pulls. 

49 N 98054—Right t slope back tender, Republic Steel gondola, 
49 N 98053 Left turn Union Pacific басат with stakes and Nick 

le Plate Road caboose. 2 straight and 3 

3229 

Str 
U soci 9 curved track sections make 27136 inch oval 
49N98051-WL Bar. ....Pkg. $1.39 layout. 25-watt transformer with circuit. 

Curved Track. Pia: «f 4 sections breaker is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60 
AC. Ages 6 and up. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. 
7997 101C-Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 

h section 
52-Wı 8 oz kg. $1.39 Set $2198 

MARX .027- Base 5-UNIT FREIGHT SET 

a; $1599 
or realistic railroading. 27235'/-inch long layout cir- 

board village. Plastic-an switcher locomotive 
four cars of colorful, high impact plastic. Five-unit freight trai 

is 41 inches long . . includes engine, gondola, tank car, box car and 
‘caboose. Rugred engine has operating headlight. 25-watt transformer 
is UL listed for 110 ‘0-cycie AC. Plastic telephone poles. 
Suitable for children ages 6 and up. 
49 N 95388. Shipping weight 6 pounds Set $1599 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details. 

39” 

ONEL. 
.027-GAUGE* 

; ELECTRIC 
: TRAIN SETS 

. „the BIG trains ч 
A for BIG action 

Detailed engines and cars 
are up to 3 inches high 

6-UNIT SETS 
INCLUDE: 

* Plasticand-metal diesel locomotive 
© 27x80-inch "figure-8" layout 

9 Our largest locomotive—massive Alco Diesel A— 
roars along the track with 5 plastic cars in tow. 

Sante Fe engine pulls a lumber dump car plus Whea- 
ties box car, Burlington gondola, Great Northern bop- 
per and ATSF caboose. 6-unit freight is $9 inches long. 
9? crossover, 8 straight and 12 curved track sections. 
make 27x80-inch layout. Cannisters, manual uncou 
pler and powerful S0-watt transformer included. UL. 
listed for 110-120-v.. 60-c. AC. Ages 6 and up. 
79 N 9583C— Shipping wt. 10 pounds ... $е 139.99 



YOU ENGINEER THE RAILROADING ACTION W ESE TWO 
TYCO HO-SCALE ELECTRIC TRAIN "RE YARD SETS 

9-unit Twin Diesel Freight Set 
$3999 

532 [Sears] ses N Shipping weight 11 pounds Set 39.99 



Bachmann 4-unit 
HO Diesel Freight 

x. $1499 
x car, gondola with gravel 

All cars are high quality plastic 
Powerful diesel pulls 
load and caboose. 

Use | 

усо 8-unit 
Locomotive Freight 
Powered jhted Ires. $2999 

1 You're really ready to roll with this one! 
Powerful steam-type locomotive has its 

‘own tender for the long hauls. Other cars in- 
clude operating crane car with boom tender, 
pulpwood flat car, refrigerator car, hopper 
and caboose. Train measures 52У, in. long. 
Use 14 track sections to make a 36x4S-inch 
oval layout . . rerailer makes it easy to put 
cars on the track. One-amp power pack is UL 
Fisted for 110-120-v., 60<. AC. Ages 7 
79 N 96234C— Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. 

3 Two-amp Power Pack. Lets you haul 
more cars and run more accessories . , fea- 

tures protective circuit breaker and overload 
indicator light. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 
49 N 9626 1— Shipping wt. Jiba Boz. 31483 
4 Una ch 

49 м 98023—Left 49 N 98024—Right 
Shipping weight each 4 ounces ... Each $5.08 
Б Curved Track. Pkg. of four, 18-in. radius. 

49 N 98034 Shipping wt. 4 oz. ..Pkg. 99c 
6 Straight Track. Pkg. of four 9-in. sections. 

49 м 98033— Shipping wt. 3 oz. . „Pkg. 99¢ 
7 Ughtod Aico Century Santa Fe Diesel, 

49 N 95247— Shipping wt. 1202. ...99.99 

Increase the size of your train set with Tyco HO Accessories 

Tyco 6-unit 
Diesel Freight 

o trees. $1099 
Its "diesel" power that hauls flat car with 
3 tractors, refrigerator car, gondola with 

long 
gether 14 track sections to make JóriS-inch 
oval layout. Use rerailer to put cars on track 
easily. One-amp power pack is UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-сусіе AC. For children ages 
7 and up. Like everything else in Sears 
books, it's so easy to order by telephor 
79 N 96233C— Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 

8 Lighted 1890 Locomotive and Tender. 
49 N 95195— Shipping wt. 15 oz. 0 

Q Operating Crane Car with Boom Tender 
49 N 96242— Shipping weight 15 oz. 45.46 

10 Remote-control Freight Unloading Car. 
49 N 96241—Shipping wt. 1002. ..96.27 

1l Special Freight Car Set. Hi-cube boxcar, 
triple-dome tank car, center-fiow hopper 

49 N 96243— Shipping wt. 100z. ...Set 84.87 
12 Freight Car Set. Includes box car, stock 

car and tank car to add to your set. 
49 н 96244—Shipping wt. 1202 ...Set 43.83 

за Sears] 533 



Wind-up Train Se 
The freight train of yes 

of track. Wind up plastic 
der key and watch the bri 
cars as they zo 
measures 29 inc 
49 м 9554 

inch diameter cin 
xomotive with win. 

ly colored metal 
m around the track. Train 
long. Ages 3 and up. 

Set 94.99 

Start your own fleet . . build these 
precision-detailed, 1/25-scale Truck Kits 
Realism right down to the mud flaps . . hundreds of parts. . 
TR instructions for simplified assembly 

Frushauf Van. 19'/-inch. trail- 
er re SUA 
unloading freight, control boxes, 25 red marker lights 
and more. Hooks up to cab (1). En 49 N 21113 Shipping weight 2 Is. ..,..Kit «399. 

th Conventional Cab. Wide-nose 3 Peterbilt Wrecker. The “Big Daddy” of tow Lote powered by Cummins 6-cylinder Ù trucks moves out when the 
diesel engine . . so real it Model 359 chassis by massive V-8 Detroit. seems to move. Hooks up to diesel, With radio equipment, 49 N 21112—Shpg. wt 11b. 8 o. ...Kit 83.99 49N 21114—Shpg wt 11b. Hor... Kit 95.72 

Speedrail Electric Train Set 
The freight : Build the 

‘Train zips along as й hugs the speedrail . зо - “DIAMOND DUSTER” stable it won't derail even at top speed. Power 
pulls plastic streamlined box feature-tilled 1/12-scale model gondola. Set has 39-piece tres of the car of tomorrow Че set. 16-watt power pack is UL listed for 

110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Ages 5 and up. 
79 N 95265C— Shipping wt. Sbs. ..Set 99.99 

+ Aerodynamic styling with a highly-detailed interior 
* Big. Yırscale model is a full 15, inches long 
+ Motonzed—run it. steer it, shift it. turn on lights 

The Duster conquers even the most rugged terrain at top speed with ita wide-track stance and its reverse airfoil design. Molded plastic ex- 

534 Seas N— fon B408 D Bates Package et. We TO Br 



LEARN HOW ENGINES OPERATE—BUILD 
A SEE-THROUGH SCALE-MODEL 

THAT ACTUALLY WORKS 

Visible V-8 Engine 
$989 = 

Build this escale model and watch it run 

through clear plastic engine block. Everything 
works from rods and pistons to plugs and fan beit 

79 N 2339C—Ages 10 and up. Shipping weight 5 pounds Kit 99.89 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wi 120r. Package 1.19 

Yescale model . . build it and see gears. brakes. 
clutch, springs. shocks. wheel linkage really work 

51895 = 

Over 5 feet long and it works! Includes parts to install 
Visible V-8 (above), motor and 205 plastic parts. Uses 3 
"D" batteries—order pkg. below. Ages 10 and up. 
79 н 2337C—Shipping weight 8 pounds .. . Kit $18.98 
“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 н 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ог. .....Pkg. 149 

OVER 3 FEET LONG — 

Build 3:0 н 
Wall Plaques ' 

cale models of the most 
Build the Mean Machines ous bikes on the road 

4 Honda 750. Build he $ LA Street Chopper. ( Harley-Davidson Time 
big one! The king of the © Build and display this M The top of the 

road is this 4-cylinder субе 16-in. long chrome-plated, — Sportster line . . 10'%rin. long 
with super-detailed engine. — easy-riding street stallion. model is authentic in every 
Pre-colored plastic parts Classic, “all-chrome" Har- detail. Giant twin- V 1000cc en- 
with plenty of ley Knücklebead '74' engine gine, pre-colored plastic parts 

is mounted in a modernistic, with plenty of “chrome”, vi- 
molded plastic seat Ages 9 pre-colored plastic frame, nyl tires. Ages 9 and up, Shpg. Ki 482 
Жад up. Shpe. wt. 11b. 202, Ages Wand up. We 11b. we 1 Ib. 2 on, 
49N21132....Kit$393  49N21141 .....Kit4303 — 49N21133 Kit 93.67 wo [Sears] 535 



features $699 
body, 6 steel strings 

15-кеу Portable Organ 
shows you which keys to press 

ig Sound" Amplifier adapts s Y to any hollow-body guitar O z 

with $047 th $047 ear tuning *9 



(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

SHOW YOUR COLORS! 
Red, white and blue guitar 
has stars for fret marks. 

$379 
Here's a true classic design polysty- 
rene guitar, 6 nylon strings for clear, 
resonant tones. Hours and hours of 
happy strumming are built into this 
All-America model. You even get a 
pick and instruction book to start you 
оа your "career". 10 x2 xA in. 
long. For ages 6 and up. 
79 N 66457C—Shps. жт. 4 lbs. $3.79. 

ROY ROGERS GUITAR 

29.in. "Happy Trailer" has. 
wood fiber sound chamber 

for deep, rich tones 

$399 

You'll be in the mood to sing your fa- 
vorite cowboy songs with this guitar 
as Roy, Dale and Trigger keep you 
company. Ivory-color finish with ma- 
ple-toned shading. Six strong wire 
and nylon strings make for longer 
lasting dependability. Plastic pegs 

FOLK GUITAR 

Produces a full, 
resonant sound 

$461 
It's 29 inches long with a natural 
wood finish, veneered on front and 
back. Two wire and four nylon 
strings. Lacquered tailpiece, Shoulder 
cord and tuning pegs included. For 
ages 6 and up. 

‘Shipping weight 3 pounds. Кү ss 

PORTABLE ORGAN 
See-through plastic keys 
. „Just "follow the dots" 

on the music sheet 

$812 == 
Fifteen clear keys make it easy for 
any youngster to play real music . . 
himself! Simply slip one of the 5 mu- 
sic sheets under the keys, then press. 
the keys where you see the "dots" be- 
neath, Music sheets even allow for 
simple chord like accompaniment 
with the left band. Includes: “O Sus- 
Tanah." "Mary had a Lite Lamb” 
"London Bridge," “Twinkle, Twinkle. 
Little Star,” and “Jingle Bells." Plas 
tic, L3x6xi inches high. Uses 3 “Р” 
batteries order pkg- below. Japan. 
KON 66466- Shps. v. 2lbm 8812 
70" Batteries. Package of б. 
49N8405-Wt 1 lb, Bor. ‚Pkg. 8149 

1 495v Spinet Piano. Children can develop nat- 
tural musical talents and learn to play their favor- 

ite songs on this precision instrument. Full-width 
keys; 4 octaves; chromatically tuned for greater 
range. Heavy steel tone bar with precision ground 
alloy steel tone rods provides full sound. Color-cod: 
‚od songbook and key chart simplify leaming. 

Sturdily constructed of maple-stain-finish ply- 
wood. Gracefully turned wood legs rest on foot 
blocks. Piano measures 31x13x24 in. high. Matching 
hardwood plywood bench has convenient lit top and 
storage compartment, and is 15x9x13 in. high. For 
‘ages 6 and up, Shipped by motor carrier or express. 
79 N 66636N—Shipping weight 38 pounds. $43.88 

37Xey Spinet Piano. Plastic front panel allows 
view of tappets striking tone rods. Three-octave 

range, heavy steel tone bar, chromatically tuned. 
Plywood construction walnut finish. Wood legs. 
22/310 107, in. high. Songbook, color-key chart. 
Bench is 11%x6%x10 in. high. For ages 5 and up. 
Shipped motor carrier or express. 
79 N 66674N— Shipping weight 22 pounds. 626.63 
3 25-көу Spinet Piano, Heavy steel tone bar. 

chromatically tuned. Wood, hardboard with gold 
and black color. Overall, 16%x10'x18% in. high. 
9xSx8% in. high bench. Color chart, songbook. 
79 N 665231 Shipping weight 15 pounds . $14.34 

Instant-play" this 16-string metal zither with 
geared tuning. Just place a song sheet under the 
strings, pluck string above each note . . you're play 
ing it yourself! 10 song sheets, tuning key, pick, and 
3 extra strings. 15x2/439 in. wide. Italy 
49 N 66469 Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 or. 1789 

easily attached screw-in legs. Piano has met 

PIANO AND BENCH SETS 
(1). (2). and (3) Feature: « Rugged wood 

frame with an 
elegant finish 

* All play sharps and 
flats for truer sound 

* Keyboards are 
color-coded to match 
the notes in the. 
songbooks so even 
beginners can quickly 
learn to play simple 
tunes. For instance. 
when you see a red 
note in the songbook. 
just play the red key 
‘on the keyboard chart! 
It's as simple 
as thot! 

4, 9-in. high 

rods. lid th music rack and sor 
Size 18/,x14%x17 inches. Dark wood-erained f 
From Japan. 
79 м 66463C — Shippin к weight & pounds 



1 | YOUNG DRUMMERS 

on 
ional-looking 

ood drumsticks, 2 brushes and 
ode, Shi | 
TONBEBTZL-WL 14 In Set 12098. 



(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

4-speed Phonograph with 
record rack. . 3 records 

$1579 
5 Play your favorite 4$, 78, 23% and 

\6-rpm records. Deluxe electric mo- 
tor malatalas correct speed. Sound 
chamber delivers clear sound, Phono- 
graph has built-in 45-rpm adapter, syn- 
thetic sappbire-tipped needle. Light- 
reicht plastic pick-up arm, turntable, 
needle cup and carry handle. Scuff 
istas fiberboard (not wood or bard- 
board) case can be wiped with a damp. 
cloth. 12%х10%л$У, inches high. UL 
listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Three 
children's records and plastic record 

included. 
49 N 66423—WL 6 Ibs 8 ол. ..91579 

2-speed Phonograph plays 
45 and 78-rpm records 

$4225 
бш Electric motor keeps both speeds. 

Phonograph has bulla 

cluded. Jungle print fiberboard case 
(not wood or hardboard) is sculf-resist- 
ant, can be wiped with a damp doth. 
13%x10%x5Y Inches high. UL listed: 
110-120-volt, 60-cyde AC. Record not 
included, Why not pick up your phone 
Tight now and order it? 
Shipping weight 6 lbs, 2 оа. 

465 291225 

Phono era bete at 
Т Easy to operate phono for kids 

plays 45-rpm records. Put on record 
(not incl), press switch, dose lid and it 
plays. Needle sets automatically 
there are no scratched records, Plastic; 
92924), in. high. Uses 3 "D" batteries, 
order pkg. below. 

N 66461—5һрє. wt. 2%. ...87.99 
Batteries. Package of 6. 

49 н 8405—Wt. 1 Ib. Bor. 

Fifteen 45-rpm 
Children’s Records $514 
Plus Carry Case 

Over 30 selections youngsters enjoy. 
case with handle holds up 

10 $0 records. 7x1 x7" in. hish. 
Case with 15 Records of stor! 
games and songs. Many favorites 
Shipping weight 1 Son. PTI a +e 08 1A 

Case with 15 Records of Christmas. 
special occasion end activity songs- 
‘Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ол. 

40м 86421 1000-10814 

Learn to Play the Organ Today 

Just match the numbers on the organ 

key selector strip with the numbers 

over the notes in the songbook . . and 
begin to play actual songs. You may be 

amazed at how quickly you learn. Mu- 
sic making is fun for the entire family! 

Electric Organ 
Covers entire 3-octave 
range. . has detachable 
legs, bench and 3 books 

54417 

You'll get great music from 37 black 
and white melody keys plus 12 piano 
chord keys. Floor model organ fea- 
tures knee-action volume control and 
smooth aide power switch, Decora- 

legs which remove for table use. 
20x12 330/, in. high. Matching vi- 
nyl-upholstered bench has wooden 
legs, seat 16 in. from floor. Inciudes 3 
songbooks and key selector strip. UL. 
listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Par- 
tially assembled. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
79N6647 1L-Shpg. wt. 34 Ibs. 144.17 
Set of 3 extra Music Books includes 
59 key-coded Christmas carols, senti- 
mental, country and western songs. 
49N66524-Shpg. wt. 12 oz Set 93.90 

3-octave Tabletop Organ 

8 37 black and white melody keys and 
12 piano chord keys. Electric org 

has hand-operated volume cont 
smooth-slide power switch. Perfec 
have no room for a floor model. . just set 
on any empty table and play! Stylish 
brown cabinet of high-impact plastic has 
a music rack, beige wood; 
Measures 29x12/,x8 
to play more easily with inst 
songbook and key selector strip included. 
UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycie AC. 

Shipping weight 21 pounds. 
79 N 66468C 1370 

2-octave Tabletop Organ 

Full 2-octave range with 24 black and 
white melody keys plus 12 piano 

chord keys. An ideal beginner electric or 
children. Its rugged high-impact 
compact enough to fit nearly an 

the home—either in use or 
Brown cabinet; music rack. 2 

high. Learning to play is 

key-selector strip to play songs from the 
key-coded songbook (included). UL lis 
‘ed: 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

Shipping weight 14 pound: 
тә н ввавос 12697 [Sears] 539 



Simple to 
operate 

Just press selector, 
slide to number chosen 
Child never touches 
needle or tone arm; 
no scratched records 

Jukebox with 14 favorite children's tunes $ 
or Jukebox with 8 stories plus storybook 

(1 and 2) Automatic mechanism is completely enclosed. Solid state electronic sound. On-off Volume control. 2-section, unbreakable cylinder record; about 30 minutes of entertainment. Plastic. Measures 12x8x7 inches overall. Uses 4 "D" batteries; order package below. 
1 Music Jukebox. Select at random from 14) Story Time Jukebox. 8 stories with music, ‚Children's tunes. Includes “Raindrops Keep sound effects. Includes “Jack in the Bean” Falling." and "Let the Sunshine In." stalk,” "Cinderella." 110-pg. read-along book. 49 N 6050—Shpg. wt dibs. Jaz. .....917.66 — 490N6052—Shpg. wt. 4 bs 1002. ....#17,66 
‘Story Refill for (1) Music Jukebox only. 8 Music Refill for (1) and (2) above. 14 tunes stories and ‚same as with (2) above. incl. “A Tisket, А Tasket” and "Heigh Ho." 49 N 06527—Sbpg. wt. 1008. ....Refill#3.92 — 49 N 68502—Shpg. wi. Moz. ....Refill9280 40 N 8412—Alkaline "D^ batteries. Package of 4. Shipping weight 11b...............Pke. 329 

төр $6 Parade $4, orum Set $668 Drum 9444 
‘The “Peanuts” gang's banner March to your own beat! "Pea- 
and "Snoopy," decorate this — nuts" characters decorate rug- 
drum set which incl. 16-in.di- ged steel drum which is 11 
‘ameter bass drum, tom-tom, inches in diameter, 9 inches 
tambourine, cymbal and two high. Drum snares, carrying 
12-in. wood drumsticks. Metal cord and two 14-inch wood. 
drum bodies, break-resistant. 
plastic heads. 21 in. high. Unas- surface Sembled. Shp. wt. 6 be. ipping weight 2D» 4or LIT A M E 9444 т der at ee trasas ba. 100s 

Tot's 15-key Grand Piano 
book ا Perfect for bis first piano because tot Song book to color н is fi auset 

ey inc sharpa, learns to play simple tunes by matching ‘ar, мен tone vires. White fr colored keys to colored notes in music plywood with итеш in plastic legs Book and book (included), Sturdy plywood with chart included. Measures 12x11%x5 inches high. ory color finish. Screw-in plastic leg. 
ON 60511—Shpg. wt 2lbe oe 9488 Metal tone bar, wire rods. Measures x11x6 in. high. From Japan. 540 [Sears]. 40N GOSS WU Ie 2o... 0228 

ReaHooking Accordion 

5862 
Young music-makers will love this accordion be- 
cause it looks like a real instrument, Red and 
ray plastic body with silver color trim. Features 10 white, 7 black keys. 8 bass buttons, Opens to about 13% in. closes to 9xSx8% in. Arm and 
hand straps. Song sheet included. Italy 49 N 06473—Shpg wt. 1. 14 0.......-98.02 

муа Бан, = ̂ 

instruments. " 

$599 » 3 

o е 
Its fun for a whole group of rhythm-makers. Set 
consists of T-inch plastic rim tambourine, a pair 
of 7-inch metal cymbals, S-inch metal triangle 
with striker and holder, a wood tone block with 
mallet, double jingle dog. 
49 N 66691— Shpg. wt. 215. 8 oz.....Set 95.99 

Trumpet with mute $4.30 
Professional-looking trumpet of high-impact 
plastic has a beautifully engraved, gold color fin 
ish, moving valves, tuned reeds. Easy to play Comes with trumpet mute for variations in 
sound. Lyre to hold music book. Instructions are 
included. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
49 н 66518 9430 

Cot 10 PTE 
‘Two instruments in one. Wood piano has 
21 keys, plastic top and screw-in plastic 
lega. has 12 chime steel reeds, 
two plastic mallets. Incl color-coded song sheet for easy playing. М. re 

it the 14Уд11 in. high. Japan. Buy 
49 N 66403—Shpg. wt J Iba. 14.49 
easy way—order by phone. 



See the varied life inside 
a drop of water . . learn the 

secrets of human blood in 

“THE INVISIBLE WORLD" 

m) 
$635 

300X Microscope 

View specimens thru 100X, 
200X and 300X objective. 
lenses on revolving turret 

1 Great for beginners! Precision- 
‚ground glass lenses and rack- 

and-pinion focusing give you 
clear, sbarp images. Substage 
mirror illuminates slide. Two 
stage clips hold slide securely in 

Prepare 25 of Venim $299 ан" 2 
Includes everything you 
need from slides to labels. 
to cover slips . . even 6 
prepared slides, A bottle 
of Canada Balsam for 
mounting, methylene blue. 
for staining, fruit fies and. 
more. Japan. Wt. 14 ог. 
49 N 24186..... Kit #299 

Skeleton Kit 

2% 
Finished model stands 15 inches. 
on its own display stand. 
hanes on wire between 

keleton 
ed pan. 

600X Zoom Microscope 

Zoom eyepiece and revolving turret 
with 3 objective lenses increase 

magnification from 100X to 600X 
9 10X, 20X and 40X objective enses 

and 10X to 15X twist-zoom eye- 
piece are precision-ground glass, Rack- 
and-pinion focusing gives you a dear, 
sharp image. Substage light and mirror 
illuminate slide . . down-stop prevents 
‘lide breakage. Strong metal frame is 9. 
inches high. Uses 2 "AA" batteries—or- 
der package at right. From Japan. 

The more powerful your microscope 
the further you can explore 

1200X Zoom Microscope 5296. D 
Revolving turret has 4 objective lenses . . features both 
coarse and fine focusing to give you extra-sharp images 

High-quality SX, 12X, 40X and 60X objective lenses and 10X- 
thru-20X twist zoom eyepiece are precision-ground glass to give 
you extra-clear images. Indicator shows exact magnification. 
Built-in substage light lets you view specimens even in dim light. 
Built-in down-stop prevents slide breakage. Heavy steel base 
holds 2 "АА" batteries—order pkg. below. 10 inches high. Japan. 
49 N 24185— Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces . 429.60 

49 N 24034—Wt. 2 lbs, 1202 614.80 49 N 8402—"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 6 от. ...Pkg. 99c 

ТЯ ne, $499 actual specimens 
Professionally-prepared and la- 
beled slides for microscopic 
study. Set includes: Butterfly, 
Honey Bee parts; Tiny Creatures 
(ants, fruit fly, spiders, more); 
Bacteria (streptococcus, bacillus, 
more); Blood Samples and Sea 
Life (scales, egg, more). Ja 
49N24037-WL 14 os. ‚Set 

els that explain the skeletal system. 
Glows in dark when exposed to light. 

Durable styrene parts are easy to as 
semble using detailed instructions. 
49 N 24046 — WL 1 Ib. 1 oz. ‚Kit 42.49 

(3 and 4) 165 
to take apart and reas: 
manual, base iı 
optional parts tosi 
7th month of pregnancy) 
(3) 49 N 24045— Visible Man 
(4) 49 N 24078 Visible W 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 1202 Each $4.99 



Look at all you can do 
with our most complete 

"Career" Chemistry Lab Set 
Use CENTRIFUGE to separate 
iquids and solids quickly 
spinning action forces 

solids to bottom of test tube 

Use SPECTROSCOPE to break 
light down into its compo- 
nent colors. . observe the 

| colors of burning minerals 

Use HYDROPONICS equipment 
to grow plants without soil 

clear nutrient solution 
lets you see roots sprouting 

Use MOLECULAR MODEL KIT to 
study chemical structures 

pu " together to 
ize "molecules 

AND YOU CAN perform fascini 
fingerprinting, food testing. 
purification and much, much more. 

Incl A mm. 

© SESS Tp x A TIAS 
P beaker and В test tubes. AECA A eje е TR З 

Microscope Lab Set 

C Rey Use MICROTOME to cut thin 
es of SPECIMEN 

experiments in 
plating, water 

MICROSCOPE has a revolving 
turret with three objective 
enses . . lets you change 
enses to vary magnification 

542 [Sears 49 N 24149 Microscope only. 



Golden Science 
Library 

Golden Science Sets 
on these pages 

include a full-color, 
easy-to-follow manual 

These hardbound texts are developed ex- 
clusively for Sears Golden Science Lab 
Sets by the editors of Golden Books. 
‘They are far more than "recipe" books— 
‚each text explains and illustrates the per- 
formance of hundreds of experiments as 
it relates each to basic scientific principles. 
and to nature itself 
Exploring Chemistry, vol 1. 48 pages, 
49 N 24048—Shpg. wt. Mox. ....9295 

Exploring with Microscope. 48 pes. 
DENN ne 70295 

Loro 
Exploring 

Use PAGE 
GOLDEN BOOK 

Research” Chemistry Lab Set 

includes 24 chemicals § ишш" $1745 
Dum pine ah rein ok 
to perform these experiments and mor 

Set includes beam scale, a PYREX® brand grad- 
uated test tube, eyedropper and pl ‘spoon for 
accurately measuring chemicals. 3-shelf steel work. opu puede Pim ы: 

Um PAGE 
GOLDEN BOOK 

"Student" Chemistry Lab Set 
“ыды сетан $6999 
and 2 tes 

An introduction to chemistry. Test foods and tex 
tiles or make inks, dyes and paints . . 48-page 
Golden Book, especially written for this set, shows 
you how to perform these and other experiments, 

Use eyedropper and plastic spoon to measure 
chemicals, learn to test for acids and bases using 
тей and blue litmus paper or learn to separate li 
ulds and solids using filter paper. 
PYREX brand test tubes with rack 

nel; stirring rod and a so 
cork. Suitable for children ages В and up. 
49 N 24053—Shpg. wt. 3 bs. 3 oz 

test tube 

1699 

et shoe 
изо and төө 

Biology Lab Set 51457 
Study plants and organisms with disse Collect a 

See the anatomy of а frog . . or the structure of a corn seed using dissecting Real geologist's tools give hours of fun to the junior rockhound . . 80-page 
kit and 48-page Golden Book manual written especially set Golden Book manual, written especially for this set, directs his studies. Gath 

Dissecting kit includes recessed tray ficient work, board, er rocks and minerals using geologist's pick. identify them using Jolly balance 
pins, scissors, needles, scalpel and spat y started. there are 11 to measure specific gravity and streak plate to discover the true colors of 
Specimens. dry and 6 in crew-top ja less dry preservative minerals. Includes 28 rocks and min sils to get you started and 

Includes magnifying stand for a closer look; aquatic net; 
brand test tubes with holder, rack and brush, Also: whetstone, tweezers, Alco 
blotting paper, diatomaceous earth and 2 specimen cups. Aes 10 and up, 
49 N 24163— Shipping weight 4 pounds 5 ounces 

jeve; 3 PYREX 

#1487 

magnifying stand to give you a closer look 
hol lamp with blowtorch; 2 PYREX brand test tubes with rack, holder, 

brush; eyedropper; spoon; 2 cups; tweezers and much more. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 24059 Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $14.99 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Ай Sears Golden Science Lab Sets should be used under adult supervision, s [Sears] 543 



SEE DISTANT MOUNTAINS, MOON CRATERS, 
EVEN SATURN'S RINGS FROM YOUR BACKYARD 

OPES 
of the 

land an 
gathe 

focal that makes the normall 
mage straight into your eye he jet е өпей image appear upright. 

and tilt knobs 
that lot you track 

moving 
objects without 

touching telescope 

200X Refractor 
with Finder Scope 

300X Refractor Telescope with А $3342 
professional-type Equatorial Mount 

$5892 
he magnifying power 

Уз time: 

48 and 100-power (using 1 
trial viewing. Scope has 

Sun Projection Screen (shown 
in use) is included with 



Reflector Telescope uses a specially-ground mirror 
tto gather light and direct it into the eyepiece. The loca- 
Чоп of the eyepiece near the top of the tube makes 
the reflector telescope easier to use for viewing the 

you can also use it to view distant landscapes - sky 

tube at rig 
is gathered by 
mirror at lott 

and is directed 
Into уер: 

All-stesi mount 
locks in any 
position— 

telescope on 
metal tripod 

stands 
4 feet high 

200X Reflector Telescope 

$1799 
ge, 3-inch objec 
sion-ground for s 

ugh the same kind c 

all the w 
ht your tan in place whe 

ocusing sharpens the image. Tube 

130X Hand Telescope 

$417 

Survey tbe area or gaze at your 
favorite planets with this hand- 
sine refractor scope. Precision. 
ground 30mm objective lens is 
coated for clear viewing. White 
‘enameled aluminum tube with 
plastic ends and glass lenses. Ad. 
Justa from 10 to 14 in. long. Japan. 
49 N 24107 Wt 7 as ^ 

"LSURE WISH WE MAD ONE OF 
THESE WHEN THAT COW С, 
JUMPED OVER THE MOON! 

Start a fascinating hobby with 
Sears М; ature Guide Series 

et include: 
жоу 

guide to nature study 

pom SENSUM 

id. 160-page 
ntifies and 

4 Y de for the го 



Works like 
an intercom 

$ 
Deskstyle Phone Ser $1028. Stim-style Phone Sot $6998. Play Walkie-Talkies 5507 

Powerful phone set comes with approximately 33 feet А child-size intercom that really works. Talk to your Send “secret” messages over 30 feet ot 
of wire so you can tak clearly from roomie room, la. friends from room-to-room of from house-to-house cord. Rugged gray- and silver-color 

some red telephones and approximate- styrene cases are each 3x217 inches 
Plastic and metal telephones each high. Each has а speaker-microphone 
er calls. Each phone is 8x3%x4' — and simulated antenna. Set uses 6 "C" 

Uses 4 "D" batteries—order package from "Battery inches high. Uses 4 "C" batteries—order package from — batteries—order package on facing 
Shop" on opposite page. From West Germany "Battery Shop" on opposite page. From Japan. page. Imported from West Germany. 
49 N 24148—Shipping weight 2 pounds ....Set $1058 49 N 24109—Shipping weight 2 lbs. Lor...Se 4898 — 49N24147—Wt 1 lb. Loz, „Set 95.07 

ELECTRONIC HOBBY KITS..look at all you can build 

doors or outdoors. Rugged blue styrene telephones each with these bı 
light up and ring when called by the other, Each phone is ly 45 feet of 
Sx7x4 inches high . . almost as big as a real telephone! ring when thi 

Build over 30 projects 
- burglar alarm, dune 
buggy. traffic signal, 

bike horn. . many more 

5887 == 
Electric Build-it Set. Manual 
shows bow electricity can be put 
to work in over 30 projects. „in SE БА 2 
cluding а power crane, electro- Build your own radio and 
o (e B eres loudspeaker-broadcast system 
project йеп take il apart and build Мо soldering is needed to make your own radio with solid- 
another. Set also includes 2mo- state transistors. Pick up local broadcasts through head. 
tors, working panel buzzer unit, phones. Use microphone for home loudspeaker broadcasts 
tools, bulbs, wiring—over 100 play sportscaster, disc-jockey or newsman. Kit includes 
parts. Plastic and metal. Uses 2 18-inch high cabinet with tuner and diode detector. Uses 3 
"AA" and 2 "D" batteries—order “C” batteries—order package on facing page. 
on facing page. 49 N 24184— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 1202. Kit 910.15 
79N24082C-Wt. 4 Ibs. Set $8.87 

Build over 50 projects 
using magnetic cubes 
that snap together 

needs no wires or tools 

ie re $249 = 
Lectron. Learn basics of circuitry _ > 

radio buralar мате. electron E 
organ and over 50 other projects. =, 
рана opor Build your own erystal radio 

Projects are easy to ed. 80 page manual shows how to Hear music, news and sports on а radio you assemble and 
WP build because each arrange see-through cubes on learn basic radio technology, too. Includes everything you 

8x 11-in. metal plate. Then lake need . . no soldering required . . color-coded wire simplifies 
that project apart, build another. assembly. Radio is powered by a crystal diode that never 
Plastic and metal. Uses one 9-v. wears out--no batterie needed. Also includes earphone set 
battery rder on facing page. for private listening, tuning coil, case, cover, simulated aerial 

546 We. 2 lbs. 3 oz. and head set. Case is 1 xxt in. high. 
4 lue 49N 24087 Kit 2490 — 49N24183—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. Kit 95.36 



Talk to your friends down the street, 

across a field, even thru the walls of a house 

using invisible radio waves 

| I! 
transTalk 

SOLID STATE TRANSCENVES 

NO LICENSE 
REQUIRED 

Battery-powered 
Walkie-Talkies 

and Base Station | transTalk 
on this page 
transmit on 

Citizens Band 
Channel 14 

Send and receive "secret" messages 

up to a mile away” without wires 

Child's TransTalk 50 Walkie-Talkie 

Each $099 

Pretend you're an astronaut . . or a spy . . or just talk about tomor. 
row's ball game. Walkie-Talkie can go anywhere with you. Soli state 
circuit with crystal-controlied transmitter, Plastic and metal unit has 
volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen button and 35-inch telescop- 
ing antenna. 1'/,12°/.x6 inches high overall. Uses one 9-volt battery— 
order package below. From Japan. 
49 N 2401—Shipping weight each 12 ounces. Each $9.99 

е2 y al ea 
Sears Battery Shop 

“AA” Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 8402-WL 6 oz. Pkg. 99c 

"C^ Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N B406-We 1202. ..Pkg. $1.19 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 м 8405-WL 11b. Ros Py. $149 
9-voit Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N B403- Wt вог... Ред вес 
volt Battery. Wt. 1 Ib, 6 ог. 
49 N 8407 Ea. 01.19 

trolled tran 

plastic case has bui 

Alkaline Batteries. Last up to 10 
times longer than standard carbon: 
zinc batteries above. 
"C" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 8411-WL Boz. ...Pkg. #249 
“D” Batteries. Package of 4 
49 N 8412-WL 1 Ib. -..Pkg. #329 

ЕР ч 

NOTE 

Tune in on radio operators M" ̂  emergency vehicles са all 23 Ci Sens Band Channels. Cry и ier lets you send your own signals to other nearby anons and wale ales on chan bel 1A. Portable б transistor base Staton gives you ins Do warm-up time need 

this page and Lectron. Electric But 

This extra-powerful wireless Walkie-Talkie 
sends and receives messages up to Ya mile away" 

Child’s TransTalk 700 Walkie-Talkie 

Each $1299 yx 
with your friends on bikes, picnics, house-to-house. Lightweight 
т is crystal-controlled for sharp missions. Solid state circuitry 

means instant power—no warm-up time needed. Special “В” audio circuit means long 
er battery life. Volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen button and loudspeaker. 38- 
inch telescoping antenna is chrome-plated brass. Molded plastic body 1'ax2"/.x6 in. 
high. Uses one 9-v. battery—order pkg. from "Battery Shop" below. Japan. 
49 N 2401 1—Shipping weight each ! pound Each $12.99 

Keep in to 
receiver 

eL T at 

Channels. Or talk 
their own bas 

rysta! Radio Sat and Band up s Beara] 547 on facing page are suitable for children 



This 35-inch Palomino looks alive, even 
feels alive . . ‘cause he has a soft, furry coat 

$2650 

Sleek palomino loves to be petted . . he has а flocked nylon filament coat with the texture of suede. And with the realistic western-style plastic saddle, rein and metal “under stirrup”, you'll feel like а real cowpoke! Safety stand is 1-inch tul leel and has rubber floor grips to protect mom's "prairie" from сша. Stand measures 
nch polyethylene borse. Saddle height 28% inches. Shipped motor carrier or expresa. 

79 N B9009N — Partly amernbled. Wi. 28 Iba. 32650 

Mustang Colt in 

These fris! y colts 

Who said horses don't talk? 
This 28-inch galloper says 10 phrases! 

52099 «e battery 
‘This gabby colt would love to have you аз its master, And he's great company, too . . just push the button on his saddieroll and be talks to you! Hi-impact poly- styrene body is an attractive roan-color. Tubular steel 
base is 40x22% inches. Protective plastic plugs on base. Voicebox uses 1 "C" battery . . order phy. below. Sent partly assembled. 
79 N 800111 — Shipping weight 20 pounds 52029 
49 N 406 —C- Barecen Phe 06 Wr ot, Phe 1.18 

BIG 38-inch long Bronco 
with seat that adjusts 

as child grows 
$2999 

o 33 inches. Molded 
of polyethylene with western-style 
saddle, blanket and vinyl reins Tu 
bular steel frame has plastic end 
to protect floor. Sturdy steel springs. 
50 inches high overall. Comes 
partly assembled. Shipped motor 
carrier or express. 
79 М B9005N- Shpg. wt 33 the. $29.99 

“L'il Tot" Trainer Horse . . seat 
popular 26-inch size 

$1543 
adjusts from 12 to 15 inches 

$1323 

Casters on this multicolored 
plastic pony let baby sit n 
walk ^n ride. then as child 
grows, remove the casters and pokes. He's 26 inches of 

polystyrene with realistie blan. playseat and it becomes his first 
ket, reins and saddle. Tul spring horse! Seat height ad. base and springs.. « justa so horse "grows" with the mounted “stirrup bar”. Re child. Holds up to 30 pounds able hand grip 40x22V% 
п. high: has plastic "feet 

protection. Seat height 24 in 
Sent partly assembled 
79.N89002L—We 17m. 31543 

Safety strap builds child's con- 
fidence Steel frame 31 
inches high. Sent partly assem- 
bled 
79 N взоовс — Wi 13 Ihe -$1223 

Aerobat..even better s. 
than a carnival ride °1699 

Roll back and forth . . or roll all the way over! Aerobat is egg-shaped 
во you can control the roll It even has footresta and slota for your 
hands. Smooth tangerine-colored polyethylene goes indoors or out. Measures 35x29x12 in. wide. Sent motor carrier or express. Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
79 N 71768N — Shipping weight 18 pounds. 21699 

Climb the steps and slide on down . . or craw! 
through the “tunnel”. Bright orange-colored 
slide is made of rugged polyethylene and has 
тю sharp edges Measures 28x154 x19V, 
in. high. Sent motor carrier or express. 
79 N 71766N—Shipping weight 10 pounds 37.99 



Chain-drive Steel 

Tractor and Trailer 

"i259 yt 97 

Buy Both 
and Save $4 

(1 and 2) Tractor has ball-bearing chain 
drive for smooth, easy pedaling. Big 10-inch 
rear wheels with tractor lugs, 8-inch semi- 
pneumatic front rubber tire, Adjustable seat 
Red finish with white trim. Jóx20'/x25 inches. 
high. Trailer has 8-inch molded plastic tires. 
23x11 inches wide. Shipped partly assembled. 
Phone ordering’s à quick and easy way to 
buy this set! 
79 N86109C2—WL 38 Iba. .. Set * 29.98 

Tractor only. 
79 N B6007C—Shpg. wt. 27 lbs. 125.99 

9 Trailer only. Orange 
79 м 86066C—Shps. wt 11 Ibs... 799 

Over 4 feet of fun in this 
Plastic Tractor and 
Trailer Combination 

« $1196 

This bright red and green combo is ready for. 
any hauling job. Easy-pedal-drive tractor 
has big 9-inch plastic and rubber tires. 14 
inch high seat, deep-dish steering wheel and 
silver-colored "motor". 26x15x21% inches 
high. Molded trailer has 6/,-inch plastic tires. 
26/3 x9, inches high. West Germany, 
TON 8604 TL—WL 14 Ibs. Set $11.96 

Sears All-American Wagon New Radio Flyer Fireball Wooden Stake 
with deluxe mag wheels . . with nifty roll bar 

5144 and big "mag" slicks + Converts to a coaster wagon by removing 
j 11299 the wooden side-panels 

Double dic steel wheel are designed to $15 + Nylon bearings never need oiling 
give an enra-smooth ide, Sturdy tl O Д Sporty "Dune dragster de + Side panels varnished for weather protection 

н 1 with safety rear rol bar 
sign. Big 10-inch puncture-proof tires have ne = Side panels of the finest hardwood are weather-resistant . „even 

pis on hubcaps Fic grip handle. 3617707, pad eet er зайти 5 Bolte and other hardware are cadmium plated for protection. 

inches дыр, анн. опаа Spend al bearings inthe а SEP ийй wh ptr hub i je Al pars E нетш апаа Ше а dace vies wih pus oa hune Fi Rede Al pars 
2400" Wegen (oot юта. Same ы (er plaie tigen St Mr, reor sir eer eren atender c 

79 м 85503C—Shpg. wt. 25 .........*1099 79N85521C-Wt 21 lbs. 51599 ‚[Sears]549 



Bear-Cat 

$1031 

wide-track styling with 
the look and feel of a minibike 
A chopper style hot orange cycle with widetractin wheel. Hotabol ba. mama saddieseat with simulated engine below. Made af tubular steel with chrome-plated high-rise handle bara and aissy bar. SVeln. plastic wheels 20x 15129» inches high 79NB70021—Sipy wt 11 а 31031 

Pedal Motorcycle 

that "revs" as you ride 

1047 
Your own Sereamin’ Green Machine me Mieےک  BT 
body has "chrome" trim, "spoked" ACHT ee 
inches high. Seat height: 12 inches. 
79 N BBIOBC-Shpg wi dIa... 51047 

For beginners 
++ it's super-stable 

4-wheel Cycle 
$999 

inch wide body and wheel base 
for easy steering and more ne 

tip stability. Enclosed pedal assembly 
offers greater protection. Working 
horn, realistic headlight decal. 21x 
2198521 inches high. Red and blue. 
Plastic. 
79 М BEVO2C- Shp. wt 10 Te... 39.99 

Build-it-Y ourself 
Go-Cart Racer Set 

all you add is lumber and labor “Saddlebag” Big Wheel Mee ine" sound $1199 52025 with a "real engine" soun 
51187 зде 

Plenty of traction from oversized 16- 

Kit includes plastic wheels. steel axles, steering parts. full-size pattern, bolts; screws and hardware 
Sleek go-cart racer is a do-it-yourself project that can be in. front wheel; wide rear wheels completed with ordinary hand tools. Just lay the full sized Low-slung suspension for better Patterns on wood you supply and cut with a handsaw control. Rear “saddlebag” and do you can even design your own custom body. 51x23x25 tailed dash. Adjustable seat. Plastic inches high when made from pattern. Varnish or paint the with steel frame. Red and blue. 40Ysx finished racer and you're olf to the races! Ages 6 and up. 20Yıx22% inches high. 79 N В6058С — Shipping weight 10 росла Error) 79 М BEO49C — Shp. wt. 16 Ihe. $11.87 

$1433 
SOLD ONLY 
AT SEARS 

y 
19 
> “Galloping” Bronc 

You make him “giddy up 
by rocking 

н washable! Sure-grip 
4x27 in high Wt. 10 Dos 

sun 



Rugged 
Construction Buggy 

goes forward or reverse 

Buggy with 
Dump Bucket 

(0 DNMEDL Su 
д Crone Acces 2 

to anything. 
up to 150 Iba 36x299: in. 

guaranteed (see below) UL listed recharger рі 
y wall socket Shipped motor carrier or expresa. 

79 N 86526N — Preamemsbled. баре. wt. 20 Ibn. 
BATTERY GUARANTEE. 6-volt rechargeabl 
included with all items on this page are guaran 
electrical failure, or return for free replacement. 
Replacement Battery, Super Power? battery fits all 
cars. Phone ordering а quick and emy way lo buy it. 
79 N B6523C — Shipping weight 4 pounds... 2 



Look at all 
the super “extras” 

on this sporty 

Jaguar 
Rugged molded polypropylene body 

you're ready for the Grand Prix!! 

Gator Bug 
Way-Out y $1431 Dri 

Chief's 
Pinto Rally Fire Engine 
$1558 



7» N воо 

Indy-Style Racer 

~ $1985 

Thunder 
Chopper 

79 N88 12N. 

Gulf Gas Pump 

won, $379 

79 N вою 



UNICYCLES Our lowest price in 5 years (PF 

Plastic Ped-O-Trike 

Sieck-looking polyethylene around on this deluxe trike body features wide track wheel. Goes forward, wbite-striped tires. Easy-ped: backward, turns on a al front wheel assembly with dime; even lets you bal- bright finish. Tubular hi-risg ance in one place. [nstruc- handlebars with molded hand tions help you develop s- grips and streamers perskil Ў 73 in. high. Seat White-striped 1.75-inch 
pneumatic tire, chrome- Na 
plated trim on rim and. 
fork; stylish padded black 
seat of wipe dean vinyl 

TONBSONIL.....03147 

Steel Balance Poles 
for all unicycles 

$269, een 

2 a En | 
gain confidence while € 
you're learning the fun of Shipping weight 11 pounds, unicycling. White vinyl 79 М86101С..............91239 
hand grips and end plugs. 
Pkg. of 2. 

Shipping wt. 3 Iba. 
49 м 88009 2 

Wide 20-inch ball- 
bearing wheel with 

pneumatic tire 
51888 YOU GET chrome-plated hi-rise han- 

diebars and fender, glitter grips with 
Streamers, bucket-Type seat, and 

3 A real challenge to white-striped tires. PLUS decals to your skill as you speed customize it for a girl or boy! along, make quick turns, 
or even balance in one 
place. Sporty features in 
‘clude chrome-plated trim 
‘on rim and fork; pneumat. 

1.75-inch tire and red 
ter banana seat of 

wipe-clean vinyl. . ad- 
Justs from 33 to 38 inches, 
he; All three sizes of this deluxe sel trike _10-neh Front Wheel Model. 

180087 feature 1. inch tubular frame, white vi- 79 М 87093C—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs, .$ 13.69 
ане D ey пу! pedals, hot blue finish and adjust Y3-inch Front Wheel Model. "bucket" Aype saddle. Ball -beas 78 N87094C—bps. wt 18ba. . 1447 16-inch wheel. nylon-bearing rear wheels велі рвеш:  16-inch Front Wheel Model. 
with flat tread tiro matic striped tires with metal hubcaps, 78 N 87098 L- Sig we dila. 1634 

Tapers Control 1-Step Steel Trike $1099 Freire Sur нөө 
EE and ballbearing | Doy locking unicy- 4 e has tornch ball Low as $1099 Marfil. Facit Е 

safety because you can 

start slow, speed up as Doe o tame edere prone 
adj. handlebars. Ball-bearing front, nylon 
bearing rear wheels with semi-pneumatic 

lat 
nt wheel 

DICTU @ =ч GILT MEET CIA IU De a 
. „red enameled tubular 13-inch Front Wheel Model. 

en Lis PHA wane 554 [Sears]... TON 88007C ,....+10.99 79 м 87086C— wt. 20 bs. 1199 



A bright easy.rider with а 
toomy basket and 13-inch wheels. 

She'll learn to ride in style. Hot Pink converti 
chromed Cobra fenders plus flower- 
in guard make this bike picture 

pretty. Attractive white seat; black vinyl trim. 
3-pc. crank; nylon bearing wheels; semi-pneu- 
atic tires. Removable 5-in. training wheels. 

Shipping weight 25 Ibs. ..$2099 

10-inch Bike 

BIKES FOR BEGINNERS 
Sidewalk Bikes with remc 
and semi-pneumatic tires tat 

sleek . . yet rugged with knobby tread semi-pneumatic 
Hot Yellow double croubar frame for extra strength. 

3 wheels 
go flat 

in. rear, 10-i. front nylon bearing wheels 

Jet black molded-plastic saddle. Chrome-plated chopper 
style handlebars and Cobra fender. 4 simulated shock ab- 
sorbers; special plastic-strip noise maker. Removable 5-48. 
training wheels. Buy it tbe easy way 

9 м 87521 
‘order by phone. 

27 pounds $2099 Shipping w 

13-inch Converta-Bikes 
Basy-pedaling Hot Grape 
bike has gleaming chrome- 
plated hi-rise handlebars, 
Vinyl streamers. Semi- 
pneumatic tires on 10-in, 
nylon bearing wheels. Ad- 
justable metal saddle with 
white decoration. Remo 
able 4-inch training wheels. 
Partly assembled. 
Shipping wt. 19 Ibs. 

79 М 876170 .....81773 

Roll along with the mighty sound 
1 a battery-operated “Motor 

lor bike. trike or pedal car 
"Motor" adjusts from an idle to а 
ROAR. Just turn the muffler screw 
to control tbe intensity. Attach it 
with included clamp. Single-cylinder. 
case of high-impact styrene plastic; 
44418 in. high. Uses 2 "D" batteries 
(not incl.), order pkg. below. 
49 М 88511 —Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... -$53.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N B405— Wt. 1 lb.Soz.....$1:49 

How to Order Correct Size 
SIDEWALK BIKES TRES 

une Lr 

"ZA-Z0000M" 

Just remove bar and it's a girl's b 

$2699 

Deluxe Cobra Bike 

brake and p 
ars. coaster 

ddod banana seat 
Own the king of the sidewalk bikes 
with Hot Red frame. Chrome-plated 
handlebars, “sissy” bar and Cobra fen: 
ders. Glitter vinyl banana saddle, anti 
slip grips, streamers. 

Rear coaster brake gives better con. 
trol—coast without pedaling or stop 
quickly. Easy pedaling 13-in. nylon. 
bearing wheels; semi-pneumatic white 
wall tires, Removable 6-in. training 
wheels. Red reflector on back of saddle 
for safety. Shipped unassembled. 
79 N 87522L— Wt. 30 Ibs. $2699 

$ 1996 

htweight Bike 
Racing seat. 
and play "ge 

uring bag 

All the features most “asked-for” on 
stick shift, black. adult bikes 

fenders. Hot Orange. Adjustable 
chromed handlebar with white vinyl 
finger gripe. Semi-pneumatic tires 
rotate easily on 13-in. nylon bearing 
wheels. Removable 5-in. training 
wheels. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 25 pounds. 
79 м 875184 $1956 

* Sears 555 



Goes into action at the touch of a button . . raises. 
cargo up to 2 feet high . . 30)f-in. arm revolves 390" 

1422... 
Build miniature cities and shopping centers with this big-worker . , И» mawive 
JOH -inch arm revolves to cover area ol almost 6 feet. Or use the crane to lift 
minî canı and other toys and place them where you want. Rotating clam buchet 
саз pick up a load from almost any position. И! lular building units, book, 

pet. Plastic crane with metal posts 306x104 827 M inches high. Shipped partly 
өлеше. From Japan. Uses 4 "D" batteries. paci below, Ages d and up. 
79 м 54239C—5 гаиа поа ое 116,99 

Акай» "D onere 
na Package of 4. Shipping weight 1 pound, Package 329 

Buy all 3.. Save $2.00 N ZALUE— 
= 
ч Separately $ 97 

(_ totai 1.97 ) 

Tough Nylint 
All-steel жеегин, 
ный 

‚Check out all 
the Remote- 

Control action: 

Ern 
ула horizontal 

7owsei34e-We Ti. 39.97 
or you can order 

the truck, bulldozer 

Q >: Nylint Junior Street Roller 
This husky n fo 



CONSTRUCTION 
CREW AT WORK 
SIX ALL-STEEL AMY4/MT EARTHMOVERS 



A 
CATCH THAT QAR! ge T 
Only if you’re quick.. 

The “Do Anything” 
Stunt Car Set 

Have fun matching wine 
за the getaway car ies 

то булт! the 
pursing polico car 

Crazy Buggy Set $699 

Your plane's in a spin. . 
it's upside down! 

worry 
everything 

Zoom around . . switch tracks 
. „make your getaway 

with new remote control 
Highway Police Chase Game 

ix 9099 x not 
switchen included 

Now, the big cops "n robbers chase comes right into your play room. This exciting 
game is made of colorful high-impact plastic for long life. Layout measures 40x60 
inches long. Cars each 4 in. long. Uses 2 penlight batteries; not incl. order pkg. below, 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
49 N 57047—From Japan. Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set 89.99 
"AA" Ponlight Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8402— Shipping weight 6 ounces Pi. 996 

558 [Sears] t9 



Push-buttons move 
and operate this big 

up-to-date Construction Fleet 

Push a button 
to raise and 

lower cement mixer 

New! Push-button Bulldozer 

tiet $499 = 
II 

1 through 3) These 

This motorized giant goes forward 
or reverse. . TUFF BOY by Remco 

79 н 58176 
Alkaline “О” Batteries. Extra powe Package of 4. 
49 N 8412— Shipping weight 1 poun Package $3.28. 



You control the 

action of these 
3 Speedsters 

THE LIVELY ONES.. 

Dune Buggy $399 zer, 
Sold only at Sears. Remote-control . . starta, 
stops, turns with air-pressure control. CI 
look trim, antenna, decals. 
long. Rubber tires. Uses 2 
order pkg. below) 

49 N 54246—Shpg. wt 11Ь dot Japan... $390 

Remote Control $339 E 
Dune Buggy, Chopper 
(1 ond 2 ) Just push button on remote control 

mal ard, backward, 

GoGo Boggy. Saxa 
49 N 58132— 5h 

Metal. Uses 4 ̂C 
n» 49 N 58008 — Japan: Shy. 

C" Batteries. Package of 6 
Im oe Рм 5140 40 N BA06 — Shipping = Ma 119 — AB NSRI- Spe wt hot 2» 

560 [Sears] 75 



Police and Fire Chief Cars 
go racing to help . . with sirens 
sounding and lights flashing. 
Both with Non-Stop Action. 

Watch bow these cars bump into things, automatically turn away, go 
again. travel straight, clockwise or counterclockwise. 

cl. torder package listed under locomotive, 
ts Metal, plastic. 11Y9x4Yox4 in. high. Japan. 

1 Fre Chief Cor, Wi. 1 Ib. Lion 9 Police Cor, We 1 1b. 11 or 
49 N 58175. uss 49 N 58071 мю 

Sues) Action Dragster 
$499 zoo 

E Keep this Dragster and Drag Trike on a 
string . . string shifts control their spins and “wheelies” 
(3 ond 4 ) They're battery powered, but you decide when they'll do their 
stuff, and what theyll do. Put them through their fancy paces by m 
of the control strings: they're really gear shifts. Run them forward. 
spin them around in circles, back them up. then do wheelies ‘running on 
the back two wheels), Use two "C" batteries each, not incl. order pkg. 
below). Both measure 6%ex4x8 ín. high. Plastic Japan. WL 1 Ih Saz each. 
3 String Action Dragster 
энем изэ 

Д String Action Drog Trike 
49 N 98146. мю 

Package $1.09 

Pan Am 747 Jumbo Jet. automated. $ 599 
replica of the giant superjet 

Goes through all the motions of a real flight. except the flying (you can 
be the pilot). Turn the switch on. Place the lever in backwa 

the little stewardesses move up and down the aisle. In center posi- 
tion, the engine roars, getting ready for take-off, Push lever forward 
the stewardesses stop and the plane taxis forward. Now you can lift the 
plane up, up, yourself, and Пу it all over till you're ready to land again 
Then set it down . . let it taxi .. send the stewardesses up and down 
the aisles, turn it off, Youve landed. Congratulations, it was a very 
good flight. High-impact plastic. Uses 2 "C" Batteries, not incl. (order 
pkg below). Japan. 13x6x15Y in. long. 
49 N 58009 Shipping weight 1 posed 6 oneen 2599 

Big... W's 144s inches long. A lo ve slide rod turns the wheels 
around. Ita htt ‚wer swings his lantern back and forth while the 
bell clangs and the train whistle blows. Lota of action going on. Train 

‘order pkg. below). Metal. Japan. Buy it the easy way order by phone. 
49 N 58138 — Shipping weight 2 pande onem 5599 
"D" Bateri 



Back these slick racers into their starting stalls 
their tailpipes plug into the starting pit to “charge” 
their engines.. press the starter and they're OFF 

REV-UP RACERS 
À ALLE, 

ony SA9 

Put these two racers in their starting pit and hear them charge up! Ramp lock 
keeps them in place as the hidden power cells supercharge their engines . . tben 
you and your opponent press the release buttons at the same time. . and watch 
them scream down the "track", anxious for the checkered flag! Two plastic 
inch racers, dual pit. Uses 3 "D^ batteries . . order pkg. at right. Hong Kong. 
Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 N 58129—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 14.99 

the snorkel ladder. 

a 
= 

Adjustable cassette 
pegs lot you 
program the 
Commuters 
route 

` 

COMPUTER-COMMUTER 
The car of the future at your 
control . . simply program the 
cassette discs to make the 
car go wherever you choose 
A model of the car we may all someday be using . . and you've in charge. 
Cassette pegs let you program the car's journey . .to go forward, right or left. 
Hi-impact plastic body is 10%, inches long and has a see-through bubble top. 
Real rubber tires have chrome-colored hubs. From Japan. Uses 2 ̂ C" batter- 
ies. „order pkg. from "Power Alley” , . above, right. 
49 N'58088—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces *4.99 

562 [Sears]: 

(Qe  — 
Drive this Fire Engine forward or 

Be a hero with this bright red fire truck. By manipulat. 
ing the remote controls, you can raise, lower, even turn 

stranded victims, Fireman's head turns. Made of hi 
impact plastic. Sx6x12 in. long. Japan, Uses 4 "C" bat 

49 N $8002— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 

troll 

Crank ‘er up and let “er go 
ROAD DEVIL Wild Stunt Car 

Rev it up. . hear it squeal 
'er! As you crank the power inject 
the calibrated speed indicator . . it tells you 
just how much wild action you've put into 
the car. Now press the release . . the Road 
Devil bursts off the injector with a savage 
тоот of energy! 10-inch power injector, 10- 
inch long car. Plastic, metal 
49 м 58155—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. 97.99 

© Turn the handle. 
FASTER! Watch the speed 
indicator as you crank in 
plenty of super power! 

taster, 

POWER 
ALUSY 

backward, raise and lower the rescue TR 
cage. . ай by REMOTE CONTROL 7 pages running at full speed 

“AA” Batteries. Package oí 6. 
49 N 8402 Wi бок `. Pkk 99c 

а complete circle to get at those "C" Battorios. Package of 6 
49N8406-WL 1202. „Рх. $1.19 

U "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
‘order pkg. from "Power Alley" at right. Sieg vL lib tor 

1999 49 N 8405 Pkg. 01.49 
Friction z г > 

Fire Engine ) 
5699 

Race to the scene with 
this detailed fire engine. 
pumper. . hand-crank 
siren and bell warn 
passersby of the emer. 
gency. Made of hi-im 
pact plastic. Engine 
measures 4x4 x13, 
inches long. Japan. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 9 ou. 
49 N 58061 .....96.99 

Amaze-a-Matics Volkswagen 
the "Bug with a Brain" 

$499 

You plan the program . . you control 
the action. Pre-plan a route by cutting. 
cardboard program cards according to 
‘easy instructions. Then insert card into 
the car and watch it ramble around just 
as if you were in the driver's seat! Set 
up the 5 pylons and 12 road signs 
then test your skill by programming a 
card to maneuver the car through the 
obstacle course. 3 preprogrammed, 3 
blank cards. Plastic. Sin. long. Uses 2 
“AA” batteries . . order pkg. above. 
49 N 54241—WL 1Ib.402......14.99 



Our lowest price EVER for a 
Push Button Minicar Transporter 
Loads, hauls, and 
unloads up to 
14 Matchbox", 
Hot Wheels, 

her 

new cars to people all over America. 
«an feel like the driver of one of these 
mighty trucks with Mini-Car Transport. 

To "drive" your truck, load up to 14 
mini-cars (not included, order below or see 

take corners, push “right tu 
‘buttons, To unload cars 

itton to back into loading a 
‘Then push “stop” button, tit up ramp and 
roll off cars. 

Plastic body: 1814%x4 in, high Uses 2 
ies (not incl., order pkg. from 

Power Alley”, on facing page). Japan. 
Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 

49 м58148 

Fantastic > 
Car Kooks Ayo 

With rear engine M. 
Seake* dra 

and all Hot Wheeis® 
the whole bunch? 

49 N 5478 1—Shpg. wt В ог... Set $3.99 
Susi [Sears] 563 ADN 84789... Se 43.47 



What a low price for a 

level you want . 
then flick a lever 
to direct car 
right or left into the 
parking stall 
you choose 

Parking and service 
any "MATCHBOX*", HOT 
WHEELS or mini-size cars. This. 
combination garage and parking. 
plaza has a working "greaserack 
that raises and lowers. Made of 
sturdy plastic, garage measures. 
13x14) ches high. Entire 
layout folds up to less than 4 inches. 
thick for easy storage. Uses 1 "C" 
battery . . order package below. 
Made in Hong Kong. Order car sets 
below or on pages 159 to 164. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
Shipping weigh 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 м 8406 Package #119 

*Matchbox" Steer-N-Go 
Just like driving a real race 

‘© Turn ignition key to start car • Timer signals end of race. . 
+ Shift gears... first, second, third Әр. shows the winner 
+ Hit the brakes to keep control «Shift into reverse to return to start 



The Garage of Tomorrow. . 

COMPUTER GARAGE EE. 
Programmed parking for your 

ze car collection 

The mont modern computerized parking garage in mini-car city 
holds up to £ "Matchbox", Hotwheels*, or other mimi-can.. 

Ts easy and fun to load or remove parked cars . . numbered 
card brings the car you want down to the entrance on a ferris- 
wheel type elevator . , spring trigger moves car out at bottom. 
Made of sturdy plastic: 10x10'4x17 inches high. Uses 2 "D^ bat. 
teries - . order package below. From Japan. Ages 3 and up. 
79 м $7027C— Shipping weight 5 pounds 19.90 a 
=" Batterien. Package of 6 К E 
49  B405— Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces... Pkg- 41.49 J 

“Matchbox”" Superfast" Car Sets . . die-cast metal, 2 to 3 inches long - $344 
can be used with Computer Garage (above) or with Parking and Service Plaza (opposite page) 

d Rod. 
Ser $3.44 

a [Sears] 565 



and irs great 
displaying your mini-car col 

Motorized Sky-Park Lo. Nd 
o^" $1699 A 

Alkaline "D^ Batteries. Package o 2 
49 N 8412— Shipping weight 1 pound Pkg: 33.29 

$477 

WOW! What fun! Your own Mini-Car Service Station 
‚ just like the one where Dad takes the family car 

leted. Clear 
тулка 

ion 49 N 8839— 

MAIIINAZ- ILNI 

“MATCHBOX ™ Superfast™ 
9-piece Race ‘n Rally Set 



A whole new world of buildings, roadways and scenery spreads before | 

you at playtime. Just open the vinyl case and spread sides flat 

to form a 26x36-inch play area 

a f 

"MATCHBOX"* 
City Vehicle Set 

MATCHBOX"* 
Country Vehicle Set 

9 farm mi 
field car, c 
mog, kenne 
plastic dogs, 4 Die-cast metal 

Set 94.99 



al 

Motorized Sigzlerg 5 
Four 2-car sets of plastic motorized midgets. Each car is about 3 in. long Use 
them with Fat Track layout and 

м: 
53149 N S805 — Up Ferreri si 

4:48 N 54806 — Double Hotler® and Spes Sport Wi 10 
568 [Sears] 

$) 

Sisslers EAT TRACK BREAK g7 Se 

You control the thrills 
and spills on this new 

` Suzlers EAT TRACK" SUPER control 
New Со rol fh 

52 599/68 
The wild open-lane racing circuit that combines 

Steep-banked turns at the grueling SIZZLERS pace 
with a new obstacle-control feature 

Your opponent is “sizzling” ‘round the track, gaining on you! He's ap- 
proaching the obstacles . now if you can just .. ZAP! Hit your flipper 
button and deflect him into the “bales of hay”. and victory is yours! 
What excitement! Includes 2 Sizrlers? cars, Goose Pump recharger. 2 
obstacle setups with flipper controls, 1 Scramble Start, 4-car Lap Com. 
puter, approx. 33 А. of track. Uses 2 "D" batteries . . order pkg. below. 
TON STOSIC— Shipping weicht 10 pounds s2599 

Use turning control to change direction! 
Swing left or right . . speed straight across .. double 
back around track! Includes 1 Sizalersf car. 1 Goose 
Pump" recharger. two 270° Fat Track curves, four 
6%.-in. Fat Track sections, Uses 2 "D" batteries. 
order package below 
79 N 57082C — Shipping weight 5 Ihe sm 
"D" Batteries. For GOOSE PUMPS. Pkg. of 6 
49 N MOS- Spa wt Lb Set Phy $149 

4 == $385 Semon ames 
hrome-look frames, pipes 'n 

2 in ser $599 ешр 

Charge ‘em fast with Goose Pump, АП 
Juice Machine or Power Pith те engines. Plastic, metal. Not motorized 
Changers, Steerable (ront wheel for olf Tum 
track racing . ‚extended front forks... 7 Set includes Torque Chop". 3 Suela Choppin Chariot are ae 

зеам Away. Dess Desc 
8 Revolution”, and Bold Eagle” Pe 

amin’ Candle super detail! Plastic, metal 
5 Mighty Zork™ amd Speed Steed 

49 N 54B01— Spy wi Yor Se 5539 
виза 

own Torch" 3 Эше Cree, 
6 49 N 54802 — Shpg wi dan. Set $5.99 Set $3.85 



Rip around the track on a collision course 
. raise the ramp т LEAP or LOSE! 

Hairy 
Hurdle” 

Set 

Daredevil 
racing on 

FAT TRACK" 
Big "8" 

Speedway! 

GOOSE PUMP™ recharger 
for on-the-track charges 

ff. You're both whizzing around the track at a grueling pace 
now you're heading for a “showdown” a 

Î YOU'RE GOING TO сказни Wat 
You hit the ramp control just right and your Chopey 
your opponent . . and on to victory! Set includes 2 CHOPCYCL 
1 GOOSE. PUMP recharger, 1 ramp, 2 ramp controls, and 18 feet of 
FAT. TRACK straightaways and curves as shown above. Plastic. Uses 2 
7D" batterie „ order package on facing page 
79 N 5704 1C- Shipping weight 6 poun 11599 

Class "A" Racing" 
Figure “8” Crash Course 
. «lap after lap of speed 

you control . . without batteries! 

Roar up. . down , „around. . and across the dangerously 
banked figure-8 track. Thrills . . spills . , near misses! Squeeze 
your brake to avoid collisions at the crossover . . unless you're 
behind in the race! That's when you'll wen to crash into your 
rival and knock him off the course! Set includes 2 cars with 
special bumpers, 2 sets of speed controls with reverse brake, 2 
Pit Stop rechargers, lap counter, collision crossover, over 19 feet 
of track. Buy it the easy way’ «order by phone. 
79 м 5704C— Shipping weight 15 poun 22013 

[Sears] 569 



© CRAZY, KOOKY CAR SETS "ія 
Pit the land speed car against a 

top fuel dragster. Cars do wheelies, 
гове down the track . . checkered flag 

automatically pops to show the winner! 

the RevCord™ t 
up RIPFIRE™ mi 

COOL DUEL™ ser $926 

7007 flag flashes and drivers hit their start buttons. HOT SHOTS racers, 
full of torque, do wheelies out of the gate and half way down the track 
sparks fly from their motors. Winner grabs checkered flag at finish, Quick- 
Stop brakes car. Set: two Ginch racers, Staging Gate", 32 feet of track, 
finish gate. Plastic and metal. 2 Quick Stops 
79 N 54761C— Shipping weight 4 pounds sene 

There go 2 friendly, freaky car kooks 
racing down the Ticklish Track to the 
Fickle Finish Gate flag flash 
winner by a nose. ог E 

— TAI 
HUMAN RACE" SET $686 

Watch your BOOTER™ boosters give both motor-totin' madcaps a. 
real sendoff They'll kick up their heels with fun as they do "wheel- 
des” along the strip. Set includes: two 3-inch Farbs, 2 BOOTER 
boosters, 20-feet of Ticklish Track, joiners, 4-foot BOOTER track, 
Fickle Finish Gate. Plastic and metal. 
40 N 54708 - Shipping weight 2 pounds en. 

BOLD EAGLE" SET 
Super-cusiom chopper En ( 3299 
te on a Gaede Big. boss BOLD EAGLE" \ J © Es gung cour: 7 rustom trike flies down hill 

N NG wings through the loop. N Ж and Soars through space 

— 

The Farbs get a real 
kick out of their 
BOOTER™ boosters 

NOTE: Onier the whole set of Farbs. those fantastic car kooks. on рә, 

== А dapper dude in а tophat is at the helm of this sleek, streamlined 
Bold Eagle There's micro-detail everywhere . spoked front Ure, 
“chrome color engine,” "mag" wheels on the rear racing sick tres 
Wings spread, the Eagle's ready to fy! Plastic, metal. 16-eet of 
Hot Wheels track, joiners, jump ramps. support, loop. 

See page 568 for more groovy RRRumblers® — 49 N 58159- Shipping weight 2 pounds sanm 

SMAS HyU 
WHAM! BAM! 
Doors, hoods and 

trunks fly off on impact! 
5699 

T-stick and look out 
Там. race up the 

ramps and crash in 
mid-air! Doors, hood. trunk lid 
and front wheels Пу olf . . then 
just snap ‘em back together, With 
two Tin. modified demaliti 
stock cars, styled after a 
Chevy wagon and a 57 Ford 
Бане even to their 
scrunched-up details, including 
race numbers and stripes. 2 T 
sticka, 2 Jump Rampe. Plastic 
49 N 54707- Wi 2 be Soe Set 5699 



VERTIBIRD" . 
it really flies, hovers and 

lands . . its 8-inch vinyl-tipped 
rotors provide lift and drive 

SOLO FLIGHT SET 
with big 82-inch-diameter course 

x "Nomad 1 Put this daring gold-c 
through its 

power pylon that transmits your comen 
to the plane via the 2 control wires, Uses 
07 batteries .. order package above right 

Plastic, metal 
79 N 57051C Shipping weight 3 Ibe a2 

Remote Controls guide the (D Twirly Bird” 
ot course..indoors or out! 

> 

You design the course 
yourself 

$699 o 

Police helicopter rides on 60 feet of Might 
cable that you set up between a table, tree, 
fence, porch rail, or anywhere! You control 
it from 6 fect away by means of the remote 
‘contro! unit. Plastic. metal. Helicopter is 
9x5x5 inches wide. Uses 2 "D" batteries 
order package below 
49 N 58158- Shipping weight 2 a 
"D" Batterien. Package of 6. 
49 N BAOS— Shpg wi 1 So 

9 

Phy 5149 

> YOU’REIN CONTROL OF PLANES 

> THAT REALLY FLY! 
> Throttle up to take-off and climb... throttle down to dive and land 

MOUNTAIN CHALLENGE SET 
... a 84x84-inch layout full of 

fast excitement for the young pilot 
Indoor-Outdoor 

selt- powered Plane S 
with realistic "stick" co 

Rush down the runway, build up speed 
down! Dive, » maneuver... but watch out for those 
dangerous obstacles! Set includes "Flag" plane. 21-in. tower, 
hangar, suspended "cloud", 4 service vehicles, 134 
tain, goggles, controls, light booklet. Uses 5 "D" batteries 
order pkg. above. Plastic, metal and fiberboard. 
TO N 58157C — Shipping weight 0 paunda 

then lift off throttle 

‘Steer clear of the snow-capped 
peak of "Breakaway M 

irl knock off if you 

Set 91615 

Low "clouds 
‘make nying 
a challenge 

Pull back on the 
stick for a smooth. 

clean Take-off 



Sturdy Steel Cars and Trucks 
stand up under the tough punishment 

that kids dish out 

Outdoor Fun Fleet with 3896 
4 vehicles. . plus a trailer 

Set includes Tonka's “Bone Bruzzer” with trailer and Sun 
Buggy, "Super Thrust" pickup truck with sand tires on 
the rear, and realistic Volkswagen with authentic details 
like front and back seats, steering wheel and bumper. 

and trailer, 15 in; 
phone. 

Yov' re off to the County Fair 
with truck, trailer and livestock $844 

Here are 5 plastic cattle and horses that travel first-class in their 
‘own truck trailer combination. Covered horse trailer has a gate 
that lowers to form a ramp . „mare and her colt fit easily inside. 

apple green 
49 N 54089—Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

HEYI Here comes 

the Sears Vani 9.360 
A visitors of tha bi prem Sent з. Bag putt Gina 
to families all across the U.S.A! Cab and van disconnect . 
door on the van open for easy loading or unloading. Detaled 
cab has red and white seat, yellow steering wheel. Exhaust 

air intake vent ов top. $/.23%43187, laches long Јарва. 
49 м 58067— Shipping weight 1 ib. 13 oz. 60 

Guard the highways with $869 

this 3-unit Safety Patrol Set 
There's trouble on the highway , . your safety. 
into action! 8'/,-in. Fire-Fighter puta out the lioe" wi ph ge) 
and pump that really work! Load the "injured" into tbe 9-in. 
ambulance wagon with its drop-down tailgate and simulated 
flasher. Racen completa cen зо бм гай ИНЕ БАНИ 
wrecker that has a real lever-actic 
тни ануч m Set 68.69 

Your own plastic Construction Crew 
takes on the tough building jobs 

$649 
Yellow and green trio gets those "tig" job 
schedule. Big 15-inch dump truck loads and 
cab doors open and close. 11-inch long master crane 
has crank-operated hook with extendable a 
pivots for easy lifting. 11-inch long road gra 
oversized ties and a lever-action scoop that raises or 
lowers. Heavy auge plastic. West Germany 
49 N 58103—Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set 06.49 



Nature Collector's Kit 
Interesting, educational for ages 6 and up. 
Collect, catch, mount or observe insect life. 
Nylon net with 16-in. handle; unbreakable bug 
cage with bui 'agoifying lens; 2 real but. 
tery specimens; display mount: spreading 
board; relaxing fluid: accessories; instructions. 
49 N 22954—Shipping wt. 11b. Box... Kit $2.99 

Sammy 
Sound 

Make 10 sounds on 
Sammy. He explains 
them on LP record 
Ages 2 to 7 years delight to all sounds they 
‘can make on their pal, Sammy. . bells, rattles, 
elackers, whistles, bis tummy's a drum! 
Plastic, 11x11x4 in. With 8314-rpm recor: 
49 N 16228—Shpg, wt. 11b. 6 08 

atch SSP Blue Monday 
against SSP Black Jack 

Wheels rev up with pull-power T-Sticks. 

Blue Monday. Plastic; soft пове. Ages S-up. N SASS in. long. We Son... Ea $299 
Block Jack. Plastic; soft nose. Ages S-up. GEN SABIE in. long. WE Bon... Eu $2.99 

Humming Tops 
spin and bump game 

Spin your tops, try and get them to knock 
other tops out of arena. Two ratchet starten, 
4 plastic tops. Molded plastic arena is 1234x 
1234123 in. high. Japan. 
49 N 65076— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. Jos...... 3299 

This soft, plump litte panda was made to be 
hugged He's made of plush acrylic fiber. Fourteen 
inches tall. And mother can wash him, too. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 N 4022— Shipping weigh s... $2.99 

Gifts for 
Christmas Wishers 

Any item on this page 

eo 
Any 2 for $578 

Bike-Trike Dress-up Set 

Includes: 36-in. long, plastic-covered steel chain, 
‘combination lock; Artin. plastic horn: Jim. mir 
Tor; two bright plastic handlebar streamers Korea, 
Hong Kong, Japan bar grips not incl.) 
49 N 88522- Shipping weight 2 Iba. 5 os. Set $2.99 

Good Grief . . 
it's the Charlie Brown Game 

Players act as their favorite Peanuts® characters. 
Play their way across the board, visit imaginary 
worlds of the Kite Tree, the Baseball Field, the 
Great Pumpkin Patch. First one around the 
board to the Gnish line wins Ages 6 to 9. For 
2 to ¢ players. Board 93419 inches. 
49 N 65648 —Shioping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.99 
были» characters Ucet Feature Syndicate, Inc., И 

Daredevil Stunt Game 
Launcher sends cars off jump-ramp over bar- 
rels, thru "fre" rings Two cars, 234-in. 
metal. Plastic barrels, launcher, ramp. Japan. 
49 N $8015— Shoe. wt. 1 Ib. Sox. $2.99 

Balloon Sculpture 

Learn how to make balloon animals, airplanes, 
cars, 10 projects in all, Instructions, ballooas 
and supplies to decorate them, too. Fun for 
ages 10 through adult 
49 N 22971—Shippiog weight 2 be... $2.99 

Buddy L Slickster Set 

A Charger Pick-up, a Traffic Trike, a Rail 
Racer and а Road Buggy. Steel with chrome- 
Jook details, each about 314 inches long. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 54796—Shipping wt. Sor... Set $2.99 

SEU. 

SAFTEE Dart Game 
Sale, because the four darts 
dangerous points. Velcro® tip 

target, 1 n. D 
for accuracy. Sale 
49 N 65727 — Shipping weight 12 os. 

blunt, no 

aan [Sen 



Preschooler's “Pocket Radios" 
They're really portable music boxes 

so tots can have music wherever they go 
(1 they 3) Scenes pass by as music plays Easy 
wind. Wood case; plastic front, handle. 4Y« in. high. 
Ages 1-5. 
1 Reindrops Keep Falling on My Hood. Rain scenes. 
A9 N 44836 — Shipping weight 9 ounces 3198 

2 Do-Re-Mi. Colorful musical scenes pass by 
49 N 44837 Shipping weight 9 canoes $198 

3 Happy Binhdoy. Birthday party scenes 
40 N 44629 — Shipping weight 9 conces 31.90 

-— 
{ 

->g 

Football Helmet 
bright red 
or blue 

potball helmet for bud 
le grid stars, just start 

ing out. Plastic. with white center 
double-bar face guard 

ic padded at neck 
forehead and cars. Headband fits $ 
sites up to 6%. Ages 6-10. Not Md 

Naughty 
— Robot Г 

ӘӘ 
Dense foam makes Nerf great 
to throw; soft, it won't dam- 
age walls or furniture. Easy 
grip for small hands 
size football, 10 inches long. 
з N 53144 - We Tor 

Powerful 
"Super 
Tractor" 

This SYs-inch ind-up tractor has a really 
powerful motor for super-climbing. Wind it up and 
let it go, no batteries needed. Key is permanently 
attached Sparkling smoke stack, Plastic, metal. 
Japan. 
49 N S8117 — Shipping weight 1th on. $199 

Magic “8 Ball" 
To "predict" your future, ask a question, flip the 
ball over . . and your answer appears in the bottom 
window. For young and old. 
49 N 50093- Shipping weight 12 ounces 1199 

Nerf 

Slide-a-Boggan 
A small price for winter fun. 
Lightweight blue  polyeth- 
ylene. Whirzes along on light 
or heavy snow. 18x42 in. long. 
49 N 85008 Wi 216... 31.99 $1.99 

Your own little 
robot, twisting and 
strutting, blinking 
all is Мше lights Spudsie The 
a 5 Hot Potato 
tall. Uses 2 "AA burning. so tons. him 

quick before he rings. Player 
holding him when he rings is 

batteries, not incl 
{order pkg. on pg. 

recommended for regulation play 547). Japan. out Wind-up plastic. Length E eight 1 1b. 2 À Shpg. wt 12 or 65, inches. We. 11b. 4 or. 
49 N 29058- Hue ET asn 5103... 51.99 эней зз 
40 N 29916- Red 19 

а A 
= e 

(7 s Mini 
= Swinger 

Carpenter Set with Vise Set balls in motion for a mys- 

Trigger-Jet Plane 

‘Trigger release, spring powered 
launch gun shoots your plane 
high into the air. Adjust flaps 
to make it loop. circle back. 
Goes over 150 feet. Plane of 
high-impact plastic has soft 
resilient nose cone; wing- 
‘spread is 10¥s in. length 18 in. 
Gun ef plastic, hardwood and 
steel. Ages 4-12 
49 N 22968- Wi 14.00 

574 [Sears] 7:22 

5199 

‘Tough plastic vise works like 
real; 7Ve-in. long. Plus 10 toy 
tools in 8¥sxGx1¥e-inch tool 
box. Plastic. For ages 3-7. 
49 N 16689- Wi 11b 4o. $1.99. 

tifying scientific demonstra- 
tion of action and reaction. 
Steel, plastic. 3¥ax4¥sx5¥s in 
high. Hong Kong. 
49 N 65421 Wi den Er 

Bullwinkle 
Puncho 

Hecececere's Bull- | y 
winkle 

Here he is up 
now he's down 
up, down. up. See 
how hard it is to 
Resp a goed mosse 
down? 1j 
48 

Ages 

22 

L^ 

Wind-up Chopper 
Big гей 10-inch chopper has 
front wheels you can steer. 
уйре roars as it moves for 

ward. Plastic, metal. Japan. 
49 NSB149- Wi 1 M dee... $1.99 

mp 
work. Plastic, Уеа high 
hopper; 12 in. long truck. 
49 N 58177-91. 2e dm. 81.00 

Stocking 
Stuffer 
Values 

Yahtzee 
The exciting dice game of skill 
and chance. Get certain com- 
binations and you win. Two or 
more players, age B and up 
Scorepad included 
49 N 65084 —Shpg wt 13е. $1.99. 

Ring Toss Game 
Aim swivel launcher. М» 
spring-loaded, tosses your rings 
over scoring pega. 14 rings. 20x 
Bin. Plastic. Hong Kong. 
49 N 65011—We 1B... $1.90 

"Soft Shot" 
Basketball 

indoors or outdoors 
You can have. 
doors. too. but "Soft Shot" was designed 
«o you can practice those shots indoors 
Sixinch. Inflatable vinyl ball wont 
damage things. The 11-inch boop has 
adjustable bracket that hangs over any 
door; move it easily, bring it outdoors 
Wall bracket a 

a 
өн 

just as much fun es 

bi 1 pound, 4 ounces 
1199 



Pink 
and 

White 
Doll Stroller 

Gay candy 
clean. Canopy detaches. Fold 
ing steel frame. 16x10x25 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 
49N33028-W. 115.9 

‚ed vinyl wipes 

« 9199 

inches deep. Metal bell and 
hardware. 
49 N BASO9-Wi. 14 от. 9199 

Only 

$199 
each 

Word list to learn trom, 93 plas- 
ic letters, 2 tracks to place let 
ters on. Ages 4 to В. 
ADN 16494-We 1 b. 1o2. 9199 

ES” 
Cobbler's 
Bench 

Popular pounding bench for 1 
to 2Yeyear olds. Mallet, 8 pegs. 
442539, inches high. 

Заре. wt 1 Ib. 802. 
49 м 44838 Dr 

Mickey Mouse" Gumball Bank 
Use gumbalis, or nut 
and candy the same size 

Plastic penny bank pays y Y 
ends, No one gets a gumball til they put 
in a penny. Key and lock. 9 inches high. 
Includes 30 gumball 
49 NB1163— WL 1 b. dor 
Refill. 135 extra gumballs. 
49 N 51186-Shpe. we. 1302 ээс 

+199 

124псһ Tynie 
she drinks 
and wets 

Baby Туше comes with 
her own nursing bottle 
and blanket. She's 
dressed ín bed Jacket, 
diaper and booties 
Jointed vinyl body 
molded hair. Shop the 
easy way, order by 
phone. 

Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
49N31885 ....4199 

8-piece Chix Feeding Set for dolls. 
Little doll-size plastic feeding uteosils. Tiger-face di- 
vided feeding dish, milk bottle, funnel, terry bib, 2 
сара, 2 spoons. Ages 2 to 8. 
49N33574—Shioping weight Bounces #199 

N 4 
y 

Jl] Casper 
Jumping Bean Bag 
Dog Doll 

Floppy-eared pooch hops in 

49 М 41083—We 9 os. 

Fisher-Price 
Peek-a-boo 

Kd 

Spooky old C: 
wants to be your friend. Ny- 
lon plush. 10 inches high. 
49 м 40367—Wt. 1 Ib. 41.91 

ет really 

Plastic, battery-operated animal construction crew 
gobbles up small objects, carries them off. On-off 
‘switches start them scampering. Each uses 2 “С” 
batteries. order pkg. below. Japan. Ages 3-6. 
1 Shoveinose Dinosaur. Crank open his mouth, 
bend his neck, Flip a switch . . off he goes. 

49 N 44107—кбн in. WL 11b. зое... 91.99 
Dumpy Hippopotamus. Crank to move his 

2 Saas mouth, empty dumper on back, 
A9 N 44106—10%427%404 1а. We. 11.407... 1.99. 
3 Buckethead Giraffe. Crank to raise, lower his 

neck; open his scoop yourself 
49 N A4 108—154, in. WL 1b 20е... .87.99 
С Batteries. Package oí 6. 
49 N B406—Shpg. wi. 12.04 Package $1.19 

Doctor and Nurse Kits 
Stethoscope, eye test chart, toy 
watch, pill boxes, microscope 
spectacles, bandages, etc., 
up ailing patients. Hong 

Doctor's Kit. Black plastic 
bag. 59 pieces. Ages 310 7. 

Sioa bul and fue pua Design with Spirotot 49N44775—Wt 10... 91.99 
Out . . then disappears. Sx Spirograph for preschoolers, Nurse's Kit. White plastic 
420, in. Plastic. Ages 1-3. Al supplies incl. Ages 4 to 8. bag. 59 pieces. Ages 310 7. 
49N: 355— Wr 1202. .81.99 

Ring a 
Ding 
Cash 

Register 
"п Backgammon 
Reversible board, 15x15 in., 

49N16047—We 130r. .81.99 

Ages 3 to $ play with basic 
numbers. Bell rings, drawer 

49N44827—Wt 1302 siss 

folds to pre Pias- sat Plastic, uh in. high. Craft Kit. 
tic checkers. Ages 6-up. pe. we. 1 Tb, 6 oz. Try new ways to 49N53145-We 13.7 ө. 91,99 49N 16189 1199 Jakob 

pictures. 
eo 
A Four ways to. een m 
m tures you can proud of. 
o Use soft water colors, make rich 
o—U designs in felt, or try sand ог gii- 
Child Guidance 
Keys of Learning 
Child puts blocks into nests, then 
finds the right key to release 
blocks, For color association. 
manual dexterity, shape recogni 

‘Ages 1 to 6, Plastic 
49 N 44045 Wi 1 Ib. Sos. 41.99 

ter for unusual textured effects. 
Pre-sketched panels about 6x6 in. 
brushes, glue, complete instruc- 
tions and packets of materials for 
the particular art. Ages 5 to 12. 
19 N 22793—Wt. 11o2.....81 

uiti [Sears]575 



Good Grief! 
..now its fun to brush your teeth  . ge 

Snoopy POWERTOOTHBRUSH 

5 e зоо 
for toothbrushes and toothpaste 

Happiness is a Snoopy Power Toothbrush. Unique 
Snoopy is designed especially for children . . encour 
‘ages brushing by making it fun. Includes 2 kid-sise 
toothbrushes to fit into Snoopy power-handle. Snoopy 
has his own doghouse that can be wall-mounted with 
included bracket or can stand by itself. Doghouse 
holds two "D^ batteries (order package below) and 
‘Snoopy — when he's resting between brushinga Snoopy 
and his house are durable plastic and measure 634x5 
inches high overall. Toothpaste not inel. Ages 4 and up. 
49 N 51028- Shipping weight 1 ound. 1699 

upping weight 1 Ib Вее, Package $149. 
‘Snoopy © United Feature Syndicate, inc 1966 

Say 

hello 

to 
poppin’ 
fresh 

* Love me! 
* Squeeze me! 

+ Poke my 
Ei tummy! 

Remote Control Plane and Copter 
1 Plone, Touch а button and propeller © Copter. Touch button, rotor turns. You $139 

spins. You make plane dive, loop, do make copter take off land, even rescue 2 
figures. Plastic fuselage, in wing “astronauts”. Plastic body, 8% in. long. span. Uses2"D" batteries order pkg. below. Uses 2 707 batteries - order pkg below. 
49 N 51027—Shipping weight lé... 3299 49 N 51028- Shipping weight 15 ar 29 k 
Buy beth (1) end (2) ond Save $1.00. Alo includes 2 power packs — order batteries below A lovable, squeezable, poke-in-the-tummy doll that 49 N S1029 Shipping weight pounds. Separately itu 45.96 su 4.98 kids of all ages want for their very own. Saft, non: 
=D” Boers. Package of 6 toxic polyvinyl - his head even turns" 7 inches tall 
40 N 8405- Shipping wight 1 pound 8 солена Package $149 49 N 51509— Shipping weight 6 carom na 

f j Make your own cartoon shows 

{ UM with Kookey Kritters 
A You operate the controls that make these 

5 crazy characters dance, wiggle, waggle. 
=} Stretch and scrunch-—it's magic action 

$499 

Monkey. skeleton, rabbit, frog and dragon are ready to play with 
you. Just place one of them in blue plastic showcase, close the 
back and turn 3 knobs to move arma, legs and body. Showcase 
stands on removable plastic feet that help protect mom's table 
Measures 10r1x12 inches high overall. Ages 3 and up 
% N 50517 Shipping weigh 1 pound 14 ошын. un 



e 
Automatic 
Pin Setter 

Bowling Game 
only 

$1046 

Now, you can bowl at home with 
out the trouble of pins flying or 
getting lost. Pins flip шщ 
hit them . . reset with 

Steel and plasti 

79 N 290861 

Just call Sear: 
and say “Charge It" 

see page 255 

Pee Wee Football Set 

$599 
Heres just about everything a 
youngster needs to feel like 

ton leather f 
ме 6 to 10. Not for competitive 

Sinine ее 2 in 12 oz. 
Set $5.99 

package below, 
Japan. Ages 5 and up. Shpg wt. 
лы. 
тэ messac............. 98.99 

“в B "D" Botteries, Package 
NBAOS-WL 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49. 

Shuffleboard . . Bowling . . Golf .. Darts . . Checkers _ 
and more... 11-in-1 Game Set means fun time 
for the whole family 

$1664 
Fun fot the whole sports- minded family . . with so many 
games, it's great for parties, too. Use indoors or ost, Play 
shuffleboard with 4 pushers, 8 discs Dart toss has 4 
suction-cup darts, target. Bowl with two S-in. plastic 
balls and a steel and plastic pin setter that resets with a 
press down action. Try “Bounce the Checker”, Tic-Tac- 
Toe, Checker-Pitch and even golf. Have a race with 4 
cars, 4 horses or 4 airplanes .. all plastic. Printed linoleum. 
flooring is 2x12 feet long. Ages 5 and зр. 
79 N29113L—Shipping weight 15 pounds. . .. Ser $16.64 

Push-down 

Set includes helmet, sh 
pads, jersey and ра! 

HEY, LOOK! 
A football play outfit 
that looks just like 

ones the big guys wear 

$899 
Plastic helmet has double. 

Pants d vatdyed San 

dium (48-49 inches high) 

ка loxaualon 
s [Sears] 577 



Heavy-duty Vinyl 
Super Bouncer 

e Bounce indoors 
e Bounce outdoors 
e Float on water 
© Slide on snow 
$1708 

Your whole family will 
Joven 
and exe 
bouncing! Bright red 

‚ch vinyl with 
lator. Ap. 

prox. 4x10x8 in. high 
Deflates for storage. In 

м. Ages 4 and 
See note on safe us 

age below. WL 21 lb. 
TON 29389C .. #1708 

Jump ‘п Float 
e A trampoline on land 

Heavy-duty rubber truck-type 
inner tube has metal air valve 
Bottom and top cover лке 
cotton duck. Strong web support 
harness all around. Deflates for 
easy storage. Ages 4 and up. See 
Safety Note below 
3-ft diameter. WL 3 bs 9 0 
49 N29; 5840 
Att diameter. Shpg. wt. 10 Ih 
49 М 29245 $1789 

SAFETY NOTE 

Pogo Sticks and Stilts 
1 Pose Stick with 9 Pogo Stick holds up to 250 

Countmeter holds up © pounds. Foot pads and tip are 
Bright zinc- айр resistant, Hand grips are vi 

lar steel frame. nyl with plastic streamers. Rug 
Nylon bearing, friction-ree ged high tension triple-tubular 
spring. Grooved rubber foot steel construction with friction. 

de, tip. 42 in. high. Vinyl — free spring for strong support. 48 
hand grips. Ages 8 and up. ба, high. Ages 8 and up. 

Shipping wt. В lbs. Shipping weight 7 lbs 
79 н 29236С 11224 79 29059С s899 

3 Pogo Stick holds upto Д Steel Suits. look and work 
150 pounds. Bake t like the ones the circus 

amel finish on st easy for kids to learn 
Adjustal 'esistant footrests adjust 
Colorful plastic streamers hes from the 
on vinyl hand grips bounce Rubber pole tips h 
as you jump. Slipresistant duce slippage. Yellow and blue 
foot rests and tip. 48 inches — baked-enamel finish, 5 ft. high 
high. Ages 8 and up. Ages 6 and up. 
Shipping wt. 6 lbs Shipping weight 5 lbs 

79 н 29080 561 79N2916C Pair 95.57 

Hoppity Hop $599 
Б So much fun, you'll want to ride for hours . . strong enough 

Mom and Dad. too. Inflates to 14 to 18-in. diameter for 
kids; 18 to Xin. for adults. Heavy-duty vinyl with air valve: fits 
hand or service station pump. Safety ring. Shipped deflated. 

Red Ball. Shipping wt, 3 lbs. 12 oz. 1599 
2— Blue Ball. Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 120%. 599 

Hoppity Horse $699 
6 Preschoolers’ inflatable ride-a-horse has realistic western sty! 

ing richly embossed on its heavy-duty vinyl body. Hoppity 
inflates to 14 to 16 inch diameter. Has automobile tire-type valve 
for inflating with hand pump or at service station. Safety hand: 
grips help keep child steady. Shipped deflated. 
49 N 29313-—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces 

New at Sears, Hoppity Qoi 
Donald Duck" 8 

Preschoolers’ will love Donald Duck riding ball 
Disney character seems to come alive, Heavy d 

in leyanıly embossed and devo 
eter. Automobile tire-type valve 
Pimp. Hand grips help keep child on Donald. Sent deflate 

м 29: "Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces ses 



No lumps 
or bumps 

to spoil shots 
with this 
inflatable 

Marble Court 
$399 

45-inch diameter court of smooth fabric . . easily 
inflated vinyl border keeps it stretched flat. Marked for 
regulation play. Bag of marbles incl. Ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 29083— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 o. 1399 

Space 
Walkers. 

Feels like you're 
walking on the moon 

Dual springs keep you bouncing . . center 
stabilizer helps keep yov upright. Fit over 
shoes. Adjustable plastic straps with lace 
up bands. Red enamel finish on steel feet, 

| baseplates. Rubber bumpers protect 
“= Mom's floors. For ages 5 and up. 

49 N 29067—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz ..25.20 



NEW Recovery of the Lost Mu: mmy 

1 

and beard, 

49N 59229 

He's in charge 
gives 8 comma: 

when you pull dog tags. 

с body has lifelike hair 

Shipping wt. 14 or. 

The Further Adventures 
1 

Blue denim outfit, boots, 
dog tags, shoulder holster, 

pistol. Plastic. Lifelike hair 
Green jacket and brown and beard. 
pants, boots, shoulder 49 М 59159-WL 11 or 93.91 
holster with pistol. Plas- 

З Tan fatigues, boots, dog 
tags, shoulder holster. pis. 

tol Plastic, Lifelike hair. 
3599 — 49N59126-Wt. 120r. .4391 

эж 

Gl. Joe vehicles track down the lost mummy anywhere! By air in a 
scout helicopter with working rot 
body snaps together for easy assem! 
By land in a completely assembled plastic АТУ car which rides on land 
ог floats on water, Equipment includes mummy, mummy case, plastic 
net, pick, shovel, pith helmet, first aid kit, machete and case, animal 

blades. Giant 25-inch long plastic 

trap, supply chest, jewels, belt. All plastic 

79 N 59092C— Shipping weight 5 pounds 
NOTE: СІ. Joe play figures, sets for ages 4 and up. 

Fantastic Freefall 
$690 - 

Emergency landing! Just pull 
the ripcord and Joe drops 
safely to earth during a mis, 
sion. Set includes boots, or 
ange coveralls, helmet, Мае 
West life vest with fla 
light, parachute with case, 
blinker light. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
Shipping wi. 1 Ib. 4 or 

49 N 59123 .....Set 16.90 

Eight Ropes of Danger * 
$690 

Don't gel сапці in the octopus? 
“ropes”! Incl, diving suit, helmet, ^ 
weighted boots, belt, hose, com 
pass, chest, coins, map, octopus, 

Shipping weight 1 1b. 4 oz. 
49N 59175 Sa 2690 
580 [Sears] + 

By sea on a life raft with paddle and compass to guide Joe back to land. he 
Set $14.49 

Jungle Kit $399 
lurks in ету shade 

Kit includes camouflage 
suit, survival belt, first aid 
kit, machete, canteen, com 
pass, radio, snake bite kit, 

Footlocker $466 
Keep СІ, Joe together, Dia 
gram in lid shows where 
equipment goes. Wooden. 
locker with tray, tope 
handles, 13! «6/49, 

And more inches high 
Shipping weight 8 oz Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 

49N89112.... KÍLOIOD  49N39081.... M06 

Spy Mission Joe mabes a secret landing. French 
S544 c. иеа, pan bonis, knit ap $ Z Me rait, oar, radio with earphones: 

Sharks Surprise $772 уг 
Can Joe gei the treasure атм 
scuba suit, mask, swim fins, air tanks, spear 
gun, shark, chest, coins 

ww. 49N 59065—Sbpg. wt. J Ibs 

blinker, camera, binoculars, TNT, 
detonator, submachine gun, flare gun. 

Shpg. wt. 
49N 59153 

fime? Aqua sled, 

Set 87.72 

Ж 
E 
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$1799 gie 

G.I. Joe Mobile Support Unit 
battery-powered for exploring alien territory 

Headquarters has 
detector, camera, с 

aps. viewing screen, swivel chairs, missile 
rol panel that works radar screen and lights 

Joe's 23-inch Mobile Unit has the most modern detection devices. Base 
hheadqwariers detaches from cab, is equipped with everything Joe needs to 
evaluate his position . „even a spring-launched flying reconnaissance 
camera, plus storage drawers for his equipment. Excursion vehicle oes out 
‘on scouting missions; has detachable canopy; rides 2 С.І. Joe figures (not 
included). Operates on 2 "D" cell batteries, order pkg. below. 
79 N 59 145C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 21790 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of four 
49 N 8412—Shipping weight 1 pound Package $3.29 
NOTE: All поті pago for ages 4 and up 

] 
Action Jackson Outfits $167, mte LU 
1 Western. Cotton 4 Football Uniform. 

suede jeans and Pants, jersey, helmet. 
vest, shirt, boots, hol. with faceguard, socks, 
ster and gun, hat. cleat shoes, football. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. Shipping wt. 202. 9NS9223...9187 4959228 эзе? 
Q Scramble Cyclist. E Fire Rescue. Silver- 

Leather-look zip- 
per jacket, helmet, 
denim pants, boots. 

‘Shipping wt. 2 or. 
49 N 59224. 

Suit, knee socks, 
belt, boots, hat, walk- Aussie hat, cartridge 
белае. beit, play rifie, boot 
Shipping wt 10r. Shipping wt. 2 or. 

49 N 59225....01.67 49М59232 ....9107 

> 

Giant Helicopter seats two 11'/7i 
Men of action roam the skies in this а 

has a Jin. rotor clicker 
reaker wind: ield. Buy it the casy way 

5566 „u 

lade, 3 wheels, 

79 N 59189C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

$266 „ 

action figures 

xx in 
lear plasti 

ally detailed giant helicopter 
s H 

+566 

Amphicat moves over even the most rugged terrain 
By land as 
Molded р! 
Seats two inch acto 
49 N 59158 Shipping weight 2 

ag 

1:5 

figures 

Action $149 
Jackson * 152 

B-inch figures. 
twist and tum in 
action poses 

(7 and 8 ) Action 
Jackson in ready to 
move out in his ba 
sic outfit . , navy 
jump suit; white 
belt, boots. Plastic 
with mod-styled 

fit both figures. Wt. 
edo 

Action Jackson. 
40N59141-41.49 
Action Jackson. 
AONS9231:21.40 

4 by sea, this rugged vehicle moves wherever there 
stic body floats; 6 big 
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YOU a RR 
GROWING GARDEN FARM 

eeیک  

ріесе Farm Set with Growing Field $9992: 7200  
Set includes growing field with irrigation pump, 9) in. high barn, silo, — Gro-biok Refills. Set of 
chicken coop, fences, farmhands. farm equipment, animals. Fast-germi- 18 кто bloks to set into 
bine barley seeds become a waving field o green when you irrigate your field. irrigation бе after first 
Drop seeds into 18 soilless gro-bloks. When barley outgrows gro-bloks, trans- crop is harvested 
plant it to pots or an outdoor plot. 9 farmhands use pick-up truck, jeep, rake, Comes with popcorn 
disc-harrow to keep the field cultivated and to keep horses, cows, рых. and seed, or use any seed 
chickens fed. Unassembled barn and silo are metal; all other items are non-tox- — you wish 
ic. color-molded plastic. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. Shipping weight 3 ox. 
79 N 59182C—Shippime weight 6 pounds 58999 49N 59146 Set #107 

NOTE: These miniature sets are for ages 4 and up 

YOU ARE THERE... SRN f YOU ARE THERE... 250 

k , m 

  àر

Se 132-piece Set ў i 

$3 35 
Sat includes 52 exotic animals, movable fencing. workmen, trees. 
skating pond with skaters, and children visiting the 200. Sc 
‘own zoo at de on their own "pond" as you walk around 
admiring the elephants, bons, tigers, polar bears, monkeys, and some ani 
mals and birds you've probably never even seen. . like giant kangaroos, 

haystacks. Fence your farm in ake it easy to 
help the hired hands haul hay, lean the dock pond, and ferd the cows 
Die, horses, hens, duck, and sheep. Dog heips shepherd keep sheep from is and birda you've probably never even seen... Nhe giant kangaroo 
straying. Truck, harvester and tractor make farm chores easier, especial a ori ase whch penas Verne 
iy at harvest time when you have to work fast. АП pieces non-toxic, color tas ts E 
molded plastic and set up on a base which measures 30.20 
SON S9 181- Shipping weicht 2 pounds S ounces S399 «[Sears]583 



584 

Ad 

Apache 

You maneuver troops and tribe as the battle 
for the western frontier swirls around this stockade outpost 

Set includes building. stockade fence, catwalks, blockhouses. ladders, — Lit headquarters is 12x11*/ei'/, inches deep, Plastic 
play cahnon, horses, 41 cavalry figures, 15 Indians, teepee. Direct the — porch lock, cord wood, well, cook stand, Other pieces action at Fort Apache as cavalrymen and Indians battle over the walls and tic. Fort Apache story. instr. in. through the swinging gate for contr 79 N 59093C— Shipping weight 5 pounds 

dup. Buy t the easy way—order by phone. 
Set #599 

White House, 
Presidents $599 

E uw E. 
LEN 

The sun beats down and men grow weary. . 
they need you to help carry on the action 

Sot includes building, fencing, flag. play 
cannon. 20 Alamo figures, 36 Mexican fig- 
ures, horses. The Alamo fell a long time ago, 
bat you can re-create the fateful battle with 
this set. 

Sears];. 

Headquarters building with turned-edge is litho- 
sed steel. Ein. circumference fencing with 

ing gate. Other pieces are non-toxic, col 
ded plastic. Encampment set includes 

well, forge, anvil, grindstone, chopping block. Al- 

Make big decisions А 
with these famous теп 

Set includes White House and all our 
Presidents. from George Washington 
through Richard Nixon. Scale model 1-in, 
White House snaps together. Molded Presi 
dents stand 1¥% їп. high. Non-toxic plastic 
49N59094-Shps. wt 21s. 1002. .Set $5.99 



drums and bugles give the call, banners whip in a high wind 

and you're right there, making famous moments in history come alivel 

Two flags flying! Only one can win! 
You command the action that decides the outcome 

Sot includes Colonial mansion: | Lee, - — molded plastic, All other pieces are molded plastic. 24 pieces of encampment 
man: 40 Union and 40 Cont 1 y pel including sandbags, stools drums, dispatch table. Blue and Gray 
‘and mortars: bunkers: tents: encampment equipment: and split-ail feno- assembly instr. incl. Buy it the easy way—order by 
ing . . over 100 pieces, Mansion is 11 inch long lithographed steel and 79 N 80098C-~—Ages 4 and up. Shipping weight 4 pounds - Set $6.99 

This is how it all began! Lead the brave rebels 
who risked all to win freedom for our country 

Colonial Patriots, 24 Redeoats, hors powder kegs, fire and pot, anvil pile of logs, chopping block, 
house accesories include benches, table, spinning whee, side chair, rocking 

victory for the Colonies 10 
Pieces injection-molded plastic. Stockade accessories include well churn, 



It's the dawn of civilization 
and YOU ARE THERE with a 
57-piece Pre-historic Piay Set 

$627 

‘Set features pre-historic animals and cavemen in a 
natural setting of rocks, caves, pools, mountains and 
trees. Setting is 16-8. long, 6/,-in. high. Unbreakable plastic pieces are in various colors, and to scale. 
Booklet on pre-historic times incl. Ages 4 and up. 49 N 59199—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ‘Set $6.27 

Really big, authentically detai 
join them in their exciting adventures 

Geronimo 
and Horse 5599 

Geronimo stands 11%, inches tall. 
is dressed in complete tribal outfit. 
All limbs movable. Pinto horse has 
saddle, accessories, 14%x13% 
inches high. Plastic. 39 pes. Ages 5 

up. 
49 м 59095-Wt. 3 Ibs 2or.. $5.99 

586 [Sears]. 

Jane West er 
and Flame 5599 

Frontier gal is outfitted to ride 
ber borse, Flame. Jane's 11 in. 
tall, fully jointed to stand or 
ride. Comes with 25 items in 
duding riding gear, skirts, hats, 
and other accessories. 13-inch 
high horse has saddle, bridle 

Ages 5 and up. 
49 н 59056—Wt Jibs. 5599 

Movable BIG JIM'* wants to take you camping 

5999 
Sports Camper. 18-in. van with 
hinged windshield—put Jim behind 
wheel. Stores all accessories; boat, 
rescue gear . . 17 pcs. in all. Big 
Tim"* doll not incl. Plastic. 
тә м 59166C-WL 6 Ibs... Set 

d figures .. 

Johnny West and 
Thunderbolt 599 

Cowboy Johnny's dressed in 
chaps and spurs, Big—11%, in. 
tall; fully jointed to take any 
stance. Over 21 pes, of campfire 
and personal gear incl. Jaunty 
13-in. high horse has saddle, bri 
die. Plastic. Ages 5 and up. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 
49 м 59055 1599 

$499 = 

Big Jim" with 10-pc. hunt- 
ing outfit. Simulated leather 

pack, rifle, more. Plastic 
Ages 4 and up. 

Shipping. 
49N 59183 

=. 
$499 

Armored Knight 
and Horse 9699 

Armed for battle, 11'/-in. tall. 
warrior mounts his 13in. high 
horse. Fully jointed arms, 
head. 53-pc. set ind. shield, fa 
standard, armor for knight and 

more. Plastic. Ages 5 
and up. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 59052-Silver-color $6.99 
49 N 5905 1-Gold-color . 699 



Electronic voice reproduction 

has high fidelity sharpness, clarity 

Built-in illumination for 

consistent light-bright pictures 

Personal earphone so View-Master 

will tell the story only to you 

Volume control 

$1749 mice $1999: 
Chery two-tone blue View-Master has high-impact plastic cas, 
Cer eain Nigh Store in the сыйн canoes? 
With metal top. Earphone incl. Uses 2 "C" batteries (order below). 
With 1 reel. (7 scenes). Sorry, no choice. 
3, 7000- Shipping weight 15 ounces. ...........81749 
With Snoopy and Red Barone S-reel pack plus 1 other reri. (28 scenes). ipping weight 3 pounded елет. =- 31999 

Battery. Pkg. of two. Shpg. wi Pg. 390 

З N 97736 Зм 97746 3 N 97817 3N 97821 

Packets for all Talking View-Master Viewers 

reel Packet tells a complete story Pecet 

ILLUSTRATED 3N7613-Hair Bear Bunch. No 3097827 
3N7602- Partridge Family Space Like Home 
3N7603-Walt Disney 3N7618-Lancelot Link. 

ond Secret Chimp 
3N7604-Bugs Bunny. 3N7619-Lassie 3897738 

Big Top Bunny Look Homeward 207228. 
3N2605-Winnie The Pooh 3N7620-Little Red 
3N7606-101 Dalmations Riding Hood 3897801 
3897736-Snoopy and the — 3N7621- Mickey Mouse 

Red Barone. 3N7622-Peanuts® un: 
3N97746-The Flintstones 3N7623-Pebbles, Bam Bam — 3897788 
3NG7B17-The Aristocats 3N7624-Peter Pan эуез! -Bep Beep. >  3N7625-Pinocchio a 
e Beauty 2997209 

awovazs The Christmas 307627-Tom and erry 
Story 3nreze- Woody нот SHOWN Woodpecker mona 

347607- Aesop's Fables 3407781-Disneyland | Ags Fables Злата Грачова 
IMS Football moa 
an7000-Domald Duek 3¥97832-The Night Bas. 
387610- Exploring. Belore Christmas 

Went se areas Войо the Red 
wen Кым! Немен reas 
purus: sers Wonders 307739 

" ol the Deep 3897815 
awe 4-Hoidi "A 
а М елу 2957809 Wild Animals 3007737 

Hound TU Dra 
anna und ars Сериен б pud 

Beanstalk SNE Probie Eu 
3-reol pocket. (21 scenes) Postpaid. (Shipping weight each 5 ounces.) 

es plus sound 21 $295 

Mickey Mou 
Donald Duck. 
Gooty in 
Wizard of Оз 
Seven W 
of the Wo 
Apollo Moon 
Landing 
The A ВС» 
Washington 
DE 
Noah's Ark 
Little Drummer 
Boy 
Cindere 
American 
Indian 
Raggedy Ала 
and Andy 
Our Planet 
Earth 
National Parks. 
Jungle Book 
Airplanes of 
the World 
Snow White 
Childre 
Superman 
Bugs Bunny 

Packet $295 

Zoo 

Partridge Family, Super. 
‘man, Flintstones, Seven 
Wonders of the World, 
and Children's Zoo. 

"Unlighted talking View- 
Master of gray plastic; 
Matas in. Six talking 
reels (42 scenes). You can 
use regular non-talking 
View-Master reels, too. 
Cardboard canister with 
metal top. Uses 2 "C^ 
batteries. order above. 

Shpg- wt. 2 Iba 11 or. 
382601 .......:51475 

A great low price for an original 
Talking View-Master 

with one reel 
SFALUEI 

5099 | (ow Jum ) 

Set comes with unlighted, 
gray plastic View-Master, 
Ahab inches wide. Plus 1 
talking reel (7 scenes). All 
regular View-Master reels 
can be used, too. Uses 2 “С” 
batteries, order above. 
389773—Wt. 2 ba. . 89.99 



1 Just wait ший you see these in color: 
Rudolf, the Red Nosed Reindeer; Snoo- 

py and Red Baron®; Partridge Family; 
Night Belore Christm: Beep, Beep 
the Road Runner. Each is a 2-reel story 
total 10 reels, 70 scenes, For individual 
viewing, а lighted 3-D stereo View-Master 
with one 7 scene demonstration reel. (Uses 
2 "C" batteries, order below.) Two-dimen- 
sional projector with 30-walt lamp, 3 ele 

Self-lighted Stereo Viewer 
te $33 = 
Lights ip 
lever toc 

Deluxe View-Master Theatre 
With projector, lighted viewer (no batteries) 

10 fantastic reeis and reel holder 
$1597 

ment (:2.8 lens. Blue, high-impact plastic 
‘ase. 6-ft. power cord. For 110-120-v., 60-. 
AC. UL listed. Extra lamp sold at right. 
387632— Wi 4 lbs 20r... Outfit 415.97 

9 Screen. Hang on wall or set on tables 
Heavy paper with matte white finish 

embossed (or clarity. 30x40-inch screen. 
Wire stand. Rolls up for storage. 
IN 8545C— Shipping weight 3 lbs... ¢3 35 

E 

see every scene bright and clear 

iz $520 
fy where, gives lifelike depth to each scene. Touch bar for picture, flip. 

ange scene. High impact blue plastic. Uses 2 

zx $665 

batteries, order below. 
Viewer with 1 real. 7 scenes, sorry no choice. 
3N 7633 Shipping weight 7 ounces 1373 
Viewer with 4 reels. 3 reels of "The Partridge Family" plus 1 extra. 28 scenes 3N 7634— Shipping weight 1 pound 1520 
Viewer with 7 reels. All Disney characters. 49 scenes. 3 н 7635—-Shipping weight 1 pound 3655 34 N 4665-—C" Battery. Package of 2. Shpg. wi. pke 4 oz Pig. 39€ 

588 [Sears] 2% 

Te 
Walt Disney Theatre $1389 

in the round 
With 10 reels (70 scenes) of Disney favorites: Winnie 
the Pooh, Mickey Mouse, Bambi, Aristocats, others. 2 
dimensional 30-watt blue plastic projector, ELS lens, 6 
ft cord. Unlighted plastic 3-D stereo viewer. Storage cyl 
inder, Projector for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. UL listed. 
3N 7630—Shipping weight 4 ibs Outfit $13.89 
3 н 7631—Projector only. WL 2 Ibs. 602. 1039 
Extra Lamp for Projector. Code BVR. 
3 н 8682— Shipping weight 4 ounces 268 

VIEW-MASTER 
Your favorite stories come to life 

in full color 3-D scenes 

Low-cost unlighted Stereo Viewer 

S59 vex $307 vox 9452 
View-Master fun at a budget price. View by holding up to light. 
Lever changes scene. High impact beige plastic 

Viewer with 1 reel 7 scenes, sorry no choice SR SS Shipping weight Bounces өзә 
Viewer with 4 reels. 3 reels of “The Partridge Family” plus 1 extra 
reel 28 seenen, Ун 7036 Shipping weicht 1 pound 1 ounce эзо? 
Viewer with 7 scenes. 49 briliant colored scenes, all cartoon fa Bere 
3 N 9754—Shipping weight 12 ounces 1452 
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37042 387647 3 7262 3697228 389712 3N 97596 3N 7085 3N 97059 

3-D VIEW-MASTER® Reels. Each catalog number below is for one 3-reel packet (21 scenes). Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 3 oz ). . ........Packet $1.50 
ILLUSTRATED 3867536. Peanuts 3867365- Веер Beep, 3007372- Peter Pan 3897614- Wild Animals of 

380646-Fiddler on 37655- The Brady Bunch the Rosdrinner  3N9730-Snow White the World 
the Roof 3N97659-Santa's 3w9750- Barbie World 3N97201-Captain Kangaroo — 3N97615-Sirenge Animale 

GR am m Peu Workshop. Trip 3097317-Goldilocks. of the World 
an97311-Pinoechio 3N97238-Pinocchlo, Lady 3N97334-Tom and Jerry 3n97222-Moses and the 
mum Sr NEW 1972 RELEASES ‘and the Tramp, — 3N97094-Banana Splits Plagues of Egypt 

‘Animals 387652-The Old South nd Snow White 3M9736-Alice in Wonderland 
3m07232-Raggedy Ann, Andy 3N7053-Cantles ol Europe ^ 2897533-Casper, the 389229-Litüe Yellow Dinosur EDUCATION AND TRAVEL 
CM 3N7054-Mysterious Peking Friendly Ghost 3N97104-Soper Man and 3867099-Apollo Moon Landing 
3n7043-Charle Brown's 3N7669-Mosos a867003-Nanny and the Computer Crook 3887371-Pmebistoric Lile 

Summer Fun and the Ten Professor 3N7656-Curiosity Shop 3897373-Rocks, Minerals 
EAT =) Commandments 3N97227-Bedknobs and 387657-The Smith Family 3y97e11-Wild Birds 
pra سالا 3n7660-Bugs Bunny, Broomsticks 3NS7145- Fish Lile 
Es mo Щ Big Top Bunny 3N97851-Noah's Ark SPORTS 309781. Butterflies 
Змөвіа Тһе Flintstones 3N7661-Hair Bear AN87318-Cinderella 3097204-Instructional 3097337-American Indian 
397645 Inside China Bunch 3n97223-City Beneath Football 3857235-Grand Canyon 
IMATE Christmas Story 3N7662-Scooby Doo, the Sea 3867209-Motorcycle Racing River Expedition 
3N97807-Snoopy and the Snow Ghost aws7237-Mickey Mouse, | 3697208-Auto Racing awsT226- The Holy Land 

Wed Barone an7664-Rare Coins Donald Duck and — 3N7648-NCAA Track and 3N8712-Hawail 
3N9787-Rudolph, the Red — 3N7863-Exploring the Gooty in Field Championship — 3N97783-The White House 

Nosed Reindeer Universe, "Clock Cleaner” awreso-Worid Boblad 3N97813-Colonial 
anorae2-The Night 2N7005-Famow Stamps 3N87339-Popeye o gy Championship. Williamsburg 

fore Christmas 3,97131- Smokey the Bear 3N97138-San Diego Zoo 
3N7642-Here's Lucy CHILDRENS FAVORITES — 3w97617-Children'a Zoo THE UNUSUAL 3097383. Perm Ivana 

Orleans Square 3N97832-101 Dalmatians 2897231-Millon Dollar Duck 3N97142-Ringling Brother's Dutch Count 
‘tod Haunted Manson 3N9713-The Love Bug  3n97831-Rugs Bunny Circus 3N97964-Marineland, 
at Disney World  3N87981-Wizard of Or 3N97364 Jungle Book an97901-Seven Wonders 3N97395- Yellowstone Park 

aws73e2 Winns the Pooh 3N97381-Littlest Angel 3N9741- Mother Goose of the World Ang7085 Niagara Falle 
3097228 Partridge Family — 3N97184 Áristocats энәэзэ- Нед эмтелэ-Рав Атга 147 3N97889-Great Smokey 
3897132- Lassie 3N97478-Daniel Boone 3N87129-Caspers Ghostland 3N87103-Auto Daredevil Show Mountains 

Special 
| 7-Reel Packs 

in 3-D 

з N 7638— Disney World 
3 N 97911—America's Scenic Wonders 

Animals of the World. 
15— Fred Flintstones and Friends 

Disney Cartoon Favorites 

э N 97921— Television Cartoon Favorites 
Shipping weight each pack 4 ounces. . .Pack $249 

NOTE АЯ 3.0 View Maser rre id on ө Now you can play a new fun game with the View-Master 
KLoMP-IT $577 

Capture the card of the Disney character you see in the viewer. A throw of 
-Master Reel the die tells you how many clicks or scene changes to make. You might me 

en Chaat JA Mickey Mouse; your opponent might see Pluto. There is only one card with. 
= both Mickey and Pluto, and both ol you want to capture that card. Act 

Neat way to store and protect reels and all quickly .. "klomp" the character card with the suction cup. Included: four 
View-Master units, except the talking game boards, 2 unlighted stereo View. Master viewers, 4 reels, 96 cards (2 
models. Holds up to 23 three-reel packs. Characters on each), 4 suction cups, 1 di 
High impact polystyrene in mappy red, э н 7639— Shipping weight 3 pounds... $077 
white. BMXSUAS0S in. deep. Reels not inel. 
з N 7640—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. $2.59 11501 Sears 589 



Books for Baby to Grow on 
For the Crib Crow | f 

Baby's First Picture Book . . thread-sewn plastic These books are colorful, washable cloth * Largo lifelike pictures brightly printed in non-toxic inks + Baby can chew on them, sleep on them, they're nearly indestructible + Sticky fingerprints and candy smears wipe right off with a damp cloth + Thread-sewn, illustrated and printed in non-toxic inks Tiny Tots 6-book Set of Picture Books. 3 Set of 3. Each book SYaxiVa Д Sel of 6. Each book contains 6 T MONS х ыеп, S is amai a pama О pagan Band lacio, Pose books to help baby Identify objects illustrations child an early interest in learn — favorites for little tyke. theyll contour as well as picture, Titles in- Titles include: Objects, Things Baby ing and memorizing enjoy again and again. Titles Little ude Teddy Bear. Bow Wow. My Sees. Cuddly Animals, Hey Diddle Titles” include: Nursery Pola Nurmersladd. Farm Polk House. Pinky Panda, Pussy Cat. Diddle, Babys Large Objects and Rhymes. ABC Children, Count Babys Rhyme Hook, Pussycat Cindy Lou. Paper tape 275551 in. — Things Baby Does with Mother. From England 3N1630-5h« wi mike SS15 ЗМ NGXIB—Wi m ten Set $237 

See and Feel Books Baby Animals 
(5 thes 7) Baby loves to touch and Set of 4 Books. Bach play with these colorful reproduc- inches. Lifelike. color Чопа of soft puppies, bunnies animals are the characters used to scratchy sand. Sturdy spiral-bound make learning basic skills enter. cardboard are respectively taining. Sturdy paperboard takes ind Text in. lots of thuml iles: Counting Easy. Telling 

ing Colors is 
E»122] — 3N183M- Wise мш Se 6355 

le rauch, E 

Little Golden Books Sunny Book Library . . 24-book Set Learn by Shape Books 
Set of 10. A library of baby's fa- Mr. Gallagher» Donkey; Dick ( 8 thru 10 ) Books that teach by shape ax well as picture. yorite selections. Titles: Tawny n; Storyland; Fairytale Favorites. Gidappy. 8 Set of 3. Big Shoe. Big Counting, Big АВС. Scraveny Lion. Saggy Baggy Ele. ц: Dumpy: Terry Plays Policeman IN 1522—Appron Sion ia tm WU sot 2 la Gon Set $2.88 1. Pokey Little Shy Lota Play Store; Lile Farmer Brown: Bobbie H^ O Ser of 3 Wheel book ae. Wheels actually tum Айе Kitten Seufly the Төн. Nickel; Fairytales from Anderson: Tut. Tut Tales. Ө Mit Train һен) ook set. Wheels, actually turn, Seven Little, Postmen, ABC Little Red Riding Hood; Sleepy: Leander the Gander book 14x6%s inches, two books 1247, inches hymen. Wild Animal Babies Where's Miss Mullet Little Putt-Putt; Cub Reporter, rk tab inches, two books I жык our Lille Kittens, Tootle Each Ladybug Hitch Hikes Home. Poor Pussy Willow. Sleepy 
YX in. av. 24 pagos time Train: Spotty Goes on an Errand Paperbound 10 eol 10. Соки ыр bore sort includes: Kitten SNVGOV-Wi чн 21м Wen Set $288 IN 1524- Ea. илк дерт WE а Diha der Set $277 Farm, Truck and Bus. Car, Sign, Winnie and Tigger. Train. Бого, Birthday, Bird. Each 8x8" in. 

IN 1508- Shpg wt set LT Hor s3277 
Easy Reader Bible Stories 

Set of 12. Informative. For beginners. 
family reading Each 5x6% im. 32 

les Ten Commandments 
е Little Children: Story of 

lesus. Friends are for Loving: God's 
Growing Things, Bible 

The Real 
Mother Goose 

эне» illustrated in eol- 
or by Blanche Fisher Wright. 
Mother Goose is still favorite Loves Me: Friends of among young! н Jesus. Who This ‘beautiful edition is Jesus, Me. My perfect. introduction to these Tod. Shpg wt set 1 Ib Bor lassie poems. Hardeover, 130 545255. pages. Pax], in. Shpr we 1 ib. 12 or 
an 1667 ne 



It's a happy world with 
Raggedy Ann* and Andy 

Papıer-mäche 
complete the charming group Buy the easy way ‚order by phone 
] Poster, A picture of love 
INEA Nt n Wie 5246 

2 Pillow. Cotton. kapok filled 
15817 in. Dry clan. Jagen: 

NISSAN I Fee, 
Fnogedy Ane characters ©1972 
Bobs Мита Compare. ic 

Playtime Stories from Disney 

Golden Books 

actly as 
in 33% 
зм 1001 olor illustrations In- am 

clude Mickey Mouse 
Picnic. Donald Du 

Train. Three 
Че Pigs. Mickey Mous 
and Pluto Pup. Luck 
Puppy. Winnie Meets 
Gopher. Mother Goose. 
Winnie and Tigger, Pi 
nocehio, Disney on Pa 
rade. Wt set 1 Ib Sos 
NIS S5as388 

Storybook and Record Sets 
Child lis 

Tustrated books, Tex‘ 

TRIER: 

‘and bank for your pennies 

3 Bookends. Weighted, felted 
Each біп high. From Japan. 

IN 462- Wi Alba dee... Pair 3788 
Figurescene, 6x4 in. Japan. 4 S em an 
Bonk. 017 in. wide Pron Japan Erro a 

rpm recorde 
4 1, Mary Poppi ambi The 

bar 
3N 1515 

| 
т Ed 

G Stor-Time Point ond Coloring 

8 Counting Bus Learn numbers Ir 
3N 1516 

Q Alphabet Mon. A 

lil 
From the bookshelf of Al new 
Raggedy Апп and Andy "= 

Visecton QUA Hun очата doli Oria e Qt 
Mardbound, 95x67 llustrationsby author many in color 95 pgs avr. 

Seve 13% when yon hoy ө valine sans net. Separate prices totol 55 22. 
ЭШ Raggely Ann and Andy and Camel with Wrin- 

3N 1719 Shipping weight өн und cc sasa 
Set I. Raggedy Andy Stories: Raggedy Ann and Andy and the Nice Fat 
Policeman, 
ЭМ 17207 Shipping weight ot 1 pound ounces mus 

эн 1718— Maga, Ann and Andy and he ee Pal cera 

an mo-. Ann’ Эм 1715 Raggedy Ans 
зм 1717—Racredy Ann in the Deep Deep 
IN 1716- Marcella. A Raggedy Ann Story 

Each 32008 

эн m-k 

эн тм- алу Ann in 

Shipping weight each 12 sonors. 

Activity Set 
гэ playtime with Raggedy Ann 

Andy, Set includes about 

You” book. Coloring, paint wih 
water. sticker. dot 
and color books 
IN 1535- Wi e doe 55400 

Partridge Family co 

on. yarns. paper towels 
‚per cut-out kit bo 

ie 



(1 thre 5) Joan Walsh 
Anglund's special gifts Her 
book captures the rapture 
of Christmas spirit ia 28 
pages of poetry and illus 
tration. 

The ceramic, musical Christmas tree that revolves to the tune of Jingle Belis will be a forever keepsake. Completing the scene are the storybook pocket dolls + a boy and giri done up in Christmas finery rendy for the git exchange Girl shown on pocket-dol size bent-wire chair (abd separately below) (1) зм 1748 Book. Christmas In a Time of Giving. 44417 in. Wt. d oz. $2.67 (2) 3N 17 Ceromic, Musical Christmas Tree. 31534 in. We. 10 о. 14.88 
(3 ond 4 ) Christman Pocket Dolls. Each 7 in. tall. Shpg. wt. ca. 3 ot (3) 3N 1746—Boy Парс. иа — (4) 3N 745 Ci Del... 4.88 
(5) Red Metal Choir. Fits all inch pocket size dolls 3 1732—Approximately 61514 inches Shipping weight 4 ounces Each 194 

A Friend Is 
Someone Who 

Likes You 
(6 the 8 ) Charming friend 
group will make anybody fed fike he has a special new one of 
his very own. The imaginative 
ly illustrated book, with is аы! story, comes to Ше 
with the little re haired friend 
Picks doll, sod papier micht 

nk (you slip the pennies in 
the bow ia back), 
(6) Book. 41517 in. 28 Пс к: 

| Qd pet 7 in tal са 4 1622—We 3 ae... дала 
T A (8) Friend Bonk. 034 in. tall 17) 32W 13 os... 35.77 

Joan Walsh Anglund 
Sampler 

Ви пиш. framabie 
tures depicting popul 

Scenes from these [amous 
Books. Set of 12 scenes 
from her most books, including "Christ, 
mas Is a Time of Giving”, 
"Spring ls a New Begin: 
ning" and many others High quality, heavy paper 31795 We Ib. 1c $544 
592 [Sears] ux 

Love Is a Special 
Way of Feeling 

{ 9 ond 10 ) 28-page 
book in poetry and pie 
tures, Out of the pages, a 
“Love” pocket doll in red 
and white, Chair sold on. 
facing page. 
(9) Book. 44427 in. 
IN 17 NL os. 2247 
10) Doll. 7 in. tall. 
NYHG—WL.3 ила 

What Color Is Love 
(11 ond 12 } "Most any 
color when it is really 
love. 32 pages of Шамга 
tion and story. Flower 
girl, pocket doll with 
Posies in hand. 
11) Book. 414457 in. 
N 752 Wi. 3 o, 3247. 

(12) Doll. 7 in. tal 
JN USICWC 5 oc. HRS 

The Brave Cowboy 
(13 thru 18 ) Buckle on your guns, podner, and hitch up your belt, You're ready to ride with Brave Cowboy and his friend Bear. Beat 
and cowboy bank and cowboy pocket doll help translate these 4 
fascinating fantasies into realities. All books illustrated, 74x63 im 
Tin, cowboy pocket doll wears black felt sombrero on his red hair, 
fancy polka-dot kerchief, boots and gun. Brightly painted papier 
maché bank has money slot in back, is 494x955 in. tall 
(13) 3 N 1765 Bock. Cowboy's Christmas. 36 pages, WL 7 oz... S294 
(14) 3 N 1764—Book. Cowboy and Mi Friend. 31 pages. Wt 7 or... 247 
(15) 3 N 1763—Scok. Cowboy's Secret Ше 30 pages. Wi. 7 o 247 
(16) З М 1762—Book. The Brava Cowboy. 36 pages. Wt Tor... 294 (17) 3 N 1789—trave Cowboy бой. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. p (18) 3 N 1770—Comboy ond Beor Bank. Shire. wt. 15 ш. 527 



¡de 
® Three Big Storybook Friends v 

( 26 thru 28 ) Each of these dolls is beautifully dressed as 
pictured in ber story stands 13 inches tal 
26 Sarg. Doll. Pretty beribboned blond. Eri жш we cune 

Ready the hand. a Ath hee 
  рн сибе, SN Siping weight 7 ounces. esser 5288ا سام انک ۔

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Aii dolis figurescenes, banks, 
bookends, furniture from Japan. Dolla are soft cotton, stuffed 
with kapok, dressed in hand-made removable cotton clothes. 

A 

a oe 

п 7 

2 
Da 

6 
А Year Is Round 

( 29 thru 34 } From winter to winter . . spring to тыты Тэ Sie LX ce E 
beautifully painted papier-miché figureswenes TT UE Ig ые Жым put n аң та оты ER AETI Не кыз Û беткеш Water, Mal om ы o 

toe . . three little children play in the snow. з Sem a 7 
31 Figurescene Spring. Two little ones ever so аА з ОЛАИ те. ил 32 eee ene Pis on А nn ne ышы Ten... 33 Payne fi, Sedis миш. ajo бейш MEE ein eret 
BN Tae MSR iri 

"round. Joan Walsh Anglu 
every 
The 

A Pocketful of Proverbs 

(35 ond 36 ) The book in liy 
I jst 434034 inches ut the 27 
Tiere maxima to live and icara by - so charmingly Mostrated 
Flgarescene, "A stitch in time", 
depicts that iden delightfully 

ook, Shipping weight or. 35 tos m 
ia 36 er 

RAS nae 

Sometimes in 

Boy Dol. О) 3N1786—Perame. We. 1 Ib. бог Set 9 
(23 thru 25 ) Spring ls a New Beginning. 
Flower-freah story when the whole world wakes 
from its long winter nap. 30-page book and two 

Blonde spring girl comes 
dressed in yellow organdy. Rain child wears a 
bright yellow slicker and sou wester. 
74а. pocket dolls 

H The scene ie set for your favorite friends 
from the enchanting books of Joan Walsh An- 
glund®, Delights to read with their simple text, 

sometimes in poetry, always 
with captivating pictures The charming story 
book dolls, so real and lovable, make every 
Character your very own playmate. 
(19 thru 22 ] Moming Is o Little Child, Two 
lovely children face a bright, beautiful ау, 32 
page book. Sleepy time boy and girl pocket dolls, 
7 in. tall; she in pink nightie carrying her doll 
be in blue sleepers with teddy bear. Doll sized 
rattan furniture, painted white 
chairs (one on facing page), 1 setier, 1 table. 

(23) 3N 1740 Monk. 45427 in. WL. 4 os.. 3247 14) Зм 1738 Spring Dal, Wt, 3 ox. m 
GS) зм 1730 ва ©м Doll We. Toc... але 

set incl. 2 

rj t] 

Boy ond Girl Bookends. Ex- 
itely defined in papier-màché 
буті in. Decorative, useful. 

3NT781— Wr. 2 Iba. 2 oc. Pair 99.66 
es [Sears] 593 



Music Makers 
for the young 

and 
young at heart 

Cut 54 
Our Best Harmonica 

Hohner Chromatic Harmonica with Case. 64 
brass reeds, plastic valves. 16 boles and 4 oc- 
taves, Plays in the key of C. Soft plastic carry 
сазе. 7 inches long. From West Germany. 
57 н 2592—Shpi. wt. 1 Ih. *18.95 

Sounds of Serenade 
5 Concertina. Features 20 amply-spaced 

bass buttons and 40 individually-mount 
ed accordion reeds. Wood frame. Beautiful 
red pearl finish. Aluminum mecha 
release button. With adjustab 
and instructions. Measures 7,27) 
to 16 inches, From Italy 
57 н 2514 1—Shpg. wt 12998 

Accurately  Stendard-size Ukule 
m ingerboard. Pos 

for easy chording. Hardwood bo 
in dark mahogany. Measures 6 
in. long. Includes pick and i 
57 N 12552—Shpg. wt 21b 

markers 

Wind Instruments 
1] Recorder. Baroque fingering, 2 double 

holes. Pearwood . . leak resistant cork 
joints. Includes carry bag, swab, fingering in 
structions, From Israel 
Soprano Recorder. Key of С 
57 N25271—WL. 7 ox. Each 15.95 
Alto Recorder. K 
57 N25281—Wt. 1202. Each 995 
8 Brass Bugle. Regulation instrument. Key 

of G, side to change to key of F. Mouth- 
piece with chain holder. Includes carry bax and instructions. 
57 N 2501—Shpg. wt. 1302 11195 

1 Package of 3 Marine Band Harmonicas. Keys of A. C and 
С. Features 20 brass reeds and 10 holes. From West Germany, 

Each boxed separately. 
57 N 2588 1— Shipping weight 12 ounces Pkg. +7.88 

Q Marine Band Harmonica. Plays in the key of C. 20 brass 
reeds and 10 holes. From West Germany. Soft plastic case. 

57 N 2589—Shipping weight 4 ounces 1329 

Echo Harmonica. Double sided tremolo instrument with 32 
double holes. Key of C and С. 64 reeds. Nickel-plated covers. 

Comes with its own box. From West Germany 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

57N 2594 1799 

4 Hohner Blues Harp Harmonica. Key of C. 20 reed, 10 holes. 
From West Germany. Soft plastic carry case. 

57 м 2595—Shipping weight 3 ounces 2379 

9 Bongo Set. Includes 5% 
in. and 6-in. goatskin head 

bongo drums, Pius 2 molded 

10 Tenable 10 inch Tam- 
bourine. 8 hugs. 7 sets 

of jingles. Wood ring, Re 
maracas and 2 hardwood movable plastic head. 
claves. Includes instructions. Shipping wt. 1 lb. 12 ox. 
То order the easiest way look 57 N 2639 1095 
in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck 
‘and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call. Mexico. 
57 м 2603-Wr. 5 Iba. 

jingles. WL 1 Ib. 4 оз. 
s740 57N2630 1495 



Espionage and intrigue are 
lurking around the corner.. 

Walkie-Talkie enables 
minute-by-minute contact Jf 

with fellow spies 

+ 100 milliwatt chassis . . enough power to transmit 

top secret messages up to a mile away” 

+ Small enough to conceal 
in your pocket 

* Wireless walkie-talkie 
comes complete with 
battery .. ready to operate 
the moment danger strikes / 

Y 

each $1395 
Save with each additional 
Walkie Talkie you buy! 

$2700 3 1053975 



Superior quality. Low noise, slow-speed oxide. Deep lubrication preserves tape life and protects recorder heads. Moisture, heat-resistant polyester base. 
Fits all cassette recorders. 
57 N 3472—C-60 Cassette; 1 hr. playing time. WL 6 os. 2198 57 М 3473—C-90 Cassette; 1% hr. playing time. Wi. 6 oz. 275 57 м 3474—C-120 Cassette; 2 hr. playing time. Wt. 6 oz. 389 
Economy. For taping voice and non-critical music. Fits all cassette recorders. 57 N 348 1—Pkg. of 3 C-60 Cassettes; 1 hour, WL l0 az... Each Pkz. $1.99 57 N 3488—C-90 Cassette; 1% hour playing time. WL 1 Ib. 202. ,3 for 4.29 
596 [Sears] ш 

Portable 
Cassette 

Player-Recorders 
Both models 

have these features: 

* Automatic level contr 
provides accurate recordings 
without distortion 

* Convenient start/stop ri 
ing switch on microph 

• Dual-powered . . op 
se current batteries or on ho: 

with AC adapter (sold below) 
* Blank cassette included 

Our lowest price ever for any 
cassette player-recorder with 

push-button controls 

Records and 
aurally. Push-h: 

stop/eject 
controls include. 

y, rewind and 
record. Automatic level control makes re 
cording simple . . no manual adjustments 
necessary. Tone and volume contr 

Instant sound solid-state chassis 
life. 2%-inch speaker. Drop. 
for portability ease. Black plastic cabinet 
with brushed-aluminum trim: 8Y,x6%x2%, 
in. deep. Microphone, 30-min. blank cas 

AC adapter, 4 "C" size 

57 N2110—Wt 324.50 
57 м 2146—AC adapter. Wi. Tor... 350 
Long lasting Alkaline-type Batteries. 

batieries below 

57 м 6451—Wt. 1 Ib. Soz. ....4 for $2.00 
Carbon-zine type Batter 
57 N 6446—Shpg. wt 8 4 for 64e 

Compact model with 3-inch 
speaker, handy clip-on carrying 
strap and push-button controls 

Records and plays all cassettes m. 
aurally, Recording level adjusts au 

matically. Push-button controls 
record, rewind, fast forward, stop. V 

trol 
Solid state chassis for instant sound. Vi 

nyl carrying strap. Auxiliary input. Black 
and gray plastic cabinet with brushed-alu. 
minum-trim: 8/x5%x2% in. high. Mike, 
earphone, 4 "C" batteries, 30-min. blank 
cassette incl. Japan. Order adapter below 
57824182-Wt. 3 lbs. 11 oz. 32950 
57N34992-AC adapter. WL 120r... 650 

Pre-recorded Cassettes 
oc $198 | —.— $588 

Children's Cassettes. Favorite storybook characters come to life. 
57 м 5862— Heidi. weight 3 ounces #198 
57 N5803—Trearury of 33 Mother Goose Рәми Shpa. wi. J or. 198 
57 N 5B64— Treasury of 22 Folk Sones Jor Kids Shpg wt. 3 or- 198 
57 н 5865— Adventures of Tom Sawyer in Story and Song Wi 30r... 198 
57 N 5866— Cinderella. Shipping weight 3 ounces 198 
Teen-favorite Cassettes. Dance to the music of these groovy hits. 
57 N 5868— David Cassidy. Cherish. bt Зог. 15.88 
57 N 5869— Bobby Sherman. Groatest Hiis, VoL 1. Shpg. wi 302. 5.88 
57 N5870—Partndge Family. Sound Magazine. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 588 
57 N 5871—Donny Osmond. To You with Low. Shp. wi 3 az. 588 
57 N 5872— Jackson Five. Greatest Hile Shipping weight 3 oz 5.58 



Portable 
8-track* 

Tape Players 
Both models 
have these features: 

Player only 

382 

Player with AM/FM Radio 

$5295 



Front-mounted stereo speakers. 
volume, tone and balance controls 

54995 
Permanently attached speaker wings (each with 6x2 in. speaker) make this 
portable extra compact . . only 22'/x159 in. Plays records of all speeds 
and sizes on full-size automatic turntable. Ceramic cartridge with synthetic 
sapphire needle. Automatic last-record shut-off. 15-rpm adapter. Solid state 
chassis for dependable performance. Gray -green molded plastic cabinet. 
57 N 3254C— Shipping weight 17 pounds $49.95 

Big 6x4 inch speaker in each detachable enclosure 
controls for volume, balance, 

bass and treble. Long-life diamond needle 

564% 
This lightweight "carry-about" portable puts the music wherever your 
коой times take you . . lets you stack your records for hours of party f 
Automatic turntable plays all sizes and speeds of records (4S-rpm adapter 
included). Lightweight tone arm with ceramic cartridge. Automatic Јам тес 
‘ord shut-off. Instant sound, dependable solid state chassis. Tan molded 
plastic cabinet measures 26'/xX15x9 inches deep. 
57 N 3258C— Shipping weight 19 pounds 16495 

NOTE Ай pror 

mounted speakers 

$3950 

ords . . shuts off automatically. Solid st 
white plastic-coated cabinet: 15/4312 
%7 м 3261C--Shipping weight 11 pounds 598 [Sears] riz 

Our most compact Portable Stereo. Side 
опе tone control 

plus a volume control for each speaker 

Fully-automatic BSR “mini” record changer plus two 6x2 in. 
speakers. Synthetic sapphire needie. Plays all size, speed rec 

Long-life diamond needle plus detachable speakers 
volume, tone and balance controls 

$5995 
Detachable speakers give up to 12 feet of stereo separation. Each wing with 
6x2 in. speaker. Compact cabinet measures 22%,x15x9 in. Full-size automatic 
turntable plays all size, speed records. 45-1pm adapter. Ceramic cartridge. 
Automatic last record shut-off. Solid state chassis for long, dependable per. 
formance. Autumn orange molded plastic cabinet. 
57 н 3256C— Shipping weight 17 pounds +5995 

Ш 
ШШ 
ҮШ 
ҮШ 
ШР 
my 

=- 

Slide-type controls for bass, treble, balance and 
volume. Sleek, slimline tonearm with diamond needle. 
Detachable speaker wings, each with 6x4 in. speaker 

57495 
This easy-to-carry phonograph puts the music where you want it . . fully 
automatic turntable plays all speeds and sizes of records. Lightweight tubular. 
tonearm with ceramic cartridge to pamper all records. Automatic last-record 
shut-off, Includes 45-rpm adapter. Solid state circuits mean instant sound 
and long, dependable performance. Each speaker wing boasts 6x4 in. speaker. 

wings extend up to 6 ft. each for full stereo effect. Medium brown molded 
plastic cabinet takes hard use, Measures 2571579 in. 
57 м 32664C— Shipping weight 19 pounds 97495 

Roller Cart for phono 
holds 100 albums 

$1495 
Steel frame, walnut-finished hard Í 
board top. Metal extension speaker 
shelves and trim. Easy-rolling cant- 
ers. 21%x13/4x20% in. high with 
10:in. shelves. Shpg. wt. 15 йж. 
5783204 1C- Ünarsembled. „14.95 



These truly toteable 
Monaural Phonographs 
play anywhere. . run 
on battery or line cord 

“= 124% 
E TÉ $2550 

45 rpm records. 

(1 thru 3 ) Hear your favorite sounds in your favorite 
places . „play 45 or 33%, rpm records anywhere, Works on 4 
“D” size batteries (included) or built-in AC cord. Instant. 
play solid state chassis for long life. Volume control. in. 
speaker. Phonograph with long-lasting synthetic sapphire 
needle protects records. Earphone jack. Brown-tan plastic 
cabinet. 12x 12/3, in. UL lined for 120-2, 60 He. Japan. 

1 Phonograph only. Does not include built-in radio 
57 N 3243—Shipping weight 7 Ibs 4 or. 424.50 

Phonograph only plus 10 records (no choice of selection) 
57 N 32435C2— Shipping weight 8 pounds 42550 

9 Phonograph with AM Radio. AM radio features easy 
to-read slide rule tuning. Built-in AM antenna. 

57 N3242— Shipping weight 6 pounds 12 ounces ..429.50 
Phonograph with AM Radio plus 10 records (no choice). 
57 N 32425C2--Shipping weight 8 pounds $3050 

$ Phonograph with AM/FM Radio. Radio has slide rule 
tuning. Built in AM antenna, telescoping FM antenna. 

57 м 3244—Shipping weight 7 pounds 4 ounces... 434.50 
Phonograph with AM/FM Radio plus 10 records (no 
choice of selection). 
57 N 32445C2— Shipping weight В pounds $3550 

Monaural portable phono is 
fully automatic . . boasts separate. 

volume and tone controls 

LAN 39%0 = 
Instant sound solid state chassis. S-inch oval 

Record Roller Cart 
holds phono and 75 records 

57 N32525C— Wt 15 ibs. 
"Buy phonograj 
Easy Payment Plan. Your monthly pay- 
ments begin in February, 1973 (in most 

x19 states). . ask for details. (There will be a 
finance charge for the deferral period]. 

to where the action is. 
size molded wheels add р 

2x1 

OE FURRY FACE 
chests noid Wo albume each 51495 2152850 : 

nM cA a Excmo ! Бад 
to 100 albuma. Sliding doors, 

———— qemovible record dividers 
Each wood-frumed hardboard ur r Tote 

  chest measures 2) A 19x15) inches od head removes to reveal 4S-rpm adapter уре recoےس
Skipped wnaisembled. п. Nylon, non-shedding ап be combed any way 

| To dad ЗСА use Furry Faces removable mouth yes form элу 
57N8532C-Mue 57N8534C-Green. doe whe ri Gift boxed. is 

Shipping weight each 16 pounds. тронет и 
KL, Each 014.95 2 lor 428.50 aiit [Sears] 599 



Playtime, Partytime Phonographs 
• 45-rpm adapter twists up 

can't get lost 

Two 4-inch end-mounted speakers. 
volume and tone controls 

32450— | 2600 : 
1 No wait for warm-up with instant. play solid state chassis. 

Built with integrated circuits for high performance and de- 
pendability. Plays all records monaurally . . even stereo. Dual 
point, turnover-type synthetic sapphire needle. Molded turnta- 
ble. Plastic laminated chipboard with washable imitation leather 
covering. Two-tone aqua blue. 
57 м 323630—12'/x14x0%, in. high. WL 10 bs. 92450 
Phono above plus six 4S-rpm rock records. 
57 N 32365C2— Shipping weight 10 pounds 92600 

+ Monaural amplified sound 
for clear reproduction 

+ Synthetic Sapphire Needles 
use even on stereo records 

Front-mounted 4-inch speaker 
volume and tone controls 

$1950 => | 52]0 
Q Instant-play solid state chassis, dependable 

circuits. Plays all size, speed records. Chip- 
board construction with washable imitation 
leather covering. Polka dot top and green bot. 
tom. Padded turntable. 10'/x12'4x6% inches. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
57832343 $1950 
Phono above plus six 45-rpm rock records. 
57 N 32345C2—Shp. эн. 9 In. $21.00 

NOTE: All phonograph. these two pages. for standard house current 120v.. 60 He 

Compact slimline design monaural 
Phono plays stereo records safely 

^ $1888 9 won 

Record Tote with 12, 45. 
rpm records 

50 Fun Learn Songs Like Ses. 

e Turntables are 
padded so records can't slip 

A great low price for a 
‘phonograph with 

4-inch top-mounted speaker 
Buy phono with exem, $1649 

3 Plays all sizes and speeds of records 
monaurally. Instant play chassis 

and integrated circuits. Volume control 
Chipboard with washable imitation 
leather covering . . multi-color top with 
red bottom. 57x12 4109, in. 
$7N32303-Shpg.wt Ibs 22 514,88 
Phono above. six 45pm records. 
57 32305C2-Shpr. wt. Slim. 416.49 

50 songs 
$359 

та ER. ame Steet. i STN 8663. We 1b, Joe. . 5389 
мене sapphire tipped nee ILTime Kiddy speed selector, Red orange plas 57N $664. Sipe wt зво 

87 3231- Shipping weight 5 po Mother Goose and Nursery Rhyme Favorites." 
Phono above plos six 45-rpm rock records 57 N 5665: Shpg we 1h ae 3359 
57N32315C2— Shipping weight 6 ide. 52049 '50 Great Christmas Favorites. Snes Shon wt I 1350 

45-rpm Record Sets 

Record Stand $]98 
$695 „2 Six records (25 tunes) plus cardbo 

Handy phono companion Puff the Magic Dragon. Plus M « Stores up to 50 albums, 57 N 5850. Shipping weight 1202. ....9198 
Steel frame. Walnut Walt Disney Favorites. 25 sone 
trained covering on 57N 5852. Shipping wt 12or 198 
pressed board top. No Mother Goose Favorites. Classics 
ma 17x 1x21 ín. 57 М 5854—Shpe. wt. 51.98 тлгн à Sesame Street Y Shipping weight is. $7 N 9098. ips. wt ton 2198 57N32001C .....9895 

600 [Sears], 

Alphabet Counting and other fun learn songs 

Shp. w 51.98 



Kiddy Phonos with the 
grown-up look of components 

Two-speed, single play monaural model 

$1950... $2050. 
Your children 

en We 

Two-speed, single play Stereo model 

$2995 $3095 

wlapter. Floating ceramic 

treated. 1144x684 28%4-in arate volume 
Walnut-color pl 

ing weight 11 pout $29.95 
Yo al tend rens records WL 12 н 

4-speed stereo phonograph 
with automatic record changer 

weight 14 $44.50 
и 45 rpm chibir nds We 15 lbs. 45.50 

Songs of Sesaı 
.. on each 33%-rpm 3 

(12-in.) record T 
"Sevome Street Volume I". 
57 N 866—Shpg. wt. 12 ox. $3.69 earn *n grow songs by $269 

TVs MISTEROGERS Best of Disney Storybook Albums “Sesame Street Volume IL“ 
57 N S887 Shoe. wt 12 on. 54.59 

MISTEROGERS knows that euch and every $ 69 
child is а very special person . . that's why he 23 
makes songs to help youngsters learn and grow Favorite Tune Record Sets 

Sones on thee 3386 трет (12 do) albums are Each album includes a 12-page fully llstrated 
recorded directly from his national TV program. 1344-rpm (12-in,) record. five 33% LP records per set 

vh record eniin. bow everyday things il imán $388 
= = а аа — Boy 57 N 5942—Shipping weight 1 pound $2.69 el 

а ey mu onde by pine Wine th Pooh and he Вы 
57 N 5944—Shippi Doy," Mother Goose Favorites. Plus Peter 

к weight 1 pound, ., ., 52.69 Рап, others. Record size 12 Let's Be Together Today = “Soom White end the Seven Darf" Clase. 57 HABS WE 3 Ths Bar Set 518 Won't You ie Му Neighbor?” 5795851 зуры Shipping weight I pound. 3268 guaya y 
Josephine the Short Neck Gi" |57 А 95852 Ling Free, Bor Free." Animal cami e be Duy, Mie You Are Special” IAS SY N STO ipie edhe ipod. лода [erat ther Rend oe 12 
Асе e O IN 95854 — "The Mouse Factory." Аз advertised on TV di tae 

Zis [Sears] 601 ‘each 12 ounces | Each $2.69 57 N 5971—Sbipping weight 1 pound. .....$2.69 



Matching all-fabric Dryer with Fabric Master, 
Wrinkle Guard', and wide Load-A-Door 

t set dial for dryne: want mite, Rye there's even Setting for kts wean $15900 16400 
ds cycle when clothes reach dryness you select. 

Wrinkle Guard tumbles clothes intermittently after cycle ends to belp prevent wrinkles. Choose auto- 
matic or manual heated-cycle or unheated air setting. Adjustable end-of-cycle signal; top-mounted lint 
screen. Lighted drum. Safety door switch. Acrylic-finish cabinet 29x26x43 in. high overall 
Electric. 5200-watt element (5600-w. total). 220- Natural Gas. 22,000 BTU, electric start. 110-120 30v. 60 AC UL listo. у. Oc. AC. UL listed. We 157 Ie 
26 N 897210 White 26 N 797214 White +18900 
26 N 69724N—Avocado 26 N 79724N—Avocado 194.00 
26 N 09720N—Tawny Gold 26 N 79726N Tawny Gold 194 00 

Buy Washers and Dryers now on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan Your monthly payments begin in February, 1973 (im most states] ‚Ask for details. (hare will b à finance charge for the deferral period) 
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., SEATTLE, WASH. 98184 



Bock 1973 

Index and pricing policy Page 242 * Credit details page 243 f BI 1 ра 

Prices in effect until February 15, 1974 except where otherwise stated 

Toys available until July 4, 1974 * Simpsons-Sears Ltd., Vancouver, B.C 

WishbookWeb.com 
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DO NOT TEAR OUT UNTIL NOVEMBER 10, 1973 

Special Offer for 
Simpsons-Sears* 

Account Customers! 

No credit charges 
and no payments 
until January 1974 
when you shop before Nov. IO 

from our Christmas Wish Book 

Account Card today! 
see reverse side for details 

WishbookWeb.com 



Take advantage of our 
Wrap-It-Up-Early Offer 

now! 

You can choose your Christmas gifts from the widest possible 
selection when you shop early, and it won't cost you any more 
than if you waited until December 24th! Order as often as you 
like from our Christmas Wish Book before November lOth, 
1973, 'Charge It' to your Simpsons-Sears All Purpose Account 
and pay nothing until January, 1974 — пої even credit charges. 
That's what our Special Offer is really all about... weare actu- 
ally canceling all credit charges on wrap-it-up-early orders 
from our Christmas Wish Book for the rest of 1973. Order by 
phone, by mail, or in person at any Simpsons-Sears Catalogue 

"Sales Desk. Purchases made on your Simpsons-Sears 
Account will appear on your regular statement but will not 
be subject to credit charges or reflect an increase in payments 

until January, 1974. 

Sorry, this offer cannot be extended to Simpsons Account customers 

Don't forget: November IO, 1973 
is the last day for our special offer 

which applies to Christmas Wish Book purchases only 

NO SIMPSONS-SEARS ACCOUNT? Just complete the application form below and mail it to 
your nearest Simpsons-Sears Store or Catalogue Centre. For full credit details see Page 243. 

APPLICATION FOR A SIMPSONS-SEARS ACCOUNT CARD 
MR. 
MRS. 
MISS FIRST — —— INITIAL. LAST WIFE'S NAME 

STREET 
ADORESS. _ CITY. 

OWN o MARRIED O 
HOW LONG AT RENT O SINGLE 0 

PROVINCE. PRESENT ADDRESS?. BOARD D. WIDOW/ER O 

HOME PHONE 
EMPLOYER. T ADDRESS. NUMBER... 

(If married give Husband's Employer) 
MONTH O 

HOW LONG?. = OCCUPATION. = EARNINGS $. WEEKLY O 

NAME AND ADDRESS TYPE PERS. CHEO. O NUMBER... 
OF BANK... —— наси - = = BRANCH... — CURRENT O SAVINGS O NUMBER. — — — —— 

ACCOUNT WITH SIMPSONS PREVIOUS SIMPSONS-SEARS 
ACCOUNT 

O YES ONO 
DATE AMOUNT $. — | DE. = — = 

O OPEN O CLOSED 
WHAT STORE 

ACCOUNT | 
NUMBER... | ACCOUNT NO. — — SIGNED. 

WishbookWeb.com 



38 25 85090 B—Eact 15.98 382 1 ach 19.98 

UNDERSTUDY YOUR LONG GOWNS WITH A MAXI HALF SLIP, PAGE 50 

[Sears] a 3 

WishbookWeb.com 
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The Shirt Caftan г G L D ' t k for e Combo for 

t t ruise f wraparound 
w eg f pant 

ster. Hand-w are 

38 25 85094 А —Еас! 19.98 

FOR MORE GREAT STYLES, SEE OUR BIG FALL AND WINTER BOOK 

4А | Sears] 

WishbookWeb.com 



Indulge Yourself in the П є The Dramatic Pala 
acetat ye ng 

38 25 85098 A — Ea 22.98 38 25 85097 A—Ea 

-SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED 

Sears | a 5 
J 

WishbookWeb.com 
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Youthful Charm the perfect robe Gift-Wrap Yourself this Softly Feminine—our tlocked 
r elegant nylon wrap 

Christmas. Silky nylon tricot quilted 
polyester fiberfill for 

trimmed with embroidery shawl collar and cuffs 
nts the waist. Inside tie 

Machine-wast Machine-wash-dry at Hand-wash with c 
Apricot, as shown 

accent 

print 
юп robe quilted to puffy pi 
fiberfill makes 

ristmas gift for that spec al some. 
eg-o'-mutton sleeves, ruffle 

Grosgrain tie at waist 
Hand-wash with care 

38 25 88691 A. 38 25 88690 A. 38 25 88692 A 38 25 88693 A—Eact 

White with Pink, as shown 
S(8-10), M(12-14), L(16-18 

19 98 

[Sears] a 7 

WishbookWeb.com 



Low, low prices make Christmas shopping easy 

16:98- VALUE GREAT BUY SAVE $2.00 

t peignoi 

38 88667 A—Ea 

[598 

cd x 

WishbookWeb.com 



100% cotton gowns 

ME ^ Fine Collection of 
sleepwear that's priced for 

giving so reasonable, why not 
treat yourself to some as well! 
What's more, all styles are the 
latest —in new prints and plaids 

too. Fashioned in soft and warm 
10096 cotton flannelette—a truly 
carefree fabric that keeps you 
comfortable because it breathes. 
Just machine-wash-dry. 

(A) Dorm Set nas square neck 
elasticized sleeves. Matching 
bikini. Print as shown 
Sizes: S(30-32), M(34-36), L(38)”. 

38 25 70567 A—Each 3.99 

(B) Proportioned Pyjama —de- 
signed exclusively for us by a 

famous maker. 60(Pink), BO(Blue) 
Average height (5 6"), 

Tall height (5/7^-5'9") 
Average. Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40”. 
38 25 70557 B — Each 4.99 

Average. Sizes 42, 44, 46, 48”, 
38 25 70558 B — Each 5.99 

Tall. Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40*. 
38 25 70559 B — Each 5.99 

(C) Long Gown; Peter Pan lace- 
trimmed collar elasticized 
Sleeves. Front button closure. Pink 
Sizes: S(32), M(34-36), L(38-40)* 
38 25 98565 A — Each 4.99 

As Above, but in OS(42-44)”. 
38 25 98566 — Each 

(D) Lacy Miss. Cotton lace bib 
with eyelet trim. Elasticized at 

waist. ves. Flounce on hem 
hown. 

S(32-34), M(36-38), L(40)”. 

38 25 98567 A — Each 6.99 

(E) Long Bedtime Stories in 
Charming prints. Gown, robe and 
pyjama have long sleeves, button 
front. Assorted prints, colors. 

S(32), M(34-36), L(38-40Y. 

Long Gown. Sizes S, М, L 
38 25 98546 A — Each 3.99 

Long Robe. Sizes S, M, L 
38 25 98547 A — Each 4.99 

Pyjama. Sizes 5, М, L 
3825 70141 A — Each 3.99 

Simpsons-Sears Guarantee: Satisfaction or Money Refunded 

Pyjama 

3.99 

Sears] a 11 

WishbookWeb.com 
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A Grecian Elegance makes your leisure 

time beautifu 
braid t 
jifferent look 

83(Marina), 6 
M(34-3€ 38)" 

Eact 7.99 

hand-wast 

38 25 82184 B 

В Sophisticated Styling .. . the к 
isually sells 

38 2582180 A —Ea 8.99 

8.99 

D Manufacturer's Value 
f 1 ) alse jé jice 

IZE ^ M 34-3€ 

38 25 82183 B — Fact 9.99 

E Floral Bouquet 1xu Amel* 

3 J f а 1 1 

wa 

38 25 82181 — Ea 10.98 

F The Top of Today's Hit Parade 

38 25 82185 A — Eact 

Sears | a 15 

WishbookWeD'com 



1-3 Great Value for cosy brushed 
sleepwear match-ups, A soft blend 

of 80% acetate-20% nylon; hand-wash 
able. Such pretty styling, too; mandarin 
collars, dainty embroidered yokes. Button 

front closures. State size, color no. 
23(Mint), 60(Pink) 

Sizes: (32), M(34-36) 

1 L(38), OS(40-42 

(1) Short Gown. S, M. L 

5.99 up 

і 38 25 97523 B--Each 3.99 

4 (2) Long Gown. S, М, L 

^ 2 38 25 98134 B—Each 4.99 

(4) | Also available in OS 
y 38 25 98135 C—Each 5.99 

4.99 (3) Pyjama. S, M. L 
38 25 70148 B—Each 5.99 

Also available in OS. 
38 25 70149 C—Each 6.99 

| Fleecy Dorm Set—a great gift 
” 4 for a junior miss. 80% acetate-20% 

nylon, brushed for warmth; hand-wash 
able. Elastic at neckline; piping and appli 
qué trim. Matching bikini brief. 

60(Pink), 23(Mint) 

Sizes: (30-32), M(34-36), L(38) 

3825 70151 B—Each 4.99 

Slip on a Cosy Long Gown in a 
brushed blend o! 80% acetate-20% 

nylon. Elasticized under bodice and at 
back waist for good fit. Hand-wash. Ir 
pretty print shown-- ideal for giving 

Sizes: S(32), M(34-36), L(38) 

38 25 98136 A—Each 6.99 

6 Pretty Juliet Styling in a 

brushed blend of 80% aceta! 
nylon. Elasticized waistline, strin 

waist. Hand-wash. Flip Pink 
Sizes: S(32), M(34-36), L(38) 

38 25 98137 A--Each 6.99 

7 Shirt Styling is all the rage—get 
nto it in our long gown of gentle 

brushed acetate-polyester. Contrast trim 
button front. Hand-wash 

Comes in Red Rascal, shown 
Sizes: S(32), M(34-36), L(38-40)" 

38 25 98138 A— Each 7.99 

8 Shirt Styling Again—this tme of 

the shorty variety. Big contras! collar 

Cosy-soft blend of brushed ace 

tate-polyester; hand-wash. Bikini brief 

In Sapphire Blue, as shown 
Sizes: $(32), M(34-36). L(38)" 

3825 70150 A—Each 5.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



GOWN $32 BAG 6.98 GLITTER GOWN $32 

FAR LEFT 

312531278A —Ea 32.00 

NEAR LEFT: Bare and Beautif 

er wall pocke 5 
88 25 27034 —Eact 6.98 

Sears | e 21 

WishbookWeb.com 



MISSES”. HALF SIZES $36 MISSES’, HALF SIZES $3 HOODED CAPE $30 

WishbookWeb.com 



MISSES’ $32 HALF SIZES $32 MISSES’, HALF SIZES $36 

Qi 

pretty 1-piece dress that's party 
bound. The print bodice of soft, lacy- 
textured nylon knit echoes with the 

same creamy White polyester double 

knit of the skirt. Has long back zip. 
Hand-wash separately. (Necklace is 
not included.) Colors, as shown. 

Misses' 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 

31 25 22100 A—Each 32.00 

Hall sizes 16%, 18%, 20%, 22%, 24% 

31 25 44022 A—Each 32.00 

B Ina Mood of Elegance ... one 
long gentle line that only looks 

like two. Polyester rib-knit bodice 
tops a gently flowing skirt of rich 
embroidered-look cotton knit. Skirt 
is rayon-lined. ‘Gold’ antique-look 
buckled belt snaps at back. Dry-cin 

Misses' sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

312522101 A—Beige Ea. . 36.00 
Half sizes 16%, 18%, 20%, 22%, 24% 
31 25 44023 A—Beige. Ea. 36.00 

It's So Easy to Shop by Phone 
Just Charge It ... See Page 243 

WishbookWeb.com 



WRAP DRESS $26 
MISSES', HALF SIZES $28 PARTY DRESS $28 

44024 A 

Sears 

WishbookWeb.com 



RUFFLED DRESS $32 4-PIECE SET $40 UP 

02B-E 32.00 

31 25 24190 A—Ea 40.00 

31 25 25102 A—Ea є 45.00 

Sears | в 25 

WishbookWeb.com 



WOMEN'S SHOP 

the immer 
hinestone-tri 

hiffon sleeve 
n. 91(Aqua G 

н 16% 
31 25 414458 

м es 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

31 25 22095 B — Each 

26 s [Sears] 

HALF SIZES, 

312541446B 

Mi 

31 25 22096 

10 

MISSES’ $36 

Each 

HALF SIZES, MISSES’ $34 

14, 16. 1 

HALF SIZES, MISSES' $32 

1s the wrap-look front 
tons; adds a slightly gathered 

back. Machine-washable 

dryable. In 86(Bright Blue) c r 67(Deep Pink) 

zes 16”, 18'/4, 20/2, 22/2, 24a 

312541447 B — Each 32.00 

Misses' sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 

31 25 22097 B — Eact 32.00 

WishbookWeb.com 



MINK LOOK $55 

Tie Up a Luxurious Mink Look in 
a pant coat of deep acrylic pile 

Has belt, two pockets; storm 

shields in sleeves. Back length 
is about 33”. Rayon satin lining 
is Perma-freshed with SANI-GARD. 

Cotton interlining. Furrier-clean 
Dk. Brown. 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 

17 25 16130 RA—Each 55.00 

B.C. orders for above shipped from Regina; Newfoundland from Halifax 

RAIL-CUT PILE $35 

Dreaming of a White Christmas'? 
Make your dreams come true with a 

snowy White pant coat of rail-cut 
Orlon* acrylic pile. Slightly flared 
at back; has pockets at sides. Back 
length is about 34”. The quilted 
rayon lining is Perma-freshed with 
SANI-GARD. Furrier-clean. White 
Misses’ 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
17 25 16128 RA — Each 35.00 

MUSKRAT LOOK $69 

A Great Pretender in muskrat-look 
Verel* modacrylic-Orlon* acrylic 
Raccoon-look trimming of acrylic 
Has vinyl belt; pockets. Slightly 
fitted at back. Back Igth. abt. 33” 
Rayon lining is Perma-freshed with 
SANI-GARD. Furrier-cin. Dk. Brown 
Misses' 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
17 25 17055 RA — Each 69.00 
*Reg'd Can. TM 

[Sears] A 27 

WishbookWeb.com 



FUR TRIMMED LEATHER LOOKS $65 EACH C. HOODED $39.98 D. MISSES' $33 LARGER $35 

SERERE | 

t 

65.00 
Misse: ses 10. 12. 14 16 1 

See credit details on Page 243 17 25 32119 RA—Ea 39.98 

28 4 |Sears 

WishbookWeb.com 



CHRISTMAS ELEGANCE FOR HER, EACH SET $32 

X Black Red); White t 

17 25 34257 RB—Ea. set 

Fla t X 

17 25 34256 RB— Ea. set 

X Black), 95(W 

6 ByVendóme € 
ariat eng! сі 

04 25 21111—Ec 10.00 

ip-on earrings to match lariat 

04 25 21110—Ea. pair 5.00 

B.C. orders for items these 2 pages 
with 'R' in cat. no. shipped from 
Regina; Newfoundland from Halifax 

A SILVERY TOUCH 

[Sears] 4 29 

WishbookWeb.com 



WITH ZIPPER FRONT TRIMLY BELTED STYLE HOODED, TOGGLE-CLOSED 

Маг; Cuffs. 35(Gold) or 

16, 18 

of luxurious (B) With Notc 

nt fur 50(Brown). Siz 

polyester pile 17 25 17058 RB—Each 45.00 

Crushed viscose pile At DarorEvonngPantco 
crushed viscose pile h 

1 f f о lars and trims of Whi 

h ed ped WI t h fa ke fu r ts; quilted rayon linings Perma-freshed 

NI-GARD. Lgths abt. 33". Furrier-cin 

OO (A) White-Collared, Bordered. Has 'smooth-run 

YKK* zipper. In 59(Dark Brown) or 16(Purple 

each 17 25 17057 RB—8,10,12,14,16,18. Ea. 45.00 17 25 17059 RB—Each 45.00 

netal button-self 
(Purple); with 

16, 18, 20 

Coats on these 2 pages are shipped to B.C. from Regina; Newfoundland from Halifax 

WishbookWeb.com 



LEATHER LOOK OR SWIRL SUEDE LOOK $75 EACH 

Misses 
Half Sizes 

59.98 

D-H Prestige coats crafted from fine fabrics 
choose them for impressive gifts. All rayon 

linings are Perma-freshed with SANI-GARD, Dry-clean 

(D) The Wrap-Look Coat combines the elegance of 
leather-look polyurethane-coated cotton with a shawl 
collar of lamb-look modacrylic-cotton blend pile. Has 
warm Borg" pile ning of Orlon* acrylic, quilted 
rayon sleeves. Stitch detail. 35(Gold), 50(Brown) 
17 25 11371 RB—10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Ea.. .75.00 

Wrap' Styling in heavy swirl-sueded 
aded with tox-look pile of Orlon* acryli 
in lining, quilted interlining of synthetic 

Novelty flap pockets. Dk. Brown 
17 25 11370 RA—8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Ea... 75.00 

(F) Beautiful Tweed Classic in a warm blend of wool 
polyester-nylon-viscose-other fibres has a collar of 

Blonde-dyed real lamb fur that detaches for trans- 
season wear; rayon satin lining, cotton interlining. 
chamois to waist at back. Back belt. Brown / Blonde 
17 25 11369 RA— 12, 14, 16, 18. Each 59.98 
17 25 14087 RA— 20%, 22%, 24%. Ea. .59.98 

(G) Stunning Gift 'Wrapping a new Melton cloth 
coat made from 85% wool-10% viscose-5% other fibres. 
and all trimmed up with a beautiful detachable 

of dyed lar ii-rise walking pleat at back 
sash belt, seam detail. Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

17 25 11368 RA—Rust /Red-dyed lamb. Ea.. 59.98 

and warmed with quilted rayon lining ... low 
d, too. Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

17 25 10494 RA—Brown check. Each 49.98 
Reg. Can. T.M 

49.98 



PERMA-PREST® pants, Wera Deed TUNIC 10.98 

the easy-care ones r ch e 

8 " 1 i г w 

lO " 0 2 irge 2.44. Pr 07 25 11315 A — Each 

324 [Sears] 
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PERMA-PREST+ 

proportioned 
pants 

500 
BECAUSE these pants are 
made from superior quality 
full-bodied double-knit fabric 
with natural 2-way stretch, 
they give you a truly fine fit! 

Cuffed polyester pull-ons. No-iron 
it hine-w -dried. 70(Red) 
54(Camel), 88(Navy), O9(Black) 

Petite. 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Inseam length is about 28*. 
07 25 17204 B — Each pr. 15.00 

R 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Inseam length is about 30'/;*. 
07 25 17212 B — Each pr. .. 15.00 

Tail. 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 

Inseam length is about 32” 

07 25 17210 B — Each pr. .. 15.00 

WishbookWeb.com 



Our best pants pants 

available in 2 lengths 
that 

[900 fit 
34 A [Sears] 

WishbookWeb.com 



Fi 
{ 

TREE 

TREVIRA 
polyester 
blend pants 
and coordinate 
tops...just 

0% 
polyester with pure 

ch texture. Machine: 
wash, dry cool. Camel. 36, 38, 40 

07 25 27148 A—Eact 10.98 

zer knit from 

ched Cardigar 

right in acrylic 
Button frc pockets. Hand-wash 
iry flat. Yellow. Sizes 36, 38, 40. 

07 25 29079 A — Each 10.98 

C D A Fine Pair of Flare Pant: 

in a luxury blend of Trevira* 
80% po 

se. Have elasticized wais 

ter plus 1596 wool 

titched front crea s. Perma-F 
for no-iron if machine-washed-dried 

C) Solid Colors of 59(Dark Brown) 
or 88(Navy). Inseam length about 31” 
Misses' sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
07 25 17208 B — Each pair . 10.98 

(D) InSm irt, Subtle Check as showr 
bt. 31”, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

07 25 17207 A — Each pair . 10.98 
leg'd Can. TM 

Insearm 

Shop Early! For credit 
details, see Page 243 

Sears| a 35 
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PLAIN JACKET $18 

TREVIRA 
washable 
polyester 

knits 

grea 
t-knit to 

Printed (A) Solid Color. 09(Black), 70(Red) 

36 a [Sears] 

Machine 07 25 31943 B—Each 18.00 

14. 16. 18 (B) Hound's-Tooth Check. Bik./Wht 

07 25 31939 A—Eact 20.00 

CHECKED JACKET $20 

PLAIN PANTS $11 f 

C-D Flared Pants Like These prov 

on neatly. Stitched n 
front creases. Inseam Igth. abt. 31 f 

und’s-Tooth Check. Bik./Wht 

07 25 17520 A—Each pair 12.00 

(D) Plain. O9(BIk.), 95(Wht.), 70(Red). 4 

07 25 17521 B—Each pa 11.00 

= ч 

ж Р ОТР A C 
J WishbookWeb'com 



VEST $13 SHIRT $9 ‘TURTLE’ $9 

rii rir dnd OT FRE A PE pg) 
beer rity, rá. х 

ТТЛ 
hz Ен HIE AAA EA dr. 

үги: ТЕРУ 
"TA II AN 

Jp Jr Ar J à 

ШИШИШИ ИНН 

SKIRT $10 

the feminine 
lunch with the 

with zipper closing 
Lgth. abt. 21%". 09(Black), 70(Red). 

07 2514818 B—Each 10.00 

Р H The Turtleneck Top. Front zipper 
arts ‘turtle’ to wing collar 07 25 12802 A—Each elt. O9(Black), 95(White), 70(Red) 

07 25 11913 B—Ea 9.00 

[Sears] a 37 
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MISSES' 10.98 LARGER 11.98 FRILLY BLOUSE 10.98 

very 
special us etrimmed and front; silky-softi 

Gi 1 s le ‘ry. 80 r8 гө). BOP ink ius 

M ane s vd qa n r 

É Ji IC ( a4, 07 25 113208 Еас! ; 10.98 qe eher E 

arger sizes 38, 40, 42, 44 07 25 11314 A — Each 10.98 
07 25 11330 В — Ea 11.98 *Reg'd Сап TM 

38 4 | Sears 
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KNIT SHIRT 9.98 

You'll Holiday in Comfort and Style when you slip 
into this polyester knit shirt. It's smartly detailed 
with princess-line seaming at the front for shapely 
body fit. Has softly rounded collar and deep син 
with three-button closing. Great alone or for the 
ayered looks, too . . . turtlenecks under or sweaters 
ver. Machine-wash-dry. Choose: 70(Red), 95(White) 

yr 79(Powder Blue). Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
07 25 12136 B — Each 9.98 

BLOUSE 10.98 

Treat Yourself or Someone Else to something nice 
Here's a feminine but not fussy blouse that would 

jeal gift or beautifully top all your owr 
It's of Arnel* triacetate 

make 
favorite skirts or pa 
polyester. Turtleneck collar. Semi-full sleeves end 
in 3-button cuffs. Back zip. (Jewelry 

Machine-wash; drip-dry. 95(White), 5 
79(Powder Blue). M s 
07 25 11325 В — Ea 
*Reg'd Can TM 

Sears | a 39 
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Ban-Lon’ nylon in Great Ban-Lon" Basics now. lor the first ime, Perma- КИП Canada. z 

: A x = r sweaters that are 

new spaced-rib knit вг a ash, dry oor: ЭМА; = 
8 0XBk 

07 25 27147 B—Long-s 
07 25 26172 B—Short-sleeved 

07 25 26173 B—Sleevele: 2 

07 25 26174 B є an exclusive with 

ecd ds Simpsons-Sears 

40 A [Sears 

WishbookWeb.com 



JACKET 17.98 2-PIECE SKI SUIT 29.98 

/ 
t T s E US. 

* 6, f 

07 25 34170 B —Each 17.98 

B) A 

wder Blue). 10, 12, 14, 16 

07 25 34125 B—Each set 29.98 

Newtoundland orders for above 

items are shipped from Toronto 

[Scars 3-6 41 
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SHIRT $17 PANTS $13 TOP $10 PANTS $18 CARDIGAN $11 JEANS $10 

it pullover. Hand 

bardine separates of wash; dry flat. S(fits £ M(9 1 utt j tat tt 

19 25 40046 B—70(Red), 51(Ivory). Ea. 10.00 M гу ' 

кє j sleeve w Price ot 19 25 15034 B—E 10.00 

32 3014 A Ў 17.00 T hr av f Knit Cardigan. Elasticized wa 

19 25 10050 A en. f 13.00 19 25 10049 A—Check, shown. Ea 18.00 19 25 40047 B—95(White Red). Еа. 11.00 

WishbookWeb.com 



SHIRT $11 PANTS $15 PANT SUIT $30 HALTER DRESS $26 

JUNIOR BAZAAR 

» 

19 25 30025 B—Ea 11.00 

Pants of doi t Ha ; 
Machine-w 4 Hand-wash. B 

19 25 10051 B—Ea 15.00 19 25 25008 A —Each set 30.00 19 25 60033 A—Eac! 26.00 ле м 

[Sears] А 43 
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А 

PURSE, KEY CASE SET 9.50 

FRINGED SHAWL 9.98 
л 

DOUBLE 'ATTACHE' 1.98 

AM 
€ 

CLUTC CLUTCH 1598 KEY CASE 4.98 UMBRELLA 9.98 

For her, good things come in small packages 
Super-Soft Wool Challis Shawl D 
printed up in a nostalgic floral 

design on Black background. Abt. 40' 

square with abt. 10" fringe. As shown. 

88 25 41098—One size. Еа... 9.98 

E 

(B) The Double 

finished leather has attache 
coin purse on outside, adjust: 
tab-closed card holder for 34 
69(Rust), 31(Honey). About 5 x 44 

88 25 26558 C—Each 11.98 

Attaché’ in antique 
frame 

Leather Goods by 

ROLFS 
AC Expertly Crafted. Beautifully 

tinished genuine leathers Mini Telescopic Nylon Umbrella 
automatically, fits in an 

ize handbag. Matched-ur 
Abt. 8 x 1%” when folded 

a pride to own, to give! Gift boxed C) All-Purpose Clutch in sueded oper 

ained leather. Holds all average: 

ards, cheque book casi 

S with pen, toc (Dk. Brn. 70(Red),38(Beige), 88(Navy) 0X Bik 

or 20(Moss Green). About 7 x 4'4 88 25 60723 C—Boxed. Ea 9.98 

88 25 26557 C—Each 15.98 ў 
Е Compartmented Vinyl Organizer 

Matching Key Ка 5 removable 2 top zips. Outside—1 zip 

Yooks. Colors Abt 2 реп pockets. 09(Bik.), 59(Dk. Bm.) 

88 25 26507 C—Each 4.98 88 25 20309 C-Abt. 12x8”. Ea. 6.98 

44 A [Sears 

12.98 

м. 

Н 698 НАМОВАС 8.98 

G Good Fashion is packed into 3 
compartments in this ài 

shoulder-style vinyl bag 
closing, 

95(White), O& Black). Abt. 1 

88 25 20310 C—Each 12.98 

t Quality and good 
90! Beaded evening 

bags ... closely woven for beauty and 

longer wear. Have inside wall pocket 
95(White), OX Black) or 35( Gold 

(н) With Chain Handle. Abt. 6% x 6 

88 25 27032 C—Each 8.98 

(J) Clutch Styled. About 8% x 4'4 

88 25 27033 C—Top zip. Еа. 6.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



CARDIGAN 4.98 PULLOVER 4.98 PULLOVER 3.98 VEST 4.98 

0 W 

CUFFED 3.98 PEAKED 3.98 BRACELET” 4.98 SHORTIE 3.98 ASTRAKHAN-LOOK 4.98 

And small ‘packages’ like these are value-packed 

, х. у р 38(Navy). 95(White). S(8-10). M(12-14) L(1€ pal At 
front (Wr € к), 80(Lt. B 88 25 52018 B—Eact 3.98 att 
88 25 54069 B 36), M(38 40). E 4.98 N UMBlack) and t 

ar S 88 25 18052 C—E 4.98 L Acrylic Knit jer Pullover at a lean little 4 
price! Has fancy stit saat front: leve 88 25 52019 B U Nea 4 t 

€ ac), 95(White Р.А Acrylic Knit Caps. B rders are shippe є a 

88 25 54065 B—Ea 4.98 У 3 - 88 25 18020 C e size fits 65-8. Ea. pr. 3.98 

ate W A a 

Abt. 24". 28 y). O9(Black), 70(Red :9(Dk. Brown, st (Bla 8 
88 25 70371 B—Width about Ea 1.98 88 25 18000 B—About 9 © 4.98 

| Sears | a 45 
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SN 

GENUINE TOOLED LEATHER BAGS FROM MEXICO... JUST 29.98 EA 

THE ORGANIZER 21.98 FRAME BAG 15.98 TOTE 14.98 FLAP BAG 17.98 

Handing you great gift ideas in genuine leather 

MB Excellent Quality. Exquisite Workmanship. С Organization Is Your ‘Bag’ with this large E So Tailored, Tasteful and Terrific for your 

Fine stitching detail. Artistically tooled handbag of Morocco-grain genuine leather Christmas giving. .. classic double-handled 
jenuine leather handbags, imported from Mexico It snaps open to reveal centre coin purse, 1 zip frame handbag made from fine quality calf-grair 

and just for her! They make ideal Christmas gifts two unzipped wall pockets and a genuine leather genuine leather. The inside wall pocket zips for 

different! lining. Outside—a zipped pocket on each side safety. Vinyl-lined. 59(Dk. Brown) or 09(Black) 
54(Lt. Brown, shown), O9(Black), 5& Dk. Brown). 88 25 21090 C—About 10% x 9". Each 15.98 

88 25 21089 C—About 13 x 8'4". Each 21.98 

so practical yet beautiful and rea 

(A) Roomy Double-Handled Bag. 2 compartments 

separated by centre zip section; inner wall pocket ү Juniors on the ‘Bap Wagon. too, with 
Top zip closes it all up. Outside—2 open pockets тата B eb Gamal bad октоло چ ت ولج + "o : 

front, back. 50(Brown tones, shown), 57(Cognac) € e age coats E si y styted adjustable shoulder bag 
88 25 21085 C—Abt. 10% x 8%". Еас 29.98 = ts way through fashion on 2 sturdy handles of smooth genuine leather, unlined. Main pouch 

Made of smooth genuine nappa leather, has top is covered by a flap that also conceals a handy 

B) Adjustable Shoulder Bag with tumlock-flap zip that slides open to show off its roomy inner slit pocket on the outside. Below that, an extra 

front closing. Inside—3 compartments, 1 open and pouch. The outside—a flap-closed pouch plus a flap-closed pouch. Neat tongue-and-loop closing 

1 zip pocket. 57(Cog shown), 50(Brown tones) zip slit pocket. 09(Black), 95(White), 53(Tan). 57(Cognac, shown), 09(Black) or 59(Dk. Brown 

88 25 21086 C—Abt. 10% x 7%” Each .. 29.98 88 25 21087 C—About 10% x 8%". Ea. 14.98 88 25 21088 C—About 12 x 9”. Each... 17.98 

46 a [Se ars] 
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very ” 
special 

ty (j iji idea, 
Imported Silk-Lined French Kid 

598 [К] 
Acrylic-Lined 

11.98 

Fur-Lined 

4.96 

UEDED 'LAMMIES' 3.98 BRACELET LENGTH 

E 

A i 
Ай ылыы гыйы: Ды. ШЕШ ote ЖАЛЫ, Br 

CHILDREN’S MITTS 3.98 BRACELET LENGTH SMART REGULAR LENGTH 

Great gift ideas at the tips of your fingers 
G Sueded 'Lammie' Leather ( J gv 

leath th 9 
s in classic slip-on style, they add the g 75,8 

8825 14067 B— Eac h pair touch of elega (K) 88 25 14033 B-With acrylic. Pair 11.98 
H Chi 

nylor 
Ys Ski-Type 

s. Foam-lan 
L) 88 25 14034 B-With natural fur. Pr 14.98 

Elastic-fitted. SO(Brown/Camel) M Popular Pricing for Ita ner 
8B(Navy/ Camel). Sizes 4, 5, 6, 7 ( Regular-length textured er gloves with 

2 2 ch pair a Fully pique-sewn. Boltor 8625 18028 B—Each ps 3.98 88 25 14042 B SDE Brown) 0% 7- 4:8 
Size | 4 | 5 6 7 : 88 25 14065 B—Abt. 8%" long. Each Order Size > Ц How to Measure For Women's Gloves: Hold tape 88 25 14065 B—Abt. 8%" long. Each pr. . . 10.98 

If hand is 5%"|5%"| 6 6% measure loosely around fullest part of xclud- As above but with acrylic knit lining (not shown) 
If age abt 6-7 | 8-9 | 10-11 12 yr j the thumb. The number of inche your size 88 25 14066 B—Abt. 8%” long. Each pr 8.98 

[Sears] a 47 
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WOOL-NYLON 6.00 

v С A — A 

MATCH-UP SET OF ORLON* 5.99 FUR-LOOK PILE 6.00 

MUSKRAT-SUEDE 35.00 RABBIT 15.00 FOX 35.00 ACRYLIC PILE 5.00 

We suggest these to head up your gift list! 

The Perfect Topping is this crochet-knit 

beret of 60% wool-35% furry Angora-5% 

nylon. Elasticized headband. Hand-wash. Wht. 

88 25 46023 R — One size fits most. Ea. ... 9.00 

В The Small-Brimmed Cloche is a new ‘warmie’ 
in turry-look curly acrylic pile; has an elastic 

fitted headband. One size fits most. Natural 

88 25 45013 R — Dry-clean. Ea. T 5.00 

C ACostume-Maker Knit Set of brushed Orlon* 
acrylic ... a pull-on cuffed cap that fits all; 

scart abt. 70" long and 8” wide. 30(Yellow), 

60(Pink), 95(White), BO(Lt. Blue), 38(Beige) 

8825 46024 RC-Hand-wash with care. Set. . 5.99 

*Reg'd Can. TM. 

48 ^ rs 

D Pull-On Beret... à warm thought for her 
in bulky-knit 90% wool-10% nylon; has 

an elasticized opening. Hand-wash with care. 

95(White), 26(Dk. Green), 48(Wine), 54(Camel). 

88 25 46025 RC — One size fits all. Еа... 6.00 

E Stunning Turban of fur-look acrylic pile 
has foam-laminated jersey-knit trim. Un- 

lined. 50(Med. Brn /Cotfee/Beige), 04(BIk./ 
Wht/Grey), 59(Dk. Brown). Fits 212/4-22'/4". 

88 25 45006 RC — Dry-clean. Each ..... 6.00 

F The Bubble Pillbox fakes up a great fur 
look in acrylic pile with quilted rayon 

lining; elastic-fit. Dry-clean. 95(White); 
15(White/Bm. tipped),19(White/Blk. tipped). 

88 2545014 RC —Fits 2174-2244". Each. . 5.00 

G-J Luxurious Real Fur Hats, all lined with 
quilted rayon. Special furrier-clean. 

(G) The Cap... crown of natural muskrat flanks 

and genuine suede leather peak ... a great young 
fashion look! Has an elastic-titted headband. 

Natural Muskrat/Brown peak. Fits 21V.-22"/4”. 

88 25 44019 Я — Each A 35.00 

(H) Beautiful Rabbit Fur Hood has snap-closing 

under chin. 95(White-bleached), O9(Black-dyed) 

88 2544020 RC —Fits 219-2214”. Each. . 15.00 

(J) Natural Fox Flank Helmet with chin strap 

magnificent topping for any outfit ... a super gift! 

Natural 11(Red), 10(Norwegian Blue-grey) fox 

88 25 44006 RC — Fits 21V+-22'/4”. Each.. 35.00 

Above items shipped to B.C. from Regina; to Newfoundland from Halifax 

WishbookWeb.com 



Top to toe under 
the mistletoe go 
these great look 

yshirts add a whole new 
art of dre 

irt, wraparound skirt o 
ge to evening 

ers below. A 

1-2 Brief Halter Bits that pre 
beautiful‘. Boat neck; b: 

Polkas on Parade. Ar 
70(Red), OS ack). 5, М, L 

75 25 70821 B —Eact 

Solid Tone Halter іп fine г 
400 X 

752570820B 

3 The Sweater Look in 100% 
Rit 

t front; ribbec 
t trim. 88(Na 

7525708228 

4 Feminine in Mood Antron* 
blouse style with ruffles at front; cuffs. B. 

zip. 36(Champagne), 95(Wht 
752570823B A, L. Each 
*Reg'd Can. TM 

NO-SEAMS-IN-THE-PANTY 
No-seam 2 59 2.00 
panty hose "7 each 

Knit entirely in one operation to eliminate unat 
tractive seams — look Г. at! Sheer 
20-denier plain-knit nylon y stretch 

que panty section has extra ‘give’ in hip 
area for comfortable fit, in back area for supe 
fit right up to waist. Reinforced toe. Sewn-on 
waistbanc 

y Beige), 54(Hint O'Brown) 
95-115 Ib.) 

35 Ib.) 
0 -150 Ib.) 

75 25 18094 B — Each 2.00; 2/3.59 



Pretty underthings for Christmas...to give or keep 

"Days of 
Christmas’ 

Maxi Half Slip—pertect under your long Styling in bright 
holiday dresses and hostess skirts. Made of 

Апітоп*Ш nylon—never clings. Slit up the front 
trimmed with lavish lace. Hand-wash. 95(White) 
61(Nude), 09(Black) 

38 25 55130 B—S, M, L. Each 4.99 

Moppet' Bikinis—a cute touch of whimsy. 

Silky 100% nylon; hand-washable. Pkg. of 
3 in assorted colors, assorted sayings. 

38 25 11277 A—S, M, L. Ea. pkg 2.99 

3 ‘Days of Christmas’ Panties— 100% nylon 
machine-washable. Assorted pretty colors 

assorted motifs, including the famous partridge 
n the pear tree. Boxed for giving 

Bikinis. 7 in box. S, М, L 

38 25 11297 A—Each box 499 

Briefs. 7 in box. S, M, L 
38 25 11298 A—Each box 499 

50 a [Sears] 

4 Dainty Mini-Bikini 
printed nylon chiffon. Novelty design with 

lace trim. Hand-wash. Assorted prints and col 
ors. Package of 3. Sizes S, M, 1. 

38 25 11266 A—Each package 2.99 

5 Sheer Mini Bikini—naughty but nice in 
see-through 15-denier nylon. Hand-wash 

Pkg. of 3 (1 White, 1 Black, 1 Red 

38 25 11280 A—S, M, L. Ea. pkg. 2.99 

6 A Little Christmas  Glitter—sparkly 
raschel lace insert in the front of a 100% 

nylon bikini by Hanna. Machine-wash. Pkg. of 
3 (1 Red, 1 Black, 1 White). S, M, L 

38 25 11254 A—Each package 3.59 

7 Carousel of Bikinis—dainty sheer nylon 
s machine-washable. Box of 6 (3 prints, 3 

plains in assorted pretty colors) 

38 25 11428 A—S, М, L. Ea. box 4.99 

HIP SIZES: S(34-35), M(36-38), L(39-42)" 

8 Soft Silky Panties of 100% multi-lobe 
nylon in assorted pretty pastel prints with 

colored elastic trim. Machine-wash. 3 in pack 

age—assoried colors. Sizes S, М, L 

Briefs 
38 25 10350 A—Each package 3.99 

Bikinis. 

38 25 10351 A—Each package 2.99 

9 Hip-Hugger Styling—a sporty new look 
in 100% stretch nylon lace. Two-tone pastel 

novelty weave with %” wide elastic lace at waist 
gs. Soft brushed nylon crotch for added 

comfort. Machine-wash. Pkg. of 3 in assorted 
colors. One size fits all 

38 25 13173—Each package 4.49 

PLEASE NOTE WHEN ORDERING 

ONLY ONE SIZE PER PACKAGE 

WishbookWeb.com 



Give yourself something pretty... it isn't expensive 

Even at this 
E Low, Low Price 

smooth padded bra of Antron* III 

Here's a rea 
smooth Antror 
light fiberfill ç 
5 ich sides 

able straps 

Catalogue N 

18 25 36501 В 
18 25 36502 B 
18 25 36503 B 

à JSt; back 

Natural Cup. V 
atalogue No. 

18 25 30521 A 
18 25 30522 A 

18 25 30523 A 

Padded. Me 

Catalogue N 

18 25 36521 A 
18 25 36522 A 
18 25 36523 A 

value—why not 

and elastic m 

nylon « 
y fc 

ups ha 
moothness 
riff band. 

95(White), 38(Beige 

Cup Bra Sizes Eact 
A 4, 3€ 1.99 
B 4. 36, 38 1.99 

36, 38 1.99 

2.99: 2/5.75 

3.50; 2/6.75 

Magic Cross 

Fashion is coming int bloom all over h at 
these low, low 60(Pink), O2 (Grey ge 
The Bra—sm aps are lightly lined with fiberfill Ad. 

have stretch insert 
omtort fit 

justable tricot stra Soft stretch sides 
ch midriff tor 

Catalogue No. Cup Bra Sizes Each 
18 25 50231 B A 32. 34, 36 29 

18 25 50232 B B 32, 34, 36, 38 2.99 
18 25 50233 B 34, 3€ 2.99 

The Bikini. Print front, plain tricot back; nylor 
18 25 51231 B-S(32-34), M(35-37), L(38-41)" Ea 

Get the total look 
in underfashions 
at reasonable prices 
BRA 

299 
BIKINI 

99° 

bra that converts 
wickly to fast alter style ust E 

oving a strap. Cups are soft, smoot? Convertible 
uplift, support with fiberfill for a her naturel Io halter bra, 

Comtor oft-backed under re Natura 

Padde 

TR 

skinny str 
White ‚ 299 

atalogue N 

18 25 56291 A 
18 25 56292 A 

Eact 

SORRY, NO EXCHANGE 
ON SOILED GARMENTS 

underwired 

for uplift 

299 

Sears | a 51 
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Magic Cross 
famous support — 

Es in soft, smooth 
6.99 

double knit 
NATURAL-CUP BANDEAU 

399 Padded bandeau 

4.99 
e Exclusive to Simpsons-Sear: 
* Elastic 'X' crosses from under the bust 

to give youthful uplift and separation 

* Smooth double-knit cups for that natural 
look, comfort-stretch sides for support 

© Stretch straps with no-slip adjustment 

Natural-Cup Bandeau. All-day comfort and sup 

port. Wide stretch sides. 95(White), 38(Beige) 

Catalogue No.| Cup Bra Sizes Each 
1825300818| А  |32.34,36* | 3.99 
182530082B| В |32,34, 36,38” 3.99 
182530083B| C  |34,36,38,40" 3.99 
18 25 300848! D 34, 36, 38, 40,42” | 3.99 

Padded Bandeau. Medium fiberfill fills out in- 
between sizes. 95(White), 38(Beige). 

Catalo >| Cup | BraSizes [Each 
1825360818| A 3234,36" 4.99 
182536082B| В |32.34.36.38” | 4.99 

Longline — soft, stretch midriff with elastic cinch 
waist for a smooth sleek line under those figure 
hugging fashions. Back-hook closing with two 
level adjustment. White only. 

Catalogue No.| Cup | Bra Sizes | Each 

18 25 62082А B 34, 36, 38, 40” 6.99 
182562083A| C 36, 38,40,42” 6.99 
1825 62084 A D 36. 38, 40, 42,44" | 6.99 

Ye Length — for those who need a little more midriff 
ontrol than a bandeau. Stretch frame. White 

Catalogue No.| Cup Bra Sizes Each 

4 d 182561082A| B 34, 36, 38” 5.50 
Strategic mesh insert 182561083A C 34, 36, 38, 40, 42* | 5.50 
keeps A-D in place 18 25 61084 A D 34, 36, 38, 40, 42^ | 5.50 

Soft-spoken body 
language — it moves 
with you, yet 
never loses control 

A-E Slip on one of our action-loving shape 
makers in nylon-Lycra* spandex power net 

And you're into firm control (including à tummy 
taming panel) plus all the comfort and freedom you 
ould ask for! All styles except (E) have a mesh ac 

tion back insert that stretches when you sit or bend. 
so garment won't ride up or down. White 

Fits hips 9-12” larger than waist 
Waist: M(26-27), L(28-29), XL(30-31), XXL(32-33)*. 

(A) Pant Liner with soft-grip leg bands. 

18 25 19525 A — Each 10.00 

(B) Long-Leg Pantie. Side panels give you extra 
control. Soft-grip leg bands. Tricot crotch 
18 25 19526 A — Four garters detach. Ea 10.00 

(C) High-Cut Sports B 
18 25 10085 A — No ga Each 7.00 

( Boy-Leg Brief with side panels for extra 

ing. Soft-grip legs; soft tricot crotch 

18 25 10086 A — No garters. Ea 7.00 

E) High-Rise Brief. No action-back feature, but 

a high waist instead that trims your midriff. Side 

f won't cut or bind 

panels. Soft elastic at legs. Tricot crotct 

18 25 10094 A — No garters. Ea 8.0 

*Reg'd Сап TM 
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[5] 
15.00 

This year, go glamorous in black... 
and bare as much as you dare 

] TheBackis Back in fashion. Here's a bra 
that makes the most of you in front, leaves 

your back completely bare. Cups of lingerie- 
soft Crepeset nylon have flat, contoured 
seaming and a lining of whisper-soft fiberfill 
Stretch straps fasten behind neck. Stretch 
bands cross at back, fasten at waist in front 

38(Beige), O9(Black) 

Catalogue No.| Cup Bra Sizes 

182530371B| A |34,36* 
182530372B| B | 34,36, 38” 
1825303738 C | 34, 36, 38” 

Eact 

5.00 
5.00 
5.00 

2 ^LowPlungeforthe Bare Look — yours 
in our front-closing bra. Slide together 

and snap to close; snap apart to open. Dainty 
lace cups are cut just right for those alluring 
décolleté fashions; underwired to lift you 
high. Cups are lined with soft fiberfill for a lit 
tle extra smoothness. Smooth stretch back 
adjustable lace straps. 09(Black), 95(White). 

Catalogue No. | Cup Bra Sizes Each 

182556351B| A | 32, 34, 36" 3.50 
182556352B| B 3234, 36, 38° |3.50 
182556353B| C | 34,36, 38" 3.50 

3 Stretch Halter Bra for comfort. Soft 
seamless stretch cups cling to your 

curves fit cup sizes A to C. Remove one 
strap to convert to halter. Stretch nylon lace 
covered midriff band. Stretch straps adjust 

09(Biack), 38(Beige) 
In bra sizes 32, 34, 36”. 

18 25 30501 B — Each 
*Reg'd Can. TM 

4.50 

FOR HYGIENIC REASONS, NO REFUND OR EXCHANGE ON SOILED GARMENTS 

4 The Ultimate Décolletage — lined 
lace push-up cups, underwired for 

uplift, fully lined with light fiberfill for 
contour. Converts to bare-back styling 
with extra strap. Lycra* spandex 
powernet, doubled at tummy, derriere 
Grip leg bands; soft-lined hook-clos. 
ing crotch. Garter tabs only. 

O9(Black), 38(Beige) 

Catalogue No. | Cup | Bra Sizes Each 

18 25 16240B| B 34, 36, 38" 14.00 
18 25 162418 С 134, 36, 38” 14.00 

5 The Bare Essential Bodysuit— 
wear it as a feather-light under 

body, or top with a hostess skirt or 
palazzos. Or solo it on a beach. Wear it 
halter-style with a bare back or with a 
mid-back tie; regular style, or criss- 
cross strapped. Nylon-spandex; one 
size fits B and C cups, bra sizes 32 to 
36". With separate bust liners; no need 
to attach them to the bodysuit —they 
stay in place perfectly 

18 25 16234 — Black only. Ea 15.00 

6 Bra Liners of nylon mesh give bra 
perfect shaping; keep their shape 

washing after washing. Cups A, B, C. 
18 25 70004 G — White. Set 1.99 

ars | A 53 [s 
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TEENS’ 
A-C Fresh and Lively Fashions that 

can stay on the go day to day 
Ай except 'B' are Perma-Prest, no need 
for ironing when machine-washed-dried 

(A) Right-On Top...a plaid shrink 
of polyester double knit that ribs it up 
on the V'd neckline, armholes and at 
deep waistband. Teens' 10, 12, 14, 14X 
77 25 44414 A—As shown. Ea 5.99 

Here's Your Fashion 'Bag 
pants of double-knit polyester that 
Start with a two-button waistband, zip- 
fly front, and end in fashion-wise mock 
Cuffs. Teens' sizes 10, 12, 14, 14X 
77 25 44025 A—As shown. Еа. 13.98 

teamed-up 

Shirt-Styled Seersucker Bodysuit of 
polyester knit. Pointed collar, front 
button placket; snap crotch. White 
Sizes: S(fits 10), M(12-14), L(14X) 

77 25 52259 A—Each 7.99 

(B) Gabardine Casual Wear that's set 
to go anywhere. Two pale and pretty 
pieces of Fortrel* polyester-cotton 
that total up to one great look. Shirt 
styled jacket has stitched front 
creases below front yoke; side slits 
for easy-titting comfort. Cuffed ‘bags 
have buttoned waistband and zip-fly 
front. Machine-washable. Yellow 
Teen sizes 10, 12, 14, 14X 
77 25 44608 A—Each set 

*Reg'd Can. T.M 
21.00 

(C) If You Dig New Fashion, these 
overalls are for you! Crisp, clear 
hound's-tooth pattern and double-knit 
polyester partner here for high, wide 
Shaping; go fitted at the waist with 

at-In band. Pocketed bib, 2 pockets 
hips. Button-zip closing at back 

Black/White. Teens’ 10, 12, 14, 14X 

77 25 44609 A—Each 16.98 

Turtleneck Bodysuit of rib-knit nylon 
Has sleeve cuffs; snap crotch. White 
Teens' sizes 10, 12, 14, 14X 
77 25 52258 A—Each 4.99 

Do your Christmas shopping early 
see credit details on Page 243 
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at € 4 77 25 15510 
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\ a 
Pullover 

7.99 

Cardigan 

7.99 

Shirt 

5.39 
Palazzos 

11.98 

[Sears | a 55 
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TEENS' 

Save when you 
buy 2 of these 
great rib knits 

2 for 999 e 

56 A [Sears] 

A A Great Buy in new rib-knit 
Skivvies' . . . the popular news 

boy neckline pullover of machine 
washable acrylic. Shirt age 
55. 70(Red), O9(Black), 35(Gold) 
88(Navy), 95(White). 12, 14, 14X 

77 2566429 B — Еа 5.99; 2/9.99 

TEENS' SIZE CHART 

Sizes | Bust | Waist | Hips 

8 | 29+301 | 23-23%: | 32733” 
10 31-32 | 24-24% | 33Yr34* 
12 | 327+33 | 25-25%: | 4+5 

14 34-35 | 26-26% | 35364” 
14X | 35'/-36'^ | 27-27% | 37-38" 

B Mini-Ribbed Acrylic Knits 
Teen sizes 12, 14, 14X 

V-Neck Cardigan. Soft, brushed 
acrylic. Hand-wash. Cameltone 
77 25 66430 A — Each 7.99 

The Turtleneck Pu ve sa 

machine-washable knit. 95(White) 

77 25 66425 B — Each 6.29 

Bag Pants in regular-rise style 
are of woven acrylic-polyester 
Zip-fly front, buttoned waistband 
Cuffs about 2.” deep. Flare about 
25”. Machine-washable. Grey/Camel 
check. Teen sizes 10, 12, 14, 14X 

77 25 75024 A — Each 9.99 

Cardigan Pullover Ж ~ 

7.99 6.29 
Pants 

9.99 

ГА 

f 
i 

Puffed-Sleeve Pullover — а new 
all-girl look in softly brushed 

rib-knit acrylic. Easy on care 
hand-washable. In Yellow only. 
Teen sizes 12, 14, 14X 
77 25 66431 A — Each 6.99 

Bag-Style Pants, all dressed up 
in velvety cotton pinwale corduroy 
Regular-rise waistband is snugly 

fitted with Colorful elasticized 
braid, has snap closing. Zip-fly 
front. Cuffs about 2 inches deep 
Flare about 25”. Machine-wash 
Choose: 82(Faded Blue), 50(Brown) 
Teen sizes 10, 12, 14, 14X 

77 25 75025 B — Each . 8.99 

Pullover 

6.99 
Bag Pants 

8.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



Not Only a Great Gift, but 
outstanding ski-suit value 

and fashion for only 19.98. It's 
made from water-repellent nylon 

taffeta with polyester interlining. 
nylon lining. Instructor-length 
jacket has Maple Leaf insignia 
on the arm and piping trim 

Has zip-closed front and pockets. 
snap-closed breast pockets and 
cuffs. Pants have zip-fly front 
with elastic at back of waist 
storm shields inside of flared 
legs. Fully machine-washable 
Choose: 76(Deep Red) or 88(Navy). 
Teen sizes 10, 12, 14, 14X 

772549166 RB—Each.. 19.98 

2-Pc. Suit 

E Pant Coat Deluxe in heavy 
cotton 'pony suede' has a 

notched collar and lapels of lush 
acrylic-polyester pile. Patch 
pockets, an elastic-cinched waist 
add fashion flair. Quilted rayon 
lining. Dry-clean. In 58(Copper) 
or 88(Deep Blue). 10, 12, 14, 14X 

77 25 26473 RB — Each 38.00 

F Lamb Fur-Look Bomber Jacket 
of acrylic pile has waist 

band, snap cuffs of buckskin-look 

polyurethane-coated cotton; rayon 
lining; front zipper. Dry-clean 
In Beige. Teens’ 10, 12, 14, 14X 

77 25 49619 RA — Each 22.00 

G That Super Gift for Her could 
well be this boot-length coat 

of smooth leather-look polyurethane: 
coated cotton. ‘Red fox -dyed pile 
of acrylic is lavishly used to line 
the patch pockets and the crusader 
hood, to band the front and hem. 
Welt seaming from front yoke to. 
back waist. Turnbuckles close the 
front over hidden zipper. Quilted 
rayon lining. Dry-clean. Leather 
Tan. Teens' 10, 12, 14, 14X 

77 25 26474 RA — Each 49.98 

B.C. Orders shipped from Regina, 

Newfoundland from Halifax 

[Sears в 57 
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A-C Red-and-White Bedtimers to 
brighten up her nights. All 

are hand-washable. CSS# B, 10, 12, 14. 

(A) Gown of soft brushed acetate-and- 
nylon has ribbon-lace trim; front 
closing, elasticized cuffs. Red/White. 
77 25 92422 A—Each ........ 4.79 

(B) Lace-Trimmed Culotte of soft, 
brushed acetate-nylon has elasticized 
cuffs, flounced hem. Red/White, shn. 
77 25 92423 A—Each ........ 4.79 

(C) Warm Quilted Nylon Robe has soft 
polyester fiberfill interlining; nylon 
lining, side-seam pocket. Red/White. 
772598245A—Each ....... 7.99 

D Screen-Printed Moppets* have 
Something sweet to say on this 

brushed acetate-nylon gown. The 
Sleeves have elasticized cuffs; hem is 
flounced. Hand-wash. Red with asstd 
prints, ‘sayings’. CSS? 8, 10, 12, 14. 
77 25 92424 A—Each ........ 479 

E-F Right Out of a Story Book 
a lovely printed scene makes a 

magnificent border on these bedtimers. 
Machine-washable. CSSt 8, 10, 12, 14 

(E) Cotton Flannelette Gown has a 
square neckline, 2-button back closing. 

77 25 92428 A-As shown. Ea. .. 4.99 

(F) Quilted Robe has nylon top; cotton 
print skirt. Fully interlined with 
polyester fiberfill. Side-seam pocket 

77 25 98250 A-As shown. Ea. .. 8.99 

This 2-Pc. Peignoir Set teams up 
White brushed acetate-nylon with 

gionem checks of cotton flannelette. 
lobe and gown have elasticized cuffs; 

front-button closing. Hand-washable. 
Pink/White. CSS! 8, 10, 12, 14 
77 25 92427 A — Each set 
‘Canada Standard Sizes 

9.99 

H-K Everything's Coming Up Roses! 
And here's a whole ‘bouquet’ to 

give her this Christmas. These rosebud- 
printed nighttimers have White lace- 
and-ribbon trim; front button closing. 
Hand-washable. CSS: 8, 10, 12, 14. 

(H) Pyjamas of brushed acetate- 
nylon. Top has %«-length sleeves with 
elasticized cuffs. Pull-on pants have 
elasticized waist. Colors, as shown. 
772592426 A—Each . 

(J) Brushed Acetate-Nylon Gown has 
round neckline; -length sleeves with 
elasticized cuffs. Colors, as shown 
77 25 92425 A-Each ........ 5.99 

(K) Fit'n'Flare Quilted Nylon Robe. 
Polyester fiberfill interlining; nylon 
lining. Side-seam pocket. As shown. 
772598246 A-Each ........ 9.99 

L Warm and Soft Robe of rail-cut 
Orlon* acrylic pile has grosgrain 

tie belt; full-length sleeves; 1 side- 
seam pocket. Mach.-wash. 16(Purple) 
or 70(Red). CSS: 8, 10, 12, 14 

77 2598247 B — Each ........10.99 

M An Empire-Waisted Robe that's 
strikingly contrasted in color 

and fabric. The Red top is of heavy, 
brushed acetate-nylon. Gingham- 
Checked skirt is of quilted cotton. 
has polyester fiberfill intertining; 
Cotton lining; one side-seam pocket 

Red/Navy, shown. CSS: 8, 10, 12, 14. 

77 25 98249 A —Each ..... 10.99 

Give Her Layers of soft, flowing 
femininity in this 2-pc. peignoir 

set. The opaque gown is styled with 2 
layers of nylon; has elasticized waist. 
Robe has button-tie closing. 60(Pink) 
or 80(Blue). CSS: 8, 10, 12, 14 
77 25 92433 B — Each set .. 
*Reg'd Can TM 
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A-C А Coordinate Group of Separates printed 
up so prettily with little flowers and 

Stripes for you sleepy-time gals. Machine-wash 

(A) Long Nightgown $o snugly soft in cotton 
flannelette ruffles up at hem and elastic cuffs. 

2-button closing at back. 60( Pink) or 80(Blue) 

77 25 92429 B —Girls' 8, 10, 12, 14. Еа. . 3.79 

(B) Quilted Cotton Robe smoothly lined with 
nylon tricot, warmly interlined with polyester 
fiberfill. %-length sleeves have ruffle cuffs 
One pocket, ribbon tie belt. 60(Pink), 80(Blue) 

77 25 98251 B—Girls' 8, 10, 12, 14. Ea. . 7.99 

(C) Two-Piece Cotton Flannelette Pyjama Set 
Smock top has 2-button closing at back, elastic- 
ruffle cuffs on %-length sleeves. Pants have an 
elasticized waistband. 60(Pink) or 80(Blue) 

77 25 92430 B—8, 10, 12, 14. Ea. set 3.79 

D-F It's the Quilted Robe Review prettily 
parading every day and every night. All 

but 'E' are made of nylon, lined with nylon and 
warmly interlined with polyester fiberfill. 

(D) So Light and Frilly in bright 2-tone! This 
robe has %-length sleeves, 'spaghetti' tie belt 
at waist, 1 pocket. Machine-wash. White /Purple 

77 25 98248 A —Girls' 8,10,12,14. Ea 7.99 

(E) Night Flowers Bloom on this quilted acetate 
robe and are kept warm with polyester fiberfill 

interlining, nylon tricot lining. Has pearlized 
button front, 2 pockets, elastic cuffs and nylon 

rope-style tie belt. Hand-wash. Multicolor print 

77 25 98252 A—Girls' 8, 10, 12, 14. Ea. . 7.99 

(F) Great-Value Robe ... straight cut, flowing 
soft and prettied up with nylon embroidery on 
the full front button placket, lace trim. Has one 

pocket. Machine-wash. 60( Pink), BO(Blue) 

77 25 98253 B—Girls' 8,10,12,14. Ea 5.99 

MF 

G Zip Yourself into this cosy 1-pc. sleeper 
of cotton-stretch nylon knit keeps you 

cuddly warm all the way down to your toes! ‘Bib’ 
and collar have pretty lace trim. 81(Aqua Blue), 
60(Pink). S(fits sizes 7-8), M(10), L(12-14). 

77 25 92432 B—Machine-wash. Each 4.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



SIZES 7 TO 14 
Jue Messe. GIRLS 

9.99 
29.98 

Orders for items with 'R' in cata: 
logue number are shipped to B.C. from va > 

Regina; to Newfoundland from Halifax 77 25 48216 RB—E UNE ы. ; GE ichset 1 Edd ubi 

N 1998 
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GIRLS’ 
SIZES 8-14 

Shrink 

4.99 
Bags 

10.98 

62 a [Sears] 

A-B ‘Something to Wear’, tops on her want list 
are casual coordinates like these in Perma-Prest 

polyester double knit. No-iron if machine-washed-dried 

(A) Ready ‘Wrapped’ .. the shrink with solid color ribs. 
(Bodyshirt, is 'B', Page 63). In Pink/ Turquoise plaid. 

77 25 42418 A —CSS' 8, 10, 12, 14. Each 4.99 

Regular-Rise Bag Pants have permanent front creases. 
mock cuffs; zip-fly 2-button closing. Plaid, as shown 

77 25 42038 A—CSS* 8, 10, 12, 14. Each 10.98 

B) Trendy Wrap-Belt Blazer has rounded lapels, big 
buttons. (Bodyshirt is, 'A', P. 63). Pink/Turquoise plaid 
77 25 42419 A—CSS! B, 10, 12, 14. Each 14.98 

Solid Color Pants coordinate with blazer and shrink 
Have mock cuffs, zip-fly-button front. Turquoise, shown 
77 25 42039 A—CSS' 8, 10, 12, 14. Each 9.99 

Do your Christmas shopping early. 

Blazer 

14.98 
Pants 

9.99 

С Pretty-Up tor Christmas in a delightful pinafore 
look dress-and-pant set. All are made of polyester 

double knit. The all-girl dress has front-to-back lace 
trimmed ruffles, tie belt. A White Peter Pan collar 
and long puft sleeves with ruffled wrists are attached 
in blouse style; button trim. Flared pants have elasti 
cized waist. Machine-washable. Red /White, as shown 

77 25 10686 A—CSS' 8, 10, 12, 14. Each set 14.98 

D ASpecial-Event Dress, so softly shaped in supple 
polyester crepe, has bodice snugged to the body with 

Jeep elasticized smocking. The stand-up collar and long 
puffed sleeves are trimmed with dainty lace. Skirt is 
fully gathered for slipper-length glamour. Has zipper 
closing and a self tie belt at the back. Choose pretty 
pastels: 80(Blue) or 60(Pink). CSS* B, 10, 12, 14 
77 25 10687 8 —Machine-washable. Each 12.98 

see credit details on Page 243 

| 2-Piece Set 

14.98 
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Top Shape with these 
f Perma-Prest nyh 

New Bag Pants s 
are made of ve 

washed-dried 
Hand-was 

ht Blue 
4.Ea. 5.99 

(A) Turtleneck Bodyshirt. In 88(Navy Red) dry flat. Choose 

(White). CSS! Site 7-8), М(10-1 14 77 25 64429 B 
77 25 50348 B—Eact 2.99 

B) Single-K t placket ед 
uffed sleeves v) los 
I5(White 5" S(fit 8), М(10-12), L(14 abt. 21”; abi ‹ 

77 25 50350 B—Eact 3.99 Navy / White / Gold plaid. ( 8 1 : 

77 25 74728 A—Eact 

CANADA STANDARD SIZE CHART D Great Soft-Look yft-Textured kinny е topper into a 
ollar; has = z hed rib-knit acr sleev 

SIZE £ 8 10 12 14 y layering with its crew г solid color pants ha 
! Chest 25'4 6 2 29 |30 puff sleeves. Hand-v ie. In choice and natty cuffs choice of: 1 

t - 54(Camel) or 95( ). CSS! 8, 10, 12, 14 or 48(Burgundy). ( 7.8, 10, 12 

M Hips € 8 77 25 64430 B—Each 5.99 77 25 42620 B—Each set 7.99 

2.99 Pullover 
5.99 
Bag 
Pants 

7.99 

(0) 
Ribbed 
Top 

5.99 
yduroys 

6.99 
se e СС” 

eE ЕЧГЕ ЕГ 

p 

6 63 
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A Ribbed Comfort Shirt of Du 
Pont stretch nylon. Zip neck 

Perma-Prest; mach.-wash-dry, no 
iron. 95(White), 70(Red), 88(Navy) 

CSS 3, 4, 5, 6, 6X 
29 25 20488 B — Each 3.49 

Plaid Flares in tough cotton cordu 
roy. tacked a s ar 
boxer waist, z 
Mach 26(Green), 88 

1 3,4,5,6, 6X 

29 25 73002 B —Eact 5.99 

B-C Acrylic Knit Fashions for 
youngsters Mach -wash 

dry. As shown. CSSt 4, 5, 6, 6X 

(B) Cardigan Coordinator 
Jacquard body, front buttons. 
29 25 53006 A — Eact 4.99 

Ribbed Turtleneck - long-sieev 
ed pullover ribbed up and down 
29 25 52008 A — Each 3.99 

The ‘In’ Pant—elastic waist with 
Jacquard border around ankles. 

29 25 72025 A — Each 5.99 

(C) Jacquard-Banded Dress 
knife-pleated skirt. Front up to 
ribbed neckline. Long s. 

29 25 57011 A— Each 7.99 

] Boys’ Two-Pc. Set. Layered 
strong Du Pont 
P ster 

er waist 

D Party Dress of polyester knit 
spiced with nylon lace, ribbon 

Nylon back zip. Machine-wash 
jry. As shown CSSt 2,3, 3X 

29 25 55622 A —Еас! 6.99 

As Above, but CSSt 4, 5, 6, 6X 
29 25 56668 А — Each 7.99 

E The Trail Blazer in plaid cotton 
corduroy. 2-button sleeves, 

patch pockets, rayon '/»back lin 
ng. Machine-wa Navy/Red. 
White as shown. ( 4,5, 6, 6X 

29 25 74212 A — Each 8.99 

Cuffed Flares —Polyester-nylor 
double knit. Semi-boxer waist, zip 
fly. Mach.-wash-dry, 88(Navy) 

02(Grey). CSSt 3, 4, 5, 6, 6X 

29 25 74213 B — Each 5.99 

F-G Nylon Matchers— knit 
Mach .-wash-dry. 24(Green) 

72(Brick Red). 05(Bone), 95(Wht 

S(2-3). M(4-5). L(6-6X) 

(F) T-Shirt perked up with Poot 
Also in 70( 1), 88(Navy). 

29 25 21004 B — Each 279 

(G) Tights —elasticized waist 

2925 47212 B — Each 1.79 
opyright Walt Disr 

2 Girls' Gingham Long Dress/ 
Jumper Set — polyester 

ton, changes 3 ways to wear 

Dre has back t Y 
shirt (F) under 

n.C 3, 4, 5,6, 6X 

29 25 56495 A —Each set .. 11.99 

WishbookWeb.com 
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THE GIRLS' SHOP 
SIZES TO 6X 

CARTA 
Girls grow quickly . . . 
measure and be sure 

"Canada Standard Sizes for Girls 

Size з1 41516 [| e 
Chest .| 22%) 23 |23'%» 24% | 25 
Hips 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 24* 
Height. |37-40|40-43|43-46|45-48| 47-50 

[ 
 اا ————.—_—.

] The inseparable Separates in 
warm, fluffy acrylic knit that's 

easy to care for—just machine- 
wash-dry. CSS: 4, 5, 6, 6X. 

Vesting It in soft brushed knit 
Ribbed edges; sleeveless. T-shirt 
not incl. 26(Green), 95(White 
29 25 52009 B—Each ...... 399 

Long on Looks—brushed plaid 
skirt with elastic waist. As shown. 
29 25 57010 А —Each ...... 8.99 

Classically Сагдідап – brushed 
for softness. Front, neck-edge 
binding. 26(Green), 95(White). 
29 25 53005 B — Each 5.99 

Shorty Shell to wear underneath 
Rises to a mock turtleneck 
Brushed, colorful plaid as shown. 

29 25 52007 A — Each 3.99 

The Winter Wearer — double-knit 
рап! gives extra warmth as well as 

extra-good looks. Elastic waist, 
mock cuffs. Green as shown. 
29 25 72019 A — Each 5.99 

2 The Double Delight—nylon 
set makes great wearing 

Layered-look top has Argyle turtle 
neck insert, sleeves. Flares have 
elastic waist, Argyle mock cuffs. 
Mach.-wash-dry. From Taiwan. 
88(Navy), 70(Red). CSS 4, 5, 6, 6X 
29 25 72020 B — Each set 5.99 

3 Cabled Cardigan-an old 
friend now being revived. Ca- 

ble-patterned front. Warm acrylic 
knit that you just machine-wash- 

dry. 35(Gold), BB(Navy), 95(White). 
CSSt 4, 5, 6, 6X 

29 25 53000 B — Each 3.49 

4-5 ‘The Coordinators’ in rib 
nylon. Machine-wash-dry for 

easy care. 14(Petal Pink), 
84(Medium Blue), 40(Orange) 
95(White), 50(Brown). Sizes: 

S(2-3), M(4-5), L(6-6X). 

(4) Tights with elastic waist 
29 25 47211 B—Each 1.79 

(5) Turtleneck T-shirt with long 
Sleeves — comes up tops. 
29 25 21003 B — Each 229 

6 'Slimmered Down’ Baggie— 
with a more-fitted look. Stretch 

nylon; elastic waist, cuffed 
Machine-wash-dry. Plaid in 
40(Orange/Brown), 14(Pink/Blue) 

SSt 3, 4, 5, 6, 6X 
29 25 72021 B — Each 4.99 

7 Layered-Look Sweater in 
brushed acrylic Striped 

around for fun, contrasted with 
solid color collar. Machine-wash 
dry. From Korea. 

59(Brown/Orange). 
60(Pink/Blue). С55 4, 6, 6X 

29 25 52072 B — Each 3.99 

8 Mariner's Pant with wide mul- 
ti-colorful elastic at the waist 

Button-trimmed front; mock cuffs 
Nylon-acrylic stretch denim; 
machine-wash-dry. B6(Royal). 

50(Brown). CSS+4, 5, 6, 6X 
292572023 B — Each 4.99 

Vest — Skin 
3.99 8.99 

Cardigan — Shell 

5.99 3.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



Girls 

9.99 

Toddlers 

8.99 

9.99 

Fashion bests-right in season 

] ‘Argyle’ Du nsert 
xer wais 

29 25 74279 B—Machir 

2 Denim Meets  Plaid—nylon-acry 
раг y! aid. Layered-look top. Elast 

as mock cuffs. Two-piece set as shown. CSS? 4, 5, 6, 6X 

29 25 72103 A—Machine 

3 Du Pont Stretch Nylon T-Shirt-Ribbed 
turtleneck and cuffs. Perma-Prest; mact 1 

95(White dy y SS: 4, 6, 6 

29 25 20497 В. 2.99 

Hound's-Tooth Pant a ylon double 
knit. Cuffed flare leg, semi y 

M 5.99 

4 Stretch Denim Jacket of nylon-Fortre у 

29 25 53004 A—Ea 6.99 

For Going Girls. Fortrel* polyester stretch denim pant 

asticize j and, mock 3 
jry for easy care 3 4,5, € 

29 25 72017 A—Ea 4.99 

5 Shrink Top of nylon-Fortrel* polye 
еске, with plain rib. Machine-wash-dry. CSS! 4,5,6,6X 

29 25 52006 A—As shown. Eact 290 

arrow си! 
Machine-wash-dry. White only. CSS? 4, 5, 6, 6X 

29 25 21007 A—Eact 3.59 

Checked Pant of ny 

29 25 72018 A—Machine-wa: 4.99 

6 Polyester Duo. Top has stitch 
j sleeves with elasticiz 

bbed cuffed pant has el + 
wash-dr te), 86(Royal 

Big Sister's ir 4 

29 25 72102 B t 3.99 

Little Sister's St 2, 3, 3X 
29 25 71020 B—Each set 8.99 

Jacket 

6.99 

tit 

-——.— Tas! op PP Pree 

DER 

Sweet 'n' Sweatery—acry knit 

9.99 

CANADA STANDARD SIZES 
FOR CHARTS SEE P. 65, 67 

WishbookWeb.com 



THE BOYS' SHOP 

SIZES TO 6X 

С тъттттто 
| 

Boys grow quickly 

measure and be sure 

Canada Standard Sizes for Boys 
Sizes 3 4 5 6 6x 

A Nylon  Turtleneck—rib k 
Perma-Prest; machine-wa 

O-iror X Red), 48 

35(Gold). S(2-3), M(4-5 6-6X 

29 25 20029 B-Ea. . 2.79; 2/4.99 

B Mickey Mouse" Pullover о! г 
rylic. Front t ё; rit 

eck, cutis. Machine 35(Gold 

80(Blue). ( 4. 6, 6X 
29 25 51326 B—Eact 3.99 

C Glen Check Shirt of ог 
flannel for colder days. Buttor 

h. 80(Blue 
6x 

3.99 

D Cotton Corduroy Flares lined 
plaid brushed cott em 

boxer waist. Machi 
Taiwan. 48(Burgur 

88(Navy). CS E 

29 25 73451 B—Eact 2.99 

E Leather-Look Vinyl Belt 

70(Red), O9(Black). Fits 4 to 6X 
29 25 70610 C—Ea 1.99 

F The Basic Blazer in a whole 
new cotton сс oy look. Wide 

patch pocke Mach. wast 
), 54(Brown). CSS! 4,5,6,6X 

29 25 74208 B—Eact 6.99 

Plaid Pant—stretct bie k 
emi-boxer waist, zip fly. Mock cuff. 

Perma st; machine-wash-dry, nc 
ron. From Taiwar 

BB( Navy / Red), 50(Е W old 

29 25 74069 B—Eac! 3.99 

6 Boldly Cuffed Plaid—cot 

waist, zip fly. M iri not 
ıd 0(Green/G 

48(Burgundy y 4 6.6 

29 25 73040 B ach 4.99 

H Heavyweight Nylon Rib Socks 
Ma ne-wa: F 

29 25 48411—Each pkg 1.89 

J Heathertone T-shirt ot Fortre 

ear drop collar. Machine 
O(Red), 88(N 

29 25 20498 В 

Brushed Denim Pant 

iry. From Taiwaı 4, 5, 6, 6X 

29 25 73029 A—Navy. Ea 3.99 

K Stretch Nylon Twosome in plaid 

1 ( ted pla 

Taiwan. Na € 

? Mí 6X 

29 25 73205 A et 4.99 

(0) ined Cords 2.99 ex 

Blazer 

6.99 

Plaid Pant 

3.99 

T-Shirt 

› 99 
Denim Pant 

3.99, 

8:18:28 

36+ t 

1181184 

WishbookWeb.com 



M РА j Chill chasers 
Sizes to 6X 

[^] (c] A WAS 27.99 . . . Leather-Look 
M. 4 Coat dressed up with Sherpa 

SAVE $5 ? acrylic pile trim. In water-repe 
02.99 SAVE polyurethane-coated cotton witt 
e $2 warm rayon quilt lining. Hid 

Hat 13.99 storm c e Ea collar self belt 
Ury-clean ntique Brown. CSS? 3 

3.79 
р ow € wn 

29 25 94773 A — Each 22.99 
Matching Sherpa Acrylic Pile Hat 
Knitted ties. Fits 3 to 6X 
29 25 25475 — Each 3.79 

B Plaid Clad! Hooded coat in 
bonded acrylic with warm 

rayon quilt lining. Acrylic pile trim 

Hand-wash. Bold plaid as show 

CSS? 4, 5, 6, 6X 
29 25 94904 A — Each 14.99 

C WAS 15.99 Tow Jacket in 
nylon ciré. Fortrel* polyester 

fill interlining. nylon lining є 
maximum warmth and light weight 
Elasticized cuffs, embroidery trim 
Hand-wash. 80(Bright Blue) 
16(Purple). CSSt 4, 5, 6, 6X 
29 25 91091 B — Eact 13.99 

D-E Winter Gear lor boys and 
girls. Quality-made to keep 

ut the old in rugged 
weatherproof n with warm 
rayon quilt linings. Durable double 
knees. Half belts, elastic-back 
waists. Hand-wast 

Snowmobile Suit. Zippered 
awstring hood converts tc 

2 erpa acrylic pile trim pee зле ee set Ex z S J 

19.99 15.99 cold. 88(Navy), Grape 
CSS! 3, 4, 5, 6, 6X 

1-piece Mitts 29 25 97286 B — Each 17.99 

17.99 3.49 E) 2-Piece Snowsuit features 
: E longer-length instructor jacket 

lined bibbed pants for extra 
warmth. Acrylic pile trim 

d), 88(Navy) 
CSS* 4, 5, 6, 6X 

29 25 98631 B — Each set 19.99 

Nylon Snowmobile Mitts, backed 

with waterproof po > 
ton-rayon thermal-knit 
Leather palms; easy-on side 
From Taiwan. 70(Red), 88(Navy) 

Sizes: M(4-5). L(6-6X 
29 25 24449 B — Each pair 3.49 

F WAS 17.99... Snorkel Parka 
Canadian-made of heavier 

weight, weatherpr 

CSSt 4, 5,6, 6X 
29 25 90130 A—Eact 15.99 

G Bodywarmer Pants i 
weatherproof Du Pont nylor 

Warm rayon quilt linings, elast 
back waists. Extra protection for 

chest area with coats or jackets 
Machine-wash 

50(Brown), 88(Navy 

Juveniles’. CSS? 4, 5, 6, 6X 

29 25 44002 B h 7.99 

Toddlers 

29 25 43400 B 7.49 

H Great-Value Snowmobile 
Suits. Rugged, weath oof 

nylon. Repel stains, water. Warm 
quilted nylon taffeta lining. Better 
fit 3-piece hood. Front zipper witt 
storm facing. Durable double 
knees. Half beit, elastic-back 

Button Durable 

shoulder double knees 

waist. Hand-wash. From Taiwar 

Girls' in Red 

(6) 29 25 98032 A—Eact 9.99 

4 D Boys’ inNavy. _ 
7.49 ` c de 29 25 97272 A — Each 9.99 
«8.00 Sturdy front Easy-on 3reat buy Id s ти 

zipper ankle zips 9.99 ea 
pn ¿Canada Standard Sizes 

ears] G hart P. P.67 
68 6 | Sears 

Girls’ chart P. 65, Boys’ P. 6 

WishbookWeb.com 



(4) 
8.99 

set 

Measure by height 
Order by size 

2/21 20 
Girls’ ¡3 | 22% 21 

3x| 23 22 

2 24 | 20 
Boys’ 3 | 23 21 

3X| 232, 22 

1-2 Dainty Duets in warm acryl- 
ic knit. Elastic waist, cuffed 

pants. Mach.-wash-dry. Colors as 
shown. CSS! 2, 3, 3X 

(1) Flower-Fresh Set with floral 
printed front, bright rib neck 
292571017 A—Each set. 8.99 

(2) Checkerboard 'n Plain 
mock-turtieneck top; shoulder zip 
292571016 A —Each set 8.99 

3 Acrylic Knit Dress. Rib 
turtieneck top, box-pleated 

plaid skirt. Full beit. Mach.-wash- 
dry. As shown. CSSt 2, 3, 3X 

29 25 55621 A-Each 

Stretch Nylon Tights-elastic 
Machine-wash-dry. 30( 

30(Pink), 85(Blue), 95(White) 
Sizes: (2-3), M(4-5 (6-6X) 

29 25 47305 B—Eact 1.89 

4-5 Two Together Sets in 

polyester knit. Elastic-waist 
mock-cufled pants. Mach.-wash 
dry. As shown. CSSt 2, 3, 3X 
(4) The ‘Navy’ Look. Top has 
front zip. capped elastic-wrist print 
sleeves. Tied, contrast stitched 
29 25 71015 A —Each set 8.99 

(5) Smock Stopper. Zigzag 
stitching, front yoke on top. Rib 
pant makes a perfect match 
29 2571014 A — Each set 7.99 

6 Nautical 2-Piecer of stretch 
nylon. Perma-Prest; mach. 

wash-dry, no-iron. Elastic-waist 
flares. Navy. CSS: 2, 3, 4, 5. 

29 25 75274 A — Each set 6.99 

7 Cotton Couple —top has back 
zip. Corduroy flares; elastic 

waist, zip fly. Mach .-wash-dry 
88(Navy). 50(Bm.). CSS: 2, 3, 3X 

2925 75317 B — Each set 5.99 

Size Chest! Hips | Height 

TODDLERS’ 

SIZES 2 TO 3X 

8 Nylon Plaid Overall-adj 
domed shoulders. Mock cuffs. 

Shirt (Item 9) not incl. Mach.-wash 
dry. As shown. CSS# 2, 3, 3X 

292571018 A —Each. ... 5.99 

9 Nylon Rib T-Shirt —mock tur 
tleneck Front zip. Mach.-wash 

dry 30(Yellow). 95(White), 

70(Red). CSS: 2, 3, 3X 

2925 21501 B — Each 2.29 

10 Stretch Denim Pant — nylon 
acrylic. Elastic waist, mock 

cuffs. Mach.-wash-dry. 70(Red). 
86(Royal). CSS! 2, 3, 3X 

292571019 B — Each 3.99 

11 Polyester-Nylon Duo. Top — 
rib turtleneck, sleeves. Elas 

lic waist, zip-fly flares. Mach 
wash-dry. As shn. CSS 2, 3, 3X 

29 25 75316 A — Each set 8.99 

12 %-Pc. Vest Suit —vest, pant ot 
corded cotton. Cotton shirt 

button cuffs. Elastic-waist, front-zip 
flares. Mach.-wash. As shown 
CSS! 2, 3, 3X. 

29 25 75315 A — Each set 7.99 

13 Nylon Gingham Longall 
Adj. shoulders, flare legs. T 

shirt not incl. Machine-wash-dry 
70(Red/White), BB(Navy/White) 

CSS! 2, 3, 3X 

29 25 75229 B — Each 4.99 

]4 Rib Nylon Turtleneck. Per 
ma-Prest; mach.-wash-dry 3 

no-iron. 70(Red), 80(Powder Blue), "— 
95(White). CSS: 2, 3, 3X. 

29 25 19246 В — Еа . 1.99; 2/3.69 

15 Plaid Pant of cotton cordu 
roy. Semi-boxer waist, zip fly 

cuffed flare leg. Mach.-wash. Red 
only. CSS: 2, 3, 3X 

2925 75322 A — Each 3.99 



SAVE $l onplay ensemble . . . 
separately would cost 5.98 

T-Shirt 1.99 еа 

fits to 23 Ib. 4, 

Bunting bag 
fits to 18 ib. 

Overalls 3.99 ea 

ГА Pamsut ‚ ™ 

BOTH FOR ONLY 

498 

39.99-VALUE 
Cosy 3-in-1 

in Orlon* 
acrylic pile 

52 

VL SAVES2 N 

15.99 
ea set 

Infants by weight 
Check to be sure 

INFANTS' SIZE CHART 

xs] s M 
Size оз 69 |12-18 то 

Weight | 14 | 15-20 | 21-2610. 
Height | 24 [241-28 | 28'/-32" 

L TEN 
Size | 24-30 |33-36 mo 

Weight 27-32 33-36 Ib. 
Height 327-36 | 3617-38" 

1-2 Play Togs mach. -wash- 
dry. 70(Red), 20(Green) 

30(Yellow), 84(Medium Blue). 
Sizes M, L, XL; see chart 

(1) Jacquard Knit T-Shirt in 
polyester-cotton; domed shoulder 

2925 17260 B — Each 1.99 

(2) Cotton Corduroy Overalls. 
Adjustable button shoulder; elas- 

tic-back waist. Domed crotch 
29 25 13016 B — Each 3.99 

SAVE on Ensemble. Includes 1 
and 2. Sizes, colors as above. 

29 25 13410 BE — Each 4.98 

Convert-a-Pram 'grows' with 
infant in 3 stages. Cosy Orlon* 

acrylic pile shell. Twin-zip front 
twin zips at crotch. Rayon quilted 

to cotton lining —SANI-GARD treat- 
ed. Machine-wash, ‘warm’; air-dry 
‘cool’. Fits to 27 Ib. 

70(Red), 84(Frosty Blue) 
29 25 95040 C — Each 15.99 

4 A Great Buy! 2-pc. walking set. 
Orlon* acrylic pile jacket with 

SANI-GARD-treated rayon quilt lin- 
ing. 2-way button closing. Stretch 
rib-cord nylon pants, thermal- 
lined. Elastic waist; footstraps. 

Machine-wash-dry. 
30(Yellow/Brown) 

70(Red/Navy). Sizes M, L, XL. 

292595452 B — Each set .. 12.99 

5.6 2-Pc. Coat Sets o! nylon 
quilted to polyester. Orion* 

acrylic pile trim, drawstring hoods. 
Rayon quilted to cotton linings. 

Elastic-waist pants with brushed 
cotton lining, shoulder straps. 
Machine-wash. Were 17.99. Sizes 
M. L, XL; see chart. 

(5) SAVE2.00 on Girls' in 
70(Red). Now also in 15(Lilac) 

29 25 95432 B—Ea.set.... 15.99 

(6) SAVE 2.00 on Boys’. Lt Navy 

29 25 95435 А — Ea. set 15.99 

Screen-Printed 2-Piecers 
in acrylic knit. Tops have the 

popular layered look. Elastic-waist 
pants. Machine-wash-dry. Sizes S 
M, L. See size chart 

(7) Boys'.Blue/'boy' print 

29 25 13609 A — Each set 4.59 

(8) Girls’. Pink/'gir!' print 

2925 13610 A — Each set 4.59 

9-10 Plaid Twosomes in quality 
nylon knit Contrast. 

trimmed tops; elastic-waist pants, 

domed crotch. Machine-wash-dry 

Red/Navy. Sizes M, L, XL 

(9) Boys’. Domed front top. 

2925 13413 A — Each set 8.99 

(10) Girls’. Button front top. 
29 25 13414 A—Each set ... 8.99 

11-12 Cable the Fashion in 2- 
piece sets. Cable-stitch 

acrylic knit tops with nylon trim 
back buttons. Cuffed nylon knit 
pants, elastic waist. Red/White. 

Sizes S, M, L; see chart 

(11) Boys’. Casual or dressy. 

29 25 13412 A — Each set 7.49 

(12) Girls’ 

29 25 29085 A — Each set 7.49 

13-14 Raschel Knit Sets in 
polyester. Tops have pin 

dot yoke, braid trim, back buttons. 

Cuffed pants have stitched 
creases, suspenders. Machine 

wash-dry. Sizes S, M, L. See chart 

(13) Girls’. Red/White 
29 25 13416 A—Each set 7.99 

(14) Boys’. Navy/White 

29 25 13415 A—Each set 7.99 

15 4.69 VALUE. Dress 'n' tights 
set. Acrylic knit dress with 

shoulder buttons. Nylon tights. 
Machine-wash. From Korea. Lilac. 
Sizes S. M, L; see chart 

29 25 29074 A—Each set ... 3.99 

16 Giris’ Pant Dress in acrylic 
knit. Baby-soft brushed dress 

has ruffle trim; back zip. Cuffed jer- 

sey-knit pant, elastic waist. Pink 

Sizes M, L. XL 

29 25 29086 A — Each set 8.49 

Boys' Stretch Nylon Set 
Layered-look top. back 

domes. Mock-cuffed pants, elastic 
waist. Machine-wash, tumble-dry. 
Burgundy. Sizes M, L. XL 

29 25 13417 A — Each set 7.99 

18 Stretch Nylon T-Shirts with 
domed shoulder. Mach. 

wash-dry. 95(White), 30(Yellow) 
70(Red). Sizes M, L, XL. 

29 25 17136 B — Each . 1.99 

Cuffed Pant in double-knit poly- 
ester-nylon. Elastic waist. Ma- 
chine-wash-dry. BB(Navy). 70(Red). 

Sizes M, L, XL; see chart 

2925 13011 B — Each 379 
SAVE when you buy T-shirt and 
cuffed pant listed above. 

2925 13411 BE — Each 4.99 

]9 Unisex Jumpsuit of stretch 
nylon. Screen print on front. 

Striped trimmings; domed crotch. 

Mock-cuffs; back zip. Machine- 
wash-dry. Red/White as shown 

Sizes M, L. XL; see chart 

2925 13216 A—Each .. 5.99 

- Stretch Nylon Duos. 
2021 Sot praed T-shirts, 
domed shoulder. Mock-cuffed, 
elastic-waist pants. Machine- 
wash-dry. 

Sizes M, L, XL; see chart 

(20) Girls’ in Lilac 
29 25 13408 A—Each set 5.99 

(21) Boys’ inRed 
29 25 13407 A — Each set 5.99 

22-23 A Gift for Baby ... 2-pc 
diaper set. Acrylic knit 

with hand-embroidered trim. Girls 
has button shoulder; boys' has but 
ton front. Each set complete with a 
cuddly little toy. Machine-wash 
Made in Korea. Size XS only; see 
chart above. 

(22) Girls' in Pink 
29 25 30504 — Each set 4.99 

(23) Boys’ in Blue. 
29 25 30503 — Each set 4.99 
*Reg'd Can. Т.М. 

Just say 'Charge It'! Complete credit details on P. 243 

WishbookWeb.com 
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For Baby's First Christmas . .. 2-piece 
diaper sets PLUS cuddly little toy 

[Sears] « 71 
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Kids’ sleepwear for dreamland adventuring—Sizes to 6X 
1 Rosebud Robe made of quilted nylon tricot 

it's comfortably soft and long wearing too 
Polyester fill gives warmth without extra weight 
Delicate White lace trim, Pink ribbon bow 
Machine-wash-dry. As shown. CSS! 2, 4, 6, 6X 

29 25 39368 A—Each 7.99 

2-3 Sleepy-Soft Nightwear for girls is warm 
and cosy in brushed 80% acetate-20% 

nylon. Elasticized cuffs. Hand-wash, drip-dry 
Colors as shown. CSS! 2, 4, 6, 6X 

2) Long Gown has pretty flounced hem 
29 25 37150 A—Each 4.50 ? Ra 
(3) Long Pyjamas have elasticized waist pant i Ve Y 

29 25 37151 A—Each 4.50 4 Ca D 
IR 

4-5 ‘Specialty for You' Nightwear just right 7 
for littie women. Softly brushed 80% ace 1 б аъ 

tate-20% nylon tricot; hand-wash, drip-dry. Colors e 
as shown. CSS! 2, 4, 6, 6X { LIE S 

(4) One-Piece Culotte Pyjama features $ 
White lace; button front opening 1 Р, Q 
29 25 37152 A—Each 3.99 r d 4 

(5) Long Gown with screen print i lid ۵ 
29 25 37153 A—Each 3.99 > є э 

B Colorful Quilted Robe goes down to a long 
length. Nylon tricot with fluffy polyester fill for ^^ 

extra warmth. Front buttons, pretty bow trim FI; 
Machine-wash. CSS! 2, 4, 6. 6X еә 
29 25 39369 A—Red/ White only. Each 6.99 — - 

7 ‘Little People’ PrintLongGownotcottonfian- Toddlers’ Footed Sleeper—printed 
nelette that's great for cold winter nigh cotton flannelette. Cotton knit cuffs, 

Cotton eyelet trim, back buttons. Machine-wash collar; elasticized ank vinyl s S. 
dry. 60(Pink), 80(Blue). CSS' 2, 4, 6, 6X Front zip. ach.-wa: jry. BO(Blue) 
29 25 37154 B—Each 3.99 TO(Red). CSS* 2. 3 3X 

8 Long Quilted Robe in a beautiful border 29 25 37157 B—Each 3.99 
print. Made of quality cotton with polyester fill 

for warmth with noextra weight. Cotton eyelet trim 

ribbon tie. Machine-wash-dry 
60(Pink), BO(Blue). CSS! 2, 4, 6, 6X 

29 25 39370 B—Each 7.99 

9 Candy-Cane Striped Sleeper o! 80 
20% nylon stretch terry. ( T 

front zipper, drop seat. Machine-w 
Red/White. Sizes: S(2 

29 25 38815 A— Each 3.99 

10 Pyjama'd in Flowers that are sprinkled 
over checks. Top has front buttons, elas 

ticized cuffs; elastic st pant. Cotton flannelette 
15(Lilac). 70(Red). CSS* 2, 4 6, 6X 

29 25 37155 B—Machine-wash-dry. Each. 2.99 

Even at this 
Low, Low Price $ 

BO 

11 The Rag-doll Gown of brushed acetate 
and-nylon. Back button closing, elasticized 

cuffs, Flounced hem, screen pr Hand-wash 
drip-dry. 60(Pink), 80(Blue). CSS' 2, 4, 6, 6X 

29 25 37156 B—Each 3.99 

12 Quilted Nylon Duster with poly 
Side-seam pocket, lace trim 

wash-dry. 60(Pink), B1 (Aqua). CSS 

29 25 38813 B—Each 

get gir 
of 100% 

ored pyjamas 
ton flannele 

Machine-wash-dry. Assorted pr 
colors. From China. CS: 4, 6, 6X 

29 25 38633 A—Eact 1.89 

FOR SLEEPYHEAD BO 
ITEMS SHOWN ON 

A TheHippo Look in PJ's—they're d 
with a screen print on front. Pol 

knit, cotton rib-knit cuffs 
machine-wash-dry; no-iron. CSS! 4, 6, 6X 
29 25 37158 A— Blue/White Each 3.99 

B FootedStretchTerrySleeperteatures candy 
ane stripes from the toes up. 80% cotton 

20% nylon. Front zip. Machine-wash-dry 
Red/ White. Sizes: S(2-3), M(4-5), L(6-6% 

29 25 38814 A—Each 3.99 

C-D Norwegian- Print Nightwear of warm, cosy 
cotton flannelette—great for dreamland 

trips. Easy-care—just machine-wash-dry 
80(Blue), 70(Red). CSS! 2, 4, 6, 6X 

Even at this 
C) Polojama has White rib-cotton collar and Low. Low Pric 

cuffs. Elastic-waist pant 

29 25 38907 B—Each 3.19 109. 

(D) Double-Breasted Robe--sash, side pocket 

29 25 39264 B—Each 359 you get cotton flannelette 
tailored pyjamas for boy 

Machine-wash-dry rted prints 
Canada Standard Sizes. For accurate fit olors. From China. CSS! 2, 4, 6, 6X 
see Boys' chart P. 67, Girls' chart P. 65 29 25 38700 A—Eact 1.89 



*COPYRIGHT WALT DISNE Cosy sleepers 
for children 
sizes to 6X 

A 'Pooh's'—Our Best Sleep 'n' Play 
Set in sculptured stretch 80° 

cotton-20% nylon terry. V guaran 
teed year. Perma-fr j with 
SANIGARD. Raglan sie elastic 

back waist; domed front, crotch. Gift 
boxed. Machine-wash-dry no-iror 

60(Pink), 95(White), 81(Aqua) 

XS(to 14), S(15-20). M(21-26) It 

See size chart P. 7( 

29 25 38409 B--Each 4.79 

B-C 80%  Acrilan Acrylic-20% 
Stretch Nylon with top quality 

features: shape-retaining reinforced 
shoulder seams, no-chafe flat-sewr 
inner seams, elasticized ankles, skid 
resistantvinylsolesandtoecaps. Ribbed 
cotton cuffs are extra long for growth 
front zipper for easy dre: g. Guaran 

teed for 1 year normal wear. Machine: 
wash—hang to dry 

In 81(Aqua) or 70(Balloon Red) 

(B) Toddlers'—CSS' 1, 2,3 
29 25 38461 B—Each 7.99 

(C) Juveniles' —CSS* 4, 5, 6 
29 25 38462 B—Each 8.99 

D OurLowest-Priced Blanket Sieep- 
er in 50% acrylic-50% cotton 

Raglan sleeves. Vinyl soles. Mach 

wash-dry. 30( Yellow), B1 (Aqua). 

Toddlers —CSS' 1,2,3 
29 25 38464 B—Each 4.79 

Juveniles'—CSS: 4, 5, 6 
29 25 38466 B—Each 5.79 

E !nfants' Candy Cane Set in blend 

Our finest quality 
luxury-weight ‘grow’ sleepers 

and crotch. Contrast trim. Set 
a perky hat. Machine-wast 
White/Red stripes. XS(to 14) Wt 
S(15-20), M(21-26) Ib. Size chart P. 70 

Terry 79 Toddlers 79 Juveniles 899 x cha 0 

Sleeper 4 Grow' Sleeper Grow' Sleeper (E) 2-Way Stretch Terry 3,99 29 25 38100 A—Each set 3.99 
F Economy Blanket Sleeper, flat no 

chafe seams. Zip front. 50% acryl 
ic-50% cotton; rib-knit cotton cuffs 

domed neck tab Mach.-w: 
81(Aqua), 33(Maize). Sizes: XS(to 
S(15-20), M(21-26) Ib. Size chart P 

29 25 38410 B—Eact 

G  Dr.Denton'Grow' Sleeper in 100% 
cotton. 2 rows of domes at waist 

Safety vinyl soles. Nursery print on top 
Machine-wash-dry. 30(Yellow) 

80(Blue). Sizes 1,2,3, 4 

29 25 38220 B--Each 425 

Н Duck-EmbroideredBlanket Sleep: 
er. 70% Acrilan* асгуйс-15% 

veces . cotton-15% polyester. Contrasting 
Even at this striped collar and cuffs. Flat-lock seams 

for no-chafing comfort. Vinyl safety 
Low, Low Price soles. Zip front. Machine-wash-dry 

Infants : e 30( Yellow), 80(Blue) or 60(Pink) 
blanket sleeper "773.79 == DR. DENTON 100% Cotton ‘Grow Sleeper 4,25 sa RN 5 

Toddlers'—CSS' 1,2,3 
29 25 38380 B —Each 5.99 

Juveniles'—CSS* 4, 5, 6 
29 25 38381 B--Eact 6.99 

J Exclusive with Simpsons-Sears 
90% cotton-10% polyester fleece 

sleeper. Screen-print top buttons tc 
bottom at waist. Bottoms have viny 
safety ›р seat. Non 

chafing eams. Mach 
ine-wash-c ), 23(Mint 

29 25 38385 B--Each 2.99 

Even at this Canada Standard Sizes 

Low, Low Price Charts: Girls —P. 65, Boys'—P. 67 

— Blanket you get a non-chafing 90% cottor 

74А [Sears] Sleeper 5.99,, 2 99:2 10% polyester fleece sleeper 
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TOTAL LOOK 
The right and the r lors mated or 
related for th t looks of the season. In fac 

ardrobe in the comfort of casual 

To Top It All-a Blazer in 100% polyester 
double knit. Fashionable. 
юре pockets with butt 
vent 

C 

40 25 23175 RB 

with 
Finished with o 
Regular fit 

4025 12171 В. 
40 25 12172 В. 

For plain pants, see page 77 

Pullover Popularity C 
5. 100% acrylic. New, longer lengtt 

88(Navy), 50(Br 
£ 5: S(7-8), M(10-12), L(14-16) 8 

40 25 73128 B—Machine-wash. Ea 4.79 

Heather-Toned Knit Sport Shirt X poly 
ester-209 acrylic. Placket frc and cuffs 
with coordinated buttons 
Machine-wash-dry. New 
80(Blue), 50(Brown). 8, 10, 12 
40 25 85815 B—Each 

Bowed at the Neck with a clip-on сі 
terfly tie of 10096 polyester. Solid 

All-Nylon Crew Socks with the comte 
cushion-foot sole ndex el. 

ıy-up power. 88(Navy). 50(Br 
5: M(6-8), L(8%-10), XL(10 

40 25 68090 B— Each p 1.09; 3/2.99 

X" Leather-Backed Vinyl Belt. 50(Browr 
09(Black). Waists 24, 26, 2f 30 

40 25 52843 B—Gold co Juckle. Еа. 3.99 

SEE SIZE CHART P. 80 

CUFFED OR 

UNCUFFED 

A 75 
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se all-time Check Out These ‘In’ Check Slacks and Easy-Care Knit Shirts in a 
be in the fashion fc Printed slack erma-Prest blend 

Modern Geom Long ved Cardigan—style 

N t Reg. Fit. Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 1t 50(Вгом 
40 25 75109 B—Eac! 7.99 40 25 14323 B—Eac! 7.99 402585817 B 5.49 
Long-Sleeved Pullover Jid 1 x T 
40 25 73126 В—Еас! 6.99 usky [Order size | 1 14] 16 bien. RER 

- + Sleeveless Pullover Fit Wt waist is ( s 

76 a | Sears 40 25 73125 B—Eact 5.99 40 25 14324 B—Eact 8.99 5.49 
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... featuring this year's fashion coordinates 

SEE SIZE CHART 
ON PAGE 80 

A Woven Sport Shirt. 65% polyester C Knit Shirt of 50% px tton. 1-button cuffs. Placket F Polyester Double-Knit Suit 3 ottor ntrast collar and 1 front. Machine-wast te) (alternate colors sold on Р. 7€ for fort and easy care. Ca butt fts. 50(Brown), BB Navy 40 25 85816 B—Sizes 8, 10, 12. 14. 16. 18 Eact 5.49 да itc ket 

40 25 85811 B—Mach.-wash. Ea. 5.99 D Donegal Tweed Slacks. Polyester-wool blend stts; 1%” belt Mac washable. Choice of 

B SAVE 2.00. Dress Pants te 40 25 12173 B—Sizes 8, 10, 1 4,16, 18. Reg. fit. Ea 11.98 Boys’ Sizes 7. 8, 1 
EIN ZA OM роскоі а deri tok. EF BRASS (МӘСК Астуйс Knit Pullover. Alover Ina chic 40 25 20073 RB—Ea 19.98 

on P. 75). Mach Mash еч pattern. Machine-wash. 88(Navy /Gold/White), 50(Br sold /Wht Youths' Sizes 14, 1€ rey), 50( Brown), B8(Navy) 40 25 73130 B—Size м 14-16), ХІ (18). Е 5.99 40 25 22326 RB—£ 24 98 Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Reg. fit 
40 25 12160 B-Reg. 799 Each 5.99 B.C. ORDERS—ITEMS WITH 'R' IN CAT. NO. SHIPPED FROM REGINA Sears | a 77 
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the ү 

A shop 

er-St 

8.99 ea 
à R А-В Great Values in Knit Ski Sweaters! Crew 

d d neck p ver r n 10 € 

zer Machine-w t Coordinating t k 

3.79ea 0 м 8 14-16). XL(18) 
є able ee Page 125 

A) Double-Knit Racer-Stripe Sweater. Solid 
body trast-stripe e, shoulder trim 

88(Navy 
26(Dark Gree 

40 25 73120 B — Each 8.99 

чч B) Maple Leaf Sweater with chest pocket 

¬ triped sleeve trim. 70(Re th White Trim 

£ 95(White with А 

ul 40 25 73121 B — Each 

£x y Long-Sleeved Turtleneck by Tam ( 
provides extra warmth under ski sweater 

Р Perma-Prest cotton. Machine-wast roning 

| 35(White), 88(Navy). 48(Burgundy), 50(Brow 
zes: B 12. 14, 16, 18 

40 25 93112 B — Eact 3.79 

C Layered-Look Crew-Neck Sweater. 100% 
ting sewn-ir ar acrylic knit with con 

Contrast stripe on waist and cuffs. Machine-wast 
48(Wine with Ivory), 50(Brown with Tan) 

Size (7-8), M( 10-12), L(14-16), Х (18). 

40 25 73129 B —Eact 7.99 

D Bulky Fisherman-Knit Turtleneck in 100% 

зсгу Cable-pattemed front. 18(Natural) 

69(Rust). Sizes: S(7-8), M(10-12), L(14-16) 

40 25 73106 B — Machine-washable. Ea 579 

E Sleeveless U-Neck Pullover in 100% acrylic 
brushed knit. New longer length. Rib-knit 

waistband. Argyle pattern in 48(Wi with Navy 

and White), 38(Beige with Brown and Chestnut) 

Sizes: S(7-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18) 

40 25 73127 B — Machine-washable. Eact 4.99 

Knit Shirt shown is sold on Page 7€ 

78 a | Sears BE READY FOR CHRISTMAS! SHOP CONVENIENTLY BY PHONE 
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Sure to please . . . trend-setting tops in Sizes 7-18 

(c] 
4.99 

i Py N e e Py ̂ 

RP 

A Racer-Striped Shirt — 100% nylon knit with crew C Hockey Enthusiasts will be del ighted to D The Thirties Look goes thoroughly mod neck and rib-knit cuffs. Machine-washable. find this bright, bold T-shirt under the tree. em » layered-effect pullover. Ar 88(Navy/Red/White), 69(Rust/Yellow/White) s knit in a blend of polyester-cotton that's as jyle-patterned body is fashioned in a com 3(7-8), M( 10-12), L(14-16), XL(18) d wearing as it is soft to the touch. Long fortable Jacquard knit of 50% polyester-50% 4025 93114 B —Eact 2.99 sleeves have neatly hemmed cuffs. Cheery otton. Contrasting solid color rib-knit forms 5 Ae ene Jesign is accented by embroidered hockey uffs, crew neck with sewn-in collar and 
>, N 00% cotton with long 

B m re А — BECA Tien with x s gn з) player. And keeping it clean needn't dampen stylishly wide waistband. Its good looks are founded coll on ینو مس 76 your spirits .... it's machine-washable easy to maintain because it's machine > 50(Bre JO MOS White/Bik 88(Navy/Wine/Yellow) washable. State color number and size 88(Navy/Red/White/Bik.) 50(Brown/Yellow/Red) 48(Wine/Yellow/Navy 70(Red/Navy/White),50(Brown/Gold/White) Sizes 8, 10, 12. 14, 16 Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 Available in sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 40 25 85801 B — Machine-washable. Each 3.79 40 25 93126 B — Each 4.99 40 25 93117 B —Each 4.99 

AVOID THE CHRISTMAS CRUSH. SHOPPING BY 'PHONE SAVES TIME AND TEMPERS 
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the у 

1 Terry-Wrap-Up 

40 25 51079 B —Siz« X 7-8), MO 1 6.99 

2 Hockey-Theme Polojama г 1 

88 rint on W t 

40 25 95015 B—Machine-washable. Ea 4.99 

3-4 100% Cotton Flannelette Pyjamas J sleeve 

ants with long legs, elasticized t est pocke 

Machine- washable ze 8.1 

Pullover-Top Style. Assorted prints а tripe 
40 25 97027 A—1-button front. Reg. 3.79. E 3.29; 2/6.00 

4) Coat-Style Top. Assortec and patterr 

40 25 97050 A—Eact 249 

5 Checkered Underwear with matct binding. F 

40 25 61069 B—Short-siee T-shirt. Eac 1.69 

40 25 61068 B—Athiet st. Each 1.49 

40 25 61067 В—Вп\е! 1.49 

Simpsons-Sears—official headquarters tor 

your CFL gift list. Our rights are exclusive 

for all merchandise shown on opposite page 

B Terry Robe Does the Trick ( tton f asy machine 
N J. Inct with CF t px 

40 25 51090 АТВ—5(7-8), M 

7 Warm, Interlock-Knit Polojama 
mada. Мас! ( 

40 25 99050 RTB—S(7-8), M(1 

8 Work Out with the Team in the 

402577035 RTB—S(7-8), M(10-12), L(14-16). XL(18). Ea... 4.99 

9 Boys’ Official CFL Team Jersey. Body and cust eeve 
triping in your team's colors. Machine-washable " 

Pick your team 2 96, 0 3 

40 25 93122 RTB—S(7-8 2 1 x 8 à 5.99 

10 Root Yo 0 r y 

402575103 АТВ 7 M x 899 

11 League Bank—save ех! sé es. W 
tic pebble-surfaced ff € є ) 

ndi jua FL tearr J Jat kt + 

40 25 52898 RT—Measures abt. 6% x 3% ach 1.99 

12 CFL Approved Sport Sock with y favorite tei 

tripes at the t тред cott y blend na 
€ N \ € e tit Nhite te y 

40 25 68050 RTC 99c 

13 Bedding for Sports Fans € 

e-washable ecessa t k 

96 25 51837—Twin Flat (abt. 72 x 96"). Eact 6.99; 2/13.00 
Twin Fitted (fits beds 39 x 
96 25 51838—Eact 6.99: 2/13.00 

Standard-Size Pillow Case (abt. 42 x 

96 25 51839—£ 1.99 

Order Team by No.: 01(Hamilt 
(C ма Winnipeg), 06(Saskatchewa 

8 algary X t 

hipped tr egina; Maritime orde ped 

BOYS’ CANADA STANDARD SIZE CHART 

SIZE 1 4 € 

SOCK IS 7 

CHART Order Sock Size M 

WishbookWeb.com 
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* special 
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idea, 

Exclusive with us.. 

CFL merchandise for 
Christmas giving 



A 'CharlieBrown' Sweat Shirt. F 
Я ton blend. Crew neck. 11(Blue 

Under-the-tree items for boys зуусан телна 
izes 7-8), M(10-12), L(14-1€ 

40 25 77019 B—Machine-wash. Each 4.49 

B Tie Belt and Sock Set—boxed for giving 

4” elastic belt with leather ends, Gold cc f 

buckle straight ready-knot rayon tie. 100 
stretch пук socks (fit shoe 8) 
50(Brown), 88(Navy). Belt sizes 

S(23-25), M(26-28), L(29-31)” waists 

40 25 52897 B—Each set 4.99 

C BoxedTie and Shirt Set. Rayon tie in color 
cued patterns with solid-shade shirt 

Shirt is Perma-Prest polyester-cotton with 
rounded collar, placket front, 1-button cuffs 
Machine dry; no-iron. In: 38(Beige) 

84(Med. Е es 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

40 25 81911 B—Each set 6.99 

D Corduroys with Flare Mi-cotton and 
at a great low price. 4 patch pockets; 2” beit 

‹ Machine-wast Burg.), 88(Navy) 
50(Brown) 0, 12, 14, 16 

40 25 14267 B—Reg Each 3.99 

E Boxed Tie and Sock Set. 100% nylon solid 
shade socks (fit shoe size 12-8). 14” poly 

о coordinate with socks 
wn socks 

e; Navy socks 

40 25 53531 C—Each set 2.49 

F Gift-BoxedSocksof 10096 Ban-Lon* nyl 

Perma-freshed with SANI GARD. Each box 

ontains 2 

40 25 68082 A—Each box 1.99 

б ToqueandGlove Set. Balaclava-styletoque 
washable 100% Orlon* acrylic (one size 

f boys). Gloves of 100% stretch acrylic (one 
size fits 7-10). Patterns as shown or similar 
88(Navy/ Red), 35(Gold/ Browr 

40 25 57062 C—Each set 2.99 

H CFL Toque—choose your favorite team 

100% washable acrylic. One size fits all 

boys. Order 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 0€ 07, 08, 09 

See details of colors, crests on P. 81. Maritime 

orders shipped from Toronto; B.C. order: 
shipped from Regina 
40 25 57135 RTC—Each 2.99 

J 4-Point Toque of washable 100 on 

acrylic. One size fits all boys. As shown 

40 25 57134—Eact 1.99 

K 'Canada' Ski Toque of washable, heavy 
weight 100% Orlon* acrylic knit. Maple Le 

at front. Navy /Red. One size fits all t 

40 25 57136—Each 2.99 

і Gift-Boxed Scart and Toque Set of wash 

able 100 acry que r 
dian flag design. Plain color scart à 

40 25 57133—One size. Each set 

M Hand-Laced Grain-Leather Wallet. Coin 
purse, removable pass case. Initials A to Z 

included. 50(Brown), 09(Black) 

40 25 52013 C—Each 2.99 

N Simulated Leather Dress Gloves in 100% 
vinyl. Fleeced cotton knit linir 

(Black), 50(Browr 

40 25 58123 B—Each pair 

P Snowmobile Mitt. Vinyl palm 
lent nylon back fleece 

jam backing. Sizes 5 9,10 

40 25 58124 A—Navy only. Each pair 3.49 

wit 

R Split Cowhide Gloves. Rayon pile lining 
50( Brown), 54(Camel). Sizes 8, 9, 1C 

40 25 58125 B—Each pair 4.49 

T Plaid Bomber Jacket a great price 

plus the look that's most in demand. Outer 
he 14 20 otton-5 

er fibre e-lined body and 

ar. Ray patch pock 
€ how 

z 0, 12, 14, 16, 18 

40 25 33018 A—Dry-clean. Each 17.98 

U Bomber Jacket takes care of winter ct 
m osy acrylic irt-pile lining. Мук 

taffe ster fiberfill tor 
2 tront pocket: 

ted tc 

Browr Navy 
8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

40 25 33020 B—Dry-clean. Eact 14.98 
а! м 
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is SCAM E = 
ТЕРЕ au TEO decl nn 

Women and children... 

getting into the fun 

and comfort of mukluks 

They're tough and ready for lots of outdoor 

activity the family. Quality construction 

puts together sturdy nylon uppers and hefty 

waterproof molded soles with the look of 
crepe. There's warmth to boot from Orlon 

acrylic pile linings. Padded topline adds a 

soft touch and D-ring lacing makes for a 
Quick put-on. Real leather trim. 8" high 

Made in Canada. Medium width. 

Choose 80(Blue) or 30(Yellow). 

Women's Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

54 25 78063 B—Each pair 21.99 

Children's 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4 

15 25 22798 B—Each pair 14.99 

Note: For ' sizes, order % size larger, e.g 

tor 7%, order size 8. 
Reg'd Can. T.M 

International Team-Mates® 
Boys' slipper plus bonus soccer ball 

Terrific idea fo: ууз... the practicality of sturdy slippers 

he'll love to wear plus the gift appeal of a vinyl soccer ba 

great idea in slippers 

only once. Non-skic 
ball with blow-u 

Sizes 7 8 

15 25 27660 B—Each pair 

At last! Slippers your boy will love to wear. Team-Mates* are à 
sporty looking, fantastically comfortable 

Dirt-shedding foam-backed polyester material Special arch 

support for growing feet. New ‘flexi-lace which need threading 
on tab. BONUS soccer 1 sole. Pul 

needie. Medium width. 80(Blue), 70(Red). 

10, 11, 12, 13, 1,2, 3, 4, 5. 
5.99 
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very . 
special 

Git 
Exclusive with 
Simpsons-Sears, 
merry-go-mukluks 
for any size feet 

1-3 Warm Winter Comfort for happy- 
go-lucky feet on the move. Genuine 

plantation crepe soles stitched with waxed 
threadand cementedto premium man-made 
uppers that look, feel like real leather. Won't 
Stain, crack, peel; scuff resistant; wipe 
clean. Reinforced at strain points. Fully lined 
with Orlon* acrylic pile. Med. width. Tan. 

(1) Simulated Wolf Fur on 9" boot 
Men's sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
67 25 77735 A—Each pair 27.99 
Women's sizes 5, 6, 7, B, 9, 10. 
54 25 78163 A—Each pair 25.99 
Children's sizes 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. 
15 25 22960 A—Each pair 13.99 
(2) Orlon* Acrylic-Trimmed 9" boot 
Men's sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
67 25 77634 A—Each pair 25.99 
Women's sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
54 25 78162 A—Each pair 24.99 
Children's sizes 11, 12, 13, 1, 2,3. 
15 25 22961 A—Each pair 12.99 

(3) The Classic Look in a 9” boot 
Men's sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
67 25 77535 A—Each pair 24.99 
Women's sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
54 25 78161 A—Each pair. 22.99 
Boys' sizes 4, 5, 6. 
67 25 77035 A—Each pair 19.99 

4-6 The Toe-Happy Experience giveit 
to your feet with simulated mink 

Furry-warm mukluks have genuine planta 
lion crepe soles stitched with wax thread for 
extra protection. Bone vinyl trim. Fully lined 
with Orlon* acrylic pile for warm, soft 
comfort. Medium width 

(4) 5" Boot rises just above ankles. 
Women's sizes 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
54 25 78177 A—Each pair 15.99 

(5) Medium-Length Boot gives added 
warmth 
Men's sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, 12 
67 25 77574 A—8" high. Ea. pair 21.99 
Women's sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
54 25 78178 A—8" high. Ea. pair 18.99 
Children's sizes 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3 
15 25 22962 A—7" high. Ea. pair 10.99 

(6) 12" Boot for super looks and warmth 
Men's sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
67 25 77660 A—Each pair 23.99 
Women's sizes 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10 
54 25 78179 A—Each pair 21.99 
Reg'd Can T.M 

NOTE: For % sizes 
order % size larger 
e.g. tor 5% order 6 

[Sears | 36 85 
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Footwarmers—c hildren’s winterproof boots 

Kids’ w aterproot 8 — : Winter Boot : и и , покета Муюп on" rs Hn 

mukluks with : > + : == 

COSy pile lining € ull bellow ‚Р 

M and hee є 

898 : > : 
7625 81630 ВЕ 8.98 7625 81600 A—Ea 8.98 76 25 81680 A—Ea 5.99 

Girls' 12 Girls’ Fashionable 1 1" Winter Boot 

ate 

à Ae 

98 

mall Boys’ 8, 9 Small Boys 

76 25 81634 A 10.98 76 25 81608 B 8.98 25 80824 A 5.49 76 25 80823 A 98 

86 a | Sears To fit % sizes in winter boots above, order % size larger; e.g. for 3%, order size 4 
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Children's boots kicking up a storm 
JV x 
a” a 

1 Dashing Through the Snow—12 
of polyurethane booted up with full 

synthetic pile lining; inside nylon zipper 
Big-girt styling with *pintuck' trim, plat 
form unit sole, heel. Med. width 
53(Tan), 59(Dark Brown) 

Misses’ sizes 11, 12, 13, 1,2,3,4 
15 25 22977 B—Each pair 12.99 

2 Frosty the Snowboot knows that 
vinyl uppers with warm synthetic pile 

keepout the chills. 12" boot buckled and 
Stitched to trim. Full inside nylon zip 
Plattorm-look sole, heel. Med. width 
09(Віаск), 70(Red) 

Sizes 11, 12, 13,1,2,3,4 
15 25 22978 B — Each pair 11.99 

3 Take to Toddlers getting a little 
boot out of winter ... twin-zipped in 

vinyl. Orlon* acrylic pile-lined for cosy 
toes. 4%" high. Unit sole, heel. Med 
width. 95( White), 70(Red). 

Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
15 25 23142 B—Each pair 6.99 

12.99 

4 Winterize Your Toddler in 4 
of vinyl with synthetic pile lining and 

collar trim making ring-around cosy 
warmth, Hook and lace closing does it 
all up in fine style. Unit sole, heel. Med 
width. 88(Navy), 70(Red) 

Sizes 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10 
15 25 23143 B—Each pair 6.99 

5 Who's Afraid of Big, Bad Winter? 
Not your toddlers if they're snuggled 

into the ‘furry’ warmth of imitation wolf 
7" boot has vinyl bottom and genuine 
plantation crepe sole. Medium width 
Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

15 25 23144 A—Each pair 9.99 

6 Sleigh Bells Ring for Mukluks- 
misses love to take them out to play 

9" high in crinkle vinyl with Orlon* acry 
ic pile lining. Genuine crepe sole and 
heel. Med. width. 70(Red). 88(Navy) 

Sizes 11, 12,13, 1,2, 3, 4 
15 25 22707 B—Each pair 10.99 
Reg'd Can TM 

FOR % SIZES, ORDER % SIZE LARGER 

(5) 
For boys 
or Girls 

9.99 

^ 
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Sturdy slippers for your young male activists 

] Shaggy Story-acrylic pile 
uppers, lining; corduroy collar 

Washable slippers. Vulcanized 
rubber soles. Medium width 
53(Camel), 48(Burgundy) 

Sizes 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1,2,3. 
1525 27896 B — Ea. pr 449 

2 Popular Moccasin Styling — 
acrylic pile collar, warm fleece 

lining. All-vinyl. Medium width. 
50(Dark Brown), 53(Tan) 
Sizes 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 

1.2.3,4 

15 25 27897 B — Ea. pr 2.99 

3 Novelty-Printed Corduroy up- 
per on vulcanized rubber sole 

—a perfect boys’ slipper. Double 
elastic gores on side for fit. Med. 
width. 80(Blue), 70(Red) 

Sizes 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2.3 
15 25 27898 B — Ea. pr 2.99 

4 Corduroy Step-In —terry clott 
lining. Double elastic side 

gores for better fit. Vulcanized rub- 

ber sole. Washable. Medium width 
53(Camel), 88(Navy) 

Sizes 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1,2,3 

15 25 27899 B — Ea. pr 3.99 

Warm, whimsical styles to delight the tiny tot 

5 Snug-as-a-Bug Slip-On—corduroy up 
per; front tie. With matching snuggly ac 

rylic pile collar. Felt lining. padded vinyl sole 
Medium width. 60(Pink), 53(Tan). 

Sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8 

1525 27904 B — Ea. pr 1.99 

Winnie-the-Pooh&) Slipper and Hang-Up 8 Infants’ Felt ‘Moccasin’ Bootie. Fringed 

Bag Set. Surprise your child on Christmas collar. Contrast felt lining. insole. Topline 

morning with lovable Winnie-the-Pooh. Slippers aces for snug fit. Padded suedine sole 
have cuddly rayon plush uppers plus a cotton-knit 38(Beige), 76(Maroon). Sizes 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 

sock top that hugs the ankle for a snug fit. Padded 15 25 27953 B — Med. width. Each pair 1.99 

vinyl soles. The bag is cotton fleece with a conve- - 

еи hang-up hook for easy storage. In cheerful 9 Gentle as a Lamb-look acrylic pik slipper 

6 Vinyl Bootie with matching synthetic pile Gold with Red trim. Medium width M * = serpere ptus hed foam sole 

collar. Padded vinyl sole Infants’ sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 ledium widt ‚Pin ) - (Е ̂ i 

60(Pink), 80(Blue). For half sizes, order next size larger. For wear over asem м ч 

Sizes 2.3.4.5.6.7.8 sleepers, order full size larger 1525 27905 B — Washable. Each pair 1.99 

15 25 27777 B — Med. width. Each pair.. 1.99 15 25 27906 A — Each set 5.99 NOTE: For "sizes order '/2 size larger 
©Copyright Walt Disne juctio e.g. for size 3'/ order size 4. 

m 
88 a | Sears 
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special 
P e 

mother- 
daughter 
slippers 

]-2 Shaggy Dazzlers — Multicolored Orlon* 
Foam lined. Leatherette sole. Med. widtt 
Wome es: S(5-6), М(7-8), L(9-10) 
M zes: S(12-13), М(1-2), L(3 

1) 5'A'High Boot 

15 25 28994 A — Womer M.L E 

15 25 27881 A — Misses' S, M, L Each M,L pai 

8" High Boot 
15 25 28995 A — Worr >, M, L. Each ра 
15 25 27880 A — Misses' S, M, L. Each pair 

3 Crushed Velvet Casual. Mocca 
leatherette sole. Medium widtt 

1(Honey 50(Brow 

15 25 28941 В — W 5,6,7,8,9.10. Ea 
Mi ). 10, 11, 12, 13, 1.2.3.4 
15 25 27892 B — Each pa 

4 Plushy Moc-Style 
pile llar 

eatherette out 
60(Pink), 35 

15 25 28942 Each рг 

0, 11, 12, 13, 1,2 
15 25 27893 B — Each pair 

M 1 
3.99 

2.99 

5 Step into Crushed Velvet Softness. 
Matchir 

ole. Med. wid 35 > 
1(Honey Beige 

Won 5.6.7.8 
15 25 28943 B — Each 

15 25 27894 B — Each ү 

ig 

6 Zebra-Striped Orlon* Acrylic tamed inte 
fleece-lined ppers. Leatherette outsole 

Medium width. 15(Mauve), 60(Pink 
Ww ^ zes 5,6, 7, B, 9, 1( 
15 25 28944 B — Each pair 3.99 
Misse res 9, 10, 11 3 3,4 
15 25 27895 B — Each pa 299 

7 Step-in Long-Hair Orlon* acrylic т Ka 
nan. Matct bow, binding. Terry lined. 

Icanized ashable. 80(Blue), 60(Pink 

Worr 5.€ B. 9. 1¢ 

15 25 28945 B — Med. width. Each pair 5.99 
M 10.11.12 1312.3 
15 25 27907 B — Med. width. Each pa 4.99 
*Reg'd Can TM 
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Slippers for her... 
a comforting idea 
1-2 The Acrylic Pile ‘Bunny Hopper 

way with 

Shaggy Slip-On — soft stuff with hidde 

elastic gore and foam ing 
izes 5, б. 

15 25 28930 B — Each pair 4.99 

(2 Furry' Mule ha € jore 

es 5, € 
15 25 28931 B — Each pa: 4.99 

3 Genuine Suede “Bunny Hopper goe 

Foam so) е), 26(Greer 
6( E 

15 25 28932 B — Med. width. Ea. pr 6.99 

4 Muffet' Suede Leather Scuff — acrylic 

pile cc k lining. Cushion insc 
ede leather sole 

15 25 28708 B — Each pair 6.99 

5 Shearlon Slip-On —she ve its soft 

warmth. Flannele! ed; cushioned ir 

ole. Leatherette sole.Medium width 

70(Red), 80(Blue). Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

15 25 28933 B — Each pair 4.99 

6 ‘Bunny Hopper Slip-On in lustrous 
( acrylic j jore 

Foam-backed 
heel. Med. w 
Mink), 80(Blue 
15 25 28992 B — Eac 

7 SoftLamb- Look Orlon* Acrylic 

backed lining and ir Instep elastic 

gore. Foam rubber sole, heel. Completely 

washable. Med. width. 35(Gold), 60(Pink 

80(Blue). Sizes: S(5-6), M(7-8), L(9-10' 

15 25 28993 B — Each pair 3.99 

8 Cosy-Warm Open-Toe Mule in fluffy 
Machir 

Orlon* acrylic pile. Foam sole. Me 

th. 60(Pink/White 
80(Blue/White 

5-6), M(7-8), L(9-10 

15 25 28996 B — Each pa 3.99 

*Reg'd Can. TM 

washable. Med 
17(Purpl 

Note: For "sizes order 'Asize smaller 

p-on. Double ela 
є eathe е, wedge hee 

15 25 28934 B — Each pa 6.99 

90 ^ [Sears] 
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1 8 The Gift That's Always Appreciated 
é tuck away in lug hov 

J h jay width 

3, 9, 1 maller 

Fancy and Flirty in quilted fabric g J with 
1 color threads. Elasticized topline. Foam-backed 
3. Low heel. 35(Gold), 60(Pink), 80(Blue 

1525 28935 B — Each pair 4.99 

Plush and Pretty Velvet makes an elegant m 
witt parkling Mylar® bir 

wes enterta y at home. 17(Purple), 26(Gree: 
15 25 28936 B — Each pa 5.99 

гу e wit 
ding. Foam 

30(Blue/White 
4.99 

4) It'sFoldable 
Jesign metallic fabric. Int 
15 25 28938 B —97(Silvei 

5 Twinkle Toe: 

and foldable way 
15 25 28939 B — 35(Gold), 97(Silver). Ea. pr 5.49 
6) Lustrous Lounger 

(Gold). Ea. pr 4.99 
another traveler with its plasti 

omfy foa 3 Ela 
15 25 28940 B —35(Gold), 97( 

Here's an Action Lover 

1525 28883 B —9 

8) Open-Toe Mule in printed Mylar*; elasticized t 
rap. 1'" hee 

15 25 28998 B — Each pa 

Always the 
right gift... 
beautiful 
holiday 
slippers 

Sears | A 91 
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The party put-ons 

going fancy, 
fast and flirty 

a slender ankle, show a pretty 

hirl away the wee hours of the 

he glamour gir! looks of today 
t feminine, beautifully Feet are back 

expressed in ï, ‘Silver’ and bewitching 

Black. All Width B (medium narrow) 

Such a Curvy One, sandaled over toes 

a water platform, haltered at the hee 

* high and cove 

e 6, 61/2, 7, 7/2, 8, 8'/2, 9, 10 

54 2561077 B — Each pair 15.99 

Razzle Dazzle — baring just a little here 

and there. Shimmering fabric buckled at the 

back, standing pretty on the Y,” platform and 

* covered heel 

97(Silver), 35(Gold) 
Sizes 5'/, 6, 6'/2, 7, 7/2, 8, 8'/, 9. 

54 2564117 B — Each pair 15.99 

3) All Zip and Glitter with a 
mystique in thé jeswept stripping treat 

nent Buckled back strap. Wafer platform 
5" j heel. Take a fancy tog 

tening fabric in 35(Gold) or 97(Silver) 
zes 5”, 6, 61/2, 7, 7'/, B, 8'/2, 9. 

54 2561079 B — Each pair 15.99 

(4) Bare to There, and then some, 

nazzy Mylar® handwoven with are 

Buckled back strap. 2" ered he 

€ 2, 6, 6 774.8 8.9 

54 25 62066 B — Each pair 9.99 

5) Plain Jane in a Party Mood Wow! 

The pump is primed with a Ys” platfo 

234" covered heel. The elasticiz topline 

jives a fitting hug. 97(Silver) or 35(Gold) 

jrethane, also 08(Black реа 
zes 5'/, 6, € 7, 7/2, 8, 8'/», 9, 9 

54 2564118 B — Each pa 12.99 

12.99 

6-7 Inthe Clutches of Fashion 

swing from the hide-away 
overed frames. Fabr nings. B.C. orders 

t j from Re 

6) Handy Hold-It abou 
nor 97(S 

8(Black pea 

88 25 22177 RC — Eac! 7.99 

Slimline about 10/2 x 5 y 

» j 37( ve rethane; à 

(Black peau de soie 
7.99 

88 25 22191 RC 

92 4 |Sears 
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14.99 

- 

Be a shining success! Holiday The classic boot in 
fashions deserve holiday shoes leather or polyurethane 

] Brightening the Night—it's 2 Dance the Night Away in thi 3-4 What Could Be Simpler? (3) It's Polyurethane, that great the clog shape up-dated to a socko sandal to wear with the High goes the heel, zip goe: pretender, with the soft look, soft fit 
more feminine, flirty silhouette. eason's swirly, whirly gown the elasti of leather. O9(Black), 50(Brown) 
В; g your fashion image on a e clog coming out after 5 to ha t dowr 54 25 78087 B — Ea. pr 24.99 delicate wafer platform and 24,” а ії un on а campy-vampy k for town 
heel. Ready t ne in sophisti and 3” hee! with warm (4) It's Soft Glove Leather 
cated Black sleek Silver color. ‚stable elastic j back stre ining. Full in Y still nothing that can beat 
Width B(medium narrow). 97 (Silver уиге pow and then some i ion zipper. All high-stef lous look and texture of the 
Color Fabric id U bright lights or candlelight's glow lyvinyl unit platform real leather thing 
47(Bla Patent thanks t immering urethane e|. Medium width 09(Black), 50(Brown) 
08(Black Peau de Soie with Silver Width B(med. narrow) 6.65.7 54 25 78089 B — Ea. pr 34.99 
Color piping trim) 35(Gold), 97(Silver) 9, 9, 1( *Reg'd Can. TM 

Sizes 51/2, 6,6'/2,7,72,8,8"/2,9, 10 игез 5'/2, 6, 6%, 7, 7/5, 8, 8/2, 9. 
54 2564119 B — Each pr 15.99 54 25 61078 B —Each рг 14.99 BOOTS FIT REGULAR CALF. SEE CHART ON P. 94 

[Sears] 3-6 93 
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Women's boots, 
tall on fashion 

]-2 The Luxury of Leather, featuring fit 
Full inside zippers, foam-backed 

nylon tricot lining: 
Width B(medium narrow) 

09(Black), 50(Brown) 
Sizes 51/2, 6, 6%, 7, 7/2, 8, 8/2, 9, 9/2, 10. 

(1) Grandstanding Glove Leather 
napped up with an ela gore. Y." covered 

platform sole; 3” heel. See chart below. 
54 25 78080 B — 15" high. Each pair. 36.99 

(2) Leather Makes the Foot but the shaft 
stretchy polyvinyl for 'second-skin' fit. 114 

form, 3'4" heel. SAN-GARD 

alí measurements below. 

covered р 
treated. Se 

54 25 78077 B — 16" high. Each pair. 26.99 

3-5 Puton Polyurethane done up with full 

inside zippers. Foam-backed nylor 
tricot linings. Width B(medium narrow) 

High Piper with elastic side gore 

vinyl unit 1” sole and 3'4” heel. See 
09(Black with Red piping) 

Sizes 6, 6, 7 
54 25 78066 B — 15" high. Each pair. 19.99 

(4) Laced and Lively — adjust-to-fit lace 
Grooved vinyl unit 1” sole and 21/4 [ 

ated. See chart below for calf 
09(Black), 77(Russet). 

5 2, 7, 7/4, 8, 8/2, 9, 9/2, 10. 

54 25 78070 B — 15" high. Each pair. 25.99 

(5) Short and Sweet on a  '/;" covered 
platform sole; 2'/" heel. SANI-GARD treate 

Approximate calf measurements for boot 
Bools with Sirot Boots with 

6-6 

8.8 ^ 
9 4 

Note: Boots Pages 94, 95 not waterproof 

94 36 [Sears | 
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| 
k 

E 

| 

24.99 

29.99 ' я - 29.99 

Hush Puppies i: 

DY э > * 
21.00 

Sportsmates team up to make a winning play! 
3-4 The Long and the Short of It... 2 heights 

f ju ¢ jhtwe 
1 7" Short-Stop Walker f 

ining. F 
1/4” platt 

Width B(med. 
53(Antique 3,1 0 ack 3(Tan). Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 е n B(med. narrow) width 

54 25 78078 B — Full in 29.99 3) High, High Jumper gon looks, gives a 54 25 78217 A — Tar 
f pringy A Fla tic gore at top er 6 Country-Time Fiddler h a measure e je 94 f tomping look. Tw ather laced 54 25 78085 B jh. Each pa 29.99 and seamed up the front. Warm acrylic pile lir 

1 4) Low Down Dealer bets y jamble о ). Genuine crepe with 1” he in/Brow 51%, 6, 6/4, 7, 7'/, 8,8 10%, 11 this short-cut pair — great for the pant game B(Med. narrow) width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 54 25 78140 B — Each pair 21.00 54 25 78086 B — 10" high. Each pa 24.99 54 25 78154 A — Each pair 24.99 

NOTE: for "sizes, order "size larger sears | a 95 
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The sporty 
ones for your 
active winter! 

to 

] Furry Fakery makes the shaft of this 9* 
pull-on. Waterproof rubber foot is bot- 

tomed by a crepe-look rubber sole and heel 

Has removable felt liner for extra warmth 
Medium width. 53(Tan), 95(White) both with 

contrasting synthetic 'animal fur' as shown. 
Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 

76 25 79124 В — Each pair 18.98 

2-6 Bravo for Brushed Nylon going short 
and snappy in great sport shapes 

They're winterprooÍ — resist salt and stains, wa 
terproofto lacing or zippers. All cosied up with 

Du Pont Orlon* acrylic pile linings. Standing 

steady on molded rubber soles and heels. Me 

dium width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
*Reg'd Can. T.M 

Note: For sizes on this page, order 

size larger: e.g. to fit 6%, order size 7 

Lively 9” Lacer— synthetic pile 
llar; color-matched sole and heel 

76 25 79141 A— Brown. Еа. pr.. 18.98 

Zipped Quick to 9" on a color. 
matched sole and heel. Black only 

76 25 79109 A — Each pair 16.98 

Ankle-High Action with padded 

vinyl collar, speedy lace. Great for 
aprés ski. 09(Black), 50(Brown) 
76 2579051 B — Each pair 13.98 

Ankling In with a ‘furry’ synthetic 

pile collar; lacing it up speed-style. 1” 
heel. 09(Black), 50(Brown). 

76 25 79143 B — Each pair 11.98 

Sporty Shorty, ankle-high with 

vinyl toecap and trim, keeping right ir 

step. O9(Black), 50(Brown). 

76 25 79132 B — Each pair 12.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



Warm up to winter 
with our cosy 

pile-lined boots 

to 

] 'Carriboot'—helps tame Canadian 
winters. 15* high vinyl lined in Orlon* 

acrylic pile; felt insole. Waterproof to full in 

side zipper. "/4* platform sole, 1?/,* heel Fits 

medium calf —see chart P. 94. Med. width 
Black only. Sizes 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10. 

76 25 79066 A — Each pair 15.98 
2 Warmth Afoot—8” high vinyl shorty is a 

Snowbelle' by Kaufman. Synthetic pile 
lining; felt insole. Waterproof to full inside 
zipper. '5* platform; 1%” heel. Medium 
width. O9(Black), 50(Brown) 

Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 

76 25 79148 B — Each pair 15.98 

Walk in Warm Comfort. 7" brushed 
nylon boot with Orlon* acrylic pile lining. 

Front zipper. Molded rubber sole with 1^ 
heel. Medium width. O9(Black), 50(Brown) 

Sizes 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10. 
76 25 79014 B — Each pair 12.98 

4 8” Vinyl Winterboot, another 'Snowbel 
le' from Kaufman with synthetic pile lin- 

ing, felt insole. Waterproof to full inside zip- 
per. Thick 1* crepe-look platform sole and 
1*4" heel. Medium width. Teak only. 

Sizes 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10. 
76 25 79144 A — Each pair 16.98 

5 The Foot Warmer —8* high vinyl with 
deep Eskilon® pile lining—a blend of 

80% Orlon* acrylic-20% nylon. Felt insole. 
Waterproof to front-zipper closure. Treaded 
sole and 1” heel. Medium width. Brown only 

Sizes 5,6, 7,8, 9, 10, 11 
76 25 79099 A — Each pair 12.98 

6 Wide Width —8” vinyl boot with synthetic 
pile lining —"Snowbelle' by Kaufman 

Waterproot to full inside zip. Treaded sole, 1” 
heel. Width EE(wide). 09(Black) ‚50(Brown) 

Sizes 5, 6,7,8,9, 10 
76 25 79128 B — Each pair 12.98 
*Reg'd Can. TM 

NOTE: For Ya sizes order "a size 
smaller, e.g. for 6/2, order 6 

Width EE 
(wide) 

WishbookWeb.com 



Canadian 

WINTERPROOES 

Waterproof’ vinyls EEE 

Extra-wide 
Width 

to 

1-5 Winning Winterboots € 
ook vinyl. Shun all of Winter 

ind salt worrie t wipe € 
y. too, with warm sr ng 

der 1 5,6,7,8,9 

1) Extra-Wide 11” Boot lined in 

kilon* yile—8096 Orlon* acrylic-20% 

jre-tread sole; 1" hee 
EEE jth. 09(Black 

76 25 79053 B —Еас! 

All Tied Up e latest 

ice * acry J; felt > 
"р ole Med. widtt 
)9(Black), 50(Browr 

76 25 79009 B — Each pair 16.98 

For Medium Calf tt 

backed brushed nylo r 

ide zipper; telt insole * platlorr 
13⁄4” heel. Medium width. Black only 
76 25 79002 A — Each pair 14.98 

Short Story 
pile lining; felt insole. Fu 

Treaded sole; 1" he« 
09(Black). 50(Brown) 

25 79003 B — Each pair 12.98 

For Medium Calf 
*a jile lin 

” tread 
09(Black), 50(Е 

25 79145 B — Each pair 12.98 

yd Can ТА Wate 

hart on P. 94 for calf measurements 

WishbookWeb.com 
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]-2 Warm Winter Boots with 
ıppers of rubberized nylon 

drawstring tops. Feature remova 
Blue felt liners, sturdy rubber bottoms. 
Med. width. Men's 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 

(1) 9% High Lightweight with D- 
ring closure and moccasin-style bot 
tom, crepe-look sole. Blue. 
76 2580121 A — Each pair 11.98 

(2) Deluxe 13” High Snowmobiler 
with wet-look uppers, zippered side, 
bellows tongue. Leather trim includes 
adjustable strap and buckle at instep 
Treaded sole and heel. Black 
76 25 80113 A — Each pair 

е 

16.98 

3 The Fabulous Fake! 100% acrylic 
wolf/hait' look. Removable White 

feit liner. Rubber moccasin-style bot 
tom has crepe-look sole. Tan. Med 
width. Me 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12 
76 25 80122 A —9" high. Pr 19.98 
Boys’ sizes 1,2, 3, 4, 5,6 
76 25 80552 A — 8" high. Pr 16.98 

4 Leather-Topped Boot with extra. 
high 11” shaft. Durable genuine 

leather uppers have pull tab for easy 
on/off. Removable Blue felt liner 
Sturdy rubber bottom with treaded sole 
and heel. Brown. Medium width 

Men's sizes 7, B, 9, 10, 11, 12 

76 25 80106 A — Each pair 17.98 

5-6 Here's Value in snug, dry all 
vinyl winter boots with acrylic 

pile linings and comfy felt insoles 
Treaded soles and heels. Med. width 

(5) 10"High Boot in Brown. 
Me zes 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12 

76 25 80124 A — Each pair B.98 

Boys’ sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
76 25 80524 A — 9" high. Pair 6.49 

(6) Smart Dress-Up Boot by Kauf- 
man. Full inside zipper. Chestnut 
Brown. Mer zes 6, 7,8,9,10, 11, 12 
76 25 80119 A — 9" high. Pair 13.98 

Half-sizes? Order '/xsize smaller 

Men's Sizes 

19.98 
Boys' Sizes 

16.98 

A 
Г 13.98 

- 

Fashionably rugged 
for warm, dry 
winter comfort 

to 

[Sears] А 99 
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Convertible 
it may 

be wom 
either up 
or down 

a hit season after 3 Our Best Ciré "Wet-Look' Mukluk 
Foam-backed nylon uppers. Tan 

simulated leather trim and facing. 3 D 
rings for quick pull-through lacing. Fully 
lined with thick Orlon* acrylic pile. Genu- 
ine plantation crepe wraparound soles 

1-2 Ciré ‘Wet-Look’ Mukluks 
season with snowmobilers, hikers and for aprés 

ski comfort. Natural plantation crepe rubber soles and 

heels. Foam-backed nylon uppers for added warmth. 

Convertible cuff —wear it up or down. Bone color vinyl 

, , Men's and Boys 
genu 1 пе сгере sole binding. Deep Orlon* acrylic pile linings. Medium width. 

Navy. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 stitched and cemented for durability 

winter boots (1) 672577656 A — 12" high boot. Each pair ... 19.99 Navy. Med. width. Men's 7,8,9; 10, 11, 12 
(2) 67 25 77671 A—8” high boot. Each pair .... 17.99 672577638A—8"h.Each pair .. 22.99 
*Reg'd Can. TM. 

Also in Black 

23.00 
Also in Black 

Also available 
insize 13 

25.00 

6 Popular-Priced Dress Boot Deluxe Dress Winter Boot 
for winter. Genuine grained 

Good Looks Plus! The shoe 

Boot up for 
winter in 
high style 

100 зв [Sears] 

look that's a boot, ready to 
winter the storm. Twin-zippered for 
style and convenience. Fine qual- 
ity kid glove leather insulated with 
Gold color acrylic pile lining. 
Sturdy unit rubber sole, heel. Med 
width. 09(Black), 50(Brown) 

Sizes 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13 

67 25 77641 B — 7* һ Pr 25.00 

8” of fine full-grain glove 
leather with hand-brushed finish 
Fully lined with luxurious Gold 
color acrylic pile by Borg. Full in. 
side zipper. 3/4” wrapped platform. 
Firm-grip outsole, 2'5" heel. Bur 
nished Brown. Medium width 

Sizes 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12. 

67 2577 519 A — Each pair. . 32.00 

leather protection — fully lined with 
Gold color acrylic pile. Full inside 
zipper. Black unit sole and heel 
treaded to prevent winter slips and 

falls. Choose 09(Black) 

58(Antique Brown). Med. width 
Sizes 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12 

67 25 77750 B — 7* h. Pr 23.00 

WishbookWeb.com 



Pacesetters 
in rugged 

polyurethane 

]-3 WinterGet You Down? Boot-up 
n lightweight polyurethane and 

putsome action into you Our 
tough polyurethane resis! 
racks, scuffs and peeling three 
sy-walking styles to 

too. All are plushly lined throug 
urly acrylic pile to keep you really 

warm and comfortable. Full length zip- 
pers. Flexible unit platfor 
hunky heels of lightweig 

give 1'^" actual elevation 
width. Men'st 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12 

oles and 

1) Bold 'Buccaneer Boot with 
mulated cuff. 14* high. Dark Browr 

67 25 77725 A — Each pair 24.00 

Lace Up Once For Looks then 
zipper for quick dressing and a 

mooth com 14* high. Black 

67 25 77565 A — Each pair 27.00 

Sporty Pintucks c 
о give this clas boot an 

sch. 8'/2" high. Dark Brown 

67 25 77710 A — Each pair 21.00 

Lined leather 
commuters are 
a real bargain 

4-5 WeKnow You Like Commuters 
because you've made them à 

r boot favourite. You like their 
ing —they look 

up wear 
of durable 

r have full acrylic pile 
grip soles for a good 

tread on winter's ice and snow 

4) OurBestLeather Commuter has 
foam-backed quarters for extra 
warmth. Black unit rubber sole and 
heel. E(wi width. 

O9(Black), 50(Brown) 
Men'st 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12 

67 25 77585 B —Each pair 17.99 

5) Budget Commuter. Black foam 
utsole and heel 

09(Black), SO(Brown). 
Men'st 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12 

E(Wide) Width. 

67 25 77733 B — Each pair 14.98 

EEE(Very Wide) Width. Similiar to 
above. In Black only 
67 25 77562 A — Each pair 14.98 

For Yasize order '/ size smaller 
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j Dress Boots in two-tone 4 Dapper Dress-Ups of full-grair 

a perfora i 

Lined leather boots... 

definite standou 

in any crowd! 

high grained leatt 
pper. 106 | 

j. width. Black 
56,7,8,9,10,11,12 

102 3-6 [Sears] 67 25 77676 A — Each pair 22.00 67 25 77665 A — Each pair 
—J ^ 
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The high and low 
of today's spirited 

" dress leathers 
27.00 

’» The kmnitzfits 5.99 

vo-Tone Blue), 48(Wine/B 5 are styled 

for comfort 7 ^ 10 

Slip-On. 71(Cranberr 

67 25 29007 B — Mer 3, 10,1 2E i 
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1-5 Kaufman Slippers —famous for foot-cushioning comfort 

covered foam rubber soles. Washable. Medium width 

(1) 'Ringo' Slip-On — sc 
Choice of 54(Camel/Choco 

67 25 29030 B — Men's 7,7 

67 25290618 

(2) ‘Signor’ Mule — Men's 6, 6'/s, 7, 7's, 8, 8'/, 9, 91/2, 10, 10%a 11 

67 25 29031 B — Cotton corduroy. 80(Blue), SO(Toffee Brown). F 

(3) ‘Executive’ Slip-On —for the big and little guy on your list 

duroy — Red plaid vamp and Black quarters. 2 elastic side gores 

67 25 29032 A 7, 7/2, 8, 8%, 9,9 ), 10%, 11, 117, 12. Pr 

67 25 29062 A — Boy's fu res 4, 5 and 6. Pair 

(4) 'Hearth' Slip-On 

Lined with acrylic fleece. 

67 2529033B 4 4 2, 9, 9'/, 10, 10%, 11, 11%, 12. Pr 

67 25290638 s 4,5 and 6. Pair 

3) ‘Lazy Boy’ Mule — put your feet up and relax. Orlon* acrylic p 

with comfortable acrylic fleece. 54(Camel Beige), 55(Cinnamon Bi 

67 25 29034 B — Men's 7, 7'/; 8, 8'/2, 9, 9a, 10, 10%, 11, 11'/», 12. Pr 

ks and feel 
undy/Black) 

8,8%, 9, 9/2, 10, 10%, 11, 11 
4, 5 and 6. Pair 

a 12. Pr 

the fü 

6 Vinyl Moccasin — acrylic pile-lined Med. width. Tan 

67 25 29177 A — Men's 6, 7,8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Pr 

104 л 672529406 A y's 

Leather 

great 

5.99 
449 

otton 

5.99 
4.49 

of plush Orlon* acrylic pile. 
) or 55(Cinnamon Brown) 

7.99 
5.99 

T 
7.99 

7 Romeo-Styled Vinyl Slip-On 
sole and heel. 48(Bumished Win 

67 2529019 B — Men's 7,8,9, 10, 11 Medium width. Pair 

67 25 29064 B — Boy 4, 5 and 6. Medium width. Pair. 

8-9 Molded Leather Slippers. 50% polyester-40% acetate-10% Orlon* 
acrylic pile collars; rayon pile-lined. Leather soles, rubber h 

(8) Coordinating Colored Collars. 68(Dark Cherry), 53(Тап), OMBlack) 

67 25 29149 B — Men's 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Pair 6.99 

9) With Natural Color Collar. Burgundy leather 

67 25 29206 A — Men's6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Pair 5.99 

67 25 29466 A ze 3, 4, 5. Pair. 4.69 

10 Classic Romeo Slipper of kid glove leather 

Rayon faille lined vamp; kip leather-lined heel quarter. Le 
rubber heel. Men's 6, 6 T'ha, 8,8, 9, 9/s, 10, 10%, 11, 11 

67 25 29092 B — E(wide) width. 09(Black), 58(Dark Brown). Pr 

67 25 29093 B — EEE(very wide) width. 09(Black), 58(Dark Brown). Pr 12.99 

11-12 'Man-Abou 
Med. width 

(11) "Great Gent 
67 25 29009 B— Іп 5 

(12) 'Knit Knight' — polyester double knit with hidden elastic gore 

67 25 29008 B — 48(Wine), 88(Navy), 50(Medium Brown). Pair 

lea'd Can. TM 

foam-lined. Composition soles, heels. 

8, 8's, 9, 91/2, 10, 10%, 11,11%, 12 

with urethane uppers. 2 elastic side g 

(Hickory Brown) or O9(Black). Pair 

by Lyons 
en's 7, 7. 
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; 

2-page slipper bonanza 349 | 399 
to for men and boys 

13-16 Our Best Slippers of top ality premium leather. Perma-freshed 18 Traver-Pack Slipper and Pouch Set in soft urethane-coated vinyl 
with SANI-GARD for your protection. Soft, padded heels, suede Slipper has an elasticized topline; printed foam lining and insole 

leather outsoles. Medium width. Men's size 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12 Padded « le. Medium width. Men's sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
(13) Comfortable Mule with a rayon faille linir 67 25 29013 B — 58(Dark Brown) or 09(Black). E et 6.99 
67 25 29041 B — 58(Dk. Brown grained), 09(Black smooth) leather. Pr. 12.99 19 Grained Vinyl Mule — printed foam lining. Padded inside wedge heel 

Closed-Heel Version of Mule Above. Not showr composition outsole. Med. width 
67 25 29040 B — 58(Dk. Brown grain XBlack smooth) leather. Pr. 12.99 50(Burnished Brown), 09(Black) 
(14) ‘Everitt’ Classic Slip-On. Lined with plush acrylic pile. 67 25 29014 B — Men's 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Pair 7.99 
67 25 29044 B —53(Golden Tan), 0%Black) smooth leather. Pair 13.99 20-2] Plush Slippers of 50% Dacron polyester-50% Orlon* acrylic pile. 
(15) Great Buy on a Slip-On — smooth unlined leather acrylic pile-lined. Vinyl-covered soft-padded soles. Med. width. 
67 25 29042 B – 50(Burnished Brown), 09(Black). Pair 12.99 (20) Closed-Back Slip-On. Men's sizes 6, 7,8, 9, 10, 11 
(16) High-Vamp Mule—fan pintucked-and-stitched smooth leather. 67 25 29027 A — Red/G Plaid. Pair 4.99 
Unli: In 53(Golden Tan) or O9(Black) 67 25 29028 A — Blue/Gold Plaid. Pair 4.99 
67 25 29043 B — Pair 2 12.99 67 25 29029 A— Brown ge Plaid. Pair 4.99 

17 ‘Elliot’ Leisure Treads- comfortable cotton corduroy slip-on in hand (21) Mule. Men 
some plaid. Two elastic side gores. Unit foam sole and heel. Medium 67 25 29037 A — Red/G 4.99 

width. Men's sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 67 25 29038 A — Blue, Plaid. Pair 4.99 
67 25 29012 B — Choice of 50(Brown/Navy) or 80(Blue/Green). Pair .. 4.99 67 25 29039 A — Brown/Beige Plaid. Pair 4.99 a 105 
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El 
15.00 

15.00 

Today's 
Young Man 
Shops at 

About the fit, the style—t 
ingredients for a put-together 

tion. The 
relaxed lines and 
1 textured treatm 
hugging laye 

hed Sleeveless Sw 
able up 

34-36 

40 25 13636 В 

Perma-Prest Woven Sport 

int. 1-button 

g- e Crew Neck 
ne-wash. Bi 

40 25 13634 B 

3 CheckeredPant 

15.00 

With 2” Cuffs 

40 25 13241 BG—Eact 154 

4 Flannel Pant of ra 

Finished without Cuffs. 

40 25 13248 BG—Eact 15.00 

With 2" Син. 
40 25 13247 BG—Eact 15.00 

1%" Stretch Belt о! new heavy 
eather tabs; m al bu 

wa 8 

40 25 13661 B--Eacı 4.00 
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[Sears] Phe! Wien. 

A-B For the well-dresse 
an— The-Comfort. we snn mat covers ney — [HE-COMFORT-SHIRT ells because it looks good and its mar Р 
^n better. Won't bag or sag, yet й moves when you do witt 

rain. no restricting snugne vortably with \ no reacting snugness tice wn me n — Fasy-living knit that 
simply disappear. Up-to-date styling with long sleeves, tailored placket fon one buon ces ewan seven tmo moves with fashion, 

moves with you 

feel. 
no 

A) AFresh, Neat Mood patterned in 50(Brown), 80(Blu 
33 25 26697 B—Eact 

Fancy Striped Tie to coordinate in washable 100% polyester. 4” wide 
33 25 63409 C —50(Brown), 80( Blue), 48(Wine). Each 4.00 

(B) Handsome Hound's Tooth patterned in 50(Brown), 80(Blue) 
33 25 26696 B—Eac! 8.99 

Surface-Effect Tie to coordinate. Washable 100% polyester. 4” wide 3 00 
33 25 63242 C—50(Brown), BB(Navy). Eact 3.00 eact 2 es. ur 

Shop the convenient way by phone and use Ё 1 
your All-Purpose Account. See details Page 243 Scars | A 107 
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Solid shade dress shirt... 
for simplicity's sake 

jown collar, one 

33 25 26694 BG —F 5.99 

Coordinated Polyester Tie. Cc washa wid 

33 25 63407 C — 80(Blue), 33(M (M E 3.00 

CK 14 

eve jth 
108 a Sears] 

80( ) 

33 25 26695 BG — For sizes, se 

1000000000000099 ў 
ТОМЫ 

ТИШТҮҮ 

Ever-popular... 
sharp print on White 

wn 

Coordinated Polyester Tie 

33 25 63408 C BO(Blue). 50(Br 

TIE 

400 
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From Christian Dior 699 
1-6 DiorTies...the lastword in fashion sophistication. Washable 100% 

polyester. About 4'/4* wide. Gift boxed for giving 

(1) 332563405 —Neat pattern with satin striping. Each 6.00 
(2) 332563406 —Classic striped dot Each 6.00 
(3) 33 25 63403 — Neat hound's-tooth pattern. Each 6.00 

(4) 3325 63404 — Medallion pattern. Each 6.00 

(5) 332563401 —Scroll pattern. Each 6.00 

(6) 332563402 —Patterned with satin striping. Each 6.00 

The Men's Store Ties 590 
7-1] Our Own Men's Store Tie Collection makes the giving easy 

100% polyester. About 41/4” wide. Attractively gift boxed. 

(7) Plain Tie with hound's-tooth border. 88(Navy) or 50(Brown) 

33 25 63420 C — Each 5.00 

(8) Three-Way Panel Tie... a nice way to accent your wardrobe. 

33 25 63421 — Each 5.00 

(9) Bordered Check Pattern Tie sure to please any man 
33 25 63422 — Each 5.00 

(10) Fancy Striped Tie with plain border 
33 25 63424 — Each 5.00 

(11) Half-and-Half Panel Tie. Reverse effect in Blue-and-Navy 
33 25 63423 — Fach 5.00 

12-14 1?” Leather Belts. Boxed for gift giving. Available in sizes*. A(30- 
32), B(34-36), C(36-38), D(38-40), or Е(42-44)* 

(12) Neat Dress Belt. Polished buckle. BB(Navy with Silver color Buckle) 
09(Black with Silver or buckle), 50(Brown with Gold color buckle). 
33 25 67044 B — Stitched glazed leather. Each .. 6.00 

(13) 2-Prong Belt. Hand-polished buckle. Fully lined; feather-edged 
stitching. 50(Brown with Gold color buckle). 
le), 88(Navy with Silver color buckle). Alligatı 

3325 67043 B — Each 

9(Black with Silver color buck- 
yr grain leather 

6.50 
(14) With Dressy Clasp Buckle. 50(Brown with Gold-plated buckle) 
88(Navy with Nickel-plated buckle), O9(Black with Nickel-plated buckle) 

33 25 67042 B — Feather-edged leather, lined. Each 7.50 

NOTE* If you wear hipster pants allow for 2” more in waist measurement 

ba 
Wallet and Belt Set, buffalo call. 
grained leather. 4-window pass 
case, divided currency section 
Matching 1'5* belt has polished 
buckle. In sizes* A(30-32), B(34 
36). C(36-38), D(38-40), E(42-44) 
09(Black), 50(Brown) 

33 2573002 B — Boxed set. . 10.00 

15 Irish Linen. White initialt on 
White. Abt. 16” sq. Box of 3 

33 25 75000 G — Each box 3.00 

16 All-Cotton. Navy initialt on 
White. Abt. 16” sq. Pack of 6. 

33 25 75041 б — Each pkg... 2.50 

tState initial (I, О, О, О, V, 
X, Y, Z not available) 

Twin Belt Set has two 1'/;* grained 
cowhide leather dress belts; 1 
Black with polished Silver color 

buckle, 1 Brown with shiny Gold 
color buckle. Sizes* A(30-32) 

B(34-36), C(36-38), D(38-40), 
Е(42-44)* Specially gift boxed 

33 25 67209 A — Each set 9.00 

Telescopic Umbrella made for 
us — folds down to fit most attaché 
ases. Waterproof nylon with 

leatherette handle. Metal frame 
guaranteed for life. Leatherette full. 
zipper case. Black. Boxed 

33 25 74018 — Each 10.00 

[Sears] ^ 109 
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Also in Black 

‘Tanglewood’ 
Cowhide 

1-5 Rustic Woodgrain Effect on 
rugged top-grain cowhide. 

Durably stitched for long wear 

50(Brown), O9(Black). 

1) Slim-Jim Trifold—extra-large 
rrency section. 2 card/photo 

sections. 8 removable windows 

33 25 73341 C—Each 8.00 

Attaché Wallet-two money 

sections. 5 credit card pockets. 6 
removable double windows. 
33 25 73342 C—Each 10.00 

11-12 c——— Leather 8-view pass 
se 

to 

(3) Pass Case Wallet—removable 
pass case; 4 windows, 8 views 
Spare key tabs. 2-way money pouct 

33 25 73337 C—Each 9.00 

(4) Coin-Pocket Wallet—remova- 
ble pass case with 8 views. Spare 
key sections. Snap closure 

33 25 73339 C—Each 9.00 

(5) 5-HookKey Caddy—fliplock for 
easy removal of keys. Handy, ad- 
justable snap closure. 

33 25 73344 C—Each 4.50 

Buckaroo 
Cowhide 

6-10 Exciting New Look in leath 
er. Extremely sturdy despite 

its soft, supple texture. State color 
number. 50(Saddle Brown) 

(6) Trifold—extra-large currency 
section. Two card and photo 
sections. Eight removable windows. 
33 25 73327 C—Each 9.00 

(7) Attaché Wallet—2 currency 
sections. 5 credit card pockets. Six 
removable double windows 

33 25 73328 C—Each 11.00 

Smart Wallet and Key Caddy Set in 

to 

(8) Coin-Pocket Wallet—remov 
able pass case; 8 views. Spare key 

sections. Snap closure 

3325 73325 C—Each 10.00 

(9) Pass Case Wallet—remova 
blepasscase; 4 windows/B views 
Key tabs. 2-way currency pocket 

3325 73324 C—Each 10.00 

10) 5-Hook Key Caddy conve 
nient fliplock for eas moval 
Adjustable snaı ur 
33 25 73329 C—Each 5.00 

Even at this 
: Low, Low Price ? 

SAVE $1.50 se. Spare key sections. 2 bill buffalo calf-grained leather. Wallet has 
pouches. 50(Brown), OH Black removable pass case; 1 regular and 1 2 

on buffalo calf e Hand-stitched wallet of 
- oncealed currency section; inner snap : 

wallets. Reg 6-56 11) Adjustable Pass Case Wallet. tab closing. 5-hook key caddy has flip lock Morocco-grain cowhide 

99 3325 73251 C—Each 4.99 and adjustable tab closing Streich Сима budget: TI 
4 : (12) Coin-Pocket Wallet—Snap closure Choice of 50(Brown) or 09(Black) pesce еу i n Dod Mir 

33 25 73252 C—Each 4.99 33 25 73001 C—Each set 8.00 ibas ea = y 
pocket and pass case with 4 removable 

== windows. In 50(Brown) or 09(Black) 

110 4 [Se ars | BOXED, READY FOR GIFT WRAPPING 33 25 73037 C-Eact 3.00 
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Distinctive leather gloves 
for that man about town to 

1 Steerhide Leather Dress Glove tor warmth and 3 Fine English Dress Glove in soft and supple 5 Our Very Finest dress glove to good looks. Whipstitched seams. 100% knitted genuine capeskin. Lined throughout with warrr men. Styled to wear with your most rayon and foam lined. In O9(Black) or 50(Brown) and luxurious fur. Whipstitched fingers for good looks sophisticated outfit . .. at the theatre Sizes S(8-8%), M(9-9%). L(10-10%), XL(11-11 and extra wear. In O9(Black) or 50(Browr or to the office. Hand-sewn by quality 33 25 59010 B—Each pair 8.98 Sizes $(8-8%), M(9-9%), L(10-10%), XL(11-11 raftsmen in soft, luxurious genuine 4 м capeskin— will give years of wear, Com 2 SuppleCowhideGloveportraysa rugged Western 33 25 59024 B—Each pai 12.98 penes lined throughout with pure lamt look. Lined with warm acrylic pile. With whip 4 Imported Goatskin Driver's Glove...for the shearling for warmth and sheer comfort stitched fingers for added strength and contrasting sporty man. Full racing style with snap-strap clo Fine hand stitching. In choice of color accent. Perfect for the winter man of action! In colors ing at back. Unlined for ease of movement and exc ep Black) or 50(Browr 09(Black) or 50(Brown) tional comfort. In O9(Black) or 54(Camel Иге M(9-9 izes 5(8-8%), M(9-9%), L(10-10%), XL(11-11 In sizes 8, 8%, 9, 9%, 10, 10 L(10-10%), XL(11-11 33 25 59008 B—Each pair 9.98 33 25 59512 B— Each pair 9.98 33 25 59018 B--Each pair 15.98 

Evenatthis : А 
Low, Low Price : 

кашы [99 
Akai Synthetic Leather Gloves Split Cowhide Glove lined with Quality Drivers Glove. Orlon tested at 40° below zero—did not warm acrylic pile. Whipstitched for acrylic knit; ribbed cuffs. Hand-sew you get à pair of Crack or split. Knitted cotton fleece pleasant contrast and extra wear. A mported pigskin palms. Made ir imported suedine gloves lining. Laminated foam interlining giftsureto please all the men on your Canada. Will please r 50(Brown IX Black Christmas list colors 04(Grey Xr Here's a pair of suedine glove witt Sizes: S(8-8%), М(9-9%), 54(Camel) ог 50(Brown). $ 5 38( Beige). State size نرو و гача. sits. Fleece (10-10%) or ХІ (11-11%) S(8-8'5), M(9-9%), L(10-1 (8-8%), M(9-9%) or L(10-10 ined throughot 50(Brown) 

2 a4 SEM ao 33 25 59045 B—Eachpair _ 2.99 33 25 59030 B—Each pair . . . 3.99 332559201 B—Each pair _ 599 (10-10%), XL(11-11%) 
veg'd Can. TM 33 25 59026 B—Fachpair. 1.99 Charge your Christmas purchase. Credit Details P. 243 [Sears | a 111 
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YOUR CHOICE 

5 pairs of 
any one style 

for 

112 4 [Sears 

A Outstanding Value on classic-styled, quality 

dress socks of fine wool and nylon. This Lycra 
nylon in the leg means lasting stay-up power. Shrink 
resistant. One size fits 10 to 13 

88(Navy), 80(Blue), 09(Віаск), 59(Brown) 

08(Grey), 62(Bronze), 29(Green) 

1.50; 5/6.99 33 25 50091 C—10" ankle length 

33 25 50092 C— 13" TV length 1.75; 5/6.99 

33 25 50093 C— 17%" exec. length . 2.00; 5/6.99 

B Hi-Bulk Orlon* Acrylic Crews—a comtorta 
casual sock with the look of real cashmere 

Stretch nylon content for reinforcement, lasting fit 
Shrink resistant. Excellent quality 

One size fits 10-13 
57 (Ginger), 20(Green), 88(Navy), 95(White) 

09(Biack), 62(Bronze 
33 25 52021 C—10" length. Pr 

Reg'd Can. T.M 

59( Brown) 

1.50; 5/6.99 

17%" 13" 

C Our Best Cushion-Foot Sock. English links ‘n 
links knit of 75% Kroy wool and 25% stretch 

nylon for added strength. Soft, absorbent wool 
interlining. Shrink resistant. One size fits 10-13 

70(Red), 88(Navy), 81(Medium Blue) 
38(Beige), 59(Dark Brown), 62(Bronze) 

29(Avocado), 09(Black), 95(White 

33 25 52012 C—10" length. Pr 1.75; 5/6.99 

D Rib-Knit Dress Socks of Dt 
nylon. Stretch comfort plus f. 

with fancy cable design at the sides. 
Shrink resistant. One size fits 10-13 
80(French Blue), 59(Dark Brown) 
38(Beige), 62(Bronze), 0 
08(Grey), BB(Navy), 20(Av 

33 25 51030 C—10" length. Pr 

ALL ITEMS SOLD ON 3 Perra es 
THIS PAGE ARE pen 

Pont's Antron 
ion distinction 
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SAVE 9-11% on 

Fortrel*-cotton 
blend thermals 

A-D Our Best Stretch Therma 

^) Long-Sleeve Undershirt 

33 25 10377 B—Was 4.98. Eact 4.49 

Elastic-Waist Drawers. Ank 
) 19 4 

33 25 10375 B—Was 4.98 t 449 

Short-Sleeve Undershirt. Crew 

33 25 10376 B—Was 4.49. Eact 3.99 

Long-Sleeve Combination. Ankie 
tton front 4-40), Large(42-4 

33 25 10379 B—W 3 а 7.99 

E.G Excellent Value! Sized Thermals 

Long-Sleeve Undershirt 

33 25 10607 B—Was 3 99 3.59 

Elastic-Waist Drawers 

33 25 10605 B —W y 3.59 

3) Short-Sleeve Undershirt 

33 25 10606 B 

1 Economy Boxers 
anforized cott 

wast 
à 

33 25 12042 A—Ea ickag 3.49 

7 Perma-Prest ‘Racer’ Boxers 

Stock up now with convenient - e 27 f 
credit. See jetails Р. 243 , Sears | A 113 
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1-2 Perma-Prest Pyjamas in a 
no-iron blend of 6596 polyes- 

ter-35% cotton. Long-sleeve, long-leg 
style. 'Coat' jacket with button front. 

trousers with elasticized, adjustable 
waistband. Machine-wash-dry. 

Chests: A(34), B(36-38) 

C(40-42), D(44-46), E(48)*. 

1) Solid Colors with Contrast 
Piping on collar, cuffs and jacket 
front. 20(Green), 53(Tan) 

35(Gold), 80(Blue). State size 

33 25 39028 B—Each 6.99 

(2) Pattern It softly on a White 

ground. Piping on collar, pocket and 
cuffs. 80(Blue), 20(Green), 

35(Gold). State size. 

33 25 39029 B—Each 6.99 

114 4 | Sears 

УШИНТТИ 

3-5 Perma-Prest Cotton Flannelette lo beat the chill 
Long-sleeve top; full-cut, long-leg trousers with 2- 

button front, elasticized adjustable waist. Machine-wash. 

dry, no-iron care. 

Chests: A(34), B(36-38), C(40-42), D(44-46), E(48)" 

(3) Tailored Stripes. 50(Brown/ Green), 80(Blue/Gold) 
33 25 35532 B—Sizes A, B, C, D, E. Each 7.99 

(4) Classic Check in a pullover P.J. 1-button placket front 
BB(Navy/Red), 50(Brown/Gold) 

33 25 35533 B—Sizes A, B, C, D only. Each 7.99 

(5) Paisley Print. Chest pocket. 80(Blue), 35(Gold) 
33 25 35530 B—Sizes A, B, С, D, E. Each 7.99 

Also in Tall. 80(Blue), 35(Gold) 
33 25 35531 B—Sizes B, C, D only. Each 8.99 

6 Nightshirt. Printed Perma-Prest cotton flannelette. 
3-button placket. Mach.-wash-dry; no-iron. 80(Blue) 
35(Gold). Chests: S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44)" 

33 25 35534 B—Each 7.99 

Even at this 
} Low, Low Price 

-499 5 Tailored 
flannelette pyjamas 

7 A Volume Purchase from Van Heusen 
brings you this exceptionally low price. 

Perma-Prest pyjamas of 50% polyester-5096 
cotton blends in long-sleeve, long-leg style. 
Coat' jacket with chest pocket. Machine: 

wash-dry; no-iron. Asstd. patterns, colors (no 

choice). Chests 
A(34), B(36-38), C(40-42), D(44-46)" 

33 25 39234 A—Each 7.99 

8 Comfort in the Cold and a great low 
price. Preshrunk cotton flannelette P.J.s 

in long-leg, long-sleeve style. ‘Coat’ jacket 
trousers with adjustable, elasticized waist 
band. Machine-wash (med. setting). Asstd 

patterns, colors (mostly plaids and hound's 

tooth checks). 
A(34), B(36-38), C( 40-42). D(44-46)" 

33 25 35004 A—Each 499 

Credit details on Page 243 
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Active men relax 
in comfort, style 

Fashion PJ's Combine Two Fabrics 
10096 cotton-knit zipper-neck top—ea 

to wear; elastic-waist trousers and trim of 
Perma-Prest 50% polyester-50% cotton 
Machine-washable. Polka dot in 88(Navy 
5O( Brown). S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44) 
33 25 39227 В—Еас! 11.98 

2 100% Cotton-Knit Polojama—an easy 
living PJ. Perma-Prest hound's-tooth їгїт 

of 50% polyester-50% cotton. 4-button plack 
et; chest pocket. Elasticized boxer waistband 

Snug-fitting knitted cuffs, both top and bottorr 

Machine-washable. 88(Navy). 50(Browr 

S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44 
33 25 36044 B—Eact 11.98 

3 Comfortable Jacquard Polojama. 100% 
cotton-knit back and sleeves in a solid 

shade to match the boxer-waist trouser 

Jacquard front of top is 7596 cotton-2596 poly 
ester. Ribbed neckband, cuffs. Machine 
wash. 50(Brown/ White), 88(Navy / White) 

S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46 
33 25 36042 B—Each 10.98 

4 Perma-Prest Robe and Р.) Set of 65% 
polyester-35% cotton. Machine-wash 

dry; no-iron. Long sleeve coat-style top with 
ontrast trim. Full-cut, long-leg trousers with 

2-button adjustable front, elastic-back waist 
band. Wrap robe with contrast shawl collar 
beit and trim. Gift boxed. Hound's-tooth 
pattern in 88(Navy), 50(Brown) 

S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44) 

33 25 39052 B — Each set 16.98 

5 Fashion Finesse in a Perma-Prest PJ of 
65% polyester-35% cotton. Long-sieeve 

Jac shirt top with a touch of plaid popularity 
to match up with the very fashionable baggie 
trousers. Elastic waistband; 2” cuffs, fly front 
Machine-wash-dry; no-iron. Blue only 

A(34), B(36-38), C(40-42), D(44-46 
33 25 39228 A—Each 9.99 

Go-Togethers That Make Al the Right 
Moves for fashion, comfort and care. 100% 
cotton with a distinctive Oriental flavor in Ka 
buki style. Gold Black print on a Black 
beited Red jacket. Trousers with adjustable 
elastic waistband. Hand-washable 
Hers. Misses’: S(8-10), M( 12-14), L(16-18) 
33 25 39125 A— Each 8.99 
His. A(34), B(36-38), ( 40-42), 0(44-46 
33 25 39100 A—Eact 8.99 
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Pamper him with 
opulent “Vocama” 
loungewear 

MC Luxurious 
lightweight 

0% г 

A Regal At-Home Robe in 
f 48(Wine) or 88(Navy). Ches 

3325410788 

TV Host Jacket – at for tube 
Navy). 48(Wine). Ch 

L(42-44), XL(46)". 

19.98 

The Mens-Stove 

Man-styled robes 
make a guy look 
and feel great 

F Handsome anadian-Made; 
n your 

actively gif 
6). М(38-4 (46)” 

(D) He-Man Plaid 
rylic. Machir 
(Bla o 

or 80(Blue White Plaid) 

33 25 41045 B — Each 24.98 

turbo 

(E) Natty Navy Flannel Robe. 92% 

jl for softness and warmth-8% nylon 
or durability. Navy-and-White hound's- 
tooth collar, belt and pocket trim of 100% 

222: 

a, 

(F) British 
ombre plaid 
rayon ace 

of 48(Wine Plaid) 
50(Brown Plaid), 80(Blue Plaid) 
41048 B — Each 16.98 

Also in Tall fc 1 & and over. Chests 
M, апа XL o! ate color number 

33 25 41049 В — Each 18.98 

j Can. TM 

Also In Tall 

Just say ‘Charge It’ 

Credit details on P. 243 
LIS Ы 
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Even at this 
Low, Low Price 

all-cotton terry 

robes for lounging 

A Beat Ease in woven stripes on heavyweight 
yarn-dyed terry. 3 pockets, self sash 

62(Bronze), 80(Blue) 
Chests: S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44). XL (46)*. 
332541044 B — Each ..... 24.98 

One-Sizer ‘Judo’ Gown essentially 
simple in woven stripes. 2 pockets, self sash. 

One size fits all. 80(Blue), G2 (Bronze). 

33 25 41043 С — Each = > 19.98 

C Outstanding Value and you'll love the look 
—notched collar, 2 pockets, self sash 

62(Bronze), 80(Blue), 20(Green) 
Chests: 5(34-36). M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46)” 

33 25 41019 B — Each 16.98 
Also in Tall Sizes. In 80(Blue) only 

Chests: M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46)” 
33 25 41025 B — Each 18.98 

D Assorted Robes. Chic shawl collar, cuffs. 
pockets, belt. Assortment includes solid 

colors with contrast trim, White piping or striped 
robes with contrast solid color trim. As shown or 
similar (no choice at this low price) 
Chests: S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46)”. 

33 25 41033 A— Each 8.99 

Classic Shave Coat. Button front. Contrast 
trim and belt. 20(Green), 80(Blue). 

Chests: S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44). XL(46)* 

33 25 41047 B — Each 14.98 

F One-Sizer Wraparound lets you throw in 
the towel at pools, saunas. Adjustable button 

waist. Washes like a towel. One size fits all 
20(Green), 35(Gold), BO(Blue), 63(Melon 

33 25 41062 C — Each 4.99 

Terry forecasts for your 

Christmas list. 100% cotton . . 
guaranteed washable 
Canadian-made (except item “D””) 

[Sears] A 117 
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The Mens Store 

Blizzard-Beating Mask converts 1-Size Toques match sweater Handsome Argyle-Look Toque 

aunty toque. Bulky-knit 100 P. 125. Washable Orlon* acrylic bulky-knit 10096 Orlon* acryl 

Orlon* acrylic. Tapered througt Maple Leaf — 95(White), 70(Red) 

neck for snug. fit Machine-wast 3325 77047 C — Ea 4.00 

able. 88(Navy), 50(Browr Racer Striped. Choice of 
One size fits al TO(Red), 88(Navy). 20(Greer 53(Tan 

33 25 77046 C—Eact 3.00 33 25 77048 C — Ea. 3.50 33 25 77049 C 
*Reg'd Can. TM 

WEB 
Tartan-Look Set o! 10096 Orlon* British ‘Motoring’ Cap —for a look Smooth Fur Felt Hat — distinctive Uncrushable Hat — stylish plaid in 

acrylic. Scarf is 6° I-o-n-g including that's sleek and sporty. Shower Snap-a-Matic brim. Fully lined an imported blend of 65% acryli 

fringe. Coordinating toque fits al of 10096 wool felt. Air vents. Leather sweatband. Feather trim 35% wool. Fabric band. Pinch front 

izes snugly. Boxed, ready for 08(Dark Grey), 59(Dark Brown). Fully lined. 50(Brown.Mix) 

Sizes 6*/s, 63/4, 6’/s, 7, 7 '/n. 04(Grey Mix). Sizes 6*/s, 63/4, 6/s. wrapping. Machine-washable 29(Olive Mix). S 
20(Green), 88(Navy) 7, T's, Ta, 2 Ta, Ta, 7/2, 7% 0 7, Ta Ta To, T5 

33 25 77045 C —Eact 6.00 33 25 77038 B — Each 7.00 33 25 79039 TB —Eact 10.00 3325 79017 TB — Each 12.00 

Scarf Vest — a great gift idea for the man who takes pride Soft, Warm Scarves — o! 10096 wool in distinguished Persian Lamb’ Wedge —of nylon 

n his appearance. Easy button-up style—adjusts tc plaids or go-with-anything solid shades. About 50* ile. Quilted rayon lining 

keep out icy blasts. Fashioned in 10096 wool with sma long by 11” wide. Hand-washable. Boxed, ready for earband for colder d. 
vest pocket and color-coordinated buttons. Boxed giving. State color number when ordering еу), O9(Black) 

ready to wrap. State color number. 54(Camel), 88(Navy), 04(Gre 5: S(67/4-6"/s). M(7- 7/9). 

54(Camel), 88(Navy), 04(Grey). 33 25 72032 C — Plaid scarf. Each 3.50 (T'a Ta), XL(7/2- 73/9) 

33 25 72031 C — Each 4.00 33 25 72033 C — Plain scarf. Each 3.50 33 25 77023 B — Each 6.00 

ITEMS WITH 'T' IN THE CATALOGUE NUMBER ARE SHIPPED FROM TORONTO 

WishbookWeb.com 



Giftworthy knits 
at 

modest prices 

Y 

1X2 
Use your credit, just say 

‘Charge it’. See Page 243 



MEN'S PANTS SHOWN ARE 
SOLD ON PAGES 132 AND 133 

120 4 [Sears] 
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Knit fashions 

are compatible, 
are comfortable 

—a total look 
for today's man 

А-В Luxurious 100% polyester knits tor 
ymfort, easy care. Machine-wast 

S(34-36), M( 38-40), L(42-44), XL(46 

(A) Long-Sleeve Rib-Knit Turtieneck—a 
versatile pull-on to complement casual slacks 
A great Christmas gift idea 
04(Grey), 50(Brown), BB(Navy), 95(White 
33 25 34053 B—Each 10.00 

(B) The Popular Layered Look. Sewn-ir 

rib-knit ‘crew’ insert adds today's look to th 
fancy knit. Point collar, slash pocket, plair 

Sleeves and back. 88(Navy),50(Brown) 

20(Green), 48(Burgundy 
33 25 34052 B—Each 14.95 
C-D Fancy-Front Knits in comfortable 

100% Tycora nylon. Interlock-knit 
sleeves and backs. Machine-washable 

S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46") 

Fashionably Collared, with 4-buttor 
placket, chest pocket. Raised-knit effect or 
front. 54(Camel), 88(Navy 
33 25 34034 B—Eact 11.95 

D) Crew-Neck Pullover with cable-knit front 
8(Natural) or 88(Navy 

33 25 34050 B—Eact 12.95 

E The Layered Look. Sewn-in turtleneck 
f solid color nylon knit. 2-tone knit body 

о! 50% polyester-5096 Orlon* acrylic, bonded 
to nylon for durability. Pointed collar; chest 
pocket with simulated flap, button trim 
Machine-washable. Choice of 

50(Brown) or 88(Navy 
S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46) 

33 25 34043 B—Eact 14.95 

Е Today's Fashion Trend—tastefully 
terpreted in a contrast d 

7096 acrylic- mohair. Ribbed cuffs and 
waist. 50( Brown / Beige) Charcoal /Grey 

S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46 

33 25 34051 B—Hand-wash. Eact 13.00 
Reg'd Can. T.M 

nd ене 

| (Sears) re Zen 
L 
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NO-FUSS SHIRTS 

SAVE WHEN 

YOU BUY TWO! 

]-3 Perma-Prest Sport Shirts of 65% polyester- 
3596 cotton—machine-wash, no ironing 

Banded collar, chest pocket, square hem. Necks: 
S(14-14*/2), M(15-15'/5), L(16-16'/2), XL(17-17 /2)*. 

(1) Solid Color Shirt in your choice of 

50(Brown), 88(Navy), 20(Green), 48(Burgundy). 

(2) Floral Print. 88(Navy), 59(Choc. Brown), 20(Grn.) 
33 25 27752 B — Each 5.99; 2/10.00 

(3) Block Print. 88(Navy), 50(Brown), 48(Burgundy) 

332527751 B — Each 5.99; 2/10.00 

Turtleneck Dickey. 10096 nylon. 88(Navy), 95(White) 

CONTRAST KNIT SHIRT 

Sport shirt in a 5096 polyester-50*6 cotton blend 
Small, neat check-design on body; contrasting 
solid color ‘teardrop’ collar, front placket and 
pocket flap. 1-button notched cuffs. Square hem 
50(Brown) or 20(Green). Necks: S(14-14'/2) 

M(15-15'/), L(16-16"/2), XL(17-17/5)* 

33 25 27004 B — Machine-washable. Each 9.00 

122 ^ [Sears] 

33 25 27753 B — Each 5.99; 2/10.00 

CONTRAST WOVEN SHIRT 

Solid color long-sleeve shirt of 6596 polyester 

3596 cotton; highlighted with contrast check on 
rounded collar and button plasket front. Chest 

pocket; 2-button cuffs. Shirttail hem. Choose 
88(Navy) or 50(Brown). Necks: S(14-14'/3). 

M(15-15'4), L(16-16'/2), XL(17-17 1/2)”. 

33 25 27006 B — Machine-washable. Ea 9.00 

Just say ‘Charge It’. Credit details on Page 243 

33 25 34145 C – One size. Machine-wash. Each 249 

PLAID KNIT SHIRT 

A handsome new Shepherd's plaid knit shirt in 
comfortable 6596 cotton-3596 polyester. Styled 
with rounded collar, one chest pocket, 1-button 
uffs and square hem. In your choice of 
80(Blue) or 50(Brown). Necks: S(14-14'/;), 

М(15-15'/з), L(16-16/2), XL(17-17/5)* 
33 25 27005 B — Machine-washable. Each 10.00 

WishbookWeb.com 



ТШШДЕП ШЕШИНЕ 
mp 

“ 

Shirt and Pullover 
... a knit story 

in two parts 

Shirt Pullover 

1098 799 

2 Pull on the Complete Look. 1 
Orke Ck [ 

| Effe Mens Store | 



very . 
specia | 

Gi (i idea, 

Great teamwork 

spectator shirts 

for the two of them! 

Warm blend of 70% wool-25 ylor 

ha quare-bottom styling with front 
butt 19, 2 buttoned flap 

мз. Hand-wash. 88(Navy), 69(Ri 

His. Neck sizes: S(14-141/2), M(15-15 
16-16'4). XL(17-17 d 

33 25 31004 B — Eac! 13.98 

Hers. Sizes 10, 12. 14, 16 

33 25 31005 B — Each 13.98 

Sears | The Mens Store 

Shirt 

33 25 27543 B — Reg 7.99 

Tall Style —as at 

Neck 
L(16-16'/2 

33 25 27000 B – Each 8.99 

2 Layered-Look Woven Plaid Shirt of 
100% cotton. Sewn-in turtleneck of 

shown, or similar. In your сї 
hite), 80(Blu 

M(1 
L(17 

Even at this 
Low, Low Price : 

EH 

L(16-16 XL(17-17 

33 25 27803 B — Ма e-wash. Ea.. 4.99 

BEAT THE CHRISTMAS RUSH! 

SHOP CONVENIENTLY BY PHONE 

WishbookWeb.com 



Don't get 
snowed under! 
Take a bold look 

at ski fashion 
for only 

each 

Зее matching toques on Page 118 

Want a father and son set? See the same 
sweaters in boys' sizes sold on Page 78 

Shop early for Christmas giving 
Convenient credit. Details P. 243 

x 

Sears | a 12 
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Coming on strong 
Fisherman knits 

in 100% wool 

each up 

A-B The Eternal Fishermar 

S $4 Í o A) V-Neck Cardigan perfect for lay € 

ТЕ اد t rtlenecks. Chest size 

4 1 
4-3€ M 4 42-44), X 46 

А>, AN, 33 25 18003 A—E 15.99 

+ ms B) Mock-Turtleneck Pullover ks very 

33 25 15007 A 14.99 

eMensStore 

The Bulky Look 
now in tune 

with the 70’s 

SIMPSONS-SEARS GUARANTEE 
SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED 

WishbookWeb.com 



A This Two-Piece Set makes a great 

le t vea 
ч KS ahonda oroi 

appearance. Easy-care 
une-washable, Сага 

33 25 18045 B—Each set 9.99 

33 7001 B 4.99 

Long-Sieeve V-Neck Pullover 

33 25 15002 B--£ 5.99 

Long-Sieeve Cardigan 
33 25 18023 B--t 6.99 

very . 
special 
e 

, 
гей, 
Comfortable 

acrylic knits at 
give-away prices! 

E-F The Fancy-Knits—tw 

6), M(38-4 42-44), XL(4€ 

Sleeveless Cardigan 
33 25 17079 B 8.99 

Long-Sleeve Cardigan 
33 25 18000 B—Eac! 9.99 

G 100% Orlon* Acrylic for Comfort 

33 25 18222 B—Ea 9.99 

H Rugged Fisherman Turtleneck of 

33 25 15210 A—Eact 9.99 

[Sears] a 127 
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The loving touch 

of real suede 

20% 
A-B Easy-Going Elegance is the кє jt 

4 hano digii a 

wo 'ha 
5 

A) Collared Stylet rat tit ) 

le ets; Bra t 
k shirt je 

180138 
B) V-Neck Style has comfortable 

hed В highligt 

33 25 18046 B--Ea 20.00 

PURE VIRGIN WOOL 

ҮТҮ - 

C Casual Classic—a rdigaı 

f ar and sty year а! 

33 25 18049 B—Ea 27 50 

D-G Perennial F 

Sleeveless Cardigan. 2 px 

33 25 17005 B—Eact 16.98 

Sleeveless V-Neck Pullover 
33 25 17014 B—Eact 14.98 

Raglan-Sleeve Cardigan t 

33 25 18181 B—Eact 1.98 

;) Raglan-Sleeve V-Neck Pullover 

33 25 15096 B—E: 17.98 

[F] 21.98 

128 4 [Sears] 

Do your Christmas shopping now 

see Credit Details on Page 243 
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and Checks Pair Up 

5 48121 BG 19.98 

44011 BG 
FOR INFORMATION ON PANT FIT, SEE P. 132 Sears| a 129 

WishbookWeb.com 



your assu 
perfection for all the item 

ue —the whole secret 

rate story 

Coordinates — color combos make it happen 

A-B Sleeveless Pullover - 
Machin 

1s! 
ie-washable 10096 Orlon* acrylic 

hests: S(34-3 
(A) 3325 17037B 

(B) 3325 17036 8-S 

C Knit Sport Shirt ir 
ook. Rounded 
at bottom right. Mach 

acrylic. 33(Maize), 02(Grey), 69(Ru 
Necks: S(14-14'/2), M(15-152), L(16 

33 25 27834 B — Eact 

tFor how pants fit, see Page 132 

D-E Double-Knit Flares —a trend-s 
an on t e.B 

waistband 
g interior 

French fly on zippi 2 

2 back poc C 
wn), or 88 

29, 30, 31 

(D) Plaid Venture with 2" 

41 25 44068 BG — Each 

(E) Plain-Shade Versatility. 2'/2" 

41 25 44069 BG — Each 22.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



eL in E EURT 
KINGS ИШНЕН $ nint Hmmm se f 

m nt r { TETTIE] 
1100001001 7 

= [H] 1.98 © 

ROAD 
collection 

The Wens-Stove 
E 

25.00 

F Our Finest Sla 
nachine-wast 

Each polyester 
wool and knitt 
flannel. 14-02. wt. Only 

'uble-curtair 
matchir 
n zipper. 2 tror 
t full top р 

ark Brown), 88(N 
Glen Check Double-Knit Flar ] Н Brushed ‘Turtle 
of fashion move with ease. A blend of cor Lightweight 1 4125 44023 BC 2 [ 25.00 ng-wearing polyester and 15% warm Machine-washable. 50(Brown), BB(Navy). 41 25 44024 BGE 25.00 i ‹ Machine-washable ent S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46)”. 

4 ну touch-up ironing is necessary. Nor 33 25 15039 B — Each 11.98 angled front п-В‹ ouble-curtain waistband їс! д x} Bh iy deg eter ade г, J Dual-Role Sweater eliminates need for a 
shirt. 10096 Orlor 

flv with y with r 

O6(Grey/Black) 

412542141 BG — 
4125 42142 BGE — No-cuff style 

*For pant fit, see Page 132 4 E А & гаг] A 131 

WishbookWeb.com 

42-44), XL(46)* 

Ea 12.98 



SAVE *6 
TREVIRA®—wool 

double knits 

have it all! 

= [679 

44026 BGE 

Match-Mates t 

)) Long-Sleeve Knit $ 
ester and 

17031 B—Eact 

FIT IS IMPORTANT 

Y 

NOTE: All 
th as 

WishbookWeb.com 



deans Scene SAVE? SAVE $5 on 
...in cotton Double-knit flares ‘Country Check’ Knits in 100% polyester 

998 998 ced on 
Men's Checked Flare red for 11.98 e-Catching Values 

412511989 BG—Eact 9.98 412511700 BG 

BE SURE TO GET THE PROPER FIT. SEE EXPLANATION ON PAGE 132 x A 133 

WishbookWeb.com 



PERMA-PREST® flares Get great happy-go-lucky 

with check appeal comfort in cotton corduroy 

1628 Е енна Y 
rduroy from »slova B Uncut Ribless 

y k 

412571833 BG m ach 16.98 

134 A [Sears] 'SEE INFORMATION ON HOW PANTS FIT PAGE 132. BEL TS NOT INCLUDED 
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PERMA-PREST* cords 
А С 
Guaranteed 13 98 
{ог 1 уеаг 

41 25 73719 BG 
41 25 73709 BG 

4.98 
u = 

Rugged, winterproof jackets 
ylon Park t pelle 5 Pile-Lined Jack 

51 25 36918 A—Ea 

4 SAVE 1.50. Cotton Duck Par 
d Kast 

'FOR HOW 

PANTS FIT 
Fai 

SEE P. 132 Sears | a 135 

WishbookWeb.com 



very . 
special 

gui 
buy two 

double-knit suits 
and you'll have 

four different 
fashion outfits 

* аж. UN 

Plain or check suit $65... 

Buy both suits and get 
a four-in-one wardrobe 

You get a solid color knit suit 
You get a checked knit suit 

Now make 2 coordinated outfits 

simply by switching slacks! 

А-В Polyester Double-Knit Suits make a 
great wardrobe-in-one. Jackets have 

wide, double-stitched lapels, high centre-back 

vent, 2-button front, 2 inside pockets; rayon sat 
in half lining is Perma-freshed with M 4 
SANI-GARD. Trim-fit flares have non-curl Ban ttt ; 
Rol* waistband, nylon zipper fly, full Western ЧИН 
pockets. Dry-clean jackets, machine-wash * ии 
pants for best results. 

SAVE $15 on 4-Way Outfit, consistir 
state 

m chart on Page 
137; read instructions thoroughly 
45 25 26954 TXAE2 — Reg. Outfit, ea.. 115.00 

45 25 26955 TXAE2 — Tall. Outfit, ea. . 115.00 

45 25 26956 TXAE2 — Short. Outfit, ea. 115.00 THE 
(A) Checked Suit only — jacket has 2 lower ИН 
pockets with regular flaps. Brown Glen check 1246404 
Ве sure to state chest, waist and inseam from Озу; 
harts on P. 137. Read directions thoroughly. y 

45 25 26948 TXA — Regular. Each 65.00 

45 25 26949 TXA — Tall. Each 65.00 
45 25 26950 TXA — Short. Each 65.00 

(B) Solid Brown Suit only — jacket has 2 
lower patch pockets with envelope flaps. Be 

re ti tate hest, waist and eam from 
charts on P. 137. Read directions thoroughly 

45 25 26951 TXA — Regular. Each 65.00 
45 25 26952 TXA — Tall. Each 65.00 
45 25 26953 TXA — Short. Each 65.00 

Suits on this page shipped from Toronto 

136 A [Sears 
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Use your credit and make giving easy. Details P. 243 Sears | : 
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DOUBLE KNIT FOR 
COMFORT-LOVERS 

E 
E. 

yn | nis ^ 
m N Ww. 

bi TAN 

TOP IT IN CAMEL 
THELOOK OF TODAY 

45 25 20280 TA- 

За GO WOOL FOR 4998 
CLASSIC TAILORING act 

LININGS IN ALL BLAZERS ON THIS PAGE ARE 

WishbookWeb.com 



A Top-Quality Sueded Cowhide Coat 

58 RB jt 89.98 

(8) B Smooth, Supple Cowhide-Grain Leather 
la od look: 89.98 

45 25 64557 RA—34 у 89.98 

C Sporty Stadium Coat 

Feature 

45 25 40094 RA—36" lengt 45.00 

D Zip-Liner Coats 

E 24.98 

jt 26.9 
it 

29.98 

Credit details, see Page 243 

B.C. Orders on this Page shipped 
from Regina; Nfld. orders from Halifax 

M 1 
E 

Sears | a 139 
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Wool-Blend Plaid Rancher- line 
j trimmed with B 

100 'ster. Shell 
visc 5% er fibres. Rayon quilt-line 
sleeves ean. In Brown on 

Che zes 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46' 

45 25 616. 33" long. Each 39.98 

B Raccoon-Look Parka—rugged and 
in Borg pile of 10096 modacrylic 
ter backing. Nylon lined. Hood 

way jumbo-zip front 
en ash pocket: г 

Chest 36. 

45 25 62662 RA — 32" long. Each 

C Wide-Wale Cotton Corduroy 
New Zealand suede trim 

wer р Lining is 60* 
other fibres 

th cotton flannel-backed 

rayon s h poc s, half-bel 

back. Dry 

drawstring, 2 

5 i 2,44,46 

45 25 62629 RA J.E 39. 

D Woo! Melton Suburban—double 
br j wi collar, full t ning 

jilted ra ined 
SANI-GARD. 2 

452540 

Tall 

Big Sizes. Che 
45 25 40274 RA 

B.C. orders: All items on these 
2 pages are shipp: rom Regina. 
Nfld. orders shipped from Halifax 

or y 

39.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



N i TA et 

Snorkel Parka 
with a flair 

hion 
e Spanish lamb trim on acrylic 
pile-lined ‘snorkel’ hood 

г contrast stitching 

6 on flight satin she 
s wind-and-water repellent 

Orange nylon lining quilte 

B Guaranteed One Year's Normal We 
0% oxford-weave nylon ski jacket 

r гер warm body lining 
ster-50% acrylic. Ray quilt 

seves. Hidden hood, jumbo zipper, flap 
kets, knit cuffs. Inside stripe, sie tripe 

lean. 20(Green) or 88(Navy 
Chest sizes 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46” 

45 25 63143 RB — 30" long. Each 24.98 

© Nylon Ski Jacket with Lots of Zip — it h 
zip front and 4 zip pocke 

rer t nylon backed with 
fibrefill insulat 
Nylon lining. H 
with buckle. Dry 

S(34-36), M 
452563125 RB — 32” lo 

Credit details Page 243 

39.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



o Gift idea, + 
This 

Shoot pool, play cards 
or dine in elegant style— 
this one table does it all! 

26998 
00 monthly 

Matched folding chair 26.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



‘Arcade’ deluxe 6° 
compact pool table 

18.998 ех» 
cash Credit P. 243 

The ‘Arcade’ Is Our Best 6' Table, built t 

6' Bumper Pool Table 2 49 98 тому 

06 25 74502 DL 249.98 

Note: Measure doors, hallways before orde 
06 25 74505 DL—Set 29.98 6 143 

WishbookWeb.com 



8'pool table with 2-piece table-tennis top 21938 
12.00 monthly 

* Get pool table with smooth action bed 

* Plus cues, balls, triangle, chalk 

e Plus easy-to-store table-tennis top 

A ATwo-in-One Combination that'll win over the 
entire family—stimulates hours of fun 

Pool Equipment—ha: 
wood table has Br 

nis table. Of 

ake 
Paddles, net 

06 25 74112 W2- 

able on! For poc yo 
big Fall and Winter Bo: 

Apartment-Size Budget Pool Table 

(8) 
Dur budget-priced 
compact pool table set 

9998 8.00 
cash monthly 

Credit details Page 243 

144 3.6 | Sears | 06 25 74033 DL—Each set 99.98 
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Featuring, machine-leveled Stratacomb bed 369% 
* ‘Parkwood’ 8' pool table looks, 
plays like more expensive models 

• Our Stratacomb bed is specially 
engineered to resist warpage and 
allow smooth drift-free playing 

* Quality wool-nylon blend cloth 

* Uniform-density rubber cushions 
for truly live action rebounds 

* Extra-stability metal leg braces 

* Comes with Belgian snooker balls, 
cues, triangle and chalk 

A Save 5.00. Snooker Ball Set. Deluxe C 
Belgian made. 22 heavy-quality 5-oz 

balls in all. 15 Red, 6 colored, 1 cueball. 2%" 

in diameter 06 25 74030—22 x 6%”. Each 4.99 Canadian-made 2-pc. pool cue with 11 mm 
06 25 74032— Were 39 98. Set 34.98 nch-style leather tip. Canadian maple 

D Pool Table Gift Box. Includes: cue re shaft. Nylon-wrapped grip in assorted 
B Save 3.00. Pool Ball Set. Deluxe pair kit, table brush cue chalks, olors. Padded Black vinyl case. Approx 

Belgian made heavy-quality 5-oz halk holders, set of skittles, shake bottle weights. State: O1(Light, 15 oz.) 

Mounting hardware 

The Table. A bold look at an unequaled price! Hard-top 'Stratacomb' bed helps maintain 
a smooth playing surface. Heavy, extra-wide top rails and 8" deep cabinet frame are 
finished ina mar-proof plastic Walnut Woodgrain. Looks like fine furniture. Deep, ir jual 
web pockets have standard snooker-size openings; gum rubber cushions make for fast а. 
action rebounds. Smooth-action Olive color cloth of 80% woo!/20% nylon is longer wear 

ing. Solid wood-frame legs for stability, finished in a matching Brown for beauty. A . 
leg glides help keep table truly 44 x 88". Complete with 2 
5-02. snooker balls, two 57" pool cues, triangle, two pieces of chalk, handy owner's 
manual. Important! Measure halls, stairwells, doorways before ordering. Allow 3' elbow 
room around table for playing enjoyment 

06 25 74050 W— Overall 54 x 98 x 31" high. 19.00 monthly. Cash, set 369.98 

vel. Playing are 

Handy Score Counter 
finish wood. 4 metal bar 

wall. Walnut Deluxe 2-piece 1898 
plastic sides. pool cue, case 

balis complete the diameter set of tally balls 02(Med. 17 oz.), 03(Heavy, 19 oz 

06 25 74031—Were 37 98. Set 34.98 06 25 74397—Box 9.99 06 25 74396 DLC—57" long. Set 18.98 

Giving is easy with an All Purpose Account. Credit details, Page 243 ears | 6 145 
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Our lowest price ever 
on a play-back table! 

4" THICK 98 З 
PLAYING SURFACE 7.00 

cash monthly 

MORE BOUNCE TO THE OUNCE 

The thicker the playing surface 
the faster the game goe: 

A Now You Can Choose the thicknes 
A yrface es a tr 

06 25 74400 DL thick ple Each 59.98 

06 25 74401 DL— thick p t 69.98 

06 25 74402 DL t arta Ea 79.98 

B Four-Player Table Tennis Set 
with heav yl-wr rapped grips r 

ends on the 5 x 66” r 

06 25 74433—Each set 9.99 

Shuffle 'n' Curl Table 29998 о, 

urface can be used ! 

06 25 74510 DL--Eact 299.98 

Pay as you play! Credit details, Page 243 

WishbookWeb.com 



Lively pool tables in 3 sizes! 

w 4998 xx 3498 o0 1998 
* Steel-braced corners add strength for heavy-duty use 
* Long-wearing traditional billiard Green cotton-suede surface 
* Adjustable leg levelers for setting up on uneven floors 

60 x 30 x 29" High— 
79 27 23236 DL—Eact 
3 ble 

ng pool with this table-top рх ГАР соге ) ог 
х 25 a € € a à а 272 34.98 * tabi ers, 1€ 

es, triangle 40 x 20 x 28" High—1” balls, 2 ue 79 27 23261 DL 79 27 23239 DL t 19.98 

j 

159-Game Extravaganza 69 Crokinole-Checkers 699 Curling and Shuffleboard 599 
^ e to pay for this set res a tota It'sa Crok e and Checker board. Tw Now уо! jonspie ing and shuffleboard t 

Г ict j B ya lec E te N play all t! t Me Е 
J reve board of 3-ply 27" square. Grea Measure J x 12" wide x ) plywood measure quare 79 27 23309 DL—Eac! 6.99 79 27 23306 DL—Eact 5.99 79 27 23308 DL—Eact 6.99 
Revolving Stand turns above into games table і : 79 27 23249 DL bular steel. Each 3.99 Use your ‘All-Purpose’ Account. Credit details Page 243 Sears | в 147 
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SAVE $I 
He shoots . . . he scores! 

Action-packed deluxe | TONIGHT 

hockey game with 4 teams 
HOME VISITORS 

599 
REG. 16.99. Play Canada's most exciting 

game! Includes 4 teams of authentically 

colored plastic players from Toronto, Моп 

treal, Vancouver, Buffalo. Overhead 

gondola has flags for most teams in the ex 

panded N.H.L. and scoreboard. Delayed 

action centre ice puck dropper. Roving 

puck dropper drops roller puck anywhere 

on the sides then players move, swivel 

by levers. Playmaker behind the goals 

makes rebounds, ends dead shots, With 

score ii ator and puck return. Rugged 

metal frame with authentic-looking molded 

plastic ‘glass’ end panels. Three roller 

pucks included. Overall size approxi- 

mately 36” long x 21” wide. 

79 27 23332 DL — Each............ 15.99 

Roving puck dropper 

only at Simpsbns-Sears 

Pins are individually 

activated by bowling ball 

3398 Exciting Bowl-A-Matic 300 1798 

je x 45” high. Eact 33.98 79 27 23277 DL — Metal and plast À , 17.98 

148 6 | Sears SAVE THIS CATALOGUE! TOYS ON PAGES 147-211, 231, AVAILABLE UNTIL JULY 4, 1974 
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Snoopy Hockey Game 1099 

py and a friends play each 

Bumper Hockey 1498 
You play tk 

Action Hockey 1299 
e exciting game wit Hockey 

they can play teams from Montreal or Toror ticks giant 40° long x i" ey gam 
to. Smooth surface measure: abt зуп $ J j г teal ayer 
33” long x 1 stands about 3” higt what y t ey excite alist Y 
Players r by rs. Šet ent. Se indicat "= eot 

ide t k dr w le ks. ( ehind the boards a 
r j 6 Tor eni 1 storage torage space for tear 

Montreal р € y J "high 
7 23330 DL 10.99 79 27 23331 DL Eact 14.98 79 27 23260 DL £ t 12.99 

o 

X 

Zara гут 

Skittle Bingo 1698 

Your Choice 499 

1 Sports Toss key 

7 23326 DL 
2 Disney Bean  Toss-M 

Mouse е 

Skittle Poker 1298 Canadian Football 999 
he tr alis for keen con Ac p ectric footbal ame witt 

7 j tap 800 play possibi Choose offensive 
1a winning and wait for y pponent to se jefe 

t skill. For и Push read-out t 

ike playing sı y p Set 
ards, chit yard А = 

79 27 23312 DL 9.99 

[3] 

Basketball 329 

^ 
Football 399 

3 Indoor Basketball. Soft 6* t armless. With 11” y at Sim three nplete 
istic hoop and adjustable t ) v 

492 351 ar з 3.29 1 з a 

4 Football. F оба me f 

7 23349 3.99 79 27 23029 DL — Eac! 11.99 

SIMPSONS-SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED Sears | e 149 
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e e 49 27 27478—Each kit 

S Refill Kit for Tumbler. Includes 
stones, grits, polishes, filler 

49 27 27479. 

he Candied 

Creative Candle-Maker 
Kit...no muss, no fuss! 

Basic Candle-Maker Kit. Ir 

а x-Cavity 

49 27 27486—Each k 

150 23-6 [Sears] 

t 

799 

YA ‘Gems’ galore with a 
P « Rock-Polishing Kit! 18” 

Glass staining made 
easy with this kit 

е fu 

es еа Easy y 

49 27 27504—(Vase not incl.) Each kit 3.99 49 

NOTE: WE RECOMMEND ADULT SUPERVISION 

SAVE 
$ Bottle Cutting 10% 
2 Kit! now only 

;afety-designed bottle-cutting 

watch the bottle 
jges and y 

Ceramic Figurine Maker | [?9 
...requires no heat! 

WishbookWeb.com 



[29 SAVE $6 Come 2 

| “> =т=: N à 
Р Table-tof 

ott — 
ad >» : gaze 

F 
49 27 27498—Reg. 18.99. Each kit 12.99 

SAVE 1.00 on Refill Kit for Potte му Craft 
Ib. air-dry clay, 4 paint x 

49 27 27499—R« 39. Each k 4.99 

Soap-Making Kit— 
good clean fun 

6” Detroit Car— lo” 
Styling Kit 

tyle your own car fror 

icluded. Note 
ntal supervisior and over 
kit 6.99 49 27 27509—Each kit 

49 27 27505 

SAVE THIS CATALOGUE! TOYS ON PAGES 147-211, 231 

AVAILABLE UNTIL JULY 4, 1974 

New! Electric 3600 
Potter's Wheel 

Dip-a-Flower Kit 
requires no heat 

799 

'equire 49 27 27497 —Eac! kit 7.99 
JE As Above, but Starter Kit. Incl; twe 

id fewer flower 

36.00 4927 27496. Each kit 4.99 

Magica. 
Memory ser” 

Magic Memory 
Casting Set 13% 

ng casting se 

4 package 
measured cast 

49 27 27508—Each set 4.99 Sears] 6 151 
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A-C ‘Quick Curl‘ Dolls—a trio of glamor 
fashion dolls with new, 'quick« 

styles instantly, easily into a perky flip, soft cur 
tight ringlets. Needs no setting, wetting or waiting 
Hair accessorie je: brush, comb. curler, rit 
bons, rubber and bobby pins. All-vinyl doll 
feature twist turn waist, bendable legs and 
poseable arms 

(A) Miss America —a true beauty dressed in long 
evening gown, 'ermine' trimmed cape, silver 
crown; carries sceptre, bouquet of rose: 
49 27 18753 — 11%" tall. Each 5.49 

(B) Barbie —dre 

49 27 18056 — 11 

C) Kelley —wears long gown, shoes 

49 27 18057 — 11'/2" tall. Eact 3.99 

j in evening gown, shoe 
tall. Each 3.99 

D Talking Busy Barbie says 8 ‘teen’ phrases. 
Hands close, wrists move. Accessories: hot 

blouse, knee-length boots. Record player 

e, tray, TV, phone. Vinyl. 11'/2* tal 

49 27 18690 —English speaking. Each 6.49 
49 27 18691 —French speaking. Each 6.49 

E Twist 'n' Turn Barbie. Twist and turn joints lets 
Barbie pose just for you. Lustrous rooted hair 

Bathing suit. Vinyl; 11/2" tall 

49 27 18706 — Each 1.79 

F ‘Mod Hair’ Ken. Change Ken's looks again and 
again with a whole wardrobe of 'hair piece 

that you can comb. Includes: beard, sideburns, 
moustaches. Bendable le and poseable arm: 
Mod-costumed Ken stands 12” tall. Viny 
49 27 18754 —Each 3.99 

G Country Living’ Home. Big. 3-room rustic dol 
house; strong vinyl construction. Doors open 

and close. Molded plastic furniture for bedroom 
kitchen and living room. Folds neatly into carrying 
case with handle. Dolls not included. Measures 
33” long opened x 11” wide х 14'5" high 

49 27 18755 — Eac! 11.99 

H-K The ‘Malibu Set sports golden tans — fresh 
from a day at the beach. Each has twist 'r 

turn waist; bendable legs. Viny 

(H) Malibu Barbie wears Blue bathing suit 
Sunglasses and towel. Stands 11'/2” tal 
49 27 18540 — Each 3.29 

(J) Malibu Ken wears trunks, towel. 12* tall 
49 27 18537 — Each 3.29 

(K) Malibu P.J. Bathing suit, towel, sunglasse 

49 27 18674 —11'/2" tall. Each 3.29 

= WishbookWeb.com 



and her wonderful world of fashion 

29 Sleep 'n' keep case 999 

Barbie's very own bedroom stores 2 fashion dolls and 
their wardrobes. Washable vinyl covering. Approxi 
mately 17'4" wide x 13.” high x 3'5* deep. Please 
note: dolls and outfits shown are not included 

49 27 18307 — Each 9.99 

Barbie's surprise dream house 1799 

The perfect place for entertaining all of Barbie's friends. 3 
big rooms and patios with tables, chairs and a 3-pc 
dinette. Accessories іпсі.: porch swing, shuffleboard set 
B-pc. garden set and 13-pc. cook set. Dolls not incl 

79 27 18700 DL — Abt. 32 x 17 x 27* h. Each 17.99 

3-doll trunk 6?? Barbie case 349 

Barbie trunk—3 doll. compart Storage case for a single fashion 
ments with 2 pull-out storage draw doll, 11'" tall. Rack holds clothes 
ers, shelf for shoes, rack for Storage box for accessories. Wash 
clothes. Vinyl covering; carrying able viny! covering; carrying handle 
handle. Dolls, accessories not inc Doll. accessories not incl. 12" h 
49 27 18210 — 13" h. Ea 6.99 49 27 18209 — Each 3.49 

Fashion pak 299 

Accessory package for Barbie and 
all 11%" fashion dolls. Includes many 
sports, dress-up accessories, sew 
ng kit and entertainment needs 

49 27 18702 — Each set 2.99 

Barbie's 8 super outfits 999 

The Barbie dress collection includes: long evening gown. 
nightwear set, nautical print dress, rainwear, long 2-piece 
printed outfit, peasant dress and 2-piece suit; printed mini 
dress with belt. Alle: ght outfits f t other 11'/,* fashion dolls 

dolis not included. 
49 27 18728 — Each set 9.99 

New! Barbie's own | 9 
Friend Ship case 

Barbie joins the jet set with her new Friend Ship 
an airpl. for everyone in Barbie's world. 

Realistic jet design interior; opens to about 
4'A' long. Durable vinyl construction. Com 
plete with serving cart, serving accessories. 
stewardess smock; cupboards with swinging 
doors, cabin door that opens and closes, clos 
et with hanger rack. Also: sturdy lounge, game 
table and seats. Realistic window views. 

Folds to flight bag with carrying 
handle. Dolls not incl. 123," h 

49 27 18756 — Eact 12.99 

[Sears | 3.6 153 ЧО 
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GOIN' CAMPING SET FOR 
BARBIE AND HER FRIENDS 

82. 

BARBIE CAMPER 977, 

A Barbie's got а country camper! It has 
sliding door and pop-out front window. Fully 

equipped inside with à pop-out tent, table, 2 
camp chairs, 2 sleeping bags, luggage rack on 
top. Abt. 19" long. Vinyl. Dolls not incl 
49 27 18682—Each 9.77 

154 э [Sears] 

Barbie goes camping! Now she can take the 
most wonderful cross-country excursions in her 

Breezy Buggy when she takes her tent-trailer 
along. Set has everything you need to make 
camp, build a ‘campfire’, too. Trailer actually 
opens up just-like-real and when you want to 
travel again it packs away for towing. 

SAND BUGGY 549, 

В For those overland jaunts, you'll want to 
have this great dune buggy! It's got bucket 

seats, 'Chrome' mag wheels, super-fat tires. 

Sturdy plastic body, steel axles. Abt. 20" long 
For all 11%” fashion dolls. Dolls not included 

49 27 18711—Each 5.49 

Goes Camping! 

A home away from home ... with pots, pans and 
dishes, picnic table, stool, a sleeping bag 
campfire and grill included. There's room tor 2 
in Barbie's own car. Set with tent-trailer open 
measures 29" |.; tent-trailer B" w. x 9" high. All 
vinyl plastic. Dolls not incl 
49 27 18757—Each set 8.99 

BARBIE CAMP-OUT TENT 799. 

C Barbie and her friends can camp out in 
her mod tent! Set includes 2 sleeping bags, 

2 camp chairs, picnic table, pots, pans, dishes. 
campfire and grill. All vinyl. 15" I, x 15" w. x 13 
high. Dolls not inc! 
49 27 18758—Each set 7.99 

SIMPSONS-SEARS PAYS ALL REGULAR SHIPPING CHARGES 
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NATURAL BEAUTY 799 

А A Lovely, Realistic Baby Doll. 

SERENELLA 199 

and curl her hair. Dressed in White 
49 27 18599— 20" tall. Each 7.99 

B Serenella—imported from Italy 
soft body, vinyl head, sleepin 

she 'laughs one 'C' battery (not inc 
79 27 18598 DL —20" tall. Each 

eyes 

Lifelike Thumbelina 
C-E Toddler Thumbelina learning to move. Pull string at 

back of her neck watch the act She's 1 tall v 
a Cuddly body you'll love to squeeze. And her vinyl head has roote 
hair you can comb 

C) Walking Thumbelina— walks in plastic walker 
49 27 18465—Each set 3.99 
D) Thumbelina at the Wheel— pull string and car moves 

49 27 18466—Plastic. Each set 3.99 

E) Thumbelina Rocks a Horse. Safe, all plastic nstructio: 
49 27 18464—Each set 3.99 
F Toddler Thumbelina Quic k Changó г jes dre запі 

де aby d 
4927 18467 1.99. Ea 1.49 

G Newborn Thumbelina 
bends like a real baby. St 

radie. Vinyl head has roote: 
49 27 18468—9" tall. Each set 
49 27 18322 — Doll only. Eact 

1% 
SHE CRIES | 

н Tearful Baby Tenderlove. Turr 
way— she 
ther way € 

re: 
uddly 

49 27 18683 Each 11.99 

Talking Baby Tenderlove 
49 27 18333—Er 

49 27 18759—F 

J Wardrobe for above 
dolis. ir à 

49 27 18716—Each set 3.99 

NEWBORN BABY 

TENDERLOVE 

6 
LITTLE BABY TENDERLOVE 

K Soft, Cuddly, Lifelike. You 
bathe her and chang € 

wa ted hair ea 

aby 11 3 ard 

inge 
49 27 18669—Ea 6.99 
L Little Baby Tenderlove's Ward 

robe f 

49 27 18719—Each set 2.99 

Credit details Page 243 

Sears | a 155 
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SWEET COOKIE 1499 

With Cookie in her apron and you in yours 
Ow watch her mix real food! She hı 

patu veasurir 
pudding mix, kitche: 
tall. Uses 4 'D' batterie 

49 27 18762 — Each set 

Wardrobe for 17" Dolls like Cookie 
3htgown; dress, pant at. hat; and 2 

hangers. 

49 27 18772 — Each set 3.99 

Rockabye Tiny Tears with Cradle ... it's her 
very own! Cries ‘real’ tears like all Tiny Tear 

folis. Slowly closes her eyes as y khert 
еер. Abt. 13” tall; soft vinyl skin. Bot 

Jiapers incl. Cradle fits any 15" do 

49 27 18739 — Each set 14.50 

Rockabye Tiny Tears (de y 
49 27 18738 — Eac! 8.77 

156 36 [Sears] 

GABBIGALE TALKS! 1499 

Raise her arm, pull string and she records any 
thing you say on a built-in tape recorder. Lower 

arm, pull string . . . she repeats what she hears 
3abbigale is wonderful! Vinyl, abt. 18” tall 
) 4'АА' batteries (not incl. — see P. 201) 

49 27 18574 — Each 14.99 

Wardrobe for 18” Dolls like Gabbigale: dr 
par jhigown; poncho and slac 2 
hanger 
49 27 18771 — Each set 3.99 

Baby's First Tiny Tears — crie 
real baby until yc k her up! 
arms and legs ¢ Come 
bottle, diaper "tall 

49 27 18740—Eact 6.99 

A Wardrobe for Dolls like Tiny Tears 
eeper and bonnet jres: and pants 

anket, diaper; pair of socks; 2 hanger 
49 27 18770 — Each set 2.99 

SIMPSONS-SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED 

elf. Viny 
Each 

Just move her left 
»aucy's face а € 

arm up and down and watch her face 
hange she wink smile Г 
еер». Vinyl, abt. 15" tall. Blond hair 

49 27 18776 —Еас! 12.50 

99 
SUCH A BIZZIE LIZZIE! 12 

Always doing housework with her ow 
weeper yet she still ha 

dle! Vinyl, abt. 18” ‹ 
duster ar 

atteries ( 

49 27 18818 — Each 12.99 
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"S 22* Pram 25" Pram 
7.99 VT 18.99 "7.23.98 

A Medium-S 
folding 

Doll Stroller t 
adjustable 

metal C Our Biggest 25” Doll Pram with quality-t 
ii t ed г. co 

Prams, strollers... 
beautiful walkers 
for a little 
girl's world 

7927 17105 DL 

Deluxe 
High Chair 

E ForDollies Old Enough to Sit Up G Flower Power stroller at a J Junior 17%” Pram with met г n ted wooden high chair for « e T a folding Tubular chromed under jt mea y А an f with r is 22” high pusher, Painted metal whee Colonial-style Has a drop-lea with floral vinyl Bright Orange body with vinyl folding + tray and footre х 12 eat, canopy ‹ uf tal matching viny! apron. For di po 15*ta 
79 27 17087 DL —Eact 8.99 79 27 17103 DL — Each 5.49 79 27 17033 DL —Eact 9.99 
Е Slumber Time's a Happy Time .. if dolly ha H Posies are Popping all over our 20” D. LII 

1 pend tyle rocking cradie! Early Pram. It has tubular ste r wit 
American finist 1 wood truction. Thé teel body. R 5 wit SAVE THIS CATALOGUE! ( a k with Bronze ed pokes. Pusher is 20 a Gre Т : 47 1n 211 and hardware 4 1 ody with matct пу! apror y pages 14 11 and mplete. Sleeps d ipt "ta and hood that folds down. For dolis to 16* ta available until JULY 4, 1974 
79 27 17091 DL Еа 10.99 79 27 17102 DL — Eact 13.99 PPC eee ee ee eee eee ere eer? 

Sears | e 157 
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SAVE $2 

]-2 Were 8.99. Look-Around Dolls. Pull the 4 Velvet with Beauty Braider. Her own braider 7-8 Two Friends with golden hair that 

string and they look around and pose. Hair make: h, thick braids in ar grows'. Suntanned, jointed vinyl. Bright 

jrows'. Jointed vir dy. Sleeping eyes grows' tox vinyl body. Bright eyes. In swimsuits, laced clog: 

1) Look-Around Crissy in long gowr printed dress w vet sash, 15" ta Dina can wear Velvet's clothes. 15" tall 
49 27 18657 — 17⁄4” tall. Was 8.99. Ea 6.99 49 27 18735 — Ea 49 27 18660 — Each 7.50 

2) Look-Around Velvet in ruffled short dre 5.6 SAVE 1.000n Hair 'Growers'. Pull to ‘grow B) Brandi can wear Crissy's lovely clothes 

49 27 18658 — 15" tall. Was 8.99. Each 6 99 hair and wind to shorten. Big sleeping ey« 49 27 18659 — 17'/," tall. Eact 7.99 

3 Crissy with Swirler Curler. You divide her рз danse 9 Cinnamon with Hair Doodler. Velvet's lit 
es, dampen and wrap around the curle j) Tressy f of Crissy thes tle sister. Pull the string to make a new hair 

c a stu g hair Hair grows too 49 27 18487 tall. Was 6.99. Each 5.99 jo with barrette, every time. Jointed vinyl body 

sleeping eyes. Jointed vinyl body 6) Velvet. Petite 15” Violet-eyed beauty 2-piece, pink polka-dotted outfit. 
49 27 18736 — 17'/2" tall. Each 8.99 49 27 18488 — Was 6.99. Eact 5.99 49 27 18734 — 12" tall. Each 4.99 

E a 

б X 

-— 

4 Е E Dolls not 249 
Carrying case 399 Crissy, Tressy, Brandi Wardrobes included 3 set 

` 
For Crissy any fashion d Holds 3-outfit wardrobe set includes Three-outfit fashic et include: 

stfits too. Vinyl-covered exterior with kimono for lounging, Navy dress 1-piece Purple pant suit, long 
quilted vinyl interior. Handy carrying with hot pants peeking under granny dress plus crinkle blouse 
trap. Doll not included eath and Yellow dress with belt and mini skirt with belt 

49 27 18470 — 20" high. Eact 3.99 49 27 18746 —Ea. set 3.49 49 27 18747 —Ea. set 3.49 

SAVE 51.00 
Crissy's 

hair-styling kit 

299 

Doll: t 

Fashion Pak 299 Velvet, Dina Wardrobes included 349 

tin jed Footwear and hangers for 15 * tall 3-outfit wardrobe set include 1 piece fas 

Ет е like Crissy, Ve rted Blue corduroy jumper with lace ncludes Browr jede' jea 

4927 18472 -t hoes and t in ize trimmed striped blouse, 2-p with matching shirt, vest, long 

r angers. 4 pr. sHoes, boots, 4 Brówn dress, 2-pc. Green outfit jranny dress and jumper outfit 

158 4 |Sears 49 27 18655 — Each set 49 27 18744 —Ea. set 3.49 49 27 18745 — Ea. set 3.49 
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Ya OFF Action Girl... 
the poseable fashion doll 

A WAS 2.99. Action Girl. A Sears exclusive! 
She's the lifelike, vinyl-body fashion doll with 

14 joints. You can move her many exciting ways. 

posed for action! Dressed in 1-piece pant suit (as- 
sorted colors). Long lustrous hair. 11'/2” tall 
49 27 18742 — Each 1.99 

B Action-Girl Case or for any of her 11⁄4” tall 
friends. Holds clothes and accessories. Wash 

able vinyl covering. Carrying handle. 12” high 
49 27 18624 — Each 1.99 

D WAS 11.50. Her eyes open and close 
às she serves and pours tea. Includes 

plastic table and tea set. 17” tall. Use 1'D 
battery (not incl P. 201) 
49 27 18656 — Vinyl. Each 7.50 

E Crumpets Wardrobe of sleeveless 
dress, flannel pyjamas, poncho and 

slack set plus 2 hangers. For 17" dolls 
49 27 18773 — Each set 3.99 

SAVE 54 
Crumpet 

729 

Outfit 

199 99€ 
C Action-Girl Outfits to keep her in the 

peak of style and fashion. 
01(Snow Girl; 5-pc. White coat outfit) 
02(Suits Me; 2-pc. Yellow pant suit) 
03(Midnight Lace; 2-pc. pant outfit), 

04(Bride Time; White lace bride gown), 
05(Poncho Viva; 4-pc. poncho outfit) 

O6(Pretty Pink; mini dress and leotards) 
Doll not included. State outfit number 

49 27 18625 С — Each 99с 

F WAS 6.99. Blythe. Surprise in her eyes 
string and her eyes change expression. Vinyl body 

SAVE $2 on 
Dana fashion set 399 

WAS 5.99. Adorable 5'/.” tall Dana with hair that 
grows .. . make it long or short by simply pulling 
Make a new hairstyle with each different outfit 
there's 9 in all, from sportswear to bride's gown! 
Handy vinyl carry case for transporting and storing 
the wardrobe. There are hours of fun in store with 
Dana. One doll included in set 

49 27 18621 — Each set 3.99 

Credit details on Page 243 

pull the SAVE $3 
49 27 18597 — 12" tall. Each 3.99 

Wig for Blythe. Plus brush/comb and sunglasses. Blythe 
49 27 18569 — Each set 2.49 99 

H Blythe Fashions. 01(Hot pant, coat outfit) 3 
02(Slacks, top, shoes and maxi coat ensemble), 

03(Poncho, boots atsuit), O4(Maxi dress, purse set 
49 27 18568 C — Dolls not included. Each 249 

[Sears А 159 
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SAVE 509; ON DAWN'S MODEL FRIENDS 

WERE 1.99 each. Dawn has 3 
modeling friends all 'done up' in 

breathtaking debutante gowns and 
hair styles. Each wears her own 

necklace and matching bracelet 
for finishing touch. Vinyl bodies 

5G SAVE 25% 6 for 39 
Dawn's wardrobe 

WAS 6/4.29. Wardrobe of six 
glamorous outfits for Dawn and her 
friends. Set features assorted long 
gowns, minis and casual pant 
suits. Cape, thigh-high boots, 
shoes and purses. Dolls not incl 

49 27 18652 —Ea. set 3.19 

SAVE $5 888 
Dawn and fashion show 

WAS 13.88. Dawn's stunning fash 
ion show with revolving stage. 1 
Dawn doll in a glamorous dress 
incl. Durable plastic. Perfect for 
models above. Needs 2 'D' batter 
ies (not incl.— see P. 201) 

79 27 18558 DL — Ea. set 8.88 

160 з [Sears] 

All are 6'/4" tall — just the right size 
to wear all of Dawn's clothes 
Gowns in assorted colors, styles 
State model no. 01(Maureen), 

02(Dinah) or 03(Denise) 
49 27 18741 C — Each 99c 

Mi ےس 

SAVE 28% 
Dawn carry case 99 < 

WAS 1.39. Here's plenty of room 
for Dawn or her friends and their 
wardrobe. Perfect for storing or 
traveling. Washable vinyl with 
handy plastic handle. Dolls and 
accessories not incl. 6'/4 x В x 2*/*. 

49 27 18559 — Each 99c 

SAVE $2.50 399 
Dawn and her dress shop 

WAS 6.49. Exciting boutique for 
showing new fashions. Move hand 
le at base and watch Dawn (іпсі.) 
twirl gracefully before 3-way show 
case mirror. She's modeling a Gold 
color gown with fitted bodice. 

49 27 18650 — Each set 3.99 

SOFT BODY —THE 
HUGGABLE DOLL 

799 

Floppy, soft-bodied doll that loves to 
be cuddled. Vinyl head, hands. Filled 

with shredded foam — so huggable 
Dreamy eyes open and close. Long 
Red pigtails. Adorable Red dress 

with polka dot bow. 
79 27 18763 DL — Each 7.99 

FIATSY the Flatsy Family 99€ 

WAS 1.19. She bends, poses and 
lives ina frame. Snap out for play, 

clip onto clothes. Removable 
outfits; hair you can actually 
comb — its rooted. Soft vinyl 

It's Lazy Dazy 74 

Sit baby up and watch, little by 
little she begins to fall asleep. 
She drops her head and falis 
jently onto pillow. No batteries 
needed. Sleepy eyes. Soft body 
vinyl hands, head. 12” 
49 27 18737 — Each 7.44 

Pick your favorite. 41/2” tall. State 
no. 01 (Sandy Flatsy) 

02(Bonnie Flatsy), 
O3(Rally Flatsy) 

49 27 18459 C — Each 99c 

Talking Drowsy 899 

The perfect bedtime friend. Just 
pull the string and Drowsy h 11 

sayings to lull you to sleep 
Sleepy painted eyes. Soft cloth 
body. Vinyl head, hands. 13'/; 

49 27 18248-English. Ea 8.99 

49 27 18775 — French. Еа... 8.99 

Get it with credit. See Page 243 
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Look! It's Pretty Polly Pedal Most little girls want a walking doll! 

10" fashion doll keeps in 9?9 TUR cos e eee eid ER A) Groovy Granny dre 
= : 79 27 18765 DL —30" tall. Each ..... 8.99 

shape with her own bike B) Chatty Walker Iu gs and talk 
rench and English. 4 inte ea gs move 

49 27 18015 — Eact 

Baby Beans 499 Diaper Bag Set 349 Baby Wiggles 499 Baby Po: 

D-F Floppy Fun Dolls sit up, p 

se-Me 299 

‚des 6 pla: wind up e-Me uggable 
у! head, hands. Wast that mplete 

able j wa Abt. 1 "ta viny 9 
D) 4927 18708 —Bitty Beans. Ea 4.99 place ) Jicer, 2 

49 27 18730 — Biffy Beans. Еа 4.99 inge tt large 
kt p. pla v 

5 ос А у a ye 
5.99 young ‘mother Abt. 14" ta able hair. Abt. 10 \ 

Talking Baby Beans ow 49 27 18379 — Ea 3.49 49 27 18767 — Ea 4.99 49 27 18710 Еа 2.99 
49 27 18628 — Eng Еа 6.99 : 
49 27 18722 — Fren Eact 6.99 *Batteries sold on Page 201 Credit details Page 243 Sears | A 161 
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7 Poppin Fresh Doll —a cuddly companior 
any time of day. Soft, squeezable foam is 

wered in attractive cottor yur. Machine: 
washable. Approximately 10* ta 

49 27 31266 — Each 4.99 

Poppie Fresh Doll as above but 8" tall 
49 27 31267 — Each 4.99 

1-6 Six of your favorite cartoon characters (3) Speedy Gonzales — never lets you dow Musical Clown with all t 

step off the screen and into yourhome 49 27 31262 — 15” tall. Each 6.99 of the circus. Wind h 
n 3-dimensional ‘living color’, They are a big music box plays a happy tune ч 

15" to 28” tall, in Du Pont Orlon* acrylic pile 4) Mickey Mouse — most famous of them à Vinyl face is always wearing a 

1) Scamp — stands a full 16° tall 79 27 31138 DL — 21” tall. Each 6.99 Pen me. wee n 

49 27 31260 — Each 5.99 5) TheRoad Runner — just raring to go. pompor Stands approx 
(2) SAVE $1. Bugs Bunny with carrot in 7927 31130 OL —26" tall. Each 4.49 mately 18” tall 

E elec aieo Нуры 6) SAVE $2. Wile E. Coyote —28"ta 49 27 31025 — Eac! 2.99 
7927 31133 OL —Eac 599 — 7927311310L — Was 8.99 Eact 6.99 ( A 

9 Raggedy Ann Doll —with 10 Raggedy Andy with cot 11-12 Raggedy Ann, Rag 13-14 Musical Shirley and Bill —the tunefu 
cot yint dres White ton trousers, hecked gedy Andy Beanbags twins. Each soft 'r uddly body cor 

yarn hair and hirt; cap. Red yarn hair and favorite lovable storybook tains a wind-up music box that play gentle 
n button eye ocked-in button eye: haracte sturdy printed абу. Both have cute painted fa ature: 

s 7 othtotoss around and cuddle. wide eyes, tiny nose, impish grin. 15” tal 
15" Tall 15” Tall You can pose them many dif. A y = 4 A i 

49 27 31059 — Eac! 2.99  492731062—Eact 299 ferent ways. 11” long (19) A Lets pre үгез ыды омега 
p. With yam Dutch-boy bc 

20" Tall 20” Tall (11) Raggedy Ann Beanbag 49 27 31186 — Eac! 2.99 
7 Eact 6 Each 49 27 31095 — Each 2.99 м 49 27 31060 4.99 49 27 31063 — Ea 4.99 a 14) Musical Shirley dressed in cotton pir 

31'A" Tall а cuddly friend 31'A" Tall Doll — lots to love (12) Raggedy Andy Beanbag. afore and matching bonnet. Yellow yarn pigtail 
79 27 31061 DL — Each .. 8.99 79 27 31064 DL — Each .. 8.99 49 27 31096 — Each 2.99 49 27 31185 — Еасі 2.99 

162 A | Sears] WE PAY ALL REGULAR SHIPPING CHARGES! 
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The soft ‘n’ warm world of cuddly friends ( 

Assorted Plush Toys 

eepy ey А [^ z f durai а 7 i Your choice 399 
A cute companior 

9 4.99 4927 31293 — Ea 7.99 id F 
01(Mouse, flor 

2 i'sScottie the Terrier. ..and he's as cute a 4 Charming and Cuddly Kitten Pyjama Bag 02(Pie arf 
an be xurious ft h body witt ) acry e't XE k 

eyes, viny e. Comes w a 1 arge zippe at ) ar 

49 27 31283—Ea: 4.99 49 27 31026 — Еа 4.99 49 27 31295 C-State e by t 3.99 

= 

ras 
99 Q с 

Shaggy Dog . . . big TV friend 10° ) Animal Bean Bags, your choice 24 ) The Teddy Bear 59 ) 

ft, lloppy bean bag p-quality plush. They eddy bears have bee 
ea t hev f t "aem 

79 27 31189 DL —Ea 10.99 4927 599 

REGULAR SHIPPING CHARGE Sears | 3-6 163 
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SAVE 10% on Busy Box. Children 6 mo. to 3 
years enjoy learning coordination. Has doors 
that open, knobs to turn, dial, noisemaker, etc. 
Plastic; attaches to crib or playpen. 14 x 12^high. 

49 27 35142 —Was 5.99. Each 5.39 

1.29 

SAVE 1.50. Busy Gym. Baby can make merry 
o-round turn — animals ride around carousel 
iuilds mind and body coordination. For crib. 

playpen, Quality plastic. Abt. 16” long. Was 6.99. 
49 27 35144 — Each ..... 549 

Musical Busy Koo Koo*. A safe musical toy 
which baby can wind himself by pulling ring 
Bird moves in/out, music plays 'Hickory Dickory 
Dock'. Clock hands rotate. For crib, playpen 
49 27 35143—9'5 x 11 x 294". Each 4.39 

] Fish ‘п Soother, playful toys 
Soft vinyl teether, easy to grab. 

play with. Musical chime fish — great 
for tub, crib; of tough vinyl 

49 27 35140 — Each set 3.99 

Musical Roly-Poly Clown 
White plastic, Green/Red trim. 

49 27 35181 — 7" high. Each. . 1.99 

SAVE 1.00. Musical Bird Mo- 
bile. Wind-up music-box bird 

house; washable vinyl birds ‘fly 

round to music. Clamps onto crib. 
About 18” high 
49 27 35627 — Was 6.99. Each . 5.99 

FISHER PRICE 
4 PlayGym...afunwayforbabyto 

exercise. Assists baby in 
eye/hand coordination. Gripper 
handles for pull-ups. Pieces tum 
spin, or squeak when handied 
Centre rattle. Attach to crib or 
playpen. Fluorescent non-toxic 
colors. Size about 18'/, x 8” wide. 
79 27 35781 DL — Each 549 

5 Activity Centre featuring 10 dit 
ferent things for baby to do. Dit- 

ferent music, bells, ratchet sounds. 
Phone’ dial. Peek-a-boo safety mir 
ror. Attach to crib. Durable plastic. 15 
x 21/a x 12%,” high. 
49 27 35780 — Each Р 6.99 

6 Farm Music-Box Mobile with 10 
minutes playing time plays 

continuously with one full wind, as 
bright farm animals revolve, When 
baby is older, animals detach as 
separate toys. Secures to crib rail 
Durable plastic/metal, with non-toxic 
colors. 19 x 27" high 
7927 35783DL —Each .. 9.99 

Music-Box  Bluebird, plays 
Children's Prayer', ring retracts 

instantly. Durable non-toxic plastic 
49 27 35700 — Each os . 4.59 

Cuddly Cub, rocks/rolls at touch. 
Bell chimes. Plush/cotton; felt 

eyes/nose, head turns. B" h. 
49 27 35788 — Each 5.99 

Happy Apple rolls about on floor 
floats on water. Music chimes 

Soft vinyl leaves and stem safe for 
teething. Watertight plastic 

49 27 35786 — Each 2.99 

10 Rock-a-Stack. 6 bright plastic 
rings fit over cone; rocking 

wooden base. About 7'4” high 

49 27 35723 — Each 1.29 

1] Shake 'n' Roll Rattle, 'pound- 
able’. Safety mirror on end 

Beads fall through sealed chambers 
Sate for teething. 
49 27 35787 —Each М 3.29 

12 Funflower, а  touch-and- 
Squeeze toy. 3 fabrics to touch 

Light, easy to grab; squeaker in face 
49 27 35784 — Each 329 
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SAVE $1. Busy Bath for children 1 to 5. Attaches 
to tub by suction cups; water confined to bath 
Water pump, carousel, seesaw, magic shower 
pot. rotating squirting fish. 121/4 x 9Y, x 4”. 

49 27 35133 — Was 7 99. Each 6.99 49 27 35132 — Was 6 

SAVE $1. Busy Surprise Box for children 1 to 4 
Helps teach coordination and dexterity. By push 

ng button or turning a knob etc., different char 
acters appear. Plastic. 15'/5 x 7! x 3*5". 

99. Each 5.99 

driving 
Busy Driver for ages 1 to 4. Contains 10 pretend 

activities: rear view mirror, Clock 

windshield wiper, steering wheel, horn, ignition 
key, etc. 16'/4x 77/a x 6/0" 
4927 35146 — Each 5.99 

SAVE 10%. Train Top. Miniature train 
travels inside a clear plastic dome. Non- 

mar base. 71/2" diameter x 9” high 
49 27 35005 — Was 3.99. Each 

6-7 See ‘п Say Sets – just set 
pointer and pull string 

(6) 'The Bee Says' —26 phrases 
identified with letters of the 
alphabet 
49 27 35629 — Each 744 

(7) 'The Farmer Says'—names 
and sounds of 12 familiar barnyard 
animals (in English). 

49 27 35630 — Each 7.44 

The Farmer Says' — (in French) 
49 27 35631 — Each 7.44 

8 Snoopy  Ge-TarT.M. —crank 
handle, plays 'Oh Where Has 

My Little Dog Gone’. Plastic 
49 27 35548 — Each 259 

.. 3.59 

Musical Jack-in-the-Box' pops out to 
tune of ‘Pop Goes the Weasel’. Metal 

49 27 35478 — 6% x 51/2 x 51/2". Each 

©, CHILD GUIDANCE 

3 Shape Register. 8 

Talking Pictures, Alphabet 
Phone. Slip in one of 6 double 

sided discs to see and hear char 
acters. Voice comes through 
receiver. Look, listen and learn the 
whole alphabet —26 letters, spel- 
ling too. 
49 27 35508 — Each 7.44 

10 Chatter-palT.M. Camera 
pull string, press shutter 

hear 8 funny things with sound ef 
fects. Vinyl carrying strap 
49 27 35845 — Each 2.99 

]] Casper Talk-Up-pull his 
legs and hear him talk 

49 27 35844 —Each 2.49 

basic 
shapes fit in corresponding 

slots. 8 keys match shapes. Press 
key —shape disappears into regis 

ter. Press lever — drawer brings it 
back. Ages 2-5 years. 7'/ x 9 x 6”. 

3.99 4927 35307 Each 

4 Pound-A-Round. Push 
as it whirls, balls bounce 

around in ‘see-thru' plastic 
case. Large base gives stabili- 
ty for small children. Ages 1 to 
3'A years. 7'/2x 7\/зх 11* 

7.99 49 27 35304 — Each 4.99 

12 Pocket Radio plays ‘12 Days 
of Christmas' as the picture 

Story moves across the dial 
49 27 35766 —Each ..... 249 

13 Asitem (12) but you see, hear 
‘Pop Goes the Weasel 

49 27 35756 — Each .. 249 

14 Corn Popper Push Toy hurls 
balls against plastic dome 

49 27 35721 — Each 2.99 
15 Chatter Phone-rolls eyes. 

chatters, etc., when pulled 
49 27 35718 — Each 2.49 
16 Frisky Frog —squeeze ball 

Frisky springs into action 
Long, short jumps — says 'grumph 
49 27 35769 — Each 3.29 

5 Educational Play Set-3 
items. Learning tower in- 

volves stacking, shape match- 

ing; Peter Porpoise put- 
together bathtub toy: Tipsy 
teacups for balancing fun 
49 27 35310 — Each set 3.49 

17 Mailbag of Blocks-over 
100 smooth-edged wood 

blocks in color-coordinated 
shapes and sizes. Will develop 
imagination, balance, finger dex 
terity. 11 shapes in all, 5 non-toxic 
colors. 12" tall storage bag incl 

49 27 35227 — Each set 6.99 

18 Nesting Blocks—10 Walt 
Disney plastic blocks stack 

to 22" high. 1 to 3'2” square. Blocks 
fit into largest block when storing 
Ages 1'/5t0 3 

49 27 35229 — Each set 3.29 

[Sears] 4 165 
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] Hey, It's Big Bird y ofr y and bendable 

асгу pile and vinyl, f ft shre 

jed poly hane foam fc 

79 27 35231 DL —Ea 7.44 

2-5 MuppetHand Puppets, easy manual operatior 
Oscar and Monster with movable arm 1 

f tring. Acrylic pile truction. Abt “ 

2) 4927 35235— Oscar. Eact 4.88 
3) 4927 35232 – Cookie Monster. Eact 4.88 

4) 4927 35233 Ernie. Each 4.88 
5) 4927 35234 Bert. Eact 4.88 

6 SAVE 1/3. WAS 2.69. Sesame Puzzles. Set of 2 

iden numbers and letter 
49 27 35249 — Each set 1.79 
7 Set of 3 Finger Puppets. Set includes Cookie 

Monster, Bert and Sherlock Hemlock. Soft viny 
truct Each puppet measure ibout 3* tall 

49 27 35226 — Each set 2.89 

8 Setof3Finger Puppets. Set includes Big Bird, Er 
е and Roosevelt Franklin. Made of soft viny 

Each measures approximately 3” tall 

49 27 35225 — Each set 2.89 

Snoopy Toothbrush. Safe, no plug-in, no recharging Bugs Bunny Toothbrush — designed for kids. Encour Bugs Bunny Toothpaste Dis- 

jses 2 'D' batteries (not included — see Page 201). Con ages good early dental habits. Carrot brush holder. Cor penser. No batte! or power 

tains 2 toothbrushes and a house that he batteries tains 2 children's toothbrushes and all mounting screws. required — pump action. Attach 

Has compartment for toothpaste (not included). Wall About 5” wide x 8'/," high. Safe — runs on 2 'D' batterie nent tor wall mounting included 

bracket incl. House about 5” long х 41/." high (not included) — see Page 201) About 8” high. Plasti 

49 27 35050 — Plastic. Each 6.99 49 27 35100 — Plastic. Eact 4.99 49 27 35125 — Eacr 2.99 

9 Weeble Car and Camper. Convertible ]() Weebles Marina. The Weebles are  ]] Weebles Cottage.Has a 'slate-like rool window Flip 
ш car (removable top) and camper that sailing up to the pier— they're ready t the roof and swing open the front — there's lots of fur 

of their own. Cottage 
takes mother, father, sis brother We gas up the S.S. Little-Putt! М. before they go on re. They also have a car and pool с 

ble. Has slide-out striped awning, boat a tishing trip. (There's a working reel and 4 fish about 13'/2” long x 8'/;" high. Strong plas 

picnic table, luggage, luggage rack, trai to catch.) Cabin below is ready for sleeping 49 27 35552 — Each 9.99 

bike. Car about 8'5" long and camper There's a small motorboat, sailboat with sai 12 Weeble Playground ! lide, teeter-totter, swing: 

approximately 12” long. Rugged plast big docks, gas pumps a boat house for the carrot includes brother, sister, doggy, baby Wee 

79 27 35551 DL — 4 es. Boat is 1412” long ble. Swing 7 long x 5” high. Rugged plastic 

166 A Eact 12.99 79 27 35550 DL — Plastic. Each 12.99 49 27 35553 — Each 4.99 
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Motorized wooden train set 888 
10-piece plastic track with start/stop switch at sta WAS 12.98. Wind-up engine pulling flatcar SAVE $2ON tions. Also includes tunnel, bridge, engine, flatbed and big caboose as it chugs around an B- ^ Little car with auto, and caboose. Wind-up motor ... no piece plastic track. With plastic tunnel PUTT-PUTT ame batteries required. Makes an oval track about 40 x depot, town garage, crossing guards, load- RAILROAD 17 or rectangular track 332 x 25'4*. Train ing dock, wooden truck, etc. Track layout approximately 8/2" long approximately 32” long x 23" wide. 1088 3 49 27 35199 — Set, each 8.88 49 27 35663 — Each set 10.88 ES 

-B Little Learner Toys. High- (A) Construction Set. Includes A-B finish solid pell iu toys grader, cement truck, auno truck, 
в Ya to 5*1 on sturdy plastic base. Roll crane, bulldozer. 2% 

smoothly on plastic wheels and 49 27 35197 — Each set 4.99 
steel axles. Each vehicle has clear (B) 10%” Long Auto Transport 
plastic strip inserted for a see- with five 23/4" long cars. 
through windshield 49 27 35198 — Each set 4.99 

Child totes, hauls, lifts hardwood toys. 
Combines coordination with imaginative PUTT-PUTT 
play. Wind-up motor truck with flatbed trail- CONSTRUCTION 
er, movable fork lift, 4 track sections, 2 YARD 
pallets, 3 wood blocks, crane tower and 
crane, conveyor belt, 2 gates and a 69/4 x 5 88 
x 5” high warehouse. ll 
49 27 35659 — Each Е 11.88 

G Set of 3 Action Pull Toys. J 3 Action Pull Toys. With 
Characters bounce along as Bouncy Bobby in dump truck 

plastic toy is being pulled Clown in circus truck. Twirly-Copter 
includes schoo! bus with 5 with propeller. Each 10” I C-F Wooden Putt-Putt* Toys. Tough plastic wheels, chassis, metal ax- children, snowmobile with 3 riders. 49 27 35090 — Each set 4.99 les. Push Putt-Putt — 2%” long; motor Putt-Putt —4* long carousel with driver. Each 6" long. K SSP Pee-Wee Racing Cars. 
49 27 35088 — Each set 3.99 No motors, no batteries, no (C) Push 'n' Play Putt-Putts for (D) Wind-Up Motor Tow Truck H Set of 3 Little Bigs. Free- track the power is in the wheel the toddler. 3-piece wooden set 4927 35827 —Each 249 wheeling plastic vehicles. About 5'/.” long. 01(Bugster), includes car, tow truck and steam (Е) Wind-Up Motor Fire Truck Includes airplane and fire truck 02(Short Short), O3(Dynamo), shovel... each with movable parts 49 27 35831 — Each 249 each approximately 4* long and a 04(Circuit Breaker) Great fun for little ones. (F) Wind-Up Motor Ambulance. trailer truck 5%.” long Give model number. 

49 27 35832 — Each set 279 492735830 — Each 2.49 49 27 35408 — Each set 3.99 1927 35177 C-Ea. 3.29 A 167 
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e Happi-time 
trails J 

cowboy set 
10-piece outfit 

[298 

1 There's Musical Fun around the 

taghorn handle 

Double Holster Set. 26 

gle-shot repeat june 

49 27 16133—Each se 1.99 

3 Double Holster Set. 2€ ng 

b 2 bu ps. Two 9 tee 

4 Deluxe Double Holster 

t plas 5 or f 

49 27 16135—Each set 3.99 

5 Sheriffs Set includes: double 
holster with metal c ho; twc 

Deluxe holster set 

3.99 

Ф 5 27 16136 DL 
6 Safari Set 

jame rifle 

7 

79 27 16370 DL—Each set 7.99 

Satan set ] Paratrooper 

79 27 16369 DL—Each set 7.98 
8 SAVE $1. Agent Set. 2€ 

pocke ac 
E Paratrooper set 7927 16368 DL 

7.99 

10 30" Red Ryder Ricochet Rifle 

Makes a loud bang, puffs smoke 
and makes a ricochet sou j 
Rust-resistant € 

79 27 16042 DL—Eact 7.99 

1] Daisy Smoke Rifle Meta 
barrel; bangs, putt оке whe 

eater actic 

16040 DL—Eact 5.99 

Pony Express Rifle. 10 y 

зр 
49 27 16353. ach 2.99 

168 3-6 | Sears | 5. Caps not incl... Postal Regulations 
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298 
Good exercise, great fun for 
youngsters. Molded polyethylene 

body and saddle suspended on 
heavy coil springs. Easy-to-grip 

handles; sturdy foot bars. Strong 
tubular steel frame takes a lot of 
punishment. Floor protectors 

Reins and stirrups included. Abt 

28" long. Saddle height 22” 

79 27 12005 DL—Each... 22.98 

Spring Horse 2 Kiddies' Spring Horse [399 

Junior-size horse for smaller cowboys 
and cowgirls. Provides good exercise 
for tiny tots and hours of enjoyment 
Molded polyethylene body sits on a 
sturdy metal frame. Has vinyl floor 

protectors. Frame 28" long. Body is 
approximately 18" long. Saddle héight 
is 16". Will delight and entertain your 
little one 

79 27 12004 DL—Each 13.99 

Marvel the Mustang 

14.99 

Plastic easy-clean bodies. Molded seat with it's Marvel the Mustang! 
footrest, seat belt. Cross handlebars with 
squeaker, play rings. Perfect for little cowboys, 
cowgirls. About 22 x 16% x 19%” high 
79 27 12015 DL—Each 

CFL Football Collection Kit. In 
cludes nine team helmets with crests, 

colors; goal post, stand. Plastic 
49 27 15013—Each kit 2.99 

Bozo Punch-Bag Clown every 
Child's favorite cartoon character! Hit 

him—he bounces back thump him— 
he'll never give up. Hotsealed vinyl 
Squeaker nose. Weighted bottom. 

49 27 15021—36" high. Each 1.99 

49 27 15022—48" high. Each 2.99 

Pogo Stick ready to spring into 
action. Sturdy tubular steel. High-rise 

handlebars, rubber grips, streamers 
Springsupports upto 150 pounds. Rubber 

foot plates. Floor bumper. Will provide 
hours of healthy fun. 
7927 15115 DL—Each 7.99 

SIMPSONS-SEARS PAYS 
ALL REGULAR SHIPPING CHARGES 

Plastic saddle. Sturdy plast 
Saddle 14%" h.; 24 x 23% 

9.99 79 27 12081 DL—Each 

CFL Kit 

2.99 

Deluxe Spring Horse 

spring-activated by pressure on foot bars. 

high 

Talking 'n' rocking 
deluxe spring horse 

699 

WishbookWeb.com 

He Really Talks! Just push 
the button on the saddlebag and he says ten different 
phrases. Has a galloping spring action. Horse is of Gold 
en color polyethylene. Comes with leather-look saddle 

bridle and reins. Easy-to-grip handles and adjustable 
stirrups make this horse easy to ride for the small tykes 
Tubular steel frame with heavy-duty springs takes rough 
treatment. Rubber floor protectors. Saddle height 28” 
frame 46 x 25". Assembly instructions. Voice box takes 
1 'C' battery (not incl.—see P. 201) 

79 27 12025 DL — Each 



KENNER'S 
delicious easy-bake mixes 

Deluxe Cake Mix Set for young baking 
enthusiasts. 40 mouth-watering mixes in 
everyone's flavor favorites. They're fun to 
make, fun to eat! Mixes include: 27 

Cake—4 white, 4 yellow, 4 cherry, 4 

lemon, 4 brownie, 4 gingerbread, 3 devil's 
food; 4 Chocolate Fudge Frostings; 5 

Cookie—2 chocolate chip, 3 sugar. 4 
Fudge—2 chocolate, 2 butterscotch 

Plus: 50 paper cups, 1 baking sheet, 4 
cookie cutters, 2 pans, 1 bowl, 6 decora 
tions, 1 knife, 1 spoon 

49 27 19471—Each set 9.99 

As Above only 24 assorted mixes. Plus 
baking utensils: 1 bowl, 1 knife, 1 spoor 
50 paper cups; 3 decorations, 1 pan, 4 

cookie cutters 

49 27 19469—Each set 5.99 

^ i — 

Easy-Bake oven 192 

Kenner's safe-to-use oven for junior 
cooks. Completely enclosed; stays cool 
on outside; cooling chamber. Uses two 

100-watt bulbs (not included). Complete 
with 3 baking tins, 1 mix and instructions. 
Measures about 12% x 14" high 

49 27 19611—Each set 11.99 

170 a [Sears 

set 

Giant Mix Set (not shown) with 34 mixes 

19 Cake—4 white, 3 cherry, 3 ginger 
bread, 3 yellow, 2 lemon, 2 brownie, 2 

devi's food; 7 Frostings—4 white, 3 

chocolate fudge; 4 Fudge—2 chocolate. 
2 butterscotch; 4 Cookie—2 sugar, 2 

chocolate chip. Plus utensils for mixing 

and baking: 50 paper cups, 1 bowl, 1 bak 
ing sheet, 4 cookie cutters, 1 pan, 4 deco 
rations, 1 knife, 1 spoon 

49 27 19470—Each set 7.99 

As Above only 19 mixes. Plus: 25 paper 

cups, 2 decorations. No utensils 

49 27 19468--Each set 3.99 

As Above only 9 mixes. Refill for all sets 

above, at left. No utensils 

49 27 19467 —Each set 1.99 

Betty Crocker oven 15% 

Deluxe oven just like Mom's. Completely 

enclosed, safe oven stays cool on outside: 
coolingchamber. Uses two 1 00-watt bulbs 
(not included). Complete with 3 metal 
baking tins, 1 mix and instructions. 
Measures about 12% x 14" high 

49 27 19610--Each set 15.99 

120-pc. tabletop supermarket 599 

For the mini merchant--your own 120-piece store. Sturdy 

plastic weigh scale, cash register and shopping cart (abt. 4%” 
high). Real-looking lithographed cardboard shelves. Complete 
with paper bags, play money, coins and ‘loads’ of grocer 

ies— canned goods, fruit, drinks, boxed groceries. 

49 27 19593—Each set 5.99 

60-Piece Plastic Food Set— realistic in every detail. Groceries 
include assorted fruits, meat, dairy products, ' popular brands 

of canned goods and household extras. Ideal for use in kitchen 

cabinet sold on Page 171. Great for every little homemaker 
or young storekeeper 

49 27 19328—Each set 2.99 

Giant Metal Bake Set with realistic child-size utensils has 
assorted mixing bowls, pan: jokie sheets, cookie cutters 

muffin tins, slotted spoon, egglifter, rolling pin, and рі 
eggbeater. Hours of fun for young chets 

49 27 19503--Each set 2.99 
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Plastic-steel construction with 
Avocado and Woodgrain finish 

622, 522, 722, 8%, 
Sink/ Dishwasher. Sink really hold: Stove—t Cabinet. Tw elve Combination — Refrigerator-and water. Drainage hose t t t ind double d Built Fre uble d lort 
About 11 x 13% x 1€ 

79 27 19126 DL—Eact 6.99 7927 19125 DL—Eact 5.99 7927 19128 DL—Eact 7.99 7927 19127 DL—E 8.49 

Shipped unassembled... assembled in minutes with quick 'glide lock'. Dishes and play food not included. See Pages 170, 175. 

iof FC 
" “ we Four fun ways to make your own taste-tempting treats 
ST 

Baking Centre-ie: Corn Popper—make 
c JSt tos: safety switch without 

Cotton-Candy Maker 

5s plunger 
neasuring sr 6 cones, 4 mixes 
49 27 19654— € 49 27 19651—E 7.49 e. Pkg \ x 6\4 x € Cotton-Candy Refill—4 flavor Refill—16 cones, 4 mixe 49 27 19653—Eact 8.99 49 27 19650—Eact 11.99 49 27 19655—Eac! 99€ 49 27 19652—Eac! 99€ 

| Sears | А 171 
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“EASY-CARE' MANICURE SET DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS SHOWN 

E ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
Accessory handle holds nail smoother, dryer, p 
er, sanding disc and cuticle shaper. Safe to operate. 

Set includes 2 non-toxic washable polishes. Uses 2 

D' batteries (not included ... see Page 201 

4927 19119 

A Electric Sewing Machine g 

hildren the satisfaction of making 
their own 30115 clot gifts, etc 

Operates on electricity, batteries or by 
hand. CSA approved for му. At 

AANICURE tached plastic carryin folds out 
e SET lor plenty of work room. Machine h 

foot pedal, adjustable ter 
and die metal head 
AC/DC adapter. About 9'/; ig x 71” 
high. Requires 2 'D 

Each set 

ell batteries (not 

n see Page 201 
49 27 19303 — Each 22.88 

B Battery-Operated Sewing 

Machine—sews no-ravel chain 
dal control, adjust 

able tension and convenient sewing 
ум. Sturdy steel head; lightweight but 

jurable plastic carrying case. 
with 

stitches. Foo 

batteries (not ir 

49 27 19304 — Each 

C Beauty School — hours of 

pleasure for budding beauticians. 
Soft vinyl mannequin has long, rooted 

nylon hair that can be washed, set. 
brushed and styled. Head swivels; firm 
suction base has molded trays. Incl. 12 
plastic сийе 6 metal clips 
hairbrush. Ash Blonde. 13* high 

49 27 19116 — Each set 7.99 

D-E Medica! Kits—for imaginative 
educational play. Realistic toy 

struments h hildren feel more 'at 

home' on visits to the doctor. Both kits 
contain thermometer, syringe, reflex 
hammer, stethoscope, ear and eye-te 

er, head reflector, dental mirror, eye 
t. toy watch 

x bowl, beaker, cotton box 

ongue depressor, hot-water bottle 
ntment jars, candy 'r al, viny 

apron, diploma t and ider 
tification card 

erature chi 

Doctor's Kit. Extras: arm band 

microscope, microfilm, viny! bag. 
49 27 19035 — Each kit 3.99 

(E) Nurse's Kit. Extras: nurse's cap 

surgical clamp. vinyl shoulder bag. 
Barbie Beauty Centre — with eyelashes and SAVE 2.50 on Easy-Curl Kit. Thermostatically controlled 

washaway makeup. Hair 'grows' when pulled. Roller Warmer doubles as carrying сё Gently preheats 49 27 19036 — Each kit 399 

Accessories provided for setting and styling rollers using 60-watt bulb (not incl ). Hair dries in 10 min. 8 EM 

Neck band included. About 12” high rollers, 10 clips, style book. Was 5.49. F Drawstring ‘Jewel’ Bag in simulat 
ed buckskin. 7 pieces 

49 27 19275 — Each set 9.50 4927 19118— About 64" d. x 65" h. Each set 2.99 лү, comb DUUM mid 

4927 19592 —8 x 5'2”. Each set 3.49 

G Make-Up Mirror—4 lights ir 

costume 

frame actually work. Tray hold 
», brush, comt 

ompact. About 
batteries (not 

ncluded ... se 
49 27 19661— 4.99 

Н Doll-House Family. flexible 

vinyl figures stand 2* to 5” ta 

49 27 19579—Ea: 1.39 

J Colonial Doll House—a sc 
down setting for children to 

nize as ase. Handsome 
brick and rustic shing 
ta 
with 
ala 
sembled. 38” 
79 27 19458 DL 

SAVE 2.00 on Vanity Set. Encour ty 
ages good grooming habits. Made 

и high-impact plastic with strong 
molded plastic bench to match. Flip 
top mirror conceals deep storage 
pace. Matching аг rust 

About 24* wide x 23" h ; 12.99 

79 27 19106 DL — Each set 10.99 

Housekeeping Set- scaled Play Ironing Set. Completely Styler-Dryer — with brush, comb and 

down accessories let chil ctric Red iron with hood attachment ol air 
jown acce те t ch ric Red w jod atta n B ws AA SAVE THIS drer 

leaming to be tidy ard ha г heatınc volved s 

Dust mop, broom and folding th nor safe. Comes complete CATALOGUE! 

с cárpet sweeper mar tips; 27 righ shoulder strap and mis ۳ gS. 

handles; dustpan Snow While and Sever beauty needs. Uses 2 147 t0 211 

on, SOS pads Dwarfs' design on boa (not included à yle until 
JULY 4, 1974 

nn... 

E WishbookWeb.com 

3.99 7927 19241 DL-Ea 5.99 4927 19662—Each set 
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of intrigue where you 
Sub Search t and the enemy Billionaire ... take over the world of Big Business Masterpiece ... the game 
fleet! An exciting, 3-dimer gy game dabble in diamonds, gander in gambling, or bid on famous works Great party fun! 

, er enemy harges/torpedoes engage in electronics. Build an empire! 49 27 23064 —£ 449 

79 27 23202 DL — 18 x 12 x 14" h. Each 5.99 49 27 23212 — Each 499 49 27 23065 — Frer 4.49 

Dealer's Choice... whee! Monopoly the world's favorite Scrabble an € and 

in car salesmanship. Was jame of big real estate trading. fun game of crossworc ategy strategy and manoe: 

49 27 23010 — £r з... 4.49 Grand Admiral’, wir 
49 27 23062 — English. Ea 4.39 49 27 23005 glish. Ea 4.49 

49 27 23063 — French. Ea 4.39 49 27 23006 — French. Each . 4.49 49 27 23011 — French. Each . 4.49 49 27 23067 —Each 

Sorry... an intriguing game of skill 

and chance. M ire quick and 
the play is rapid. Fun for all 
49 27 23100 — Each 3.29 

Concentration ... based on the T\ 
game of the same name. Ma 
hidden items work out puzzle 
49 27 2320B — Each 3.49 

Clue the mystery game where 
you play the 'super-sieuth' detec 
tivea to find out ‘who don 
49 27 23012 — Each 

Mousetrap ... build a m 

catch your opponen! 
one left wins. Plastic movi 

4927 23368 — Each 

Your Choice of Family Fun Games. Top quality and dura- 

bility. Ot (Checkers), 02(Chinese Checkers) or 03(Bingo) 

State selection by code number when ordering. 

Each 1.99 

a game where you decide what Radar Search ... governm 

spies compete with radar. U 
teries (not included, see P. 201) 

3.69 49 27 23169 — Each 5.49 

Careers 
future you w 
will help you 

49 27 23101 

176 2-3-6 [Sears] 
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the formula that then set 

eve your goa 
49 27 23400 C 



<Q 

"SAVE $2.00 4.99 

Crossfire — two players attempt to score on Impact —a game of skill and split-s nd tim Rebound — slide pucks up alley ... they rebound 

ch other. Spring-loaded shooter fires steel ing. Players swing pendulum to knock rolling off cushions into numbered slots. A precise aim 

balls at puck. Exciting from 'go' to 'goal ball off rail and into scoring holes. builds your score. First to reach '500' wins. 

7927 23137 DL — Each 9.79 79 27 23171 DL — Was 6.99. Each 4.99 79 27 23152 DL — Each 5.49 

TUTTO 

Trouble — popular chase game for Operation — electric action game Battleboard —2 players storm the Sure-Shot' Hockey — plastic rink 
2-4 players. Fun for 5-year olds, for youngsters. Uses 2 'D' batteries castle wall with B knights, 2 kings, 2 for 2-4 players. Push-pull-turn 
teenagers and adults, alike. (not incl. ... see P. 201) launchers. Fun for ages 5 up knobs, 2 ‘pucks’. Abt. 12 x 18”. 
4927 23268 — Each ........ 2.99 49 27 23122 — Each 4.69 49 27 23138 — Each 3.99 49 27 23096 — Was 4.49. Ea.. 2.99 

= 2 Е uia. MES nn drawa 

Sure-Shot' Baseball. Batter up! Tornado Bowl’. Whirling top Toss Across. 2 players or teams Beat the Clock—a race against 
Swing — it's a hit—a homer! Great knocks down pins. Deflectors act throw bean bags at suspended the clock to complete a variety of 
way to spend a Saturday afternoon as shields. Score for standing pins. Tic-Tac-Toe squares. 17 x21*long. 50 goofy stunts. Fast, funny 

79 27 23097 DL — Each 449 49 27 23098 — Was 399. Еа.. 2.99 79 27 23033 DL — Each . 12.99 49 27 23053 — Each 4.99 

iad 

Mark !W'—iaunch chips into 59-Game Fun Chest. A treasure Rock 'em Sock 'em' Robots fight Battleship Strategy, luck, variety 
target. 3 in a row and you win. Suit trove for all ages. Snakes and Lad. like real boxers. Feint, shift and and suspense. 2 players try to sink 
able for 2-4 players. ders, Tiddly Winks, etc you're a winner by a TKO. each other's fleet. 

49 27 23270 —Was 5.99. Еа.. 4.49 49 27 23000 — Each 2.99 79 27 23284 DL — Each 10.99 49 27 23036 —Was 4.99. Ea. . 4.49 

2089 
Тор the Top'—object із to get 5 Manhunt ~ super-scientific detec Game of Life — Millionaire Acres Battling Tops’ calls fora keen eye 
lops spinning on one another tive game. Computer s 1 'D or Poor Farm Wheel of Fate and a controlled hand. Last top still 
Tests coordination and patience battery (not incl... . see P. 201) decides. 2-8 players; 9 years up spinning wins the game 
49 27 23153—Was 349 Ea.. 1.99 49 27 23272 — Eact 5.99 49 27 23271 — Each 5.99 49 27 23365 — Each 2.89 

Se ars | 6 177 
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reen-a-Show Cassette Projec Give-a-Show' Slide Projector 

8.44 49 27 35047 3.99 

Projectors require 4 'D' batteries (not incl. —see Page 201) 

y aozit- PR |]! 

BRITEN 
yw. t 
э 

Cash Register the L 

1.99 € Ea 6.99 

49 27 35062—Ea 7.99 Ea. se 1.99 49 27 35348 — Eact 4.99 2.99 

FROM THE WORLD OF DISNEY 

ey Action Viewer, + j-held More Action Viewer films yM Disney Wagon with Puzzle 

eyepiece give Donald Duck and Nephews Film Blocks. Block ke Mickey 
r r 3.49 M z € j 

Film. € w 6” 
W M 3.49 * M i 

а Snow White Film ы € x 

1 or batterie 4927 35009 — Ea 3.49 ainy-day by \ ‹ 
49 27 35040 — Ea 7.88 49 27 35010 — Bambi. Each. . 3.49 49 27 35215 — Each 3.99 4927 35213 3.99 

Mickey Mouse Gumball Bank. Put Wallwalker Race Set. with aut Disney Toothbrush Holders Disney C artoon Drawing Set. Chara 

J t е hey К Pla: t E Mickey Mou г 1 k € vd t ч cd м. р 

49 27 35592 — 9'4" high. еа.. 1.99 49 27 35034 — Each set 239 eeth. 6” t er 
Gumball Refill, abt. 130 piece Donald Duck Wallwalker t )1( 
49 27 35593 — Eact kage . 99c 49 27 35035 —Eact 97: г 02(Mickey 

wre Mickey Mouse Weltwalker hoice by number red t г w 

178 A Sears | 49 27 35036 —Ea 97‹ 49 27 35587 С —Eact 1.19 49 27 35424 —Eact 6.99 

WishbookWeb. com 



MW are ur on 

Don't Cook Your Goose. Lo 
takes all. First person to get r 

geese is the winner 

49 27 23091 — Each . 2.99 

Ss 

Headache®. Give your opponent a 
headache’ by capturing his men 
Full of fun and surprises 
4927 23125 — Each . 2.99 

juniors. Word version 
of the famous game 

49 27 23073 — Each 3.99 

Hang on Harvey. A game that 
requires skill. Be the first to work 
Harvey down the steep wall and 
you'll be the winner. 
49 27 23093 — Each 3.49 

SAVE THIS CATALOGUE! TOYS ON PAGES 147 TO 211 AND 231 AVAILABLE UNTIL JULY 4TH, 1974 

WAS 2.79. Bang Box. Take turns 
and hammer in nails, but be careful 

don't break the balloon 
49 27 23090 — Each 1.49 

WAS 3.49. Don't Go Overboard 
Strategy is to try and push your 
opponent's players overboard. 

49 27 23069 — Each 2.99 

Wing It. Set the range and target 
load a chip and Wing It‘. With 2 
launchers and 40 chips 
49 27 23038 — Each 2.99 

Favorite Cartoon Characters in 
games of chance. State code no 
01(Fat Albert), O2(Flintstones) or 

O3(Partridge Family) 
49 27 23056 C — Each 2.79 

Buckaroo. P 
pick... if it 
will kick! Yo 
49 27 23094 — Each 

)n a shovel or 

Kerplunk. Play 
marbles left is t 
the pins and wat 
49 27 23156 — Each 

with the 

Ants in the Pants. Flip plas! 
into the pants. Wr 
most in is the winner. 

49 27 23310 — Each 

Humpty Dumpty. If 
player who 
brick and Hum 
great fall... you're eliminated. 
49 27 23145 — Each 

you're 

heavy the mule 
пуа уа 

3.49 

least 
Pull out 

ever gets the 

2.69 

the 

oves the wrong 
ty Dumpty has a 

2.99 

Don't Blow Top. Blow a balloon 
how many marbles you can 

drop into the hat before it blows. 
49 27 23144 — Each . ... 299 

WAS 2.99. Poppin Hoppies. You 
catch the hoppies when they pop 

to win. It's poppin-hoppin fun 

4927 23157 —Each ..... 1.99 

Don't Break the Ice. Exciting to 
play but you must be careful or 
you'll break through the ice 
49 27 23362 — Each 3.99 

01 - JOD ^ dc e. : 

3 Popular Children's Games 
State code number on order 
01(Robin Hood), 02(Mary Poppins) 

or 03(Winnie the Pooh) 

4927 23252 С —E 

а 
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Plastic bricks 
in various sizes, 
assorted colors; 
press together, 
pull apart easy 

8.99 

'SNAP-IN' BRICKS 

3 39. | 8” 

AG е 

Startx 00€ 

4 7 3003. 18.99 

Multibox 80 
49 27 3003 99 

49 99 

49 3 

e Set 
49 27 30038 

Tread Vehicle Set 

49 

6.99 

49 27 30039 12.9 

WishbookWeb.com 



1 450-Piece Deluxe Lego Set 
cludes all parts used in model illustrated 

and many, many more 
49 27 30204—Each set 12.95 

2 285-Piece Set—enough t or 
struct model illustrated, or others 

49 27 30193—Each set 7.99 

205-Piece Starter Set—not showr 
49 27 30192—Each set 5.69 

3 375-Piece Set—builós model illu 
strated; towers, wheel toys, etc 

49 27 30203—Each set 9.99 

4 615-Piece Set—builds model illu 
strated or a 4 storey house, etc 

49 27 30205—Each set 15.95 

673-Piece Set. This one se 
all the items illustrated or other complex 

models. A great challenge 
49 27 30206—Each set 19.95 

6 Fioat Truck with Crane. Crane 
winch has magnetic pickup. Tr t 

8” long; cab 2%“ high. 6" h. boom 
49 27 30209—Each set 5.49 

7 Kitchen Set. Build your 
kitchen including stove and 

49 27 30214—Each set 6.49 

B Service Garage with Vehicles—wil 
onstruct model illustrated 

49 27 30218—Each set 8.99 

9 Police Heliport-build heliport with 
tower, helicopter and a car 

49 27 30217—Each set 8.99 

Forward/Reverse 4%-Volt Motor Set with 
battery box. Uses 3 'C' batteries (not includ: 
ed—see Page 201). Not shown 
49 27 30207—Each set 7.99 

10-15 Meccano Sets.Thisisengineering 
in miniature. Precision-built pieces 

are of enameled steel 
(10) Clock Kit No. 1. You get all the parts 
you need to make a real working pendulurr 
wall clock. No motor or battery required 
Instructions included 
49 27 30073—Each kit 7.99 

(11) Set Number 2. Contains about 150 
pieces. With plans for over 16 models 
49 27 30060—Each set 

(12) Set Number 3. Contair 
pieces. With plans for over 32 
49 27 30061—Each set 

Set Number 3M—not shown. As set nc 
with 4%-volt motor, battery box. Uses 3 'D 
cells (not included: Page 201 
49 27 30067—Each set 12.99 

(13) Set Number 4. C« "s t 27 

pieces. With plans for over 
49 27 30062—Each set 

Set Number 4M—not shown. As 
with 4%-volt motor, battery box 

cells (not included—see Page 201 
49 27 30068— Each set 16.99 

14) Set Number 5. Contains about 395 
pieces. With plans for over 6: deis 
49 27 30063—Each set 16.99 

15) Set Number 6. Contains over 550 
pieces. With plans tor over 77 models 
49 27 30064—Each set 22.99 

16-18 Build 'n Play Sets. Build 
houses, vehicles, elc. A combina 

tion of plastic ‘snap-in’ panels on a frame 
work of bars and joints. 

(16) Junior Set—over 200 pieces 
49 27 30051—Each set 4.99 
(17) Progressive Set—over 300 pieces 
49 27 30052—Each set 7.99 

(18) Executive Set—over 600 pieces for 
more-advanced projec Build towers 
cranes, houses and wheeled vehicles 
49 27 30053—Each set 13.99 

19 Konnecto Blocks. 90 piece set 
For the younger child. Instr 

49 27 30028—Each set 499 

20-21Tinkertoy Building Sets-build 
that really move. Sturdy hard 

wood pieces for rugged wear 

180-Pc. Set—builds model shown and 
many more absorbing onstructions 
49 27 30085—Each set 449 

(21) 250-Pc. Set—more complex model 
49 27 30086— Each set 6.99 

22 149-Piece Canadian Logs Set 
abins, stockades. Prec 

Sion-c all-wood 109: stained 
Brown Witt plast him. 
ney, roof, fence le instructions 
49 27 30242—Each set 5.49 

hors uild-n-play 
Build-n-play 

36 181 

WishbookWeb.com 



© Te" RANGER ™ 

ED 4 Indoor/outdoor 
i adventure pack 

j 
9 

С 
| 

e 

batteries (no ее} 
79 27 28015DL —E 16.99 
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A Training Centre —includes: 36” 
tower with working crane and 

winch, training slide, rope ladder; ot 
stacle course with tires, barrel, coiled 
wire, 2 logs; rifle range with rack, 2 
targets, 2 rifles, 2 pis first-aid kit 
Survival tent and cave. Dolls not incl 
49 27 38202 — Plastic. Each 19.99 

B Mobile Support Vehicle about 23" 
long. Base headquarters detaches 

from cab. Equipped with maps, view 
ing screen, swivel chairs, mis 
tector, camera, control p 
works screen and lights, storac 
ers. Rides 2 figures (not inc 
2 'D' batteries (not incl 
79 27 38201 DL — Plastic 

C Helicopter—with rotor-blade a 
tion, working winch. Yellow h 

pact pl About 134 x 61/2 x 24 
ong. Doll not included 

49 27 38197 — Each 
D Amphicat—by land and by se: 

this rugged vehicle moves where 
the action is. Molded plastic body 

E-H Team Members h 
haır, beards 

bodies 11%,” tall. With uni 
dog tag, insignia, holster and ди 
(E) Land Adventurer 
49 27 38188 — Each 4.49 
(F) Air Adventurer. 
49 27 38178 — Each 4.49 
(G) Black Adventurer. 
49 27 38198 — Each 4.49 
(Н) Sea Adventurer. 
49 27 38179 — Each 449 

J-K Talking Adventure Team 
Members. Each gives B different 

ommands when you pull his dog tag. 
Fully jointed vinyl bodies about 11%4” 
tall, Outfitted with uniform, boots, dog 
tag, insignia, holster and диг 

J) Talking Astronaut — English ohly 

49 27 38176 — Each 6.99 
K) English-Speaking Commander 

49 27 38175 — Each 6.99 

French-Speaking Commander 

49 27 38174 — Not shown. Ea 6.99 

L Smoke Jumper — includes 
uit. helmet, extinguisher 

ment t hain saw, etc 
49 27 38238 —Eact 3.99 

M Secret Agent—trenct coat 
bulletproof vest, holster, gun, etc 

49 27 38249 — Each 3.99 

N Jungle Survival. Suit. surviva 
pack, belt, aids, et 

49 27 38247 — Eact 3.99 

P Storage Locker — space for figure 
and accessories (not inc 

49 27 38204 — Each 3.99 

R Desert Patrol Adventure Set 
jeep, alligator, raft, pup tent 

poncho, pith helmet, field radio, map 
case, flare pisto amera gı 
gear. Јеер JU x 20 x 11 

not included 

49 27 38253 — Each set 13.99 

T Boiling Lagoon-11” ponto 
boat deep-diver Ant with belt 

and boots, marker, pincer bar for pick 
3 up lost 'radio-active' nose cone 

Doll not aded 
49 27 38199 — Eact 7.99 

U Danger of the Depths Adventure 
Set. With shark, swim gear. scuba 

led, etc. Uses 1 'AA' battery (not 
incl. —see Page 201). Doll not inc 

49 27 38180 — Each set 5.99 

W The Secret of Mummy's Tomb 
Pitt Й ers аг 

hirt, shove у 
my Case, jewe AT vet e,work 

ng winch. Doll tine jed 

49 27 38250 — Eact 9.99 

Depth set 

5.99 

tough 
I have a 

1ssignment 

` 'WishbookWeb.com 



Covered Wagon 

m) Fort Apache 9,99 Prehistoric Animals 8,99 

‘Best of the West’ 
] Covered Wagon and Horse. Molded 

plastic wagon with weathered-wood 
finish. Bright Red wheels and Tan vinyl 
cover. Horse fully outfitted with harness 

and there's a whip to urge him on. Abt. 34 
x 9 x 17" high. Figures illustrated not 
included 

7927 38110 DL — Each ........ 9.99 

2 Circle 'X' Ranch. Die-cut pieces of 
heavy cardboard. Easy to assemble 

with tab-and-slot construction. Bunk- 
house abt. 30” deep; has pantry, cup- 
boards, bunks, stove, chairs, benches, 

table, gun rack. Exterior has porch roof. 
horse trough, corral, stable, and more 
Figures not incl 

7927 38111 DL — 60" long. Each.. 9.99 

3 Comanche- fully jointed for many 
action poses. Blanket, saddle, rifle 

scabbard, stirrups, saddlebag. Abt. 11* 
high for 11” riders. Plastic 
49 27 38014 — Each ses .. 9.99 

Buckskin — movable head and neck 
which nods, bows or moves from 

side to side. Complete with hand-paint- 
ed detailing, bridle reins, saddle equip- 

ment. Abt. 15 x 13" high. 
49 27 38106 — Plastic. Each ...... 4.49 

5 Sheriff Tom Goode —fully jointed. 
With guns, handcuffs. Plastic. 

49 27 38113— Abt. 11” high. Each. 3.99 

Geronimo —fully jointed. Includes 
brightly colored ceremonial dress, 

battle equipment. Over 30 pc. Plastic 

4927 38103—Abt. 11^ high. Each. 3.99 

Johnny West—fully jointed, with 
brightly colored Western costumes, 

weapons, range utensils. Plastic. 

49 27 38065 — Abt. 11” high. Each. 3.99 

8 Jane West—fully jointed; brightly 
colored costume changes, weapons, 

range gear. Plastic. About 11” high. 

49 27 38120 —Each ...... sizes» 309 

Jim West — fully jointed with detailed 
add-on clothing, weapons and range 

utensils. About 11” high. 

49 27 38107 — Plastic. Each ...... 3.99 

10 Sam Cobra-tully jointed. Black 
beard, add-on clothing. weapons, 

accessories. Plastic. About 11” high. 

49 27 38108 — Each : .. 3.99 

1] !ts Fort Apache! Realistic old 
time action. Over twenty-six Fron- 

tiersmen and 14 Indians settle their dif- 
ferences in this rugged V setting. 19 x 
26" snap-together pla: ockade and 
litho metal building. Also includes action 
cannons, stable, tepee, and field equip- 

ment. Get set for the best fun yet! . 

79 27 38012 DL — Each set . 9.99 

12 Prehistoric Animal Play Set... it's 
time to journey back to the age of 

monsters and dinosaurs! Full range of 
prehistoric animals grouped around ге 
alistic rock formation and pool setting 
Also includes cavemen, assorted palm 
trees, bushes, and a booklet which gives 
the history of each animal 
49 27 38150 — Plastic. Each set... 8.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



JIM 
] Big Jim's Rescue Rig 

municatior Ce relays 
emergency cal > Rig has we 
boom and baske pen rear is 

ve Care unit. W ıe Rig vehicle 
Talking Communications Centre; ladder 

scue light; 6 t walkie-talkie’: 2 ar 
ifting strap; rescue baske 

cl. Requires 1 'D 
ee P. 201). Ir ons ir 

7927 38325 DL — Each 13.99 

2 Big Jim's 19” Sports Camper with 15* 
fishing boat, oars, fishing rod, clımt 

ng/rescue gear 
chairs, motorcyc 
campfire. Windshield tilts to let Big Jim ir 
Side props up for ping 
49 27 38305 — Figures not incl. Еа 9.77 

3 Boat in Buggy Set with 15° fishing 

ng bag, lantern, 
ooking utensil 

1 ‘motor а L 

june buggy. instr. 
49 27 38326 — Figures not 
4 Big Josh, Big Jim's 

denim shorts and ve 
and axe, musci 
ment as Big Jim x 
49 27 38315 — Vinyl. Each 2.88 

Jim with Talking Field Radio. Pu 
t ring for 8 messages 

With Big Jim, radio pack 
horn. re ue outfit, muscle 

49 27 38316 -E 

6 Big Jim, press t 
tion; bend ar 

ck to swing arm 
ax biceps. Р! 

th trunks, dumb 
muscle band, sports 

book. Vinyl. 9'/2” tall 
49 27 38300 — Each 

7 Rugged Rider Cycle. Boo 

K 
t Jump ramp. Doll г 

49 27 38304 —Eact 599 

8 Action Outfits. Big Jim г 
0 тир), 02(Skin an 

) State choice by nun 
49 27 38322 С Any 2 for 1.99 

9 More Outfits. Big Jim not included 
04(Hunter). 05i wboy), 06(Racer 

49 27 38321 C — State No... Any 2 for 2.99 

10 Even More Outfits. Big Jim not in 
amper), OB(Firefighter 

49 27 38320 C — State No. Eact 2.29 

1] Carry-Case. Holds 1 fic 
and accessories (not inc 

49 27 38309 — Each 

999 

n-breakable p 
nstructions included 

7927 38164 DL — Each set 9.99 

| jq WishbookWeb. com 



1-2 Die-Cast Metal Microscopes 
have lighted tage 2 
ht batteries 

1 
makir 

and dry ¿mt 

1) Our Finest Microscope. ‘Profe 
»nal-tyc T cope has 100 to 

ens that yo 
able to see w 

aked eye. F focusing... spe 
men stays in fo wher 

ing. Adjustable e, 3 adjustable 
turrets. About 7 1/2 Instructions 

49 27 27348 — Each 14.99 

(2) Good Quality Microscope mag 
nifies 100X, X, 300X. With 5 x 3” x 

storage 2 

11.99 

3 Prepared Microscope Slides. 6 
m 4 

ach of 

reat 
xe 

49 27 27340 — Each set 5.99 

4 40-Power Refractor Telescope. 
Explore the stars and planets! Me 

scope, makes sight 
olves 360° for 

5 to any angle 
Adjustable 

long extended. Table- 
jh 

7927 27334 DL — Each 12.99 

ing jb 
quick sighting, ac 
40mm. o 
locu 

[2] Microscope magnifies 1199 
=) up to 300 times 

i 1 
wae cae 899 Electronics Kit 1199 with case 

Incl. over 40 experime ete solid-state lat A complete optical lab for science exp: 

mponents ínc transistors, resis structions в, periscope ۴ 

and capacitors. Hi ailed illustrated kaleidoscc ne 

nstruction manual for projects like building a 2-trar optics ber € r 

T stor radio, flashing light. ar alarm, rain detector era. All parts included to condi m 112 

49 27 27089 8.99 etc. No soldering. Snap р page illustrated таг and over 

ue 79 27 27332 DL —Er a kit.. 11.99 7927 27314 DL — Eng 18.99 

186 3-6 [Se 79 27 27333 DL — Frer hkit.. 11.99 7927 27315 DL — French instructic 18.99 
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Deluxe Chemistry Set has 
38 different chemicals 

1899 

] Our Best Chemistry Set a 

49 27 27513 — Each set 

2 Senior Chemistry Set 

how tc 
with 
J-wing meta! storage case 

49 27 27512 — Each set 14.99 

3 Beginner's Chemistry Set 

Kit 

agents and chemica y a F body paper adiuster. Ribbon ir 
49 27 27330 — Each set 7.99 • Handy vinyl carrying case 49 27 27266 — 10' x 115 x 5” high Еа... 19.99 

Christmas time is giving time. Charge it! Details Page 243 [Sears] 6 187 
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Hockey books 325. 

We Can Teach You To Play 
Hockey by Phil and Tony Esposito. 
03 25 53169-133 pages. Ea. . 5.50 
Power Skating. Nearly 300 in- 
structional photos. 128 pages. 
03 25 53166 —7 x 10". Ea. ... 3.95 

Hockey Books. Stories, photos of 
favorite teams. Ot(Burly Bruins). 

02(Go Leafs Go), 03(Conquering 
Canadiens), 04(Roaring Rangers). 
03 2553164 C-11x8'/2". Еа... 3.95 

"Time For Play’ Set for 5-10 yr. olds. Enchant them 

with a compact carrying case full of fun-things to 

do. Includes: magic slate, cut-out book, plastic 

scissors, coloring book, crayon-paint palette, 2 
miscellaneous activity books, children's card 

game, story book, sewing cards with laces. 

‘Anne’ Books—classics for little 
girls to grow up with. Written by Ca- 

nadian author, Lucy Maude 
Montgomery, the three books trace 
Anne's childhood adventures as she 
rows up on Prince Edward Island. 

tart her collection with these charm- 
ing stories bound in hard covers to 
last for many years. A Christmas gift 
she'll truly cherish! Each book is a 
full 7 x 5*. State number when order- 
ing: 02(Anne of Avoniea), 

01(Anne of Green Gables), 
03(Anne of the Island). 

03 25 53009 C — Each ........ 4.95 

0325 52040 Each ве!............. 

Card games 299 

Pla-Mor Card Game Set. Ideal for 
children of ages 6 to 12, a package 
of 7 different card games, educa- 
tional and fun to play. Titles 
include: ‘Skeeter’, ‘Trial Drive’, 
‘Match Patch’, ‘Old Maid’, ‘Animal 
Rummy’, ‘Twin Kins’, "The House 
That Jack Built’. All cards are 
brightly illustrated in full color. A 
gift they'll love! 
03 25 52090 — Each set ..... 2.99 

Hardy Boys Series. Hard-bound, 
7/4 x 5”. Starter Volume includes: 
‘Tower Treasure‘, ‘House on the 
Cliff, ‘Secret of the Old Mill’ 
032553181—Each ........ 2.98 

Additional Titles. 
New! 52(The Shattered Helmet), 
51(The Masked Monkey), 
48(Arctic Patrol Mystery), 
42(Viking Symbol Mystery), 
38(Mystery at Devil's Paw), 
25(Secret Panel), 
18(Twisted Claw), 
6(Shore Road Mystery). 
03 25 53011 С —Each ...... 1.59 

Funmaker Set —a collection of activities to delight 
Children ages 5-10. Contains: coloring books, 
crayons, palette with water colors, paint-by- 

number cards, donkey party game, game instruc- 

tion book, card games, slate, stylus and other 
items. 01(Boy's Set) or O2(Girl's Set) 

03 25 52005 C — Each set 

Sesame Street 32? 

Sesame Street Reading Set. 
Books: ‘Bert's Hall of Great Inven- 
tions', 'Amazing Mumford's Sub- 
traction Tricks‘, ‘Sherlock Hem- 
lock's Minute Mysteries’, ‘People in 
Your Neighborhood’, ‘People in 
Family’, kie Monster's Circle, 
‘Together’, ‘Monster at the End of 
This Book’, ‘Big Bird's Blunder’; set 
of 5 story cards. 

03 25 52089 — Each set ..... 3.99 

Nancy Drew Mystery Series. 
Hard-bound Starter Volume incl. 
‘Secret of the Old Clock’, "Hidden 
— MÀ 'stery' 
0325 53182 — 7*4 x 5”. E i 

Additional Titles. 
New! 50(Double Jinx Mystery), 
49(Secret of Mirror Bay), 
47(Mysterious Mannequin), 
45(Spider Sapphire Mystery), 
43(Mystery of the 99 Steps), 
35(Haunted Showboat), 
15(Haunted Bridge), 
B(Nancy's Mysterious Letter) 
03 25 53013 С — Each ...... 1.59 

а. .. 2.98 

First books 49? 

Golden Board Books. Big pho- 

tographs in brilliant color. Durable 

heavy board pages, rounded 

corners, sturdy bindings to take all 

the hard wear that a preschool 
youngster can give. Set of 6 incl 
‘The Color Train’, ‘What Do | Hear?', 
‘Nursery Rhymes’, ‘Puppy Parade’, 

‘Pets and Pals’, ‘Zoo Animals’. A 
story in each book. 

03 2553118—Each set ..... 4.99 

The Children’s Golden Bible. Let the Bible 
and all its beautiful stories come alive for 
your child in this simply written and colortul- 

ly illustrated book. It has been approved by 

an editorial board of members of the Protes- 
tant, Catholic and Jewish faiths 

03 25 51089 — Abt. 10'/2x 7'/". Ea. .. .. 5.99 

Bobbsey Twins Series for 6-9 yr. 
olds. Hard-bound. Starter Vol- 
ume: ‘Lakeport’, ‘Adventure in the 
Country, ‘Secret at the Seashore’ 
03 2553183 —7'/4x 5". Еа... 2.98 
Additional Titles. 
66(The Tagalong Giraffe), 
65(Dr. Funnybone's Secret), 
53(In the Mystery Cave), 
48(On a Bicycle), 
45(At Whitesail Harbor), 

38(At Mystery Mansion), 
27(Solve a Mystery), 
16(Camping Out). 
03 25 53021 C—Each .... 1.59 

Baby's First Books. Pliable cloth 
pages wipe clean. Large, non-toxic 

color pictures. Set of 6. 

03 25 53008 — Each set....... 3.99 

First Library. 12 hard-cover books 
with full color pages. Nursery 
rhymes, fairy tales, TV characters. 

03 25 53117 —Each set ..... 249 

Open an All Purpose Account. See details Page 243 

Golden Favorites. Set of 6 illustrat- 
children ed books for small 

O1(Pre-School), 02(Walt Disney). 

03 25 53000 C — Each set ... 2.29 

Coloring Set. Big box of 64 safe, 
non-toxic crayons, sharpener 

and 4 coloring books. 

03 25 52057 —Each set... 1.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



Look and listen 
as full-color 
3-D Pictures 

TALK 

New talking 1622 
gift pack each 

A Talking View-Master Gift Pack. Hi-im- 
pact plastic stereo viewer and 6 talking 

reels (42 scenes). Slip in reel, press sound bar, 
hold to light as color pictures talk. Uses 2 'C' 
batteries (sold below). ‘Partridge Family’, 
'Snoopy/Red Baron’, ‘Superman’, ‘Flintstones 
“Children's Zoo’, ‘7 Ancient Wonders of World 
0325 18741 —Gift Pack, each . ... 16.99 

Card of 2'C' Size Batteries lor above 
03 25 23021 —Card, each .. . 80c 

B Additional Reel Packs for Item (A). 3 talk- 
ing reels (21 scenes of one subject), per 

pack. Informative booklet incl. State no. 
30(Snoopy/Red Baron), 

32(Beep Beep the Road Runner) 
33(Bugs Bunny), 35(A B.C.'s) 

36(Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer). 

0325 18744 C — Each ................ 2.99 

Full-color 3-D pictures 

419 
Gift pack each 

C View-Master Stereo Gift Pack. Hi-impact 
plastic viewer and 1 pkg. of 7 reels (49 

scenes of 1 subject). Hold viewerto light to see 
pictures. State no. to order ONE of 
21(Disney Favorites), 22(Cartoon Favorites), 

23(It's Fun, Charlie Brown) 

0325 18758 C — Gift Pack. Each ....... 4.99 

0325 18756 —Stereo Viewer only. Each. 2.59 

D Additional View-Master 3-D Reel Packs 
3 reels (21 scenes of 1 subject) per pack 

For all View-Masters —use with talking viewer 
without sound. State number when ordering 
01(Peanuts), O2(Snoopy and the Red Baron), 

03( Big Top Bunny’). 
04(Charlie Brown's Summer Fun) 
OS(Partridge Family), O6(Lassie) 

07 (Disney on Parade) 
08(Flintstones, Pebbles, Ватт Ватт). 

09(Winnie the Pooh), 
10(Beep Beep Roadrunner), 

11(The Aristocats) 
12(Fat Albert/Cosby Kids) 

0325 18760 C — Each ....... 1.59; 3/4.29 

Colored picture dictionary 

572 
E Children's 6-Volume Picture Dictionary 

encourages child to read and enjoy learn. 

ing —builds vocabulary through word and 
image association in color. Over 20,000 defini- 
lions, 1,100 illustrations. Words are defined 
and used in sentences; quotes from children's 
classics incl. Set of six 8'/; x 11” volumes 

0325 53163 — Hardbound covers. Set 5.99 

Е Paint-by-Number Set: 36 large (8 x 11”) 
animated pictures, numbered for painting 

8 water colors and paint brush. 

03 25 52002 — Ages 51о 10. Each set 1.49 

Best-Loved Stories for Little Children — 
Young Years' is a 511-page anthology of 

literary fairy tale classics, fables, poems, and 
nursery rhymes carefully edited to provide 
your children with maximum enjoyment. Every 
page is illustrated in brilliant color with 
modified reproductions of old prints by the 
famous Gustave Dore, Edward Lear, Kate 
Greenaway, Beatrix Potter, and many others. 
Recommended for children to 10 years of age. 

032553131 7'/, х 101/4 volume. Each. . 4.99 

36(Rudolph 
the Reindeer) 

[0 Paint-by-Number Set 1.49 Storybook 4.99 each ars| a 189 
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D nemi f 
Deluxe Woodburning Set ... create 899 

designs оп wood, foil, cork, etc 
C Telephone Set 799 

ntercom actior 

Camel 

10.99 
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DESCRI 

SHOWN ON OPPOS 

A Deluxe Woodburning Set. Create 
pictures on wood, cork, foil. Safe 

air-cooled C.S.A. approved heating pen 

with 3 design tips; chisel, blade, pencil 
Also includes 27 wood plaques, 6 cork 
plaques, two sets of 5 paints, brush, dish 
andembossing foil (6 colors). Preprinted 
plaques of clowns, animals, et 
instructions incl 

79 27 27080 DL—Each set 8.99 

12 Assorted Woodburning Plaques 
tor use with sets A and B 
49 27 27079—Each set 2.99 

B Junior Set—similar to above. Inc 

1 burning tool with iron, 1 extra tir 
9 wooden plaques, 5 cork plaques, 5 

paint colors, brush, dish. 1 sheet 
embossing foil. Instr. ir 
49 27 27071—Each set 4.99 

( Battery Operated Telephone Set 
2 phones connected by 50' plug-in 

cord. Pick up receiver on one, dial, and 
the other phone rings and г 
flashes. High-impact plastic. Us 
batteries (not incl.—see Р: 201) 
49 27 27065 —Each set 7.99 

D Pertecttorthe YoungRadio'Ham 
Modern do-it-yourself kit requires no 

batteries. Easy to assemble—no solder 
ing needed. Kit includes: fixed crysta 
high impedance headphone, tuning coi 
aerial wire and plastic case. Gives good 
local reception only. 7 x 5 x 2%” high 
Instr. incl 
49 27 27067 —Each kit 5.99 

E Build-It Communicator Kit. Talk 
from room to room. Kit in г 

phones, 30' of wire, 10’ of 
wire, speakers, mikes, 2 starı 
xr wall use. Operates on 4 *( 
not incl see P. 201) 

49 27 27068—1пѕіг. Each kit 6.99 

batteries 

e flight 
Wingspan 24". Pre-assembled for quick 
use. See starter kit 

79 27 27384 DL—Each 12.99 

G Sandbiaster—the latest in off 
the-road racing. Perf 

packed Cox model powel 

049 engine. Pre-assem ndable 
bled for immediate use. Deep cleated 
tires for rugge Large fuel tank 
for extended r Hi-impact pla: 

1%" long. See starter kit below. V 
recommend parentz n super 

49 27 27379—Eact 14.99 

Н Sopwith Camel-gas engine 
powered World War | fighter plane 

thentic-type landing gear, .049 gas 
gr wing span. Pre-as: led 

for immediate use. Guideline controlled 
See starter kit below 
49 27 27387 —Each 10.99 

J Starter Kit; filler cap. filler hose 
*-v. battery, glow head clip with 

wires, centre post, set of .049 enc 
wrenches. Kit doe t include fuel 

available at hobby sh 

49 27 27390—Eac! 2.99 

т 449 9*9 40 Cee ee eee? 

SAVE THIS CATALOGUE! 

Toys on pages 147 to 211 and 231 

available until JULY 4, 1974 

..... 

Shaker Maker Kit 649 

Mold cute little crazy figures! Just shake together 
water and special powder and then pour into two: 
piece mold, allow to set, open mold and wiggly 
figure is ready. Shrinks and hardens overnight 
Ready to paint and decorate. Kit includes 4 
different molds, shaker, 12 packages of mix, ‘hair 
glue, plastic accessories, ‘glow’ in-the-dark paint 
brush. instr. incl 
49 27 27577—Each kit 6.49 

Nature's Window Gift Set. Incl.: 3 e: 
seed pkgs.; magnifying gl flower p 
moss. Watch seeds germinate in “invisible 
plant into special pot, nurture with food pellets. 
49 27 27582—Each set 

dishes, c 

SAVE $2.00 on Twirl-O-Paint. Spinning dish holds and 
deposits paint on card. Reverse action. Includes 
machine, art cards, 4 bottles water-soluble pain 

? 'D' batteries (not inc )1) 

49 27 27084—Reg. 7.99. Each 

Refill tor above, 1 White, 1 1 Yellow, 2 Redt 

f water-soluble paint and 2 ards 
49 27 27085—Each set 

Your choice of 2 kits 499 

Exciting shaker makers in a 
Disney characters or Krazy Pet animals. Incl. the 
same basic ingredients listed in kit at left, but 3 molds 
and 9 pkg. of mix to m 01(Disney—Mickey 
Dor 02(Krazy 

State no. on order. Ea. kit 4.99 

Refills —6 раска 

49 27 27575—2t 

of mix per box 

»s for 2.49 

SY 

ones Nature's Window lets you see life as it 
peat happens. inci.: 2 ea. dishes, cones, seed 

trans pkgs.. flower pots, trellises, plus peat moss 
and plant food. 

5.99 49 27 27583—Each set 3.99 

JUNKTIQ: 
PLAQUE KITS 699 

Create a novelty plaque by adhering 'parts 
5 paint to a background. Incl. key, nut, bolt, cotter 

pin, light bulb, rope, paper clip, etc. Pkg 
assembles into 'Woodgrain' frame, 12% x 1€ 

5.99 x1 01(Car), 02(Fire Engine). For 12 yr 
and over. State chc п orde 

otties 49 27 27519 C—Instr. Ea. kit 6.99 

2.99 [Sears] ss 191 
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5-piece set—exact scale replicas [599 2 farming books 
of actual farm equipment set included with set 

t is made of rugged die t А Y 

cargo ferryboat 
Big 30" car and ر ай 

—— 
3 Car-and-Cargo Ferryboat ! 

79 27 28275 DL— Each 4.99 
mystery action 

4 Traffic Patrol Helicopter 

k ade sp 

2.99 

5 Service Station. Hi 

€ a > 
eg M 

49 27 6.99 

49 27 28114 4.99 

WishbookWeb.com 
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Set contains most tools 
worker to start bu 

neede: 
ту projects. Woo 

with hinges is abt. 22" wide x 18" tall when oper 
Tools include 5, claw hammer, hand drill and 
bits, 2 chisels. crewdrivers, pliers, pincers, mitre 

box, metal plane, square, wood mallet, level, car 
penter's rule, 2 clamps and 2 augers. 

49 27 27304—Eac 10.99 

Junior craftsman’s 
deluxe tool set 

Chip-away set for 
sculpting fun 

109 
B Set of 2 Refills. Monkey and lion 

49 27 27570—Each set 

C-E Powermite Tools 35 E) SAVE 3.00 on Powermite Workshop. Higt Whittle Away 
plast aw etc mpact plast rkben br v ra blade results of 'w 

)' batte t : > : 
jd current. ar 

HALF PRICE. Table Saw; 1 extra blade ia 
blade guard, r Ice and mitre Ы workben 

49 27 27473 Was 5 49 27 27451 
(D) HALF PRICE. Drill Press. 
4927 27474—8 tal 99. Eact 

G-H Ready-to-Assemble Bird Feeder and Houses 
precut wood. Hammer in place; nails inc 

3) Feeder Station—seedt Yesh г 

27 27447 1x1 3.99 
use or Barn; landir Choiob of Bird Ho 

ed. e at 

49 27 27449 C 

F SAVE 1.00. Material Kits; s 
49 27 27455—Were 39. Еа. К 

Deluxe 'Carpento" Woodworking 
building set for 

jitable for 

49 27 27309 3.99 

49 27 27448—Eact 7.99 Sears | А 193 
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Play a Magnus organ in minutes 5498 
without lessons ... it's that easy! 

Letters on buttons of Numbers on keys match 
chord selection match those in music book 
music—you can play Press that key and 
in full chord harmony! а note sounds! 

Deluxe Electric 12-Chord Organ features fu 
3-octave range ete harmony owning 

be amazed 
play m 

s! Mi plast 
tyrene cabinet abt. 29" wide x 13 

v 60-cycle AC. 7.00 monthly 

79 27 32090 DL ash, each 54.98 

A Bench for Deluxe Organ Poly 
rene; vinyl cushion. Abt. 18 x 12 x 16" high 

79 27 32092 DL—Each 10.98 

Table Model 6-Chord Electric Organ 

B Magn 5-key table n with ded key 
6 chord ons. Moistur lastic re 

polystyrene cabinet abt. 2 114” deer 
110-v., 60-cy. AC. Walnut Grain print 

79 27 32091 DL—Each 34.98 

Music Books for All 12-Chord Organs 
et of 3 books with the best of the top pops 

tt talgic t of yester sounds 
n all, with wor dr y 
49 27 32094—Each set 8.99 

Music Books for All 6-Chord Organs 

49 27 32093—Each set 5.89 

Junior Guitar for the Beginner 

ymplete instruction: 1ded. About 

79 27 32033 DL —Eact 7.99 

Family fun can start today! Use your 

All Purpose Account ... see Page 243 

SAVE SI on 
Dump truck and 
power shovel set | 

© SAVE 1.00 When You Buy бой — 2 
dump and shovel cost1098 È 

1492728290E2—Eachget . 998 2-2 
D- Power Shovel figs, . ` 

hauls, grades and. dumps 
Shovel mounted on rotating plat 
form. No-mar superwide construc 

tion tires. Sturdy steel Abt. 17" lone 

49 27 28288 —Each 6.99 

E. Dump Truck empties with 
action «d Has 'no-r 

bing’ tires 

4927 28289 Eact 3.99 

194,26 | Sears | 
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1 Spirograph. Create hundreds of 
patterns yourself or use book 

49 27 35430—Each 3.49 

Refill tor above. Paper, baseboard 
49 27 35431—Not shown. Each .. 99c 

2 Spirotot Set. Draw 
pictures. Ages 3 to 6 ye 

49 27 35432—Set, each 2.29 
Refill for above. Paper fits е 
49 27 35433—Not shown. Each 99c 

3 Deluxe Rotodraw. Rotate disc 
draw in all the numbered slots. Child 

never knows what picture will be until it 
is completed. 
49 27 35441—Each 4.49 

4 Rototot. Enables pre-schoolers 
to draw funny pictures without help 

In assorted patterns—no choice 
49 27 35442—Each 3.29 

5 % Pricel Spirofoil. Trace designs 
on the aluminum sheet, turn it over 

and you'll have an embossed design 
then paint it 
49 27 35445—Was 4.99. Each 2.49 

6 Play-Doh Go Moblles—make cars 
trucks, etc from ‘Play-Doh 

(included). With plastic parts, chassis 
wheels, headlights and many more 
accessories. Vehicles really roll 

49 27 35370—Each 3.49 

7 Play-Doh Kitchen Set with 20 
page idea book; 'Play-Doh' inc! 

With 3 molds for shaping 'make-believe 
foods, a setting of flatware, plates. 
cooking utensils and more. 
49 27 35371—Set, each 3.49 

Play-Doh 4-Pack—not shown. Use as 
refills for Items (6-7). Pkg. of 4 includes 
Red, Yellow, Blue, Green 
49 27 35366— Package, each 1.19 
8 % Off. Paint Wheels. Patterns. 

pictures and words roll on in 3 
different colors. Instructions 
49 27 35505—Was 2.49. Each .. 1.66 

9 Pen-DukArt. With just a swing 
of the board, you get exciting geo- 

metric results. Instructions. 
49 27 35103—Each 9.99 

Pen-Dul-Art Paper—75 sheets 
49 27 35104—Not shn. Ea. pkg. . 1.49 

Pen-Dul-Art Pens—10 assorted 
п handy storage wallet. Not shown 
49 27 35114—Each set 2.49 

10 Fuzzy-Felt Circus and Farm--2 
boards with 180-pc. of 

reuseable felt in farm cus shapes. 
They cling like magic to board 
49 27 35400—Set, each 3.99 
11 Felt-Pen Board. Draw, write 

blend colors; wipe off —do it again 
5 colored markers, sponge 
49 27 35344—Each 2.99 
8 Felt-Tip Ink Markers—8 
49 27 35279--Not shn. Ea 99c 
12 Etch-A-Sketch. You turn the 

magic knobs to draw or write 
49 27 35411—Each 3.79 

13 Change-Around — Case—helps 
child match parts to make wholes 

49 27 35256—Each 3.49 

14 Spell-Around Case— designed to 
help child recognize 32 simple 

words, develop pre-reading skills 
49 27 35257—Each 3.49 

15 Count-Around Case--acquaints 
child with numbers 1 to 10 

49 27 35255—Each 3.49 

lors 

% PRICE 

YOUR CHOICE 



Noah's Ark 
over 100 pieces 3.44 

49 27 35038—Each set 

49 27 35037 € 

G Set of 8 Puzzles 

49 27 35575 et 3.44 

Н Set of 3 Puzzles with la 
plastic t piece 
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1 Play Family Village with а very 
‘real’ setting, all the chi 

Traffic light changes, mail R 

bridge opens. Complete unit folds for 

carrying. 17% x 12 x 8%” hı 
7927 35768 DL—Each 15.99 

2 Play Family House looks authentic 
inside and out. Garage door opens for 

car, door bell rings. Complete unit folds for 
carrying. 15% x 8% x 9 
49 27 35739—Each 13.44 

3 Change-a-Record Music Box makes 
music like a real phonograph. Wind up 

turntable plays 2 tunes—10 
in all. Plastic construction with record 
storage 9 x 9x 4" h 
49 27 35737—Each 7.99 

4 Play Family School. Roof and side 
hinge open to reveal 'real' schoolroom 

Scene. Has playground, too. Trays hold 
magnetized numbers, letters. Folds to 
carry. 12'4 x 10 х 12" h. 
7927 35735 DL—Each 11.44 

5 A.T.V. Explorer. Big 'n' rugged for 
indoors or out. 'Beep-beep' horn 

‘motor’ sound. Rear ramp lo for haul- 
ing. Steel axles. 18%4 x 10 x 13" h. 
7927 35736 DL—Each 14.99 

6 Bowling Game. Easy enough tor tots 
to play! Sliding counters keep score. 

2 balls incl. 18% x 7% x 11%” h 
79 27 35763 DL—Each 4 7.44 

7 Play Family Houseboat pulls to a 
Chug-chug sound. Steering wheel 

turns. ‘Real’ diving board. Rowboat atta- 
ches. All parts float. 13 x 6x 9” h 
49 27 35753—Each 6.99 

8 Play Family Camper pulls to motor 
noise as people bounce! Rear doors 

open; camper lifts off to make a truck 
Rowboat. 12% x 6% x 7%.” h. 
49 27 35755 —Each 6.99 

9 Play Family Airport is always bus 
with big 132” jet whirring’, 4-men 

family d to до, baggage cars, fueler 
Helico; has rotor that turns. Terminal 
22 x 12 x 10" high 
79 27 35754 DL—Each 13.99 

10 SAVE 1.00! Play Family Garage 
has operating elevator, grease rack 

gas pump, 4 b t cars, 4 family 
members, too. 1752 x 11 x 15%” h 
79 27 35725 DL—Was 13.99. Ea. 12.99 

11 Play Family Circus Train with en. 
gineer, ringmaster, clown. Animals 

have flexible moving parts. Push-button 
train whistle. Train cars separate 
Together 34% x 3% x 6" h 
79 27 35767 DL—Each 9.99 

12 Play Desk with magnetic chalk 
board, numbers ers, activity 

cards. Has handle. 12 x 10% x 3 h. 
49 27 35747 —Each 5.99 

13 SAVE 1.00! Play Family Farm has 
animals with moving parts, farmer 

family and equipment. Barn 1 1 x 8*4 x 714” 
h.; silo 5" diam. x 10" h 

h reco 

49 27 35738—Was 14.99. Ea 13.99 

14-15 Sip-Alongs time child 
sips on it looks like 

doll sips, too. Do 
(14) 492735028-Pebbles. Ea 2.49 
(15) 492735029-Bamm-Bamm. Ea. 2.49 

16-19 Slinky Toys with famous auto- 
action steel coil construction 

(16) The Original Slinky 
49 27 35071—Each 75c 
(17) Slinkymobile pulls along to motor 
sound; moving pistons. Plastic body 
49 27 35070—Each 3.99 
(18) Slinky Kitten. Pull-along plastic. 
49 27 35077—Each 1.29 
(19) Slinky Cater-Puller. Plastic parts 
49 27 35075—Each 1.99 

20 SAVE 30%! Busy Airport. Press 
button for take-off, load luggage on 

moving carousel and forklift. Crank turns 
radar, bell rings. Terminal 8% x 9%” 
49 27 35816— Was 6 99. Each 4.89 

21 SAVE 30*. Busy Seaport with 
cargo. Teaches size, shape, color 

Coordination. Has 8” boat on wheels, 9" 
dock with moving swing crane, 6” truck 
49 27 35815—Was 4 99. Each 3.49 
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CHILD 
GUIDANCE 

Noah's Push Nosh 
Button Ark s 

72. 
49 27 35302 — Plastic. Each 6.66 49 27 35301—Each 7 

Mother Goose 
Mail-a-Tune 

666 wonder. Plas: 

it o И! mg id J bu 

49 27 35300—Eac! 2.99 49 27 35306—Eact 7.77 49 27 35305— Plast 

j 
Big Mouth Singers. P 
toy tm h note 

board 
tor 

Learning. Ar 

49 27 35308 2.77 49 27 35303 

198 a Sears] SIMPSONS-SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED 
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= " 

Three-Way Täble Desk 

A Pinocchio "Take-Apart' Clock— С WAS2.99. Cobbler'sBench—ham E 3-Way Table Desk. One side is for creative drawing witt 
у р, swing the pendulum, watch mer pegs through опе side; reverse. chalkboard, chalk, eraser. Another side is magnetic board for 

x 9%" high pound pegs back again developing letter recognition, spelling. Thi ide is a pegboard 
49 27 35230— Plastic. Each 3.99 49 27 35194—4'5x5x9*4". Ea 2.69 with pegs, hammer for designing 
B WAS 2.99. Teeter-Totter* Watch D Take-Apart Dump Truck. With 7927 35185 DL—15% x 12 x 10%” high, Eac 9.99 

Moves, can't be overwound plastic wrench and screwdriver, 2 F ‘Big, Big’ Tool Bench. Includes plastic tool rack, hammer 
See-through view moving parts wooden fig s. Wood-and-plastic pliers, screwdriver, wrench, wooden vise, pegs, ruler 
Adjustable strap. Plastic housing construction. 12% x 9x 7'4 screws, nuts and b Sturdy construct 
49 27 35109—Each 2.69 49 27 35187—Each 7.99 79 27 35186 DL—14 x 7% x 17 13.98 

TEE TREE PP 

SAVE $6 on Super ‘S’ 16° 
Class ‘A’ Racing Set 

G WAS 17.99. Mighty 'O' Racin: 
No batteries, electricity, slots 

racing cars propelled by sf 
motor, pit-stop energizer, aut c lag 
counter speed controls. Oval track 
about 80%” long x 37 
79 27 28862 DL—Eacr 10.99 16.99 

SIMPSONS-SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED | Sears | 6 199 

WishbookWeb.com 



RIAM 

Ks. 
am 
u 
а 

you operate car using radio unit! real three-alarm fire-fighting fun! 
Buddy L Brute fire department set 799 New! Radio-controlled GT racer . . . no wires, 1899 

r 49 27 28105— Each 18.99 

49 27 28287 — Each set 7.99 49 27 22173 — 9-voll battery. Eact 98c; 2 for 1.78 

] Make-Believe Dashboard wilt 
‘several realistic switches; ig \ 

49 27 28542 — Plast 

2 Roller Coaster Set 
tic whiz arc 

Page 201 
49 27 28049 — Each 7.99 

3 Triceratops 5 

тк ay 

ar he 
wa y 

x 

49 27 28450 — Eac! 3.99 

4 Animated Circus Train. Bright lit 
tle train f r anir 

and animals g 

49 27 28123 — Was 4.99. Ea 3.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



] Hairy Canary®-the super stunt plane 
Hand-powered for easy control. It can 

climb, zoom, dive, swoop, loop the loop; 
make perfect 3-pt. landings. Spinning prop 
actually provides air-lift and drive. Can be 
flown as a fast monoplane when top wing is 
removed. No batteries needed. Real engine 
sound. Big 11" wings. 5-7' flying circle, mov- 
ing tail elevators, vinyl prop tips. Includes: 
dual flight controls, runway, 8' flight line, in- 
structions. Ideal for junior pilots. 

49 27 28899 — Each.. Ж .. 15.99 

2-3 Speed—Plus the Roar of '4-on-the- 
Floor. It's the super sound of a 

dragster movin' through the gears. 1st, 2nd. 
3rd, 4th — rev it up and take off. Plastic. Ap- 
proximately 9” long. Requires 4 'D' cells (not 
incl. —see below) 

(2) Old Glory — Red/White/Blue decor. 

4927 28095—Each ...... E .. 7.99 

(3) Yellow Tail. 
49 27 28096 —Each . х С у 

4 Clearance of Motorific Computer Cars 
—the cars with a guidance system. 

Choose one of the 4 programmed discs: 
eachone gives a different driving pattern. Or 
let them run in a circle by not using any disc. 
Cars have plastic shells, die-cast metal 
chassis. Each abt. 4* long. Use 2 penlight 
batteries (not incl. — see below). 99(Asst'd.). 
Sorry no choice at this low price. Reg. 2.59 

4927 28992 C — Each............. 1.99 

5 U-Fly-It Pilot plane down glide line 
approach for safe landing. Includes: 46" 

landing strip, controls, 45' guideline, pilot's 
log, etc. Plastic. 

49 27 28396 — Each set... ...... 5.99 

6 S.S.P. Race Cars now with the ‘How! of 
Power' sound. Plastic. 01(GT Coupe), 
02(Black Jack), O3(Blue Monday). 

04(Flair Pair), O5(King Cobra) 
O6(Super Stocker), 07 (Rail Bird). 

State number on order. 
49 27 28782 C — Each. m 2.69 

S.S.P. Smash-Up Derby now with power 
sound. 2 special S.S.P. cars — parts fly off 

on impact; snap together again easily. Two 
adjustable jump ramps —can also be used 
as crash walls. Plastic 

49 27 28763 — Each set...............6.99 

8 Mini Motorific Set. Race-ometer with 
start-and-stop contro! and sweep sec- 

ond hand. Incl.: 2 cars and & batteries, tracks, 
Crossover, fences, spin-around with 2 flags; 
start-finish track. Plastic 

49 27 40718 — Each set. .2.99 

Set of 4 'N' size batteries for above. 
49 27 40713 — Each set ? . 99c 

Да т 
— Old Glory 7.99 

Straight 
square 4 program 
course discs 

т OY рнини З [s]. c iu ы 

U-fly-It 
Plane Set 

5.99 ea. set 

QUALITY BATTERIES 
9-10 Now From a Canadian Maker. 

Steel-cased 1'/zvolt 'D' and 'C' 

= " 

М # - "wm rm! u 
batteries come in pkg. of 4; 1Yz2volt AT 

fa penlight batteries in pkg. of 6. Sé t. 
(9) Batteries —toys, flashlights, etc. - 
49 27 45033 —'D' cell. Ea. pkg. 
49 27 45034 —'C' cell. Ea. pkg. 
49 27 45035 —Penlight, Ea. pkg. .... 1.19 

(10) Transistor Batteries — radios, etc. 
49 27 22150 —'D' cell, Ea. pkg... 

49 27 22151 —'C' cell. Ea. pkg... 

49 27 22152 — Penlight. Ea. pkg. .. 
= 
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Just open the vinyl case 
and a whole Matchbox City 
unfolds before your eyes! 

Here's a nifty idea now you can be 
traffic engineer of a city —control the 
streets and roadways. Move mini cars 
(not included) оп roads, overpasses, 
into auto storage facilities. Vacuum 
formed plastic and heat-sealed vinyl 
city opens to 26 x 36-inch spread. It's a 
breathtaking panoramic view of city 
life featuring high-rise tower with 
ramps and circular drive. Closes into 
handy vinyl carrying case, 18 х 14 x 4 Opens to 26 x 36 
inches. Another great gift idea sold inch play area 

only at Simpsons-Sears! 

49 27 28425 —Each 10.99 

MATCHBOX CITY VEHICLES 

Setof7 399 

Here's a complete set of seven city 
vehicles scaled to use in the Match- 
box City sold above. These are 
Super-fast Matchbox cars, fully de- 
tailed, Made from sturdy die-cast 
metal. Complete your city! 

49 27 28426 — Each set 3.99 

Big power with 

47 Vs ч. Giant crane operates 
oe like the big ones! 

in a complete circle 

* Moves block and tackle forward 
and backward to get to objects 

* Lowers tackle and rotates the 
claw to pick up objects 

19 9 9 e Swings horizontal frame around 

27" high giant crane operates just 
like the real ones! Clam bucket ro- 
tates to pick up loads from almost 
any position. Your batteries add 

counter-balance to block and tackle 
Includes 5 modular building units, 
hook and basket. Plastic crane with 
metal posts measures about 30'/; x 
10% x,27'A" high. Shipped partly 

assembled, instructions included 
Uses 4 'D' batteries (not included 
see Page 201) 

7927 28489 DL — Each 

Credit details P. 243 

19.99 



] Vertibird Rescue Ship the 
remote-control helicopter to take 

young pilots through bold rescue plans 
and recovery missions. 41” coastguard 
cutter with Vertibird helicopter; dual- 
flight controls on rear deck; 21” flight 
line, astronaut, space capsule, life raft, 
rescue box and barrel. Powered by 2 or 4 
"D' batteries (not incl.—see P. 201). Not 
for use on water. 

7927 28898 DL —Each ......... 17.99 

Vertibird Helicopter ... remote con- 
trol with two throttles, powerful 8* ro- 

tor with safety tips. Start, stop, hover; 
change altitude, speed, direction. An 
accurate hand lets you rescue the astro- 
naut, space capsule. Life raft, landing 3. 
pad. Uses 2 or 4 'D' batteries (not incl.— (1) VERTIBIRD Rescue Ship {799 
зее Р. 201). with big 41” long hull 
79 27 28896 DL — Each ......... 11.99 

> 
al veRTIBIRD 11.99 

3 Sizzler Cars now with 'Fat Daddy 
rear slicks. Run 4-5 minutes per 

charge. 04(Red Baron), O3(Law Mill), 
01(Ram Rocket), O2(Fire Works) 

49 27 28252 C — Each ҮТ 3.49 

4 Juice Machine. Use with Sizzler 
Cars or Chopcycles. Plug nozzle in 

and press starter to charge; 90 seconds 
for complete recharge. Uses 2 or 4 'D' 
batteries (not incl. —see P. 201). 

4927 28483 —Each ............. 2.49 

Goose Pump. Recharges Sizzlers or 
Chopcycles. Clips on belt. Uses 2 'D' 

batteries (not incl. — see P. 201). 

4927 28500 —Each ............. 1.49 

6 Hot Wheels! Set of 5 popular Hot 
Wheels cars plus 8 new miniature 

"Zowies'. Race them, trade them, collect 
them! All diecast bodies. 

4927 28179 — Each set .......... 3.99 

7-8 Mighty Tonka . . they're big and К Са brawny. Made from automotive- Goose (6) å 3 
gauge steel with 2-coat Bright Yellow Machine 2.49 Pump 1.49 Hot Wheels Car Set 3.99 ез. зе 
baked-enamel finish. Has 4X," deep n == — 
groove jumbo tires and special wheel 
bearings. Detailed cab interiors. 

(7) SAVE 5.00 on Front-End Loader. 
Has boy-size operating levers, bucket 
which scoops and raises. Swivel cab is 
Steerable. About 20 x 9 x 8* wide 

49 27 28716 — Was 14.99. Each... 9.99 

(8) SAVE 3.00 on a Big Dump Truck. 
Load box raises for dumping. Heavy- 
duty bumper. Abt. 18'/; x 10/4 x 8” w. 

49 27 28715—Was 10.99. Each... 7.99 

9 SAVE 30% on Dune Buggy with 
touch control. Eldon® makes it 

authentic with chromed trim on roll bar, 
windscreen and headlamps. Wide-track 
rubber tires. Remote control uses air 
pressure to start, stop, turn. Hi-impact 
Styrene abt. 7” |, Uses 2 penlight batter- 
ies (not incl. — see P. 201). 
49 27 28100 — Was 4.99. Each .... 3.49 

SOFTEE RTE 9*4 499999955 

SAVE THIS CATALOGUE! 
Toys on pages 147 to 211 and 231 

available until JULY 4, 1974 

rn... 
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1-2 'Supertast 
5-STOREY PARKING TOWER, 
SUPER SERVICE STATION 

Elevator movesto » Service Station and Parking Tower uses mir pickup 
10 parking areas 

Die-cast enamel finish meta 

ope 

49 27 28405 — Each set 3.99 
for easy storage. Sta 

Manual gates let I. grease rack, Auto 

jrease rack and ing. Cars abc 

49 27 28482 — Each 

REMOTE-CONTROL 
17" TRANSPORT 

мо! 
ncluded 

push-button actions 

5 Matchbox* Transporter 
Set. § Supertast jıe-cast 

$; big autc 
* long. Upper 

r loading/unload 
t 3” long. Mer 

ede 300 5 Ford Zodia: 

VW Fastback, Iso Grifo 
8460—Eachset... 5.99 

Transport runs forward 

trated not im 

49 27 28470 — Each 8.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



NEW HO STICK-SHIFT 
4-LANE RACING 

Exclusive 3998 
Race set 

] New 4-lane, 4-speed stick-shift '4 
on-the-floor' racing. Unic 
you set up into a 4 

2 lanes, then back 
s a 4-lane, 4 peo 

an als 

s are plastic-and 
tion with hi-torque 

extra-wide rear ra 
jlly detailed b 

p Counters, f 

your car; and tw 
Layout illustrated req 

79 27 40239 DL — Each 

thentic appea 
s have extr 

hi-torque instan 
tors, low-friction Delrin 
centre of gravity for excit 

Deluxe Road-Racing Set with a 
jl layout that has many pos 

; Set include 

track, lap counter 
rrier fencing and flags. Layout 

vires 64 x 34* space. About 
set of running track 

7927 40241 DL — Each set 29.98 

(3) Fasten Your Seat Belt. 
your helmet and start the fun with 
HO road race set Tt le 

ayouts with 
track. Layoı 

jifferent 

fun for racing fans 
49 27 40242 — Each set 19.99 

Make his Christmas a merry 
one! Get it with credit! 
See details Page 243 

SAVE THIS CATALOGUE! 

oys on pages 147 to 211 and 23 
e until JULY 4, 1974 

“.n.......* 

avail 

t 
New TycoPro 4-speed stick-shift TYCO 

... you actually shift the gears to win the race 

Need that added boost 
shift into third gear, and 
your car streaks ahead! 

At the starting gate 
place the shift in Neutral 
(the middle of the H) 

Shift into first gear... and Shift into fourth gear, for 
you're off and the exciting full speed down the straight- 
race has begun! ways, ahead of everyone! 

Tricky curves lying dead 
ahead? Shift into 2nd gear 
and you're still ahead! 

Now, return shift to 
"Neutral" to cut off power, 
and slow your car down 

Ner 

TycoPro 30-ft. HO race set 

xe 2998 
ОС 

TycoPro 14-ft. HO race set I9 9 a 205 

WishbookWeb.com 



New ‘POWER’ from 

New super-fast 12-volt system 

New track-hugging chassis cars 

Big 1/32 super scale ' 

Over 40' of track 

995 
5.00 monthly 

It's New! It's Faster Than 
an Ar k g 

en ы um X г as p 
ЗР 

2 

79 27 40329 DL 

CAN AM 100 BY COX 
T i : 

Over25'ottrack 2998 a Figure Eight 16% 

2 New Track-Hugging Chassis Eldon road racing set with fast 
Cars really take off with the he f f arrera batt ga af 

12 t sy 1/32 rari P3 over a tricky course plete 

ale e car ) with 2-pie hicane hazard. Set 
п ower Ce ' includes 6-volt power pack, 2 hand 

jravity design. Build more layouts wit controls, 10° running track, bridge 
ve ftra rved sect ja supports. Figure ا layout shown, 

t and measures abt. 54 x 26". E 
tr “ 4€ f 4, P power pa Ep 
79 27 40327 DL — Each set 29.98 

(3) HO SCALE 
TRAIN SETS 

5-Unit 
CN Freight tric T 

18.99 cash 
5.00 monthty 

5-Unit CN Freight witt 
1 box ca 

we 

14 y track € 

7927 40305 DL —Ea 18.99 

6-Unit Bachman CP tw 

79 27 40302 OL —t 29.99 

Credit details P. 243 

WishbookWeb.com 



HO Railroading excitement by 
Sets include new transformer with circuit breaker 

Engine only 

7-Unit F-9 diesel freight train set 3998 оту 14.99 

A t A 

79 27 40244 D а 

F-9 Diesel Engine Only "Pa. 
49 27 40650 — Ea 14.99 E 

І В. Large 10-unit set with Alco die 261/2 f. of running track. manual 10-UNIT ALCO tr 
se operating headlight Switch. Bridge and trestle set. Plas- FREIGHT SET ar 

Includes all cars shown plus tic-and-metal construction. clude and 
piggyback flatcar set, lighted  792740245DL—En.set..... 49.98 40998 Engine only - 
freight station, auto crossing gate Engine only. cash 19.99 [8] 
and remote-control Log Dumper — 4927 40651 —Ea & 19.99 6.00 тиу, м 
all shown. 

"— aan p 
rare mom 
ORONO TT 

freight stati 40 x 96" track layout 

steam locomo Set also includes auto crossing 
ncludes gate, 24% ft of running track; 2 NEW! II-UNIT bar swings p-d wr 
erating manual STEAM FREIGHT D 

7927 40246 DL-Cash. e 6998 Engine and Tender 
¿nica x car and freight 29.99 

y J { рега! Steam Engine and Tender E а : 
e and 49 27 40652 — Each 29.99 < (c) 

Credit details 

La 

com 



A Three-Piece Folding Dinette Set 
Giant 36 x 24* play surface, 21* 

high. Plywood tabletop covered in 
vyweight, wipe-clean vinyl in 
een-and-Yellow floral print. Match 

ing foam-padded seats. Steel trames 
Green baked-on enamel finish. Non 
slip leg locks. All pieces fold. 

G 

7927 11044 DL — Each set 19.99 

2 Extra Matching Folding Chairs. 
7927 11045 DL — Each set 9.99 

B REG. 25.98. Raggedy Ann and 
Andy 3-piece folding set with 

those popular characters in full color 
on high chairbacks. Foam-cushioned 
seats, backs covered in wet-look wash 
able vinyl to match 24* square x 21* 
high table. Rugged steel trames, nor 
slip leg locks. 

Tots' Wooden Armchair Rocker — made of sturdy 3-Pc. Set in Natural finish hardwood. Table abt. 18%. x 7927 11073 OL — Each set 20.98 
hardwood; protected with clear-lacquered hard- 22/2 x 20” h.; seat abt. 9 x 101”, seat height 11* 2 Extra Matching Folding Chairs – 
wearing finish. Solidly built with braced legs and 7927 11097 DL — Each set 19.99 one Raggedy Anne, one Raggedy 
arm rests for safety and durability. Chair seat about As Above, but table abt. 17Y2x 20 x 17” high; chair seat Andy 

11^ high, seat measures about 12'/ x 131/2”. about 9'/4 x 87/2", seat height 10”. 79 27 11071 DL —Each set 13.99 
79 27 11098 DL —Each. 10.99 79 27 11096 DL —Each set м x 14.99 

C Toy Chest—ahoy, maties! Here's a 
great way to stow all your play 

things away neat and tidy. Sturdily 
molded of durable polyethylene with a 
woodgrain look. Double-hinged top 
with two 4-inch plated steel hinges. '/2” 
hemp rope handles add an authentic 

touch. Antique Red stain. Abt. 28'/, x 
17\/4 x 18* high. (Toys not incl.) 

79 27 11100 DL — Each 17.99 

D Juvenile Furniture Set. Sturdy 
vinyl tabletop, durable easy-to- 

clean chair seats. Chrome-plated steel 
frames; plastic-tipped legs. Heavy 
duty leg brack Table measures 
about 18x24x20'/" high 

79 27 11042 DL — Each set 16.99 
Stand-Up Easel Blackboard. A creative medium Chalkboards. Green Masonite; silk-screened letters. 
for children — provides hours of fun-filled learning numbers. May easily be hung. Chalk, eraser included 2 Extra Matching Chairs. 

activities. An aid to Mom, too — she can use it lor 7927 11101 DL 19 x 29”. Each 249 79 27 11043 DL — Each set 9.99 

making shopping lists, leaving messages for the 79 27 11104 DL 36 x 48” Each 4.99 
family. Quality blackboard may be removed from E Deskette—will entertain young 

easel for more versatile use. Sturdy wooden easel Framed Chalkboards. As above, but with washable sters for hours. Lift-up lid has 

about 311." high. Board measures about 16/4 vinyl frame. May also be hung. Chalk and eraser inc! blackboard on top; magnetic board on 

wide х 11%4” high. Set includes chalk and eraser 7927 11102 DL — 19 x 29" Each. 299 back. Alphabet letters included 

7927 11018 DL — Each 5.99 792711103DL —36x 48" Each : 5.99 Рипсһбоага inside with pegs and 
hammer. Sturdy plastic top and seat 
strong steel legs. Chalk, eraser includ- 
ed. About 19% x 20% x 22?" high 

79 27 11023 DL —Each set 16.98 

F 2-in-1 Magnetic Chalkboard. 
Green chalkboard reverses to 

magnetic letter board. Multicolored 
letters, numbers and animal illustra 
tions add extra educational value 
Includes chalk, eraser, plas: Chalk 

tray, 73 magnetic letters and numbers. 
Writing surface about 32 x 24*; about 
46” high. Sturdy metal stand 

7927 11031 DL — Each set 9.99 

Set of Magnetic Letters — sticks to any 
metal playboards. Abt. 70 pieces. 

49 27 11001 — Each set 1.99 

Push Toy Cart — à fun way to pick up toys. Tubular Double Desk lets children learn and play side by side 9999999999999999999909999* 

steel frame, brightly painted. Masonite sides, bot Chalkboard top; magnetic alphabet board; pegboard in AV Г 4 ' 

tom. Smooth-rolling casters. About 24 x 16 x 16” side. Brightly painted wood: tubular steel frame. Desk SAVE THIS CATALOGUE 
high. (Toys shown not included.) top abt. 34 x 13”; seat abt. 30 x 5x 11*h Toys on pages 147 to 211 and 231 

79 27 11034 DL — Each 10.99 7927 11105 DL — Play parts incl. Each 17.99 available until JULY 4, 1974 

..... ..or......... 

DECORATOR FURNITURE 

Je. 
Looks like real living-room furniture. 
Sturdy long-wearing plastic. Mol 
the re and appearance of uphol 

fabric. Medium Blue. In 3 sty 

Rocking Chair. About 17* wide 

7927 11025DL —Reg. 7.99 Еа. 3.99 

Club Chair. About 19* wide 
7927 11026 DL —Reg. 7.99. Еа. 4.49 

Love Seat. About 30* long 

SAVE $3.50 to $4.00 7927 11027 DL - Reg. 9.49, Ea. 5.99 

WishbookWeb.com 



Play and learn fun furniture Tea set 
not included 

SAVE $5 
3-Pc. Folding Sat 

20.98 

Tea s 
WishbookWeb.com 



1 Thistle Trikes — rugged, steel 
frame; Orange 2-coat baked 

on enamel finish. White enamel 
handlebars, wheels. 1%” tread 

emi-pneumatic tires ded 
vinyl seat 
7927 10188 DL — 10” Each 14.99 

7927 10189 DL —12"* Each 16.99 

2 Sears Trikes—sturdy steel 
frame; Blue enamel finish 

Chromed motorcycle-type handle 
bars, imitation springs on. forks 

White enamel wheels with whi 
tewall tires. White plastic adjusta 
ble seat, Blue handie grips. 

79 27 10185 DL — 10". Each 

7927 10186 DL — 13”. Each 

7927 10187 DL — 16*. Each 

3 Sears Deluxe Wooden 
Wagon .. -converts to coaster 

Weather-resistant vamished body 
and painted racks; cadmium-plat 
ed bolts, hardware. Steel chassi 
double-disc steel wheels. 10 x 1 
semi-pneumatic tires. Abt. 36" |. x 
16'5*w. x 9'5* d 

7927 10096 DL 29.98 

4 Sears Metal Wagons built to 

16.98 

18.98 

20.98 

Each 

last. Rubber tires and long 

wearing nylon bearings. All parts 

smoothly finished for safety 

79 27 10094 DL — 28”. Ea. 12.99 

7927 10095 DL — 34". Ea 16.99 

210 6 [ Sears] 

Father and 
go-cart project 1398 

Sleek go-cart racer can be completed with 
ordinary hand-tools. All you have to add is 
the lumber . . . and the labor. Includes plastic 
'mag-type' wheels, steel axles, steering 
parts, full-size pattern, bolts, screws and 
hardware. Vamish or paint the finished racer 
and you're off. 51 x 23 x 25” h. when made 
from pattern ... you can customize! 

7927 10150 DL — Each kit .. 13.98 

Tractor Trailer, polyethylene 12 Inchworm moves along 
body; dump-action trailer, 12” as child pushes forward with 

tractor wheels; pedal-operated egs. Plastic. Abt. 35”! 

Steel axle. 42” long 79 27 10022 DL — Each 15.98 
7927 10155 DL —Each 13.98 13 Wild Rider of rugged, safe 
6 Happy Van, helps babies learn plastic. Push/pull hand crank 

to walk; removable strap sup for forward/reverse also spins 
ports. Soft plastic padding. Large within own radius. Dual-chain 

tires. Molded hi-impact plastic drive, no-tip stability. 31 x 28”. 

Abt. 23'/4 x 16/4 x 12/2" 7927 10126 DL — Each 18.99 

7927 10008 DL — Each 19.99 ]4 Sears 13” Trail Bike, tubular 

steel frame. 
Chrome-plated 

s. Black molc 
ni-pneumatic 

nylon bearings 
fenders, handie 
od vinyl seat; 1/4” 

tires: 

7 Ride-On School Bus —mold 
ed plastic in Yellow, Pretend 

Steering. 19x 8 x 12” h бг 

7927 10081 DL — Each 5.99 training 
wheels. Hot Yellow enamel finis! 

8 аа strong steel chas 7927 10181 DL — Each 31.98 
sis, adjustable seat. Plated hi б 

rise handlebars with polygrips 15 16 Maverick Bike, chrome 

Working horn. 19'/ chassis. e wheels ei pedir wire К 
Chrome parcel rac М 

79 27 10122 DL — Each 5.88 ome parce à paddec 
banana saddle. Training wheels 
Flamboyant Coppertone enamel 
finish. Wheels 16" rear, 12" front 
7927 10179 DL — Each 38.98 

16 Sears 10" Trail Bike tubular 

9 Ride-On Horse decorated 
molded plastic. 20x11* high 

7927 10087 DL — Each 3.99 

10 Rally Racer pedal car. With 
rear wing spoiler, tront end steel frame; nylon bearings. 

foils, carburetor, pro-style steering Chromed handlebars; Black vinyl 
wheel, Safe, sturdy contour-mold seat, 13/4” semi-pneumatic tires. 
ed body, ‘slick tires’. 42 x 20” 79 27 10180 DL — Each 23.98 
7927 10072 DL — Each 10.88 - 

1] Jaguar with polypropylene E 
body. Nylon bearing wheels Front Crotch te Average 

and 5-position pedal adjustment Wheel Size | Ball of Foot Age 

Vinyl padded seat. Steel axles, 10° 1510 17° 2103 
steering. 411/2 x 17'/ x 16/47 high 12-13* 17 to 20° 2104 
7927 10075 DL — Each 22.98 16* 91021* 3105 

17-18 Eldon Electrics — mold 
e d hi-impact plastic 

bodies, steel frames. Built-in 
rechargeable batteries —recharg: 
er included. Travel up to 2 mph 
Run tor 5-7 hours on one charge. 
(17) Chopper styling, with wide- 
track 'slick tires. 
79 27 10262 DL — 40” |. Ea.. 36.98 

(18) Fire Pumper —hose/nozzle 
on reel. Bell, forward/reverse shift 
79 27 10266 DL — 30" I. Ea.. 24.98 

]9 Sears Trail Cycle, 'chopper 
style' steel frame. Adjustable 

contoured seat. Rubber front tires, 
plastic rear tires. 34* | 

79 27 10197 DL —Each 19.98 

20 Cheetah like real chop 
pers. Rubber wheels, chrome 

tubing, molded seat. Super sounds 
when moving! 43'/ x 22 x 20/4". 
7927 10198 DL — Each 24.98 

2] Little Wheel with Trailer 
plastic. Contour seat. Trailer 

detaches. About 49* long 
79 27 10156 DL — Each 12.98 

22 SandBug pedaltrike. Plastic 
seat, steel frame. 4\/;” wheel 

79 27 10018 DL — Each 9.99 

SIDEWALK BIKES 

Front Crotch to Average 
Wheel Size | Bail of Foot Age 

10° 12 to 16° 2103 
12-13 1510 20* 3 and ur 

WishbookWeb.com 
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With exclusive 
lock collars 

that twist off 

25-Lb. Jr. Barbell Set. A body 
builder that teaches the importance 
of physical fitness. Colorfully 
designed set contains four 5-10. 
discs, one38" barbell (1 “ diameter), 
4 cast-iron barbell collars, plus 

instructions, hardware 

06 25 77524 DL—Ea. set 15.98 

A Regulation-Size Football 
with regulation weight—gives 

youreal'Big League' action on the 
football field. Included is a new 
design plastic tee that holds ball 
in various positions for kick-offs. 
Football of heavy-du 
coid* —aleather-like ma 

and Blue panels 
Stripes. Excellent value! 

06 25 71581—Each set 4.99 

212 35 | Se 

SPORTS CENTRE 

Bar separates into three pieces— End sections 

threaded bolts hold slip-in end 
sections firmly to centre sectior dumbbell bars 

36-Lb. Dumbbell 
set has two 15 

steel dumbbell bars. 

Fitness Aid Exercise Set. Contains 

sion chromed springs 
wood bars with metal rowing г 

medium-tension 
foot stirrups: 

instructions included. 
06 25 77504 DL—Ea. set 

discs r dumbbell collars. 
ware, instruction booklet 
06 25 77509 DL—Ea. set 

B Official Basketball Setapproved by wc 
Sure-grip basketball with 1-piece seamle: 

Durabilt cover that ens 

Heavy-duty net, extra-thick 18 
cial size, weight and A.B.A. color 
06 25 71221 DL—Each set 

С Club-StyleDartboard—OurBest.18”regulationdiam. 1'4”thick 
ife. Removable wire numbers, spider 

tective metal edge. 12 brass-barrel darts 

06 25 77042 DL—Each set 

Jus Globetrotte 

hoop. Mounting bracket. Offi 

ed for longer 

/O-Ib. quick-release 
barbell set 

Discs in 998 
cash three colors 

6.00 monthly 

110-1b. Super Bells now have vinyi-cc 

discs in Red, White and Blue for quick-gl 

selection. No wrenches needed to change 
weights; just twist the collar. Bar separates 
ntothree pieces for easy storage—entire outfit 
packsinto abox just 12 x31 x 7". Set includes: 
discs—two Red 15-Ib., four Blue 10-Ib., four 
Red 5-Ib., four White 2%-Ib.; one telescoping 
barbell bar (68" long); one 28” fluted alum: 
num barbell sleeve (1% diameter); two 20 

dumbell/ barbell bars with protective end tips. 
two 4%” fluted aluminum dumbbell sie: 
(1 %" diameter); four plastic dumbbell pro 
tive rings; two inside collars and set screws 
four revolutionary Speed-Loc collars interlock 
with discs 

06 25 77564 DL—Each set 49.98 

Extra 25-Lb. Discs. As above. Set of two 

06 25 77571 DL—Blue. Set 16.98 

16-piece Boxing Glove Set. Two pairs per 
solid set. Sheepskin leather. Fully laced 

two knurled, for easy on-off use, tight fit. White 
s; four cotton filling holds their shape 

nterlocking Red/Brown; Yellow palms. 
Hard: 06 25 77605—6-oz. set 7.99 

06 25 77606—8-02. set 9.99 

14.98 06 25 77607—10-oz. set 10.98 

D Dartboard Set. 1%” thick regulation-size 
board, 18” diameter. Self-sealing surface: 

Yellow and Black finish. Wire dividers, remov 
able numbers. 6 brass-barrel darts. 
06 25 77032 DL—Each set 6.99 

E Cabinet Dartboard Set. 18" diam. board. 
self-sealing Surface; wire dividers. Card: 

board cabinet is scoreboard, wall protector. 6 
steel-point darts(plastic flights). Chalk 

06 25 77041 DL—Each set 549 

Enjoy your Christmas holidays. Give now, pay later. Credit details Page 243 
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is wind and water-repellent. Nylon 
Men, Women and Youths. All feature heavy-duty elas- 
tic footsttaps; 2 pockets, knit storm cuffs. Hoods. 
1-way front zipper to waist, elasticized waist for snug 
fit. Side-leg zippers. Dry-clean. 

(C) Women's Suit has 13" side-leg zipper. 
French Navy. Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

06 25 87157 A—Each 29.98 

(D) Youths' Suit has 11” side4eg zipper. BE(Navy) 
14,1 80(French Navy). Sizes 8. 1( 6 

06 25 8715@В—Еасһ 21.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



A-D 2-Piece Snowmobile Suits that 
le keepir 

06 25 87190 В—Еас! 

Women's Jacket 

1s 

29.98 

06 25 87290 B—Ea 22.98 

Women's Bib-Style Pants. F tyle with 

" BO(Me 

06 25 87291 B--Each 19.98 

Е.Е Super-Warm, 2-Piece Snowmobile Suits 

> y et jacket ha 

E) Women's 2-Pc. Suit 88 

06 25 87175 B—Se 79.99 
Men's 2-Pc. Suit B(Navy), QUE 

Meet Winter Feet First Men's Sizes! 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11,1 06 25 871748 Set E ..7999 
06 25 87050 A—Each pa 12.98 

Women's Sizes! 6, 7, 8, 9 
06 25 87051 A—Each pair How to Order Snowmobile Boots | 

Children's Sizes! 1 4 бег regular shoe size 

06 25 87052 A—Each ра 11.98 

For more great snowmobile accessories and 
safety aids, see our Fall and Winter catalogue > 

1-5 Snowmobilers' Accessories Quality Mitts ft steerhide Deluxe M Goggles. Ad 

t te tivist n and finge eint t йа! to w heavy Or fogg Foa f 

Z-90 Helmet А safet Г t E yle n j = ч 

pprove Blue  polycart te ning for warmth. Witt y ‹ e palr pered. Ma - 

jed she k foam lining. Cr wrist and jre. Adjustable te te page є 3.99 

t Jard face eld fitting: w t ы у A 

Adiu le strap. S(6'^-€ Men's y Black N Deluxe Boot pile 

ME %-7'й), X Men's Sizes: © M(9-9 M(9-9 € е м yon feit 

06 25 87200 A—Ea 19.98 10-1 y 06 25 87090 B 16.98 Жар € 
06 25 87035 A 1 999 

Clear Plastic Face Shield. Flip Women’s m 

J able strap 1 tanda Women's and Youths’. XSi‘ 30( Me 4 

06 258 T 5.99 06 25 87036 A 9.99 )6 25 87091 B 16.98 06 25 87040 A—f 15.98 

Women's! € 

214 4 | Sears Just say ‘Charge It!’ Credit details on Page 243 )6 25 15.98 
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High style in two-piece snow wear! 

These handsome suits have warm Fortrel" Space-age protection with insulation 
insulation to help you beat the cold evolved from the NASA Apollo program 

e: [G38 e 7202. Men'sorwomen's 70999 2 zs 

WishbookWeb.com 



1 Boys’ Set, sweater 60% rayon— 
40% оспот toque 100% cotton. 

Of(Lea! 2(Canadiens), 03(Bruins). 
Chests. Rare M(28-30), L(32-34)" 

06 25 21331 B—Each set 7.99 

2 Boys’ Sweater/Stocking Set 
Sweater 60% rayon/40% cotton 

Sweater fits over pads. 30" cotton 
stockings. 35(Gold/ Black). 

70(Red/White : 
or 86(Royal Blue/ White) 

Chests: S(24-26),M(28-30), L(32-34)" 
06 25 21345 B—Each set 8.99 

Sweater only 8 ors as above 

06 25 21344 B—Each 7.49 

Stockings only. Colors as above 
06 25 21301 C—Each pair 2.19 

Men's Stockings. As above but 36' 

06 25 21329 C—Each pair 2.99 

3-4 ‘Pro’ Sweater/Stockings for 
avid players. 86(Royal/ White), 

35(Gold/ Black) or 70(Red/White). 

8), L(40-42) 

06 25 21339 B 6.99 

(4) ‘Pro’ Stockings to Match. Durable 
with double knees. 38" long 

ity of room for shin pe 
06 25 21340 C—Each pair 449 

5 Peewee Pro Pants. Foam-padded 
cotton drill. 0%Віаск), 80(Bl 

State Small 28 Med. 30 

For waists 22-23 24 

06 25 21554 B—To 4'6". Each 3.99 

Junior Nylon Pants Closed 

Protective Equipment for Puck-Stoppers! iront; polyethylene protection 
9(Black), 70(Red), 80(Blue) 

A Professional-Style Goalie Mask made from D Junior Goal Stick. About 40-42" long State Smel30 | Med. 52 
strong polyethylene. Provides top protection 06 25 21251 DL—Each 219 For waists 25-26" 27-28 

good visibility, free breathing. Foam padding. Harness ^: 6 —Boys to 5' 9 
included. State 01(Jr. to 12 yrs.) or O2(Senior) Senor en Stick. About 50-54" long те 06 25 21555 B-B 7.99 

E ha. Esc 6 25 21 DL—Each 1 Semi-Pro Nylon Pants. As above 06 25 21994 G—White. Each 9.99 6 eon b uns De Lo 
Goal Helmet protects back and top of head. Made of E Chest/Shoulder Protector. Vinyl-covered. Wool- State Med. 34-36 | Large 38-40 
strong polyethylene; polyfoam-lined. Adjustable 50 padded front sewn to felt foundation. Quilted arms pm = ie 
thatit fits any head size. White. lace to shoulder area. Adjustable orwaists | 28 1 

06 25 21981—Each 449 062521984—Boys' to 12 years. Each 12.98 06 25 21556 B—T05'7". Each . 10.98 

B Goal Pad MN CB 06 25 21985—Boys' to 15 years. Each 14.98 7 Senior Nylon Pants. Waist, tail 
оа! Pads. Top-grain cowhide with nylon facing — Men's full size. ] 7 piece and thigh protection. Com 

Stuffed; backed with canvas. Vinyl bound. 06 25 21986—Men's full size. Each 17,98 fortable foam р adding Black х 
06 25 21810—21" junior boys’. Each pair 21.98 Е Mask/Helmet Combination. Helmet made trom State S(34-36) M(38-40) L(42-44) 
06 25 21811-23" senior boys”. Each pair 31.98 high sity polyethylene. Foarr Waists | 29-31" | 32-35" [over 35 

7” men's ‘pro’. Each able. With strong wire-hin: ы 06 25 21812—27" men’s ‘pro’. Each pair 59.98 o wire Hinqed РАШ) 06 25 21582 A-Over 57%, En 12.98 

С Goalie's Gloves include catching mitt and stick 06 25 21996 G—White. Each 12.98 8-10 очеву Hockey Gloves tor 
glove. Catehing mitt has padded cowhide palm r players. Crafted trom 

protective vinyl back and cuff. Stick ve has about NOTE: For qualit ee Page 460 tough genuine leather and nylon 

1" thick back pad and is vinyl-covered. Forepadded of our big Fall ar strong. lightweight foam 

cuff. Natural Tan color ERES padding on thumb 

06 25 21001—Boys' fo 10 yr. Each pair 16.98 Use your credit and make a hockey player (8) Our Finest Gloves, buit and 
06 25 21002—Boys' t016 yr. Each pair 33.98 happy this Christmas! Details on Page 243. Jesigned for superb safety and comfort 
06 25 21056— Men's full size. Each pair 49.98 E 06 25 21066— 15" long. Pair 29.98 

Pro-Quality Gloves, not shown 
25 21075—15" long. Pair... 24.98 

9) Extra-Long Gloves. 16" long 

06 25 21065 —Each pair 21.98 

) Good quality Full-Size Gloves 
ar well. Ventilated leather palm. Wrist 

from strong jed 
edvinylon remainder c;cloth-ba 

ural Tar ack) 
35(Gold/ Black) or 70(Red/White) 

06 25 21277 C—Each pair 16.98 

Junior Pro Gloves, not shown. Leather 
palm, step-down plastic thumb, plastic 

G Adjustable Elastic Suspenders. $ K Protective Ankle Guards. Foam-padded. Black wris ance is cloth-backed vinyl. 
06 25 21757 —Men's. Each 1.99 vinyl. For boot size 6 or under only State 35(Gold/ Black), 70(Red hite), 

06 25 21758—Boys'. Еасі 1.89 06 25 22055—Each pair 3.69 or 51(Natural Tan/ Black) 

y 06 25 21278 C—Each pair 10.98 
H Elastic Garter Belt For Boot Size 6% and up 

06 25 22020— Men's. Each 229 062522054—Each pair 429 11 Junior Viny! Gloves. Suede palms 
; k 

5 lack), O1(Le 

06 25 22021—Boys'. Each 1.59 L Protective Elbow Pads with foam-padded poly Las EM ms 
aps. A 5t for all hockey players 

tic waist, cushioned —Each рай 
J Aani Ey MEA 36) 13840)" 06 25 21955— Pre-teen. Each pair 3.99 0025 212/00: DIO UN 6.49 

06 25 22060 A-Each 2.79 06 25 21956— Boys’ to 15 years. Each pair 4.49 Beginners’ Vinyl Gloves, по! shown 
Suede leather palms, good padding for 

06 25 22059 A-Boys': (20-24), M(26-28)". Ea. 2.49 06 25 21957—Men's full Each pair 4.99 boys to 8 years. State: OX Black) 
01(L ), 02(Canadiens), 03(Bruins). 

216 4 | Sears 06 25 21280 C—Each pair 5.29 
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[2] Boys" Sweater /Stocking Set 
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A Oval-ShapedRinktorbackyard 
sure skating 
ле too! If ice 

n next temper 
в drop below 32°. Heavy-duty 

nylene liner secures to 
galvanized steel wall, deep lip 
oping prevent jamage from 

skates. Reinforcing safety stakes for 
added wall support. 5" high walls. 
003 gauge liner. With face-off 
spots, Red and Blue lines, repair kit 
12' x 26 
06 25 22077 DL-Eact 29.98 

Rink as Above but 15' x 32 
06 25 22078 DL—Each 39.98 

B Circular Rink. Reusable as 
above. Construction as above 

walls, .002 ga. poly liner 
ts or lines. Witt 

16° diam 
06 25 22080 DL Each 10.98 

Rink as Above but 25' diameter 
06 25 22081 DL—Eact 17.98 

HOCKEY NETS FOR USE INDOORS OR OUTDOORS C 12 x 24' Instant Rink. Lay 
heavy-gauge polyethylene on 

ABOVE FOLDING 98 FOLDING GOAL 98 _ non-roLoing 98 Ad PORA. Варна to 
GOAL ONLY WITH STICKS, BALL HOCKEY GOAL for a smooth skating surface. Can 

be used side by side 
1-2 Regulation Size Goals. Pr Deluxe Folding Goal, not shn. As 06 25 22076—Eact 5.99 

style. Strong zinc-plated tubular at left but folds to height of 2' tor 
steel frames, prestrung nylon netting storage. Assembied D Pro-Style Helmet for top 

Frame abt. 57” w. x 44" h. x 22" d 06 25 22071 DL—Each 16.98 protection. Extremely high 
mpact plastic. Air bag and suspen 

(1) Folding Goal Set comes with 48 2) Non- -Folding Goal. Easy t sion inter in the same shell. Cool 

Stick, 48" goal stick and an officia up and take down. Rigid centre air vents. inflates to fit ali sizes. 
hockey ball. Easy-to-set-up goa! comes support. Partially assembled 06 25 21807 — White. Eact 
partially assembled. Folds as shown for 25 2 5 DL—Each 12.98 E 
Convenient storage > s 22008 п ege tt el Mouth Guard/Chin Cup. M 

06 25 22079 DL—Each set 19.98 ws gerne lain ү ha i mter bay polycarbonate guard supported anc 
goal net at left and above x ioned by dental vinyl to protect 

Folds for easy storage Folding Goal only. As above 44 x 22" frames and teeth. Fits most helmets 

і 06 25 22074 DL—Each 14.98 06 25 22044—Each 3.99 06 25 21763—Each 3.49 

E One-Piece Hockey Helmet 
molded from high-impact plas. 

ned. Air vents. 
A appr te. 5106 

N L(7% up) 
06 25 21813 A- Each 7.99 

F-G Shin Pads made from high 
mpact polyethylene. With 

mfortable poly felt lining 

NOTE: Measuremen 
knee centre to base of pad 

F) Small Boys A Pads 

3000 Quality Junior Pads 
06 25 21817—12 Pair 4.29 

хі Quality Intermediate Pads 
06 25 21814—13 5.99 

z 300d Quality Ful s 
062521815—14 6.99 

all Model shin pad 
ng 

18] 06 25 21818—Each pair 8.99 

3) Our Best Quality Shin Pads 
fte tection and bette 

quality sctior 

Peewee Shin Pads 

3 Junior Hockey Goal sets up 5 Sherwood Junior Curve hockey 6 Duffle Bags in famous-team 06 25 21792—10 3.39 

juickly so he can fire a few s blade. Overa lors. Strong 8 z JCK unior Pro Shin Pad 

practice shots any time. Measures Nylon draw rope. 12 x 28" deep. 0625 21795—1 Pai 4.69 

about 52 x 39 x 18" deep. Boston Bruir 

06 25 22018 DL—Each 8.99 2.19 062522027—Еас! 1.99 Pair 7.49 

Replacement Netting for above Left-Hand Stick Montreal Canadiens н 
junior goal. Strong nylor 06 25 21241 DL—Eac! 219 0625 — ach 1.99 dares RA 

с onto Maple Leafs 
06 25 22045—Each 2.99 ^ Sherwood Mohawk Hockey Stick. — 06 25 22034- Each 1.99 Ta Style Pads 

ex Curved fibre glass А 06 25 21 154”. Pair... 12.98 
A ep Fry Hockey Net таз mately 50 to 8 long 7 Heavy- Duty Sports Bag f tough ex E s 

x 15" goal with nylon netting У k n draw rope Quality Shoulder P for 
Also comes with a 36" hockey stick Right-Hand Stick About 12 x 30 das 2 RT H recht scene al ve es 
x Ken. off cial no-bounce street 06 25 21268 DL—Each 2.49 06 25 22037 Each 1.99 neh nn 

dao er Left-Hand Stick Extra-Deep Bag with handle. Not ered with White 
06 25 22075 DL-Eachset .. 7.99 062521267 DL—Ea 249 4 AD. 14 236" door 06 25 21932— Pre-teer 
Hockey Puck. Official size. Made of Super Blade’, the durable plastic 06 25 22036—Each 2.99 06 25 21933—Teens 

durable rubber replacement blade. Can be shaped 8 АН -Purpose Bag. 12-oz. duck 06 25 21934—Full size. Ea. . .8.99 
1 2 and warpedto any extent you desire lose; riveted handle 06 25 21118—Ea 25c i bird 3 ی ر ا pe aal — J Shoulder Caps, similar t 

F houlder pads 

Credit details on Page 243 06 25 21114—Eact дос 0625 22042—Eact 9.99 pom ойе 
secures them to апт ts 

r p f 1 all size 

218 6 | Sears] SIMPSONS-SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED 06 25 21935— Each pair 5.99 
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є; | Лит your yard into a 
sons смт | family skating centre! 

wall from 
sharp skates 

th ̂i 

[С] instant rink! 12 x 24, 599 [0] Pro style helmet 999 mouth guara 349 

Shin pads for all ages 299 to 1298 Protective, lightweight shoulder pads 499 to 899 
[Sears] 2-36 219 
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Built for comfort, 

support and top 

protection! 

1 Juvenile Skates, ideal for y 

E 5 

06 25 17305 A—Br 

2 ‘Fury’ Hockey Skates have 
r а je lir E sue 

plate steel blac 

06 25 16050 A—Eact 10.98 

06 25 16051 A—Y ze 5 h pai 11.98 

06 25 16052 A 6,7,8,9 a 12.98 

You can charge it! 
Credit details on Page 243 

Exclusive to Sears! Bot 

om 06 25 16174 A—Each pair 22.98 

E added quarte 06 25 16175 A—Each pair 23.98 
and ce tongue 

мегрг unter 3 key 
ayers or pleasure skaters of all age 06 25 16176 A—Each pa 24.98 

TEAM COLOR SKATES Toronto. Blue/White 3 
06 25 16111 A—Boy Pair. 14.98 

4 Quality Hockey Skates. Split-lea 06 25 16112 A t Рг. 15.98 
ts have grained vinyl lining f 06 25 16113 АМ 16.98 

3 blad Boston. Yellow/Black. Sizes at 
x à 06 25 16120 A y 14.98 

) с 06 25 16121 A t T 15.98 

Montree o - 06 25 16122 A—M 16.98 

a y є к 19 Montreal. Re White є at left 

4 1 06 25 16114 A 4 14.98 

4a 06 25 16115 A t 15.98 

M 06 25 16116 A—Mı 16.98 

220 4 | Sears FOR HOW SKATES FIT SEE PAGE 223 
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SPORTS CENTRE 

NHL-approved 

skates Ву === 
Bauer тт 

Here's the quality 
and design you want! 

32% 

Bauer ‘Special Pro’ tor last 

ned 

06 25 16178 A—Black/ Burg: 

* Men's and youths' skates 
with nickel-plated blades En iod 
that hold their edge Xo 

These Quality Hockey Skates are 
t t Tor 

* All-new leather-and-nylon 
construction for superb 
comfort and protection 

* Nylon mesh interlining for 
added foot safety 

06 25 16171 A \ 34.98 ч 
06 25 16179 A—Black and Burgundy. Pair 89.98 

GET THE PROPER FIT! SEE PAGE 223 sears | А 221 
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Quality Figure Skates for mother or daugh 

ter! White split leather boots, smooth-fitting 
genuine suede leather lining. Foam rubber 
ankle pads for comfort and protection 
Two-piece foam-lined tongue, high-cut styl 
ing. Felt-lined insole, composition outer sole 
Nickel-plated steel blades are rust resistant 
Girls’ sizes! 11, 12, 13, 1, 2 
06 25 16437 A—Each pair 13.98 
Misses’ sizes' 3, 4, 5 
06 25 16438 A—Each pair 14.98 
Women's sizes’ 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
06 25 16439 A—Each pair 15.98 

222 a [Sears 

N 

very . 
special 
Ф 

еа, 
Our most popular- 

priced skates 
for him or her, 

for young or old! 

. 1398 
^ 

N 

Hockey Skates for the Men in the Fami 

ly—they're great for pleasure skating too 
Nickel-plated steel blades hold their edge 
to keep you sharp! Black and Brown split 

leather and vinyl uppers have grained vinyl 
lining for support; foam felt-lined tongue 
Molded toes, composition soles 

Boys’ sizes! 10, 11, 12,13 
06 25 16071 A—Each pair 13.98 

Youths’ sizest 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
06 25 16072 A—Each pair 14.98 

Men's sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1 
06 25 16073 A—Each pair 15.98 

'GET THE RIGHT FIT! SEE PAGE 223 

Speedy 
Velcro 

closing 

N 

1 Quality Velcro Figure Skates by Bauer. Take sec 

onds to put on or take off because of Velcro closing 

Form-fitting outers of split-grain leather, softly lined Bauer's 

Club Special figure skate blades are made from high-quality 
nickel-plated steel. With double-weight leather soles 

heavy-duty counters, padded tongue 

06 25 16442 A—Misses’* 11,12,13,1,2,3. Pair 27.98 

Women's sizes! 4, 42,5, 52,6, 6%, 7, 75,8, 8/2,9,9 

06 25 16443 A—Each pair 29.98 

2 Velcro Hockey Skates by Bauer. Plastic boot, molded 

plastic toe. Split leather trim, waterproof outsoles Felt 

interlining, nickel-plated steel blades 

06 25 16144 A—Boys' sizes! 10, 11, 12, 13. Pair 17.98 

0625 16145 A— Youths’ sizes" 1 3, 4, 5. Pair 18.98 

06 25 16146 A—Men's' 6, 7,8, 9, 10, 11 19.98 12. Pr 

Ji 7 

HANDY SKATING ACCESSORIES 

Skate Guards for hockey or figure skates 

06 25 22073—Cut to fit all blade sizes. Pair 79c 

4-6 Orlon* Acrylic Pile Accessories add to her skating 

comfort. 95(White), 80(Blue) or 70(Red) 

(4) Headband. One size fits all 

06 25 17604 C—Each 1.98 

(5) Mitts. Soft, warm and furry 

06 25 17606 B—Child's: (3-4), M5), L(6-7). Pair 2.29 

06 25 17605 B—Women's: S(6%). M7), L(7%-8). Pr... 2.29 

(6) Skate Warmers. Slip on, zip up 

06 25 17607 B—Girls’: S(7-10), M(11-1). Each pair 3.29 

Women's: S(2-4), M(5-7), L(B-10) 

06 25 17608 B—Each pair 4.39 
Reg'd Can. Т.М 
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Her first 

skates 

6.99 

Lined skates, a gift she'll appreciate! 
1 Little Girls’ Beginners’ Skates. Split leather boc 

Leather ankle ар teel t blades, wa! 
4.5 FullGrain Leather Figure Skates. Rust-res 

tant nickel-plated steel blades. White soles. I 

06 25 17308 A—White. Each pair 4) Fine Quality Figure Skates with soft 
ning. Rubber si 

Mi 2 Women's Fleece-Lined Figure Skates with tongue es's 2 5 
jues White split leather uppers and rus: 06 25 16402 A—Each pair 15.98 

blade: »en's' 5, 6, 7, 8,9 Women's sizes! 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
06 25 16431 A—E 14.98 06 25 16403 A—Each pair 17.98 
a gue ЭКИН. As above but with pile ned cuff j ated steel = Deluxe Figure Skates by Bauer, our finest 
‘copay PROBEN n А аы quality erbly comfortable leather 06 25 17309 A—White. Each pair 12.98 Burgundy leather soles. Com! 
Kalfsuede'-Lined Figure Skates. A ed cuffs and with : es разд Ciut rust-resistant nickel-plate el blade р D ee 
06 25 16434 A—Girls 1, 12, 13, 1, 2. Each pair 10.98 = Re г 4 des i 06 25 16435 A— 56 ' 3, 4, 5. Each pair 11.98 — s 3 « 
06 25 16436 A—Women's s * 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Each pair 12.98 06 25 16440 A—Each pair 32.98 

w геѕ' 4,4%, 5 6, 6%, 7, 75, 88 3 раке. Lined Pleasure Skates—great for beginners. White ) 9% 10 
i O ene m 06 25 16441 A—Each pair 34.98 i = 

- 06 25 17009 A Gir Misses’ sizes’ 11, 12, 13, 1, 2,3, 4 Pr 11.98 'NOTE: When ordering skates, order regular shoe 06 25 17010 A—Women's sizes’ 6, 7, 8, 9. Each pair 13.98 ze. If wearing heavy socks, order next size ur 223 
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Top ski fashions by Pedigree 

Complete 3995 Warm-up [398 
outfit pants only 

A-B His 'n' Her Ski Outfits by Pedigree. They offer ‹ 

up-to-the-mi style—real professional quality tha 
a ‘lift’! Nylon shelt gives you and durability 
the wind. Insulated with px extreme 

super-warm. Both jacket anc 
Nylon lining throughout. P 
Dry-clean for best results 

(A) Men's Outfit, incluc 

3t look 
ar fiberfill 

J pants and jacket. State color г 
70(Red), 86(Royal) or 88(Navy). Order by 

Chest 36 38 40 42 44 46 

Pants fit 30 32 34 36 38 40 

06 25 35013 B—Outfit, ea 39.98 

(B) Women's Outfit, inc ing pant 

6 89(S! 
Order by suit size: 8 

06 25 35014 B—Outtit, each 39.98 

Men's Warm-up Pants Only. As at 

06 25 35562 B— 70(Red), 86(Royal). f 13.98 

Women's Warm-up Pants only 6. 18 

06 25 35568 B--64(Rose), 89 y 13.98 

224 a [Sears] 

- NES 

Du ~ 

Great Values in Basic Ski Wear 

Jacket 1998 Warm-up [398 

only pants 

C-D Pedigree Basic-Style Ski Jackets. N 
wind. Insulated г 

C) Men's Jacke 

06 25 35018 8—8 

D) Women's Jacket 
06 25 35019 B—79(F 

Е.Е Basic-Style Warm-Up Pants by Co 
hell is water-repellent. Nylon I 

38(Navy). 48(W 

5(8-10), M(12-14), L(16-1 

mt zippers, vinyl ап à 
Wome (Navy). lor-matched to jackets, Item (C). P. 225. 

E) Men's Pants. Sizes 28-30), M 34), 1036-38), XL(40) 

06 25 35582 B—88(Navy), 70(Red), 86(Royal). Dry clean. Each 13.98 

Women's Pants. Sizes: S(8- 10), M(12 (16 
06 25 35583 B—88(Navy), 64(Rose). 2% Dry clean. Each 13.98 

Youths' Pants, as at t shown). 70(F r 88(Navy 
O age: S(8-10), М(12-14), L(16) 

06 25 35584 B—Dry-clean. Each 10.98 

All-Wool Toques. State 86(Royal) or 95(White) 

06 25 35435 C—One size fits all. Each 5.99 

Charge it and get out on the slopes right away! Credit details on Р. 243 
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Fashionable 
and fully 
insulated 
family 
fun wear 
hy Colin 

AB О 
wate 

s for the Young Skier 
hell and lining are wind and 

(A) Boys’ Outfit. Pa 
and domes. Ct 
80 yal Blue 

06 25 35306 B—[ 

В) Girls' Outfit. Раг 
t. 71(Raspberry), 8 

06 25 35307 B—Dry-Clean. Ea 

C Deluxe Down Ski Jacket 

06 25 35071 B—Dry-Cle Ea. 44.98 

Women's Jacket. In your c! t 
23(Mint), 86(Royal É 
игез: S(8-10), M(1 16-18 

06 25 35072 B—Dry-Clean. Еа. 44.98 

D All-Wool Toq 
with car 

Down-Filled Ski Mitts 

1598 

06 25 35670 A— Each pair 15.98 
A 225 
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Watch for the 
Ski Canada tested 
and approved seal 
on equipment sold 
in our catalogue 
and retail stores 

Simpsons-Sears is proud to announce that Ski 

Canada has officially joined us in an advisory 

capacity to assist in the development and testing 
of merchandise sold in our ski shops. Any equipment 

receiving the Ski Canada Approval has been 
extensively slope tested as well as bench tested. 

To the Customers of Simpsons-Sears: Our National Ski Team 
appreciates the contributions you are making through the 
purchase of specially selected merchandise 

Again this year, | am happy to say that Simpsons-Sears and 
the National Ski Team are cooperating to bring you these fine 
ski products. The National Ski Team is very proud of our 
association with these manufacturers of quality ski items 
We hope that you will enjoy them 

Thank you 

iy ДЫ Alpine Program 
Director 

1-4 Ski Accessories by Colin. Like those used by Canada's 
National Ski Teams. All in 

(1) Ski Bag holds 1 pair skis with bindings, poles. 68” long 

hard-wearing vinyl 

06 25 34431 —Heavy-duty zipper, handle. Each 14.98 

(2) Boot Bag protects 1 pr. boots. 16 x 10% x 14" h. at peak 

06 25 34432— Heavy-duty zipper, handle. Each 6.50 
(3) Tote Bag. Measures 17% x 10% x 13%" high. 
06 25 34430— Heavy-duty zipper, handle. Each 11.98 

(4) Kit Bag for all your ski accessories. 17% x 6 x 11" high 

06 25 34433—Heavy-duty zipper, handle. Each 6.50 

5 Heavyweight All-Woo! Toque by Colin. As worn by the 
National Ski Team. White, as shown 

06 25 35462— Adult's. One size fits all. Each 8.00 

06 25 35463— Youth's. One size fits all. Each 6.50 

B Zermatt Ski Socks by Hanson. 54% nylon-469 wool 
88(Navy), O9(Black), 86(Royal Blue), 70(Red) 

06 25 35818 C—Men's. One size fits 10-13. Each pair 3.29 
06 25 35819 C— Women's. One size fits 9-11. Each pair 3.29 

226 a [Sears] 

Fortrel" polyester-insulated skiwear 

JACKET PANTS 

29% ES 
e Lightweight warmth with polyester fill 

* Wind and water-resistant nylon shell/lining 

e Action styling with comfort built in 

Ski Jackets feature stand-up, dome-closure collar to fight off cold winter 
blasts. Jumbo zipper and dome-closure front to cut drafts. Zipper closure on 
arms keeps snow out. 70(Red), 86(Royal Blue) 

Men's Sizes: S(36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46)" chests. 

06 25 35198 B—Dry-clean. Each 29.98 
Women's Sizes: S(8-10), M(12-14), L(16-18) 

06 25 35199 B—Dry-clean. Each 29.98 

Warm-Up Pants. Jumbo side zippers for easy dressing. 70(Red), 86(Royal 

Men's Sizes: S(30-32), M(34-36), L(38-40), XL(42-44)" waists. 

06 25 35598 B—Dry-clean. Each 19.98 

Women's Sizes: S(B-10), M(12-14), L(16-18) 

06 25 35599 B—Dry-clean. Each 19.98 

Matching Downfill Mitts for men or women. Wind and water-resistant nylon 
shell and lining. Warm down insulation. 70(Red), 86(Royal) 

Sizes: XS(7-7 5), S(8-8 2), M(9-9%), L(10-10%) 

06 25 35675 B—Each pair 11.98 
Reg'd Can. TM 
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A SPARE TIP 
Durable plastic spares to replace a broken ski toe. Fit 
most cross-country skis. Assorted colors. 
06 25 34715 D—Each 2.99 

B WAXKIT 
Includes instructions, metal scraper, bottle opener, cork 
spreading stick, 3 hard waxes and 1 soft wax 
06 25 34711 D—Kit, each 8.99 

C SKIPOLE 
Touring-style burnt Tonkin shaft. Suede grip 

Approximate sizes 47, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59 

06 25 34728 DLA—Each pair 9.99 

D CROSS-COUNTRY BINDING 

With easy-handling simplicity. Front-throw adjustment 
06 25 34723 D—Fits boot sizes 5 to 7. Each 4.99 

06 25 34724 D—Fits boot sizes 7% to 12. Each .. 4.99 

E MEN'S OR WOMEN'S SKI BOOT 

SkiCanada-tested and approved. Leather upper and toe 

reinforcement. Foam-padded snow cuff; snow-guard 

bellows tongue. Molded polyurethane sole. Predrilled 
holes for 3-pin binding. Acrylic fleece lining 

Men's 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 53(Tan), O9(Black) 

06 25 34731 DB—Each pair 29.98 

Women's sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 53(Tan), 70(Red) 

06 25 34732 DB—Each pair 29.98 

Е HARTOLA CROSS-COUNTRY SKI 

Multilaminated, hickory base is resin-treated— needs по 
tar. Hickory edges. About 67, 71, 75, 77, 79, 81, 83" 
06 25 34726 DLA—Each pair 36.98 

б 'NO-WAX' CROSS-COUNTRY SKI 

Pytex base—needs little or no waxing. 2 mohair strips 
on bottom surface aid in hill climbing with little loss in 
forward glide. Profile top. 

Approximate sizes 67, 71, 75, 77, 79, 81, 83 

06 25 34727 DLA—Each pair 52.98 

PACKAGE DEALS 
A great way to save money and get all the supplies you'll 
need. State ski, boot and pole size as well as catalogue 
no. of bindings and if tor men or women 

SAVE $6.95 ON HARTOLA PACKAGE 

Separately costs 81.94. Includes Items C, D, E, Р 

06 25 34740 DLXE4— Package, each 74.99 

SAVE $7.95 ON 'NO-WAX' SKI PACKAGE 

Separately costs 97.94. Includes Items C, D, E, G 

06 25 34741 DLXE4—Each 89.99 

SIZING FOR CROSS-COUNTRY EQUIPMENT 

Skis—Hold arm straight up; measure wrist to floor 
Poles—Measure from underarm to floor 
Boots—Order normal street-shoe size 

Backpack outfit for two 11000 

If winter finds you pining for warmer weather, here's a 
step in the right direction! Buy your summer outing 
equipment for that escape to nature you've been dream. 

ing about ... everything you'll need—an ideal gift item 
too! 2-person nylon pack tent with coated waterproof 

floor. Screen door with 3-way zippers. Screened back 

window with outside zipped flap. Size 5 x 7 x3%' h. 2 
sleeping bags with 1'4-Ib. polyester fiberfill insulation 
Blue nylon shell, lining; roll-up Yellow hood. 28 x 75" 
finished. Bags can be zipped together. Dry-clean or 

wash in large commercial washer. 2 nylon backpacks 
onaluminum frames. 15% x 20% x 6%”. 2 vinyl ponchos 
double as groundsheets. Attached hood; snap 

fasteners. Yellow. Opens to 75 x 54". 2 knife 
fork/spoon sets of stainless steel. Folding 2-burner 
stove (Sterno-type) in rust-resistant steel. 13 х6 x 4%" 
h. Folds flat. 3 cans of Sterno fuel incl. Deluxe polished 
aluminum cook set serves 3. All pieces fit into pot 
Frypan forms lid. Handle attaches to pot or frypan. 3 
plates, 3 plastic cups, salt/ pepper shaker 

06 25 45098 DL—9.00 monthly. Cash, ea. set. 110.00 

One-Man Outfit, as above, but with 1-man tent (3 x 6% 
x 2'4' h.), 1 sleeping bag, 1 backpack in Blue, 1 poncho 
1 knife/fork/spoon set. Stove, fuel and cook set as 
above. 7.00 monthly. 
06 25 45099 DL—Cash, each set 65.00 

For Complete Credit Details See P. 243 
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Ski Sets 
BUYING GUIDE FOR SKIS 

Solid maple, for beginner, intermediate 
Laminated maple, for intermediate or expert 

Leather harness— use with snow or ski boots 
Cable binding with safety toe and front throw 
Step-in binding, full satety—step in and go 

Painted base, requires waxing 

Polyron base, little or no waxing needed 
Painted top surface— protective, good looking 

interlocking metal edges for better control 
Inset tip and tail 
Screwed-on tip and tail 

Bamboo poles included 
Steel poles included 
Poles not included (sold separately 

NOTE: Al! ski lengths quoted on these two 
pages are approximate measurements 

(A) Olympic Set. Ski lengths quoted. 

06 25 34354 DL-4'6”. Each set 42.98 

06 25 34355 DL-5'0". Each set 43.98 

06 25 34356 DL-5'3". Each set 44.98 

06 25 34357 DL-5'6". Each set 46.98 

06 25 34358 DL-5'9". Each set 47.98 

06 25 34359 DL-6'0”. Each set 48.98 

(B) S-100 Set. State ski length req'd 

062534325DLA-39”, 42". Ea. Set 37.98 

062534326DLA -48", 51", 54”. Set. 41.98 

062534327DLA -60 63 Set. 45.98 

Fine Quality Aluminum-Shaft Poles to 
match Olympic and S-100 skis. State color 
number when ordering: 70(Red with White) 

30(Yellow with Red) 
Approximate sizes 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 

06 25 34630 DLB-Each pair 5.99 

SPORTS CENTRE 

A [8 [c] 0 (E) 
OlympicS-100 Maverick Rocket Alpina 

Yes Yes Yes 
Yes | Yes 
= E = = Yes 

Yes 
Yes | Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes 
Yes | Yes м - 
Yes Yes Yes Yes | Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
- Yes 

Yes Yes 
Yes | Yes = 

C) Maverick Set. Ski lengths quoted 

06 25 34258 DL-3'6" Ea. set.. 29.98 

06 25 34259 DL-4'0". Ea 30.98 

06 25 34260 DL-4'6" Ea. set. 31.98 

06 25 34261 DL-5'0". Ea. set. 34.98 

06 25 34262 DL -5'6". Ea. set.. 37.98 
06 25 34263 DL-5'9" Ea. set. 39.98 

D) Rocket Set. Ski lengths quoted 

06 25 34343 DL -3'6". Ea. set.. 18.98 

06 25 34344 DL-4'0". Ea 19.98 

06 25 34345 DL-4'6". Еа. set. 20.98 

06 25 34346 DL-5'0". Ea. set.. 21.98 

06 25 34347 DL-5'6". Ea. set. 22.98 

(E) Alpina Set. Ski si quoted. 

06 25 34188 DL-2'6" et 8.99 

06 25 34189 DL-3'0". Ea. set 9.99 

06 25 34190 DL-3'6". Ea. set. 10.99 

06 25 34191 DL-4'0" Ea set. . 11.99 

06 25 34192 DL-4'6". Еа. set.. 12.99 

HOW TO ORDER SKI EQUIPMENT 

Skis—beginners, order up to own height; all 

Poles— with arms straig 
to the ground: п sure from 

Boots—order same size as street shoe. Forc 

228 a [Sears] 

your sides, bend tores 
st to ground 

others, order 6-9" over own height 
m so that it is parallel 

е heel to rear tor comfortable, tight fit 

SAVE $3.97-$10.97 
Complete Maverick Ski Outfit 4599 

Outfit Would Separately Cost49.96-62.96 (depending on size 
ncludes skis, poles and bindings as listed in chart at left with 
Mav ski. Buckle boots as sold below. Be certain to state 
ski and boot size with order 

06 25 34560 DLXE2—Ski sizes 3'6"-4'6". Each 45.99 

06 25 34561 DLXE2—Ski sizes 5'0"-5'9". Each 51.99 

Buckle Ski Boots. Leather-look molded rubber with easy-to 
adjust buckles. Padded tongue. Felt linings. 

06 25 34161 DA—Child's 10, 11, 12, 13. Pair 19.98 

06 25 34162 DA— Child's 1 and 2. Pair 19.98 

06 25 34163 DA— Youth's 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Pair 22.98 

Charge it! Credit details on P. 243 

SAVE $3.97-$5.97° 
Complete Rocket Ski Outfit up 

Outfit Would Separately Cost38.96-45.96 (depending on size 
Includes skis, poles and bindings as listed in chart at left witt 
Rocket ski. Buckle boots as listed below. Be certain to state sk 
and boot size with order 

06 25 34444 DLXE2—Ski sizes 3'6"-4'0". Eact 34.99 

06 25 34445 DLXE2—Ski sizes 4'6"-5'6". Each 39.99 

Buckle Ski Boots (description as with Maverick Outfit 

06 25 34161 DA—Child's 10, 11, 12, 13. Pair 19.98 

06 25 34162 DA—Child's 1 and 2. Pair 19.98 

06 25 34163 DA — Youth's 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Pair 22.98 
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SAVE when you buy a complete ski outfit! 
1-2 Skis. Step-in Suwe-Austria t 

S-100 Skis. Multila 
nterlocking metal bottom edges, pla 

06 25 34590 DLA 

) Kastle Medalist Fiber Glass Skis. SKI CANADA approve 
c top sheet, sides. 1 

06 25 34591 DLA— Built-in tip and tail protectors. Each pr 

n tip and tail protector 

wich constructior 

4 Munari-Super Boots. Waterproof 

89.98 

дед rubber grip and basket 
06 25 34632 DLA Approx. sizes 44,46,48,50.5 

5.7 Goggles—with t 10 Quality Ski Poles. Tubular alumir 

5) Uvex Children's Goggles with Yellow 

with Yellow/Green lense Economy Goggles 

7) Uvex Snow King 
a wide field of vision 

our best quality goggle 
have excellent ver 

8 Trunk-Mount Ski Carrier f 

06 25 34656 DL 

As Above, holds 6 р 

06 25 34664 DL 

m Boot Press with 

Standard Press 

Deluxe Tyromatic Press. 

polyurethane; hi-back design. Sealed 

parallel soles. Foam-padded tongue 
nylon fleece lined. Forward action lear 

61.98 Men's Sizes 6, 6%, 7 8,8%, 9,9 
10, 1075, 11, 12 g 

06 25 34609 DLA—Pr 49.98 

Women's Sizes 6, € 7, T4, 8, 8 3 
94, 10. Blue. Reg. 59.98 

Pr. 4.99 06 25 34610 DLA—Pr 49.98 

er grip. Adjustable leather 
snap-on plastic basket. Electrostatically р 
proximate sizes 46, 48, 50, 52, 54 

06 25 34633 DLA—Each pair 6.99 

Goatskin Wineskin holds about 1 litre 

06 25 34377—Eact 3.99 

Goatskin Ski gloves with warm wool lining. Elast 
cized cuffs. Long-wearing double-leather palms 

Men's Sizes S(8-8'5), M(9-9 L(10-10 

06 25 35607 A—Black. Each pair 8.99 

Women's/ Youths’ Sizes S(6-6'%), M 8-8 
06 25 35608 A—Black. Each pa 8.99 

Supple-Tanned' Leather Ski Mitts. 'Sr jht 
elasticized cuffs alm, thumb. Wool line 

Men's Sizes S(8-8/), M(9-9 10-10 

06 25 35617 A—Black. Each pair 7.99 

Women's Sizes S(6-6'5), M(7-7 8-8 
06 25 35618 A—Black. Each pair 7.99 

Youths' Mitts—as above but with nylon foam ] 
zes 7,8, 9, 10 

06 25 35606 A— Black. Each pa 5.99 

Don't wait to enjoy winter fun—just say 'Charge It!' Credit details on P. 243 

e of skis sold at left. State 

Outfit with S-100 Skis (Item 
Separately would cost 1 
06 25 34588 DLXE3-Ea 

Outfit with Kastle Medalist Skis 

06 25 34589 DLEX3-Ea 
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A-C Wood Toboggans of select Canadian hard 

(A) 
stai 

Whatever your plans 
this Christmas... 
Whether you're staying home to 
take advantage of the snow 
or heading south for some 
relaxing sunshine—we can 

help make it a success! 

B) 

(С) 

D 

protective marine varnish 

mets 

wood thick hard maple coated with 
Ski curve hood € (A) Alpine mi 

Toboggan Size 
7%") 4 seat 

Catalogue No 
06 25 54370 DL 

Each 
24.99 

ates snow push. With 1” deepBlue/Redcushion, Glider with ) 5 seat| 06 25 54371 DL 29.99 
be Alpine peii ele ан : K imu, 1" d. cushior 7'4") 6 seat! 06 25 54372 DL 32.99 

as 2'4" Walnu 
ned runners, ski grooves tor superior tracking. (8) ‘Fury 06 25 54373 DL 16.98 

Snap-on tow rope fits into hood rings and grom- With 1” deep 06 25 54374 DL | 19.98 
Wooden crossbars. Hand rope held py Cushion 06 25 54375 DL 22.98 

leather tabs. 7 slats. Extra wide (C) ‘Racer 06 25 5437601. 9.98 
е Polypropylene hand ropes; With 1” deep 06 25 54377 DL 12.98 

aeq Ms Aue ды gs NS торе cushion 06 25 54378 DL | 14.98 
W ‚ (D) Aluminum 06 25 54379 DL 6.29 R ! Wood bars, tow ropes acer’, Priced Low! Wc bar N we Toboggan 06 25 54380 DL 899 

Rustproot Aluminum Toboggan. Non-warf with 1” deep 06 25 54381 DL 10.99 
g. lightweight. Poly ropes. 1” deep cushion. cushion 06 25 54382 DL 12.99 

Steel Toboggan. Extra-wide; деер г (E) Steel 06 25 54383 DL| 9.99 

extra speed, tracking. Injection-molded Toboggan with 06 25 54384 DL 11.99 
ssbars, rot-resistant tow rope. 1” d. cushion. 1" d. cushion 06 25 54385 DL 14.99 

7 

Wilson's 11-club golf set 109.98 

Wilson Tournament! 
stained 

ds feature Dark Walnu 
ds. Multichrome-plated 

rons. Carbon shafts have mult 
design. Deluxe composition 
Includes 1, 3, 4 woods, 2, 3, 4, § 

lamine 

reminder g 
7,8, 9 irc 6 

06 25 31167 DL—Men's right hand. Set. 109.98 

06 25 31168 DL—Men's left hand. Set 109.98 

7-Club Sets. As above but with 1 and 3 woods 
5, 7, 9 irons and putter 

06 25 31200 DL—Men's right hand. Set 74.98 

230 a Sears] 

Gift package 79.98 

You get everythinc need! 7-club set of tamou. 
Cam ' y Ebony finish laminated 
woods, single-cut forged iror hrome-plate 
Composition grips, true-tempered stee! shafts 
Includes 1, 3 woods; 3, 5, 7, 9 irons, putter. Viny 

arge front pocket, padded sling yof bag with 
rs, no choice 
tubular steel 

spoke wheels. Alsc 
Sure Flyte golf balls 

06 25 31991 DLE4-Men's R.H. Set, ea. 79.98 

06 25 31992 DLE4-Men's L.H. Set, ea 79.98 

06 25 31993 DLE4-Women's R.H. Set, ea. 79.98 

Put the young golfer right on course with this 
piece set. Great for teaching the func vals 

f the game. Proportioned in height and weight 
for youngsters 4'5" tall. Clubs all have 
chrome-plated hafts and quality le 
grig otton duck golf bag with zipper pocket 

ilso included. Set contains number 2 wood 
3 5 irons and a putter. For right-handed 

06 25 31053 DL-Junior R.H. Each set 29.98 

Get right into the swing of things— 
charge it! Details on Page 243 
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The New Funboggan! 6.99 
Here's a 3-seater toboggan made for fun 
Double-wall construction for 'cushioned-ride 
comfort. Bright-colored durable polyethylene 
Molded-in seats and handrail. Pulling rope. 

48" long x 15%" wide 
79 27 13073 DL—Each 6.99 

Save 10-16% on ‘Thunderbolt’ toboggan of 
tough, light molded polyethylene. Web 
handles. Sturdy enough to tackle daring hills 

79 27 13064 DL—36" I. Was 3.59 Ea. . 2.99 

79 27 13023 DL—48" 1 Was 4.99. Ea. 4.49 

1 
Save 30%-33% on Slide-A-Boggan. Polyethy- 
lene rolls out flat—front curls when handle is 
gripped. Rolls up for carrying or storage 
42” x 18” Slide-A-Boggan. Was 1.69 
49 27 13050—Each 1.18 
60" x 21" Slide-A-Boggan. Was 2.69 
49 27 13051—Each 1.79 

Triple-purpose baby sleigh has all-steel push / pull 

convertible handle for pushing or towing. Fold. 
down sides for easy storage and transporting. 
Easily converts to regular sleigh when baby grows. 
Constructed with strong varnished hardwood rails 
and platform, plus durable 2" steel runners and 

Supports to keep baby safe and secure. 

= 
Steering handles also 
actas safety brake 

Spiffy Sno' Surfer 7.99 
For breathtaking bobsled thrills. Rugged 
brake-steering mechanism of steel for sure 
control— over 5" deep for added protection. 
Durable linear polyethylene; deep molded 
runners for better tracking, stability, control. 
19 x 38" long. 

7927 13033 DL—Each 7.99 

SAVE $1 on Baby Sleigh Set 14% 
Padded vinyl cushion specially designed to fit any 
baby sleigh. Has bumper pad and foot pocket. Tie 

strapshold cushion on 35" sleigh. Buy the 2-piece 
set—separately 15.98. 
79 27 13037 DL—Sieigh /cushion. Ea. set 14.98 
49 27 13029— Cushion only. Each 2.99 
79 27 13034 DL—Sleigh only. Each 12.99 

Mini Sno-Jet Mobile 8.99 
Take off in this mini-snowmobile styled like 
the real ones! Steers by turning the plated 
steel handlebars left or right. Simulated dash 
controls. Body made of tough injection- 
molded polyethylene. Measures about 38 x 
14" high. Yellow/Black 
79 27 13039 DL--Each 8.99 

] Poly Saucer—concave disc of durable poly- 
ethylene twists, turns, slides and spins as it 

coasts downhill. Simply guide by shifting weight 
Vinyl handles. Sporty Red-and- Yellow 
79 27 13055 DL—26" diameter. Each 2.99 

2 Snow Blaster Saucer. 'Hot Rod' super- 
Saucer made of strong linear polyethylene to 

withstand 40* below zero temperature. Side 
handles. Bright and bouncy Yellow body with four 
"exhaust' pipes. 24" diameter 
7927 13056 DL—Each 3.49 

3 Save 1.00 on Snowshoes, a fun way for kids 
to keepfeet dry. Cold-resistant molded plastic 

bindings of non-slip webbing. About 9 x 26" long. 
7927 13011 DL—Were 4.99. Pair 3.99 

4 Super Slider Sno-Skates. Skate on snow— 
fit over any size boot or shoe. Made of strong, 

durable plastic fitted with nylon laces. One stan 
dard size fits all children. (Boots not incl.) 
49 27 13074— Pair 2.99 

Bob Skates of heavy-gauge tempered steel 
with buckle fasteners; go over shoes/ boots. 

49 27 13007—4-blade support. Pair 1.69 

B SkiPoles. 34" aluminum; plastic tips, grips 
straps. Perfect match for Mini-Skis. 

7927 13086 DL—Pair 2.99 

7 Olympic '80' Mini-Snow-Skis. Durable 
plastic double snap straps. Fit any shoe/boot 

49 27 13085—21 x 4" wide. Pair 3.99 

ars | e 231 
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SAVE $5.00 to $10.00 on 3 and 5-speed youth models 
1 SAVE'10.00 on Girls’ 5-Speed 

ma Eagle 

pa 

06 25 27499 DL—Ca 

232 s | Sears | 

ZA 

Reversible sleeping bags 
with exclusive European covers 15%, 

2 SAVES.000nBoys' 3-Speed Junior Race 
k shift a 

er. Feature 

x ackwal 

06 25 27410 DL 

3 SAVE 5.00 on Girls’ 3-Speed Bike 
gears f D 

06 25 27411 DL 0 monthly ash. ea 

For complete credit details, see Page 243 

Tall Adult-Size Sleeping Bag. A 

ADULTS CHILDS 

10%. 

80 
jreen). Apr 

06 25 40215 DLC—3-Ib. fill. Eact 

Child's Sleeping Bag. Excit 
reverses to plain Gree 

06 25 40216 DL b. f t 10.00 

Suits boy or girl 

Standard 20" Bicycle that vert 

addie. F 
24 )0 monthly 

06 25 27665 DL-Cash, ea 51.98 

ALL BIKES ARE SHIPPED 

PARTLY ASSEMBLED 

How to measure inside 
leg lengths; see page 471 

of our big Fall/Winter book 

WishbookWeb.com 



A Fog Lamp Kit set of 
amps 

hat are for safer driving 
prefocused to ex 
bility in fog. With 

»rsal 
acket fits most car 
E FOI operat 
systems only 

28 25 85403 Set. 11.99 

B Driving Lamp Kit—a: 
above; driving len 

28 25 85404—Set. 11.99 

Two Quartz Halogen log 
Lamps—r ер! ace star 

28 25 85308 —Kit 29.98 

D-E Quartz lodine Lampe 
sealed t 

D) Kit of 21 Hi-Beams. 
28 25 85293 E-Ea. 38.98 

E) Kit of 4 Lamps. 2! 
beam, 2 low-bearn 

28 25 85294 E-Ea. 76.98 

FJ Night / Fog Glasses 
Yellow filter lens c 

ıt glare fras 
sor clip-on case. Improve 

Women's Glasses 
28 25 81278—Each. 3.99 

G) Men's Glasses. 

28 25 81277 —Eact 3.99 

H) All-Plastic Clip-On's. 

28 25 81279—Eact 3.99 

Metal-Frame Glasses. 
28 25 81281—Each . 4.99 

K Our Best Car Vacuum Cleaner that's 

y home models 

L Economy Car-Vacuum Cleaner. Guarantee 

28 25 84500—Eacr 

erful 

ord plugs into 

Thermo Car Seat. Noth 
ng to plug in, yet магт 
Strong reinforced viny 
back, plaid-design fal 
front. Extra-strengtt 
ble-stitched edging 
al car seats, import or 

Jomestic cars 
28 25 97010—Fach 4,19 

M AutoCompass. Mount 
€ jast Jsh-butto: 

light, battery included 

28 25 82002—Each . 5.99 

N Snowmobile Compass 
Non-freeze hemical 

liquid. Illum.; battery 

28 25 82001—Eact 6.99 

Р PowerSupply.Provide 
110-v. DC from 12-v 

ılternator. Power upto 1000 
watts. Warranty 

28 25 82401—Each. 27.98 
R For Above 

charger attachment 
28 25 82402—Each. 15.98 

Kitchen-on-the-Go. Brew 

28 25 83080. 

Car Coffeepot. Whenonthe 
road, play it safe andstop for 
а relaxing cup о 
tea tant style imply 

t water while yo: 
a capacity of 13 oz 

28 25 80516—Each 8.99 

Braun Car Fan. Guaran 
teed for 5 years! Defog: 
and юв. Dashboa 
Switch. Use in front or rear 
of car. Smooth quiet op 
eration on 12-v. systerr 

28 25 86125—Ea. 18.98 

Defroster Gun gets rid of 
foggy or frosty window 

window 

28 25 86123—Eact 3.99 

Rechargeable Flashlight 
ps into pocket, glove 
mpartment, pur N 

eede 

Sa Safety Lantern wit 

T-U Therm-Adjust Pre- 
heaters end wir 

cold « 
Adjus at 

s the 
warmt 

850-watts; 117-v., 6 
le. 8x 8x 34” high 

T) With Built-In Timer 
Automatically turns 3 
preset time 
28 25 86038—Ea. 27.98 

U) Without Timer 

28 25 86310—Ea. 16.98 

Keeps rear window 
sater 
bobbing out of wind 
see what's behind 
enclosec lower 

Switch mounts or 

is ad able. F 

finished Black 

Save 10.00 on this deluxe 
бте 

timing, dis 

tributor actior entrifuga 

advance action 

Brilliantlight through quality 
trigger-controlled 2епог 
strobe tube Handsome 

hrome-plated housing 
rubber nose ne 1( 
barrel: For use 2 

priced at 44 9€ 

28 25 45123—Ea. 34.98 

alt! These ‘how to 

Auto Repair Manual 

28 25 45410 
Truck Manual. 

Y) Foreign Car Manual 
28 25 45413 

Save 10.00. Dwell tachom 
tor 4 ylinder 

starter 

ale ow 0 т 
h 0-6000 y 

28 25 45209—Ea 32.98 

[ Sears | 6 233 
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GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR DAD 

Craftsman Propane Kit SAVE 1.00 
f e do-it Easy-t 

nar Never Priced Lower! 
watt ini Weller 100/14 

soldering kit ja 
heat gun plu 

plu r thing you need for sı 
jering. Ir 

09 25 36155-Kit. 9.88 

long. Reg. 

0925 30787 DL 

SAVE 2.00. Craftsmar SAVE 2.99 SAVE 8%. Cast-ir м6 SAVE 3.08. Craftsmar 
standard-duty tapler with 36 р witt wide jaw 3 spark plug too 
power-packed to drive '4 Each draw x ty. Milled ar includes quick 
t staples. Regular 46 | jase turns througt release ratchet y 

compression. 7" long Over x 6% x tee! handle. Re spark plug Jsocket 
Includes 84 staples. Re 1 r r wall placeable jaw faces. Reg exter Plasti 

38 mount. Reg. 13.96 jlar 11.98 pouch 

CRAFTSMAN? 09 25 30535-Ea 9.98 09 25 33152-Ea. 10,99 09 25 33407D-Ea. 10.99 09 25 42944-Set 10.99 

7-piece set 

699 

SAVE 2.99. Craftsmar SAVE 1.98. Craftsmar smar SAVE 1.00. 3-p se 
ren Kromedge* steel triple ket set in attractive gift box 

blade pack—with one 7 nclude: à wide 
p J blade, one 7 jrop-forged steel blades 

tc js n blade € xte bar Non-slig vinyl yip 
х4", “axe and #2 Pt , 4 ade. Stays k-release hand long. Ground 

ps; #1 and #2 Robertso Wrenches mea: at harper up to 5 time tic box te ) r 

blades. Attractively gift-boxed ) n plastic pouct ) tha "rd alloy steel ne ecise cutting 
Reg. 8.98 Reg. 13.98 blades. Sep. cost 11.97 would cost Reg. 5.99 

09 25 32289— Set 6.99 092540580-Set 10.99 092528029-Set 9.99 09 25 44732 10.99 092530292-Set.. 4.99 

SAVE 7%! Craftsman Mechanic's SAVE 15.00. 14" electric 'Power SAVE 12.44. Home and shop vac SAVE $4! Was 26.98. Gem tumbler 
Tool Box. Full-length piano hinge harp' chain saw—weighs only 14 5.5-Imp., 6.6-1 ap.) with kit. Has everything you need to 
2 heavy-duty drawbol t utlogs B g motor or rdinary rocks into super-pol 

diock hasp, plated steel handle to 28". Barracuda chain has ps 1-hp peak output jem stones. Kit includ " 
Divided tote tray. Of rugged stee specially shaped teeth to cut Unique air stem leaves tones, findings, polishir 
with baked-on enamel finish ir faster thar jard saws. Roller dirt « x higt easy-to-follow instructions. Rugged 
choice of 60(Red range) nose for utting, less friction steel drum. Kit includes: vacuum steel motor housing and vinyl barrel 
11(Gre Green). O s hain-tightening adjustment. Twist plus dolly with 4 plastic wheels with rubber liner. Guaranteed 1 year 
19" wide x 7" deep x 7" h a knot harpen chain while saw 2-pc. extension handle. 6' hose from purchase. Meas 
color = on order. Reg. 8.98 runs. 100% ball-bearing motor for rectangular nozzle, crevice tool, 14 appr y 10 
09 25 33190 DC—Eact 829 ong life. Manual chain oiler. 110 floor nozzle, t x 4%" high. 110-120 60-cycle 

120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Reg. 99.98 filter bags AC operation 
— 09 25 59192 DL—Each 84.98 09 25 29102 DLE2 it 49.99 09 25 34000 DL—Kit 22 234 36 [Sears] : xi vo 
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SAVE $32.42 on combination offer! 
Complete CRAFTSMAN 

Тоо! Workshop. ite 
parately w 

A '-НР Orbital Sander 
09 25 24263 

3273—Eact 

б «HP %" Drill 

09 25 22052 
D 13-Piece Bit Set 

09 25 22711 

E Metal Case f 
09 25 22454 

oke Sabre 

Power 

29.98 

29.98 

29.98 

2.49 

9.98 

Credit details, Page 243 

CRAFTSMAN INSULATION STORY 

Complete CRAFTSMAN Power-Tool Workshop of 
abre sander anda ym case. 110-120. 

Every electric tool needed 
for most home repairs or 

volt, 60-cy AL With 8 wire rd. Guaranteed 1 yea 

A) Orbital Sander. Develop 

ey to start your own workshop 
x In one money-saving package! 
vr 

( $^" Drill f Jouble-redi 

tion ge 1200 pindle lock 7.00 
1 зу k re N elease. Double cash monthly 

13-Pc. Bit Set ! at vana 

Metal Case holds ar rganizes the above ite 

09 25 22133 E5 tems A-E ach combinatior 69.99 

STEEL CASE 

je are double CRAFTSMAN—t 

[Sears] a 235 
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*2 systems of insulation. 
Primary— protects component 
parts; secondary isolates 
Outer casing, backs up the 
primary. Safest, most convenient 
tool you can buy! 

All portable power tools on these 2 pages are 
double insulated for safety/convenience”. 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. All guaranteed 1 year 

A WAS59.98. CRAFTSMAN Y” Variable-Speed 
Reversible Drill. Develops % hp. Trigger-action 

variable-speed switch ranges from 0 to 600 rpm 

Double reduction gears; brushes externally acces- 
sible. Hi-impact moter housing, aluminum gear 

housing. Removable top handle, fixed rear assist 

handle. Geared chuck with key. Trigger lock and 

safety switch. With 8' cord. 
09 25 22004—6.00 monthly. Cash, each 44.98 

B WAS 59.98. CRAFTSMAN 7" Circular Saw. 
Develops 1% hp; 5200 rpm. Ball, sleeve bear- 

ings. Helical gears. Brush check openings. Easy- 
view port. Depth of cut 2%” at 90°, 17$" at 45 
External safety clutch. 2-pole switch. Blade guard 
7" combination blade, rip tench, blade wrench. 8 
cord; 2" strain relief 
09 25 22839 DL—6.00 monthly. Cash, each 44.98 

98 С WAS39.98. CRAFTSMAN %" Variable-Speed 
Drill. Develops % hp. Locking trigger switch 

: safety release. No-load s to 1000 rpm. Double 
cash reduction gears; spindle lock. Ball, thrust, sleeve 

6.00 monthly bearings. Polymer motor housing and aluminum 
gear housing. With 8' 2-wire cord 

Credit details, Page 243 09 25 22053—5.00 monthly. Cash, each 29.98 

D WAS 44.98. CRAFTSMAN 2-Speed Sabre 
Saw-— 56" stroke. Develops '4 hp. 3400 strokes 

per minute HI and 2700 spm LO (no-load speed) 
Ball/sleeve bearings. Base tilts 45° right or left 
Aluminum-and-polymer housing. Externally acces. 

witch. Circle-cutting edge 
guide attachment. Auxiliary handle. 8° cord 
09 25 23288— 5.00 monthly. Cash, each 29.98 

WAS 89.98. CRAFTSMAN Variable-Speed 
Manual Scroller Sabre Saw. Develops % hp 

Trigger speed control 0 to 3000 spm. Ball, roller 
— < sleeve bearings. Sectional aluminum gear housing 

+ fibre glass motor housing. Base til to 45° right 
or lett. 4 scroller locking positions (90°, 180°, 270 
360*). Built-in sawdust blower. 3 blades, edge 
guide, chip shield. 8' cord. 
09 25 23215— 7.00 monthly. Cash, each 59.98 

CRAFTSMAN 14-Blade Sabre Saw Set—not shn 

sible brushes. Slide 

09 25 23508— Each set 749 

CRAFTSMAN Drill/Sabre Saw Box—holds 2 tools 
09 25 22486—Steel. Not shown. Each 11.98 

F WAS89.98.CRAFTSMAN 7” Circular Saw. Ое 
velops 2 hp. No-load speed 5400 rpm. Ball, roller 

bearings. Depth of cut 2%s” at 90°; 1%” at 45 
Helical gears, blade port, double pole switch, exter 
nal safety clutch, blade guard and lock. Non-glare 
finish; right or left auxiliary handle. Includes 7” 
Kromedge* combination blade, rip fence and blade 
wrench. 8° cord. 
09 25 22812 DL— 7.00 monthly. Cash, each 59.98 

CRAFTSMAN 7" Plywood Blade—not shown 
09 25 27938— For panel cutting. Each 3.39 

CRAFTSMAN Circular Saw Box—not shown 
09 25 22496 —Steel. Each 11.98 

G WAS69.98. CRAFTSMAN %-HP Router. 100% 
ball bearings. 25,000 rpm. Collet-type chuck 

grips '4" shank bits. Spindle lock for quick bit 
changes. Switch up-front. Visual depth adjustment 
graduated in 32nds up to 1%” deep. Easy-to-follow 
32-page instruction book (English). Bit not included. 
09 25 24017—6.00 monthly. Cash, each 49.98 

H Edge Guide and Contour Finger—micrometer 
adjustable. Fits all Craftsman routers. 

SAVE 80-515 

chola 2998 
5.00 monthly 

09 25 24084 —Each 12.98 

J Router Storage Box—all-steel. Fitted interior 
09 25 22498—Each 11.98 

5-Piece Router Bit Set—not shown. With bits: % 
SAVE $5 wes 24.98 М" straight face; Y%e, 4» veining: 12” V-grooving and 

chamfering. With plastic case 
REG. 29.98. This grinder has 5 x Y" grinding 09 25 24150—Each set 17.98 
wheels one fine, one medium. Aluminum : Formica Trimmer—not shown. Micro-adjustable housing. Self-aligning bronze bearings. Adjust я теи and а Ge MAS. On/off 09 25 24037 — Carbide-tipped bit. Each 19.98 
Switch. Includes 6' 3-wire cord and adapter К WAS74.98.CRAFTSMANDual-ActionSander. 
115-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 9\4 x 7% x 6" high Develops ' hp. Helical gears; 100% ball, roller 
09 25 21002 DL—Each 24.98 arings. Easily accessible motor brushes. High 

impact polymer handle and motor housing. Non 
glare satin finish aluminum base. Front assist handle 

FREE! Drop into your 4% x 9" sanding pad moves is” at 4400 orbits or 
nearest Simpsons-Sears spm. Fast-change lever from orbital to straight line. 

Store for your 3 sanding sheets— fine, medium and coarse. В' cord. 
Craftsman 1973-4 3" strain relief 

236 36 Tool Catalogue 09 25 24231—6.00 monthly. Cash, each... 49.98 
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SAVES30 Ё B ^2 
Your choice of CRAFTSMAN scroller 5 You e indes AFTS MA 

sabre saw or 7" circular saw sat r 



Forward, neutral 
reverse trans 
mission control 

Adjustable 
chute deflector 

Open-design 
discharge chute 

pivots 180 

Chain-drive 
low-speed 

solid auger 

e chains 
included 

Permanentiy 

sealed 
Itetime- 
ubricated 
bearings 

High-speed 
second-stage 

impeller 

CRAFTSMAN 
4-HP 

22998 
10%” diam. auger clears 20" path. All chain drive; 
no reverse. Recoil starter not designed for electric 
starter. Adj. chute. 1" diam. zinc-plated handles. 

2.75 x 10" semi-pneumatic tires 

09 25 52313 DW--Light snow areas. Ea 229.98 

CRAFTSMAN Snow Thrower Guarantee: For 1 
year from date of purchase, we will replace free any 
snow thrower parts found to be defective in material 
or workmanship. This warranty is void if unit has 
been subjected to misuse 

Self-propelled unit at 
our lowest price ever 
Tire chains included 

New powerful 
8-hp snow thrower 
at same price as 
'72 deluxe 7-hp 

49978 
1 This snow thrower is driven by an extra- 

powerful Briggs & Stratton fully winterized 8-hp 
engine with centrifugal clutch. Cuts through drifts 
n a breeze, because it's designed especially for 

heavy snow areas. It's a big twin-stage unit. Two 

chain-driven 10'4" diameter augers really pull in the 
snow. 2nd stage, 13'4" diameter impeller then takes 
over to send the snow flying through the crank-type 
adjustable chute. Clears a 24" wide path. The 

enclosed gear transmission has 2 forward and 2 
reverse gears in high or low-range speeds that are 
easily controlled from the panel on handle. Adjust 
able scraper blade lets you get as close to the ground 
surface as you wish. Adjustable skids reverse for icy 

conditions. 4-U.S. quart gas tank and recoil starter 

with provision for electric starter (see Item 2 below) 
114” diam. handles are 16-gauge bright zinc-plated 

steel tubing x 3" pneumatic tires. Smart 

Red/ Black finish. Guaranteed 1 year 

09 25 52348 DW—Each 

2 Electric Starter Kit for easy, quick starts 
even in sub-zero temperatures. Compact, easy 

to install. 110-volt starter, switch. Has extension 
cord and mounting bracket. Use with snow thrower 
09 25 52348 DW (Item 1) above 
09 25 52350 D-Each 

18.00 
monthly 

499.98 

B4.95 

3 CRAFTSMAN 7-HP Snow Thrower with same 
features as the 8-hp unit above, but cuts 22' 

path. Single chain-drive 16" diameter auger 
Enciosed gear transmission has neutral, forward and 
reverse positions with easily reached controls on 
handle. 4-U.S. quart gas tank with provision for 
electric starter kit (soldbelow—seeltem09 25 52349 
D). 10" x 3" pneumatic tires. Blue/Black finish 
Guaranteed 1 year 

09 25 52346 DW-Eact 369.98 

Electric Starter Kit—not shown. Similar to Item (2) 
but for 7 and 5-hp snow throwers only 
09 25 52349 D—Each 69.98 

CRAFTSMAN 5-HP Snow Thrower—not shown 
Same features as our 7-horsepower unit above, but 
designed tor lighter snow areas. Cuts a 20" path 
2-U.S. quart gas tank with provision for electric 

starter kit (see Item 09 25 52349 D above). Push-pull 
adjustable chute. No shrub bar. 10" x 2%“ semi 
pneumatic tires. Blue finish. Guar. 1 yr 

09 25 52328 DW—Each 309.98 

4 Galvanized Steel Snow Scoop—< wide 
with lock-formed sides for added strength and 

rigidity. Zinc-plated 1” steel handle bolts to scoop 
Overall size approximately 66" 

09 25 53059 DL—Each 10.99 

Snow Scoop (not shown). As above but 20" wide. 

09 25 53057 DL—Each 9.99 

5 Deluxe Snow Pusher—24” wide ribbed 
aluminum blade with steel wear strip is braced 

to fire-hardened ash handle for long life. D-grip. 

09 25 53041 DL—Overall size 52". Each 

Snow Shovel—deep-ribbed 18 
num blade with steel strip for | 

treated to prevent snow sticking. 49 
09 25 53029 DL—D-grip ash handle. Each 6.69 

7 General-Purpose Shovel for home or car 
Aluminum alloy blade is silicone treated to 

prevent snow sticking. D-grip handle of fire 
hardened ash. 1134" x 14'4” blade. 

47%" long overall 

09 25 53047 DL—Each 5.29 

8 Ice Scraper—for chopping ice. Heavy-duty 
8% x 6" one-piece carbon steel blade with 

shank. Ash handle. Overall length 57" 

09 25 53051 DL—Each 

All prices in effect until March 15th. 

7.69 

wide alumi 
9. Silicone 

5.89 

1974 

* Special terms, credit —see P. 243 
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6-Pc. Metric Wrench Sets 

Openend 599 вохепа (999 

1-2 Drop-forged from fine-grain steel... heat treated- 
and- for long service. Precision- 

broached opening. Metal clip for storing. 

(1) 6-Piece Open-End Set includes: 6 x 8: 7 x 9; 10 
X11; 12x 14; 13x 15 and 17 x 19mm. sizes. 
09 25 41253--Each set 5.99 

(2) 6-Piece Box-End Set includes: 6 x 8; 7 x 9; 10 x 
11:12 x 14; 13x 15 and 17 x 19mm. sizes 
09 25 41273--Each set 6.99 

BONUS sizes to de 

Great value at a low price! 
Handyman II7-pc. socket set 

5.00 monthly 
PLUS BONUS Credit, Page 243 

cash 

3-Drive Socket Set with '4 An ideal gift tor Dad. Set includes the 

оске! Set 
sit 

%" Drive 9-Piece Socket 
а "Me" spark plug holding sc 

4“ Drive 17-Piece Socket 

flex handle and a 5 

Miscellaneous Tools. € 
rubber-grip sc iv 

BONUS 13-piece bit А 
09 25 44756 DL— Complete 117-piece kit 

WishbookWeb.com 



BIAS-PLY SNOWS 
Deluxe Ht. 949 à Traction kwall 

A Deluxe Traction—deep, wide positive tread performs well in 

mud, snow and slush. 4 full plies of nylon for strength and safety 

BLACKWALL 

26220 DLC 
25 26238 DLO 

95252 

5 26299 DLC 

26230 DLO 
26232 DLO 

3DLO 2299 95 о 

ITEWALL 

DLO 19.49 
" LO 1949 

DLO 19.99 

8 DLO 20.99 340 DLO 

4 DLO 25342 DLO 

OLO 5 25343 DLO 

9 DLO 25399 DLO 

DLO 95 25 25330 DLO 

DLO 95 25 25332 DLO 
DLO 95 25 25333010 2949 

2-PLY /4-PLY-RATED for smaller cars! (Different tread pattern) 

BLACKWALL 

DLO! 13.49 

WHITEWALL 

18.49 

BELTED SNOWS 
2-52 EB E [49 
Glass Belted  Blackwa 

Whitewall 
studs extra 

B 20uPontnylon body plies for strength; 2 fibre glass belts for long 
tire mileage; wide, aggressive tread for traction, stability 

BLACKWALL 

€ 202 DLO | 17.49 2.49 
€ 70237 DOLO 18.49 349 

£ 95 25 70238 DLO | 20.49 25.49 
95 25 70239 DLO | 20 95 25 71239 DLO 25.99 

0240 DLO 21.49  9525712400LO |2649 
0242 DLO 71242 DLC 8.49 

DL 71243 DLO 2999 

5 70232 DL 232 DLO 28.99 

95 25 70233 DL 71233DLO | 30.49 

WHITEWALL 

95 25 70302 DLO 18.99 id 

95 25 70337 DLO 19.99 4.99 
95 25 70338 DLO | 21.99 6 
95 25 DLO 2249 49 

) 2299 ) 99 

) 95 31.49 
49 | 9525 71332010 |3049 

)| 2699 | 952571333010 3199 
95 25 70335 DLO | 2949 | 952571335010 |3449 

MONTHS* 
against tread : 

wear-out See our Monthly-Rated Passe 
Studded tires may be illegal in your area. Check local regulations 

ger Tire Guarantee on Page 803 of 
er 1973 b: our big Fall and Wir 

Ins Many Simps: 
ular-size tires. Ir 

ars Catalogue Sales Offices stock the mc 
tallation can be arranged for a small charge 

WishbookWeb.com 
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Soft, furry, washable | 98 
Borg pile seat covers A 

Complete deluxe 2j 98 
car stereo package 

ackage 79.98 

28 

28 25 98335 C 

elastic loop F 
nstallation. Кее; 

you warm in winter 
cool in summer 

25 98334 C 

5 98330 C 

Bold-striped fur-soft 18% 
Borg pile seat covers 

18.98 
18.98 

18.98 

18.98 

Sheepskin-look seat covers 202 
our warmest and heaviest 

28 25 98332 С | 20.98 28 25 98333 C 20.98 
20.98 

1:98 
в 241 
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А 2 "Те 

Women .. 45 
Bicycles, Acc .... 232 

` 241,351 

Babies’ Needs . 68.71. 
164-5 

Gift Index « 
ec 305, 307 

Tesla 289.90 
Knives, 
Electric 289.90 

Knitting Stands .. 324 

282 
Draperies, "272-5 
Dresser Sets... 358 

Novelties .... 301 
Flatware, 298, 374-5 j 
Floor Polishers... 285 308, 351, 360 

| Floor Fashions . 268-9 EE” 80-1 
Folding hildren's ... 724 

| _ Chairs ... 142,294 1 
| Fondue Dishes .. 290, Men's 

, 300-1 
Footballs ... 149,212 | 
Freezers ........ 283 

[3-5] urniture . { 276, 285,2934 | Paintings... 293,298 

| Furniture Covers, Baer m 
304 | Pads..... 270-1 Р ` 399 

294 | Games . 143-9, 176-7, | Percolators... 287-90 
212, 333,376 | Perfume .... 351, 362 

"Tables . 142-7,294 | Pets' Needs ..... 308 
quem Gift Certificates... 243 | Photo Albums 331 

Glassware 298, 302-3 | Photography 
ME Machine D Need: 

ee 
Carving Knives 289.90 
Cassette Merlo 

Ac. 

234 
7 Cards, Wrap E Hockey Need 2622 

"fes | Children’s... 643 
Acc. 316:20, 360 " ME 

kit лаз жола TS 
Clothing, Outer | 

Boys’ .. 75-83, 106, | 
213, 225 

Children's .. 6471 | | 
Girls’ .. 20-1, 42:3, 

Coffee Mugs . .... 

z 
Far 

| Radio-Phonographs 251 
92 | Ranges, Hoods . 280-1 

Records .... 250, 263 
cst Players 248-51 

| donis. 249, = " Selec 

кейе rage 28 

Skates, Acc. . 
350 

. 220-3, 
231 

47 
. 57,61, 225 

Key iw 
Kitchen Acc. . 277, 359 Girls’ 

Wigs, Women's... 362 
Wine Acc 296-7. 300-3 

E 2d 

sloys¢ 
Save this catalogue! Selection of toys on 
pages 147 to 211 and 231 available until July 4, 1974 

INS 

Hobby Kits 150-1, Ye 

Housekeeping 172, ies 

Light Sets ..... 31920 
Matchbox Toys 202, 204 

— M 802, 187, 201205 
178, 360 

. 201 
Musical Items 162, 164-5, 

ык 
Nursery Toys .. 

Books Pointe tels AM am 
ilding Toys ... 165, 178, Letters . 

"usas 183,193 Pro, Films ... 178 

Core. Tres. 166, 1902. Pyjama Bags....... 163 

Radios, Kits... 190,361 
Carpenters' Tools... 193 | Record Pl eet} 

prada اا e Ride On Tops 169, 210-1 
361 Sets .... 1867 

Cooking Equip't .... 170-1 
Needs 173, 196-8 

Doctor, Nurse Kits ... 173 el 

Dols, 15242, 173, 197 Stuffed Toys 
163, 166, 163 

Educational... 165, 
195-6, 198-9 

Farm Sets...... 185, 192, 
1968 

Furniture . 171, 199, 208-9 
Games ... 143, 176-9, 188, 

196, 333 

Expiry date on prices of other items 
in this catalogue is February 15, 1974 

Orders received after this date for items not appear- 
ing in any other current catalogue will be filled as 
long as merchandise is available. 

Rn ANM аага 
Our Comparative Pricing Policy 

Designed to protect our customers 

All price comparisons refer to prices within the pre- 
ceding twelve months. We publish separate cata- 
logues for different phate! ui pi zones to fairly equal- 
ize the cost of indise distribution. . 

REGULAR, WAS or WERE means that Simpsons- 
Sears has offered the identical catalogue items 
within the previous twelve months in a previous cata- 
logue issued in your geographic zone, although in 
many cases the lower price appearing in the cata- 
logue be in effect for a greater portion of the year 
than the Regular price. 

VALUE means that we have offered in a previous cat- 
alogue in your zone an item of identical quality, dit- 
fering only in color, pattern, style or aesthetic design. 

COMPARABLE QUALITY does not refer to any for- 
mer catalogue price of Simpsons-Sears but means 
that we believe the item to be equa! in quality to simi- 
lar items generally available within the preceding 
twelve months. However, we cannot take into ac- 
Count pricing of similar items in every community. 

You always get the lowest catalogue price 

For example, if you order an item for $5, BETEN 
item appears in another current catai (in you 
фаро zone) at $4.75, your order will be leda at 

lower price. Please do not re-order. 

uM ышт {зң 
ATTENTION: Far Northern, Yukon, 

Labrador, Quebec North Shore, Gaspé, 
Northwest Territories Customers 

Special 'delivered' prices will be quoted before 
shipment is made on items requiring special high- 
cost boty apd services. No C.O D. orders will be ac- 
cepted for these areas. 

WishbookWeb.com 



PINK-SHADED PORTIONS FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
PROV. CREDIT C.O.D. | PAID SOURCE / / 19 

| A; | 96 MONTH | DAY | YEAR 

MPSONS-SEARS ORDER FORM 
PLEASE D YOUR ORDER TO SIMPSONS-SEA! DOW AVENUE, SOUTH BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
OR TO YOUR NEAREST CATALOGUE SALES OFFICE OR SIMPSONS-SEARS RETAIL STORE 

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS — PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 
MR. MRS. MISS NITIAL OR FI NAM ST NAME 

DATE 

IMPORTANTI 
INCLUDE YOUR 

TELEPHONE NUMBER 

ЕЛЕЕ А ВА. 
IF YOU ARE INCLUDING A 
PAYMENT ON YOUR ACCOUNT 
PLEASE SHOW THE AMOUNT 
ENCLOSED IN THIS SPACE 

Е ei co a all gg ЖИ ЫЙ ЖЫ Н Мый Ра лы АИ Ө ЕЛ ДИ qu 65M 

¡ARIAS DENLET AA 

IF YOU WISH THIS ORDER SHIPPED TO ANOTHER PERSON, DIFFERENT ADDRESS, FREIGHT OR 
STATION, PRINT DETAILS HERE: 

ACCOUNT 
CUSTOMERS 

BE SURE TO FILL IN 
YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER 
‘WIN THESE SPACES 

PLEASE STATE CAREFULLY; COLOR NUMBER, SIZE AND OTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED. 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY ANY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR A PARTICULAR ITEM ON LINE DIRECTLY BELOW THAT ITEM. 

| CATALOGUE NUMBER Many| NAME OF ARTICLE | PAGE COLOR | size | OTHER | price e Элиша 

m 2 
EE P CTE : 

E [ч cepe prp - 

БШП ES o MB Fe | 

Mv ПА BF er lu 

29 ELTE 

Sd TITRE CES EROR E d 

PE 
9 

ar JE ARAS 

: Post Office C.O.D. charges appear as postage on mailed 
parcels. These charges are: orders of $10.00 and under— $0.50 
(order amounts include tax); orders of $10.01 to $99.00— $1.00; 
orders of $99.01 or more— $1.50. Freight and Express companies 
also charge a collection fee on all C.O.D. shipments. C.O.D. 
freight and express orders not shipped to boat or flag stations. 
AVOID C.O.D. CHARGES—OPEN AN ALL PURPOSE ACCOUNT 
Complete the application form and sign the agreement on the 
reverse side of this order form. 

S 
ADD PROV. SALES TAX 

OWING FROM 
PREVIOUS ORDER 

thank yon FOR SHOPPING AT SIMPSONS-SEARS 

. WishbookWeb.com 



SIMPSONS-SEARS LIMITED CREDIT ACCOUNT AGREEMENT 

To: SIMPSONS-SEARS LIMITED Account No. 

In consideration of my being permitted to purchase merchandise on a Simpsons-Sears Credit Account, I hereby agree to 

the following terms and conditions: 

(1) I will receive a monthly statement showing purchases made, and I may pay the balance shown on this statement within 

thirty days of billing date with no credit charge added. (2) I may elect to make payment on a monthly basis beyond such thirty- 

day period in which event I agree to pay such monthly amount, plus credit charge as shall be specified and required by the AII 

Purpose and /or Special Terms Account terms as outlined in the account brochure #50360 or "Credit Details" page as set out 

elsewhere in Simpsons-Sears current catalogue forming a part of this agreement together with such terms as are set out below, 

which I have read, or such other terms current from time to time and communicated to me, it being understood that all monthly 

payments made by me shall be applied firstly on account of credit charges (if any) and secondly on account of the purchase 

price of the merchandise in order of purchase. (3) Until full payment is made, I agree that title to and right of possession of the 

merchandise shall remain in you, that I will not sell, remove or encumber the same without your written consent, that I assume 

and shall be responsible for all loss or damage to said merchandise and that upon the default of any payment or payments, or the 

sale, removal or encumbrance of the merchandise without your written consent you may, at your option, hold me liable for 

immediate payment of the unpaid balance of my account, or take back the merchandise and retain, as compensation for use and 

depreciation thereon, any payments theretofore made by me without prejudice to my liability to pay for any such merchandise as is 

not retaken by you, and hold me liable for any balance on the account. (4) All purchases made by me or in my name shall be 

subject to the terms of this agreement which shall be deemed to be part of each bill of sale identified by the All Purpose and /or 

Special Terms Account number herein contained, which account number shall be subject to change at any time upon notice to me. 

All purchases shall be subject to the approval of the Customer Accounts Department of Simpsons-Sears Limited. (5) If an All 

Purpose Account I agree that no notice of termination of this agreement shall be effective until the All Purpose Account identifica- 

tion in my possession has been returned to the Manager, Customer Accounts Department, Simpsons-Sears Limited or he has re- 

ceived notification in writing of its loss or theft. (6) I agree that Simpsons-Sears Limited can terminate this agreement at any time 

upon written notice to me, but such termination shall not affect my obligation to you to pay the balance of my account. 

I understand that the balance shown on my first statement determines the minimum payment. The payment will remain 

the same except when an additional purchase increases the balance to an amount which calls for a higher payment. Acredit charge 

will be added to my account each month based on my previous month’s balance as follows: 19.2% per annum ( 1.6% per month) 

on my monthly balance up to $500., and 13.2% per annum (1.1% per month) on any part of my monthly balance over $500. 

as follows: 
ALL PURPOSE ACCOUNT TERMS SPECIAL TERMS ACCOUNT TERMS 

Monthly Credit | Monthiy Credit PERET Monthly 
Amount Payment | Charge | Amount | Payment Charge Payment Charge 

3001 to % 00 800 5 260011027000 | 1600 a 
01 to 50. 72 || 280011029000 16.00 4 

50.01 to 60.00 7.00 88 320.01 to 330.00 17.00 5.20 400.01 to 410.00 15.00 6.48 
70.01 to 8000 | 800 120 340.01 to 350.00 18.00 5.52 500.01 to 510.00 18.00 8.05 

100.01 to 110.00 9.00 1.68 360.01 to 370.00 19.00 5.84 600.01 to 610.00 21.50 915 

meras | fe | i8 | Bur | zu (M | massa | же | 5» .01 to | 1 .01 to .00 E . .01 104 n. 
200.01 to 210.00 12.00 3.28 700.01 to 710.00 36.00 10.25 беу, = sn 32.00 Hye 
220.01 to 230.00 13.00 3.80 800.01 to 810.00 41.00 11.36 е i 
240.01 to 250.00 14.00 392 900.01 to 910.00 46.00 1245 

I acknowledge that I have read and fully understand this agreement and its terms of payment, that it is subject to the 

approval of the Customer Accounts Department of Simpsons-Sears Limited, and that there are to be no other agreements regard- 

ing this account other than those herein contained. I hereby consent to the conduct of a personal investigation by Simpsons-Sears 

Limited and/or a personal reporting agency. 
SIGNED ON 

SIGNATURE_ —— —— — BEHALF OF. WITNESS___ DATE 

HUSBAND 

ACCOUNT APPLICATION (һе sure to answer all questions) 

MISS FIRST INITIAL. LAST 

ADDRESS 

city PROVINCE 

MARRIED n OWN 

SINGLE a FAMILY RENT 

wiDOW/ER о ОЕРЕМОАМТЗ  —. ALLOWANCE... BO, 

FORMER ADDRESS 
(IF LESS THAN 2 YEARS AT PRESENT ADDRESS: 

BUSINESS 

EMPLOYER... 
МОМЕ  — ————————— 

(IF MARRIED GIVE HUSBAND'S EMPLOYER) 

MONTH D 

HOW LONG? OCCUPATION. —— — SOCI. 5 EARNINGS§ WEEKLY O 

FORMER EMPLOYER (ir LESS 
THAN | YEAR WITH PRESENT EMPLOYER) ADDRESS. HOW LONG7. 

NAME AND ADDRESS TYPE PERS. CHEO. O NUMBER 

OF BANK BRANCH CURRENT O SAVINGS O NUMBER... —— 

EXPLAIN OTHER INCOME IF ANY (1 6 о> INT) 

DNS ACCOUNT WITH SIMPSONS PREVIOUS SIMPSONS-SEARS 
ACCOUNT 

acer, % AMOUNT. O Yes O No 
DATE. — — — AMOUNT $. 

O OPEN O cLoseo 
WHAT STOR! 

ACCOUNT 

HURTS. ACCOUNT NO. 

Do you have a Simpsons-Sears Catalogue? Yes........ Nun If not, would you like one? Yes.......... NOS Stes aces 

WishbookWeb.com 



EINES энда PORTIONS FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

PAID |SOURCE le 

9 EN MONTH | DAY | YEAR 

SONS. SEARS ORDER FORM 
PLEASE SEND YOUR ORDER TO SIMPSONS-SEARS, ‘VENUE, SOUTH gerer BRITISH COLUMBIA 
OR TO YOUR NEAREST CATALOGUE SALES OFFICE eR: SIMPSONS BEANS RETAIL STOI 

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS — PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 
MR. MRS. MISS INITIAL OR FIRST NAME LAST NAME 

DATE 

/ 19 

АЈ 1 jn И А E ШАШ I I elle 
—APT. NO.—R.R. NO.—P.O. BOX NO. 

| s 
STREET NO. 

IMPORTANT! 
INCLUDE YOUR 

TELEPHONE NUMBER 
Y led Jl اکا د ا PA [ay vp p Ae ff SS E A 
POST OFFICE NAME OR CITY OR TOWN AND PROVINCE 

| | ЛАА УЯ 

IF YOU WISH THIS ORDER SHIPPED TO ANOTHER PERSON, DIFFERENT ADDRESS, FREIGHT OR 
_ EXPRESS STATION, PRINT DETAILS HERE: x s UR ACCOUNT 
/2 PLEASE SHOW THE AMOUNT 

b ENCLOSED IN THIS SPACE 

1 E 

ACCOUNT 
CUSTOMERS 

BE SURE TO FILL IN юне. YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER 
"W iN THESE SPACES 

PLEASE STATE CAREFULLY; COLOR NUMBER, SIZE AND OTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED. 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY ANY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR A PARTICULAR ITEM ON LINE DIRECTLY BELOW THAT ITEM. 

МАМЕ OF ARTICLE | PAGE | COLOR 

TOTAL OF ORDER Post Office C.O.D. charges appear as added postage on mailed 
parcels. These charges are: orders of $10.00 and under—$0. 
(order amounts include tax); orders of $10.01 to $99.00— $1.00; 
orders of $99.01 or more— $1.50. Freight and Express companies 
also charge a collection fee on all C.O.D. shipments. C.O.D. 
freight and express orders not shipped to boat or flag stations. 
AVOID C.O.D. CHARGES—OPEN AN ALL PURPOSE ACCOUNT 
Complete the application form and sign the agreement on the 
reverse side of this order form. 

ADD PROV. SALES TAX 

OWING FROM 
PREVIOUS ORDER 

TOTAL 

thank yon FOR SHOPPING AT SIMPSONS-SEARS | MN 

WishbookWeb.com 



х ас. | 
То: SIMPSONS-SEARS LIMITED Account No. 

SIMPSONS-SEARS LIMITED CREDIT ACCOUNT AGREEMENT 

In consideration of my being permitted to purchase merchandise on a Simpsons-Sears Credit Account, I hereby agree to 

the following terms and conditions: 

(1) I will receive a monthly statement showing purchases made, and I may pay the balance shown on this statement within 

thirty days of billing date with no credit charge added. (2) 1 may elect to make payment on a monthly basis beyond such thirty- 

day period in which event I agree to pay such monthly amount, plus credit charge as shall be specified and required by the AII 

Purpose and /or Special Terms Account terms as outlined in the account brochure #50360 or "Credit Details" page as set out 

elsewhere in Simpsons-Sears current catalogue forming a part of this agreement together with such terms as are set out below, 

which I have read, or such other terms current from time to time and communicated to me, it being understood that all monthly 

payments made by me shall be applied firstly on account of credit charges (if any) and secondly on account of the purchase 

price of the merchandise in order of purchase. (3) Until full payment is made, I agree that title to and right of possession of the 

merchandise shall remain in you, that I will not sell, remove or encumber the same without your written consent, that I assume 

and shall be responsible for all loss or damage to said merchandise and that upon the default of any payment or payments, or the 

sale, removal or encumbrance of the merchandise without your written consent you may, at your option, hold me liable for 

immediate payment of the unpaid balance of my account, or take back the merchandise and retain, as compensation for use and 

depreciation thereon, any payments theretofore made by me without prejudice to my liability to pay for any such merchandise as is 

not retaken by you, and hold me liable for any balance on the account. (4) All purchases made by me or in my name shall be 

subject to the terms of this agreement which shall be deemed to be part of each bill of sale identified by the All Purpose and /or 

Special Terms Account number herein contained, which account number shall be subject to change at any time upon notice to me. 

All purchases shall be subject to the approval of the Customer Accounts Department of Simpsons-Sears Limited. (5) If an All 

Purpose Account I agree that no notice of termination of this agreement shall be effective until the All Purpose Account identifica- 

tion in my possession has been returned to the Manager, Customer Accounts Department, Simpsons-Sears Limited or he has re- 

ceived notification in writing of its loss or theft. (6) I agree that Simpsons-Sears Limited can terminate this agreement at any time 

upon written notice to me, but such termination shall not affect my obligation to you to pay the balance of my account. 

I understand that the balance shown on my first statement determines the minimum payment. The payment will remain 

the same except when an additional purchase increases the balance to an amount which calls for a higher payment. A credit charge 

will be added to my account each month based on my previous month's balance as follows: 19.2% per annum (1.6% per month) 

on my monthly balance up to $500., and 13.2% per annum (1.1% per month) on any part of my monthly balance over $500. 

as follows: А 

ALL PURPOSE ACCOUNT TERMS SPECIAL TERMS ACCOUNT TERMS 

Monthly | Credit | A Monthly Credit | Amo Monthly Credit 

Amount | Payment | Charge | E . | Payment | Charge | 2 | Payment Charge 

3091 to 1000 50 56 || 2600110 270.00 15.00 ЕИ | 
40.01 to .00 32 280.01 to 290.00 16.00 j 
50.01 to 60.00 | 7.00 88 320.01 to 330.00 17.00 5.20 | 400.01 1041000 | 1500 6.48 
70.01 to 80.00 8.00 1,20 340.01 ta 350.00 18.00 5.52 500.01 to 510.00 18.00 8.05 

100.01 to 110.00 9.00 1.68 360.01 to 370.00 19.00 5.84 600.01 to 610.00 | 21.50 915 
120 d to1 30 00 10.00 | 200 | 38001 to 390.00 20.00 sie 700.01 to 710.00 2500 | 1025 
170.01 to 1 11. 01 to 610.00 31. .1 800.01 to 810.00 28.50 11.35 

200011021000 | 12.00 3.28 700.01 to 710.00 36.00 1025 n кз 910.00 3200 1246 
220.01 to 230.00 13.00 | 3.60 800.01 to 810.00 41.00 11.35 ; к 
240011025000 | 14.00 3.92 900.01 to 910.00 46.00 1245 

I acknowledge that I have read and fully understand this agreement and its terms of payment, that it is subject to the 

approval of the Customer Accounts Department of Simpsons-Sears Limited, and that there are to be no other agreements regard- 

ing this account other than those herein contained. I hereby consent to the conduct of a personal investigation by Simpsons-Sears 

Limited and/or a personal reporting agency. 
SIGNED ON 

SIGNATURE BEHALF OF. WITNESS. DATE — 

ACCOUNT APPLICATION (be sure to answer all questions) 

MR. 
MRS. 
MISS FIRST INITIAL LAST 

STREET 
ADDRESS 

E PHONE 
city PROVINCE 

MARRIED o own O 

SINGLE о FAMILY. RENT HOW LONG AT 

wioow/ER O DEPENDANTS____ - ALLOWANCE .—— — — BOA PRESENT ADDRESS. 

FORMER ADDRESS 
(IF LESS THAN 2 YEARS AT PRESENT ADDRESS). — HOW LONG7. 

BUSINESS 
EMPLOYER. ADD! 4 PHONE. 

UF MARRIED GIVE HUSBAND'S EMPLOYER) 
MONTH D 

HOW LONG? OCCUPATION... — — — SOCI. EARNINGS 1. WEEKLY Û 

FORMER EMPLOYER (ir Less 
THAN ! YEAR WITH PRESENT EMPLOYER). ADDRESS. HOW LONG. 

NAME AND ADDRESS TYPE PERS. CHEQ. O NUMBER. 
OF BANK BRANCH CURRENT O SAVINGS O NUMBER. 

EXPLAIN OTHER INCOME IF ANY (INCL NN Q 

CURRENT срар de 6NS ACCOUNT WITH SIMPSONS PREVIOUS SIMPSONS-SEARS 
ACCOUNT 

NAME & ADDRESS SEL ACCT. $ AMOUNT D Yes O no 
_— DATE —AMOUNT $, 

us O open О cLoseo 
WHAT STOR! 

| ACCOUNT | 
NUMBER ACCOUNT NO, 

Do you have a Simpsons-Sears Catalogue? Yes........ ING се If not, would you like one? Yes.......... NOLES T 

ENS WishbookWeb.com 



Just say 
‘Charge It’ 

with a Simpsons-Sears Account 

H SIMPSONS-SEARS 
ACCOUNT CARD 

ЕЕЕ 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded 

1234 56189 

Monthly 
Payment Chart 
Balance [Monthly Balance "e ment 

с © 6 > © 8 е 8 

500110 70.00 
70.01 to 100.00 

100.01 to 120.00 
120.01 to 170.00 
170.01 to 200.00 
200.01 to 220.00 
220.01 to 240.00 
240.01 to 260.00 
260.01 to 280.00 
280.01 to 320.00 
320.01 to 340.00 
340.01 to 360.00 
360.01 to 380.00 
380.01 to 400.00 
A оо ч > сотю = Оо очо 
888888888888888: 8 

Special Terms 
  months to payرج

Please specify when ordering И you 
wish these special terms 

For Appliances... 

it's easier to own a dryer, 
washer, refrigerator, 

dishwasher, freezer or 

range from Simpsons-Sears 
MRS MODERN SHOPPER 3 Y 
IOO MAIN ST Balance — 

ZOUR TURN ^ 80011010000 | 5.00 
100.01 to 120.00 5.50 
120.01 to 140.00 6.00 
140.01 to 160.00 6.50 
160.01 to 180.00 7.00 

No down payment. . . take 180011021000 | 750 
up to 24 months to pay COEUR N 

EU ав er your account today. In person, by phone or by mail, contact 280.01 o 290.00 | 10.50 

impsons-Sears nearest to you or Simpsons-Sears in Toronto, 290011030000 | 11.00 

Halifax, Regina or Vancouver. 300.01 to 320.00 | 11.50 
320.01 to 330.00 12.00 

The balance shown on your first statement determines your 330.01 to 350.00 | 12.50 
minimum monthly payment which only changes if the balance is EM EM yx 

increased by added purchases (see charts). Pay the full balance 370011039000 | 14.00 

within 30 days of the billing date with no credit charge, or pay in . 390.01 to 400.00 14.50 _ 

monthly instalments with a credit charge. A credit charge is added 

to your account monthly based on the previous month's balance, For Larger Purchases 
calculated at an annual credit rate as follows: 19.2% per annum totaling over $400... 

(1.6% per month) on a monthly balance up to $500.00, and 132% of home furnishings — 
per annum (1.1% per month) on any part of the monthly balance furniture, major appliances, 

over $500.00. (See representative chart of credit charges.) fixtures and other durable goods 

Monthly 

440011046000 | 16.50 
490011051000 | 18.00 
550.01 to 560.00 | 20.00 
590.01 10610.00 | 21.50 
650.01 to 670.00 | 23.50 

? 700.01 to 710.00 25.00 
Hard to buy for? 750011077000 | 27.00 
GIVE A GIFT CERTIFICATE . 780011080000 | 28.00 

Gift certificates come in denominations of $1, $2. $5, $10, $25, x 
$50, $100. Just place your order in person, by mail or by phone, stating Credit Charges 
denomination required . .. charge it if you wish! (a representative chart) 
Sorry, no C.O.D. orders. T Credit Balance 

— — ¡Charge 
40.0110 50.00 72 
90.01 to 100.00 1.52 

140.01 to 150.00 2.32 
v 190.01 to 200.00 3.12 

' 290.01 to 300.00 4.72 
| | | 390011040000 | 6.32 
Hl E 500011051000 | 8.05 

600.01 to 610.00 9.15 
700011071000 | 10.25 

Send us your new address and your catalogues 790011080000 | 11.24 
will follow you! 

Simply complete a Post Office change of address card 

and mail it to Dept. 162 at your nearest catalogue 

centre in Toronto, Halifax, Regina or Vancouver. 

Note: Due to varying provincial 
taxes, monthly payments listed 

throughout the catalogue are 
exclusive of sales tax 

A CREDIT DETAILS 243 
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We feel these guitars and amps are 
the best value you'll find anywhere 

. made to our quality specifications! 

SAVE $40 SAVE $30 SAVE $25 
Ebony 'rock' guitar Solid-body guitar Guitar/amp. outfit Guitar/amp. outfit 

with case with case with 2-pickups with 3-pickups 

272999: 1. 929999 Re 07997 9790997 
244 А | Sears | Amplifiers on both pages interchangeable with all electric guitar Y except for tt 

L - 

WishbookWeb.com 



] Save 40.00 on Ebony ‘Rock’ Guitar with 2 ¢ 
has separate rotary tone and volume controls for each 

pickup! Fast-change rhythm/treble switch. Steel-rein 
forced adjustable neck with inlay position markers and ad. 
justable bridge. Fine quality steel strings. Rosewood 
fingerboard. Body and neck have inlaid bindings. Gold 
color pickup bridge, tuning keys. Ebony color. Abt. 40 x 

17\з x 1'5* deep. Cord and plush-lined hard-shell case 
57 2526137 DL — Was 169.99. Eact 129.99 

2 Save 30.00 on Ivory Finish Solid-Body Guitar with 2 
adjustable pickups. Chrome-plated rotary tone and 

volume knobs. Adjustable steel-reinforced mar 
and fingerboard. Chromed tailpiece. Toggle-type on-off 
switch. About 41 x 17 x 1 еер. Include: ord and 

deluxe plush-lined hard-shell carrying case. 
57 25 26135 DL — Was 129.99. Each 99.99 

3-4 SAVE 25.00 on Guitar/Amplifier Outfits. Amp 
included with both outfits has 20 watts* PMP o 

Blowproof 10” speaker. Dependable solid 
Separate tone, volume controls. Black leatherette-cov 

cabinet. 2 instrument inputs. Overall 15 x 8 x 18” higt 
Amp. guaranteed 1 yr. parts and y 

(3) 2-Pickup Guitar Outfit. Guitar has double utaway 
solid wood body in Gold Sunburst finish. 2 s rate vol 

ume controls: single tone control. Adjustable steel rein- 
forced neck and adjustable roller bridge. Tremolo tail- 

piece. Abt. 38%. x 12 x 1/4” deep. Amplifier as described 
above. Separately guitar costs 49.99, amp. 54.99. 
57 25 26462 DLE2 — Each outfit 79.97 

(4) 3-Pickup Guitar Outfit. Guitar has double cutaway 
solid wood body in attractive Gold Sunburst finish. Slide 
controls: 3 separate volume controls for each pickup; sing 
le tone control. Adjustable steel-reinforced neck ust 
able roller bridge. Tremolo tailpiece. 41 x 14 x 1'4” deep 
Amplifier as described above. Separately guitar costs 
69.99, amplifier 54.99. 
57 25 26465 DLE2 — Each outfit 99.97 

5 SAVE 20.00 on Bass Guitar with Case. This solid 
body bass guitar has attractive Ivory color finish 

chromed tailpiece. Rotary tone and volume controls. 2 ad 
justable pickups; steel-reinforced maple neck and fir 
board; three-position toggle switch. Abt. 41 x 17 x 
deep. With cord and plush-lined hard-shell case 
57 25 26136 DL — Was 149.99. Each 129.99 

6 Folding Guitar Stand- chrome-plated steel frame 
57 25 26907 DL — No-mar feet. Eact 4.99 

7 Deluxe Bass Amplifier t 15” biowproof 
Powerful 20-watt* output; long-life solid-state circuitry 

Piggyback' control unit with 2 inputs arate tone and 
volume controls. Fully enclosed speaker box. Externa! 

pilot light. Black leatherette-covered cabinet about 23 x 12 
x 28!" h; amplifier about 15 x 8 x 4" f 

57 2526122 DL — Each 129.99 

8 SAVE 20.00 on Semi-Pro Amp. Big 30-watt* output 
blowproof solid-state circuitry. 1-yr. guarantee on 

parts and labor. Two 12” speakers for distortion-free 
sound. Built-in tremolo. 5 exacting controls: rate, depth. 
tone, volume, reverb, Separate ‘Piggyback’ control unit 
with strap. 2 instrument inputs, foot switch input. Black 
leatherette-covered wooder binet. Black grille clott 
Gold color trim. Cabinet abt. 22'/; x 11Ys “high. Amp 
abt. 18*/ x 8 х 4'/," high. Reg. 179.99 

57 25 26138 DL —Eact 
9 SAVE 10.00 on 24-Watt* Amp. Solid-state c 

big 12” blowproof speaker. 4 separate control 
tone; volume; tremolo rate and depth. 2 instrument inp its. 
Black leatherette-covered wooden cabinet. About 17 x 8 x 
22” high. 1-yr. guarantee on p: and labor 
57 25 26134 DL — Reg. 89.99. Each 79.99 

"TRUTH IN ELECTRONICS: these outputs are common 
usage in the industry. Our 20 watts continuous PMP (Peak 
Music-Power) is 10 watts RMS; our 24 watts PMP is 12 
watts RMS; our 30 watts is 15 watts RMS. 

10 Quality 5: Ро; Drum Set, 9-ply shel 
fort response. Adj. 6-lug h 

S mand pedal, muffler, s 
with throw-off strainer on stand 

shell-mounted cymba 
tom, 12” hat cymba 

Sparkle Blue finish. Each 199.99 

1] Drummer's Throne. Adjustable steel tripod stand 
57 25 26872 DL — Vi 

12 Snare Drum Set. 5'/ x 14” snare drum; 6 tensior 
35 on stand. Throw-off strainer. 10” 4. Practice pad, sticks, brushes. Sparkle Blue 

57 25 26151 DL — Each 39.99 

]3 Quality Bongo Drums are constructed from k 
ined 2-tone Mexican hardwoods. Knee Jtouts for 

easier playing. One 5'/5* and one 5" head 

57 25 26107 — Each pair 7.99 

]4 Latin Rhythm Outfit. Bongo 
hardwood with knee cu 

Fruit-shell' maracas. Pair o 
57 25 26106 — Outfit, each 

sts; 5'з à 
ardwood clave: 

129.99 

SAVE $20 

El 
SAVE $10 



We know our musical instruments! And for the 
beginner we recommend guitar (A) at the left... 

it’s certified ‘A’ quality* . . . the finest 

D 

Beginner's guitar outfit 1 ГЕ STEEL-STRING OUR LOW-PRICED 
5 STANDARD GUITAR ECONOMY GUITAR 

2999 а zm 27 2299 1699 

FOLK GUITAR CERTIFIED ‘A’ QUALITY* OUR FINEST CLASSICAL GUITAR MAHOGANY UKULELE 

3922 = 6999 2. 699 
246 A [Sears] Use your Simpsons-Sears 'All Purpose' account. Cred ils, Page 243 
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ner's Guitar Outfit* 
yf the fine quality w ed. E 

acquired. Ny 
neck makes 

gers 
tandard body 

еер. Pitch pipe measures abc 
and 48-page manual ir 
57 2526150DL itfit, each 29.99 

В Audio-Visual Guitar Instructions Course — wit 
sound added! Complete audio version on a 

prerecorded cassette tape plus an to-follow in 
ction book, L you tune guitar accurately and 

play along with some of your favorite tunes * 
57 2526117 D — Each 

Complete Guitar-Instructions Course — not 
Easy-to-follow four-part book teaches you how to tune 

plus instructions for playir к, folk, country m 

57 2526116 D — Each 6.95 

C Steel-String Standard Guitar. Good quality for 
this price. ( ructed from good woods. Regular 

steel-re я sures арргохі 
ately 36" lor 

57 2526127 DL — Each 22.99 

D Low-Priced Guitar to npete with ther 
economy guita the market. It's little more thar 

a toy. We recommend you buy Item (A) above. 

57 25 26126 DL — Each 16.99 

E Our Best Folk Guitar certified 'A' quality* 
Made from se fingerboard: 

Adjustable bridge, steel-r rced 

plated non-slip machine heads. Lar 
gloss protective finish. 39⁄4” long x 14 
deep. With deluxe pick guard, 6 quality 

57 25 26148 DL — 5.00 monthly. C. 

F Our Finest Classical Guitar —ma 
craftsmanship for quality sound г 

quality wood body. Specially designed r 
better sound. Rosewood fingerboard 
machined head for reliable accuracy 
decorated sound hole, bridge and h 
beauty. Nylon strin wide гісі 
approximately 39” long x 14/2" wic 
57 2526128 DL — monthly. ( 

G Standard Mahogany Ukulele. oc 
struction or home entertainment. Nyl tring 

non-slip tuning pegs tening key. Abc 
6'A* wide x 21/2” dı 

57 25 26893 DL —Eact 6.99 

H Chord Organ Package. Includes org. benct 
and beginners' book (not shown). You start to play 

within minutes. W 
37 treble keys. A bold concept in organ styling. Molded 

abinet and end panels in Walnut 

12 chords —6 major, 6 minor and 

jrain finish. Matching deep foam-cushion has 
bench covered ir rdinated vinyl. Convenient 

witch. Smol ugh acrylic wer 
20Y wide x 13' Ув" high 

57 25 23071 DL —7.00 monthly. Cash, eact 69.99 

plete instruction nner 

57 25 230740 9.95 

K Console Organ Package with new custom 
Woo finish. Organ ha 3-octave range 

with 12 37 treble key n-off switch. Foot 
\ pedal. Decorator grille materia 

Organ about 31* wide x 1 jeep x 31'/," high 
57 25 23078 DL — 10.00 month'y. Cash, ea 129.99 

L REGULAR 199.99. Deluxe Organ Package 
Includes organ, bench and instructions book (not 

n). Deluxe organ features 16 chor 

37 treble keys; 8 counter bass tabs anc 
foot volume expression pedal. Classically s 
sole h he warmth, lustre and texture of wood ir 
polystyrene. Matching music rack and high-style gr 
material. On-off switch. Deluxe deep foam-cushioned 

C Overed in coordinated viny Has 

space for music book (included). Orga: 
mea about 35'/.” wide х 16%” deep x 35” high 

57 25 23073 DL — 10.00 monthly. Cash, each. . 159.99 

Music Book strated library editior 

57 25 23075 D —(Not shown).Each 19.95 

*Explanation of Certified 'A' Quality 

Only a tew factorie: 
aco guitars 
(identified on the 
of fine materials 
and the quality 

properly 
dard Buy now Pay later. Credit details, Page 243 vars] А 247 
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Made exclusively for Simpsons-Sears 
this FM/AM phono offers I-year 

warranty (parts and labor) 

WishbookWeb.com 



Made exclusively 
for Simpsons-Sears 
by Electrohome 

A PORTABLE STEREOPHONO 

8.00 

cash monthly 

e Full-size BSR record changer 

ө High-compliance 4" speakers 

e 1-y warranty (parts and labor 

ied 'A' quality 
nt look! Excellent s 

amplifier and ac 
ers. Speakers separ 
Slide volume, treble 
Walnut Woodgrair 
dust cover. Brushed alun 

57 25 17048 DL—16 x 1£ 

B Deluxe Phonograph Stand 
struction for easy assembly. Black 

with Walnut-finished top and shelves 
57 25 20365 DL—Each 22.98 

С STEREO 3-SPEED PHONO 

7998 = Cash monthly 

e Speakers separate up to 16 ft 

e Drop-down three-speed changer 

e 1-yr. warranty (parts and labor) 

This certified 'A' quality* phonograph is as porta 
ble as it is stereo. The four-inch speaker eacr 

enclosure produces excellent sound an be 
separated up to sixteen fe 
sound 
controls. T anger hinges 

flips up and out of the way when not in use о 
for carrying/storage. Built-in carrying handle 
wood cabinet is соме 
Woodgrain finish. About 
high. 8.00 monthly 
57 25 17043 DL—Cash, each 79.98 

te tone 

D PORTABLE STEREO PHONO 

6998 > cash monthly 

e Solid-state stereo amplifier 

• BSR 3-speed record changer 
e 1-yr. warranty (parts and labor) 

Uniquely styled stereo phonograph has two 4 
speakers. Plays up to 6 long-playing records or 
45's. Automatic shutoff at completion of last 

record. Separate sliding volume, tone ar 
controls. Wooden cabinet cov 

Woodgrain. Attractive hinged 
cover. Measures about 24" wide x 10" deep x 7 
high. 7.00 monthly 

57 25 17047 DL—Cash, each 69.98 

balance 

*TRUTH IN ELECTRONICS 
Some phonographs on the 
substandard electrical compo: 
onstructed. At Simpsons-Sears 

the phonographs shown above 
Grade 'A' components under u 
quality standards. 

t are made witt 
jare 

The two phonographs described and 
are built merely to compete with other | 
phonographs г Id Cannot compare with the quality 
of the merchandise above. Because of this, we can 
only offer a 90-day warranty 
E Single-Speed Mono Phono, 13 x 9 x 5" h 

57 25 17041 DL—Each 17.99 
Е 4-Speed Mono Phono, 14% x 10% x 6” h 

57 25 17042 DL—Eact 22.99 Get it with credit! Details Page 243 A 249 
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oN Gift idea 
- / 

'Kidproof' phono ... so tough 
it’s almost indestructible! 
Guaranteed | full year 

ue 

Certified 027 5.00 

A' Quality* cash monthly 
m extended-play records, each Kiddies' 12-Record Set. Selection of 45 

set with 50 songs. In convenient tote pa arrying handle: 

йе scuff-resistan есе э-ү é > ۹ ` e Durable scuff-resistant 1-piece double-wall cabinet 50 Great Christmas Favorites. Set of 12 records 
e Special easy-to-use Mickey Mouse tone arm for kids 57 25 25007 DL—Each set 5.99 

e Raised stylus guard protects the needle from damage 50 Funland Songs like Sesame Street. Set of 12 record: 

57 25 25008 DL—Each set 5.99 

ee € ү - p oe ар в lightweight tor easy í 6 50 Party Playtime Songs. Set ot 12 records 

for Simpsons-Sears by General Electric. It's so good ... we guarantee it 57 25 25009 DL—Each se 5.99 

year from purchase date (parts and labor). Makes good gift-giving s 50 Great Musical Stories—Fairy Tales and songs. Set of 12 record 
ause it will last for years; offers musical enjoyment for the whole tam 57 25 25010 DL—Each set 5.99 

Е о play— just plug in, place Mickey's hand on the record and the childrer 
are set up for hours of fun. Plays 33% and 45 rpm records with pull-up 4° 50 Mother Goose and Nursery Rhyme Favorites. Set of 12 records 

rpm adapter. Simple on/off volume control operation. Has good quality 57 25 25011 DL—Each set 5.99 

dynamic speaker for true sound reproduction. AC cord has special safety plug 50 All-Time Kiddies' Favorites. Set of 12 records 
Super-tough White/Blue polyurethane cabinet measures approximately 57 25 25012 DL—Each set 5.99 
wide x 9" deep x 5" high 
57 25 17040 DL—5.00 monthly ish, each 29.97 Truth in Electronics. We certify that this phonograph is made with Grade 

pyright Walt Disney Productions A’ components under uncompromising quality standard 

250 a [Sears | Use your Simpsons-Sears ‘All-Purpose’ Account. For Credit Details, see Page 243 
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Radio-phonograph sold only 
by Simpsons-Sears ... has EN 
a full I-year guarantee! er" 

ET 

Snap-on lid 
for protection 

A р. e General Electric radio-phono “Prien, T 
exclusive with Simpsons-Sears v ) 

• Dependable solid-state chassis a J 
41 Ч e Sensitive/selective AM radio | ¡> | 

e Plays both 45's and LP's 
Я re: e Runs on batteries or AC 

AO 

| Go-anywhere lightweight portable enjoyment. o batte: С SE 
2299 рта рор: > 45 

" 

43 good qual 
7" wide x 

И ple t дое: )p 0 of thi DC pt oç 
raph will give lots 

both parts and er including 

ja 57 25 17051 DL nont ash, each 29.97 

< е Spe 0 1 1/W є 

57 25 17036 DL--Built-in carrying handle. 14x8x3" high. Each 22.99 Get it with credit! Details Page 243 | Sears | a 251 
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very 7 
special 

Cassette outfit 

59.98 

+ Made especially for Simpsons-Sears by Sanyo 

. e Automatic recording level control 

Sti | | the best ta pe reco rder e Automatic shutoff at end of tape 
e 3-way power system — plays almost anywhere 

value we know of anywhere! e Guaranteed | year (parts and labor) 

It’s certified А” qual ity* Deluxe cassette recorder operates on 5'C' batteries (not included 
—sold below), on house current, or on car battery with cigarette 
lighter adapter (not included with recorder). Powerful audio ampli. 
fier for fine quaiity sound reproduction. Sensitive remote-control 
mike with stand. Unit shuts off automatically at end of tape 
Guaranteed for 1 year. Accessories include one demonstration 

6.00 cassette, earphone and pouch, mike pouch; leathere! arrying 

cash monthly case. Hi-impact molded cabinet abt. 5” м. x 10” d. x 22/4 

57 25 19229 L — 6.00 monthly. Cash, each 49.97 

Package of 4 'C' cells tor above recorder 

49 27 22151 — Each pkg. 99c 

A Cassette Recorder Kit. Includes above recorder and acces 
sories plus vinyl case for up to 12 cassettes, 4 blank C-90 cas: 

settes, head cleaner, 12 mailing cartons 
57 25 19450 L — Outfit, each 59.98 

*TRUTH IN ELECTRONICS: Cassette recorders are manufac- 

tured in many different factories all over the Orient — some good. 
some bad. Naturally the quality corresponds with the quality of the 
parts and methods of getting those parts into an acceptab 
ing unit. We believe that a cassette recorde 
can' sell in Canada for under 38.00. However, in order to meet 
competition, we offer the 2 recorders below. 

B AC/DC Cassette Recorder. 
57 25 19244 L — 5.00 monthly. Cash, each 34.99 

C DC Only Cassette Recorder 

57 25 19017 L— 5.00 monthly. Cash, each 24.99 

57 25 19018 L — AC Adapter for Item (C). Eact 4.98 

252^ Sears] Just say ‘Charge It’. For credit details, see Page 243 
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As advertised on TV! The new Panasonic 
take-n-tape cassette recorder with Ea 

unique styling . . . certified ‘A’ quality* Fg TO 

SAVE $2 ON CASSETTE CAROUSEL 

797 
WAS 9.98. One of the best filing systems available. Each carousel 
holds 25 cassettes. Stack one on top of another. Each unit turns freely 
even when stacked. Made of high-impact molded plastic. In choice of 
09(Black), 70(Red), 80(Blue). State color number 

57 25 19673 LC — 10” diameter x 6” high. Each 7.97 

SAVE $4.39 ON CASSETTE PACKAGE 

plus BONUS 699 

If Bought Separately, Would Cost 11.38. Includes 5 blank C-60 low 
noise cassettes and head cleaner. Plus BONUS vinyl carrying case for 
up to 12 cassettes, 10 replacement labels and 4 mailing cartons. 

57 25 19674 — Each package 6.99 

e With powerful built-in condenser microphone 

Solid-state engineering for peak performance 

e Operates on 4 batteries (incl.) or AC line cord 

• Guaranteed 1 year on parts, 90 days on labor 

This is the recorder that kids have been waiting for! The new Take-n-Tape is 
one of the most unique shapes ever developed for a cassette recorder. But 
the engineering capabilities have not been forgotten. Recording is easy with 
the built-in condenser microphone. Easy-Matic circuitry automatically regu 
lates the level of incoming signals, so the chance of distortion due to 
overloading or underloading is eliminated. With push-button function con 
trois including cassette-eject. Also has earphone monitor jack and external 
microphone jack. Operates on AC line cord or 4 'C' batteries (included). Has 
high-impact plastic case with smoked acrylic cassette cover. Convenient 
push-in carrying handle for easy portability. Guaranteed 1 year on parts and 
90 days on labor. Measures approximately 7%” wide x 3%” deep x 6'4” high. 

57 25 19246 L — 5.00 monthly. Cash, each 39.97 

You can see our complete line of fine quality cassette 
recorders and accessories ... they're on display at all 
Simpsons-Sears Retail Stores right across Canada 

a J 

Credit details, Page 243 [s ғагѕ] a 253 
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ERTIFIED ‘A’ QUALITY* 

For Christmas . . . FM/AM digital clock 
radio we feel is second to none in 
performance and dependability as 

6.00 monthly 

• One full year warranty on parts and labor 

e Extra-sensitive and selective FM/AM reception 

e Easy-to-read illuminated leaf-type numerals 

ade by ou of qua 
witch le buzzer 

WS YOL for ир 

matically je v € 

ols. Н 

Abt. 4 ack. Each 49.97 

B FM/AM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO 

e Simple push-button controls for FM/AM band 

e 60-minute sleep switch plays up to one hour 

e 90-day warranty on both parts and labor costs 

als with low 
uni bla 

sal/aut ele f Earp ack. Hig 
трасі plastic cabinet with Walnut 

57 25 102041 — Abt. 4x 5x 12^w a a 39.97 

*Truth in Electronics j Ce A' Qual 

we mean that this n mpone inde 
mpromising quality 

The buyers and engineers o! jre 
ck r that can be sold 38.0 

^ tionat ality .. . howe k 

elves. Neverthele ir + 

и competition, we have offered the k rad j below 

f Y б Digital FM/AM Clock Radio, about 12 x 5 x 4” hig 

254 a | Sears Get it with credit. Details P. 243 57 25 10226 L — 5.00 montt h 29.99 
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B OUR NEW ELECTRO-DIGITAL 
FM/AM CLOCK RADIO 

6998 ro... 
А SAVE $5 ON FM/AM CLOCK RADIO n 

ne latest in clock-radio engineering. Electro-digital numera 
work on the same principle as those used in electronic 

39 97 5.00 calculators. Clear and easy to read, day and night. Illuminated 
саз monthly slide-rule tuning dial for pinpointing station. Slide volume cor 

trol. Wake up to music or buzzer. 60-minute sleep switch lets 
WAS 44.98. Solid-state engineering. your taste. Good sound reproduction you set the radio for up to one hour ... as you drift to sleep. 
Clock with 60-minute sleep switch and from twin 2'/7* top-mounted speakers radio automatically shuts off after one hour. Hi-impact plastic 
snooze alarm. Illuminated clock face Hi-impact plastic cabinet with housing with attractive Charcoal/Walnut Woodgrain finish 

FM/AM radio has slide-rule tuning Woodgrain finish. 11'/4x 5 x 4” high 57 25 10228 L — 124” wide x 6” deep x 4” high. Each .. 69.98 
Tone control lets you tailor sound tc 57 25 10216 L — Each 39.97 

QUALITY AGS/GARRARD 5-WAY 
90-WATT* STEREO SYSTEM 

Listen to AM, FM, FM stereo | 5998 
8-track tapes and phonograph stand extra 

Solid-state tuner amplifier has separate System Stand. It's new, exclusive and 
bass, treble, balance, volume control: especially designed tor this stereo sys 
AFC, stereo alert fight, blackout dia tem. All wood, fully assemt 
Built-in B-track tape player plays au equipment mpartment 
tomatically or manually with program about 36” wide x 14/2" deep x 21 
change button. Illuminated channel ir 57 25 20137 DL — Stand. eact 
dicators. Molded Woodgrain finish 
cabinet, approximately 17%” wide x 13 *Truth in Electronics: This output deep x 4'A* high. Speaker enclosures оттоп usage in the trade. Based upon 
contain one heavy-duty 6'/2" wide-range ELA. standard /RS-234-B, our engineers 
Speaker. Full-size Garrard automatic measure this as 24 watts (PMP) or 11.5 
hanger has cueing lever, dual RMS). Note that amplifier power alone 

diamond/sapphire needles. Guaranteed only one of the many important factor 
- year parts, labor. 4-piece system be considered when purchasing your 
57 2528403 DL — System, each. . 159.98 stereo equipment Credit details, Page 243 [Sears] A 255 
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AM radio has the 

finest electronic 

components 

CERTIFIED ‘A’ QUALITY* 

ч 
) substantiate our ( fidence 

n this quality, we 

В.С ECONOMYAMRADIOS 

77 699 
Pocket Radios. Any 

1 a 
i tfe З 

warranty f € 
je ket radio y 1n really 

Radio м х4 

57 25 12111—Ea 699 

I | Radio 

57 25 12117 4 4.77 

/ | 

: Е 
„Q | D ECONOMY AC/DX | 

q 

5^ PORTABLE RADIO 

1598 

Е AC/DC MULTI-BAND 

PORTABLE RADIO 

JI ol 
® Or \ atte: 

e Easy 

Use your 'All Purpose' Account! Credit Details Page 243 
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DELUXE FM/AM PORTABLE RADIO 

CERTIFIED 'A' QUALITY 49% 
e Oper 

e Solid. 

e One full-year warranty on p 

n AC line cord or batteries 

circuitry 

and labor 

tate engineering w 

c molded cab. 
net ha: 

57 25 12234 

ru: 
Ф be © © e 

A COMPACT FM/AM PORTABLE 

an 3098 
e Solid-state engineering. Operates on 

4 'AA' batteries (not incl.) or AC cord 

e Convenient slide volume, tone contro 

ERTIFIED 'A 

В FM/AM PORTABLE RADIO 

2998 

* Operates on 4 'C' batteries or AC cord 
e Convenient slide volume, tone control 

telescopic FM antenna. Power on-off switch 
3 ick. Hand 

x € r 
erie D 3 29.98 

We've held the price 
on this portable FM/AM radio 

CERTIFIED ‘A’ QUALITY O 

e Made for Simpsons-Sears by world-renowned Sanyo 

e One full-year warranty on both parts and labor 

+ We believe this value is unbeatable anywhere 

ear tonal quality t 
M M stations are 

lec ini t erates on 
є with А 

adapt 3 
57 25 12224 19.97 

57 25 12225 bov 5.98 
49 27 22152— Pkg. of 6 ‘AA’ batteries. Each pkg 1.19 

r Truth in Electronics: Many radios from the Orie 
with subs mponents ir ries wit 

tr mpete we Y 
tot A factory. The rad 

ar Ji 1 warrar 

with Grade 'A mponents er С 
ty standard 

FM/AM Pocket Rac pr 1 the 'toy' category. B. 15€ 

57 25 12232 high. Eact 999 

Credit details, Page 243 [Sears | A 257 
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Our best 20-in. 
all-solid-state 
portable TV 
with I-button 
color tuning 

323% 
19.00 monthiy* 

One button locks in the best 
color, tint, automatic fine tuning 

brightness and contrast 
for the clearest viewing 

185-square inches of bright, vivid 
color — col fill any room! Deluxe 
instant-start TV features 100% solid 
state chassis with plug-in compo- 
nents that offer extra-long service 
and dependability. 3-position tint 
control lets you choose color soft 
ness you prefer. Set-and-forget 

modern-style slide volume contro! 
push-button on/off switch. Automatic 
Circuits keep colors pure and smear- 
free. Memory-fine tuning on VHF 

Secondary controls behind trap 
door. Lighted channel indicators. 
Molded styrene cabinet in Walnut 

Woodgrain finish abt. 20 x 26 x 18* 
high 

57 25 14028 DL — Each 529.98 

Molded Pedestal TV Stand (inset) 
abt. 27 x 18 x 15” h. Polystyren 

57 25 20860 DL —Eact 34.98 

SAVE $30 
l6" color TV 
with wireless 
remote control 

399% 
20.00 monthly 

Turn set on/off, change 
channels or adjust volume 

right from your chair! 

WAS 429.98. 117-square 

bright, clear color viewir 

fine tuning locks in the 
picture electronically 

Slide 
aker 

Woodgrain 
measures 

399.98 

As Above, less remote control. You 
save $20.00. Was 389.98. 

57 25 14017 DL —Eact 369.98 

258 A| Sears] *Special terms. For credit details see Page 243 
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SAVE $50 on lightweight, 100% 
solid-state 10'' color portable TV 

29998 ma, 
+ Automatic circuits keep picture constant, smear-free 
« Instant start — no ‘warm-up’ wait for picture, sound 
* Non-glare removable Black screen will give sharper 

contrast ... there's no reflected glare from screen 

REGULAR 349.98. Lightweight . .. only 25 pounds. All-transistor c hassis for 
peak performance, long dependable life. 10” screen gives 38 square inches 
of 'picture-postcard perfect’ color. Automatic fine tuning; instant start; au 
lomatic circuits. Removable Black screen prevents glare. 4" speaker plus 
private listening earphone with 12 cord. Molded cabinet with grained Black 
finish, chrome trim; die-cast handle. VHF and UHF loop antennas. Measures 
approximately 16” wide x 10" deep х 14'/" high 
57 25 14005 DL — 16.00 monthly. Cash, each 299.98 

Automatic fine tuning locks in the 
sharpest, most-vivid color picture 
electronically at a flick of the switch 

25" instant-start color TV 

DE 
Super-Brite tube with 295-sq. in viewing area 
Automatic circuits keep flesh tones, colors right 
Chassis is 85% solid state for long life 
Separate UHF and VHF tuners are illuminated 

Feature-packed for reliable performance. No warm-up wait — you get pic 
lure and sound in less than 8 seconds. Local/distance switch. Super-Brite 
tube for bright, vivid colors. Heavy-duty 5” oval speaker for rich, resonant 
sound reproduction. Smart, contemporary-style cabinet has Walnut 
Woodgrain finish for carefree maintenance: sturdy hardwood legs. Overall 
size about 29° wide х 18” deep x 28%” high. 
57 25 14200 DW — 19.00 monthly*. Cash, each 529.98 

COLOR TELEVISION GUARANTEE: To assure you of the best protection 
for your investment, we give you the following guarantee on all our color 
TV's illustrated and described on these two pages. 

The Picture Tube, Tuner and Copper Circuit Board guaranteed 2 full years from date of purchase. Labor is included during the first year 
All Other Parts guaranteed 1 year from purchase date, labor included 

*Special terms, credit details, P. 243 236 259 
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Silvertone TV . . . offering you the best true-to-life color 

viewing combined with guaranteed quality and performance 

plus the elegance of fine Spanish style cabinetry 

10096 solid-state 26" 
color console with 
Super-Brite picture 

0998 
24.50 monthlyt 

100% solid-state chassis with 
14 snap-in computer-tested modules 

• One-button color... | button does 
the work of 5 different controls 

* Instant start — sound and picture 

• 315 sq. in of viewing area 

• Handsome Pecan-grain cabinet 

26* Set. Powerful, dependable chassis has a 
total of 14 snap-in, snap-out modules that 

make repairs, if ever needed, easy! The one 
button controls color, tint, AFT, brightness, and 
contrast (can be controlled separately, also). 

Heavy-duty 5* oval speaker. Special circuits 
automatically get flesh tones right on! 4 swivel 

casters. With cable connector 

57 2514303DW-34" x 29/." x 20”d.Ea. 699.98 

Tremendous value in 
combination stereo- 
22-inch color TV 

79998... 
cash monthly! 

e Automatic fine tuning homes-in 

on best picture and locks it in 

8596 solid-state circuit chassis 

Instant start — picture and sound 

10-watt* AM/FM tuner amplifier 

BSR full-size changer with 

diamond-needle ceramic cartridge 

The Television h 22” Super-Brite tube 

with 227-sq. in. viewing a. Powerful 26,000- 

volt hybrid 85% solid-state chassis. Special 

automatic circuits for color constancy, purity 
and flesh tones, Separate 5” speaker. 

The Stereo ... 10-watt* AM/FM tuner/amp. with 

separate treble and bass controls. Illuminated 
pointer; tape inputs, outputs. BSR changer 

Speakers —two 6 x 9” plus tweeter cones. 

The Cabinet in elm veneers and solids, 
Pecan finish. Molded grill grille cloth on 
front and sides. Rolls on 4 swivel casters. 54” 
wide х 282/4" high x 19'/;" deep 

57 25 14322 DW — Each 799.98 

*Truth in Electronics: 10-watt stereo c 
based on EIA Peak Music Power. Ind. Ra 

tSpecial terms, credit P. 243 
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20" solid-state 
black/white 

C cash monthly 

• 185 sq. in of viewing area 
e Instant-start picture, sound 

e Earphone and jack included 

This black-and-white 20” portable features 
a proven dependable 100% solid-state 

chassis... the only tube is the picture tube. Has 
slide brightness, contrast and volume controls 
for easy tuning. True instant start — picture and 
sound immediately. Monopole antenna. Attrac- 
tive hi-impact plastic cabinet in Black-and- 
White. Approx. 23'/4 x 13'/ x 16” high 

57 25 13082 DL 10.00 mthly.Cash, еа. 169.98 

B Economy-Priced TV Stand fits most 
black-and-white portables. Chrome 

tubular steel; Walnut-finished shelf. Lucite ca- 
sters. 25” wide x 13* deep x 30” high. 

572520831 DL—Each ............... 12.99 

C 16” BLACK-AND-WHITE 

13998 noes Cash monthly 

• 125-54. іп. viewing area 
e Instant-start sound, picture 

e Thumb-wheel controls up front 

Attractively styled 16* black-and-white porta- 
ble TV. Hybrid chassis—part tube and part 
solid state. Convenient rocker on-and-off 
Switch. Features true instant start — picture and 

sound in just seconds. Comes with monopole 
antenna. Separate VHF/UHF tuners. Carry 
handle. Walnut Woodgrain cabinet 

57 2513016 DL —Each ...... .. 139.98 

D 10” BLACK-AND-WHITE 

9998 so... 
+44-sa. in. of viewing area 
eLightweight —only I0 pounds 
eEasy-tuning slide controls 

Get fine quality TV viewing with this smart 10* 
Black/White set. Features slide volume, con- 
trast and brightness controls for easier tuning 
Monopole antenna. Rocker on-and-off switch. 
Attractive contemporary styling in White plas- 
tic cabinet. Makes an ideal second set for the 
bedroom, den or cottage! 8.00 monthly. 

57 25 13007 DL —Cash, each. . . 99.98 

E 5"AC/DC PORTABLE 

1298 >: cash monthly 

e 16-59. in. viewing area 
«10096 solid-state circuitry 
e» Weighs only 8 pounds 

Go-anywhere portable. Black glass reduces 
glare, improves contrasts. Toggle on/off 
Switch. Slide volume, brightness, contrast con- 
trols. Runs on household current or with battery 
pack or cigarette lighter adapter (not incl.) 

Black plastic cabinet abt. 8 x 7 x 10” deep. 

57 2513000 DL — 10.00 mo. Cash, еа... 129.98 

F 5725130020— Battery Pack. Each .. 39.98 

б 5725130030 — Lighter Adapter. Ea. . 9.99 

Get it with credit! Details P. 243 
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very 
special 

A spectacular 
stereo offer... 
your choice 

19998 
11.00 monthly 

90-watt* contemporary 
5-way stereo system 

* Solid-state AM/FM/FM stereo 
* Eight-track tape player 

* Full-size BSR record changer 

* 4-speaker versatile system 

Compare these features and you'll agree 
your stereo dollar goes farther with Simp- 
Sons-Sears! Powertul tune-amp, has visual 
bass, treble, balance slide controls; rotary 
on/volume, function and tuning controls. 
Blackout dial, stereo alert light. Built-in 8- 
track tape player plays automatically or 
manually with channel-change button. Ilu- 
minated channel indicators. Built-in BSR 
automatic changer with dual diamond/ 
sapphire needles. Speaker enclosures, 
approx. 15'/2" h. x 94" w. x 13” d., each, 
contain 6* bass woofer and 3” midrange 

tweeter—sit on base or can be moved 
apart for greater stereo separation. All- 
wood cabinet with deep Blue grille cloth 
and Midnight Blue acrylic dust cover. Unit 
approximately 25” м. x 137/2” d. x 27'* h. 

57 25 18079 DL — Each ... . 199.98 

75-watt* Spanish style 
console stereo system 
Just imagine this beautiful Spanish stereo 
in your home for less than $200.00. 10096 
solid-state tuner-amplifier has separate 
bass, treble, balance and volume controls, 
5 ‘function’ push buttons. Stereo alert light 
and modern blackout dial. Full-size BSR 
automat: changer has dual dia 
mond/sapphire needles. Four-speaker 
system contains two six-inch bass woofers 

id two three-inch midrange tweeters. 
abinet is in rich print finish with molded 

front and piano-hinged lid. Unit approxi 
mately 39% inches wide x 25% inches 
high x 16% inches deep. 

57 25 18078 DL —Each .......... 199.98 

OUR STEREO GUARANTEE 
Stereos guaranteed one full year on parts, 
ninety days on labour. 

*TRUTH IN ELECTRONICS 
This output is common trade usage and 
may be higher or lower based upon 
measurement method used. Our own engi- 
neers rate these based on EIA standard 
RS-234-B. Our 90 watts is 25 watts PMP or 
10 watts RMS; our 75 watts is 22 watts PMP 
or 92 watts RMS. Note: Amplifier power 
alone is only one factor involved in buying 
stereo. 

Enjoy the sounds of stereo now! Credit details on Page 243 
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Party rock — four-record set 

By the Original Artists! 8 

It's time to rock on with fifty-two fantastic hits ... all by their original 
artists, Each heavy song is a certified million seller; you'll know 
them all! Remember such biggies as 'Last Train to Clarksville' by 
The Monkees; ‘Sugar, Sugar by The Archies; ‘Knock Three Times" 
by Dawn; ‘Everything Is Beautiful’ by Ray Stevens; ‘Hang on 
Sioopy' by The McCoys; 'Runaround Sue' by Dion and The Bel- 
montis; ‘| Got You Babe’ by Sonny and Cher plus lots more classics 
you'll treasure forever 

57 25 25000 DL — Each set ERSTEN . 8.98 

PARTY ROCK TAPE SET 
998 

Two 8-Track Tape Set. Same 
as the record set described 
above. Two tapes have all the 
same rock tunes. 

57 25 25001 DL-Ea. set .. 9.98 

Set of three 8-track tapes 

36 Rock and Country Tunes 6 

Good quality stereo tapes (3), each tape contains 12 songs; a total 
of 36 in all. 24 Country Tunes, like '| Started Loving You Again 
The Lonesomest Lonesome', 'When the Snow Is on the Roses 
Baby, Baby, Don't Get Hooked on Me”, ‘Daddy Sang Bass’, 'Hap- 
piest Girl in the Whole U.S.A." and 18 more. 12 Rock Tunes, like 
Joy to the World’, ‘Candy Man’, 10 others. Not recorded by original 
artists, but excellent versions; we guarantee it 

57 25 25002 DL — Each set. E zs 6.99 

Pub Party Package! 36-piece set 
for a real English-style happening 

Includes Golden Banjo Classic Songs 9 

Anew concept in entertaining ... everything you need to throw a wild and wonder 

ful English-style pub party. Set consists of The Pub Party’ 2-record set, including 
such songs as 'Mademoiselle from Armentieres', Pack Up Your Troubles’, ‘A Scot- 
tish Soldier’, When Irish Eyes Are Smiling’. "Enry The Eighth | Am’, plus 40 more fa- 
miliar sing-a-long-songs; 'Golden Banjo Classics' 2-record set done by Maurice 
Bolyer (just listen and you'll hear why he's called the king of banjo); two beer 

mugs; six song sheets of the 'Pub Party Album'; twelve coasters and twelve invita- 
tions. Invite your friends, keep plenty of refreshments available and you might just 
have the most exciting party you have ever given. Everybody loves getting 
together and singing along . . . we provide the music and trimmings. Order yours 
today ...and get ready to have the time of your life! 

57 25 25003 DL — Each set. $ - - 9.99 

Use your Credit! Detailsare on P. 243 А 263 
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pecial 
NE gift = 

idea, 
SAVE $5 to $10 

The majesty of Spain 
in real wood veneers 

there’s the right 
piece for you! 

Massive. Enchanting. Exciting. The glory of 
Spain interpreted in-real African chestnut 
veneer, finished rich and bewitching in Dark 
Walnut. The handsome carved detailing 
molded polyurethane—looks like wood 
highly resistant to burns, heat, scratch 
stains. Piano-hinged doors with friction ca 8 
Burnished brass hardware. Solid hardwood 
construction, Furniture that inspires any room 

1 Was 119.98. 2-Door Bookcase. 2 fixed 
shelves divide upper area into one 16" and 

two 12" sections. Room for even a portable TV. 
Abt. 30% x 16 x 66%” high. 9.00 monthly 

01 25 40120 DL—Cash, each 114.98 

2 Was 99.98. Drop-Front Bar/Desk. Black 
slate’ Formica inside drop-front door 

Shelves about 12" apart. Abt. 25 x 16 x 66%" h 

01 25 40121 DL—8.00 mthly. Cash, ea. 94.98 

3 Was 134.98. Server Cart. Black ‘slate’ 
Formica top resists stains, scratches. Rolls 

asily on 4 ball casters. Finished back. About 
48 x 17 x 30" high. 10.00 monthly 

01 25 40123 DL—Cash, each 124.98 

4 Was 89.98. Hexagonal Commode with 
two doors. Abt. 2 diameter x 23%” high 

01 25 36304 DL—8.00 mthly. C ea. 84.98 

5 Was 119.98. Curio Cabinet. Drop-Iront 
cabinet has ‘slate’ Formica inside door 

doubk S bar. Shelves about 12" apart. About 
25 x 16 x 71” high. 9.00 monthly 
01 25 40122 DL—Cash, each 114.98 

Was 74.98. Octagonal Lamp Commode, 2 
doors. About 20” diameter x 23%” high. 

01 25 36302 DL— 7.00 mthly. Cash 69.98 

7 Was 74.98. Octagonal Pedestal Com- 
mode.2 doors. Abt. 20" x23" h. 7.00 mthly 

01 25 36303 DL— Cash, each 69.98 

Was 99.98. Console Cocktail Table with 2 
doors. About 60 x 20 x 17” high 

01 25 36301 DL—8.00 mthly. Cash, ea..94.98 

Get it with credit. Details P. 243 



GREAT VALUE 
The luxury of crushed 

velvet for a lot less 
than you'd expect! 

CHAIRS 8998 
Ato C cash, each 

8.00 monthly 

A-C Festive accent chairs with the light- 
catching richness of crushed velvet 

upholstery—an 82% rayon-18% cotton blend. 
Hardwood frames kiln-dried to prevent warping. 

Elegant in 29(Moss), 35(Gold) or 70(Red). 

(A) Mediterranean Style accented with rich 
Dark Walnut finish show wood and trim, tapered 
legs. Polyurethane foam-padded seat with no- 
sag springs. About 27 x 28 x 35" high 

0125 45165 FC—Each 89.98 

(B) Tub Accent Chair with comfortable wrap- 
around arms and 3%” thick polyurethane Sero- 
FOAM seat. About 27 x 27 x 27%” high. 

01 25 45001 FC—Each 89.98 

(C) French Provincial Style be ge 
curved and show wood finisl in warm 
Еги Polyurethane foam-padded seat with 
no-sag springs. About 27 x 28 x 35" high. 

01 25 45164 FC—Each 89.98 

gwes |2998, 
10.00 monthly 

D-F The comfort of a swivel rocker with 
plush crushed velvet upholstery . . . some- 

thing extra in a beautiful gift idea! These chairs 
boast deluxe construction features at a surpris- 
ingly low price. Hardwood frames kiln-dried to 
prevent warping. Metal bases. 

(D) Tub-Style Swivel Rocker is deeply padded 
with polyurethane foam in back and arms. Seat 
cushion of 4" polyurethane foam is reversible. 
Covered in 82% rayon-18% cotton crushed 
velvet. About 28 x 29 x 28" high. 

20(Green), 35(Gold), 70(Red). 

01 25 43007 FC—Each 129.98 

(E) Traditional Swivel Rocker has gently 
curved, polyurethane foam-padded back with 
deep tufting. Reversible seat cushion of 3%" 
polyurethane SeroFOAM, Dacron *polyester- 
wrapped for surface softness. No-sag seat 
springs. Upholstery of 10096 rayon chenille 
crushed velvet. About 31 x 36 x 37" high. 
29(Olive), 34(Antique Gold), 41(Tangerine). 

01 25 43105 FC—Each 129.98 

(F) High-Back Swivel Rocker has button-tuft- 
ed, polyurethane-padded back. Reversible 
cushion of 3%” polyurethane SeroFOAM is 
Dacron*polyester-wrapped for surface soft- 
ness. No-sag spring-seat. Crushed velvet 
upholstery in 82% rayon-18% cotton blend. Abt. 
27 x 35 x 41" high. Choose from 29(Moss), 
35(Gold), 70(Red). 
0125 43106 FC—Each 129.98 

G Accent Table with Marble Top. Beautiful 
imported Italian marble with neat beveled 

edges. Walnut finished tri-eg stand. Easily 
assembled. 15" diameter x 23'4" high 

0125 36197 DL2—Each 14.98 
*Reg'd Can. Т.М. 

'F' ITEMS SHIPPED FROM FACTORY 

For credit details, see P. 243 
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SAVE $20 
High-back swivel rocker 
imported from Sweden 
Was B9-98- 

|1998 .« 
cash monthly 

1 WAS 139.98. Swivel Rocker 
Imported from the land of the 

pacesetters Sweden. 1-piece 
molded trame won't crack or warp. 
it's designed for body-hugging 
comfort. Semi-attached polyur 
ethane foam padded back and 3" 
reversible seat cushion. Swivels on 
Teak-and-chrome-finished steel 
base. Covered in durable 10096 
rayon plaid. (Professional cleaning 
recommended). About 33 x 32 x 37" 
high. State color 

41(Tangerine), 38(Beige). 

01 25 43045 DLC—Each. .119.98 

Matching Swivel Ottoman. 3” thick 
polyurethane foam cushion. Abt. 20 
x 15x 15" high. State color 

01 25 43047 DLC—Each 49.98 

WAS 209.98. LA-Z-BOY. The 
ultimate in seating comfort and 

engineering. Comfort Selector 
handle adjusts footrest in 3 positions 
with or without reclining. Back and 
seat move smoothly from upright to 
Stretch out. Nickel-plated critical 
points mean effortless motion. It 
rocks gently too! Polyurethane 
SeroFOAM cushions. Hardwood 
frames and dowels for greater 
Strength. Lifetime warranty on 
reclining mechanism assures you of 
quality. 10096 nylon tweed cover 
with a BONUS: matching arm caps 
and head protector. About 30 x 35 
x 37% high 

29(Willow Green), 
35(Burnished Gold) 

01 2554222 FC—Each 184.98 

3 WAS 109.98. 3-Way Recliner 
Relax in your favorite position; 

upright, semi-recline or fully recline. 
Covered in tough Naugahyde vinyl. 
Polyurethane foam-padded back, 
seat and arms. No-sag spring seat 
construction. Hardwood frame. Abt 
31 x 35 x 41" h. 35(Gold), 

09(Black), 55(Chestnut) 

01 25 54066 FC—Each 89.98 

4 WAS 39.98.Beanbag Lounger. 
Specially sale priced for gift 

giving. It's a chair, a lounger—wiidly 
comfortable, brightly colored. 
Tough, wet-look vinyl SANIGARD 
treated for hygienic freshness. 
Inside are thousands of Styrotoam 
beads that mold right to your shape. 

E Р Great for relaxing, lounging, reading 
SAVE $25 18499 SAVE $20 8998 or TV-ing in den, rec room or bed. 
LA-Z-BOY swivel rocker [^ 3-way man-sized recliner Tash room. About 35” diameter 

11.00 month 8.00 09(Віаск), 27(Lime), 
monty у 41(Tangerine) or 95(White) 

01 25 45125 FC—Each 32.98 

WAS 16.98. Mushroom Ottoman. 
A tun match-mate to chair. Colors 
as above. 23" diam. x 15" h. 

01 25 45128 FC—Each 14.98 

5 High on Value, high on style. 
Imported Danish contour-mold- 

ed swivel chair for home or office. 
Rigid molded polystyrene unit frame 
has no joints to warp or break loose. 
Polyurethane SeroFOAM padding 
throughout. Semi-attached seat 
cushion. Wide-stance swivel base of 
polished steel. About 24 x 27 x 27" 
high. In rayon tweed fabric or easy- 
care vinyl 
70(Red Tweed), 09(Black vinyl) 

01 25 43042 DLC—Each 39.98 

For credit details see P. 243 

*F" IN CATALOGUE NO. MEANS 
SAVE $7 329 Stool GOOD BUY 3998 SHIPPED FROM FACTORY 

Beanbag lounge chair 14.98 Contemporary swivel chair 

266 36 
5.00 monthly 

WishbookWeb.com 



SAVE $30 on heater-vibrator recliners...the 
best values we know of! Tip back and relax! 

Comfort-zoned 
All Naugahyde vinyl— vinyl and nylon 
famous for wearability 

WAS | 3998 1000 MEE WAS 9.00 ы 169-98 cash monthly Vinyl headrest cove 
+39-98- cash monthly 

3-Positions with smooth 
mechanism for just relaxing 

Vibrator with multi-speeds 
gently massages muscles 

Heater. Built-in heating pad 
helps relieve stiffness 

ly. Cash, each Convenient. Control panel is 
RS 4 easily within arm's reach 

fabric ‹ 

cold, whatev 

139.98 For credit details see Page 243 [s ars ] 3-6 267 
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Decorative 
fun rugs 

for the young 
of all ages! 

an 9o each 

A-C Floor fashion doesn't have 
to be humdrum! Novelty 

shapes and designs of these deco- 

rative fun rugs make them ideal as 

lasting and very personal gifts ... for 
kids, teens, even Mom and Dad 
Fully washable with antislip rubber 
backing. State the code number of 

the style you like best. 

(A) Bright Traffic Stoppers make 
groovy sign language in any teen's 
room. 100% nylon pile with overtuft 
ed lettering of miscellaneous blend 

оте round rugs, some 
al, abt. 27" diam 
60(Stop), 61(Arrét) 

30(Keep Out), 20(Go) 
45(Cool It), 80(Think Zone) 

37 25 38077 ОС—Еас! 5.98 

(B) Charming Patterns Decorate 
the kids’ room in 100% polyester pile 
with overtufted silhouettes in nylon 
yarn. Abt..27" square. 

10(Train), 65(Poodie) 
43(Car), 82(Boat), 1 1(Panda) 

37 25 38075 DC—Each 5.98 

C) The irresistibles | fast 
ion-right half-round rugs. Why hide 
the other half under bed, table 
counter, etc? 10096 nylon pile with 

overtufted designs of miscellaneo 
blended yarns. Each abt. 36" wide 
x 18" deep. 
Choose the domesticated 22(Frog) 

35(Butterfly), 68(Penguin). 
84(Octopus) or 28(Mushroom) 

37 25 38076 DC—Eact 5.98 

Ex = З 1 

| Why not use novelty mats as 

stocking stuffers this year? 
Use your credit .. see Page 243 

L — 

Axminster rugs 
for floor or wall 

ху [998 
crafted wov 

brick, stone, wood 
or painted yet constructed to 
take years hardest unde 
wear. Colorfast; dry-clean only 

(D) Choose Cr 
BO(Nikki), each 
50(Indian Summ 

37 25 38065 OC—Eact 19.98 

(E) Choose 51(ЕІ 
52(Со 
TO(Schooners) 

9tsmar 
ral 

ach 27 x 51 

37 25 38066 DC—Each 19.98 

WishbookWeb.com 
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Polypropylene carpet 
for casual rooms 

з 

12' Width—1 running foot 
37 25 18076 DLC— Each rur 

Matching Runner—24” wide 
37 25 18075 DLC—Each run 

We pay all regular shipping charges 

Hearthside beauties... 
imitation fur rugs! 

hor 7 O 
S'x7 98 5.00 
Rectangle cash monthly 

Nat ral te Natur 18(Black 

37 25 36043 DC—24 x 36" Rectangle. £ 7.98 

37 25 36044 DC—30 x 48" Half Round. Ea 12.98 
37 25 36045 DC—30 x 54" Rectangle. Ea 14.98 
37 25 36046 DC—5' x 7' Rectangle. Ea 39.98 

Credit details P. 243 Sears | зв 269 
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29-0live 
v mn 

35-Gold /Olive 

20-Green /Blue 

'Damile' —a rich damask motif high- 
lights 

SAVE 12-20% 
these stretchy coveralls of 

67% rayon-33% cotton. Machine-wash, 
drip or tumble-dry; no ironing 

on durable stretch 
knit coveralls 

CHAIR SOFA 

622 1328 

Chair Coverall —fits backs to 36” w 
24 25 11420 C — Reg. 7 99. Ea... 

Sofa Coverall — fits backs to 76* w 
24 25 11421 C — Reg. 15.98. Ea 

Cogswell Chair Cover — open arms. 
2425 11422 C — Reg. 12.98. Ea 

Recliner Chair Cover —4 pieces. 

мө сос 

CHAIR 

722 
13.98 

10.98 

24 25 11423 C — Reg. 14.98. Еа. 11.98 

STYLE 16 Most Cogswell 
chairs, rockers — open arms, 
attached cushions 

STYLE 40 Loose T or 
square cushion. Arms 2-5” 
wide; backs 24-32” wide. 

STYLE 41 Loose square 
Cushion. Arms 3-7” 
wide; backs 22-32” wide. 

yA без 
STYLE 43 Loose square 
Cushion. Arms 7-11" wide; 
backs 26-36” wide. 

ees 

STYLE 45 Loose 
‘T cushion. Arms 
3-8” wide; backs. 
25-35” wide. == 

SAVE $2-55 
on foam-backed 

‚ SAVESI2 
when you buy both chair 

50-Brown 

70-Red /Gold 

80-Blue /Green 

and sofa slipcovers 

CHAIR SOFA 

2328 4728 
‘Medallion’ — will brighten old, protect 
new furniture. Fashioned in heavy- 
weight 10096 stretch nylon to ensure 
a smooth fit. Plush velour-textured 
Jacquard design blends with both 
traditional and contemporary settings. 
Reversible cushion covers; use either 
side up. Coordinating stretch fringe on 

all styles. Overlock-stitched seams are 
reinforced at stretch points. Machine: 
wash, drip or tumble-dry. No ironing 
Please state color number 

Catalogue №.) Style | Reg | Each 

24 25 11700 C | Chair #16 27.98 | 23.98 
24 25 11701 C | Chair 140|27.98| 23.98 
24 25 11702 C | Chair #41 27.98 | 23.98 
24 25 11703C | Chair #43 27.98 23.98 
24 25 11704 C | Chair +45|27.98| 23.98 
24 25 11705 C | Sota #47 |55.98| 47.98 
24 25 11706 C | Sofa 148 |55.98| 47.98 
24 25 11707 C | Sofa #51 |55.98 47.98 
24 25 11708 C | Sofa #82 |55.98 47.98 
24 25 11709 C | Sofa (37 |59.98| 51.98 
24 25 11710C | Sofa #57 [51.98 

"Quincy' — Jacobean print on 10096 cotton 
Laminated foam backing resists wrinkling 
and slipping. Rounded corners; knit trim 
Machine-wash, drip-dry; no ironing. 

jn throws 

Chair Throw — about 60 x 70”. 
24 25 12215 C — Reg. 9.99. Each 7.99 
Large Chair Throw — about 70 x 90”. 

SOFA 

24 25 12217 C — Reg. 18.98. Each 

24 25 12216 C — Reg. 14.98. Each 
| Sofa Throw — about 70 x 120”. 

11.98 

14.98 

Large Sofa Throw — about 70 x 140*. 
24 25 12218 C — Reg. 21.98. Each 

STYLE 37 Sweep arms; 
4 loose square cushions. 
Arms 3-7" wide; 
backs 78-95” wide. 

STYLE 47 2 loose 
square cushions. 
Arms 3-7* wide; 
backs 60-78* wido. 

STYLE 48 2 loose 
Square cushions. 
Arms 7-11” wide; 
backs 68-86* wide. 

16.98 

STYLE 51 3 loose 
square cushions. 
Arms 4-9” wide; 
backs 66-86" wide 

STYLE 57 4 loose 
Square cushions. 
Arms 3-7* wide; 
backs 78-95* wide. 

STYLE 82 'Hide-a-Bed" 
2 loose cushions. 
Arms 4-10* wide; 
backs 70-75* wide. 

qu 
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Colorful, comfy cushions 

Pack of 3 999 

Sumptuous Decorator Cushion Pack — 
a bright holiday trio all done up in a lus 
trous satin ribbon. Richly styled in 10096 
rayon velvet with soft wool tassels. Plump 
kapok filling for 'lean-back' comfort 
Knife edge provides tidy, tailored ap- 
pearance, An eye-catching accent on 
chairs, sofas and beds. Please be sure to 
state color number when ordering. 

01(Gold/Moss/Gold) 
02(Moss/Orange/Moss), 
O3(Rust/Orange/Rust). 

24 25 20326 C — Each pack . 

Enjoy relaxing comfort 

Cotton 1298 Floral 1298 
corduroy 20 print u. 

A-B Armchair Bedrests — for reading, watching 
TV or lounging. Also helpful to invalids. 

Firmly filled with fluffy new kapok. Neatly tailored 
with jumbo welt trim; centre button on back 
Measure about 27* wide x 17” high x 10* thick at 
bottom. Please state color number. 

(A) SAVE 2.00 — 100% cotton corduroy; pocket 
on arm. 29(Olivi 5(Gold), 62(Red), 84(Blue). 
24 25 20480 DLC — Reg. 14.98. Each 12.98 

(B) Floral Print—sturdy 10096 cotton sailcloth 
Pockets on arms. 35(Gold), 70(Red), 80(Blue). 
24 25 20472 DLC — Each : 12.98 

Are your Christmas expenses starting to snowball? 
Investigate our All Purpose Account. Details on Page 243 

Thrifty throws 
foam-ba cked for 

long wear, smooth fit 

CHAIR 599 
THROW ea.up 

sh, festive look. Striking 
lors in "linen'-textured knit of 62% cot- 

ton-38% rayon. Laminated polyfoam backing 
gives long wear as well as a smooth, slip-free 
fit. Smart seamless styling with loop-fringe 
trim. Machine-wash at medium and drip-dry 
No ironing needed. Please state color number 
on order. See swatches below. 

Regular Chair Throw — about 60 x 70”. 
24 25 12730 C — Each 5.99 
Large Chair or Sectional Throw. 
24 25 12731 C — Abt. 70 x 90”. Each 9.99 

Sofa Throw — about 70 x 120*. 
24 25 12732 C — Each А 12.98 

Extra-Large Sofa Throw — about 70 x 140” 
24 25 12733 C — Each .. 15.98 

35-Light Gold 

63-Federal Gold 

range FIN 56-Spice Brown 

VE $1-$2 on rocker pad sets 

Rayon 1398 Cotton 998 
velvet sot Corduroy ves 

C SAVE 2.00 on 2-Piece Rocker Pad Set— 100% 
rayon velvet chair covers with plump kapok filling. 

Button-tufted — 9-button back, 4-button seat. Attached 
tie tapes. Dry-clean only. Seat 15 x 17 х3”, back 14 x 18 
x 3*. 35(Gold), 29(Avocado), 70(Red) 
24 25 20230 C — Reg. 15.98. Set 13.98 

SAVE 1.00 — chair pad (not shown). 15 x 17 x 3” 
24 25 20231 C — Reg. 6.99. Each А 5.99 

D SAVE 1.00 on 2-Piece Rocker Pad Set— 100% 
cotton corduroy covers on SeroFOAM® poly 

urethane foam pads. Attached tie tapes, concealed 
zippers. Machine-wash-dry. Seat 16% x 15 x 2” 
back 19'4 x 17Yax 1”. 

35(Gold), 29(Olive), 69(Rust), 70(Red), 50(Brown) 

24 25 20570 C — Reg. 10.98. Set — 9.98 

50c OFF — chair pad (not shn.) Reg. 4.98. 
242520571C—16x15x1* Ea..... 4.48 А 271 
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SAVE $14 on divider 

with built-in bar 9509 
WAS 109.00. Sale priced in time for holiday entertaining. All-steel 
cabinet in matte Black finish with padded vinyl-upholstered front 
and doors; chrome-plated buttons. 3 compartments—centre one 
has fixed shelf and drop door. Bar measures 60 x 14 x 16" high 
Magnetic catches. Eight 16" plastic panels; color-coordinated 
inserts. 4 Black steel poles adjust from 94-99". Hardware and 
instructions included. Please state color number 

47(Black/Antique White with White inserts), 
37(Black/Sunshine Yellow with Yellow inserts) 

24 25 65121 DLC—Each 95.00 

SAVE $3-$13 on Perma-Prest 
Tergal® polyester voile sheers 

"Antoinette' —seamless expanse of sheer 
beauty enhanced by delicate cutwork 

embroidery. Long-wearing despite fragile 
appearance. Machine-wash, drip or 

tumble-dry. No ironing ever. Will not shrink 
or stretch. Resists effects of heat, smoke. 
humidity and harsh sunlight . .. mothproot 
too. White only 

Rod-Pocket Tops. Order 2-3 times rod 
width for proper fulness 

Catalogue |. | em 
Number Width | Lgth Reg. а 

242517456 | 70" | 63" | 14.98 | 11.98 
242517457 | 70" | 72" | 16.98 | 13.98 
242517458 | 70" | 83" | 19.98 | 16.98 
242517460 | 70" | 94" | 2398 | 19.98 
242517461 | 115" | 83" | 2998 | 23.98 
242517459 | 115 94 3398 | 27.98 

128. 
Pinch-Pleated Headings—double ful 
ness. Ready to hang alone or under 
heavier drapes. All panels are seamless. 
Pin-on hooks included 

Catalogue | Pleated |, ¿yy | nog, | Each 
Number Pr. Width Panel 

242517462 R| 100" | 83" 47984198 
242517463 R| 100" | 94” 49984398 
242517464 8| 125" | 83" 59.98 52.98 
242517465 А) 125" | 94" |61.98 55.98 
242517466R| 150" | 83” 72.98 59.98 
242517467 А) 150" | 94” |75.98162.98 

Perk up your decor now! 

Just say ‘Charge It!'— 
full credit details on Page 243 

10-14% off printed cotton 39 
shorty drapes with foam backing 93 p 

*Springs’—100% cotton sailcloth. Acrylic 
foam backing acts as self-lining; cuts 
down on light, noise, heat, cold. Lends 
weight for graceful drape. Hand-wash, 
drip-dry. Iron onfabric side. Pinch-pleated 
headings; hooks incl. 0X Black/White), 
70(Red/White/Blue), 15(Lilac/White) 

40(Orange/Gold/White). 

46" Matching Fabric—not foam-backed 
24 25 36042 C—Each yard 2.69 

Catalogue | Pleated 
Number  |Pr Width 

2425 51740C| 50" |36"|1049| 9.39 
2425 51741C 50 45" 1249| 11.19 

2425 51742C 75" | 45" |19.96 17.98 
242551743C | 100 45" 24.98 21.39 

242551744C | 50" | 63" 1549 13.59 
2425 51745C 75" |63"|2298| 19.99 
242551746C| 100” | 63" 131.98! 27.98 

19%. Reg. | Pair 

B.C. ORDERS WITH 'R' IN CAT. NO. SHIPPED FROM REGINA 

WishbookWeb.com 
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De DE 

20-Green 

SAVE 56-519 on graceful 
lined Jacquard damask drapes 

A 'Allure'—fine quality polyester voile 
drapes. Completely seamless, 2-to-1 

fulness. 3-fold pinch pleats, hooks incl 
Hand-wash, drip-dry; little ironing. White only 

Pleated| Catalogue | Pair Lgth.| | Reg. | Pair 
Number Width | 

242529837 | 50" | 63” | 8.98| 7.98 

| 
24 25 29838 75" | 63" |12:98|11.59 
242529839 | 100" | 63" |15.98/14.29 

24 25 29840 50” | 84” | 10.98) 9.59 
24 25 29841 75" | 84” |15.98/14.29 
242529842 | 100" | 84" 20.98 18.79 
242529843 | 125” | 64" (26982399 
242529844 | 150” | 84" |30.98|27.79 
242529765 | 175" | 84" |36.98|32.99 
242529845 | 50" | 95" |11.98|10.49 
242529846 | 75" |95"|16.98|14.99 
242529847 | 100” | 95” [2298 19.99 
242529848 | 125" | 95" |27 9824.99 
242529849 | 150” | 95" 133.98 29:99 
242529766 | 175” | 95” |39.98 35.99 

39.99 242529767 | 200" | 95” [44,98 

B-D 'Adrian'—opulent Jacquard weave 
of 6896 cotton-3296 acetate in rich 

two-tone cross-dyed colors. Good quality 

cotton sateen lining. 3-fold pinch pleats, 
hooks included. Use with separate matching 

valance and tiebacks, alone or teamed up 
with sheers. Dry-clean. See color swatches 
above; please state color no. 

Pleated, 
(B) Drapes ir Lgth| Reg | Pair 

2425 28784C g ү |ва" | 27.9819.98 
242528785C | 6' |84"| 40983498 
2425 28786С | 8' |84"| 54984598 
2425 29481С | 10, |84” 68986598 
2425 287970 | 12 84 | 81.98 
242529482C | 14' |84"| 95.98) 8.98 
2425 29128АС| 6° = 43.9837.98 
242529129RC| 8' 
242529483RC| 10° 
2425 29130RC| 12° 
2425 29484RC 14' 
242529131RC| 16' 

95" | 57.9849.98 
[95"| 71.98/61.98 
"eG "| 87.98/76.98 

102.9886.98 
98" 115.9896.98 

B.C. ORDERS ON ITEMS WITH 'R' IN CAT. NO. SHIPPED FROM REGINA 

1998, 

SAVE 5I-54.99 
on sheers 798 A 

(C) Unlined 3-Fold Pinch-Pleated Valance; silk-like rayon 
tassel fringe. 52" wide x 13%” deep including fringe. 
24 25 29487 C—Was 8.98. Each 7.98 
Valance (not shown)— as (C) above but without fringe. 
24 25 29486 C—52" wide, 12" deep. Was 7.49. Ea. . 6.49 
(D) Tiebacks—3%” w. including rayon silk tassel fringe. 

Catalogue No. | Fits Drapes Pr. Width | Reg | Pair 

242529139C | upto 6 feet | 5.98 | 4.98 
242529140C up to 10 feet | 7.98| 6.98 
242529141C up to 16 feet 13.98 | 9.98 

Double traverse with valance 
rod of White enameled steel for 
above window treatment. 5-year 
guarantee. Inside rod projects 
15-25"; outside drapery rod 
projects 4 valance rod 
projects 8% All have tension 
pulleys. Mount on wall, ceiling or 
casement 

7 заето = 

Combination 

Extends | Each Rod 

1998, 

Sears | e 273 

WishbookWeb.com 

Catalogue No 
24 25 95115 DL | 30-50" |1998 
24 25 95116 DL | 50-90" |25.98 
242595117 DL | 70-130" {35.98 
24 25 95118 DL | 108-200" |39.98 



very . 
special 

SAVE $2-$4 on no-iron 
multirib spread 

= 1998 

A-B ‘Random Rib'—one of the bright 
est, warmest ways !o say 'Merry 

Christmas. Casual, comfortable and 
thoroughly contemporary. The look is 

exciting—a terrific texture of unevenly 
spaced multiribs. The fabric is practical — 
a durable yet soft blend of 85% acrylic 
15% nylon with White acrylic fringe for ad- 
ded dash. It's Perma-Prest for the easy-liv- 
ing pace of today. Just machine-wash and 
dry at medium. Never needs ironing. 

(A) Throw-Style — Bedspreads — fringe 
trim included in sizes quoted 
Bunk Size — abt. 63 x 100”. No fringe. 
24 25 14450 С — Reg. 11.98. Each... 9.98 

Twin Size — abt. 80 x 108”. Reg. 19.98 
2425 14451 C — Each . .. 16 

Double Size — abt. 94 x 108". Reg. 22.98 
24 25 14452 C — Each 19.98 

Queen Size — abt. 102 x 115". Reg. 29.98. 
24 25 14453 C —Each . ... 25.98 

20-Green 35-Gold 

SAVE $1 to $6 on drapes 1898, 

(B) Deck the halls with holly and your bedroom 
windows with multirib drapes. And to help stretch 

your holiday budget, prices have been reduced by 

596-1296. Tiebacks are White polyester fringe to 
match trim on inside edge and bottom of drapes. 
Pinch-pleated headings; hooks included 

Catalogue Pleated 
Number | Pr. Width [Lan | Reg. | Pair 

24 25 13150С | 50” 63” | 19.98 | 18.98 
24 25 13151C | 75" | 63” | 31.98 | 29.98 
242513152C | 100" |63” | 39.98 | 36.98 
242513153C | 50” |84” | 24.98 | 22.98 
242513154C | 75” |84” | 37.98 | 33.98 
242513155C | 100" |84” | 49.98 | 43.98 

45” Matching Yard Goods — for accessories. 
24 25 35064 C — Colors as spread. Ea. yd 2.98 

Buy now! Just say ‘Charge It!" 
Complete credit details on Page 243. 

40-Orange 70-Red 80-Blue 



Low introductory prices 
on spreads and curtains 
Twin 2698 Double 2998 
spread each spread each 

A-D ‘Rebecca’ —a touch of country-fresh charm 
Crisp gingham weave in a dainty yet dura- 

ble blend of 5096 Fortrel* polyester-5096 cotton. 
Perma-Prest for easy-care. Machine-wash-dry 
separately at medium. No ironing. 

(A) Bedspreads—quilted with uncrushable 
10096 polyester, backed with 10096 nylon tricot 
and trimmed with White ball fringe. Sewn-on, 
unquilted flounce gives dust ruffle effect. 

Twin-Size Bedspread — about 80 x 108*. 
24 25.14650 C — Each ................... 26.98 

Double-Size Bedspread — about 95 x 108”. 
24 25 14651 C—Each ................... 29.98 

Queen-Size Bedspread — about 102 х 115”. 
2425 14652 C — Each ................... 34.98 

(B) Quilted Pillow Sham — White ball finge 
242514653C —Each .................... 6.98 

(C) Matching Curtains — White ball fringe Rod- 
pocket tops; fringed tiebacks included. Unlined. 

Catalogue No. [Pair wictn] Length | Pair - 
2425 13766 C 88* 45" | 14.98 
242513767C | 130" | 45” | 21.98 
242513768C — | 176” | 45”_| 27.98 
24 25 13769 C 88” 63” | 18.98 
242513770C | 130" | 63” | 24.98 
2425137710 | 176" | 63” | 3198- 
(D) Matching Valance — rod pocket top. 
24 25 13772 C —88 x 11" deep. Each . 

44* Wide Matching Fabric ¬ 2" pattern repeat 
24 25 35073 C—Each yard....... E 

60-Pink 33-Yellow 

SAVE $4 
Easy-care bedspreads 
Twin 2298 Double 2498 
size each size each 

E-G ‘Mona’—a flowery flurry of ruffles to 
enhance your bedroom decor. Perma-Prest 

blend of 50% Fortrel* polyester-50% cotton. 
Machine-wash-dry at medium. No ironing 

(E) Bedspreads—quilted top filled with un- 
crushable 100% polyester, top-quality preshrunk 
cotton back. Double-ruffled flounce. 
Twin-Size Spread — abt. 80 x 108”. Reg Ty 
242515110 C —Each ........... x 

Double-Size Spread — abt. 95 x 108”. Reg. roe 
24 25 15111 C-Each ..... ч . 24.98 

(F) Quilted Pillow Sham — with гине trim. 
242515114 С —Each . 

(G) SAVE 1.00 on Bouffant Panels — ‘provide 
cig window accent. Each tier about 9* deep. 
‚ach panel about 42” wide. Rod-pocket tops. 

17.Lilac 

Catalogue Number Each 
Number | ofTiers |L9th.| Reg. | Panel 

242513257C| 5 | 45° | 1098 | 9.98 
24 25 13258 C 6 54” | 1298 | 11.98 
242513259C| 7 63” | 1498 | 1398 
(Н) SAVE 2.00-3.00 on Pinch-Pleated Drapes — 
cotton sateen lining; hooks included. Not Perma- 
Prest. Machine-wash-dry. Touch-up iron. 

Catalogue Pleated 
Number | Pr.Width |L9!^-| Reg. | Pair 

242513251C| 75” | 45” | 1998 | 17.98 
242513252 | 1007 | 457 | 2598 | 22.98 
242513253C| 50” | 63” | 1698 | 14.98 
242513254C 75* 63” | 2598 | 22.98 

44” Wide Matching Fabric — 23” pattern repeat 
24 25 35048 C — Each yard..... 2. 
*Reg'd Can. Т.М. 

PERMA-PREST % 



SAVE $4 
Record storage h 98 ck 

Stores 100 2598 
12" discs ї 

Octagonal 
Hassock 

11.98 

C 24° Rollabout Hassock— 
eight sup- 

SeroFOAM 
and f 

hei 
button. 

urdy metal 
for Christmas. Please 
number on order. Reg 

51(Acorn), 95(Ivory) 
35(Gold), 09(Black) 

24 25 72704 DLC — Each 

Pillowtop hassock 

Brass 
handle 

A Record Storage Hassock 
in heavyweight 

padde 

D Octagonal Hassock —we ash 

punto' to 
SeroFOAM 
13" high. Reg. 13.9 

35(Gold), 41(Tangerin 
09(Віаск), 29(Oliv 

24 25 72830 DLC—Each. 11.98 

E Cricket — Stool —floral-pa 
terned hooked cotton cord. 7^ 

wooden legs; nylon glic 13* 
diam. x 9'5* h. Gold. Reg. 9.98. 

24 25 72846 DL — Each 8.98 

covered 
supported vinyl. Richly 

rface wipe 
2-button top 

able divide 
and stop chair 

Reduced to 
09(Black 

24 2572710 DLC —Rec 

your holiday budget 
5(Gold), 51(Acorn 

98. Ea... 25.98 

Lean back andy 

F ay Good Value—wash- 
vinyl hi with rtly 

design on top. 14* 
Square high. 41(Tangeri 

20(Green), 3: 9). 53(Tan). 

24 25 72021 DLC— 10.98 

G Corduroy Pillowtop Hassock — 
covered in wide-wale 100% 
plush. Wool tassels at corners 

filled with comfy kapok. 16'/; 
square x 13” high. 

35(Gold), 29(Olive). 

24 25 72040 DLC — Each 25.98 

09(Black), 52(Walnut) 

24 2572030 DLC 25.98. Ea 

B Lightweight Pillowtop Hassock - 
4-bu stitched to 

with soft kapok 

saddle 
filling. 

Land jauntily trimmed with 

(Gold). 

t your feet u 

H Thrifty Round Hassock — in 
dur: p 

cord welt trim 
20(Green), 35(Gold), 41(T: angerine) 

24 25 72008 DLC — Each 7.99 

J Luxurious Mushroom Hassock 

top has дес 
tive centre button. 18” diam. x 14” 

high. 41(Tangerine) 
35(Gold), 29(Olive), 

80(Wedgewood Blue) 
24 25 72045 DLC — Each 27.98 

Shop early for Christmas with an All Purpose Account. See Page 243 

WishbookWeb.com 



'Personalized' gifts — delightful to receive! 

Pillowcases 239 
1- Print pillowcases of Perma- 

Prest 100% cotton. Machine- 
wash-dry, no ironing. Abt. 42 x 33". 
Ordering instr. at right 

Bath towels 179 

4-6 Personalized 
children. Bright multicolor 

screen prints on White ground of 

towels for 
Lake Scene 

cord included. 

Calendar towel 219 

Personalized calendar towel 
print on cotton- 

linen ground. Wooden rod and gifts 
Gift-boxed. Mea 

Calendar towels 
Screen-print 100 
designs 

8-9 Calendar towels make most 
thoughtful and practical 
Beautiful screen-printed 

child's name print. 
ed at bottom in Orange 

96 25 51498 FX — Each 

‘Football’ child's name is 
printed at bottom in Blue. 

96 25 51497 FX — Each 

"Ballerina and Poodles' — 
child's name printed in Lilac (6) 'Ballerina and Poodles' 
96 2551499 FX — Each 

absorbent 10096 cotton terry cloth. 
Carry child's first name. Measure 
about 20 x 40”. See ordering in 
structions in box at right 

2.39 
(4) 'Hockey' Towel 

96 25 36665 FX — Each 1.79 

2.39 (5) ‘Football’ Towel 

96 25 36666 FX — Each 1.79 

2.39 96 25 36667 FX — Each 1.79 

sures about 17 x 29*. See ordering 
instructions in box below. 

96 25 10146 FX — Each 2.19 

Order personalized 'FX' items by 
December 8, 1973 for Christmas 
delivery. Post-Christmas deliv- 
eries on all orders after this date. 

PRINT NAME NEEDED 

No C.O.D. orders 

designs on a Natural color cotton 
linen background. Wooden rod 
and cord included. Measure about 
17 x 29”. Gift-boxed. 

(8) 'Sailing Ship'—a fresh print 
deal for the cottage kitchen 

9625 10147 — Each 1.00 

(9) 'Fruit and Flowers' Print— 
country charm for a city kitchen 

96 25 10148 — Each 1.00 

Kitchen set 329 
Vegetable Magic' kitchen set—a wonderful 

gift for the hostess and cook. Includes a cotton 
terry tea towel, and cotton apron, dishcloth and 
potholder—all in a matching cheery print 
Choose from 2 color combinations 

BO(Blue/Red) or 30(Gold/Green) 
96 25 17235 C — Each set 3.29 

2-pc. bath mat set 1098 

Resilient blend of 65% modacrylic-35% nylon 
24 x 36" oval rug with Saf-T-Tred waffle latex 
backing, 3" all-round hand-knotted fringe. 
Standard-size lid cover fits lids up to 13 x 141," 
deep. Machine-wash-dry, medium. 35(Gold), 
27(Fern Green), 86(Horizon Blue), 16(Purple) 

96 25 32430 C — Each set 10.98 

TAKE THE FUSS OUT OF CHRISTMAS SHOPPING — SHOP BY PHONE 

Bath 
Woven Jacquard towels 299 Size 

Super-absorbent Drylon blend of 7096 cotton-30% 
rayon. Two-tone geometric design in 

35(Gold/Bittersweet) 
27(Green/Blue), 15(Lilac/Purple), 60(Pink/Red) 

96 25 36545 C — Bath towel, abt. 22 x 42" Ea.. 2.99 
96 25 36546 C —Hand towel, abt. 15x25" Еа. 1.99 
96 25 36547 C — Facecloth, abt. 12 x 12^ Еа 99c 

SAVE 20% on 6-Piece Set consisting of two each of 
above. Separately would cost 11.94 
96 25 36524 C — Éach set 949 A 277 

WishbookWeb.com 



‘Action’ coordinates 

for him at Christmas 

ona 0% poo 

Slumber Bag 222 

Acrylic 
blanket 

A 50% Polyester-50% Cotton Sheets with 128 
threads/sq. inch. Allover prints on White ground 

Machine-wash-dry, no ironing necessary to keep them 
smooth. State 01(Football) or 02(Cars). 

Twin Flat with neatly hemmed ends. 

9625 51840 C—About 72 x 104". Each 6.99 

Twin Fitted with 'Elasto-Fit' corners. 

96 25 51841 C—Fits bed 39 x 75". Each 6.99 

Standard-Size Pillowcase with neatly hemmed ends 

96 25 51842 C—About 42 x 33". Each 2.39 

B 100% Acrylic Regular-Weave Blanket. Print 
sidereversesto plain white. Red nylon binding 

Machine-wash-dry at medium. Twin/ double size 
State 01 (Football) or 02(Cars). 

96 25 62400 C—About 72 x 90". Each 12.98 

С Slumber Bag unzips to twin-size (68 x 80") 
comforter. Printed polyester-cotton cover. 

cotton flannel lining. Warm, non-allergenic poly- 
esterfillis moth, mildew-proof. Machine-wash-dry 

no ironing. 01(Football), O2(Cars) 

96 25 44609 C—Each 22.99 

Bed and bath coordinates 

Sheets Bath towel 

699 me 350 fitted po 

D '"Peanuts*' Sheets. 50% polyester-5096 cottor 
Allover print on White. Machine-wash-dry, no iron 

Another Determined Production by Tastemaker 
96 25 51627—Twin flat, abt. 66 x 100". Each .. 6.99 
96 25 51628—Twin fitted, tor bed 39x75". Ea. . 6.99 
9625 51629—Pillowcases, abt. 42 x 33". Ea 2.39 

E-F 'Peanuts* and Friends’. All-cotton print 
towels—one side sheared, other looped 

Another Determined Production by Tastemaker 

(E) ‘Snoopy’ Hand Towel with slogan '| Think I'm 
Allergic To Morning'. Fringed ends. 

96 25 36570— About 16 x 26". Each 

Facecloths with 'Peanuts*' print designs. 

96 25 36511— About 12 x 12". Each 99c 

(F) 'Peanuts*' Bath Towel with slogan 'Happiness 
Is Being One of the Gang’. Fringed ends 
96 25 36510— About 22 x 44". Each 

United Feature Syndicate 1973 

1.99 

3.50 

Cosy blend throw blanket 

Packaged 1998 

Luxurious throw blanket/ rug of 62% wool for warmth. 
3096 mohair for softness, 896 nylon for strength and 
durability. Hand-washable with care. Packaged in a 
plastic carry bag. About 48 x 72”. Your choice of 

70(Red/White), 20(Green/Red) 
50(Brown/Orange), 40(Orange/ Yellow 

96 25 62207 C—Eact 19.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



Festive cloths for the entertainment season 

Plastic-top 
Hide-a-Table Ja 

A ‘Wainut-grain Hide-a-Table. 
Sturdy fibreboard base; molded 

plastic top—holds up to 100 Ib. 
Perfectto-the-floortit with decorator 
roundcloths(B) and (D). Assemb.es 
without tools— instructions incl. 20” 
diam. top. 
96 25 15007 DL—27" h. Ea . 7.49 

Christmas-print cloth 469 52 x 52" 

For a cheerful table-setting—Perma-Prest 60% 
cotton-40% rayon blend with soil-release 
finish—machine-wash-dry, no ironing. Round 
Cloth with 4" White cotton fringe 
96 25 11554—Abt. 52 x 52". Each 

96 25 11555—Abt. 50 x 70”. Each 
96 25 11556—Abt. 58 x 90". Each 
96 25 11558—Round, 63” diam. Each 

'Velvet-look' 2 |98 
tablecloth ea 

B Elegant new decorator round 
Velvety 100% acrylic pile with a 

protective cotton backing. 6” 
matching polyester fringe. Dry- 
clean only. 72" diameter. Choose 
from 3 Yuletide colors: 

27(Green), 70(Red), 35(Gold) 
96 25 11120 C—Each 21.98 

€ 

Christmas-print vinyl 52 60" diam 

Ideal! for parties! Shrinkproof polyester flannel 
backing. 4” White cotton fringe on round. 

Best quality | 98 
Scottish lace ea 

C For a traditional Christmas 
setting— quality Scottish lace of 

silky 100% Terylene polyester 
Perma-Prest for a minimum of 
care—machine-wash-dry, no iron- 

ing. 68” diameter. Choose trom: 
95(White), 18(Ecru), 70(Red) 

96 25 13535 C—Each 18.98 

Fringed 1698 
tablecloth ea. 

D Classic decorator round cloth 
ina carefree biend of 6596 poly 

ester-35% cotton. Perma-Prest for 
machine-wash-dry, no-iron care 
Matching 6" polyester fringe trim. 
72" diam. 29(Avocado), 70(Red) 
35(Gold), 95(White) 
96 25 11686 C—Each 16.98 

[99 : Reversible Noel/check vinyl lá? 52 х 52" 

2-way print vinyl cloth—Noel design reverses to 
Green/Whitecheck. Overlocked edges. Wipe clean 

96 25 16570—Abt. 52 x 52". Each 3.59 96 25 16775—Abt. 52 x 52". Each 1.99 
4.69 96 25 16571—Abt. 52 x 70". Each 4.59 96 25 16776—Abt. 52 x 70". Each 2.99 
6.69 96 25 16572— Abt. 52 x 90”. Each 5.59 96 25 16777—Oval, abt. 52 x 70". Each 2.99 
8.69 96 25 16573—Round, abt. 60" diam. Ea ...5.99 96 25 16778—Abt. 52 x 104". Each 3.99 
7.99 96 25 16595—Oval, abt. 52 x 70”. Ea 4.59 96 25 16779—Round, abt. 52" diam. Each 2.49 

GET READY FOR CHRISTMAS—SHOP BY CATALOGUE, ORDER BY PHONE! [Sears 2-36 279 
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very . 
special 

I; 
Firstin Canada... 

dual-power microwave 
out-cooks all the rest! 

DIDI 
19.50 monthly* 

Christmas turkey takes just 7 minutes per pound 
Exclusive Dual Power ... another Kenmore first! not 35. Holds even an 18-pounder! 
Special low setting is just right for cooking milk 
and egg products—helps you turn out fluffy 

soufflés and dainty cheesecakes; defrosts 
frozen desserts without cooking them; slower 
roasting browns roasts, makes them more tender 

and juicy. Use regular setting for high-speed 
microwave cooking. 
Versatile ... fast gourmet meals with a minimum 
of fuss modern frozen dinners and breakfasts 
in moments and many meals in between. Just 
follow the instructions and recipes included 

Fast... cuts cooking time by up to 75%. Cook a 
dinnerfor four, including rolls, roast, baked pota- 
toes and layer cake in just 30 minutes. Prepare 
individual meals to suit the taste of each family 
member without spending hours over a hot stove 
Whip up snacks for unexpected guests and still 
have time to enjoy their company 

Clean, Cool . .. oven never gets hot. Spills can't 
burn on —oven wipes clean. Use fewer dishes by > 
cooking in serving dish —no pots, pans to wash This frozen lobster goes from freezer to table 

DIM E MN Diva co OC рар in under 6 minutes ... needs no thawing time! 
Safe probably the safest appliance in your 
kitchen. Microwaves have been used safely in 
restaurants for years. Only the food gets hot 
Power shuts off when door is opened. CSA safety 

approved 
Compact . . . weighs only 100 Ib. 19%” wide x 
201," deep x 15” high, yet holds an 18-Ib turkey. 
Plug-In Convenience .. .use anywhere there is a 
regular outlet. 115-v., 60-cy. AC 
Guaranteed 1 year plus additional year on the 

Magnetron (energy inducer) and transformers. 

Attractive vinyl Woodgrain on stainless-steel 
body. Shadow-Glass window; interior light 

22 25 99631 DW — Each 539.98 

Portable Stand for microwave ovens. Black met 
al frame. 2 Woodgrain vinyl covered shelves. 
2494" x 151/2". Sturdy casters. Not shown 

22 25 50030 DW — Abt. 28* high. Each 39.98 

Holiday ham dinner in minutes! Ham cooked 6-7 min. 
per pound. Medium-size baked potato 3'/2-4 minutes. 

1 Similar to above but regular power only. However, 
Single-power Defrost button automatically provides 'rest' intervals 

. to enable heat to penetrate food so portions already 
microwave oven thawed won't overcook. With a Microwave oven, you 

can prepare more food than you need and freeze the 

with ‘Defrost’ rest ... food from freezer to oven tastes freshly 
prepared. And faster cooking helps retain natural vi- 
tamins, flavor and color. 24” м. x 161/2" d. x 1434" h. 

98 22 25 99941 DW — 70 Ib. Each 499.98 

18.00 
cash  monthly* *Special terms, credit on P. 243 
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SAVE $20 on a Kenmore range 
with the first truly automatic 

digital clock-controlled oven 
Continuous-Clean Oven Clock-Controlled 

leans as it cooks Rotisserie for 
barbecue' flavor saves on oven cleaners 

98 
cash, White 264 

10.00 monthly* 

COLORS $10 EXTRA 

* Digital clock controls 
oven and rotisserie 

* Continuous-clean oven 

* Controlled variable broil — 
adjust the heat, not the meat 

Kenmore 24" Compact Range * Infinite-heat lift-out elements with 

pilot lights. Three 6"; one large 8" 

SAVE $ 10 21498. e Fluorescent-lit porcelain backguard 

Colors $10 extra 

à А д Digital Clock Control —mode The only areas you need to touch up are over 
Clock Controlled rotisserie, No-drip recessed lock is easy to read and handles racks, window and light. No-urip recessed top top. Infinite-heat lift-out elements including timing jobs well —automatically starts and Removable oven door, storage drawer 
ne large 8”. Delay start-cook-off timed oven stops rotisserie and/or oven at any preset Porcelain interior, exterior, drip bowls, broil high-speed oven preheat; controlled variable time so meal will be cooked even if you are pan. 220-volt, 60-cycle AC operation broil. Visi-Bake oven window. 'Minute Minder out, Also times appliance outlet so you can 
Timed appliance outlet. Porcelain drip bowls have your morning coffee ready when үш: White. Was 284 98. 10.00 monthly* 
broil pan, oven liner and exterior. Removable wake up. Built-in 'Minute-Minder' for short 22 25 92930 DW — Cash, eact 264.98 
oven door pie 24" wide x 27" d. x45" high timing jobs . . . set and forget Coppertone. Was 294.98. 10.00 monthly* sel iat DÊ th game US 22 25 92932 DW — Cash, each 274.98 
22 25 90320 DW — Was 224.98. Ea. 214.98 Continuous-Clean Oven automatically Avocado. Was 294.98. 10.00 monthly* 
Colors — were 234.98 : на y "S ус - оо; z pi dear 22 25 92934 DW — Cash, each 274.98 E еауу з. ing. Oven is vays presenta 
22 25 90322 DW — Coppertone. Each. 224.98 ble... you will have to wipe off big spills but Harvest Gold. Was 294.98. 10.00 monthly* 
22 25 90324 DW — Avocado. Eac! 224.98 the little ones take care of themselves 22 25 92936 DW — Cash, each 274.98 
22 25 90326 DW — Harvest Gold. Each 224.98 ы ; 

*Special Terms, see details P. 243 [Sears e 281 
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SAVE °40 on our deluxe dishwasher, 
a gift that turns after-dinner 

drudgery into time for relaxation 

SAVE $40 ON BUILT-IN 

A Gives kitchen fully finished, stream- 
lined convenience. As deluxe dish- 

washer less top, side panels and casters. 
Fits opening 24 %4 w. х 24% d. x 34%" h. 

White. Was 349.98. 11.50 monthly* 

26 25 72141 DWE2—Cash, each. 309.98 

Coppertone. Was 359.98. 11.50 mthly* 

26 25 72142 DWE2—Cash, each . 319.98 
Avocado. Was 359.98. 11.50 monthly* 
26 25 72144 DWE2—Cash, each . 319.98 
Harvest Gold. Was 359.98. 11.50 mthly.* 
26 25 72146 DWE2—Cash, each . 319.98 

Theseandother dishwashers may be seen 
and purchased at Simpsons-Sears Retail 
Stores, many Catalogue Centres. 

282 2.36 

Bring Christmas dinner, and every meal for 

years to come, to a perfect end by letting 
Kenmore do the dirty work! 

Check the Time-Saver's Features: 

No Prerinsing— simply scrape ... caked-on 
egg. spaghetti, lipstick, etc., wash right off. 
Excess food is liquefied by stainless steel 
pulverizer and washed away there's no 
filter to clean 

2-Level Wash—upper jets spray exclusive 
revolving roto rack, not missing a spot 

6 Push-Button Choices offer a variety of 
operations for all your needs. 

Fan-Forced Ory for 26 minutes eliminates 
condensation, dishes dry evenly 

Cutting Top of solid maple wood 

339% 
Colors $!0 extra 

Choose from 6 operations: Rinse and Hold 
Rinse and Dry; Light Wash; Normal Wash. 
Normal Temp. Rinse; Sani-Temp. Rinse 
(155*). Double detergent dispensers for 
heavy wash. Rinse-agent dispenser. Small 
items basket. Lighted panel. Temperature 
indicator light. Automatic cord reel. Enamel 
exterior; porcelain interior, Four easy-roll 
casters. About 24% w. x 26'4 d. x 38" high 
Built-in sold at left 
White. Was 379.98. 12.50 monthly* 
26 25 72061 DW—Cash, each 339.98 

Coppertone. Was 389.98. 12.50 mthly.* 
26 25 72062 DW—Cash, each 349.98 

Avocado. Was 389.98. 12.50 monthly* 
26 25 72064 DW—Cash, each 349.98 

Harvest Gold. Was 389.98. 12.50 mthly.* 
26 25 72066 DW—Cash, each 349.98 

* Ask for Special Credit Terms... see Page 243 
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Sweeper 

for easy 
storage 

“asus 1777 77 

4 
" 
a 
à 
4 
4 
4 
a 
à 

Dust cup 
empties 
like an 
ashtray 

SAVE $10 
Kenmore ‘Kwik-Sweep’ 

a gift of leisure 

29% в cash monthly 

WAS 39.98. Powerful suction 
picks up crumbs, dust, grit from 
bare floors. Has 2-speed motor 
Plus 4-position brush adjust- 
ment control: Bare Floor, Low 
Medium, High. Big 10%” nozzle 
with 7%” floating brush. Gay 
patterned fabric bag. Green 
5.00 monthly 
20 25 64000 DL— 
Cash, each 29.97 

hangs flat 

pead Gift idea? 

Frost never forms in 
freezer or refrigerator— 
ends defrosting forever 

Butter conditioner— 
hard, medium or 
sott spreadability 

Adjustable meat keeper 
can be placed 

anywhere you want it 

Multiposition shelves 
adjust to best 

serve your needs 

Boasts a large 143-Ib. capacity freezer with handy tilt-shelf, ice-tray 
support and two door shelves. All-frostless operation means no 
messy defrosting for you, food that stays safely frozen tor its maxi- 
mum freezer life, packages that come out without sticking. Fan- 
forced air in both sections keeps food uniformly frozen in freezer 
uniformly cool in refrigerator, even with repeated door openings. 
Separate controls so you can choose the coldness of your freezer 
without affecting refrigerator section. Heated butter conditioner. 3 
multiposition cantilever shelves and drop-in adjustable meat keeper 
can be positioned to best serve your needs, now or in the future. 
Twin moisture-sealed crispers hold 22.8 qt Tough porcelain-on- 
steel interior lining, crispers and meat keeper won't absorb 
odors; are chip and stain-resistant; wipe clean easily. Tough acrylic 
finish exterior. Magnetic door gaskets. Abt. 30 x 30% x 64%” high 
115-v., 60-cy. AC. Right-hand hinge 

Color Catalogue No. | Monthly* Cash, each 
White 462564940DW | 13.50 369.98 
Avocado 46 25 64944 DW 14.00 379.98 
Harvest Gold .| 46 25 64946 DW 14.00 379.98 

* Special terms and credit details on Page 243 

All-frostless 
Coldspot...only 
30" wide yet big 
l6-cu. ft. cap. 

3699 
COLORS $10 EXTRA 

[Sears ] 36 283 
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very . 
special 

Git 
SAVE $51 

on our lightweight 
‘Dial-a-Stitch’ 

portable automatic 
featuring genuine 
stretch stitches 

2087 
12.00 monthly 

Also available in a wide range 
of furniture — priced as little 

284 3-6 as 30.00 more than portable 

REG. 259.98. Set that wondrous dial and 
sew any kind of fabric from denim to knit. 
It's our easiest-to-operate Kenmore with 
just one extra attachment. All other stitches 
are built right into machine. Push-button 

reverse, Safety switch on light. Hinged 
presser foot has extra-high lift for inserting 
bulky fabrics. Pressure regulator, thread 
tension control. Drop-feed darning release 
for mending, darning. Aluminum housing 
20 25 80008 DLE3 — Each 208.77 

Economy Console Model. Reg. 289.98 
Cabinet as Item (M), Fall Book... Page 896. 
20 25 81020 DLE3 — Each. 238.77 

Formica Console Model. Reg. 29998 
Cabinet as Item (L), Fall Book .. . Page 896. 

202581021 DLE3—Each 248.77 
Best Console Model. Reg. 309.98. Cabi- 
net as Item (К). Fall Book ... Page 896. 
20 2581137.DLE3 — Each 258.77 

Compact Desk Model. Reg. 329.98. Cabi 
net as Item (Н), Fall Book... Page 896 
20 25 82056 DLE3 — Each 278.77 

Full-Size Desk Model. Reg. 349.98. Cabi 
net as Item (G), Fall Sook ... Page 896. 
20 25 82015 DLE3 — Each 298.77 
Colonial Desk Style. Reg. 369.98. Cabinet 
as Item (J), Fall Book . . . Page 896. 
20 25 82036 DLE3 — Each 318.77 

Modular-Chrome Desk Model. Reg. 
379.98. Cabinet as Item (F), Fall Book...P. 
896. State color number when ordering. 
20 25 82030 DLCE3 — Each 328.77 

Exclusive Presser Foot and Needles — for 
use with knit fabrics. 

20 25 68820 — Kit, each. E 3.98 

HI TT ja 
'0-eds at school >| Home, cottage use 

HEAD 
GUARANTEED 

25 
YEARS 

Electrical parts 
2 years 

Unbelievably simple 
buttonholing ... snap in 
buttonholer, rotate disc 
to one of 5 sizes... it 

makes flawless identical 
holes without turning 

fabric, counting stitches 

Utility dial does elever 
stitches: blind hem, 
elastic zig-zag. box, 
overcast, knit, scallop 
Stretch, straight, zig- 
Zag, stretch stitches; 

mending and smocking 

New dial-easy lightweight 
aluminum portable machine 

for sewers on the go! 

| 69 98 10.00 monthly 

cash Credit details, P. 243 

Justturn a dial to automatically sew straight and zig- 
zag stretch stitches as well as mend, blind hem. 
straight stitch and regular zig-zag. Even has built-in 
buttonholer for regular-style buttonholes in any size. 
Want more working space? Just flip out the handy 
Storage compartment. For safety, built-in light must 
be on before machine operates. Bobbin winder has 
automatic shut-off. Foot-operated speed control. Ac 
cessories included. Built-in motor. Decorative plas 
tic case 17 x 5' x 11'A" high. 

20 2581139 DLE2 — Each 169.98 

WishbookWeb.com 



Big 2-speed, 350-watt motor. Speed control 
dial on handle—Hi for shampooing, 
polishing; Lo for scrubbing. 120-oz. dis- 
penser has finger-slide control — regulates 
How of liquid, prevents overwetting. Brushes. 
pads cover 12” path. Hi-impact plastic hood. 
18' cord. 2 buffing pads; 2 rug shampoo, 2 
scrubbing-waxing-polishing brushes. 

202560165 DL — Was 47.97. Each 39.37 

Convert pprtable to cabinet model 
Low introdBctory prices until Dec. 31. 

] Colonial Console, hardwood, Formica 
Finish. Swing front, spool tray. 22 x 17? x 

30'/* h. Opens to 44 x 17%” area. 

Fits Machines with 16%» x 7/4” sq.-cornered 
base or 14*/ x 7” round-cornered base. 
20 25 91074 DL — Will be 59.98. Ea. .. 49.77 

2 Colonial Unpainted Desk, ready to 
finish. Hardwood legs, Birch-veneer top. 

31 x 18 x 30” h. 62 x 18" open. 
Fits Machines with 16%s x 7'/4" sq.-corner 
base or 14% x 7* round-corner base. 
20 25 93900 DL — Will be 79.98Ea... 75.00 

3 Colonial Commode. Hardwood, For- 
mica top. Swing-out front. Maple tinish. 

23% x 17% x 30%” h. 47/2 x 174" open 

Fits Machines with 16% x 7*4" sq-comer 
base or 14*/s x 7" round-corner base 
20 2591094 DL-Will be 139.98. Еа... 119.98 
Mediterranean style, Dark Oak finish 
20 25 91095 DL — Not shown. Ea 119.98 

4 Sewing Chairs shn. P. 897, Fall Book 
20 25 92092 DL — Colonial. Ea 29.98 

20 25 92091 DL — Contemporary. Еа. 29.98 
20 25 92093 DL — Mediterranean. Еа. 29.98 

SAVE $8.60 Bor" 3937 

SAVE $2 to $12 
Gifts to please the whole year through 

SAVE $3 ж» 2697 
For quick clean-ups, crumbs, spills around the 
house, boat, trailer, cottage or car. Outdoes bat- 
tery-operated models — has more suction than our 
earlier best models. Hi-speed, twin-fan motor. 
Washable motor filler ends filter replacement. 
Strong hi-impact housing in 'pebbled' finish. Only 
5” Ib. so it's easy to tote, store. Light Green. At- 
tachments: dusting brush, crevice tool, upholstery 
nozzle with brush, 30* flex hose. Was 29.98 
2025 30270 DL — 25'cord, 2 dust bags. Each 26.97 

Dust Bags. Package of four. 
20 25 50210 — Each package. . 99c; 3 pkg. 2.88 

SAVE $10 5%", vec 5998 
Fantastic cleaning versatility! Shop vac power now 
hamessed and styled for the home. Can be used in 
the home workshop, as well as patio, garage, pool- 
side, etc. Wet or dry pickup. Use on bare floors or 
carpets. Pick up leaves, dust, dirt, sawdust, even 
Stones! Watch it even draw up excess water from 
floor scrubbing! When full, simply empty rust-pro- 
tected steel drum. Includes: 10* wet, 10* dry nozz- 
les plus crevice tool; dusting brush; 1 curved, 2 
straight wands; 6" master head with brush, 
squeegee inserts. Was 69.98 

20 25 30300 DL — 7.00 monthly. Cash, each 59.98 

25] 
SAVE $12.21 £z. 8777 

Extra-powerful 7.5 amp. motor. Automatic cord- 
reel stores entire 20’ cord. Rugged Cycolac body: 
steel base. Wraparound vinyl bumper protects fur- 
niture. 3 no-mar wheels. Positive-seal suction port 

Step-on switch. Green/Sand. Our Best Attach- 
ments 'ride-along' on handy tool caddy: rug nozzle 
with brush; upholstery, dusting, and bare-floor 
brushes; crevice tool, two 20? friction-fit steel 
wands, 67” vinyl flex hose. 20' cord. 2 dust bags. 
20 25 30275 DL — Was 99.98. Еа........... 87.77 

Extra-Large Dust Bags. Package of three. 
20 25 50230 —Each package... 1.09; 3 pkg. 3.15 

is 5: 

SAVE $8.91 &x 3997 
Here is a full-sized canister with à complete set of 
tools. The large 6-amp motor delivers big suction 
power. Wraparound vinyl bumper protects fumi- 
ture. Convenient carrying handle. Toggle switch. 
High-impact plastic case and housing. Red-and- 
Brown color. Full set of attachments include: rug- 
and-floor nozzle, upholstery tool, dusting brush, 
crevice tool, 2 friction-fit steel wands. 15’ cord. 1 
dust bag. Was 48.88. 
20 25 30288 DL — Each 
Dust Bags. Package of three 
20 25 50320 — Each pkg 99c; 3 packages 2.88 

39.97 

Shag rug grooming attachment 

Shag-Mate every tooth has its own suction 
opening, to deep-clean shags right to carpet base! 

20 25 33027 DL — Metal. Was 9.98, Each 7.97 

[Scars] з-в 285 
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special ift idea 

Automatic Cord Reel Performance Indicator 2-Speed Motor for Exclusive Tool Caddy Lighted Powermate Real Tiger Power 
A flick of the wrist Glowing amber waming suction versatility keeps attachments gets at carpet a total of 11 amps 
automatically stores light tells when Hi’ for heavy work handy. not lost or under low furniture. working together 
20-foot cord bag is clogged Lo' for light work cluttering closets lights up dust! to deep clean! 

Press with your foot and 
Powermate adjusts to 
any pile height 

SAVE $42 
Just in time for Christmas... 

our adjustable-height Powermate 
cleans all your carpets . . . аа Ану сайи коа Curie Сура йим 

e as the best cleaner they have used on their products 

even the very deepest shag pile! 
Tired of vacuums that claim great suc Hi-Medium-Lo suction control. Full- 

tion but leave dirt accumulating on width step-on switch. Wedgwood 
your floors? Then sweep up those old Green metal base, hi-impact Cyco- 

Cleaning problems with a Sears Ken- lac hood. Other attachments: floor, 

more Beater-Bar Powermate. Separate Upholstery, dusting brushes; crevice 

cash motor-driven beater-bar and brush es O renden 

11.00 monthly Hie ae rer geras: included. Was 239.98. 11.00 monthly 

clinging animal hair from shag, plush, 2025 3029301 — Cash, each. 197.77 
twist or indoor/outdoor carpet. Thick Extra-Large Dust Bags. Pkg. of 3 
shag rug? That's no problem, because 20 25 50230 — Each package. 1.09 

286 a [& ars Get it with credit! Details P. 243 Powernate adjusts to any pile height Three packages for . 3.15 
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Give a useful gift 
a home for under 

512 
A Time for Tea? It's ready — fast with this 

2-qt electric kettle. Gleaming stain- 
less steel with cool Black handle. Auto- 
matic shutoff. Cord included. 
34 25 60838 — Each PIS 8.99 

Coffee's On! And there's enough for 
the whole crowd. Takes just minutes to 

perc 10 cups in this handsome automatic. 
Stays hot, too. Polished aluminum, Black 
trim. Cord included. 

342567132—Each ............ . 10.98 

C Feel Like a Snack? This sandwich 
toaster also grills steaks, chops, 

bacon, eggs . . . delicious! Chrome-plated 
steel, Black plastic trim. Cord incl. 

34 25 64526 — Each 10.98 

D Ready and Hot! Fresh toast, done to 
perfection every time in thischromed 

steel Silex. Cord included. 

34 2563109 — Each ... 11.98 

Breathe Easy — your home is protected 
while you're away by this 'Do-AII' timer 

Turns lights, radios, etc. on-off automati- 
cally. Use for appliances too-— ideal for 
Christmas tree lights. Easy fingertip con- 

trol — automatic or manual. No cord — plug 
into outlet. 24 hr. repeat operation. 
342559100 —Each .............. 10.98 

Е Lickety Slick— Can's Open. No effort, 
no jagged edges. Opens all standard- 

Size cans, bottles too. White plastic hous- 
ing. Cord incl. Great little gift. 

342571307 —Each .............. 10.98 

G A Whizz of a Kenmore portable mixer 
with 3 versatile speeds. Chromed- 

steel ejectable beaters. White plastic 

housing. Cord included. 

34 25 68721 —Each .............. 11.98 

Н Piping Hot, that's how goodies stay on 
this 'simmer-and-serve' tray. Porce- 

lain-enameled steel top. Wooden handles. 
Cord incl. About 19 x 9* overall 

342566596 —Each .............. 11.98 

Mmmmm! Slow-Baked Flavor! 64-11 
oz. ceramic pot plus low-heat 105-watt 

chrome-plated steel heating unit. Use it for 
baked beans, cooked cereals, stews, 
Soups or to keep food atserving tempera- 
ture, Comes with matching lid and cord. 

34 25 68000 — Each Š ` 9.99 

Need a Quick Pickup? This versatile 
little steamer removes wrinkles in 

seconds — great for clothes while traveling. 
Drapes, curtains, slipcovers, tablecloths 

can befreshened without removing them. 
Cord, measuring cup included. Uses tap 
water. Made of durable plastic. 

342562101 —Each .......... 8.99 

L Butter-Melting Buns or potatoes stay 
‘oven hot' in this 9” aluminum warmer. 

Translucent plastic lid. Cord included 

29(Avocado), 70(Red). 

34 2566060 C — Each ........ 9.99 

M Hit the Spot with something hot! This 
automatic 'hot cup' is great for instant 

beverages or heating soups, etc. Has 
adjustable thermostat, 3-ft. cord. Enam- 
eled aluminum; 6-cup cap. Flame color. 

34 2567120—Each .......... .. 10.98 

N Drinks in a Jiffy —great for entertain- 
ing. Kids love it for shakes. Gold color 

plastic housing, beaker. Durable plastic 
beater; stainless steel shaft. Safety stirrer, 
cord included. 

342568399—Each .............. 10.98 

P Poppin Good Fun. When popped 
com is tipped into a bowl melted butter 

flows onto corn. 96-fl. oz. capacity. Made of 
aluminum with heat-resistant glass lid. De- 
tachable cord. Black plastic handles. 
Flame color 

34 25 65531 — Each 10.98 2-3-6 287 
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Brighten up her kitchen with 
our latest coordinates 
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ITEMS ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

A-H Simpsons-Sears lends a 
hand with your home decorat 

ing by bringing you our exclusive 
Kenmore kitchen appliances. All 
color-coordinated with a bright 
grapevine pattern 

(A) Electric Corn Popper with 

butter applicator. It's reversible! You 
can cook, butter and serve in the 
sameappliance. Transparent plastic 
lid lets you watch the corn as it pops. 
when it's ready you just flip the 
popper over and melted butter will 

drip through a container in the base 
onto the popped corn. Remove the 
base and the lid is a serving dish 
Sturdy aluminum base. Large 140-11 
Oz. size. Detachable cord. Plastic 
feet, handles. Comes in: 

29(Avocado), 35(Gold) 

34 25 65530 C—Each 17.98 

(B) 5-Speed Portable Mixer with 
powerful 100-watt motor. Features 
convenientheel rest, chrome-plated 
steel ejectable beaters. High-impact 
plastic housing. Cord included 
State color number 

2% Avocado) or 35(Gold) 

34 25 68732 C—Each 13.98 

(C) 5-Speed Table Mixer—use as 
portable or with heavy-duty stand. 
2-qt. ovenware glass bowl 
Chrome-plated steel beaters eject 
Cord included. State color number 

29(Avocado), 35(Gold). 

34 25 68733 C—Each 18.98 

(D) 2-Slice Toaster offers a wide 
range of heat settings. Ideal for new 
frozen treats—waffles, etc. Long- 
lasting enameled steel. Cord includ. 
ed. Cool White plastic end panels. 
State color no. 

29(Avocado) or 35(Gold) 
34 25 63135 C—Each 18.98 

(E) 4-Slice Family Toaster. Dual 
controls operate each 2-slice 
section independently. 9 heat 
settings. Sturdy enameled steel 
Cord included. White plastic end 
panels. State color number 

29(Avocado), 35(Gold) 

34 25 63136 C—Each 32.98 

(F) OurBest KenmoreFrypan with 
extra-large 12" cooking surface. 
High-domed lid can hold roasts, etc 

Cast aluminum body and strong 
aluminum lid finished in chip and 
scratch-resistant enamel. Teflon II 
interior wipes clean. Fully immersi 
ble for extra-easy cleaning. Smart 
buffet handles. With detachable 
cord-thermostat control. State color 
number. Choose from: 

29(Avocado), 35(Gold) 

34 25 65476 C—Each 29.98 

(G) 2-Quart Electric Kettle in 
enameled stainless steel— boils fast! 
Heat-resistant White plastic base. 
handle with knuckle-guard. Cord 
included. State color no. 

29(Avocado), 35(Gold) 

34 25 60840 C—Each 11.98 

(H) Kenmore Blender with 10 
speeds to whip, puree, etc. Pulse 
switch for flash blend. 48-oz. glass 
jar opens at both ends, is heat- 
resistant, graduated in cups 

ounces; has self-sealing cover 
add-a-cap lid. Plastic base has lift 
grips. Solid-state circuitry won't 
Stall. Stainless steel blades remove 
for cleaning. No-mar feet. Cord 
storage in base. Recipe book 
included. Woodgrain control panel 
State color number. Choose one of: 

29(Avocado), 35(Gold). 

34 25 68727 C—Each 32.98 

Shop early this Christmas! 
Credit details, see P. 243 

Kitchen gifts for under 2500 
1 OurBetterSearsWarming Tray 

—keeps food ready lo serve 
without drying out. Thermostatic 
heat control. Shatter-resistant 
tempered glass surface over alumi- 

num wipes clean. Won't mar table. 
Solid Walnut handles. Detachable 6’ 
cord. Adjusts from room temp. to 
260° F. Abt. 24 x 10'4” overall 

34 25 66588 L—Each 24.98 

2 Our Best Waffle Maker and 
Sandwich Grill. Automatic 

thermostat; adjustable heat control. 
Non-stick 'T coat' finish on both 
sides of aluminum plates. Cord incl 

29(Avocado) or 35(Gold) 

34 25 64527 C—Each 24.98 

3 Electric Knife with twin ser 
ratedstainless steel blades, hole 

grip plastic handle. Cord, storage 
tray included. Push-button blade 
release. Beige. 

34 25 71802—Each 21.98 

4 Kenmore 7-Speed Solid-State 
Blender. Pulse switch; 48-oz 

plastic jar. Stainless steel blades 
detach. Add-a-cap lid. Plastic base 
Recipe book. 29(Avocado) 

3425 68706 C—Cord. Ea. . 24.98 

Our Best Kenmore 16-Speed 
Solid-State Mixer. Plastic 

handle. Chrome-plated steel ejec- 
table beaters. Cord detaches. 
35(Gold), 95(White), 29(Avocado). 
34 25 68723 C—Each 23.98 

B Kenmore 11-Cup Glass ‘Perc’ 
Removable stainless steel 

basket. Flavor-selector dial. 6' cord 
detaches. Plastic handle, base. 

29(Avocado), 35(Gold) 
34 25 67020 C—Each 20.98 

7 Slow Cooker-—128-11. oz. oven 
proof ceramic crock on heat- 

controlled warming tray. (11% x 
974"). Gold color/ Walnut. Cord 

34 25 68001—Each 24.98 

4%-Qt. Cooker-Fryer. Detach 
able thermostat probe contro! 

buffet handles. Immersible. Cast 
aluminum: polished finish 
34 25 69306—Each 24.98 

9 Digital Clock Timer turns 
lights. appliances on/off 

Resets automatically every 24 
hours. Push-button controls. Amber 
back light on clock. Walnut Wood- 
grain plastic case. Cap. 1875 watts 

34 25 59150—Each 24.98 

10 Sears Best Opener. Sharp- 
ener. Magnetic holder. Stay- 

sharp cutter sharpens knives, scis- 
sors, etc. Cast metal housing 
Cuttingassembly detaches to clean 
95(White), 29(Avocado), 35(Gold) 

34 25 71374 C- Cord. Ea 23.98 

11 4-Slice Silex Toaster 
Chromed steel. Attached 

cord. Black plastic trim. 
34 25 63151-Ea. 20.98 2-36 289 
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Gifts for her kitchen under [800 

67 ELECTRIC KNIFE 
Êu 1598 

Sears fast-cutting electric 
knife —a speedy helper for the 

holidays, has twin serrated stain 
less steel blades to slice all meats 
easily. Has 'hole-grip' White plas- 
tic handle. Cord incl 

34 25 71801 —Each .. 15.98 

5 Handy Broiler has steak-grilling tray and chrome 
plated rack. Shatterproof glass front. Chrome-plated 

steel. Bakelite handles. Abt. 11% x 171/2 х 5/4” overall 
34 25 69221 — Cord incl. Each 17.98 

6 Warming Tray; 180-250? range; special ‘hot spot 
keeps coffee, etc., extra hot. Shatter-resistant glass 

surface. Walnut-look handles. Abt. 17'/2 x 10%” overall 
6' cord detaches. 70(Red), 06(Silver Grey) 

34 25 66597 C — Each 17.98 

SAVE $3 ON FONDUE 

1698 

2 Reg. 19.98. Includes 6 forks 3 The 
and splatter ring. Heats oil to 

450°, Use with lid as mini cooker for 
French fries, soups, etc. Cast alu- 
minum with detachable probe/ eter, rennet and coloring for 12 
cord control. 29(Avocado). 

34 25 69402 C — Each 16.98 

Creative 
Cheesery 

CHEESE-MAKING KIT 

1698 

Latest in Hobbies 
Includes electric warming tray, 

doubles as a hot-food server 
cheese press cylinder, thermom: 

batches. Instr., recipes incl 
34 25 66070 — Each 16.98 

7 The Party 'Perc' brews 32 cups automatically 
keeps coffee hot, ready to serve. Stain-resistant 

enameled aluminum. Cord included 
29(Avocado), 35(Gold) 

34 25 67334 C — Each 17.98 

8 Electric Juicer lets you have fresh juice every day 
easily. Press fruit on cone it starts, remove 

fruit ... it stops. Bowl, strainer and cone remove for 
cleaning. Attached cord. Avocado/White plastic. 
34 25 68360 — Each 13.98 

YOGURT MAKER 

1698 
4 15 New! Make your own yogurt 

in 3'/to 5 hours. Electric warm 
ing tray and three 12-oz. crocks 
provide steady, even heat. Add 
your own fruit, flavorings. Recipe 
book, cord, instr. incl 
34 25 66071 — Each 16.98 

Q Electric Deep Fryer — hostess 
helper in the entertainment 

season. 3-quart capacity; French 
fry basket incl Detachable 
probe/cord control. Fully immersi 
ble for super-easy cleaning. 
Heavy-gauge aluminum construc 
tion with matching lid. Decorative 
finish in 

29(Avocado) or 35(Gold) 

34 25 69321 C — Each 15.98 

Kenmore  Opener/Sharpener — Buffet Frypan, 10'/2" square; high- Kenmore Spray/Steam/Dry Iron 
opens cans, bottles, sharpens domed vented detachable has 29-hole Teflon Il cast alumi- 
knives. Sturdy plastic housing. probe/cord control stay-cool num soleplate; see-through water 
Woodgrain front. Cord stores handles. Heavy-gauge aluminum tank; temperature guide; right or 
29(Avocado), 35(Gold), 95(White). Immersible.29(Avocado),35(Gold). left-hand cord. Avocado handle 

34 2571306 C — Each 15.98 34 25 65485 C — Each 17.98 34 25 62776 — Each 17.98 

290 2-3-6 

Waffle/Sandwich Toaster —non 
stick Teflon plates flip over to plain 
for sandwiches. Chromed steel 
body, tray. Wooden handles. Cord 
incl. Great for quick snacks 

34 25 64517 — Each 16.98 

Make her Christmas a merry one, just say 'Charge It'! Credit details, see Page 243 
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The latest in gift ideas for homemakers 
1-4 GiveaGitt of Light this year (1) 

and brighten the warmth of 34 25 86323 DL — Red. Ea 
your home or someone else's. Dec 34 25 86324 DL — Blue. Ea 
orative fabrics cover sturdy wire 
frames, carefully shaped and 
welded, rustproofed too. Fabric 
can be removed for washing or 

(2) 

lacement with your own choice (3) 
of material. Each lamp comes with 34 25 86325 DL — Each 
abt. 12" chain, 13' cord and hang- (4) 
ing hooks. Pull-chain switch with 34 25 86321 DL 
tassel. Use 60-watt bulb (not incl.) 34 25 86322 DL 

New! Colored crystals, 
coordinating shades 

33" high 3198 
table lamp 

Matching chain lamp 26.98 ca 

5-6 Colored Crystal Drops hang from 
Bronze finish cast-metal bases. 

Color-coordinated silk-type shades lined 
with White rayon have fancy braid trim 

(5) Table Lamps have night light in base 
(bulb incl.); 3-way switch 

34 25 81092 DL —Lilac. Each 31.98 

34 25 81090 DL — Smoke. Each 31.98 

34 25 81091 DL — Amber. Each 31.98 

(6 Chain Lamps-—12" diam. shade. 
pull-chain switch. 12° chain, 13' cord 
hardware incl. Use 60-w. bulb (not incl.) 
34 25 86092 DL — Lilac. Each 26.98 

34 25 86090 DL — Smoke. Each 26.98 

34 25 86091 DL — Amber. Each 26.98 

Abstract' hopsack. 19” diam. 

Cotton hopsack. 16” diam 
34 25 86320 DL — Each 

Cotton Velveteen. 16* diam 
Gold'. Ea. 20.98 

Chain lamps. . . attractive, unusual gifts 
Choose from removable fabric shades in plush velvet, 

fancy rayon or colorful heavyweight cotton hopsacking 

Complete with cord, 
chain, tassel switch 9° 

[Sears] 2-3-6 291 
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98 
Brass-finished screens 26 each 

Glowing polished brass finish on fireside accessories. Brass 

is scratch resistant, never needs polishing. 

FireScreens. Centre pulls on steel mesh Curtain. 6" filigreed 
ashguard. About 36" high 
21 25 76468 DL—28" wide. Each 26.98 
2125 76469 DL—31" wide. Each 26.98 

Woodholder. 18” long x 13" wide x 13" high. 
212576449 DL—Each 14.98 

Pair of Andirons. About 16" high. 

2125 76448 DL—Each pair 19.98 

5-PieceFireset. Includes stand with brush, poker, tongs and 
shovel. Tools 29" long. 
2125 76459 DL—Each set 29.98 

SAVE $15 
Chippendale style 

Overall size 6998 
46% x 254" 

A WAS 84.98—float glass wall mirror 
in an elegant Chippendale design. 

Composition frame has a crown top. Deep 
Bronze Gold color with Brown Antiquing 
for the genuine 'aged' look. Mirror size 
35%" long x 19%.” wide; overall size 46%" 
long x 25%4” wide. Mirror guaranteed 10 
years against silvering defects. 

2125 75096 DL—Each 69.98 

SAVE $15 
Two-piece pier set 

Overall mirror 6 4198 
size 53% x 17%" 

B WAS 79.98—two-piece pier set that's 
great for the front hall or foyer. Quality 

float glass mirror has intricately designed 
frame. Composition table base and mirror 
frame have Antique Gold color finish 
Marble top on table measures 22 x 12 x 
%” thick. Mirror is 47% x 11%” wide; has 
an overall size of 53'4 x 17%" wide. Mirror 
isguaranteed for 10 yearsagainst silvering 
defects. 

2125 75106 DL—Each set 64.98 

Wrought iron-finish screens 2 | each 

1 
U 
‹ 
‹ 
t 

M 
‹ 
“ 

Hi 

4-Piece Fireset 

39.98 
Swedish steel horseguard fire- 
place set adds a dramatic touch 

to your hearth. Four-piece set 

includes a stand, poker, shovel 

and brush. Tools are 20" high; 
stand is 27%“ high 

21 25 76470 DL—Ea. set . 39.98 

A complement to the elaborate or simple fireplace in 

Black wrought iron finish metal. 

Fire Screens with 6" ashguard in Greek Key motif. Black 
Steel mesh curtain, centre pulls. 36" high. 

2125 76471 DL—28" wide. Each 21.98 

21 25 76472 DL—31" wide. Each 21.98 

Footed Woodholder. 18" long x 13" high x 13" wide 
21 25 76444 DL—Each 10.99 

Pair of Andirons. About 17” high 

21 25 76473 DL—Each pair 11.98 

4-Piece Fireset. Set includes a stand, brush, shovel and 
poker. Tools 25/2“ long. 

2125 76474 DL—Each set 14.99 

292 e |Sears Just say ‘Charge It'; for credit details see Page 243 
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‘At your 
service’ 

dining 
accessories 

A-D Electric Servers are so handy 
when guests are expected. These 

attractive dishes keep food warm and 
ready to serve. Maintain an even tem- 
perature throughout; won't burn or dry 
out food. Simply plug into an outlet and 
placeontable. Embossed fruit design on 
gleaming White earthenware; matching 
Ceramic lid. Convenient detachable 
Cord. 40-watt element, 120-volt unit, 
CSA approved 

(A) Divided Vegetable Dish. About 13” 
long x 9" wide x 6'5" high 

21 25 85882—Each 15.99 

(B) 2-Quart Soup Tureen with match- 
ing ceramic ladle. U.S. quarts. 
21 25 85881—Each 13.99 

(C) 2-Quart Entree Dish is a handy 
casserole that's great for beef stroga- 
noff or macaroni dishes. U.S. qt. 
21 25 85886—Each 13.99 

(D) 1-Quart Gravy Warmer complete 
with matching ceramic ladle. U.S. qt 
2125 85887—Each 7.99 

E 9-Piece Salad Set. Styled in dark- 
stained hardwood. Set consists of 

one 10" diameter bowl, six 6" bowls and 
10 fork and spoon. 

21 25 85025—Each set 14.99 

Е 12-Piece Fondue Accessory Set 
includessix stainless steel forks with 

Rosewood handles and color-keyed 
ends; six plastic plates with five 
compartments for sauces, etc 

2125 85024—Each set 6.99 

G 2-Quart Napoli Fondue attractively 
made of long-wearing porcelain 

bonded to steel—with a hardwood 
handle and 7*5" diameter tray. Alcohol 
burner. Recipe booklet included 

21 25 85097—Each 15.99 

For credit details, see Page 243 

SAVE $8 
Five-piece set 3199 
of tray tables 

WAS 39.99—reproductions of four 
Scenes of the seasons by Hamilton are 
laminated to the hardboard tops of 23 
x 15" trays. Storage rack is on easy-roll 
Gold color ball casters. Sturdy Brass- 
finished steel frames. 

2125 76424 DL—Each set 31.99 
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SAVE! on china and crystal from Czechoslovakia 

1/2 PRICE |... 3499 
WAS 69.98. 'Caprice' —half price 45-piece set. Set your table with a 
touch of elegance. Strong and durable fine china that is highly resis- 
tant to chipping and cracking. Resists stains and moisture. It's highly 
glazed so that patterns won't fade. Dishwasher and detergent-sate 
This set will suit your family dining and entertainment needs. 

45-Piece Set — service for eight consists of eight each: cups, saucers 
bread/butter plates, dinner plates, cereal/soup bowis; 1 each 
creamer, sugar bowl with lid, vegetable bowl, medium oval platter. 

21 25 72903 DL — Each set Ša Ae 34.99 

1/3 OFF465 
Lead crystal each 

WERE 6.98 each. 'Caprice' imported lead 
crystal — Ya off the regular price. Hand- 
blown, cut and polished. Start your own 
sparkling collection today. Choose from 
01(8-0z. Goblet), 04(6-0z. Champagne) 
02(5-0z. Wine), 06(4-0z. Footed Juice) 
08(9-oz. Whiskey), 09(10-oz. Highball) 

State glass number on order. 

21 25 40720 C — Each .. 4.65 

5-pc. silver tea set 
by Wm. A. Rogers 

12000 
Graceful silver-plated tea service in the ‘Henley’ pat 
tern created by fine Canadian craftsmen. 

5-Piece Tea and Coffee Service. Consists of 1 each 
10-cup coffee pot and 7-cup teapot (both with 
insulated handles) sugar bow! and creamer, 22” 
footed tray with embossed leaf design on gadroon 
mount. 
21 25 85205 DL —Each set 120.00 
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A-G Cross and Olive lead crystal. Hand- 
blown and cut by European crafts- 

men. Fire-polished cuts give sparkling 
brilliance. Full 2496 lead content; rich bell- 
tone ring signifies quality. 

(A) 3'/"Candlesticks...WERE 10.98. A 
sparkling accent. Candles not incl. 

21 25 88807 —Each pair ..... 7.97 

(B) Set of 4 Coasters ... WAS 2.98. Per- 
fect stocking stuffer. 31/2” diameter 

21 25 88800 —Each set ............ 1.69 

(C) Round Bowl... WAS 20.98. Perfect 
for fruit or salad. Abt. 8* diameter 
212588809—Each .......... 14.98 

(D) Salt, Pepper Shakers WERE 
9.98. Glass tops. About 4'/," high 

21 25 88801 —Each pair 7.28 

(E) Cream, SugarSet...WAS 13.98 
Creamer is about 31/2” high and sugar 
bowl is about 2" high. 2-piece set 

2125 88802 — Each set . 8[75 

(F) Liquor Decanter . . .WAS 30.98. 
1-pint capacity. About 8' high. 
21 25 88810—Each .......... 21.98 

(б) Captain's Decanter WAS 
27.50. Overall abt. 11” h. 1'/-pint cap. 

212588811 Each . .... 19.55 

SAVE 27%-40% on clear 
hand-cut lead crystal 

Imported from Czechoslovakia 

169 © 2198 

Elegant extras for any time of the year 

Candle Round 2298 
Holders pair Bowl 

H Candle Holders utmost in ele 
gance. Gold color cast metal footed 

base, clear plastic insert. Clear crystal 
prisms. Candles not incl. 9'/* tall 

21 25 88611 —Each pair 22.98 

] Cut Lead Crystal Bowl with rose-cut 
design. Footed Gold color cast metal 

base. About 8%“ high; 8'4” diameter 
Makes à beautiful buffet dish 

212588610 —Each ... ў ` 15.98 

[598 $e 1798 
К A Decorator Clock with 

wake-up alarm makes a 
useful as well as decorative item. 
Suitable for almost any room in 
your home. Gold color face, cast 
metal feet and arms. Amber color 
crystal prisms and inserts. About 
10" high. Wind-up 
212588613 — Each 17.98 

Just say ‘Charge It' — see credit details on Page 243 

SAVE 40% on stemware 
when you buy 4 of one style 4/1077 

4.49 ea 

Cross and Olive lead crystal hand cut and blown by European cratts- 
теп... a beautiful gift. To receive this low, low price, you must order in 
units of 4 of one style. Quantities other than units of 4 of one style are 
charged at the single price. i.e. 5 pieces would cost 10.77 (for first 4) 
plus 4.49 (for additional one). State glass-style number when ordering 
Choose from: 02(Sherbet Plate), 03(Juice) 

04(Sherbet), 07 (Sherry), 08(Liqueur), 10(10-oz. Tumbler) 
12(Goblet), 13(12-02. Brandy), 14(9-0z. Whiskey), 16(Wine). 

212540726 C — Each . 4.49; 4/10.77 

2-36 297 
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„at Gift idea? 
SAVE $31.48 on 104-pc. 

ensemble — features 

English IRONSTONE 

edi 38688 

SAVE 31.48 on a 104-Piece Ensemble consisting of. 

48-Piece Set of Hand-Painted English Ironstone by James 

Broadhurst in the 'Michelle' pattern —when bought 

from open stock as listed in chart on Page 722 of our 

Fall & Winter catalogue would cost 46.40. It's 
highly resistant to chipping, cracking. Pattern 

is dishwasher, detergent-safe. Set consists 

of 8ea.: cups, saucers, dinner plates, bread/ 
butter plates, cereal/soup bowls and 

fruit nappies. Everything that you need 

32-Pc. Set of Stainless Steel Flatware 
by National Silver Co. Ltd. in the Eden’ 

pattern. Set consists of B each: knives 

(serrated blades), forks, teaspoons 

and dessertspoons. A basic set 

24-Pc. Set of Glassware by Cutler 
Brands Ltd. in dainty ‘Michelle’ 
pattern. Set consists of 8 each 
tumblers, sherbets, juice glasses. 

Complete 104-pc. ensemble. 

21 25 23199 DLE3 — Each .. 38.88 

32-Piece Set of Flatware in the 
'Eden' pattern, as listed above 

212523295DL —Each set . 13.98 

24-Piece Set of Glassware in the 
‘Michelle’ pattern, as listed above. 

2125 23393 DL — Each set 9.98 

i i MB The perfect complement to the (A) Setof6 Art Pieces (as shown) 

Danish Art Reproductions B contemporary or modem decor. 21 25 75560 DL—Eachset.... 22.99 

SETOF6 ЕМЅЕМВІЕ OF 12 Maced eben „an and pho” (В) Setof6 Art Pieces (as shown) 

9 9 ао with Black wooden frames... £225 75561 Di. —-Eedhaot :.:- 22.99 
imported from Denmark. Plastic SAVE when you buy both sets. Inc! 

hangers included. Sizes range from collection of 12 reproductions shown. 

298 s | Sears 8,x 12” high to 10 x 121/. high. 21 25 75562 DLE2—Each..... 40.99 
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BRASS — a warm touch for your home 
A-K Imported Brassware from England for 

your home or your hearth. Convenient as 
well as good looking. It never needs polishing; 
each piece is coated with a hard, clear lacquer 

which keeps it gleaming. The look of the tradi- 
tional to decorate your home the modern way. 

(A) Set of 4: 7'/5* Cottage Scene Plaques. 
212586225 —Each set... . š ..... 5.99 

(B) Pair of Ship Scene Plaques. 10” diameter 
212586440 —Each pair....... ..... 399 

(C) Tavern Scene Plaque. 23” diameter 
21 25 86224 —Each.. Y 9.99 

(D) Pairof Warming Pan Planters. Wood- and- 
Brass construction. 18* long. 
212586314 —Each pair..... ... 7.99 

(E) Bellows of wood-and-Brass. 1000 
21 25 86231 —Each.. 

(Е) Hanging Planter. Engl sh Rose pattem. 
Chain, bracket included. 5” diameter. 
21 2586227 — Each. 

Elegant conversation pieces that 
speak for your decorating talents 

‘Aloha’ 3999 ‘Contessa’ 5999 

L-M The Telephone Re-Done with timeless elegance, quiet grace. 
Shell is constructed of same high-quality plastic used in regular 

telephones. Housing is ready for installation. Please contact your local 
telephone business office to arrange for your decorator shell to be 
equipped as a working telephone. There will be a service charge for 
equipping the set as a working telephone and then the normal monthly 
rates will apply. Not available in Alberta or New Brunswick 

(L) 'Aloha' Style 
to say hello. Gleaming Gold 
color metal on White. For a dis- 
tinctive touch, a nameplate 
212586143—Each...... 39.99 

a new way (M) “The Contessa' —our finest 
shell with a handcrafted look 
Embossed design in Antique 
Gold finish. White trim 

212586144 —Each.. 59.99 

Just say ‘Charge it!’ For credit details, see Page 243 

(G) Footed Planter. English Rose pattern. 
21 25 86228 —8* diameter. Each. ........ 6.49 
(H) Magazine Rack lined with wood for extra 
support. Measures 14'/* |. x 41/2" d. x 11” high. 
212586310 DL —Each А + 1299 

(J) Umbrella Stand. 8” diameter x 19” high 
21 25 86313 DL — Each. г ` ... 18.99 
(K) Log Box of Brass-and-wood construction. 
Measures 18* |. x 12'* м. x 13” high 
21 2586311 DL —Each. кке 32.99 

236 299 
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А 18-Bottle Folding Wine Rack 
In Walnut-finished hardwood 

About 36 x 6 x 16" high 

212582123—Each .. .. 4.99 

B Andromeda Mobile. Pink and 
Mauve plastic balls rotate with 

slightest breeze. Black metal 

stand. About 15" high 

212586353—Each ........ 1.99 

Accent Kerosene Lamp with 

Old-World Map design. Made 
ot Antiqued-look glass. Brass-look 
fittings. Abt. 12'/2” high. 

212586340—Each .. . 4.99 

Sears 

Great 

gift ideas 
for under 

D G!o Ball two-tone plastic 
globe with Black base. Plastic 

wires reflect light from base. Takes 
two 'C' batteries (not inluded). 51/2” 
diameter, 51/2* high 

212586266 — Each 

7-Pc. Woven-Wood Salad 
Set. Includes 10⁄4” diam. serv- 

ing bow! with four 52/4” small bowls 
and serving fork and spoon 

21 25 85051 —Each set ..... 3.99 

Coasters 'n' Cabinet Set. 8 
coasters in cabinet with cast 

metal handle. Made of wood 

212582063 —Each set ..... 3.99 

G 4Piece Snack Tray Set in 
Philippine mahogany; cork in- 

serts. Hold sandwich, drink. Glass 
not incl. Abt. 9 x 5/2" wide. 

212585064 —Each set ..... 4.99 

Н Low-Priced Fondue. Avoca- 
do enamel-finished aluminum. 

81" diam. tray. Black stand with 

Sterno burner (Sterno not incl.) 

21 25 85028 — Each a 3.99 

] Wishing Well Nut Set. Weil 
container for nuts, complete 

with screw-type nutcracker. A natu- 

ral beauty in stained wood. 

21 25 85680 — Each set ..... 4.99 

K Jumbo Wineskin W/rlitre 
capacity (abt. 2-pint). Made 

of Spanish goatskin. With lining 
and cord shoulder strap. 
212582376 —Each ... . 499 

L Swan Console Set. Made of 
Blue-and-Brown  high-glazed 

pottery. Swans are 10" high; oval 
bowl is 8 x 4” wide. 

212586270 —Each set ..... 3.69 

M Set of 8 Plate Holders in 
woven wicker. Set includes 2 

each: Yellow, Red, Green and 
Orange. Perfect for party meals. 

212585985 —Each set ..... 4.59 

Avoid the rush! Shop from home with an All Purpose Account... see Page 243 
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] 8-Piece Orbit Nut Set ... A Great Buy! Includes 5'/2" diam 
eter bowl with 6 small bowls, 1 server. All in wood 

21 25 85037 — Each set 5.99 

2 Set of 4 Onion Soup or Bean Crocks with lids. Glazed 
ovenproof stoneware. 1 each: Brown, Beige, Blue, Green 

21 2585036 —Each set 6.99 

3 Set of 4 Bavarian-Style Beer Steins. Hold 1 pint each. As: 
sorted ceramic designs. Abt. 5'/2” high. Gift boxed 

21 2582111 —Each set 6.99 

Piano girl 999 

Delight the little girl in your life with 
a musical figurine that rotates and 
plays 'Lara's Theme' from Doctor 
Zhivago. Made of Pink-tone ceram 
ic. Abt. 6/4” high 

21 25 86271 —Each 9.99 

Rest room radio/dispenser 
Solid state, 1199 
AM radio 

Toilet roll dispenser with battery-operated ra 

dio. 7-volt battery included. Hi-impact plastic 

80(Blue), 60(Pink), 30(Yellow), 95(Wht.). 

21 25 86305 C — Tissue not incl. Ea 11.99 

4 Amber Color Glass Swan ...à 5 Spanish Porron Wine Bottle. 6 Fondue Sauce Server. Rings 7 Chrome Finish Vacuum Jug. 
graceful ornament. Perfect to Styled in the ancient Greek and on the revolving stand hold This hostess helper keeps bev- 

give or to complement your own Egyptian tradition, but in modern. three 5" diameter dishes with erages piping hot or icy cold 
decor. Made in Canada. Measures day glass. Red, plastic cover. 1 spoons. Black plastic and alumi Black plastic base, handle. 32-0z 
abt. 13x7V2x 10" high litre cap. (abt. 1?/»-pint) num handle. About 8'/" high capacity. About 10* high. 
21 25 86238 — Each B.99 21 25 82094 —Each 8.99 21 25 85027 —Each 7.99 212582112 —Each 8.99 

must for the season. Includes shaves a bit off top of envelope. battery not incl. Recipes on glass base 
9'5-U.S. qt. pressed glass bowl Black base; Walnut-grain trim 21 25 82015 — 9!" high. Each 5.99 
with twelve matching 5-oz. cups, Uses 2 'C' batteries, not incl. Abt ' Yard of Ale. Walnut-finish hardwood 
12 plastic hooks, 1 ladle 8 x4 x 22/.", No-mar feet stand, 32-02. (2'/2 bottles) glass. 17h 
21 25 82150 DL —Each set. 10.99 2125 82374 —Each 

8 26-Piece Punch Bowl Set ...a 9 Cordiess Letter Opener — 

7.99 21 25 82173 — Made in Italy. Each 8.49 

Just say ‘Charge It!'. For complete credit details, see Page 243 

10 Chromed Cocktail Blender, takes 1 ‘C 

23-6 301 
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(4) Moderno' Punch Set 32.99 

A 'Moderno'—the 14-pc. glass punch 
bowl set that's astep into the future 

Made in Mexico—it's hand-blown and 

polished to a gemlike brilliance. The rim 
is ground polished for à unique look 

Holds 500 fluid oz. (over 15 Imp. quarts) 

16" diameter, 7" high. Comes with 

twelve 7-02. hand-crafted punch cups 

and a glass ladle 

2125 82148 DL—Each set 32.99 

B 7-Pc. Wine Chiller Set. Decanter 
has ice insert and colorful raffia 

stopper. 1%-Imp. quart capacity. Six 

7-oz. wine glasses have a pedestal base. 

Entire set is made of hand-blown Italian 

glass. An elegant gift 

21 25 82167—Each set 9.99 

E Set of Eight 7-Oz. Wine Glasses—wine drinkers will G Wine Dispenser/Font—hand-crafted in Italy 

love these French-made clear stemmed glasses. Glass wine font with ice insert to keep the wine 

2125 82516—Each set 4.99 cool constantly. It's enhanced by the Black 

Z wrought-iron stand and the grape leat decoration 

F Handsome Wooden Cheese Board with an inlaid Simply press a glass under font and the chilled wine 
ceramic tile for cutting. Made of Monkey Pod wood will flow. Leakproof chromed spout. 32-tluid ounce 

from the Philippines. Includes 7" stainless steel cheese capacity. Wine glass not included 
knife. Measures 7” wide x 14%" long 212582145—Each 11.99 

2125 85636—Each 6.99 
SAVE 1.00 on Ensemble of wine glasses (E) and cheese H Colonial Ice Bucket in a simulated wood finish 

board (F)—for elegant holiday entertaining 3%-quart size. Made of molded plastic 

21 25 82140 E—Sep. cost 11.98. Each 10.98 21 25 82480—Each 5.99 

302 в 

Give your holiday toasts in style 

(c) Table/Wine Rack 11.99 

C Table/Wine Rack—a storage unit 
underneath that will hold 12 wine 

bottles and on top, a table to hold the 

glasses. Comes in dark Walnut finish 

with Black simulated wrought-iron 51у! 
ing. Easy to assemble. Measures 17 x 

9x 18” high. Bottles and glasses shown 

are not included. 

2125 82531—Each 11.99 

D 7-Piece Bar Tool Set. Spanish 

Styling with Black wrought-iron 
stand. Teak finish on wood base. Color 
ful Amber glass candie holder on top 

(candle included). Completely equips 

your bar with tongs, fork, measure. 

spoon, opener and strainer 

21 25 82065—Each set 11.99 

J TheHostessSaver...saves time 
steps and even your energy. It 

carts everythingin styleto dining room 
or patio. Equally at home as a portable 

bar. Deep-set trays prevent messy 

spills. Molded high-impact polystyrene 
with clear plastic casters. Two 18" 
diameter x 2%” deep trays. Stands 
22%" high 

Comes in a choice of 
01(Bone White), 02(Sun Yellow) 

21 25 76420 DLC—Each 14.99 

Shopping for a party? Use your All-Purpose Account, details P. 243 
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A toast to the season from around the world 

Wine-making...try 
it, you'll like it 

SAVE $4.99 ON COMBINATION KIT 

Big savings when you buy 5-gallon equip- 
ment kit (all the equipment you need to make 

30 bottles of wine), plus 30-bottle ingre- 
dients kit. Choose from four delicious kinds. 
01(Cold Duck), O2(Bordeaux type—red 
grape), O3(Champagne type), O4(Burgundy 
type). State flavor number when ordering. 
With instructions. Bottles are not included, 
but are available separately under 'Addi- 
tional Equipment’. Kits sep. cost 19.98 

11 25 19212 DLC—Each kit 14.99 

Five-Gallon Equipment Kit Only. 

1125 19210 DL—Each kit 6.99 

30-Bottle Ingredients Kit Only. State 
01(Cold Duck), O2(Bordeaux type—red 
grape), 03(Champagne type), 04(Burgundy 
type) when ordering 

1125 19211 DLC—Each kit 12.99 

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 

Set of 10 Bottles with labels 
11 25 19213 DL—25-oz. cap. Set 4.99 

Set of 10 Champagne-Type Bottles. 
Includes 24 hoods, stoppers and labels. For 

use with sparkling-type wines. 

11 25 19214 DL—25-oz. caps. Set. 13.99 

Hand Corker Set with 36 straight corks, 36 
labels. Recycle your own bottles 

11 25 19215—Each set 5.99 

Cork Kit includes 36 straight corks and 36 
gummed labels. Use with corker above 
1125 19216—Each kit 2.99 

Fermentation Pail of White non-toxic plas- 
tic. For primary fermentation. 
11 25 19217 DL—7%-gal. cap. Ea. 4.69 

Buy it now and put it on your 
All Purpose Account. See Page 243 

Y 

Annelle fine glassware hand-cut in Canada 
Sparkling glass, crafted in England, hand-cut here with a graceful 
Wheat design. All perfectly matched in design, clarity and pattern 

6-PC. SET 549 Parfait Set 
WINE GLASSES 6.99 

SAVE 2.85 on Set of 6 Wine Glasses. 
11 25 17480 L—Sep. cost 8.34. Set 549 

11 25 17482 L—Single 8-Oz. Glass. Ea. 1.39 

SAVE 3.75 on Set of 6 Parfait Glasses plus 
long-handied stainless steel spoons. 

11 25 17481 L—Sep. cost 10.74. Set 6.99 

Single Parfait Glass with spoon 
1125 17483 L—Each 1.79 

SAVE on 999 6% 
$6.57 24-РС. SET each 

Crafted in Italy... but you'd never guess it from 

the low price! Lovely cut design; glass is almost 
as fiery as expensive cut crystal. Set includes 
8 each: highball, old-fashioned and juice. 
Separately cost 16.56 
11 25 17470 DL—Each set 9.99 

Single Glass. 01(12-oz. highball), 02(8-oz 
old-fashioned), 03(6-oz. juice). 

11 25 17471 LC—Each 69c 

SAVE on 
$17.61 40-Pc sb PN each 

SAVE 17.61 on Complete Glassware Set...for table- 
ware, parties, your bar; display it with pride. 40-pc. set 
includes 8 ea.: wine, champagne, liqueur, highball, old 
fashioned. Tumblers have heavy bases. 
11 25 17450 DL—Sep. cost 39.60. Each set 21.99 

Single Glass. State style no.: 01(5-02. wine), 
02(5-02. champagne), 03(1 2-oz. liqueur), 

04(12-oz. highball), 05(7-oz. old-fashioned). 

1125 17451 LC—Each 99c 

SAVE on 9c 
$15.61 40-PC SET 1999 2 

Stock your bar and save when you buy this simply craft 

ed, yet distinctive, glassware from France. Set includes 
8 each: wine, champagne, cocktail, highball, old- 
fashioned, plus one BONUS shot glass. Sep. cost 35.60. 
1125 17460 DL—Each set 19.99 

Single Glass. 01(5-oz. wine), 02(4%-oz. champagne), 
03(3'4-02. cocktail), 04(12-oz. highball) 

05(7-oz. old-fashioned) 

11 25 17461 LC—Each 89c 6 303 
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oir e $$ will brighten your kitchen 

SAVE $11.93 on 7-Pc. Set 

porcelain-on-steel (Items 1-4 

1-5 Whimsical mushrooms now 
decorate our new porcelain 

cookware; designed in 
y to complement ceramics 

at right. Warm glowing tones of 
Orange/Brown/Gold on Gold 
background. Hygienic Off White 
porcelain interiors won't abso 
odors. Stainless steel rims resis 
chipping. Heat-resistant handles 
and knobs. Dishwasher safe. 

SAVE 11.93 on 7-Pc. Set—sep 
cost 50.92. Includes; 32-02., 64-< 
saucepans with covers, 10” oper 
skillet, 150-oz. Dutch oven мй! 
cover. Dutch ove ver fits skillet 

Covers included in piece count 
11 25 11038 L—Ea set 38.99 

304 в [Ѕеагѕ 

Ceramics hand-painted and 
created by Canadian artisans 

, 3899 
Porcelain-on-Steel Open Stock 

32-02. saucepan, cover. 
11 25 11025 — Each 

64-02. saucepan, cover. 
11 25 11026 —Eact 

96-02. saucepan, cover. Not shn 

1125 11027 —Eact 

10" open skillet 
112511029 — Each 

150-oz. Dutch oven, cover. 

6-15 Coordinating Ceramics 

Just wipe clean. Made in Canada 

Soup tureen, ladle, cover. 

11 25 194711. 

Clay baker, cover. 5-16. cap 
1125 19470 L— Each 

6-cup beverage server. 

11 25 19474 L— Each 

64-0z. casserole, cover. 
1125 19472L 80-02. whistling teakettle. 

96-07. casserole serole/soup bow 
1125 19473L 

SIMPSONS-SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED 

4-Pc 2198 
Canister Set 

Cream and sugar bowl set 
11 25 19475 L —Ea. set 5.99 

4-pc. canister set for flour. 
gar. offee and tea. Approx 

mately 7-10* high 

1125 15531 DL —Ea. set 21.98 

SAVE Və when you buy set 
of four mugs. Approx. 8-oz. cap 
Separate cost 6.76. 
112521019 —Ea. set 4.49 

Single mug only 
112521219—Each 1.69 

Salt and pepper set. 42/4 | 

1125 15533 — Ea. set 3.69 

Cookie jar. Abt. 10” hig 
11 25 15532 L —Eact 8.99 
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SAVE $8.95 
on 6-pc. set 3799 

"Tradition' —the look of fine crafts- 
manship and timeless elegance in 
our new line of heavy-gauge steel 
pantryware in Woodgrain finish to 
complement any kitchen decor 
Three-dimensional molded design 
looks carved. 

SAVE 8.95 on 6-Pc. Set Set 
includes breadbox with removable 
pastry shelf (17'/s x 92 х 10%” d.); 
4-pc. stacking canister set for tea, 
coffee, flour, sugar; step-on waste 
can witn inner plastic pail (18% 
x 121/4 x 10" deep) 
Sep. cost 46.94 
11 25 15555 DL —Each set. 37.99 

Open Stock Pantryware 
Breadbox. 
11 25 15550 DL —Each 15.98 

4-Pc. Canister Set. 
11 25 15551 D —Each set .. 15.98 

Step-On Waste Can. 
1125 15552 DL — Each . 14.98 

НЕН. 
сан 

СЕРЕ ИО 

СЕСЕ: 

Handsome, quality-crafted spice racks, made in Canada 
A-H Well-made of fine kiln-dried 

pine, finished in smart Wal- 
nut All racks have convenient 
drawer except Item (F). Save when 
you buy any rack plus its carefully 
selected set of gourmet spices. 
Perfect to give ... or keep! 

(A) 4-Tier Rack. 21/2 x 27. 
1125 19186 — Each .... 29.99 

Set of 48 Assorted Spices. 
1125 19464 L — Each set 17.99 

SAVE 7.99 when you buy rack plus 
spice set. Sep. cost 47.98. 
1125 19124 LE2 — Each 39.99 

(B) 3-Tier Rack. 21'5 x 21'/5*. 
11 25 19171 —Each . 18.99 

Set of 36 Assorted Spices. 
1125 19463 — Each set 11.99 

SAVE 3.99 when you buy rack plus 
spice set. Sep. cost 30.98 
1125 19130 E2 — Each 26.99 

(С) 2-Tier Rack. 21'/; x 15%". 
1125 19142 — Each . 10.99 

Set of 24 Assorted Spices. 
11 25 19462 — Each set . 8.99 

SAVE 2.99 when you buy rack plus 
spice set. Sep. cost 19.98. 
1125 19127 E2 — Each 16.99 

(D) 3-Tier Rack. 112x211". 
1125 19141 — Each 9.99 

Set of 18 Assorted Spices. 
1125 19461 — Each set 6.99 

SAVE 1.99 when you buy rack plus 
spice set. Sep. cost 16.98. 
11 25 19126 E2 — Each 14.99 

(E) 2-Tier Rack. 52(Walnut) 
1125 19140 C — Each . 

Set of 12 Assorted Spices. 
1125 19460 — Each set . 4.99 

SAVE 1.99 when you buy rack plus 
spice set. Sep. cost 12.98. 
112519125 CE2 — Each... 10.99 

(Е) 2-Tier Rack. 11'/ 
1125 19170 — Each 

Set of 12 Assorted Spices. 
1125 19460 — Each set 4.99 

SAVE 1.99 when you buy rack plus 
spice set. Sep. cost 10.98 
112519129 E2—Each ..... 8.99 

x 123/4“. 
5.99 

(G) 2-Tier Cabinet. 23'/ х 15%” 
1125 19187 — Each 26.99 

Set of 24 Assorted Spices. 
1125 19462 — Each set 8.99 

SAVE 2.99 when you buy cabinet 
plus spice set. Sep. cost 35.98. 
112519131 E2 — Each 32.99 

(Н) 2-Tier Cabinet. 11'5 x 15%” 
11 25 19143— Each 15.99 

Set of 12 Assorted Spices. 
1125 19460 — Each set 4.99 

SAVE 1.99 when you buy cabinet 
plus spice set. Sep. cost 20.98 
11 25 19128 E2 — Each 18.99 

20 x 10" Double Hibachi in 
fast-heating, strong, rust-resis- 

tant cast aluminum. Durable and 
lightweight. Adjustable grills, draft 
controls. Hardwood handles, feet. 
Black-finished body. 
112533711 DL — Each 12.99 

К Folding Omelet Pan — heavy 
aluminum, Teflon II interior 

35(Harvest Gold), 29(Avocado) 
112510569 C —9*/4" d. Еа... 8.99 

L Whistling Teakettle in fast- 
heating aluminum. Porcelain 

finish exterior. 64-02. cap. 
1125 10377 — Gold color. Ea. 6.99 
11 25 10378 — Avocado. Ea. . 6.99 

Aluminum  Teapot  6-cup 
cap. 29(Avocado), 70(Red) 

1125 10267 C — Each 7.49 

N Stainless-Steel Teakettle. 
Copper bottom. 6-pint cap. 

1125 13405 — Each 

P SAVE on Ice Cream Freezers. 
Clear plastic lid; Walnut finish 

styrene body. Tinned steel inner can, 
cast-aluminum frame. Thick tub walls 
insulate. Easy-clean plastic dasher. 9 x 

11'5*. Makes 4 qt. Recipes included 

SAVE 12.99—Electric. 60-cycle AC 
motor; CSA approved. With cord. 
1125 19181 — Reg. 42.98. Еа... 29.99 

SAVE 3.99 — Manual (Small inset) 
1125 19182 — Reg. 23.98. Еа. 19.99 

R-T Fine Glazed Ceramic 
Cookie Jars keep your 

cookies fresh. Great gifts. 

(R) Wistful St Bernard 
stands guard. 10" high. 
112515541L — Each 7.99 

(T) Jolly Friar says 'Thou 
shalt not steal’. 12* high 
11 25 15542 L—Each 7.99 

[Sears] s 305 
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Seat adjusts 
6" height 
difference 

A Deluxe Bar — perfect for holiday (B) SAVE 19.98 when you buy two of (D) SAVE 9.98 when you buy two 
entertaining. Keeps everything our deluxe model 'British Colonial' bar stools. Adjusts 24, 26, 28, 30" h. Floor 

organized. Bi iful Woodgrain AR: s. Handsome Walnut finish rattan glides adjust. O9(Black), 
BORITE decorative laminate top. frame. Seat features extra-deep foam 40(Burnt Orange), 28(Fern Green) 

Thickly padded; upholstered in padding for sit-down comfort. Seat ad- 11 25 58490 DLC-Ea.. . 42.98: 2/75.98 

leather-look Black vinyl. Chrom: justs 24, 26, 28, 30" high. Adjustable 
plated footrail. 2 shelf spaces. 49" floor glides. (E) SAVE 11.98 when you buy two = 
19x 401%" h. Choose: 72(Flame), 09(Black) stocks ono en 25 3s 31" high 2/47.98 

Ў / oor glides adjust. O9(Black), 11 25 58602 F — Each. ...... 149.98 112558531DLC-Ea.. 67.98;2/115.98 20(Bumt Orang “28(Fem Green) 26.98 ea 

B-E Decorator Bar Stools. Deep (C) SAVE 9.98 when you buy two 11 25 58532 DLC-Ea... 55.98; 2/99.98 
foam-padded seats covered ‘British Colonial’ stools. Walnut finish 

with easy-clean, leather-look sup- rattan frame. Seat adju to four F SAVE 5.98 when you bu 
ported vinyl. Black tubular steel heights —24, 26, 28, 30" high. Self- economy pedestal swivel stools. 

bases; chrome-plated footrests. Ad leveling floor glide Padded seat covered in supported 

justable swivel seats. Easy to assem. Choose: 72(Flame), O9(Black). vinyl. Chrome-plated tubular ste 

ble; tighten 4 screws. 11 25 58511 DLC-Ea... 47.98; 2/85.98 frame; footrest. Self-leveling floor 
glides. 30” h. O9(Black), 40(Orange). 

'F' IN CATALOGUE NUMBER MEANS FACTORY SHIPPED 11 25 58533 DLC-Ea.. . 26.98; 2/47.98 

SAVE $7.96 4/63 6 Economy Bar 6498 Set of 3 2198 46-98 Value 1499 

Buy 4 stools and save. Cla The p: ct choice for spirited 'get- Set of 3 deluxe king stools. Soft Setof 3 stacking stools. Covered in 

Black supported vinyl upholstery togethers'. Walnut-grain laminated supported vinyl; comfortable pad. smooth vinyl with padded seats. 

over foam. Strong tubular steel top r 0 ed in ding. Chrome-plated tubular steel Bronzetone tubular steel frame: 

legs; Chrome-plated  footrests. Woodgrain Sturdy steel frame. Tipped feet won't mar floors. no-mar tips. 16 x 12 x 17" high. < 
Self-leveling floor glides. 29" high. frame; 2 shelf spaces. 47'/ x 16 x 16x 12 x 17" high. of 3 in 35(Gold) 

11 25 58501 DL 374”h Set of 3(1 Gold/1 Red/1 Green) 24(Green), 41(Tangerine) 

306 2-3-6 Ea. 17.98; 4/63.96 11 25 58603 DL gee 64.98 11 25 58508 DL —Ea. set. .. 21.98 11 25 58486 DLC —Ea. set.. 14.99 
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SAVE $7.91 on 
9-pc. “Coronado! set 

Sep. cost 62.90 5499 
(Items 1-5) 

]-8 Dramatic 'Coronado' Cookware. Porcelain inside 
and out for easy cleaning. Steel core for longer life. 

Stainless steel rims. Bakelite handles; knobs. Dishwasher 
safe. Brown Paisley on Gloss White. 

SAVE 7.91 on 9-Pc. Set — sep. cost 62.90. Includes: 48, 64, 
96-02. saucepans; 80-02. casserole — all with covers. 10” 
open skillet. Covers are included in piece count. 
1125 19727 L — Each set ... . 54.99 

‘Coronado’ Porcelain-on-Steel Open Stock 

(1) 112519679—48-oz. saucepan, cover. Each . 10.98 
(2) 112519680—64-oz. saucepan, cover. Each . 11.98 
(3) 112519681—96-oz. saucepan, cover. Each . 12.98 
(4) 112519683— 10" open skillet. Each . T. 
(5) 112519689—80-oz. casserole, cover. 

(6) 96-Oz. Whistling Teakettle. 
1195 19098 A O O 15.98 

(7) 160-Oz. Dutch Oven, Cover. Cover fits skillet (4). 
112519682—Each .......... TULIT .. 15.98 

(8) 160-Oz. All-Purpose Cooker. Cooks by steaming. 
112519734 —Each ........... ... 16.98 

Heavyweight aluminum, 
non-stick interiors 

7-pc. set 29 99 

(10) not incl. 

Heavyweight Aluminum Cookware heats evenly, 
holds heat longer for thorough cooking. Decorated 

porcelain exteriors with non-stick interiors for easy cook- 
ing and cleaning. Heat-resistant handles and knobs. 
Snug-fitting acrylic finish covers. Dishwasher safe. Hand- 
some Chestnut Brown with dramatic pattern. 

7-Pc. Set consists of 32, 64-02. saucepans; 160-oz. Dutch 
oven —all with covers; 10” open skillet. Dutch oven cover 
fits skillet. Covers are included in piece count. 
11 25 10380 DL — Recipes. Each set. ............ 

64-02. Whistling Teakettle. Not incl. in set. 
112510376 —Each........ ee 

SAVE $16.90 on 
l6-piece ensemble 

Sep. cost 76.89 59 99 
(Items 11-15, 17) 

11-16 ‘Floral Festival’ Cookware —a sunny pattern in 
durable porcelain-on-steel. Gleaming porcelain 

finish is easy to clean; resists stains and odors. Stainless 
steel rims prevent chipping. Heat-resistant handles and 
knobs; dishwasher safe. Covers included in piece count. 

SAVE 16.90 on 16-Pc. Ensemble — sep. cost 76.89. Incl 
Items (11) to (15) and (17). Dutch oven cover fits skillet 
11 25 11013 0Е2—Еасћ....................... 59.99 

‘Floral Festival’ Porcelain-on-Steel Open Stock 

(11) 112511000—32-oz. saucepan, cover. Each 11.98 
(12) 11 25 11001 —64-oz. saucepan, cover. Each 12.98 
(13) 112511002—96-oz. saucepan, cover. Each 13.98 
(14) 112511003— 150-oz. Dutch oven, cover. Ea. 16.98 
(15) 11 25 11004 — 10" open skillet Each ....... 13.98 

(16) 92-oz. whistling tea kettle. Not incl. in ensemble. 
11 25 11006 — Each 15.98 

17 7-Pc. Stainless Steel Tool Set. Incl.: fork, masher, 
turner, basting spoon, ladle, spatula, hanging rack. 

‘Floral Festival’ pattern on White melamine handles. 
11 25 80209 — Dishwasher safe. Each set .......... 6.99 

18-20 Matching Hand-Painted Ceramics from Italy. 
Specially designed to match our 'Floral Festival" 

cookware. Highly glazed inside; Multi floral White. 

(18) 4-Pc. Canister Set. 5-9” high. 
1125 15520 L — Each set Bites Bae nn oona 4; 
(19) 1125 15521 L—Cookie Jar. About. 10” h. Ea. 10.49 

(20) SAVE "when you buy set of 4 mugs. Sep. 9.96. 
112521018 — Abt. 9-oz. capacity. Ea. set Bas 

11 25 21218 —Single mug. Each .................. 2.49 



Thanksgiving 

Golden Giant 

^. 

Chrysler Imperial 
Queen Elizabeth 

Helen Traubel 

Red Peace 
White Knight 

Habitrail— a hamster’s world that expands! 2198 

The exciting habitat for hamsters or gerbils! Habitrail 
gives your pet a colorful, clean environment, good 
food and water supplies, plenty of activity, too. All 
parts snap together — pull apart. Snap 'n' tap trays, 
snap-apart tunnels mean easy cleaning; vented me- 

tal lids snap on tight. 1 packet each of litter, diet 
gnaw rewards for training; unbreakable no-drip 
water bottle incl. in both village sets. And with extra 

tunnel sets you can create and rearrange horizonta 
and vertical trail systems limited only by your 
imagination! Animals not included 

308 4 Credit details on P. 243 

A Deluxe Village has Big Wheel House, Sky 
Room, Den, Curiosity Cube, connecting tube. 

712561467 DL —5.00 mthly. Cash, ea. kit .. 31.98 

B Standard Village has Living Unit, Sky Room 
Fun House, Saucer Wheel, connecting tube. 

712561468 DL — 5.00 mthly. Cash, ea. kit... 21.98 

C Tunnel Set (shown) includes 5 long trail 
tubes plus 5 crossroad corner joints 

71 2561473 DL —Each set 9.79 

Tunnel Set (not shown) includes 1 long, 1 short 
trail tube plus 3 crossroad corner joints 
712561469 DL —Each set 4.69 

A living gift 
gives lasting 
pleasure... 
8 rose bushes 

еа |098 
BUSHES 

И the Hybrid Tea and Grandiflora 
everblooming variet 
producing exhibition-size blooms 
Each bush premium #1 stock 
labeled and shipped from the 
nursery in the spring with cultural 
instructions included 

includes one each 

s shown 

ct living gift ... and 
venient one to send! 

Just give us the regular ordering 
information p/us the name and 
address of the оп you're going 
to delight —we do all the rest! We 
send a card at Christmas —wher 
you specify you want one—ar 
nouncing the guaranteed arrival o! 
8 rose bushes in the spring. Your 
account will not be charged til 
delivery has been made. No C.O.D 
orders on gifts. Sold in collection 

712547000F —Each 10.98 

This Christmas 
card bears the 
seasonal message 
and announces 

your gift of 8 
rose bushes 
to arrive for 
spring planting. 
The perfect gift 
for a friend 

3 bird havens 599 
you can build! kit 

Fun for the young of all ages. .. 7 to 
70 anyone who likes to put 

things together! Ponderosa Pine 
Kit builds 2 houses plus a feeder 
Has wren house 62 x 5 x 51/2" 
high; bluebird or swallow house 
5% x 5 x 81/4" high; feeder with 
glass front 6% x 7 x 5'4" high 
Complete with nails and instruc 
tions as well as screws for hanging. 

71 25 59140 — Each kit 5.99 
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Merrymakers . . . a special touch to the festivities 
Musical Crackers 349 
Box of 9 

A The entertainers. Crackers 
contain 8 differently tuned 

flutes and conductor's baton with 
tune instructions. Form your band 
at party time and lead the group. 

Great Value! 299 
Box of 12 

Crackers at a price you can't 
afford to miss ... order enough 

for seconds. Full of party novelties; 
festive colors with decorative foil 
trim. About 10" long 

Our Finest 4 
Box of 12 99 

C Your choice when only the 
finest will do. Jumbo 12” size 

crackers contain party-time novel- 
ties, trimmed with Gold color foil 
and crinoline-lady design. 

Deluxe Selection 33 3 
Box of 12 

D Quality crackers generously 
decorated with foil and Gold 

color bands. Large 11” crackers 
contain hats, toys and novelties to 
make the occasion memorable. 

87 25 18064 —Each box .... 3.49 

E Novelty Nautical Nutcracker. The 5* 
high hardwood ‘British sailor' comes 

with 4-02. assortment of nuts in the shell 
A great gift! 

872524213—Each ...... ... 299 

F Jumbo Chocolate Santa . .. melt-in- 
your-mouth treat of solid pure milk 

chocolate. 1 pound of good eating 

87 25 19043 — Each ... ++,» 140 

ra 

87 25 18062 — Each box .... 2.99 

Peppermint-Flavored Candy Canes . .. al 
most as traditional as the tree. A must for 
decorating. Cello-wrapped. Box of 24. 

87 25 18020 — Each box 1.29; 2/2.49 

ideal for Box of 24 Chocolate Santas 
stocking-stuffing. Solid milk chocolate 
shapes wrapped in decorative foil. 

87 25 19045 — Each box ......... 2.29 

ara 

87 25 18063 — Each box . 

Sending gifts to Britain? See Page 315 

.. 4.99 87 25 18065 — Each box .... 3.33 

24" size 15" size 30” size 

Cheery Christmas Stockings chock full of candy, toys 
and games for little girls and boys. Suitable for hanging on 
the tree, bedpost or fireside mantel. An extra gift for the little 
ones on Christmas morning. 

87 25 18036 — Pkg. of two 15” stockings. Ea. pkg 2.19 

87 25 18035 — 24* stocking. Each 2.69 
87 25 18051 — Giant 30” stocking. Each .... 3.99 

36 309 
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Imported Chocolate Liqueurs 

t / (OCC. 
A 3-Lb. 'Masterpiece' Fruit Cake. Our 

finest fruit cake has 7396 fruit and nut 
content with pineapple, cherries, peel and 
pecans surrounded by moist batter. Topped 

with Red cherries, crispy almonds and 
pecans. To complete the 'Masterpiece'—a 
rich glaze. Gift boxed 

87 25 20012—Each 5.75 

3-Lb. Rich Fruit Cake in a Tin 
Light cake with a unique combination of 

fruit—cherries, raisins, melon and peel 
Almond, pecan and melon on top covered 
n a rich glaze. Petit-point design tin keeps 
the cake fresher longer. For the family or as 
a gift to friends. 

87 25 20006—Each 3.99 

49 - 239 A Christmas Part cial. Three 1 
Liqueur-Filled Barrels 4% Cognac Bohnen Liqueurs 4. V. b: tro ceras ONSEN Wrapped lo 

Hinged wooden box of liqueurs. Contains 32 choco Plain box contains 500-grams of liqueurs with 2 ensure freshness. A traditional rich dark 

late barrels filled with assorted liqueur flavors  taste-tempting layers of chocolates flavored with cake; the second, light butter-batter cake 
including: Kirsch, Curagao, Cognac, Rum. Each Cognac. Caretully packed to ensure freshness. A with cherries, nuts, pineapple and third 

barrel is wrapped in colorful foil spécial something for gifts or guests. Ama ake full of сое рма apricots 

87 25 19063—Each box 449 8725 19067—Each box 2.99 and nuts. Box contains three саке 
87 25 20004—Each box 4.99 

D 2-Lb. Florida Fruit Cake. Try a new 
treat at Christmas. This cake is rich with 

tasty tropical fruits—pineapple, cherries, 
apricots, figs, dates, almonds and pecans. 
All this is covered with a rich glaze. Beau 
tifully gift boxed 
B7 25 20010—Each 3.33 

E The Old-Fashioned Plum Pudding. 
Ours is made from a traditional recipe 

Raisins, currants, peel, cherries and walnuts 
are packed into the dark, moist flavortul 
pudding. Perfect for the Christmas seasor 
2-pound size 

87 25 20000—Each 2.49 

Е OurMost Popular Christmas Cake and 
why wouldn't it be at this price. This 

moist, rich cake is full of raisins, cherries and 
peel. Deliciously topped with melon and 
walnuts and highly glazed. Enough to serve 

ly for Simpsons-Sears—24 chocolate 
bottles filled with assorted flavors of 
Curacao, Kirsch, Cherry and Apricot 
Brandy. No sugar crust. Each bottle Seagrams' Liqueur Chocolates bring you all your guests at Christmas 
wrapped individually in colorful foil to the genuine flavor of Canadian Rye Whiskey Three-pound cake 
ensure freshness. Gift packed in a locked inside a thick layer of tasty dark ? 

beautiful woodgrain box. A delightful chocolate. All pieces are foil wrapped to 87 25 20018--Each 2.79 
gift for a special relative or friend. Box ensure freshness. Come in a handsome G Two 2-Lb. Cakes Full of Fruit— 
of 24 bottles presentation box. 6%-oz cherries, raisins and peel—and topped 
87 25 19060—Each box 3.49 87 25 19070—Each box 2.49 with plenty of nuts—pecans on the light cake 

and almonds on the dark cake. Both glazed 
and sliced for serving. They both come indi- 
vidually wrapped. For Christmas entertain 
ing. Box of 2 cakes. 

87 25 20002—Each box 4.99 

Н 2%-Lb. Iced Fruit Cake—a Christmas 
specialty. Your guests will enjoy this 

dark truit cake. It's loaded with raisins, cher 
ries and peel. Thickly topped with a layer of 
almond icing. An elegant dessert 

87 25 20020—Each 3.69 

J-L Tasty California Sun-Dried Fruit— 
mouth-watering good for snacks. 

guests, gifts. Each gift pack contains an 
array of delicious treats ... dates, figs, glacé 
cherries, pineapple, citrus peel, apricots 
pears, nuts. And the containers are a handy 
re-useable addition for serving, 
(J) 1-Lb. Rattan Basket 
87 25 18058—Each 3.59 

(K) 2-Lb. Large Redwood Serving Tray. 

87 25 18057—Each 6.98 

(L) 1%-Lb, Christmas Tree-Shaped 

Wooden Dutch Clogs. Each clog contains a selec The ‘Magnums’ of Chocolate Liqueurs. This poly Basket. 
4 Р 87 25 18059—Each 5.49 

tion of liqueur-flavored chocolate bottles by Frank styrene case holds 24 large chocolate bottles—2 

Rademaker. Individually wrapped in foil. Great gifts high—allfilled with liqueur flavors including: Cognac ыс 
for friends or relatives. 2 clogs per pkg Cherry Brandy, Apricot Brandy 

87 25 19058—Each package 4.99 B7 2519210—Each package 3.59 FOR PERFECT SLICING 
DAMPEN KNIFE, WIPE AFTER CUT 

USE LIGHT SAWING MOTION 

310 36 
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99 
Cheese/cutting board 9 

Cheese and Jam-tasty gifts 

es 

; 749 
European tour 

99 
'Mod-World' cheese 8 

Handy meat serving or cutting board topped with 2-Ib. A 2-10. assortment of fine cheeses from Europe 3-Ib. assortment of cheese from Austria and 
of cheese from Austria and Denmark. Selection with representatives from Denmark, Switzer Denmark. The selection includes 10 different 
includes many popular flavors. Wooden board has land, Finland, Germany, France and Austria flavors suchas Onion, Relish, Celery and others. 
Chromed handles and measures approximately 14 x 
9%". A truly practical and beautiful gift this season. 
87 25 20621—Each 

B-oz. of Danish and Austrian 
Cheese tops off this handsome 
metaltrivet complete with decorated 
ceramic tile. Both are beautifully 
boxed ready to give. Trivet 
measures approximately 9% x 5” 
87 25 20606—Each 3.49 

A Scott's Special Gift—quality 
jams, jellies, marmalades 

imported from Scotland. Twelve 

1-oz. jars including special event 
flavors. Packed in a tartan box 

87 25 20205—Each 2.79 

O kz] 

rales Sending gifts to Britain? See Page 315 for details 3124 

Scottish Jam with Danish and 
Austrian Cheese—a great combi 
nation! Contains six 1-02. sampler 

jars of Scottish jams; one pound of 

assorted cheese in your favorite 
flavors. Comes brightly gift boxed. 
87 25 20622—Each 5.99 

B Scott's Deluxe Pack. Nine 
1-oz. jars of jams, jellies 

marmalades plus two 12-02. jars—1 
Scotch whiskey-flavored marma- 

lade, 1 rum-flavored plum jam 

87 25 20206-Box of 11. Еа... 4.99 

There's full and natural flavor in the delightful 
combinations. Attractively gift boxed 

9.99 87 25 20600—Each 

to excite any tastebud. For a party, gift or just 

great snacking. Gift boxed 

7.49 87 25 20614—Each 8.99 

Cheese Collector Assortment. A 
one-pound selection of cheeses 
from Austria, Denmark and Finland. 
Comes packed in a beautiful gift box 
ready to give to your favorite cheese 
fancier. A great gift! 
87 25 20617—Each 3.99 

Masterpiece Gift Box incl.: seven 
2'5-0z. jars of ‘Masterpiece’ jams 
made the old-fashioned way from 
orchard-fresh fruit. Comes in a 
Gold-and-White gift box 
87 25 20200—Each 3.99 

Ham 'n' Cheese Specialty Box—a 
one-pound Danish Picnic Shoulder. 
6-oz. German Pumpernickel bread 
rounds; one-pound of European 
cheeses including Caraway 
Samsoe and Onion. Gift boxed 

87 25 20601—Each 6.99 

Home-Style Preserves—prepared 
in the Niagara fruit belt. Processed 
in small batches to capture true 

home-made' quality. Contains eight 

6-02. jars in asstd. flavors 

87 25 20222—Each 5.99 
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Some Sweet Ideas 

99 
Jumbo Brazils 199 

Each whole jumbo Brazil nut is thickly coated with 
mouth-watering milk chocolate. Great treat to 
have on hand for the festive season. For yourself 
or as a gift to friends. 14-02. box 

87 25 19052 —Each box 1.99; 2/3.88 

2-Ib. Assorted 249 

Assorted fancy selection from Moirs. Top-quality 
milk and dark chocolate over velvety creams, crun- 
chies, caramels, liquid centres, Carefully packed to 
ensure freshness. 2-Ib. box 

87 25 19029—Each box 2.49; 2/4.78 

99 
5-16. Assortment 49 

A wide selection of mouth-watering centres for 
the festive season. Covered in fine milk and dark 
chocolate. Velvety-smooth creams, crunchies. 
soft and hard centres. 5-Ib. box 

87 25 19003—Each box 4.99 

FINE QUALITY ‘COUNTRY INN’ CHOCOLATES 

1-Lb. Country Inn Chocolates. A high quality 
assortment of nuts, creams, jellies, nougats coat- 
ed with dark and milk chocolate. Great to have on 
hand for Christmas entertaining 
87 25 19055—Each box 

English Biscuits 279 

Jacksons of Piccadilly' presents this 
beautiful, flowered tin containing 1 %-Ib. 

of imported biscuits. The selection 
includes over 14 varieties including 
shortcake, creams, iced, malted milk 

87 25 20430—Each 2.79 

Country Inn Tri-Mints. Delicious thin mint 
centres sandwiched between layers of dark 
chocolate. An elegant addition to any of your 
holiday entertaining. 10-ounce box 

Chocolate Oranges 219 ot2 

Terry's chocolate oranges divide into bite-size 
slices ... each with the flavor of real orange. Foil 
wrapped and packed to look just like an orange. 
2 'oranges' per package 

1.99 87 25 19054—Each box 

Shortbread 399 

Crawford'sshortbread madein Scotland 
for five generations. A delicious butter 
rich assortment packed in an authentic 
tartan tin. A thoughtful gift for family or 
friends. 2-Ib. 5%-02. tin 

87 25 20413—Each 3.99 

229 87 25 19039—Each package 

3%-LB. JACOBS' BISCUITS 

Jacobs' famous quality biscuits imported 
from England in this beautiful reusable tin 
called 'Autumn'; handy for storage 
There's a cookie to suit every taste in this 
assortment. 3%-Ib. tin 

87 25 20450—Each 3.99 

2.19 

Great value at 
this low price 

39 

| Sears | 36 313 
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Treats o' Plenty 
By Basket or Pail 

zb. Э.о 
Assortment includes French creams, mellow creams, hard 
mix, chocolate drops and gums in a decorative, reusable 
plastic container. A great treat for Yuletide callers 
87 25 18000--3'-Ib. basket. Each 3.29 
87 25 18050—5-Ib. pail. Each 3.99 

Santas, Bells and Balls melt in your Licorice Allsorts--an all-time favorite for Deluxe Yuletide Mix--a festive traditior 
mouth, solid milk chocolate shapes year-round enjoyment. Assortment An assortment of hard candies including 
Each wrapped in colorful foil to ensure includes sandwiches, twists, rounds and Swirls, cut rock, peppermint fingers, etc 
freshness. 2-pound package nonpariel buttons. 3-pound package 3-pound package. 
87 25 19034—Each package 2.99 87 25 18006--Each package 1.99 87 25 18040--Each pkg. .. 1.79; 2/3.29 

Home-Style Fudge . . . a delicious Snowballs — melt - in - your - mouth Lowney's Bridge Mix. This popular Fruit Jellies--assorted slices, swirls 
taste-tempting treat. Box of two 1 -Ib. creamy vanilla centres coated with assortment includes: cream, cara and squares of hme, lemon and 
trays, one chocolate and the other pure, dark chocolate sprinkled with melor nutcentres covered with dark orange flavors with sprinkling of 
maple walnut coconut. 2-pound package or milk chocolate. 2'4-Ib. pkg sugar. 1-Ib. 10 oz. pkge 
87 25 18008— Each box 2.29 872519219-Ea. pkg. 1.99; 2/3.88 87 25 19025—Each pkg 1.89 872518042-Ea. pkg. 1.79; 2/3.29 

Mixed Nuts (not shown). Vacu Holiday Party Pack (as shown) 1 Poppycock Duo. Regular 2 Cashew-Redskin Peanut Mix. 
um-packed tins contain assortment Includes one 6%-oz. tin mixed nuts, pecans, almonds in butter 1'%-роипа package 
of cashews,  Brazils,  filberts. one 65-oz. tin cashews and one crunch and Hawaiian almond 87 25 24202--Each package. 2.19 
blanched and redskin peanuts oz. tin peanuts; vacuum-packed coconut chips, popcorn, butter in E 
Package of three 13-oz. tins. Pkg. of 3 tins. pineapplecrunch. Pkg. of two 10-oz 3 1-Lb. Pkg. Jumbo Pistachios 
87 25 24200—Each pkg. 3.99 87 25 24203—Each pkg 2.79 87 25 24211—Each pkg 3.19 Y 87 25 24204--Each pkg. 2.99 

SS lá 
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SN اے Take the worry out of sending parcels 

WA 
Traditional Gift Box has 1-Ib. tin lean mild 
cured ham, 3'/2-02. tin turkey breasts, 8-02 
tin lunch tongues, 8-oz. pack stoned dessert 
dates, 15-oz. tin turkey soup, 16-oz. tin 
Choice pineapple cubes, 6-oz. lin pure 
cream, 1-Ib. traditional rich fruit Christmas 
pudding, 1-pt. pack raspberry jelly, 7-02. 
pack genuine Scottish butter shortbread, 10- 
Oz. tin whole your carrots, 3-02. packet 
sage-and-onion stuffing, 4-02. pack crys- 
tallised orange and lemon slices, 7-02. twin- 
pack salted peanuts/peanuts and raisins, 3- 
Oz. tube Callard and Bowser's chocolate 
mints, 4-02. packet choicest tea, 8?/4-02. jar 
Baxter's cranberry sauce, 1V.+oz. tin 
Norwegian dressed crab. 

87 2521154 F — Each box. . 12.95 

Yuletide Box Selection is the same as the 
Traditional Gift Box with addition of: 3-Ib. 3- 
oz. tin Buxted whole spring chicken, 1'/-Ib. 
Dundee cake in vacuum-sealed tin, 1-Ib. tin 
assorted sweet biscuits, 14-02. mince pie in 
vacuum-sealed tin, 1-Ib. jar pure Canadian 
honey, 14'/2-oz. jar Moorhouse's mincemeat, 
B-oz. box Quality Street assortment, 7'/2-02. 
tin finest red salmon, 12-oz. jar Baxter's 
sliced beetroot, 15-02. tin Baxter's royal 
game soup, 10-02. tin new potatoes, 11-02. 
tin Mandarin oranges. 

87 25 21153 F — Each box... 24.95 

Senior's Box. Specially devised for the el- 
derly and composed of small items suitable 
for two people at one sitting. Pack contains: 
4-02. Walker's plum pudding, 4-02. tin pure 
cream, 4-02. tub brandy butter, 10'/7-02. pack 
genuine Scottish oatcakes, 4-02. pack 
orange and lemon slices, 1'/.-02. Norwegian 
dressed crab, 4-oz. tin lamb's tongues, 8-02. 
tin mild cured shoulder ham, 1-pint pack 
raspberry jelly, 8-oz. pack Quality Street as- 
sortment, 10-02. tin new potatoes, 10-oz. tin 
whole young carrots, 1-Ib. tin assorted sweet 
biscuits, 8-02. tin choice fruit cocktail, 3-02. 
pack Dairy Cheese portions. A gift to 
remember. 
87 25 21150 F — Each Бох............ 

A Wine and Cheese Party Pack contains 1 bottle St. 
Emilion 1967, 14-oz. whole barrel Cheddar 

cheese, 1 packet Patterson's Scottish oatcakes. 
ST OSE F—Emoh ......... a 0er... 8.95 

B Canadian Wine Pack made up of fine Canadian 
wines. Includes 1 bottle each: Private Stock sherry, 

Solera sherry and Canadian Cream sherry. 
87 25 21152 F — Each ............. 

C Special Presentation Wine Pack contains 25-02 
bottle each: Hockprinz Liebfraumilch 1970 vin- 

tage. Klosterprinz Moselle with 2 attractive Treviris 
crystal wine glasses ina protective presentation case 

87 25 21159 F — Each 21.95 

D Traditional-Style Fruit Cake. Finest ingredients; 
steeped in Olde Brandy. Topped with generous 

layer of almond paste and Royal icing with 'Greetings 
from Canada’ plaque. 3'/-Ib. net weight. 
872521155F —Each .......... š 9.95 

„ч to Britain... we'll do it for you 

E The Squire Hamper contains: 1 bottle Gonzalez 
Byass medium Concha sherry, 14-02. superb Olde 

English recipe treacle tart in vacuum-sealed tin, 3-Ib. 
3-02. tin young spring chicken, 3'/5-oz. packet sage- 
and-onion stuffing, 10-02. tin Wiltshire pork sausages, 
1'/2-16. rich fruit continental cake in vacuum-sealed tin, 
7-02. pack genuine Scottish butter shortbread, 2-02. tin 

French Country pate, 7-oz. tin roasted, salted, mixed 
nut kernels, 4-oz. carton Terry's chocolate-coated 
burnt almonds, 15-oz. tin Baxter's royal game soup, 
4?/4-02. tin chunky chicken supreme, 7-02. tin Mandarin 
oranges, 4-02. tin pure cream, 1'/4-02. jar dressed crab, 
8-oz. stoned dessert dates, 3 1'/-oz. jars of Scott's 
preserves, 1 "/»-02. pot lobster pate and 7-02. jar stem 
ginger. 

87 25 21157 F — Each . 19.95 

‘Charge It’. For full credit details see Page 243 

== 

TOS Y 
м! ^ 

* Custom regulations prohibit deliveries 

to Eire. Not available in Canada 

* Orders filled and available for delivery 

in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

* Orders for Christmas delivery 

accepted up to December 3, 1973; 
orders accepted after this date 
delivered after Christmas 

* Save yourself postage, packing 
and customs duty 

* Sorry, no C.O.D. orders accepted 

* Charges to your account should 
appear on your January statement 

Mu A 32: 
r. Y 

Large, Juicy Macintosh Apples. Box includes 30-40 
delicious, hand-picked Canadian apples. 

87 25 21156 F—Each бох.................... 8.95 

F Mini Hamper. Wicker shopping 
basket abl. 16 x 13 x 15” high 

contains: 8-oz. traditional rich fruit 
Christmas pudding, 4-oz. tin pure 
cream, 7-02. pack genuine Scottish 
butter shortbread, 10-oz. tin cream of 
Chicken soup, 8-oz. tin lean mild 
cured shoulder ham, 8-02. tin choice 
fruit cocktail, 8-oz. pack stoned des- 
sert dates, 4-02. tin lamb's tongues, 
5-02. tin garden peas, 10-02. tin new 
potatoes, 4-oz. pack orange and 
lemon slices, 1 pint packet raspberry 
jelly, 8-oz. box dairy butter toffees. A 
gift to be remembered! 

87 2521158 F — Each 14.95 
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36-piece flocked set 3.99 

49 27 50357 C—Each set 3.99 

Canadian Spruce 
So realistic it seems 

to be growing! 

Keep the traditions of Christmas from 

season to season with our elegant 
fully-proportioned trees. Wide-swept 
full-layer branches are fire resistant for 
years of protection. Rich Green needles 
of soft polyethylene feel real to the 
touch. Brown trunk. Wide-stance base 
for stability. Use with mini lights only 
Decorations not included—see below 

6' Tree with 2081 branch tips 
79 27 51012 DL—Each 38.98 

7' Tree with 2867 branch tips 

79 27 51010 DL—Each 49.98 

7' tree 098 

cash 

6.00 monthly 

6' tree 38?8, 

5.00 monthly 

Fire 
Resistant 

49 27 50358 C—Ea 

Y garland 119 
harming touch to any tree For both dove-bow-roset 

inished flocked polyethylene left and ‘Twiggy Deer and 
nd rosebuds. 12 eachof 4" dove: at right. Plush flocked polyet 

and 2'4" diam. rosebuds balls, chain in 70(Red) о 
yr 95(White). Hangers ir 9' long. A perfect mat 

24-piece figurine set. 3.99 
A child's delight Jancing Santas, 6 dancing 
snowmen and 6 angels to hang on tree. Gold color 
loop cord. Plastic. Abt. 3%“ h. Garland on Page 31 
49 27 50370 —Set, eact 3.99 

SAVE 20% on 132-pc. ‘Crystal’ set 3.19 

Snowflakes hang flat or 3-D 
iam.; 20 large, 4" diam. Teardrops— 

48 sma! ong; 24 large, 6“ long. 14(Clear 

49 27 50395 C —Was 3.99. Each set 3.19 

SAVE 2056 on Matching 27' Garland lear plastic 

49 27 50396 —Was 1.99. Each set 1.59 

18-piece gingham set 3.99 
Red gingham nimals to decorate your tree. 6 horses 

phants, 3 mice. Each about 2" higt 
Hangers attached. Plastic. Red-and-White or 
49 27 50446—Each set 3.99 

y 

6 bears 

12-piece Spotty set 2.99 

t at 1 'Spotty Di har 
set yw fond of 1 it 1 

ne h in a different pose. 6 each o 
te arge 3" deers and dogs. Plastic. in Red-and 

White as shown. Hangers in 

1.19 49 27 50445—Each set 2.99 
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Sears 

Glittering Garlands. Flame resis- 
tant. 9B(Silver), 35(Gold) ог 

29(Blue/Green). Each 40' long. 

49 27 50417 C-2", 1-ply. Ea..99c 
49 27 50418 C-3",2-ply Еа. 1.99 

Icicles. 1200 strands. No lead 
98(Silver), 99(Asstd. colors) 

49 27 50420 C—Ea. pkg 1.19 

Set of 6 Holiday Water Globes. 
Each has a different Christmas 
sceneinside. Justadd water, shake. 
watch the snow fly. A stocking 
stuffer! Plastic, Each abt. 275" h. 

49 27 50350—Each set 1.99 

A Illuminated Santa Face glows from 
window or wall. Bulb lights him up 

completely. Molded plastic with 
enclosed back. Bulb, socket and 6' cord 
included. Abt. 18" high x 12" wide. 

decks the halls with a festive glow! 

Deluxe 2" Glass Balls. You get 
twelve bright-and-shiny ornaments 
for your tree in the traditional 

manner. In solid shades or assorted 
colors. State color number when 
ordering. Box of 12 

70(Red), 80(Blue), 35(Gold), 
99(Assorted) 

49 27 50451 C—Each box 1.19 

13-Piece Nativity Set. Hand-paint- 

ed molded plastic figures up to 4%" 
high. All-wood stable about 14% x 
6'4 x 104", Pre-cut hole in back for 
small light (not incl.). 

49 27 50409—Each set 7.99 

С 2%-Foot Table-Top Tree with flame-resistant F 
3'4" polyvinyl-chloride needles. 25 branches. 

Twelve Glass Teardrops add a 
shimmering touch to the Christmas 
tree in assorted colors or solid 
shades. Twelve ornaments, each 
about 5" long. State color number 
when ordering. 
99(Assorted), 70( Red), 80(Blue) 

35(Gold). Package о! 12 

4927 50450 C—Each pkg. .. 1.69 

mM. 

Big 26" Christmas Stocking a 
child's delight. Colorful decorations 
in smooth fell material. No color 
choice at this low price. 'Merry 
Christmas’ wish in glitter 

49 27 50251—Each 99€ 

Metal stand. 01(Scotch Pine), 02(Blue Spruce). 

79 27 50134 DC—Each as9 б 

18-Piece Assorted Glitter Set 
shimmering in bright Christmas col 
ors. Each 2%” diameter. Assorted 
Blues, Reds, Greens, Golds. 

49 27 50499—Each pkg. 

Matching Treetop. 14" high 
35(Gold), 70(Red), 80(Blue) 

49 27 50574 C—Each 1.99 

2.99 

2-in-1 Party Chimes. Angels for 
Christmas, clowns and horses for 
parties! Revolves and rings with 
candle heat. Metal. Abt. 5" w. x 
10%” h. Candles included. 
49 27 50038—Each 99€ 

36" Diam. Tree Skirt of decorated Red felt 
49 27 50322—Each 1.99 

4-Leg Steel Tree Stand with extra-large water bowl 
20" diam.; 6" high. Sturdy with four locking units. 

D Snow-Tipped Tree same as (C) above 

79 27 51001 D—Scotch Pine only. Ea 

2-Ft. Table-Top Tree. Canadian Spruce style 
Fire-resistant soft polyethylene needles—real to 

the touch. Sturdy stand. 152 branches. 

49 27 51015—Each 

49 27 51026—Each 2.99 

Н 3-Leg Steel Tree Stand with water bowl. 20" diam 
9" high. Two locking rings with bolts for support 

49 27 51025—Each 1.99 

J Plastic Tree Stand with water bowl. 14" diam.; 5" h 
49 27 51027—Rustproof. Each 4.99 

49 27 50341—Each 2.99 

B 5-Light Candelier with candles 
from 7 to 18" high. Plastic with E 

Christmas trim. 12%” base. Flame- 
colored bulbs with halo reflectors. 

49 27 50487 — Each 

4.49 

6.99 2.99 
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02 
(Blue Spruce) (Moss Green) 

i: = = 
SAVE 9% to 13% on Christmas Trees 

Fire Resistant 

A-C ‘Evergreen’ Trees of polyvinyl chlo (B) Deluxe Soft-Needle Canadian Fir with T | 
ride. Safe they're fire-resistant extra-thick 42/,” diam. branche 

Take al Jht sets. 14 st and, storage box SAVE 2.00. 4'// Tree with 67 branch tips 
Decorations not included 79 27 50269 DL — Was 14.98. Ea 12.98 2€ 98 

Traditional Christmas Tree. Extra SAVE 2.49. 6’ Tree with 121 branch tip Deluxe outswept tree O; 
thick 4° diam. branches. Assembles easily 79 27 50270 DL — Was 22.98. Ea 20.49 ‘ ; Choose 01(Scotch Pine) as shown A Я > Fully proportioned polyviny 

02(Blue Spruce) or 29(Moss Green) cub CUL DU Sp iro Goce tros- Haii YORE 2 Was 27.98. Ea 14” star sy assemt | SAVE 2.00. 4'// Tree with 63 branch tips a box : : vorm rm [эое 
79 27 50266 DLC — Was 14.98. Ea 12.98 (C) SAVE 1.00. Budget-Priced Scotch 4 “ол $ А 
SAVE 2.49. 6' Tree with 116 branch tips Pine stands 6° high with 81 medium-sized 6 High Tree 41 branch tips. 5.00 monthly. 
7927 50267 DLC —Was. 22.98. Еа... 20.49 branches. Non-combustible Green plast 79 27 51013 DLC ash, ea 26.98 
SAVE 3.00. 7’ Tree with 140 branch tir Metal stand. Assembles easily 7’ High Tre br 5.00 monthly 
79 27 50268 DLC — Was 27.98. Ea. .. 24.98 79 27 51002 DL —Was 10.99. Eact 9.99 79 27 51014 ash, ea 32.98 

Satin ornaments 2.99 Tree top 1.99 40 Glass ornaments 2.99 Candy cane set 99c SAVE 25% 2.99 
18-pc. package with 2 unbreakable balls. for your tree 12-р andy cane set adds а 24-piece 'sugarplum' set ir 

70(Red), 80(Blue) d), 99(Asstd reflectors, round balls table look 8 sugar-frosted candy Ok 

49 27 50398 C — Each pkg 2.99 al ornaments, sparkling ree. Red-and Lollipops, fruit slices, candy 
меа balls, fancy birds. From Each 7” long. The perfect sett anes, candy house and horse, 

Matching Double Satin Tree Top t 'size. Assorted colors mplement 40-piece glass too. Plastic. Each abt. 4” t 
70(Red), 80(Blue). 35(Gold) set at left. 12 in set Hangers inci. Set was 3.99 

49 27 50397 C —Eact 1.99 49 27 50127 — Each set 2.99 49 27 50449 —Each set .. 99c 49 27 50403 — Each set .. 2.99 

f 1 
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Mini 
Replacement 

Bulbs 

MINIATURE LIGHTS 
INDOORS/OUTDOORS 

Push-in bulbs stay firmly in place. Add- 
on plug, cord, bulbs included 

State 99(Assorted). 14(Clear) 
BO(Blue) or 70(Red) on all orders 

SAVE 10% on Indoor Sets. Inter- 
changeable flasher and non-flasher 
bulb. Replacement bulbs A below. 
20-Light Set. Was 1.99 
49 27 50022 C — Each 1.79 
50-Light Set. Was 4.39 
49 27 50024 C — Each 3.89 
Outdoor Sets. Heavy-duty sockets 
Use replacement bulbs B below 
49 27 50541 C — 20-It. set. Ea 4.19 

49 27 50542 C — 50-It. set. Ea 8.29 

Random 'TWINKLE' Set. 20-It. string 
alternating steady-butning, twinkling 
on/off bulbs. Asst. colors only 
49 27 50548 —Each set 3.99 

Replacement Bulbs for twinkle set 
above. Card of 6—3 twinkle, 3 steady 
Assorted colors only 
49 27 50549 — Card. Each 99c 

REPLACEMENT BULBS 

NOTE: Voltage varies with set size, e.g 
order bulbs for '20-light set' if you have 
a 20-light string 

State 99(Assorted), 70(Red) 
80(Blue), 14(Clear ) on all orders. 

Style A—used with 1-prong sockets on 
regular indoor and pre-1971 model 
outdoor sets. 10 bulbs in package. 

For 20-Light Sets. 

49 27 50248 C — Each pkg. 99c 

For 50-Light Sets. 

49 27 50249 C — Each pkg. 99c 

Style B—used with heavy-duty out 
door socket sets sold above tor 1972 
and 1973 sets. 10 bulbs in package. 

For 20-Light Sets. 

49 27 50543 C — Each pkg 1.29 

For 50-Light Sets 

49 27 50544 C — Each pkg 1.29 

1-6 Enchanting miniatures add a whimsical 
touch to the holiday season. Choose 

your favorite design from the indoor light sets 
described atright icicles, snowflakes, pom 

pons, Santa heads, holly pompons, Christmas 
trees. All have assorted color push-in, pull-out 
bulbs. Cord, included, with 2-way add-on plug 
Use replacement bulbs style A at left 

All light sets CSA safety approved 

7-10 Illuminated Decorations to brighten tree- 
top or window. Miniature bulbs incl. 

(7) Angel. 10 lights create a halo effect 

49 27 50539 — About 7" high. Each 3.99 

(8) Starburst. 15 Blue, Green miniature lights. 

49 27 50264 — About 10” high. Each 3.99 

(9) SAVE 12% on Glamour Star. A 5-point 
beauty with 11 lights, reflectors on tinsel. Abt. 10"h. 
49 27 50540 — Was 3.99. Each 3.49 

(10) SAVE 12% on Pompon Design. 10 lights 
assorted reflectors, tinsel trim. Abt. 8'/5* diam 

49 27 50014 — Was 3.99. Each 3.49 

MINIATURE DECORATOR LIGHT SETS 399 

Нет Description Cat No. |Ea. Set 

(1) |20-Light Icicle Set 4927 50005| 3.99 

(2) |20-Light Snowflake Set 4927 50580| 3.99 
(3) |20-Light Pompon Set 4927 50003, 3.99 

(4) |10-Light Santa Head Set 4927 50571, 3.99 

(5) |20-Light Holly Pompon Set |49 27 50572| 3.99 

(6) |20-Light Christmas Tree Set |49 27 50573| 3.99 

11 Exlusive with Us! 30-light Miniature Starfir 
door set, molded plastic reflectors ca 

light and seem to sparkle. Matching assorted color 
push-in bulbs. Use replacements — style A 
49 27 50579 — 30-light set. Each 3.99 

49 27 50550 — 20-light set. Each 279 

12 Illuminated Village with 10 houses that light 
up. Each has fire-glow windows 

light shine through. Flocked roofs, 

piece about 3" high. Complete with 10-light set 
49 27 50000 — Each set 3.99 
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SAVE 10%-15% Outdoor light sets 

Outdoor bulbs that operate indepen 
dently. Push/pull socket Snap-on 
clips. State color number 99(Asstd.), 

70(Red), 80(Blue), 20(Green). 

Glow-Bulb Outdoor Sets. 

Mem — [Lgth. [Catalogue No. |Was|Ea. Set 
15-light 19 [4927 50282 C |389| 3.49 
25-light.. | 31 |4927 50284 C 16.59! 5.59 

Replacement Glow Bulbs. Pk. of 10. 
49 27 50306 C — Each pack 1.59 

Sparkle-Bulb Outdoor Sets. 

Пет  |Lgth. ¡Catalogue No. Маз Еа. Set 

15-light 19 |4927 50283C 389 3.49 
25-light.. | 31 | 492750285C|6.59) 5.59 

Replacement Sparkle Bulbs. 10-pk 
49 27 50305 C — Each pack . 1.59 

Traditional Spiral Candles molded in weather. 
resistant plastic. Fully decorated. Complete with 

сога and socket (bulb not incl.). Both stand 38” high. 
7927 50598 DL —Each 8.99; save ...... 

4 Full Soft-Needle Garland with 12 outdoor assort- 
ed color lights. Fits any regular door. 18 ft. long 

79 27 50596 D — Each 10.99 
79 27 50597 D —Garland Only. Each 8.99 

5 Your Choice — 18" diam. wreath or 21 x 14” spray 
Fully trimmed. State 01(Wreath) or 02(Spray) 

79 27 50599 DLC — Each 

GLOW LIGHTS 

3-way indoor 
extension 

Random Twinkle Outdoor Set 

SAVE 10%-16% Indoor light sets 

with 25 lights. Has alternate 
twinkle and steady-buming 
sparklebulbs. Available in as- 
sorted Christmas colors only 

49 27 50298 —Ea. set.... 8.29 

Replacement Bulbs for above 
twinkle set. Pack of 8 all-twink- 
le sparkle bulbs in assorted 

Bulbs operate independently. Push/ 
pull sockets for easy changes. Snap- 
on clips. State color no. 99(Asstd.), 

TO(Red), 80(Blue), 20(Green). 

Glow-Bulb Indoor Sets. 
Mem _|Lgth. | Catalogue No. |Was|Ea.Set 

15-light 19 |4927 50278С 279 2.49 
25-light 31" |4927 50280C |479| 3.99 

Replacement Glow Bulbs. Pk. of 10. 

Random Twinkle Indoor Set 
with 15 lights. Has alternate 
twinkle and steady-burning 
sparkle bulbs. Available in 
assorted colors only. 

49 27 50299 —Ea. set.. 4.19 

Replacement Bulbs for 
above twinkle set. Pack of 8 
all-twinkle sparkle bulbs in 
assorted Christmas colors 

All light sets CSA approved 

Christmas colors 
49 27 50557 —Ea. pack .. 1.99 

49 27 50304 C — Each pack 1.39 

Sparkle-Bulb Indoor Sets. 49 27 50556 — Ea. pack 1.79 

Item __ |Lgth. | Catalogue No. |Was|Ea. Set 2 Indoor 3-Way Extension 
] 25-Ft. Outdoor Extension 

for use with all above out- 
door light sets. 25' cord. 

49 27 50372 —Each .....2.49 

15-light 

SAVE $1 outdoor sets 688 

Were 7 88. Special-value 30-light outdoor 
sets with 9' outdoor extension cord. Bulbs 
operate independently. In assorted colors 

only. Choose sparkle or glow-type 

49 27 50010 — Sparkle Set. Each 6.88 

49 27 50009 —Glow Set. Each 6.88 

2 for14.98 

19 |4927 50279С |2 79| 2.49 
25-light 31 |4927 50281С 4.79) 3.99 

Replacement Sparkle Bulbs. 10-pk 
49 27 50303 C — Each pack 

for use with above indoor 
sets. Has third branch with 
on/off switch. 10' cord 

1.39 49 27 50478 — Each 2.79 

New soft-glow sets 49 

Round matte finish indoor sets in assort. 
ed colors. Bulbs operate alone 

15-Light Steady-Burning Set 
49 27 50567 —Each set 4.99 

Replacement Bulbs for above. 8-pack 
49 27 50569 — Each pack 1.99 

15-Light Random Twinkle Set. As 
above but with 7 random flashing bulbs. 
49 27 50568 — Each set 5.39 

Replacement Bulbs for above. 8-pack 
49 27 50570 —Each pack 2.49 

Floodlight kit 349 
Light up outdoors! Rustproof poly 
propylene socket, bracket. 2-way stand 
Spike. 6° cord. 100-watt bulb in 70(Red) 

80(Blue), 20(Green) or 41(Yellow) 
49 27 50348 C — Each kit 3.49 

Replacement Bulb for above. Available 
in colors as above. State color no. 
49 27 50349 C — Each 2.69 
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You pay $12 to $22 less on 'subs' of our ў 95 
best molded luggage — now that's value! © 2 вете еа ир 39.95 еа. up 

A-H ‘Diplomat’ Molded Luggage — are a great buy Men's Pieces: 48(Burgundy) or 59(Tobacco) our ‘subs’ a sensational value. 'Subs' have minor imperfec an 
tions which do not affect wear or service . . . in fact it's hard to spot пет Approx. Size/Weight Firsts ¡Each | Substandards [Each any differences 5 uper-strong, molded ABS 2-S 27x20x7" |101b.|142551645DLC|67.95|142551845DLC |45.95 polymer like rich grained leather. Die £ э 27x20x8* |11 1b.) 142551646 DLC 69. 95| 142551846 DLC |47.95 plated € fully recessed —won't fly open accidentally trip. 22x16x6” | 7Ib | 1425 51643 DLC | 44.95 |14 2551843 DLC 32.95 Tough, four-rail frame of lightweight anodized aluminum. Comfort (C) 4” Attaché! 18 x 12 6 Ib.| 1425 52104 OC | 39.95/14 2552304 0C |27.95 grip polyvinyl handles have strong steel cores to prevent S'Attaché| 18x 12x5” | 7Ib.| 142552105DC |44.95|142552305DC |3295 breakage, Wo S s are lined in Cela satin, men's in 
handsome bar th. Linings Perma-treshed with SANI-GARD. Women's Pieces: 86(Skipper Blue), 29(Avoca 
J Matching ‘Diplomat’ Soft-Side Tote in luxurious expanded Item oprox. Size/Weighil Firs [Each | Substandards [Each vinyl. Handles convert to shoulder strap. Fully lined to match (D)Cosmetic| 15x 8x9" | 51b|142550638DC |39.95|142559838DC 127.95 
women's ріес y у (Е) Wardrobe) 22 х20х8” |101b.|142550641 DLC |62.95 |14 2550841 DLC | 42.95 86(Skipper Blue), 47(Off Whi C (Е) Pullman | 27x20x8” |101b.| 1425 50642 DLC |67.95 14 2550842 DLC |45.95 14 25 55650 DC — Firsts, each 24.95 (G)Weekend | 22x 16x6” | 71b.|142550640DLC|44.95|1425 50840 LC |32.95 14 25 55850 DC — Substandards, each 17.95 (H) Vanity 16x 13x6" | 610.|1425506390С |42.95|142550839DC |2995 

3-Pc. Carryall Set 1999 SAVE $3 1099 Roomy Tote 599 Suede 'n' Leather 1999 
Floral print on linen hopsacking Hand/shoulder tote of popular K Tapered Linen Tote. Vinyl trim and backing. Outside zip pocket water lent backing. Soft sides ex Naugahyde*. Leather-like expanded zip closure. Adj. shoulder strap. Abt. 15x 10 x 7 pand. Outside zip pocket, inside vinyl is drill-backed, retains shape. " z Pocket n дир us Oa Sida pocket р pull CEN 14 25 57293 DC — 70(Red) and 18(Natural). Each 5.99 
each: Large size abt. 19x 13x 5”. Inside pocket. Centre zip closure. L Suede and Leather Go Together. Soft, rich genuine leather tote 

Medium size abt. 17 x 11 x 4” lock and key. Abt. 14 x 13' x 6” has a striking, brushed-suede front panel. Snap-close gussetted Small size abt. 15 x 9 9/4" Ib. 47(Off White), 84(Medium Blue), pockets at each end. Centre zip closure, inside zippered pocket. Adj Assorted prints, colors —no choice. 42(Sand), 70(Red). Was 13. shoulder strap. Abt. 13 x 10 x 4'4”; 2 Ib. 
14 25 54033 DL — Set 19.99 14 25 57145 ОС —Ea 14 25 5730: Tan. Each 19.99 36 321 
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Rugged ‘Impala’ 
for high-impact, 
luxury looks 

Women's 999 

3-рс. set 

1-5 Good-Value ‘Impala’ lets you 
travel in style and leaves you more 

money to enjoy the trip! Dependable 
construction with high-impact, thermo 
molded shells covered in washable vinyl. 

Vinyl bumpers protect edges. Nickel 
plated English locks. Foam-backed 
color-coordinated linings 

Women's Styles. Quilted taffeta linings 
29(Avocado Green), 63(Melon) 

84(Medium Blue) 

(1) Pullman. Abt. 25% x 17% x 7%” d 

14 25 50650 DLC—Each 17.99 

(2) Weekend. Abt. 20 x 14 x 7” deep. 

14 25 50649 DLC—Each 13.99 

(3) Vanity. Abt. 16x 12% x 6%” d. 

14 25 50648 DC—Each 13.99 

SAVE on Women's 3-Pc. Set. Includes 

(1), (2) and (3). Separately cost 45.97 
5.00 monthly 
14 25 50652 DLC—Cash, set 39.99 

Men's Styles. With clear plastic centre 
dividers and textured rayon linings. 
Tobacco color only. 

(4) Shortrip. Abt. Z22 x 17% x 7" d 
14 25 51230 DL—Each 19.99 

(5) 2-Suiter. 2 hangers, fold-over pant 
rack. Abt. 2514 x 17% x 7%” d 

14 2551231 DL—Each 24.99 

IMPALA 
LININGS: 

Locks 
1000 ways! 

SAVE $5 on Attaché SAVE $2 

SAVE $7 ON EXCLUSIVE FLIGHT BAGS Combination 2998 1098 
Manaor 2298 lock style 5 

A pach Women's X REG. 34.98. Handsome deluxe REG. 12.98. We're offering our sturdy 
attaché features your personal budget attaché at a lower price than 

6-7 PATER 29.98 FACH d Might bags of domes us keyless combination—locks 1000 ever to keep you happy! Padded vinyl 

1 SOC sama h p M nde E EMO DA end PA ways! Instructions incl. Top-quality exterior just wipes clean with a damp 
ply pubis = ni Cl er > hn ei а o-cas construction of rugged ABS polymer cloth. Strong aluminum frame and 

base for extra strengt noldo zippered sl 25 poc E 3 Fully recessed, flush-fitting closures slim-line molded handle. File folder in 
Choice of 29(Olive Brown), 88(Navy Blue) for streamlined good looks. 2-section lid. About 17 x 12 x 4”: weighs 3% Ib 

(6) Women's. 1 zippered outside pocket. Opens to abt. 48 inches file folder. АЫ. 17 x 12 x 4"; 5 Ib 09(Black) or 50(Brown) 
14 25 53888 DLC—Abt. 22 x 21 x 14" closed. Each 22.98 O9(Black), 29(Olive Brown) 1425 52200 DC—Each 10.98 

14 25 52166 DC—Each 29.98 
(7) Men's. 2 zip óutside pockets. Patches at stress points. Opens to 

abt. 38". Abt. 22 x 16 x 13" closed 

322 36 14 25 53777 DLC— Each 22.98 Go now, pay later! Credit details, Page 243 
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EUROPEAN-STYLE 
SOFT-SIDE LUGGAGE 

209 os 
A Beautiful, Soft-Side Pullmans in-rich 

look vinyl. Reinforced swing 

buckled strap. Heavy-d uty 

with lock and key. Strong 
frame; wire reinforcements 

Set of 27" 

23" pullmans 

handles ar 
zipper closui 

ncealed stee 
п gussets Wipe-clean vir 
5.00 monthly 

linings. 

штап about 27 x 19% x 8% 
smaller pullman abt. 23 x 17 x 6 
Color-matched 2-piece set in 

84(Blue), 41(Tangerine), 29(Avoca 
14 25 54152 DLC—Cash, set 

B Matching ‘Safari’ 
ghter travel needs 

ly adjustable. Full-lengtl 
osure with lock and key. Buckled strap 

мег bag; two side-gusseted pockets for 

fi 

extra totables have tuck-type catches 
About 17'4 x 2 4 x 4”. Color-matched t Item (A) above. State color number 
14 25 54159 DC—Each 12.99 

2-PIECE TRAVEL SET 

v [999 
С Terrific Gift Set 

expanded vinyl t 

pullman. Convertible ha 
entre zipped closure 

onsisting 
1d fully 

ulder tote 
zippered outside 

olor-matched to a slim-line 
pullman with high-impact, thermo-formed 
molded shell. Strong inum frame, nick 
el-plated locks. Matching taffeta lining 
Perma-freshed with SANI-GARD 

R 

pocket. Tote 

my tote about 14 x 13 x 6" 
Pullman about 25 x 

2-piece 85(Blu: 
29(Avocado), 40(Burnt Orange) 

14 25 50057 DLC—Each set 19.99 

D An Unusual Paisley Design gives 
this luggage a one-of-a-kind look 

Muted, Multicolor Jacquard pattern wover 
in along-wearing blend of cc 
soft sides expand to t 

on and rayon 
nore than you'd 

think! Vinyl lining 1 pocket t as 
shown. Set con of 3 matched arryalls 
that nest for storage 

je size about 18 x 11% x 4 
size about 1 Y x4 

Small size about 16 x 9% x 3% 
14 25 54150 DL—Each set 19.99 

E SAVE 10.00 on Cedar-Lined Trunks 
Give moth-resistant protection . . . ideal 
all your major storage needs. Tc 

wood-composite construction covered 
steel or grained vinyl. Extra-heavy Brass 

›юг hardware and interlocking valance: 
lock and key plus hasp to allow use of a 
padiock (not supplied) 

for 

Vinyl-Covered Trunk—18 Cubic Ft 
About 46 x 24 x 28” deep. Reg. 58.98 
14 25 56110 DL—Green. Eact 48.98 

Steel-Covered Trunk—8 Cubic Ft 
About 36 x 20 x 20" deep. Reg. 44.98 

14 25 56229 DL—Navy. Each 34.98 

F WAS 28.98. The decorator cube—a 
Superb piece of casual furniture that can 

be used as an end table or a seat. It's also 
a trunk with an interlocking vala 

can evel 

th key. Vinyl- 
onstruction 

Cube 
Maps 

4(Red Maverick), 05(Haig) 
14 25 56120 DLC—Each 18.98 

Credit details, Page 243 

Soft sides give 
with the punch 

3-Р 
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SAVE $5.00 ON CABINET 

REG.-24.95- 199 

Deluxe large-size wooden sewing cabinet with 
Light Walnut finish. 4 different sections swing 

out over a central compartment. 14 x 11 x 8" 

deep. Legs 10" high. 22" high overall. 

25 25 63143 DL—Reg. 24.95. Each 19.95 

Heated f I 2495 

Warm up your feet while you relax! Stool has 
variable heat control. Handsome Walnut finish 
wood frame, legs. Cushioned top covered in 

tapestry-pattern fabric. 110-volt, AC. 6' cord 

Measures about 12 x 16 x 10" high 

25 25 63724—Each 24.95 

ootstoo 

1 Famous Fiskars Shears carry alite- 
time guarantee that assures you of 

top-quality workmanship and dependa- 
ble service. Imported from Finland. 
Lightweight stainless steel with riveted 

joints. 8" long with Orange cushioned 
handles for easier cutting. 

25 25 71124—Right Hand. Ea 7.95 

25 25 71125—Left Hand. Ea 7.95 

2 Famous Dritz 2-Speed Electric 
Scissor for faster, easier cutting. 

Automatic work light. Stainless steel 
blades have protective cap—sate 
enough for children, too. 8' cord 

25 25 71020—Each 

Twin Magnetic Holder holds pins 

and paper clips (included). Black 
top; Lucite body. 1) x 1% x 3" 

25 25 63725—Ea. set 2.99 

13.50 

899 799 

4 Knitting Basket of Natural color,cane willow lined 
with assorted cotton florals. Has 7” high handle. 

25 25 63560 DL—6" diam. x 23" h. overall. Ea 8.99 

5 Printed Cotton Knitting Stand. Nylon lining; fold- 
ing hardwood frame, convenient carrying strap. 

25 25 63984—Abt. 13x 8 x 13" deep. Each 5.99 

Cotton Print Sewing Basket. Carrying handle; padded 
inside top. Accessory tray, lined interior. 

25 25 63681—11% x 8 x 5?" high. Each 6.99 

7 Walnut Finish Thermoplastic Sewing Basket. Lift-out 
organizer tray, carrying handle, antiqued hardware. 

2525 63711—16 x 10 x 9" high. Each 8.99 

8 Cotton Print Sewing Basket with carrying handle 
Lined interior with padded top; accessory tray. 

25 25 63666—11% x 8 x 5%“ high. Each 8.99 

Wooden Sewing Box. Walnut finish with Naturalinterior 
Lift lid and accessory tray moves into position. 

25 25 63417—13% x 8 x 4" high. Each 7.99 

10  Setof3 hand-carved wooden 
trivets from India. Asstd. 

25 25 63607—Each set 1.99 

12-14 Sheesham Woodenware hand carved 
and designed in India— perfect for gifts. 

(12) Set of 2 Candlesticks. Brass inserts for 
candies. Candles not included with this set 

11 Set of 3 hand-carved Rose- 
wood elephants, trunks 25 25 63070—Each set 4.99 

raised. One each 3", 5" and 6" h (13) 6" Square Box with lid 

25 25 63726—Each set 9.99 25 25 63071—Each 3.99 

(14) 8" Carved Wooden Dish. 

324 A 25 25 63072—Each 3.99 

15 Pear-Shaped Shoe Tote. Rubberized cotton plaid. Full 
zipper for added convenience. Carrying handles. 

25 25 63727—Each 2.99 

16 Velveteen Shoe Tote. Vinyl lining, drawstring top. 

25 25 63874—Black/Red petal top. Boxed. Each . . 2.99 

17 Floral Knitting Bag. Rubberized cotton hopsacking 
2 carrying handles; full zip. 17 x 3% x 5%" high. 

25 25 63049—Each 2.99 
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SAVE $3.00 999 

1 Rollaway Slack Rack on casters. Shoe 
rack below. Non-slip vinyl-ribbed bars 

hold 8 pr. of slacks. 33(Brass), 46(Chrome) 
finish metal. 18 x 10 x 26" h 

25 25 70040 DLC—Reg. 12.99. Ea. . . 9.99 

2 Valet Stand in Dark Walnut finish 
wood. Curved hanger, trouser bar, ac- 

cessory tray and shoe rack. Abt. 42" h 

25 25 70041 DL—Each 14.99 

valet 1499 CUT $5.00 3495 

REG. 39.95. Better valet—the pertect 
gift for that man in your life. Distinctive 
hardwood box style with comfortable 
padded seat, Burnished Brass back 
frame. Embossed padded back covered 
with leatherette. Has removable molded 
tray, hanger bar. 16“ high seat lifts for 
storage. Abt. 19 x 16 x 54" high 

09(Textured Black), 54(Brown). 

25 25 70553 DLC—Each 34.95 

Our Finest Valet 5495 

Le Baron'—'bench' box seat. Satin 
Walnut finish hardwood. Padded 
leatherette seat; injection-molded 
back frame. Removable molded tray, 
hanger bar. 16" high seat lifts for 
storage. Measuresabt. 19x16x44"h 

09(Віаск), 54(Brown). 

25 25 70534 DLC—Each 54.95 

— 

3 2-Tier Dresser Valet. Each 
tier sectioned to hold keys 

money, cuff links, etc. Walnut finish 

wood with Chromed supports 
About 13 x 6 x 3” high 
2525 70130—Each 

4 

5 
5.99 

9.99 

B Digital MusicalDesk Calendar 
Plays 'Oh What a Beautiful 

Moming' at the press of a button 
while day and date change auto 
matically. Batteries not needed 
Walnut color plastic base. Approxi 
mately 5 x 4 x 2%” high 10 

25 25 63014 —5-yr. guar. Ea 

Record Selector holds 24 LP's. Moves 
automatically, needs no batteries 

3.99 

Fantastik Brush—good-grooming gift 

25 25 63075—Each 2.99 

9 Shoe Box. Natural finish hardwood box with 
builtin shoeshine stand. Roomy enough 

inside to hold brushes, polishes, buffers. 10” h 

25 25 63093—Each 5.99 

Wall Tie Rack. Light Oak satin-finish 
hardwood. 23 hooks; protective heads. 

B Electric ShoePolisher and 
Buffer has 2 brushes, pol 

ishers. Push-button ejector 
heads. 6' cord. CSA approved 
Black/Gold vinyl case 
25 25 63729—Each 

7 Playboy" Puzzie—4 new 
centrefold girls for this year 

A gift with true man-appeal 
Assorted (sorry, no choice) 
About 11 x 23" 

24.95 25 25 63139—Each 3.99 

11 TiePlus Key Rack with 12 hooks. Antique- 
car motif on Red fabric backing. 12 x 3" 

25 25 63728—Gift boxed. Each 4.99 

12 Horses Head Brush and Shoehorn 
Set. Black wall plaque has hooks for keys, 

ties, etc. Approx. 9" long overall. Gift boxed 
25 25 63042—Each 9.99 25 25 70500—17" long, Gift boxed. Ea 3.99 2525 63097—Each 

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ACCESSORIES NOT INCLUDED 



Instamatic cameras — great gift ideas! 

Actual size 4'* x 2° х 1* 
Weighs only 3%, oz 

SAVE $6 
on this Kodak “10” 
pocket camera kit 

Pocket ‘30’ 
electronic 

5498 

X-15 Magicube Kit 
* Complete with 126, 12-exposure 
color print film. cube. strap. 

* Takes square color prints, sides. 

IN GIFT BOX 17 
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KODAK POCKET OUTFITS 

A-C Pocket Instamatic Color Cameras 
are easy to use; slip into pocket or 

purse like a wallet. 110-size drop-in film 
gives you big 3'/ x 415" color snapshots 
Each outfit includes a magicube extender for 
better flash pictures; 12-exposure color print 
film; 4-shot magicube; wrist strap. In hand- 
some presentation box 

(A) Kodak 10 Outfit at a great sale price! 
This is the latest of Kodak quality pocket 

cameras, small in size, light in weight. No 
settings—just aim and shoot Lens is 
recessed for protection. Shutter speeds 1/90 
sec. for daylight pictures, 1/40 sec. with 
flash. Black plastic construction 

03 25 11504 — WAS 29.99. Outfit, ea.. 23.99 

(B) Kodak 30 Outfit. Features CdS electric 
eye and electronic shutter with speeds from 
1/160 to 1/25 sec. for automatic exposure 

control. 3-element f/9.5 lens. Distance preset 
from 5' to infinity. 
03 25 11508 — Outfit, each 

Kodak 20 Outfit, (not shown). As 
without CdS electric eye; mechanic 
with speeds of 1/100 and 1/40 $ 

03 25 11507 — Outfit, each 32.98 

Kodak 40 Outfit, (not shown). Similar to Item 
(B) above but with quick 2-position focusing 
Electronic shutter from 1/225 to 10 sec. 3 
element f/B lens 

0325 11509 — Outfit, each 74.98 

Kodak pocket 60 camera 

(C) Kodak 60 Outfit, Kodak's finest pocket 
camera. Features coupled range finder for 
accurate focusing from 3' to infinity. Fast 4- 
element 1/2.7 lens. Electric eye and eletronic 
shutter give automatic exposures from 

{zeae 10sec conriteatanexrose © AVE $30 on our Easi-Load Executive 
03 25 11511 — Outfit, each 149.98 

Kodak 50 Ош, (not shown), As above but loaded with professional features! with zone focus, no coup range finder. 

0325 11510 — Outfit, each 129.98 

D Kodak Instamatic X-15 Color Outfit Our Exclusive 'Executive' Slide Projector was great in quality before, 

Uses 126 cártridge-load film; bat- but at this new low price it's also an exceptional value! Look at the 
teryless magicube for flash pictures. Nothing features: Pop-Up Editor for simple slide editing: Solid-State Timer 
to set, gives sharp pictures from 4’ to infinity automatically changes slides at intervals of 4 to 30 seconds: Solid 
Bright-line viewfinder. Attractively pack State Electronic Focusing —just focus the first slide, all others are cash 

> М focused automatically. Changes slides forward or reverse from up to aged in smart presentation box ocused automatically J F 
0325 11563. Outfit each 17.99 9’ away by Remote Control. Black plastic body has higher-impact 8.00 monthly 

strength than metal. Blower-cooled motor, 500-watt lamp, 4* lens. 

Built-in elevation control. 120-slide tray included. 

03 25 12703 — WAS 129.98. Each 99.98 

03 25 17450 — 120-slide tray for both units on page. Eact 3.99 

Look! Exclusive Easi-Load 
slide projector with 

‘Electro-Change’ 

5498 
Electro-Change Projector has push-button con 
tro! on machine for c 

reverse. Black plastic body r-impact 
strength than m Blower-c otor, 500- 
watt lamp. 4” lens for sharp, big pictures. Built-in 

arrying handle, elevation control. Manual focus 
ing, wraparound cord storage. With fe 
( лаг Tray. Accommodates Sawyer: and 

Honeywell type trays 
03 25 12700 — 7.00 monthly. Cash, eact 54.98 

Credit details P. 243 [Sears] a 327 
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| Sears | save s20 
Take movies with 
no movie lights! 

Power zoom 15 98 
'XL' movie camera 

WAS 179.98. New 'XL' Zoom Movie Camera at an 
attractive new low price. Look at all these quality 
features—you'll be impressed! Shoots under most light 
conditions, indoors or out, because of f/ 1.3 high-speed 
lens with specially designed shutter. 2.810 1 power zoom 
lens—zooms from 8.5 mm. wide angle to 24 mm. tele- 
photo. Thru-the-lens reflex viewing for accurate compo- 
sition—you get exactly what you see. Ideal with fast ASA 
160 film. Focusmatic for sharp pictures from 4’ to infinity 

Automatic CdS exposure control. Push-button power 
zoom, battery tester, film transport indicator. Uses 4 
AAA batteries (included). Lightweight metal-and-plastic 
body with Grey/Beige finish. Hand-contoured pistol 
grip. Charge it! Only 10.00 monthly 
03 25 14495—Cash, each 159.98 

BELL s HOWELL 
SAVE $20 Autoload 
dual 8 movie projector 
Reel-to-reel automatic | ) 998 
film threading 

| WAS 149.98. This value-packed projector takes both Super 8 and 8 mm 
| film. Forward, reverse or still projection. Brilliant illumination even on still 

projection. F/1.6 (18 to 30 mm.) zoom lens lets you fill the screen without 

moving screen or projector. Still/Search for single-frame selection—you 
| can turn the reels to any desired frame for extended viewing. Weighs about y d g. Weig 

12 Ib. Size about 11 x 8 x 10%”. 400-foot take-up reel included. High 
impact plastic housing. 

03 25 15206— 10.00 monthly. Cash, each 129.98 

Get screen and film for only $10 more 
when you buy both camera and projector 

Fr = — Get the complete 
4-pc. outfit for just 

290976 
Just Add Imagination— we'll supply the rest at 
a great low price! Outfit includes movie camera 
above (reg. 179.98) and Bell and Howell projec- 
tor above (reg. 149.98). Also a 40 x 40" silver 
lenticular tripod screen (reg. 19.98) and 50-ft. 
color movie film (reg. 5.49). Film is new ASA 160 
for low light, processing included. The total sep. 
arate regular cost of this great set is 355.43, so 
you save 55.47. 16.00 monthly 
03 25 16603 LE4— Cash, each 299.96 

Credit details on P. 243 
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Excellent values in versatile 35 mm. cameras! 

LEN wos 

= 

CANON TLb- 

a truly remarkable 19998 
value at this price! 

e Top-rated for clarity and sh 

e Thru-the-lens metering a 
Fully interchangeable len: 

Canon—Famous for Quality Throughout the World! This 
LR amera has fast 1.8, 50 

SAVE $30 on 
combination! 

Mamiya 528 TL 
with lens kit 

[9090 
cash, 10.00 monthly 

SAVE $20 on combination 
CAMERA FLASH 

9998 2998 10996 
The eta Canonet 28 Automatic with program 
sh p to 1/620 sec. CdS electric eye, manual ove 

e Equipped 9t you choose automatic о nual e e control 
e Thru-th: viewing and metering s 
and foc хё Scene you wan 

with 
load. With 

03 25 11090— Cash 99.98 
The Flash: Canolite 'D tronic flash. Automatic contr 
with Canonet 2€ amera. Runs or AA batteries (sold on 

Page 330). Hot-shoe contact. With case 
03 25 17833—Eact 29.98 
Buy Both Camera and Flash and Save $20, 
03 25 11092 LE2—9.00 monthly. Cash, set. each 109.96 

Shoot now, pay later! See convenient credit details on Page 243 [ Sears] a 329 
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SAVE $3 to $4— 
Flash Units Matte White Screens 

1099 to 2499 [398 to 1998 

Electronic Flash for cameras with flash cord socket, Re- 
cycles in 8-10 seconds. Guide + 28 for ASA 25 film. 

03 25 17843— Takes 2 AA batteries (sold below). Each 10.99 

Long-Life Duracell Batteries. Type AA penlite; 1.5 volts. 
03 25 23053—Each 80c; 4/2.99 

B Braun ЕЗ4 Flash. Guide #34 on ASA 25 film. Flash speed 
1/1000 sec. Recycles in 4-5 sec. Hot shoe and synch. cord 

Uses 2 AA batteries (incl.) or AC (house current). 

03 25 17866—About 4% x 2% x 1'4", Each 24.99 

C SAVE on Matte White Screens. Folding tripod stand. Wide 
viewing angle. Shows clear, sharp pictures. 

03 25 17535 DL—40 x 40" screen. WAS 16.98. Each 13.98 
03 25 17536 DL—50 x 50" screen. WAS 23.98. Each 19.98 

Micro-Glass Beaded Screen. 40 x 40" 

Electronic 

03 25 17505 DL—Each „а 12.98 

Silver Color Lenticular—sharp contrast even in dimly lit room. 

03 25 17568 DL—40 x 40" screen. Each 19.98 
03 25 17569 DL—50 x 50" screen. Each 26.98 

Deluxe Lenticular Model. Push-button set-up. 50 x 50" screen 

03 25 17570 DL—Each 39.98 

Budget SAVE $10 Our Best 

1298 1998 2998 
D.F Projection Tables. Fold for storage. Electrical outlet 

and cord. No-mar feet 

(D) Budget-Priced Table— 15 x 17" Red top; Black legs. 

03 25 17440—All metal, 30" high. Each 12.98 

(E) WAS 29.98—Deluxe Table. Has slide previewer. Wood- 
grain-look 16 х 17” top. Brown legs. 30” h. Metal construction. 

03 25 17442—Each 19.98 

(F) Our Best Table has laminated wood top, Woodgrain finish 
Top about 16 x 17". Dual outlets for projector and room lamp; 
slide previewer with separate switch. Metal frame; Brown legs. 
03 25 17443—30" high. Each 29.98 

330 ^ See credit details Page 243 

Precision Walkie-Talkie Units. 
6 transistors; 100-milliwatt power. 

Crystal-controlled transmission and 
automatic gain control with full modu- 
lation. Built-in 'call-tone' signal alerts 
companion unit. "Channel 15° crystal 
factory-installed. Each unit housed in 
high-impact plastic, uses 9 AA batter- 
ies (not incl. see Item A). Great 
for neighbourhood communications. 
About 6% x 1% x 2"; weight 9 oz. ea 
0325 17951—Each pair 39.98 

2 Picture Display /Paperweight 
holds five 126-size prints (3% 

sq.). Has clear plastic sides. 
03 25 22374—Each... 1.29; 3/2.99 
3 Projection Pointer Light pro- 

jects arrow on screen to locate 
points of interest. Uses 2 'C' batteries 
(sold with Item 22). Plastic. 
03 25 17140—Each 3.99 - 

4 WAS 19.98—3-section tripod 
with 3-way tilting pan head. 

Geared elevating column. Folded 
length 22”, ext. 54". No-mar tips. 

03 25 17403—Metal. Each... 15.99 
5 "Aim-and-Shoot' Easi-Load X26 

Camera Outfit! Carryall bag, 
camera, 126 cartridge color print film 
(12 exp.), 4-shot batteryless 'Magi- 
Cube', wrist strap. Plastic 

03 25 11398—Outfit, each 10.99 

336X Outfit. Similar to above, plus 
'Signal Lite' tells you when to use flash 
cube. Without bag. Presentation 
boxed 
03 25 11405— Outfit, each 18.98 

6 Honeywell Auto/Strobonar 110 
computorized electronic flash 

unit. No more f /stop calculations; au- 
tomatic operation gives right light 
output. Recycles in 10 sec. Flash du- 
ration 1/3000 sec. Hot shoe and 
synch. cord. Guide #28 on ASA 25 
film. 2,5 x 1.4 x 2.8" high. Runs on 2 
AA batteries (not incl. see Item A). 

03 25 17870—Each 34.99 

7-8 SAVE on Chest/Slide Tray 
Sets. Chests covered, lined with 

Brown Fibretex. Built-in shelves. 

(7) Chest, 24 Trays, sep. would cost 
23.74. Chest holds 24 universal 40- 
Slide trays (reg. 49c ea., іпсі.), or 6 
circular trays (not incl.). 

03 25 17475 LE25-Set, each. 19.98 
Chest Only...same as above chest. 
0325 17476—Each 11.98 

(8) Chest, 12 Trays, sep. would cost 
12.87. Chest holds 12 universal 40- 
slide trays (reg. 49c ea., incl.), or 3 
circular trays (not incl.). 
032517479 LE13-Set, each 10.98 
Chest Only ... same as above chest. 
03 25 17478—Each 6.99 

40-Slide Universal Tray; plastic. 
03 25 17463—Each 4 

9 Metal Movie Reel Chest. Dust- 
proof; holds nine 200' size 

reel/can sets (not included). 
03 25 17034—Each 4.99 

Super '8'/8 mm. Reel/Can Sets. 
No-warp plastic. 200' size. 

03 25 17020—Each 69c; 3/1.89 

SAVE on Outfit. Includes movie reel 
chest and 9 reel/can sets. Separately 
would cost 10.66. 
03 25 17501 LE10-Outfit,each.9.99 

10 Slide File holds to 750, 2 x 2" 
Slides. Plastic group dividers. 

14% x 7% x 2". Includes Index 

03 25 17462—Each 3.99 
11 Folding Slide Sorter. Metal 

frame; plastic viewing panel. 
Uses regular bulb (not included). 

03 25 17451—Each 7.99 

SAVE 2.00 on Outfit. Slide sorter, file 
Separately would cost 11.98. 
03 25 17500 LE2-Outfit, each. 9.98 

12 WAS7.99--SafariCasefor 126- 
size Easi-Load or small 35 mm. 

cameras. Inner compartments adjust. 
No-scuff vinyl; suedine lining. Strap 
adjusts. 6% x 3% x 5" h. inside. 

03 25 17383—Black. Each 6.99 

13 Accessory Bag for extras. Zippered 
front pouch; inside dividers. Zippered, 

flip-top lid; shoulder pad. Olive Brown vinyl; 
Gold color corduroy lining. 
0325 17326—10 x 5 x 7" h. Ea. 9.99 

14 WAS 17.98—top-quality gadget/SLR 
bag. Removable inner compartment. 

Padded leather exterior. Hand, shoulder 
strap. 9% x 4% x 5" w. inside. 
03 25 17339—Lock, key. Brown. Ea. 14.99 

"The Pentax Way'—a great book for 
any SLR photp bug. Helpful hints on 

many subjects. 364 pages, 5 x 8%"; with 59 
photos, 56 diagrams, 8 color plates. 
03 25 21052—Each 9.39 

Kodak's 'Here's How’ book of photo- 
graphy. 39 articles by some of 

Kodak's top photographic specialists on 
many amateur photographic techniques. 

03 25 21051—394 pages. Each 9.95 

17 Slide Album holds to 600, 2 x 2" 
Slides. Plastic compartments, group 

dividers. Vinyl cover. 12 x 8x 2⁄2” 
03 25 22504—Index. Each 4.99 

18 Cassette Tape Album folds to 9% x 
10". Holds 12 cassettes (not incl.) 

Woodgrain-look vinyl cover. Index 
03 25 22516—Each 3.99 
19-20 Dual Editor/Viewers for 8 mm./ 

Super'8'. 400' reel cap.; dry splicer, 
tapes incl. Reels not incl. 

(19) WAS 19.98. Manual Model. Slip-in 
loading. 7-square inch screen 
0325 17494—Each 15.98 

(20) WAS 39.98. Motorized Model. Vari- 
able-speed, electric-drive motor goes 
forward and reverse. Push-button controls, 
marker; 27-square inch screen. Frame, 
focus controls. Hi-impact plastic body. 
03 25 17257—Each 34.98 

-22 Airequipt Slide Viewers magnify 
2122 12X. Take 2 x 2" slides. Use ? ̀С' 
batteries (sold below) or 110/120-volt 
current with transformer (sold below). Plas- 
tic construction. 

(21) Hand-Fed Model for single slides. 
03 25 17011—Folding stand, Ea. 7.99 

(22) WAS 14.98—Quick-Change Model. 
Stack up to 30 slides at once. Has a conve- 
nient push/pull changer. 
03 25 17012—Each 10.99 

"C' Batteries. Card of 2. 
03 25 23021— Card, each 80c 

Transformer converts house current. _ 
03 25 17013—For above viewers. Ea. 4.99 

23 ‘Heraldic’ Album—6 pages hold 
72, 3%" sq. prints in clear plastic 

pockets. Add up to 50 refill pages (600 
prints). Gold color trim on vinyl covers. 

01(Dark Green), O2(Leather Brown). 

03 25 22683 C—Each 5.99 

7-Page ‘Heraldic’ Album as above but 
holds to 42, 3% x 5” prints. Colors above. 
03 25 22682 C—Each 5.99 

Pkg. of 9 Refill Pages for 3% x 5" prints. 
03 25 22684— Holds 54 prints. Ea. 2.99 
Pkg. of 8 Refill Pages for 3%” sq. prints. 
03 25 22685—Holds 96 prints. Ea. 2.99 

24 ‘Magnetic Page’ Album—7 pages 
hold all sizes of prints under clear 

plastic. Kinoid cover in assorted colors (no 
choice). Add up to 7 refill pages. 
03 25 22496—9 x 11" pages. Each .. 1.99 

Pkg. of 4 Refill Pages for above. 

03 25 22497 —Pkg., each 99c 

"Universal' 7-Page Album holds all- 
size prints to 3% x 5%” in clear plastic 

pockets. Add up to 13 refill pages. Easy- 
care vinyl cover in 01(Dark Green) or 
O2(Leather Brown). 

03 25 22690 C—Each 9.99 
Pkg. of 4 Refill Pages for above. 
03 25 22691—Pkg., each 2.99 

26 Quartz-Bromine Movie Light for 
ASA 40 film. Lasts abt. 25 hours. 

03 25 17828—650-watt. Each 19.98 

27 Illuminated Film Splicer for 8 mm. 
Super ‘8’ film. Uses 2 penlite batteries 

(sold below). 12 Super '8' tapes incl. Plastic; 
with metal blades. 
03 25 17397—Each 5.99 

Package of 2 'AA' Penlite Batteries. 
03 25 23022—Each pkg. 
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Handy Gift Ideas for the Camera Bug 

4 

Light Porter ASAVE 3.99 

3.99 * 15:99 

SAVE 3.76 SAVE 14% 
on 24-tray chest on 12-tray chest 

Buy both ... SAVE $2 

399 [i] 7.99 
 س

[a 331 | 
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Pictures in just seconds! 

You never need flash cubes 
with the built-in electronic flash! 

ONLY /499 

60-second Everflash* makes its own pictures and its own 
flashes; accepts B/W and color Polaroid film (sold below); saves 
you money on the flashes you don't have to buy! Develops color 

3:49 

Polaroid kits — boxed and ready to wrap! 
ECONOMY ‘ZIP’ KIT 

ONLY 18 99 

A Get Black-and-White Pictures in 
seconds! (34 x 3%” size.) View- 

finder shows 'YES' for correct exposure. 
Built-in flash; takes AG1 or AG1B bulbs 
(See P. 436, Fall/Winter Catalogue.). Pho- 
tometer controls exposure. Single- 

element lens. Plastic body. Kit includes 
batteries, #87 B/W 8-exp. film, album, 5 x 
5” enlargement coupon, 8 AG1 bulbs. 

COLORPAK 80 KIT 

4199 
Get Color or Black/White instant 
pictures (3'/4 x 3%” size). Automatic 

exposure control with transistorized 
electronic shutter. Built-in flash for 
'Supercube' 4-shot flash cubes. Light- 
en/darken control. Distance setting on 
lens ring is visible in viewfinder, 5' range 
finder in viewfinder. Shutter lock 
prevents accidental exposures. Extra- 
sharp 3-element lens. Kit includes bat- 
teries, #88 8-exposure color film, two 4- 
flash 'Supercubes', pocket album, and a 
5x5" enlargement coupon. 

0325 13668 — Kit, each 

pictures in 60 seconds, B/W in 15 seconds. Has electronic shut 
ter 1/500 to 10 seconds. Automatic exposure. Flash speed 
1/1000; distance setting adjusts flash automatically for perfect 
exposure. Takes З ‘AA’ batteries (not incl.— sold on P. 330). 

03 25 13603 — Plastic-and-metal construction. Each... 

03 25 13649 — Kit each ........ 18.99 

B Carry Case for Items A, C. Sturdy 
construction. Cushion-lined vinyl 

03 25 13655 — Black. Each 3.49 74.99 . 41.99 

A great starter kit —everything you need to 
develop and print your own Black-and-White 
pictures. Includes: 7'/7-watt Orange bulb, 25 
Sheets paper, 1 Kodak Tri-Chem Pack, 

developing tank, 3 trays; 2 clips; graduate; 
thermometer, 4 x 5* print frame; easy-to- 
follow, illustrated instructions. 

0325 19870 — Kit, each............ 11.99 

Develop and print your own Black-and- 
White pictures! Includes: CSA approved 
illuminated printer box; 3 electric bulbs; 25 
sheets paper, 2 Kodak Tri-Chem Packs; 
developing tank; 3 trays; 2 clips; graduate; 
thermometer; masks; Complete illustrated 
Step-by-step instructions. 

0325 19871 —Kit, each ..... 

BEGINNER'S 
DEVELOPING KIT 

1199 

BETTER QUALITY 
DEVELOPING KIT 

1998 
19.98 

Why pay more — buy in multiples and save! 
SIMPSONS-SEARS COLOR PRINT FILM (processing not included) 

* 0325 10252 — 126 film. 12-exposure cartridge. ASA 80. Each . 1.29; 4 for 3.99 
03 25 10253 — 126 film. 20-exposure cartridge. ASA 80. Each 1.79; 2 tor 3.29 

SIMPSONS-SEARS COLOR SLIDE FILM (processing and mounting included) 

03 25 10280 — 20-exposure. 35 mm. ASA 64. Each... ... 3.19; 3 for 8.49 
03 25 10281 — 36-exposure. 35 mm. ASA 64. Each 4.69; 2 for 8.49 
03 25 10286 — 126 cartridge. 20-exposure. Each 3.19; 310r 8.49 'Supercube' designed to flash even 

on weak batteries. Pkg. of 3 (12 
flashes). Not for 'X-type cameras. 

03 25 24010 — Pkg 1.77; 2/3.18 

'Magicube' for 'X-type cameras. 
Needs no batteries. Pkg. of 3 (12 
flashes). 
03 25 24005 — Pkg. . 

COLOR MOVIE FILM (processing included. 50' finished film.) 

03 25 10285 — Simpsons-Sears Super '8' cartridge. Each 4.49; 2 for 8.29 

Kodak Ektachrome Super '8' Film. ASA 160. High-speed film for low-light condi 
tions. For cameras adjusting to this film type. 
03 25 10188 — Not recommended for outdoor use. Each . 5.49; 2 for 9.99 

COLOR PRINT FILM for subminiature pocket cameras (processing not incl.) 
Kodacolor 110 film for 110 pocket-size cameras only. 2.40; 2/4,32 

03 25 10236 — 12-exposure cartridge. Each .. 1.48; 3 for 4.29 Hi-Power Cube for Polaroid 400 
03 25 10237 —20-exposure cartridge. ach . . 1.89; 2 for 3.49 series cameras. Pkg. of 2 

POLAROID PACK FILMS 032524011 —Pkg..... 1.88; 2/3.38 

03 25 13331 —#87 Black/White. 8-exposure. 3'/4 x 3%” prints. Each ........ 2.69 We've got more films! See 

332 A 03 25 13332 —/88 Color. 8-exposure. 3'/4 x 3%” prints. Each . . . . re | P. 435 of our Fall/Winter Book 
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A NEW WAY TO PLAY DICE 

Dice Popper 199 

Апу dice game is faster and more fun when 
played in the Dice Popper. When lever is 
pushed, dice bounce up against clear plastic 
Cover. Holds up to 5 dice at once. 5 dice incl 
03 25 62130 —Each .................... 1.99 

JAMES BOND TAROT GAME 

Tell fortunes! 899 

Based on the latest 007 film ‘Live and Let Die’ 
whose plot centres on the mysterious tarot. 
Includes complete, full-color 78-card deck, in- 
struction book and 10-card spread sheet 

03 25 62197 — Older teens, adults. Each .. 8.99 

INTERSTELLAR STRATEGY 

4000 A:D. game 999 

A space-age conflict game of pure strategy set 
2000 years in the future. Played on the basis of 
star travel in warps by hyperspace. 2-4 players. 
Play independently or in alliances. 

03 25 62131 — Older teens, adults. Each .. 9.99 

Scrabble — а favorite word-building 
game for 2 to 4 players. Includes 
playing board, lettered wooden tiles, 
letter racks. Educational and lots of 
fun for ages 10 and up. 

032562255 -Each .......... 4.49 

Admirals — requires concentration, quick thinking. 
As admiral of your own fleet of battleships, subma- 
rine, cruisers, mine sweepers, etc., you wage a dra- 
matic sea battle trying to capture your opponent's 

admiral. For 2-4 players. Ages 8 and up. 

03 25 62331—Еасһ...................... 3.29 

Masterpiece —the international art auction game. Spend 
and make a fortune as you out-bid, out-think opponents for 
paintings and cash. Buy a million dollar painting fora song 
or purchase a clever forgery —its your risk! Attractive 
reproductions of famous paintings. 3-8 players. 

03 25 62326 — Ages 12 and up. Each .............. 4.49 

Gravitation Game а challenge for children 
and adults of any age. Steel ball defies law of 
gravity — it must roll up the hill for best'score. Abt. 
18'/;* long. Any number can play. 

032562173—Each .................... 6.99 

Probe —a game of words. Each player attempts 
to guess his opponent's word, ‘probing’ letter by 
letter. An enjoyable way to help build a better vo- 
cabulary. 2-4 players. Ages 8 and up. 

03 25 62050 —Еасћ .................... 5.99 

Monopoly — most popular of the world's great 
games... lets you prove your financial wizardry! 
For 2 to 4 players. Ages 10 and up. 

03 25 62221 —English. Each 
03 25 62337 T — French; Each ........... 4.49 

A-B Cube Puzzies. We've spent 
many hours on these 2 puzz- 

les and still can't figure them out! A 
must for serious buffs 

(A) Kolor Kraze — it's a toughie. 
032562390 —Each ........ 1.99 

(B) Impossible — even tougher! 
032562391 —Eách ........ 1.99 

Mindmaze —the first person to 
guide ball through the maze 
wins. Set up a complicated maze 
that your opponent can't see 
2 players. Teens and up. 

032562300 —Each ..... ‚5.99 

MARITIME ORDERS ON ITEM WITH 'Т' IN CAT. NO. SHIPPED FROM TORONTO 

Michigan Rummy а challengii 
game of bluff and strategy for 4 to 
players. Includes deck of cards, 
plastic tray and 100 interlocking 

chips. Ages 12 and up. 

032562035 —Each ........ 3.69 

Yahtzee — throw special dice, try tor a 
winning hand. 2-10 players. 
03 25 62033 — Апу age. Each... 2.99 

Yahtzee Score Pads. Pkg. of 8. 
032562333—Package........ 1.69 

23-6 333 
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LOOK! GET HAND-CARVED MEN FIT FOR A KING'S CASTLE 

WALNUT FINISH BOARD 1999 7%” x 17%" suede I 
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Plastic Chess Table Set. Light- 
weight table has rigid snap-fit legs; 

Black and White squares. 16 x 16x 16” 
Black and White chess men in Staunton 
design; also set of checkers. 

0325 62158—Each set 9.99 

2 ChessBoardhasOffWhitesquares, 
durable surface in Walnut grain 

bonded to 17 x 17 x М" board. Scratch 
mar and stain-resistant 
0325 62109 L—Each 13.99 

Same as Above but 20 x 20 x М” 

03 25 62110 L—Each 15.99 

Ming Dynasty Style Chess Set 
Oriental design from special 

compound to give simulated ivory ap- 
pearance. Weighted, felted pieces. 4%" 
King. Woodtone/ Ivory 

03 25 62161—Each set 19.99 

4 ‘Gallant Knight’ Chess Board Set 
Black and White Staunton plastic 

pieces. Each piece weighted and felted. 
3” king and 15 x 15” 
board. Storage tray is included. 

03 25 62191—Each set 

With Maple/Wainut Color Pieces. 

03 25 62192—Each set 7.99 

Fine Furniture-Look Chess Table 
has Dark Wainut ARBORITE* deco- 

tative laminate top. 1%" Off White 
squares, Spanish inlay border—all 

bonded under surface. Balance of table 
Walnut-finished wood. Lined drawer 
opens from either end. 20 x 20 x 24" h 

03 25 62155 L—Ea 39.98 

6 PedestalChess Table of hardwood 
veneer construction, Teak colored 

Has inlaid squares. Mar-resistant furni- 
ture finish. 18 x 18 x 24" high 

03 25 62156 L-Each 19.99 

7 Wood Chess Set perfectiy hand- 
carved in classic Staunton design 

Each piece felted and weighted. 4” king 
Comes in vinyl storage box 

03 25 62165—Each set 12.98 

B Magnetic Travel Chess Set. Dark 
wood case opens to Black-and- 

Whitemetal board; stores molded plastic 
chess men when closed. Magnetic 
pieces prevent upset. 10 x 10" open 

03 25 62188—1" king. Each set. 7.99 

‘Napoleonic’ Chess Set hand- 
finished in Antiqued Gold and 

Pewter colors. Finely detailed of hard 
resin in Napoleonic style. Each piece is 
felted and weighted. 4%” king. 

03 25 62162—Each set 29.99 

10 Folding Chess Set. Stained wood 
case opens to 7% x 7%" board 

Has inlaid squares. Plastic Black and 
White chessmen stored in case when 
closed. Convenient for travelers 

0325 62159—Each set 3.99 

11 Look What You Get for under 
$20. Staunton-style chess set; 3” 

king. Each piece felted and weighted. 
Vinyl storage box. Dark Walnut finish 
Chess board has Off White squares. 
Scuff resistant. 15 x 15 x М“ 

03 25 62163—Each set 19.99 

12-13 Here's True Prestige and 
quality for the discriminating 

chess connoisseur 

(12) The Board—finely hand-crafted in 
genuine heavy suede leather bonded to 
hardboard. 2" squares in colorful 
Orange and Green. Hardwood frame in 
Walnut finish. 17% x 17%" 

03 25 62111 L—Each 29.98 

(13) TheMen—made of heavy die-cast 
metal in Italian Florentine design 
Finished in Antiqued Copper and Silver 
colors. 4%” king. Each felted and 
weighted piece comes packed in the 
polished mahogany box with raised 
crest оп padded vinyl lid. 11 x 7% x 3" 

03 25 62160—Each set 69.98 

6.99 

Learn to love-the game of chess. 
See instruction books P. 337. 

A Wood Bookstand, 3-Shelf. 
Walnut finish wood. 207 

book space per shelf, 35" 
Easy assembly; no tools nec. 

03 25 75103 DL—Each. . 9. 

2" 

h 

99 

Great Gifts under SIO 

The ‘Organizer’ 

AS LOW 
AS 1.99 

stores easily misplaced items 

B Home Post Office of Walnut 
finish wood. 5 pigeonholes for 

writing paper, etc. Drawer for 
Stamps, etc. 10'4 x 5% x 114" 

03 25 75199—Each 5.99 

Roll-a-Coin Bank sorts and 
Stacks coins. Has bill section 
Plastic. Includes lock, key. 

03 25 75054—Each 2.49 

Plastic-Coated Monogram Cards. 
Any initial but, I, N, О, О, U, V, W, 
X, Y, Z. Red/Wht. double deck 

03 25 62022 G—Gift box. Set. 3.98 

C Well Organizer has self-stick 
Corner tabs. Hi-impact plastic 

construction. 13% x 12" high. 
30(Yellow), 20(Green), 43(Coral). 

03 25 75164 C—Each 4.99 

0-Е Illuminated Magnifiers. Have 
batteries included 

(D) 03 25 75125—Each 2.99 
(E) 03 25 75126—Each 4.99 

"Wall Phone' Pencil Sharpener 
Walnut-grain vinyl covering. Front 
removes to empty shavings 
0325 75170—Each 2.99 

4-Piece Gift Set. 2 ball-pens, 
mechanical pencil, penlight key 
chain. Black, Gold color trim. Boxed 

03 25 54074—Each set 1.99 

ACCESSORY ITEMS ILLUSTRATED NOT INCLUDED 

Musical Phone Holder mounts on 
wall. Plays ‘Raindrops Keep Fall- 
ing on My Head' when receiver is 
on rest. Memo pad incl. Wind-up 
mechanism. 6% x 4 x 3" 

03 25 75180—Each 4.99 

A 335 
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e Full 88 

with 4 

2-line spacing e Rer 

ten space SAVE $40 : 
12” electric with 
power shift key 

[2998 10.00 
WAS 469-98 cash monthly 

arrying case. About 19 Ib. Two-tone 

French Pica Keyboard 
03 25 40211 DLT—Eac! 

03 25 40210 DL—English Pica Keyboard. Was 169.98 

haracter keyboard 
and 1 symbols 

2098 799 Qc 
Oil painting set 29 8 Master Art / 9 Learn to draw 4 4 

1 Grumbacher Oil Painting Set 2 Master Art Studio gives in 3 ‘Learn to Draw’ Set 
nclude: пе 1 x 4" stud truction in basic c j fect v e J artists t 

od sket 

03 25 65540—Each set 

mpiled by 3nagy 

03 25 65176—Each set 7.99 03 25 65005— Each set 4.99 

336 a | Sears] This Christmas, 'Charge It!'. Credit details P. 243 

Ф 
Oil-paint set 8 | 

4 Artist Oil Paint Set 

table-top ea: 

03 25 65487 —Each set 8.99 
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WHY NOT GIVE A GIFT OF KNOWLEDGE? 

Books for every taste [95 to [795 

of the N.H.L 
ayers and 

400 pages. 
Ea..9.95 

2 Weight-Watching Cookery by 
Adelaide Daniels. Best 

with tasty recipes including many 
formerly ‘forbidden’ foods. 182 p. 

03 25 53206-7'4 x 10%”. Ea.. 5.95 

3 Joy of Cooking. Over 4300 
recipes 0 of them new 

Fully illustrate 
techniques, new menu suggestion 

Giveslatest cooking 

hanges in home economy. 84 

03 25 53208-6% х9". Еа. .. 7.95 

4 Getting Started in Candle 
Making. Every known method о! 

indie making. Fundamentals pl 
new techniques. Illustrated. 95 p 
03 25 53210—8 x 11". Ea 2.95 

5 The Great Railway Illustrated. 
Based on Pierre Berton's ‘The 

National Dream’ and 'The Last 
Spike‘. Superbly illustrated—over 
275 rare photographs, engravings. 
cartoons. 336 pages. 
03 25 53200—9 x 10". Ea 

6 Mountie—a pictorial history 
of the R.C.M.P. on their centen 

nial celebration. 192 pages 
03 25 53207—8* x 11". Ea 

7 Quarterbacking—the 
book of quarterbacking 

aching by 

17.95 

3.95 

how-to 

ations. 120 pages. 

03 25 53209—8% x 11". Ea. 3.95 

8 Guide to Chess. Self-teacher 
of basic and advanced p 

Diagrams; quizzes. 192 pages 
0325 53211—8 x 11". Ea 1.95 

ay 

A comprehensive, authoritative source for 
students all through public and high school 
valuable for the entire family. Contains 
detailed sections on science, literature, fine 
arts and history. Up-to-date and completely 
indexed for quick reference. Over 10,000 
illustrations. Handsome library binding. Set 
of 21 volumes, each 6'4 x 9%” 

03 25 53172 L—Each set 44.98 

rst-o A New History of Canada—this 1 
its-kind collection will appeal to all ages. 

ehistory of Canada from 1601 t 
collaborated by both English 
Canadian historians under 

well-known Canadian historian Richard 
Howard. 14 pages in all; packed with 
illustrations, many never before reproduced 

Each volume measures 7% x 10'4 

03 25 53159 L—Each set 29.98 

COMPLETE 
21-VOL. WORLD 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 
REFERENCE LIBRARY 

4498 

COMPREHENSIVE 
15-VOL. SET OF 
CANADIAN 
HISTORY 

2998 

A al North American ec 
emphasis on North American (includinc 
tographs in full color, as well as chai 

onvenient alphabetical index. Desi 
t is a valuable aid 

Christmas shopping can be easy! Just say 'Charge It'. Credit details P. 243 

WishbookWeb.com 

ion designed for ages 8 t 
anadian) conter 

5, maps, diagrams and 

in all. 48-page full-color world atlas included witt 
ad for quick and easy reference, 

Volume 16, along 

to learning. Blue vinyl-coated covers. 

03 25 53161 L—Each volume measures 7% x 1 24.98 0 Each set 

[Sears] a 337 



Silver trim 
A Octopus Candle Spray. Deco Jewel-Lite Candle Holders, metal base. Candle. E Tulip Candle Holder. Black meta 

rates your dining table. Black 03 25 68040 — 3 x 3* diam. Each pair 3.99 03 25 68045 — Amber glass. Candles. 9. Ea. 3.99 

wrought-iron base complete with 12 ( Candle Holder, Candle. Gold-colored heavy met F Staircase Candle-Lite. Black metal base, silver 

slim, Red 12" tapers. 3" diam al base; glass shade. Flower ring around candle. color trim. Amber gl shade. Candle 

base. Adds a colorfully soft, special 03 25 68042 — 9" high. Each 9.99 03 25 68046 — 11'/2" high. Each 3.49 

¿ch to the decor of any setting Gem-Lite Holder, candle; similar to above Bottle Candelabra, Candies. Wrought-iron finish 

03 25 68000 —Each 3.49 03 25 68043 — 6'/" high. Each 6.99 03 25 68047 — Abt. 7'4” high. No bottle. Ea 2.99 

go 
Mod-Podge decorates anything! 9 39 

-anything. The creative Imagine! Decorate wood, metal, glass, plasti 
C t print secretis in the quick-dry Mod-Podge formula. Contains: 4 beautiful а 

(9 x 12^), 2 mounting surfaces (9 x 12”), fancy sculptured wood plaque with 
jold-color hanger, 24 Victorian vignettes in Black and White, 16-02. bottle о 

Mod-Podge. 1” brush, squeegee, instructions 

03 25 65652 — Each kit 9.99 

Dip ‘n’ Mold candle-making kit 1299 
ented candies easily 

j rig, 7 Ib. wax, 6 
Children should 

t's you create beautiful hand-dipped and molded 
erything you need: melting pot and holder, metal dipp 

non-toxic colors; Pine and Sandlewood Instruction Note 
‚se this kit only under adult supervision. 

03 25 65570 DL —Each kit 12.99 

338 A | Sears] Complete credit details on P. 243 

€ 

Beautiful 3-D string art kit 999 

Young or old, you can easily make this oner ship plaque 
follow pattern and wind string aro nclude 18 x 22” 

Red felt background for covering 16 x 20” back board. Ship's hull, 3 spools of 

string. Nails — brass, common, upholstery; 13 brass nail heads also includ 
ed. Instructions. A conversation piece for any wal 

03 25 65654 — Overall size 16 x 20*. Each ki 9.99 

Н Wood Plaque with colorful pict. 'parchment 

finish paper. Delightful wall acc home and day 

State 01(Liv o the fullest) or 02(A special kind of friend). 

03 25 75147 C 13°. Each 4.95 

and approp! 
Ys to brighi 

ainut finish. 9 x 

‘orators. Heartwarming picture of ol 

19. Ot (Put on a happy face 
J Holly Hobbie Plate. Wall de 

fashioned little girl has appropriate say 
02(When you smile at the world the world srr back) or 

)3( Just a little thoughtfulness bring A happine 

03 25 75148 C — Light Green trim. 10* plates. Each 3.95 

WishbookWeb.com 



A-C Fine Quality Globes in brilliant map colors. Numbered semi- 
meridian. Metal base with durable Gold color lustre finish. 'Story of 

the Globe' booklet is included with each globe. 

D 12” Floor Globe with raised relief and full 
meridian. Stands on Walnut-finished wood 

pedestal with laminated woodgrain base. Ht 
(A) 12" World Ocean Globe with raised and depressed relief; continental 
shelves. Height approximately 16”. 

03 25 44986 DL — Eng. Ea.. 14.98 03 25 44987 DLT — French. Ea... 14.98 
(B) 12” Raised Relief Globe. Illustrates political boundaries in contrasting 
colors and the flow and direction of currents. Ht. 16". 
03 25 44982 DL—Eng.Ea.. 11.98 032544983 DLT — French. Ea 11.98 

(C) 10” Smooth Surface Globe. 3-D shading on high-relief areas. Ht. 14”. 
032544980 DL — Eng. Ea... . 8.99 032544981 DLT—French. Ea 8.99 

50 Christmas cards 

199 

Box of 50 in 20 different designs with 
appropriate greetings. Cards are 4% х 
7'4”. With envelopes. 
03 25 70059 — Box, each 1.99 

French Version. Different designs. 
03 25 70061 T — Box, each 1.99 

35 Christmas cards 

199 

High quality cards. 12 designs on luxu 
ry paper with appropriate greetings. 
Cards 4? x 71⁄4”. Envelopes included 
03 25 70060 — Box, each 1.99 
French Version. Different designs. 

03 25 70062 T — Box, each 1.99 

34*. 'Story of the Globe' booklet. 
03 25 44984 DL — English. Each ...... 18.98 
0325 44985 DLT — French. Each. 18.98 

12” 2-Way Illuminated Globe. Lights up to 
reveal ocean-floor contours. Numbered 

semi-meridian. Walnut-finished wood base. 
With bulb and 'Story of the Globe' booklet. 

03 25 44990 DL — English. Each 34.98 
0325 44991 DLT — French. Each. 34.98 

Parker '75' pen and pencil set 1500 
Classic Flighter Brushed Stainless-Steel ball point pen and pen- 
cil set. Ball pen and matching pencil are slim 'n' handsome. 
make an ideal gift for anyone! 
03 25 54545 — Set, each 15.00 

Cross pen and pencil set 3200 
12-Karat Gold-Filled Pen and Pencil, Cross's most popular set. A 
smart, trim, perfectly balanced gift set designed for a lifetime of 
writing pleasure 
03 25 54592 — Set, each 32.00 

Sheaffer pen and pencil 395 
Ball Point Pen and Pencil Set has chrome caps and plastic bar: 
reis. Jet Black. In handsome presentation box 
03 25 54403 — Set, each 3.95 

ITEMS WITH 'T' IN CAT. NO. - 
SHIPPED FROM TORONTO [Se ars] a 339 
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Here's enough wrap for 78 shirt-size boxes 

Our largest wrap assortment 699 

Giant Wrap Pack — enough to wrap 
all the family's gifts. Includes: 

WRAP —6 rolls assorted wrap, each 
26 x 60”; 2 rolls embossed foil, each 
26 x 30”; 4 rolls tissue, 2 Red, 2 White 
each 26 x 75"; 22 sheets assorted 
wrap, each 20 x 30”; 18 sheets color 
tissue, each 20 x 26* 

Wraps 40 

BOWS —25 jewel bows in solid 
and two-tone colors add the per- 

fect finishing touch to your gifts. 

RIBBON — 100 ft. of 9.” wide rib 
bon in four attractive colors to 
match or contrast with the wrap. 
TAGS — 32 assorted name tags. 

03 25 70275 DL —Each set.. 6.99 

Family Wrap Kit includes 

WRAP — 10 sheets of assorted-design 
shirt-size boxes paper, each 20 x 30”; 6 rolls of assorted wrap, 

399 

340 a [* 

each 26 x 60"; 2 rolls foil wrap, each 26 x 30” 
2 rolls tissue, each 26 x 75* 

BOWS — 10 large and 15 medium-size bows 

TAGS —32 assorted name tags. 
03 25 70276 DL — Each set 3.99 

Elegant foil 
wrap kit 

399 

I4-roll pack — 
total 1,200” 

299 

147-pc. variety 
gift-wrap set 

219 

Don't miss this repeat offer of last year's great value! 

Foil Fantasy Wrap Set —give your gifts a 
look of shimmering elegance. 

WRAP — 9 rolls of shiny foil, 5 printed and 4 

embossed, each 26 x 30”. 

BOWS-15 medium-size bows and 10 
giant-size bows top off the elegant wrap. 

03 25 70280 DL — Each set 3.99 

Low Price for Such a Large Pack! Con- 
tains fine quality wrapping paper in a wide 
assortment of holiday colors and designs 

to give your presents a gay festive air 
Fourteen 26” wide rolls give you a total of 

1,200” of wrapping paper 

03 25 70282 DL —Each package 2.99 

Even at this low, low price you get 

WRAP —20 assorted sheets, each 20 x 30*; 24 
sheets of tissue — 12 colored and 12 White 
each 18 x 30 inches 

BOWS — 10 medium-size bows 

TAGS —51 assorted name tags and 42 assort 
ed seals to add the final touch 
03 25 70277 — Each set 2.19 

WishbookWeb.com 



Recharger and carrying case 
included at no extra cost 

ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS! if you 
order from this book before Oct. 31st 
pay nothing until Jan. 1974— not 

even service charges 

* % key for decimally correct 
calculations which can be added 
to, or subtracted from, your 
original entry automatically 

* Large numbers on the 8-digit 
display for an easy readout — 
size as illustrated 

* Operates for 5 full hours off 
rechargeable ni-cad batteries; 
7-hr. recharge from AC outlet 

Our's Alone and sale-priced for giving! 96 
key means quick calculation of discounts, 
interest rates, tax figures. Floating decimal 
goes where it has to for the correct answer. 
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, does 
mixed and chain multiplication. Automatic 
constant for continuous X or +.C/CE key 
clears incorrect last entry or total machine. 
Credit balance function for a minus 
readout. Overflow indicator lets you know 
when total exceeds 8 digits. Tough ABS 
plastic case. Abt. 5%. x 3”, weighs abt. 10 
oz. Black/White. Brushed chrome кеу. 
board plate. 1-yr. guarantee 
03 25 41031 — Was 99.98. Each 79.98 

You can count on credit. For complete details, see P. 243 

Eds 
y specia 

Our Digi-matic P-8 
has more features than 
any calculator we 
offer for under $80 

save 7098. 
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Imagine 'the pipe' needs no breaking in, easy to clean, sel- 

dom needs drying out; burns all the tobacco, leaving very lit- 

tle residue; delivers smoke 109-20? cooler. Up to 83% less 
tar, 7196 less nicotine. Choice of shapes: 01(Bent), 

02(Billiard). Colors: 70(Red), 20(Green), 80(Blue) 

87 25 30302 CG —Еасһ.......................... 14.99 

A colorful gift 
for a stylish man 

1499 
Humidor and Pipe Rack 699 

Glass humidor with tight-fitting wooden lid 
Canadian-made Walnut pipe rack. 

87 25 34101 —Holds 4 pipes (not incl.). Ea.... 6.99 

ELECTRONIC LIGHTER SAVE $5.00 A Medallion Lighter — fashioned 
for the ladies. Red enamel and 

mother-of-pearl finish, Goldtone 

SMOKERS' SET 

895 
To completely outfit a pipe-smok- 
ing man. Genuine briar pipe; 
Chrome-finished flip-top Fisher 
lighter, large zippered pouch 

keeps tobacco fresh and moist. 

Handsome lined gift box 

87 2536100 —Each ........ 8.95 

The Smoking, Coughing Beethoven Bust and Ash- 
tray. Insert any cigarette into his mouth. Light it 
he'll really smoke it. Then watch him exhale the 

smoke and cough and cough. A great novelty and 

999 
No wick, no flint, no battery. The bu- 
tane fuel is ignited by a completely 
safe, advanced electronic device. 
Dependable lighting action. Flame 
height adjusts. Engraved design, 
Chrome finish. 
87 2532009 —Each ..... 9.99 

Novelty Cigarette Dispenser 
head rises holding your cigarette in its mouth 

He drops it and makes such comments às — 
‘the chokes on you''; ‘live today —who cares 

1499 
Electric lighter lights every time! 
Uses radio-type battery to ignite 
butane. Adjustable flame. Remov- 
able stand. Simulated Rosewood 
plastic body. Chrome finish top. 6* 
high. Battery included. Was 19.99 

87 25 32015 —Each . . 14.99 

The devil's 

trim. Uses butane fuel 
87 2532331 —Each ........ 7.99 

B Pistol Lighter—to sit on man- 
tel or table. Authentic replica 

of a flintlock pistol on Woodgrain 
plastic stand is a handsome 
lighter. Use regular fuel. 

87 25 32333—Each ........ 6.99 

Glass Water Pipe —Put pipe tobacco in the 
briar bowl and fill the glass bottom with water 
As the smoke passes through the water it is fil- 

tered and cooled. Two hoses each 21* long 
Pipe stand 5” high. Gift boxed. 

87 25 30150 — Each . " 9.99 
about tomorrow’. A fiendish laugh follows. 

87 25 34411 — Battery included. Each . 11.99 
conversation piece. Batteries included. 

87 2534410—Еасһ...................... 12.99 

342 A Sy Sending gifts to Britain? See Page 315 for details 
"Aa ac 
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For the economical person who doesn't want to pay the increas- 
ingly high prices for cigarettes. This easy-to-use machine 
produces tailor-made cigarettes for about 30 cents a pack. Use 
any fine-cut tobacco and filter tubes as listed below. 

Supermatic 
cigarette 
maker 

= 21099 

THE NEWEST IN SMOKERS — FOR TODAY'S PEOPLE 

А The 'Oddbowi' Floor Smoker offers 
its smooth sleek lines for any room. 

Made entirely of metal with a Chrome- 
finished column and bowl, Black base. 
Ashtray removes for easy cleaning. Comes 
ready to assemble — just tighten 2 nuts. 
87 25 34320 DL —27" high. Each. ... 7.99 
B The Roundabout—smoker and mag- 

azine rack in ‘modern as tomorrow’ 
styling for any smoker's den. All-metal con- 
Struction. Rack conveniently holds rec- 
ords, magazines or newspapers. Round 
B* Green ceramic ashtray has bubble et- 
fect; removes for cleaning. 29* h.; 14* diam. 
87 25 34044 DL —Each........ 17.99 

MORE SMOKERS' HELPMATES ON PAGE 168 OF OUR FALL AND WINTER CATALOGUE 

C The Smokers Pal—an appealing 
floor smoker that's just the perfect 

Companion to an easy chair. Made of me- 
tal; classic Woodgrain finish on column 
topped with Brass color fluting. Brass color 
base, handle. Round 8" glass ashtray 
removes for easy cleaning. 27" high. 
87 25 34033 DL —Each............ 12.99 

D 'Oddbow!' Table Smoker with the ut- 
most in futuristic styling. Entirely made 

of bright Chrome-plated metal for a high- 
lustre gleam. Pedestal bottom prevents tip- 
ping. Ash cup removes for easy cleaning. 
About 4” high 
87 2534310 — Each.............. 4.99 

SOUVENIRS OF 
^ CANADA FOR FRIENDS 

E-K Reproductions of Original Native Carvings. Each 
piece carefully molded in composition to capture 

the beauty of the original hand carvings. 

(E) Raven-and-Beaver Totem Pole. 5'/;" tall 
87 25 50641--Еве eder cei а» 3.99 

(Р) Bear-and-Salmon Totem Pole. 6” tall 
872550901 —Eachi Е voces het 4.99 

(G) Owl. About 3" tall. 
817 2550900 — Each... SRL sapeva eR e Tin 5.99 

(Н) Walrus. About 2'/ x 31/2” long. 
872550000 —Eooh.. 12. 5 sous une daten 4.99 

(J) Polar Bear. About 1% x 4'* long 
87 25 50842 — Each... A ce 0 O 

(К) Beaver. About 2% x 5” long. 
87 2550813—Each...... 
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The Mighty Midget 
from Carl Schulz 

6x 15 98 
binoculars 

SAVE $10.00 6498 
Exclusive Carl Schulz Monomold* Zoom Binoculars 
Take in the entire view or in an instant be face-to-face with 
your subject. It's the excitement of several binoculars in 
one. Select a lower power for general viewing and zoom 
with finger-tip control for spectacular close-ups. A 35 mm 
objective delivers full brightness. Instantly variable 7-to-14 

power lets you choose the magnification. Finest eartt 

glass ensures no distortion. The prisms are securely 
locked into position and all lenses are fully coated for 
maximum sharpn and true-color viewing, minimum 
glare. Built-in tripod socket. Diopter adjustment helps pre 
venteye strain. Comes with carrying case, neck strap 
caps. Great for hunting, spectator sports at long range 

03 25 25005—Was 74.98. Each 64.98 

344 a [Sears] 

Exclusive to Sears. A beautifully designed, miniature 
prismatic binocular with classic contours, equally suit- 

able for man or woman. The ideal surprise gift —who'd 
guess a binocular in such a tiny package! Fits easily 

into pocket of purse, finest in our range for theatre 
or arena. Complete with high-fashioned Black soft 
leather pouch. Field of view 446 feet; 6x magnification 

Centre focus. Height 3”, weight 6 oz 

03 25 25070—Each 39.98 

“ч 

$АМЕ $5-$7 

Only at Sears—Carl Schulz Binoculars for all 

purpose viewing. Fully coated optics allow maximum 

light, minimum glare. Large centre wheel for precise 
focusing. Adjustable right eyepiece helps prevent eye 
Strain. Case, neck strap, lens caps incl 

7x 35 Standard* Binoculars. Field of view 345 ft 
03 25 25001—Regular angle. Was 32.98. Ea..27.98 

7x 35 Wide-Angle Standard* Binoculars. Field of 
view 525 feet. (5096 wider thar; item above.) 
03 25 25004— Wide angle. Was 44.98. Ea 37.98 

10x 50 Standard* Binocular—long-time favorite of 

Mariners. For aircraft spotting, boating, hunting. Field 
yf view 300 ft. 10x magnification 
03 25 25003-Regular angle. Was 39.98. Ea..34.98 

Refractor Telescopes. Coated 
Optics, sun filter, diagonal prism 
dual-knob focusing, wood tripod 

75x Standard Type. 50 mm. obje 
tive lens; sighting scope. Lightv 
03 25 25210—Each 29.98 

233.3x Advanced Type. 60 тит 

objective lens, 2 color-identified о 
ular lenses (HM6 mm., KE20 mm.) 
2x Barlow lens. Altazimuth mount 
Focal length 700 mm 
03 25 25211—Each 49.98 

900X Power Microscope Kit. Zoom 
50-900 magnification. Battery illu 
minator. Turret nosepiece with 5x 

10x, 40x, 60x objectives. Focusing 
wheel. Tilt body. Grey enamel 1 
pel, needles, specimen slides, test 
specimen, pipette, glass rod 
tweezers, magnifier inclu 

03 25 25106 —Kit, each 24.98 

Our Most Powerful Zoom Micro- 
scope. 1200X model. 4 lenses on 

revolving turret. Magnetized stage: 

specta-view' for colorful view of 

specimens without stains or dyes 
Cast metal. Prepared slides, probe 
scissors, scalpel, tweezers and 
much more. Wooden storage case 
03 25 25107 —Kit, each 39.98 

STANDARDS are 2-pc. all-metal bodies; MONOMOLDS are 1-pc. molded all-metal bodies. 
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micro-slot shaving system 

31% 
еа. ир 

* Micro-slot shaving heads for super 
close, super-comfortable shaving 

e Comfort dial adjusts to suit the face 

A-B Remington top-of-the line models 
with trimmer, easy-clean setting, set 

of replacement blades and case 

(A) Mark Ill Deluxe Cord Model—the 
comfort dial adjusts to4 settings. Has on/off 
Switch. 110 volts, 60-cycle AC 
08 25 96713— 31.95 

(B) Mark IV Prestige Cord/Cordless 
world-wide shaver. 6-position comfort dia 
Provides up to 10 days shaving without 
recharging. 110/220 volts, 60-cy. AC 

08 25 96714—Each 44.95 

shavers to satisfy blade men 

2625, 
e Flexible foil head molds itself to 

the face to shave blade-close 

e Extra-wide trimmer for sideburns 

C-D Schick Flexamatic 400 the 
super-close shave that even satisfies 

blade men. Comes with 2 foil heads for 

normal or heavy conditions. Flip-top clear 
ing; coil cord; on/off switch. Has deluxe 
travel case with mirror 

(C) Standard 110 volts, 60-cycle A( 

08 25 96037 — Each 26.95 

D) Universal 110/220 volts, 60-cy. A 

08 25 96033—Eact 31.95 

sold nationally for 24.98 

193 
+ Dual-head fastback ‘slant shape 

tor a satistying shaving 

e Six precision-honed 

E Sunbeam Deluxe Fastback with mic 
thir tainless steel screer self -shar 

pening blades. Barber-type trimmer; on/off 
Switch. 110/120 v., 60-cy. AC 

08 25 96687 —Case. Each 19.99 

outfit for the traveling man 

2898 
e World-wide voltage shaver and specia 

trip kit’ make a great gift set 

e Close, fast, comfortable shaving toc 

F Ronson shaver has 36-blade 
steelcutters, micro-thin shaving 

Ful Super-Trim' with slide 
)r switch. 110/220 V., 60-cy. At 
ip-kit case has compartment for cord and 

jewelry, unbreakable comb, nail file and па 
lippers. 

08 25 96028—Eact 
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has the 
shaver to suit your man 

Philips Standard 90-slot 
shavers with flexible heads 

TRIPLE-HEAD CORD MODEL 

1 Standard cord model with flex 
ing 90-slot shaving heads; hair 

trimmer and flip-top cleaning 
features. World-wide voltage selec 
tor with 110/220 volts. On/off 
switch, With travel case. 

08 25 96715—Each 32.95 

BATTERY SHAVER 

2 Compact, efficient. Gives 4 
weeks shaving on 4 pen lite bat- 

teries (not incl.). This cordless ro- 
tary makes the ideal second shaver 
great for traveling or keep it in the 
Car for ‘emergencies’. Has twin 90- 
slot shaving heads, Self storing with 
convenient mirror in lid of case 
On/off switch. 

DOUBLE-HEAD SPEEDFLEX 

3 Standard cord model with 2 
90-slot heads for fast, smooth 

shaving comfort. Exclusive push. 
button flip-top heads make cleaning 

abreeze. On/off switch. With deluxe 
case. 110 volts. 

08 25 96683—Each 22.95 

STANDARD RECHARGEABLE 

4 Solid state; triple — 90-slot 
shaving heads for efficiency 

Use with or without cord—operates 
on universal 110/220 voltage. Effi- 
Cient recharge system averages up 
to 10 days' shaving per charge. 
Shave index on base shows number 
of shaves used. On/off switch 
Deluxe travel pouch 

08 25 96684—Each 17.95 08 25 96682—Each 39.95 

Philips Replacement Cutter fits all Philips shavers shown on this page. Order 
one cutter for each head, e.g. for triple-head shavers order 3 cutters. 
08 25 96030—Each 2.25 

A. New Slide-Out Trimmer, 
on all except 2 and 3 
gives straight-edge trim 
to sideburns, moustache. 

B. Super 90 Floating Heads 
follow facial curves for 
40% closer, 5096 faster 
shaves than ever before 

The Precision Shavers with 
9 comfort/closeness settings 

PT 
A precision-engineered adjustable 
head assembly clicks into 9 different 
positions to place the shaving heads 
at precisely the closeness required for 
the best shave for your face. Why? 
Because every face is different. Not 
only different from other faces 

but different under the chin, around 
the neck and on the cheeks. Even 
while shaving, you can adjust the 
Philishave Grooming Machine to 
allow for these skin tenderness 
changes. The lower the number, the 
closer the shave. 

5-6 Only Philips precision shavers give so much variety in comfort 
control settings to suit almost every beard and skin combination. They're 

world travelers with Universal 110/220 voltage; metal travel cases. 

(5) Deluxe Triple-Head Rechargeable. Use with cord or cordless for up to 
2 weeks' shaving per charge; shave counter shows number of shaves used. 
08 25 96034—Each 44.95 

(6) Deluxe Triple-Head Cord Model has coiled cord; on/off switch 
08 25 96035—Each 37.95 

[Sears] A 347 
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STYLER 
DRYER 

SAVE $2.99 on the Kenmore 
styler-dryer for the family 

1599 
* Styles, grooms, dries hair the professional way 

e 400-watt power with high speed/heat for drying 

wet hair fast, low speed/heat for fuller styling 

s for body ; st dry hair: 
either can be ı aighten prob) Used alone it concen- 
trates air flow for faster drying, also fluffs fine and thinning hair for a 
fuller look. Keeps a salon styling in shap: cuts too. Housing is 

60-cycle АС 
15.99 

348 a [Sears] 

© 600-watt element for faster drying, styling 

e High speed/heat for drying, low for styling 

e Plus a fingertip mist to tame unruly hair 

A clever gift idea to benefit the whole family! This is a dryer with multi- 

uses — bristle-reinforced styling brush sha dries hair for body and 

lift, styling comb trains, grooms wet or dry hair; use either to straighten 

mis aving hair, tame cowlick tc. C entr air flow for faster 

drying, and fluffs fine hair for a fuller look. Also ke salon styling in 

ape. Plastic housing. 110-120 volts, 60-cyc 

08 25 59248 — Each. Р 22.99 

Pay for your hair care with a Simpsons-Sears All Purpose Account, see Р. 243 
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Hair grooming ideas fo 

KENMORE HOT AIR COMB 1398 

* Dry, style, straighten unruly hair for fuller, natural look 

* Comb/brush into shape while warm air gives drying power 

* Complete with brush, coarse/fine combs for different hair types 

Designed specifically for a man's hair needs — interchangeable attach- 
ments include brush, coarse and fine combs for different hair types. Safe, 
thermostatically controlled heat. Power handle separates for use as a spot 
dryer. Compact, may be packed for weekend trips. Plastic hoi 9 

08 25 59236 — 110-volt, 60-cycle AC — Each 

Sunbeam 

SUNBEAM HOT-SHAVE DISPENSER 1899 

* Hot moist shave cream at his fingertips every morning 
* Fast, safe, all-electric dispenser heats up in seconds 
* Holds most leading aerosol cans . . . in 6, 7, 10, 12-oz. sizes 

Wake up to that nice warm feeling every morning all year long with this 
Sunbeam hot-lather dispenser. Removable nozzle for easy cleaning; 
storage tray for razor, blades. Wall bracket. On/off and ready light 
08 25 99005 — 110-volt, 60-cy. AC. Each .......... Е . 18.99 

hat man on your list 

KENMORE HOT COMB WITH MIST [598 

* Hot air styling-dryer, plus mist at afinger's touch 
* Press the trigger for a fine spray to control unruly hair 

+ Comb/brush into shape while warm air gives drying power 

Styling comb and brush for the dry, natural look of today. Controls curls, 
waves, cowlicks; disguises receding hairlines. Use with regular tap water 
for misting action; air concentrator for spot drying. Ideal for men, but girls 
— you can use it too! Plastic housing. With travel case. 

08 25 59238 — 110-120 v., 60-cy. AC. Each 

SCHICK MIST STYLER/DRYER 2798 

* The versatile one — mist plus 2 speeds and 2 heats 

* Reinforced natural bristle brush and comb 
• Comb/brush into shape while warm air gives drying power 

The dry natural look of today is as close as your fingertips with the Schick 
styler/dryer. Use with regular tap water for misting action. Air concentrator 
for spot drying. Plastic housing. 110-volt, 60-cycles AC. 
08 25 59255 — With case. Each .. EHE TD LET - 27.98 

Why wait? Buy now! See credit details on Page 243 
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For him...perfect 
travel companion 

14 ‘Buffalo avels first class 
with soft, easy-pack leather travel 

kits in our exclusive antiqued buffalo. 
grain cowhide 

(1) New Pouch Kit, with handsome 
stripe trim, f 5 for easy packing, has 

lots of room for traveling needs. Handy 
ring for hanging. Dome closing 
Wetproof lining. About 9% x 8 

08 25 36417—Each 

(2) Deluxe Shoeshine Kit. Compact 
yet well outfitted. Includes Brown and 
Black polish, 2 shoe brushes, 2 shine 

cloths. About 7% x 3 x 3" 
08 25 36219—Each 4.98 

(3) Popular Utility Kit. So roomy. Strap 
inside lid holds small articles. Wetproof 

lining. Abt. 8% x 5) g" 
08 25 36217—E 

(4) Deluxe Utility Kit. Big enough to 
I his grooming needs. Has match 

h elec haver 

Wetproof lining. About 10 
08 25 36244—Each 

Our Finest Fitted Travel Case 
Rich-look smooth Brown leather 

ado A h matching pouch for shaver 

i= , womed-finish hairbrush, soap bo 

2 IE othbrush holder plus 14 manicure 

/ A grooming needs. About 11 x 5% x 2" 

К; 08 25 36422—Еасһ 12.98 

^w 6 Smooth Black Leather Case fea 
ә. \ LIN turing separate pouch for shaver 

“ \ also hairbrush, soap box, toothbrush 

+ holder with Chrome-finished tops, Other 
ade nailbrush, comb, mirror 

X shoehorn manicure ` needs 
4 Vost 1 

thes 08 25 36418—Each 9.98 

7 Fitted Travel Case of Brown 

alligator-grain leather. N 
shaver pouch; Chrome-finished soap 
box, toothbrush holder; plus 10 other 
grooming and manicure needs 

About 7% x 5% 

08 25 36419—Each 7.98 

N 8 Handy Little Shoeshine Kit—just 
the right size for packing. Heavy 

gauge simulated leather сг th Black 
and Neutral polish, 2 brushes, 2 shine 
cloths. Abt. 5 x 3% , 
08 25 36424—Each 2.98 

ү, Fisherman's Companion. Simu 

d A 3 lated leather case holds fish scale 
r weighs up to 7 Ib.; folding knife 

3% le, scaler-hook remover 
and folding botti opener 

- A About 7% x 214 x 1 
EM ` 08 25 36423—Еасһ 5.98 

10 ‘Football’ Utility Kit. Unique 
, but practical. Packs easily s 

ER \ his grooming needs. Wetproot li 
y н. r closing. Leather-like vinyl. About 

> 12” long own not incl 
m 08 25 36416— 5.98 

11 Groom 'n' Shine Kit—a handy 

dual-pun Large zippered 
compartment hı enty of roon 
jrooming needs. Wetproof € 

fitted 
brush and shine cloth 

M imulated graine 
if About 8 
mo 08 25 36425—Each 

T 
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1 Viking Ship. An all-metal realistic 
replica, just perfect for recreation room 

or den. About 10” long x 10%” hig 
08 25 44406—Each 4.98 

Auto Tool Kit. Compact vinyl case 
fitted with screwdrivers, wrenches and 

a hammer, plus an assortment of screw 

eep in glove compartment for those small 
emergencies. Abt. 5 x3 x 1^ 
08 25 36428—Each kit 1.98 

Mirrors 998 

9 Light-Up Shaving Mirror. 7" diameter 
magnifying mirror; plastic frame and back 

Built-in outlet for electric shaver. Cord. 

08 25 36431— el stand. Each 9.98 

Deluxe Lighted Shaving Mirror. 7” diam 
mirgor flips from plain to magnifying 

Features on/off light switch, shaver outlet 
Woodgrain-finish base. Attached 6' cord 
08 25 36224—Each 14.98 

Е z N 2 
N " 
x 2 
N > 
N 2 
N 2 N 2 
N 2 

Great little gift ideas for the men in your life 

3 Cyclists’ Tool Kit. Wrench, tire levers, punc- 

ture repair kit, flashlight (batteries not incl.) and 
cleaning cloth. Sturdy vinyl case. 
08 25 36429—Abt. 5 x 3% x 1”. Ea. kit 3.98 

4 Ship Lantern. Copper-finished metal; hanging 
chain, glass globe. Burns kerosene 

08 25 44408— About 12" high. Each 

‘Stick Shift’ Brush Set—clothes brush 
horn. Metal shaft; polis! vood knobs 

6.98 

shoe 

3.98 

At 

еات  

Cannon Bookends. Antique-look carved wood 
08 25 44407—6 x 6 x 3%". Each pair 4.98 

Space-Saver Tie Rack. Mounts on wall, doors 
Folds out to select. 24 metal hooks. 

08 25 36427—Abt. 77 x 9". Each 

8 Musical Volkswagen Bar, a pert 
the ‘Beetle’ with ch trim. Lift 

plays. Includes 

replica о! 
р and music 

ind funnel 
turn. Plas! 

12.98 08 25 35234 Abt. 15" long. Each 

Men's Cologne Collections 400 
11 com Leather Gift Set. Includes 2 oz 

пе, 2 oz. aftershave, plus bath soap at 
no edt a cost. Gift boxed for giving. 

08 25 70093—Each set 

12 Brut Gift Set Son of Brut co 
logne; 2 bonus bars of French milled soap 

08 25 70106—Gilt boxed. Ea. set 4.50 

4.00 

15 1.5 oz 

Shop now with our All Purpose Account. See Page 243 

13 For Him—a distinctiv 
nes. Lets hi 

his mc Set include c lish L 
Purpose 
oz. Aqua di Selva Cologne, ' 
Puig, % oz. Brut Lotion and 
Set of 6 colognes, boxed 
08257 Each set 

ion of men's 
one tc 

ather All- 

z. Aqua Lavanda 
Jaguar Cologne 

4.95 

[Sears] a 351 
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“Lady -*Kernmoré" sa 
MIST/REMOTE-CONTROL DRYERS 

Mist setting action gives you a finished set in minutes 

Set dry hair in rollers, warm mist moistens hair and 

then gentle heat dries it in just 20 minutes 

Deluxe mist setting 4498 
dryer with 1000 watts 

700-watt mist dryer 2998 

n-style dryers 

DRYERS WITH REMOTE CONTROL 

Regular drying action with 5-position remote control 
at your fingertips for easy temperature selection 

Choose the fast 1000-watt or efficient 700-watt model 

Deluxe remote control 3498 
with 1000 watts 

(4) 700-watt dryer 2498 

WishbookWeb.com 



ITEMS SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

KENMORE MIST/REMOTE-CONTROL 

Deluxe Mist/Remote-Control Dryer 

* Best because it's built for quality 

Faster drying — powerful 1000-watt heating 
element and excellent air flow 

* Comfort — largest inside hood of any dryer 
tested — more room for jumbo rollers so 
you can have fuller hair styles 

• Portability —the compact hood is smaller on 

the outside so it's easier to move about 

Mist setting action —warm mist moistens hair 
and gentle heat dries it into a beautiful set in 20 
minutes—speeds coloring, conditioning. Or 
use regular cycle alone for fast, comfortable 
drying. 6-position color-coded remote control 
—great for wigs too. Height adjusts. Plastic 
housing. 110 volts. 60-cy. AC. 

0825 59220 DL —Each .............. 44.98 

2 Good Quality Mist/Remote-Control Dryer 

* Built specially to give you a mist salon- 
style dryer at a reasonable price 

* Strong, efficient air flow and fast- 
drying 700-watt heating element 

* Large hood gives plenty of room for even 
jumbo rollers for fuller hair styles 

Misting action for dry-setting. Use as regular 
dryer also. 5-position remote cord control lets 

you choose the most comfortable heat. Adjust- 
able hood height. Plastic housing. 110 v. 

08 25 59210 DL —60-cy. AC. Each .... 29.98 

pun 

KENMORE REMOTE-CONTROL DRYERS 

3 Deluxe Remote-Control Dryer—regular 
drying action only, with 5-position remote 

control at your fingertips for easier temperature 

selection ... includes a setting for wigs. All 
other features as Item 1 above. 

08 25 59221 DL-1000 watts, 110 v. Ea... 34.98 

Good Quality Remote-Control Dryer for 
regular drying only. Has 5-position remote 

comfort control. All other features as Item 2. 

08 25 59211 DL—700 watts, 110 v.Ea. ... 24.98 

BUDGET 'SALON' DRYER 

[999 

* Even at this low, low price you get a 
portable salon-style dryer with fast, 

efficient 700-watt heating element 

Lady Kenmore economy model with 5-position 
base-control that cuts cost, not performance. 

Height adjusts for comfort. Folds compactly for 
storage, portability. Plastic housing. 110 volt, 
60 cycle AC operation. 

082559212 DL—Each ............. 19.99 

hairsetter with 
mist conditioner 

1998 

Deluxe Lady Kenmore (4) 

‘Mist 20' with 

4-02. conditioner 

[598 

* Lady Kenmore mist setter plus conditioner to * Here's the hairsetter with all the options 
* Changes from mist to condition to dry setting 

* 21 specially constructed rollers in 3 sizes 

A No more sleeping in rollers, hiding under 
scarves at the supermarket. Special 6-02. 

conditioning lotion gives hair an added treat 
Get a fast, kind, lasting set in just minutes. 

use with waterfor lustrous, manageable hair 

* 20 rollers in best sizes for any hair length 

B For hair that does a lot more than just hang 
there misting/conditioning increases 

the life of the curl without decreasing the life of 
your hair. With 4-oz. conditioning concentrate. 

08 25 60032 — 60-cv. AC. Each...... 19.98 08 25 60043 — 60-cy. AC. Each. .. 15.98 

SAVE $1.99 ON CURL 'N' STYLER 

Вед.+5:98- | 399 

HANDY PISTOL DRYER 

1598 
« Easy one-hand dryer leaves a hand 

free for styling, fluffing, combing 

* 3-position switch for hot/cool/off 

+ Adryer, a hot comb and curling iron all in one 
e Hair-care for the whole family — dry, style, curl 

* Our latest-design hot-air styler now reduced 

Does a variety of jobs waving, styling, curling. 
straightening, back-combing, blowing, fluffing, drying. 
Versatile for women, efficient for men, even great for 
keeping children's hair problems in line. With brush, fine 
comb, styling comb attachments. Plastic housing 

08 25 59239 — 110 volts, 60-cycle AC. Each ..... 13.99 

Fits easily into sports bag or carry-on 
case. Gives hair that neat, natural look in 
minutes. Automatic thermostat prevents 
overheating. Plastic housing. 110 volts, 
60-cy. AC. 

08 25 59234-Ea. .. 15.98 А 353 
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SAVE 99€ REPLACEMENT HOOD VALUE-PACKED DRYER/MANICURE KIT 
9 

The best we know of 299 21 8 

Deluxe vanity case with large, unbreakable 
mirror in lid. Extra-large bouffant vinyl hood 
Covers the largest rollers. Nail-drying vent and 
manicure attachments allow her to beautify 
her hands while drying her hair. 110-volt, 60. 
cycle AC operation 

08 25 59231- Plastic housing. Ea 21.98 

e Fits most hose-type dryers: Sunbeam, GE, etc 

• So good it makes her present hood obsolete 

WAS 3.98—it's a stocking stuffer she'll love you for. Covers 
the largest rollers. Tested double-wall air flow for faster 
drying. Adjustable. SANI GARD treated. 

08 25 59250 —Floral vinyl. Each 2.99 

• Compact, portable dryer comes 

in its own suitcase-style case 

* 5-position temperature control 

eLarge selection of manicure 

attachments for beautiful hands 

THE'WALK-AROUND' DRYER SCHICK - DRYER THE MIGHTY BANTAMWEIGHT 
WITH A DIFFERENCE! [598 

2798 

e 4 style-drying attachments 

e Floating vinyl bonnet for 

comfort over large rollers 

4 heat settings for drying comfort. Includes 
styling brush reinforced with natural bristles, 

2 styling combs, air concentrator. 325-w 

element. Plastic. 1 10-volt, 60-cy. AC 

08 25 59229—Each 

354 a | Sears 

e 3-position temperature control 

+ Bouffant hood gives better air 

circulation—covers large rollers 

Delightfully compact and portable— comes complete 

with matching luggage-style carrying case. Takes 
so little room, it's ideal for the cottage or trips. High 
impact plastic body. 235-watt heating element for 
faster heating; 3 temperature settings for added 
comfort. Weighs only 5 Ib. 1 10-volt, 60-cy. АС 

08 25 59230—Each 15.98 

The convenient way to pay...a charge account, details P. 243 

1598 

e Affords freedom and convenience 

• Featherweight 7-02. motor sits 
on hood; extra-long 14%’ cord 

It's the ultimate in portability—allows her the freedom 

to bake a cake, paint a picture or clean the house 
while she's drying her hair for an evening out! Light: 

weight adjustable hood inflates and clings to rollers, 

5 large enough to circulate air for quick drying. No 

drawstring, no tight elastic, no awkward hose. 2 

temperature settings on hand-held control. Plastic 
bonnet. 110-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

08 25 59237—Each 15.98 
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The New 

'Cordless' 

[999 

New cordless mist-stick curling iron has no cord 
to twist or tangle. Gives your hair soft, beautiful 
curis with much more convenience. Just plug 
in the separate base and dip the mist stick into 
it. In seconds the iron releases a warm, gentle 
mist and is ready to curl. Thermostatically 

controlled heat. Safety-cool tip, plastic handle 
and base. 110 volts. 

08 25 60051—Each 19.99 

It's the Gentle 
Hair Untangler! 

1899 

Your hair puts up with alot, so why not make one 
thing easier on it combing. Our untangler 
comb has two rows of teeth. Turn it on and the 
combs move back and forth to separate strands 
of hair—smooth away snarls without forcing 
breaking or splitting ends. Easier and so much 
better than ordinary comb or brush. Great for 
long hair. 110 volts 
08 25 62073— Plastic. Each 18.99 

“Lady “Kenmoré 
Steam Wand 

1398 
This steam curling iron with gentle steam mist gives 
beautiful springy curls fast and safely—also protects 
against split ends. What an improvement over the 

ordinary curling iron. Fingertip control releases 
measured amount of mist; safety-cool tip. Swivel 
cord to eliminate cord winding up. Ready light for 
your convenience. Universal 110-220 voltage. Has 
a plastic handle 

08 25 60050—Each 13.98 

GIFTS FOR НЕК... EACH IN AN ATTRACTIVE VINYL TRAVEL CASE 

QC 
The Economy One 4 39 

The low-priced curling iron from 
Lady Kenmore ... does a great cur! 
ing job with three versatile roller 
sizes. Perfect for quick touch-ups 
between sets. Instructions for six 
hair styles are included. Has à plas 

tic handle. 110 volts 
08 25 60042 —Each 4.99 

Curl 'n' Comb 598 

Lady Kenmore lets you comb it and 
curl it to get a hairdo in a jiffy. Has 
3 interchangeable rollers for any 
size curl; heated styling comb 
attachment for drying and straight 
ening. Plastic handle. Easy-to-follow 
instructions incl 

08 25 60017—110 volts. Ea. 5.98 

99 
French' Iron 899 

French-style curling iron from Lady 
Kenmore as used in professional 

salons by experts. Large body curler 

has more hair-holding power, makes 
styling easier Thermostatically 
controlled heat for safety. Plastic 
handie. 110 volts. 

08 25 60025—Each 8.99 

С 
The International 1098 

Goes most places in the world with 
you. Kenmore French-style curling 
iron has universal 110-220 voltage 
Large body curler for better holding 
power. Now with thermostatically 

controlled heat, safety-cool tip 
Plastic handle. 

08 25 60044- ach 10.98 

|a 355 
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A Mirrors inside doors give 'all- 
around’ viewing. 4 separate light 

settings simulate day, office, home or 
evening. Dual swivel mirror for regular 
or magnified image. Angled glass diffu- 
sion filters for even shadowless illumi- 
nation. On/off switch. 6° cord. Plastic 
60-cy. AC. 11%” x 20" open 

08 25 62075—Each 

Lady Kenmore 
"Profile Cycle' 

2398 
23.98 

Gentle, beautifying mist opens the pores. 
cleanses skin thoroughly, adds moisture 
too without sticky ingredients that re- 
clog or dry out skin 
E Our Finest ‘Sauna’ with thermo 

‘Beauti-Mist’ 

Facial Sauna 
statically controlled heat. Plastic 

899 08 25 62003—60-cy. AC. Ea 8.99 
= Е ‘Kleer Mist'—our economy ‘sauna 

356 a [Scars] 08 25 62001—Plastic, Ea 6.99 

B Tested directional lighting prevents 
harsh glare. Just turn the dial... 4 accu 

rate color filters give daylight, office, home 
or evening effects. Flips to magnitying side 
for close-ups. Cool, fluorescent light. Feel 
confident that you'll look right in any light. 
Easel-back adjusts to any angle. Plastic 
60-cy. AC 

08 25 62054—13 x 12x 2". Ea 

Light up her vanity 8” to 1498 

C-D Putting on a beautiful face requires care and accuracy 
Help her do that with an electric mirror. Recessed incan 

descent bulbs are COOL. Frosted lenses over bulbs help give 
a natural light. 60-cycl AC. Plastic. Gift boxed. 

Lady Kenmore 
‘Light Cycle’ 

1998 
19.98 

= 

(C) Economy Electric Mirror. 4 recessed bulbs (easy to 
replace). Good reflectors. Regular and magnitying sides 

08 25 62070—Abt. 11%4 x 7 Each 8.99 

(D) Quality Electric Travel Mirror with floral vinyl travel case 
Regular and magnifying mirror sides for make-up, eyelashes 
contacts, etc. On/off switch. Abt. 13 x 9 x 2" 
08 25 62055—Each 

x 2" 

14.98 

For better care of her beautiful hands. 
This compact set files, bufts, shapes and 
trims nails. Now she'll have professional 

Go-Anywhere 
Manicure Set 

498 
manicures and pedicures right at 
home—the complete set of attachments 
and power handle will do the trick. Oper 
ates on two regular flashlight batteries 

(included). Plastic 
08 25 62061—Each 4.98 
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Stocking up on beauty needs for “beautiful people’ 

SAVE $2.99—our finest 
| 699 

WAS 19.98—Best Lady Kenmore shaver made 
especially for Simpsons-Sears. Gold-plated stain 
less-steel head shaves legs, underarms smoothly 

Uniquely constructed to fit hand. Built-in guide 

light. Plastic body. 110-v., 60-cycle AC 

08 25 61000— Comes in travel case. Each. 16.99 

SCHICK 
SHAVING WAND FOR HER 

9% 

SAVE $2.99—good quality 
1199 

WAS 14.98—Lady Kenmore good quality shaver 
takes special care of a woman's shaving needs 
The dual-purpose, stainless-steel head is efficient 

and comfortable for either legs or underarms 

Sturdy White plastic. 1 10-volt, 60-cycle AC 

08 25 61001—With case. Each 11.99 

PHILIPS 
Total care set 

34» 
Deluxe beauty set is 13 gifts in 
one neat, compact package 

Includes a doubly fast shaver 
that shaves off hair close to the 
Skin and leaves a smooth 
baby-soft feeling. Also has 13 

unique attachments for mani- 
curing, pedicuring, massaging 
applying cream, stimulating 
circulation. All in all a great way 

Exclusive shaving-brush head gently brushes, lifts hair up to ke 

Wide grooming light for easy viewing of short or hidden hairs 

Slanted head provides easy grip. Includes self-sharpening 
Schick stainless-steel blades. 110 volts. 

08 25 61023—Each 19.99 

p her all-over beautiful 
And it travels around the world 
with its universal 110-220 volts. 
Plastic 

08 25 61024—Eac! 34.99 

Philips Ladyshave 
999 

The world traveler with universal 110-220 voltage 
Famous Philips quality in a dainty feminine shaver 
with a compact plastic body. Dual-purpose, stain. 
less-steel head for a smoother, closer shave. A 

Simpsons-Sears exclusive 
08 25 61004—Each 9.99 
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Add richness and elegance to her dresser 
] Lipstick Caddy with 5 holders 

and dainty mirrored tray in an- 
tiqued Gold color cast metal. Lip- 
Sticks not incl. Abt. 7/2 x 5/4”. 
08 2537690 — Each.... 7.49 

2 Earring Holder for pierced or 
ordinary type. 3 bars for ear. 

rings (not incl) mirror on top. 

Gold-plated cast metal. Abt. 5'/2” h. 

082537532—Each .... 3.98 

Golden Brocade Dresser Set. 
Gold-plated handles and trim. 

7 Attractive 3-dimensional brocade 
backs. Set includes nylon-bristled floral 

brush, hand mirror and matching comb 
in elegant satin-lined box 

08 25 37646 — Each set 

3 Filigree Tissue Holder holds 
reg. size box (not incl.). Gold 

color metal. 10'/4 x 5 x 3” 
08 25 37692 —Each ... 8.98 

Ostrich-Plume ball-point pen. 
Gold-plated metal stand. 

08 25 37693 —Abt. 19"h. Ea. 2.98 

5 Oval Vanity Mirror Tray. Gold 
color metal filigree edging. 

08 25 37697 — Abt. 13” I. Ea. . 7.98 

Cotton-Ball Holder. Glass jar 
with antiqued Gold color cast 

metal base, cover. Cotton balls 
incl. About 5'" high 
08 25 37698 — Each .. 6.98 

Family Tree Picture Holder 
holds 6 pictures in round 

frames with clear plastic inserts. 
Gold-plated metal. Abt. 6” high. 
08 25 37645 — Each 2.98 

11 OurFinestDresser Set comes in a beau- 
tiful satin-lined, foil-covered hinged box 

Sethas Gold-plated handles and trim; delicate 
embroidery decorates 

Includes nylon-bristled hairbrush, hand mirror, 
matching comb and powder jar. 

5.98 08 25 37695 — Each set 

the backs. 

14.98 

8 Soap Dish. Elegant White 
glass dish with gilt border. An- 

tiqued Gold color metal cast base. 
Abt. 4” high x 5” diameter. 
08 25 37691 — Each 5.98 

9 Large Mirror Tray adds 
beauty to a dresser. Heavy 

plate glass mirror with antiqued 
Gold color metal trim. Abt. 14 x 8*. 
08 25 37642 — Each 8.98 

12 Smart 3-Piece Dresser Set 
has Chrome-plated handles 

and trim. Nylon-bristled brush and 
hand mirror. Backs decorated with 
delicate Swiss embroidery in floral 
design. Matching comb. Gift box 
08 25 37694 — Each set 9.98 

Beat the rush. Shop early. Use your All Purpose Account. See Page 243 
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] Kitchen File to keep bills, let- 
ters handy. Natural finish 

wood. About 17'/ x 5" wide. 

0825 44372 — Each AA 3.98 

2 Metal Wind Chime with orien- 
tal design. Produces bell-like 

sound. About 25” long 

08 25 44396 —Each ........ 2.98 

3 Incense Burner of porcelain. 
Incl. 3 boxes of incense (each 

has 12 cones). Abt. 31/2” diam 

08 25 44393 — Each . . 3.98 

Manicure Set has a smooth leather 
case with zipper closing. Contains 
nail and cuticle scissors, nail file, 
tweezers plus 6 other implements 
for your manicure and beauty 
needs. About 61/2 x 33/4”. 

08 25 36412 — Each set ..... 2.98 

Jade Tree —à reproduction of 
ancient Chinese art. Plastic 

flowers. About 6* high. 

08 25 44404 — Each E 

Miniature Lamps burn real 
fuel oil or perfume wick for 

scent. Glass. About 6'/* high 

08 25 44401 — Each pair 3.98 

6 Retirement Banks — earthen. 
ware old couple. Ba slot 

^emovable plug. About 61/2" high. 

08 25 44403 Each set ..... 4.98 

11-Piece Manicure Set has a 
leather case with zipper 
Includes nail and cuticle scissors. 
nail file, 2 cuticle knives, ммен 
and 5 other useful implements. 
About 7 х 43/4". 

08 25 36413 — Each set 3.98 

7 Weatherhouse — woman 
comes out when sunny, man 

when rainy. Thermometer. 5!/* h. 

08 2544402 —Each . 

Desk Set — swivel composition 
globe, wood base. Pen not 

included. About 67/4 x 51/4” high. 

08 25 44405 —Each . ыд а ЖЫЛА 

9 Flower Pot Tending Set— 
ceramic watering can holds 4 

wood/metal tools. Abt. 7" high. 
08 25 44383 — Each .. 4.98 

Good Quality Manicure Set fea- 
tures a pedicure nipper, nail and 
Cuticle scissors, tweezers, black- 
head remover and 8 other beauty 
implements. Leather case with zip- 
per closing. About 8/2 x 5”. 

08 25 36414 —Each set ..... 5.98 

SIMPSONS-SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED 

Gifts for 
everyone — 
all under 

$ 

Our Best Quality Manicure Set 
includes 2 nippers, one for toe- 
nails, one for fingernails; nail and 
Cuticle scissors, unbreakable mir- 
ror, 8 other implements. Zippered 
leather case. About 8'/2 x 51/2”. 

08 25 36415 — Each set 

WishbookWeb.com 



HIT 
MUSICALS 

Starring fanciful gifts 
with a lyrical twist 

A Thing-a-Ding box will hold all kinds 
of treasures. Just open the lid and it plays. 

Has 3 compartments. Plastic 
01(Children's design), O2(Teenagers') 

Ass't. colors. About 5% x 4x2 

08 25 35233 C—Eact 3.98 

B Musical Dancing Light—miniature multi- 
colored lights twinkle and flash as it turns 

to the tune of ‘Speak Softly’. Has on-off button 
Takes 2 'C' batteries (not included). Abt. € 
high x 3%" diam 

08 25 35228— Plastic. Each 9.98 

C Musical ‘Man of La Mancha'—Don 
Quixote will catch the heart of young and 

old alike. He rotates to the tune of ‘The Impos 
sible Dream’. Plastic. About 7” higt 

08 25 35229—Eact 4.98 

D Baseball Music Box for the sport 
minded. Plays what else but, ‘Take Me ( 

to the Ball Game', when opened. Has three 
inside compartments. Sturdy plastic cor 
struction with flocked lining ' diameter 
08 25 35231—Each 4.98 

E Musical Ann and Andy—figurines 
brightly painted in fun-loving colors to 

please any he 
revolve tc 
plastic. Al 

08 25 35232—Each 4.98 

F Angelic Angel Candle gives an air of 

true Christmas charm to your home. Slow 
y revolves to the tune of the age-old car 
Silent Night’. Candle is replaceable, Plastic 
base. About 7” high 

08 25 35230—Eact 4.98 

G Musical Photo Cube revolves ! ove 
tory theme Will! hold favorite 

pr erect for dresser or desk. Just wind 
t up to start. 3%” cut tands 5" higt 

08 25 35226— Plastic. Each 3.98 

Н Santa Claus Swings—that right 
Santa loves the tinkling tune of Jingle 

Bells'. He rotates when wound. Flocked finist 

jives velvety texture to his suit. Made of sturdy 
plastic. About 9%” high 
08 25 35227 —Each 4.98 

J Musical ‘Love’ Necklace-Pendant is 
‚re to please. Made of a rich Gold cok 

metal for good к Plays at the touch of a 
button. About x1 

08 25 35216—Eact 5.98 

Contents shown in boxes not included 

K Anne Savings Bank—helps jngster 
sa their pennies; any 

erythir 
3 colo 

afe in her c 
tion construction 

with n the back, plug 
n the base. About 7” high 

08 25 44399— Each 2.98 

mad 1 viny at Ha 

netal frame and car k 1 

08 25 36426—Each 2.98 
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[5] 
10.98 

(3) Nite-Lite sheds soft light from + : e 
high. Nite-lite bulb inclu Heidi 

1-5 The Heidi Delegation 5 
sent to tidy up and che ) little girls ramic; abt. 6 

rooms. Main pieces made of hand-paint 08 25 37686--Each 
hiest colors 

4) Dressing Table Lamp f 
Ceramic ba: nt shade; abt. 15 

Finds her way into 

ic in the 

bouqt 

or pla: 

08 25 37687 

(1) Desk Caddy he 
letters, wood drawer for pins, clips, etc 

08 25 37689-At à y". Ez 
(5) Radio. 

ooks in their p c 
Abt. 6%" high 

Bulb ‹ 

] опг di any girl's heart 
he'll love he 

08 25 37688—Each 

Our Finest Travel Case for 
ar with 

Travel Case is 
B і ls. Women. Alligat: 

۷ r and 

her 

nicur 
Anne' Dresser Set for the younger Women's Leat 

set. She'll love ! g her owr 
hairbrush, har y 

» f t 'oehorn and 
or he: ror. Zipper closing. About 7% x > ‹ 

4% »eds. Abt. 15 x 

5.98 08 25 36400—Each 

nylon-bris 
b. 'Anne' face on be 

08 25 36420—Each 

mirror, com 
n ‘hair’. Р! 

see Page 243 for credit details | 

WishbookWeb.com 

Abt. 9" long 

08 25 37696—Each 

Do your Christmas shopping early . 



bottles of 8 popular 
ame colognes loved the 

Orid over! Bottles come on an 
active metal filigree base to 

lutity her dresser Set includes 

oz. Emeraude: 

" 99 
8 different colognes 10% 

oz. Chantilly 
oz. Imprevu, oz. Tigress 

Ya oz. Maja; % oz. Tweed 
Cachet; J2 oz. Heaven Sent 
0825 70101—Each set 

oz 

10.99 

5 purse-sized colognes. Trea 
red fragrances to Suit her ‘many 

moods’, a special gift she'll 
remember every day. 

Light ‘n’ Casual 

and oh so natural! ) 500 

pror 5 

Looking great is what it's all about! Special 'diamond' cap 
construction makes wig truly easy to style yourself 
* Natural skin-tone latex part and hand-tied front hairline—wear 

centre or side part (as shown) for a natural look 
* Comfortable—capless base with adjustable Velcro tabs at nape 

to adjust head size. Enjoy day-long, lightweight comfort 
* Manageable—easy-care, washable, 100% modacrylic fibre has 

natural body, holds its curl even on the dampest day 
* Color-matched for you at the factory from 18 natural shades. 

Streaks too! Just follow ordering instructions below 
08 25 58820 FX—Each 25.00 

SPECIAL ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 

STEP 1: To order à wig to color-match your hair. Wash hair 
clip off a full-length section '4” thick from front area of head. If 
you color your hair, be sure it is freshly colored to shade desired 
To order à streaked shade or any shade other than your own. 
Send a magazine illustration showing desired hair color 
STEP 2: Place hair or illustration in separate sealed envelope. 
ndicate on the envelope the catalogue number, your name. 
address, phone number, account number (if applicable). Enclose 
with your order torm. 
Wig comes ready-styled on a Styrofoam head with styling platform 
n à reusable carry case. Instructions for care and styling are incl 

NOTE: Wig is shipped from factory, allow extra delivery time. 

FROM FRANCE! 

12 French perfumes 4 
for a gift of luxury 99 

Distilled, bottled and sealed in France. Each 
elegant miniature-sized bottle contains a 
different and exciting fragrance. Give her the 
luxury of choice with wondertul scents to 
capture any mood! From rich herbal to delicate 
floral. 12 bottles in gift box 

08 25 70068 —Each set 4.99 

For that 'extra little gift" 499 

her our exclusive collection includes ¥2 oz. Emeraude; # oz 
Heaven Sent; Y: oz. Tweed, % oz 
Chantilly; # oz. Woodhue. Only at 
Simpsons-Sears 
08 25 70063—Each set ES 4.99 
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* MAX FACTOR * MARY QUANT · LOVE * DU BARRY + LANCÓMI 

WORTH ۰ FABERGE - JEAN D'ALBRET - HOUBIGANT * DANA - МА 

HAS * MAJA + REVLON • MAX FACTOR * MARY QUANT + COTY ° DL 

BELLE - LANCOME - FABERGE - JEAN D'ALBRET * HOUBIGANT · Ri 
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SAA cur aieo rn m ۸ —O 

For just S] you can become 
a member of Simpsons-Sears Р 

International Beauty Care Boutique | 

Your initial $1 will bring you The best is yet to come! You will And you have to be completely 

our Introductory Kit packed with continue to get similar kits of satisfied—otherwise, just return 

recognizable values in cosmetics irresistible value at approximately the kit and your account will be 

from world-famous houses. two-months intervals, for just $7 credited. 

Names that you know and believe each. And that is all you pay—no 

in! hidden delivery charges or 
handling costs. 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
No postage stamp is necessary if mailed in Canada 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 

NTERNATIONAL 

BEAUTY CARE 
BOUTIQUE, 
BOX 8400 TERMINAL A, 

TORONTO, ONTARIO. У») 

| 

| 

| 
| 
| 
А 
| 
| 
| 

| 
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Bl 
29.99 Fashion tine... 

the Den ect qu 
. > . 

this MOTA 

499 
A Ladies’ Endura Digital Watch with 

easy-to-read numerals on Black 

background. Yellow Gold color top case 
Champagne color dial. Black strap 

04 25 14442—Eact 19.99 

B ‘Hunting Case’ Pendant Watch has 
hinged lid. Ornately carved Yellow 

Gold color case and dial. Black Roman 
numeral figures and 'antique' hands. 

Matching Yellow neck chain 
04 25 14443—Each 19.99 

С Elongated Modern Styling in this 
ladies' Endura pendant wa! with 

marquise-shape dial. Yellow Gold color 
case, matching neck chain 

04 25 14444—Each 19.99 

19.99 49.99 D Ladies’ Endura Pendant Watch with 
easy-to-read large Black numerals. 

Yellow Goldcolor case and matching neck 
chain. Champagne color dial. 

04 25 14445—Each 14.99 

E Men's 17-Jewel Tradition Digital 
Watch with calendar feature 

Chrome-plated top case; Silver-Grey dial 

Tr 

on 709, 2222 22 (4) bh with Navy Blue edges. Shaded-Grey strap 
g ^ For the contemporary man 

Direct-read Só 04 25 10444—Each 29.99 
ladies' watch eb 

Q ос b Е Men's 25-Jewel Digimatic Tradition 
19.99 ^ Watch. Automatic winding. Features f8 9 

Kh seconds as well as hours and minutes. 
ER Yellow Gold color top case. Champagne 
Y color dial with Black figures on White 

\ background. Black Corfam* suede strap. 
E 04 25 10445—Each 49.99 

16.99 - G Ladies' 17-Jewel Tradition Ring 
Watch. Yellow Gold color case witt 

bark-like finish. Matching Yellow finger 
shank adjusts to fit any finger size. Facet 
ed crystal. A fashion accessory 

04 25 11408—Each 16.99 

H Men's 17-Jewel Pocket Watch in 
the 'Hunting Case' style with hinged 

14.99 s lid. Antiqued Yellow Gold color case. 
Ornate carving on one side; outdoors fish 
ing scene on the other 
04 25 13299—Eacr 34.99 

J Ladies’ Fashion Watch—a beautiful 
gift. Yellow Gold color top case with 

Brown trim and matching strap. 

04 25 14310—Each 14.99 

К Ladies Blue-Trimmed Fashion 
Watch with matching strap. Yellow 

Gold color top case. Champagne color 
dial. An added fashion touch 

04 25 14311—Each 14.99 

L Ladies’ Ultra-Modern Watch with 
square Amber color Lucite case 

Champagne color dial. Brown strap. 
04 25 14312—Each 14.99 

M Ladies Electronic—transistorized 
timekeeping with fashion styling 

99.99% split-second accuracy on a single 
tiny battery (included). Yellow Gold color 

14.99 topcase with bark-design. Matching mesh 
bracelet with slip-through buckle clasp 
Champagne color dial 
04 25 11557 -Eact 49.99 

N Ladies' Pendant Watch. Dark Amber 
color Lucite case. Champagne color 

dial. Yellow Gold color chain. 

14.99 p 04 25 14446—Eact 15.99 
Reg'd TM leg'd Can. Т.М 

| 3644 | ; ALL WATCHES ON THIS PAGE ARE 
SHOCK-PROTECTED, GUAR. 1 YEAR 

WishbookWeb.com 



59.99 

a: \ 
49.99 

49.99 

4096 OFF! ONLY 2999 

Too good to miss! Take advantage of these 
great values before another minute goes by! 

Men's 25-Jewel Automatic Tradition— 
day-date. Water-resistant Y 0 
color top case, adj. bracele 
Incabloc shock pr d. Luminous 
04 25 10437 —Wa: 99. Each .. 29.99 

As "i but with White Gold color top 
case а 5 2S 

04 25 104882 Wa: 

Ladies’ 17-Jewel Tradition—set with s Six 
diamonds. Elegant fashion fo 

safety chain. Swi: 

prote 
04 25 11027—Each 

ALL WATCHES ON THIS PAGE GUARANTEED 1 YEAR 

WishbookWeb‘co 



Christmas-'time' for the young — 

Boys' Calendar Watch with 24-hour mark- 

ings. Chrome-plated top case. Black mili- 
tary-style slip-thru strap, rope-stitched edge. 

04 25 13261 —Luminous. Each 

Fashion Time in Red, White and Blue. 
Yellow Gold color top case. Silver color 

dial with White numerals in Red or Blue circles. 
White strap has Red heart design. 

04 25 14449 — Each 

Boys' Endura Day-Date Watch with 
Chrome-plated top case. Luminous dots 

and hands. Black strap with White trim. 

04 25 13262 — Each 15.99 

4 Girls’ Endura Watch with Mod Dial — 
large colored numerals and colored 

hands. Yellow Gold color top case. Blue strap. 

04 25 14450 — Each 

'Feminine Touch' Timepiece with Roman 
numerals. Yellow Gold color top case with 

Black enamel trim. Black wet-look strap. 

04 25 14452 — Each . 14.99 

Boys’ Sport Endura —It's a Winner! Cal- 

endar feature, elapsed time ring. Water- 
resistant Chrome-plated top case. White 
markers and hands on Black dial. Luminous. 

04 25 13263 — Black strap. Each 

Time at a Glance with a digital watch. 
Black dial with Grey trim. Black numerals 

on White background. Black suede strap. 

Yellow Gold color top case. 

04 25 13264 — Each . 

White Gold color top case. 

color dial with White hands. 

0425 14447 —Each ... 

Squared-Off and See-Through clear 
Lucite case. Dark Blue dial with White 

stroke markers, White hands. Blue strap. 

04 25 14448— Each 

10 Make a Change with two snap-on wet- 
look straps— 1 Red, 1 Blue. Chrome- 

plated top case. Easy-to-read dial 

0425 14453 —Each .... 12.99 

]] !n the Red with strap and dial. White 
trim. Yellow Gold color top case. 

04 25 14454 — Each Р 10.99 

Boys' Racing-Style Watch. Black dial 
with White numerals. Chrome-plated 

top case. Luminous. Black strap. 

04 25 13266 — Each 

All items on page are shock-protected, Swiss-made, guaranteed 1 year. 

WishbookWeb.com 



A Girls’ Pastel Color Fashion Watch with 
Pink-enameled bezel and matching Pink 

strap. Yellow Gold color top case. 
0425 14430 — Each ................. 11.99 

As Above, but with Blue bezel, strap 
0425 14428 —Each ... ..... 11.99 

B For Boys or Girls, with easy-to-read dial 
Yellow Gold color top case. Navy strap. 

042514455 — Each . .. 11.99 

C Girls’ Watch. Color coordinated Blue- 
and-White dial and strap. Flower design 

on strap. Yellow Gold color top case. 

04 25 14456 — Each . . 12.99 

D Boys’ Endura Watch with calendar fea- 
ture. Charcoal Grey dial with luminous 

dots and hands. Chrome-plated top case and 
matching expansion bracelet. 

04 25 13267 — Each . 

E Divers’ Calendar Watch with elapsed time 
ring. Water-resistant Chrome-plated top 

case. Black dial with luminous markers and 
hands. Black pro-divers' strap. 

04 25 13268 — Each 

F Switch to Match with this calendar watch. 
3straps— 1 Red, 1 Blue, 1 Brown — all wet- 

look. Luminous dots. Black numerals and 
hands. Yellow Gold color top case. 

04 25 14457 — Each 

G Boys’ or Men's Wrist Chronograph — 17- 
jewel. Elapsed time ring. Water-resistant 

Chrome-plated top case. Luminous. 

04 25 13269 — Black strap. Each 
Н Stop Watch — 15 jewels. Hangs from neck 

to leave hands free. 30-minute register. 
Black plastic case. One-button operation 

04 25 13270 — Each ... .... 9.99 

Antique-Look Pendant Watch by Endura. 
White Roman numerals on Black back- 

ground. Yellow Gold color top case, chain. 

04 25 14436 — Each 
K Teach Time with twin-bell alarm clock— 

key-wind. Metal case, Brass bells. 

04 25 57515 —4'/ x 3”. Each .......... 8.99 

L Child's ‘Time Trainer’ Watch with ‘after’ 
minute markings in Red; ‘before’ minute 

markings in Blue, Black numerals and hands. 
Yellow Gold color top case. Red strap. 

04 25 13271 —Each ... 

M Men's or Youths’ Digital. Brushed-finish 
Chrome-plated top case. Light Beige dial 

with Black trim. Navy Blue suede strap. 

04 25 13272 —Each ....... EEE 

Men's or Youths' Digital. Brushed-finish 
Yellow Gold color top case. Blue dial with 

Light Beige trim. Navy Blue suede strap. 
04 25 13273—Each ................. 19.99 

All watches, except H, shock-protected, Swiss-made, guaranteed 1 year 

Teaches Time 
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very 
special 

Gift id 
Boys' Canadian Football 
League Watch — shows off 
his favorite team's crest 

1499 
Boys' Canadian Football League 
watch. His eyes will light up when he 
sees this gift. Helmet with team crest 
on dial. Chrome-plated top case, 
Brown strap. Swiss-made and shock- 
protected. Shipped from Toronto. 
Choice of: 01(Hamilton Tiger-Cats), 

02(B.C. Lions), O3(Toronto Argonauts) 
04(Montreal Alouettes). 

05(Ottawa Rough Riders) 
06(Calgary Stampeders), 

07(Winnipeg Blue Bombers), 
08(Saskatchewan Roughriders) 

09(Edmonton Eskimos) 

04 25 13297 CT —Each . 14.99 

For the young hockey fan 

[599 
Boys' National Hockey League watch. 
Pick his favorite Canadian team and 
we'll put its crest on the dial. Yellow 
Gold color top case. Water-resistant 

Luminous. Black strap. Swiss-made, 
shock-protected. Toronto shipped 
Choose from: 10(Montreal Canadiens), 

11(Toronto Maple Leafs), 
12(Vancouver Canucks). 

04 25 13298 CT — Each 15.99 

©1973 
Dr. Seuss 

04 25 13314 — Red strap. Each 

P 
014 

: 
ES : 
je 

Hamilton 02.8. 

06 Calgary 

08-Saskatchewan 09-Edmonton 

11-Toronto 

12-Vancouver 

Lovable Character Watches 1399 

A ‘Mickey Mouse'* watch. Chromed top case 
13.99 

В Super-Beagle 'Snoopy'$. Chromed top case 
04 25 13311 — Red strap. Each 17.99 

C ‘Woody Woodpecker't. Yellow Gold color top 
case. He points to the time! 

04 25 13313 — Red strap. Each 14.99 

D ‘Cat in the Hat" teaches the time. Yellow Gold 
color top case. Red strap 

04 25 13310 — Each 

368 4 [Sears] 

14.99 

E Beautiful ‘Barb ie watc h. Yellow Gold colortop 
case. White vinyl dome-on strap 

04 25 14458 

F ‘Hot Wheels’ 

Each 

04 25 13312 — Each 

Cars ‘race 

plated top case. Black 

17.99 

around dial. Chrome 

sports-style strap 
17.99 

*@Walt Disney Productior 
"©1973 Walter Lantz Pn 
$©1973 U ' 

CHARACTER WATCHES ARE SWISS-MADE, SHOCK-PROTECTED 

]-2 Ladies' Timex Cavatina Dress 
Watches. Shock and water 

resistant. Oval-shape top cases have 

Sunburst finish. Roman numerals add 
a smart touch. Black suede straps. 

(1) Champagne Color Dial, Yellow 
Gold color top case. Black numerals. 

04 25 15233 — Each 13.95 

(2) Blue Dial, Chrome-plated top 
case. White numerals and hands. 

04 25 15234 — Each 12.95 

8 Men's or Boys’ Timex Sprite 
Shock and water-resistant 

Chrome-plated top case; luminous 
dots and hands. 24-hour markings. 
Black strap 
04 25 15570 — Each . 12.95 

9 Child's Timex Watch — perfect for 
a first watch. Shock-resistant 

Chrome-plated top case. Easy-to-read 
full-figure dial. Black strap. 

04 25 15306 — Each 9.95 

16 Ladies Timex Cavatina with 
modern elongated oval shape 

Yellow Gold color top case. Shock 
resistant. Dark Blue color dial. Black 
suede Corfam® strap. 

04 25 15271 — Each 13.95 

17 Ladies’ Timex Cavatina with 
Yellow Gold color top ‹ 

Matching mesh bracelet with 
through buckle clasp, adjusts to your 
wrist. Shock-resistant. 
04 25 15275 —Each 21.95 

WishbookWeb.com 



low-priced modern styling for all the family 

Men's Timex Sports Model —calen 
dar feature. Black tachymeter ring 

Shock and water-resistant. Chrome-plated 

5.7 Timex Electrics —run on a tiny battery (included) 
Shock and water-resistant. Black straps. TIMEX ELECTRICS — 

оз: > R rai (5) Men's Economy Electric. Yellow Gold color top case - ` 
SUD SARO LUMINOUS: НОК dial анар 04 25 15565— Champagne color dial. Each 2795 NEVER NEED WINDING 
04 25 15584 — Each 16.95 Similar to Above, but with calendar feature At prices just right 

/ es s 4 
4 Men's Timex Marlin with calendar fea 0425 15566 — Each 32.95 for your gift list 

ture. Shock and water-resistant. Barrel (6) Ladies' Electric. Yellow Gold color top case 
shaped Yellow Gold color top case. 04 25 15248 — Champagne color dial. Each 32.95 
matching expansion bracelet. Cham (7) Men's Sports Model Electric with day-date feature 95 
pagne color dial, Red minute track Chrome-plated top case. World time ring. Luminous. 2 up 
04 25 15585 —Eact 16.95 04 25 15583 — Each 37.95 

10 Men's Timex Marlin. Yellow Gold colortop 
case, bracelet. Shock, water-resistant 

04 2515561-Champagne color dial. Ea... 13.95 

1] Ladies Timex Sportster is shock and 
water-resistant. Conical-shape Chrome 

plated top case. Sweep second hand 
04 25 15245 — Blue dial, strap. Ea 11.95 

Similarto Above, but with Yellow Gold colortop 
case, Champagne color dial, Brown strap. 

04 25 15276 — Each 12.95 

12 Men's Automatic Timex Viscount with 
day-date feature. Shock and water-resis- 

tant. Barrel-shape Yellow Gold color top case 
with matching expansion bracelet 
04 25 15579 — Each 22.95 

13 Ladies’ Timex Sportster fornurses. Sweep 
second hand and minute track. Shock and 

water-resistant. Chrome-plated top case and 
matching expansion bracelet 
04 25 15266 — Each 14.95 

14 Men's Timex Marlin with calendar feature. 
Shock and water-resistant. Cushion-shape 

Chrome-plated top case with Black strap. 
Burgundy color dial with White minute track 
04 25 15586 — Each 15.95 

15 Men's Automatic Timex Viscount with 
calendar feature. Sh« and water-resis 

tant. Barrel-shape Yellow old color top case 

with matching expansion bracelet 

04 25 15564 — Champagne color dial. Ea 20.95 

18 Men's Day-Dater Timex 20-22 Ladies’ Timex Cava- (21) Chrome-Plated Top 23 Girls Timex — shock-resistant 
Marlin. Shock, water-resis tinas — elegant styling Case. Shock-resistant. Black Chrome-plated top case. Blue dial 

tant. Chrome-plated top case at low, low prices. А treasured suede Corfam® strap. White dial and matching Blue strap 
mat hing expansion bracelet giftthis Christmas. 04 25 15249 — Each 12.95 04 25 15310—Eact 9.95 ue minute trac 
04 25 15576 Each 17.95 (20) Brushed-Finish Yellow As Above, but with Yellow Gold As Above, but with Red dial and strap 

Gold Color Top Case. Shock olor top case. 04 25 15312 — Each 9.95 
19 Boys’ Sports Model Timex resistant. Black dial, strap 04 25 15251 —Eact 13.95 

has calendar feature 04 25 15270 — Each 13.95 м 24 Boys or Men's Timex Darwin witt 
Elapsed time ring. Luminou MR ә (22) Yellow Gold Color Тор calendar feature. Shock-resistant 
Shock, water-resistant. Chrome As Above, but with Chrome-plat Case. Matching expansion Chrome-plated top case. Black strap 
plated top case. Black strap ed top case and White color dial bracelet. Shock-resistant Easy-to-read White dia 
04 25 15587 — Each 16.95 04 25 15277 — Each 12.95 04 25 15267 —Еас! 13.95 04 25 15588 — Each 11.95 

TIMEX WATCHES ARE GUARANTEED FOR 1 YEAR [Sears] ^ 369 
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Versatile wardrobe watch 

The complete set, only 19 9 

Pick a bezel, pick a strap, mix it, match it, color-coordinate it tor a whole 
new look everytime. ‘Bridal set’ includes a 1 7-jewel watch with a shock 

protected Swiss-made movement. Faceted crystal. Champagne color 
PLUS a Yellow Gold 

color bezel and chain that converts this watch to a swinging pendant 
Give her a colorful watch wardrobe this Christmas 

dial. Four different bezels and four slip-thru straps 

04 25 14313—Each set 19.99 

Double pleasure for Christmas! 
‘His’ or ‘Her’ watch 
PLUS bonus radio 

Watch and radio 8 

Each of these Swiss-made shock-protected 
watches has water-resistant Yellow Gold color 
topcase, Champagne color dial and Black strap. 

BONUS RADIO is a pocket-size AM solid-state 
transistor. Earphone and battery included 

Boys’ Watch with BONUS RADIO 

04 25 13316—Each 18.88 

Girls’ Watch with BONUS RADIO 

04 25 14314—Each 18.88 

STELLARIS AND TRADITION—QUALITY JEWELED-LEVER WATCHES 

] Men's 17-Jewel Automatic Stellaris with 
convenient day-date feature, Water-resistant 

Yellow Gold color top case. Matching gold-filled 

top expansion bracelet that can be adjusted to 
wrist size, Shock protected. 
04 25 12950—Each 49.99 

2 Divers' 17-Jewel Automatic Stellaris with 
day-date feature. Elapsed time ring; water 

proot-tested to 100’ depth. Chrome-plated top 
case, Blue color dial with luminous markers and 
hands. Shock protected. Black pro-divers' strap. 

04 25 12951—Each 49.99 

3 Men's 17-Jewel Calendar Tradition. Water 
resistant Yellow Gold color top case with 

matching gold-filled top adjustable expansion 
bracelet. Luminous dots and hands. Swiss made, 
Incabloc shock protected 
04 25 10446—Each 

370 a | Sea 

41.99 

4 Ladies' 17-Jewel Tradition with Yellow Gold 
color top case. Matching Florentined adjust 

able mesh bracelet. Champagne color dial. Swiss 
made, Incabloc shock protected. 
04 25 11034—Each 41.99 

Ladies' 17-Jewel Tradition in sport styling 
Yellow Gold color top case. Luminous. Black 

strap. Swiss made, Incabloc shock protected. 

04 25 11035—Each 34.99 

Ladies' 17-Jewel Tradition with 4 diamonds 
setin Florentined end pieces. White Gold color 

top case. Matching adjustable bracelet, safety 
chain. Incabloc shock protected 
04 25 11036—Swiss made. Each 47.99 

7 Ladies’ 17-Jewel Tradition. White Gold color 
top case set with 6 diamonds, adjustable mesh 

bracelet. Incabloc shock protected. 

04 25 11037—Swiss made. Each 52.99 

8 Nurses’ 21-Jewe! Calendar Tradition with 
sweep second hand. Water-resistant Yellow 

Gold color top case. Matching gold-filled top ad 
justable bracelet. Luminous. Swiss made and 
Incabloc shock protected. Self-winding, too. 
04 25 11038—Each 64.99 

9 Men's25-Jewel Automatic Day-Dater Tradi- 
tion. Water-resistant Yellow Gold color top 

case. Matching gold-filled top adjustable bracelet 
Swiss made, Incabloc shock protected 

04 25 10447—Each 52.99 

10 Men's17-JewelTraditionChronograph—a 
stop watch for the wrist. Water-resistant 

Chrome-plated top case. Movable elapsed time 
ring; stationary inner tachymeter ring. Blue color 
dial. Stainless-steel bracelet with adjustable 
buckle clasp. Incabloc shock protected 
04 25 10448—Swiss made. Each 83.99 

ALL WATCHES ON THIS PAGE ARE GUARANTEED ONE YEAR; RADIO NINETY DAYS 
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WEATHER W. 

1 Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer. Hangs 
inside, reads indoor and outdoor tem- 

perature. Molded Woodgrain case. 

04 25 54032—12 x 5". Each 12.99 

2-7 Barometer / Hygrometer / Thermo- 
meter in one precise instrument 

(2) English-Style Pendant—Brass color 
trim. Woodgrain-finished molded case 

04 25 54038—24" |. 5" dial. Ea 29.99 

(3) Colonial Plaque. Walnut-finished 
hardwood. Brass color trim. 8 x 12" | 
04 25 54070—German made. Fa. .28.99 

(4) Pendant—Walnut-finished wood. 
Brass color trim, metal dials. 18 x 5" w. 

04 25 54010—German made. Ea. 24.99 

(5) 12" Wainut-Finished Hardwood 
Pendant. Brass color trim. German made 

04 25 54100—Each 17.99 

(6) Riviera in hand-rubbed Woodgrain- 

effect molded case. Gold color trim 

04 25 54034—20" long. Each 24.99 

(7) Satellite. Plexiglas globe; metal trim, 

base, Stand or hang. German made. 

04 25 54006 L—9" long. Eac! 39.99 

B Ship's Wheel molded instruments. 

2%" dial, 5” diam. Stand or hang 

04 25 54017- Thermometer. Each 4.99 

04 25 54018-Humidity Meter. Еа. 4.99 

04 25 54019-Barometer. Each 9.99 

9 Weather Check—complete outdoor 
unit incl.: thermometer, rain gauge. 

cumulative rain table, wind speed and 

directional indicators. 5 x 6%" 
04 25 54071—Each 3.99 

Use your All Purpose Account. For details, see Page 243 

CARRIAGE-STYLE CLC 

8995 

Titus' carriage-style table clock with 
tarnishproot silver-plated case finely 
engraved in an elegant design. Diamond-cut 

gold-edge hour track. 8-day movement with 
pendulum swinging in front in 18th century 
fashion. Made in West Germany 
04 25 60061 L—8*4 x 4" w. Each .. 89.95 

Family Heirlooms 
hand-crafted in Germany's Black Forest 

А Normandy Two-Tone—chimesat the Y; hour, counts the 
full hour. 8-day key-wind movement. Antiqued Wainut- 

finished hardwood case, Brass pendulum, spun aluminum 
hour track, Brass ornamentation. 
04 25 60050 L—Glass door. 9% x 20". Each 119.95 

B Federal-Style Wall Clock with Brass pendulum, An- 
tiqued Gold color ornaments. 8-day key-wind with West- 

minster chimes. Full tune and strike sounds the hour; part 
of tune each '4 hour. Walnut-finished hardwood case 
04 25 60054 L—10'4 х 19%” long. Each 139.95 

С Weight-Driven 1-day strike-on-bell clock. Counts the 
hours, strikes the % hour. Gilt metal case, brushed Brass 

pendulum, weights and chains. Face 7% x 10%” long 

04 25 60064 L—Each 59.95 

D '"Helena'—Ant d Green case, gold-plated trim. 
lvory' columns. 8-day, 4-jewel pendulum mover 

04 25 60060—3% x 6% x 10". Each 59.95 

E Tambour Clock. 8-day key-wind. Walnut-finished hard- 
wood case, Brass dial, glass door. Choice of 

Normandy Chime—2-tone. Counts hr., chimes on ¥2 hr 
04 25 60051 L—8'4 x 16%". Each 79.95 

Westminster Chime—faithfully reproduces the chimes rung 
from 'Big Ben' of England's Houses of Parliament. Full tune 
and strike chimes the hour, part each '4 hour 
04 25 60052 L—8'4 x 17%”. Each 119.95 

Triple Chime ar lets you choose Westminster, Whitting- 
silence them 

04 25 60053 L—8'4 x 17%”. Each 139.95 

F Lantern Clock with leather-textured metal case, dia- 
mond-cut bezel, antiqued hands and metal dial. Battery 

operated. C-cell battery (not incl.) normally lasts 1 yr 
04 25 60063—5'^ x 2% x 8/4”. Each 49.95 

[Sears] a 371 
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BEAUTIFUL GIFT HOURS 

A Sunburst. Wainut-finished hard 
wood. Metal 7" dial, trim. 26” diam. 

04 25 59182 ordless*. Each 24.99 

B Flemingdon by Caravelle. Antique 
finished molded case. 14" diam 

04 25 59142 — Cordless*. Each 29.99 

C Cuckoo-Style molded case looks 
feels like Black Forest original. Dec 

orative bird and weights. 8x 10” 

04 25 58519 — Electric. Each .... 24.99 
04 25 58520 — Cordless*. Each 29.99 

D Cordless* Square-Shaped Wa 
finished hardboard clock. 11/4” sq 

04 25 59064 — Each 15.99 

E Leather-Grained and Teak-finished 
hardboard. 112/4 x 14” 

04 25 59030 lectric. Each 19.99 

04 25 59031 — Cordless*. Each 24.99 

Pair of Matching Sconces, 3*4 х 11°! 

04 25 59032 — Each pair 9.99 

SAVE 5.00 1 ensemble—clock 
sconces. Separately 29.98 to 34.98 
04 25 59033 E tric. Each 24.98 

04 25 59028 E —Cordless*. Ea... 29.98 

F Winston Electric Wall Clock. Wood 
tone finish molded case. Swinging 

pendulum and simulated weight 
04 25 59007 —6'/ x 16”. Ea 17.99 
G Melodian Chime — an electric time 

piece. ‘Woodgrain’ molded case 

Antiqued Gold color swinging 
pendulum. Chimes on the hour hour 

04 25 59005 — 12 x 20" Ea 29.99 

H Scale Replica Grandfather Clock 
Woodgrain finish molded case 

Swinging pendulum. Chimes on the hour 
and /» hour. Hangs or stands. 7'/; x 20" h. 

04 25 59010 — Electric. Eact 24.99 

J-K Style otf English Tavern Signs 
Woodtone finish molded plastic 

(J) Clock with covered dial and Gold 
color bezels. Electric. 9'/ x 13%” 
04 25 59011 —Eact 16.99 

(К) Sconces, 5 x 12" high 
04 25 59012 — Each pair 9.99 

L Modern Squares. Leatherette and 
Teak-finished hardboard. 10 x 18* 

04 25 59019 — Electric. Each 24.99 
04 25 59020 — Cordless*. Each 29.99 

M German Made All-Metal Clock has 
antiqued shaded dial. 9 x 13* 

04 25 59083 — Cordless*. Eact 27.99 

N Electric Digital Alarm Clock. Оесс 
rative molded deed box case 

04 25 59013 — 8" sq. Eac! 29.99 
P Sussex Wall Clock— Woodgrair 

weights. Chime ife. 1 то 

04 25 59008 L — Electric. Eact 39.99 

R 3-Pc. Spanish Flotilla. ‘Woodgrain 
molded case. Covered dial, р 

15" diam., plaques — 6*4" 
04 25 59006 — Electric. Each set 

ез 24% 
antel k. Hand 

SAV 
all w rm 
ded cor 

wood. Glass-covered 
12% x 161/4" high 

Electric Model. Was 44.99. 
04 25 59125 — Eact 24.99 

Cordless* Model. Was 49.99 

04 25 59124 — Each 29.99 
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] Birdhouse-with chicks that alternately 
peer out of their window. For kitchen, den or 

playroom. Molded case. 91/2" high. 

04 25 58521 — Electric. Each .. 17.99 

2 Wishing Well — colorful plastic reproduction 
of an old brick wishing well. Complete with a 

bucket and artificial foliage. 9" high. 

04 25 58510 — Electric. Each ........... 

Helmet —any team's a winner. Order your 
color 70(Red), 80(Blue), 35(Gold), 95(White) 

and customize it with self-stick color stripes and 
letters (incl.). 11 x 10” molded case. 
04 25 58514 C — Electric. Each .. .. 12.99 

4 Tea Kettle—Copper-plated molded case. 
Covered dial. Stands or hangs. 9'/; x 9”. 

04 25 58522 — Electric. Each .. . 9.99 

Novel Clocks — for special places in your home 
‘Pussy Cat’. Fun to watch, with swinging tail 
and blinking eyes. Plastic. 5 x 20". 

04 25 58512 — Electric. Each ...... . 11.99 

Alpine Pendulum Planter Clock. Chimes on 
hour and '/2-hour. Simulated weights, chains. 

Woodtone molded plastic case. 10 x 19”. 
04 25 59009 — Electric. Each . 19.98 

Antique Stove— Copper-plated coffeepot, 
simulated flames. Plastic case. 5 x 9/4”. 

04 25 58513 —Electric. Each ............ : 

Coffee Mill —woodtone molded case. Cov- 
ered dial. Stands or hangs. 6 x 10” high. 

04 25 58104— Electric. Each ............ 

9 Milk Can—Copper-plated molded plastic 
case. 7 x 10” high. Stands or hangs. 

04 25 58516—Electric. Each ........... 

Telephone —with removable earpiece 
Molded for look of wood. 141/2 х 5/4 x 4" d. 

04 25 58504 — Electric. Each .. 19.99 
04 25 58505 =Cordiess*. Each 24.99 

Gourmet Skillet — Copper-plated plastic 
with covered dial. 7" diam. 15" high. 

04 25 58515 — Electric. Each 12.99 

12 Panda- delightful molded case. 9 x 12”. 
04 25 58524 — Electric. Each ...... 11.99 

13 Backwards Bar Clock. Tum time 
backwards at last! Molded plastic case. 

04 25 58508 —7'/2" diam. Electric. Each... 9.99 

14 Barrel—composition case looks like 
woodgrain, Stands, hangs. 9/4 x 7/4 x 4” d 

04 25 58500 — Electric. Each .. 19.99 
04 25 58501 — Cordless*. Each 

е Black Forest Кеу- 
15-16 Winds. 30-hr. movement 
pendulum, simulated weights. 

(15) Grandfather — molded case. 
04 2557523 — 101/2" h. Еа... 14.99 

(16) Wooden Bird; forest scene. 
04 25 57535 —8" h. Each.... 9.99 

А Key-Wind Alarm Clocks 
17-24 —30-hour movement 

(17) Cube Pedestal — plastic 
04 2557536 —6'/2" h. Each. . 10,99 

(18) Metal Twin Bell with moving 
water wheel. 31/2" dial. 
04 25 57537 —6"h. Еасһ.... 5.99 

(19) Pendant Alarm — metal case. 
04 25 57534 —2" dial. Ea. ... 4.99 

(20) Mickey Mouse® — Plastic. 

04 25 57512 —3" h. Еасһ.... 5.99 

(21) Travel Alarm. Red, White 
and Blue in a smart molded case. 
04 25 57201-3" h. open. Еа... 6.99 
(Walt Disney Productions 

(22) Flowerpot. Plastic case. 
4'/" h. plus artificial flowers (incl.). 

042557516 —Each ........ 

(23) Mini Cube. Modern plastic 
case. Choose: 30(Yellow/Orange). 

95(White/Black). 2'/" square. 
042557513C —Each ...... 

24) Sugarplum. White plastic. 
rass finials, legs, handle. 

04 25 57508 —3*," h Each.. 9.99 

25-27 Electrics by Westclox. 

(25) Luminous Alarm Clock in a 
molded case. 3% x 41/4" high. 

042556098 —Each ........ 

(26) Direct-Read Digital Alarm. 
Molded case, large numerals. 
04 25 56506-3'/2х 7'* Еа... 19.99 

(27) Neuchatel with Pendulum. 
Molded case. Gold color trim 
04 25 56080 — 10 x 5/2”. Ea.. 19.95 

*Cordiess clocks on both pages require опе 'C' size battery (not included) —normally lasts one year 
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OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER for such a fine 
quality 75-pc. flatware set plus bonus 

HALF PRICE 

ыс 1888 
WAS 39-98 set with 6-pc. bonus 

A-B Two of our most exquisite stainless steel 75-piece sts ol a knives, forks, 
patterns, slashed in price tor Christmas. salad forks, e rispoons and 

Each piece is beautifully shaped and bal coffee spoons; plus 1 each: tablespoon, butter 
anced for more comfortable handling. knife and sugar spoon. Was 39.98 
Heavyweight — they won't bend out of shape! A OT Knives have 'stay sharp’ serrated bl s. They (A) 'Antigua culptured Mediterranean 

design. 75- et, plus 6 grapefruit spoons. leam like silver... never tarnish, You get a 75- 4 а 
piece service for 12, PLUS an exciting BONUS  042548612— Gift boxed. Ea. s 18.88 
of 6 matching grapefruit spoons,. something (B) ‘Jasmin’ —floral motif and graceful 
extra for a complete breakfast service. Just outline. 75-piec lus 6 grapefruit spoons. 
think of it —81 pieces in all! 04 25 48617 — Gift boxed. Ea. set 18.88 

at no added charge 
set of 6 grapefruit spoons 

CATA f UA. 

try 
04 2548613 

04 25 48618 



89.99 89.99 

‘The fabulous fake’ 

SAVE $4 to $20 
MF Diamon Flair — simulated diamonds so much like real 

diamonds that only a jeweler can tell for sure. Each 
stone carries our unconditional guarantee for 5 year 
Included at no extra cost is a beautiful gift box in which your 
Diamon Flair wil jelivered with a bottle of special 

leaner and brush. Ladies sizes 5, 5'/ 6, 6%, 7, 7'/,, 8. See 
Ring Size Card within jewelry sectior 

(A) SAVE 20.00. 2-carat solitaire. 95(14K White gold) 
04 25 37000 FB — Was 110.00. Each 89.99 

(B) SAVE 10.00. tone Diamon Flair. 2 carat in total 
95(All 14K Wht. gold), 35(14K Yellow gold/14K Wht. gold) 

04 25 37003 FB — Was 99.99. Each 89.99 

(C) Modern Solitaire. 14K Yellow gold/14K White setting 
04 25 37004 FA — 4.00 Off. 1-carat. Was 5999 Ea 55.99 
04 25 37005 FA — 10.00 Off. 2-carat. Was 99 99. Ea 89.99 
04 25 37008 FA — Matching Wedding Band. Eact 30.00 

D) Delicate Dinner Ring. 14K Yellow gold 
04 25 37501 FA —4.00 Off. 1-carat. Was 59.99. Ea 55.99 
04 25 37502 FA — 10.00 Off. 2-carat. Was 99.99. Fa... 89.99 
(E) Men'sRing. Heavy 10K Yellow gold mount 

Mer zes B, B'/2, 9, 9%, 10, 10%, 11 
04 25 37901 FA — 4.00 Off. 1-carat. Was 59.99. Each. 55.9! 
04 25 37902 FA — 10.00 Off. 2-carat. Was 99 99 Ea 89.9! 

F) Stylish Solitaire. 14K Yellow gold only 
04 25 37006 FA — 4.00 Off. 1-carat. Was 59.99. Ea 55.99 
04 25 37007 FA — 10.00 Off. 2-carat. Was 99.99. Ea 89.99 
04 25 37009 FA — Matching Wedding Band. Each 30.00 

Note: Carat is a measure of weight. A Diamon Flair, heavier 
than a diamond, is therefore slightly smaller. Becaus 
are hand-cut there is a slight variance in weight 

stones 

Items with 'F' in cat. no. are shipped from factory. 

Allow extra delivery time. No C.O.D. orders please 

Deluxe Wm. Rogers & Son 
44-pc. set of stainless steel— 
plus BONUS storage chest 

HALF PRICE 

]-2 Our Best Quality! Finely balanced, heavyweight, mirro 

OUR BEST 
Reg. 59.98 
for stainless alone 

set of 8 ea.: serrated-edge 
teaspoons; 1 ea. butter knife, sugar spoon, plus 
storage chest Walnut-look vinyl 

9 
including BONUS 

knives, fork alad forks, ‹ 
2-pc. carving set. BONUS 

ате; antitarnish lining overed wood 

1) 'Alexandra' —à 44-piece set plus 
BONUS flatware storage chest 
04 25 49005 — Each set 29.99 

2) ‘Spanish Casino' —a 44-piece set 
plus BONUS flatware storage chest 
04 25 49001 — Each set 29.99 

5-Piece Hostess Set. Complete your ser 
vice with 1 each: cold-meat fork, «gravy 
ladie, pierced serving spoon, table 

spoon and pastry server 

Alexandra' — dramatically elegant 
04 25 49006 — 5-pc. set. Ea. set 7.99 

Spanish Casino' — boldly sculptured. 
04 25 49002 — 5-pc. set. Ea. set 7.99 

[Sears] 4 375 
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Men / Great gifts with a masculine air 

Men's Games Chest- contains all the think 6 Pirate's Chest—this wooden chest has 

ing games he loves—roulette, che large, sectioned compartments to hold all his 

dominoes, cribbage and dice in a chest that jewelry. Bright Red corduroy lining. Antiqued 

beautifully finished. Chest is Walnut-fin metal hardware gives it г 
wood. Decorative cast metal pistol on top Measures 7% x 5 x 4%" high 

Measures 10% x 7 x 5" high 04 25 20501 5.98 

04 25 20500—Each 29.98 As Above, but 8 7% x 6" high 

04 25 20502—Each 9.98 

Treasure Chest—Sturdy all-woodconstruc 

well-planned interior has ring and cuff tion with Bright Red corduroy lining. Ring 

link slots and has Blue velvet lining for and cuff link slots. Antiqued Brass crest on top 
the look of luxury. 13x 9x 3" high Measures 9% x 5% x 3" high 

04 25 20510—Each 19.98 0425 20507—Each 7.98 

authentic look 

'Emperor'—our finest jewelry case 
inluxurious Walnut finish. Spacious. 

3 Men's One-Drawer Valet The 8 Men's Five-Drawer Valet—all-wood cor 

grooved top js all his acces struction with a buried Oak finish. Lined witt 

sories and a metal stand holds his wallet orduroy. Br drawer pulls. Measures ар 

All rich-toned wood construction with proximately 12% x 7% " high 

beautiful Gold color corduroy lining. 10 04 25 20505—Each 14.98 

x 7 x 2%” high 
04 25 20503—Each 9.98 9 2-Tier Valet with grooves to hold all his 

accessories and a wallet holder. All-wood 

4 Leather-Look Jewel Box with steel shell construction. Measures 11% x 5 x 3)” high 

Lined in suedine. Burgundy color. Satin 04 25 20508—Each 3.98 
lining. Measures 7 x 4% x 15" high 
04 25 20504—Each 3.98 10 Mediterranean tyled Chest made о! 

Walnut-finished wc vere are 2 draw 

Men's Jewel Box made of Walnut-finished tom draw r Grooved tor 

Philippine mahogany. Lined Gold color fe c S г nd to hold his 

corduroy. Measures 8 x 4% x 1%” high wallet. Me 

04 25 20506—Eact 4.98 04 25 20509—Each 19.98 

19.98 JEWELRY SHOWN ON THIS PAGE NOT INCLUDED 
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Ladies! Special gifts for someone special 
A 3-Drawer Miniature Dresser finished in 

Golden Oak. The 3 drawers are lined in 
Blue corduroy and have wooden drawer pulls. 
All wood. 7% x 4% x 7%" high 

04 25 20218—Each 9.98 
B Jewel Box with 'Secret Compartment' 

Self-rising sectioned tray. Lock and key 
Burgundy simulated leather cover over wood 
construction. Gold color suedine lining. 
04 25 20210—11 x 7% x 34" h. Ea. 9.98 

С Musical Jewel Box—swing-uptray, mirror 
top-quality musical movement. Walnut 

finish wood. Gold color corduroy lining. 
04 25 22000—9 x 5% x 5" h. Ea 14.98 

As Above, but without music 
04 25 20211—Each 12.98 

D ‘Chantilly Case’. 3-section swing-up 
tray, lock and key. Blushing Pink with 

Black flocking over fibreboard. Satin lined. 
04 25 20212—10 x 6% x 3%” h. Ea. 4.98 

E Earring Box with 13 sections for pierced 
or clip earrings. White simulated leather 

cover over a steel shell. Satin lining in lid, 
polished Goldtone rims. 
04 25 20213—7 x 4% x 1%" h. Ea 3.98 

F Octagonal Trinket Box with mirror in 
lid, ring slots. Gold color brocade over 

metal, with metal trim. Velvet lined 

04 25 20214—6" diam. x 2%” h. Ea 7.98 

G Jewel Chest of Walnut-finished wood. 
Sectioned lift-out tray slides from side to 

Side; compartment. Red velveteen lining. 
04 25 20106—12 x 7 x 4" high. Ea 14.98 

Н ‘Her Highness’ Jewel Box—tine-furniture 
Craftsmanship. Antitarnish-treated velvet 

lining. Selt-rising tray, compartment, drawer—all 
sectioned. Brass trim. In Walnut wood. 
04 25 20208— 12% x 8% x 4%” high. Ea. 27.98 

J Automagic Case—drawer opens when lid 
is raised. Sectioned swing-up tray. Gold 

color velveteen lining. Lock, key. Gold color 
vinyl-covered wood. 12% x 8 x 4%" high 
04 25 20215—Each 14.98 

К Luxury Jewel Case with Tortoise-shell vinyl 
finish over wood; 3 sectioned swing-up 

trays, drawer. Gold color velveteen lined. Lock 
key. 14 x 8 x 4%" high 
04 25 20216—Each 19.98 

L Musical Ballerina Jewel Box. 2 self-rising 
trays; compartment. Gold color leather-look 

Covering over wood. Velveteen lining. 
04 25 22001—12'5 x 7 x 4" h. Ea 12.98 

M Musical'SwissChalet' Wooden JewelBox 
Ballerina reflects in mirror. Velveteen lining. 

04 25 22002—9% x 5% x 5%” h. Ea 12.98 

As Above, but without music 
04 25 20217—Each 9.98 

JEWELRY SHOWN ON THIS PAGE NOT INCLUDED 
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Great gift ideas for small budgets 

] 10K Yellow Gold Signet Ring with man 
made birthstone. 10K White gold top. State 

birth month number, initial and size 
Sizes 4, 4'/2, 5, 5”. 6. 

04 25 36663 XAG — Each 8.99 

2 Cultured Pearl Ring set in 10K 
gold mount. Sizes 4, 41/2, 5, 5/2, 6 

04 25 36022 A — State size. Each 8.99 

Birthstone Ring. Man-made stone in 10K 
Yellow gold mount. Sizes 4, 4/2 5, 5, 6. 

04 25 36023 XA — State month no.*. Ea. , 9.99 

4 Sterling Silver Heart Ring. Rhodium-plat 
ed, White spinel stone. 4, 4'/2, 5, 52, 6 

04 25 36024 A — State size. Eac 

Ankh Ring. Sterling silver. Sizes 4,5,6 
04 25 36011 A — State size. Each 4.99 

6 Heart-Shaped Signet Ring in 10K Yellow 
gold. Sizes 4, 4'/2, 5, 5'/;, 6. State initial 

04 25 36101 AG — State size. Each 11.99 

7-8 Boys' Signet Ring with genuine onyx 
stone. Sizes 5, 51/2, 6, 6”, 7, 7/3, 8 

(7) 10K Yellow Gold ring, initial. State size 

04 25 33009 AG — State initial. Each. .. 14.99 

(B) Sterling Silver ring al. Rhodium-plat 

ed. State initial and size. 
04 25 33010 AG — Each 6.99 

Boys’ Genuine Tigereye Ring. Heavy 
Yellow gold-plated mount. State size 

Sizes 5, 5'/, 6, 6'a, 7, 7/2, 8. 

04 25 33011 A — Each 6.99 

10-13 Young Ladies’ Rings —femininely 
styled. Sizes 5, 5'/2, 6, 6'/2, 7, 7/2, 8. 

(10) Birthstone-Signet Ring — man-made 
stone in 10K Yellow gold mount. State birth 
month no.* also state size and initial 

04 25 36006 XAG —Eac 9.99 
(11) Birthstone Ring—man-made stone 
10K Yellow gold mount. State month no.* 
04 25 36001 XA — State size. Each 14.99 

(12) Genuine Honey Tigereye in filigree 
mount. Yellow gold-plated. State size. 

04 25 36026 A — Each 9.99 
(13) Genuine Jade set in simple Yellow 
gold-plated ring. State size 
04 25 36025 A — Each - 9.99 

14 Sterling Silver Locket and chain. Hand 
engraved locket will hold 2 pictures. 

04 25 29135 — Gift boxed. Each 4.99 

15 Pendant and Adjustable Ring — Yellow 
gold-plated with Austrian man-made 

hand-set birthstones surrounded by crystal 
rhinestones. State birth month no.* 
04 25 21008 C — Gift boxed. Ea. set 3.49 

*Birthstone chart on Page 381 

Ring size card found within jewelry section 

Yellow 

5.99 

16 Little Anne Jewel Box with 3 pieces of 
jewelry; pendant with clasp, adjustable 

ring and expansion bracelet with man-made 
birthstones. State month no.*. Leatherette cov 
ered, velveteen lining. 57/4 x 3'/; x 19/4". 

04 25 21007 C — Each set 2.99 

17 Girls’ Treasure Chest. 10 pieces of jew- 
elry included. Circus motif on fibreboard 

Swing-up tray. Satin lining. 7 x 49/4 x 3* 

04 25 20045 E — Each set 3.33 

18 Floral-Design Child's Jewelry Box. Self- 
rising sectioned tray, spacious lower 

compartment. Pink satin lining. Fibreboard 
04 25 20600 — 97/4 x 7 x 3'". Each 4.98 

19 Deluxe Jewel Box with a ballerina to twirl 
to the music. Swing-up tray. Patterned 

leatherette finish on wooden frame. 
04 25 22600 —9 x 4Y4 x 3'/*. Each 6.98 

20 Musical ‘Swiss Chalet’ Wooden Jewel 
Box. Ballerina twirls to the music. Mirror 

04 25 22601 —7 x 5 x 45". Each 9.98 

Swiss-Chalet' as above, but without music 
04 25 20601 — Each 7.98 

21 Tiny Ballerina Jewel Box. Ballerina 

tums to the music. Mirror. Satin lining 
Leatherette finish over wood. 6 x 4 x 3/4”. 

04 25 22602 — Each Б 3.98 

2 Musical Doll House with ballerina that 
turns to music when box is opened. Blue 

GREAT VALUES TO MAKE CHRISTMAS GIVING EASY satin lining. Vinyl-covered wooden frame 
04 25 22604 — 7 x 4/4 x 4/2”. Each 7.98 
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Handsome gifts at beautiful prices, just for him 

SAVE $5-56 
10K Yellow gold 2500 
men's rings 

A-C Men's Rings in 10K Yellow 
gold. Sizes 8, 8%, 9, 9%, 10, 

101/2, 11. State size when ordering. 

(A) SAVE 5.00. Black Onyx ring, syn- 
thetic White sapphire. State initial 

04 25 31396 AG-Was 30.00. Ea.. 25.00 

(B) SAVE 6.00. Blue sapphire ring 
(synthetic stone). Two White spinels. 

04 25 31493 A-Was 45.00. Ea. .. 39.00 

(C) SAVE 5.00. Genuine honey 
tigereye ring. Smart engraved mount 

04 25 31015 A-Was 45.00. Ea. .. 40.00 

HANDSOME STONE-SET RINGS 

Mer 
G Men's Sterling Silver Initial Ring, 

rner-set White п genuine 

S 8, 81/2, 9, 91/2, 10, 1 11 

Black onyx tial (except X 

> when ordering 
3902 AG — Ea 9.99 

H Genuine Onyx Ring in 10K Yellow 
gold makes a fine gift. State size 

04 25 31489 A—Eact 25.00 

J Men's Blue Sapphire Ring. Rhodiurr 
plated with man-made Blue tar-of. 

jh! stone a pine Youlder 
04 25 33012 A — State size. Each 5.99 

K Genuine Tigereye Ring. Yellow gold 
plated mount. Ji yr hir 

04 25 33013 A — State size. Eact 7.99 

*BIRTHSTONE CHART ON PAGE 381; RING SIZE CARD IS WITHIN THIS SECTION 

Your Choice 
10K Yellow gold 3700 
stone-set rings each 

D-F Mens Classic Rings in 10K 
Yellow gold. State size. Men's 

sizes 8, 81/2, 9, 9/a, 10, 10/2, 11 

(D) Synthetic White Sapphire Ring 
with brushed finish sides. 

042531041 A—Each ........ 37.00 

(E) Birthstone Ring — synthetic 
Stone. State birth month number* and 
Size when ordering. 

04 25 31042 XA — Each ....... 37.00 

(F) Genuine Jade on gold mount 

0425 31047 A—Each ... . 37.00 

CUFF LINK/TIE TACK SETS 

L Christian Dior Designer Set tor the la 
t in mer ewe High-fashion ef 

fect cuff links ar tching tie tack. All 
Yellow gold-plated. Gift boxed 
04 25 30032 — Each set 9.99 

M Genuine Jade (the stone of 'good for 
tune") set i uff link and tie tack 

et. All m Yellow gold plate 
Beautifully gift boxed 
04 25 30031 — Each set 9.99 

N Bermuda Blue Stones set in tt 
atch € 

04 25 30030 — Each set 4.99 

SAVE $10.01 
Men's initial ring 

set with a genuine diamond 

Was 35.00... pick the perfect personal 
gift for that once-in-a-lifetime man 
Give him something with a distinctive 
design. Men's popular 10K Yellow 
gold ring with choice of three stones. 
Mounted on the stone is his initial and a 
genuine diamond for highlight. 

Choice of stone 
01(Black Onyx), 02(Hematite), 

O3(Synthetic Ruby). 
Sizes 8, 8%, 9, 9/a, 10, 10%, 11 

State stone number, initial ind size. 

042531392 BG —Each....... 24.99 

All rings in men's sizes 8, 8'/;, 9, 9%» 

P Genuine Onyx Initial Ring 
diamond and a 10K 

porary 10K Yellow gold 
04 25 31043 AG —Eact 40.00 

R Genuine Alaska Black Diamond Initial Ring set with 
a White diamond and a 10K Yellow gold initial of your 

Choice. 10K Yellow gold mount. State initial, size 

04 25 31044 AG —Each 40.00 

T Antiqued Mexican-Style Ring in 10K Yellow gold 
04 25 31045 A — State size. Eact 45.00 

U Genuine Onyx and Diamond 10K Yellow gold mour 
04 25 31046 A — State Each 30.00 

W Synthetic Ruby Ring with a 10K Yellow gold mount 
04 25 31397 A — State s ach 35.00 

X Synthetic Garnet stone set in 10K Yellow gold 
04 25 31048 A — State size. Eact 40.00 
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For lovers 
—a lasting keepsake, 

a token of love 

1 A Promise Ring for Her set with the stones of 
love—two genuine diamonds. In delicate 14K 

White gold setting. For a special Christmas. 
Sizes 5, 55, 6,6%, 7, 75, 8 

04 25 36027 A—Each 29.99 

Give Her Your Heart with this promise ring 
in 14K Yellow gold and set with a genuine 

diamond. A thoughtful way to show your love 
Sizes 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 7%, 8 

04 25 36028 A—Each 29.99 

3 Sweetheart Ring with you and your love's 
synthetic birthstones set side by side in 10K 

Yellow gold. State 2 birth month numbers* and size 
Sizes 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 75,8 

04 25 34329 XA—Each 19.99 

4 Spell Out Your Love. Give her this love ring 
in 10K Yellow gold. Spells 'Love' or 'Amour 

Choice of: 01(Love) or O2( Amour). 
Sizes 5, 5%, 6,6%, 7, 75,8 

04 25 36029 B—Each 24.99 

‘Three Promises of Love’ Ring—love, honor 
and cherish—shows your everlasting affection 

Rhodium-plated Sterling silver with three tiny hearts 
in 10K Pink gold for love, 10K White gold for honor 
10K Green gold for cherish 

Sizes 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 7%, 8 

04 25 36030 A—Each 12.99 

6 Unisex Ring (ог him and her—the ring that will 
say you're really together. 10K Yellow gold set 

with a genuine diamond—the stone of love. 
Sizes 5, 5%. 6, 6/2, 7, 75, 8 

8%, 9, 9%, 10, 10%, 11 

04 25 33014 A—Each 29.99 

A remembrance for someone you love—family 
jewelry. Sparkling birthstones set in fine jewel 
ry representing each member of the family. Gift 

boxed to make the giving easy 
Ring sizes: 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 7%, B. 

A Family Dinner Ring in 10K Yellow gold 
setting. Synthetic birthstones for each 

member of the family. State birth month 
numbers* and size. 

04 25 34136XA-With 3 stones. Ea. 45.00 

04 25 34137XA-With 4 stones. Ea 48.50 

04 25 34138XA-With 5 stones. Ea 52.00 

04 25 34139XA-With 6 stones. Ea 55.50 

04 25 34140XA-With 7 stones. Ea 59.00 

B Family ‘Love’ Ring. Yellow gold-plated 
ring spells love—is set with synthetic birth- 

Stones, one for each member of your family 
Holds 7 stones; if fewer than 7 are ordered 
White Sapphires surround your selection to 
total 7 stones. Start sequence left to right 
State birth mo. numbers*, size 

042534141 XA—Each 14.99 

С Mother's Ring set with 8 to 12 synthetic 
stones, one for each member of your tam 

ily. 10K Yellow gold mount. Start sequence 
from left to right. State birth month numbers* 
and size 

04 25 34153XA-With 8 stones. Ea 30.00 

04 25 34154XA-With 9 stones. Ea 31.50 

04 25 34155XA-With 10 stones. Ea. . 33.00 

04 25 34156XA-With 11 stones. Ea. . 34.50 

04 25 34157XA-With 12 stones. Ea. . 36.00 

F' means factory shipped; allow extra 
time for delivery; no C.O.D.'s 

Family Pride means 
Christmastime—the family time— 

D Family Cross Pendant, set with up to 12 
man-made birthstones. Yellow gold-plat 

ed. 18" gold-filled chain. Start sequence 

wanted from top to bottom, then left to right 
State birth month numbers 

04 25 29434 X—Each 14.99 

E Circle Pin—Yellow gold-plated Sterling 
silver. 10 synthetic birthstones. If fewer 

than 10 are ordered, rhinestones will be inter- 
spersed with birthstones. Start sequence top 
right moving clockwise. State birth month no. * 

04 25 29435 X—Each 14.99 

F Family Circle Ring in 10K Yellow gold 
with seven synthetic birthstones. Centre 

stones for Mom and Dad, smaller ones for 
children. If fewer than 5 children's stones are 
needed, White Sapphires will be used for a 
total of five. State birth month no.*. Start 
sequence with Mom, Dad, children. 

04 25 34171 XA—State size. Each 49.99 

G Ladies’ Custom-Made Family Ring—3 
to 7 synthetic stones. 10K Yellow gold. 

State no. of stones. birth month no.” size 
04 25 34181XA-With 3 stones. Ea 30.00 

04 25 34182XA-With 4 stones. Ea 30.75 

04 25 34183XA-With 5 stones. Ea 31.50 

04 25 34184XA-With 6 stones. Ea 3225 

04 25 34185XA-With 7 stones. Ea. 33.00 

H ‘Mother’ Ring; 7 synthetic birthstones. 

Yellow gold plated. State month nos.* —if 

fewer than 7 are ordered, White Sapphires will 

Surround your selection for a total of 7 

04 25 34152 XA—State size. Each 14.99 

FOR YOUR SIZE, SEE RING-SIZE FINDER CARD FOUND WITHIN THE JEWELRY SECTION 
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something to cherish that's yours alone 
the perfect time for family jewelry. Compare these values! 

J Ladies'Add-a-StoneRing. 10K Yellowgold mount 
Holds up to 7 synthetic stones. Start with 1 or 2 

add more later. Rings ordered with even number of 
stones have 10K Yellow gold spacer in centre for 
symmetry. State birth month numbers”, size. 
04 25 34108 XA—With 1 stone. Each 
04 25 34109 XA—With 2 stones. Each 

04 25 34110 XA—With 3 
04 25 34111 XA—With 4 

04 2534112 XA—With 5 stones. 

04 25 34113 XA—With 6 stones 52.50 
04 25 34114 XA—With 7 stones. Each 56.00 

К Custom-Made Family Ring—synthetic stones 
10K Yellow gold mount. State birth month 

numbers* and ladies’ size when ordering 
04 25 34030 FXA—With 3 stones. Each 

04 25 34031 FXA—With 4 stones. Each 

04 25 34032 FXA—With 5 stones. Each 

04 25 34033 FXA—With 6 stones. Each 47.50 

04 25 34034 FXA—With 7 stones. Each 50.00 

L Family Dinner Ring— ! OK Yellow gold. State birth 
month numbers* and ladie 

04 25 34118 XA—With 3 ston 

04 25 34119 XA—With 4 ston 37.50 

04 25 34120 XA—With 5 ston 40.00 

ton - 42.50 
04 25 34122 XA—With 7 stones. Each 45.00 

M Mother's Pride—large stone Mom, smaller stones 
her family. Start with 1 or 2 stones, add more. 10K 

Yellow gold. State size, birth month numbers* (and 
which is mother's). Start sequence right to left 
04 25 34300 XA—Mot stone only. Each 
04 25 34301 XA—Mother's, 1 child. Each 32.50 

04 25 34302 XA—Mother's, 2 children. Each . 36.00 
04 25 34303 XA—Mother's, 3 children. Each . 39.50 
04 25 34304 XA—Mother's, 4 children. Each . 43.00 

04 25 34305 XA—Mother's, 5 children. Each . 46.50 
04 25 34306 XA—Motl 50.00 

35.00 
38.50 
42.00 
45.50 
49.00 

40.00 
42.50 
45.00 

35.00 

29.00 

N Oaughter'sPridein 10K Yellow gold mount. Large 
stone—daughter; smaller stones—Mom, Dad 

State month no, ® in order—Mom's, Daughter's, Dad's. 
04 25 34035 XA —State size. Each 27.99 

P-R Family Jewelry for men and women. If fewer 
than 6 stones ordered, remainder set with rhine 

stones. State size, birth month numbers* 

(P) Ladies’ Family Pendant—gold-filled chain 

04 25 29006 X —18" long. Each 999 

(В) Men's Family Tie Tack— Yellow gold-plated 
04 25 30021 X—Each 8.99 

T SAVES.00.Ladies' custom-made ring—choice of 
3 to 7 stones at one low price. Synthetic stones. 

10K Yellow gold. State birth month numbers J 

04 25 34107 FXA—Was 34.99. Each 29.99 

U Family Tree Pin. Gold-plated Sterling silver 

set with 7 man-made birthstones. If fewer than 7 
ordered, remainder set with rhinestones. Start 
sequence clockwise from top left. State month no: 

04 25 29321 X—Each 9.99 

NOTE: The stones will be set in the exact sequence 
ordered. When arranging the sequence consider the 
color combinations. 

BIRTHSTONE CHART 

Synthetic and man-made stones. State birth month 
number on your order 
01—January—Garnet (Dark Red) 

—February— Amethyst (Purple) 
—Aquamarine (Light Bl 

te Sapphire (White) 
May Emerald (Dark Green) 

e— Alexandrite (Mauve) 
07—July—Ruby (Red) 
08—August—Green Peridot (Light Green) 
09—September—Blue Sapphire (Blue) 
10—October—Pink Zircon (Pink) 
11—November—Golc Topaz (Bright Yellow) 
12—December—Blue-Green Zircon (Blue-Green) 

SAVE $5 
on a family ring 

Family Tree 

999 
ars | a 381 
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š Our exclusive 6-way diamond guarantee 

O Appraised value 1. Free insurance at tull appraised value for 1 
Ве : year f Jurchase against fire and theft O Tradition diamonds TEE y di | 

spect for security and tighten if loose. 
3 Free sizing service for 3 years. We will 

resize ring once to larger or smaller. 
4. Free one-time cleaning and refinishing for 

3 years. (Include 1.50 for postage. insurance 
and handling for services 2, 3, 4.) 

5.Free appraisal certificate showing carat 
weight, color and retail value 

6. Lifetime trade-in. Your original diamond 
purchased from us on a more expensive one. 

Original cost (less tax) 

A-J Unless otherwise stated all rings come in 
95(All 14K White gold) or 

35(14K Yellow gold with White gold setting). 

(A) Classic Solitaire — '/ carat. State size 
04 25 38003 FB — Appr'd at 475.00. Ea. 285.00 
Ring as Above, but with '/2-carat solitaire 
04 25 38004 FB — Appr'd at 750 00. Ea. 450.00 
Ring as Above, but with -carat solitaire. 
04 25 38005 FB-Appr'd-1200.00. Ea .. 720.00 
04 25 38006 FB — Wedding Band. Еа... 35.00 

(B) Engagement Ring-—9-pt centre dia 
mond; 2 side diamonds. Appr'd at 185.00 
04 25 38572 FB — State size. Each 111.00 
Wedding Band — 3 diamonds. State size 
04 25 38573 FB — Appr'd at 90.00. Ea. . 54.00 

(C) Dinner Ring —5-pt entre, 8 small 
diamonds. Appraised at 200.00. State size. 
04 25 38084 FB — Each 120.00 

(D) Engagement Ring —17-pt. centre dia 
mond; 2 side diamonds. State size. 
04 25 38576 FB — Appr'd at 275.00. Ea. 165.00 
Wedding Band — 3 diamonds. State size. 
04 25 38577 FB —Appr'dat 125.00. Ea. 75.00 

(E) Engagement Ring—7 pt. centre dia 
mond. Yellow gold only. State size 
04 25 38541 FA —Apprd at 165.00. Еа. 99.00 
Plain Wedding Band — Yellow gold only 
04 25 38542 FA — State size. Eacr 30.00 

(F) 9-Diamond Ring. White gold only 
04 25 38540 FA — Appr'd at 200 00. Ea. 120.00 

(б) "Carat Solitaire. Appr'd at 360 00 

04 25 38574 FB — State size. Each 216.00 
Wedding Band with 1 diamond. State size 
04 25 38575 FB — Appr'd at 75.00. Ea 45.00 

(Н) V»Carat Solitaire. Yellow gold only 
04 25 38545 FA — Appr'd at 475.00. Ea. 285.00 

Yr Carat Solitaire — Yellow gold only 
04 25 38456 FA — Аррга at 750.00. Ea. 450.00 
)/.- Carat Solitaire — Yellow gold only 

04 25 38547 FA-Appr'd at 1200.00. Ea.. 720.00 
Plain Wedding Band — Yellow gold only 
04 25 38548 FA — State size. Eact 40.00 

(J) 3-Diamond Ring — total weight '/2 carat. 

04 25 38550 FB — Appr'd at 580.00. Ea. 348.00 

K-W Wedding Bands —all ladies’ are 14K 
jold; all men's are 10K gold. Unies 

otherwise ted rings come in 95(White gold) 
or 35(Yellow gold) or and size. For 
wide bands state arger 
(K) Diamond-Cut Wedding Band 
04 25 39021 B — Hers. Eact 45.00 
04 25 39022 B — His. Eact 40.00 

(L) Contemporary-Design Wedding Band. 
04 25 39023 B — Нег. Each 45.00 
04 25 39024 B — His. Eact 38.00 

(M) Diamond-Cut Band with bezeled edge 
GOLD WEDDING BANDS FOR BRIDE AND GROOM 04 25 39025 B — Hers. Eact 45.00 

04 25 39026 B — His. Each 38.00 

(N) Chain Design Band in Yellow gold only 
04 25 39029 A — Hers. Each 45.00 

04 25 39030 A — His. Each 45.00 

P) Hand-Engraved Wedding Band 
04 25 39035 B — Hers. Each 55.00 
04 25 39036 B — His. Eact 48.00 

R) Ultra-Modern Design in Yellow gold 
04 25 39037 A —Hers. Each 60.00 
04 25 39038 A — His. Eact 60.00 

T) Florentined Band with 1 diamond 
04 25 39027 В — Hers. Eacr 55.00 
04 25 39028 B — His. Eact 50.00 

(U) Textured Band set with 2 diamonds 
Yellow gold only with White gold setting 
04 25 39031 A—Hers. Eact 68.00 
04 25 39032 A —His. Eact 68.00 

W) Florentined Band set with 3 diamond 
04 25 39033 B — Hers. Each 60.00 
04 25 39034 B — His. Each 60.00 

Ladies’ rin 
Men's rings 8, 81/2, 9, 91/2, 10, 10%, 11 

F' means ‘shipped from factory’; allow 

extra time for delivery; no C.O.D.'s 
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“pphire ог Opal with 12 diamond 
hite gold mount. Аррга at ( 

lue Star 
»nuine Australian Opal) 

apphire) or 

115.00 Ladies' sizes. Ea 

“he Gem Cluster. 14K Yellow gold 
$-pt diamond, six 71(Rubies). 

fophires). Appr'd at 150.00 
TB —Ladies' sizes. Each . 75.00 

ле Australian Opal. 10K Yellow 
diamond on each shoulder 

t 130.00. Ladies 2S. 

ЁЗ TA — Each 65.00 

Genuine Amethyst with 2 
White gold mds set in 14K 

tat 125.00. Ladies 
19 TA — Eacr 62.50 

5, 5'/2, 6, 6/2, 7,7 

ad value of gemstone rings. With Certificate 
aisal by an independent gemologist 

10 Blue Star Sapphire (synthetic) set in 10K 
White gold mount with 6 diamonds 

Appraised at 185.00. Ladies’ size 
04 25 34188 TA — Each 92.50 

1] Cultured Pearl, with 2 diamonds set ir 
10K White gold. Appr'd at 90.00. 

04 25 34027 TA —Ladies' sizes. Each.. 45.00 

12 Genuine Gems. 14K Yellow, White gold 
with 10-pt. diamond, two 71(Rubie 

r 80(Blue Sapphire 

04 25 34324 TB — Ladie 

13 Genuine Madeira Topaz. 10 
n 10K White gold. Аррга at 200.0( 

04 25 34189 TA —Ladies' sizes. Ea 100.00 

T' in cat. no. means Toronto shipped 
F' means factory shipped; allow extra 

time for delivery, no C.O.D.'s 

8. All Men's rings in sizes: 8, 8'/;, 9, 9/2, 10, 10%, 11 

SAVE $4 TO $5 YOUR CHOICE 3700 
14 SAVE 5.00 on ladies’ genuine Ruby ring ]7 BirthstoneRing in 10K Yellow gold. Syn 

with 14K Yellow gold setting thetic stone. State birth month no., see 

04 25 34083 A —Was 35.00. Each 30.00 chart P. 381. State ladies' size 
04 25 34190 XA — Each 37.00 

18 Fiorentine-Finish Dinner Ring. 10K 
Yellow gold. State ladies’ size. 

04 25 34191 A—Each 37.00 

15 SAVE 5.00 on a ladies’ g 
Sapphire ring. 14K Yellow gold mount 

04 25 34082 A—Was 40.00. Each 35.00 

adie: e Black 19 Ruby Ring (synthetic) surrounded by 
ow go 1 hite spinels. 10K Yellow gold mount 

04 25 34028 A — Was 24 00. Fact 19.99 04 25 34192 A — State ladies' size. Ea. . 37.00 

For your size, see the Ring Size Finder Card within the jewelry section 

FASHION RINGS 4000 

20 Genuine Jade set in 10K Yellow gold 
ring. Smart leaf motif. State ladies 

04 25 34193 A — Each 40.00 

2] Genuine Opal Ring with genuine gar 
nets. 10K Yellow gold mount 

04 25 34194 A — State ladies' size. Ea. . 50.00 

22 Cultured Pearl with two synthetic rubie 
set in 10K Yellow gold mount 

04 25 34195 A —State ladies' size. Ea 50.00 
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Gifts glowing 
in gold! 

999 10 2999 
] 14K Solid Yellow Gold Cross. 

04 25 29441 — Each.... 12.99 

14K Yellow Gold Chain. 16" long. 
04 2529442 —Each ....... 17.99 

2 10K Solid Yellow Gold cross 
and 16” long chain. 

04 25 29443 — Each 
3 Genuine Australian Opal. 14K 

Yellow gold mount, 16" chain. 
04 25 29444 —Each ....... 19.99 

Genuine Ruby set in 14K 
Yellow gold mount, 16” chain. 

04 25 29445 — Each. . ..24.99 

5 Cultured Pear! Pendant. 10K 
Yellow gold mount, 16* chain. 

04 25 29446 — Each . 
Endless Hoops of 14K Yellow 
gold with cultured pearls. 

04 25 29447 — Pierced. Pr. . 12.99 

Hoop Earrings in 14K Yellow 
gold. For pierced ears. 

04 25 29448 — Each pair... 12.99 

Love Pendant in 14K Yellow 
gold , 16” gold chain. 

04 2529449 — Each ....... 29.99 

9 Happy-Face Earrings in 14K 
Yellow gold. For pierced ears. 

04 25 29450 — Each pair .... 9.99 

10 Cultured Pear! Drop Ear- 
rings. 14K Yellow gold. 

04 25 29451 —Pierced. Pr. . 17.99 
11 Fine 10K Yellow Gold Chain. 

0425 29463-14* 1 Ea. .. 9.99 
04 25 29464 — 18” |. Each .. 11.99 
12 Twisted-Rope Chain in 10K 

Yellow gold. 
04 25 29461 — 16" I. Each .. 11.99 
04 25 29462 — 18" I. Each .. 13.99 

13 Diamond-Cut Chain in 10K 
Yellow gold. 18* long. 

04 2529465 — Each .. . 25.00 

Gifts of 
‘fashion’ 

2?? to 1999 
Š Genuine Jade Pendants 

14 15 on 16” gold-filled chain. 

(14) Carved-Jade Heart 
04 25 29457 — Boxed. Ea. ... 9.99 

(15) Carved-Jade Cross. 
04 25 29456 — Boxed. Ea. ... 9.99 

16 Shy Violets—pin, earrings. 
Flowers of man-made materi- 

als; enameled metal leaves. Safety 
clasp. Clip-back earrings. 

04 25 29075 — Boxed. Ea. set 7.99 

17-18 Hand-Made Filigree 
Brooches from Portugal. 

Sterling silver, non-tamish finish. 

(17) Rose Brooch. Safety clasp. 
04 25 29458 — Boxed. Ea. .. 19.99 
(18) Leaf Brooch. Safety clasp. 
04 25 29459 — Boxed. Ea. .. 14.99 
19 Heart-Shaped Earring Tree. 

For pierced or clip earrings 
(not incl.). Yellow gold color. 
04 2521112—Each 

20-21 Hand-Carved Genuine 
Ivory Jewelry. 

(20) Pin. Safety clasp. 
04 25 29082 — Each . 6.99 
(21) Pierced Earrings on 14K 
Yellow gold posts. Match pin. 
0425 —Each pair .... 4.99 

Credit Details, Page 243 
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Gifts that identify your feelings . . . priced right for you! 

A Men's Monogram Ring in 10K Yellow go d. State ( Sterling Silver Charm Bracelet D Men's Sports-Style Identification Bracelet in 

two initials left to right. State s. This is a factory with sp g catch. 35(Yellow gold-plated) 95(Rhodium-plated) 

shipped item, please allow extra time for delivery 04 25 29436 — Each 7.00 State color number and name to be engraved 

sorry, no C.O.D.'s Lett Initial Ch = 04 25 30003 XC — Each 5.99 

PM etter Initi arm in Sterling 
04 25 31080 FXA — Men's sizes. Each 49.99 silver. Self-locking. State initia Diamond-Cut Gold-Plated Identification Brace- 

lets for him and her. 35(Yell gold-plate) 
4 h 0 d J 

B Personal Name Ring takes up to7 letters. Sterling 025200166 3.50 95(Rhodium-plated). State name to ngraved and 
silver Rhodium-plated ring with name in 10K SAVE 4.00 when you buy bracelet color r r when ordering 

Yellow gold letters. State size and name. and two initials nitials. 04 25 30283 XC — Ladies’. Each 4.99 

04 25 36031 XA —Ladies s. Each 14.99 04 25 29437 X — Each 10.00 04 25 30282 XC — Men's. Each 4.99 

F Sterling Silver Mono- G Heart-Shaped Pendant — engraved with 2 initia K Girls’ Identification Bracelet Wardrobe 

grammed Set. Cuff link 35(Yellow gold color), 95(Silver color). State 2 initial with adjustable, simulated leather 

and tie tack with hand 04 25 21113 XC — 18" snake chain. Eact 4.99 straps ( Blue, Bright Red, Pink and Yellow) 

engraved 3l. (all exce PR to nt every outfit that she has. The 

and Z). F tined-finist H Silver Color Enamel-Look Pendant with initial (except O, Q Yellow gold-plated plaque has dainty hearts cut 

with polished initial and X, Y, Z). State initial when ordering out on each side — very feminine. It boxed 

edges. Please state correct ir 04 25 21114 6 —24" chain. Each 2.99 and ready for giving. Please, state name when or. 

tial when ordering. Gift boxed ] Sterling Silver Monogram Pin. Safety clasp. State 3 initials ir ring. Give a young lady on your gift list some 

04 25 30200 G-Each set. . 9.99 sequence wanted (second will be large). thing unusual this Christmas! 

04 25 29452 X — Eact 19.99 04 25 30004 X et 4.99 

ZODIAC JEWELRY — AN UP-TO-THE-MINUTE GIFT 

ZODIAC SIGN CHART ~ state zodiac sign by number L Pendant Gold 3 \ N Ladies’ Ring in 10K Yellow gold 

03(Aries) March 21-April 19; O4(Taurus) April 20-May 2X pended 1 dish 24 a 04 25 34332 B — State size. Е 24.99 

05(Gemini) May 21-June 20; 06(Cancer) June 2 04 25 21115 C – 2 4.99 

07( ) 08(Virgo) A P jold or silver. F 

)9(1 іга М Engraved Cuff Link and Tie Tack ymeon self-locking. 

11(Sagittarius) Nov ۴ Set. Brushed 2-tone metal finis! 04 25 29416 C — Sterling silver. Ea 4.00 

13(Aquarius) Jan. 20-Feb. 18 e 04 2530101 C-Gift boxed. Ea. set.. 10.00 04 2529417 C — 10K Yel. góld.Ea.. 14.00 

Ring sizes — Ladies’: 5, 5'/1 6, 6”, 7, 7'/1 8; Men's: 8, 8'/s, 9, 9a, 10, 10/2, 11 | Sears| 4 385 
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Your Choice 999 d 
MC Fine Gems, Elegant Styling in these three sets of pin, pendant 

and earrings. Pin — Yellow gold-plated mount; pendant —on a 

delicate gold-filled chain; pierced earrings —with 14K Yellow gold 

posts. Each set comes in a beautiful Red velveteen gift box. 

(A) TheHand-Carved Luxury of Genuine моу 
04 25 29241 — Each set 9.99 

(B) FortheClassic Look — the lustrous quA of cultured pearls sur- 
rounded by a fine gold-plated setting 
04 25 29242 — Each set 9.99 

(C) From the Orient — genuine jade. Agit to be cherished. 
04 25 29243 — Each set 9.99 

GIFTS IN RHODIUM-PLATED STERLING SILVER 

All with non-tarnish finish 

Cross Pendant on chain 
04 25 29715 — Each 7.99 

Embossed Locket on chain 
Opens to hold 2 pictures. 

04 25 29714 — Each 7.99 

F Flower Motif Jewelry 
Ring — fits all sizes 

04 25 29710 — Each 3.99 

Bangle Bracelet 
04 25 29711 —Each 8.99 

G Twisted Wire Jewelry 
Ring — fits all sizes. 

04 25 29706 — Each 4.99 

Bangle Bracelet —to ‘rope’ her 
wrist in fashion 

04 25 29705 
386 A Each 5.99 

H Slim Twisted Wire Rings 
Choice of 95(Sterling Silver), 

35(Gold-filled). 
Ladies’ sizes 5, 6,7,8 

04 25 29713 B — Each 1.50 

SAVE 1.50 when you buy 5. 
Choice of 95(Sterling Silver) 
35(AII Gold-filled), 99(Two-tone 

as shown). Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8 

04 25 29712 B — Ea. set 6.00 

) Entwined Hearts Ring 
Ladies' sizes 5, 6, 7, 8 

04 25 29708 A — Each 4.99 

Antique Finish Bracelet 
04 25 29709 — Each 7.99 

| Dainty Link Charm Bracelet 
with spring catch 

04 25 29429 — Each 4.00 

All generations have a charm 
of their own and here's a gift 

for mother, wife, daughter or girl- 

friend and any other woman on your 

gift list — charms, bracelets in 10K 

Yellow gold or Sterling silver. This 
year our prices are the lowest possible 

to make this personal gift fit any budget. 

ALL CHARMS SHOWN ARE SELF-LOCKING 

10K Yellow Gold Sterling Silver 

Description [Catalogue No.| Each | | Catalogue №] Each 

1— Zodiac Charm, state sign 

number, see P. 385 ... 

2 — Bracelet, safety clasp . 

3— Bracelet, spring catch... 
4— Bracelet, safety clasp ... 

5 — Bracelet, safety clasp ... 

6 — Bracelet, safety clasp 

7 — Bracelet, spring catch 
8— Bracelet, safety clasp ... 

9— Boy Charm, state birth 
month no., see P. 381. 

10—Christmas Tree... В 
11 — Girl Charm, state birth 

month no., see P. 381. 04 25 29168 C| 17.001104 25 29167 C| 5.00 

 إل —<=-_ _ —

12— Christmas Angel 042529218 | 17.50 04 2529217 3.50 

13— Christmas Bell 042529213 | 17.50 04 25 29212 4.00 

14 — Christmas Wreath 042529365 | 22.0004 25 29364 4.00 

15— Christmas Stocking 042529367 | 18.00 |04 25 29366 5.00 

04 25 29222 С! 18.50/04 2529221 C| 4.00 

04 25 29192 | 37.50042529191 | 10.00 

04 25 29428 | 45.001104 25 29427 9.00 

04 25 29211 | 95.00 |04 25 29210 | 19.50 

04 25 29422 | 50.0004 25 29421 | 12.00 

04 25 29424 | 95.00/ 042529423 | 25.00 
04 25 29426 | 35.00 104 25 29425 8.00 

04 25 29845 | 55.0004 25 29844 | 11.75 

04 25 29170 С! 17.00 |04 25 29169 C| 5.00 

042529301 | 20.0004 25 29300 4.50 

16— Cupid 042529309 | 12.00 |04 25 29308 3.00 

17 —Love Birds 042529234 | 15.0004 25 29233 3.25 

18—Love ... 042529062 | 15.0004 25 29061 375 

19 — Never Stop Loving You 042529226 | 16.00/04 25 29225 3.00 

20—Love Bug 04 25 29369 | 20.001104 25 29368 5.00 

21 — Ankh Symbol 
22—Happy Face 

04 25 29220 9.00!'04 25 29219 3.25 
04 25 29390 | 22.0004 25 29389 4.00 

23—Peace 042529333 | 12.00 |04 25 29332 3.25 

24 —'Hear No Evil 042529228 | 15.0004 25 29227 3.00 

25 — Wishbone 042529311 | 10.00/04 25 29310 3.50 

26 — Good Luck 
27 — Worry Bird 

04 25 29296 | 13.00|04 25 29295 3.25 
04 25 29274 | 32.00 104 25 29273 5.25 

28 — Key to Success 042529395 | 15.00 |04 25 29394 3.75 

29—Mom 5 Р 042529224 | 14.00 |04 2529223 2.75 

-V.IP 04 2529272 | 18.00 |04 25 29271 4.25 

31 — Baby Booties 04 25 29294 | 20.00 |04 25 29293 3.75 

32 — Hope, Faith, Charity 042529280 | 15.00/0425 29279 3.75 

33— Church 042529397 | 18.001042529396 | 3.50 
34 — Cross 042529399 | 15.00/|04 25 29398 | 4.00 
35 — Happy Birthday 04 25 29260 | 27.00 0425 29259 | 425 

Happy Anniversary 
(not shown) 042529262 | 27.00 |04 25 29261 | 4.25 

36 — Maple Leaf 

37 — Canada Beaver 

042529197 | 15.001104 25 29196 3.50 
042529232 | 15.0004 25 29231 3.75 

38 — Elephant 042529258 | 27.00 |04 2529257 5.00 

39 — Kitten 04 25 29284 |25.00|04 25 29283 5.00 

40 — Horse's Head 04 25 29401 | 25.0004 25 29400 4.25 

41 —Poodle 04 25 29236 | 22.00 04 25 29235 3.50 

42 —Fish 042529230 15.0004 25 29229 3.25 

43 — Lobster Trap 042529288 | 28.00| 04 25 29287 6.00 

44 — Cultured Pearl 

(in Shell) 042529292 | 21.00 |04 25 1 3.75 

04 25 29264 | 20.00 04 25 29263 4.25 
042529278 | 18.0004 25 29277 3.50 

45 — Typewriter 
46 — Antique Phone 
47 -DC8 042529270 | 16.00/04 25 29269 4.25 

48 — Antique Car 04 25 29276 |25.00/042529275 5.00 

49 — Bicycle 042529298 | 17.50|04 25 29297 4.00 

50 — Skidoo 04 25 29403 |25.00/04 25 29402 4.25 

51 — Curling 042529405 | 13.00/04 25 29404 3.50 

52 — Ballet Slipper 042529407 | 25.00 |04 25 29406 5.00 

53-— Violin 042529409 | 14.00 |04 25 29408 3.50 

54 — Music Clef 04 2529411 11.00 |04 25 29410 3.00 

55— Pitcher 042529413 | 30.00 04 25 29412 6.50 

56 — Fruit Basket with Assorted 

Genuine Stones 042529415 | 65.00 

WishbookWeb.com 
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• 90-watt* output AM, FM, FM stereo tuner amplifier ^ Bass reflex, 4-speaker system 

* Built-in 8-track tape player/recorder e Full-size Garrard automatic record changer 

e Pair of microphones for external recording e Includes headset for your private listening pleasure 

Tuner Amplifier is all solid state. Sliding controls for bass, treble, balance, Speakers — each enclosure contains one 6'/;* woofer and one 2" hom tweeter. In 

volume. Stereo ‘alert’ light, AFC. About 20% x 13'/ x 51/2" high Woodgrain finish, each approximately 17'/4* high x 11* wide x 8'/4" deep. 

Built-in 8-Track Player/Recorder plays automatically or manually with pro 57 25 28413 DL — Was 329.98. Complete system, each .... 269.97 
gram button. Has fast forward, auto stop. Illuminated channel numbers. so a | All wood; skirted, with equipment compartment 

iepherd* casters. roximately 37* 15%” x 
Recorder tapes directly from FM, AM, FM stereo and phono. With mikes it will 57 25 20130 DL Shipped mella кр: Кы TEN, 29.98 
tape externally. Excellent for audio hobbies. Features illuminated recording 

indicator, plus meters and controls to obtain ideal recording. Also has auto *Truth in electronics —see details on Page 255 

۷ cidental eras s | 1 pac dp «Ws ораи! erasing as unit erases as it records. It can also be Save on 8-track package Over 47% Off! Package consists of 2 blank 

2 8-track cartridges for recording your own 

Changer plays up to 8 records automatically and shuts off. Has cueing lever, 499 tapes, plus headcleaner cartridge 

dual diamond/sapphire needles. Approximately 16 x 15'/4 x 8" high 57 25 19675 — Sep. reg. 9.48. Ea. pkg. 4.99 

WE PAY ALL REGULAR SHIPPI CHARGES . . . SIMPSONS-SEARS VANCOUVER 6 

WishbookWeb.com 
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Winnie-the-Pooh 
Animal Collection 
Stuffed Pooh Bears are 
soft and cuddly and ev 

ery-inch adorable. Gold-col 
ог acrylic plush. Black eyes 
are firmly clamped in. Red 
felt mouth, 
11-inch sitting Pooh. Poly 

) urethane foam-filed. 
29С 185072— Wt. 6 os. 5450 
11-inch musical Pooh 
Plays a merry Pooh tune 
that children will love to 

29018191 no 
22-inch sitting Pooh 
Filled with lightweight poly. 
styrene and cotton. 
28 C 15189—Wr, 4 Ibs 614.00 
39-inch sitting Pooh 
(Shown on opposite page.) 
Filled with lightweight poly 
styrene. 
28 18186—Wt. 8 Ibs. $34.00 
7 Eeyore. . Pooh's good 

friend is a delightful 
companion for every play 
ful youngster. 100% acrylic 
plush filled with 100% cot 
ton. 12% inches long, 
inches high. Felt eyes, mane 
and tail. Gray 

Shp. wt. 1 ib. М oc. 
29015174 1700 
8 Tioger . . Pooh's friend 

a tame "n wonderful 
play-pet. 100% acrylic 

ned with white 
brushed 100% cotton. 15 
Inches long, Clamped-in 

эзе, eyes. Orange, black 
stripes. Polyurethane foam 
filled 

Shpg. wt. 1 b. 10 08 
29015177 1100 

Hand-washable Winnie-the-Pooh 
that floats 

Great for infants! baths . . be floats. This Winnie-the 
Pooh bear is made of washable 80% Arnele triace 

tate and 20% nylon or 100% nylon covering. Filled with (00% polystyrene. 11 inches long. Tightly clamped-in 
eyes and nose. Screen-printed eyebrows, mouth and 
Pooh” on chest. Gold and 
29 € 18172 Ship ing weight 1 pound Each 4400 

ms 
TODDLER ANO 
AMNLE SIZES 

Fleece Set 
Ideal playwear on cool days! Кай of 100% Acrilant acrylic. Pants have 
fine-fitting all-around elastic waist, ribbed-knit cuffs. Jacket has draw 
string hood, zipper front. Dimension- weld® (raised) applique of Winnie- 
the-Pooh on chest. Top and pants in green with contrasting red long 
sleeves. White piping. Machine wash at warm temperature, tumble dry 
Toddler sizes. Stair site IT, ЗТ or — Juvenile sizes. Sizes M(4-5) and 
АТ, Gite both number ond Ийе LU6-6x). State letter size М or L 
ordering toddler sizes. See m 
low before ordering. below betore ordering. 
28 CT2092F—Wt.Bor....Se 9899 29C 60181F—We. 8 oz. ..Set 99.99 

CHART 1: Toddler sizes CHART 2: Juvenile sizes 
Order Size] 27 | эт Order i 

INDEX TO OTHER POOH ITEMS 



WINNIE THE-POOH ¿Eisner from Sears 
For little boys 

(1 and 2) Corduroy ShirtsJacket woven of polyester 
and cotton. Designed with Gripper® snap front and 
cuffs. Two round flap pockets on chest. Side vents for 
a comfortable fi. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 
Sate size 3, 4, 5, 6 or Ox. See Chart 1 оп page 11 
) 29 C 34105F—Loden green 

(2) 29 С 34104f— Butterscotch 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. Each $9.00 

(3 and 4) PERMA-PREST® corduroy Pants woven 
of polyester and cotton. Flare-leg styling. Reinforced 
seams with bartacking at points of strain. Two front 
pockets, one mock pocket tab with silver-color Pooh 
snap. Band waist, belt loops. Snap closure, self-locking 
zipper. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry . . no iron. 
Belt not incl. (sold on facing pg.) 

State size 3, 4, S, 6 or бх, See Chart 1, page 12. 
m Sim Regular Color fits slender build | t» average build 
(y Lodengreen | zersiser | CTS 

) Butterscotch | 29С7% 29C 15104 
ipping weight 8 ounces р ich #605 

Wet-iook multicolor Shirt knit of Amel® triace 
tate and nylon . . a handsome color combination of 

butterscotch, loden green and berry. Long sleeves have 
button cuffs. Hemmed bottom . . shirt can be worn 
either in or out. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. 

Sizes 502-3): М(4-5) and Líó-6x). State letter size 

For little girls 
6 ‘Smock Top woven of polyester and cotton. Plack- 

et front with slver-color buttons. Rose color flower 
embroidery on chest, Contrast stitchíng throughout. 

ural color. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 
State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or Gx. See Chart 1 om page 11. 

28 C 43363F— Shipping weight 4 ounces .... Each $$ 00 

(7 and 8 ) PERMA-PREST® Pants knit of 1009 
polyester for stretch comfort, shape retention. Fine-fit 

ng all-around elastic waist. Stitched center crease 
Machine wash, warm, tumble dry . . no ironing. 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or Gx. See Chart 1 on page 
29 C 43361F—Rose glow 

(8) 29 C 433625 —Brown 
Shipping weight 6 ounces Each 1450 

(9 and 10) Turtleneck Shirt knit of 100% polyester. 
Long sleeves, hemmed cuffs and shirt bottom. Poo 
embroidery oo chest. Mach. wash, warm, tumble dry 

Sizes (2-3); M(4-5) and L(6-6x). State letter si 
S, М or L only, not number site. See Chart 2 оп page 
before ordering. 
9) 29 C 4334 F—Rose glow 
10) 29 C 433655 —Brown 

Shipping weight 3 ounces Each $400 

(1and2)Jacket | (3and4)Pants | (6)Top | (7 and 8) Pants 

$900 $600 | $500 $450 
TEMS FIT SES TO 6x 



Winnie-the-Pooh Posters 
$400 vn 

Set of three . . fullcolored hang-anywhere posters. Predominantly red and 
gold-color. Each measures 23 inches x 29 inches. Frame them if you wish 
children will adore tbe imaginative, fanciful Pooh scenes. Set includes the 
following: Pooh's birthday party, Pooh and Tigger, Pooh with balloon. 

Pile-trimmed 
Coats 20C 15195- Shipping weight 13 cance Жаз 

(32 thru 14) tle gri Cost has economica "grow" feature Just fl айдана 
Я Ue fur Jook cutis for easy lengthening or ore o ees Creat looking aan 

Pooh Beam Bag coat has warm lining of acetate taffeta quilted to polyester iterning. Trim of Verl i modacrylic and acrylic on polyester back 
patch pockets. Self-fabric belt with buckle. Machine wash. 

Slate sise 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See Chart 1 ow page 9 before o 
(12) 29 C 28097F—Blue, white pile (14) 29 C 28096F—Beige, honey-color pile 
(13) 29 C 28098F— Brown, honey-color pile 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

Double breasted styling. Two front 
Hang to dry m $1550 

11 Heavy-duty wetlook 
vinyl with enchanting 

Winnie-the-Pooh and Tix 
ger silk screen design. Ге White Pile Bonnet of Verei® modacrylic and acetate on olefin backing. Elastic 
Five vibrant colors on headband. Knit chin бе, pompons. One sie fits sacs 3 io 6 
white background. Filled T 

Esch $1899 

. 29079048 —SRippin weight 6 ounces Each 1200 
with thousands of pol- Honey.color pile Bonnet aiso available (not shown) 
uer winless mg 29 C 70049- ing weight 6 ounces. Each $299. to a child's every position. 

Seams are doublesüiched — Jf Ш 
for added strength and 
safety. Easy to care for 

le boys’ Winnie-the-Pooh Coat. Brown plaid woven of acrylic and polyester 
polyester backing. Body and hood fully pile-lined with Acrilan® acrylic on 

cotton back. Sleeve lining of nylon quilted to polyester. Double breasted. Zip-off 
wipes clean with а damp hood. Heavyweight pile collar and lapels. 2 püe-lined pockets. All-around beit with 
cloth. Measures 25 inches buckle. Machine wash, warm . . tumble dry, low. 

igh. A full 60-inch cir- Wi нд Full One Year Warranty. This coat, upon return to Sears, will be 
cumference replaced or your money refunded if it fails to give normal wear for one full year 

Заре. wt. 6 Ibs. ‘State size 2, 3, 4, 5.6 or Ox. See Chart 1 ow page 9 before ordering 
2936701 ...Each #1580 — 29 C 44034F—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces Each 41999 

2 e С 
Winnie-the-Pooh Belt is soft vinyl 
Pooh action print reverses to solid 
white. 1V; in. wide. Metal buckle. Waist. 
sizes S(19-21 in.) and L(22-24 in.) 
State size S or L noi number size. 

V—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. „Ез. $300 

Winnie-the-Pooh Hat and Scart Set of bulky 100% 
acrylic knit. Pompon. Knit Pooh design on hat and 
vari, Scarf has fringed tipa, measures approximately 
52 in. long, Navy. Machine wash, warm . . tumble dry, 
low. Оте siae fils sites 2 io ба. 
290255 eight 1002. Set 16.00 

(17 and 18) Winnie-the-Pooh Hat of bulky 100% 
acrylic knit, Ever popular Winnie-the-Pooh emblem on. 
front; pompon on top. Machine wash, warm . . tumble 
dry, low. One sise fit sizes 2 o ба. Shp. wt. 3 oz. 
(17) 20C25848-Gold, red „#230 
(18) 29C25547-Red, navy. 250 м0 Sears] 5 



(1 thru 3) Acrylic knit dresses. 

is machine washable, warm 
(1) 29 C 55001f— Pink 
(2) 29 C 55003. Lilac 
(3) 29 C $5004&— Red 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

CHART 1: Infants’ sin 

. four beaut 

figures of laminated 

wt 2 Ibs. 
табат... 50200 

6 [Sears] tt 

Hand-embroidered 
2-piece Knit Sets 

INFANT SIZES S,M,L 

$ LastChristmas $999 
ut Ё was 15.29 

ine styling with hand stitched floral embroidery. But ton shoulder opening for easy dressing. From Korea 
Matching tights of long-wearing stretch nylon. All 
around elastic waistband for a com! 

State size S, M or L only. See Chart 

so solt to the touch. 

ble good fit. Set 
ible dry, low. 

РЛ 

293083 1L-We 
36-in. width. See “N” suffix, 
page 276. 
29C30832N- Wt. 21 Ibe, „01790. 

ALL ITEMS IN INFANTS SIZES S, M, L AND TODOLERS SIZES 2T TO 4T 
OS $699 | RS $699 | Gams $299 
2.PC. SET JUMPER BLOUSE 

rduroy set has sleeveless vest, button front 
White piping above waistline. Embroidered snowman. Pants have band front, elastic 

backwaist. Mach. wash, warm, tumble dry. Tur id om opposite py. . . sec йет (10). 
Infants’ sizes. State letter size S. M or L Toddlers’ sizes. State sise IT, JT or 4T 
only. See Chart 1 above Gize both number, lier. See Chart 2 oboe. 
29C 70182F—Shpg. wt.6 oz. .....SM 9699 — 29 C 720887 Shpg. wt Bor. .....Set 1890 
5 Gir Long Jumper. Red cotton corduroy body with white piping at empire waist 

Embroidered snowman. Back zipper. Machine wash at warm temperature, tumble dry. 
Infants’ sizes. State letter size S, M or L or AT 
only. See Chart 1 above bone. 

Each 1899 29 C 70087F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... ..Each 1899 
6 Oria PERMAPREST® white Blouse. Woven of polyester, cotton. Classic peter pan 

collar. Full long sleeves end in cuff. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry . . no iron. 
Infants’ sizes, State letter size S, M or L Toddlers’ sizes. Slate sise IT, ЗТ or АТ 
only. See Chart 1 above Gine both number, letter, See Chart 2 above 
29 C 70089F—Shpg. wi. Soz.....Each #299 29C 72001F--Shpg. wt Jor... Each 1209 
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™ LONG DRESS 
Seven pretty styles to 

choose from and all are 
machine washable 

m. Butt 

ht 8 
29055721F ..... Each #899 



for any PERMA-PREST* 
Long Party Dress 

in girls‘ sizes 2 to 6x 
Т White lo weave bo 

jê poly 
ton back. elasticized back 

1 below c Г 
29 C587221—Wt. Вог. 

Seamless Tights 
3,5 $299 

Stretch nylon knit 
Shaped panel seat. 
Elastic waist. Mach 
wash, warm. Pkg. of Y 
1 red, 1 white, 1 royal 
blue. 
Sizes 52-3): M(4- 

5); L(6-61), State 1 
letter size to pkg. S. 
M. L, not namber sis 
See Chart 2. р. 11 

рк. wi. 6.02. 
29C27005F „Pkg. 9299 

PERMA:PREST' $399 
Long Slip 

Dacron* polyester 
and cotton batiste 
Nylon ribbon and lace 
trim. Side slits. White. 
Machine wash, warm. 
tumble dry . „no iron. 

or 6x. See Chart 1 at CHART 1: 2 TO 6x Orde Я 
Lr I La Shpg. wt. 3 oe 

E E C 23008F Ea. 1299 
"к к bit [Sears] 9 



PERMA-PREST® blue denim 
Overalis woven of polyester 

and cotton. Pocket on front bib has 
turtle applique. Straps have button. 
closures. Contrast stitching on 
pocket, waistband, straps. Machine 
wash at warm temperature, tumble 
dry . „no ironing necessary 

Slate size 3,4, 5, 6 or 6x. See Chart 
oppose page before ordering. 

Shipping weight 7 ounces. 
29 C 40708F Each 1599 

PERMA-PREST® red, turtle. 
patterned Shirt woven ol poly 

ester and cotton. Long sleeves, but 
ton cuffs, Button front. Hemmed 
bottom. Machine wash at warm 
temperature, tumble dry . . no iron 
ing necessary. 
‘State site 3,4, 5, 6 or 6x. See Chart 

1 оч opposite page before ordering 
Shipping weight 3 oz. 

290 40712F Each эз. 

3 PERMA-PRESTE blue di 
Shirt-Jacket woven of polyes 
and cotton. Front patch pocket 

has turtle applique. Contrast stitch- 
ing throughout. Button closure. 
Machine wash at warm tempera. 
ture, tumble dry . . no ironing. 

Siale size 3, 4, 5,6 or бх. See Chart 
1 om opposite page before ordering 
Shipping weight 6 oz- 

19 C 407096 Each 4599 

PERMA-PREST® blue denim 
Pants woven of polyester and 

cotton. Front patch pocket has tur. 
Че applique. Contrast stitching on 
front band and pocket. Elastic 
backwaist for a better fit. Flare-leg 
styling. Machine wash at warm 
temperature, tumble dry . . no iron. 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or бх. See Chart 
1 om opposite page before ordering. 
29C40711F-Wt S oz. ....Ea, 9399 

Б PERMA-PREST® screenprint 
Pullover woven of polyester 

and cotton. Yellow with turtle. 
Ribbed-knit crew neck. Long 
sleeves. Hemmed cuffs and bottom. 
Machine wash at warm tempera- 

re, tumble dry . . no ironing. 
2-3); M(4-5) and L(6- 

only, not 
оп opposite page before ordering. 
28 C407 ME—WL Зог. ...Ea. 9290 

v sold on page 335 

6 

Woven blue denim Shoulder 
Bag. Durable cotton with em. 

1 2 " m broidety trim. decorative plastic 
обњ $599 | Sin $349 | и $599 | nam, $399 | PST wor Buttons, Roomy front pocket oper domare. justa shoulder 

Ap. Cary on your shoulder or JOVEMBER 281 a very emoocirtant cate See the TV War Premera of epp 
MINNIE THE POOH AND TIGGER, TOO" (Check your newspaper for local ima) EL E 



(113) 
Your choice only 

RrumE $629 

PERMA-PREST® plaid woven Set of polyester and nylon . . pretty green and pink combination. 
Long-sleeve jacket has solid-color collar, placket and yoke trim, Stylish elastic waist for fine fit 

Slightly flared pants have band front, elastic back. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry . . no iron. 
State sive 3, 4, S, 6 or Gx. See Chart 1 below before ordering. Measure to be sure. 

29 C 4335 1F— Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
PERMA-PREST® doubleknit Set of 100% polyester . . stretch comfort, easy-care good looks. 
Pullover top is rust with contrasting gold-color sleeves, full rib-knit turtleneck collar, Mock vest 

has screen print on front. Rust pants have all-around elastic waist, screen print on leg bottom. Ma 
chine wash at warm temperature, tumble dry . . never needs ironing. 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6 oF бх. See Chart 1 below before ordering. Measure lo be sure. 
29 43356 Shipping weight 9 ounces 

1699 

1699 

З PERMA-PRESTE patchwork woven Set of polyester and cotton. Long-sleeve red shirt-jacket 
has cheerful multi-patterned patchwork pocket and long-point collar. Four-button closure, Coordi 

nating patterned pants are brushed twill with band front and elastic back . . comfortable, great look 
ing. Slightly flared legs. Machine wash at warm temperature, tumble dry . . no i 

Slate site 3, 4, 5, 6 or Gx. See Chart | below before ordering. Measure lo be sure. 
29 C 43357F— Shipping weight 13 ounces 

CHART 1 ^ш © 
ors Order letter size 
юэ) | 3 S. Mort 
Height Fits sizes 

CHART 2 

Knit Sets with the 
needlepoint look 

(4 and 5) PERMA-PREST® dou 
ble knit of polyester, acrylic and 

ylon. Yellow pullover top with full 
turtleneck collar. Rib-knit, form-fit 
ting waist for darling little-giri de 
tail. Ruffled accent with decorative 
border stitching. Flower-patterned 
bib has 2-button trim. Slightly 

red pants have all-around elas 
waist. Machine wash, warm, tumble 
dry . . no iron. 
‘State size 3, 4, 5,6 or 6x. See Chart 

1 al left before ordering. 
(4) 29 C 43383F—Red with yellow 
(5) 29 C 43352F—Navy with yellow 
Shipping weight 8 ounces .Set 9899 



GIRLS TOUGHSKINS 

Screen-print 
knit Shirts 

(3 thru 3 ) Sol comfort 
able polyester an. a knit 
Ribbed crew neck. Long sle 
with neatly hemmed cuffs 

can be 

(3) 29 C 407 15—White wit 
Superirog. 

Shipping weight 3 к 

4 and 5 ) Mitten Sock: 
Varm, nylon knit. Big 

ted-in separately for fashion 
look. Machine wash wa 
Sizes L(fit shoe sizes 6-11) 
XL(fit shoe sizes 12-413). St 

Lor XL. 
navy, red stripes 

(5)29 C 1930F—White with 
green, orange stripes 

Shipping wt. 1 oz. 2128 

(6 and 7 ) Glow 
Acrylic knit (Band 9) 2-piece Sweater Set 
warmth. Machine $799 nsus 
wash, warm. Made in 7 DM Taiwan. One site fis 
size 20 6x. 
(6)29 C 25001—Red, 
white, navy stripe 

(7929 € 25062—Green, 
orange white stripe 

Shpg. wt. 102. ..0190 



Jeans and Overalls.. plaids, solids "an 
(8 and 9) Two piece Sweater Ser 

mat, V-neck. Machine wash warm; 
2:3): M(4-5): 116-08), State let 

г size S, M, L mol number site. See Chart 2, pag 
Жз men (9) 29 € 35035 L 

(10 thru 15) PERMA-PREST® Jean 
alls. The strongest we sell. „lab tests 
Ы Dacron* type 59 polyester, DuPont 420 n cotton. Seams sewn with polycore thread. Machine 
Wash warm; tumble dry. No ironing needed. 

d 11). (Shown on facing 
nt pockets. Double knees LLSG, 

The Plaid Jeans (10. 
pase.) Pull-on style. Two 

nd front: elastic back. Flare legs. Siate ni 
6x. See Chart 1 om facing page. 

Average build 
HOT. 206 а0706ғ | 2964 ЕНЕН 

Shipping weight 6 ounces 
The Plaid Bib Overalls (12). Bib pocket. Flare legs 
Red, white, blu X up the phone and 

rt Lom page 11 - is 
The Solid.color Jeans (13 thru 15). Two front pock: 

elastic back. Mock fiy 

s" 
Е 

CST IC ISTE 
ЕНЕ 2910053. 

ine 77296000837 MEROS 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 155 
(16 thru 19) PERMA-PRESTS Turtleneck, Polyes 
ter and cotton knit. Turtle embroidery. Hemmed 
Sleeves and bottom. Machine wash warm temp 
and tumble dr 
116-08). State. 

1) 29 C 406807 White 
12) 29€ 40888F Green (19) 29 C ADF Red |, 

(20 thru 22) Hooded Sweater. Acrylic rib kait, Zip. 
per front; drawstring hood. Two patch pockets. Wide 
Abed cuffs, waistband, Machine wash warm: tumble 
dry. Made in Korea. Buy it the easy way—order by 
hone, Sizes S(2-3); M(4-$); L(o-6x). State letter 

Size S; M, L mol number sar. See Chart 2 on рар 
20) 28 C SSE ON white Bessie 

29 C 36131 — Red 

(23 and 24) Belt with Toughs 
па edges. Vinyl strap wi} size or L only. 

Sounce i2) 



* take on a festive 
new holiday look 

L. NE 

LITT E 
HU 
ши 

еш Ё, É 

Anus) $569 , 



10) 

8 

а! i 

sassu 
No iron knit Shirt 

$299 
(7 thru 10 ) PERMA 
PREST polyester and cot 
ton rib knit shirt. 3 button 
placket front. Rib knit cuff 
Hemmed bottom. Mai 
wash warm. Do not bleach. 
Tumble dry. No ironing. Sizes 

1-3): М(4-5); L(6-6x). 
State letter size S, M, L mol 
number size. See Chart 1 be- 
low. Wt. ex. 4 oz. 

29 C 48778-06 white 
8) 29 C 48776F—Navy 
9) 29C48781F—Rust 
10) 29 C 4078— Green. 

Each 1299 2for 594 
Chart 1:Sires S M.L 

FT SIZES 2 T0 6% 
Wet look woven Shirt 

$399 
(11 end 12) Wet look 
fashion. Woven Aracié triacetate and nylon. Bu ton placket front Hemmed bottom. Ma Chine wash warm temper Sture and tumble dry Sizes 52-1); МОЗ), бл). State leer size S. M. Lact number ri See Chart | below before ordering (10) 29€ enon (12) 9с exar Sip weder 

ize SM. g 

Leisure Separates in 
PERMA-PREST* double knit polyester 

HRT 
JACKET 

The Shirt Jacket ( 16 and 
17 ). Button cuffs. Long 
pointed lined collar. Two up- 

$699 эшззтов® | sears $449 
(16 thru 19) To maintain the new, crisp look, machine wash warm; tumble dry. No ironing. 

SUES 310 
REGULAR AND SUM. 

The Jeans (18 and 19). Stretch knit for comfort. Easy-fit band 
waist with belt loops. Two roomy front pockets. Sell-locking zipper 
fly. All seams safety stitched. Stylish flare legs. Stale size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. 

per chest pockets with flaps. See Chart 3 below before ordering 
Placket front with chalk white 4— d 

Slim botanas end const гы = Regular a ere | Cat | fn buld 
8299 Veste Seien (N ER d$ aca New | 

(13 thru 15) White (17) 29034134F—Camel tan (19) Camel tan 290 06774F T 
combed cotton knit. 
Mock turtleneck. Rib 

Shipping weight 11 oz. ..4899 Shipping weight 8 ounces 

knit сана. Hemmed White Vinyl Belt. 14; inches wide. Features large metal buckle and $ v à inches wide. Features large metal buckle and grommets 
bottom. For little or 20 Made in Japan Sor S 16.1 ich watts Ls D hc Жы) mats . 
по ironing, machine jetter size S or L only. met waist ric . wash warm and tum. 
ble dry. Sizes S(2-3); 
М(4-5); L(6-6x) 
State letter size S, M. 
L mal number size. See 
Chart above. WL ea. 

29 C 4067 F— Shipping weight $ ounces na 
CHART 2: 

CHART 3: Sizes 3 to 6x Regular and Slim. ior 
(13) 29c ano 15 determine which to order 

Saperman* E HT ee Da р 
(14) 20 aasosr— 7 T Batman Slim (wet chet (15) 29 С «88007 Regular (was inchs) 

Shazam* = 
Each 92.99; 2for 9594 

Saane Peranan Pc me 



TOUGHSKINS WESTERN JEANS AND JACKETS 
(1 thru 6 ) Jackets and 
Jeans. The strongest we se! 

гоп these great looking sepa 
ates. Just machine wash wa; 

h. Tumble dry do not bles 
Denim Jacket ( 1 thru 3) 
Jacket and attached hoo 
fully lined 

Back yoke. Contrast topst 
ing. Sleeves lined with nylo 
quilted to 100% polyester an 

C 45335F 
C 453345 —Burgundy 
С 453335—Navy 

wt. 11b. 10oz...... 41799 
PERMA-PREST® Denim 
Jeans (4 thru 6). Side elast 

with two patch pocket 

Machine wash warm; tumble 
No ironing. Siate sise 3, 4 5, 6, 6x. See Chart 1 bel 
Color 

28 C 76308 
29 C 763086 

Regular is 
| average build. 

$) Burgundy | — 29 C76: 
(6) Navy 29 C 7630; 

Shipping weight 8 oz Tm 
(7 thru 10 ) Acrylic rib-knit 
Shirt with western styling is Ihe 

fect partner with Tough. 
skins separates. Embroider: 
and piping trims y 

И you n 
and tumble 
M(4-5); L(6-6x), State letter 
size S, M. L not number size. See 

29 C 484595—Oft white 
8) 29 C 4466f—Gree 
9) 29 C 4MESI— Red. 
10) 29 C авабағ- Візе 

z Chart 1: Sizes 2 to x. Regu 
and Slim. Fist select sae baso eg ФОМС then mesture went to deter. Siit fwo, 

Regular [esc cre 
11 Ten Belt with TOUGHSKINS trophy buckle. inch wide beit fits all children s Embossed size $ or L only, not wur d perforations along both edges, Vinyl strap ng weight 5 ounces leather back. Engraved metal buckle. Size 29 C 34101F na 

waist): L(22-26 inch waist), State letter 

has bonded 



(Тапа 2) Girls’ and Boys’ 2-piece Western Sets. Real western styling make these 
sets such fun to wear. Woven polyester and cotton. Embroidered shirts close wi 
Pearlized metal snaps. Straight leg pants and poplin skirt have elastic waists. Machine 
wash warm temperature and tumble dry. State size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, бк. See Chart 1 below, 
1 Gitte’ Set Red. White fringe trims skirt 

29 C 7808 1F— Shipping weight 9 ounces ssas 
9 Boys Set. Red and black. Belt loops; back pocket, Belt not included. 

29 C 781077 Shipping weight 10 ounces ssas 
3 Boys or Giris 2.plece Western Set Woven polyester and cotton. Embroidered and 

appliqued poplin shirt. Pearlized metal snaps close front and cuffs, Elastic wai 
Flare leg pants, Mock fly: beit loops. Two pockets. Belt not included. Machine wash 
warm. Tumble dry. State изе 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 6x. See Chart 1 belom 
29 Ta101F—Red and black. Shipping weight 11 ounces 46.99 
4 Siria or Boys 2.oiece Western Set. Woven polyester and cotton. Cowboy shirt 

features embroidery, appliques, fringe and pearlized metal snaps. Straight leg pants. 
have elastic waist. Mock fly ping on pockets. Belt not included. 
Machine wash warm and tum 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. See Chart 1 below 
29 C 78106F—Red and black. Shipping weight 13 ounces 1699 

Giris’ 3-piece Western Set. Woven polyester and cotton. Embroidered shirt colla 
Pearlized metal snaps close front and cuffs. Western style vest trimmed with app 

ques, embroidery and fringe. Band front: elastic back. Fringe trimmed skirt. Machine 
wash warm and tumble dry. Red and white. So easy to buy when you just use the phone, 
Sizes 2 to Ox State size 2, 3, 4, 5 бк. See — Sizos B and 10. Slate sise B, 10. See 
Chart 1 below before ordering om page 38 before 
29 C 78051F—Shpg. wt. 12 ог. 9199 — 40C65007F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $799 

6 
іс back. Zipper fly. Belt loops. Two pockets. Be last it not included. Embroidered vest has 

fringed bottom. Machine wash жа mble dry 
Sizes 2 to 6x. Red and black. Si в B, 10. State rise See Chart 2, page 38. 
3, 4, 5,6, бх. See Chart 1 below 40 C 650057 Red and black 
Shipping weight 10 oz. 40 С 65008F—Gold and brown 

29C 780485 s Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. "ө 

buckle. Jailhouse key, key chain medallion 
waist); L(22-24 in. waist). State letter size S or L mol waist sise. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
29 C 789085 Shipping weight 5 ounces 1300 

WESTERN 
PLAYWEAR 
for boys and girls 

SIZES 2 TO 6i (Piaywear (5) and (6) in sizes 8 and 10,100) 

Last 
Christmas 

was 
58.99 

ast Christmas 
Sizes 2 to 6x 

were 

МЫ 17 



Western-took Belt. Hand-finished top grain cowhide. 1-in. 
wide chrome-plated buckle with western motif. The perfect 
accessory for our western pl in. waist) 

29 C 78812F-Green 29 C 78815F-Tan 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

Just say "Charge it“ when you phone your order 

Western-iook Neck Scarf. Polyester and cotton 
broadcloth. Vinyl slide with plastic "jewel". Great 
with our western shirt. Machine wash warm tem 
perature and tumble dry. Made in Japan. 
29 C78022-Blue — 29 C 78023-Red 
29 C78024-Green — 29 C 78021-Rust 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. 139 

see page 277 

Western-look Gloves. Vinyl with warm rayon 
fleece lining. Knit gussets between fingers lor 

Fringe trim; contrast stitching. Made in 

29 C 78802-Red 
29 С 78801-Green 29 C 78805-Rust 
29 С 78804-Black 
Shipping weight 3 ounces 



Western-look Hats. Tbe finishing touch for the buckaroo look. Wool 
and rayon felt. Shape-retaining crown. Chin cord. 
Sizes 501905 inches); M(201, inches); L(21 inches). Measure around 

head above ears, State letter size S, M, L, sot head rise. 
28 C T8021F—Blue — 29 C78020.—Red 29 C 78028.—Green. 
29 C 78025F—Tan — 29 C 78029 —Black 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 1298 

mus 
1 THRU 4 AT 
SES TO 6X 

1 PERMA-PRESTe Shirts. Woven check polyester, cotton. To 
tumble dry. No iron. 5 stays. Mach. wash war 

29C7815F Ble 
Shi 

29C7814F-Red 
ping weight 5 ounces 

Split-cowhide leather Vest. Two 
bright nickel-plated conchos with ies 

and fringe trim. Two pockets, Handcraft 
ed in Mexico and Hong Kong. Sizes S(2 
Зу; M(4-5); L(6-6x). State letter size S. 
M. L mol number site. See Chart 1 on page 
15 before ordering. 
29 C 286 1—Ranch blue 
29 C 7859. Rust 
29 C 7860F—Ranch red 
29 C 18625 Ranch green 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. um 

29C7805F-Brown 

| 
um =d 

i 

stitched coll 
x. Chart 1, jy. 1 

2878 16F-Green. 
э” 

le sine 3, 4, 5,6, 

3 Split-cowhide leather Chaps. 
Nickel-plated conchos, ties. Stud 

trimmed pockets. Each leg has two 
straps to snap around leg. Mexico: 
Hong Kong. Sizes S(fits child 3217 
in. Lifits child 4134-49 ia. t 
State letter size S, L mol number si 
29 С 78087F—Ranch blue 
29 € 78089F—Rust 
28 C 78086F—Ras 
29 C 780887 Ranch green 
Shipping weight 12 ounces њо 

4% 

pockets. Machine жалһ жап 
Chart 1, om page 16 

x | Regular fis | Sims 
_Color | average build slender build 

Ranch blue. 29С7832# | 29C rar 
Ranch brown 29C7838F | 20C 7845 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 

Girls’ and Boys’ 
PERMA-PREST* 
Western Rancher Set 

SIZES 370.6 
Polyester and cotton 
denim. Western-styled 
jacket has two flapped 
pockets. Front and back. 
yokes have contrast 
stitching. Front and 
cuffs close with snaps. 
Pants have two front 
pockets. Band front and 
elastic back with belt. 
loops. Zipper fly. Back 
yoke and bartacking. 
Needs no ironing, Ma- 
chine wash warm and 
tumble dry. Stale site 3, 
4, 5, 6, 6x. See Chart | ow. 
Pate 17 before ordering. 
29 C 65119 .—Green. 
29 С 85118—-№аку 
Shpa. wt. 1 ib. oz $899. 

PERMA-PREST: Flare-leg Jeans 

Cut 40C 
joven polyester and cotton. Double-stitched seams and bartacking at points of 
ain. Vulcanized double knees. Band waist; zipper fly. Yoke back. Two front 

tumble dry. No ironing. State sise 2 

1974 Christmas Book 

Ranchred..| 29С 
Ranch green) 29€ 7833F | 

Was!4.49 in 79 

3,4, 5, б, 6x, See 

T Regular fis | Slim fts 
average build slender build 

ar | 28C AF 
29 C 7843F 

1199 



Denim ond suede Boot. Suede leather 
and cotton denim shaft. Pull tabs for easy on. 

Vinylined shaft. PVC vinyl sole and heel. Navy 
Medium s 
Tot! sises: 540, 6D, 64D, 7D, 74D, 8D 
State size аз listed aber 
X54 C 11928/— Shipping weight 14 or... 99.99 
Children’s sizes: 314D, 9D, 914D, 10D, 10141 

11D, 1114D, 12D, 124400, 13D, 13%D, ID. 
14D, 2D, 214D, 3D. 

State rie as listed abone 
X54 С 15828F—Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 10.0%......81299 
Big Boys’ vies: 34D, 4D, 44D, SD. 54D, 6D. 

614D and 7D. State sie as listed 
67 €64864F—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 81399 
Denim ond leather Boot. Smooth brown leather 
foot. Navy cotton denim shaft. Vinyl-lined 

shaft. PVC vinyl sole. Medium sises only 
Children's sises: 84D, 9D, 914D, 10D, 1014D, 

11D, 1134D, 12D, 124D, 13D, 1314D, 1D, 
14D, 2D, 214D, 3D. 

Slate vise as listed abere 
хы C 15827F—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 100r... $1399 
Big Boys sizes: M4D, 4D, 414D, SD, S14D, 6D, 

614D and 7D. State эйе as listed. 
67 C6as6sr— Shipping weight 3 lbs... $15.99 
(3 ond 4) Two-tone Boot. Black in smooth 
leather foot with vinyl shaft, or tan in brusbed 
split leather foot and shaft. Contrast topstitch 
ing and western-look underlay design. Cloth 

y lined leg. Pull straps for easy on. PVC vinyl sole 
[m] Children's sites and heel. Medium siser only 
BE ЗИ МЫЗ Chidren's sizer: 314D, 9D, 94D, 10D, 104D 

Big Boys’ sizes 3% thru 7— 
styles (1) and (2) 

Children's sizes 8% thru 3 
styles (1) and (2) 

Tots" sizes 5% thru 8- 
style (1) 

(2] 

TID, 1134D, 12D, 1214D, 130, 134D, 1D. 
14D, 2D, 214D, 3D. 

Slate sise as listed above 
3) XS4 € 15735f— Tan: black underlay 

(4) X54 € 157347— Black: white unde 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz sos 
Tots sises: 514D, 6D, 634D, 7D, 734D, 8D. 
4) 154 C 11994F— Black: white underlay 
State rise аз listed abere. WL. 14 02 190. 
(5 and 6 ) Harness Boot. Handsome leather foot 
with vinyl shaft. Brass rings and rivets. Harness 
and рай straps PVC vinyl sole and heel 
Medium sises only 
Children's sizes: 814D, 9D, 914D. 10D, 1034D, 

11D, 1134D, 12D, 124D, 13D, 1340, 1D, 
14D, 2D, 214D, 3D. State sise as listed 

(8) 134 € 15823F— Banana tan 
(6) X84 C 15822F—Brown 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 ог. 1.4 
(7 thes 9) Foney-uch Boot. Smooth leather foot 

dren's sizes with vinyl shaft or brushed split-leather foot and 
кэм shalt Pull tabs. Cloth lined leg. PVC vinyl sole 

and heel. Medium sizes only 
Children's sizes: 814D, 9D, 914D, 10D, 1014D, 

р, 1144D, 12D, 1244D, 13D, 1344D, 1D, 
114D, 2D, 214D, 3D. State size as listed. 

(T) 54 C 15788F—Tan brushed 
3974 Christmas Book #0944 в) X54 € 15789F—Red smooth 

11.99 (9) X54 C 15786F— Black smooth 
Was 11.9 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 ое sos 

1 10 they 12 ) Cowboy Boot. Split-leather foot 
with vinyl shaft featuring colorful western 
brands and calf-roping scene. Pull straps. Com 
position sole and low heel. Medium sises only 
Tats’ vises: 514D, 6D, 614D, 7D, 114D, 8D. 
10) x C 11974F—! 

(1) X54 CIWIF—Red 
12) ха C 11943. Black. 
State sise as listed. Shpg. wt. 14 ox na 
Children’s sizes: 814D, 9D, 914D. 10D, 1014D, 

11D, ир, 120, 1240, 13D, 134D, 1D, 
14D, 2D, 214D, 3D. State sine as listed 

10) x54 € 15802f— Brown 
(11) X84 С15815—Кеї 
(12) X54 € 15804F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 or 1895 
13 Маннон! foncy-sttch Boot. Vinyl upper 

and shaft. Over-the-foot pull-on style. Salt 
and stain resistant. Warm polyester pile lining. 
Textured vinyl sole, beel lor traction. Brown 
Med. sizes, 
Children 

2M, 3M. 
For half sizes, order a vice-and-a-half larger than 
“usual. State full sise as listed above 
76 € $8036F—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. no 

Western-style 
Waterproof Boot 

is salt and stain resistant 

9M. 10M, им, 12M, 13M. IM 



at this price! Lovable Miss has à patch 
ıt cotton dress and hat . . yellow hair of acrylic 

Yam, Stuffed with synthetic fibers. Incl. ball point 
реп for autograph seekers. 26 in. tall. 
25 € 1031— Shipping weight $ Ibs, 22.88 

Roomy Toy Chest. 1t stores toys neatly 
is even strong enough for a child to sit on 

Minch thick tempered Masonite Presdwood® 
lift-off top framed with wood; bottom is of 200.Ib. 
test corrugated fiberboard (not wood or hard: 
board) with a sturdy wood frame. Covered with a 
delightful juvenile design printed on electronically 
quilted vinyl. Easy to clean . . just wipe with a 
damp cloth, Measures 1514 inches high, 25% 
inches wide and 1574 inches deep. Assembled. 

Shipping wt. 9 Ibs If mailed takes 10 Ib. rate, 
see Parcel Post information on page 276. 
25094108 su 
3 Autograph Dog . . such a low price. 

A big huggable dog in a colorful cotton patch 
print stuffed with synthetic fibers. Ball point pen 
for collecting autographs. Measures 22 inches long, 
13 inches wide and 11 inches high. 
25 C 1029— Shipping weight 4 pounds. .88 

4 Old-fashioned Bank. A replica of а bank 
that was so popular decades ago. Durable cast 

] Autograph Doll. An outstanding value 

р 

iron, 1014 in. high, beautifully hand painted 
Place coin in hand, push button, coin drops in 
bag and mouth opens simultaneously 
25 C 1012— Shipping weight 6 pounds... . 9.79 
( 5 and 6 ) Country Girl Bags. Brighten up 
Your youngster's room with these fun-to-use bags 
Charming pink and white cotton check with face 
painted on pink cotton. Yellow cotton hair. 
Б 8-pocket Shoe Bag. Pink and white cotton 

check on white vinyl backing; white cotton 
binding, hanging loop. White trim of wooland- 
rayon felt. Measures 36 inches long, 11 in. wide. 
25 C 5834— Shipping weight 14 ounces... $4.99 
6 Laundry Bag. Black cotton drawstring cord 

on bag. hanging loop on top. Roomy back 
‘opening for laundry or pajamas. 3134 inches long. 
25 € 5833— Shipping weight 1 pound из 
7 8-pocket A-B-C Shoe Bag. Bricht multi 

‚color cotton percale with colorful alphabet let 
ters screen printed on pockets. Wooden bar across 
top, 2 loops for hanging. May also be used as a 
handy utility bag. 38 in. long, 1044 in. wide. 
25 С 5835 Shipping weight 4 ounces... $4.88 

Peanuts? “Pawpet” Slim Shoe Bag. 
Rel and white striped backing with red bind 

ing. В royal blue pockets for shoes. All cotton with 
character decorations of wool and.rayon felt. Wire 
bar across top, 2 loops for hanging. Measures 36 
inches long and 8% inches wide. 
25 € 5837— Shipping weight 4 ounces. ..... 35.44 
9 Snoopy* Combination Shoe-and-pa- 

jama Bag. Royal blue background with red 
and white stripe trim. 8 red and white stripe pock: 
ts for shoes. Large pocket with side opening for 
pajamas, laundry or knick-knacks All cotton with 
Snoopy, Woodstock and star appliques of wool- 
and-rayon felt, Wood bar across top, 2 loops for 
hanging. 24 inches long and 1714 inches wide. 
25 € S838—Shipping weight 6 ounces. $6.88 

Peanuts Artist School Bag. Gob color 
cotton with rubberized backing; red cotton 

binding. Snoopy “the artist” with his friends 
Charlie Brown and Woodstock in screen print design on front. Wooland-rayon felt pocket on. 
flap holds pencil and ruler (included). Easy-carry 
handle. 1144 inches high and 11 inches wide. 
25 € 8840 Shipping weight 5 ounces. ..... $3.99 
]] Snoopy Laundry Bag. Snoopy in his Co- 

Jonial hat with friend Woodstock salute the 
bicentennial year. Royal blue screen print design 
ооп white cotton with red applique trim of wool 
and-rayon felt. Opening in back for laundry or 
pajamas Convenient plastic hanger for easy 
hanging. Measures 21 inches high and 15 inches 
wide. Buy it the easy way— order by phone 
25 € 5836— Shipping weight 3 ounces... -33.99 
Pranata characters Q United Fear Brncicate, oc. 1578 

AUTOGRAPH TOYS 
AND STURDY 
TOY CHEST 

FUN-TO-USE 
SHOE BAGS 

AND | 
LAUNDRY SNOOPY AND 

BAG HIS FRIENDS 



1 Jwosiece Dress. Blue jumper plus red. 
white printed check blouse. Jumper 

trimmed in check piping, matching plastic 
buttons attach straps. Jumper has natural 
waistline, back zipper. Imitation pearl but 
tons close blouse front. Woven polyester, cot 
ton, Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. 

8,10, 12, 14. Chart 1, below 
le sise. WL 13 01....... M11. 

9 Two-piece Dress. Green skirt plu 
pullover patch-print jacket with moc 

blouse insert. Fabric applique trims mock 
blouse. Gold-color buttons close jacket. Pull- 
on skirt, elasticized natural waistline. Jacket 
woven of polyester, Avril® rayon. Skirt. 
mock-blouse and jacket trim are knit of Da- 
cron* polyester. Machine wash, warm. 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, Chubby sizes 8*4. 
12.14 10%, 124, 14%, 
State size. Chart 1, 1644. Chart 2, below. 

LONG DRESSES 

Designer inspired fashion .. 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
3 One-piece Dress. Bodice and long apron in 

colorful patch print. Apron attached at shirred 
maturol waistline. Double rows of white topstitching 
edge ruffle trim. Attached dot-fabric belt extends 
into a back square-knot бе. Back belt loop. Back 
zipper. Patch print woven 100% cotton. Red with 
white dot print fabric woven of Avrilé rayon and 
cotton. Machine wash at warm. 
Giris , 8, 10, 12, 14. See Chart 1, below. Ship- 
ping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. 

bele. WL 13 02. State sise Wt. 1 I. ner mo 
77C 1290F 31199 77C 1833F ....21390 "Reg. DuPon 

CHART 1: Giris Sin CHART 2: Chubby Girls Sizes 
Orders] 7 | 8 Order Sue] 8% | 104 | 24 тїй [ 184 
Height On [49/4514] 52-53 Height бл.) [52-531 [54-59%] 56-58 [584-604] 61-63 

22 24, in) | 26-26% [27-27% “Ghest (m) [20-201 | 30-3! [yaa] 33-34 [aves 



4 PERMA.PREST® 1-piece Dress. Wide front waistband. Shirred bodice and skirt. Two 
self-fabric balf-ties form a square knot in back. Red buttons close bodice. White open-face 

lace trim. Elasticized backwaist at natural waistline Print-on-white fabric knit of polyester, 
nylon. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry; no iron. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Stole size. See Chart 1 on facing page. 
77 C 1288F—Shipping weight 10 ounces 19.99 
Б One-piece Dress with red velvet skirt was $13.99 (regular sizes) in our 1974 Christ- 

mas Book. Trimmed in white lace and embroidered floral braid. Black velvet belt at natu 
ral waistline. Elasticized backwaist. Back zipper. White top woven of Kodel® polyester, cotton. 
Velvet skirt and belt of 100% rayon backed with rayon, polyester. Dry clean. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. See Chubby sizes 8^3, 10%, 1214, 1414, 1644. 
Chart 1 on facing page. State sive, Chart 2, facing page. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
77 C 1229F—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 51199 ncunr Was $15.99; Now $1399 

Quilted Box Handbag. Red and blue fabric with “I like you" print covers bag and trims 
handles. Snap-lock closure and handles are gold-color metal. Vinyl lining. Box measures 

about Sila in. 
77 C9101—Shipping weight 9 ounces 1399 
7] PERMAPREST 1-рс. Dress. Pleated print skirt. Lace-trimmed ruffles adorn cuffs and 

bib-style bodice. Green fabric belt ties in back with a square knot. Natural woisdline. Back 
zipper. Woven polyester, cotton. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. No ironing. 
Girls: sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. Please Chubby sizes 8%, 1015, 1244, 1414, 16% 
see Chart 1 on facing page. Slate size. See Chart 2, facing page 
71 C 1287F— Wt. 1.20. 41299 TICE WL. 1 Ib. S oz. 11099 

$9999 

Chubby sizes higher 

2 

HR 
SZ 



Some items in Slim sizes, too 
E 

featuring the latest fashions 
Overalls, Big Tops and Pants 



SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 
1 PERMA-PRESTE rib-knit Turtleneck 

Top in off white. Pullover style. Long 
sleeves. 100% Orlon* acrylic, Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. No iron. 
Girls’ sizes 5(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State 
letter size 5, M or L, not number size. See 
Chart 1 on page 27. 
VI7 C 6739F—Shpg. wt. 6 oz.. 
2 "Bio-top look” chino Jacket in solid 

mint. Gathered front: yoke neck. Front 
button closure. Woven of polyester, cotton. 
‘Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
Giris’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Slate size. See 
Chart 2 on page 27. 
V77 C6738F—Shps. wt. 9 oc. san 

PERMA-PREST Wi 
Pants in floral print. Natural waist. Zip- 

button front. Woven polyester, cotton. 
Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. No iron. 
Girls’ sizes 7,8, Slim siz 
10, 12, 14. State — 10S, 125, 14S. State 
sise. Ste Chart 4, size. See Chart 5, 
Page 27. Wi. 1002. age 27, WL 10 08. 
VITCBTAOF 1748. VIICÓTAY 3749 

‘Smock in floral print, Matching trian- 
gle scarf. Elbow-length sleeves. Gathered 
front. Pointed collar. Polyester and cotton. 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. No iron. 
Girls" sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Stale site. See 
Chart 2 on page 27. 
VIT C 6735F—Shpg. wt. 7 02. nse 
5 Wide flare-leg chino Pants in solid 

mint. Ride at natural waist. Zip and but- 
ton front. Woven polyester, cotton. Ma- 
chine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
Girls sizes 7,8, Slim sizes 75, 8S, 
10, 12, 14. State 10S, 12S, 145. State 
size, See Chart 4, size. See Chart 5, 
pare 27. WL ion page 27. WL 1002. 
VIICETMF 600 Үл? СӨ7З7Ғ.. 9699. 
6 Turtleneck knit Top in peach and mint 

stripes. Pullover style with long sleeves. 
100% Orlon* acrylic. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry. 
Girls sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State 
letter size S. M or L, not number size. See 
Chart 1 ow page 27. 
VIT C ÓT24F—Shpg. wt. 6 02. мэ 
7 Chino Overelis in solid mint. Embroi- 
dery trims ruffle top. Elasticized back- 

waist. Woven of polyester, cotton. Machine 
‘wash, warm; tumble dry. 
Girls’ sizes 7, & 10, 12, М. State sise. See 
Chart 4 ow page 27. 
Ут? C67325—Shpg. wt. 1202. ss 
E p look” chino Jacket in solid 

Collared neckline, Yoke front. 2 
front pockets. Long sleeves, button culi 
Button placket front. Woven polyester, cot- 
ton. Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. Chart 
on page 27. 
VIT C6727F— Shps. wt. 10 o2. 1998 
Y PERMA-PREST® wide flare leg chino 

Pants in solid peach. Natural waist Zip- 
button front. Woven polyester, cotton. 
Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. No iron. 
Girls sizes 7, 8, Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 

12, 14. State 108, 125, 14S. State 
size. See Chart 4, size. See Chart 5, 

page 27. Wt. 11 oz. 
VIICOT2 4699 V77C6729F 9890 
10 PERMA-PRESTe crew neck Sweat. 
er in peach with striped front. Short 

sleeves. Knit of 100% Orlon* acrylic. Ma- 
chine wash, warm; tumble dry. No iron. 
Giris’ sizes 5(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State 
letter size S, M or L. not mumber sist. See 
Chart 1 om page 27. 

'30— Shpg. wt. $ oz... s 
]] PERMA-PREST® Shirt in floral print. 

Long sleeves. Long pointed collar, 
button front. Woven of polyester, cotton. 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. No iron. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12. 14. State site. See 
Chart 2 ow page 27. 
Ул? C 6731F—Shpg. wt. 7 ог. 

featuring the latest fashions . . ombre looks and screen prints 

(12 thru 15) Ombre blue Coordinates. The items you buy may have a different light-to-dark or dark-to-light. 
Ombre effect from those you see on this page. All are woven of polyester and cotton. 
12 PERMA-PREST* Overalls have a 

screen print on bib, Back zipper. Ma. 
chine wash at warm, tumble dry. No iron. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. See 
Chart 4 on page 27. 
V77 C 6724F—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. пою 
3 Newsboy-style Hat. Elasticized hat- 

band for a comfortable fit. Acetate lin- 
ing. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
77 C 9049— One sise fits all Wt, 302. ..9298. 

14 PERMA-PREST® Jacket with screen print on back. Front 
button closure. Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry, No iron. 

Gir size 7, 8,10 12, 14. Soe эше. See Chart 2 on pag 27 
V1 C 6720F—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. a. 
15 Paredes Pants. Ride ai natural voisine Zip and button 

front. Machine wash at warm: tumble dry. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 10S, 125, 
Sate size. Please see Chart à on — 148, State sise. Please see Chart 
pase 27. Son page 27, 
VITEBIF-WI 1202..1949.— V7 C 6722.—Wt 1202. 

PERMA-PREST* Go-with print Tops 
16 Knit Shirt All-over print. Pullover style. 

Long sleeves. Collared neckline. Polyes- 
ter, cotton. Machine washable, warm; tumble 
dry, No iron. 
Girls‘ sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State 
letter size S. M or L. not number sise. See 
Chart 1 om pope 27. 
VIT C 6725F—Shpe. wt. Soz. ..........9699 

17 Jersey T-shirt in periwinkle blue with screen print on front. 
Short sleeves. Pullover style. Polyester, cotton jersey. 

Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. No iron. 
Girls" sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State letter size S, M ог 
U mat number siae. Chart t on age 27. 
VIICO23F—Sbpg. wt dor. ss. 

"Reo Du Pont TM 
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Gill 1 «xor 
Soma heme in Slim end Chubby sizes, too 

JACKETS 
"n JEANS 

(1 and 2) Blue ombre with red, white, 
blue floral print. Woven polyester 
cotton. Machine wash, warm te: 

item (1), sold on facing page. 

1 ескен Floral print on jacket back, 
collar, cuffs and two Пар pockets 

Front yoke. Metal snap closure and cuffs. 
Rounded shirttail bottom. 
Girls sizes 7,3, 10, 12, 14. State sie. See 
Chart 2 on page 27. 
T1C2444F—Shp wt 120r "э 

9 Jeans. Ride at natural waist. Floral 
print on leg bottoms and waistband, 

Zipper front closure. Back darts provide 
comfortable fit. Wide-flare legs. 
Giris’ sizes 12, 14. Avoid disap- 
pointment med sive. See Chart 4 
on page 27. 
71 C 4620F— Shpg. wt. 15 ог. 1.99 

(3 and 4) Brushed twill in navy blue. 
Woven polyester and cotton. Machine 
wash, warm. Turtleneck pullover shown 
with item (3) sold on facing page. 

Jacket. Curly polyester pile lining 
Sleeves of rayon quilted to polyester 

Waist length ranch style with zip closure. 
Yoke front. Zipper pockets. Snap сый, 
White contrast stitch 

ils’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Slate sise. See 
art 2 om page 

T1 CA98.— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. m 

Jeans. Modified boy-cut - . rides 114 
in. below natural waist, Two zipper 

pockets th white contrast 
stitching 
flare legs. 
Giris” sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, Avoid disap- 

sie. Se Chart 4 
om par 
71 4821F—Shpg. wt. 1502 ию 
Slim sizes 75, 85, 10S, 125, 14S, Avoid 
disappointment . . order correct rise. See 
Chart 5 on pase 
77 C9921F-Shpg. wt. 15 oz. ws 

5 Shoulder Bag 
quilted calico print. Navy contrast. 

Snap flap closing. Two front snap 
pockets. 100% cot 
77 C 9087 Shps. wt. 4 ог. 9 

л red, white and black 

GIRLS GROW RAPIDLY 
Ses measuring instructions 

in Big Book 
for FREE tape measure 
just order 39 C 6672 

26 [Sears] 

Our lowest priced 
puffy-look quilted Jacket 

Only s1, 2. 

(6 end 7 ) Wind resistant 10 
warm, polyester fill. N; 
up collar, non-quilted nylon hid 
Front zipper closure. Two 
Machine wash, warm temperature. Assembled in Hai 
Ч. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

on quilted t 

g hood, 

Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Stale sise. Please be sure le see 
Chart 2 om page 2 
(6) 77 C 24347— Blue 7 C 2435F— Orange, 

ipping weight 1 pound 



Color-bright TOPS 
Bib-top OVERALLS 
(1 thru 4) PERMA-PRESTE Pullover Top of rib-knit polyes- 
ter. Long sleeve turtleneck style. Hemmed cuffs and bottom for 
a siay-neat look. Easy-care . . just machine wash at warm tem 
perature; tumble dry, no ironing needed. 
Girls’ sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State letter size S, M or 
L, not number size. See Measuring Chart 1 below, 
(1) 77C 73985—Green (3) 77 C7362—Red 
(2) TC7344F—God (4%) 77 C7361—White. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. su 
Б TOUGHSKINS® PERMA.PREST® plaid Over 

strongest overalls we sell . . lab tests prove it. Woven of 
Dacron* type 59 polyester, DuPont 420 nylon and cotton . . a 
super-befty tri-blend fabric . . so rugged we actually made а 
trampoline out of it. Green, navy and white pattern. Patch pock 
et on bib front. Adjustable button closure on suspenders. Zipper 
and button closure at back waist, Flare legs. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry, no iron. 
Giris: sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Avoid disappointment, order correct 
size. See Measuring Chart 4 below, 
71 C 46117 Shipping weight 15 oz. за 
Chubby Girls’ sizes 8s, 1045, 1215, 14%. 16%. Avoid disap- 
pointment, order correct sist. See Chart 6 below, 
71 C 4951 Shipping weight 1 pound нон 

6 Embroidered Overalls in blue. Multicolor peacock embroi- 
дету decorates front bib and lower leg bottoms. Adjustable 

button-on shoulder straps at bib provide better fit. Zipper and 
button closure at back waist. Flare legs. Woven fabric of polyes 
ter and cotton. Machine washable at warm temperature and 
tumble dry 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Avoid disappointment, order correct 
tise, See Measuring Chart 4 below. 
77 C 4610F—Shipping weight 14 ounces sa 
"Reg. DuPont TM 

MEASURING CHART 1: For Tops and Sweaters 
Girls sizes 5. M.L 

pa fn) 
MEASURING CHART 3: For Pant Sets 

Chubby Girls sizes 8% to 16% 
OrerSue| 84 | 10% 

MEASURING CHART 4: For Pants, Je 
Giris” su 

MEASURING CHART 5: For Pants and Je 
Giris sizes 75 10 145 

3s 



etym PANTS SETS 
in corduroy 

or brushed denim 

1 Bib top Brown corduroy Set. Short 
waist-length jacket has zipper front 

Pointed collar. Long sleeves with button 
cutis. Pull-on style bib top pants. Button 
closure on shoulder straps. Flare legs. Wo- 
ven polyester and cotton blend. Machine 
wash, warm temperature. So easy to buy 
when you just use the phone. 
Girls sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State sise. See 
Chart 2on page 
71 C 5057 Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 7 
Chubby sizes 81%, 1044. 12 
‘Soe size. See Chart 3 on page 
TI CS157F—Shps. wt. 11b. 9 ог... ,.%1699 

ө Shirt, Peasant print in 
green and gold on ecru back 

ground. Button front. Pointed collar. Two 
button cuffs. Shirttail bottom. Woven poly. 
ester and rayon, Machine wash, warm. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 
Chart 2 on page 27. 
VII CO9  Shps. wt. 6 02. 1599 

12, 14, State sise. See 

Blue brushed denim Set. Sewn of fab- 
ric that's been pre-washed to give it to- 

day's casual "washed-down" look. Wash 
ing intensifies this fabric's beauty by 
changing its fashionable shadings. 

Shirt style jacket. Decorative red metal 
buttons and contrast red stitching. Pointed 
collar. Two button flaps. Long sleeves. 
Square hemmed bottom. Flare leg pants 
have zipper and button front closure . . ride 
at natural weist. 100% brushed cotton den 

Machine wash, warm temperature 
Shirt sold on page 31 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, State sise. See 
Chart 2 om page 
TI © $0206 Shpg. wt. 11b. 9 z......41499. 
Chubby sizes 81, 1044, 12% 1414 
State size. See Chart 3 ow page 27. 
77C 5179F—Shpg. wt. 11. or... 1699 
4 Bib top green brushed denim Ser. 

Zipper front jacket has long sleeves. 
with button cuffs. Multicolor patchwork 
print on pockets, collar and cuffs match bib 
top on pants. Flare-leg, pull-on style pants. 
Button closure on suspenders. 100% cotton 
denim. Machine wash, warm temperature. 
Turtleneck sold on page 27. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. See 
Chart 2 on page 27. 
77 C $065F-—Shpg. wt, 1 b. 7 
Chubby sizes 844, 10%, 1 
State sise. See Chart 3 on page 
77 C5165F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9os.. ....41699 

ar... 61499 
& 1414, 160 

5 Jockey-style Hat. Red cotton cordu 
Toy. Snappy visor and six-gore crown. 

Elasticized headband. One sise fits all. 
77 C9072—Shipping wt. 2 oz. 129 

Shoulder Bag. Navy brushed denim. 
Snap front closure with silver color 

studs and navy vinyl cord trim. Contrast. 
navy stitching. 100% cotton. Approximate- 
ly 8x7x3 inches. 
71 C 9099—Shipping wt. 5 oz. 299 

Two piece Set (4) Two piece Set (1) with bib top pants with bit top pants 



Western-style 

PERMA-PREST' 

corduroy JEANS 

and velour TOPS 

( 1 and 2) PERMA-PREST® Ve- 
lour knit Tops. Soft, comfortable 
knit of Arnel® triacetate and nylon 
Machine wash, warm temperature, 
tumble dry. no ironing needed. 
1 Red Pullover. Long sleeve sty 

ing with fashionable V-neck col 
lar. Flap pocket accent. Square 
hemmed bottom. 
Girls’ sizes S( 
Ци). Star 
umber size 

Please see Chart 1 on page 27. 
T1 CISIIEWL Sos, ию 
9 Rust and brown Pullover. Con 

trast two tone effect on front 
and patch elbows. Crew neck styl- 
ing. Long sleeves. Square-cut 
hemmed bottom. 
Girls’ sizes Sí 
L(14). State lett 
umber riz. 

Please see Chart 1 on page 27. 
770 7512F—W. Soz 1529 

8); MC10-12); 
size S, M, L not 

(З and 4) PERMA-PREST® 
Western Jeans. Modified boy-cut 
waist . „rider [15 inches бейле malu. 
rol weist, Zipper and snap front clo- 
sure. Two {ront scoop pockets, two 
back patch pockets. 5 belt loops. 
Flared legs. Polyester and cotton 
pinwale corduroy. Machine wash. 
warm temperature; tumble dry, no 
ironing needed. 
биз” sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Avoid 
disappointment . . order correct size. 
Chart 4, page 27. 
(3) 77 € 4331 Navy print 
(4) 77 C 4330f— Brown patterned 
Shipping weight 13 oz. 1699 
Slim sizes 75, 8S, 105, 125, 14S. 
Avoid disappointment . . order cor 
rect size. Chart 5, page 
(3) 77 C 4831F—Navy print 
4) 77 C 4820F—Brown patterned 
Shipping weight 13 oz. 1699 

PERMA-PREST Jeans 

Cut 51 ELA 5644 

(7 and 8) Western style . . ride al natural weist. Front zipper 
and snap closure. 2 front swing pockets, 2 back patch pockets. o ET a ET mid eather design, Silver color me Bat bm Far ne eee: Made жый, 

mn ETE Gite шө 1:8 10 1 Н. Chart don pr 2 
(asl wm S ОСМИ S on. (1) 77 C 4383F— Multicolor plaid. Shipping wt. 11 oz. 18.44 
(5) 77 € 9109#-Golden brown (8) 77 C 4389F—Burgundy print. Shipping wt. 15 oz. 5 

reverses to white 129 (8) 77 C 4M40F—Burg: 1.1502, 544 



CRIS SIZES 71010 
Pants in Slim sizes. 

Some in Chubby sizes, too 

Sears 

Tough Jeans 
Territory 
featuring 

Casual Pants 
and Sweaters 

to wear with them 

(1 and 2) Novelty Sweaters. Long sleeve pull 
over style. Screen print on front, Crew neckline. 

reslan® acrylic knit. Machine wash, warm. 
letter 

21f— Whimsical girl on blue ground 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 1648 

(3 and 4 ) TOUGHSKINS® PERMA-PREST® 
Pants. The strongest pants we sell... lab tests 
prove it. Woven of Dacron* type $9 polyester for 
durability, DuPont 420 nylon for strength and cot 
ton for comfort. A super-befty tri-blend fabric 
so rugged we actually made a trampoline out of it 

Super wide flare-leg pants ride of natural waist 
Contrast stitching accents center front creases and 
баре. Sell-locking zipper and button closure, Ma. 
chine wash: tumble dry, no ironing. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone 
Girls” sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Avoid disappointment. 
order correc size. See Chart 4 on page 27, 

i TTC atis Green (4) 77 C4618F-Biue 
Shipping weight 13 az 1794 
Slim sizes 7S, 8S. 10S, 125, 145. Avoid disappoint- 
ment . order correct size. Chart 5, ре. 2 (3) ITE asas Green (4) 77 C 4MBF— Blue 
Shipping weight 13 az. 1794 
Chubby sizes 805, 10%, 1245, 1415, 161%. Avoid 
disappointment . ‚order correct size. Chart б. pg 27 
(з) 7 C990 Green (4) 77 C 9980F 
Shipping weight 14 oz. 
"Reg DuPont T M. 

for this Sweater 

(5 thru 7 ) U-neck style 
with long sleeves . . a pull 
over that looks great on йз 
own or worn over a shirt. 
Rib detail around neckline 
Solid color acrylic. Machine 
‘washable at warm tempera 
ture. From Korea. 
Girls’ sizes S(7-8); MUO- 
12); 1414). State letter size 
S, M, L, nol number 
Chart 1, pg. 27 
(5) 71 € 8707F-Green 
(6) 71 C 8709F-Red 
(1) 72 C 8708-Хаху 
Spi. wt. oz, 

in Big Book 
for FREE tape measure 



Cuffed 
FLARES. . 
SHIRTS and 
SMOCK TOPS 
] PERMA.PRESTE long sleeve Smock Тор 

in red print with solid ecru sleeves and collar. 
Lace edging. Button and tie back closing 
Hemmed bottom. Woven polyester and cot 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, no ironing. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State sise. Please be 
sure lo see Chart 2 ow page 27. 
71 C 7814F—Shipping weight 6 ounces .....5699 

Sleeveless Smock Top in natural color with 
dainty lace trim. Apron-look styling features 

tie-back closure. Hemmed bottom. Woven poly 
ester and cotton, Machine wash, warm. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State site Please be 
sure lo see Chart 2 om page 
71 C 7812F—Shipping weight 4 ounces .....8599 

(3 and 4) PERMA-PREST® broadcloth Shirts 
apple print. Long pointed collar. Front closes 

with color-matched buttons. Two-button cuffs. 
Shirttail bottom. Woven Fortrel® polyester and 
cotton. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, no 
ironing. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
Giris’ sizes 7.8, 10, 12, 14. State size. See Chart 2 
om page 27 
3) 77 C 8004F—Navy; red and white apples 

= 4) 77 С 7999f— Red; blue and white apples 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 1498 

natural waist. S (5 and 6 ) Pants. Ride 
locking zip fly. Back darts to provide good fi 
Stitched stay-neat look. Super 
wide flare legs with 2-inch cuffs. Woven polyes- 
ter and cotton. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Avoid disappointment 

order correct size. Chart 4, pt. 
5) 77 C 4612F—Red (6) 77 C 4613F—Navy 

Shipping weight 12 ounces 1599 
Slim sizes 7S, 89, 10S, 125, 145. Avoid disap 
pointment . . order correct size. Chart 5, fr. 27 
(5) 77 C9922F—Red (6) 77 C 9923F—Navy 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 1599 

Shoulder Bag. Quilted navy denim with red. 
green floral embroidery. Snap 

close front. Two pockets with snap flaps. Navy 
contrast trim. 100% cotton. About 8x7x3 in. 
77 C 9100— Shipping w 1498 

Our lowest priced Smock 

ony 5988 
8 Long sleeve Smock Top, 

Blue, red and yellow 
pattern on natural back 
ground. 2 buttons trim blue 
front yoke. Pullover style 
has tie-back neck closing 
Hemmed bottom. Woven 
polyester and cotton, Mach. 
wash, warm; tumble dry 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
State sive. Chart 2, pg. 27. 

Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
ncs 



Novelty Socks for growing girls and young teens 
Individual Toe Style 

(7 thru 9) Acrylic striped. Flat knit, elasticized 
ribbed top. Multicolor toes. Mach. wash, warm. 
Girls’ stocking size L(9-11) only. State lett 
L only, noi shoe size. Chart 1, below. 
(7) 77 € 33788—Red, blue, yellow, white 
(8) 77 C 33786F—Red, green, white 
(9) 77 € 33787F—Blue, green, yellow, red 
Wt pair 3 oz. Pair $299. any 2 pairs 5590 
(10 thru 13 ) Nylon striped. Flat stretch knit. 
‘Turn-down, ribbed cuffs. Machine wash, warm. 
Girls’ stocking size L(9-11) only, State lett 
L only, not shoe se Chart 1, below 
(10) 77 С 33903/— White, tan. brown 
(11) 27 € 33606F—White, blue, red, navy 
(12) 77 C 33905F—White, rust, red 
(13) 77 € 23904F— Burgundy, white, navy 
WL pair 1 oz 199.any 2 pairs 13.90 

Socks 

(1 thru 4 ) Acrylic jacquard. Flat knit 
Elasticized stay-up top. Multicolor toes. Ma- 
chine wash at warm temperature 
Girls’ stocking size L(9-11). State letter size 
L only, mot shoe size. Chart 1, below. 
(1) 77 C 3378 1.— White background 
(2) 77 € 33799F—Red background 
(3) 77 С 237921 Navy background 
(4) 77 € 33780F—Multicolor design 
We. pair 3 o2... Pair 5349: any 2 pairs #690 
(5 and 6 ) Acrylic Gloves and Socks have 
matching colored fingers and toes. Flat knit. 
Machine wash at warm temperature. 

Gloves. Ribbed wrists for snug fit. One 
size fits oll. Wt. pair 1 oz. 

mes Pair $149 
G Socks. Navy with multicolor stripes and 

toes. Elasticized top. Wt. pair 2 oz. 
Girls’ stocking size L( 

ize L only, not shoe sis 
77033782 

Orersok | — 
letter size M.L | M 

Pair $299. 2 pairs 5590 

Brushed Knit Bootee Socks 

LETS 
(22 and 23) Soft Orlon* acrylic for cushiony 
comfort and stretch nylon for cozy fit. Elasti 
ized opening. Machine wash, warm. Box of 3. 

g 
= 

d (23) 7? € 332125—Navy, white, r 

E, 

d 
Wi. Soz Chart 1, above .Bax#1.69;210193.30 
32 oe, 

Classic Foot Style 
(14 thru 17) Orion”, nylon argyle stitched. Save $1.00 
when you buy any 2 pairs in any color. Colorful pattern. 
Flat knit blend of Orlon* acrylic and stretch nylon. Rein 
forced foot. Elasticized top. Machine wash, warm. 
Girls’ stocking size L(9-11) only. State letter size L only, 
mol shoe size, See Chart 1, at left. 
(14) 77 C 23313F— Red, black, white 
(15) 77 C 33315F—White, rust, brown 
(16) 77 C 33316 — Green, white, cranberry 
(17) 77 © 233121— White, navy, medium blue 
Shpg. wt. pair 2 oz. 2 or more Pair «149 
Price when you buy one 19 
(18 thru 21) Striped Orlon" acrylic. Downy soft, flat 
knit. Reinforced foot. Elastic top. Machine wash, warm. 
Girls’ stocking size L(9-11) only. State letter size L only, 
mol shoe size. See Chart 1, at left. 
(18) 77 C 33302F—Navy and white 
(19) 77 С 33307/— Gold and white 
(20) 77 С 23306f— Green and white 
(21) 77 € 33903F—Red and white 
ну 

m 
su Nylon print Tube Socks 

$122 
(24 thru 27) Flat кай of stretch 
nylon. No heel . . turn socks for 
longer life. Elastic top. Machine 
wash, warm, WL pair 1 oz. 
Girls’ stocking size L(9-11). 
State letter size L only, mot shoe 
size. Chart 1 above. 
(24) 1903329 1F-Sultcases 
(25) TIC232935-Classic cara 
(26) 720332824-Denim patchwork 
(27) TICIS2MAF- Patchwork quilt 
Pair 4129 ........any 2 pairs 4250 



Coordinates 
featuring DENIM 
(Vand 2) Jacket and Pants. Brushed blue denim 

Jacket. Slipover, fr 
Round collar. ^ length sleeves, mock turnback 

cuffs. Hemmed rounded bot 
Young Teen sizes 6J, 8], 10] 
See Chart 1 ow page 35 
V77 © 118 15— Shipping weight 
9) Pants. Ride al natura Zipper and snap 
© front. Wide flare-legs, 2-inch mock cuffs. 
29-inch Inseam, Avoid disappointment . . order 
correct site. State waist size only from С 

A. State sis 

z 11098 

pate 35, 
V77 CT W3F— Shipping weight 15 oz 11098 
31-inch Inseam. Avoid disappointment , . order 
correct size, State waist size only from Chart $ ow 
page 35, 
V77 C 7184F—Shipping weight 1 poun 11098 

(3 and 4) Jacket and Pants. Nav 
trasting orange top-stitching. 
'otton. Machine wash at warm tem 

Jacket. Three-button placket. Pointe 
Two patch pockets. Long sleeves 

Young Teen sizes 6J, 8}, 10), 12]. 14]. State зі 
See Chart 1 on page 35 
V27 C7191F—Shipping weight 15 oz +1199 

Pants. Double zipper pants ride at natur 
waist Wide flare legs. 

29-inch Inseam. Avoid disappointment . . order 
orrect sist. State waist size only from Chart 5 ox 

page 35 
V77 C 7193E Shipping weight 13 oz. now 
31-inch Inseam. Avoid disappointn rder 
orrecl sist. State waist size only from Chart 5 om 
page 35 
V77 CT104F— Shipping weight 14 oz. 11099 

(5 and 6 ) Jacket and Pants. Navy denim, mult 
color patchwork trim on jacket. Woven blend of 
Polyester and cotton. Machine wash at warm. 

Jacket. Pockets, yoke, collar and cuffs 
patchwork print. Long sleeves, button cuffs 

Young Teen sizes 6J, 8], 1 State sise. 
See Chart 
vr Crise Moe vo 
6 Pants, Ride at natural waist Zipper and button 

front closure. Wide flare-legs. 
29-inch Inseam. Avoid disappointment . „order 

ect sise. Sta size only from Chart $ on 
page 35, 
V77 C T 168F— Shipping weight o 1599 
31-inch Inseam. Avoid disappoint ment. „order 
гота sise. State waist size only from Chart $ om 
pue 
VTI C TWF—Shipping weight 15 oz. ws 
(7 and 8) Knit pullover Top. Long sleeve turtle- 
neck of 100% acrylic. Square-cut hemmed bottom. 
Machine wash at warm temperature 
Young Teen sizes S(6-8); M( 10-12); 1414). State 

or size S, M, L. mol number site. See Chart 2 оп 
ез, 
үт с тїзөк—Сбом 
VIT C THTI— White 
ing weight 6 ounces us 

Y Patchwork print Shirt. Blue, 
pattern. Round collar, button fr 

sleeves have button cuffs. Woven poly 
ton. Machine wash, war 
Young Teen sizes 6J, 8), 10], 12], 14]. State sis 
See Chart 1 om page 35. 
V77 © 7182F—Shipping weight 5 oz. 1699 
10 Floral print Shirt. Multicolor 

und. Pointed collar, button front. Long 
sleeves have button ven polyester, cot 
ton. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry 
Young Teen sizes 6), 
See Chart 1 on page 35 
V1 7192F—Shipping weight 5 oz na 



NG TEENS 
SIZES 6J TO 14J 

Smock Tops and 
fashion-right Pants 

1 Smock. One-piece pinalore 
style features multicolor 

patchwork pattern and natural 
color elasticized sleeves. Shirred 
high waist. Zip back closure. Wo- 
ven polyester and cotton. Ma 

Young T 
127, 14]. Su 
sure to see Chart 1 on page 35. 
V77 C6417F—We Sox. .....%799 

9 Pants. Ride ot natural waist 
Natural color woven fabric of 

polyester and cotton. Zip front 
closure, double button waistband, 
Two front patch pockets with 
button trimmed flaps. Flare legs. 
Machine wash, warm. 
29-inch Inseam. Avoid disap- 
pointment . . order correct size 
‘State waist size only from Chart 
5 on page 35 
VITC6188F— Wt. 11 ог. 
31-inch Inseam. Avoid disap- 
pointment . . order correct siz 
State waist size only from Chart 
5 on page 35. 
VI C6186F—We. 1202. .... #899 

Smock. Natural color pull- 
over-style features dainty flo- 

ral embroidery on front yoke. 
Stand-up collar, V-neck. Stylish 
roll sleeve. Woven polyester and 
cotton, Machine wash at warm 
temperature; tumble dry. Body 
suit shown with smock sold on 
page 35. 
Young Teen Sizes S(6-8) 
12): L(14), State letter 
L, tol number 
See Chart 2 ow page 35. 
VI € 6A16F—WL Soz .....97.99 

4 Pants. Ride of natural wei. 
Pink color woven fabric of 

polyester and cotton. Stitched 
front creases give stay-neat ap 
pearance. Zip front closure, dou 
ble button waistband. Two front 
tabs with button trim. Flare legs. 
Machine wash, warm. 
29inch Inseam. Avoid disap 
pointment . . order correct size. 
State waist size only from Chart 
Som page 
VITC6183F—WL 11 oc. ....9898 
31-inch Inseam. Avoid disap- 
pointment . . order correct size. 
State waist size only from Chart 
Som page 35. 
VIIC 6184F—We. 1202. 

Big Book 
EE tape measure 

just order 39 C 6072 



Bib-top Overalls 
with Shirt and 

Bodysuit Toppings 
1 PERMA-PRESTE Shirt in multicolor patchwork pattern. Point 

ей collar and button front closing. Long sleeves have two-button 
cuffs. Shirttail bottom. Woven polyester and cotton blend. Machine 
wash at warm; tumble dry, no ironing. 
Young Teen sizes 6], 8J, 10], 12], 14]. State size. See Chart 1 below. 
VLC 641 1f—Shipping weight 5 ounces 1590 

2 ®®лою Overalls in bright blue. Front bib pocket and two patch 
pockets of multicolor patchwork pattern have red ric-rac edging 

Button closure on suspenders. Back zipper closing. Flare legs. Wo. 
ven polyester and cotton. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
29-inch inseam. Avoid disappointment . . order correct size. State 
waist size only from Measuring Chart 4 below. 
V77 € 6189€— Shipping weight 11 ounces nos 
31-inch Inseam. Avoid disappointment . . order correct size. State 

only from Measuring Chart 4 below. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces ною 

(3 thru 6) Bodysuit. Long sleeve style with turtleneck collar. Back 
neck zipper. Snap crotch. Nylon rib-knit. Machine wash at warm 
temperature. 
Young Teen sizes M (6-10); L (12-14). State letter size M, L nat 
number size. See Measuring Chart 3 below 
3) V77 С €378F-—Olive S) VII C 63756 White 

(4) М77 € 6377F—Geraniuan (6) V1] C 06378.—Red 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 9 
"Т Corduroy bib-top Overalls in multicolor floral print on natural 

color ground. Ruffled pinafore styling. Zipper and button closing 
in back. Flare legs. Polyester and cotton. Machine wash at warm 
temperature; tumble dry. 
29-inch inseam. Avoid disappointment . . order correct sise. State 
waist size only from Measuring Chart 4 below. 
VIT C 6187 —Shipping weight 1 pound ma 
31-inch Inseam, Avoid disappointment . . order correct size. State 
waist size only from Measuring Chart 4 below. 
үт? C 6188F—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce mr 

Messuring CHART 1 

Measuring CHART 3: Bodysuits sizes M. L 
Order etter size М.С 

Height inches 
Жез” pound 

L3 [3335] 

Shoes. Leather upper and suede platform. Straps of natural tan 
leather pair with a suede-covered wedge bottom. " winch plat ak, Sue 

form, 2-inch high heel. Leather insole. Adjustable strap for good fit. - ' 
Unlined. Composition sole. Imported from Brazil. Im med. sizes only. J 
Women's sises: SB, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B and 10B. Half sizes, please see NOTE below lo order correctly. State fall sive as " | s Жш abone wi A 
X54 C 32586F—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 1998 * Ж 
NOTE: if you weer a half-size shoe. simply onehalt size larger then к ~ 

oat; [Sears] 



Sears Tough Jeans 
| ON THESE TWO PAGES | 
STUDENTS’ SIZES | 

These Jeans 
hed five times 

Жап out of shape 

(1 end 2) Engineered to fade yet these jeans are 
PERMA-PREST® denim of 50% polyester and 
50% cotton, so they'll keep their body and fine fit 
- even after machine washing in detergent and 
bleach. And they offer the look young men like 
plus all the features you expect in quality jeans: 
‘stress points reinforced with bar tacks; seams sewn. 
with rip-resistant polycore thread; wide flare legs; 
belt loops. Denim navy. 
‘Machine wash, by itself, at warm temperature; 

tumble dry for no ironing. For that “washed out" 
look, use chlorine bleach according to manufactur- 
er's instructions. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

36 [Sears] mit 

1 Meriner-style Jeans feature four patch 
pockets with contrast topstitching; zip fly. 

‘State waist, then inseam from chart below. 
40C 49941F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Sox. 

Q) Snap-tront Jeans with 2 set-in front pockets. 
‘State weist, them inseam from chart below. 

40C 49045F—Shpg. wt. 11b. 5 oz. 

na 

na 
State waist se, then inseam length from tha chart 
To relate waist-inseam sues to number sizes. see 
Conversion Chart | on page 41. For compete mest 

BOYS' SIZES SOLD ON | 
PAGES 38 AND 39 

(3 thru 5 ) PERMA-PREST® Jeans. The 
jeans we sell. . lab tests prove it. 

polycore 
forced with bar tacking and rivets. Five pock- 
‚eis: back yoke. Flare legs; self-locking zipper: 
button waist closure; belt loops. Machine wash, 
warm, tumble dry . . no iron. 
‘State west size, then seam length rom tha chart 
To relate wantinseam uzes 10 number sures see 
Conversion Chart 1 on page 41. For complete in- 
Ancona on Now 10 mesure, ме pape 666 in 
Zu 

(Sao ctore Went 
(4) 40 C 50615F— Light blue. 
(5) 40 C 50611F— Denim navy 
‘Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces . . 

(6 thru 11) Te western Jackets of 
е super-helty tri-blend fabric as our 

Toughskins jeans: Dacron* Type 59 polyester, 
DuPont 420 nylon, cotton. Contrast top- 
stitched to coordinate with jeans above. Ma- 
chine wash, warm: tumble dry, low, 

{6 thru 8) Warmiy lined hipiength Jacket 
has Dacron* polyester pile lining with soft look. 
of fleece. Two patch pockets; button front. 

‘State size 14. 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24. Ste Measur- 
ing Chart 1 below lo be sure of size. 
(6) 40 € &1377F—Brown. 
(7) 40 C 81376F—Light blue 
(8) 40 C 81375F— Denim navy 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 1 ounce ...... 42399. 

thru 11 ) Unlined weistiength Jacket is 
sized to fit boys up to 6 ft. 1 in. tall Banded 
жайы; metal snaps on front, cuffs and chest. 
pocket flaps; front and back yoke detail. 

‘State size 14,16, 18, 20, 22, 24 or 26. See Meas- 
uring Chart 1 below lo be sure of sie, 
(9) 40 С BO387F—Wheat 
(10) 40 € 80384F— Light blue 
(11) 40 C 80381F— Denim паху 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 

(12 thru 14 ) PERMA-PREST® western 
Shirt in crisply checked gingbam of polyester. 
and cotton. Button-through flaps on bias chest 
pockets; button placket and culis; black but- 
tons; pointed collar with stays; semi-tapered 
body with tails. Machine wash, warm and tum- 
Ме dry for no ironing. 

‘Stale sise 18, 20, 22 or 24, See Measuring 
Chart 1 below. Smaller sizes sold on page 38. 
(12) 43 C 35803/— Brown. 
(13) 43 C 358027 Red. 
(14) 43 C 35801F—Navy 
‘Shipping weight 11 ошкез........... 

пова 

MEASURING CHART 1: For Jackets and Shirts 
Order Г each i 

115-15 
5-2 105-4 

5-44 105-6 
56% 10 5-8 
5-84 105-10% 
SBM t05-10% 
5-11 106-1 
LXI] 



Territory featuring IDUGHSKING western Jeans 



On these two pages 
BOYS' SIZES 

Toughskins Jeans also in Husky Sizes 
and Husky-plus Waist Sizes 

Students’ Sizes sold on pages 36 and 37 

Sears Tough Jeans Territory featuring 

TOUGHSKINO Western Jeans 

(1 thru 3) PERMA-PREST® Jeans. The strongest jeans we sell. lab tests prove it. 
Made of Dacron* Type 59 polyester, DuPont 420 nylon and cotton . . a super hefty 
tri-blend fabric . . so rugged we actually made a trampoline out of it. Stress areas 
reinforced with bar tacks for added strength: topstitched seams sewn with rip-resisi- 
ant polycore thread: flare legs with vulcanized reinforced knees for long wear. Two 
front pockets: two back patch pockets; back yoke. Self-locking brass zipper; belt 
loops. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry for no ironing. 
Boys’ Slim. Regular, Husky sizes. See Measuring Chart 1 below le be sure of sise. 

Husky. Slate sie | Slim. State sise 6, 7, | Regular. State size 6, 7. Color [Sort teorie | ROIG IE reor 
Doma] stum. осаат (1 Beny. FH Юс (3) Brown Meum | саен 
Shipping weight | Ipound — | 1 pound 
Price vos vos. 

Musky-plus sizes. Designed with larger waist and shorter inseam lengths for heitier 
boys. State waist sit. then inseam lengih from this chart: 
Note: Each west иге available [West inches | 28 | 29 | 30 [ 31 = 34 36 

2 ‘only ininseam length isted. inseam. inches | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 27 36 
(1) 40€ 48099F—Denira navy (2) 40C 48092F—Berry (3) 40C 48004F—Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces тм 
MEASURING CHART 1: For Toughakins Jeans. Order oniy sizes sted with each item 

A To ing suze. measure height without shows. Measure wart at natural навіта 
: iat ot husky. chack һа weight and warst n that se 

Www Tonen Siem Regular "Husky 
Hegna GE [wei | want | Уйум T Want | Woght | Wa 

gren. onting ipounde)| (nehe) | pounds) | (пся) | (pounds | inches) 
8 [41-46 | 20% | 47-51 | 224 | 
7 farsi |21" | 52050 | 23 
в [52-56 | 214 | 57-61 | 23% | 62-69 | 25% 9 [5281 | 22 | 62-67 | 24 

10 7 | 22% | 68-75 | 24% | 16-83 | 28% 
„| 12 [08-75 | 23% | 76-89 90-97 | 27% 14 [76-89 | 24% | 90-103 104-115] 29 

16 90-103] 25% | 104-118] 133| 30 

(4 thru 6) Toughskins® waistiength western Jacket of same hefty tri-blend 
fabric as our Toughskins jeans: Dacron* Type 59 polyester, DuPont 420 nylon and 
cotton. It's contrast topstitched to coordinate with jeans above. Metal snaps on front, 
cuffs, chest pocket flaps. Front and back yoke detail. Banded waist: unlined. Machine 
wash at warm temperature and tumble dry. low. 
State size 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 or 16. See Measuring Chart 2 below lo be sure of sise. 

(4) 40 с 76481F—Denim navy (5) 40C 784837—Вету (6) 40 C 76486F—Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces mi 

(7 thru 9) PERMAPREST® gingham checked Shirt looks fresh and crisp with 
jeans and jacket coordinates. Button-through flaps on chest pockets; button placket 
and cuffs; black buttons. Pointed collar with stays; semi-tapered body with tails 
‘Woven of polyester, cotton. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry for no ironing. 
‘Slate site 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 or 16. See Measuring Chart 2 бейте le be sure of sise. 

(T) 43 C 34636F—Red (8) 43 C34635F—Navy (9) 43 C 24837F—Brown 
Shipping weight 11 ounces ua 
MEASURING CHART 2: For Jackets and Shirts. Order only sues listed with each tem. 

For Meg 3-8%10 | 3-11 | 4-310 | 4710 | 4-10 | 5-21 
Beim to Ran) ca Бе 46% [eros] S14 | Sa 
ORDER SIZE a а | 0 | 12 | | ч 
Went pounds | 47-51 | 62-61 n 76-88 | 90-103 | 104-178 
Crest. inches 25 264 | 28 | 3o 32 33 
She Тм бурут 



Outer ate of 
ur кат төлү 
trend fer 
dumm wen 

New TOUGHSKINS" Jacket 
Designed for warmth and long, tough wear 

(10 and 11) Hip-length jacket oí same fabric as our Toughskins jeans: Da- 
стоп» Type 59 polyester, DuPont 420 nylon and cotton. Extra body and sleeve 
lengths help keep child warm and allow for growth . . just turn cufís down as 
his dimensions increase. Body, hood and cuffs lined with heavyweight pile of 
Dacron* polyester developed for insulating warmth plus the soft look of fleece. 
Sleeves lined with acetate quilted to polyester. Wear hood flat or snapped to 
sell for roll collar. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry, low. 
‘State size & 10, 12, 14 or 16. See Measuring Chart 2 om foring page io be sure. 

(10) 40 € 78521F—Denim navy (11) 40 C 78536—Brown 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. \ х 

12 Denimook knit Cap with large pompon . . especially designed to wear 
with denim jeans, jackets. Acrylic. Denim navy. Machine wash, warm. 

12099 

These Jeans have 
been washed five times 

with chlorıne bleach 

de gradual 
ly with each laundenng 

cup ol chlorine bleach each 
time 

New at Sears. . Denim Jeans 
that fade in the wash 
Yet they won't shrink out of shape 

( 13 and 14) Designed to fade, yet these jeans are PERMA-PREST® 
denim of 50% polyester and 50% cotton so they'll keep their fine fit and 
body through wash after wash in detergent and bleach. Bar tacks at stress 
points; seams scan with rip resistant thread: vukanized reinforced knees: 
Self-locking zip fly; back yoke. Denim navy. Machine wash, by itself, 
warm; tumble dry for no ironing. For that "washed out" look, use chlo- 
Tine bleach according to manufacturer» directions 

Western-style jeans (15) have two front pockets, two back patch pock- 
ets, flare legs. Mariner-style jeans (14) feature four patch pockets . . front 
pockets have snap flaps: extra wide flare legs; two snaps at waist: double 

азса One sic fib ol Shipping weicht S пану. i belt loops in front; contrast topstitching. 
Boys‘ Slim. Regular sizes. See Measuring Chart 3 a lef to be sure f ste 
“Siale size 6,8, 10 or 12. | (13) Western-style] (14) Mariner-style 

der only tres ated min each tem dcus i Mr Ihe LI cam В. то determina sm. те waist that bee 1 pound 
E 1590 |. Ha 

a | wenn Tw 
өы роман) [onen Husky-plus sizes. Slate waist rise, them inseam length from this chart: 

24% | 78 
25% | 90. 

104-115 
119-133] GETS 

Note: Weist sizes are avadable | Wawr m [28 | 29 [30 [ 31 [32 [ 34 
Only in inseam length tated | masam in | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 27 | 29 
(13) 40C 48899 Western style. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz t; 
(14) 40 C 6877 1— Mariner style. Shipping weight 13 or. 7 
Shog TM. Buon «miss [Sears] 39 



ON THESE TWO PAGES. . 

BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 

Shirts with a western flavor . . Belts and antiqued plaque Buckles 

Belts and Buckles sold separately 
make your own combinations. 

or Start a collection! 

(1 and 2) PERMA-PREST® flannel Shirt plays plaid 
body against denim-look pointed yokes in front and 
back plus button-through flaps on bias chest pockets. 
Semi-scoop bottom . . tuck it in or wear as an over 
shirt. Button placket front, cuffs; pointed collar with 
stays. Polyester, cotton. Assembled in Haiti. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble d 

(3 thru 5) PERMA-PREST? knit Shirt 
stitch trim on collar and chest. Button placket and 
cuffs. Hemmed bottom. Polyester, cotton. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry for no ironing. 
Boys’ and Students’ sizes. See Chart 1 af right 

43€ animar 
-10 ounces 

3548 

(6 thru 12) Antique-finished metal-cast plaque 
Buckles with post for belt attachment. WL, ca. 4 oz. 
(6) 43C92061—Brass-look TOUGHSKINS ....9200 
(7) 43C92005—Brass-look Pony Express 200 
(8) 43C 92062—Pewter-look Spirit of 76. 200 
(9) 43C92008—Brass-look Cable Car 200 
(10) 43C82083—Copper-look Spirit of America .. 200 
(11) 43C92087—Pewter-look Concord Coach .... 200 
(12) 43 C 920846—Brass-iook Budweiser* 200 
(13 they 15) Belts of heavyweight embossed bonded 
leather fibers . . 1% in. wide; snaps for buckle attach- 
ment. Sizes in inches: 5022-24); М(25-27); 1428-30); 
XL(32-34). State lett M, Lor XL. mol inches ЇЇ 
‘worn on hips, order next larger size. W 
(13) 430 92041F—Antíque brown (ba 
(14) 43 C92043F—Navy 2 
(15) 43C92042F—Latigo tan (hand-rubbed) ..... 200 

MEASURING CHART 1: For Shirts and Jackets 



(1 and 2) PERMA.PREST® midwale corduroy Jeans of 
Dacron* polyester and cotton. Two front pockets; two back 
patch pockets; back yoke. Contrast topstitching: bar tacked 
for extra strength. Flare legs: belt loops; zip fly. Machine 
wash, warm and tumble dry . . no ironing needed. 
Boys’ Slim, Regular, Husky sizes. Reinforced knees for 
long wear. See Ме of rie 

Slim. Sisi Regular. Siate Husky, Slate vise 
[6.8.10 12.| 6/8 10,12. | & 1012. 14. 16. 

je. |40C 713887 | 40C TSF 
own|40C71354F| 40С71344ғ | 40€ 713)4F 

13 ounces | 13 ounces | 1 
vo | w 

Students’ sizes. State weist sise, then inseam length from this 
chart, To relate waist-inseam sizes to number sizes, see Con 
version Chart 1 at bottom of page, For complete measuring 
instructions, see page 666 in our Fall Big Book. 

Corduroy western Jeans and Shirt-Jackets 
(I) 40 C 74853F—Lx. blue (2) 40 € 74859F—Dk- brown Soft and warm with Sbipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 1799 

batik-print woven Shirts 
(3 and 4) Midwale corduroy Shirt-Jacket with topstitch 
ing that's color-mated to jeans above for complete coordina. 
tion. Shoulder epaulets give it trim, neat look. Sturdy met 
al snaps on placket front, cuffs, chest pocket flaps; pointed 
collar with stays; square bottom. Polyester, cotton. Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry 
Boys‘ and Students’ sizes. See Measuring Chart 1, pose 40. 
Coler T Boys" Sisi size | Students. State si 

No: 100712. | 14,16, 18,20, 22¢ 
WEL blue € 37652F 4303844 

43C37881F 
llounes | 

3098 

(5 and 6) PERMA-PREST® batik-print Shirt gives added spark to corduroy coordinates. Full button front and one- 
button cuffs with color-matched buttons; pointed collar with 
stays; semi-tapered body with tails. Woven of polyester, cot 
ton. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry for no ironing, 
Boys’ and Students’ ез. See Measuring Chart 1, page 40. 

Students’. Siate size 

1209 

Students Waistinsenm Sizes 
10 closest comparable "Number" Sizes. 

students" je 



(1 thru 5) Western Jeans. The strongest jeans we sell . lab tests prove it 
Made of Dacron* Type 59 polyester, DuPont 420 nylon and cotton . . a 
Super-hefty tri-blend fabric . . so rugged we actually made a trampoline out 
of it. Bar tacks and rivets at stress points for added strength, back yoke, flare 
legs, belt loops, zip fly. Boys’ sizes feature: reinforced knees, four pockets, snap 
waist closure; machine wash, warm, tumble dry. Students’ sizes feature: PER. 
MA-PRESTS fabric, single fabric knees, five pockets, button waist closure: to 
relate waist-inseam sizes to number sizes, see Conversion Chart 1 on page 41; 
‘machine wash, warm, tumble dry for no ironing. 
(1 and 2) Plaids in classic, easy-to-coordinate color combinations. 
Boys' Slim and Regular sizes. See Measuring Chart 3 om page 39 to be sure 

Color 
(1) Navy, blue, rust 
(2) Brown, tan. rust. 

40C 48073F 
A0 C 480725 

(1) 40c5023 40 C $0232F— Brown, tan, rust 
Shipping weight ! pound 6 ounces 9239 

(3 thru 5) Solids are brushed and topstitched for a soft, tailored look 
Boys: Slim and Regular sizes. See Measuring Chart 3 om page 39 to be sur 

Slim. Slate size 6,8, 10,12. | Re "D 
(3) Navy 40С48729ғ 10С48129Ғ 
(4) Camel tan 40C 48724 AD C ABT24F 
(5) Lt rust 40 C 487286 40C 48128F 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

amel tan (5) 40 C 50703#-14. rust 
pound 6 ounces 1839 

(3) «ос 50704F 
Shipping weigh: 
(6 thru 8) Toughskins Shirtjecket in same brushed tri-blend fabric as 
jeans (3 thru 5) above . . Dacron* Type 59 polyester, DuPont 420 nylon and 
cotton. Topstitched. hip-length jacket with side vents and snaps on front, 
cuffs, chest pocket flaps. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 
Boys’ and St ring Chart 1 on page 40 to nts’ sizes. Ser Meas 

SE Boys sizes Students sizes 
loc Slade sise 8, 10,12. | State sie 14, 16, 18, 20,22, 

© Navy 40C 768191¥ 10801817 
(7) Camel tan «ос 76197 40C 80182 
(8) Lt rust стз. |. 0E 01 
Shpg. wt 21 pound...) 1 pound 1 ounce 
Price. 0.98 

(9 thru 13) PERMA-PREST® turtleneck Shirt knit in panel-rib design. 
Ribbed cuffs and full turtleneck collar. Hemmed bottom. Polyester and cotton 
fabric never needs ironing . . just machine wash, warm, tumble dry. 

10 be sure 
Students sizes. 

“State sise 6,8,10,12 | State sie 14, 16,14, 20, 22-26 
(9) Navy acaasır cas 
(10) Lt. blue OCF зс 43582 
(11) Lc rust acar... 43C stor 
(12) White. aces | 43C A3886F 
(13) Brown |. ascensor | 43C 435866 
Зарро... 10 ounces = 
Price CTI = 

(14 and 15) "WetJook" Shirt with a finely-detailed country scene. Print 
covers an acetate and nylon jersey that's silky soft and smooth. Full button 
front and one-button cuffs with color-matched buttons: pointed collar with 
stays; square bottom. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 

and Students’ sizes. See Measuring Chart 1 on page 40 to be sure 
Boys sizes, Stole | Students sizes. Slate rise 

Beit size 6,8, 10, or 12. 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24. 
(14) Navy, blue, rust. |... 43634621 433 
(15) Brown, tan, rust acun 43035882 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. Sus 
Price NT] 

(16 thru 20) Leather Belt with three-prong roller buckle and all-around 
perforations . . 1%4 inches wide. Sizes in inches: S(22-24); M(25-27); L(28- 
30); XL(32-34), State letter size 5, M, L or XL. nol inches 
16) 43 C 92201F—Black (19) 43 C 92208—Navy 

(17) 43 С 92202F—Brown (20) 43 C 92204 Denim blue 
(18) 43 C 922036 White 
Shipping weight 8 ounces ` 1199 

42 [Sears] 2. 

È 

Ẹ 

۴ "nung 



featuring TDUGHSKINS Western Jeans 

ON THESE TWO PAGES . . 
I BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 



(1 thru 5 ) PERMA-PREST® lend double-knit 
Slacks . . the most durable, snag-resistant knit slacks we 
sell because they're a fabric blend of these three fibers: 
Dacron* polyester for long wear, DuPont 420 nylon for 
strength, combed cotton for comfort. Two front J-shaped 
pockets, two back set-in pockets. Flare legs, permanent 
center crease. Belt loops; zip fly. Never need ironing when 
you machine wash, warm and tumble dry 

TII Navy. rust plaid 
12) Heather blue 
(3) Heather green 
(4) Heather tan 
(S) Brown. berry plaid 
Shipping weicht 13 ounces 
Boys’ Husky sizes. Available in Heather blue 

40¢ 70203 
40C 70202F 
40¢ 70209 

м 
2) only. 

Slate size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See Measuring Chart 3, А 39. 
(2) 40C 1050 1—Shipping weight 13 ounces 
Students’ sizes. Stale waist sise, them inseam length from 
this chart. To convert number sizes to waist-inseam sizes, 
see Conversion Chart 1 on page 41. For complete measur 
ing instructions, see page 666 in Fı 

TZ Wear ches 

(1) 40 € 73294. 
(2) 40 € 328 —Heather blue 
(3) 40 C 73202F— Heather green 
(4) 40 € 73283F— Heather tan 
(5) 40 C 73295F—Brown, berry plaid 
Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces. 

all Big Book. 

"м 

(6 thru 9) Sleeveless V-neck Sweater in nubby-tex 
tured knit of % virgin acrylic, 30% polyester. Rib-knit 
sewn-on band at bottom and at arm and neck openings. 
Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry 

Boys: and Students’ sizes. See Measuring Chart 1, & 40. 

sise 6, 8. 10, 12 cu | Beare” | Shaan q Se 
14, 16, 18, 20 oc 22-24 

43C20694F 
4320891: 
43200957 

@ Rost 
( 

43C 220945 

(10 thru 15) PERMA-PREST® solid-color Shirt knit in 
panel-rib design on hemmed body, long sleeves, 3-button 
placket and pointed collar. Polyester and cotton. Boys’ 
Sizes feature ribbed cuffs; Students’ sizes feature fold-over 
button cuffs. Machine wash at warm temperature and 
tumble dry for no ironing. 
Boys and Students’ sizes. See Measuring Chart 1, A 40. 

Boys sizes. Sisic 
ош 6,8, 10, 12. 

(lo) Lx blue | 42С41738ғ азсазазғ 
(11) Rust 43С417277 Acer 
(12) Navy 43С41731 43434417 
(13) Brown | 4341721 43 0434527 
(14) Ivory CF 43 сазе 
(15) Berry 436417327 4343442 
Shpg. wt Bounces — 10 ounces. 
Price ne 1549 

(16 thru 18) PERMA-PREST® florakprint knit Shirt ol 
fers striking colors on a comfortable, no-iron fabric 
polyester and cotton jersey. Pointed collar with stays 
three-button placket; fold-over button cuffs; hemmed bot. 
tom. Machine wash, warm and tumble dry 

Students 
Bova vires Sisk] Students’ sies Slate Color ( rim 6,816, 12. | 14.16.18, 

TIS] Blue, rast Vin car (19) Green yola | acer | «зс 
(18) Brows, Scare | aca 
Shipping weight | Sounces 
Price “ 
(19 and 20) Boys’ Wallet of top-grained cowhide leath- 
er features coin pouch, billfold and clear windows for pic 
tures. Wallet measures 3x4%4 inches when folded. It's an 
ideal gift for year-round use. 
(19) 43 C 92611—Black (20) 43 C 92612—Brown. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
44 [Sears] 202, ^ neg тм 

1250 



1 ON THESE TWO PAGES .. 
double-knit Slacks BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 

. . plus coordinating HEATHER BLUE SLACKS 

Knit Shirts and Sweater-Vests 
ALSO IN HUSKY SIZES 8 TO 16 



New at Sears! 
'Two Looks in One 

Leisure Suit 
Solid-color Jacket reverses to checks 
that coordinate with solid-color Slacks 

On this page 

BOYS' SIZES 

PERMA-PREST* 
Shirt and Vest 

Solid navy Jacket reverses to coordinate 
Фк. <2 different looks from 1 acit (3 thru 5 ) New at Sears. . PERMA-PREST* 

Shirt and Vest at a great low price. Wear polyester 

Solid camel tan Jacket reverses 
to coordinate check . 

2 different looks from 1 Jacket Our lowest 

8 ‘Stim, Reg: $i See Chart 1 below. De м5 ( Y and 2 ) Leisure Suit in polyester knit юув Slim. jular Sizes. 1 . 
үзү ie em 1o bounde ГЕШ Si Regul Sr years for any Boys 
Шо che Checked side bas sald colar ac olor CENTENA PERMA-PREST cents in collar, pockets and с Sold de уау | СУУ Г ОСИП er Ачей» Нар 40CSHTW | aocsıımıF Turtlenecks 

4051 Solid-color flare-leg slacks have two front (Lamela; ФОС? 
belt loops, zip Пу. Machine wash at 

warm temperature. Price 
Measuring Chart 1: For Leisure Suits 
1. To find se. moasure пеп without shoes. 
2. To determine sum or regula”, check weight. chest and waist in that oze (6 and 7 ) PERMA-PREST® Turtleneck Knit 

Regular Shirts of al a real value 

76-89 
90-103 | 304-32. 



On this page 

BOYS' SIZES S, M, L, XL 
(Fit sizes 6 10 20) 

KNIT SHIRTS 
AND 

SWEATSHIRTS 
Comic heroes. cartoons 
top these shirts styled 

for fun and long wear 

Long-sleeve Sweatshirt in white The long tail Shirt . . knit pullover 
bright rag-stitch outlines seams with */-length sleeves 

(1 thru 6 ) Long-sleeve Sw 
fronted with colorful comi 

hirts are — (7 thru 12) All cotton Pullover Knits featur 
eroes or arty ing novel screen prints oo shirt fronts. Natural, 

"FAMOUS BRANDS” $269 prints, Screen printed art on long-wearing unbleached shirt bodies . . perfect foil for each 
white knit of 92% 8% acrylic, Deme ^ bold design. Colorful, contrasting *4-length 

KNIT CAPS inside for warmth. There is added fashion in raglan sleeves, Fashionable long shirttails to 
(13 thru 18) Acrylic knit Caps are fun to wear yet bright red or blue rag-stitching which outlines wear in or over jeans. For leisure, sports or 
ofer perfect protection for the coldest, wintry days. joining seams of rib-knit crew neck, sleeves, — just "hanging-out". . an ideal gift. Machine 
Durable, double-layered construction of 100% Orlon® cuffs and banded bottom. Machine wash, — wash, warm, by itself. tumble dry. Do not 
acrylic means added warmth plus easy care. The bold warm; tumble dry. Do not bleach or dry clean. bleach or dry dean. 
colors, so right to accent most of today's outerwear, Sizes S(6-8); М(10-12); 14-16); XL(18- Sizes S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14-16); XL(1B 
Will stay bright through repeated washings. Each cap 20), State letter size S, M, L. XL. nol number 20). State letter size S, M, L, XL. nol number 
topped with fluffy pompon of its own colors. Treated rise. See Measuring Chart 1, page $2to be sure — site. See Measuring Chart 1, page $2 to be sure 
to be mildew resistant, Machine wash. warm. of correct size before orderis Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
(13) 43 C 93528—Crayolat Crayons/ Why not pick up the phone and order it (7) 43 C £3234L—41 Auto Classic, red trim 
(44) аз T-Up*/. 1) 43 C 16326F— Jungle Tiger, red stitching (8) 43 C 43233F—Ski Jumper, red trim 
as) аз (2) 43 С 13287 (9) 43 c 432356 
(16) 43 3) 43 € 18324F—Cavalry Charge, blue 
an 43 4) 43 C 16323. Kung Fu, red sti 

5) 43 C 16322F—Batmantt, blue sti © 43231F—Bi-Centennial Eagle, 
1209 (6) 43 С 18321F—Supermantt, red stitchin navy trim 

ping weight 1 pound (12) 43 C 43232F— Football Freak, navy trim 
man permisos 1975 1701974 Nations! Porosia Pubscatons IN Shipping weight 10 ounces n» 
: : Charge It" if you wish. . see age 277 УДА [Sears] 47 p 



ACRYLIC SWEATERS "roid their own thru repeated washings 

(1 thru 7) Classic Crewneck (Band 9) Jacquard Sweaters 5 * 

ces ..9799 



=) NFL 
. . ON THIS PAGE AND ON PAGES 50-56 

See NFL 
Nightwear 
on pages 
58-59 

NFL Cardigan Sweater BOYS’ AND STUDENTS’ SIZES 8 TO 20 
(1 thru 17) Officially licensed NFL Car Sweaters shown above 
digan Sweeter lets you warm up with (1) 43C21533F-Miami Dolphins (Aqua with orange) (14) CO43C215 19F- Washington Redskins (Red with gold) 
your favorite NFL team. Athletic styling (2) CO43C215 14F-Detroit Lions (Blue with silver | (15) — 43C21512*-Minnesota Vikings (Purple with gold) 
for casual wear. Official team emblem on (3) C049C21829F-Cincianati Bengals (Black with orange) (16) _49C21513F-Green Bay Packers (Green with gold 
front; actual team colors. Stripes encircle (4) C43C2IS11F Chicago Bears (Navy with orange CO43C21525-Dallas Cowboys (Blue with silver 
each sleeve. Knit of 100% Orlon® acrylic. (5) C043C21835F-Kansas City Chiefs (Red with gold) Shipping weight 13 ounces s1099 
Ribbed-knit neck, cuffs and bottom. White (6) CO42C21521*-Cleveland Browns (Brown with orange) : 
nylon zipper with ring pull. Machine wash- (7) 43C21517F-Pítsburgh Steelers (Black with gold 
able at warm temperature and tumble dry (8) CO43C21526F-Los Angeles Rams (Blue with gold 
for best results. Why not pick up the phone (9) C43C21524F-St Louis Cardinals (Red with black Just call Sears and say “Charge It 
and order it? (10) CO43C218286-Buffalo Bills (Blue with red P 277 for detail State sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 or 20. See ее page 277 for details 
Measuring Chart 1 on page 40 to determine 
correct size before ordering. 

NFL Bobble Head Mascot 
( 18 thru 29 ) Get an officially licensed NFL Mascot 

head bobs, sways at touch of hand. Autbentic team 
colors, Sturdy rubber-look plastic. About 7 in. tall 

Mascots shown at right 
18) 43 C 95435—Miami Dolphins 
19) 43 C 95441—New York Jets 
20) 43 € 95437—New England Patriots 
21) 43 C 95447— St. Louis Cardinals 
22) 43 C 95434—Los Angeles Rams 
23) 43 C 9544 

21532#-New York Jets (Green with white 

з (Black with silver) 

Cx 
ES] Li 2 

pe 

p. pe 
7 -Green Bay Packers 

28) 43 C 95427— Dallas Cowboys 
29) 43 C 95444— Pittsburgh 

Also available (not shown); 
43 C 95424F— Chicago Bears 
43 C 95425 Cincinnati Bengals 
43 C 95426F—Cleveland Browns 
аз C 96420F—Detroit Lions 
Shipping weight 8 ounces nu ou [Sears] 49 

— — p В: 



NFL Buggy Kits 
(1 thru 6 ) Officially licensed NFL Buggy Kit was $5.00 
in 1974 Christmas Book. Scale replicas ol heimet-mobiles 
with authentic team insignias in bright team colors. Snap-to- 
gether construction. Made of sturdy polystyrene, hi-impact 
plastic. Tough, rubber-look plastic racing tires. Each mobile 
34% in. long. Kits available in American or National Confer: 
'ence Divisions in sets of four or five teams 

ference, East. Set of $: 
, Jets, Patriots, Bills 

(2) 43C95653-American Conference, West. Set of 4: 
Broncos, Raiders, Chiefs, Chargers 

(3) 43C95852-American Conference, Central. Set of 4: 
als, Steelers, Browns, Oilers 

(а) 43C95656-National Conference, Central. Set of 4 
Packers, Lions, Vikings, Bears. 
National Conference. East. Set of $: 
Redskins, Cowboys, Eagles, Giants, 
Cardinals 

ational Conference, West. Set of 4 
'ers Falcons, Rams, Saints 

‘Shipping weight 8 ounces Ser 93.99 

NFL Bank 
7 Officially licensed NFL 
Bank was $2.49 in 1974 

Christmas Book. Molded oí 
tough plastic with the NFL 
emblem on the side. Football Cut 50 | ne ides "ce con a 

just lift to insert savings. 
$799 To remove money, unscrew 

football [rom base. Fan can 
choose 13 favorite emblems to 
apply to base. . 26 NFL team 
emblems are included. 6 
inches long, 5 inches high, 
43C9564—Wr 902. 97.99 

Just say "Charge It” 
when you phone your 

order. . see page 277 

1 
5 

50 [Sears] 



NFL Athletic Jacket and Knit Cap 
BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 8 TO 20 

(8 thru 33) Officially licensed NFL Athletic Jacket. . shown on this (8 thru 33) Officially licensed Knit 
page and opposite page. Body made of a heavyweight melton-look fabric Cap. . shown on this page and oppo- 
woven of 100% Orlon* acrylic. Jacket colors coordinate with official NFL site page. Bulky knit of 65% Orlon* 
team colors. Authentic team emblem on left front. Vinyl leather-look — acrylic and 35% acrylic. Official NFL 
sleeves and pocket trim. Lining of acetate quilted to polyester. Striped col- team emblem on front. Large pom 
lar, cuffs and waistband knit of cotton. Snap closures. Two slash pockets. — pom on top. Looks great with NFL. 
Machine washable at warm temperature. (Do not dry clean. jacket described at left. Machine State size 8, 10, 12, 14. 16, 18 or 20. See Measuring Chart 1 below. washable, warm. One size fits 

Tam T I € Jacket | Cep 
TE] Pittsburgh Steek: OC 76774 43 COTA 1397012 (9) Chicago Bears со0С ores 41c 93404 4300414 

New England PatriotsC040 C 76757FC043 C 93402 
Denver Broncos. C40 C 7676F/C043 C 93408 

CO40C78773H 43093419 
(CO40C 78768) 43C 93403 
C40 C 76758F/C043 C 83426 

Philadelphia Eagles ..| C40C 76751: 043 C 93428 
ew York Giants -. |CO40 C 767617043 C 93417 
Louis Cardinals .. C040 € 78754| 43C 93424 
гм Orleans Saints ..| C40C 76771 C43 C 93416 

Green Bay Packers | 40С767537 4393427 
Cincinnati Bengals. ..|CO40 C 76772F C043 C 93405 
Houston Oilers C40C 76778F| C43 C 93411 
Cleveland Browns ...\C040 C 78777F[C043 C 93408 
Dallas Cowboys 40 76783F| 43C 93407 
Washington Redskins C040 C 78755F]_ 43C 93425 
Detroit Lions (C040 C 76788F|CO43 C 93409 
Minnesota Vikings | 40C76776F| — 43C93415 
Baltimore Colts ...--[CO40C 76762Fc043 C 93401 
New York Jets C040 € 16752F CO43 C 93418 Francisco 49'ers | СаО С 767567043 C 93423 

argers | CA0C78767F| C43 C 93422 Los Angeles Rams | 40C78784F 43C93413 
dor. Shipping weight 3 ibs. Вог. 
1294 Price 11799 

MEASURING CHART 1: For Outerwear 

1 Haight inches) 
ORDER SIZE 

¡Sears 51 



..ON THESE TWO PAGES AND 
ON PAGES 49-51, 54-56, 58-59 

SWEATSHIRT 
also 

available. 
(not shown) 

+ Lions 
* Bears 
* Bengals 

Greslan 

FIT BOYS’ AND STUDENTS‘ 
SIZES 6 TO 20 

1 Officially licensed NFL hooded Sweatshirt has au 
thentic team name and emblem on front, team colors. 

50% Creslan® acrylic, 50% cotton for warmth and soft 
ness. Gray body with solid color drawstring hood. Solid 
color set-in sleeves with ribbed-knit cuffs; banded bottom 
for warmth. Machine wash, warm. Sizes 546-8); M(10-12); 
1414-16) and XL(18-20). State letter size S, M. L or XL 
only, wol number size. See Chart 1 below 
43 C 16637F—Pittsburgh Steelers (Black) 

C043 C 16648F— Buffalo Bills (Blue) 
C043 C 16658F—Oakland Raiders (Black) 

43 C 168325 —Minpesota Vikings (Gold) 
C043 C 16646F—Los Angeles Rams (Blue) 
C043 € 16644—St. Louis Cardinals (Maroon) 
C043 C 16655F—Kansas City Chiefs (Red) 

43 C 16633F— Green Bay Packers (Gold) 
Also available (not shown) 

C043 C 16634F—Detroit Lions (Blue) 
C043 C 16631F—Chicago Bears (Orange) 
C043 C 16649F—Cincinnati Bengals (Orange) 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 99 
Q Roomy Sweatpants. not on officially licensed NFL 

Product. 50% Creslant acrylic, 50% cotton give a com- 
fortable fit. Drawstring waist, elasticized ankles. Machine 
wash warm. Gray color only. Sizes S(6-8); M(10-12); 
1414-16) and XL(18-20). State letter size S, M, L or XL 
only, not number size. See Chart 1 below, 
43C 16138.— Shipping weight 14 ounces. nas 

CHART 1: For Sweatshirts, Sweatpants end Shirts Order only sizes listed with each item 
T Reino | anınw | Rh into | 5r aymi 

Order letter size S ML. XL | M г xc 
Fits sires 1 [noiz 14-167 118-20] 
Chest inches. 1 | 277-30 307г 33У 34-36 
Waist inches. | 237-26 259-28 279-30 

NFL Pile-lined Parka 
BOYS’ AND STUDENTS’ 

SIZES8TO 20 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
З Officiatty licensed NFL Parka has two-ply nylon 

shell with rubber coated backing. Pile lining of Or- 
lon* acrylic on cotton back. Nylon sleeve lining quilted 
to polyester. NFL team colors, team emblem on front. 

16, 18, 20. See Chart 1 on page 51 lo be sure. 
Parkas shown at right: 

40¢79603F-Minnesota Vikings (Purple, gold lining) 
 CO40C79604F-Detroit Lions (Blue, silver lining) 
(€040¢79650F-Cincinnati Bengals (Black, orange lining) 
CAOC79645F-Chicago Bears (Navy. orange lining) 
C40C796 4F-Kansas City Chiefs (Red, gold lining) 
.C40C79674F-Denver Broncos (Red, blue lining) 

 CO40C79644F-Buffalo Bills (Blue, red lining) 
CO40C79842F-St. Louis Cardinals (Red, black lining) 
(©040C79669F-Oakland Raiders (Black, silver lining) 
CO40C79802F-Washington Redskins (Red, gold lining) 
CO40C79854F-Miami Dolphins (Aqua, orange lining) 

40C79813F-Green Bay Packers (Green, gold lining) 
(€040¢79605F-Dallas Cowboys (Navy, silver lining) 

40C79809F- Pittsburgh Steelers (Black, gold lining) 
C040C79675F-Los Angeles Rams (Navy, gold lining) 

Also available (not shown): 
604067961 1F-Cleveland Browns (Brown, orange lining) 
CACT98S 1F-New England Patriots (Red, blue lining) 
С40С79653- Мем York Jets (Green, white lining) 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 91090 
"heg Der 

NFL Mittens 
SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

4 Officially licensed NFL Mittens sport team colors 
'emblem on left hand. Nylon quilted to 4-oz. polyester 

innerlining. Lining of polyester pile. Reinforced vinyl 
palm for longer wear. Padded vinyl knuckle band trim. 
From Haiti. Sizes MC in.); 148 in.); XL(8% in). Stato 
letter size M, L or XL only, nol number size. To measure, 
hold tape loosely around knuckles, exclude thumb, 

Mittens shown at right: 
43C94656F-Minnesota Vikings (Purple and gold) 

C043C94649F-Detroit Lions (Blue and silver) 
C043C94645F-Cincinnati Bengals (Black and orange) 
€043C94644F-Chicago Bears (Navy and orange) 

43C94653F-Kansas City Chiefs (Red and yellow) 
CO43C94648F-Denver Broncos (Blue and red) 
C043C94868F-Washington Redskins (Maroon and gold) 

43C94664F-Pittsburgh Steelers (Black and gold) 
43C94647F-Dallas Cowboys (Blue and silver) 
43C94851F-Green Bay Packers (Green and gold) 
43C94854F-Los Angeles Rams (Navy and gold) 
43C94843F- Buffalo Bills (Blue and red) 

CO43C948677-St. Louis Cardinals (Red and white) 
 CO43C94662F-Oakland Raiders (Black and silver) 

43C94655F-Miami Dolphins (Aqua and orange) 
Also available (not shown) 

 CO43C94646F-Cleveland Browns (Orange and brown) 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. [7777 

Numeral Knit Pullover 
with Yelength sleeves. 

FITS BOYS’ AND STUDENTS’ SIZES 6 TO 16 
A great low pri shirt with % 
length sleeves. Noi an officially licensed NFL prod- 
uct. Knit of 50% polyester, 50% cotton. Crew-neck 
and hemmed sleeves. Wear hemmed bottom either 
tucked in or out. Mach. wash, warm; line dry. 

Sizes Sífits sizes 6-8); Mifits sizes 10-12); Lifits 
sizes 14-16). State letter sire S, М or L only, nat 
mumber size. See Chart 1 above at left 
43 C A1767F—Green with number 12 
43 C 41768F—Gold with number 75 
43 C 41786F—Red with number 85 
43 C 41788 F— Blue with number 22 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 27 



NFL Pile-lined Parka 
1974 Chaimas Book 57059 | 

Also available 
(not shown) 

Browns 



Also 
available 

(not shown) 
* Browns 
* Bills 
* Lions 
+ Bear 
+ Bengals 

NFL Buckle Belt 

(9 thru 24) Officially licensed NFL (9 thru 24 ) Officially licensed NFL 
Wallet of leather-grained vinyl. 
Show your team allegiance and get a 
true football fan's wallet that you'll 
be proud to show. Billfold accented 
with authentic team emblem. Fea- 
tures removable clear windows for 
many of your pictures and keybold. 
ers for your convenience. Coordinates. 

Save *1 on these 
NFL Turtleneck Knit Shirts 

beit. Large team trophy buckle with 
helmet design in team colors 
baked-on enamel finish, gold-color 
trim. Strap is black vinyl on bonded 
leather fibers with saddle stitching. 
1% in. wide. 

Waist sizes in inches S(22-24); 
M(26-28); L(30-32). State letter size = xA With NFL bel at right. Black Use S.M or L oniy, so umber ce If belt 1974 Conan Book 8999 . Sovs amo | ARNEL Bask tse бышышы ыыы wos "9.99 DENTS S ا cir 

MAIS Teams Wales T Belts 
Ен Seen genus 

PRESTO officially licensed NFL Turtensck Knit (ro) Dalias Cont SERI |. 79 
Art uth vm hehe! emblem heat sealed on front. White body with 111) Kansas Cty бы бозса 177. Coe c Reef 
contrast-color raglan sleeves, turtleneck in team colors. Knit of polyester, (12) New England Patriots ...| . CO43C98727 .... |... COSI C2254 

Cone Bid ae Martine va warm, tei doy no boeing So 113) Green Bay Packers Tp |. сагат 
S. MS ah LANG top XII 201 Dune иө” sie B.M. Lor XL EE qued КУНУН ett acer c ee Мамир Chu 1 om pag 33 for correct le dicam Y. met number page (16) New Fork Jets 043 605731 C043 C SRS 
Shirts shown: Also available (not shown} (17) St Louis Cardinals ....| . COC983]...| . COGCSZMAF ао edi GN IM Ced y і HES EEE EH 
2) Ceac amaral Lous Cardinals ^ CORC 41800°-Butfalo Bis 119) Deo Lus ERE |. зс 

(3) 043 C 41935F-Dallas Cowboys CO43C 41924F-Detroit Lions (20) Los Angeles Rams | 43C98724 
4) з сат? Minnesota Vikings (АЗСА Осмо Bears (21 Oakland ales пси] Cone sir 
Scots атна Oakland Raiders CO4 C 4 1930F Саспай Bengals (2 Manes асаа 100 $) cota nur ad ae A ане 

а (24) Putsbargh Steelers 3395734 43092201F 
Alsa relate not showt 

13.99 Cleveland Browns 1. CON C 98718. C043 C 92243 
Shipping wet is Semon 
Price аСт.) 

Terry-lined Tube Socks 
(25 thru 34) Our finest sport Tube Socks, not officially licensed NFL sport socks. 
185% hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic for softness and absorbency, 15% stretch nylon for strength. 
No-heel construction: can be rotated for more even wear. Elasticized tops help socks stay up. 
Machine wash at warm temperature. 18-inch socks fit: Boys’ shoe size 10 thru Men's shoe 

‘White body. striped top | 183a. Sock] White body, striped top [18m Sock 
(257 Orange, aqua, orange stripes 730) бой, sold wripes | 43C 18758 (е) Gra oral ge Ares {31} Goid: Black paid wipes | 3С 
(27) Gold. green. gold stripes (32) Gold, royal gold stripes ..| 43€ 
(28) Red. royal, red stripes (33) Gold, maroon, gold stripes | 43€ 
29) Gray, green, gray stripes (34) Royal. royal, royal stripes | 43€ 
Shpg. wt Jor Shpg. we. Jor Pair -We 
mr 



NFL Crew-neck 
Pullover Sweatshi 

BOYS’ AND STUDENTS’ SIZES 6 TO 20 

Officially licensed NFL Crew-neck Sweatshirt scores points in fashion. Actual 
team helmet and team name are on the front. White body with raglan sleeves in 
authentic team colors. Blend of 50% Creslan® acrylic and 50% cotton. Fleeced оп 
inside to absorb moisture. Ribbed-knit cuffs and bottom for close-fitting comfort. 
Machine wash at warm temperature. 
Sizes S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14-16) and XL(18-20). State letter size S, M, L or 

XL, mot number size. See Measuring Chart 1 on page 52 to be sure. 
43C16173F-Miami Dolphins 43€16166F-Los Angeles Rams 
43C16157F-Pittsburgh Steelers CO43C18171F-New England Patriots 

с043С1169- Cincinnati Bengals 
COLIC 

421 
421 

cosc 
4301 CO43C16154F-Detroit Lions 

coascii 43016152F- Minnesota Vikings 
CO43C161659F-Washington Redskins C43C16163F-New Orleans Saints 

43C 16175F-Kansas City Chiefs C43C16162F-Atlanta Falcons 
CO43C16176F-Denver Broncos CO43C16178F-Oakland Raiders 
CO43C16167F-Sanı Francisco 49'ers CA3C 16 177F-San Diego Chargers 
Shipping weight 1 pound. p 
NOVEMBER 28th is a very im-pooh-tant date. See the TV World Premiere of 

"WINNIE-THE-POOH AND TIGGER. TOO" (Check your newspaper for local timaj 

cov Baan]55 



ES ми. 
ON THIS PAGE AND ON PAGES 49-55, 58-59 

NFL Numeral Shirt 
BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 6 TO 20 

Officially licensed NFL numeral Shirt. . jersey knit of 52% nylon 
and 48% cotton looks and feels like a football jersey. Popular athletic 
styling includes ¥-length hemmed sleeves. Hemmed bottom. 
showing stripes at upper arm have stripes on both sleeves. Official 
NFL emblem is on left sleeve. Numeral is on front and back. Machine 
wash, cold, line dry, Sizes S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14-16); XL(18-20) 
State letter size S. M, L, or XL only, not number site. See Measuring 
Chart 1 om page 52 

Numeral shirts shown 
43 C 41887F—Pittsburgh Steelers (Black: white number 32) 
43 C 41852F—Minnesota Vikings (Purple; white number 10) 
43 C 418605—Los Angeles Rams (Royal; gold number 45) 
43 C 41873F—Miami Dolphins (Aqua: white number 39) 

саз C 41878F—Denver Broncos (Orange; white number 24) 
Саз C 418507 —New York Giants (White; royal number 30) 

6043 C 418514 —Chicago Bears (Navy; white number 60) 
C43 C 418627— Atlanta Falcons (Red: white number 71) 

C043 С 41869 Cincinnati Bengals (Black; white number 14 
43 C 41875F—Kansas City Chiefs (Red; white number 86) 

соз C 41855F— Philadelphia Eagles (Green; white number 5) 
Саз C 41874F—Houston Oilers (Blue; white number 

6043 C 41854F—Detroit Lions (Blue; silver number 11) 
6043 C 41864F— St. Louis Cardinals (Red; white number 17) 
C043 C 41872F—New York Jets (White; green number 12 
Саз C 41858F— Baltimore Colts (Royal: white number 21) 
C043 C 41861F— Cleveland Browns (Brown; white numb 
C043 C 41871F—New England Patriots (Scarlet; blue number 16 

43 C 41865F—Dallas Cowboys (White: royal number 12) 
C043 C 418675—San Francisco 49'ers (Red: white number 82) 
C043 C 418785—Oakland Raiders (Black; silver number 77) 
C43 C 419635— New Orleans Saints (Black; gold number 8) 

C043 C 41859F— Washington Redskins (Red: white number 9) 
43 C 418637 Green Bay Packers (Green; white number 42) 
43 C 41868F— Buffalo Bills (Blue; white number 32) 

Shipping weight 10 ounces 1698 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It“. . see page 277 



STUDENTS' SIZES 16 TO 22 

(1 and 2) PERMA-PREST® super hero Pajamas. Solid 
color ski-style pullover top pajama with screen-printed 
hero in brilliant colors. Cozy knit flannel of 65% cotton, 
35% polyester with contrast color rib-knit neckband, an- 
klets and wristiets. Full elastic waist; fly front. Maximum 
fabric shrinkage 3%. Machine wash, warm . . no iron. 

‘State sise 16, 18, 20, 22. See Chart 1 below. 
(1) 43 C 4678.— Superman on solid blue pajama 
(2) 43C 4876.— Shazam on solid gold pajama 
Shipping weight 14 ounces sn 

(3 and 4) PERMA-PREST® pleid flannel Robe . . 65% 
cotton, 35% polyester. White ground with either navy or 
berry plaid. Solid-color trim on front facing, tie belt, pock- 
ets and sleeve cuffs. Full length sleeves. Mach. wash, 
warm . . tumble dry. Maximum fabric shrinkage 3% 

‘State site 16-18 or 20-22. See Chart 1 below 
(3) 43 C 6844F— Navy plaid 
() ace т 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 1649 
(5 and 6 ) PERMAPREST® solid-color velour Robe oí 
80% Arnel® triacetate, 20% nylon. Rich colors in Kabuki 
styling with self belt. Two lower pockets; medium length 
sleeve. Machine wash, warm . . tumble dry. No ironing. 

Оте size fils 16 йе» 22. See Chart 1 below. 
(5) 43C 0867—Berry (6) 43C 6086—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces "ө 
(7 end 8) PERMA-PREST® flannel Pajama of 50% cot. 
ton, 50% polyester. Coat-style with notched collar, full 
button front. Choose green plaid or a tidy blue print on 
white ground. Elastic waist; fly front. Maximum fabric 
shrinkage 3%. Machine wı tumble dry. No 
iron. Stale size 16, 18, 20, 22. See Chart 1 below 
(7) 43 C 4678F— Green pl (8) 43 C 4677F— Blue print 
Shipping weight 14 ounces "ө 
MEASURING CHART 1 Pajamas, Robes Sizes 16 to 22 

Measure heh without a 
TT $4 [ 64 

ORDERSIZE | 18 | 

(9 and 10) PERMA-PREST® Caprolan® Pajama . . val 
ue-priced just in time for Christmas giving. Brushed 
Caprolan® nylon knit flannel in cozy ski-style with solid 
color pullover top and bottom. Snug rib-knit neckband, 
wristlets and anklets in white. All-around elastic waist; fly 
front. Machine wash at warm temperature . . tumble dry 
at low temperature. No ironing necessary 

State size 16-18 or 20-22. Ser Measuring Chart 1, this 
page. lo be sure of correc size before ordering. 
(9) аз С 4808F—Biue (10) 43 C 4607F—Gold 
Shipping weight 14 ounces ss 
Full 1-year warranty for pajamas (9) and (10): Caprolan® 
ion fabric. H these pajamas fai to give normal wear within 
me year тот date ol porch 

the nearest Sears Store lo 
care instructons 

'ee replacement or retund Follow 

For more Pajamas and 
Robes in Students’ Saes 



Part of our 
57 page collection of 

for the entire family 

STUDENTS' SIZES 16 TO 22 
] PERMA.PRESTE officially licensed NFL Pajama. . а very 

practical gift that will delight any young NFL fan. Made of 
white flannel weave of S0% cotton, 50% polyester, Cozy rib knit trim at wrist and ankle; rib-knit neck band in official team color. Official team emblem boldly printed on ski-style pullover top, All around elastic waist; Пу front. Maximum fabric shrinkage 3%. No 
ironing necessary if you machine wash, warm . . tumble dry. 

State size 16-18 or 20-22. See Measuring Chart | ow page 57 to determine correct size before placing your order. 
9 PERMA-PREST® officially licensed NFL Robe in woven flan- 

nel of 50% cotton and 50% polyester. Choose the robe to match his NFL pajamas . . another great gift idea. Team color plaid on white ground for robe body, belt and pocket. White terry velour of 65% modacrylic, 35% polyester makes up facing, lower pocket trim and chest pocket. Official team emblem on chest pocket. Max. fabric shrinkage 3%. No ironing necessary if you machine wash, warm 
tumble dry 

Slate size 16-18 or 20-22. Boys grow rapidly, see Measuring Chart 1 om page 57 lo be sure of correct site before ordering. 
sme — [ (1) Pajamas (Мое — mi 

Miami Dolphins 43C 463285 | 43 C 66008 (Orange plaid) Pittsburgh Steelers. | 43C 46333 | 43€ 68013F (Gold plaid) Minnesota Vikings...| 43C48342f | 43C 66022F (Purple plaid) Dallas Cowboys 43С 8337 | New York Jets C43 C 463316 
Green Bay Packers | 43C46330F Washington Redskins C043 C 48348F (с 
Los Angeles Rams ...| 43C48341f 
Buffalo Bills 

Raiders 
St Louis Cardinals 
Baltimore Соз 

о Bears Philadelphia Eagles 
Cincinnati Bengals 
Pera Be veland Browns gold (11) 43 C 95801—Aqua, orange (6) 43 C 95806—Biue, white (12) 43 C 95808 Green, white Ripping weight Ei dcum Pb d (13) «1069120 ыны prr ) 43 C 95802 Maroon, (14) 43 € 95803— Purple, gold C 58[Sears]e Shipping weight 6 ounces aie "Charge it" if you wish . . see page 277 

(10) 43 С 95812— Blue, 



ALL NIGHTWEAR IN BOYS SIZES 8 TO 14 IS 

FLAME RESISTANT 
..Self-extinguishing when removed trom flame 

1 
Also Available 
(not shown) 

Chicago Bears 
Cleveland Browns 
Philadelphia Eagles 
Detroit Lions 
Cincinnati Bengals 

BOYS' SIZES 8 TO 14 

15 PERMA-PRESTe officially licensed NFL Pajama of flame 
resistant, 100% cotton flannel. White top and bottom with 

official NFL emblem of the team of your choice on front of paja- 
ma top. Rib-knit trim at wrist and ankle; team-color rib-knit neck 
band. All around elastic waist; fly front. Maximum fabric shrink- 
age 3%. Machine wash, warm and tumble dry. To retain flame 
resistant properties, see Washing Instructions A on page 61. 

‘State site (8-10) or (12-14). See Measuring Chart 2 on page 61 lo 
deiermine correct site before ordering 
16 PERMA-PRESTO officially licensed NFL Robe of flame re 

sistant, 100% cotton flannel. Robe body and belt in official 
team color and is accented with white terry velour on facing and 
pockets. Official NFL team emblem covers terry velour chest 
pocket. Maximum shrinkage 3%. Machine wash, warm and tum: 
ble dry for no ironing. To retain flame resistant properties, care- 
fully follow Washing Instructions A on page 61. 

‘State site (8-10) or (12-14), See Measuring Chart 2 ow page 61 lo 
determine correct size before ordering 

мов? (Orange) 
43C 45883F 1503F (Gold) 
aacasanzr |S 12F (Purple) 

| «cas | I507F (Blue) 
[C043 C asasır | CO43 C 44501F (Green) 

ac 3 C 44809F (Gold) 
Washington Redakins | CO43 C [6043 C 445 18F (Red) 
Los Angeles Rams ac |. 43C 44511F (Blue) 
Buffalo Bills Conc Conc 
New England Patriots  CO43C 48879. | ©0432 C 
Oakland Raiders .....[CO43C 48M2F |CO43C 
St Louis Cardinals [CO43 € asser |C043C (17 thru 24) Sportatripe Slipper Sock (not on officially licensed product) rib-knit of 
Baltimore Colts CIGC4M TF | Саз C 401¥ (Blue) 80% Orlon* acrylic, 20% nylon for foot-warming comfort. Choose this sporting look in 8 
[el enc popular color combinations. Rubber sole with vinyl sidewalls, Machine wash, warm. 
Philadelphia Eagles C43 C 448 18F (Green) Slate sise 8,9, 10, 11. See Measuring Chart 1 pape 61 lo determine correct sine 
Cincinnati Bengals ...| C043 C 45873F= |CO43C. (Orange) (17) 43C 18043F—Red, white stripe (21) 43 C 180324 Royal, silver stripe 
Detroit Lions + | o«3 c 44508F (LL blue)* (18) 43C 18028F—Aqua, orange stripe (22) 43 С 18038F— Purple, gold stripe 
ULL 7 | cota семе (Orange) (19) 43C 18042F—Royal, white stripe (23) 43 C 18009/— Royal, red stripe 

Shipping weight I pound Roue (20) 43C 18037F—Red, gold stripe (24) 43€ 18033F—Black, gold stripe 
1794 Shipping weight 10 ounces — MÀ чөөн ее Pair 0329. 

orem esate u Sear] 59 



lor the entire family 

BOYS’ SIZES 8 TO 14 

(1 thru 9) PERMAPREST® Knit Pajamas with screen-printed characters on 
Chest in bright, fun colors. Ski-style pullover tops with long sleeves. Rib-knit trim 
at neck, wrist and ankle. All around elastic waist; fly front. To relain flame-rertant 
properties, carefully follow Washing Instructions B om facing page. 
То order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, 

Roebuck and Со. Catalog Sales" for number to call 
(3 thru 3) Tigger Paja- mes delight Winnie-the 
Pooh fans in knit of Da 
cron* Type ЮР polyes 
ter. Tigger's antics vary 
with each pajama color 
ше sie 8-10 or 12-14 

See Measuring Chart 2 on 
Jacin page lo be sure of sise 
Before ordering 
(0) 43 C 4824F—Brown 
(2) 43 C 4823F—Green 
(3) 43 C 45227 Blue 
Shipg. wt. Mor... M99 

(4 thru 8) Scooby- (7 thru 9) Snoopy Pa- 
Doo Pajamas show jamas. It's Snoopy gone 
Scooby playing football, “pro” playing football, 
hockey or motorcycling. basketball, or hockey 
Brushed Caprolan® пу. Кой of 50% Amel® tri 
lon knit flannel. Colored acetate, 50% Fortrele 
sleeves, bottoms. polyester. Colored 

Sisi size 8-10 or 12- sleeves, bottoms. 
14. See Measuring Chart Siale sise 8-10 or 12- 
2 on facing page 14. Chart 2, facing page 
(4) 43C4S86.—Gold (7) 43 C 4S70F—Blue 
(5) 43 C 4567F—Green (8) 43C 4871F—Gold. 
(6) 43C4$73.—Blue — (9) 43C 4872.—Green. 
Shpg.wti4or...9$49 бър. wt. Hoz... 9599 

ıs à very mpoomtant date See the 
V World Premiere of "WINNIE-THE-POOH AND 

f. TOO” (Check your newspaper for local time) 

BOYS: SIZES $. 
8TO 14 99 

(10 thru 12). Ski-styling, pullover 
top. Soug fitting white, rib-knit an. 
klets, wristlets, neckband. Made of 
100% brushed Caprolan® nylon 
knit flannel. Elastic waist; ly front. 
Maximum fabric shrinkage 3%. To 
retain flame resistance, see Wash 
ing Instructions B, facing page. 

‘State sise 8-10, 12-14. See Mens 
uring Chart 2 on facing page. 
(10) 43C 4512F—Blue 
1) 43 € 4513 Gold 

(12) 43C 4518F—Green 
Shipping weight 14 ounces . 53.99 

Full 1-year warranty for temi 



(10 thru 13) Acrylic pile Slipper 
оокат for cozy comfort. Colorful 
contrast trim and square toe. Cush- 
ioned insole, rubber sole. Rib-knit 
cuff. Machine wash, warm. 

State size 7, 8, 9, 10 or 11. See 
Measuring Chart 1 below. 
(10) 43 C 18953F—Navy, royal 
(11) 43C 18957F—Gold, black. 
(12) 43C 18955F— Red, maroon 
(13) 43 € 18056F—Royal, It blue 
Shpg. wt. 1202. Pair $399 

MEASURING CHART 1: For 

(14 thru 16) Knit Slip- 
per Socks! of 90% Or. 
lon* acrylic, 10% nylon. 
Vinyl sole, sidewalls. 
Machine wash. warm. 

Soie size В, 9, 10 or 11 
only. See Measuring 
Chart 1 below io be sure 

(16) 43C1 
Shps. wt. 6 oz. Pair $3.99 

per Socks 
Supper MEDIUM | LARGE 

Sock Size O то | 17 I 
Fas Shoe sae] 9-11 | 12-2 msn | 6-8 | ays 
бло панелинин "Res TU DvP 

ALL NIGHTWEAR ОМ THESE TWO PAGES 18 

FLAME RESISTANT 

Wie... 

BOYS' AND STUDENTS' SIZES 8 TO 14 
(1 and 2) Pullover flannel Pajama of cotton. Geometric print on white ground. White rib-knit 
neck. Elastic waist: Пу front. Max. fabric shrink. 3%. See Washing Instructions A below. 

State size 8, 10, 12, 14. See Measuring Chart 2 below io determine correct size. 
(1) 43 C4511f— Blue (2) 43 C 48108—Red. 
Shipping weight 14 ounces ns 
(3 thru 5) Footed knit Pajama of 507; Arnel® triacetate, 50% Fortrel polyester. Scandinavi 
an-design screen printed on ivory-color pullover top: navy, gold or red bottoms. Skid-resistant 
plastic soles are cotton flannel lined. Rib-knit neck, wristiets. Elastic waist: fly front. Max. fabric 
shrink. 213%. To retain flame resistance, see Washing Instructions B below 

State size 8, 10, 12, 14. See Measuring Chart 2 below o deter 
(3) 43C4582.—Navy — (4) 43C 4585F—Gold — (5) 43C 45 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 1649 
(6 thru 9) PERMA-PREST® Kabuki-style Robes with full-length sleeves and tie belt. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

State site 8-10 or 12-14. See Measuring Chart 2 below lo be sure of corre size 
7) Terry Robe of 65% Dyn (8 and 9) Flannel Robe. Cotton. Sol 

35% polyester. Solid color, contrast id-color trim on print: one lower pock- 
See Washing Instructions B below eL. See Washing Instructions A below 
(6) 43 C 44607— Blue with red trim (8) 43 C 4426F—Red and blue plaid 
(7) 43 C 4465F— Red with blue (9) 43 C 4427F—Brown and green print 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. sass — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 4640 

Washing instruction A: Machine wash, warm 
ble dry. To retain flame-resistant properties 
phosphate detergent powder or non-phosphate 

‘duty liquids. Do not use soap. nor-phosphate 
detergents. bleach or fabric softeners. Laun 

MEASURING CHART 2 

Namerevstant едем Do 



Part о! our 
57 page collection of 

Our lowest price 
this season for 
any Nightgown for the entire family 

SIZES 2 TO 6x 

(1 thru 3) Brushed tricot gown in warm 
acetate and polyester blend. Split yoke 
front styling with 2 button closure. White 
lace trim on collar, yoke and cuffs. Ankle 
length. Machine wash warm, delicate cy де. Use any detergent but not soap. No 
bleach. Tumble dry low. To retain flame 
resistant properties, follow instructions 
carefully. State sie 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or бх. See 
Chart 1 below for correct sise. 
(1) 29¢32851F-Red (3) 29¢32883F-Blue 
(2) 29¢32882F-Pink 
Shipping weight 3 ounces 42.94 

4 Christmas cheer in flowing jersey knit 
ol 100% Fortrel@ polyester, Smock: 

ing around neck with self-fabric ruffle 
elasticized for pullover dressing. Long 
sleeves with elasticized wrists, Shirred 
ruffle at bottom. Ankle length. Machine 
wash warm. Use any detergent but not 
soap. Do not use bleach. Tumble dry. И 
ironed, use low setting. To retain flame 
resistant properties, follow washing in- 
structions carefully. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. Slate size 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6 or бх, mot age. See Chart 1 below, 
28 C 32855F—Shpg. wt. 4 ог. atas 

(Sands) "s Daddy's gir in this pret 
i soft cotton flannel. Screen 
>. Turn-down collar with button 

back closing. Long sleeves have elasti. 
ized ruffle cuffs. Home launder in soft 
water only. Mach. wash warm. Use phos- 
phate detergent powder or non-phos. 
phate heavy-duty liquid. Do not use 
soap, fabri softeners, non-phosphate de- terat powder or bleach: Tumble dry To retala flame resistaacy, follow i. алий carey. Sat ar 23 4 3. toe See Chart el (у BCIE Red” (6) 280327136 Blue Shipping weight 6 ounces bri 

CHART 1 
liza 

132/35/35/38|18%4 
Jas 

едн larael 447747 [47/149 

Tootsie* Bootie Socks; | of 3. Soft polyes- 
ter and cot Ый wih кле lon fot bag. 

fit. Tiny terry loops provide comfort. Elas- 
tícized opening. Machine wash inside out at 
warm tumble dry. Sizes М. L, XL. 
State 1 letter size to pkg... mol shoe size. See 
‚Chart 2 below. 
29 C 1936 —Shipping weight Joz. . 



: Winnie-the-Pooh 
y FIT SIZES 2 TO 6x 

] Robe. Acetate and polyester fleece knit. Ankle length. Patch pocket with 
Pooh screen print. See washing note below. Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). 

Stato letter size S, M, or L only, not number sise. Ser Chart 1 om page 64 ia be 
sure of correct size before placing your order. 
28 C 58112F—Shippina weight 9 ounces na 

Gown. Orlon® acrylic and polyester jersey knit. Pullover style. Ankle 
length. Pooh screen print across front. See washing note below. State nze 2. 

3, 4, 5, 6 or úx, See Chart 1 om focing page lo be sure of correct sise. 
29 32858 Shipping weight 6 ounces as 
(3 and 4) Pajamas in jersey knit of Orlon* acrylic and polyester. Pullover 
tops have screen print on front. Pants have all around elastic waistband. See 
washing note below. State sise 2, 3, 4, $, б, or 6x. See Chart 1, facing page. 
3 Footed Pajama. Elastic at ankles. Skid-resistant vinyl soles, toe caps. 
29 C 32857F—Shipping weight 8 ounces 1649 

4 Paiema. Hemmed ankle length pants. 
29 C 32896: Shipping weight 8 ounces 

Washing note ache ny ter gerû. but not 
aning erections Garay au 
5 Slipper Socks. Acrylic pile sides and back. Cotton felt center with Pooh 

design. Acrylic knit cuff. Padded composition sole lined with acrylic pile. 
Machine wash warm. Sizes S(foot length to 6 in.); M(loot length to 7 in. 
L(foot length to 8 in.) State letter size S, М, or L only, nat foot sise. 
29 C 120258 Shipping weight $ ounces 59 

ALL ROBES, GOWNS ANO PAJAMAS ON THESE TWO PAGES ARE 

FLAME RESISTANT 
..Self-extingulshing when removed from flame 

„ai [Sears] 63 



Part of our 
57 page collection ot 

lor the entire family 

(1 thru 4) Ankle length robes in acetate and polyester fleece, all with 
side seam pocket. Machine wash warm, delicate cycle. Use any deter: 
gent but not soap. Do not use bleach. Tumble dry low, or line dry. To 
retain flame resistant properties, (ойон washing instructions carefully. 

Lace yoke robe with * i length sleeves, lace trimmed stand-up collar. 
Green bow. Elasticized ruffle cuffs with lace border. 

Lire Girls’ Sizes S(2-3). M(4- Toddler Sizes 1T to 3T. State vise 
5), L(6-6x). State letter size S. IT, ZT or ST. Be sure to give both 
Mor L. not number size. See Char number and letter when ordering 
1 below. Toddler sizes. See Chart 2, facing 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. page. Shp. wt. 6 oz. 

29 C 58107 вво 29C 58100 rr 

2, Smock style robe with white pointed collar, white cuffed full length 
sleeves. Large red bow. Sizes S(2-3), M(4-5), L(6-6x). Su 

size 5, M or L, not number sise. See Chart 1 below 
29 C 88105F— Shipping weight 9 ounces 109 
(з and 4 ) White front yoke and %4-length sleeves. Lace trimmed peter 
pan collar. Contrasting buttons and long bow. Elasticized ruffle cuffs. 
Slate size 1T, ZT, 3T or 4T. Be sure to give both number and letter when 
ordering Toddler sizes. See Chart 2, facing page. 
(3) 29 C $8104F—Blue (4) 29 C $M03F— Pink 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 1.9. 

(5 and 6) Ankle length flannel robe of 100% cotton. Shirred yoke 
length sleeves. White buttons. Coordinates with gowns (5) and (6) 
page 62, pajamas (3) and (4) page 66. Home launder in soft water 
Machine wash warm. Use phosphate detergent powder or non-phos- 
phate heavy-duty liquid detergent. Do not use soap, non-phosphate 
powder detergent or bleach. Tumble dry low. To retain flame resistant 
properties, follow washing instructionscarefully. Sizes 502-3), М(4-5) 
L(6-6x). State size S. M or L, ња! number size. See Chart 1 below 
(5) 29 C 50018F—Blue (6) 29 C 58017F—Red 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
3 CHART 1: Order олу к 
Order Letter Size S. Mor L s 

44.99 so | 150 
TODDLER | 

SIZES EU 



ALL ROBES ON THESE TWO PAGES ARE 

FLAME RESISTANT 

FITS SIZES 
2 TO 6X 
TODDLER 

SIZES 
111031 

(1 thru 3) Cozy quilt robes, ankle length with A-line styling. 
100% nylon with fiberfill of Cordelan® matrix fiber (30% vinal, 
50% vinyon) and polyester. Machine wash warm. delicate cycle. 
Use any detergent, but not soap. Do not use bleach or fabric 
softeners. Tumble dry, low. To retain flame resistant properties, 
follow instructions carefully 
1 Peter pan collar trimmed with lace. White nylon fleece bod 

ice and * length sleeves, white buttons. Quilted skirt. Elasti 
cized wrists. All-around biue belt. Lace trimmed cuffs. Sizes 

3): M(4-S); L(6-6x). State letter size 5, М, or L, тә! mum- 
ber site. See Chart 1 on facing page. 
29 C881 F— Shipping weight 10 ounces. ” 
Q Red robe with stand-up collar. Green belt. Embroidered lace 

trims bodice and * length sleeves. Red buttons. Side seam 
pocket. Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
Little Girls’ Sizes $(2-3); Toddler Sizes 1T to 3T. Stale 

sise IT, ZT or 3T. Be sure to 
give both number and letter 

ber sise. See Chart 1 on fac- when ordering Toddler sizes. 
ing page. See Chart 2 below. 
290581025 799 29CS8101F 
3 Our finest quilt robe , the look of elegance with fine detail 

ing. Red bodice and sleeves. White lace trims sleeves and 
peter pan collar. Sizes $(2-3); М(4-5): L(6-6x). State letter 
size S. M or L, not number size. See Chart 1 on facing page 
29 C Sê 115F— Shipping weight 10 ounces. 109. 
(4 thru 7) Slipper Socks. Acrylic. Pile upper, knit top. Com. 
position padded vinyl sole. Machine wash warm. Sizes S(for 
foot length to 6 in. J: M(for foot length to 7 in.): Lifor foot length 
to 8 in.). State letter size 5, M or L mot foot nise 
(4) 29C 1251F—Lilac 29 € 1249F—Blue 
(5) 29 C 1280F—White (7) 29 C 1248—Red 
Shipping weight $ ounces. ою 

CHART 2: Toddler Si 
OrderSee [т | zr | ar | 4 _ 
Height inches] | 2815-32 | 321-35 | 3584-38] 38/41 



Part of our 
57 page collection of 

IOUNGEWEAR 
and SLEEPWEAR 
for the entire family 

SIZES 2 TO 6x 

Cut 66: 
Last Christmas. 
was*4.99 

(1 and 2) 100% brushed nylon tricot. Smock top has elastic at wrist, multicolor smocking across 
yoke. Bound neck with one button back opening. Pants have all around elasticized waist and 
ankles for comfort and fine fit. Double fabric toe cap, skid-resistant plastic soles, Machine wash 
‘warm, delicate cycle. Use any detergent, but not soup. Do not use bleach. Tumble dry low or line 
dry. To retain flame-resistant properties, folow washing instructions carefully. 
Siale size 2, 3,4, 5,6 or ба. See Chart 1 below to be sure af correc sise. 
(1) 29 С 32083F-Pink (2) 29 C 32684F—Lilac 
Shipping weight 6 ounces, Last Christmas was 4.99. 2.0.0. ........433 

(3 and 4) Cotton flannel with all over screen print design coordinates with robe on page 64. Top 
with turn down collar, buttons close at back: elastic at cuff. Pants have all-around elastic at top. 
and ankles; skid-resistant vinyl toes. Home launder in soft water. Machine wash warm. Use phos 

powder 
instructions carefully. State size 2, 3, 4, $, 6 or 6x. See Chart 1 below. 
(3) 29 C 32721F—Red print (4) 29 C 327227 Blue print 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 
Б Festive red brushed knit of Kanecaron modacrylic and polyester. Screen print top with bound 

neck, one button back opening. Pants have all around elasticized waist and ankle; bootie feet 
with double-fabric toe and skid-resistant vinyl sole. Machine wash warm. Use any detergent, but 
not soap. Do not use bleach. Tumble dry low, or line dry. Do not iron. To retain flame-resistant 
properties. follow instructions carefully 
‘State sise 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See Chart 1 below, 
29 C 328727 Shipping weight 6 ounces o u 

CHART 1: Order oniy sites hated with each item 
Order Size (not age) T 2 3 * 
н 287-37 | 327-35 38 

10 
BSS ht inches! aaya | 474-50 1507-53 Heg Ye 



ТТ Boys! and Girls’ Set. . includes Pajama. hat and stocking. 
Durable, easy-care cotton flannel. Ski-styie pajamas with red 

and white candy top. White rib-knit crew neck and 

dy-cane striped stocking with 
at risht. 
State size 1,2, 3, 4, $, 6, бк. See Chart 1, facing page 
29 C 327 11F— Shipping weight 8 ounces Set 4549 

op for hanging up. See washing note 

Sears Revolving Charge Account makes all 
your buying easier—see page 277 

(л thru 6) Boys‘ 
fun nightwear 

th pants have all around elastic waistband 

uperman 
29 C 324151 Tiger. 
29 € 32455#— Ват 
29 C 322321 Bunny 
29 € 32336F—Clown 

only sizes listed with 

“us 

FLAME 

SIZES 2 TO 6x 

ALSO SIZES 
8 AND 10 

4) 29 C 328476 : 
5) 20 C 328615 y 
б) 29 € 32862/— Clown 
Shipping w 

RESISTANT 



Part of our. 
57 page collection of 

for the entire family 

knit with shrinkage control 
or lasting ft 

Extract skid 
resistant vinyl soles 

double 

. (1 thru 4 ) Our finest. longest wearing Grow Sieep- 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
er. Extra-heavyweight. Knit blended of Cordelan® 
matrix fiber (50% vinal, 50% vinyon) and polyester. 
Extra-long top with turnback cuffs and pants with full 
bootie feet allow for up to two inches of child's growth. 
Exclusive Pooh print top with coordinating bright 

Pooh colors on neck, culis, and pants. Rib-knit cuffs. 
Easy fit pants have elasticized ankles to help keep 
bootie feet in place. All around elasticized waist is heat 
resistant to be dryer safe. Vinyl toe caps and special 
double fabric knees for added strength at these points 
of greatest wear. See washing note on facing page 

Toddler Sizes. Top has self-fabric collar, two rows of Gripper® 
snaps at waist. Gripper® snap back closing. Sizes S(tor small), IT, 
TT, ST or AT. For Small size, sate 5 only for Toddler sizes, sole 
both number ond letter, See Chart Y below. 
(1) 29 C 325727 Blue. (3) 29 C 32871F—Red 
(2) 29 C32974B—Green (4) 29 C 32873F— Yellow 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

Juvenile Sizes. Pullover top, rib knit neck. — Sizes 10 and 12. Pullover top, rib knit neck. 
Siate size 3,4, 5,6 or 8. See Chart 1 below. Stale size 10 or 12 omiy. See Chart 1 below. 
(1) 29 € 32571F—Blue (1) 43 С 45052F—Blue 
(2) 29 € 32579—Green (2) 43 C 450841 Green. 
(3) 29 С 32576F—Red (3) 43 C 45051F—Red 
(4) 29 C 32578.— Yellow (4) 43 C 450831 Yellow 

4850 Shipping weight 13 ounces #550 Shipping weight 15 ounces 
FOR BEST FIT .. MEASURE TO BE SURE! Order only sizes listed with each tem. 

CHART [Order Sue ОЕШ шш аш E ECLA ETO A EI 6 8 
A [weighs onenen | 1451-78 | 2894-32 | 32/35 | 35/738 | 38/41 | тураа | 44747 | 27457 

#650 

Г TA 
51-547, | 85-567, | 89-007; 

TODDLER SIZES 1T TO 4T AND 
JUVENILE SIZES 3 TO 8 

(5 and 6) Grow Sleeper in year-round weight. Cordelan® matrix fiber (50% 
vinal, 50% vinyon), polyester jersey knit. Top has print front (assorted pat 
terns), solid-color back and arma. Double fabric toes. Skid-resistant vinyl soles. 
Elastic ankles, See washing note on facing page. 
Toddier Sizes. Top has Gripper® snaps in 
back, two rows at waist to allow for growth. 
Pants have one row of snaps on elasticized 
waist. Siale size IT, ZT, 3T or 4T. Give both 
number and letter when ordering Toddler 
sizes, See Chart above. 
(5) 29С32122#-Үейож. 
(6) 29C32121F-Blue 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

Juvenile Sizes, Pullover tops. 
Rib knit neck and cuffs. Heat 
resistant all-around elastic at 
waist is dryer safe. Siale size 3. 
4, 5, 6 or 8, See Chart 1 above io 
he sure of correct sie. 
(5) 29 € 32124/— Yellow 
(6) 29 С 32123F—Bive 

43.58 Shipping weight 8.02. 



ALL NIGHTWEAR ON THESE TWO PAGES IS 

FLAME RESISTANT 
sell extinguishing when removed trom flame R i Mesh im racer US Deed NOT Winnie-the-Pooh 

(9 thru 4) Our finest, warmest Blanket Sleep- AA rr ee 
Sleeper fabric we've ever sold, and it still wash. HT o meat ede oo eer Be mE нн ы Coa Se 
plique. 

INFANT SIZE S(small) 
Shell-stitching on peter pan collar. Rib knit 
‘cuffs. Extra-long zipper extends to ankles for 
‘easier dressing. Size S(small). State letter si 
S only. See Chart 1 on facing page to be sure of 
correct size. 
(1) 29C31093F-Red (3) 29C31092F-Pink 
(2) 29C31091F-Blue (4) 29¢31094F-Green 
Shipping weight 11 ounces моо 

TODDLER SIZES 1T TO 4T 
Snap tab fastener at neck. Rib knit collar and 
cuffs. State site 1T, IT, 3T or AT. Be sure to 
give both number and letter when ordering 
Toddler sizes. See Chart 1 ow facing pace 
(1) 29C32800-Red (3) 29C32802F-Pink 
(2) 29CI2801F-Blue (4) 29C32804F-Green 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 1750 

JUVENILE SIZES 5 TO 8 
Snap tab fastener at neck. Rib kait collar and. 
Cutis. State siae S, 6, 7 or & See Chart 2 below. 
(1) 29C22807F-Red (3) 29C32806F-Pink 
(2) 29C32805F-Blue (4) 29C32808F-Green 
Shipping weight 16 ounces. 1850 

CHART2 
5 a 7 o 

«тула у 749495 

NOVEMBER 28th ıs a very im-pooh-tant 
date. See the TV World Premiere of 

IETHE-POOH AND TIGGER 
ov local time] (Check your newsp 

(5 thru 7) Blanket Sleeper. Monsanto SEP® modacrylic 
and polyester fleeced knit. Raglan sleeves, rib knit collar 
and cuffs. Metal zipper. Elasticized ankles. Skid-resistant 
vinyl soles. See washing instructions above right. 
Toddler Sizes. Vinyl toe caps. Assorted appliques. State 
sise IT, ZT, ST or AT. Give both number and letter when 
ordering Toddler sizes. See Chart 1 on facing page. 
(S) 29 C 32402F—Blue (7) 29 C 32401F—Red 
(6) 29 С 32403f— Pink. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 1498 
Juvenile sizes. Vinyl toe caps. Assorted appliques. State 
size $, 6, 7,07 8. See Chart 2, above right, for correct riz 
(5) 29 C 32408F—Blue (7) 29 C 32408F—Red 
(6) 29 € 32407F—Pink 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 1.0. 
Larger Sizes 10, 12 and 14. Puppy applique. Stale sise 
10, 12, or 14 only, not age. See Chart 1 om facing page 
5) 7 C336 —Blue (7) 77 C 3437F—Red. 

(6) 77 C 38385—Pink 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 9799 
See more Nightwear in Larger Giris’ Sizes on pages 



tor the entire family 

FIT SIZES 2 TO 6x 

осу 
1 

(A and В) Bright screen print nightwear for young gridiron fans. Official NFL Li Pro™ team 
emblema. 100% cotton flannel is pre-shrunk to assure minimum fabric shrinkage. Home launder 

Teen Name iA Fea | (ay Rabe 
Washington Redskins | 29 C 32806F | 29 C 58705F—Red 

in soft water only. Machine wash warm, tumble dry. Use phosphate detergent powder or non — (2) Minnesota Vikings ... 29 C 32892F | 29 C 58703F—Purple 
phosphate heavy duty liquid detergent. Do not use soap, bleach, softeners or non-phosphate (3) Buffalo Bills | He sansa | 29 C 50706 Bine 
powders. To retain flame resistant properties, follow washing instructions carefully (4) Pittsburgh Steelers ...| 29 C 328887 | 29 C 58707F-Gold 
Sines S(2-3); M(4-5); or L(6-6x). State letter size S, М or L. mol number sise. See Chart 1 below. (5) Los Angeles Rams... | 29 C 32891F | 29 C 88704.—Blue. 

(6) Miami Dolphins 29 C 322F | 29 C58701F—Orange 
А S%etvie Pajama. White pullover top with B Karate-styie Robe. Solid color body, tie (7) Dallas Cowboys 29 C 32888F | 29 C 88702 Blue. 

Lil Pro™ emblem on front. Rib knit crew Û belt White cotton terry pockets trim. Al (8) Green Bay Packers ...| 28 C 32889F | 28 C 58709 Gold 
neck and cuffs. Pants have all-around elastic at robes in official team colors. LIT Pro™ emblem (9) St Louis Cardinals ...| 20 C 32886F | 28 C SE708F— Red 
waist, rib knit ankles. on one pocket. (10) Chicago Bears 29C 32087F | 29C 50711F—Blue 

(11) Detroit Lions 29 C 32090 | 28 C 587125—Blue 
Order loter sive S, Mor T (12) Kansas City Chieis .. | 29C 32807F | 20 CHE]! Red _ 

ET Shipping weight . 8 ounces 
70 [Sears] i* [черт олсен Price “a _ 



АШ ROBES, GOWNS AND PAJAMAS ON THESE TWO PAGES ARE 

FLAME RESISTANT 
«sell extinguishing when removed from flame. 

Meet à he te толот of Fedora Sand 17 

FIT SIZES 2 TO 6x 

(1 and 2) Boys‘ cotton flannel Robe. Wrap-around with shaw! collar, self-fab- 
ric belt. Knee length. Home launder in soft water. Mach. wash warm. Use phos: 
phate detergent powder or non-phosphate heavy duty liquid. Do not use soap, 
non-phosphate powder detergent, bleach or fabric softeners. Tumble dry. To 
retain flame resistant properties, follow instructions carefully. Sizes S(2-3), M(4- 
5), L(6-6x). State letter size S, M, L only, то! number size. See Chart 1 below. 
(1) 29 CS8057F—Red plaid (2) 29 C 580S8F—Blue Plaid 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 1498 

CHART 1: FOR BEST FIT .. MEASURE TO BE SURE! 
Order letter size 5. M or L 5 Wo 
Fis Sizes. 73 45 $-6x Height (inches) ....... 325-38 | sevsa | «sao 

З Boys‘ or giris skistyle Pajamas. Kanecaron modacrylic and polyester. Pull- 
over top with rib-knit collar and cuffs. Pants have all-around elasticized waist. retardant properties, 

Blue with screen print on top front, red trim. Machine wash warm. Use any & S oe GaSe Cinta бла 
detergent, but not soap or bleach. Tumbie dry low. Do not iron. To retain flame 29 C 32633 F— Shipping weight 8 oùnces 
resistant properties. follow washing instructions carefully. Slat size 2, 3, 4, S, 6 or CHART 2: Order only sizes 
6x. See Chart 2 al right Sue 
29 C 2867F— Shipping weight 8 ounces 93.97 

28th is a very im-pooh-tant date 
remiera of "WINNIE-THE-POOH AND TIGGER. TOO 

(Check your newspaper for local time) 



Part of our 
57 page collection of 

lor the entire family 

Some items also fit size 16 
Some items in sizes 7 to 12 only 

Designer-inspired fashion 

Winnie-the-Pooh 

Brushed Knit 
Nightwear 

So luxurious. . 
so long-wearing 
in Caprolan® 24 

nylon fabric 
+ Extra-high filament yarn makes 

it exquisitely soft and warm 
yet it's lightweight 

* A special brushing process 
resists pilling and matting 

* After 50 machine washings and 
dryings in our lab, fabric retained 
its velvety nap. 

(1 thru 5 ) Multicolor screen prints feel soft 
aren't still. Machine wash at warm tem 

perature, delicate cycle. To retain flame re 
sistance, use any detergent, not soap, No 
bleach. 

1 Two-piece Pajamas. Screen print on 
front of pullover top. Shirttail bottom. 

Blue with yellow collar and piping. Pull-on 
bottom has elasticized waist. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State sise. See 
Chart 1 ow facing page 
71 CIB13 Shipping wt. 5 ог. 

9 Two-piece footed Pajamas. Screen print 
ов front of pullover top. Shirttail bottom. 

Yellow with blue ribbed collar and piping. 
Pull-on bottom has elasticized waist and ап. 
kles. Non-skid vinyl soles. 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. See 
Chart 1 on facing pare 
71 C384F—Shipping wt. 6 ог. 

1650 

sso 

(Запа 4 ) Long Gown. All-over screen 
print. Ankle length, shirttail bottom, Long 
sleeves. Pullover style. Ribbed collar, Piping. 
Giris’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Stale size. See 
Chart 1 on facing pase 
(3) 77 € 3812F—Maize ground, blue trim. 
(4) 772 С 3811F—White ground, blue trim 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 1650 

Short Gown. Pink with border screen 
print on front. White ribbed neckline and 

piping. Above-knee length with shirttail bot 
tom. Pullover style 
Girls‘ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State sise. See 
Chart 1 on facing page 
71 C3810.—Shpg. wt. 4 ог. “оо 



ALL NIGHTWEAR ON THESE TWO PAGES IS 

FLAME RESISTANT 
(rief senem coin нды 

(1 and 2) Two piece cotton flannel Pajamas. Whimsical “Bee Mine | 
print. Pouch pocket styling. Cozy 100% cotton. Pullover top with 
ribbed neckline. Elasticized waist and wrists. Non skid vinyl soles. Ma «7 0 
chine wash, warm; tumble dry. To retain flame resistance, use phos I I hate detergent powder or non-phosphate heavy duty liquid detergent 
Do not use bleach, soap or fabric softeners. 
Girls” sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Slate sise. See Chart 1, below, à 
(1) 77 C 384 iF—Red 2) T1 C 9M2I— Bae. D 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 1690 
3 Twopiece brushed nylon knit Pajamas. In gold, red and bive 

"Teen Scene" screen print on front feels soft . . isn't stiff, Pullover 
top has round neckline, Ribbed cuffs. Elasticized waist. 100% nylon. 
Non-skid vinyl soles. Machine wash at cool, delicate cycle; tumble dry 
at low. To retain flame resistance, use any detergent, no soap or bleach. 

, 10, 12, 14, 16. Stade vise. See Chart 1, below 
7 ounces 1598 

"ERMA-PREST® one-piece Superfieece "Bunny Suit". 
Superfleece feels like cut velvet . . resists piling, matting. Knit of 90% 
Dacron* polyester, 10% nylon. Styled with zip-front and rope belt 
Raglan sleeves, Ribbed neckline and cuffs. Trimmed with topstitching. 
Non-akid vinyl soles. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. No ironing. To 
retain flame resistance, use any detergent, no soap or bleach. 
Giris’ sizes 7, & 10, 12. State size. See Chart 1, below 
(4) 77 С 3846F—Gold (5) 17 C 38471 Pink 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 
(6 and 7) Two-piece brushed nylon tricot Pajamas. Pullover top 
has decorative trim on neckline and bodice. Sleeves and bodice of con- 
trasting color. Elasticized waist and cuffs. 100% nylon. Non-skid vinyl 
soles. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. To retain flame resistance, use 
any detergent, no soap or bieach. 
Girls’ sizes (7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State letter size 5. M or L. mol 
number size. See Chart 2, below, 
(6) 77 C3827F—Blue and gold (7) 77 C 3826— Pink and cherry 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. $4.66 

о T 
тем in ]89- 
Chest бп).]26- 

ч Nightwear sued S.M, L ун гез 7 
Triar ioner sine S. Mort I 

I 7-8 70-12 
OLS | вае 

6-77 



Part of our 
57 page collection ol 

Some items fit size 16, too 
Nightsbirts A and B also 
available in sizes 2 to б 

Flannel Gowns 
(1 and 2) PERMA-PREST® 
anki gth Gowns of 
100% polyester flannel 
(stronger than cotton). Ma. 
chine wash, warm; tumble 

2 ph Vioc wetted bot 
sleeves, elasticized 

Sis Button back Dacron 
, 10, 12, 14. 

State e 
T1 C3822.—Wt Sor... 9598. 
3 Selonia! print short led. white, blue. 
Man tailored shirt sting 
Front buttons. 100% cotton 
flannel. Mach, wash, warm. 
To retain flame resistance, use phosphate pow 
der or none te liquid 
[CD rl 

ме Chart 1, above right, 
size L(14-16): see Chart 

above right 
State letter size S. M or L. 
ol number site 
CI8I9F— WL 7 oz. ...¥ 

Reg OvPont TM. 

(4 and 5) brushed nylon Gown. Decorative trim on 
neckline and bodice. Pullover style. Long sleeves with comfortably elas 

‘white pages under “Sears, Rocbuck and C 
number to call 
Girls sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State letter size S, M or L, not 
‚number size. See Chart 1, below. 
ҮС изи Red and ош, 
5) 77 € 3831F—Lavender and white 

weight $ ounces 33.66 
CHART 1:66 CHART 2: Girls 

S.M.L Nightwear sted L 
State letter pp iting ET X ies sizes 14-16) 
ws | 5 м t “Stener | 
Mort Eon 

Fusce. | 7-8 | 10-12] "4 Fs sues T4-18 
Megniel[fSy-S3)| 54-58 [587-607 — Hegmin)..| 595-63 
Chen in). | 26-17% [18- Chest inj... 31-335 

P. lized Ni 

SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

Cut *1 == 2 
NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLUE AND IN SIZES 2 TO 6x 

See more Litt Gris’ Nightwear on pages 62 to 71 

А and В) Personalized Nightshirt in Giris’ sizes 7 to 16 was $6.99 
Sat p 74 Christmas Book. To get your name or initials mono- 

Sa sizes 7, DLAI y Re page 3. 
(A) 77 C 31r Red (8) 1 CIN Bie 

weight 7 ounces 45.99 
ше Girt, alos. Site ны 23.4, 8.6 of x. Chart 3, below. 
(A) 29 C 32208F—Red ) 20 € 322890 Blue 
eres egit out. u 

Chart 3: Lie Gir Nightwear 



ALL NIGHTWEAR ON THESE TWO PAGES 18 

FLAME RESISTANT 
«sell. extinguishing when removed from flame 

Meet a те test requeemenis of US Standard 11-554 

You can have. 
your name or лла on 
pocket flap 

4 
e 

Knit Nightshirts 
Nightshirt (1) has two Sears Best PERMA-PRESTE Nightshirts (2) 
delightful screen prints and (3) feature an exclusive nightwear 

a bubble bath scene fabric. . a warm knit jersey that holds 
on front. „and a scene extra-bright colors . . Plus 
showing bath towel and those sharp photographic prints 

slippers on back will resist fading . . and they aren't stiff 
1 Screen print Nightshirt. — (2 and 3) Photo-print Nightshirt. Ankle 

Gold and red with blue length with shirttail bottom. Long sleeves. 
trim. Ankle length with shirt- — Pullover style. Sears exclusive nightwear blend 
tail bottom. Long sleeves. of 65% DuPont Dacron* polyester and 35% 
100% brushed nylon knit. — Orlon* acrylic. Machine wash at warm; tumble 
Machine wash at warm, tum- dry. No iron. To retain flame resistance, use 
ble dry. To retain flame re- any detergent, no soap or bleach. 
sistance, use any detergent, Giris’ sizes 7,8, 10, 12, 14, 16. State site. Chart по soap or bleach. 160 pase 73 
Girls’ sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. (2) 77 C 3801F--Balloon print on gold with red 
Sate size. Chart 1, page 73 (3) 77 © 3802—Dog and cat print on blue 

Shipping weight $ ounces. Shipping weight 9 oz 1694 
773800 M4 "Reg. DuPont TM. 

ways [Sears] 75 



Part of our 
57 page collection of 

OUNGEWEAR 
and SLEEPWEAR 

Fleece Robes 

The first PERMA-PREST* 
Girls’ Robe Sears has ever offered! 

Spe весе tat 



Quilt Robes 
(1 and 2) Fleece and quilt Robe, White bodice and sleeves are oí warm, 
lightweight fleece. Pastel quilted skirt and collar. Lace trim. Ankle length. 
Long sleeves. Side seam pocket. Front button closure. Nylon shell and 
lining are quilted with polyester and Cordelan® matrix fiber (0% vinal, 
50% vinyon). Fleece knit of acetate and polyester. Machine wash at 
warm, tumble dry at low. To retain flame resistance, use any detergent; 
no soap or bleach. 
Girls” sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State эне. See Chart 1, below 
(1) 77 C 4024F—Pink and white (2) 77 C 4028/— Lavender and white 
Shipping weight 13 ounces. 1098 
3 Al quilt belted Robe. Skirt has Boral print in red, lavender, yellow on 

white ground. Solid red bodice, collar and sleeves. Trimmed in lace. 
Ankle length. Long sleeves. Front button closure. Nylon shell and lining 
quilted with polyester and Cordelan® matrix fiber (50% vinal, 50% vi 
nyon). Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. To retain flame resistance, use 
any detergent; no soap or bleach. 
Girls sizes 7. 8, 10, 12, 14. Slate sise. See Chart 1, below 
77 C 4026F— Shipping weight 1 pound #1299 
(4 and 5) All-quilt Robe. Our lowest price in 2 years for оту all-quill, 
anble-lengih Robe. Pastel with white accents, Sleeves аге 24 length. Front 
button closure. Nylon shell and lining are quilted with polyester and Cor. 
delan® matrix fiber (50% vinal, 50% vinyon). Machine wash at warm 
temperature and tumble dry. To retain flame resistance, use any deter 
gent, no soap or bleach. 
Girls” sizes 7, & 10, 12, 14. State size. See Chart 1, below. 
(4) 77 C 4022F—Blue with white (5) 77 C 4023F—Pink with white 
Shipping weight 11 ounces sse 

CHART 1: Gil’ Nightwear. Order onh 
Order sue | 

ALL NIGHTWEAR ON THESE TWO PAGES 18 

FLAME RESISTANT 
.. self. extinguishing when removed Irom flame 

Moeta at те West requeemenss of US Standard rs 



Part ot our 
57 page collection о! 

Ski-look 
Family 

Sleepwear 

lor the entire family 

and acrylic knit. Long sleeve 
pullover top is white with red 
‘neckband and sleeves, Polyes 
ter rib-knit cuffs and neck 
band: screen print on front. 

pants with elasticized 
non-skid vinyl soles. 

To retain flame resistant 
properties, machine wash, 
‘warm using any detergent but 
not soap. Use no bleach. 
‘Tumble dry. No ironing 
Girls 10, 12, 14 
State si rt 1 on pe 
77. Shipping weight 13 ог. 
77638336 na 

(2 thru 5 ) Dacron* polyester 
and Orlon* acrylic кай. Long 
sleeve pullover tops are white. 
with red sleeves, screen print 
design on front. Red pants 
with elasticized waist. Ribbed 
neckband. Rib knit cuffs at 
wrist and ankles, To retain 
flame resistant properties, 
machine wash, warm using 
any detergent but not soap. 
Use no bleach. Tumble dry 

Women's. Red neckband. 
Bust sizes S(32-34); M(3ó 

or 1438-40). State letter size. 
S, Mort 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
38C 28101 „a a 

3 Men's. Red neckband. Fly 
front. Chest sizes S(34- 

36); M(38-42); XL(46-48. 
State letter size S. M, L or 

Shipping weight 1 Ih 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
mcns 1549 
Б Boys’. Red neckband. Fly 

Front. State size 8-10, or 
12-14. See Chart 2 page 61. 
Shipping weight 14 oc. 

CASS Mas 

Just call Sears 
and say "Charge It" 

see page 277 



ALL NIGHTWEAR ON THESE TWO PAGES IS 

FLAME RESISTANT 
..self-extinguishing when removed from flame 

Country.ook Family 
red, bright blue and white print. To retain flame-resistant properties, use 
Phosphate powder or non-phosphate heavy-duty liquid detergent. No 
soap, bleach, fabric softeners or non-phosphate powder detergents, Home 
Jaunder only, preferably in soft water. Machine washable at warm tem 
perature . . tumble dry; if line dried, dry in shade. 
1 Women's Long Gowns. Self ruffles trim neckline and front yoke 

Back yoke is shirred for comfortable fullness. Pullover style. . with 
two-button closing. Long sleeves have elasticized ruffle cuffs. 

Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36); 138-40). Siale S, M or L 
38 C 78391FShipping weight 13 ounces 199. 
(2 and 3) Lite Girls’ and Girls’ Long Gown. Self fabric collar, bow 
trim. Bottom ruffle. Solid-color yoke. One button back closure. 
2 Little Giris” Site sise 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 oF éx, mol ge. See Chart 2, page 71 

290328735 Shipping weight 6 ounces vu 
З iris sizes 7. 8, 10.12. 14. Site sise. See Chart 1 ow pape 77. 

71 C 3802 Shipping weight 9 ounces 
4 Men's. Red pattern button-front coat has long sleeves, red cuffs and 

collar. Solid red ankle-length pants with adjustable Gripper® snap at 

warm, soft cotton flannélette in real 

veight 1 pound 2 ounces. 
5 Чино Boys‘ Pajama, Long sleeve coat-atyle top with red notch collar. 

Ankle length pants have all around elasticized waist, hemmed bot 
5, 6 or 6x, mot age. See Chart 2, page 71. 

ances ss 
6 Boys‘. Button front coat-style. Red notch collar and cuffs, 

Hemmed bottoms, Elasticized waist. Пу front. State size 8, 10, 
12 or 14, See Measuring С 
43 C 4528— Shipping wei 

ie 01 lo determine correct riz. 
e = 

2% [Sears] 79 



Part of our 
57 page collecti 

OUNGEWEAR 
end SLEEPWEAR 
for the entire tamily 

80% Ce on. Superbly finished with off-white 
hood an n t atch pockets. Machine wash, warm by 
itself 1 iron. Her slippers sold on pg. 93. 
(1 and 2) H. 1 (3 and 4) His. 57 inches long. Kimono. 
Misses’ sizes P(8 style %4-length sleeves. So easy to buy 
M(14-16) or 1418). State fetter — when you just use the phone, One size fits 
size P, S.M.L chest sizes 36 to 48 im 

) 38C88391F—Garnet Garnet 
1) 38C82392F—Royal blue 31— Royal biue 

Shipping wt. 11b.Soz. ,...41999 — Shpg.wt, 11b, 12 oz. #2000 
(5 and 6 ) Softly brushed knit Gown and Pajama. Blue with red heart appli 
ques, Acrilan® acrylic. Machine wash. warm: line or tumble dry 
Wear-Dated® Full One Year Warranty. This garment, upon return to Sears, 
will be replaced or your money refunded if it fails to rmal wear {ог one 

ques. Short sleeves. Ankle-teni 
leg. All-around elastic waist. Fly front. Chest 
sizes S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44): XL(46-48 

State letter size S, М. L or XL. nal mumber sive 
Shps. wt. 13 ог. 4400 



(7 and 8) Brushed knit tricot Pajama and Gown. 
al blue with white polyester piping. Caprolan® 24 nylon. Ma 
chine wash, warm, by itself and tumble dry 

f Warranty on Caprolan® Nylon Garments. If 
normal wear within one year from date of pur 

y return garment to the nearest Sears Store for 
free replacement or refund. Follow care instructions. 

Mis. Long sleeve coat-style pajama; one chest pocket. An- 
kle-length pants; elasticized waistband, fly front. 

Regular sizes. Chest sizes S(J4-36); M(38-40); L(42-44): 
XL(46-48). State letter size S. M, L or XL. not number size 
33C 13681F— Shipping weight 1 pou 1899 
Tall sizes. For men $ feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 inches, Chest 
sizes M( 38-40); L(42-44): XL(40-48). State letter size M, L 
Or XL, mol mumber size. 
33C 13657F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oe. 1892 

Hers, Self-ruffled V-neck style gown has softly elasticized 
empire waist, bracelet length sleeves 

Bust sizes S(33-34); M(36); 1438-40). State letter size S, M 
ог. not number 
38 C781617— Shipping weight & ounc #900 

(9 and 10) Rugby stripe Nightshirts. Blue and wine stripes; 
white 3-button placket and collar. Short sleeves. 100% Acri- 
lant acrylic. Machine wash, warm; line or tumble dry 
Wear-Dated® Full One Year Warranty. This garment, upon 
return to Sears, will be replaced or your money refunded if it 
fails to give normal wear for one full year. 

Hors. Bust sizes S(32- — ]() His. Chest sizes М(з8-40): 
34); M(36): 1438-40). 1042-44): XL(46-48) 

State letter size 5, М or State letter size M, Lor XL, 
L, mol mumber size. We not number sive. Shpg. wt. 6 ог. 
CINE 33€ 12701F 



Terrific Terry Loungewear 

ALSO IN 
TALL SIZES 

Cut 60° 
Solid colors 
Last Christmas 
were 54.59 

pocket. Adj. Grippert sn 
iz. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 

cotton terry lini 
opening; hali-elastic waist. 17 in. k 
(4) 33 C 817936—Schlitzé pattern 

mcs 1598 

t waist opening; half-elastic pocket top and openin 
2 Machine wash, warm, tumble dry 

7)33CM1779-Whie (8) 33C81774-Gold 
do 42 inches 43.99 

4 Mediumweight Terry в 
Robes 

(9 and 10) Soft blend 7 
Cotton. 16% polyester. Shawi 

1 collar and two large waist pock- ; cts. Tie sash. Belt loops. Long | 
sleeve, knee-length styling / d 
Mach. wash. warm, tumble dry 
Chest sizes (34-36 inches): 
M(38-40): L(42-44) and 

a XL(46-48). State letter size S. 14 M. Lor XL. mel number oc f 
100% Cotton Terry $1 599 o ncn 100% s . 0) 33681 Monogram Robe” $1599 "2, Sipe we дыд - 

(1 thru 3) Wrap yourself in luxurious warmth and absorbency, Shawl 
collar and cuffed long sleeves lend handsome st 

s. Tie sash; belt loops. Chest poc ке-ет 
wo large waist pock 
fastened detachable 

size S. M. Lor XL 
(2) 33 с 81841E-Blue (3) 33 C 81842F-Green 

11599 
ft. 11 in. to 6 ft 3 in. tall State letter size M, L 

2) 33 с B1851F-Blue — (3):33 C B18525- Green 
ounds 2 ounces (1695 



Label yourself a 
Budweiser* man 

in our bold 
Budweiser prints* 

1 Nightshirt. PERMA-PREST® fabric of 50% polyester, 
‚50% cotton. Short sleeve, knee-length styling. Navy trim 

accents J-button placket and neckline. Machine wash, warm, 
tumble dry . . no need to iron. Chest sizes S(34-36 in. 
M(38-40); 1442-44) and XLI 46-48). State letter size S, М. 
Lor XL. mot number rise 
33C 127916 Shipping weight 6 ounces ^ 
2 Pajamas. PERMA-PREST® fabric of 50% polyester 

cotton. Button-coat styling: long sleeves. Chest 
pocket. Ankle length pants. Adjustable Gripper® snap at 
waist and fly closure. Machine wash. warm, tumble dry 
no iron. Chest sizes S( 34-46 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44); 
XL(4648). State letter 5, M, L or XL. no number sise. 
33C 117916F—Shippina weight 12 ounces 1659 
Toll sizes. For men over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 İn. tall. State 
letter size M. L or XL. wot number sis 
33C 11797GF— Shipping wei 
3 Terrygo-Round®. 30% polyester, 50% cotton outside: 

100% cotton terry lining. White terry border on waist 
and pocket. Adjustable Gripper snap, Elastic at back of 
waistband. 17 in. long. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry One size fils waist sises 28 lo 42 inches 
33C.817916— Shipping weight 8 ounces #590 
4 Slipper Sock. 80% soft spun cotton, 20% stretch nylon. 

Solid white body with Budwelser® beer insignia trim: 
blue and red striped rib top. 11 in. high. Vinyl sidewalls and 
sole with cushion innersole . . wear indoor or out. Machine 
wash by itself in warm water, tumble dry, Stat 
Lor XL, mol number sise. See Chart at right. 
33€ I9T01GF— Shipping weight pair 6 ounces 
"Note: & 

u 

ALSO IN 
TALL SIZES 

Plush Velour 
PERMA-PREST' 

KIMONOS 
$039 

(5 thru 8) Blend of 80% ac 
Machine wa 

(6) 33080153-B 
Shipping wew 
(9 thru 12) Terry slipon Slipper Socks. % 

too. Mach. wash, warm, a 
S, M, L or XL. ned number sist Ch 
(9) 33 19045--W 1 3 



Sears i 
HOME 

in the yard. 

for casual 
entertaining 

ntroduces 
FREF".. 

At Home Loungewear 
* Feels as comfortable as nightwear 
* Looks as stylish as sportswear 

2E 
(1 and 2) Shirt-Jacket and Pants Set with 
Durable PERMA-PRÍ 
ankle-length styling. Shirt is enhanced with 
chest pockets and cuffs. Stylish bı 
feature 2 patch pockets on front and 

тэ a heavy-duty Gripper® snap: zipper fly. М, Smooth tab front at wal 
chine wash warm, tun 
phone book white pages 
number to call. Chest sizes S(34-36 

je S, M. L or XL 
€ 12023 —T. 
E weight 1 por 

84 [Sears] i 

14% 
ich look of ch denum 

lyester, 359 jeve 
р stitching on collar, plack 

rough flaps on chest 

ess cotton. Lo 

aif-elastic waistband with tab front 

the easiest way, look in your 
ick and Со. Catalog Sales" for 

M(38-40): LA XL(A 6-48 
numb 
33 C 12021F—Blue 

Se #1499 

Jackets are for relaxing in luxury 
(3 thru 5 ) Lounging Jackets. Black shawl collar, cuffs and sash. Chest pocket: 
two waist pockets. Gripper® snap on belt loops holds tie sash in place. Long 
sleeves; thigh-length. Machine. tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36 in.) 
M(38-40); 1442-8) size S, M, L or XL. nol number size 
3 Leopard print. Blend of 80% Arnel triacetate, 20% nylon 

23 C 80404— Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 12295 
(4 and 5 ) Solid-color with monogram. 80% acetate, 20% nylon. Send detachable 
black pocket flap for monogram. Instructions, envelope included. WL 1 Ib. 3 oz 
(4) 33 C 80346F—Red 498 (5) 33C BOB m 
(6 and 7 ) Coordinated Ascot Tie reverses 
jackets. Pleated styling. 100% polyester satin is hand 
(6) 33 € 38472—Gold to black (7) 33C 38471—W 
Shipping weight 5 oz. Owe sise fils neck sizes 14 to 18 

lounging 

1480 

(8 and 9) Monogram fleece Robe in 
PERMA-PREST® fabric Ar 

Shawi 

sleeve. Two waist pockets. Chest pock 
et with detachable for monogram- 
ming. Send flap on 
envelope included. Gripper® snap holds 
tie sash in place. Belt loops. Machine 

no need to wash, warm, turnble dry 
iron. Chest sizes S(34 
40); L(42-44); XL(46 
size S, M, L, XL, not number size Shp. 

(8) 33C0901— Blue. D 
(9) 33C 80306F— Wine 1599 
Toll sizes. Over 5 ft. 1 to 6 ft. 3 in. tal 
su size M, L or XL. wo num 
der size. WL 1 Ib. 0 oz, Blue 
(8) 33C 80307F som 
hem (8 

ALSO IN 
TALL | e 
SIZES A 



Placket-front* Nightshirt 
Lost Christmas 5799 was*9.00 

(7 thru 9) Skistyle Pajamas of 50% acrylic, 30° polyester. Solid 
ith contrast rib-knit neck. Long sleeve, ankle-length. Rib-knit 

cuffs and anklets. All-around elastic waist, fly front. Machine wash. 
warm, tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36 in.): M(38-40); L(42-44) 
XL(46-48). State letter size S, M, L or XL, noí number size 
(7) 33C 13581F—Blue (9) 33 C 13883F—Brown 
(8) 33 C 13586F—Wine 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1.99 
Tali sizes. For men over Sft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. Blue. State letter 
size M, L or XL. not mumber sis 
(7) 33€ 1359 17 Shipping weight 1 p und 1 ounce ns 
(10 and 11) Tennis-style Shorty Pajamas oí 50%, polye 
50% acrylic. Solid color with rib-knit contrast trim at short sl 
and V-neckline. All-around elastic waist and fly front on shorts. Ma 

warm, tumble dry, Chest sizes 5034-36 in.); M(38-40) 
1442-4); XL(46-48), State letter size S, M, L or XL. mot number rise 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
0) 33C 10621F—Blue ....9599 — (11) 23 C 10824—Vellow 15.90 

(12 thru 14) Argyle Slipper Sock oí 100% Creslan® acrylic. Ribbed 
top stays up. Soft vinyl sole with cushioned innersole . . great for 
wear both indoors and out. Machine wash by itself in warm water: 

dry. State letter size S, M, L or XL from t below 

IIA | s [ i x 
2) 33 C 18080—Brown, yellow 
3) 3€ 18991 Blue, wie, ray 14) 33 € 18995F— Wine, hioc, white Shipping weight pair 6 ounces "e 

(1 and 2) Numeral Nightshirt in comfortable bi 
cotton. Rib-knit contrast trim at neck. Short sleeves with 
vent. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36 i 
42-4); XL(46-48). State letter size 5, M. Lor XL, nei mum! 

33C 121217 Blue (no. 32) ‚# 2) 2c eR 

ntrast insert. Side 
M(38-40), 

$ Placket-tront Nightshirt of softly brushed 100% Acrilant ac 
ight red with navy fleur-de-lis applique on chest pocket. Nav 

on ffs, side vents and hem. Long See Wear-Datede 
w left. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry, low, Chest sizes M(38 
0 XL(46-48). State letter size M, L or XL, mol number s 
33 it 12 ounces 17.99 

00% Acrilan® acrylic. Contrast reverse (4 thru 6 ) Hooded Nightshirt of 
Stitching. Chest pocket, vented sides, Short sleeve styling. See Wear Datedé War 
ranty, above at left. For best results, machine wash, warm. tumble dry. Chest 
sizes in. 5044-30): M(38-40); 1442-44) and XL(46 9 order. 
se Lor XL. mot number 
4 эз с 12620F—Re 33 C 120241 Gol 

Shipping weight 1599 

ALSO IN 
TALL SIZES 



sizes S(34-36 in.) M(38-40); L(42 

( 10 thru 12 ) Soft Slipper Socks. 100 M. Lor XL, wot na sis. 
(1) 33 C 11921— Blue bottoncoat 
(2) 33 C 11927F 
(3) 33 C ease 
(4) 33 C 119232 

acrylic pile foot with rib-knit Orlon* acrylic 
cuff. Insole padded with soft, (leeced cotton. 
Firm rubber outer sole. Machine wash by itself 
in warm water and tumble dry 
size S. M. L or XL from chart below 

Tall sizes. For men over Sit. 11 in. to 
State letter size М, L 

(4) эз C 119395! 

PERMA-PREST' Broadcloth Coordinates Team Up 
(1 thru 4) Pajamas with print top. 

lid-color pants, 65% polyester. 
35% cotton. Long-sleeve 
length styling. Print top bas solid col 
or contrast on collar or neckline 
sleeve cuffs. Chest pocket. Solid-color 

have Gripper® snap at waist. 
fly front. Elastic w 

(5 thru 7 ) Solid-color Pajam 
Easy-wearing blend of 65% polyes- 
ter, 35% on. Long sleeve, an 
kle-length styling. Top has print 
contrast on collar or neckline and 

ve cuffs. Chest pocket. Pa 
have Gripper snap at waist and fly 
front. Elastic waistband, Machine 
wash, warm, tumble dry iron 
ing necessary. Chest sizes S(34-36 

J; M(38-40); L(42-44) and 
XL (46-48). State letter size S. M. 
Lor XL. mot mumber sis 
5) 33C11957F-Blue pullover 
(6) 33C11951F-Blue button 
Т) 33C11953F-Brown buttoncoat 
Shp. wt. 10. та 
Tali sizes. For men over $ ft. 11 in. 
to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. State letter size 
M, Lor XL, nof number rise 
(6) 33C!1961F-Blue buttoncoat 

) 3C V1963F- Brown buttoncoat 
Shpg. wt. 11 az m 

(8 and 9) Solid-color Robes in 
comfortable blend of 50% Коден 
polyester, 50% cotton. White 
contrast tape trim at edge о 
shawl collar and sleeve cuffs adds 
andsome accent. L jeeve 

styling. Chest pocket, two waist 
ap holds tie 

For best 
warm. tumble di 
sizes S(34-36 in.): M(38-40); 
1442-4) and XL(46-48). To or. 
der, please state letter size S. 
M. ог XL, mot number size. 
Б) 33 C 60831F—Blue 
9) 33C 80533.—Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound . 41099 
Tall sizes. For men over $ ft. 11 

6 ft. 3 in. tall. State letter 
sizo M, L or XL. mof mumber sis 
(8) 33 C 80541F—Blue 
(9) 33 С 80543F— Brown 
Shpg. wt. 1 pound n 



- 

(1 thru 3) Print Pajama of 
comfortable 100% cotton. 
Long sleeve, ankle-length 
styling. Chest pocket. Adjust 
able snap at waist and fly 
back is half-elasticized f 
ood fit. For best results, ma 
chine wash at warm tempera. 
ture and tumble dry. Import 
*d from Hong Kong. Use 
your phone if you want to or 
der it the easiest way of all 

Chest sizes S(34-36 in. 
M(38-40); L(42-44) and 
XL(46-48). State letter size 
S, M, Lor XL mot sie 
(1) 33 € 13091F—Blue button 

cot 
Tan button 

(3) 33 с 13097F—Blue 
pullover 

"2 

(2) 33 € 12093. 

Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 

4 PERMAPRESTS Solid-color red 
Nightshirt of 65% cotton, 35% 

polyester. Piped collar and chest 
pocket lend fashionable accent. But 
ton front. Long sleeves. Machine 
wash with similar colors, warm, tum 
bie dry . . no iron. 

Chest sizes M(38-40 inches); L(42- 
44); and XL(46-48). When placing 
order, please ize as letter M, 
Lor XL. mot number sise. 
33C 12896. Shps. wt. 1202. 

PERMA-PRESTS Solid-color red 
Nightcap coordinates with night 

65% cotton, 35% polyester. White 
rib knit trim around head opening 
keeps the cap fitting snugly. White 
tassel on tip adds a merry contrast. 
Machine wash warm, tumble dry 
по iron. One size füs all 
33C 12099—Shps. wt. 1 oz. 

TALL SIZES 
ALSO IN 

(6 thru 11) PERMA-PREST® Pajamas of 65% cotton, 
35% polyester. Long sleeve top, ankle-length pants. 
Chest pocket. Adjustable Gripperé snap at elastic waist, 
fly. Machine wash. warm, tumble dry; no ironing. Chest. 
sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38-40); 1442-4); XL(46-48). 
(6 thru 8) Solid-color. Contrast trim at coll 

ket, sleeves. Cuffed sleeves and pants. Sta 
е S, M, L or XL. mot number sit 

(6) 33 C 13204F— Gold button coat 
(7) 33 С 13201F—Blue button coat 
(8) 33 C 13207F—Blue pullover 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. 
Tall sizes." State letter size M, L. XL. mol number size 
(7) 33C 13211F—Blue button coat. Wt 1 Ib. 3 oz. .47.99 
(9 thru 11) Print top; solid-color pants, sleeve cull 
collar. State letter size S. M, L. XL, mot mumber size. 
(9) 32€ 13171F—Blue button coat 
(10) 33 € 13177F—Blue pullover 
(11) 33 € 13174F—Gold button coat 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 
Tall sizes." State letter size M, L. XL. not number 
(9) 33€ 13181F—Blue button coat. Wt. 1 Ib 

1699 

Dr 

Flannel Nightwear 
for soft warmth 

Robe of 
% cotton, 35% polyester 

Shawl collar, Two waist 
pockets: chest pocket. 
рете snap holds tie sash 
Long sleeves; belt loops. 
Machine wash, warm, tum- 
ble dry . . no iron. Chest 
sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38- 
40); 1442-44); XL(46-48). 
State letter size 5, М, L. 
XL. not number sise 
(12) 33C80831F-Blue pid. 
13) 33C80836F-Red рій, 

Shps. wt. 1. s 
* Blue plaid. 

M, L XL. 
Wt. 1 lb. 202. 
отк... 1999 

87 



Part of our. 
57 page collection of 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
PPERMA-PREST* FLEECE ROBE 

BEST BECAUSE: the soft. lustrous 
Dacron* polyester knit surface looks and 
feels like velvet. Fleece is. 
highly-napped and extra-deep: 
resists crushing and pilling 
2, Stein Robe. Rich schifi-embroidered band 

trim down front and on bracelet-length 
еуез. Hidden three-quarter front zipper: 

stand-up collar; side seam pockets. Machine 
wash, warm . . no ironing if tumble dried. 
Average . . fits figures 5 ft. 3 in. to S ft, 644 in. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Slate sise. 
эв C 880115—Bright blue 
38 С 830125— Grass green. 

ipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 12350 
Тай. . fits figures 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in, 
Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. State sic. 

C 880137— Bright blue. 
за C $8014F—Grass green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 12650 
Larger . . fits figures 5 ft. 443 in. to 5 ft. 6¥ in. 
Women’s sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. Stale sise. 
за C 88031/— Bright blue. 
38 C В80327— Grass green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. 12850 

PLUSH ACRYLIC 
VELOUR PILE ROBE 

BEST BECAUSE: it has Acnilan® acrylic 
face and acrylic back . . much softer than 
cotton backing. Special napping process 
gives rich. deep texture. Colors stay 
lovely after countless washings 
3 Wrap Robe. Top-stitching accents notched 

collar, turn back cuffs on long sleeves. Self 
tie-beit; side seam pockets. Machine wash, warm. 
Average . . fits figures 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); M(14-16); L(18). 
38C88411F-White 38C88412F-Turquoise blue 
засвва13ғ-Меб. pink JACESA14F-Pale yellow 
State P. S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. .., ¥2500 
Tali. .fits figures SÍL 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. 
Misses! sizes 510-12): M(14-10); L(18). 
Slate S, М or L. In 2 colors only. 
за с валы White. 
38 С 884167— Turquoise blue 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces, .....#28.00 

lor the entire family 

price fora 
Nylon Satin Robe 

with expensive-looking 
Trapunto Quilting 

57995... 
LARGER SIZES PRICED HIGHER 

] This robe has luxury features rarely 
found at such a low price. I's ol fine 

quality nylon satin quilted with fluffy 
Kodele polyester fill. . has elegant 
Stitching and a separate nylon tricot ln 
ing. Step-in style. . hidden three quarter 
front zipper. Self bow-tie at neck; side 
seam pocket; bracelet-length sleeves. Ma 
chine wash, warm: line or tumble dry. 
Buy it the easy жау. „order by phone. 
Average . . fits Sft in. 10 5 ft. 6% in 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12.14, 16, 18. 
зв C 97851F—Pale lac 
38 C 978821 Light aqua green 
State sise. Shpg wi 11. Boe... $19.99 
Larger . . fits $ ft. 45 in. 5 ft. 6% in 
Available in pale lac only 7 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. Stat vise 
38 CU7ESF— Shy. wt. 11. 12 oz. +2299 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE in doubt see charts cur General Catalog 

The SCUFFS 
4 Uppers of plush Acrilan® acrylic pile with 

acrylic back. Fully cushioned insole; vinyl 
sole. Machine washable at warm temperature. 
Shoe sizes 5-6: 601-745 8-9, State size. 
за C 27853F— Turquoise blue. 
за C 27858F—White 
за C 27856/— Pale yellow 
за C 27882F—Med. pink 

Jean Naté Bath Set 
6.50 in 49 Boot 

Enjoy total refreshment 
5 f oz. Bath Bubbles, 5 1 





Part of our 
57 page collection of 

for the entire tamilv 

EXCELLENT VALUE. . 
SOFT FLEECE 
WRAP ROBE 

Xnee-longth Long-length 

UNUM 
LONG ROBE IN TALL MISSES' АМО 
LARGER SIZES PRICED HIGHER 

(1 and 2) Plush knit of Celanese® Ar- 
Dele triacetate and nylon is soft as vel 
vet. . keeps you wonderfully warm, 

comfortably lightweight. In two 
fashion lengths . . each superbly de- 
tailed with acetate satin piping at notch. 
collar and turn-back cuffs, along front. 
Long sleeves; self tie-belt; side seam 
pocket. Machine wash, warm, with sim- 
Шаг colors; line or tumble dry. Why not 
pick up the phone and order it? 

] Kneetongth Robe. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); 

Mt14-16); L(18). In two colors only. 
зв C 88582F— Light mallard bie 
за C 88581F—Bright garnet red 
State P, S, М or L. WL 1S ог. .... 91488 

9 Longiength Robe. 
AVERAGE . . fits figures 5 feet 34, 

inches to 5 feet 64 inches. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); 5010-12): M(14-16) 
or L{18). State P. S, Mor L. 
за C 88571F—Bright garnet red 
за C M573F— Dark jade green 
зз C 885727— Light mallard blue 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 9 oz. sn 
TALL. . fits figures 5 feet 7 inches to 5 
feet 11 inches. In two colors only. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16) or 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 az. 
LARGER. . fits figures 5 ft 44 in. to $ 
ft. 6V in. In two colors onl 
Women's sizes X(38-40); XX(42-44). 
38 C 88576F—Bright garnet red 
38 С 88577F— Light mallard blue 
State X or XX. WL 1 Ib. 13 oz 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
Hin doubt. see charts 

ın our General Catalog 

The SCUFFS 
A Uppers knit of Celanese® Arnele 
А triacetate and nylon . . neatly fin 
ished with welt seaming. Softly cush 
опей insole; vinyl sole. Machine wash, 
warm, with similar colors; line or tum 
ble dry. Sent box-packaged. 
Shoe sizes 5-6: 60-705: 8-9. Slate 
38 C 27844F—Dark jade green 
зв € 27843F—Bright mallard blue 
38 C 27845F—Bright garnet red 

ipping weight 5 ounces soo 

Sears] & 



EXOTIC LOUNGEWEAR 
. . great for entertaining, too 



Part of our 
57 page collection of 

lor the entire family 

WARM ROBES AT 
BUDGET PRICES 

PILE ROBE $1499 
1 Two-tone button front robe of acrylic pile 
seine le button placket Tre quadr 
Sleeves, side seam pocket. Machine washable, 
arm: line dey only. Why not pick up the 
hone | Mises sine PÚ8):SC10-12]: M(14-16) or 
L(18). State size letter P, S, Mor L. 3E C Meat Licht mn тесп with white 

€ 88342F— Light lilac with white 
Shipping weight | pound 8 ounces vu. 

FLEECE ROBE 

"3e. ME 
(2 and 3) Согу fleece knit of Arnel® triace- 
tate and nylon, Step in, zip Iront styles have 
prettily embroidered collar and culls. Side 
seam pocket, long sleeves. Machine washable 
at warm temperature . . line dry or tumble 
dry. Sculís shown are sold below. 
9 Long Robe. 
Average. fits $ ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 644 in. 
Misses! sizes P(8); 8010-12): 
M(14-16); L(18). State P. S, M or L. 
38 C B8331F-Light turquolse blue 
28 C 883321 Mint green 
‘Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ....91399 
Toll. fits 5 ft 7 in. to Sft 11 in, 
Мику sizes S(10-12) MÍA 10) L(I) 

Light turquoise blue 
38 C 863346 Mint green 
State S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 11b. бог. ...01599 
Larger , „its 5 ft 44 in. to $ ft. ob in. 
Women's sizes X(38-40) or XX(42-44), 
E" X turquoise blue only. 

ing wt 11. 708 91899 

Average fits $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft бї. 
Misses’ sizes PB); S(10-12), 

1418). State P, S, M or L. 
F— Mint green 

38 С 883227 Light turquoise blue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces "ә 
Larger , . fits 5 ft. 4t in. to 5 ft. 644 in. 
Women's sizes X(38-40) or XX(41-44). 
38 cenar 
‘Stale X or XX. pg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 z..... 91399 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
Mn doubt see charts our General Catalog 

The SCUFFS 
4 Ruffled scuff has urethane upper, compo: 

sition sole. Cushioned insole. Elastic top 
line for good fit. inch heel. Med. sizes. 

нез: SB, SVB, 6B, 614B, 7B, 7\ В, 
эВ, 9B, 10B. State size as listed. 

XSACS32IS—Blue ха C 5321 1F— Pink. 
X54 CS3212/—White X54 С $3214€— Bone 
Shipping weight 1 Ib, 202. 



COZY FLEECE 
HOSTESS CULOTTE 

"ex^ $1599. 
1 Plush, comfortable hostess culotte for 

"instant dressing." Step-in style has 
three-quarter front zipper, contrasting. 
band trim at front yoke and three-quar- 
ter sleeves. Self tie-belt . . belt loops. 
Cozy fleece knit of Amel® triacetate and 
nylon. Machine wash, warm, with similar 
colors; tumble dry. Phone ordering's a 
quick and easy way to buy it. 
Average . . 5 ft 3 in. to 511.613 in, 
Misses’ sizes P(8); 5(10-12); М(14-16): 
1418). State rize ше P, S, M or L. 
38 C 6044 1F— Cardinal red with light pink 
38 € 604427— Kelly green with 

pale lime green 
38 C 60443F— Deep royal blue with 

light blue. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. $02, nso 
Tall. . 5 ft 7 in to Sft 11 in. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16) or 
L(18-20). State size еше 5, M ot L. 

j î C oscar Cardinal red with light pink 
Mh, S8 C 60445I— Kelly green with 

pale lime green 
38 C 60446F— Deep royal blue with 

^ light blue 
Shipping weight 1 b. 7 o. a2 

? The SLIPPERS 
Q Charming and feminine scuff 

features a ruffled vamp. Elas- 
| tcized topline for good fit. Plush 

nylon velvet upper, composition 
j sole. Cushioned insole for soft 

1} comfort. Covered 1inch wedge 
E ] heel. In medium sites any. 

Women's sizes: SB, SYaB, 6B, 6148, 
7B. 714B, 8B, 8a, 9B and 108. 
хва C 83315. Ked 
X54 C 52313F Blue 
X54 C 53314F—Green 
хва C 533125 Back. 
State ise аз listed above 
Заре wt 11b. 208 ma 

No lower 
price at Sears 

since 1973 for a 
warm polyester and 
cotton quilted robe 

TALL SIZES PRICED 
Polyester and cotton 
quilted with fluffy polyester fi 

pliques. Three-quarter length sleeves 
Machine wash, warm temperature 
line dry or t 
Average . . 5 ft. 3in. to $ ft. 644 in. 
Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 
38 C 91001F—Medium pink 

in. to S ft. 11 in 
Misses! sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

Slate sie, Medium pink 
38 C 91003F—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz 



Twice-As-Nice ROBE AND GOWN SETS 
] Set with Quitted Cotton and Polyester Robe, wd 9 Set with Fleece Robe 



OUR FINEST 
BRUSHED KNIT NIGHTWEAR 

PLUS A QUILTED ROBE 
e Luxurious anti-cling nightw 

Antron 
brushed on the inside for 

cuddly warmth next to your skin 

Ill nylon is smooth-as-silk outs 

Coordinated robe of Caprolan* nylon tricot 
is so well-made, it won't pucker, fray or wrinkle 
even after repeated machine washings 

(1 they 3) Sears Best Nightwear 
tightly keit for durability: won't pill. mat 
of (ray. Gowns and pajama top feature a 
bib delicately embroidered with white lily 

with green accents 
уре cotton lace frames bib. 

ates a flattering shoulder-line front and 
back. Front slit. neckline has button-and: 
loop closure Bracelet length sleeves 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, low 
use cool iron. Box packaged . . ready to gift 
wrap. So easy to buy when you just une the 
phone. 

Short Gown. 
Bust sizes (32-34): M(36); L(38-40) 

38 C 757127 Light aqua ereen 
38 C 75711F Pale pink 
State S. M or L. Зара wt Tor э 

мизе» 1438-40) 
38 C 757227 - Light aqua green 
38 C 757215 — Pale p 
State S. M or L. Shipping wt. 9 ол... $11.60 
Larger. Bust sizes X(42-44) or XX(46-48). 
State sie letter X or XX. ln pale pink only 
38 787236 -Shipping weicht 11 ог... $1250 
3 Pajama. Straight-leg pants have com 
9 (ortably elasticized w 
Average. fits $ ft, 3 in. 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 4 
38 C 787027 Liah aqua green 
38 C 78701 —Pale pink 
Shipping weicht 9 ounces из 
Tall... fits $107 in. to S ft. 10 in. 
Bust sizes 34. 36, 38, 40, Pale pink only 
38 C 75703F — Stute sise. Wi. 11 or... 91450 

Long Robe is quilted with flulty Kodel 
polyester fill. has separate nylon 

tricot lining. Step-in style . . hidden three 
quarter (ront zipper clasing bordered with 
delicately embroidered white lily-ol-the 
valley flowers with green accents. Mandarin 
collar, side seam pockets; bracelet sleeves 
Machine wash, warm; line or tumble dry 
Average. fits 5 ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 6% in 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16. 18. 
38 C 976517 - Pale pink 
38 C 976825 — Litt aqua green 
State sine Shog. wt. Hb. Sos 12000 
Tali. . fits $ ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 im 
Mises sizes 12, 14, 16, 18. 20. 
State size. In pale pink only 
эв C 976537 hos. wt. 11b. То... $2200 
Larger... (its 5 ft. 4Ya to 5 (t. 6Ya in. 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42 or 44. 
State size. In pale pink only 
38 C 97671F-—Shog. wt. 11b. Dor. ..... 82200 

Б Matching Scutfs . . softnes afoot 
Brushed kait uppers of Antron® IIl 

nylon have floral embroidery and white 
cluny-type cotton lace trim. Comfortably 
cushioned insole; textured vinyl sole. Ma. 
chine wash, warm; tumble dry; low. Sent 
box-packaged . . ready for gift wrapping 
Shoe sizes 5-6; 67-799; 8-9. State size 
38 C 75731F -Pale pink 
38 C 757325 Light aqua green 
Shipping weight 4 ounces ию 



Part о! our 
57 page collection of 

SWEATSHIRT-LOOK 

BLANKET-CLOTH 

WARMERS 

(Vand 2) At 
the snappy 
look. Two 

ush Ac 
doth, softly 

at delicate cycle 
dry, low temperature. Buy it Ч 
easy way—order by phone. 

Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 10 oz 
9 The Culotte . . а sure win 

Shpg wt. 1 
ORDER YOUR CORRECT 

MATCHING BOOTEE 

cate cycle; tumble dry. low 
Shoe sizes 5-6, 



38 C 90332F 
Shipping weil 
9) Ruffied 

STRETCH NYLON 
BIKINIS 

44 
Silky smooth panties, each printed with a dif 
ferent cartoon and message. Two-tone elastic 
waist and leg openings. Assorted colors: 

blue, pink, yellow: or all white 
cold; tumble dry. One size 

Shpa. wt. pk. 5 ox. Package $4 00 



pr YOUNG 

Part of our 
57 page collection of 

for the entire family 

EXCELLENT VALUE. . 

ACRYLIC KNITS 
sez $499 | & $599 

(1 thru 3) Simply smashing! Pullover styles of Acrilan® acrylic knit lightweight yet toasty-warm with 
natural comfort stretch that lets you move freely. Machine wash, warm temperature; line or tumble dry 
1 Mini Sieepehirt in bright yel 

low . . has screen-printed cari 
cature of that sly old rascal, W.C. 
Fields, in deep royal blue and true. 
тей. . underscored with matching 
stripes. Scoop neck, bracelet 
sleeves and shirttail bottom set 
оН with true red binding. 

irt in dreamy 
topped off with 

ing screen-printed 
of an adorable little girl 

and her pussycat in red and 
bright yellow, Scoop neck, brace 
let sleeves and shirttail bottom 
are edged with perky red binding. 

Bust sizes S(32-34): M(36) or Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36) or 
1438-40). State S, M or L. 1438-40). State S, M or L. 
38 C 28096F—Shpg. wi. бог. 1499 — 38C28073F—Shpg. wi. бог. 9499 

98 [Sears] Ж, fin do ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 

3 Long Gown has whitestriped 
hood to wear up or down, 

white-striped long sleeves 
Shaped with front princess seams: 
reverse-stitching. Side slits 
Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36) or 
138-40). Stale S, M or L. 
38 C 28068/— Bright red 
38 C 28064r— Bright kelly green 
38 C 28066F—Bright yellow 
Shipping weight 11 ounces ..0599 

ur General Catalog 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

4 Print Long Gown . . "young- 
at-heart” in softly brushed cot 

ton flannelette. It's a heart print in 
bicentennial colors . . true red with 
navy, bright blues and white. Pull- 
over style. . with white rib-knit 
polyester turtleneck and cuffs, 
fluffy pompon tie at neck, raglan 
shoulders, long sleeves. Machine 
wash, warm, with similar colors: 

or tumble dry. So easy to buy 
when you just use the phone. 
Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-34) 
Mi36); 138-40). Slate P, S, M, L. 
38C74341F—Shpy. wt. 11 oz. .4700 

5 Long Snoopy® Nightshirt in 
white brushed knit fabric of 

80% acetate, 20% nylon. Screen. 
printed cartoon shows Snoopy giv 
ing Peppermint Patty a big 
“SMAK” . . whimsical little red 
hearts show his heart's full of love. 
Pullover style . . with kelly green 
and real red piping, raglan shoul- 
ders, long sleeves. Machine wash, 
warm . . delicate cycle: line dry. 
Bust sizes Р(28-30); S(32-34); 
M(36); L(38-40). State P, S, M. L. 
38 C73201F—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. -.4788 
тсрс 

6 Swestshirtstyle Long Gown. 
There's no doubt sweat. 

shirt . . the word is screen-printed 
on roomy front pouch-pocket. 
Great leisure-time fashion . . in 
sweatshirt-weight fabric of soft, 
sturdy Acrilant acrylic. . knit with 
a fleecy texture inside for cozy 
warmth. Pullover style . . front zip- 
per, raglan shoulders, long sleeves 
elasticized at the wrists. Neckline 
has white cotton rope drawstring. 
Machine wash, warm . . delicate 
‘cycle; tumble dry; low. 
Bust sizes P(28-30); (32-44): 
Mi36); L(38-40). Stale P, S, M or L. 
38 C 72001—Royal blue 
38 C 72002f— Real red 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

"Т “The Warm-up Suit” in Acri- 
lant acrylic knit looks like an 

exercise outfit. Sleep in it, lounge in 
it. . it's fashion's newest casual 
look. Pullover top . . attached 
drawstring hood, front neckline slit, 
front pouch-pocket, accent stitch- 
ing. Long sleeves and bottom edge 
are elasticized. Footed pants are 
elasticized at waist and ankles. Ma- 
chine wash, warm: tumble dry. 
Bust sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 
38 C 200027— Real red. 
38 € 70001F—Royal blue 
‘State size Shpg. wi. 14.02. 

415.00 

smo 

8 Merinerstyle Siesper will de- 
light even “landlubbers”. Top is 

knit of super-soft Spectran® poly- 
ester and Acrilan® acrylic; pants 
are acrylic knit. Pullover top is in 
bold nautical stripes, has white rib- 
knit Acrilan® acrylic mock turtle- 
neck, cuffs and waistband. Footed 
solid-color pants are elasticized at 
waist and ankles, Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry. 
Bust sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. 
38 C 71031F—Royal blue and white 
38 € 71032F—Real red and white 
‘State size. Shpg. wt. 13 ог. ...&1000 
For nema (6.7.8) sos Wear Оев 

Warrenty on oopoute page. 



CN 
FUN-TO-WEAR 

SLEEP OR 
LOUNGE LOOKS 



SLEEP-AND-LOUNGEWEAR 
in a pretty print and frosty white 

1 tero “Gronm Gown has okd-orid 
a pullover style in white 

nyisa о е fud and i soit Beau 
iul worn alone: or wear under iom 
jumper ront 
уо of pda embroidered viis pay 
der and cotton - . root sit and bow-tie 
Long sleeves are elasticized At wrists 
end in а ruffle. Machine washable ai 
warm temperature; tumble dry at low 
heat. 
Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-M): M(36); 
L(38-40). Site sis lir P, S, M, ox L. 
3828128. Shpg. w 11 oz. 06 
Lahr 41 Supple, lightweight Jersey 
nits of Dacron® polyester and combed 

cotton. The soft print has multicolor 
blossoms on a light dusty piak back. 
ground. Machine wash at warm tempera 
{ure - line dry or tumble dry. Like ev 
erything ене In Sears books, they're so 
easy to order by telephone. 
2 Long Jumper . . doubles up for so 

phisticated lounging worn over the 
long white gown (1); or does a grand solo. 
$2.2 bare-iook sleep gown. It's а sieeve, 
less, button-front style with square band 
yoke, soft shirrina. Band waistline. . at 
ached зей belt Чез in back. 
Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-34); M(36); 
138-40). State size eter P, S, M or L- 
38 C28111F—Shpg. wt, 13 oz. .. . -81200 
3 Hooded Steepooat with full A-line 

flare. So versatile you'll want to take 
it wherever you go; it's at home any 
where. Great-looking step-in style has 
flattering "fun" hood to wear up or down. 
speedy dressing. Raglan, 

; convenient side seam pocket. 
Bust ses P(2S-3)) (М-М MOEN 
1438-40). Stade site liter P, S, M or L. 
38 C 2815 17— Shpg. wt. 15 oz. ..... 61800 

Pajama . . softened with fresh touch. 
es of ruified, eyelet-embroidered 

white polyester and cotton. Button front 
top has long sleeves with white rib-knit 

neckline, 
button placket and cuffs, Self tie-beit. 
Pants are straight-leg style with a com- 
fortably elasticized waist 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 
Please be sure lo sale correct sist 
38 C28131F—Shpg. wt. 14 or. ..... M00 
Б Sloop “Teddy” . . one-piece button. 

front “mini” of white aylon tricot. 
Ruffled, eyelet-embroidered white 
‘ester and cotton trims the jewel ned 
elasticized puff sleeves, leg openings. It's 
a step-in style with convenient snap cios- 
ing at crotch. Machine wash, warm tem. 
perature; tumble dry, low. 
Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-4); M(36); 
(38-40). Slate sie letier P, S, M or L. 
38 C28 BF Shpg. wt. S or. эю 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 

The SCUFFS 
6 Uppers are jersey Кай of Растове 

polyester and combed cotton, printed 
ТЕЙ malice same on light дону 

ground. Ruffled, eyelet 
trim of white polyester and cotton. 
cushioned insole: vinyl sole. Machine 
washable at warm temperature. 
Shoe sizes 5-6; 6-70: 8-9. State rise. 
3% C281617— Shipping weight 4 or. . %350 



OUR BEST ę 
QUALITY 

WARM KNIT 
UNDERWEAR 

Save M rios rm 
buy the shirt and pants 

3 - Solid-color | Solid-color Solid-color 
shirt alone | pants alone | shirtand pants 

71% 
PRINT SHIRT AND PANTS PRICED HIGHER 

(1 and 2) Fiat-knit fabric is slightly brushed for soltness. Two layers give 
maximum warmth without bulk . . ir space between layers provides insu 
lation. Inner layer of 50% cotton and 50% polyester is comfortably absorb- 
ent. Outer layer of 50% polyester and 50% acrylic traps body heat for 
protection against cold. Machine wash, warm: tumbie dry 
1 Shirt in solid colors or print. Henley style pullover . . two-button front 

dosing, rib-knit neckline and cuffs, long sleeves. 
Bust sizes S(32-34); M(35-37); 438-0); X(41-43). State S, M, L or X- 
Solid colors . . with white. Shpg. wt. shirt 10 oz. 
38C 58422F-Pink — 38.C 58423F-Med. blue — 38 C 58429F-White 
Shirt only 27.00 any shirt when purchased with pants 96.50 
Print... blue snowflake op white ground. Shpg. wt. shirt 10 oz. SOC Sider Shir only BO aie purchase vid pants 97.00 

Pants. Solid colors or print. Elastic waist; rib-knit cuffs. 
Hip sizes S(32-34); M(3S-87); L(38-40); X(41-43). State S, M, L, X- 

Solid colors. Shps. wt. pants 8 oz. 
38 С S162 38 С SS163F-Med. blue за C 58109F-White 
Pants only any pants when purchased with shirt 25.50. 
Print . . blue snowflake on white ground. Shpg. wt. pants 8 oz. 
38 C $8331F—Pants only ё pants purchased with shirt $6.00 

FANCY NYLON PANTS 
(3 and 4) Panties of Qiana® nylon tricot. . luxuriously soft, with 
the smoothness of silk. Covered elastic waistband. Elasticized 
stretch nylon lace at leg openings. Contoar-cut double-fabric crotch. 
Package contains 1 multicolor floral print with white lace, 1 aqua 
blue with white lace, 1 gold with beige lace. Machine wash, warm. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
$ Briefs. Tailored for comfort and fit. 3 of 1 size in a package. 

Regular. Sizes 5, 6 or 7. Please sale correct sie. 
38C 58731F—Shipping weight package 6 ounces .. .. . Package 48.00 
Д Bikinis . „ideal under low-cut pants. 3 of 1 size in а package. 

Hip sizes S(32-34); M(35-37); 1438-40). Siale S, M or L. 
38 C85741F— Shipping weight package 3 ounces .... Package 4600 
(5 and 6 ) Panties of lustrous satin-finish nylon tricot. Double front 
panel has matching lace over sheer nylon. Elasticized waist and leg . Contour-cut double fabric crotch. Assorted colors: 1 each 
Site, Beige and aqua blue. Machine wash, warm 
Б Briefe. Full-cut for wearing comfort. 3 of 1 size in a package. 

Regular. Sizes 5, 6, or 7. Please state correct size. 
38 C 5492 1F— Shipping weight package 6 ounces . . .. Package 65,00 
Larger. Sizes 8, 9 or 10. Please state correct sise. 

5494 1F-Shipping weight package 8 ounces .. .. Package 45.50 
6 Bikinis conform aleekly to your figure. 3 of 1 size in a package. 

Hip sizes S(32-34): M(SS-37); L(38-40). State S, M or L. 
38 C $493 1F— Shipping weight package 3 ounces . .... Package 4500 



Part of our 
57 page collection of 

ALLURING 
NIGHTWEAR 

IN LUXURIOUS FABRICS 

1 bene Gown of opaque. richly 
shimmering Antron® III nylon 

tricot is beautifully detailed with 
‘ecru-color lace at bodice and front 
center йй. Dainty spaghetti straps. 
Machine wash, warm (wash black 
with similar colors); tumble dry, low 
heat. Sent box-packaged, ready to 
gift wrap. Buy it the easy way—order 
by phone. 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 

C 27996 White 
38 C 279905 —Black 
Slate size. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. #1500 

(2 thru 4 ) Romantic nightwear fash 
опей in Crepeset® nylon tricot. Ma- 
chine wash, warm temperature; 
(wash black in style (4) with similar 
colors): tumble dry, low. Peignoir in 
style (3) . . machine wash, warm, at 
delicate cycle; line dry. Sent box: 
packaged, ready to gift wrap. 
9 Pajama. Graceful top has button- 

and-loop front closing. Intricate 
ecru-color lace dramatizes V-neck, 
Jong sleeves. Self tie-belt gives empire 
effect. Straight-leg pants comfortably 
elasticized at waist 
Bust sizes S(32-34): M(36) or 
1438-40). Siate nise leter 5, M or L. 
за C 279825—Medium pink 
38 C 27986500 yellow 
‘Shipping weight 9 ounces .. ... 81400 
З Polgnoir and Gown Sat. „an ex 

quisite ensemble detailed with 
ecru-color nylon lace. Filmy, full 
length peignoir is lace-trimmed . „han 
full-flowing drape, three quarter 
Sleeves, spaghetti-loop bow closing at 
neck. Opaque gown bas diamond 

38 C 279765— Soft yellow 
за € 27972#— Medium pink 
State vise. Shpg. wt. 11 o2.. -Set 42800 
4 Mini Peignoir and Gown Set . 

with matching penty. Airy nylon 
lace peignoir has self ties at neck, bl 
lowy three-quarter sleeves. Opaque, 
barely-there own has spaghetti. 
atrapa, is accented with nylon lace at 
bodice and hem. Bikini is elasticized 
at waist and legs. 
Bust sizes 32. 34, 36, 38 { 
зв с 270866 White 
38 C 27968/— Black 
‘State vir, ыра. wt. 10 oz. -Set «1800. 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE У 
it in doubt. see charts 

in our General Catalog 



SOPHISTICATED NIGHTDRESSING 
IN OPAQUE NYLON TRICOT 

x 
3 

R 

ee RE 
pale pink ground coordinated to solid-color grass green. Practical as well as pretty . . a good choice for 
traveling because they shun wrinkles, pack in little space. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, low heat. Sent 
box packaged , . ready to gift wrap, Pick up your phone right now and order them! 

1 tong Peignoir Coet 2 Long Gown. . 4 lush 3 Long Gown instriking 4 Mini Peignoir Cost.. 5 Mini Gown and Panty. Gown has - a lush floral print floral print shaped 10 © grass green. „a glam- © a lush floral print empire waist, cut-away armbolea 
lovely paired with print or Ба and flatter. Has empire огом» look. It’s styled — charming paired with mini In back, a deep-plunging slit with 

waist, cut-away armboles, with empire waist, long gown. Flutter sleeves, — buttoo-and-loop closing at the neck. 
In back, a deep-plunging sleeves, deep-plunging Band insert at waist. . Bikini is comfortably elasticized at 
slit. . with button-and- — back slit with button-and: waist and lex openings. 
loop closing at the neck. loop closing at the neck. P(28-30); Bust sizes P(28-30): S(32-34): 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36 от Bust sizes 32, 34, 36 or M(36): LGS- — M(6); L(38-40), Stale P, S, M or La 
38. Slate correct size. Ship- 38, State correct size. Ship- . State P, S. Mor L. Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
ping weight 9 oz. ping weight 9 oz. Shipping weight 6.02. 38C 27934F—Grass green ......#800 
З8С 27911 #1200 38027024F эю 38С27941ғ "1100 38¢27881F—Floral print 900 

î [Sears] 103 



Part of our 
57 page collection of 

OUNGEWEAR 
and SLEEPWEAR 
lor the entire family 

NYLON TRICOT SLEEPWEAR 
AND A COORDINATED 
FLEECE ROBE 

(1 they 3) Feminine sleepwear ol Caprolan® nylon 
tricot is ailky-soft. Pretty details . . embroidered sheer 
nylon band trimming the bodice, and nylon lace eda: 
ing. Long sleeves . . elasticized cuffs. Gowns and рај 
ma top have shirttail bottom. Machine washable 
warm . . tumble dry, low. Phone ordering’s а quick 
and easy way to buy it. 

ња, 

1 Sieepehirt . ‚short and sweet. 
Bust sizes S(32-34); M136); 138-40) 

38 С 28233—Sky blue 38 C 28238F— Pale yellow 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 6 oz. 1.9. 

Long Gown . . has flattering fullness. 
Average . . fits 5 ft Jin. to S ft. 6% in. 

Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36); Li 18-40) 
38 C 28213—Sky blue 38 C 28216F—Pale yellow 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 9 oz. na 
Tall. . биз figures $ ft. 7 in. to $ ft, 11 in. 
Bust sizes S(52-34); M(36); 138-40). 
38 C 282245 —Sky blue 38 C 28226F—Pale yellow 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 9 oc. 
Larger. . 5 ft. 444 in. to 5 ft 614 in. Sky blue only 
Bust sizes X(42-44); XX(46-48). State X or XX. 
38C 28083 — Shipping weight 9 ounces m 

Pajama . . straight-leg pants have elastic waist 
Average . . fits 5 ft. 3 in. to Sft 644 in. 

Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State sise. 
38 C 28243. Sky blue 38 C 24248F—Pale yellow 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. ua 
Tall. . fits figures SR. 7 in to 5ft, 11 in. 
Bast sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. Slate correct size. 
38 C 28253/— Sky blue 38 C 282506 —Pale yellow 
Shipping weight 9 ounces "I 

Robe . , cozy fleece of Arnel® triacetate and nylon. 
Front yoke has embroidered sheer nylon band. ny. 

lon lace edging. Step-in style, . three-quarter front 
zipper, long sleeves, side seam pocket. Machine wash, 
warm; line or tumble dry. 
Average . . fits figures 5 ft 3 in. to $ ft dla in. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-10): 1418). 
38 C B8421F—Sky blue 38 C 8422—Pule yellow 
State S. М or L. Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 4 oz. 11498 
Toil... fits figures 5 ft. 7 in. to S fc 11 in 
Misses" sizes S(10-12): M(14-16): 1/18). 
ЭВ С €8423F—Sky blue 38 C B8424F—Pale yellow 
State S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 6 os. 
Larger. . 5 ft. 443 in. to $ ft. 64 in, Sky blue only 
Women's sizes X(38-40); XX(42-44). Siete X or XX. 
38 C 88425F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Tor nes 

MATCHING SCUFFS 
5 Caprolane nylon tricot uppers have embroidered 

sheer nylon and nylon lace trim. Fully cushioned 
insole... viny? sole. Machine wash, warm. 
Shoe sizes 5-6; 507-704: 8-9. Please stale vise 
38 C 28263 Sky blue 28 C 28206F— Pale yellow 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. nso 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
4 m desit ме charts n cur Gen 

104 Sears] si. 



(1 thru 3) Pale lilac nightwear knit of brushed 
Caprolan? nylon. Nylon lace trim. Machine 
wash, warm, at delicate cycle, To retain flame-re- 
sistant properties, use any detergent except soap. 
Do not use bleach. Tumble dry, low beat only, or 
line dry. Iron at low setting. 

purchase этчү return to. 
the eras tor tree replacement or re 
fund. Follow cara instructions. 

1 Lona Gown. Pullover style has lace-trimmed 
V-neck with self bow, Lace-trimmed three- 

Quarter sleeves are comfortably elasticized. 
Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36): 1438-40) 
38 C 77251—Please stale vise eter S, M or Le 
Shipping weight 7 ounces "о 
Larger. Bust sizes X(43-44); XX(46-48). 
38C 772825—Siale X ог XX. Shpg. wt 8 oz. 8800. 
Q Long Cost. Button тош! style tops matching 

sleepwear, doubles as a comfortable gown. 
Lace-trimmed collar, bodice and bracelet-length 
sleeves, Self bow, snap closing at bodice. 
Bust sizes 532-34); M(36); 1438-40) 
38 C 77261F§—Please state sive eter S, M ot L- 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. 11000. 
Larger. Bust sizes X(42-44); XX(46-48). 
3ECTT262F—Siate X or XX. We 1008. ...411.00 

3 Pejema. Buttoo-front top has lace accents at 
collar, bodice and three-quarter sleeves. Self 

bow at neckline. Straight-leg pants have elasti- 
ized waistband. Slippers sold on page 92. 
Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
Please be sure lo sale correct sist 
38C 7727 !— Shipping weight 9 ounces 11000 

FLAME-RESISTANT 
BRUSHED KNIT SLEEPW 

. „self-extinguishing when removed from fia 
Extra-high filament Caprolan nylon fabric 

lightweight and long wearir 
meets all the test requirements of 

Federal Standard FF3-71 



Part of our 
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lippers (1). (2). (3) 
ailable in 

Mens' and Boy's Soft fabric-upper Slippers to wear indoors or outdoors 
(1 thru 7 ) Moc oe slip-on, Medium-wale cotton corduroy uppers 

absorbent cotton terry. PVC vinyl soles, heels 

тыр, вр, 84D, 9D, 944D, 10D, 10450, 11D, 

Very wide sius: TEEE, 74EEE, SEEE, ЕЕЕ, EEE. 9Y;EEE 
TOEEE. 04EEE, ¡1EEE and 1ZEE 

(1) 67C91284F—Red (5) 67C91261*—Brown. 
(2) 67C91267F—Plald (O oniy) (6) 62C91263— Gray (D only) 
(3) 67C91206.— Blue (7) 67681262— Black (D only) 
(4) 87C91285F—Green (D only) 
State sie as listed abe. 
Wt 1b. 1202. 1400 ex. when you buy 2 or mors one for 94.98 

‘Medium sis 1D, 2D, 3D, 4D, SD, 6D. State ful 
Half sises, order half tiae smaller than uwal shoe sist 
(1) 67 C6S204F—Red (3) 67 C 65208F—Blue 
2) 67 € 65267F—Plaid (5) 67 C 68281. Brown. 

L 1. бог. 14.00 a. when you buy 2 or mon 
106 [Sears] E 

one lor 1499 

{8 thru 10) Trim scuff with these impressive 
features, all at this impressive low price: Mid. 
wale cotton у upper with absorbent 
cotton terry lining. Heel-to-toe cushioning for 
walking comfort. Vinyl-covered heel pad adds 

fort, Arch-supporting steel shank. 
Durable Searofoam sole and wedge heel make 
for a resilient step. Bottom of sole is treaded for 
traction, and is durable enough for outdoor са. 

Мейит sizes only 
Men’ sise 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 1 
Half sizes, order half-size smaller thaw 
Please siate ful size as ше above 
(8) 67 C 91254F—Blue 
(9) 67 C9I285I— Red. 
(10) 67 C 91287F— Tan. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

(11 thru 13 ) Handsome casual with 
moc-toe styling із detailed with decora. 
tive strap and metal rings across vamp. 
Nylon double knit upper for a truly cc 
fortable fit. Lined with cushioned nylon 
tricot. Sturdy PVC vinyl sole and beel for 
indoor or outdoor wear. Cushioned insole 
pampers your feet. Get this bit of Christ 
mas shopping done—just dial Sears and 
order it right now. 

Medium пыз only. 
Men's sises 
9р, 10D, 10450, 

State size as listed. 
1) 67 C 911965—Brown 

(12) 67 C 91198f—Wine 
(13) 67 C 91195F—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 06.99 

8D, 814D. 9D, 
1D and 12D. 



Softly lined 
Men's Slippers 

to surround 
his feet 

with warmth 
m's slipper with sup- 
ther upper and sole 

Outstanding 

some topstitching. Go 
color. Buy it the easy way—or 
phone 

Medium sites only 
Men's sites: 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 

a natural a 

Half sizes, order half-size smaller than 
your usual shoe size 

(2 and 3) A ba: 
lax in while lounging at home—its a 
natur jeans. Sueded 
split-leather upper and sole are hı 
laced toged strength and good 
looks, Ankle-high boot is fully lined 
with soft acrylic pile for warmth and 

per to re 

'omfort. Super soft, tin 
cushioned insole. Cent 
op-stitching. Medium s 

Men's sises: TD, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, =D. 
Hs order haif-ise smaller than 

ше full size as listed above 
2) 7C 92801F-Brown 
3) 67 C 92802F—Gold 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz ...... 9897 

(4 and 5) Classically styled ankle 
per features smooth 

ook vinyl upp 

‚doors and out 

Men's. Sises: 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 
12D, 13D and 14D. 

Half size, order half-size smaller. State 
ise as listed above 

4) 87 C92811—Black 
5) 61C92816—Brown. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8oz.......9698 
Big Bovs'. Brown color (4) only 
Size: 1D, 2D, 3D, 4D, SD, 6D. 
Half sises, order half-size smaller. State 
full listed above 
87 с 65516F—We. 1 Ib. 4 os... 9648 

(6 thru 9 ) Bo 
slip-on with flexible upper 

uroy. Fully 
with acrylic pile f 
Sturdy, yet lightweig 
Sole and wedge heel. Cushioned insole 
for walking comfort. These slippers 

ble enough to be wo 
indoors or ou 
Medium sises only 

Men's sizes: 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 

(6) 67 C 92468 
) 67 C924 

(8) 67 C 92465F—Green 
(9) 67 € 9246¢F—Tan 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz "e 

Style (4) 
o available i 

Similar styles in WOMEN'S and 
CHILDREN'S SIZES, too 

page 114 
page 114 

Style ( 
Style ( 

1) in 

id Children's siz 



also available in 
(1 thew 3) ' cb deren SON М page 114 

harde to e find 
EEE sizes 

Buttery-soft and ever so comfortable. . 
smooth Deerskin Slippers for Men 

{1 thru 3) Moc-toe casuals with the softness of genuine deerskin uppers. Your choice lining (1) for added warmth or cushioned nylon trico (2 and 3). Extra-flexible Seas heels are durable enough for outdoor wear. Men's sises 
Medium sises: 7D, 114D, 8D, 814D, 9D, 914D, 10D, 104D, 11D, 12D and 13D. Extra wide ныз: TEEE, EEE, SEEE, SEEE, 9EEE, ЕЕЕ, IEEE, 

асус pile 

Glove leather 
Moccasins 

For Men and Big Boys 
8 and 9) For indoor and outdoor wear. Made 
om one-piece leather, with nelle vas Mala 

(9) or 1 
ioned insoles in style (9). Light brown color. Half 
rises, order half site smaller Шан usual sise, 
Men's. Medium sites: TD, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 

12D, 13D. 

ise as listed abone. 
67 018066 Natural deerskin. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces un 
Nylon tricot lining. Please stale size a 
(2) 87 C 91808F—Black (3) 67C 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

4 abone. 
7 Natural deerskin 

{4 and 5) The most luxurious moccasins we of (6 end 7) Co ler . „ genuine moccasin construction paired with ега slipper (7) f soft deerskin upper and sole for real comfort. Rawhide leather han: 
6) 67 C 92631 Lined. State full sine ox listed. 
HT Only #788 к. Available with el ther cushiony nylon tricot lining (4) or toasty (9) 62 C91531.—Unlined. Siate full эйе as listed. warm acrylic pile lining (5). Padded insoles. Мету full size Hal Were $7.66 in our 1974 Christmas Men's fuil Half sizes, order holf-size smaller. smaller than your usual shoe si: Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 o2. Now 16.99 Medium sise TD, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. Medium sizes: 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11 Big Boys’. Medium sises: 1D, 2D, 3D, 4D, SD, 6D. 4 етене. зи 6 Sputt Реон Hate fall sine os listed abone (0, FS 08621 Lines. Sue fali ia atl. 

Shipping weight Shipping weigh ipping weight 1 Ib. 402. Only 4738 

(9). 67 C68531F—Unlined. Were $4.99 in our 1974 
Christmas Book. State full ite as listed обом. 
‘Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 ог. Now 96.49 

Opera Slipper. Pi 
67 COHTIE Nat 

Shipping weight 1 Ib 
10 Sears [A 



Part of our 
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lor the entire family 

Al styles 
(except 4 thru 6) 

ALSO IN 
hardetosfind 

sizes 

Men's Slippers with smooth and supple leather or urethane uppers 
(3 thru 3) Moc-toe Slip-on. Quiet 
styling accentuates the classic lines of 
soft glove leather uppers. Fully cusb- 
ioned insoles for your walking com- 
fort. Lightweight Searofoam soles 
and heels are sturdy enough for out 
door wear, too. 
Medium sises: TD, 714D, 8D, 814D. 

9D, 9¥4D, 10D, 1044D, 11D, 12D, 
13D, 14D and 150. 

Wide siser TEE, TEE, BEE, SE 
SEE, IEE, 10EE, ІЕЕ, ПЕЕ 
and 12ЕЕ 

1) 67 C 92313#-—Light brown 
(2) 67 C 92311F—Black 
(3) 87 C 92312#— Dark brown 
Please state site аз listed above when 
placing your order 
Shipping weight 2 pounds эз 

(4 thru 6) An outstanding value, 
this braid-trim Slip-on features sup- 
ple, leather-look urethane uppers 
lined in cushioned nylon tricot. Dis- 
tinctive braid trim on vamp. Sueded 
split leather soles. Available im full 

вате. From Japan. 
To order the easiest way, look in 

your phone book white pages under 
"Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales" for the number to call 
Medium sises: TD, 8D, 9D, 

and 12D. 
(4) 67 C H1888F— Tan 
(5) 87 C 91663/— Black 

(6) 67 C 91664. Brown. 
Please state full* size os 
when placing your order. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

D, 11D 

listed abone 

47.99 

"Note: Half sizes. please дег а hall-size smaller than your usual 

(7 end В) Opera Sipon. Moc-toe 
slippers with supple glove leather up- 
pers. Molded heel counters lined with 
soft nylon tricot. Sturdy vinyl insoles, 
Durable composition soles and cush- 
iony Searofoam heels suitable for in- 
door or outdoor wear. 
Medium нык: TD, 74D, 8D, 814D, 

. 94D, 10D, 104D, 11D, 14D. 
12D, 13D, 14D and 15D. 

Very wide йык TEEE, T4EEE, 
BEEE, SEEE, 9EEE, 94EEE, 
\0EEE, 104EEE, LIEEE, EEE, 
13EEE. 

(7) 87 € 91751F—Brown 
(8) 67 C 917527— Black. 
Please state size as listed above when 
placing your order. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds "ө 

(9 and 10) Romeo $йр-оп. These tradi 
tionals have soft leather uppers. Fully lined 
for comfort. Elastic side gores for а saug 
fit. Composition sole and rubber beels for 
outdoor, as well as indoor, wear. 
Medium narrow sites: 4C. 8C, SHC 

9C, PC, 10C, 104€, 11 
130 

Medium wide йыл: 6E, 614E, TE, ТУЕ, 
ВЕ, BE, 9E, IVE, 10E, 10%E, ПЕ 
HE, 12E, 124E, 13E, ME, 15E. 

Very wide тиек TEEE, TMEEE, SEEE, 
S4EEE, EEE, 9I5EEE, IEEE, 
10%ЕЕЕ, ПЕЕЕ, 114EEE, NEEE 
and ЕЕЕ. 

(9) 67 C 916425—Brown 
(10) 67 C 91641 —Black 
Please state size as listed above 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
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1 thru 4) Soft and acrylic pile upper—insole is ‘heel pad for comfort” 
Ме walling, Padded vin soie: [n nena il tet only Gillen an C 9; 106. tic 12C, 18 IC RC 
For half sixes, order ome half-sise lar 
(1) XA C 51741F—Blue I жы E E Tarola 
(D, XS Ester Pk (0) X84 C 81743f— Red. 
‘State full sise as listed above. ыр. wt. 10 02. 1498 
(Soy 71 Sene Sting тюлсе рууга have var! or 

jetallic embroide and color matched acrylic pile 
[2 deiga, Coton lined. Padded vinyl sole and 
heel for comfort. [n children y wide rises only. 
Children’ rise 80 9C, 10C, LIC, 130, DIG 1C, 5С. 
For half sites, order one half-rie larger than awal. 
(5) X54 C $1452 Pink T7) эи C Sasar— Boe 
(6) хва C 51451F—Red 
late full size as listed above. Shpg. wt. 10 ол. pr] 
EA 96.99 in our 1974 Christmas Book. 

acrylic cuff and pompon tie 
scent serie pper. Cushioned insole and nylon tricot. 

Winyl sole. beel. Im children wide mae 
^s sise Small (fits sizes 8 thru 10): Medium (fits 

sizes 11 thru 13): Large (fits sizes 1 thru 3). 
(8) X54 C S1724F—Red (10) x54 C 51726F—Lilac 
(9) X84 C 51725F—Pink (п) cene 7 
State size S, M or L to order. Shpg. wt. 1Ъ. 4$ 
(12 thru 14 ) Ballet slipper has leather upper, drawstring 
ties. Elastic instep band for stay-on fit. Suede leather sole 
(sec small view). Available in medium rites only 
Lille ir siset 9C, 94. 106 1004 LC. IN, 12C, 
VC, 13C, 138, 1C, 144C, 2С, 2040, 30 (12) Så C siaz -Pink — (1) X64 C S1861F— Black. 

13) X54 C 510635 White ш, ши э ted abone. Shop, wt. 1 1b. мө 
Big Girls! (Women's) тие: SC, SUC, ӨС, 614C, 1С, 1140, 8С, 
BUC 9C. 10C (12) XM C SM2E—Pink (14) X54 C 54861F—Black 
(13) хва C Saber White 
‘Slate тае as listed above. ырк. wt. 11b. vas 
(18 thru 17) Adorable doll face slippers have acrylic pile 
Uppers and cotton call Padded vinyl sole, Teide nite 
ren y size: ВС, 9C, 10C. 11G, 12C, 13C, 1С, 2C, JC. 

17) X84 C 51481F—Red 
(16) x54 C 514825 —Pink 
‘State full rise as listed. Shape. wt. 6 oz. 499 
Conversion Chart for Lite Giris’ and Big Gir (Women's) sizes 
Big би» (Women's) vre scale гуд 8 [Saleen 
nie биш IDAS 



for Ghildre 

C 

red acrylic pile up- 
padded with èe in. thick polyurethane foam insoles. 

Children’s wide sizes: Small (fits sizes 8 to 10); Medium (fits 
sizes 1110 13); Large (fits sizes 
X54 CS 49 1F—Siote S, M, or L W мө 
19 thru 22) High-rise slipper with elastic gore at sides 

lor stay-on fit. Choose from acrylic fabric (19). leather (20, 
21) or vinyl (22) upper. Plaid slipper lined with cotton 
terry, others with cotton fabric. Padded vinyl sole. 
Children's wide sizes: 6C, ТС, BC, 9C, 10C, 11C, 12C, 130 
1C, 2C and 3C. For half Hise order next sige larger 
19) XS4CS1104F—Plaid ° (21) XS4C51333F—Navy 
20) XS4CS1335F—Brown (22) XS4C51302F—Red 

State full size аз listed. Shpg. wt. 10 oa. 1490 
(23 and 24) For the young auto buff—slippers styled 
like race cars. The words "Alistate" and "Diehard" each 
appear on one side of slipper. Vinyl upper, lined 
ton terry. Cushioned crepe sole. Elastic ankle strap. 
Children s wide sizes: BC, ЭС, 10C, 11C, 12C, 
3C. For half sizes, order one half-size larger tham usual. 
(23) X54 51480F—Blue (24) X54 C 51468F— Rod 
Sate full size as listed. Shpg. wt. 8 oz 1399 
(28 thru 27) Ankle-high boot with sueded split-leatber 
"upper and sole. Lined with warm acrylic pile. Cushioned 
insole is Ve"inch thick. 
Children s wide sizes: 12C, 13C, 1С, 2С, 3C. For 
half vites, order ome half-size larger бат usual. 

$) XS4 C 51002- Blue (27) X54 C $1804F—Green 
(26) хва C 51003F— Brow 
State full size as listed. Shp. wt. 14 о 699 
(28 and 29 ) Moccasin slip-on detailed with hand-lacing 

inge. Sueded split-leather upper, sole. Unlined style 
es cushioned insole. 

Children's wide sizes: 100 
half sites, order ome half 
Lined. Warm acrylic 
(28) X54 C SSIS 
State full size as listed. Shpg. wt 
Unlined. X54 C 51305F—Bron 
State full sie as listed, Shpg. w 

AC, XC. For 

X54 C $1304F— Tan. 
oz 1499 

(30 thru 32) Ankle-high boot has sueded split-leather 
upper, sole, fringed collar. Hand-laced vamp. Ankle te. 
Acrylic pile lining. 
Children s wide sises: 10C, 11C, 12C, 13C, 1C, 2C, 3C, 4C 
For half sizes, order one half-size larger than usual 
(30) X54 C $1520F— Denim blue 
(31) X54 C 51524F—Tan 
(32) X84 C 515255—Brown 
Slate fult nae as usted. Shpg. wt. 1202 1559 

fire engine 
driver 

„great fun for make believe 
or for just wearing around 



lor the entire family 

SLIPPERS IN INFANTS' AND CHILDREN'S SIZES 

Sock-Slipper end Bag. Delightful and cuddly Pooh in gold and red. 
1 Sapper pee pinea coca teda: ras ase Dan conum Du 
cuff and padded vinyl sole. Matching cotton fleece bag comes with handy hang- 
up hook. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
Infanta” wide size: 3, 4, 5, 9.10, 11, 12, 
To order correctly, see NOTE below. Please state full sise as listed abone. 
X54 C 51708F—Shipping weight 1 pound, .. "a 
2 Pooh Sipon. Happy gold and red Pooh pattern on polyester double-knit 

upper. Can be worn outdoors. Absorbent cotton terry lining. Elastic gores at 
side for comfortable fit. PVC vinyl sole, heel. Machine wash, warm. 
Infants’ and Children's wide sises: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. To order 
correctly, see NOTE below. Please state full sise as listed aboe. 
X54 C 51145F— Shipping weight 10 ounces н "as 

¿om the enchan, Lin 

world of ® 

3 Pooh Boston Polyester double knit upper in gold and red Pooh pattem. 
Can be worn outdoors. Acrylic fleece lining. Inside elastic at ankle for stay- 

on fit. Vinyl grid-patterned sole for traction. Machine wash, warm. 
Infants’ and Children's Wide sises: 4, 5,6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. 
To order correctly, see NOTE below. Please siste full size аз listed above. 
XS4 С $1200—Shipping weight 10 ounces D 
(are 7) Posh Сын! Bev Acris ашын doth upper with Pooh app 
que. Acrylic fleece lining. cuff. Cushioned insole. Vinyl sole. Mach. wash, warm. 
Infonis' wide йы: 3,4, S, 9,10 11, 12. 
To order correctly, ме NOTE below. 
(4) XM C S1574F—Red 
(5) X54 € SIS735—Pink (7) X&4CSI878—Gold 

10 ounces. э” 
(8 thru 11) 1974 Christmas Book was $5.99. White enliv- 
‘ened with bold colors. Slipper can be worn outdoors. Vinyl up- 
per wipes clean easily with a damp doth, Cotton terry cloth 
lining. Cushioned insole, sides for comfort. Traction-treaded 
repe Searofoam sole and heel. 
Children's wide sises: 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2,3. 
For half sises, order next sise larger. Siole. 
(8) XS4CSIMO—Red (10) X54 C 51807F—Gold 
(9) XBA C 51804F—Blve 

Please ан full size as listed above. 
(6) XM4C$1572/—Blue 

‘weight 1 pound 1 ounce. 95.49 
Big bey! medium тшек: AD, SD, 6D, 7D. 
Half sises, order nest sie larger. Siale full ise as lied abone 
(в) 6? Ceseosr—Red (10) 67 C 85807I—Gold 
(9) 67€ 0S804F—Blue (11) €7 C5803F—Green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. Y 45.49 

HOW TO ORDER NOTE: To wesr over sleepers: order ful size 

"isa. order next tie larger. 



Soft heel cushion 
Styles (1 thru 4 

a soft. warm acrylic 

"PR F^Styles (1-4) and (14-17) 
in CHILDREN'S SIZES, too 

see page 110 

Super shaggy, fun and fuzzy Women's Slippers 

Fuzzy Bootee style Slipper 

Cut 50: "2:55 88 
(14 thru 17) Cute bootee style slipper will keep you warm past your 
ankles, Fuzzy acrylic pile upper trimmed with a cuff and pompom tie of 
longer shaggy acrylic ile. Cushioned nylon rot lining. Cushioned insole 
and vinyl 
M or L, not 
Women's sizes: Small (fits 5 to 6); Medium (fits 7 to 8); Large (fits 9 to 10). 
(14). X54 C 54223F—Biue (16) X54 C $42205—Lilac 
(18) X54 C 54224F—Red (17) X54 C 54225 Pink 
Shipping weight | pound 8 ounces. 48.49 

for loot-pampering comfort. When ordering, slate leer sis S. 
imber 

(1 thru 4 ) The super shagay, fuzzy slipper has soft, acrylic 
pile uppers with a warm insole lining ol acrylic pile. Padded 
vinyl sole and heel cushion pamper your feet with each step 
you take. Medium wide rises only. 
Women's sizes: SC, 6C. 1C, 8C, 9C, 10C, 11C. 
Half sites, order half size Larger than your usual size. 
(0) X54 C $4102/—Red. (3) X54 C 54161F—Blue 
(2) X54 C 54165F—Pink (4). X54 C S4T68F— Green 
When ordering, please state ful sise аз listed above. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1590 

(5 thru 8 ) Classic fuzzy highlighted by plush contrast col- 
Upper is fuzzy acrylic pile; collar is longer shaggy асту! 

ic pile. Cotton flannel lining for added warmth, plus a pad. 
ded vinyl sole for comfort. Available in medium wide sizer 
only. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
Women's sizes: SC, 6C, 1C, 8C, 9С, 
Half sites, order half rise larger than your usual size 
(5) X54 C $4142/—Blue. (T) XS4 C ATI Red. 
(6) ха sai4ar—Purpleê (8) X54 C 54143F—Gold 
When ordering, please state full vise аз listed above 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1499 

(9 thru 13) Velvety litte scuff with upper and insole of 
plush acrylic pile. Padded vinyl sole for super comfort and 
low wedge heel. High riding vamp plus broad toe styling. No 
left or right . . so each slipper fits both feet. Asailable im 
medium wide sizes only. Phone ordering's a quick and easy 
way to buy it 
Women's size: SC, 6C, TC, 8С, 9C, 10C 
Half sizes, order half size larger than your usual size. 
(9) XBACSATIE—Gold (12) X54 C S4T15F— Purple. 
(10) X54CS4116F—Green (13) X54 C 54117F—Blue 
(її) X54 C 54118F—Pink 
Sate full sise as listed above. Shpa. wt. 1b. 1229 

ow [Sears] 113 



Part of our. 
57 page collection о! 

for the entire family 

” You'll find these in 

* Supple glove leather 
wraps your foot in luxury 

* Genuine dyed shearling 
lamb cuff cuddles 
your ankle 

CHILDREN'S SIZES, too, 
see page 111 

INED and 
UNUNED мие 

(1 thu 4 ) Anklehigh boot has 
Plush, sueded splitleather upper 
sole and heel. Hand laced along sole 
for strength and good looks. Springy 
inch thick cushioned imole gives 

you great comfort. Boot is fully lined 
with snuggly warm 
Available in medium 

acrylic pile 
ide sizes 

wider halfsise 
Women's sizes: SC, 60 

10C. Half sie 
larger than your usual size 
1) X54 C 53607F - Red 

(2) X64 C 53606F — Rust qoid, green 
Y) ХБА C 53001F— Bone. 

(4) X84 C 53605F— Blue 
State full size as listed above 
Shipping weight 11b. 2 ox. so” 

[Sears] 

to toe 

see pages 107 and 108 

latex foam 
cushions your 
foot heel 

You'll find these in 
MEN'S SIZES, too, 

5 Wonderfully warm and comfort 
able boot-atyle slipper is besuti- 

fully trimmed with genuine dyed 
shearling lamb. Wear it down to form 
a plush cuff. or wear it up to keep you 

re the ankles. Entire boot is 
lined with snuggly warm acrylic pile. 
Soft, smooth glove leather upper and 
sole, with a latex foam rubber insole 
at least *4-inch thick to put spring in 
your step. Double carded seam, Na. 
tural tan color, Available in medium 
sizes only, Why mot pick up your 
phone and order it 
Women’s sizer: SB. 68, 7B, 8B, 9B. 

10B. Half sizes, order halfsis 

н as listed above, 
X54 C 534126 -Shpg, wi. | Ih... 01699 

(6 thru 11} Ankleheight boot has 
fringed collar. sueded split-lesther 
upper. sole. Adjustable ankle tie 
Medium sizes: SB. 6B, 7B. 8B. 9B. 10B. 
Half order half-size larger than 

ual size 
{6 thru B ) Lined. Acrylic pile lining 
Please state full size as listed above 
(6) X54 C 536267 Denim dive 
7) X54 C 536247 -Natural tan 
(8) X54 C 538257 Brown 
Shipping weight 1 Ib, 6 oz 
(9 thru 11 ) Unlined. Cushioned in- 
sole. State full sise as listed above. 
(9) 54 C 524257 — Brown 
(10) X54 C 52424F— Nateral tan 
(11) ХБА C 52426F Denim Hoe. 
Shipping weight 1 poasd 

1199 

9 

INCREDIBLY SOFT 
DEERSKIN MOCCASIN 

Womens Slippers with thick, fluffy linings 
9 Moccasin construction wraps your 
“feet in natural comfort there's 

no stiffening to bind or chafe you 
Handsome deerskin 
leather . ко incredibly soft and sup- 
ple you have to feel it to believe it. It's 
fully lined with cozy acrylic pile for 
extra warmth. Padded imole pampers 
your feet. Vamp is attractively de 
tailed with rawhide leather hand. 
lacing. Natural tan color. 
Available in medium sizer only 

SB. 6B. 7B. ВВ. 9B Women) sites 
and 108. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
хва C SEF Er 



for cozy warmth 
(13 thru 16) Sleek tailored lines give this 
Slipper a beautifully classic appearance. Soft 
urethane uppers have the slightly grained look 
of leather. Lined with warm Опо acrylic 
pile. Back tab for easy on. Composition sole, 
һеч. Women's size. 
Narrow sizes: GAA, ТАА, TAA. BAA, 
BV AA, ФАА. OUS AA, 10АА. VIAA; 

Medium sizes: SB, SYaB, 6B, Val, 7B, 7%, 
эв. SVB. 9B. 948, 10B, 118, 128: 
Very wide sizes: SE, SVE. 6E. 6YE. TE. TYE. 
ЗЕ. SVE. 9E, OVE, 10E. 11E: 

(10 X54 C 53707 lone with red lining 
(14) X54 C 537087 — Pink with white lining 
(18) XSA C 577087 — iue with white lining. 
(16) X$4 C 53709Р —Navy with red lining. 
Please state size as listed above. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 

hard eto efind 
AA and E sizes 

(17 9м 20) Brighten your leisure 
hours with a slip-on designed in vibrant 
colors. Upper, sole and wedge heel are 
fashioned of plush. sueded vinyl for an 
elegant appearance. Cutt and insole are 
made of thick acrylic pile to help keep 
your feet warm on those cold winter 
night. Available in medium sizer only. 
Buy it the easy way order by phone. 
Women) sizes: SB. 68, 7B. SB. 9B, 108. 
Half sises, order half-size smaller than 
your anal ue. 
(17) X54 C 830646 Pink 
(18) ха C 526639 вше. 
(19) X54 C S868 -Gold 
(20) X54 C 5867F Lilac 
Siete fall size as Usted abone. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 
ie aon TM 

Slippers for Women in 
bright, pretty fabrics 

(21 thru 24) When the occasion calls for а dremy slipper, step 
into this elegant slip-on. Choose from beautiful brocaded metallic 
cloth. silver-color metallic. or rich velvet. All styles feature the 
eversopopular wedge heel. Rayon satin lining. Sturdy composi- 
tion sole, ¡Ya-inch wedge heel. Available in mediwm sizes only. 
Women’ sises: SVa B. 6B. б\зВ, 7B, VB, SB. SVB, OB. 10B. 
(21) X84 C 545525 — Malticolor brocaded metallic cloth 
(22) X54 C 545565 — Red cotton velvet 
(23) X54 C 545655 Silver color metallic mé 
(26) ха C 848577 Black cotton velvet 
State sue as listed above. Shipping weight 11b so 

( 25 thru 28 ) Slipper was 96.49 in 1974 Christmas Book. 
Lightweight, practical polyester double knit uppers let y 
"breathe" in com ort. Cushioned nylon tricot lining plus cushioned 
insole pamper your fert. Springy Searofoam sole and heel. Mar 
chine wash, cold; cold water setting. Line dry. Medium sizes only. 
Women sites: SB, SYıB, 6B. 6V+B. 7B, 753, SB, 8¥sB, 9B, 10В. 
(25) X84 C 622857 Red (27) XSA C 822835 -Pink 
(26) X54 C 822825 Bive (28) X54 C 52284F —Lilac 
Suse sise os listad above. Shog. wt. 11b. 55.49 

Women's Ballet Slipper 

Ballet "practice" slippers 
D are great to wear while 

lounging at home or 
when exercising. They're 

sold on page 110. 





Match-making Evening Bags 
perfect coordinates with shoes (8 thru 10) No lower HS 

ever for any 

construction Shoe 

$995 

Both styles 
ALSO IN 

hardetosfind 
Classic Slip-on D sizes 

with the gleam of gold color tr 

$1299 

[1] 

WOMENS SHOES AND BAGS. . for casual or dressy occasions 

¥6182F-Brown (4) X54 
16181F-Black (5) X54 С 16184F 

(6) X54 C 181835-Camel tan 
91299 ng wei 4 19.98 

XS4C39139F-Lt 
(3) X54 C 16185F-Red 



A . 

== Ready-for-action Casuals 

mi 

ЎА. UA 

ЕТӘ IA кошш 

Sueded spit iestho 
Upper Boot a auo 
avelabio wn navy 

(1 and 2)IN 
SIZES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 

order th. (our phone book white pag 
‘Sears. talog Sales” for the number 

118 [Sears] com 

(1 thru 3) It's the popular hiker-look . . sturdy casuals that are 
perfect with pants , . made for outdoor fun. Choose a durable 
smooth leather upper or flexible sueded split leather upper. Com 
fortably е collars and smooth gusset tongues 
Speed-acing. Lugged PVC (polyvinyl chloride) soles, rin. heels 
Men's Boot. Ankle-high. Available in medis 
Sises: 744D, 8D, 815D, 9D, 94D, 10D, 1014D, 11 D and 12D. 
Please slate rise аз listed above when ordering 
1) 67 C78025F—Brown (smooth leather). We. 3 Ibs. 1799 
2) 67C 78024F—Brown (sueded split-leather). Wt. 3 bs. ... 1690 
Women’s Boot. Ankle-high. Available in medium ныз. 
Sises: SB, SWB, 6B, 6148, 7B, 7148, 8B, 8148, 9B and 108. 
(1) хва C 18075F— Brown (smooth leather) 
Slate sie as listed obove. Зыр. wt. 2 Ibs, 1002. эө 
2) X54 C 18073F— Brown (sueded split-eather) 
3). X54 C 18074f Navy (sueded split leather) 
Slat risa as listed above. Shpg. wt. 2 ba. 10 о. ns 
Big Boys’ Boot. Ankle-high. Ansilable in medinm sises 
Sizes: 3Y4D, 4D, 4*4D, SD, SYD, 6D, 634D and 7D. 
Please siale site os listed above when ordering 
1) 62C64324F-Brown (smooth leather). Wt. 2 bs. 802. ...41590 

(2) 67 C M4 T24F-Brown (sueded split-leather). Wt 2 be. 8 ог. 1399 
Children's Boot. Ankle-high. Arsiloble in medium-wide sites 
Sises: 10D, 1045D, 11D, 11%4D, 12D, 1214D, 13D, 134D, 1D, 144D, 

2D, 24D and 3D. 
Please site size аз listed above when ordering 
1) XB4C15378f— Brown (smooth leather). Wt. 2 bs... 41399 
2) XMC18378.— Brown (sueded split-leather). We 2 Ibs. .. 1299 

(4 and 5) Warm-lined Chuck-a-bees™ with cozy acrylic pile lin 
throughout . . great with pants . . perfect for tbe cold-weather 

fun abead. Supple sueded split-leather uppers with moc-toe styling 
in sizes for men and women. Smooth leather trim at topline. Two- 
eyelet lacing. Plantation crepe rubber wedge sole and heel for cush 
iony comfort underfoot 
Men's Boot. Ankle-high. Sueded split-leather. Medium sizes. 
Sises: 714D, 8D, 814D, 9D, 934D, 10D, 1044D, 11D and 12D, 
Please state sise as listed above when ordering 
4) 67077576F—T) 

Women's Boot. Ankle-high. Sueded split-leather. Medium sizes. 
Sises: SB, SY4B, 6B, 6148, TB, 714B, 8B, 814B, 9B and 10B. 
Please siale size as listed above when ordering 
4) X84 C 18305F—Tan (5) хва C 18390F—Brown 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 ог. 

nes Зире. wt. 3 ba 1 



Men's Boot (1) 
ALSO IN. 

hardetoefind 
EE sizes 

e Full-grained leather uppers made from unretouched skins 
leaves the beauty of natural markings and texture 

** Skilifully hand-stained. hand-rubbed uppers 
for the lasting look of genuine latigo 

1 А durable boot reflecting -efined natural beauty. Goodyear weit construc- 
tion for durable flexibility. Arch supporting steel shank. Sturdy composition 

sole and stacked leather heel with rubber top lift. Handsome antiqued brown. 
Men's Boot. 14-inch shaft. Matching Women's Boot. (Not illustrated), 
leather pull straps on outside. Same striking appearance and quali- 
Medium sises: 7D, ty construction as Men's boot (1) ex 

cept fabric pull straps are inside boot. 
Shaft 12 in. Available in med. sizer 

EE,TMEE,SEE ВЕЕ, Medium sizes: 6B, 6Y4B, эВ, 
DEE, ЕЕ, 10ЕЕ, 1O14EE ond ЗВ, ВВ, 9B, 94B and 10B. 
NEE, Please state sine as listed above. Ship- 

Please viste size аз listed above. ping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
ec Wi Siba 4 о2....82997 — 87 86786F 12797 

+ Genuine latigo leather uppers are tanned twice 
chrome tanned for toughness and durability 
vegetable tanned for nch luster and luxurious texture 

© Uppers stained, rubbed by hand for color richness, tone 
Q Handsome styling, intricate design detailing. long-lasting beauty. Matching 

leather pull straps on outside for easy-on. Goodyear welt construction for 
durable flexibility. Steel shank for firm arch support. Fully leather lined. Leath- 
er sole and stacked leather heel. Rich brown color. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
AS 67С86793ғ 93797 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It”. . see page 278 

82 [Sears] 119 



BIB TOP 
CORDUROYS 

FOR 
ALL OF YOU 
..teamed with 
harmonizing 
print shirts 



Sandal ^ women t 5205 

THE CORDUROYS 

(1 and 2) Sporty togs of 
ton corduroy (overalls in J 

). Adjustable straps cross in back. Bib 
jor sizes have back йр 

line dry only 
1 Qveralts have slightly flared legs. Junior 

sizes have extra-long, 32-inch inseam to 
assure ample length. 
Junior sizes. 
19 С 7788 Dust 
18 C 7787F—Aqua 

m 

VT? C 6742F—Aqua blue 
Stale sise. Shpg. wt. 12 ол. "32 
Little Girls’ sizes 3, 4, 5, 6 or óx. 
29 C 43371F—Dusty cinnamon 
29 € 43372F—Aqua bh 
Stai sise. S wt ior мә 

9 Skirt Style. Junior sizes are about 24 
inches from waist to hemline. 

Junior si 
19 C 9639F—Aqua. 

11239 
8,10, 12, 14. 

VT] C 8744F—Aqua bi 
VT? € 67a5f— Dusty cinnamon 

p "ә 
Little Giris’ sizes 3, 4, 5, 6 or óx 
29 C 43374F—Aqua blue 
29 С 433736 —Dusty cinnàmon. 
‘State size, Shpa. wt. 6 oz. ns 

THE COORDINATED SHIRT 

3 Кай shirt has f tton placket, long 
sleeves with button cuffs, square bottor 

Choose bird and 

Giris’ sizes 7, 
авг Bird 

мю 

29 C 433766 
de sise. Shp. pr] 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
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SOFT DRESSY LOOKS 
with beautiful textures and patterns 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
1 Jacket. shell and pants . . three-piece outfit 

Jacket and shell in а cream and gold-color pat 
tern have а lace-like texture . . they're knit of poly. 
ester with gold-color Lurex® metallic thread; the 
cream trim and self tie-belt match the pants. The 
‘open jacket has long sleeves: the sleeveless, pullover- 
style shell has a back-neck zipper opening. Cream 
pants of crepe-textured double-knit polyester are 
pull-on style with an elasticized waistband and wide- 
flare legs. Machine wash, warm; tumble-dry. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V31 C 7960F Please be sure Lo stale correct sise. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce 12100 
Half sizes 16, 1814, 2014, 2215, 2444. State sise. 
V31 C 7962F— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ог. -833.00 
2, Jacket and long dress. Jacket is polyester knit 

in a lace-like texture: it has scalloped cotton eda. 
ing, a hook-and-eye closing in front at the neckline 
and waist, a snap closing at the wrists of tbe long 
sleeves, an elasticized waistline with attached front 
ties that match the dress. Dress is double-knit poly: 
ester in a smooth interlock-stitch; it has narrow 
shoulder straps, an empire-style waistline and айт. 
ing in front, a low square-cut back with zipper open- 
ing. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
Misses: sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Sta sise. 
V31 С 7938F-Peach V31 C 7990F-Mint green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 900 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
3 Two-piece dress of Arnel* triacetate jersey. 

Pullover-style top bas a fold-over neckband with 
‘extensions that бе in а bow; front yoke and accordi- 
оп pleats; fluted bemline with rolled edge; long 
sleeves with snap-cuffs; back zipper opening; self 
buckle-belt. Pull-on style skirt bas an elasticized 
waistband. Dry clean only. 

өз 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Stole sise 
Winter white — V3! C 7935F—Black 

‘Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 12000 
Half sizes 14%, 1044. 18%, 2044. 2244, State sise. 
V31 С 7936F—Winter white — V3! C 7937F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 13100 

4 Setin-checked dress in slighty textured fabric 
of woven polyester . . covered buttons, backing 

ов collar and cuffs are smooth-textured. Step in style 
has a front button opening; long sleeves with turn 
back button-cuffs (extra button included); godet in 
sets all around skirt-portion; self tie-sash. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble-dry 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
V31 C 7830F—Turquoise | V31 € 7931F—Coral 
Stale size. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. ...... 2800 
Half sizes 1445, 16%, 18%, 204 2214. 
V31 С 7932F—Turquoise УЭС 7833f— Coral 

с Shipping weight 1 pound 10 oz. .....422.00 

Б Polished Ва! Earrings - . {rom Sears Roget™ 
Designer Collection. Ball is -inch in diameter. 

Earring is clip-back style with an adjustable screw. 
4 C 39552— Yellow gold-color metal 
4 C 30853— Silver color metal 
Shipping weight 3 ounces Pair #600 

Necklace. Rhinestone highlights on a 30-inch 
chain of yellow gold-color metal. Spring-ring clo- 

sure. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
4 C 3687 Shipping weight 1 ounce #500 

E123 Reg TA Стае Cre 



4-PIECE OUTFIT 
. „includes a shirt-jacket, 
a shell and two pairs of 
coordinated pants. . all 
of double-knit polyester 

Solid color shirt-jacket and matching pants are 
‘smooth knits; striped shell and checked pants are 
jucquard patterned knits. Shirt-jacket has a but- 
ton-placket opening; front yoke; long sleeves 
with button-cuffs (an extra button is included): 
topstitching detail. Sleeveless, turtleneck shell is 
pullover-style with а back-neck zipper opening 
The two pairs of pants are pull-on style with an 
elasticized waistband: lightly flared legs. Ma- 
chine wash, warm: tumble-dry. Like everything 
else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by tele 
phone. The scarf (shown below) is not included; 
it's sold on page 129. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V31 C 7046-—Bright coral shirt-jacket and pants; 
bright coral, lime green and white striped shell: 
bright coral and white checked pants 
V31 € 7947F—Royal blue shirt-jacket and pants 
royal blue, true red and white striped shell; 
royal blue and white checked pants 
Slate sis. Shipping weight 3 bs. 9 08. .....83200 
Half sizes 1645, 1814, 2044. 221%, 24%. 
V31 C 7948F—Bright coral shirt-jacket and pants 
bright coral lime green and white striped shell: 
bright coral and white checked pants 
V31 C 7949F—Royal blue shirt-jacket and pants; 
royal blue, true red and white striped shell 
royal blue and white checked pants 
‘State size. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 13 ог... 43400 
Tall Misses sizes 10T, 127, HT, 16T, 
18T, 20T. Please slale correct ris 
V31 € 7950F— Bright coral shirt-jacket and pants; 
bright coral, lime green and white striped shell 
bright coral and white checked pants. 
V31 C 7951F—Royal blue shirt-jacket and pants; 
royal blue, true red and white striped shell; 
royal blue and white checked pants. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 oz. 11400 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
if in doubt. see our General Catalog for charts 



3-PIECE 
SWEATERKNIT 

OUTFITS 
1 Cardigan. shell and pants of acrylic knit. 

Ribbed-knit cardigan and shell have а jac 
quard-patterned knit in (ront; the narrow stripe 
trim goes all-around. Long-sleeved. V-neck car- 
digan has a front button opening (extra button 
included). Sleeveless, V-neck shell is pullover- 
style. Solid-color smooth-knit pants are pull-on 
style with an elasticized waistband; slightly 
flared legs. Machine wash, warm (wash cardigan 
and shell with similar colors); tumble-dry. Brace- 
let sold on page 141; shoes sold below. 
Misses sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
V31 С 79527— Light cadet blue heather 
with white; navy blue and white stripe-trim 
V31 C 7953ғ— Deep dusty rose heather 
with white: wine red and white stripe-trim. 
State size. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz. $3500 

aes 161%, 18%, 20%, 220, 20%. 
V31 C 7954F— Light cadet blue heather 
with white; navy blue and white stripe-trim 
V31 C 7955+—Deep dusty rose heather 
with white; wine red and white stripe-trim 
State size. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 oz. 43700 

Cerdigan, shell and skirt. Cardigan and 
shell are knit of acrylic and nylon in light tone. 

with white; the solid-color skirt is of smooth-knit 
acrylic. Long-sleeved ribbed-knit cardigan bas a 
V-neckline; front button opening (extra button 
included); ribbed trim. Sleeveless, pullover-style 
shell is a jacquard-textured knit with ribbed 
mock-turtleneck and trim. Skirt is pull-on style 
with elasticized waistband. Machine wash, warm, 
with similar colors: tumble-dry. Necklace sold on 
page 131. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
V31 C 7986F—Light peach with white 
V31 C 7957F—Light mint green with white 
State sise. Shipping weight 2 Ibn. 1002. ....#31.00 
Half sizes 1414, 161%, 18%, 2045, 2244. 
уз! C 7958F—Light peach with white 
31 C 7959F—Light mint green with white 
Stale sise. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. ... 033.00 

The SHOES 
The look that suits this season's silhouettes 
to a "T"—the timeless T-strap dress shoe. 

Pair it with this year’s soft, fluid clothes. Leath- 
er-look urethane upper with open-toe, ankle- 
wrap styling. It's a great-looking shoe that gives 
you comfort as well as style. Lined with cusb- 
опей nylon tricot. Hidden elastic gore under 
buckle for comfortable fit. Composition sole and 
color-matched 2r inch heel. Asailable in medium. 
riser only. 
Women's síses: УВ 6B, 6158, 7B, 7 
84B, 9B, 10B and 118. 

X54 43105F—Black — X54 C 45195F—Navy 
X54 C 441987— Beige. 
‘State siae as listed above. Shp. wt. 2 Ibs... . 017,00. 

SL. 

E j 

В, 8B, 

The кла outhts on these two pages are 
shipped in a white Sears Fashion box that £ 
table for gt ging. issue paper а cluded 

ts [Sears] 125 





BLACK UNDERSCORES 
THE DRAMATIC KNIT 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
Three-piece pantsuit. Shirt-jacket. pullover 
and pants of smooth-knit Avlin® polyester in a 

multicolor fi ral print on black. Shirt-jacket has a 
front button opening: long sleeves with button-cufís 
shirttail hemline: topstitching trim. Pullover has 
сар sleeves. Pants are pull-on style with an elasti- 
claed waistband; extra-wide slightly flared legs. Ma- 
chine wash, warm temperature; tumbledry. Ear 
rings sold on page 85 and shoes on page 117 in our 
1975 Fall General Catalog 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14. 16, 18, 20. 
МЭ C 79425 —Please be sure to state correct зше. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces, $3200 
Half sizes 16s. 18¥s, 20%. 22s. 24% 
V31 C 78505 State size. Shog. wt. 11b. 130%. .... $3400 
2, Shift dress with scart. Pulloverstyle drew of 

black smooth-knit Avlin polyester has raglan 
type long sleeves with button-cuffs, gentle shirring 
at back neckline, a self ti-belt to wear or not . . ma- 
chine wash. warm. tumble-dry. Detachable scarf 
(about 534135 inches long) is red and white printed 
acetate twill . . hand wash. Shoes sold on page 125. 
Misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
МЭ! C 7964F — Please be sure 1o че correr! y 
Shipping weight 1 pound T ounces s2100 
Half sizes 16%. 18%. 20%. 22%, 24%. 
V31 C 7960F Siste sise. Shog. wt, 11b, 1002. .... 82300 

One-piece long dress. The long-sleeved bodice. 
portion is black ribknit polyester; the skirt 

portion and cow! collar are smooth-knit polyester in 
a red and white floral print o 
gathers below the set-in waistband. Back zipper clos 

black. 1t has gentle 

ing. Machine wash, warm; tumbledry. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 2 
V31 C 64619 —Plense de sur to мөм corres! sise 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounce 32000 
Half sizes 16У, 18%, 20%». 22%». 24%. 26%. 
V3 C 64625 Stat sise. Shipping wt. 1 1b. ox. .. $2200 

Long shirtdres 
polyester. Step-in style has a front button open 

ing: pointed collar: a front yoke with shirring: but 
ton-culfed long sleeves: self tie-belt. Machine wash. 
warm: tumble-dry. Necklace'shown with black dress 
is sold on page 123: necklace shown with light jade 
green dress is sold on page 131 
Misses sizes 8, 10. 12, 14, 16, 18. 
УЗ? С 5620F—Black УЗ1 C 5621 F— Light jade green 
State зше. Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ,. ... 81600 

of pique-texturcd double kait 

Half sizes 14%, 16¥s, 18¥s, 20%, 22%», 24%4 
Уз! C 5622F-Black V31 C 5623F— Light jade green 
State sise. Shipping weight 1 pound 15 ounces... 81800 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 

Em esum, ПАЛА 5 FRAGRANCE TRIO 

Save ‘4.12 
when you buy 2 sets 

2 a $588 

^ [Sears] 12 



THE 
INDISPENSABLE 
PANTSUIT AND 
COATDRESS 

. . of smooth, supple 
double-knit polyester 

that takes to stitching 
details beautifully 

1 The pantsuit. Jacke is 
shaped in front with welt 

seams and trimmed with top- 
stitching; it has a shirtatyle 
collar, front button-placket 
opening, button<ufled long 
sleeves, two pockets with button. 
and-dap trim (an extra button 
is included), sef-tie-belt. Pall-on 
style pants have an elasticized 
waistband; slightly dared legs 
Machine wash, warm; tumble 
dry. Earrings sold on page 143, 
bracelet on page 141. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18, 20. Please siate correct sive 
VAL C 6463 True red 
VAL C 6465F-Navy blue 
V31 C 6464F-Cream 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. .. 520.00 
Half sizes 1634, 1814, 2014, 
2234, 2415, 2634, State sie 
М1 C 6466 True red 
N31 C 6468F-Navy blue. 
М1 C 6467F-Cream 
Shipping wt. 2 Iba. 8 of... $22.00 
Tall Misses’ sizes 12T, HT, 
16T, 18T, 20T, 22T. State rise. 
Val C 6469F-True red 
Vai C 6471F-Navy blue 
Y3L 6470F-Cream 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 7 ox... $22.00 

Q The contdress is shaped in 
froat with welt seams and 

trimmed with topstitching. It 
has a shirt-style collar, front but 
ton-placket opening, button. 
cuffed long sleeves, two pockets 
with button-and-lap trim (an 
extra button is included), The 
self belt has vinyl tab-trim and a 
silver-color metal buckle. Ma 
chine wash, warm; tumble-dry 
Sca not included; sold on 
opposite page 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18, 20. Please stale correct size 
V31 C 6472F-Cream 
V31 C 6474F-True red 
V31 C 6473F-Navy blue 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 os... $18.00 
Half sizes 1434, 1645, 1834, 
2044, 2234, 2434, State sise. 
V31 C 6481F-Cream 
V31 C 6483F-Trve red 
V31 C6482F-Navy blue 
Shipping wt. 11b. 12 oz.. 320.00 
Tall Misses’ sizes 12T, MT, 
16T, 18T, 20T. Please stale vise 
VAL C 6484F-Cream 
V31 C 6486F-True red 
V31 C 6485F-Navy blue 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. $20.00 
ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 

И in doubt, see our 
General Catalog for charts 
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Shoes sold on page 27 in 
ur 1975 Fall General Catalog 

The pantsults and dress on 
these two pages are shipped white Sears Fashion box 

ıs suitable for gift-giving tissue paper is included. 



Double-knit Pantsuits . . featuring 

THE LOOK OF DENIM 
ser $1999 

] Shirt and pants of smooth double 
knit polyester with the look of 

denim; the knitin patchwork-effect 
pattern is in shades of blue with rust 
Vopstitehing-effect. Shirt bas a front 
yoke; front bottop-placket closing; but 
ton-cuffed long sleeves (an extra button 
is included); shirttails. Pants are pull 
on style with an elasticized waistband: 
slightly flared legs. Machine wash, 
warm; tambledry 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12. 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V31 C 6487F - Pleose state correct sise. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 208. ... $1999 
Half sizes 164s, 18%, 209». 22% 
24%, 26%. Please state correct 
V3 C eater — 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 404. .... $2199 
Tall Misses sizes 10T, 12T. AT. 16T. 
18T. 20T. Please state corre 
УЭ7 C 64896 bog. wi. 21%. Зог. 82199 

(2 and 3 ) Shirt and pants with red 
rose applique-trim . . in a choice of two 
smooth double-knit polyester fabric 
Shirt has a front botton-placket closing; 
button-<uffed long sleeves (an extra 
button i included): shirttail hemline. 
Pants are pull-on style with an elasti- 
ced waistband and slightly flared 
legs. Machine wash, warm; tumble-dry 

2, Novy blue knit with the look of 
denim: red rose trim. 

Misses’ sizes 10. 12. 14, 16, 18. 20. 
VI С БАҒ Please sisie соте! sise 
‘Shipping weight 2 pounds 2o1...... $1999 
Half sizes 16%, 18%, 20%, 22% 
24%, 26s. Please state correct si 
УЗ? C €491F—Shog. wt. 2 Ibs. don. $21.99 

White knit with red rose trim. 
Like everything else in Sears books, 

it's зо easy to order by telephone, 
Misses’ sizes 10. 12. 14, 16. 18. 20. 
VIN C 6492F —Plaase siste correct size 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $1999 
Hall sizes 169. 18%». 20¥, 22%, 
24*., 201." Please state correct sist. 
va € 64935 Show. wi. 2 Ibs. 202 $21.99 

The LONG SCARF 
Soft, lustrous acetate twill printed 
in a geometric design of squares It 

drapes beautifully. ties into a how 
Rolled edges. About 13 inches wide 
70 inches long. Hand wash by itself 
line-dry: use cool iron. From Japan. 
VBS C 8250.— Navy bue and pewter gray 

ов eeru background 
ува C 8251 True red and navy Hue 

m ecru background 
Shipping weight Vounce.. .... Each 85.00 
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DOUBLE-KNIT 
PANTSUITS 
with smart touches 

Misses’ sizes Halt sizes 

31622-41822 
imus. $1899 

Embroidery-trimmed outfit of crepe- 
textured double-knit polyester. Tunic has a 

front button closing and stitched front tucks: ‘multi-color schifli embroidery trims front yoke 
and barrel cuffs on the long sleeves. Pants are 
pull-on style with an elasticized waistban 
straight legs. Machine wash; warm; tumble 4i 
Earrings sold oo page 165, Shoes soki on page 
in our 1975 Fall General Catalog. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
М1 C 56301 — Light jade green 
V31 C 56317— Dusty rose pink 
State sise. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 ox... . $16.99 
Hall sizes 1434, 1654, 1835, 2034, 2234, 2415 
VAL C S6321— Light jade green 
V31 C S633F— Dusty rose pink 
State sise. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 ов... $18.99 

Nailhead-trimmed outfit of crepe 
textured double-knit polyester. The long 

sleeve shirt closes in front with silver color metal 
buttons; the pointed collar and the front yoke 
are studded with silver-color metal nailheads; it 
has a shirttail hemline. The pants are pull-on 
style with an elasticized waistband and straight 
legs. Machine wash, warm; tumbledry, Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. Shoes sold on 
page 166. Jewelry sold on page 128 in our 1975 
Fall General Catalog 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V31 С S624F—Black — V31 C 5625/— Cream. 
Stale size. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.. $16.99 
Half sizes 1634, 1844, 2035, 2214, 2414, 2645 
М1 С 56265—Black — V31 C S627f— Cream 
Slate size. Shipping weight 1 1b. L3or. ....$18.99 
Tall Misses’ sizes 12T, МТ, 16T, 18T 
20T, 22T. Please be sure lo stale correct sion 
VALCSG28I—Black — V31 С $629F—Cream 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces... $18.99 

Pantsuits and dresses on the: 
ped in a white Sears Fashion b 

uitable for gift-giving: tissue paper is included. 



THE SKIMMER DRESS 
OF DOUBLE-KNIT POLYESTER 
A great look in a jacquard pattern or in crepe-textured 
solid color . . and low-priced, too. Styled with front 

welt seaming, long sleeves and a back zipper opening. 

Machine wash, warm; tumble-dry. 

JACQUARD PATTERN 

$1199 | $1299 
1 Miser sizes 10, 12, 14. 16, 18, 20 Bark aet tt ortae vat Sf Foto ota vie О! nrg ge pt en йе Se кдн эшет a 
Halt dm 106, 1 104, 204 DI Pat Sti tat Snell ara te SIL CO age preen an pi Хотан feces 
Tal Mise эне пт, ит, 16T, 18T I e нше rai a oars te and whi Sin Dai pad wite ipoe waan аА 

SOLID COLOR 

$1099 $1199 

Q Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
Please be sre lo sist correct sive 

V31 C 30251— Geranium pink 
¥31 C 3026—Cream. 
V31 € 3027F— Black 
Shipping weight 14 ounces, 11099 
Half sizes 1434, 1634, 1814, 204, 
2234, 2414. Please state correct sist 
Vat € 3028/— Geranium pink 
V31 € M29I— Cream 
Vai € 30301— Back. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. $11.99 
Tall Misses’ sizes 12T, 14T, 16T, 187, 
20T. Please sale correct size 
V31 С 3031F—Geranium pink 
YI С 3032F—Cream 
V31 € 3039F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce... 311.99 

The JEWELRY 
3 Rope Necklace. A single strand of 

hand-knotted &mm simulated pearls 
54 inches long with plunger clasp. Wear 
necklace doubled, or full length. 

| 4€ 3692— Shipping weight 4 oz... 45.00 
4 Dome Earrings . . simulated pearl. 
Clip back style. 3j-inch diameter. 

4 € 3693—Shipping weight 1 ox.....$2.00. 
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1 The patterned shirt jacket has a neatly tailored look 
Its styled with a pointed collar, a placket at the front 

button closing. a square bottom. The roomy raglan sleeves 
have one-button cuffs, In smooth double-knit polyester with 

tracings of pale geranium pink and pale aqua green 
ов pale beige. Machine wash. warm; tumble-dry or line-dry 

12. 14, 16, 18, Please state correct size 
V) С 3002F -Shipping weight 14 ounces 51700 

2 The turtleneck sweater is a pretty. pale-toned classic in 
rib-knit acrylic. This long-sleeve pulloveratyle bas a 

convenient back-neck zipper opening. Machine wash, warm, 
with similar colors: tumble-dry. low, or dry flat. From Korea. 
Swentor sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, Please stale correct size. 
У? C 9615F — Pale geranium pink 
VI C 9617F -Pale beige V7 C 9616F - Pule aque green 
‘Shipping weight 11 ounces $500 

The patterned pants are in smooth double-knit poly- 
‘ester with knit-in tracings of pale geranium pink and 

pale aqua green on pale beige. These pull-on style pants have 
an elasticized waistline: the legs are wide and straight. Ma- 
chine wash, warm: tumble-dry. Shoes sold on page 149. 
Misses sizes 8. 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please state correct size. 
V7 С 10037 — Shipping weight 12 ounces... 41000 

Д The printed polo shirt is in a slithery, lightweight jer- 
sey ol Arnel" triacetate. The pattern shows pale gera 

ium pink and light blue flowers on a pale aqua green and 
white geometric background. This pullover-tyle polo shirt 
has a pointed collar, a front button-placket opening. an in- 
огош square bottom. The long sleeves have one-button cuffs. 
Machine wash, warm temperature; tumble-dry or linedry. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12. 14, 16, 18. Please state correct size, 
У? C 6835 -Shipping weight 6 ounces 1000 
Women's sizes 38. 40, 42, 44. Please state correct size. 
V) C 6996F Shipping weight 7 ounces 91100 

fj The A-shaped skirt has gentle ahirring in front and 
hack for a soft, graceful silhouette. Styled with а set-on 

waistband. two front pockets. back zipper and button clo- 
‘smooth double-knit polyester. Machine washable. 

warm: tumbledry. Shoes shown are sold on page 125 
Misses sizes 8, 10. 12. 14, 16, 18. Please stale correct sie. 
VI C 4226F - Pale geranium pink V7 C 4227F— Pale aqua green 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 100 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42. 44. Please state correct size. 
У? C 42285 - Pale geranium pink V7 C 4229F - Pale aqua green 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 51200 
6 The striped pullover sweater looks distinctive with 

variegated tones of pale beige. pale geranium pink and 
pale aqua green circling all around. Pale beige ribbing ac- 
cents the crew neckline, the wrists of the long sleeves, and 
the bottom edge. In a lightly textured knit of acrylic and 
nylon. Machine wash, warm. with similar colors; tumble- 
dry. low. or dry flat. From Taiwas 
‘Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40. 42. Please state correct sise. 
VI C 94725 — Shipping weight 12 ounces $1000 

7 The solid.color shirt jacket is neatly tailored in smooth 
double-knit polyester. Its shape is roomy. yet controlled, 

Styled with a pointed collar, a button-placket front closing. 
a square bottom, Tbe full raglan sleeves have one-button 
cuffs. Machine wash, warm: tumbledry or line-dry 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12. 14. 16, 18. Please state сөт! ise. 
V7 C 2083 — Pale geranium pink V? C 30847 — Pale aqua green 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 91600 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. Please state corre! sise. 
V? C 3088F — Pale geranium pink V7 C 3089 — Pale aqua green. 
Shipping weight 14 ounces воо 

The solid-color pants are pull-on style with a comfort: 
able elasticized waistline: the wide. straight legs have 

stay-sharp stitched front creases. The fabric is smooth dov- 
Меки polyester. Machine wash. warm: tumbledry. Use 
your phone if you want to order them the easiest way ol all. 
Misses’ sizes 8. 10. 12. 14, 16, 18. Please slate correct size, 
VI C 1008F —Pale geranium pink V2 С 1007F -Pale aqua green. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces, ...... 39.00 
Women's sizes 38. 40, 42, 44. Please state correct size, 
V? C 1000 -Pale geranium pink V2 C 1014F — Pale aqua green 
Sipping weight 14 conces. ..... 31000 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SE in йом 
see our General Catalog for messunng information 
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REFINEMENT 
It's expressed in the total look of these sophisticated separates 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
THE VELVETEEN BLAZER 

1 А really refined look in plush velve- 
teen ol 100% cotton. This shapely 

blazer is tailored with a wide notched 
collar, a three-button front closing, 
princess seams in front and back for 
a terrific Gt, plus a pair of front weit 
pockets. Dry clean 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please 
Be rure lo stale correct ri. 
v7 C 3073F— Black 
v7 € 3072F—Deep purple 
47 C 3071F—Deep teal blue 
Shipping weight 15 ounces. ..... $25.00 

THE CREPE BOW-BLOUSE 
2 An desant topping in luxurious 

Ultresado. . a subtly textured crepe 
fabric of Dacron” polyester. Styled with 
a banded neckline and attached ties 
that form а soft bow, Six-button front 
closing; long sleeves with one-buttoa 
сабз; square bottom to tuck in or not. 
Machine wash, warm temperature; tum- 
bledry or line-dry 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please 
be sure lo state correct sise. 
V7 C 2940F— White 
Y7 С 2958F—Pale lavender 
Y7 C 2959F—Light blue 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. $10.00 

THE PLAID 
DOUBLE-KNIT PANTS 

3 These pull-on style pants have а 
comfortable elasticized waistline; 

the legs are wide and straight. The tr 
color plaid is knit right into the smooth 
double-kait polyester fabric. Machine 
wash, warm; tumbledry. Beit not in 
cluded . . it's sold on page 139, Buy them 
the easy way—order by phone. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Please 
be sure lo state correct si 
VI C 1272F—Black, gray and white 
VI C 1273F— Deep purple, pale lavender 

and white 
V7 C 1271F—Deep teal blue, light blue 

and white 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. . ....$10.00 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
THE KNIT SOFTSHIRT 

An ultra-feminine look in smooth, 
lightweight double-knit polyester. 

Styled with a pointed collar, this soft- 
shirt has dyed-to-match buttons at front 
closing and at the turn-back cufls of the 
long sleeves. Gentle shirring edges the 
dropped front shoulderline and the cuffs. 
Machine washable, warm 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
7 C 3803F—Pale pink 

7 C 3801F-—Beige 
‘State sise. Shipping weight 7 az... $10.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44 
Available in three colors only 
7 C 3807F—Pale pink 
76 38061— Pale blue 
7.0 3804F—White 
Slate sise. Shipping weight 8 oz.. 311.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
if in doubt, see instructions 

and charts in cur General Catalog 

+з. DuPont ТМ, 

SOFTSHIRT 
A topping that's gentle in color, texture and shaping 





THE PRINT SHIRT 

It's a smooth knit of Arnel® triacetate 
and nylon that's flower-printed in shades 

‚of pale pink, pale green and aqua on a beige 
background. Styled with a pointed collar, 
button-front closing. long sleeves with one. 
button cuffs, a square-cut bottom. Machine 
wash, warm: line-dry or tumble-dry, low, 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
CO7C3811F— Please be sure lo slale sise. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces 41000 

THE SWEATERS 
. . each in all four colors 

(2 thru 4) А trio of soft rib-knit sweaters 
made oí an acrylic yarn that has great clarity. 
of color and an extra-amooth touch. Machine 
wash, warm temperature, with similar colors; 
tumbie-dry, low, or dry flat. 

The sweater.vest . . a pullover with nar- 2 zm 
Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. Slate sise. 
C07C9450F-Pale green CO7C9449F-Pale pink 
CO1C9482F-Cream 
Shipping weight 10 ounces M00 

‘Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. State sise. 
C0709464F-Pale pink CO7C9485F-Pale green. 
CO7C9467F-Cream — CO7C9486F-Pale blue 
Shipping weight 15 ounces .......-...#1200 

4 The pullover has a crew neckline, long. 
sleeves with turn-back cuffs, two patch 

pockets. Narrow rib-knit detail. The paisley 
print scarf is sold below. 
Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. Slate sise. 
COJCSASBF-Paleblue CO7C9456F-Pale pink 
CO7C947F-Pale green CO7C9459F-Cream 
Shipping weight 14 ounces s1100 

THE DOUBLE-KNIT PANTS 

5 The pull-on style pants have an elasti- 
cized waistband and wide straight legs. 

They're detailed with belt loops, а mock fly 

Average Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit figures S ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 64 in.) 
COJC1168F-Pale green. C07C1167F-Beige 
C07C1165F-Pale pink CO7CIIS5F-Pale blue 
‘State site. Shipping weight 15 02.......#11,00 
Tall Misses: sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit figures 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 fL 11 in.) 
CO7C  188F-Pale green CO7C! 189F-Beige 
COJCTI87F-Pale pink CO7C1021F-Pale blue 
Slate size. Shipping wt. 11b. 102......91200 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
dn doubt. see our General Catalog 

Tor measuring information 

PAISLEY PRINT SCARF 

6 Smooth 21-inch square of rayon and ny- 
Jon lawn. Ecru background with contrast- 

ing print and solid-color border trim. Rolled 
‘edges, Hand wash: line-dry. From Japan. 
С088С8252-12. blue and royal blue on ecru 
€088C8253-Grass green and olive green 

on ecru 
C088C8254-Camel tan and medium brown. 

on ecru 
соваса256-Реасћ and orange on ecru 
Shipping weight 1 ounce... Each 4225 
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1 The light blue shirt has a separate sel-fab- 
ric the to wear as an ascot or a bow. Shirt 

has a pointed collar, front button closing, long. 
sleeves with one-button cuffs, a square bottom. 
In smooth double-knit polyester. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble-dry. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
У? C $879F—Please be sure lo stale size. 
Shipping weight 13 ounces. mo 
9 The plaid blazer shows a knit-in pattern of 

light blue and white. In a subtly textured 
double-knit fabric of polyester and silk. It's 
gracefully styled with a wide notched collar 
front princess seams and button closing, two 
bias-cut patch pockets, long sleeves with but 
ton-trim. Machine wash, warm; tumble-dry. 
Misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
У? C S875F— Please be sure lo state sise. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12300 
3 The plaid pants are pull-on style with an 

elasticized waistline and slightly flared legs. 
In a subtly textured double-knit fabric of poly ester and silk . . the light blue and white plaid 
pattern is knitin. Machine wash, warm; tum- 
ble-dry. The shoes are sold on page 149. 
Petite Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit figures 5 feet 214 inches and under.) 
V? C 8872F— Please be sure lo sale vin. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. mo 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fit figures $ feet 3 inches to 5 feet 613 in.) 
V? С 58735 —Please be sure to stale sise. 
Shipping weight 13 ounces. mo 
4 The cardigan sweater is in a light blue 

and white tweed-look rib-knit of polyester 
and silk, Wear it alone or as a set with the 
sweater-vest sold below. It has short, roll. 
cuffed sleeves. Ribbing edges the V-neckline 
and forms the button-placket closing. Machine 
wash, warm temperature; tumble-dry.. 

tes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. 
Y? € 8877F—Pleose be sure lo state size. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 1100 

is in a light blue and 
white tweed-look rib-knit of polyester and 

silk, It's a pullover shaped with a rounded 
neckline that’s scooped deeply in front and 
higher in back. Self banding edges the neckline 
and armholes. Machine wash, warm: tumble 

ines 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
V7 C 58785— Please be sure to state size. 
‘Shipping weight 8 ounces оо 
6 The skirt is in a subtly textured double-knit 
of polyester and silk with а tweed-look pat 

tern in light blue and white. I's a four-gore 
flared style with a waistband trimmed with 
button-tabs; it has two front western-style 
swing pockets and a back zipper closing. Ma. 
chine wash, warm; tumble -dry 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, ж 
VI C 8E28F— Please be ure to sate sise. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces #1200 
17 The tlower-printed shirt. . vibrant in 

shades of blue, chrome yellow, bright or 
ange and pale green on white. It's in Ultressas, 
а woven crepe fabric of Dacron* polyester that 
has the look and feel of silk. Styled with a 
pointed collar, button-placket front closing, 
long sleeves with one-button cuffs, a square 
bottom. Machine wash, warm: tumble-dry. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V? C 5880F— Please be sure lo stale size. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 1200 
8 The pants are in a subtly textured double- 

Кай of polyester and silk with а tweed look 
pattern in light blue and white. Pul-on style 
with an elasticized waistline and slightly flared 
legs. Machine wash, warm temperature, tum 
ble-dry. 
Petite Misses: sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
(Fit figures $ feet 2%, inches and under.) 
V7 C SHEBI— Please be sure to slate sise. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 11000 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fit figures 5 feet 3 inches to 5 А. ^i in.) 
VI C5870F—Siale sise. Shpg. wt. 13 ox. . 61000 
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] The flowered shirt is printed with shades of 
coral on a pale blue ground. In smooth, light- weight double-knit polyester. Pointed collar: front 

button closing: long sleeves with one-button cuffs: square bottom. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Slate size. 
V7 € 5899F— Shipping weight 8 ounces. 41200 

2 The skirt is dusty coral double-knit polyester 
with a subtle texture. Six-gore flared style with 

waistband, back zipper closing. Machine wash, warm; tumble-dry. Belt not included: sold below. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Slate size. 
V1 C5896F—Shipping weight 11 ounces......81000 
The off-white turtleneck pullover sweater is 
in rib-knit acrylic. Long sleeves; back neck zip- 

per opening. Machine wash, warm, with similar 
colors; tumbie-dry, low, or dry flat. Imported from 
Korea. Sold in other colors oa page 141. 
Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. Stale size. 
7 C 96206 —Shipping weight 11 ounces na 
4 The dusty coral blazer jacket is a classic in 

subtly textured double-knit polyester. Wide notched collar; front princess seams and button 
Closing; two patch pockets, long sleeves with but. 
ton-trim. Machine wash, warm: tumble-dry. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Stole vise. 
VI C 5097F—Shipping weight 15 ounces.....#2000 
Б The windowpane plaid pants show a tracing of creamy white on a dusty coral background. In subtly textured double-knit polyester. They're. 
styled with a set-on waistband that's elasticized in back; they have a zipper fly front and button-tab 
dosing. Slightly flared legs. Machine wash, warm; 
tumble-dry, Shoes sold on page 149. 
Patito Misses: sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit figures 5 feet 2% inches and under.) Y] C S8941— Please be sure lo slate correct sise. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 1200 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fit figures 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 64 inches.) У? C SO9SF— Please be rure lo nale correct sie, 
Shipping weight 12 ounces ....... изо 
6 The dusty coral shirt has a pointed collar, but- 

ton-front closing, long sleeves with one-button cuffs, a square bottom. In smooth double-k: 
polyester. Machine wash, warm; tumble-dry. 
Misses: sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. State size. 
VI C S898FShipping weight 8 ounces .. ....41100 
Т The sweatervest . . а sleeveless pullover in stripes of dusty coral, pale blue, deep blue and Creamy white. In an extra-smooth acrylic jersey with creamy white ribbing at armboles, V-neck and 
bottom. Machine wash. warm; tumble-dry. 
Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. State vise. 
7 C SSABF— Shipping weight 8 ounces воо 
8 The dusty coral pants are carefully tailored in 

subtly textured double-knit polyester. They have a set-on waisthand that's elasticized in back: they have a zipper fly front and button-tab closing. 
Slightly flared legs. Machine wash, warm: tumble- 
dry. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., 
Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
Petite Misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit figures 5 feet 244 inches and under.) 
У? C 8892F— Please be sure lo slate corre sise. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 411.00 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fit figures 5 feet 3 inches to $ feet 614 inches.) 
У? C 5803IF— Please be sure io иш correct vie. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 11100 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE. fin doubt 
жов our белеги Catalog for measuring information 

"SNAKE CHAIN" BELT 
Y Flexible metal belt with a highly polisbed 

tangular metal buckle that has a hook closure. 
Belt measures about inch wide, 
Waist sizes S(24-28 inches); M(29-32 inches). 
Please be sure lo siale correct sise letter S or М. 
за C 80729— Gold-color metal 
88 C 8073F—Silver-color metal 
Shipping weight 4 ounces Each 1650 



MODERN .......4 
CLASSICS zziz a pulled-together look 

THE ACRYLIC KNIT 
CARDIGAN SWEATER. 

1 Short-sleeve cardigan has 
turn-back cufís. Rib-knit 

acrylic with novelty spacing in 
front. Self banding at crew neck 
line and button closing; the flat 
knit tie-belt is included. Machine 
wash, warm, with similar colors; 
tumbie dry, low, or dry flat. From 
Korea. Earrings sold on page 143, 
bracelets on facing page. 
Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40,42. 
7 C 9440F—Bright marigold 

ry bive 
l4 1F— Turquoise blue 
АЗЕ Geranium pink 

State size. Shpg. wt. 10 02....4898 

THE DOUBLE-KNIT 
POLYESTER PANTS. 

9 These pull-on style pants 
have a comfortable elasticized 

waistline; the legs are wide and 
straight. The puckery-textured 
double-knit polyester fabric has 
knit-in checks. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble-dry. From Japan. 
Shoes sold on page 146. 
Petite Misses’ sizes & 10, 12, 
14, 16. Please state correct sist. 
(Fit 5 feet 244 inches and under.) 
7 € 1026F—Bright marigold 

and white checks 
y blue 

and white checks. 
7 € 1028f— Turquoise blue 

and white checks. 
7 € 1058/— Geranium pink 

and white checks. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 9799 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18, Please sate correc sise. 
(Fit Sit 3 in. to S ft. 6% in) 
7 € 1056F—Bright marigold 

and white checks 
7 € 10585 —Navy blue 

and white checks. 
7 € 1057F— Turquoise blue 

and white checks. 
7 € 1080r—Geranium pink 

and white checks 
Shipping weight 13 ounces...4799 
Tall Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 
18, 20. Please state correct size. 
(Fit 5 ft. in. to 5 ft 11 in) 
7 € 1060F— Bright marigold 

and white checks. 
7 C 1086f—Navy blue. 

and white checks. 
7 € 10845 Turquoise blue 

and white checks. 
7 € 10707 Geranium pink 

and white checks. 
Shipping weight 15 ounces M $ 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 4. 
Stale size. (Fit 5 ft 4*4 in. to 5 ft 
б in.) Women's sizes available 
in three color-combinations only 
7 € 1078F—Bright marigold 

and white checks 
7 € 10806—Navy blue 

and white checks 
7 € 10925 —Turquoise blue 

and white checks 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 1 oz. ..4899 

TC юм 



Rarely will you 
find a rib-knit 

acrylic Turtleneck 
Pullover Sweater in 

fashion colors at such 
a low price $ 499 

. . only 

sieeve, jeck zipper opening. 
Machine wash, warm, with similar colors: 
tumble-dry, low, or dry flat. From Korea. 

143, Frings are sold on page 143; are 
sold below. Like everything else in Sears , | it's so easy to order by 

< ‘Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. 
7 © 9609—Geranium pink 
7 € 96105 —Medium aqua green 
7 C 96205 —OH-white 
7 C 9607 —Bright marigold 
7 C 9608 Turquoise blue 
State vise. Shipping weight 11 ounces. . 44.99 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE in doubt. эое measure information in our General Catalog 

2070 
The BANGLE BRACELET 

Buy several colors. . wear them in multiples 
ог wear one at a time. Smooth plastic. Each 
measures Meinch wide. 
4 © 3505—Turquoise blue 4 C 3501—Beige 4 € 3503—Geranium pink 4C 3506—Navy 
4 C 3500—White 
4 C 3504— Jade green 
4 € 3802—Marigold 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. Each $200 

mS [Sears] 141 
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THEY'RE 

Nylon knit pullovers . . layer them or wear them solo 

[Sears] 

THE TOPS 
rega wt o^ conem tage. 

THE TURTLENECK PULLOVER 

$499 
iis kak aise dp pas inp eed sitet ea 

square-cut bottom. In smooth, lightweight nylon. m ee ee 
Meer nn Mile EEE ыы wie an сым 

THE CREWNECK PULLOVER 
n > $699 

Self binding trims the crew neckline of this 
long-sleeve pullover style. Hemmed square 

cut bottom. In smooth, lightweight Antron® ny 
lon double-knit. Machine wash, warm (wash 
navy blue with similar colors); tumble-dry or 
line-dry. Belt (shown on facing page) not includ: 
ed; sold on page 139. 

Misses: sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. State size. 
7 C 6007F-—Brigbt marigold 
7 € 6909F—Navy blue. 
7 € 8908 Chrome yellow 
7 € 69067— Violet 
7 C 691 F— White 
7 C 8810f— Grass green 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 1599 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 4. State size. 
Available in three colors only 
7 C 69 12F— Bright marigold 
7 С 6 13k Navy blue 
7 C 6914F—Grass green 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 1098 

TEMS 3 AND 4 SH 
THE DOUBLE-KNIT 
POLYESTER SHIRT 

Stripes combine with flowers in this print 
Classic shirt has a pointed collar, button. 

placket front closing, square-cut bottom. The 
long sleeves have one-button cuffs. In smooth, 
lightweight double-knit polyester. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble-dry or line-dry. Pullovers 
shown are sold above. 

sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, State sise 
Navy blue and white with 
marigold and grass green 

7 C 3809—Chrome yellow and white with 
real red and grass green 

7 € 3810F— Violet and white with 

Shipping weight 7 ounces 11000 

THE DOUBLE-KNIT 
POLYESTER PANTS 

led with a topstitched waistband, zipper 
fiy-front and button closing, two patch pock- 

ets, wide straight legs. In subtly textured double 
knit polyester with natural two-way stretch. Ma. 
chine wash, warm; tumble-dry. From Japan. 
Shoes sold on page 146. 
Petite Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. Slate size 

t figures 5 feet 2^5 inches and under.) 
7C284]F-Chrome yellow 7 C 2580F-Violet 
7 C 2548F-Navy blue 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 
Were $10.00 in our 1975 Spring Big Book . .#8.00 

Average Misses’ sizes. Stale 8, 10, 12, 14. 
(Fit figures 5 ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 64 in) 
7 € 2551F-Chrome yellow 7 C 2554F-Violet 
7 € 2552F-Navy blue 
Shipping weight 15 ounces. 
Were $10.00 in our 1975 Spring Big Book . .#8.00 
Tall Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Stale size 
(Fit figures 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. 
7 С 2555F-Chrome yellow 7 C 2588F-Violet 
7 C 2556F-Navy blue 
Shipping weight pound 1 ounce. 
Were 811.00 in our 1975 Spring Big Book , 99.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 

WN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 



A shirt and pants 
perfectly paired for a 
terrific “total look” 

Petite Misses Sess 3g Misses sites 
mum $9 

4 C 3511— Jade green T Shipping weight | ounce E BEE 143 



THREESOME 
. „a trio of separates create one great image 

THE "POET SHIRT" 
In a romantic floral print that 
combines pale lavender, pale mar 

igold and taupe on a lustrous, light. 
weight knit of acetate and nylon. An 
easy fit. . compatible details: a point- 
ed collar, long full sleeves with two- 
button cuffs, button-front closing. 
square bottom. Wear the separate sell 
sash tied as a bow under the collar or 
wear it as a belt. Machine wash, cold 
temperature; line-dry. Handbag is 
sold below. 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
C07 C 3812F—Please slate correct size. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces .... 91100 

THE SWEATER-VEST 

9 An open-stitch design highlights 
the front of this cozy knit cardi 

gan-style vest. The back is rib-knit; 
ribbing edges the armholes and the V. 
neckline, and forms the button-plack- 
et front closing. Two front pockets. 
In creamy white acrylic. Machine 
wash, warm, with similar colors; tum- 
ble-dry, low, or dry flat. From Korea. 
Swe s 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
со? le correct sist. 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. 99.00 

THE TAILORED PANTS 

They're styled with an elasticized 
waistband, belt loops, self buckle- 

belt, zipper fly front closing, wide 
straight legs. Extra comfortable be- 
cause they're in a woven gabardine of 
stretch polyester that gives them the 
flexible fit of knit. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble-dry. 
Petite Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 
14. (Fit $ feet 2% inches and under.) 
CO? C 1222F—Pale marigold 
C07 C 1223F—Pale lavender 
CO? C 1224F—Dark brown 
‘State sise. Shipping wt. 15 oz. ..#13.00 
Average Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16. (Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. бз in.) 
C07 С 1225F—Pale marigold 
C07 C 1226F—Pale lavender. 
C07 C 1227:—Dark brown 
State sise. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. ...91300 
Tall Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit $ ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in.) 
C07 C 1250F—Pale marigold 
CO? C 128 1*— Pale lavender 
CO? € 1282*— Dark brown 
Slate size. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. ..614.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
ifin doubt. see measunng information 

in our General Catalog 

The HANDBAG 
4 Roomy barrel-shaped 

handbag with secure 
top zipper closing. It has a 
double handle in a length 
that's also convenient for 
shoulder wear. Outside 
snap-flap pocket; inside 
zippered wall pocket. 
Smooth, leather-look vi 
nyl on cotton backing; 
lined with vinyl. So practi- 
cal. . it can be cleaned in- 
side and out with a damp 
cloth. Measures about 
14x6x8 inches high. 
COBBC1254-Butterscotch 
(tan) with matte finish 
COBBC 1283-Light beige 
with glossy finish 
Shpg.wt.11b.10 ог. 81400 



A KNIT MIX 
Red, white and black coordinates to pair as you please 

] The printed shirt is of lightweight dou- 
ble-knit polyester with a subtle pinpoint 

texture, The pattern shows flowers and 
butterflies intermixed with stripes . . black. 
and red on white background. Classic de- 
tails include a pointed collar, a button-front 
closing, long sleeves with one-button cuffs, 
a square-cut bottom. Machine washable, 
warm temperature; tumble-dry. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
VI C SBB8I— Site size. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 911.00 
2 The solid-color pants are of double- 

knit polyester with a raised twill-like 
texture. These pull-on style pants have a 
comfortable elasticized waistline: the legs 
are slightly flared. Machine wash, warm, 
with similar colors; tumble-dry. The espad- 
Fille shoes shown are sold on page 146. 
Petite Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 
(Fit figures 5 feet 2%4 inches and under.) 
V7 C $852F-Real red 
V7 C 5851F-White v7 С SBSOF-Black 
‘State зім. Shipping weight 11 oz. ....41000 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 
20. (Fit figures $ ft. 3in. to 5 ft. 644 in.) У? C 5855F-Real red 
VI C 58S4F-White V7 C $853F-Black. 
‘State size. Shipping weight 15 oz. ... 51000 
3 The cardigan is of double-knit polyes- 

ter with a ribbed texture. Striped braid 
edges the V-neckline, button-front closing, long sleeves and two patch pockets. Ma- 
Chine wash, warm temperature, with simi- 
lar colors; tumble-dry. Pick up your phone 
right now and order this опе! 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
VI C 5864F-Real red with white 
V7 C 5863F-Black with white Slate site. Shipping weight 12 oz. ...-41200 
4 The turtieneck pullover is of ribbed 

‚double-knit polyester. This long-sleeve 
style has a back neck nylon zipper opening; 
square-cut bottom. Machine wash, warm, 
with similar colors; tumble-dry. Misses" sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. V7 C $866F-Real red 
У? C§867F White _ V7C S805F-Black 
‘Stale site. Shipping weight 10.02. .. 1000 
Б The shirtjacket is of double-knit poly- 

ester with a raised twill-like texture. It 
has a pointed collar, button-placket front 
closing. The epaulets and the two flap-top patch pockets have button-trim. Front 
yoke and princess seaming for a neat fit. 
Machine wash, warm, with similar colors; 
tumble-dry. Bracelet sold on page 141. 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
V7 C 5849— Real red 
v7 C 5848F— Black. 
‘State sive. Shipping weight 1 pound ..119.00 

The checked pants are of double-kait 
polyester with a novelty knitin ging. ham pattern. These pull-on style pants 

have a comfortable elasticized waistline, 
slightly flared legs. Machine wash, warm, 
with similar colors; tumble-dry. The espa- drille shoes are sold on page 146. 
Petite Misses” sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit figures 5 feet 204 inches and under.) 
VI C SISTE Real red and white checks 
V7 C 5856F— Black and white checks 
State sise. Shipping weight 11 oz... 911.00 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18,20. (Fit figures S ft. 3 in. to St. 614 in.) 

—Real red and white checks 
Black and white checks 

Slate sise Shipping weight 1302. 41100 



THE POLYESTER KNIT SHIRT 
1 A,gassic shirt that's up-dated when mated 

with the T-shirt sold ‘Styled with а 
ted collar, a button-placket front closing, 

[ong sleeves with one button cuffs, а square. Polyester knits play print against 

solid-color for a fresh three-part look атыз Tn à smooth, spoon. кеМ doute 
ture. (wash taupe Jm black and 
white ыды Ces jumble-dry or 

Sold on page Из. 143, bracelet on. 
ee 
Misses’ sizes В, 10, 12, 14, 16, eg 
7 © 6915F— Medium and 

7 C 6928f— Real red and true (medium) blue. 
print on taupe and white background. 
7 0019205 (лоба) MM OMM омы 
print on gray and white background сво Taupe and gold 
peint co black and «дда backend 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. Е 2... 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. Sii мы. 
Available in three color-combinations. 
7C 6031F—Medium and coral 
print on tan and white background 
7 C 6932F— True (medium) blue and coral 
print on gray and white background 
7 C 6933/— Taupe and gold 
print on black and white background. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. #1099 

ТЕГО POLYESTER KNIT T-SHIRT 

2 Rove this ong cns mum 

Misses’ sizes 8. vim 16,18 Slate sine. 
2 SOTA Medium, and coral 

print on taupe and white background 
7 С 6920F—True (medium) blue and coral 
print on gray and white background. 
2 C 0217. Taupe and gold 
print on black and white background 
‘Shipping weight 4 ounces... 9699 
‘Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44. Siate rise 
Available in three color-combinations only. 
7 € 89227— Medium. ‘and coral 
print on tan and white. 
7 € 6923#—Тгзе (medium) blue and coral 
print on gray and white background 
1С Sonar Taupe and gold 
prin on black and white background. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. ээ 

THE DOUBLE-KNIT 
POLYESTER PANTS 

3 Pall-on style pants have an elasticized waistline: the wide, straight legs have stitched front creases. In a uzury weight, sub- dy textured double kalt poyester Machine Wash. warm; From Japan. 
Petite Misses: sizes & 10, 12, 14, 16, 
(Fit Heures $ foet 2 inches and under.) 
7 C 1623F—Medium aqua green 
7 1024F— Real red 2 C 1626F—Black 
€ 25001 True (medium) blue 

State sise. Shipping weight 11 ounces... M98 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12. 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit tures Se in to S hoia in) 
TC 16276--Medium aqua green 
7 C 1828F Беш red — 7 C 1652F—Black 
7С 2505 True (medium) blue 
State rise Shipping weight 12 ounces... 1899 
Tall Misses: sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. (Pit figures Sf ia. lo SM iii) 
7 C 1636F— Medium aqua green 
2 C M3. Real red 1 C VN—Bick 
7 € 25101— True (medium) blue. 
State size. Shipping weight 13 ounces... 798 

VER Bauen Ste АЗАД Г) Mende i thre colors only: 
TE 104 1F— Medium aqua green 
7 C 2517f— True (medium) blue 
7с мик Back 
State ти. Shipping weight 14 ounces 

THE ESPADRILLE SHOES 

Open-toe espadrille features cotton canvas upper with 
TOpe-covered wedge heel . , available in a rainbow of 
fashianabiy rigt colon [Uy a caua look thar' still go- 

"all year round. Durable crepe look composi- 
‘sole, Popular 2\ тїп. wedge heel. Medium rises onh 

Women e sizes: 538,08, 6138. 7B, 
9B, 10B. 

X54 € 26073F—French blue — X84 С 27073F—Red 
X54 C 29074F— Turquoise 
X54 C 20073F—Jade green 
X54 C 29075F— Geranium Х54С 25073 Sand 
X54 C 220735—Black (not shown) 
X54 С 28073 White (not shown) 
‘State sie оз listed chose. WL 1 Ib. 10 02. Dr 



1 The "choir robe" tunic. . highlighted by а 
wide, rounded front yoke that releases soft. 

shirring. It's a pullover-style with a back neck 
tipper opening, long sleeves with two-button 
cuffs, a square bottom and а self tie-sash. In 
double-knit polyester that has a silky-amoo 
texture. Machine washable at warm tempera 
ture; tumble-dry or line-dry 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
Please be sure to sate corvec vis. 
CO7 € 2600F—White СО С 2601F—Beige 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 11000 

9 The bigshirt tunic . . an important look 
that features а loose, easy fit. It's a pull 

overstyle with a pointed collar, front but 
placket opening, shirring at front and back of 
shoulder yoke, a dropped shoulderline, wide 
deep-set sleeves that have two-button cuffs 
Square bottom. Wear the self sash as a belt or 
tied in a bow under the collar. In kmooth-knit 
Капае nylon. Machine wash, warm: tumble 
dry or line-dry. Sewn in Colombia of U.S. fab- 
ric. The earrings are sold on page 143, 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Please be sure to sate correct sist. 
CO? € 3815F—Pale marigo 
607 € 3816-—Light mint 
Shipping weight 7 ounces ию 

The “cossack-look” tunic . . а very wear 
able pullover-style with a stand-up band 

collar, a button-placket front opening, shirri 
at the dropped front shoulderline, long sleeves 
with one-button cuffs, a square bottom. In 
double-knit polyester with a silky-smooth tex 
ture. Machine wash, warm temperature. Tum: 
ble-dry or line-dry. To order tbe easiest way 
look in your phone book white pages under 
"Sears, Roebuck and Co. Catalog Sales" for 

the number to call 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
Please be sure lo sate correct sist. 
CO? C 3B13F-Penrl gray CO7 ¢.3814F-White 
Shipping weight 7 ounces #1200 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 



COLLECTIBLES 
. „especially adaptable coordinates 

that can look casual one day, 
dressed-up another 

ORDER YOUR 
CORRECT SIZE 
in doubt, see charts 

148 [Sears] 2224, 



1 The peachcolor cardigan sweater is of double-knit polyester in a 
cable and rib-stitch pattern. Braid striped in peach, white and sage green 

trims the V-neckline and the button-front closing. Styled with long sleeves, 
two patch pockets. Machine washable, warm temperature; tumble-dry 
Misses sizes 10, 12. 14, 16, 18, 20. Please be sure lo ele correct 
V7.CS880F-—Shipping weight 11 ounces 11300 
9 The pesch.color sweater-vest. . a sleeveless pullover-style of double 

knit polyester in a cable and rib-stitch pattern. Braid striped in peach 
white and sage green trims the V-neckline. Machine wash. warm: 
dry. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
Misses: sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Please be sure lo slate correct sisé 
V1 C 5890F—Shipping weight 7 ounces 1800 
3 The sage green pants are pull-on style with an elasticized waistline: 

the legs are slightly flared. The fabric is a lightly textured double-knit 
polyest 
Petite Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. (Fit $ ft 

Machine washable, warm temperature; tumbie-dry 
з in, and under. 

VI C 5881F— Please sale correct sis. Shipping weight 10 ounces 11000 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. (Fit $ ft. 3 in. to S ft. 644 in. 
VI C BBEZF— Please stale correct vise. Shipping weight 12 ounces. 11000 
Tall Misses: sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. (Fit 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in.) 
VIC 8H35— Please sale correct ийе. Shipping weight 14 ounces. 11100 
Д The flower-printed blouse . . splashes of peach, turquoise blue and 

sage green on a pale peach background. Styled with a pointed collar and 
detachable tie, long sleeves with one-button cuffs, a button-front closing 
and a square bottom. In smooth double-knit polyester. Machine washable 
warm temperature; tumble-dry 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Please be sure lo state correct 
V7 C 5949F—Skipping weight 11 ounces #1200 
Б The sage green skirt is a four-gore flared style with a waisthand and 

its own sage green vinyl belt; back zipper closing. In a lightly textured 
double-knit polyester. Machine washable, warm temperature; tumble-dry 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, Please be sure fo state correct si 
VI C SM7F— Shipping weight 11 ounces #1200 
6 The peachcolor shirt is styled with a pointed collar, front button dos 

ing, long sleeves with one-button cuffs. a square-cut bottom. In smooth 
double-knit polyester. Machine washable, warm temperature; tumble-dry 
Misses: sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Please be sure lo siae correct 
VI C5891F—Shipping weight 8 ounces moo 

The sege green shirtjecket is styled with a pointed collar, front but 
ton closing, long sleeves with one-button cuffs, a square bottom. It has 

incess seams and two patch pockets in front, a vent-flap in back. In light 
ly textured double-knit polyester, Machine wash, warm: tumble-d 
Miss 14, 16, 18, 20. Please be sure to state correct sic 

nê 11000 
8 The plaid pants co peach, sage green and white, Pull-on style 

with an elasticized waistline, slightly flared lega, In textured double-knit 
polyester. Machine wash, warm: turble-dry. Shoes shown are sold below 
Petite Misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 ft, 244 in. and under. 
V7 C $884F—Please slate correct rize. Shipping weight 10 ounces 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. (FILS ft. 3 in. to S ft. 6 
VI C BBESE— Please sale correct rize. Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
Tall Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. (Fit $ ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. 
VI C S886F— Please sale correct rise Shipping weight 14 ош 

Sears Pillow Soft Sandals 
Wedge heel sandal with super 
comfortable, thickly cushioned 
insole. Urethane upper lined 
with cushioned nylon tri 
Composition sole. 25-in, cov 
«тей wedge heel. Hidden ela 
Bore under buckle. Medium s 
only. 
Women's sizes: $148, 6B, 64B, 
7B. 8B, 814B, 9B, 10B, 

size as listed 
X54 C 44194F—Bone 
X54 C 40194F— White. 
X54 C 4S 194F— Navy 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 

OUR 
FRONT 
COVER 
COAT 

CABRETTA TOPPER 
LAVISHLY COLLARED WITH FUR 

$119 
Soft, smooth leather beautifully collared with lamb fur that has been dyed 
and tip-dyed to look like red fox on the deep gold coat; bleached white and 
tip-dyed to look like blue fox on the pearl gray coat. (Fur origin: U.S.A. 

le with self tie-belt, Button-tab trim on sleeves, Side sea 
pockets. Cabrett About 33 inches lo 
Leather clean. Big Book. 
Misses’ sizes В, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Please be sure lo lala correct 
HIT C $0821 Deep y W17 € $050F— Pearl gray 

ping weight 4 pounds 14 ounces 
Half sizes 16%, 18 
HI? C 8062 Deep gold 
Ships 

2044, 224%, 2445, Please be sure lo slale corre 
7 € $060F—Pear! gray 

weight 4 pounds 14 ounces 



Separates featuring 

CORDUROY 
in fresh, 

fashion-right colors 

] Swoatshirtiook top. Zip-tront 
style of cotton Кай velour in 

dusty cinnamon, aqua blue and 
cream stripes with cream smooth 
knit ahoulder-trim, cuffs on the long 
sleeves and waistband. Hand wash, 
cold; line dry. Turtleneck sweater 
sold on page 162. 
Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11) 
113-15), Please ней S, M or L- 
9С $530F—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $1197 
9 Cuffed corduroy jeans. Styled 

with zipper fly-front and 2-but. 
ton dosing on the wide waistband; 
belt loops; 2 front pockets; 2 back 
darts; flared legs about 26 in. wide 
at the 2-inch cuffs. Cotton. Machine 
wash, warm; line dry. The shoes are 
sold on page 149. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9. 11, 13, 15. 
(Fits 5 ft. 2 in. to S ft. 
19 C 7782-—Aqua blue 
19 C 7244F—Medium yellow 
19 € 7783F—Dusty cinnamon 
19 C 1490F— Camel tan 
State rise. Shpg wt. 11b... 987 
Tall Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 
Fits 5 ft. 642 in. to 5 ft. 10 in.) 

Avallable in 3 colors only 
19 C 7785F—Aqua blue 
19 C 7786F—Dusty cinnamon 
19 C 84927 Camel tan 
Stale rise. Shpg. wt. 1b... 9197 



3 Printed knit shirt 

PENDANT NECKLACE 
‘Dog Ta 



Coordinates 
featuring 

DUSTY 
CRANBERRY 
AND GRAY 
] Ruttie-trim d print 

State sise. Shi 
TI 

State size. Shpg. wt 14 ог. 
VI9 C 8912 #1397 
3 Ruffietrimmed 
9 or blouse 

152 [Sears] 2 



6 Turtleneck sweater of 

pat 
ry, hunter green, cranber 
has string-tie closing at neckline: di 

8 Seliécolor pants 

VI8 C 8933 Heather gray 
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бе 
Featuring heather-toned 

ы LIGHT PINK AND 



1 Print shirt. Broad 

Button-front: turn-back b 
on light pink. 

on-cuffs; shirt 
ot tumble dry 

State size. 
ues 8797 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 
9 C 4726F— Shipping we 

(2 end 3) Sweaters of smooth-knit acrylic 
with diamond pattern on the 
trim. Machine wash, warm tempe: 

e 141 
9) Sleeveless pullover. U neckline 

Junior sizes S(5-7 
19 C 64921— Lig 
19 C (491F— Light 
State S, M or L Shi 

Long-sleeved cardigan. У neckline 
Junior sizes S(S-7): M(9-11); L(13-15 

19 € 6490F—Light jade green heather 
19 C 6489F¥—Ligh 
State S, M or L 
4 Pisia pams. W 

xa on cream. Zipp and. 

9 C 7888F—(Fits 5 IC 2 in. to St. 6 in. 
State sise. Shipping weight 14 ounces... 41897 
Petite Junior sizes 3P, 9P, UP. 
19 C 7890/— Fits 5 it. 149 in. and under 
State size. Shipping weight 14 ounces... 91897 
Tali Junior sizes 7,9, 11, 13,15. 

ва C 1478—Putty beige 
£8 С 1475— Deep gold-tan 
Shipping weight 1 pound no 

Coltared V-neck pullover. Smooth-knit 
acrylic with patterned front and rib-knit 

trim, Cream with light pink and jade green 
pes. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry 

1); 413-15) 
L WL 1208. ..51097 

7 Solid-color double-knit pants 
fabric of acrylic and polyester. Pull-< 

‚ed waistband in back: mock fly 
jon-trim: flared legs about 24 in. 
ine wash, warm; tumble dry 

has an elasti 
front and bu 
at hem. Mac 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 1 
(Fits 5 ft, 2 in. to 5 ft 6 in.) State sise. 
18 C 7885F— Light jade green heather 
18 C 7886F— Light pink heather 
Shipping weight 2 I 
Tall Junior 

19 C 7887F—Shipping wt x... M97 
8 Turtleneck pullover. Rib-knit 

Junior sizes S(5-7): М(9-1 
19 C &498r— Lish 
19 C (4957— Light pink heather 
State S, M ing weight 9 or. ....897 

jade green heather 

Q Long skirt in bias-cut plaid woven of Da 
polyester and Оноо" acrylic... light 

waistband, Ma 
chine wash, warm temperature; tumble dry 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15. S 
19 C 2030F— Shipping weight 1 pound . ..01697 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 



Junior sizes. 
19 C 5529F—Brown with m 
19 C 5528F—Navy blue with multicolor stripes 
‘State S, M or L. Shipping weight 6 ounces na 
9 Brushed cotton denim jeans. Zipper fly-tront with 

a concealed button closing: two-button closing on the 
extended tab of the wide waistband: wide flared legs 
about 28 inches at hem. Machine wash, warm: line dry 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. (Fits $ ft 2 in. to $ ft. 6 in. 
19 C 7862F—Med. brown 19С 
19 C 7864F Cardinal n "c 
State sise pound 
Tall Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
(Fits S it. 6*4 in. to S ft. 10 in.) In 2 colors only 
19 C 7866F—Med. brown. C 16677—Bright navy 
State size. Shipping weight unces 1997 

yall pouch sus. $ Brushed cotton denim bag. А 
n rods. Wide бочы pends from two knobbed wo 

shoulder straps. Matching co 

88 1250--Med. brown 88 C 1251—Putty beige 
88 C 1282— Bright nav 
Shipping weight 1 pound 11000 

lining. About 18x3x13 

4 Sears Bost short-sleeve cardigan. Smooth-knit Or 
lon* acrylic with ribbed trim. Button closing; roll-up 

cuffs: two patch pockets. Machine wash, warm: tumble 
dry. Bracelets sold on page 141 
Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11): 1413-45). 
19 € 6461F—Bright blue 19 C 6482—Kel 

State S, Mor L. Shipping weight 9 ounces " 
5 Sears Best sleeveless pullover, Smooth-kait Or 

lic with multicolor dots in front and ribbed 
trim. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Shirt sold below. 
Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11); Li 
19 C 6466F—Bright blue 19 C 8487F—Kelly green 
19 € 6470 Bright orange 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight 7 ounces ' 97 

Sears Best solid-color pants. Woven texturized Da 
стопе polyester. Zipper fly-front with hook-and-eye 

closing on the waistband; belt-loops; self buckle-belt; two 
mock-pockets; flared legs about 26 in. at hem. PERMA. 
PREST® p machi 
tumble dried. Shoes sold on page 146. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. (Fits Sft 
9 C 7705F—Bright blue — 19 C 77966 
19 € 7797 n 
State size Shipping wei A ounces. 
Petite Junior sizes ЗР. 
SP, TP, 9P, t1P. (Fits $ 
feet 16 inches and 
der.) In bri 
19 C 7799F- 
Shps. wt 1 

II Junior sizes 7, 9, 1 
13, 15. (Fits $ feet 644 
inches to $ feet 10 inches. 
In bright blue only 
19 C 7798F—Siatr sise 
Shpg. wt. 14 or... 41397 

Sears Bost shirt. Р; will. Double-stitching 
accents the pointed collar, buttoa-front placket. back 

Machine wash, warm; line dry or tumble dry. Korea. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
19 C 4686F— Cream 9 C 4885F—Peach 
19 C 4663F— Pale blue 
State size. Shipping weight 6 ounces sso 
8 Sears Best longsleeve pullover. Wide rib 

!* acrylic with narrower ribbed s 
chine wash, warm; tumble dry 
Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11); L 
19 C 6475F—Bright orange with bright yellow and white 
19 C 6471F—Bright blue with kelly green and white 
19 C 6472F—Kelly green with 
State S, M or L. Shipping weigh 
Y Plaid pants. Woven 

ight orange and white. Zipper fly-iront; 2-b 

red legs about 24 in. at the hem. M 
iry. Shoes sold on page 149. 

9, 11, 13, 15. Please state sise Junior sizes 
190 7891F Shipping weight 13 ounces #1497 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE. |! 



Sweaters, shirt and 

< WOVEN TEXTURIZED 
ТСЕ POLYESTER PANTS 

The sweaters and the solid-color pants 
are our nationally advertised 

Junior Bazaar Mates Separates 

v h 
A 

ч 
Le KHAN 

r 
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PRE WASHED | / 
DENIM d fabric 

i: 
F. ; 

> t 
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1 Shirtiecket in faded navy blue cotton denim 
Pointed collar: front yoke; snap-front placket 
cuffs on the long sleeves: 2 zippered pockets: con. 

trastins pst ails. Machine wash, 

Junior sizes 5, 7, 9. 11, 13, 15. Please s 
19 C5273F— Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. . 41897 

front placket: b 
тай. Mac 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 
9 C 4725F— Shipping weil 

cs 

on-cufís. 
ne wash, war 

з faded navy blue cotton deti 
with snap closing on the waistband; belt 

loops; back yoke: 2 scoop pockets and 2 zippered coin 
pockets: contrasting-color topatitching; flared legs 
about 26 inches at hem. Machine wash, warm: line dry 
or tumble dry. Belt sold below 
Junior sizes 5, 7.9, 11, 13. 
19 C 7597F—[Fits $ feet 2 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 11297 
Petite Junior sizes 3P, SP, 7P, 9P, LIP. State sise 
19 C 75996—¿Fits 5 feet |! inches and under. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 129 
Tall Junior sizes 7,9, 11, 13, 15 
19 C 75885—:Fits S feet Ola 
Shipping weight 1 

chen. 
und 4 ounces. 297 

4 Pullovertyie top in а smooth 
and acrylic. It a 

line and breast pocket: long sleeves: square-cut bot 
tom. Machine wash, warm; line dry or tumble dry 
Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11): L(13-15 
19 C 5626F—Faded red 
19 C $827F—Faded light blue 
Siaie S, M or L. Shipping weight 6 = 1.9 
Б Skirt in faded navy blue cotton denim. -gore style 

has zipper fly-front and snap closing on the waist. 
band: belt loops; 2 scoc 2d 
pockets; contrasting color tupstitching. Length abou 
24 inches, Machine washable, warm; ine dry or tumble 
dry. The belt is sold below 
Junior sizes $, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, Please н 
19 € 7022: Shipping weight 13 ounces 

The ROPE BELT 
6 Double loop of elasticized Chromspun® acetate 

rope secured with leather tabs and gold-< 
studs; wooden toggle closure. About + inch wide 

hallis. , geranium 
green on black. Button 

on cuffs on the 

7 Floral-print shirt o 
pink, light gold, violet 

front; turn-back bu 
tails. Machine wash, warm: line ble dry 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 15. Please state xi 
19 € 5274F—Shipping weight 6 ounces Dr 

туйс rib-knit. Front 
button closing; V neckline: two patch pockets. Ma- 

chine wash, warm; tumble dry. Korea. Use your phone 
it the easiest way of all 

19 C 6262F—Crean 

State S, M or L. Shipping weight 13 ounces 
Pants in gabardine ol polyester and vi 
worsted, Zipper fly-front and tw 

ing on the contoured waistband: topstitching: pressed 
open serged scams: two mock pockets: nylo h 
ining; slightly flared legs about 22 inches at the hem. 
Machine wash, warm (wash black with similar colors) 
tumble dry at low heat. Shoes sold on page 146 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
(Fits 5 ft. 2 in. to 5 ft. Gin.) Please state sise 
19 C 8183F—Beige 19 С B152F Geranium pink 
19 C 8154F— Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound me 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 

A shirt and cardigan 

to go with 

GABARDINE 



ACRYLIC 
RIB-KNIT 

SWEATERS 
$700 

Save 1 
when you buy any 2| 

Any 2 or $, 
more for each 

High turtleneck and long sleeves 
pallover-style that's a great fashion cla 

sic. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. Off. 
white is made in Korea. The dog tag neck- 
lace is sold on page 151. Phone ordering s a 
‘quick and easy way to buy it 
Junior sizes 55-7): MI9-11): LOSIS). 

ч! 
19 C 6427F -Oll-white 
19 C 6479F -Light mint green 
‘State sie eter S, М or L. Shoe. wt. each В oz 
Each $700. 2 10 513.00 

( 2 and 3 ) U-neckline and short cuffed 
sleeves. . pulloverstyle im stripes or 
solid-colors. Wear it on its own or over a 
shirt. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, 

Stripes light yellow, light mint 
green. light apricot and light blue 

Junior sizes S($-7); MI9-11» 1413-15). 
19 C 64765 бше sise letter S, M or L 
Shipping weight euch 6 ounces 
Each $700. 2:« 513.00 

3 Solie.colors 
Junior sizes SY M(9-11% 141319). 

19 C 6464F Light bive 
State эйе ешт S, M or L. Shoe, wi. each 6 os, 
Each $700 = 13. 

The CLASSIC 
BROADCLOTH SHIRT $497 

Д Styled with “poppy ear” collar; button- 
placket opening; batton-cuffed long sleeves: shirttails. Polyester and cotton. Mar 

chine wash, warm; line dry or tumble dry 
7 1318. 

s497 
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A striped sweater and 

print shirt to go with 

CHINO 
SEPARATES 
1 Striped sweater. Open-work acrylic 

knit in a flame pattern of dusty pink. 
raspberry, chino beige and dusty blue 
stripes on black. Po! 
round neckline and long sleeves. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. Talwan. Bay it 

y 13-18), 

19 C 648 1F—Shipping wt. 8 o4 197 

9 Chino buttonront skirt of» 
and rayon. Flared, 4-gore style has а 

1 inch waistband and buttons of plastic 
that look like wood. About 24 inches 
long. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
Shoes sold on page 166. Belt, shown with 
dusty pink skirt, sold on page 161 
Junior sizes 5,7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
19 C 70215—Chino beige. 
18 C 7020F— Dusty pink 

‘State sie, Shipping wt. 11 oz. "з? 
Print shirt. Smooth fabric of acetate 
and nylon patterned with a girl push 

ing a baby carriage motif „ . dusty blue, 
dusty pink, navy and white on ching 
beige ground. Styled with pointed collar, 
button-placket opening, button-cuffed 
Jong sleeves and square-cut bottom. Ma 

self; line dı 
Junior 
Please st 
19.0 43235 Shipping wt. 6 oz. 

Д Chino sateristyle jacket of po 
ter and rayon. It's styled with a fr 

yoke and button closing: button-cuífed 
long sleeves; self tie belt and belt loops; 2 
breast pockets with button-tab closing 
and 2 patch pockets. Buttons are plastic 
that look like wood, Machine wash 
‘warm temperature: li 
dry. Shoulder bag sold on page 157. 
Junior sizes 5, 7 
19 C 8278F— Dusty blue 
19 € 8272/— Chino beige 
38 € S271F—Dusty pink 
Slate nac. Shipping wt. 15 or. 

Bolted chino pants of polyester and 
rayon. Zipper fly-front and one-but 

ton closing on the 2-inch waistband: plas. 
tic buckle in blue, rose and beige 
self-fabric beit; belt loops; 
slightly flared legs about 

hem. Machine wash. warm: tumble 
dry. Shoes sold on page 146. 

5,7,9, 11, 13, (Fits S ft. 2n. 
to 5 ft 6 in). Please 
19 С 8018F—Dusty blue 
19 C #020F—Chino beige 
19 C 8019F—Dusty pink 

Shipping weight 14 ounces u 
Tall Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. (Fits $ 
ft. 6V in. to 5 ft 1018). State rise 

© 8021F— Dusty blue 
19 € 80237—Chino beige 
19 € 8022F— Dusty pink 
Shipping weight 14 ounces nu 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 



Dressy coordinates feature: 

CREAM AND 
SAGE GREEN 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
1 Long-sleeved sweater. Smooth knit lus 

trous yarn of Creslan® acrylic . . in sage 
green with light pink and white embroidered 
flowers on the front. Pullover style has a 
round neckline with stitch-trim. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. Choker and ear- 
rings sold below; bracelet on page 141 
Junior sizes S(5-7); М(9-11); L(13-15). 
V19 C BOBF— Please stale S, M or L, 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 1397 
2, Flounced 3-gore skirt in fne-line twill of 

Dacron* polyester and rayon, Back zip- 
per and button closing on the waistband. Ma. 
chine wash, warm; line dry or tumble dry. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
ута С 8909F—Cream 
У19 С 8910F-Sage green 
State size Shpg, wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 119 
$ Shirt of acetate satin has а detachable sell 

tie. Pointed collar; front-buttons; button. 
cuffs on the long sleeves; square-cut bottom. 
Hand wash: line dry 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13,15. 
VID C 891 1— Light sage green 
V19 C 89125 Pale cream 
‘State size. Shipping weight 7 oz. мов 

Beii-sieeved sweater of cream-color Or- 
lon* acrylic with sage green lustrous 

yarn-trim of Creslan® acrylic. Smooth-kait 
with bubble-effect stitching in front and 
around the wrists. Pullover style has a round 
neckline with stitch-trim. Machine wash, 
warm: tumble dry. Shirt sold above, 
Junior sizes 505-7): M(9-11); L(13-15). 
уте C 8913/— Please tale S, M or L- 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 129 
Б Pants in fine-tine twill of Dacron® polyes- 

ter and rayon. Zipper fly-front and one 
button closing on the waistband: back darts: 
flared legs. Machine wash, warm; line dry or 
tumble dry. Shoes sold on page 149. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13,15. 
VID C 8914F Cream. 
v 5#—5ае green 
State size. Shipping weight 13 ot... ... 81207 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
Florak-print shirt of Arnel® triacetate 
repe . . sage green, pink tones and yel 

low on pale cream ground. Front-buttons; 
long sleeves with 2-button cuffs; square-cut 
bottom. Hand wash; line dry. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15. State ine 
VIS C H9 16F—Shipping weight 6 oz. ...#1197 

Jacket in fine-line twill of Dacron* poly- 
exter and rayon. V-slit neckline in front 

and button closing: topstitching; self buckle- 
belt; long sleeves. Machine wash, warm; line 
dry or tumble dry. Shirt sold above. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
V19 C 8917F— Cream 
V19 C 8918F—Sage green 
‘State size. Shipping weight 12 ог. 

\ ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
ı1 n doubt see charts л Out General Catalog 

The JEWELRY 
B Batteorrings . . o with choker, Plastic 

clip-back style. Vrin. diameter. 
4C3517--Coral-orange. Shpg. wt. 1 oz -1200 
4C3511— Jade-green. Shpg. wt fox... 200 
4C3519—Ivory-color. Shp. wt. 1 oz... 200 

Y Tube-choker of plastic... conforms to 
neck. Ivory-color tubes with contrasting: 

color beads. 15 in. long. Spring-ring closure, 
4 С 3514—Coral-orange and ivory color 
4 C 3515— Jade-green and ivory color 
4 C 3516—Gold-color and ivory color 
Shipping weight 2 ounces #400 
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bow, long sleeves 

dits; square bottom 
for tumble dry 
13.15. 

gore 
Back zip 

blouse of ps 
front inset ol 

je bas fall 

the button 
ash, warm: 
lace and A 

and above 
bem. Machine w 
tomhle dry. Ned rings sol 

skin . . бому 

Flared, s b 

M in, long. Dey dean 

t the easy my
 ө 

мог sire 5
.1.9.1 15. 

Ade sa. Shipping "AS 
pound. 

19 C 7026F 
41597 

The SHOES 
ja] has or 
ion sole. Hidde 

s SUB, 6B. 618, 

mr 





HOODED SNOW-SEASON COAT 
BEAUTIFULLY BORDERED with PILE and BRAID 

(1 and 2) 5 

SPORTCOAT LENGTH DRESSCOAT LENGTH 
53499 . $4199 м 



WATERPROOF and 

WATER-RESISTANT 
BOOTS for Children and Women 

(1 thru 3) Over-the-foot boot. Ny 
lon top. Adjustable drawstring allows 
you to tuck pants in for warmth 
turdy vinyl foot is molded in one 

piece for watertight construction up 
to nylon top. Boot foot is completely 
lined with cozy polyester pile. Trac 

n-treaded sole. Winnie-the-Pooh 
on the side, About 644 in. 

Children's medium sizes. * 
5M, ӨМ. 7M, 8M, 9M, 10M. 

11M, 12M, 13M and 1M. 
1) 76 C 581691 White with red 
2) 76 C $8178F—Brown 
3) 76 C $8171 Blue. 

Please siat full vise аз listed above. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 or. 9999 

Children's 

Warm-lined Boots 

Children's 
Over-the-shoe 

Boots 

A smart-looking boot that's pure 
practicality, Yellow rubber upper, 

accented with green, is completely 
waterproof to the water-resistant ny 
lon top. Green nylon top adjusts with 
a drawstring, so it's easy to tuck 

boot, then fasten snuggly 
oper opening with full gusset 

gue, for extra protection. Cotton 
lining. Heel kicker for convenient re- 
moval. Traction-treaded sole. About 
S-in. high. From Korea. 
Children's medium sizes”, 

M, 3M and 
ted abone. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
76 C 58067F 19 

and topped wit 
er and is 

7M, SM, 9M ar 
Brown, tan 

(5 and 6 ) A fun boot to wear . . you 
can measure puddle heights with the 
chart on the back. Top of boot reads 
"Wet Sock Mommy Will Be 
Mad". All rubber boot is completely 
waterproof . . front zipper opening 
has full gusset tongue {or extra pro- 
tection. Cotton lining. Heel kicker for 
easy removal. Traction-treaded sole 
About 614 in. high, From Korea. 
Children's medium sises * 
Sizes: SM, 6M, TM, 8M, 9M, 10M. 

11M and 12M. 
(5) 78 C 58081F—Blue and yellow 
(6) 76 C 58082F—Red and yellow 
Please state full vise as listed above 
Shipping weight 9899 

omen s. medium sises. Half sizes, please 
reer than usual shoe size 

10M. 

sise as lisled above. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1002. 

Women's Lined, Water-resistant Fashion Boots 

in cuff. Vinyl foot is waterproof to 
polyester pie to the ankle. Boot 

(9) 78 € $9008F—Black, tan 
#1399 

Children’s Lined 
Over-the-foot 

Boots 

Ready for action, this striking 
brown and yellow all-vinyl boot is 

completely waterproof, Three eyelet 
tie allows pants to be tucked in top of 
boot . . then just adjust lacing for a 
snug, comfortable fit. Gusset at tie 
opening seals water out, warmth in 
Polyester pile lining throughout boot 
keeps feet warm. Sole is traction 
treaded. Approximately 7 in. hi 
Children's medium sizes.* 

М, 12M, 13M, 1M, 2M. 

Please state full size аз listed above. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
78 Csa037F 19.99 
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Qiana’ Nylon 
Body Suits 

Polyester 

Print 

Body Suit 



STOCKING STUFFERS 
A collection of great little 
gifts . . all gift-packaged 
and all moderately priced 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1 thru 3) Qiana* nylon body 
‘sults , , the fabric is a soft, lustrous 

1 Shirt style in a good-looking 
print. Pointed collar, 7-button 

placket opening, long sleeves with 
2-button cuffs, elasticized leg open- 
ings and snap-crotch closing. Ma- 
Chine wash, warm; with similar col- 
ors: line dry or tumble dry. Misses: sizes 5(8-10): M(12-14); 
1416-18), Please state S, M or L. 

Q Shirt style with detachable 
bow. . looks great with or 

without the bow. Pointed colla, 7- button placket opening with tinted- 
to-match buttons, cuffed long | 
Misses: sizes S(8-10); M(12-14); 
1416-18). Please state S, M or 1. 

25 C 399111 White. 
‘Shipping weight 6 ounces .. «299 

smooth-knit polyester in a 
multicolor print. Shirt style with 

deg. 
closing. Machine 
Be 5 Puseyeate™ boote socks... 3 pairs in '7 Lacetop pants stock- Q “Sassy Sayings” knee high socks a gift box. Knit of brusbed Orlon“ acrylic 4 ings. package of oe pair in package. Tube L = and stretch nylon. Elasticized opening. Ma- three pairs. Seamless style smooth knit of Orlon* acrylic a Misson sizes S(8-10); M{12-14); chine wash inside out, warm, with similar col. knee-high style of ultra- nylon; elasticized top. White printed LOCI. Pas дөн Mori огк tumble dry. One size fits hosiery sizes 9 sheer mesh-knit stretch with multicolor motif and black cap DEM Sog. wt. 6c. -. 0049 toll, nylon with graduated боп. Hand wash in cold water; line dry 7% C 22082—Red, green and royal blue knitting for smooth fit. Оре size fits bosiery sizes улга a 75 C 22951 White, light blue and pink The lace band at top has 75 C 33803 "Think Abend 75 C 22089 Stripes: red and black. spandex knitted into it to 75 C 33802— Without you green and black, hold hose just below knee Im noting" white and black Sandalfoot with nude hel 75 C 33801—"Tm Number 1 Shipping weight 4 oz Box#196 and run-resistant nude Shipping weight 2 ounces... Pair 4147 toe. Hand wash stockings 6 Bootee socks - one pair in a меты by themselves in mild Q "Box of Socks". . 3 pairs of plastic cylinder with cord loop for hang- soap or detergent. One  kneehigha. Кай of Orion* acrylic ing on Christmas tree. Nylon knit with acryl- зше. . fits hosiery sizes алд nylon in an allover cable stitch with рошро tm elas oping Machine ше ie Tak оос hend мо Мымы Eh warm, with similar colors Tumble dry. 7С 1¢16-Mint green, a war a CS 

One size fits hosiery sizes 9 to 11. bone and powder blue dry. One size fits hosiery sizes 9 to 11. 75 С 20518—Med blue 75 С 20514—Red 7% С 1415—Sandstone, 7$ С 33062—Red, white and navy blue Ulm MILI WM TC EH TES 
Shipping weight | ounce Pair. Shpg. wt. 302. .Pkg. 297 Shipping weight 10 ounces . . . Box 4329 

Smooth-knit . . looks and feels like silk. Matching-color acetate tricot lining and adjust- THE SKIMMER А Sot iia eie edm e Lu Med aiad 
KNIT OF Sizes $($-514% M(6-644); ML(7- (8-844). Stale correct rite letter S, M, ML or L. 75 С 22032%-Toast 75 С 22034F-Red 75 C 22923-Black 75 C 2299¢F-French blue QIANA® NYLON Shipping weight 8 ounces Pair $497 
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a 
GLEAMING 
BOOTS 

$499 

LOUNGING 
BOOTEES 

$138 

172 [Sears] 28, 

] Gleaming boots. Silver- and 
gold-color uppers woven of ace- 

tate, cotton, rayon, Mylar* polyester. 
fiim and rubber; black uppers woven 
of rayon and Mylar® polyester film. 
All have cushioned acetate tricot lin- 
ing; elasticized throat; cushioned in- 
sole; composition sole and one-inch 
heel. Uppers may be sponged clean. 
Shoe sizes M(6-615); МЫ 
Lí8-8:4): XL(9-993). 
Please state M, ML, L or XL. 
75 C 222625 —Silver-color 
75 C 224137 Black 
15 С 22281F—Gold<<olor 
Shipping weight 12 ounces ..... 1490 

D 

9 Pile boots. Cuddly-warm uppers 
of Orlon* acrylic pile . . inside 

and out, Elastic loop and 2-button. 
closure at the side. Cushioned insole 
lined with white cotton; flexible sued- 
ed vinyl sole. Machine wash, warm 
temperature: tumble dry. 
Shoe sizes M(6 r-T1 з); L(8-9): 
XL(9*2-10)4). State M, L ог XL. 
75 С 22428. Medium green 
75 C Z2424f—Red. 
75 С 22428F—Aqua blue 
75 C 22429F— Cerise (deep pink) 
Shipping weight 6 ounces ......14.20 
3 The pile seutte of fluffy, warm 

Orlon* acrylic. Comfortable, non- 
slip sole of textured composition rub- 
ber is !i-inch thick. Machine wash, 
warm temperature: tumble dry. 

3): M(6-TVa); L8- 

Please state S, M. L or XL. 
75 C 22884F—Red 
15 € 22862F— Yellow 

Д Tre slipper socks knit of Cres 
lan acrylic in an eye-catching 

jacquard pattern. Comfortable cush- 
боре insole; vinyl sole and sidewalls. 
Full-fashioned stitching provides a 
‘superb fit at the beel and ankle. Per- 
fect for lounging around the house. 
Great for traveling, too, because they 
fold up compactly, take up virtually 
no space in a suitcase. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry 
Shoe sizes M(S-04); 17-805); 
XL(9-11). Stele M, L or XL. 
78 C 228725—Y ellow and bright blue 
78 C 2284F— Red and white 
75 C 22876f— Bright blue and white 
Shipping weight 4 ounces .....9478 

Б The lounging bootees. Terry 
cloth of knitted acrylic with black 

elasticized stretch band around the 
top. Flexible ribbed black vinyl sole is 
non-slip. Machine wash at warm tem- 
perature with similar colors, tumble 
dry. To order the easiest way, look in 
your phone book white pages under 
"Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales" for number to call 
Shoe sizes M(6-7); LOVES 
XL(9-10). State M, L or XL. 

79 С 222825 Bright yellow 
Shipping weight 5 ounces ......0138 

"под DuPont TM. 



FINGERS 'N' TOES SET 
„matching Gloves and 

Toes Hose in a gift box 

over the “each” 
price when 

buy thi 

HAT AND SCARF 
. „match the Fingers 'n' 
Toes Set sold at right 

«$250 co $5 
(1 and 2) Hat and scarf of Hi-Bulk Orlon* 

smooth Оа кй. 

TOES НОЅЕ IN CHOICE 
OF TWO PATTERNS 

(4 and 5) Smooth-knit acrylic knee socks with space 
for each toe and a stay-up elasticized ribbed top. One 
size . . fits hosiery sizes 9 to 11. Hand wash; dry flat 
Imported from the Philippines. 

Striped trim. $297 

4 Solid-color with narrow multicolor striped band-trim at the top that matches the colors of the toes. 75 € 32435 Medium green 75 C 32437— Brown. 75 С 32434—Red 75 С 32436—Navy blue Shipping weight 2 ounces Paire297 

Jacquard pattern $397 
5 Multicolor jacquard pattern with coordinated solid color toes. Really nifty-looking socks! 
75cm 
75 С 32386—Navy blue ground 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. Pair #397 





зно OPPOSITE PAGE 
1 Sweeter-wrap in soft, flat-knit acrylic. Eye-catching Indian 

pattern in brillant shades of navy blue, red and gold-color on а 
white background. Styled with a large shawl collar, set-in sleeves, scalloped edges and seií-tie beit. Hand wash; dry flat. 
Sizes A(34-36); B(38-40). Please siet vise leter A or B. 
ва C 8902 Shipping weight 1 pound. 11500 
2 The Hait-circie Shaped Shawi. .hand-crocheted of acrylic in а 

distinctive afghan pattern for cozy warmth and a romantic lacy look. Attractively edged with crocheted ball-frínge. Available in off white only, Measures about 28 by 58 inches at its widest part. Hand washable; dry flat. Imported from The Philippines. 
ВЕ C MO1—Shipping weight 12 ounces #1100 
3 Fisherman Knit Cape. A smart. lightweight but warm coveru 

knit in a crochet-type stitch of soft 100% Orlon* acrylic yarn. 
‘The distinctive fisherman knit pattern creates a tailored, sporty 
look. Natural-color only . . makes it easy to coordinate with any 
outfit. Wooden buttons on front opening button all the way up to 
create a turtleneck style; can be unbuttoned for a flat collar effect. 
Convenient arm slits. Hand washable by itself: dry flat. One size only . . will fit up to size 40 inch bust. Made in the United States of 
‘America. Buy it the easy way-order by phone. 
88 C 8687—Shipping weight 14 ounces seo 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
4 Jecquardpatterned Cape. Knit of 100% Orlon* acrylic in a 

textured dark-color stripe pattern against a light background. 
Matching solid-color knitted band finishes the cardigan neckline, the 
Convenient arm slits, and the bottom edge. Wider knitted band 
forms the button front placket. Large flat buttons. Hand washable 
by itself; dry flat. Made in U.S.A. Get this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
Sizes A(34-38); B(40-44). Please stale correct sie letter A or B. 
88 C 8689F—Deep brown on cream 88 С 868#F—Black on white 
Shipping weight 1 pound 00 
"pedem 

LUXURIOUS HATS 
OF REAL FUR 

5 Dyed Tuscan Lamb Toque, Two-tier styling with dome crown on 
this becomingly shaggy hat of real fur. Inner band of cotton and тау 

ов. Fits head sizes from 21% to 2244 inches. Imported from Italy. 
з C9345— White with brown tip 88 С 9346—White with black tip 
88 C 9347—All white 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 11400 
6 Visored Cap of Dyed White or Natural Rabbit, Up-to-this-minute 

young styling on this delightful soft fur cap, Sporty brief visor of 
cotton-backed grained vinyl with the look of leather. Hat is lined with 
acetate. Fits head sizes 21%, to 2243 inches. Fur origin: France. 

в C $335—White with white visor 88 C 9336— Natural with tan visor 
Shipping weight 5 ounces so 

FAKE 
FUR 
CLOCHE 

7 

Т Flattering brimmed cloche of acrylic and modacrylic pile on cotton 
back . . with the cherished look of soft expensive mink. Warm cozy 

way to look your prettiest. Fits head sizes 21%4 to 22% inches. Like ev 
erything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
88 C 9325—Ranch mink brown 88 С 9326— Pastel mink taupe 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 1100 

E , [Sears] 175 



DRIVING GLOVES 
cotton knit back. viny! palm 

$397 » 
1 Slip-resistant leather-look vinyl palm 
makes this glove ideal for driving a car or 

snowmobile. Soft fleecy lining of acrylic knit 
with an inner insulating layer of polyure: 
thane foam for warmth. Smart side vent, Y 
inch vinyl strap with gold-color buckle trims 
the back. Two-piece thumb construction. 
Hemmed top. About 9 inches long. Hand 
wash; dry flat. From Japan. 

өз A(6-7); B(1Vi- 84). Slate A or B. 
за C 5326F— Brown with brown vinyl 
ва C $325/— Beige with brown vinyl 
88 C 53277— Black with black vinyl 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 297 

CAPESKIN RACING GLOVES 

$997 - 
9 Smooth capeskin winners from start to 

finish. Tapered fingers and comfortable 
action thumb. Soap closing at back of wrist. 
Elasticized at wrist front for snug fit and 
good looks. About 8 in. long. Hand wash: dry 
flat. So easy to buy . . just use the phone. 
Sizes S(6é-0 3); M(7-7¥2); L(8-844). 
Please state vise letter S, M ot L. Mora Medium an утва. CER Caria red Shipping wet ounces "з 

LONG KNIT GLOVES. 

$341 = 
3 Soft warm gloves knit of acrylic and ny. 

Jon with non-slip palm of soft leather-look. 
vinyl. Four rows of small cable design on 
back. Hemmed top. Action thumb. Measures 
about 12 inches long. One size fits all. Hand 
wash: dry flat. From the Philippines. 

© $030—Black with black palm 
© 5032— Beige with brown palm 
© 5031— Brown with brown palm 

Shipping weight 4 ounces na 

LINED LEATHER GLOVES. 
elegant looking 

4 Dressy bracelet-length gloves of soft, 
smooth capeskin. Comfortable action 

thumb; fingers are finely stitched all around 
for a tapering, trim look. Hemmed at top. 
‚About 11 inches long. These gloves are hand 
washable (except fur-lined style). 
Acrylic knit lining: 
Sizes S(6-6%4); M(7-7¥4); 148-849). 
Please slate correct size letter S, M or La 
88 C 8337F—Black 
3% C $338F—Dark brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 11087 
Antron® nylon tricot lining: 
Sizes 615, 7, Va, & Slate correc size 

C 5225F— Black 
C 5226F—Dark brown 
C 82277 White. 

Save 50° on these Knit Mittens Shipping weight 3 ounces 11087 

when you buy 2 or more pairs re EA 

217° A $450 „„ [е al crc iier S Mot Le 
= С 534 1F—Dark brown. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. mI Mittens knit of heavyweight acrylic. Ribbed 
cuff, About 8% inches long. One з 
Machine wash, warm; tumble 
BECSO43—Whie 88C 5041—Beige HOW TO MEASURE FOR GLOVES: Hold tapo 
88 C 5040—Red. 88 C 5042—Nav measure loosely. Measure fullest part ol hanc. 

pping wt. each pair 4 oz. малом thumb. Number of слез з correct sae 

- NOTE Capeskin imported trom vanous counties 

pair 61 
1.50 



SEARS NEW 4 BAG 
SCREAMS A WARNING IF FLAP IS LIFTED 

* Helps protect your valuables 

while you travel, work, shop 
or dine out 

* Helps keep medicines or other 
dangerous items in your purse 
from small children 

$17 - 
(1 and 2) The “burglar alarm” feature of these innova- 
tive handbags gives you an added measure of protection. 
es ADAE REESE 

for your own use; you keep switch on when carrying 
the bag or when you put it down. Any tampering with 
E атои Ка ыды FOR 
gustan ап immediate and noisy clamor. 
To САА" pendlype неда (n0t includat, wid be 
Jow) are concealed in a small inside. 

are smooth vinyl with vinyl lining. Inside, five 
у sections (two with zippers). Flap-closure with. 

gleaming metal turn-lock. 
ную 2 Double hendie му 

. measures about 
1204 o wide бу. бир, 

M C220 Cane un 
88 C 2229— Brown 
M8 C22: 

We 2165. В ог..... 01700 Wt2lbeBoz.... 91700 
Alkaline "AA" batteries . „two in a package. 
34 C 4855—Shipping weight 20unces ..... Package 9Sc 

Available in two styles. 
each in three colors 

ALL-LEATHER 
CLUTCH WALLET 

$598 
A great lie pure vo сыту alone or tack into a larg: 
er bag. On one side, a full-width snap-flap lifts to 
show two roomy pockets . ‚one for bills and another 
for comb, lipstick, tissues . . and a zipper compart 
ment for coins and keys. The other side opens with 
marrow snap-in and shows sip fa wall pocket with 
plastic sleeves for 16 or more charge cards and pho- 
tos; a checkbook fits into a second slip-in wall pock- 
e. Outside, wallet is smooth grained cowhide; con- 
trast stitching for trim; interior is suede. About 
Tx lx inches high. See-thru gift box. Japan. 
вв C 4551-Collee (dark brown) 88 С 4552-Suntan 
Shipping weight В ounces 1508 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(A thru E) Bracelets and Neck-chain of non-tarnish rhodium- 
plated Sterling Silver. All are shown approximately actual size. 
Bracelets аге gift-boxed. 

Doubie-lini MENFE лет 
А Cettsees”Shiping wei Sos s 
В Hesremotit Bracelet. box disp тшу cha, TH. 2 

4C 50096—Shipping weight 5 ounces... ... 41398 
Cp мен Breese. eie elg dosing 74 laches long. 

4C 5909 1— Shipping weight 
NET ih Pores Hogt steer Axel 

ring closing. Measures St; inches long. 
«сок Shipping wight S ounce na 
Jon Mask spain bes эрй бра closing: 18 inches Ing, 
4C59284—Shipping weight 1 ounce. 

(9 thru 45) The Charms . . beautifully crafted of 

soldering. 
cte des exept for lum 11 LS rn at ted. 
DA IO RUNE VE GORN ыйа meza 
Shipping weight each two ounces. 
(9 thru 12) Bicentennial Collection . . meaningful, patriotic 
symbols. Items 9, 10 and 12 are enameled in appropriate colors. 

American Flags. 11 berey Ben. 
453008 ээ 4CS3908 sus 
Commemorative Disc. Uncle Sam Hat. 10 з» wa 12 тнт m 

(13 thru 18) Holiday Collection . . timely gifts. Items 13, 15, 
17, 18 are enameled in festive colors. Item 14 is "stone" set. 

16 Jingle Bells. 13 Christmas Wreath. 
Inu мө 4C53021 na 

Me o uo П Ие n 
Jute PO зн om 
(19 thru 25) Enameled Collection . . colorful, fashion-wise. 
19 Fireman's Hor. ‘Teacher's Apple. 

асззит м mnm 
Apple Core. Dp c 

"Leaf Clover. Drm m 
X н» 
(26 thru 31) Modern Collection has wire-sculpture look. 

29 Arrow Silhouette. 96 Star Silhouette. 
4053015 no 4053032 1200 

97 French Poodle. 30 Heart with Key. 
“css na асззю! ‚200 

28 Twowheet Bike. 31 Pepper Horse. 
4053907 na 4053002 ne 

(32 thru 45 ) Assorted charms . . for everyone on your list, 
in fight. 40) Picture Frame holds a 

n loved one' 
32 See gu 

4C 53016 ч 
4083031 mo Heart with Cross. 
(41 and 42 ) Prof 

with. 
wing. No C.O.D. orders. 

Г print first 

41 eno 
Сіта Profile. 
4C6001XV. 

43 Tennis Racket. . 
imitation pearl ball. 

4083005 ns 
44 Affectionato Couple. 

4C59344 
45 Cheerleader holds her 

4cs902 no 



STERLING 
SILVER 
- charms, bracelets and a neck-chain 



SE eg 

contemporary collection 
SHOWN ON TH 

(1 thru 6) Modern Jewelry 
to complement today's re 

laxed fashion look. All gift 
boxed. Items 1, 6 are shown 
about twice as large as actual 
size; items 2 thru 5 are shown 
about actual size 
1 Love Pendant... an oval 

symbol of affection. 18 
inch chain with spring-ring 
closure. Made of Rhodium 
plated Sterling Silver. 
ACS3945—Wt. 402. 

S PAGE 

"э 

(2 and 3) Sliding ber Jew. 
elry . . curved bar threaded 
with a delicate rope-chain. 
12K Yellow Gold-filled. 

Bar-necklace lengthens 
from sixteen inches to 

eighteen inches by adjusting 
spring-ring closure. 
4C53943—WL doz. ....19.99 
3 Par-braceler lengthens 

from Trin. to Sin. by 
adjusting spring-ring closure. 
ACSI WE So... 1898 

(4 and 5 ) Man-Woman 
Symbol Jewelry . . said to 
express strength and beauty: 
12K Yellow Gold Шей. 

Man-Women Necklace. 
Joined symbols attached 

to chain. Measures 18-inches 
long, has spring-ring closure. 
4CS3941—WL 4 or ....1999 

Man-Woman Bracelet 
Joined symbols attached 

to cuff-type bangle, Conve- 
nient hook closure. 
ACS3942—WL Soz .... 9998 
G Amulet Pendant. . said 

to point the way to good 
luck. Horn and arrow on 18 
in. chain with spring-ring clo 
sure, Crafted of Rhodium. 
plated Sterling Silver. 
ACSI948—WL toz ....19.99 

JEWELRY DESCRIBED BEL 
(7 thru 14) Zodiac Jewelry, Striking 
interpretations of 12 zodiac signs. Gift 
boxed. Shown about actual size. Sale 
тит number from chart below right. 
(7 and 8 ) Engraved Diac Jewelry 
save $3.00 when you buy set. Ye! 
low Gold-electroplated Sterling Silver. 

Disc Pendant . . 18-in. 12K Gold: 
filled chain has spring-ring closure. 

FA C 53838 — Shpg. Wt. 4 ог.) ...#899 
8 Disc Earrings for pierced ears have 

14K Gold posts with clutch back. 
FA C 83937H— (Shpy. wt. 302.) 3799 
Pendant and Earrings. 
(7 and 8 above). 
FAC SSPH—(WL 7 o.) .... Set 01198 

Genuine Cameo Pendant is hand. 
carved. 12K Yellow Gold-filled set 

ting and 18-inch chain with spring-ring 

10 Delicate Open-work 
18-in. chain has spring-ring clo- 

sure. Rhodium plated Sterling Sih 
F4 C $30238— (Sbpg. wt. 4 oz.) 
(11 and 12 ) Engraved Cri 
Jewelry . . makes a heavenly gift. 
Rhodium-plated Sterling Silver 
11 Crescent Bracelet. Crescent 

plaque attached to chain. 74%: 
inches long. Spring-ring closure. 
FA C 539264 Sbpg. wt. Soz) ...M 
12 Crescent Necklace. Crescent 

Plaque attached to chain. 18-inches 
long. Spring-ring closure. 
FA C 83828H— Shpg. wt 4 02.) 
(13 and 14) Sign-name Jeweiry 
makes a fun fashion gift. Made of yel 
low gold-color metal 
13 Neckice. Sun. name attached to 

chain. Adjusts from 15-inches to 
18inches. Spring-ring closure. 
4 C 30904—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 1100 
14 Bracelet. Sign-name curves, con 

forms to wrist . . is attached to 
chain. Тєп. long. Fold-over clasp. 
403001M—Shpg. wt. 1 oz #300 

1798 

(18 thru 20) Neck Jewelry . . excit 
ing styles in an interesting selection of 
designs. All are gift-boxed. Shown 
about actual size (except for item 20 
which is shown slightly larger than ac 
tual size). So easy to buy when you just. 
use the phone. 

15 Curvedaube Choker . . meant to 
nestle in the hollow of your neck. 

Chain has adjustable hook-closure. 
About nineteen inches long. 
4 C 3882— Yellow gold-color metal 
4 C 3682 Silver color metal 
Shpg. wt ex. Sor. 
16 Cross Pendant. .in a modern 

manner. Eighteen-inch chain has 
spring-ring closure. Beautifully crafted 
of Rhodium-plated Sterling Silver. 
4C$3946— Shpg. wt. 4 oz m 
17 Ber Pendant . . detailed with 

rope-look trim. 19-in. chain has 
spring-ring closure. Genuine pewter 
4C MT9— Shpg. wt. 202. 1400 

Each #200 

18 Ivory Нот Pendant. „said to fol 
evil spirits. 12K Yellow Gold-filled 

findings and 18-inch rope-chain with 
spring-ring closure. 
4053939—Shpg. wt. 4 ог. 

19 Thunderbird Necklace . . boasts 
American Indian symbol. Rope 

chain with spring-ring closure. Rhodi 
um-plated Sterling Silver with enam. 
led detailing. 18 inches long. 
AC51947—Shpg. wt. 408. 

"am 

Neck Circlet . . turquoise nugget 
dangles from Rhodium-plated 

Sterling Silver choker. Hook closure. 
ACS3948— Shpy. wt. 5 oe. 1699 

ZODIAC CHART (to 

W IS SHOWN ON OPPOSITE РА 

tems 7 thru 14 

(21 thru 27 ) Casual Jewelry 
shown about actual size. Gift boxed. 

9] “Nature” Necklace. Brown wood 
beads interspersed with real shells 

and silver-color metal spacers. 3-inch 
chain-adapter lets you lengthen neck 
lace from 15 inches to 18 inches. Spring 
ring closure. 
403678—Si pe. wt. 202 эю 

(22 and 23 ) "Primitive" Jewelry 
combines real puka shells with wood 
beads. Silver color metal accents jewel 
ry and creates a slender chain-Jook. 
22 “Primitive” Necklace has 3-inch 

 chain-adapter that lets you length 
en necklace from 15 inches to 18 inches. 
Spring-ring closure. 
4 C3676—Shpg. wt. 2 08 1600 
Qj “Primitive” Bracelet is 7! inches 

long. Fold-over clasp closure. 
4C3677—Shps. wt. 20. 1400 

Wiretook Cuff Brecelet. 
4 C 2688— Süver-color metal 

4 C 3885— Yellow gold-color metal 
Shipping weight ез. 202. .. Each #200 

Cuff Bracelet with a new twist. 
Resembles ornate silver-spoon 

handle. Rhodium-plated Sterling Silver. 
4C 53052—Shpg. wt. Soz. 11490 

96 Tapered Cutt Bracelet made 
Rhodium-plated Sterling Silves 

4CS3851— Shps. wt. 5 oz. 1790 

9] Linked ber Bracelet. Curved bars, 
spring-ring closure. 7^ in. long. 

«йом gold-color metal 
idver-color metal 

Shipping weight ea. 2 o. 

State sgn number when. 
Tora [ 34 HES 

ПЕП 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES. пета wih F before Catalog number sip 
Tor Crimes спот. No CO D. о 

trom New Yon. 
der belore Dec. 1 
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Cut 20% 
First time we've ever 
reduced our Family 
Birthstone Jewelry 

Pendants and Earrings 

ave 2 or'B when you buy a Set 

ring, please state initial ch (1 thru 4 ) Fine Initial Jewelry. When or 
(1 and 2) Genuine Onyx Stones have Rhodium-plated Sterling Silver set 
tings and initials . . they're expensive-looking gif 
1 Earrings for pierced ears have Pendant. . 18-inch 

14K Gold posts. plated Sterling Silver 
(Shipping weight 3 oz spring-ring closure 

F4 CS38S8F 313.99 — racs30s75-¿Shpg. wt doz) 911.99 

Buy Pendent and Earrings (1 and 2 above). . Save $6.00 
FA C 5385F—(Shipping weight 7 ounces) Set 519.98 

late Sterling Silver (3 and 4 ) Block-design Initial oí Yellow Gold-ele 

Pendant . . 1B-in. 12K Gold 
chain has spring-ring closure 

FACSSBTF-(Sbps. wt 402) 4.89. 
Save #200 

Set 18.98 

Earrings for pierced ears have 
14K Gold posts. 

FAC $38620—(Wt. 302.) 15.99 

Buy Pendant and Earrings (3 and 4 above) 
FA C 5386 —(Shipping weigh 

personalized 
sift- -boxed jewelry 

(10 thru 13 ) Jewelry with Man-made Birthstones, 
Choose birthstones for father, mother and the children: just 
the children; the grandparents or any other family combina. 
tion. Stones are set to show best color arrangement. 
(10 and 11) The Pins. Item 10 set with 7 stones: item 11 
set with 6 stones. If you order fewer than these, remainder 
will be rhinestones. State birtkmonsh number from chart above. 
10 Bouquet Pin was $16.99 in 1974 Christmas Book 

12K Yellow Gold-filled. A lovely fashion accent 
FAC S607 V.—(Shpg. wt. 302.) 413.59 

11 TeTack or Lapel Pin was $13.99 in 1974 Christ 
mas Book. A family tree in Yellow Gold-electroplate on 

Sterling Silver, Rich-looking Florentine finish. 
F4 C $9501V— (Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 510.99 

(12 end 13) The Rings. Item 12 bas large center stone 
dedicated to Mother (specify which birthmonth is Mother's 

is style). Rings come in sizes $, 51%, 6, 6ê, 
then birlh month from chari above 

$24.99 in 1974 Christmas 
«lectroplate finish. 

119.99 

when ordering. 
7.714, 8. State 
2 Loaf Motif Ring wi 

Book. Sterling Silver with С 
FACS1483V-With 3 birthstones. (Wt. 4 oz. 

Intel Pendant. lower-case eter on 15 in, chain with spring in closure 
Yellow gold color metal, Available in all letters except O, Q. Û, X, Y. 2 

«с 3689F Please state initial clearly. Supe. wt. 1 oz #300 
Initial Pendant. Ornate beart and letter of your choice fash Hoart-tramed 

ioned of Yellow Gold-electroplated Sterling Silver. 18-inch 12K Yellow 
Gold-filled chain has spring-ring closure. FA CS TABAV-With 4 birthstones. (WI. 4 oz. 19.99 

#1299 FA CSJ485y-With S birthstones. (Wt. 4 oz. me FA CS38S6F— Please stale initial clearly. (Shpg. wt. 4 oz.) 
Locker opens to show her favorite photo. 18-inch chain has Fé C $1486V-With 6 birthstones. (Wt. 4 ог. Т 

эрги ‘closure. 12K Yellow Gold-filled. ven a = re ER Ише sie ni cr a дов) m 13 Seelloped Ring was 419.99 in 1974 Christmas 
(8 and 9) "First Name" Jewelry crafted of Rhodium-plated Sterling Silver. FAC 81493V- With 3 birthstones. (WL. 4 oz. 115.99 ARI uy ан nome aed mie p ден toe FA CS abe With 4 birthstones. (WL toe 1899 

FACS1495V-With $ birthstones. (Wt. 4 oz. 15.99 deinde (Wt toc) 1.” 8 Nemeneckiece Script name at. Q Name-bracelat. Script name on a 
contemporary wire-type bangle. FAC S T496V-Wit {ached to cable.type chain. 18 X 

inches long. Spring ring closure Easy-to-fasten hook closure. 
FUCSIA бара меат) 0599 FAC S3850 (Shp we So). 1499 PAGE NOTES: BE SURE TO READ BEFORE ORDERING 



Catchall Chest was $26.99 in 1974 Christmas 
Book. Handsomely-crafted of walnut-finished Kia 

booca hardwood 
rich, dark luster. Spacious interior 
two divided drawers. Brass 
veteen lining. Measures 15% 74x64 
ported from Japan. 

Shipping weight 6 Iba. 4 oz. 

(2 thru 5) Fine quality furniture-look boxes are made of Kiabooca hardwood 

ated and hand-rubbed to give it a 
has sectioned top. 

dware. Blue cotton vel 
hes деер. Im 

24.99 

coated and 
hhand-rubbed seven times to bring out the natural beauty of the wood. From Japan and Taiwan. 

2 Breaktrontatyle Chest. Our very finest jew- 
el box, it's deep-stained fruitwood finish en- 

hanced by rattan door panels and solid-brass 
hardware. Has 9 spacious compartmentalized 
drawers (6 behind those magnificent doors). Blue. 
cotton velveteen lining. 16x6%x71%4s inches 
deep. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

Shipping weight 7 pounds 3 ounces. 
acarısc ” 

3 Swing-awey Vanity with glowing mahogany 
inish holds a complete jewel wardrobe 

sectioned top has large ring and earring roll; 2 
divided drawers. Beveled mirror under lid. Blue. 
cotton velveteen lining. 15x6%x8% inches deep. 

‘Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
4с4773с mna 

4 Tiered Chest is so versatile. Miniature 
jewel-box top is divided to hold tiny trea- 

sures: grooved side sections double as night- 
catchall; spacious drawer for other jewelry. 
Rich-look fruitwood-finish box has solid 
brass hardware. Blue cotton velveteen lining. 
Measures 33 gx714* i inches deep. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 7 ounces. 

acens nose 

5 “Hope Chest” has handsome detailing 
Antiqued silver color metal trim and clos- 

ing enhance the rich teakwood finish. Divid- 
ed lift-out tray. Blue cotton velveteen lining. 
Measures 918 их$% 0x5 inches deep. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 
cars #998 

NOTE. Jewelry and accessories shown ın jewelry boxes not incuded 

6 mw in 1974 
Christmas Book. Made of lacquered oak-fin- 

ished Juda wood. Copper-color metal trim and 
closing. Divided lift-out tray. Red cotton corduroy 
lining. Measures 4¥4x744x5% in. deep. Imported 
from Japan or Taiwan. 
4 C 4790— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 45.99 

Just call Sears and say “Charge It” 
see page 277 

oa, [Sears] 183. 



THE NOVELTY BOXES 

(1 thru 3) Musical boxes. Item 1 
has 12-note movement; items 2 
and 3 have 18-note movement. 
Imported from Japan. 

0 order the easiest way, look 
in your phone book white pages 
under "Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
Catalog Sales” for number to call 
1 Grand Piano is decorated 

with delicate flowers . . has di 
vided storage compartment for 
ber jewelry. Lift lid and ballerina. 
twirls to a pretty tune, her image 
reflected in mirror. White simu. 
lated leather covering (backed by 
other materials). Lined with red 
cotton suede cloth. Measures 
Тил 7x514 inches deep. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
acana? 1399 

Romantic Heart . . perfect 
home for a special jewel or 

two. Lift lid and it plays a pretty 
tune. Antiqued gold-color antimo- 
ny with simulated cameo trim. 
Lined with red cotton velveteen. 
Faltan 3% inches. 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 

403675 Я 
Swiss Chalet... hand painted 
wood box looks like a pictur 

esque story-book house. Wind 
water wheel, lift roof and music 
plays as wheel turns. Inside . . a 
storage compartment for her jew- 
elry, a mirrored inner lid. Red 
cotton corduroy lining. 
SUP x5 inches deep. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 or. 
acam 9 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES 
Tn Boxes l not included. 

FOR RINGS AND EARRINGS 
4 Peurdelis Box has 24 com- 

partments. Elegantly pat 
terned white simulated leather 
cover (backed by other materi 
als). Metal frame. Lid mirror. Lid 
is lined with blue rayon satin; 
compartments are lined with blue 
flocked rayon. Measures 1%x 
10Y4x 6% inches deep. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

«сеп „ө 
Б Flowery Ring Box keeps her 

ring collection in one pretty 
place. Blue and white flowers 
printed on simulated leather cov 
er. Blue rayon satin-lined lid: blue 
flocked rayon box lining. Metal 
framed box measures 1%x7x4% 
inches deep. 

‘Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
4 casio. mo 
6 Beautiful Hardwood Chest 

holds an extensive ring and 
earring wardrobe. Has 20 com. 
partments for earrings and other 
tiny treasures, 4 ring rolls. Fruit 
wood honeytone finish enhanced 
with solid brass hardware. Lined 
with blue flocked rayon. From Ja- 
pan. ZUex1 3428444 in. deep. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
acano #1399 



AA „ 
: ** Musical Jewel Boxes 

cotton. lining. Open draw- 
‘er and music plays. 18-oote musical movement. ба 14%ух5% ein. deep. Japan. 
AC4745—Shipping weight four pounds three ounces 

(2 thv 7 ) Ballerina Boxes. Open box and ballerina twiris, her image reflected in mirror. 
18-поќе musical movement (except (ог item 5, which has a 12-note movement), Simulated 
leather covering (backed by other materials). Imported from Japan. 
2 Princess-size Chest has а large f Petite Chest has charming hearts-and 

sectioned compartment and a divid- flowers print case with whimsical rag-doll 
design тоб on lid. Bright colors on white. Red cotton 

suede-cloth lining. Brass hardware. Measures 
Vx ud tin. deep. 
4C4778—Shpg. wt 13 or. э» 
6 Supersize Chest . . features double lid, 

storage top, pop-up tray and roomy draw 
ern. White case with gold color tooled «Нес de- 
lining. Measures 44x11" лб in. беер. 
AC4T46—Shpg, wt. 2 Iba LJ 08, 

ground. Pop-up tray; sectioned c 
partment. Red cotton soede-cioth 
ing. PT ui^ inches deep. A un E tette Cae 
4 Spring Garden compartments plus $ 

design on white ground. Pop-up drawers White with gold-color tooled-effect 
tray; sectioned compartment. Blue cot- 
ton suede-coth lining. 3*x%S-in. deep. 
404787 —Shpg. wt 1.601. .. 9798 
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TIME TO 
REMEMBER ' 

(1 thru 3) Pocket Watches with Bicentennial 
Spirit. Antiqued base metal cases are engraved with 
scenes commemorating America's heritage. Shock 
resistant, Watches 1, 2 shown actual size, watch 3 
abt. % actual size. Warranted® . . see below. 
1 Minute Man Replica dramatizes front, Ameri 

can eagle trims back of handsome yellow gold 
color case. Press stem to open. Crystal-covered white 
dial has Roman numerals, sweep second hand. 17 
jewel Swiss movement. 
4C 41815—Shipping weight 4 oz 15990 
9 Lexington-Concord Scene details front, Ameri 

can eagle enhances back of magnificent yellow 
gold-color case. Press stem to open. Crystal-covered 
white dial has Roman numerals, sweep second band. 
17-jewel Swiss movement 
AC 41835— Shipping weight 4 oz. ss 

Washington Crossing the Delaware is the 
scene on front; Liberty Bell replica on back of 

beautiful case. Press release-button to open. Crystal 
covered dial trimmed with American eagle, 1776- 
1976 banner. Sweep second hand. From G. Britain. 
Dome case (A) sold separately below. 
4 C 19385— Yellow gold-color case 
4 € 19375—Chrome-plated case 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. #3999 

Dome Case. Plastic dome-top has inside hook on 
which to bang watch . . watch shown not incl. 

Mahogany-finish hardwood base. 30315 in. tall 
4C 19005 Shipping weight 3 ounces us 

(B thru D ) Chains for pocket watches. Watches at 
tach with no soldering . . have spring-ring at one 
end, swivel hook at the other. Abt. 13% in. long. 
В Antiqued Fletsink Chain 

4 C 11001— Yellow gold-electroplated metal 
4 C 1100—Rhodium-plated metal 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. 

Rope Chain. 
4 C 11011— Yellow gold-clectroplated metal 

4 C 110!—Rhodium-plated metal 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. ns 

Snake Chain. 
4 C 11021—Yellow gold-electroplated metal 

4 € 1102—Rhodium-plated metal 
Shipping weight ? ounces э” 

С 

(4 thru 6) Heirioom-look Pocket Watches combine old-world charm with modern time-keeping efficiency. Base metal case; accu- 
rate movement. Watches shown about 35 actual size. Items 5 and 6 are Warranted* . . see below. Buy tbe easy way—order by phone. 

4 Open-face "Railroad Watch” with 5 Steg-scene Watch. Antiqued yellow gold-col- 6 Hunting-scene Watch. Antiqued yellow gold-col- 
Chain. Finely engraved yellow gold- or case has scene engraved in high relief on or case has scene engraved in high relief on front, 

color case, matching chain. Decorative front, floral pattern on back. Press stem to open. floral pattern on back. Press stem to open. Crystal- 
white dial has Roman numerals, sweep  Crystal-covered white dial has Roman and Arabic covered white dial has Roman numerals, sweep second 
second hand. From Great Britain. numerals. Shock resistant. Switzerland. hand. Shock resistant 17-jewel Swiss movement. 
4C19315—Shipping weight 7 oz. ..41499 — 4C 19445—Shipping weight 4 oz. 43499 — 4CA1855—Shipping weight 4 oz. 15400 

"FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY. IL within one year tom date of purchase. your watch fe under normal x ми 1 operate proper cue o detects in matara or worimaranip. return 1 any Seen Sore Ihroughoot 
186 [Sears] ist? the United States Items (1.2.6) wil be repaired. tems (3 4.5) wii be replaced Ires of charge 



SOLID STATE 
PRESS TOP 
BUTTON FOR MONTH 
[AND DATE 

PRESS BOTTOM 
BUTTON FOR HOUR 
AND MINUTES... 
HOLD BUTTON 
FOR SECONDS 

DIGITAL ELECTRONIC WATCHES FOR MEN 
Our Finest Solid State Men's Watch 

led to within three minutes a year 
digits on a sleek dial 

date, hour. minutes, seconds . . AM. or P.M. 
1 The epitome of luxury and performance. Superb craftsmanship includes: ruby red dial 

that displays read-out in clear, unblinking digits when you press a button: tempered 
glass dial-cover that resists scratching, cracking; elegant stainless steel case and bracelet 
with fold-over buckle. Solid state technology means no moving parts . . no hands, no 
springs to wear out or run down. Never needs winding . . powered by 2 tiny, replaceable 
energy celis (incl). Shock, water resistant. Shown larger than actual size. Japan. 
FULL З YR. WARRANTY — Ii, under normal circumstances, within 3 years from date of 
purchase, this watch fails to be accurate within 3 minutes a year due to defects in ma: 
workmanship, return it to any Sears Store in the U.S. and we'll repair it, free of cha 
4 C 4528—Shipping weight 10 ounces 115000 

Elegant Watches display hour, minutes, seconds,date of month 

(2 and 3) Fine Quality Solid State Men's Watches have no moving parts to wear out 
по hands, no springs to run down. And they never need winding . . they're powered by a 

tiny, replaceable energy cell (incl). Shock, water resistant. Shown abt. actual size. 
9 Touch-control Watch presents a ruby Constant Read-out Watch continu. 

red face to the world until you press. ously displays hour and minutes on 
button . . then you have a digital — time screen. Press top button once for sec 
display. Press top button for hour and min- — onds. .twice for date. Press bottom button 
utes, bottom button for date; press both for for night reading. Yellow gold-color base 
seconds. Rich-looking stainless steel case, metal case has stainless steel back. Gold- 
bracelet . . fold-over buckle. Scratch resist- — color dial. Leather-look brown Corfam® 
ant crystal. Warranted* . . see below. poromeric strap. Warranted* . . see below. 
4C4532—Shipping weight 1002.....989.98 — 4C4S31—Shipping weight 10.02.....#89.95 

Amazing Low Price for a Solid State Watch 
Touch.control Watch. Press button for exact hour, minute display . . accurate to 
within 1 min. a year. Powered by a tiny, replaceable energy cell (incl). Rhodium-plated 

base metal case has stainless steel back. Ruby red dial. Stainless steel mesh bracelet, fold. 
over buckle. Shock, water resistant. Shown abt. actual size 
4C 4503—Shipping weight 10 ounces 149.99 
"FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY. if 

Note for both pages. 
wood Noor without rg 

sar; [Sears] 187 





SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
(1 thru 13) Nationally Famous Timex Watches 
recognized for fine quality and smart design at popa. 
lar prices. Shown enlarged. Shipped postpaid. 

(1 thru 4) For Him . . Calendar Watches, Hand. 
some styles have base metal case with stainless steel 
back. Sweep second hand. 
] Deydete Dress Style has chrome-plated case, 

silver-tone dial smartly circled in blue, stainless 
steel semi-expansion link band. 
4C 18042—(Shipping weight 8 or.) 1795 
2, Modern-iook Calendar Style has yellow gold 

color case, champagne-color dial trimmed with 
brown ring that matches it's brown vinyl strap. 
AC 18035— (Shipping weight 8 oz.) 3.95 
3 Seltwind Day-date Style displays elegant good: 

looks. Has chrome-plated case, pearl-gray dial, 
stainless steel semi-expansion link band. 
4C 18072— Shipping weight 7 oz.) 12195 
4 Distinctive Selt-wind Dey-date Style has rich 

looking yellow gold-color case, shaded-effect 
bronze-color dial, brown vinyl strap. 
4C 18073-— (Shipping weight 7 oz.) 12195 

(5 thru 9) For Her . . Fashion Watches for every 
‘occasion. Base metal case has stainless steel back. 
fj Bracelet Style has yellow gold-color case, base 

metal mesh band with adjustable slip-thru clos 
ing. Gold-color dial completes its dressy look. 
4C 18255 — (Shipping weight 6 oz. sass 
6 Bracelet style has yellow gold color case, base 

metal mesh band with adjustable slip-thru clos 
ing. Dial has gold-tone sunburst-effect coloring and a 
smoke-color crystal. 
4C 18257—{Shipping weight 6 oz. naas 
7] Calendar Watch has water resistant chrome 

plated case. Fully numbered white dial with 
sweep band is easy to read. White vinyl strap. 
4C 18222— (Shipping weight 5 02.) +1398 
8 Dainty Watch has chrome-plated case, adjusta- 

ble stainless steel expansion-bracelet, silver-color 
dial with Arabic numerals. 
4С 13213— Shipping weight 6 oz.) nass 
Y Mixand-match Watch Wardrobe, Chrome 

plated case has 5 snap-on plastic tops . . 1 each: 
woodgrain look, mock tortoise shell, smoke-color, 
yellow, green marble-tone. 4 pull-through vinyl 
‘straps . . 1 each: brown, green, white, yellow. White 
dial has Roman numerais. 
4C 18242— Shipping weight 10.02.) 11695 

(10 thru 13 ) Electronic Watches that need no 
winding. They run for a full year powered by a tiny 
energy cell (included). Base metal case and band; 
stainless steel case back. 
10 Mis Bracelet Style has chrome plated case and 

matching mesh band. Adjustable clasp closure. 
Gray dial has marble-effect, sweep second hand. 
4C 16 116— Shipping weight 8 oz.) 13250 
11 His Bracelet Style has yellow god color case 

and matching mesh band with adjustable clasp 
closure. Dial has gold-tone sunburst effect coloring, 
smoke-color crystal, sweep second hand. 
4C 18119—(Shipping weight 7 oz.) #3750 
19 Mer Bracelet Style pairs a rectangular shape. 

yellow gold-color case with matching textured 
bracelet . . has adjustable slip-thru closure. Dial has 
gold-tone sunburst effect coloring, smoke-color crys 
tal, sweep second hand. 
4C 18239— (Shipping weight 7 oz.) #3750 
] Hee Bracelet Style pairs а square-shape yellow 

‚gold-color case with matching mesh band . . has 
adjustable slip-thru closure. Yellow gold-color dial 
has raised markers, sweep second hand. 
4C 18336—(Shipping weight 7 oz.) 11750 

RUGGED-LOOK WATCHES 
. .great gifts for men on-the-move 

(14 thru 16) Modiook Calendar Styles have quick-set date changer, 7-jewel move- 
ment. Base metal case with stainless steel back. Water resistant. From Japan. Item 14 
shown enlarged; items 15, 16 shown approximately actual size. Warranted* . . see 
details below. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

Selt-wind Day-date |5 Sport Style shows |6 Contemporary Style 
Yellow gold: date. Chrome-plated shows date. Chrome 

; champagne- сазе; black dial with lumi- plated case; blue-circled 
tone dial: raised markers, nous hands and markers, white dial with raised 
luminous hands; brown Wide, hobnailed strap is markers; black leather 
leather strap. black leather. strap. Water resistant 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. Shipping weight 4 ounces. — Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
4C 16308 92590 4C 16415 $1909 4C 16266 11999 
17 Jewel Style with Easy-to-rend Dial. Yellow gold-color base metal case has 

champagne-color dial with Arabic numerals, sweep second hand. Brown plastic 
strap has leather look. Japan. Shown about actual size. Warranted® . . see below. 
AC 16175— Shipping weight 4 ounces 11599 
"FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY —. within 
normal use to operate properly dua to 
Sears Store throughout the United Stat 

4 are designed to withstand Note for both pages: water resistant wat 
water pressure of 35 Iba per ва inch (in ad 
Pressure) as long at crystal crown and back 

$15 [Sears 189 





SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
(1 thru 3) Flexible Bracelet Watches with adjustable 3-position back clasp 
Closure. Dependable 17. jewel movement. Base metal case and band. Contempo- 
тагу cross-hair dial. Shown slightly larger than actual size. Sent boxed. Use 
your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
] Round Watch has charming braid-cdged case, highly polished bracelet 

Yellow gold-color case and band. Champagne-color dial. 
4C 1858—Shipping weight 5 ounces 

2 
4C 18579— Shipping weight 5 ounces 

3 
4C 18578—Shipping weight 5 ounces 

Rectangular Watch has bold-look case, deeply ridged bı 
old-color case and band. Champagne-color dial. 

sus 
‚celet. Yellow 

13498 
Oval Watch is two-tone . . has yellow gold-color case, silver-color and 
yellow gold-color bracelet, silver-color dial. 

num 

(4 thru 9) Bangle Watches with side clip-closure. Base metal case and ban. 
ie. Shown slightly larger than actual size. Sent boxed. 
Д Serolied Bangle has watch with 

blue dial, white Arabic numerals 
Rhodium-plated case and bangle. Re- 
liable 17-jewel movement. 
4C 18877—Sbpy. wt. Sor... 92999 
5 Narrow Bangle with seek rectan 

gular watch. Yellow gold-color 
case and bangle. Champagne-color 
dial with cross hairs. Dependable 17- 
jewel movement. 
AC Y8975—Shpg. wt. Sor. 
6 Rope-desion Bangle has round 

watch, 17-jewel movement. Yel- 
low gold-color case, bangle. Cham- 
pagne-color dial with cross hairs. 
4C 18574—Shpg. wt. Soz......12999 

11998 

Т Flat Bangle with square watch 
“modernizes” your wrist. Yellow 

sold color case and bangle. Gold-col- 
ог dial with cross hairs. 
4C 1857—Shpg. wt. Sor. 
8 Multiwiro Bangle looks like “El 

ephant hair”. Oval watch with 1 
jewel movement. Rhodium-plated 
case; chrome-plated bangle. Silver- 
color dial with cross hairs. 
AC 18976—Shpg. wt. Soz... .12999 
9 Fiat Bangie with bold, beautiful 

round watch. Yellow gold-color 
сазе and bangle. White dial . . large, 
easy-to-read Arabic numerals, 
4C 18571— Shpa. wt. 5 oz. 

n 

11699 

(10 end 11) Wide Plastic Cuff Watches have spring-tension back closure. 
17-jewel movement. Shown slightly smaller than actual size. Sent boxed. 
10 Mock Tortoise-shel Cutt has 

champagne color dial with easy- 
to-read Arabic numerals 
4C 10873—Shpg. wt. 5 o2... ...024 

SHOWN ON 

]] Simulated Ivory Cuff has black 
dial for sharp contrast. White 

numbers, silver-color markers. 
4C 18872—Shpg. wt. Soz... . -12499 
THIS PAGE 

( 12 thru 18) Moderately-priced Watches make good fashion sense. Items 
12, 13, 16 and 17 shown about actual size; items 14, 15 and 18 shown slightly 
smaller than actual size. Sent boxed. 
19 Red Waren red-cnameled base metal case with stainless steel back: red 

patent leather strap. White dial. Dependable, shock resistant Swiss move- 
ment. Warranted* . . see details below. 
4C 11635— Shipping weight 4 ounces 
13 Diora Watch 

Warranted* . . see details below. 
4C 17656—Skipping weight 4 ounces 

M 
leather look vinyl strap. 
4C 14203—Shipping weight 5 ounces 

15 

16 bands 

yellow gold-color base metal case, stainless steel back. 
White dial. Snap-on white vinyl strap. Shock resistant Swiss movement. 

sna 
Classic Timex Watch . . chrome-plated base metal case with stainless 
steel back. Fully numbered white dial with sweep second hand. Black 

mos 
Graceful Timex Watch. Chrome-plated base metal case, stainless steel 
back. Silver-color dial, Arabic numerals. Black leather-look vinyl strap. 

4C 18209 Shipped Postpaid (Shipping weight $ ounces) 
Watch Wardrobe has 3 snap-on grained leather-lined Corfam® poromeric 

1 white, 1 blue, 1 brown. Yellow gold-color base metal case with 

#1295 

white enameled bezel, stainless steel back. Fully numbered white dial. Shock 
resistant Swiss movement. Warranted* 
4C 17606—Shipping weight 4 ounces 
17 Flower Watch looks like а daisy 

4C 17845 Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

18 Pace- 

see details below. 
T 

has white enameled base metal case 
with stainless steel back, white leather strap, yellow dial with black Arabic 

numerals, Shock resistant Swiss movement. Warranted* see below. 
nen 

Unusual Octagonal Watch was $14.99 in our 1974 Christmas Book. 
tting timepiece has clear-color Lucite® plastic case with see- 

through back, clear-color vinyl strap, blue dial. Dependable Swiss movement. 
4C 18685—Shipping weight 5 ounces 

"FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY 
under normal use to operate 
charge 

113.99 

Selects in materal or wortmanihip. 
103 we wil reca OF replace ıt. ree OF 

NOTE: Shock resistant watches are designed to withstand a 34001 drop on a hard 
wood floor without рр салу aMectng accuracy 



TIME FOR GIVING 
MICKEY MOUSE 
‘COMMEMORATIVE 
POCKET WATCH 

a registered coñecton 
 ےس

IZ AI 

1 Sitt-boxed Pocket Watch and Chain. Mickey 
Mouse®, made famous by @ Walt Disney Produc- 

tions, Inc., is pictured on dial resplendent in Colonial 
garb . . his moving hands point to time. Nickel-plated 
base metal case and chain. Case back is smartly en- 
graved with Liberty Bell replica and a registered owner 
number (no two numbers are the same). To register 
fill name in on, then mail pre-addressed card that comes 
with watch. From Switzerland. 
4C 1739— Shipping weight 6 ounces 91896 
2 Casual Watch has rugzed good looks. Chrome-plat 
ed base metal case, stainless steel back. Black dial 

with luminous hands, dots. Sweep hand. Black racing 
style strap of leather-look Corfam® poromeric. Shock, 
water resistant Switzerland. Warranted*. . see below. 
4C 17165— Shipping weight 4 ounces #1499 
3 Dey-Date Calender Watch. Gold-color base metal 

case, stainless steel back. Brushed silver-color dial 
with raised markers, luminous hands and dots, sweep 
hand. Brown leather snap-on strap with hobnails. Shock, 
water resistant. Switzerland. Warranted® . . see below, 
4C 17125 Shipping weight 4 ounces 92199 
4 Sportstyle Calender Watoh. Rotating aluminum 

bezel shows elapsed time. Chrome-plated base metal 
‘case and semi-expansion band. Stainless steel case back. 
Blue dial with luminous hands and markers, sweep sec 
oad hand. Shock and water resistant. Swiss movement. 
Warranted* . . see below. 
AC 17188 Shipping weight 4 ounces nas 
Б Mod Sportstyle Watch. Rotating aluminum bezel 
shows lapsed time. Chrome-plated base metal case, 

stainless steel back. Luminous hands and dots. Sweep 
second hand. Black leather band with hobmails. Shock 
and water resistant. From Switzerland. Warranted* 
ce below 
4C 12 175— Shipping weight 4 ounces nes 
6 Digital Watch gives time at a quick glance. Sporty 

style has chrome-plated base metal case, stainless 
steel back, “racing” strap of black suede-look Corfam® 
poromeric. Shock resistant. Switzerland. Warranted* 
see below. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
4C 17135— Shipping weight 4 ounces 12196 
7] Mickey Mouse® Pocket Watch and Chain. Fes 

tures the mouse made famous by @ Walt Disney Pro- 
ductions, Inc. Full-color Mickey on white dial . . his 
moving hands point to time. Gold-color base metal case 
and chain. Imported from Switzerland. 
4C 167 12— Shipping weight 6 ounces ^s 
Noten for both pages: All watches on this page shown 
about actual size. On opposite page. hems 1 and 2 shown shghtly enlarged. nam 5 shown about ectual tre: ema 6 
fend 7 shown about halt actual sae. 
Shock nt watches are designed to withstand a 3-8. 
drop on a hardwood floor without дум сап affecting socu. racy. water resistant weiches 10 withstand water pressure of 
35 ibs. per sq. n. (in addition to normal atmospheric prer 
sure) as long as crystal crown. back roman intact 
"FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY — within one year trom 
Gate of purchase. your watch fails under normal ute to oper. 
ae properly due to defects in matenal or workmanship. re- 
tum it 10 any Sears store in the U. $ and wo will replace û 
төө of charge 

IDENTIFICATION BRACELET 
FOR BOYS AND MEN 

Contemoaray LD. buscalo ма зава plagen of удо 
old-electroplated metal on wood. Brown leather strap 
with амр coru. Be mr i pint cry the сөн 

). orders. 
Bin. 

Shpg. wt. 2 ox. long. Shpg. wt Jor. 
4€ 1380xV. asse 4C 13891KV “n 



(1 thru 4 ) Gifts for football fans have official 
NFL* team insignia in authentic team colors. 

(1 and 2) Watches for Boys and Men score high 
points as gifts. Chrome-plated base metal case, stain 
less steel back. Swiss movement. Slate team number 
from chart below 

Boy's Watch . . so smart looking. Has Arabic 
numeral dial, brown reptile-look viny! strap. 

4C 1876H—Shipping weight 4 ounces 11795 
9 Men's Watch is a handsome digital style. Has 

black grained vinyl strap. 
4C M76 1H— Shipping weight $ ounces 12700 
$ Double Bell Alarm Clock has enameled 

case color-coordinated to t 
clapper rings alarm. Goalpost 

4 C 10044— Shipping weight 
4 Cordless Wall Clock. С 

ball player surrounded b 
teams. Red molded composi 
square. Runs up to one y 
battery (not included . . ser Boy 
4C T801C—Shipping weight 1 poun 4C T01C— Shipping weight 1 p лама 

Watches 
"Charge It" if you wish. . see page 277 
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THE ER Sere iden N 
STOP-WATCH [шие рашы 

TIMERS ipa Sat 1 for sar id mop, T = 
plastic case, neck cord. From G. Brit- 

rennen une [Sears]193 — 4C:19055—Shippins weight a ..... 1599 



YOUNGSTERS’ 
1.D. BRACELETS 

(1 thru 4 ) Personalized gifts 10 make 
them feel grown up. Name or initials en- 
raved free. Be sure lo print clearly the en 
{raving you wont (maximum wine like). No 
COD. ordern 
1 irs’ Wardrobe Style. White gold col 

or rhodium-plated metal plaque with 
cut-out butterfly trim. 4 dainty, inter 
changeable Corfam poromeric straps . . 1 
‚each: pink, blue, red, yellow. 6% in. long. 
AC T357X—Shpg. wt. 2 o. uot 

2, Giris Bracelet with Heart Charm. Pol 
ished plaque attached to link chain. 

White gold-color rhodium-plated metal. 
Spring-ring closure. 544 inches long. 
AC 1355XV—Shpg. wt. 202. na 
3 Boys Bracelet. Fiorentined plaque at- 

tached to heavy link chain. Made of 
white gold-color rhodium-plated metal 
Safety catch. Abt. 644 inches long. 
4 C T358XV— Shpg. wt. 202. +398 
4 Cuff Bracelet. . for Boys or Giris, Ta 

pered style is shown about actual size. 
4 С T3561Xv— Yellow gold-color metal 
4 C 1356xV—White gold-color rhodium 

plated metal 
Shipping weight 2 ounces pr 
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SHOWN ON THI 
(5 and 6 ) Watch Sets featuring "Peanuts" Pala, characters made famous by © Determined 
Productions, Inc. Watches have chrome-plated 
base metal case, stainless steel back. Fully num 
bered dial. Swiss movement with unbreakable 
mainspring. Shown slightly enlarged. 
5 Snoopy® Watch and Patch. Watch has red 

dial, red vinyl strap „ . Saoopy's paws mark 
time. Comes with colorful cloth sew-on patch (3- 
in. diameter) that proclaims "Its Hero Time AC 18731—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. #1895 
6 Lucy? Watch Wardrobe. 3 snap-on vinyl 

straps . . | ea white, pink, blue. White dial has full-color Lucy . . her hands mark time. 4C 18733—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 11595 

(7 thru 9) Novelty Watches make great gifts 
Swiss movement. Shown enlarged. 

Joan Walsh Anglund's® Ballerina . for the 
dainty miss. Dancer adorns fully numbered 

blue dial . . her moving hands point to time. 
Chrome-plated base metal case, stainless steel back. White vinyl strap. 
4C 23—Shpg. wt. 5 or. ssas 

8 Digital Clown . . for playful youngsters. 
Clown's happy smile displays the time boldly. 

His whimsical eyes have tiny beads that really roll. Chrome-plated base metal case, stainless 
steel back. Wide snap-on vinyl strap, 4 С 19505—Blue and red dial: blue strap. 4 C 19515—Red and yellow dial; red strap Shipping weight 4 ounces nes 

Globe Trotter® . , inspired by the famous basketball team. Basketball player in full col- 
ictured on star-studded dial. Moving 

hands point to time . . revolving basketball 

CHILDREN'S 
SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(10 thru 13) Character Watches feature 
those whimsical animals they know and love. 
from story-book, comic-book and television. 
land. Swiss movement. Shown enlarged. 
10 Winniethe-Poohe colorfully pictured 

on the fully numbered dial . . bear's 
moving hands point to time. Chrome-plated 
base metal case and back, red leather strap. 4C 18722 Shpg. wt. 6.08. $1498 
1] Winnie-the-Pooh Time Teachers by 

Bradley. Ideal first watch teaches child 
to tell time through simple color identifica tion system . . white hand points to hour, 
blue hand to minutes; blue numbers circling 
dial tell minutes after hour. Chrome-plated 
base metal case and back, blue leather strap. 4C 18717—Shpg. wt. бог $1495 
12 Mickey Mouses . . the great mouse 

himself pictured on fully numbered dial 
his hands point to time. Chrome-plated 

base metal case and back, red leather strap, 
4C 18721—Shpg. wt. бог. s 

13 Bia Birds. . the Jim Hensen Muppet seen on TV's Sesame Street™ is color: 
fully pictured on fully numbered dial , . his 
moving wings point to time. Chrome-plated 
base metal case and back, red leather strap. 
Get this bit of Christmas shopping dome— 
just dial Sears and order it right now. 
AC 18736—Shpg. wt. бог. 

4C 7086—Shpg. wt 12 02. 
mew 13,14 4975, Vega me М зите биис a a vocum Статии Tome 



FUN TIME.. 
Mickey se" Watch 

hi n orite comes 



IMAGINATIVE 
CLOCKS 

WN ON THIS PAGE 

(1 thru 4) Fun Electric Clock: 
lorful plastic. Item 1 is S-wa 

items 2 thru 4 are J-watts. War 
edo. . see below, right 

of 

ing Panda perks up 
з room, den or family 

room. Moving eyes tick olf the min 
utes. 9x12 in. high. 5-41. -in. cord. 
4C2521—WL 3 Ibs, nos 
2 Colonisi-took Rocking Cha 

a bit of Americana. Sits on 
shelf, hangs on wall, Measures 
10x6x6 inches high. 5-6. 6-in. cord. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz. 
407503 ma 
L3 and 4 ) Personalized Sport 
Clocks come with 10 adhesive-back 
multi-color stripes and 37 letters 
decorate clock with name or initials 
or favorite team colors 
$ Basketball Clock has tiny plas 

tic ball they can really toss in 
basket. 81539 inches high. 5400: 6 
inch cord. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
аст, DTI 

Football Helmet Clock wi 
$11.99 in 1974 Christmas 

Book. Single-striped clock mea. 
sures 11x8 in. high. 5-6. Gin. cord. 
4 C 75051—Red with white stripe 
4 © 75082— Gold with white stripe 
4 C 7505— White with blue stripe 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 1510.99 

Notes tor Boch Pages бе cos 

5 Animated Pussy Cat. Electric wall clock has swishing 
tail, blinking eyes that tick off time. Plastic . . 19 in. 

long. Ў. cord, S-watts. Warranted* 
4 © 7680—Orange and black 
4 C 76602 Pink and blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 oz. 

see below. 
4 C 76601— Black. 

99 
Sunflower Alarm. Ceramic clock with cute little gar 
dener. Luminous hands, dots. 1-day key-wind move: 

ment. 43 4x75 in. high. Japan. Warranted* . . see below, 
4C 2088 Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ......911.99 
Т Musical Alarm wakes ber to the "Love Story" theme. 

Ivory-color sculptured plastic case with flower trim. 
Dial has Roman numerals, luminous hands and dots for 
night-time reading. 1-day key-wind movement 
sical movement. 35х43 in. high. From W. Germany 

arranted* . . sce details below 
4C J001— Shipping weight 1 pound vum 

Petite Double-beil Alarm. Enameled metal clock with 
brass bells, handle and legs . . only 2%4x4 in. high. Lu 

minous hands and dots for night-time reading. 1-day key 
wind movement, W. Germany. Warranted® . . see below. 
4 C 70251-Pink case 4 € 70255-Black, white case 
4 C 70256-Red, white case 4 C 70284- Blue case 
Shipping weight 9 ounces na 

lluminated “Coca-Cola” Clock. Electric wall clock 
features translucent plastic face that lights up when 

switched on (4 bulbs incl.). Walnut-finish pine wood 
frame. 13x3x17 in. high. 5902-6. cord. 35-watts. Warranted* 

эсе below. Buy it the easy way—otder by phone. 
4 C 1625C— Shipping weight 5 pounds 
10 Backwards Bar Clock. Electric wall lock has coun 

ter clockwise dial that keeps perfectly accurate time. 
Fob reverses from “Baz is Open” to “Bar is Closed”. Gold 
color plastic clock, fob; gold-color metal chain. 7¥4-in 
diam. clock. $-ft. 6-in. cord. 3-w. Warranted* , . see below. 
4C 78659 Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 
“FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON CLOCK MOVEMENT. 

12996 

1999 

OW SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

11 Mirrortece Bar Clock with old-time bar motifs re 
flects your party's festive mood. Walnut-finish pine 

wood frame. Cordiess wall clock runs a full y 
gie size "D" battery. 16%%x3x13 inches high. Warranted 

эсе details below, left 
4C 1626C— Shipping weight 7 
12 Tennis Racket Clock 

pounds. 12999 
an authentic laminated 

wood racket. Dial has green felt track with tennis 
score terms. Cordless wall clock runs | year on 1 "D" bat 

high. Warranted* see below, left 
4c 7s95¢—$ pounds 
13 Billard Player Clock . . looks like the real thing. 

Green felt dial resembles table-top; billiard balls cre- 
ate time track; hour and minute hands resemble cues. 
Handsome oak frame. Cordless wall clock runs a full year 
ов one “С” battery. 17% in. square. Warranted* , . see 
details below, left 
4C 76510—Shipping weight 12 pounds 
14 Planters Clock shows correct time of year to plant 

24 different vegetables. Colorfully lithograpbed face 
has planting indicator, automatic phases-of-the-moon op- 
eration. Antique-finish pine wood case. Clock hangs on 
wall or sits on mantle . . has electric movement. 10x3x15 
inches high. $-foot inch cord. 3-watts. Warranted* . . see 
below, left 
4C 1604C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 
15 Antaueiook Mini Wall Clock has swinging pendu- 

lum. Wood-look plastic case. antiqued gold color met 
al dial, brass-color metal pendulum, glass door. $day key 
wind movement. dx3x11% in. high. West Germany. War 
ranted* . . see details below, let. 
4C 7612 Shipping weight 1 pound 

12298 

ur 

99 

m 

16 Mini Grandtather Strike Clock was $14.99 in 
1974 Christmas Book. Stands oa table or hangs on 

wall . „only 6%4x19 in. high. Pendulum swings, strike 
sounds once on the hour and half hour. Walnut-finish 
polystyrene case looks very much like wood. Simulated 
weights. Electric movement. S-foot 4-inch cord. «watts. 
Warranted® . . see details at let. 
4C 7681—Shipping weight 3 pounds 513.99 





| 1 Low. low price for a Digital 
Alarm. Cylindrical clock has "in, 

high numerals that move on flip-card 
display. Side-wheel settings. P 
(базе has wood-look trim. 84413 
high. 3w. St. cord. Warranted* 
below, From Hong Косе 
4 € 1010C— White case 
4 € 10701C— Brown case 
Shox. wt. 2 a 19.99 

2 Clock artem Ceres 
Lo 

I Repeat alarm gives up to 7 wake-up 
| «ай sunburst light on dial Баса 

fed iiach high numerals formed by 
Aeon tuber. Front settings. Plastic case 

| Aviat inches wide. &-w, у foot 3 inch 
Cord Warranted® . . see below. Import 

| ed from Japan. 
AC T1HC— Silver color case 

T1 YT 1C Gold color case 
Shoe. wt. 2 lba. e 
PEULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY—For 1 yon 
querer of t clock became of in 
из Store throughout tna US anc no w 
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"DIGITAL ELECTRIC ALARMS with lighted dials 
Bright-time Clock . . unusuall 
^in. high numerals move 

polyester 
plastic case 
cord. Warranted* . . see below. 
AC715C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. "өөө 

3x7 in. wide. мана, 4 ft 6 in 

in. high numera 
play. Front settings. 

rain-look trim 
rû. Warranted* 

з up to 4 wake. 

4 Pedestal Clock. 
move on flip-card 

White plantic case, wo 
3249 in. wide, 3-w. 5f. 
see below. Repeat alarm gi 
up calls. Hong Kong. 
4 C 7020C—Shpg, wr. 2 ibs. 
Б Solid State Clock wes $48.99 in 1974 

Christmas Book. Dial flashes with "vin. 
high lighted numerals. Repeat alarm gives up. 
to 4 wake-up calls. Brown polystyrene case, 
brushed aluminum trim. lack settings: front 
alarm on-olf switch. 3x9 in. wide. 45м, 4 ft 
cord. Warranted* . . see below. 
4C 1188—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 204, 52449 

11599 

Wish f Book 
vatue 

WEATHER STATIONS 
(6 thru 9) Pendant Weather Indicators . . thermometers tell tem. 
perature; hygrometers give relative humidity: barometers forecast weather . . adjust up to 3500-foot altitude. Items 7 thru 9 have 
centigrade and fahrenheit scale. Use your phone if you want to 

der one the easiest way of all 
6 An Outstanding Low Price for а Pendant Weather Instru- 

ment with Genuine Philippine Mahogany Wood Case and Finial. Has thermometer and barometer, brass-plated dials and 
instrument bezels. 55,19 ук 2044 in. high. Japan. 
4C 6693— Shipping weight 1 pound 19.99 

Sun and Raincloud Motif distinguishes this handsome pen 
Thermometer, hygrometer and barometer housed in 

finished hardwood case. Polished brass finial and instru 
ment bezels, black dials. x* x21 inches high. W. Germany 
AC 6645C— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12999 
8 Traditional Pendent. . thermometer. hygrometer and barom. 

eter housed in walnut finished hardwood case. Brass finial and 
trument bezels, gilt aluminum dials From W. Germany 

AC 6848C—7x%x21 in. high. WL 2 ba. 11.0 
AC6&47C—P aX ix273 in. high, We. 2 iba. no 

ted Pendant. Thermometer, hygrometer and 
з black painted case with hand-painted 

finial and instrument bezels, 
soused 

lti-color flowers. Polished brass 
aluminum dials. S'ax1x21*4 inc 

AC 6650C— Shipping weight 2 pounds 



relative humidity; barometers f 
docks available. Use your 

1 Digital Weather Station was $26.99 in 
1974 Christmas Book. Has direct read 

thermometer, barometer, hygrometer. Rose 
wood-finished hardwood case hangs vertical 
ly or horizontally. Brass bezels: 
metal dial; silver-color metal dig 
6x15 in. high. W. Germany 
4C ®509—5һре. wt. 2 Ibs 

Decorative Plaque Thermom 
walnut-finished 

hances ceramic panel. $: high 
4 C 6524—Delicate floral-design panel 
4 C 6626—Early American-design panel 
4 C 6525— Blue, white delft-look panel 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
3 Indoor-Outdoor Thermom 

both temperatures simultaneo 
hanging in house. Walnut-finished molded 
plastic case. «color metal scale plates. 4 
ft. long cable, probe. $x16 in. high. 
4C 6503—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 or. пом 

4 Country-took Weather Station rese: 
bles old weather vane. Has thermo 

with centigrade and fahrenheit scales, b 
eter, hygrometer. Molded polystyrene case 

antiqued bronze-color top is shaped like 
horse and sulky; woodgrain-look bottom is 
shaped like rustic log. Brass-color metal bez 
els; brushed silver-color metal dials, Mea 
sures 11x12 in. long. 
4 

FINE WEATHER INSTRUMENTS 
(1 thru 9) Useful gifts that add distinction to the 

adju: 
‘order it the easiest way of all 
(5 and 6 ) Nauticaliook Barometer and Clock. Rich looking 
brass case resembles a ship's porthole. Easy-to-re 
has Arabic numerals and m motif center d 
door opens for easy movement adjustment. SI inch diameter. 

n West Germ 
rdless style runs up to one Clock has red sweep 5 y t incl see Big Book year on a single "AA' 

40 78920—Shi ping weigh 3099 
6 Barometer features marine-type compass design 

AC 0449— Shipping weight 1 pound nam 

1] Чаша Crystal Digital Thermometer . . Linch numerals 
mysteriously appear and disappear as they follow slightest 

temperature changes. Specially formulated liquid crystals im 
planted behind each digit are a у temperature changes 
causing digits to glow clearly. By noting color changes fror 
to green to blue, accuracy of 1”, even 14° may be obtained. Tem: 
perature read-out covers range from 66° to 86”. . arrows indi- 
Cate extremes. Sleek aluminum case with dear protective len 

ses. 

Ind Clock 
den or poolside. Weather-resistant finish: easy 

ly metal frame; white dial: large 
black numerals; red temperature or time indicators 

Thermometer was $10.99 in 1974 Christmas Book 
4C 6864— Shipping weight 4 pounds 13 ounces 49.99 

Y lock. Cordless style runs up to one year on a single size 
"D" battery (battery is included 

астватс 12898 

ZERE: 

ipping weight 6 pounds 



DECORATIVE 
CLOCKS 

i 

1 Grandfather Clock with Westminster Chimes 

trous sheen. Its chimes reproduce chimes rung from the Victoria Clock of England's House of Parliament. Full 
tune, strike count hour; part of tube plays on 14, 4 hour, 
Behind 1 glass door, a Tempus Fugit dial with ornate details. Behind the other di hts 
and a brass pendulum. Weight driven movement. 9H sx16!a73; in. tall. A factory-authorized representa tive sets up and regulates clock in your home. Allow 
extra time for delivery. Pay motor carrier or express charges from factory in Zeeland, Mich. No С.О... Warranted® . . see below FAC 72030 Shipping weight 80 pounds ..... 4349.00 
9 Tambour-shaped Mantle Clock has handsome wal © nut veneered wood case. Glass door covers antiqued 
high. W. Germany, Warranted®  , has 
With Famous Westminster Chimes. Chimes increase with each te hour; full tune, strike count the hour 
FC 7330 Shipping weight 9 Ibe 
With Triple Chime end Shutoff Feature. Special lever lets you choose Westminster, Whittington or St. Mi chael's Chimes. . or silences them. Full tune and strike count the hour: part of tune plays each 14 hour F4C7341—Shipping weight 9 Tbs. 112000 
With Two-Tone strike only. Counts the hour and strikes once ов the half hour 
FAC T338— Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 
3 Authentic Bird and Leaf Cuckoo Clock has an Old world look. Wood timepiece carved by woodworkers of the Black Forest in W. Germany. Gong, cuckoo an- 

see below 

Ur) 

ao 

nounce hour, call *4 hour. 8-day movement . . raise weights weekly, not daily. Warranted* . . see below 
6-inches tall. 14inches tait 
Rich mahogany stain. Warm b 
Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs Show. wi 
Fac 7308 мәз FCs 15499 
Also with 1-day movement . . 1205 inches tall. Warn 
brown finis. 
FA C T302— Shipping weight $ pounds ma 
4 Victorian-style Wall Clock with Westminster Chimes. Mellow-tone chimes increase with each *4 br. to a full chime and count on $day key-wind movement. Antiqued walnut veneered wood case. Brass 

FAC 7346—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

Note: C 

production of the chimes rung 
from the Victoria Clock of England's House of Parl ment. Full tune and strike count the hour; part of tune 

lays оп the 14 hour. 8-day key-wind movement. An. 
tiqued walnut-finish hardwood case. Spun aluminum hour track and brass pendulum behind decorative glass door, 1214551452294 inches high. From W, Germany 

‘ee below 
FAC 1342— Shipping weigh 12 pounds. 112000 

Luxurious Wall Strike Clock features romantic "old. 
Vienna” detailing. Mellow tone strikes at half hour 

Counts full hour. A superbly crafted clock with hand. 
some walnut veneered wood case. White dial with brass 
bezels and inner ring: ornate brass regulator pendulum 
behind glass door. Key-wind 8-day movement. Mea 
sures 1252614221 in. high. Warr see below. 
FAC 7344—Shipping weight 11 pounds 
17 Round Clock and Plaques capture early American 

look. Clock has dark ‘finish pine wood case, antiqued 

cordíree, runs up to 
ing plaques are 7 in. in diam. Warranted* 
4C7584C—Shipping weight 5 pounds .. Ensemble 139.99 
8 “Alpine Cottage” Clock. Warmly finished pine 

wood creates a rustic-design case with usable planter 
well (plants not included). Antiqued white dial has floral 
motif. Cordfree clock runs up to 1 year on one "D" bat 
tery**. 13 gdx24 in. high. Warranted® . . see below. 
AC T871C— Shipping weight 7 pounds 13999 
9 Americana Plaque Clock . . resembles old “country 

inn" sign. Dark-finish pine wood case detailed with 
antiqued metal Liberty Bell motif and 1776 lettering 
White dial with Roman numerals. Cordfree clock runs 

101x2x19 inches 

ural pine-finish hardwood case has antiqued white di with Roman numerals. Cordfree movement runs up to 
battery®*. Measures about one yeat on a single "C 

134x219 inches high. Warranted* . . ee below. 
4C 573C— Shipping weight $ pounds 12290 

"FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY-—i your 





FOR THE 



{1 thru 14) A collection of decorative desk or dresser 
designed especially for girls. Items 1, 3, 5,6, 7 and 13 are 
le wicker willow trimmed with colorful flowers aad piak 

d white acetate gi be other items, fashioned with 
individually described be same charming 

Westebesket . . a pretty gift to help keep her room neat 
and tidy, Measures 10! sua! inches high 

8C9147— Shipping weight 8 ounces u” 
Musical Jewelry Box. Brightly decorated white vinyl cov 
ering. Pink and white acetate gingham lining. Oval mirror 

ide lid. Box measures 4 
musical mo 
Dr. Zhivag 

8C9224—Shi 1399 
Tissue Box. A ptactical gift that helps make her room 
pretty. 5х3 3% inches deep. Tissues oded. 

BC 9148 Shipping weight 4 ounces n» 
4 Musical Photo Cube. ne plastic cube holds five 

Vix inch photos . . n attractive paperweight 
Wind up an iy theme Love 
Story.” 18 Japan 

э» 
Б Table Lamp. Shade is covered in pink and white gingham 

Base and stem are of white wicker with 
am bow trim. Decorative doll is $ inches 

high 3 inches high. 6-foot cord. Uses 60-watt 
bulb (not included). UL listed for 116-120-volt, 60-cycle АС 
8 C 9139— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 11499 

Electric Clock . . indispensable: and it has а decorator 
look. J'z-inch diameter face has easy-to-read numerals. 

sweep second hand. М, 
ang white c 

8с9110—5 

res ót x3 qx! inches high. 6-foot 
2-watts*. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60< AC 

weight 1 pound 4 ounces +1258 
17 Mirror. Helps ber see that she looks ber very best. 615-Inch 

diameter. Back stand. 11x2x11 inches overal 
8C9118-Shipping weight 1 pound 99 

orfully-clad girl bold. 
gingham bow design 

8 Bulletin Board. Decorated with a сс 
ing a puppy. Has pink and whit 

white border i ето. С 4 center, heavy 
1 side panel Мето pad with pink paper, 
1. Heavy hanging hooks and 6 thumb- 

tacks included. 12! gx15^3 inches wide. Imported from Japan. 
309107. hipping weight 1 pour 
Y Diary with Lock and Key. Decorated w 

uppy. Has pin 

looks like a pink 
¡te gingham ribbon, Imported from France 

BC 9098— Shipping weight 7 ounces n» 

ЕГ 

11 Musical Doll with Guitar. Wears a pink dress with pink 
and white gingham ruffle. 7 inches high. 18-note musical 

s Keep Falling On My Head. 
салу way—order by phone. 

ing weight 1 pound эө 

Rain. 

19 Desk Pad Was $4.98 in 1974 Christmas Book. Deco 
4 rated with colorfully-clad girl holding a puppy. Pink and 

white gingham bow d e border in a wicker pat 
Blotter paper cente 
Measures 123x1913 inches wide. Imported from Japan. 

d 12 ounces 43.98 

13 Poirot Bookends. Was 18.98 in 1974 Christmas 
Each C 4 Each в бума! inches alip plastic fou 
: packing protects furniture. Books al 
item Gut Per hiring " P pai 07.98 

Desk Pad | Bookends | Dresser Set 
Only Only Only 

46.98 in 1974 Christ 

$39 $795 $595 

mas Book h and mirror and 7¥%-inch 
ker-look plastic 
геа] or pretend makis 

C $149—Shippin, 1 $ ounces 15.98 

С f you wish . see page 277 
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red, white and bl 
figure is a cerami 
non-slip sponge-rubber. Items 4, S, 

1 Table Lamp. Flame retaróant green shade 
with white gridiron pattern. Uses 60-м. bulb 

(not incl). UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC 
Measures 6x3! x12 in. high. 6-6. cord. 
8C 6443 Shipping weight 2 pounds . ... 11298 

t sturdiness. 

bs. 60. ....9796 

Alarm Clock. 1-day key wind movement 
2V+in. diameter face. 71217 in. high. 

8C 6454 Shipping weight 1 b. 8 oz. 

204 [Sears] 2952. 

1120. 

Cut $1. .o 

BOYS’ DESK AND DRESSER ACCESSORIES 

(1 thru 8) Useful gifts with a football theme. Items 1, 2 
ball uniform, caret 

8 are coordinat 

(4 thru 6) Room accessories printed with matching football scenes. 
4 Desk Pad of heavy cardboard. 12x21 inches w Includes four 

calendar sheets, each with three successive months of 1976. Color 
ful sheets make great wall decorations. 
8 C H457— Shipping weight 2 pounds "un 
Б Bulletin Board has a natural cork с 

Hangers attached for secure wall-mos 
BC &459— Shipping weight 2 pounds 
6 Westebaskat of heavy cardboard 944 inches square ar 

inches high. Each panel has a different action scene. 
BC 8458 Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces "n 

y $3.98 

7 are decorated with a ceramic figure in а hand-painted 
detailed from the stripe on the helmet to the “laces” on the shoes. With the 

football hand-painted in tan with white "lacing." Each ¡tem has a green ceramic base backed with 
with tbe group and are individually described. 

ТТ Poncii Cup Sherpener. 7 in. high 
earthenware cup with plastic manu- 
pencil sharpener in back. Measures 

8 inches high. Buy it the easy way 
der by phone. 

*с6456—5һрє. 10.402. ....2198 
8 2Piece Dresser Set. Was 14.98 

in 1974 Christmas Book. 7! in 
nb with white long green plastic c 

gridiron pattern. 4-in. long nylon briste 
brush with ceramic handle 
8C 6448—Shpg. wt. 1202. na 



BEAUTY BAZAAR 
Beginning Here,9 Pages of Great Gifts for Her 

= 

1 and 2) Febergé Fragrance Sets. . exch with free Fabergé Mani- 
cure Set containing 14 fl. oz. ceramic glaze (base), У, fL oz. nail glaze, 
Vg fl ог. nail glaze remover, 14 0. ог. cuticle remover, Ys oz. cuticle and 
nail cream, emery board, cuticle pusher, cotton pads; white vinyl case. 
1 Tigresa Bath Set. 1 A. os cologne, 5 or- bath powder with fully 

puff . . in familias tiger striped box. Plus free manicure set. 
учн мю 
Q Spray Cologne Foursome. Tigress, Woodhue, Aphrodisia, Flam: 
Беш. „euch a N e borde in ts own clear plastic case. Pus free 

Ficus ertet a qui end war vay to buy it. 
Eat Shipping weight 1 pound мю 

З }4-Piece Manicure Set. 2 scissors, 2 nippers, nail file, tweezer, 
пере and other implementa. White ground lather case: red 

from 7 case from Austria. 
MCI Spp reich D ounces pei "зз 
4 20 Puto Marise Sot. 2 econo пай fle 2 emery board, trem 

‚er, and 4 other implements. Lt. blue ground leather case: navy blue 
Implements from Germany; case from Austria. 

5 C9306— Shipping weight 7 ounces ns 
Б Piece Manicure Set. Scissor, nal file, emery board, tweeser and 4 

‚other implements. Yellow ground leather case; peach locked rayon 
in, Implements Бош Germany, cue from Austria. 
$360— Shipping weight 5 sc na 

Just say "Charge It" when you phone your order. 

6 ирене Makeup Kit Includes 2 shades of lip glosa. „red. pink: 4 

Tec 1 
pink . . plus brush; a mascara wand. Mock tortoise shell plastic case has mirror 
a nie 14. So you сы maka those quick Lach apa any time, Any place. 
8C 4121— Shipping weight 6 ounces 120 

17 Designer Perfumes. Revillon 4, Balmain's Jolie Madame, Raphael's Rep- 
lique. Total of Y4 fl. oz. Mock tortoise shell plastic case. From France. 
5— Shipping weight. эсли 4 ounces Set 1190 

8 Purse-size Hair Care Kit. Mock tortoise abell plastic comb, nylon bristle 
brush, hand mirror. Colorful plastic zipper case . . 444%426%4 inches long. 

BC 9270—Shipping- 4 ounces. na 

ere . remove contents and you have а handy purse. peur 
бүк erde 

Ais [Sear] 205 see page 277. 





SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
(1 thru 8 ) Musical Gifts , . with 18-note movement (item 1 has 12 notes). 
1 Wood Box. “Girl with Umbrella” decorates lid. Plays “Raindrops Keep 
Falling on My Head.” 3Ja5 inches long. Imported from Japan. 

8 9042—Shipping weight 10 ounces 
2 Wood Box. Mirror inlay and “Gay Nineties Lady" adorn lid. Plays 
adie Way We Were” Lift БА to ме mechanism. Sri in, long. Japan, 

BC 9044— Shipping weight 13 ounces » 
$ Powder Box. Gold-color plastic casing, Mirror on inside lid. Powder 
puff incl. Plays music from "Swan Lake.” 4x4xt in. high. Japan. 

8C8313—Shipping weight 10 ounces 

4 Player Plano. Black and white plastic. Metal "roller" behind clear pias- 
tic panel. Plays "Godfather Theme." J! gx2x39, in. high. Japan. 

8C 9255— Shipping weight 9 ounces 

5 Qie-time Phonograph, Metal horn-shaped "speaker": plastic base, 
“turntable.” Plays "Stardust." ax M ix^, in. high. From Japan. 

BC 93 Shipping weight 12 ounces Lr 
6 Decorator Telephone. Clear plastic with gold-color metal and black 

plastic trim. Plays theme from "Love Story.” 51516 in, high. Japan. 
8C 9043—Shipping weight 13 ounces na 

Т Swiss Chalet. Was $4.98 in 1974 Christmas Book. Wood: plastic 
lowers. Plays "Sound of Musie” theme. Styx ost in. high. Japap, 

$C 8315—Shipping weight 12 ounces. 13.98 

B Bird Cage. Was $7.98 in 1974 Christmas Book. Pic base, gold 
color trim. Stands on 4 legs or hangs from hook. Yellow bird in cage 

“dances” to "We've Only Just Begun.” 4лёя$\ y inches high. Japan. 
8 C9316— Shipping weight 1 pound 

°з 

46.98 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
(9 and 10) Aquarius by Max Factor. A favorite fragrance that combines. 
subtle spices with fresh florals, 
9 #C 4225--Cologne Spray Mist. 2% fl. oz. Shpg. wi. 1002. .... #550 
10 £C 4226—Creme Perfume. 13 oz. In gcid-color metal locket. 

Shipping weight $ ounces. “зо 
Buy Aquarius Duo (9 and 10) above. Save #5. Gift Boxed. 
8C 4227—Shipping weight 1 pound мо 
11 fiere Candie Holder of seaming gold color metal 4x6 inches high. 

Pink floral-scented candle included. 
© 9253— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces u 
12 Perfume Tree with 10 French Fragrances. 10 flacons of French 

fumes hang on a gold-color metal tree. Special collection of scents is 
blended and bottled in France . . totals %4 fl. oz. Tree is 3х4: inches high. 
S CA198— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces na 
[$ Mirrored Dresser Tray with filigree gallery of gold-color metal. Cot- 
ton velour backing protects furniture. 8x12 inches long. 

8 C9451— Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 11 од. Each 47 50; 2for $099. 
14 Piece Dresser Ser. 7-in. long nylon comb with gold-color metal 

trim: 13-in. long hand mirror and 10-in. long nylon bristle brush of 
gold-color metal and brocade-design fabric. Brush removes for cleaning. 
BC 9450—Shipping weight each 1 Ib. Sor. Each #7 80:2 for 2090 
Buy Both Mirrored Dresser Tray and 3-Piece Dresser Set (13 and 14) 
above. . Save $5. 
8 C9451— Shipping weight 3 pounds "з 
15 Mirrored Perfume Tray with figreed gold-color metal edge. Nylon 

velour backing protects furniture. Measures 7x1x9 inches long. 5 bot- 
Чез of lovely French perfume included . . total 3 fluid ounce. 
8C 9264—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces D 

MIRRORED DRESSER TRAY and 
3-PIECE DRESSER SET 

ARE $999 “ar 315 total 



1200WATT BLOWORYER $2399 = S N i ie Masaa er [Sears] 2. 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

power 
really fast. Adjustable air a көм 
your hood lets 
JS jumbo alse rollers £ hood belt 
adjusts. Mist spray for use on dry hair. 
fives long-lasting set. Compartment (or 
clips. 4 temperature settings, with or 
without mist, for hair; 2 settings for wigs. 

Vere Sepp we 03 14ba. ... %27.98 

6 700 Watt" Blow-Dryer has 2 speeds, 

plastic cord. 
BC 8708—Shipping wt. 2 Iba. 9 ов. 01199 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Electrical tems are UL listed for 1 10-120 volt, 60-сусів AC Instruction booklet included with each tam. 

Just say "Charge It" when you phone your order. . see page 277 





SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
{1 and 2) Electric Curling Irons curl or help straighten hair 
without rollers or clips or waiting to comb out. Use with or with. 
out mist . . to create mist, add water to unit. Instr. pamphlet incl. 
] УА Сон Mist Curling Iron has an expandable metal curier 

1C 2592— Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. 
Mist Curling Iron. Was $14.98 in 1974 Fall Big Book. Au- 
tomatic thermostat. [nsulated tip. Blue, white plastic housing; 

8C 7762--Shipping weight 14 ounces 18.98 

3 Three-way Heirsetter . . choose Lotion Mist, Mist or Dry 
Set. Lotion Mist Setting combines tiny beads of moisture with 

conditioner to set hair that's ultra-manageable . . helps correct 
dryness, split ends. Mist setting belps create bouncy curis. Dry 

is great for touch-ups. To create mist, add water to unit 
base. For lotion mist, mix conditioner with water. 20 rollers . . 6 

jumbo, 6 large, 4 medium, 4 small. All beat at once . . thermostat 
‘controls beat. Clips, cup for measuring water, refillable bottle with 
conditioner for 10 sets included. Self-contained blue plastic case. 
‘On-off switch. Instruction booklet incl. 450 w.* 6-А. cord. 
8C2810— Shipping weight 7 pounds 5 ounces 
Lotion Conditioner for 8 C 2516 above. for. . . for 32 settings. 
$C 7002— Shipping weight 10 ounces 
uade пева are 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
Д 4Wey Lighted Make-up Mirror. Simulates daylight, home light, evening light, office 

light. Regular mirror flips to magnifier . . S*ix75 in. wide. Side mirrors are Stax5% in. 
high. Overall size: 1142084 in. wide. Light selector bar; on-off switch. 2 recessed 40-watt 
bulbs. Beige and gold-color plastic frame. 80 watts*. 6-foot cord. 
С 8972— Shipping weight ? pounds 10 ounces 

Б Fashion Mirror. Regular; magnifier. . Stiri 
BC 9153—Yellow 86 9152—Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 
6 Portable Lighted Make-up Mirror. 4 recessed bulbs, Regular mirror flips to magnifier 

; + SM in. sq: xl Itó in. wide overall. Metal stand adjusts to angle mirror. Slim 
design . . great for travel. On-olf switch. Lt. pink plastic frame. 40 watts®. 6-foot cord. 
8C 8929—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces mI 

Т Facial Beauty Mist. 3 beat settings Mist regulation dial. Adjustable mist diffuser . - 
protects hairdo. Cup for measuring water incl. Blue plastic base. 130 w®, 6-ft. cord. 

8C 7780--Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces 1099 

8 21 French Perfumes. Total of 195 fluid ounces. Gift boxed. From France. 
BC 4007—Shipping weight 14 ounces 

+1939 

diameter. Plastic frame. 7042217 in. high. 
8C 9151—White 

"эе 

(9 thru 11) Wind Song by Prince Matchabelli . . » modern floral fragrance. 
Y 16 4220—Cologne Spray Mist. 1.8 oz. Shipping weight 4 ounces эл 

10 **1231—Crome Perfume, 1 oz. Shipping weight 2 ounces. 9375 

3 C 4222—Pertume, % f. oz. Shipping weight 1 ounce u 
Buy Wind Song Trio (9, 10, 11) above. . Save #8. Attractive gift box. VOU Sons wert ounces 

1500 

Note for Both Pages: Electrcal items are UL listed for 110-120. 60c AC 

BEAUTY BITS 

WIND SONG FRAGRANCES 
by PRINCE MATCHABELLI 
Buyat 31er $750 
"un $1250 

vatis [Sears] 211 

em | 





SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
and underarms. Steel cutting 1 Estrie Shaver. Head designed for 

blade. Unit is contoured for comfortable Head removes for easy 
[^ plastic case 

‘one for manicuring and one 
=e ШШ bes pl = cet тоо cor, сазе. &-watts*, 6 zl ages Supping weight 1 pound ounces v 
Кз Meere det. Inplement of bor forged зыш 
3 oer Seal tops rk Seater Bue 
Tape vet tng Asst. Bayi te cay Way order Ey 
8C 9020— Shipping weight 8 ounces 11500 
4 Joven Perfume Trio, Includes Musk Oil Perfume, Grass Ой Perfume, 
VSP Perfume. Ya fluid ounce each. Gift box. 

BC 4181—Shipping weight 4 ounces 
Б Joven Musk Oil. v fluid ounce. Gift box. 

MCA 10— Shipping weight 3 ounces 1600 
Buy Jovan Perfume Trio and Musk Oil (4 and 5 ) above. Save 85. 
8C4112— Shipping weight 10 ounces 00 
ss Devon's Intimate Ensemble. Was #16 in 1978 Spring Big Book. Spe- 

of floral scents to create this enchant- 
Toilette Mist in "dia. 

eu Pee ы mth el eo 1n 
metal filigree trim. Attractive. 

47.95 

мо 

токе 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
Love's Fresh Lemon Bath Set. Was $8.50 in 1975 

T Serena trate у) Ve eta Ti 
os. Glossy Splash, LS fl. ог. Smoothing Lotion, 15 oz Body Talc. Borg 
Ege mt mede ient 50 

a TR 
acd Shipping weht [pound EN С 
ee е ‘Shipping wt. 2 lbs. Sor. 299 
9 тө Both Belo jn hand-painted resale ceramic vase. 8 ounces with floral 
ac od Shipping weight | pound û ounces 

Cosmetic Vanit - Ja in 1974 Christmas Book. Made of 

11 елшде! mahogany, VEL Gene heut paste iy Dep 
turquoise ble rayon ling > den. 
8C 9319—Shipping weight 4 pes 4 ounces. 

12 

13 oomph tei one {Sips Swe nt lode 
8C 9551— Shipping weight | pound 4 
14 Sete! 5 Perfumes. 
Graffiti 



10 
Flywheel Bike 
Mow s79 95 

Flexing Exerciser 
toy $219 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
1 Triple Action Bike, Handlebar and seat move in syachronised motion 
as you pedal to simulate the actions of cycling, riding and rowing. Pad: 

дей vinyl-covered seat . „height adjunta. Tubular мен frame. Encased cy 
Cling mechanism. Measures 25x 18x41 V inches high. Sent semi-assem- 

‘Warm-up suit shown is sold on page 224. 
BC 2969%—Shipping weight 22 pounds 1990 

Slant Board has sell-opening, self-locking legs. 3751. test plywood base is padded with polyurethane foam . „covered with gold color v пур Nylon lez band and nylon bandgrips give support as you exercise. уу inches long Тоа to 19 aid inches long. Sent amsembled- SC I9 1C— Shipping weight 18 pounds өөө 

for tummy tientas >» бе са side 
Med ade o buy when you Jus use d plone any to buy when you just use ч петинен Shipping weicht 22 pounds 121.98 
4 Single Post Belt Lean back on 3-inch wide beit for a vibrat 
ing massage. Single speed Stamped steel housing. Wood base. мшу 

steel frame. 323 4x17 1420 inches high. vs HP motor. 275- жаце. 6-loot 
Cord. Semi-assembled. Warm-up suit sold on page 224. 
8C 29958 Shipping weight 47 pounds 15099 

5 ОУ Bike. Was 489.95 in our 1975 Home Health Care Book 
Flywheel construction lets you enjoy а steady, smooth pedaling action. 

You set the pace . . tension control adjusts for an easy or more challenging fide -odometer, Padded, inyl-covered vat - height adjusts Brown baked enamel on welded steel frame. 29102180543" inches high. Semi assembled. War up sukt sold on page 224 
VE 2809€ Shipping weight 31 pounds 179.95 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 
Whirlpool Bath. Was 499.95 in our 1975 Spring Big Book. Enjoy 
the benefits of hydrotherapy right in your own home, Many doctors 

claim that regular use may temporary releve the pain of arthritis, neuritis, 
sora and ers ү esmalte circulation. Grgat, аро for ha els 
ТМ and unwinding. Regulate temperature of water by drawing a bath you 
M eod rr dk Refs Irak of massage by choosing Mah. medium 
Of low speed. Jet spray rotates a full 390. Pump delivers 37 gallons of water 
per minute ai High setting. Motor develops t, maximum HP. Built-in auto, 
айс shut-off timer sets massage up to 60 minutes. For safety, all electrical 
part are ly ulated und culate tu i Heavy duty bone color plastic 
Rousing. 20! zxhx13 inches high. 225 watt. foot cord. 
4 22581 —Shipping weight 22 pounds. 189.95 

17 Vibrating Deep Heat Backrest plus free Sacro Attachment. Sepa: 
rately total $34.99 in 1975 Fall Big Book. Unit helps induce general 

relaxation . plastic attachment bringa concentrated relief to lower 
‘S-way control high or low heat; vigorous or gentle massage; any heat 

and Combination, Foam cuslióned vay! © Contoured 
headrest. Use sitting or lying. 14x2x31%4 in. long. 70-w.*. T! rft. cord. 
1C 2213—Shipping weight 8 pounds 7 ounces 

«speed Swedishstyle Hest with Solid State Circuitry 
8 or enger more retatie uss. Was $29.88 in our 1975 Spring Big 
Book. 2-spced motor tranafers vibrations to fingers to belp simulate а pro- 
fessional type rub-down. 2 beat settings, 2 massage settings . . enjoy mas- 
sage with or without heat. Spring straps with rubber pads cushion hand for 
‘comfortable use. Blue nylon housing. 24 watts®. 6¥ foot cord. 
1C 2285—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 125.88 

12099 

Note for Both Pages. The exercisers are designed for home, not commarcai 
use. They эге not prime sources of weight reducoon and should be used in 
program of diet and exercit planned by a doctor For "N- rama (as ё C 2895 
see N^ suth UL lated jo, 110-1204. 604 AC 

aco бома бит 

Buy Vibrating Deep-Heat 
Backrest for $29.99 

. „Get Sacro Attachment 

FREE 



SEARS BEST . 

COURIER’ LUGGAGE | 
every item reduced 

WOMEN'S 3-PC. SET 
{A.B and C in choles of 4 coloni) 

Save ‘27 
(compared to 1975 Spring 

SEARS BEST: COURIER® LUGGAGE is made exclusively for 
Sears by SAMSONITES. Streamlined for beauty and durability. 
Molded Cases (A. B, D. F, G, Н. J). Strong puncture-resistant ther- 
moplastic shell. Fine quality lightweight magnesium frame. Sturdy 
chrome-plated metal lift-locks, recessed for protection and sleek ap- 
pearance. Plated steel hinges. Rayon and acetate lining complements 
color of case. Cases (A. B, Н, J) have divider to keep clothes neatly in 
place. Women's cases (A, B) have snap-out acetate pocket. Cosmetic 
сазе (D) has lift-out tray, mirror and four wall-pockets. Women's and 
men's attache cases (F, С) have lid fle. 
Coordinated Softside Bags (C and E). Softly-grained vinyl on vinyl 
back. Both have long top zipper closure; inside zippered pocket. 
Shoulder tote bag (C) has adjustable strap and outside flap-pocket 
‘with metal turn-lock. Tote bag (E) has outside slip-in pocket. 

MEN'S 2PC, SET WOMEN'S CASES, TOTE BAGS AND ATTACHE CASE 
(M and J in choice of 2 coloni] Pasa ттм ста norte E (men баат god 

СЕ IE 
Gimme | Tan Te Tale m WESS ИТО ЕНИ esoo | 8200 Eoo] i $300 

(compared to 1975 Spring Big Book piece prices) ^ | 00 

Convenient luggage carrier . . aluminum 
rod extends from 175 to 38 in. and at 
taches to a 13x2-in. Cycolac* plastic base 
ов two rubber wheels; elasticized cord 

SAVE $27.00 when you buy Women's 3plece Set . . includes 26%-inch 
Pullman Case. Weekend Case and Shoulder Tote Bag. If bought separately 
1975 Spring Big Book prices totaled $146.00. 

COMPACT TRAVEL CADDY © 

\ 14 CSABLSH— Slate color number, Shipping weight 27 pounds .....Se#119.00 
stretches over luggage to keep it in place; = е 
aluminum rod supports case at back. Hume ides 
Holds up to 60 Ibs. Unassembled (in ST 
structions included). Pieces fit into = EDD haje eta] ш ШИЕ СН = 
18xSx4-in. black vinyl zippered carrying Date IE ПИН [ "um | 
tote with identification tag. Buy it tbe NESCIUS ННВ 28 28 
op cue t piu. ESTEE aci ati 3118|] Meses | 

© 9902 Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz... 42100 ui BE (5:04 пи | di 88 
een SAVE $24.00 when you buy Men's 2 piece Set (Three-sulter Case and Com- 

panion Case). Separately, 1975 Spring Big Book prices totaled $116.00. 
M C 9944124 —Siale color number, Shipping weight 24 pounds Se 592.00 216 [Sears] tit, 



ANY LUGGAGE SET 
ON THIS PAGE 

29" 
4-PIECE NESTED LUGGAGE SET 

in case and weekend case 
have cellulose fiberboard shell covered with textured vinyl. Both have 
recessed, spring-action metal locks; 2 keys; tongue-and-groove alumi- 
num closure; quilted vinyl lining: two rayon snap-out pockets. 
(C and D) Softside Bags. Dress bag of lightweight textured vinyl 
has full-length zipper; holds 3 dresses. Tote bag of textured exp 
vinyl has adjustable shoulder outside flap-pocket wi 
lock; top zipper closure; vinyl lining. 

ЖИПТИ th | 1290 
T | doo o | 1049 

If bought separately prices tot 
14C9T14CH—Slate color number. Set $29.99 

4-PIECE NESTED LUGGAGE SET 
2 semimolded cases and 2 coordina 

(E and F ) Semimolded Cases. Black only. 2-suiter case and com- 
panion case have cellulose fiberboard shell covered with textured vi 
nyl; recessed spring-action metal locks; 2 keys; aluminum closure. 
Quilted viny! lining; straps to hold clothes neatly in place. 
(G and Н) Softside Pieces. Black only. Suit bag of lightweight te 
tured vinyl has full-length zipper; holds two suits. Port 
tured expanded vinyl has top zipper closure: outside zipper pocket. 

| dacos | 1448 
i| Mew | 300 

jin» (ilil Uco) | 899 
Save 41248 on 4.piece Set (items E F, G and Н). 
If bought separately prices total $42. 
14C 9119C—Shipping weight set 17 pounds. Set 129.99 

3-PIECE NESTED SOFTSIDE LUGGAGE SET 
2 cases anda ated shoulder tote bag 

J Textured expanded vinyl backed with cotton. Junior pullman case 
and weekend case have aluminum zipper closure around three 

sides; the two parts of zipper meet at center top with tuck-lock, two 
eys. Padded handle. Shoulder tote has an adjustable strap with 

buckle and shoulder guard: outside ripper pocket: long top zipper 
with tuck-lock, two keys. All have a vinyl-lined inside alip-in pocket 
and an outside slip-in pocket. Jr. Pullman case measures about 
22x15x6 inches deep, weekend case about 21x13x5 inches deep, tote 
bag about 15x11x5 inches deep, Imported from Korea. 

mbe 22-096 59-0 gols 
14 C 9802CH—Shipping weight set 10 pounds. 

MOLDED 
ATTACHE CASE 

Now also in dark brown. The sturdy, richly grained thermoplas- 
grained vinyl strip stitched all around 

vinyl lining. Alumi- 
num frame has vinyl inlay that matches color of case, Molded 
vinyl handle. Recessed spring-action chrome-plated locks; two 
keys. 4-section lid file. About 18x13x5 inches deep. 
14 C 8102—Dark brown 14 C 8096—Black 
We. 6 lbs. Was $24.50 in our 1975 Spring Big Book.. Now 922.80 

4-PIECE NESTED SET 
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Hooded Warm
-ups 

"(92 
opalar new style nylon PO has light acrylic pile Un 

pockets, zip front. nylon ri
ng waist. Koit culis ‘on raglan 

sleeves 
Men's and Misses 

Regular sizes 

M. Lor XL. got number sine Se Chart 1 

C ose Navy blue "1999 

2 XL. pat number зін. Ses Chart 1 below 
right 

C cae Navy blur 
—Тал 

Ripping weight 1 pound 6 оше e 
42190 

[Sears 

Men's and Mis
ses 

Regular sizes 

(3 and 4) Warm
 ию ж 

(3 er man made fibers Uns 

QS. front. Upper patch : 

ulis. Shirt style bottom- 

Regular, State letter SUR X5, S, M, Lor XL met namen. sit 

Mig азо Green PIA ^" 
Tie с aoso- Blue Pint 

Glipping weight 2 pounds ounces
 

29 

y number sist- 
lbs. (or... 62199 



jens’ and Misses 
Regular sizes 

29% 
Mountain Jacket

 
Warm DuPont Dacron* polyester Fiberfill I 

provides the took o
f down in a lightweight ny

lon 

jacket that's quilted inside and 
out 

Lower slash bi me: 
calls Hip length. Mac 

'egular, State lette 

ure. Sein sleeves b 
те Chart 1 om foring papt 

chart 1, facing page. 

2045 
2) das Orange 
рим weight 1 pound 12 ounces 

лепог size M, L or XL mot number si 1 on facing page. 

LE Оу 4С Bataat Navy не 

5 thru 8) Ski Ою" 
Knuckle pad an 
sueded leather. Ri 
Packed with polyu: 
Sizes XS(1-113): 
1110-104 3). Su 
EST M, L XL, noi number ны. 
size XS sr13arOrang

e and brown 

{0 33 € sri Dark green 
(6) Sic sitar Light blue, navy 
(à) 33 6 571317——Хауу 
Shipping weight 8 ounces u 
мр DuPont T.M 





Men's regula: 
Misses sues 

lit leather shell 
‘hat zips in 

ET 
‘Stale chest sist 
36, 38, 40, 42, 
"йк. 
sich 
SES 

Shipping weighs each 3 рош 
ИН eben you buy two о 
Price lor one медед split eather sbell 

lic pile liner that zips in 

at lining. Two pockets 

Assembled in Меліс 

h 3 pound 
two or more 

Men's tal sizes cover 5 ft 112.100 f Sin). State chest 

Wer 36, 35, 40, 41. 44 or 46. 

(ssıcstarer—Tan 
(se stur Dk brown. 

Each 140.98 
p 

Men's regular and Misses sizes 

(б end 6) Split cow
hide көш 

e (or men and women. Y 
bave shirt cu 
ар-ар». Cof 

Mors regular sizes: See cse su 294 3610 46. 

MS yas c 6291 Buck white 

(6) xas c ea282— Cop
per. 

Men's 
(5) хав 
(6) xs c64 





The 

Natural 

Look of 

Bulky 
Knits 

128 
1 Fisherman Knit Turtleneck

 



PERMA-PRE
ST 

Fleeced 

Separates 

The Top 

ii 
(rero 
lanê acrylic 

— XL 

order for wo Qe Conversion Chart 1 

below. 
Delon с areni- Nam; 

жа, white, navy stripes 

(3) à c aene Maie swith light blue 
Maite and maize stripes 

A white, navy stripes 
maize, 

avy stripes paca 
4) 41C 416227— ma 



Fleeced Sportswear 5099 ~- j 







featuring Corduroy 



A i in 
the King's Road Shop 
where the girls can 
wear the outfit, too 

(1 thru 3) Corduroy Outer Shirt. 50% polyester, 
50% cotton. Long point collar, snap closures. Long 
sleeves. Square bottom. side vents. Hip length styl- 
ing. Front, back yoke treatment, front yoke points. 
become flaps for chest pockets. Single snap cuffs 
and flaps. “Hands Off"e tag. Machine wash. 
warm; tumble dry. Men's chest sizes XS(30-32) 
S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). Stato 
letter size XS, S. M. L or XL. not number sis. To 
order women's sizes, see Chart 1 below. 
(1) 41 C 774871 Green 
(2) 41 € T4B8I— Tan. 
(3) 41 © 77486/—Medium blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. ses 
(4 thru 6 ) Corduroy Flared Jeans. PERMA. 
PREST® fabric of 50% polyester, 50% cotton. 
Styled with front and back patch pockets, wide belt 
loops. Button waist closure, zipper fly. Hemmed 
bottoms. “Hands Off"$ tag on right back pocket 
Trim fit. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. No 
ironing needed. To order, state waist in inches, then 
inseam as leiter $, M or L from this chart. 

at the bottom of this page. 
) 41C 24412F—Green 

(5) 41C24414F—Tan 

"зе 
Budweiser* buckle Belt. Brown full-grain 
harness leather; measures 1%4 inches wide. An 

tiqued brass-plated metal buckle is an authentic re 
production of a Budweiser® label. State езе weist 
size 30 lo 44 inches. Due lo viole laws mol for sale lo 
customers in Alabama ond Virginia 
33 C46814GF— Shipping weight 9 ог. мю 

man's san S or M jener XS 
the fullest 

1: Outer Shirt Conversion Chart for women 

Hands 

Off 
Creatively designed 
sportswear for 
today's casual look 

8 Woven Shirt. floral patterned Western 
yoke. 100% cotton. Natural color body; 

blue yoke. Long point banded collar, perma- 
nent stays. Wooden buttons. Inverted pleat 
chest pockets; button-thru flaps. Long 
sleeves. 1-button pointed cuffs. Shirttail bot- 
tom. Trim fit. Machine wash, warm; tumble 
dry, Neck sizes XS(13-133). S(14-1415); М(15- 

J; 1416-1644): XL(17-1714). State letter size 
XS, S. M, L or XL, mal mumber sine. 
41C 79812. Shipping weight 12 or. #1208 
Q Crewneck Sweater. Jacquard stitch pullover 

with reindeer scene on chest, back, long sleeves. 
Wintuk yarn of 100% Orlon* acrylic. Double fab- 
тіс crewneck. Rib knit cuffs, bottom. Brown, blue, 
white. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Chest 
sizes (34-36); M(38-40); 142-44); XL(46-48). 
State letter size S, М, L or XL. not number sise 
41 C 36005F—Shipping weight 14 oz. vu 
10 Knit Shirt with allover teat pattern. Deep 

brown ground. 100% polyester Ultriana® 
knit. Long point collar, placket front. Long sleeves 
with 1-button cuffs, Square bottom. Trim Regular 
fit. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. Chest sizes 
S(34-36); М(38-40); L(42- 44); XL(46-48). State 
letter size S, M, L or XL mot number size 
41 C90976F—Shipping weight 8 ог. 1200 
]] Woven Shirt allover paisley pattern. Pale 

green pattern. Western-styled front yoke, 
scalloped back yoke. 100% cotton. Long point 
banded collar, permanent stays. Placket front. 
Simulated pearl snap closures, Double snap. 
notched cuffs. Long sleeves. Shirttail bottom. Trim 
fit for the younger man. Machine wash, warm: 
tumble dry. Neck sizes XS(13-134); S(14-1444) 
M(1S-15¥4); 1416-1644); XL(17-1794). State let 
ter size XS, 5. M, L or XL mol number size 
41C79518F—Shipping weight 12 oz. 



feoturing 

230 [Sears] 202, Brurhe 

Creatively designed 
sportswear for 

today's casual look 

1 Brushed denim Outer Shirt. 50% polyester, 
50% cotton. Waist length: adjustable-side 

tabs. Front and back yokes. 3-panel back, V-in- 
sert panel front from pockets to waistband. Con- 
trast stitching on major seams. 6-snap front clo 
sure, two chest pockets with pointed-snap flaps. 
Single-snap cuffs. "Hands Offe" tag. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. Men's chest sizes 
XS(30-32); S(34-36); M(38-40); 1442-44); 
XL(46-48). State letter size XS. S, M, L or XL. 
‘nol number size. To order for women, see Size Con. 
version Chart 1 om page 229. 
ATCTMBN—LL.biue — 41 77489F-Tan 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 11590 

Brushed denim flared Jeans. PERMA- 
PRESTS fabric of 50%, polyester, 50% cot 

ton. Scoop front pockets, patch back pockets 
Wide belt loops. Matched stitching. Button waist 
closure, zipper fly. Hemmed bottoms. “Hands 
Ofte” tag on right back pocket. Trim № Tight 
fit. For slim builds, Machine wash, warm: tumble 
dry. No iron. Ts order, state waist im inches, then 
inseam as letter S, M or L from this chart 
Wass ches 30.31-32.33. 34.36.38 
Inseam. ches 512970. MG IL UBI 
To order for women, see Size Conversion Chart 2 
om page 229. 
412440114. blue — 41 C24404F—Tan 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 41298 
3 Longsleeve Sweater Shirt of 100% Orlont 

acrylic. Collar and 5-button set-in placket. 
Buttoned shoulder epaulets. One chest pocket. 
Rib knit cuffs and bottom. Bone color. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36) 
M(38-40); 142-44); XL(46-48). State letter 
size 5, M, ог XL. mot number sise. 
41C82461F— Shipping weight 13 ounces ..#10.99 
4 Printknit Sport Shirt in a blend of 65% ace- 

tate, 35% nylon. Long-point collar, full-but- 
ton placket front. Long sleeves with single-but- 
ton cuffs. Color-matched buttons. Square bot- 
tom. Trim Regular fit for average builds. Tan 
all-over print. Machine wash, cold; line dry. 
Chest sizes S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44); 
XL(46-48). State letter size S. M, L or XL. mol 
number size. 
41 C91008F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 1990 
(5 and 6) Sueded cowhide Belt. Marble-look 
shaggy sueded cowhide lined with simulated 
Suede material. Contrast saddle stitching. 1%4 in. 
wide. Gold-color metal buckle. To order, state even 
weist size 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 or Hin. 
(5) 33C 46822F—Blue (6) 23 C 46821F—Brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces мю 
"Reg. DuPont TM. 



eoturin 

re-washed 
Denim 

Pre-washed blue denim Outer Shirt." 100% 
(13% oz.) cotton. Waist length; front, back yokes. 

3-panel back, V-insert panel front. 2 flapped chest 
pockets. Adjustable side tabs at waistband. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. Men's chest sizes XS(30-32) 
SCH-36); (38-40); L(42-4): XL(46-48). State let 
ter size XS, S, М, L or XL. то! number size. Order yon 
normal site. To order for women, see Size Conversion 
Chart Chart 1, page 229. 
41CTT482F Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oc. 11598 

Pre-washed blue denim flared Jeans.” Authentic 
blue jeans of heavyweight (13% 02.) 100% cotton. 

Scoop front pockets, patch back pockets. Wide belt 
loops. One-button waist closure, zip fly. Hemmed bot 
toms. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 

Trim N' Tight. For im bullds. See Guide to Figure 
Fit, page 239. State waist in inches, then inseam as letter 
S, M, L or XL from this chart. Order your normal sise. 

ping weight 1b. 4 az 
Trim Regular. For average builds. See Guide to Figure 
Fit, page 239, Stale waist ія inches, then inseam as Iter 
5, M or L from this chart Order your normal sist 

ээр MG 33 
For women, see Size Conversion Chart 2 оп page 229, 
41C 24508F— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. n2 

Blue floral pattern woven Shirt. 100% cotton. 
Long sleeves. Long point banded collar, permanent 

stays, Western front yoke, scalloped back yoke. One 
button pointed cuffs. Wooden buttons. Square bottom. 
Darted back. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Neck 
sizes XS(13-1313): S(14 M(15-15%4); L(16- 
16%); XL(17-1714). State letter size XS, S. M, L or 
XL. moi number sise. 
41€ 79513F— Shipping weight 12 ounces. (299 
10 Faded blue denim-took Belt. 1%, inches wide 

Antiqued man-made materíal. White saddle 
stitched border. Polished gold-color metal buckle. State 
men waist sise 30 lo 44 inches 
33 C 48809F—Shipping weight 6 ounces 1500 

Keg wreaking and mading are normal win v 
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KI NGS ROAD” 
COLLECTION 

1 Turtleneck Sweeter. Gold solid color. Soft 100% Orlon* acrylic 
interlock knit. Long sleeves. Full turn-down turtleneck collar. 

Rib knit cuffs and bottom. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. Chest 
sizes S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL( 46-48). State letter size 5, 
M. L or XL, mol number size 
41 C 364045 Shipping weight 8 ounces 1999 

(2 thru 5) Sport Shirts. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Trim 
Regular cut. Long sleeves, hemmed square bottom. 
Q Solid color. Sears Best. PERMA-PREST® fabric of 100% wo- 

ven polyester. Long point banded collar with permanent stays. 
Two chest pockets with button-thru flaps. 1-button notched cuffs. 
Black contrast stitching. No ironing needed. Hong Kong. Neck sizes 
(14-14%); М(15-15% KL(17-1733), State letter 
‘size S, M, L or XL. mot number site. Gray 
410 767777 Shipping weight 8 ounces Т 
$ Stripe print. 100% polyester Ultriana® кай. Long point collar 

plain front. One-button cuffs. Color-matched buttons. Chest 
sizes S(34-36); M(38-40); 1442-44); XL(46-48). State letter size 5. 
M, Lor XL, nal number sise, Black, gold, white, 
41C90979F—Shipping weight 8 ounces 11399 

‘Solid color. 100% polyester knit. Long point collar. Two chest 
pockets with notched button-thru flaps. 1-button notched cuffs. 

Gold contrast stitching. Chest sizes S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42-44) 
XL(46-48). State letter size S, M, L or XL. то! number site. Black. 
41C90975/—Shipping weight В ounces "9 
5 Plaid print. 100% polyester Ulrianae кай. Long point collar, 

plain front. 1-button cuffs. Chest sizes S(34-36); M( 38-40) 
(42-44): XL(46-48). State letter size S, M. L or XL. not number 
size. White, black, gray, gold. 
41 090978 —Shipping weight 8 ounces n. 

Double Knit Outer Shirt. 100% Trevira® polyester double knit. 
Hip length. Long point banded collar. Square bottom with side 

vents. 2 chest pockets: button-thru flaps. One-button pointed cuffs. 
Contrast stitching. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. Chest sizes 
S(34-36); М(38-40); 1442-44); ХЫ 46-48). State letter size S, M. L 
or XL, not number size. Black. 
41C 77468F-—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces nase 

i$ Sweater. Wintuk yarn of 100% Orlon* 
acrylic. All-over cable stitch in heather gray with black and 

white stripe accent trim. Rib knit armholes, neck and bottom band. 
Machine wash, warm temperature; tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34- 
36); M 38-40); 142-9); XL(46-48). State letter size 5, M, L or 
XL. not number sise. 
41€ 30030F—Shipping weight 10 ounces mr 

(8 thru 11) Sears Best Double Knit Flared Slacks. 100% textur 
ized Trevira® polyester. PERMA-PREST® fabric . „machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry. No iron. Siant front pockets, set-in back pockets. 
Wide belt loops. Hemmed bottoms. Stretch Ban-Rol® waistband for 
comfort, helps prevent waistband rollover, 

(8) 41C BI782.—Black. gold, 
(9) 41 C 81781F—Gray, gold, black plaid 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 11099 
Full Cut. For huskier builds. To order, state waist im inches, йеп in- 
seam аз leier S, M or L from Chart В below 
(8) 41C $0862F—Black, gold, gray plaid 
(9) 41 © 50881F—Gray, gold, black plaid 
Shipping weight ! pound 4 ounces. ma 
Solid color Slacks, 
Trim Regular. For average builds. To order, stale waist in inches, then 
inseam аз letter S, M or L from Chart A below 
(10) 41C 81762F—Heather gray (11) 41 C 81674F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $16.99 
Full Cut, For huskier builds. To order, state waist im inches, them im 

m as eiler S, M or L from Chart C below 
(10) 41 € 50072 —Heather gray (11) 41 C Sosasr—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 11790 

3, M9. 032 
EDEN 

12 Leather Bott. Top grain cowhide, 1 in, wide, Fine edge stitch 
ing. Silver and gold-color metal buckle in today's latest styling- 

Black. To order, state esen waist size 30 lo 44 in 
33 C 46203 Shipping weight $ ounces 4750 
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(with accents 
of red 

Outer Shirts. 

(1 thru 4) Double Knit Outer Shirts. The leisure-look of 

= 

E. y 

today in coordinating solic 4 100% polyes- 

point banded coll button placket fr 
tom with vented sides. Buy it the easy way 
Chest sizes S(34-36 inches); M(38-40);L(4 
1 Solid navy. F: 

leat chest pockets wi 
n pointed cuffs. Col 

warm:tumbledry. St 

41C 77467F— Shipping w 
Navy and red plaid. 2 poi ockets with pointed 
button-thru flaps. Long 1-button pointed 

cuffs. Color-maiched buttons. Machine wash, warm; tumble 
е letter size S, M, L or XL, nei number 

ipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces IT 
Navy and dark green tartan plaid. Classic and versatile, 
it's neatly finished with 2 chest pockets that have pointed 

button-thru flaps. Long sleeves. One-button pointed cuff 
buttons, Machine wash, warm temperature; tumble 

dry, State letter size S, M, L or XL. mol number size 
41 C 77484F Shipping weight 2 pounds mI 
Д Solid green, Front yoke, two chest pockets with pointed 

button-thru flaps. Long sleeves. One-button pointed cuf 
Matching marbleised plastic buttons. Machine wash, warm; 
tumble dry. State letter size S, M, L or XL, mot number s 
41 C 774835 Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces a 

ished with a fro 
yutton-thru flaps. Long sleeves, 

1 yoke and two inverted 

ine wash, 

^ 1990 

Slacks 
(5 thru 8) Sears Best Double Knit Flared Slacks. 100' 
texturized Trevira® polyester. PERMA-PREST® fabric for 
easy no Machine wash, warm temperature and tum. 
ble dry. S int pockets, set-in back pockets. Wide belt 
loops. Hemmed bottoms. Stretch Вал. Кое waistband, helps 

prevent rollover. Available in Trim Regular cut for average 
builds; Full Cut styling for huskier build. Be sure of correct fit 

Fit on page 
Trim Regular cut . . Solids and Plaids, To ord 
in inches, then inseam as leer 8, M or L from Chart 

see Guide to Fig 

CHART [Уй 

(57 41€ в1776#-Хауу, red plaid 
(6) 41C B1750F-Navy sol n solid 
(8) а1 С 81778 -Navy am 
Shipping weis? ncs on 
Full Cut. . Solids. To orde 
letter S. M or L Chart 2 

ART 

pound 2 o 
эн in inches, them inseam as 

1 51291 iso) ыз? 
TOPS Navy sold (7) 41 €60807F-Green solid 
u weight 1 pound 4 ounces 799 

Full Cut ate weist in inche, then inseam as 
letter 8, М, or L from Chart 3 
CHART [Waist 36.38 4 

3 9. M3 
5) 4YESOE76F—Navy. red plaid 
(8) 41 C50877F— Navy, dark green tartan plaid 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces Tm 

Sweater 
(9 thru 11) Turtleneck Sweater. 100% Orlon* acryti 
lock knit for softness and shape-retaining quality 
sleeves. Full turn-down turtleneck collar. Rib knit cuffs and 
bottom. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34 
36); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48). State letter size S, M, L 
ог XL, mot number sis 
(9) 41 C 26309F- White 
WO) 4rC3 ridere (1) 41 COMO 
Shipping weight & "з 

Belt 
(12 and 13) Lesther Belt. T 

Fine edge stitching. Silver 
temporary styling. State езен waist sise 30, 32, 34, 36, 38,40, 

44 inche 
2) 33€ 46209F-Dark green (13) 33 € 46208 Nas 

Shipping weight 6 ounces 1650 

^ М [Sears] 235 
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Sweaters 
1 Cardigan of 100% acrylic, links 

stitch, Five-button front. Long sleeve 
tan sweater features blue stripes on 
sewn-on ribbed front border, cuffs and 
bottom. Machine wash, warm: tumble 
dry. Chest sizes (4-36 inches); M(38- 
40); L(42-44) and XL(46-48). 

State letter size 5. M, L or XL. not 
number sie. 
41C38333F—Shpg. wt, 13 oz. .....91499 

Turtleneck sweater shirt of 100% 
acrylic. Ribbed knit cuffs on long 

sleeves and bottom. Brown with twin 
track blue trim on full turn-down collar. 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Chest 
‘sizes S(34-36 in.): M( 38-40); 1442-4); 

ize S, M, Lor XL, mol 

ATCS3482F— Shpg. WL 1302. .....41098 

3 Creveneck pullover of 100% acrylic 
in а durable links stitch. Tan with 

narrow, blue horizontal stripes. Double- 
fabric neck, ribbed cuffs and bottom. 
Long sleeves. Machine washable, warm; 
tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36 inches); 
M(38-40), 142-4) and XL/46-48). 

State letter size S, M, L or XL, moi 
number sie. 
41C36123F—Shpy. wt. 130r. .....01208 

Sport Shirts 
Д Short sleeve pullover shirt. Easy- 

front with blue horizontal stripes; solid 
tan back and sleeves. Dyed to match but- 
tons. Square bottom. Trim Regular cut 
for average builds. Machine wash, warm: 
tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36 inches): 

42-44) and XL(46-48). 
S, M, Lor XL, mot 

Drei m 

Б Long sleeve shirt with full button 
front, Tan pattern fabric of 100% 

polyester. Simulated long-point banded 
collar with permanent stays. Plain front 
with round ecru buttons. Chest pocket. 
‘Two-button cuffs. Square bottom. Trim 
Regular cut for average builds. Machine 
wash in warm water; tumble dry. Neck 
sizes S(14- 144 inches); M(1-15*3); 
116-164) and XL(17-1714). 

State letter size S. M, L or XL, mol 
umber vise. 
A1CT952 1F—Shpe? wt. 7 ог. ......81399. 

Slacks 
(6 and 7) Sears Best flareieg slacks 
of 100% texturized Trevira polyester 
knit twill. PERMA-PREST® fabric 
means no ironing when machine washed, 
warm; tumble dried. Hemmed bottoms, 
‘Slant front pockets, two set-in back pock- 
ets. Stretch Ban-Rolé waistband. Nylon 

Wide belt loops. 
Regular cut for 

MA E 
H Н? 
chart 
Wait inches. TT 
30,32, 34.36. 38] 8129/44 man) 
3234.36.38 ...| SOVE мз. U33) 
(6) 41 C 816856 Medium blue. 
(7) 41 C 816895—Tan 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 202. nes 
Full Cut. State waist size im inches, then 
inseam as S, М or L from йиз chart 

Waist inches inseam. ches. 
34.36.38. 40. 42.448129; M30 
36.38. 20.42 .......18129} M30) 32) 
(6) 41 C SO839F— Medium blue. 
(T) 41 C SOB88F— Tan 
Shipping weight 1 b, 4 oz... 91799 



Double knit Leisure Coordinates 
Save *5 when you buy Üuter Shirt and Slacks together 

Slacks Outer S 

16% 149 | 99 sagi 



by 8 UN 

PERMA-PREST* double knit Flared Slacks 
in rich, traditional plaids 

Trim N' Tight $ 1 599 | Trim Regular $ 1622 

(1 thru 3) Sears Best. PERMA-PREST® fabric of 100% Trevira® polyester . . no ironing 
necessary when slacks are machine wasbed with similar colors, warm: tumble dried. Slant front 
pockets, Mapped back pockets. Wide belt loops. Hemmed bottoms. Zipper fly. See guide to fit 
information for Trim N’ Tight and Trim Regular cuts оя facing page. 

Trim N' Tight Trim Regular 
For slim builds. Slipnot® waistband lining. For average builds. Ваз Које waistband lining. 
‘State waist in inches, йеп inseam as leer S, М or State waist im inches, then inseam as leer S, M or 
from this chart. L from this chart. 
West inches... Г 30 3334.36 38 Want ches 31:34:38 38 
inseam. inches |... SQ MITE U33]  inssem. inches — S299: MG 1): L33 
(1) 41 € 244236 Brown plaid (a 
(2) 41 C 244211—Blve plaid (2) ат 
(3), 41 C 24422 Green plaid {3) а1 C B17876-Green plaid 

ping weight 1 pound 4 ounces.......01899 — Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ...... 016 

Ribbed Orlon* Turtieneck Sweater 

(4 thru 9) Wintuk yarn of 100% Orlon* acrylic. Full turn-down collar. Long sleeves. Made to 
retain its shape, size. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36 in. J; М(38-40); L(42- 
44): XL(46-48). State letter size S, M, L or XL. mot number sise. 
(4) 41 C 37029F—Natural (6) «1С 37023F—Bark brown (8) 41 C 32024F—Camel tan 
(5) 41 C370265—Wine (7) 41€ 37027T—Navy (9) 41 € 370221— Spruce green 
Shipping weight 1 pound +1299 See Dota TM 



ER teni gore 
PERMA-PREST* 
Double-knit Slacks 

of TREVIRA* polyester 
Choose regular leg or flared leg 

51299. | $139 
(1 thru 7) KINGS ROAD™ slacks 
weave of 100% texturized 
PERMA-PREST® fabric 

a birds-eye 

cuífless bottoms. Maxi 
See Guide to Figure Fit 

3) 41081691 
4) 41081699 
Shipping weight 1 

алсалеввғ- Віа, 

Foll Cut with regular leg. 

983F-Nav 
(6) 41C50884F Heather 

(3) 41 gray 
Gja 41C50987F-Black 

pound 4 ounces $1399 
Trim Regular with flared leg. State waist 
йен inseam as leiter S, M or L from this 

41C81855F-Lt blue. 
aıcaıssar-Tan (7) 41087857F-Bilas 
ping weight 1 pound 11299 

Full Cut with flared leg. Stale waist in inches, ¿hen 
inseam as letter S, M or С from this ch 

1) 41C80098f-Brown 
2) 41C50891F-Dk. grn (6) 41CS0984F-Heather 
3) 41CSOS99F-LL. b era, 

s1csops7r-Blsck 
punces 11399 

(8 and 9) Top 
leath ining 

metal buckle is gol 

8) 3304621 1F-Br 

ber Single-row sti 

34, 36, 38, 40, 42 or 44 inches, 

GUIDE TO FIGURE FIT 

Trim N Trim Regular 
Tight 



Richly textured Pullover Knits 
in scramble stitch or cable patterns 

Heather toned scramble-stitch knits Solid color cable knits 

$1199 2 | %1099 =: 
SALE (4 thru 11) D le m 

XL(46-48 

1) Short sleeves. 



Luxurious long-sleeve 
Crepe Sport Shirts 
PERMA-PREST® fal 

(1 thru 10) Trim Res 
builds, Long point 



Polka-dot full button-front Shirt 

$999 

Solid-color full button-front Shirt 
$899 | $799 



A hna tre 

‘ = Updated Fashions 
А E for today's young man 

Stripe pattern Leisure-styled Two-piece Set . Antique Auto pattern 
Crew-neck Sweater Outer Shirt plus Sport Shirt Crew-neck Sweater 

$1399 

(5 thru 7) Muted 
for am antique car m 
color back and sleev 
neck. Rib knit cuff 

neck. Rib кай cuffs and Г d A 
wash, warm; tumble dry, Chest sizes Sí < 59 Lor 44); XL(46-48). State letter size S, М, L or XL 

-40); 142-4); XL(46-48). State с М o mol number size 
letter size S, M, L or XL. mol mumber size. а ne, beige, orange, blue print. Ma: 

) 41 C 36356F—Red with wi chine wash at warm setting and tumble dry 
Chest sizes S(34-36); 40); 1442-4); XL(46-48). 

S, M. L or XL. mot number size 
ping weight 1 p Set 910.99 

бас 



Soft, stylish Sweaters of machine washable Orlon* acrylic 
Long sleeve $ 1 299 
Turtleneck 

(1 thru 6 ) Sears Best solid<olor Turtienack. Lux. 
rious styling with full turndown ribbed 
lar. Knit-on cuffs and 
chine wash in warm 

Chest sizes 5034-36 
XL(46-48). State lot 

se when pi 

Long sleeve 
Pullover 

(7 and 8 ) Argyle. 

$1399 

tern V-neck. Light 

Long sleeve $ 99 Cardigan 14 
(9 and 10 ) Fashionable solid-color button- 

XL(46-48). State letter size S, M, L or XL. not 
number size. Like everything else in Sear's books, 

11499 

Great low price for these plush Sweaters blended with 70% lamb's wool 
Cardigan 

wool and 30° 
button bord 

ets. Rib knit b 
Chest sizes 5 

(11 and 12) Sleeveless 
Vest. Five-button fron 
hemmed armholes 
(11). 41 C 39813F—Tan 
(12) 41C3988.—Gray 
Shpg. wt. 150r. ...58.99 

[Bears] 2:52. 

(13 and 14 ) Long 
but 



The Classics. . 
Sweaters of machine 

washable Orlon* acrylic 
(1 thru 25 ) So soft . yet they hold their shape. Machine 

temperature, tumble dry. Chest sizes S(34-36 
m.): M(38-40); 1442-4); XL(46-48, 

ск. Full turndown 

© 36305— Came 
(5) 41 C 36407F—Navy 

Yellow 6) 41 C 363095 Wit 
M, Lor XL. noi number size 

(7 thru 13) Sears Best Cardigan features resilient fin 
er links knit that 

State letter size S, M. L or XL. wol number si P 

(14 thru 19) Pullover long sleeve V-neck. Rib knit cuffs an 
bottom. Double fabric rib knit V-neck. Shpg. wt. 8 oz 

) 41 € 36205 
18) 41 C 362017 

(16) аз € 362027—G: 9) 41 C 36236F- 
State letter size S, M, L or XL. not number si 

(20 thru 25) Ры Кай V-neck and ai 



PERMA-PREST" Flannel Shirts 
great 

(1 thru 10) Pull cut for a са 

ds, solid colors, multicolor p 
permanent stays, a plain front, 

(1 thru 4) Ombre plaids. 
Regular sizes. State letter size S, M. L or XL. 
mot number nse 
(1) 41 C 740045 
(2) 41 С 74002 
Shipping weig! 

Red (3 
Green, (4 

1 pound 
41 C 7400956 
41C 74001F— Blue 

Tall sizes. For men over $ feet 
3 inches tall. State letter size M, L or XL, nol 
number n: 
(1) 41 € TAN —Red (3) 41 C 74007F—C 
(2) 41 С 74006F—Green (4) 41 C 74005F—Blue 

ping weight 1 pound 5 

table. easy fit, these shirts are styled 

» bias chest pockets 

rich in color, 
for comfort, classic in their styling 

wash them in wai 

(5 thru 7 ) Solid colors. 
Regular sizes. Stat 
mol number им 
5) 41 C 74019. Gold 
(6) 41C 740186 Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

letter size S, M, L or XL 
(7) 41 C T4021.—Red 

1529 
Tall sizes. For men over $ feet 11 inches to 6 feet 
3 inches tall. State letter size M, L or XL. mol 
number 
S) 41 € 74023F—Gold 
6) 41 C 740226—Blue 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
74024F—Red 

na 

Machine washable Shirtina $ 
heavyweight woolen blend 

(11 thru 13) Heavyweight s 
cessed wool and 15% 
in or wear over pants, 
one-button c 
and handsor 

S, M, L or XL. net 
Red 
pound 

"Charge It 

sizes S (14-1415 inches); M (15-18 

Tbe long. 
fs on the long sleeves. Flaps c 

$599 

The square bottom goes equally well 
have single button cuffs. Never any need t 

water, then tumble dry. Imported from Jamaica. Neck 
L (16-1653) 

(8 thru 10) Multicolor plaids. 
Regular sizes. State letter size S, M, L or XL. mol 
number size 8) 41 C 740817. 
9) 41 C 74032F- 
Shipping weight 

10) 41 C 74033F—Red 
1529 

Tall sizes. For men over $ feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 
inches tall. State letter size M, L or XL. mol mumber 
8) 41 C 74034—Blue 

(9) 41 € 74035F— Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pou: 

10) 41 € 74006f—Red 
i99 

89 

shirt is styled in а warm blend of 85% repro- 
on. Full cut for comfort, it has a square cut bottom to tuck 

int collar has permanent stays, and th 
the two chest pockets, a plain (ront, 

ns complete the good looks. Machine washable in cold 

1744). State letter size 
miber size. 

(il) 41 C 774325—Green plaid 13) 41 C 77431F—Blue plaid 
plaid 
d ounces 

ish if you see page 277 



Warm, heavyweight Outdoor Shirts 
1 Zip-ront shirt of 25% 

cotton, 50% acrylic. Hemmed square bottor 
‘Two slant pockets at waist: two chest pockets with 
button-through fl ollar. Long 

tabs on culls. 
falo plaid. 

41C 74586F—Shipping weight 1 I. 7 oz 

Tall For men over Sft. 11 in. 
letter size M, L or XL. nei number s 
41C T4596F— Shipping weight | Ih. 7 

PERMA-PREST* Sport Shirt 
features the popular layered look 
(6 thru 9) Handsomely-patterned pull 
over is styled in 100% acrylic. The color. 
coordinated mock turtleneck insert is 
knit of 100% cotton. Comfortably full 
Cut, the shirt has a hemmed square bot 
tom to tuck in, or wear over, your pants 
Permanent stays help keep the long point 
collar neat. Cuffs on the long sleeves close 
with one button. The shirt needs no iron 
ing. Just machine wash by itself in warm 
water, then tumble dry. Neck sizes 

1414): M(1S-15%4); 1016-1644) 
letter size S, М, L 

or XL, mot number si 
(6) 41 C TTTBYF— Navy combination 
(7) 41 € 77789f— Burgundy combination 
(8) 41 C 77786F—Gray combination 
(9) 41 € 77783F—Brown combination 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 41199 

9 ©?.О-муө Shirt in woo 

п tails. Nylon taffeta lined back yoke 
ded collar. Six-button placket front with 

anchor button: hest pockets with button 
gh flaps. Long sleeves: one-button cuffs. Blue and 

white plaid. Full c comfort. Dry clean. 
Neck sizes Sí 13): М(15-1513); 1016-1649 

M, L or XL. mol mumber ris. 
Г m 

1o 6 ft 3 in. State Tall sizes. For men over $ ft. 11 
letter si M. L or XL. soi member. 

nese 

(3 thru 8 ) Button-front Corduroy Shirt. 
and polyester, Long-poi ded 

collar, hemmed square bottom, back yoke. 
Six-button placket front. Long sleeves, one 
button cuffs. 2 chest pockets. Full cut. Ma- 
chine wash, warm, tumble dry. Use your 
phone if you want the casiest way 

S-155 Ц16- 

(4) 41 C 74085/— Light blue 
(5) 41 C 74058F—Rust 





the leisure 
look 

casually coordinated Leisure 
Coats, Slacks and Shirts 

(1 thru 3) The Bushoost style. С cted like с 
sport coats with padd ders. full acetate lining and 

arcas. Suraline plus" textu 
s wrinkles, stretches for 

hru flap patch-pocketa. Deep cen 
rasting sütch-trim adds an extra touch of 

elegance. Inside breast pocket. Dry clean 
Regular. State ew 

Shipping weigh 
Tall. State even rui vise 40 lo 46 
Shipping weight 1 pound 
Color [ Reguiar | Price тын 3 

48 C 882217 | 2098 | 5С $4237 | 13198 
ascsazzar | 2999 | 45C58239F | 3198 
ascsazzur | 2998 

(4 and 5) The Shirt style. High quality construction 
includes natural shoulders, full acetate lining and ext 
tailoring in critical fit areas. Wrinkle sbedding Surali 
plus™ texturized Dacron* polyester stretches for com 

rt. Button. pockets. Sewn on sh 
der epaulets, › contrast 
stitching on major seams. Shirt style cuffs, side vents 
Dry clean. 

flaps on ches 
ront and back yoke p 

Regular. State even suit siae 36 10 46. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 c 

тай, State even swit size 40 lo 46, 
Shipping weii 

S) Oyster |sCssaeir| 2099 | 4558451) 3199 

(6 thru 10) PERMA-PREST® flared leg Siacks. Solids 
e 100% texturized polyester; plaids аге 86% polyest 

14% nylon. Hemmed bottoms. Flap back pockets, 
ot® waistband for comfort and trim appearance. Ny 

zipper. Trim fit for young men. No ironing necessary 
when machine washed in warm water (with similar col 

then tumble or line dried. 
Slate waist rise im inches, then inseam as letter $, M or L 

(6) 41 € 24433I—Brown 
(7) 41€ 244425—Green, brown plaid 
(8) 41C24443.— Brown, tan plaid 
9) 41C244311—Navy 
10) 41 C 24441F—Navy, red plaid 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces +1899 

(11 thru 13) Sears Best knit Sport Shirts of 100° 
polyester, Long sleeves. Square bottom. Trim Regular 
cut for average builds. Machine wash, warm: tumble 
dry. Hong Kong. Chest sizes S(34-36 inches); M( 38-40) 
1442-4) and XL{46-48), 
11 Brown leat print. Plain front. One-button cuffs 

State letter size S, M, L or XL, mot number size 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 
nr #1390 
12 Sol eer. Packet front. One button notched cu 

Chest pocket. State letter size S, M. L or XL. m 
member nize 

Shipping weight 8 ounces 
атса m 
19 Navy leaf print. Plain tront. One-button cuffs 

State letter size S, M, L or XL. mol number rite 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

асем nas 
14 Sears Best Turtleneck Sweater of 100% Oric 

acrylic. Incredibly soft, cashmere-like band. Full 
turn-down ribbed collar, Long sleeves. Ribbed bottom 
and cuffs for snug fit. Natural color. Machine wash 
warm temperature; tumble dry. Chest sizes S( 44-36 
inches); M(38-40); L(42-44); and XL(46-48). State let 
ter size S, M, L or XL. mot number ri 

Shipping weight 13 ounces. 
41C37289F mo 
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corduroy 
leisure coats 

and sportcoats 
casually coordinated 
with slacks and shirts 

(1 thru 3) The Leisure Coat. Bushcoat styl 
ig. Constructed like our sportcoats with pad. 

ded shoulders, f lining and ex 
tra tailoring in critical fit areas, Button thru 
flaps on all four patch pockets, Stitched o 
belt. Polyester and cotton. Dry clean 
Reg. State even suit ize 36 to 46; We, 2 lbs. 1 02 
Tall. Slate even suit size 38 to 46, Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 ox 
Color | Regular [Price] Тай TPrice 
(i) Tan [ascesosrr з29 99|45C58077F93198 
(2) Brown] ascssoese, 29 99]45CS8078F 3199 
13) Green |ascasosur, 2999 

(4 and 5) The Sporteoat. Richly masculine 
with genuine suede trim d pate 
pockets. Two button slightly shaped model is 
all cotton. Deep center vent. Dry clean. 
Regular. Slate een suit vise 36 to 46. 
Tall. Slate ever suit size $8 to 46. 
Short. State exem suit sise 36 10 42 
Color [ Regular | Т Short 
(a) Tan Tas C 251215 48 С 281227 48 C 28 1237 
$) Brown 48 C 251316145 C 28 325 45 C 251335 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces ... 53499 

(6 thru 9 ) PERMA-PREST® flared 
Slacks. Solids are 100% texturized polyester 
plaids are 86% polyester. 14% nylon 
Hemmed bottoms. Slip-not® waistband. Flap 
back pockets. Wide beit loops. Zipper fly. Trim 
fit for young men. No ironing necessary if ma 
chine washed, warm (with similar colors); tum- 
ble dried. 

‘State waist size in inches, then inseam as leer 
S M.L 

(6) атстызз— 
(Т) 41 € 24432F—Green 
(8) 41C 24443F— Brown and tan plaid 
(9) 41C 24421— Green and brown plaid 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ..... #1599 

( 10 thru 12) Sears Best knit Sport Shirts of 
100% polyester. Long sleeves. Full button 
front. Square bottom. Trim Regular cut for av 
erage builds. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry 
Chest sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38-40); L244 
ХІ46-48) 
(10 and 11) Leaf print pattern. One-button 
square cuffs. Plain front. From Hong Kong. 
‘State letter size S, M, L or XL. no! mumber size 
(10) 4! C BH9SF— Brown print 
(M) 41 C 91496F— Green print 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. m 
12 Brown solid with contrast stitching on 

collar, placket, chest pockets and cuffs 
One-button notched cutis. From Hong Kong. 
State letter size S, M, L or XL. mot number size 
A1C9 148 Shipping weight Bor. ..... 01288 

13 Ribbed Orion" Turtleneck Sw 
Wintuk yarn of 100% Orion* acrylic 

turn-down collar. Made to retain its shape, 
size. Machine wash in warm water; tumble dry 
Natural color. Chest sizes S(34-36 in.) M(38- 
40 in.); L(42-44 in.); and XL(46-48 in.), State 

илет size S. M, L or XL. mol number niae 
410 370295—Shipping weight 1 Ib. .....01299 

"Charge It" if you wish 
see page 277 
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double knit 
sportcoats 

coordinated with slacks, 
shirts, sweaters and ties 

(1 and 2) The Check Sportcoats. Traditional two 
button model has elegant wide lapels and flaps on low 
er set-in pockets. All polyester double 
wrinkles fast and stretch for comfort. Deep center 
vent. Dry clean. 
Regular. State езеп вий ise 36 10 46 
Tell. Shale езен suit ise 38 10 46 
Short. State even mit sise 36 1o 42 
Color |м 
(i) Blue check 08284417 | 48C2844 
(2) Green check | 48C28448F 
Shipping weight 2 po 
(3 and 4) The solid color Blazers. Classic styling 
dramatically updated with color-matched buttons, 
wide lapels and rounded lower patch-pockets. Gold 
stitching trims green blazer, light blue trims navy blaz- 
er. Encron® polyester double knit stretches for com 
fort, sheds wrinkles fast. Deep center vent. Dry leas 
Regular. State even suit size 36 to 46 
ТӘЙ. State even sit sise 38 lo 46. 
Short. Slate even mit size 36 1o 42 
Calor жин шш 77 
(3) Green ac 28201F | $C 28097 | asc 

avy | 450202056 | 45C 282866 | 45C 28287F 
ing weight 2 pounds 13096 

(5 thru 8) PERMA-PRESTS flared log Slacks. Sol 
ids are 100% texturized polyester; plaids are 86% 
polyester, 14% nylon. Hemmed bottoms, Fla; 
back pockets. Wide belt loops. Zipper fly. Trim fit. № 
ironing if machine washed (with similar colors), warm: 
tumble dried. State waist sise in inches, thew inseam ox 

(5) 41 C 24431/—Nav 
(6) 41 € 24442—Green, brown plaid 
(7) 41 € 24432.— Green. 
(8) 41 € 24481 Navy, red plaid 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. +1599 
(9 and 10) Sears Best knit Sport Shirts oí 100% 
polyester. Button front, Chest pocket. Long sleeves 
have 1-button notched cuffs. Square bottom. Trim 
Regular cut. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. From 
Hong Kong. Chest sizes S(4-36); M( 38-40): L(42- 
44): XL(40-48). State letter size S. M, L. XL. wot 

(Co 499—Dk. 
ines 

]] PERMAPREST® Dress Shirt of 05% polyester 
38% cotton. Long sleeves, 1-button notched cuffs. 

Spread collar, placket front. Chest pocket. Shirttail 
bottom. Green. No ironing if machine washed, warm; 
tumble dried. Trim Regular (tapered) cut. Ko 

State neck size, then sleewe length from this chart 

Sleeve. inches. 2.3 
METZ Shi fing weight 12 
Tie (shown with dress shirt (11) 
Butterfly pattern in brown, tan, green. 4^y in. wide 
33 C 38488 Shipping weight 5 ounces 
(12 and 13) Crochetiook Sieevele: 
100% acrylic. Sewn-on rib-knit V-neck and a 
Rib-knit bottom insures a n 
Keeps shape even when machine wasbed, warm; tum. 
ble dried. Chest sizes S(34-36 in.); M( 38-40); L(42-44 

1146-48), State size S, M, L or XL, mol number sise 
12) 41CI9379F—Natural | (13) 41C383734—Rust. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces 11098 
14 Sears Best Turtenack Sweater o 100% Oriont 

acrylic for a luxurious, smooth feel. Full turn 
own ribbed collar, ribbed cuffs and bottom. Natural 
lor. Machine wash, warm: tumbie dry. Chest sizes 

9034-36): М(38-40); 1442-4: 
ter size S, M, L or XL. mat number size 

37280: Shipping weight 13 ounces #1299 
^ en [Sears] 253 



Ranch style Jacket $2690 Shirt style Jacket 52790 
(1 thru 3) Our 
im. Slash handwan 

Regular. Stade even suit si 
45 C 81094— Derim 
45 C 810981 

(4 thru 6) The classic Dacron* polyester and cotton denim shirt jacket 
with an important difference . ‚ slash handwarmer pockets for those cold 
days. Authentic styling details include upper snap-flap pockets, long collar 
points and deep si t " shirt style 
cuffs and 

3) 45 €-81196F—Denim blue 
sa (4) AS C 81186F—Denim blue. Shipping weight 3 pounds 



Split Cowhide 
Ranch Jackets 
Extra deep and warm acrylic pile 

shearling-look collar, lapels and lining 

Mid-thigh-length Ranch Jacket 

5599 
ers aas 
9) Striped Muffler. AI acrylic. 6 feet long: Hand wash, drip dry. 

Brown and tan stripes. 
33 C 38231—Shipping weight 6 ounces 1650 

Waist-length Ranch Jacket 

$, 4 79 

) The denim jacket look in rugged spät cowhide. Soap 
front, band bottom. Snap patch pocket. Yoke panel front and 
back Contrast stitching trims tailoring details and major seams 
Extra warm acrylic pile lining looks like real shearling. Leather 
clean, Siate orm mse 36 to 46. (зу 48 € 64222# „Denim blue 
4) a5 c азл Tan Shipping weight 4 pounds 14 ounces un 

Just say "Charge It" 
when you phone your order 

see page 277 



Warmly pile-lined CASUAL JACKETS 
in two important fabrics 

Deeply waled cotton Corduroy 

Leisure style 

$3 499 tse 
(1 and 2) The handsome corduroy leisure look. 
now warmly lined with polyester pile on cotton 
back for winter outdoor wear. Acetate sleeve lin- 
ing for easy on and off. Upper patch pockets plus 
lower slash handwarmer pockets for cold weath- 

button front. Hip 

‘State even suit size 36 lo 46. 
€ 94027F— Light tan 

(2) 45 C 840297 Russet. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces 
Tall. State even suit siae 38 to 46. 
(1) 48 C 94127F—Light tan 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 1 ounce. 

Velvety cotton Suede Cloth 
Shirt style 

$2999 "г 
(3 and 4) The popular shirt style is great for 
winter outdoor wear because of its warm acrylic 
pile on cotton back lining. Acetate sleeve lining. 
Soap front and cuffs. Upper patch pockets have 
‘snap flaps. Slash handwarmer pockets. Good 
looking contrast stitch trim. Hip length. Dry 
lean. Chest sizes: S(36-38); M(39-41); LHH): 
XL4s47). 
Regular. State letter size S. M, L or XL 
(3) 45 C 85048.— Light brown 
(4) 45 C 880471 Tan. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. .....42899 
Tall. State letter size М, L or XL. mot number, 
(3) 45 C BS 148/— Light brown. We 3 lbs. ..431.99 



Rugged polyurethane 
snap-front Jacket 

All the subtle shading and top 
grain of the finest cowhide 
it even feels like fine leather 

12999 
All polyurethane on tough cotton back. And in 
this contemporary style it's a real knockout. 
Two upper flap patch pockets with snaps. Lower 
patch pockets. Snap front. Set-in sleeves have 

: pockets, 

length. Wipe clean with a damp cloth or dry 
dean. 

Chest sizes: S(36-38); M(39-41); 1442-44); 
XL(45-47). State latter size S. M, L or XL. nat 
umber sise. 
45 C 88177F— Leather tan 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 
Just call Sears and say "Charge It" 

see page 277 for details 

ma 

sean) The Moni Bore 

PVC shirt-style Jacket . . looks and feels 
like fine soft-grained, fashion leather 

$1 488 Regular 

PVC means polyvinyl chloride . . a handsome 
leather look-alike at a great low price. And the 
rugged western styling includes snap front, 
back yoke, snap flaps on upper patch pockets 
and snap cuffs on set-in sleeves. 

Contrast stitching trims front, pockets, cuffs 
and major seams. PVC backed with cotton for 
great strength. Full nylon lining for easy on 
and off. Hip length. Wipe clean with a damp 
doth. From Thailand. 

Chest sizes S(36-38); M(39-41); 1442-44). 
and Х1445-47), 

Regular. State letter S, M, L or XL, not member. 
(1) 45 C 86181/— Bone 
(2) 45 C 86158.— Brown 
(3) 48 C 561571 Tan. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 

(2) 45 C S6168F--Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces 

ME 



$797 |5897 
* Full cut for freedom. 

of movement 
* Long stay-in tails 

for neatness 

с 
REGULAR. N 



Hot Shave Machine 
plus Shave Foam 

FLAT HEAD SHAVER 

Bg 5275 

LP 4 

Buy TRAVEL CASE with comb and nail fio 
Get Otd Spice Trio FREE 

Hot Shave Machine plus shave foam. Was $9.88 in 1975 Spring Big 
Book. Unit beats it hot while you 

to dispense lather. Holds standard 6-ounce and 1 
ing cream cans, 6-ounce can of English 
Brown and white ng. On-oli 
8C 6306—Shipping weight 
9 Flat Hood Shaver. Head adjusts blade 

suit your type of beard added comfort. . pops up (o 
easy cleaning, Attached urns and moustache. On-otf 
switch, Charcoal gray plastic housing, Charcoal gray plastic carrying case has 
mirror on inside lid. 10-watts*. 6 
5с 8825—Shippin 

Foil Head Shaver. Thin, flexible, double foil screen follows the contours 
of your face. Attached trimmer grooms sideburns and moustache. Head 

pops up for easy cleaning. On. h. Charcoal gray 
Charcoal gray plastic carrying case has mirror on inside lid. 10-w.* 6-ft. cord, 
8C 6855—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 32528 
4 ROTOMATIC™ Rotary Head Shaver has 3 stainless steel los 

Attached trimme 
Hinged head for easy с 

Leather shaving foam included. 
witch: ready light. 40-w.* 6-f cord 

58. 
ow, medium ot high level to 

is contoured í 

12499 

И sw lantic housing, 

ms sideburns, moustache, Contoure 

surface or wa bracket incl.). On-off switch. Gray plastic housing. UL. 
listed fo rolt. S-watts®, 6-foot cord. Switzerla 
36302 1 pound 10 ounces 12198 

[3] FOIL HEAD SHAVER 
$2599 52499 

ROTARY HEAD. 
SHAVER 

52299 

Ginseng or Musk Oil 

Replacement Cord і 
Remington, Ronson, S 

Sears men's, women's electric shavers, Also for 
k. Sunbeam. Norelco shavers. Black, 6-ft. long 

plus Free Old Spice Trio. Br 
plastic lining. Measures 10х624 inches high. Old 

ces, each in a Spice Trio includes: A 
plastic boit 
806462 1098 

masculine 
Boxed. 

8 Joven Musk Oil Attershave/Cologne for Men . . a scent with its own 
special mystique . , ragged and stimulating. 4-ounce bottle. Boxed 

а ¢ 4817—Shipping weight 10 ounces 1600 
ng Aftershave/Cologne and Musk Ой Aftershave/Co- 
bove. . Save $5 

«700 
English Leather Daily Double and Free Quarter. Daily Double includes 
After Shave Lotion, Cologne id ounces each. Bored. Qu 

dudes: Wi fterahave, Cologne 
Each 1 fluid 

1700 

[Sears]259 
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IN ON OPPOSITE PA 
1000-Watt* Styler-Dryer . - the 
most powerful styler-dryer we sell 

Adjustable for 2 speeds and 3 heats: high 
speed with high heat; high speed with me- 
dium beat and low speed with low heat. 3 
attachments include: nylon bristle brush, 
wide tooth comb, fine tooth comb, And 
there's an extra handle for the attaeh- 
ments to allow 2-handed styling and dry 
ing. Brown plastic housing. 8-foot cord. 
Imported from Japan. Gift boxed. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. 
506380 1199 

1200-Watt* Professional-type 
Blow-Dryer . . the most powerful 

blow-dryer we sell. 2 speeds and 4 heats 
plus a cool setting allow 6 air-flow tem: 
perature selections: low speed with cool 
air flow, low or high heat; high speed with 
cool air flow, low or high heat. Concen. 
trator attachment for spot styling and 
drying inc. Hang-up ring. Black plastic 
housing. 8-ft cord. Japan, Gift box. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone. 

‘Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces, 
92390 acea 

Note; The м, 

Our lowest prices ever 

for these 3 Hand-held 
Hair Dryers 

S DESCRIBED 

3 900 Watt" Styler Oryer. Was 617.98 in 1975 
Spring Big Book. Unit has 2 settings: Dry setting 

with high heat, high speed: Style setting with low heat, 
low speed. 3 attachments include: nylon bristle brush. 
coarse tooth comb, fine tooth comb. And there's an 
extra handle for the attachments to allow 2-handed 
styling and drying. Plastic . . charcoal brown unit. 
black attachments. 514-1001 cord. From Japan 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
515.98 acem 

Д 700-Watt* Styler Dryer. Was $14.98 in 1975 
Spring Big Book. Unit has 2 settings: Dry setting 

with high heat, high speed: Style setting with low heat, 
low speed. 3 attachments. double-tow curved nylon 
bristle brush, coarse tooth comb, fine tooth comb. Ex- 
tra handle for attachments allows 2-handed styling 
and drying. Brown plastic housing. 6-ft. cord. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
acento 511.98 

700-Watt* Blow-Dryer. Was $18.98 in 1974 
Spring Big Book. Unit has 2 heats and 2 speeds. 

high for fast drying, low for styling while drying. Plas 
tic housing . . brown with gold color trim. 6-foot cord. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 
206350 

MANICURE 
SETS 

G }1-piece Manicure Set. 2 scissors, nail clipper, 
toenail nippers, shoe horn . . plus 6 other items, 

Nickel-plated steel. Brown pressed leather zip case, 
tan flocked cotton lining. Implements, W. Germany 
8C 6413—Shipping weight 10 ounces #598 

7] $piece Manicure Set. 2 scissors, nai file, tweeter, 
nail clipper . . plus 4 other items. Nickel plated 

steel, Brown pressed leather zipper case, green flocked 
rayon lining. Implements from West Germany 
3C 6416—Shipping weight 7 ounces 1298 
8 14-piece Deluxe Manicure Set. 2 scissors, nail 

dipper, toenail nippers, cuticle nippers . . plus 9 
other Items. Black pressed leather zipper case, red 
flocked cotton lining. Implements from W. Germany 
8C 6414—Shipping weight 12 ounces 1898 

British Sterling 2-Piece Gift Set. Cologne, 2 fl. or. 
and After Shave Lotion, 2 (L oz. Gift boxed. 

8C 4805—Shipping weight | pound 9600 

10 British Sterling Travel Valet. Cologne, 34 fL oz- 
in a plastic bottle. Gift boxed. 

вс 4808—Shipping weight 7 ounces 2550 
Buy Gift Set and Travel Valet above . . Save 85. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 1650 

BRITISH STERLING 
2-Prece Gift Set and 
Cologne Travel vaiet 

$650 

261 



Patterns of Fashion . . 4 up-to-the-minute looks in Men's Dress Shirts 

+ PERMA-PREST® woven fabrics of polyester and 
cotton needs no ironing when machine washed 
in warm water and tumbled dry 

+ Trim Regular styling for average builds 

* Spread collar with permanent stays, seven- 
button placket front, chest pocket 

OMBRE STRIPE 
in long and short sleeves 

(1 and 2) Long sleeves. 50^; Da * polyester, 
20% cotton. One-button cuffs. State mech, sleeve vise 
from Chart 1, facing page. 
(1) T33C78282F-Dusty rust. (2) T33C782517-Bloe 
Shipping weight 10 ounces oo 

(1 and 2) Short sleeves. 80% Dacron* polyester, 
20% cotton, Hemmed sleeves. Slate meck vise 1414. 15, 
1505, 16, 161%, 17 inches 
(1) 33 C 74242#-Dunty rust (2) 33 C 74241F-Blue 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $800 
Coordinating Tie. 100% polyester, 444 inches wide, in 
а heron and leaf pattern, 

rowan, blue, dusty rose (on 1) 
Hight blue, dusty rose (on 2) 

#580 

Ай Shirts on ta. 

20% cotton. One-button cuf 
Jrom Chart 1, facing pate 
(3) 133 C 75250F—Tan 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 

(3 and 4) Short sleeves. 30% Dacron polyester, 
20% cotton. Hemmed sleeves. Slate meck size 14%, 15, 
1505, 16, 1614, 17 inches 
(3) 33 C 4246— Tan. 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 
Coordinating Tie. 100% polyester, 414 inches wide. in 
а solid color floral pattern. 
33 C 38488 —Dark rust (on 3) 
33 C 38467— Navy (on 4) 
Shipping weight $ ounces 

(4) T33 C 75285-8, 

(4) 33 C 142457—Bloe 
#800 

1480 

CHECK-LOOK CLIP 
in long sleeves 

(5 and 6) Long sleeves only, Blend of 65% 
Ducron® polyester and 35% cotton. One-button 
=й. 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and 
Co. Catalog Sales" for number to call 

Slate wech sise amd sleeve length from Chart 1 om 
Jacing pose (5) 133 C 78254. Green 
(6) 133 C 782839 Blue. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces +000 
Coordinating Tie. 100% polyester, 444 inches 
wide, in an allover eagle pattern 
33 C 38463— Dark green, ecru, rust (on 5 
33 € 38462—Navy, white, red (on 6 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 

For “Who Can Wear Trim Regular Shirts” see Chart 2 on facing page. 



Shirts (1) through (14) 

Long $900 
Sleeves 

SUBTLE TONE-ON-TONE JACQUARD 
in long and short sleeves. 

(7 thru 14) Long sleeves. 65% polyester, 35% cot. 
ton. One-button notched cuffs, State meck site, sleeve 
length, from Chart 1 belom. 
(7) 330 72132F—Green (11) 33 C T2138F-Gray 
(8) 3C7236.—Rus (12) 33 72194E Navy 
(9) 33С272133—Тап (13) 33С 721304 
£10) 33 С 72137F—Brown (M) 33 С 72129f—White 
Made in Korea. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces oo 

(7 thru 14) Short sleeves. 65% polyester, 15% cot 
ton. Hemmed sleeves. State mech size 14%4, 15, 15%. 16, 
16M, 17 inches. 
(1)33C T27026-Green (11) 33 C 72908 Gray 

33C 72706F—Rust (12) 33 C 727045 Navy 
(9) 33©72703#—Тал (13) 33 72701F—Blue 
(10) 33 C 72707F—Brown (14) 33 C 72708—White. 
Made in Korea. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. мю 

Shirts (1) thru (4) and (7) thru (14) 

$800 Short 
sleeves 

Coordinating Tle. 100% polyester, 4% inches 
wide, in a striped floral pattern. 
33 C 38459—Mint green, green, rust (on 7 and 14) 
33 C 38455— Light rust and blue (on 8) 
33 C 38456—Tan, brown, green (on 9 and 10) 
33 С 38458— Black, gray, and red (on 11) 
33 C 34461— Lt. blue, navy, yellow (on 12) 
33 С 38457— Navy, light blue and red (on 13) 

yt $ ounces 
CHART 1 

for Тот Regular iong sleeve shirts 
Nex 15118 
Stewva)32. 39132 

CHART 2 
Vino Can Wear Trim Regu Dress Shits 

Tavis] eM] Te] Ter? | 33 |35] 37 |39] 42 las 
You can i your 
and wat no mer 

NY 9939 
PERMA-PREST" Dress Shirts 

$ 499 p 

(18 thru 19) Trim Regular cut in broadcloth 
of 65% polyester, 38% cotton. Medium-spread 
collar, plain front, one chest pocket. No ironing 
machine wash, warm, tumbled dry. Made in 
Korea, Thailand. State neck sise and sleeve length 
from Chart 1 at left below, 
(15) 33 C 72123F—Tan 
(16) 33 C 72121F—Blue 
(17) эз C 72129F— White. 
(18) 33 € 72122F—Green. 
(19) 33 C 72124 Yellow 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. u 
Coordinating Ties. 100% polyester, 44 inches. 
wide, in a striped pattern. 
33 C 38453— Camel, blue, brown, white (ов 15 

and 17) 
nc ‘Bive, red, navy, camel (on 16) 
33 C 38451—Mint green, green, brown and 

range (on 18) 
33 € 38452— Yellow, black and white (on 19) 
Shipping weight 5 ounces nso 
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PRINTED T-SHIRTS 
Far-out fashion polos of 50% $400 

polyester and 50% combed cotton 

76: white, blue trim 

ribbed neck and sleeve bands. Hemmed, square bot 
tumble dry 

ball player; white, red trim 
(14) 33 € 51113 Basketball player; yellow 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. Each $400 

(31.33 C 513086 
(4) 33 € 51107F—Birds; orange 
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Winterskins* 
for warmth 

without bulk 

Acrylic Dickies 
in cable, flat 

and ribbed knits 
Give shirts and sweaters 

a fashionable "layered" look 

Cable knit 
Turtleneck. 9399 

(5 thru 9) Rich looking cable knit 
100% acrylic. Hand washable 

(6) 33 € 35477—Dark 
33 C 35479—Dark 

8) 33 C 35475— Black 
9) 33 € 35476—Wh 

vni Shipping weight 5 ounces 13199 

Top or 99 
Bottoms $622 Fatit $399 

LL thru 4) Two layers ensure maximum warmth, yet are hooded вие $2. 
lightweight enough for indoor comfort. Inner layer of 50% 
polyester, 50% cotton offers superb comfort, strength and ab- 
sorbency. Outer layer of S0% polyester, 50% acrylic shields 
against penetrating cold. Air space between layers provides 
extra insulation. Machine wash in warm water, tumble dry 
(1 and 2) Crewneck Top has ragian sleeves. Rib-knit neck 
and cuffs. Chest sizes 5( 34-30 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44); 
XL(46-48). State letter size S, М, L. 
amc 

(10 thru 13) Made 

Qc Ribbed knit 99 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 1.99 Turtleneck 52 
(Запа 4) Drawers have double fabric crotch and zipper fly (14 thru 17) Sweaterk 
Elastic waistband, rib-knit anklets for snug fit. Waist sizes к. Hand was 
(30-32 in. ; M(34-36); L( 38-40); XL(42-44). State letter 
Size S, M, L or XL. mol number sise. 
(3) 33 C 54626F—Bluc: red and white stripe 6) 33 C 354 
(4) 33 C 54622F—Red: black and white stripe DEJ 
Shipping weight 8 ounces “s 

Leather and leather-look 
Accessories 

33€ 30108. Shipping we 
19 Hand-tooted Bolt of bridle leather mas 

vali +, in. wide. Han 
h tan. Meu 

wide. F 

(23 thru 26 ) Scallop-stitch Belt oi 
suede. . 1% in. wide, White stitching. Me 

slike antiqued brass, State weis! rise 30. 32, M, 

1500 



Our Bicentennial Collection 
Key Ring, Letter Opener and 
Money Clip, each featuring a 
distinctive UNITED STATES 

BICENTENNIAL POSTAGE STAMP 
(1 ы 3) & star 
called "The Rise of the 5 
dence”, emphasizing tbe r 

л Revolution, 
opener, mo 

metal, Each has a s 

1 Key Ring with sta 
Horseback.” Ring abo 

green and white 
ipping weicht 

9 Letter Opener with sta 
Posi ice". Opener about 8 

Stamp: black and white. 
33064502 
3 Money Сір with a 

Wrist Bracelets 
d Bracelet featuring the Ankh, an an 

symbol of Ме. Gold-c 

Sterling Silver 
Key Ring with Initial 

The sterling silver in 
distinctiv 

very personally his. Holds 
his keys securely, About 3 
inches long. Print one imitial 

dence, 
time. No COD 

weight 3 ог. 
1750 
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Warm Gloves for cold 



(6 thru 10) Imported suede Gloves with pile lin- ing. Richly sueded capeskin—the light, flexible 
leather that comes from Africa and is popular 
its durability and good looks. Lined with warm 
cream color pile of 100% polyester, Sizes S(8-8 1) 
M(9-9¥%4): 110-1004); XL(11-1113). State letter 
size S. M, L. XL. nol number size ® 
(6) 33 C S8187F—-Denim blue 
(7) 33 C SB188F-Russet brown 
(8) 33 C 58154F—Cam 
(9) 33 C SB1886-Gray 
(10) 33 C 88153/— Green 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 11000 
{11 and 12) Split cowhide Gloves with pile lin- 
ing. Lined and cuffed with 100% а 
stitching on fingers and back. Made in Japan. Sizes 
508-844); M(9-945); 310-10); XL(11-11%4) 
State letter size S. М. L or XL, mo! number sis. * 
(11) 33 C 5626 1.—Camel tan 
(12) 33 € 56252/— Brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 1150 
(13 thru 18) Nylon and leather Sport Gloves. lined with foam-backed knit. 100% nylon back is 
rubberized to resist moisture . . has а sueded cow 
hide protective pad across the knuckles. The sued. 
ed cowhide leather palm is reinforced with an extra 
layer of leather. For warmth. there's a lining knit 
of 100% rayon backed with polyurethane foam. 
Sous fit d ng wristlets help keep out cold winds and 
moisture. A great glove for outdoor activit 
Made in Japan. Sizes XS(1-1!3): 508-815): M(9- 
9*3): 110-1043); XL(11-11V4). State letter size 
XS, S, М. L or XL. mol number rise. 
13) 33 C $7134—Orange and br 

(14) 33 C 57132+—Light blue and navy 
(18) 33 C 82133. Dark green 
16) 33 C 57131.—Navy 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 1750 
(17 thru 19) Steerhide Leather Sport Gloves 
lined with high-loft pile. High-loft acrylic pile iı 
amazingly thick . . really traps tbe warmth from 
your hands. Palm and thumb have a leather rein 
forcement pad. and there is a leather knuckle pro- 
tector. Snug-fitting wristlets. Imported from Japan 
and Philippines. Sizes (5-814): M(9-9!4); L{10- 
0*3); XLLTI-1134), State letter size S, M. L or 

XL. mol number sise * 
(17) 33 C S7101F—Black 
(18) 33 C 57103F—Red 
(19) 33 € 87102F—Navy 
Shipping weight 5 ounces moo 
(20 thru 22) Leather end Knit Driving Gloves. 
Calfskin leather palm and back sewn onto glove 
knit of 80% acrylic and 20% stretch nylon. Deco 
rative holes cut in leather back provide racing 
glove styling. Made in Philippines. One size fits 
sites 8 lo 11%4, 
(20) 33 € 86173— Brown. 
(21) 33 C 50171—Black 
(22) 33 € 56172—Camel tan 
Shipping weight $ ounces #790 
(23 thru 26 ) Knit Gloves with sewn-on leather 
рейт. - knit of 80% acrylic and 20% stretch ny 
lon. Philippines. One rise fits rises 8 to 11 
(23) 33 C S6158—Dark green 
(24) 33 C $6151—Black 
(25) 33 € 56153—Camel tan 

16) 33 € 86152—Brown. 
Shipping weight 3 ounces 1196 
(27 thru 30) Leather Driving Gloves. Soft, fine 
grain capeskin. European style with decorative 
ventilation holes. Snap-tab back for snug fit Sizes 
S(8-854): M(9-914); L(10-1014); XL(11-11%4). 
State letter size 5, M, L or XL. mol number ize. * 
(27) 33 C 58008F— Black 
(28) 33 C S6008F—Tan 
(29) 33 С 56007F—Bone 
(30) 33 C 56003F— Brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
"HOW TO MEASURE. Mesture righ 

* Lab tests prove these gloves are warmer 
than conventional knit lined leather gloves 

* Middle layer of Mylart polyester film 
insulation used for warmth in astronauts’ space suits 

* Soft. warm lining knit of 50% wool, 50% polyester 

bulkless 

* Choice of smooth or sueded imported lesthers 
(31 thru 34) All this plus such fine styling as vented cuffs, accents of sturdy nylon whip-stitching. And the knit lining ol wool and Dacron? polyester lets your hands breathe. Sizes S(8-8* x M(9-9t 
1410-1055); XL(11-1114). State letter size S. M, L or XL, nel number rise. 
Smooth capeskin. Self color stitching. 
(31) 39C56021F-Black (32) 39C56022F-Brown 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

Lined Gloves of 
pig-grained domestic leather 

(35 and 36) Vented side cuffs serpentine 
stitching on back. Philippines Sizes 506-81 Мө-ө; LC10-1044); XL(1i-11t 
letter size S, M, L or XL, nol member ise 
35 Uned with clipped, natural rabbi fur, 

33 C 874777 Black 
33 € S7487F—Acorn brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. moo 
36 Lined with 100% acrylic pile 

33 C 589771 Black 
33 C 58987F—Acorn brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. $700 

Sueded cowhide. Contrast stitching 
(33) 33¢88034F-Brown (34) 33C58033F-Black 

#1200 Shipping weight 6 ounces 11200 

Lined Gloves of imported capeskin 
(37 and 38 ) Smooth grain leather from Su 
dan. Flared slip-on cuffs, nylon sewn seams. 
Made in Philippines. Sizes S(8-813); M(9- 
la); 1410-1019); XL(1-113), State letter 
size S. M. L or XL, mot wumber size, 

Lined with clipped natural rabbit fur. 
1 33C870889-Black 33C57057F-Brown 

Shipping weight 4 ounces поо 
Lined with 100% acrylic knit. 
3iCS6sS6r-Hrown 13C56555F-Black 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 11000 
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Standard 
Automatic self-opening st 
in. long. Black, fast-drying 100% 
nylon cover with an 8-rib chrome- 
plated frame. Elegant wood han- 
dle. Imported from Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 or. 
33 24008 1100 

268 [Sears] 2%, 

Soft, acrylic pile 

(1 and 2) Lined with rayon sat- 
in. Warmly lined inband. 
1 Tyrolean-styie Hat. State let: 

ter size S, M, Lor XL. not 
amber rise. See Chart 1 below. 
33 C 992565 —Black and gray 
33 C 98257F—Brown and tan 
Shipping weight 8 ounces ... 9699 
2, Envoy Cap. State letter size 
S, M, Lor XL, mat number sise. 

See Chart 1 below. 
33 C 98162F— Brown 
эз С 98161F#—Black 
Shipping weight 8 ounces .. 55.99 

CHART | 

EE 
MOT) 
lave 

1% 

100% Orton* acrylic knit 
‚ „double thick 

(3 thru 5) Hand wash. One sise 
fils hal sizes 644 im. lo 754 im. 
3 Busweiseret Ski Cap. Red 

with blue lettering on white. 
33C080086—Wt. 3 ог. .....4299 

Schlitz" Ski Cap. Blue with 
white lettering on brown tone. 

33C90066—Wt. 3 оа. .....4298 
Sailoratyle Watch Cap. 
33 C $8746— Dark brown. 

33 С 98742—Хазу 
33 € 98744—Forest green 
33 C 90745 Burgundy 
Shipping weight 4 ог. nr 
hog OuPom TN 
ҮМ ТМ Aria Busch inc Ais TM Eo bem Co 

or dae o comment im Alabama and rana 

Folding 
Extends to 29 inches | 
folds to 18 inches, Fi 
ordinary-size attaché 
case. Black 100% nylon 
cover, 8-chrome-plated rib 
frame. Black vinyl handle. 
Black nylon sheath. Im. 
ported from Taiwan 

Shps. wt. 15 oz 
33€ 24006 nooo 

BELTS Fine quality leather dress belts. 
1% inches wide 

6 Set of 2 Reversible Belts. Top grain cowhide on both sides. Tapered 
edges. Silver-color metal buckle. One belt reverses from black to brown: 

the other reverses from navy to white 
Sole езеп woisi sise lo a set 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 inches 
33 C 46201F—Shipping weight 10 ounces Set #10.00 

(7 and 8) Money Belt. Full-grain harness leather. Hidden 8 inch zippered 
bill compartment. Fine self color stitched edges. 

State waist sise 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 inches 
7) 33 C 46201F—Black with silver-color metal buckle. WL 6 oz. nso 
8) 33C 46202F—Brown with gold-color metal buckle. Wt. 6 oz 150 

(9 and 10) Initial Belt. Top-grain cowhide. Dial your initial brushed 
gold-color metal buckle has 14 initials (no 1, O, Q, U, V, X, Y or Z). 

State waist siae 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 inches. Wt. 5 ог. 
(9) 33 C 462085 —Black $800 (10) 33€46207F—Brown.....88.00 

Handkerchiefs in Gift Sets. . white, 16 in. square 
(11 thru 14) АШ have flat hems. Need little or no ironing—machine wash ыл TO in ل BE NAE 
corded borders. мере ER 

kerchiefs in printed Santa Set in vinyl travel kit. Con- 

РА Ren pep oa ipl gk 
12 Pko. 4 monogrammed Напа. Ome nie vcs für wc isa 10 o 
terum Goon, min ні Цзу ду рш. Sans 
Print one initial (no 1, O, О, U. V. X, M Eight PERMA-PREST® 
Y, Z); or state number 2 for crest. Ship- Handkerchiefs in colorful 

ping weight package 4 az. gift tube. кадыр Tee Do RU 



Dresser-top Valets and Jewelry Boxes 
Walnut-finished hardwood 

1 Valet topped by a miniature jewel box. To help protect his jewelry, that roomy drawer and its divider have а soft lining . . and the jewel 
box is cushioned throughout—even the top with its tie-bar holder, 3 open. 
compartments for coins, keys, watches. Decorative metal drawer pull, 
handles, knob on box are antiqued. 1216x5 in. high. From Taiwan. 
33€ 24224— Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces 

9, Jeweiry Box trimmed with studded nailheads. More masculine 
воой looks in the top that looks like leather, but is really softly padded 

vinyl. The entire box interior, including tbe top, has a soft, protective. 
lining. Inside there are four compartments and two cushioned dividers for 
rings. 11x8x4 inches high. From Taiwan. 
33C 24205— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 

mso 

э 

AA d 

Coordinated vinyl 
"Travel Accessories 

For grooming aids. maps, papers, passports 
(6 thru 9 ) Welcome gifts for the man-on-the-go. Mottled 
rolden-brown color vinyl accented with black trim. 
6 Utility Kit with nail clipper, Sinch comb. Center zipper, 

flip spring opening, soft bottom, plastic lining. 10x6x4 in. 
33C24112—Sbpg. wt 1 Ib, 402. so 
1] Shoe Shine Kit with brush, polishing cloth, black and 

brown polish. Kit closes with heavy duty zipper. 7x&x4 
33C24108—Shpg. wt. 1202. 
8 Auto Organizer has four accordion pockets. One pocket 

has a heavy-duty zipper. Snap closure. Fits in glove com- 
partment. Convenient for home use, too. 11x7x3 in. 
33C 24115—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. seso 
Y Auto Visor Kit. One pocket has a coin organizer to group 

change, snaps securely closed. Pencil loop, glass case, 
heavy duty zipper compartment. Attaches to sun visor with 
adjustable straps. 17x6x2 in. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. 
330 24116—Shpg. wt. 1202. 1130 

eye-pleasing details. . roomy sections 
3 Our finest Valet features an entiqued world map. Under the top, 

there's a grooved shelf for coins, watch. keys, wallet. Jewelry drawer 
and its divider have a soft, protective lining. Decorative metal drawer 
pulls and handle have antiqued finish. 13х47 inches high. From Taiwan. 
33 C 24526—Shipping weight 3 pounds. 415.00 
Д Volet with special eye-giess holder. Hand-rubbed for a mellow lus- 

ter. 4 sections, Handsome wooden pegs to bold wallet. 13x6x1 in. 
33€ 24221— From Brazil or Taiwan. Shipping weight 12 ounces 
Б Twotier Valet has silver-color metal support bars. Six grooved sec- 

tions keep accessories neat. 1255152519 in. high. 
33€ 24221—From Taiwan. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 



he Wen Bore 

Our Cashmere Calfskin Collection . . 
Wallets that are richly soft and leather lined 

ts $1 200 бета) 
E 

(1 thru 6) Uniquely elegant calfskin leather, brushed to a cashmere softness 
‚+ Supple, lightweight and yet extremely durable. 

Thinfold. Great for today's slim-fitting 
elothes. 4 card pockets, 2 spare key hold- 

ers, currency section. 
33 027009 -Black — 33 C 27804-Brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 41200 
2 Attaché. -view removable windows, $ 

credit card slots, 2 large card pockets, 2 
spare key bolders, deep currency section. 
33C 27404—Brown — 33€ 21403—Black 
‘Shipping weight $ ounces ~ 41200 
3 Wallet with removable Pass Case. &- 
view removable window pass case has ad- 

justable closure. 2 pockets, 2 spare key hold- 
'ers currency section. 
33 € 27401—Black — 33 C 27402—Brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces „200 

270 [Sears] tta. 

Trifold. ID window, 12- 
view removable win- 

dows, side pocket with 2 
sections, 2 spare key hold: 
ers, currency section deep 
enough to bold foreign bills, 
33 € 30101—Black 
33 € 30102— Brown 
Shpg. wt. 30r. #1200 

above. Key case has 6 
hooks, adjustable closure, 
эз C 30808—Black 
33 € 30800—Brown. 
Shpg. wt. 7 oz... Set 400 

Our new Briarwood Collection . . 
Wallets with unusual color shadings 
їп ап antiqued wood-grain pattern 

sun $809 
(6 thru 9) Top-grain cowhide, with a luxurious fabric lining. 
6 Duofold. Concealed 8-view re 

movable windows, 6 slotted 
card pockets, 2 spare key holders, 
deep currency section can bold for 
ign bills, too. 
33 € 30301— Black. 
33 € 30302—Brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces ....5800 

Т Trifold. ID window, 12-view re 
movable windows, 2 slotted 

card pockets, 2 spare key holders, 
deep currency section. 
33 C 30105— Black. 
33 € 30106—Brown 
Shipping weight 4 ounces ....4800 

10 м Б жик er dla ray а Jimdo ote la. Sy ei Ше ee ee e Fase Tone ise e oc]. nm 
11 Seit Full-erain cowhide, 1% in. 

Wallet with removable 
Case. Eight-view remo: 

window pass case, two card pock 
ets, two spare key holders, currency 
section. 
33 С 30002—Brown. 
33 € 30001— Back. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces ....#8.00 

Attaché. 24-view removable 
windows, 2 large card pockets, $ 

credit card slots, 2 spare key hold. 
'ers, deep currency section. 
33 € 20201— Black. 
33 С 30202— Brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces ....#8.00 

Our Silver Dollar Collection 
Leather Wallet and Belt 

each with a real 
United States silver doliar. 
Ideal gifts for collectors 

sun $1495 
with removable P. 
iturdy black buffa! 

wide. Silver dollar securely beld in 
the silver-tone metal buckle with its 
scroll design. Black. State waist sise 30, 
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 in. 

701F—(Shpg. wt. 8 or.) #1495 
ijo Mn 



Our embossed cowhide 
leather collection . . 

Wallets with handsome, well-defined designs 
Priced $450 Mema 

(1 thru 3) Smooth, top-grain cowhide lined with fabric. 
1 Trifold Weller. Embossed design is antiqued to a darker shade than the 

wallet. ID window, 12-view removable windows, 2 spare key bolders, 2 
card pockets, currency section deep enough to hold foreign bills. Golden tan. 
33€ 30108. ing weight 4 ounces 1600 

Hand-loced Wallet with Removable Pass Case. Hand laced on all 
sides. Removable 8-view card holder; stamp pocket, zippered coin pock- 

et Two bill compartments (one open, one zippered) 
33 C 27 101— Brown 33 C 27168—Black 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 1500 

3 Zipper Wallet with Removable Pass Case. The S-view removable 
window leather-covered pass case snaps closed. Coin pocket also with 

snap closure. The wallet zips on three sides and has a currency section 
33 € 27222— Black 33 € 27223--Brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. мю 

Our new Denim Wallet 
has orange stitching 

inside and out 

5600 
The perfect acces sport and casual Clothes „a ara” for a blue калы The 
wallet is a trifold, made from stur 
dy denim blended of 75% cotton 
and 25% nylon. The interior 
leather trim matches the smart 
tan leather strap. Inside, there's a 
window for his ID card, 2 card 
pockets, 12-view windows and a 
currency compartment deep 
enough to hold foreign bills. Den 
im blue, So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

‘Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
33030107 1600 

Our initialed collection . . 
Wallets with two or three embossed initials. Choose 

soft, mellow calfskin or ruggediy handsome buffalo calf 

CALFSKIN 5800 BUFFALO CALF 5600 
Priced from Priced from 

tema (4) voc 15) ems [4) ane (5) 
(4 thru 6 ) Initials are deeply embossed into tbe leather. Wallets are sent post- 
paid from Lynn, Massachusetts, Allow extra time for delivery. No C.D." 

Ploinly print сту two or three initials 
d Attaché. 12-view removable window, 6 credit card slots, 2 large card pocit- 
ts, and а deep currency section that can bold papers and foreign bills. 

Calfskin, Lined with acetate. Buffalo calf. Lined with nylon twill. 
#33 € 30204V—Brown. F33 С 30823—Brown. 
F33 € 202034 Black. 33 C 20824V— Black. 
(Shipping weight ounces) ....#00 (Shipping weight 5 ounces) ....4800 

5 Trifold. 16-view removable windows, 2 card pockets, one gusseted card 
pocket and a currency section deep enough for foreign bills. 

Calfskin. Lined with acetate. Buffalo calf. Lined with nylon twill 
F13 C 301 11V— Black. F33 C 30822V—Black 
F33 C 301 12V— Brown. F13 C 30021V—Brown, 
(Shipping weight 4 ounces) ....4800 (Shipping weight 4 ounces) ....4800 

6 Trifold and Key Case Set. Trifold same as (5) above. Matching key case 
has six removable hooks, snap closure. . cotton lining looks like suede. 

Calfskin 
F33 С 30804V—Brown, 
кзз C 30803V—Black 
(Shipping weight 7 ounces) ....M000 

Buffalo calf. 
F33 C 30802V—Brown 
F33 C 3080 v— Black. 
(Shipping weight 7 ounces) ....5800 

Wallet with full name is 
top-grain buffalo calf with 
letters of 24-karat gold 

^ $650 
Wallet has 8-view removable. 
pass case with snap closure, 
open and concealed currency 
sections, two side pockets, ny- 
lon twill lining. Sent postpaid 
from Lynn, Massachusetts. 
Allow extra time for delivery. 
No C.O.D/s. Clearly primi de- 
sired name. 
FI C 27967V— Brown 
F33 С 27966V— Black. 
(Shipping weight 4 oz.) .06.50 



Chair Valet. . a Sears exclusive. 
Back and seat covered in walnut-iook 

grained vinyl that wipes clean with a damp 
cloth . . padded with polyurethane foam 
for comfort. Seat lifts up for extra storage 
space. Walnut-finish hardwood removable 
hanger and accessory tray with trouser 
bar. Hardwood legs have nylon glides 10 
protect floor. 40 in. high, 18 in. wide, 23 In. 
deep. Unassembled, instructions incl. 
28 C 75941 —Shipping wt. 16 bs, ... 92488 

land. Constructed of ramin 
ith highly lacquered walnut 

stain finish. Deluxe hanger, accessory tray 
with trouser bar and double-braced bottom 
support that may be used as a shoe rack, 
4SUxI7%x13 in. deep. Unassembled . . in- 
structions included. From Taiwan. 
25 C 7592—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 12 oz... . 11449 

Chair Valet. Leather-like embossed 
black vinyl seat and back that wipe 

clean . . padded with polyurethane foam 
for comfort. Walnut-finish hardwood re- 
movable hanger, accessory tray with trou. 
wer bar and legs. Legs have nylon glides to 
protect floor, 42 in. high, 18 in. wide, 23 in. 
deep. Unassembled . . instructions incl. 
25 C 7893. —Shipping wt. 16 bs. .... 41988 

4 35-hook Tie Rack. Solid walnut with 
brass-plated metal hook and bar, Re- 

movable plastic books bold regular or wide 
Чез. 6^ iih in. deep. Gift Boxed. 
25 C 205— Shipping weight 12 oz... 488. 

Б 26-prong Tie Rack. Sold walnut with 
brass-plated metal prongs, trim. Mount 

to wall (screws incl). 18% in. long. 
25€ 1601— Shipping weight 14 oc... 9884 

6 Batteryoperated Shoe Polishing Kit 
High speed for buffing . . low speed for 

applying polish. Power unit in It. green and 
di. green molded plastic housing. Kit in 
cludes polisher, 2 polishing brushes, 2 hand 
applicator brushes, 2 lamb's wool buffers 
and 2 cans polish (1 black, 1 brown). All in 
brown molded plastic box with snap-lock 
losing. Box is 7! л8\ үл 10% in. deep. Pow. 
«т unit operates on 4 size "D" batteries (not 
included, sold below). Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
25C 1277 -Wı 3 lbs, 3 o2. Kit sos 

Redwood Shoe Shine Kit. Natural fin- 
ish redwood chest doubles as a handy 

footrest for polishing and buffing . . has a 
brass-plated metal snap closing. Fitted with 
2 wood-block shine brushes with plastic 
bristles, 2 hand daubers, 2 shine cloths and 
2 cans ol polish (1 black, 1 brown), Chest is 
Bis IV, in. deep. 
25 C 3182—Shippine weight 5 bs. Kit # 
B 2:speed Electric Shoe Polishing Kit 

High speed for buffing, low speed for 
cleaning and applying polish. Automatic 
ejector button releases attachments only 
when button is pressed. Stim molded plas- 
tic power unit in avocado green and black 
with walnut-look woodgrain vinyl trim. 
Stá-ft. cord. Kit includes power unit, 2 
brush applicators, 2 rotary polishing 
brushes, 2 lamb's wool buffers, 2 mandrils 
and 2 cans polish (1 black, 1 brown). Wal- 
nut-finish solid oak box with footrest 
(вах? Vx1314 in. deep) holds accessories. 
UL listed for 110-120-v. AC; 180-watts, 
25C 3249—Shpg. wt 7 Ibs. 202. „Kit #2488 
Y Auto Emergency Kit Includes lat tire 

infiator and sealer, first-aid kit, first-aid 
booklet, auto fire extinguisber, SOS flag. 2 
way metal flashlight (use 2 “D” batteries, 
not incl) and warning blinker (Use 2 “C” 
batteries, not incl.). Brown leather-like 
grained vinyl case with metal snap closing 
and handle. Kit is 7x812x414 in. deep. 
25 C 1003—Shpg. wt. 5 pounds .. Kit #1099 
34 C 4632—Pkg. of 2 size "D^ bat 
Shipping weight package 8 oz. Package 63¢ 
за C 4631—Pkg. of 2 size "C^ batteries. 
Shipping weight package 3 ox. Package 63c 

a 
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Many more popular toys 
from the above manufacturers 

аге offered In the 
toy section of this catalog 
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You can buy Home Appliances NOW . . 
on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan . . 

and defer your first monthly payment until February, 1976 
(Available in most States. There will be a Finance Charge for the deferral period.) 

Ask for details at your Sears Catalog Selling Unit or at your local Authorized Merchant 

Deferred Payment Plan applies to any of the merchandise listed below which is 
bought from any current Sears catalog between now and Christmas. 

*Compactors »Dryers + Organs * Ranges * Room Air Conditioners • Washers 
+ Dehumidifiers • Floor Polishers • Phonographs «Recorders + Sewing Machines * Waste Disposers 
*Dishwashers + Freezers + Radios * Refrigerators + Televisions * Vacuum Cleaners. 

e LE 
1o ‘cata unit for pickup, or 

‘tome, The shipping end handling charges may dier ng 
‘of shipping: Specie detal on shipping and handling 

Ty parcel post truck. or REA Express can be 
of our Big Book. 

з 
unit, either at the. 

The merchandise offered in all Sears 18 Stocked in quantibes intend- ELT ley Mn 
Tight to limit quantities in order 10 For girth can be 
details on commercial orders, ‘Sears Contract. catalog numbers followed 

E 

SEARS CATALOG MERCHANDISE DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 
ATLANTA GA 30395 DALLAS. TX 75; 

FREER N 381 
MINNEAPOLIS. MN 55407 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19132 

SEATTLE WA 98184 

SEARS GUARANTEE. SEARS PLEDGE OF FAIRNESS 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back M, after you have decided to keep your pur- 

Whatever you buy at Sears, you have the right to use it for a reasonable time before chase, it doesn't give you the service or per- 
return it to us at our expense. We will do whatever is necessary to correct the cause of formance you reasonably expect of 1 d 
you determine it is satisfactory and decide to keep it. If you decide it is not satisfactory. there isn't a specific warranty on the item that 
your dissatisfaction. If we can't satisfactorily provide a remedy, or if you request a — will satisfactorily correct the problem, please 
refund, we will refund your full purchase price including appropriate delivery and let us know. We want to make an adjustment 
finance charges and applicable taxes. that you will consider fair. 

276 [Sears] Zi Ali rates on this page are subject to change without notice. 



can bring to your shopping. . 

by PHONE . . by MAIL . . or in PERSON 
It's easy to open a new account. Just check the appropriate 
block for type of account desired and fill in the information 

. take it to your nearest Sears 
Selling Unit or mail to Sears, Roebuck and Co., Credit Department 153. 
requested in application below . 

at the address nearest you shown on cover. 

Enjoy the convenience a Sears Credit Card 

O SEARS REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT: Any merchandise in this book may be purchased on a Sears Revolving Charge account 
Residents of Illinois, Kentucky and Michigan read. sign and return the agreement on following page along with the credit application 
requested below. When your application is accepted, a copy о! the agreement will be sent to you. 
Residents of other states should complete and return the credit application below and we will send you a Sears Revolving Charge Account and 
Security Agreement to sign and return to us. together with а copy for you to keep. 
O SEARS EASY PAYMENT ACCOUNT: All merchandise in this 
book may be purchased (minimum order $20) on an Easy Payment 
account. Send your order in now; and when your application is ac- 
cepted; a copy of your Easy Payment Credit Plan Security Agree- 
ment will be sent to you for your signature, along with a copy for 
you to keep. 

CI SEARS MODERNIZING CREDIT PLAN ACCOUNT for orders of 
$100 or more in merchandise used to repair or modernize your 

home. Send your order in now; and when your application is accept: 
ed. a copy of your Sears Modernizing Credit Pian Security Agreement 
will be sent to you for your signature, along with a copy for you to 
keep. 

NOTE: See our Big Book for complete details on all our credit plans, or call or visit your nearest Sears Selling Unit for further information. 

Credit Application 

(authorized to buy on your account. Additional credit cards wil be issued. 

жыш шыс PT sms Em Sue ш m 
If your account is paid in full or if you have not had a Sears account, please answer questions below. 

Marec. 8 Numer of 2..4 nt O 0 
Fran 
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Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security 

Agreement 

Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
| agree to the following regarding all purchases made on my 
Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security Agreement. 
1.1 have the following options each monthly billing period. 

(A) Iwill pay the entire New Balance within 30 days of the 
Billing Date shown on the monthly billing statement: or 

(8) | will pay the deferred payment price for each pur- 
chase consisting of the cash price and a FINANCE 
CHARGE. 

(1)The FINANCE CHARGE will be computed upon 
the AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE of my account in each 
monthly billing period. 
la) The AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE i$ determined by 
dividing the sum of the balances outstanding for 
each day of the monthly billing period by the 
number of days in the monthly billing period. 

(b) The balance outstanding for each day of the 
monthly billing periodis determined by subtract- 
ing payments and credits from the previous 
dey'sbalance excluding any purchasesadded to 
the account during the monthly billing period 
and excluding any unpaid FINANCE CHARGE. 

(2) FINANCE CHARGE will be determined by apply- 
ing a periodic rate of 1.5% per month (ANNUAL 
PERCENTAGE RATE of 18%) to the AVERAGE 
DAILY BALANCE- 

(3) When the AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE for a monthly 
billing period is $33.00 or less, the FINANCE 
CHARGE for the billing period, at Sears option, will 
be 50c instead of the amount computed above. 

(4)No FINANCE CHARGE will be assessed: 

(a) In a monthly billing period during which there 
was no previous balance; 

(b) In a monthly billing period during which pay- 
ments and/or credits equal or exceed the previ- 
ous balance: 

(c) On unpaid FINANCE CHARGE; or 

(9 On purchases during the monthly billing period 
їп which they are added to the account. 

(6)! will pay the deferred payment price forall purchas- 
es in monthly payments within 30 days from each 
monthly Billing Date according to the following 
schedule of minimum payments and have the op- 
tion of paying more than the minimum payment 
each month: 

tthe New The Minimum. 
Blanes is: Payment wil be: 
$ .01105 10.00 Balance 

10.01 to 20000 $10.00 
200.01 to 25000 1500 
2500110 30000 2000 Over$50000 1/1008 
300.01 to 35000 2500 New Balance. 

(6) If | fail to pay any minimum payment when due, 
Sears may declare my entire balance due and pay- 
able. 

(7) Ѕеагѕ shall retain title to merchandise purchased 
under this agreement until paid in full. Each pay- 
ment shall be applied to merchandise and services 
as follows: first to unpaid FINANCE CHARGE: 
then, as to items purchased on different dates, the 
first purchased shall be deemed first paid, as to 
items purchased on the same date, the lowest 
priced shall be deemed first paid. 

(8)! have the right to pay my entire balance in fullatany 
time without incurring a subsequent FINANCE 
CHARGE. 

2.1 agree that the FINANCE CHARGE and other credit 
terms will be determined by the law of my State of Resi- 
dence. If | change my State of Residence | will inform 
‘Sears, and Sears will provide me with a new agreement 
containing the FINANCE CHARGE and other credit 
terms applicable to my new State of Residence. 

3. Sears is authorized to investigate my credit record and 
report to proper persons and bureaus my performance of 
this agreement. 

4. Sears waives the right to retain or to acquire any lien 
arising solely by operation of law in real property used or 
expected to be used as my principal residence. This 
Provision is not applicable to judgement liens. 

NOTICE TO BUYER: (1) Do not sign this contract before 
you read itor if it contains blanks. (2) You are entitled to 
а copy of this contract. Keep it to protect your legal 
rights. (See NOTICE below.) (3) You have the right to 
pay in advance the full amount due. 

TEUSTOMERS SIGNATURE) 

ACCEPTED. SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 

M the Now ‘The Minimum 
Balance lc Payment will be: 
$350.01 to $400.00 $3000 
4000110 45000 3500 
4500110 50000 4000 

$. 

NOTICE: To open a new Sears Revolving Charge Account, residents of Illinois, Kentucky 
andMichigan should read and sign the above agreement and return it to us together with the 
completed credit application on the preceding page. When your application is accepted, we 
will send you a copy of the agreement for you to keep. 

Residents of other states should complete and return the credit application on the preceding 
page. When your application is accepted, we will send you a copy of the agreement to sign 
and return to us, together with a copy for you to keep. 

278 [Sears] ce to rr ON SIMA NO UNO MI 



:RoADHANDLER 
Here's the Steel-beited Radial Tire that outwears, 

outstops, outcorners and just plain outhandles our original 
Steel-helted Radial, the famous “tire that beat the Baja". 

The RoadHandler is built with 16% more steel 

under a tread that’s 13% wider, 10% deeper 
at the center, Puts 12% more rubber in contact 

with the road. In laboratory tests, 
it had 15% better wet cornering traction and 

5% better dry braking traction. 
And in road tread life tests, it delivered 

10% better mileage. 

All this, yet tests 

also showed that the 
RoadHandler 
runs quieter. 

WARRANTED 40,000 MILES \ 3 

"2" $5000 Ra | 
ol the important 
how, where and wi 

lo Sears. Roebuck and Co. Dept. 695, 
r$ Tower, Chicago, Illinois 60684, 

ibeless car tires. Shipping weight 1 ounce. 
inches long Each #125 95 C 98717—1%4 inches long Each 128 

WARRANTY 
FULL WARRANTY FOR 10% OF PECI 



Outfit includes 
! Variable-speed 
%-inch Drilland 
a 7-piece bit set 

Outfit includes 
Dual-motion Sander 

= and 13 sanding sheets 

mor develops maximum ts + 
minute. Long 

ing, just plug into 
Trigger contr 
Srinch stroke makes short work of most jobs, Permanently lul 
bearings. Base tilts 4$ right 
mer housing. Built 3 blades for 

60-Hertz AC. UL listed. 

280 [Sears] m. Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need See Big Book or ask for details 

ns 

Outfit includes 
Steel 
Tool Box 

Outfit includes 
Variable-speed 
Sabre Saw 
and 3 blades 

Give your handyman 
a Workshop Outfit 

he'll use again and again 

Save *29.97 
Separate prices total * 104.96 

57/99 

Here's what you gi 74 

+ Three of our most popular type Portable 
Electric Tools. . each with the features 
tool users told us they wanted most 
Accessories for each tool 
And a tool box for storing the entire outfit 

Complete 
outfit 

releases quickly. Permanently lubricated ball thrust and sleeve bearings for 
long life, dependable service. Double reduction spur gearing. Entire housing made of high-impact polymer. With 6-foot, 2-wire 

fa lever 
ш. Sanding 

housing and handle. Auxilia 
cord: 13 aluminum oxide 

UL listed. 

Double-pole slide switch. 
orbital-action f 
pad measures impact poly 

With 6-foot, 

474.99 Complete Out 



A Sears Garage Door Opener... «the gift of 
ы yenience you'll enjoy all T Here's what you get 

© HP, 627-watt motor our strongest 
e Security switch helps guard garage. 
When locked, only inside wall button on 

receiver will open the door 

Fully aut opener . . just the touc 
button opens. Closes up to a 7! эх 18 ft. wide door 

adapter 
1-рго plu. 

locks automatically 
(not incl) if existing outlet is f 
по wiring hassles, Open 
when door E 
belongings 

operation if power (ай 
Transmitter, receiver in w 

it, hardware, installation ins 
120 v.. 60-c. AC, Meets FOC S 

TD-RQA 4-54, 6130 TD 1534. “N s 
Oper ver and one transmitter 
64 C 6853N— Shps. wt. 55 pounds inm 
Opener with receiver and two transmitters 
64C 6553 18—Shpg. wt. 56 pounds 

Ы SOLID-STATE 
TRANSMITTER 

SOLID-STATE 
RECEIVER 

ELECTRIC Chain Saw 
with 10-inch guide bar 

ff 33895 

Craftsman Electric Sprayer-Compressor 
e Sprays latex and other paints 54499 
S infiates tires. sporting goods отв S44 

Spray paint furniture—even wicker, shutters. 
а picket fence. inflate tires. spray insecticides, 
‘dean furnace filters, caulk windows 

Piston-type compressor is more efficient 
and dependable than diaphragm type units 
because it has fewer moving parts and is ca 
pable of higher air pressure. Spray nozaie 
moves easily for quick cleanup. Disposable 
valves may be cleuned or replaced. 

Delivers 7 SCFM at 20 PSl(max. 65 PSI): 
With -foot air hose. Uses 110-120-*, 60-Hz- 
АС. 35 amps, 130 watts at maximum pres- 
sure, Double insulated. UL listed 
30C 8084C— Hort 110 in, Wi. М be 14496 

ST ® Replacement Valve Set 
Use with Craftaman electric sprayer compressor above. 
Incl. valve. tube and nozzle assembly with 2 nozzle caps, 
30C 16335—5Мррим weight 3 ounces .. "D 200 [Sears] 281 

£ saw. Includes 1414 inch 
watts, UL listed. Order ex- alt, 60 cycle AC. 9 

Big Book. or use a 



Save ‘84.90. . buy this MEET 
=, > 12 

Microwave Oven plus special afm i 
three pieces 

Microwave Browning Dish and Roll-about for only 
Cart. . ALL FOR $30 LESS THAN OUR 299° 
REGULAR PRICE FOR THE OVEN ALONE 

Microwave Oven. Cart and Browning Dish 
22C 9955683 Shipping weight 96 R 1299.95 

‚more microwave ovens (see descrip 

weight 25 pounds 



Save *49.90 . . sy our largest 
Single Gas Grill plus Rotisserie and Shelf 

with Cutting Board . . ALL FÜR THE SAME PRICE 
AS OUR REGULAR PRICE FOR THE GRILL ALONE 

(1 thru 4) The Gas Grills have H-shaped burner with 2 variable heat controls 
let you prepare meats, vegetables simultaneously; warm bread or buns with- 

out burning. Two-section adjustable stainless steel grid lets you quick-cook 
foods on one side of grill while simmering foods on opposite side. Grid is MS sq. 
in. warming rack is 110 sq, in. for a total cooking area of 455 sq. in. Cast 
aluminum body and cover. Plastic handle. Grill 25! ax 18! ax 144 in. high. Bag of 
lava rock briquettes incl Order installation Mis ond LP pas tank from Big Book. 
The Rotisserie Kit includes motor and spit. 8-ft. cord. 110-120-., he. AC. 
‘The Stainless Steel Shelf features hardwood cutting board that hangs on grill 
front. 1122134 inches long. 

1 Post Model. Install 45 in. high post 21 in, into ground. Shp. wt 90 be — $ Portable Patio Base Model. Like (2) but with Gin. wheels. Wt. 99 Дә, 
22C 22802N4— Natural Gas. Grill rotisserie and shelf 5174.95 22 C 2283284— Natural Gas. Grill rotisserie and shelf . 4204. 

9 Patio Bese Model. Post set in 21118-0. cast aluminum base. Can be moved Д Portable Cart Model. Has cart with 7-in. rubber wheels, handle. Tank 
or permanently anchored with lag bolts. Shipping weight 96 pounds. bracket, fastener screws. 2-0. hose, regulator, connector . . everything for 

22 C 2282284 Natural Gas. Grill rotisserie and shelf 4199.95 hookup xcept LP pas шй, Núm iio t Paria nemi 
22€ 22829N4—LP(bowlec) Gas. Grill rotiserie and she. 199.95 22C 22849N4—LP(bottied) Gas. Grill rotisserie, shelf. Wt. 114 s. . 5229.95 

NOTE Check local bu tra A coses betore cro мова A! qai gra e conis cena ai oas 

The WOOD WORKS 
Shelving Systems of 

solid 1'4 inch thick wood 

Design a wall shelving system to suit your needs. Wood Works compo- 
nents have distressed, dark stained, waxed finish, routed edges. Triple 
‘and double brackets space shelving at 16-in. intervals. Secure brackets to 
wall studs. 

mer 
T Each $3199 | Each #7699 Each 3608 | Each 3122 

Wires an е ire andar, 
1 {с | HE li Ea pe | BER pic | Е [SN ZEU Eit] | ME à pol] mat ix бз 

S |$9$ [3253 

7 y Triple, 48. ШЕН! au H bi: Each 14 Esch 1266 ar ee ge | mu уй 1 | ijv] E | i CR тты = 
(10) Shelf, 36 be. long 64С95254С 6 | | Each 18. | Esch 1599 T | fj i] sem WEE RE nn a кыш | ss ERE DURS EH 
Н | Each 7. Esch 677 | ы йшй с 
Shelving Kits provide assembly ease and quality styling $6995 

Assemble without tools. . just twist predrilled spindles together using threaded dow- 
els (incl) and pre-drilled shelves spaced between. Hardwood, traditional styled spin- 
dies and ball finials in walnut or maple finish. Pre-finished shelves of particleboard, 
laminated with vinyl walnut or mapie-look finish. Assembled unit, 59 5x13*3x36-in. 
high. Kit contains one 29^ rin. and two S9! iin. long shelves plus spindles, finials and 
dowels. Instr. incl. See “N” suffix note, page 276. 
64 C 9686N— Walnut finish. Shipping weight 46 pounds 
64 C 0606 iN— Maple finish. Shipping weight 46 pounds. 

Sculptured 
sho edges 

wu [Sears] 283 



Your pet will sleep comfy and cozy 
on Christmas night if Santa 

brings him this Plush Pet Palace 
$2999 

quickly , , shaped 

ре on 
and Palace 
Even if yo 
like a kin 
assembled. С 
Sears and order it г 
] Push red solid. ^ 

71 С 601951 —Shog 
9 Happy Patch pattern. 100% cotton. 
© 1 C 60199. wt, 151 12299 

Rhinestone Collar 
with 4-foot Lead 

ollar size sehen ordering 
71 C 60197F Wi. Sor, $7.49 

Jumbo Dog Stocking 
measures 42 inches 

„ . jam-packed with 
20 toys and edibles 

$999 E ud 

fe In I Chretien eer 11-piece Poodle Kit J 9-piece Dog 
sock. Packed with scented with lighted clipper e Grooming Kit 
tug-of-war rubber toy $4799 stulfed leather football, $3 799 

scented rubber ring, rubber Sere mia to Edid chew Highspeed, permanent-magnet motor, with solids Lighted clipper with permanent-mag 
Ber lakes West bone state circuitry, High carboo-steel cutting blades: пе. solidatate circuitry motor . . cuts 

heat-treated (or hardness. Narrow. Ys-inch wide through even matted hair. Taper arm 
fers the control you need for delicate areas. adjustment. Self-aligning, heat-treated hide chew pancakes 

rawhide bone and chewy i ains lighted clipper with taper arm adjust- мин cutting blades. With clipper blade 
Les aevi dram ment. poodle trimming blade, blade guard. stain- guard. metal blade attachment, metal 
TN Олут Bee lesser! Made attachment. iors. metal comb, comb, slicker brush. cleaning brush, 
— slicker brush, cleaning brash. oil and poodle oll. grooming guide 7Va-foot cord. 
Shipping weight 3 Ita rooming guide With 75а бод сос Та fitted vinyl Plastic came 110-120-v., 25-watt 
Srey an же 10-120. 25, CHE AC. UL listed, 60Ha, AC. UL tated 

71 C 61344 Shipping weight 2 Ibe. $ oz. 3499. 71C 61341 -Shpg. wt. 21 400... $37.99 

Aids to help keep your dog healthy and well groomed 
Playtime Dog Stocking 

with 6 fun toys Stocking with 3 beauty needs 3-pc. Grooming Stocking 

$259 $599 $499 

Christmas Ь for pets. too, With 4-ounce bottle ol", 7 Helps keep your pet neat 
jour dag will love the Linatone coat condition- Y after a day in the field, or 

сомів in this stocking. er. 30ubletsol Therolin eq) for special eccasions 
Maybe bel start by chasing УМР (vitamin-mineral V Stocking contains заці. 
the rubber ball, then мор to protein sapplement) dog Yy cal steel nail trimmer with 
munch on one of the 3 raw Treats and 12-ounce bot- keen cutting edge. sturdy 
hide twists. After munching. tle of ProCoat tearlem 1 metal comb-detangler for 
he may take a nap with the ? dog shampoo which „ removing burrs or restor- 
rubber toy then awaken O0 am "r leans the cont to bring ing wave. and stiff 
play with the rubber mouse m =” out natural highlights. Б bristled brush. 
With attached bel. Shor. wt. 1 Ib, бог. Shipping weight 11 ox. 
71 C 60461 - Wt. 11»... 5250 < - 710 61494, 1.9 / 71C 61493. чю 

ЄЙ в 



Reward your pet with happy days and tranquil nights with a place of his very own 
and you'll appreciate the shrink-resistant, completely-washable covers 

Lazy-daze Pet Lounger $] 399 $" 
The perfect place for yous dog tö e, rt 
the day's activities. Whether its for an afternoon's 
nap, or a full night's sleep, bel enjoy the way the 
rolled sides of this lounger come up to bold him 
safe, secure. Generously polyurethane foam filed, 
with attractive brown and gold-color cotton cover. 
Vinyl ventilated bottom . . wipes clean with a 
damp cloth, mild soap. See “N” suffix, раке 276. 
71 C60191L31x26-nch. WL 7 iba. 11399 
71 C801928—38x29-inch. Wt. 8 Is. 1798 

Polystyrene plastic pet door adapts to 
any door type. Door swings both ways . 
‘ends the need for your involvement when 
dog wants to go out, come back in. Locks 
from inside. For pets up to 13 inches tall 
between knee joint and shoulder. Installs 
in 12x15-inch opening. With template to 
help simplify installation. simplify 
71C80176—Wt. 2м. 1202. ....514.99. 

Treat your hamster or gerbil to a life of ease 
in these educational Habitrail™ Sets 

(1 and 2) Close-to-nature habitats let your pets arrange feeding, sleeping, 
bathroom areas. Delight at the way your pets scurry up, down and through 
the tubes as they play, or carry food or bedding. Made of transparent, heavy- 
wall styrene. Wire-mesh bottom and snap-off tray permit you to clean houses 
without the need for removing pet. Perforated metal doors lock securely to 
contain pet. No-drip water bottle. 14-page instruction manual. 

1 Cut #3. Big Wheel House with Skyroom. Measures 19Yix9Yaxı 1) 
inches high. Skyroom projects to 17Yjrinch height, Giant exercise wheel 

lets pet go 'round and ‘round. Your pet will really have a ball in this one. 
T1C6172C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

2 Two house Set with Skyroom. Measures 94/19Yx0% inches high. Sky- 
room projects to 13% yin. height. Connecting tube leads to fun house with 

saucer-shaped exercise wheel, where your pet can have hours oí exercise 
71 C61488C— Shipping weight 7 pounds 

22100 
Ue The Cuddier $099 

Soft, Mulfy cotton pile completely encircles your 
pet as be dreams away the night in this plush cud 
ег. High sides provide support . . comfort. 
protection. Large size cuddler provides adequate 
room for 2 small pets. Luxurious, separate poly: 
urethane foam-filled cushion removes for cleaning. 
Cushion cover and cuddler cover completely ma- 
chine washable in luke warm water, 
71€60183—22x16x7 in. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
71€ 80194C—25x 1838 in. WL 4 Iba. 

"з 
1249 

Cat Litter Box with protective top shield 
$899 

Hinged shield-top helps prevent mess. 
spills when cat scratches and digs. 
Means less cleanup for you later. For 
disposal simply lift top and remove lin- 
er. Hands never touch mess. Washable 
harvest gold plastic. 16121x5 inches 
high. With 6 polyethylene liners, 

Order additional liners from deine 
тїс 60092—Shpg. wt. Sibs.......08.99 

Pet Hideaway $] 199 
The ideal place for your pet to go, when he wa 
get away from it all. Hand-washable brows 
gold-color cotton cover completely encloses the hide- 
away to keep your pal snug, serene. Opening permits 
animal to keep an eye on things as he lounges on the 
polyurethane foam cushion. Cushion removes for 
cleaning. Shape-retaining polyurethane foam inner 
structure. Entire hideaway soft to the touch, can't 
harm furniture, rugs. 1835510581543 inches high. 
71C60868C—Shipping weight 4 Iba. Dr 

E Kitty Stocking 
М with 5 

fun items g 
s17 

Hours of fun for your kitty in 
this stocking. Contains catnip 
mouse with bell, leather spool, 

¡fed catnip toy, carpet 
scratching toy, rawhide chew 

Disposable Liners. Package of 12. toy. Shipping weight 5 or. 
71C 60895—Shpg. wt. В oz... Pic э! 71C 60482 "n 

9 Pet Canteen provides water 
even when you're away 

Ê 
Pull 25 inches from tip to tip, so your dog can. 
have the biggest bone in the neighborhood, 
‘Specially-treated beef rawhide . . satisfies 
your dog's chewing desires. Will not stain 
‘clothes or furniture. No offensive odor. It's а 
blk one! 
71€00177C—Shipping ма. 2 Ibs, 

=. 

Was 320.94 Now #1799 

516.99 

5549 
Great for hunters, campers— 
anyone who takes a pet on a 
trip. Or, И you take a trip, fl it 
before you leave so your pet 

ЇЇ have water while you're 
у. Leakprool, tip-proof 

Sears 285 



Start an aquarium. , 
it's a fascinating hobby 

(1 thru 3) L 
high-impact plas 

ran finish heips hi 

мей aqua dome 

ide ac 
Aqua Dome with incendi light. Rests 

ight reflection benefits growth 
Panels at rear f т, filters, accessories sn 

T1 C &4177— Shipping weigh 
9 Tempered Glass Aquarium. 10-2000 

hidden waterline feature 
inches high. Tempered, break-resistan 
$ times the strength of ordinary glass. High 
‘one-piece top and bottom frame bon. 
increased protection against leaks and 

64176C—Shipping weight 17 Ibs. 
3 Aquarium Stand. Snap-togethe 

water-filled 10-gal. aquarium, Assem 
height of 30 in., or assemble for low-boy 
in. 2044x1044 in. deep. Unassem 
71 175—Shipping weight 6 bs. 

7-piece Aquarium Kit for 
aquariums up to 15 gallons 

4 tank, With HU pum u 
thermometer, bubb rner filter with intak 
hamber at gravel line for maximum impurities in 

71 64845—Shipping жеш) 
(00d sampler, book. 

Soz 1539 

HydraHeet* Heater can't overheat 
5 Pe dable heater for any size aquarium. T 

stat prevent overheating . . even if water line d 
me heater top. Plastic: Sn. 

Thirteen-star Betsy Ross Flag helps 5 
you celebrate the bicentennial $995 

Be prepared for the 200th birthday of our country with this facsimile of the 
original Betsy Ross Flag. Believed to have been desi 
Washington, the original Betsy Ross Flag was с 
Congress on June 1 St 
So-star flag. 3x5-loot size, with em 
11C59022-Nylon Flag. Wt. 1 lb. ...#1295 
286 [Sears | 9517; 

ed by an Act 

Bird House and Bird Feeder Kit 
. . reat for gifts or youth projects 

Loads of tun for folks who want to attract birds. All you need ia a ham- 
met to assemble this bird house and bird feeder of select Ponderosa pine. 
Log cabin styles. with grooved wood. Nails and screws included. Bird 
house measures 7t ук! 321013 inches long: glass (ront bird feeder mea- 
‘sures 64 x5! 3x7! , inches wide. Feeder holds 4 pounds of bird seed. 

5749 

71 C 63822—Shipping weight 4 pounds Rit 0749 

Redwood patio-balcony 
Bird Feeder 

6 California redwood feeder on post 
makes an attractive addition to your 

patio or balcony. Bottom platform for 2 
flower (not included). Measures 6014 
inches when assembled. Feeder, with 

6 plastic hopper, has sliding top for filling; 
se mr hoids 10 pounds of seed. Sent partially as- 

v мй sembled. Shipping weight 16 pounds. 
116638352 m 

Lowest price 
in 18 months for any 

Pole-type Feeder 

553 

7 Кокей plastic feeder In old- 
fashioned sas lett design holds 

8 pounds of sed; ils through dome 
at top. 9-inch diameter, 13 inches 
high. With 5% root, Arplece steel mounting post 
EEE Wr (bs... 96.49 

Redwood high-rise Feeder 
8 California redwood and amber- 

color plastic feeder holds 4 
pounds of seed; hax accommoda- 
tions for 6 birds to feed simulta 
seously. Metal hanging loop at top. 
retracts. Hang in a tree, or stand 
atop your picnic table. Measures 
A gd! 17 inches high. 
71€ 63821—Wt. 21x. В оз... 4598 

Includes wild bird seed, cracked 
com. sunflower seed, Niger thistle. 
Different foods attract differ 
birds . . leaflet gives detalla. Attract 
finches, chickadees, cardinala, jun 
сов, muthatchen, towhecs. 
316-pound Assortment 
71662223— Wt. 18 lbs њи 
52.pound Assortment. T1CE22:4L—Wt 350b... 1898 



Sears Miniature Light Sets have these high-quality features 
e Straightline construction * If one light goes out, others stay lighted * Most light sets include 

minimizes tangled cords + Replacement bulbs are available two extra bulbs 

Save 15% when you 
buy 2 or more sets 

of these Novelty Lights 
Gesine 99 | 2 5024 

1 Alah! Globe Set. Indoor outdoor use. Assorted color bulbs. 2 extra — E 351М Petal Set. Assorted color, tini or shine steadily, One extra Шын Replacement bulbs availble 18 watts Tarvan Tela, 1 extra regular bulb. Replacements avaiable: 17-w. Taim 
2S BPE wt lor each M9 Zor more sets cach 4.24 nons 

Replacement Bulbs. Package o sw. Taiwan 71945: 11€ 94820 Shipping weight 1 ounce Pia. 680 
Pia 

6 эБаим Reflector et, Arte colors: twinkle or shine steadily. 1 extra 2, 1046 Hurisane Lamp Set. Indoor use. Cip on branches Clear bulta Ө ini, Herr regular bu Replacements avala Lv. Taivan Renten babe avelli 12 war ly 71680 Shipping mehr Por un 71C aata Spe. we Id ot each 50 Zor tote ses each 6.99 ESASI eplaceman Bulbs. Package ot Taiwan. Wi Toz... Pi abe 
Replacement Bulbs. Package of 6. 18-и, Italy эдиз МИн Ser. Aa (6) above, бим babs. 17 П Supping weight ounce асл ТЕЙ Supping veli 9 oc 129 ECCE TE T TE pésde—Replacement Bulbs. Package of Taiwan. WU Tox... Fe 30 
3 apt Cendie Set Indoor uae. Clip on branches. Clar bulbs. Replace дари Renetor Set Avorie color twine or shine tendly. One exta 
Ti Rz Shpy we о cach 4899" Dor more sets 90106.00 IE ween iden e e table 18-и. Танап YN Replacement Bulbs. Package of 6. 1Я watts Italy 3 ; 5 Replacement Bulbs. Package oí $. Taiwan. WC Tok Pg. 30€ нз Shipping weight ounce Des. 106 rn re °“  SOlght Reflector Set. As SO-light set above, but clear bulbs. 18-w 4 200 Candelabra Set. Indoor outdoor use, Assorted color bulb, 2 extra. ТТЕ О Shipping weht Wee n» pr 1 ent Тыны: HE ent Bulbs. Package of. Taiwan. Ú fax |. Pia. ave 
71C 94525—Shp each t4 99. or more sets each 4.24 711694541 Twinkle Bulbs. 35-light sets. Pkg of 3. Taiwan. WL 1 oz Pkg. 39e 
Replacement Beibe. Package ol 4. Lewat. Tavan 71 Egasez—Twninkle Bulbs. Só labi sets Ры of Taiwan, WE Lor PAE, 3 

7 Pkg. ae 4507—Fuse Lamps. Package of 3. Taiwan, Weigh 716 9452 ipping weight 1 ounce Pkg. 69 

Bubble Lights 
will add 

sparkle and glow 
$649 

Hours of viewing as "magica 
bubbles dance and cavort in 
glass chi Tight C Tip set 

Delightful 
jeweled-look 

Mini-light Tree 

rpiece, mantle decora 
tion, or as a welcome "merry 
Christmas" greeting to tbe 
folks where you work. Mold 

plastic branci 
Juded. W 

Measures 2 
риги weight 3 pounds, 

TES 1659 

h 4-foot cord. ELECTRICAL NOTE: А! 



Canadian Pine 

MINIATURE LIGHTS 

ON ALL SEARS 
CHRISTMAS TREES J 

Canadian Pine 
with k 
thickly-clustered ® 
needles and 
natural moss 
green trunk 
..our most 
realistic-looking 
Christmas Trees 

Elegant 
Sears Canadian Pine Chris 

fectly shaped, perfectly proportioned—with the ri 
wide swept fullness that rivals any living tree. Moss- 
green, molded polyethylene trunk has the 
ular appearance of the Canadian pines that grow in the 
high country. Soft lene needles 

Dense branches mean easy trimming . . you won't 
have to bend branches down or misshape tree to posi 
tion lights. Wide base distributes weight of trimmed 
tree evenly, for firm. stable stance. In sizes for your 
home, apartment, office. With storage box. Sent unas 
sembled. Hong Kong. 

Sht. size. Sé-in. wide bottom diam. when shaped 
71C 95407, Shipping weigh 

9 74 size. S4-in. wide b 
71 C 954061 Shipping weight 20 йя. 
Ус. size. 35-in. wide bottom. 
71 C 95404C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs 

Д 2 size, Li. wide bottom diam. when shaped. 
71 C08461— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ог. 

2-foot tall Table Tree 
with stand, 13 ornaments 
Polyethylene 
ornaments include 3 red spools 

ok 



MOUNTAIN FIR TREES 
in sizes for any room 

Full-layered, wide-swept Mountain Firs are a joy to behold . . and to 
decorate. Density of branches, with many branch tips, means there's 
loads of room for ornaments and garlands. Christmas tree lights are 
easy to string, too, because you won't have to bend or misshape branch- 
єз to position lights. Evergreen-color needles of polyvinyl chloride plas- 
tic give trees luxurious appearance. Wide-stance metal tree stand for 
firm support. Packed in cardboard box for off-season storage. Sent 
‘unassembled. 
Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

Trees with Deluxe 4'zinch branch diameter. 
(1) 11C986251—8V-ft. 109 tipa, 44-in. bottom diam. Wt. 17 Ibs. ..92899 
(2)71С95627н—7 Vit 241 tips, 59-in. bottom diam. WL 33 Ibs. .. 5799 
‘Trees with Standard 3};.inch branch diameter. 
(3) 71C950638—7 itt 229 tips, S6-in. bottom diam. Wt. 29 lbs. . 936.99 
(4) 11C95061,—4 Yet. 81 tips, 40-in. bottom diam. WL 11 Ibs... 1299 

SCOTCH PINE TREES erect in just minutes 

to leave you more time for decorating 
Pre-assembled . . simply 

insert tree top, then 
open up hinged branches. 

$2499 ox 
No branches to insert . . just hold tree 
upright and shake lightly. Then shape 

Simply shake branches any way you wish. Rich, green- 
tree lightly color polyvinyl chloride plastic needles 

form branches 414 inches in diameter. Met- 
al stand for stable support. 
toot size. 
89 branch tips: 43-inch bottom diameter. 
71C956288— Shpg. wt. 18 bs. ...... 12490 
Toot size. 
121 branch tips: 47-in. bottom diameter. 
71 C 95629 Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. ......03499 

Insert top. 

Seven pre-assembled panels link 
together to form this 7-foot tree 

Last Christmas Was 146.99 

Cut$9 » $3799 
6 Simply insert wood pole into metal 

stand, book panels to pole, then insert. 
tree top. Shape flexible branches any way 
you wish, and presto . . you're ready to 
trim, Polyviny chloride plastic needles. 
form branches 4%4 inches in diameter, 213 
branch tips; 47-inch bottom diameter. 

Metal stand for firm support. 
71C95081N—Shpg. wt. 29 Ёз. ma 

Shpg. Note: See ЭС suf. p. 276. 

ts to trim your tree? 
You'll find them on the following pages 



Ornaments with the look of 
yesteryear help bring back 

that old-fashioned Christmas 
$399 

6-piece 
Cornhusk Girl 
Ornament Set 

Interesting 
figurines measure ар 

4 inches 

6-piece 
Old Fash ioned 
Furniture Set 

15-piece wooden 
Kitchen Utensil 
Ornament Set 

8-piece metal 
Kitchen Utensil 
Ornament Set 

Anodised aluminum, 

Perky inea 

pitcher, 1 

93413. 

1 collee pitcher 

Flocked Ornaments 
with the look of plush 

8 Snow-white Ornaments 
3 me as (1) except Dove 

“Yum-Yum" Set, Garland 
4 -toot "Yum-Yum” Garland 

Brig m 

Б 24piece "Yum-Yum" Set 
Plastic ornaments w 

18 white Animals with 132-piece frosted 
bright gingham checks Snowflake and Prism Set 



Trim your tree or decorate 
the old-fashioned way with these 
delicious treats you can really eat 

$ 
Save 1 when you buy any 5 sets 

of these Edible Decorations 

Any $999 Any 5or $479 
set each more sets for esch 

ats are perfect for holiday (1 thru 10) You can make yo 
parties and make great 
Order any five sets below 

9 Foilwrapped Ch 
low mold. 18 inch diameter. Set 

З Peppermint Candy Canes. 32 in 
wra; ses, 314 inches long. Net 

Сһосо! 
set of 8 net bags fo 

ч 8 n 
x Bela en 

EX tae 18] 27, ! A 

ER BE) лал à „* v 

Build this enchanting e, Popcorn 
Candy House yourself 

with real candy 



Our best Santa Suit 
is made of 

Shape-retaining, 

quilted nylon tricot 

includes our best Beard 
$3999 

Watch the eyes of the children 
sparkle and dance ay you make 
your appearance ss Santa 

Coat, trousers and cap of lunh, 
quilted nylon tricot = brushed 
for а зой! nap effect. Trim on 

d sipgered cont Ь 100% 
polyester fake fur. Eyebrows, 
wig, moustache and beard of 
polyproyylene. Luxurious beard 
looks and feels Tike natural hair. 

1 belt and leggings 
Sise 42 to 46-inch chest [i all 
Full cut. . add padding (not 
included. Fire retardant. Toy 

Christmas 
shopping done- just dial Sears 
and order it rig 
71 € 92406. 3 1b 

Red Тоу Bag. Nylon tricot 
iem] Santa face. 18x32-inch 

ipe. with drawstring. 
C 874074. 4 oF s219 

Cordana* Suit with 
polypropylene beard 

$1999 
Pullover jacket. hat and Jachet, kat and 
trousers of red cotton A ee rt 
corduroy. with polyester. Cordana 
cuffs and trim. Eye 
brows and full beard. of 
polypropylene. Vinyl 
leggings and belt. Fits 
chest sizes up to 46. 
Full-cut jacket. trousers 
with room for padding 

beard of palypr 
Vinyl leggings. belt. Pits 
chest sizes up to 46 
inches. Fulbeut jacket 
and trousers . . add pad: (mot incl) Fire retar- ding (not incl). Fire re dant. WL 2 lbn В о. tardant, WL 2 Ibs. Sor 

292 [Sears] mesros....429.99 сэш 1999 

Lighted Fireplace with 
extending chimney 

5689 
Tbe ideal place for the 
kids to hang their stock- 
ings. Red bricks and ac 
cemorie printed on 
sturdy, ready-to-assem- 
Ме corrugated paper. 
Flickering flame illusion 
created as revolving re- 
lector pases over 25-% 
bulb (mot included) 
Chimney extends from 
39 to 72-inch height: is 
notched so you can die 
play cards. With 35-inch 
long cod. 38x11x39 
inches bigh. WL 8 Ilm 
71C 7807€. sess 

Enchanting 
Magic Glow Village. 

5689 
Church windows andi 
deor resemble “маме. 
glam" Eleven 2n. 
houses, one d*rin. high 
church of sturdy cans 
board. With 12 cm 
pasb-in bulle Plur 2 ew 
Ara bulls. 12-watt. Zt 
cord. UL listed. Japan. 
TICIITIM 11b. 96,88. 
NOTE: Electric namê у 
310-120». GOH AC 

13-piece set of 
Miniature Figures 

at winter play 
$399 

Highly-detailed plastic 
figures. 2%» inches tall. 
Includes 2 skiers, 
tm. man pulling 
dren on ded, man and 
woman in bonedrawn 
sleigh. With foil for 
"pond." flame-retardant 
cotton “snow.” Hong 
Kong. WL 4 o 
7197209. sm 

Santa's 
Workshop 
8-piece set 
includes 6 

hand-detailed 
figures 

$499 

Close your eyes... and you can aln 
Santa discuss his 
Santa, Мт. Ch 
figure measures 

Use your phone. 
71 C 97363. Shipei 

ır the chatter as the elves and 
rip on Christmas eve. All-plastie set includes 

4 elves. worktable, workshop structure. Tallest 
inches high. 455914 inches wide. Hong Kong. 
you want to order it the easiest way of all 

lo un 



15-piece Nativity Set plays "Silent Night" $ 1 299 
while soft lighting enhances the scene 

Hand-detailed papier mäch figures with hard-gloss finish. Includes 
12 figures, stable, star and music box. Tullest figure 5^, inches high. 
14х09 лосі deep mossy wood stable. With $-loot cord; white 7.5-watt 
City bulb. UL listed. From Japan. 71 CS7107— Shipping weight 4 pounds Se 91298 

No lower price 
since 1971 for 
any Nativity Set 

with stable 

Set includes seven hand-detalled plastic figures; tallest 34 inches 
high. Natural-color wood stable enhanced by moss on roof and floor 
for rustic appearance. Stable 10x8x5 inches deep. Italy. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

1C 97151—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces $6.99 

Recreate Nativity scene with this 12-pc. Figure Set 
$249 

Add a touch of Christmas in your home with these detailed plastic 
figures, Tallest figure 2%, inches high. Includes Christ child, Mary, 

Joseph. 3 kings, 2 shepherds, angel, donkey, ox, camel. Hong Kong 
71.C97147—Shipping weight 7 ounces ‘Set 6240 

Ornament Chest organizes, 
helps prevent damage 

Stores decorations in an 
decorat 

lands fit in bo 
gated cardboard: 
long. Hinged lid. Metalic gol 
on red. Partially assembled. 
71 C93184C—Wt. 6 lbs. 12 

1 он alc won 
Red 

18-inch diameter Circle of Plenty 
Wreath features apples, berries, 
numerous snow-tipped pine cones 

age during 
easy to buy 

and wre 
Red plastic pine cones. 

ath of 

5689 

Coordinated Decorator Set includes wreath 
and 2 trees of two-tone polyethylene plastic 

$1199 = 
A decorator's delight. Use in a set as shown, or as separate 
decorations anywhere in the home. Makes an ideal gift if 
you're a guest at someone's home for the holidays. 

Two 18-inch, pertectly-shaped trees and an 18-inch diame 
ilient, polyethylene plastic. Bright red plastic 

bows form marked contrast on two-tone green foliage of trees 
Perky red plastic ornaments decorate tree tops. 

red throughout foliage add а nat 

Las Christmas $ 799 
was *9.99 

'o order the easiest way. look i 

pounds Sanse 

18-foot polyethylene 
Garland fits around 

most doorways 
$999 

9 Our finest and most realis 
tic garland with the look 

of freshiy-cut Canadian pine. 
Lush, thickly-set needles with 
interspersed pine cones. Can 
be used їп a number of ways 

drape it in your home, use 
it on a windowsill or fireplace 
mantle. Can be combined with 
‘our miniature lights on page 
287 to create unusual, striking 
ects 

Hook at one end, loop at 
other. Hong Kong. 
71CO1401C—We. S lba.. 9099 



wistmas | 
with or without your name imprinted 

Box of 25 cards. same design; 26 envelopes 

HOW TO ORDER PERSONALIZED 
CHRISTMAS CARDS. 

Print name, or group of names you want, making sure 
all letters are clearly defined. Any 1 or 2-line imprint. 
available . . one type setting per box. Black only. 
Order your personalized Christmas cards before 
December 12, 1975. Sorry, no C.O.D, orders, 

төзи | осно = 
[May the wondertul blessings Cameo portrait of the Holy Be ы ытаа Wen ed background II vos Country setting showing тату 47 | $23 Dessau Стата mamones aná [orto ete Conn Son 47 | $222 Bonn [May peace be your git at Christmas anc [ovatie imie shepherd boy 

pats сулу white lamb. 
Jolly Sante and anime tranar 
decorate reindeer 

[Mey Chratmas bring Frands to Your 
[Firesdo ond Peace to Your Pathway A warm fire aglow in a cosy 

country home. 
May your Christmas be ес [nte дәт wih git o Tower jent^ love and happaness .enb of intant Jesu. 
[When we countourblemungsatCnnamas — |Couple on doorstep welcoming 
je begin with fnends hie you renas with presents. 
[Have a Merry Merry Christmas. 
land every happiness in the New Year [Santa in anbave car Ines with Tumnure, 

[Banner resas "We ve Moved. 
Hope Christmastime brings you same 
[happy surprises. and may YOU" уз 
[соте ın all shapes and sves 

[xias т pajamas рево trough 
[oor at ngnti ies 

To with you he git of laa Three ungt present gs to Mary ne Blessing of hope and the pesce ot Joseon эла infant Chnst Brown design m ере Pen e ple d, 
NEE [Enaeren trom many lands encircled [Pesce d the поре of me mons ‘wreath win rational 

[Warmest wanes. Od Fashioned Chee’, [Adorable ile mouse win nochma cap Жер 12 Mery бушл ago, New Year уде quit ntront ot coc 
Christmas tros ornament 
[Puppy ying пек to broken 

[Best Wishes for the Holidays anc 
Happiness throughout rhe New Year 

[OId-eshuoned Chratmas carolers unging out me 
[oid and ringing in the new 

throughout the coming yo 

EEE er tias pp Ea Pede ih ese Gees so hn ican ea se poser = 5 TAE eben a | 9317 
| May all your Christmas Boy seeping ın rocking chair near согу TT reams come rue fireplace win puppy at ha teet 12 ach each Mor wa Joy ma Pascal Cra S Pant Aa mi nal The dee nr pes (pi Пед rp oa A rrr renim 1 уу бунт үсүн ил 224 | 5300 EE Eres AAA FREE lies Celer nen nee AD ES OR e I er liess es wey aa TES A AAA, ES ктк Pen ri SS $299 ето уст нин the Savior Broad goid embossed border 
May the blessings of Christmas be wath you 
{throughout this season and the coming year 

(Gold embossed figures of the tives wise 
теп. “Christmas Blessings” embossed in red. 
Write background. 

[May the angels” song of "Peace. Good [Cameo мачту Scene imprinted л gold WII” be with you now and through [lest on Blue with gold background the соте year Jana blue border. 
Pesce, Hearth and Happiness [Embossed aove of pesce m deep Dive on Throughout the Coming Year ight blue textured fol background. May ine warmth and ove that a ai around ut [Nati Scene wih briant war 
и Christmas ume hil your hoart wih oy. and |overhesd God aad design on white ee A GIF ance per белент AAA O AT foire [EA Tamah vou pasca Ta | CFL ETT oer FEES WE EEN do38m | 2013 Bones 
Wishing you the Giadness of Christmas which 
|а hope. the Spint of Christmas which s = [e za [52 | S [56 | ER | IS 

[Joyous Chratmes star shines over the town cf Bethienem Star and town are embossed in gold 
$312 | 3429 

the Essence of Christmas which s Lovelon midnight bive background. 4 or mom Bonen | or mora Bonn the meaning of rema be deeper. "car yen wor some be dU RIT ed $359 | 5435 КА ape [nd mece gos hon cl igor | 423 
= 



4 perm = 
Л Blosing 



Gift Wrap in 26-inch 
wide jumbo rolls 

when you buy 2 rolls 

Any 2 or 
more for 94: 

(1 and 2) Bold. diagonal stripes 
with metallic look. Full 507% square 
feet per roll Each roll measures 
23% feet long, 26 inches wide. 

Price when you buy 2or more Ea. DIE 
(3 and 4) Embossed (oil. Full 1 
square feet per roll. Each roll 8 (cet 
long. 26 inches wide 
3 Red foil 

3C 5652- Wr. гөй Sox... Ea. 996 
Geld-color foil. 
ЗС 5663-47. roll 5 он... Ea. 99с 

Price when you bay 2 or more Ea 94 

(5 thru 7) Brightly patterned pa 
Full 

$ Holly and candy cane pattern. 
3C 5656-4. roll 7 or... Ea. 89e 

mas designs. Incl. 2 robe boxes, 18x 
1233 in.; 3 shirt boxes, 15x10x2 
in; 1 lingerie box, 12x10x2 in. 



Our lowest price this 
year for a complete 
Gift Wrap Ensemble 

х $933 
bows. tags, cards and seals 



^ai. 

Fresh and crunchy Nuts in vacuum-packed tins. 
1 Mixed Nuts. For a real trest, try this two-pound tin filed with tasty red- 

Save*1 seo yo 
o t 

Separately 

tota! * 14,98 

$139 

hut rete 
Big Vending Machine with 100 gum bells. A 

holds hundreds of bubble gum balls, candies or 
nuta. Order extra gum balls below. Machine 15 
inches high. Plastic 
87C3030C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. юю 
Package of 300 Gum Balls. 
487 C 3033—Shpg. w 2 Iba. 4 or. “uso 
SAVE $1. Vending Machine (above) with 
400 Gum Balis. 
$7 C 3032C—Shps, wt. 6 lba. 413.98 

298 [Sears] 24%. 

4 Chocolate-coated Pretzels. 

Б Bicentennial Tin. Decorated 
with scenes of America's found- 

ly different combina- 
Two 

‘Set of 2 boxes 1499 

8 Seramic Cluster Jar. 
With 6 оз. of pure concord 

rape jelly. Jar 4% in. high. 
Shipping weight 1 B. $ oz. 

pound of pure orange 
honey. Set of 2 bottles, "ч 
Croak”, and "Old Grand Gag”. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibe. or - 
юс» Setol2 008 



With. as hard = 
Your 
dang 99 

Mexican custom into 
, the pinata and hang it high 
сап just reach it with a stick). Then 

each may take a turn 

Banko-Matic — $199 
Gum Ball Dispenser 
Really makes saving money fun 

Just insert a penny, nickel or dime and push 
the lever to get a tasty bubble gum ball. 
When all the balls are gone, open up the com 
compartment below and see bow much mon- 
ey you have! Plastic dispenser 414x614 inches. Mak. Includes 9 gum ball key $7 C300 Sip wt 12x. na 
Gum Ball Refilis. Box of approx. 116 balls. 
87 C 3528—Shpy. wt. 1202. Box $148. 

Santa and Snowman 
Jars filled with candy 33294; 

This colorful pair will add a decorative holi- 
decoravona, 

Seve 50: wher Deals еа Here are three big stockings, 

d $299 um 74 all chocked full of candies and toys 

boxes box 44-inch 36-inch ¿einen 
Stockin, tockiny itockiny 

Chocolate Chocolate Chocolate. s Би 59! 
Santas Coins Bells and Balls $599 $399 51 

Approximately 76 Rich milk choco Bite-sized solid шей wi ys ille oys ill hs 
A fa milk choco, 5 late individually Ө milk chocolate in per p 8 HE {мез ee 
late Santas in box wrapped in gold-color — dividually wrapped in assorted hard hard candies. assorted hard candies. 
each about 2inches foil to look like real colorful foil. Approx: Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. woe wt Lb. oc. Shps. wt. 14 ounces. 
high, wrapped in fol. coins Approximately mately 90 pieces in scale. юз MERC A238 BEA... т 
Buy several, Net box Bel. Вох Net weight 1 
weight 1 Ib. 4 0% ium. Net wt. 10 02. pound 4 ounces. 

Be See санае E ee Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need 
4). | боны cons mcu | "^ 12 ounces See Big Book or ask for details 
(8) | Ecol Bele and Bats | PEs? | 1 pound бош 

[Sears] 299 Price when you buy any 2 or more boxes. Ea. $2, 74 One 5:92.99 



COUNTRY ANN 
Our Finest 
Chocolates 

$299 $499 S995) 
1 Country inn Deluxe Assorted Chocolates. Our finest as 

Save 50: 
when you buy two boxes 
of All Nut Bridge Mix 

300 [Sears] itt 

T 

3565 $498 
9 Country Inn Pecan Snappers. Ade — Country Inn Nut Clus. 

Sears Chocolates. . 
thoughtful and 

delicious gift ideas 
4 Assorted Chocolate 

Two-pound Box 

Box +499 

Box 

7 late Peanut Butter Cups 

Two pound Box 

B Assorted Chocolates. Reus 
filed v 

9 Al Nut Bridge Mix. De 

One Pound Box оо 5248 

1448 



Р Our Finest 
ч : Fruit Cakes 

Spans $Q99 | Sere $1 399 7: $850 | 120 

MASTERPIECE . . 72% fruit and nuts BUTTER-BATTER. .53% fruit and nuts 
and 28% batter by weight. . unsliced and 47% batter by weight. . presliced 

blending ‘Thick creamery butter is blended with country-fresh eggs 
than in our Butter-Batter cake at hi for a golden-rich batter . . rnouth-wateringly moist and de- 

lectable. Pull of candied cherries, pineapple, raisins, walnuts, 
pecans. In gift tin. Presliced for quick serving 
$1 5522—3-pound Cake. Wt. 4 bs. 4 or. 

1399 _ 87 C $800—S-pound Cake. Wt. 6 Ibs. 402. 

тїй, pecans. N 
37 С%503—3-рош 
81 © 5502—S-pound Cake. We 

0 

Pre-sliced Fruitcake Trio $679 
ves 

Three flavorful 14-ounce loaves—one date nut, one al 
mellowed with rum and brandy flavor. Delicious and es 
cakes are a delightful addition to a holiday buffet. 
87 © 8504—Shipping weight 3 po 

¢ pineapple. All are 
serve, these pre-sliced 

ur 

3 English Bis- 
.. cream 

filled, chocolate cause they 
All 13 different varieties 
are with ei 
ther frait, nuts or icing. 62 any 
cookies per container. trimmed with them out. 13 varie- 
Decorative 1f pound tin. — fruit, 24b. tin. ties, УЬ. tin. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. Spe wt. 3 lbs. М. 4 Tbs. бов, 

3705580, Tin 4499 87С5500. 0349 HICSS. 4549 
as [Sears] 301 



| 22949] 
m 

Country Inn Filled Confections and Ribbon Mix in tins 
Country Inn Filled Confections. Colorful 3-pound 
tín of sugary shells filled with nuts, jelly. jam or 
chocolates. Shipping weight tin 4 pounds. 
31€ 1503 2 or more Each 12.99 
Price for one 349 

Country Inn Ribbon Mix. All-time favorite assorted 
hard-candy mixture. Good to look at . . good to eat. 
3-pound tin. Shipping weight tin 4 pounds. 
eco 2 or more Each 12.99 
Pricefor one 349 

Combination Set . . Save #1. Includes one tin Filled Confections plus one tin Ribbon Mix sold above, 
87 C 1825— Shipping weight $ pounds. Se $5.98. 

Creamy soft and chewy 
and old-fashioned Penny Candies old-fashioned Caramels 

8 Sagen Bonora, Fave t monte ofthese zu $439 
эге filled with sweet, creamy coconut. Great for 

alike. Net weight of candy 4 
Stock your candy dishes with these old 
fashioned favorites and watch them dis- E ee 

87C 1532—Shipping weight 4 ibs. 8 од... Вох 4399 | nen a to et perfection. 
: Nine mouth-watering flavors: chocolate, 4 stations Pen Candy A Биша er ena su 

vanilla, vanilla pecan, vanilla creme cen- 
ter, licorice, licorice creme center and babies, lemon drops, pinwheels, gumdrops and 

ra strawberry. Net weight of candy three 124— Shipping weight 3 lbs. Soz. . Box 4499 
Lg BIC 1776—Shpg. wL tlbs. ... Box $438 

The season just wouldn't be complete without a 
cheerful assortment of your favorite holiday candies 

IE 

Gift Boxes and Hard Candy Mix 
1 Christmas Candy Boxes. Santa-design 

cardboard boxes to fill with candy for par 
ties. Each 4! ax3x1*4 inches deep. Pkg, of 100. 
116340 Shpg. wt 21ba Bor... Pig. 1249 
2 Wrapped Hard Candy Mix. Each piece of 

candy is individually wrapped . . stuff a 
stocking or fill handy gift boxes sold above. 
3-pound Carton. 24-pound Carton. 

‘Shpg. wt. 3 Iba. Sor  Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs, 
87 1808 148 EC 15000, 422.98 

Lovely sculptured glass jar is as functional as 
it is decorative. Filed with 14 oz. of imported 
‘strawberry hard candy with soft, chewy cen- 
ters Jar 6%, in. high. From Spain. 
87 C 1855—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. "a 

assorted fruit. Michigan mints, watermelon. 
Dre сс 



] Wishing Well Nutcracker was $6.89 in our 1974 
Wish Book. Filled with one pound of Brazil nuts, 

pecans, almonds, walnuts and filberts. Made of hard- 
wood. - 11 high. Order extra nuts below. 
87 C6181—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 oz. $5.89 
Q Uncle Sam Nutcracker in gift package. Cracks 

nuts ín his mouth. Hardwood . . 5 in. high. Holds 3 
ог. of mixed nuts in an attractive red-ribboned gift box. 
87 C8215—Shipping weight 12.02. Each 1299 
3 Nuts in the Shell. Mixed nuts . . walnuts, filberts, 

pecans, Brazil nuts, almonds, Two-pound box. 
57 C6082—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Box #290 

Cheese and Jelly Basket. Gourmet food in the 
round. . that is, the round hand-woven bamboo bas 

ket that offers so many valuable uses at home, And talk 
you'll enjoy imported jellies and pre- 

selected group ol cheese spreads 
Norway and imported candy, too. 

Basket from Taiwan. Net weight 10 ounces. 
87 6037— Shipping weight 3 pounds rr) 
5 Key Rack with Cheese. 12-inch long wood key rack 

has 3 metal hooks for hanging keys . . colorful apple 
tree design. Hang it in a handy spot to keep your keys 
where you can find them. Comes with 2 oz. of Wisconsin 
cheeses and a 15-05. package of Bremner wafers. 
87 C 6092— Shipping weight 14 oz. na 
6 О" Cutting Board with Cheese. Dark beechwood 

board with ceramic eyes holds 6% ounces of import- 
ed cheeses. Magnet holds stainless steel knife in place. 
Gold-color metal chain for hanging. $%х11 inches high. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
870 6151—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .... 9849 
17 Jug Tile Board with Cheese. For hearty cheese lov- 

ers. 714 ounces of imported cheeses arranged on 
wooden cutting board. Board can be used as trivet or 
server , . great for wall hanging. Includes 6' inch long 
stainless steel knife. Board measures &10 inches long. 
87 C 6205— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 ounces 1590 

Fancy Dried Fruit Pack, Healthful and delicious 
snacks. Great for the holidays or any time at ай, A 

choice selection of fancy dried fruit in an attractive ar 
rangement. Includes dates, figs, prunes, apricots, pears, 
peaches and walnuts. Choose 1 or 2b, box. 
87 C6025— 1-Ib. Box Shpg. WL 1 1b. 7 oz. .....Box #2. 
87 C 6025—24. Box. Shpg. wt. 2 bs. 11 ог... Вох 5. 
Y Honey Bee Server with Honey, Practical and cute 

Ceramic bee makes a great honey server . . wings are 
removable cover. Includes one 5-02, jar of Topaz wild 
honey and one S-oz. jar of Topaz orange honey. Bee 
measures 5Уук 1! ixi inches high. With wire stand. 
87 C69 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces .....#190 

Gourmet Treats Practical, yet deliciously different 
gift ideas from around the world 

You not only get a 17/,x7-inch Only 
Warming Tray, but 157, az. of $0399 

Gourmet Cheese Spreads and Wafers, 9 
all at this great low price 

Delicious gourmet cheese spreads in а rainbow assortment ol favors celery, pep- 
per, caraway, sherry wine or smoke-flavored—make a great topping for the crisp 
Cocktail wafers. Tray is designed with fleur-de-lis pattern. „measures 17117 inches. 
UL listed for 110-120-voit, 60 На. AC. 72 watts. Great for home entertaining. 
Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

4 C 6009. Shipping weight 4 pounds 19.99, 

Died Frun — 
i $299 32 $549 er: [Bears] 303 



Our lowest price 
since 1973 for any 
Cutting Board with 
Cheese and Knife 

2499 

cutting board is inlaid 
у decorated tile. 

Wooden. 
with co 
Includes б\ inch long st 
steel cheese knife held 
by à magnet. Hang 
wall when not in use with its. 
handy leather thong, Comes 
with two &ounce rounds of deli 
cious cheese spread. Board 
measures 11%4x4% inches wide 
87C6108-Wt 1 lb. 1202. 94. 

Great Array Assortment $999 
Te You get 44 ounc- 
E es of mouth-wa 
ў tering gourmet 

foods including 
17 oz. of assort 
ed cheese 
Spreads, 14 oz 
of hickory 
smoked salami 
and beef sau 
sage, plus mus 
tard, relish and 
cocktail wafers. 
Shipping wt. 3 
Ie. 12 oz. 
OT 

Cast Iron Skillet 
with Cheese and Ham 

$499 

This Grinch diameter cast 
iron skillet is ideal for sauc- 
es, omelettes and a variety 
of tasty snacks. With its &- 
02. imported ham from 
Spain and two 1* vox, links 
of cheese spread in an at 

International 
Assortment 

$799 

Similar gift pack of treats from around the world was 
$8.99 last Christmas. Features 1-1. imported ham from 
Spain, Canadian kippered herring, German pumpernickel, 
Austrian wafers and a variety of multi-flavored cheese 
spreads and imported candies from England. Net weight 2 
pounds 4 ounces. 
$7 C6096— Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces 17.99 

[Sears] 

1 asta Sony Farm Preserves and 
It's a veritable pantry of 

breakfast delights. This popular assort- 
ment features six big My. pound jars, each 
filled with a different-flavored spread. 
There's boysenberry, strawberry, apri 
cot-pineapple, peach and California plum 
preserves, plus orange marmalade. Just 
spread them on your favorite kind of 
toast, biscuits or pancakes and be pre- 
pared for a real taste sensation. 
47 C 6000— Shipping weight 6 йм. 

2 Danish Cheese Sampler. A circular 
assortment ol 19 ounces of Den- 

mark's finest cheese spreads, including 
plain. sharp, mild and onion. 
17 © 6061—5һре. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

3 Cheese and Salami Deli. This excit 
ing gift assortment features a dell 

cious 7-ounce imported Danish salami 
surrounded by 14 ounces of flavorful 
cheese spreads from Europe. And that's 
not all. . you also get tasty biscuits from 
France. Net weight 1 Ib. 4 or. 
87 C 6038—Shpg. wt. 2 йө. 206. ...-9599 

Gourmet Treats 

ü 
$599 

Ham, Salami, Seafood and 
Cheese. A 1-1. ham from Spain 

and а 12-02. salami link from Den 
mark. Seafood snacks include sar 
dines in oil and in mustard sauce. 
Also 11 oz. of cheeses and spreads 
from Austria, Ireland, Norway 
‘Sliced rye bread and pumpernickel 
Net wt. 3 Ibs. S az. 
WI C6231—Shpg. wt. Siba. .. 01399 
5 Tealand Package. Eight boxe 

each containing 8 bags of tea. 
Includes English Breakfast, Ja» 
mine, Assam, Formosa, Spice, Cin 
namon and Spice, Orange Pekoe 
and Cha Ching teas, 
17 C 6009 —Sbps. wt. 1 Ib. ....5399 
G Brandy Snitter Set with 

Cheese. Four elegant glass 
brandy snifters each (Шей with 6 oz. 
of a different flavor of cheese 
spread—smoke, cheddar, onion and 
wine. Makes an excellent "hostess" 
gift. Glasses 41 inches high. 
87C8208-WL 3 Iba. 13 oz.. „Set 4599 



A “tasteful” assortment of practical, yet deliciously 
different gift ideas from around the world 

Our most popular 
Ham and Cheese Assortment 

ony $649 

"Т Sunday Brunch. Includes two 10- 
ог. boxes of pancake mix—wild rice 

and buttermilk: two 3-02. jar» of pan- 
cake and strawber- — 87C6248—Shipping weight | b. 8 oz. 
ry-flavored; 3 ог. ea. ol orange marma- 

10 Cheese and Salami Parade. 12:02. Danish salami, 
15% oz. of cheese spreads from Denmark and Aus- 

tria, crackers and German bread. Net wt. 2 Ibs. 2% oz. 
7 C8012—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4690 — 87C6324—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. pr 

Нат and Cheese Holiday. Succu- |] Ham and Seafood Festival. One-pound imported 
lent 1-pound imported ham from ham from Holland, 1044 ounces of gourmet seafood 

Holland, cheese spreads in various fla. haddock, salmon. sardines, caviar. Plus 2%4 ounces ol pate 
‘ors, delicious imported cookies from де foie from France, 4 ounces cheese spreads and 2% 
France. Net wt. 1 Ib. 1014 oz. ‘ounces of French cookies. Net weight 2 Ibs. 33 ог. 
870 6039—Shpg. wt. 216. or. ..1849 — 87C8040— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 302. тою 

{12 and 13 ) Sears 2-pound Hickory. 
smoked Sai е Beet Sausage, 
made of 100% quality beet, or Beef Sausage 
with Cheese, a mouth-watering mixture of beef 
and Gruyere Swiss cheese from Austria. Both 
types are smoked for hours to capture the deli 
саќе hickory aroma which gives a distinctively 
savory taste. Vacuum-packed for freshness. 
Seasoned with spices. Perfect for parties. , just 
slice and serve. To order the easiest way, look 
in your phone book white pages under “Sears, 
Roebuck and Co, Catalog Sales" for the mum- 
ber to call, 
(12) 87 C 6525—Boof Sausage 
(13) 87 C 6530— Beef Sausage with Cj 
Shpg. wt. ea. 2bs. 6 oz. 2 or more Each 
Price when you buy one. 1499 

„es [Sears] 305 

eere meats saring 

Great for serving . . great for giving. Aluminum liners go from broller to table on handsome wooden 
trays. Top platter is filled with 13 ounces of imported cheeses and candy. Cheeses are tasty alone, or 
try melted over steaks and hamburgers. Trays measure 1114x734 in. wide. Set of 4. 
87 € 6171—Platters from Taiwan. Shipping weight 7 pounds 2 ounces. Set ram 



Great gifts for the home office or study center 

5445 52295 

01,2355 

Compact Desk, Chair and File 
1 Compact Desk. Sides, top are s 

viny! finish, plastic edging, F 
% in. particle board. Wain 

x OM sex 1044 in. 
er 12481042 in. high. 40x20x29 in. high overall. Unassem., instructions incl 
3C61318—Shipping weight 85 pounds 14495 

ished hardwood. Black vinyl covered poly 9 Sleigh Leg Side Chair. Walnut. 
urethane foam padded seat, 281 ix16217! in. deep overall. Unassem., inst. 

3C6118C— Shipping weight 12 pounds. 12295 
2-drawer File. Walnut-grained vinyl covered drawer fronts, black steel cabi 
pet. 2 letter size drawers 14-in. deep. Nylon rollers. 154 (x14x28 in, 

эс 6040— Shipping weight 31 pounds mos 

Parker” 

Save 

when you buy two sets 
| 2 or more 

6% 66 

Parker, Cross or Papermate . . writing 
instruments for "every" pocket 

T Parker 45 Stainless. ]( Cross 12K Gold-filled 
Steel ball-point pen and ball-point pen and pencil 

pencil set. Dependable. Dura- set. Gift box 
bie stainless-steel body resists Shipping weight 3 ounces, 
abrasion. Gift box. 30 3249—Set 1250 
3C 3318—Shpg, Wl. st 3 o 1C 3250—Pen only. ... 1178 

]] Cross Soft Tip pens. 
Each pen gift-boxed with 

two refills, 
Shipping weight J ounces. 

Lustrous Chrome plated. set. Luxurious sterling-ailver mie ng scan m ly. Attractive gift box. 12k бомай. 
Shipping weight 2ounces. 3С3270 1800 

3C3252—Set 42750 Fx Ua 
en only. ... 16% 363206—Pen only. io lé iid 

Cross Chrome-plated set. Gift box. 
ball-point pen and pencil 

set. Slender design with dura 
ble chrome plating. Gift box 

3C3312—Set We Sax -1239 
13 Papermate plastic and 

3C3207-Set. WL 4 oz #1150 steel ball-point pen and 
3C3248-Pen only. Shipping pencil set. Powerpoint reli 

SESE, weight 202. 75 3C31—Set Wt Soe 8299 306 [Sears 

$1675 

$495 

Electric Pencil Sharpener. 
Modern dome design. For 

standard size pencils. Case hard- 
ened steel cutter stops automati- 
cally when pencil is sharp. Beige 
smoke-color plastic. 81 үкө! gx4 in. 
high. 6-ft. two wire cord. 110-120- 
v. HZ, AC. 150 watts. 
3€ 39635 Wt 4 lbs. 
6 Expressos ton-tippoa 

Ten pens, body color matches 
ink color inside. Yellow, green, 
blue, violet, pink, orange, tur- 
quoise, black, brown, and red. 

Typing Table with Drawer 
At last. „a great looking typing 
table! F al, yet decora 

tive. Top conceals typewriter. Just 
lift off and start typing. Walnut 
grained vinyl finish, plastic edging. 
Drawer 16x10x1%4 in. high. Electric 
cord slot. Made of Ys in. thick parti 
cle board. 16%x24x34%4 in. high 
with top. Unassem., instructions 
incl. Shipping weight 45 pounds 
aces. 12995 

Bicentennial Map with 6 Posters, 
20 water-color Markers and Glue-Stick 

What а great way to start your bicentennial celebration. Decorate 
your room or school with this big 21230 inch Mural Map that you or 
your friends color. You get six 17x22 inch Posters depicting and ex- 
plaining historic events. Each poster has a “mini” poster or section 
that you detach and glue onto your mural map, Color them with your 
choice of 20 watercolor markers in broad and fine tips. Mothers like 
water soluble Glue Stick, it's non-toxic and non-flammable. Great ac 
tivity for kids parties. To order the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co. Catalog Sales" for 
number to call 
3€ 3325— Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces 1268 

Stationery with matching scented-ink Pens $288 
Unusual gift item. Scented ink in 5-fra. 
grances; rosette, strawberry, spicette, lav 
ender, lemon-lime. S-retractable pocket 
pens, in 5 non-toxic-ink colors; hot pink. 
fed, turquoise, purple, avocado. 

Plus 50 sheets of stationery 5 
high. 25 envelopes 6x4 in. high: Both in col 
ors of pink, white, green, blue, yellow. 
303908—Shpg. wt. 13 02. Dr 



Б Address Book. 116 pases. Мез. 
sure ln 

3 C 4391— Shipping weight 4 ounces. Q Photo Album. Holds 24 photos 
3x) sin. 12 pages. darsi in. _ 

3 С 4384— Shipping weight 3 ounces. 

Personalized 
cotton-denim 
Shoulder Bag 

$398 

Here's а stylish shoulder bag that's great for the girl 
om the go. Spacious, 1321083918. Rugged. with 

lass. No C.O.D.s. Print first name clearly. Hong 
Kong. 
F3.C3833V—Ponipaid. (Shpy. wt. 11 ог.) no 

i iption clearly. 
FIC AT9AN—Postpoid. (Shpg. wt. 5 oe.) .... Box $195 

„ В Pin-up y 

Painted hardwood frame. 
18х24 inches. Mounted hanger. 
3C 6615C— Sbpg. wt. 4 lbs... 1499. 
(9 thru 12 ) Deluxe Country 
Cousin Coordinates. Paper and. 

9 Deluxe Snap-close 1-year 
Diary. 192 pages, 2 days to a 

page. Measures Stix? t inches. 
30 4398—Shpg. эл. 100r. ..8210 

15) 

Shopping and. 
Preprinted shop; 

list, tear-off notepad. Two 60 sheet 

Fun and Fancy Label-maker and Tapes 

(13 thru 15) Label-makers in three colorful characters. 42-character 
dial. High-impact plastic. 5 in. high. Order tapes below. WL ea. 12 oz. 

13) 3C3824—Hound Dog (14) 3C 3625—Book Worm 
(15) 3 C 3626—Easy Writer 
Price when you buy 3 or more Each 41.85 
(16 thru 19) Label-maker Vinyl Tapes. Your choice of colors and 
patterns, Letters appear in white. Each roll measures %4x144 inches 
long. Shipping weight each roll 4 ounces. 
(16) 3 C 3630—PurpleDaisies (17) 3 C 3829—Chocolate-color dot 
(18) 3 С 3628—Goló-color stripes (19) 3 C 3627—Americana pattern 
Price when you buy 4 or more Each $1c Price for one 94 
20 Vinyl Tape. 432 in. 6 Rolls each 39x72 in. long in gold stripe, choco- 

late dot, green dot, orange daisies, purple daisies, and 

Price for one 1199 

30 3987—Shipping weight 2 ounces. 

was * 10.4 
Plastic label-making tool with cutter prints in horizontal prist, 
vertical print, and horizontal script. Measures 74 inches. In. 
cludes 4 rolls of 34x144 in. vinyl tape in assorted solid colors, 
one with "Property of” written in background. 1 roll of Yx144 
in. vinyl tape. Gray plastic carry case. Bey ere tape abore 
3C 3029 Shipping weight 1 lb, 15 oz. 7.77, 

as 
Memo 
ping 



(1 theo 4 ) Polly Pal Coordinates. Add 
a decorative touch to your child's room 
with a useful, pretty Polly Pal, 
] Polly Pal Cork Board. Cork veneer 

backed with Ys inch fiberboard. 18% 
X249, inches wide. Mounted hangers. 
3C 6621C -Shipping weight 4 pounds, $5.49 
Q Polly Pat and Friends Cork Вовк. 

Spice set, Big 20x25 in. Polly 
board. 3 kittens 12x8 in. cach. Mouse is 
‘S¥ax3¥a in. high. Cork vencer. backed 
with Yeinch fiberboard. Hangers 
3 C 66083C- Shipping weight $ pounds. 37:99 
3 Polly Pal Carry-All Tote. Handy, 

durable bag made of 50% polyester 
and 50% cotton. 14x17 inches high. 
3C 4571- Shipping weight $ conces. 5379 
Д Polly Pal Wastebasket. 3 colorful 

Polly prints. 16 quart capacity. 15 
in. high. 10s in. diameter. Sheet metal, 
ЗС 4886 Shipping weight 2pounds .. $498 
5 Oak framed Cork Boards reduced 

from our 1975 Spring Big Book. 
Cork vencer with Yeinch fiberboard 
back. linch wide unfinished frame. 
Mounted hangers. See “N” suffix, p. 276. 

mw [ Сезе I w | wo Tue 
TICCI 
вә] 719 
16951149 

[3€ 66001€ | аы. 
24x36 in [3C 66002. | в lbs. 
36248 in [3С 66003N] 5 Im. 

(6 thru 10) Pin-up boards im lively 
colors. Rayon and wool felt over ¥e-inch 
fiberboard. White painted finish on Ye 
inch hardwood frame. Mounted hanger. 

ac ee 
3С 16 

Pin-up Boards. . useful and 
(11 thru 16) Children's Cork Boards 
Colorful, fanciful mesage centers and 
great decorators too. Chome several 
favorites for your child's bedroom. Made 
with cork veneer and backed with Yeín, 
thick fiberboard. Mounted hangers. 
]] Winnie-the-Pooh and his “hunny” 

jar. Diecut cork board. Design in 
gold. black and red. 23 inches in diameter, 

Shipping weight 4 pou 
эс etosic. ARABUM TU) 
]2Stop Sign Board. Authentically 

shaped red octagon with white letters. 
23 inches in diameter. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
Ee 
] Dinosaur. Lavender and green. Die- 

cat cork board. 17x23 inches high. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

зс 6803C. = ‚sus 
]4 Hairy Hound Dog. Red dog with 

white feet, yellow and black bow tie 
Diecut. Measures 17123 inches high. 
эс €602C—Show. wt. 3e. sse 
15 Raggedy Andy". Red, blue, white. 

Diecut cork board. 17x23 in, high. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

acean. su 
16 Raggedy Ann. Blue, white and red. 

Diecut cork board, 17x23 in, high. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
Er c 
1] Gerry P. Giraffe. Diecut cork vencer 

with Vein, thick fiberboard back, 
Silk screen design in brown, gold, black 
and white. Factory mounted hanger. 
Measures 1154x299 inches high, 
3C 6620C Shipping weight 3 pounds. $4.88 
18 Raggedy Ann and Andy“ Framed 

Board. Fine grain cork veneer with 
Yeinch fiberboard back. Higheimpact 
Wein. thick styrene frame, Factory 
mounted hanger, 24* ax 185 in. high. 
3C 6605C -Shos. wt. 4 Ibs $549 
115. 16, 18, 300 8otbs-Merrit Co, Inc 



decorative for any room in the house 
(19 thru 21) These commemorative pin-up 
boards feature Early American themes Each 
artistic design is printed om cotton fabric 
backed with Yeinch pulp-wood fiberboard 
Walnut-stained Ya-inch thick hardwood frame. 
Pin-up board measures 18x24 inches wide. 
Mitered corners for strength. Mounted hangers 
То order the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under "Sears. Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales” for number to call 

Revolutionary America. Art print depicts 
men and events of historical importance in 

America's independence. Red. blue and beige. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

3c ees3ic eos 
Of) American Eagle. Repeating print of sym 
PY bolic American eagle. White on blue. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 

3 C 68620 se 

2] Ships n Things. Art print of cannons 
“2 eagles and ships. Red background. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
зс 66630 e 

(22 thru 26 ) Accent your roams with thee 
frolicsome pin-up boards. Each 18x24 inch 
board has a silkscreen design, color-co-ardi 
nated with its background color. Jute burlap or. 
felt cover hacked with % 
Yerinch thick painted hardwood 
Hangers factory mounted. 
99 Flighty Bird. Jute burlap covering in off 
“© white color, Dark stained finish on frame 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 

3€ 65C CT] 
23Lemon Frog. Jute burlap covering in 

orange color. White painted (rame. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

3€ 6641C ә 
24 Mottled Mushrooms. Jute burlap cover 
A ing in gold color. Walaut-stained frame. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

эс бэс 1649 
95 Indian-style design. White felt covering 
“9 of rayon, wool blend. Dark stained frame 
3 C 66221C - Shipping weight 4 pounds... $6.49 

3 

{ 26 thru 28) Nostalgie 1930's theme for 
young ladies Natural cork veneer surface 
backed with Ya-inch thick fiberboard. Painted 
¥a-ineh thick wood frame. Measures 18x24 
inches wide Mounted hanger 
fj Garden Girt. Yellow painted wood frame. 
“ 3 C 66781C -Shippina weight 4 Iba. ..... 3649 
2] Bicycle Rider. Yellow painted wood frame. 
“ 3 C 6STT1C- Shipping weight 4 bs... 90:49 
28 Tennis Player. Green painted wood frame 

3 C 66761C- Shipping weight 4 lbs... 9649 
( 29 thru 31) Timely commemorative pin-up 
boards. Cork veneer over Yeinch fiberboard 
backing. Measures 17523 inches wide 
(29) 3 C 6809C — Spirit ot 76 
(30) 3 C 6617C -Raggedy Апп. 1776-1976 
(31) 3 C 6616C — Washington Crossing Delaware 
Shipping weight each 3 pounds Each $4.44 

(32 thru 36 ) Freshen your rooms with several 
novelty pin-up boards. Cork vencer over Ya-in. 
fiberboard backing. 12x18 inches high. 
(32) 3 C 8649 Liberty 
33) 3 C 66451 - Dor't Forget 

(34) 3 C 66461 — Bil Board 
(38) 3 C 66471— Home Sweet Home 
136 3 C 66481 - Flowers. 
Shoe, wt. en. 11b. В ог. Any 30r more. Each 42, 10 
Price when you buy one Each $245 

37 Blue Jeans. Cork vencer with Ye-inch fi 
herboard backing. Covered with silk-screen 

design in red, white and blue paints. Measures 
119299 inches high. Mounted hangers. 
3 C 6618C -Shipping weight 3 pounds sass 

98 Western Shorts. Cork veneer with inch 
thick fiberboard backing covered with silk 

screen patchwork design im pink, white and 
black paints. Measures 19%2x17%s inches high. 
Hangers factory mounted. 
3 C 66025~Shipoing weight 3 pounds зава 

39 Colorful Pushpins. 100 plastic pins with 
steel shanks Assorted colore Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces 
зсббо? Pea. $159 



NFL Licensed Pin-up 
Boards, P. Ӯ 

Duffle Bags, 

т 

P Tu. 

Evolution of the Helmet. ined with 
(ac Pinup Board 

Pinup Boards. A sporty gift for someone who wants 10 NEL TESTES Festa ES memes ecu. licis dí Sex preda cxt 34 Hua [iet =) board backing screened with official National Football League Team fadus | сы | emblems using official colors. Captures your favorite NFL al ©зсбөзэс Ge | cams team in play action. EEE Gere асан Dimensions: 178230444004 thick. Includes 8 page booklet Dicet | _ Sea Sean 
described above. Order from chart at right. Phone ordering s 279 cacaraa асет the quick and салу way to buy it E E ces | сав it a Sas, Et 3 ceo | cacamı 

Som. ар your room with this colorful Dallas Cowboys Cac 0252C EST cams 2 ay араа Tasas al Numa ۹e | case can cas and their oficial colors, each emblazoned on a Srilinchiyn Detroit Lions | ICRI Scans cos | Bean thetic fet, plus one large 12130 inch pennant of your favorite | Gcentc ac cana | team. Decorate the room of your choice -set pennants up in | Gceunc | cacamo cams a circular patter, square or rectangular to enhance present | ceo | ссн Scan decor. Small peanant is made of ¥4 polyester, 4 rayon, Ys | cue ac Gas mercerized cellulose. The large pennant а of 100% polyester | @смшс ER Scan 
A great gift ides, Order from chart at right. EUA ER Scan 

ERI EI EBI 3 Duffie Begs. Another NFL gift idea for the man on the go. ЕЕ Seas Scan ' Made of water-repelleat 10-ounce army cotton duck. EHH EHH ЕРЕН Printed in play action artwork in the names and uniforms of EA cas all 26 NFL teams. Top trim is a contrast color cotton twi 6 esto cares grommet, adjustable cord closure. Easy carry, Linch wide Coca | 2 web shoulder strap. Padded bottom. Hand wash. Size: 14 cesse | саса inches in diameter, 22 inches high. Poly packaged. Order from бсш | со дати e ceste | Өс! 
caceezec ссн cacares | — dcus Д Wastebaskets. Ideal for youngsters room. Can also be Su | Stm Өс асан 

used for storage to belp keep tbose stray toys and games 
out nre M MM with. LL. helmet and. 
‘colors NFL team of your choice, Heavy-gauge metal, Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need 
e аа scoped See Big Book or ask for details 

NFL Helmet 
Push Pins $222 

NFL "Quarterbacks" Book $379 
Т Tell the story of 12 exciting quarterbacks as 5 Push pina made о molded T эск ans ad as исик, pls a 

a AL, Special -page section on bow to play quarter 
бапа сашты о фе 20 au back. Features Ken Anderson(Cincinnati Ben- 
Gas of the NFL team h gals), Terry Bradshaw (Pitsburgh Steelers), Joe 
Боге МРТ hear net lign Ferguson (Buffalo Bils), Dan Fouts (San Diego 

carbon steel. Make a league ken)" Bob Griese (Miami Dolphins), James 
standing chart out of your cork ратта С.А. Tenge Oy (Вај. Cols), er Say 'astorini (Houston Oilers), Jim Plunkett 
T Boxs299 (N. England Patriots), Kenny Stabler (Oakland 

Raiders), Roger Staubach (Dallas Cowboys), Fran Tarkenton (Minn. Vikings). Hard cover 
Goal Post Desk Set edition. Illustrated with fine photographs. 96 
with 13 Helmets pages. Size: 8Y4x1 inches. 

3C 1200—Shpg. wt. 1 b. 4 oz э» 
Decorate your desk with this 
unique set of polystyrene — 

plastic Helmes come la the cii. NFL Encyclopedic History $ 1444 
cial colors and insignia of the — y Attractive hard-cover volume covers all 
NFL teams. Green base with yel- © big names and major events in professional 
low wishbone goal posts. 8 inches football (rom 1892 to 1920, when the first profes- 
long, 10 inches high. Black pen, sional football association was founded, and up 
Chrome color trim. to 1973. Over 700 illustrations, 32 in full color, A 
Shipping weight set 10 ounces. terrific gift idea for football fans of all ages. 392 

3C3258-National Conf. .Set 8275 pages. Measures 8%x10%x1% inches. 
3C3259-American Сом. Set 37$ 3C 1210—Shpg. wt. lbs. 6 oz. ۰ а 



Pocket Secretary Calculator 
Includes 5-function 8-digit electronic calculator with MEMORY and PERCENT, 
plus all this: leather-look vinyl wallet, ballpoint retractable pen, note pad for 

memos and a clear plastic credit card-ID protector with 8 compartments 

Ughtweght Note pad Tho vinyl wallet features ° So handy. sc 
removable. There clear plastic pockets (fat eani 

also space for or photos. credit ‘he панде coat pocket 
money or documents cede 10 orev curte. 

$ 3 89% 

An efficient calculator that you can take anywhere. Miniaturized to wallet 
size. It's handy, convenient and easy to use. All functions are at your 
fingertips. Not only adds, subtracts, multiples and divides like a regular 
calculator, but also bas percent key and memory. 

Features include an automatic constant to make multiplication or div 
sion of a long series of numbers quick and easy; a floating decimal that 
positions itself automatically to insure greater accuracy; a storage memo- 
Ty that stores numbers, and then lets you recall that number whenever 
you wish. A real time saver. 

With common sense algebraic logic that works problems just as you 
would write them down. Elegant vinyl leather-like wallet in saddle tan. 
Operates on one disposable battery (two batteries are included). Instruc 
tions. Overall: 7x9 inches. 
3C 5899—Shipping weight 11 ounces nass 
Replacement Mallory Alkaline Battery. For calculator above. 
3C 8986—Shipping weight 4 ounces 149 

erst rectangular coords 
its; 2 exponent, 2 negative 

39 keys, 12 dual function. Algebraic (pencil and 
gic. Exponential beys: Permit entry onto exponent field in dis- 

play. Increase and decrease keys change exponential res 
number without basically altering mantissa 

o preferred 

Memories: Two independent storage registers plus automatic memory 
summation key. Special keyr: Degtee/ radian mode. Parenthesis. Lo heys 
Natural and common logarithms and antilogarithms. Trigonomebric keys 
Sine, cosine, tangent, and their inverses. Power keys: Raise a number to 
powers; squares; square root, x root ol y. Pi with recall. Standard keys: 

‘x3x1% inches. Plastic body. Comes 
UL listed adapter-recharg 

lt, 60 Hertz AC. 8 watts. 6-foot cord. From Japan 
3C SB6SC— Shipping weight 2 pounds 158.98 
9 Stunction 8-digit Calculator with memory: large, clear and bright green 

inorescent display, letal performance percent hey; outomanc credit balance 
indicator; exchange key. Memory lets you work two problems at once. Per 

matically, lets you add them to 
subtract from total instantly. Common sense algebraic logic. Adds, sol 
tracts, multiplies, divides. Automatic constant for multiplication, division. 
Floating decimal. Plastic body. SVjx3 verha in. Comes with vinyl pouch 
rechargeable batteries and UL listed adapter-recharger for 110-120-v., 60 
Hz AC. 3 watts. 6-ft. cord. Japan. 
3C 5848—Shipping weight 1 pound 12895 

Adjustable Stand for (1) and (2) $289 
Speeds up wor, frees hands, reduces gare Rain u 3 роон up to Jia ches ih Plate: 23 in Folds down SC OTS Shpe wt Sor “ө 

Shown above are the AC 
sate recharge and black 

env! pouen included EI ave [Sears] 



The American Story 
A Sears exclusive! The drama and adventure of our country 

since 1728 as told by The Saturday Evening Post 

Eyewitness accounts of how America grew, looked, played and wo 
Over 90 contributors from Ben Franklin to John St 

including Poe, Benet, Fitzgerald, Faulkner. Buck and many more! 
nbeci 

emorable ра, 
осме! and Leyen 

Over 200 years of American history and over 200 years of writing went into 
creating this remarkable edition. Over 90 contributors, many writing at the 
same time historic events were occurring, combine to give this volume an air of 
excitement and authenticity which is seldom seen in other books of this type. 
This collection of words, pictures and ideas was produced by the Saturday 
Evening Post, which was there to record history over 200 years ago. 

"The American Story” includes reports by Benjamin Franklin on the Decla- 
ration of Independence, James Fenimore Cooper on adventures across Ameri- 
са, songs for America by Longfellow, Whittier and Bryant. 

Read about farming in America, business and advertising, America in war and 
peacetime. plus a collection of great American humor. Reports on sports, reli- 
ion, crime, show business, the changing roles of the American family and 
American woman—virtually every aspect of life in the United States, See our 
country reflected in the art of Rockwell, Leyendecker and other great artists 
and photographers the Post bas featured over the years. All of this plus much 
more in 320 pages—each brimming with the drama of the American experience. 
9x12 inches high. So easy to buy when you just use the. 
ЗС 1776— Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. em 

"rations, plus the exciting and dramatic text will cap- 
ure the interest of children and adults alike. Each 
‘volume covers a specific time or event in the growth 
‘of our country, including The Revolutionary War, 
Winning the West, The Age of Steel, World War I 
World War П and America Today (1972). 

‘Throughout the series are a number of special essays 
on selected topics by famous historians such as 
Bruce Catton, Robert Heilbroner and others. Every 
volume also includes two special picture portfolios 
ов subjects such as The Great Gold Rush, The Last 
Wars with the Indians, Whalers and Clippers, The 
Robber Barons and D-Day. The set contains 1,920 
total pages. Each volume measures 7x10 inches high. 
ЗС 1770—Shipping weight 14 lbs Set 815.88 

Lisbeth Perrone's 

Workbook 

3 This magnificent book is Ње only 
one of its kind. Allows you to 

Needlepoint 

trace patterns directly onto canvas in Betty Crocker Bob Hope's Last $ directo омо canvas 
Cookbook $549 Christmas Show 91459 actual sise. Esy-to-olow нері Over 1600 kitchen-tested Se za 9 Bob Hope's own story of 

from basic casse- over 30 years ol 3C 12446—Wt recipes. ining 
roles to extravagant desserts. American 
Menu ideas, table setting, out- the world—as told to Pete Mar- — (4 and 5) Need! 

tracing patterns. W 
TE E 

door cooking tips, much n tin. Read about the stars, r 
480 pages plus Sears exch dans, G.L's. „ the la yam when blocking. Set of ca. [ 
6 page holiday recipe se sorrow, 382 pages; 187 illust Chisehop ine Point bound into book. Pil. ts TIS b Ace 5 70570 
ICI- We Sis. ... 9549 3С 1527-0. 2108. 2ons1as9 Wests Set 05.75 

2 re Sets Set 550 



3 He rest) 
eth me in 
ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 

The Children's Bible 

lightful way to introduce 
child 10 the wonders ol 

the Bible. This volume will be 
treasured by children ages 3 u 
Topically arranged. Each page 
has a full-color illustr 

include: Noah's Ark, David 
Goliath, The Christmas S 
Prayers for Children, plus 
ers. Boxed for gift-giv 
measures 8\ах1Эх1! а inches. 24 

10 Religious t 
Little Golden Books. Personal Bibles with child's name 

$480 in gold-color letters $749 to 5949 
9 A fascinating collection of A handsome King James version Bible for young people from ages © to 16. 

ries for children ages 3 Contains 128. page verse finder (concordance) so that your child can gain a 
with o illustrations. Titles better understanding of the wisdom and learning of the Bible. Personal and 

family records section with presentation page. Also contains 8 pages of full 
color maps and 16 full-color illustrations. Contains 1.248 total pases including 
52 pages of readers! aids. Words of Christ printed in red. Padded imitation 
Teather covers. available with or without zipper. In attractive gift box 

ry. mo CO. D. orders, please 
Pages in each book. 

The Bible will come alive for 
children ages 6 to 12 with this 

delightful set. Book contains 25 
Bible stories in 32 color-illastrat 
ed pages. Two long-playing 12 in. 
records follow the book word for 
word, plus add exciting sound ef 
fects, Stories include T 
ation, The First Christmas, many 
others. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, & ог. 
301900 Set 1588 

Large Print King James Bible $1()77 
King James version is printed in extra-large letters 
зо that it is especially easy to read. Contains 16 pgs. 
of color photographs of religious art masterpieces, 
pictares of the Holy Land. Black, imitation leather 
cover. All words of Christ printed in red. Incl. pre- 
sentation page, family records section. 1878 pages. 
Gift boxed. 
ЗС 192264429 inches. Shpg. wt. 3 Is. 1008. 41077 

The Living Bible, famous for its masterful contempo 
тэгу interpretation of the Scriptures by Kenneth Tay 
Jor, is now available in the Tree of Lite edition ... ex 
clusively at Sears. This special volume includes a bried 
Concordance, mapa, 16 pages of full-color illustrations 
plus study helps to provide an even greater under: 

Cre standing of Biblical teachings. 1105 pages with a de | 
luxe padded cover with gold color trim. 4444647 in. 
3C Y840— Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

ара White Таа leather without zipper ЭС warxv Тво | 9748 
3с 1504 480 Lum pper.. 3C1925XV 11 коа. 749 мда кыы suae | ISS | aan 

Bible Book and Huck imitation abr mb рун _ JE WIERV | iioc | us 
Phonograph Record Set NOTE FOR PAGE: King James Bibles not offered tor sale sn Great Britain 

for childr La The Living Bible, Tree of Lite Edition $589 $1295 

#9295 

The Living Bible 
The scriptures as they relate 

10 our modern world а 
complex prob n 

4 The Living Bible . large print edi $1 479 
Чоп. Kenneth Taylor s inspirational 

paraphrasing of both the Old and New 
Testaments is the perfect gift for those 
who need or prefer reading the Scrip 
tures in large type. Printed on strong 
but lightweight paper . . 2,304 total 
pages. Durable brown kiver cover 
Measures 91467 0x24, inches 
3C 1945—We Sin Sz. sur 

The Living Bible, standard o 
tion. Bound in padded, green 

tion leather, this handsome edition is 
stamped in gold color. A modern ver- 
sion of the Bible skillfully paraphrased 
by Kenneth Taylor in the clear, direct 
style of today’s language. 1,020 total 
pages. Measures 6x83, inches 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
301904 Dr 

‚ youth edition of the 
ible. Contemporary illus 

ind narrative help young peo 
ple relate the Bible to experiences in 
their everyday lives. This paperback 
volume includes aids for Bible study 
1,116 total pages, Measures 844x584 
inches. Phone ordering’s a quick and 
easy way to buy it. Shpg- wt. 2 Ibs 
301908 1577 



Sears Binoculars give true 
color images without distortion 
HERE'S WHY 

+ All lenses are color-corrected, perfectly 
aligned, optically ground and polished . . will not 
give rings of decepti 

* Special lens coating makes image bri 
than the same image 

+ Fast center focusing pl 
adapts to all eyesight 

Approximate widths of picture you see with each type of binocular 

Our lowest-priced 
Standard Angle Binoculars 
have 7 power, 35mm lens 

1 Feld of vision в 348 ft. at 1000 yards. 
Lightweight fiber glass-reinforced 

plastic frame. Black vinyl carry case, 
strap, Actual weight is only 18 ounces. 
362501 Hong Kong. WL 2 Ra. #1 

Standard Angle Binoculars. 
luminum frame tor durability, 
nas produce brighter images. 

than 35mm. | good «n dim ight 
2 7-power. 50mm. Field of vision 376 

feet at 1000 yards. Black vinyl simu- 
lated-leather case, strap, Actual weight 35 
jor. From Korea. 
3C 25020—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 21. 

10-power, 50mm . . for high power, 
long distance use. Increased magnifica: 
tion makes these binoculars particularly 
suitable for marine use, bunting, nature 
study, and astronomy rather than for 
spectator sports. Field of vision 299 ft. at 
1000 yards. Black vinyl simulated-leatber 
сазе, strap. Actual weight 321 oe. From 
Korea. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
3с2505С ....... mss 

Wide-angle 
7-power 
35mm 
Binoculars 
now with 
added 
feature 
of rubber eyecups— 

yet priced dd 
$5 lower 
than las: 
Christm: 

Was" 

$ 29: 

3 7-power, 35mm Wide Angle Binoculars. Die-cast aluminum 
frame. Field of vision 500 ft. at 1000 yards. Black vinyl simulated 

case, sponge rubber backing: strap. Actual wt. 18, 
3C2511C— Japan. Shipping weight 3 pounds 429.99 

B-power, 50mm Wide Angle Binoculars. Greater magnification 
better in dim light than binoculars above. See 430 ft. at 1000 yards. 
Die-cast aluminum frame. Black vinyl simulated-leather case with 
sponge rubber backing; strap. Actual weight M ounces. Japan. 
3025160 ping weight 4 pounds 11798 

$3999 These lightweight Wide Angle 
Binoculars weigh less than 1 '/ pounds 

4 10-power, Sümm Wide Angle 
Binoculars. Designed for high 

power and long distance use. Particu 
larly suitable for marine use, hunt 
nature study and y rather 
than for spectator sports and general 
use. See 367 feet at 1000 yards. Light 
weight fiber glass-reinforced plastic 
frame. Black vinyl simulated-leather 
carrying case and strap. Actual 
weight 20.7 ounces. From Japan. 
3C2524C—Shps. wt. 3 а. ....03099 

Wide Angle Binoculars 
with Manual Zoom 

7 thru 15-power lens. Moves 
from 7-power thru 15-power with 

the flick of a finger. See 370 feet at 
1000 yards with 7-power. 35mm ob- 
jectives. Amber-coated optics reduce 

im frames. Retractable 
eyecups for people who wear eye 
glasses. Standard-thread tripod 
adapter. Black viny J 
er carrying case, strap. Actual weight 
41 ounces. Japan. 
3C 2536C Shps. wt. 4 bs. ... 96498 
В thru 17-power lens. Gives greater 
magnification than binocu 
See 312 feet at 1000 yards 
power. SOmm obj 
44 ог. Other specs. 
3€2537C—Shpe. ж 

Wide Angle Binoculars 
with Electric Zoom 

6 These wide angle binoculars zoom 
from 7-power thru 15 power with 

the press of a button. Great for 
sports-watching and general use. At 
7-power, you see 349 feet at 1000 
yards; at 15-power, 236 feet at 1000 
yards. Power indicator reveals mag. 

fication. 3Smm objectives. UN 
olet coated lens system reduces 
Rubber eyecups for eye-glass wear 
ers. Tripod adapter. Streamlined 
mono-mold aluminum frame. Use 2 
“AA” batteries (included), Vinyl sim- 
vlated leather carrying c 
strap. From Japan. Actual 
30 25380—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 



Pocket Cameras fit easily into purse or pocket 

Kodak Trimlite 
Instamatic* 18 Outfit 

Single-clement, f:11 lens. Fo- 
cus 5 ft. to infinity. 2-speed 
shutter: Yao and Veo second. 
Outfit includes: camera 
x29 x 1u in), wrist 
strap, drop-in cartridge of 
Kodacolor II color print film 
and 8-bulb flipflash. 
3C7860—Wt. Sor. ....92250 

Kodak Trimlite 
Instamatic* 28 Outfit 

Electronic shutter Vigo to to 
sec. Three-element £9.5 lens. 
Lens cover. Battery tester 
low-light warning signal. Out 
fit includes: camera 
(S¥ax2%xl Me in.), wrist 
strap, cartridge of Kodacolo: 
II print film, 8-bulb fipflash. 
30 7862—We. 14 oz. ...M9.50 

Kodak Trimlite 
Instamatic® 48 Outfit 

Automatic electronic shutter. 
ito 10 Vso sec. Sharp f:2.7, 

26mm, 4-element lens. Cou. 
pled rangefinder focuses 3 ft. 
to infinity. Fast 2-stroke film 
advance. Glass lens cover. 
Battery checker, low-light 
warning signal, Outfit incl: 
camera (S*ax2Vx1 Vs in.) 
battery, wrist strap, Kodaco- 
lor II color print film and $ 
bulb flipflash. 
3С 7863—Wt. 1 Ib. ... 410850 

Ektron Electronic Flash Model В 
fits Kodak cameras on this page 

Up to 150 flashes with 2 AA batteries (not 
incl.). On-off safety switch. Flashes at tiso 
sec. Recycle time 10 to 60 sec 
3C 8029—Shpg. wt. 8 ог. 139.50 

Model A. Same as Model B above, except 
cannot be used on Kodak model 48 camera. 
3C 8028—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 12950 

Kodak Tele-Instamatic™ 
608 Camera Outfit 

Dual lens takes normal pic 
tures, or flick a lever to tele 
photo and subject appears 
closer. 43mm 1:11 telephoto 
lens gives sharp pictures of 
subjects as close as 6 ft. Nor. 
mal 25mm f:11 lens focuses 5 
ft. to infinity. Lens and view. 
finder cover. Outfit incl: cam- 
era (414x203x154 in.), weint 
strap, cartridge of Kodacolor 
П color print film and 8-bulb 
flipflash. 
3C 7861—Wt. 11 ог... 43480 

Polaroid 5Х-70 58950 Model 3 Folding Camera 99 
Picture develops before your eyes in 6 
minutes. No pulling or peeling. "Galile- 
an" type viewfinder, zone focusing. Elec- 
tronic shutter, 4-element lens. Electric 
eye, shutter speed Vio sec. Focuses 
from 10 inches to infinity. Uses SX-70 
color film, 10-shot flash bar. Produces 
3x3-in. prints. Never needs batteries— 
battery is contained in each film pack. 
Black matte finish, brown leather look 
trim. 764 ux 13s in. (dosed). 
3C9627—Shpg. wt. 11b. 12 oz. ....989,50 

Sears EASI-LOAD 110 
Pocket Camera Outfit $1950 
Universal focus from $ ft. to infinity. J-element, 
19.5 lens. Two-speed shutter. Lens cover door. 
Indicators warn of closed door or used Magi- 
cube. Outfit incl: camera ($*4x2V4x1*y-in.), 
wrist strap, Magicube, 12-exp. roll Kodak car- 
tridge-load color print film. Takes 3 ax4*- 
inch color or b/w prints, 30x30mm color slides, 
Comes in attractive gift box. 
3C7826—Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. 1402. 419.50 

Sears EASILOAD 210 
Pocket Camera Outfit 

with Electronic 
Flash Unit 

$3950 
Universal focus from $ ft. to infinity. Three-clement, (5.5 lens for clear, sharp pictures. 
Shutter speed V i» second. Optical glass viewfinder. Electronic flash mounts on camera's 
hot shoe. Flash unit has a battery tester. Tripod socket. Uses 110 cartridge-load film (not 
incl). Takes 3* aci! in. color or black-and-white prints, 30x30 mm slides. Outfit includes: 
Gamer (Stax?! ox in), wrist strap, electronic ash шй, 2 AA batteries for flash. 
3€7137— Japan. Shipping weight 1b, 1002. 

Sears EASI-LOAD 510 
Pocket Camera Outfit 

with Electronic 
Flash Unit 

s10950 
Sears best pocket camera has automatic exposure control. 
Electronic shutter, 4 sec. to Vio sec. Split image rangefinder. 
2.7, 4-element lens . . take many low light pictures without 
flash. Mmm semi-wide-angie focal length. Electronic flash 
mounts on camera's hot shoe. You can also use Magicubes. 
Single-stroke film advance; double exposure prevention. 
Flash 3',-inch wide. Warning signal indicates poor light or, 

utter speed conditions. Outfit incl: camera 
(SV 4x24x114 in.), wrist strap, electric eye battery, 2 AA bat- 
teries for flash, Kodak 110 color print film. 
3C 7325C—Gift boxed. Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

aso 

10950 

Photograph Frames and Albums . . for your favorite pictures 
1 Picture Frames. Attractive walnut finished shad- 3 “Magnetic” photo Al- 

‚ow-box frames accentuate the beauty of your pho- bums. Package of two, 
tographs. Made of vinyl-covered wood with gold metal No paste or mounting Is 

inch. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12.2. . 

М in. Shpg. wt. pkg. 2 lbs. 9 oz. З\ах5 inches. The trays slide out easily—triends can 
view prints together or singly. Chest has rich brown 386003........Pkg. #244 
vinyl covering with embossed gold-color trim. 11x$x3 Refills. Package of 6 extra 
inches deep. To order 2 look in your 
phone book white 
Co. Catalog Sales" f 
Shipping weight 

3cssso. 



Wire ari KUS.. artful inspirations 
A 

(1 thru 9 ) An expert or a beginner will enjoy this fascinating craft. These unique creations blend depth of dimen- 
sion with texture to form interesting works of art that are decorative and complementary to any room decor. Kits 
(1 thru 5) are worked with copper wire for lasting beauty . . kit 

(1 and 2 ) Wire Art Kits. 
Each kit includes wood panel, black 
jute burlap for background, deco- 
rative nails, copper wire, bull, 36 
ounce walnut stain, nailing pat 
tern, hanger and instructions, Each 
is 20 inches high, 30 inches wide 
and 134 inches deep. Frames not 
included. 

“Clipper Ship." Thiskitalso 
includes 34-02. acrylic paint 

Shipping weight 8 Iba 
250297330 Kit $19.99 

“Two-masted Sloop.” 
Shipping weight 8 lbs, 

256299880. Kit $16.99 

316 [Sears] ш, 

3 “Antique Se- 
dan” Wire Art 

Kit. Includes particle 
board pand, black 
leather-like vinyl for 
background, decora. 
tive nails, copper wire. 
silver-color lamé cord. 
silver-color 
paint and complete in 
structions Measures 
12 inches high, 16 inch 
es wide and 114 inc 
© deep. Frame is not 
included 
Shp. wt. 2 Ibs 11 08 
25029872. Kit 59.99 

4 “Steam Locomotive” Wire 
Art Kit. Includes natural color 

jute burlap for background. particie 
board panel, copper wire, decorative 
nails, natural banac wood frame and 

»mplete instructions. 13 inches high, 
oches wide and 14 inches deep. 

25 С 29871C— Wr. 8 lbs... Kit $12.99 
5 “Tennis Player" Wire Art 

Kit. Includes particle board panel, 
black leather-like vinyl for backgroun: 
decorative nails, silver-color lamé 
cord, silver-color non-toxic paint, co 
per wire, complete instructions. Meas 
шге 24 inches high, 
114 inches deep. Frame is not included. 
25 C29876—Wt. 4 Ibs... Kit $13.99 

(6 thru 9) are worked with string. 

( 6 and 7 ) String 
Art Kits. Each kit in- 
cludes particle board 
panel, black cotton ve 
lour, multicolor cotton 
threat mé 

read, nails, пою {олке 
glue, template, ma 
hogany frame a. 
structions, Each ln 12s. 
16x1 inch deep. 

gold-color | 

6 “Bridge. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 

25C29594... Kit $7.49 
“Highwhesler.”* 
Shipping wt. 2 lbs 

2502998, 749 

8 ¿Clipper Ship" String 
Art Kit. Includes black 

wookand.rayon felt for back 
ground, particle board p 
template, nails, wooden bull, 
cotton thread and instructions. 
18x24x214 inches deep. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds 
25c28981C Kit $8.99 
Q “Ceravet ii String Art 

Kit. Handsome free-stand- 
ing ship. Includes wooden hull 
and mast, 2 paper flags, cotton. 
thread, embroidery flow and 
instructions. 131915x4in. deep. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces 
25629963 Kit 36.49 



1 “Peta”. No one will ever guess that this exquisite 
painting Is a do-it-yourself kit. Includes design with 

uide numbers printed on pre-toned luxurious black ve! 
vet panel, 30 pre-mixed artist ой colors, 3 artist brushes 
and complete instructions, Measures 18 inches wide and 
24 inches high. Frame is not included, 
25 C 29975C—Shipping weight 3 pounds Kit +699 
2 "Cutty Sork”. Capture the magnificence of this 

righty ship in oils on velvet. Kit includes design with 
‘guide numbers printed on pre-toned black velvet panel, 
36 pre-mixed artist's oil colors, artist sable brush and 
Complete instructions. Measures 24 inches wide and 18 
inches high. Frame is not included. 
25 C 299)4C— Shipping weight 3 pounds ким 

(3 thru 5) Each kit includes 2 pre-printed companion 
panels, 12 pre-mixed artist's oil colors, brush and com- 
plete instructions. Each finished painting is &x10 inches 
high. Frames are not included. 
3 Puppy Faces inda Sweethearts 

25С29992-%\т. kit 9 ог. 25C2999— Wt. kit 9 or. 
KiS&c..any2kis i180 Kit 88e ...any 2 kits 4190 
New Breed 
25 C29981— Wt. kit 9 oe. ... Kit Se any 2 kits 9199 

(6 and 7 ) Fiber Optics Lamp Kits. Make a decorative 
creation in light with sprays of wispy filaments, Each kit 
includes everything to make lamp as sl 

Willow Tree. Kit includes a complete spray of clear 
fibers, floral wire, floral tape lor forming branches 

and trunk, 5-0. cord (UL listed for 110-120 v., AC), 7-w 
bulb, black molded plastic base, walnut-grain decorative 
vinyl for base trim and instructions. 21 in. high, 
28 € 29962 Shipping weight 1 b. 12 o. Kit #899 
Т Love Fountain. Kit includes orange and gold-color 

fibers, metal eyelet to hold fibers in place, 5.0. cord, 
(UL listed for 110-120 v.. AC), 7-w. bulb, black molded 
plastic base and instructions. 13 in. high, 
25 € 29961 Shipping weight 1 Ib, 12 oz ким 

(B thru 10) Beaded Doll Kits. Make these charming 
dolis just by pinning all the components into the body 
mold . . no sewing required. Ideal for party decorations, 
lovely centerpieces or to keep as collector's items. Each 
kit incl. colorful beads, sequins, pins, polystyrene foam 
body, rayon velveteen ribbon, chenille arms, white plas. 
tic gloves, doll head with hair and instructions. Not rec 
ommended (or children under 8 years old. 

"Rose Queen" . . in beautiful shades of pink. Kit 
incl. pink paper roses, nylon net. $4 in. high. 

28 C29906—Wt. kit 402, Kit 9299: any 2 for 4499 
9 "Spring Beauty.” Finished in white with shades of 

pink, Kit also includes white nylon net and white 
plastic parasol. 5! inches high. 
26 C 29901 Wt. kit 4 ог. Kit 1299.any 2 for 1499 
10 “Contessa” . „in rich shades of purple. Kit incl 

gold-color braid trim, non-toxic glue. St in. high. 
25 C 29908 Wt. kit 4 o. Kit 929% any 2 for 1498 
1] Preserve Forever™ Liquid Resin Kit. Make inter 

esting, useful items such as paperweights, book 
‘ends, key chains and decorative cubes. Kit incl 7 reusa. 
ble plastic molds measuring from 1x1 to 3x5 in. 16-02 
bottle of liquid resin, Vi-oz. bottle hardener. gold-color 
metal jewelry findings, mixing cups, sticks, and instruc 
tions. Also incl. are unusual objects for embedding 
gold-color foil paper monogram initials, sea specimens, 
glass and simulated pear! beads, dried flower arrange 
ment. Not recommended for children under 12 years old, 
25 C 29970— Shipping weight 3 pounds Kit 99, 
19 “Hidestreasure Send Mosaic Kit. Incl. walnut 

stained hardwood plaque, box and partitions, coi 
cored paper print, dried seeds, miniature flowers and foli 
age, hardware, one pane ol glass, non-toxic glue, metal 
hanger and instructions. Secret compartment in back for 
money, keys or other treasures. 12x6x2"4 in. deep. 
25 C 29083—Shipping weight 2 pounds Кам 
13 345. Rock Tumbling Kit. Includes +b. capacity 

tumbler, leakage-resistant rubber drum, encloved 
fan-cooled motor with self-aligning nylon bearings, 

inding-polishiny compounds, polishing pellets, cement, 
tib. rough rock assortment, gold-flaxbed mounting 

and manual with instructions. 41-0. cord. Tumbler i» 
3x9 x6, in. deep. UL listed for 110-120 v.. 60 Неги. 

AC. 27 watts, 
25€ 1408 —Shipping weight 12 pounds... -Kit #2899 

PAINT-BY-NUMBER 
KITS FOR 

FAMILY ENJOYMENT 

PRESERVE FOREVER™ RESIN KIT 
makes up to 30 items 



9 Coatend-gown Beg. Stores 
up to 8 garments. 62 in. 

1443 in. Win. 
250 1392—Wt. Ibs. 30s. 9849. 

1 У inches. un 
25 С 8390—WL 11. .,... 099 

4 Soult Bop. 42 in. long, 1415 
in. wide and 20 in. deep. 

25C 8991—WL 2 Iba. . 

7 12:section Shoe Chest. 
Holds 12 pairs of shoes. 

Corrugated fiberboard (not 
‘wood or hardboard) frame and 
dividers, covered with patch 
print cotton fabric . . see-thru 
vinyl front with open-door 
per for easy selection. 13% 
inches high, 24% inches. 

Xj) Save 15% 
when you buy the 
basic ensemble 

Separate prices 

Includes сом. @8 gown bag (2), pus 16-gar 
ment bag (3), Esul bag ( and 2 padded 
Bangers (5) all as described above. 
25¢8900-We 6 Be. 11 ог. Ensemble 

inches wide and 18 inches deep. 
25C439)—Wt. 20 12.06.9799 

318 [Sears] 24, 

10 Quint Frame with Tit Surtace. Adjusts 
Sie and fabric thickness Inciodes metal nuts and 

bolts for easy adjusting . . reinforce joining» for 
adjusts from 45 

25 C 48002C—Shipping weight 12 pounds nm 
1] Extension Kit for Above Frame. Make king and 

queen-size quilts. Includes 2 dowel extenders, one 
leg brace extender . . adjusts frame length to 111 inches, 
25 C 48084C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Kit 06.88 

of the З afghans shown . . crochet a ripple 
а granny-square afghan 

ripple pattern (42x60 in.). 
thproof acrylic yara in pul 

hook, knitting nee 
Фе, not inc Machine wash and tumble dry, warm. 

BATTERY-OPERATED. 
CREWEL WALL CLOCK KIT 

Hexagon-shape crewel 
wall clock . . design 
stamped on beige linen (or 
background. Includes 
multicolor cotton embroi- 
дегу thread. Clock is com. 
pletely assembled in а 

walnut-finisbed 

battery 
included; see page 272). 
Size 15x15x3 inches deep, 
Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 

25C51288.... Kit #2988 



Living Roses . . the gift that grows 
more valuable each passing year 

e Each bush is the finest Grade 1 quality. . at least 2 years old 

Each bush is fully guaranteed by Sears to grow and bloom 
* A Christmas card acknowledging your gift will be sent 

to the person you name, upon receipt of your order 
* Each order will be shipped postpaid from our nurseries 

at the right time for planting next spring 

Save 50% when you 
when you buy bundle of 3 buy 2 or more bundles 

Spirit of "76 Hybrid Tea Roses Sin RA Реса of these Award-winning Roses 
ONE GROWING SEASON: i! your Ha | 00 КҖ з; 100 so $985 ‘Sears rose fais to grow or bloom during your 

and we'll refund 
of 3 roses bundle of 2 roses u $995 

your purchase once. 
Exclusive at Sears. In time for the Bicentennial, Sears NOTE: Each Order will be shipped to Selection includes Peace—rated best Rose of all 
offers the Spirit of 76 tea rose. A hybrid of the prizewin- na address An order camel ta apy time magnificent yellow blooms with pink flush at 
ning San Francisco hybrid tea and Queen Elizabeth, the 996 sant to two addressee petal ends; Chrysler Imperial rated best red Rose 
Spirit of '76 features urn-shaped buds about 1 inch long. of all time—large crimson blooms with darker over- 
Colored Orient red inside, scarlet outside, this rose has a Rose bushes can be ordered until April tones; Queen Elizabeth—rated best pink Rose ever— 
delicate Spring fragrance. Skipped Аеро. No orders wil bo pond ou a end of carmine rose and dawn pink: Puta 
FIT CT1776—(Shipping wt. 11b.). aut P side the continental limits of the United ` F21 C 74721—(Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.) ... Bundle of 3 $8.00 
FIYCT1976—(Shipping wt. 3 lbs.) ..... Bundle of 3 States, ‘Two Bundles ...... $1200; Three Bundles ...%1600 

Giant Christmas 

Amaryllis produces 
scarlet 8-inch diameter 
blooms in just 5 weeks 

$542... 
Real patented Roses preserved in clear liquid Christmas Crocus Pot bulb will 

offer years of decorative enjoyment with 9 crocus bulbs . و ERI, gäbe: 
(1 and 2) Bright red roses look perky and fresh as the day they were imported from Holland giant Sinch diameter brilliant scarlet blossoms will 
picked for these Bowl-O-Beauty displays. Charming Delft Blue porcelain burst forth. May produce as many as 4 flowers per 

Use as an interesting centerpiece, or as a touch of floral beauty in crocus bowl has scenes depicting Stem. Can be stored between seasons . . for year 
your home or office. Sealed in crystal-clear glass spheres for total Ме in the Netherlands. after year floral display. In 6tgx5Ucinch plastic 
viewing enjoyment. Holland-growa purple crocus ot with growing medium. Nothing to add but wa 

bulbs will hold blooms for weeks, ter. With complete growing and storing instruc 
1 Treo Rose Cluster. Glass sphere measures 6 inches in diameter, — Includes 4%, inch diameter, at, tous. Sent postpaid. 

rests firmly in attractive floral design cast metal base with an- inch high Delft Blue bowl mime — F7158011—(Shipping weight 1 Ib. So.) ...1549 
tiqued brass finish. No mar feet on 7-inch diameter base Pn anh ne 
ic a00e20--Shipping weight 1 pounds En CONT жне y A Не 

it dameer Une Your phone Ч you want to frend Sears will send ir postpaid, and enclose 
2 Зоде бопе Вова. a D ike lae i Order it the easiest way of al. a card announcing your thoughtfulness 
71C30981C—Shipping weight 3 pounds suse F7ICSOIZ-{WE 1. Scr.) 6746 a; [Sears] 319 



Enjoy living plants in your home the year 'round 
with these highly decorative Terrariums* 

Futuristic Globe 
Terrarium with 
humidity control 

is lighted for 
viewing and 
plant growth 
stimulation 

Certain to become the center of attraction in your home or 
office. Attractive 36-inch high terrarium features 20-inch di 
ameter, distortion-tree plastic dome to make your plantings 
visible from all angles. Two-piece dome separates to make it 
easier for you to add plant display of your choice. Light in 
upper dome portion stimulates plant growth . . highlights 
plantings after dark. Terrarium casts low-level light for ef 
fective use as a night light. Humidity control dial on terrari 
um dome lets you select humidity level best suited to your 
plantings. Complete with potting soil, charcoal, gravel and 
planting instructions. With 6-Loot cord: on-off switch. 110- 
120-volts, T! watts, 60-Hertz AC. UL listed. Sent unassem 
bled. Plants not included. 
71 C30453L— Shipping weight 22 pounds. 12498 

ES iu ; i d 

j; 

Cocktail Table-shaped 
A P Terrarium provides more than 

400 sq. in. of planting space 

$1999 

] Measures only 19 inches high. All- 
plastic terrarium, with 26-inch diame- 

ter top, fits into smoke-colored base. Hu. 
midity control. With potting soil, char: 
coal, gravel and instr. Unassembied. 
71C30457N—Shpg. wt 12 lbs, ....41999. 

Parsons Table Terrarium. . 
decorative as well as functional 

$1399 

9 Stain-resistant, white styrene table 
measures 16x16x16 inches high. 

Glass-covered planting area provides 
more than 1100 cubic inches of growing 
space. With potting soll, charcoal. gravel 
and planting instructions. 
71 C30454C— Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. .... 91399 

Our tallest Terrarium 
with humidity control holds 
plants up to 36 inches tall 

$1999 

3 Two-piece plastic terrarium assem 
bles after plantings have been insert 

ed, to form one giant terrarium 40 inches 
high, with 20-inch diameter. Lets you 
grow plantings few other terrariums can 
hold. Try plantings of miniature citrus 
trees or other tall exotics. Adjustable hu 
midity control lets you select terrarium 
atmosphere. With potting soil, charcoal, 
gravel, instructions. 
71C 30A66N—Shpg. wr. 18 bs. ....919.99 

Miniature Greenhouse. 
Terrarium with decorative 
sandscaping materials 

$999 
4 Plastic base, with all-glass sides and en Een 
planting. Side vents for humidity control. 

SER EXEC 
7\ © 30475—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. na 

SHPG NOTE: See ^" sif p 278. 

Н $ 
Т | 
bead 

inches. 

i 



Wes $59.95 in our 1975 Fall Subur- 
ben Farm end Rench Catelog. Show 
сазе provides more than 26 cubic feet of 
bumidity-controlled growing environ. 
ment. Enables you to start seedlings as 
well as display mature plantings. Sturdy 
white plastic frame snaps together with 
out tools . . measures 60 in. high. 39 in. 
wide, 20 in. deep. Clear vinyl cover slips. 
0n to protect your delicate plants {rom 
drafts. Steel-framed 14x22-in, swinging 
door. Six removable plastic planting 
trays provide loads of growing and dis 
play room . . also space below trays. Ай. 
justable vent for humidity and tempera 
ture control. Unassembled. Includes 
plant care booklet. 
7\С 18820—Shpg. wt. 15 bs. ...557.95 

Start vegetables, cuttings. florals, trees in 
this climate-controlled plastic mini hot 
house with 48 enriched grow blocks, Oc 
Cupies the small space of BUxSl4x12% 
inches. Electric element provides even 
heat at bottom of hothouse to speed ger 
mination. After plants are sprouted, un 
plug hothouse, remove cover, and place 
bottom tray in sunny location. After root 
systems are established, separate grow 
blocks and transplant plants into pots or 
garden. 6-foot cord. 110-120-v., S-w., 60- 
Ha. AC. UL listed. Instructions. 
71C 1878 Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 ог. 510.99 
Extra Grow Blocks. Package oí 48, 
TAC 1079—Shpg. wi. 11 ог. Pg. $199 

Planters with Gro-Lux® light bulbs 
to stimulate plant growth 

Table Top 
Planter in 

lights and 

$2499 

Steel construction, with walnut woodgrain 
finish. Overall: 25x25x12 in. wide, Two 20-w, 
grow light bulbs. 6-ft. cord: on-off switch. 
110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC, UL listed. 
71€ 30197C— Shipping weight 12 йя. „12489. 

woodgrain steel — | | 
with 2 fluorescent 

adjustable hood j 

d $ 

i jl | Ч 75-w. grow light. 6-ft. coi 
switch. Order extra plant books. rins. 
page 322. 110-129. 60-- AC. UL, 

TA C3015C—Wt. 11 bs... 

Portable, Walk-in 
Outdoor Greenhouse 

An exciting concept in gardening 
for the amateur horticulturist 

$6295 

e Thick vinyl covering over rigid plastic 
tube framework. that snaps together 
in minutes. without the use of tools 

* Compact size makes it ideal for gardens. 
patios, balconies. . yet it gives you 
90 cubic feet of area for your plants 

e Four heavy-duty California redwood work 
tables . „total of 16 square feet of planting 
area holding up to 300 pounds of plants 

Create an environment for growing bealthy, beautiful plants 
help provide a controlled climate that's warmer and more humid 
than outside air. Designed for small places such as patios and 
balconies . . has the strength and capacity of larger greenhouses 
at a fraction of the cost and upkeep. Needs no foundation, never 
needs paint, won't rot or corrode. Electronically welded 8-mil vi- 
nyi covering is transparent and resistant to dust, acid, alkalis or 
water . . fits over and locks to framework. Treated with ultravio- 
let inhibitors to increase life of covering. Vinyl repair kit included. 
Extruded plastic tube framework for rigidity, lightness and 
strength: joined by molded plastic fittings. Simplified assembly . . 
just snap together frame and attach vinyl covering. 

Built-in adjustable vent control . . fingertip ventilation when 
you need it. 7 (t. 2 in. high x 4 ft. 10 in. wide x 3 ft. deep. Hinged 
pressure seal door with hasp for padlock (not incl.) measures 
18x72 in. high. Includes instructions and illustrated booklet "Your 
First Greenhouse, Anything Grows.” See “М” suffix, page 276. 
31 C 49503N— Shipping weight 30 pounds 16295 

NOTE: Pots and plants shown on this page 
are not included with merchandise 

a; Bears] 321 



Plant Cart and Plant Stands 
help brighten any room in your home 

1 Stepladder Plant Stand. Casual plant stand of clear 
styrene plastic has 6 steps (3 in front, 3 in back), plus 

top shelf for plant display. Steps measure 4! 3x16 inches 
wide; top shelf SYx16 inches wide. 
Broad 22-inch stance for stability. Assembles with just 

4 nuts and bolts (included). Measures 39 inches high 
when assembled. Sent unassembled. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

71€ 30469c 11295 
2 3-tier Plant Stand, White styrene plastic. Three 

6¥4x24-inch long leak-proof shelves. Overall size 
18 241 x30 inches high. Sent partly assembled. 71 © 30467C— Shipping weight 8 pounds 1999 

Winding Staircase Plant Stand 
of decorator wrought metal 

$2999 
Intricate filigree designs enhance this 4-tier stand which 
lets you display draping plants as well as those which 
grow upright. Gold color with black fleck. Broad, 18-inch 
diameter base for firm, stable support. Measures 194 x 
3214 inches high. Sent partly assembled. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

71 C 30989N—Sbipping weight 15 pounds 
SHIPPING NOTE: See “N” suffi. p. 276 

ma 

3 Wrought Metal Stand. Holds eight 4-inch pots (not 
included). Measures 20x40 inches high. White color, 

71 C 20159.— Shipping weight 11 pounds m 
Д Window Planter Pole. 1-in. diam. chrome steel pole 
with two f-inch long plant hooks. Pole extends from 

36 to 66 inches. Pots not included. Unassembled. 
71€ 30178C— Shipping weight 3 pounds мю 

Extra Plant Hooks. Fit all 1-inch diameter poles. 
Package of 3. 

71 € 30173— Shipping weight 12 ounces :... ‚Pig. #299 
6 Plant Rings. Fit Lin. diam. poles. Hold up to 4-in. 

pots. Pkg. of 3. 
71 C30174— Shipping weight 12 ounces Pkg. 5298 

NOTE: Plants and pots shown on this page are not included with merchandise. 



Make any room come alive 

with these decorative 

Garden Centers 
Walnut-look hardboard and steel stands 

with plastic liners hold your plants 
brighten your house 

7-shelf Planter 
with enclosure 53999 

Fill this planter with your favorite plants, 
place in any room and let the sunshine in. 
‘Seven steel shelves (each 24x12 in.) and 2 
planter boxes with plastic liners (24x12x8 
in). give you plenty of space to arrange all 
your indoor greenery . . either in or out of 
pots. Sliding door enclosure can hold books, 
magazines or your watering can. Enclosure 
and planter box made of hardboard. Four 24 
in. and four 30-in. high steel posts with plas- 
tic caps. Walnut-look finish on entire u 
Overall (n.): 72Lx12Dx30H. 
3С 7960C— Unassembled. WL 34 Ibe. . 43899. 

Shelf Panter $2 499 
with enclosure 

Planter box fitted with plastic liner . . you 
‘can place soil and plants in this liner with or 
without pots. Each steel shelf 24x12 in. Sid 
ing door enclosure and planter box made of 
hardboard. Four 42-in. high steel posts with 
plastic top caps, bottoms. Walnut-iook finish 
ов entire unit. Overall (in. MLx12Dx42H. 
3C7961C— Unassembled. Wi. 19 lbs. .. 42498 

2-shelf Planter $1499 
‘This compact unit fits in any comer of your 
house. Plastic liner (24x12x8 inches) fits in 
hardboard planter box. Each steel shelf is 
24x12 in. Four 24-in. high steel end posts 
with plastic caps. Walnut-look finish on en- 
tire unit. Overall (in): MLx12DxMH. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? 
3C 7963--Unassembled. Wt. 10 Iba. .. 01499 

Double Planter 999 
with 3 shelves 92 

Includes 2 plastic liners, each 24x12x8 in. Bottom shelf 
24x12 in. Steel shelves: sturdy hardboard planter boxes. 
Four Min. and four 30-in. high steel posts with plastic 
caps. Walnut-look finish. Overall (in): MLx12Dx54H. 
3C 7982C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 17 lbs. ma 

[4] 

Books about House Plants 
1 The Complete Indoor Gar. 3 The Terrarium Book. By Ev- 

donor. Edited by Michael * ans and Pliner. Topics include 
Wright. Plants to complement the plant selection, maintenance, how 
interior of your home; plants for — to mix soil, what tools to use, con- 
the райо; special gardens. Topics — tainers, artificial light, sunlight 
ind. potting, artificial light gar- and insects. Illus. 102 pages. 
dening. Beautiful color photos, Ш. 9x6Yx%% in. 
un 256 p. 11 x8 x3 in. 3C 1232—5Һрє. wt. 1002. - 4179 Sono vt ba doc 778 

Rx for Ailing House Plants. 1 Never Met a Howe Piant 4 By Eram ant Pier How to Steel Garden Center with $] 499 
Didn't Like. By Jerry Baker, diagnose ailments, take preven- three shelves, casters 

How to have healthy, happy tive measures, provide remedies. A cx sion culus ЛИН, 
plants. Basics of plant care plus Cultural and environmental prob- 
how to make dish gardens, terrar- lems, nutritional deficiencies, in- 
jums, hanging baskets, water gar- sects, plant diseases are covered. 
dens. Шив. 320 pgs. 9Ma7xl in. llus. 106 pgs. Mixx in. 
3Ct230—Shpg-wt. 4 ог... 5979 3C 1231—Shpg. wt. 1002. ..4379 um 

finish, plastic decorator end panels. Top shelf 36x10 in. 
Lower shelves 36x16 in. 261; in. high. 8 posts incl. 
3C6261C—Unassembled. Shipping wt. 15 bs... .. 61499 
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green Frypans 
were 22849 

TE 
HERB GARDEN APPLIANCES. . the bold, 
bright colors with garden pat 

so easy to dress up 
and all match perfectly 

rb Garden appliances sold in this se 
look for them on pages 324-333 

15-inch size. . 
in brown plus 

new butterscotch and 
Indian brick colors 

"in" Save ‘3.50 
cuum. $9,199 
Garden design 

Our lowest price of the 
year for a High-dome 

Frypan with buffet handles 

$7999 

11-inch Frypen. 11x11x9 inches high inside. Heat control maintains temperatures from warm to 420° F. Completely im- mersible for cleaning, with heat control removed. Polished alu. minum exterior and cooking surface. Black plastic buffet ban. dies. Cooking guide on handle. Vented top. 4%. cord. Recipe book. UL listed 110-120-v., 60 Hz. A 34 C 6526—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 8 oz. 

High-Dome Frypans 
with HERB GARDEN 

DESIGN 

ick interior 
for easy 

Handles snap off for compact storage 
(1 thru 6) It's hard to imagine another table 
appliance more versatile or convenient than this 
fry pan. Use it for frying, roasting, stewing or 
braising, It's even attractive enough to bring 

F. Heavy-duty cast-aluminum construc 
tion virtually defies warping, pitting and stain 

control is removed 
t enamel finish helps resist 

dents, chips and staining. White herb garden бе 
sign on lid. Vented lid tilts to two positions and locks to stay out of the way when seasoning or 
removing foods. Buffet handles and feet of beat. 
resistant plastic. Handy cooking guide on han. die. Includes signal light and recipe instruction 
book. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60 Hz. AC. 
15-inch Frypen. Measures 15x11x10 inches high inside, so there's room for a large roast or 
enough fried chicken to feed most families, 44 
inch cord. 1500 watts, 
(1) 34 € 65164—Indian Brick (613) rust (2) 34 C 65167—Butterscotch 

) 34 € 85169— Chocolate brown 
Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 8 oz. zo 
12inch Frypan. 12x12x9-in. high inside. 44-inch 
cord. 1465 watts. 
(4) 34 € 65113—Parsley green (5) 34 C 65111— Poppy red 
(6) 34 C 85112-Curry yellow 
Shipping weight 9 pounds 



If you think brewing rich, savory coffee is an art, 
then you're about to meet an artist 

Sears Automatic 
Drip Coffeemaker 
© This efficient dual = Perfectly heated 

filter clear-brews water drips through 
the flavorful best coffee just once 
from coffee . . it so you get rich, robust 
removes most harsh- flavor without 
tasting sediments bitter oil build-up 

Coffeemaker with 250 paper filters 

Save *10.00 
—— | 232 . 

Get new Butterscotch and Chocolate colors 
at the same low price 

(1103)T can give you delicious, sed 
every time дет to perfect brewing temperature, then passes 
ah brewed сз filter and optional pape 

2) 34С67009-Сһосой 

bove. Shpg. эн. 1 
Box of 200 Paper Filtera. Ао f 
En Shi 

Galia) Saye *2.80 БЕЛЕ 
| mum | Senectlownow $4499 

were 219-7 | Garden design. опу 16 = 
And you get new chocolate brown with 

herb garden design at the same low price 

Automatic Party Perk 
(4 and 5) 10-20 cup. 14 

(6 thru 9) 



Match Holder. Wood. 14! rin. tall. 4-in. wide. 
34 C 4291 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 1499 
Hearth Kit. Includes 2 boxes of long matches (90. 
per box), 2 cans of color crystals for coloring 

flames, 1 box of 36 fire lighter cubes for quick start 
34 C 4385— Shipping wt. $ Ibs. Kit 65.90 
34 C 4208 —Matches only. Wt. 8 oz. Box 128 
34 C4370—Color Crystals. Wt. 11b. 302. ... Сап 129 
34 C 4290 — Lighter cubes. WL 1 Ib. Haz. .... Бох 129 
3 Wood Bellows. Maple finish. Brase-finis trim. 
34 C 4381—15 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib 1698 

4 Wood Bellows. Oak finish. Brass finish tri 
34 C 4382—21 V4 in. long. Wi. 2 Ibs. 4 oz......$1499 
Wood Bellows. Walnut finished with black vinyl 
and brass finish trim. 22 inches long. 

34 C 4394 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs 8 oz. 11299 
Wood Bellows. Maple finish. Brass finish trim 
34 C 4384C—27 in. long. WL 3 bs. 11999 

7 Wood Bellows. Walnut finish. Brass finish trim Measures 1613 inches long. 
34 C 4383—Wt. 2 lbs, 11099 
8 Log carrier with Rack. Blue cotton canvas with 

sewn-in wood handles. Black steel rack with wood: 
en legs Measures 20x1513x10 inches high. 
34 C 4261—Shpg. wt. 9 be 1302. 12790 

Flame-effect Electric Logs 
complete with 

40-watt bulbs 

ALL ACCESSORIES ON PAGE 
[Sears] sgt? BOXED FOR GIFT GIVING 

{12 thru 15) Wood Handie Firesets. Finely fin- 
contras to the matte back ished metal ons and 43 im. high. Use indoors or out. Partly assembled 
stand. All include poker, brush, shovel, stand. 

Fireset with Pod 
tall overall. Maple-finish wood handles. 

34 C 4204C— Shpg. we. 8 Ibs. 121.99 color eagle trim. 34x1724x27 inches wide. 
reset with 3-leg base. 32 in. tall overall ‘ool handles and center columa on tool stand Firelighter. Heavy, black cast-iron pot holds 

are turned wood with walnut finish. 21 рее + 
isst uf bese. 32 inches tall overall. хепе, light it and place under logs to stas 
‘Took handle and center column on stand are Measures Sty inches high Shps. wt $ ba. 12. 

smooth wood with walnut finish. 
34 C 4208C—Shpg. wt, 12 lbs. 13299 

Fireset with Scrollstyle base. 3714 in. tall 
Turned wood handles with walnut finish. 

Fireplace Corn Popper. Tin-plated steel mesh ( 16 thru 18 ) Log Tongs. Heavy gauge steel 
popper. Steel handle with wood insert. tongs make it easy to turn and reposition logs. 

32% in. long. W.lbejor 199 Measure 29 inches long, Shipping weight 2 pounds. e] ds C AD 0 Block antius bass ala va 76 (10 end 11) Fireplace Brushes. 29-inch long. 119) 34512786 Black anque un \roodrhandiedbrusheswith tenes long straws” (17) MAC 4370C- Black brass fish зю Medsecc— Black We din й» 
34 C 4365C—Red. WL 2 Ibs. an Hoop. A décorative way to keep a neatly 19 ELST tuppi of firewood clone at hand 

Black enameled steel hoop is 40 in. in diameter and heat up. „form a perfect 
34 C 4200C Shipping weight 10 pounds ... 41499 

нө. 34% in. Canvas Log Carrier. Cotton canvas carrier 
with wood handles sewn in. Black with gold: 

style 

34 C 4288 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. мз 

о kerosene (not incl.). Brass finish handle, lid 
Shpg. wt. 10 bs. 31999 and dipping tool. Remove dipping tool from kero- 

fire. 
34C 4290 11299 
99 Hearth Rug. Semi-circular rug of dark blue 

‘cotton canvas with screened-in gold eagle de 
sign. Measures 52-0. long . . 26 in. front to back. 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. (завр 34C4260—Shpg. wt 1 ib. sass 

23 Genuine Oak. Motor driven flame effect. 10:10 in. deep. 1-light mechanism. 6f. 
cord. 

34 C 40867C—20 inches long. Shpg. wt. 16 bs. 1199 
34 4084С —H inches long. Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs 2299 
94 Genuine Ook. Crackle sound. Hand-formed ember bed. Motor driven flame effect. 

10x10 inches deep. 6-foot cord. 1-light mechanism. 
34 C 4083C—24 inches long. Sbps. wt. 18 Ibs. 13498 
Q5 Genuine Birch. Charred. Bulb's beat revolves cylinder to produce flame effect 

1059-inches deep. 6-foot cord. 1-light mechanism. 
34 C 40863-— 20 inches long. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. СД] 
96 Genuine Osk. Motor driven lame effect. Crackle sound and ember bed enhance the 

istic appearance. 10x10-in. deep. 6-foot cord. 1-light mechanism. 
34 C 40868C—20 inches long. Shpg. wt. 17 lbs. ma 
34 C 40869С —24 inches long. Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. 3198 
97 Genuine Osk Heater Log. Motor-rotated firedrum. Flickering flame effect. Ther 

S Ál mostatically-controlled 1500-watt, $100-BTU heater unit (firedrum may be operat 
without heater). 21x13x12-in. deep. 6-й. cord. 1-light mechanism. 
34 C 40031 —Shipping weight 29 pounds 150.90 

Note: Logs (23 thru 27) are UL lated. 110- 120-volt. 60 Mz AC 



Here are just a few ways 
you'll use this Sealer 

Crave strawberries 
in January? 
Seal favorite 

foods in season 
serve anytime 

Don't waste delitious leftovers 
seal, save and Serve them lat 

Make lots of 
hamburger 

~ _ patties 
| inadvance: 

then freeze 
and serve 
as needed. 

Don't run out of french fries. 
make lots to seal and freeze 4 

Sears boilable-cooking-pouch Sealer 

Seal up school lunches 
10 keep them clean 
e Boilable-pouch Sealer $999 

(1 thru 4) Fre 

boilable c 
erand p 4 pint size (8x6 in 

drop pouches in 
1% pint size. 
34 C 6542— Box of 26, W ken (EID 2” Mavis re 

Quick to fx 

ЕЕ don tol 
Pepe ie i aes ae sere 



Continuous Cleaning Oven Broilers 
Special inner coating on (1 and 2) helps remove most soil at normal cooking temperatures 

+ Handy pushbutton controls + Automatic thermostat * Double wall construction • Tempered glass door, 
let you bake, broil, controls oven temperatures helps hold heat inside tray and rack all remove 
foast and toast from 200° to 500° Р. for more efficient baking for easy cleaning 

sy 

Our largest Oven-Broiler 
is big enough to 

cook a 10-pound turkey 
or 12-pound roast 

1975 Spring 
Big Book 

*9.80 
А-ДА 

ed Continuous Cleaning Broiler 
with automatic thermostat . 
9x10 /x4'/ in. d inside 

Our most popular Oven-Broiler 
Measures ! 1x15x6 inches high inside 

2 Gives you all the features at top of page, plus top and bottom range-type beating Cooking gui 
measures 2044x113 x91; inch high overall. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 1200 waits, 45 inch cord. 

34 C 09210—Shipping weight 18 pounds 529.99 



Our best Hand Mixer 
Gives you 12 speeds and solid-st 

circuitry motor weer 
Herb Garden 

TE Poe Pe Appliances 
cuui: $1 599 

hook 

(3 thru 3 ) 12-speed Hand Mixer. Governor-controlled 
180-watt motor won't stall under normal heavy loads. White. herb garden design on high-impact Lexan® plastic housing and plastic storage cabinet. Mixer locks into 814221 3x9-in. 
cabinet . . snaps out. Use screws (not incl.) to wall-mount 
cabinet. Rotary speed control, 31in. chrome-plated beat 
ers. Ejector. Mixing guide. Detachable 60-in. cord. Bowl not 
incl. UL listed 110-120-v. 60 Hz. AC 
(1) 34 € 82744— Indian Brick (613) rust (2) 34 € 82749—Chocolate brown 
3) 34 C 82747— 

Shipping weight 5 Each 11599 
(4 thru 6) 14-speed Blender. Just push a button to whip, liquefy, chop, grate, puree, mix, blend. stir, beat, aerate, ‘crumb, grind, pulverize and churn. S\ipcup capacity pl Jar with handy measuring cup in lid. Solid state ci міту reduces motor wear. Bottom and stainless steel blade assem- bly remove for easy cleaning. Durable plastic console base with white herb garden design . . 9x6%3x1415 inches high. ft. cord. UL listed 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 720 watts. 
(4) 34 C 82979— Chocolate brown 
(5) 34 € 82871—Botterscotch 
(6) 34 C 82974— Indian Brick (613) rust 
Shipping weight 8 pounds Each 417.99 | Our lowest price of the year 

for any 14-speed Blender 

1975 Spring 
Big Book 

was *36.49 

10-speed Table Mixer with 
timer and two bowls 

(12 and 13) Governo 
watt motor mixes no 
stalling. Si 

s inches high 
in base. UL listed 

(00 watts. 

Can Opener $716 

11) Opens all cans. 

s in base. UL 
Hz. AC. 100 wat 

0) 34 C 83812-Curry уч 
rey e 

й [Sears] 329 

y 



Fussy about your 
This Butter-Ring Popper gives you 
the delicious, evenly-buttered corn 

Hot Buttered Popc
orn? that pleases popcorn perfectionists 

With most ordinary poppers, you can't 
spread the butter until the corn's all 
popped. That can mean too much butter 
on top and maybe none on the bottom. 
But our Butter-Ring Popper starts melt- 
ing and spreading butter automatically 
almost from the first kernel . . and keeps 
on until the last. That means deliciously 
buttered corn in each and every handful 

Save 5% 
was*10-49 | Only 5048 last Christmas 

(1 thru 4) H 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

K e 4-quart Butter-Rite™ TIERE | 

Corn Popper 

Our lowest 
price this 
year for any 
Corn Popper 

Only 

$444 



Wish f Book 

value 

Green, brown. were 

$ Save 5.80 
"27-79 1975 | now with Herb 21 
Spring Big Book Garden design color 

And get new Butterscotch and Indian Brick colors 
with Herb Garden Design at the same low price 

Grill/Waffler 

This Teflon* Il coated Grill/Waffler 
does a lot more than make 

delicious, golden brown waffles 

(1 thru 4) To 
signal ligh 

when waffle is 
get a 4-section, 9-in. square w 
pand to conform to 

orful enameled metal body with white berb 
беп design . . wipes clean easily with da 

(4) 34 C 64829—Съосс 
Shipping weight 10р 

This Waffler turns out a 

plate-size waffle in minutes. . 
Teflon* Il coating on grids 

really helps speed clean-ups 

wipe clean quickly wit 
1 enamel finished m 

garden design measures 
and feet of black Bakelite® рі Chrome-plated 

00 watts. We. 4 Ibi. 13 oz Watfler Was 
"13.99 13.58 "1499 
13.98 in 1975 Foll 
A Big Book 

Herb 
Garden 
Appliances 

WAFFLER now in red, 
green, yellow 

Herb Garden 

*13 
all with 

design 

99 
color 



OUR BEST OVEN/TOASTER sa you can use iio a wol says cooking 

hermostat controls e Non-stick 
'om warm to 500" F pan and 

* Two separate brownness 
controls on toaster 

ody with Bakelite® 
ed 60-Hz. AC. 1550 wat 

34C0223—8h 

This 2-slice Toaster 
has 3 heat settings 

to let you heat toast and 
refrigerated or frozen 

toaster pastries 

(Тапа 2) Two slice toaster was $18.49 in 1975 Spring Big Book 
Brownness control lets yor s's co 'ome-plated metal 

tray, 4-б. cord. UL 1 v- 60 Hz. AC. 1020 
1) 34 С 63253—Parley green — (2) 34 C 632! yellow 

‘Now each 914.99 

You е p н an » п Two-slice Toaster 

$979 

high. 4-ft. cord. 
60-Hz. AC. 800-w. Get thi 

inside. 4 heat elements, Dual brownness 
oa toast . . and for heating frozen, retris 
pastries and convenience foods. Tempered glass door. H 
extends when door opens lor » food. Om 

500 watts 
34 C 6326— Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 o. 

332 [Sears] 24, 



з 249 
Now in Indian Brick color 

at the same low price 

Dur lowest price 
of the year for 

any Electric Griddle 

Electric Griddles with non-stick coating 
e Extra-large. 1 

* Hand 
{1 end 2) Yalow aci ri wae 27.99 in 1978 Fal Bq Book 
This versatile cast-alur 
ooking. You can 

$ Electric Griddle. As 
34 C 6580—Ship 

This 5'/ quart Cooker/Fryer fries, braises, stews Electric Fondue Set 
roasts and steams . . now choose from two lovely colors with herb garden design 

erature without burning. Noo stick Teflon’ у 
'enamel-clad kettle, 1! quart capacity. Ants ши cover re 
moves for cheese and other fondues. Signal light. Detachable 64 
SENI V eor eyed lr, recipe end Шагы bok: UL ERE 
110-129. AC. 750 wants 
(6 34 € 04507- Parsley итеп (7) 34 C 64501-- Poppy red 
(8) 34 € 64802—Curry yellow (9) 34 C 64800—Brown 

Ing weight 3 pounds 12 ounces Each #1698 
*Reg DuPont TM 

ets [Sears] 333 



Marvalon® 
self-adhesive 

Covering 

(1 thru 17) Embossed, hand-decorated. 
kin-glazed ceramicware, Orange, brown, 
yellow oa off-white. From Japan. 

1 Cookie Jar. Measures 10, in. high. 
THC8I45C—Shpg. жт. 4 Ibs. 41249 

9 2tier Spice Rack. Hardwood. 12 un 
filled jars; labels, plastic stoppers. 

Bottom drawer. 15®ух3х13® + in. 
11C B308CAWL 7 ж. Se ios 
3 Hanging Planter. 7 in. high: 3 

diam. 25-in. metal chain. No plant. 
M C328 Wt 1b. 8 oz. nn 

Canister Set. Four canisters measure 
from б\ to 10% in. high. 

пус взазс— WC 11 lbs. Set 928.99 
‘Watering Dispenser. Plant uses wa 
ter as needed. Measures Stz in. long. 

11€ 8307—Shpg. wt. 4 оа. ns 
6 Napkin Holder, tsx in. high. 

11C8370—We. 11b. 202. 479 
Salt and Pepper Set. Each stands 
4% inches high. Plastic stoppers. 

1108325—WĠ. 1202. Sens 
Sugar and Creamer Set. Bow! 41; in. 
high; 6-02. creamer 34, in. high. 

110 8322We Lb. - ‘Set 4579 
9 fog Plate. Holds 8 ор. 12x8 in. 

TIC 8309—WC. 11b, 1202. -Set 1598 
10 2. Soup Tureen, 10151844 

in. high. Sep. plate 78421213 in. 
11C8326C—Ladie. WL 8%». .... 12299 

Four 10-02. ceramic 
wrought metal stand. 

Y18395—WL. 2%». 14 оа... Set 1979 
Four 10-02. ceramic mugs only. 
11C8312WL 11b. 1202... Se 9879 
12 3at Slow Cooker. Cooks on elec 

tric hot plate, 110-120-v. 60-На, 115 
w, Уй. cord. Recipes, instruction. USA. 
11 C95192—Wi. 5 Ii 4 oz. 11599 

lanter with Saucer. Planter 
3x5 in. high: зер. saucer 0% in. 

MC 8320—We 2 lbs. Dr 
14 Trivet 6-in. ceramic ше on black 

iron base. 8%ух12\, in. 
1168369—Wt. 2 lba. 202. э» 
15 Wall clock, Gx in. high. 3 

hands. Uses "C" battery, incl, 
11€8330—Wt. 1 Ib. 1402. 999 
16 Spoon Rest. S171 inches long. 

11€ 8329—WL. 10.02, 1279 
17 Revolving Spice Rack, Walnut- 

in. high. Six un- 
filed jars with labels, plastic stoppers. 
11 C8371—WL, 3%». 120z. .-Set #124 
18 Lecquerware Plastic Set. canis- 

ters from $ to 714 in. Japan. 
11€ 8338—Wt 21ba. 1206. ..Set $1098 
19 Sprinkling Can. Metal 18x4%4 

1108318—We 1b. 1302. 
20) Decorative “Milk Can” Storeall. 

Use as planter, umbrella stand, 
storage, With cover. 1135x2204 in. 
11 C 8335C—Metal. WL 7 ibs. ...410.90 
a x. Enameled steel. 

xI9 gx 10, in. 
11 C 8308C—WL 91. و 
99 Enameled Steel Sin-1 Cabinet 4 

canisters plus bread box, cutting 
board, 18x10x12 in. 
11 C 83330 WC. 12 lbs. эз 
23 1976 Wall Calendar. Wipe-cican 

coated linen. 15x20 in. high. 
11 836—WL 6 oz. 129. 
24 7:96: Kitchen Tool Set. Chrome- 

plated steel fork, turner, potato 
masher, ladle, slotted spoon and bast- 
ing spoon. With 14*4 in. wood rack. 
Plastic handles. Japan. 
1€4480—WL 1b. 1302. Sans 

95 32.00, Tableware Set. Stainless 
steel, plastic handles. 8 each: 

knives, forks, soup spoons, teaspoons. 
M C7100—WL. 2 ibs. 1008 . Set 11099 
Qf Marvaion® seit-adhasive Cover- 

ing. Roll measures 18 inches wide. 
11C 8484—3 yds WL 1208. .... 4225 
11C8474—25 yds. WL S ibs. 8 or. 1475 
97 Towel Rack with shelf. Hard- 
wood. 1916 in. Japan. 
TERM Wt. 4 Tii Bom... 8598 
28 Carving Board. is. ceramic Ше, 
‘oakwood base. 13x19 in. Japan. 

M C826—WL 5. бое. ......01248 
29 Three-tier Letter Rack, Hard- 

wood. Hooks. SVox2Voxt 8 in. 
11 C8321—Japan. WL 11b. Soz. ..0899 
30 Kitchen Secretary. White hard- 

wood. Features 3-pocket letter 
holder, cork board, chalk board. Key 
hooks. 18^ 4x17 in. No supplies. Japan. 
31€ 8240—Wt. Jibs 1202. .... 01390 
31 Cutting Board. Hardwood. Leath 

er thong. 8x15 in. long. Japan. 
MCBA4T—WL 11b. Soz... AAD 
32 Spe. Coaster Set. Japan. Hard- 

wood. 4! xS x3 in. high. 
11C8377—WL 11b. 4 oz... . Set ваде 
(33 thru 36 ) Wipe-ciean vinyl covers 
33 Slender Cover, $t ixsxiSt sin. 

HE HOWL 7 оа. D 
4-slice Toaster Cover. 
11g arta in. 

MCTH8—WL Soe. pr] 
Zalice Toaster Cover. 12x5! x7" in. 
1 C205—WL 402. Dr 

Mixer Cover. T^y gx їл. 
TCHT7—WC8 ог, am 
Toaster Oven Cover. 14581 in. 
Y CT178—WL 8 oz. 1298 



Now in Corning Ware* Cookware 
Sears exclusive Merry Mushrooms design. Non-porous 
PYROCERAM® cookware goes from freezer-to-oven-to-ta 
Ме. . will never crack from temp. changes. Dishwasher-safe: 
will not warp. Sculptured, PYREX glass covers 

Save *12.91 to *22.81 

73452744 | noesa 48 
7-piece Set. Se; е 11-piece Set. бер, 
prices total $40.35. 21 prices total $71.25, 4-at. 
Qt. cov'd saucepan (39); cov'd saucepot (37); I-qt., 
lhe-qt.covered saucepan — 2%4-qt. cov'd saucepans 
(not shown); 8'zin.cov'd — (38). (39): Blg-in., 10-in. 
skillet (40); interchangeable — cov'd skillets (40), (41): 
handle (42). Wt. 14 lbs. handle (42). Wt, 28 

32744 1109833403. Set $48.44 1195348 

Covdsaucepot! —4-qi11005326]8 lbs. — [91795 
(38) | Covered Tat. [195321] 3 ibs. бое. 
(39) saucepans | 20390 | 11C95323| 5 Ibs. Y 

фиш | 11698322] ita. 1095 
TOT Covered Sirin|T'C9s328 4e. | 119$ 
GL skillets in. | 11 698326) § Ibs. бош. 1 

42 Interchangeable Handie. Stay-cool plastic. Fits only 
Corning Ware® items sold by Sears in catalog. 

11 €85329— Shipping weight 12 ounces 1450 
43 cup stovetop Teapot. Suy cool plastic handle. 

11 C95327— Shipping weight 3 pounds mr 

Porcelain-coated Steel Cookware 

Save *10.97 
тк $329 

Heavyweight steel lined with off-white porcelain enamel. 
Stainless steel rims. Bakelite® plastic handles and knobs. 
7-ро. Set. Includes items: (44), (49), (46) and (47). 
11C S0 We. 14 be Sep. prices lolol 54 98 - Set 932.99 
WOCHE Dutch owen] Sgt) 11¢ 1656/4 Iba 14 az [91388 
(d6)[Covd saucepan [iy фт С 1684)? Ibs 100r] 899 
(47) Open skillet 9 rin ТТС 1657/2 lbs. 1202] 1099 (9) Cove saucepan | Fall 1E 165513 20 99» 
45 Zat Fondue Pot Porcelain оцей steel. Wood handle 

and knob. Black wrought metal stand. Sterno® burner. 
Six steel (отка with color-coded wood handles. Japan. 
11€ 1613—Shipping weight 6 pounds ew 
48 8-cup Percolator. Porcelain-coated steel. Plastic lid, 

handle. Glass knob. Polypropylene liner basket 
11€ 1612—Shipping weight 3 pounds u. 

(50 and 51 ) Porcelain-coated steel Teaketties. Stay- 
cool handles and plastic knobs. From Japan. 
(80) 11C 1652—2-gt size. Wi. 2». 8 ог. 
($1) 11€ 1651—1Yrat size, Wt 1b. зоа 109% 

Glass Ovenware and Accessories 
52 Apc. Bow! Set. Set includes ! qt. 1-qt. 105-40. and 

Hat bowls, Oven- proof. 
11€95177—Shipping weight 6 Ibs, 14 oz. Set 249 

53 pe. Ovenware Set. Set includes 1-qL., и. cov'd. 
round casseroles; 1! z-qt. cov'd oval casserole, Oval cas- 

serole cover doubles as serving platter. Clear lids. 
11 C95178C—Shpy. wt. 10 lbs. Set s1199 

54 3-qt. Double Roaster. Family size . , holds about &Ih. 
turkey. Oven-procí. Clear li. 

11 C05176— Shipping weight 8 in. 4 oz. stas 
Bb 24e. Glassware Set. Includes 8 each: on-the-rocks, 

beverage and iced drink glasses 
nen C— Shipping weight 17 pounds Set 11249 

Winnie-the-Pooh* 
Decorative Accessories 

(56 thru 58) Delightful, band-decorated 
embossed ceramicware. High-glazed for 
bright, clear colors 
56 Henny Pot Cookie Jar. Measures 

57 Pooh Bank. Measures Sin 
58 Pooh Mog. 10.00. beverage mug 
nen Ea ez or 296 
59 2lece Lunch Кн. Pooh print metal 
59 CERE inches high. Matching 13 

faute MEI MI ou... KR 6480 
60 Cake Decorating Kit. Alumina 

0x14 in. at widest points (bo 

plastic decorating 
uction booklet 

All parts (except i 
Korea, Japan or Hong Kons (Cake and ic 
ing are uded. 
11C384—WL 11b. 2 or Ki 
G] Marvalont self-adhesive Covering. 

Coloríast and abrasion-resistant. Each 
measures 18 inches wide 

11€ 8472—3 yards. WL 12 oz 1225 
11 847325 yards. WL 5 lbs 475 

«BAG [Sears] 335 



EVEN-HEATING, EASY-CLEANING COOKWARE 

Rugged stainless steel with 
copper-clad bottoms. Lids re- 
tain moisture, flavor and vita 
mins. Stay-cool Bakelites 
plastic knobs and handles. 

d double ball 

Save 22% to 26% 
12pc Ser | 15:06 Set 

$7999 50055 

Spe. Set. Separate prices total 71.21. WL 8 Ibs. 1 
11 € 23061—Inciudes: (2), (3) mu Ser 954.99 
12 pe. Set. Separate prices total $103.93. WL 12 Ib». 4 чы 
11€ 23062—Incl; (2), (5), (6). (7). 1 Se 579.99 

rete prices total $136.16. Wi. 15 bs 

Boe Set 

5р, 4159 

Aluminum-clad FARBERWARE* 

Save 13% to 17% 
3.pc. Set | 15-00. Set 
564" 50903 

8.pc. Set. Separate prices total $74.95. Wt, 13 lba. 
16 231810— Inclodes: (14), (16), (17), (19). (20) ..... Set 48.05. 

Durable stainless steel 
with aluminum-clad 

Lids те 
tain moisture, flavor. 

Handles and vitamins, 
and knobs of beat-re- 
sistant phenolic . « 
oven safe to 425, 

1596. Set Separate prices total 4120.92. Wt. 20 In. 
11 C221862C— Includes: (14) thra (21)... 5499.99 
пет > = 
(ia) Covered rer Т 
US) ва d 11623087 
(10) Open ШШЕН ИН 
Qn s Fin. ncnom (1b. 
(ii a Ta ineno fahrt fio) Covered zae |uczoM iba 4 
(any  Mocmpame 1 11629083 || ib. 12 
(QU pe Bowlsete — 1:2. Sat. |11 23098 [2 Iba 

joaster withracke 11x17 In. [11023098 [3 Ibs. 4. 
| Serving traye ....| 12:90 in, [11 C 2318903 Iba. 

da EIS (aba Boel s 

Save *3.00 
when you bay 3-piece Skillet Set 



Cosmopolitan by Salton makes one quart of soft ice 
cream without fuss or bother . . no ice, salt necessary. You 
combine ingredients; electric unit does the churning. Plas- 
tic housing in chocolate and beige colors. Flat 744-0. cord. 
Flexible plastic dasber. Instructions and recipes included. 
UL listed 110-120-v, 60-Hz. AC, 156-watts. 
11€ 1949— Shipping weight 5 Ibs. #1999 

Yogurt Makers* 
Deluxe Maker. Timer 
shuts off unit at pre-selected 
time (1 to 10 hrs.). Yellow 
plastic unit, clear ld. Six 8. 

© or. glass jars, lids. 2*4-ft. 
w cord. 1084x9445 inches. UL 

listed 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC, 
== 25 watts 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 1202. 
1C 95482 +1995 
Standard Maker. As above, 
but no timer. WL § Ibs. 8 oz. 
11095483 995 

Yogurt M 

$1995 

Remember the sweet taste, 
smooth texture and fun of 

making homemade ice cream? 

ENJOY IT AGAIN, ANYTIME! 

Save *6 
оп electric freezers 

‘SIMULATED DRIFTWOOD 
«at was $25.99 | 6-ct was $30.99 

$7999 $94 

NOW AVAILABLE IN SIMULATED WALNUT 
AT SAME LOW PRICES 

It's easy and fun to make ice cream with a wood- 
look polystyrene freezer. Thick tub walls insu 
late . . polypropylene liner prevents leaking and. 
sweating. Rugged steel main frame, with DONA 
corrosive plastic bands and dasher. Plastic inner Sy 
can. Instructions and recipes are included. $-t. 
cord. UL listed 110-120-volts, 60-Hz AC, 115 

memes аа В 
116 1952— Driftwood. WL 10 lbs. 12 o. . 18.88. 
11€ 1955— Walnut. Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 1202. 18.89. 
6-quart Electric. Makes 1 10 6 quarts. 
11 C 1952C— Driftwood. Shpg. wt. 15 bs. 42.89 
11 C 1958C—Walnut Shpg. wt. 15 ibs. ... 26,99 

Simulated araco 
Save $3 ris $1299 
NOW AVAILABLE IN SIMULATED WALNUT 

4-quart Manual. Same as freezers sold above, but without 
electric motor. Makes 1 to 4 quarts. 
11 C 1950— Driftwood. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 4 oz. +1209 
11€ 1954—Walnut. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 4 oz. 1299 

Corn Popper, Nutcrackers and Bowls 
1 Zavart Corn Popper, Black steel mesh Suy- Д Nuteracker Set. Chrome-plated metal nut- g Early American-style Nut Bucket and Crack 

cool walnut handle. В! in. diam. bowl. Taiwan. 

Inertis® Nuteracker. Pull bac 
release. Shell shatters, yet most nut meat stays 

whole. Rubber band operated. Walnut-stained oak, — !!C3888—2t 
anodized gold-color aluminum, steel. 
11€ 714118 in. long. WL 21м. 12 oz. seso О Fett base. 
3 Nut Box and Cracker Set. Salem maple fin 

plated metal nutcracker, 4 picks. 
T1 4452—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

cracker and 6 picks. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
11 € 277510—31% in. long. We. 2 Ibe $949 114454 

hammer, Bark-covered Nut Bowl, Cracker Set. Ash log 
hollowed. Nickel-plated nutcracker, 2 picks. 

Wolnut-fi 

nce 
ished pine box, 13Ux7%x3%4 in. high. Brass- 7 Dog Nutoracker. Black cast iron. Dog cracks 

nuts in mouth when you push tail down. 
11€3214—3 385 in. WL 1 lb, 11 ог. Ge 

er Set. Antique-look pine bucket with staves, 
Set 5189-2 sets for #208 — metal hoops. Brass-plated nutcracker, 6 picks 

1903967—Sx74 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. Set 95.90 
Q Squirrel Nuteracker with Tray. 1-piece black 

cast aluminum. Squirrel cracks nuts in mouth 
down. 9x7 in. diameter. 

Yin. Wt 1. 12 oz. ....Set 4490 
when you push u ish Nut Bow! and Cracker Set. y 

kel-plated nutcracker, 6 picks. یی یا eg uw 
iin. WL2lbs4or...Se 1798  ]() Squirrel Nutcracker. Same as mutcracker (9) 

but without tray. 9x7 in. diameter. 

337 
11€ 7145—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 



A Collection of Nostalgic Accents . . 
(1 thru 3) Hand-decorated, mechanical banks. 
] [Uncle Sam” bank. Cast iron. Put coin in his 

hand, press lever. Bag opens, whiskers move. 
From Taiwan, 

110 7126—10% in. tall. We. 5 Ibs. 
2, Clown bank. Cast iron. Put coin in his palm, 
push button. Mouth opens, eyes roll 
11C7128-7% in. tall, Taiwan. We 3 Ibs. В oz. 9999 
3 Trick Dog bank. Cast iron. Put coin in dog's 

mouth, release spring. Dog leaps through hoop. 
held by clown and deposits coin in barrel. 
1107127744 in. tall Taiwan. Wt, 4 lbs. 

nn 

(4 and 5 ) Hand-decorated ceramic canister sets. 
Д Floral Stonewaretook. Yellow. C com 
оп off-white. From St to 944 in. Japan, 

1 C 8225C— WC 9 ba. Set 919,99 

Jj Orange blossom design. Orange, white florals 
оп beige. From 6*4 to 10% in. Japan. 

Set $19.99 

Milk can Canister Set. Seamless aluminum 
with pewter-look finish. From 734 to 9% in. 

11 C 2922C— Shpg, wt. 4 lbs. Set #1999 
338 [Sears] 2527, 

Y1 83500—Wr. 9 Ibs. 

7 7-90. steel Wok Set. 13in. wok, 1204. cov 
er. Nickel-plated reversible ring. 2 wood cook 

ing chopsticks; stainless steel spatula and ladle, 
Cookbook. 
11 0 2583—Shpg, wt. 5 Ibs. 4 of. Set 917.90 

(B thru 10) Wood-framed collections of seeds and 
dried flowers in clear cast polyester. 
8 Large Trivet- Hotplate. Attached hook allows 

you to hang on wall T! x7" x4 in. thick. 
Yt 7123—WL 1 Ib. Tor. 96.99 
Medium Trivet-Hotplate, Same as (8) above, but 
smaller, Measures Sx5x7/ inches thick. 
V C714—Wt. 11 ог. map 
Y Napkin-Latter Holder. 5252314 in. thick. 

1167139—WL 1b. бов. "as 
10 Spoonrest. Measures 6^ ix3tx* in. thick. 

TICTIE—WL7 or. nn 
]] Fess Cookie/Candy Jar. Metal lid. 
11081208 in. tall. WL. 4 Ibs. 449 

Set 41299 
13 Wood Salt Pepper Mill Set. 5 in. Walnut. 

1107132 Taiwan. Wt. 12 o£. .....,Set $298. 

14 7,9%: wood Coaster Set. Clock shaped chest, 
clock face on 6 coasters. JS! gx59 in. Walnut. 

1167140 Taiwan. Wt. 1 Ib. 80x. Set 0499 
15 Kitchen Secretary. Fruit design on oak look 

hardwood. 3-pocket letter holder; cork board 
and chalk board. Key hooks. 18%x313x17 in. high. 
1162801 Japan. Wt. 3 ibe. 14 oz. 19 
16 2100 Spice Cabinet with drawer, Fruit de 

sign on oak-look hardwood. 16 unfilled glass 
jars (4 inches high). Includes plastic stoppers and 
labels, 150302741534 inches, Japan. 
11 C 2802—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 8 oz. 

(17 and 18) Hand-decorated, cast iron banks. 
17 US. Mell Box bank. 52244x5 in. high. 

Y17129— Taiwan. WL 2 lbs. D 
18 Grendtatner Clock bank. 21x1! in. high. 

31€7130— Taiwan. Wt. 3 iba. 1299 

19 Cafe Umbrella Table and Chairs Planter. 
Metal sculpture with plastic pot. 6xT*ae12 in. 

11€ 7125— Hong Kong. Wt 1 Ib. 4 oz. 1798 

20 Prepare and Serve Platter. Anodized alumi- 
num platter with Bakelite® plastic base 

helps protect hands, table. 7x104j-in. 
116 1360—®й. 1 Ih, 4 oz. .... Each #278; 4for 99.16 



Torrens $6999 
wn 511.99 

delightful to give or receive 
(21 thru 25) Chicken Little. Em. 
bossed chicken and egg design on 
hand-decorated ceramicware. Or. 
ange, brown and yellow on egg shell 
body. From Japan. 
9] Cookie Jar. Stands 914 in. high. 

11C 2866C—Wt. 5 bs... 1249 
99 Wall Clock. 3 hands. Uses "C" 

battery, included. б! х9! in. 
11€ 2870—WL 1 Ib. 10oz. 999 

Hanging Planter. 73х41 inch 23 diameter 23 inch metal chal. 
(No plant). 
116 2871—Wt. 2 bs. m 
94 “po. Canister Set 47410 Min 

11C 2065C-We. 9 Iba, .... #2899 
95 Eog Plate. Holds 10 eggs. 11x94 

in. wide. Cracked-egg shape salt 
and pepper shakers in center. 
1162872—We. 21s 30r... M48 

Hibachi. Cast-aluminum body, 
grids . . Us the weight of cast 

iron hibachis. Wood handles and 
base. Grids adjust individually to 4 
heights. Cooking area, 10x20 in. Side 
drafts. 1073204 in. long. Taiwan. 
11 © 5590—%\т. 1018. 1202. ..99,99 

9] Butcher Block Table. Hardwood. Unas 
sembled. See “N” suffix note. page 276. 

T11 €-4436(—18x18x30 in. We. 47 Iba. 
TH €-4437L—21x21x30 in. We. 51 Ibs, 
TH} C 4388—24xH4x30 in. WL 60 lbs. 
98 Chopping Block. Rubber-tip feet. End 

grain. Measures 114x11 Yr!" inches. 
110 7123—Shipping weight 7 Ib Dr 
99 Steel Hanging Scale, Reproduction of 191 

peddler scale. With chains and 2 "S" hooks. 
60-Ib. capacity. 125x53x14 inches. 
11C 7185—Brown — 11€ 7186—Gold 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 5 oz. 

Kitchen Tool Set, Antique-coppe: 
iron. Rack, spoon. ladle, sieve, fork. 

11€7180— Taiwan. WL 2 Ibs. 8 or. 
31 Cast iron, wood Coffee Grinder. 6x514x10 

inches. 
11€7189— Taiwan. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 11098 
32 251. steel Kitchen Scale. Reproduction 

of 1906 Sears scale. 6-inch square platform. 
6¥4x8'4x8"%4 inches without scoop. Scoop, 
3VaxT Vix 1344 inches long, Antique green. 
11€ 4354— Shipping wt. 5 Ibs 1899 
33 2-at. copper Teakettie. Lined with tin 

Brass handle with wood grip. Portugal. 
11€ 2402—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. m 

11399 

(34 and 35 ) Electric Bun Warmers. Willow basket; washable cotton 
liner. Thermostat control. UL listed 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC, 
34 Oval shape. ox7xtt im Red 25 Oblong shape. 6x3x13 in. 

liner. 35 we. Wt 1 Ib, 8 oz. Brown liner. 15 w. 
"сю $1099  11C7187—WL 11b. 4oz. .,. 9499 

36 Weinut-finish Picnic Basket with styrene tableware set. 
Hinged cover, swing handles. 4 each: 734x10Uin. plates; mugs; 

knives; forks; spoons; pickle forks; butter knives. 
11 € 2768C—18x11x11 in. WL 7 lbs. Set 011.29 
(37 thru 47) Handwoven willow basketware. (37-41), (46) from 
Portugal; (42) from Spain; (43), (44), (45) from Hong Kong: (47) Rush 

Стапан Baskets xxi 
vent tax? |W 
n IN 

Галати Init Раа Ladder — | 
(43112 Plate Holders Ox 10x 



A Cordless Rechargeable Electric Scissors. Powerful single 
speed cuts most fabric weights smoothly and accurately. 

Stainless steel blades. Built-in light helps you see the cutting line 
easily. Beige molded nylon housing is lightweight, compact. 7t- 
ft. cord. UL listed for 110-120 volts, AC. 4 watts. Current con- 
vertor recharges unit overnight for 45 minutes of cutting time. 
Scissors may be used with cord while recharging. 
25 C 2162— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. $4.77 

Electric Pinking Shears. Chrome-plated cast iron blades 
(rather than a rotary wheel construction) have precision 

‚ground teeth that cut just like hand pinkers . . only smoother 
and without hand strain. You can actually see the point at which 
a cut is made. Powerful single-speed motor permits cutting of all 
type fabric weights quickly and quietly. No adjustment needed 
for varying fabric weights. A safety latch prevents shears from 
accidentally being turned on. Avocado green and light green 
molded nylon housing. 10-ft. cord. UL listed for 110-120-volts, 
АС. 35 watts, Gift-boxed. 
25 C 2190—Shipping weight 3 pounds 514.78 
(C Novelty Sewing Kit A charming gift idea for the bome sew 

. brown ceramic watering can filed with a pin cushion, = 
pair ol scissors, package 0 5 Band sewing needles and 6 spools 
‘of mercerized cotton thread in assorted popular colors (10 yards 
per spool). Packaged for gift-giving in polypropylene wrapping 
topped with colorful bow. Measures 9 inches high. 
28 C 2508— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 
T) Set ot 5 Satin-covered Dress Hangers. Thick, padded 

bangers covered with rich rayon satin, delicately scented. 
Matching bow. Plastic-covered hook. Each is 16 in. wide. 

Please state correct color number wanted 
22-American beauty ed — G-avccado green — 10-906 

28 C 13774—Shipping weight 15 ounces Seas 
E Personalized Guest Hanger. Heavy duty deluxe hanger for 

guest closet. Walnut-finish hardwood with gold-color trim. 
and metal hook. Choice of one gold-color molded plastic initial, 
143 inches high, to place on recessed front of hanger. 18 in. wide. 

Clearly print imitial wonied. 
25 C 1388F—Shpg. wt. each 13 oz. Each 279:4 for 49.99 
Р Steemstresst Sewing Aid. Press seams open, shape darts, 
make pleats . . use it on all fabrics without a press cloth. 

Non-metal soleplate of heat resistant plastic operates on gentle 
steam only . . prevents shine, see-through impressions and 
scorching. Turns off automatically when water reservoir is emp- 
ty. 110-120-volts, AC only. UL listed. 500 watts. 7% ft. cord. 
26 C 2148 Shipping weight 1 pound lass 
(G and Н) Brass-plated steel with plastic tips and hook. 

Five-tier Slacks Rack. 13%4 inches high. 16 inches wide. 
25 C 7287— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. na 

Н Sixcerm Blouse Rack. 25 inches high and 17 inches wide. 
25 C 7256C— Shipping weight 2 pounds 1259 

J Jinch All-purpose Super Scissor, Great cutting tool for 
kitchen, workshop, sewing room and garden. Safe, rounded 

blades are electro-induction hardened steel . . never need sharp- 
ening- Molded plastic handle with safety-laich closing. 
25 C 21 9 Shipping weight 5 ounces Dr 

VENUS 8-SECTION DRESS FORM 

Adjust Venus dress form to duplicate 
your exact measurements, and get an ac 
Curate fit easily. Simply use any suitable 
coin or screwdriver (not included) to ad- 
just screws at bast, waist and hips. Open 
all sections until exact measurements ap- pear in window opposite screws . . when 
you have your correct measurements, re- tighten all the screws. Strong, molded 
plastic form is covered with blue brushed 
nylon that allows easy pinning, Blue met- 
al tripod stand has revolving hem gauge and skirt marker for pinning and basting. 
To assemble, insert legs in base of stand and place form on stand. Instructions are Walnut-look woodgrain hi-density plastic is 
included. Measuring tape is not included. laminated to particle board. Resist stains and 
Imported from England. scratches . . wipes clean with a damp cloth. 
A Form. Bust adjusts from 33 to 39 
inches; waist adjusts from 23 to 29 inches 
‘and hip adjusts from 34 to 40 in. 
28 € 2240. —Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs, 50 
B Form. Bust adjusts from 39 to 45 
inches; waist adjusts from 28 to 34 inches 
and hip adjusts from 40 to 44 in. 
25 C 22411—5һря. wi 14 lbn. ....126.50 

Folding legs of bronzetone-finished tubular 
steel have non-mar plastic tips, Front lex de 
signed to give maximum stability. Roomy 
drawer for sewing aids . . has molded plastic 
spool tray. 29 inches high, 36 inches wide and 
21 inches деер. . folds to fit into a 6-inch space 
for storage. Portable sewing machine shown is 
not included. Assembled. 
25 C 24151— Shipping weight 30 bs. ....э2750 



(1 thru 3) Heated Footstools. Rest your feet comfortably 
and keep them snugly warm while doing your favorite needle 
work or just relaxing. Each footstool is UL listed for 110-120 
volts, AC-DC. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

Footstool with 3 heat levels . . low, medium and high for 
your individual comfort. Handsome walnut-finish hard- 

wood covered with cotton tapestry in a multicolor design. Lift- 
up top has 2-inch deep roomy storage compartment. 6-ft 
cord. 12 in. high, 16% in. wide, 12 in. deep. 60 watts. И mailed 
takes 10 Ib. rate. See page 276. 
25 C 2490 — Shipping weight 7 pounds. 12250 
9 Footstool with 1 heat level. Walnut finish hardwood 

covered with cotton tapestry in à multicolor design on 
beige. $-foot cord. Measures 8\ inches high. 141 inches wide 
and 914 inches deep. 45 watts. 
25 C 2491—Shipping weight $ pounds. 41550 

Oval Footstool with 1 heat level. Walnut-finish hard: 
wood with a charming Early American look. Covered with 

cotton tapestry in a multicolor design on black. 5-foot cord. 
Oval measures 12x16 inches, 10 inches high. 45 watts, 
25 C 2409—Shipping weight 6 pounds 11650 
(4 and 5) Largesize Handsome Sewing Baskets. These 
good-looking sewing baskets are roomy enough for storing 
fabric, patterns, large sewing aids, skeins of yarn or knitting 
needles. May also be used to hold magazines or as a decora- 
tive stand for potted plants. Each has a convenient wooden 
carrying handle 
4 Pine Wood Bucket on Legs. Antique-look pine bucket in 

charming Early American design. The lift-off cover, legs 
and handle are constructed of hardwood with antique-look 
pine-stain finish. Measures 10%, inches in diameter . . overall 
height is 1944 inches. 
25 C 2828—Shipping weight 7 pounds Imm 
Б Handwoven Sewing Basket. Constructed of ash wood 

handsome walnut-stain finish. Hardwood cover, han- 
dle and feet have walnut stain finish. Brass-plated metal hing. 
es on back of cover. Gold-color molded plastic eagle decora- -m 
tion. Multicolor printed cotton lining inside basket. Measures ING BAG 
11% inches high, 16%4 inches wide and 11 inches deep. ANON 
25 C 2529—Shipping weight $ pounds 8 ounces ma 
G Knitting Bag with Stand. Handsome walnut-stained 

hardwood frame with gold-color cotton corduroy bag. Ful 
ly lined interior has 2 large. roomy pockets for accessories, 
plus one large pocket for knitting needles. Opens to 9 inches 
wide, 15 inches high and 11 inches across top. Folds to 2 inches 
wide for convenient, compact storage. 
25  $403— Shipping weight 2 pounds. rr 
7 Roomy Sewing Basket with Handles. Brown-finish 

wood basket with bright, colorful floral cotton trim and 
lining. 2 vinyl plastic handies, removable plastic tray for ac 
cessories. 9 inches in diameter, 7 inches high. 
28 C 2534—Shipping weight 1 pound 95 

Compact 
Sewing Machine 
with carrying case 

* Weighs under 21 pounds 
including carrying case 

* Stores easily. . case measures 
only 17x5 ax1 17 in. high 

* Performs like a heavyweight 
sews 6 stitches including two 
stretch stitches. . even has a 
builtin buttonholer 

1974 Fall Big Book 
was 1159-95 

144% =: 

Just turn a dial and you can sew any of four utility stitches (straight, 
blind hem, mending and zig-zag) plus two stretch stitches (straight 
and zig-zag). Built-in buttonboler sews regular-style buttonholes in 
any sion. Ву simply setting the dal o fou sectam (Дем side, ft 

top and bottom) and sewing, buttonbole is formed without turn А - 
ing fabric. Snip open and batonhole а competed. Eve зем» on but Toce 
tons. Handy storage compartment hola accessories, bobbins and ec. 

touch of the toe. Е 
‘Comes with zipper cording foot and five buttonhole guides. Decora- 

tive hi-impact plastic case 17x5'ax11' in. high. Lemon-smoke color 
aluminum head. 6! ft. cord. 90 watts. From Japan. Sewing machine - 
is UL listed: for 110-120-volt; 60-cyele: АС. 
20€ 1040C— Shipping weight 23 pounds 114.95 

341 



Buy 50-pc. Set for just 
$1 more than 25-pc. Set 

..and Save 46% 

a 11299 | 147? 
(1 thew 3) Patterns ft all occasions [rom everyday meals to 
special celebrations. Bufled to a never-need polishing finish 
Each piece is balanced and proportioned for handling ease. 
Dishwasher safe; tarnish resistant. Japan. 
25-piece Set. 4 each: forks, salad forks, soup spoons, knives 
S teaspoons. 1 serving piece 

Set. 8 each: forks, salad forks, soup spoons, knives 
16 teaspoons. 2 serving pieces. 

(T апда [11 © RAT LINE 
[ITE 3 | 139 [T6780 ST 

noa _ 111678981 3 | 13981167576] 8111 

Tableware Storage Chests 
(4 ond 5 ) Constrocted of fine-quality hand 
wood. Anti-tamish cotton duvetyne lining to 
protect tableware. Long-lasting J-stage forni 
ture finish . stain, sealer, lacquer. 

4 Brower Chest. Holds 145 pieces. Fruitwood 
finish. Antiqued metal pulls. Chest mea 

sures 1134251421414 inches wide. 
11 € 7823—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $24.99 

5 One-level Chest. Holds 90 pieces. Walnut 
finish. Antiqued metal lift. Chest measures 

TI x23 31414 inches wide 
11 € 7822— Wi. 3 Iba. 4 or 11399 

Our best 
Electric* Knife 

(6) lets you 
cut 2 ways 

$189 „ә 

Indoor-Outdoor Electric Grill 

Orange was 239.99 $ 199 
Now also in avocado Tabletop low also in avoca ЕТ 

Two-position serrated 
blade slices ho 

or vertical 

Serrated stainless steel twin blade — (7 and 8 ) Bloc” Knives with 1-posiion nein vest as opes рий er covered cooker . . control adjusts to 6 6 orn rica lero cag вас Шык: Mente UK EL Bl кече ria ا bar Raver in counter rest. Shatter resistant plastic leases blade for cleaning Counter rent Shatter: wich no charcoal mess. Plags into standard outlet. Lightweight. 
төшим pati мне, А т=н vested clan mug Re 
7 Knife with core. Contoured handle for ome-plated steel grid. 
arm grip. Styrene case can be mounted on "artly assembled. 

wall (screws inch) Сам stores blade and Y 9X. — Avocado 
attached Lit cord. Beige and white. y .60-Hz AC. 1500 =. 134,99 иш NIMM 7 RA 

11 € 9606—Avocado and white 8 Knife oniy. Attached S-t. cord. Gold color. Same as grill abo 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. ne 11 € 9608—Wt. 2 Ihe. 1 or. MO moves for tabletop us 

rc ‘NOTE: AN knives sold on this 3 11 € 18800—Orange 342 [Bears] 37, оно OTO ун AC iow T reU oa weich 17 pounds ms 



Our finest Tra 
apture the auth 
‘detail of real w 

54849 

HOSTESS TRAYS 
. for casual dining and entertaining 

Woodgrain . . 5-pc. set. Four trays with pecam-finish 
hardboard tops are stain-resistant. Legs and stand made 

of pine. Trays measure 19x15 in., stand 25 in. high. 
21 С 1776L-Shipping weight 23 pounds. Set $48.49 

( 2 thru 8 ) All trays have brass-colored tubular steel frames. 
S piece sets have tubular steel stands (2 thru $) have styrene 
base and handle. 

23x1 
edge. 23 in. high. Leather: 
resistant, Sturdy rack with 
21 C 1775L—Shipping weight 17 pounds 

American Eagle . . 5-pc. set. Proud golden eagle de 
sign on four 21x15-inch trays. 23% Inches high. Stain- 

resistant hardboard top. Rack on casters, 
21 C 1702 Shipping weight 16 pounds Set 12248 

Spanish-style Tiles . . 5-pc. set. Design printed on 
staln-resistant hardboard. Four trays measure 21x15 

inches. Trays stand 23¥s inches high. Rack on casters. 
урем weight 16 pounds Set $2240 

fj Four Seasons . . 5-pc. set. Hardboard trays with pro- 
tective polyester coating that resists spills. Brass-colored 

d edge. Oversize trays measure 23x15 in, and 
in. high. Includes storage rack on casters 

21 C 17781 —Shioping weight 1 
Nasturtium . . 5-pc. set. Floral print on 1755x125 
in. metal trays. Stand 23 inches high. Baked on enamel 

onary storage rack 
Set 51449 

Parquet . . 4-pc. set. Stain-resistant hardboard trays 
‘measure 21x15 in. Fourth tray doubles as a rolling host 

e cart and a storage rack. Trays measure 23 inches high. 
21 C 17720 -Shipping weight 14 pounds Set $1440 

Denim Daisies . . 4-pc. set. Metal trays with bright 
bakec-on enamel finish measure 21%2 х1 SVa in. Stand 23 

in. bigh. Fourth tray is also a stationary storage rack 
21 C 1779C-Shipping weight 11 pounds Set 5940 

Lap Trays . . 4-pc. set. Metal trays with tubular steel 
legs measure 129 4x 175216 in. high. Gingham design in 

baked-on enamel. Great for when space is at a premium. 
21 C 1761 -Shippiag weight 5 pounds Set 5540 

[oe 
ee d American artist м shows 

woodland scene at a different me. 
э 



When tradition demands 
the best. . choose our 
finest Lace Tablecloth 

56997, 
A Sheraton Tablecloth. С 
P detalled pattern with the 

wich f ood 
p 2 ) Lowest price this year 

: ah = for an all-lace Tablecloth 



For festive holiday dining. . choose 
a solid or print PERMA-PREST* Tablecloth 

Festival. Brilliant solid colors in a smoothweave blend of 50% DuPont 
Dacron® polyester and 50% cotton. PERMA-PREST® cloth is treated 

with a stain release finish, so most staining substances come out in regular 

© 1009H— Square, 50x50 in. (fits table 30x30 in.). Wt. 14 oz. 1398 
10908 Rectangle, 52x70 in. (fits table 32x50 in.). WL 

C 109 18— Rectangie, 60x80 in. (fits table 40x60 in.). WL 
C 10928— Rectangle, 60x92 in. (біз table 40x72 in.). WL 1 Ib. 11 oz. ... 999 
© 10038— Rectangle, 60x104 in. (fits table 40x84 in). Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. ..1199 

96C 10944—Oval, 52x70 in. (fits table 32x50 in.). We. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 7 
96C 10954—Oval; 60x80 in. (бз table 40x60 in.). Wt. 1 b. 4 oz. 799 
I6 C 1096H— Oval, 60x92 in. (fits table 40x72 in.). Wt. 1 Ib, 7 ол. 999 

1097H—Oval, 60x104 in. (fits table 40x84 in.). We. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 199 
C 1096H—Round, 72-in. diam. (fits table 42 to 48 in.). WL 1 Ib. 7 oe... 1299 

96C 10004—Matching Napkins, 17x17 in. Pkg. of 4. WL So. .....Pkg. 349 

Walnut-grained corru- 
gated cardboard, lami- 
nated plastic top. Sup- 
ports 100 lbs. Gives 
to-the-floor fit with 
72-in. round doth. 27 
in. high, 20-in. diam. 
Instructions for as 
sembly without tools 
included. WL 4 lbs. 
CHIC... 0594 

$399 50% 

Festival. Vibrant red and green print in a smoothweave blend of 50% 
DuPont Dacron® polyester, 50% cotton. PERMA-PREST® cloth is treat 

«й with a stain release finish so most staining substances come out easily in 
regular washing. Square, rectangular and oval cloths have merrow edge; 

ound, бъз іп cotton fringe. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry . . no iron. 
16 C 1189— Square, 50х50 in. (fits table 30x30 in.). W 14 oz. Er] 
96€ 1180— Rectangle, 52x70 in. (fits able 32x50 in.). Wt. 1 Ib. 3 az 59 
96€ 1191— Rectangle, 60x80 in. (fits table 40x60 in.). Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 799 
96C 1192—Rectangle, 60x92 in. (fits table 40x72 in.). Wt. 1 Ib. 11 or. .... 999 
96C 1193—Rectangle, 60x104 in. (fits table 40:84 in.). WL 1 Ib. М ог. .. 1199 
96C 1194—Oval, 52x70 in. (fits table 32x50 in.). Wt. 1 Ib. 3 az- 599 
96C 1195—Oval, 60x80 in. (fits table 40x60 in.). WL 1 lb. 4 oz. 799 

1198—Oval. 60x92 in. (its table 40x72 in.). Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 2” 
€ 1197—Oval, 60х104 in. (fits table 40x84 in.). Wi 1 Ib. 10 oz. 1198 
C 1198— Round, 72-in. diam. (fits table 42 to 48 in.). Wt. 1 Ib.7 or... 1290 

96C 1199— Matching Napkins, 17x17 in. Package of 4. WL S oz. ...Pkg. 349 

18-plece Kitchen Towel $799 
and Accessory Set 7 Sa 

This set provides the basics needed for a well equipped kitchen. print, 
print. Makes a terrific gift idea for the new homemaker. 

‘Set includes: 6 dish towels of 100% looped cotton terry with 
a mushroom design print, 15x25 inches; 6 disheloths of 100% 
knit cotton with a multicolored stripe print, 12x12 inches; 6 роб 
holders of 100% knit cotton with multicolored stripe print, 
614x644 inches. Order the easy way . . by phone 
96 C 4128— Shipping weight 1 pound Sec 97.99 

Deluxe set offers everything you need for holiday eria В die towels ot 100% sheared coton terr I а provinc] oral 
26-piece Kitchen Towel and Hostess Set $] 599 

entertaining 
6 disheloths of 100% sheared cotton terry in provincial floral 
6 knit dishcloths of cotton in stripe print, 12x12 in. 6 knit pot- 

percale padded with 75% cotton, 25% polyester, solid green, 104 in. long; 1 host- 
за apron of 100% sheared cotton in provincial floral print; 16x27 in. long. 

Set 015.99 

aus [Sears] 345 



(1 thru 3) Mix and match with dinnerware om 
facing page for the casually contemporary look. 
Crose-woven bamboo pattern is found on stone“ 
ware dinner plates, salad plates, mugs. Brown. 
accent band. Order 12-pc. set and save. 
1 Dinner Plates. 10^ inch diameter. Se ol 4 

2125212 Shipping wt. 2 lbs ....Set #1400 
* 2 Salad Plates. &inch diameter. Set of 4. 

210 25214—Shipping wt. 4 lbs. ....Set $1000 
3 Mugs. Each holds 11 ounces. Set of 4. 
21.€25215—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1202. ..Set 18.00 

12-piece Set. Sew 51200 when you buy this em- 
semble. Separate prices total S3200. Includes four 
each: dinner plates, salad plates and mag. 
21C25102C— Shipping wt. 15 Ibn .... Set #2000 
Д Bor and Cheese Set. Three piece stainless 

steel set with bamboo styling for plucking ol- 
ives, slicing limes and spreading cheese. 
21 C28304— Shipping wt. 1 Ib, Se 1500 
5 Centerpiece. Wood basket overflowing with 

plastic mushrooms, potatoes. $!y in. high. 
21 € 28005— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. 11000 

| 
i 

(11 thru 13) We've followed che "natural" 
color and design theme right down to the in- 
dividual place settings for your table 
11 Placemats and Napkins. Browns and 

tans weave a web of natural "marbling 
in our matching set of 4 placemats and 4 nap- 
kins. Placemats measure 12x18 inches. 
They re fabric backed with viny! for long Ше. 
Napkins 16x16 inches and are made of poly 
ester and rayon. 
21025716—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Set 18.00 
19 Napkin Rings. Set of four plastic rings 
in dark cocoa brown with beige trim. 

21 C 28602—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set 1200 
13 Bamboo-style Flatware. One of the 

best things about this 20-piece stainless 
steel set is all the matching accessory pieces 
оп this and facing page. Includes four each: 
knives, dinner forks, salad forks, teaspoons 
and soup spoons. 

346 [Sears] WE, 21¢25902—We 3 Ibe 802. Set 12500 

The Great Entertainers 
> 

6 and 7) Glasses. With woven bamboo 
design. Each style comes in box of 4 

Ice Bucket and Tray. «gal. bucket in 
vinyl Plastic tray measures 12x1 
21C28821—Wt. Sim 1202. ... Set #1500, 

‘qt. Decanters. Made of heavy glass 
9 with "Bourbon" and "Rye" dog tags. 

V | Wain. high. Fitted stoppers. Set of 2. 
M A!CB60I—WL 5 Iba, Bor. ..... Set #800 

10 Coasters. Brown plastic. Set of 4. 
21C28506—Wt. 1 Ъ. 12 c. ..Se $300 

Well and Tree Platter. We know you'll find dozens of reasons to use this 17%4x1S-inch 
stoneware platter, It is one essential serving piece for your holiday buffet because the plat 
ter’ design allows it to hold three things at once without Jetting them run together. Phone 
ordering’s à quick and easy way to buy it. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
21с25924С ^" 

—— in —À 

14 Cheeseboerd. You'll use this 1517 inch 
pinewood cutting board every time you 

‘entertain. Simple design with matching stain 
less steel spreading knife. Bamboo handles. 
21 € 25931—Shpg. wt 11b. 8 ог. ....Set $400 

15 Supr. Cremer. The bamboo weave 
appears again, and you'll enjoy mixing 

this set in with other members of our “nat 
ural” collection. Of earthenware. 5 in. high. 

t Tib doz Se 400 



. . our “natura! 

16 Woven Lap Traya. Pr 
pandsome reed. Gi 

nern and en tte a 
fuss family dining. Use these trays 

mata. Interwoven 
border measure 184x1244 in. Set of 
4. Place setting sold separately 
21C25029-WL 2 Iba. 8 ог. Set $1300 

17 Round Serving 
different uses. Measures 15 inches 
in diameter. Bamboo. 
23 C 25034C-We. 2Ibs., Each #4 

(23 thru 28 ) We've woven natural earthtones and tbe bamboo motif into this dinnerware 
and throughout these two pages. Now you can mix and match your way to create an 
exciting contemporary approach to casual dining. Blend together the bamboo-style fat 
ware and dishes—then add in the brown-banded serving pieces. 

Salad Plates. Criss-crossed bamboo 
pattern is a smart contrast to dinner 

plates below. Stoneware. Measure 8 inches 
in diameter, Set of four. 
21 € 282 — Shpy. wt. 4 Ibe... Set #1000 
94 Dinner Plates. Simply stated brown 

border on stoneware plates. 10^ in. 
diam. Set of four. Napkin sold separately 
11 C252 —Shpg. wt. 7 tbe... Set #1300 
25 Cups and Saucers, Feature brown 

borders to match plates above. Made 
of stoneware. Set of four each. 
21€29221—WL 4 Ils. #06 Set 83300 

96 Serving Set. Brown-banded stone 
ware. Oval bowl 12 inches in diameter. 

Platter 13 inches in diameter. 
21C28941—Shp. wt. 7 Iba... Set 92000 

Soup Tureen with Ladle. Stoneware. 
Tureen holds a fall gallon of soup. 

baked beans or a casserole 
21 C 2%9176—5һре. wt, 7 Dba... Set $2000 
28 Covered Soup Bowis. They're dandy 

for salada, too. And with the cover you 
can use them as mini-casseroles. Stone 
ware. Set of four 
21C 25218—Shpe. wt. 4 Ibe Set #1400 

’ coordinates 

9 Hardwood Carving Board. In a dark 
walnut finish. Large 18x13-inch cut- 

ting surface has heavy-duty stainless steel 
meat clamp with handle . . exceptionally 
steady for carving. Folding handles for 
easy carrying from kitchen to dining room. 
This board has grooved gravy trails that 
lead to a large well. Rubber on wood feet. 
21C25929—Sbps. wt. 5 Ibs. &oz..... 91800 
d Semboosstyie Carving Set. Includes 

stainless steel fork and carving knife. 
2125307 Shps. wt. 1 Ib. .....Set #1200, 

Serving Sat. Includes 
21 шш» aue (e and spoon. Сеш, 
for salad or casseroles. 
21C 25309—Shps. wt. 1 1b. ‘Set ноо 
22 Bamboo-style Steak Knives. Made 

of stainless steel. Set of four with. 
sharp serrated edges. 
21 C25208-Shpg. wt. Ib. 1202 ‚Set $800 

1 

99 Seled Serving Bowl, Fork and Spoon. АП in pine and stained 
dark for а rich look. Three-piece set. Twelve-inch diameter bowl 

21C 25926—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set #1000 
30) !ndividual Salad Bowls. Six inch pine bowls are perfectly matched 

to the dark stain of the serving bow! above. Great for salad, but 
Just as good for popcorn, potato chips or candy. Set of four. 
21€ 28927— Shipping weight 4 pounds 
31 Seit and Pepper Set. Pinewood construction. Each piece mea 

sures a whopping 12% inches high, Shake the salt, but tbe pepper 
has an efficient stainless steel grinding mechanism. 
21.C28928—Shipping weight | pound 4 ounces 

Set #700 

Set 100 
ЖЫШ [Sears] 347 



'The Great Entertainers 

‘Serve sangria on Sunday and bloody mary» 
om Monday—what festive versatility” And 
this &-pc. set ix especially handsome with 
an 8-in. high, 1-qt. p 
handled mugs. A stirr path blown 
clear crystal glass. 
Z1CH730- Wi. B lbs. 8 ox Set 12000 

V1 thru 5) The spirit of the colonia! metalcralt artists is captured in these 
pieces made of an aluminum alloy finished to look like pewter, Candles not incl, 
] Candlesticks. Each measures $8; Q Crested Bread Plate. Olax in The classic hurri. 

cane lamp, a design in. high. Set of 2. Order candies on Y Dishwasher and oven safe. 
that seems to get page 351, 21004781- WL 1. Soz. oe 
better looking all the ‘Shipping weight 10 ounces 
time. Ours is clear, 1 беяз) Porringer Hurricane Lamp. NY 
mouth-blown glass y 3 inches high. Clear glass chimney. 
imported from Italy 76 Plate, Measures 23 Cb4IS)— WL 1b. 1oz. ... $1348 
It's in two pieces. 
candle holder and dishwasher and oven-to-table use. Mug. Holds 17 ox. #% in. high: 
globe. Stands 1015 ‘Shipping weight 1 pound. 5 Mold cold wel for beverage 
Inches high. Candie тсмю:. 4 элт 21Са771— Ib. orn... M0» 
not included. 

баре. wt 4 Ibs 
21097051 #1400 

has yuletide design. Set of four 
[O ounce mugs is dishwasher 
"Safe. Don't miss the complete bol 
iday dinnerware set sold on facing 
page. 
21C45616C—W. 6 lbs. Set 410.00 

И this looks like a dis- 
tinctly modern creamer 

Р and covered sugar set 
you're right. But it's 
also a miniature pitcher 

y for syrup or hot fudge 
and a covered bow! f 
jam or honey. Bo 

y pieces in clear mo 

ie 

h 
blown glass. 413 in. high. 
From Romania, 

Shoe. wt 2 Ibe 
D 21007081 ....Set #700 

(6 thru 9) Unique serving accessories made of cream color earthenware. 
6 Giant Turkey Platter. Sure to be the G Salt and Pepper Shakers. A (еа 

center of attention оп your bolday ta- © look for the tabletop staples. 7 in. high, 
ble! 2241644 in. Set #200 
M CIBC Ship. wt. 7 ba. ...... ep = 
7 Cheese Shaker. Works like а зан Q Com Dishes and Holders Se of four y Е piece ensemble. 2 

shaker, ‘with cheese: eh, cinch dat and 4 pairs of ceramic or 4 six 3-ounce glasses. All in 
216 25927—8нре, wi. 11b. 4o. . i mouth-blown clear el Y 

sco mear 21ce7121—St моо 



are here for the holidays 

Our seven-piece wine set in- 
dudes a lovely -quart decan- 
ter in a slender, timeless de- 
Sign measuring 15 inches high 
and six -ounce glasses, Ev- | 
«у piece is made of mouth. l 
blown clear glass made in Ro: 
mania. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
aco Set 12000. 

10 Let this be the рр Glass punch bow with 12 cups. center ol your ++ ima 14-pc. set, Adds elegant 
holiday table. А cre- sparkle to holiday punch or eggnog. 
ative centerpiece Includes 10-qt. bowl, twelve 5.0%. 
with plastic apples, cups plastic ladle, 1 
pine comes spilling 21C 86049C—Wt, 24 In. Set 12200 Y 
out of а wood bas 
ket. 9 in high. Set of 12 Punch Cups. Order 
СТБ, Во these extras to match net above, 

2C28800.. 1000. 21C 86863 —Wr. os. 5 x Set 19.00 

A distinctive 
mouth blown 
decanter with 
sures 11 inches high. Why not or 

feat glass. 1-quart 

21 ©97091—5ар 

d one for white 

51bs.t1000 

high with 
't your thing, it al 

12 thru 17 ) This la the authentic Ruby Crown dinnerware 
and glassware you've admired for years. The authentic 
“thumbprint” design dates back to the colonial days and the 
pieces are still made with patient craftamanship, Crafted of 
very heavy clear gias with a wide ruby band on each piece. 
‘You'll want to use these on festive occasions or to make any 
meal seem mote festive. Dishwasher sale. Like everything 
else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
12 Fourplece Place Setting. Includes one 101 inch din- 

ner plate, one б\ шк salad plate, one cup and ote 
inch saucer. All with the distinctive ruby band. 
21 C 10981—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set 49.00 
19 Footed Cake Stand, This stand is a good. practical sise 

created Гог years of use, Decorative and functional. 
Measures 12 inches in diameter and $ inches high, 
21 C 10982—Shippira weight 6 pounds enoo 

(14 thru 17) Glassware. Save 25% when you buy З or 
more boxes. Glasses come in boxes ol 4 of one style. 

| э» | на | у Enjoy this 12-piece set of "Christmas Tree” octagonal iron- 
И [iced Ten 13 ae [21 C 10987 Tbs 302 [788] ‘stone dinnerware throughout the holiday season. Service for 

1 four each: 10-inch di 
d mugs. Dishwasher safe. Cente 

21 C 4S6 14— Shipping be 

21C 28608— Wt 2 lbs, 4 oz. 410 

15 18 Wine. | 0с E tonte| Site Son) 799 17 [Sherbet | 8011216 1008530: 5 oe 200] the [Sears] 349 



Nothing takes the place 
of rich warn WOOD 

(A thru G) Handsome solid 
ished in a dark, rustic sheen. 

ine accent pieces hand-f 
\ccessories not included. 

(А and B ) Cup Cabinets, Three shelves 
grooved) for cups and other treasures. 19% ln. high. 
A 18cup Cabinet. 36:194555 inches deep. 
А 21C9115.—Sbipping weight 14 pounds #3099 
В 24eup Cabinet. Measures 49191505 inches deep 

See “N” suffix on page 
21 C1 AN Shipping weight 20 pounds 150.90 
(C and О) Spoon Recks. Each has three tiers 
C 362poon Rack. 20818 inches bi 

р 18spoon Rack. 10x18 inches h 
Heinr sh 

E Corner Shelf. Traditional 
piece. Measures 20% лб®, 
96233 Shipping weight 2 

F Double Wait Shelf. Antiqu 
grooved shelves to hold plates 

21€91186—Shipping weight 
G Gailey Shelf. Delightful disp 

front. Made of antiqued pine. 28x54 x7 in. deep 
21 C 8503C— Shipping weight 3 pounds 11799 

Vietorian Hurricane Lamp. Opal 

x inches high. shade damet 
himney. Sw 

ne of three color 

Shipping weight В pounds ..... Each 42899 
J Mirror Sconce, Antique-finished pine with clear 

jas ey and mirror. 24x4 inches wide 
de not incl Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Boz. . 91299 

Cabinet. Antique shelves 
i! 5! in. deep. Accessories no 
IC Shipping weight ? pounds u 

hed pine. Th 

ued pine. 23 in. high, 15x20-in. oval top 
21 C9738C- Shipping weight 6 pounds ‚zum 

hipping weight 6 pounds nr 
N Coach Candle Lamp. Tape 
AN Glass chimney. 13x8x8 in. deep. Ca 
21€ 9121 58 

der in antiqued pine. 



22 А x 
are) 

The look of BRASS 
- „as popular today as ever 

A Egle. Brass-plated cast aluminum. An American 
А. tradition that surely captures the spirit of 76. A stun- 
ning accent piece. From Japan. 
21 C 8620€ 1021) inches, Shp. wt. 5 lbs... Each #2399 
216 86216-2049 inches Shpg. WL 5. ....Each 1099 
B Welt Plaques. Solid brass deeply embossed with 

Elizabethan tavern scenes. Set of 2. England. 
17inch diameter. Pattern as shown above. 
21 C 8736— Shipping weight 3 pounds Set #9399 
10-inch diameter. Pattern similar to illustration. 
21C9625— Shipping weight 1 b. 2 оа. Sa 1599 
( Picture Plaques. Colorful floral prints under glass 

have solid brass pierced frames with butterfly motif. 
inch diameter. Set of 4, Made in England. 
21 C 9626—Shipping weight 12 ounces. Se 1599 
р Panel Plaques. Solid brass with deeply embossed 

rose and mum motifs. Each pane! measures 141514 
inches. Set of 2. Made in England. 
21 C 90627 Shipping weight I pound Se 1190 
(Е end F ) Bedwarmer Planters. Handsome room ac 
cents. Solid brass bodies 

Sinch diameter. 19 inches high. 
21 C5831—Shipping weight 1 
Linch diameter. 27 inches high. 
21 CS662C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

(5 Cuspidor. A design classic in solid brass, What a 
Е ier! 6 in. high, S-in. diameter. England. 

ing w 
Н Magazine Rack. Solid brass with wood lining for ex 

tra stability. Center divider provides carrying handie. 
Embossed pattern. 14¥ 13x50; in. deep. England. 
21 C 01620 Shipping weight В pounds 

Candie Holders. Solid brass highly polished and lac 
quered for lasting beauty. 715 inches high. Set of 2 

Candles not included. From Japan. 
21C 9a 10— Shipping weight | pound Set 1990 
X Umbrella Stand. Solid brass construction with em- 

bossed design. 19 in. high, 9-in. diam. England. 
21 C8161C Shipping weight 6 ро 298 
L Cuspidor Lamp. Distiociy handsome solid brass 

base. Measures 15 inches high. Pleated shade is wild 
grass laminated onto styrene, $ inch diam. Uses 60-wart. 
bulb, not included. On-off switch 
21C3140C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 1999 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Lamos v 

Candies that give any room that joyous holiday feeling 

12 ner $250 
(M thru P) Fine-quality Lenox* candles in y 
styles and three colors. Lenox candles feature 

n stand straight and secure even without a candle b 
und to set a special mood. Box of 12 

12-inch Taper 
10-inch Taper (not shown 

ach Hurricane Twi «S 351 



$449 
ae 99. 

Ronii™ by Ron: 
hand for last 
enough Butane 
Fingertip flame adjuster, Assorted col- 
ors. .no choice. WL 2 oz. each. 
87c 707% 
Price when you buy one 

1 Sterling silver filigree Pipe. Our 
finest briar bowl, overlaid with ex 

quisite silver design. Straight stem. 
Handsome plastic gift case. 
87 € 7295—Shpg. wt. 8 ог. neso 

“Hookah” Water Pipe. Two boses 
let you share a bowl of mild, cool 

smoking pleasure with a friend. Glass 
bowl. Ceramic, earthenware carafes. 12 
inches high. From Italy 
87 € 7341—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. mo 

Corn Cob Pipe Set. Smoke a differ 
entstyled com cob pipe every day 

of the week! Set of 7 pipes, gift-boxed. 
870 7217—We 11b. 802... .. Set 

«у of mellow smoking enjoyment. Two 
aluminum shanks, bits. Air-cooled 
moisture trap. Gift-boxed. 
67.0 7286—Shpg. wt. 12 ot. ...Set 

Meerschaum "Classic" Pipe. Am 
beroid stem. Hand carved in Aus 

tria of molded Turkish meerschaum 

Й 

#7 CTI4—Shpg. wt. 8.02. mm 
Pipe Set. Elegant pair oí Algerían 
briar pipes, molded meerschaum 

lined bowls. One straight-stemmed, one 
‘curved. In case. Gift-boxed. 
81 с 7293—Shpg. wt 1 Ib. ...Set 911.99 

Lighters and Accessories 
Т Butane Watch/Lighter. Stem-wind 

watch with Swiss movement, band. 
some gold-color metal case. Diamond: 
cut design. Adjustable flame, flip top. 
About 243 inches high. 
81€ 7073—Shpg. wt. Sor. om 
(8 and 9) Nimrod Pipe Lighters. 
About 3 in. high. (Postpaid WL 402) 
8 Gold-color metal, lizard trim. 

wenn мз 
9 Chrome plated steel. 

8767012 1595 
10 Merxman Electronic Lighter. 

Electronic device ignites butane 
gas. Needs no battery, flint or wick. 
Соја опе metal case, 2-in. high. 
1C 7076— Japan. WL 4 oz. .....91299 
11 Pistol-styte Light 

look. Gold сою k 
Wood handle, base. 6x3x3 in. Japan. 
87 C 7032—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. "ә 
12 Beetro* Match Lighter. Pedestal 

base. Batteries included, Hong 
Kong. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oe. 
8707253 эю 
13 SAVE #1 when you buy Pigskin 

Pipe and Tobacco Pouch Si 
items seperately total $9.96. Pouc 
bas separate compartment to hold pipe. 
Pouch and pipe pigskin-covered. Gift 
boxed. 
870 7627—We 1208. Set вазе 
87 C 7628—Pipe only. WL Bor. ... 498 
WI C 7625—Pouch only, Wi 4 or... 498 
14 Fourpioe walnut Rack with Ud 

16-02. glass humidor, Pipes not 
cluded. Measures 10614 
81 C 7428—Shpg. wt. 51 эв 
15 Pioeknocker Ashtray with pipe 

rest. Copper-color metal, cork 
knocker. Brass finish metal pipe holder. 
T%cin. diameter. Pipe not included. 
81 C 7449—Shpg. wt. 1 ib. “20 



as personal as your own name, 
Fe + + your alma mater or your zodiac sign 

FAMILY NAME COAT OF ARMS FOUR.YEAR COLLEGES SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC 

Order family ст Tonkarda. cups. ash- Tor any rame below trays are avaiable 
If name эз not isted. with the crost of any 

college or university 
and any name. in the United Su 

Family Name Coat of Arms. lange 
= 

T 
Green Hughes Mri t ES = = 

McCarty 
McCoy 
мевае 
Мелиа 
Мит 

Signs of the Zodiac 

ЫЗ [stm 
FETE [10.2 
FI EVV | Bian 
FETE IY 
FTE 
FICO | neh ow 
HICHUV 
КИИ F21 E 410۷ 
FCN 
Fit 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Pesce pn Uv Tomy name. college or zodiac ug you wah to ворваг You mat order by November 3! 3976, tor Смита samer You can order hom the page anal Augun 13. 1578. Al noma vent pompa Hom Sebring ON Alam 
etra iene No COD Y Cong ol Ата me кеми on Эден town cos c arma Nor lam names lated Indios! genealogy I not aces 



Poly-Optics 
An ight 

that twinkle at each end 

1 The beauty and sweep of a willow with reaching 
limbs and cascades of glowing filaments. Stands 

18 inches high. Brown plastic base and tray. Includes 
Tig-watt bulb. Cord switch. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 

213012 12998 
9 The majesty of а bubbling fountain. Gold-color 

filaments spray rays of light in every direction. 
Stands 12 inches high. Brown smoked acrylic base. 
Ind. 40-watt high-intensity bulb. Cord switch. 

ipping we 
2103021 

Two tiers 
cracker from a brown and gold-color plastic base. 

17 in. high. Includes 744-w. bulb. Cord switch. 
21€ 3020— Shipping weight 2 pounds 
4 An exciting shooting-star look with clear fila 

ments bursting out of a chrome-color plastic ball 
Stands 15 i lack plastic base. Includes 
Thr watt bul itch. 
21 C 3019—Shipping weight 1 pound 

+1899 

+1298 
Jus 

A single splash of radiant light from a wood: 
look plastic base. Measures 13 inches high. In. 

dudes Tir watt bulb. Switch ов cord. 
21 C 3009— Shipping weight 2 pounds $29 

(6 thru 9) We've chosen the famous tiffany look 
of stained glass for these four lamps. Front panels 
are silk-screened textured plastic with a leaded 
look. Solid pine frames. Cord switches. (7, 8, 9) in- 
dude two Ту жай bulbs. 

6 A three-sided swag lamp with “Billiards 1 
‘one panel, “Coca-Cola” on the second, “Sa- 

loon” on the third. 10 in. high, 19 in. wide, 17. 
diam. Uses one 60-watt bulb, not included. Comes 
with 10-ft. wrought iron chain and 12-foot cord. 
21€ 7701C—Shipping weight 7 pounds .....13499 

Д 1199 36393] a | 1199 
say “Charge It" when you phone your order 

The Lights 

Ice Cream Parlor 
and Café Lights 
Memorias of day 

10 Our newest lava lamp captures the mystery 
and intrigue of the land of Aladdin. Aluminum 

base with brushed brass-color finish. 16 in. high, 
9-in. diam. at base. Incl. 40-w. bulb. 
21C 3052 Shipping weight 6 pounds 
11 Do you love the lusty Mediterranean look? 

This lava lamp blends right in with its genuine 
wrought iron base. Stands 1314 inches high and 
measures 4%4 inches dudes. 
15-watt bulb. Cord s 

1199 
19 This is the ever-popular contemporary style 

done in brushed aluminum and given a brass 
color finish. Clean, modera li 
inches high and measures 6 inches in 
the base. Includes 40-watt bulb, Cord switch. 
21 € 3380—Orange lava, yellow liquid 
21 C 3381—Green lava, blue liquid 
Shipping weight 7 poun 
NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: La 

see page 277 



Fantastic 

The Blinkers 
Four bright colors blink 
and twinkle random! 
create an exciting mood 

Sound-activated 
Light Show 

(19 thru 21) Exciting lights 
that plug into any wall outlet 
dance to music or voices 
regardless of 

Around and around they go— 
never stopping and always 

changing patterns and illusions 
Revolving 
Optics 

The Strobe 
A brilliant 

flashing light 
that creates 

instant 
excitement 

Wire-in Light 
'ectly into sound 
no tools needed 

Plugs dir 
system he er Light 

eoےس  

13 Rectangular Blinker, Red, blue, green and ]6 Cylinder. Revolving inner cylinder creates 
yellow lights blink in a random sequence. continuous optical illusions in a variety of respond to music or room sound and adjust auto- 

139428142514 inches deep. Walnutlook vinyl-lami- bright colors. Black acetate base with plastic cylin- matically so the colors dance at any sound level. 
nated particle board case. Plastic lens. On-off ders. Measures 13%4 inches high, 6-inch diameter. Incl. seven 7-watt bulbs in red, green and yellow, 
switch. Includes four 7-watt bulbs. Cord switch. Includes one 00-watt bulb, or use with ases covered with walnut-look viny 

(19 thru 21) Lights with built-in microphones that 

21 C 3061C— Shipping weight 7 pounds .....41799 

14 Hexagonal Blinker. Hang on wall or display 
оп shelf. Blinking lights in red, blue, green and 

yellow create ever-changing color display. Mea 
sures 66x44; inches deep. Case is walnut-look vi 
зу! laminated to particle board. Plastic lens. On-off 
Switch. Includes four 7-watt colored bulbs. 
21 C 3059—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

15 Globe. Prismatic orb proje 
light throughout tbe room 

matic in a darkened area. Revolving inner cylinder 
and circular lamp shell are made of clear styrene. 
Black styrene hemisphere base. Measures 91; 
inches high. Globe is 6 inches in diameter. Light 
includes 10-watt bulb. Cord switch. 
21 C 2021—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

any colored bulb you supply 
21€2321— Shipping weight 2 pounds +999 

17 Strobe. Mind-bending flashes of white light 
play tricks with your eyes. Regulator lets you 

adjust speed of strobe from 1 to 11 flashes per sec 
ond. Wide-angle triangular construction sprays 
light throughout room. Stands on side or end. Vi 
nyl-clad aluminum housing with plastic shield 
xix; inches deep. On-off switch. 50 watts. 
21C3016— Shipping weight 2 pounds "2 

]B Bleek Light. Everything looks different under 
this light, especially your psychedelic posters. 

15-watt bulb measures 18 inches long and is held 
by a beige color metal case with chrome-plated 
trim. Measures 191423833, in. deep. Onoff switch. 
21€3017—Shipping weight 2 йш. 1202. ....61499 

116360. Shipping weight 10 pounds 
One-sided fresnel lens. Exciting circula: 
tic lens. Measures 12x12x61 inches deep. 

21€ 3072C— Shipping weight 8 pounds 19. 
9] Trreosided styrene lens. Projects triangular 

patterns. Measures 1612141 a9 inches deep. 
2) C3102C— Shipping weight 11 pounds... ..#34 

92 Onesided styrene lena. Wires into your sound 
system. Not effected by room sound: 

135,8 x63 in. deep. Incl. red, blue, green and yel 
low 74. bulbs. Walnut-look viny!-laminated parti 
de board case. 
21 C 3070C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 490 

8 [Sears] 355 



Portable Bars 
1 Deluxe molded ca 

Holds three 1-quart bot 
Чез (not included). Includes 
two 2-ounce and four 7-ounce 
chrome-plated aluminum 
‘tumblers: mixing spoon: bone- 
handled cork screw and bottle 
‘opener; deck of playing cards. 
Plastic case 13х11 9x54 in. 
deep. Black with blue flocked 
interior. WL 4 Ibs. $ oz. 
21C мәз s2799 
9 Vinyl-ciad Holds 

two 1-quart bottles (not 
included). Includes chrome- 
plated bottle opener, mixing 
spoon; one 2-02. and two Taz. 
aluminum tumblers. Covered 
wood case 13184! inches. 
Black with blue interior. 
Shipping weight 4 lbs. 

21080058 ma 

Pub Mirrors 
Reflections of yesterday are 
great decorating ideas today 

(4 thru 7) Bright motifs from the past are silk-screened in vibrant colors on 
float glass mirrors and handsomely framed in hardwood. 

4 [O'Connell & Flynn". A great 
look for over the bar or anywhere 

else. 32122 inches high. Brown and 
grecn lettering and design. 
21C 6054L—We. 13 ba. 

“Beefeater”. The famous British 
gentleman dressed in red adds 

charm to any room. 22x32 inches. 

“Kester Hotel”. Make your 
guests feel right at home. Black 

and brown with gold-colored accents. 
164x220, inches high. 
21C06097C—Wt. 7 ibs. 199 

“Victor”. Everyone's favorite dog 
in a brown and white design with 

gold-color accents. Measures $ Decorative Sword. 36 inches Jong. Simulated jeweled handle Red design with gold-<olor accents. 22¥yx164 inches high. Polished steel blade. Black leather sheath. Spain. 21 C0080L— We. 12 bs. 12999 — 21 080950—W. ibs m 
21 C9142C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 111.99 

Dish Designing Kit 
You make the drawings and they're 

turned into two fine melamine dishes 

2729 
A really special git, because you designed it 
yourself! Great for Christmas giving, Moth- 
ers Day, birthdays, or any time during the 
year. Kit includes 10 sheets of special draw. 
ing paper, 4 non-toxic felt tip pens (yellow, 
blue, red. green), certificate for two dishes 
and prepaid mailing envelope. Just mail in 
your two lavorite drawings using only paper 
and pens supplied. You'll receive back by 
mail two 10-inch diameter melamine dishes 
with your designs permanently imprinted 
onto them. Two dishes cannot be made from 
the same drawing, so be sure to mail in two 
different drawings, 

Dishes are dishwasher safe; chip, crack and 
craze resistant. You can submit more than 2 
drawings and receive more dishes at addi- 
tional cost. . complete instructions in kit ex 
plain how. Certificate also allows you to have 
finished dishes mailed anywhere in the USA. 
21 C37856— Shipping wt. 1204. .... Kit #799 
IMPORTANT NOTE: in order to есеге лала 
далел by December 25. you must mail drawings. 
by December 6 You can order tts тот now un. 
D Augun 13, 1978 

* 

includes everything you need 
to design two dishes... mail in 
designs. dishes returned in mail 



Furnishings for 
casual living 

Sum 9475 

© Sturdy. solid oak barrel backs ө Plastic laminate tabletops re e Fabric-supported vinyl upholstery 
and bases on each piece mars, stains and scratches welcomes rugged wear. wipes clean 

Add new favor to your decorating scheme with distinctive pieces made from aiid Ба 
cak distillery barrels. Real iron boops accentuate the barrel design. Relax шеш. backs with cotton batting. Tabletopa, bar tap of mar resistant, high-presure 
ing pieces comfortably padded with 4-inch thick urethane foam sats Plastic laminate over particle board. Solid oak legs sent detached for shipping 

А Sofa. 76x31x30 In. high. Set. 66x21 im deep. | Bar. 21438139 in. high. Urethane foam arvas 
Y C OBONINHSistecalor no WL 177 Ib... 521998 Û padded elbow rest. One shell Sie color member 

1C eSoziNM-Sipping wt 120 be, 510935 1C 6901842 Shipping weicht 118 маз» В Swivel Chair. 20527433 inches high. Seat is 
20V. laches deco. Site color memo. Р Bar Stool. 1611205419 in. high. Sent di Save #30 to $70 on Sets 

1 C 69013NH.— Sbippisg wt. 75 tbe. 38995 | ameter measures 169» in. State color number. 3 piece Set. Includes bar (E) and two stools (F). 
1 C 69015NH Shipping wt. 30 Ibs Each 55995 Separately total $279.85, State color number, 

(Cocktail Table. 24x42x18% inches high. Жоан sioria m. Шола... 5н 3409.85 en ee saos (j Armless Game Chair. Overall measurement 
26127«33 Inches high. Seat diameter mea- B-piece Set. Includes 4 chairs (C) and table CH) 

D End Table. Diameter. 24 inches: 18's inches high. sures 20V: inches. State color number. Separately total $444.75. State color number. 

1 C 69016N Shipping wt. 30 ib». Each $4495 1C 69019NH. ping wi. 64 Ibm. Each $88.95 1 С 0004N5H Shipping wt. 374106.,...Se $374.75 

Note: Lamos shown on this page are sold on pege 354. Shipping Note: See "N" suffix note. page 276 

upported by fabric straps of jute burlap. Two-inch thick urethane foam 



ie real leather. Attractive saddle-stitched top, welt trim. 
le sbedded polyurethane foam. Fberboard base with екенби RIL 18-inch diameter, 14 inches hi. Wipes clean wth damp бой. Even our 

t) Kosten. CARES Li aden tunt бөзгө lowest priced aac nese Shipping weich 19 pounds "з Hassock is 
В Squire Il. Drum-shaped hassock tufted with 4 button stitched design on 

top. Heavyweight vinyl has rich look of leather. Top stuffed with comfortable 
shredded polyurethane foam fill. Sturdy wood base with excelsior filled core. 4 brass 
colored steel casters for easy moving, clean with damp c 

24 C 8657404 20-inch diameter, 14 inches high. Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. nu 
24 C 86575NH—24-inch diameter, 16 inches high. Shpg. wt. 34 lbs. 297 

textured vinyl 

6” 
23510. high 

Prescott. Soft, wipe-clean vinyl. Welt trim. Fiber 
board base with excelsior fill. Top filled with soft 

shredded polyurethane foam. 14x14x12% in. high. 
S-tangering — $71-)urgie Grane 

24 C 86882H—Shipping wt. 12 йж. 4 oz 

Ultra. 3 stuffed cushions (2 loose and 1 attached base cushion) plumply filled with 
shredded polyurethane foam. Heavy vinyl has rich look and feel of real leather. 

Sturdy wood base filled with excelsior for firmness. 4 brass-colored steel casters for 
easy movement. 18х1йх16! inches high. Wipes clean with damp cloth. 

38.97 
24 C 86597L4— Shipping weight 19 

BEA BAGS 
erence 

 ای 488
trong double zipper 

prevent leaks 
Durable double-sntched seams + 

E fete Fur. Covered in luxurious acrylic pile Р Sears Catalog reprint Bean Bag. Long- оп rubberized cotton back. Filed with thou wearing, 100% cotton duck treated with 
sands of 100% expanded polystyrene beads that  Scotchgard® Brand Fabric Protector, Pattern of conform to your every position. Additional beads black print ов off-white background im mendtis- 
sold on page 359, Shipping weight 23 pounds. cent of early Sears catalog pages. Filled with 

V, expanded polystyrene beads Pete ите thousands of 100 ‚эуе crm that conform to your every position. Extra-stur: 
С 2062999 dy construction helps prevent bead leakage. Ad- 
SHIPPING NOTE. BOTH PAGES. "У onal beads sold on pe. 359. 

1 C 20525NH, ме ЭС nf. pepe 20524N— Shipping weight 20 Ibs, nan 



BEAN BAGS 
Starring your favorite cartoon characters 

* All are available in two star-studded 
Sizes . . youth and adult 

e All have strong. double-stitched seams 
+ All close with locked. double zippers 

e All filled with expanded polystyrene beads 

51888 52888 

(А thru F) What a fun way to decorate . . what a comfortable way to relax! Bags are covered in. 
wetlook, fabric supported, expanded vinyl that wipes clean with а damp cloth. Expanded polystyrene. 
beads conform to your every position. | 

cken 
162084 e е 

AP) 1C20837N—Raggedy Anane and Anayet 
м Д1 

Solid-color Bean Bag, 90-inch circumference ч 

e Easy-care, fabric-supported vinyl cover 
© Bags close with locked, double zippers 

Covered in wet-look supported, b 
Filled with 100% expanded polyst 

ot expanded, vinyl in 3 vibrant colon 
beads that conform to your po 

114.88 

panded polystyrene beads 



National Football Leag 
Eig E 



IRMA-PREST 

For your favorite left tackle 
* A gridiron scramble of colorful NFL 
teams on comfy cotton and polyester 

* Score a touchdown for easy-care fabric 
machine wash, tumble dry for NO IRONING 

LA mew D) Sports World NFL. Patchwork of vivid gridiron excite 
ment. Team packed print boasts names of all NFL teams and 
sleek football players poised for action. Fabric i 50% cotton and 
50% polyester. Machine wash. warm: tumble dry. No iron. 

Quilted NFL Spread 

Cut *2to*5 
1975 Spring Big $ 
Book was 417,96 14° = 

А Twrow-syle Spreod. Warm polyester quilting backed with 
spun-bonded nylon. Nylon stitching. Rounded comers, 

neatly hemmed edges. Weighs 5.6 ог. per sq. yd. 

Im aides on Bun төн. 
Thermalgard-lined $996 zs, 

pinch-pleated Draperies = 
В Same cusy-<are fabric as spread (A) with Thermalgard 

acrylic foam backing. Hems 3 inches deep. Measurements for 
30 and 36-inch lengths include brass-color plastic rings (ft 
%-inch diameter café rod). Hang longer draperies on traverse 
rod with slip-on books, sold in Big Book. See how to measure for 

[S0 82 DAC TBI | wim | 471062 Daciam 2 |! 
(5 Red pocket Valance. Measures 54x11 in. long 
order 134 to 2 times rod width . . shirr rod-pocket top on rod. 

State pastern member 430 
24 C 138184 Shipping weight 5 ounces. Each $4.46 
D Фм Pille Cover. Quilted face as spread (A) above 

Measures 20:26 inches. Envelope closure. 
State райт member 430 
24 138084 Shipping weight 8 ounces Each 4.96 

Take-along 
Sport Bianket 
100% Polyester 
$599 - 

Great to take along to 
sporting events, picnics, 

camping or bunting Meas 
ures 50160 in. long. Comes 
with its own vinyl zippered 
carry case for convenient 
traveling. Polyester is non 
allergenic, mothproof and 
mildew resistant. Red over 

4 ends. Machine 

Our lowest priced 
NFL Bedspread 

Unquilted *996 
twin size 
spread NEL Spread 

G NA Football. Winning combination of NFL team names and gridiron players poised 
for action as they punt, pass, kick and scramble for а held goal. Bold colors on a стар 

white background. Fabric is 50% cotton and 50% polyester. Weighs 4.5 ов. per sq. yd. 
Rounded corners, hemmed edges. PERMA-PREST® spreads . . machine wash, warm. 
tumble dry, warm. No ironing. Full and twin sizes have 20-inch drop. Bunk has tuck-in 
sides. Matching print pinch-pleated draperies (В) and valance (C) sold at left 
State pattern number 130 
2% € 139418—Full size, 942108 inches long. Shipping weight 2 Ibe. 4 02. $1.96 
24 € 139428—Twin size. 801108 inches long. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 os 35 
24 € 139434— Bunk size. 63x108 inches long. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 396 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

NFL Print 
100% Polyester 
Bed Blanket 

97991: 
J Print ofa 26 NFL tearm 

namen. Soft polyester is 
non-allergenic. moth-proot 
and mildew resistant. Red 
Sin. nylon binding (244 in 
folded), Machine wash 
warm, tumble dry. Bad rw 
fe sold im Big Book 
Twin size. 66x90 inches. 
Shp. wt. 1%. 4 ол. 
cam. na 
Fell ize. 50190 inches 
Shoe. wt. 2 iba. 13.08 
scs иә 



*! NFL Showcase Bedding 

A Comforter-Siumber Bag. V 
А oec 1994 Shipping 

in Sheets and Pillowcases. Print matches 
Ш NFL u 



| like you'“.. nw 
Coordinating PERMA-PREST" 
Bedspreads, Draperies and 
Sheets . . in easy care fabrics 
because we like you 

Colorful Apple Pattern 

aman $1096 | "ze $1096 == a E TO 
fabric of cotton and polyester that lets kids be kids. Just machine wash, warm 
and tumble dry. warm. Ni 

rop. Wt. 2 bs. 13 s... $10.96 24 € 32478— Fell. 94x110 in. long. 20-а. drop. Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 ot пэ 24 € 137498— Bunk. 70х90 in. long. Tuck in sides. We. 1 Ib. 9 o. 3% 

1 like you™ 
PERMA-PREST" 

Muslin Sheets 

( Woven 128 threads per square inch. 50% cotton. 
50% polyester. Machine wash, bot, tumble dry. 

No ironing. Max. fabri shrinkage 2%. Flat 
sheet, pillowcase sizes are before Бети 

Fitted Bottoms. Fit approx. mattress sizes stated. 
Twin, 30x15 | 97062208 | 1 | 1| 99 
Pull sters  |scemw| ı | e| s» 
“Pilleweeses, | Casos | Shy 
Sire senin | Number 

Standard 41230 | 97 с 62259 | 
Tine yout 61073 PPS: Ine 





n vibrant colors and 
friendly patterns kids love 

A low, low price fora 
Comforter-Slumber Bag 

олу $1088 

F Dew Drops. Cheery pattern of daisies 'n dots on 
an all-cotton cover. Cover reverses to solid-color 

brushed nylon tricot. Polyester fill Dual zipper lets 
you zip bag with either side out. Unzipped, twin-size 
‘comforter is 66x80 inches. Zipped, bag is 33x80 inches. 
Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. Clear vinyl duffel 
style tote included. State color number from illustration. 
96 C 19924—Shipping weight 4 Iba. $02 soss 
Coordinating Mini-Pillow. Cotton covered: polyester 
fil. Measures 13x17 inches. Machine wash, warm. 
hang to dry. Slate color number. 949-Multicolor 
96 C 1983H— Shipping weight 1 Ib. no 

© Unexpected guests? Twin- 
size comforter is a slumber 
bag with a pull of the zipper 

* Visiting overnight? Take 
along slumber bag in its 
Own clear vinyl tote 

Machine wash and dry. warm 
100% polyester fill won't 

shift. even after washing 

LA thru E) Comtorter-Slumber Bag: 
Cotton print cover reverses to solid-colo 
brushed aylon tricot. Dual zipper. Twin 
size comforter is 68x80 inches. Zipped up. 
bag is 54x80 inches. Clear, vinyl tote includ: 
ed. Mini-pillow not included. 
Coordinating Mini-Pillows. Cotton cover 
matches reverse of comforter. Polyester fil 
17х23 inches. Machine wash at warm tem- 
perature, hang to dry 
А 1 Uke You™. Matches sheets, р. 365 

не color number ^ 949-Muhcolor 
I6 C 19364—Shpg. WL 4 bs. oz ...413 

1973 PPS ine 
Coordinating Mini Pillow. 
96C 19008—Shpg. wt. 12o1...... 

Coordinating Mini Pillow 
96 C 19058 Shpg. wt. 1202 
(T Reg Doll. This item war $16.44 in the 

1974 Christmas Book. Now available in 
red at the same low price 

762-Aoys 8407 
96C 1940H—Shpg. wt 4 lbs. 9 oz .#16.99 
Coordinating Mini-Pillow. Coordinates 
with both red and blue slumber bag. 

Фес 1900H—Shpg. wt. 120r. эө 

low to match the reverse of the comforter: 
slumber bag of your choice. 

‘State cor nente 
96 C 19008—Shpg. wt. 12 oe. 

Gingham Patch. This iem war 11544 
in the 1974 Christmas Book, No color 

number needed 
96C 1932—Shpg. wt dba во... 915.99 
Coordinating Mini Pinow. 
96C 1900N—Shpg. wt. 12 08 

no 

э” 





Join Snoopy . . he's taking a nap on his dog 
house. Delightful print on 100% cotton re 
verses to solid blue brushed nylon tricot 
feels like soft flannel. Comforter, 68x80 
inches, zips into a large slumber bag, H180 
inches. Dual zipper lets you zip bag with ei 
ther side out. Clear vinyl tote bag included. 

A Comforter Siumber Beg. 
96C 19774—Wt. 4 bs. 8 os. 

Peanuts* PERMA-PREST* 
muslin Sheets 

sq. in. Machine wash, 
ron. Max. fabric shrink. 



+ Exclusive design sold only at Sears 
* Machine washable . . no ironing 

(A thru О) Brightly clad tykes stroll in the rain under 
colorful umbrellas. Predominantly light blue back 
ground. Practical fabric of 50% cotton, 50% polyester, 
woven 64x30 threads per square inch. Machine wash. 
warm; tumble dry, warm. Needs no ironi 

Pest sie core 
А Throw-style Bedspreads. Seamless, with rounded 

corners for smooth, full draping. Pretty, little-girl 
ruffle, 7 inches deep, in solid light blue. 
Full size. 94x108 inches long. 20-inch drop. 
24 C 1382 14— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 7 o. snuse 
Twin size. 80x108 inches long. 20-inch drop. 
24 C 136224 Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. n29 

Pillow Cover. Sin. blue ruffle. Envelope style. 
24C 138234—10x26 in. Shpg. wt. $ oe. .. , Each 1496 

24C 138274 
Sin | 24C 138200 | 1 

Rod-pocket Valance. Completes the coordinate: 
ruffled look. S-in. solid light blue ruffle. 82x11 in. Fits 

rod width to 48 in. Use 2 for wider windows. 
24 C 13829— Shipping weight 6 ounces .... Each #296 

1975 Fall and Winter Big Book 

Raggedy Ann* sg 96 sizo prend 

(E thru G ) Classic favorites on light blue, flowered back: 
ground. PERMA-PREST® coordinates of 50% cotton. 
50% polyester. Mach. wash, tumble dry, warm. N 

E Tow styte Bedspreads. Seamless with rounded cor 
pers and white fringe on full and twin sizes. Bunk size 

has square comers and no fringe. 
Full size. 94x110 inches long. 20-inch drop. 
24 C 13895H—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3 oz. sos 
Twin size. 81x110 inches long. 21-inch drop. 
24 C 138964—Shipping weight 2 bs. 13 oz. Lr 
Bunk, Youth or Cot size. 70:90 in. long. Tuck-in sides. 
24 C 128074 Shipping weight 1 b. 9 oz. 1796 

F_Pinch-pionted Draperies. Plastic rings on 
Be Ing 

48 | upto | истэн | 
45 | 521038 | zac eos | 1 
de | 300038 | сюн | 1 
1 ›61 | 24€ 13 
à 

* 
53 | 

G Rod-pocket Valance. 72x11 in. Fits rod width to 48 in. 
Use 2 for wider windows. 

24 C 138 134— Shipping weight 3 ounces Each 4346 
© The Botte Merr Company, nc 



Choice of single script initial or block-lettered name 
in the following color combinations 

MONOGRAMMED 
Tufted Bedspread 

$129: 
A Throw-styie Spreads. Personalize your bedroom 

with a monogrammed bedspread. is inch rayon 
pile tufted to sturdy cotton base fabric in room-bright 
ening color combinations. Contrasting hand-guided 
monogramming of 100% polyester . . your choice of a 
single script initial (approximately 25 in. high) or 
block lettered name (letters approximately 01 
high) centered on the spread. Rounded comers Plush 

f borders (except bunk size has 

Full size. 90x105 in. long. 18-in. drop to floor, 
F24 С 13101V—Shipping wt. 6 poun 
Twin size. 74x105 in. long. 17-in. drop to floor. 
FIA C 13102V— Shipping wt. 4 pounds. 
Queen size. 105x120 in. long. 21-in. drop F24 C 13103V— Shipping wt. 7 pounds 
Bunk. youth. cot size. 63x90 in. long. 
F24 C 33104V— Shipping wt. 3 pounds s1230 
В and С) Solid color . . not monogrammed. Same 
ine fabric as bedspreads above. Coordinates with 

spread to create the finished ensemble look. 

B Pinet -pleated Draperies. Unlined. Pair fits tra- 
verse rod 34 to 40 inches wide. 
og Numer | Lang DETTI 

Facio | 63 Sis. 
Facio | Stin Sie. 
C Rod-pocket Valance. Measures 72512 inches 

rder 1%4 to 2 times rod width to 
F24 C 13107H— Shipping weight 10 oz. .....Each 4296 
SHIPPING NOTE: All tems above are shipped from facto 

5996 wars 
(О and E) Everplush. (Not monogrammed.) Soft ^in. ra 
tufted on a firm cotton base. Pre-shrunk, Maximum shrinkage 

Ы ironing. 

p:  Thow.tyl Spresde. Phu cuff order (excep bunk ise). Round 
ed corners, Bunk. youth, and cot size has tuck-in sides. 

24 C 1305 1H—Full. 90105 in. 18-in. drop, Shpg. wt. 3 bs. 100%. ... 4896 
ws Ibe. 996 

24 C 130538— Queen. 1032120 in. 21-in. drop. SEDE. wt 4 ba, .....1896 
24 C 13054 —Dual-King. 130x120 in. 21-in. drop. Эмре. wt. $ bs... 1798 
24 C 13085 Bunk, youth, cot sie. 63x90 in. Shpg. wt. 2 s. 99. 
E Pinchspleated Draperies, Unlined. Pair fts traverse rod 34 to 40 in 

wide. May also be used with valance (C) sold above. 
24 130804 Pair SOxb3 in. long. Shpa. wt. 2 lbs, 20€ 
24 C 130574— air 50184 in. long. Shps. wt. 2 lbs: 1202 



FROM OUR 

Cfirst y 
E = 
Sollection 

San Juan Pueblo Pottery design 
PERMA- DN 51496 | Р 

(A thru E) Pottery. Our own exclusive pattern . . designs and colors 

А Throw-style Spreads. Rounded corners: blindstitched hems. Full 
d twin to floor: queen and dual-kin 

24C 1480: 

C Rod. pocket Valance. 84x11 
width to shirr on rod. State 

24 C 188994 -Shippine weht A 
D Toss Pillows. Plump kapok filling. 13x13 in. Contrasting cord trim. 

Not Perma-Prest; spot clean. State color number 19 or 788. 

Matching P : = Pottery. Natural carthion. PERMA 
PERMA-PREST: $ 4,99 FS 7 * Д рчс на SON 

combed cotton, woven 180 threads per sq. in. Percale Sheets мл 

before hemming 
Presse 



Sampler design 
a colorful cross-stitch print 

with 4 verses and the alphabet 
I e. 

PERMA-PREST* | PERMA-PREST* f x 

"© greatest 
Fringed Pinch-pleated 

Bedspreads Draperies 

$1296 :::. | $996; 
(A and B) Sampler. A crowstitch print 
that captures the warmth of a country home. 
Use pattern as is or embroider this color 
eyed design with your own thread. 

50% polyester and 50% 
а wil-release finish to 

elo rid material of dirt and stains in the 

Throw-style Spreads. Smooth seamless 
construction and rounded corners. Trim 

Sinch two-toned fringe 249 Multicolor 
20 in. to floor 

n 11296 
Twin size. 80x108 in. Drops 20 in. to floor. 
24 C 149024—Shog. wt. 2 ba. Soc ....., $1296 
Queen size. 102x120 in. 21-in. drop. 
24 C 14984H—Shog. wt. Jibs. Soe... $1896 
Dual-King size. 116x120 in. 19-inch drop. 
24 C 14005H—Shog. wt. Jibs. 1201... 82196 

В Pinch-plested Draperies. Unlined. 4 
in. heading. Blindstitched 2*s-in. bottom 

bem and 1%-in. side hem. 45-in. length 
omes with sewn-on brasscolored plastic 

rings (fit Ya-in, diam. café rod up to 44 im 
wide). Measurement includes rings Hang 
longer lengths on traverse rod 32 to 38 in. 

ip-on hooks. see Big Book 

зас 15084m | 45 in HE 
24C 150804 | 65 in 2 1196 
24C 150004 | 64 in | [rass 

Matching PERMA-PREST® Poole Ssa 7 1 
( Sampler. Charming American 

rose-stltch pattern. Blend of 50% poly 
ester, 50% combed oven 180 
threads per sq. in. Machine wash. hot, tumble 

hrinkage 
it smoothly 

Flat sheet, pillowcase sizes stated before 
hemming 



Seersucker-look 
Bedspread . . for 

$10 more, choose coordinating 
Priscilla Curtains in any size 

Save ‘6.96 to 9.96 
Spread and Curtains. 

E gg» 
full size full size spread, 

curtain pair 96x81 in. long 

(A and B ) Subtle puckered stripes enhance the picture-perfect look of this 
seersucker-look fully-quilted bedspread and matching ruffled curtains . . just 
Tight for most any bedroom. Fabric blend of 50% polyester and 50% rayon. 
Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry. No ironing pecemary, 

State color number 782-Federal Bue Site — GD5-Strawberry Pink ight 913-Awocado Leat 
806 Lemon Yellow ight 617-indian Brown Баз Aut Orange 

А Throwestyle Bedspreads. Quilted over 3.6 ounces Поу Dera-Putt* 
polyester fill per running yard to a polyester back. Rounded corners: bound 

24 C 116644 Queen. 1021118 in. long. 21-in drop. Shog. wt. S iba. 4 өг. 
24 C 11686H-Dual-King. 1205118 in. long, 214. drop. ре. wi. Sibe. 1302.. 4496 

В Ros-pocket Priscilla Curtains. Unlined. Graceful 6-а, ruffle and at- 
tached Grim, valance. Tiebacks included. Order 1¥s to 2 times rod width. 

See How-to Measure information in Big Book. State color number above. 

ac ree 
24C 1166M 
24C 11860H 
ac ez 

Like everything else in Sears books, 
it's so easy to order by telephone. 



Illustration of control 
is % о! actual size 

See below for full 5-year warranty on Automatic Blanket $1899. 
* Machine washable blend of 80% polyester, 20% acrylic * Lighted plastic control has full range of settings 

Pre-warms your bed to maintain toasty-warm comfort all year round. Match- 
ing nylon top binding is 4%; inches (24-inch folded) wide. Easy-to-read con- 
trol features lighted dial with a wide-range of temperature settings allowing 
you to select just the right warmth for you. Models with two controls (one on 
‘each side of the bed) regulate each half of blanket separately . . satisfies two 
people's individual temperature preferences. 

Easy to care for, just machine wash at warm temperature, tumble dry. 
Maximum fabric shrinkage 2%. UL listed for 110-120 volt, 60 Hz. AC. Twin, 
full sizes with 9-ft. cord; queen, king with 12-ft. cord. 

State color number 
558-Sumower ant 
563-A.tum- Orange 

Jungle Green. 
3-Royal Blue it 

572-Autume Spica rot 
712-Logentemy һ. pos voe 

96C 7000H 
96C 7091 
96C 7002H 
96C 20924 
96 C 1004H 

i or workmanship appears in the blanket or control 
Sears will reper or replace the blanket of control at no Charge. 

This warranty service a avaiable by retuming the complete un to your nearest Sears 
Store throughout the United States. 
1135 mar par non 



Each 8-piece Sheet 
Ensemble includes: 

2 Flat Sheets; 1 pattern, 1 solid 

2 Fitted Sheets; ! pattern, 1 solid 

4 Pillowcases: 2 pattern, 2 solid 

* PERMA-PREST* Percale Sheets . no ironing when machine washed, at hot, and tumble dried 
* 50% combed cotton, 50% polyester blend woven 180 threads per sq. in. Max. fabric shrinkage 2% 
* Elasto-Fit* fitted bottoms are elasticized on corners and across bottoms for an easy fit 
A Medley Blossoms and Solids Ensemble. Flat short, pillowcase sizes 

before hemming. Fitted sizes fit approx. mattress sizes stated. 
ме one color number эл? 

Twin-size 8-piece Set. 2 flat sheets, 66x104 in. ea, 2 fitted bottom sheets, 
E in. ea; 4 standard-size pillowcases, 42x36 in. ез. 
97 C 7915H—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 ог. Separately total $27.94 Set 922.88 

Full-size 8-piece Set. 2 flat sheets, 81x104 in. en; 2 fitted bottom sheets, 
S4x75 in. ea; 4 standard-size pillowcases, 42x36 in. ea. 
9? C 7816H—Shpe. wt. 7 Ibs. Separately lokal 331.94 Set $25.88 

Queen-size 8-piece Sat. 2 lat sheets, 90x110 in. ea; 2 fitted bottom sheets, 
60x80 in. ca.: 4 queen-size pillowcases, 42x40 in. єз. 
97 C7917H—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 8 oz. Separately lokal $48.34 Se 138.88. 

King-size 8-piece Set. 2 flat sheets, 108x110 in. each; 2 fitted bottom sheets, 
in. each: 4 king pillowcases, 42x46 in. each. 

ре. wt. 9 lbs. Separately total $57.34 Set $46.88 

В Medley Plaids and Solids Ensemble. Fiat sheet pillowcase sizes be 

008 Inden Sand Berge 
Twin-size 8-piece Set. 2 flat sheets, 66x104 in. еа: 2 fitted bottom sheets, 
39x75 in. ex: 4 standard size pillowcases, 42x36 in. ез. 
97 C 77089—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 8 oz. Separately lolol 827,94 Se 522.88. 

Fullsize B-piece Set. 2 flat sheets, 81x104 in. ex; 2 fitted bottom sheets, 
SIxIS in. ea 4 standard size pillowcases, 42x36 in. ea 
87 C 77098 Shpg. wt. 7 Iba. Separately alal $31.94 Set 525.88. 
Queen-tize B-piece Set. 2 lat sheets, 90x1 10 in. ea; 2 fitted bottom sheets, 
60x80 in. ca: 4 queen-size 42240 in. ea. 
97 C 77108 Shpg. wt. В Iba. 8 ox. Separately шш! $48.4 ...... Set 938.88 
ing-size 8-pioce Sot. 2 lat sheets, 108x110 in. ea: 2 fitted bottom sheets, 
78x80 in. ea.: 4 king-size pillowcases, 42x46 in. ea. 
C 711 W—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. Separately total 857.34 Se $46.88 



Budweiser" 
a print of the label that says it all* 

$499 | 51999 
EE pee Т» 
chine wash at hot 
necessary. Maximum 

PE 
Екен ЖЕ : Sounces | #229 

Sounces | 249 

В Somforter. A print 
blue color. Cover is 100% cotton on both sides. Gener 

ously fi 
Easy c 

with 100% polyester for cozy sleeping. 
simply machine wash at warm temper: 

mble dry. Finished sizes are stated, 
rder the easiest way, look in у 

‘Sears, Roebuck and C pages 
mumber to cal 
Twin size. Measures 66x86 
96C 18756—Shipping weig 

Our finest Sheet Blanket 
This sheet blanket is 1696 heavier than any other we have ever sold. E 

Fabric blend of 70% polyester and 30% cotton . . great for year 'round use 

HOW TO ORDER FLAT STYLE SHEET BLANKETS 
‘order only those sizes listed nem 

Ten. 0490 inches 86: 108 cher. NC 80190 neres 807103 теми 
een 30490 hes 9590 incnes [^ 108590 inches 108.80 inches Sears] 375 



Slip into exotic Satin Sheets 

$998 

100% nylon. Machine wash, warm, tumble dry: re 
quire ironing. Maximum fabric shrinkage 3%. Dou. 
bie seamed. Fitted bottom sheets have elasticized 
band all around to hug mattress, Flat sheet and pil 
lowcase sizes stated before hemmins. 

Twin Sie Sheets im 5 colors. 
ute союу number 855-Fenta Cranberry red 

94 Moser Wie 
Full, Queen. King Sure Sheet, anc 

‘ail Plhowcanes in 7 colore 
tte cour пото" 1666 fona Crontery ied 

romper ue 540-Anec Gold brian 

Twin, 795104 | 97С6962н | 1b. Soe | 1998 Full ior | Ices | 1b. Sor | 129% 0x110 | 87663594 | lib. 1502 | 189 по | ШЕ 
Ib. 4or | 0998 
lb. тог | 1299 
1b, 1202 | 1099 
ЫЫ i$or | 1898 

A.S | TEEN | Sounces | 
45240 | Cease | 6 ounces 

isnt | 97063894 | 7 ounces 

HR 

Our newest luxury sheets 
Satin 'n Ruffles 

+119 
Sleep in alluring comfort with these shimmering 
satin sheets. A delicate ruffle in darker tone adds a 
soft look to top sheets and pillowcases. Fitted bot 
tom sheets have elasticized band all around to hug 
mattress for a good fit. 100% nylon. Machine wash 
at warm temperature, and tumble dry: require 
ironing. Maximum fabric shrinkage is 3%. Double 
seamed for added strength. Flat sheet and pillow. 
сазе sizes stated before hemming. 

in чөн it engel brown rut 

этсезиан 
97C e4 
7 

| src esen | 



Kwik-Sweep Vac 
with adjustable 
4-position nozzle 
+ Sets to high. medium and low 

pile carpet or bare floors 
* Swivel nozzle reaches 

hard-to-get-at areas 

$3695 

Swivel nozzle is great for cleaning 
under chairs and is handy for 
stairways and landings. Adjusta- 
ble 9-inch-wide brush. No dust 
bags needed . . handy reusable 
dust cup slides out to empty. Sin- 
le speed, single fan motor. Gold. 
color hi-impact plastic body with 
gold and white cloth bag. 18-foot 
cord winds on handle. Stands 50 

20C 616€ 
NOTE: Kwi 

"uem 911799 

Compact Mini-Refrigerators ыя 
• Same dependable compressor-type cooling system fisa 

found on our fullsize models 
© Automatic thermostat control holds the temperature you set 

(1 thru 3) Small and compact, yet you'll appreciate the surprising amount of storage space. 
these min-refrigerators ofer. Perfect for basement, garage . . even summer cottage. Adjusta- 
ble thermostat control. Shelving removes for tall bottle storage. Magnetic door closure. Color 
ful baked enamel-finished steel exterior keeps its new look with just damp cloth cleaning. ШЕ 
mum. Allow 1 inch clearance on top and sides if used as a built-in. Cubic foot capacity includes 
ice cube compartment. Ser KWH /month mole blow: 
1 45 cubic foot. Two shelves, 2 ice cube trays and crisper with abel! cover. Polyurethane 

foam insulation. Coppertone enamel finished exterior with simulated walnut work top. 
20908 (x39 in. high. 60 in. cord. Spain. 53 KWH/month. 
34 C 7386N—Shipping weight 102 pounds. aves 

2 1.5 cubic foot, Two sbelves, two ice cube trays. Fiber glass insulation. Black or yellow 
enamel finish. Measures 18/4119! (x20! inches high. 48 inch cord. Japan. 45 KWH/month. 

34C73708—Block. WL Sá lbs. —....81799 — 34C73718— Yellow, WL Silk. .... #11795 
З 25 cubic foot. One shell, 2 cube trays, ice compartment. Polyurethane foam insulation. 

Measures 2054321! ax19-in. high. 60-in. cord. Spain. 24.0 KWH/month. 
34 C 7384N— Shipping weight 73 pounds І m 

SHIPPING NOTE See "N" suff page 276 
NOTE: KWH/month (Kilowatt hours per month) a an esumato of me electrica! consumption of a Yatngerator.neezer for the avg ute as measured in accordance wih Assocation of Home Applanoe Manvacturers procedure HREALECFT 



Wish f Book 

value 

Was 1459-95 
in 1975 Spring 

Big Book 

19-inch $ Table Top TV has 
elegantly-styled cabinet 
with hand-carved look 

Spanish style cabinet molded of pecan-grained vinyl looks like carved wood, yet 
resists marring, needs no waxing or polishing. Rarely-used controls concealed be 
hind trap door for clean appearance. You see only on-off pushbutton and channel 
dials with convenient lighted indicators. Adjustable One Button Color maintains 
color, tint, contrast and brightness automatically, yet individual controls can still be 
used to make subtle changes for personal taste. Automatic fine tuning plus click-in 
VHF and UHF dials mean quick channel selection. Super Chromix® black matrix. 
screen has color phosphors surrounded with black for sharp contrast and fully 
illuminated for dramatic life-like color. 

100% solid state chassis delivers 25,000 volts picture power, yet draws just 150 
watts AC. Set-and-forget volume control. Five-inch speaker. УНЕ and UHF anten. 

АС cord. Measures 2814x1814x20444 in. deep. Accepts Cable TV. 
87 CA197N—Shipping weight 86 pounds 4389.95 

Rollabout TV Pedestal $2095 

Handsomely detailed with pecan-finish hard. 
wood top, matching base of nick-resistant 
styrene plastic. Four smooth-rolling casters un 
derneath. For TV's to 27 inches wide. Measures 
15:29%4x17% in. deep overall Unassembled. 
57 C 4578 11—Shpg. wt. 24 Ibs. 12995 
FULL ONE-YEAR WARRANTY FOR COLOR TV'S ON THIS PAGE: 

Simulated 
TV reception 
both screens 

$ I 89° 

17-inch Portable TV has 
in-line picture tube. .simpler, more 

reliable than conventional tubes 
The in-line picture tube is the innovation that gives you precise color 
alignment bonded in place . . eliminates up to 50 parts used in standard 
color TV's Light beams converge on TV screen's color phosphors 
sharp focus and dramatic color. Super Chromix® black matrix screen 
color phosphors surrounded with black for contrast, fully illuminated for 
life-like color. Adjustable One Button Color locks in color, int, brightness, 
and contrast, yet lets you make any subtle changes you want to suit your 
tastes, Click-in УНЕ and UHF channel selection. Set-and-forget volume 
control. 100% solid state chassis delivers 25,000 volts picture power. 
draws just 160 watts AC. Four-inch speaker. VHF and UHF antennas. 
7-ft. AC cord. Walnut-grained plastic cabinet with recessed handle mea- 
sures 229x153 ax 1614 in. deep. Rarely-used controls behind door 
570407 Shipping weight $8 pounds 4329.95 

pro 

Swivel Top TV Stand $2995 

Bright and durable chrome-plated steel with 
black accents. Swivel top shelf holds TV up to 
25 inches wide. Shelf stands 27 
Measures 2734x299 4x1154 inches deep overall. 
Unassembied. 
$7 CAST8C— Shpg. wt. 15 lbs 12995 

For one year trom date ot 
purchase. Sears will repair any defect in maten! or workmanship, free of charge. LIMITED WAR- 
RANTY on Picture Tube: Afte ‚ar from date of purchase. and up to two years, Sears will 
replace the picture tuba, / det ing only for labor. To obtain service provided by the 
above warranves. contact any Sears Store or Service Center throughout the Uni 

NOTE: All tems with “М” suffix as 57 C 4 197N) see note, page 276. 
TV sets UL listed for 120voit, 80 Hz AC. 



Stereo System uses Dolby* noise reduction system in 8-track player- 
recorder and FM receiver . . eliminates unwanted tape noise during 
осон апа карынча noise-free Dolby FM broadcasts 

der lets you record from radio, phonograph or "live" with two mikes included. Use record 
o 'd. Push HOW DOLBY WORKS: Built-in Dolby® 

2 more speakers (order in Big Book). 
Use microphones to amplify voice 

and plastic trim 23x44 x 163i in. deep. Hinged pias- 
y enclosures 23x12x8 in. deep with ca 

ack. Draws 100w.: 120v. 60Hz. AC SEE MORE SPEAKERS. 
STEREO'S AND STORAGE 

ON NEXT 5 PAGES 

8-track Tape Storage Module 
grained hardboard storage module holds up to 36 

зо that titles can be 
res 1274x641 218e inches deep. 
ing weight 5 Ibs 1150 

Entertainment Center . . holds 160 LP's 
2 Me 

with sturdy black steel frame, decorative black p 

12095 

Deluxe Entertainment Center . . holds 250 LP's 



Features AM/FM/FM stereo receiver, 
4-inch speaker in each air suspension enclosure, plus 

headphone and component stand 
accepts record changer (1) sold below 

Stereo 
push-t 
ing, AFC 
alert light. On. 

storage. Meas 

for cha 
AC. (Rec 

Mini-size 8-inch Automatic Record 
Changer . „add to system above 

all 334 
sapphi 

57 C94201— Shipping weig! 

Stereo 8-track Player with remote speakers 

Built-in amplifier lets you use this unit independently or you can add eithe 
record changer at nght to play LP's as well as tapes 

Avtrach Tape Player lets you enjoy your favorite tapes in stereo. Automatic and pushbutton chan 
nel advance. Separate volume control for each speaker plus tone control. Black and rosewood 2 add 
grained plastic cabinet measures 14¥sx9x7 in. high with dust cover. Holds up to five Barack 333 
cartridges in top storage well that's protected by dust cover. Jacks lor record changer, head needle, c 
phones. All solid state for durability, instant sound. Speaker enclasures have one 4in. speaker in pause co 
each 7x5¥ex11 Urin. high enclosure. Cable included for 10-ft. separation. 5*z (t. AC cond. Draws cabine 
Jast 42 wats AC UL lated for 120 vota 60 Ha AC. Bay tthe sun way order by phone! ust 19 
57 € 3210— Shipping weight 10 pounds 

380 [Sears] c. 

Full-size 1 1-inch 
Automatic Record Changer 



Features AM/FM/FM stereo receiver, 
6-inch speakers in each air suspension speaker enclosure plus 

2 microphones to let you record live in stereo. . 
accepts record changer (2) sold on opposite page 

$12995 = 
‘Stereo S-track player-recorder lets you enjoy prerecorded tapes, or record your own from receiver. 
‘changer or live. Automatic and pushbutton tape advance. Automatic 4th channel shutoff. Lighted 
‘channel indicators. Automatic recording level control. Receiver has slide-rule tuning, AFC for drift 
free FM reception. Tone, volume, balance controls. FM stereo alert light. All solid state. Speaker 
‘enclosures with one 6-inch speaker per 1518%x5-inch deep cabinet. Cables for 18-foot separation, 
Cabinets walnut-grained vinyl on hardboard. Receiver with burl-grained vinyl front trim. 
16%4x10%4x4#j-inches deep. Jacks for changer, headphones (not inc, sold below). S'irfoot cord. 
Draws 25 watts AC. UL listed for 120 volts 60 Hz AC. To order the easiest way, look in your phone 

Stereo System with 8-track Player-Recorder 

book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call 
57 © 91804C— Shipping weight 23 pounds 

Runs on house current 
or optional batten 

$1995 zz 

Precise vernier slide-rule tuning dial. AC/DC power selector 
switch. AFC for drift-tree FM listening. Rotary volume con 
trol. Three inch speaker. Built-in AM and 
tennas. Black plastic case has chrome-loo 
gage-style strap handle. Measures just 71318x2% in. deep. In 
cludes earphone. Draws $ м, AC. UL listed for 120 v. 60 Hz 
АС. Hong Kong. Seld with or without 4 "C" batterie. 
570 2228—Withowl batieries. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. nass 

Compact Stereo Stand 
For system above, other compact st 

rdboard shelves, steel legs. Four 
record dividers. 4415 xI9xL2* ue 

aker wings 11!%jex11%-inches deep, — adjust 
ht 15 pounds. 

Dual-Powered 
AM/FM Runs on house current 

Portable Radio or optional battenes to let you 

112895 

cord. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
Hass 6709430 

9, 383 for headphone. von pages 

Dual-powered 
Four Band Portable Radio tunes in 

all VHF TV channels, AM, FM 

take your favorite programs anywhere 
$3450 zz. 

Wiss ports wore homi x la de cli yon 
can listen to AM or FM broadcasts and even tune. 

УНР TV show sound . . lets you listen to your 
worite TV programs when you can't be near a 

TV. Precise slide-rule vernier tuning dial 

On-o(l AFC. Separate tone and volume cont 
34-inch speaker. Built-in AM, telescoping FM and 
TV antennas. Black plastic case with brushed alu 
minum front trim. Convenient fold-down handle. 
Earphone jack (earphone incl.) Measures 
9 inches deep. Draws 4 watts AC. UL. 

20 volts 60 Hz AC. From Hong Kong. STE 22286—With 4 "C" batteries. WL 3 lbs. 2127 ET 
Just call Sears and say 57 C261 Without batieries. Wt. 4 bs. suso 

"Charge it“, . see page 277 87 C22676— With 4 "C" bait We 4 lbs. Boe. - 3882 

Stereo Headphone 
s. Walnut- — For system above, others with head 

phone jack. Frequency response 50 Hz 
15,000 Hz. Vinyl-covered ear padding, 

le padded headband. Six foot 4 

79 

> 



Co S S 

simam USAID sereo 
| | record changer 

6-inch speaker in each speaker enclosure. 
You can add 8-track tape deck sold below. 

$8895 

Stereo phonograph with mini automatic record changer 
plays all 3313, 45-rpm recorda, Tone arm bold ceramic car- 
iride with diamond needie, Includes 4$-rpen adapter. Re- 
ceiver features vernier slide rule tuning dial and stereo alert 
light to let you know when stereo music is being broadcast. 
Rotary controls for volume, tone and balance. Built-in AM 
‘and FM line cord antennas. 

Black and walnut-grained plastic cabinet with hinged 
plastic dustcover measures 16 x7 x12" ie in. deep. Each 
13x7 ax in. deep speaker enclosure houses a 6-inch speak 
er, cable allows 18-11, separation. Jacks for 8-track tape 
player and stereo headphones (not incl, order below), Sir 
ft. AC cord, 100% solid state unit draws just 30 watts AC. 
57 C 60802C—Shipping weight 24 pounds DII 

= 

$4895 
Features full-size record changer and 4-inch 

speaker in each speaker enclosure Features mini-changer and 4-inch speakers 

Play all 3514 and im records, 45-1pen adapter included. Ceramic саг 
4 needle. Rotary controls for tone, volume and baia 

and $-track tape player (order below). Walnut 

Plays all 33%4 and 45-rpm. 45-rpm adapter included. Ceramic cartrid 
with diamond needie. Rotary controls for right and left volume and 
Stereo headphone jack, Plastic cabinet with hinged plastic dustcove 
10! axi 27лах7 3% in. deep. Speaker enclosures 13:74445 in. deep. Tw: 
S-t. speaker cables. Stift AC cord. 100% solid state chassis draws 30 
watts AC 
$7 C900 12C— Shipping weight 23 pounds маз 

т. Speaker enclosures 13x75 in. deep. Two Sut. speaker cables. SUs 
fL AC cord. 100% solid state chassis draws just 30 watts AC 
$1 C 60062C—Shipping weight 25 pounds sass 

1 Hirh-velocty design d (requency re sponse lor exceptional sound across the high fic range. Hear thru feature allows you to hear outside sor 538 
Lightweight. Weighs less than 10 oz., less cord. Adjustable 
denim-covered copper-color steel headband, soft acoustic Stereo 8-track Tape Deck sponge ear cushions Use mini-adapter nc. lo isten mon orally to TV's, radios and tape players wth standard er 
phone jack. Response: 20-200 Hz. 104 cod co 57 Coen Shipping weicht 2 pounds uss 

pushbutton chan 
ator lights. Wi 

les output cords 

nel advance. Channel 
grained plastic 

8%4x4x9%9 in. deep. Inch SHE. AC cord, Draws 25 watts AC. Use wich 
Conventional Stereo Headphones by Koss 
Deluxe Headphone. Balance/volumeslidecontrolon ай in/out jacks. J 

2 erem moment getup to мш oala on P CT w ib m^ 
your receiver. Adjustable padded headban dded vi 
nyl-covered ear cushions for wearing comfort. Response Omni-directional 
10-1600 Ha. 104%. coiled cord Microphone 
57 C91 Shipping weight 2 pounds e Low-impedance 10-1. cable $ Heedohone. As (2) above. but without balance/volume With phono plugs and min 

controls. Response: 10-16,000 Hz. 10-ft. coiled cord. 116966 Shipping weight 1 pounds Т-А 
4 Headphone Extension Cor. Exends to 20 fe. Ideal femoved Irom desk 

for beadphones sald shove Response 60-1200 Н, 
81C62251—Shipping weight 7 ounces мю 57C9450—We Jibs. 417.95 



Was 1197-99 
in our 1975 Spring Cut *58 “22% *139* 

Stereo Component System with 8-track player, 
6- and 3-inch speaker in each air-suspension enclosui 

+ AM/FM/FM stereo receiver + Separate full-size automatic record changer 

Receiver with loudness contour restores depth to low volume music. Slide 
controls for bass, treble, volume, balance. Stereo headphone jack. Reverse 

phase switch lets you simulate 4-channel when you add 2 more speakers (order 
in Big Book). 23xSUx11Y-in. deep. d-track player has automatic and manual 
channel selection. Record changer with adjustable stylus pressure and cueing 
lever plays all 33%4, 45 and 78-rpm records. Diamond needle, ceramic cartridge. 
16 814x147, in. deep with dustcover. Speaker enclosures 181x] 116% in 
deep. 18-ft ol speaker cable. Walnut grained vinyl on hardboard cabinetry 
Sh ft. AC cord. 100% solid state chassis. Draws 45 watts AC 
57 C91261N—Shipping weight 49 pounds 4139.95 

Cabinet. Walnut 
grained vinyl on hard: 

board. Holds receiver up to 
5% in. high and 23% in. 
wide, speakers to 19 in. 
high. Stores up to 125 LPs 
behind sliding doors. 
47Ya 220x1483, in. деер 
overall. Unassembled, 
57C45671L-Wt. 621bs.439 95 

a a 

^ “Superstereo” 8-track Player System gives you stereo 
sound in two rooms or 4-channel sound in one room 

2 * AM/FM/FM stereo receiver with SQ circuitry 

SQ 4-channel Records 
and 8-track Tapes 

Enoch Light Big Band Hits of the 30's. 
57 C 86611—LP Record. WL 1202, .....9499 
$2 C 86612—4-Irock Tape. Wt. 4 ог. 599 

‘Tony Mottola and Strings. 
$7 CB6613—LP Record. WL 1202. .....M498 
SIC 80014—¿-track Tape. Wt toz... 599 

Stereo 8-track Player-Recorder Deck 

Cut '29 

49% 
Records from music system or "live" with 2 
mikes (order on facing page). Pushbuttons 
for fast-forward, pause, program advance, 
ject after 1 or 4 programa. Lighted VU me 
ters, slide level controls. Headphone jack. In- 
cludes input/output cords. Walnut-grained 
vinyl-on-hardboard cabinet 12 (x4 4x944 in. 
deep. S'icft. AC cord. Draws 12 watts AC. 
Use with amplified stereo system wich auxiliary 
or tape in/out jacks. From Japan. 
$7 C831 1—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 49.95 

a 6-inch and.3.inch speaker 

== 

for receiving 4-channel FM broadcasts 
* Each of the four speaker enclosures houses 

Cut*58 
System without changer 

[xm edges 
Cut*61 

System with changer 

e 1/0 ed 

System Without Record Changer. Enjoy 4-channel sound 
from discrete 4-channel 8-track tapes and SQ 4-channel FM 
broadcasts plus all stereo and mono 8-track tapes and FM 
broadcasts, Built-in lape player has automatic and manual pro- 
gram selection. 100% solid stale AM/PM /FM stereo receiser fea 
tures tone control and four volume controls (one for each speak- 
er). Vernier slide-rule tuning dial for station selection. Built-in 
AFC locks in station, eliminates FM drift. Pushbutton function 
selectors. Walnut-grained vinyl-covered hardboard cabinetry. 
Receiver measures 2114%x11% inches deep. Speaker enclosures 
measure 16x10x544 inches deep. Includes two 12-foot and two 
24-foot speaker cables. Headphone jacks for stereo or 4-channel 
headphones (order on facing page). SVi-ft. AC cord, Draws 50 
watts AC. 
57 C 970018— Shipping weight 55 pounds. 5139.95 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: AJ el 
tems with "N^ suffix (as 57 C 9700642). tee note on page 276 

алк! nems are UL lated for 120wotL 60 НЕ AC 

System With Record Changer. Same as 
system at left, but with full-size automat 
ic record changer that plays all 3314, 45 
and 78 rpm records automatically or 
manually. Plays 4-channel SQ matrix rec 
ords as well as regular stereo and mono 
records. Ceramic cartridge with diamond 
needle. Mechanical cueing lever lifts tone- 
arm. Adjustable stylus pressure control 
and fixed anti-skate. 

Walnut-grained vinyl-covered hard- 
board cabinet, hinged plastic dustcover. 
17Мх7Мд15$\%% in. беер. Sift. AC cord. 
Draws 19 watts AC. 

5178.95 57 C 8700082 WL 69 e. 
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Favorite artists on LP stereo records. 
57 C 58378— Burning Love, Elvis Presley. 
57 € 58379— Incomparable. Charlie Pride. 

Then You Can Tell Me Goodbye. Eddie 57 C $8391—Orgons and Chimes at Christmas (ште). 57 Сам. 
Arnold. 

57 C SBA2— Finger Pickin’ Good. Chet Atkins. 
51 C 8443—usl the Way I Am. Dolly Parton. 

Tape and Record Storage 

Adjustable 8-track and cassette Carrier 
1 Take your tapes with you in this handy carrier. Adjustable two section 

design fits almost any contour . . over a chajrback, on automobile trans- 
mission hump. Wide opening lid lets you select tapes or cassettes easily. Lid 
snaps shut tightly for dust-free storage. Black plastic, wood-look trim, han 
die. 11x10x10-in. deep. Holds 36 cassettes or twelve B-track tapes. 
57 € 86208 —Shippina weight 2 pounds 8 ounces ма 

Budweisers-look Record and Tape Storage Cases 
(2 thru 8) Carrying cases vinyl-treated cloth on fiberboard; carousels vinyl 
ов hardboard. Due to ale laws, noi for sale in Alabama or Virginia. 

pr 
399 

Denim-look 8-track and Cassette Cases 
(6 and 7 ) Viny with look of denim on sturdy chipboard cases. Plastic carry 
handles. Secure locking clasps. 16) 51 C 0G 1 Canetie case. Holds 24. 15x945 in. high. Wt. 2 be. 12 ог. .... 1599 
(T). §7C 8684 Krach case. Holds 24. 180917 in. high. Wi 4 Ibe $48. 

8-track and Cassette Storage 
8 Strack Carry Case, Black vinyl on fiberboard. 14x12x6-in. high 

1C $620— Holds twesty-fowr, Shipping weight 5 pounds m9. 
Y Carry Cases for cassettes or В-тасі tapes. Leather Jook vinyl on fiber 

board, aluminum center (rame. Briefcase style. With lock and key 
57 C 6B6 Holds twelve: Уло xy inches deep. 
157 C $687— Hold Iwenty-fonr: 13x 10x6 In. deep. Sàs 
57 C S888 Holds иу. 102 10x6 I. deep. Shipg. wt. $ hm. 
10 "Enevelopedia” Case holds twenty-four &-track tapes. Walnut grained 

vinyl on fiberboard: doors look like books. 181916 inches deep. 
57 C S619 1— Shipping weight 4 pounds 
11 Componentiook Module holds 24 cassettes or track tapes. Walnut 

grained vinyl on hardboard, plastic dustcover. 15x6x9 inches deep. 
$7 C$691— Shipping weight 5 pounds 
(12 and 13) Carry Cases. Alligator оок vinyl on fiberboard. 
(12) 87 C $608— Holds 15 eight-irocha; 16x7x0 In. deep. Shpa. wt. 2 Ibe э” 
(3) 87 € 8813— Hoids 14 cassettes: 153714 in. deep. Shoe. wt 3 ba 1008. ~... 389 

Christmas Favorites 
Famous artists sing and play sonia of the season on LP 
stereo and monaural records. 
$7 С $8385—Chrisimas Album (mono). Elvis Presley 

57 C 58392— The Litile Drummer Bey (stereo). 
$7 € SE388— Perry Como Christmas Music (stereo) 
Shipping weight 12 ounces Each $2.18 

57 C SELL Sie Loved Everybody but Me. Charlie 
Rich, Ten Rock 48-rpm Records (monaural). Various titles, 

57 C 58445—Seporole Weys. Elvis Presley. artists. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. Each #219  57C5830—Shipping weight 1 pound no 

Popular Music . . Stereo LP Records or 8-track Tapes (same as seen on TV) 

Record/Tape Title Track Stereo Tapes 
Soul Train Super Tracks, featuring Isaac Hayes and others. SICH 
20 Solid Gold Hits, with Bachman Turner Overdrive, others S1622 
Country Sunshine. f Charlie Rich and others J 57C 86324 
The Now З Croce and others 51C 86325 
Good Vibrations. Sty and the Family Stone and others... 57086328 
‘Shipping weight ‘ounces 

Each 1299 



Single-play denim-look Phonograph $ 2995 Automatic tie-dye-look Phonograph $ 499 5 
with two 4-inch speakers with tone control and two 4-inch speakers 

1 Single-play solid state phonograph plays al $545 and 4S-rpm records, Built- 09 Solid state mini-changer plays all 3314 and 4S-rpm records automatic 
in 4S-rpr adapter. Volume contro} for each speaker lets you adjust stereo ly or manually. Records can be stacked even with 45-rpm adapter. Vol 

balance. Synthetic sapphire needle in ceramic cartridge. Each 12%rdtundls ште control for each speaker lets you adjust stereo balance. Tone control 
inches deep speaker enclosure houses a 4-inch speaker. Includes cable to allow lets you change sound to suit your taste. Each 12%x4%4x4%% inch speaker 
up to 12 feet of speaker separation for stereo enjoyment ‘enclosure houses 4-inch speaker. Includes cable to allow up to 12 feet of 
Laminated chipboard cabinet with blue denim design and removable plastic speaker separation. Synthetic sapphire needle in ceramic cartridge. 

dust cover 14¥x8x12"% in. deep, Siit. AC cord, Draws 16 watts AC Blue tie-dye-look paper-on-chipboard cabinet with removable plastic 
57 C90002C— Shipping weight 11 pounds $2895 ди cover. 15%айх17!%4 in, deep. S'i-ft. AC cord. Draws 16 watts AC 

NOTE: All phon ied lr T М 57 C90019C— Shipping weight 14 pounds 

Portable monaural 
Radio-phonograph has built-in 

AM and FM radio, 4-inch 
speaker plus earphone jack 
Operates on AC household curren 

or vattene Portable Stereo Phonographs with full-size automatic record changers 

$3 799 Phonograph with two 54895 Phonograph with tone and balance $5 795 
AM/FM radi 3-inch speakers. controls and two 6-inch speakers 

4S-rpm records... i 4 Phonograph automatically shuts оН after last — Fullsize automatic changer plays all 33% and 45-rpm 
! Single play ponos record. . plays ай 3343 and 4$-rpm records. Sep- Û records . - automatically shuts off after last record has 

needle. Radio has arate volume controls for left and right channels let — played. Separate controls lor volume, balance and tone let 
built-in AM and FM antenna. 100% уош adjust stereo sound. 100% solid state chassis you adjust Ње sound to please you the most. 100% solid 
solid state chassis with 4-in. speaker. ro “front-firing” inch speakers. Ceramic car 
5 order earphone for tridge with synthetic sapphire needle each houses a 6-inch oval speaker for superb 

Durable molded plastic cabinet measures Ceramic cartridge with long-lasting diamond needle 
15%4x1414x8% inches deep when closed, Federal Black molded plastic cabinet measures 2215x14%4x8% 

¡tin carrying handle. Includes 
Draws 30 watts AC. 

cover. 1221203, in. deep. 6. AC gold-color with patriotic design. Built-in carrying inches deep when closed. В. 
cord. Draws 30 watts AC. Uses 4 ^D" handle. Includes 4S-rpm adapter. St-foot AC cord. — 4S-rpm adapter. Stift. AC con 
size batteries, included. Jai Draws 30 watts AC. Shipping weight 17 pounds. 
STEH Wi FIs. 40n.....13799 5702920 чыз mans SCC 15795 
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FUN RADIOS IN DIFFERENT SHAPES AND SIZES 

AM Wrist Radio repe 
keep your music lo 
close at hand $595 

5895 Authentic-looking cans house 
solid state AM radio with top- 

Here's a portable radio you 
wear just like a watch. Radio is 
mounted on stylish wide wrist 

mounted 2-inch speaker. Side: 
mounted volume and tuning 
controls. Operates on 9-volt band, Two snaps release radio battery included. Hong Kong. if you wish to ше it with other 25e in. high. wrist bands 57 € 22815 Campbell Soup Lightweight solid state AM 57 22814 Budweiser” radio has 2-inch speaker. Vol WL each 9o... Each 569 ume and tuning controla. Radio "ecoute o un ior. rot тад measures 204 i. wide by IVs Seo tle e Vra be NOR 

high. Operates on one "AA 
battery included. Imported Radi 
from Hong Konz Novely M Shipping weight 7 $595 src 

Solid state AM radio has ZU 
inch speaker concealed under 
seat lid. Side-mounted volume 
and tuning controls. Operates 

Camera-style on 9-volt battery included. 
Blue, Measures 414 inches 

Role high by 3 inches wide. Im- 
$1 295 ported from Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
57С22817 198 Multi-purpose radio features а 

powerful light, horn and solid 
state AM radio in a compact 
unit. Includes quick-release 
hardware to attach radio to 
lawn chair, tent pole, or bicycle 

Photo Cube AM Radio _ 

$495 
handle bar. 2*4-inch speaker Mount your favorite H 
and top mounted volume and on four sides. Cube rotates ӨШ | 
tuning controls. Light and horn swivel base. Solid state AM. 
switch radio has top-mounted 2 

Black plastic case with carry 
ing strap measures 5х3\ух 3% 

inch speaker and top-mount 
ed volume and tuning con. 

inches deep, Operates on 2 "D trols. 33 x Pax31, im. беер. | batteries included. Hong Kong Operates on 9-volt battery in- 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 ог. cluded. Hong Kong, 

57022813 11298 Shipping weight 1 pound. 
57022516 aug 

"Mini" AM Table Radio 

Was $9.99 in our 1975 Spring 
Big Book. Compact radio measures. 
just Blax414x3% inches deep. 
Easy-view rotary tuning dial. 100% 
solid state chassis with 3-inch 
speaker. Built-in AM antenna. 

Simulated walnut-grain plastic 
cabinet with silver-color trim. SY 
ft. AC cord. Draws 6 w. AC. UL list 
ed 120-v., 60 Hz. AC. Singapore. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz. 
57C 2060 7.99 

386 [Sears] ma. 

Rolls Royce AM Radio 
Was $17.50 in our 1974 Christmas 
Book. The classic Rolls Royce Phantom 
П Convertible is scaled down in authentic 
detail. Handsome silver-color body has 
black trim, rolis on four wire wheels. The 
two side- mounted spare wheels double as 
volume and tuning controls 

Portable solid state AM radio with 2. 
inch speaker is ready to play with 9-vo 
battery included. Steel body with plastic 
trim. Car measures 10 inches long by 3*4 
inches high by ЗУ, inches deep. Japan. 

Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces 
57022015 14.50 

Rest Room Radio 

AM Radio. Was 86.99 in our 
1974 Christmas Book. The fun 
gift that's practical, too. Attaches 
anywhere with adhesive strips in. 
ибей. All solid state radio with 
2% inch speaker runs on 9-volt 
battery included. Rotary volume 
and tuning controls. White plastic 
cabinet 944264 х3 in. deep. Tissue 
mot included. Hong Kong 
87022615 Wr. 1 Ib. 802. 95.95 
AM/FM Radio. Same as radio 
above with FM include 
57. 22818—Wt. 1 lb, 8 os. sas 

Santa Maria AM Radio 

one of 
the discovery 
solid state chassis 
speaker, Base-m. 
and tuning controls. 

Black plastic base with gra: 
sails. Measures 103 x10! ух 5% i 
deep. Operates on 9-volt batter 
included. Imported from Taiwan 
Why not pick up the phone and 
order it 

Shipping weight ! Ib. В ог. 
57022519 11295 

x. 1009 
th 244cinch 
led volume 
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This AM/FM Stereo Headphone Radio 
plays any time and any place with battery included 

Also use as stereo headphone with your home music system 

$3950 
Think of ай the times you'd rather hear radio music than the distracting noise around you 
Then imagine how clear and clean AM or stereo FM can sound through headphones. Big 2-inch 
speaker in each ear delivers such rich sound youll be glad this unit doubles ms a stereo hea 
phone for your home music system plugs into any stereo receiver headphone jack with SY 
foot cord included. Lightweight, deep polyurethane foam ear padding let» you wear these hrai- 
phones comfortably far hours.. they weigh only two pounds! Adjustable padded headband 
gives snug yet comfortable fit, Station t 
role. Built-in AM and FM antennas. High-impact black plastic with glovesolt black sim 
lated leather padding. Runs on one 9 volt battery (included), From Japan. 

To order the easiest way. look in your phone book white pages under "Sears. Roebuck and Ca. 
Catalog Sales” for the number to call 
57 C 22872 -Shippina weight 2 pounds 6 ounces ms 

9 All solia 

back. B 

tate portable has 2Veineh speaker in Vex Sax 

aluminum trim, We 
57 C 2415 Shipping we 

Headphone Radios 
for uninterrupted 

listening to 
your favorite 
radio stations 

AM/FM Monaural 
Headphone Radio 

also plugs into your 
home music system 

to let you listen 
in stereo 
$1995 

57 C 22938 - Wu batteries Wr 

AM Monaural Headphone Radio 

Tal your arar AM mes ммд yon ae. Tela $975 ыт in cach padded er nd 97 
Totale eund. Volume tat tuning contri, Bun 
AM antenna. White plastic п 
with black vinyl trim. Op: $ 
erates on one 9 volt battery 
(included). From Hong Kong 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 од "T 
sc 22819 %75 

AM Pocket Portable Radio 
tic cabinet Built-in AM 
rap. Earphone included 

AM/FM Pocket Portable Radio 

se AM/FM vernier tuning. AM/FM 
AM. telescoping FM antennas. Black plastic with brus 

Earphone and 9-volt battery included Taiwan 
1 рошы sus 

AM/FM Personal-size Portable Radio 
$ Bix threeinch speaker for good sound in this al solid state portable 

Precise vernier “slide rule” AM/FM tuning. Telescoping FM. built-in 



DC-powered Mobile Unit 
features squelch-control 

to cut interference 
for clearer reception 

$9950 

100% solid tate chassis for reliability. Fre SN quency synthesizer generates all 23 channels 
по crystals to buy or install. Hand-held mike 
with send-receive button, Noise imiter. Lights 
Indicate power on/olf and transmission modu. 
lation. ‘Hoch cabinet speaker. External speak 
єт jack. Simulated wood-grained vinyl-clad metal cabinet 1* oet qx inches deep. 

Includes under-dash mot cket. Re quires mobile antenna (order below). Instruc 
tion manual included. From Japan. See impor 
tant CB information bes before ordering. 
57C 3671 Shipping weight din dor. 90850 

23-CHANNEL CITIZENS’ BAND MOBILE RADIOS 
Keep you in constant communication on any of the CB channels. . on the job. over the road 

and in emergencies. Run on positive or negative-ground vehicle electrical systems 

Cp TRANSCEIVER 

Farming Service Calls Camping 

DC-powered Mobile Unit 
gives you all these features: 
* SWR meter and calibrator 

+ Precise delta fine-tuning 
* Noiseblanker . . cuts noise from 

ignition, motor, other sources 

* Doubles as PA system when you 
add an external speaker 

liuminated meters for transmit and receive sig 
nal strength, plus SWR meter {or match ratio be- 
tween radio and antenna. Delta fine tuning. 
100% solid state. Frequency synthesizer gener 
ates all 23 channels . . no crystals to buy or in 
stall. Hand-held mike with send-receive button. 
Lights indicate power on/off and transmissions. 
Squelch control cuts interference. External 
speaker jack. J-inch cabinet speaker. Wood. 
grained metal cabinet 2 y7x8^ vin. deep, 

Includes instr. manual, under-dash mounting 
bracket. Requires mobile antenna (order below). 
Japan. See important CB infe below before ordering. 
87 C364— Shipping weight 4 lbs. 1202, 14950 

»149% 

CB INFORMATION—READ BEFORE ORDERING 
Operation: Cazens CB Automotive Antennas 

1 Roottop-mount. Weather resi | 
ant “snap-in” mount fits into 3i- 

inch hole. Base-loaded antenna: 
"coax" connection. Stainless steel = 
spring, whip. 46 inches long. 1 

воре 

ссн cable, connector. Instructions incl : = 
m 57 C 3680C— Shpg. wt. 2 Iba... 42195 Fo er 

9 Quiek-grip Trunk-Mount. Needs qx : по holes. 2 small set screws install | heve manm v sowed Seca unit on trunk Bd underside. Hea lange will very nob duty base-loaded antenna, "coax" ation of sk connection. Staínless steel spring, whip. 46 inches long. 17 foot coaxial 

some al q ШЫ аы ше 



Dual-powered Multi-Band Portable Radio 
receives AM, FM, Hi-Police, Air, Shortwave, 

Marine and Weather* frequencies 
+ 4- and З4п. speaker for fine sound 
+ Rotary squelch control cuts interference 
* Fine tuning dial for precision tuning 

$6950 
Dual-powered means radio operates on battery power or AC household current. 
Convenient slide controls let you regulate volume and tone, Vernier slide control 
allows accurate and speedy station selection on these bands: AM(S40-1600k Hz) 
FM(88-108mHz); Air /Police(115-174mHz): Marine(1.64.5mHz); SWI(4.S- 
12mHz); Weather(162.5SmHz). Switch-on AFC to reduce drift and lock in FM 
stations. Radio is 100% solid state for instant sound and long life. Builtin AM 
antenna plus twin telescoping FM and shortwave antennas. Earphone included. 
Black plastic case with silver-color trim and push-button, front-mounted controls. 
Rigid carrying handle, Dynamic 4-in. full-range speaker plus yin. tweeter. Cabinet 
measures 9U4x!214x4 inches deep. Rear panel has jacks for headphone, earphone, 
auxiliary input and external antenna. UL listed for 120-volt, 60 Hz AC. Draws 5 
watts. Sfoot AC cord. Sold with or without 6 "C" batteries. From Hong Kong. 
57 C 2250—Witkout batteries. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 8 ог. Banner 
$7 22506 — With 6 "C" batteries, Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 4 oz. E | 

win [soo Save $49.50 when you buy this 10-channel 
value Monitor Radio and 10 crystal certificates 

Separately totaled 
$218.50 in our 1975 away for frequencies you want to hear 

арра Book * Scans 10 channels automatically for Fire, Police, 
00 CD, Marine and weather" news and excitement 

+ AC/DC powered for vehicle or desk use 

Monitor automatically scans up to 10 channels on all 3 Public Service 
bands . . stops to catch the action on active channels, then resumes scan- 
ning other channels when transmission is complete. Pushbuttons let you 
manually program continual one-channel reception. Manually or auto- 
matically scan all ten or a selected number oí channels. 

Chart at right gives an idea of the possibilities of this Monitor. By using. 
crystals available you can bring in 10 frequencies on your choice of Public 
Service bands broadcasting in your area. As unit scans, lights glow at 

jency indicator on front; scanner stops on active transmissions. 
ons for manual program selection. Built-in 4-inch speaker. De- 

tachable telescoping antennas. External antenna jack and remote speaker 
terminals. Frequency range: UHF 450-470 MHz: VHF 150-174 MH; 
VHF 30-50 MHz. Comes with 6t AC and 3-ft. DC power cords 
mobile or desk operation. Includes under-dash mounting bracket 
quires car radio antenna adapter (sold below) for use as mobile unit. 

Metal black vinyl-covered cabinet measures 24x! ax9*4 in. deep. UL 
listed 120-v., 60 Hz. AC. Draws 13 watts AC. As mobile unit, runs on 12-v 
negative ground automotive systems, 

One crystal is required per frequency. Check frequency bands in your 
area or order frequency directory for your area from chart below. Simply 
fill in desired frequency number on certificate and mail to factory. Most 
crystals will be mailed postpaid (wt. 2 02.) within 7 days of date of receipt 
of certificates 
57 C 36156—Shipping weight 7 pounds 4 ounces *189.00 

Radio Antenna Adapter. For in-transit use of monitor in your car. At В 
taches monitor radio to car radio antenna. E + 
$7 C 3800—Shipping weight 6 ounces. $495 a: и Li * - 

Dual-powered Police, Fire, and Emergency Radio Directories 
i i Lists assigned frequencies, cll letters, number ol base, mobile stations in spe 

Multi-Band Radio dic areas. Comprehessiv directory includes stings for police, fire, amb 
AM. FM. Aircraft. lance, paramedic: and government. 1973 edi 

og ame 
HI Police, Weather” 15103601 T 
$2950 18703642 1 15703643 H 

ENN i ШП H 
Compact multi-band radio has uiid $ 7 
side mounted. rotary control ver- тсн 3 | Anz. Colo. Idaho, Mont 

nier tuning and built-in AM, telescoping FM antenna. AFC cuts FM drift. 100% 1376369 3 | Callormia Oregon. Washington 
solid state. Charcoal-gray plastic case. Separate {ront-mounted volume and Skipping weight ach d ounces 
tone controls. Rigid Handle. 8! jx8* qc! inches deep. UL listed 120-volts, 60 Avid 
Hz. AC. Draws 4 watts AC. SY foot AC cord. Gift boxed. From Hong Kong. "NOTE: Belore ordenng radios win westher band reception, check local Weathar 
57 C 2239—Without batteries. WL 3 йз. 3 ос... i 42950 mes A ind 
57 C 22396—With 4 "C" batteries, WL 3 lbs. 11 oz. 22 3082 usce [Sears] 389 



Cassette Player-Recorder 
with built-in AM/FM radio 
y seer switch automatically shuts 

off tape and radio 
yy Sound mixing with remote mike lets you add 

voice to music as you record from radio 
y Hi/Lo Monitor lets you listen to 

material as it is being recorded 
Qm оп AC house current, 

optional batteries or optional DC adapter 

$4995 ss 
Sensitive built-in condenser microphone makes high-quality те Cordings. Automatic level control (ALC) regulates volume as you record. Record broadcasts directly trom radio, Play all pre- recorded cassettes monaurally. To use sleep switch, insert tape ol chosen length, tune radio to your favorite station and radio will automatically turn off when end of tape is reached. ‘One-lever control for play, stop, rewind and fast forward. Cueíng mechanism lets you speed up tape motion while still in the play mode enabling you to identify recorded material al ready on the tape. Pushbuttons for record and cassette eject AM/FM radio has vernier slide rule tuning dial, graduated vol lume control. 100% solid state chassis with large J^ inch speak er. Black plastic cabinet with silver color trim measures 103 78 x2*, in. deep. Fold-down carrying handle. Built-in AM. telescoping FM antennas. Jacks for earphone, remote mike (mike not incl). Includes 30-min. blank cassette, earphone, Sty 
ft. AC o 
tery with optional DC adapter sold below right. Japan. 57 C 2175—Without batteries. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 14995 87 C27786— Wilk 6 "C" alkaline batteries. Wt. 7 ibs. 4 oc. .. $325 

rd. Draws 5 watts AC. Operates from car or boat bat 

— 

Record live with built-in mike, Pushbutton controls for play, recor end-ol-tape shutoff. Stop or start recorder with remote switch. 100% solid state unit has 3-inch speaker, Black plastic cabinet with silver-color trim and retracting handle. Measures 1 

Built-in 
condenser 
microphone 

з AC. Sold with or without 4 "C" айа 57 C 2185 Without batteries. Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces 57 C21856— With 4 "C" alkaline batteries. Shipping weight 5 pounds 10 ounces 
390 Sears] ER, 

Outfit includes с 
telephone 

earphor 

rd, fast-forward, rewind and stop. Automatic 
0х623 in. h 

Tying case 
ckup, remote on-off s 

е. 30-minute 

Portable Cassette 
Player-Recorder 

Outfit 
Runs on AC house current 

or optional batteries 

$3999 

ch. 50-8. AC cord. Draws 25 

13098 
219 

Sensitive built-in 
r microphone 

Universal DC Adapter 

Plugs into auto, boat or plane ciga- 
rette lighter (standard 12-volt). Re 
duces voltage to 6, 7.5 or 9 volts, 
Four-way plug fits standard jacks. 

‘Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
sc Dr 

Blank Cassette Tapes 

SAVE. . when you 
buy 3 of a kind 

Blank Cassette. Recommended 
for recording voice and music 

Shipping weight each 6 ounces. 
80-minute. Buy three, save Sc 
57 C3701— Éach 8129......3for 9379 
90-minute. Buy three, save E 
57 3702— Each #1 ior 4559 
9 Sears Best Blank Cassette. Rec 

ommended for best recording of 
voice and critical music. WL ea. б 02. 
BO-minute. Bury three, save 18c 
57 C3706—Each &139..... 3for #548 
90-minute. Bury three, saw 4с 
57C3107—Each 1288... . 3for #8 
120-minute, Buy three, save Mc 
57C3708—Each 1389. ior 91129 



Our lowest price ever 
for this Portable 
Stereo 8 Track 
Player-Recorder 

with built-in AM/FM 
FM stereo radio 

Cut’60 

De از 5709 M 

Record in stereo direct from radio or 
"live" with microphones included 
Recording volume level meters for both channels 

+ Operates on AC house current, DC cigarette-lighter 
adapter or optional batteries 

Enjoy stereo sounds through large 4-inch speakers . . one 
in main unit, the other in detachable enclosure. Units lock 
together for carrying and on-the-go listening. 

Monitor switch lets you listen while you record from 
radio. Two level meters for precise recording of critical 
stereo music . . one doubles as battery condition indicator. 
Two microphones included {or recording "live" in stereo. 
Auxiliary input jacks lets you record directly from phono- 
graph with patchcords (not included, order from Big 
Book). Play pre-recorded tapes, too. Automatic and push- 
button channel advance with lighted channel indicators. 
Fast forward button for program search. 

Was $29.95 in our 1975 Spring Big 
Book. Solid state unit plays all pre-re 
corded $-track tapes monaurally. J 
insert cartridge to start. Manual pr 
gram selector. 3-inch speaker. Tone 
and volume controls. Includes ear 
phone for private listening. Blue plastic 
cabinet, 7x11 Vix3t in. deep. Operates 
on 6 “Р” batteries or AC adapter, not in- 
‘cluded. Tape not included. Japan, 
57 C2100—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 ог. ....926.95 
Player with 6 "D" alkaline ышта. Was 
3445 in 1975 Spring Big Book. 
$7 C21006—W 6 Ibs. 4 o. 
Player, 6 "D' 
adapler (draws 5 w. 
Was 839.40 in 1975 Spring Big Bk 
STEZIOOT-WL 6 ls, 12 or. ... .43640 

Compact cassett 
and recorded letters 
Control regulates volume as you record. Single lever con 
and record. Cue button lets you advance tape without the need of stopping first 

to play. Manual tape eject, erase prevention feature and rotary volume control. 100% 
solid state chassis with 2-inch speaker. Black plastic cabinet, with silver-color trim and carry strap. Jacks for 
remote microphone, earphone (included) and external power. Includes 30-minute blank cassette and AC 
adapter (Draws LS watts AC) with SYirfoot cord. Japan. 
57 C217 1— Without batteries. Shipping weight 2 pounds 
57 C21716—Widk 4 "A" alkaline bolteries, Wt. 2 lbs. 4 ог. 

automatically retu 

Solid state AM/FM/FM stereo radio with slide-rule tun 
ing and АРС for drift-free FM. Stereo alert light for FM. 
Convenient slide controls for volume and tone. Stereo 
headphone jack. Built-in AM, telescoping FM antennas. 

Walnut-grained plastic cabinet with retracting handle 
measures 15x10x7* in. deep closed. Starft. AC cord 
(draws 32 watts AC). Incl. cigarette-lighter adapter 
operate unit from 12-volt car or boat battery. Tape not 
incl. (order blank &-track tape from Big Book). Japa 
57 C 2133C—Wilhout batteries. Wt. 20 Ibs. 4109.95 
$7 € 21336C—With 9 "D" bateries. Wt. 25 lbs, Separately 
3176.70 im 1974 Fall Big Book #11670 

Built-in 
condenser 
microphone 

Speakers separate up 
to 5 feet fo 

dynamic stereo sound 

Cassette Mini P 
measures just SYardx1Y in. deep. 

Cassette Mini Player-Recorder 
+ One-lever control for play, stop and rewind 

* Cue control helps find recorded passages 

+ Operates on AC house current or optional batteries win 
$3 995 

for play, stop and rewind: pushbuttons for cue 
lease cue button and unit 

13995 
uvm «300 [Sears] 391 



The first time we've offered 3d AM/FM 
Digital Clock Radio with 100% solid state 

electronic clock circuitry. . has no 
moving parts — keeps precise time silently 

Bright red 34-inch high 
calculator-type Lig 
Diode (LED) numerals 

Wake to music or repeating беер tone alarm at the exact time you choose 
Touch-sensitive snooze control gives 7 minutes extra sleep time, repeats for up to one hour 
One-hour sleep switch lets you fall asleep to music then automatically shuts radio off 

recycles electronically to wake you up exactly the same time "tomorrow" 
Convenient touch-sensitive controls for radio/alarm off, sleep switch defeat, and snooze 
Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) automatically dims time display at night, brightens display in daylight 

. 

. 

. 
ө 24-hour set-and-forget alarm 
. 
. 

Advanced solid state technology brings you accuracy and reliability in a 
full-feature electronic AM/FM Digital Clock Radio. Time and wake-up 
time are electronically set by using just two pushbuttons. One button sets 
hours, the other by depressing both simultaneously, sets 
tens oí minutes. Sy 

И extended po 
that clock needs. 
up to a S-second 

Radio turns on at the exact pre-set wake-up time. AM/FM radio has lighted 
vernier slide rule tuning dial for accurate station selection. AFC locks in FM 
stations, eliminates drift. Top-mounted 24-inch speaker. Side-mounted vol 
ume and tuning controls. Radio volume dial also controls loudness and soft 
ness of alarm. Built-in AM, FM line cord antennas. LED PM indicator for 
alarm and time set. Black and simulated walnut-grain plastic cabinet 
11a Va 3, in. deep, St [oot AC cord. Draws 4 watts AC. Hong Kong. 
51 C 2381— Shipping weight 4 pounds 15050 

AM/FM Digital Clock Radio 

© Our largest digital readout. 1% in. high 
© Wake to music or alarm 

$3950 

Large lighted orange numerals are clear and easy to read 
even across the room. Radio has rotary tuning dial 

with green-lighted log scale for station selection. All solid 
state chassis with top-mounted speaker floats 
sound around the room. AFC locks in FM stations, elim 

Automatic gain control monitors incoming 
stabilizes volume 
walnut-grain and charcoal gray plastic cab- 

asures 114353) 4x6 is 
elector and clock 

AC cord 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 13650 

NOTE, BOTH PAGES: Clock 



Our lowest price ever for an 
AM/FM Digital Clock Radio 

with these features: 
* Wake to music or music 

followed by alarm Only 
+ Automatic snooze alarm $ 90 
* One hour nap alarm 

* One hour sleep switch 

Wake up to music or music followed by alarm. Wake up time you select ap- 
pears on wake-set dial, Automatic moose alarm sounds every ten minutes for 
five seconds . . repeats for up to an hour then automatically shuts radio off. 
Nap alarm lets you take naps for up to an hour without having to reset the 
alarm system. Sleep switch lets you go to sleep to music - . turns radio off after 
up to one hour of listening. 

All solid state AM/FM radio features vernier slide rule tuning dial and J-inch 
speaker. Built-in AFC cuts FM drift. Side-mounted volume and tuning controls, 
Low silhouette design plastic cabinet with simulated walnut-grain finish mea 
sures 11x5%4x5% inches deep. Built-in AM, FM line cord antennas. Draws 10 
watts AC. St-foot AC cord. Hong Kong 
$7 C 2352—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces 529.50 

Wake to music with this 
AM Digital Clock Radio 

$1950 
Clock turns radio on at the time you've pre-set. Wake up 
time you have selected appears on wake set dial. AM radio 
features vernier slide rule tuning dial for accurate station 
selection. 100% solid state chassis delivers sound instantly 
through 3-inch speaker 

Low silhouette design plastic cabinet with simulated wal 
nut-grain finish measures 11x3%4x5% in. deep. Built-in AM 
antenna. Draws 10 watts AC. Stytt. AC cord. Hong Kong. 
Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it 
$7 C 2250— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces... #1950 Lighted %-inch 

y hi 

Conventional 
Clock Radios 

AM/FM Clock Radio $1 988 
with 3-inch speaker 1 

Wake up to music от alarm at the time you pre-set. 
‘Softly lighted, easy-to-read clock face features a sec 
ond hand. 100% solid state chassis with 3-inch 
Speaker. Rotary tuning dial and side mounted vol 
time control. Built-in APC lor drift ree FM recep- 
боа. Built-in AM, FM line«cord antennas. Off-white 
plastic cabinet with silver-color trim measures a 
Compact StaxStaxity in. deep. Blue clock face 
‘Draws 10 watts AC. Strit. AC cord. Hong Kong. 
57C 2364- Shipping weich 

АМ Clock Radio $4 788 with 3-inch speaker 312 
Compact clock radio wakes you to music or 
alarm at pre-set time. Stylish circular clock 
face with second hand, 100% solid state chassis 
delivers instant sound through side-mounted 3 
inch speaker. Side mounted rotary tuning and 
volume controls Built-in AM antenna. 

Off-white plastic cabinet measures a com 
pact xr! o! in. deep. Draws 5 watts AC 
Strfoot AC cord. Hong Копа. 
51€ 2260—Shpy. wt. 21bs. 4 oz nas 

AM/FM Table Radio 95 
with 3/-inch speaker 5 14 

Handsome looking radio complements most 
any decor. 100% solid state chassis with large 
3 pinch speaker. Front-mounted tu 
volume controls, AM/FM switch. 
FM drift. Built-in AM, FM line-cord 
Brown plastic cabinet, w 
grain trim, Compact . , 6x8* x34; in. Draws 
watts AC. 5! ft. AC cord. Hong Kong. 
87 2355 Shpx. wt. 3 lbs us 

3 [Sears] 393 



DRUMS AND DRUM SETS 

Full-size 5-Drum Set has Dupont Mylar* polyester 
heads and 12 tune-keeping adjustments on each drum 

1 Set wes $239.95 in our 1974 Spring Big Book. Tension lugs 
let you adjust both heads of each drum for greater sound control. 

Triple-flanged, chrome-plated hoops, durable 9-ply shells, tough My 
lar? polyester heads. Set includes 14x20-in. bass drum with foot pedal; 
Shin. snare drum with 12 tension levela. throw-off strainer, ad 
justable stand: 8112. and 9413in sheli mount too» doma with ad. 
justable holders; 16x16-in. floor tom-tom; 14-in. sheil-mount hand- 
spun brass cymbal. 2 sticks, 2 brushes, assembly instr playing int, 
book. Blue sparkle finish. Japan, Taiwan. 
57C 2087n- Shipping weight 10 pounds Sa 1199.95 
9 Cover Set. Chipboard snare drum case; 4 vinyl drum bags. Japan. 

57 C2092— Black. Shipping weight 6 pounds. Set 13995 

Junior-size 3-Drum Set scaled for younger 
drummers has Mylar* polyester heads 

Set was $89.95 in our 1974 Spring Big Book. Six tension lugs on 
bass drum. snare and tom-tom each have four tension ugs. All drums 
have white Mylar* polyester film heads and sturdy 3-ply wood shells. 
Includes 10x16-inch bass drum with foot pedal, wood hoops; 4x10- 
inch snare drum on adjustable stand; 6x9-inch sbell-mounted tom 
tom and shell-mounted 10-inch brass cymbal. Snare drum, tomtom 
have chrome-plated rims. Red pearlized plastic finish. 2 sticks, 2 
brushes, assembly instr.. playing instr. booklet. Japan. 
$7 C 2655L—Shipping weight 35 pounds Se 989.95 

Snare Drum Set and Carry Bag 
Snare drum gives you six separate ten gt 3 i9j sion lugs, twelve tension levels for precise ede Dros manara YATE S 

with quick throw-off strainer and 6-ply wood 
shell mounted on chrome stand. Tough white 
Mylar* polyester heads. Chrome-plated tri- MR Ee mid ard Tach Em ima ашы ud m dim 
stand. Blue sparkle finish. Includes 2 

From Japan. | WO ing жди sta Sa ann 
4 Snare Drum Carry Bag. Fits snare drum 

set above. Black vinyl bag has handies, кы 
57 C 26421—Shipping weight 2 pounds 06 95 
Regem Duhom Т М. 

er en. 

(ITEMS SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Double-Pickup Electric Guitars. . SAVE 
when you buy either Guitar with Amp 

Guitars feature six way adjustable bridges 
to raise or lower action to suit your style 

A Arte, Bi ich some. AN qol ашы: Ош билми! vi Бш. тарка 
response 100-9000 Hz. Two inputs. Case is black vinyl on. 

Burda Nese iat che de. Dre 1 ша АС 
57 € 14204—Shipping weight 10 pounds DI 

(8 end С) Electric Guitars with adjustable bridges to let you raise or lower all 6 
steel strings for easier fingering. You may blend sound in 3 combinations with way 
selector switch. Vibrato tailpiece for special effects. Sleek solid bodies of highly pol- 
ished hardwood. Ultra-slim necks resist warping because they're reinforced with ad- 
justabie steel rods. Rosewood fingerboard has inlaid position markers. Ten-foot amp 
‘connector cord. Neckstrap, pick and playing instructions are included. Korea. 
В Sivolecutawey style Electric Guitar. Bold sunburst design in red and black 

hues. Eight position markers. Measures 39V ax12U ax! inches deep. 
7C V 10.—Shipping weight 9 pounds ........ DII 
Guitar (B) with Amplifier (A). 
$7 C 1416112—Shipping weight 19 pounds. 578.90 
C eee Au Profesional looking design and rich ma- 

body. Six position markers. Each pickup bas its own tone and volume con- 
trol МА ау inches deep 
87€ 14141 —Shipping weight 15 pounds. 6095 
Guitar (C) with Amplifier (A). 
57C 1414112—Shipping weight 25 pounds 195.90 

T) Carry Bog for Guitars (B) or (С). Black vinyl with carry handles. 
570 1334—Shipping weight 1 pound 1395 

Five-string Banjo and Case 
E Banjo. Sixteen tension brackets keep Dupont Mylar* polyester head uniformly. 

tight for briliant tone. Full size 13-inch mahogany’ resonator accentuates "ring" 
and bridge. Six position markers. Nickle-plated hardware. Measures 13x38x41 
inches. Includes instruction book, tuning key and four picks. From Korea. 
TC 12AD1C—Shippine weight 6 pounds 154.95 
F Banjo Case. Black vinyl on chipboard. Lined. For banjos to 40%x1 3152015 in. 

87 C 1344C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... ines 

New at Sears! Rhythm-Matic II 
with 6 background rhythms 
and 5 voices. . lets yo 

choose the accompaniment 
you want as you play 
$12995 

Self-amplified Rhythm-Matic I1 lets you push a button, select any of these rhythms: waltz, 
western, swing, rock, latin or march. Choose simulated bass drum, percussion block, bon- 
gos, drum brush or snare drum instrumental voice effects with the rhythms above. Play 
combinations of the rhythms and voices for special effects. Large Sx7-inch speaker. Sepa- 
rate volume control. Adjustable tempo control has 16 separate rhythm speeds. Start switch 
and light that glows when unit is on. All solid state. Walnut-grained vinyl covered hard- 
board cabinet 644x17x7*, in. deep. Draws 25 w. AC. 7-It. AC cord. 
$1 С 1410—Shipping weight 12 pounds 

New at Sears! Portable Amplifier 
AC/DC powered with included batteries. . plays anywhere 

Built-in fuzz tone. Key on/off switch so only you 
can turn unit on or off. Headphone jack, jacks for 

external power and input. Volume and tone controls. 
Big 8-inch speaker. White vinyl covered hardboard 
cabinet 11! x10*4x6* inches deep. AC Adapter with 
Зоок cord and 14 "C^ Alkaline batteries included. 
‘Draws 5 watts AC. 
57 C 1417C—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

112898 

a 

19098 
6 Music Stand. Chrome-plated steel. Folds up for 

storage, carrying. Adjusts 32 to S7-inches high. 
157 C 2556— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . 64.99 
17 Amplifier Connector Cord. Use to connect guitar, 

pedal or other electric instrument to amplifier. 20 
ft. сой. Japan. 
51 C 2789-Shipping weight 12 ounces ^" 



.. folk, country and rock instruments 

Guitar Outfit 
Features 6-string standard-size Guita 
PLUS neck cord, vinyl carrying bag. 

pick and playing instructions 
$2495 

Save*10 
on Guitar (С) 
with Amp (A) 

95" Complete folk guitar outfit includes 
everything a new guitarist needs to 
learn to play well. Standard-size 
guitar has six steel strings on easy 
grip fingerboard. Thin-line neck for 
easy cording. Adjustable wooden 
bridge lets you vary the height of 
all six strings . . changes play 
action to suit your style. Hardwood 

closed steel rod reinforcement. 
laid position markers. 

Sunburst amber-color finished 
top is hardwood; dar 
color hardwood body and back. 
Styled pick guard and decorative 

Save*15 
on 

this Banjo 

MN sound hole. Measures 364K 
13! 4x3 inches high. From Korea. 
Shipping weigh! 
57C 12180 12495 

6-string Guitar made by 
Harmony for Sears “How-to-Play Guitar’ 

Book and Record 
Learn guitar basics with this instruction 

© Elegant rosemosa tingerton 

$3995 
book and 4S-rpm record 
57 C 86907— Shps. wt. 1002 1.9 

6-string Student-size 
Guitar Outfit 

includes quitar. n 
pick. bag. instru 

51995 
"| Respected Harmony name means you're get You get everything a beginning play 

ting a guitar that gives you rich, deep sound © needs with this outfit! The guitar hi 
y and fine craftsmanship, Six steel strings on easy- віх steel strings on easy-grip fingerboard, 
Sa grip fingerboard are tuned with precision ma- — Four position markers. Hardwood neck la 

chined heads. Slimline neck lets you chord easily. _ reinforced with enclosed steel rod for warp- 
Denim-look Cases for Acoustic Guitars Genuine rosewood pin bridge and fingerboard. — resistance. Dark cherry-red finished hard: 

Denia look viayl on chipboard Order case : Hardwood neck is warp-resistant, thanks to єп: — wood top: matching hardwood sides and 
UE T eel (exe closed steel reinforcing rod. Six position markers. Баск, High gloss finish. Decorative sound 

Handsome spruce-grained hardwood top: sides — hole trim. Contrasting white plastic pick 
and back are a contrasting dark brown finished guard. Measures 34! gx11*yx3 y inches. 
hardwood. Decorative sound hole trim. Pick — deep. Includes instruction booklet, black 
guard. Guitar measures 3914x1514x3% inches — vinyl carry bag. neck cord and pick. Korea. 
‚overall. [f mailed, lakes 10 Ih rate, ме p. $62 57 C 12381C-Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 1998 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
57c 12391 1299 „28 [Sears] 395 

Я) 



Autoharp and Case $5 995 
You can play this Autoharp the very first day without reading a note. 
of music. . simply press the clearly marked chord tabs and strum 

It's easy and fun to play. Just follow the simple instructions included with the autoharp . . match e nl pala ce REI REOR E ДВ 

Autoharp Christmas Music Book. 82 popular carols from all countries. 123 pages total, 37 C A811 Shipping weight 11 ounces... fer, 

40-reed Concertina 
Chord buttons are specially designed 

to work easıly won't stick 
54995 

A high quality concertina at a really low 
price. Two octave instrument has 10 bass 
and 10 treble chord buttons, amply spaced 
for easy playing. 40 steel reeds. Air release 
button. Wood frame covered with red pear- 
lized plastic. Handy leather carrying han- 
dle and locking strap, Measures 7! 3x7! 
inches . . opens to 16 inches. Playing in- 
structions included. Germany. 
57 C2515— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. uns 

Learn to play an instrument 
These Kits include the instrument, learn-to-play record. instructions 

— 

$599 Y 
$1099 » 

Kit with 
Hohner Harmonica 

Play the Harmonica. Lesson 
lustrated booklet explains bow book and 33%-rpm long. 

Kit with Drumsticks. 
Learn Rock "n' Roll drum 
rhythm plus several different 
percussion effects . . the easy 
to-follow instruction booklet 
tells you how, Snappy jazz se 
lections on long-playing 33% 
rpm record are great for im 
provisation, playing along. In- 

Kit with Recorder 
You can play the Recorder. Il 

to read sheet music and play re- 
Corder . . includes exercises and read sheet music and the tech 50 tunes. Exercises are played niques for forming notes. Rec. on 33t4-rpm record, too. „you ord includes practice-along 
practice along to learn notes, music for various levels of rhythm. Includes Yamaba So- — skill Includes Hohner Marine 

playing record teach you to 

dudes two professional-quality prano Recorder. Band Harmonica. hardwood drumsticks. Shipping weight 1 b. В oz, Shipping weight 1 pound. 57C 86906—Shpg. wt 11b. 0590 7C 88008 sosa 57С88902 vo 
396 [Sears] E 

Harmonicas 
1 Bandmaster Chromatic Harmonica. Play a full 24;- 

octave scale . . both whole, halfstepa. Key of C. 48 
brass reeds. 10 holes. $% inches long. E. Germany. 
57 C 259)— Shipping weight 1 pound па 
2, Bandmaster Tremolo Harmonica. Double-sided with 

32 double holes for tremolo sound, echo effect. Keys of 
C, G. 64 brass reeds. 414 in. long. E. Germany 
57 C 2598— Shipping weight 1 pound 19.9 
3 Bandmaster Standard Harmonicas. Set of 1. Each 
has 20 brass reeds. 10 holes. 4 in. long. Two in key of C. 

one in key of G. E. Germany 
570 2599— Shipping weight : pound Set 97.95 

with in beider 1S aches 
and complete playing и 
Shipping weight 13 ог. 
scan. 

17 Enjoy hours of musical 
fun—even if you can't 

read а note of music. This 
sturdy plastic triola has 12 
color-coded key: 
match the keys to the color- 
coded music in the song. 
book (included). With a lit 
EIC 
any song. Imported from. 
East Germany. 



ee, You can play these Double Keyboard Reed Chord Organs 

Christmas Day without reading a note of music 
18 CHORDS MELODY 

Chord Pre-se d 

RHYTHM 
Complement your favorite melodies—choose from ê 
exciting rhythm back 
grounds including: lat 
jazz, fox trot, waltz, rock and metronome 

Meditecranean 

4 VOICES 

325955 
Double Keyboard Reed Chord Organs 

Both organs have 18 pre-set 
chords and 6 amplified rhythms 

1 Contomporary-styled Organ. Your whole family will enjoy 
combining melodies with favorite background rhythms. 

Start with the upper keyboard and chord buttons—soon, with 
the instruction booklet that's included, you'll be making your 
‘own chords. Rhythm section has its own volume control plus 
tempo (speed) control. Foot pedal controls keyboard volume. 
АП sound electronically amplified. 69 full-sized keys. 18 one-fin 
ger pre-set chords (6 major, 6 minor, б sevenths). Durable sta 
less steel reeds. Wood-grained vinyi covered hardboard cabine- 
try with walnut finish. 5! íoot cord. AC power input just 60 
watts. UL listed for 120 volts, 60 Hz. AC. 3314x46x16% in. deep. 
57 C 47133N—Shipping weight 77 pounds 119895 
9 Padded Bench. Matches contemporary-styled organ (1 

Walnut-grained hardwood. Padded brown vinyl-cov 
top. Hinged lid: music storage beneath. 204425" x16 in. deep. 
57 € 47231C— Shipping weight 16 pounds 1299 
3 Mediterranean atyied Orgon. Has all the features of organ 

(1) above plus 4 voices to enrich the tone quality . . horn 
string, diapason (church organ) and tremolo tab for vibrato ef 
fect. Distressed pecan finish. 331x36x16% in. deep. 
$7 C AT165N— Shipping weight 80 pounds 125995 
4 Padded Bench with panekstyie legs. Matches Mediterra- 

nean-styled organ (3). Distressed pecan finish. Padded black 
vinyl-covered top, storage beneath lid. 196 ух 126 эк 14 in. deep. 
$1 C AT211C— Shipping weight 27 pounds 41995 

Single Keyboard Reed Chord Organ £ 
with full-to-floor console $9995 

6 Акен vale at a realy low price. And it's easy to pla 
yos can play with two fingers. Match letters above 

chords and numbers above keya to songbook Included 
full-size keys, 18 preset chords (6 major, 6 
enths). Precision-engineered plastic reeds. P 
keyboard volume. Walnut-grained viny! covered hardboa: 

SONG BOOKS 
for chord organs. 

5289 
Ѕауе 10% а fe Cabinet (buy matching bench below), Measures 
pester 31 ax32*gx15*y in. deep. Sirit. cord. Draws just 60 ws 

AC UL sted 120-7, 60 HE AC. See “N” suffix below Seann Any 3 tor $780 
Б For any chord organ with t2 to 40 

chords. Music coded to match letters on. 
chord buttons and numbers above keys 
found on all chord organs. 

Т Matching Bench. Walnut-grained b 
covered top matches org: 

57 C 4718—Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 4 о s1995 

Single Keyboard Reed Chord Organ $ x 095 
includes matching padded bench 59 

DEREN Even a beginner caa play this organ using only one fin 
| ger of each hand to match lettered chords, numbered 

sede keys to included songbook. 37 full-sized keys: 18 pre-set 
chords. Rotary volume control. Precision engineered plas 
reeds. Walnut grained vinyl-covered hardboard with black 

[Б disini dem. UL ited 20 vo, 60 HE AC d TE Hm. SIC t. Sipping weht 4 a ms 
SHIPPING NOTE Se 

WL ea. 4 oz. Each 9246... Any 3for 97.80 1 Mormaton. page 2 3 [Sears] 397 



Portable Goals 
Convert any flat area 
into а ball court 
wheels let you roll 

goals out of the way 
when game is through 

1 88! with 3 support poles. Rebound action matches most permanent goals. 10-8. high. Offset to 
let you drive thru on lay-ups. White painted backboard 
of Yin. thick hardboard (35148 in. wide), Three heavy galvanized steel poles (1%4-in. diam.) with cross bracing. For stability, base platform bolds weight (not incl, use ‘cement blocks). Steel Vin. rim with §-loop cotton net. Two steel anchors help prevent unwanted mov 
6C 1891N2—Unassembled. Wt. 125 Ibs. 
Q Ajustable Goal with 1 support pole. Great for the 

youngsters height adjusts every 6 in. from 7 to 10 
feet. White painted Yin. thick backboard 30x40 in. 
wide. Steel rin. rim with 8-Joop cotton net. Galvanized 
steel pole (155 in, diam.) with steel bracing. Four anchor 
stakes for stability. For players 6 lo 12 years old 
6C 1881N—Unassembled. WE. 50 lta. 539.88 

Hardboard Backboard, Lin. thick, with Bracket. Official size (35354 in.). Thick board gives great rebounding action. Universal Easy-Mount bracket included—adapts to mount on roof, wall or pole. Noo-glare finish counters rain and sun. Fold. 
"up. Sein. steel goal with baked enamel finish and 
loop cotton net. Assembly instructions. 

EC 18767N— Shipping weight 80 pounds 
Merdboerd Backboard, Hein. 
thick. Size 35x48 in. Enamel 
finish. Steel tin. rim with cot- 
ton net. Order bracket bel, 
6C HBTSSN-WL 30 Db. . 1858 
Bracket for wall or pole mount. 
6C 18762—Wt. 13105... жм. 
Brocket for slant-roof mount. 
BC WIC—Wt, 161bs. .. 1144 

Toc 1837 Dm 
Handy Carry-all for sporting 
gear—with the emblem and 

colors of a favorite NBA basketball team 
$759 

EN 

Fabric-backed vinyl flexes to hold bulky gear. Wrapa- 
round heavy-duty zipper makes packing and unpacking 
simple. Waterproof vinyl protects contents from the 
weather. Strong, durable Masonite Presdwood® bottom. 
Tough injection-molded handles. 

Metal “feet” extend bag's Ше and keep bottom olf wet 
floors. Double-stitched with rugged nylon thread. Official 
NBA team insignia in official colors on both sides of bag. 
1091429 inches high. Order by number under insignia, 
Shipping weight 2 pounds, ns 

COC 1835 

Our Best Basketball 

Cut s2.12 $1388 
З Was £16.00 in Spring Big 

Book. Our Star ball has a 
tough vinyl cover vulcanized 10 
aylon-wound, butyl-rubber 
bladder. Windings are triple 
twisted, heat stretched and 
coated with vinyl so ball retains 
its olficial size, weight. Inflating 
needle incl. 
$C 1818—We. 2 bs. [Tr] 

Inflating Pump, Needle. ЫТ) 
Red/white/blue 

Basketball $658 
Б Color molded right in for 

permanence. Rubber cover 
vulcanized to nylan-wound, bu- 
tyl-rubber bladder, Official size, 
weight. Needie. Taiwan. 
6€ 1902—WL 1 lb, 1002. 

Our lowest price of the 
year for any Basket 

One-star ball. Tough vinyl cov- 
er vulcanized to nylon-wound, 
butyl-rubber bladder. Official 
size, weight. Inflating 
6C 1850—Wt. 1 lb. 802. $4.89 

ec NOTE: For "N^ пет, 
TOTS мө "N" stha nota p.276 



Putting Game 
complete with 
grass-like mat, 

2 hills, 
1 water hazard, 

1 sand trap 
A fun family game 

that will help _ 
improve putting skills 

Putting Trainer 
Tutor come $1299 Y р emm 2 BY Our lowest price ever for any, 

1 Improve putting accuracy at home [| Putting Game with hazards CPP Pleni ball ran bare 
automatic pop op". Five-ause scoring 
ria Polyurethane fou, 159-fc met hes 
2 Ede diat. slope corres Ирам, 
Roll of ree can be changed by placing 
ме Underneath, Sie t cord. 120 ® 
UL lied. 110w.. 60 Mz, AC. Instr 
ione. Ball club vt included 
OC SRBC elle set n2 
Mat only 6 C824) wt. IMS ot... 8499 
2 Push beck" type Ball Return. 

Use with ты abore. Plastic. 120 w 
UL lined 110v. 60-H AC 
OC RARER соч We 2s... 00 

7-club El Dorado II Starter Golf Set 

$3988 

(Запа 4 ) Incl. 1 and 3 wood; 3. 
5, 7, 9 irons and putter. Men's clubs 
have hardhitting laminated wood 
heads, walnut-color finish. Ladies 
clube have molded, warp-free epoxy 
beads, blue finish. Irons. putter 
have chrome-plated bends Step 
down steel shafts with rubber grips. 
£ 6С82701С-Меп' night hand set 

6С82702С- Men's left hand set 
14) 6C82703C Ladies right Rand set 
Shipping wt. а Ihn. Set $30.88 
Mens’ Sets—bleck/ white bag." 
8 C 82737C2- Right hand chute 
8 C 82738C2— Le hand clube 
Shipping weight 14 Ite. мав 
Ladies! Set— red/ white bog.* 
8 C 827392- Wi. 141»... $4087 

This (amily fun game includes 12x80-Inch Teram ® artificial grasa mat, hack 
киц, hall position markers plos 1 sand trap. 2 "hil", and 1 water hazard 
Object of ame is to sink ball in first of six cups. Directions inside each сыр tell 
you where on mat to place ball for approach and pull shots Sink hall in first cup. 
for best positioned Tis: mim asd ball drops in any rear cup, which penalizes you. 
жї poorer lies, First hole played as par 4. wach successive рат is set by the win: 
виг of the previous hale. Roll of green can be shaped һу placing objects under- 
neath mat. Pullers and ball wot included. Buy it the easy way >order by phone 

1208 BC 625130 — Shugping weit 9 pound. " 

Vinyl Golf Bags Adjustable-length Putter 
(5 and 6 ) Heavy-duty vi- Set includes #2 wood. roms, putter Can help you master accurate putting. Also. 
nyi wipes clean with damp and vinyl golf bag. Clute have prostyle MET 
oth. Holds 9 clubs, Pack putting feel. Shalt ad combortable 16 adn. nena 
et for balls. access. Padded ее, shoulder sling 
(5) 6C82216C—Blackwhie ulation scoring on irons Bag has sip pocket. ES 
(6) 6C82219C —Resiwhite for balls. Right handed only Rubber gri for comfort and 
Shes wt 6lbe Еа. з 6C BOC $C 82611-Shog wt. 2%» 



Wish J Book 
Our lowest price in 5 years value for any 4-piece Football Outfit 

Includes helmet, shoulder pads. $9929 Bene 
jersey and pants numerais 

(1 thru 4) Pro-styled outfit consists of helmet, jersey, pants and shoulder pads. 
One-piece helmet of high-impact Cycolac® plastic has double layer of polyurethane 
foam padding at cheeks, crown. Sturdy plastic double bar face guard helps protect 
nose, mouth, jaw. Padded chin strap adjusts. Collegiate-striped jersey is bright 4 
ounce cotton duck with Ylength sleeves. (Ready to number; order Letter and Nu 
meral Kit below). Pants of 2.75-ounce cotton drill have thigh guards plus padding at 
hips, knees, kidneys. Shoulder pads have rubber-padded interi tough fiber 
mold caps, adjusts in front and back. Socks, shoes and ball not included. Pants jersey Game Pants with high- Shoulder Pads with double 
mach. wash, warm (not hot) water. Order by pants waist size; S(22-24 inches) and impact absorbing padding ^ padding at stress points 
M(26-28). State letter size S or М. nol number size 
(1) 6C 2477F—Blue (2) 6C2478—Red $750 $700 
(3) 6C2478/—Black. (4) 6С 2479F—Aqua 
Shipping weight ( pounds. Outfit 11.29 (5 thru 8) Cotton twill game Q These rugged shoulder pads 

pants have protective quilted cot- V are made of a high-impact 
Letter and Numeral Kit for jersey and helmet ton padding plus sturdy plastic molded plastic shell with sani 

pads for extra protection at hips, sealed polyurethane foam pad. 
Letter or number your uniform to match spine, kidneys and thighs Hand ding to help absorb the b 
your favorite pro league player. Kit in- wash, lukewarm water, drip dry and shocks of the game. Viny! 
dudes: for front, back and seres of jersey: Waist sizes S(22-24 inches), dipped for durability. They ad. 
6-inch and 2-inch number patterns (0 M(26-28), 1430-32). State latter just to fit different body builds 

inch alphabet patterns, and two size 5, М, or L, mol number sis. with cotton lacera in front and га 9), 
12x18-inch cotton flannel iron-on cloths. (5) $C2415.—White back. Elastic underarm st 
For helmet; two 1Virinch stick-on number (6) 6C 2489F—Red help give them a comfortable fit 
sets (0 thru 9), 14-inch alphabet pat (7) 6 02417F—Gray So easy to buy when you just use 

16F—Gold color 
b. Each $750 

terns. Shipping weight 8 ounces. (8) ec 
6C 2460 Kit 299 Shpe. wt. 



One-piece Helmet $688 
(1 thru 6 ) These rugged helmets of Cyco- 
lace plastic are contoured to deflect blows. 
Shock absorbing polyurethane foam pad- 
ding is double-layered for thickness across 
forehead and back. Check pads fit snugly. 
Rubber padded crown with adjustable vi 
nyl chin strap. Plastic “T:bar” helps pro- 
ect nose, mouth, jaw. Helmet comes with 
its own numbering kit so that you can 
number your helmet yourself. Helmet fits 
head sizes 614 to 7 
(1) 6 C 24243—Purple 
(2) 6 C 24244—Black 
(3) 6C 24246-Green 
(4) 8C 24248—Red 
(5) 6 C 24207 Aqua 
(6) 6 C 24242 Blue 
Shpg. wi. 115.4 о. 

{ 

Combination of any color helmet. 
(items 1 thru 6) and matching jer- 
sey (items 7 thru 12) sold separate- 
ly below. Jersey chest sizes S(24- 
26), M(28-30), 1432-34), XL(36- 
38), XXL(40-42). State letter size 
S, M, L, XL, or XXL mol mumber sine. 
6 C 24225F— Purple. 
6 C 242265 —Black 
8 C 24228F—Green 
6 C 24227F—Red 
6 C 242207 Aqua 
6 C 24224F—Blue 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
Combination 412.38 

Nylon mesh Jersey $688 mei, 
(7 thru 12) Strong yet lightweight, these 100% 
nylon mesh jerseys have two-way stretch for 
comfort and freedom of movement. Quarter 
length sleeves with color-contrasting striping. 
Look great on the field as well as off. (Note: jer- 
seys are not pre-mumbered. Letter and Number 

personal touch.) Machine wash, warm. Chest 
sizes S(24-26), M(28-30), L(S2-34), XL(36-38), 
XXL(4042). State letter size S. M, L. XL or 
XXL. mot number ris. 

6 C 24217F—Purple 

242198 Red 
242224 Aqua 
242165—Blue 



Top-grain cowhide Footballs have 
built-in strength for long life 

Ted Williams Football 
Pattern-cut and finished. choose footballs то pro-esgue standards 

oftop-grain cowhide 
$1250 Top-grain leather includes the outer. 

most layer of the hide . . and this Specially tanned tacky non-slip finish тезга layer resists tearing, abrasion and sure grip and an easy throw . . aerodynami- 
puncture better than any other. Split cally balanced for spin and passing accuracy. 
leather, while still strong. does not Top-grain cowhide cover lockstitched with 
include this outer layer waxed linen thread and tripleJined with du- 

rable cotton twill for shape retention and 
longer wear, Double strand Dawhides plastic 
lacing. Rugged butyl bladder. 

Reinforced valve and lacer holes for extra. 
strength. Official site and weight. Inflation 
needie included. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping dooe— ust dial Sears and order it 
right now. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
car 91250 

This officiel size and weight 
top-grain cowhide Leather Football 

Cut *1 
NFL Football Last Christmas $6089 oman 

wn 510.89 om $2888 

Wilson's top-grain leather NFL model... picked by the pros E de enr AA Ovi ылыы ы e youth size designed for AAA eer younger player. Pad covers lor 
der surrounded by a three-ply lining of the finest twill Doble conca toil lining. Double 
cross-grained and bonded so the ball holds its shape. Top: Mt Deshióco plastic laces for 
grain cowhide cover has tanned-in tacky feel with deep peb- rudi Bitter valve tse 
ble texture for secure grip. Lockstitched with Dacron* poly Ser Tallas needle inc. 
емет thread. Linen inner lace plus double leather outer lace. م 
Valve and lacer holes reinforced. Balanced aerodynamically nme ту Т4 
for spin and passing accuracy. scaeu. M 
$C 2442 Shipping weight 2 pounds 12008 Youth Size. Shpg. wt. 1 b. 4 ог. 
ерине DuPont Тее #02032 "за 

The official 

Top quality Soccer Balls 
5698 Sears split-leather cowhide Football Rubber Soccer Kickball. Official size and pm 

Rugged split leather cover with weight designed for any outdoor surface. Butyl 
bladder nylon- wound for shape retention. Wa У 

Ў. ter, scuff resistant pebble grained rubber cov 
er. Needle included. From Taiwan. 

8 3 8C 2464—Shpg. wt. 1. un 

EEE MEN E | w 
cowhide cover resista scuffs. Rugged double 
stitched seams. Pre-tested English butyl blad- Leather 
der designed for the roughest use. Inflating $1 399 
needle included. Taiwan. 
6C 2467—Shpg. wt. 1 b. mo 

Accessories Boys’ Sport Shoe 
Bell inflating Pump. — For football, baseball or soc- 
‘Steel construction. In- сөт. 22-cleat molded rubber 
Mating needle incl. sole. Wipe-clean Naugaloa® vi- 

urdy cotton-backed Pebtex Shp.wti2or nyi uppers, white with red/blue 
Spikes penbled eter ike scum 1299 stripes. Cushioned sock liner 
Surface for a good grip. Rubber Cotton laces. D (med.) width 
Waive bladder end plastic lacing lace-kick Set Plas- only. B, Cand D widths, usual 
Ball i offical soe and weight tic kick tee. Plastic size is full size, order usual size 
Leather-brown color. Inflating toe-piece attaches to — in D width shown: half sizes or 
needle included. shoe with rubber heel бет next full sise larger. E width 
Shipping wt 1 Ib, 4 ог. band. order next size lager. Sizes 1,2 
scu 13.88 Эмре. wi. dor S4 $6, 7,8, 9. Sale им. 

эсш Sarum өсїтз WLIb Boe м 



American National 
Conference Conference 

Sport Carry-all $759 
Fabric-backed waterproof vinyl flexes to hold bulky gear . . helps keep gear dry inside or holds wet gear while staying dry outside. Heavy-duty 
wrap-around industrial zipper lets you pack and unpack easily 
stands up to rugged use. 11x15x9 inches high. Full Masonite Presd- 
wood® bottom, Break-resistant injection molded handles. Metal feet ex 
tend bag's life and help keep bottom off wet floors. Double stitched with 
rugged nylon thread. Official NFL insignia of your favorite team ap- 
pears on both sides. See Charts below. Order by catalog number next to 
team name, 
‘Shipping weight 2 pounds 1159 

Foam Seat Cushions 2 „U, $500 
Provide soft comfort as well as a clean dry sitting space at indoor or outdoor sporting events, even circuses and parades. And don't forget 
the beach, pool or patio, and picnics. At home when not in use they make great recreation room decorations. Each cushion measures 1444x1511%4 inches thick. Authentic emblems of your favorite NFL ‘Teams are printed in full color on front with solid color on back. Poly 
urethane foam cushion with sturdy vinyl cover that cleans with a damp doth. See Charts below, Order by catalog number next to your favorite 
team, Package of 2 
Shipping weight per pkg. 1 pound 4 ounces Package 95.00 

American Conference 

Miami Dolphins SC 1528 T6 C 62235 
New England Patriots HOC 15288 HSC 62237 F 

итоге Colts MEC 1528 M6C02222 New Orleans Saints 
Kansas City Chiefs HOC 15268 C6C82233 Chicago Bears 
San Diego Chargers CBC 15262 C6C62246 ^ - Green Bay Packers 
Houston Oilers CEC 15266 €6C62232 Washington Redskins 
Cleveland Browns COSC15278 | CO6CB2220 Philadelphia Eagles 
Buffalo Bills COBC 15284 H6C@2223 Мем York Giants 
New York TOC 15282 HEC62241 St. Louis Cardinale 
Pittsburgh COSC 15277 | COBC6224 Detroit Lions 
Denver Bi CEC 15288 C6C02228 Minnesota Viking» 
Cincinnati " COC 18278 | CO6C62225 Los Angeles Ram» 
Oakland Raiders 08 C 18264 H6C62242 Бал Francisco apers 

National Conference 

| necisz63 

Official 

Official NFL 
Licensed Products 
with your favorite 

Licensed 
Product 

EC 15261 
CEC 15287 
CSC 15287 
HOC 18271 
6C 15272 

соёс 15286 
MEC 18278 
MEC 15283 
TEC 18278 

CO6 18273 
C 15274 
6С 15288 

T6 C 62227 
с6С62221 
coc 62238 
ЕНЕ 
HOC 62231 
TEC E2248 
W6C 62243 
нес 62238 
C6 C 62248 

C06 C 62229 
EMG 62236 

TEC 62204 
CSC 62247 

team's emblem 

403 



Colorful Indoor Play Tents . . ideal for "camp-ins," 

These Dome-style Play Tents 
fold flat for temporary storage 



) 
Tunnel-style Play Tent 

© Sewn-in floor helps prevent scuff marks 

© Doorlap entrances at each end 

Water-repellent 
Outdoor Tents 

Umbrella Tents. Cut 55 
1975 Fall 1975 Fall 

Big Book was °69.88 | Big Book was *48.88 

vt 5549 2: 1435 
6 Ovtaide aluminum frame for easy pitching. Roof and walls of 

sturdy 6-08. cotton drill. Nylon screen window at rear and zip- 
pered nylon screen door. Sewn-in floor. Protective door canopy (or 
der canopy poles (9) separately below). Water-repellent. Flame-re- 
tardant*. Stakes and guy ropes included, 
9x9-ft. Tent. Sleeps 3 adults, Center height 6 ft. S in, eave height 4 
В. 8 in. Order leni and frame cases below. 
6с TT226C— Shipping weight 29 pounds. 164.88 
(7) 6C78191— Tent Case 7.5-08. cotton drill. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1080 
(8) 6C78193— Frame Case. 7.5-o2. cotton drill. Wt. 2 Ibs. 190 
7х7. Tent. Sleeps 2 adults. Center height 5 ft. 4 in; eave height 4 
ft. Tent, frame store in carry case (12) sold separately below. 
6C 17227C— Shipping weight 16 pounds 443.88 

Y Aluminum Canopy Poles for 9x9-tt and 727-4. tents. Adjust 
from 5 to 8 feet. Package of two. 

6C78613C—Shipping weight 3 pounds Pkg. н 

5x7-foot 
Pup Tent with 

full sized sleeping area 

10 Center beight 3 tt. 6 in. Zip- 
pered nylon screen door 
tie-down storm flaps. Blue 

6-08. cotton drill fabric is water 
repellent. Sewn-in floor. Rein- 
forced seams. Includes wooden 

8C77228—Wt. 10 be. .. 928.88 

5x7-foot 
Pup Tent with 

tapered back design 
11 Center height 3 feet. Tie 

flap door. Blue. 6-oz. cot 
ton drill fabric bas water-repel- 
lent finish. Sewn-in floor. Two 
‘one-piece wood extension poles. 
Stakes, guy ropes included. 
Flame-retardant.* Order carry 
сме (12) below. 
6C77141C—We. 7 Ibe... 91888 
12 Corry Case 18x46 in. long 

Green 75-02. cotton drill 
C 78628—We M oz > 

2. [Sears] 405 



Wish] Book 

for any 
Wrangler* Sleeping Bags 

* Durable full-size bags 
measure 33x76 inches long 

* 3 pounds of polyester insulation 
provides warmth without bulky weight 

* Weather stripping at zipper helps 

keep drafts out, body warmth in 

Each 515^? еси 

(1 thru 3) These bags are as tough as their name! Long-wearing 
shell of 6.02. cotton de orful 100% cotton liner. Heat-retain- 
ing polyester insulation is quilted to shell and liner. Full-length 100- 
inch zipper lets you zip together. Carrier Чез secure bag in 
compact roll for carrying or storage in vinyl duffle (not included, 

slow). Bags are hand washable at warm tempera: 
‘Shipping weight 7 pounds. 

1) 6C 70136— Denim blue with red bandanna print liner 

(3) 6C 70137—Persimmon red, blue bandanna print liner 
4, Cleer Vinyl Duffie. Drawstring closing. Wipes dean. 

SC 70308- 



Our lowest price 
this year for any 

Party-time Sleeping Bag 

only $Q99 

quilted to keep ins 
zippers for in-and- 

tic fiber insulation . . quilted t | Ушу 1 
Wont eroana moisture: Yellow top cover and 

~ { bege liner of 100% nylon. 28-in. aluminum 
zipper for ease of entry. Brush and air; washing 

ndod. For storage, order clear vi 
ht 

ing wt. 4 Tow, 17.89 

All measure 33x65 їп... an ideal size for youths 

are filled with 2 pounds of 
fluffy polyester insulation 

ЕАСН$] 299 

(3 thru 8) Youth-size bags in eye-catching prints that will add to the fun of any 
‘slumber party. Colorful print covers and coordinating solid color liners both of soft 



* BONDED POLYESTER e GREAT FOR SLUMBER PARTIES, 
INSULATION won't lump CAMP OR DORM. . warm enough 
or shift. . stays smooth for outdoor use on those 
for even, all-over warmth summer night sleep-outs 

Our lowest price 
since 1973 for any 33x75-in. 

Party-time Sleeping Bag 

5308 == 
] Insulated with 2 pounds of bonded polyester. 

Bright criss-cross pattern on 100% cotton. 
cover. Solid color liner of soft nylon acetate. 
Hand washable at warm temperature, hang to 
dry. Carrier ties secure bag in roll for storage. 
Clear vinyl duffel not included . . order separate- 
ly below. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
6с 70245C— Shipping weight 7 lbs. .....513.88. 

Clear Vinyl Duffel. Ideal for storing or саг 
rying any standard size sleeping bag. Draw- 

string closing. Wipe clean. 
BC 70368—Shipping weight 4 oz. 1% 



SLEEPING BAGS 
e SO EASY TOCAREFOR ө FULL-LENGTH 100-INCH ZIPPER 

these bags stay bright lets you zip two 33x75-inch 
and fluffy even after bags together for double-size 
repeated washing Sleeping comfort 

These bright bags with 
3 pounds of polyester insulation 

include a clear vinyl duffle bag 

PLUS a 13 x 17-inch pillow 

31922 
(3 thru 8) Snuggle up in one of these party-perfect bags. 
Each has a gally-patterned cotton cover with coordinating 
‘cotton liner. Sewn-on carrier ties for easy roll-up and stor- 
age in clear vinyl duffle (included). Each bag also comes — — 
with a matching cotton-cover pillow with springy polyester _ I 
fi. Bags and pillows can be machine washed at warm tem- — 
perature; hang to dry. Get this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
3 Indien print in rust, brown and red. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
вс70271с 
Д Floral gingham print in pink, blue and green. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
6с70272С 
5 Crazy quilt pattern in brown, yellow, green. orange. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
всл0273с ZI 

Story book patch print in pink, blue and green. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

всл0276с nos 
17 "1 Like You" Apple pattern in red, yellow and green, 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. . 
&cT0278C 11999 
8 Denim pateh print in blue and red, 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
6CT014C 



Introducing 5 
a new game "Pong ” TV Table Tennis 

from with all the action and sound 
you find in commercial games 

TELE- cam costing hundreds of dollars more 

Ей An outstanding $ 95 
с low price . . only 

Designed for Sears by Atari. 
one of the leading makers 

of electronic games 

ACTION SPEEDS UP 

SCORE SHOWS UP 
ELECTRONICALLY 

YOU HEAR THE 
SOUND OF ACTION 

ball 
RELIABLE 

SOLID-STATE CONTROLS Every time ele 
hits “pada 

you hear a beep 

les on low 
low-drain batteries 



$ 
Sa ve 90 when you buy 7-foot Pro-style 
Hockey Game and Rebound Pool Table together 

Get both for just $10 more $ 90 
than the price of Hockey Game alone 

1 foot Pro-style Hockey Game. Attack and defend with hand. 
held goalie. Ricochet shots off sides at incredible speeds. Strike 

puck into your opponent's goal and score! 
Puck floats on cushion of air . . there's almost no friction to slow 

it down. Powerful blower motor forces air through tiny holes in 
surface of table to lift puck. 

Play area 39x79 inches of high-pressure plastic laminate over par 
ticle board core. Particle board cabinet has woodgrain vinyl lami 
nate plus anodized aluminum top rails and plastic end caps. Pedes. 
tal legs braced for stability; include leg lev 
Two goalies, 4 pucks and assembly/rule manual incl. On-off 

switch, 65 w. 115 ү. 60-На. AC. UL listed. Six-ft, cord. Overall 
AMBAS О in, high. Partially asseml 
С 28124N— Carton 86x46x9 inches. Wr 9280.95 

9 Rebound Pool Tabie. Hit balis into pockets using bumpers as 
cushions. Use almost anywhere, only 35:50: inches high. 

Play area 30x45 inches of inch thick particle board . , Siatene® 
sealed and covered with green billiard cloth that's 75% wool, 25% 
nylon blend. Woodgrain vinyl laminated cabinet of ¥inch thick 
particle board. Hardwood legs with leg levelers. Rubber cushions. 
and bumper rings on plastic bumpers. Includes ten 26-inch molded 
plastic balls, two 48-inch cues, chalk and assembly /rule manual 
Carton 36x51x11 inches. Partially assembled, legs detached. 
6C 250 4N—Shipping weight 132 pounds 190.95 
Save #90 when you buy both Hockey Game (1) and Rebound Pool 
Table (2) together. Separate prices total £369.90. 
6C 25149N2—Shipping weight 307 pounds 1279.90 

Pro-style Hockey Game 
Speeding puck floats on a cushion 
of air forced through table surface 

"t 88995 | шг 517995 
3 Hand-held goalie . . smack puck into your opponent's goal and score. 

Blower motor forces air through tiny holes in play area to lift puck. 
Woodgrained vinyl laminate on particie board cabinet. High-pressure 
plastic top laminated to particle board core. Pedestal legs with levelers. 
Include 2 goalies, 4 pucks, assembly /rule manual. Oo-off switch, 65 watts, 
115 volts, 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. Six-ioot cord. Partially assembled, you 
just attach legs and motor. 
Five-foot game. 60x30x30 inches overall, play area 571x271 inches. 
6 C28 46N— Carton 62x32x7 inches. Shpg. wt, 100 Ib. 109.98 
Six-foot game. 72x38x30 inches overall, play area 67x33 inches. 
8 C25 133N— Carton 74x22x9 inches. Shpg. wt. 150 Ibs. 117098 



Even small apartments can have room 
for this 3-in-1 Rebound Pool Table 

Separate reversible. 
top converts table to: 

Table with 
Slatene” sealed bed 
1975 Spring Big Book 
was*219.95 
1995 

9-foot Shuffleboard Game 
A challenging test of 
skill that requires just 
the right "to 
to win 

wn *139.95 

Table Soccer Game $17900 
Tuo aridis boned аў Strong and stable to take vigorous play 
nut-look, vinyl-laminated cabinet with Exciting, fast-paced fun. Push, pull and spin movable rods to make your 
tough plastic-laminated playing surface. players block, pass or kick tbe ball. Eleven 4-in., full-painted players on 
Fumiture-style wood legs with eight metal each team. Big 243414044 in. mica-laminated “field”. Solid Min. plywood 
shuffleboard discs. Rules included. cabinet. Covered with durable plastic laminate. Stands 31 in. high. Double 
area 15196 inches. Overall size, 109%x braced, furniture-style legs provide rock-steady support. Chrome-plated tu: 
2344x2914 in. high. Partially assembled bular steel rods with rubber handles. Center ball drop, end ball return. Four 
with legs detached. Carton 11132559 in. balls, two score counters, assembly/rule book. Partially assembled with 
Why not pick up the phone and order i? legs detached. Taiwan. Ser “М” suffix note, pase 272. 
С 25129N—Shpg. wt. 1151bs. ...,° 98.95 0C25108—Carton 20x50x9 in. Shipping weight 65 Ibs. 



The Holiday Pool Table-steel-braced to 
provide lasting family entertainment 

Dynasteel'" construction . . full-length 
steel bracing under the bed for 
enduring strength and stability 

Each Table очон. 
G-foot size 

58888 

$ауе 33% 
on any one of these 

items when purchased 
with any table at left 

эко 810888 22512888 
With 22% more playing Wan 34% more playing ares than 61000 oot 

Yin. thick particle board bed is Sî 
Cover. Fitted elast 

4x10 эх 
с 25772—Alone 

чыз e 



when you buy either Tetherball Set 
(1 or 2) with “Quick Anchor” (3) 

and “Quick 
Anchor 

4-player Horseshoes 

The folksy clanging of steel against 
steel will resound as people of all ages 
gather to test thelr pitching skills. Off 
Gal size and weight set includes: four 
drop-forged 214 Ib. steel horseshoes, 
painted (two silver-color, two metallic 
blue color), and numbered: two 24-in. 
steel stakes. Set of rules incl 
BC 12442C—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibe. 98.99 

Our lowest price of the 
year for any Dart Set 

Brightly-colored target in numbered bullseye 
pattern. Flocked composition board with 
plastic dividers has 17-inch diameter and is 
Ya inch thick. Includes nine 5-inch darts, 
three each yellow, blue, green. Darts have 
steel points, plastic "feathers" and are lead 
weighted for truer flight. 
6С 26207C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

and" Qui Anchor" (3 

4-player Croquet Set 

A leisurely paced family favorite. Set 
includes 4 colorfu striped varnished 
hardwood mallet heads with 24-in. 
screw-in handles, 4 compressed maple 
balls, each 3-in. diameter—color-coded 
to mallets; 9 steel wickets: 2 striped 
goal posts; hardwood rack with steel 
Uprights. Instructions included. 
6C 12274C— Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs, ..Set 10.90 

54.88 

TETHERBALL 
Sets up in minutes 

for hours of outdoor fun 
Reg White and Bus тете ыл Set Теше Set 

35099231092 
(1 and 2) Keep your eye on the ball when it whirls 
toward you . . bat it back before it winds too far around 
the post. These rugged sets can take years of fast-action 
slams. Sets up in just a 20-ft. diameter circle. 

Each set includes an official size and weight tetherball of 
scuff-resistant vinyl with reinforced ball hook, a reinflating 
needle, plus а 715-40 nylon cord. Three-piece 19-gauge. 
pole of tubular steel is 1¥; inches in diameter and stands 
10 feet high. 10-inch long tubular ground sleeve holds pole 
securely. Pole and ground sleeve are zinc-plated to resist 
rust. Rules and instruction booklet included. 

Yollow Ball Sot. 
6C 12872C— Shipping weight 8 pounds 97 

Save #1 on Combination of Tetherball Set (1) and 
"Quick Anchor” (3). Separalely letal $13.96 
6C 12573C2—Shipping weight 13 pounds 512.96 

Red/White/Blue Ball Set. 
6C 12876C— Shipping weight 8 pounds nom 

Save #1 on Combination of Tetherball Set (2) and 
"Quick Anchor" (3). Separately total $14.98 
6С 12579C2— Shipping weight 13 pounds $13.98 

3 “Quick Anchor" gives a more solid base of support 
than the 10-in. ground sleeve included in the sets 

above. Drive steel “Quick Anchor” into ground, slip in 15- 
in. ground sleeve (incl) and then pole. Your tetherball set 
is anchored securely and rigidly for tough competition. 
6C 12558—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 129 

Combination Volleyball and Badminton Set 
‘These two competitive games give you plenty of entertainment. Great 
for singles, doubles or group play. Set includes: 4 steel shaft rackets 
with S-ply laminated frame and one-piece molded plastic throat, nylon 
strung. Rubber-grip handles; 2 plastic ahuttlecocks. Rugged vinyl vol- 
leybali, official size and weight: reinflating needie. Mesh net measures 
16x20 ft. Three-piece tubular aluminum 5, іп, diameter poles, 5 ft. 6 in. 
high installed, Stakes, slides, ropes and game instructions included. 
Rackets and net from Taiwan, shuttlecocks from Italy. 
6C 124356 Shipping weight 8 pounds. Set #101 

Multi-purpose 
Four-square Kickball 

Great for kickball and other 
fast-paced games. A high 
bouncer . . gives lively action. 
Red pebble-grained cover of 2 
ply molded laminated vinyl has 
long-wearing scuff-resistant 
and water resistant qualities 
Measures 814 inches in diame- 
ter. Includes reinflating needle 
and rules. Phone ordering’s a 
quick and easy way to order it. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
502465 #399 



Boer er мге, Lore pumping 
БАК ҮК Даны 

due 

Rifle without Scope 

Cut 6 
min. 59908 

Farm Book 
was 134 95 

“EI Dorado" Rifle 
1 You control the power of each shot by using one to ten 

pumps on the lever. Bolt action. Fires BBs from 100- 
shot reservoir or load and shoot . 177-caliber pellets one at 
a time. Gold-color receiver. Stock and forearm of walnut 
grained plastic. Crombolt safety. Adjustable rear sight 
ramp front sight. 37 in. long. Rec. for age 16 and over 
$ C 19072C— Rif only. (Shog. wt. 6 Ibs) 28.88 
6 C 19972C2-Rifle эй Scope (2) below. (WL 7 hn... 139.98 

4X Scope 
Q Seineh diameter metal tube. Crane hair reticle for 

precie sighting. Adjusts internally for windage. eleva 
tion. Eyepiece adjusts for pear or far sightednes. Ring 
mounts included. 
6C 53902. Shipping weicht 9 ounces 

pa 

Cut 8 
1978 Fal 

105347 94 

ag Sea Store ow А 
Оне AA 

a 

3 Electric Target Set. Test skills on moving and 
fined targets. Traps BBs, .177-caliber pellets. For 

all CO, or air guns, Constructed of heavy gauge steel 
with corrugated cardboard backdrop. Extra paper 
targets incl. 110-volt, 60-Ha.. 15 w. AC, UL listed. 
13x17Vax6 in. Sf cord. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's 30 easy to order by telephone 
6 C 192830 (Shipping wt. 9 Ibn 
Д Box of four 12Vi-gram Daisy CO, Jetts* 

cartridges. 

s1995 

6 C 19283C ~(Shipping wt. 5 а) Box $1.89 
5 Box of 5.000 Ted Williams BBs. 

6 C 19314 (Shy. wt. 4 Ibn. 5022 Box 5599 
6 Box of 1.500 Ted Williams ВВ». 

6C 19313-5. wt. 11b. Sox) Bos $1.80 
7 Box of 500 .177-caliber Daisy Pellets. 

6 C 19208-(Shipping wt. 11 ox Box 6268 
Ай Air Rifies and Ammo shipped prepaid .. Sears 
pays all transportation costs from Catalog Di 
bution Center to your pickup point. which is either 
a Sears Catalog Sales Store or Retail Store 

Гг) LEVER-ACTION AIR RIFLES 
BRAND 

“El Dorado” BB Repeater 
and Single-shot Pellet Gun 

Rifle with Scope 

39% 

ло к barrel o rugged 

The “Centennial” 
Lever-action 
BB Repeater 

oss 
8 This handsome reproduction of 

the old west saddle gun has an 
active gold<olor finish om re 

ceiver, forearm cap and buttplal 
Stock and forearm of rugged plastic 
with fine walnut wood grain look 

Two-way lever action takes lew 
effort—cocks halfway on forwa 
and halfway on backstroke. As а 
Precaution. the hammer must be 
cocked by hand before gun will fire. 
Sideport loading. Under-barrel 
magazine holds 40 BBs, Smooth 
action spring-forced feed. 

Adjustable bock-horn rear sight 
with ramp front sight. Rifle mea 
sures 39 inches long overall. Косон 
mended fer ages 10 te 15 with adult 
mpervision 

Shipping weight 5 Ibe 
6C 190820 s2388 

Daisy Lever-action 
BB Guns 

© $988 
Y 350-shot. Steel barrel 

and cocking lever. Grav 
йу feed, Plastic stock, Front 
and rear sights. 31 in. long. 
Recommended for agen 8 lo 
10 with adult supervision. 
BC 19009 C4WL. 3 Ihe) 19.98 
10 700-shot. Sui barret 

‘and barrel loading port 
Му feed. Plastic stock 

and forearm. Front and rear 
sights. 34% im Rec 
ommended for apes 10 10 15 
wich adult superacion 
вс 19012C4WL. 3n) 11288 
|] Red Ryder 700-shot. 

With saddle ring, leath- 
er thong and the famous 
Red Ryder lariat signature 
burned into the wood stock. 
Under-tarrel loading port 
Gravity feed. Post front 
sight, adjustable rear sight. 
35 in. long, Rec. for ages 10 
do 15 with ай! supervision. 
ес лоас гил. 4 Ibe) $1988 

Gi 



One 

THE MUZZLE-LOA 

Amer hist rical fire 

R ZOUAVE 

A superb representation 
of Civil War gunsmithing 

in beauty, balance and 
shooting accuracy 
a rifle you can proudly 
display when not in use 

312885 
A faithful reproduction inside and 
out, this fine rifle features a walnut 
toned hardwood stock with con. 
trasting polished brass fittings, 
Patch box and case-hardened lock. 

Blued steel barrel 3214 in. long 
and is rifled for high shooting accu- 
тасу, Shoots $8-caliber ball ammu- 
nition (not included). Three leat 
rear sight and blade front sight. Ri- 
бе measures 48% inches long over 
all Approx. weight is 9 pounds.* 
(Shipping weight 11 pounds). 
төс51776с " Vi cet rough Orders man uo n parson st Saar Catalog Saas «Reta Store тимол may. bt 

any guns or ammunition 
to anyone under 
9 years of age (however 

y emmunibon for 
use in handguns to anyone 
under 21. Proof of age 

ап be shown at uma the 
order is picked up. AJ sales 
subs 
Mun nd 
Ammunition shipped prepaid 
to pickup points, 

‘This finely crafted shotgun 
features a special device that 
prevents opening or closing of 
breech when hammer is 
cocked. Also, the hammer 
must be cocked by hand be- 
fore the gun can fire. White 
line spacers highlight select 
Brazilian imbuia wood stock 
and forearm, Engraved steel 
receiver, Bead-type front 
sight Full choke. Spring-load- 
ed take-down forearm for 
easy cleaning. Brazil. 

a § 

Micro-smooth bore, 
like you'll find on. 

our high-powered rifles. 
provides superb accuracy 

1 Ted Wiliamse Brand. Fires 15 long 
rifle cartridges as fast as you can pull 

the trigger. Tubular magazine with side 
loading port bolds 21 shorts, 17 longs, or 
15 long rifle cartridges. Solid hardwood 
stock and forearm finished in a rich wal 
mut tone. 

Semi-pistol grip and serrated butt 
plate. Streamlined ramp with bead post 
front and open adjustable rear sight. 
Cross-bolt safety. Grooved for scope 
Barrel measures 20% in. long; rifle 39 in. 
long overall. Approx. weight $ Ibs.* 

To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under “Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call. 
Rifle only. (Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.) 
6Cs2811€ 159.95 
Rifle with 4X Scope (2) below. Was $84.65 
Scope ready to mount. (Wt. 7 Ibs.) 
6C54305C2 17485 

Ted Willie» 
Fits all 2 

Brand 4X Scope. 
h grooved receivers. 

Interna] windage and elevation adjust. 
ments. Achromatic lens system and con. 
stantly centered cross-hair reticle. Ring 

in. diameter metal mounts included. 
tube. Eyepiece a 
sightedness. 
6C $3903—Shpg. wt 8 oz. эмэ 

Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 
See Big Book 

or ask 
for details 

Single-shot Shotgun 
lable in 12, 20 or 4 10-gauge 

129auge. Chambered for 2Yin. standard or magnum 
shells. 30-in. barrel; 46 in. long overall. Approximate 
weight 643 pounds.* 
8 C 51082C— (Shpg. wt. 8 bs.) 147.95 
20-geuge. Chambered for 2%,-in. standard or magnum 
shells. 28-in. barrel; 44 in. long overall. Approximate 
weight 614 pounds.e 
SCS1083C Shoe. wt. 5 lbs.) 147.95 
-410-geuge. Chambered for 2*5 or 3-in. standard ог 
magnum shells. 26-in. barrel; 42 in. long overall. Approx- 
imate weight 51% pounds.* 
$C S1084C— Sho. wi. 7 Ibi.) 147.95 
"Minor vanatıora in wood Censity may cause wer to vary аму 



ther famous brand 
.22-caliber Rifles 

Ruger 10/20 Auto-load 

$7350 

automatically. Rotary 
magazine. Plastic rotor 
and housing. Grooved base 
incl. for scope. Barrel 18V 
inches rifle 37 inches over- 
all. Approximate weight 
$ pounds * 

(Shpg. wt. 7 tbs.) 
6C 83031C.......... $7350 

Browning Auto-load 

+14250 
Q Checkered walnut 

sock and forearm. 

‘off and separates into 19 
‘and 21-in. sections. Crom- 
bolt safety. Fires 11 long 
rifle cartridges semi-auto- 
matically or holds 16 

Ar 
prox wi 5 Йж* Japan. 
Why not pick up thephone 
and order it? 

(Sbpg. wt. 7 Ita) 
6€ sonc. nase 

Browning Lever-action 

$11495 
3 Walnut stock and fore 

arm. Holds 15 long 
rifle cartridges. 17 longs 
or 22 shorts, Unique di» 
connect safety system pre 
vents firing until lever 
and breech close and рте 
sure is released fram and 
reapplied to trigger 
Grooved for scope. Barrel 
20 in. rifle 36% in. over- 
all, Approx. wt. $ ке 
(Shpg. wt. 7 Its.) 

вс 530032. sass 

Ithaca Lever-action 
311495 zz 
512965 2. 

Holds i 
ridges, Won't fire until 
hammer seats fully 
Grooved for scope. Avail- 
able with 4X scope (2) om 
facing page. Barrel 18% 
in; rifle 39 in. overall 
Approx. wt. 6 Ihe” 
Rifle only, (Wt. 7 Ibs.) 
6c 53143. 91498 
Rifle with 4X scope. 

(Shy. wt. 9 Iba) 
s20% 

Mediterranean- 
style 

Gun Cabinets 

Cut “35 
12-gun Cabinet 

Last Spring was 1234-95 

519995 
10-gun Cabinet 

Last Spring was *214-95 

Crafted of choice solid oak 
and oak veneers 
finished by hand for 

the rich, lustrous glow 
that distinguishes 

fine furniture 

Locking glass doors slide smoothly for 
easy access, help keep out dust 

ГА Roomy lower accessory storage area has 
separate lock for added security 

(5 and 6 ) Ted Williams. Hand-finished to a deep, long-lasting shine 
that helps to preserve and protect the wood. Sculptured cube design 
doors have heavy bras-plated hardware with antique finish. Firearm 
compartment has glass doors that glide on plastic track. Separate locks 
‘on upper and lower compartments (keys incl... Felt-lined stock rests and 
barrel racks help protect fine gun finishes. Hold guns up to $2 in. long. 
(Guns not incl.) Shipped fully assembled. See "N" suffix note. pare 276. 
Б 12-gun Cabinet. Measures ($ 10-gun Cabinet. Measures 

43Vex74x 13% inches deep 37Wax74x1 34 inches deep, 
вс arasen=w 130 5199.95. ес 21251n-we 120 «5179.95 

* Fully assembled. ready to hang 
e Locking bar and drawer 

Cut 2 Cut 5 

ven 7% | sur 19% 

{7 and 8 ) Crafted to duplicate the grain and hue of fine 
walnut, these racks are actually rugged polystyrene that 
can't warp or crack, resists scuffs, too. Drawer (ront pat 
terned to duplicate fine checkering. Felt-padded barrel 
racks. Mounting hardware included. 

2-gun Rack was $19.95. 26x 5x19", inches high. 
6 C 211260 - Shipping weight 81s. $17.95 

4-gun Rack was £24.95. 2615129 inches high. 
6C 211281 -Shipping weight 101%... $19.95 



Our lowest price this year for a 
Leg-lift Weight Bench with swing-out arms 

NOTE: Au wench capacities 
tees to combined we) 

Of utat and weht 

‘This 500-1b.* capacity weight bench has a S-pasition tilt back and a leg lift bar that greatly 
increase the effectiveness and number of exercises you can work on. Tilting back increases 
work load on chest and shoulders to help you tone them and build them up quickly. Leg lift 
bar lets you firm and strengthen upper and lower leg. Barbell support arms swing out of the 
way for unrestricted performance of pullovers. lateral raises and standing exercises. Sup- 
port arm height adjusts in four steps from 38 to 58 in. 

‘Comfortable polyurethane foam padding on gold-color vinyl bench top and on leg lift 
bar. Tubular steel frame with baked-on blue enamel finish. Plastic end tips on legs help 
Protect floors. 10%ах40%16% in. Unassernbled. Assembly instructions included. 
6 C 15264N2 Shipping weight 65 pounds. Ser "N" наз note ox page 276. 168.99 

Weight Bench with 5-position back 
More effective exercise . , tilting increases 

work load on chest and shoulders 20988 
Supports 500 Ibs.* Bench tap has poly- 
urethane foam padding covered with blue 
vinyl , . cleans easily with a damp cloth. 
АШ steel tubular frame with baked-on 
blue enamel finish. Plastic end tips on 
legs help protect floor. 

Bench measure 10 inches wide, 49 
inches long. 16 inches high. Weights not 
included, sold separately on facing page. 
Bench shipped unassembled. 
Shipping weight 27 pounds. 

Sc 15248. 12958 

Sears Ha: 
Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 
See Big Book 

or ask 
for details 

Bullworker 2 
Just minutes a day helps 
build and tone muscles. 
24 exercises, each lasts 

only 7 seconds 

$3950 
] Lets you une metrics and бено to Cs 

help build and strengthen your body 
within a remarkably short period ol time. 
And even better, you us only 60% of 
your strength so it helps take most of the work and effort out of bodybuilding. 
You work om chest, arms. shoulders, 
stomach. back, thigh» and calves by ef 
ther compressing the grips or pulling the ura up vinyl<overed steel cables A built-in chest 
power meter shows relative increases in 
strength. Made of chrome-plated tubular 
steel with a strong compressive spring in- 
side. Measures 34¥s inches long. weighs 
only 3s Its. Includes complete exercise 
program. Use your phone if you want to 
order it the easiest way of all. 
6C 15186C—Shipping weight $ Ibs... $30.50 
2 Carrying Case for Bullworker. 

Vinyl. Zipper opening. Reinforced Strengthen 
seams, Adjustable sling strap. Blue. Кы 
6C 1587 Shipping weight 7 oc.....4298 

Tension-adjustable 
Exer-Gym* 

32999 
3 Just set the 12-position dial to the e a 
muscles to work against, then exert 
strength against a pulley-like rope. Com- See 
(your force against a movable resistance) ee ee 
an immovable resistance). Helps provide. 
a muscle-toning workout for biceps. fore- 
arms. waistline, hips and legs. Anodized 
aluminum cylinder, nylon rope and wood 
grips. Steel foot bar. Steel ring for wall or 
door mounting. Exercise book included, DUI e 

This Weight Bench 
supports up to 
400 pounds* 

51888 

Tubular steel with bakedon 
blue enamel finish. Polyure 
thane foam padded bench top 
with blue vinyl cover. End tips 
ов legs protect floors, Measures 
10x42x16 inches high. Опа» 
sembled. 
6C 1827 -WL. 24 Ibe... $18.88 

IMPORTANT EXERCISE NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Batore staring 

owe) a nstructions carefully.» 
of ths exerce 



«Y 
asy to reise. yet collars 110-Ib. Barbell- Dumbbell Set 

with interlocking plates 
To help keep your balance, plates 

interlock so they won't shift 
eEasy-to-release 

collars let you change f A 
plates in seconds 
without tools 

you hwo your balance 

‚Training bookie 
Course 

included to help you get 
The most from this set 

Д Center rotating sleeve follows your natural 
hand movements as you lift for lem chance of 

blisters. Vinyl jacketed plates won't mar floors. 
Includes one-piece 68-in. bar—long enough. 

strong enough to hold all 14 silver-color plates 
from this set plus up to 4 additional 25-Ib. plates 
(sold below) to increase weight to 160 or 210 Ibs. 
Also includes two 15-Ib.. four 10-Ib., four S-Ib. 
and four 2¥a-tb, plates: two 15-in. dumbbell 
bars; 6 collars, wrench and training booklet. 
ӨС 1522582. Shipping weight 112 Ib»... Set $2288 
Extra 25-Ib. Plates. Silver-color, Set of two. 
GC 1535 Shipping weight 51 Ita... Set $17.00 

100-Ib. Barbell Set $1888 
Rotating sleeve helps protect hands from blisters. Set includes two 15-b. 
four 10-Ib. and four Sb, vinyl-jacketed plates. one-piece 68-inch bar, 

two locking collars. wrench and instruction booklet. 
6 C 15226N2-Sbipping weight 102 pounds Set nase 

Family Exercise Equipment 

\ М) 

[8] 55-Ib. Barbell Set 
Speed-lock collars . change 

plates in seconds without tools. 
Dark blue bar 62 in. long . . separates 

Two onepiece dumbbells with quiet 
mowmarring polypropylene casings. 
Bronze-colored dumbbells weich 5 
pounds each. White dumbbells weigh 3 
pounds each. Two dumbbells per set 
White. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 5 oz 
ес 15107 Set $9.99 
Bronze-color. Shpg. wt. 10 Its. 10 oz 
6c 1506. Set $1199 

Ted Williams* Slant Board 
More effective exercise . . puts sit-up 
effort on stomach instead of back 

6 Soft. thick polyurethane foam padding 
over hardboard. Wipeciean red vinyl. 

Steel center braces: white nylon leg strap. 
Board 17x43%, inches long. Sturdy 1-inch 

tubular steel frame with baked-on blue en- 
amel finish. Knee bar padded with dense 
polyurethane foam, Vinyl foot capa. 
6 C 15154.-WL. 24 Im. Partially assem. . 32458 

into two 31-in. sections for easy storage, 
Two 101b.. four Sib., four 293-1. 
interlocking plates covered in nom 
marring. nonclanging powder blue 
vinyl. And, to help keep your balance. 
these plates interlock with collars so 
they wont shift. Aluminum sleeve 
follows your hand motion to help pre- 
vent blisters. Exercise booklet incl 

‘Shipping weight 57 pounds. 
вс 182382. 



24-inch Lightweights 
for the shorter youth or petite young miss 

Black vinyl racing 
saddle padded Deal esto 

aed spritg mountes Es 

Easy t-each 
йеп mounted 
тый lovers 

Boys' 10-speed with smooth-action center-pull handbrakes 

© Dual-position brake levers © Wide-flange adds strength to front hub 
Center-pull bandbrakes grip wheels evenly from both sides for smooth, easy stops. With conve- 
nient dual-position brake levers you brake from touring or racing position. Easy acceleration and 
precise shifting with 10-speed derailleur gears—29.2 to 85.7 gear ratios. Easy-to-reach stem- 
‘mounted shift levers. Black viny! saddle padded and spring-mounted for comfort. Smooth-rolling 
24x1%inch blackwall tires on 17 Vi inch steel frame. 
Strong wide-flange front hub. Rat-trap pedals have non-skid surface to help hold foot firmly in 

place. Pedal-to-seat span adjusts from 26%, to 30% inches to help you reach pedals comfortably. 
Includes reflectors and instructions for their installation. See Skipping Note on facing Page. 
8C 48595N—Shipping weight 46 pounds 599.00 

NOTE Sears totes include wide angie reflectors, They provide 360" of rector protection no matar 
from what ange haad gn NT Dike Meat мөн federal requirements 

bike light we sell 
51899 

Nylon 
Triple-resin-coated cover of 
strong, tear-resistant nylon ox- 

tenia {ord coth offers lasting protectionساو  Teen ee А-ы ҮСТ, iron ends). . 15 openings ft nuts and bolts on from dirt, dust and weather. 
Airey erm dere ren mper £e most domestic and foreign bikes. Also includes Lightweight and easy to carry 
A pl ey ar G-inch adjustable wrench. pliers, tire pressure — along. - only 12 ounces, folds to 
peral пае оба screwdriver, Ше pateh 2 valve Ja ein к 

bs Caps, bandages, cleansing wipes tablet. most bikes whether 
Tay MT Black vinyl bag attaches to back of saddle. Noi have touring or racing handie- 

for children under 12 bars Ties securely in place. recommended 
6C 49495—Shpg. wt 1 lb. 11 oz. « Kitsao 6 C48596—We. 1202. . 



Smooth, quick hydraulic braking, bright sealed-beam headlight 

and gear changers you can pre-shift with the bike standing still... 

only on this 27-inch 10-speed Racer..only at Sears 

Qut ouf of adjustment 
sealed against 

dur and moisture. 
One duai-positon 
lever. . apples 
Tear braka first 

to cut chance of 
front wheel lockup. 

This 27-inch 10-speed Racer 
has smooth center-pull handbrakes 

and weighs 6 pounds less than any other we offer 
9 Our lightest racer (32 pounds also bas ош widest gear ratio range (31 

to 100) meana not only easier pedaling bot tater touring as wel. 

stem-mounted shift levers. Chrome-plated rims and front fork tips. 
Strong, wide ange (root bub of lightweight alloy. Gumwalls measure 

Black vinyl saddle. Rat trap pedals with toe clips. Pedal to seat 
34 to 38% im See Notes abone and on facing pare. 
6C 47445N—Imporied from Austria. Shipping weight 59 pounds. $109.00 

26-inch Tandem Bike 
3 Built tor sharing years of fresh air and invigorating exercise. . twin 

top tubes make frame extra rigid; oversized hubs, spokes and rims 
help give added support to midweight 26x1.7S-inch blackwall tires. Single 

look saddles pad 
spring É 

quick-adjust handles. White steel frame. Pedal to seat span 30 to 34 
inches, Overall, 83 in. See Notes одете and on facing page. 
6C 45932—Shipping weight 72 pounds 4119.99 



The 
Motocross 

Bike 
Built tough to handle 
off-street punishment 

even from а 

vacant lot or open field 

Book Wish 

in 1975 Spring Big Book 

sg, 8° 

Most bikes get parked at the curb. They 
just can't stand up to the bumps and bangs 

at come on w! pavement leaves 
f. Not this motocross bike, It lets you 

keep the fun and excitement hot even 
cross-country or on a punishing dirt track 

To help you handle the jolts, thumps and 
jangles there's a cycle-style saddle. Deeply 
padded. Stitched-down vinyl cover. And 
it's suspended between seat post and sup- 
port bar to help absorb shocks. Handlebar 
has padded crossbar, deep-cushioned grips. 

In the pattern of a fine dirt bike, this one 
stands up to ruts and rocks using heavy 
duty steel frame with braced front fork 
wide 20x2.125-inch knobby tires for deep. 
biting traction, 36 heavy-duty spokes per 
wheel, double-wall rims front and rear and 
wide flange front hub. Satin black finis 
Reflectors included, See Note below. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
so easy to order by telephone 
6C 4$701N— Shps. wt. 45 lbs. 19899 

wish] Boo Motocross-look Sa ve 10 y, ee 
value Accessories 

Б Number Plate. Flexible white plastic 
Installs with plastic straps (incl. drill 

З Crossbar Pad. Polyurethane Saddle. Black vinyl-covered seat н 1 Saddle, Black vinyl covered sear 3 Crossbar pad. Polyurethane 
z. Fits 20.inch Heather-grained vinyl covering is fab- 2 holes in plate to install). Includes 4 ric backed for strength, Snapt onto stick-on numbers (no choice). 

Set of 2. Weight 7 ounces 
polyurethane foam 

ig! rise bikes with 
ей 

Ir 
handlebar crossbar. Wt. à oz. 

Eachs249 6C40091—Shpe wt. lbn 
poseen 
Scan ШЕ : O CASEI Whe you buy any 3 o SCAM When you buy any Sps > 8C44081—When You buy any Jor deste res \ ere necemorior’ Each 98.09 more nern BaN опевана Bach 1.52 V varia. vue a dia of iach, Hanon Oripa. Dope. Fondara Cry plane мыз 

\ scuff-resistant epoxy. Welded steel con. ioned rib design. Rugged black vi. striping. Fit over any size bike tire № © struction—rin. outside diameter. lastalla nyl Fithandicbars with Pin outside dip in hot water and bend to curve oí oa conventional handlebar se diameter Set of 2 We Sar your re. curve holds permanently Ba san acies seata BCAMETE Ser of two We Tor. Set 3290 6C48672—We 2 lbe. Sor. 
6C48675—When you buy any 3 or 0 

8251.18. 
5C 48672—Wben you buy any 3 or 
more accesories Esch $4.49 more accesories 

76— When you buy any 3 or 
5e 52.89 

NOTE. Every Sears bike includes a set of highly visible wide angle reflectors 
ctor protection no matter from what angie heaclights м bike Meat ates federa Install quickly and eesily, instructions included. 

ingie reflector provide 360 
requirements tor Dike reftectie 



Motocross-look Bike* 
with working suspension 

on front and rear 
* Heavy-duty frame with 

welded-n reinforcements 
© Thickly padded crossbar 
© Wraparound tread on 

20x2.125-inch knobby tires 

sg 89 

17 The most comfortable motocrossiook bike 
we offer. Trailing link front suspension 

soaks up bumps, сой springs on saddle support 
bars help smooth out rough roads. And this 
bike has the thickest saddle padding on any 
motocross-look bike we offer. Flat black steel 
frame with bright green fenders . . steel front 
Tender, plastic rear. Heavy-duty front fork 
Waffle handgrips. Wide flange front hub. Rat 
trap pedals. Reflectors included, see тие on fa ing poge. Partially assembled. See Ordering and Shipping Nole below, see assembly note ou page 
424 before ordering 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under “Sears Roebuck and Co. Catalog Sales" for number to call 
6C 4S7O4N—Shpg. wt. 45 bs. s 

Motocross-look Bike* 
Has heavy-duty frame and 

wrap-around knobby tread on 
20x2.125-inch wide tires 

$ 7 899 

8 Deep-tread koobbies bite down hard, wrap 
around tread helps hold traction even in 

sharp turns. Deep-cushioned motocross-style 
saddle smooths the ride. Soft waffle grips cush 
jon your hands. Flat black handlebar has rug 
sed crossbar brace. Heavy-duty front fork and 
wide flange front hub. Bright orange plastic 
fenders stand out handsomely against the ail 
ver-colored steel frame. Rat trap pedals. Re 
Aectors included, se note om facing Page. Partial 
ly assembled, se note on page 424 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
6C 45703 ma 

Motocross-look Bike* 
Has heavy-duty front fork 

and 20x1.75-inch knobby tires 

$6, 89 

Y Knobby-tread tires add sure-footed trac tion and stability. Padded banana saddle. Flat black steel frame. Red plastic fenders. Flat black motocross-style handlebar braced with rugged crossbar . . cycletyle handgrips. Rat trap pedals. Reflectors included, se mol om fa ing page. Partially assembled, ser note on pape 424 before ordering 
Shipping weight 43 pounds. 

стон заза 
"NOTE: Bicycles on this page include frames and other components made to Sears standards lor a 
regular bicycles. These bicycles are not intended for stunting or off-road use 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

I selection of bicycle эсс Big Book. You Ind locks and ch flags, horns, bite carmers forthe car, огде едир. ment pius replacement and customizing parta 



Save 20% on any of these 
3 accessories when you also 
buy a bike from this catalog 

Solid state AM Radio 
clamps to handlebar . . 
detaches to use as portable 
Bought alone | Bought with bike 
514** s11” 

Big, easy-to-reach controls for 
volume and tuning put music, 
news and sports at your finger: 
tips. Plastic case clamps on han- 
dlebar, removes easily with 
thumb screw. White and blue 
case just $x6x2 inches. Hong 
Kong. Uses one 9-v. battery 
(not included. order below). 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oe. 
BCABIKT—Alone m 
8C ABO Win bine... "TEST 
9-volt Battery. 
34 C AB28— Shp. wt. 2 or. вве 

Combination Speedometer, Odometer, Tachometer 
som ووو | EAA $71? 

Fluorescent dial on easy-to-read 2yinch face. Regis- 
ters speeds up to 50 mph, wheel rpm and mileage to 
9,999.9 miles, Black plastic housing. Instructions and 
fittings included. Order by bike's tire vise 
"Teresa | Си Na 

mum —'27|='дп 
White with bright plastic 

Take it anywhere 
when vou leave 

your bike just unplug 
emote button, snap 
walioe-talióe out of 

adie and де burn 
puth4o4alt button 
Remote button slays 

‘on handlebar 

BEL ms 
Bike Walkie-Talkie $1822 zu 

Remote button mounts near handgrip 

tend or recava үн Loop boh hende on handiebens 

Save 10% when yos boy s set of two 
2 Walkie Talkies $34" 

and receive clearly even with walkie-talkie mounted on handlebar . . using the re. 

6C48152—Shpg. wt. 21м. ....Each 1899 — 6C48155—Shpg wi dibe... Set 034.78 

424 Sears] tt 

Boys' 20-inch 5-speed Spyder 
Five derailleur positions give you low gears to 

really dig out, high gears for fast cruising 

style saddle deeply cushioned for comfort . . six-position 
support bar lets you adjust to reach pedals easily. Pull-circie 
chain guard wraps around sprocket to help keep pant legs 
free. Flat black steel frame. Knobby tread tires front and 
rear: front 1.75 inches wide, rear 2.125 inches for extra stabil- 
ity. Includes reflectors for front, rear and sides . . see Note 
от page 422. See Assembly Note below. 

йрр weight 48 pounds. 
BC47528N К sm. 

20-inch Single Speed 
with chrome-plated rs 

Sparkling metalfiake finish frame 

$5899 
2 Lord чады Rugged 4-bar steel frame adds strength 
2 diga 

Boys" Bike. Has maroon frame with maroon and white vinyl 
saddle. Front tire measures 1.75 inches wide, rear 2.125 
inches wide. See Assembly Note below before ordering. 

Shipping weight 39 pounds. 

20-inch Single Speed Spyder 
Brightly painted frame and fenders 

СУ i ! Ё i El Н 
fE 

wm 
peppermint pink frame with cool wbite 
vinyl saddle, Ser Note below. 

weight 99 pounds. атаа 
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Wacky Wheeels $229 nu: 
(4) ec 480¢1—Super Snait Colorful, whimsical circles that help drivers see you in daylight, shine at night when light strikes their 20 reflective dots. Polysty- rene plastic. Fit hikes and trikes . . fll the center of а 20-inch bike wheel Install without tools 

To meet some state laws, you may need to make a cut-out in your Wacky Wheeels for prismatic reflectors on bike wheels to be visible from both sides of your bike. Set of two discs. 

(S) 6C 48944—Mag Wheels 
(6) 6С 48943—Stars т Stripes (7) 6С 48942—Beep Beep 
Shipping weight 3 oz. ‘Set 1229 

wa? 425 

20-inch 
Spyder Bikes 

20-inch Junior Spyder 
Convertabike 

© Crossbar raises or lowers so 
bike becomes a boys or girls’ model 

e Training wheels included 
A great bike to learn on. Small enough for easy handling yet large enough to provide years of rid- 
ing pleasure. And it’s ideal for handing down from опе youngster to another because the centerbar 
raises or lowers for a bay or girl. Bright red steel 
frame with chrome-plated fenders, Easy-to-use 
Coaster brake. White hand grips. Reflectors includ 
ed for pedals, front, rear and sides. Pedal to seat 
‘span adjusts from 18 to 21% inches. Non-reflective 
tires a stable-riding 1.75 inches wide. See Shipping Note an facing page before ordering 
С 47628N—Shipping weight 38 pounds ....65299 

aN б 



features that can help your child 
learn to balance quickly 

FIRST BIKES 
16-inch bikes with 

e Tires stay firm, can't go flat 

+ Detachable training wheels 
+ Easy-to-use coaster brakes 

Motocross-style 
e Higi 

1 Motocross-styie. Black 
vinyl saddle padded for 

а smooth, comfortable ri 
Wrap-around chain guard 
circles sprocket to help keep 

treads fr 
mean good 
bility. Black comfort 

Trait Bike. Looks like 
scaled down version of 

the real thing. Trail bike 
style vinyl seat, comfort: 

padding. Chopper 

suppor 
discs, wrap. 
guard. Front 

frame with double-c 
orange finish. 

мэ 

Your choice 
Апу о! 
these 
3 bikes 

pper«tyle 
saddle and handi 

© Simulated baffle: 
le muffle 

3 Sugar y Spice Padded 
white vinyl saddle car 

без a litte lady in comfort 
and White vi 
ket (from S. Korea) blooms 
with bright, cheerful flo 
ers. Double-c 
finish over 
steel frame. Wrap-around 
chain guard matches рет. 
fectly. Chrome-plated, semi 
highrise handlebars. 

White vinyl grips with 
streamers, White pedals 

Buy it 
der by phone. 

une 

5439 

Sugar 'n' Spice 

* Gaily decorated 
ana saddie 



Wish] Book 

value 

when you buy any Skate and 
Case combination on this page 
(Combinations listed with ooch skate) 

Helps make it easy to carry skates, 
protects them when not in use. Rug: 
ged reinforced plywood frame, metal 
comer pieces. Red, white, blue heavy 
duty vinyl cover cleans with a damp 
cloth. Plastic handle. Tongue and 
groove closure, key lock, two clasps. 
15%x7x12%4 inches high. Holds one 
pair of skates. Wt. 5 Ibs. 12 oz. 
6023074 Сазе only #1095 

Dance Skates with leather-lined Elk leather uppers, 
precision wheel bearings for a smooth ride 

plus maximum control 
(1 and 2) Precision-ground fully sealed bearings touch only wheel and axle— 
not each other . . eliminates friction and wheel “play”, Long wearing because 
bearings are concealed, dirt and grit are locked out. Built-in beveled toe stops. 

plastic wheels. Double cushioned die-cast and polished alumi 
te. Polyurethane foam padded tongue for comfortable fit, secure 

lacing. Long heel counters for arch support. Adjustable king bolt helps control 
skate response. See Size Chart below before ordering. ише rie. 
(1) 8 C 23202F--Men's Black. D med. width, sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
(2) 8C 233829 Women's Whine, B med, width, sizes 5, io. 
Shipping weight per pair 8 pounds Pair 14999 
6С23052С27— мег s Skates with Casa. Sep ital $60.94. We. 15 lbs. ..... 950.50 
С 2308 C2F— Women s Skates wih Case. Sep. lola! $60.94, Wt. 1Sibs..... 58.94 

Rink Skates with unlined leather uppers have 
smooth-rolling loose-bearing wheels 

(3 end 4) Durable 24rinch plastic wheels roll smoothly on loose ball bearings. 
Lightweight polisbed aluminum sole plates are double cushioned for a smooth. 
ride. Full grain unlined leather uppers with polyurethane foam padded tongue 
for a comfortable fit, secure lacing. Built-in toe stops. Composition rubber soles. 
Adjustable king bolt. See Size Chart below before ordering. State size 

(3) 6С 23217F—Men ek, D med, width, sizes 8, 9, 10, 11, 
(A) 6C 23317F—Women's White, B med. width, sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
Shipping weight per pair 8 pounds. 

6С 23085C2f— Men s Skates with Case. Sep. total $40.43. WL 15 Ibs. 
%С 23054C2F—Women's Skates with Case. Sep. total $40.83. WL. 15 Ibs. 

Rink Skates with easy-clean vinyl uppers, loose-bearing wheels 
(5 and 6) Smooth rolling 2Vein. plastic wheels. Lightweight single cushioned 
aluminum sole plates. Built-in toe stops, Vinyl uppers wipe clean with a damp 
doth. Polyurethane foam padded tongue. Composition rubber soles. Built-in 
heel counters. Adjustable king bolt. See Size Chart below. State size 
(5) 6C 23215F—Men's Black. D med. width, sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
(6) 8C 23315. Women's White, B med. width, sizes 
Shipping weight each pair 8 pounds. 
В.С 23057C2F— Men's Skates with Caso. Sep. total 830.83. We. 15 Ibs. 
BC 23056C2F— Women's Skates with Case. Sep, ola] $30.83. Wt. 15 Ibs 

HOW TO DETERMINE RINK SKATE SIZE 
Sized for one pair of thin street socks To wear heavy socks. order next tull иге larger 
Order skate sıre shown but only if available in skate you want 
Wyourcomect T If your correct shoe s 
mans 344445566 у 77 veja y 9 [Эйт ойто 

монас, | Women's АА A Bl 
et, |i Womensc.o | 4 | 



Zip-Fit Skates slip on in 
seconds for hours of fun 

Length 
adjusts 

without a 
key . . just 

loosen screw 
push or pull to 
desired length. 
tighten screw 

Indoor-outdoor Skates Steel wheel Outdoor Skates 
iti ıbber wheels Bockle up and you'r - mo key needed. Steel 

e t frame йун» from 7% to 9^ Tachas- jont loosen serra 
Quiet composition rubber wheels with easy-rolling long-life ball bearings are sturdy underneath and push or pull to desired length. Adjustable 
enough to take tough outdoor use, yet won't harm indoor floors Help give you added leather strap with white foam rubber cushion across instep 

a secure fit. One-sise for added comfort. Metal toe piece fits all widths of shoes. 
10% inches. White even sneakers, Ball bearings for smooth, fast ride. Steel traction and а smooth ride. Red vinyl padded tor clamps adjust 

Tits all, . push-pull steel frame (see inset view) adjusts from 
‘ankle pads cuxhioned with foam rubber. Adjustable leather ankle straps wheels take lots of rugged outdoor use. 
6C 23129-Shipping weight 5 pounds 7 з Eri 6C 23119 - Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces sse 

Black Knight Sidewalk Skateboard with 

++ self-contained fiber wheels will help make 
you king of the sidewalk surfers 

Self-contained wheels have enclosed ball bear 
$999 ings for good control. Diecast metal chasis 

with wood-look finish measures 22 inches 
long. 6 inches wide and Ya inches thick. To 
‘order the easiest way, look in your phone book 
white pages under "Sears. Roebuck and Co. 
Catalog Sales" for the number to call 
6 C 23508 - Shps. wt. 3 Ibs. ss 

value Save 33% 
on this 5-piece "Street" Hockey Set me Seem "ume" 4987 SER ae 

320-79 "s frame goal with net 

These steel frame skates adjust 
from 6% to SVa in. long in 
seconds . . need no key. Rug: 
ged steel wheels can take lots 
of outside ose. Laced leather 
toe strap adjusts to fit snugly 
Leather ankle straps also ad- 
Just, Show. wt. 2 а 
6с 2310. за 

1 48-inch Straight Stick, Ash handle, molded plastic blade 
6C 10881C - Shipping weight 2 pounds 1345 

2 48-inch Goalie Stick. Ash handie. molded plastic blade 
BC 10884C -Shipping weight З pounds 3495 

3 “Street” Hockey Goal. Rust-resistant metal frame, nylon net 
8 C 10631C — x Jóx 18 in. high. Shipping weight J pounds 799 

"Street" Hockey Ball. Plastic 2% inches in diameter 
6 C 10658. Shipping weight 2 ounces эм 

5 Goelie Mask. High density polyethylene with polyurethane foam pud 
ding to protect face. Adjustable elastic straps 

© C 10677 - Shipping weight 6 ounces sus 
5-piece "Street" Hockey Set. 
6 C 10882C - Shipping weight 10 pounds 513.87 

428 



Sidewalk Shoe Skates made fo 
Sears by Roller Derby 

New . . Royal King Skates y 
with striped vinyl uppers and 

steel wheels 

$888 

1 Tough vinyl uppers with sporty stripes wipe clean 
with a damp cloth. Over-the-ankle lace-up design 

provides your youngster with ankle support and good 
control. Heavy-duty steel wheels and wider wheel chassis 
than clamp-on skates stand up to hard skating use 
provide better stability 

Steel wheels with 6 ball bearings for a fast, smooth 
ride. т cushioned chassis absorbs shock, helps keep 
wheels on the ground. Uppers from Taiwan. 

Ser Chart below before ordering. Medium width. sizes 
12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. State size 

Shipping weight $ pounds 
8C 231 17F -White, red with blue trim sass 
ӨС 23116F—Bive. red with white trim зва 

Street King Skates 
with solid color 
vinyl uppers 
and rugged 
steel wheels 

5688 

Heavy-duty steel wheels ride 
on 6 ball bearings for fast. 
smooth ride. Wider chassis of 
shoe skates gives bet 
bility than clamp-on style 
saves wear and tear on young 
sters shoes. Vinyl uppers wipe 
lead with a damp cloth, Com- 
position rubber 

Uppers {rom Taiwan. See 
Chart below before ordering. 
State size. Medium width. 
sizes 12. 13. 1, 2.3, 4, 5.6 

Cut 1.61 
eure "107 

Royal Skates with striped. 
vinyl uppers and oversize 

composition wheels 

6C 23103F—-White 
6 C 231025 Black 
Shipping weight $ Ibn... $688 

HOW TO DETERMINE SIDEWALK SHOE SKATE SIZE 
ae larger. Order эзе 

Sixteembearing overnite composition wheel 
wide wheelbase chasis of shoe skates for 

ат up with the 
smoothest, best TALE cc eee sa MU i бе темна чы ак Ке каа ы gp rie AA сл сыш ьш: же ойун оре» 

See Chart al right before ordering. Medium width, sizes 12, 13, 

E еле = ES er Combi 718 [ears] 423 



Men's and Boys’ 
Hockey Skates at 
budget prices 

Tough Naugalone vinyl uppers 
designed like the pros 
resist abrasion and wear 

51888 

51588 

Vinyl uppers clean easily with a damp doth. Impact-resistant, built-in hee! 
counters for strong support and hours of skating comiort. Heavy synthetic 
fiber felt-padded tongue for protection and comfort. Zinc-plated tempered steel 
blades hold their edges. Black. Medium width. See Size Chart below State size 
BC 10443F—Mon's sizes. 5.6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12. WL 4 Ibs. 402. vns 
6C 10442F—Boyy' sizes, 13, 1,2, 3,4. Shpa. wt. 3 be 1588 

HOW TO DETERMINE 
MENS AND BOYS SKATE SIZE 
(States sand to М over one par heavy seca) 

Tore [3111 1213413 [3434 [4 
eee | 
Tera E TF L 
we [TED 
ты туйу [SALT INT 17 

NHL Hockey Gear Bag $999 

Heavy-duty nylon laminated to vinyl. Long-wearing nylon zipper. Strong 
nylon webbing sewn-on carrying straps. Resists water, mold, mildew and 
ears or cuts. Bag measures 1221 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz- 
НЕС 10921—Boston Bruins. Yellow, black trim. 999 
MEC 1084—New York Rangers. Blue, red/ white trim as 
WC 10922— Buffalo Sabres. Blue. gold trim... u” 
нё C 10837--Philadelphia Flyers. Orange, black trim 77 
не С 10942— Montreal Canadiens. Red, blue trim. ? ans 
NBC 10941--Chicago Black Hawks. Red, black trim > э” 

‘comfort end protection 

$3588 

Built-in protection and support features of this skate include full-size ten 
don guards to help support and protect your ankle. Two-piece tongue is 
heavily padded with synthetic fiber felt for protection. Heel counters and 
rigid polyethylene toe piece resist impact, improve fit and help skate shoe 
to keep its shape. Bauer Invictus blade is chrome-plated hardened Cana. 
dian steel . . holds a true edge. inch length plastic sole is lightweight 
and non-absorbent. An extra layer of warm polyurethane foam padding 
backs the absorbent leather lining for added protection. Made in Canada. 
Men's sizes, D (medium) width, 7, & 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, Size Note: Men B, 
C, or D width, order correct size in medium widths shown; E, EE width. 
order next larger size. State size when ordering 
нес 104135— Black. Shipping weight ¢ pounds nse 

value Lowest price in 
two years for any 

Youth Hockey Skate 
Rugged vinyl uppers have hand. 
some two-tone black and white 
styling . . wipe clean with a damp 
doth. Impact-resistant reinforced 
toe for protection. Hard rubber 
sole. Steel blades imported from 
Japan. See Size Chart at let Ме 
"dium width. Sizes, 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, б, 
1, 8. Slate sise when ordering. Get 
this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it 
right now. 
6C 10405F—WL 4 Ibs, ....99.88 

$1095|5995 

Authentically styled Hockey Jerseys for men and boys 
V-neck styling and color-contrasted detailing. 100% Orlon* acrylic with 
reinforced double-fabric shoulders for long wear and a comfortable fit 
Hemmed at cuffs and bottom. Full-cut sizing adás to the great fit. Machine 
washable, medium. State letter size $, M, L or XL when ordering, mol 
amber size From Taiwan and Hong Kong 

izes. S(36-58), M(40-42), 04-46), XL(48-50)inch chest. 
Black gold нес 10906. Orange, black 

не C 109057 Blue, red 
T Red. black. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces пов 
Boys sizes. 522-24), M(26-28), 130-32), XL(M-3)inch chest. 
Hê € 10877F—Black, gold НӨ С 10903-—Orange, black 
MEC 10909F—Blwe, gold НЕС 10902 —Blue, red 
не C 109017— Red, black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces "ө 
"Reg DuPont eceman 



Oval Hockey 
Rink Outfits 

6-inch aluminum wall 

$3999 ne 

To assemble, all you need is level ground. 
Includes aluminum wall clips, support 
stakes and liner. For longer life use extra 
liner over liner supplied. Hockey equip- 
ment not included. 

15x30-foot Rink. Shpg. wt. 24 Ibs 
6c 10944C. Outfit $39.99 

1699 6 € 10846—Extro liner. Wt. 8 Ibs. 
20%40-foot Rink. Shpg. wt. 30 Ib. 
6 C 10945. ‘Outfit $49.99 
6 6 10847— Extra liner, We. 9 lbs... 2599 

Circular 
Rink Outfits 
$988 v: “= 

Includes aluminum wall, clips, 
liner, hardware. For longer life, 
use extra liner over liner supplied. 
16-0. diometer Rink. 4in. wall. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
cio Outfit 19.28. 
Extra 16-f. diameter liner. 
6 C10817—Wt. 2 Ihs......4599 
20-8. diameter Rink. 6-in. wall. 
t10842-Wt. 10 Ibs. 1202 $15.88 
Extra 20-8. diameter liner. 
6 € 10822—Wt. 3 Ibe 
24-8. ботени Rink. Gin. wal. 
6 C 10943-WL. 12 lbs. Вог 819.88 
Extra 24-0. diameter liner. 
6 € 10825—Wt. 4 Ibs. 

na 

19.99 

1 Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need 

Youth Ski Sets 
Include skis, bindings and poles 

&-ft. Toboggan and Pad 

Saber Skis designed for youngsters кй» $349 
from 40 to 100 pounds “are 

Multi laminatod wood core for strength and бе 
Polyethylene base with plastic painted top fish a Г 

black plastic painted sides. Butted interlocking steel edges 
provide good control. ABS plastic bel protector, Skis $ feet 
in length. Mounted step-in bindings with adjustable ten 
sion. Adjust to boot sise in seconds. Aluminum poles pro- 
portioned to ski length. Molded hand grip for secure bod. 
ж 6.673641 — Shipping weight 10 pounds $29.50 

Skis for youngsters 
from 40 to 80 pounds 

2 54 foot long skis have a strong yet flexible wood core. 
Speedy black polyethylene base needs little waxing. 

Blue plastic top finish: plastic top edges help protect finish. 
Interlocking steel edges for good control. Metal tip and 
tail protectors. Mounted step-in bindings with adjustable 
tension in toe and beel. Steel poles with molded rubber 
grips and steel and rubber rings. From Japan. 
M6 C 67024L—Shipping weight 12 pounds. 

3 Toboggam. Six kiln-dried hardwood slats with 
moisture-reistant vinyl and synthetic varnish 

finish. Steam-bent hood. Steering rope included. 
See “М” заба, page 276 
6-foot Toboggan. (4 riders). 15 inches wide 
6 C 689258 Shipping weight 12 lbs 
8.1001 Toboggon. (6 riders). 15 inches wide. 
6 C68927N—Shipping weight 16 Ibs 12999 
Д Toboggan Pods. 15 in. thick shredded urethane 

foam. Vinyl cover. 13% inches wide. 

318.50 
= $26.99 

59 

there's 
a big 
selection of 
Winter Sports 
Apparel, Equipment 
and Accessories 
in our 1975-78 Winter 

Sports Catalog 
¿ask for your FREE copy а! your Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

4Yo-foot size. Fits 6-loot toboggan. 
6 € 69096 Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
6Vi-foot size. Fits §-f00t toboggan. 
6 с 690980—Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
Toboggan ond Pod combination. 
6 C 689358—ó-f. size. We. 16 Ibs 
6 C68536N—8-h. size. Wi. 22 lbs 



Our lowest price in 2 years Figure Skates for the whole family 
for any Figure Skates with Naugalon* vinyl uppers and 

with top grain leather uppers tempered steel blades 

5497: ee 

x aulation provides extra 
warmth. Vinyl uppers wipe 

Women's. White. B medium 
width. Sizes $, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
6 61002 $1588 
Man's. Black. D medium width. 

а, 

2 Cushioned sock liner. Zinc 
plated tempered steel 

. Easy<iean vinyl up- 
pera. Water-repellent injection. 
molded PVC vinyl sole, Firm 
heel counter, reinforced toes 

Important Skate Size Note: Size chart at bottom of page allows for wearing 1 pair 
‘of heavy socks... t find your correct skate size find column which shows your regular 

Ice Skate Accessories 
3 ‘Skate Tote. Red plaid rubber- 6 lode Guarda. Plastic. Fit all sise 

ized rayon. Handle. Taiwan. skates. Package of 2. 
66 10081—We. 12.08......$495  6C10091—Shpg. wt. 3 os. Pkg. $1.25 

T] Ankle Soppor. Canvas on foam 
rubber. Package of 2. Taiwan. 

i Sizes S(to shoe size 4), M (men's 5-8, 
5 Pom-Pon Blue/white yam women's 5-10), L(men's 9-13, wo- 

ball, bell. Pkg- of 2. Japan. men’s 11). State letter size 5, M, or L. 
6 © 10055—We. 4 ox. Pkg. 31.55 — SC 10096F-Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Pkg. $1.25 

Beginners’ Skates with low-cut vinyl HOW TO DETERMINE ICE SKATE SIZE—Sized for one pair heavy socks 
uppers and double runners EXIT SE 

$488 oy Mews [8 1918 Tr ph ers Т 9190 pop inp qup TE 
T РА А E Du is js s pepe KEELE Tp T 

f фий е coa vit da [eer ele Tel mlr RN LN 
ankles adjust to skating, makes bal You regular 
ancing еш to learn. Cemented oe ain Women's Б composition outsole. cushioned in AA A Tei [jr DI 

f sole. Cotton laces. Taiwan. See Sise ED te aje jojo (Bis Imjm pu 
\ Chart at right for correct fi. Medium 
\ width; sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2,3 Your regu ИС TTT TTI EET T'XTEIERTSTSXTA 

shoe width |- For Regular Shoe Sire Above, Order Shate Size Below 
Жет» [i үтү? [DS үүт [12 1313 [ala 
Mesum. a oa Ti? las БЕ ГЇ E 

L s Wie EA AE ONO 



With bag, platform, mitts 

поета 29% 
i 1 | [ | E in 1 N El | И E 

E Н i Li Е = 8 | | | È 

liie Save *1to*2 
ADULT 

Was 8.99 
last Christm lest Christmas 

$539 379 

SET OF 1 PAIR YOUTH 
AND 1 PAIR ADULT GLOVES 

129 

Boxing Gloves 
Soft vinyl gloves with fully. padded backs, cuffs 
and thumbs to protect puncher and opponent. 

palm grips. Elastic cuffs hug wrists for comfortable fit. Black and gold-color. Hong. 
Жо Yo ю ув) or эй (12у d 

) sizes. ‚easy way—order by phone. 
BE WIES You Shpa: wt 2 ie. Pur R88 
BC VIS4— Adult Shpg. wt 2 bs. ....Puir 7.89 
бео! 1 1 adult Бача РРР 

Last Christmas 

Archery—a family game, a t 

TARGET SETS 

Fred Bear '76er™ 
Take-down Target Set 

1 Little Beare Set. Recurve-type, 48-inch bow. Fiber glass strips laminated to select rock maple (cho- sen for its straight, strong grain). 
Deep recurve bend in limbs put great 
power and accuracy in a short, easy: 
to-handle bow. Twenty-pound draw. 

Laminated bow resists warping from temperature or humidity. Da- 
cron* polyester bowstring. Sculpted 
handle with thumb rest helps boost accuracy. Set includes 4 cedar ar- 
rows, quiver, armguard, shooting tab, 
target. For right-handed shooters only. 
5C27104C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ...43495 
2 Golden Bear® Set. Long 60-inch 

fiber glass bow combines easy 
draw and smooth release to help. 
build archery skills quickly. Set in- 
dudes 30-1. draw recurve bow with 
Dacron* polyester bowstring, 4 cedar 

let. For right or left-handed shooters. BCZTIOSC-Shpg. wt. 5 bs... 418.48 
3 Youth Set. Smooth draw, S6-in. 

fiber glass bow with 25-Ib. draw 
excellent for beginning archers. Da- 
cron* polyester bowstring. Set in- 
cludes 4 cedar arrows, quiver, arm- 
guard, shooting tab, target, instruc- 
tions. For right or омет. 
6027138C—Shpg. wt. 11... 51495 

Red Bear® Set. Short length (50 

6C 271020—Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. 
Б Archery Rack. Provides neat 

storage for 2 bows and 24 arrows. 
(not incl.) Solid hardwood with wal- 
mut finish. Arrows store with points 
nestled in rack for safety. 24! 4x32 in. 
Us inassembled. 
8C27251C— Japan. Wt. $lba....4895 2 pkgs. for 



Tennis Sets 

$ 1999 | te $1999 

] Stee! frame. Tournament-quality steel frame 
gives sharp, fast returns . . balanced for sure 

shots. Open-throat design cuts wind resistance. 
Tough nylon strings. Oval face provides large hitting 
area. Reinforcement bindings. Leather grip (4% 
inches). Can of three Butch Buchholz tennis balls 
from England. White vinyl cover from Taiwan. 
6С 12097C2— Shipping weight 2 pounds... ....41999 
2 Wood frame. Strong, 9-ply frame has 6 plies of 

hardwood, 3 of fiber. Reinforced shoulder, face 
and handle. Oval face. Nylon strings wound for uni- 
form tension. Calfskin grip (444 in.). White vinyl 
cover. Hardwood press. Can of 3 Butch Buchholz 
tennis balls (England). Racket from Pakistan, cover 
and press from Taiwan. 
С 12039C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 11999 

Fishing set for two 
$1499 

Butch Buchholz or Chris Evert 
Tennis Set by Wilson 

$2599 
(3 and 4 ) Excellent quality rackets 
with strong 8-ріу laminated ash frames. 
Reinforced shoulder, face and handle. 
Oval face. Rounded beech shoulder 
overlays. Tournament-quality nylon 
strings wound for uniform tension. 
Leather grip for sure control. White vi 
nyl cover. Can of 3 Wilson tennis balls. 
Racket from Belgium. 
3 Butch Buchholz Signature Ser. 

Medium grip. We. 4 lbs. 
6C 120485¢ nso 
4 Chris Event Set. Medium grip. 

SC 12048C—WL 4 lbs. 12598 

valu 

Г 

ton control and star drag. 
Design prevents tangles at. 
reel. Each pre-wound with 

glass spin. 
have plastic handle with 
cork inlay, one wire guide 
and tip top. 

$1995 

Gifts for the fisherman 

Б Starter Set. Rugged, 6-ply wood frame with reinforced 
shoulders for durability. Oval face. Multi-ply nylon 

strings. Sure pigskin grip (4%4 in.). Vinyl cover (Taiwan). 
Box of 3 Sears Sure-Shot tennis balls (from England). 
6C 121790—Racket from Pakistan. Wt. 3 lbs. .........9844 
6 Youth Racket Scaled down for the smaller player. Bal- 

anced for accurate play. Sturdy S-ply fiber frame with 
‘oval face, Spiral nylon strings. Handle wrapped in comforta- 
ble leather-look vinyl, 4!i-inch size. From Pakistan. 
6C 12032C—Shipping weight 1 pound 0790 
7] Butoh Buchholz Tennis Balls, Pressurized can contains 

3 balls. Long-wearing wool covers in high-visibllity yel- 
low. US.LTA. approved. From England. 
6C 12133— Shipping weight 12 ounces Can 1235 

Book 
Our Lowest Price Ever 
for this Rebound Net 

27" 
Perfect your tennis game 

in your own driveway or patio 
Big 7x8-ft. rebound net bas nylon mesh netting that 
"gives" for a realistic delayed ball return. Blue painted 
Nein. tubular steel frame. Black tape marks court net 
height. Unassembled, instructions included. 
6C 12178C—Shipping weight 27 Ibs. 427.20, 

ge 

A 
$2488 Lures: Red/white spoon, 

plugette, nickle spoon, 
Channel Cat, Duke, 2 vinyl 
worms. 
Other items: 24 BB shot, 24 
* 6 cork hook 
guards, 6 snap swivels, 2 
nylon leaders, 12 sinkers, 
200 hooks, 6 snelled hooks, 
minnow scoop, stringer, 
scaler, 2 plastic floats, 
Tackle Box: High-impact 
plastic, $x20x2% in. high. 
Inc. fishing booklet. 
BC 33055C—WL 3 ba. s14 00 

Complete, sell -contained spin casting outfit. Folds to 
914 inches long. Star drag reel prewound with. 

10-Ib.-test monofilament line. Bobber and hook fit 
into handle compartment. Plastic construction. Zip- 
pered plastic case has belt loop for easy carrying. 
8C33401— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 or. ........91995 

Attractive hardwood 
plaque stores rods by 
hanging—eliminating 
damaging tension. Holds 

Rod Holder 
$649 

Pen up to $ rods. Fruitwood 
finish. Mounting hard- 
ware incl 6x18 in. 
/8C39028— Wt. 3 lbs. 4849 

Give your catch that mouth-watering, 
-smoked flavor. Aluminum 

smol smokes as much as 20 
lbs. of meat in 10 to 12 hrs.. . flavors 
hors d'oeuvres in 2 to 4 hrs. Chrome- 

250-w. 115v. AC. UL listed. Instruc- 
tions, recipe booklet, 11 gx12x2444. 

эзим 



Discover the thrilis of treasure hunting—find coins, jewelry. gold 

Mineral/Metal Detectors with waterproof 
search coils and solid-state circuitry 

Two types—BFO (beat frequency oscillator) or TR (transmitter/receiver): 
BFO-type Detectors have simpler design and lighter cated so you can get a better “feel” for what is be- 
weight. Variations in sound pitch telis you when ob- neath you. They can be tuned to Bent running with- 
ject is located. TRype Detectors are more sophist- — out losing sensitivity. They tend to drift less. 

Transmitter-Receiver-type Detector with 
large 10%rinch search сой 

These 2 Transmitter- 
Receiver Detectors 
are called 
DISCRIMINATORS.. / 
because they can 
distinguish many 

Ray Jefferson Model 200. junk items 

VUE wl ко fet eut bu from treasure 

ty of find. Speaker volume 
control. "Fatigue free" arm 
тен. Shaft adjusts 41 to 50% 
in. Coll angle adjustable. Ear 
plug incl. Battery test switch. 
Uses one 9-v. battery (not 
incl). Actual wt 3%, 
6C59606L- Wt 5 ibs.” 4109.95 

52795 58795 

BFO-type Detectors with 6-inch search coils. 
Rugged litle detector so light in weight (1 Ib.) youl S 

1 Бо to conduct even ong searches without hira. ENERO 

speaker—earplug incl. ) 
(4 and 5 ) Our finest detectors feature specia itry that can distinguish many Junk items such as 9C 59622C— Shipping weight 3 pounds .....-....949,95 (4! medial doi 

rings, 
Jetco Mustang. Tough, lightweight (1% Ibs.) detector great savings in hunting time and effort. Powerful detectors are so sensitive, meters register full scale 
can detect coins $ in. deep and larger objects even over a single coin buried several inches. Three position switch allows operator to select manual or 

Coil can be used under water. Adj, сой angle. i 

3 Jeteo Huntmaster 770. Refined BFO-type detector 
has large, sensitive indicator meter that shows intensi- Ted Williams®. Sophisticated unit with Бу White Goldmaster. 2 coils, Sin. for fine work, 

ty of find. Aluminum shaft adjusts 28%4 to 38% inches for sensitive 8-in. coll. Actual wt. 444 lbs, 10-in. for deep searching. Act. wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. 
comfort. Сой can be used under water. Adjustable coll an-  $C89602C— Shipping weight 8Ibs....#23495 — 6CS9803C— Shipping weight 11 pounds. ... 1290.50 

3 has 
batteries (not included). Actual weight 2*4 pounds. 
6C S96 15C— Shipping weight 4 pounds . 1735 "NOTE: I mailed, takes 10-pound rate. ме page 276. agp [Sears] 435 



Rock-steady Table Tennis Table with 
A fast, responsive resin-filled top 

Dynaply™ top on this regulation-size table 
gives sharp, true bounces to your best shots 

Moisture-resistant Dynaply™ resin-filled 
particle board top provides a lively, 

smooth, warp resistant playing surface 
Weinen top inch top 

Regulation size Sx0-foot table comes in three top thick 
messes . . the thicker the top, the livelier the ball action. his regulation size table tennis table Top is double-conted with non-glare green finish and tits up for playback, folds compactly 
prestriped. Wrap-around apron frame surrounds top. STEEL FRAME and Tilt-up playback feature lets you practice alone. adds strength and j. of Linch diameter tubular steel are support. . helps ty. Table rolls on 2-inch heavy-duty prevent warping casters attached to frame. Stands 30 inches high, olds to space-saving Sóx10s60 inches high. Order paddies, nei and 
balls below. Partially assembled. 
6 C250 124 zin. thick top. Shpg. wt. 151 м. ...082 

25913N— Hein. thick top. Shpg. wt. 164 ba... 62 
259 Nhi in. thick top. Shpg. wt. 180. .... 72 

SHIPPING NOTE 
X with “N” sux it 6 C 26814N) ме page 276 

== 

1 Professionalquality Table Tennis Set. Our finest set 
includes 4 sponge-rubber backed Dynacore"" ABS 

paddies . . 2 with smooth rubber faces (pipps-down style) 
for spin and 2 with pebble-grain faces (pipps-up style) for 
speed, control Molded composition grips. Metal-end 72- 
in. net, 2 adjustable lamps, 6 balls 
6C 26084— Shipping weight 6 Ibs. Sevsi299 

Deluxe Table Tennis Set. Set includes four Dyna. 
7“ ABS paddles with pebble-grain rubber faces 

(pipps-up style) and sponge rubber backing for good 
speed and ball control. Metal-end 66-inch net, two adjusta. 
bie clamps and four balis also included. 
с 20083—Shipping weight $ Ibs. 8 oz. TT 
3 Standard Table Tonnis Set Four S-ply wood paddles 

with pebble-grain rubber faces (pipps-up style) for bal 
anced speed, spin and control. Walnut-finished handles. Playback Table Tennis Table 
Includes 66-inch tie-end net, two adj. clamps, 4 balls. 
6C 20082— Shipping weight $ pounds Set 799 
4 Table Tennis Balls. Tournament quality — made of 

top-grade plastic for le weight and balance. 
Tough and resilient to provide lots of bounce while stand- 
ing up to demanding play action. Package of six. 
6C26116—Shpy. wt. per pkg. 202. Package $c 
Package of 100 tournament grade table tennis balis. 
8C26171— Shipping weight 1 pound .,.... Package 4128 



re's winter fun for every 
member of the family 

Chrome-plated rails and bars. . 
hand grips . . and blue-enameled 

steel racer runners 

Floating 
units for control 

Flying Arrow Sleds $1 149. 
2 Floating steering unit is more flexible and 

gives better control than rigid assembly. 
deck and rails are coated with weath- 

er-resistant varnish. Heavy-duty braces for sta- 
bility. Red-enameled steel runners. 

== THES ue 
Sled Guard turns any sled into a sled for baby 

Fits any sled . . attaches with metal clamps to sled to give baby а 
$497 comfortable ride. Hardwood sides and slatted back have a durable 

finish. Measures 13A ax12V219'4 inches high. Ages 1 to 4 
49 C 88087—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces us sag] 

Push-Pull Baby Sled 
Sno-Jet Mobile s et 
Maneuver down slope WIN steerable 

Sus and qnos 
3 Check gauges on 

your simulated 
dash, test steering for 
responsiveness—and 
take off! Steerable skis. 
have footrests, plated 
steel handlebars and 
vinyl hand grips for 
great control. Tough 
yellow, black plastic 
body. Sled 38x20x18 
in. high. Ages 3 to & 

Shpg. wt 8 Ibs.* 
79 C 85006 ..... 41342 

for ea: 

Separately 
total 921.88 

Thunderbolt Toboggan $533 
. . seats 2 children 

4 Tough red linear polyethylene body withstands all the bumps a 
rugged slope can dish out. Four sturdy handles on top help pro- parly assembled. 

tect fingers. Measures 17x48 inches long. For ages 4 to 12. 79 С 85001C—Shipping wt. 11 Iba. ...... 9 C 85002—WE 1 lb. 
79 C 850951 — Shipping weight 3 pounds* 133 Baby Sied (5) and Baby Cushion (6). 
Sit matted takes 1045. reta: ме page 278. 78 C 85004C— Shipping weight 12 pounds ...Set 919.88 recou, [Sears] 437 



4 Children ages 3 to 7 get the 
"feel" of real skiing. Grooved 

steel shoes slide smoothly over 
new-fallen snow. Plastic foot 
straps adjust. Includes two 27: 
inch long wood ski poles with 
plastic straps and snow rings. 

shoes measure 18 in. 
TOEBSZOIC-Wı 4 Is. ‚Set 450 

A 

All Skis feature: 
® Selected hardwood laminated to 

decorative, high-pressure plastic 
for durability and style 

+ Spring-release bindings of pleted 
metal give you years of wear 
adjust to fit all-sized children's shoes 

* Grooved bottoms for traction 
© Sturdy poles with wrist straps. snow 

rings and blunted tips 
(ro 3) Youngster can enjoy one o tbe 
most popular winter sports . . even i they're 
only 3. These skis feature spring release safe- 
ty bindings that fit any size children's shoes 

‚ you don’t even need ski boots. Sets also 
include two poles with free-acting plastic 
snow rings. See chart below. 
] Sf Ski Ser. (152 cm.) Blue plastic lami- 
nated to hardwood skis. 40-inch alumi- 

num poles. 
79 C 86223C— Shipping wt. 7 Ibs, . Set 41099 
2 Sf Ski Set. (137 cm.) White plastic 

laminated to hardwood skis. 40-inch alu- 

[6] 

ч $597 

Aluminum Coaster. 25-in. di- 
ameter. Smoothly turned 

edges. Sturdy hand holds. Rec 
ommended for children, 4 to 12. 

minum poles. 
79 C 85222C— Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. . Set 414.99 79 C 85063L—Wt. Jibs." .... 4597 3 rte. Ski Set. (107 cm.) Red plastic lam- 
Gu inated to hardwood skis, 40-inch hard- 

ЕНЕ онно Sibs, Set 911,99 
WHAT SIZE SKIS SHOULD YOU BUY? 

for greatest comtort and safety van sl boot. 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order items 

on pages 439 to 614 from now 
until August 13, 1976 

You'll want to keep your Wish Book to order: 
* Birthday gifts. party favors and party gifts 
e Outdoor riding toys . . rainy-day games 
e Replacement parts, refills and accessories 

|438 [Sears] «cw; 

Banana Peel 
Slider lets you 
slip and slide 7 
down your 
own slalom 
course 
$797 

Б; Stand on it, sit on it or belly 
flop down the slopes. Keep 

control with deep-notch fins and 
steering-tow rope. Tough plastic 
slider features anti-skid treads for 
sure footing and fins for slalom 
control. 10x41 inches long. Great 
fun for children ages 6 to 15. [ 
TRC5211C—WL S lbs... .. 8797 

Slip, slide, whirl and turn 
on these Disc Coasters 

Molded plastic Coaster. 27 
in. diameter. Bright red color, 

With hand holds. Ages 4 to 12. 
78 C BSOSTL—WL 4 lbs.* . .. 0497. 
“it mail takes 10- rate: soe pa- 278. 

7; 

Slide and ski 
with beginner 

Mini-Skis and Poles 

8 Skis. Beginners become 
familiar with the fun of 

skiing and sliding on 
11%а4 їп. red, grooved 
polyethylene mini-skis. Ad. 
justable straps. Ages 5 and 
up. Shpg. wt. 11b. 6 oz. 
40C 85201 um 

hasceاا  
Ing Over snow 

Sia tuo dde Аата 
poles with hand straps and 

WL 1 lb. 
төс 85232 #299 



tight Step up into the spa 
and join the fun with thesi 

(1 thru 6) Each ventriloquist doll has sturdy viny! head and hands. Outfit and instructions included. 
Recommended for children 6 years of age and above due to the skill and aptitude required. 

Wie Talk. 23in. tall Jack- Lester. 26 in. tall, Wears Boro. 30 in. all This hap et, dickey and plaid sacks. 9 slacks, shirt and glasses. © py-go-lucky fellow js Stated body, molded hair. Curly rooted hair. Stufe body. dressed in lis famous TV clown. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz costume. Yarn hair. Stuffed 

49C 36042 1995  49C 36033 $1094 floppy body 

Tessie Talk, 18 in. tall All E een vinyl, fally joisted body. 4 Charlie MeCerthy. 30 in 2 
tall Edgar Bergen's friend in (5 Simon Sez. 30 in. tall Plas- 

tuxedo, high hat and monocle tic molded body. Molded 
‘Stutied body. Molded hair, hair. Stacks, long-sleeve shirt 
Shipping wt. 3 Iba. 4 oz. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 ог. 

49C30013 nal 4036039 1199 

Use your imagination to create 
disguises like these and more HUGO. . man of 

a thousand faces 
$1144 

$5 
 ا

Ventriloquist Case 
Holds most size ventri 
oquist dummies, Dura- 
ble vinyl-covered fiber 
board body, metal 
{гате case measures 
15 5x12x794 in. "Show 
biz" look. For children 
ages 6 and above. 

Shipping wt. 5 Ra. 
тас з038с 1... 

Hugo can be anything. Facial 
disguises easily adhere with 
special non-toxic glue included. 
13-in. Hugo can be a puppet 
too, Plastisol head, vinyl bands. 
Includes cloak, nylon wig 
moustache, scars, false noses, 
eyeglasses and more. Ages 5 to 
11, Not for ages under 3, be 
cause ol small parts. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 ox 
49C 30044 "a 



With toys on these two pages, your fashion doll has so many 

things to do . . help her baby-sit, shop, exercise and more 

CTIVITY TOYS 

SOLO ON FAT SEARS 

ACTION GYMNASTIC SET 
петто module pacon io ceno ee ats 80995 
тоате = MonzontalBer + Balance Seam EA 

Just press the button up and down . . your 11Vgin. fashion doll actually 
bounces on the trampoline. Move a knob and she "walks" the balance beam 

leg and arm grips help her balance. Your dell can also do flips on the 
horizontal bar . . just pull side ring. Plastic. Base, 8* ín. high. Ages 5 10 10. 
A9 C 1356— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces pr 

KAROSEL 
KITCHEN 

pin-action | Sink with light-up 
pre storage section that apphance. 

For 1143-18. dolls. Includes 6 me 
€hanical-action appliances plus 6 
cabinets above them to bold your 
kitchen supplies. Sturdy plastic unit 

10x1x13 inches high. 
batteries (not included, 

order package below). Singapore. 
Recommended for children ages 4 
to 10, Order accessories below. 

Shipping weight 3 tbs. 10 ов. 
acm mass 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 
sro. Shipping wt. 11 oz. 
ne Pig. 9149 

Dryer spins 
in basket 

Retrigerator 
lights up inside 

Karosel Kitchen Accessories Ne A 
BARBIE BABY-SITS $366 éz 

Includes a 3-in. plastic baby doll with rooted hair. For Bari 
baby-sitter emergency phone list. For baby, a pillow, bi 
sunsuit, christening dress, long night sacque. Plastic accessories. Ages 4 to 10. 
Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. 
49 C 30886—Shipping weight 3 ounces 1258 

here is an apron, 



tan 
эол эта car 
rove коче. 
[moe 

51 188 = Help your doll pick out her favorite foods 
at the SUPERMARKET 

Take a trip to the supermarket with your 11 Linch fashion doll. Doll fits onto special stand behind grocery 
сап. Turn the crank . „abe travels around the grocery counter track “pushing” tbe cart, When the shopping’s 
done, doll and cart гой off track . . then take them to the check-out counter, Food moves down counter when 
you "ring" the cash register. Plastic. Unit measures 18x5x17 inches high overall. Includes plastic play foods to 
Mock food counter shelves, paper bays and play coins. Recommended lor children ages 3 and up. 
48 C 1187—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

NOTE: Ies recommended tor children under 3 yûarı of age. due to small parts 

Set and style your 
doll's hair at the 

BEAUTY 
SALON 

$1095 С 

It's so easy to keep your 9 to 11% 
inch fashion dolls” hair neatly 
styled. Includes table, play toile 
tries. Uses 2 "C" batteries (order 
pkg. below). Plastic salon is 
10х10х12 inches high. Japan. Rec 
ommended for ages $ and up. 

Shipping weight 3 Ihn. 2 oz. 
490 13048 11095 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2 

‘Shipping weight 5 ounces 
49c 46097 Package 5108 

Maw буе 

mashing” dolls 

HAIR-CARE 
DOLLS 

Each $447 

Quick Curl Barbie and Kelley 
(1 and 2) Style their hair without wetting 
or setting . „just use curler and comb. 
Each vinyl doll has rooted hair. Twist 'n 
Turn waist, bendable legs. Ages 4 to 10. 
1 Barbie. Long biond h 

4$ C 30011— Shipping w 
9 Kelley. Long auburn hair, 11% in. tall. 

49 C30012— Shipping weight 9 oz. 44.47 

in. all 
or $447 

Mod Hair Ken 
$ Change Ken's appearance. Add stick-on 

mustaches, beard or sideburns to match 
his rooted mod-length brown hair. Vinyl 
12-in. doll has a jacket, slacks, dickey, 
shoes. Bendabie legs. Ages 4 to 10. 
49 C 30016— Shipping weight 13 oz. “o 

REMEMBER! 
You can order items 
on pages 439 to 614 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 

"то [Sears] 441 



BARBIE'S GOING PLACES 
Camping, riding and cruising 

with Malibu Barbie and friends 

r a Malibu Barbie UE y and Friends 
$297 Jew 5277 {1 thru 4) Suntanned Ken and 

Twist 'n Turn girls (all have 
bendable legs) are ready for a 
trip to the beach. Each of the 
Malibu girls bas rooted blond 
hair. . Ken's blond hair is 
molded. Each vinyl doll comes 
dressed in a swimsuit 
1 Malibu Ken. 12 inches tall 

Shipping weight 11 oz. 
«эс 30837 na 
Malibu Barbie. 11% in tall 
Shipping weight 9 oc. 

4930820. nn 
3 Malibu Skipper, 9 in. tall. 

Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49 C 30828 un 
4 Malibu РА. 115 inches tall 

Shipping weight 9 oz. 
4s 630025 un 

Volkswagen 
Camper 

Б Barbie and the gang are set 
10 take off for the mountains 

‘or amp on the beach in com- 
fort, This custom-look bus is 
styled like a VW van. Door 

} slides open. Removable sun 
roof for easy play access, 
Includes a table and camper 

tool, an ice chest with cover, 
lamer, pickax, shovel and de- 
cals. To cook outdoor meals 
your fashion dolls can use the 

Barbie Goin’ 
Camping Set 

G Barbie hits the road in ber 
modified plastic dune bus 

gy with ber tent-trailer in tow. 
Tent pops шр. . folds. Incl. 
buggy with molded seats, 
trailer with self-supporting vi 
nyl tent, sleeping bag, stool, 
table, barbecue, cooking uten- 
sils. Trailer hitched to buggy 
measures 18 inches long. 
76 C 31242C—WL 4 Ibs. 10.07 

Save '2 
Separately total 

"16.86 

214° 

dolis not included 

Barbie Goin’ 
Boating Set 

5699 
7] Barbie and friends can fish 

from her 2-seat, 15-18. long. 
plastic boat. Set includes trail 
er, "motor", adapter hitch, 
two oars, fishing rod, tackle 
box and even a fish. Hitch at 
taches to trailer so the modi- 
fied dune buggy (sold at left) 
сап pull Barbie's boat. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs 
тэсзїгөс 1690 

Barbie Goin’ Camping Set (6) plus Barbie Goin’ Boating Set 
(1). . for camping and cruising fun at а lakeside campsite 
79C 31247C2— Shipping weight 6 pounds 514.86 

Camper stove, сойее pot, frying 
Pan. шке pan. soon and sat 
Bla plus 2 cups (not 4 as estando plastic van Б Dune Bee is in long. 0) Sports Car. 17 in. lone. 
measures Sedi inches lont shipping weight 1b 12 os. weight 11b, 1202 
ii чим 3 roun өс? ess MOS 48088 un 

RASSE 10 Barbie's Ten speedier. Similar to а геш 10peed has bas- 
NOTE: nems on this page for Ket, derailleur, pump, gear levers. handbrakes. Wheels 
ages 410 10 Ми ages turn, bandlebars move, kickstand swings up, down. Plastic. under 3. due tonal pans 49 31087— Shipping weight 10 ounces nu 



Bay set (11) with (12) 

Save *1.00 

ej 
11 Cruiser. Floats in water . . rolls on land. Includes 

“spotlight”, and more. Plastic. Seats two 11V} in- 
dolls, Measures 213844457, inches high, Doll not included. 49C 31080 Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces .... M95 
12 Ute Par ous For wo iin dolls Our ow. 
aoc IS Иш Mox in high: We IIb. doe 9298 

Soest {tipping weh rounds 6 ounces .. 57.06 

Barbie's Room-Fulls™ 
Lowas $397 (13m 15) 

dota not nudes 
13 Living Room Set. Incl 

plastic sofa-base end table 
with 2 denim-look fabric cush 
ions, one fabric chair, planter, 
plastic coffee table. Colorful 
chipboard backdrop. 
A9 C 31098—Wt. II .....0397 
14 Country Kitchen Set. Ini. 

2 plastic stools with fabric 
cushion seats, tablecloth and 2 
napkins, stulfed kitten. Also, 

49C31081—W.. 1 Ib. .....0297 
Living Room Set (13) plus 
Kitchen Set (14). 
A9C31116-Wt 1b. 1002.87.44 

15 Studio Bedroom. Inci. 
plastic couch with fabric 

cover, 2 bolster pillows, one 
chair, stuffed elephant. Chip: 
board backdrop setting 
48 C 31099—Wt. Ih. .....9397 
16 Vanity and Shower. 

Opens to reveal print fabric 
‚covered table, stool, plastic mir- 
ror. 11Vrin. bigh shower sprays 
when you add water. Also, plas 
tic shower curtain, terry towel, 
bath mat, hand mirror, comb, 
brush, soap, sponge. Vinyl P 
frame. 
48 C31091—Wt. | Ib, Sos. 4795 = - " 
NOTE: Items on this page t 16) 
ages 4 to 10. All (except lug. 
9990) not for ages under 3. due 
to small ports 

4-piece Luggage Set for 
11 rin. fashion dolls 

$269 

Includes $x3¥4-in. large suit- 
сазе, small suitcase, hatbox and 
train case. Molded plastic. 
49 C31002—Wt. Idan... 0269 



Watch Barbie and Friends compete on the slopes, JIN 
perform gymnastic feats and skate to win at these.. WINTER 

SPORTS 

[I ILI Set alse жн 
woth special attachment balance bear 

Barbie 
Skater 

$477 

gymnast 
feats. Also inci J zin. high plastic balance beam. Suntanned Па. PJ. 
wears leotard, slippers plus warm-up jacket, plastic "gold medal”. Rooted 
blood hair, vinyl body. Twist ‘n Tum waist, bendable legs. 
49 € 20040 — Shipping weight 2 pounds. na 

Move plastic skating stand . . she glides and spins. She wears skating 
dress, skates, plastic "gold medal”, Бананан iach Barbie as 

Twist 'n Turn waist, bendable legs. Rooted hair. Vinyl. 
49 C 30048— Shipping weight 11 ounces TD 
(3 and 4) Both wear а outfit, s, gorge, at plastic “gold medal 
Eine az Bere has Twin Ta тиш vo ha Een it “Gold Medal" P.J. and. $799 

Olympic* Gymnast Set ne Ss لا 
CN WOW 1i. 

arbie's Olympic* 
Ski Village" 

Barbie's two-doll Sleep 'n Keep Case 

$795 



Fashion-Action Dolls 
Free Moving 

Barbie and Friends й 
im $447 э 7 

(1 thru 3) Move lever in учь; back У they bend, dip 
and turn. Twist "n Turn 1 ма 
vinyl dolls. Girls have in 
rooted hair. Ken's hair is y 
molded. | 
1 Free Moving Ken. 12 , 4 
in. tall with sports out 2 

fit, shoes, Shpg wL 1b, $ y tg ^ 
48 C 30043 1407 | ; £ 
9 Free Moving P.s. 

11H in. tall with 
sports outfit, long skirt, 

$ Free Moving Barbie. „i 
115 in. tall with 

sports outfit, long skirt, 

Health Center 
xercise unit for your 
ion dolls featuring: 

Ladder С, indoor Cycle 
B. RowngMechine D. Belt Exerciser 

Health Center wes $9.99 lest Christmas. A great way to keep your 
dolls “in shape". Just push lever on cach plastic machine to operate. 
Exercisers clamp onto 11^ zin. plastic base. Japan. 
49 C 1379— Shipping weight 2 pounds 56.99 

Three- 
doll 5 
Trunk М 
$ 595 

4 Dusty. Ii iin vinyl doll 7 Dusty’ Sk Qum vi bon ы. 
with spring-action body and 49C31103--Spping weit 

arm. Blood rooted hair, suntan. p 
Includes swim suit. 11 Compartments for 3 dolls plus storage for their accessories 

ve vinyl case bas hangers, 2 storage areas. 
5 —— Inc. out- 49 C 30863—10x7x13 in. high. Shpg. wt. 3 ibs. 5 oz. 3595 

as sipping weight 7 ounces. ы For 1 doll, accessories. Vinyl case, hangers, storage area. 

et 40 C 30882—10x3x12 in. high. Shpa. wt. 1 Ib. 9 os. nas 
NOTE: Items on this page for ages 4 to 10 

10 Oustys Horse and Outfit. 11-2. high bone 
 Dustv's Tennis Set. Incl, with flocked uretbane foam coat, rooted. 

Outfit, racket, ball stand. Not for ages under 3. due to small parts. mane, tail. Saddle, grooming accessories, 
48C3HOI Widor ALe 49031108 Shipping weight 15 ounces... M89. 

NOTE: Dots rot included with toms (5 thru 10) aim [Sears] 445 



SHION PREVIEW Tennant 
Here's the place to buy all the latest 

styles for Barbie and friends ri 3 RON 

Long pinafore skirt, 
peasant blouse, scarf. 
Sleeveless sailor-style 
dress. Striped pants 
with long-sleeve top, be- 
ret. Purse. WL 3 oz. 
49031076 ns 

For Barbie 
Pants, tie-waist blouse, 
halter top. Patchwork 
print long peasant skirt. 
halter top. Denim long 
skirt, halter top, floppy 
bat. Shpg. wt. 3 oe. 
49C 31081 na 

For Ken 
Denim pants, long- 
sleeve shirt with floral 
yoke, button trim. 
Pants. Checked pants, 
sweater and dickey. 

Shpg. wt. 4 02. 
49031077 no 

For Growing 
Up Skipper 

Pants, skirt, striped 
blouse, halter top and 
knee socks. Skirt, 
sleeveless 
sleeve tie-waist blouse, 

print pants, К | blouse. Plastic 
Designer " a <9 Jump rope, hamburger, 
Originals \ 4H VS E مپ BMG 

$12? xe | ® «scam n» 

Pink Gown. Sleeveless with i 
ruffle bottom. White ie Mix" Barbie Mix "n trimmed long-sleeve jacket. 

Purse, flower, necklace, shoes. Matchables . 
A9C31082—Wt. 4 02... 6399 9-piece Set 

Palazzo Pants Outfit Back $399 
and floral print pants with 

red halter top. Shoes not incl. 
49 C31005—Wt. 202......4127 
3 Bridal Gown. White ruffled 

MARE, Dress Barbie for any 
‘mood or occasion. Set 
includes red and white 
plaid halter top, white 
sleeveless blouse, 
white skirt and pants 
Red and white plaid 
blazer. Red and white 
plaid skirt and pants, 
White cape, floor 
length blue skirt. 

‚Shpg. wt. 4 ос. 
EI NECI 

A$C3IOM—WL 5 о......э297 
NOTE: Outfits on | mer very in ene color red 

= 

Barbie and Кеп 
Companion Outits 5733992273 

d Barbie's outfit has long panta, plaid knee-length cape, shoes and 
dat Ken's ма includes pid pant, jacket, dickey, shoe, 

49 C 31085— Shipping weight 4 ounces о» 
5 Its country atyle for Barbie with lace-trimmed camisole top, 
Jong print swirl skirt and shoes. Set for Ken includes country- 

style pants, waist-length long-sleeve jacket and shoes. 
49 C 31084—Shipping weight 4 ounces > na 
G Barbie's off to the office in ber tweed skirt and long-sleeve blouse. 
with purse and shoes to match. Ken's handsome companion out- 

fit includes a tweed business suit, dickey, bow tie and shoes. 
49 C 31086— Shipping weight 4 ounces Dr] 

NOTE: Items on this page not recommended 
lor ages under 3, due to small parti 



Share weekend adventures with BARBIE 
in her Country Living Home 

51197 
Big three-room doll house can be closed to serve as a convenient 
doll case, too. Molded furniture for bedroom, kitchen and living 
room. Doors really open and close. Highly detailed, colorful in 
terior. Constructed of sturdy vinyl. Measures 13x11x15 inches 
high when closed. Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
тесзтмс m 

Sesame Street's 
lovable 

"Bai ami 
Colorful, 4-wheel stuffed cloth car 

complete with two famous passengers 
Bert and Ernie ol Sesame Street 

Тате. Stuffed Bert and Ernie dolls 
both 7 inches tall. Car measures 11 i 
long, ® in. wide and 6 in. hi 
ages 2 to 8 years old. 
49 C 34098— Wt. 2 bs. à. 
(2 and 3) Bert and Ernie are also 
available ín а cuddly 15-inch tall ver 

Both dolls are stuffed cloth a 
dressed in colorful costumes, jı 

as they are on Sesame Street. Ages 2 
to 5. Shpg. wt. each $ 
(2) 49C34006—Bert зэ? 
(3) 49C34007—Eric 397 

Were the 
Happy Fami 

were 
Surana Family 

Sunshine Family 
ог Happy Family 3524 

14 and 5) Sunshine Family has Orla. 
Steve, Sin. Stephie, Jin, Sweets Happy 
Family with 9%rin. Hal, 9-40. Hattie, + 
in. Hon. Poseable vinyl dolls all have 
rooted hair. Ages 4 to 10 yrs. Includes 
idea booklet for creating accessories. 
(4) 49C37028-Sunshine Family Set 15.94 
(3) 49С20053-Нарру Family... Set 594 Save * 1.00 whea you 

boy Family (4) or (5) 
Surrey Cycle with Sore Cycle 
complete with шй surrey cycle 

either Sunshine 21019.88 8 88 iu 
or Happy Family 

Three-wheeled, 2-seat 
plastic cycle has back. 
mounted carrying bas. 
ket for baby or par 
cels. Also has baby 
carrier for handlebars 
or father's 
Frame snaps to 
Recommended for 
ages 4 to 10 ye 
Sunshine Family, Cy. 
дө. Wt. 1 
49C 30064 
Happy Far 

Shpe. wt. 
49 C 30085 
Surrey Cycle alone. 

Shpg. wt. 1 
49C31109....... 9394 

Travel with 
your doll 

families in the 
SUNSHINE VAN 

Yellow plastic pick-up 
truck and "piggy-back. 
shack” attachment 
Sides of "shack" fold 
down to make play 
easy. Includes display 
stand for hood of 
truck, craft fair flag 
stand, vinyl strips to 
make crafts, flower 
pots, decorating mate- 
rial for truck. For ages 
41010. 
SRD wt 3 Ibi 8 ог. 

а9СЭ1111.....0987 

NOTE: пета ол ths page сөр Y ovy 3) not nee ommenges tar chidren 
under 3, gue to small 
bene 



DOLLS BY 

FURGA of ITALY 2% 
Dolls designed with care and attention 

even to the smallest detail . . 4 MW 

a collector's dream. They'll r h $ Po 
delight your child ) m, 
for years to come pe u. 

, E 
rn we 

ID 
zu 7 

X 

N 

XA = 

lo. 42: 
(tru 4) Our баен dol. finely crafted, even tee rooted hai is arranged by hand. Creamy 
vinyl skin, classic features and blue go-to-sleep eyes with long lashes. Sensationally lavish gowns. Beautiful Bride trom Italy $999 
Frilly lingerie, shoes and posing stand included with each doll. Recommended for ages $ and up. panum my. 

3 18-nch Rita, Dress with red, white and green 
floral pattern. White lace at bodice, sleeves 

Red hat trin 
79 C 32088¢ 

9 18inch Rosselle. Dainty dess of white lace A 18-inch 
with undergown of soft, pink taffeta. Pink 4 lighted by white 

sash with floral trim. Flower also at neck. Large White undergown 

Lovely brunette bride attends her wedding in breathtak: 
ing style. White lace dress has 3-tier effect. Short bell 
sleeves. Short lace veil, trimmed with flowers. Fully 
Jointed doll has vinyl skin, rooted hair, go-to-sleep blue 

-— ‘eyes, White lingerie, socks, shoes. 11% in. tall 
Delicate blue gown high: 49 C32053— Ages Sand up. Wt. 2 lbs. 208. 1990 
ге bodice and trim on skirt 

ruffle. Lovely blond REMEMBER! pink hat trimmed with lovely white lace. hair accented by blue bow 
78 C 32057C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 41899 — 79 C32085C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. .....41999 You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
448 [Sears] 227, from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 



1 23-inch Stellina. 
Delicate white cot 

ton dresa, bonnet and 
panties with smock. Мак 
ing. Also with white pletes o 
shoes and socks 
Lovely brown. 

Ship, эл. 6 Iba 
79031629C 

9 25-Inoh Party. 2 
Piece blue knit outfit: 

top with footed bottoms. 
3 18-inch Michele. 

Delightful white 
t dress complete 

with knit bonnet 
anties and booties 

Lace: trim bib 
shown in small view 
Brown hair, We. 4 Ibs 

DIT ET ET жае 

13-inch Toddlers, 
Barbara Ann 
or Corinne, 

in beautiful gowns 

4 Barbara Ann. Long flowing gown 
of blue and white gingham check. 

White cotton eyelet pinatore topa off 
dress. Long blond, rooted hair . . 80 
nke ib and style. Fully joined 
vinyl body. Vinyl bead, Movable blue 
eyes. Comes with white shoes and 
pantalcons. Ages 4 to 10. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 or. 
40c 2052 nao 

Б Corinne. Gorgeous, long white or; 
gandy dress with red sash at 

waist. Lovely lace trim. Beautiful 
brunette has long rooted bair high 
lighted by a red ribbon. Fully jointed 
vinyl body, Vinyl head. Movable 
black eyes. White shoes and bosiery 
included. For ages 4 to 10 years. 

‘Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 cu. 
49032081 59 

BABY DOLLS 
from Italy 

49 C 32059—Shpg. wt. 14 oz 19:98 

Soft, little baby dolls, 
Pun'kin and Pint-Size 

1979 

т 14.inch Pint-Size. Clot 

squeaks whe 
Ages 3 to 10. 
49 C34103— Shps. wt. 1 Ib... 4999 

ar [Sears] 449 



BATHABLE BABIES 
An album of picture-perfect dolls . . you can 

bathe and cuddle these babies all day long 

14-inch Baby drinks, wets апа $7299 
comes complete with a layette 

Fully washable doll features a 
you pose her as you wish. Blond, 
wears a (Шу playsult and booties, and comes complete with 
suit. bed jacket, dress, washeloth, diaper. bottle. comb, brush, mirror 
and two curlers. Recommended for ages 3 10 10 years. 
48 C 31676—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces „э 

174nch Lifelike Baby cries $ J 789 
tears just like a real baby 

You'll love to cuddle this delightful baby doll. Soft vinyl body is filed with 
vinyl foam . . she almost feels alive. Completely washable, fully-jointed body. 
Go-to-sleep eyes, long lashes. Blond, rooted hair. She drink 

rive two piece 

үзө 

10-inch 

Luv "n Stuff 
cuddly Baby Doll 
$599 = 14-inch 14-inch Floppy 
599 qa Baby's First Baby Powder Putt 

Lovely, voft-kin doll 
has sparkling go-to $695 a, $599 
sleep eyes. Cuddly vi 
nyl foamed vinyl This little charmer practically begs She's really vot trom the top of 
body, Lustrous, blond to be hugged. She has a soft vinyl Бег head to the tips of her tora 
footed hair. She  foam(illed vinyl body . .feeis al. Her 14-inch vinyl body is filled 
rinks from her own most alive. She drinks from her with soft vinyl foam. And abe's 
bottle, „even wets! own bottle. ‚even wets. Molded completely washable, Rooted 

hair, go-to-aleep eyes. Completely eyes. Lace 
washable 

Completely washable, 
Pink. one-piece kalt 
outfit. For ages 6 blue brushed nylon tricot dress, 

For ages $ to 10. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 ое. 

4831685. s 



plastic tub and accessories 

Washable infant has bathtime fun in ber very own tub. 
She even drinks from her own bottle . . wets. too, 
Huggable 17-inch vinyl body is fully jointed. Sparkling. 
go-to-sleep eyes and blond rooted hair, She's dressed 
in a terry cloth towel and panties (also shown sepa. 
rately), Layette includes robe, dress, sunsuit, booties, 
diaper. soap, sponge and powder pufis. Recommended 
for ages 3 to 10, 
49 C21675—Shpe. wt, 20а. Bor. 10.00 

17-inch Rub-A-Dub Dolly. . 0+ 
completely washable sI 

(1 and 2) Wash her, dry her, then bundle ber up after 
the bath. Made ol soft vinyl, Painted eyes, rooted hair 
She wears a cuddly terry cloth robe that fastens with a 
pretty ribbon tie. Recommended for ages 3 to 3. 
(1) a9 C31615-—White Doll. Wr, 2 Iba. £ o. 

49031087. 
моц 

а tack бой. Wt dm Sar... 104€ 

Wardrobe for NE 
- (Wardrobe includes 2 

Adresses, a dress and 
Pants outfit а 2-plece 
playsuit and 4 hang: 

cem 
Shipping жт. 4 08. 

NE acaso. 12m 

$997 

Non-folding 

Dressing Table 
Now you can dress and change your 

on her own dressing t 
as wood rs 
16 inches 

tall For ages 3 to 10 years 
79 C335 C Shpg. wt. 7 iba... .. зээ? 

Fold-up Umbrella Stroller 
$795 

Washable vinyl seat and 
back. Blue denim look 
with patchwork print in 
red and yellow with 
white dots, Tubular 
steel frame. 25%x em 
Hast, in. high. For 
dolls up to 18 in. Partly P: 
assembled. Ages 3 to 6, 
Shipping wt. 3 ba 

78 c 330890 1795 

2-piece Knit 
Outfit in 

2 size ranges. 

Bless You Baby Tender Love $1084 
+ 15-in. doll sneezes, sniffles 1 5369. 

(3 and 4] Vinyl doll is washable, Rooted halt Er 
Feed her from her bottle. squeeze her tummy and 
watch ber sniffe, sneeze. She wears a print drew. 
Includes bottle, tiaaue. Ages 2 to 7 year 
(3) 49 C31643-White Doll. 1062. 111084 
4) 49 C31649-Black Doll, WL. 2 Ib 10 oe... 1084 

Y 
Wardrobe for 

Bless You Baby 
Tender Love 

$399 
Set includes 1-piece. 
playsuit and night. 
gown. a dress and. 
hat, 3 hangers and à 
brush. 
‚Shipping wt. 4 of. 

OCHS, #199 

40 C2000—Shoe we doz Se MB 0 
Base in 38 nes нын - 



Our album of baby dolls continues 
on these 2 pages, see our collection of 

BABY BEAUTIES 
Dolls to dress up, cuddle and love 
that will warm any child's heart 

mm ana i) 

Soft viny! body is 2-piece pink and Д Spring green dress 4 Jointed white nightie, braid ® and bonnet with 
posed in trim, Shipping wt. Soz white dots, lace trim. 
Rooted blond hair can be 49C 32556, 3199 Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
brushed and combed. Mov. 49032553, na 
able eyes. Red velvet-look 9 Pink and white 
dress and matching bonnet check playsuit, scarf, Б White hooded jacket 
trimmed in white lace. Rec- attached white blouse 
ommended for ages 3 to 10. with bib, WL Sor. 
49C31064-We 1 Ib. Soz. #799 — 49C32808 1209 4032518 129 

w 

Eh 

The Calico Kids . . soft 
cloth-body dolls 74 

(8 thru 10) Each 14 inches tall. Vinyl head, hands. 
Painted eyes, rooted hair. For ages 3 to 10 years. 
8 Orange hair. Calico print dress. Polka dot bonnet 

48 C 34082— Shipping weight 1 pound Bot. ....4744 
Q Blond. pigtails. Calico print dress. Cloth glasses. 

48 C 34093—Shipping weight 1 pound В oz. ....07.44 
4 10 Bed hair. Dungarees with print blouse and hat. 

A € 49 C 34094—Shipping weight 1 pound В oz. .. ‚97.44 

m 

GE 

— Е 

10-inch Angel Baby 
plus Wardrobe 

411034 $994 

Lovely 10-inch Angel Baby $595 
6 le is re reihen ат 

attractive two-piece sacque. Knit booties with bow. For ages 4 to. 
10. Not recommended for children under 3 due to small parts. 
49 C 31661—Shipping weight 120unces ...................%695 
Wardrobe for 10-inch Angel Baby. Includes: white plisse ki- 
mono with blue lace trim, ribbon tie; pink check pullover dress 

trimmed in lace and bonnet: yellow brushed nylon nightie with 
lace-trimmed matching panties. Dolls, diaper socks, shoes not ind. 
49 C 32584— Shipping weight 8 ounces 490 
SAVE $1.00. Angel Baby (6) plus Wardrobe (7). 
49 C 31663—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces Set 199. 

13-inch Kimmie $894 
This lovable little doll drinks 
from her own bottle . . she 
even wets, too. Curly black 
rooted hair that you can 
brush and comb. Big, painted 
eyes. Made of soft, washable 
vinyl. Kimmie wears a diaper 
and comes complete with 
pink, lace-trimmed blanket, 
brush and comb. 
Recommended for children 

ages 4 to 10 years. 
49C31613—Wt 2164. „#094 

Tub 'n Shower Dolly complete $999 
with Tub end Accessories — 59 13 inches tall 

Rooted hair. Velcro® closure strip on hand so Lisa 
‘can bold ber crayon. Crayon, paper included. Dress cov- 
‘ers sleep outfit underneath. For ages 4 to 10. 
49 C 34085— Shipping weight 1 pound nu 

Lovable Lisa $994 

pe 11 Cloth body with vinyl bead, vinyl-covered feet 

452 [Sears] 5; 

Washable 12-inch doll of soft vinyl. Fully jointed body, molded hair. Includes. 
pink plastic tub and shower with spray nozzle, water pump, soap, sponge, 
bottle. Hand operated . . no batteries needed. For ages 3 to 10. 
49 C316M4— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces "s 



51099 
This little pixie is made for your. 

2 arma. Her polyurethane foam-filled. 

14-inch Softee Baby 
5795 

1 ue eee 
alive. Her cloth body is 

with cusbiony polyurethane o 
perfect for cuddling. Soft vinyl head, 
‘arms and legs. Movable eyes, long lash- 
es. Rooted hair. She's dressed in 
trimmed dress. Panties and booties in 
cluded. For ages 3 to 10. 
E ag ёки. 

49031605 

Steel Storage Trunks 
(3 thru 5) Wood frame, plated hard- 
ware, plastic handle. Drawer, hanger 
bar, bangers. For doll'a clothes, acces- 
sories (not incl). For ages 3 to 12. 
3 22595095. Two map locks, 

79 C 235 17C—Sbps. wt. 7 lbs... 
4 1Ox8Yx8% in. Two snap locks. 

49 C3357— Shps. wt. 6 bs. ....9798 
5 14x7x7% in. One soap lock. 

490 C 33569—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... 9599. 

6 

18-in. Baby Kiss Me really kisses you $095 

‘Cuddly cloth body. Vinyl head, arms and legs. Rooted 

dose to your face and she kisses you. Blue gingbam check 
dress with white trim. Bloomers and included. Rec 
‘ommended for ages 3 to 10 years, 
49 C 3167 1— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. "з 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

18-in. Dearest Infant cries "Mama" $099. 
1 Polyurethane loam filed cloth body with vinyl head 
arms and legs. Rooted hair, eyes and a 
NE LU RA: - print top, solid-color bot- 

forages 4 to 10 years. 
AE C31067- Shipping wi. 71м. 3t... 38 

(8 and 9) Outfits for Dearest intant. Doll not incl. 
8 jpiecepram suit. Q Blue, lace-trimmed 

White j dress. Print apron and 
hood, Pink check knit pull-on diaper. White knit 
pants. Wt 5 oz. booties with bows. 
49032565 (0 49C32566-Wt. Sor. „1399 

[Sears] 453 



CLOTHES FOR 
YOUR BABY DOLL 

18-piece Wardrobe Sets 
for dolis 

10 to 22 inches tall 

53299 „m 
Your favorite baby doll can have an 
outfit for any occasion . . each set in 
dudes a 2-piece playwear ensemble, 2 
dress and pants sets, a sleeveless dress 
and a 3-piece pram suit including 
sacque, bonnet and pants. Set also in- 
cludes 5 hangers, 2 bottles and a comb. 
Recommended for children ages 4 to 12 
Phone ordering's a quick and easy way 
to buy it. 

29 Pree 
Two 11 im pr 
1210 13 in. 288 
1410 15in. | 199 
1610 17 in 32504 | аз 
1810 19 in, 32505 | Ton | 499 
2010 22in | 49632806 | Soz | 499 

NOTE Wardrobe миз above and "tem 12) nct recommended tor 
aget under 3, тай рапа 

7-piece Knit Wardrobe 

Sets for dolls 

13 to 21 inches tall 

$599 у 
You'll have a hard time deciding which 
outfit to dress your "baby" in . - they're 
all so pretty. Each is machine knit. In- 
cludes dress, hooded jacket with pants, 

to 10. 

Зло 1S а 32501 | Gon | 9898 16 to 18 in 32562 | бог | € 
бог | t 

16-inch tall 
Agatha 
$997 

1 Fally-joined doll bas long 
rooted brown hair. Vinyl 

arms, head with go-to-sleep 
eyes. Polyethylene body 
Dressed in colonial-style 
patchwork print dress, panta 
loons, bonnet and shoes. For 
children ages 3 to 10. 
49C32061-WL 1 b. Soz, 4997 

Doll Swing 
It's automatic . . wind it up and 
watch it swing by itself for 
10 minutes. Tubular steel frame, 
baked enamel finish. Pias 
with vinyl pad. For do 
in. tall. 25x16x26 in. high. Folds. 
Partly assembled. Instructions in- 
cluded. For ages 3 and up. 
78 C 33881C—WL 5 ba... -47.99 

[2 

32-inch Annette 
walks along with you 

$1 194 

You can set and style her 
long rooted hair . . then 

take her for a walk. Fully 
jointed polyethylene 
Vinyl head with go-to-sieep 
eyes. Includes plastic styling 
tray, brush, 4 rollers. Wears a 
long print dress. Ages 4 to 10. 
79 C 32043C—WL. 4 lbs, #1194 

Walker-Stroller 

Metal walker is 
x19%, in. high. Plastic 
wheels, metal tray. Color 
ful wooden beads. Detach 
able handle, Seats dolls to 
18 in. tall. Partly assem. 
bled. Ages 3 and up. 

Shpe. wt. 2 lbs. В os. 
49033081 n» 



Dolls that bring back 

OLD-TIME MEMORIES 

The Colonial Girls 
5 5 Join Dorothy and Friends as 

$ 1095. E $82 cla they search for the Land of Oz 
(1 and 2) These little pilgrim ladies are reminis- (3 thru 6 and 8 ) Replicas of the famous characters from О: 
cent of the days when our country was just begin- 
ning. Each has long rooted hair and go-to-sleep 
eyes. Movable arms, legs. Vinyl arms and polyeth- 
ylene body and lega: For ages 3 to 10. Scarecrow. 

40C30058-WL doz 8284 | drawbridge and prison 
1 26in. Honor Welk. 9 16-inch Priscilla gate . . both lower and close. 
er. Hold her hand . wears a crisp 4 Cowardly Lion. Incl. witch with broom (8), 

she'll walk with you. gown, match- 49CI0057-WL 4 02.4284 cauldron, spinning globe 
гз dressed in a long ing hat and shoes. Washable vinyl covered c 

lgrim gown with hat Why not pick up the Б Timmen.Shpg.wt 4 o board. Measures 9Мл1б% 20 
and shoes. phone and order it? 4$ C 30086 #286 in wide 

Shpa. wi. 3 Ба. Shpa. wt. 1b. 4 oz. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
жепс жюз сй» мм 6 Dorothy. Rooted hair. рүү ene Ind. Toto, the dog and 

basket. Shpg. wt. 4 ог. 8 Sed Witch. Rooted hair 
49 C 30085. тм © css Wt 40:02084 

Bye-lo Baby 

38? Beautiful 
Q This 14-in. little Southern Belles 

‚ © charmer has been 
e cuddled by tots for un $347 

many years. Soft cloth 
cd hae (11 thru 13) These lovely 

T American Gems are adorned in 
and painted eyes. She's javish costumes of the 1800 s. 

meg, Each vinyl doll is 8 ín. high with. 
dress, рика hair, Be en 

| bonnet, panties and еб rooted hair pain 
4 Booties. Ages 310 10, Movable arms, legs. Ages 3 to 10. 

Shoe we 1 b. Вог. Georgia. She wears an ele- 
“ca м u gant long gown with a lace 

m Bede 
And matching hat, shoes. Long KewpieDoll sia lovely раан color bak 

5799 ABC 3006 pg. wi Sor. #547 
12 Carolina. Wears a dress with 

10 This lovable мла, long bouffant skirt, Lace- 
all-viny! doll wears trimmed petticoat, shoes. Velvet 

a blue, lace-trimmed bonnet. Platinum-color curls. 
dress, panties, white — 49 C30062—Shpg. wt. Sox. 4347 
socks and shoes. Paint- 
ed hair and features. ]3 Virginia. Has along blue and 
Movable arms and lega. white dress with sheer over 
‘Ages 3 to 8. skirt. Shoes and bonnet complete 
‘Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 40s. Һет outfit. Blond hair. 

49037020..........8799 — 49C30062— Shpg. wt. Sos, 4247 



Some talk, some ride, some play tunes. . they're all 

SOFT 'N CUDDLY DO 

į a 

` - Exch comes E Double the pleasure 
e, B v 9? Beh end лу 7 Bam on one 

The Zoozies 

(ЗЕ 59487 

(3 thru 5) These soft and cuddly 9-iach tall cloth dolls have 
their very own animals to ride in. The tiger, elephant and hippo 
are all sturdy plastic 6-inch pull-toys . . so they and their special 
companions travel right along with you wherever you may go. 
For ages 2 to 6, Buy it the easy way—order by phooe. 
З Tiger Zoorie. He carries а hugyabie trainer doll with him. 

49 C 37039— Shipping weight 14 ounces. ua 
4 Elephant Zoozie. This smiling friend has a bareback rider, 

40 C 37042— Shipping weight 14 ounces. "n 
5 Hippo Zoorie. He pulls his happy clown pal 

49 C37041— Shippig weight 14 ounces u 

1 Reggedy Ann has locked-in eyes, cotton 
body, yarn hair. Available in 4 sizes. 
49C3580-15-in. Ages 2 t0 & WL 10 ог. . 4337 
A9C3583-20.in. Ages 2108 Wi. l4 oz .. $47 
78C34001C-31-in Ages Sto 14. Wr 4 Ibe. 1197 
79C30821C-38-in Ages 510 М.М 7 be. 1997 
9 Raggedy Andy has locked-in eyes, cot 

ton body, yarn hair, cap. In 4 sizes. 
49 C 2892-1548. Ages 2 to & WL 1008. 4337 
49 © 3003-20.in. Ages 2 to 8 WL 14 oz... 547 
78 C 34002C-31-in.Ages 5 to 14. Wt. 4 bx 1197 
78 C 30730C-38-in.Ages 5 to 14.WL 7 Iba. 1897 
Raggedy Ann and Arda Е же Toy Co. im 

The Love Notes 
Squeeze the colored notes 

‘on their bodies. . each 
doll plays a different tune < 

Exch $994 
(6 thru 8) The printed tune on. 
the Love Notes’ outfits telis you. he sequence in which to завесе corresponding colored notes on their bodies: Each Cuddly 13-i. cloth doli ta a 
plastisol head, nylon hair. In- Polly Pal" . BOZO the Clown® 
cludes songbook with instruc the gingham gat Says 10 different phrases 
tions for playing other favorite 
tunes. For ages 1 to 6. $995 $895 

Nollie. Plays “The Farmer Баай deri 23 6 yg th 9 This pert tittle d Д; 10 esta Багана? Tun 

mex 1054 fore dress with a matching im Boro says this phrase and 9 
Bucky. Plays “Home on bonnet perched on top of ber more at random. Vinyl head, 
Te аа tonne ара rooted Бан Soft v- cioth body, yara hair. Dres 
49C 3044 мм  nylheadand hands. Cloth in polka-dot down suit. Ages 2 

body. 16 in. tall. Ages 1109. — to& WL 1 b. 6 oe 
8 Melody. Plays "Mary Had Shipping wt. 1 Tb. 6 oz. 4934081 ss 

a Little Lamb”. Wt 1h. 48 C 34085 ary Harmon Petre Coro 
acao 90.96 1975 Leon dans eee by Larry Harmon Perura Corp 



ac HOLLY HOBBIE гї: 
(21 thru 23) Nostalgic 
12-inch vinyl dolls have 
soft rooted nylon hair. 
All have movable arms 
And legs. For ages 3 to 
10. Not recommended. 
for children under 3, be- 
cause oí small parts. 
91 Cere. She wears a 

dainty print long 
dress with matching 
apron. Wide-brimmed 
hat trimmed with flow. 
ers crowns her lovely 

3% y 

Jong red hair. 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 

Сони 4$ 32007 139 
$794 Un feet Р Molly Hobbies. 
7 $1294 22 SR arene ina 

rustic patchwork design 
long pinafore dre 

]] Her sleepy eyes are always half abut. Says В different phrases when Matching sunbonnet 
you pull ber talking ring. Cloth body, vinyl bead. Rooted hair. perches on top ber long. 

49$ C 35167—13 inches tall. Ages 3 to 10. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 94. sandy brown hair. 
Shipping weight 4 ог 

12 Se says 10 happy things Just pull ber talking ring. Cuddly cloth 48 C 22048 9194 
body, vinyl face, hands. Rooted hair you can comb. 22 inches tall, < 

A8 C 3679 — Ages 3 to 10. Shipping weight 2 lba. 8 oz. "зм d E Pe odds 3 lovely in her long 
13 JJ. says 9 phrases recorded in the TV characters own voice. , just print pinafore dress. A 

Bail talking ring. 2i cloth body, il screened facial features. | matching sunbonnet 40C 34101—Ages 310 12 Shipping weight 2 Iba. 1 o. nu er vi Mn Sada 1971 бату Aton Company 12 8187S Fandor Ps. e ا ан 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 

49032065 294 

(24 and 25 ) Both 
charming rag dolis are 
made of fine quality cot 
ton material. Braided 
yarn hair. In 3 sises, 
94 Holly Hobbies. In 

patchwork, print 
pinafore dress, bonnet. 
1640. Ages 2108 
Зыр. wt 8 ог. 

49034087 u 
27Àn. Ages $ to 14. 

Shps. wt. 3 bs 
WEIT... мон 
34. Ages 5to И. 

(14 thru 16 ) Soft 'n squishy bean bag dolis to cuddle, pamper and pose. Shps. wt. 4 Ibs. 
Stuffed with polyethylene pellets; plastisol heads and brushed tricot bod 79 C 340826 7 
ies. Hands have Velcro® closure strips so you can pose them in different HER She's 
positions. Each is 8 inches tall. Recommended for children ages 2 ота 

4 и 15 Pork n Beans. 16 Green Beans ا 
Shpg. wt. 9 oz, Shpg, wt. 9 oz. 16in. Ages 2108. 

ACIDOS... M49 49304... 94 49037088... 994 Shpg. жт. 8 08. өсмо? ма 
2740, Ages 5 to 14. 
Shpg. wt. 3 йж. 

79C HOC... 11094 
34in. Ages 510 14. 

Shps. wt. 4 bs. , 
JRCMOUC ...... #1497 
Mal nott nente Urt 
Amancen Greetings Core 

Holly Hobbie* 
and Heathers 
Esch comes in 

3 sizes 

yy 

(37 and 18) Each Is 10. 
in, tall; 1-pc. molded 
polyurethane foam 
body, tricot covered. 
Nylon wig hair, Ages 3 
to 10, We each 9 oz- y 
17 мон ая &. & v Holly Hobbie* 

in Boy. Sleeping Ba 18 epos тт * [йты 

(19 and 20 ) Mark 
bag, convert to 52x52-in. 
comforter. Quilted cot 
ton, with fill of 80% 
polyester, 20% other fi- 
bers. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
79C34086C........41197 
REMEMBER! 4 E 

Yarn hair, Ages 2 t0 8. 

| You can order items on pages 439 lo 614 a 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 



On these 2 pages you'll find 
sturdy beds, chairs and cribs 
all finished in non-toxic colors 

FURNITURE 
FOR YOUR DOLLS 

exclusive 
pale San 

(4 thru 6) Delicately turned corner and back posts. Maple-finished 
hardwood. For dolls up to 15 inches tall. For children ages 3 to 8. 
4 Bunk Bed includes ladder, 2 vinyl covered mattress boards. Con- 

verts to twin beds. As a bunk, 1734x10* ax 1534 inches high. 
49 C 33538— Unassembled. Instructions. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. "э? 
5 Rocking Cradle includes vinyl covered mattress board, 

(714210441014 inches high. Unassembled. Instructions i 
49 C 33536—Shipping weight & pounds AOE 
6 High Chair with lift-up tray. Табип inches gh Assembled, 
49 С 33535— Shipping weight 2 pounds 

For dolls up 
to 20 inches tall 

чэ A y FO $795 

Deluxe 
Bedding Set 

(1 thru 3) Mushrooms decorate furniture for dolls up to 20 in. tall. Hard- wood and hardboard finished in white. Unassem. Instr. incl Ages 3 to 10. $399 
1 Drop-side Crib has polka dot vinyl mattress pad supported by hard- deal for your dolls bed, 
78 C 33548C— 21x 13x 1674 inches high, Shipping weight 8 pounds ......-4795 a аы 
2 Rocking Cradle has polka-dot viny] mattress pad, hardboard under-sup- with plastic clips. Mat- port: end panes. 210184421514 inches high. tress measures 11x20 78 C 2548 Shipping weight 7 pounds sss inches long. Recommend 
3 High Chair has lift tray. Hardboard back panel. 1 14x1 2x25 inches high. ed for ages 4 to 11. Not for 

49 C 33539— Shipping weight $ pounds 9 ounces , 795 children under 3, due to 
458 [Sears] s. small parts. WL 1 Ib, 



Contemporary! 
Style 

For dolls up 
10 23 or 24 
inches tall 

White 
Colonial 

Style 
For dolls up 
to 20 or 24 
inches tall 99 

КЕ mouse 

(9 thru 11) Turned posts in the Early American style. Bright cotton print pads. 
Hardwood finished in frosty white. Bunk (9) for dolls up to 20 in. tall Cradle (10) 

(7 and 8) Hardwood finished in baby blue. (7) fits dolls up to and gh chal (1) foc eli up to M inches al For children age 310 1. 
23 in. tall. (8) for dolls up to 24 in. tall. Ages 3 to 10. Bunk Bed incl. lad-  ]() Rocking Cradle has steam-bent rockers. Pillow. 
7] Drop-side Crib rolls easily on Lucite® plastic casters, Incl der and 2 pillows. 268 in, high. Unassembled. Instructions 

Screen design on panels. 79 C33585C— Shi; ht 9 "ө 
bumper. 2$%4x16x20%4 in. tal. Unassembled. Ina As bunk, 21x12 92244 NO ZAR 
79 C 33681C—Skipping weight 9 pounds. 9) in. high. Unassembled, рр High Chair has а convenient lt tray, padded seat, 
8 High Chair has lift tray; turned legs braced for support. Instructions included. footrest and 3 leg stretchers. Measures 124s" 

1140111426 inches high. Assembled. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, урду, aches high overall Sent semble 
79 C 33552C— Shipping weight 3 pounds . "T measc... 91499 33566C— Shipping weight 7 pounds na 

Care Sets for your baby dolls 
23% 18-piece Bath Set. Everything you need to bathe 

. nursery tray, soap, cotton swabs, baby 
pint comb, brush and more. For ages 4 to 8. 
49 C 33554—Shipping weight 13 ounces ‚Set $3.49 

13 20-piece Feeding Set. Complete with sterilizer 
rack and bottles, bib, bowl, spoon and teething ring 

and much more. Recommended for ages 4 to 8 
49 C33852— Shipping weight 1 pound Set 93.48 
Bath Set (12) plus Feeding Set (13). 
49 C 33856 Shipping weight 1 b. 13 oz. .....Set 45.98 

NOTE: hems (12) ond 13) not recommended for 
ages under 3, due 10 smali parta. 



$795 
5795 

Pumpkin Coach 

3 Baby rides like Cinderella in this 
coach. Flip hood up for shade 

down for a ride in the sun. Molded 
snowflower print vinyl 

d tubular steel frame, han- 
dle. Plastic wheels 

Measures. 23% 
Holds dolls up to 17 in. tall. Partly а 
sembled. Ages 2 to 5. 
79 C 23068C - Shpy. эл. 4 Ibe 
460 [Sears] = 

Pumpkin Stroller 
Д Stroll leisurely with this pumpkin 

partner. Washable vinyl with snow 
flower print. Canopy. Plated tubular 

13x27 in. high. Holds dolls up to 24 in. 
tall. Sent partly amembled. For chil 
dren ages 2 to 5. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 C 30086C 

Max 22% in. high. 

юз юз 

5499 

Denim Design Carriage 
Fold hood down for sum 
Washable vinyl in bright 

patchwork pattern. Frame of 
Steel. handle of tubular stel. 
Plastic wheels. Measures 
18 2x 107012053 inches high 
Holds delle up te 17 inches 
tall. Sent party amembled 
For apes 2108. 

Shipping weight 3 Its 
79 C зва sas 

) REMEMBER! | 
You can order items on pages 439 to 

from now until AUGUST 1 

Rock 'n Stroll 
Green Daisy Carriage 

] Lullaby baby while you walk. 
then just lit carriage bed from 

tubular steel frame. You have а 
rocking cradle or portable car bed 
Molded plastic body has adjustable 
vinyl hood in green daisy patt 
Plastic wheels. 25V2x11x24Y im 
high. Holds dolls up to 18 in. tall 
Partly assembled. Ages 3 
79 C 33006C -Shpe. эл. 6 bt. ma 

Adjustable 
Green Daisy Stroller 

2 Let baby nap in sleeper while 
you stroll. Handle adjusts to 3 

positions, Use handy shopping bar 
for baby's needs. Washable vinyl 
Plastic tray, footrest. Plated tubo 
lar steel Plastic wheels 219% 
13¥ax28% in. high. Holds dolls up 
to 25 in. tall. Partly muembled 
Are 3107 
TRCX2C-Sh wt Sim 1999 

Denim Design Stroller 
Q Heres a strolling com- 

panion for you, Washable 
vinyl. Tubular steel handle 
steel frame. Plastic wheels 
Measures | 16931091221 
in. high. Holds dolls 18 in. 
tall. Partly amembled. For 
children ages 2 to $ years 
79 C 23085C -W. 2%». ..5499 



Burgundy Coach with 
rugged spring suspension. 

Folding hood 

Our Best Doll Coach 
+ Our largest coach . . overall length is 31'/ inches 
+ Protective storm curtain shields baby from weather 
+ Sturdy plated tubular steel frame and handle 

Our finest craftsmanship combines large tandem wire-spoke wheels with 
spring-action frame for а sensationally smooth ride. Molded plastic body 
with plated top rail. Adjustable vinyl hood . . fold down for a ride in the 
sun. Measures 310951613104 inches high. Holds dolls up to 23 in. tall. 
Sent partly assembled. For children 4 to В years. 
79 C 33068C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. DI 

51399 == 
NL. 

Burgundy Stroller with stroller, 
sleeper, car seat. . all in one 

T dolis for a ride Walk in style... linger awhil еси 7 ‘uke two of your dolls for a in style . linger awhile s 
T T tes gie Comfortable Ө with tis маш coach, Ad. юг ире — = 
tandem seat for second doll. Detach- — justable vinyl hood has plated $299 
able fringed canopy. Carry some of spreaders. Plastic body. Top rail 
baby’s toys in convenient tote bag... witb white enameled finish. Plated, А snuggly carriage comforter —— u 
attached to canopy. Vinyl. Molded tubular steel spring-action frame. Кера baby cozy out of doors. 
plastic tray. Plated, tubular steel 
frame. Holds dolls up to 25 in. tall. 
Plastic wheels. 21Vgx4V331 in. high. 
Partly assembled. Ages 3 t0 7. 
79 C33063C—Shp. wt. 71м... #1399 

Plastic wheels. 28\4x1114x27% 
inches high. Holds dolls up to 22 
inches tall, Sent partly assembled. 
For ages 3 to 7. 
79 C 33067C-Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. #1495 

Hold carriage cover in place 
with 2 clips. Happy yellow 
print . . matching pillow. Yel- 
Jow blanket. Cotton. 
49C33557—Wt. 11b. ...9299 u 

f 
Camper Stroller 

Umbrella 
Take a stroll. Just drop the back 

Stroller 9 down . . it's a screened sleeper 
bed. Washable vinyl with a cheerful GE. 1/95 fn Plated, tubular мен fame ban 

y N L Nifty folding stroller dle. Plastic wheels, 21x14x234 in. 
high. Holds dolls up to 18 in. tall. 
Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 7 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
49033071 11245 

d doses up like an um 
fus brella for storage or 

4 travel. Washable vinyl 
z $ in colorful patchwork. 

Т 8 pattern. Tubular stel 
WI frame. Plastic wheels. Taxi Stroller 

\ 10 Tes stroller wil take baby any where you want to ро. Washable 
vinyl with a smiling taai face. Plated, 
Tubular steel frame, handle. Plastic wheels, 21x x29 in. high. Holds 
bled. Ages 3 to 7 
49039072 —Shog. wt 3b. .. 14 

259 x 1150x254 in 
high. Holds dolls up to 
18 in. tall Sent partly 
assembled. For ages 3 
to 6. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 € 33089C ...... 4795 



A collection of 

SPECIAL FRIENDS 

FS 

She crawls hno 
» a real baby 

Baby That-a-Way $1066 “аг 

This spunky little doll really gets around. Just flip the 
back and she crawls. Or, stand her up and she walks 
her hands. Hold ber in your arms and she kicks and 

“fuses” like a real baby. 
Dressed in a pink romper outfit with white lace trimmings, Soft vinyl 

face, rooted hair. Plastic body, jointed legs. Stands 15 inches tall. For 
Ages 4 to 8. Uses 2 “Р” batteries (not incloded, order package below). 

2 ounces. 
(1) 49C X1651— White Baby That-a Way 1056 
(2) 49C31652— Black Baby Thata-Way.. 1046 
49 C 46996— Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. WL 11 oe... Pig. $1.49 

(6and 7 ) Huggable 2t. baby doll with baie that really “grows” . . pull 
the string to make it shorter. Soft vinyl foam skin, painted eyes Wears 
a lavender dress and pants. Ages 5 to 10. Shipping weight each $ pounds. 
(6) 79 C 31639C— Black Baby Crimy sien 
(T). 79 € 31658C—Wbite Baby Crissy. - pri 

Turn her on side . . eyes close 
And ahe goes io “sleep” 

16%-inch 
Baby Dreams 

11 She's so soft to the touch. Her 
Bocked vinyl face and hands 

Outfit for dolls (3) and 
(4). Checked an 
49 € 32546—WL 3o... $2.99 

Huggable Fisher-Price Babies $744 
(3 thru 5 ) These 13-inch little lapstters have 
Footed hair. Cloth body. Washable vinyl face and [5] 
hands Machine washable outóts fasten with 
Veleros, closures Ages 18 mos. to 5 year 
3 Natalie. Pink dress and floral-print bonnet. 

Mischievous brown eyes and blond hair 
49 € 31618— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 ox 
Д Audrey. Red biome, bive 
Blue eyes, auburn hair tied wi 

49 C 31619— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 08. 
Б Baby Ann. Floral-print nightáress, remov- 
able white diaper. Blond hair and brown сус. 

49 C 31617— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 os. 

to 10. Uses 2 "C" batteries (not incl., order pkg. below.) 
(9) 49C35166-White Baby Alive. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 os 810.87 
(10) 4931605- Black Baby Alive. Wt. 2 Ibs. В oz. 10.87 
ASCA6997-"C" Batteries. Pkg. ol 2. Wt. 5 oz. Pig. $1.09 

3-in-1 Convertible 
Doll Stroller 

Is a beck pack, a dla ses end a er 
$497 zu 

Take a stroll in the park or a Mie in tbe wood. Stier 
converts to back pack by 
simply moving handle down 

it clicks securely in place. Frost rcr traps double ts shoulder sarapa for carry- 
ine back peck Far seat, 
move handle down to foor 
level; handle props up seat 
Vinyl seat, straps. Tubular теш vede 
Se, 153482 i, ong. 
Ages 4 to 9. Instructions in- a jaded 

Shpg. wt. 2 Iba. 6 ов. 
49 033073 из? 
NOTE: items (8 thru 10) for 
ages 3 to 10. Not recom- 
mended for under 3, due to 
‘small parts. 



The Chalet Doll House 

5894 

OR ee e Ee. 

this page not recommended 
Jaren under 3, due to small parts. 

iL NA 
The Brown $199 

Family 
‘Sized to fit houses on this page. Posable figures rr corri ern A 

Kitchen Accessories $549 The Colonial Doll House . . for doll houses. 2% 20 in. high with 5 furnished rooms 31397 
Opec. set inc. plastic tet set, pots, pass, utensils, Colorfully decorated hardboard exterior walls. roof. Plastic windows, chimney and а door that opens. veteri canned goods, foods apd linens Sturdy plastic furniture. Wooden floors, steel corner and roof caps for greater strength. Includes steel 

1641—Shipping weight $ ounces. . Set $2.49 angle brackets, nuts. bolts and instructions for assembly. 24x10x20 in high. Unassembled. 79 € 14040—For ages S and up. Shipping weight 10 pounds sus 

Holly Hobbie? 4-room Тһе Waltons’ 
Doll House Doll House 

includes a5%.in. Нойу 12in. high house includes 
Hobbie doll tha 2.dimerssional realistic rom room stand-up play figures of 

the entire Walton family 
Q Pretend you're а mem 

ber of this famous TV 
family. Realistic replica of 
the Walton home and 

rection you move the mag. family made of heavy fiber 
wetised wand, Holly, on her board. Open in back for 
magnetized stand ‘moves easy play access to rooms. 
with it. 18x12 4x84-in. Incl. truck, seesaw, rocker, 
high Gberboard and plastic swing plus family members 
house. Plastic furniture. on plastic stands. Color 
Vinyl doll on plastic wand. — fully decorated house is 20x 
Upassernbled. Instr. Ages 3 1340812 in. high. For ages 
andupShpg.wtilb.Mor Sand up. Wt. 2 lbs 9 os. 
49 € 1405. 3787 A9 C 14071 мэ? Shmancan беи Com. момен 86 [oras Pre Ie 

$ 2 787 



BEAUTY BOUTIQUE 
Try your hand at hair 

make-up techniques, even manicures 

Step into your 
own salon. . 

—- Hairstyling and Make-up 
3 Kit includes a 12-inch 
— | — mannequin head with 

E 51158 
Hairstyling and Make-up Kit with Mannequin. Pile her rooted 
hair on top of her head in a mass of curis or give her a long casual 
hairdo, Accessories incl: rollers, bobby pins, hair clips and combi 
nation teasing comb, styling brush. After you've done her hair, 
beautify her with the non-toxic cosmetics incl.: rouge, lipstick, 
eyeshadow, eyeliner, removable lashes and 3 sponges. Her vinyl 
head on the plastic stand swivels in a full circle. Non-mar suction 
cups keep base steady. Overall, 12 in 
49 C 13522— Shipping weight 2 pounds 

NOTE: Due 

Shippin 4901388 

464 [Sears 

Barbie's Miss America 5 

Beauty Cente 9995 

comb and brush. 4 c 
stand, Miss Americ 

bands. Make-up 

ise special 
Also, 

high. Vinyl head, Age 
стз Wo eS нз 

m 

| Tabletop. 
Vanity 

Fo! 5849 

Tabletop Vanity. Plastic set includes light-up, 
make-up mirror with on-off switch. Atomizer, 
nail polish bottle, 2 non-toxic lipsticks. Also, 
nylon bristle brush, hand mirror and comb. 
11%, in. high. Uses 2 “С” batteries (order pack. 
age below). Ages 4 to &. 
49 C 13805— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
"C" Batteries. Package of six 
49 C 46994— Shipping weight 12 oz. „Pke. 5155 
Hot Comb Hair Styler. Style any mannequin 
hair on this page or your own doll's stylable 
hair. Blows cool air only. With 3 accessories 
styling comb, uni-brush and directional air fun. 
nel. On-off switch. Plastic dryer, 7% in. long. 
Uses 2 "AA" batteries (order pkg. below 
49 C 13541—Ages 410 10. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. -9295 
“AA” Batteries. Package of 4 
49 C 46991— Shipping weight 4 oz. 

"as 

Pig. вае 

Musical Jewelry Box $395 

House of Beauty Hairstyling 
and Make-up Set 

sg95 
The &in. vinyl mannequin head has long. 
rooted synthetic hair you can style. In. 
cludes 6 rollers, combination comb-brush, 
bobby pins, clips. Mannequin bead swiv 
els on plastic base with 3 suction cups for 
easy styling. Also, washable non-toxic 
lipstick, rouge, eyeliner and eyeshadow. 
For children ages 4 to 8. 
490 19518—We 1 b. Baz. sass 

essure is applied. U 
high. Plast 

3542—WL. 11b. 
=D” Batteries. Package o 
48 C 46995— Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 

5295 

Holly Hobbie* Tote Bag $397 
Open ballerina dances as music Carry along the 7:in. tall Holly Hobbie rag dol 
plays. Wood case with simulated leather with you or take he play. Cot 
cover, rayon satin lining. 4Ux3t4x6 (0442314894 in. high. For ages 3 

ppi 
48 C 13814—Shi 



Drum Majorette. Cotto: 
corduroy dress, tasseled hat 

plastic spats. Baton not incl 
49 C 14572— Small 
49 C 14574— Medium 
49 С 14576— Large. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. .....4897 
9 Twirling Baton. 4-in 
С chrome-plated steel shaft, 25 
in. long. Routine folder inc 
48 C06487—Wt. 10 z.....32.19 

Evel Knievel"*. Cotton 

49 C 14634— Medium 
49 C 14836—Laz 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 о 

Ballerina. O: 
satin кай. Nylon tutu. 

49 C S62 Small 
4$ C 14564—Medium 
48 € 14566—Large 
Shipping weight 12 os.. ...9947 
Б Caesar. 1-piece cotton out 

Button back. Mask, syn 
hetic hair. 

48 С 14606— Large. 
Shpg. wt 11b. 402 пи 
6 Lisa. 1-piece cotton dress, 

button back. Mask with sym 
thetic hair. 
49 C 14612— Small 
49 C 14614 Medium 
49 C 14816— Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4.08. ra 

Superman. 1-ріесе cotton 
outfit. Button back. Tie-on 

vinyl cape and mask. 
49 C 14512—Small 
49 С 14514—Medium 
48 C 14516—Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 202. "n 
8 Batman. 1-piece cotton out 

fit, button back. Tie-on v 
пу! cape, full mask 
49 C 14502 
49 C 14804 
49 C 14506—Large 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 oz 

Choose your place 

in this 

COSTUME 
PARADE 

Q Highway Trooper. Cotton 
shirt, pants, ic ков 

whistle, badge 
49 C 14552—Small 
49 C 14554 Medium 
49 C 14586—Large 
Shpg. wt. 11. 12.08... +0.97 
10 Nurse. Cotton uniform. 

belt, cap and cape incl 
48 C 14582 Small 
49 C 14584 Medium 
48 C 14586 Large 

ston jacket, pants 
bie... n 

И ita zip ly, belt loops and pli heme. ec sti Sea {SE bi Medium 
AS C 1800 Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1208. ....4897 
19 Wen. 1-pc. rayon dress, 

plastic Lucy face mask. 
49 С 14082—Small 
49 C 14664 Medium 
49 C 14666—Large 
Shipping weight 9 ог. 
13 Snoopy. 1-с. rayon out 

fit. Plastic face mask. 
49 C 14652—Small 
49 C 14654— Medium 

656— Large 
Shipping weight 10 oz. 83.88 

Charlie Brown. 1-piece 14 cajon cut Haste ace 

49 C 14874—Medium 
48 C 14876—Large 
Shipping weight 10 oz. . 4288 
15 Miss Americas. Long 

rayon gown, sash. Full 
length vinyl cape. With cor 
sage, necklace, crown, ring. 
Adjustable gown fits child 36 
to 58 in. tall 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
1749 

CHART es on tvs page. 
HEIGHT _ 

m „с [Sears] 465 
-— 



Our finest child's Electric Sewing Machine 
sews a “lock-stitch” just like Mom's 
* LOCK-STITCH seams won't unravel or pull out 

* LOEK-STITCH seams are stronger than chain-stitch seams 

$2, 59 чы" 

SRS NS ASR 
Bottom. thread shown in white 

^ tension dial 

mA 
АС Adapter 

sold separately 

$495 

кюк. en Our best child's sewing machine helps children, ages 8 and older, to learn the 
e basic sewing skills. Plastic base, carrying case and polystyrene arm and bed hous- 
from getting caught. ing. Use hand crank to operate manually, 4 "D" batteries (not included), or on 

bousehold current with the aid of adapter plug (not incl.) sold below. Also, foot 
control pedal, 3 needles, needle threader, bobbin. spool of thread, instructions. 
Built-in table clamp holds machine in place. 1044x4%4x7% in. high. France. 

Seam. A8 C 1210— Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces 12599 
guidelines Safety Plug Adapter for lock-stitch sewing machine only. UL listed to con- 

vert 110-120-volt, 60-<ydle household current to safer -volt current. 8 watts. 
48 C 12101— Shipping weight 9 ounces мэз 
NOTE: Safety plug adapters on this page not recommended for children under 8. 

Zig-Zag Sewing Machine $1999 ые" 
Wes $21.99 in 1975 Christmas Book. Sews straight or zig 
zag chain stitch. Remote control foot pedal plus 2 needles and 

threader. Runs on household current (adapter sold below), by 
hand, or on 2 "D" batteries (not incl), Plastic with die-cast metal 
bead. Plastic carrying case. Instructions incl. Japan. 
48 C 1216—12x8x10 in. high. Ages 8 and up. Wt. 5 bs. 8 ог. 41999 

Straight Stitch Machine $1487 *; 
9 Sews simple straight chain stitch, Adjustable tension control 

Remote control foot pedal, 2 needies, threader. Runs on house- 
hold current (adapter sold below), by hand, or on 2 “Р” batteries 
(not incl). Plastic with die-cast metal head. Instructions. Japan. 
ASCT238-11 i58 165, in. high. Ages 6, up. WL 2 bs. 12.02. 41487 

3 Safety Plug Adapter. For use with electric zig 
zag and straight stitch sewing machines (1 and 2) 

sold above. UL listed to convert 110-120-volt, 60-cy- 
cle AC to safer 3-volt current. 5 watts. 

9 Shipping weight 8 ounces. e = 
PAGES: Hand-operated Sewing Machine $4.97 ims on these two 

les not recom бес for children 4 Just the machine for a beginning seamstress. Hand wheel can 
1 3 years of age be turned in either direction for chain stitching. All plastic 

due to the smal Tension control. 2 needles, threader. Instructions. 714x314x914 in. 
parts involved A9 C 1237—Ages 6 and up. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 az. мэ? 



A totally different way to sew. No needles, no thread 
uses a special liquid formula to join fabric pieces 

Sew Magic® Sewing Machine. Just mark pattern on cloth, pop in Miracle Stitch® liquid sewing formula cartridge and sew. Finished items can be washed and dried. Plastic machine, 935x543 in. high. Includes 8 patterns for 1114-in. dolls, fabric, dress mannequin, marking pen cil. yarn, white glue, rubber bands, instructions, and 1 cartridge. Uses 2 "D" batteries (not 
included, order package on page 462). Recommended for children ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 12086— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces nr 
49 C 12049— Miracle Stitch® Cartridge Refill. Shipping weight 6 ounces "n 

Jewel Magic" 
Just turn the handle and out pop beads М Q 
connected to special links. . clip them CLE» 
together to create your very own jewelry 
$999 

Knit Magic* Dolly's World 
This hand-crank knitting machine is so easy 

to use. „make dolis, clothes and more 
$109 

dolis. Just turn the crank and the automat- 
produces a “tube” to make 11'rin. doll fashions. Ad- 

juss to Кай a 4-in. panel for comes com- 

Make accessories over and over without needles, thread, Jewel Magic™ Add-ons. Use everything needed to make “rag” doll kitten and more. In- lue. Incl. 660 plastic beads, 180 links, 120 clips to make — with machine at left. Make $ plas- struction booklet included. Recommended for ages 6 to 12. an Indian design choker, bracelet, necklace, belt. 6 tic cameo projects. 640 beads, 120 Shipping weight 2 pounds, Plaques, assembly tool, instr. 11x88 in. high. clipa, 180 links, $ plaques, instr. өсөм. п om 49 C 12055—Apes 5 and up. Wi. 3 Ibe. 8 oz. A8 C 1205)—WL Por. ...... 5344 

put on your favor- | Just sew sequins and beads included in kit to pre- ies and hfs ete Bein fabric provided lor Bay patches Thread, 
Fabric patches actes in tas Н. бане Ride hee nd up WC T fabric pa is е өс: 9 t em instructora, For ages 6 o 12 with SE needle, yarns, threader, An C 12025 Shipping weight м» ABC 12027 Ages 9 and up. Wt. 12 0t... 9347. oo [Bears] Euer 



Dinnerware Sets for the young homemaker 

el 
ESSE 

Ironstone-pattern Dinnerware 
Traditional elegance for 

$599 

Deluxe 6-px. plastic service has 6 of each rin. plates, 
‘cups, saucers, goblets, forks, knives, spoons 
Kine Pis napkin holder, centerpiece dah with É 
creamer, covered sugar bowi and teapot, salt and pepper 
shakers, serving tray, 2 plastic candies and candlebold. 
‘ers, Recommended for children ages 3 thru 10. 

‘Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 
49C 10083 

ertaining friends 

Set $5.99 

Sunburst Breakfast Set 
Puts “sunshine” on your table 

392 
1 pc. plastic set. 4 of each: Sire. 

plates, cups, saucers, forks. 
spoons, knives, ex cups. 6-pc. utensil 
set with ac. Ао, “ei” НУ ass 

Spring Floral Tea Set 
A flowery way to entertain. 

2, Put postes on your table with this 
30-px. plastic set. It bas 4 of each: 

order the easiest way. look in your 
phone book white pages under 
"Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales" for number to cal. 
‘Shipping weight 14 ounces. 

49C 10084 Sec 0299 

CORNING WARE* plastic replica Set 

Looks like Mom's favorite dinnerware 

Have a СОВМ 
plastic. Set hı 
plates, cups, 
Also included are 2 
handle, 2 covered serving dishes with handle plus serv 
ing cradle, Covered coffee pot and trivet, covered sugar 
bowl. creamer, 5 cooking utensils. Ages 3 thru 10. 
49 C 10023 Shipping weight 2 pounds Saun 

AMD 

< у 



The Pizza Hute $997 ш 
+ Bakes with just the heat of one 6O-watt 

light bulb , . hands never touch oven chamber 
Modeled after Pizza Hut International, with enough mixes to 
make 6 tomato pizzas. Add your own cheese or extras. 

plastic and metal oven. UL listed for 110- 

Pizza Mix en ae к rinm. 
490 11203- Shipping weight ounces na 

Betty Crocker* 
Mix Sets and 
Bake Utensils 

19-piece Set 

$399 
1 Inel. 15 assorted cake, 

frosting, brownie mixes 
(not 17, as shown). Pans, 
bowl, 

З Includes 32 assorted 
mixes. Plus 2 mixing 

Easy-Bake Oven with mixes, utensils $ 1077 p 
+ Bakes with just the heat * Includes 3 pans, 2 cake 

from two 60-watt light bulbs mixes and 1 frosting mix 
Just choose a mix, add water and place in pan tray. Slide tray into oven with handy 
pan-pusher, Aim vas une done o pa ош ote de. 1 кубып ы. Ый 
polypropylene unit has chambers. 2 ‘oven 

blow. Like everything else in Sears books, КЭ зо ему to order by telephone. 
78 C 110820—Shipping weight 5 pounds Я eem 

All-aluminum Cookware Sets 

(4 and 5 ) Both sets have 1 biscuit, 1 Bundt®, 1 muffin pan, 2 cookie 
sbeets, 1 tubular cake pan, 3 measuring spoons, spatula, spoon, 1 
mizing bowl. Instruction-recipe booklet with (5). Ages 3 to 10. 
4 26-0. Set 2 pie pans with E 30-po. Set. 2 pie, 2 cake, 2 

а cover, 5 cake pans, 1 loaf © loaf pans, cookie press with 
pan, 4 measuring cups, | scoop inserts, 6 cookie cutters. 
for your cooking fun. Shipping weight 1 pound. 
MC 1022—We 1b... Set 290 — 49 C 10221 Set 43.98 

a [Bears] 469 



CHILD-SIZE ALLSTEEL PLAY 
Our finest children's appliances run on the best kind of energy your child's imagination. Heavy-gauge 
steel sections have smooth, rolled edges to help protect floors and fingers. Attractive gold-color finish. 
Complete assembly instructions included. 
Recommended for fun-loving children ages 4 to 10. 

x) 

1 

¡ble Sink with 
storage compartment 

$1399 

Washing Machine with 
hand-crank agitator 

$1599 
1 This sink almost looks like the real thing. 9 You can wash your dolls clothes. ust fi the 

Fingertip touch control faucet. Double plastic plastic tub with water, put in clothes and “set” 
‘basins with stoppers. Storage compartment be- the dial on wash. Turn crank to operate 

bares of for wash or spin dry. Includes hose for emptying 
water, Measures inches 

26-piece 
Supermarket 

“Food” Set 

$29» 
Set has make-believe 
frankfurters, cheese, 
butter, eggs in box, ce- 
reals, cookies, frozen 

ommended for ages 2 
> to 5, Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

470 [Sears] ttt 49 C 11038... Set 1290 

Double-Oven Range 
with turn-control knobs 

$179 ==: 

16-piece 
Canned 

“Foods” Set 

22 
Keep your shelves full 
with set of 16 canned 
"foods" . . soup, meats, 
etc. Each empty plastic 
can is 2% in. high, with a 
closed top and bottom. 
For ages 3 to 8 

Shipping wt. 11 oz. 
49C 11039 Set 1200 



APPLIANCES 

when you buy 
a 2-piece Set 

'arately 

Refrigerator and Range 
2.piece Set. Includes the double-door refrigerator-treezer (4) at left 
plus the double-oven range (3) described on opposite page. 
e -2—Shipping weight 38 pounds Set $33.88 

10% 
when you buy 
a 3-piece Set 

Separately 

Refrigerator, Range and Sink 
piece Set. Includes the double-door rerigerator-reezer (4) at let 
Sabie oven range (3) plus dele sink (1), both on opposte p TTC Sa 145.87 

Refrigerator-Freezer with 
“ice-maker" and 5 shelf areas 

$189 = 
4, Double-door refrigerator has "ice-maker" in freezer. . just push a but- 
ton to get the plastic cubes. Refrigerator compartment also has a vege- 

Melee эй Sieg ce. Side-by-side doors have colored litho- 
pictures of food on shelves. 18x15x36 in. high. Food not included. 

Sk up i supermarket nd camel “oa” на on opposite pere 
79C 1 196C— Shipping weight 22 pounds a cone Mn 

x ^ a 
15-piece 

Play when you buy 
Cookware Set Range, а 4 piece Set 

je. $499 Washing Machine, Separately 
e af. 4%: Sink and 

Sturdy harvest gold color Refrigerator 
set is just the right size for REN 
litte cooks’ hands. Alumi-ر  

E num with an attractive 
mushroom design. Rec 
ommended for children 
ages 3 to 10 

Shipping wt. 2 Ib, 
4g C 1027 Set 1499 

(1), washing machine (2) and range 
(3) described on opposite pase plus 
refrigerator freezer (4) above left. 

Shipping weight 63 pounds. 
79C 1184C4 Set $58.88 



Country Kitchen 
Appliances 

With plastic-coated wood-grained finish 

(1) and (2) together 

Country Kitchen Set 

[2] 
The 34n-1 

Appliance with 
play oven and. 

range. .cabinet 
ink with real 
running water 
$1599 

Refrigerator-Freezer The 3-in-1 Appliance 
Four shelves to stock with lots of — 9 Pres sink faucet, water ru» into sink 

from well below. Turn knots 10 “work” 
oven. burners, fan. shelf cabinet. Wall 
clock Plastic work sur- 

іс covering, plastic handle, face, corrugated paper fiberboard sides and 
Из im. high. Ages 3 to & Unas- interior. 16x28x36 inches high. Ages 3 to & 

Be For added play value, order accessories at 
phone. right. Unassembled. 
79C 1111C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. ...0898 — 79 C 11 120— Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 0199 

472 (Sears). 

2-speed Blender 

$495 u, 
Whip up some delicious 
treats for yourself and your 

batteries (not included, 
order package below). Ja 
pan. Recommended f 
dren ages 4 years and 

cres 195 

der package bel 
Ages 4 and 
48 C 11027—We 1 Ib.. 4498 
"D" Batteries. Package of 
6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 ол. 
49 C 46998 . .. Package #155 

REVERE WARE® 15-pc. Cooking Set $595 
Have а REVERE WARES replica set that looks just like 

2 sauce pans with c 
ic utensils. Recom: 

Shipping weight 



Wood frame-reinforced hardboard Kombi Kitchen . . sold only at Sears 
Our newest, most complete play kitchen Both refrigerator and freezer doors open, revealing 2 shelf spaces within refrigerator. Simulated 

with alkin-one unit design . . even includes 11,200 storage compartments bave colorful pictum of food packages and jars, Sink has play 
а deluxe refrigerator-freezer, plus shelves, The range has make-believe burners, four play knobs and vent hood above. 

а range with broiler-oven, and a double sink Стор bas simulated buicher block “cutting board”, Entire unit measures 453121903144 ‹ inches high overall. Urassembied. Instructions included. Recommended for ages 2 to 8. Stock up 
with 2 shelf spaces below for storage ов “food” and accessories sold on pages 469 thru 472, to go along with the Kombi Kitchen. 

79 C 11680—Shipping weight 40 pounds. 2.1999 

EP Dry 
AT B 

Let’s play house 

17е а la 
| Non-electric Ironing Set $544 

Everyt 



Make four different. 
shaped candies 

$599 
Kandy Kitchen. Quick and easy 
delicious candy treats for the whole 
family! Simply put candy powder 
and water into “Randy Man" mixer 
and pour into mold tray, let set and 
in a few minutes you'll have rum 
drops or marshmallows. Includes. 
plastic mixer, 514 in. high: covered 
mold tray, spatula, spoon, marab 
mallow and 2 gu 
starch, Instruct 
Ages 5 
49C 11241 

ns are included. 

We Ie. бог. 85.99 
474 [Bears] ii 

MAKE “REFRESHMENT STAND" TREATS 
Toys t! 

die to blend until 
Bói in 

Heat supplied 
incl.) 

or serve up your favorite soft drink 
Sno-cone Maker. Crank out sac 

paper cups, fu 
48 C 110198 

hat, apron, sign 

14n. high 
4$ C 1100 

{ot Б 7Upê® Dispenser. cres odium 

Plastic maker, 6 in. high. With 5 syrup flavors, 2 

make custards, popcorn, sno-cones, taffy and candy 

ice cubes, add flavors. 
up bottles, 5 

instructions. Ages 5 to 10. 
id В ounces ња 

Tat! Snocone Refil. Includes 12 oz. of syrup in 4 flavors, 20 paper cupa. 
Apa 49C 11022— Shipping weight 13 ounces Te 

4 теу Machine. Make delicious tally. Add water to min, stir, place 
machine and turn crank. In a few minutes taffy is ready. Includes 

4iz-oz. рд». mix, food сой 
tu Ages 5 to 10. 

‘Make three great-tasting candy 
delights at one time, Mix candy 
powder with water in one ol three 
sections on dispenser, fil plunger 
with mixture and do! paper 
Make different designa il you 
wish, Plastic dispenser 
10: x53 x inches high; cherry 
Hime and orange candy pow: 
Spoon, plunger, 12 strips paper 
Instructions are included. Ages 5 
to. 
ABCTI242 Wt 20s Hoe 4390 



Teddy Bears 
( and 2) Both Mama and 
Baby Bear are made of plush 

oses and tongues. 
pert little ribbon. 

рр 
a9 C 40315 
9 Baby Bear, Brown color 

Ages 6 year. 

Oh, so soft 
Oh, so cuddly 

$797 

Feline Favorites 

(3 thru 5) 

3 Floppy Persian Cat 
48 C 4033 

4 Siamese Cat. 
49040332 

5 Persian Cat. S 
49 C 40333 

PLUSH PETS 



PLUSH PALS These cuddly critters 
want to be your friends 

5 
Monster 

(Vand 2 ) Seld onl 
Your Sesame Street 
are made of soft plu 

„Für children ages 2 a 

49 CAO 1—WL 1 
2 Cookie Monster 

49 C4068—WL 11 
919? 

(3 and 4) Cuddly ph 
pile. Pompon noses, 

random phrases. 

40 CA0843 Wr. 4 
7 Wille the we 

[eS pile. Pull their talking rings and 
play Sach says s random phrases 

together | Oscar the Grouch 

Pull talking rings . . each says 8 

З Golden Beer. Locked-in 

Б Iceberg the Penguin. 
A8CAOM42— Wt. 4 oc. 4297 
Peter the Polar Bear. 

49C40844—We dO. 0297 

y at Sears. 
"м friends. 
sb acrylic 

ind up. 

lor 1998 

lush acrylic 
felt smiles. 

plastic eyes. Ages 2 and up. 
48 C 4001— WC 109g... 9549 
4 Drooper Dog. Felt cars, 

eye Ages 2 and up. 
48 C 40435 — WL Вог... уве 

Friends 
Pets 15in. Smokey the Bear™. Acrylic pile and Bows Pen 4297 B е аш. Fast bat Locked in badae, bet. 

(5 thru 7) Polar pals made of "with buckle. Ages 2 to 8. 
ln tricot, felt vim. Locked AM C40171— Shy. wt. 14 ог. ма 
s MK 124. Frog. Acrylic pile, felt features, ribbon 

er аад ыт Pax ages 3 and up 
Fi iem 38 C 40446C—Shig. wt. 4 bs. ns 

10 Yin. Bonnet Turves. Acrylic pile. Rustic 
tof patchwork print shell and sunbonaet. 
and up. 

9C OBE Spe. wt 11. пазе 
ог. 287 

Winnie-the-Pooh and 

the Crew are now PUPPETS 

Each $595 
(11 thru 13) Put on your very own puppet show wi 
the gang. They're all made of soft acrylic pile f Aie Each puppet в 10 inches tall Loads ol 

Winnie-the- ]9 Eeyore. He 13 Tioger. This 11 12 ioko wine 19 imay uer Pooh. He's read; 
for adventure one of Winnie's 

Shpg. wt. 7 0 Shpg. wt. 7 oz. п 
49C 40334 1598  49C40336....0598  49C40396. . 1595 



These Plush Friends are all dressed up and ready to play with you 
14 Zippy Chimp. Wears over 

alls, shirt and felt hat. Black 
acrylic pile. Vinyl ears, hands, 
shoes, face. 17 in. tall. Voice 
squeaker in arm. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C40538—WL 11b. 402.199 
15 Tippy Chimp. Wears lacy 

cotton dress, ribbon. Acrylic 
pile. Vinyl face, ears, hands and 
shoes. 16 inches tall. Voice 
squeaker in arm. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 40529—Wt. 1 Ib. 402. ..9897 

16 Chip Chimp. 1rs hard to resist this cuddly little 
fellow, He wears a T-shirt, Black acrylic pile. 11 

inches high. Vinyl face. Recommended for children 
ages 6 months 
49 C 40317 Shipping weight 4 ounces но 

(17 and 18) Both wear denim overalls. Acrylic 18 inches tall Recommended fot apes 3 and up 
Buldog. Lockedin  ]g Cet. Has locked-in MT este eyes and 18 phasic eyes medie we ie рет [cmm 1502. 

1699 

97 Musical Santa, Win 
up his locked-in key 

and this jolly old fellow 
plays “Jingle Bells 
pile. Pompon nose. 
in plastic eyes, y 
ers. 14 in. tall. Ages 3, uj 
49 C 40649—Wt. 11 ог. 3695 7 

98 Jolly Santa. T 
cheerful standin 

(19 thru 21 ) Cuddly acrylic pile. 
Locked-in plastic eyes. 18 in. tal 
Recommended for ages 4 
19 Сөт. Wearsbib 

snae 
a and a pert 

ribbon in long hair 
49.0 40337—Wt 1 Ib. 2. ....91190 
9] Ce. Wears a vest and hat 
a ag c A0144—WL 1 Ib, 200. $1196 

99 Teddy. Acrylic pile bear 
wears a washabie cotton 

sweatshirt. Felt features, 19 
in. tall. Recommended for 
ages 6 months and а 
49 C 40648—WL 15 oz. 
93 Frumpy. Floppy-eared 

fellow wears a T-shirt 
Acrylic pile. Locked-in plastic 
eyes, feit features. tall 
Ages 6 months and 
49 C 404368—Wt. 1202. 

1796 

pr 

HO! HO! HO! It's Santa Claus! 

whisk 

рв will make any seasc 
т. Acrylic body, viny 

(24 thru 26 ) Pert little animals of cotton felt. 11 in. high. Ages 4 and ui face, boots. 17 inches ta 
(24) 49 С 40552—Bear (25) 49 C 40554— 26) 49 C 40553 —Mouse For ages 6 and 

ipping weight each 4 oun 
Any 20r more, eu 

Each $3 4 
5; 

Shpg. эп. 1b. 10 
49 C 40316 1994 



Ayu !CAL FRIENDS Л 
A d suo, 

1 Humpty Dumpty: Bouncing him makes him 
chime. Acrylic pile, cotton, felt body. Elastic loop 

at top. For ages 6 months to 6 years. 
49 C 40465—Shipping weight 9 ounces sase 
(2 thru 6) Wind-up music key can't be removed. 
Acrylic pile. For ages 6 months to 6 years. Plush Riding Friends 

, Yarn mane, tail. Plastic eves ч 
Za Y Pooh Ride-on. Scoot along with Winnie. 

wee Tor Supping TERIS OON es 7 Made of acrylic pile with felt features. Plas- 

3 “Frumpy” Dog. Tam. feit mouth, plastic eye tic camera, wood base Ages 1103 years 
46 C 40425—Shipping weight 10 ounces 49? 79 C 40526C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ($95 

Teddy Bear. Plastic eyes, yellow ribbon. ker. Rocks to and fro on wood 
4 eR prie más iom i. sus 0 pete laca rama поса ои 

Mouse. Plastic eyes. rayon satin ear lining, cap. acrylic plush pile. For ages 1 to 3 years. 

AES Spa stabile Ы LT "з 
6 bottom, felt face parts. 
Жанару weight B ounces ..... авв 

Cuddly, 
chubby Bear . 

made of 
soft acrylic pile. 

g 695 с $498 E 

11 Musical Chime Doll. Hold onto elastic 
ор on top of doll and bounce it up and. 

ie acrylic pile. Ушу! 

"-. 
neck. Ages 6 o 3 years. 

, Shipping weight 6 ounces 
Piggy-back Bears $696 * 49C 40521 139 

9 He's an adorable little sitting bear who's ready to be i : diet к= Er 
9 шы hehe Plasie eyen, ie nose, JO Aci pile bears held in a piemrback  ]) Musica! Dol on pilew. Containe mus 
E ara oni ad yearn position with Velcro® closures. Can be 
49 C 40042— Shipping weight 12 ounces sess Separated MM fach коем э as 

478 [Sears] tit сют завоза сыз us 



SEE’N SAY" 
Pulkring toys . . learn words, 

phrases . . no batteries needed 

(1 thru 3) Just set the pointer and pull 
the ring. Vour favorite storybook friends 
talk to you. A carry handle lets you take 
the 10-inch plastic stand-up toy with you 
wherever you go. 
1 Winnie-the-Pooh Says. Hear Win. 

nie-the-Pooh and Tigger, too 
they're talking to you. 12 familiar phr 
es. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 4482—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Мог. 
2 Raggedy Ann Says. Let's listen to 

Raggedy Ann and Raggedy Andy 
day. 12 familiar phrases. Ages 2 to 6. 
A9 C 45760—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz....9697 
3 The Farmer Says. Even your favor 

ite farm friends can talk to you. 12 fa 
miliar p Ages 2 10 6. 
49 C 4508—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. ....9697 

7 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 

1976 

FUN PH 

„What is your zu 

favorite T V show! 

Y 

x i T 

[poto 
EG X s 

Talk 'n Tell Phone. . looks like mommy's. . $ 389 
5 different voices, 10 different expressions = 

Turn the dial . . it rings. Push the button . . it talks. Non-toxic plastic, has a break-resistant coiled cord. 
Available only at Sears. 8х3 in. high. Uses 1 "D" battery (not incl.), order pkg. below. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 45771—Shipping weight 13 ounces. " si 2... 

49 C 40995—"D^ Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces s Package 188 

Disney World Phone 
You can talk to Mickey Mouse 

or Jiminy Cricket “Ha, Ha, Hi, this 

~ еу Mouse" коса, іѕ Міскеу 

Here's an involvement toy for 
hours of entertainment. Dial a char- 

Saxta? inches high. Requires 1 "D^ 
battery (not included), order pack- 
age above. For ages 2 to 6, 

‘Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 
өсти nu Daner очае Wa Danar Posen. 

Talking Pictures™ 
Alphabet Phone* 

$837 nu 

4 Six Raided discs have alphabet A fun way to 
A ا both learn the ABC's 

Р! 
Bx T x3 in. high. Disc storage 
compartment. Uses 1 "D" battery 
(not included), order package = 

Wen WLI. зоа Ф [4] 

3586 aco 
Pay Phone Bank a 

Б Here's a toy pay phone you can. LA 
use as a bank. Drop pennies, А 

dimes or nickles into slots. Dial “O” A 
to open cash drawer. Lift receiver, 
pull the string, press release button 
to hear one of eight phrases. Plastic. 
Measures Six 3T ux T hy inches — 
high. Ages 210 & 
MCASTEI-WL 1-202... 9586 

reco [Sears] 479 

> 



Winnie-the-Pooh 
Musical 
Pop-ups 

Strum or 
3 hum along 

with your 
Winnie-the-Pooh 

T Musical 
Ge-Tar™ 

$345 

Window lets you see how 
music box works inside 

ES RC E d 
‘Smiling Winnie-the-Pooh pops up out of the Just turn the crank and wait for smiling Winnie-the- 
musical jack-in-the-box. Turn the crank and Pooh to pop up and greet you. “For He's a Jolly Good REMEMBER! 

Watch the music box work through the see Fellow” plays, fascinating litle people for hours 
through window, "This Old Man" plays. Plastic and steel, 51 ух! 2x5* inches high. Winnie's You can order items 

Break resistant plastic. 7+x44sx7 in. Ages 3 wearing a bright yellow and red outfit. For ages 2 10 6. on pages 439 to 614 | 
to S, Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces, | from now until 
49 C 44261—Shpg. wt. 11b. or. 9$ сите "a | AUGUST 13, 1976 

plays 11 popular songs 
Tuneyville Choo Choo $1094 EL 

in a circular pattern 
ic. Uses 

49 C 45517-5! 

480 [Sears] > 
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Pocket Radio 
M Turn the crank and Mere bes - 

watch Snoopy pop up ‘on My Hews 

$437 $297 Heres а kid-sized model of the popular cassette player. Four colorful 
cassettes. Each plays a different nursery tune. Storage space for cas- 

Turn the crank, listen to "Where, Turn the knob, listen to tune while settes. Plastic player decorated with merry Mother Goose design. Mea- 
Oh Where Has My Little Dog picture story passes view. Can't be mares 9л Vigili inches, No batteries needed. Recommended for ages 
Gone?" Wait for a surprise. Metal — overwound. Handy carry strap. Mà to 6 Phone ordering’ а quick and easy way to buy. 
box, StaxtixSt inches. Plastic, doth Wood case, plastic front and strap. 49.0 44231— Shipping weight 1 pound. ~-~... зә? 
outfit. Ages 2 to 6 AM 8 in. high. Ages 1 to 5. 
APCAQU—WUt1]b4or....943] — 49C44036— Shpg. wt 1002.....4297 

Sing-A-Long™ $944 
Play Phonograph 

Pick one of ten popular songs from selection window. 
Pull-ring starts music and turntable. Sing-along with 
happy songs like "Row, Row, Row Your Boat". Brightly 
colored plastic. 9Y4x7%2374 in. high. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 45512—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. LI 

Play Schroeder's Piano 
ee WR NNI 

$966 сч 
Chiming carillon-type musical sounds play when you strike 
the keys. Each key is color coded to a music sheet so you 
can play Schroeder's favorite songs. Piano ranges a full oc 
tave, Uses 1 "C" battery, included. Brightly colored durable 
plastic, 10421024 inches high. Schroeder's plano is rec 
‘ommended for children ages 3 to 10. 
49 C 45513—Shipping weight 2 pounds 
Peon crecen © Vane on iran mc 1968. 

Creative Playthings® Music Box 
Turn the crank . . see how it works, Enjoy the wonder 
ol music making as notes play the theme from "Swan 
Lake”. Plastic case, S¥x3¥x1% in. Ages 2 10 6. 
40C 455 18 Shipping weight 10 ounces 

vo [Sears] 481 



Rock 'em, 
Ride 'ет, 
Pull ‘em 
Parade 
Trucks and cars, 

animals, too. in this 
toy parade especially 
for you. All powered 
by kid-stuff . . your 
child's energy, so no 
batteries are needed 



Kenner Sit 'n Spin 

$1087 
1 Spins ‘round and ‘round . . tod- ee SI 
fast or slow. Lightweight, foamed 

polypropylene resists breakage. Seat 
height 3 in.. 18-in. diameter. Partly 
assembled. Ages 1*4 to 545. 
79 C 44054C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. non 

Good Humor™ Bike 
51492 

Kids flock to the familiar sound of 
the Good Humor bike. Inside. 

storage compartment they'll find 3 
plastic ice-cream bars. A Good Hu 
mor hat, ten plastic coins, a jingling 
bell. Plastic. Seat, 944 in. high. 25% 
in. long. Partly assembled. 2 to $ yrs. 
98 C 47522C—Shpg. wt. S bs. ..01492 

Ridem Elephant 
$441 

Click-clack! Here comes Ridem 
Elephant with big happy eyes. Near din "ster even a pre 

tend saddle. Hang on to handles for 
balance, Plastic. Has wide wheelbase. 
steel axles, ribbed wheels. 20 in. long 
Seat, 10 in. high. Ages 2 to 4. 
TRCATS TIC Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, ...0447 

Tike Auto 
51095 

4 Drive away in this steerable litte 
car with the smiling face. There is 

double wall of plastic for durability 
io rough edges to scratch furniture. 

Wide wheelbase, steel axles. Seat 
height 814 in. 23x12x11 in. high. Part- 
ly assembled. Ages 1 to 4. 
76 C 478 19C— Shpg. wt 7 Ibs. soss 

Turn 'п Go 
$1394 

Little drivers can move forward 
by turning tbe steering wheel. А 

driving mechanism in the steering 
column starts tires rolling without 
Pushing or pedaling. Steel axles. Plas- 
tic. Seat, 74 in. high. 18012124, in. 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 114 to 4. 
78 C 44042C—Shpg. wt. lbs. .. 3394 

Fire Fighter 
$1395 

6 Call station on play “mike”. Mov 
able ticking speedometer, clicking 

turn signal, whirring radio selecto 
beeping horn . . helps teach hand-eye 
coordination. Plastic. Rolls on cast- 
ers. Seat, 7% in. high. 23 in. long. 
Partly assembled. Ages 114 to 314. 
78 C 47528C— Shpg, wt. 6 bs, .. 11198 

Hasbro Inchworm® 
$1547 

17 Bounce up and down , movefor- 
ward at the same time. This funny 

riding toy wears a smile and a bright 
yellow bat. Hang оп to the two han- 
le-horns for balance. Holds up to 65 
pounds. Plastic, has steel axles. 37 in. 
long. Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 6. 
79 C 47949C—Shpg. wt. 12 bs. 41547 

Snugg!' Egg 
$1097 

8 Ride the Snugg! Egg. Strap and 
gripping bar Ьер protect toddler 

while scrambling along in this “egg”. 
Permanent smiley face . . eyes, nose 
won't come off. Plastic Wide wheel 
base, steel axles. 2044x15x14%4 in 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 1 to 25. TEC AT 146 Shpg. wt Oba. ..41037 

Q Jost hop on this riding toy. Sound 
the beeping horn on the steering 

wheel as you click clack down the 
walk. Oversized wheels on sturdy 
steel axles. Plastic with decorative de- 
cals. Seat, 14 in. high. 21211% in. 
wide. Ages 14 to 3. 
TRCATSZIC-Shpg. wt 4 Tbs. Ma? 

10 Hop on for a ride. Real chrome- 
plated, high-rise handlebars with 

soft plastic grips, Features contoured 
‘banana seat with leopard spots. Plas- 
Че. Seat, 7% in. high. 170521615164, 
in. high. Partly assembled. Ages 1% 
1034. 
78 C4720C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. .... 4744 

Tike Wagon 

5792 vs, 
1 Pull along some play things, 

Load Tike Wagon with teddy bear, delis, blocks: Plane wagon pide ya n mirare. Wide имым, sc sae for 
stability. Pull-cord. 20x14x9 in. high. Parly moahi Ages 1104 
70 C 44122C—Shpg. wt 8 Ib. ...07.92 

Winnie-the-Pooh Shoo-Fly 
$1399 

12 Your toddler will enjoy rocking 
and bouncing in this super Win- 

nie-the-Poob rocker. Handy play 
tray is great for holding toys. High. 
back contoured seat. All fully molded 
polyethylene. 27:16119 in. high. Ages 
6 months to 2 years. 
79 C 475290—Shpg. wt. 8 ibs... 11398 



Turtle Stove 
Hippo Sink Play clock teaches little ` dile 
Play toaster cooks how to tell time 

plugs into tail with movable hands 

Kitchen appliances are lovable animals in this 

ZOODLELAND 
KITCHEN CABOODLE 

$4) when you bay appliances 
Save? "imanes 

si ly total $ 

us” 26%, 
(1 thru 3) Just add a dash of imagination and a pinch of fantasy to 
this playtime kitchen collection for hours of kooky cooking fun. All 
Zoodieland appliances are made of break resistant washable polypro- 
Dylene and high-impact plastic. For ages 2 to 7 years. 
78 C 45028C—Set of three. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. Set $26.85 
1 Hippo Sink. Faucet handles tura. Sink has plus, pullout drawer. 

Towel. Includes animal-shaped cookie cutters, rolling pin, hippo 
bowl and toaster with 2 pieces of play toast. 15x10x16 in. high: 
79 C 45032C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 1998 
2 Turtle Stove. Has removable burners  . beads tum like knobs 

plus the oven door really opens. Includes turüe frying pan, teapot, 
casserole and lid and cooking spoon. 1234184418% inches high. 
79 C 45012C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 1095 
3 Penguin Refrigerator. Penguin pitcher In the freezer find 4 clear 

plastic ice cubes with colorful animals inside. Includes 4 break 
apart colored eggs 1 juice bottle, 1 milk bottle. 142851944 in. high. 

450256 Shipping weight 4 pounds 1398 
Sold only at Sears. . 
Penguin Refrigerator 

MS TUFF srurr TOYS $944 ILLAS © e. : ESL 
4 Vacuum Sweeper. Now clean. 

up time can be playtime too! 
à You can pretend you're vacuuming 
4 the floor while picking up your 

t toys. Youngsters will enjoy picking 
up blocks and small toys. Foam 
rubber paddle throws toys into vac- 
uum bag. Plastic base. 36 in. high. 
Ages 310 7. Toys not incl. 
79 C 48035C—We 3 Iba. "н 

Б Lawn Mower. Youngsters 
сап pretend they are mom. 

ing tbe lawn and pick up toys. 
Foam rubber paddie revolves, 
throwing toys into grass-catch 
er bag, Picks up toys small as a 
marble or as large as a baseball 
Plastic base. 36 in. high. Ages 3 
to 7. Toys not incl. 
78 C 45013C—Wt. 3 Bs. ... 9944 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 



Li' Camper 
Wilderness Set 

з lots of gear for the 
yard hiker or explore 

at Sears 
51199; 

Pack up your camping gear 
here's a tough 10-piece set of 
weather-resistant plastic. Complete 
outfit has 8! ax1 1x3" in. backpack. 
trail belt with compass in buckle. 
pup tent and poles, canteen, axe. 
shovel, whistle and flashlight (uses 
1 “Р” batteries, not included, order 
package separately below) 

For long excursions carry а! 
equipment in the backpack . . even 
tent and poles can be folded for 
packing. Tent sets up to 24х33х1б 
inches high. When you're scouting. 

foot carry along the tools you'll 
ced in the trail belt. Ages 3 to & 

C 44158—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 41199 
Alkaline ^D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2 
48 C 46908—WL 11 ов. .Pkg. $149 

wig 

Big Driver Dashboard 
Hop behind the wheel . . turn the ignition key, shift the 4-speed gear and 
takeoff on your patrol just like a real policeman. Keep your eye on the 
speedometer needle . . it really moves as you turn steering wheel. 

Honk your horn or turn the crank on the play siren to let them know 
you're coming. Call police headquarters or other patrol cars on the click- 
ing push-button play "mike". A glove compartment opens to store your 
travel and emergency needs. Measures 131327042814 inches high. Made 
of durable plastic. Partly assembled. No batteries are needed to operate 
the Big Driver Dashboard. Recommended lor ages 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 44484—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1098 

Last Christmas was $9.95. You're the Captain! Slide 3-speed throttle 
into take-off position and away you go. Turn airplane-type steering 
wheel . . watch propeller spia. Control panel has play gauges, meters, 
levelscope. Antenna aids imagined contact with ground control tower, 
Handy glove compartment, windshield and wings. Plastic, 20x7x6%2 in. 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 44405—Shipping weight 2 pounds 17.95 

Kits for 
young Doctors 
and Nurses 

More than 50 pieces each 
(Vand 2) Each deluxe kit includes 
chrome-look plastic pieces: stetho- 
scope, thermometer, microscope 
‘earscope, blood pressure gauge, hy 
podermic needle, tweezers, scissors, 

ill boxes, bottles, 
jars, beakers, pans and eyeglasses 
College diploma, eye charts, pre 
scription slips, appointment 
health records. Instruction sheet. 
From Hong Kong. For ages 3 to 8 
years. Not recommended for ages 
under 3, due to small parts. 

Doctor Kit. Also includes an 
arm band, plastic dental mirror, 

knee tapper and spatula, All in 
black plastic attaché-style carrying 
case with latch. Me 
13 ax! x1! inches. 
49 C4501—Wt. 1 Ib 8 oc. ..... 1495 
9 Nurse Kit. Also includes nurse 

сар, plastic hot water bag. food 
tray and utensils. Red vinyl shoul- 
der strap case. 113 4x73 x39 inches 
Bear not included. 
A8 CA800—Wt. 1 Ib. 9 or. .....M95 

Doctor-Nurse Kit $295 
Includes stethoscope, eye test chart. 
toy watch, microscope, and more. 
Black plastic case, 12¥4x10x2 inches 
high. Hong Kong. Ages 3 to & 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
A9 C 44877 129 

BE! [Sears] 485 



LIVE-IN, DRIVE-IN HUNNY TREE 
WITH CHAIR LIFT, GARAGE 
—EVEN A FLASHY NEW CAR 

à A There's fun aplenty in Winnie's delightful 

Recognize Winnie and Tigger? 
They're roly-poly WEEBLES 

"uus 9888 

That's Tiger in 
tha chair hft 

by turning the crank 
you can сату Tig: 
ger or Winnie be- 
tween the house 
and the ground. 

Here's Winnie's 
‘supply of West 

y “hunny”. Just Horse and Wagon $297 
open up the 

MN om dow оба онг and МК ЗАЛЫ 
poly cowpony to the &-inch long covered wagon. Wechlen 
cowboy wears a detachable “10-gallon” 

Travel on land, on sea or 
in the air, Includes 4 wob- 

= ff, bling мес 9 in. [sd 

Winnie's out for spin in КО airplane, sil boat 
his shiny convertible . . you can park (А M piesen of fnere and a 

his car in his very own garage _ 6 = Weeblevile map. Panic 
486 [Sears] mo in the base of the tree trunk D ds Amina Weihe tec 

i Cunt мз? 



It's a cave, İsa 
secret hideout. . 
it's anything you 
want it to bel 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Fun Tunnel 

*10%..1$8%., 
A crawl-through tunnel of fun that's 22 
inches in diameter . . plenty of room for 

See-thru mixer with gears and 
beaters that turn with an easy inches thick with tie straps for easy stor- 
ire cio. Len your did see age. Recommended for ages 2 to В years. ork together. In 
dudes mixing bowls, measuring tren beer 
cup and spoon. 5551217, in. mca So pe secundas 

Plastic. Ages 210 $. Resa PETENS toed 
Mee ni 2. 79 C 4$138C—Shps. wt. 6 ba. Lid 

Toy Chain Saw runs and 
sounds like a real one 
$687 

ull the starter cord to set the chain. Release the trigger to start 
the rotation action of the metal bead chain and the buszing 

western-styled train la 19 inches long. Includes engine, two | sound, Plastic saw with metal handle. 15¥x6x64 in. high. 
Cars and 4 Weebles. Ages 2 to 6, ia 48 C 44076— For ages 2 to 9. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 02....96.87 
40 C 44079—Sbipping weight 1 Ib, 3 oz. 2 

TUFF-STUFF* 
Toy Movie Camera. 
Produces noise, flicker 
and color. When crank 
is turned one way 
frends and images ap 

itl Set sal with the s1197_ 
leebles Buccaneers for 

de own Treasure Island 

The crew sets sail on their very 
‚own pirate ship for "high seas” 
adventure. Includes 11-in. long 
pirate ship with long boat, 2 is- 
lands, hut, 3 piers, slide, cave, [A 
palm trees, hammock, A 
with telescope, 4 pirate Weebles, 2 
pirate hats, a treasure map and 
Treasure chest. Plastic construc- 

Shi 
LIII "e 



For emerge 

Fill 'em up, wash, fix or tow cars at 

PLAYSKOOL TEXACO* 
Service Station 
SOLD ONLY $1 195 
AT SEARS 

Your little gas station attendant can own his own Texaco service station and per- 
| form all services a real gas station attendant does. 12x11 3x6" rin. high station 
with a car wash, car ejector button and a movable grease rack. 10-in. long gas 
Island with hoses, nozzles, pumps, water can and a 10 zin. high sign. Two-piece 
tractor-trailer tank truck, 9 in. long. A tow truck with book and а small car, Two 
sation attendants in uniform and two customers. Plastic. For ages 3 to & 
4$ C 44273—Shipping weight 3 pounds $ ounces s1195 

Playskool Holiday Inn® Playskool McDonald's® 
Spend a tundilled weekend Toke a break inne und 

innkeeper withthe 
‘Two-story building has a lob- Vinyl playmat with brightly 
by, restaurant, 2 bedrooms printed parking spaces and a 
and 2 bathrooms. .each com- landscaped patio. Incl. 7 play 
pletely furnished. 15x15%ein. — people (workers and custom 
playboard with illustrated em), 2 cars, built-in trash can, 
garden, patio and pool plus a food trays, even a cash regis 
working swing, a slide and ta- ter. Illustrations simulate 
ble, 2 cars with luggage, 6 — racks of burgers, french fries, 
play people, dog, sign with 6 shakes, plus a portrait of 

sessage cards and 4 colorful Ronald McDonald. Plastic 
ws. Plastic. 19%4x19%4x8% — 12x11x8%in high. Ages 3108 

in. high when open. Pieces years. Shipping weight 4 
store inside, For ages 3108. pound 10 ounces. 
70C 445070 —We. 7 Ibs. #1487 49644508 som 



"This forest is alive with Play Friends and things to do. . 

PLAYSKOOL FOREST RANGER 

SOLD ONLY AT SEARS $995 

Young campers can arrange and rearrange animals, people and other pieces . 
create their own adventures. 29441201 inch brightly colored vinyl playmat has 
illustrated roads, trails grass and lake. Includes campfire, tent, camper, trailer, 
canoe, two people, two backpacks, forest ranger wearing a hat, 10-inch take- 
apart ranger tower with platiorm. house and ladder, four animals (bear, beaver, 
‘eagle, raccoon), one borse and saddle, a tree top with one large and one small tree 
trunk (tree top interchangeable with 2 tree trunks). Tough plastic 
ABC 44278— For ages 3 to 7. Shipping weight 2 pounds mas 

Playskool 
Emergency Squad 

Saddle 

Playskool 
Riding Stable 



дед! ip 
PUTT-PUTT* Train. . fit into 
specially-shaped “seats” 
on two passenger cars 

Motorized 5-plece 
PUTT-PUTT® CHUG-CHUG $499 & Construction Set Construction Set - pel Wind-up mot Here's all the help ус $495 pulls flatbed tra need for the big consen 

job. inch bulldozer 

3-inch crane truck with 
hook sets objects in place 



: ег 
ізїаке there and you 

. could lose your engine 

PUTI-PUTI* 
Bump ’N Bash Raceway 

зде 51088 

F ‘The race is on! Two wind-up racers scurry 
Lu crossover track - . drivers! heads 
Ext Be il your car 

2 ч | 
t ti | 

Lifelike figures with movable heads, arms and legs. . you manipulate 

their movements in a variety of real-life events 

(1 and 2) Heavy-duty plastic construction. Figures 
stand 344 in. high. For children ages 3 to 8. 

$387 Lona E 

windshield. helmet. 
49 C 44339—Shipping weight 14 ounces nn 
2, Rescue Truck. Side of truck opens into a storage 

compartment for rescue equipment. Aerial rescue 
bucket attached to extendible, pivoting boom arm. 
Driver's cab has room enough for rescue team. In. 
cludes two figures, oxygen tank that clips on to figures, 

49 C 44327—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. эз? 



Playskool* Dressy Bessy 
teaches how to zip, buckle, 
button, lace, snap and tie 

Smiling Dressy Bessy . . the doll that's dressed in layers of 
sewn-on clothing. She helps teach your 3 to 6-year old how 
to dress. Your child will have fun while learning highly im- 
portant hand and eye coordination. She is 20 inches tall and 
‘made of cotton and filled with non-toxic and non-allergenic 
polyester fiber. Use your phone if you want to order it the 
‘easiest way of all. 
A9 C 44112— Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces “м 

Children can learn different shapes, sizes 
] Postal Station. Child fis 8 blocks of 4 shapes into matching 

shaped holes . . then he can remove them from the bin. With 
holes for stringing. Wood and plastic. Measures 0x6! gx10*, in. 
high. Recommended for ages 1 10 3 years. 
A9 C 4478—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 
Q Computer. No batteries or wind-up needed 

uu 
just select one ol 

6 cards with 12 subjects, dial a question and select an answer. 
Answer is checked by pressing reply button . . reel turns to correct 
answer, Spring powered. Storage compartment, carry handle. Plas- 

C 416— Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces 
492 [Sears] mo 

Measures 10 x4! x1 334 in. high. Ages 3 to 8. 

Let's Pretend Cinderella . . 
find the magical world 

of make-believe 
Read the Cinderella story as your child acts it 
ош. Cinderella doll (9%; in. tll) with snap on 
ball gown; Prince Charming with removable 
crown. Magic coach reverses to pumpkin, dou. 
bles as a pillow. All with printed designs, made 
of cotton and stuffed with polyester. Also, plas- 
tic "glass" slipper, tray, broom, bucket and 
booklet. Ages 3 to 6. 
TOC «47027 Shipping weight 21be. ..... 97 

Hug-a-Book Dolls . 
huggable dolls 
that tell a story 

(3 and 4) Each has an S-page story se- 
curely stitched to its tummy. Stories are 
in simple language with full-color pic 
tures. Cotton dolls stuffed with non-toxic, 
non-allergenic polyester, Machine wash 
in cold water, dry at low heat. Each 12 
inches tall. Ages 1 to 6. Wt. ea. 12 of, 
(3) 49C44096— Three Bears. _.. 3497 
(4) 49C44005—Red Riding Hood. 1497 

Sesame Street" 
$1377 

А replica of Sesame Street and its 
jolly tenants with a blackboard 
‘on the back. Includes Ernie, Bert, 
Big Bird, Cookie Monster, Oscar 
the Grouch, Susan and Gordon, 
Also, furniture, accessories and 
more. Everyone (except Big Bird) 
can ride in the sanitation truck, 
Folds, so all pieces can be stored 
inside; with carry handle. All plas- 
tic construction. Measures 
1634x190 125, іп. high. Ages 2 
to 8 years 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 C 442980 
Sesame Siron а ө уедет are s Тезге wonshop 

Safari Camp Set 
51287 

Includes truck and trailer with 
doth tent. Two animal cages with 
sliding doors for trapping . . will 
hold any of 5 animals which bave 
movable limbs. Capture net dou- 
bles as a tote bag for small pieces. 
Four SMrinch figures with mov- 
able parts . . and more. Plastic. 
For ages 3 to 9 years. 
Зыр. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
TA m 

Tree Tots Tree House 
$1087 

Tree top pops up to show interior 
of tree bouse. Realistically deco- 
rated with 9 pieces of furniture. 
Hand-operated elevator carries 
tree tots into house . . fold-out 
steps are also provided. There is a 
swing for the kids to play on and 
a family car, The tree tot family 
consists ol Mom, Dad and 2 kids 
plus Barky, tbe dog. who has his 
‘own house. Plastic. 12 in. high 
closed. Ages 2 10 8 years. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
TOC 4ar28c 

mn 

non 



Wood Block Set. . with 
letters and numbers 

Colorful 1*ie-inch wood blocks with em 
bossed letters on two sides and printed num- 
bers and letters on four sides. Smooth, 
rounded corners. Set contains 50 pieces. Be 
sides learning his letters and numbers, your 
child will enjoy building and balancing 
blocks. Reusable canister. For ages 144 to 6. 
49 C 4470—Shpg. wt. 2 bs. 1202. .. Set 4449 

is 

$595 

LI UM 

TUFF STUFF* plastic Blocks 

stackable letters 

NC coca Se uude er pea 
1n colorful polyethylene plastic, with rounded 
corners. Contains 30 pieces in all with multiples. 
of letters most frequently used. Helps develop. 

container. Ages 2 thru $ years. 
AC A78 Shpg. wt. 3 bs. 7 02.......Set SS 

Unfinished wood 
Kindergarten Blocks 

in 10 shapes 
sg9 > 

Made of natural grain wood with 
rounded edges. Block sizes range 
up to 11 inches long. Help devel 
ор dexterity and coordination. 
Your child can build forts, great ГА 
houses or whatever he likes. Rec E 
ommended for ages 210 8 years 
32 piece Set. ^ 

Shpe. wt. 6 bs 1202. 
wc Set saso 
S6-piece Set = 

Shoe. wt. 9 bs бог. 
өсөн Sanzo N 
72.piece Set. 

‘Shpg. wt. 12 йж. 10 ok 
70C 48546 Seas 

Winnie-the-Pooh Top 
Watch Winnie go ‘round and ‘round and multi- 



pound in a peg—watch 
one pop out other end 

$395 
Wood bench with clear plastic 

10 child can watch pess 
slide through. Eight pegs and 
hammer 

develop 
Measures 85,14 5x55 in. high. 
For ages 2 to 5 years. 
49 C A4652—Sbpg. wt. 2 Ix. .4195 

Good Humor” Fun Truck . 
Жз a truck that's also a game 

ABC 44831—Sbpg, wt 4 ba to... 

Take-a-Part 
Tool Box 

$587 
Tool box comes completely 
apart with the aid of 5 tools— 
2 kinds of screwdrivers, 2 

nds of wrenches, and a drill 
with 3 different bits. While 

‘children 

ing and manipulative skills. 
Tool box has two movable 
storage trays inside, and а 

Measures 9x7 Ма? inches CO 
high. For ages 3107 yan ЕЙ 

1b. 1208 
sn 

CI 
nem 

Take-a-Part 
Sewing Basket 

5342 
Tape measure has holes for 
sewing on button and slot for 
buttoning practice. Includes 

. The 
thimbles nest and interlock 

buttons. Inset 
tray is a form fitter so child 
learns shapes. Plastic. Mea- 
‘sures Sada in. high. Ages 2 to, 

Multi-activity 
School Days Desk 

$791 
Colorful desk and 16 cards 



$588 

Keep tots busy and happy 
in playpen or crib with 

Winnie-the-Pooh Busy Driver 
wW ih. эй these working parts baby can “drive” just like 

lock, windshield wipes, t 
К axê» in. high. Recommended for ages 2 

A8 C 40672 Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces „#628 

Out pops a surprise from 
under each lid in the 

Winnie-the-Pooh Surprise Box 

Push a button, slide a lever, turn a knob, move a dial 
or flick a switch . . one of the familiar Pooh characters 
will pop up. Each mechanism makes a different sound. 
Nontoxic plastic. Measures 13x7%,413%,4 inches high. 
Recommended for ages 2 to 4 years. 48 C 4444 Shipping weight 1 M o ы 

Put-together 

U.S. Puzzle Map Puzzle Sets 
$233 

48 C 4425 Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 

Remove puzzle pieces 
and the capitals ol each 
state are printed under 
neath. Have fun, learn а 
lesson, too. Precision. 
cut 14-piece inlay pua- 
zle. Hardboard 
12x9x% in. Ages 310 7. 

pues ~ е, зельле 

Winnie-the-Pooh Puzzle Blocks 
make up six different pictures 331? 

Twenty 1¥cinch wood blocks stack 6 different ways to make up col 
orful scenes of Winnie-the-Pooh and his forest friends. Pictures are 
included to act as guides. Ages 2 to 6 yrs. Made in West Germany. 

Sei Bugs Bri 74 Wine Bron. Save 

Aim Winnie, pull the lever and see all the 
fascir 

Busy Bath. Makes every bath a water wonder- 
land. Water travels up tubing from tub when 
lever is pumped down then released. Attaches 
easily to tub by straps with suction cups at 
ends. Dial controls speed of seesaw water 
dump. Removable magic play cup converts 
from a regular cup to a shower cup by turning 

nn 

Hardboard inlaid puzzles 

For ages 2 to 5 уть WL set 2 ba. 
Bugs Bunny® and Porky Pig 
49044028 

49044373 

th large, 
smooth pieces. Each puzzle 12x9x% 

Set 13.90 
Tigger the Tiger and Winnie-the-Pooh 

Set 1399 

jon-toxic plastic, Measures 
inches high. Recommended for 

children ages 2 to 5 years. To order the easiest. 
way, look in your phone book white pages un- 
der "Sears, Roebuck and Co. Catalog Sales" 
for number to сай. 
49 C 44447 Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 202. ss 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Finger Puppets $242 

=. A world of Pooh imagination at your 
fingertips. You make Winnie, Tisser, 
Eeyore, Piglet and Owi come to Ше. 
Washable, non-toxic vinyl. About 3 

high. For ages 3 to 8 years. 
© 44401—5һр. wt. 11 oz Set 9245 

reco [Sears] 495 



“Click” 

The “Hunny” Tree . . push a button, $695 
out pops Pooh or one of his pals 

Playtime begins with a push ol a “hunny” pot button. Winnie-tbe-Poch lifts bis "bunny" 
pot und обета you a tasty sip. Ow! “tweets” and Туре “clicks” from the top of the 
tree. Piglet, Kanga and Roo throw open their shutters with happy greetings 
The tree and its tenants are made of strong plastic. Measures 7:519 inches high. 
Imported from Hong Kong. For all o Pooh's friends 114 to 4 years ol age. Get this bit ot 
Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears and order И right pow 
49 CAAGT3— Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 95 

Sesame Street” Muppets 
star in hours of 

imaginative entertainment 
(1 ond 2) Hand ру». Look just like Ernie 

1 Eme. Shipping weight 1 1b. 2.08 
49 c saas osi: Е 

2 Bet. Shipping weight 1 b. 2 oe. 
cams. ml 

3 Mo Bird. You make him open his besk, fap 
his wings and bend his perk Just follow 

instructions to pot him into his act. Felt, plastic 
amd feathery fake fur. 19 inches tall. Instruc 
tions. Ages 3 and up. Street sign not incl 
49 € 44146—Shog.wt 11b. To2........ 9887 
Д Cookie Monster. Не “gobbles up” lots of 
cookies with your help. Јам wide your 

fingers inside to put him into his act. Plush 
fake far. Measures 11 inches tall. Instructions. 
Recommended for ages 3 to 10 years 

The Peanuts* Gang visits Charlie at home 
Who's visiting Charlie Brown? Prem one of tbe buttons and see. You 
can put Charlie, Linus, Lucy, Peppermint Patty and Saoopy each in 
Ма own wagen and book them together for a Peanuts parade, too. 

3 Little Pigs and the Wolf . . Puppets 
Who's afraid of the big, bad wolf? Tra la lala la. Your child can re 
create the fairytale of the wolf and the three little pigs or be can 
invent his own tales. Vinyl hand measuring up to 5% inches Puppets 
tall, plus colorful ¡Dustrated booklet. Ages 4 to 9 years. 
49 € 44712— Shipping weight 1 pound Set изэ? 

Ernie and Oscar the 
Grouch Stack-ups™ 

(5 өм! 6) Ernie and Oscar from 
Sesame 

them correctly 
Plastic, 10 in. high. Ages 3 to 6 yrs. 

‘weight 10 ounces. 

Sesame Street v 
Pals Finger Puppets 



Put Tigger, Winnie or Owl 

all together first 
nie Е À 

> and you're the winner 
Toss bean bags at rotating panels — d \ 

if your айт is good, you can 
turn up three matching parts 

VES Toss n Turn $988 
Pooh 

Players or teams, if your aim is off, you'll get hilarious combinations such as: Winnie's head 
with Owl's body, or Tigger's tail with Owl's bead. You can make any crazy combination 
you wish. Mom and Dad will want to join in the fun, too, Three bean bags. Overall mea 
sures 13Yx15V9x10Y inches high Plastic and metal. Helps develop dexterity. Any 
number can play, ages 3 and up. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears. Roebu Co.. Catalog Sales” for number to call, 
79 C 44686C -Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Child-sized 

È Tether Ball 
Fisher-Price $987 
Basketball > 

sor Tithe б = 
swing it back before it Make a basket and winds too far around the a bell rings. Comes ie. For indoor or out with basket and Le he 

Jackbemnd in second. 1444 inches in diameter, 
2-4 weighted metal to help 
or 2 colorful bean prevent ping. Mel 
ag Backboard aso eio dac MED serves an a scoreboard ошку, inch viny 

ball suspended by 40- with builtin coum Shooter Poo! $1287 2 
{ern om each sid 

де of plastic Set up cue ball on shooter platform, set and aim 
hardhoard shooter and pres lever to shoot. Direct balls Inte 
He x 1avı x 24% Any of 4 holes by moving shooter from side to side 

inna high. Ages 3 Felt surface. plastic and metal construction. Elastic 
ho 8 years for bank and combination shots. Measures 

Shoe. wt. бї. XZ2ax Ss inches high. Ages З and up. 
79C MEC... 5987 Shipping weigh Ihn m 

L 



Very active Pull 'n Push Toys fascinate youngsters 

Winnie's on wheels . . 

[ШИ ү iii Rz BR К ER... 

It's fun to take him along . . 
Digger™ the Dog “walks” 

he's over a foot long 
you.. 

Digger the Dag is more than a pull toy. Just pull his leash and he actually walks alongside 
сж in front of you. His lega move up amd dows while he 
‘Measures 132645 inches bigh. Plastic. Recommended for 
49 C 44061— Shipping weight 1 pound 1J ounce... 

The famous Chatter Phone 
Watch its eyes roll, hear it chatter and ring. 

ics 

I 

rolls along on plastic wheels. 
106. 
TV. 

Вей rings when child turas 
dial, phone chatters and rolls 
й» eyes as it's pulled along, 
Receiver lifts. Painted wood. 
‘non-toxic plastic receiver and 
balloon wheels. Cord is elas 
ticized. Measures 01427 ut 
inches high. Recommended 
for ages 2 to 6. Why not pick 
up the phone and order it? 

Sape. wt. 1 Ib. 207 
49 04436 эл 

2 

‘mended for ages 1 to 3. 
аз C 44621 — Sha. wt. 1 Ib. 8 on 82187. 

Watch colorful balls roll and 
ack inside Zoodle Snail's 

clear shell 

and clear plastic. 1174264 inches high. For ages 2 to 4 
49 C45271— Shipping weight 1 pound. 

Ss Y 

Pull Goofy Walker as Goofy Guy rides 
Arms and legs wave as you tug to add to the fun 



An adorable set that will in- 
trigue your little fire chief 
Truck has a cab, trailer, four 
soft and durable balloon tires 
with steel axles and a swivel lad- 
der with two extensions 

The three removable play- 
mates come with removable 
bright red fire hats. Durable 
polypropylene olefin and high 
impact plastic. Truck is 9 inches 
long. For ages 2 to 6. 

Shipping weight 1 Ih. 6 02 
49 C 46226. we 

Rock-a-Stack 

5166 These sturdy Construction T« 
Six smorted fluores dump, dig, load, haul 
ceat-colored rings fit d 
over come (1 thew 3) Thick. strong bod: 

Nosharp edges. Wide track. 

Б the floor it rolls 

Hit i | i i 
ši jit Е i 

Nerf Toys . . squeezable and non-toxic 

(4 thu 6 ) These toys will take Just about any 
punishment your 3 to G-year old can give them. 
‘Squeeze them, squash them, bounce them down the 
stairs. they always bounce back to their original 
shape. Because they're made of non-toxic polyure- 
thane foam, they won't mar mom's walls or {ural 
ture. Wheels on ‘gator and truck spin fast, free and 
quiet so they really get up and go. About 8 in. long. 

Shipping weight each 1 pound. 
14) 49 C A5315.-Nerf Gator. . $292 
($) 49 C 45281 Nerf Glider. 292 
‘6 аз C 44099. Nerf. Track 292 

on pages 439 to 614 
from now until 



Winnie-the-Pooh Р | + 

Crib Toys 

g Blocks 
t. high 



Cuddly Cub $747 
A soft huggable, chewable toy that rolls in all directions 

— у = p os 
и 797 

Tinkling Crib Gym Heres а siding toy right at baby's eve 
$689 Scooting helps build muscles. improves coordi- 

mation. Gentle, contoured indentation sup- 
6 Chimes ring while Winnie-the Pooh ports child. Four swivel casters resist tipping, 

and some of his pals from the Hundred case movement as baby propels scooter. Sturdy алан Measure I9 laches leg 

months and up. 
79 E 470140—Shpg. wt. 4 ths. 



Double 
Youg ays to vies 

Deluxe Theater letop rear een projector 

plus hand-held lighte r . . 20 reels included ' 

52999; 
Just plug im tabletop rearscreen projector 

F Large. 3¥axt-in. sereen in extra bright lor 
viewing in fully lighted room. Insert reel 
press lever to change scene. Carrying handle 
doubles as focus bar. 13x7¥ax8M% in, high 

for 110-120-v.,. 50/60-Hz. AC. .3 

It's like a TV screen— 
more than one = 

can view reels on eoim өйле von, Both rigeary pos pianie 
jot for ages under б 

this tabletop viewer 49 C 1806-5004. wi. Alba. 11 ох. 12.99 
'C" Batteries. Package of 6. 

Winnie-the-Pooh and Friends. $499 
View-Master* Gift Pack 

View Winniethe Pooh. Bambi, Donald Duck and many of your other 
cartoon pals on coloríul 3-dimensional reels. You get а standard viewer 

‚nes cach Inside the gift canister. Just hold viewer 
up to light... ever changes scene. Plastic. For ages 4 and wp 
40 C 10031 Shipping weigh 11 ounces u Variety Theater (1, 

with Carry Case (2) 
Separately total 

21.98 
Theater and Carry Case 

View-Master® Stereo Viewers . . four great 
3-dimensional reels included with each viewer 

m 

1 Variety Theater. Combination of projector and 10 full-color reels . . exclu 
sive at Sears. Watch your favorites: Star Trek. Scooby Doo. Casper and 

n. high, 6-1. cord. UL listed Lighted Stereo Viewer Not commented б эро under Dat $315 4575 a 
md Runner, АШ yoii de ech the bar and a 

Scooby Doo amd Fat Albert at a picture appears Flip lever to 
Standard change scene. Casper. Peanuts & se inside of lid as projection 

i finish. Sax 14 Vas 16% In. Ion viewer is easy to operate - . simply Popeye and Woody Woodpecker 
2. hold it up to any light. Pres lever reels are included. Plastic. Uses 2 

Variety Theater (1) and Carry Case (2) to change scene. Made of high- — "C- batteries. Order package sepa 
49 C 1899 Shipping weight $ pounds $ ounces $20.98 rately above. Ages 4 and up. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces 
4 C 18906 1575 



Talking View-Master* 
Stereo Viewer. 

Lighted Viewer shows 
color pictures with 

electronically produced sound 
for rich. true-to-life топе 

$199? zzz 
Watch 3-D color pictures come 

Charlie Brown and the Peanuts® 
sana. Built in lighting gives you an 
extra sharp, bright picture. Just 
press bar to switch light on . . flip. 
lever to change scene. Additional 
talking reels available below, left. Here's a great way to start your own library of exciting talk- 

ing 3-D View-Master reels. For one low price you get an out- 
standing assortment of talking reels in vivid color. The nature 
f this purchase does not permit title selection. Each talking and up. 
reel offers seven scenes . . that's 35 scenes in all. This may be Shipping weight 3 lim. 9 oz. 
Jour oly оррипивйу t obtain hee View Master ишкэ asc 18001 mas 
EET Nu ose за vet to ie Kar indt "C^ Batterien. Package of 6. 

Ri. jä Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
asc 1898 Package 93.66 49.C40006-WL 1202.....Pkg. #155 

Talking View-Master Reels 
Each catalog number for 

опе Зов packet орок (Wt 4 or) 

$299 a 
NOTE: Talking viewers and projector will accept standard View Master 
reals Talkıng reais Cannot be used in standard viewers or projectors 
New Titles for 1975 
49 С 322— Pippi Longstocking» 
49 C 18507—Planet of the Apes 
49 С 18556—It's a Bird, C. Brown 
49 C 18558—Apple's Way 
49 C 18559 85,000,000 Man Before Christmas. 
48 С 18567—New Zoo Review 48 C 18383— Christmas Story 
49 C 18596— The Waltons 48 C 1850 Barbie —— 
49 C 10598—Kung Fu 49 C 1887—Rudolph the Red 1 He! Lets watch а show! Project your favorite talking reels with brilliant color 

Nosed Reindeer pictures and clear, easy-to-understand sound. Just plug in to household outlet, 
Cartoon Favors, TV Favorites place reel (1 included) in slot and on with the show. Convenient lever changes scene . 49 С 18321--Charlotie's Web ae 49 С 10555—Star Trek 

49 C 10503 —Adam 12 
Automatic reset. Plastic. 124x544 inches high. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 
120 watts. 6-1. cord. Not recommended for ages under 6. 49 C 18962 Winnie the- Pooh 49 C 18927—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. 48 C 18514— The Flintstones History and Travel м LL -— 49 C 4961 Replacement Bulb. Code BMG. Shipping weight 3 ounces 

48 C 18618 Wad Animals 
of the World 

49 C 18876—Prehistoric Life 
49 C 18955— Disney World 

48 C 18531— Bugs Bunny 
“ch 
49 С 18548— Charlie Brown 
48 C 18553— Scooby Doo 

Q) Tabletop Screen. Stee! and vinyl. 30540 inches. 
3C 6545C— Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Color Reels for all non-talking View-Master viewers 
Exch catalog number a tor M ee $175 ө 

Cartoon Favorites 
49 C 17518—Popeye 

: 17556—10s a Bird, Charlie Brown 
€ n Weretod Expansion 17584—Superman 
17813—200h Century 17322—Pippi Longstockings 
17814—Landmarks in American History 

48 C 17367—Island at the Top of the World 

49 C 17321--Charlotie's Web 
49 С 1730—Snow White 
49 C 17318 Cinderella. 
49 C 17361— Wizard of Oz 

Y738— The Night Before Christmas. 
17383—Christmas Story 

49 C 17406—Raggedy Ann 
C 1787—Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer 

17619—Prehistoric Animals 
17948—Fantasyland 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Peanuts characters © United Feature Syndicate, inc. 1966. Disney 
characters © Walt Disney Productions Casper © Harvey Famous Cartoons. 

49 C 17382— Winnie the Pooh 
49 C 1740 Bambi 
49 С 17482— Batman 
49 C 17514—Flintstones 
49 С 17517— Disney on Parade 
49 C 17531—Bugs Bunny 
49 C 17544—Snoopy 
49 С 17548— Charlie Brown 
49 € 17553— Scooby Doo 
TV Favoritos. 
49 C 17585—Star Trek 
49 C 17558—Apple's Way 

49 C 17568— The Brady Bunch 
A9 C 17596— The Waltons 
49 C 17597—Emergency 
49 С 17598—Kung Fu 



Water book, brush; four Frame- 
Tray puzzles with a story; si 

ırds with a story and 

Paint with Super Dream Drops 

Squeeze colors onto map or pop-art posters 
watch as they neatly fill the spaces 

6 bg postes 
each 24x35 inches 

Mechanograph™ Set 
Create complex patterns. 

design. outline. color $495 

A selection of drawing equipment (ог de- 

ing geometrics in a multitude of configu- 
rations. The many parts make it a versa: 

book included—detalls pat- 
terns, color combinations to implement 
ideas and projects. Ages Sand up. 
49 C 16358—WL 1 Ib. 102... Set 8495 



Mold and model 
again and again with 

$599 
Pumper No. 9 

Just pump ladder on red styrene fire Modelit Pait it 1 Bean tern preis Modeling and Painting K 
in. vinyl play mat helps keep area dean. Two Roll out, cut and trim Play-Doh on 
6-oz, two l-oz. cans of Play-Doh modeling — 18x24-in. vinyl play mat. . keep 
compound, ladder, trimmer, decals and 2 toy work in play mat area. With two 6- 
firemen included. For ages 3 to 7 years. oz. cans of Play-Doh, plastic rolling 
A9C16174—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. .. Set 6647 pin, trim knife and 18 shapemakers. 

Dip-Dot water colors are pre-moist- 
ч m ened (no water needed); non-spill 

Bake 'N Cake Shop tray dispenses paint when brush is 
2 Makes 14 different pretend goodies. inserted in slot. Murals book has se- 

Cookie-maker wheel makes 5 different ries of scenes with same horizon decim cb aa sl Ke con MP PEE. 
‘Three goodie molds, trimmer, rolling pin and then sticks pre-gumrned perforated 
two 6-08. cans of Play-Doh ind. Vinyl bake parts on following page . . no snips 
shop play mat—14x20 in. Ages 310 7 no messy glue. Ages 2 to 8. pf ДИ RT RR 

Share Snoopy's drive-in-movie Take in a movie 
enjoyment as he "watches" 
{rom his private auto. To pro- 
ject movie, simply insert cas- 
sette, flip "on" button, then turn 
handle to see all the action. Cas- 
settes need never be rewound — 
can be run forward or back- 
ward. Cassette, "Woodstock's 
Dream House" incl. (order ex- 
tra cassettes below). Plastic. 
1126212 in. high. Uses 3 "D^ 
batteries (mot incl) order pkg. 
below, right. Ages Sand up. Wt. 
2 ibs. 4 oz. 
EIER... M094 
Extra Cassettes for above. 
48 C 16712-"Roll Over, 

Beethoven: 
49 C 16715-"Hang On, ` 

‘Snoopy’ 
49 C 16718-"Curse You, 

Red Baron" 
Shpg. wt ез. 50x... Each #204 

und 

[5] мее ae shows 

u^» == 
Etch-A-Sketch®. Turn knobs, designs appear on Бу Tone-O-Graph"™. Q Six Million Dollar Man Movie Viewer. 7 GIVE*A-SHOWE Projec- 
screen. Spell words, form numbers, draw shapes or Y Make patterns by © Slide in cartridge, turn crank and watch tor. Project giant color 

pictures, Turn over and shake to erase and start again. sound. Add small amount the show. Run fast action, slow motion or pictures up to f$ ft. on wall 
Plastic frame, зА in. thick. For ages 4 and up. of sand onto membrane, backwards. Adjustable focus wheel. Re- Set includes 112 color cartoon. 
48 C 1878—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz Ss piace dear plastic top on cessed eyepiece. Rugged molded plastic. slides. Just turn units ight on 

top ring of base; hum into óx3tjx9%4 inches high. Cartridge included. ава pull slide strip through. 4 Ute Brite. Create colorful pictures. Put in outline. in- — mouthpiece to create vari- Order extra cartridges below. Recommend- You get 16 strips of 7 slide sert pegs and watch them glow. Over 400 pegs in 8 ` ety of designs. Incl. 6 ed for ages 3 to 10 years. frames each of scenes from 
colors, 16 pre-printed picture outlines, 6 blank sheets for mouthpieces, 3 squeeze 49C 1683—Shipping wt, 13 02. M — TV show, “Valley of the Di- original designs. 912-8, plastic screen. (25-w. bulb not bottles of sand (white, yel поюз”. Plastic. 10x54x20% incl) UL listed, 110-120-.. 60-c. АС. On-off switch. Sit. Jom, eed) б washable ad. Cups he: a" in. vide. Uses 3 "D^ batteries cord. Not recommended for ages under $ years hesive pick-up plates and ук toat btan Fen (order pkg. below). For ages 4 49 C 16223—Shipping weight 4 Iba. Se 194. special base for pick-up 49c 18847 "The Bionic Man in Action" and up. WL 1 Ib, 2 oz. 256 Lite-Brite Refill Реде. 32 each of 8 colors: Red, plates 12 in, high. Ages 6 — 49 C 16448 —Colonci Steve Austin 49C 16514 Set ваза orange, green, yellow, violet, blue, clear and pink. and up. WL 1 Ib. Bos. Adventures" 7D" Batteries. WL 1 ib. 4 or 9 С 16865— Shipping weight 9 ounces Pkg. 294 40C 16731 ......Set 844 Shipping wt each Son Each 1294 — 49C40005-Phe.(6) Р #155 

5: [Sears] 505 



LITTLE 

Includes items 
are cnc sind When amem- 

‘easel stands S214 inches high. 
ТЭ C 16205 —Shipoina weight 18 pud... so 
2, Easel with 16x24-inch work surfaces. Can be (olde 

for storage, Includes all items listed above with 4 jars 
‘of tempera paints, Stands 429 In. high when aembled. 
79 C 162081 -Shipping weight 15 pounds 91299 

Tripod Easel $799 
20x15-in. chalkboard Reversible 

sabe, wood Chalkboara *1099 2-sided Standing $799 
Big 20x30-in. board has metal Chalkboard 

cludes crayons, paletie magnetic spelling or wipe-off Blue. 17x23-in. composition 
card with water colors and €rayon board on one side and chalkboard surface on one side. 
brush. tempera paints in t composition chalkboard on the black on the other. Adjust board. 
4 primary color. 6 sheets — | other, Set of 36 magnetic letrero Jo any angle and tighten. Lo 
of drawing paper. chalk. included, Crayons, chalk. eraser cludes chalk, eraser. Legs of 
eraser, clips. 38 in. high. incl. Overall height 47 in. Alu- aluminum tubing. Finished 
Ages 3108. minum tubular legs. wood tray wood tray and frame. Overall 
79C16719C-Wi. $ Iba. $799 and frame. Partly assembled. height 41 in. Ages 3 to 10, 4 ite. 

Age 310 10. inc M eie. е foCwseic 9590 
506 [Sears] ~ 79 C 16083C—WI. $ Iba... $1099 



Single Tatie 
51295 

Flip-top Desk 
$795 

Flip top back and child has a comfortable chair , , flip 
forward for a convenient chalkboard desk at just the 
right angle for writing or d Hardboard with 
sturdy frame of aluminum tubing. 2244x16x23 in. high 
with top forward. Ages 310 7. 
79€ 10861C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. ? lbs. .....5795 



Snap-together pieces for 
building scores of toys. 
people, animals and buildings 

For ages 5 to adult . invite you to build 
scores of things, limited only by your imagination Pieces are 8 

and the number of pieces in Brix-Blox set times larger 
than standard set 
sizes easier for 
toddlers to build 

with . , for ages 3106 

Be 699 | 5: 9495 
Big red, white and blue snap-together plastic pleces Im varying shapes. Encourage preschooler to develop creativity and coordination a» they a 
semble BRIX-DLOX structures. Include wheels and изи» for making 
Cars. tracks. wagons and puli topa. For ages 310.6 Our biggest BRIX-BLOX Sets — with movable parts en iei 49 C 16307 -72 piece Set. Shipoing weight 2 Ibe. 2 or. Sa 169 

Include assortment of gears and related pieces 49 C 16281 80 place Set. Shipping weight Y Ih. 12 of Set аз 
let you build things that really move 
"$1395 | “or $995 

red. white, blue, 
n « wide variety of shapes and sizes. Pieces fit to- 

im be taken apart without difficulty. Build the great tay 
hundreds of others. Vou get 993 ogeiher BRIX: 

piece amortment of gears In 3 sines. Plastic 
49 C 16194 —Fot agen 5 to adult, Shipping weight J Ibs. 1) ox. Set 93395 
740-piece Set. Includes 730 snap-together BRIX-BLOX plus 10 sorted 
wears in 3 sites. Plastic. For ages 5 to adult 
49 С 16267 -Shipping weigh pounds 14 ounces Set s95 

BRIX-BLOX Sets . . without movable parts 
save $795 | зан $599 BRIX-BLOX Power Unit and Accessory Pack 
= e BRIX-BLOX sets t $495 

rd or reve Sets made up of red, wh tether HRIX-BLOX similar to 
above. but without moving parts. Include many shapes and siars to build cay- t 
tle, towers. bridges . . other non-moving projects. Plastic. Ages $ to adult er unit, with wind-up motor. permits 
49 С 16254582 piece Set. Shivoine weight 3 pounds 4 ounces Set $796 
49 С 1261 - 396. piece Sat. Shivoine weicht 2 pounds $e sm 

508 [Sears] 77 

halts, axles, wheels, rubber tires included 
УХ vehicles. Axles, gears, wheels let you mob 

ay value to BRIX-BLOX р, 



Bridge and Highway Set 
Build your own bridge and roadway . . send miniature 
vehicles on exciting trips across and around highway 

$1295 .: 
‘Youngsters can assemble true-to-life bridges and roads. Use 
roadways for “MATCHBOX"® and/or Hot Wheels type of 
vehicles sold on pages 588, 589 and 590. Beams, columns, braces 
are authentically designed like those used in real bridge con 
struction. Truss or suspension-type bridges can be built with 
materials included. Child may want to create his own structure 
as well as those detailed in instruction booklet. Once assembled, 
42in. long, 13-in. high bridge is sturdy enough to remain intact 
for permanent use. Over 300 pieces. Combine this set with 
World Famous Buildings set below and create your own down. 
town activity center. Styrene plastic. For ages 5 and up. 
49 C 16296—Shipping weight 2 Ibe. 2 oz. Set 1298 

Lincoln Logs 
Forge your own rustic wilderness settlement 

with real wood logs 
сеси Set 340 pce Set 

$999 $1299 

Build any kind of log structure with these rough-bewn Mein. 
thick logs of stained wood. Load them on toy trains, trucks 
or boats just like real logs to add realism to your games. Sets 
include ske of various lengths, plastic gables, chimney, roof 
pieces and instructions. Ages 4 to 10. 
130-piece Set . . Builds one large and one small cabin. 
49 C 16201—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces . .Set 48.99 
267-plece Set . . Builds one large and two small cabins. 
49 C 16202— Shipping weight 5 pounds 2 ounces . . Set 19.99 
340-piece Set . . Builds one large and 3 small cabins. 
49 C 1620— Shipping weight 6 pounds 13 ounces -Set 41299 

NOTE: items on ths page not recommended. 
vse by children under 3. because ol the wrai 

and panel designs 
let you simulate many of the 
world's most famous buildings 
ог create and design structures y 5 
of your own . „now with elevator. too go $162 

s brig ee. Order ud panel 700-piece Set. One of the mont exciting concepts ever in a 



With 3-speed motor, electrically operated 
by remote control power pack. 

electric-powered transformer plus 
two-way action power hoist 

Both veta ones 

К = 
[onem 

482-piece Erector* Set 
Includes battery-powered 3-speed 

‘motor and remote control 

52995 zz 
You can build and operate this mobile 
snorkel yourself. Battery pack with for- 
ward-reverse switch and husky gear- 

per girders, pulleys, plates. axles, nuts, 
bolts plus a variety of other girder 
lengths. Steel. Create unique inventions. 
ог follow instructions for other projects. 
For children 6 and up. Uses 2 "D" batter- 
ies, order at ies, 
49C 16316—Wt. S Ibe 1202... Set $2995 

250-piece Erector* Set 
Includes battery-powered 

direct-drive motor 
$1495 za 

Build a motor-driven model of the moon 
rover that carries its own battery power 
source and motor. With battery clips, 

ages 6 and up. 
ABC 16311—Wt. 3 lbs. Son... Set 41495 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of 2. 
48 C 46996—Shps. wt 11 oz. „Pkg. $149 

NOTE: Sets on tha page not recommended for children under 3, due to smal parts 

Little Learners* 
Metal Storage Box 

The neat way to store parts 
from any of sets above 

All steel storage chest bas corru- 
gated. compartments designed to 
separate the motors {rom the 

and small parts. Carrying 
handle. Blue and white. Measures 

514 inches high. 
VL 31. Soz. 4598 

$599 

Tinker Toys 
Build bridges. towers or whatever you 
imagine with these traditional sets 

«он $899 | asar $599 

Colorful wooden rods and spools provide hours of con- 
struction fun. Sets include an idea book with easy-to- 
follow color-keyed diagrama. For ages 3 and up. 
48 C 16344 —400-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 4 а. ...Set 18.90 
49 C 16165—250-piece Set. Wt. 2 =. 8 ог... бе 599 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 



Books that talk! 
Hear the story 

with exciting sound effects 
while you read 

$477 
(1 thru 3) Just turn the sonic dial with 
your finger to bear the full story as you fol 
low along the colorfully illustrated book. 
No batteries to buy, mo rec 
Play them over and over again. Excellent 
sound quality, Sonic section of high-impact 
plastic. Great for ages 3 to 7. Measures SYex 
11Vax 1Ya inches thick. 
(1) 49 C 16236 Bozo and His ABC 200 
(2) 49 C 16235- The Three Bears. 
(3) 49 C 16234 Mother Goose Favorites 
Shipping weight each 11b. Joz. Each 8477 

sound 
^a bette 

URE WARNES 
Teaching Toys for fun and learning 

Magic Answer Machine. Put picture 
card into slot, name the picture, then 

push first button. First letter of word will 
appear on the screen. Push other buttons 
o complete word. 24 pictures and words on 
12 cards. Plastic. 7x2V x4 inches high. For 
children ages 3 to 7. From Japan. 

Sbipping weight 11 ounces 
aac 10508 ns 

Arithmetic Card Set. Use wich Magic 
Answer Machine above, 96 problems 

to solve. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

д9 с 16008 Ser $140 

6 Memory Match. One child challenges 
another to remember which sliding key 

hides the matching picture. Other games 
advance to matching pictures and words 
and rhyming words. 

Six games in all. Printed on three sturdy 
cards. Plastic case with scorekeeper. Mes- 
wures 14Yax11Vax24 inches deep. For ages 
310 B. From Singapore, 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces cus seas 
7; World Globe 

Bie С. олс diameter 
in full color 

$349 

aa 
Push-button 

Teaching Clock 
Teaches preschoolers 

to tell time 
$495 

1] World Globe. Child can rotate highly 
detailed Qin, diam. steel’globe on me 

ridian guide. 11% in. high. Ages 6 and up. 
40 С 1657—Shpa. wt.2De 100r... $3.48 
8 Push button Teaching Clock. Teaches 

relation between normal clock face time 
and modern digital time, Push left button. 
hands advance 5 minutes, Push right but 
ton. wise old owl's serpy eyes open to reveal 
digital time. Made of sturdy plastic. 3Yx 
Tx9¥s in. high, Ages 3 to 7 
40 C 16007 -Shpg. wt. 11b, 1495 
f Pick-APair. Asks which pictures are 

the same, related or missing from aur- 
жету rhyme pictures. Child selects answer 
И correct, card moves to next question. 40 
questions on 5 cards. Plastic. Spring-action 
mechanism, x8r 17, in, deep, Ages 3 to б. 
ФС 16004—Japan. Shog. wi. ib. 5388 
]() Mini-Colculator. Turn dial and prob- 

ет appears in window. Child answers 

Singapore. For ages 5 to В. 
BC TOOT =Shoe wi. ox 

Magic 
Answer 
Machine 

Demonstrates 
how words 
are spelled 

from individual 
letters 
$399 

Card Set tor 1 

Memory 
Match «* 

Tests memory 
as children Е. 
search for 
matching © 
pictures ¬ 

Pick-A-Pair 
A multi 

game for preschoolers 
$399 

chow 

Mini-Calculator 
Adds. subtracts. multiplies 
and divides numbers 1 to 9 
when child tums knobs 

5199 



Bugs Bunny? Talking Alarm Clock 
helps little sleepyheads wake up every morning 

$1495 x 
Sold only at Sears. Hear "Bugs" say, "Eh, wake up, Doc! You asked me to call 
you—o here I am telling you it's time to wake up. No more sleeping! Get up! 
Get up you sleepyhead. When you get up, I'll go back to bed!” 

Wind-up clock has big numbers and carrot hands—so it’s easy and fun to tell 
the time. High-impact styrene. 6¥9x7x2% in. deep. Talking mechanism requires 
1 "C" battery (order package below). Hong Kong. For ages 4 and up. 
49 C$1041— Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces 11495 
1974. 1975 Warner Bros Seven Ала. Inc 
48 C 46997——Package of 2 Alkaline "C" Batteries. Shpg. wt. 5 ог. . Р. 109 

Bugs Bunny 
Toothpaste Dispenser 

$245 
Sold only et Soars. Escour ages Kids to brush regulary 

Brush up with Bugs Bunny 
battery-powered Toothbrush 

No more lost caps and messy Sold only at Sears. Stands by itself or Nipen Junt inveni аза тезу 

requires У batteries Corder pkg. at {ube (not incl), press the ere lever and the right an 

4 and up. 
plastic, nylon 

h. Toothpaste not incl cluded. High-impact plastic 
Order extra toothbrushes below. o 8x244x3 inches deep. Hong 
на а " Kong. Ages 4 and up. 

Toothbrush Refills for above Shipping weight 7 oe. 
498 1037- Pi, ас nas 

Bugs Bunny Desk Accessories 
+ sold only at Sears 

Keep "Bugs" oo your desk, ready to sharpen your pencils 
Starts automatically when pencil is inserted. High-impact 
styrene. Uses 2 "D" batteries (order pkg. below). Safety fea 
ture prevents operation when top is removed for emptying, 
Extra sharpener incl. 4x3714 in. high. Hong Kong. 
48 C 16378—Ages 4 and up. Shpg. wt. 12 02. nas 

2 Alkaline -07 Batteries. 512 [Bears]. acaso Weiler Pug nas 

Just insert up to ten sheets of paper in the slot Аз "Bugs 
and push down on the "carrot 
are neatly stapled together. Colorful hi-impact 
styrene. Includes 1000 staples. Easily reloaded. 
Measures 4x3x714 inches high. Made in Hong 
Kong. Recommended for children ages 5 and 
up. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done—  S¥ax3!yx34 
just dial Sears and order it right now. 
49 C 16387—Shipping weight 12 oz. ......M45 

louriges on your desk-top, he can 
remind you of the month, date and day, plus 
keep your pencils handy. Calendar blocks can 
be arranged to show any day in any year. Pen: 
cils are held in "tree stump”. Made from color. 
ful higb-impact styrene and measures 

ches high. From Hong Kong. 
Recommended for children ages 4 and up. 
48 C 16391—Shipping weight 12 oz. ass 

your papers 



Shine up with Bugs Bunny? 
Shoe Shine Kit 

$445 

Sold only at Sears. Shining your shoes can be 
lots of fun. “Bugs’” face smiles up from each 
brush. Watch his big, crazy eyes bounce up and 
down as you brush back and forth. Box holds 
everything kids need for shoe care: 2 brushes, 2 
daubers, 1 brown and 1 black polish, 1 polish: 
ing cloth. Styrene box doubles as footrest 
Th v ax634 in. deep. Ages 4 and up. 

042— Hong Kong. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 ot. .. 9448 
975 Warner Bros 

Sold only at Sears. "Bugs" makes a great AM ua. 
bie radio, or just carry it with attached strap. 
High-impact plastic. 399x361 inches high. Ear 
phone included. Get the Bugs Bunny stapler. 
sharpener and calendar (on facing page) for а most 
unique desk set. Solid state. Requires one 9-volt 
battery (order package above right). Ages 3 to 10. 
Made in Hong Kong. 
48 C 16402—Shipping weight 13 ounces ......07.98 

Sold only at Sears. Sing along with your favorite radio songs and hear your voice come right out of the 
radio. Solid state AM radio tunes by moving Bugs Bunny's arm to point out the desired station. Carrot- 
shaped microphone has a self-contained volume control and а 10-ft. long cord. Use as radio alone or 
switch lets you choose between singing with radio or using as a public address system. Includes an 
‘earphone for private listening. Colorful high-impact plastic case has a hideaway handle. Requires one 
Solt battery (order pk. below). Measures 2х7 А7 in. high. Ages 4 and up. Made in Hong Kong. 
4$ CS1045— 

one's favorite puppy. 
Snoopy. on this AM radio. Includes earphone 
and attached carrying strap. Colorful high-im- 
pact plastic. 3t4x314x644 in. high. Solid state. 
Requires one 9-volt battery (order pkg. above). 
For ages 3 and up. Hong Kong. Phone ordering’s 
a quick and easy way to buy it 
49 C 16442— Shipping weight 13 oz. mos 
Peanuts character!) Unaed Feature Syndicate Inc 1966 

Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 
49 C 46903 Package of two 9-volt Batteries. Shipping weight 4 ounces 

sss 
Pha. #108 

Sold only et Sears. Winnie-the-Pooh will sit enjoy- 
ing some “hunny” while you enjoy listening to this 
AM radio. Colorful high-impact plastic radio comes. 
with earphone and carrying strap. Measures 
3142615 inches high. Solid state. Requires one 
9-volt battery (order package above). Recommend- 
ed for children ages 3 and up. Made in Hong Kong. 
49 C 16431— Shipping weight 13 ounces 1 

тет Sears] 513 



Hey Kids— 
Type letters to a friend, stories or even 

your homework on your own typewriter 

Sears Toy Typewriters 
make learning fun 

The REPORTER 
56-character Typewriter 

Type CAPITALS, numbers, fractions. 
punctuation marks 

$1995 = | $1695 
2 Beginners’ typewriter modeled after the kind found in. newrom: Jus the typewriter for the aspiring young journalist. Vivid red color, 3 row keyboard, Features a Carriage return lever and hon reverse. The Ey inch er 
riage uses standard typing paper. 
Measures 10x1 1 Lard inches high. Made of high-im- pact plastic with metal mechanical parta, Matching red Ease ol molded plat. Made in England. Ages? 
Order extra ribbons below at left 

49 С 16131—With case. Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz. ...51995 
A8 C 16045— Without case. Shipping wt. 4 Ibs 1695 

HOLIDAY II. . full 80-character Typewriter 
Type small letters, CAPITALS, $2495 with 

numbers, fractions, punctuation marks a. 
Dial-A-Type Typewriter $g95 1 A sreat way for youngsters to learn basic typing skills and practice the alphabet at the same s: de ارل time. Bright red, white and blue typewriter has standard 3-row keyboard. Complete #0-charac ypes CAPITALS or numbers 

ter keyboard includes a back-space key and shift-lock key for capitals. Features carriage release Little folks will be absolutely thrilled with this play with safety ratchet, end of line bell, paper release and adjuster, ine roll-up lever, automatic доп 9 1200 ОЗ ий Bier cole sl a Ш рау 
reverse, capital shift key and figure shift key. The SVrinch carriage uses standard typing paper. — keyboard... looks real but there are no keys to miss. Just Typewriter comes with a matching blue case. turn the selector dial to letter or number desired then press Measures 11x11%x4% inches high. Made of high impact plastic with steel mechanical parts. — type bar and machine "types" CAPITALS ot numbers one 
Case is of high-impact molded plastic. Made in England. Ages 7 to 11. at a time. Uses standard typing paper. 10 aSMx314 in. 
49 € 10040-— Shipping weight 6 pounds 14 ounces #2495 high. Plastic and steel. Made in England. Ages 5 to 10. 
49€ 16057—Extra Ribbons for typewriters (1) and (2). Black. Pkg. of 2.Shpg. wt. 2 o. .Pkg. 199 49C 16044— Shipping weight 1 Ih. 1202. "з 

Authentic-looking steel Cash Registers 

(3595 Deluxe model has 13 keys, Push-button model has 
receipt pad, play 

. — dow at front of register. Push “No Sale” key . . amount pops 
‘the lever . . drawer opens, up, bell rings. Amount visible 

514 



Remote-control 
Plane and Copter 

1 Plone. Touch a button and propeller 
spina, You make plane dive, loop, do fi: 

ure-8's. Plastic fuselage, 14-in. wing span. 
¡ceda two "D" batteries... order pkg. below. 

A8 C $1027.— Ages $to 15. We. 13 on... -8378 
9 Copter. Touch a button and rotor turns 

You make copter take off, land, even res- 
cue 2 “astronauts”, Plastic body, 814 in. long. 
Needs 2 "D" batteries. . order pka. below. 
A9 C $1028—Ages 5 to 15. WL 1 Ib. ..... 4378 
Buy both (1) and (2) Save 10%. Each in 
cludes its own control unit. Need 2 "D^ bat 
teries each . . order package below. 
49 C 51020—Shpg. wt. 1 m 76 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 C 46995— Shpg. wt. 1 b. 4 ов. Pg. $158 

Flashbrite™ light 
+ „doesn't need batteries 

is with this strong beam of 
light. 2x2x6 in. long. Three snap- 
on colored lenses, belt carrying. 
case incl Plastic. Ages 5 and up. 
A9 C $1054—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 

Poppin' Fresh Playhouse and Uncle's Rol 
3 Poppin' Fresh Playhouse. 

Poppin' Fresh, Poppie, Bun 
Bun, Popper finger puppets. 
Molded-in plastic furniture. Vinyl 
house 14x1113x3 in. deep. Ages 2 
108. 
lû C 51103—WL 215. Set 4547 
4 Uncle's Rollie Car. Hard, du 

rable plastic body - . flexible. 
wheels. Headlight eyes roll. Rum. 
bie seat opens for an extra rider. 
Solt motor sound. 3Mrin. high vi- 

yl finger puppet incl 

Snoopy Soaper . . makes 
washing hands more tun 

Snoopy, "The Clean Hands Inspector”. 
watches as child pushes button to dis- 

This Winnie-the-Pooh Watch 
really keeps time 

$295 
Hey kids, you can have a watch of your very own that 
really works. Delightful Winnie-the-Pooh background 
bas Winnie dancing while bees go up and down around 
his feet. Large, easy-to-read numbers simplify learn: 
ing. Winding mechanism can't be overwound. Adjusta 
ble vinyl band in bright yellow with vivid red plastic 
case. Recommended for boys and giris 3 to 11 years 
old. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial 
Sears and order it right now. 
48 C 1319— Shipping weight 4 ounces. 1295 

Three Banks that help kids learn to save 

pense powdered soap and washes 
hands. Suction cups at bottom keep 
unit in place. Includes one S-oz. packet 
‘of mild Ivory Soap Beads® . , enough 
for over 350 wanbings. Plastic. 9 i 
high. 

5322 scs Aseo 10. We 1b. 222 
Ivory Soap Beads Refills. 10-02. pk 

К A9 CS1098— Wt ilo... Ры. #147 
С аиа chesscert Unios Fears Synde 

cate, nc 1966 ^ 
pU 

5 Little Urchin™ Bank. Casually dressed 
figure leaning on barrel. Holds hundreds of 

coins. Movable head bas a glued-on syntbetic 
wig. 9 inches tall. Non-toxic colors. Vinyl. Rec 
ommended for ages 3 and up. 
49 C 51095—Shpg. wt 1202. ns 

he-Pooh Bank. 11-in. Winnie 
ds your coins. 

laze finish over vinyl Non- 
49C 51134—Ages 3 and up. V ТЬ Sor. 1345 

Т Mosler Jr. doubledoor Sale Bank. A 
toy reproduction of the original Mosler 

safe. One working two-number combina 
tion lock opens both doors. Alarm sounds 
When door opens, rewinds itself as door 
Shuts (no batteries needed). Heavy-gauge 
steel for durability, Sturdy piano-type 
hinged doors. 7 in. hh. Ages $ and up. 
49 C81122— Shpg. wt Jiba Bor... 44717 

25 [Sears] 515 



Happiness is playing and sitting down * 
with your feet touching the floor on our Furniture 

"Patchwork" Table and Chairs 

$1999 = 
Sturdy wipe-clean vinyl tabletop laminated 
under high pressure to Yin, flakeboard 

molded polypropylene seats. The 13%4x10-inch seat 
stands 13 inches from the floor. Table measures 

i ages 2 
108. 
19 C 90129C—Shipping weight 29 pounds .....Set 119.99 
2 Зо. Set. As (1) above, but has Mx24x204n. table, 2 

chairs, Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 C 80067C— Shipping weight 19 pounds .... Set 11490 



Table and 2 bentwood Chairs constructed $2 495 
of sturdy select hardwoods finished in walnut 24 

A handsome furniture set for your child's playroom. Table measures 2S 18х23 in, high. 13x1 1-i 
Chair seat stands 11 in. rom lor. Partly assembled. [nstrucons incl Ages 210 7. Tea set not inc TE C30 4C- Shipping weight 26 pounds батин 
799018 -—Extra Chair for set above. Shipping weight 9 pounds Each 19.99 

The Burger-Server 
22 Combines a serving bar and toy 

chest all in one unit 
$2288 

Rock while music 
lullaby. 

maple finish. Turned 
front legs, shaped arms, with non-tos 
runners. 12Yx10%-in, finish. 744x9%-in. 
seat, 9% in. from floor. stands 9 in. from floor. 
26 in. high. Partly аз: 23 in. high. Partly as- 
sembled. Ages 2 to 10. sembled. Ages 2 to 10. 
We. 9 lbs. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
TOC ROIOC.......01498 79С890318С "s 

Toy storage chest in 
back of serving bar 

Burger Server. Sold only at Seors. Kids will have a great time serving friends snacks and drinks 
at their very own "soda fountain”. 12x30x24-in. high serving counter has 2 swivel stools at- 
tached so children can sit down and enjoy their treats. Set also includes а Su. It toy chest Sit and rock for hours in 
tucked behind counter. Serving counter made of viny laminated to Yin, Nakeboard, Sturdy this rocker with non-toxic 
Chrome plated tabular tel swivel stools stand 16 in. high from floor. Padded vinyl seat mea тей enamel finish. 108x844 
sures 8 in. in diameter. Partly assembled. Instructions. Ages 3 to 8. Accessories not incl. in, seat stands 8% 
79 C90 14 1.—Shipping weight 44 pounds . mu from floor. Partly Het Ages 2$ We gibe, WENE 06.99 mo [Sears]517 



Bean Bag Chair 
Conforms to any child's shape, support 
ing back, arms and bead. Wipe-clean vi 
nyl. Reinforced nylon stitching. Rein- 
forced knit back. Expanded styrene foam. 
bead fill. About 78x33 inches. Recom 
mended for children ages 2 to 12. 
79€ 9028SL—Red — 79 C 90204L— Black. 
79 € 902661 Yellow 
Shipping weight 6 pounds* m9. 

Ti maes akt 1010 rate: ме pago 276 

$1399 

*Happy Valley" Children's Furniture 
Sturdy wood and hardboard construction with plenty of storage space for toys 

T 3-pc. Deacon's Bench and Tebie Ensemble. 3 Toy Toter. Rolls. 
White lacquer finish, screen-printed happy valley ape smoothly on Lu- Whale of a Bean Bag Chair 

design. Wood-reinforced hardboard sides; hardboard chalkboard storage — cite plastic casters. There's a place for you aboard this tabletop, seats. Table 24%%x16x21 in. high, Bench doors. Two open Tubular aluminum 
2314225 in, high, including backrest. Keep toys shelves on top. Eraser, handles. Wood-rein- M M M 
neatly tucked away in the 3-cubic ft storage space chalk incl. Wood-rein- forced hardboard. ی ام ا ا a 
underneath bench seat. Partly assembled. Dishes, forced hardboard. 3x — 24x1622 in. bi seis | راسل AEN toys not included., For children ages 3 to 10. 18:33% in. high Part- Partly assembled. Pe tls See 
79C90277C-Shipping weight 32 pounds ...Set #2099 ly assembled. Toys Toys not included. MEA pro 
Dansers Bench only: a AA Seams triple-stitched with nylon for 

& N л strength. Two reinforced zippers. Whale 79 C90345C—Shpe. wt. 13 Iba. Each 01399  78CSOMEC. 81699 79C90981C ..... 39.30 TEM A 
70C 90267C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ..... 11390 

Toy-storage Boxes 
Plenty of room for lots of toys. 
They're fun to play with tool 

Mailbox Froggie 
Bright red and blue mailbox Friendly green (rog opens his stands ready for 24-hour toy big mouth to store your toya and game deposits. Made of inside. Molded polyethylene lightweight, yet sturdy poly- plastic is iehtweght yet dura- ethylene plastic. . perfect for — ble. . great for indoor and 
indoor or outdoor use. All outdoor use. Rounded edges edges rounded. Top lifts olf and metal hinges, 244200 (47 for storage, "pick-up". Mea- — inches high. Ages asd up, 

$1495 ‘es Мба high. Toys noc ind. Why not ick 
1495 Ages 210 10. Toys not incl up the phone and order it? 

TECSOSMC-WLITBw. M 495 — 79C9O208L—We.Giba® аит 



Stand tall when you walk into Y 
your own 60-inch high Play House 

Big enough for pint 
Made of rugged paper ie 
Dutch colonial style printed in 4 color late wood trim, tres 
and flowers. Interlocking pieces simplify assembly 
TEC 030 TL —Ages 3 to & Shipping weight 13 pounds з 

245260 inches high. 
inches high. White 

Sturdy 
toys 

Tike Slide for riding 
$999 and 

1 Te Sie, Climb the stairs, lt and йр down the slide, Flip it 
over and it becomes a rocker. Made of rugged polyethylene for 

indoor outdoor эм. 331316 I high Orange. For ages 1¥4 105. 
79 900481 — Shipping weight 10 pounds 
9 Tester Tike. A toy a child will want to share... teeter and totter 
оп this durable polyethylene mini seesaw. Molded seats and 

34212115 i. high overall. Orange. 
79 C 0049.—Fot ages 2 to 4. Shipping weight 9 pounds* ....41198 

“Junior executive” Desk with large 34x17-inch 
surface area plus shelf space for storage 

Just the place for “top-level” projects and homework as well 
МЕ space for books and other Desk measures 34x17x20 in. high. 
Made ol wood grained bi "S wood ime. Marching бан las 

‘hardboard seat and back with aluminum tubing frame. Chair 
ten ae eches ie Saee би open o vl 2 shelf 

‘assembled. For ages 4 to 12. Accessories not incl. 
TSC P0391 Shipping weight 20 pounds vis 

$1599 

Desk with drop-front top forms 23'4x27-inch 
writing surface when opened 
desk makes a neat appearance when dosed, cono 

Made of wood grained hardboard wi 

mended for children ages 4 to 12. Accessories not included. 
76 C 90359C—Shipping weight 28 pounds 
"f masas thas 10/0 cate ме page 276 



STARTING HERE 
SIX PAGES just bursting with educational 
and entertaining craft and hobby ideas 

Crafts Corner 

CREATIVE WOODBURNING SETS 
Sets 49 C 21012 and 49 C 21013 have Sears exclusive. 
тирове woodburning pen with retractable shiekd to helo 
keep fingers from hot bp. Exclusive base design lets pens 
Stand upright when not in use. 

Super-deluxe Wood and Cork Burning Set $999 
with 5 easy-to-build projects 

Build five projects . . birdhouse, tie rack, bookends, napkin holder, serving 
tray . . then woodburn them. Pen and 4 extra over-points. Set also includes 8 i i і ‘cork coasters, 2 cork hot pads, 6 color foils, paint 

colors, brush, 1 dish, glue. pattern sheet, sandpaper. nails, 
сазе and instructions. UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 20 

‘watts, 640. cord. Not recommended for ages under 13. 
A9 C 21012— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. ......- Set 1999 

Deluxe Burning Set $695 
with tie rack project 

Build and woodburn a tie rack. In- 
dudes pen, 3 extra over-points, 2 wood 
hot pads, 2 cork coasters, 10 printed 
wood plaques, 6 football action 
plaques, 6 foils, palette, brush, dish, 
Pattern sheet, sandpaper. instructions. 
UL listed; 110-120-v.. 60<. AC-DC. 20 
watts. 6-ft. cord. Not for ages under 13. 
‚Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 12 

өсїюзз.. MENT 

Woodburning $395 
Starter Set. 3 

Perfect for the beginner, Set in- 
cludes pen, 6 printed basswood 
plaques, water colors, paínt 
brush, water dish, extra over- 
point, sandpaper, foil leaf for 
monogramming and instructions. 
UL listed; 110-120-v.. 60-с. AC. 20 
watts, 6-ft. cord. Not recommend: 
‚ed for ages under 13. 
A9C21015-Wt. 1 Ib, 2 ог. Set #295 

14 extra Wood Plaques $ ] 99 
Get extra fun from any woodburning set on 
this page or any other set, by ordering these 

‚en. 14 white basswood plaques. Mix 
Pre-printed. Ages 13 and up. 

49 C 21016—Shipping wt. 1504. ....Set $199 

> Silver and copper-color metal 
Embossed Pictures . . revival of the ancient art of repoussage 
It's so easy to do. Just place malleable metal sheet on mold and use sculpture. 
tools to press metal into mold's indentations. Kit includes 3 different 4! x6- 
inch molds, 6 sheets of heavy-gauge metal, sculpture tools, 3 mounting 
boards, non-toxic antiquing compound and non-toxic glue. Easy-to-follow 
instructions. For ages 9 and up. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 

49 C 20221— Shipping weight 1 pound. Kit 9547 

All Aboard! Build your own 
Train Desk Caddy $344 

Just paint-by-number and assemble . . а great idea for practical use or play 
Hagin and fro сыз wil actually той along on ther own wheels, Train ki Comes complete with cay to-ptint pre-printed and pre cal wood parts 
wooden spools, non-toxic paints and glue, paint brush, sandpaper and simple 
iustrated instructions. Amemblad аш i ра 1 5%, inches long, 48 2014 For ages Band up. Shipping weight 1B 6 o 

ye 
With this genuine Mahogany Plywood Craft Kit $499 
you can construct a shelf and a storage box 

All pieces are pre-cut and ready to assemble. The complete kit includes sand. 
paper, glue, finishing glaze and easy-to-follow instructions. Finished multi 
purpose storage box measures 9x6! ух 2\4 inches high. Book shelf with cute 
dog design measures 18x0Mx41/ inches deep . . perfect for paperback stor 
age. Recommended for ages 8 to 13. 

‘Why not pick up the phone and order И? 
48 C 2013— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 

Kit s344 

Кам 

Rag Doll Paint-by-number 
Bulletin Board 

$499 
Use as a bulletin board in children's room, as a Kitchen meno board or as a 
decorative wall plaque. Made of genu- ine cork laminated to pressboasd for sturdiacss and long wear. Diecut 
Printed guidelines for easy painting. In- dudes 4 on ton, bas sry paints, 
brush and easy-to-follow instructions. Measures 1320 inche. Recommended 
for children ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 9021080 Kit nass 



Here's an idea with an old-fashioned flair 

© Pieces pre-cut and punched for easy assembly 

Ш 
ES d $599 

Smooth-grained Leather Kit with 8 projects 
1 Take a step back to tbe more basic lifestyle and expe- 

rience the pride of creating useful gifts of soft. supple 
leather for your family, friends and yourself. Make а 
stylish 1-inch wide link belt . . fits waist sizes up to 32 
inches. Kit also includes а billfold. key case, pen and 

S 
G pencil case, coin purse, bookmark, comb case with comb, 

S 
S 

coin and key holder. It's vo easy Lo do we suggest it for 
leather lovers ages 8 and up. To order the easiest way, 
look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roe- 
‘buck and Co, Catalog Sales” for number to сай. 
49 C 20169— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces . ‚15.99 

make gilts for your family or yourself 
GENUINE LEATHER AND SPLIT SUEDE KITS 

e Kits include laces and instructions 

Suede split-cowhide Moccasin Kits 
9) Sev palomino tan-color pieces with tan cotton laces, 

Insole fastened in place. One pair per kit. Ages & up. 
izes. medium, large, extra-large. 
ledium (111 re (i wt loe. а lage eO) Sipe we Koc 

16—(Giry! 9-10) (Boyy 8-9) 
48 C21867— Men and Boys’ 10-11) 

Suede steerhide Boot Kit 
3 Hopi Indians crafted moccasins 

for durability, comfort and beau- 
ty. You can make the same style 
boots with sporty looks and soft com- 

*y 

S 

S\ 

fort of fawn-color moccasins, Foam. S 

S 

S 

БЫР. һәр wi. воа. 
rubber ? inch insoles attached. Ages 
10 and up. Apoilable in sizes 5 thru 10. 
Girls and women state size normally 
worn. Boys and men stole 1 size larger 
than regular size. No half si 
49210461 Shp. wt 1204... 9598 

UJA4242424224224 2242222244424 4 III 5 

Indian-style Bead-Craft Kit $549 
4 Make à beaded belt, necklace, ring or headband on beadioom with pack 

ets of colored beads and 50 yards of thread, Or make medallions and rings 
by popping beads (over 2000) nto pre punched plastic with special tool in 
cluded. Instructions included. Recommended for ages 7 and up. 
48 C21053— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces Kit 65.49 

Jean Scenes Decorating Kit 
$399 

Б Make your denims fun and fancy with 
this craft kit. Includes everything you 

need to decorate jeans, jackets or shirts 
Kit features: 100 rhinestones with bold- 
ers: 108 colored beads; 5 pieces of iron. 
fabric (7x: 
yellow, red 
paint; paint 
patterns and com 
ommended for ages 8 and uj 

Kit 63.99 

‘Switcheroo™ Light 
Switch Covers, . eyes 
move and glow in dark 

$272 

down . „light off. With mounting 
bracket. Plastic. 99a Ita in 
6 Football Player Switcheroo. 

49 C51298—Wt. don. ...9277 
17 Puppy Dog Switcheroo.™ 

49 C51209—WL 3 ол. «1.9279 

3-in-1 Craft Sets 
From magnetic stick-ons to leather craft. . 
3 sets in 1 give a variety of educational fun 

| (Earner 
CRAFT SET 

Creative kits for the intermediate age group $4.99 
‘Three different, individually boxed kits give children hours of creative fun. 
Set contains: Magnetic Pom-Pom Stick-Ons Kil , . make 4 characters (teddy 
bear, frog, mouse and panda) to put on refrigerators and other metal cabi- 
nets: Leather Craft Kit. ‚make a heart-shaped coin purse, comb case, pen and 

сазе, book mark and key case; Rag Doll Picture Kit . . create two 
4#4x5%yrinch high pictures to hang on wall. All materials included. Instruc- 
tions. Ages $ and up. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 2026— Shipping weight 2 pounds & ounces. Set ust 

A fun set for the younger 
Three different, individually boxed kits. Set contains: Burlap and Yara Picture 

Kit. . make picture of a bird: Leather Craft КИ. . make key case, comb case, 

coin and key holder, Stitchery Picture Kil . . make a picture of mushrooms. 

All materials included. Instructions. Ages 6 and up. 
49 С 2025— Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. 



* Double-barrel tumbler can grind. polish at once Tumbler cover helps тие tumbling nose 
Make your own jewelry or grind, polish stones for exhi- 
bition. 17%4x13YaxSUrin. high electric tumbler has 2 plastic barrels with protective rubber sleeve. Heavy- duty motor. Dial shows day of operation for each stage. Ind. agate rock, grinding grits, polish, 9 settings, glue, instructions. UL listed; 110-120-v. 60-Ны. AC. 20 watts 
Єй. cord. Not for ages under 10. 
48 C 21058 Shipping weight 6 Ibs 4 o ......Kit 1488 
Refill Kit. Barrel, lid, agate rocks, grinding grits, polish. 
gemstones and 7 jewelry settings. 
49 21626—Shipping weight 1 b. 12 02. Камат 

Jewelry Hobby Kits 

Grinds. polishes stones 
ali less tran пот $1599 

Turn a rough stone into a spar- 
kling gem using professional- 
type electric gem-making ma- 

Y., 60-Hz. AC. 65 watts. 6-ft. 
cord. Not recommended for 

Deluxe Jewelry 
Craft Kit 

Includes polished 
precious and 

Semi-precious stones 

5888 
Over 200 stones includ. 
ing emeralds, ame 
thysts, agates in various 
sizes and shapes. Makes 
12 jewelry pieces. Incl, 
settings for cuff links, tie 
bar, 2 adjustable rings, 2 
brooches, 3 pendants 
with chain, key chain 
and bracelet with dan. 
ie. Also glue and instr. 
Ages 8 and up. Wi. 1 
49 C 20224 ....Kit 98. 

Gemstone 

Jewelry Kit 
Over 75 polished 

stones 

$549 
Achieve the beauty of 
baroque jewelry. Over 
25 jewelry-size ge: 
and $0 miniature gems. 
to make 8 jewelry 
pieces. Includes settings 
for 2 key chains, 2 neck. 
lace chains, bracelet 
chain, cuff links, tie bar. 
Also 10 bell caps, 5 cast 
ings, glue, instr. and a 
half geode of agate to 
display. Ages 8 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 10.02. 
4902018 .....KÍ9540 

Coin Jewelry Kit 
Make exquisite jewelry from 
antique coin reproductions 

ос use coins 
from your own collection 

5695 
Create beautiful jewelry out of repro 
ductions of gold coins from the era of 
the California Gold Rush or use your 
‘own favorite coins to make these extra. 
personal. Contains coins and settings to 
make two pendants, cuff links, tie bar, 
key chain, charm bracelet and adjusta- 
ble ring. Includes glue, instructions. 
Ages 8 and ар. 
49 C 2029—5Һре. wt. 1008. ... Kit 4695 

Indian-style Jewelry Kit 
Includes genuine and 

simulated turquoise and 
а real Indian arrowhead 

5499 
А great collection of Indian-style jewel- 
ту. . to wear yourself or give as gifts 
The genuine and simulated turquoise. 
(blue bowlite) give these pieces an au- 
thentic look. The arrowhead is actually 
handmade by Apache Indians. Includes 
jewelry settings to make 2 pendants, 
key chain, adjustable ring, brooch and 
Western-look bolo tie. Also glue and 
complete instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C243—Shps. wt. 100%. ... Kit 4499 



Make your own 
genuine ceramic 

figures with 
Ceramicast Kits 

Just pour ceramic clay into 
mold . . it dries at room tem- 
perature and you're ready to 
decorate with paint, glaze 

DL 

Electric Pottery Wheel Workshop $2,488 
ur most powerful Jr. Wheel with unique potters 
гу that air dries at room temp. . . no kiln 

Shape pottery on plastic, Sn. diameter turntable with variable speed 
motor. Apply glaze for a shiny finish. 1106-4. diam. splash pan helps 
eliminate splatters. Incl. 2 Ibs. clay, four Yas. jars acrylic paint, glaze, 
6 shaping tools, calipers, sponge, 2 paint brushes, instructions. UL list 
ed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 100 w. 6-й. cord. Not for ages under 12 
78 C 2110C— Shipping weight 8 pounds Kit 924.88 
Refill Kit. Comes complete with 4 pounds of potters’ clay, four trounce 
jars of acrylic paint, one ¥4-ounce jar of glaze, paint brush. 
49 C 21082—Shipping weight 5 pounds Kit #597 (1 thru 4) Mold 4 to Sin. high figures and finish with acrylic paint and glaze 

по kiln needed. Ind. 3 Ib, casting mix (enough for 25 figurines), four Voz. 
jars acrylic paint, 4-02. jar glaze, 3 brushes, shaping tool, mixing cup, instruc 

: Vasos and Pets. Two molds for dog. borse, cat 4 vases Ages 10 and up Вишур. теде КҮШ 
233 = 9 Disney Figures. Includes mold for adorable Disney favorites: Mickey 

$1233 zzz Mouse, Minnie Mouse, Donald Duck and Pluto. Ages 8 and up. CRI SC Shawn =. өсе Shipping weight a pounds кина 
Kiln needed. in cy, four Los 3 U Critter. Two molds for frog, trie, ow, mushrooms, and miniature Jar paint, ше, 2 shaping tol duck, chicken, ll and ore Ages 10 and up 
brush, instr. Plastic, 12x8x2%4 in. 49 C 2113—Shipping weight 11 pounds Kit a1190 

  ae (Footbal Figurines. Adjustable mold lets you orm player and cheerleaderا ےس
» гна ےک ba in different positions. For ages 10 and up. 
49C2104-WL 5 Ibe, 5 ot Kit #1233 49 C2112—Shipping weight 8 pounds Kit +897 
eer mto Refill Kit 3 los. casting mix, four tiroz. jars paint, glaze, 2 brushes E ANI 40 C 2033 —Shiping weich pounds 6 ounces камәт 

Kiln-fired Ceramic Figures you can paint yourself 

Only at Sears Paint-by-number 
glow-in-the-dark Tennis Player, 
Frankenstein and Cheerleader and 
Wolfman Kits Football Player 
499. $472, 

(5 and 6) Big 12-in. (7 thru 9 ) These 9-in. 
figures made from kiln- bisque figures are ready 
fired ceramic bisque come to paint. Include 6 paínt 
ready to be painted. Each colors, glaze, 2 brushes, 
includes 5 glowing pi instructions. Ages 10 and 
colors, 2 brushes, instruc- цр. Wt. ea. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
tions. Recommended for Hope Tennis Player 
bcr [Borea 
Б Frankenstein Kit. 8 Cheerleader. 

48 C2117 .... Kit 0499 49021982... Kit 0477 
Wolfman Kit. 9 Football Player. 
492118... Kit вазо 49 C 20381... Kit 437 

Now: Chramic ware on tha page not 1 be used as ia Darey ааста WON Daner Pr 



Crafts Corner 
У and craft р 

mh 

Starter Crochet Kits include 
washable acrylic yarn, crochet hook 

and easy, detailed instructions 

$366 
c46-inch alg 

Wooden Weaving Loom weaves up to 20 inches wide ie ola ne 
51297 То order the cases жау, ki your pone book wit pages under “Seas Кока and Co Catalog Sala fr number o cl 

Create your own ponchos, purses, belts, wall-hangings and placemats . , the stur- 49 C 2206—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces Kit 0697 

dy Hume wil мб iron con ты heavy ше. Баз or ast imple Suite i an be used for abe or ар wai Ice АЛТИ. А 0) Beginner's Crochet Kr. Enjoy leaming to crochet whe making an 
walnut-finished hardwood loom, brass-color hardware and 66 yards of yarn adorable scarf and hat or vest and hat. Vest fits girls” sizes. Includes 

enough for a 10x10-in. practice square. Complete illustrated operating instruc- Why not pick up tf 
tions. Patterns not included. For extra yarn, see Big Book. Ages В and up. 
49 С 2003— Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces 297 

Art-A-Matic 

A fex 

3-in-1 Activity Set 
Learn to weave, knit. $497 

Adorable Beaded Doll Kit 5545 = ee 

$449 c Three individually boxed kits with all ma 
Fun, psychedelic pictures . . you just add the paint terials and instructions, Contains one each: 

These two beautiful Sinch dolis are so ting Kit fo scarfs, hais 
easy to make . . simply pin the beads 
and sequins into the body forms. Kit 
cludes 2 plastic foam body for 
heads, jewelry beads, sequins 
ed pearls, Also includes 

‘Switch on turntable, add paint and you get a new picture each time 
Incl 4 squeeze art boards (5x7 in.). 3 frames and 

ries (order below). 
А asas AL thread, needle. Weaving Kt to make pot 

holders, placemats with weaving loom, bag 
Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pack- of loopers, looper rod. Ages 8 to 12. 
age of hipping wt. 11 ог. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

Kine2es 49C 46006 Package 6149 — 482308. Set 1497 

imagine yourself at the races watching your 
rede Made o sturdy, е reia plat Ара 4 and uix 

Miniature Family. Authentic reproduction of “Citation”, the 
3 focus sire o rete bor, and s amy. The three bina 
range in size from 2 to 214 inches high. 
48 С 20262— Shipping weight 10 ounces .............-бе%2## 
4 Arabian Family. Three horses range in size [rom d'y 10 8 

inches high. Includes decorated carrying сазе. 
ABC 20168— Shipping weight 1 lb. Voz. |... Set 0887. 
Б Classic Thoroughbreds. 6! inch high authentic reproduc: 
2 is ol mee famous race horses: "Man O War", "Swaps" 

A9 C 20265—Shippiing weight 1 pound... ~... ‘Set 99.08 



Famous Monsters Plaster-Casting Set 
Create your own Frankenstein monster 

and Wolfman 
$499 

Have fun casting these S-in. high realistic 
looking famous monsters in plaster . . deco- 
rate them to look just like they do in the 
movies. Set includes 2 reusable molds, one 
26-02. box of plaster, 4 bottles of paint, 2 
brushes, sandpaper, masking tape, 2 mixing 
bags and instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 20207—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 02... Set 1499 

Play Teddy Bear 
T. all Нез fun to make and so 

huggable, too. Simply sew body and head 
pieces together and fill him with soft foam 
Then attach his eyes, nose and tongue . . he's 
ready to cuddle. Kit incl. head, body plush fab- 
ric, felt, polyurethane foam, needle, thread, 
glue and complete instructions. Ages 8 and up. 

SPINWELDER* Race Car Factory 
Complete with everything you need to build a race car 

. just weld the frame together, rivet on body parts 

| $74 

Rev it up, set car on the 
ground . . it's off, Includes 
welding tool, pre-printed 
body panel, 36 beams, 48 
welding rods, 100. 

etes 
Caney 

large wheels, 2 spoke 
Wheels, accessories, instruc- 
tions. 14 in. long. Metal, 
Uses 6-volt battery (order 
below). Ages 7 and up. 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 oz. 

492222 Ser 97.44 
6-volt Battery. 
‘Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz, 

Shrunken 
Head Apple 
Sculpture 

Special 
'shrinker 

attaches to 
any standard 
table lamp 

CANvertibles . „to recycle cans 
Recycle used cans of all kinds . . make attractive 
desk sets, banks, vases and other useful containers. 

These fascinating creatures are fun to create and 
make an unusual collection. Apples dry in only a few 
hours. Decorate them any way you choose . . just 

Set contains velour and burlap fabric sheets, yards 
of colorful decorative trim and mounting adhesive 
Also includes a variety of patterns and complete 
instructions. Cans not included. Recommended for 
ages 8 and up. 

carve the faces, dry apples (not ind.) with the special 
shrinker, and attach eye beads and synthetic “hair 
Contains shrinker, plastic sculpting tool, supply of 
beads, paint, clear glaze, “hair” and cord. Recom- 
mended for ages 10 and up. 

49 C 23006— Shipping wt. 1 Ib Kit 9597 

Butterfly and Insect 
Mounting Kit 

A great hobby. a fun 
way to Study nature 

A complete kit to help you study the insect world year ‘round. Great for 
science projects or for starting your own private collection. Kit contains 5 
tropical butterflies, butterfly net, magnifying glass, pins, plastic tweezers 
and cye-dropper. Also softening fluid, dispatching fluid, mounting board 
and illustrated instructions. Ages and up. 
49 C 2020—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. Kit заза 

49 C 2021— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Set 4566 49C21085—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

e Ant City $649 
See ants live. work as they do in nature 

magnifiers let you catch all the action 
Watch nature's engineers dig tunnels, build bridges and 
move objects many times their size in the 4 stackable Str 
inch high modules. Ants (mailed separately) travel between 
escape-resistant plastic modules through vinyl tubing. In- 
cludes tubing, sand, tweezers, eyedropper and food. Send 
enclosed coupon to order supply of ants . . ants cannot be 
shipped to Hawaii or Tenn, Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 20244— Shipping weight 1 Ib, 8 oz. 

1744 

u. 



“Fly” or “drive” your own 
gas-powered Plane or Car 

Wand au power 
(or улык аталди, 

mute 
же 
  LIج

(1 meu 5) Powered by the famous 
performance-packed Cox (49 eo 
fine. Starter kits and batteries not 
included, sold separately below 
1 Sky roldor. Throttle control 

gives you more flying versatility 
plus instantaneous, responsive can 
trol over plane. Features precise 
guideline control and large 2inch 
wingspan. Detailed with authentic 
Marine Corps design decals. Rub. 
ber-tired nylon wheels. Plastic. Pre- 
assembled, Ages 10 and up. 
78C21004C—Shpg wt. 3 bx. 11490 
9 Super Eagle. Fully serobatic— 

fies through loops, fare eats 
and inverted tnaneuvers. Wingspan 
measures 4014 Inches. Control limi 
ter included for first Might. Plastic 
with plastic foam wings. Unassem- 
bled. For ages 10 years and up. 
Té Cat MC Shpg. wt. 3b 914 
3 PT-19 Flight Trainer. Great for 

beginners. Features Cox exclu 
sive adjustable angle thrust . set it 
for super stability for beginners, 
gradually increase it for advanced 
flying. Exclusive Cox rubber band 
assembly. Wingspan measures 22 
inches. Plastic with rubber-tired ny 
loo wheels, Pre-assembled. For ages 
6 years and up. 
40C 21044— WU 2 Ex. 4 or... 1094 
4 Penske Matador. Authentic in 

color and markings, With pneu. 
matic-control steering - . 15-toot 
length of plastic tubing going from 
hand-held controller to car allows 
you to make any type of maneuver 
you want. You can run your own 
race like the big time races . . do 
figure eights, squares, circles, ovals, 
aig zags, and more. Plastic with po- 
propylene chassis. Measures 1514 
inches long. Pre-assembied. For 
ages 10 years and up. 
40C 21191—Shpg, wt Jiba. s 

San ter. Conquer your 
own desert races. Deep-cleated 

tres dig In on rugged terrain. Made 
‘of high-impact plastic. Large capac 
ity fuel tank. Complete with roll 
enge. simulated gearshift and ad 
jostable steering, Ratchet starter, 

inches long. Pre 

n. 

49 C21101—WL 1 b. 14 ou... 31287 

Accessories for above + E. =. 6 Starter Kit. For Cox “sas udes battery 
wire an wrenches Powe 

40 C22853— Shipping weight Kit i326 
7 Starter Battery. For Cox "gas" engines. 19 vols 
7 4862100 shipping weigh! 1 Ib. 

Glow Power Fuel. (Not sb 



The Titanic sails again! 
RM. Titanic Plastic Kit 

$2291 

Baume D TET 
fully reproduced. 

Fc чум фе i Sean boda, Kao 

51497 

American Classics Plastic Kit 

$749 
10 Kit with two cars, The 1909 Stan- 

ley Steamer was the first car to ex- 
ceed 120 miles per hour. Ran on a 
Sie neca шн». мы ia ic >: 
ы 1914 Stutz Bearcat was color- 
ful part of American automobile racing 
history. 10/4x4x3% in. high . . 105 
pieces. Unassembled. Ages 6 and up. 
49C2221—Wt 11b. $ oz... Kit 97.49 

Roger Penske Race Team 
Plastic Kit 

$489 

11 Matador with 366-cu. in. engine, 
chrome-plated look, plastic wheels 

and wide racing tires. Matador fits on a 
classy trailer pulled by sporty van. 
Over 15 in. long overall. Parts highly 
detailed from factory blueprints. e 
decals. Unassembled, instructions. | 
100 pieces. Ages 10 and up, 
490 22508—Wt 1 Ib. 12 oz. ...Kit +489 

Sears Big Mover Plastic Kit 
$549 

12 Peterbilt cab is а duplicate of the 
original . . has pin striping, air 

conditioner, horns, removable hood, air 
tanks, exhaust stacks. Fruchauf van 
Ваз dual wheel suspension, opening 
doors. 17% inches long. Decals includ 
ed. Unassembled with 150 pieces . . in- 
structions. Ages 10 and up. 
AP C 20188—WL 1 b. 4 oz. .... Ki atas 

These kits with moving parts let you see how an 
Auto Engine and Auto Chassis really work 

13 Seethru V-8 Engine. High-impact styrene model 
with functioning pistons, connecting rods and rock 

ex arms working in sequence with firing of В spark plugs. 
Also display stand, permag motor . . 350 parts in all 
Manual of V-8 engine's history. Measures 141x614x914 
inches high. Requires 2 “С” batteries, order pkg. below. 
Unassembled, with instructions. For ages 10 and up. 

‚Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces. 
4902201 Kit 1997 
"C^ Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 45994— Shipping weight 1202. Package $155 

Paper Airplane Kit $299. 
Five realistically designed models of Air Force jets and 
experimental space vehicles. Printed in full color with 
‘easy to follow folding lines. Some are distance flyers, 
some do stunts, all are fun to fly and display. 8% to 11 
inches long. Includes 30 planes in all. Fully decorated. 
Instructions are included. Ages 8 to 14. 
49 € 20246—Shipping weight 1 pound Kit 1299 

— 

Trigger Jet $277 
Can fly up to 150 feet when you pull the trig: 
кет. Spring powered launch gun. Adjust flaps 
to do loops, wing overs, or circle back. Plastic 
with soft nose-cone. 18 inches long with 10t 
in. wingspan. Launching gun is plastic, hard- 
‘wood, steel. Ages 5 to 15. 
49 C 22908—Shipping weight 10.02. aun 

Completely assembled 

Search beaches or woods 
for buried coins or jewelry. 

14 Visible Chassis. Fully operating high-impact 
styrene model has transmission with 3 speeds plus. 

reverse. Clutch, gearshift, springs, shock absorbers, 
brakes, wheels all perform their specific functions just. 
as they would on a real automobile. 3744 inches long. 
With permag motor and manual. Requires 3 "D" bat- 
teries, order package below. Unassembled, over 205 
pieces. . instructions included. Ages 10 and up. 
78 С 2337C— Shipping weight 9 pounds .. . . Kit $2189 
“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46995—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. .... Pkg. #155. 

Land Rocket Race Kit $497 
Tbe Screaming Eagle land rocket. Engineered for ac- 
tion and performance. Powered by stable cold-power 
propellant. Complete with reusable rocket engine, fuel, 
drag line, synchro system and drag chute. Measures 11 
inches long. Plastic. Unassembled. Ages 10 and up. 
49 C 2023— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. Kit $497 
49 C 2024—Extra Fuel. (1502) WL. 11b. 102. .... 1.77 

Treasure Detector 



Our most complete Home Workshop. 
has professional-look workbench, 

real working tools, 18 in all, 
plus 24-page booklet to help with projects 

$2888 

Solid pine frame workbench measures 3217328 in. high. Hard- 
board inlaid top and lower storage shelf. The pegboard 
ма seen ede shes tao, eri De Жоел 
vise mounts to bench. 18m. measure is painted in red on front 
of bench. Includes all tools shown at right, plus sandpaper. Partly 
assembled. For ages 8 to 14 years. Wood shown is wot included 
79 C 1965C—Workbench and tools. Shipping wt. 29 Ibs. ‚Set $28.28 
78 C 1$052C Workbench alone. Shipping weight 21 Ibs..... 1497 

12-piece Tool Set with metal box 

$595 

Assorted tools designed for constructive play. Includes: 
hand saw, pliers, 2 screwdrivers, coping saw with 5 

This handsome 14%x 
9х3-їп. deep wood 
chest securely holds all Eo 

7-ріесе Tool Set $349 
Child-ized tools for litte craftsmen. Set includes rin. 
Bammer, pliers, coping saw with 3 Diades, triangle, 
screwdriver, ruler, pencil, 2 pieces ol Е sandpaper. Tool 

ind me E == CUN ا че ABC 19086 ...S 01277 40C 19152. Shipping weight 2 Be. 4.08. . 



Bag-A-Ball* Barrel of Monkeys Silly Putty* Amazing Slinky 
Snap the levers and see Pick it wo} 12 chimps ina Stretches like taffy, Walks down stairs, falls who can get the most balls Fre champ bounces Ike a ball molds from hand to hand, moves inthe hoop Paste, in -tbey akam аар into all sorta of shaper, without mein Hcr de dam. Sie: hie 1103 Plastic For ny num Transfer pictures, too. ameter, Sel. For меб 
players, ages 4 and up. ages Sand uj Plastic. Ages 4 and up. ̀  years and w ӘСЕТ Soc. e 49C33198—We Sox Pe 40C89008—Wi Jor 8 aD C8211 I0 or. -99e Buy any 3 or more Buy any 3 or more — Buy any 3 or more Buy any 3 or more items Each ose items Each Se items Pies йез Each se 

Snoopy Tosserino Junior Football 
Aetodynamicaliy bal You can play football just ы. a; 

like the bi 2 ue 
and forth . , catch it if you do! inch De + Tabe bar ‘can. Great for picnics, the 
beach or playgrounds. 9- 
inch diameter, plastic. 
Ages 4 years and up. 
49 C 53165— Wt. 5 ог 99e 
Buy any 3 or more 

dren ages 3 and up. 
Shipping weight 7 oz. 

A9 C 28038 
Buy any 3 or more 
items items. Each 9$c Each 95e скн 

Kiddie Jumpers Finger Puppets. 
  und cy Winnie te. RE теты А Ep mud Stocking Кан show up'sااو

  cede a Stuffer iuisا
able, Step on the cups, 
grab the cord 
walk. Ages 3 to 8 

ventures. Plastic, 
each measures ў 
inches high. Ages 2 

Buy any 3 or more 
items Each 96е 

Humming Top Red Drum Answer Machine Raggedy Ann 'n Andy Crayon Box 
Pump the handle and Sturdy lithographed Match up numbers on Insert one of 6 cards Cloth body with red wool ‚Ann and Andy" 
watch the pup- metal, 6-in. diam. Two wood dominoes an: with questions andan- bair. 7 in. Forages2to оп steel box. Holds over 
ies whirl andit wood drumsticks, car. you win. Double-six swers into slot, slide — 5 years. WL each 202. 200 crayons (not incl.) 
ums, too. Metal, AM ying cord. 5% in. embossed dragon de- square up to see if cor. — 49 C 34049—Ann AS jos 

in. diameter. 4 in. high Ages 3 to 7. тесі. Plastic. 6x4xlz in. 49 C34081—Andy. Be — 49C$3149—WL 12 or. .99c 
For ages 2 to 4 years. їрє. wt. 12 Oz. Ages 5 and. Buy any 3 or more. Buy any 3 or more. 
Fry ppc goc a wc 49C53162—Wt.4 оа. 99o — items... Each$5c items +... Bach 950 luy any 3 or more y any 3 or more Buy any 3 ond Jen ond Ang поен on d fet items Each sse items с Each Mie зра 2 OSE ease Toye e жыллы: 

Dial Telephone Play Razor Kaleidoscope Miniature Arabian Horses Police Car Jam-Pac Cars 
Trim, modern-styled — Revuprazorsfrtion Turn the top end, see (1 thru 3) Plastic horses, Au- Miniature Volkswag- Seven Tootsietoy® 
telephone. Rings with motor, „soundslike _promenade of wondrous thentically colored. 204 ln Mah. en, 4x3x2%4 In. high. miniature cars racers turn of the dial. the real thing, Plastic, designs. Paper fiber and Ages 4 and up. Wt ea. 202. Pull Тш thru top to and trucks. Each 2 to 

2Vax1 x34 in. high. metal tube 9 in. long. 2256 Stallion make it go, Plastic. 2% in. long. Die cast 
high. Ages 2 ‘Ages 5 to 10 yrs. ‘Ages $ and uj Ages 4, up. WL Soz. metal. Wi 6 ox. 49C45795—Wt 9 ог. Pe 40C45083-Wi. 302.00e — 49CASOM Wt. 4 ox. 0e CS Эк OCS! ... 5а Buy any 3 or more Buy any З or more Buy any 3 or more Buy any 3 or more Buy any 3 or more items Each95e iems.......Each9se items Each 95e Each ое items Each 96е 

08 [Sears] 529 "NOTE: Not recommended for a 



Life®. Players begin with $2,000 and a саг. Spin 
the wheel of fate and away you go! Up, down, 
and around this three-dimensional world of ex 
citing make-believe. You may end up on Million 
aire Acres or you may end up on the Poor Farm. 
For 2 to В players, ages 9 and up. 
49 C 65034— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz. 1037 

Escape from the Casbah. A game ol mystery 
and intrigue. To win, you assume a characters 
identity, try to possess the jewels and escape 
from the Casbah before the police pawns stop 
you. For 2to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 66506— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

Kojak 
Stake Out 

A dangerous crimi- 
nal is holed up in 
one of the four 
buildings ов 3-D. 
game board. Each 
player acting as Lt. 
Kojak, TV's popu. 
lar detective, sends a 
man to stake out the 
buildings and collect 
information. The 
first “Kojak” to put. 
the facts together 
correctly wins the 
game. For 2 to 4 

Fast Trak 
Game 

Fast-moving racing 
game that involves 
all the strategy 
needed to win an ac 
tual road race. Roll 
the dice 10 see how 
far your car ad 
vances. Plastic cars 
can pass and change 
lanes in the straight 
aways, but not in 
the turns, Use strat 
egy to block your 
‘opponent. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 7 years 

players, ages 8 to 14. and up. 
WL 3 lbs. 1 or. We 10b. 7 ов. 

өсөм. мз — 49С85523.. 1279 

Stay Alive. The ultimate survival game! Players 
use strategy in maneuvering the plastic slides on 
the playing board attempting to open holes and 
cause their opponent's marbles to drop through. 
‘The last player with marbles on the plastic board 
wins. For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
A9 C 65174—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 1406 

Pay Day. Where docs all the money go? A light 
bearted family game centered around the wacky 
aspects of getting paid and paying bills. Calendar 
board allows any length game from 20 minutes. 
and longer. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 65489—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. oz... 384 

WHICH WITCH? 

Password. Word association game where you 
guess the password from clue words. Passwords 
are printed so that the words cannot be read until 
the cards are inserted into the special holders 
a window in the holder reveals one word at a 
time. For 3 or 4 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65056—Shipping weight 10 ounces ....9247 

rU ITI WRIST TVET 

Six Million Dollar Man. Each player has one, 
but only one is real. Find out who has the real 
man by conquering various death-defying as- 
signments with the help of “bionic” power cards, 

for 2 to 4 players, ages 7 to 14 years. 
9 C 68501—Shipping weight 2 bs. 2 oz. n8 

Emergency! As members of the emergency 
team, players criss-cross town rushing to sites of 
traffic accidents, fires and explosions. First to 
complete three assignments wins. For 2 to 4 

530 [Bears] players, ages 8 to 14 years. 
49С65527—%\\. 11.9 or. . 0244 

Which Witeh? Enter Spell Cell, Broom Room, 
Witch'n Kitchen and the Вага Ballroom. Your 
destiny is controlled by Ghoulish Gerty, Wanda 
the Wicked and Gienda the Good. First to reach 
charmed circle wins. 2 to 4 players, 6 to 12 yrs. 
48 C 65564—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ....4533 

Ouija. Partners rest fingers lightly on message 
indicator and ask questions about love, school, 
money, the future—anything! You may get some 
amazing answers {rom the "mystifying oracle”. 
For 2 "fortune tellers", ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65051—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. ...9533 



excitement, challenge and lots of fun 

Magnificent Race. Be the first to get around the 
world startíng from New York and back to New 
York again and win! But look out for Dastardly 

E Dan for he can hamper your progress. You travel 
by balloon, steamship, auto and plane. For 2 to 
4 players, ages 8 years and up. 
49 C 65486 Shipping wt. 11b. 12 oz. мэ? 

Sorry! Exciting chase game is great for kids and 
adults, too. . both have an equal chance to win. 
Special cards control the chase. Surprise moves 
build suspense, leaving outcome always in doubt 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65052- Shipping weight 2 lbs. Jos... 9466 

— 

Р APES 
— 

Planet of the Apes. Humans and primates 
locked in mortal combat! And only one human 
will survive to win the game. You must keep run- 
ning and avoid being put into the escape-proof 
cage. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to 14 уез. 
49 C 05217 Shipping weight 2 pounds ме 

The U.S.A. Lost Gold 
Bicentennial of Coyote 
Game Canyon 

А Sears exclusive! The 
fun way to learn about 
America. Players an- 
wer questions in seven 
categories: Presidents 
Inventors and Au 
thors; States of the 
Union; People, Places 
and Things; Famous 
Americans; Govern. 
ment and the U.S. at 
War. Gameboard in- 
troduces element of 
lock. For 2 to 4 play- 
ers. ages 8 and up. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 C 05442.......5395 

Set in the Old West 
each player has to find 
the location of his op- 
ponent's buried “gold”. 
Using the special trea 
sure detector. players 
search the terrain 
Keeping track of moves 
On separate treasure 
maps. Included is 16 
page comic book tell 
ing story of the Lost 
Gold of Coyote Can- 
yon. Plastic. For 2 
players. ages В to 14 
years, Shog. wt. 3 tbe 
40C 05487 $597 

Concentration. Make a match with gift cards 
‘and win money . . each time a match is made. а section of the picture-word puzzle is revealed. 
Play continues until someone solves the puzzle. 
Sixty puzzles on plastic Rolomatic puzzle 
changer. For 2 to 5 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65037 -Shipping weight 1 Ib. 18.08. $477 

Clue. Action takes place in an elegant old man- 
sion. Suspicious characters lurk about, and sus- 
pense mounts as weapons and suspects are moved 
from room to room. Figure out who did it and 
win! For 3 to 6 players. ages 8 and up. 
49 C 6605— Shipping weight 2 Iba. 6 oz. sss 

Miss America®. Spin TV camera to determine moves around board. Draw competition cards to 
cara points for Personality, Swimsuit. Evening Gown and Talent. For 2 to 4 players, ages 610 14. 

ipping weight 1 1b, 120r... $457 
Mins America ® 1974 Miss America Pageant 

Yahtzee". The game that makes thinking fun. 
Use strategy in assigning your dice scores to var- 
ious point-scoring categories. An exciting game 
of skill and chance. loaded with action and su 
pense. For 2 or more players, ages 8 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 C 65064 5233 

Guinness Game of World Records. Action 
filled game with records of the “greatest”, “most 
est”. “longest”, and “strongest” to challenge or 
break. Questions are from the Guinness Book of 
World Records. 2 to 6 players. ages 10 and up. 
49 C 05489—-Shinping weight 11b. 4 o sm 

Aggravation®. Move your marbles around board 
to get home safe. Center hole provides a “short 
cut”. You aggravate your opponent when you 
land on his space and make him start again. For 2 
to 6 players. ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65036-91. 11h. 9 ог: 5374 «Ban 



Word fun for young and old ©5291. 

$ Duplicate Scrabble For one or many. Letter 
cards deat by automatic dealer, players make 
words on game sheets. 100 letter cards, 2 game 
Thee pads, score pad, dealer. Ages 10 to adult. 
Aa C 65505 Shipping wt. 21ba. dot... MART 

Tes dis For 110 player agea 610 12 eam, 
49 C 65056 Shippiog weight 2 Iba. 202. .....#2.88 
5 Serabbie® Sentence Cube Game. You start 

with complete words. Shake out word cubes 
and form complete sentences, fashion. 
Sand timer, cup and 21 cubes. Ages 8 and up. 
48 C 65755 Shipping weight 11 os. 1297 

9 Chinese Check 
‚ern. All-metal, col- 

ortully lithographed 
Chinese checkerboard 
is 15% inches in diam- 
eter. Set includes 60 
glass. For 2t0 
6 players. Board 
verses for regu 

Deine $797 | id $427 

6 Deluxe Monopoly. The all-time “real estate tycoon" game gone deluxe 
with heavier board, more equipment, partitioned organizer tray that holds 

money, houses, hotels and title cards. 2 to 10 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 0501— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces D 

combinations into 
words. Played with 

"Т Standard Monopoly®. Buy, sell. swap and trade real estate, railroads and 
i ЫМ beoe and batis oe o Агай your ops: 

Standard edition with enough for 2 to 8 playera. Ages 8 and 
49 C 05039 Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces “un 
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1" The objective is to 

i { t E 1 | 
machine, blackjack, roulette wheel 
and dice. Tokens; pass, don't-pass 
cards. Styrene base. For 2 10 6 play- 
‘ers. Ages 12 and up. 
т9С165071.— 01. 6 be ......01084 

next round. Includes styrene base, 
timer, 106 letter, 15 bonus cards. For 
2 to 4 players, Ages 12 and up. 
TOCESSOn—WL 6lba* ...... #1024 
Power Broker. An international 
power play! Buy resources, con- 

cartels to control | 

Nuttsy Tennis" 
Outwit and outwhack 
your opponent, but watch 

out for trick shots, quick 
shots, flip shots. You never. 
know what's coming next in 
this action-packed game. Two 
spring-activated racquets 
send counterbalanced ball 
smashing across the court. 
Score pegs on sidelines of 
plastic net assembly tally 
points for sets and matches, 
Playing court measures 16x32 
inches. Ages 5 years and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
C 6504 29 

Beat the "8" Ball™ 
An extremely competitive 
timing, skill and strategy 

game for 2 to 4. Players take 
turns dropping “8” ball into 
the funnel. At what he thinks 
is just the right instant, each 
player presses a lever to start 
his own ball rolling down his 
chute. At the bottom, all balls 
come together. The object is 
to beat the "8" ball down 
there. . but just barely. 31131 
inches wide. Plastic. Ages 7 
and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2. dor. 
«acessos ни 

Trap Tennise 
10 A same for 2 oppo: 

nents. One player 
serves by hitting tbe ball on 
its revolving arm either fast 
or slow. Then as it comes. 
around, tbe other player 
can let it go by, hit it or try 
to trap it in one of the three 
holes on the end of bis trap. 
lever. If he traps it in the 
middle hole, be scores two 
points; outside holes аге 
worth one. 28 inches long. 
Plastic. Ages 7 years and 

Shpg. wt. 2 ibs. 4 oz. 
4966574 veas 

$1077 
4 Big 28% inch square game board 

comes with rules and equipment 
for playing 125 different games. Re- 
versible wood board bas four net 

‚ curved corners of 8-ply 
ted hardwood. Includes 2 

tipped hardwood cues, carrom rings, 
tops, dice, numbered discs and ten- 
pins. Hours of fun for up to 4 players, 
ages 8 years and up. 
Shipping weight 10 pounds. mem тем won 
Square-cornered Game Set 

$797 
5 As (4) above but with 26-inch 

square reversible wood game 
board. Complete with equipment and 
rule book. Ages 8 and up. 
T9 C05288L—Wt. 6 Ibs. . na 

6 Stand. 26 in. high. Holds boards 
(4 and 5). Wood. Unassembied. 

49 C85144—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ....#247 
Extra Rings. Pig. ol 29. Plastic, 
TC We Phe #120 

Battsy Baseball 
11 The pitcher controls 

the ball completely, 
whether it's a fast ball, slow 
ball, high or low ball. All 
pitches delivered by pitcher 
and controlled by him from 
hidden console. Lever-oper: 
ated batter can wait, hoping 
for a walk or swing. trying 
for base hits, or strike out. 
Solid hits produce home 
runs. 28%4x28% in. wide. 

79C 66501 mo 

Gnip-Gnop™ 

12 A fast-paced tabletop 
ball game for two 

players. Balls spin, whirl, 
bounce and collide as the 
players start whacking 
keys furiously, 

'er' side. First one to emp- 
ty bis side wins. No chas- 
ing balls because they're 
enclosed in clear dome. 
1914 inches long. Plastic. 
Ages 8 to 14, 
Shpg, wt. 1b. 12.02. 
65189 sa 

co [Sears] 533 



The Sherlock Holmes Game 

49 C 05528— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 

‘Ten Commandments Bible Game. The wonder 
And enchantment of the Bible Lands come to life! 
"True to the ideals of all faiths, players must help 
‘one another journey through the "Bible Lands" of 
old to win. For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 
40 C 65302—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz ....-4397 

Wizard of Oz 

Popular story is retold 
as players move along 
the same road that lit- 
tle Dorothy follows. 
Colorful game board. 
spinner, “magic” 
cards, and four pawns 

4 players, ages 4 to 10. 
Shpg. wt. ! Ib. 100. 

49C65082........0297 

help the super 
sleuth recover the stolen crown jewels 

The famous Holmes vies with the infamous Professor Moriarty 
whose agents have gone off with the crown jewels. Each player ог 
team hides the loot, reverses position, and discovers where the jewels 
have been hidden. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 years and up. 

are included. For 2 to | 

na 

Headache. A chase and capture game. Win your 
opponents’ men, that's how you give them а 
“headache”. Press-action Pop-O-Matic cube 
shaker tells you how far to move. Thrill-packed 
game for 2 to 4 players, ages 8 years and up. 

65189— Shipping weight 1 pound . ....4377 

Disney Haunted Mansion 
  A thrill a minute asچ جک

players race their 
Doom Buggies 
through the haunted 
halls trying to be first 
out the exit door. 
Your fate depends om 
the dice, For 2 to 4 
players, ages 5 and 

Wt. 11b. 14 oz. 
[m] 1504 

The Game Chest . , great for the whole family, 
includes six popular games 

Fun for family get-togethers, parties and picnics. Includes everything you need to 
play checkers, chess, bingo, roulette. Michigan Rummy and Horse Race. For ages 6 
and up. To order the easiest way. look in your phone book white pages under 
‘Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 

Set 0677 

Mother's Helper, Happy Little Train 
and Forest Friends. . 3 in ай 

Mother's Helper Game takes you upstairs, 
downstairs all through the house. The winner is 
the first to complete three chores for Mom. 
Happy Little Train Game takes you through 
Cookie Town, first to be up the mountain wins. 
Forest Fronde Gamo. Match picture of forest 
animals to spinner—first to come to end of For- 
‘ext Path wins, For 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 85529—Shipping wt. 3 йе. ........Set #299 

Tro 4 the pop of the Pop-O-Matic, move 
your “men” around the board. Land on a square 
‘occupied by your opponent's "man" and send him 
back to the start . . that's bow you give him trou- 
ble. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 years and up. 

05381—Shipping weight 1 pound nn 

Lucky Break 
SS Black cats lurk about to 

hamper your progress to 
the finish line. Luckily, 
you also encounter borse- 
shoes and shortcuts. Press 
the giant Pop-O-Matic 10 
see how far you go. 

For 2 to 4 players, ages 
Sand up. 

Shpg. wt. 11.8 02, 
49.0 65578 9627 

NOTE: Items on tha page are not recommended for children under 3. due to emali parts 



Operation 
Game 

Remove wacky вате 
but if you goof, the pabent’s 

Ted nose lights up and 
а buzzer sounds 

Players are all “Doctors” op- 
erating on a patient with a 
whole batch of hilarious ail 
ments. Pick-up cards, deter. 
mine the type of operation 
and "Doctor's fee." The oper- 
ations require players to re- 
move the plastic ailment with 
a pair of electric tweezers. 
One slip and the buzzer 
sounds and the patient's red 
nose lights up. For one or 
more players, ages 6 to 14. 
Requires 2 "D^ batteries, or- 
der package below. 
49 C 65028— Wt. 2 bs. 1622 

"D^ Batteries. Package of 6 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz. 
E Pkg. $155 

Ants in the 
Pants. 

Press the ants tal 
and it leaps in the air 
Select four jumping ants 
of the same color. When 
Dressing the tail, direct the ants into the sus- 
pendered pants. Land 
all your ants in the 

Mousetrap Game 
Players take turns constructing the mousetrap by 
throwing dice and moving around the gameboard. A 
twist of the handle starts a chain reaction of moving 
parts until someone traps the mouse. For 2 to 4 play 
ers, ages 6 to 14 
48 C 65778—Shpg. wt. 2 «bs. бог. 

players, ages 8 and up. 
saaa 49 C 65027—Shpg, wt, 2 bs. 

SS Clam-Up 
Play the game by throwing balls 
into the open clam bucket. 
Whoever makes the bucket 
close, wins the game. Includes 
Sin. high plastic bucket, В balls. 
For one to 4 players, ages 3 and 
p. 

Shipping weight 12.02. 
“сн? 

Down the Drain 
Your coins are down the 
drain. Players drop the 
magnetic end of coin re 
trievers through the grate 
and fish for coins. The 
bigger the coin the larger 
the score because they're 
harder to fish out. 10-in. 
high plastic, chipboard 
drain. For 1 lo 4 players, 
ages 310 10. Wt. 11 ов. 
40C 85837 vas 

эм 
NOTE: toms on this р en 

mot tocommendes los cui 
nde 3. Sve to Vrat pari. 

Twister 
‘Twister puts players face-to-face in а fantastical 
ly funny test of "pretzel-ability 
find out where to pat your bands and feet. The 
first to fall loses, Gxt. vinyl sheet. For 2104 

Cat in 
the Bag. 

Don't let the cat out 
ot the beg. . cause when 

the cat jumps out 
the game is ovar 

‘The cat has finally been 
caught. Players take turna 
carefully lifting the “claws” 
‘one by one that keep the cat 
inside the bag. But some- 
body always lifts out опе 
daw too many and the cat 
leaps out to end the game. 
An exciting game of turns 
with an unpredictable Jack- 
in-the-Box climax. To reset, 
push cat back into the bag, 
and place claws around 
edge. Plastic bag measures 
13 inches high. 

For any number of play. 
ers. Recommended for ages 
4 to 10 years. 

Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 11 02. 
49065049 мз? 

hours. Pass out the spooky 
stones, put chips in a pile and 
is spooky 

Get Off My Back 
Wind rubber band on underside of plastic turtle, 
10%4x7%4x2%, in. high: spinner tells you how many pel- 
Кала to put on his back. Too many pelicans causes the 
turtle to move under the fallen tree and knock them all 
off. For 2 to 4 players, ages 3 and up. 
40 C 65881— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1201. D 

Spin the dial to 

“ 150. sa 

Don't Break the Ice 
Players take turns 
knocking out "ice 
blocks" with mallet. . if 
you knock out the 
wrong block the lake 
caves in, tbe man gets 
dunked, and you lose 
the game. Plastic, 
9x9x4-in. high frame. 
For 2 or more players, 3 
to 10. WL 1 1b. 10 oz. 
4985276. мэ 



Drop depth charges in this 3-level strategy game. 
Watch the control panel . . plan a firing pattern. In- 
dudes 12 ships, 6 flags, 2 mines and 250 pega. Plastic. 
Measures. рин inches high. 2 players 
ages 10 and 
Жиз Shipping weicht bs. зө... ‚мэ 

E-cecah! Jab, kick, deliver a crushing blow to the righ 
spot „ collapse your opponent. Two, 11 inch high “black 
belt" fighters are remotely controlled. 
‘Ages 6 and up. Buy it the easy way—order 
49 C 65558— Shipping weight ft 

536 [Sears]. 

istic and metal. 
el 
(ue ee 

World War I flying aces fight it out 
"Shoot down Call out strike areas , , mark hits enemy planes. Includes 

red and white pegs. Includes 10 ships. Plastic. 16 "guns", 12 planes and 32-page his 
19x19%4x114 inches high. Here's a strategy game for torical booklet. 2 to 4 players, ages 10 
ages В and up. and up. 

C 65183— Shipping weight 2 Tbs Bor. .......#622 49 C 88482— Shpg. wt. 3 ba. “se 

se 
Skirmish $496 

Rally for freedom. Revolutionary War 
battles take place on land and at sea. 
Plan American and British strategies. 
Includes historical fact booklet. 2 play- 
ers, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65481—Shpg. wt. 3 bs ......496 

Things are smokin’ Blow the invading 
y! at the OK Corral fleet out of the sea 

0 BELT Sara EU re 
guns 10 the corral for a shoot 
out. Fire steel balls. Leap be- 
hind rock or cactus. Plastic 
30x14x3 in. high. Ages 7 and up. 
әс 65781C—WL 4 bs. ..81122 
3 Junk Yard, Activate pinballxype Еррети Control direc 

tion by hitting ball at just the right angle. You get 2 balls 
ach turn to knock oll tbe junk before breaking the “win 

Plastic. 19x15x51% inches high. Ages 7 and up. 
TU ovs? Y Shipping weight pounds 

cannon. aim for a ship or 
а flag. Don't let the enemy 
sink your fleet. Plastic 
34%x13x3 in. Ages 7. up. 
49 с 65508-WL. 2 e. 1844 



$1787 zz 

‘TV Tennis. Dials control “paddles”. Automatic scor- 
ing. High impact styrene case. Plastic simulated TV 
жеп. 17x13x13 in. high Uses 3 "D" batteries, order 
2 pax. below. 

'108C—Ages 6 and up. WL. 8 lbs. ma 

$1987 

low. Plastic. 17x13x13 in. high. 
79 C 65851C—Ages 6 and up. We. 9 Ibs. om 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 48996—Shpg. wt. 11 of. Pkg. 9148 

(251844 
Zing Tennis 

1 Spring-loaded. push-button shooters keep the ac 
tion going. High-impact plastic . . opens to 4L4 ft. 

long. Sets up on floor or card table, 55x 24! х4 in. high. 
Partly assembled. Ages 8 and up. 
79 C 05$75C— Shipping weight 11 pounds 11497 

Table-top Bowl-A-Matic'" 300 
9) Remote control sets 'em up . . you just knock ‘em 

down. Pins are individually activated. Hardboard, 
plaice mal pers stis v ache ЫЙ. Partially 
assembled. Ages 6 and up. 
Er meer 19 pounds ......51844 

Big 6-foot long 

“Ricochet- Shuffle” 
Two-in-one Shuffleboard 

Legs fold for storage. 
Y ein. thick "butcher 

block" playing surface 

Slide puck straight down play 
ing surface to play shuffleboard 
or use ricochet bumper cush. 
ions to bank shots off sides, In- 
cludes 8 scaled-down 1-in. 
pucks, 8 roller pucks. Aim for 
highest scoring areas to win. 
One double scorekeeper for 
team play. Hardboard playing 
surface. Oak-stained wood 

for rigidity 

Big Bat Baseball" Slingin' Slot" 

51097 $1197 
Real ballpark action, pinball Challenge your coordina- Thrills and excitement! Flip to- 

style pe hits, runs, balls, tion. Set speed at beginner, kens into play. Pay-offs are 2- 

(0-1 odds, 4-to-1 odds and. = 
pot. Hit a winner . . ri 
bell. High-impact pl 
12x89 4x19, in. high. 
assembled. Ages 6 and up. 

Shipping wt 3 Iba. 8 oz. EIS 



Toss Across 
Giant.sized, action Tic-Tac-Tos that's great 

fun for the whole family, indoors or outdoors 
Toss your bean bag at one of 9 rotating squares on the plastic 
playing field. Each square has a blank, "X" and “О” side. First 
‘one to turn up three “Xs or “O"s in a row wins. You can score 
for yourself or block your opponent. Eight bean bags are includ 
ed. Playing field measures 18%4x2214x515 in. high. For 2 players 
ог 2 teams, ages 7 and up. 
79 C 65365C Shipping weight 6 pounds "mas 

Enjoy the fun of real pool 
with this 30x1 7-inch 
Tabletop Pool Table 

5888 
Rugged hardboard bed is cov- 
ered with red, sueded cotton 
cloth for smooth ball action. 
Lively rail cushions for fancy 
bank shots. АП wood frame and 
ball returns. Polyethylene cor- 
ners and pocket liners. Set of 1- 
in. balls, two 4240. wood cues, 
triangle, and playing instruc 
tios included. Stands 314 
in. high. For ages 4 and up. 
TOCBSISIC-WL 7 lbs.. 

Payout Pool" 
Pocket billiards with 

the jackpot built right in 
$1594 

‘Set up shots by moving bumper 
‘triangle, aiming, and shooting 
ball into center pocket with ro- 
tating guard. Tokens are anted 
‘up in slot . . sink a ball and it's 
payoff time. Green nylon flan- 
nel covered hardboard playing 
‘surface, Automatic ball return, 
9 balls, 36-in. wood cue stick. 
Feet adjust. Wood-look plastic 
frame. 33 4x25 gx4V4 in. high. 
Unassembled. Ages 8 and up. 
TOCESSBIL—WL 8 Ibs.* 41594 
“i mated шө 104% min see о 226 

Pivot Pool 
With adjustable shooter 

$1594 

Set cue ball on pivoting shooter, 
adjust for hard or soft shot, aim 
and shoot. Triangle and 16 
balls—7 solids, 7 stripes, 8-ball 
and cue ball. Green felt-covered 
hardboard surface, wood- 
grained plastic frame. Automat- 
ic ball return. Rubber-tipped leg 
levelers, Measures 32x19x44 
inches high. Ages 8 and up. 
79 C6SE36C— Wt. 11 Ibs. 618.94 

Our finest 

Features similar to 
standard-sized tables such as: 

ZONED BED LEVELING 
Patented Micromatic® levelers 
beneath bed help eliminate 
uneven areas on table, The result? 
Your accurate shots are rewarded 

© Thick Yeinch solid-core particle 
board playing surtace 

+ Automatic ball return system 
© Furniture-look hardboard frame. 
e Two 42-inch leather-tipped wood cues 

60x32-inch Pool Table 

$6422 | ‘69%. 

28 inches high. Ages 10 and up. Why not pick up the phone and 
order it? 

Pool Table only. 
79 C 65155N—Shipping weight 80 pounds 6499 

2 Pool Table with Table Tennis Top. Same pool table as above, 
plus hardboard table tennis top. Green with white center 

stripe. 60x32 inches. With net, 2 laminated wood paddles, ball 
79 C 651568 Shipping weight 92 pounds. RTI 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: 
For “N” Home (os 79 C 6577210 м0 "NT suffix page 276 

45x22-inch Pool Table 

$1977 
e Yeinch thick particle board playing surface 
© Injection molded plastic and hardboard frame 
e Two 36-inch plastic cues 

Playing surface covered with green sueded cotton billiard cloth. Plas- 
tic corner caps, liners and live action cushions. End bal! return. Wood- 
grained frame. Tubular steel legs fold for storage. Beaded score keep- 
er at side with place to store cues and triangle. With 1-inch balls (15 
mumbered. ! cue ball), triangle, chalk. Stands 29 inches high. Partly 
assembled. Recommended for ages 6 and up. 
79 C 65772N— Shipping weight 15 pounds n 



Child-sized Pool Table 

40x22-inch Pool Table $2699 
+ Yrinch thick hardboard playing surface 
* Hardboard frame * Two 30-inch wood cue sticks 

З Playing surface is covered with green sueded cotton billiard cloth for 
smooth ball roll. Lively extruded cushions. Balls return at one end of 

table. Polyethylene corner caps and liners, wood-grained top rails. Set in- 
cludes 1-inch balls (15 numbered, 1 cue ball), triangle and playing instruc 
tions. Table stands 25 inches high. Partly assembled. Recommended for ages 
бло 12, Use your phone И you want to order it the easiest way of all 
79 C 65885N—Shipping weight 27 pounds 

50x27-inch 
Pool Table 

Playing surface is covered with green sued 

pact polyethylene co and liners, wood-grained top 
¡inch balls (15 numbered, 1 cue ball), triangle and playing instruc 
tions. 26 inches high. Partly assembled. For ages $ to 15. 
TOC 65154N—Shipping weight 47 pounds 



Challenge your opponent to a fast-action game of hockey 
. . or test your shooting skills at a game of pool 

45x22-inch Game Table 
with flip-over top 

REMEMBER! 
You can order i } choice of two popular games Start with а hockey 
items on pages ой he 2 h oalies. Includes 2 removable goals, 2 scorekeepers 

and 1 puck. Pool table has cotton felt-cove board surface, live-action cush. 
439 10 614 set of 1-inch balls, two Jó-in. wood л last frame. 

from now until h. For ages 6 years and up. Partly assembled. Instructions, 
AUGUST 13, shipping weight 28 pounds m 

1976 

39x18-inch Soccer Game $2488 
Push, pull and twist the telescoping rods to make 22 plastic players (Jj In. 
high) kick, pass or block the ball. Tubular metal rods. Hardboard frame 
and bed and wood legs, Includes plastic ball and realistic field markings. 27 
in. high. Partly assembled. Instructions. Ages 10 and up. Pick up your 
phone right now and order this. 
79 C 6883 1L—Shipping weight 22 pounds zum 

Kyle Rote, Jr. 
Soccer Game™ 

51037 
Push the heads of the players 
down, they actually kick and 
block the ball. 10 plastic play 
era, goal posts, fence and ball 
18x26 inches. Plastic. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 6 and up. Instruc 
tions included, 
79CBSSIC-We 3e. .....01037 

48x24-inch Soccer Game $3887 
Push, pull and twist the telescoping v 
players, (4 in. high) kick, pass or block. 
wood-grain finished particle board frame an 
white markings. Includes plastic "soc 
28%, in. high. Partly assembled. 
790685326 ping weight 35. 

ular metal rods to make 22 plastic 
Sturdily built with wood legs, 
in. green hardboard bed with 

er” ball and 2 scoring rods at each end. 
ons. Ages 10 and up. 

13887 



For all the speed and excitement of hockey on ice 
face-off against your opponent on this 

Big 58x27-inch Hockey Game Table 
with air action surface 

Cyclone Power-Jet™ Action Hockey 

Slam puck into your 
floats virtually с 

ИШ gid wood bed. Two has 
and leg 

2 pucks. Woods 
Built-in scorekeeper at both ends, rules. 30 in. high. UL listed; 

Quick Shot Hockey™ by Ideal 
Battery-operated version of air-powered hockey 
All-plastic construction, playing surface with hus 
of air holes. 34x17x4 inches high. Bell rings when you 
score, puck rebounds into play automatically. Two goa 
lies, puck, rules. Requires 4 “D” batteries, order package 
below. Ages 7 and up. 
79 C 65534C- Shipping weight 10 pounds m9 
A9 C 46995—"D” Batterien. Pkg. (6). WL 11b. 402. 155 



R BOW 
$1597 

Super Bowl Electric Football Game 

NFL's Steelers and Vikings clash on 
31/917 /cinch playing gridiron 

ks LEL 

WAS 
> 

Magnetic 1 
listed; 110-120-volt, 60 Ha. AC. 6 watts. 6-foot cord. Ages 8 and up. 

Use an authentic NFL playbook - . 
with 34 offensive and 12 defensive. 

cal results of each play. Plastic frame. 
14Y4x874 inches wide. Ages 14 years 
and up. 
AP C0S894-Wt. Jibs Вог......91688 

20x20-inch ballpark in official 
Adjustable scoreboard. UL. 
110-120-у., 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 
cord. Ages 8 and up. 
79 C 05072 Wt. 5 lbs. ........ 497. 

NOTE: Bectrica sem not recommended for cvióren under B 

‘colors. 
listed; 

oft 

Our Best 
Professional 

36d ch 
$1499 

36x21-inch rink is the center for gear-driven polypropylene players to 
and just by pulling, pushing and 

board, plastic 3 
79 C 65533,—Wt. 9 Ibs. И mailed takes 10-Ib. rate, see p. 276... -11499 

Extra Players. Ten (60 players) teams per set. Polypropylene. 
48 C 65801—West Division (including Canada). Wt. 12 oz. . Set #290 
49 C 86802—Enst Division (including Russia). Wt. 1208. ....Set 399 

Bop Hockey 
] This game uses the 

cushion sides and 
corners of the slick 
“rink” to send the puck 
where you want it. 
Guarding “goalie” never 
budges as your shots 
whiz across the 
23 X159 -inch rink, 

puck spinning И 
inaccurate. Plastic. 2 

and roller 
puck. Rules. Ages 3 and 
up. along the way to see how your efforts 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. рау off. 2 to 4 players. Ages 9 and up. 
7aceseoic M). 49C65608—Wr 2 Iba. эзлә 



Outsmart and outsmack your 
opponent... 

( it's Knockabout 

Here's play action where you control the shots from 
ny position on the h mechanical levers. Up 
six players sink shots from the 20x12-inch em 

bossed fiberboard court . . even make daring 
court shots. Includes 2 scoreboards, fold: 

‘Take aim and punch the bag at the boring fig- 
ures in a lively match. The first player to 
knock all the figures to opponent's side wins 
the round. Sturdy molded plastic base can be 
placed on tabletop or floor for hours of baxing 
fun. 15x23-inch long base complete with built- 
in scoreboard and two punching bags. For ages 
4 to 9 years. Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
DIT 19. 

Bowl-A-Rama 
Up'n on 1 Beet for tabletop or floor 

jowler's figure positions 
Game Center anywhere behind foul line. By 
Here's a wbole box of family games for hours of fun. ‘manipulating bowler’s arm, the 
Eight exciting board games football, hockey, bas ball is released to strike ten 
ketball, baseball, bowling, horseshoes, shuffleboard pins. E-Z pin loader and rules 
and the 36x10x2\‘pinch plastic Up'n on game, all to- included. 234428152384 in. Plas 
gether in one center. Equipment and instructions tic. Ages 3 and up, 
For ages 4 years and up. 49C 68802—WL 1 lb. doz вала 
79C 66572C— Shipping weight 3 pounds vs 

Action Bowl 
Super Toe 9 Aim “bowler” iin that con 

trols his movable arm Super-action field goal kicking game squeeze trigger and watch the 
Hit 10-inch Super Toe on his pins stagger. Bowler realistica) 
helmet and with one mighty ly picks up ball at automatic re- 
kick he sends the football up turn. Automatic pinsetter 

a to 80 feet. To be the Pro, you scorepad and instructions. 

78 C 68573C— Wt. Ibs... 91197 

Tudor* Bowl 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 3 For tabletop or floor. When 

4$ C 65563 1588 ball hits pins, they flip up. 
‘Squeeze dual-action pinsetter to 
reset. Ball returns automatical 
ly. Syrin. plastic pins; Xin. rub- 
ber ball. 16x16x6-in. metal 
frame. For ages 4 to 10. 
79 C 6500C—Wt. Sbs. 47.97 

Electric Horse Race 

Exclusive handicapping for 
pboto-finish races. Fast and 
slow track settings. 9 1 
Daily Double. 3 Exactas. “Mon: 
ey”, rules, 6 horses. Steel. 27x16 
in, wide. UL listed; 110-120-v. 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 Ф-Н. AC. 6 watts. $f cord 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 Not for ages under 8. 79COS604C—W 41м... эз 



Aces of the Sky 
Electric Pinball 

by MARX 
Operates on 

standard household 
current. . needs 

e Multiple scoring tracks for added excitement 
+ Submarine loading e Tiit light 

Here's a real, stand-up electric pinball machine with many of the 
features of big professional models. Lift steel ball up from beneath 
playing surface with submarine loader and fire it into play. Two 
replay flippers keep it going. Bells ring and action is fast and furious 
as automatic scorer rings up score . . up to 100,000 points. Has tilt 
light and reset button. Made of high-impact plastic with sky-blue 
finish. JOx15x43 in. high. Playing surface 26 inches high. 6-foot cord. 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 4.5 watts. Not recommended 
for ages under six. Partly assembled. 
78 C 6812 1L—Shipping weight 17 pounds үн» 

ua 
Magic Shot 

Gallery 
Gallery enclosed 

in molded plastic. . no 
loose pellets to retrieve 

5899 

Magnetic pistol snaps up steel pellets through plastic screen and 
fires them straight at spinners, pop-up numbers, animals, bell and 
more. Molded plastic gallery measures 14x9/4x8' inches high. 
Knock 'em down fun for children ages 4 to 10. 
48 C 65776—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces 

544 [Sears] 

1899 

зто 

Famous World War | biplanes 
duel with fast-rolling 
steel ball ammo 

Maneuver plane right and 
left with control "joy" stick 

press fire button to 
shoot steel ball ammo 

Aim with accuracy . - dodge the 
‘crossfire. Spring loaded fast-ac 
tion firing catapults ammo for: 
ward . . shoot till you hit both 
targets. Has 16 steel balls, in- 
structions. Plastic. 2501642 

Ages 7 and up. 
C WL 4 lbs. 

Hit the two targets under 
opponent's wings and he 

"falis from the sky" 

m Rapid fire 
> — shooting action 

Big just like an 
Shot amusement park 

Arcade 

Fire at moving animals, bobbing heads, bell tar 
gets and more. Patented, single-shot pistol is 
housed in plastic. Ammunition stays inside so 
you can't lose it. Plastic, metal. 30x1114x14 ig. 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 4 to 12. 
78 C 6$185C— Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. ^ 

Whirlwind . . 2-in-1 pinball game 
sends marbles whirling 

4559. ы 

Whirlwind as Я can be played VOCE» 
in an upright = 
orincined 2 
position 

Score points as whirling. spinning marbles fly 
into chutes. Each chute bas different point value. 
For hours of excitement. pull trigger just the. 
right distance . . place ball in desired chute. Get 
‘one ball in each of six chutes—double your score. 
High-impact plastic. Measures 21x13x1% in. 
deep. A 2-in-1 game for ages 4 and up. 
49 C65552—Shpg. wt. 31. 7 ог........ 



Saftee Darts 
Stick like 
magic 

$367 

Hit the bull's-eye! Play darts without damaging walls or fur 
niture. Big 17¥4x1S-inch nylon cloth dart board has rigid 
polyurethane backing . . top, bottom supports. 3 darts, 
weighted for accuracy are tipped with Velcro® closure strips 
ко they stick to nylon surface. For ages 6 and up. 
49 C 68727— Shipping weight 11 ounces ns 

Hey, Taxi 
Vibrating traffic game 

Scoot wacky little taxis around vibrating board. Pick up а 
fare at the airport . . go to the hotel, then to the theater. 
Watch out, you might get a speeding ticket. Uses 2 "D" bat- 
teries, order package below. 2 to 4 players, ages 7 to 14. 
40C65448-Shipping weight 2 pounds 15.82 
49C46995-"D” Batteries. Р. of 6. We. i Ib. 4 ог. Pkg. 4155 

Freddie Fumble 
Score four ways 

Tackle" number 13 before he makes a 
touchdown. Toss 3 brightly colored rings at 
Freddie's outstretched band; pass 3 football- 

bean «he's а pass receiver. 

3 plastic balls at his feet to "slow him 
dom ‘Sturdy hardboard. Measures 15x29 
зад. Every yos need for argo com. 

poten i the playroom « . їз challenging 
fun for the whole family, up. 
DC ESSEC Shipping м ЭЛ. 1.2. 

ing surface. 
A9 C 65559— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 ca. 

Just a squeeze sends 
Aqua Diver down to 

the bottom of the sea 
in search of lost 

treasure 
$466 

Gently squeeze sides, 

scends to “ocean floor”. Grap- 
pling arms open to pickup $ 
but you'll lose 
the treasure. Plastic. Mea 
sures бх3\улх9 inches 
Ages 8 and up. Why not pick. 
up the phone and order it? 
40C 65145— Wt. | b. ... 9468 

These funny Target Games test your skill 

ж у 

Eg == 
22 

Bean Ball Barney 
Watch Barney's crazy antics 

Here's a baseball buddy . . Bean Ball Barney. 
Pitch 3 plastic balls at his belt buckle. O-o- 
орк Barney's pants fall down. Pich at his 
сар. his arms pop up to "catch tbe ball.” 

You'll be rolling with laughter when you 
see Bean Ball Barney in action. Made of stur- 
dy hardboard. 

Measures 15x28 inches tall. Includes 3 
plastic ball. It's loads of fun and excitement 
fot the whole family. Ages $ and up. 
‘Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
SU 

Bop-A-Bear 
It's a bop ‘em, sock ‘em duel 

Move your bear backward, forward, side to side with control arm. Make him thrash his mighty 
dub button” to knock him off his feet. Set them up and battle it 



Chest of Magic 
11 "emer" tks 
e Booklet of 102 mage tacks 

When timer runs out. тле 
peces pop up and out of base 

Superfection 

5849 
0097 > Fit all 32 geometric piece into S6-poskion base be 

©, 

lenging game 

fore time runs out. First select the bottom piece of 
а geometric pair . . place it in base, add matching 
piece. Race against the mechanical timer till all 
pieces are in place. Play alone or in teams, Plast 
T1 gas x20 inches high. Interchange 16 po 
cards for more fus. Ages 6 and up. 
49 С 6548— Shipping weight 2 Iba. 7 ог. ian 

Perfection 

Beat the mer town 5644 
Fit all 26 pieces into the correct slots in 60 seconds, 
before the time runs out and they're popped up 
and out of playing base. Play alone or in teams. 
Plastic, 16H39! in. high. Ages 5 and up. 
48 C 65223— Shipping weight 20а Joz. .... 1644 

© Booklet of many more 
өмзуло-до magic wicks 

$588 
Here's a magic set for begin- 
ner There's even  magician's 
mustache for a more realistic 

tricks 
including Peter Rabbit, coin 
rick, Chinese Bottle. Make a 

then re- 
turn. Wave your magic wand. . 
watch three cards disappear. 
‘Ages 8 and up. 
ABCBSEOB-WL 1b. 120z. „0588 

ion D 

Magic "8-Ball” 

5244 

type questions 

1 Maple 79-Beir. Ask a question - . ip the ball 
‘over and answer will appear in the bottom win 

dow . „ like magic! Great for parties . . a great con- 
versation piece. Plastic, 4-in. diam. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 50093—Shipping weight 10 ounces "a 

9 Magic Window. Watch Micro 
flow from one pattern to another 

ture permanently sealed in heavy-duty polystyrene 
case. Young and old can enjoy many fascinating de 
signs. 9¥4x64 in. high. For ages 3 and up. 
49 C 51187—Shipping weight 14 ounces 

lum" cr 

19 



Watch out for the King of the Hill 
неу ral ouo $495 
by releasing his marbles 

Climb to the top of the hill to win. Turn the spinner . . climb 
1 to 3 steps up hill. Add one marble to the king's cache for 
‚each step you take. As the marbles accumulate, the king gets 
angry . . watch out for the avalanche. Reset marble trap 
play till you reach the top. Plastic. Measures 18%4x10¥%x9 
inches high. For 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 8 
49 C 6558—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1495 

1 8298 Bunny. Chase Bugs back into his hole with a barrage 
of red marble “tomatoes”. Get your Bugs in first to win. 

Plastic. 24Y5x12x4 inches high. 2 players, ages $ to 9. 
T9 C 68877C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 

¡Donald's Game. Land on 
with Mayor McCheese, Captain Crook, Ronald 

McDonalde or Big Mac. Order from McMenu card. Players 
score points by filling order with McCards in their rack. In- 
cludes 120 McCards, 10 McMenus, chute, die, 4 each: pegs, mar 
bles, card trays, stand-up characters. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 
49 C 6560—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. мэ? 
Bugs Bunny © 1974 Warner Brot. Seven Ала ine 

Haunted 
Treasure Hunt 

Dig for treasures but be careful not to 
disturb the old Sea Captain s ghost 

5499 
RS 
Cree 

Dig for candlesticks, coins, goblets and "diamond" rings with tweezers. If the old Sea 
Captain's ghost spots you a buzzer will sound. You'll lose your treasure and lose a turn. 
Uses 2 "D^ batteries, order package below, Plastic. Pax 16x214 inches high. 

15579—Shipping weight 2 pounds 
49 C 48095 —"D" Barteries. Pis. of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Deluxe Cootie 
Caste bade and $467 
playing board 

Build a lovable Cootie companion a sin- 
ile piece at a time . . 84 pieces in all for a 
smilin' Coote colony. Pieces match num- 
bers on бе. . roll one for a body . . two 
for a head . . keep building till your Coot- 
ie is finished. Great for preschoolers be 
cause no reading is required. Made of 
sturdy colorful plastic, For ages 3 to 10. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
зо easy to order by telephone. 
49 C 05679— Shipping weight 1 Ib. ..4487 
NOTE: hems on this page not for ages under. 3. due to small paris 

Good Humor” 
Ty and cone ne $388 
Good Humor truck. 

‘Twirl the “ice-cream bar" spinner . . "bite" 
indicates how many spaces Good Humor 
truck can move . . “stick” tells how far peo- 
ple can move. "Catch" cardboard truck, draw 
а flavor card from the back. 4 cards of any 
опе flavor wins. 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 65524—Shpg. wt. 1. 1002. Dr] 

Figure 8 Race Track 
¿an $729 

3 motorcycles. 
"Driver's, start your engines." Just release. 
the starter and go. Cars, cycles are propelled 
around hairpin curves by rolling steel-ball 
"motors". Make a “pit stop” . . check your 
‘engine, then speed to the finish. Includes de- 
cals to decorate your "machine". Plastic. 
1738146 in. high. Ages 4 and up. 

Shp. wt. 1 Ib. So, 12 

Ages 6 to 14, 
СҮ 

547 



Great for beginners. Tabletop organ with 8 chords and 
sional keys. High-impact styrene cabinet in attractive beige and br 
ish. Includes music rack and songbook. Easy to learn simple songs . . num- 
ber-coded keys match number-coded notes in songbook. Measures 
21x10x95 inches high. UL listed: 110-120-volt, 6O-cycle AC. 60 watts. 

ord. Not recommended for ages under 6. 
j8 15C— Shipping weight 15 pounds 119.88 

Organ Songbook Set 
Can be used with either organ on this page. 
Set of 4 includes: Seasonal Melodies with 
12 songs, Music of Many Nations with 13 
songs, Town and Country with 13 songs. 
Favorite Hymns with 13 songs. 
49 C 66829 Sbpg. wt. 1 ib. Senate 

Our finest Spinet Pianos 
* Include songbook. bench and wire music stand 
+ Hardwood, plywood construction . , walnut finish 
+ Well-tuned sound with sharps and flats T 
e Fullwidth keys 4 озм 

53699 з. | 52899 s 
Learn simple songs easily . . keyboard charts are color-coded 
match notes in color-coded songbook. Chromatically tuned. Steel tone 
bar fitted with precision-ground alloy steel tone wires. Wood frame 
Turned legs, loot-block supports. Matching 11x6H 9t in 26-кеу Mini Organ 
37-key Plano, 3-octave span. Measures 23210041944 inches high . . battery operated 
liy art Two full-octave range. Durable plastic in beige and brown. 15542625 inch os rela mei AAA TOM wo full-octave range. Durable plastic in beige and bro a5 inches 
79 C 068 OU Shipping weight 20р high. Low noise, low battery drain motor. Number-coded songbook. In 
30-key Pleno. 21 octave span. Measures 191110442194 inches structions. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order 2 packages below. Ages 4 and up. 
high. Recommended for ages 4 and up. 49 C 66685 Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces nier 

(К сона быра weight 18 pounds 12000 49 C 46996— Alkaline “О” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. WL 11 oz Phe. 1149 

Miniature Baby Grand Piano . . with 27 keys 5796 
With 16 white keys and 11 black keys Metal tone bar und tone wires produce 
Velle sounda. Hieb-im pace plastic with wood Erain finish top and Ivory 
Color base. Three detach able legs. Measures IS ала in. high. In 
structions. Ares 3 and up 
Imported rom Tialy Shoe wt be Sor. 
cs se 

Miniature Baby Grand Piano . . with 15 keys $496 

Metal tone bar produces. 
beli-like sounds. Higb-im- 
pact plastic with orange 
top and ivory-color base. 
Three detachable legs. 
Measures 101 x1013x6 in. 
high. Instructions. Ages 3 
and up. From Italy 

Shpg. wt. 1 b. 1002. 
cen ma 

Keyboard chart color-coded to songbook notes, both included. Chromatically 
tuned. Metal tone bar with precision-ground tone wires. Wood frame, hard- 
board construction in beige and black finish. 16x1044x18%4 inches high. 
Matching bench measures 10x5%4x8%4 inches high. Ages 4 and up. 
79 C 864941 —Shippäng weight 15 pounds . . 5 

548 [Sears] nce 



Play real 
music in 
minutes! 

18 preset chords 
эт lettered. . one 
едет plays 
an entire chord 

18-chord Consolette 
Electric Organ with 
walnut-look trim 

$4988 
Easy to play with same con- 
struction features as organ At right, except has rich, walnut ook trim on black 
molded styrene cabinet 
Luxurious cloth-covered 
back panel. Matching cloth covered, padded seat on 
Bench. 

Shipping wt. 26 lbs. эсш “ 

AUGUST 13, 
1976 

Music Books for organs 
Each set of 3 books has music and 
lyrics. For organs on thís page. 
"American Songfest" set. 81 songs. 
асва МТВ. банн 

"Songs of Love” ve. 6 songs. 
асв Wo 1B. баео 
"Merry Christmas” set. 83 songs. 
49 C 66838—Wt. 1 lb. Set #399 

Melody keys are 
ered 1 

mb 

Our lowest price 
in 15 years for any 

18-chord Electric Organ 

188 includes matching Only $39 M 0 
Your child can enjoy playing а song in just a few minutes, 
almost like a professional! So easy to play . . simply match 
the 37 full-width, numbered melody keys and the lettered 
chords on the keyboard to the corresponding letters and 
numbers in the songbook. Great fun for the 
family, too. Attractively-styled molded sty 
ished in beige and Measures JO 

y volume control. UL list- 
ft. cord. Matching bench 

10x18 in. high. Partly assembled, instruc 
for ages under 6, Get this bit of Christmas shop- 

ust dial Sears and order it right now. 
Shipping weight 25 pounds. s 



porter 
Min Mouse 

Д 31ineh Classic Folk Guitar. Hard 
wood veneer top, pressed wood fi 

ber body. Rich mahogany finish. Ac- 
cented with white outline design. Long metal tailpiece, 3 met. 
al-wound and 3 nylon strings, plastic pega. Shoulder cord, in- 
structions. 
79 C 8626C—Ages 6 and up. Shpg. wt 3 Ibs 5 

28nch Folk Guitar, Sunburst finish top. Mahogany соі or. Made of pressed wood fiber. 2 wire, 4 nylon stings 
plastic pega. Shoulder cord. instructions. Ages 4 to & 79 06828C—Shipping weight 3 pounds "n 
6 Colorful polystyrene Guitar with Mickey Mouse and 
friends. 6 nylon strings, Pick included. 214 in. long 

49 C 60532— Ages 2 to 5, Shipping weight 14 ounces 2n 

AA Replacement Guitar Strings 
Set ol six strings can be used on any guitar on 
this page. Three strings are metal-wrapped ny 

tuse оо. three strings are all nylon. 
© 06579 Spe. wt. 2 az. 

ProfessionaHike 
geartuned 
Guitars 
Gear tuning 

on all 
throe guitars 
helps keep 

them 
ın tune longer 

1 34ineh Fireball Guitar in red and black. Real professional-üke sound! Sleek, cuta 
way hollow body of molded plastic with sunburst finish. Six metal strings, metal tail 

piece and metal gear tuning. Shoulder strap, pick, 33 y-rpm tuning record, music book and 
instruction booklet included. Recommended for ages 6 and up. 
TO C 0800 Shipping weight? pounds vus 

31ine Folk Quitar wih woodgrain look: Hollow body of molded plastic with 
2 raid woodgrainedook lace Nylon pear tuning, Three metal wound strings, 3 Bring back old world $998 
nylon strings. Includes shoulder cord, pick, 33+y-rpm tuning record, music book. instruc romance with a Zither 
tions. Recommended for ages 5 and up. A 16-string zither with geared tuning. Place song sheet under Cn IC Shipping weight 4 pounds Р Riu pt sius shee sth bom andi pects NEN E 

song. Includes 10 different song sheets, tuning key, pick and 3 
3 31-inch Guitar in red and black. Fine craftsmanship from Italy. Hollow body is made extra strings. Dappled beige metal with hardboard base. Mea 

ol molded plastic. Six steel strings, nylon gear tuning. Includes shoulder strap, pick. 2 sures 15x9x2by inches deep. From Italy. Recommended for 
extra strings, music book, instructions. Recommended for ages $ and up ages 4 and up, 
79 C 66529C— Shipping weight 3 pounds s1295 40 C 66469— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 oz rr 

550 [Sears] m» 



Jay CODE 
Portable, battery-operated Phonographs 
that are easy to play at home or outdoors. 

For the preschooler Solid State Phonograph 
just slide record in and with full volume control 

move the lever great low price 

5644 : 8997 - 
Bugs Bunny® Solid State Phonograph 

plays all your 45-rpm records automatically order pkg. below 
зету К p nem snn $1188 

koc eetos NUI 120 iy and fu ange lume conte o 

үчен Riot Nome: ea, order package at leh). Made of pia 
49 C66517—WL 1102. 49 C 9482 —WL 1 ог. Pix, sr eher оао 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. ? Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pig C 60601 Shipping weight 1 pound 
ARC4B996— Wr.]lor. Pk. $149 — 49C48987—We Sor Phy. P108 erra 

Easy-to-play 
Electric Phonograph 

for 331, and 
45-rpm records 

$1488 

Value packs 
of children's 

Records 

Microphone and Speaker Set 
Aire Pa item vo сэт تخ 
ernennen 91366 ب 

You can be the announcer at parties, rallies and get-togethers, Proto 
sionally styled 3607 microphone is just like а TV star's . . gives great 
sound any way you turn in Solid state amplifier for instant sound. 
Volume control with on-off «witch. Front-mosnted speaker. Needs 
ane 6-volt lantern battery (not included—order below. Measures 
121 410) je laches. Case is black and white. Plastic carrying handie 
‘or convenient porablity, Metal and plastic. Instructions, Recom- © remevse 
mended for ages û 1o 15 указ. 
49C 68477 Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces aue You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
49 € 46962—6-volt Lantern Battery. Shoe wi. 1 fh. & on "m from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 : 



Charlie Brown and his pals om sel Ве the star of tbe parade with your 
drum. Drum has snares and carrying — 9-inch diameter metal drum, Break- 
cord. Two l4im. wood drumsticks, resistant Lyf-Lon"" 

beating surtace. 11-18. diameter. 
high. For ages 5 to 10 years 
4$ 08467 Wt 21. 1000. 

5499 

The whole family can join in the musical fun. Includes pair of 7-1п. cymbals, à 
Sin. triangle with striker and holder. tone block and mallet, double jingle clog. 
x 

The Big Beat Sound ‘2999 
when you play this 11-piece Drum Set 

Modern drum set with a professional look. Tough, break-resistant Mylar* polyester 
film drum heads for long life. All drums with blue moiré finish Rugged steel bodies. 
Includes 21-inch bass drum with heavy-duty plastic foot pedal, 9-inch and 11-inch 

standing cocktail drum, wood block and cowbell. 14-inch himing 
cymbal. two 15-inch profemional-sise wood drumsticks, 2 drum brushes Partly as- 
tom-toms, 9-inch 

sembled. instructions. Chair not included. Ages 10 to 18, See “М” suffix on page 276. 
төс обои Shining weht 17 poda. эе 
Rag. DuPont 

Peanuts* 
Parade 
Drum 

$488 

plastic head. 
maistan Ly(-Lon™ plastic Colorful toy soldier motif finish. Two 

Sinch wood drumsticks. Carrying 
cord. For ages 5 to 8 years 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 ox. 

Percussion 
and Rhythm 

Set 

metal construction. Recommended for ages 3 and up. 
[Sears]. С 05481 -Shiping weich 1h oe Se $490 

Country Rhythm Drum Set $1999 
“Denim Country" motif ов hass drum, denim-look bodies on all 
drums. Break-resistant Lyf-Lon” plastic heads for lasting play 
Steel bodies. Includes 18-in. bass drum with sturdy steel foot 
pedal, 9-in. and 11in. tom-toms. ll-im. curled cymbal, Sin, 
himing cymbal, wood block, 2 cowbells, two 12-inch wood drum: 
sticks, Partly asembied. instructions included. Ages 6 to 12. 

e; see page 276. $19.99 79 C 66703 -Wi 9 be. If mailed taken 104. п 

Bugs Bunny® 
Drum Set / 

$999 ^ 
Bugs Bunny is pictured on bass drum with bright red finish on all 
drums. All drum heads made of break-resistant Lyf- Lon ™ plastic 
Steel bodies, Set includes 16-inch hass drum with sturdy steel foot 
pedal, 9-inch tom-tom. 6-inch deep tambourine, S-inch curled 
cymbal, two 10-inch wood drumsticks. Partly amembled, instruc- 
tions are included. Recommended for ages 5 to 10 years. 
79 С 66701C-Shinpine weight 6 pounds Е 
Buys Bunny С 1974 Werner Bros Seven Art, ic 

20-key plastic Accordion $1298 

trim. With 12 white and 8 black 
keys and 8 bass buttons. Opens to 
About 12%» inches. closes to Ox 
SVax 10% inches high. Arm and 
hand straps. Keys are color-coded 
to song sheet with four songs. In- 
structions included. From Taly. 
For ages 4 and up, 

Shipping wt. 2 ibn. 8 ar. 
49C 60012 D 

7-inch diameter Tambourine $348 
Hey. mister tambourine man, 
play a song for me. Basic in- 
strument for the development 
‘of rhythm. Plastic with 6 pairs 

D of wickel-plated steel Jingles. 
^ Breal-resistant polyester head. 

For ages 3 to 10 years. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib, 

у = C 06483, u 



Battery powered so even the youngest 
engineers can operate this 4-unit 

Train Set 

Switch-A-Rail™ 
Requires no electricity. . yet lets you control 
the direction of train and uncoupling of cars 

Battery-powered diesel engine pulls box car, gondola car 
and caboose. Set includes 9 curved and 9 straight track sec 
tions, 2 “Y” switches, 2 end stopa, 1 switch track, set of 
utility poles, $ direction and 3 uncouple inserts. Plastic. Re- 
quires опе "C" battery . . order pkg. below. Ages 6 and up. 
48C9725— Train Set. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. Set ase 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 40997—Shipping weight 5 ounces. Pig 109 

SFX LAGUNA 120 
$1488 

Race around more than 12 feet of 
challenging multi-level two-lane track 

Speed down straightaways and power through hairpin 
turns. Use your imagination and build at least 3 different 
track layouts. Two HO-scale race cars and over 12 feet 
of track make this an ideal starter set. 

Includes 8 curved and 4 straight track sections, 2 
Russkit speed controllers, guard rails, bridge supports, 
flags, oil, Quickee-Lok track key, Also, wall pack UL 
listed for 110-120-v,, 60-Hz. AC. 52 watts (VA). Plastic, 
metal. Not recommended for ages under 8. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 C 9515—Shipping weight 4 pounds. Se #1488 

Overall layout measures 
55х35 inches long 

I 51 488: 

unit vain set 
measures 19 
ınches long 

SL 
gives yo 

changing lan 
over 

Follow other 
speed. Pass on inside or outside 
straightaways or on tight, twisting curves. Two Slotiess racing lets you pass lett 
XL HO-scale cars run on 14 ft. 8 in. of slotless or right oF even change lanes 
track . „uses electric principle permitting con to block the competition 
trolled racing without slots or guide pins to 
hold cars in fixed lane positions. 

Includes 7 curved and 6 straight track sec 
tions, 2 XL speed controls, guard rails, trestles, 
Quickee-Lok track key, ой. Also, wall pack UL 
listed for 110-120-volts, 60-Hz. AC. 9 watts 
(VA). Plastic and metal construction. Not rec 
ommended for ages under & 
79 C 9530C— Shpy. wt. $ Ibs. Sa uss 



à power into 
^ ue an 

Custom Classic Banked Marathon with 2 cars $4999 
and 50 feet of multi-level 2-lane track си 

Rev your engines . . push fairatart button 
and off they ғо oo a simultaneous start. Tes 
your skill on blazing straightaways and 2 
banked curves. Sears exclusive lap counter 
tracks number ol laps completed. 

Set includes 50 feet ol track, fa 
track, lap counter, 2 HO-scale G-PLUS cars 
2 Russkit speed controls, judge's stand 

guard rails, trestles, billboards. 
finish gate, Quicke Lok track key, ой. Pow 
er pack plugs directly into wall: UL. 
T10-120-v. 60-Ha- AC. $ w. (VA). Plastic 
melal. Not recommended or ages under & 
19 C$ 18C—Shipping wt. 10 ibs, . Set 149.99 

Features 

7 Race of the Champions with 4 cars and $3949 
14 feet 2 inches of multi-level 4-lane track “ 

Four race cars leap away from starting line, side-by-side, on 4 SS 
super мде i-lane track. Compete against 3 racers instead of < 
1 for real challenges on long straightaways and hairpin 
tums. Two Sears exclusive lap counters track number of 
completed laps. 

Set includes over 14 feet of 4-lane or 28 feet of 2-lane 
track, 2 lap counters, 4 HO scale G-PLUS cars, 4 Russki 
speed controls, da » 
es, billboards, pennants, Quic 

Save *1 on any pack plugs directly i 
AFX G-PLUS Car На AC. 56 watts (V. 

ОШ, han you bor ay qo eB race set on these 2 pages 

Each 98.77 
Ea. car when purchased with race set 7.77 

554 [Sears] n 



APX PENSKE Raceway with 2 maenae«traction 
es сагѕ, 25%; ft. of multi-level track 

Race over and under pretzel-bend turas and 
shoot down straightaways at top 
lenge your racing skill on th 

speed controls, judge's stand, grandstand, 
guard rails, trestles, billboards, Quickee-Lok 
track key, oll. Power pack plugs into walk UL 

for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC, 5.2 watts (VÀ). 
ages under 

phone. 
Set 12949 

AP ~ Meadowbrook Raceway with 2 maenawetraction 
cars and over 15 feet of multi-level 2-lane track 

straightaways and speed through twisting 
nets built into chassis of MAGNA-TRAC 

de strong grip peeds and staying 

C951 weight 4 pounds # ounces Se 11998 AFX MAGNA-TRACTION 
Cars hug the track 

49 C 9535 

© нЕмємвЕя! 
You can order items 
on pages 439 10 614 

| from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 

те [Sears] 555 



LIONEL. 

7-unit Steam Engine Train Set 
$532 

1 Powerful locomotive with operating head- 
light thunders along track. Hear mechanical 

sound of the steam locomotive add realism. Lo- 
comotive hauls 6 cars: tender, flat car with 
stakes, gondola car with 3 canisters, bopper car, 
box car, caboose. Train is 61 in. long. Speeds 
along 8 curved and 8 straight track sections. 

Includes manual switch. bumper, uncoupler. 
7.5-watt (VA) transformer has reverse controller 
‚АЛ, listed for 110-120-v., 60-Ha. AC. Plastic, 
metal. Not recommended for ages under 8, 
TR C7 UC Shipping weight 11 Ibs... Set 951.90 

түгө! 
Send your. 

itching yard. 
Set ind. 1 right, 1 left-hand 
switch. Plastic and metal. 
рв. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 

4909720, Set #2497 

Manual Switches (not 
shown). Set includes 1 right, 
1 left-hand switch. Plastic, 
metal. Shp. wt 2 bs. 
ABCUT21....... Set 0197 

Track Pack. Includes 4 
curved and 8 straight. 

track sections. Makes "fig- 
ure & with your layout and 
(6) below, Metal. 
Shpg. wt. 1 b. 8 oz, 

A8 C722 .... Package #497 
90° Cr . Lets 
you change your track. 

layout into “figure 8^ with 
(5) above. Plastic, metal. 
A9 C9MOS5— Wt. Sar „8266 

4-unit Steam Engine Train Set $2,499 
3 Santa Fe locomotive hauls 3 сага: slope-back tender, 
gondola car and caboose. Train is 28 in. long. Rolls along 

8 curved track sections. Powered by 7'watt (VA) trans- 
former. 
metal. Not recommended for ages under & 
78 C 91 15C— Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Big size 027-gauge Electric 
"Train Sets and Accessories HO-scale 

иүп 

11 JYCO* Track Pack. Enlarge your ex 
isting track layout with this assort 

ment. Includes 8 sections of straight track 
(each 9 inches long) and 4 sections of 18. 
inch radius curved track (each 10 inches 
long). Plastic, metal. From Austria. 
49 C 05308—Shpg. wL 9 oz. ..... Pkg. 0286 

12 TYCO* Remote-controi Switches 
Expand your track layout and operate. 

switches electrically by remote control. In- 
dudes one right and one left-hand switch 

„ send your train into switching yard in 
either direction. Plastic and metal. Austria. 
49 C 05306—Sbpy. wt. 7 oz. ‘Set 944 

Q Rock Island Alco diesel cruises around curves, 
then shoots down the straightaways to deliver 

‘goods to their destinations. Features operating bead. 
light. Diesel hauls 5 cars: box car, gondola car with 
canisters, hopper car, flat car with stakes and ca- 
boose. Train is St inches long. Speeds along & curved 
and 2 straight track sections. 
Includes. r. Tvp watt (VA) transformer is 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. АС. Plastic, metal. 
Not recommended for ages under & Use your phone 
if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
T8 C 97 V6C— Shipping weight 8 pounds .. Set 439.49 

TYCO* Manual Switches (not shown). 
Includes 1 right and 1 left-hand switch, 
Plastic and metal. Austria. 
49 C 05307—Shpy. wt. 4 oz. Se 1597 

UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Plastic and 

Sene 13 18-watt (VA) THROTTLEPACKO 
Features circuit breaker and overload 

indicator light. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
60-Hz. AC. 6Mx5l4x3% in. high. Metal. 
Not recommended for ages under 8. 
A8 C96201—Wt. 3 lbs, 8 oz. 

Powermaster 40 watts 
(VA). Controls speed, for- 

ward, reverse. Can power 2 
trains. Automatic circuit break- 
e. UL listed for 110-10-v. 60- 
Ha. AC. Plastic, metal, Not for 
Ages under & WL 4 Ibn, 2.02. 
ERE n" 

2197 

8 Mechanical Crossing 
Gate, Adivat- 

ed by weight of approaching. 
train. Plastic. 
40 C95354—Wt. 13 ог. мот 8 

9 Freight Station Kit Add re- 
айыз to your railroad lay. 

vut. Measures 13x6x5 inches 
а 

«cens 
10 Freight Platform Kit. Add 

realism to your railroad 
layout. Measures Bx$x5 in. 
high. Plastic. Unassembled. 
4900724—We 13 oc. Kit 1097 

14 7-S-watt (VA) TRAINPACK®. Con: 
trols speed, forward and reverse. Fea- 

tures automatic circuit breaker. Metal. 
Sxáx214 in. high. UL listed for 110-120-,, 
60-Hz, AC. Not for ages under 8. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 C97 4—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 11297 



accessories add to your track layout realism 
Save *1.50 when you buy 
Spur Track with any other HO 
accessory on these 2 pages 

Spur Track 
o 
6” _ 

When purchesed жик any 
‘Diner RO scale accessory 

‘Expand your track layout with this spur unit. One remote control 
switch, four 9-inch straight tracks, and illuminated bumper. Plas- 
tic, metal Shipping weight 14 oz. 
AV C 9705 — Spur Track only .... c 
49 C9705—Spur Track when bought with HO-scale accessory 

15 Lou Mi. Levers make logs roll 
down chute onto саг. . car 

‘dumps logs. Plastic, metal. Japan. 
49 C97 10—Shipping wt. 1b. ...4168 
16 Costing Station. Two flood- 

lights illuminate operation. Open 
dump on hopper car (осі). . empty 
coal into bin. Reload coal with screw 
conveyor. Styrene. Track not incl. 
49C9711—Wt Piba. 208.......0997 

895 

17 Piegybeck Loader and Unicad- 
өг, Remote control tractor goes 

back and forth; fork lift loads and un- 
loads truck trailers onto piggyback 
flat car. Plastic, metal. From Japan. 
49C95303—WL 1b, dor... ... 1044 
18 Freight Depot. Remote control 

tractor loads, unloads pipes. 
Plastic, metal. Japan. Track not ind. 
49C 96314—Shipping wt. 14 oz. 7.44 

Dockside Crane 

Crane moves full length of dock 
Twist knob to move crane car back 
and forth and to raise or lower cargo 
clamp. Includes dock, crane, crates, 
pallets, 4 track sections, boat, storage 
shed, uncoupler. 17x16x7% in. high. 
Plastic. From Hong Kong. ong 
79C9713C—Shpg, wi. 3 lbs. -.. 41444 

1211 |: ¡Rima НҮҮ 
LIFE-LIKE* Country Landscape Set $892 

Make your layout more realistic. Includes 50x99-inch “grass” mat, $0x12-inch 
“path” mat, SOx12-inch "earth" mat, 10 assorted trees, road signs, telephone 

poles, highway billboards, Plastic, wood, rubber and moss construction, 
76 C 98258C Shipping weight 3 pounds 

a 
and observation cars. Plastic and 
metal. Combine and coach cars mes- 
sure 9ax1Viex1%4 in. high. Observa 
tion car measures 9x17 ek in, 
COWL IB. Go Seat 22 

Lighted Diesel Lo- 
Metal and plastic. 

Measures 724x1x2%4 in. high. Japan. 
40 C 9607—Sbpg. wt. 1 Ib. ...... 9997 

Freight Car Set. Incl. Jello cov. 
ered hopper car, Popsicle ex- 

press reefer, Coca-Cola triple-dome 
tank car. 9 to 12 in. Plastic. Japan. 
49C9730—Shpe. wt. 1 lb... Set 95.68 

Operating Car Set. Includes car 
with working light, crane car 

with working hook, boom and track 
cleaning car. Plastic and metal con- 
struction. 5% to 7% in. long. Taiwan. 
49.C9706—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ‚Set 65 66 

nco [Sears] 557 



TYCO HO-scale Electric Train Sets 

6314 S-inch double ove) taybut 
wath spur эби 

Santa Fe 4-unit 
Diesel Freight Set 

51488 

Lighted F-9 diesel pulls hopper, box 
car and caboose around track. Train 

is 25^, inches long. Track features one 
curved terminal reraller. 6-watt (VA. 
power pack is UL listed for 110-120-valt 
60-Ha. AC. Plastic and metal. Not recom 
mended for ages under & 
49 C9549—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 
Lighted F-9 Diese! Locomotive only. 
49 C95238—Shpg. wt. 11b m 

Set ay в 

12-unit Twin Diesel Freight Set 
* 3 remote 
e Chessie 

36999 | 199 
1 Haul freight on our largest set headed by lighted Alco 430 diesel with 

handrails. Pulls non-powered "A" unit and 10 cars including: box 
car, Texaco tank car. flat car with 3 tractors, operating crane car, boom 

дет, hopper, log dump car, pulpwood car, piggyback flat car with 2 
Шет», caboose. Train measures 81% in. long. Track features 2 

iraight rerallers, curved terminal rerailer, bumper track. 24 signs and 
poles. 6-watt (VA) power pack UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 
Plastic and metal, Not recommended for ages under 8. 
79 C 9554C—Shipping weight 9 pounds Set 
Lighted Alco 430 Diesel Locomotive and "A" unit only. 
49 C.9702—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 11997 

trol Switches put you in control 
ico. 430 lighted engine 

{11 anc (2) include remote 
control log dump set 

10-unit Twin Diesel Freight Set 

ta Fe lighted engine 

$4.99? | $149? =; 
Freight is pulled arou 
ered “В” unit and 8 са 

ighted F-9 diesel. Hauls non-pow 
including: Coke tripie-dome tank car, log 

Planter' Peanuts he 
crane car, boom tender, piggyback 

caboose. Train measures 7 4 inches long. Track features one st 
reraller and one curved terminal rerailer. 24 signs and poles 
VA) power pack is UL listed 0-120- volt, 60-Ha. AC. Pla 

vended for ages under 8. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done— just dial Sears and order it right now. 
48 C 9553—Shipping weight 8 pounds $ ounces Sec 14999 

Diesel Locomotive and "B" unit only. 
ing weight 1 pound 4 ounces 

metal. Not rec 

Chattanooga 
Choo-choo 

7-unit Steam 
Freight Set 

Lighted 2-8-0 locomotive has real- 
istic smoke and steam whistle. 

Pulls tender, tank car, working crane 
car, boom tender, center- Пом hopper 
caboose. 49-inch train. Curved termi- 
nal rerailer. 17-piece bridge and tres- 
tle set. One billboard. 6-watt (VA) 
power pack ls UL listed for 110-120 
юй, 60-Hz. AC. Plastic and metal 

mmended for 

49 C$548— Wt. 8 lbs Set 928.57 



American Flyer’ by Lionel’... HO-scale Electric Train Sets 

7-unit Diesel Freight Set 
e 2 manual switches let you choose Ihe 
© American Flyer ightea engine 

53899 | $ 1 699 & 

5 Freight roars around track . . pulled by red, white and 
blue lighted American Flyer locomotive. Наш» 6 car» in 

duding: Sears box car. C&O box car, gondola car, carte сат, 
Mat car with stakes and crated cargo plus red, white and blue 
caboose. Train measures 44 inches long. Track features 16 
‘curved, 1 straight, reraller tack. 2 manual switches. O-watt 
(VA) power pack is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Ha. AC. 
Plastic and metal construction. Not recommended for axes 
under 8. To order the easiest way. look in your phone book 
write pages under “Sears, Roebuck und Ca, Catalog Sales” 
for number to call. 
19 C9$82C— Shipping weight 6 pounds Set mess 
American Flyer Locomotive and Caboose only. 
49C 9704—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces nes 

Serîn 
double oval layout 

6-unit Diesel Freight Set 
with Union Pacific engine 

$2949 | 210% 

J| Union Pacific Alco Diesel only. 
48 C 9103— Shipping weight 13 ounces 

$ this 72046-1. Layout when you bay 
Save 15 train set (3), (9) or (8) on these 2 pages 

page 
рє. wt. 14 Ibs. 

Layout when bought with (3). (4) or (6). 
79 C 962625 — Shipping weight 14 pounds 

78 C 062628 Layout only. S 



D) 

Jump for fun and competition 
with hoppin', boppin' Pogo Sticks 

(6 thay 8 ) Pogo sticks of high tension tubular steel. Antiskid rubber tips. Slip-reabtant foot pads Nylon bushings for friction tree use. Vinyl grips 
6 Popo with Countmeter . . records up 109,999 haps, Hold up to 250 Ib. 
79 C 292042 in high, Ages Band up. Shipping wt 7 be vss 

17 lor Pogo. Holds up to 120 I. Stande 44% in. high. Ages 6 to 16. 
78 C 2026€ -Shipping weich 5 pounds 1097 

8 Super Pogo. Holds up to 250 Im. Stands 48 in. high. Ages 8 and up. 79 C 20203C Shipping weight T pounds TI 
Pogo Game. Set up your own challenge course. Set includes ten plastic 
rings м Sin. high plastic foam slaloms, four high- jump crowbar and 

instruction booklet with lots of games for you to play. Ages 6 and up. 
wen ФС 29196-Stioping welah | pound u 

о, 
чт $295 "n 

Hit 'em, bop 'em, knock 
ет down . . weighted bottoms. 

keep Punch Me's coming 
back for more 

(1 thru 5) Inflatable vinyl characters can be used 
indoors and out. For children ages 3 to 10. Get this 
bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears 
and order it right now 
1 Yogi Bear. Hey there, its Yogi Bear . . straight 

from Jellystone Park. About 5O inches tall with a 
эое that squeaks when you bit it 
49 C 28518 Shipoing weight 4 pounds sus 

Popeye". The spinach-eating sailor, 42 in. tall 
49 C 28135 Shipping weight 3 pounds. $395 

3 Bozo the Clown‘. Let laughable, lovable Boso 
be your playmate. Brightly colored. Stands 36 In. 

tall with a nose that squeaks when you hit it. 
49 C 28136- Shipping weight 2 bs, $ oz. s295 
4 Bamm-Bamm. Barney Rubble's precocious little 

son from "The Flintstones". 34 in. tall 
49 C 29088. Shipping weight 2 pounds 1295 
fj Batman and Glove Set. Fearless crime fighter 

48 in. tall. 2 inflatable vinyl gloves incl, 
ish 3 pounds .....Set $499 

Boro the Clow 1973 Warner Bros. Seven Arts. Inc Popers King Features Syndicate 1963 

Jumpin’ Jiminy 
It's a trampoline on land 

It's a raft on water 

51998 „= | $1198 au 
Indoor-outdoor big bouncer, Use it like а trampoline 
to develop coordination . - use it as a raft to float in. 
‘the water. Heavy-duty rubber tube with strong fabric 
covers on front and back. Strong webbing supports and. 
lace closure. Inflate at gas station or with hand pump (Gee йшй, Ares 4 o 13. 
чә C 20516 loot diameter, Sho, wt. 101. 
49 С 2922-3 loot diameter. Stog. wt. 4 Iba. 



Automatic Pinsetter 
Bowling Game 

Home bowling without the trou- 
ble of pins fying or getting lost. 
Pins flip up when yos hit them 

feet with pusb-down panel. 
Steel and plastic set holds 10 
Pins. Sinch plastic balls. 32x 
15416 in. deep. Ages 4 and up. 
78 C 290881 WL 9 ibs.* $1298. 

Deluxe Bowling Set. 
strikes up the fun 

Ten multicolored 1 Yarin. bowl- 
Ing pins and two blue bowling. 
balls of polyethylene plastic. 
Comes with ita own molded plas- 
the carrierstorage tray. Ages 
З and up, 
79 С 22043c -WL. 3 Ibe... 55.88 

ТИШН 
Hii 

ŝi EF + F R 

Sturdy, steel Stilts 

$697 
2 Five-foot stilts sup- 

port up to 200 Ibm. 
foot rests are 

$597 

Pen to bottom 
turna бу bali 

D E / EA 

# 

Triple Action Pitch Back* Net 
Practice your fielding and. 

polish your 
pitches without ever adjusting the net 

Tubular steel frame is slightly curved so there's 
never any need to adjust when changing pitches 
Steel springs fasten nylon net to frame held in place. 
ов round by back braces, stakes. 38x56 ín. high. 
Assembly instructions included. Ball not inci. 
79 C 27001C—Ages 6 and up. Shog. wt. Piba. .. 81297 

Toy Pitch Back" Net $744 
Adjusts to various angles 
Increase your pitch 
img. fielding skills. 
Adjusts to return fly 
balls or grounder. Ad- 
justable colored tape 
marks strike anne. 
Tubular steel frame 
with liveaction steel 
springs Nylon met 
38х38 in. high. Л» 
‘sembly instructions in- 
cluded. Ball not incl. 
Ages 6 to 16, 

"Shops. wt. 5 Ibs, 
эс 20C. ....,87 4 



Shoe-top Roller Skates 
$294 

dy skates slip on and lace 
just like shoes No key is 

Skates adjust by simpl 

Stur i Em. 
5549 

Mickey Mouse! — $487 
Roller Skates 4 

Mickey will 
skale. Strong plastic. Тое straps of 
SL strong Май. Ankie rae Clone with a snap and have strong 

Vm. Ne bey 
needed. Fit shoe sizes 7 children’ 

our feet while you 

to 3 regular. For children ages 

40 29012-91. 11b. dor... 8487 

Hop on, 
bounce around 
with inflatable 
JUMP BALLS 

(4andS) Brightly 
bouncing balls are fun 
strong enough for Mom 
Heavy-duty. balis are made of 
high quality resilient vinyl. Auto- 
mobile Uretype air valve for 

Archery Set 
Miniature Basketball Set for on-target fun 
Mock vip A 

Д Junior Ball. Orange. 13-in. D "n almo anywhere. High-impact. 36 inches long. Five Ibin. 
diam.. 20-in. height. Ages 3 transparent acrylic backboard in Hatched wood arrows with large 

to 5. Shpy. wt. 1 ib. 12«16 in. Ball is 5 inches in di- firmly attached suction MA 
49 C 29198. 598 ameter and unlike some miniature. Four-color. 25-in. diameter 

ed inch board target rests on sturdy: 5 uns bon nt seas M LS 
y. Shpg. wt. 2 lin included. Ages 7 and ap. os = 2958 d 

ava 23, FOR FOOTBALL FANS 9 
Football Play Outfit : ` looks like the pros Five-piece Sports Set. $899 N 

7 Regular size and weight basketball In red, G pianie helmet han tonic bar (white and blur and 9-in. junior football in eati, i foam pad rova. Basketball has Mack игр mema: tote ZEN d 
Padded plastic shoulder pads. arm ЗЕЙ has white stripes. Set includes both rubber A 

» узван se Ne: halls. inflating needle. pump and kicking tee, RC кавс Aue dant ue Wr albe Se sae 
Three-piece Football Set $299 omperitive sports Size: 

Small (44 to 45 in. tall»; Medium 
40 in. tall), Ages 4 to 8 

«900088 Small ECHO Medium 
562 [Sears Shoe. wi. 21ba. 110r sm 



Send and receive messages 
over the airwaves..in voice 
or switch to Morse code 

Solid state Base Station features 
AM radio and Citizens Band receiver $2623 

1 You're quietly listening to AM radio then switch to one of 23 Citizens 
Band channels . . the action starts. Plug in remote microphone 

can transmit on CB channel 14 to contact your field man. He picks 
voice communication and responds. "Better use code". You agree. and with 
accuracy and know-how you tap out coded messages with the help of Morse 
code instruction plate atop base station case. Earphone provides private 
listening. 10-section antenna helps reception come in loud and clear. 

"D" batteries . . order pkg. below. No license required. Higb-im- 
ind black plastic case S¥ax9Vax5 in. high. Ages 9 and up 
-Hong Kong. Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. s2095 

Child's solid state circuitry, se $ 
battery-powered Walkie-Talkies *? 1 725 

Carry out field operations with the help of remote communications. Mil 
itary-styled. green and black walkietalkies will transmit and receive 

voice and coded messages on Citizens Band 14, the same channel as base 
station sold above. Morse code reference plate and code key on front panel 
Telescoping antenna, volume control/on-o[[ switch, talk-listen button, ear 
phone and belt clip. Set uses two 9-volt batteries... order Pkg. below, No 
license required. Plastic case 3Vax 1 Yax7 in. high. Ages 9 and up. 
49 C 24265.—Hong Kone. Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces. Set 81795 

\ Child's X-2 Walkie-Talkies 
Send and receive voice messages 

Talk to your best friend 
on realistic looking 

Play Phones 
They really work 

intercom system with MES 
30 feet of wire. 

S 
Ee 9! Ring 

other phone rings when ele pe ceo 
you dial your phone Christmas. Operates on 

CB channel 14. Solid 
state. Volume control. 
‘on-off switch, talk-listen 
button and telescoping 
antenna. Plastic case 
INAS in. high. Set 
uses two 9-volt batteries. 

Flan a party, get homework help. . your 
friend in only а phone call away. Just dial and 
phone rings at other end of line. Set up your 
отп two-way phone [ine from room to room. 
tree to ground or any here you can lay coa- 
necting wires, even howe to home. Voices 
transmit loud and clear. Red plastic scale 
model phones provide hours of fun. Set of 2. 
Uses 4 "D^ batteries . . order package below. 
Ages 3 to 10. 
49 C 24324 Shpy. wt 2 Ма 20m... Set 9104. 
“O” Batteries. Package of 6 
«9 С acaos -Shoe Wi. 11%. dos... Phe 8155. 

order pkg. below, Ages 9 
and up. Hong Kong. 

Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 ox. 
49 c 24251 Set 273.88 

9-volt Batteries. Pack 
age of 2 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 C 46993... Phe. 8108 

563 



Learn about the intricate workings of such projects as a lie detector 

through the science of ELECTRONICS 

Science Fun Experiments 

cence Pon partment 1a 

Super electronic || 

Electronics 

Includes over 100 components $1144 ze 
10 use in 40 experi 

A complete elementary course in electronica. Build a two- 
transistor radio. lie detector, burglar alarm, telegraph 
transceiver. fire alarm, pollution detector and more 

Snap-fit amembly lets you use over 100 reasable com- 

SUPER ELECTRONICS 1 
A complete laboratory that includes 188 components required for 

100 experiments in the science of radio and electronics 

$1697 ces 
Building а lie detector is only one of 100 experimenta and comsroctions posible with this 
complete solid state laboratory. Learn the practical uses of electronics by constrocting ex- 

Electrics 
includes over 135 components hort to use in 140 experiments, 91494 Sones 

bly drawings as well as wiring diagrams . . requires no previous knowledge of electronics. 
No soldering, just snap reusable components into their proper amembly position. Included 
among the 188 components are transistors, resistors, capacitors, variable resistors, 

plus pre-cut and prestripped wires to complete the circuit. Uses 3 “AA” bat- 
teries . . order pkg. below. Ages 12 to adult. 
40 C 24295 Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces ......... o ses; 
49 C 40991.- AA" Batteries Package of 4. Shipping weight 4 ounces .......... P Bte 
49 C 40007 — Aes "C^ Batterien. Package o 2 Shipping weight Sounces ...........Phg. $109 

Yos can build a telegraphic sender and printing receiver, 
а generator, a telephone system. compass, electroscope, 
microphone, amplifier. speaker, ammeter, galvanometer 
and even a reversible motor, 1 12-page. illustrated manual 
gives easy-to-understand instructions. Uses 2 "C" batteries 

order package at left. Ages 10 and up. 
49 C 24293 Shipping weight 3 Ibe, 20x. $1494 

GEOLOGY- «е scienca davon which 
you may learn the how and why of fossils: 

value) Cut 3 ©; 117 SE 
Geology Lab 
and Field Set 

Last Christmas was $14.99. Identity rocks and minerals with help of 80-page. 
illustrated Golden Book. Also includes pick. Jolly balance to measure specific 
gravity, streak plate to discover true colors. 28 rocks and minerals, 4 fomils. mag- 
nifying stand, alcohol lamp with blowtorch. 2 PYREX® brand test tubes, rack. 

charcoal. Ages 10 to 16. See Note. opposite page 
SA [Beara] mou, C 24112 Sopa welet иы. Mur. SOI 1.97 



Investigate the intriguing subject of fin 
through the science of CHE тсе 

FeNH,(SO,), + 2CaO + 2H,0 ^ 

FeOH, + 2CaSO, + NH,OH 

Introduction to 
‚Chemistry Set 

Fingerprint recovery is only one of the many 
fascinating and educational experiments you 
бан perform and study with oor Senior Chee 
istry Lab. Explore the stages of matter from а 
gas to liquid to solid: ir ane 2 
cano”: test food for (ats, acid amd mi 
form "mark tite Fully tried 96 pago 
Geiden Book 

Senior 
Chemistry 
Lab Set 

Includes centrifuge, — 
beam scale, 

hydroponics planter, 
32 chemicals. — 

96-page Golden Book — 

trieste approach to 
experiments. Sei includes 32 chemicals in | 
break-resistant bottles. ` 
measuring spoon. alcohol lamp, 
ing chemicals. All PYREN brand 
Includes one 25ml. beaker. 8 standard test 
tubes. Also, litmus paper, 1 test tube rack. 
lamp. brush. funnel, blowtorch and corks, all 
sce lide Going ed ame, 5750: ond rim 
seen, Ages 10 to 16. See Important Note 

24284. 

lamp. tripod foe heat- 
glasware 

эс -Shipping wi. 12... porn 

Student Chemistry Lab 

Includes 2 test tubes. 10 chemicals in 
break-resistant bottles, steel case plus 
96-pago Exploring Chemistry Manual 

51095 
Make а siphon; soften water; test dry 
cell batteries: recover fingerprints; make 
inks; dyes and paints. The 96-page man 
ual explains how to do them all plus 
many more experiments 

Accessories in set include 2 PYREX® 
brand test tubes. alcohol lamp. test tube 
rack, test tube brush. litmus paper, 
funnel, test tube holder and plastic 
measure, plus sufficient chemicals for 
performing domns of fascinating ex- 
periments and exercises. For ages 10 10 
16, See I int Note at right. 

Sibu, Sar... Set 51095 

Includes beam scale. 2 test tubes, 16 chemicals 
in break-resistant bottles, steel case and 

96-page Exploring Chemistry Manual 
$1495 

Use eve-dropper and plastic spoon to measure chemi- 
cals; learn to test for acids and buses using red and 
Blue litmus paper. Test foods and te: 
dyes and paints. Set includes 2 PYRE» 
tubes with rack. holder and brush, alcohol lamp, fun- 
mel. stirring rod and chromatography paper. All 
chemicals and accemories store neatly into 3-wing 
steel case. Ages 10 to 16, See Important Note below 

Get this bit of Christmas shopping done just dial 
Sears and order it right now 
49 C 24282 - Shipping weight 7 pounds 

Includes beam scale. 4 test Tubes. 
24 chemicals, 4-section steel case 

plus 120-page Advanced Chemistry Manual 

52295 
Test for and treat water pollution. grow and study crystals 
make paint or disappearing ink. learn how to make water 
wetter", test soil acidity, learn how chemicals provide elec 

trical energy by making a battery. plus many more fascinat- 
ing. educational and fun experiment 

Set includes 4 PYREX® brand test tubes, 25ml. beaker with 
metal tripod. eye-dropper and plastic measuring spoon. 1 test 
tube rack, holder and brush. Also. alcohol lamp, litmus paper, 
glass tubing, and funnel. Chemicals in break-resistant bottle 
Ages 10 to 16. Ser Important Note below. 
49 C 24283- Shipping weight 9 pounds в ounces. Ser 32298 



Examine the unseen world of single-celled animal life 
through the science of BIOLOGY 

revolving turret to any. 
cone of 4 осете enwan 

Microscope Lab Set lets you prepare your 
‘own slides to view the microscopic world 
Microscope ма 3 objective lenses: «Вб Naor on tarona wet 91995 

600X Zoom Microscope 
1 10%, 20X and 40X objective lenses 

оп revolving turret and 10-t0-15X 
twist-zoom eyepiece are precision- 
ground glass. Increase magnification 
from base of 100X up to 600X with the 
flick of а finger. Rack-and-pinion focus 
ing for clear, sharp images. Substage @ 

1200X Zoom Microscope 

300X Microscope 
9 View specimens thru 100X, 200X 

and 300X objective lenses mounted 
ов а revolving turret. Precision-ground. 
glass lenses and rack-and-pinion focus- 

Microscope 
60 Prepared Slides. . $95 Prepare 20 of your 

Full-color, hardbound 48-page text developed exclusively for Sears — labeled, ready to use $527 own slides with Kit $499 
by the science editors of the Golden Books, Far more than a “reci- 3 Set includes $ boxes of 12 slides 4 Includes slides, cover slips, label 
pe" book . . it explains and illustrates how experiments are per- each, professionally prepared and Canada Balsam, methylene blue, 
formed and relates them to basic scientific principles. Ages 1010 16. labeled. Ages 10 to 16. Japan. 
49 C 2405—Book alone. Shipping weight 14 ounces. 9198 © 49 24037—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Set 45.95 
When bought with any microscope on page. id 
49 C 2405—Shipping weight 14 oz. 99e бам Choma 

thous not be uted by 



depths of space, the sun, moon, stars and planets 

ugh the science of ASTRONOMY 
Explore the 
thro 

300x 

[35999 

fef'ects the ig 
| x ontoanother 
|} nores. 

É eure image 
5 tome eyep-ece. 

eyepiece &ә `9” m 
viewing 

150X Reflector Telescope pie 

Large, 24-inch objective mirror is precision- 
scope 

ground to give you sharp, dear images. Booster P es 

d UE 

Human Skull and Skeleton Kit 

5697 
4 Learn the names of all 

the bones in the human 
body while assembling kit. 
Life-size human skull is so 
highly detailed that it has a 
removable skull cap and a 
jaw that moves by spring 
action. Skull measures 11%. 
in. high with display stand. 

Skeleton includes all 206 
bones and hangs between 
informative, instructive 
panels. Skeleton, 15 ín. high. 
Both made of styrene 
glow in the dark. Ages 10 
and up. Wt. 2 Iba. 13 oz. 
49С24218 Kit s697 

(5) and (6) separately 
total *12.96 = 

Visible Man and Visible Woman Kits $648. 
(5 end 6) Transparent "skin" lets you study bones, muscles, 
interna! organs and circulatory system. Take apart and reastem- 
ble 16-inch high models. Each includes illustrated manual and 
base. Additional parts of woman show internal condition during 
Tth month of pregnancy. Plastic. Ages 10 and up. 
(5) 49C24078— Visible Woman. Shipping wt. 2 lbs. "as 
(6) 49C24048—Visible Man. Shipping wt. 2 lbs. sus 
Buy both Visible Man and Visible Woman and ваме! 
49 C 24222 Shipping weight 4 pounds. 



Ready tor 

BIG JIM'S 
PA.C.K* 
OFF-ROAD 
ADVENTURE 

TEAM 

жирит 

“ р 
9 Big Jime. 91 

outfit. Full 
49 C 59641—Shpg. wt. 10.08 

Off-road Adventure Vehicle Set 
dudes: PAC. 

The Whip™ and Dune Buggy 
Б Weapons expert 
O Burey 

tic figure has working bow 
49С59615—5 

7 Kung Fu Outfit 
{ aac eee 

Safari Outfit 
49 C 59624—Sh 



the adventures as h 
battles gorillas and traps r 

BIG JIM’S “as 
ig Sold only at Sears! Pictures ol wild an- 

‚on bamboo-look walls make Safa- 
ri Hario look like a hideaway for Big Jim 
(sold on facing page). Two bunk beds, din- 
ing table fold down from the wall. Scaled- 
down plastic camping equipment, extra ta- 
ble and 2 camp stools. Open, hat provides a 
17x13-in. living area, yet folds into 
13x13x3U inch vinyl-covered carrying case 
with handle. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 C $9700—Shpg. wo 3 lbs. 8 os. ...98.99 

African Adventure Set 
. sold only at Sears $1499 

2 Gia 194: push around jungla track А 
capture net, launcher, winch that ifts baby rhi- 

assembled. Past 
190 S913 C— Ages S to 10, Shp wt. 5 bs... 41499 

Lion (3) | 3597 | Elephant (5) 
$497 | $597 | $797 
Ri m Mn MM at срна. 

has movable head Elephant has pliable fea- 
Errem 
3 Won, On whee. мили in gh. 

2.7 
6 Sorters, prt erent ie о. 

4 Rhino. On wheels. уала in. high. 
49 C S945 Shipping weight | pound 

I TERT 

Sail the high seas with the “MATCHBOX” FIGHTING FURIES” 

The Ghost of Captain Kid eS 
. . Sold only at Sears! 

$299 
6 For pirate daya, In the dark, body 

becomes a glowing skeleton. Jointed 
#4-inch tall vinyl body comes with 
sword. Dueling action control. Hong 
Kong. Ages 5 to 10. 
A9 C $9579—5һре. wt. Bor. 129 

Cal ce. zu) Cut ‘1 Cal ur zu) 
\ 2 = 8 ) Last Christm. 

13.87 each. Each fully- 
in pirate duels with his sword, dag- 
ger. Vinyl. Hong Kong. Ages 5 to 10. 
17 Hook. First mate has hook as 

ARC SISTI бард wt Sor.. 4287 

8 Generi ee v Be. 9287 

ж Pirate ges 
VALUE) Cut $1.11 x 

Last Christmas was $9.99. Sold 
only et Searsi Steer ship with line 

attached to sail. Includes plastic ham- 
, ladder, Shipopensto48130 1 

in. high folds to 11x1 1x Pin carry case EAE 
Ship and sail of Гену Products Со Lid. England 

a NOTE tor bora pagos: Due vo mal poris vinyl For ages 5 und up "ems on nete ect recom Missa Westin tan... — 4 > ome. wi tov Aaron under Т year 

L 



Join this G.I. Joe 
Adventure Team on 
the trail to danger 
and excitement 

% 

Tho mummy's 
massing 
Can Jos 
track him 
‘down? 

Recovery of 
tha Lost Mummy, $1799 

Sold only at Sears. G.L Joe tracks down the lost mummy any 
where. By air, in a scout helicopter with working rotor blades 
25-inch long plastic body snaps together for assembly, By land, in an 
assembled plastic all-terrain vehicle which rides on land or floats on 
water, By sea, on a life raft with paddle and compass. 
Equipment includes mummy, mummy case, plastic net, pick, 

shovel, pith helmet, first aid kit, animal trap, supply chest, jewels, 
belt, machete and case. Made of sturdy plastic. Ages 4 to 12. 
78 C 59092C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set 617.80 

without 
soreness 

570+ reco 

19% 
‚+ P LENS 

ЧЫك  e 64 

< 
er e 

Mis 
wet = 

к Ксы ran iranan homs |) 

Trapped in the 

Coils of Doom 91599 

Sold only at Sears. Now Joe's on patrol in the dangerous jungle. He 
rides through the brush in his all-terrain vehicle with tracked wheels. His 
swamp boat mounts on the back of tbe ATV. LOOK OUT! There's the 
‘anaconda in the swamp. Quick, take the gear out of the boat. Can Joe use 
the noose to avoid the anaconda's strangling grip? Equipment includes ATV (M'qx9 9 inches high), swamp boat with 
motor, snake, capture noose, green jacket, tan pants, survival belt and 
boots, Sturdy plastic. Comes with an adventure comic book that tells this 
thrilling story. Recommended for ages 4 to 12. 
78 C 56301C Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

manovi 
Ei") 

bs 
# 

Sanas 

Gl. Joe Footlocker 94,97 
To keep pace with his fast-moving ad- 
ventures G.I. Joe has to have his 
ready at a moment's notice. Plastic 
footlocker keeps action figures and 
equipment organized. Featur 
‘carrying handles, brass fixtures an. 
movable tray. 13%4x615x4% inches 
high. Recommended for ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 59296—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
NOTE for both pages: Т 
recommended for chidren un 
элей peris 

Sea Wolf Submarine $094 zpos 
Сі. Joe's quest for adventure takes him to tbe depths of the ocean floor to 
battle the man-eating squid. In tbe Sea Wolf sub, Joe actually dives, surfaces 
And maintains buoyancy by remote control. Fully submersible sub features. 
front gripping tongs, periscope that moves up and down according to sub- 
merged altitude, movable rear stabilizers and clear hinged canopy with conn- 
ing tower area for G.L Joe. Use the viewer to watch the action from the 
‚surface as Joe fights the giant squid. Also includes breathing mask and extra 
hose that enables him to explore outside the sub. 
79 C 58294C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. -Sana 



G.I. Joe—all with Kung Fu grip 
(1 and 2) Talking Commanders. Leaders 
of the adventure team give 8 commands 
when you pull dog tag. Jacket with pockets. 
pants, boots, dog tag, insignia. Durable plas- 
tic. 11% inches tall. For ages 4 10 12 
(1) 48C$0318— White. WL 14 oz ....5597 
(2) 49C59322— Back. Wt. Hox. ..... 597 

Meet Mike Power 

5 The newest member of the 
adventure team. Mike's а 

fantastic atomic man. A mysteri 
ous eye, clear left leg, and clear 
right arm with 360-degree hand 
rotating power give him extraor: 

inary abilities beyond the range 
normal humans, Mike also 

"flies" using his hand-held mini 
copter. Plastic construction. Uni: 
form complete with jacket, shorts 
and shoes. 11% ín. tall. Ages 4 to 
12. Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
40 C 50355 n 

(З and 4) Adventurers. Feature lifelike 
hair, boots, dog tag and insignia. Plastic. 1114 
inches tall. (3) is dressed in а denim outfit: 
(4) Is dressed in fatigues. For ages 4 to 12. 
(3) 49 C59311 White. Wi. 100%, ....9397 
(4) 49 C59315—Black. We 1008 ..... 397 

Search for the 

Abominable Snowman 

$895 zz 
Sold only at Sears. Set includes white coveralls, beit, 
boots, goggles, mittens. Also includes skis, ski poles. 

1 sled, snow shoes, net, rifle, rope, binoculars, supply 
chest and white Abominable Snowman. Durable plas- 

= tic construction. Comes with adventure comic book 
that teils the whole story of this chilling adventure. 
Recommended for ages 4 to 12. 
48 C $9283— Shipping weight 1 Ib. В oz. Seton 

Joa erates pra 

са 
Troubie at Vulture Pass. 

5595 кг wx 
-t Sold only at Sears. Joe bas to deliver vital 

construction. Recommended for ages 4 to 12. A9 C 592%—5Ырр weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. ......Set 4595 

Mystery of the Boiling Lagoon 

A velustie тозе cone nas 
dropped nto the сыры 
weinen Can Joe brave the 
логор heit 1o rescue t? 

New at Sears. G.I. Joe takes to the skies in pursuit of high 
flyin’ adventure in his Skyhawk glider. Just snap Joe into the 
Cockpit and pilot hitn across a room or across the skies 

The Skyhawk features a mammoth 69-inch wingspan, wing struts with stabilizers, nose piece, decals and 100 feet of string. 
Includes an adventure comic that telis this exciting story. Stur 
dy plastic construction. Recommended for children 4 to 12. 
49 C 59287—Unassembled. Shipping weight 2 pounds m 

2-passenger vehicles 
travel to danger by air, 

by land or by sea 

(6 and 7 ) Action vehicles of sturdy plastic with movable 
Wheels and rotor. Each vehicle seats any two 8 to 11 inch 
action figures (not included). 
6 Amohicat moves by land or sea. . molded body floats while 

six rugged tires move over obstacles. 13088543 in. high. 
49 C S8158— Ages 410 12. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 479 
7] Giant Copter with authentic detailing. 28x9x15% inches 

jh with 36-inch clicking rotor blade, 3 wheels, movable tail 
79C89189C—Ages 4 to 12. Shipping weight 4 pounds 

(8 and 9) Sturdy plastic vehicles with movable wheels. Each 
Seats two 8 to 11 Ur inch action figures (not incl). Ages 4 to 12. 
8 Chopper Cycle. Balloon tires that run on sand or dit. Steer 
able front end and sporty decals. узд? x5, inches high. 

weight 1 pound 6 ounces. ^» 
9 ug tires, decals. Movable 

steering wheel and windshield. 1714183419 inches high. 
C 59755 Shipping wr. 3 pounds sur 

mco: [Sears] 571 



The Batcave $] 597 am, 
1 Заза! for Batman with the Batsignal atop this porta 

ble, folding Batcave. Hidden entrance for Batmobile, 
garage for Batcycle and landing deck for Batcopter. Bat 
computer and Batpole. Takes 2 "C" batteries (order ple. 
below). 22x14x10 in. high. Vinyl-covered cardboard, For 
Ages 4 to 12 
TC S0181C— Shipping weight 4 pounds as 
49C.48997-Pkg. of 2 “С” Batteries. WL. 5 oz. Pg. 108 

Q Barman. The cowied crusader answers the Batsignal 
whenever villains are about. Even the "socks" and 

“bams” his tough plastic body takes won't hurt this highly 
detailed, fully-jointed 8-inch tall bero. Ages 4 to 12. 
40 C 59212— Shipping weight 4 ounces nu 

3 Robin. Boy Wonder and action companion to Batman. 
8 in. tall and made of jointed plastic. Ages 4 to 12. 

49 C 592 4— Shipping weight 4 ounces Dr 

4 Joker. The tiresome trickster is 8 inches tall with fully 
jointed, plastic body. For children ages 4 to 12. 

49 C 59218 Shipping weight 4 ounces. na 

5 Penguin. sin. tall jointed plastic body. Ages 4 to 12 
48 C 89217 — Shipping weight 4 ounces nn 

$597 | 551497 
(6 thru 9 ) The Bat vehicles scaled to fit $in. figures. 

6 Batmobile, Roar to Gotham City. Movable wheels. 
Polystyrene. L3x6x4 in. high. Ages 4 to 12. 

49 C 59152— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oe- 1697 
Т Batcopter. Opening canopy, spinning rotor and mov. 

able wheels. Polystyrene. 121517 in. high. Ages 4 to 12 
49 C 59156—Shipping weight | Ib, $ oz. 1597 

Bat Lab. All-out crime catcher vehicle. Includes front- 
end Batet Trap, rear Batwinch with hook, revolving 

Batplatform. 1Sx8x8 in. high. Polystyrene. Ages 4 to 1 
49 C 59172—Shipping weight 4 bs. 4 or. п 
Y Betcvele. Cycle has side car, movable wheels. Polysty 

rene. 12x 515 in. high. Recommended for ages 4 to 12, 
48 C $9157—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $ or. wer 

The Enterprise $1 397 Star Trek Heroes $284 
Starship Enterprise. A replica of the рү Captain Kirk. The stalwart captain of the En: MeCoy. Jointed plastic. 8 in. Ages 4 to 12. 

10 аек includes sick bey. captain's LÌ ferpest Jointed past 8 in. Ages ao I2 14 елм” Shipping weight t ounces адна 
chair and computer console. Transporter room — 48 C 99176- Shipping weight 4 ounces "MO 15 Sooty Fuly kined plastic 8 in. Ages 41012 
ae ie оба dial en 2, М Uhuru. Jointed plastic. 8 in. Ases4 to 12. A8 C58 118— Shipping weight 4 ounces ....1284 
оа. Гаетано Т2 SOC SOS Shipping weight 4 ounces... i244 16 Klingon Commander. Foe ofthe Enterprise, 

in. high. Ages 4 to 12. 13 Mr. Spook Joined plastic 8 in. Ages 410 12. Jointed plastic. in. Ages 4 to 12 É 
70C $9162¢— Shipping weight 3 pounds.#13. ESP) Shipping weight а ounces . Az 4858179 Shipping weight 4 ounces . 2 



Six Million Dollar Man $644 
All the excitement, all the fun of bionic action. 
Look through the real wide-angle lens in Colonel 

Steve Austin's left eye. Depress back lever to demon 
strate power of bionic power arm to lift "weight" 
Arm has "roll-back" skin for replacing bionic compo- 
nents. Jointed plastic. 13 in. tall. Ages $ to 11. 
49 C 59572—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $ oz. а 

Transport $847 E5: 
It's a rocket! It's a bionic repair station! It's the 
bionic center and carrying case for Colonel Steve 

Austin, 13-inch figure above. It has a 2x microscope, 
“ray” unit, bionic control panel cables, revolving 
“radar” cone, revitalization chamber and readout 
“computer”. Plastic. 1744 ín. high. Ages 5 to 11. 
49 C 50574- Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz ва? 

Quick-draw Johnny West $894 

‘out for the Wild West with this poseable Head 
cowboy. in chaps and spurs. 11-inch tall 

figure. Lever on back activates "quick-draw", 24 
included. John- and personal gear x 

пуз borse, it, is 144% inches high. Made of 
plastic. For ages 5 to 10. Shipping wt. 2 bs. 8 oz. 
40C 59078 nu 

Quick-draw Sam Cobra $894 
4 Stick'em up high, partner! Mean Sam poses, 

ready to shoot at the drop of a hat. Activated by 
lever on back. Standing 1114 in. high, be is dressed in 
gunslinger duds, with 25-piece clothing, weapon and 
‘camping accessory set. His borse is 1444 in. high. All 
plastic. For ages $ to 10. 

weight 2 Ibe 8 oz. 
2 ми 

The Fortress $1 197 
Б This 3-level fortress will protect the ape 

army. Foldable and brightly colored, it has 2 ladders, table, jail cage (mountain background 
not inc), gun rack and reflector sun mirror for 
signals. For 8-inch figures. Mylar® polyester film 
coating on cardboard. 21 in. high. Ages 4 to 12. 
Т9 C 59154C—Shipping weight 3 pounds .. 41197 

Horse $977 215 
6 Remote-control plastic borse goes forward 

and back. Removable saddle, bridle. Uses 2 
"D batteries (below). 8 in. high. Ages 4 to 12 
48 C 50168—Shipping weight ГЬ, бог. ....0977 
Alkaline “О” Betteries. Package of 2. 40C A6906— Shipping we 11 оа... Pkg. $149 

Catapult and Wagon $1 197 
Т Sch high movable polystyrene unita, Cata- 

pult actually throws foam rubber “boulders” 
Detachable wagon holds boulders. Ages 4 to 12. 
TEC SBIESC- Shipping weight 1 pound ... 91187 

Side with 
the apes 

or astronauts 
in thrilling 

planet exploits 

Battering Ram $297 
Use this working model battering ram to 
storm the fortress or the Forbidden Zone. 

Ram swings on cord in frame, rolls on wheels. 
615 inches high. Plastic. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 50167—Shipping weight 1 pound .....4297 

Planet of the Apes Heroes $322 
(9 thru 13) The masters of the Planet of the 
‘Apes and their human visitor from space are all 8 
inches tall, made of durable plastic with colorful. 
clothes. Fully jointed, Ages 4 to 12. 

Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
(9) 48C59224—Dr. Zalus 
(10) 48 C50236—Zira 
(11) 48C59235— Soldier Ape 
(12). 48 C 59233—Cornelius. 
(13) 49C59238—Astronaut 

NOTE: items on te page not recommended 
Tor children under 3. due to smell parta 

«05 [Sears]573 res Ovrom T 



Save ‘2 
Bay item (1) with (2) 
or item (3) with (4) 

Sapere ъз zug .. 
11.94 

ени) Figures with movable jointa cach (1) 49C80735-Lone Ranger. Wi Bax s. 
Aer ah Wont hands ЫМ ес Both (2 s8C80726-Silver We i 00. 747 
Complete with costumes and accessories. (3) 4BCBMAT-Tame. We Sor... AAT 4 Wagons in 1 $997 
Honea ois ieh ий оте pia (4) «РСМТИ-бем WE 1D Uoc. E wagon converts to 3 wagons thaw shove Pla, 24 

гасити Ж Son. inches ong. 14 inches hish. For brinca figures. Complete 
it 519290} - EU with harness, double seat, bow supports, water barrel, as- 

Cavendish (ий sold below). Ages A and up. 49С59726-43) and (4). WL 1 Ib. 1502. 48.94 bear EA seins den Ala, Ct mid conan pest Roc 
mine 
49.059734—Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces......897 

Carson City”, . create 
your own adventures 

with this 2-sided 
showdown town 

$1297 zx 
Old West town with authentically designed 

Sei oc 9 ich lane. з long! Set up 

hardboard), For ages 4 and up, Buy it the 
‘easy way—order by phone. 
79 50733C—Shipping weight $ bs... 11287 

Wit i. plastic Dutch Cavendish, leader Jesse James, Wyatt Earp 
of the notorious Hole-in-the- Wai 
vinyl hands hold objec outfit and acceso and Horse 
Pies. Also, red sombrero, safe with door that Famous ОМ West figures with movable joints, 
opens, black mask, bandana, handcuffs and each 945 in. high, Vinyl hands can hold objects Modernize all your western characters. 
more. Act out the Carson City Bank robbery Costumes and accessories. Horse, 10 in. high, 
with comic book (ind. and Carson City (sold movable joints, accessories. Plastic. For ages 4 
above), Ages 4 and up. and up. 
49 C SST28—WL 1b 597.97 49059758—Shpg wi. 1 soc Seo 

Chuckwagon host [rele $597 vo 

flour sacks, stove, utensils, lantern and 
more. Plastic, Ages à and up. 
49 C $9756— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5.97 

574 ne NOTE: Due to small parts. ema on this page 



You are the hero of the Old West Dare to enter the world of the future 
with Ambush at Falling Rock Play Set with Planet of the Apes™ Play Set 

1 87-plece Ser. 32 human and ape figures, ve 

E Set 1090 
9 1699. Set Figures, horse, Jeep, trees, bridge 79 C $9838C—Shipping weight 67 Sers1590 instructions. Ag 48 C 59872 Stipping weight 1202. Set 4244 

You maneuver the troops in the fight for the West Explore the adventures of the past 
with Fort Apache Play Set with One Million B.C. Play Set 

The men grow weary as the sun 
blockhouse and gate, flag, 8 stoc 
and 16 Indians (245 to 3 inches tall), 4 horses with riders, ladders, tepee, 
‘comer fence and more. Plastic. Partly assembled, instructions, Ages 4 to 10. 
79 C 59841C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set 49:99 

Includes Visit a time when gi 

Set 1599 

eo [Sears] 575 NOTE 



Charlie 
My Phone 

Turn the crank . . 
bell rings and eyes 
voll, Squeeze nose. 
and horn too! 
Sturdy pla: 
SV S! x88, in. 
high. For ages 210 

Miniature Car Kits 
Set of three consists of XKE Jaguar, '57 T- 
bird, “65 Stingray. Vas scale, molded-in colors; 
plastic. 4 in. long. Unassembied. Ages 8 and up. 6. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

A8 C 2312 Shipping weight Tox..... Set #199 name and original size on each. Each figure 24; 4904579) nae 
to 3 inches high. For ages 4 and up, ч 

Pillsbury® M0 C S962 Shipping weight 15 on... -Set #190 
Pals 4 

E es N 

= 1 Ф 
- = 

'oppin" Fresh®, Poppie Fresh®, Popper and 
Bun Bun . . a lovable quartet of vinyl puppets. 
Measure from 3 to 4 in. high. Ages 2 to &. 
49.0 51117—Shipping weight 7 oz.. -Set 4199 

SA Hit him hard, knock 
him down and bell just 

Ы come back for more. 
Weighted bottom keeps 

> this inflatable vinyl 
character upright for ac- 
tive children ages 3 to 
10 ê inchen al 8 key Miniature Piano 

\ canı na Two-tone plastic baby grand styling. Metal 
amai tse ыг and wires for Nie sound: Tree 

= legs. Sax Vax; in. high. Ages 3 and up. 
A8 C 59361—Shipping weight 10 ounces . $199. 49 C 08501 Shipping weight no 

» 

Football Helmet Nerf Football Pounding Bench 

Double-bar face Toss it around 
guard. Foam rubber it's easy to pass and 
padded at neck, fore catch because it's 
head and cars. Head- easy to grip. Made 
band fits sizes up to of squeezable syn- 
6M. Red plastic. Ages thetic foam. 10 in., 
4 to 10 yrs. Not for — % regulation size. 
regulation play. 
WL 1b, 20, E 

49С29316.......0199 49С28035.....9130 

@ ue = 
Т6 Emi" Dolls 

Sturdy wood construction, two-tone finish. 
Hardwood mallet. 10* axi! gud in. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 44403— Shipping weight 1 b. В oz... -1.99 

Beadcraft Kit 
Make a bracelet or armband. Plastic loom, 
10x3Ux2%4 in. high. Beads, thread, needle and 

а illustrated instructions. Ages 8 and шр. 
49 C 2308— Shipping weight 14 oz. "э 

Cootie Play Clock 
Winder and 

0 gears turn, 
12] hands move 

iee-thru back, 
(1 and 2 ) Sesame Street™ friends, Cotton Sesame Street™ Miniatures watch the action: 
Stuffed with polyester. 9 in. tall. Ages 2 to 5. Three of your favorites. Ernie, Grover and Plastic. àin. di 
(1) 48 C 4099 Bert. Shpg. wi. 20r. ...0198 Bert. Each about 2 inches tall Plastic. Recom- ameter. Ages 3 
(2) 48C34102—Emie. Shape w 10r... 199 mended for ages 2 to $ years. 106 years. 

‘Shing. и. 4 or 
Bert Tem Tr nee E A Pre 

FU E 



Id Maid Games 
Three games ín one box . . board, spinner, card 
games. 2 to 4 players. Ages 4 to 12. 
A9 C 65595—Shipping weight 1 Ib-Aoz. .+199 

Every item on 
these two pages 

Disney US Puzzle Map 
Color puzzle map on fiberboard (not wood or 
hardboard) capitals and activities of 50. 
states. 184279 in. Ages 6 and up. 
ABC 6$105— Shipping weight | pound... #199 

осоре! Оов 

ft. $ E 

Acrylic plush and felt ears; stuffed bead. Mea- 
sures 9 inches high. Ages 2 to & 
48 C 40434—Shipping weight 6 ounces .. #199 

x 
Miniature Arabian Foals 

Finely detailed with authentic coloration. 4t 
in. tall. Cellulose acetate. 2 in set. Ages 4, up. 
49 C 20226—Shipping weight 4 or... Set 81.99 

Playnts® 
Non-spill play 
paints in 5 colors 

‚ won't dry out. 
Includes tray, 
brush, pictures 
and instructions. 
Ages $ to 10, 
Sape. wt. 12.08, 

49010728 4199 

LER 

\ 
To Grandmother's House We Go 

Self-contained magnetic game board game 
makes this a perfect traveling gift for 2 to 4 
youngsters ages 3 to 8 years 
49 C 68612 Shipping weight 1 b. 1 oz. 0199 

N 
f 

Gumball Vending Bank 
Gumball treats and savings, too! Drop in 
coin, slide lever for а treat. Plastic, with lock. 
and key. 30 assorted color gumballs. Stands 
6% inches high. For ages 4 to 10. 
49 C 53161—Shipping weight 1202. . 39 

Refill. About 270 assorted color gumballs. 
49 C53182—Shpg. эт. 11.4 or... Pig. #199 

Mickey Mouse Bubble Umbrella 
Transparent plastic panels adorned with 
Mickey Mouse Club emblem, Mickey and 
Minnie. 23-in. long. 23-inch diameter when 
opened. Metal ribs for support. Ages 3 to 8. 
49€ 13132— Shipping weight 8 оа. .....4198 
restare Oe ay Pre 

Puff "п Play Doll Furniture 
Yellow, green and white inflatable 5-piece liv- 
ing room set for 11'4-inch dolls. Includes. 
sofa, armchair, 2 casual chairs, coffee table. 
Vinyl. Doll shown is not included. 
48C81163—Shipping wt. 8 ог. .....Set 5199 

Set of 3 Bagatelles 
Assorted pin-ball games. Each $4 inches long. 
Plastic. Hong Kong. Ages 4 and up. 
40 с 53176 Shipping weight 7 oz. Se viso 

Chinese Checkers 
Plastic tray, marbles, instructions. 12-in. diam, 
For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 3, due to small parts. 
49 C 68611— Shipping weight 1 pound... 9199 

PARCHEESI* 
Backgammon game of India. Square folding 
board, 16 counters, dice, 2 dice cups, directions. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 66080—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 ое... .®199 

KISMET* 
The modern game of yacht. Plastic shaker cup, 
tri-colored dice for new combinations, score 
pad. For 2 or more players, ages $ and up. 
40 C 65628—Shipping weight 6 ounces na 

и» жь 

Red, white and green apples design on metal. 
Includes 4 cups and saucers, 4 plates, tray 
лкт in. Ages 2 and up, Utensils not ind 
49 C 10034 —Shipping weight 1 b. ог... -+199 

See-a-Show* > Fr 
Three-D viewer set $ 

‘Scooby Doo, or - 
Flintstones plus 5 
more shows. Plastic. 
Requires no batteries. 
Ages 310 6. 
Wi 4 or 

49 10730...... 9190 



The biggest Earthmovers we sell.. and young 
construction workers control their moving parts 

Use magnet 
ог scoor 
with (1) 

Construction Workers 
with flexible joints. 

fit in cabs of 
NYLINT Earthmovers 

$199. 

lifts to 3 positions to 
debris. Wide, deep-lug 

29 x817* inches high 
€ weight 3 ibs 38.44 

(1 they 6 ) Heavy-gauge steel bodies finish 
chip-resistant, non-toxic enamel. Highl 
bodies and shatter-defying plastic windshields. easily, Measures 19' 

with 9 Dump Truck. С 
jailed action bed raises 

ings open. Balanced- 
mps big loads (by hand) 
10 inches high Plastic wheels. Turned edges. Figures not included — 79 C S8381C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $1095 order (7) at right. Ages 3 and up. 

3 Elevating Sor Load and unload with (5 Grader. Blade raises, ] Michigan Shovel. Hinged cab swings open so crank-powered. rubber conveyor belt. Retract either way to $ po you can change drivers Crane cab swivels 360°. — belt into transport position and open hopper for snow removal. Tande: Positive-stap winch raises and lowers boom. Includes dumping. Engine section swivels to steer, big traction-tread tires. 16x7 scoop and magnet for lifting dirt or metal debris. 79 C S8474C п. high. WL 6 lbs. 91295 49 C 58473 Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 7. Scoop releases load automatic 'n raised to top 
of boom. 2017828 in. high w raised Loader. Cab swings open . ; swivels to steer. 7 Construction Crew. Set of 3 workmen with 
79 C 58383С Рау assembled. Wt. 10 ibe. ..... 316.95 Lever-operated bucket scoops up load. raises hovel, pick axe and air hammer in coordinated 

lowers and dumps load. 21Yax7YxQVs in. high. outfits and safety helmets. 5 inches tall. Vinyl 
578 [Sears] «=, 79 C 58382 -Shipp чм 7 pounds $1295 49 C 58388—Shipping weight В ounces ..... Set $199 



Giant 28-inch 

Crane can be 
operated by hand crank to 
lift big loads into position 

Simply flip position lever and turn crank to: 
* Slide block and tackle forward or back 
+ Swing horizontal boom around in a complete 

circle around base of crane 

* Lower tackle, rotate hook. raise cargo up to two 
feet in the air 

Latch onto cargo basket's handle with hook and transfer it to almost any 
position. Massive 29* inch horizontal boom rotates 360° to cover an area 
of almost 6 feet. You can use this big crane to load your other trucks or lift 
your other toys too. You control all the working action by hand . . no 
batteries required. 

Turn crank and flip position lever to raise and lower cargo basket for 
unloading, Durable plastic crane with metal supports measures 
29 X169 1x28 inches high. Partly assembled. From Japan. Recommended 
for ages 3 to 10. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49 C 58387— Shipping weight 4 pounds 11595 

Set of 5 Construction Vehicles $894 

All these machines are built to work and give you hours of fun at the 
construction site. You control their moving parts by hand. Set includes 
bottom dump, cement mixer, dump truck, lowboy and loader. Gate on 
bottom dump opens for dumping or spreading of load. Cement mixer 
drum rotates. Dump truck bed raises to unload. Lowboy rig with swivel 
‘cab for steering hauls loader. Scoop on loader raises, lowers and locks 
into position. Vehicles measure from 5 to 1003 inches long. Sturdy steel 
and plastic construction with rubber wheels . . stands up to rough sand 
box play. Non-toxic enamel finish. Recommended for ages 3 to 10. 
49 C $8345—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces Set age 

or 

$994 

Pay Hauler with dumping action 
Наш big loads of sand and debris from construction sites. You can activate 
hydraulically-operated dumping action by pushing lever. Dual front and rear 
tires with deep treads. Die-cast aluminum body is rust-resistant. Eight durable 
plastic tires. Non-toxic enamel finish. Measures 11% х5 x5! inches high. Rec 
ommended for ages 3 to 10. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C S8305—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces „os“ 

$1595 

51394 == 

t N.N. 17171 

dez dz 

AR 

жк ху 

чы! co a poa 

Multi-action Tractor Loader and Backhoe 

Here's a giant earthmover that's over 144 feet long and ready for a real work 
out. Load and unload dirt and sand from endloader. Backhoe digs trenches 
folds up far easy moving from site Wide front wheels have automotive 
type steering. Highly detailed die-cast metal construction with plastic seat and 
vinyl tires. Measures 191485489 in, high. Recommended for ages $ to 10. 
49 C 5839¢—Shipping weight 5 pounds 3 ounces BENI 

579 



T. Secret Mountain 
Headquarters 

Adventure Set 

Secret Mountain Headquarters 
and Rescue Sets 

1 ‘Official Secret Mountain Head- 
quarters. Haee the operations ol 

your rescue sets (order separately be- 
low) in this hollow plastic mountain. 
Be on the alert for the first sign of 
trouble by raising periscope and olmerv- ing terrain with radar scanner. Raise or lower elevator (by hand) to reach 3 different levels. Ramps apen and snap 
shut SVeni5x22 im. bigh. Umamem- 
bed. For ages 4 and 
TOC RADIOS wt. 41а. 1094 

Recon Set. Includes Jeep. heli- 
ceptor and 4 poseable men. Vehicles. 

are about SYa inches long with movable 
parts. Men are 3 inches high and 
equipped with accemory packs. Plastic. 
Recommended for ages 4 and up. 
4RCSMD4 Sh wt, 7 oe. Set 5499 
3 Alkterrain Adventure Set. In- 

cludes all-terrain vehicle, sea rescue. 
unit and 4 poseable men. Vehicles are 
bout SVs in. long with movable parts. 

Šin. high men have accemory packs. 
Plastic. For ages 4 and up. 
MPCSRAD-Shpg wi. Ton. Set 3499 
Д Emergency Rescue Set. Includes 

rescue van, fire fighting unit and 4 
poseable men. Vehicles are about Sta 
inches long with movable parte. inch. 
high men have accessory packs. Plastic. 
For ages 4 and up. 
40 © BBA02- Shoe. wi. Jos Set 3499 
NOTE: "MATCHBOX is the repisteced Trademark owned by Lesney Products E CO ыд 

Emergency 
Rescue Set 

All-terrain 

20-piece Vacationeer Set with Blazer 
$1295 

Load up the Blazer and join this family of 4 on a camp- 
ing trip. There's a sailboat for trips to the lake and a canoe for shooting rapids down rivers. Either boat can be carried on trailer. Set also includes 2 dogs. tent, mess kit. fishing pole. net. surfboard. snorkel, fins and lile proserver. Heavy-gauge steel, plastic. Non-toxic finish. Blazer is 12x515 in. high. Ages 3 and up, Not for ages under 3. due to small parts. 
40 C 58342—Shinping weight 3 be. 4 or. Sec 91295 

= 
3-piece 

Military Set 

51094 
Set includes: Jeep. pickup and loader 
all authentically-styled with military 
markings. Jeep top snaps on and olf, 
Loader has scoop that raises and lowers 
plus a swivel cab for steering. Steel bodies 
with mon-oxic finih. Plastic wheels, 
6% to 10V. in. long. For ages 3 to 10. 
49C58424-Wi Jib or. Бе $1094 

Brink's Armored Truck $994 
Combination knob on rear door . . use 
for play or bank. Chevy cab with detailed. 
interior. Side door opens to separate com- 
partment. Hemmed edges. Steel with non- toxic finish. 16%a5%x6V« in. high. 
Recommended for ages 3 and up. 
49 C 5843) -Shipping wt 41. әзе 

MIGHTY MO 
A genie cush starte 
these velvcies roning 

э steady pace 

1988 
(5 thy 7) Powerful flywheel motor 
picks up energy you put in with a gentle 
push and releases power a little at a 
time. So instead of speed, you get fam 
tastic distance runs over all kinds of 
indoor or outdoor terrain .. even up 
steep hills. Plastic. For ages 3 to 7, 
5 Dump Truck. Handoperated bed lifts and dumps easily, Measures 
1539x7*/, inches high, 
49 C 55012-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, s 
6 Bulldozer. Blade lifts and lowers 

manually. 12x8*/x6Ns in. high. 
49 C 58013-5 wt. 2 Ibe. 66 
7 Jeep. Authentic detailing . . right 

down to its "radio", 14x8Y26 in. 
40 C EO VI -Shps. wt. 2 ibe. юс 

Mighty Tonka" Winnebago . . 22-inch steel home on wheels 
$1797 Go camping with Win, Winnie and their dog. Their sleek, ‘modern camper has many of the same fine features found in real 

recreational vehicles. Winnebago roof opens up so you can ме their built-in dinette, Kitchen sink, stove, retrigeratoe (with open-close door) bathroom facilities. shower stall, lounging benches and two swivel front seats. Pull top all the way out and it becomes а patio shade. Heavy gauge steel and plastic construc» tion with non-toxic enamel finish. About 22x8x11 inches high. Jointed, vinyl Win and Winnie are 6 in. high. Ages 3 and up. 79 C SATHC- Shipping weight 13 pounds 097 



Allow you to setup your $ 
‘own demolition derby Т? 

Debbie doing handstands or headstands . . watch her keep wild pos- together again and you're ready for another jump. You can use "brick- 
es as she jumps up to 15 feet. Includes Debbie Lawler figure and faced" ramps for crash walls too. Luxury Limo and Sedan Royale are ВУ 
de, TTP tower, jump ramp and 4 pylons (not shown) Plastic. — inch long replicas of the Lincoln Mark IV and Rolls Royce. With 2 jump 
Recommended for ages $ and up. 
48 C 58485 —Shipping weight 2 lbs. M oz. Set 

Hot Wheels* Flying Colors™ Thundershift 500 
lets you boost your car's speed by shifting 

‘You control the speed of your car by shifting at just the 
right time. Two Hot Wheels Flying Colors cars race down 16 competitive 24 

SSP Tournament 
of Thrills 

a 
2 

a cick oor RE TU teh one Magne I e ear. cues 
jump car over the ramp and watch Daredevil Dan grab barin Ricochet Racers™ Daredevil Set combines target shooting 
"Hang for Life" stunt, Car continues on into screeching 4- Se Soe! - de 
wheel skid and smashes into 6 barrels. You сал program the Combines race car action with barrel bustin’ rifle. Place car in cartridge and Ser 
сат before stunts to skid right, left or straight ahead. Includes бге out of 20-in. long spring-powered rifle. Race car speeds up ramp and sg95 

daredevil figure, ramp, bar, stunt hook and barrels Plas- crashes into 6 Rifie ejects car only when placed on flat surface. 

n.a. -Set 1898 reo [Sears] 581 

$ gu, 

ar, 
tie. For ages 5 to 10. ийым cte bit ума For ми 6 12 
49 C $8372—Shipping weight 2 Iba. 2 or. Set вата 79.0 88471C—Shipping A pounds .. 



CRAZY BUGGY performs these 5 daredevil stunts on grueling track 

Watch tis battery-powered bug 
"come alive". As soon as drive. 

Beginn. you'll see the funniest 
slapstick comedy driving ever. 
Around it goes doing five differ 
‘ent stunt actions while following 
72:inch long course. Brightly-col 
огей car does all stunts repeated. 
ly. Layout measures 36x16x10 
inches high. Plastic. Requires 1 
"C" battery . . not included, order 
package directly below, Unassem: 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package 
‘of two batteries. Бире. wt 5 or. 
49C 4997 Package $108 

You can order items 
on pages 439 to 614 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 

Л 
Does many of the same stunts daredevil pi- 
lots try. Taxi on the take-off runway, do 

NYLINT 19-piece Farm Set 
features truck and trailer Ч 1 295 

Load up barnyard animals and head down country roads. Stake truck bas. 
detailed Chevy cab and loop-the-loops, soar, dive, land. Reverses 

to repeat pattern. Can be stopped on run- 
quy by pushing button. Requires 1~C~ 



X . Highway Police Chase Game 
Battery powered cars zoom around highway and up exit 

ramps . . try to catch the getaway car with lightning- 
~ fast police car on this multi-level highway 

$1295 ш 
Teach your children to re 
the law right in their own 
room. Start the cops and robbers 
chase and then race until police 
car catches up to lawbreaker's 
car. Colorful, high-impact plastic 
construction. Layout measures 
40x40 in. Both cars measure 4 in. 
long. Requires 2 "AA" batteries 
(not included), order package be 
low. Also includes highway signs, 
assembly instructions. From Ja. 
pan. Ages 3 and up. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 57062—Wt. 3 Ibs. 
"AA" Penlight Batteries. Pack 
age of 4. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 
49C 40081 Package вас 

Move on out with 7 

U-HAUL Maxi Mover $1087 
Roll up rear door, you're ready to load. Chevy cab 

Authentic locking U-HAUL hitch, White-lettered tires 
does snd nonton 

ic finish. 19x5%x744 in. high. Ages 3 and up, 
49 C51432- Shpg, wt. 5 bs 11 ar ‘1087 

$1188 The Sears Van 

'ootsietoy* 8-piece 
Construction Set 

Help teach your children about uses ol 
Tootsietoy* 10-pc. Hauling Set things to families all across the USA! Cab а 

disconnect . . rea 
loading and unloading. Includes chrome-look sad- 
die tanks, air ho conditioner cover, grill. 
Tínted windshield, modern bucket se 
console. Heavy-gauge metal with baked enamel 
finish to resist corrosion. Recommended for ages 3 
to 10. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
48 0 58225—Shpg. wt. S bs. 12 02. mr 

these "work borse" vehicles. Set includes. 
bulldozer, scoop-shovel loader, pavement 
roller, dump truck, concrete mixer, Jeep, 
utility truck and pickup. Die-cast metal, 
plastic. Each measures from 4 to 8 inches 
long. Ages 3 to 8. 
49C58456—We 1 ib. 200 

Set includes auto transport with 2 cars, borse van. 
with 2 drop-down doors, school bus and five addi- 
tional road vehicles. Die-cast metal and plastic. 
Each measures from 3 to 8 inches long. Recom- 
mended for ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 51457—Shpg. wt 2 ibs. 1 oz. Set 15.90 

xo [Sears] 583 



Evel Knievel™ Stunt World Play Case , 
м» є 51295 



Stunt car turns ө 
complete стое on TTP Power 

Stunt Sets 
Pump this Power Tower 
16 rev up vehicles 
to maximum rpm 
hit the reieese lever 
and they re off 

ТТР Car Stunt Set lets you 
perform stunts real daredevis try. 9890 

Just pump tower and listen to the turbo sound as power builds. Release 
lever and send car racing over play area. Watch it 200m up the ramp, 
jump over obstacles, crash into and between barrels and turn a complete. 
circle on two wheels. Performs many stunts that professional daredevil 
drivers attempt. Includes TTP tower, stunt car, jump and wheelie ramp, 
Mx36-inch vinyl play mat with barrels and pylons. Car measures 645, 
inches long. Plastic. Recommended for ages $ and up. 
49 C $4826—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces Set 96.95 

$996 Evel's No. 1 Canyon Rig for 
trips into the wilds 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 
510% 

1 Au ideal camper for Evel and his stunt суде 
(not included . . order separately at right) to 

follow to canyon edge. Combines pickup truck and 
‘camper that opens up into tent. Sets up on pickup 
flatbed or on ground. Includes 3-piece jump ramp 
зо Evel can practice jumping his own canyon rig. 
Comes complete with canteen, binoculars, rifle, 
‘back pack, machete and tool box with screwdriver, 
wrench and hammer. Camplire with tripod, axe, 
bean pot and flashlight. Plastic. Van 1627x9 in. 
high. Ages $ and up. 
49 C 88224—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Sor. .......Set #1045 

Evel and his Fast Tracker Car 
perform perfect wheelies 
(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

$1147 
9 When Evel bas 4 wheels, be's silla 2-wheel 

daredevil, Put Evel behind the wheel of his Fast 
Tracker Car, place it on the energizer. Wind it up 

» + then let go. Watch his car scream 
energizer doing an incredible vertical whee- p i 

tn bigh. Рин. Ages Sand up, 15 

e, 

Gyro motor makes cycle ride on 2 wheels, Cy- 
cle has high-traction tires, impact-absorbing 
front fork, 2-position kickstand 
inches high. Evel is 7 inches tall, dressed in offi- 
cial uniform with belmet. Energizer powers су. 
de off. Plastic. Ages 5 and up. 
49 C 58224 —Sbpg. wt. 21м. 2 oz. "өө 

Does wheelies, jumps and pops a drag 
chute at end of run. Gyro-powered dragster 
with 7-inch Evel figure and energizer. 
Sprint-styled dragster runs with fully-ex- 
tended wheels to give a "rail" look. Plastic. 

ax5 in. high. Ages 5 and up. 
49 C 58278—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 602.....013. 

TTP John Law Police Cycle Set 5895 
with breakaway billboard 

John Law Patrolman provides thrills and spills in this TTP stunt set. The 
is out and John Law must take shortcut to get to scene of the crime. 

tower and listen to the turbo sound of power mounting. Release lever 
send 4¥-inch long cycle screaming up ramp. Watch it crash through bill- 

board and land on two wheels on other side of river. Gyro action helps сусе 
Hi 

Sees 

> EvelKnievel'v 
= Stunt Cycle 

IS I көре 

E 

БҮК 

Evel Knievel™ 
Formula 1 Dragster 

Send Evel on his 
greatest challenge ever.. $596 
Escape from Skull Canyon 
The perfect challenge for Evel and his stunt cycle 
(not included . . order separately above, left). Send 
Evel jumping over or crashing through the boul- 
ders of Skull Canyon. But be careful . . the mom- 
ster is there to stop him. Comes complete with can- 
yon, $ boulders, log jump ramp, voodoo symbols, 
and Sin. high monster. Canyon, 11x11x5 inches 
high. Plastic. For ages 5 and up. 
49 C S8275— hp wt. 2% бог. ........Set н 
NOTE Nema | and 2 not recommended lor ages under 3 ME: 

E 585 



Save 10% 
when you buy both Car (Z) with Car (3) 

Battery-powered Fire Chief and Police Cars. 
feature sirens and flashing lights 

Use rescue vehicles (2) and (3) $4 494 «e^ (2 and 3) Watch these cars bump into things, automatically tum away, ро = charging off again. Working sirens and lights. Plastic trimmed metal body. in this Village Fire Station 11 ахз, in. high, Each requires 2 "D" batteries . . not included, order 
1 Here where all the action begins . the fire house where you wait poised for package below. From Japan. Recommended for ages 3 and up. 

fire-fighting action. The king size 1714x26%5x15-inch high station features com- Shipping weight each 1 pound 11 ounces. 
position wood construction for durability. Station is decorated in realistic colos 0 Fire Chit Car, Red. 3 Police Car. Blue and white And has plastic doors that open and close. Includes 6 warning and road signs and 3 Hm мэз 9 CST мэз 
yapar ee Tee Un Joia hc M. © $8219—Fire Chief and Police Car Set Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. ,.. Set 912,44 you want to order it tbe easiest way of all 

istteries. Package of six. WL 1 Ib. 4 oz. ....Package 188 78 C $71 1C— Shipping weight 10 pounds misa 49C46095—"D~ 

Mighty Tontas 

=== 
[5] $1447 

4 Mighty Tonke® Rescue Vehicle, Swing- 
‘open rear door plus siding side door and root 

ive easy access to detailed interior. Includes 3 $897 
Seats, medicine cabinet with molded-in oxygen 
tanks and a removable stretcher. Steel and plas 
tic. Realistic driver, nurse and patient. Measures 
лавин? inches high. For ages 3 to 10. 
AD CS8312-Shipping we 9 bs (or... 91697 Т NYLINT Giant Agri Hook $ NYLINT Resove Unit 
5 Темке? Enero! Pumpor. Shoots watot thing for chasing down Û rear doors that cose with 

strum from Gags ux ок nocd buen. fire. Giant 3014x5%x7Vcinch яар action. Chevrolet cab Hook up hoses from truck to hydrant and then 

Rescue Unit 

high truck has ladder which ex- — with detailed interior. In 
AI vo Yours gardan МИЙ. МН clon velo tends to 36 in. and can be posi- — cludes removable stretcher «s and lowers with band operated lever. Remov- tioned at any angle on control and rescue attendant. Four able side ladder. 17 jx6x9*4 in. high. Steel, plas- base that revolves 360”, Includes “gumball” type blinkers on epe mee! ee 50 streamlined cab with seats, steer- — roof of truck. White-lettered 
AIC HIIS Sog. wt. TR Тол. ۹ ing wheel, 2 side ladders, simulat- tires with chrome-color 
G Tny Tonka* Fire Department. S-pc. set in- ed blinker. White-lettered tires wheel covers. Steel and dudes “pumper”, pick-up, hook and ladder with chrome-plated wheel covers. — plastic with blunt turned truck, ambulance and Fire Chief's car. Ladder on Heavy-gauge steel construction edges. 16x5%:x004 in. high 

С hook and ladder truck swivels, adjusts to raised with. toxic baked enamel fin- For ages 3 to 10. 
ages 3 to 10. dhs 208 postion. Steel, plastic. 5 to 104; in. long. ih, 586 [Sears] a5. ERSAT TA Араз 10. Wt 3x 202. Set "c 1S7C—We. 9 йм... эз. no 



7-piece Tootsietoy* 
Emergency Vehicle Set 

yu can use these 7 rescue vehicles 
with the Vi Paramedic Res 
cue Set sold above. Die-ca 1 

el 

ages 3 to 12. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 58455—W 11b. 1202 Set 9649 

6-plece HOT WHEELS* 
Emergency Vehicle Set 

You can use these 6 rescue vebi 

path. Vehicles measure from 
to 3 inches long. Recommended 
for ages 3 to 12. Hong Kong. Buy 

the easy way—order by 
Wi 11 or . Set 497 

It takes daring and skill 

Vertibird* Paramedic Rescue Set. . ¢ 95 
climb, descend, hover and hook up 13 

to stretcher on rooftop M 
Fly Vertibirde by remote control out åf hangar. Link up tò 
stretcher oo “burning” building and fly patient back to pa. 
ramedic station. Includes 6-in. plastic copter, 2 road blocks, 
ladder, 25\зл35\ тЇп. polyethylene play mat, 5-а, high chip- 
board building and paramedic station. Requi 

der package on opposite page. Ages 7 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 



Load up cars at the factory and drive to the dealer 

Motorized Auto Transport 

Load up to 14 cars and then maneuver this 
Auto Transport easily with cab-mounted push-button controls 

To "drive" your truck, load up to 14 mini-cars (order at right or on pages $89, $90). Presa "tart" and 
forward” buttons and you're off. To take corners, push "right turn” or "left turn” buttons. To unload cars 

push "reverse" button to back into loading area. Then push “stop” button, tilt up ramp and roll off the cars 
оойз onto trailer automatically . . may be manually unhooked with lever release. Plastic body 

ei! x4 inches high. Requires 2 "C" batteries, order package below. Singapore. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 58223— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces "з 
48 C 46997—Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight S ounces Package 108 

Store and carry up to 

` = чы 72 cars in this 
"MATCHBOX" Steer-N-Go E" 

. « just like driving a real racer de! se 

$1 797 m 799: 

This 34-inch long, stand-up dis- 
play case is ideal for storing 
MATCHBOX" cars. Plastic 

trays lift out for easy removal ol 
cars. Scuff-resistant vinyl case 
has handle, nickei-plated locks, 3 
Viewing sections and clear plastic 
windows. 1214x10x4 in. wide 
when closed. For ages 3 and uj 
49 C 54509 Wt. 3 Ва. 4 ог. $: 

Tum on key ignition, shift transmission into either of 2 forward 
speeds or reverse. Racing-type steering wheel maneuvers car 
(included). Steer car around hairpin turns, over bridges and 
along the straightaways. 20-in. diameter track. Fully instru 
mented dashboard, 15x6x5 in. high. Requires 2 "D" batteries 
order pkg. below. Plastic, metal. Ages 6 to 12. 
78 C 57084C—Shipping weight 6 pounds aa 

48905—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. WL 1b doe. Р. 155 
588 [Sears] 55. 

t you start, 
stop, turn let, 
turn right, go: 

forward and reverse 

All thes 

“MATCHBOX" Car Set $497 
Includes six great cars: Silva Spyder, Guilds- 
man, Lotus, Pantara, Lamborghini and Tan- 
zara. Each measures 2 to 3 inches long. Made 
of die-cast metal. From England. Recommend. 
ed for ages 310 12 
40 C 58444—Shpg. wt 12 oz. Set мэ? 

Six cars with "growler" sound mechanism: 
Porsche 917, Ford G.T., Marcos XP, Can-AM 
Racer, Jaguar E Type, Ferrari 5125. 2 to Jin. 
long. Die-cast metal. England. Ages 3 to 12, 
40C 584 

Hot Wheels* FLYING COLORS" Set 
$687 

Nine mini-vehicles: Super Van, Gremlin Grind- 
er, Mighty Maverick, P-911, Rodger Dodger®, 
Monza 2+2, Mercedes C-111, Mustang Stock- 
ex, Street Eater. Each 2 to 3 in. long. Die-cast 
zinc. Hong Kong. For ages 3 to 12. 
49 C 88441—Shpg wt. 1 lb. ‘Set 96.87 



Pull-apart pie 
design and bui 
your own sta 

х jobs on each level. For added realism, there are oil drum rolls and drum racks, stanchion 
sign combinations and specialty signs and bolders, plu» all parts you need to build six 
station fun. Plastic. With assembly instructions, decal sheet. Cars not included, order 

also see pages 548 and 500, Recommended for ages 3 to 12. 
49 С57073— Shipping weight 3 pounds 
NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: “MATCHBOX ч tra regatermd Vacemwi owned by Laure Росс & Engle 

Sears Auto Park lets you control elevator with crank so 
you can park mini-cars on all 5 levels 

Drag strip Car Set $497 
Set ol six cars includes: Piston Popper, Turbo 
Fury, Beach Hopper, Hot Rocker, Fan Dango, 
Dragon Wheeis, Each is 2 to + inches long. Dve- 
cast metal. From England. For ages 3 to 12. 
40 C 58484 Shipping wt. 12 oz. Set 5492 

NT» SUD 

Y y 
Pleasure Car Set $497 

Set of six cars includes: Volks-dragon. Harry 
Hustler, Datsun, High-Tailer, Pi-eyed Piper, 
Mazda. Each is 2 to 3 inches long. Die-cast 

Commercial Vehicle Set $497 

Set ol 6 includes: tow truck, Badger, police car, 
as truck, dump truck, bua 2 to 3 in. long. Die 
cast metal. England. Ages 3 to 12. 
49 C 58446 Shipping wt. 12 ax San Es [Sears] 589 



Unfold these Scene Sets to learn about 
city life or country life 

“MATCHBOX"* 
CITY 

"MATTEL" 
Country Life 

"MATCHBOX" 9-piece 
Country Vehicle Set 

1 



Radio Flyer 

1 Hop behind the wheel of this pedal powered goat 
and you're ready to race along sidewalks or in your 

driveway. Rugged welded tubular steel frame for durabili- 
ty. Semi-pneumatic tires are puncture- proof and mounted 
on tough plastic wheels. Sporty plastic bucket seat adjusts 
to 3 positions as child grows... gives rider room to stretch 
‘out behind the wheel year after year. Yellow and black. 
32x17x19% inches high. Ages 2 to 6. Shipped unassembled. 
79 C M034C— Shipping weight 13 pounds эр 

Go-Cart Racer Kit includes 
all parts needed except lumber . . 

real fun for a family project 
2 ‘This build-it-yoursell go-cart racer kit includes: plastic 

wheels, stel sales, steering parts, fullaise pattern, 
bolts, screws and hardware. Simply lay the patterns on. 
wood you supply and cut with bandsaw . . or you can 
design your own custom body. 

Measures 51x23x25 inches high when made from pat- 
tern. Varnish or paint the finished go-cart and you're off to 
the races. For ages 4 and up. To order the casiest way, 

78 C 86058C—Shipping weight 10 pounds ......Kit#15.99 

18 Tractor and 
Trailer Set 

Tractor 
and 

Trailer Set 
(Запа 4 ) Steel tractors chain drive glides on long life bearings for smooth, easy 

Delivers power to big 16x3/rinch rear wheels without snagging pants 
Je since div is fly enclosed. Scoop seat is 14 inches high. ring mounted 
and adjustable forward and back for comfort. Brilliant red finish with white trim. 

(3) 78 C 860618—Tractor only. Shipping weight 28 pounds. 
(4) 79 C 88062C—Trailer only. Shipping weight 10 pounds 
SHIPPING NOTE For "N tems (as 79 C 8606 IN). see "N" suffix on page 

Plastic Tractor 
and Trailer Set 

51999 5х 

Tractor measures 2044117219 in. high. Plas- 
tic trailer body. Measures 1944x514x9 inches high. Both sent partly as- 
‘sembied. Steel axles, Orange, yellow, blue. Ages 2 to 5. 
79 C &6023C— Tractor and Trailer. Shipping wt. 15 Iba. ......Set 41990 
79 C 86027C—Trector only. Shipping wt. 11 Ibs... na 

Piastie Tr Tractor $987 
6 Pedal easy-rolling &- 
pe ча rear wheels. 

or back on 12-inch 
im ae to reach steering wheel 
and pedals. Steel axles. Measures 
IIA x Er Partly as- 
sembled.. 

opi weight a ee 



Hop on these 



Ride away on battery or 

pedal-powered vehicles 
for liberty riders 

1 Trail Cycle. Lowalung cycle with tw- 
bular steel chopperstyle frame. Front 

13Inch semi-pneumatic rubber tire with 
knobby tread bites down on track, Wide 
plastic rear wheels are set wide apart to han- 
die turas easily. Adjustable plastic seat. 
Chromeplated high-rise handlebars and 
extended front fork. Vinyl handlebar grips 
and streamers 34x21x22%4 in. high; seat 
height 8 in. Ages 4107. Partly assembled. 
79 C BOOSIC—Shoe. wt. 191da, sr 
9 Pedal Motorcycle, Ride down side 

walks on this authenticlooking tot 
motorcycle. Durable plastic construction. 
with steel axles. Big front wheel with two 
Tear wheels set wide apart for stability 
Measures 30x13x19 in. high: seat height 
13 in. Ages 2 to S. Partly assembled. 
79 C 860 VIC - Shoe. wt. 8 Iba. D 
3 Hot Cycle. Lowalung cycle with mag: 

type rear wheels set wide apart for sta- 
bility- Big 16-inch fromt wheel, Heavy-duty 
polyethylene construction with ABS plastic 
fork and steel axles, Contour seat adjusts to 
3 positions as child grows. Handlebars have 
streamers. Clicker motor noise. 40121122 
inches high; seat height 10% inches. Ages 
2% to 6. Partly amembled. 
79 C BOOZIL-Shpg. wt. 15 ibs. sı297 
Д Stop ‘n Go Signal. Teaches good trat- 

fic habits. Bell rings as top is turned to 
show red or green "light". Includes traffic 
tickets, whistle, Plastic. 29 in. high 

49 C 88507 Sapa wt. 21b бог. ss“ 
G Parking Meter.Coin Bank. Insert a 

coin and turn knob, Needle tick» until 
“Times Up”. Opens so you can count re- 
«км». Parking tickets. Plastic. 30 in. high. 
0 C 88601-Shpg. wi. 11b. 1108... 3399 
7] Directional Helmet. Light on top sis- 

nals direction of turn. Plastic with 
elastic hand to fit all head sizes. Chin strap. 
B%ax6%ax6% in. high. Requires 2°C" bat- 
teries (not included . . order pkg. below). 

C 885 Lv В ш.............%397 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 40957 - Shy. wt. 5 or. Phe, $109 
8 Patriot Chopper. Foot-pedal control 
lets you croise up to two miles per hour, 

Ride wp to 7 hours on a single charge ol 
rechargeable 6- volt battery (not incl.: order 
separately below). Chrome-plated tubular 
steel frame, high-rise handlebars and гой 
bar. Plastic higb-back saddle, fenders, si- 
mulated engine. Plastic tires. Incl, battery 
recharger (UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 
AC. 8 ж). 34Vsx16x24 in. high: seat 
height 15 in. For ages 310 6. Partly asem- 
bled. See "N^ suffix on page 27 
79 C 865218 Shpg. wt. 20 ida. чазо 
Q Freedom Rider. Foot-pedal control lets 

you cruise up to two miles per hour. 
Ride up to 7 hours on a single charge. Pow- 
стей by rechargeable 6-volt bettery (not 
included: order below). Polypropylene body. 
All-steel frame. Padded seat and backrest 
Plastic wheels, Incl. battery recharger (UL. 
listed: 110-120, 60-Mz. AC. 8 ж 
3IVaXITVIX TVs in. high; seat height 9s 
in. Ages 5 to б. Partly amembled. 
79 C 86518. —Shng. wt, 14 Ibe. su 
6v. Rechargeable Battery. For Sears, 
Eldon, Pines rechargeable vehicles. 
49 C 86523—Shpg, wt, Jiba. 14 ox. ,.... 99.99 

this sporty Jaguar, There» working action all the 
‚of the same features as your family car and it, 

Pedal a working-action 
Classic Mobile $3897 

Authenticlooking old-time coupe features 
detachable canopy for sunny days when you 
want а convertible. Hood opens and French 
horn honks. Nylon-bearing pedal drive ad 
justs to $ positions as child grows, . gives 
child room to stretch out behind the wheel 
year after year. Molded polypropylene uni- 
body construction stays new-looking, All 
steel chasis. Molded vinyl tires an sturdy 
S-inch wheels. 40x22x33% inches high with 
самару; seat height 8% in. For ages 3 to 5. 
Partly assembled. See "N" suffix. page 276. 
79 C BOOTBN—Shoe. wt. 23 Ibe 13597 

Fire Fighter Truck $3399 
Ring the chrome-plated bell and remove 2 
plastic ladders. Rubber tires on 7-inch steel 
wheels. Nylon-bearing pedal drive adjusts to 
3 positions as child grows . . gives child room 
to stretch oot behind the wheel year after 
year. Flexible windshield. Steel body, Mea- 
sures 45x20x19 in. high. Seat height 8 in. 
For ages 2 to 5, Unassembled. 
79 C BGO6BL —Shpy. wt. 32 Ibe 13399 

Jet Sweep Car $2399 
Cruises on 7-inch metal wheels with molded 
rubber tires Nylon-bearing pedal drive ad- 
Justs to 3 positions as child grows. Steel body. 
Measures 344sx16x18 in. high. Seat height 
SV in. For ages 2 to S. Unassembled. 
79 C 86067C — Show. wt. 21 Ibs 92399 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 



13-inch Pedi-Brake 
Bicycle for sure stops 

Detachable Sinch training wheels made 
of durable plastic. Nylon-bearing 13-inch 
wheels with 16-inch semi-pneumatic 
black wall tires. Twin-strut tubular steel 
frame with red, white and blue finish. 
Chrome-plated semi-high-rise handle 
bars. Three-piece crank with nylon bear 
ings. Vinyl handlebar grips, pedals. Adj. 
plastic seat. Partly assembled. For ages 4 
to 8 with inseam measurement from 
crotch to ball of foot 1814 in. or mor 
79 C K7555C— Shpg. wt. 26 lbs. .., 93179 
594 [Sears] co 

Our lowest priced 
13-in. Beginners' Bicycle 
Detachable S-inch plastic training 
wheels. Nylon-bearing 13-inch 
wheels with 15s-inch semi-pneu. 
matic tires. Tubular steel frame. Vi 
nyl handlebar grips, pedals. Plastic 
seat. Not equipped with brakes, 
which are not necessary with a di 
rect drive pedal. Partly assembled. 
For ages 4 10 8 with inseam mea. 
surement from crotch to ball of foot 
1844 inches or more. 
78 C £7554C— Wr. 25 «bs. ... 62479 

13-inch Bicycle with 
basket and coaster brake $3699 

Coaster brake gives sure stops and lets rider coast without ped 
aling. Removable S-in. plastic training wheels. Nylon bearing 13- 

in. wheels with 1%4-in. semi-pneumatic rubber tires with white 
stripe. Tubular steel frame with hot pink finish. Chrome-plated ban. 
diebars, fenders. J-piece crank with nylon bearings for easy pedal 
ing. White vinyl basket, handlebar grips and pedals. Plastic saddle. 
Decals and streamers. For ages 4 to 8 with inseam measurement 
from crotch to ball of foot 1814 in. or more. 
79 C 87557C—Partly assembled. Shipping weight 25 рош s. 13699 

13-inch Trail Bike with dirt 
course styling and coaster brake $3699 
Coaster brake gives sure stops and lets rider coast without ped- 
aling. Removable 5-inch plastic training wheels. Nylon-bearing 

13-inch wheels with 1* inch semi-pneumatic knobby-tread rubber 
tires. Tubular steel frame with bot red finish. Flat black handlebars 
and chrome-plated fenders. J-piece crank with nylon bearings 
Black vinyl handlebar grips and pedals. Plastic saddle. Decals and 
Inoto-cross number plate. For ages 4 to 8 with inseam measurement 
from crotch to ball of foot 18% inches or more. 
79 C £7556L— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 26 pounds .. 136.99 

Evel Knievel™ Moto-Cross Set 

Set up a course and race against the clock. Helps youngsters devel 
ор speed, handling control, dexterity and balance. Includes timer, 3 
obstacles, twelve 12%%-in. high pylons, ball and sample course lay outs. Pylons define course layout and obstacles test rider's skill 
‘Metal and plastic construction. Ages 4 and up. 
79 88529C— $ pounds пою 

LAS 

Develop biking skills on this. $1 Q99 

All-steel Wagon 
$1399 

‘The perfect litte red was- 

Wooden Stake Wagon 8 
for hauling big loads 52857 
Remove durable, weather-reslstant hard: ор for hauling loads of 
wood side panels to convert this wooden toys, Mom's groceries or 
atake wagon to a coaster wagon. Semi. little neighborhood 
poeumatic tires measure 10x114 inches friends. Heavy-gauge wide. Nylon bearings never need oll steel construction body 
Steel chassis and polyethylene wheels measures 28x13x30 

with push-on bub сара; bolis and other inches deep. Semi-pnew. 
hardware cadmium-plated for protection manic tires measure 7x1! 
against corrosion. Fit-ip handle. All parts — inches wide. Red enamel 
smoothly finished. Lustrous green finish. finish. Nylon-bearing 
Overall 36x1614x9%4 inches deep. Sent — wheels never need oil. Fit 
unassembled. For ages $ and up. Buy it the — grip handle, Ages 2 to 6. 
тазу way—order by phone. Shipping жт 17 Ibn. 70 C 985 4C—Shpg. wi. Ibs, и LE ms 



stronges 

Unicycles make 
you the star gf 
attraction 

E 

Professional-size 
Unicycle with 24-inch 
pneumatic rubber tire 

$3688 
] Deluxe wheel with tangent-type re- 

movable spokes goes forward, back- 
ward and tums on a dime .. even lets 
you balance in one place. Heavy-duty 

means easier ; 
White-striped 1.75-inch wide tire with 

metal wheel rim, fork and 
seat mast. Ball-bearing wheel. Padded 
red glitter vinyl saddle adjusts 36 to 42 in. 
and tilts up or down. Partly assembled. 
For ages 14 and up with inseam measure- 
ment* 31 inches or more. Order balancing 
poles below. 
79C 8016.—Shpg. wt. 17 ba. . 6 

ment of unicycling. White vinyl hand 
grips and end plugs. Package of 2. 
49 C 88000—Wt. 2 ba. 1202 ..Pkg. #204 

20-inch Unicycle 

79С27011С .... 

13-in. front wheel. In- 
2 speed along, make quick turns or) 

io S. Shpg. we 17 ec even balance in one place, Whi 
TRCEDUC.....—.49 —— LTS inch wide tire with chrome plated 
А 122 In. metal wheel rim, fork and seat mast. Ny- 

wheel. In- lon-bearing wheel. Padded vinyl cara? 17 in. or mare Ages 3 C guint 
106. Sho. wt 22 be. 
weer... 

balancing poles above. 
TOCHOISC-Shpg. wt. 15 ba. ....021.88 

16-inch Unicycle has 
і matic tire. . 

flat tread for control 
$1 388 

4 Flat tread lets you start slow and 
speed up as you gain skill. Black rub- 

ber 1.62-inch wide tire. Tubular steel 
frame with red enamel finish. Nylon- 
bearing wheel. White plastic saddie ad- 
justs from 32 to 37 inches. Partly assem- 
bled. Recommended for ages 10 to 15 
with inseam measurement® 26 in. or 
more. Order balancing poles above to 
help you gain confidence and learn bal- 
ance. 
78 C MO17C—Shp. wt. 13 tbe. .... 01388 
"To determine inseam measurement, mes: ‘steel 

fork and axles, Steering wheel sure datane from crotch to ball ol foot 
with “bleep, Storage 

AUGUST 13, 1976 



Coin collecting . . a fascinating hobby of lasting value 

Aged Coin Wall Set $4995 

For distinguisbed taste . . our walnut-stained wood 
framed collection o aged American coinage. Elegant 
 American-Constitution background. Each coin in 
plastic coin-tainer, allows you to see both sides. 16 
polished coins good to extra fine condition: 1 silver 
dollar. 2 silver half-dollars; Liberty, Franklin. 1 Lib- 
erty quarter. 2 dimes; Barber, Mercury. 6 nickels: 
Barber, Buffalo, 4 Jefferson. 4 cents; Indian Head, 3 
Lincoln. 16V,x13' 4x14 in. thick. Sent from factory 
at Cleveland, Ohio. Pay shipping, handling from 
your Distribution Center. Allow time. No C.O.D.s. 
FAC 1826— Shipping weight 3 Iba. 4 oz. 14995 

Family of valuable coins no longer minted. 3 silver 
pieces; Liberty Half-dollar, Liberty Quarter and 
Mercury Dime. Buffalo Nickel and Indian Head 

Collector's Accessories 
1 Scott Coin-page Album. Standard ¿ring vinyl 

covered binder. Stores vinyl pages (not includ. 
ed). Pages (2) sold separately below, 10Mx9x% inch. 
3C 1632— Shipping weight 15 ounces 2198 
9 Scott Clear-viny! Coin-holder Pages. Set of 4 

pages. 3 pages with 30 smaller pockets, | page 
with 16 larger pockets suitable for U.S. silver or half 
dollars. Use Binder (1) above. 9ía8%a inch. 
3C 1833— Shipping weight 11 ounces 1299 
3 Чама Coin Viewer. Coins feed into viewer sin- 

‘sly, move under magnifier for examination, flip 
‘over and eject automatically, Coin value book, grad- 
ing guide, checklist and instructions included. Plas- 
tc UL listed. 110-120 volts, 60 Hertz. AC. 6 watts. 
3С 18232—Shipping weight 1 pound ..........%999 

U.S. Coin-Collecting Kits 

Our Finest $2 366 
With 4 coin-instruction book- 
leta. 30 collector Lincoln centa. 
5 coin folders, 6 coin tubes, 

tubes to hold cents, nickels, 
dimes, quarters and half-dollars. 
Plastic cola wallet, self-stick Ia- 
bels, coin mounts, plastic box, 
frameboard, proof-set holder, 

Coins, Buying and Selling U.S. 
Coins, and The Coin Guide Book. 
3C1819—We Sibe... Set 82266 

A good beginning in the re- 
warding hobby of coin 
‘This basic kit contains three coin, 
folders and plastic tubes. one each 
for cents, nickels and dimes. Lin- 
coln collector cents, magnifier, 
quarter mounts, checklist and 
record book. The two introducto- 
ту books are; Welcome to Coin 
Collecting. and Let's Collect 
Sala, Shipping vt 11b. 8 o 
3cun 

n 20,5289 | муз $263 

mate to your collection with coins chosen for their 
uniqueness. Learn geography. These packets con- 
tain coins from countries all over the world, with a 
‘guide of their location and information about their 
people and economies. For example, Far East 
packet contains coins of 9 different countries: the 
Philippines, Japan, Indonesia, S. Korea, S. Viet 
‘nam, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Singapore, Ma. 
lays. Coin count varies 11 to 16 coins per packet. 
Each packet x in. 
3€ 1838—United Kingdom 3 C 1636—Atrica 
3С 1842— East Europe 3С 1837—Mid-East 
3С 1835—West Europe — 3C 1830-8. America 
3С 1840—Scandinavia — 3C 1841—Far East 
Shpg. wt. ea. 302. 3 or more Each #283 
Price when you buy one ..... SH 

Basic Coin Outfit $1 299 
Here's a great way to begin your world coin-collec- 
Чоп. You get 60 foreign coins selected for their 
uniqueness, beauty and variety. Plus 3 clear vinyl 
coin pages, 2 pages with 30 smaller pockets, | page 
with 16 larger pockets suitable for coins the size of 
US. balf-dollars or silver dollars. You get a hard 
covered ring coin album to hold coin pages and 8 
divider pages, containing information about the 
coins and their countries. 3 and 6 power magnily- 
ing glass. Booklet; 1976 Standard US, Coin Cata- 
logue. To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under "Sears, 
and Со. Catalog Sales" for number to сай. 
3€ 1690-Shipping weight 2 Iba. 402. ......M298 

«tis Bears] 597 



Baby's First Picture Books 

Large lifelike pictures brightly printed 
ın colorful non-toxic inks 

1 Tiny Тог» 
brary with Grow T. 

12-page, 64ax6"-in. books 
help baby identify objects by 
shape and picture. Thread 
sewn plastic. Sticky finger 
prints and candy smears wipe 
right off with damp cloth. In 
cludes Teddy Bear, Bow 
Wow, My House, Pinky Pan 
da, Pussy Cat, Cindy Lou. Pa 
per tape is 20251 inches, 
‘Shipping weight 7 ounces. 

3616301 Sea 

Set of 6 Cloth Books. A 
charming collection of full- 

color books that resist fading. 
Baby will enjoy learning with 
these delightful pictures. In 
cludes Farm Folk, Favour 
ites, Baby's Rhyme Book, 
Pussy-cat Rhymes, Playful 
Pets, and Little Pets. Com: 
plete set of six 6-page books. 
Each measures 52514 inches. 
Made in England. 
‘Shipping weight 4 ounces, 

301578 Set 4217 

3 Sunny Book Library. 24 flexible-cover, 24-page 
books. Rusty, Farm Babies, When 1 Grow Up, 

Putt-Putt, Traveling Musicians, Snow White, Gidap- 
py. Floppety. Little Elephant, Tut ‘ales, Cub 
Reporter, Dumpy, Humpty Dumpty. New Nei 
borhood, Holiday at Greenfield Farm. Toby Runs 
Away, Terry Plays Policeman, Gallagher's Donkey, 
Bobbie Had a Nickel, Slappy, Jolly Jokes. Tangle 
town Tales, Little Fire Engine, Puff 'n Toot 
3C 1693-648 in. Shipping weight 2 Tbs. . .. Set 13.66 
4 Tiny Tots 10-800k Library. Each S-page book 

made of durable tear-resistant vinyl material 
bound with thread. Non-toxic inks and washable 
smooth-vinyl pages. Titles: Baby's Zoo, Cuddly Ani 
mal Playmates, Little People, Objects, Toys and Ob- 
jects. Hey Diddle Diddle, In the House, For Baby, 
Baby's Playthings, Things Baby Sees, $4 7% in. 
3C 1506—Shipping weight 9 ounces Box #288 

50 Donald Duck, Goofy, and Mick- 
ey Mouse Boord-Booka. 12 thick, 

board pages in each. Tlax 101384 in. 
3C 1410—Shpg. wt.1 IL 1202. 9519 

Winnie-the-Pooh Fr 
Storybook. Scratch book, smell 6 

scents including pine, honey, lover. 
custard. 3, 
3C 1428—Shy 
Т Touch Me Book with textured 

pictures to [eel like soft puppy, 
scratchy sand. 18 pages. 6x6 inches. 
3C 16305—Shpg. wt. Во... 6288 
8 Pat the Bunny wich a surprise to 

touch, to move or sniff on every 
page. 20 pages. What inches, 
3C 16309—Shpg. wt. $08. alm 

Set of 10 Golden-Story Books 

Each colorful hard-covered book 
measures 6*8 in, contains 24 pages 
with full color illustrations. Titles in- 
dude: Tootle, Tawny Serawny Lion, 
Raggedy Ann and the Cookie Snatch 
ex, A Day at tbe Zoo, Sagxy Bagsy 
Elephant, A Child's Garden of Verses, 
Shy Little Kitten, Poky Little Puppy 
Bedtime Stories, Jack and the Bean 
stalk. With gift box. 
3C 1536—We. 2 lbs. В oz Secum 

Set of 10 Disney Story Books 
дегш] collection of hard cover 
that measure 6%x8 inches. 

Each contains 24 pages. All have full 

White, The Three Little Pigs, Bambi, 
Pinocchio, Peter Pan, Winnie-the 
Pooh and Tigger, Robin Hood 
the Daring Mouse. Gift box. 
3C M46—Wt 2 Ibe. Sar... Set 5488 

3 Winnie-the-Pooh Books 
These Walt Disney stories include Win. 
nie-the-Pooh in Tight Squeeze, Winnie 
the-Pooh and Eeyore's Birthday, and 
Winnie-the-Pooh Meets Tigger. 32 
pages each. 94 4x1 2b; in 
3C 1409—We. 2 Ibs, 4 oc. Se 1350 

Sesame Street™ Favorites 
]] The Sesame Street Storybook. 

3C1883-63 pes. WL 1 Ib, 6 oz. 4388 
12 Sesame Street 1, 2, 3 Story- 

book. About numbers 1 thru 10. 
3C 1857-63 pgs. WL 1b. 602... 4388 
13 Sesame Street А, В, C Story- 

book. All about the alphabet. 
3C 1447-65 pgs. WL 1 b. бол. pr] 

2-volume Library 
Children's Best Loved 
‘Nursery Rhymes, 252 
pages. 120 rhymes. 

Fairy Tales with 
258 pages, 32 world 
famous tales. Hard 
bound. Set 1114x8%x 
244 in. WE 5 lbs, 4 02. 
2С1481.,...5е 588 
Le 

(9 and 10) Wonder starters fur- 
nish basic information, introduce 
young children to reading. Pre- 
pared with teachers, educational, 
reading specialist for ease in un- 
derstanding. 24-page books. 
9 Hair, Fire, Mik, Rain, Sleep, 
and Teeth. 8x63 inches. 

3C 1450—Shpg. wt. 2ibs. .. 4388 
10 Cats. Dogs, Snakes, Birds, 

Bees, Butterflies, Sutt in. 
3C 1451—Shpg. wt. 2 foe... 4388 

Disney Story 
Land 

This large 320-page 
hard bound book in. 
cludes more than $0 

poems Illustrated in stories adapted from 
color by Blanche Fah. Walt Disney films. 1- 
er Wright. Hard lustrated with color 
bound. 130 pages. pictures. I0 àxi^, in. 
OMIM in. WL 120  Shpe. wt. 2106. Jor. 
301647 м 3CH "n 
atacan d Ota Tee Wo 



Set of four 24-page books 9 
with 7-in. 45 rpm record $45 

{14 and 15) Book sets with rec 
hears and reads complete 
14 Flintstones, Casper's 

leberry Hound, and Yogi Bear. 815x814 inches. 
зс 1047— Shipping weight 1 pound Set 1439 
15 The ABC book, Ten Little Indians, Goldilocks, 

and Alice in Wonderland. 81518! inches. 
Set ваза 3C 1048—Shipping weight 1 pound. 

Big book with 3 stories, 
12in: Long Play record $279 

16 The story of Blinky. Thumbelina. Hansel and 
Gretel. 16 full pages 

3C 1079— Shipping weight 1 1b. 8 oz. nn 
] Puff a Toot, Frankie the Brave Fireman, The 

Ugly Duckling. 16 full color pages. 
эс 1078—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 o2. nn 

= T 
Peter Pain 

Sets of 3 Storybooks $359 

{18 and 19) Each set has 3 Walt Disney Story 
books by Golden Press. Large books with multi cl. 
огей üustrations, 32 pages. 4x1204 inch 

19 Children truly e 
tales of Peter Pan's 
Neverland, Bambi the 

the Seven Dwarfs, the baby deer who became 
adventures of Alice in the prince of the forest 

18 reas css tales 

Wonderland, and the Pinocchio the 
difficulties of Cinderella. 
рк. wt. 2 bs. ¢ oz. 

301432 Set 5359 

[ ] Disneyland Collection of 
Storybooks with 7-in. Records 

49 | Any3or SA69 

ers Race, Dumbo, Brier Rabbit and the Tar 
Baby. Mickey Mouse the Brave Little Tailor 

з с 1083—The Ugly Duckling. The Ginger. 
bread Man. Grasshopper and the Ants, Bremen 
Town Musicians, The Emperor's New Clothes. 

3C 1097—101 Dalmatians, Mary Poppins, Pe- ter Pan and Wendy, The Aristocats, The Lady 
and the Tramp. 

3C 1082—Treasure Island, Davy Crockett 
Swiss Family Robinson, Sinbad the Sailor 
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea 

NOTE BOTH PAGES. 

Peter and the Wolf, Three Little 
flocks and the Three Bears, Hansel 

durscten © Wat Danes Producers 

Save 14% Tui slew 
Each set inc page booka, 
five 33% rpm records. WL 1 Ib. 2 өе. 
Price when you buy one set .. $48. 

Each set 4.89 C^ Any 3 or more sets 

з С 1080—Wintie-the- Pooh. Robin Hood, Bed- 
knobs and Broomsticks, Winnie-the-Pooh and 
Tigger, Winnie-the-Pooh and Blustery Duy. 

3C 1090—Red Hen, More Mother Goose, Lam. 
bert and the Sheepish Lion, 

3 C 1092—The adventures of Bambi, The Sev. 
en Dwarf's Diamond Mine, Pinocchio, Snow 

3 C 1084—Babes in Toyland, Little Hiawatha, 
The Story Little Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel 
and The Wizard of Ox. 

3 © 1091—Johnny Fedora and Alice Blue Bon- 
net. How the Camel Got His Hump, Small 
World. ABC's, Whale Who Wanted to Sing. 

3 С 1086—The Haunted Mansion, Pecos ВШ. 
Johany Appleseed, More Jungle Book, Alladin 
and His Lamp. 

„aut [Sears] 599 



Teach tiny children to read with 
Doman-Delcato Early Reading Kit 

Small children are ready and eager to read . . and this kit is 
ideal because it's specifically geared to their learning capaci 
ty. Divided into five progressive steps in co-ordination with 
natural learning processes visual differentiation (learning to 
distinguish letters); body-image words (learning about one- 
self); environmental vocabulary (learning about surround- 
ings); the alphabet: sentences: book reading. Includes “How 
to Teach your Baby to Read”; reading book "Who Are 

20 basic “self-word” cards, 39 “Child! 
World” cards; 49 sentence structure card, 28 phrase cards 
and 52 alphabet cards. Like everything else in Sears books, 

You? 

it's so easy to order by telepbone. 
36 1065— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 1202. 

Casper Fun Box of Books 

Let small children enjoy hours and hours 
ol spooky fun with Casper The Friendly 
Ghost*, 4 coloring books And 4 Magic 
Rub-a-Pencil Books with pictures to col 
от plus magic pictures which appear 
when rubbed with pencil. 256 pgs. of col 
oring fun. Each book 87x11 inches. Also 
опе Activity Book, 8x11 in., 96 pages. 
Ове box of 16 crayons; one S-in. pencil 
All in a cardboard carry case with handle. 
3C 1515—Shpg. wt. 2. В ог. .....4248 

$489 ее 
Grades 1 and 2. Each set 
has six interesting work. 
books (total of 384 illus- 
trated two-color pages). 
Each book 815210 in. Ep 
courages active involve- 
ment, teaches arithmetic, 
Spelling, dictionary, read. 
ing and writing. 
3€ 1510—Grade 1 
3C 1511—Grade 2 
Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 8 oz- 
Each Set "as 

Immediate 

su 301501 

Super Fun Activity Box . . over 300 things to do 
Has 10 activity books (stenci play, games, mazes, etc.) 
Sax8 in. each, 16 pages: 1 pencil plastic paint tray with 6 
colors; paint brush: pair of Sin. metal scissors; large 601-0 
dot book; trace and color book: box of in. crayons; color and 
recolor board; powder puff eraser; 4 wipe-off crayons; paint 
by-number boards; paint palette; slate with stylus; large wet 
the-brush book; large rub-a-pencil book; 50 large colorin 
sheets; 2 magic trick boards; picture puzzle: 3 punch-out 
cards; 3 game boards for 60 games: 36 playing pieces; two dice. 
Carrying carton with handle. Not for ages under 3. 
3C 15 16— Shipping weight 2 pounds rr] 

Practice-at-home Workbook Sets for Grades 1 
Six book Preschool Set. 
The fun way to prepare 
your child for school. En: 
courages personal in 
volvement in basic learn 
ing readiness skills. 
Teaches recognition and 
formation of basic num- 
bers, letter and word 
forms. Total of 384 illus- 
trated two-color pages. 
Each book 8x10%4 inches. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs Bor 

volved in fascinating, 

Each book 4x1044 inches. 

Set 1349 301500 

Set of four colorful. 
Picture-Reading Books 

Original paperback picture-books| 
in full color to read aloud: ABC's 
Grover, The Berenstain Beary New 
Baby, Please and Thank You. By 
famous creators ol children's books, 
including Seuss and Scarry. 
ICH WLI Ib. 4 oz ...Set $248 

Best Rainy Day Book Ever 
Packed with such creative projects 
as greeting cards, mobiles, kites, 4 
airplanes, decorations. By Richard 
Scarry. All child needs for hours of 
fun are crayons, paste and scissors 
(not included). Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
30 1545 Each 3.44) 

and 2 or pre-school children 
Twelve-book Preschool Set. Helps 
your child grasp important skills to 
make learning and school work easi 
єт, gives him a head start. He actually 
learns by doing . . gets personally in- 

active 
projects. It's not only fun, it's also 
highly rewarding. Includes A-B-C, 1- 
2-3, Shapes oí First Words, Counting 
with Dots, etc. Total of 768 illustrated 
two-color pages (64 pages per book), 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
Set 9848 

Sets of Coloring and Activity Books for pre-school children 
B-book Set. Cinderella, Jack and the 
Beanstalk, Aladdin's Lamp, etc., all 
‘with stories included. Also hours of 
fun activities . . connect the dots, etc. 
512 total colorful pages. Each book 
T¥px104y inches. 
3C1812— Wt Jibs ....... Set #199 

600 [Sears] muss. 

-book Set. Books include Hump- 
ty Dumpty, Jack and the Bean- 
stalk, Jack and Judy, Dots for Tots, 
Hans Christian Andersen Fairy 
Tales, plus an All Activity book. 
Activities include puzzles, cutouts, 
dot-to-dot games. 768 total pages. 
Each book 7341045 inches. 
3C 1512—WL 3 lbs. Bos... Set 6204 

Disney 1930's Coloring Books 
6-book Set. Color Mickey Mouse, 
Pluto, Donald Duck and other de. 
lightful Disney) characters. Printed 
like original versions of tbe 1930's 
Each book 11x15 inches, 48 pages. 
Use crayons (not included), or order 
artists colors at right. 
3C154—Wt 4 ba. Set sise 
Onay charscin © Wait Daney Pros. 

Sets of Artists' Colors 

Firm and durable marker-tip does not. 
spread, makes thick or thin lines. Col- 
‘orful ink is water soluble. quick drying. 
non-toxic. Practically odorless. 
Sel of 48 different colors. 
3C3307-Wı. 2iba 402. 
‘Sel of 24 different colors 
30 3306—We 1b. Zar ......Set эзле 

Set #1088 



Stamp Collecting Outfits 
1 Bicentennial Stamp Outfit. Vivid 

pictorial and written history com 
memorates our country’s 200th anni- 
vernary. Includes Scott's Bicentennial 
Album with stamp illustrations about 
our country's history, and U.S. bicen- 
tennial stamps issued by other coun. 
tries. Scott's Pocket Guide. Presidential 
portrait stamps. Reproductions of 4 
historical documents. Hinges, magnifi 
er, stamp wallet, perforation gauge. 
36 1804—We. 2 ibs. Bor sos 
9 Twin Pack Stamp Outfit. . Blast 
Off into Space, and Exciting Olym- 

pics. This fascinating new Scott's sys- 
tem jets you complete your own stamp 
albums! Includes colorful album binder, 
2 sets of albums with all stamps neces 
sary to complete them, 2 divider pages, 
Scott Stamp Collecting Tips, 2 bonus 
mystery stamps, Scottalk newspaper. 
3C 1806—Shpe. wt. 1 b. "as 

3 Worldwide Stamp Kit. You get a 
beautifully decorated album with 

‘over 450 pages of stamp faces from 
‘over 300 countries, including U.S. and 
United Nations. A packet of 100 world: 
wide stamps, 150 world flag stamps, 
hinges, tongs, magnifier, want-list and 
inventory record. Plus valuable booklet 
ABC's of Stamp Collecting. 
3C 1805—We. 3 Ibs, 12.02. пон 

4 My First Stamp Outfit Includes al 
bum with space for 4,400 stamps, 

2,500 illustrations. Also a packet of 100 
different world-wide stamps, 150 flags, 
140 coats-of-arms stickers in color, 
hinges, tongs and magnifier. Plus book. 
let, A Guide to Stamp Collecting. 
36 18201—We. 2 Iba. 302. vs 

(5 and 6 ) Raised Relief Globes. 12-in. 
diam. metal bases; gold-color luster finish. 
5 Convertible Table or Floor Globe. Lets 
mo Jos fed the earth's surface, An a table 

15 inches high. Add the walnut. 
Tred hardwood post ded) ad Къа 
floor globe 34 inches high. Booklet "Story of 
the Globe” included. 
3C 1195C—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs, anas 

World Ocean Globe. Feel earth's sur- 
face, and ocean floor as if water were re- 

moved. Meridian in miles and degrees, 16+ 
in. high. 2 booklets, "Story of the Globe" and 
"World Ocean Globe”, incl. 
30 11800—Shpg. wt. S Ibs. 
7] Illuminated Globe. Thousands of bril- 

lantiy legible place names. Uses 25-watt 
light bulb (included). 110-120-volt, 60-На. 
AC. UL listed. 15 inches high. 
3C 193C— Shipping wt. 4 bs. non 
8 World Classic Globe. Big 16in. diame 

ter, scaled 500 miles per inch. All names 
exceptionally readable against soft map col 
ors. Parchment-like oceans colorfully deco- 
rated with old world cartouches and compass. 
roses. Walnut-finished wood pedestal; metal 
base, antique brown finish. 36 in. high. 
3C 11980—Shipping wt. 12 Iba, w 

nes 

Children's Educational Books and Dictionaries 
Q The Answer Book. Answers questions for children, grades 2 to 7. 

Topics include people and animala; weather, and scienee of space. 
3C 1568—Size 8% 11 inches, WL 2 Ibs. 202. 0 
10 Tell Me Why. Ages 10 through 14. The World Around Us; The Hu 

man Body: How Other Creatures Live and Function; and more. 
36 1509 Size 71914 in. 480 pages. WL 2 ba. 8 oz. 
11 Wonders of Nature. Child's introduction to animals, plants, birds, 

fish and insects. Over 250 subjects. 342 color illustrations. 
3С 1522— Size Bax LV, in. 256 pages. Wt. 2 ba. 3 oz. noe 
12 The Courtis Waters Mustrated Golden Dictionary. Picture book 

for small children. Introduces them to words in a fun way. 
ЗС 1820— Size 7x10, in. 665 pages. WL 2 bs. 5 oz. „ө 
13 Weekly Reader Beginning Dictionary. For youngsters too old for 

“picture dictionaries” but not ready for standard intermediate dictio- 
naries. More than 5,000 entries. Over 600 color illustrations. 
3€ 1867—Sise 714211 in. 352 pages. WL 2 lbs. 4 oz. “n 



Lovable Snoopy and all the 

Fo 
(1 and 2) Snoopy. A welcome pet in any household. So friendly, 
floppy and cuddly he’s ready to be loved, just as he is. But he's 
¡even more adorable when dressed in the handsome perky outs 
‘sold separately at right. Snoopy is made an у acrylic 
pile, and he's easy to keep clean—just use a sponge. Kapok filled. 
From Korea. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
1 204nch long Snoopy 

3€ 16101— Shipping weight 13 ounces. aun 
2 12inch tong Snoopy. 

3C 1697— Shipping weight 8 ounces Hm 

Woodstock 
Cotton velveteen 

"feathers." Kapok 
stuffed. 6 in. tall Ja- 
pan. Wt. 3 oz. 
ac 1648 ses 

8 Reg Snoopy with Peanuts® Gang Т. 
shirt and jeans. You'll just love having 

him for your very own. This world-famous 
little dog with his ob-so-friendiy whimsical 
look and his cute outfit can make anyone 
smile. Cotton Snoopy is filled with a cotton 
and polyester blend. 16% inches long. With 
red rayon T-shirt and cotton blue jeans. 
From Taiwan or Korea. 
3С 1201—Shpg. wt. 12.02. 

QJ Peanuts® Treasury contains а collection cho- 
sen from ten years of Peanuts adventures, By 

Charles М. Schulz. 8! ax11 inches. 254 pages. 
3C 16134—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1508. 
91 Snoopy Festival. Many of Schuls's most popu. 

lar cartoons. 81311 inches. 256 pages. 23 
3C 1662—Sbpg. wt, 2 lbs. 4 ог. 49 

602 [Sears] Et. 

2$ py on the cover. Each month features 
picture of members of tbe Peanuts® gang with a 

A9 quotation. Spiral bound cardboard. 
3€ 1690—10¥gx13 inches. Wt. 1 Ib. 
Peanuts Day by Day Book 197 
and appointment book. Features Snoopy оп 

soft cover and a funny cartoon on every page. 
3C 1631—6x8 inches. WL 15 oz. 

wonderful Peanuts' gang 

3 Good Sport Outfit." “I am a Good 
Sport" printed on snappy-looking red 

‘overall. Made of cotton. From Taiwan. 
3C 1807—Fits Snoopy (1). Wt. 2 ot... .V 
3C 1609—Fít Snoopy (2). We 1 oz. 
4 Nightshirt Outfit." Made of cotton. 

Yellow. From Hong Kong. 
3C 1684 —Fits Snoopy (1). We 202. 
3C 1671—Рш Snoopy (2). WL 1 08. 
"Snoopy not nuded men Dui 

1288 
188 

Four 
Outfits 
fo Ё 

Snoopy 
figures 
atthe 

left 

5 Clown Outfit.” Orange and green dotted 
outfit with ruffle around neck and match- 

ing clown hat. Made oí cotton. Taiwan. 
3C 1606—Fits Snoopy (1). We 202. ....M28 
3€ 1608—Fitr Snoopy (2). Wt. 1oz...... 249 
6 Santa Outfit.* A Sears exclusive, Red 

cotton suit and hat; white trim. Black 
plastic belt with metal buckle. Taiwan. 
3С 1600—Fils Snoopy (1). WL 202. 
3€ 1601—Рив Snoopy (2). Wt 1 ов. 

1688 
m 

[9] 

2 

25 

26 

198 
A diary 

за 

Peanuts* Wall Pennants 

(16 thru 19) Made of linen. Shipping weight each 1 ounce, 
(16) 3€ 1629— Snoopy and Woodstock. "A heartfelt apology works - 
(17) 3€ 1628—Snoopy, Patty. "Thank goodness for people” 
(18) 3C 1627— Snoopy, 
(19) 3С 1622— Snoopy. 

Peanuts* Wall Pennants . . measure 15'/x34 inches 

(9 thru 15) Made of wool felt. Shipping weight each 2 ounces 
(9) 3€ 1614—1976 Snoopy Calendar s 
(10) 3C 1615—Snoopy. “I think I'm allergic to morning!” 14 
(11) 3C 1619Snoopy. "Smile" 244 
(12) 3C 16119—Snoopy. "I've got to wart acting 

more sensible, . tomorrow” 244 
(13) 3C 1680—Lucy. "It's amazing bow stupid you can be 

when you're in love” 244 
(14) 3C 1616—Charlie Brown. “I need all the friends I can get". 244 
(15) 3C 1617— Snoopy, Woodstock. “This has been a good 

day" 244 

. measure 17x26 inches 

na 
24 

arlie Brown. "Feeding Fred Astaire” 244 
[ome guests welcome" 24 

(24 thru 26 ) Charlie Brown Cartoon Books by 
Charles M. Schulz. Each book about 74914 inches. 

It's a Mystery, Charlie Brown. 38 pages. 
3C 1675— Shipping wt 11 oz. nns 

There's No Time for Love, Charlie Brown. 
3C 1676—43 pages, Shpg. wt. 11 oz... 9278. 
А Charlie Brown Thanksgiving. 40 pages. 
3C 1677—Shipping WL 11 02. .. n 



Cut 2.51 
Standing Snoopy 

Was *5.50 

$29 
This cuddly 12-in. high 
dog with the whimsical 
smile has a plushy white 
and black acrylic pile coat, 
with soft acrylic filling 
His black plastic collar Е 
bears an original Snoopy » 
tag. He's just waiting to 
be taken home and loved. ж 
Not recommended for 
children under 3 years of 
age. Korea. Shipping 
weight 12 ounces. 
3€ 1200 42.99 

Plush Snoopy Hand Puppet $544 
You can do all kinds of amusing things with this 
perky lite fellow. Let your imagination make him 
"come to life” in fun-filled positions and gestures. 
Fits child's or adult's hand. White, cuddly acrylic 
plush with black ears. Like everything else in Sears 
books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
3C 1620— Shipping weight 4 ounces "aa 

Peanuts® Storage Chest gives rooms a tidy look 
Covered with character 

$329 zations of the Peanut 
Gang . . all in vibrant col 
от. Roomy 2#х16\ж12%\;- 
in. multi-purpose box 
gives perfect storage for 
toys, clothing, holiday 
decorations, blankets, 
baby things. Corrugated 
paper fiberboard with 
plastic handles and lid. 
Buy several and make it 
fun for children to store 
things neatly. Sent unas- 
sembled. (Snoopy not in. 
cluded.) Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
Se 18500 un 

(3 thru 3) What fun to bang up, then find 
them filled on Christmas morning! Red acrylic 
plush with white band. Snoopy applique. 
1 Lar rise 20 inches lona. 

3C 1623— Shipping wt. 602. na 
Q Мейит sise. 17 inches long. 

3C 1624—Shipping wt. 3 oz. 2 
3 Small isa 14 inches long, 

3€ 1625—Shipping wt. 2 or. aim 

Mystify your 

friends with 

100 of the Greatest Magic Tricks $1313 
of the Past 50 Years 

You gel am impressive book that gives you page after page of intriguing informa- 
tion that's bound to fascinate you. It resembles an authentic collector's item 
brilliantly composed and artfully presented. Contains a delightful collection of 
inner circle secrets of the “greats” in the fabulous world of magic. Learn the 
facts and background, the why and wherefore of magic—as it is and has been 
performed by the real masters, decade after decade. You also ge all the speciale 
ised paraphernalia needed to perform at least 15 amazing tricks yourself . . the 
Panama rope mystery . . sponge ball routine . . magic dice . . squash trick 
and more. This is much more than just a beginner's magic kit . . it's a proles- 
sionally organized complete collection. 
3C 29025— Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces 

Wide World 
of Mage» 51075 

4 The fascinating mystery of magic 
is ancient and knows no national 

boundaries. This collection, the result 
of a painstaking search, presents a 
unique group of close-up magic el 
fects from many countries around the 
world: England, Scotland, France. 
U.S.A.. Germany, Japan, Malaya, 
Ceylon, China, Hong Kong. Pakistan 
and Monaco. Complete with equip- 
ment, patter and instructions. All 
tricks easy to perform, 
3 29026—WL 1 ib.402......-41078 

Bagot Tricks™ $675 
Б You stand up at a party, the cen 

ter of attraction, and run through 
your repertoire—a fast paced twenty 
minute act. Here is the entertaining 
art of mystification, all in а “magic 
bag" (844x104 inches), containing all 
the paraphernalia and patter. You 
pull, perform, and patter one trick at 
а time—to the climax involving the 
bag itself. It's great fun. 

Shipping weight 1 pound, 
3029028 "a 

The Private Decks $875 
6 These two high-quality decks of 

cards, prepared and printed for 
professional magicians, let you per: 
form amazing, hilarious and provoca- 
tive tricks. Extensive information 
book explains trade secrets of the 
world's great performers... shows 
bow even the beginner can learn to 
present them. Included in the large 
repertoire of tricks are: the traveling 
spots, the enchanged spades, you 
can't do as I do, colorex, many mote. 
3€29027—Wt. 1З өе. 1878 



Let's Play Cards! 

] Last Christmas was 63.50. Slotted polysty- 
rene board, 18x14x1 inches, holds cards up- 

right and in place. Siots for down cards and dis 
cards. Book explains 150 ways to play including. 
old fashioned solitaire, poker solitaire, kings and 
queens, fourteens, Letter “H” and four seasons. 
3€ 28029—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. 42. 

Automatic Card Shuffler 
$979 «exis 

9 Shuffles up to two decks thoroughly . . in 
‘only seconds, Just place cards in open end 

pockets and press switch. Made of high-impact 
plastic. Measures 94x3¥x3% inches. Complete 
with 120 plastic chips (cards not included). From 
Japan. Uses two C batteries (order below). 
3C 2863—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz... ....4979 
C Batteries. 
3C 8968 Shipping weight 6 oz. Ea 15e 

Revolving Poker Rack 
$495 то 

3 Why put up with scattered, rolling or tum 
bling chips? This attractive rack of mar 

bleized high-impact plastic keeps your chips in 
place. Retractable handle. Comes with 200 plastic 
chips. Holds 2 decks playing cards (not incl.) 
362901 1— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 1208. 1495 

King Tripoley . . 42x27-inch surface 
$599 

4 Deluxe version ofthe ever-popular Tripoley 
a great party game for 2 to 9 players 

Combines the fun and challenge of hearts, poker 
and Michigan Rummy into a game of Kings and 
Queens. Giant 42x27-inch green vinyl playing 
surface, silk screened in gold color. Polyurethane 
foam back makes it skid-resistant. Includes one 
deck playing cards, 200 plastic chips and rules. 
3C 2848C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 599 

Aquarius Il Horoscope 
home astrological computer 

$949 

Ej Its fun to plot horoscopes for yourself or 
your friends. . determine personality por 

traits, too. It's easy and requires no special skills 
because the computer does all statistical work. 
Make daily and monthly forecasts for anyone 
whose birth date is from 1906 to 1975. Includes 
turntable computer, birth date guide, personality 
chart, five decks of personality cards, one deck of 
daily forecast cards, instruction booklet 
3C 28046— Shipping weight 2 Ibs "as 

The New Tarot . . enchanting 
fortune-telling cards 

$499 

6 These "new" Tarot cards have designs and 
interpretations only recently developed. With 

these progressed Tarot cards, you can "read" 
your destiny, explore the past . . as people did 
thousands of years ago. It's entertaining and ex- 
citing, whether you play with others or by your- 
sell. 78 cards (each 3х4 inches), beautifully col- 
ored and designed. Three booklets explain the 
gamme and its relation to historic Tarot. 
3С 28026 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4.02 и 

Accessory Kit for Pachinko. Includes: one 6-v. battery, two 6. 
Dee, wire fo booking battery vo machine and 100 extr sul ball, 
3€ 2907—Shipping weight 4 pounds ....... 

Casinostyle Dice Layout with professional looking quilted 
8 amis aces. Wal ian sc hardwood table, 18536 lc. 
cotton felt silk-screened dice table design. Includes 18-in. croupier 
3С 2928C- Shipping weight 9 pounds... .. .... 
Y Electro Draw Poker. Press button, you get five card hand. To 
draw otber cards, prese second button. Complete with plastic 

саве Cent lochs. Japan. Uem 1 Сану (gold below, 
3€2932— Shipping weight 11oz......... 
30 8905—C Battery Shpg WL. бог. ........... 
10 Table Model Draw Poker. For 2 or more. Play S-card draw 

without shuffling or dealing. Even draw card» selectively— 
some up, some down. Plastic. Uses 2 C batteries (sold above). 
3C 2851—6 ad^ au9^ in. Shipping weight 1 Ib Joz .. 1006 

1] Mini Electro Slot Machine.” Has jack-pot “bank”, automatic 
pay-off. Includes play money, instructions. High-impact plastic 

que isis i. Japan. Uns 2 D batteries God below). 
3C 292446— Shipping weight 3 bs. 4 oz. 

10 Super Electro Sior Machine” was $38.50 in 1974 Christ 
mas Book. Jackpot "bank" with $ different pay-offs that light 

up. Plastic case. Play money, instruct. Uses 2 D batt. (sold above) 
3€ 2828461! x69 x12 in. Japan. Shpg. wt. $ bs. 1302... „#3 

"NOTE: Not for мне л Masoun. North Carona Wisconsin. 
Los Angeles County. or ahermver отоле Dy law 

18 Space Тїн. For one or more players. Popular labyrinth maze 
game. Turn two wood knobs at same time to tlt surface, guide 

steel ball, avoid low-scoring holes and reach the pay-off. Hardwood 
frame. plastic playing field, 2 мей ball. 13133 In. 
3029308 Seni postpaid. (Wi. 4 lbs. 8o.) .-. 
14 Our Finest Computamatic® Footbal! Game with pla) 

field that reverses to basketball plus 
Gray = separately totaled $50.50 in 1974 Christmas Book. 
Imagine you're calling plays in the Saper Bowl. It's third and five 
‘on their 42. Do you pass? Try a draw? Sweep the end? Make your 
Choice, then the defense tries to outsmart you. Light on charted area. 
bows who won the down. To play basketball, Пір the field over and 
dazzle your opponent with push shots, hook shots. For year-round 
fun, use reversible hockey /baseball overlay. Playing pieces, instruc- 
tions, four AA batteries incl Polystyrene with walnut-grained finish. 
Plastic playing field and overlay, 22x17x2 in. high. 
3C 2948— ем postpaid. (Shipping weight 7 Ibs.) 429.50 
15 Stiddies was $18.99 in 1974 Christmas Book. For | or 

more. Pull string, top spins. Just the right spin gives grand 
slam. Walnut finished hardwood board, hardwood pins, string apy 
3 2818C—28x14x3% in. Shipping weight 6 Ibs, . ej 
16 Computer Football. Fast pro-football action and strategy. Dial 

your choice of olfense or defense, Console electronically gives 
results of play. Fold-out playing field. Walnut-finisbed wood frame, 
Masonite board. Paying pieces instructions, four AA batero og, 
3€2047—iSxiix3 inches. Shipping weight 2 lbs 8 oz ....... 98.1 
7 Tr Tac Toe. Modern-look decorator piece lets you play üctac- 
toe three ways—vertically, horizontally or diagonally. Plastic 

playing boards, colored glass balls. Measures 6*x64ax6% inches. 
3C 2837—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. .............. MM 
18 Backgammon Set with guide book. Set includes folding card- 

board case, opens to 16x14 inches; simulated cork playing Beld. 
30 plastic playing pieces, 2 pair Yin. dice, Mein. doubling cube and 
dice cup, Why not pick up the phone and order k? 
36 29274— Shipping weight 2 Ibs- 4 о.......................%250 
19 Space Probe. For one or more. Move the steel rods just right 

and big steel ball rolls uphill in defiance of gravity and into the 
top scoring bole, Walnut-finish hardwood, 20x7 к\з inches. 
3C 20 13—Sbipping weight 2 pounds В ounces. .............. 1500 



Super Electro. 
Slot Machine Л 

Football Game 

$999 



Table only 

Cut *2 

uus 27750 
Table with Chess Pieces 

Cut’3 

sss 51539 

Chen Preces ст 
Walnut-look Contemporary $1599 
Table, Gothic Chess Pieces 

1 Table with Chess Pieces. Handsome 19%+inch high table. 20x20 inch. 
top and base are constructed of laminated pastic—resits burns, scratch 

es. Plastic molding. Hardwood leg with walnut finish. Gothic design chess. 
Pieces with big tournament sie 4-inch king. Alabaster-white and black pieces 

KS ..test your skill at 

Gothic Chess Pieces 
Table s intricately 

Title with Chet Peces 

$2995 | $1299 
Renaissance Table with Gothic Chess Pieces. This ornamental table—a 
decorator piece—is durable as well as exquisite-looking. Made of high impact 

molded resin plastic, it's sturdy and stain-resistant, too. Playing area has attract- 
ive tile look. Side areas hold captured pieces. Top measures 22122 inches. Table 
is 20 inches high. Gothic design chess pieces in alabaster-white and walnut-Iook 
plastic; weighted and felted. King is 3%, in. high. Table sent unassembled. 

Renaissance Chess Table, 

are flocked and weighted. Pieces from Hong Kung. Table unassembled. 
3C 28083C—Wt. table and chess pieces 14 lbs. . Table and Chess Pieces 418.89 

3С 29308C—WL table and chess pieces 20 Ibs... .. Table and Chess Pieces #2995 
Renaissance Chess Table only. Playing pieces not included, 

3C 28084C— Table only. Playing pieces not incl. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. 11.50 3С 29299C—Shipping weight 16 pounds 5 

2 Gothic Chess Pieces with Folding Board. 15! 4x15% inch surface. 4 Gothic Chess Pieces with Folding Board. 14! x 14' „inch surface. 
3€29272—Pieces from Hong Kong. Wt. set 2 Ibs. ‚Ser 5899 3С 2923 Shipping weight set 3 pounds 51299 

George Washington 
1776 Chess Set 

52995 
Each chess piece is antiqued to an 
aged wood-like maple or walnut fin- 
ish. All chessmen bear historical sig nificance to the American Resolution 
The Sinch king is George Washing- чи: the queen, Maria Washingtons 
the bishop, Benjamin Franklin; the 
knight, Paul Revere; the rook, the 
Liberty Bell, bearing a readable in- scription ofthe Prochmatin of LI> 
erty. Six pawns are minutemen; the Пааа pawn la a drummer: the {queen's pawn, а filer. Figures are 
weighted and have felted, hexagonal bases, Chesamen are molded from 
high impact styrene. 16-page booklet 
gives a historical outline of each 
chess: plus complete basic rules. 
for the game. The set is complete with оаа «bear. 
3С 2875—Shpg. wt. 6 йз. 12995 

Colonial Chess Set 
with pewter-like tablette. 

$1395 
Reflecting the style of Early America 
is this chess tablette with the look of 
real pewter, Detailed with decorative 
and traditional American eagles, the 
tablette has removable playing board 
in center which provides a handy 
storage area for the playing pieces. 
Complete with fine design Staunton 

Educator Chess Set 
with labeled pieces 

$1099 
Ап interesting, fun way to 
learn the wonderful game 
of chess. Each piece has 
its name imprinted, also 
the number of spaces it 
can move and arrows 
showing the possible di- 
rections. Included is an 
easy-to-follow instruction 
booklet, fully diagramed. 
Weighted and felted plas 
tic pieces, 3U4-inch king. 
With folding board, 16% 

Tournament-size 
Chess Set 

$650 
Staunton design 
chesamen are all tour 
nament size, scaled to 
the 334-inch king. 
Each piece is weighted 
and felted, Chess 
pieces are molded in 
black and white plas 
tic. Set is complete 
with folding playing 
board, constructed of 
chipboard with wood- 
rained finish. 

Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 
36245 мю 

chessmen, antiqued to look like 
wood. Chess pieces and tablette are 
constructed of high impact plastic 
Tablette measures 16tgx1] ax 1%, 
inches high. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces 
302874 #1398 



making the right moves 

Hand-carved Onyx Chess and Board Sets “2” $3895 
(1 and 2) Impressive beauty and distinction. No two sets exactly alike be- 
Cause all pieces and board are hand crafted by Mexican artisans from natural 
solid onyx stone, highly polished. Inlaid black and white squares. Board about 
M14 М inches, almost Minch thick: bottom has black flocked cellulose 

1 Set with English-Staunton pieces. King is inches high. 
36 28357C—Mexico. Shipping weight 18 pounds. Set #3895 

Q Set with Aztec pieces. King is 4 inches high. 
30 292070—Mexico. Shipping weight 19 pounds Se 13895 

Wood Chess Sets 
in boxes 

51955 

Each Staunton chessenan is weighted and 
felted. King is 3 in. high. Inlaid wood 
folding board/box. All wood chessmen 
Are brown and ivory color. Open board 
12x12 in. Inside of box is smooth felt. Box 
from Taiwan. Chessmen from Spain. 
3€ 2838—Shipping wt, 2 s. ......»1950 

— AL MD 

= $950 "y 

Tem ase pen рер ел Rocked oe bottom. King Dri 
high. Inlaid wood foiding board. 
box. Open board about 12x12 in. 
Inside oí box flocked. Mexico. 
30 29339—WL 2]bs 4 ог. ..9950 

Magnetic Chess Sets for outdoors, traveling 

Compact Set $389 
3 Playing pieces stay in place between (3]| 

moves. 1*s-inch king. Handsome L^ 
Staunton chessmen in brown and white 

hed folding wooden 
‚inch square playing 

surface. Pieces fit neatly and safely in 
cutout storage area. From Taiwan, 

Shipping weight set 1 pound. 
3020208 Senn 
Chess and Checker Set $749 
4 King is 2% inches, All chess pieces 

and checkers are black and white 
plastic . . and all are magnetic, with fet 
‘ed bases. Staunton chessmen. Metal 9r 
in. square playing surface with lined stor- 
эке сам. Japan. Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 6 ог. 
302800 Set 9748 

Deco-sculpture 
3-dimensional Chess $1099 
Б You attack from above, below and 

horizontally. Each plastic playing 
surface & inches square. Chrome-plated 
metal supports. Total height 12 inches. 
Staunton design plastic playing pieces 
with 2¥ieinch king. Instructions incl. 
Shipping weight set 4 pounds, 

Set #1099 

5 

зс29276 

Scrambled Egg the nostalgia-trivia game 
This handsome crystal-like plastic Тем your knowledge of radio, TV 
ся is a three-dimensio movies, sports, misc. Players an 
puzzle. It is composed o 

ш pieces. Scramble 
see if you сап 

ask abo 
conversa. 

piece. Shipping wt. 9 ог. d. markers, dice, cards 
Shpg. wr. 2 Ibs 

Puzzle Packs . . tun for everyone 
Skill Series. Set of four puzzles. Plastic 

tro powers. Outer Limits T 
be done. Curious 

First take 
¢ corners. It c 

one is really h 

еп put it back. Rin 
out untying cord from rings, find the way to 
remove center ring from rest of puzzle. Two 

osition. Horseshoe: remove ring 
from wood and string and put it back again 
3С 20079—5) WE set Moz. Set #399 

holes Ik surface. Frustrat 
ing fun! High impact plastic with 
ony-color fi 
30 2957—Shiy 
Y Battue was $3.75 

Ancient Oriental puzzle 

wet one on 
913 ash, in 
lo. ....#2.99 

apart and tr 
Hardwood sticks, nylon twine 
are included. 

1248 
The Brain. This intriguing puzzle bas LL оу one soon 2. programed ty a mete. 1, remus {70 sequi moves 

30 28413—Shipping weight 12 az. .....4899 

Word Games . . vocabulary fun - 
12 Find-the-word Game. Players 

throughout fers. Includes pl 
ng board, 
3029208 

1 
xs for unusual words, th 

get other players to bet o 
Great fun for 3 or more play 

3C 28136— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 



Super 5-in-1 Art Set. . 5 basic art mediums, 
plus 6 art projects 52695 

With Oils, Acrylics, Pastels, Watercolors, and Charcoal Pencils. Three 
booklets with step-by-step illustrated art instructions to complete all six art 
projects. This set of fine quality art materials includes 8 tubes of oil paint. 
Vg inches, 6 tubes of acrylic paint, 1х5 inches, 12 oil pastels, 6 tubes of 
watercolors, % fluid ounces and 4 assorted charcoal pencils. 
You get a color-mixing chart, 2 brushes, palette knile. palette card, and 

palette cup. Gesso, gloss medium and spray fixative. Linseed où and non. 
toxic Craftine solvent. 24-sheet sketch pad, 2 canvas panels, 1O-sheet can 

vas pad, all measure 9x12 in. Eraser. 12-in. wood table easel. Vinyl case 
18x12 4x34 in. Brushes, palette knife, and ой pastels from Japan. 
30 2008— Shipping weight 7 pounds 11695 

4-in-1 Art Sets. . Watercolors, Pastels, time 

Drowing and Ой or Acrylic paints > ur 92188 
Oil Set and Acrylic Set each contain watercolors, oil pastels 
and sketching materials, 4 instruction booklets. Paints in 
clude 12 tubes of watercolors. 14x3 inches, 4 watercolor 
markers, 25 oil pastels, 3 drawing pencils, 3 sketching 
chalks, blending stomp. Plus you get: Color-mixing chart, $ 
brushes, palette, palette cup, palette knife, 9x12-inch palette 
pad, Two 8x10-inch painting panels. &-well plastic mixing 
palette, plastic watercolor cup. Kneaded eraser, sandpad, 10 
sheets 9x12-inch sketching paper. Plastic table easel 

4in-1 Oil Painting Set. 12 
tubes of oil paint, txt 
inches. Linseed ой, non-tox 
ic turpenoid. Vinyl case 

A-in-1 Acrylic Painting 
Set. В tubes of acrylic paint 
34x4 inches. Gloss matte 
medium. Vinyl case 18x 

18x124 inches 12:9 inches 
Shoe. wt 6 la 4 o Зара, wt O Ibs. 4.08. 
302008 алав 202007 haras 

Lightweight Aluminum Easel 
Locks canvases or boards up to 55 inches high at top and 
bottom. Opens to 75 inches high, folds to 33+; inches long. 
Rubber tipped telescopic legs lock at any height. Why not 
pick up the phone and order it? 
ЗС 275990—Shipping weight 3 pounds. M 

1 Sube Ой Ser with Easel. Plastic 
folding table easel packs in 

1614x11x2%4-lach vinyl case. Incl. 8 
tubes of oil color Yax4 inches each. 
1x4-inch tube of white paint, Knife, 
cup, palette, non-toxic turpenoid. 
painting medium, charcoal pencil, 
eraser, 10x 14-inch Cotton canvas pan. 
el, 3 canvas-textured practice sheets, 
2 brushes and 24-page instruct. book. 
3C2612—WL 3 lbs. or. . Set #1249 

16-tube Oil Paint Outfit. This 
large outfit contains 16 tubes of 

paint. „8 tubes, each 1x4 in. of stam 
dard colors, 7 tubes, x in., of more 
exotic colors, including gold, plus one 
large tube of white paint, 114x615 
inches. Sturdy vinyl carrying case 
13x13x2 In. with 4 brushes, non-toxic 
turpenoid, linseed ой, palette, palette 
knife, cup, painting panel and a color 
mixing guide. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz. 
30205 m 

3 Stube Acrylic Set. Acrylic easy- 
to-mix paints in vibrant colors. 

Set includes В tubes of paint, 7 colors, 
1 white, 14635 in., gloss medium, 
matte medium, tube of gel, palette 
knife, 3 brushes, palette, charcoal 
pencil, eraser, 10x 14-in. painting pan- 
el, color mixing guide, painting les- 
son. 3 sheets practice paper. Vinyl 
carrying case, 16%x1 1x214 inches. 
3C 216 Wi 4 Ibs. Soz.......4148 
4 18-tube Acrylic Paint Set. Easy- 

10-mix acrylic paints in vibrant 
colors. Set includes 18 tubes o paint, 
Yex4-in. tubes. 17 colors, 1 white, 
Gloss medium, matte medium, tube 
of gel, palette knife, 3 brushes, pal «зе, charcoal pencil eraser, 10x14. 
painting panel, color mixing guide, 
painting lesson, 3 sheets of textured 
Paper. 10x14 in. Vinyl carrying case, 
16x10%4x2% in. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
302008 mas 

Conni Gordon's 
Beginner's Painting Sets 

With easy-to-follow Conni Gordon 
4-step painting lesson 

Б Berin a relaxin, creative hobby to en 
joy for years with your choice of faster 

drying acrylic paint or ой pains. Each set « 
includes 2 brushes, palette palette knife 
painting panel. 3 sheets practice painting 
paper. IS Vjx108ixi*s in. Boxed. 
Acrylle-Paint Set. Includes 7 tubes of 
acrylic paint, 1x5 in. Gloss medium 
3C 2004 Shipping weight Sb». 944 
Oil-Paint Set. Incl. 8 tubes of ой paints, 
each jx in. Sketching pencil eraser. Lin 
seed ой and turpenoid. Palette cup. 
3C290 She. wt 4 lba dor... MAL 

Pastel, Watercolor, Drawing Sets 
Mester Art Stodio Set with pastels, 
watercolors and drawing pencils, Set in 

dude 25 il pastels, two B-color watercolor 
palettes, 2 watercolor brushes. 4 pencils, 3 
sketching chalks, 2 shading stomps, 2 eras- 
ers, pencil and sandpad sharpeners, 15 
sheets 12x18-inch paper, $ instruction 
books totaling 176 pages and book for ac 
tico illustrations. 
3€2810—Shps. wt. 3 lbs. » 
Т Art Studio Set with pastels, watercol- 

ors and drawing pencils. 25 oil pastels, 
two 8-color watercolor palettes and brush, 
З piece chalk tray, 1 shading stomp. 3 pen 4 r 
cis, pencil and sandpad sharpeners, eraser. C 
15 sheets 12x18-inch drawing paper, 2 in- 
struction books, stick figure flip book for 
action illustrationt. 
302627 Shpg. wt. 21.7 oz. 

2 



Two-channel 
Walkie-Talkie 

with Call 
Alert Button 

$1929 

POCKET-SIZE WALKIE-TALKIES 
Transmit and receive messages up to one mile over flat terrain 

the highest you can use without an FCC license 
enjoy much clearer reception 

e 100-milliwatt power 
* Ceramic filter circuits cut out adjacent channel interference 
* Ideal for fishermen, campers, hikers or just plain fun! 

(1 and 2) Exchange messages when you're on hikes, fishing and camping or 
just getting together with friends. 100% solid state circuitry for dependable 
performance (under most conditions). Sensitive super-beterodyne circuitry is а vast improvement over the low-cost super-regenerative type. Automatic 
sain control moderates volume of nearby stations. 

Walkie-talkie is ready to operate . . comes complete with factory installed precision crystals and 9-volt battery (order replacement batteries in Big Book). Housed in a high-impact plastic case with a convenient carry strap. Telescoping whip antenna. Built in speaker /microphote with speaker vol. lume control. Order heo Walkie-Talkies for a complete system so thal you can 
tramsmil and receive messages 

1 Twochennei Walkie-Talkie with Call Alert Button. Leave button in 
"call" position with walkie-talkie turned on and а sound will alert you 

when another unit is trying to contact you. Unit operates on CB channel 5 or 
CB channel 14. If you're placing a call in an area where interference from 
other CB radios blocks one of your channels, you can avoid delay by simply 
using the other channel. Unit measures буи gx1 Y4 in. deep. Hong Kong. 57€ 72073— Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces Eads’ 

2, Singlechannel Walkie Talkie. Unit operates on CB channel 14. Mea 
sures 6x29 at's inches deep. From Japan. $7 C T2016— Shipping weight | pound $ ounces Each #1290 

© REMEMBER! You can order items on pages 439 to 614 from now until AUGUST 1. 

tes [Sears] 609 



Wish] Book 

Portable Cassette Player-Recorder 
with built-in mike 

Built-in 
condenser 
microphone 

5 227.89 
иш 4 "C s 
5762196 Shi XT non 

Portable Cassette 

Player-Recorder 

rate record button. 
100% solid state 

ter below) and ear 
stic case with 

124.15 

3 АС Adopter. above on house 
hold cure з. 60 HZ. AC. 

57с2147—5) ht 12 ounces 129. 

Cassette Recordings with companion 
Story Books bring fairy tales to lite 

dara i Tissus umane ak ROLE Te REO ones miti Qmd. D CU DI Tork ed de Bea 60-minute 
57 C 87404—Tom Thumb $7 C 87406 The Ugly Duckling Blank Cassettes 

- rers N Each Cassie Book Sq 0188 З "о $199 
These cassettes will fit into all 

4 quality 
ng of 

sic. Each cassette 
из (30 min 

utes on each side). Each pack 
age contains three cassettes. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
s Phe. 0132190 

cassette recorders. Go 
suitable for rec 

scan. 
$7 € 81412— Unde Remus 

Mary Popp 
2 Each Casserte-Book Set 1278 өс 

610 [Sears] 222 



- Disc Jockey 
Phonograph 

Includes microphone, 
headphone and 

programming board 
Make up a commercial or sing 
with the microphone while a 

record plays in the background 

$2950 
Play records and “sing-along.” 
mous” friends . . even make up your own com 
mercials! Use the professional. looking micro: 
phone for announcing. Sound is amplified and 
delivered through large 4-inch spe 
phone can be used for private listening. 

Single-play monaural phonograph plays all 
33% and 45-rpm records. Built-in 45-rpm adapt 
er. Synthetic sapphire needle. 100% solid state 
chassis. Jacks {or microphone and headphone. 
Use the erasabie programming board to plan the 
sequence of songs and commercials. 

‘White laminated chipboard cabinet with black 
plastic trim measures 14Y4x4x12%4 inches deep. 
Programming board is 428ا inches wide by 16 
inches high. Surfoot AC cord with flared safety 
plug. Draws 16 watts AC. See phone safely mole on 
фис 613. Order record below and om pages 612,613. 
57 C 2946— Shipping weight 81 
NOTE: Phonos UL listed 

Fer ls 
$329 

Wipe-clean vinyl on chipboard. Designed 
like blue denim overalls. Dividers inside. 
Records not included, 
Holds 50 “48's”. (7-inch recorda). 
81C5626—Shpy. wt. 1. Lor. ..... 4239 
Holds 30 “LP's”, (12-inch records). 
$7 C 5627—Shpg. wt. 2 bs. бог.....э329 

1 Cart with speaker shelves. For pbo- 
повтарћ and records. Two walnut- 

grain vinyl-on-hardboard shelves, metal 
lic crystalline-plated steel frame, plastic 
swivel casters. Two swing-up metal 
speaker shelves. Three removable divid- 
ers hold up to 100 records. Measures 
4511245219 in. high. Unassembled. 
%7 C4889C—Shpg. wt 12 lbs... 

Cart without spesker shelves. 
ss 

21120519 inches high. FURRY FACE 
STCASBEC-Shpg. we It lbs... 91205 Жом 

Sound Adventures, 3з\утрт ides 
$7 CRIT Aled Hd Say 

{Storia “т 7 c 5011120000 Liu Under Ln 
Furry Face makes a great practical toy 
and conversation piece. Totes and pro 
tects 4S-rpm records. Twist handle and 
head removes to reveal 4S-rpm record 
holding post. Nylon non-shedding hair 
can be combed. Comb included. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 

57 C S0115— First Man on the 
Moon 

57 € S61 16—Arvund the World i 
40 Days 

wl each 12 az... Each 41.9 57С$ёоз. “з 

Portable Мопаига! Phonograph 
Enjoy some inted" sounds $2395 
from large 4-inch speaker 

Single-play monaural phonograph plays all 3344 and 45. 
rpm records. Built-in 45-rpm adapter. 100% solid state 
chassis. Top-mounted 4-inch speaker. Synthetic sapphire 
needle. Convenient on-off volume control, 
Rugged molded plastic cabinet with built-in carrying 

handle. Blue with red and white trim and colorful patriotic 
designs. 14! 3x5 jx13 inches deep. Strfoot AC cord with 
flared safety plug. Draws just 20 watts AC. Ser Phono safety ole om page 613. 
57 C 2810— Shipping weight 7 pounds EL 

8 [Sears]611 



Denim-look Portable Phonograph 
with 4-inch speaker 

$ 19% 

$2049 

phonograph plays all 3345 and 4S-rpm records, Built-in 45- 
rpm adapter, 100% solid state chassis, Top-mounted 4-inch speaker. Synthetic 
sapphire needle. On-off volume control. Laminated chipboard cabinet with carry 
ing handle. Blue with white trim. 121 XV ax10* a inches deep. Matching record case 
оп page 611. S'i-foot AC cord with flared safety plug. Draws 16 watts AC. See 
Phono safety mole on jecing pose 

57C3240- Wilkoul record set. Shipping wt. 7 lbs. 21949 
612[Sears]UMER. 57C32401-Wilh set of 5 children’s records Wt 7 Ibs. Вот. 2049 

iit 
ims 
Nin 1) Im n 

| 

Listen to 
your favorite 
records with 

This Portable Phonograph 
sounds sweet as “hunny” 

with its 4-inch speaker 

2 895 | $2995 

Pooh and Tigger just can't walt to 
join the fun! Single play monaural 

phonograph plays all 33% and 45-грп 
recorda, Built-in 45-rpm adapter. 1009 
solid state chassis. 4-inch speaker. Syn- 
thetic sapphire needle. On-off volume 
control 

Durable molded plastic cabinet with 
handle. 1314x6%x14 in. deep. White 
with red and blue trim. 5н. AC cord 
with flared safety plug. Draws 20 watts 
AC. See phono safely mole on facing pape. 
Without record set 
57 C 2247C— Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. ....92895 
With S-record set. 4S-rpm. Children's as 
sortment - . varied titles 

90. 12995 
Record Case. White vinyl-on-hard. 
board. Handle. 

Holds 50 "45's". (7-inch records.) 
$7 C 56208—WL 1 lb. ne 
Holds 30 LP's. (12-inch records) 
81C86207—WL 216.400. ~... 9380 

Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done. . just dial 

Sears and order it now 

Winnie-the-Pooh Storybook Albums 
$279 Ss 

Includes 1 1-page illustrated book, 3315-rpm 
record. Read along or look at pictures. 

57 C 58351—New We are Six (Winnie the Pook e al) 
57 C 58352— Winnie the Pooh and Tigger 
57 C 58353— Wimmie the Pook and the Heffelwmps 
57 C $8354— When We Were Very Young 
57 C 58955—Pooh and the North Pole Expedition 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces Each 428. 

4 Winnie and Tigger Too. Featuring the voices 
of Sebastion Cabot, Sterling Holloway and 

Paul Winchell. 33! -rpm record and 14-page book. Pré shipping maht pound rer iSa 
Disney Storybook Albums 

$329 um 
Б Exch album includes 11-раре illustrated book, 

3315-rpm record. Enjoy pictures or read along. 
57 C 8945 Snow While 57 C 5985—Rebin Hood 
57 C5967—Bambi $7 C $968—Small World 
Shipping weight each 1 pound Each $329 
Mickey Mouse Club. Record only. 33% угрт, 
S7C5986—Shpg. wt. 11b. “лә 

Mother Goose Albums $99 
four LP records 

Four 12-inch, MV y-rpen records. 118 songs, in 
cluding Jack and Jill, Ugly Duckling, Humpty 

Dumpty and many other favorites 
57 € 5842—-Shipping weight 1 pound 2 



Totes with 45-rpm Records. 

$389 „Sa | $198 „= 
( 1 and 2 ) Seven-inch, 45-rpm record set in its 
own carrying and storage carton. 

1 Ten-record Totes. 50 songs each. 
STCSB421-Scióme Sirces, other TV favorites 

57CS8422-Mother Goose Songs and Stories 
B7C58423-AU Time Great Stories 
S7CSE424-ABC ond Learning Fun, Romper Room 
87C58425-Ohristmas Songs 
Shipping weight each 1 pound Each $389 

9 Fiverecord Totes. 25 songs each. 
5705043 1-Puff the Magic Dragon, Goldilocks 

and others 
57059432-Best of Disney, including Mary Poppins 
37C59433- Uly Duckling. Mother Goose and more 
57C59434-Scsame Street and others 
57C59435-Alphabet Song Romper Room, others 
Shipping weight each 1 pound Each #198 hu 

Golden Book and Record Set 
$299 кз This compact portable Phonograph with 3-inch speaker 

comes in a rugged molded plastic cabinet 
Single play monaural phonograph plays all 33%4 and 45-rpm records. Built-in 45-rpm 
adapter. 100% solid state chassis. Top-mounted 3-inch speaker. Synthetic sapphire 
needle. On-off volume control. Durable molded plastic cabinet with carrying handle. 
12%а4%®ил10 in. deep, Red with white and blue trim. Sift. AC cord with flared 
safety plug. Draws 20 watts AC. See phono safety note обете 
87 C 2000— Without records set. Shipping weight 6 А 
With set of 5 children’s records, varied tile. 
57 C 29001— Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 8 ог. 1649 
Note both pages: Phonos UL listed „200 [Sears] 613 

3 One book, 45-rpm record for each story 
87C5856-Prier Wolf, Jungle Book, Nursery Songs 

57 C 8887— Pinocckia, Three Pigs, Peter Pan 
57 C S858—Swow White, Rumplestiltskin, Jock 

‘and the Beanstalk 
Shipping weight each 14 os. Each 5298 

Ten assorted saven-inch 33Yrrpm records. 
30 favorites. Batman, Superman, Bozo, Po- 

реуе, Captain Kangaroo and others. 
$7 C $859—Shippinu wt. 1 Ib. Soe. 

us 
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Wen 11974 Wan Book 

ФТ Bali їп Chain swings on 12inch metal chain. Pinch diameter. 2¥+inch 
Speaker. Earphone, 9-volt battery ind. Blue plastic. Hong Kong 

570 225 16—Shipping weight 14 ounces. 45.99 

98 Love Pendant hangs on 12in: chain or sands in. high on is own feet. in 
speaker. 9.v, battery inc. White, yellow plastic case. Hong Kong. 

57022532—Shipping weight 12 ounces. +5.99 

99 Panda Pars eyes äre volume and tuning knobs. 54 lo high with dcin 
speaker, 9:v. battery ind. Black, white high-impact plastic. Hong Kong. 

87 22536 Shipping weight 14 ounces С 
30 Yerky Dog's white and brown hair may be smoothed and combed with is 

own brush. Gold-color collar with carrying chain. 2Vi-inch speaker. Stands 8 
in. high. volt battery ind, Taiwan. 
37 C 2256— Shipping weight 1 pound "з 

614 [Sears] mt SAFETY NOTE A 
not recommended or кчө 

Choose among your favorites from every 

team in the National Football League 

ili 2 „тива on ome 9-volt battery 
inches high on 4-inch base. See safety mote below left 

(14) 157 C 22185-Butfalo Bills 

Francisco 40en „ 
-Each sass 

Listen to these AM radios with your 

favorite cartoon characters 

(31 thru 33) Portable AM radios with rotary volume and tuning dials. Built-in 
AM antenna. Plastic cabinet. -volt battery included. See safety note at lelt. 

31 Snoopy." Built-in 245 inch speaker, Orange, white and blue 
57 C 22556—Sbipping weight 1 pound $ ounces 
Bullwinkle.** Built-in 2\ inch speaker. Brown, yellow, red and white. 
87€ 228 12— Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce 
Mickey Mouse.t Built-in 2t inch speaker. Yellow, red and blue. 
57 C 22588— Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces 

EAT Wt Ped 

11050 

3 #1050 



STANDARD-CAPACITY WASHER 
with extra features 

| This mm has 338% bigger/tub #his KENMORE has extra fabric care andy 
than glir standard-capacity models f convenience features like adjustable 

Ао wash more clotlibs in fewer loads f sh/rinse temperature control, 3 water 
saves you time ON азуу s and Super Reto-Swirl Agitator 

CHOICE 

$2 1995 

522495 

W16 C 28201N— nit 
W28 C 25204N—A oc 
W24 C 28206— T: w 

mer information in Big Book, page 
2 pounds эз 

n in Big Book, page 

Our lowest orice of the year for any Kenmore large-capacity Dryer 

"1395 14495 
p-moui 

lachen Ligh, Order Vent К, se Big Б, 
Electric. 5200-м. (5600-w. 
Order cord from Big Book, 
1/28 C 652018—Whit 39 Ibs. ....813895 — W28C78201N—White. W* 145 Ibs, 116085 
№26 C 65204N—Avocado. Wt. 139 йж... 14495 — W28C78204N—Avocado, Wt. 145 Ibs... 17495 
W26 C 652068— Tawny Gold. Wt. 139]bs.14495 — W28 C 75206N— Tawny Gold. Wt. 145 ibs. 17498 

240v NaturaiGas.22,000 BTU. Elec 

Buy Washers and Dryers now on Sears Deferred Easy Payment Plan 
Your monthly payments begin in February, 1976 (in most states). 

Ask for details. (There will he a finance charge for the deferral pericd.) 

N 



"Dur Lowest Prichs Ever for any SS 

/KENMORE DISHWASHER zz. 
So low priced, yet you yet all thèse wat features: 

V 5 PUSHBUTTON > V FORCED-AIR~ x V POWER ER STAINLESS STEEL 
" SELECTIONS E CONTROK. ›, Y PULVERIZER ; . 

Normal of Light Wash, circulates air all ^^. gives»6ftion oh, grinds food bits 
155%Sani-cycle, Rinse around dishes to hpt or energy-saving se you won't have 
& Hold or Pots & Pans. minimize-spotting _-ogl-air drying \ to pre-rinse dishes 

KENMORE em 

UNDERCOUNTER MODEL 

1892 





"ndex on page 242 « Credit details on page 243 
Prices in effect until February I2, 1977 except where 
otherwise stated, see pricing policy on page 242 
Toys available until April 9, 1977 
Simpsons-Sears Limited „beat the rush 



Barbie ’n’ Friends enjoy an active life 
7 в a 9 

S | Wrap it up early...beat the rush 



Lively dolls that act like real babies 



Bertie Musical этиу Box H DR a ard à Gary fs 

490 518123 Euch 59 B Set ot Orginal Barbie Fash WEE: €—€—XÓ—— 
io mary” dorem pos ЅАУЕТНІЅ jene Zi CATALOGUE! 

Most toys on P. 200-262 
available at these prices. 

unti APRIL 9,1977 
399 — $92518005-Each 599 

Sears great gift ideas are as near as your phone! [Sears] 13 207 



208 эв [Sears 

Lovable dolls with a touch of nostalgia 
Amp win С Betey Clark Rag Del hasa Е Hob Hobbie" Play House. F Holy Hobbie” Gazebo House. p4 Son cóc oo m “ч эшо Ius do 

492 518 130- Esc 

S Aran боду wan лед al 
TOS" oh Эше number (Hom). Od Care) OX Amy. 

Asa 10 129. cachet 4692518084 Geach 490 

Sears | makes the most of your Christmas gift dollars 



с WERE4S9 Dusty Spon Sel Е WAS 290. Daley Doll and Nes, = Sits nan ont anon ot 
Dusty Senpai Зе соли, shoes, — 97 iai Day has Ong. lovin] har 
Da Hand Dol bat at nc and ue eyes Movable amo and 
AR2SIBWDS ta Ae Day. уон Seoul, Бинур Sneakers. val wand. рой той mel Chine cR үшү ho choce Qi ei dan 
D WERE 798, оону Doi and 

Dusty бой Set no es ub 
oT es 

Simpsons-Sears guarantee: satisfaction or money refunded 

y 
E saves 199 

A0 518926 cach m 
Н WAS 998. Newborn Thum- 



Holly Hobbie play house 1399 
Your уму own play house, big enough 1o stand up nl Resume measures att Ойдо 2" ep di ‘his prias house has а 48° hgh doorway and a 
Tener and t decorated min anti Holy chimney and t cited жип dipl Hal Nobles characters Heavy duy conugated conste. an To interlocking pects эзет sas Porec Kemaren eto tort paying house! 
492519 4540L-Ench nam 

Colonial doll house 1499 
А Began red trick design on metal and styrene with 

eee fares -2 ss mil ome opting ront door and vont bay window gh plasti um rtr wg areas Easy o aree mtn 
492519 459 DL Abt IB x Bk IG" I Each... M99 
Doti House Family Heil vn figures trom 257 В i taie ord nose ed soa 

492519579- Each set 199 

Toy vacuum 299 
‘tan be un dying up, especial win т matures vacuum Eibanerinarssoreaisie actualy 
зир omi Maceo duraie роу Bars tough to brean, no matier how ‘much waar and toar ho chen 
Give k Measures about 24° high. 
492519528 DL Each... 299 

The junior-model sewing machine 1499 
gewityourselt hours ol creative Ann is bat ‘sowing machine. Durabie plastic enstucton. long coro and oot Es viem operating, IgM. reader and ета needle ne! 

Gemstone set 749 
Gemstone se-maks jewelry “юм рер. shaping or 
Bang incl ert ard 
Faeto amd ича! jc, бше "ores mo cach reting In bel px Rey crains, cuh Ina 

fable re 9 
poU а н". 7.49 

293 

ares under s years © аас 
02519207 DL. Esc 

A ide, selection ot indiana Jewelry tomate or усен or gwe my. Genuine ard этише quoe (pue howl) adda res {ah look Set neludes ену зм. tings o make wo pendant, key be Ормон 19, Mestre 
plete structions ‘ges B years and up 
492519096- а set....... 799 

Cleaning set 499 
Smal-scale accessories lor the lidy ie “housekeeper Set includes Brom carpet sweeper. wet тор, dust mop and dust рал. Bids proty it matur apron! 

лад 49251952001 Ea se... A99 

Indian jewelry 799 Needlecraft kit 399 
Kae oe кшн) ж-з ee 
Bewer EAE кш e. ERE En Eccc pa 
Шон ie 

mo 

Ironing set 799 
Completely sate tor children and fot ot lun Sot ncudes non lec. e ven wih cord metal board wi тошт tubular legs and по mar [Sr 
492519 241 DL Ca set... 799 

2interaft set 599 
Fashion kniter and weaving set—2 
realer in ut You can weave, Жако vt includes oom coring Spock needle, weaving hook and iting "raediez pios ‘assorted olor of wool, Fashion ver makes dresses for fashon doli болор hats ard much much more Comos complet win in. Shuctions For ages Gand over 
492519684—Ea эм... 5% 

SAVE THIS CATALOGUE! MOST TOYS ON PAGES 200-252 AVAILABLE AT THESE PRICES UNTIL APRIL 9,1977 
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TIP Molorcross ...rbo lower ol power, ua Per эла һа motors, кито tur 
md rn, hir cime and русле Release lever Bea con Age Sand up. 
02528963 Эму plas fach... 1998 
2 Evel Knievel Formula 1 Dragster? cars n E Eatona Wort wheels fea gal 
push nenn sa Formada sprit car be Toute Wind up energie 7 Evel Ate 167% rg Ages ond up Pec 
Кеи» Е 

Бум Knievel Stunt Cycle win wheelie’ Ar Tote mer) ng ape sl gare Bi oye Age $ and up 
492528 016 -imosctplast Each. 17.90 
4 SSP Sa Up Derby win son кыла 
ty apart us rap оре Past 
A92 528 762 ta гө "m 
5 SAVE 400 TTP Daredevil Jump Set win 

joe, tower o power, lump ramo. ape 
e shown буде abt avi iong lati 
492 528 902 Plog, 15.49 Each set 
6 Ricochet Racers Set wih 217 
Sale aor Inch union on ба we Pat ara теш Age band uo 
A02 528 990 ach sat "ө 

grex (usen 6 bar) Age 8 and up. 
(D, Seinwicer Airplane Factory Manes 10 Neon and Bus орала Paste 
482 527 224 Euch um 
@) Spinweider асе Саг Factory, Build Je, cun rage ard CAÑA pecia ents Cu pur and chon Paste 
492 527 205. Each set um 
9 Bump vr Go Fre Engine, Rashing Ion. 
482520073- Uses 2 C calle” Each... 599 
10 Bump Go Paro Car Вима vo 
492.528 428 Uses 2D calle" Each... 599 
1l Remote-Controt Tank, Turret uns 380 or right Formerdhevene schen. Plast: Uses 3D coi Аш BI lo 492 520 431 Each 1% 
2 Roller Coaster Sat care sing ack Uses 2D colas Ab 1 iong 
482528 048 -Piasic Each 1% 
13 Crary Buggy Set 5 exciting sunt on 72 ng coute Abou 36x 18x10" Ri Uses VC panor" Ager 30 12 
482 S28 473- impact plaste En... 1299 
dcr 

CP АИ et wath bump W 00° mystery 15 onda eges Tan us Dare E tutoris Paste АШ 12 Gn 
92 528 109- Each m 
16 Many Police chase Game. Two 4 
пау aout rampa Catch at can AD APTA! Uses АХ бене 
492528 472. Age Sand up Each .... 99 
17 Seto! Construction Vehicles — grader Scraper ec Diecast төш 2975 
432 528 37 Enen sat im 

OR SiN от шас ана 898 
sre. Trin Set uan curo дт 

= ong gate, star/stop contro! Ам J8 x xr User gee tense Pash 
ө: SD 071 Age Sand up achte. 599 
20 энемин Troia резо cerent or era tasa. um 
21 19-Pc Big Sport Vehicle Set Mace ol on eda ame a d ca ma saa san 78 Non nc part Ка a. 110 



246 a [Scars 







] Deluxe Spring Hone wi pro- vem years © умру lun Fre deir ola hor, Quay “coneructes War stel зау eme ausis to row along Тт your chaaren Frame 48" Cx ТУ ныз 37° Sado scat 277301 
432 512 022 DL Eneh um 

4 Tel Trainer re vory young. Poleyene шу dorm cm лда Ded ame Frome “ac полго casters 
Frome 30" Lx 19" w Mana 21- L See eh 
492 512 020 DL Each ns 
5 Pockalong Morse has past easy Ca body. MOIS seat 

сй 
A 612019 DL Exch 

west. Ab. 20% x 19" nq Kontos 
492510038 DLE өз» 
7 Roe On Duck в a brigh, co sey кз Se ra e non tan plate. Att 177 L 
КА 
492510084 DL-Ench 599, 
В Groentlachine Now’ necis or uued spot ами Poste ard ist Far ae eng, tot V sewing Grm uie e 
TRO" ane 6.167 font wheel Ab. аёл Ages 6108, 
492510027 DL_Esch .. .3199 
9 Smug 1. Еро Rue made ЗО woe Sues or mal. Sew мол К gr Pasie Сотера, Ages 2154. 
492 510029 DL Each... 1699 
10 The Wagon. Constructed ot 

Rut cut serat or end Оз en wen Foren ш КА 
PA 492510032 OL-Cach 1299 
11. Jaguar Pedal Car. Sports car 

ying neni унтер Doors фу, hoe open 
Sosa Эма adt чемо Nyon args Aut AT | 
492510075 DL-Each. 3999 
12 Tractor wth Traer-poy. tene Боду Gump actam 

MORON um 
13 deem eon Tro m 

492 510079 Each 1090 
> TRES I ICE Ead P whee Sas | ватон | ^ 
Tr ES *oque|ni 

14 gemeint 
Балеттин Ext re RETE een”. um 
15 АТУ. Explorer. догол. боо паго 1oy has b se. ing meh nors lont re tier Mm ‘sounds Meavy tread ves Корама mood sound Ramo 
уле Abe Vere ox I h 
Жош Fa 497510200015. 2499 
16 SAVE6.00 Stake Wagonkit Ad mter, эшит win ang бов aen chasse brace, Tor Pam bow eokied pt tot 7 sime aain tardo nce ance np 11 soe rat moei braces 

ЖҮ 207 handi. бү and up. йо 18.90. 
492510151 DL—En Mi....1399 
1] Go Can KL Aa umber and жашт win and Took music mu whet, see aes, remo рет pete bake фата, hardware ADL Si x23 x 25" hgh made rom patter 

  hardwood, pared "ads. cadre Um std mare Stel chasse 10" who. ALC S° L TO 492510096 ЕКШس سا
1920 Sears меш wagons. 
ево erana fan Feats 
(19) 20% « 101" Wagon 2S0 oda peek. воз 
QU 28213" Wagon Valens Dt bah. 2099 

492 510 204 DL Cac 3799 
12° Teo Wheeler Send to above. Shams wu rn VO rori 
192510 203 DL. Eich, 
2 

492 5101730L-Each ... 2099 
73 12 Dohme Trke en ahnt 

TOR oan an ever Chad rer, ranae 
492510 195 DL Each. 2999 
As Above but 10" ron wee. ASSI DL Earn 27:90 
As Atove buf 167 hon wee Arso 10a DL tan 3999 
24 RRA Raw Power. us! а etl a gro crea cre quemar P ane 
52510 52 tact m 
25 Fat Cat ‘Big Vest. Wide Teu acing He Ad Set 

SIDEWALK BIKES. 
‘Grothe | Average ишби» | Sater Foot | “AGE 





Sears video arcade...home of TELE-GAMES* 

Super Pong IV®...sold 
only at Sears 

l 2 998 1000 monty 

+ Hooks up easily to any size TV set... play 
in color if you have a color TV 

A-player 

la to feature 
hand-held controls for playing comfort 

* Compact enough to take iting 

4-in4 electronic Hockey-Pong* 

8998 

282 » [Seas Budget your gift dollars...credit details on page 243 



Easy-to-play 
24-chord 

electric organ 

19998 

m 18-chord 
- electric 

a E organ 

17998 

Our exclusive 

deluxe24- 22 
chordorgan i 

24998 E: 

400 +24 [Sears 

Beginner's 
12-chord 

organ 
9998 

Just say ‘Charge It’...credit details on Page 243 



ed SEDEM 4999 
Wat wrap ^ porabe&-rak a, 
a" aiii it up stereo tape player Credit details P. 243 

early 

Sears great gift ideas are as near as your ph = 





Insee VIDEO ARCADE 







BEET 

MOTOCROSS SPORTS 



ES PIN] BALL/BR Bs AK AWAY 

























CHESS and 



Pu 
ВАСКСАММО! 





The Soft Pantsuit Dura supple knit of 
lustrous Qiana” plo. 
Important detal the drawstring neckline 
эп tho drawstring ook 
elasticized waistline fn the pani 
"Tuck the blouse into 
the wide leg pants or wear т an overbiouse With or without it 
self lebele 
2 fashion essential 
sed only $95 — 

















The Narrow-leg Corduroy Jeane 
Ours aro western style with two 
updated touches, Lo 
17inch wide lags 

“ideal for tucking nto boca 







The Natural Rm feeder eru aed 
Ere end E EI EAD o A 
peret ns pi 
tioni 399 — 



‘The Down Filled Nylon Jacket 
Oure has just about the lightest ‘warmest most comfortable 
Insulation known. prime. northern duck down 
Even the hood and pockets are down "led for total 
апай, Don your 
Jacket, snap up the ‘Bont, neck and culls. 
sull the drawstring snd Be for a blouson uk. Another big plas: 
ia machine washable, 









Coordinates: 





















versatile. 











































sty fond) 
Fase time at Seas 
im боо sizes: 
200% Cotton Denim 
Dése and Jeans 

sofier than regular 
denims because theyre 

enl cated 





THE BODY SUIT SHOP 







EASY-CARE 
SWEATER 
WRAPS 





from °3 to°20 ' 

D 



































PERMA'PRES) 
Loungewear 

of Fluid 
* Nylon. 

















Luxurious 
Velour 
Robes of 
Cotton and 
Polyester 



Contemporary 
Robes 



Classic 
Coverups 
(155 





Sleepwear Coordinates in 
allpaper-print Challis, 



Sleepwear 
Coordinate with 























Blanketeloth 





































CASUAL COORDINATES in eanyo-wear knits 
and wovens for. 
the contemporary man 





Tings uns ra 
TARTANSLACKS 
with leisure top and swe 





io 5t 
BLAZERSTYLE * 
LEISURE TOPS with 
traditionally styled vest and slacks 

forthe contemporary man. 













igo [sign so 





№ з= 





FOR EVERY MAN ON YOUR LIST 









dd A 











































Men's PERMA-PREST* 

















































| GROW SLEEPERS 

Fe en 









































Young Teen теат 

















] Overall and 
| [ru] ae us | mici 

























‘We outfit Young en. 

The Military Look 4 

f 









[эю 100% Con Denimin these 
great styles for Boys and Teens 



HERDSMAN 
COAT 

$3999 349». 











KNIT SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS THAT TELL A STORY 
>. en 

E 
= 

* 
g 
*. 







NEL Miren 































































$10 and under _ 





and 
I under 





S10 and under 
v à 



































—Reather Utter CASUAL 
ELRÖRENN SIVIE LUGGAGE 
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‘Tha Sars crt plan to suit your need when you wish te anvrinee charg your putare andy pave me ice payment nn 30 das of extended payment 
‘Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security 
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‘Soars Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need 
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Scars] GIFT CERTIFICATES . 

answer the "What should | give" 
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‘Special people esl SPECIALIZED CALCULATORS 





















Our Finest Chocolates 























Farrah 
Fawcett-Majors 

Bean Bags 
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designer inspired bedroom Coordinates 
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PERO PREST celo Panels lace Tablecloth 























Game Tables and Chairs 
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s-style Bikes 0-inch Motocros: 



















Colorful Indoor Play Tents 
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Challenging Games of chance aod skill for adul. 
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Milk the cow, boe che garden on 
SUNSHINE FAMILY FARM 































‘On these 2 pages, items with old-fashioned charm . ex 





























PLUSH PETS 





Winnie-the-Pooh Toys to delight 





BARBAPAPA™ 





Push "n Pull Playtime Friends 







Make rescue attempts with authentic looking eq 
SET INCLUDES. Helmet with adjustable sisina т eds ib Le ma: mang eg M 















FisherPrice Play Sets entertain for hours 
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Adventuresome Tree Tots from Sama 
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Rocking, climbing, sliding Indoor and Outdoor Activites 

































































Board Games based on 
your favorite characters 
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t Racing from AURORA 

Throttle down the straights! 
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value OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER for these 
AM-TM LED Digital Clock Radios 
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40-channel Citizens Band Radios 

















standard-capacity 
Laundry Pair 
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TO ORDER CALL SEARS 
BROOKFIELD, MO 

It's so easy to SHOP BY PHONE from 
Sears COQ Just call Sears and 

ITE You" Accom mum лөөчү 



Now Sears Wish Book” can make 
your Christmas dream come true 

The Newest Attraction: BIG THUNDER Mountain Railroad 

Winners stay 
at QUALITY 

INN/ANAHEIM 

Winners fly to L.A. 
via Braniff 

BRANIFF 
the airline that serves 

© Mainland U.S.A © Hawai © Pacific 
* Mexico * South America 
© Britain © Europe ө the Far East 
(Sears. Roebuck and Co. 1979 
Printed in USA 

Disneyland is celebrating its 25th Birthday and Sears is joining the 
fun! We're offering your child and up to 3 other members of your 
immediate family the opportunity to celebrate first hand . . . to experi- 
ence the excitement of an all expense paid weekend (incl. round trip 
air transportation) at the "Happiest Place On Earth," where you will 

ride Disneyland's newest and most thrilling attraction, "Big Thunder 
Mountain Railroad," and maybe even meet Winnie the Pooh, tool 

HERE'S HOW TO ENTER: Children from 3 through 16 years of age 
can enter-end if they like to draw they will love this contest. Entrant 
should draw and color a picture of entrant and family having fun at 
Disneyland with any one or more of the famous Disney characters 
(Winnie-the-Pooh, Mickey Mouse, Goofy, Donald Duck or any of the 
Others). Each drawing must be submitted on a sheet of paper no larger 
than 8, by 11 inches. Only crayons, colored pencils, felt-tip pens or 
watercolor paints should be used. Drawing should be attached to a 
Sears official Disneyland Trip Entry Blank and mailed to: 

Sears Family Trip to Disneyland Contost 
P. O. Box 9253 
Blair, Nebraska 68009 

HOW TO OBTAIN AN ENTRY BLANK: An entry blank will be includ- 
ed with any Winnie-the-Pooh, Sunny Bunch or NFL item ordered from 
the following pages in this 1979 Wish Book. The more items ordered, 
the more entries that can be submitted. 

Sears Winnie-the-Pooh items are on the following pages 
Little Boys and Girls Apparel on pages 22-23, 25-26. 30. 32-33, 39. 
Furniture and Accessories on pages 35 and 335. 
Toys and Gifts on pages 37, 41, 461, 498, 558, 565, 578, 584- 
591. 597, 600. 601. 636. 

Sears Sunny Bunch items are on the following pages: 
Giris’ Fashions on pages 11, 96, 97, 98. 
Toys and Gifts on pages 508, 509, 541, 566. 

Sears NFL items are on the following pages: 
Boys’ Apparel on pages 17. 25. 52-63. 
Furnishings and Gifts on pages 48-51, 180-181 
Sporting Goods and Games on pages 453. 455, 458, 577. 634 

WHO WILL WIN: All entries must be received by Feb. 15. 1980 and 
will be judged by an independent judging organization based on origi- 
nality and creativity, technical ability and appropriateness. There will 
be 50 winners nationwide among five age groups. There will be ten 
winners in the 3 through 4 year age group. ten in the 5 through 6 year 
age group. ten in the 7 through 9 year age group. ten in the 10 
through 13 year age group and ten in the 14 through 16 year age 
group. Duplicate prizes will be awarded in case of ties. 
So hurry and get in on the fun. Shop through the pages of this Wish 
Book and find the Winnie-the-Pooh. Sunny Bunch and NFL items. 

This contest is void in Florida. Vermont and 
wherever prohibited by law. 

IMPORTANT SEE PAGE 325 FOR COMPLETE CONTEST RULES 

hustrabons with WINNIE THE POOH characters. 
Copyright Ф 1964 Walt Disney Production. All Rights Reserved 



597, 600-1, 636. 
(See page 2 tor complete 

Contest details 

Rich Velveteen-look 
Holiday Fashions for Little 

Girls and Boys part of our great 

WINNIE THE-POOH 
COLLECTION 

IN INFANT, TODDLER 
AND JUVENILE SIZES 

C: Velveteen-look rayon face on polye 
back, except (2) is polyester and cotton rib- 

Little Girls’ velveteen-look Dress 
Red with white lace bodice and trim on Pe 

State site 4, S. 6 or 6x. See Chart | on page 42 
29 C 5528 1DF— Shipping weight 6 ounces .. .. $12.99 

з corduroy Vest Set 
White-on-white stripe; button 

and cuffs; pointed collar. Ves: avy; two welt 
ckets; 3-button front; shawl-look c ks 

elasticized backwaist; belt loops; zip 
nter creased, slightly flared legs. 

Toddler sizes. Stale 3T or AT. See Chart 14, page 21 
29 C 565060F— Shipping weight 9 ounces ....$11.99 

(4) Infant and Toddler Girls’ velveteen-look Dress 
D ered yoke, Lace 

oke. White 
ribbon at waist. Button back. ` 
SIZES AND ORDERING M 

Infant sizes. Stale S, M or L. See Chart 10, page 21 
29 C 56014DF—Shipping weight 8 ounces . ...$10.99 
Toddler sizes. State 3T or 4T. See Chart 14, page 21 
29 C 86507DF—Shipping weight 9 ounces ....811.99 



To get your Official Entry Blank 
order any NFL item 

listed in this Catalog on 
the following pages: 
17,25, 48-63, 180. 

453-455, 458,577, 634, 
(See page 2 for complete 

contest details 

INSULATED VESTS 
with team colors and 

emblems. . . officially 
licensed by the 

BOYS’ AND TEENS' SIZES 

Wind and water-resistant nylon taffeta outer shell. 6-oz. polyester 
fill insulation. Contrast color nylon lining. Mach. wash, warm: tumble dry 

DETAIL: Zip front. Two patch pockets. Official NFL team emblem on chest. Insu- 
lated stand-up collar. Vest extends 2 inches lower in back for added warmt 

Oakland Raiders Black, gray 40C862720F 
Houston Oilers. Blue, red D40C86277DF 

м Red, blue. C40C862870F 
Minnesota Vikings 040C86275DF Seattle Seahawks C40C86278DF 
Green Bay Packers C40C862530F Chicago Bears OC86268DF 
Dallas Cowboys 40C861130F 40C862630F Denver Bronce o40C861310r | D40C86281DF 
Pittsburgh Steelers 40C862730F 
Miami Dolphins Ы C40C86124DF | саоСве2740ғ 
Baltimore Caocse 120r | C4ocse2e20r Washington Redskins . | Maroon, g OC861050F | C40C862550F os Angeles Rams Blue. D4oC&6:140F | 040C862640F 

Red, white 040C862840F 
Red. gold 40C862580F 

Fa avenable Бл nat shows 



Charming Nightwear Coordinates for Girls 
part of our great 

COLLECTION 
GIRLS SIZES 7 TO 14 

(1 and 2) Ankle-length Nightgown, Footed Pajama 
FABRIC: Fortrel® polyester knit flannel. 
DETAIL: White pullover-style gown and pajama top have 
long sleeves with elasticized wrists and one button closure 
at back. Ruffle trim and red piping at collar, yoke, cuffs 
Embroidered Sunny Bunch"* design on yoke. Gown has 
flounce at bottom. Red pajama pants have elasticized 
waist and ankles and skid-resistant vinyl soles. 
CARE: Machine wash cold. Use any detergent but not 
soap. Tumble dry. Wash with similar colors. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(1) Nightgown. Regular sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). 
Siale letler size S, М or L, то! number sise. See Chart 1 on 

е 94 for correct size information. 
7 C 3687DF—Shipping weight 4 ounces $9.59 

(2) Footed Pajamas. Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State 
size. See Chart 1 on page 94. 
77 C 3688DF—Shipping weight 5 ounces $9.59 

(3) Ankle-length Hooded Robe 
FABRIC: Polyester fleece. 
DETAIL: Step-in style red robe with zipper front and one- 
button closure at top. Long sleeves with elasticized wrists 
White lace trim on hood. Side pocket. Embroidered Sunny 
Bunch"* design on white, lace-trimmed yoke. 
CARE; Machine wash cold. Use any detergent but not 
soap. Tumble dry. Wash with similar colors. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Regular sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). Stote letter sise S, 
M, L, moi number size. See Chart 1 on page 94. 
77 C 40070F—Shipping weight 9 ounces 51439 
“Design Кот Internationa’ 

Quality Inn/Anaheim 
m Daneyanc 

Photogrep^ed o^ location 
just two short blocks. 

To get your Official 
т Blank, 

order any Sunny Bunch" 
item ated in tnis Catalog nthe folowing pages 119698 508 50, 541 and 566 
¡See page 2 tor complete Contest Gets] 



y Insulated Snow n Sport Coordinates | 
for Boys ond Girls | 

4 
BOYS’ SIZES 3 TO 16 
3IRLS' SIZES 3 TO 14 



(13) гут Ii ger to ies 
Double layered 1 acrylic. white and navy. 
Machine wash, warm; tumbie dry, low, 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Little Giris’, Boys’ sizes. One size fits 3 1o 6x. 
29 C 25206— Shipping weight 10r... 

Girls’ sizes. One sise fits 7 do 16. 
77 C9141—Shipping weight 4 ounces ......03.69 
Big Boys‘ sizes. One size fits 6 to 20. ФЗӨ Spring weights ounces.....83.69 
(14) erre debeo on 
100% acrylic, 4816 in. vide. 6 at ends. Red, Si navy Ми wash, vage: turi dy. 7? C9142— Ove rief al Wc Vor. ......43.69 

$299 

(1 and 2) One-piece Snowsuit with Hood 
FABRIC: Outer shell of coated nylon oxford. 6-oz. polyester fiber 
fill insulation. Quilted nylon taffeta or tricot lining. 
DETAIL: Attached drawstring hood. Long sleeves with rib-knit 
storm cuffs. Full l zipper extends down left leg. Ankle zipper 
on right leg. Elastic foot stirrups. Little boys’ and girls’ sizes have 
full adjustable belt; big boys’ and girls’ sizes have elastic back- 
waist and attached, adjustable half beit in front. Boys style (1) 
has 2 front slash pockets; girls’ (2) has snap pocket on front 

ауу; red and white designs are different on boys’, girls! styles. 
CARE: Machine wash at cold temperature. Tumble dry. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Boys’ Regular sizes. Siale size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 
(1) 40 С 75532F—Chart 16, pg. 59. Wt. 11b. 1202. '...$29.99 
Little Boys’ sizes. Regular sizes 3, 4, 5, 6, бх. State sise. 

46079F— Ch () 29 art 1, pg. 42. Wt. i Ib. 1 oz. $24.99 
Girls‘ Regular sizes. Stale size 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
(2) 77 C2438F—Chart 9, pg. 94. Wt. 2 lbs, 5 oz. $29.99 
Little Giris’ sizes. г sizes 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. State size. 
(2) 29 C 45586F—Chart 1, pg. 42. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 924.99 

(3 thru 8) Nylon Ski-style Coordinates 
FABRIC. Outer shell of coated nylon taffeta, except girls’ bib over- 
alls (4) is nylon oxford. Al have polyester ре] insulation, ny 
lon taffeta or tricot lining. Navy; red and white designs are differ 
ent on boys’, girls’ styles. Boys’ styles are imported. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature. Tumble dry. 
(3 and 4) Bib Overalls 
DETAILING: Front zipper to waist. Adjustable sboulder straps 
with metal hardware. Elasticized storm cuffs inside at the ankles. 
Boys’ style (3) has elasticized, rib-knit insets at hips; girls’ style 
(4) is elasticized at the back. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
@) Boys: Overaite, Regular sizes. State sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 
40 C 75142F—See Chart 1, pg. 78. Wt. 12 oz. $17.99 
(4) Girls Overalls. Regular sizes. State size 7, 
77 C 2437F—See Chart 9, pg. 94. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 o: 
(5 and 6) Quilted Vests 

‘AILING: Two slash zip pockets. Pointed collar. Boys’ style (5) 
has full length zipper front. Girls’ style (6) has snap front and rib- 
knit bottom. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
(5) Boys Vest. Boys’ Regular sizes S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14-16). 
State letter S, M, L, то! number size. See Chart 3 on page 66. 
40 C 77 142F— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $16.99 
(6) Girls’ Vest. Girls’ regular sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). 
Slate letier S, M, L, not number size. See Chart 1 on page 94, 
77 C 2439F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $16.99 
(7 and 8) Warm zip-front Jack 

'AILING: Full length zipper front. Two front zip pockets. Boys" 
hip-length jacket (7) has snap-off hood with Velcro® closure chin 
flap, concealed rib-knit storm cufís and inside storm flap. Girls’ 
waist-length jacket (8) has convertible turtieneck collar, rib-knit 
cuffs and bottom band. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
(7) Boys Jacket. Regular sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. State sise 
40 C 77369F— See Chart 16, pg. 59. WL 1 Ib. 4 oz. $24.99 
(8) Girls’ Jacket. Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State size. 
7 C 2436F—See Chart 1, pg. 94. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. $24.99 

(9 and 10) Ski-style Sw 
FABRIC: 100% knit acrylic. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature; tumble dry. 
DETAIL: Long sleeve turtleneck pullovers with rib-knit cuffs, and 
bottom. Set-in sleeves. Red, white and navy combinations. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(9) Boys Sweater. Regular sizes. Slate size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
40 C 20149F—See Chart 16, pg. 59. Wt. 9 oz. 59.99 
(10) Girls’ Sweater. Regular sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14 
State Letter S, М, L, mot number rise. See Chart 1, pg. 94. 
77 C 8779%—Shipping weight 7 ounces $1099 
(11) Pile-lined Gloves 
Vinyl; reinforced palm and thumb. Padded knuckles. Rayon or 
acrylic pile lining laminated to polyurethane foam. Metal D-ring, 
hook. Elasticized wrists. Navy. Imported. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Sizes in inches: M(7); L(8); XL(9) 
State М, L, XL, not number. Measure hand around knuckles. 
40 C 94443F—Shipping weight 4 ounces $4.49 
p Water-repelient Ski-style Mittens 

} 10, 12, 14. 
$17.99 

ilted 100% nylon taffeta. Polyester filling. Elastic around wrist. 
led, white and navy. Machine wash, warm. Tumble dry. 

SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Little Girls’ and Boys’ sizes. Regular sizes 5(2-3); M(4-5); L(6- 
6x). State letier size S, М ov L, not mumber size. 
29 С 25207 F— Shipping weight 1 oz. $3.49 
Lerger sizes. Sizes in inches: M(5-614); L(7-84). State sise M or 
L, mol inches. Measure hand around knuckles. 
77 C 9140F—Shipping weight 2 ounces 13.99 

UNG PEOPLE'S 
NOU FASHIONS 
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Warm Flannels'n Knits feoturing red and white candy stripes 
FABRIC: Items (1 thru 7) are Celanese Fortrel6 polyester knit flannel. Robe (8) 
is heavy blanket cloth knit of polyester and modacrylic blend. 

(1) Infants’ Sleep ‘п Play Suit with Hat 
DETAIL: Red with red-and-white striped 
trim around Peter Pan collar and cuffs. 

ite embroidery on chest. Tube-foot con 
struction. White Whipper® snaps down 
front and 1 leg. Incl. matching red hat with 
stripe trim around rib-knit beadband. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Sizes NB, 1B, 2B. State sise NB. 1B or 2B, 
both leier and number. Chart 11, p. 
29 C 31003F—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
(2) Big Boys Pajam: 
DETAILING: Ri 

$4.99 

'd pull. 
over top with red middy collar and 
hemmed long sleeves. Solid red bottom 
with elasticized waist, hemmed legs. 
Matching hat not incl, sold at right. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO. State sise 8-10 or 12- 

hite stri; 

14, See Chart 9, pg. 19. 
46 C 45652F  Bhpg. wt. 8 oz. 

[Sears]... 

$849 

(3) Little Boys‘ Pajam: 
DETAILING: Long sleeve red-and-white striped pullover 
top with red rib-knit collar and cuffs and handy pocket on 
sleeve. Solid red bottom with all-around elasticized waist 
and rib-knit cuffs. Matching hat not included, sold below. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Regular sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 
тізе. See Chart 1, 42. 
29 C 32408F Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

4) Boys’ Matching Hat 
led and white stripes with rib-knit headband. 

SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: Оне sise fits all 
29 C 34278—Shipping weight 5 ounces 

(5) Big Girls‘ Nightgown 
L: Red-and-white striped pinafore-style gown with 

long white sleeves. Ankle length. 1-button back. Ruffled 
white yoke trimmed with red and white stripes and red 
tow. Ruffle trim around shirttall bottom. Matching hat 
not included, sold at right. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Reg. sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). 
State letter S, М, L. Chart 1, pg. 94. 
77 С 3699F—Shipping weight 6 ounces 99.49 

51.50 

CARE: (Items 1 thru 8) Machine wash at warm temperature. Use any detergent, 
but not soap. Tumble dry, low heat. [f ironed, use low setting. Do not iron (8). 

(6) Little Giris’ Nightgown 
DETAIL: Red-and white striped pinafore style. Long 
white sleeves. Ankle length. 1-button back. Ruffi 
white yoke with red, white stripes; red bow. Ruffle- 
trim shirttail bottom. Hat not incl, 2 
SIZES. ORDERING INFO: Regular sizes 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, б, 
6x. State sise. See Chart 1 on page 42. 
29 C 32409F— Shipping weight 5 ounces .....#8.49 
(7). Giris’ Matching Hat 
Red-and-white striped hat with red bow, ruffle trim. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: One sise fits all 
29 C 32479—Shipping weight 5 ounces -$1.50 
(8) Big and Little Girls ankle-length red Robe 
DETAIL 

$15.99 
Little Girls’ sizes. Regular sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6- 
бх). Slate sise S, М, L. See Chart 2. pg. 42. 
29 C 58145F—Shipping weight 10 ounces. . . $13.99 



Knit Flannel 
(1and2) Boys’ 
Ski-style Pajamas 

FABRIC. Knit flannel of 100% Fortrel® 

polyester for durability 
IL: White pullover top with light blue, 

set-in long sleeves, rib-knit crew neck and 
cuffs, Snoopy* screen print on chest. Light 
blue bottoms all-around elastic waist 
and > knit anklets. Boys' sizes 8 thru 14 

Machine wash at warm tempera. 
ture, Use any detergent but not soap. Tum 
bie dry. If ironed, use low setting. 

(1). Big Boys’ Pajamas. Slate size 8-10 or 
12-14. Cha! 

(2) Little Boys’ Pajamas. Regular sizes 
502-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). State letter S, М, 
L, not number size. See Chart 2, page 42. 
29 C 324  1F—Shpa. wt. 5 oz......96.99 

(3and4) Girls' Nightshirt 
FABRIC: Knit flannel of 100% Fortrele 
polyester for durability 
DETAILING: Pullover-style, ankle length 
white nightshirt with light blue, set-in long 
sleeves, rib-knit neck and cufís. Snoopy 
screen print on front. Shirttail bottom with 
blue trim. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tempera- 
ture, Use any detergent but not soap. Tum- 
ble dry. If ironed, use low setting. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(9) Big Girls: Niphtahirt. Regular sizes 
(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State letter size S, 

M or L, noi number size. See Chart 1 on 
page 94 for correct size information. 
77 C 3694F—Shpg. wt. 7 oz......$10.99 
(4) Little Girls‘ Nightshirt. Regular sizes 
3, 4, 5, 6 or бх. State size. See Chart 1 on 
page 42 for correct size information. 
29 C 324 12F—Shpg. wt. 502......97.99 

(5and6) Girls’ Robe 
FABRIC: Кай flannel of 100% Fortrel® 
polyester for durability 
DETAILING: Step-in style, ankle-length 

robe with nylon front zipper. Light 
blue, set-in sleeves, rib-knit collar and 
cuffs. Snoopy* screen print on front 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tem 
ure. Use any detergent soap. Tum. 
le dry. If ironed, use low setting. 

SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
(5) Big Girls’ Robe. Regular sizes S(7-8); 
M(10-12); L(14). State letter size S, M, L, 
mol number. See Chart 1 on page 94. 
77 C 4050F—Shpg. wt. 9oz......$14,99 
(6) Little Girls’ Robe. Regular sizes S(2- 
3); М(4-5); L(6-6X). State letter size S, M. 
L, not number si Chart 2 on page 42 
for correct size inform 
29 C 58166F—Shpg. 51299 Snoopy caracter © T ез бу 

au [Sears] 9 



Out of this World! Stor Wors* Sleepweor for Children 

JUVENILE 
AND LARGER SIZES 

(1) Boys’ PERMA-PREST® 
Flannel Robe 

FABRIC: Woven polyester flannel. 
DETAILING: Knee length wrap- 
around robe with tie belt and beit 
loops. Long sleeves. Two front 
pach pockets. All-over Star 

Vars* print. Red trim around 
neck and down front. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm 
temperature. Use any detergent, 
but not soap. Tumble dry at low 
heat or line dry. Do not iron. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO 
Big Boys’ sizes. State size 8-10 or 
12-14. See Chart 9 on pg. 19. 
40 C 44254F—We Soc. #999 
Little Boys’ sizes. Regular sizes 
S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). State lei- 
ler size S, М or L, то! number size 
See Chart 2 on page 42. 
29 С 58167F—Wt. 7 oz. .98.49 

(2and3) Boys’ 
PERMA-PREST® Pajamas 
FABRIC: Knit of Fortrel® polyes- 
ter jersey for durability. 
DETAILING: Light blue pullover 
top with navy blue rib-knit crew 
neck and cuffs. Set-in long 
sleeves. Light blue bottoms with 
navy biue rib-knit anklets and all- 
around elastic waist. Star Wars* 
screen print on chest. Big boys’ 
sizes 8 thru 14 have fly front. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm 
temperature. Use any detergent, 
but not soap. Tumble dry 
heat or line dry. Do not iron. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: 
(2) Big Boys’: Pajamas. State 
sise 8-10 or 12-14. Chart 9, p. 19. 
40 C 45252F—Wt. 8 or. .97.99 
(3) Little Boys’ Pajamas. Reg 

mumber size. See Chart 2, 
29 C 324 18F—Wt. 5 oz. 

(4and5) Girls’ 
Nightshirts 

ABRIC: Knit of Fortrel® polyes- 
ter jersey for durability. 
DETAIL: Pullover-style ankle 
length nightshirts with shirttail 
bottom. White front, back, light 
blue long raglan sleeves. Navy 
blue rib-knit neck, cuffs. Star 
Wars* screen print on front. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm 
temperature. Use any detergent, 
but not soap. Tumble dry low. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO 
(4) Big Girls’ Nightshirt. Regu 
lar sizes $(7-8); M( 10-12); L(14- 
16). State leler size S, M, L. mot 
number. See Chart 1 on page 94. 
77 C 3695F—Wt. 9 oz....$9.99 
(5) Little Girls’ Nightshirt 
Regular sizes 3, 4, 5, 6 and 6x. 
— See Chart ae 

id on pages 618-619 

"Charge It" if you wish 
see page 328 



(1 thru 3) Sunny Bunch 

LER Sweet dreams in 
leepwear 

Print Sleepwea ene backing. Machine wash, 
warm. Tumble dry. Cool iron. 
Use detergent, not soap. 
(1). Quilted Robe 

L Ankle length. Full button 

See Chart 1 on page 94. Regular 
sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 
77 С 4006DF—Robe 514.99 

(2) Yoke print flannel Gown 
DETAIL: Ankle length. Flounced 
bem. Button 

& M(10-12); L(14). 
State sise 5, М or L, mot number 
site. Shpg. wt. 10 or. 
77 C 36850F—Gown....99.99 
(3) Flannel Footed Pajama 
DETAIL: Bu k. Pants have 
elastic waist, ankles. Skid resist 
ant vinyl soles 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: State size. 
See Chart 1 on page 94. Regular 
sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Shipping 
weight 10 ounces. 
77C36860F-Pajama. ..$11.99 
(4) PERMA-PREST 

Sunny Bunch" 
Blue print Gown 

RE: Celanese Fortrel® 
polyester knit flannel. Machine 
wash, warm. Tumble dry. Use de 
п not soap. No iron. 

٤ Ankle length. Flounced 
hem. Button back. Smock trim. 

ORDER INFO: See 
Chart 1 on page 94. Regular siz 

8); M(10-12): L(14). State 
r L, mol number sie 
oz 

$7.99 
Coordinating 
Slippers 

CONSTRUCTION: Acrylic pile up 
pers. Cushioned insoles. Ballerina 
style has composition soles. Boot 
style has white pile lining and soft 
skid resistant vinyl soles. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm. Line 
or tumble dry 
IZES, COLORS AND ORDER 

Lor ан 
E weight 3 ounces. 

Ballerina (sizes S, M, L, XL) 
33364F—Blue .....$3.29 
33365F—Pink 3.29 

n 3:29 
3.29 

oot (sizes S, M, L, XL) 
3162F— Blue .....53.99 
3 164F— Pink 3.99 
3161F—Wi 3.99 

233339 33337, 0000. 0000 § 

«C NIGHTWEAR 
N 



(1) Mork* Print Gown of 
Celanese Fortrei® 

FABRIC: Brushed knit of Celanese 
Fortrel6 polyester flannel. 
DETAILING: Ribbed knit cuffs and 
neck. Ankle length with shirttail bot- 
tom. 
CARE: Machine warm. Use any 

not soap. dry, low. 
SIZES COLOR AND ORDERING 
INFO: Regular s sizes S(7-8); M(10- 

L(14). Siate letter size S, M or L, 

(2) Shaun Cassidy* print Gown 

FABRIC: Brushed nylon tricot knit. 

DETAILING: Ribbed knit cuffs and 
neck. Ankle length with shirttail bot- 
tom. Pullover styling. 

CARE: Mach. wash, warm. Use any 
detergent, not soap. Tumble dry, low. 
pzpn COLOR AND ORDERING 
INFO: Regular sizes 5(7. 

mot number sise, See Chart 1, 
77 C 3683F—Pink. Wt. 7 oz. . $7. 

(3) Shaun Cassidy* print Robe 
of Celanese Fortrei® 

tac 100% Fortrel® polyester 
knit fleeced for softness. 
DETAILING: Ribbed knit cufís and 
neck. Ankle length with shirttail bot- 
tom. Full button front. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm. Use any 
detergent, not soap. Tumble dry, low. 
SIZES. COLOR AND ORDERING 

nol number size, See Chart 1, pg. 94. 
77 C40 14F-Pink. Wt. 9 oz. . $12.99 
*@CBL Merchandising Corp. 1979. 
Slippers shown sold on page 11 

(4) Red and white terry Jumpsuit 
FABRIC: Polyester stretch knit. 
DETAILING: Ribbed knit neck. Front 
zipper closure. Convenient back 
dropseat. Skid resistant vinyl soles. 
Crotch gusset for ease of 
CARE Machine wash, warm. Dee de- 
tergent, no soap. Tumble dry, low. 
SIZES, COLOR. ANG Pod NG 

emn sizes 5(7 
State leiter size i or L, 

FABRIC: Knit of 100% polyester. 
DETAILING: Ribbed knit cuffs and 

CARE. Machine wash, warm. Use de- 
tergent, not soap. Tumble dry, low. 
sizes, COLOR AN AND ORDERING 

sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
1 on page 94. 

üpping weight 10 ounces. 
77 C 3691F—Multicolor ...¢ 12.99 

(6) Yellow Blanket Sleeper 
Мане SEFe RÀ blanket 
cloth fleeced for 
DETAIL. Contrasting ri ing rib knit cufís 
and neck. Front closure. Con- 
trast stripes on 2 raglan sleeves. Skid 
— нун 

Е Machine wash. warm. Tumble 
En yon Use detergent, not soap. Do 

Ey COLOR, paul INFO: See 
Mowsonio warranty on page 15. 

йаг sizes 7, 8, 10, m 
Se Chart 1 on page 94. WE T 
77 C3690F—' $12.99 

Regular sizes 16 and 18. 
See Chart 1 оп 94. Wt. 11b. 4 oz. 
77 C 3698F— -$14.99 



$ 

М 
e S 
Comfortable 
Footed 
Pajamas 
(7and 8) Low, low 

price for Footed 
Blanket Sleepers 
that are softly 

fleeced for warmth 

$899 

line dry 
p. De 

se 
77 

8) 77 C 3640F—Red 
Shipping weight 15 oz.. 98.99 



The old-fashioned look of flannel 

Patchwork Gown and Robe 

GIRLS' SIZES 

Robes.gowns 
and footed pajama 

0n these 2 pages are 

Nis 

Pajama Pup 
Soft, plush Bl Bad acrylic 

«көзге hd 
пастах Comes with its 
own print sleeper and 
matching cap. Clamped-in 
plastic eyes. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION: 
‘Shi 
77 

weight 1 Ib, 
9172.. 

(1) Quilted patchwork print Robe 
FABRIC: Quilted woven Trevira® 
polyester, polypropylene 
DETAILING: Button front closure. 
Lace trimmed front yoke. Ankle 
length, long sleeves. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm. Tumble 
dry, low. Use detergent, not soap. 
SIZES. COLOR, ORD, INFO: Sli sis 
Chart 1, 7,8, 10, 12, 14. 
SEATE РЕК We 1b. 41499 

(2) Patchwork print Gown 
FABRIC: Soft flannel woven Trevira® 
polyester. 
DETAILING: Button back closure. 
Lace trimmed front yoke. Elastic 
wrist on long sleeves. Ankle length 
with flounce at hem. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm. Tumble 
dry, low. Use detergent, not soap. 
SIZES, COLOR, ORD. INFO: Chart 1, 

. 94. Reg. sizes S(7-8); M(10-12): 
(14). State rise S, M, L. 
77C3692F-Pink. Wt 9oz....89.99 

(3and4) Blanket cloth 
Hooded Robe 

FABRIC: ЅЕҒе modacrylic and poly- 
ester blanket cloth. 
DETAILING: Zip front closure. Front 
pouch pocket. Hood with drawstring 

An- 

CARE: Machine wash, warm. Tumble 
dry at low temperature. Use deter- 
gent, not soap. Do not iron. 
SIZES. COLORS А! RDER INFO: 
See Monsanto warranty on page 15. 
State sise. xv € 1 on page 94. 
Reg. sizes 7, L 11b. 
(9° 77€ 4009F Bine. 815.95 
(4) 77C4010F—Yellow.. 15.99 
Also available ín red on page & 

(5) Red fieeced hooded Robe 
FABRIC: Soft fleece of Celanese For- 
trelé polyester 
DETAIL: Zip front closure. Striped 
trim on hood, yoke, cuffs. Ankle 

long sleeves for warmth. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm: delicate 
cycle. Tumble dry, low. Use deter- 
gent, not soap. 
SIZES. COLOR AND ORDER INFO: 
State sise See Chart 1 9. 
Reg, sizes 1.8. 10, 12, 14. oor 
77 6 401 1F I Red. ..$14.99 

(6) Blue tmd pile 
Hooded 

FABRIC: m warm па SEF® eh 
ic and polyester sculptured plush púe. 
DETAILING. Button front closure. 
White i 

Ankle 
long sleeves for luxurious warmth. 

CARE: Machine wash, warm. Use de- 
tergent, not soap. Tumble dry at low 
temperature. Do not iron. 
Si 
See 
State sise 

R AND ORDER INFO: 
lo warranty om page 15. 

i Chart 1 on page 
Reg. sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
77 C 4008F Blue, white trim 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. ...515.99 

(7 thru 9) Low, low price for brushed nylon Sleepwear $499 gowns 
knit Machine wash. warm; 

not soap. 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDER INFO: See Chart 1 on page 94. 

[Ur ai ae ern re $649 
Ankle, as TET: "e Gowns, Reglas sizes 37-8 M(10-12; 

|F— Yellow. 
Seger nk. 



FABRIC: CARE: Fleece 
of Celanese Fortrel® 
polyester knit. Ma 
chine wash, warm 
Tumble dry. Use de 
tergent, not soap. 
DETAILS: Lace 
trimmed yoke, neck- 
line, cuffs. Ankle 
length. Button front 
dosure. 
SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION: 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 
12, 14. State size. See 
Chart 1, p. 94. 
(10) 77C4013F-Blue 
(11) 77C4012F-Pink 
Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $9.99 

Celanese Fortrel® polyester Robes 
with delicate lace trim are fleeced for softness 

y 

3999 

Plush and toasty 
winter-warm Robes 

Monsanto Full One Year Warrenty 
Monsanto warrants that thate garments wi 
be replaced or your money refunded they 

ne ful 



Velour Robes are soft and luxurious . . 
full-length hooded or knee-length style 

(1 and 2) Hooded Velour Robe 
FABRIC: Blended of acetate, nylon. 
DETAILING: Full length with smartly 
striped %-length sleeves. Contrast color 
facing. One lower right pocket. Wide belt 
loops with full self-fabric belt. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm tempera 
ture; tumble dry, low. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING INFO: 
One sise fits sises 16 lo 22 

1) 40C6698-Brown with rust trim 
2) 40C6697-Navy with red trim 

Shipping weight 1 1b. 4 oz. 517.99 

16 [Sears] u 

All items this page 
TEENS’ SIZES 16 TO 22 

(5 thru 7) 
PERMA-PREST® sport-look 
Pajamas are Acrilan® acrylic 
in a comfortable jersey knit 

FABRIC. Acrilan acrylic knit. 

AILING: Pullover top features con. 
trasting-color double stripes on one 
sleeve, Comfortable elastic waist, fly 
front on pants. Rib-knit neck, wristlets, 
ankles in contrasting color. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble 
dry. No ironing needed 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING 
INFORMATION: 
State size 16-18 or 20-22, Please see 
Chart 10 below for proper size. 
(S) 40 C 46806F— yellow 
(6) 40 C 46808F—Red: na: 

choose (7) 40 C 46807F—Green: navy 
$8.99 Shipping weight 12 ounces 

(3end 4) PERMA-PRESTe 
Kneo-length Robe 

С: Blended of acetate, nylon. 

LING: Knee-length with % sleeves, 
two front pockets. Self-fabric belt and trim 
in contrasting color. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
No ironing needed. 

SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING 
NFORMATION 
State sise 16-18 or 20-22. See Chart 10 at 
right, for proper size 
(3) 40 C 6696F—Blue with navy trim 
(4) 40 C 6694F—Brown with camel trim 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 810.99 

F 

For Meg 5 
mn to hain) 

329-339. | 

(8 thru 10) 
PERMA-PREST® coat-style 

Pajamas are woven 
of soft, warm, flannel 

FABRIC: Polyester and cotton 
DETAILING: Button-front top has 
long sleeves and a notched collar. 
Pants have long legs, elasticized 
waist and a fly front. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tem 
perature and tumble dry. No iron 
ing needed. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING 
NFORMATION 

‘State size 16, 18, 20, 22. See Chart 10 
below for proper size. 

8) 40€ 46755F—Brown print 
(9) 40C 46754F—Biue stripe 
(10) 40 C 46753F—Solid blue 
Shipping weight 12 ounces ..87.99 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It 
see page 328 for details 

the fitting room tor this page 
CHART 10: Teens’ Pajamas and Robes 

Bay to 

31-36 | 355-36 



PERMA-PREST® NFL Pajamas 
FABRIC: Soft, warm brushed Fortrel® poly 
ester knitted flannel. 
DETAILING: NFL team emblem on front of 
pull-over top. Contrast team color rib-knit 
trim neck. Long sleeves. Rib-knit trim on 
wristlets. Bottom has elasticized waist, fly 
front and rib-knit trim on anklets. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature. 
Üse any detergent, but no soap. Tumble dry. 
Needs no ironing. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER IN 
10, 12-14, 16-18. See Chart 9, page 19. 

Officially 
licensed 

NFL 
Robes 
and 
Pajamas 

To get an Official Entry Blank. 
order any NFL item on 

this page. 
details. E 

see page 2 tor 
nes must be 

All items this page 

BOYS' SIZES 
8 TO 18 

FLAME RESISTANT 

PERMA-PREST® NFL Robes 
FABRIC. Soft, warm brushed Fortrel® poly 
ester knitted flannel, 
ETAILING: Robe in popular knee length. 

Team color with official team emblem on 
chest pocket. Self-fabric belt. Long sleeves. 
White terry contrast trim. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature. 
Use any detergent, but not soap. Tumble 
dry. No ironing necessary. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION 
State sites 8-10, 12-14 or 16-18. See Chart 9 
on page 19 for correct fit 

Ne Pajamas 
Dallas Cowboys 40 C 453970F (Blue) 40 C 442970F (Na y) m 

(2) St Louis Cardinals. 40 С 454060F (Bamboo) | 40 C 443060F (Red) 
(3) Baltimore Colts 40 C 4538 1DF (Blue) 40 C 4428 1DF (Navy) 
(4) Denver Broncos 40 С 453850F (Bamboo) | 40 С 44285DF (Orange) 
(5) Minnesota Vikings 40 C 454020F (Bamboo) | 40 C 443020F (Purple) 
(6) New England Patriots....| 040 C 45389DF (Blue) | D40 C 44289DF (Navy) 
(7) Washington Redskins ....| D40 C 454080F (Bamboo) | D40 C 443080F (Red) 
(8) Green Bay Packers. D40 C 453990F (Green) 1040 С 442990F (Green) 

(9) Houston Oilers 40 C 453860F (Blue) 40 C 442860F (Blue) 
(10) Philadelphia Eagles D40 С 454050F (Green) | 040 C 44305DF (Green) 
(11) Chicago Bears. 40 C 453960F (Blue) 40 C 442960F (Navy) 
(12) Seattle Seahawks. D40 C 454 1 10F (Blue) D40 C 443110DF (Blue) 

(13) Pittsburgh Steelers 40C453030F (Yellow) | 40C 442930F (Gold) 
(14) Miami Dolphins 40 C 453880F (Bamboo) C 442880F (Orange) 
(15) Los Angeles Rams 40 C 4540 1DF (Yellow) 40 C 443010F (Navy) 
(16) Oakland Raiders 40 C 453920F (Bamboo) | 40 С 44292DF (Gray) 
Kansas City Chiefs (not shown) 
New Orleans Saints (not shown) 

40 C 453870F (Y: 
D40 C 45403DF (Y: 

40 C 442870F (Red) 
040 C 443030F (Gold) 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
Price 57 99 



E 

Sport-look PERMA-PREST* 
Knit Pajama with sleeve stripes 

FABRIC: Jersey knit of 100% polyester. 
DETAILING: Pullover top has long sleeves, contrasting double 
stripe trim on left sleeve. Pants have elasticized waist; fly 
front. Contrast rib-knit neck, wristlets and 
CARE: Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. low, or line dry. Use 
any detergent but not soap. No ironing needed. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Sizes 8-10 
or 12-14. State size. See Chart 9 on facing page. 
(8) 40 С 45435F— Tan top; brown pants and trim 
(9) 40 С 45434F—Orange top; navy pants and trim 
(10) 40 C 45433F— Light blue top; navy pants and trim 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $6.99 

Fleeced Blanket Sleeper and 
PERMA'PREST” Knit Pajama 

have feet with skid-resistant vinyl soles 
. comfortable for sleeping or lounging 

(1thru3) Fleeced Footed 
Blanket Sleeper 

FABRIC: 65% modacrylic, and 35% polyester, 
fleeced inside for cozy warmth. 
DETAIL: Half zipper on pullover top matches 
raglan sleeves, waistband. Long sleeves, 
rib knit cuffs. Pants have elastic waist, no zip- 
per fly. Lined feet; skid-resistant soles. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, low. 
Use any detergent but not soap. Do not iron. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
State size 8, 10, 12, 14. See Chart 9 on facing 
page for size. 
(1) 40 45976F—Biue with royal rim 

C 45977F—Green with royal trim 40 
e 40C реа — Royal with red 

weight 14 ounces 

18 [Sears]... 

(4thru 7) PERMA-PRESTE Footed 
Knit Pajama 

FABRIC: Knit of 100% polyester. 
DETAILING: Long sleeve, pullover top has an 
attractive screen print on front. Rib-knit neck 
and wristlets. Long pants have elasticized 
waist, fly front. Comlortably lined feet with 
skid-resistant soles. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, low; 
or line dry. Use any detergent but not soap. No 

needed. ironing 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION 
Sate size 8, 10, 12, 14. See Chart 9 on facing 
page to determine correct size. 
(4) 40 C 45792F—Skier (red) 
(5) 40 C 487917 Snowmobile (navy) 
(6) 40 C 45796F—Gold print 
G) 40C 45794F—Green pri print 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $7.99 

PERMA-PREST® Knit Pajama 
features numeral print 

FABRIC: Kait of 100% brushed nylon. 
DETAILING: Numeral screen print on top. Pullover top has 
rib-knit neck and wristiets on long sleeves. Pants have fly front, elastic waist, ribbed ankles. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, low setting. Use any 
detergent, but no soap. No ironing needed. 
er. COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION: State rise 8-10 or 

4. See Chart 9 on facing page. 
5 t "45625F—Blue with numeral 12 

40 C 456245 Oransc жин numeral 3 4 4 je with numeral 34 
Shipping weight 7 ounces 95.49 



length sleeve 
PERMA-PREST* 

Robes knit of terry 

FABRIC: 100% polyester. 
DETAILING: Knee-length with 
three-quarter sleeves. Two poc 
ets. Contrasting self-fabric belt 

trasting trim on facing, pock- 

CARE: Mach. wash, warm: tumble 
low. Use any detergent but 

not soap. 
SIZES, COLORS AND 

NG INFORMATION: 
Please be 

for cor 
rect size. 
(1) 40 C 44223F—Blue 

with gold trim 
(2) 40 C 44224F— Brown 

with camel trim 
Shpg. wt. M ог. 5999 

CHART 9: Pajam: 

Coat-style 
PERMA-PREST* 
flannel Pajamas 

FABRIC: Soft, warm flannel woven 
of 100% polyester. 
DETAILING: Button top has trim on 
collar. Long sleeves. Pants have 
elasticized waist, fly front and neat- 

hemmed bottoms. ly 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tem- 
perature and tumble dry, low. Use 
any detergent but not soap. No 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
State size 8, 10, 12, 14. Please see 
Chart. pao for size before you 
place your oi 
(3) 40c s7r Red plaid 
(4) 40 C 45864F—Blue solid 
(5) 40 C 45866F—Blue plaid 
Shipping weight 11 oz. 57.99 

Forheght [3-1 
(tan to fin] 4 

to] 43:5 
А 46% 

4 
4-10 

то [4-1 

ORDERSIZE| 8 12 10 
Chest (in) 26-27 |27-284| 29-30 |30 
Worst (in) — 222-24] 2325 2471-2625 

BOYS' SIZES 
8TO 14 

PERMA-PREST® Knit Pajamas from our 
Hot Wheels’ and Shogun”* Collection 

FABRIC: Knit of 100% polyester. 
DETAILING: Long sleeve pullover 
knit neck, cuffs, 

has screen print on front. Contrasting rib- 
front. ankles. Pants have waist, fly 

CARE MOS a wem. ciii low Use any detergent but not soap. 
PERMA-PREST® pajamas need no ironing. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: State sise 8-10 or 12-14, See Chart 9 below. 
(6) 40C 45349F— Dragun (Shogun oim ad 9) print 

m ос S Racer (Но Eo Wicca) prin: 
dark green trim 
[ot Wheeis*) print: 

Die top and pants, navy trim 
EN b ynamic Productona/Fuj Y. V./Tow бод» 1979 

(8 40C 45347F— rüiser 

io тес. rx 
.$7.99 

Warm acrylic pile Slipper Socks 
have sturdy rubber soles 

‘Two-tone pile with rib-knit trim at ankles for snug 
fit, Cushioned insole and rubber sole. Machine 

at warm temperature. 
SIZES COLORS. ORDER INFORMATION: 
Sock sizes 7 (shoe size 9-1114); 8 (shoe size 12-2); 
3 (Shoe size 297-509); 10 (shoe size 6-8); 11 (shoe 

black 
40 C 18956F—Royal blue and light blue 
40 C 18955F—Red and maroon 
40 C 18953F—Navy and royal blue 
Shipping weight 7 ounces ‚Pair $4 9: 



From our“Heroes Collection” 
... PERMA:PREST* 
Pajamas and Robes 
featuring your 
favorite characters 

BOYS’ SIZES 8 TO 14 

Garments o 
are беге. 
FLAME 

RESISTANT 

Fr“ 

(1and 2) PERMA-PREST® 
Woven Flannel Robes 

FABRIC: Polyester flannel 
DETAILING: Popular knee length. 
Self-fabric belt; long sleeves. (1) is 
Heroes allover print, trimmed with 
contrasting color. (2) is solid blue 
with a Star Wars** chest screen print. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tem 
perature; tumble dry, low. Use any 
detergent, but do not use soap. No 
ironing needed. 

SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFOR. 
MATION: Stole size 8-10 or 12-14. 
Please see Chart 9 on page 19 for cor- 
Tect size. 
(1) 40C44253F-Batman, 

Superman* 
(blue trim) 

(2) 40c44255F-Darth Vader** 
(dk. blue trim) 

Shipping weight 7 oz. 10.99 
(3thru9) PERMA-PREST® 

Knit Pajamas 
FABRIC: Comfortable jersey knit of 
100% polyester. 
DETAILING: Pullover top has print on 
front. Neck and wristlets on long 
sleeves are rib knit. Pants have elasti- 
cized waist, fly front, long legs rib 
knit at the ankles. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble 
dry, low. Use any detergent, but no 
soap. Do not iron. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFOR- 
MATION: State size 8-10 or 12-14, See 
Chart 9 on page 19. 
(3) 40C45381F-Hulk*** 

Teen) 
(4) 40С45251ғ- Vader 

Star Wars*» 
(blue) 

(5) 40C453535-Boba Fett 
Star Wars** 
(gold and brown) 

(6) 40C45384F-Storm Trooj 
Star Wars® 
(blue) 

(7) 40C4535 1F-Buck Rogerstt 
(yellow) 

(8) 40C45389r-Scooby Doottt 
(blue) 

(9) 40c45354F-Flash GordonD) 
(yellow) 

Shipping weight 8 oz. эз 

(10-12) PERMAPRESTe 

Pajamas 

FABRIC: 100% polyester. 
DETAILING: A pullover top with 
screen print on front. Neck wrist- 
lets on the long sleeves are rib knit 
Pants have elasticized waist, fly froat 
and long legs with rib-knit ankles for 
snug fit. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tem- 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDER INFO: 
State size 8, 10, 12, 14. Refer to Chart 
9, on page 19. 
(10) 40C45852F-Superman* 

(blue) 
(11) 40¢45868F-Mork from Orka 

(yellow) 
(12) 40C45858F-Spiderman* 

(blue) 
Shipping weight 9 oz.. v" 
*@DC Comcs, inc 
* Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp 

Мале Comics Group 
mount Pictures Corp 

1151979 Robert C. Die 
Tff Henna Barbera Studios 
091979 King Festures Syndicate 

"Charge It" if you wish 

see page 328 



Ski-style screen-print Pajamas and sporty Robe 

(11203) erp letters and Sweet Picklest prints 
FABRIC: ( 1 and 2) Рог jersey | knit. (3) Knit flannel of 
Fortrel® polyester. See Washing Note, right 
DETAILING: Long sleeve pullover top. Contrast color rib-knit 
collar, cuffs, anklets. Chest print. Pants have elastic waist. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION: Sizes IT, 2T or 

Slate size; both number and leiter. See Chart 14 below. 
v" dior ч 94.49 

(3) 28 6 32136r Smeet Piet yellow. Wt. 4 oz. 449 

(4) Knee-length Robe with separate tie beit. white trim 
FABRIC. Nylon, polyester knit. See Washing Note, right. 
DETAILING: White piping. Side belt loops. Hemmed bottom. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Sizes IT, 7T, ЗТ. State both 
number, letter. See Chart 14 below for correct size. 
29 C 58063F— Navy. Shipping weight 8 ounces 56.99 
TEPerie/Reiact/r-eft 

Pkg. of 3 bootie Socks 
Looped terry knit of Orlont acrylic 

ith stretch nylon. 
: blue, red, pink with 

. Elastic opening. Pom. 
pon. Machine wash at warm temper- 

гу 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Fits approx. 
shoe size stated. Sizes M(5-842); L(9- 
13%) or XL(1-4*4). Slate one size M, 
L or XL per pkg. We pkg 2 oz: 
29 C 1950 Pig. 61.99 
Тавр DuPont T.M 

сіе: tumble dry at low heat only or 
line dry. 

Pretty pastel Robes, Gowns, Pajamas 
FABRIC: (6 and 7) Polyester knit fleece. (8 thru 11) 
Кай flannel of Fortrel6 polyester. See Washing Note, 
above right. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDERING INFO: Sizes IT, ZT, 3T. 
‘State size; both number and letter. See Chart 14 at left. 
(6 and 7) Ankle-length Robe. Button front. Lace 
trim at neck, yoke: bow. Elastic wrists with ruffle 
(6) 29 С 58095F—Pink Robe. Wt. 7 oz. $7.99 
(7) 29 C58094F—Yellow Robe. Wt. 7 oz.... 7.99 
8and9) Ankle-length Gown. 1-button back 

{Ace immed shirred yoke with floral appliques. Elas 
ond rallied era. bottom. 
(8) 29 C32156F—Yellow Gown. Wt 5 oz. ..94.49 
(9) 29 C32157F—Pink Gown. Wt. Soz. 449 
(10,11) Footed Pajamas. Button back. Lace-trim 
yoke. Elastic wrists, waist, Skid-resistant soles 
10) 29 C 32133F Pink. WE Sor. 5.99 
(її) 29C32132r—Yellow. Wt 5 oz. .. "395 



Blanket Sleepers 
. . «keep a child so 
warm that no other 

cover is needed 

FOR INFANT, 
TODDLER, JUVENILE 
AND LARGER SIZES 

d Monsanto SEFe fe Td rd and 

Pi des Wahine Nowe iaa с 
DETAILING: Lo sleeves, Rib-kait 
collar and cuff Fue 
гей ankles. 
- -our beaviest weight Sleepers of soft ve- 
iour pile {оп maximum warmth, wear and 
vrashabulty, Soap tab except for in- 
fant sies which feature Peter Pan collar In 
fant, toddler and Juvenile sizes have vinyl toe 

Pooh applique on left side. caps. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
infant sizes 
‘State NB, 1B or 2B. See Chart 11, pg. 21. 
(2) 29 C 317230F—Blue Pooh 
(3) 29 C 31727DF—Pink Pooh 
4) 29 31725DF—Green Pooh 

Shipping weight 8 ounces....... ..%6.79 
8) 29C31 
9) 29 C 31304r— Bie sold 
10) 29 C31 i 
ipping weight $ ounces ...... +449 

Toddler sizes 
State YT, TT , ЗТ or 4T. See Chart 14, p. 21. 
(1) 29 C 32724DF—Red Pooh 
Ám 29 C 32723DF—Blue Pooh 
3) 29 C 327270F—Pink Pooh 

(4) 29 С 327250! 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
(5) 29 C 32216F—Bugs Bunnys, yellow 
6) 29 С 32218F—Su °, blue 
g 29 C 32217F—Holly Hobbiet, pink 

weight 8 ounces. . 1699 

(8) 29 C 32795F—Red solid 
(9) 29 C 32794F—Blue solid 
10) 29 C 32793F— Yellow solid 

Shipping weight 7 ounces 9549 

Juvenile sizes. 
State size 5, 6, 7 or 8. See Chart 5, below. 
(1) 29 C 32729DF—Red Pooh 
(2) 29 C 32728DF—Blue Pooh 
5 29 C 327330F—Pink Pooh 

29 С 327310F—Green Pooh 
weight 1 Ib. 1 oz... .$1079 

(5) 29 С 322106 -Bogs eyes plor 
(6) 29 C 32222F—Su 

E En, 
(8) 29 C 32798F—Red solid 
(9) 29 C32797F—Blue solid 
w 29 C 32796F—Yellow solid 

ipping weight 11 ounces .......- 96.99 

Si 10. 12 or 14. See Chart 14, page 21 
(1) 29 C 327340F—Red Pooh 
na С 327350F—Blue Pooh 

29C de Foch 
1]b.Soz..... $13.99 

A@Wamer Bros inc "ФО C Comics. Inc. 
TO Amencan Greetings Coro 

ORDER SIZE 

WASHING NOTE: Machine wash at warm tom. 
perature. Use ai t but no soap. For 
Blanket Sleepers and larger size Grow Sleepers 
tumble dry. low; or line dry. Do not iron. All other 
Grow Sleepers can be tumble dried; if ironed 
use low setting, 

Buy the easy way—order 
by phone 

22 [Sears] u 

To get an Official Entry Blank. 
order any Winnie. the Pooh 

ет on these 2 pages 
see page 2 for details. Entries 

1980 J| must be received by F 

Our low-priced fleece knit 
Blanket Sleepers 

a 



Character-print Grow Sleepers 

m 

Grow Sleepers 
. allow for 

up to two inches 
of child's growth 

FOR TODDLER, JUVENILE 
AND LARGER SIZES 

FABRIC. Toddler, juvenile sizes are 
heavyweight jersey knit of 100% 
Monsanto er... see Wear. 
Dated® warranty information o 
page 15. sizes а! е 
matrix fiber (50% vinal, mal, 50% yi 

DETAIL: Extra-long top: rib-knit 
neck, turn-back cufís. Pants have 
elastic waist, ankles. Skid-resistant 
vinyl soles. Toddler sizes have 
Gripper snaps down back; two 
rows of Grippere snaps at waist. 
(11 thru 16) Pooh Grow Sleepers 

бош knees, vinyl louble- viny! toe capt. 
(17 dea Ei Doubie-fabric toes. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDERING INFO: 
Toddier sizes. 
( 12 thru 16 ) State size S(for 
small), 1T, 2T, 3T or 4T only, 
M, pg. 21. 
(12) 29 C 32627DF-Mint Pooh 
(13) 29 C 32646DF-Gold Pooh 
(15) 29 C 326220F-Blue Pooh 
(16) 29 C 32621DF-Red Pooh 
Shipping X 7 ounces ...96.49 

qe thru 19) а/е sise IT, 2T. 
IT or AT only. Chart 14, pg. 21. 

(17) 29 C 32932F-Yellow solid 
(18) 29 C 32933F-Pink sol 
(19) 29 С 32931F-Blue 
Shipping weight 6 ounces ...94,79 

(20 thru 23) State sise IT, 2T, 
ST or 4T only. Chart 14, pg. 21. 
(20) 29C3234 1F-Blue, Su * 
(21) 29¢32349F-Yellow, — 

jugs Bunny ̂  
(22) 29C32345F-Mint, y print” Disney 
(23) 29C32348F-Pink, 

printee 
Shipping weight 7 ounces ...95.99 
Juvenile sizes. 
State size 4, 5, 6, 8. Chart 14, p. 21. 
(11) 29 C 32649DF-Mint Pooh 

(16) 29 C 32625DF-Red Pooh 
Shipping weight 8 ounces ...96.49 

29 C 32942F-Yellow solid 
(18) 29 C 32943F-Pink solid 
19) 29 C 3294 1F-Biue solid 
hipping weight 8 ounces ... 04.79 

(24) 29 С 32214F-Pink, 
Roth print** 

(25) 29 C 32215F-Yellow, 
jugs 

(26) 29 C 32213F-Mint, 
Dis: ney print* 

(27) 29 C 3221 1F-Blue, 
Эш and Batman* 

Shipping weight В ounces ... 95.99 
Larger sizes. Stele sise 10 or 12. 
Chart 14, p. 21. Style (11) has all- 
over Pooh print; its (14- 
16) slightly different than prints 
shown. 

yA 

(11) 40 C 45049DF-Mint Pooh 
(14) 40 C 45048DF-Gold Pooh 
(15) 40 C 45047DF-Blue Pooh 
io 40 C 45046DF-Red Pooh 
'hipping weight 12 ounces .. $8.00 
DDC Comics Inc. 
‘Design € Roth International 



Nightwear with Character 
Cartoon heroes star on two-piece Pajamas with masks and on cozy, warm 

Blanket Sleepers . 

FABRIC: (1 thru 3) 100% polyes- 
ter fleece knit. (4 thru 9) Brushed 
Fortrel® polyester knit flannel 

ing Note below right. 
DETAIL: (1 thru 3) Long ragian 
sleeves. Rib-knit collar, cuffs. Ny 
lon zipper. Hero design on chest. 
Elasticized ankles. Skid-resistant 
Ying! soles Printed “boots” and 

ев". (4 thru 6) Long sleeve 
pullover top with white rib-knit 
peck. Pants have elastic waist. 

MOST FIT TODDLER, 
JUVENILE SIZES 

. coordinating capes available, too 

SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
( 1 thru 3) Blanket Sleepers with cartoon hero di 

and printed "cape" and “boots” on back and feet 
Toddler sizes. Stale rise IT, 2T, 3T 
or AT. See Chart 14 on page 
(1) 29 C 32283F—Superman* 
(2) 29 C 32281F—Spidermant 
(3) 29 C 32282F—Batman* 
Shpg. wt. бог. $8.99 

(4 thru 6) Pajamas with masks 
Juvenile sizes S(2-3); M(4-5) and 
(6-6x). Slate size S, M or L. See 

Chart 2 on pas ge 42 before ordering 
(4) 29 F—Superman* 
(5) 29 € 322051 Batman* 
(6) 29 C 32347F—Wonder 

Woman* 
Shpg. wt. 5 oz. $6.49 

Juvenile sizes. State size 5, 
See Chart 5 on p. 
(1) 29 C 32199F—Superman 

29 С 32284F—Spiderman: 
(3) 29 C 32285F—Batman* 
Shpg. wt. 9 oz. $1049 

(7 thru 9) Hero Capes 
One тае fits ай. 
(7) 29°C 32186. 
(в) 29 C 32391—Batman* 
(9) 29 C 32392—Wonder 

Woman* 
208. $2.99 

101978 Marvel C Group 

Robes and 

Sporty-style Pajamas, Robes 
FABRIC: (10 and 11) Heavyweight 
brushed nylon, polyester knit. (12 and 
13) Heavyweight brushed jersey knit of 

3 
release. 

ranty on p. 15. Washing Note below. 

( 10 end 11) Robes. Long sleeve 
le. White trim down 

SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: Sizes S(2- 
3): M(4-S) and L(6-6x). Stale S, M or L. 
Ses Chart 2 рє 42. Wi 6 oz. 
10) 29C5806 1F-Red. .... 
11) 29C58062F-Navy.. - 
(12and 13) Р 
pullover top. Contrast-color rib-knit 
neck. cuffs, and stripe trim on left 
sleeve. Pull-on pants have clastic waist. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO: Sizes S(2- 
3 304-9) and 16-6. Pss MeL 

13) 29C3237 1F-Navy...- 

WASHING NOTE: Machino wash, warm. 
Use any detergent but not soap. Tumble dry. 
If ironed. use low setting. Machine wi 
items (10 and 11) on delicate: tumble dry at 
low heat only or line dry. All nightweer on 
this page is flame-ressstant 



SIZES TO 6x 

when you buy NFL 
Pajama and Robe 

3) Mia Sy LAE EY Chast ре t1. 

(14 and 15) Winnie-the Pooh 

scams. 
(14 
(15) 29€ 
Uds МАЗ сеу ints. Knit 

aes SM 
(16) 2932314 
(17) 29C32315F-Morkt . 

kentn атата 

15) 2363: 29032380 r-Spicenman ` 6 1 
(20), Numeral print. Nylon knit. ves 
sise S, М Shoe. ч wt. 4 oz. 
29. 32365F 84.49 
21 Our hoaviest-weight knit NFL 
Капе! Pajama. "Win le 
Weed NFE, eat 
ER 3223407 Faja is 6.99 
Poena oben irap айй тым (237). £49 
(22 and 23) Wrap-style Robes 
= 
DETAIL: Long sleeves. Solid-color trim. 

Knee-length. Hemmed bottom. 
E^ ORD INFO: Sizes. tok MSY 
Lí6-6x). State S, M, L. Chart. 

жы кан famed тоне Он 

t©Paramount Pictures Corp. 
Ay Marvel Comes Group 

WASHING NOTE 
Items (14 thru 19. 21 thru 23) Machine 

washed: tumble dry at low heat only or hne 
dry. All garments on this pago aro flame ro- 
testant 

opaca 
knit 

Pajamas 



E 

sneyland. 
эл Official Entry Blank 

ny Winnie the Pooh 
item on this page 
see page 2 tor details 

Toss 
on 

Especially for you from Winnie-the-Pooh 
FABRIC: Our finest heavyweight interlock knit of gold-color polyester. See Washing Note on facing 
page for instructions. 

) Nightgown. eem Fran Pek prin 
Engh gree. gown. A ha 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION. Stat 
size 3, 4, 5, 6, ба. 1 on page 42 for 
correct size before 

29C 524320 

26 [Bears]. 

TRAY style. 
fled, elasti- 

le- 

it 5 ounces. 
$7.99 

(2 and 3) Two-piece Pajamas. Long sleeve 
yallover top. Tie at neck. Front Pooh print. Ruf- 

Bed, elasticized wrists, Scooped fiounce hem on 
top. Pull-on pants with all-around elasticized 
waist. Footed style (3) has elasticized ankles and 
skid-resistant vinyl soles. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: See Chart ! on page 42 for 
correct size before placing your order. 
8 Nor tooted. Siai sise 3, 4, 5,6 or 6x 

C 32423DF—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. ..47.99 
Footed. Siale size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

E € 32424DF—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. ..98.99 

‚little girls’ Gowns, nonfooted or 

Y 

Fleece knit monk-style Robes 

FABRIC: Blanket-weight fleece knit: (4) modacrylic and 
polyester, ($ and 6) modacrylic. 
DETAILING: Drawstring hood with white cord ties at 
neck, Zipper front. Long sleeves with elasticized cuffs, 
Pouch pockets, Ankle length. Hemmed bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm temperature. Use any de 
tergent, but no soap. Tumble dry at low heat only, or 
line dry. Do not iron. 
SIZES, ORDER pro Re 
Lí6-6x). State latter size 

lar sizes S(2-3); M and 
or L. Chart 2, 

(4) 29 C58145F—Red. Shoe. жт. 1002 1399 
(5) 29 C 58029F—Pink. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 13.99 
(6) 29 C 58031F—Gold. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 13.99 

Our low-priced 
Nightwear 

FABRIC; Knit of 100% soft, brushed nylon. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; delicate cycle. Use any deter- 
gent but not soap. Tumble dry at low heat only, or line 

ry. If ironed, use low setting. 
2 and 8) Ankle dength Gown. Long sleeve pullover 
tyle. Elasticized, rufi wiste. L Lace trin trimmed yoke. But 
ton back. Blue has bow; pink red Howe 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO тут 4, ry 6, са. Sate sise. 
See Chart 1 on 42 for correct size. 
(7) 29 C 32474F—Blue Gown. Wt. 3 oz. $3.49 
(8) 29 C 32473F—Pink Gown. Wt. 3 oz. 349 

(9 and 10) Footed Pajamas. Long sleeves; 1-button 
back. Elasticized, ruffled wrists. Lace-trim yoke. Pink has 
bow; blue has embroidered flowers. Pants have elastic 
waist and -resistant vinyl soles. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION: Sizes 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 6x. State size See Chart 1 on a 
(9) 29C 3247 1F—Pink Pajama. 4or. $449 
(10) 29 C 32472F—Blue Pajama. Wt. 4 oz. 449 

$349 com | 5449 rz Рента 



(1thru3) Winter-white 
Coordinates with smocking detail 

and red stitching trim 
FABRIC Brushed knit flannel of 100% Fortrel@ 
polyester. See Washing Note belo’ 

(1), Nightgown. Long raglan sleeve pullover 
faye, Smocked and rullled yoke with red stitch 
ing. Red bow. Shocked, ruffled wrists trimmed 
with red. Ankie length. Hemmed bottom flounce. 

SIZES, ORDERING INFO: State size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. 
See Chart 1 oo pg. 42 for correct size. 
29 C 32244F—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 97.99 

(2 end 3) Two-piece Pajamas. Long raglan 
sleeve pullover top. Smocked and ruffled yoke 
with red stitching. Red bow. Smocked, ruffled 
wrists with red edging. Pull-on pants with all- 
around elasticized waist, Footed style (3) has 

 . ankles skid-resistant vinyl solesس
te. 

SIZES, ORDER INFO: See Chart 1 on page 42. 
(2) 29 C 32245F—Non-footed. Sizes 3, 4, 5,6, 
бл. Stale size, 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. $7.99 
(3) 29 C 32248F—Footed. Sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
6x. State size. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. $8.99 

(4 thru6) Holly Hobbie* 
Nightwear with lovely scenic print 

FABRIC. Brushed knit flannel of 100% Fortel® 
polyester. See Washing Note below. 
(4 and 5) Twopiece Pajamas. Pullover top 
with long raglan sleeves. Softly gathered elast 
cized OR with ruffled collar. White bow. 
Elasticized, ruffled wrists. Holly Hobbie* print 
on front. Pull-on pants have elasticized waist. 
Style (5) has elasticized ankles and skid-resistant 
vinyl soles. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: See 
Chart ! on page 42 for correct size. 
(4) 29 C 32267F—Non-footed. Sizes 3, 4, 5, 6, 
6x. State sise, 
Shipping weight $ ounces. ^, $6.99 

(5) 29 C 32268F—Footed. Sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
6x. State sise, 
Shipping weight 5 ounces.............-..87.99 
a да ihtgown. Pullover style with raglan 

$: бу fathered elast ыы neckibe Sith 
ite bow. Elasticized, ruffled 

Hobbie* print on front. Ankle 
[emmed tom flounce. 

 . AND ORDERING INFO: Sizes 3, . 5, 6, бхج
size. See Chart 1 on page 42 for correct size 

before placing your order. 
29 C 322631 Shpg. wt 5 oz. $6.99 
*@American Greeting Corp. 

Warm-lined washable Bootie 
UPPERS: Acrylic pile. Acrylic fleece lining. Elas- 
tic at ankle. Machine wash warm. Tumble 
SOLES: Treaded PVC vinyl. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORD INFO: For correct fit over 
pes. order one full size larger than usual. 
См 's sizes: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. 

Half sises order L5-sise larger. State ise 
54 C 51496F— 
54 C 51497F—Blue 
54 C 51495F—Oli-white 
Shipping weight 12 ounces $4.99 

WASHING NOTE: 
Machine wash. warm temperature Use any detergent but 
no scap. Tumble dry. if roned. use low setting 



Cuddly Sleepwear FITS SIZES TO 6x 
Little Girls’ Nightgowns, footed Pajamas and Robes 

Save $1.00 
when you buy Gown or 

Pajama with matching Robe 

For Daddy's little girl. . . "My heart Holly Hobbie* Nightwear Candy-striped 
belongs to Daddy" nightwear Coordinates for the holidays one-piece 

(1 thru 4) Flannel Pajamas, Gowns (5 апа 6 ) Ankle- (7 thru 9) Red and white print Coordinates footed Pajamas 
FABRIC: Woven Trevira® polyester flan- length Robes FABRIC: Trevira® polyester woven flannel. Print оп FABRIC: Pol 
nel. See Washing Note, right. with lace trim ^ pocket (7), yoke (8 and 9). Washing Note below. FABRIG Polyester kolt terry 

DETAILING: Long sleeves with elasti. БАРАС polyester, See (7) Robe. Button front. Lace-trimmed collar, pocket. low for instructions. 
реа and fover pra Large риш on Washing Note, below at Long sleeves. Front patch pocket. Ankle length DETAILING: Solid-color rib- 
pep ہن night. SIZES, ORDER INFO. Sizes S(2-3); M(4-S); L(6-6x). knit collar. Taped shoulders 

7 DETAILING: Lacetrim at Sie ste S, M or L See Chart 2, pe, 42. reg, for longer wear, Snap front 
29 С 58099F—Robe alone. We. б oz. D closure. Long sleeves. Dou 

ane „Туо-ріесе footed Pajama Coe Lang aeree But, Robe when purchased with Gown (8) or Pajama (0) 7.49 — ble-fabric toes with skid-re 
have elasticized waist and ankles. Skid. ton front Side seam pock- (8) Nightgown. Pullover style with one-button back 518522 vinyl soles. 
resistant vinyl soles. et. Hemmed bottom. dosure. Lace-trimmed yoke. Long sleeves with elasti- SIZES. COLORS АМО, 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING INFORMA- — SIZES, COLORS AND Gized, ruffled wrists. Ruffled neck and flounce bottom. — ORDERING INFORMATION 
TION: Sizes 2 3.4, 5, 6, ба. Sale sise. See ORDERING INFO Ankle length. Hemmed bottom. Sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, бк. Please 
Chart 1. p.42 She. wi. Sizes 502-3); M(4-S) and — SIZES. ORDER INFO: Sizes 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. State sise. See Sle size See Chart 1 on page 
(1) 29C32491F-Red, white....96.99 L(6-6x). Slate sise S, M or Chart 1, pg. 42. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 42 for correct size before plac 
(2) 29C32492F Blue, white ... 6.99 L See Chart 2onpage42 29 C 32428F Nüghtgown alone $7.49 ing your order. 

for correct size. Gown when purchased with Robe (7) 699 (10) 29 C 32062F—Blue 
(3 and 4) Ankleiength Nightgown (5) Red. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. (1) 29 C 32061F—Red 
One-button back. Hemmed bottom. 29 C 58038F $849 (9) Footed Pajama. Pullover top with one-button — Shpg. wt. 6 oz. .$7.99 

Si (6) Blue. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. back. Ruffle at neck. Lace-trimmed yoke. Long sleeves 
S COLORS ОВО INFO бше hA S 29C 58039F....88.49 — with elasticized, ruffled wrists. Pants have elasticized 

waist and ankles. Skid-resistant vinyl soles. WASHING NOTE 
493۴-1 wi А 9 gui, ZES. ORDERING INFO: Sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. State | Machine wash. warm temo. 

: Just call Sears and sise. See Chart 1, pg. 42. Shipping weight 6 oz. Use any detergent. but not 
say "Charge It” 29 C 32429F—Pajama alone $7.99 | soap. Tumble ory. if ironed 

x 9 Pajama when purchased with Robe (7) 749 | use low setting 
28 [Sears] a: see page 328 *@Amenican Greetings Corp. 



FITS SIZES 
3 TO 6x 

Holiday Addition...Eyelet+1 

Little girls‘ Party Pants Sets 

[1 thru 5) FABRIC: Polyester and cotton 
más. 

DET G smock-style with but. 
ton back, elasticized long sleeves (exo 
is pullover blouson with long sleeves). 

band front, elasticized backwais 
iy flared hemmed legs. 

Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Regular 

sizes 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x. See Chart 1, p. 42. 
(1) Our best to you from Winnie-the 
Pooh Red Set with crystal-pleated 
woven top and ribless corduroy pants. 
White lace trims hem of smock, white sleeves 
and Peter Pan collar. White bodice. Self-fab- 

bow. State size 3, 4, 5, 6 or 6x 
432950F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Set $17.99 29 

(2) Green-striped knit top with green 
will pants, Multicolor and white top: green 
sleeves and rib-knit turtleneck collar with 
white-tipped scalloping. Elasticized waist. 
State size 3, 4, 5, б or 6x. 
29 C 4329 1F—Shps. wt. 7 ог... Set $7.99 

te beautifully with all bı 
PPERS 

(3) 
ven top and navy pinwale corduroy 
pants. White lace trims round neck and 
elasticized long sleeves and hem of smock. 
White smock with navy pin dot. 
duroy yoke with piping, button trim. Bow. 
State site 3, 4, 5, 6 or бх 
29 C 43293F—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Set $14.99 

(4) Red and white woven gingham top 
with black pinwale corduroy pants 
Rosebud-print sleeves with elasticized up- 
per arm and cuff. Yoke has stand-up collar, 
cameo-look button trim. White lace trims 
sleeves, collar and bodice; black ribbon, 
bow. State sise 3, А, 5, 6 or бт. 
29 C 43292F—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. Set $12.99 

(5)  Floral-print woven top, black pin 
wale corduroy pants. Ruffle at smock 
hem. Cream-color lace trims sleeves and 
round neck. Three floral prints highlight 
bodice, smock body and hem ruffle. Ribbon 
bow. Slate sise 3, 4, 5, 6 or бт. 
29 C 43294F  Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Set $14.99 

This attractive shoe is the right shoe to coor 
т festive wear. 

Dressy patent-look viny) adorned with 
twin T-strap styling. Nylon tricot lining. 

Limi 
10%4D, 11D, 1114D, 12D, 1244D, 

AND HEELS: PVC (polyvinylchloride). 
COLORS A ERING INFORMAT 

girls’ medium sizes: 84D, 9D, 94D, 
3D, 1334D, 1D, 

134D, 2D, 214D, 3D. Stale sise. 
54 C 12126F—Black 54 C 12526F—Red 
54 C 12726F—White 

ipping weight | pound $13.99 



(Y thru 3) Ribless Corduroy Slacks 
FABRIC . cotton, nylon corduroy 
DETAILING: Band front, elastic backwaist, 2 
front pockets, mock button flap. Self-locking zip 

Flared legs. 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMA- 
TION: Slim and Regular sizes 3, 4, 
sise. Sec Chart 3 оп page 42. . 
— Color Sum uires M -—1 

¿pod Е | 28 663820. isneuland ee t 

Washable fabrics tell the tale of velvet-look velour, 

ribless corduroy and show-stopping chenille-look knits 

in Winnie-the-Pooh Separates for little boys 

SIZES TO 6x 
(4 thru 6) Velour knit Shirts 
FABRIC: Cotton, polyester knit velour. 
DETAL Rib knit cuff, bottom. (4) Brown 

body, sleeves; solid-color collar, cut! 
batten placket (3) Lt blue body: navy collar, 

sleeve stripe. (6) Brown body; red zip. 
collar converts to turtleneck. 
CARE Machine wash, warm, tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: Sizes S(2-3); 
M(4-5); 146-61). State sise S, M or L. See Chart 
2 on page 42. Shpg. wt. 6 ounces. 
(4) 29 C 49757DF—Brown stripe ....$8.99 
(5) 29 C 49756DF—L blue 899 
(6) 29 C 49755DF— Brown 899 

Especially for you 

(7 amd В) Long-sleeved Chenille-ook Sweaters of loop terry knit 
FABRIC. CARE: Chenille-look acrylic in plush terry knit. Machine wash at warm temperature and 
tumble 
DETAILING Rib-knit neck, cuffs, bottom. Stripe around body, long sleeves. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING INFO: Regular sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
(1) 29C371250F— Tan. Slate sise S, M or L. See Chart 2 on page 42 $7.99 
(8) 29C371240F— Blue. Sisse sise S, M or L. Sce Chart 20n page 42 799 

Reversible 
Belt 

with shiny 
brass-look 
buckle 

Two color choices in 
one. yop laminated 
to vinyl. 1% inci 
‘wide. Different color 
on each side; black 
reverses to brown. 
Edges stitched with 
matching thread. 
Metal 
SIZES, ORDERING 
INFORMATION: 

Sizes in inches; 
(19-21) and 1422: 
24). Stake leider sise S 
or L, mot inches 
Measure at natural 
waistline. 
29 С 34536F 
We 202. ....91.97 

Buy the easy way 
—order by phone 



ite 3, 4. 5, 6 or бх. 
29 C 34272! 
29 C 3427 10F—Regular sizes. 

 === س
(1 and 2) Velour Vest and Knit Shirt Sets. Vest knit 
of cotton, polyester; ribbed neck, armholes, bottom. Tone 

tate, nylon; collar, cuffs, 

(i) 29 C 37 122F—Wine vest, white shirt ....Set 88.99 
(2) 29 C 37223F—Brown vest, beige shirt... Set. 8.99 

and 4) PERMA-PREST® Siacks. Woven polyester. 
1d waist with beit loops. Zip fly back pockets. 

Flare legs. Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. No iron. 
ERING INFO: Slim and Regular sizes. State sise 

€ $8038F | 19 C 66031 
9 € 66037* | 29 C 66032F 

(5 and 6) 
Three-piece 
Vest Sets 

FABRIC: Acetate knit shirt. Wo- 
ven polyester vest, pants. 
DETAIL: Print long-sleeve 

button front, cuf 
mon Vest . . . two pockets. 

з... 2 front pockets; band 
front, elasticized backwaist; belt 
loops; zip fly, snap closure 
Modified flare legs. 
CARE: Machine wash, w. 
tumble dry. 

(6) 29 C 34267F—Navy 
Shpg. wt. 1202. $21.99 



EE n 

New Crib Set at Sears 
We added a canopy kit and 
a new cloth bumper pad to 

Our finest pine crib set 
. non-toxic burnished 

thick 
SET INCL: Crib 

narrowly 
= touch release. Multi-position steel- 
link springs, $4x30'/¢x47's in. high. Canopy 
Ka 4 wood frame. Remov- 
able finials (rom crib screw into top of 
pue cases кр а yellow mng- 

woven of pol; cotton. Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. 73%4-in. high. 
Mattress . innersprings 
in polyurethane foam. Vented borders. 
Wet-resistant, wipes clean. Yellow. white 
embossed design on vinyl 52x27 Vax St in. 
thick. Bumper . . . yellow m cover 

lyester woven of polyester. cotton wit 
fill. Tie attachments. Mach. wash, warm; 
tumble dry. 1 in. thick, 9 in. high. 
ORD INFO: Unassem. "N" suffix, p. 322. 
(3) Crib. canopy kt. mattress. bumper 

11 ces af Crib, Campo Eh 
i. m and Mer in in 1979 

ET GNA Wt 77 lbs за 1236.99 
Crib with canopy kit. Shpg. wt. 61 lbs. 
29 C 307 11N3 Se $196.99 
(2) Crib, mattress, bumper. Save 
$11.98. Prices of Crib, r, below, and 
matress in our 1979 Fall Big Book, р. 309, 

rately total $191.97. 
28 C 3647N3-WL 69 Iba. .. .Set $179.99 
Crib (alone). Shpg. wt. 53 lbs. 
29 C 30702N $139.99 
Cloth bumper (alone). Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
29 С 30089 $16.99 

(3) Pine-finish four-drawer Chest 
CONSTR: Non-toxic burnished pine finish. 
Hardwood drawer fronts, aprons. Hard- 
board back. Plastic laminated 
board top. Center drawer guides. Metal 

‘Dust panels. pulls. pane! 
DIMENSIONS: 30я17х41 inches high. 
ORO INFO: Assem. "N" suffix pg. 322. 
29 С 30725N—Wt. 76 Ibs. $126.99 

For baby’s first 
months. . . our finest 

Bassinet Set 
Includes 

hooded basket. 
basket pad. 

3-tier skirt with 
attached basket liner 

and hood cover 

Save $5.00. Separately lois! $57.96 in our 1979 Fall Big Book, page 373. 
SET INCL. Hooded besket woven fiber with non-toxic white enamel finish: hardwood 

Pad: ;rethane foam with vinyl cover. Skirt, liner: white 
lyester with a п; gren дка backing tint ovecis 
acetate, nylon lace 

DIMEN., CARE Sun t Hand wa skint bond cen um water, 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate. Pascal Fost М. on p. 222. 
29 C 365 114—Shipping weight 13 lbs. 6 oz. * -Set 152.96 

34 [Sears] 5, 

Infant Furniture for Christmas 

Our budget-priced Early American Crib Set 

SET INCLUDES: Crib . . . non-taric maple finish. Hardwood frame. 
panels with 2-inch casters. Hardwood sides with 

plastic teething rails; narrowly spaced slats lower with double-ac- 
tion touch release, Steel-link springs adjust to multiple heights 
53а30%я44 in. 0-сой innersprings wrapped in 

Jented borders. Wet-resistant, reversible Elec 
tronically quilted \stitchices) parchwork-print vinyl cover. 
Уай in. thick Bumper. . «patchwork print vinyl Snaps for 
attachment. 
ORDERING. INFO: Ünassembled. See “N” suffix, ps. 322. See our 

Fall Big Book. page 403, for matching dressing table. 
29 С 905 1N3.- Shipping weight 73 pounds Set $130.97 



received by Feb. 

New! Especially for you from Winnie-the-Pooh . . . naturakfinish Furniture 
featuring cribs with a clear Polycast* acrylic footpanel or a solid maple veneer footpanel 

Winnie-the-Pooh Crib Sets. (з) 
Save 95.00. Separate prices total $238.97, be- 

оп page 369 of our Fall Big Book. 
- . non-toxic natural finish. 

covered in 
wipe-dean a 34x1723 in. > 
ORDER INFO, Assembled. See 322. 
29C30927ND Dress 

(4) Dressing Table with pad and removable tray 

lic footpanei Crib Set. 
Bha ....... ‚Set $233.97 

322. 
29 C'30485ND— Shipping weight 38 Ibs. 177.99 

(5) Musical Mobile. Pooh's friends of cot- 
ton to revolve to Pooh tune. Molded 

Р.О-О-Н letters. Plastic arm to crib. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

5 1840—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3oz. ...$11.99 

cardboard. Four 
ai 
oz. a 

элу switch, Plastic 
16 inches high, 6f Ci cord. 

UL шей for 110-120 v- AC. 

E wen Pinup Set Laminated 

C 1518 1D—Shpg. wt. 1 

(8 and 9) PERMA-PREST® thermal-backed 

= a oven. 
has acrylic foam 

and Valance 

wer 
“m 
“in. 29с 1699 
in | 29c 2299 
71%. | 29c 2999 
48 in. | 29€ 2690 
(9) Valance. For rods up to 48 inches wide. Val. 
ance 

EE 
о | 



| JE C 

Wear and Care Gifts from the 

Gifts to keep a tiny traveler 
warm and cozy 

(1) Fleeced Bunting Set, partially 
lined in pastel plaid fleece 

FABRIC: Woven of 100% acrylic. 

warm bunting in 
| EI p lined i sot pai ce 

itton-front jacket with СООТ, 

SIZES, ORDERING INFO: One sise fits baby 
do 23 inches. All ready to wrap. 
29 C 52013—Wt. 11b. 13 ог. .Set $10.99 

(2) Infant Pouch . . . quick and easy One-piece outerwear, ide. 
bors. Warm, lightweight; 

T Pastel patch print shell v of FABRIC. woven 

ака er polyes- acetate tricot to 
ter fiberfill. 
DETAIL: Pull zip front with drawstring 

‘that gathers around face. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry at 
low temperature. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Ome sise fits im- 

do 23 inches tall. Boxed, ready to 
29 C 21092—Shpg. wt. Bor. ...... 5 

(3 thru 5) 4-piece Bulky Knit 
Legging Set 

EH 

The quietest Automatic Swing we sell 
One winding entertains baby for about 15 minutes 

2-position seat lets baby nap or play 
(6) Easy to lift baby in and out of swing. Folds for convenient 
‘space-saving storage. 
CONSTRUCTION: eae lated cabelas steal aga 

pd сушр vini yelow, e 
Se nn 

NOTE: Sunngs on this page should be used only 
for babes werghing less than 22 pounds 

Just call Sears and say “Charge It". . . see page 328. 36 [Sears]... 

Johnny 
Jump-up Mie 

(7) For4mos. 
T: ES ested fo; for MT 

nation. 

clean viny! lining. Bar holds 
back 

Polyurethane foam 
padded headrest. Metal 
springs. Mounts to door 

with spring. 



momia 
Dn eyla n 
To getan oat Entry Воль Ec ihe Pom em ona page. see page 2 Io aerae ris must Бе received by Feb. 13.1900 

Especially for you 
from Winnie-the-Pooh 

(12nd2) Baby-soft Velour Creeper 
FABRIC: 100% Acrilan® acrylic velour knit. 
DETAILING: Snap crotch and back closure; 

button tab waist trim. 
Band collar and leg openings. Winnie-the- 

applique. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORD INFO: State Jetier S, M 
or L. See Chart 10, below. Shpg. wt. 4 ог. 
(1) 29 С 70536DF— Yellow .......96.99 
(2) 29 C705350F—Hlue .. 699 

(3thru6) Our heaviestweight 
Suit 

FABRIC: 2-way stretch knit of 100% 
, treated for soil and com- 
absorbency. 

DETAIL: Peter Pan collar, raglan sleeves, 
-the-Pooh 

d. S Mor L $ 

DETAILING: Zipper on side and bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
ORDERING INFO: Measures 34x21 inches 
L Dri le - unzipped. 

C 218650—Shpe. wt. 15 ог. .....99.49 



Christmas Greens for Infants 

in velvety-look corduroy 
FIT INFANTS TO 36 INCHES TALL 

(11hru4) Boys and girls’ Sets and Sey 
FABRIC. Lush ribless corduroy woven of polyester, cotton in 
emerald green with white piping and embroidered snowman. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm and tumble dry 

D ORDERIN 
оп page 2 

(1) Boys’ Vest and Pants Set. Dapper button-f 
and band-front pants with elastic backw 
29 C 70426 F—Siaie site S, M or L. W 

(2) Girls‘ Smock top Pants Set. Si 
white satin-look acetate collar, elasticized cuffs on long 
sleeves; button back. Pants have all-round elastic waist 
29 C 70428F—Siate size S, M or L. Wt. 6.02. Set $9.99 

(3) Boys or Giris’ Overall. So practical, yet dressy: 
dosure on shoulders, snap crotch for easy dressing. 
29 C 70425F —Siate sise S, М or L. Wt. $ oz. $8.99 

(4) Girls’ long Jumper. Budding glamour in an ankle-length 
beauty with high gathered waist under the yoke; zipper back. 

29 C 70427F—Siale size S, M or L. Wt. 4 oz. $8.99 

button 

УА 

(5) PERMA-PREST® Turtieneck 
for boys and girls 

FABRIC: Soft, durable polyester. 
cotton knit. White. 
DETAIL: Rib-knit turtleneck, cuffs. 
ihoulder snaps. Long sleeves. 

Machine wash, warm: tum 

(6) Girls’ si 
'ABRIC: Woven white acetate. 

Peter Pan style collar; but: 
ton front; cuffed long sleeves. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm and 
tumble dry 

ZES. ORDERING State sise 
, M or L. See Chart 10, p. 21 
29 С 70429F—Wt 3oz. ...94.49 



Touchable textures and 
fancy fabrics in Infants Wear 

FIT INFANTS TO 36 INCHES TALL 
FABRIC Polyester, cotton woven blends. except for creepalongs in items (3 and 4) which 
are made of acrylic knit velour and top in (3) which is polyester, cotton knit. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm and tumble dry 

TAIL. ORDERING INFORM! 
( 1and2) Quilted one-piece Coveralls in San- 
ta-Claus red. Festive, yet practical long 
Sleeves and legs help protect baby from chill. Red 
dotted fabric quilted to nylon with polyester fill 
button trim on vest-look top. White collar and 
Sleeves. Snap back and crotch for easy dressing 
(1) Pointed collar, red band cuffs. (2) Round collar; 
lace trim: elasticized cuffs. State S, M or L. 
(1) 29C70533F-Boys' Shpg. wt. 5 ог. 
(2) 29C70534F-Giris: Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

$11.99 
1199 

(Запа 4) Especially for you from Winnie 
the-Pooh Z piece Sets with cuddly velour 
Creepalong. “Win a trip lo Disneyland”. See p. 2 
for contest rules. Velour creepalong has adjustable 
button shoulders; snap crotch. (3) Striped knit 
long-sleeve top, solid rib-knit cuffs, turtleneck: 
shoulder snaps. (4) Dainty woven white blouse 
with lace-trimmed collar, elasticized cuffs on long 
Sleeves; button front. Siale sise S, M or L. We 8 oz. 
ORDERING INFORMA 
(3) Boys’ Set. Navy 
29 С 705280F 
(4) Girls Set. Burgundy 
29 C 705290F 

Set $14.99 

Set $14.99 

ON: See Chart 10, p. 21 
(5) Crystal-plested, dotted red 
Dress. High-yoked, pleated body 
with reverse-dotted cuffs. lace 
trimmed round collar and skirt 
band. Red bow: button back. Siate 
size S, M, L. Wt. 5 oz. 
29 C560 T1F 19.99 
6) A tiny Girls‘ Topper Set 
Vhite ruffles, lace, bow and short 

puffed sleeves. Body, shoulder 
straps and matching panty in 
heart print on navy ground. 
Peek-a-boo button back. 
State sise NB. S, M. L. 

Shpg. wt. 4 ол. 
29 C 56012F Set $7.99 

Cc is for Children 
PUT 



FABRIC: Polyester, cotton weaves, except top in item (3), 
which is velour-look knit of 100% acrylic 
ARE: Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry 

Item (5) needs no ironing. 
TAILING. SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMAT 

Sizes 2T, JT, 4T. See Chart 14 on page 21 
(1) Little gentieman's Vest Set. White shirt, pointed col 
lar; button front: cufís. Red plaid vest, 3-button front. Gray 
flannel slacks, elastic waist. Wt. 8 oz. 
29 C 7218 1— Siaie sise ZT, ЗТ or AT Set $12.99 
(2) Velvetlook ribless corduroy Smock Set for little 
girls in bright holiday red. White yoke, lace-trimmed long 
elasticized sleeves, neck and shoulders. Red button, bow 
trim. Button back. Band front pants, elastic back. Wt. 8 oz 
29 C 72182F— Slate rise 7T, 3T or 4T Set $12.99 
(3) Boys corduroy Pant Set. Navy velour-look top, col 
lar; zipper; embroidery. Tan corduroy pants, elastic waist. 
29C72 183F-Siate sise ZT, ST, 4T. Wt 8 оз. ...Set $12.99 

40 [Sears]... 

Festive Fashions 
for Toddlers 

TODDLER SIZES 2T TO 4T 

(4). Girls’ Corduroy Pant Set. Red pin-striped 
white top with white band cuffs, sand up collar 
red bow; button front; navy corduroy vest-look 
trim. Navy corduroy pants with band front, elas- 
ticized backwaist. State sise ZT, ЗТ of 4T 
29 C 72184F—Shpg. wt. 802 $1299 

5) Jaunty PERMA-PREST® r Dress. 
She'll make waves in favorite navy with white 
dots, white braid on collar, cuffs, pleated skirt. 
Red bow; button front. Long sleeves. Wt. 3 oz. 
29 C 56509F—Siate sise ТТ, 3T or 4T ...89.99 

(6) Crystal pleats for your Christmas angel 
in a red and white pinaforedook Dress. Red 
floral print bodice, skirt band, elasticized short 

te lace trim on bound neck, shoulder 
e crystal-pleated skirt and strap 

тееп ribbon bows. Button back. 
State rise IT, ЗТ or AT. 
29 C 56508F—Shipping wt. 3 oz. 

sleeves. W 

+9.99 

Infants”, Toddlers’ Ruffle Tights 
Sassy and practical; help keep little legs 
warm. Stretch nylon: non-run stitch. 3 rows 
of white lace on back. Plastic liner in size S. 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Sizes 
S(15-26 Ibs.), 127-32 lbs.). State sise S or L. 
29 C 27216F— White. Shpg. wt. 202. 92.49 
29 C 27218F—Red. Shpg. wt 202... 249 



On their Most Wanted List 

Winnie -the - Pooh Toys and Chest 
(1) Plush Pooh Bears. Gold 

rethane f 

3 stray 

BSc TES зә 

Squeeze Toys 
(5) Pkg. of Winnie- 
the-Pooh Squeeze 

molded 

29C 1519 1D-15-inck Pook. 
29C151680-18-inch Pook Wt. 
29C 15 1690-22 inch Pook WE 3 be. Mor. 

nylon polyethylene. Clamped-in black Toys. 5 colorful. 
Repo Screen print brows, mouth and “1 U^ 1-pe. vinyl figures with 

wash, warm to keep bear clean and sanitary. molded-in squeaker: 
TR es 1599 je-the- Pe . Tig- 

ge 15-inct — Gold and black. кс: 

куе Seem а none V Чолак en 4 pkg. 10 оа. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

29 С 151770—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. ......98.99 29С159210 ...12.79 

For the child who has everything—something to keep it in 
(6) Winnie-the-Pooh Toy Chest to help keep child's room neat 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy wood frame and top; fiberboard interior. %-inch thick 
polyurethane padded lid with friction hinge to hel PA en. Heavy: 
Kauge, pearlized vinyl cover 
Sut Red, yellow and blue Po is electronically blue Pooh print. 32x15%4x1 
ORDERING INFO: Toys in chest not incl. See ^1 
29 C 30833ND—Shipping weight 21 pounds . . 

Personalized Gifts 
Outfits and Clothes Racks to make them feel special 

(7 and 8) Dressy. personalized Sets for Infants and Toddlers 
for softness. 

Machine. warm temperature and 
DETAILING. SIZES. ORDERING INFO. Send in detachable pocket flap for 

‘with child's name or initials —8 letters maximum. Prepaid enve- 
‘Allow about 3 weeks. Orders placed after Nov. 15 may not 

by Christmas. 

Giris’ navy Jumper Set. Detachable pocket flap, button straps. White 
EARS long elasticized sleeves, button front. 
infants’ sizes. State S, M or L. See Toddlers sizes. State ZT, ЗТ or 4T. 
Chart 10, р. 21. Wt. 6 ог. Sec Chart 14. page 21. WL 8 oz. 
29 C 70532F $e$1299  29C72052F .. Set $13.99 

9 Boys’ Overall Set. White shirt with Peter Pan collar; button 
long, cuffed sleeves. Navy overall detachable flap on pocket; 

Menta stipe: Dus. ine Raw’ tap crotch tor quip devising. 
ey ne Toddlers’ sizes. State ZT, 3T or 4T. 
Chart 10, p. 21. WL 7 See Chart 14, page 21. Wt. 
29C70831F...... Se 91399  29C72081P 1. SAS) 

(9 and 10) риле ба Cinta тосот sed weed tacts 
ORDER INFO: Sent po from factory in Northbrook, Ill. Allow extra 
time for delivery. No Ds. Orders placed after Nov. 15 may not be 
received by holes; screws. 

(9), Grow Chart Clothes Rack, (10) Clothes Rack only. Colorful 
LXI from floor. Record clowns spell name on hardboard; 

blue trim. 19x9 in. high. Slate name 
mp lo 8 letters. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
F29 C 30846V ..8.99 

^: [Sears] 41 F29 С 30848V 



(9 thru 12) 
Crewneck 
Sweatshirts 

Comic-print Shirts and Sweatshirts 

FABRIC: Shirts (1 thru 8) knit of polyester, cotton. Sweatshirts (9 thru 16) knit 
of acrylic, cotton: fleeced inside for soft comfort and warmth 
DETAILING: Rib-knit crewneck except hooded style sweatshirt with drawstiing. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm and tumble dry. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). Stele leiter sise S, M or Li 
not number size. See Chart 2, below. Order only items listed. 

Character Crewneck Sweatshirt [ressos Sweatshirt 
Mork from Ork* 
Incredible Hulk** | (2) 20€ 49762F 
Mickey Mouse*** | (3) 29 C 49761F| (9) 29 C 60014F 
Superman? (4j 29 C 49767F 
Spiderman"? (5| 28 C 49763F | (10) 29 C 600127 
Batmare (6j 29 C 49764F | (11) 28 C 60013F 

(7) 28 C 49765F 1197 29 € 80021F 
$74F| (12) 29 C 60011F 

[113-36 € 60022F 

(ia) 29 C $0023F 

[ (16 29 € 606024 

TIT* 1977. 209 Com 
m Mork from Ork” Suspenders. Multicolor stripes in cotton and elastic 

Ornam: Metal clips attach to pants. 
pg. wt. 202. $3.99 

(18 and 19) Reversible Comic Hero 
Belts. 105-12. wide vinyl strap. chrome 
buckle. (18) Navy Spiderman** print re- 
verses to solid brown. (19) Tan Tan Super- 
mag print reverses to sol 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Sizes in ped. 
S(19-21); 1422-0 24) ¡ose kth letter S or L. 
Measu: 
(18) сав CS4578 Onndermanes 92 $299 
(19) 29C34576F-Superman®.. 2.99 

£2 and zn Comic Hero Tube Socks. 
o Orlon4 acrylic, 15% stretch nylon. 

Comic hero screen print on white body, 
contrasting stripe on top. No-heel con. 
struction lets you rotate socks with each 
wearing to prolong wear. Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: One size fits chil 
dren's shoe sizes 6 lo 13 Vg jumemile sises 1 lo 

pep 
fa 



2 and 3-piece Western-look Outfits sızesto ex 
(1 thru 4) Red and black Sets with white trim 
FABRIC: Woven of polyester and cotton. 
DETAILING: Long sleeve shirts with pearlized metal snay 
and cuffs. Pants with two front pockets (except (3) has 1 

at front 
k pock- 

et); belt loops. (Belt not included: sold on page 45.) 
CARE. Machine wash at warm temperature; tumble dry 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Reg. sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. Chart 1, p. 42. 

(1) Boys and Girls’ 2-piece 
star appliqued Set 

Embroidered shirt with applique 
Pants with band front, elastic back 
waist, mock fly. Stade 2, 3, 4, 5, б, бх. 
Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
29 C78101F Set $9.99 
(2) Boys" 3-piece Set 

with fringed vest 
Embroidered shirt. Vest: embroi 
dery, applique, fringe. Pants: band 
front, elastic back waist, zip fly 
State 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. Wt. 10.02. 
29 C 78048F Set $11.99 

(3) Boys and Girls: 
2-piece Set 

Embroidered shirt. Pants with 
elastic waist. State 2, 3,4, 5, 6. 
ба. Shipping weight 10 oz. 
29 C 78108F ....Set 98.99 
(4) Boys’ and Girls’ 

2-piece fringed Set 
Embroidered shirt with appli 
que and fringe. Pants with 
band front, elastic back waist, 
mock fly. Slate 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. 
Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 
29 € 78106F ....S« 49.99 

(5) Embroidered blue 
denim Vest and 
Jeans Set 

Decorative embroidered patch on one 
vest and pants pocket add a stylish touch 
to western-look set. 
FABRIC: Polyester and cotton denim. 
DETAILING: Vest . . . 2 spade pockets. 
Contrast stitching. Snap front. Yoke 
back. Pocket embroidery. Jeans. . .2 
front swing pockets, 2 back spade pock 
ets. Embn back pocket. Contrast 
stitching. Snap front. Zip fly. Flare legs. 
Shirt and beit not incl, sold on p. 45. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tempera- 
ture; tumbie dry. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Slim and Regular sizes 3, 4. 5, б, бх. State 
size. See Chart 3 on page 42 before order 
ing. Shi t 14 ounces. 
сеек im Set $12.99 
29 С 65068F—Regular ....Set 1299 

(бәһа 7) Two-pc.denim-iook, gingham 
Sets with skirt or pants 

FABRIC: Woven of polyester and cotton. 
DETAILING: Shirt. . „red and white ging 
ham check with blue denim-look yoke, collar 
and placket. Red embrı , fringe and but 
tons. Long sleeves. Metal buckle on fabric 
belt. Blue denim-look skirt or pants band 
front, elastic backwaist, belt loops. Red em 
broidery and fringe. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm: tumble dry 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Reg. sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
ба. State sise. Chart 1. Wt. Soz 
(6) 29 C 78103F- Set $12.99 
(7) 29 C 78102F—Girls' Se 1299 
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(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

(106) PERMAPRESTO 
jestern Jeans 

FABRIC: Woven of polyester and cotton. 

ironing 
STES: COLORS ORDERING INFO: 

(2) Brown ..| 29С78506ғ | 29C78505F | 699 
(3) Nas 29C78$11F | 29C78509F 

PERMA-PREST® denim jeans. 

@ Жер .| 206764806 | 20C76484F 

[7and 8) Plaid Flannel Shirts 
with long sleeves 

FABRIC: Soft, warm flannel woven of cotton. 
DETAILING: Snaps on front, cuffs, chest 
pocket flaps. Button at neck. Front, back 

Shirttail Imported. bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: Reg. sizes 3, 
4, S, 6, бя. State size. See Chart |, p. 42. 
(1) 29 C 78522F—Red and black 
Ж) 29 C 785217 Blue and brown | 

6 ounces... 5.99 

(9 thru 11) Gingham Check Shirts 
with long sleeves. 

FABRIC: Gingham woven of | ester and 
cotton for comfort and à 
DETAILING: Snaps on front, cuffs and chest 
pocket flaps. Button at neck. Shirttail bot 

wash, warm: tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO: sine 3, 
4, 5, 6, 6x. State vise. Chart 1, p. 42 WL 3 oz. 
(9) 29C78067F-Red check. .....95. 
n 29 C 78066F-Blue check. 5. 
(11) 29C78068F-Brown check. .. 5.49 

(12 and 13) Fioral-stripe Shirt 
with long sleeves 

FABRIC: Woven of polyester and cotton. 
DETAILING: Snaps on front, cuffs. Button at 
neck. Contrasting front yoke and trim on 
chest pockets, Shirttail bottom. 

13) 29 C 63183F—Brown 
weight 4 ounces ....... 96.99 

(14) Wool Felt Hats. Shi 
crown, matci trim. W 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: Sizes in in: 
(1994); M(20); L(20%4). Measure around 
head above ears. State S, M, or L. 
Tan Teton Hat. 6-in. high crown. 

ape-retaining 
Vide brim. 

29 C 78046F—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 95.99 
Blue Roper Hat. 5-in. high crown. 
29 C 78132F—Shpg. wt. 6 ог. 499 
(15) Embossed Leather Belts. T: 
cowhide, 1-in. wide. Chrome-plated metal 
backle has. horse motif. 

COLORS. ORD. INFO: Waist sizes 
1422-24 іп). State S or L. 
F— Tan. Wi 4 oz. $4.99 

29 C 788 16F—Black. Wt. 4 oz. 499 
(16) Western Hats. Wool, rayon felt. 
Western motif band at crown. Chin cord. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: Sizes in in.: 
(1914); M(20); L(20%4). Measure above 
ears. Slate S, M, L. 

-Tan  29C78026F-Red 
29C78027F-Blue 29C78029F-Black 
Shipping weight 6 ounces $3.99 
(17 and 18) Western Belts. Antigue-look 
Belt (17) of weathered-look finish bonded 
leather; antique brass-look buckle, belt loop, 
tip; % in. wide. Braided Belt (18) of blue cot 
ton denim braided with leather; metal buckle; 
1% in. wide; imported. 
S ORDER INFO: Fits waist sizes S(19-21 
in), 1022-24 in.). State S or L. 
(17) 29 C25115F—Wt 1 ог. $2.99 
(18) 29 C25112F—Wt 202. 299 

( 19 and 20) 

Contrast-stitched “propeiler’ on 
both vest and jean spade pockets adds 
stylish touch to this comfortable, tradi- 
tional set. 
FABRIC: Soft and comfortable polyes- 
ter and cotton corduroy. | 
DETAILING: Vest . . . Contrast stitch- 
ing on seams and 2 spade pockets. 
Snap front. Yoke back. Jeans 
front swing pockets; 2 back spad 

kets with contrast stitching бо 
тош. Zip fly. Flare legs. 
CARE Machine wash at warm temper- 
ature; tumble dry. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION 

Es Slim and Regular sizes 3, 4, $, 6, бх 
Chart 3, p. 42. Shirts 

е 
р 

э. Sizes 
29C65074F 
29С65076Е 
Set #1599 

29C85075F 
29C65077F 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone 

(21 thru 26) Sueded splitieather Western Separates 
FABRIC, CARE: Split leather. Leather clean. 
DETAIL: Stud-trimmed pockets, fringe and nickel-plated 
conchos. Chaps (24-26) have ties to secure them to leg. 

SIZES. COLORS. ORDERING INFO: Color shades will vary. 
irs, hats, belts and jeans sold separately at left. Chart 2, 

р. 42. 

(21 thru 23) Vests (24 thru 26) Chaps 
Sizes S(2-3); М(4-5); L(6- Si 
E Sale letier sise S, М or 
mol size, 

(21) 29 C 78206F—Red 
(22) 29 C 78207F—Blue 
(23) 29 C 78208F. 

(25) 29 C 78211F—Blue 
(26) 29 C 78208F—Rust 

wt 1202. $7.99 
ust 

$5.99 

Just say "Charge It” 
when you phone your order 

see page 328 



Lasso your favorite pair of children's Western-styled Boots 
some styles also available in 

Infant and Big Boys’ siz 

(1)_Branded-iook Boot 
PPERS: Smooth split-leather foc haft 

with western accents. Leather pull-straps for 
easy on, Smooth split-leath 

Available in infant and chidren medium mises 
Infant sizes. Stale size as listed. 
Medium sises: 5р. 6D, 64D, 7D, 734D, 8D. 
54C11991F-Red 54C11974F-Brown 
54C11943F-Black 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $10.99 
Children's sizes. Sue size from Chart 1, below 
S4C15815F-Red 54C 15802F-Brown 
54C15804F-Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces ...0 13.99 
(2) Cowboy Boot 

with western-styled stitching 
UPPERS: Leather foot. Vinyl shaft with сов 
ioned nylon tricot lining. Western-styled stitch 
ing. Cloth pull-straps for easy on. 

HEELS: PVC vinyl 

Available in children's and big boys um 
Sizes. 
Children's sizes. State sise from Chart 1, below. 
54C15711F-Brown 54C15712F-Red 
54C15709F-Black 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces ...$18.99 
Big Boys’ sizes. Siate sise from Chart 2, below 
67C64675F-Brown 69C64677F-Red 
67C64676F-Black 
Shipping weight 3 pounds $ ounces ...921.99 
(3) Cap-toe Boot 
PPERS: Leather foot has round toe styling. 

Leather-look vinyl shaft accented with top 
stitching. Vinyl pull tabs for easy on. Comfort 
able nylon tricot shaft lining. Tan. 

)LES AND HEELS: PVC viny! 
DERIN N: Avail 

able in children's and big boys’ medium sizes. 
Children's sizes. State size from Chart 1, below. 
54 C 15777F—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz... $18.99 
Big Boys’ sizes. Slate sise from Chart 2, below 
67 C 64811F— wt. 3 lbs Soz...$20.99 
(4) Boot with round toe styling 

PPERS: Vinyl foot with white stitching and 
Vinyl shaft with red western-styled 

stitching. Cushioned nylon tricot lining. Pull 
tabs for easy dressing. Black. 

5: PVC vinyl 
MATION: Children's 

medium sizes. Siale size from Chart 1, below. 
54 C 15705F—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2ог...%13.99 
(5) Pocket Boot 

PPERS: Leather-look vinyl foot and shaft 
Leather vamp. Stylish and functional side 

ION: Children's 
medium sizes. Stade site from Chart 1, below 
54 C 15737F—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. Soz...$18.99 
(6) Boot with square moc-toe styling 
UPPERS: Leather foot with square styled moc 
toe. Vinyl shaft with stitching around vamp. 
Cushioned nylon tricot shaft lining; cloth vamp 
lining. Brown. 
SOLES HEELS: PVC vinyl 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMA 
Children's medium sizes. State size from Chart 1, 
below 
54 C 15707F—Shpg. wt 216. 5 ог...%19.99 

Boot with needie-toe styling 
RS. Leather foot with the look of water 

buffalo hide. Urethane shaft with western: 
styled stitching. Cotton lining for comfort. Pull 
tabs for easy on. Brown. 

SIZES AND О м 
Chidren 3 medium sises: 1234D, 13D, 1334D, 1D, 
134D, 2D, 214D, 3D. State size as listed. 
54 C 157 15F—Shp. wt. 2 lbs. 1002.18.99 



esk & 
resser 

accessories Re. 

Blue Jeans Football 
Lamp Lamp 

Only Only 

$999 |$1 149 

(1thru8) Blue Jeans and Football Desk and Dresser Accessories 

S N: Hand-painted ceramic figures are carefully detailed. (2 thru 8) have non-slip 
ponge pad to help protect furniture. (1 thru 4) are imported. 

ERING INFORMAT 

1% 70r| s499 

|8c9123 | 1%. 1302.| 1099 
Si x axes. 1 laches high" | 8C9124 |21. 9oz.| 699 

45x14 inches | асеааз |11. 1202. | 11.49 

51091 | 

1. 1002. | 1299 

NOTE FOR ITEMS (4), (5) and (6): UL listed for 1 



Be part of the 

included. 
football-shape 

IMENSIONS: Measures Sx4x4 

$4.99) 

ic lac inches high overall 

polystyrene 
helmet 

SHADE 
28 Na: 

.St9219 3C4828D 
weight 9ounces. ORDERING INFO: Wt. 10 oz. 3647000 
ii & А 
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COMPOSITION: Lunch Box 

Vacuum Thermos Bottie 

in-place urethane. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 48290—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

‘Strong steel with lithographed NFL action 
and all NFL team helmets in lead-free inks. Easy to lock and open anap-latch and 
plastic carrying handle. Measures 8%4x4x6%4 inches 

S-fluid ounce container. Helps keep beverages hot or 
cold ior hours. Bottle jacket is molded of high-impact linear x 
plastic components, including inner liner, are polypropylene. ein a 

(1) NFL Pin-up Boards 
CONSTRUCTION: Fine grade Vie-inch cork on Y 
inch fiberboard backing. Screen printed with off 
cial NFL emblems using official team colors. Mea 
sures 17123x74 inches thick overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

‘Order from chart below. 
‘Shipping weight each 2 pounds 
(2) NFL Wastebaskets 
Ideal for a youngster's room. Can be used for stor. 
age to help keep those stray toys and games out of 
the way . . .can even be used as an umbrella hold. 
«г. A perfect addition to your family room. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge metal, 1044 inch 
diameter. 30-quart capacity. Screen-printed with 
the official helmet and colors of the NFL team of 
your choice. Wastebasket measures 19 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Order from chart below. 

Shipping weight each 5 pounds. 

(3) NFL design Knapsack 
This handsomely designed knapsack can be used 
to tote books, lunches and most anything else. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable 100% cotton duck. 
Roomy compartment with flap and metal clip clos- 
ing. 14-inch wide web adjustable straps. Strap 
buckles adjust to fit. Front of knapsack is printed 
with the official helmet design and colors of the 
NFL team of your choice. Measures 13x15x3% 
inches deep overall 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Order {rom chart below 

Each $5.79 

Each $7.49 

(4) NFL Theme Note Books 
COMPOSITION: Each note book has your favorite 

bound books contain 60 lined sheets of 8x1017- inch pa- 
per. 6 books per package. 
ORDERING INFO: Order from chart below, 
Shipping weight pkg. 3 bs. 8 oz, Package $5.49. 

(5) NFL Pro Tote Bags 
FABRIC Durable, heavy-weight 10-ounce per square 
yard army cotton duck. 
DETAILING. Drawstring bag measures 15x18 inches. You'll use it for many рш to carry gym or camping gear, books, laundry—to name just a few. Slip the drawstring over your arm—or, use the grom- 
met and hook to turn it into a shoulder backpack. 
Your favorite team is screen-printed in official colors 
оп the front of the bag. 
CARE. Machine wash in warm water, tumble dry. 
ORDERING INFO: Order from chart below. 
Shipping weight each 8 ounces... Each $5.99 
(6) NFL 33-piece Pennant Sets 
Brighten up your favorite NFL fan's room with this 
colorful array of decorative pennants. 
COMPOSITION: All 28 NFL teams and 4 extra football 
league designs emblazoned with their official colors on 
Ax9-in. synthetic felt pennants Choose your favorite 
NFL team for 1 large 12x30-in. pennant 
CONSTR: Pennants made of 100% polyester. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: When ordering, be sure to 
=з by the ig a ze team that you Ur the 

irge pennant. You will receive 4 fed team plas 32 other NFL pem ein bon chart below, 
Shipping weight cach В ounces Each $6.99 — Shipping weight set 7 ounces Each Set $4.99. 

(1) NFL Ta) NFL 13) NFL 1a) NFL 16) NFL Football Team | pinup Boards | Wastebaskets | Knapsack | Note Books 
Alanta Falcons ©з С 6616СО | СЗ С 42010 [C3 C 481010 |C3 C 471016 
Baltimore Colts C3C42040 |C3C 451020 | C3 C 471020 
Buffalo Bills С3С 42110 |C3C 451030 | C3 C 471030 
Chicago Bears C3C4210 |C3C 481040 | C3 C 471040. 
Cincinnati Bengals C3C42150 |C3C 451050 | C3 C 471080 
Cleveland Browns C3C42240 | СЗС 451060 | C3 C 471080 
Dallas Cowboys 03742250 [ОЗ С 451070 D3 C 471 
Denver Broncos C3C42260 |C3C 451080 | C3 € 471080 
Detroit Lions C3C42400 |C3C 461090 | C3 C 471090 

Packers ©з ©4140 [C3 C 481110 | C3 C 471116. 06 
Oilers 53 ¢ 42560 3C 471120 03 С 46730 

Kansas City Chieís 03 € 42570 3 C 471130 |03 C 48710 |03 C 46740 
Rams C3C42580 €3C471140 | C3 C 48720 [C3 С 46750 

рм» 03 C 42590 03 C 471150 | 53 C 48730 60 
Minnesota Vikings 03 C 42630. 03 C 471160 | D3 C 48740. 780 
New England Patriots C3C42640 

C3 C 42840 
©з C 42850 

€3C481170|C3 C 471170 | C3 C 48780 
C3 C 451180 |C3 C 471180 | C3 C 48760 10 
СЭС 451190 | СЭС 471190 | C3 C 48770 | СЭС 46820 

CIE 42860 [C3C 451210 |C3 C 471210 | C3 C 48780 [C3 C 46830 
Oakland Raiders €3642870 |C3C 451220 | C3 C 471220 | C3 C 48790 | C3 C 46840 
Philadelphia Eagies ©зС42вво |C3C 451230 | C3 C 471230 | C3 C 4i 
Pitsburgh Steelers D3C42890 [03C 451240 [03 C 471240 
St Louis Cardinals ©з C 42900 C3C471250 
San Diego Chargers ©з C 42910 C3 C 471260 
San Francisco 49er»... | C3 C 6659СО | C3 42930 636471270 
Seattle Seahawks Сз € 6660CD | C3 C 421020 C3C 471280 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers | C3 C 6664С0 | C3 С 421010 cacar Washington Redskins |03 C 8886CD | 53 C 42940 53€ 471310 

NFL Lunch Box 
with thermos 

oamed- 

Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

or 
> pins to make a league standing chart 

(2 or for holding important notes. 
CONSTRUCTION: Helmets of molded 

sones Magnetic Holders 

the NFL teams. Use your 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C45400—Wt 7 oz. ...Box $5.49 

Push Pins. Pin shaft of heat-treated 
high carbon steel 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 66220—Wt Soz. .. Box 83.49 

[Sears] 49 



Е к 

FL 2 Ensembles 

blanket or spread . 

PRSE | 
Save 20% on any NFL Bedspread 

when you buy matching Drapery 

. great as a 
thickly 

quilted with 5.5 ounces fill 

(AthruC) NFL Quarterback. Official li- 
censed products in exciting football print. 
FABRIC: 50% polyester and 50% cotton. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. PER- 
MA-PREST® items, no iron. Maximum 

4%. 
795-Federat indigo (Dive! Kirn 

(A) Quilted Throw-style Super-spread. Ex- 
tra thick for extra warmth . . . quilted with 5.5 
ог. polyester fill per sa. yd. Nylon tricot back. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Stale color mumber above. 

COLOR 

(8) Quilted Pillow Cover. Both sides quilted 
with 1.92 oz. polyester fill per sq. yd. to nylon 
tricot back. Envelope closure. 
SIZE. ORO INFO: 20x26 in. Fits standard size 

. State color number above. 
4 С 1374DH—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ..Each $9.99 

(C) Pinch-pleated Draperies. 4-in. headings. 
irin. side, 3-in. bottom hems. Thermal-Soft 
cotton-locked acrylic foam backing helps insu- 
late against heat and cold. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: 36-in. length includes 

brass-colored rings; 

(O thru F 
censed 
names and N 
FABRIC: 509% polyester and 509% cotton. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. PER- 
MA-PRESTE items, no ironing. Maximum 
shrinkage 2 4 
COLOR: 

NFL 50-Yerd Line. Official li- Ч het a e араат она NEL vinyl Bean Bags 

4%. 
949-Mumncolor 

(D) Quilted Throw-style Spread. Quiltec 
over 1.92 ounces polyester fill per square yard 
to nylon tricot back. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Stale color number above. 

(E) Quitted Pillow Cover. Top quilted same 
as (D) above. Envelope closure. 
SIZES. ORD INFO: Measures 20x26 inches. Fits 

24 C 139450H—Shpg. wt 9 oz. .Each $9.49 

ket Valance (not shown). Shirr-on 
ing same as (C) above. 

Rod- 
rod. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: 84x11 in. deep. Order 1% 
to 2 times rod width. State color number above. 
24 C 301 19DH—Shpg. wt. 8 ог. ‚Each $8.99 

50 [Sears] ti 

Rod-pocket Valance. (not shown). Shirr-on rod. Backing same as (F) above. 
SIZES. ORD INFO: 84x11 in. deep. Order 194 to 
1 times rod width. Slate color number above. 
24 C 13986DH—Shpg. wt. 8 ог. .Each $8.99 



тал Mugs. ( 

sold below 

NFL 

Set of officially licensed NFL Insulated 

Bench 
blanket, a ber 

machine washab 

omy fre 

Warm 

ket holds binoc 

er” 
a weath 

Officially licensed NFL Bench Warmer® 
Re 

NFL Bench Warmers® 

ver Broncos 
Seattle Seahawks. 

40C 959110 
D40 C 959150 
40C 959170 
D40 C 959200 

5) New England Patriots 
6) Los Angeles Rams 

Chicago Bears 
8) Green Bay Packers 

D40C 959190 
40C 959120 

040С 959220 
040С 959210 

Washington Redskins. 
Н, 

040 C 951180 
040 C 951160 
40 C 951130 

D40 C 951230 

D40C 959180 
040 С 959160 
040 С 959130 
040 C 959230 

D40 C 951140 040 C 959140 
__40С951100 _40С 959100 

40C 951240 40C 959240 
40 C 951 40 C 95935D E 

11b. 11b. Зог 

1 .........S 96 O 

лед Set of 8 Mugs: 
Vikings, Redskins and P; 
40 C 98138D—Shipr 

Steelers, Rams. Raiders 



Officially Licensed 3 
NFL Action Team Mate $ 

te a о posable, seif-standing 

pete body m t 

pers for favorite player 
A great collector item . . . start with one, build a whole team: or own one 

each team. Includes 2 sets rchangeable numbers to create yo 
favorite player. Removable helmet. football. Play book, display stand i 

40C 952510 
40 C 952520 
40 C 952650 

952620 
40 С 952530 
40€ 952570 
40C 952610 
40 C 952640 

D40C 952690 
40 C 952560 

- 40€ 952550 
040 C 952740 

95258D 
80 

ally licensed NFL Tumblers. 1 
4 inches in di 

40C9522 10-Pitt. Steelers 
40C952200- Dal. Cowboys 
040C952310-G. B. Packers 
D40C952230-Oak. Raiders (HH)040C952270-Phil. Es 
D40C952330-Balt. Ci JJ) 040C952340-Hous. Oi 
040C952280- Wash. Redskins 

Z 52220-L. A. Rams 
AA) 040С952290- ots Also available 
BB) D40C982260-Minn. Vikings ‘not shown): 
СС) 040C952240-Miami Dolphins 40C952360-St. Louis Cards 
(DD)040C952300-Sea. Seahawks 40C952450-K. C. Chieís 

of 4 of same team. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 3 oz. Pkg. $7.99 
Assorted Set of 8 favorite teams includes 1 each: Cowboys, Steel- 
ers, Rams, Raiders, Dolphins, Vikings, Redskins, Packers. 
40 C 952480—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. б oz. Assorted Set $15.88 



Officially licensed 
FL Sweater Shirts 

esota Vikings 40 C 20458DF 
4) Baltimore Colts D40 C 20466DF 
$) Houston Oilers 040 C 204870F 
6) Green Bay Packers 040 C 20464DF 
1 і 040 C 20456DF 

40 C 20463DF 

204680F 
204810F San Diego Chiefs. 

ping weight 13 ounces 

Football Heroes 
Athletic-style Shirts 

1 transfer print of ei 
all player emblazoned 

across chest. Ri banded crew neck, 
half sleeves. Hi bottom. 

Machine wash at warm ten 

ther star foo 

о [Sears] 53 



NFL Jackets and Caps 5 5 
40C93408C 

when you buy Jacket 
and coordinating Cap | 

the 

Officially licensed NFL Jacke 

| | Save $2 

fitting TOOM for pages 50 thru 80 
CHART 16: Boys’ Sweaters, Jackets. Shirts and Parkes 

40C767780F 
C40CT67660F 
40C767840F 

order only sizes listed with each item 
Te 

12 | 14 16 

Ter regt 34% | Ti 
Ken rn 424 | 494 | 
SIZE 6 8 

Al 36-5 | 27-285 

3 

1 hy 29-30 | 304,37 | 3319334 



Officially 
Licensed 

NFL Lamps 
and Digital 

Alarm Clocks 

eter helmet-look base of 
blem listed below. 

A) and (B) feature а 4-inch dian 
plastic with choice of official team 
A) NFL Lamps 

Textured jute burlap over parchment paper, 8- 

um bulb size $0-100-150 watts 
ted for 110-volt AC 

tal Alarm Clocks 
Lighted dial. 24-hr. memory alarm: set once, sounds 

intro. Fast-slow set switch. 7 in. high 
ted for 1 C. 68 inch cord. 

a0 C9 
409 
040 C 9f 
940 € 968319 

30€ 959770 10€ 958240 
040 C 959630 040 C 958230 
40C 959610 40C 958220 

040 C 959690 040 C 958260 
040 С 959810 040 C 988300 
040 C 959830 040 C 988330 
D40C 959870 040 C 988270 
040С 959750 040 C 958250 
D40 C 959850 040€ 988328 
040 C 959660 40 C 958290 

a 40C 989740 
Kansas City Chiefs. 40 C 959620 

s. Ion. 



Officially Licensed NFL 
-sty i sey i FIT BOYS Football-style knit Jersey Shirts SIZES 670 20 

n 

BROWNS 

v 

5 PACKERS 



NEL Sweatshirts 
FABRIC. Knit of Cresian® acrylic and cotton. Fleeced inside for warmth. 
DETAILING: Team helmet. name. printed on chest, Whit 
trim in team colors. Raglan sleeves. Rib-knit crew neck, cuffs and bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature. Tumble dry. 
som COLORS, ORDER INFO: Boys’ sises 96-8); M(10-12): 1414-16); and XL(18~ 

‚Süsse letter size S, M, L or XL. Chart 3 on page 66 for correct size. 

184DF-St. Louis Cardinals (16) D40C 161 
(18) DAOC 161770F-San 
En] 

AA un 

'SDF-Kansas City Chiefs сю D40 
ipping weight 1 pound ES 

119) Dao 1816305 Now Orleans 

ite with contrasting sleeves and 

/1850F-Dal!as Cow! (15) 040 C 161680F-Bufíalo Bilis 
-Houston Ollers 

HE9DE-Weshinguon Redskins — (17) 090€ 1G18306-New York Jens 
n 

24 7 

Display NFL Team Standings- 
with miniature football helmets 



NFL Knit ye 
OEE ex, isneuland. 

Also ave 

Officially licensed NFL Knit Collar Shirts 
FABRIC: Smooth and Tum here Tra Shere 
comfortable polyester and гүу Dallas Cowboys T7500F 
cotton knit. White. 2) Washington Redskins 175708 

AILING: Team name, (3) Los Angeles Rams 175206 
4) Denver Broncos 17560 lem, stripes in team 

colors goa printed on 5) Oakland Raiders 175305 
chest, Contrast attached 
rib-knit collar and cuffs. 3 2: 

Ros a qe Ep 
boul Г tf 

C ) New Englan 
CARE: Machine wash, Patriots D40 с 9175808 
warm; tumbie dry. 13) Baltimore Colts D40C 917620 
H ORDER INFO 14) Chicago Bears D40C917610F 
Sizes 56-8); M(10-12); — Also available 
L(14-16); XL(18-20 not shown): 
Siete rise S, M or L. See St Louis Cardinals 40C917640F 

Chart 3, p. 66. Order from Kansas City Chiefs 40C 917750F EEE 

hart at right. Shipping weight 6 ounces 16.00 L Belt an 
Wallet Sets 

Officially licensed NFL Belt and Wallet Sets 
DETAILING: Wallet Toon hama, Ber Were sen 
brown leather-grained vi- up pamm emblem. Removable c 17) Baltimore Colts D40C NFL Underwear sets sold on 
and picture holder has 040€ in 1979 Fall Big В, 
dear plastic windows. Вей (19) Oakland Raiders... | 40 024407 Oakland Raiders 40 C 924840F page 508 in 1979 Fall Big Book 

brown vinyl on bond- (20) New England 
td leather fibers; 1%-in Patriots | 040c924630F 
Round gold-color metal (11) Houston Oilers | D40C 9247705 
buckle, authentic team — (22) Denver Broncos 4 40C974810F 23) Minnesota Vikings. emblem in team colors. Nhe УВ 
SIZES. ORDERING INFOR- 5 
MATION: Waist sizes in у емде боари | O40 E E inches S(22-24); M(26- (27) Miami Dolphins | 040C924580F 
28); L(30-32). State letter (26) Pittsburgh Steelers 40 C 924530F 
же S, M or L, moi mumber Also available, 
Bau. set shown É Т bel x. Louis Cardinals 40 C 9245906 
рех LE EE A 40 C 924780F 
size Shipping weight 13 ounces [I 



NFL team colors with NFL 
helmet design on side 

Officially-licensed NFL Patch Pocket 
ERE -— 

UPPERS: Vinyl with sueded split-leather trim. Official team helmet desi 
ide; official NFL bien on im Padded tongue, collar. “LIT 

LP 
ase 182820F 1013M. 11M, 1114M and 12M. 
40€ 482810F Youth medium sises: 12V4M, 13M, 139M. IM. 13M. 214M and 3M. 

Big Boys’ medium sises: ЗУМ, AM, 414M, SM, SVM, 63 
Youth sizes 
12%М to 3M) 

Big Boys sizes 

(13) Dallas Cowboys 
14) Pittsburgh Steelers|T76C564240F! 

. Redskins 

D40 C 48292DF 
040 C 482860F 
040 C 482890F 

Fe 7087 8180E 
76C564210FT76C564010F/C76C676 as 
76C564230FT76C5640301 
OO IDE SADO LIO! 

$601 6C5641 10H 
40 с 485950F 40 C 48295DF 

unces MUT Each $8.99 



ШУЛ: ШЕ 
| Y 



Officially Officially 
licensed NFL licensed NFL 

Warm-up Jacket Knit Gloves 
BOYS' SIZES 6 TO 20 With vinyl palms 

Water-repellent Knit of 100 
d shell. Acetate acrylic, Vinyl palms. Rib- on tricot lining. knit cuffs. 

LING: In authentic 
rs with team em 

closure. Raglan sleeves. 
Slash hand-warmer pock Hand wash, warm 
eta, Elasticized cufís; draw temperature: tumble dry 
string bottom. ERING 
ARE: Machine wash at T 

warm temperature; tumble inches) 
dry. Do not iron or bleach. 4-9 inches). Stale letier SIZES, COLORS, O sise M or L, mol inches, To 

NFO: Boys’ sizes 56-8): — determine correct size, hold 
M(10-12 tape measure o 

around open hand over 
knuckles (exclude thumb). 

Jacket Giove 
TOC 862140 | 40 C 846720F 
40 C 862310F | 40 C 94688DF 

ЗОР | OF 
y Atlanta Fak C$63090F | 40 C 946820F 
Minnesota Vikings 40 C 86225DF | 40 C 946760F 

mi Dolphins 40 C 86224DF | 40 С 946730F 

) C 862190F | 40 C 946840F 
13) Dallas Cowboys 40 C 8621307 | 40 С 8467 1DF 

Shipping weight 116.402 For. 
31595 LEO х BOYS' and 

<EENS' APPAREL 
So easy to buy when you 

just use the phone 



NFL Jogging Suits 
X 

NFL Superstripe Са 

nt pane! 

ustable sna 

accent 

NFL Jogging Suits and Caps 

at panel and visor. 
am backing 

nylon mesh. 
rstripe screen 

el. Athletic 

40C 930870 
40 C 930620 
40 € 930660 

1) Dallas Cowboys 
(13) Houston Oilers 
(14) Oakland Raiders 

40 C 930780 
40€ 930560 

C 930580 
40€ 930850 

OF | 40С 930520 
20F | 40 ¢ 930590 
9F | 40 C 920600 
70F | 40 C 930510 
SOF | 40 C 930740 
1F | 40С 930540 

C 167850F | 40€ 930530 

40 C 930750 
3 ounces 

153.99 



TEENS' SIZES 

2 

La ps via \ 

New at Sears. . . "Home Team" 
Velour Knit Shirts feature 

name of your team’s city or region 
Knit of 80% Arnel® triacetate and 20% nylon. 

D Name of your team's home city or region printed in large letters 
across back of in small letters on upper left part of chest. Baseball-styie 

pper collar. Contrasting color rib knit cuffs and waistband. 
C wash at warm temperature; tumble dry 

Mork from Orkt 
Suspenders 

Boys sizes. S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14-16). State rise S, M or L. Chart 3, p. 66. 
L(42). State letter sizes. Chest sizes XS(32-33 

S, M 
M(38-40 

ge 

Mork from Orkt Shirt 
Knit blend of $0 

BOYS' and 
ENS: APPAREL 

о [Sears] 63 
1189F—L£ blue ...85.99 





SPORTSWEAR SEPARATES 
Featuring fashion colors, fashion detailing, 

plus the warm comfort of polyester insulation. 

d2) Bib Pants 
RIC: Shell is nylon quilted to 6 ounces of polyester fiberfill insulation. 
оп lining. Woven. 

NG Bib top. Adjustable elastic shoulder straps. Front zipper. Zip 
pockets. Elastic sides. Flare legs. Elastic storm cuffs. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm, temperature; tumble dry. 
Boys’ sizes. Stale size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, See Chart 1 on page 78. 
U) 40C78163F—Tan (2) 40C 75165F—Black 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 416.99 
Toons’ sizes. S(18-20); M(22-24); L(26). State letter size S, M, or L, mot mum 
ber sise. See Chart 17 on page 66 for proper size. 
(1) 40C67109F—Tan 2) 40 C 67108F—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces $19.99 
(3 and 4) Hooded Jackets with smooth or chevron-quilted outer shell 
FABRIC: Outer shell and lining are woven nylon. Warm 10-ounce polyester 
fiberfil 

LING: Detachable hood with Velcro® closure chin flap. Concealed rib- 
knit storm cuffs. Zip pockets. Sports stripe styling. Front zipper, inside storm 
flap. (3) has smooth outer shell; (4) has chevron quilting. 
CARE Machine wash, warm temperature; tumble dry 
SIZES. СО! FORMATION: 
Boys’ sizes. Stole rise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, See Chart 2 on page 7 
(3) 40 С 77359F—Navy, tan (4) 40C 77388F—Tan, black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $24.99 
Teens’ sizes (34-36); M(38-40); L(42). State leiter size S, M. L, mot number 
size. See Chart 4 on page 71 for proper size. 
(3) 40 € 81182F—Navy, tan (4) 40 C 81184F—Tan, black 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 129.99 

(5 and 6) Vests feature long back plus channel or box quilting 
FABRIC: Outer shell, lining, woven nylon quilted to 8 oz. polyester fiberfill 
DETAILING: Shirt-type self collar. Longer back for added warmth. (5) has 
snap front, channel quilting. (6) has zip front, box quilting. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm temperature, tumble dry 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Boys’ sizes. S(6-8); M(10-12); L(14-16). State letter size S, M, or L. See Chart 
3 on page 66 for proper size. 
(5) 40 C 77122F—Navy with tan lining and piping 
(6) 40 C 77124F—Tan with black yoke, pockets, collar and lining. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 116.99 

(34-36): M( 38-40); L(42). State letter size S, M, L, moi number 
оп page 71. 

(5) 40 С 81035F—Navy with tan lining and piping. 
(6) 40 C 81036F—Tan, black yoke, pockets, collar, lining 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $19.99 

(1 
۴ 

(7) and (9) Pile-lined Gloves have reinforced palm and thumb 
Vinyl. Padded knuckle protection. Rayon or acrylic pile lining laminated to 
polyurethane foam. Metal D-ring and hook. Elasticized wrists. Imported. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Sizes in inches M (7); L (8); XL (9). State letier sige M, L, XL. To find size, 
hold a measure loosely around open hand over knuckles (exclude thumb). 

) C 94443F—Navy (9) 40 C 94449F—Black 
[E weight 7 ounces $4.49 

(8) and (10) Professional skier’s-look Knit Сар 
100% acrylic in a jacquard pattern. Double-layered for extra warmth. Ma 
chine wash, warm; tumble dry. One size fiis all Coordinated with outerwear 
on these two pages. 

ORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
40 С 93346—Berry (10) 40 C 93345—Black 

Shipping weight 3 ounces 13.69 

BOYS' SIZES TEENS' SIZES 
Sizes Sizes 181026 

8to 16 Chest sizes 34 to 42 

FABRIC: Rip-stop nylon shell is wind-resist- 
Ant and water- Warm 8 oz. polyes- 
ter insulation. to red nylon lining. 
DETAILING: Snap-off drawstring hood. Vel 
тое chin flap. cuffs help keep out 
‘wind. Front zipper plus inside storm flap. 
‘Two flap slash pockets with Velcro® closure. 
Jackets are imported. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO 
Boys’ sizes. Sisi sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See 
Chart 2 on 7L 
(11) 40 C 77221F—Blue, red 

40 C 77225F— Tan, burgundy 
wt 1b. 4 oz. 17.99 

So easy to buy when you 
Just use the phone 



Fully-featured 2-pc. Warm-up Suits 

G: Two-piece. The jacket has ful 
nt zip pockets. Rib-knit cuffs on set 

knit bottom, Pants have full 
inseam. Rear zip pocket. (1) and (3) have stripe down leg f 
(2) and (4) have solid-color legs. 

E: Machine wash at warm Tumble dry ox 
ES. 

L(14-16). State leter size S, M or La, moi number 

Teens’ sizes. 2 -28 inch waist): S(34-36 
30 inch waist); M(38-40 inch chest: 31-32 inch waist). 
inch waist). State leiter size XS, S, M or L, moi number 
to determine proper size. 

Color 

Пп) Navy with white | 40€ 16235F 40 C 17041F (2) Brown with natural | 40С 16336F 40 C 170435 
(3) Red with blue 40C 16236F 40C 17044F (4) Light blue with natural 40 C 16335F 40 C 17042F 
Shi weight lb. 302 2 ibs. 
Price $1799 $19.99 

Just Call Sears and say "Charge It see page 328. 

TEENS' CHEST SIZES 32 TO 42 шышы А не 
WAIST SIZES 27 TO 34 Acrylic Warm-up Suits fleeced inside _ E: Anglie. Ae Saab. wen 

& sleeves. Two-way cc 

Boys’ sizes. 5(6-8); Mi 
number rise. See C 

Teens’ sizes. 2-33 waist); S(34-36 in 
hest; 29-30 in. E : 31-32 in. waist); L(4. 

in. chest; 33-34 
number size. С 

40C 16691F 70€ 17361; 
40 C 16692F 40 С 17363 
40C 16693F 40 C 17362 
40 C 18694F 40 C 173645 

116.302 
9124 7314.98 

CHART 3. Boys’ Sweatshirts, Sweatpants, Jackets, Tops 
 , CHART 17. Teen Sweatshirts. Sweatpantsم ا

Bsa) Me TI [CF TORTS I wSATS Aw ES Ski Overalls and Tops 
ORDER SZE ete te XL 



Our lowest priced knit 
PERMA-PREST* pants 

$599 

ter double knit 

m and Regular sizes. Stale 
2 6. See Chart 1 

Navy [#0 С 709 18/4. 
3) Olive ROE 709185 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 

PERMA-PREST® 
Shirt and Vest Sets 

lyester and c 
NG: Print shirt 

taila. Vest 

. page 7 
40 C 34682F— Brown shirt; 

rust ves! 
40 C 34683F—Olive 

'ellow 

Shipping weig! 

PERMA-PREST® 
rib-knit Turtleneck Shirts 

Any 2 
or more 

sizes. Siale rise 8, 10, 1 
fore ordering. see Chart 2 on p. 

7) 40C 41359F—Brown 
8) 40C 41358F—Lt blue 
9) 40C41365F— 
10) 40C 41355F—Red 

40 C 41356F—Ivory 
40 C 4135 1F—N. 

Shpg. wt. ea. $ oz. 
Any two or more 

Corduroy 3-piece Suit is classy and 
contemporary for dress-up and casual wear 

tch pockets. Sel 
lly lined. button fro 
hook, eye closure. 2 front slash pockets. Fl 

RE Machine wash, warm temper: 
Slim and Reg 

1$, at left 

$1356CF $T188CF 
LAO C $1388CF a0 C ETTBSCE 

ipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces 39.98 





| FOUR MIX 'п MATCH SEPARATES 
Tailored of high-quality 

Viss@t texturized polyester fabric 

_ FABRIC: Visa? fabric releases oily stains and keeps 
colors bright. Kodel@* texturized polyester. 

| CARE Dry clean only. 
DETAILING, SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO: 
(1) The Blazer 

metal buttons on front. each sleeve. 
in n od, fused interiinigg. Shoulder реш, Eno 

lower pockets:one chest : one inside 
pocket. Center back vent on boys sees ide vent on 
teens' sizes. Underarm 
bere Siim, No Regular sizes. Stale size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 

see Chart 15, below. 
Slim sizes. пориве sizes 
40 C 5231 |CF—Navy. 82111CF—Navy 
40C | 2CF— Brown. 596 EIST 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Teens’ jular, Sizes. Stale chest sise 33, 34, 
36.38. 40. Ree Chart Y. below. 

ular sizes. 
t S810 TCI Navy 
40 C $8102CF—Brown 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 

г Slim, lar sizes. State rise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
  see Chart 15, below. Аس اس

40C82114F-Brows, tan 
410.99 

Toons’ Regular, Long sizes Sis in 33, 34, 36, 38 
or 40, Before ordering see Chart 7, below. 

Slim sizes. Regular sizes. 
40C52313F-Navy, gray 2113F-Navy. gray 
496823 14F-Brown. tan 

t 

Should length of slacks need adjustment. "be, 
отаи Dante with sum Iren tor proper [4 TE for proper 

set-in back ا اسا Tailored ront pockets set-in 
waistband 

Self-locking zit ‘Flared hem bot =) E - т. Fla: toms. Wahtband: eat alterable fr trim 
Boys Slim and Паг sizes. 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Be- 
Шы se Char Sow 

БЕН 23 166 —Gray fot 521 1er Gray 
40 € 52315F—Navy 40 C 521155—Navy 
FH Tan 40 € 52118F—Tan 

С $2317F—Brown. 40 € 52117F—Brown 
weight 9 ounces +1299 

Toons sizes. 51040 waist, then inseam from this chart 

pt ipi E 
wide. Gold 

Sa ay MS 21): LR 30) XL 
A - 

BOYS' ACCENTS 
(6thru9) Te dress Shirt. 

em rm 

ire era west 
FABRIC: Woven of polyester and 
cotton. 
DETAIL: Long sleeves . . . 
cealed tuck is sewn into 3 
chain stitch, sleeve 1 
Top center pleat. -adjusting 

collar . . . elastic tab ex- — 
Gat ls to fit in-between sizes. 

pocket. Button front. Shirt- 

CARE: Machine wash at warm 
temperature; tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDERING 

А 40 € 4з m 
40 C 34208F.. 

© 40€ 342076 Blue pi nup 
Shpg. wt. боз. 799 

(10 thru 13) Tie, Pocket- 
pouf Sets 

Woven polyester. Pre-tied clip-on 
Sie is 14 in long, Matching pock- 
et-pouf is 1311. 
COLORS. с ORDERING 

|| 40 
  25© 92883-Brown wrاک
ws 

TEEN ACCENTS 
( 14 thru 16 ) PERMA-PRESTO 

texturized 
woven Shirts 
with European 
styling 

Tone-on-tone striping and 
yertible u: make’ мәе shirt 
ideal for dress or casual 
FABRIC: Woven of mue 
polyester and cotton. 

sta] button front placket. 
Adjustable button cuffs. Color- 
matched buttons. Square 
hemmed bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm 
temperature; tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS. qom 
INFORMATION: Те 

0 AS 

„ то! number. See How to 
Measure chart 79. TN EE Rm 
3 pinum 

31663 
ди s.s 

(17 and 18) Two-way Tie 
Wear with open or closed sbirt 
collar, Woven pol Yin. 
Side bottom. 33 Ya, long. 
height 5 ft. 3 in. to 6 ft. 2 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49 € 92988—Pive 
18 40 € 92086 Burgundy 

weight 4 or. $399 

(19 and 20) Top-grain 
leather 
Wallets 

Cowhide exterior. Interior of 
man-made materials. 7%x2%-in. 
‚open. Removabie case 

partment. Snap-fastened coin 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
162— Black 

ipping weight 4.02. 
тузее эз a registered tra 
MILUKEN & CÓ. for fabrics 
"Kodei is Eastman 's trademark for ns 
polyester fiber 

жер, [Sears] 69 

ља з | 



DRESSIN UP 
Our woven dress Pants are 
topped by sharp print Shirts 

1 thru 3) Wet print Shirts 

s, long sleeves. Square bot 
can be worn in 

Boys sizes. State size 8, 10, 12, 14 or 16. See 
Chart 2 on page 71 for correct size 

өз: XS(13-13%4 in.); S(14 
р 16). Sta 
Я inches. S 

4thru6) PERMA-PREST® woven 
Slocks with self-belt 
and tunnel beit | 

Woven of 100% tex 
8 polyester in solid colors 

No ironing 

Boys’ slim and regular 
10, 12, 14 or 16. See Ch 

Teens’ sizes Stale waisi rise, inseam length 
below. Order only sises listed. 



SPORTY 
STRIPES 

on Knit Sweater Shirts 

Knit of 100% ac 
DETAILING: Set-in long sleeves with 
rib-knit cuffs. Rib-knit collar and bot 

thru (3) have a button placket 
Паг. (4) has a V-neck to collar 
lle design on chest. (5) and (6 
ollar to cross-over placket: Poin 
lesign on chest. 
Machine wash, warm setting 

0, 12, 14, 16 

w- 
6): M(38-40); L(42). Siate letier 
S, 5, M, L. See Chart 4 below 
1) Tan. burgundy and gold Shirt 

Boys' sizes 8, 10, 
40 C 20132F—W 
Teens’ ch 
40 C 22632F— 
(2) Nawy, white and burgundy Shirt 
Boys' sizes 8, 10, 1 
40 C 20133F—Wt 
Teens’ chest sizes 2 
40 C 22631F—W 
3) Blue, white and red Shirt 
Boys’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
40 C 20131F-W - 
40C 22633F—W 

4) Navy and white Shirt 
Boys’ sizes 8, 1 
40С 201 
Teens’ chest sizes 2 
40 C 22192F—Wt 
5) Gray and burgundy Shirt 
Boys’ sizes 8, 16 
40 C 20124F—Wt. 
Teens’ chest sizes 
40 С 22193F—W 

6) Dusty blue and tan Shirt 

Boys’ sizes 8 14, 16. 
40 C 20122F—W 

ns" chest sizes 2 
40 C 2219 1F—Wt 

BOYS' SIZES 
81016 

TEENS' SIZES 
Chest sizes 32 to 42 

fitting rO0m for pages 51 to 83 CHART 4: For Teens: Knit Shirts, Sweaters: 
y Knit Shirts, Sweaters; Outerwear Order sizes listed with each item. 





ITS SWEATER 
WEATHER 
(1 thru 3) Fisherman Knit Sw 
Priced #1 to $3 less than in our 

ers 
978 Christmas Book. p. 225 

S Long sleeves, rib-knit neck, cuffs and bottom. Cable and 
n body and sleeves. Natural color. Imported 

е wash, warm temperature. Tumble dry 

Boys’ sizes. Slate size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See Chart 2, pg. 79. Wt. 11 ог. 
40 C 2274 1F— Turtleneck. 1974 Christmas Book $10.99 .. 3899 

Y) 40€ 22731F—Crew neck. 1974 Christmas Book $9. 2.99 

40 C 2045 1F- Chrisimas Book $10.99 9.99 
Teens’ chest sizes: S(34-36); M( 38-40); L M.L 

number size. See Chart 4 on page 79. Shipping weight 1 pound. 
1) 40C 22742F—Turtleneck. / ristmas Book $12.99 ...99.99 
2) 40C 22732F—Crew neck. 1978 Christmas Book $1. 9.99 
3) 3 neck w г 

40 C 22761F—197 0 10.99 

(4 thru 6) Chenille-iook athletic-style Pullovers 
C: Acrylic an ester blend in a textured, looped kı 

Long sleeves with rib-knit cuffs, bottom. (4) Crew neck with 3 
placket. (5) V-neck. (6) Wing collar with zipper closure 

m temperature and tumble dry 

Boys’ sizes. Siale s 4, 16. See Chart 2 on page 79. 
Teens’ chest sizes: XS(32-33): S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42). State letier 
ize XS. S. M. L. not number size. See Chart 4 on page 79 

30€ 22 
40 C 22535F 
40 C 22536F 

31899 

(7 thru 9) Zip-tront athletic-style Cardigans 
Knit of 100% Zefran® ac 
Long sleeves with rib-knit cufís and bottom. Zipper front. (7) 

Fashion collar. (8) Baseball collar. (9) Convertible collar. 
Machine wash а perature and tumble 

Boys’ sizes. State sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See Chart 2 on p 
Teens’ chest sizes XS(32-33): 534-36): M(38-40 

S, M. L, mat number size. See Chart 4 on page 
3 Teens sues | Wi 

Sr ow 36€ 23633F 
в) Ta А 40С 236317 
9) Black, rust, tas 40 € 23633F | i 

(10 thru 15) Classic crew neck Pullovers 
RIC: Knit 
AIL: Long sleeves rib-knit cuffs, bottom and crew neck 

CARE Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Boys’ sizes. State size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See Chart 2 on page 79. 

3 38-40); 1442). State letier С 

5C 22542 
40 C 22548F 

AAA) 
RRA ARAN 

16 thru 19) Jacquard Pullovers with mock cable stitching 
BRIC: Knit of 100% acrylic 

Long raglan sleeves. rib-knit crew neck, cuffs, bottom. 
quard ski design on front, back yoke and around sleeves and waist 

Machine wash at warm temperature and tumbie dry 

See Chart 
(34-36); М(38-40); 1442 

art 4 on page 79. 
or Boys sies TW 

TOC 20046F | 9 
0153F 

BOYS' SIZES BOYS' and 
Sizes B to 16 EENS' APPAREL 

TEENS' SIZES 
Chest sizes 32 to 42 su [Sears] 73 



"===" CORDUROY FASHION JEANS 
( 1 thru 3) PERMA-PRESTS Corduroy Jeans with a lush, velvety look (Sand6) Coordinating 
ғ CARE: Our strongest, wide-wale, 7-rib corduroy tri-blend of Dacron* poly PERMA-PREST Plaid Shirts 

ine wash, warm: tumble dry. No ironing necessary FABR trong polyester, cotton. 
n tabs; self-lock — yarn-dyed for lasting color. 

L: Long sleeves, one-button 
cuffs. New, shorter collar; full-b 
ton front, bias pocket. SI Boys’ Slim and Regular sizes. Stole size 

om page 78. 
State weist, then inseam 

sizes listed ton 
Mac 

I ble dry. N‘ 
1726F | 40C7 1626F 0 

C71625F 
Boys‘ sizes. State size 8, 

6. See Chart 
(5) 40C34311F-Biue.....#7.99 
(6) 40C34312F-Brown... 799 

4) Oiktanned Harness Leather 
hes wide. Full-grain leather lo cath wir. Antique banos Teens’ neck sizes; XS(13- 

tal buckle. Sizes in inches: Si L(28-30); XL(31-34). State M(1S-15% 
ise S, М, L or ХІ Measure waist over style of pants with which belt w M 

be worn to determi ize n pag 
40 C 92591F ing weight 4 ounces $5.99 ping weight 8 ounces. 

5) 4063521 1F-Blu 
74 [Sears] « 6) 40C35212F-Brown... 8.99 

weight 9 

add a Plaid Shirt 
and V-neck Sweater 

7 thru9) Classic Pullover 
V-neck Sweaters. 

Soft Zefran® acrylic knit 
LING: Long sleeves. Rib-knit 

k, cuffs and botto 
Machine wash 

and tumbie 

Boys’ sizes. State size 8, 10, 
or 16. See Chart 2, p. 79. Wt 

40C20173F-Rust 
40C20176F-Camel 
40C20174F-Navy 

es 
40C22333F-Rust 
40C22332F-Camel 
40C22331F-Nav 

Shipping 



m Soft touch 
r thickest. most lush 

VELOUR 
SHIRTS 

they're washable 

80% soft 
polyester 

for long wear 
Machine wash, warm: tumble dry 

Long sleeves; rib-knit cuffs and bottom. 
Boys‘ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See Chart 2 on 
page 79 for correct size 
Teens’ chest sizes: XS(32-33 in.); 5034 
36); M(38-40); 1442). See Chart 4 p. 79. 

(1) V-neck. Burgundy; raglan sleeves. 
Boys’ sizes. Slale rise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
40 C 41805F—Shps. wt 11 ог. .. 014.99 
Teens’ chest sizes. Siale letter sise XS, S, 
M or Li mol number size. 
40 C 43032F—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... 17.99 

(2) Collar and 2-button, open-top 
placket. Black, pieced with honey. Off 
white collar, placket and piping. 
Boys’ sizes. State rise В, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
40 C 41803F—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ..915.99 
Teens’ chest sizes. Slate leiter sise XS, S. 
M or L, moi number size 
40 C 43035F—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ..919.99 

(3) Collar and zipper. Light blue with 
navy and burgundy inserts. 
Boys’ sizes. State rise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
40 C 41806F—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ..$15.99 
Teens’ chest sizes. Siate letter sise XS, S, 
М or Li mol number size 
40 C 43036F—Shpg. wt = $1999 

(4) V-neck. Navy body. Mitered V 
neck, tops of sleeves and back yoke, rib- 
knit cuffs and band bottom all in off-white 
Boys’ sizes. State sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
40 C 41801F—Shpg. wt. $14.99 
Teens chest sizes. Slate letter size XS, S, 
M or Li mol number rite 
40 C 4303 1F—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ..617.99 

(5) Collar and V-neck. Dark green with 
off-white shoulder inserts, “V” trim а 
bands in the rib-knit cuffs and bottom. 
Boys’ sizes. Slale sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
40 C 41802F—Shpg. wt. 1102. ..$15.99 
Teens’ chest sizes. Siste letter sise XS, S, 
М or Li mot mumber rine 
40 C 43034 F—Shpg. wt. oz. ..819.99 

(6) Baseball collar and zipper. Brown 
and beige with rust side panels. Striped 
knit neck, cuffs and band bottom. 
Boys’ sizes. Stale sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
40 C 41804F—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ..814.99 
Teens’ chest sizes. State letter sise XS, S. 
М or Li mei mumber size. 
40 C 43033F—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ..817.99 

BOYS' SIZES 
810 16 

TEENS' SIZES 
Chest sizes 32 to 42 

BOYS' and 
X&ENS' APPAREL 

„u [Sears] 75 





THE CORDUROY 
CONNECTION 
Corduroy Slacks, Vest plus super a 

(1) Heavyweight brown plaid flannel Shirt 
Soft 81-02. flannel woven of cotton. Machine wash, 

AL: Long sleeves. t t +. Classic 
collar. full button 

Boys’ sizes. Slate size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See Chart 2, p. 79 
40 C 37155F—Shipping weight 7 oz $9 99 
Teen neck sizes. XS(13- 1334 534); 1416) 
State leller size XS, S, М or L, mol inches. Chi p. 79. 
40 C 3842 1F—Shipping weight $1099 

2 and 3) Quilted Corduroy Vest 

tion is 8 oz. polyeste en nylon. Machine wash, warm: 
tumble dry 

ning is w 

Solid vest with contrasting trim on yoke and pockets. Snap 

S. CO State sise S, М or L. 
Boys’ sizes. S(6-8): M(10-12); L(14-16). See Chart 3, p. 66 
2) 40C77235F—Rus (3) 40C 77231F—Navy 

Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 119.99 
Teens: chest sizes. S(34-36); M( 38-40 

2) 40C 81028F—Rust (3) 40C 81027F—Navy 
Shipping weight | pound 4 ounces $21.99 

4 and 5) Corduroy dress Slacks and matching B. 
ABRIC: С on and polyester. 14 rib corduroy 

Cream-color piping on decorative front 

n at waist Hook and eye hidden” back pocket pockets. ( 

Machine wash, warm: tumbi 

Boys’ Slim and Reg 
Coon | — Sümsues | Regular Sizes 

Qj Rut | —40C71593F |  40C71493F 
5) Navy 40 € 71594 40€7 

Shipping weight 
Teens sizes 

4) 40C 74331F—Rus (5) 40C 74332F—Navy Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 115.99 
(6) Jersey Knit Sweater 

L dy. Pointelle chest with navy, rus 
4 and sleeves. Crossover V-neck. Long sieeve 

ARE Machine wash, warm. 

Boys’ sizes. Slate size 8, 10, 
40 C 20142F—Shipping wei ounces 
Teens’ chest sizes XS(32-33); S(34-36); М(38-40 
ler size XS, S, М, L not number size. See Chart 4, p. 
40 C 22145 F—Shipping weight 9 ounces 

See Chart 2, p. 79. 

(7 and 8) Striped Knit Shirts 

DETAIL- Solid body. Engineered stripes on f 
sleeves. 2 button placket. Long sleeves. 

pack. chest and 

Boys’ sizes. Slate size 8, 10, 
Т) 40C 4168 1F—Ner $8.99 
8) 40C 41682F—Ton, rust stripes. WL 6 ог. 8.99 
Teens’ chest sizes XS(32-33): 5034-36): M(38-40): 1442). See 
Chart 4, p. 79. State letter size XS. S, М or L, moi number size 

40 C 4322 1F—Nory, rust siripes, Wt. 10 oz 1999 
8) 40C 43222F—Tan, rust siripes. Wt. 10 ог. 9.99 

See Chart 2, p. 79. 
rusi stripes. Wt. 6 

9 and 10) Genuine split-cowhide leather Gloves 
Sueded split cowh de leather. Acrylic shearling-look pile lining 
Whip-stitched for strength. Importec 

Measure hand around knuckles, c 
b. Sizes M(7 in.); 149 in.). Stale leiter M or L, not m 

9) 40C94441F—Med. brown. Wt 
J) 40C 94442F—Dk brown. Wt 4 ог. 5.99 

BOYS’ SIZES BOYS' and 
Sizes 8 to 16 £ENS' APPAREL 

TEENS' SIZES 
Chest sizes 32 to 42 ss [Sears] 77 



DARK-AS-MIDNIGHT 
DENIM WITH PALE 
WHITE STITCHERY 

In matching Jeans and Vest 

plus coordinating Flannel Shirts 
and embossed Leather Belt 

(1and2) PERMA-PREST® 
Embroidered Vest and Jeans 

FABRIC: The comfort of cotton plus the durability 
of polyester. Dark navy. 

Machine wash at warm temperature and 
necessary 

o 
By 

G: 4-button fn oat: 2 front sbield-shaped 
patch pockets, vitis keyhole embroidery Dow 
ble-needle, white contrast stitching. Back yoke. 

ZES АМ! RING INFORMATION 
Boys’ sizes S(8); M( 10-12); 1414-16). State letter 
sise S, М or L. See Chart 3 on page 66. 
40 C 69864F—Shpg. wt. 5 oz $8.99 

Teens’ chest sizes XS(32-33 in.); S(34-36) 
M(38-40); L(42). State letter sise XS, S, M or L. See 
Chart 4 on facing page for size. 
40 C 49072F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 5 999 

(2) The PERMA-PREST® J 
D 2 shield-shaped back patch pockets. 
with white key-hole embroidery. 2 front slash 

‘kets; belt loops. Double-needle white 
rass zipper; snap waist. Slightly flared 

ORMATION 
Boys’ slim and regular sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See 
Chart 1 below right. Siete sise. 
О C 69661F—Slim Shpg. wt. 130z. ....910.99 
40 C 69161F—Regular. Shpg. wt. 1302. . 10.99 
Husky-Plus sizes. Measure waist at natural waist 

lele waist, йет inseam from this chart. Order 

40 C 6986 1F—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 311.99 
Teens’ sizes. State waist then inseam length from 
this chart. Order omiy rises listed 

5 77 aa EN 33 [34 
pa 9130139132 [32 | 32 [32 [34 mw | 32 | 32 | 32 | 34 | 6 | 34 

40 C 4907 1F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $11.99 

(3 ons 4) The plaid Flannel Shirt 
FABRIC: Soft cotton, durable polyester. Plaid. 

Lined pointed collar and one-button cuffs 
бе long sleeves, Full bution front 1 bass pocket 
Square bottom can be worn in or out 
CARE: Machine wash, warm: tumble dry 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Boys sizes. Stote sise В, 10, 12, 14 or 16. See Chart 
2 on facing page for your size. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
(3) 40C37118F—Red, tan p 54.99 
(4) 40C37117F—Blue, tan plaid 499 
Teens’ neck sizes: XS( 13-1314); 514-144) 
M(15-1514); 1416). State letter XS, S, М or L. See 
Chart 4 on facing page for your correct size. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

) 40C 3844 1F—Red, tan plaid 1599 
) 40C38442F—Blue, tan plaid 5.99 

(5) The embossed Leather Belt 
Full grain cowhide with deep embossing for a west 
ern look. All-around 2-bole perforacion adjust to 
growth and many pant styles; 2-pronged 
buckle. 1% inches wide. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: Sizes S(22-24 
in.); M(25-27); L(28-30):XL(31-34). State letter 
sise S, М. L or XL, mot inches Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
40 C 92566F— Tan +699 

Just say "Charge It 

when you phone your order 

see page 328 



THE BEST 
OF THE WEST 

"IN BOYS AND 
# TEENS SHIRTS 

FABRIC: Woven blend of cotton, polyester. 
DETAILING: Long sleeves; newer S-inch 
banded collar with permanent stays for 
lasting neatness: top center pleat front. 

1 and 2) Alkover floral print with con- 
trast piping on western front yoke. Authen- 
tic western-style snaps on front and top- 
stitched 2-snap cuffs. 2 pockets with snap 
flaps. Shirttail bottom. 
3) Solid natural color broadcloth with 
sewn-on, yarn-dyed, patchwork stars. 2 
button cuffs. Simulated wood buttons. 
Shirttail bottom 
4) Solid natural color with yarn-dyed 

plaid front and back sewn-on yokes with 
multicolored embroidery. 2-button cuffs. 
Simulated wood buttons. Shirttail 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO: 
Boys’ sizes. Slale sise 8, 10, 12, 14 or 16. See 
Chart 2 below for correct size. 
11) ¿lus floral print 
40 C 34079F—Shpg. wt 7 oz. .....99.99 

a 

“ay 

A ч, 
(2) Brown floral print 
40 C 34089F—Shps. wt. 7 oz......99.99 
(3) Patchwork star applique 
40 C 34283F—Shpg. wt. 6oz......99.99 
@ Embroidered plaid yoke 
40 C 34284F—Shpg. wt. б ог......%9.99 
Teens’ neck sizes: XS(13-1314 in.): S(14- 
1414); M(15-1544); L(16). State letter rise 
XS, S, M or L, moi inches. See Chart 4 below 

Blue floral print 
35276F—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ...810.99 

(2) Brown floral print 
40 C 3527 4F—Shps. wt. В ог. ...810.99 
Q) _ Patchwork ster applique 
40 C 3505 1F—Shpg. wt. 9oz. ...810.99 
(4) Embroidered plaid yoke 
40 C 35052F—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ...810.99 

(3and4) Imported 

the fitting room for pages 51 to 83. 

TEENS’ SIZES 
Nock sizes 13 10 16 im 

BOYS’ and 
A&ENS' APPAREL 

^, [Sears] 79 



Velour Pullovers 

Tops” in softness 
FABRIC: Heavyweight cotton, polyester velour 
CARE: Machine wash, warm temperature; tumble dry 
DETAILING. S ORDERING INFORMATION 
Boys’ sizes. State size 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. See Chart 2, pg. 71 
Teens: c гез: Х5(32-33); S(34-36); M(38-40); L(42). Slate letter sise XS, 
S, M, L. See Chart 4, page 7 
(1) Burgundy-striped Pullover 
Ribbed crew neck, cuffs and waistband. Long sleeves. 
40C4 18 13F-Boys' sizes. Slate rise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Shpg. wt. 6 oz 
40C43037F-Teens' sizes. State letter size XS, S, M, L. Wt. 1002. 
(2) Blue-striped Pullover 
Ribbed crew neck, cuffs and waistband. Rib-knit bottom. Long sleeves 
40C4 18 1 1F-Boys sizes. State sise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 40C43038F-Teens’ sizes. State ше size XS, S, M, L. Wt. 10 ог. 
(3) Brown-striped Pullover 
Ribbed crew neck. cuffs and waistband. Rib-knit bottom. Long sleeves. 
40C4 18 12F-Boys’ sizes. Slate rise 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Shpg. wt. б oz. ....91299 
40C43039F-Teens sizes. State etier sise XS, S, M, L. Wt. 10 ог. 14.99 
80 [Sears] u. 

$12.99 
14.99 

$1299 
14.99 

BOYS’ SIZES 

TEENS’ SIZES 
“Brushed” Fleeced Tops 

Heavyweight for warmth 
Chest Sizes 
321042 

FABRIC: Acrylic and polyester knit. 
RE Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 

DETAILING. SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Boys’ sizes. S(6-8); M( 10-12); 1414-16). See Chart 3, pg. 66. 
Teens’ chest sizes: XS(32-33 
М, L. Chart 4, pg. 71 for correct size bei 
(4) Shawl-collar Pullover 
Brown coliar with striped body. Long rib-knit sleeves. 
40C162 13F-Boys' sizes. State letter rise S, M, L. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
40C17513F-Teens' sizes. State leiter size XS, S, M, L. Wt. 12 oz 
(5) У. хо collar Pullover 
Navy collar on striped body. Long set-in sleeves 
40C 162 12F-Boys sizes. Sisie letier size S, M, L. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
40C 175 12F-Teens' sizes. State letter rite XS, S, M, L. Shpg. wt. 12 ог. 
(6) Basebali collar Pullover 
Striped body with black long rib-knit sleeves. 
40€ 162 14F-Boys. sizes. Stale letter site S. M, L. Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 
40C 175 14F-Teens' sizes. State leiter sise XS, S, M, L. WL 14 02. 

ге placing your order, 
(4-36): M(38-40): L(42). State letter size XS, S. 



Insulated Ski-style Jacket 
A great fashion 

look in sportswear 

40 C 81192F—Bi 
1) 40C 81191F—Tan, rust a 

Shipping weight $34.99 

you wish see р 

There's nothing like the real thing. . . 
Sueded Jacket of split cowhide leather 

ine sueded split cowhide leather. CARE: Professionally leather clean. 
weight 100% polyester shearling- — SIZES 

lining. Sleeves lined with acetate quilted 
id other fibers 

side 
cuffs, bottom. 

ckets. Zipp 
iched hood, 

front. Rib-k 
drawstring. 

FITS CHEST SIZES 
33 TO 42 STYLEWORKS 

for TEENS 

~ [Sears] 81 



Fashion Jeans with embroidered pockets combine with 



assorted Tops for rugged good looks 

(1 thru 3) Embroidered Fashion Jean (5) Black textured Shirt with natural (8) Chenille-iook shaw! Pullover Sweat 
'ABRIC. Cotton and polyester blend for com color quilted trim RIC: Chenille-look knit of acrylic and polyester. 

fort and long wear. Black and khaki are twill. © FABRIC: Knit of polyester and cotton. DETAIL: Long sleeves. Rib-knit shaw! collar with toggle closure. 
Medium blue denim is pre-washed DETAILING: Long sleeves. Black with natu- — Raised textured loop stitch for chenille-look. Black, khaki 
ETAILING: Slightly flared leg. Two front — ral-color quilted trim on shoulders. RE: Machine wash at warm temperature; tumble dry. scoop pockets. Decorative embroidered design CARE: Machine wash at warm tempera- SIZES, ORDER INFO: Teens’ chest sizes: XS(32-33); S(34-36. s featured on both back pockets and watch ture: tumble dry M(38-40); 1442). State sise XS, S, М or L. See Chart 4, p. 

pocket. Back yoke. Zipper fly. Belt loops. S, ORDERING INFORMATION: Teens’ 40 C 22442F— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $16.99 
RE Machine wash, warm; tumble dry chest sizes: XS(32-33); S(34 ZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 50): 042). State letter size XS, S, Mor L. mot (9) Interlock-knit Shirt with corduroy trim 

Slate waist then inseam from chari below. number size. See Chart 4 on page 79. IC. Knit of polyester and cotton. 
EZ TET 40 C 43048F—Wt. 1002 $12.99 DETAIL: Long sleeves. Corduroy collar and pockets. Khaki, black. 

У i ARE: Machine wash at warm temperature; tumble dry 
onem C- 6) Velour knit Shirt ZES. ORDER INFO: Teens’ chest sizes: XS( 32-33); S(34-36); 

: FABRIC: Heavyweight polyester, cotton ve- M(38-40): L(42). Stale sise XS, S, M or L. See Chart 4, p. 79. 
11 ош for comfort; wear resistance. 40 C 43047F— Shipping weight 10 ounces $12.99 

a= o SETA Hong eses Cree peck АД лий (10) Burgundy textured Shirt with naturalcolor quilted tim 3) 40 C 49037F—Khaki t Machh =). bled RIC: Woven of polyester and cotton 
Shipping weight 1 b. 3 oz. $13.99 ag ep nen AILING: Terry shirt has long sleeves and quilted trim on 

A Ie ens chest sizes: — shoulder. Burgundy and natural-color 
4) Military-look XM DOES 30-0 CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature; tumble dry 
—€— 40 C 43040F Shp we 10 or, S ORDER INFO: Teens’ chest sizes: XS(32-33); S(34-36 

C: Woven of polyester and cotton. 2 M(38-40); 142), State sise XS. S. М or L. See Chart 4, p. 79, 
ETAIL Long sleeves; overlapping shoulder 40 C 43046F—Shipping weight 10 ounces $1299 

epaulettes. Banded collar. Button front with (7) Wing-collar pullover Sweater - 3 center pleat. Shirttail bottom. Back yoke. 2 FABRIC: Knit of 100% virgin acrylic (11 and 12) Militarylook Web Belts. Tightly woven cotton 
pockets with flaps: one brass zipper pocke ETAIL: Long sleeves with shoulder con- webbing. 1Y4-in. wide. Army-style buckle of gold-color metal with 
Natural-color. Imported trast. Wing collar with S-button placket josure. Adjustable ratchet. Gold-color metal t 
ARE: Machine wash at warm temperature; that buttons to top т can ei O: One size fits up to H in. Wt. 3 oz. tumble dry ther be worn open o y extra 40 C 92124— Khaki with black, natural stripes ....$2.99 ZES AND O NG INFORMATION. warmth or turtieneck-look. Natural and (12) 40C 92122—Khaki solid 299 

Teens’ neck sizes: XS(13-1314); Sí burgundy 
M( 15-1514); 1416). State letter sise X ARE: Mach. wash, warm: tumble dry 
L. See Chart 4, p. 79. ZES AND ORD RMATION STYLEWORKS 

Shipping weight 7 ounces. Teens’ chest sizes: XS(32-33); S(34-36 4 for TEENS 
40 С 35851F M(38-40); 1442). State leiter n SM or 

Pichia ont 1. mot na. rise See Chart 4. р. 19. 
е ordering з о quick Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. and easy way to 40 C 22441* $16.99 « [Sears]83 



„шай... 

DECK OUT ш: coordinates seasoned with 



D SS D in dressy holiday coordinates starring a rich 
velvety look for fancy mixing and matching 

(1) Ribbon-trimmed pink Blouson 3 thru 5) Wine velvetiook 6 and 7) 2-piece wine striped Ensemble 
N м Coordinates. BRIC АМ рса сане 

wash in wa 

Regular sizes 7, 8, 
$) N77 C 6920F 

© 692г FASHIONS for 
: ч vq > GARLS and TEENS 

18.99 "С 6926F $1299 re]85 



BRIGHT IDEAS FOR YOUR _ 
(1and2) Three-piece Pant Sets 

jackets. Long sleeved blouses. Si 
legged pants. (1) has pull-on pants with elastic waist, to 
with back neck close. (2) has zip, button close on pants 
with elastic back waist. Top with button front, elastic 
wrist, lace on collar and cuffs. 

RE Machine wash, warm. Tumble dry. Wash (2) with 

(1) Blue Pant Set 
BRIC: Woven t 

woven polyester, c 
RD. INF size. Chart 9, p. 94. WL 1 Ib. 4 oz 

77 C $093F— Regular 7, & 10, 12, 14. 19.99 

olyester jacket, pants. White 

2) Berry Pant Set with corduroy jacket and pants 
Polyester, cottc ribless corduroy jacket. pants 

White polyester knit b 
Chart 9, p. 94 

Regular sizes. 
77 © 5094F—Ship 12999 
Pretty-Plus sizes $. 145%, 16%, 18% 77 C $185 F—Shipping weight 1 Ib 3299 

(3) Dolman sleeve Top 
Polyester and cotton weave. 

All. Small round collar. Р 
edge. Square bot 

E Machine wash, wa: 

Requiar sizes 7, 8 
77077 төк М. 

n &T, 10T, 12T, 14T, 16T. Chart 23, p. 
F— Multicolored print: Wt. ô oz. 

red prin 
Young T. 
N77 C 6412 

Shirred waist Top 
RIC. Polyester and cotton weave. 

ad collar. El 

ARE. Machine wash at warm temperature. Tumble dry 
C State siae. 

Regular sizes 7, 8 See Chart 1, p. 94. 
77 € 7708F—Multicolored print. We. 4 oz 
Young Teen 8T, 10T, LZT, 14T, 16T. Chart 23, р. N77 C64 18F— Multicolored print: We. 4 oz 11.99 

99 

(5 and 6) Bib Overall with straight legs 
A 'oven of polyester and cotton. 

ulder straps adjust. 4 front pleats. Back zip. 
ARE Machine wash at warm temperature. Tumble dry 

State sse. 
Regular sizes 7, 8 

S) 77 C S413 
54 14F—Red. Shpg. w 

9, p. 94. 

Slim sizes 75, 8S, 10S, 125, 14S. See Chart 9, p. 
435F— Blue. 5) 

6) 71 C 5A34F- 
Young Teen ST, 10T, MT, 16T. See Chart 20, 5) N77 C 6024F—Blue. Shpg. wt. 110 Р 
(6) N77 C 6025F—Red. Sh 
(7 thru 10) Pocket stitched Jeans with str 
FABRIC: Polyester, cotton weave with a shiny f 

AIL: Rider at natural waist 
back pockets. Zip, button fr dosu: 

Machine wash, warm. Tumble dry 
? RS AND ORDERING INFO: Siate sis. 

Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. See Chart 6, p. и OS "T i оң A 13 

Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 108, 125, 14S, See Chart 6, p. 9 ; s 1499 
; : 53 

Dressy 2-pc. Pant Set 9 199 
М ч Young Teen 8T, 10T, 17T, HT, 16T. See Chart 20, p. 9 with soft satin yoke Tee ET ITI ит, ит. T 

$1299 0) N77 C 6042F—Green 10.99 

Kn (11 thru 14) PERMA-PREST® pullover Turtlenecks 
ARE: Nylon rib knit. Machine wash, warm. FABRIC CARE: Woven polyester and cotton Tu 

top with acetate satin yoke. Pants are woven eu sede aes 
texturized polyester. Light blue with pink rib Me COLORS ORE oem DR 
bon trim on yoke. Machine wash, warm. Turm 2 OA Aah LEE Karren atra ag 
bie dry. Do not bleach. Damp sises 5 10-14: 114): XL(16). Siete letter з M. L or XL, mol number size DETAIL: Keyhole neckline tie, ruffled Regular since (7-9). 210.12): L(16% XL(16 
collar on yoke. Long sieeves. Contrast s uk xr bo 

Reinforced cuffs, bottom. 

77 C 7380F—Green. Shog. wt. 3 ¢ 1479 on shirred elastic wrists and waist 77 © 7490F—White. Show. wt. 5 ол. 179 
pants have elastic waist. Straight legs. 1) 77 € 7502*—hlue. Shpg we. Sor 439 
SIZES, COLOR AND ORDER INFO: State rise. 4) 77 C 7378F—Pink. Shoe. wt Soz 479 
See Chart 9 on page 94 3 : (18) Chocolate brown Drawstring Shoulder Bag 
[нг sizes 7, 8. 10, 12, 14. Double shoulder strapped bag of glove soft, leather-look 
M qoare bine. Wr. 110s...012.99 »olyurethane. Roomy pouch styling with tunneled draw 
Protty-Plus sizes 104%, 12%, 14%, 16% string closure. About 104? 4x11 in. high. Imported 
77 C 5 186F— Light blue. Wt. 1302 ..$14.99 V 6% Shipping weight 4 ounces $4 99 
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Go Casual 
(1 and 2) Decorated corduroy Pants 
FABRIC. CARE: (1) is beige cotton, polyester weave. (2) 
is blue polyester, cotton, nylon weave. Machine wash, 
warm temperature. Tumble dry. 
DETAILING: Ride al natural waist. Zip, snap close. 
Straight legs. Belt loops. (1) has embroidered scenic back 
yoke. (2) with embroidered back pocket. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State sise. 

7, 8, 10, 12, 14. See Chart 6, page 94. 
Beige. Wt 13 oz 511.99 

(2) 77 C 8968F—Blue. We 8 az. 11.99 

Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 10S, 12S, 14S. See Chart 6, page 94. 
(1) 77 C 9986F—Beige. Wr. 1202. $11.99 
(2) 77 C 5449F—Blue. WL 8 az. 11:99 
Pretty-Plus 1044, 1244, 14%, 1614 and 18%, See Chart 6 
on 9, 
(РУУ 6532 1F—Bive. We. 1002. $13.99 

BELT SHOWN SOLD ON PAGE 84 

88 [Sears]. 

in corduroy Jeans and compatible Tops 
in plush velour or embroidered knit 

(З and 4) Plush velour Tops 
FABRIC: Polyester and cotton velour knit. 
DETAILING: Pullover styling with shaw! collar. 
Ribbed bottom and cuffs. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm. Tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Regular sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); L(14). State letter 
rise S, М or L. moi mumber sise. See Chart 1, page 94. 
(3) 77 C 7550F—Blue. Wt. 9 oz. $13.99 
(4) 77 C 7551F—Red. We 9 ог. 13.99 

(5) Coordinating embroidered cream Sweater 
FABRIC CARE: Knit of 100% acrylic. Machine 
wash, warm. Tumble dry. 
DETAIL: Delicate floral embroidery matches deco 
rated pockets oí blue corduroy pants. Ribbed knit 
bottom and cuffs on long sleeves. Keyhole neckline 
Че. 
SIZES. COLOR AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Regular sizes S(7-8); M( 10-12): L(14); XL(16) 
‘State letter sise S, М, L or XL, moi number size. See 
Chart 1 on page 94. 
77 C 8788F—Cream. Wt. 7 oz. 211.99 

On these 2 pages... 

GIRLS' AND YOUNG TEEN SIZES 

What a great 
low price for 
straight leg 
corduroy Jeans 

$699 

сту 

FABRIC. CARE- Cotton, 
chine wash, warm. Tumble dry. 

lyester weave. Ma. 

DETAIL: Zip, button close. Elastic insert on back 
waist of Pretty-Plus sizes. 
SIZE. COLORS. ORDER INFO: State size. See 
Chart 6, p. 94. 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
(6) 77 C 5400F—Navy. We 8 oz. 
(1) 77 C 5401F—Red. We. 8 ог. 
Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 10S, 125, 145. 

t 8 oz. (6) 77 C 5448F—Navy 
(7) 77 C5447F—Red. Wi. 8 oz. 
Pretty-Plus 1014, 1244, 1444, 164 
(6) 77 C 5322F—Navy. Wt. 10 
(7) 77 C 5323F—Red. Wt. 10 oz. 
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WI UD a collection of loops 
dots and stitches 

GIRLS' AND 
YOUNG TEEN 

SIZES 

PERMA-PREST® 
Woven Shirts 
With full placket, 

button down collar 
and long sleeves 

$699 
FABRIC: Polyester 
and cotton weave. 
DETAILING: Small 
round button down 
collar, Long sleeves 
with band cuffs 
Shirred shoulders 
Button front with full 
placket. Straight bot 
tom. Decorative neck 
tie. 
CARE: Machine wash 
at warm temperature 
Tumbie dry. No iron. 

(6) 
71 C 2713F ..56.99 
(7) Blue. W L 6 оз. 
21 C 7712F ..%6.99 

1and2) Navy denim Jeans with 3 and 4) Dotted Blouses (5) Red loopy knit Sw decorated pockets BRIC: Y ester and cotton. ABRIC: 100% acrylic ka 00% prewashed cott CAR ne wash at warm temperature Machine wash at warm temperature. Dry flat 
decora asert in back жаш at (3) Red dotted Big Top ufts and bot 

es. s Scene Stealers decorated ALING Delicately embroi Bu R Ri F N tos Circle yoke. Long sleeves. Band c See Chart 1 page 94. Regular sizes S(7-8); M(10 
N N MA N. State sise 2% 1414); XL(16). State letier sise S. M, L or XL, mot on Sec Chart 1 on page 94 number ize when ordering 

6/08 Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 _ Shipping weigh en 
See ( Shipping weight 4 ounces 7 C 8782F—Rec $10.99 

77 C 7705F $8.99 Ў 
retty-Plus ‹ ai 16% 18 8 and 9) Navy cotton denim Shoulder Bag 

р ہم ‘oz. 49.99 77886 9.99 Hobo shaped bag bas flap and wooden togzie closure 

08, 128 ng. About 10x2x11 in. b 
Heart dec 

2) 77 C5440F— Scene Ste 
Pretty-Plus sizes 101 and wallet are importes С S450F—H " AMAT 
Young Teen sizes &T, 10 6 Regular.sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 8) 77 С 9150—Bag. Shpg. wt. 4 oz $399 N77C6023F-Scene $ wW $1399 бее Chart 1, pe 9) 77 C9250—Waliet. Shpg. wt. 8 oz 249 77 C 7706F 5799 

Young Teen sizes & T, 12T, 14T, 16T БЕ 
90 [Sears] ~ N77 C 6420F 18.99 



DICK. ЕМ 
| AND PAIR EM 

for a variety of 
fun fashion looks 

(11hru3) Coordinating 
knit Sweaters 

FABRIC CARE: Knit of 100% acrylic. 
Machine wash, warm. Tumbie dry. 

Shawi collar cream Sweater 
DETAILING: Shaw! collar with 3 but 
ton placket. Ribbed cuffs and bottom. 
SIZES. COLOR. ORDER INFO. 

(10-12) and L(14). 
Slate letter vise S, M, or L, moi number 
size. See Chart 1, page 94. 
(1) 77C8789F-Cream. Wu 7 оз. „6 
(2and 3) Tie neck Sweaters 
DETAIL: Keyhole neckline with tie. 
Jacquard knit. Ribbed cuffs, bottom. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: 
Regular sizes S(7-8); M( 10-12); 
114); XL(16). 
State letter sise S, M, L or XL, mot 
number rise. See Chart 1, page 94. 
(2) 77C8787F-Tan. We 
(3) 77C8786F-Blue. We 

(4thru6 ) 

FABRIC. САВЕ Woven of polyester, 
Orlon* acrylic and rayon. Machine 
wash, warm. Tumble dry 
DETAIL: Contrast stitching accents 2 
front flap pockets. Pleated front. Zip- 
per and bon front closure. 

S. ORDER INFO 
iale rs. See Chart 6, page 9. 

ular sizes 7, 8, 10,12, 14 
(4) 97C54 12F-Green. We Box. #1 
(5) 770541 1F-Camel. We Sox. 1 
(6) 77C8410F-Biue. Wt. Bon... 1 
Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 10S, 125, 14S 
(4) 77C5436F- Green. Wi 892. $11.99 
(5) 1CS437F-Camel We Bor. 1199 
(6) 77C8438F-Bive. We. Soe... 11.99 
Pretty-Plus sizes 10%, 12%, 14%, 
16%4, 18% 
(5) 77C5452F-Camel. Wt. 11 01.213.99 
(6) 770545 1F-Blue. We 1102. : 13.99 
"пед DuPont trademark 

the fitting r00M tor pages 84 thru 101 
CHART 20: Young Teen Pants and Jeans 

ORDERSIZE | 8T 747 167 

Natural waat (n | 
нара (а), | 32-329, 

inseem (on) 
354-304 | 37-38 
26-26% | 27-27% 

32 33 

CHART 23: Young Teen Tops, Dresses. Skirts. Bib pants. Vests. 
ORDER SIZE | вт | TOT 12T 147 167 
LT 607-81 [бту 9—83 | 634-64 | 04_05 
Bust on) | 22530 | 30 31-325| 3334 |34v735» 
Hips in) 32-32» | 33-33 
Wast бл) 1 23-23% | 24-245 

3435 "| збу, зем | 37-38 
25-25% | 26-26% | 27-27% 

Our lowest price ever 
for delicate Pointelle Sweaters 
FABRIC, CARE: Polyester 
and acrylic knit. Machine 
wash, warm. Tumble dry. 
DETAIL: Delicate pointelle 
stitch. Drawstring waist 
Ribbed knit cuffs, bottom. 
SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Regular sizes S(7-8); 
M(10-12); L(14). 
Please stale leiter rise S, M or 
L, mot number sise. See Chart 
1; paze 94. ; 

t 7 oz. 
CES Mic n 699 
(8) 77C8790F-Blue.... 699 
(9) T7C8792F-Pink.... 699 

FASHIONS for 
GIRLS and TEENS 
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Sample the 
fashionable feel 
of flocked Jeans 
and Vest plus 
Satin Tops 



( 1 and 2) Designer inspired 
flocked Jeans 

FABRIC. CARE: Woven nylon 
flocking. Polyester, cotton 
backing. (1) Black jeans. Ма. 
chine wash, warm with similiar 
colors; tumble dry. (2) Blue 
jeans. Machine wash, cold: tum 
bie dry 

AIL: Natural waist. Zip 
snap close, Jeans have brass 
rivets in front. 2 rear pockets 
with contrast stitch. “Roi 
L'Hiver" ("King of the Win 
ter") designer label. Front 
watch pocket. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO 
ше sise. 
Reg. sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Chart 

р 11 oz. 
(1) 77C4306F-Black.#11.99 
(2) 77C4313F-Blue.. 11.99 
Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 10S, 125, 145. 
See Chart 6 pg. 

77 C 4806F—Black 
2) 77 C 4813F—Blue 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $11.99 
Young Teen sizes 8T, 10T, 
12T, T. See Chart 20 on 
р T 
(1) N77 C 6606F—Black 
Shpg. wt 1302. $13.99 

(3 and 4 ) Designer inspired 
flocked Vest 

FABRIC. CARE: Woven nylon 
flocking. Polyester and cotton 
backing. (3) Blue vest. Machine 
wash, cold; tumble dry. (4) 
Black vest. Machine wash, 
warm; similiar colors. 
DETAIL: Two pockets with con 
trast stitching. 

SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO 
State letter sise S, М, or L when 
ordering. 
Regular sizes S(7-8); M(10- 
12); L(14). See Chart 1 on page 
94. WL 4 oa. 
(3) 77C4325F-Blue ...85.99 
(4) 77C4319F-Black .. 5.99 

Teen sizes S(8T-10T). 
); L(16T). See 

Chart 23 on page 91 
Shipping weight 4 oz. 
(4) N77C6605F-Black $6.99 

Acetate, nylon satin. 
AIL: Pullover satin tunic 

with V-neck. Long sleeve with 
elasticized cufís. Tunic has 
small round collar with belt and 

loops. 
ARE: Machine wash, warm: 

tumble dry 
ZES 

Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
Slate sine when ordering. See 
Chart 1 on pi 
$3603 Mt Soz. ...99.99 

(6) White satin Blouse 
FABRIC: 100% acetate satin. 
DETAIL: Button back blouse 
with shirttail bottom. Lace col 
lar, bow at neck. Long sleeves 
with elastic wrist. 
СААБ Machine wash, warm. 
umble dry 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMA 
TION: State sise when ordering. 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
See Chart 1, A. 
77C7704F-Wt 4 oz. ...$9.99 
Pretty Plus sizes 10%, 1244 
14%4, 1614. Chart 1, pg. 94. 
77C7885F-Wt 5 oz... $10.99 
Young Teen sizes. See Chart 
23 on page 91. State 8T, 10T, 
12T, 14T, 16T. 
N7JC6415F-Wt. Soz $10.99 
РЕА! srectors® 1956 
1965 United Features Syndic 
Np Sereno py Communications 7 

- 

uU => 
nir | 

| 

Р mann 
p ine 

The SNOOPY” Boutique 
7 and 8 ) Snoopy* screen prints 

. of one Vest and one Hiph: 
Cotton. Vests: reinforced straps; 

dry. 12, 14. Slade one 
9 on page 94. 

or. 
(7) 77 C 3015F—White . Pkg. $2.99 
(8) 77 C3016F—Pink ...Pkg. 2.99 

9 thru 11) Snoopy” Hats, Scarf 
julky acr un en — Large white 

snowball s py* 
"throwing реа Ba "patch on cuff. 
Royal, red, and white colored scarí 
as in. long with knotted ends. Snoo- 
py* “throwing snowball” patch. Mach. 
wash warm; line dry. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDERING INFORMA- 
TION: art all 
(9) 77 C 9157—Red hat 
(10) 77C 156 Royal blue hat 
Shipping weight 4 oz. 54.99 
11) 77C9158-Multicolored scarf. 

‘weight 4 oz. $4.99 
(12) Snoopy" print web Belts. Elas- 
ticized cotton. silver-colored side 
adjustors. Magnetic interlock buckle. 
Fits amy waist іо 31 in. 
77 C9154—Navy. Wt. 3oz....$2.99 
77 C9155—Red. Wt. 3oz. 2:99 

Ca 

Cotton canvas bag has 
Kiss" screen print 

with nu 
Characters*. Cream. 

7709171 
(14) Snoopy” 

nt Handbag 
Sturdy vinyl coated 

У 

vinyl wallet 
Vinyl. Snap dose coin 
purse. 16 picture win 
dows. Snos оорур, 1р 

git box. Imported. 
allet measures 

ILL in. 
pg. wt. 4 or. 

77C9153 ...8299 

( 16 thru 18) Serendipity? 
knit T-Shirts 

FABRIC. DETAIL: Polyester, cotton knit. Short sleeve 
pullover with book about T-shirt screen print character. 
CARE: Machine wash warm; tumble dry. 
SIZE. ORDER INFO: Reg. size S(7-8); М(10-12); L(14). 
(16) 77C7582F-Natural. "Little Mouse on Prairie". 
in 77C7581F-Blue. "Leo the Lop”. 
18) 77C7583F-Pink. “Muffin Muncher". 

State S, M or L. Chart 1 on p. 94. Wı.4 oz. 
(19) Navy cotton denim straight leg Jeans 
FABRIC, CARE: Cotton. Mach. wash, warm: tumble dry. 
DETAIL: Natural waist. Zip, snap close. Fancy back 

$4.99 

pockets. 
SIZE. ORDER INFO: Charts 6 p. 94; 20 p. 91. State sise. 
Reg. size 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Slim size 7S, ES, 105, 125, 
WL 1 ib. MS. WL 15 oz. 
77C 4316F 5999 77C 4816F 39.99 
Pretty-Plus 10%, 12%, Young Teen 10T, 12T, 
MAR 1645, 1816, 14T, 16T. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. E 

77 C 4912F 1199 N77 eir. 20 oo 
(20) Reinbow stripe suspender. Elasticized cotton. 
1% in. wide. Gold-color adjustors. 
77 C 9159- Adjust: lo fil sizes 7-14. WL 402. ....83.99 

FASHIONS for 
GIRLS and TEENS 

au [Sears] 93 



Decorated Jeans and Tops oy ler Ума nbn de Ома wa bur 3 items any items any combination one item 
emn Jeans ice Jeans Sweaters 

$ SA when you buy any | | Jeans or $ $699 |$ 99 |5699 
ave to ER شما on 4 

PRETTY-PLUS SIZES PRICED SLIGHTLY HIGHER 

(11hru 7) Sweeters (8 and 9) Chevron design Jeans 
FABRIC. DETAIL, CARE: Acrylic. Tulip FABRIC: Woven polyester, cotton. 
dede ( 1,2) brushed, rbbed Terre, DETAIL: Chevron design stitched on 
oz. Long sleeve cowls (3,4,6); WE ca. 7 Re бла) Шы IMS up diets dip 
or. sleeve cowis (5, 7): WL ea. 4 - owed گل CARE- Mach. wash, warm: tumble dry. 

SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: See SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO: See Chart 6 below. State sist Chart 1, below. Sizes 507-8); M(10-12); 
и); 

187 Blue 7C$4 TTC $426F (3) 77C878 1F-Yellow. Slate 9) Khaki 27€ 9927F (4) 77C8780F-Red. State S, M. 
(5) 77C8760F-Cream.SiateS M.L.XL. 
(6) 77C8762F-Blue. State S, M, L. 
(7) 770876 1F- Pink. Sie S Mo Lo XL. 
Price for one 
Any two or more En $99 

(10 and 11) Pants with fancy front pockets 
FABRIC. CARE: Woven of polyester and cotton. Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry 

TAIL Puli-on style pants feature 2 front pockets with white lace trim. Shirred 
elastic back, decorative button trim on wais . Straight 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: See Chart 6 below. State size. 

sor [ Sim sures S 8$ 105 128 145 2 
T 77 C 0938 77 C $320F 
| 7 ca187F 71C5319F 

ht 1008 
Price for one 3798 
Price for two Ea $699 
Any 3 or more Ea $8 99 

(12 and 13) Pants with corded back pocket design 
FABRIC. CARE: Woven polyester, cotton. Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. 
DETAIL: Raised, cord trim on back pockets. Zip fly, belt loops: straight legs. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO: See Chart 6 below. State size 

Ge — p 5 T Co | "X » 
(127 Med. blue с | ctr 77 СЕЗҮӨР 
(13) Вепу 72С®962#* | 77С5424ғ 77 C 4039F 
Weight 100. —] Sor iTor 
Price for one 3789 —] 3739 
Price for two Еа $899 | Ез 5699 E mages es | se а 70 

the fitting TOOM for pages 84 thru 101. 



You're the star in colorful 
Shaun Cassidy* fashions 

S son these two pages 
REGULAR, SLIM, PRETTY-PLUS 

Character print Underoos™ 
Supergirtt, bra-look top and bikini pan- 
ty. Wonder Womant, vest and bi 
panty. Stretch polyester. Bikinis have 
elastic leg, we 
ht. 49-85% in., wt. 58-80 Iba); 1412-14: 
for ht, 50-6084 in., wt. 81-104 lbs.) State 
tio] 17 € 500 tar : (10) 
{i} 12 € 300 1 Weder 
Womant 489 
1€0C Comcs inc 1979 
PEC Nerchendung Coro. 1979 «lo and andy a a Cader of and ucene by Paramount Pictures Corp. 1979. 

(1) Shaun Cassidy* royal blue Pants 
FABRIC: Woven of polyester and cotton. 
DETAIL: Shaun® screen print signature. Zip, button 
Close. Belt loops. Straight leg. Pretty-Plus: elastic back. 
CARE Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: State size. See Chart 6 p. 94. 

jular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
77 C 5406F—Wt 11 oz. 
Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 10S, 125, 145. 
77 C 5442F— Wt 1102. 11.99 
Pretty-Plus sizes 10%, 12% 144%, 1644, 18%. 
77 C 9275F—Wt. 12 ол. 13.99 
(2) Shaun Cassidy* red Jacket 
FABRIC. CARE: Arnel@ triacetate and nylon satin-look. 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
DETAIL: Long sleeves. Multicolored rib knit bands at 
cuffs, collar and bottom. Zip close. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Regular sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); 
L(14); XL(16). State S, M, L or XL. Chart 1 on p. 94. 
77 C 7575F—Shipping wt 6 oz. 51199 
(3) Shaun Cassidy* white knit T-shirt 
FABRIC, DETAIL. CARE: Polyester, cotton. Short sleeves. 
Shaun* print. Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Regular sizes S(7-8); M(10-12); 
LL14). State letter size S, М or L. See chart 1 on р. 94. 
77 C 7574F—Wt 4 oz. $4.99 
4 and 5 | Metal cobra-shaped Belts 
pring loaded for stretch. (4) Heart buckle. (5) Butterfly 

buckle. $(22-26 in.); M(27-31 in.) State sise S or M. 
(4) 77 C9131F—Gold-color. WL 3 oz. $3.99 
(5) 77 C9132F—Süver-color. Wt. 3 oz. 399 

$11.99 

(6 and 7) Colorful Knit Tops 
FABRIC. CARE: Polyester, cotton. Machine wash at 
warm temperature; tumble dry. 
DETAIL: (6) Long sleeve multicolor jersey. (7) Short 
sleeve T-shirt Mork and Mindy™** print. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
lar sizes S(7-8); M( 10-12); L(14). State S, M or L. 
Chart 1 on 3 
(6) 77C7584F—Multicolored. Wt. 4 or. 95.99 
(7) 77C7407F—Red. Wt. 4 oz. 3.99 
(8 and 9) Mork"** Pants with Suspenders 
FABRIC Woven: (8) polyester, cotton; (9) cotton. 
DETAIL: Mork™** photo incl. 2 front pockets, front 
pleats. Zip, button. . Suspender has rainbow 
stripe, button. 1*4 in. wide. Adjusts do fü 7-14. 
CARE- Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Slade 
жм. See Chart 6 page %4. 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(8) 77 C5405F—Khaki. Wt. 15.02. $1499 
(9) 77 C5407F—Denim. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 1499 
Slim sizes 75, 8S, 10S, 125, 14S. 
(8) 77 C5443F—Khaki. We 15 oz. 1499 
(9) 77 C 5441F—Denim. Wt. 11b. 2 oc 1499 





featuring nice thoughts 
of bright Pants, Tops 

and Overalls 

(1 thru 3) PERMA-PREST® knit Sunny Bunch screen printed tops 
ABRIC: (1 and 3) Polyester and cotton. (2) Polyester terry cloth. 
ETAIL: (1) Decorative ties on short sleeves. Rounded collar. (2) Top has 

tabs with D-rings at short sleeves. Banded bottom. Sunny Bunch*™ label on 
front. (3) Cream long sleeve top is gathered at neck. 
CARE No iron 
SIZES, sizes S(7-8): M(10-12); 1014) 

16 ite when ordering. See Chart 1 on page 94 
77 C 7314DF—Cream top. Siate S, M. or L ony. Wt. $ oz 97.99 

у. We. 4 oz. 7.99 77 C 73110F— Blue top. State S, M or L о 
77 € 73040F—Cream top. Slate S, M, L or XL. Wt. 5 oz. 5.99 
Woven Sunny Bunch*" screen-printed Blouse 

RIC, CARE: Polyester and cotton. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
m. Shirred shoulder. X, sleeves. Rounded collar, tie at neck. 

ERING INFORMATION: See Chart 1 on page 94. 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12. Slade size when ordering. 
77 C 77 170F— Shipping weight 6 oz. $7.99 
Pretty-Plus sizes 1044, 1214, 1415, 1644 State size whem ordering 
77 C 7888DF—Shipping weight 6 oz. 98.99 

tern Jeans and fashion Pants 
on corduroy. Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry 

Natural waist, straight leg. (5) Lt. blue pants. Tie front and Sunny 
Bunch*" screen print on left front pocket (instead of right as shown on art) 
2 front pockets. (6) Red pants, 2 back pockets, one with Sunny Bunch" 
label. (7) Royal blue western jeans. 2 back pockets with fancy stitching; 
Sunny Bunch" leather label 
512 RS, ORDER INFO: See Chart 6 on page 94. 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. Stade size 
(5) 77C54020F blue brushed corduroy pants, Wt. 11 oz. ...99.99 
(6) 77 C 5403DF— Red corduroy pants. Wt. 14 ox. 9.99 
(7) 77C43330F—Royal blue corduroy jeans. Wt. 14 oz. 10.99 

Slim sizes 7S, BS, 108, 125, 14S. State sise 
5) 77 C 5446DF— L4. blue brushed corduroy pants. Wt. 11 oz. ... 89.99 

(6) 77 C 5445DF—Red corduroy pants. Shpg. wt. 1| oz 999 
(7) 77C48330F—Royal blue corduroy jeans. Wt. 13 oz. 10.99 

Pretty-Plus sizes 10%, 1214, 1444, 16%, 1814. State size when ordering 
(5) 77 C 53240F—L:. blue brushed corduroy pants. Wt. 1402. 811.99 
(7) 77C49320F—Royal blue corduroy jeans. WL 15 oz. 12.99 

(8 thru 10) Two-piece look Mock Sweater Sets 
FABRIC. CARE. Acrylic knit. Machine wash. warm: tu 
DETAIL: Cream body with long sleeves, turtieneck collar. Ribbed arm open 
ing and bottom. Sunny Bunch*" scree ND ORDERING IN 

8); M(10-12); 1414 
TION: See Chart 1 оп page 94. 

(8) 77C87840F—Sweater with pi $8.99 
(9) 77C87850F—Sweater with yellow mock vest. Wt. 7 oz. 8.99 
(10) 77 C 87830 F—Sweater with blue mock vest. Wt. 6 oz 8.99 
(11) Stylish woven green Overalis 

ARE: Polyester and cotton. Machine wash. warm; tumble 
ETAIL: Sunny Bunch*" screen print on bib pocket. Straight legs. 2 buttons 

on each side to close overalls. Adjustable suspender. Pleated front 
ZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: See Chart 9 on page 94. 

Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. State sise when ordering 
77 C 5404DF— Shipping weight 10 oz. $13.99 
Slim sizes 7S, 8S, 10S, 125, 145. State size when ordering. 
77 C 5444DF—Shipping weight 10 oz. 13.99 
Pretty-Plus sizes 10%, 1244, 14%4, 16%, 1844. State sise when ordering 
17 C 53250F—Shipping weight 13 oz. $15.99 

s]97 



wo pages 
GIRLS' SIZES 

Fashions 
for fun dressing 



Accessory essentials 

White satin blazer Bag, 
Satin woven of acetate. Inside of 
is laminated to fabric lining for 
strength. Spaghetti string 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
77C9166—Wt.4or . 

SE 
IZES. ORDER | TNFO Regula sites 

ESRI ae 

Lively Jumpers and Blouses 

9) Blue butterfly Jumper 
P 

ing. See Chart 1 on pa 
Regular sizes 7, 8 2 

J) 77C 5628F—Red. S 
77 C 5629F— 

Pretty-Plus sizes 10 
77 C 5925F—4 

Regular sizes 7, 8 
77 C 7703F—Ship 58.99 
13 

ouse with lace collar 
Blouse is sold separately on page 92 

MAS is for Children 
FASHIONS for 

GARLS and TEENS 

~ [Sears] 99 



Long and short Dresses 
for special occasions 

Dress 
tton. Bc 

cotton back. Ma 
ice: polyester, c 
wash, cold; line, t 

n top/skirt. White gauze bodi 
on front w/tie at neck. Bl 

Ш sash at back. (1) Lo 
border print 

State size when ordering. See Chart 1 on p. 94 
(1) Long Dress with border print all around 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 Pretty-Plus sizes 10%, 1244, 14%4, 16% 
N77C1204F-WL.130r.917.99 — N77 C 1804F—Wt. 13 oz. $19.99 
(2) Short Dress with border print at the front 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 Pretty-Plus sizes 1044, 12%4, 1445, 16% 
77C 1205F—Wt.901815.99 77 C 1805F—Wt 9 oz. 117.99 
3 and 4) Lace trimmed red and white check Dress (7) Semi-fitted Full Slip 

FABRIC. CARE: Antron® III nylon knit. Non 
cling. White. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
DETAIL: Lace trim at slip bottom, bodice. Ad 
justable straps. Bow at front. wash, warm: tumble dr 

RDERING INFO: State size when ordering. See Ct 5 ING IR я. SIZES, ORDERING INFO: Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 
3) Long Dress. Res 8, 10, 12, 14. 12, 14. State sise See Chart 9 on p. 94. 
N77 C 1208F- ing weight 8 oz. $1399 17 C 3570F—Shpg. wt. 208. 1299 
(4) hort Drei ular sizes 7, *Reg Du Pom TM. 

77 C 1209F— Shipping weight 6 oz. 11.99 
Special Occasion Low Heel Shoe 

(8) T-strap style Shoe 
UPPERS: Leather-look urethane uppers are soft 
and flexible. Adjustable strap and buckle with 
elastic gore for comfortable fit. Teardrop cut: 

5 and 6) Navy Apron Dress 
FABR Dress: woven polyest nylon, cotton. Polyester lace. Ma. 
hine wash at warm temperat dry 

TAIL: Long sl around lace apron. Ruffled neck 
Navy dress with wi bodice and cuffs 
Mock band F N ose. outs on vamp. 

ZE NFO: State sise when ordering. See Chart 1 p. 94 SOLES, HEELS: Composition sole and Yin. heel. 
5) Long Dress. Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO. 
N77 C 1206F 124.99 Fonet medium b SB. 6B OMB. 7B, ТМВ, 
(6) Short Dress. Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 1 8B, 849B, 9B and 10B. State rise as listed. 
77 C 1207 F—Shipping weight 6 oz. 2299 N64 С 22308F—Black N54 С 24308F—Medium camel tan 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. $17.99 100 [Sears] a 



(1) Modacrylic, acrylic Jacket 
th the look of fox 

FABRIC: Outer shell: Thick moda. 
ayl ic and acrylic pile. Quilted poly 
ester lining. $ oz. of polyester fiber 
fill insulation makes this jacket 
warm. Polyurethane vinyl trim. 
DETAIL: Jacket has the look of red 
fox. Pile is constructed with railed 
look cross sections to give this jack 
et a real fur look. 2 side seam pock 
ets. Metal zipper close. Leather 
look m on zipper placket matches. 

‚ched hood 
Machine wash, cold; tumble 

dry. Brush to fluff 
SIZES ERIN 
Regular sizes 7 
Chart 1 on page 94. Please stole size 
when ordering. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
77 C2481F $29.99 

n 

4 

(2) Modacrylic, acrylic Jacket 
with the look of rabbit 

Outer shell c 
crylic and acrylic pile. $ 

this jacket 
polyester linin 
waistband and 
С L: Jacket has the look of 
brown and white rabbit fur. 2 side 

pockets. Fashionable waist 
Ribbed band at waist and 

at cuffs. Metal zipper close in 
front. Jacket has attached hood. 

Machine wash, cold; tum 
Brush to fluff 

ZE ERING INF 
Regular sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14. See 
Chart 1 on page 94. Siale sise. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 
ounces. 
77 C2450F 934.99 

3) Acrylic, modacrylic Coat 
with the look of raccoon 

FABRIC: Thick fur-look non-allergenic Ala-vele 
of acrylic, modacrylic. Polyester quilted to polyester 
lining in coat body, sleeves. 

LING: Coat has the look of silver-gray raccoon 
т. Coat has a peited-look all around for the look of 

a real fur coat. Dark brown vinyl belt at waist. But 
ton front with two extra buttons sewn on inside of 

at. Boot length. Attached hood. Two side seam 

ARE Machine wash, cold: tumble dry at low tem. 
perature setting. 

See Chart 1 on page 94. S 

pg. wi. 3 " 
N77 C 2097F $39.99 
Pretty Plus 10%, 1244, 1444, 16% 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 5 oz 
N77 C2176F $4499 

FASHIONS for 
GARLS and TEENS 
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(1 thru 3) FABRIC AND CARE: Smooth, lustrous polyester char- 
meuse has the look, shine and feel of sik. Machine wash, warm 
(black with similar colors); line or tumble dry . . . use cool iron. 

(1) The Wrap-blouse 
DETAILING: Versatile blouse can be worn wrapped and tucked in, or 
out as a jacket. Small notched collar can be worn up or down. Tiny 
pleats at front yoke; concealed tie-closing at the waistline: long 
sleeves. Self tie-belt is included. Black and silver-color belt shown is 
sold below. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses’ sizes б, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Please state correct sise. 
М7 C 61211F—Bright rose pink N7 C 61212F—Black 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. $20.00 

(2) The Jewel-neck Blouse 
DETAILING: Pullover style has jewel-neck with shirring in front; 
slit-opening in back has self-fabric loop and button closing. Long 
sleeves with narrow button-cuffs. Straight bottom to wear in or out. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Please stale correct sise 
М7 С 61207F—Deep emerald green М? C 61208F—Black 
N7 C 61209F—Deep rose pink 
Shipping weight 7 ounces $18.00 

(3) The Slim Skirt 
DETAILING: Set-on waistband: back zipper with one-button closing. 
Soft shirring all around: two side seam pockets, Side slits give ease. 
About 28 in. long below waistband. Belt not included; sold below. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Please sigle correct sise. 

М7 C 61213F— Deep emerald green N7 C 61214F—Black. 

Shipping weight 7 ounces $18.00 

(4) The Chenille Cardigan 
FABRIC: Plush, velvety chenille knit of soft acrylic. Black. 
DETAILING: Long-sleeve cardigan can be worn open or wrapped. 
Belt shown is not included. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm temperature, delicate cycle (wash with 
similar colors); tumble dry, low or dry flat. Can be dry cleaned. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses’ sizes S(8-10); M(12-14); 1416-18). State letter S, M or L. 
N7 C 61206F—Shipping weight 11 ounces $30.00 

(5) The Pants 
FABRIC: Slightly lustrous faille of polyester and cotton. Black. 

DETAILING: Set-on waistband has zipper fly front with one-button 
dosing. Two curved front pockets; back yoke. Narrow legs about 16 
in. at bemline. Belt shown is sold below. 

CARE: Machine wash, warm; delicate: line or tumble dry, low. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. (Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6 in.) 
М7 C 612 15F—Süaie correct sise. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $22.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE. . . see the Fitting Room on page 123 

(A) Black Bag with silver-color trim. Black acetate peau de soie 
bag with front-flap, snap closure. Cotton and Mylar* polyester film 
twisted shoulder strap can be tucked inside for use as a clutch. Sil- 
ver-color Mylar® polyester film piping around front flap. Shirring at 
bottom of bag. Rayon and acetate fabric lined. About 9x1x6 in. high. 
T88 C 6028—Shipping weight 1 Ib. eM 017.00 

(B) Black-and-silver<olor Tie Belt. Black rayon strands and sil- 
ver-color Mylar* polyester film strands are intertwined and bound. 
Knotted at both ends. Tie around your waist. About 1-inch wide. 
One size fits waists 24 to 31 inches. 
188 C 8067—Shipping weight $ ounces $1000 
"Regatered DuPont trademark 

(С) The Shoe. High-stepping elegance in classy fabrics. 
UPPERS. Black shoe of rayon peau de soie: pewter shoe of metallic- 
look urethane. Closed toe and back are accented by side stripping. 
Removabie ankle strap adjusts for good fit. 
SOLES AND HEELS. Composition sole with 34-inch heel. 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Medium sizes: 
SUB, 6B, 614B, 7B, 7138, 8B, 8148, 9B and 10B. Slate sise as listed. 
N54 C 43042F—Black peau de soie N54C ایر 
Shipping weight | pound 3 ounces ........ . $2499 

The Accessories 
Crystal necklace and rhinestone earrings soid on page 
174: buckle бен sold on page 109. Simulated pearl 
necklace. bracelet sold in 1979 Рай Big Book. page 25 

«oo IONS for HER 
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Open-toe Pump with 
clip-on flower trim 

PPERS Removable flower-trim clips go 
on or off as you please. Pump of sueded 
urethane. Lining is of gold-color vinyl 
Flower trim of rayon satin in multicolors to 

te with pump color 
HEELS: Composition sole and 
inch heel. 

RS AND ORDERING INFO 
Women y medium sises: SVB, 6B, 6V;B, TB, 
74B, 8B, 814B, 9B. 10B. Siale sise as listed 
№54 С 45218F—Red 
N$4 С 43218F—Black 
N84 C 442 18F—Sand 
Shipping weight 1 1b. 7 oz. 131.99 



essentials 
THE SUIT IN SEPARATES 
Ours starts with a neatly tailored 
blazer you pair with lean trousers or 
slim skirt. Interchange the parts 
for a total gabardine wardrobe 

(1 thru 3) FABRIC: Twill-weave gabardine of polyester and wool 
has subte stretch that gives good fit and comfort. 
CARE: Item (1). . . dry clean. Items (2 and 3)... 
warm, delicate cycle; line dry or tumble dry, low. 

(1) The Blazerjacket Only 938 
DETAILING: Sightly shaped, shorter length jacket has small notched 
collar, front two-button closing, two slash pockets. Long sleeves 
with two-button trim. Completely acetate lined. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. (Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft 644 in.) 
М7 C 3136F—Black. М7 C 3135F—Apricot 
М7 C 3139F—Cream. 
Suse correct visa, Shipping weight 1 pound $38.00 

TALL MISSES’ Si 
(2) TheLean Trousers Only »20 PRICED proa 

DETAILING Set-on waistband: zipper fly front with tab-and-two- 
button closing. Four stitched-down front pleats; two back darts; two 
side slash pockets. Narrow legs about 17 in. at bem. Belt not incl. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Petite Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. (Fit 5 ft. 244 in. and under.) 
N7 C 6248 1F—Black м? C 624791 
N? C 62482F Cream 
State correct size. Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Average Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
(Fit 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 6%% inches.) State correct size 

4 F—Black М? C 62483F—Apricot 

..82000 

..$20.00 

Tall Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14. 16, 18 
(Ей 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 11 inches.) State correct size. 

'F— Black. N7 C 62486F—Apricot 

(3) The Slim Skirt Only *18 
DETAILING: Set-on waistband: back zipper with one-button closing; 
two side seam pockets. Front slit. Measures about 28 inches long 
below waistband. Belt not included. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Please sisie correct sise. 

N7 C 4369F—Apricot 

8.00 

THE CAMISOLE AND BLOUSE SET 
Ours is a dressy duo in woven polyester: 

а softly mannered blouse over a matching 
V-neck camisole. Separate or together, day or 
evening, they make э great look happen 

Only 18 = 

(4) FABRIC: Ultressa6 . . . a softly woven texrurized polyester. 
DETAILING: 
Blouse Small notched collar; front button closing: long sleeves with 
adjustable two-button cuffs. с pees са х 

in front and back. square-cut bottom. 
E 

TION. SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMA! 
Misses’ sizes 6, В, 10, 12, 14, 16. (Fit $ ft Jin. to 5 ft бы in.) 
N7 C 642165—Medium red — N7 C 642 
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THE CARDIGAN 
OVER A CAMISOLE 

The Cardiga 

106 [Sears]. 



essentials 
THE SOFT, DRAPED BLOUSE 
Ours is a polyester interlock knit 
that shimmers in a range of 
sensational colors. 
A beautiful way to top your 
pants or skirts 

Only $1 2 س 
WOMEN'S SIZES PRICED HIGHER 

FABAIC: Interlock knit of polyester. 
DETAILING: Pullover style has softly draped neck, shirr 
ing at the shoulders. Long sleeves; hemmed bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; line dry or tumble dry 
SIZES, COLORS Al RING INFORMATION: 
Misses’ sizes б, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. (Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to $ ft 
644 in.) Please state correct sise. 
N7 C 64202F—Royal blue N7 C 64206F— Jade green 
М7 C 64207F— Raspberry N7 C 64203F— Bright red 
N7 C 64204 F—Black N7 C 64205F— Pale beige 
Shipping weight 7 ounces $12.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44, 46. (Fit 5 ft. 4% in. to 5 ft. 
64 in.) Please state sise. In 4 colors only 
М7 C 64208F—Royal blue М7 C 64209F—Black 
N? C 64212F—Raspberry М7 C 64211F—Pale beige 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $13.00 

Buy the easy way order by phone 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
see the Fitting Room on page 123 

(A) Cinch Belt 
Smooth viny! with cotton and polyester backing. Slip-thru. 
self covered buckle closure, About J-in. wide. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Waist sizes (24-27) and M(28-31) inches. 
T88 C 8065F—Royal blue T88 C 8062F—Black 
T88 C 8063F—Red T88 C 8066F—Caramel 
Stele site letier S ov M. Shipping weight 4 oz. $7.00 

»SHIONS for HER 
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fashion 
essentials 
THE VELVET-LOOK JEANS 

Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
N7 C 63696F 
N7 C 63697F 
М7 C 63699F ha; 
М7 C 63698F ‹ 
Shipping weigh $18.00 

pers. Contrasting leather 
rap adjusts for t 

position sole. 31 rin. high heels 
olor аз uppers. 

su NG INFO. Women's medi 
um sizes: 5148, 6B, 64B. 7B, 7^ 9B, AB, # 
N54 C 45405F—Royal b 
N54 C 46305F— Ivory 

C 43305F — Black. pewt lo: 

N54 C 44305F —Chocolate br: 

С 4$305F с 

е. silver-color 
of. bronze-color 



THE LUSTROUS 
V-NECK BLOUSE 
Ours is an Arnel triacetate and 
polyester dobby weave that 
shimmers and shines, showing 
off its neat little jacquard pattern 

only $16 

FABRIC: Dobby weave of Arnel6 triacetate and poly- 
ester with the look and feel of silk. 
DETAILING: Deep V-neck style has long sleeves, 2- 
button adjustable cuffs. Extended front and back 
yoke with shirring. Dyed-to-match buttons. Square- 
cut bottom. 

CARE: Machine wash, warm; line dry or tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Misses! sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, State sise. 
N7 C 64219F— Jade green 
N7 C 64224F—Magenta 
N7 C 64221F—Dark red 
N7 C 64225F— True blue. 
N7 C 64222F—Cream 
М7 C 64223F— Black 
Shipping weight 6 ounces .... s 16,00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
100 tho Fitting Room om page 123. 

The Accessories 
Saver necklace, goc mre necklace and gold button 
earmngs told on page 128: crystal neckiacet. rine- 
Mone earrings and double strand bracelet ою on 
page 124: red clutch beg soid on page 129; shoul 
der bag sold on page 10: 

The Belt 
Shiny Mylar* polyester film belt in handsome colors 
that accent outfit. Vinyl backing. Self-covered rec- 
tangular slip-thru buckle. About % inch wide. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Waist sizes S(24-27) or M(28-31) in. State S or М. 

SIONS for HER 
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fashion essentials 
THE VELOUR T-SHIRT 
Ours is the T you'll tesm 
with all your jeans, all 
your pants. It's made of 
cotton and polyester 
that's soft as velvet 
Two-button neckline and 
shirttail bottom make 
it 8 classic ау 16 

FABRIC: Luxurious smooth velour knit of cotton 
and polyester; rib-knit of 100% cotton trims the 
rounded neckline. 
DETAILING. Pullover style bas easy, comfortable 
fit. 2-button front placket; dyed-to-match but 
tons. Long tapered sleeves. Shirttail bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Misses’ sizes S(8-10); M(12-14); 1416-18). 
Please state correct vise letter S, M or L. 
T7 C 7777F—Red 
T7 C 7778F— Bright blue 
T7 C 7782F— Bright pink 
T7 C 7779F—Black 
Т7 С 7780F—Cream color 
T7 C 7781F—Brown 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. $1600 

1 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
see the Fitting Room on pege 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

Lo چ ОД 



THE PLUSH PULLOVER 
Ours shows marvelous texture: 
it's a ribbed plush of acrylic 
and nylon. Blouson style. 
t pulls over everything 

à very easy way to be Er 

Richly ribbed loop-knit of acrylic and nylon yarn. 
LING: Peasant-style pullover with blouson fit. Rib-knit 
scoop neck, wrists, bottom edge. Long raglan sleeves. 

Machine washable, at warm temperature, delicate cycle. 
Tumbie dry, low, or dry flat. 

RING INF 
M(36-38); 1440-42). 

Please stale correct sise Шет S, М or L. 
T7 C 9137F-Violet T7 C 9140F-Sand 
17 C 9142F-Ginger T7 C 9138F-Bright royal blue 
Т7 C 914 1F-Black Т7 C 9139F-Apple red 
Shipping weight 12 ounces $15.00 

The Accessories 

page 108: bracelets sold on p 

„SHIONS for HER 
« 
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(1thru6) Velour-knit Coordinates 

Soft, velvety velour knit with rib-knit 
n and polyester 

ARE: Machine wash, warm: 

(1) Turtleneck Top 

Misses’ sizes S(8-10); M(12-14 
1416-18). State correct sise letter S, M or 1 
М7 C 5810F—Winter white 
N7 C 5811F—Black 
N7 C 5808F 
N7 C 5809F—Br 

raspberry pink 

Shipping weight $16.00 

2) Aline Skirt 
skirt has an elasticized 

th measures about 28 inches be 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Please be sure L 
Shipping weight 10 c 
М7 C 5805F $18.00 

3) V-neck Top 

N7 C 5807F $13.0 

(4) Blazer Jacket 
buchen 

530.0 

5) Scoop-neck Top 
ING: Pullover has ír neckli 

ng sleeves, square bottom with Миз at 
e. Black tweed-effec ticolor 

sizes S(8-10) 4); 1416-18 
State correct size letter S, M or L 

N7 C 5806F $17.00 

6) Straightleg Pants 

Straight legs measure about 20 inches at hemline 
Black 

Misses” sizes В, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

F es $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 6% 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 
N7 C 5804F 122.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 

The Accessories —, 

fashion parts 
velour knits with a soft 

sophisticated look 

(A) The Shoes 
Urethane vamp s 

sole. Covered heel, 3 inches hig 

Medium sizes: 514B, 6B, 64B, TB, 
714B, 8B, 814B, 9B, 10B. State rise. 
N54 C 43212F 
N54 C 44212F sand 
N54 С 45212F ауу 
N54 C 45112F—Smoky gra: 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. 124.99 

B) The Clutch 

Rayon lining 
hain slips inside. 

T88 C 6030—Sand 
T88 C 6031—Black 
T88 C 6032—N 
T88 C 6029—Gray 
Shpg. wt. 1002 $15.00 
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fashion 
parts 

. . evening accessories 

(1) Slinky Shaw! with fringe 
the perfect evening cover-up 

Rayon, nylon and polyester metallic knit 
Hand wash, warm; dry flat. About 68x55 
inches; 7-inch fringe. 
COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION 
88 C 8604— Black and silver-color 
88 C 8605— White and gold-color 
Shipping weight $ ounces $9.00 

(2) Coordinating Tube Top. 
great look for nights out 

Stretch knit of cotton, Mylar* polyester 
film. Hand wash, warm: dry flat. One size 
fits busts up to 36 inches. 
COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION: 

88 C 8800— Black and silver-color 

88 C 8801—White and silver-color 
Shipping weight 4 ounces $4.50 
(3) Shiny patterned Scarf 

a handsome fashion accent 
Rayon and polyester metallic knit. Hand 
wash, cool; dry flat. About 7x50 inches 
long; 3-inch fringe. 

COLORS, ORDERING INFO: 
88 C 8237—Black with multi-color 

accents (4) The soft and shiny Fabric Bag 
88 C 8236—Black with silver-color Rayon; rayon lining. Concealed snap closure. Metal 
Shipping weight 1 ounce 3450 chain can be used as shoulder strap. Inside rear wall 

pocket. Measures 75 x3 qx4 in. high. Imported. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
88 С 6023—Silver-color 88 C 6022—Black 
88 C 6024—Gold-color 
Shipping weight 5 ounces $6.00 
(5) The Dress-up Beaded Bag 
Plastic beads on rayon backing; rayon lining. Gold-col 
or metal bracelet-handles. Inside wall pocket. Mea. 
sures about 8xYx9%4 in. high. Imported. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
88 C 6026—White 88 C 6025—Black 
88 C 6027—Gold-color 
Shipping weight 7 ounces $5.00 
(6) The versatile Reversible Bag 
Gold-color /black and silver-color/black bags are ray- 
оп lame; white/black bag is vinyl. Matching-color met 
al snap closure and chain. Measures &x*qx514 inches 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
88 C 6020—Gold-color reverses to black 
88 C 602 1—White reverses to black 
88 C 6019—Silver-color reverses to black 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $10.00 
(7) Shiny Holiday Slippers 
Uppers of stretch Mylar* polyester film; ballerina styl- 
ing. Cushioned insole of polyurethane foam. Elasti. 
ized opening. Composition sole, %-in. heel. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Boxed: ribbon, card included. 
Shoe size M(6-644); ML(7-744); 148-814); XL(9-914). 
75 C 22059F—Silver-col 
75 C 22058F—Gold-color 
State M, M/L, L, XL. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 56.97 

"Reg, DuPont TM 

(8) Fishscale Belt (9) Gooseneck Belt 
Flexible metal belt; rosebud design on metal Flexible metal belt with rectangular metal 
buckle, hook closure. About 1 in. wide. buckle, hook closure. About Y4 in. wide. 

R SIZES, COLORS, ORDER 
7) and M(28-31) in. Waist sizes S(24-28) or M(29-33) inches. 

State rise letter S or M. State sise letter S or M. 
88 C 8104F—Silver-color 88 C 8163F—Gold-color 
88 C 8103F—Gold-color 88 C 8164F—Silver-color 
Shipping weight 5 ounces $8.50 Shipping weight 3 ounces 56.00 



. . . quietly elegant 
beaded sweaters 

(1 and 2) FABRIC: Soft, finely-knit sweaters of 
acrylic. Rib-knit neckline, wrists and bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm, delicate cycle. Tumble 
dry, low temperature, or dry flat 

(1) The Pullover 
phisticated V-neck pullover has left 

shoulder adorned with lustrous floral embroidery ac 
cented with tiny simulated pearls. Long sleeves. 
size AND ORDERING INF 
Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. State sise. 
T7 C 9134F—Black with silver gray em! 
T7 C 9133F- 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 

(2) The Cardigan 
D LING: Jewel-neck cardigan has front closing 
with simulated pearls serving as buttons. Left shoul 
der displays an attractive floral design executed in 
gleaming embroidery enhanced with tiny simulated 
pearls. Long sleeves. 

AND ORDERIN 
Sweater sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. State sise. 
T7 C 9130F—Black with silver gray embroider 
T7 C 9129F—Cream color with beige embroidery 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $19.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
see the Fitting Room on page 

The Accessories 



fashion parts 
coordinated classics 

you can put together 

many ways 



(1 thru 4) 
FABRIC. CARE 
double-knit: item 4 is a soft 
PERMA-PREST® machi 
tumble-dried. Item (4) 

The Coordinated Classics 
Knit of polyester (items 1 thru 3 are heavyweight 

lightweight knit). Items (1 thru 3) are 
ne wash, warm: no ironing needed if 

machine wash, warm; line or tumble dry 

(1) The Blazer Jacket. Notched collar; 2-button front closing. 

Average Misses’ sizes &, 10, 
12, M, 16, 18. (Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 
ft. 614 in.) State rise. 
N7 C 3159F—Red 
N7 C 3157F—Navy blue 
N7 C 3156F—Cream 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. ..$25.00 

Long sleeves; 3-button cuffs. Flap pockets. Pins not included. 

Tall Misses" sizes 12, 14, 16 
18, 20, 22. (Fit $ ft. 7 in. to 5 ft 
11 in.) Slate sise. 
N7 C 3162F—Red 
М7 C 3161F—Navy blue 
N7 C 3160F—Cream 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 20z. ....$27.00 

(2) The Skirt. Pull-on style has set-on elasticized waistband. Slit 
at front; 2 back darts. 

ZES. COLORS AND ORDE 
Average Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 

2, M, 16, 18. (Fit 5 ft. 3 i 
644 in.) About 28 inches be 

low waistline. State 
7 C 4376F—Cream 
7 C 4377F—Navy blue 
7 C 4375F—Red 
Shipping weight 8 oz $10.00 

Tal! Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 
18, 20, 22. (Fit 5 ft. 7 in. to $ ft. 
11 in.) About 31 inches below 
waistline. State size. 
7 C 4381F—Cream 
7 C 4382F—Navy blue 
7 C 4380F—Red 
Shipping weight 9 oz. $11.00 

(3) The Pants. Pull-on style has non-roll, set-on elasticized waist 
band. 2 back darts. Straight legs about 20 in. wide at hemline. 
SIZES, 
Petite Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12. 
14, 16, Fit $ ft. 244 in. and 
under.) State siae. 
7 С 1305F—Navy blue 
7 С 1304F—Cream 
7 C 1306F—Red 
Shipping weight 13 ог. .$11.50 

Tall Misse: 14, 16 
8, 20, 22, (Fit 5 ft. 7 in. to $ ft. 
1 in.) State sise 

7 С 1315F—Navy blue 
7 C 1314F—Cream 
7 C 1316F—Red 
Shipping weight 15 oz. $11.50 

(4) The Print Blouse. Navy blue and red 
pinch wide self tie-bow. Placket ground. Small pointed colla; 

OLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Average Misses' sizes 10, 
14, 16, 18, 20. (Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 
ft. 649 in.) State sise 
7 C 1308F—Navy blue 
7 € 1307F—Cream 
7 С 1309F—Red 
Shipping weight 14 oz $1150 

Women's sizes 36, 38, 40, 42. 
44, 46. (Fit 5 ft. 442 in. to 5 ft 
614 in.) State sise. 
7 С 1318F—Navy blue 
7 C 1317F—Cream 
7 C 1319F—Red 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. .. 813.50 

int on a cream back 

front; dyed-to-match simulated pearl buttons. Square-cut bottom. 

Average Misses’ sizes 10, 
14, 16, 18. State size 
7 © 64226F—Wt. 8 02.814.00 

sizes 12, 14, 16, 

(A) Super-sheer Fashion Pantyhose 
Knit of 100% stretch nylon. Seamless legs with nude heel and toe 
Knit-on elasticized waistband. Hand wash; line dry 

D ORDERING 
T(Tall) or XL(Extra-long). See chart 

9 Fall Big Book. 5 
75 C 40749F 
75 C 40743F 

Sizes P(Petite), A(Average' 
5 of our 1 

75 C 40744F—Dusk 
75 C 40745F—Black 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces 

de sise P, A, T or XL. 
Burgundy 
Java 

Each $2.47 

(B) The Shoe 

These sophisticated shoes are beautifully styled for your contempo- 
тагу classic fashions. 

strap adjusts for comfort. 
Urethane with the eye-appealing look of lizard. Ankle 

SOLES ANÍ Composition sole. Covered 3-inch heel. 
SIZES. C О ORDER INFO: Women's medium sizes: SYaB, 
6B, 64B, 4B, 8B, 8!4B, 9B and 10B. Slate size as listed 
N54 C 45299F—Red 
N54 C 43299F—Black 

ing weight 1 pound 4 ounces 

N54 C 44299F Taupe 
N54 C 44399F Spice brown 

$27.99 

FABRIC AND CARE: Double-knit of polyester. Machine wash, warm 
temperature: line dry or tumble dry 
DETAILING: Great-looking pullover style has softly draped cow! 
neckline. Square-cut bottom. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
7 C 7764F— True red 

)RMATION 
Fit $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 644 
7 C 7770F— Deep raspberry 

7 С 7765F—Navy blue 7 С 7768F—Spruce green 
7 € 7766F— Light cream 7 C 7769F— Terra cotta 
State size. Shipping weight 6 ounces $9.00 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44, 46. (Fit 5 ft. 444 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
7 C 777 1F—True red 7 C 7776F— Deep raspberry 
7 € 7772F—Navy blue 7 C 7774F—Spruce green 
7 С 7773F— Light cream 7 € 7775F—Terra cotta 
State size. Shipping weight 7 ounces $10.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE see the Fitting Room on page 123 

The Accessories 
Earrings and brace! sold on page 128. 

^ bet 107, clutch bag on page age 1С 

. . . cowlneck 
double-knit 

pullover 



fashion parts . , vsus 
Qiana shirt and a soft acrylic tunic 

1) The Pretty Shirt (2) The Tunic Top 

۴ 

F—Oa 
۴ 
۴ 4 

44 RDER ҮС ORRECT SIZE 



Each waist size comes 
in two different hip 
Shapes to allow you 
to choose the fit 
most comfortable for 
your figure type 

FABRIC Twill-weave polyester gabardine with a hint 
of stretch for good fit and comfortable ease of move- 
ment. 
DETAILING: Set-on waistband has zipper fly-front 
with tab-and-button closing; elasticized in back for 
neat, snug fit. Two front darts for trim look. Straight 
legs measure about 18 inches at hemline. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm: line or tumbie dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Petite Misses' sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
(Fit 5 ft. 2% in. and under.) State correct sise. 

coon теми чо vog 
Light brown | NIE 62489 | N7 C 62472F 
Doeskin gray | М7 C 82401F | N7C62405F 
Camel tan. N7C62471F | NIC 62473F 

N7 C 62404F | N7C 62408F 
Na М7 C 62403F | N7 C 62407F 

NTC 62402F | N7C62406F 
Shipping weight 11 ounces $1400 

Average Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(FILS ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 644 in.) State correct sise. 

Fans Coon Ll 
Light brown. N7 C 62474F М7 C 62476F 

Doeskin gray N7 C 62409F N7C62414F 

Camel N7C62475F | N7C62477F 
Burgundy N7 C 62413F N7C62417F 

Navy blue N7 C 62412F N7C62416F 

Black N7C8241F] N7 C 62415F 

Shipping weight 12 ounces $14.00 

Misses' sizes 10, 12, 14. 16, 18, 20, 22. 
(Fit 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in.) State correct size. 

LT) 
apuro | imo вае 1 O: 

| N7C62491F | N7 C 62493F 
ELLA М7 C 62423F 
NTC 62492F | м7 C 62494F 
N7C62422F | N7 C 62426F 
N7C62421F | N7 C 62425F 
N7C62419F | N7C62424F 

Shipping weight 13 ounces $15.00 

"Charge It” if you wish 

see page 328 

HOW TO FIND YOUR PANTS SIZE 
urements are for the Misses figure All mi 

© Measure waist at smallest part of natural waistline. . . find your 
waist size on chart 

e Measure hips at fullest part. . . select your hip shape by reading 
down on the chart until you find your measureme: 
5 between szos. select the smaller pants size for a snug. tight 

select the next larger pants sizo for a relaxed, comfortable fit 

FULL HIP: 
For fuller, 

rounded figure. 
in hip and thigh 

^ 

gives snug. comfortable fit 

Stretch woven fabric 
gives ease of movement 

f hip measurement 

mess | « 1 10 12 w [Im 

waist вум [му | 29006 | жугуы | тэн юм | 31.37% | 20305 | 25269 
зм | ээзэһ | жм | 3738 [345395 | aer | «наз | њаз | eon ar 

ruwe 343 | e37 [эту 9 ат аз» | ayaan | asasi | arans FASHIONS for HER 
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fashion parts 
. Stretch woven pants 

that stretch two ways; 
over 25% stretch with 
complete recovery 

Two-way ne wo 
stretches to fit like a knit 

» closure. Set-o: 
front with shirred elastic at 

shirt tucked in. Back darts for 
fit. Straight legs about 18 

Petite Misses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 
Fit figures $ feet 214 in. and under.) State co 
Average Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14 

17 C 6250 1F|T7 C 62506F| T7 C 625 
17 C 62505F|T7 C 62511F| T7 C 625 
T7 C 62503F|T7 C 62508F| T7 C 625 

T7 C625 
T7 C 625 

17 C 62504F |T7 C 62509F 
17 € 62502F|T7 C 62507F 

1002 x 
се 131298 $1299 

They stretch up and down 

Women's sizes 38, 40, 42, 44, 46. (5 ft 
T7 C 62517F—P'um T7 C 62521F— 

ight taupe T7 C 628 18F—Navy blue Т7 C 62522F— 
T7 C 625 19Р Black 
State correct sise. Shipping wt. 13 oz $13.99 

The Accessories 

and shirred elastic 
waistband gives a 
comfortable, sr 



. . . the indispensable cardigan 

$999 1 
Sweater sizes 1049 

Misses’ sizes 8, 1С 
Tall Misses’ sizes : i : ч м7 C 9092 
Women's sizes 38, 40, 4 n. to 5 ft. 644 in N7 C 9093F 

ounces $10.49 $1249 Shipping weig 

queHIONS for HER 

^. [Sears] 121 



fashion 
parts 
. . „soft, soft 
sweaters 

$099 

(1) The V-neck Pullover 

Smooth sweaterknit of soft acrylic yarn. 
NG: Pullover has V-neck with rib-knit edging 

with scarf, blouse or dickey, or simpl 
flattering worn 

alone. Long sleeves. Square bottom. 
CARE Machine washable, warm temperature, delicate cycle. Tumble dry at 
low temperature or dry flat 

RS AND ORDERING INF 
S 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. Please be sure to state correct sise. 

rquoise green 7 C 9378F—Navy blue 
7 C 9374F— True red 7 C 9376F— Cream color 
7 C 9380F—Gray heather 7 C 9377 F—Black 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 58.99 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy wey to b 

arge It" if you wish. . . see page 328 

(2) The Turtleneck Pullov 

C. Smooth sweaterknit of soft acrylic yarn 
G: Pullover has a generous, deep-ribbed, triple-roll turtleneck you 

adjust for comfort and style. Long sleeves. Square bottom. 

FABR 

can 
CARE Machine washable, warm temperature. 
temperature or dry flat 
siz 
Sweater sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. Please be sure lo stale correct rise 
7 C 9394F— Bright fuchsia 7 C 9389F—Camel tan 
7 C 9395F— Turquoise green 7 C 9386F—Black 
7 C 9387F—Navy blue 7 C 9385F—Cream color 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 98.99 

delicate cycle. Tumble dry at low 

ORS AND ORDERING 



. . . double-knit pants 

DETAILING: Pull-on style has elasticized waist, stitched 
front creases. Straight legs about 20 inches at hemline. 

They're PERMA-PREST pants . . „machine wash, 
warm temperature; no ironing needed ble dried. 

RING IN 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. (Fit figures 5 ft. 244 

in. and under.) Please state correct size 
Average Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. (Fit figures 5 ft. 
3 in. to 5 ft. 644 in.) Please slate correct rie. 
Tall Misses’ sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22. (Fit figures 5 ít. 7 in 
to $ ft. 11 in.) Please siale your correct size. 

Панто | 7C 1033F | C 1038F | 7C 1037F 
Light blue | 7C 1034F | 2C 1036F | 7 C 1038F 
Dark brown 7C1217F | 7C 1238F 7C 1246F 
Khaki tan 7C 1219F | 7C 1240F 7C 1262F 
Navy blue 7C 1213F | 7C 1236F 7C 1243F 
True red 7C 1218F | 7C 1239F 7C 1248F 
Black 7C 1215F | 7C 1237F 7C1244F 

Shpg. wt Tos. | jor | 1402 
Price 3699 1699 37.98 

Women's sizes 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46. (Fit figures 5 ft. 444 in 
to 5 ft. 6% in.) Please state correct sise 
Half sizes 164%, 1814, 2015, 2244, 2414, 2614. (Fit figures 5 ft 
4 in. and under.) Please slate your correct site 

Light rast T 7С 1039F 
Light blue | 7€ 1040F 
Dark brown | 701267F 
Khaki tan | 701274F 
Navy blue 7C 1265 | 

7С 12885 
7С 1266F 
—Boz 

37.99 

the fitting room 
JACKETS. SHIRTS. TOPS. BLOUSES AND SWEATERS: Determine sire by BUST messure only. 

PANTS. SKIRTS: Determine size by HIP Measurement only, unless item description states 
other measurements are important for good fit. 
Misses Sizes ô to 22. . order only sizes listed with each item 
ORDER SIZE 

3637 

2629 
387-397; 

ITI 
Taps incre I 404 

3132) 
a14 

Women's Sizes 36 to 46. _. order only sizes listed with each item 
ORDER SIZE 44 

39404 | 41429 25467 
31325 | 3334» 37yr39 V, 4042 

Bur incre 
West baches] 
pem 

Half Sizes 16% to 26% 

ORDERSIZE | 16% 

qne IONS for HER 

How to Measure? Sae paget 248 and 249 © cur 197% Fal Bg Book «u [8еагв] 123 



fashion 
essentials 

THE JACKET-DRESS 
Ours is a pairing of two fine 
fabrics. Black nubby jacket 
50 basic, it goes over anything. 

Dot-patterned dress: so pretty 
t goes solo on any occasion 

ow * 3 4. ems 
FABR Black jacket is a nubby-textured knit of polyester 

and wool. Color-bright dress is a crepe-textured knit of poly 
ester printed with a black dot pattern. 

эске! Button-front style; notched collar; long sleeves. 
Dress Sleeveless pullover style with a V-neck surplice-effect 

Elasticized waistline; self tie-belt 
with similar colors; tumble dry. 

RING INFORMATION: 
E: Machine wash, we 

RS AND OR’ 
os’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 

Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 6%4 in.) Please stale correct sise 
N31! C 7820F—Raspberry with black 
N31 C 7823F— Bright red with black 
N31 C 7821F— Jade green with black 
Shipping weight | pound 1 ounce 434,00 
Petite M. sizes 4P, 6P, 8P, IOP, 12Р, 14Р. 

Fit $ ft. 2 in. and under.) Please state correct sise. 
N31 С 7824F—Raspberry with black 
N31 C 7827F— Bright red with black 
N31 C 7825F— Jade green with black 
Shipping weight 15 ounces $34.00 

Phone ordering 's e quick and easy way to buy 

Crystal Glass Jewelry 
A thru С) Crystal glass. Necklace has spring-ring clo 

sure. Bracelet has book clasp 
(A) Necklace. Measures 18 inches long 
4C36539-Clear 4C36521-Red 4C36525-Black 
Shipping weight 2 ounces 97.50 
(B) Clear crystal glass Earrings. Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 
4 C 36523—For pierced ears. 12K gold posts $3.00 
4 © 36524—Clip-on style, (not shown. 3.00 
(C) Bracelet. Clasp has brinch clear crystal glass center 
Measures 743 inches long 
4C36541-Clear 4C36522-Red 4C36526-Black 
Shipping weight 1 ounce 45.00 



THE SLIM 
DINNER DRESS 
Ours is a crepe-textured knit 
of Qiana* nylon that feels 
and looks as soft as silk 

only $2 Arm 
HALF SIZES PRICED HIGHER 

FABRIC: Qiana nylon knit. 
DETAILING: Softly draped neckline in 
front. Tucks at the shoulders give the 
new broadened look. Long tapered 
sleeves button at the wrist. Side slits. 
Back zipper opening. Self tie-belt to wear 
OF not. 
CARE Machine wash, warm, with similar 
colors; line dry or tumble dry 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 
(Fit figures 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
N31 C 7830F—Teal blue 
N31 C 7833F—Plum 
N31 C 7831F—Bright red 
State sise. Shipping wt. 14 oz. $24.00 

Нен sizes 1644, 1844. 2044. 2214, 
24%, 2644. (Fit $ ft. 4 in. and under.) 
N31 C 7834F—Teal blue 
N31 C 7837F—Plum 
N31 C 7838F— Bright red 
State vise. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. $26.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
ме the Fitting Room on page 132 

The Accessories 

Meta! earrings. necklace and bracelet 
seld on page 126: bag on page 
112: panty 7 

The Shoe 

UPPERS: Leather-look urethane. Sueded 
vinyl lined quarter. Urethane-lined vamp. 
SOLES. HEELS: Composition sole and 344 
inch covered heel. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO 
Women's medium sises: S4B, 6B, 644B, 7B, 
THB, 8B, 814B, 9B and 10B. Stase sise. 
N54 C 43048F—Black 
N84 C 45045F—Red 
Shpg. wt. | Ib. 6 oe 529.99 

pSHIONS for HER 
« 



the Nuits 
MISSES' SIZES 

FABRIC: Smooth knit polyester. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; line or tumble dry. 

(1) Blazer and Pleated Skirt 
DETAILING 
Blazer. Button closing. Notched collar; long 
sleeves; two patch pockets with button-flaps. Extra 
button included; scarf, blouse and beit not incl 
Skirt. Pull-on style with an elasticized waistband: 
pleats all around. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Misses! sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 644 in.) State sise 
N31 C 7814F—Bright red blazer; black skirt 
N31 С 7815F—Black blazer; black skirt 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $30.00 

(2) Belted Jacket and Skirt 

DETAILING: 
Jacket. Front button closing. Notched collar; long 
sleeves; two patch pockets. Matching vinyl beit 
with buckle. An extra button is included: the blouse 
is not included. 
Skirt. Straight pull-on style with elasticized waist- 
band. Two side slits for walking ease. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 64% in.) State sise. 
N31 C 6427F—Cordovan brown 
N31 C 6428F— Black 
Shipping weight ! pound 10 ounces $24.00 

(3) Fitted Jacket and Skirt 
DETAILING: 
Jacket. Front button closing. Notched collar; poly 
ester foam shoulder pads; long sleeves. Extra but- 
ton included: pin, scarf and belt not included. 
Skirt. Straight style with back zipper and button 
closing on the waistband. Two side pockets. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Misses! sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 644 in.) State sise. 
N31 C 6429F—Black 
N31 C 6430F—Medium teal blue 
Shipping weight ! pound 8 ounces $25.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
see the Firung Room on page 132 

[——— The Accessories 
Necklace and bracelet sold on page 128. blouse 
оп page 121 and bag on page 112 in this book 
Pin sold on page 24 and beit on page 27 in our 
1978 Fall Big Book. 

(A) Ankle-strap Shoe 

UPPERS: This closed-toe ankle-strap has a ure 
thane upper with the look and feel of suede. Quar- 
ter of the shoe has vertical cut-outs at heel 
SOLES AND HEELS: Composition sole with 314- 
inch heel covered to match uppers. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Women's medium sises: S14B, 6B, 614B, 7B, 74B, 
SB, 8148, 9B, 10B. Stale sise as listed. 
NS4C43189F-Black N54C44189F-Taupe 
NS4C45 189F-Wine 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 12499 

(B) The Scarf 
Amel@ triacetate and polyester with the luxurious 
sheen of silk. Dobbie print. About 7x51 inches long 
plus Y-inch self fringe on both ends. 
CARE- Hand wash cool; separately; dry flat. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
T88 C 8233—Ecru Tes C iac 
T88 C 8235—Fuchsia T88 C 8231—Red 
188 C 8232— Black 
Shipping weight 2 ounces 56.00 

126 [Sears] t£ 
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the ped uede' 
wrap-dress 

MISSES' AND PETITE MISSES 
SIZES; ALSO HALF SIZES 

FABRIC: Super Suede® of Celanese® Arnele tri 
acetate and nylon with the rich look of suede. 

DETAILING: Wrap-style has shawl collar; tucks 
in back: elasticized 

the wrists. Two side-seam pockets; self tie-belt, 
CARE: Machine washable with similar colors at 
warm temperature; line or tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit $ ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 64 in.) State size. 
N31 C 7800F— Terra cotta 
N31 C 7803F—Burgundy red 
N31 C 7801F—Cadet blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $30.00 
Petite Misses’ sizes 4P, GP, 8P, 10Р, 12Р, 14Р. 
(Fit $ ft. 2%4 in. and under.) State size. 
N31 C 7804F—Terra cotta 
N31 C 7807F—Burgundy red 
N31 C 7805F—Cadet blue 
Shipping weight ! pound 1 ounce .$30.00 
Half sizes 16%4, 1814, 20%, 2244, 2444, 26%. 
Fit $ ft. 4 in. and under.) State sise. 
N31! C 7808F— Terra cotta 
N31 С 781 1F—Burgundy red 
N31 C 7809F—Cadet blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. $3200 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 

OROER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
see the Fitting Room on page 132 

Wire Jewelry 
(1). Button Earrings. 1-in. round. Base met- 
al Stainless steel posts on pierced style. Ship- 
ping weight 1 ounce. 

(2 and 3) 10-row Choker, Bracelet. 
Base metal. Choker abt. 18 in. long; protec- 
tive ends. Slip-on bracelet *4 in. at widest 
part. Choker: Wt. 2 oz. Bracelet: Wt. 1 oz. 

LS Г | Pres 

The лооевесгов 
Hosiery sold on page 117. ankle strap shoes оп 
та ЫА page 112 

128 [Sears] їз 



The Handbag 

тва с 6038—Rec 
T88 C 6037—Gn 

„SHIONS for HER 



the 
knitted Crepes 
FABRIC. Crepe-textured knit of polyester 

Machine wash, warm; line or tumble dry 

(1) The Two-piece Dress 

scket. Front button opening. Shaw! collar; front 
yoke with shirring. Self-covered polyester foam 
shoulder pads. Long sleeves elasticized at wrists. Self 
belt with round buckle 

irt. Pull-on style with elasticized waistband 

ses’ sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 
t 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 614 in.) State sise 

N31 C 6431F—Cordovan brown 
N31 C 6433F—Olive green 
N31 C 6432F—Lilac 
Shipping weight 15 ounces $25.00 

The Jacket-dress 
SIZES AND HAL 

Jacket. Front tie-closing. Pleated in front and back 
Long sleeves elasticized at wrists. 

ess. Pullover style with scoop neckline in front 
and back. Short sleeves: self tie-bel 
5 c AND ORDERIN 
Misses sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 

ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 6% in.) State sise 
N31 C 642 1F—Olive green 
N31 C 6422F—Lilac 
N31 C 6423F—Cordovan brown 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 126.00 
Half sizes 16:4, 1815, 2015, 2214, 2444, 2615. 
(Fit figures 5 feet 4 inches and under.) Siete ri 
N31 C 6424F—Olive green 

N31 C 6425F—Lilac 
N31 C 6426F—Cordovan brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound $28.00 

(3) The Dress 
MISSES SIZES 

DETAILING: Step-in style with front button-o 
Band collar; shoulder yoke with shirring in front an 
back. Cuffed long sleeves with shirring at shoulders. 
Self tie-belt. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING ATION 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14 
Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 614 in.) Slate rise 
N31 C 5000F—Lilac 
N31 C 5001F—Cordovan brown 
N31 C 5002F—Olive green 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $20.00 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
ses the Fitting Room on page 132 

(A) The Shoe 
UPPERS: A flattering sandal style fashioned in quali 
ty leather-look urethane. Urethane-lined for comfort 

rap and buckle adjust for good fit 
S AND HEELS: Durable composition sole and 

heel lift. Heel and toe area of insole are covered to 
match uppers. Heel measures 314 inches high 
SIZES RS AND ORDERIN 
Women's medium sizes: SVB, 6B, 
AB, 9B, 10B. Please state size 
N54C48178F-Palegray N54C43178F-Black 
N54C44178F-Came: 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $29.99 

В, 7B, 748, 8B, 
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the C hiridress 
MISSES’, PETITE MISSES AND 

TALL MISSES" SIZES: ALSO HALF SIZES 

FABRIC: Smooth knit of polyester. 
DETAILING: Coat-style with front button 
opening. Yoke in front and back: elasticized 
waistline: long sleeves with button-cuffs. Self 
beit with tie-ciosing. 
CARE: Machine washable, warm tempera- 
ture; line dry or tumbie dry. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fit figures 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 64 in.) 
Please be sure to siale correct size. 
N31 C 6400F—Medium green 
N31 C 6401F—Raspberry 
N31 C 6402F—Turquoise blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. $22.00 

Petite Misses’ sizes 6P, 8P, 10P, 
MP, 16Р. (Fit 5 ft. 244 in. and under.) 
Please be sure lo stale correct size. 
N31 C 6403F—Medium green 
N31 C 6404F—Raspberry 
N31 C 6405F— Turquoise blue 
Shipping weight 15 oz. $22.00 
Tall Misses’ sizes 12T, 14T, 16T, 18T, 20T. 
(Fit figures 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in.) 
Please be sure to state correct size. 
N31 C 6406F—Medium green 
N31 C 6407F—Raspberry 
N31 C 6408F— Turquoise blue 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oc. $24.00 
Half sizes 14%, 16%, 18%, 20%, 22%, 
2444, 26%, (Fit 5 ft. 4 in. and under.) 
Please be sure lo shale correct nise. 
N31 C 6409F—Medium green 
N31 C 64 10F—Raspberry 
N31 C 64 1 1F— Turquoise blue 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. $24.00 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

[—-The Accessories 
ior necklace sold on page 128, low 

то necklace on page 148, clutch bag 
page 129 and sandals on page 126 in 

this book. Pin sold on page 25 in our 1979 
Fail Big Book 

Misses Sizes 4 to 20. . . order only sizes listed with each пот 

room 
for pay 
124 19796 

ORESSES, PANTSUITS, 
TWO- and THREE-PIECE nM ORDER SIZE 
Determine size by cain سپ 
the combination of Bue teres 
BUST, WAIST and po 
HIP measurements. 

132 [Sears] 34% 



the Petty dress 
print or solid colors 

AIC: Smooth knit of polyester. 
AILING Band-collar and button-cuffs on 

he long sleeves have topstitching trim. Elas- 
icized waistline has soft shirring: full skirt 
portion. Back zipper opening. Self tie-belt 
Pin not included. 

Е Machine washable at warm tempera 
ture; line dry or tumble dry 

(1) Multicolor Print Dress 
MISSES TE 

SIZES. 

Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. (Fit 5 ft. 3 
in. to $ ft. 6% in.) State sise. 
N31 C 5003F—Shps. wt. 14 02.....921.00 

6P, 8P, 10P, 12Р, 14P. 
n. and under.) Stale sise. 

N31 C 5004F—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... . $21.00 
Half sizes 16%, 18%, 2044. 224, 2445. 26%4 
(Fit 5 ft. 4 in. and under.) State sise. 
N31 C SOOSF—W 1 lb. 1 oz. $23.00 

(2) Solid-color Dress 
ES' AND PETITE MISSES’ S 

OLORS AND RING 
S sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. (Fit $ ft. 3 

in. to $ ft. 614 in.) State rise 
N31 C 5006F— Black 
N31 C 5007F— Deep raspberry 

ping weight 14 ounces $520.00 
Petite Mi sizes 6P, 8P, 10P, 12Р, 14P. 
(Fit 5 ft. 244 in. and under.) State эйе. 
N31 C 5008F— Black 
N31 C 5009F— Deep raspberry 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $20.00 
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(A) Cloisonné Necklace 

Cloisonne glass bead accents on link 
chain necklace. Chain measures about 
24 in. long, has spring-ring closure. 
Made of yellow gold-color base 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFO 
4 C 365 14—Red bead accents 

metal. 

4 C 36515— Black bead accents. 
Shipping weight 1 ounce $5.00 

the Soft looks 
FABRIC: Smooth knit of polyester. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; line or tumble dry 

(1) The Shawl-collared Dress 
MISSES’ SIZES AND HALF SIZES 

DETAILING: Pullover style with front button open- 
ing. Long raglan sleeves are elasticized at the 
wrists, Elasticized waistline, softly shirred all 
around, A self tie-belt is included. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Misses’ sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
(Fit figures 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in.) State sise. 
N31 С 5016F—Coral 
N31 C 5017F— Turquoise blue 
Shipping weight ! pound m $19.00 

Half sizes 161%, 181%, 20%, EM Uw 26% 
(Fit figures 5 fta in. and under.) Slate sise 
N31 С 5018F—Coral 
N31 C 5019F— Turquoise blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. .......921.00 

(2) TheTwo-piece Dress 
MISSES’ SIZES 

DETAILING 
Top. Pullover style with V-neckline in front. Collar 
has scalloped edging and flower-trim. 
Elasticized waistline; long sleeves with band cuffs. 
A self tie-belt is included. 
Skirt. Pull-on style with an elasticized waistband 
and a slit in front. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses. В, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 

(Fit figures 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 614 in.) State sise. 
N31 C 5014F— Turquoise blue 
N31 C 5015F—Coral 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. $20.00 

(3) The Pantsuit 
MISSES’ SIZES AND HALF SIZES 

DETAILING 
Tunic Pullover style with a front button-placket 
opening. Band collar; elasticized smocking on the 
shoulder yoke. Long sleeves elasticized at wrists. 
Pants. Pull-on style with an elasticized waistband 
and straight-cut legs. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Misses’ sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
(Fit figures $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 6*4 in.) State rise. 
N31 C 5010F—Gold tunic with black pants 
N31 C 501 1F—Bright red tunic with black pants 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces........921.00 
Half sizes 161%, 18%, 200%, 2214, 2414, 2645. 
(Fit figures 5 ft. 4 in. and under.) Siete size. 
N31 C 8012F—Gold tunic with black pants 
N31 C 5013F— Bright red tunic with black pants 
Shipping weight ! pound 8 ounces #23.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
166 the Fitting Room on page 132 

So easy to buy when you 

just use the phone. 

The Accessories 

Earrings. necklace and bracelet sold on page 
128: gray shoes sold on page 130 and burgun 
ду shoes on page 126 

que IONS for HER 
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` JUNIOR y, 

e action 
| essentials 

bright jeans and tops 

(1) THE SHORT-SLEEVE TOP опу *1O 
FABRIC: Smooth stretch-knit of Antron® nylon and Lycra spandex. 
DETAILING: Pullover style with wide V-neckline, shirring at front bodice, short 
sleeves, straight-cut bottom to wear tucked in or out. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm temperature; line dry or tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes M(9-11); L(13-15), State sise letter S, М or L. 
N19 C 5523F— Jade green N19 C 5527F—Bright blue 
N19 C 5526F- N19 C 5525F—Bright red k 
N19 C 5524F—Hot pink 
Shipping weight 3 ounces $10.00 

(2) THE LONG-SLEEVE TOP опу *12 
FABRIC: Fine-ribbed knit of cotton and polyester. 
DETAILING: Pullover style with deep V-neckline, soft shirring at front seams, 
thinestone "heart" trim, long sleeves, straight-cut bottom. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm temperature; line dry or tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes 55-7); M(9-11); L(13-15) Siale siae etr S, M or La 
N19 C 5529F—Hot pink N19 C 553 1F—Black 
N19 C 5532F— Bright blue N19 C 5530F—Bright red 
N19 C 5533F— Jade green 
Shipping weight 6 ounces $1200 

(3) THETUBETOP опу $4. 
FABRIC; Stretch mit of acetate and nylon with 4% Lycra spandex for elastici 
ty. Bright red (for additional colors see page 1. 
DETAILING: Bare-shoulder pullover style with lirios at front bodice. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm temperature; line dry or tumble dry. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
One size only ез to fit all 
N19 C 6052—Shipping weight 2 ounces $4.00 

(4) THE JEANS ony *15 
FABRIC: Lustrous cotton sateen. 
DETAILING. Natural-waist style with zipper fly-front and button closing on the 
waistband; belt loops. Two front scoop pockets, one with an inset watch pocket: 
back yoke: topstitching. Legs about 17 in. wide at hem. Belt not included. 
CARE: Machine washabie at warm temperature: line dry or tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
junior sizes 3, $, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. (Fits $ ft. 2 in. to 5 ft 6 in.) 
N19 C 8374F—Jade green N19 C 8375F—Garnet red 
N19 € 8373F Ebony black N19 C 8377F—Amethyst purple 
N19 C 8376F—Sapphire blue 
Please state correct size. Shipping weight 14 ounces 915.00 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE... . see the Fitting Room on page 142 

(A) The Belt 
A sparkling addition to your wardrobe glitter belt with gold-color beaded 
edge; vinyl backing. ‘About 3 EA in. wide. Glitter-covered alip-thru buckle. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

) or M(28-31) in. Slate Иш” size 5 or M. 
ulticolor T88 C 8057F— Black 

T88 C 8085F—Red T88 C 8086F—Royal blue 
Shipping weight 3 ounces $5.00 

(B) The Shoes 
UPPERS: Urethane upper. Insole is of sueded leatber and urethane. 
SOLES. S: Urethane-covered 3%-inch heel. Composition sole. 
SIZE LORS. ORD INFO: Medium sises: SB, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B. State full 
sise. ex sises state ¿5 sise larger. 
N54C45022F-Red N54C45122F-Royal Blue N54C45322F-Turquoise 
N54C43222F-Black N54C45222F-Hot pink 
Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces $19.99 
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(1 thru 4) THE VELOUR SEPARATES 
FABRIC AND CARE: Soft velour knit of cotton and polyester. Style (4) has 
rib-knit acrylic accents. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry 

(1) Shaped Jacket Only $2 2 
DETAILING: Open-style with long sleeves. Self-fabric edges the shaw! collar, 
front opening and bottom. 
SIZES. COLORS AND O 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11 

ER MATION 
3, 15. Please state correct sist. 

N19 C 9711F—Deep jade green — N19 C 9712F—Deep terra cotta 
N19 C 97 10F—Deep raspberry 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $2200 

(2) Nerrowieg Pants Only *1 8 
DETAILING: Natural-waist, pull-on style with elasticized waistband. Legs 
about 18 inches wide at hem. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15. (Fits $ ft. 2 in. to $ ft. 6 in.) 
N19 C 7743F—Deep jade green N19 C 7742F— Deep raspberry 
N19 C 7747F—Deep terra cotta 
Stake sise. Shipping weight 10 ounces $18.00 

3) suse ony $ 1 8 
DETAILING: Straight-cut, pull-on style with elasticized waistband; off-cen. 
ter front slit. Length about 28 inches. 

SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. Please state correct sie. 
N19 С 7320F—Deep raspberry М№19 C 7322F—Deep terra cotta 
N19 C 7321F—Deep jade green 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $18.00 

(4) Embroidered Top Only 51 8 

DETAILING: Pullover style. Ribbed V-neckline, bottom band and cuffs оп 
the long sleeves. Color-coordinated floral embroidery in front. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes S(S-7); M(9-11); L(13-15). State size leiter 8, M or L 
N19 С 5522F—Deep terra cota N19 C 5520F—Deep jade green 
N19 C 5521F—Deep raspberry 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 118.00 

(5) THE STRETCH TUBE TOP Ony $4, 
FABRIC AND CARE: Stretch-knit of acetate and nylon with 4% Lycrae 
spandex for elasticity. Machine wash, warm; line or tumble dry 
DETAILING: Bare-shoulder pullover style with shirring in front. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
One size only . . . stretches to fit all 
N19 C 605 1—Bright fuchsia N19 C 6052— Bright red 
N19 С 6054—Bright royal blue — N19 C 6053—Black 
N19 C 6050—Bright aqua green 
Shipping weight 2 ounces 5400 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE . . . see the Fitting Room on page 142 

The Accessories 

4 Earnings and necklace 
book. Bracelet 

(A) The Slender-strap Sandal 

UPPERS: Feminine-look style in lustrous leather-look urethane. Ankle 
trap adjusts for snug, comfortable fit. Choice of 3 great colors. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Composition soles. Heels measure 314 inches high and 
are leather-look urethane covered to match uppers. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO. Women's medium sizes: SB, 6B, 

614B, 7B, 714B, SB, $'AB. 9B, 10B. State sise аз listed when placing order. 
N54 C 46157F— Pewter-color N54 C 46057F—Bronze-color 

N54 C 43057F— Black patent-look 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce 425.99 
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Denim Separates 
with Nailhead Trim 

AND CARE: Cotton де in deep 
blue. Machine wash at warm tem 

perature: line dry or tumble dry 

1) Overalls. Bib-front has patch pocket 
with nailhead trim. Belt loops; light came 
tan vinyl belt included. Mock fly-fr 

g at each side 
back-wai ont slash pocket 
patch pockets. Gold-color topstitching 
Legs about 18 inches wide at hem. Natura! 
color elasticized cot эп suspenders with 
light camel tan vinyl trim fasten onto metal 
buttons at back-waist and bib-front: ratch 
ets adjust len, 

Junior sizes 9 3,1 
Fits 5 ft. 2 in. to 5 ft. 6 in.) State sise 
N19 C 9870F—W: | Ib. 8 oz. ....%24 00 

and button closing on waistband. Belt 
loops; 2 slash pockets. Back yoke with nail 

ck slit. Gold-color topstitch 
ing. Length about 28 in. Belt nc 

5. State si 
N19 C 7323F—Sbpg. wt. 14 oz. ..817.00 

Wide-ribbed 
Knit Top 

3) FABRIC: Knit of cotton and polyester. 
NG Pullover style has roun: 

ont 3-snap placket closing, long 
sleeves, Stit hing accents the neckline 
shoulders, wrists and straight bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tempera 

ne dry or tumble d 

t sizes S($-7); M(9-11); L(13-18 
19 C 5528F—Bright g 
19 C 5508F—Rea! red 
19 C $507F— Royal blue 
19 C 5509F ht turquoise green 
19 C 55 10F— Bright fuchsia 
State S, M or L. Shipping wt. 8 oz. ...$8.00 

(A) Short Boot 
PPERS: Tan leather with decorative 

hed down pull-on straps 
Comfortable cushioned nylon tricot ing. 

5 AND HEELS: Composition sole. 
Wood-look western 2-inch heel 

ses: 6M, 64M, 7M. 
ТУМ, EM, 814M, 9M and 10M. State sise. 
N64 C 37339F—Wt 2 lbs. б oz. ..459.99 



Sweater Vest 
C. Smooth-knit acrylic with rib 

deep burgundy red with cream 
ulticolor nordic-look pattern 

AILING: Sleeveless, butte 
Ribbed V-neckline, armholes. 

jordic-look pattern is in the 

Junior sizes S(S-7); М(9-11): L(13-15 
Please slate size ш” S, М or 
19 C 6901F—Shipping wt. бог. ... $14.00 

Broadcloth Shirt 
C. Woven of polyester and cotton 
Small pointed collar: front but 

t. Long sleeves with a 
button closing on cuff. Shirttail bottom 

bon-tie is not included. 
ARE. Machine wash at wai 

line dry or 
n temperature 

State 

19 C 4954F—Ligh 
19 C 4956F—White 
Shipping weight 7 ounces 1699 

Trouser Pants 
(6) C: Flannel of polyester and acryl 
ic with a soft text 

t and button-closing 
tab waistband; inside button. Belt 
solt (ront pleats: 2 back darts. Legs about 17 
inches wide at hem. Belt not included 

Junior 
Fits 5 5 ft. 6 in.) State sise 
19 C 7735F—Medium heather 
19 C 7736F—Deep cam 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $17.00 

7952 
y way t 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
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Brushed Denim 
Jeans 

(1) FABRIC: Brushed denim of cotton. 
DETAILING: Natural-waist style with zipper fly- 
Íront and button closing on waistband: belt loops. 2 
back patch pockets; contrasting-color topstitching. 
Narrow legs about 16 inches wide at hem. The belt is 
not included. 

ichine wash, warm; line dry or tumble dry 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 5. 
(Fits figures 5 feet 2 inches to 5 feet 6 inches.) 
19 C 9983F—Medium dusty blue 
19 C 9978F—Bright navy blue 
19 C 9985F—Dusty rose 
19 C 9977F—Chocolate brown 
State sive. Shipping weight 14 ounces $12.00 
Tai! Junior sizes 7T, 9T, 11T, 13T. 1ST. 
Fits figures 5 feet 64 inches to 5 feet 10 inches.) 
19 C 9984F—Medium dusty blue 
19 C 9982F—Bright navy blue 
19 C 9986F—Dusty rose 
19 C 9981F—Chocolate brown 
State size. Shipping weight 14 ounces +1300 

Brushed Knit 
Sweater 

(2) FABRIC: Brushed knit of acrylic 
with ribbed accents multicolor 
stripes on white ground. 
DETAILING: Pullover style. Small round 
ed collar, slit and tie-closing in front are 
ribbed. Long raglan sleeves. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm at delicate 
cycle; tumble dry 

SIZES AND 
Junior sizes S(5-7); М(9-11); 1413-15) 
‘State sise letter S, M or L. 
19 C 6898F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ...$16.00 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 

The Accessorie: 

ots told on 

the fitting room tor pages 136 to 143. 
SWEATERS, SHIRTS. TOPS, VEST. JACKET. Determine size by BUST measurement only. 
SKIRTS. PANTS AND OVERALLS: Determine size by the combination of 
WAIST and HIP measurements. 
Junior Sizes 3 to 15 order оп} zn listed with each en — ИН 

11 9 

[21229 [23-23 [24-24 ESOO | жю 179-287; 

How to Measure? See page 248 in our 1979 Fall Big Book 



Patterned Cardigan 
(3) FABRIC: Acrylic knit that combines a cable-effect and 
open stitch with ribbed accents , . ‚ cream-color. 
DETAILING: Deep V-neckline; 3-button closing. Ribbed bot. 

tom and wrists on the long sleeves. Belt not included. 

CARE: Hand wash, dry flat. . . do not dry clean. 

SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11); 1413-15), Slate S, M or L. 
19 C 6900F— Shipping weight 9 ounces $16.00 

Checked Shirt 
(4) FABRIC: Broadcloth of polyester and cotton light 
peach, banana yellow, taupe and medium blue checks. 
DETAILING: Pullover style. Round collar; button-placket 
opening; shirrring at lowered front shoulder seams; back 
yoke. Long sleeves with 1-button cuffs; shirttails. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm: line dry or tumble dry. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. Please state correct sise 
19 C 4975F—Shipping weight 5 ounces 51400 

Corduroy Pants 
(5) FABRIC: Midwale corduroy of cotton 
and polyester. 
DETAILING: 
My front; 1 
tended-tab waistband, 1 concealed button іп. 
side. 2 small front pockets; 2 back darts. Legs 
about 18 inches wide at hem. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm tempera 
ture: line dry or tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING INFO: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
(Fits S ft. 2 in. to 5 ft. 6 in.) State sise. 
19 C 7703F—Camel tan 
19 C 7706F—Dusty peach 
19 C 7705F— Light blue 
19 C 7707F—Rust 
19 C 7704F—Hunter green 
Shipping weight 15 ounces $1600 

"Charge it" if you wish 
see page 328. 



Woven polyester s у 2 eum: 
Belted Pants 13° Sam. 

TALL JUNIOR SIZES PRICED HIGHER 

FABRIC: Woven texturized polyester. 
DETAILING: Natural-waist style with zipper fly-front and button 
closing on waistband: belt loops. 2 back darts. Color-coordinated 
striped belt of elasticized cotton with gold-color metal buckle. 
Legs measure about 18 inches wide at hem. 

CARE Machine wash at warm temperature; line or tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. (Fits figures 5 feet 2 inches to 5 feet 
б inches.) Please state correct sise. 
19 C 7850F—Medium pink 19 C 785 1F—Bright navy 

19 C 7855F— Light cream. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Petite Junior sizes ЗР, SP, 7P, 9P, 11Р. (Fits figures $ feet 1% 
inches and under.) Please state correct sise. In 4 colors. 
19 С 7856F—Medium pink 19 C 7858F—Black 
19 C 7859F— Light cream 19 С 7857F— Light blue 
Shipping weight 12 ounces $1300 
Tell Junior sizes 7T, 9T, 11T, 13T, 15T. (Fits figures 5 feet 6% 
inches to $ feet 10 inches.) Please state rise. In 4 colors. 
19 C 7860F—Medium pink 19 C 7862F—Black 
19 C 7863F—Light cream 19 C 786 1F—Light blue 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 914.00 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 



Nubby-knit 
Sweater $12 

Nubby knit of acrylic; ribbed trim. 
AILING: Pullover style with round neckline 

and ribbed cross-over collar, Ribbed bottom 
and wrists of the long sleeves. 
CARE: Machine wash, cold at delicate cycle: 
tumble di 
SIZES, COL 
Junior sizes S(5-7 1); L(13-15 
Please siate correct size letter S, M ov L. 
19 C 6908F— Crear 
19 C 6912F— Light violet 
19 C 69 11F— Licht blue 
19 C 6910F—Real red 

Shipping weight 10 ounces $12.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
бөө the Fitting Room on page 

Accessory 
Shoes sold on ре; 
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UNIOR 2 : 
aan Sweaters... great to give or receive 

(1) Tweedy-look Sweater 
FABRIC. Tweedy-look knit of acrylic, 
polyester and wool with multicolor 
flecks; striped rib-trim. 

DETAILING: Pullover style with 
ribbed, scalloped-edged collar; 2-but 
ton front placket closing. Ribbed bo 
tom and wrists on the long sleeves. 
which are puffed at the shoulder. 

CARE: Machine washable at warm 
temperature; tumble dry, low 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDERING 
Junior sizes S($-7); M(9-11): 
1413-15). State S, М or L. 
N19 C 6918F—Natural-color with 

pale pink. lt. blue 
and dusty peach 

N19 C 6919F—Black with light 

gold, turquoise 
biue and coral red 

Shipping weight 7 ounces. . . . 8 17.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
see the Fitting Room on page 153 

The Accessories 

Hoon е; 1 
n our 1979 Fall Big B 

44 in this book 

rings are sola on 

page 
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(2) Embroidered Sweater 
FABRIC: Smooth-knit acrylic with 
ribbed accents . . . light blue with 
multicolor, hand-embroidered trim. 
DETAILING: Pullover style with 
ribbed shawl collar and V-neckline 
floral embroidery on front of sweater. 
Long sleeves with mock full-fash- 
ioned seams at shoulders: ribbed cuffs 
and bottom band. Imported. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm 
temperature; tumble dry 

ZES AND ORDERING 
INFORMATION 
Junior sizes (5-7); M(9-11); 
1413-15). State 5, М or L. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
N19 C6917F $15.00 

(3) Quilted-look Sweate 
FABRIC: Nubby knit of acrylic, wool 
and nylon in a quilted-look box pat 
tern; ribbed accents. 
DETAILING: Pullover style with pad. 
ded shoulders; ribbed turtieneck, bot 
tom and wrists on the long, puffed 
Sleeves. Imported 
CARE: Dry clean. 
SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11): 
L(13-15). State S, M or L. 
N19 C 6914F— Lavender 
N19 C 69 16F—Dusty 

turquoise green 
N19 C 6915F—Cream 
hipping weight 10 oz $24.00 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(A) Enameled Pansy Necklace 
Yellow gold-color link chain measures about 15 inches long, has spring-ring 
closure. Chain and pansy made of base metal 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 365 16—Burgundy 
4 C 36517—Caramel 
Shipping weight 1 ounce 

365 18—Royal blue 
36519—Red 

$5.00 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

(4and5) Cardigan 
and Camisole 

FABRIC: Nubby knit of nylon and 
acrylic in a two-tone pattern with 
ribbed accents. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm 
temperature; tumble dry 

(4) Cardigan. Open style with ties 
at round neckline; flower-and-stripe 
pattern on front; ribbing at opening, 
bottom and wrists of long sleeves. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Junior sizes S($-7); M(9-11); 
1413-15). State S, M or L. 
N19 C 6906F—Ice blue tones 
N19 C 6905F—Cream tones 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. . .. $18.00 

(5) Camisole. Pullover style with 
flower pattern in front and back: 
shirring at center of neckline in front 
and back; ribbed shoulder straps, 
edging and bottom band. 
SIZES, COLOKS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes (5-7); M(9-11) 

). State S, M or L. 
N19 C 6903F— Ice blue tones 
N19 C 6902F—Cream tones 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 51200 





The 
Polyester Knits 

FABRIC: Smooth interlock-knit polyester 
that is soft and drapeabie. 

CARE Machine washable at warm temper- 
ature; line dry or tumbie dry. 

(1) Tucked-bodice 

Dress 
DETAILING: Pullover style with back-neck 
zipper. Rounded ecru lace collar; pearl- 
look button-trim on tucked front bodice. 

in front; à half-beit ties in back. 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO 

to Sf. in) 
N19 C 1775F—Dusty rose 
N19 С 1776F—Light cadet blue 
State size. Shipping wt. 10 oz. $2200 

(2) Smocked-bodice 
Dress 

DETAILING: Pullover style with front but- 
ton closing to waist; elasticized smocking in 
front: front and back yoke. Rounded collar 
and cuffs on the short puffed sleeves are 
‘edged with matching lace. A half-belt ties in 
back; shirred skirt-portion. Pin not incl. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO 
Junior sizes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 
(Fits figures 5 ft. 2 in. to $ ft. 6 in.) 
N19 C 1773F—Winter white 
N19 C 1774F—Dusty lilac 
‚State sise. Shipping wt. 11 oz. $24.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
vee the Fitting Room on page 153 

The Accessories 

Bow prn sold on page 138. heart jewelry 
оп page 143 and bracelets on page 24 in 
our 1979 Fall Big Book: shoes on page 
151 in this book 

(A) The Hair Comb 
. . „feminine-looking accessory 
Plastic tortoise shell hair comb. Daintily 
trimmed with polyester lace, matching ace- 
tate grosgrain ribbon and a double row of 
simulated pearls. Ecru color. Measures 
about 2x3 inches long. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
i weight 1 ounce. 

88 С 8301 »з00 

yim 
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The 
Terry Knits 

FABRIC: Terry knit of polyester and rayon 
with ribbed accents. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm temper: 
ature line dry or tumble dry. 

(3) V-neck Dress 

DETAILING: Pullover style has V-neckline 
with ribbed edging and ribbed cuffs on the 
long sleeves; smocking at front shoulders. 
Elasticized waist; self tie-beit; 2 side-seam 
pockets. Side slit. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
(Fits figures 5 ft. 2 in. to $ ft. 6 in.) 
N19 C 1769F—Bright fuchsin 
N19 C 1770F—True blue 
Slate size. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. $23.00 

(4) Dress with Black 
Collar and Cuffs 

DETAILING: Pullover style with 3-button 
front placket opening. Small black ribbed 
collar with button-trim that has "button 
down" look. Black ribbed cuffs on the short 
sleeves. Elasticized waist: shiny black vinyl 
belt. Side slit. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORRDERING INFO 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
(Fits figures 5 ft. 2 in. to S ft. 6 in.) 
N19 C 177 1F—Bright aqua green 
N19 C 1772F— Bright fuchsia 
State sise Shipping wt. 12 02. 523.00 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

The Handbag 

Swinger-style handbag of top grain cow. 
hide leather. Mock tortoise frame snaps 
shut to close handbag. Twisted 
strap. Measures about 7114x6% in. 
Imported. 
COLORS AND ORDER INFO: 
T88 C 6034—Tan 
Т88 С 6035—Red 
T88 С 6033—Bone 
T88 C 6036—Black 
Shipping weight 5 oz. $10.00 

JUNIOR Duzur 

Pretty Dresses 
+ . „to wear now Ў ¿HOP for JUNIORS 

and all year 'round s 





(1and2) 
The Sweaters 

great as a set 
FABRIC: Rib-knit of acrylic 

Machine wash at warm tem 
ture; tumble dry, low. Wash style 

at delicate cycle. 

ARE 
per 

(1) Long-sieeve bolero. Black 
Rounded in front. Slightly puffed 
sleeves with narrow-ribbed Cuffs. The 
shoe pin is not included. 
SIZES AND ORDERING 
Junior sizes (5-7); М(9-11) 
1413-15). State letter S, M or L. 
N19 C 9380F—Wt 120z. ..911.00 
(2) Capsieeve pullover. Real red. 
Round neckline. Narrow-ribbed bot 
tom: natural-waist length. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO 
Junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11); 
1413-15). State leer S, M or L. 
N19 C 9$381F—Wt 8 oz. 

(3) Plaid Skirt 

FABRIC: Woven plaid of poly 
and wool in black and real red. 
DETAILING: Flared style: back zip- 
per. Lined waistband. 2 side-seam 
pockets. Length about 28 in. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tem. 
perature: line dry 
SIZES AND ORDER! 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11 

$9.00 

ING INFO: 
13,15 

N19 С 9382F—Sisie sise 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $20.00 

Tunic Top 

DETAILING: Pullover style with band 
neckline and front button placket 
opening. Soft shirring at lowered 
front shoulder seams and back yoke. 
Long sleeves with 1-button cuffs. 
Straight-cut bottom with side slits 
Belt not included; it's sold below. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tem 
perature; line dry or tumble dry 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 
N19 C 9378F—White 
N19 C 9379F—Real red 
State sise. Shpg. wt. $ oz. 

(A) The Shoes 
UPPERS: A versatile style which may 
be worn with or without adjustable 
ankle strap. Fashioned in leather 
look urethane with open-toe sty! 
and flattering dipped topline. Over 
lapped vamp has cutout design. Ure 

comfort. 
ES Cone-shaped 

heel measures 31 inches high. Dura 
ble composition sole and heel 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO 
Women's medium sizes: SVB, 6B. 
614B, 7B, ТЫВ, 8B, 814B, 9B, 10B. 
N54 C 45064F—Red 
N54 C 44064F—Taupe 
N54 C 43064F— Black. 
State sise. Wt, 1 Ib. 302. 

$16.00 

к 

ror Coordinates. . . festive in 
AZAAR real red, white and black 

(5and6) 
Velveteen Coordinates 

FABRIC AND CARE: Lustrous, so! 
looking cotton velveteen in 
black. Dry clean 

(5) Pants. Natural-waist style; zip- 
per fly-front and hook-and-eye clo 
sure on the lined waistband; 2 back 
darts. Legs about 17 in. wide at hem. 
SIZES AND ORDERING IN 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 
its S ft. 2 in. to $ ft. 6 in. 

N19 C 9376F—State size 
Shpg. wt. 14 o£. $28.00 

(6) Blazer. Notched collar with 
rounded lapels; 2-button closing. 
Princess seaming in front and back: 
long sleeves. Unlined. 

SIZES AND ORO! 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 
(Fits 5 ft. 2 in. to 5 ft. 6 in. 
N19 C 9375F—Siate sise 

Shpg. wt. 1302. $36.00 

(7) Camisole Top 

FABRIC: Smooth-knit acrylic with 
rib-trim . . . black and white pattern 
0n real red ground. 
DETAILING. Pullover style. Narrow 
ribbed shoulder straps: bow-trim in 
front. Elasticized at ribbed top-edge 
in front and back. Ribbed bottom 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tem 
perature; tumble dry, low. 
SIZES AND ORDERING IN 
Junior sizes $(5-7); M(9-11): 
1413-15). State site letter S, М or L. 
N19 C 9377F—Wt 6 ог. 49.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE see the Frting Room 5 

r- The Accessories — 

(B) The Ben 
Elasticized rayon stretch belt. Gold 
color metal buckle interlocks to form 
heart shape; leather trim at buckle. 
About 144 inches wide. 

- NPO 
Waist sizes (24-27) or M(28-31) in 
Please siale size leiter S or M. 
T88 C 8114F—Red 
T88 C 8112F—Black 
Shipping weight 5 oz. 

SHOP for JUNIORS 
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Blouses and Wrap Skirts 
. . . to wear now and 

all year ‘round 

(1) Cap-sieeve Blouse 
FABRIC. Smooth-knit of polyester 

. Supple, soft-draping. 
DETAILING. Band neckline with 
buttons in twos at front closing: 
cap sleeves: shirttail bem. 
CARE. Machine washable, warm 
temperature; line or tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15. 
Please state correct sise. 
N19 C 5028F— Royal blue 
N19 C 5029F— Black 
N19 C 5030F— Bright red 
Shipping weight 4 ounces $10.00 

(3and4) Wrap Skirt . 

(2) Long-sleeve Blouse 
FABRIC: Polyester crepe with an 
accent of nylon lace. 
DETAIL: Small rounded collar; 
rounded lace yoke with shirring 
front, back; front button-placket: 
long ragian sleeves, 1-button 
cuffs; straight-cut bottom. 
CARE: Machine washable, warm 
temperature; line or tumble dry. 

SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
N19 C 5032F— White 
N19 C 5031F—Cream 
State sise Wt. 6 оз. $1700 

in print or solid-colors 

DETAILING Front-wrap style with 2-button closing on waistband: un- 
pressed pleats and curved hemline 
belt is not included. 

(3) Print 

FABRIC: Smooth-weave ray- 
on. . . multicolor print on 
black background. 

CARE: Machine wash, warm, 
by itself; line dry. 

SIZES AND ORDERING 
INFORMATION. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 
Please stale correct sise. 
‘Shipping weight 7 ounces. 
N19C 73247 .$16.00 

(5) Peplum Blouse 

FABRIC: Dobby weave of polyes- 
ter and cotton in a small diamond 
pattern. 

DETAILING: Narrow notched col- 
lar; front button closing; long 
sleeves at shoulder and 
elasticized at wrist. Self ties, at- 
tached at front seams, tie in back. 
Straight-cut bottom. 
CARE: Machine washable, warm 
temperature; line or tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
N19 C 5025F— Raspberry pink 
N19 C 5026F— Pale biue 
State эйе. WL б ов. $15.00 

in front. Length about 2$ inches. The 

(4) Solid-colors 

FABRIC: Crepe of polyester, rayon. 

SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
Please state correct size. 
N19 C 7327F— Turquoise green 
N19 C 7325F—Currant red 
N19 C 7326F— Black 
Shipping weight 7 oz. ... 615.00 

(8) Embroidered Blouse 

FABRIC: Broadcloth woven of 
polyester and rayon with fine- 
stripe effect in the weave. 
DETAILING: Small rounded white 

dered edge: front button closing. 
Long sleeves slightly puffed at 

; narrow I-button cuffs. 
‘Shirttail hem. 
CARE: Machine washable, warm 
temperature; line or tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11. 13, 15. 
N19 C 5023F—Sky blue 
N19 C 5024F— Pale pink 
State sise Wt. 5 oz. 913.00 

Phone ordering s а quick and easy way to buy. 

Bracelets sold on page 24 
and shoes on page 151 in 

The Accessories 
in our 1979 Fall Big Book: belt 
tha book. 

the fitting room tor pages 14410 153. 
TOPS, SHIRTS. BLOUSES, SWEATERS. JACKETS: 
Determine size by BUST measurement only. 
SKIRTS. PANTS: Determine size by 
WAIST and HIP measurements. 

the combination of 

DRESSES: Determine size by the combination of BUST, 
measurements. WAIST and HIP 

Junior sizes 3 to 15. . . order only sizes listed with each item. 



HOLIDAY MAGIC BEGINS WITH A GIFT OF 

Holiday magic begins with 

a gift from our specia 
section of jewelry. 

We've chosen hundreds of new 
and exciting value-packed items 

for you to select. . . they're 
gifts your family and friends 

will long remember and long enjoy 

Enlarged 

to show 

detail 



IF K gold 

i 40.00 
C 58316—About 18 inches long. - 50.00 

TAE Abu 24 inches long: 65.00 Ki чыка: д ча 8000 

MOMS 150.00 
60.00 

- 75.00 

--#35.00 
П 45.00 

55.00 
65.00 

(8) C-hein Sı 
$2 ce 55306 About 15 inches юш........... ..$40.00 
T4 C 85307 About 18 inches long. + 50.00 
T4 C 86308— About 24 inches long. 65.00 

rE C 55321—About 15 inches long. -#20.00 
T4 C 58322—About 18 inches long. P 25.00 

(10thru 14) 14K Gold Earrings 
Dainty yellow gold earrings for (ram remanere ae ER 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. Shipping weight each 1 ounce. 
ERT Loop Style. About 1 inch long. 

4C 85051 +2000 
11) Herringbone Style. About 1 13) Cobra Drop Style. About 1% {aches long a хе d 

T4 C 55344 $3000 T4C55343 $30.00 
(12) S-chain Drop Style. About 1 
Inch long. 
T4 C 55345 $30.00 

(14) C-chain with Square Post. 
1 

T4C 55342 430.00 

BRACELETS, NECK-CHAINS, 
EARRINGS AND CHARMS 

14K GOLD CHARM HOLDERS 
AND CHARMS 

(15 and 16) 
Yellow gold holders hang charms from your chain . . . hold one charm or 
many (chains and charms not included) . . . sold separately on these two 
Rus). Side book closure allows you to attach charms ‘without 

m slightly enlarged. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
[un 14K mont (16) Shell motif 

weight 1 az. lor 
74 058332 $3000 Т4 С56331 

14K Gold Charm Holders 

$15.00 

козлика аэ) 
Hang one on either charm holder sold above for today's 
fashion Took. Shown shay enlarged. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. Shipping weight each 1 ounce. 
(17) Italian Horn (19) Open Ни (21) Key Style 
ФЬ 55837 91000 T4058333.51000 14055336 01500 
(18) Butterfly Style (20) 14K Gold Bar (22) 21 
T4C55335.915.00 T4C55338.025.00 14С 55334 .81000 

(23) Tennis Racket 

14K Gold Charms 

Та С 55339 $15.00 

Phone ordenng s 8 quick and easy way to buy 

3€ WELRY STORE 

А Bas 



BEAUTIFUL PENDANTS AND EARRINGS IN 

Open Heart Pendants and Earrings 
with sapphire or ruby 

14K Gold Pendants and Earrings with 
Genuine Stone Accents 

Dainty, elegant jewelry in 14K yellow gold. All pendants have chain about 16 inches long with 
spring-ring closure. Earrings are for pierced ears and have 14K yellow gold posts. 

Shown slightly enlarged to bring out details. 

(1) Oval Stud Earrings with opal 
Decoratively trimmed in gold. Match 
pendant (6). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4 C 55272—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. ...835.00 

(2) Round Stud Earrings with opal 
Prong setting 
ORDERING INFORMA’ 
T4 C 55273—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 

ON: Gift boxed. 
$25.00 

(3) Oval Pendant with opal and 1-pt 
diamond. Diamond set in center. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4 C 55357—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. ... $50.00 

(4) Butterfly Pendant. 4 opal stones 
delicately set in gold. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4 C 55356—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. ...835.00 

156 [Sears]... 

(8) Pearshaped Opal Pendant 
ORDER INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4C55355-Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 635.00 
(6) Oval Ора! Pendant. Decora- 
tively gold-trimmed. Matches ear- 
rings (1). 
ORDER INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4C55354-Shpg. wt. 1 oz. $25.00 
(7) Love Knot Pendant with 

sapphire 
ORDER INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4C55362-Shpg. wt. 1 oz. $35.00 
(8) Butterfly Pendant with ruby 
ORDER INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4C55358-Shpg. wt. 1 02.425,00 
(9) Arrow Pendant with ruby 
ORDER INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4C55359-Shpg. wt. 1 oz. $35.00 

(10) Open Heart Pendant with 
sapphire 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4 C 55363—Shpg. wt. 1oz....835.00 
(11) Open Heart Earrings with 

sapphire 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4 C $5276—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. ... $35.00 
Buy both (10) and (11). . . Save #7. 
Т4 C 55512—Wt 202......5е 463.00 

(12) Open Heart Pendant with ruby 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4 C 5536 1—Shpg. wt. 1 oz... $35.00 

(13) Open Heart Earrings with ruby 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
T4 C 5527 4—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. ... %35.00 
Buy both (12) and (13) Save #7. 
T4 C 55511—Wt 2oz......Set 863.00 

Phone ordering з a quick and 
easy way to Duy 

(14 and 15) Convertible 
Earrings 

Can be worn 4 fashionable ways; 
as studs alone: with 1 short chain; 
with 1 long chain or with both 
chains (included). 

(14) With sapphire in each ear- 
ring. Serpentine chains. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Gift boxed. 
Shipping weight ot. 
T4 C 55277 $50.00 

(15) With ruby in each earring. 
Serpentine chains. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Gift boxed. 
Shipping weight 1 ounce. 
T4C 55275 950.00 



(16 thru 31) 

detaiis. 

14K Gold Pendants and Earrings. . . 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. Shipping weight each 1 ounce. 

(16) Oval Pendant with 
1-pt. diamond 

An "old fashioned pendant" look. 
T4C55366 950.00 

(17) Love Knot Pendant 
with 1-pt diamond 

An item to cherish. 
T4 C 55368 $50.00 

(18) Four-iesf Clover Pendant 
with 1-pt diamond 

T4C55372 $25.00 

(19) Rope Twist Circle Pendant 
with 1-pt diamond 

T4C 55364 $25.00 

Just call Sears and say "Charge it 

(20) Circle Pendant has 2-pt. dis- 
mond. Fashionable S-chain. 
T4 C 55369 $75.00 

(21) No. 1 Pendant with 
1-pt. diamond 

та C 55367 $50.00 

(22) 3-dimensional Flower 
Pendant with 1-pt diamond 

T4C 55365 450.00 

(23) Shadow Box Heart 
Pendant with 1-pt diamond 

Matches shadow box heart ring sold 
om page 158. 
14 C 55371 375.00 

(24) Love Knot Pendant 
Entwined bands match earrings 
(31) sold at right. 
T4 С 55351 +25.00 

(25) Stylish Open Heart Pen- 
dant. Puffed on one side, open on 
the other side. 
т4 С 55352 $25.00 

(26) Heart Filled With Love 
Pendant. A truly beautiful and 
personal gift. 
T4C 55353 $25.00 

Buy the easy way 
order by phone 

see page 328 for details 

Diamond Accented or Solid 14K Gold 
Feminine jewelry in 14K yellow gold. All pendants have 16-inch long chains that have spring-ring closure. Pendants (16) thru (23) and earrings (27) 

thru (30) are highlighted with lustrous, light-catching diamonds. Earrings are for pierced ears . . . have 14K yellow gold posts. Shown slightly enlarged to bring out 

(27) Love Knot Earrings with 1-pt. dia 
mond in each earring. 
T4 C 55279 $35.00 
(28) Tear Drop Earrings with 1-pt. dia 
mond in each earring. 
T4 C 55282 $35.00 
(29) Lightning Bolt Stud Earrings with 1- 
pt. diamond in each earring. 
т4 С 55281 $25.00 
(30) Stud Earrings with 1%%-pt. diamond 
in each earring 
T4 C 55278 950.00 
(31). Love Knot Earrings. Entwined bands 
match pendant (24) sold above, left. 
T4 C 55271 $25.00 

[Бешз]15? 



RINGS, PENDANTS AND EARRINGS IN 

RINGS ACCENTED 
WITH 
GOLD TRIM, 
DIAMONDS, 
GENUINE 
STONES 

29 
( Y thru 20) 

(1 thru 3) Twist Bends 
Each has a tiny stone. 
Buy all 3 Twist Bands 
(1, 2, 3)-Save $7.50 
(1) Twist Band with 

27-01. Diamond 
T4 С 50678F ..Alone $25.00 
When bought with (2, 
3 22.50 
(2) Twist Band with Ruby 
T4 C 50676F ..Alone $25.00 
When bought with (1 
3) 2250 
(3) Twist Band/Sapphire 
T4 C 50677F . Alone $25.00 
When bought with (1 

22.50 

HOW TO FIND YOUR RING SIZE 

Fashion for her fingers. All are yellow gold except items (15) and 
(20) which are yellow, pink and white gold. Gift boxed. Shown slightly enlarged. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: Rings (1 thru 4), (6) and (10 thru 20) come in 

(4) Twisted Bow 
T4 C 5068 1F ...025.00 
(5) Open Heart 
Т4 C 50674F ...825.00 

Chain with 
1-pt Diamond 

T4 C 50679F ...#25.00 

(7) Love Knot 
T4 C 50673F ...925.00 

(8) Teddy Beer 
T4 C 50675F ...#25.00 

(9) Dangling 
Hearts 

T4 C 52953F ... 425.00 

HOW TO FIND YOUR RING SIZE 

ur езгер 

(10 thru 12) Stack Rings 
Each has 3 stones. 

Buy ail 3 Stack Rings 
(10, 11, 12)-Save $15.00 
(10) With Ruby 
T4 C 5069 1F ..Alone $50.00 
When bought with (11. 
12) 45.00 
(11) With Sapphire 
T4 C 50692F . Alone $50.00 
When bought with (10, 
12) 45.00 
(12) With Green Onyx 
T4 C 50693F ..Alone $50.00 
When bought with (10, 
11) 45.00 

(13) Oval with 
Оре! 

Т4 С 506877 $5000 

(14) Marquise with 
Ruby 

T4 C 50686F .....950.00 

(15) 3-color 
Уто 

Thin bands with yellow, 
pink and white gold. 
T4 C 50682F 

(16) 

$50.00 

Shadow Box with 
Heart and 
2-pt. Diamond 

T4 C 50688F 950.00 

Ladies’ sizes 5, 6 and 7; rings (5), and (7 thru 9) come in Ladies’ sizes 4, 5 and 6. 
State correct sise. Cut out and use finger measuring guide below if you are in 
doubt about your size. Shipping weight each 1 oz. 

(17) Oval Opal with 2 
Ruby Accents 

T4 C 50689F $50.00 

(18) Offset Opel with 
2-pt. Diamond 

T4 C 50683F $50.00 

(19) Textured 
Love Knot with 
2-pt Diamond 

та C 5068 $50.00 

(20) Ribbed Entwined 
Band 

Thick bands with yellow, pink 
and white gold. 
T4 C 50685F $50.00 

Just say "Charge it" when you 
phone your orde, 

$66 details on page 328 



ACCENTED WITH 
CUBIC ZIRCONIA 
Brilliant 

cubic zirconia, 

the amazıng, 

man-made 

“near” diamond 

is cut with 

58 facets for 

diamond-like 

brilliance 

(21 thru 32) Slightly enlarged to bring out detail. NOTE: "Carat" is ә measure of weight. n 
Because it is denser Cubic zirconia weighs the same as а 1-cerat diamond. but i$ abou 

(21 thru 24) Pendants (25 thru 30 ) Rings. All are size 644. For larger or smaller 
16-inch gold chains; link style on sizes, bring ring to your local jeweler to have size 
(21), (22), (24) ( ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight each 1 oz. 
ORDERING (25) Bypess Style with Yr<arat cubic zirconia. 
(21) Open Heart Vicarat cubic 74 C 55408—Yellow gold mounting 475.00 
zirconia. Yellow gold mounting. (26) Chevron Style with Vi-carat cubic zirconia. 
Т4 С 55415 $7500  T4C55407— Yellow gold mounting 475.00 
(22) Pear Shape: i-carat cubic (27) Solitaire with cubic zirconia. Gold mounting. 
zirconia, White gold mounting. T4 C 55402—1-carat. Yellow gold $100.00 
T4C55413 $125.00 14C55406—2-carat Yellow gold 135.00 

T4 C 5540 1—rcarat. White gold 75.00 (23) Circle; Mrcarat cubic zit- та C §5403—1 carat. White gold 100.00 
conia. Yellow gold mounting 
14 C 55416 $100.00 (28) Pear Shape with 1-carat cubic zirconia 

Ta —Yelio: o $12 (24) Solitaire with cubic zirco pt ed mr 
ala. Yellow gold mounting (29) Ribbed Band with 1-carat cubic zirconia. 
TAC55411—carat..87500 — T4 C 55409— Yellow gold mounting $100.00 
T4 C $5412—1-carat 100.00 it t cubic zirconia. 
T4 С 55414—2<arat . 135.00 hite gold mounting $125.00 
(31and32) Earrings. . . 14K gold settings and posts. 

(32) Basic Round. Shipping weight each 1 ounce 
Vi-carat cubic zirconia. T4 C 554 19—-carat. White gold 

low gold. T4 C $5417—/ carat. Yellow 
Shpg. wt. ез. 1 ог. T4 C 55418—1-carat. Y 
ТаС 55422...875.00 



Lovely 14K Gold-filled 
Neck-chains, Bracelets, Earrings, 

Charm-holder and Charms 

(1thru4) The Neck-chains 
Choose from. Fashionable The E шыны ere 
фага ander E E E 
sportswear or 
ORDERING INFORMATION: ‘Shipping weight each 1 ounce. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight each 1 ounce. 
(5) Bas; Chain nte 
About 7 inches 
4 C 89968 ..95.00 
(6) Cube Station 
About J inches long. About 

Cubes Фере 41200 4C 89969 96.00 
As (4) Cobra Chai (77 Sahel in Style $ 
About 15 inches About 15 inches About 7 inches 
O 4689737. 0 2689971 «350 
About 18 inches long About 18 inches 
EDE Rint $1000 4089/38 o es 41200 (9) Sobra Chain 

2 About 21 inches long About 7 inches long. 
4 C 89732 #1200 4C89739 $1500  4C89972 25.00 

(9 thru 12) The Earrings 
Earrings for pierced ears that (9) Cube Station Studs (11) S-chain S! 
match chains and bracelets About ^4 inch square. About 19 i 
sold on this page. Yellow 14K — 4 C 89921 9500 4C89923 -.93.50 
gold posts, 10) Flat Box Style (2), Cobra Chain Style 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 154 inches long. About 1 
Se eai ch ounce. 4 C919 ае юм зво REB 47.50 

160 [Sears]... 

adn. 
4C 89163 95.00 

(18) The Charm-holder 

Phone ordering s 

a quick and easy way to buy 



Exquisite 14K Gold-filled 
Jewelry with accents in 
diamond chips and 
other genuine stones 

(21) Puffed Heart Pendant Open Heart Pendant (24) "V"-ber Pendant 
Heart measures abt. У, inch wide. measures abt. V, inch wide, — "V"-bar measures about 174s inches 
‘Serpentine chain measures about 15 Fine link chain measures 16 wide. chain measures 
inches long, has spring-ring closure. inches long, has spring-ring closure. about 15 inches long, has spring-ring 
14K yellow gold-filled. MK yellow gold-filled. dosure. 14K yellow gold-filled. 
ORDERING INFORMATION ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. ea. 1 oz. ORDERING INFO: Wt. ex. 1 oz. 

With sapphire. 
esci dela $1200 

(25) Stud Earrings 
(22) Putfed Heart Earrings. Styled to harmonize with pendants (23) and (24). Measures about My-inch 
. . . match pendant above. Measure anotar. Settings aro 14K yellow gold led; posta are МК yellow gold. For 

With diamond With sapphire 
  aa 4С89925................ $1200 4С89928................ 1000تب موج اویا



(1 thru 7) Jewelry Boxes 
jewelry shown not included. 

(1) Contemporary Jeweiry Box 
CONSTRUCTION: Philippine mahogany 
with blonde fruitwood finish, Total of 
seven compartments, including one 

wer and one ring tray. Mirror on in- 
olid brass hardware has yellow 

4 С 4795—W. 3 lbs. 9 oz. 

(2) Mediterranean-style 
Jeweiry Box 

CONSTRUCTION: Philippine mahogany 
box with brown finish has a Mediterrane- 
an furniture look. Total of six compart 
ments includes two drawers and two ring 
trays. Mirror on inside lid. Cast iron 
hardware has antiqued gold-color finish. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
4C 477 1—Wt 4 lbs. 6 oz. 

(3) Luxurious Wood Vanity 
CONSTRUCTION. Rich mabogany finish 
hardwood case has swing-out sides: mir- 
rored lid. Three spacious top compart 
ments: one has ring roll. Two divided 
drawers below. Solid brass hardware. 
Blue cotton velveteen lining. Measures 
1516 28% inches деер. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

4C4773 $38.99 

(4) Floratiniaid Wood Case 
ONSTRUCTION: Fruitwood-finish hard- 

wood case has hand-inlaid floral motif 
and border stripes. Divided tray lifts up 
to reveal lower compartment. Gold-color 
cotton velveteen lining. Measures 
114423142714 inches deep. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
4 C4712—Wr Jibs. 7 ог. 

(5) Jumbo Store-all Mu: 
NSTRUCTION: Plays a pretty tune 

when opened. Holds complete jewel 
wardrobe. White case has gold-color 
tooled-etfect design on simulated leather 
covering. Swing-out doors; six drawers 
(two divided). Six ring and earring 
shelves. Red rayon suede cloth lining. 
Solid brass hardware. Measures 
149 x6! 4x55, inches deep. Key-wind 
movement. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces. 
4C4745 $22.99 

(6) Combo Case 
CONSTRUCTION: Leather-look brown 
finish with inlaid-look design over wood 
frame. Three compartments plus one 
pull-out drawer and one divided self-ris- 
ing tray. Lined with yellow rayon flocked 
suede cloth. Yellow gold-color plastic 
hardware. 12V3x8x4% inches deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. 

4C4814 EIT 

(7) Renaissance-iook 
Musical Break front. 

CONSTRUCTION: Copied from an old: 
world classic. White case has gold-color 
tooled-effect design on simulated leather 
finish. Five drawers; ring compartment. 
Red rayon suede cloth lining. Solid brass 
hardware. Measures 9%4x6% 14197, inches 
deep. Keywind movement. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. 

404741 11999 

So easy to buy 
when you just 
use the phone 



(1thru 8) 14K Gold-filled Jewelry 
Gift boxed jewelry. 

All items shown actual size. 
АД бешин ye ond rp 
Pendant has entwined 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 898 16—Shipping weight 2 oz. .. Set 415.00 

(2) Tube Motif Pendant and Earrings Set 
Pendant 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 8974 1—Shipping weight 2 oz. ...Set & 

(3) Heart Pendant and Earrings Set 
Pendant has an open heart motif with intersecting 
lariat tie. Serpentine neck-chain ends in solid 
hearts; measures about 18 inches long; has spring- 
ring closure. Earrings for pierced ears have solid 
heart. . . % in. wide; 14K yellow gold posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 89817—Shipping weight 2 oz. . .. Set $15.00 

(4) Meart and Arrow Pendant and 
Earrings Set 

Serpentine chain necklace measures about 18 

sure. Earrings for pierced ears also have open 
heart, arrow motif . . . measure 1% inches long; 
have HK yellow goid posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
4 C 69742—Shipping weight 20x. ...5е 615.00 

(5) Вә! Motif Pendent and Earrings Set 
Box link chain lariat tie is about 18 in. long 
ends in smooth-finish balls, spring-ring closure. 
Matching earrings for pierced cars are about 1 inch 
long; have 14K yellow gold posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 89333—Shipping weight 1 oz. .. Set $15.00 

(6) Bar Motif Pendant and Earrings Set 
Box link chain and earrings have a solid bar at 

about % in. long. have МК уйн ом ponte, 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4C 89332—Shipping weight 1 oz. .. Set $15.00 

(7) Earrings Set: Chain. Cultured Pearl. Star 

is about %4 inch wide. For pierced ears; have 14K 
yellow gold posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 89943—Shipping weight 1 oz. ...Set $15.00 

(8) Earrings Set. . . Cultured Pearl, Love 
Knot and Flower 

Cultured pearl is about 2mm diameter . . . forms 
drop earrings on a serpentine chain about 1 inch 
long. Flower motif is about -inch diameter. 
Love knot motif has rope finish: measures about 
Veinch diameter. For pierced ears; have 14K yel- 
ow gold posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 89942—Shipping weight 1 oc. .. Set 415.00 

Buy the easy way 
order by phone 



Gifrs 
AO) 

(1thru8) 
14K Gold-filled Jewelry 

Charming gifts look more expensive than their 
modest price. Gift boxed. Shown actual size. 

(1) Love Knot Pendant and Earrings Set. 
Love knot motif on pendant and earrings mea. 
sures about V, x ¥4 inch long. Pendant cable 

have 14K yellow gold posta 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 89329—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. Set $10.00 

(2) Ovalshaped Locket/Pendant and En 
rings Set. Locket opens, measures about 4 by 
% inch long. Hangs on cable style neck chain. 
Chain measures about 16 inches long, bas 
spring-ring closure. Ball-shaped earrings for 
pierced ears are about Mrinch diameter, have 
14K yellow gold posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

4 C 89327—Shps. wt. 1 oz. Set $10.00 

(3) Rose Pendant and Earrings Set. Rose 
motif on pendant is set in diamond-shaped 
wire outline; measures approximately улу, 
inch long. Cable neck chain measures approxi- 
mately 16 inches long, has spring-ring closure. 
Earrings for pierced ears are about Winch di- 
ameter and bave 14K yellow gold posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4C 8933 1—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. «Set $10.00 

(4) Cultured Pearl Pendant and Earrings 
Set. Cultured pearl on pendant is set onto ty 
inch diameter circle. Cable neck chain is about 
16 inches long, has a spring-ring closure. Ear- 
rings for pierced ears have cultured pearis and 
14K yellow gold posts. Cultured pearls are 
about 2mm size. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 89328—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. Set 810.00 

(5) Hoop, Bow and Heart Earrings 
Set Three dainty styles for pierced ears. Hoop 
measures about 4 inch wide. Bow measures 
about % inch wide. Heart measures about 14 
inch wide. All have 14K yellow gold posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 89939—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. ......Set $10.00 

(6) Ball and Chain. . . Earrings Set. Gen- 
uine jade and goid-color balls are 
diameter. The 14K gold-filled serpentine chains 
measure about 1%4 inches long. For pierced 
ears. 14K yellow gold posts, 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4 C 8994 1—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. Set $10.00 

(7) Circle Pin with Cultured Pearl. It's real- 
ly two circles; one with a rope finish, one with a 
smooth finish . . . entwined and set with a cul 
tured pearl. Pearl measures about 4mm diame- 
ter. Pin measures about 1%js-inches diameter 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4C89983—Shpg. wt loz . $10.00 

(8) Ankle Bracelet. Cobra chain anklet has 
ІУ егіп. polished plaque; measures about 9 
inches long; spring-ring closure. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

4 C 89362—Shpg. wt. 2 os. $10.00 

Phone ordering s 
8 quick and easy 

way to buy 



S 
Als 

(9 thru 15 ) Pretty little trinkets come bored, all 
ready to give. Items shown actual size, except (11) and 
(12) which are shown smaller than actual size. 

(9) Bow Necklace and Earrings Set. Bow motif is Vr 

i pierced 
motif and 14K gold posts. Yellow gold-color base metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

4 C 3650 1— Shipping weight set 1 ounce ....Set 85.00 
(10) Butterfly Necklace and Earrings Set. Butterfly 

have gold electroplated posts. Jewelry is yellow goid-col 
or base metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4 C 36506—Shipping weight set 1 ounce . . ..Set $45.00 

(11) Cobra Rhinestone Necklace and Earrings Set. 
Rhinestone on chain about 17 inches long, with spring. 
ring closure. Matching stud earrings for pierced ears 
each have a tiny rhinestone. Earrings have stainless steel 
posts. Yellow gold-color base metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 36502—Shipping weight set 1 ounce . . . Set $5.00 

(12) Serpentine Necklace, Bracelet and Anklet Set 
Chain measures 15 inches long. Bracelet is 7 inches long 
Ankiet is 9 inches long. All have spring-ring closure. 
Made of yellow gold-color base metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 36503—Shipping weight set 2 ounces . ..Set 85.00 
(13) Cloisonné Locket. Stick Pin and Earrings Set 
The 16-inch curb chain has 4-inch wide locket that 
opens, features heart motif. Stick pin is 2 inches long 
with matching heart C locket ‘y-inch wide: safety 
cap. Matching earrings for pierced ears have stainless 
steel posta. Made of yellow gold-color base metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 36505—Shipping weight set 2 ounces .. . Set $5.00 

(14) Wardrobe of 5 Stick Pins. Each style is delight 
fully different. Includes heart, disk, bird-in-flight, dia- 
mond-shape and butterfly. All are yellow gold-color base 
metal . . . have safety cap. Each measures 2 in. long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4 C 36282— Shipping weight set 2 ounces . . .Set $5.00 
(15) Set of 5 Pairs of Earrings. Five dainty earrings 
for pierced ears. Butterfly, cubes, simulated pearl and 
hoop are 14K yellow gold-color base metal; love knot is 
white gold-color base metal. 14K gold-filled posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

4 C 36504—Shipping weight set 1 ounce ....Set 95.00 
(16) "The Put On" Jewelry Organizer. Necklaces 
and chains hang loosely from open pegs. Hoops and 
ovals drop nicely into oval holes. Siots let post earrings 
drop in and lift out. Holds up to 40 pairs of earrings. 
Made of acrylic plastic with smokey brown color, Has 
clear plastic pegs for claros: ee shone? 

high, 13 inches wide. Jewelry not included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4 C 4835—Shipping weight 12 ounces $5.00 

(17) Jewel Box. Holds lots of your jewelry in three 
divided compartments for earrings or other items. 
Brown vinyl box has gold-color design on top. Lined 
with gold-color rayon satin. Star design inside lid. Hard- 
ware is gold-color base metal. 84gx4%411% inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
4 C 4701—Shipping weight 1 pound $5.00 

Phone ordering s a quick 
end easy way to buy 



(AthruL) are yellow gold-color 
electroplate on base metal, except (F) 
is 12K gold-filled; (С) is gold or sil 
ver-color; (Н) is gold-and-silver cob- 
or; (L) is antiqued gold color. All are 
gift-boxed. 

(А) #1 on chain with diamond 
#1 is about %4 inch long. Braided ca- 
ble chain is about. 18 inches long, has 
spring-ring closure. By Swank. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4C 49001—Shp«. wt. 101..92200 

(B) Lovers Medallion Set 

long. spring-ring 
“The Lord Watch Between Me and 
Thee While We are Absent One From 
Another", By Swank. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4 C 49006—Wt. 2 02... Set $15.00 

(С) Ankh on Neck-chein 
Motif is about 1% inches high. Curb 
chain is about 18 inches long: spring- 
ring closure. By Swank. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
4 C 49009—Shpg. wt. 2oz. .. $7.50 

(D) Italian Horn on Neck-chain 
‘Motif is about 1%4 inches high. Curb 
Shain ja about 18 inches ong: spring- 
ring closure. By Swank. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4 C 4901—Shpg. wt. 202. ...97.50 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 49002— Shpg. wt. 2 oz. .$20.00 

[4] bone Neck-chain 
12K gold-filled chain is about 18 

spring-ring closure. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
4 C 49008—Shpg. wt. 1 oz $20.00 

(б) Coikend Collar Holder 
About 2*4 inches long. By Anson. 
COLORS ANO CRONO INTO: 

4 C 49012—Silver-color 
Wan RE ERE E $4.00 

Zodiac Pendant 
КЧ 174x% in. wide, Chain abt. 18 in. 
long; spring-ring closure. By Swank. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

2 
ij 

ORDERING 
4 C 49008 Supr. w Las. - 97.50 



NOJTALGIC POCKET WATCHES 
. journey back in time 

(1 thru 8) CONSTRUCTION: Base metal case. Imported. 
MOVEMENT: Style (1) has 17-jewel; styles (2), (4) and (6 thru 8) have 1-jewel; styles (3) and (5) have pin-lever movement. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 

(1) Day-date Watch. Gold- zn electroplated case yee a 
small shield in embossed cover. White dal 

bat Sweep ein sc: Shows date and day. А 
m. Werzansad by Amex. Write for free copy 

for details, 
197 16—Shipping weight 5 ounces 159.99 

e Hunt-scene Watch. Yellow gold-color case; wildlife 
fully-numl Roman numerals. 

'arranted by Arnex. Write for free copy; see page 322, 
AC T8728. Spring weight $ ounce ‚929.99 

Richiy-polished Pop-open Style Watch. Yellow gold orc Nec White dal a sum: 
‘Small 60-second track. Warrant- 

$29.99 

кепе on cover, 

ren EL EE 
Ed Sounces ze * 532999 

Meiricom-look Men. with Matching Chain. Yellow 
has scene on back. Ornate dial bas 

track. Warranted 1 year 

918.99 

(6 and 7) Hunting Dog Scene Watch. Hunting do 
Cover. White dial has Arabic numerals; fully-numbered. 
ranted by Amex. Write for free copy . . . see page 322. 
(6) 4C 19715—Silver-color. Shpg. wt. $ oz. 329.99 
(1) 4C 19735—Yellow gold-color. Shpg. wt. Soz. . 29.99 
a Stag-scone Watch. Antique-look yellow gold-color case 
has scene in high relief on cover; foral pattern on back. White 
dial is fully-numbered with Roman numerals. Minutes 
around rim. Warranted by Arner. Write 
page 122, Dome sold separately below 
4 —Sbipping weight 4 ounces 
(9) Glass Dome Showcase for pocket watches. 
CONSTRUCTION: Dome top. Inside hook holds watch. 
(Watch not included, sold separately above), Mabogany-fin 
ished hardwood base. Measures 3425 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
4 C 19997— Shipping weight 9 ounces 
(10) Chains for Pocket Watches. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy metal chains 
without Antique Spri 
end, swivel book at other end. Measu: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 2 ounces. | 

D 4 C 49015—Rhodium-plated 
4 Č 49014—Yellow gold electroplated 

smt gives you specie legal rights. and you may alo have othar PONE much very fo 
AS 

Chains 



TIME DISPLAY 
r Shows hour 
И 3:20 Des, 
oss ana аву ^ ct ty 

CALENDAR DISPLAY 

EE CO 
f and year 

Матсуи, 
PHASAR 2000 

LAP-TIME DISPLAY 

Accumuunes 

^i. :ч spem 
wwe. continues 

to bme the 
umm) ИИ 

DUAL-TIME DISPLAY 
Shows hour. 

. minutes. 
9: H que seconds. AM/PM 

local y d no: time zone 

PLUS A SPECIAL 
FLY-BACK FEATURE 

Sentch from chronograph to regular 
time whale event conunues to be tined 

Sears Phasar 
DUAL-TIME CHRONOGRAPH 

56 799 

e 7-4unction, constant LCD read-out watch has 5 display modes 

e Hour. minutes. seconds. AM or PM and day always visible 
€ Accurate to within 3 minutes a year 2-year warranty 

© Calendar automatically adjusts months from 28 to 31 days 

ulis 13 

0 1:28 
‘Shows minutes. seconds 
Моо seconds and day 

Shows hour. minutes. 
day and dare. 

Sears Phasar 
CHRONOGRAPH 

$ 4 849 

© 6-function. constant LCD read-out watch has 3 display modes 
* Hour, minutes. seconds. day and date always visible 
© Accurate to within 3 minutes а year 2-year warranty 

© Calendar automatically adjusts months from 28 to 31 days 

'ONSTRUCTION: 7-function watch. Constant LCD read-out of hour, minutes, 
seconds, AM/PM and day. Case of white gold-color base metal. Stainless steel 
back and adjustable link bracelet with fold-over clasp. Mar-resistant mineral- 
glass crystal; gray dial. Convenient battery hatch. Shown enlarged. Imported. 
TIMEKEEPING SYSTEM: Solid state construction never needs winding. Quartz 
module is powered by a tiny, replaceable battery (included). Programmed cal- 
endar. . . months adjust from 28 to 31 days automatically, including leap year. 
Accurate to within three minutes a year. Push button to light display for night 
time viewing. Water-resistant . . . see note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted 2 years; details on opposite page. 
4 C 4661 1—Shipping weight 12 ounces. 567.99 

168 [Sears] «u, 5 pounds per square inch (in addition to n 
NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Water-resistant watches aro Ges-gned to m 

mai atmasphers 

CONSTRUCTION: 6-function watch. Constant LCD read-out of hour, minutes, 
seconds, day and date. Stainless steel case, back and adjustable link bracelet 
with fold-over clasp. Mar-resistant mineral-glass crystal: gray dial. Convenient 
battery hatch makes it easy to change battery. Shown enlarged. Imported. 
TIMEKEEPING SYSTEM: Solid state quartz module . . . powered by a replaces 
bie battery (included). Never needs winding . . . по moving parts to wear out. 
Days and months adjust automatically, except end of February in leap year. 
Accurate to within three minutes a year. Push button to light display for night. 
time viewing. Water-resistant see note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted 2 years; see details on opposite page. 
4 C 46614—Shipping weight 12 oz. 14849 

vitai. crown and back remar 



(1 thru7) Constant Resd-out 
by a replaceable 

(1and2) Yellow gold-color base metal case, stainless 
steel back and bracelet with adjustable foid-over clasp. Push 
button to light up display for nighttime use. 

(1) Solar Watch. Solar panels recharge the battery, and 
you can turn off the display when you're not wearing watch. 
Water-resistant . , . see note on facing page. 
CONSTRUCTION: 6-function style. Constant read-out shows 
hour, minutes, seconds. Push button for month, day or date. 
Black dial. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted 2 years . at right. 
4 C 46606—Shipping weight 8 ounces. 149.99 
(2) Watch with Extralarge Display for easy viewing. 
CONSTR: 7-function style. Shows hour, minutes, seconds 
and AM/PM. Push button for month, day, date. Dark blue 
dial. Water-resistant, see note on facing page. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted 2 years . . . details at right. 
4 C 4657 1—Sbipping weight 12 ounces 849 

(3) Sport Wetch. S-function style shows hour, minutes. 

ORDERING и BERATEN Warranted by National Semi- 
for free сору. . . see page 322. conductor. Wı 

4 C 46592- Shipping weigh 4 Ounces ... 917.49 

Watches. TIMEKEEPING SYSTEM: Solid state quartz 
battery (included). Day and months adjust automatically, except 

(4 thru 7 ) 

| (4 thru 7) have tritium 
backlight that 

glows in the dark 

. no need to press a pushbutton to see display. 

(4) Alarm Watch 
CONSTR: 8-function style. 
Shows hour, minutes, seconds, 
month, day, date, AM/PM. 
White gold-color base metal 
case. Stainless steel back and 
adjustable link bracelet. Alarm 
turns off automatically in one 
minute, if not shut off. Set 
alarm, it sounds at same time 
every 24 hours without reset- 
ting. Blue dial Shown enlarged. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Warranted 2 years . . . see de- 
tails below. 
4 C 46613—Wt 11 02.448,49 

(5and6) 6-digit Watches 
CONSTRUCTION: 6-function 

Shows bour, minutes, sec- 
onda, month, day. date. Base 
metal case, back. Stainless steel 

ORDER INFO: Warranted by 
National Semiconductor. Write 
for free copy . . . see page 322. 

(5) Yellow gold-color case and 
bracelet. Brown dial. 
4C46545—Wt 502. .933.99 

(6) White gold-color case and 
bracelet. Dark red dial. 
4C 46544—Wt Soz 928.99 

WARRANTY FOR PERIOD SPECIFIED FOR EACH WATCH 
Deut ITEMS (3) AND (B THRU 7). For the sceched period Кот 

of purchase. 4 normel 

carer nights witch vary frm sate To Sue d 

rmm 

Tritium Lighted Watches. Numerals are always visible in daylight or in darkness 

(7) 4-digit Watch 
CONSTRUCTION: 5-func- 
tion style. Shows hour and 
minutes. Press button for 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Warranted by Texas Instru- 
ments. Write for free copy 

details on page 322. 
weight 11 ounces. 

4C46595 ..4$2399 

gEWELRY STORE 

a; [Sears] 169 



LADIES SOLID STATE QUARTZ 

CONSTANT READ-OUT WATCH 

$2399 

+ Contemporary 5-function style 

* Pushbutton lights up display 
for nighttime viewing 

* Programmed calendar 

(1) CONSTRUCTION: Hours and minutes constantly visible: 
seconds, month and date appear when you push a button. Be- 
cause it's solid state, there are no moving parts to wear out 
never needs winding. White gold-color base metal case with 
matching stainless steel bracelet. Stainless steel back. Link 
bracelet has adjustable closure. Silver-color dial: Watch is 
shown about 2 times actual size. 
TIMEKEEPING SYSTEM: Solid state quartz module. . . powered 
by a tiny, replaceable battery (included). Accurate to within 3 
minutes a year. Programmed calendar . . . months adjust auto- 
matically from 28 to 31 days. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted for 1 year. . . see de- 
tails below. 
4 C 46908—Shipping weight 10 ounces 123.99 

FULL WARRANTY FOR PERIOD SPECIFIED 
FOR EACH WATCH. 

f pur 
urate within ves 

thru 4) Have 
tritium backlight 

that glows 
ve dark 



ATCHES 
SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

CONSTANT READ-OUT 
| (2 thru 5) 

| WATCHES 
| CONSTRUCTION: S-function watches. Each 
- shows hour and minutes continuously. . - 
month, day and seconds are on 

command. 
TIMEKEEPING SYSTEM: Solid state quartz 

... a replaceable bat- 

months adjust automatically 
days. Watches (2) and (4) are warranted ac- 
curate to within 3 minutes a year. 

(2thru 4) (6 thru 8) 
Tritium-lighted Watches GIFT BOXED 

‘The numerals of these watches are visible any- 
time . . . in light or dark. (6) Dress Watch (7 thru 10) Dress Watches 

c A: Base metal case and back. Full 
(2) Mesh-braceiet Watch. 

Case is white gold-color base metal. Stainless 
y faceted crystal. lever 

Warranted by M.Z. Berger. Write for free copy . . . see pg. 32 
steel back. White gold-color stainless steel x 
лосаи, Blue dial. (7 Dress, Watch with rhine- (9) Flip Top Watch with hand-painted 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted for 2 Yellow gold-color stones. White gold color case 1 lowers. Bangle bracelet self adjusts. 
Ae a xem жа: racelet. Imported. stones on bezel. Rhin Black case and bracelet 

dels on opposhe paga. EEE pa bracelet. Gift boxed. 4 C 18683. $16.99 
fom MOYEN 4С 1868—Shpg. wt 502. $24.99 White case 

(8) Dress Watch with "Allin. 4С 18684 
(3) Link Bracelet Watch 0 ze 10) Watches 
Case is yellow gold-color base metal. Stain- sift boxed 
less steel back. Yellow gold-color bracelet т case, bracelet 
with fold-over clasp. Brown dial. Gift boxed. 4С 18681—WL 5 oz. 92499 4С 18686—Shpg. wt 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Shpg. wt. 5 oz. White gold-color case, bracelet With white case and strap. 
Texas Instruments. Write for free сору... 4С 16685 ..924.99 4С 18682—Wt 5 ог $2499  4C18687—Shpg. wt 4 oz. 116.99 
see page 322 for details. 

Shipping 
4С 46934......... 

(4) Watches with fashionable 
“Alkin-one” Look 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted 1 
year . . . see details on opposite page. 
White gold-color case and bracelet. Gray dial. 
ЭРИМ SUAE DOE 
4C46923 . ..938.99 

Yellow gold-color case and bracelet. Gold- 
color dial. 
Shipping weight $ ounces. 

4С46924............... s $48.49 

(5) Pushbutton Panel- 
lighted Watch 

To see the time in the dark, simply press a 
button and back panel lighting appears. 

Yellow gold-color case and mesh bracelet 
with adjustable clasp. Case, back and brace- 
let are stainless steel. Gold-color dial. 11) Watch with one-piece 12) 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by C 
National Semiconductor. Write for free copy 

. „ see page $22 for details. 

(13) Watch with blue 
Yellow g T 

dial has markers, 
"Shipping weight $ ounces. Black 
4046981... ....938.99 
NOTE: Shock-rosistant watches are designed 
10 withstand a 3-ft. drop on a hardwood floor р 7:1 г v Shock-re 
without Significantly affecting accuracy f 

Just say “Charge it" 
when you place 

your order 

Shipping un 
$1999 4С 16496 119.99 

s€WELRY STORE 
e 

¥ s [Sears] 171 



Timex Sport-styie 
Calendar Ware‘ 

sport strap. 
T. Pin-lever. Water-resist 

4 C 18084 

ndar Dress Watch 

4C 18742 
NOTE 

Blue Dis! Calendar Watch 

WATCHES AND 

Set $18.99 



GIFT SETS 

(6) Girls’ 4-piece 
Gift Set 
includes watch 

8 charm bracelet. 
locket and ring 

CONSTRUCTION: All items are of 
yellow gold-color base metal. 
Watch has expansion band and 
fully-numbered white dial 
Bracelet is 6% inches long; 
trimmed with four charms 
one each scissors, simulated 

pearl, stepladder and dangling 
heart. 
Heart locket is on a 16-inch chain 
with spring-ring closure. 
Adjustable ring has two dangling 
hearts. Imported. Gift-boxed. 
MOVEMENT: Watch has 1-jewel 
movement. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Watch is warranted by M.Z. Ber 
ger. Write for free сору... see 
details on page 322. 
Shipping weight set 6 ounces. 
4C 18782 Set $18.99 

Just cali Sears and say "Charge 

(7) Three-piece Wardrobe Watch 
Change your watchband to harmonise with your attire. 
CONSTRUCTION: Includes 3 vinyl straps: tan, denim-look 
and red. Yellow gold-color base metal case and back 
White fully-numbered dial: sweep second hand. Import. 
MOVEMENT: Pin-lever. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by M.Z. Berger. 
Write for free copy . . . see details on page 322. 
4 C 18778—Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

(8) Timex Petite Sport Watch 
CONSTRUCTION: Chrome-plated base metal case has 
stainless steel back. Dark biue dial is fully numbered with. 
white numerals. Sweep second hand. Matching bive leath- 
er-look vinyl strap. 
MOVEMENT: Pin-lever. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Timex. Write 
for free copy . . . see details on page 322. Postpaid. 
4 С 18502—4(Shipping weight 4 ounces) $15.95 

(9) Sport Watch with Flowered Di 
CONSTRUCTION: Yellow gold-color base metal case and 
back. Dial is fully numbered. Hand-painted flowers on the 
dial. Sweep second hand. Wide denim-look one-piece vinyl 

$15.99 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by M.Z. Berger. 
Write for free copy see details on page 322. 
4 C 18777—Shipping weight 4 ounces $15.99 

see page 328 

(10) Dress Watch 
CONSTRUCTION: Yellow gold-color base metal case with 
stainless steel back. Silver-color dial with numbers 3, 6, 9 
and 12 plus raised markers. Black cord band. Import. 
MOVEMENT: Pin-lever. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted 1 year 
4 C 17585—Shipping weight 4 ounces 

(11) The Personalized Watch 
CONSTR: Yellow gold-color base metal case and back. 
Fully-numbered white dial bas her name on it; sweep sec 
ond hand. Red Corfamé poromeric band. Import. 
MOVEMENT: Pin-lever. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted by M.Z. Berger. Write for 
free сору. . „see page 322. Print clearly the name you wont 
(maximum 8 letters). Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Orders after 
Nov. 15th may not be received by Christmas. Allow extra 
time from factory in N.Y., N.Y. Postpaid. 
F4 C 1878 1V—(Shipping weight 4 ounces) 

see page 171 
915.99 

$518.99 

(12) Pendant Watch 
CONSTRUCTION: Heart-shaped case, back and 24-inch 
chain are made of yellow gold-color base metal. Enameled 
bezel with hand-painted flowers. White dial has numbers 
3, 6, 9 and 12 plus markers. Imported. 
MOVEMENT: Pin-lever. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by M.Z. Berger. 
Write for free copy see details on page 322. 
4 C 18779—Shipping weight 4 ounces. $18.99 
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MUSICAL 
JEWELRY BOXES 

FOR GIRLS 
Uy 

ballerina twirls to a popular (4) Swiss-look Chi 
age is reflected in lid п 

ing (backed.by с 

COLORFUL PLAID 
JEWELRY BO M 

5) Windmill 

3) Florentine Design 
R: Ballerina twir 

sectioned, lined with rayon suede сі 

Shipping weigt 
4 C 4824 



(1) Teddy Bear Pendant with Matching Earrings for 
pierced ears. Teddy Bear is inch wide, hangs from serpen- 
tine chain with spring-ring closure. Matching earrings have %- 
inch wide teddy bear; stainless steel posts. Yellow gold-color 
base metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 

Shipping weight set 1 ounce. 
4C35561 
(2) Puppy and Heart Pendant, Matching Ring. Enameled 
white puppy with red heart is 1-in, wide on 16-in. long link 
necklace; Vin. wide on adjustable ring. Necklace has spring 
ring closure. Yellow gold-color base metal 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 

Shipping weight set 1 ounce. 
4С 35557 Each set $5.00; Any 2 for $9.00 
(3) Set of 6 pairs of Earrings for pierced ears. Love knot. 
ball and heart are yellow gold-color base metal. Bird, ball and 
star are silver-color base metal. All measure Y,-inch wide: 
have stainless steel posta. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 

Shipping weight set 1 ounce. 
4C 35552 Each set $5.00; Any 2 for $9.00 
(4) Set of 6 Adjustable Rings. Includes fish, heart, simulat. 
ed pearl, butterfly, bi ne and pyramid motifs. All are yel 
low gold-color base metal except the blue stone ring which is 
silver-color metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. Shpg. wt. set 1 oz. 
4C35559 Each set $5.00; Any 2 for $9.00 

ich set $5.00; Any 2 for $9.00 

Just ci 

GIFT/ FOR GIRLS 
$500 [Save +1 ez] ar 2% 5900 

(5) Butterfly Motif Pendant, Rin 
Set. Hand-painted butterfly is Yrinch wide on 
each item. Pendant has 15-inch link chain with 
spring-ring closure. Ring is adjustable. Bracelet 
has book clasp. All are yellow gold-color base 
metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 

Shipping weight set 1 ounce. 
4 C 38554. . .Ea set 95.00; Any 2 for 89.00 

(6) Heart Moti! Pendant, Bracelet and 
Ring Set in a petite jewel box. Neck-chain is 15 
in. long, has ein. wide heart and spring-ring 
closure. Adjustable bracelet has 4-in. wide 
heart. Necklace, bracelet and ring are yellow 

gold-color base metal. Jewel box is covered 
h pink felt; has 5 handy compartments. 

RING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
Shipping weight set 3 ounces. 

4 С 35555... Ea. set $5.00; Any 2 for $9.00 

(7) Turtle Motif Pendant, Ring and Brace- 
let Set. Hand-painted Yin. turtle forms pen 
dant on 14-in. chain with spring-ring closure. 
Vin. turtle motif on both slip-on bracelet and 
adjustable ring. Pendant, bracelet and ring are 

low gold-color base metal 
RD. INFO: Gift boxed. 
Shipping weight set 4 ounces. 

4 C 38556. .. Ea. set 95.00; Any 2 for 49.00 

Sears and say "Charge it" 
see page 32. 

(8) Set of 3 Necklaces. Three pendant 
each with а Vin. motif. . . pink enameled tu 
lip, heart shaped with a simulated pearl, plastic 
round disc with a delicate painted flower . . 
each with а 15-in. yellow gold-color cable chain 
of base metal; spring-ring closure. 
ORDERING INFO: Gift boxed. Wt. set 1 oz. 
4 C 35562.. .Ea. set $5.00; Any 2 for $9.00 

(9) “Daddy's Little Girl" Pendant, Bracelet 
Set. Delicate Vin. heart-shaped lockets on 14- 
in. link chain with spring-ring closure; open- 
ended, slip-on bracelet. Pink, band-written 
script engraved "Daddy's Little Girl" on both 
lockets. Yellow gold-color base metal. 
ORDERING INFO: Gift boxed. Wt. set 1 oz. 
4 C 35558... Ea. set 65.00; Any 2 for $9.00 

(10) Personalized Bracelet, Heart Charm. 
Polished plaque has cut-out heart at each end. 
Link chain has dangling heart and spring-ring 
Зовите. Yellow gold electroplate. Measures 64 
inches long. 

ORDER INFO: Price includes personalizing. 
Print clearly the name, initials or word of your 
choice. Maximum 8 letters. Orders placed after 
November 15, 1979 may not be received by 
Christmas. No С.О... Gift boxed. 

Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
4C35551XV...Ea. $5.00; Any 2 for $9.00 

E WELRY STORE 
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MUPPETS’ CHARACTERS — 
talking Alarm Clocks and colorful Watches 

оо 

(1thru3) The Alarm Clocks 

ON: Popular characters from Sesame Street® 

bered dial has sweep second hand. Imported. 
NT. Key-wind. Voice requires 1 " 

RDERING INFORM 
for free copy . . . see complete details on page 32 
(!) Big Bird”. Measures 7x: 
4 C 72402— Shipping weight 1 
(2): Sesame Street’ Schoolhouse 
Measures 6x10%4 inches high. 
4 C 72406— Shipping weight $19.88 
(3) Oscar the Grouch", Measures 9x714 inches high. 
4 C 72404—Shipping weight 2 pounds $18.88 

(4 4 thru6) The Wrist Watches 

Round plastic case and back. Fully 
n strap. Im. 

TION: Warranted by Pico, Inc. Write 
see complete details on page 322. 

(4) Fozzie Bear” Red case: red and white strap. 
4 C 18839—Shipping weight 3 ounces 519.95 
(5) Kermit the Frog" Yellow сазе; yellow and green strap. 
4 C 18837 —Shipping weight 3 ounces $19.95 
(6) Miss Piggy™ Lavendar case; lavendar and whi 

ing weight 3 ounces 



(1 thru 4) Wrist Watches 
featuring their 

favorite characters 

(1) Holly Hobby® 
CONSTR: Fully-numbered dial. Yellow 
gold-color case. Yellow strap. Imported. 
мо 1-jewel. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted by Bradley 
Time. Write for free copy, see page 322. 
4 C 18847—Shpg. wt. 1 $1995 

(2) Snoopy 
CONSTR: Famous Peanuts® character on 
fully-numbered dial. His moving paws 
mark the time. Timex watch has sweep 
second hand. White gold-color case; 
stainless steel back. Red vinyl strap. 

Warranted by Timex 
see page 322. 

4 C 18818—Shpg. wt. 4 ог. .... 817.95 

(3) Winnie the Pooh® 
Win a Trip to Disneyland”, see page 2 

C R. Chrome plated, base metal case 
has stainless steel back. Fully-numbered 

4 C 19525D—Shpg. wt 4or.... $18.95 

4) Fred Flintstone® 
STR: Fully-numbered dial. Brown 

Warranted by Pico, Inc. 
rite for free copy: see page 3. 

4 C 18843—Shpg. wt. 3 oz 118.95 

(5and6) Mickey Mouse® 
Wrist Watches 

CONSTR: Colorful Mickey Mouse® decorates a fully 
numbered dial , . . his hands indicate time. Chrome 
plated base metal case and back. Imported. 
OVEMENT: 1-jewel 

INFORMATION: Warranted by Bradley 
Time. Write for your free copy see details on 
page 322. 
(5) Red vinyl strap. 
4 C 18822— Shipping weight 1 oz. $17.95 

6) Black viny! strap. 
4 C 188 12—Shipping weight 1 oz. $17.95 

(7) Mickey Mouse? Pendant, 
Ring and Bracelet Set 

Mickey in colorful enamel on yel 
base metal. Pendant has 15-inch long 

ring closure. Ring is adjusta 
»en-ended slip-on style 

ATION 

CONSTRU 
low gold-colo 
link chain 
ble. Brac 

Set $5.00 4С 18833—Shipping weight бог. 

(8) Mickey Mouse® Wall Clock 

CONSTRUCTION: Full color picture of Mickey and 
his delightful friends mounted on bardboard, framed 
with fruitwood-look vinyl covered wood. Dial is ful 
ly-numbe white numerals. Measures 15 
inches high, 19 inches wide. 
MOVEMENT: Uses one size "C" battery (not includ 
ed see batteries sold on page 398 

RING INFORMATION: Wi 
see details below. 

4 C 75343C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs 

anted for one year 

$1999 

(9) Mickey Mouse* Pocket Watch 
with link chain 

RUCTION: Mickey is pictured on dial. . . his 
ds point to the time. 60-second track. Yellow 

ase metal case and 12-inch chain. Case is 
engraved with railroad scene. Imported. 
MOVEMENT 
ORDERIN TION: Gift boxed. Warranted 
by Bradley Time. Write for free copy see page 
322 for details. 

321.95 

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON CLOCK MOVEMENT 

yEWELRY STORE 
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WALL CLOCKS 
and WATCHES 

featuring 
SUPERHEROES 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1thru5) Superhero 
Wall Clocks 

CONSTRUCTION: Full-color picture 
of your favorite superhero mounted 
оп sturdy chipboard. Colorful plas 
molded frame. Fully-numbered 
has convenient sweep second hand. 
MOVEMENT: Uses 1 size "C" battery 
(not included), sold on page 398. 
OR ING INFORMATION: War- 
ranted by New Haven Clock Co. 
Write for free copy ‚for details see 

page 322. 

(1 and 2] The Incredible Hulk” 
Yellow dial with red numerals and 
hands. 

(1) Measures 224x309 in. high. 
Shipping weight 6 lbs. 12 oz. 
4C75347C $2495 
(2) Measures 1114x 141 inches 

high. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz 
4075349 $14.95 
(3) The Amazing Spider-Man" 
Blue dial with white numerals and 
bands. Measures 115x144 inches 
high. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
4 C 75345 $14.95 
(4) Superman". Yellow dial with 
red numerals and hands, Measures 
1114x 1414 inches high. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
4C 75344 $1495 

(5) Wonder Woman". Blue dial 
with white numerals and hands. Mea. 
sures 114x144 inches high. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
С 75346 $14.95 

(6 thru 9) Superhero 
Wrist Watches 

CONSTRUCTION: Full-color picture 
of exciting superhero decorates fully: 
numbered dial. Yellow gold-color 
base metal case with stainless steel 
back. Blue leatner-look plastic strap 
with yellow stitching. Shown abt. 1% 
actual size. Imported. 
MOVEMENT: Pin-lever. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: W 
ranted by Dabs, Inc. Write for 
copy . . . for details see page 322. 

(6) The incredible Hulk" 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
4C 18845 117.95 
(7) The Amazing Spider-Man” 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
4C 18792 $17.95 

(8) Superman" 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
4C 18791 417.95 

(9) Wonder Woman" 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
4C 18793 
төт (6) Ф Marve 
tem (7) © Marvel C 
"чета (8) anc (9) d 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone 

Just say "Charge it 
when you 

phone your order 
see page 328 

MORK 
WATCH 

CONSTRUCTION: The popular TV 
character Mork" pictured on fully- 
numbered dial. Silver-color base metal 
case and stainless steel back. Dark blue 
vinyl strap. Convenient sweep second 
hand. Shown abt. 1% actual size. Im- 
ported. 
MOVEMENT: Pin lever. 
ORDERING 

see details on page 322. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
4С 18799 
©1978 Paramount Pictures Corp. 

( 10 and 11) Star Wars" 
Watches 

CONSTRUCTION: Popular 
characters from Star War 
pictured on dial. Chrome- 
plated base metal case and 
back. Convenient sweep sec- 
ond hand. Shown abt. 114 ac- 
tual size. Imported. 
MOVEMENT: I-jewel. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Warranted by Bradley Time. 
Write for free copy . . . for 
details see page 322. 

(10) Watch with Darth Va- 
der” pictured on dial; dial is 
numbered at hours of 3, 6, 9 
and 12. Black vinyl strap. 
Shipping weight 1 oz. 
4C 18841 119.95 
(11) Watch with Artoo De- 
too" and See Threepio" pic- 
tured on fully-numbered dial 
with galactic background. 
Blue vinyl strap. 
Shipping weight 1 oz. 
4C 18842 $19.95 

IRMATION: Warranted 
by MZ. Berger. Write for free сору... 

$16.95 

Watches featuring 
Space Characters 

(12 thru 14) Popular Character 
Watches 

CONSTR: Fully-numbered dial. Silver-color 
base metal case and back. Convenient sweep 
second hand. Black vinyl strap. Shown abt 
114 actual size. Imported. 
MOVEMENT: Pin lever. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by 
Bradley Time. Write for free cop € 
page 322 for details. 

(12) Battlestar Galactica" pictured on 
dial. Space vehicle rotates with sweep second 
hand. 
Shipping weight 1 ounce. 
4C 18795 $19.95 
Universa! City Studios. Inc. 1979 
dira rese vec 
(13) Star Trek" pictured on dial. Space ve- 
hicle rotates with sweep second hand. 
Shipping weight 1 ounce. 
4C 18794 $19.95 
Paramount Pictures Corp. 1979 
ell rights reserved. 

(14) Flesh Gordon" pictured on dial. 
Shipping weight | ounce. 
4C 18796 116.95 
1979 King Features Syndicate. inc 

ye WELRY STORE 
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NFL CLOCKS 

1 New England 
Parnou 

GIFTS WITH THE 
OFFICIAL NFL 

TEAM INSIGNIA 
Offic sed products 

(1) The Wall Clock 
CONSTRUCTION: Frame has wal- 
nut woodgrained vinyl finish on 
particle board. Each dock has a 
full-color team picture. Dial is 
partly numbered. Measures 1844 
inches high; 19V inches wide. 
MOVEMENT: Operates on one 
size "C" battery (not included 

sold on page 398). 
ORDERING INFO: State team mum. 
ber from clocks shown at far left 
Warranted by R. Gsell & Co. 
Write for free сору. . . details on 
page 322, Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 12 oz. 
T4 C 753510н $29.95 

u аф 

Disneyland 

(2,3) Watch and Clock 
Warranted by R. Gsell & Co 
Write for free copy; details on 
page 322. 
TEAMS: 10 

(2) Wrist Watch. Chrome-plat 
ed base metal case has stainless 
steel back. Vinyl strap. Imported. 

T: 1-jewel. Shock ге 
see note below. 

NFO: Siate seam 
above. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
T4 C 187630 116.98 

imber 

(3) Alarm Clock. Doubie Ье! 
system: metal case. Clapper rings 
alarm. Fully-numbered dial 
About Jyrin. diam. Imported. 
MOVEMENT: 1-day keywind. 

NFO: State team number 
офот. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

T4 C 70040H $514.95 

(4and5) MOVE 1-jewel. Both watches time up to 
У of a second. Manual wind. Shock-resistant see note 
below. Imported. 
(4) CONSTRUCTION: Chrome-plated brass case. Two but 
tons . . . one for start/stop . . . one for reset center 
crown for winding. Has 60-second outer track; 60-minute 

20, 35, 45 and 60 min 

Warranted 1 year. . . see page 17 
4 C 19175— Shipping weight 7 ounces $29.49 
(5) CONSTR: Blue plastic case. Three buttons . . . red to 
жор... black to reset . . . large center crown for starting 

Has 60-second outer track: 60-minute inner 
йе nylon neck cord. 214-inch diameter. 
Warranted 1 year. . . see page 171 

ounces 323.49 
d 10 withstan 
y affecting a 



(1) Men's Rotary Shaver . . . engineered 
for quiet, comfortable shaving. 
HEAD: 3 floating steel heads with 36 steel 
blades adjust to contours of face for im 
proved cutting action and a close, smooth, 
comfortable shave. 
TRIMMER: Pop-up trimmer with release but 
ton. . . trims mustache and sideburns. 
CONSTRUCTION: Slimline design. Brown 
plastic housing. Carrying case. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. See 
warranty on p. 18S. 
Electric version. UL listed for 110-120-v. or 
220-v. AC. for worldwide usc. 60 Hz. 12 
watts. 6-foot coil cord. 
8 C 6804—Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. $32.88 
Rechargeable version. UL listed for 110- 
120-v. 60 Hz. AC. Use with or without 6-ft. 
cord. Comes with 120-v. converter. 
8 C 6805 Wr. 2 lbs. 5 oz. $39.88 

(2) Men's Flat Head Shaver 
HEAD: Level of blade adjusts to your type of 
beard. Pops up for cleaning 
CONSTRUCTION: Black plastic housing 
Convenient on-off switch. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120-v 
60 Hz. AC. &-watts. 6-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted . . . see p. 185. 
8 C 6823—Wt 11b. 1002. $19.99 

(3) Men's Foil Head Shaver 
HEAD: Dual-foil head shaves whiskers close 

removes for easy cleaning. 
TRIMMER: Separate attachment for trim 
ming mustache and sideburns. 
CONSTRUCTION: Lightweight for easy han 
dling. Charcoal plastic housing. On-off 
switch. Travel pouch. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120 v 
or 220-v. for worldwide use. 60 Hz. AC. 12 
watts. 6-foot coil cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Boxed. See war 
ranty on p. 185. 
8 C 6854—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 ог. $19.99 

{4) Hot Shaving Cream Machine 
Heats lather fast . . . keeps it hot to give you 
a comfortable shave. Holds most standard 6 
oz., 6%4-02., and 11-02. aerosol foam-type 
shaving cream cans. 
CONSTRUCTION: Off-white and brown plas. 
tic housing. Ready light. 413151844 in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 
110-120-у., 60-с. AC. 40-watts. 6-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
8 C 6397—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 19.99 

(5) Men's Travel Set by Jovan 
NTENTS: 2 fluid ounces each of Musk Oil 
vane, Grass Oil Cologne and Sex Appeal" 

Cologne. Plastic bottles. 
ATION: Gift boxed. 

t. 14 02 Set $6.00 

(6) Women's Electric Shaver 
HEAD: Dual-purpose head gives legs a close 

(7 Musk Oil 
Cologne for Women 

A provocative scent. 2 fluid ounces. 
RDERING INFORMATION 

8 C 4005—Shpg. wt. oz 18.00 

(8) JOvan Sex Appeal 
Spray Cologne for Women 

An exciting blend of exotic flowers and 
spices. 2 fluid ounces. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
8 C 4006—Shpg. wt. 7 ог. $8.00 

Buy both (7) and (8) above 
Save $7.00 
8 C 4007—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 59.00 

ROTOMATIC* II SHAVER 
. . . rechargeable or electric 

Only $199? ... 

JOVAN manl ser formen 

Jovan 
Musk Oil 

Ѕерегетеу 
tota *1 6.00 

Buy both $9 = 
tor — 
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(1 thru6) Men's Manicure Sets, 
Travel Kits and Toiletries 

(1) 14-piece Manicure Set 
MPLEMENTS: 2 scissors, nail clipper, toe-nail clippers, cuticle nippers, 
tweezer . . . plus 8 other useful items. Nickel-plated steel. Imported. 
CASE: Mabogany-color pressed leather. Beige suede cloth lining. Zipper 
closing. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
8 C 6409—Shipping weight 7 ounces Set $9.99 

(2) 10-piece Manicure Set 

MPLEMENTS: 2 scissors, nail clipper, toe-nail nippers, shoe horn, 
tweezer and 4 other useful implements. Nickel-plated steel. Imported 
CASE: Brown pressed leather. Black suede cloth lining. Zipper closing 
ORDERING INFORMA 
8 C 6408—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set 55.99 

(3) 9-piece Manicure Set 
IMPLEMENTS: 2 scissors, nail file, tweezer, nail clipper and 4 other im- 
plements. Nickel-plated steel, Imported. 
CASE: Black leather, Red suede cloth lining. Zipper closure. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
8 С 6406—Shipping weight 7 Set $3.99 ounces 

(4) Men's Travel Kit 
KIT: Black vinyl drawstring pouch. Includes plastic comb and nickel 
plated steel nail file (nail file not shown). 

ERING INFORMATION 
8 C 6493—Shipping weight 10 ounces #299 

(5) Men's Travel Kit and English Leather Toile 
KIT: Soft-sided black vinyl case has zipper closure. 

Starter sizes of English Leather Wind Drift cologne, 
Timberline cologne, all purpose lotion, Electric Pre-shave lotion and 
Casual hair dress; 

ipping weight 14 ounces “ээ 
Surrey Shaving Mug and Shaving Brush Set 

NTENTS: Ceramic mug, boar bristle brush, 344-02. soap 
RMATION. 

C 6440—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 15.99 

182 Sears] u, 

SHOWN ON OPP 

(7) Brut Flight Set 
CONTENTS: Cologne (2 fluid ounces) and 
after shave lotion (1 fluid ounce). 
RDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
BC 4898 Set $5.00 

(8) English Leather Collection. 
A complete selection of fragrances. 

2 fluid ounces each of Wind 
berline, Lime and English 

ves, and 1 fluid oz. each 
Timberline®, Lime and 

English Leather colognes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
8 C 4862—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ....Set $7.50 

(9) English Leather® After Shave Set 
ON TS. 2 fluid ounces each of Wind 

Drift, Timberline®, Lime and English 
Leather v shaves. 

ORDERING INFORMAT 
Shipping weight § ounces 
8 C 4860—Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 

CONTENTS 

N Gift boxed. 

Set 57.00 

(10) English Leather Cologne Set 
NTENTS: 1 fluid ounce each of Wind 

Drift, Timberline®, Lime and English 
Leather colognes. 
ADERIN! RMATION: Gift boxed. 

8 C 4861—Shpg. wt. В oz. ...Set $4.00 

(11) British Sterling 2-pc. Gift Set 
CONTENTS: Cologne (2 fluid ounces); Af 
ter Shave Lotion (2 fluid ounces). 
RDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 

8 C 4805—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ... Set 87.25 

(12) British Sterling 3-pc. Gift Set 
CONTENTS: Cologne (2 fluid ounces): Af- 

Shave (2 fluid ounces); Anti-Perspi- 
rant Roll n Deodorant (2 fluid ounces 

RING INFORMA 
8 C 4803—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. ....Set 97.25 
Buy both 2-piece Set and 3-piece Set 
(11 and 12 above) Save $6.00 
8 C 4809—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8.50 

(13) Jovan Musk Oil 
After Shave/Cologne 

ONTENTS: A provocative scent 
fout fluid ounces. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
8С 4817—Shpg. wt. 1202. $7.50 

(14) Jovan Sex Appeal 
After Shave/Cologne 

CONTENTS: A blend of spices and 
herbs. 4 fluid ounces. 
ORDERING INFORMAT 
8 C 4821—Shpg. wt. 1202 $7.50 
Buy both Jövan Musk Oil and Jovan 
Sex Appeal (items 13 and 14 de. 
scribed above) Save $6.50 
8 С 4829—Shpg. wt 1ib. 8oz.. 8.50 

(15) Old Spice Gift Trio 
CONTENTS: After shave lotion (24 
fluid ounces); stick deodorant (2 
ounces); cologne (244 fluid ounces). 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
8 C 4834—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. .Set $2.99 
(16) British Sterling Cologne 
CONTENTS: 8 fluid oz. cologne in 
break-proof container, great for travel. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 13 ounces. 
8С 4804 $4.88 

(17) 5 Famous Fragrances for men 
ONTENTS: English Leather all-pur 

pose lotion (1 fl. az): colognes (14 fl. oz. 
each): Mon Triomphe, Royal Pub, Brit 
ish Sterling, plus 1% fl. oz. Jóvan Musk 
Oil aftershave/cologne. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
8 C 4812—Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 
Set $4.49 2 Sets for 87.98 

pasy to buy 
when you just use the phone 
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vibrating 

assagers 
with heat 8-way Back Massager 

May temporarily relieve with 2 attachments 
the pains associated with 
arthritis, neuritis, sprains 
and strains. . . stimulate 
circulation. . . 
relieve body tension 
. . . aid relaxation 

Deep Hear 
Back Message" 

Extra-wide back; а full 32 inches. . .imparts beneficial beat plus 
massage to large areas of the body. Use while sitting or lying down. 
MASSAGE ACTION: 8-way control: low or high heat; gentle or vigorous 

massage combination. 
CONSTRUCTION: Flexible design conforms to back's contours. Brown 
vinyl cover. Deep cushioned headrest. About 18542414332 inches long. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 70 w. 705-6. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted, see details on page 185. 
8 C 222 1—Shipping weight 8 pounds 3 ounces $38.99 

(2) 8-way Back Massager 
Can be used sitting or lying down. 
MASSAGE ACTION: Choose high or low heat; vigorous or gentle mas. 

combination. sage; апу heat-massage E 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyurethane foam-cushioned brown and white vinyl 
cover. Measures about 14x2x31% inches long. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 70 м. 7Yft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted, see details on page 185. 
8 С 2212—Shipping weight 8 pounds 12999 

(AL, Score and Neck Astechments for Messager (2) sold above 
Help increase massage intensity at lower back and neck. 
CONSTRUCTION: White molded plastic. Elastic straps attach to mas. 
sager to hold attachments firmly in place. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
8 C 2208—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 15.99 
Buy both Massager (2) and Attachments (A) above ... Save $7.00 
8 C 2216—Shipping weight 9 pounds $31.98 

(3) Deep Heat Massaging Bed Rest 
Enables you to the comfort oí Deep Heat and massage while Decorative 
sitting in bed. Extra-long arms and specially contoured design. Battery-operated 
MASSAGE ACTION: Set dial for Deep Heat only, massage only or heat Pillow Massager massage combination. 
CONSTA: Pillow is made of buoyant molded foam rubber. Cotton /poly- without heat 
ester gold pinwale corduroy cover. About 18/5x514x23 in. long. ASSAGE ACTION: When 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 70 w. 6-ft. cord. leaned on, pillow vibrates 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted, see details on page 185. for relaxing massage of 
8 C 2278—Shipping weight 6 pounds. $27.99 back, legs, neck and many 

body areas. 
TR N: Made of (4) Deep Heat Massaging Bed Rest 

Provides Heat and massage while relaxing in bed. polyurethane foam, covered 
MASSAGE ACTION Use Deep Heat only, massage only or heat-mas- with removable gold cotton. 

combination. polyester corduroy. Mea 
CONSTRUCTION: Pillow is made of contoured molded polyester foam. sures about 1511512 inches 
Blue pinwale corduroy cover of cotton and polyester. Measures about high. едра рана 
19 4x53 4x28^ in. long. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 70 w. 6-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted, see page 185 for details. 
8 C 2279— Shipping weight 5 pounds $24.99 page 185 

Supping weight 2 Ibs. 
(5) Pillow Massager with Heat 8c221 $9.99 

MASSAGE ACTION: Use massage only, heat only or massage-heat com 
bination. Phone oi 
CONSTRUCTION: Gold-color vinyl cover. 12x3x14% inches long. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 70 =, 6-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: en see Sarg pese 185. 

8—Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

a quick and easy 
way to buy 

8C221 4.99 



(1) New at Sears! Electric Styling Brush 
The combined convenience of a curling iron and a 
round hair brush styles hair quickly and easily. . . 
Kives full, bouncy curis or extra body. 
CONSTR Thermostatic heat control holds proper 
temperature for consistent curling. Removable 
bristles allow for use as hot wand or hot brush. 2 
temperature settings. On-off light, Tangie-tree 6-ft. 
swivel cord. Insulated tip for safety, Black plastic 
housing with metal rod and bristles. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60- 
Hz. AC. -watts 6-Íoot cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty at right. 
8 C 2501 Shipping weight 10 ounces 57.88 

(2) Mist Curling Iron 
CONSTRUCTION. All-around mist vents moistur 
ize hair for efficient curling. Insulated tip. Thermo- 
static control. On-off light. Swivel cord helps pre- 
vent tangling. Blue and white plastic housing, met 
al rod. Ready dot indicates when unit is ready for 

it-in heel rest protects furniture 
NFO: UL listed for 110-120-v. 60-Hz. 

ord. 
See warranty at right. 

3 ounces. 
8C2589 $7.99 

(3) Mist Curling Iron with folding barrel 
Great for 1 and easy to store. . . simp 
move barrel from heat-resistant handle and mount 

le. 
S UCTION: Use dry or with mist. Swivel 
helps preven: tangling. On-off switch. Ready 

nit is ready for use. Beige and 
g. Metal rod. Insulated tip. 

iuded. 

. 60. 

112.99 

(4) Cordiess Facial Brush 
Soft bristles reach deep into skin pores to help 
clean away make-up, dirt and excess skin oils. 
Contoured shape for easy handling. 
CONSTRUCTION: White and beige plastic housing. 
Nylon bristie brush detaches for easy cleaning, On. 
off switch. Uses 2 AA batteries (not included). Bat- 
teries sold on page 398. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty at right. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
8C7766 

(5) Three-way Electric Heirsetter 
Can be used with mist lotion to condition and 
moisturize your hair as it's styled (4-02. bottle of 
conditioner included), or with water mist for tight 
long-lasting curls, or as a dry set for soft curis and 
a fast touch-up, 
CONSTRUCTION: Beige and brown plastic hous- 
ing. 21 rollers include 4 jumbo, 7 large, 7 medium 
and 3 small 
ELECTRICAL INFO. UL listed for 110-120-v. 60-Hz. 
AC. 350-watts. 6-foot cord. 

See warranty at right 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces. 

8С 2518 42488 
Extra Conditioner. For use with hairsetter above. 
4 fluid ounce bottle. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight $ ounces. 

8С 2519 1199 

(6) Battery-powered Manicurist Set. Includes 
buffer attachment for polis! nails; fine grain file 
for smoothing; coarse grain file for shaping; callous 
remover. Use for pedicure. 
CONSTRUCTION: Beige pla: 
switch. Uses 2 AA batteries 

398. 
ORDERING INFO. See warranty at right. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 

8C 7780 

ic housing. On-off 
included). Batter: 

SUPER COMBO III 
nits in 1 give you 

(7) Super Combo ii! 1200-wart Styler 
Dryer with Mist Curling Iron 

Dry, style and curi hair by connecting either styler 
dryer or curling iron attachment to control handle. 
Beige plastic housing. Imported. 
CONTROL HANOLE: Handy compact design. One 
variable control dial lets you choose beat and speed 
mmo aes 1200 watts of power. 
Solid-state for long, reliable use. 
STYLER DRYER ATTACHMENT: Connect to control 
handle to dry and style hair. Attachments included 
are nylon bristle fine and wide-tooth combs. 
CURLING IRON ATTACHMENT: Connect to control 
handle. Use with or without mist. Metal rod rotates 
with a twist of thumb. Thermostatic control. Insulat- 
ed tip for added safety. Ready dot indicates when 
unit is ready for use. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-На. AC. 450-1200 watts". 7! foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. Warranted, see below. 
8 C 2539—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. $28.99 
* Maruiacturer s rated mariage 

warranty gwes yo 
may siso have other 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone 

GROOMING AIDS 
WOT; [Sears] 185 



(1) 1200-wat Super Combo 
Rotating handle lets you change from blower position 
to styler position in seconds . . . simply twist handle to 
convert. High-output air flow system gives you fast 
drying. Lightweight, compact design makes unit easy 
to use. Choose from 3 settings as a blow dryer and 2 
settings as a styler dryer. Gift boxed. 
ATTACHMENTS: Adapter for conversion to styler dry 
er. Nylon bristie brush, wide-tooth plastic comb. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic housing. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120. 
60-Ha. AC. 1200-watts*, 71-6001 cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted . . . see details 
оп page 185, 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 
8 C 8777— Women's, Beige-color. 19.99 
8 C 6394—Men's, Brown-color. 9.99 

(2) 1000-watt Blow Dryer 
Lightweight unit is great for travel and compact stor 

SUPER COMBO age at home. 2 convenient settings. Imported. 
Twists to convert CONSTRUCTION: Plastic housing. Mica heat shield. 
from blow dryer to ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-v, 

styler dryer 60-Ha. AC. 1000-watts*. 6-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted . . „see details 
9n page 185. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces. 
8 C 8704— Women's, Yellow-color. 99.99 
8 C 6377—Men's, Black-color. 9.99 

hems (1 thru 5 ) 
YOUR CHOICE 

(6) and (7) 
nclude these 

tix attachments 

Orbital Heat Mas: 
MASSAGE ACTION 

(3) 1200-watt Compact Blow Dryer 
Turbo-flow design gives efficient drying with easy 
handling and light weight. Choose Style setting or Dry 
setting 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic housing. Concentrator at- 
tachment allows you to spot dry. Full-round nylon 
bristle brush included. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-v. 
60-Ha. AC. 1200-watts*, 6-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted see details 
on page 185. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces. 
8 C 8735—Women's, Gray and black color. . . 99.99 
8 C 6328—Men's, Red and black color. 9.99 

(4) 1000-watt Styler Dryer 
Lightweight unit is easy to handle. Choose from 3 set. 
tings. Imported. Gift boxed. 
ATTACHMENTS: Fine-tooth comb, wide-tooth comb, 
nylon bristle brush and handle for using attachments 
separately. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic housing. Bone-color. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-. 
60-Hz. AC. 1000-watts*. 7 {оо cord. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted . . . details on pg. 185. 
8 С 8767—Shpg. wt. 11b. 9 oz. 59.99 

(5) Portable Lighted Make-up Mirror 
CONSTRUCTION: Distortion-free mirror regular 
flips to magnifier . ‚ . measures $14x5% in. wide. Four 
recessed bulbs (included) provide natural glare-free 
light. On-off switch. White plastic frame measures 
73421114 inches wide. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-v. 
60-Hz. AC. 40-watts*. 6-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted . . . see details 
on page 185. 
8 C 8930—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 99.99 
"Manufacturer э rated wartage 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone 

ger (7) Deluxe Deep Heste 
"Floating" head fol Messager 

lows body contours. Unit transfers vibra- MASSAGE ACTION: Graduated 
tions to 6 attach. for scalp, chin, face and massage settings from gentle to vig 

osch with a specially Keneral massage (attach. used with mas- 
designad surlace sage only). Massage with heat, massage 

alone or heat alone. Choose vigorous or 
gentle massage, high or low heat. 
CONSTR: Ivory-color Lexan® plastic hous- 
ing, attachments. 6141314310 in. long. 

ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120- 
v. 60-Hz. AC. 45-w. 7-ft. cord. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted 
see details on page 185. 

8 С 2253—Wt 2 lbs. 6 oz. 13499 

orous. 2 beat settings: low, high 
use heat alone, massage alone or 
heat with massage. 6 attachments. 
CONSTRUCTION: White plastic 
housing. Easy-to-hold contoured 
handle. Smooth metal heat plate. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v 
60-Hz. AC. 17 w. 7-ft. cord. 

ORDER INFO: Warranted . . . see 
details on p. 185, WL 1 Ib. $ ог. 
8C2254 116.99 



8) 1200-watt Styler Dryer with Curler Attachment 

9) Slimline-design 1000-watt Styler Dryer 
2 settings for heat and I d low and high. Imported. 

on bristle brush, fine-tooth 
diffuser. 

N: Beige plastic housing, orange trim. 
Mica heat shield. 
ELECTRICAL INF N: UL listed for 110-120-v 
60 Hz. AC. 1000 watts®. x cord. 
RDERING INFO: See warranty on p. 185 

8 C 8736—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1002. $11.99 
10) 1200-watt Blow Dryer. Six air-flow/tempera 

w or high speeds with cold 
fast drying ac 

nozzle for spot drying. 
housing. Hang-up ring. Mica 

RING INF antec see p. 185 
8 C 8782—Women s-Lt. blue, Wt. 2 ibs. 4 oz. $14.99 
8 C 6369—Men s-Dark blue. Wi. 2 lbs. 4 oz. .. 14.99 
11) 1200-watt Turbo-flow Blow Dryer. Variable 

d heat hoose the most 
о style c bo-llow design 

weight and compact design us up 
fast drying action. Handle has built in 

ng hands free for easy styling. Ha: 
е and travel. (протей 

y: Plastic housing with folding handle. 

60 Hz. AC 

8 C 8705—Women's-Beige. We $18.99 
B C 6386—Men s-Brown. Wt 1 ib 18.99 

12) 1200-watt Compact Styler Dryer. Compact de 
sign combines 1200 watts of drying power with light 
weight for ease of handling. Choose from 3 settings of 
heat and speed. Importec 

ACHMENTS: Fine-tooth comb, wide-tooth comb, ny 
lon bristle brush. 

lastic housing. 
UL listed for 110-120-v. 60 

ty on p. 185 
C Brown. Wt. | Ib. 8 oz $15.99 
C 8717—Women s-Beige. Wt. | Ib. 8 ог. 15.99 

13) Portable Bonnet-style Dryer 
NSTRUCTION: Bonnet and hose tuck into slimline 

ige plastic case ase is 13x21814 inches high. Fl 
is double-walled and fitted for 

Elastic edges. 4 set 

E A 1, listed for 110-120-v 
60 Hz. AC. 400 watts*. S -foot cord. 

R NFO: See warranty 
8 C 874 1—Shipping wt. 4 lbs. 6 $18.99 
14) Hair Dryer Replacement Bonnet 

C. DESIGN: Floral-printed nylon. Viny 
spaced vents to aid ет drying. Elastic edging hugs 
face comfortably and helps keep heat in. 

NFO: Fits all hose-type hair dryers 
879 1—Shipping weight $ oz. 3299 

(15) 1400-watt Table-top Dryer. Three setti 
low, medium and high. Roomy hood accommodates 
even large-size rollers . . . tilts back for easy entry; ad 
justs for $ height positions. 
CONSTR: Blue and white plastic housing. Self-contained 

age case. 16x16x15 in. high when closed. 
ATION: UL listed for 110 

See war 
8 C 8798— Shipping wt. 10 lbs. 3 oz. $38.99 
16) Lighted 4-way Make-up Mirror. 4 settings simu 
ate daylight, home office light and evening light 

з the light you'll be see in 
agnifier. 57%4 in. 

ECTR isted for 110-120-у, 
60 Hz. AC oot cord 
ORDERIN N: See warranty on p. 185. 
8 C 8972—Shp. wt. 6 lbs. 4 oz 424.99 

GROOMING AIDS 
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Great Beauty Care Values 
R $299 

{ 1 thru 10) STRUCTION: Classic mock tortoise shell plastic cases have hinged lid. Item (6 
has mock tortoise shell plastic frame. Item (7) has plastic zippered carrying case 
ORDER 

Description Dimensions Catalog TShpe- T price 
mber | wt 

1) 3-colorEye shadow Kit. Liquid eye shadow | 4xV4xSin als; 
1) in blue, brown and green. Applicator эсәзәз| 30] 2200 

Tweive-color Eye shadow Kit y A 4x14x5 in y eye shadows, assorted colors. = 
on inside lid. Applicator incl = 

Purse-size Lip Gloss Kit. 12 flavored lip ELITE 
glosses, lip brush. Mirror on inside lid long 

ae Make-up Kit. 2 shades lip gloss. 
ow, applicator; 3 shades AxtáxSin. 

plicator; 2 blushers, brush ng 

8C9290| Soz 

8C9257| 502 

8C4121| бог 

EIER Uso 
shadow, eye liner 4 ا аа 

+) Reversible Make-up Mirror. Standard п | 
2) fips to magnifier mirrc 92010010 م 

44x464 in. = 8C9247 

10 Perfume Kit Six fragrances Tx Sia 
Imported. Total 144 fl. oz. 
Purse-size Manicure Kit. Sever TET 
implements. Inciudes 2 scisso 415. |8c9287 
tweezer, nail file and more. тарс 
Nail Care Kit Nail hardener, conditi 

cuticle scisso 

8C9253 

809177 



1 0% Bar: | Save 20% saree 
"Vinyl cases have attractive red rose pattern. Water-resistant 
No 

(11) Tweezer with Light 

Ideal for cosmetic use and personal care needs. Power- 

ful pin-point illumination; precision tips grasp even 
very small objects. 
OPERATING INFO: Turn barrel clockwise until bulb 
lights. To turn off, turn counterclockwise 

CTION: Tweezer is hot forged steel with 
white , plas ic handle . . . fits hand comfortably. Uses 
one "AAA" size battery, included. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

8 C 9035—Shipping weight 1 ounce 13.49 

(12 thru 14) 
Natural Boar Bristle Brushes 

CONSTRUCTION: Durable 8-inch wood handle. 

(12) Helf-round Brush. 7 rows of bristles. 
8 C 9218—Shipping weight 5 ounces 1499 
(13) Fiatstyle Brush. 5 rows of bristles. 

8 C 9217—Shipping weight $ ounces $499 
(14) Full-round Brush. 8 rows of bristles. 
8 C 9229—Shipping weight 5 ounces $4.99 

(15) 11-piece Manicure Set 

CASE: Red ground leather. 3x7 inches long. Imported. 
Zipper closure. 
IMPLEMENTS: 2 scissors, tweezer . . . 8 other very 
handy implements. Nickel-plated steel. Imported. 

$3.99 

(16) 11-pc. Manicure Set with nipper 

E Blue ground leather. 4%4x7 inches long. Import 
ed. Zipper closure. 
IMPLEMENTS: 2 scissors, nipper, tweezer, nail file 
6 other implements. Nickel-plated steel. Imported. 

8 C 9392—Shipping weight 8 ounces 

(17) 17-ріесе Manicure Set 

Deluxe set contains almost everything needed for com 
plete manicure, pedicure . . . personal grooming. 

E Bone-color ground leather. Measures 449% 
inches long. Imported. Zipper closure. 
IMPLEMENTS: 2 scissors, 2 nippers, nail file, tweezer, 
buffer 10 other implements. Nickel-plated steel. 
Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
8 C 9383—Shipping weight 13 ounces 



190 

orcelain 
bathroom 

accessori 

(1 thru 6) 
CONSTRU 

ERING INFORM 
Dimensions [Catalog No. | Wt 

Toothbrush Holder. Holds 4 toothbrushes. | 2°952#%4% їп.) gc 9053 | 1002 

Pomander. Filled with scented рс т 3x3x4 in. 
Ribbon to hang. Can be refilled. high 8C9055 | &oz 

(3) Lotion Bottie. Fill with your 1X2 x61n E Рт 
favorite lotion. Plastic pump. high 8 C9052 | бог 

(47 Atomizer Use with your cologne or 3x TT FE 
» I EA + 4 
(5) Tumbler. 8-ounce capacity 8C 9050 8 ог. 

(6) Soap Dish. Holds standard-size soap. p 6x4x2 in. high | 8C 9081 | 602 
Each $5.00 Any 2 for $8.00 Any 3 for 99.99 
(7) Oval-shaped Mirror Tray 
The ideal place to show off your dresser top accessories, cosmetics and perfumes. 
CONSTRUCTION: Filigree gallery of gold-color metal. Cotton velour backing protects 
dresser surface. Measures 11x1x16 inches long. 

Each $8.99; Any 2 for 915.98 

in. long plastic comb with gold-color metal trim. 13-in. long hand mirror; 10- 
in. long nylon bristle brush. Mirror and brush have gold-color design on silver-color 
background with gold-color metal handle. Brush removes from handle for cleaning. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
8 C 9478—Shipping weight set 1 Ib. 9 oz. Each set $8.99; Any 2 sets $15.98 

( 9 and 10) ror Dresser Trays. Useful and pretty accessories for your dresser t 
Filigree gallery of ornan gold-color metal. Cotton velour backing 

iser top from scratches. 
ORMATION 

helps to protec 
RING 

(9 shaped Mirror Dresser Tray Measures Rx1x14 inches long 
8 C 9488—Shipping weight each 2 lbs. 14 oz Each 95.99; Any 2 f 
(10) Oval-shaped Mirror Dresser Tray. Measures 9x 1x13 inches long 
8 C 9489—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 ог. Each 85.99: Any 2 for $10.98 
(11) Emeraude Gift Set by Coty 
CONTENTS. .37 fluid ounce Perfume 
fluid oz. Body Cream Cologne. 5 
simulated emerald. Gift boxed 

RING INFORMATION 
8 C 403 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 4795 

51098 

ау; 1.9 fluid ounce. Natural Cologne Spray; $ 
t also includes an attractive gold-color stick-pin with 

(12) Five Famous Fragrances for Women. Popular colognes for every occasion. 
TENTS: 14 fluid oz. Coty's Emeraude, 14 fluid oz. Revion's Intimate, ¥ fluid oz. 

Raphael's Replique, * fluid oz. Helena Rubinstein's Heaven Sent and * fluid oz. of 
Houbigant's Chantilly. Packed in gift box. 
ORDERING IN TION 
8 C 4040—Shipping weight 12 ounces Each $4.49; Any 2 for $7.98 

(13) Women's Travel Kit and Gift Set 
TRAVEL KIT. Zippered kit is a polyvinyl cloride suedine fabric with an attractive design 
er-style geometric pattern 
GIFT SET: Jean Naté soap; 1% fluid ог. each of Jean Naté After Bath Splash, Max Factor 
Self-Defense Cleanser and Self-Defense Moisturizer. 
ORDERING INFORMAT 
8 C 9009—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 27.99 



14 thru 19) Decorative Night Lights with Perfume Well 
UCTION: Fine porcelain china (except (18) earthenware, (19) ceramic) with painted 

design. Perfume well at top emits a pleasant scent with the addition of your favorite fra 
grance (perfume not included). Imported. 

W: UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-с. AC. 7*4-watt bulb included. $ 

Description Dimensions umber 
[Hj Hurricane Lamp | хаха high | 8СӘО9б 
(15) Traditional Lamp 4x3x6in high | 8С9094 | 1 
(16) Flower Basket 3444131915 in. high 

(20 thru 24) Decorative Dresser-top Accessories 
UCTION: Delicately hand-cast to give the look of 

old-color metal retains its good looks without polishing. All items have rubber f 
tect furniture finish from scratches. 

Dimensions | [ati Each | or more umber "ge 
0) Pedestal Mirror = 
ech хех. | acasıs 8.99) 5809 
magnifier mirror. 
Picture Frame. Базе Баск 
for use on flat surface, 7x¥4x9 in 4 
or use ring for hangin Bar [90982 
Takes 7 x9-in. photo. 

1j Mirror Tray. Торе Tee 
Intricate filigree Ma |8C9514 high edge with mirror inset. 

(23) Lipstick/ Make-up Caddy 

6x2x2in. | BC 9516 

other cosmetic items. 
ZU) Trinket Box n sxx | Convenient storage x3x3in |gc9521| 

rings, other small items. high 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 



decorative 

usicol 
novelties 

Each carefully crafted item plays a ¢ 
UCTION: Items are intricately 

metal, (6) and (8) which are plastic and ( 

5x6x8 in. high|8 c 9306p 1 

Маме C 9321 
188 С 9301] 

Phone orde 8 quick and easy way t 



AiR Te 

E» 

The Perfect Bag 42 
* Adjustable shoulder strap-style in 

grained vinyl or canvas 

* 9 compartments including a 
special zippered pocket and 
snap-closure change purse 

* Removable sections include: cosmetic 
case, pocket secretary, checkbook and 
credit card holder and key case 

e Stick-on initials to affix to the 
tortoise shell-look plastic trim 

The Perfect Bag. 
canvas, 

i front flap. Plastic self-adhesive 
per Ara 2 (Bea. of B,C D, E, H, K. M. R. S, T). Gelder mel 
hardware. Under snap-closure front flap: eyeglass case, Пар pocket an 
zippered pocket. 3 inner compartments. 
INCLUDED: Removable cosmetic case; snap-closure; vinyl-lined. Tissue 
and tissue dis mirror, comb and rainbonnet. Removable pocket 

pencil, memo pad/calendar and address book. Remov- 

key case. Under ssap-closure back flap: credit card and business card 
holders, snap-ciosure change purse, passport and ticket holder with se- 
cure zipper closure. About 12x4x9 in. high. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Vinyl Comas 
88 C 2067—Chestnut 88 C 1058— Tan: tobacco vinyl trim 
88 C 2068—Tan 88 C 1059— Black: fawn vinyl trim 
88 C 2069—Black 
Shipping weight 2 pousás 12 ounces. 21449 



Save 1096 
when you buy any 2 or more 
pieces (Items 1 thru 6 only) 

(4 thru 6) Acces. of bonded leather fibers 
flap. ( 

s8 

yle Purse and Key Case Set 
edit 

About S5x 
88 C 4545— 

88С4601 

Shipping 1 : 50  88C4596—C. 
Any 



Leather and split-leather Handbags. . . 
smooth grain or simulated lizard grained 

(1) Briefcase-style Bag. Smooth top grain cowhide. Top zipper closure. Two 
square-shaped handies. Decorative stitching and gold-color metal ornament on 
front of bag. Goid-color metal hardware. Inside hanging zipper pocket of cotton 
canvas. About 1544x\4x104, inches high. Imported. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

88C6016—Darkbrown — 88C6017—Rust 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 

88C6018— Burgundy 
927.99 

(2) Shoulder Bag. Smooth top grain cowhide. Shoulder strap with buckle to 
adjust length. Snap-flap closure. Raised stitching and gold-color metal orna 
ment on flap. Gold-color metal hardware. Two inner compartments and hang 
ing zipper pocket of cotton canvas. About 13x33 4x9 in. high. Imported. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
88C6014—Rust  88C6013—Dark brown 88C6015—Burgundy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces $27.99 
(3) Envelope-style Clutch. Smooth top grain cowhide. Wrist strap to carry or 
сап be hidden inside the bag. Double flap closure; each secures with a snap. 
Gold-color metal ornament on the bottom flap. Top flap opens to an inner 
compartment with a hanging zipper pocket of cotton canvas. Bottom flap opens 
to a second compartment. About 1214x114x714 inches high. Imported. 
88C6012—Burgundy C6010—Dark brown 88C6011—Rust 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 927.99 

es 

(4) Briefcase-style Bag. Split cowhide; simulated lizard grained. Envelope flap 
closure secures with a snap tab. Shoulder strap with spring clips for simple de 
tachment. Full-width zipper pocket on back. Gold-color metal hardware. Single, 
roomy inner compartment. About 15x4x10¥ inches high. Imported. 
OLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

88 С 6009—Medium brown 88 C 6008—Burgundy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces $27.99 
(5) Shoulder Bag. Split cowhide; simulated lizard grained. Shoulder strap with 
buckle to adjust length. Envelope flap closure secures with turn-fastener. Gold. 
color metal hardware. Flap opens to pocket on front of bag. 2 inner compart 
ments: vinyl-lined zipper compartment and large second compartment with 
hanging zipper pocket of durable vinyl. About 11¥«x3x8M in. high. Imported. 
88 С 6006—Med. brown 88 С 6004—Black 88 C 6005—Burgundy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces $27.99 
(6) Envelope-style Clutch. Split cowhide; simulated lizard grained. Top zipper 
closure. Full-width pocket on front. Removable smaller afternoon-style clutch 
with snap-closure fits in the front pocket. Vinyl-lined inner compartment with 
vinyl zippered wall pocket. About 13x2%4x9 in. high. Imported. 
88 С 6002—Burgundy 88 С 6003—Med brown 88 C 6001—Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $27.99 
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(10) Sueded Leather Gloves 
Capeskin. Polyester pile lining. Whipstitched. 
About 9% inches 1 

ORDERING INFORM 
Sizes 506-609): M(T-714); 148-8 
88 C 5306F—Medium brown 
88 C 5305F—Black 
88 C 5309F— Burgundy 
88 C 5308F—Camel 

State S, M or L. Wt. 4 ог. Pair $13.44 

(11 and 12) Lined Dress Gloves 
Capeskin leather, Both lengths available in 
choice of two linings. Imported. 

)RDERING INFORMATION 
Sizes S(6-614); М 148-84). Please state 
size letter S, М or L. 

(11) 1140. length. Smooth capeskin. 
Acrylic knit lining. 
88 C 5337F—Black 
88 C 5338F—Dark brown 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
Natural rabbit fur lining 
88 C 5340F—Black 
88 C 534 1F—Dark brown 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

(12) 9V+inch length. Textured pigskin look. 
Acrylic knit liming 
88 C 5367F—Dark brown 
88 C 5366F—Black 

Shipping weight 4 ounces 
Natural rabbit fur liming 
88 C 5393F— Dark brown 
88 C 5392F— Black 

Shipping weight 4 ounces 

196 [Sears]. 

Long knit Gloves 
2 pr. save 50е per pair. Acrylic 

soft leath 
Cable design trim back. 

ied top. Action thumb. About 12 
Imported. Hand was! 

One size fits glove sizes 6% thru В. 
88 C 5032— Beige: brown pal 
88 C 5030— Black; black ра 
88 C 503 1—Brown; brown palm 
Price for one pair $3.94 
Any 2 or more Eachpr. 344 

14) Oriving Gloves 
farm, bulky-knit acrylic gloves. Slip- 

resistant vinyl palm. Double-knit cuff, 
About 8% inches Mac 
warm; tui y. Import 

One size fits glove sizes 64% thru 8 
88 C 5087—Camel; beige palm 
88 C 5084—Navy; red palm 
88 C 5082—C wn palm 
88 C 508 1— Brown: brown palm 
88 C 5080— Black: black palm 

Shipping weight 3 oz. $3.44 

(15) Isotoner® Gloves. Massage-a 
tion jersey knit of Antron® nylon anc 
spandex. Leather strips trim back 
Hemmed top; front vent. Boxed. I 
ported. Hand wash: lat 

One size fits glove sizes 6 to 9 
88 C 5400— Black: brown trim 
88 C 540 1—Camel tan; camel trim 
88 C 5402— Brown: camel tri 

Shipping weight 3 Pair $17.00 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1 thru 3) Textured Knits 
FABRIC: Lightweight knit of 100% 
acrylic with a soft brushed suríace 
Self-braid trim. Hand wash, sepa 
rately: dry flat 

(1) Jacket Wrap. Shaw! collar: 
open front. Set-in sleeves. Со: 
with self tie-belt, not shown. Belt 
(4) shown, sold below. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO 
Bust sizes S(34-36); M( 38-40 

L(42-44) inches. Siete S, М or L. 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
88 C 8921F—Bone $1400 
88 С 8901F—Navy 14.00 
88C8903F—Burgundy 14.00 

(2) Open-front long Vest. Two 
patch pockets, Straight bottom. 

ORS, ORDER INFO 
s 5034-36); M( 38-40); 

1042-44) inches. State S, M or L. 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
88 С 8907F—Navy ....$13.00 
88 С 8914F—Burgundy 13.00 
88 C 8920F—Bone 13.00 

(3) Button-front Vest. V-neck. 3 
wood buttons. Rib-knit bottom. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO 
Bust sizes S(32-34) or M( 36-38) in. 
State S or M. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
88 C 8906F— Burgundy $12.00 
88 C 8905F—Bone 12.00 
88 C 8904F—Navy 12.00 

4) Reptile-look Belt . . . bonded 
leather fiber; vinyl back. Gold-color 
metal buckle. %4 in. wide. 

NFO 
7) or M(28-31 

inches. State S or M. Wt. 3 oz. 
88 C 8147 F—Burgundy .. $5. 
88 C 8146F—Brown 5 
88 C8148F—Tan 5 

5 

00 
00 
00 

88 C 8149F—Black 00 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE 

(5) Hooded Scarf 
Orlon* acrylic knit; cable trim. 
Hood with turn-back cuff extends 
into 6x56 in. scar. Machine wash, 
warm, delicate; tumble dry, low. 
COLORS. ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 oz. 
88 C 8785—Ivory 58.50 
88 C 8788—Royal blue... 8.50 
88 C 8786—Camel 8.50 
88 C 8787—Red 8.50 

(6thru8) Hat. Mittens, Scarf 
Bulky rib-knit Creslan® acrylic 
Hand wash; dry flat. 
(6) Cuffed Hat. One size fits all 
88 C 8588— Natural color 
88 C 8589—Camel 
88 C 8590—Navy 

Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
(7) Mittens. About 9% in. long 
One size fits all. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
88 C 8596— Natural color $3.50 
88 C 8597—Camel 3.50 
88 C 8598—Navy 3.50 

(8) Scarf. About 64x60 in. long. 
88 C 8592—Natural color 
88 C 8593—Camel 
88 C 8594—Navy 

Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $5.00 
3-piece Set. Separately total $12.00. 
Set includes hat (6), mittens (7), 
and scarf (8) in same color. 
88 C 8566—Natural color 
88 C 8567—Camel 
88 C 8568—Navy 

Shpg. wt. Set 10 oz. 

$3.50 

Set $10.00 

(9) Softfuriook Ear Muffs 
Acrylic and polyester pile: polyester 
backing. One size fits all 

ORS, ORDER INFO. Wt. 3 oz. 
88 C 9310—Natural color $6.50 
88 C 9311—White 6.50 
88 C 9312—Gray 6.50 

19) Plush Mop 
Booties 
box of 1 pair 

h-pile Orlon* acryl 
с. Non-slip viny! sole. 
Nylon-covered foam in. 
sole. Machine wash 

COLORS. ORDERING INFO 
88C4247-Brown; brown print 
88C4245-Navy; navy print 
88С4246-\ 

brown print 
Shpg. wt. set 14 oz. . Set $10.00 

(17 and 18) Our Best Umbrella. 
Opens automatically just push 
button. ib steel frame. Nylon: 
matching case. About 39 inches diam- 
eter, Imported. 
Hers. About 16% in. closed. Silver- 

"y 
88 C 4243—Red 

8 C 4240— Beige 
C 4241—Brown 

We 1lb.4or. .. $1299 
Mis. About 18 in. closed. Crook han- 
die of polystyrene: simulated wood- 
grain handle. Black. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
88 С 4400 91299 

warm temperature 
tumble dry 

9): XL(10- 
Slate M, L or XL. 
75 C 22872F—Pink 
75 C 22876F—Blue 
Shipping weight ? oz. 
Box 53.00 
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bod UNDER $b 
Gift card enclosed with each box 

(Y thru 8) CARE: Machine wash, warm; line or tumble dry. 
SIZES: One size only . . . stretches to fit hosiery sizes 9 to 11 

(1) Cling-sion® cable-patterned Knee-highs 
are Sears Best box of 3 pairs 

CONSTRUCTION: Allover cable-patterned knit of Nomelle Orlon* 
acrylic with stretch nylon . . . feels as soft as cashmere. Elasticized 
ribbed cuff; reinforced heel and toe with extra high heel guard. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
75 C 32302— True blue, navy heather and gray heather 
75 C 32301—Brown, white and navy 
Shpg. wt. box 8 oz. Box $5.67 

(2) Heather-tone Knee-highs in argyle patterns 
and stripes. . . box of 3 pairs 

CONSTRUCTION: Flat-knit of Orlon* acrylic and nylon; ribbed top. 

COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
75 C 32405— Rose and white stripes; brown and tan stripes; blue and 
white stripes . . . all beather tones. 
75 C 32403—Navy and parchment beige stripes; medium blue and light blue argyle pattern; brown and tan stripes . . . all heather tones. 
75 C 32401—Rose and red stripes; navy and light blue argyle pattern: blue and white stripes . . . all heather tones. 
Shpg. wt. box 7 oz. Box $4.97 

(3) Ziggyt character Socks box of 2 pair 

CONSTRUCTION: Flat knit of Orion* acrylic and nylon. Elasticized top. 
Ziggyt beat-transferred decal with saying. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
75 C 32842— Brown; navy blue 75 C 3284 1—Red: royal blue Shpg. wt. box 4 oz. Box $3.79 tE Amencan Greetings Corp 

(4) Heather-tone Knee-highs . . . box of 3 pairs 
CONSTRUCTION: Flat-knit of Orlon* acrylic and nylon with a ribbed 
top that holds socks just below the knee. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
75 C 32083— Brown heather, blue heather, parchment beige heather 
75 C 32082—Green heather, blue heather, brown heather 
Shpg. wt. box 8 oz. Box $4.97 

(5) Pocket Sockse box of 2 pairs 
CONSTRUCTION: Flat-knit of Orlon* acrylic and nylon; ribbed top. Convenient pocket on top of one sock in pair. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
75 C 3214 1—Red; navy blue 
75 C 32142—White; navy blue 
Shpg. wt. box 7 oz. Box $4.47 

(6) Pere Sox Knee-highs box of ! pair 
CONSTRUCTION: Tube-style terry knit of Orlon* acrylic and nylon. 
Elasticized top. Pet face; heat-set printed eyes; pompon nose. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
75 C 33755—Hunter green with white pompon; multicolor eyes 
75 C 33756—Navy with light blue pompon; multicolor eyes 
75 C 33757— Royal blue with red pompon; multicolor eyes 
Shpg. wt. box 3 oz. Box $2.47 

(7) Sport Socks with pompon box of 4 pairs 
CONSTRUCTION: Cotton and nylon flat knit outside. Terry knit inside 
provides absorbancy, comfort. Solid white socks; pompon and trim in white, royal blue, light blue or red; 1 pr. ea. color trim per box. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight box 5 ounces. 
75C3410 Box $4.47 

(8) Pussycat" Bootee Socks box of 3 pairs 
CONSTRUCTION: Brushed knit of Orlon* acrylic and stretch nylon. 
Elasticized opening. Wear as booties, sports socks or bootliners. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Solid colors 
75 C 22852—1 each: royal blue, green, red 
75 C 2285 1—1 each: pink, white, light blue 
Shpg. wt. box 4 oz. Box $2.19 
Stripes. 
75 C 22861—1 each: blue and white; gold and white; pink and white 
Shpg. wt. box 4 or. Box $2.89 
*Reg. DuPont Т.М. 



Hats with the luxurious look 
and feel of real fur 

(1thru 4) Warm hats in 4 great styles 

make attractive cold-weather mpanions 

ata terrific low price 

7952 

Kitten-soft brushed Coordinates 
(5thru7) Fleecy Beret. cuffed Cap and Scarf 

Save $2 when you buy an 

Soft and warm brushed rib-knit is a blend of Orlon* acryli angora 

Soft modacrylic and acrylic рйе backed with polyester 

rabbit h , wool and nylon. Hand wash: dry flat 
S. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORM: One size fits all 

(6) Сине SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: One size fits all Color (5) Beret c (7) Sear 

(1) Cuffed Hat (2) Russien-style Hat S8C87i0 | 88C8790 | 88C8718 

wes: III Toscan] 286095 | BET 
teste ibt 88C8750 | 88C8792 | 88C8763 
88 C 9343— White dark brown SC E700 | sacos | canus 

л 88C8781 | 88C8794 | 88C8768 Shpg. wt 4 02. 9599 Shpg.wi.don 1599 888767 | seceves | seceves 
(3) Large Beret 4) Teque pe star 
88 C 9346 White 88 C 9348—Pastel Ss 1900 
88 C 9344—Ranch 88 C 9347—Ranch O RTT EIE 

dark brown dark brown à = 
88 C 9345— Pastel 88 C 9349—Black 
Shpg. wt 4 oz. $5.99  Shpg.wt4oz. $5.99 So easy to buy when you just use the phone 



Spe Se 8.0.0) 

Save $28 
Seperate onces 
тюш 9112.00 

58400 

ш plated plates. 
hold plastic feet. Feet can be removed and Wheel-Away casters (sold below, 
КА) snapped on. Fitted to accept pulletrap in Wheel-Away kit. Wipe clean. 

to store. 
COMPARTMENTS: Harmonizing paisley-print vim: mn тарча DE 
E EMEN CHI Voici 4 tapes with convenient 

buckles keep clothes neatly in place. 

(F and б) Matching softside Bags 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge textured cushioned vinyl; rayon backing. 

ted steel hardware. Snap-flap covered I.D. tag. Wipe clean. 
Nests in cases to store. 

State color number II-an 3-hoM bivo 

Sears WHEEL-AWAY Convertible Caster Kit 
Use this kit to convert Featherlite® casual cases (A thru E) to Wheel-Aways quick- 14 C 947 1LH—Shpg. 19 | у and easily. Kit contains 4 whee-casters and a pullstrap. Two ort peered у; BX 

polyurethane mounted Save $28.00 on 3.piece Matched Set 
Min. 

200 [Sears] ... Phone ordering s a quick and easy way to buy 



3 
light blue 

Save 553.00 
on 6-piece Set 

(A, B, C, D, E, Р) 

Sepe 
total $89.45 

$4597 
Separate prices 
total $109.44 

$5591 
Taperlite" Semi-molded 

Hardside Luggage 
ө Sturdy cases have 

specially formed 
orners for 

extra stren: 
and impact- 

te prices 

* Covered and 
lined with 
washable vinyl 

colors 
resist fading 

resistance or discoloration 
(A thru D) Semi-molded Hardside Cases 
CON: ON. Attractive textured vinyl covers sturdy cellulose fiberboard 
shell. Tongue-and-groove aluminum closure with recessed spring-action 
locks: open with a touch but lock securely to guard against accidental open 
ing. Molded polyethylene handle. 

4PART Quilted vinyl lining wipes clean easily. Pullman and 
Weekend Cases (А and B) have two rayon snap-out pockets. Vanity Case (С) 
bas a removable mirror in the lid. Cosmetic Case (D) has an elasticized, rayon 
slip-in pocket plus a removable mirror in lid. 

(E thru б) 
CONSTA 

© Latches are 
recessed to help 
prevent damage 

open ata 
touch but lock 
securely 

Matching Softside Bags 
Ом: Durable textured viny! to match cases above. Garment Bag 

(E) has full-length zipper; holds 3 dresses or 2 suits. Shoulder Tote Bag (F) 
has expanded vinyl exterior and vinyl-lined interior. Outside flap pocket with 
turn-post. Top zipper closure. Strap adjusts. Handi Kit (G) is vinyl lined for 
easy cleaning. Top zipper closure. End handle. 

AVAILABLE IN 3 COLORS 

Save $55.00 
on 7-piece Set 
(AthruG) 

Separate prices 
total $115.93 

$5997 

Save 531.00 
оо 3-piece Set 

(A, B, F) 

Separate prices 

Save $35.00 
оп 4-piece Set 
(A, B, E, Р) 

Separate pnces 
total 370.46 total $64.97 

33491 43391 
COLORS, DIMENSIONS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

Hx xo 
16x 1214x644 

(D) Cosmetic BB 
(E) Garment Ba, 24x46 (open) 
(Е) Tote Bag 13 
G) Handi 

(C) Vanity 

Save 955.00 оп 7-piece Matched Set 
shown. Siate ome color mumber. 
14 C 9118CH—Shpg. wt. set 25 Ibs. Set $59.97 

$53.00 on 6-piece Matched Set. . . includes Pullman case (A), 
Weekend case (B). Vanity case (C). Cosmetic case (D). Garment bag (E). 
Tote bag (F). Siate ome color mumber. 
14 C 9115CH—Shpg. wt. set 25 Ibs. Set $55.97 
Save $43.00 on 5-pieco Matched Set. . . includes Pullman case (A), 
Weekend case (B), Cosmetic case (D), Garment bag (E) and Tote bag (F). 
14 C 9108CH—Slale one color number. Shpg. wt. set 20 Ibs. Set $45.97 
Save $35.00 on 4-piece Matched Set. . . includes Pullman case (A), 
Weekend case (B), Garment bag (E) and Tote bag (F). State one color number. 
14 C 9114CH—Shpg. wt. set 20 Ibs. Set $34.97 
Save $31.00 on 3-piece Matched Set. . . includes Pullman case (A), 
Weekend case (B) and Tote bag (F). Siate one color number. 
14 C 9107CH—Shpg. wt. set 15 Ibs. Set $33.97 
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For her, for him 

THE 
ADVENTURER 
TRAVEL BAG 
3-in-1 bag of sturdy nylon 

oxford cloth holds clothes 
neatly. . . organizes your 
many travel items 

CONSTRUCTION: Smooth, sturdy nylon ox- 
ford cloth with burgundy vinyl handles, strap 
and trim; vinyl backing. Hangs to pack then 
hook detaches. Carry it 3 ways: opened. 
holding hang hook folded, zipped togeth- 
er, and carrying it by soft double handles 
with snap-around grip or by detachable 
shoulder strap with non-slip pad. Chrome 
plated metal hardware. Covered L.D. tag 
Matching vinyl interior. About 18x22x9 
inches deep folded. Imported. 

COMPARTMENTS AND POCKETS: 
3 compartments with heavy-duty zipper clos- 
ings. Garment-carrier compartment opens to 
36 in. long; has deep gusseted front for spa- 
cious packing; top-flap to help protec 
clothes; zip-top accessory pocket. Inside. 
removable self-lock hangers. itcase cot 

partment has full-width storage pocket: 
buckle strap. Organizer compartment zips all 
the way open, drops down for easy access to 
2 snap-flap gusseted pockets and a large 
storage pocket. 

ORDERING INFOR! 
20-piack 

14 C 7400H—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 12 oz. 539.95 
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AMAZINGLY ROOMY BAG 
ZIPS OPEN TO CREATE 
3 COMPARTMENTS 

Germentcarrier 
partment 

Organizer Compartment 
drops down tor 

access to tullamath 
storage pocket 
and 2 ум 

Surtcase 
has lots 

ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1) Status-look Tote 
CONSTRUCTION: Leather-look 
polyurethane on cotton twill 
backing; deep burgundy with 
brown trim. Carry by top handle 
or adjustable shoulder strap with 
non-slip pad. Overflap with 
brass-plated tuck-lock closure on 
each side of bag. . . front has 
two tuck-locks; back has one 
large tuck-lock pocket, Four plas 
tic bottom-feet. Measures about 
15%4x 134x514 inches deep. Im. 
ported. 
COMPARTMENTS 
AND POCKETS 
Handsome interior has nylon taf- 
feta lining printed to complement 
burgundy exterior. Two deep, 
wide compartments. . . one on 
each side of bag. Two top-zip- 
pered pouch-pockets on front of 
bag to keep needed items readily 
accessible. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
14C 4190 529.95 

(2) Handy-pocket Tote 
CONSTRUCTION: Fashionable 
style of smooth, suppie tan poly- 
urethane with durable cotton twill 
backing. Shoulder strap adjusts 
for comfort and has a non-slip 
pad. Front overflap. Measures 
about 15x11x7 inches deep. Im- 
ported. 
COMPARTMENTS 
AND POCKETS 

Interior has color coordinating vi 
nyl lining. Roomy main compart 
ment has deep inside pocket and 
top zipper closure. Overflap has 
full-length zipper compartment: 
under flap are two flap pockets 
with velcro closures and a full 
length zipper pocket. Two pouch 
pockets with flap-and-velcro® 
closures. one on each end ol 
bag to keep some items right at 
hand. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
14 C 4198 $21.95 

(3) Organizer Tote 
CONSTRUCTION: Supple leather 
look polyurethane on durable cot 
ton backing. Handsome tan color 
with brown trim. Adjustable 
shoulder strap has pad to help 

event strap from slipping off 
shoulder. Front flap unzips for 
easy access to “organizer” sec 
tion. Four plastic bottom-feet. 
Measures about 10%x12x6% 
inches deep. Imported 
COMPARTM 
AND PO 
Vinyl-lined interior easily wipes 
clean. Spacious main compart 
ment has top zipper closure. An 
inside pocket holds small items. 
Organizer section has a total of 6 
pockets: ! zipper pocket; 3 snap- 
close pockets, 1 tuck-in pocket. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
1404194 $14.95 

oortcoat and slacks 
shown above. left 
sold on page 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone 



THE 
HOLD EVERYTHING 
TRAVEL BAG 

packs clothes for a weekend 
and slips under airplane seat 
for carry-on convenience 

SOFT. COMFORTABLE 
DOUBLE MANDLES 

DEEP. WIDE SPACIOUS 

CONVENIENT 
FRONT-COMPARTMENT 

ROOMY 
ACCESSORY 

GUSSETED 
FLAP-POCKET 
ON EACH END. 

JF CASE 

CONSTRUCTION: Supple expanded viny! on durable cotton backing. 
Carry two ways; by double-strap handles or shoulder strap. Adjustable 
shoulder strap detaches when not in use . . . has non-slip pad to help 
prevent slipping from shoulder. Brass-plated metal hardware. Measures 
approximately 20x13x714 in. deep. Imported. 
COMPARTMENTS AND POCKETS: Three main compartments with 
heavy-duty zipper closings: deep, wide center compartment has roomy 
side-pocket . . . drop-down front compartment bas buckle-strap to hold 
a dress or suit neatly . . . convenient back compartment is vinyl-lined 
to hold cosmetics or toiletries. Five versatile outside pockets to keep 
items in easy reach: front has full-width outside zippered pocket, large 
accessory pocket with flap and tuck-lock closure and a handy tuck-in 

pocket. Two gusseted flap-pockets with tuck-lock closure one on 
each end of case. 

State color number. ` 8-burguncy e - 2 
14 C 7200H—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

0 easy to buy when you just use the phone 
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Ген Bar 

Winter Underwear of Interlock knit 
Cotton and Polyester 

SEARS BEST BECAUSE: 
* Lighter weight than our thermal underwear, 

yet equally warm 

* Feels soft and luxurious for long-wearing comfort 

and red with similar colors); tumble dry. 

(1) Crew-neck Tops. . . screen print of 
at the Ski Slopes. 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Bust sizes S(32-34); M(35-37); L(38-40) 
inches. Slate correct vise Ише S, M, Le 
18 C 68216F—Red 
8 C 68214F—Yellow 

8219F—White 
18 C 68211F—Navy blue 

T OUNCES ............51100 

(2) Turtleneck Tops. . . screen print of 
Snoopy and Lucy ice skating. 

Best эне» 8092-30): MOSHI (30-40) t 2-34); M( 35-37); 

68224F— Yellow 



(1 thru 6) 

and anti-cling. 

a collection of 
fine-fitting app 
Exclusive at Sears 

I liners. 

Twist, turn, stretch unusual biascut 
bodice with contour-shaped seaming and 
Stretch lace insert adapts to your figure 
10 give à hugging-smooth, yet non-binding 

it to A, В and C-cup sizes. Fashionably 
flared skirt for easy movement 

Formal Slips, Camisole, Half Slips, Slip 

FABRIC Luxurious Antron® III nylon tricot with the opulent look of satin . . . opaque, run-resistant 

DETAILING: Unique bodice design features bias-cut fabric that follows the contours of A. B and C-cup 
figures; dainty stretch lace edging. Nylon lace insert at bodice: lace trim at hemline. Adjustable stretch 
straps have ring-and-slide adjustment. Strapless formal slip (1) has stretch Lycra® spandex bodice. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm temperature; tumble dry, low. 

(1) The Strapless Formal 
Full Slip . . . measures about 
50 inches long. 
SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Bra sizes 32, 34, 36 or 38 
inches. Please stale size. 
18 C 87786F— Beige blush 
18 C 87746F—White 
18 C 87766F—Black 
Shipping weight 6 oz. $9.75 

(2) The Formal Full Slip 
about 50 inches long. 

SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Bra sizes 34, 36, 38, 40 or 42 
inches. Please stale sise. 
18 C 87956F— Beige blush 
18 C 87916F—White 
18 C 87966F—Black 
Shipping weight 6 oz... $9.75 

(3) The Camisole. . . ideal 
for see-thru blouses and tops. 

SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERI NFORMAT!ON: 

Bra sizes 32, 34, 36 or 38 
inches. Please state тае. 
18 C 37688F— Beige blush 
18 C 37618F—White 
18 C 37668F—Black 
Shipping weight 2 oz... 96.25 

(4) The Half Slip . . . fine-fit- 
ting elastic waist. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Short. . . about 23 inches long. 
Waist sizes S(24-26); M(27-29) 
inches. State S or M only. 
18 C 34253F— Beige blush 
18 C 34213F—White 
18 C 34293F— Black 
Shipping weight 3 oz. ...96.26 
Average measures about 
25 inches long. 
Waist sizes S(24-26); M(27-29) 
or L(30-32) inches. State correct 
size letier S, M or L. 
18 C 34254F—Beige blush 
18 C 34214F—White 

18 C 34294F— Black. 
Shipping weight 3 oz. ...96.25 
Tall . . „about 27 inches long. 
Waist sizes S(24-26); M(27-29) 
ог L(30-32) inches. State correct 
size letter S, М or L. 
18 C 34255F— Beige blush 
18 C 34215F—White 
18 C 34295F—Black 
Shipping weight 4 oz. ...96.25 

How to Measure? 
See page 249 ̂o. 

979 Fai В Boo 

Just say "Charge It 
when you phone your order 

see details on page 328 

(5) The Formal Half Slip 
elastic waist. Measures about 39 
inches long. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Waist sizes (24-26). M(27-29) 
от L(30-32) inches. State correct 
size letier S, M or L. 
18 C 39856F— Beige blush 
18 С 39826F— White 
18 C 39886F— Black 
Shipping weight 5 oz. ...#7.25 

ME миди 
ting apparel liner. 

SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Short. . . about 34 inches long 
Bra sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 in. 
18 C 82353F— Beige blush 
18 C 82293F—White 
18 С 82363F—Black 
Slate size. Wt. 4 oz. $8.25 
Average. . . measures about 
36 inches long. 
Bra sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
inches. Stale correct size. 
18 C 82354F— Beige blush 
18 C 82294F—White 
18 C 82364F— Black 
Shipping weight 4 oz. ... 9825 

Tall . . . about 38 inches long. 
Bra sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 in. 
18 C 82355F— Beige blush 
18 C 82295F—White 
18 С 82365F—Black 
State sise Wt. 5 oz. 58.25 [беагз]205 



Royalcama’ Fleece Robes 
with Luxurious Satin Accents 

. each available in all three colors 
(11hru3) 

FABRIC: Royalcama® 

Long Arnel* triacetate and nylon Fleece Robes 
the fleece knit of Celanese® Arnel6 triacetate and nylon that's softer 

And deeper in texture than our standard quality because it's one third heavier. Matching-color 
Arnel6 triacetate and nylon satin trim with raised decorative stitching. 

CARE Machine washable, warm temperature; tumble dry 

(1) Wrap-style Robe. Stitched satin shawl 
collar. Long sleeves; stitched satin turn-back 
cuffs. Self tie-belt: 2 side seam pockets. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 

Average fits 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft 6% in. 
Misses’ sizes P(8);S( 10-12); M(14-16) or 
1418). State correct site leiter P, S, M or L. 
38 C 88101F—Pale geranium 
38 С 88 102—1се blue 
38 С 88 105F—Pale honey 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
Tall. . . fits 5 ft. 7 in. to Sft. 11 in. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16); L(18) 
38 C 88107F— Pale geranium 
38 C 88108F—Ice blue 
38 C 88106F—Pale honey 
State S, М. L. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1502. 

$33.50 

$35.50 

(2) Yoke-front Robe. Step-in style with % 
length front zipper closing. Round neck 
front yoke of stitched satin; bow tie trim. М, 
length bell-shaped sleeves; stitched satin 
trim. Two side seam pockets. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING IN 
Average . . . fits 5 ft 3 in. to 5 ft 6% in. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); M(14-16) or 
1418). Please state P, S, М or L. 
38 C 881 11F—Ice blue 

38 C 88112F—Pale geranium 
38 C 88113F—Pale honey 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $33.50 
Larger . . . fits $ ft. 4% in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
Women's sizes X(38-40) or XX(42-44). In 
ice blue only. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 
38 C 55454F—Siaie X or XX $35.50 

(3) Hooded Robe. Step-in style; length front zipper closing. Collar extends into a satin 
lined hood, closes with a string tie; satin trim. Long sleeves with stitched satin cuffs. Two side 
seam pockets. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Average . . . fits 5 fi 
38 C 88121F— Pale honey 

3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); M(14-16) or 1/18). 
38 C 88122F—Ice blue 

State correct size letter P, S, М or L. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10.02. 
38 C 88123F—Pale geranium 

$33.50 



(1) Lustrous Tricot Gown 
with beautiful embroidery 

FABRIC: Nylon tricot with satiny finish 
soft pale mint color with white ny 

lon lace trim. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm tem. 
perature: tumble dry 

Long pullover-style gown. 
V neckline trimmed with 3 rows of 

videry. White 
es are 

quilting and floral emb 

Bust sizes P(28-30); 
1438-40) in. State P. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
38 С 29504F $13.00 
Tall... S ft. 7 in. to $ ft. 11 in. Bust 
sizes S(32-34); M(36) or L(38-40) in. 
Slate tier S, M or L. 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
38 C 29514F 

3 in. to 5 ft. 6! 

$14.00 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 

(2) Richly quilted Robe 
with a shimmering look 

FABRIC: Nylon tricot with a rich, sat 
iny look: quilted with polyester fiber 
fill. Mint color. 
CARE Machine wash, cold, delicate 
cycle: line or tumble dry 

ер-їп style robe with 
length front zipper closing. Round 

edged collar with V-neckline closes 
with a matching-color bow-tie trim. 
The entire suríace is vertically and di 
agonally quilted in an unusual and 
attractive design. Full-length sleeves: 
convenient side seam pocket 
SIZES AND ORDER INFO 
Average fits figures 5 feet 3 
inches to 5 feet 6% inches. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); M(14 
16) or L(18). Please state correct sise 
letter P, S, M or L before ordering 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
38C97361F 

seo the Fitting Room on page 208 

(3) Fleece Hooded Robe 
with satiny accents. 

FABRIC. Fleece knit of Arnel® triace 
tate and nylon. Quilted nylon trim 
ming has a lustrous, satiny finish. 
Pale mint co 
CARE Machine washable, warm tem: 
perature; tumble dry 

NG: Step-in style with % 
length zipper closing. Quilted front 
yoke closes with matching-color bow 
Че. Attached hood has quilted trim. 
ming. Bracelet-length sleeves have 
quilted accents on cuffs. Convenient 
side seam pocket. 

Average . . . $ ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
Misses’ sizes P(8). 12); М(14 
16) or L(18). State P, S, M or L. 
Shipping weight ! Ib. 2 oz. 
38 С 88361۴ 
Tall 

+2400 
fit 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in 

Misses’ sizes $(10-12);M( 14-16) or 
L(18). State size letter S, M or L. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
38 C 88362F 

Elegant 
Night Coordinates 

(4) Brushed knit Gown 
Ind quilted trim 
and nylon knit 

ted trimming. Pale 

ARE: Machine wash cold; delicate 
cycle and tumble dry, low 

pullover-style 
gown. V-neckline is edged with 3 
rows of stitching, one applique deco 
rates each side. Pretty sheer wh 
lace insert unde 
back. Long sleeves are 
delicate white lace at the wrist. 

RDER INFO 
Average . . . 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 
6% inches. Bust sizes S(32-34 
M(36) or L(38-40) inches. 
State size letter S, М or L. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 
38 C 71871F $1200 

SLEEP and 
LOUNGEWEAR 
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the fitting room 
ROBES, LOUNGEWEAR 

Misses’ sizes 8 to 20 

208 |Sears 

determine size by bust measurement only 

Plush 
Pile 
Robes 
...the ultimate 
in sumptuous 
warmth 

Sears ¥ Pest 



“(1) The Elegant Notch-collar 
Wrap Robe in rich plush pile 

is Sears Best 
Wear Dated® , . . to get free сору of Monsanto 
warranty, see page 322 
FABRIC: Thick, soft velour pile knit of Monsanto 
Acrilan® acrylic on acrylic 
DETAILING: Long wrap style robe. Topstitching 
accents wide poteh collar. Long sleeves also ac- 
cented with topstitching on turn-back cuffs, Self 
tie-belt and belt loops; inside anchor tie. Two 
convenient side seam pockets. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 

Average Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); M(14- 
16) oc L(18). State size letter P, S, M or L. 
Fit $ feet 3 inches to $ feet 644 inches. 

884 19F— Pale jade green 
88425F—Cream 
8843 1F— Light lilac 
884 14F—Pale lemon yellow 

C 88413F—Medium pink 
ipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $30.50 

Tall Misses: sizes S(10-12); M(14-16) or L(18). 
State correct sise letter S, M or L. 
Available in 4 colors only 
Fit $ feet 7 inches to 5 feet 11 inches. 
38 C 884 16F—Aqua blue 
38 C 88432F— Light coral 
38 C 88426F—Cream 
38 C 884 17F—Pale lemon yellow 

ipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces ....932.50 

(2) Shawl-collar Wrap Robe 
in deep plush pile 

BRIC: Deep, soft pile knit of ac 
back. 
DETAILIN style robe with 
collar. Lor swith t П 
Бей and belt loops; inside anchor tie for а secure 
closure. Side seam pocket. 

€: Machine washable at warm temperature, 
delicate cycle; tumble dry, low. 

AND ORDERING IN 
Average sizes P(8): S 

). State size letter 
Fit 5 feet 3 inches to $ feet 644 inches. 
38 C 8943 1F—Burgundy 
38 C 89432F—Royal bit 
38 C 89433F— Deep kelly green 

ipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces .....$28.50 

(3) Button-front Robe 
in diamond-textured plush pile 

Wear Dated® . . . to get free copy of Monsanto 
warranty, see page 322. 
FABRIC Diamond-textured pile knit of Monsan- 
to Acrilan acrylic on acrylic back. 
DETAILING: Long button-front style with self- 
covered buttons. Topstitched round collar. Long 
sleeves. Side seam pocket. 

RE. Machine washable at warm temperature, 
delicate cycle; tumble dry, low. 

OLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Average Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); М(14- 
16) or L(18). State sise letter Р, 
Fit $ feet 3 inches to $ feet 642 inches. 
38 C 8960 1F—Medium blue 
38 C 89602F—Cranberry red 
Shipping weight ! pound 3 ounces 
Women's sizes X(38-40) oi 
Stade correct sist letter X or XX. 
Fit 5 ft. 44% in. to 5 ft. 64% in. 
38 C 5573 1F—Medium blue 
38 C 887327—ranberry red 

pound 8 ounces 

Phone ordering s a quick and 
easy way to buy. 

SLEEP and 
LOUNGEWEAR 
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$ 

The Quilted Comforter-robe The Blanket-cloth Robe 
with Drawstring Bottom with hood and pouch pocket 

Monsanto warranty, see page 522 

licate cycle; tumble dry, low 



(1) Fringed fleece Wrap-robe 

Fringe and Embroidery cl Are uice and nylon = 
Accent Soft Robes time front ad bracelet eng hb 

ARE: Mac ne washable. warm tem 

fits figures 5 feet 3 inches to 
inches. Misses’ sizes Р(8); S(10- 
16); L(18). State letter P, S, M 

38 € 88001F 
38 C 88002F 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz $18.00 
Tali . . . fits figures $ feet 7 inches to 5 
feet 11 inches. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16); 1418 
Please state sise letier S, M or L. 
38 С 88003F—Sky blue 
38 C 88004F— Pale pink 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. $ oz $20.00 
Larger . . . fits figures 5 feet 44 inches 
to 5 feet 644 inches. 
Women's sizes X(38-40) or XX(42-44) 
State size X or XX. Only in sky blue. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. $ oz. 
38 C55431F $20.00 

(2) Embroidered-panel Robe 
FABRIC Fleece knit of polyester. 
DETAILING. Long step-in style with front 
zipper closing. White stand-up collar. 
white band with multicolor embroidery 
down front. Bracelet-length sleeves. Con- 

fits figures 5 feet 3 inches to 
$ feet 614 inches. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); М(14 
L(18). State size letter P, S, M or L. 
38 С 88231F ant red 
38 C 88232F— Dusty turquois 
Shipping weight 15 oz. $20.00 
Tall 
leet 11 inches. 
Misses’ sizes (10-12): M(14-16); L(18 
Please stale size letier S, M or L. 

figures 5 feet 7 inches to 5 

38 C 88233F—Currant red 
38 C 88234F—Dusty turquoise 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz $22.00 
Larger . . . fits figures 5 feet 414 inches 
to 5 feet 6% in 
Womens’ sizes X(38-40) 
Please state sise letier X or XX. 
38 C 5554 1F—Currant red 
38 С 55542F— Dusty turquoise 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz $22.00 

(3) Embroidered fleece Robe 
FABRIC: Warm and soft fleece knit of Ar 

acetate and nylon. 
Long step-in style with front 

zipper closing. Two-way collar lies flat or 
stands up. Elasticized long sleeves. Cc 
venient side seam pocket 
CARE. Mac 
perature; tumble dry 

ZES. C AND ORDER INFC 
Average. . . fits figures $ feet 3 inches to 
5 feet 614 inches. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); M(14-16 
L(18). State size letter P, S, Mor L. 
38 C 8817 1F—Dusty blue 
38 C 88172F—Dusty coral 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. $ oz. $24.00 
Tall . . . fits figures 5 feet 7 inches to 5 
feet 11 inches. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16); 1418 
Please stale vise letter S, M, o 
38 C 88177F—Dusty blue 
38 C 88178F—Dusty coral 
Shipping weight 1 526.00 
Larger . . . fits figures $ feet 44 inches 
to $ feet 61; inches. 
Women's sizes X(38-40) or XX(42-44 
Please state size letter X or XX 
38 C 5563 1F—Dusty blue 
38 С 55632F— Dusty cor 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $26.00 

and LOUNGEWEAR 
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Lace-trimmed 
Night Fashions 

(1thru3) Sieek 
Tricot Nightwear 
Lavishly Accented 

with Scalloped Lace 
FABRIC: 100% nylon tricot. 
Ecru nylon lace trim. 
CARE Machine wash, warm, 
no bleach. Wash blue gowns 
separately. Tumble dry. 

(1) Sheer-top Gown 
DETAILING: Pullover-style 
long gown; one-button back 
dosure with keyhole. Delicate 
sheer yoke with ecru nylon 
lace cap sleeves and trim 
Drawstring tie softly gathers 
material under bodice to ad 
just the fit to your exact size. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
RDERING INFORMAT 

Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-34) 
M(36) or 1438-40) in. State Р, 
S, M or L. F 
in. to $ ft. 6% in. 
38 C 42432F—White 
38 C 4243 1F—Deep dusty 

blue 
Shpg. wt. 7 ог. $16.00 

(2) V-neck Gown 
DETAILING: Pullover long 
gown with Lycra® spandex 
stretch knit top for a snug fit. 
Scalloped ecru lace accents 
the V neckline from the shoul: 
der straps to the elasticized 
curved waistline; scooped 
back. Wide, full skirt 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Bust sizes P( 28-30): S(32-34 
M(36) or L(38-40) in. State P. 
S, M, or L. Fits figures $ ft. 3 
in. to $ ft. 6% in. 
38 C 42442F—White 
38 C 4244 1F—Deep dusty 

blue 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $17.00 

(3) Wrap Cost 
ETAILING: Long wrap-style 

coat with V neckline; self tie- 
belt at the waist. Graceful 
shirring at the shoulders in 
front and back of coat. Brace- 
let-length sleeves are trimmed 
with scalloped ecru lace near 
the elasticized edge. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORM 
Bust sizes P(28-30); (32-34 
M(36) or L(38-40) in. State P, 
S, M, or L. Fits figures 5 ft. 3 
in. to 5 ft. 614 in. 
38 C 42452F—White 
38 C 4245 1F— Deep dusty 

blue 
" $518.00 Sbps. wt 

(А) Cross-strap Slip-on 

UPPERS: Satin-look nylon 
with vinyl lining. Cotton lace 
trims cross band. Comfortable 
padded insole 
OLES AND HEELS: Covered 

2-inch wedge heel. Indoor. 
outdoor composition sole 
SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Women's medium sises: 5M. 
6M, 7M, 8M, 9M and 10M. 
State full sise as listed, half 
sites order Uy-sise larger. 
54 C 52585F—Cream 
54 C 52586F— Blue 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $14.99 



(1and2) Floral print 
Culotte and Gown 

FABRIC: Acetate and nylon knit. 
Multicolored floral print on a 
white background. 

CARE Machine wash, warm, deli 
tumble dry, low. 

Order only items 
‚our height. Aver. 

age fits figures 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 
644 in. Larger fits figures 5 
in. to 5 ft. б\ in. 
(1). Culotte. Step-in style has 
selí-fabric ruffle around the 
scooped, elasticized neckline in 
front and back. Front slit opening 
closes with self-fabric tie. Brace 
let-length sleeves have self-fabric 
ruffles at elasticized wrists. Elas- 
ticized midriff. Extra-wide legs. 
SIZES AND ORDERING 
Average. Bust sizes 32, 
inches. Slate correct sise. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
38C72481F $16.00 
(2) Long Gown. Pullover style 
gown with a softly shirred y 
on front and back. Front slit 
opening closes with a self-fabric 
tie. Long sleeves have elasticized 
wrists. Deeply gathered flounce at 
the hemline. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO 
Average. Bust sizes S(32-34) 
M(36); or L(38-40) inches. 
State sise letter S, М or L. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
38 C72471F $14.00 
Larger. Bust sizes X(42-44) 
XX(4648) inches. Siale 3 
Shipping weight 12 

38 C 57021F 

(3) White 
Lace-yoke Gown 

FABRIC: Acetate and nylon knit 
nylon lace trim. White. 

CARE: Machine washable, cold 
temperature, line dry only 
DETAILING: Long pullover style. 

Yoke front has a sheer lace insert, 
trimmed with self-fabric ruffle 
and delicate lace. Neckline also 
trimmed in lace. Front slit open 
ing closes with a self-fabric tie 
bow. Long sleeves have elasti 
cized ruffled cuffs and are 
trimmed in lace. The hemline is 
flounced. 
SIZES AND ORDERING IN 
Average. Bust sizes P(28-30); 
5032-4); M(36); L(38-40) in. 
State sise letter P, S, M or L. 
38C7245 1F-We. 7 oz. ..$13.00 

(4) Lightblue 
Scooped-neck Gown 

FABRIC: Acetate and polyester 
knit. Light blue color. 
CARE: Machine washable, warm 
temperature, delicate cycle; tum 
ble dry, low. 
DETAILING: Long pullover gown 
has elasticized scoop neckline in 
front. Bodice is elasticized under 
bustline and around back; ribbon 
bow-trim. Long sleeves have elas 
ticized ruffled cuffs. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO 
Average. Bust sizes (32-34); 
M(36); L(38-40) in. State S, M 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

38C72191F $11.00 

Mow to Measure? 
248 and 249 in our 

Soft and Cozy 
Sleepclothes 

SLEEP and 
LOUNGEWEAR 



The Soft Brushed Knits. . . lace trimmed 



or smocked 

Styles (1 thru 9) 
HEIGHT INFO: Order only items available in your height. 
Average fits 5 feet 3 inches to $ feet 6% inches. 
Tall fits $ feet 7 inches to $ feet 11 inches. 
Larger fits 5 feet 4*5 inches to 5 feet буу inches. 

(1and2) Our best long Gown and 
ima in a satiny-look fabric that 

brushed inside for extra warmth 
beautifully trimmed with embroidery , lace 

FABRIC. Knit of nylon, polyester and cotton. 

кыЛ, 
RE: Machine wash, warm; line ог cr low. 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(1) Long gown 
Average. I Bust sizes 532-74): 030): 1138-40) ia. 

‚correct size letier S, М or L. 
сан Het Sha. wt. Boz. ....P19.00 

(2) Pajama. Pants have elasticized waist; straight legs. 
Average. Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. Slate correct sise. 
38 C 7629 1F—LL aqua blue. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $21.00 

(3 thru 6) 
Nightwear brushed inside for added warmth 

FABRIC. Knit of 100% Antron® ITI nylon. 
DETAILING: Pullover style with embroidered lace trim at neck. 
Sleeves bave lace trim. 

‚RE: Machine wash, warm temperature, tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(3) Long-sleeved Long Gown. Sweetheart neckline. Self- 
fabric bow at yoke. Elasticized ruíile-cuífs. 
Average, Bust sizes P(28-30): 8132-41; M(36): 1438-40) in. 
dec esr Ве 38 C 76512F-Ivory 

P, S, М or L. Shpg. wt. $1450 

on, Bost dos 613 2-34); MOS), L(38-40) in. Only in blue, 
Sec TES TE uus, Me wv She wt 9 az $15.50 

if Bust n хи mai Exe a XE Gen in. 
letter size X, XXX. 

9508793 К Sai weight 1200 ` 2 $15.50 

(4) Lon 4 Shift. Sweetheart neckline, Self-fabric 
bow at yoke;elasticized ruffle-cuffs. 
Average. Bust sizes S( 52-34); M(36); L(38-40) inches. 
38 C16502F-—Ivory 76501F—Blue 
State S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1250 
Larger r Bun sizes X(42-44); ХХ(46-48); XXX(50-52) in. 

only in blue. Stee ler sise X, XX or 
Error Shipping weight 12 oz. $13.50 
(5) Sweetheart neck. Top has bow at yoke; elasti- 
aed raffle cuffs. Pants have elasticized waist stright legs. 
Average. Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State correct rise. 
38C76542F—lvory 38 C 76541F—Blue es 

۰ 

38, AS 
$17.50 

PET —Shipping weight 12 oz. - $17.50 
(6) Short-sieeved Long Gown. V-neckline. Butterfly 
a Seli-fabric beit tes la back. 

ven Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-34); M(36); L(38-40) in. 
Er Boe Era 
State P, S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 902. ... . $14.50 

(7 thru 9) 
Smocked, brushed knit Nightwe 

FABRIC. Soft. brushed knit of acette and polyester. 
DETAILING: Pullover style with rounded 
front opening closes with seif-fabri 
ders. Long sleeves trimmed with lace. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm, delicate cycle; tumble dry, low. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

C) tong gowa 
verage. Bust sizes S(32- 
he АДЫМ Liebe Sink 
Siale S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 802 .... 211.50 
(8) Shift 
Average. Bust sizes S(32-34): MOO): L0 in. 
38 С 72161F—Light pink 38 C 72162F—Lilac 
State S, Mor L. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 9950 
m Paloma Pants have elasticized жайы; straight legs. 
rege Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. State correc! rise 

389795 8те Lube pak” 38 C 721821 Lise 
Shipping weight 9 oz. 312.50 

Styles (1) thru (6) are brushed on the inside for next-to-the-body warmth 
and styles (7) thru (9) are brushed on the outside for a soft, velvety look 

and LOUNGEWEAR 
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Beautiful Nightwear trimmed with 
(1) Zip-front Robe with intricately embroidered rosebud accents . . simple elegance 

FABRIC, CARE: Arnel® triacetate and nylon brushed knit. Machine washable, warm temperature; tumble dry 
DETAILING: Long step-in style with *4-length zipper closure. Stand-up collar; gored back. Long sleeves. Handy side 
seam pocket. Delicate rosebud ‘on front of robe. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Average. . 

16); or L(18). State P, S, М or L. 
38 C 8830 1F— Pale 
38 C 88307 F— Pale blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

5 ft. 3in.to 5 ft. 6% in. 
Misses’ sizes P(8); S(10-12); М(14- 

$26.00 

to 5 ft. 11 in. Miss- 
:M(14-16) or 1418). 

State size letter S, M or L. Available in 

Larger S ft. 44 in. to $ ft. 6% in. 
Women's sizes X(38-40) or XX(42- 
44). State X or XX. 
38 C 5576 1F—Pale 
38 C 55762F— Pale blue 

$28.00 Shipping weight ! Ib. 3 oz. $28.00 

(2thru 6) Rosebud-yoke Nightwear with a trace of lace 

FABRIC. CARE: Nylon with a satiny finish . . matching-color nylon lace trim. Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
DETAIL. Rosebud-embroidered yokes; lace trim. Front slit-opening ties at rounded neckline. Gowns: pullover style. 
HEIGHT INFO. Order only styles available in your height 
Average . . 5 ft 3 in. to $ 
2) Long Coat. 6-button 
ront closure. Elasticized long 
sleeves; lace trim. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORO. INFO: 
Average. Bust sizes S(32-34); 
M(36) or L(38-40) inches. 
State S, M or L. 
38 C 29592F— Pale pink 
38 С 29593F— Pale blue 
38 C 29598F—White 
Shipping wt. 902. ...914.50 
(3) Short Coat. S-button 
front closure. %-length 
Sleeves are elasticized; lace 
trim. 

ES. COLORS AND 
DERING INFORMATION: 

Average. Bust sizes S(32-34); 
M(36) or L(38-40) in. State S, 
MoL 
38 C 29563F—Pale blue 
38 C 29562F— Pale pink 
38 C 29568F— White 
Shipping wt. 6.02.....913.50 

ft. 6% in. Larger . 
(4) Long-sieeved 
Gown. Long. unfitted 
gown. Elasticized sleeves 
with lace trim. 
SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFO: 

Average. Bust sizes S(32 
34); M(36) or L(38-40) 
inches. Please siate correct 
sise letter 5, M or L. 
38 C 29572F—Pale 
38 С 29573 F— Pale blue 
38 C 29578F—White 
Shpg. wt. &oz. ...812.50 

Larger. Bust sizes X(42- 
44); XX(46-48): 
3 (50-52) or 
ХХХХ(54-56) in. Please 
state correct size letter X, 
XX. XXX. XXXX. 
38 € 53742F— Pale pink 
38 C 53743F— Pale blue 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ..913.50 

5 ft. 44 in. to 5 ft. 64% in. 
9 Sieeveless Gown 

ng, easy-fitting pull 
over style; lace trim. 
SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFO: 

е. Bust sizes S(32- 
34); M(36); or L(38-40) 
inches. 
Please state correct size letter 
S Mor L. 
38 C 29588F—White 
38 C 29582 F— Pale pink 
38 С 29583F— Pale blue 
Shpg. wt. 602 ...$11.50 

Aver 

Larger. Bust sizes X(42- 
44); XX (46-48); 

38 C 53723F— Pale blue 
$12.50 

(6) Short Gown. Short 
butterfly sleeves; trimmed 
with lace. 
SIZES, COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFO: 
Ave Bust sizes S(32- 
34); M(36); L(38-40) in. 
Please state correct size letter 
S, М, L when ordering 
38 C 29553F— Pale blue. 
38 C 29552F— Pale pink 
38 C 29558F— White 
Shpg. wt.4 ог. ...$11.50 

Larger. Bust sizes X(42- 
44); XX (46-48); 
56) inches. Please state cor 

ct size X. 
hem or 

dering. 
38 C 53733F—Pale blue 
38 C 53732F— Pale pink 
Shpg. wt. Soz. ...$1250 



Dainty Rosebuds 

(7 thru 9) Rosebud-embroidered Sleepwear 

Warranted by Allied Chemical . . . to obtain a free copy of the warranty, please 
see page 322 
ABRIC: Brushed knit of Caprolan® nylon . . . resistant to matting and piling. 

Trimmed with white nylon lace. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm temperature; tumble dry. 
HEIGHT INFORMATION: Order only styles available in your height 
Average . . . 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 64s inches. 
Tall . . . 5 feet 442 inches to 5 feet 6/4 inches. 
(7) Pajama. Lace trim on rounded neckline. Yoke front of lace with intricate 
rosebud embroidery; ribbon bow trim. Front slit has one-button cio- 
sure. Bracelet-length; lace insert. Top: pullover style. Pull-on pants: elasticized 
waist, straight legs. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Average. Bust sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 in. State correct size. 
38C71931F—Paleblue — 38 C 71932F— Pale pink 
Shipping weight 9 ounces $14.50 
Tall. Bust sizes 34, 36, 38, 40 in. Stale sise. Pale pink only 
38 C 71933F—Shipping weight 10 ounces 1550 
(8) Rosebud-print Gown. Rosebud print in pale pink and blue on white. 
Long pull-over style. Lace trim on rounded neckline. Yoke front of lace; pink 
ribbon trim. Front slit-opening closes with self-fabric tie. Bracelet-length; lace 
and ribbon trim. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Average. Bust sizes S(32-34), M(36); L(38-40) in. State S, 
38 C 7192 1F—Shipping weight 8 ounces $14.50 
(9) Long Gown. Pullover style. Lace trim on rounded neckline. Yoke front of 
lace with intricate rosebud embroidery and ribbon bow trim. Front slit-opening 
has one-button closure. Bracelet length sleeves have lace insert near the wrist. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Average. Bust size 532-30: M(36) or 1438-40) in. State sise letter S, M, L. 
38 C 71912F—Pale 
38 C 71911F—Pale blue 
Shipping weight 8 ounces А $1250 
Toll. Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36) от L(38-40) in. State correct size letter S, M, L- 
In pale pink only. 
Shi weight 9 ounces. 
38C71913F $13.50 

& 
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Grecian-inspired _ 
Sleep Gowns 

(1) Satin-finish two-way 
tricot Gown 
with lavish gathers. . . wear loos 
nd flowing, or belted 

ortable nylon 

DETAILING: Long pullover style with V 
kline. Wear loose i... loop 

centered in front at neckline holds a self 
s agh side 
loops and ties in front. Extra-full, long rag- 

style sleeves with elasticized wrists 
CARE: Machine wash at warm tempera 
ture; line dry or tumble dry 
SIZES. C 
Average. . .fits 5 feet 3 inches to 5 
feet 6a inches. Bust sizes S(32-34), M(36); 
1(38-40) in. Siate size leier S, M or L. 
38 C 28923F—Blue 
38 C 28926F— Toast 
38 С 28922F— Rose 
38 C 28924F—Jade 
Shpg. wt. 1002 
Larger . . . fits figures $ feet 
5 feet 61» inches. Bus 

46-48) in. Please 
X or XX. Available in 3 colors only 
38 C $3013F—Blue 
38 C 53012F—Rose 
38 C 530147 Jade 

or. 

Satin-finish tricot Gown 
with keyhole front opening 

FABRIC Soft nylon tricot with a smooth 
finish. 

Long, sleeveless pullover style 
th dramatic V-neckline. Keyhc 
front neckline has tie closing. So 

gathered and fitted at bust 
RE: Machine washable at warm temper 

ature; line dry or tumble dry 

or 1418), 
de sise letter P, S, M or L. 

Fits $ feet 3 inches to $ feet 614 inches. 
38 C 29902F—Rose 
38 C 29904F—Jade 
38 C 29903F 
38 C 29906F- 
Shipping wt. 9 oz. 



(1 thew 5) Satin-finish tricot Nightwear 
FABRIC: 100% nylon tricot; satin finish. 
DETAILING: Rounded neckline has lace trim. 
Lace trim edges sleeves. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature; 
line dry or tumble dry. 
HEIGHT INFORMATION: Order oaly those 

Larger fits 5 feet 4Y4 in. to 5 feet 654 in. 

e sleeved Gown. Lose Leng pullover 

SIZES, COLORS AND Ad, INFO: 

Aver Bust sizes her M(36); 1438- 40) in. Sate sie latter S, M or L. 
даа оши pale bawa ком 
"eese Dey p a 

Shipping weight ? „011.00 

Ionen РУ ае. d 
38 C 29646F- . wt.9or. .....9$12.00 

pest Bust sises X(42-44); ze or 
  E State letter 4اا

essen wt. 11 оё. $1200 

leeved long Gown. Pullover 
shirring. at neck. 

SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 

Average. Bust sises S(32: 4) MOS) LLIS- 

(32-34); M(36); 1438-40) in. 
State S, М, L. in 
38 C 29626F- "1. Вог. .....011.00 

н. Ван mg X14244) EX XX(46-48) XX 
И NF State sise letter 

in dusty же 
IB СЗЗ$З3Р Shoe we me 011.00 

{2}, Cepaleeved short Gown. Pullover. 
ing at front yoke. Bow at neck. 

SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Average. Bust 32-34); М(36); L(38- {oy in Site ir lier S Mor Dis 

+9.00 

Bust slave X14344 XX(46-48) or 
XXX. 

Kvsilable جام turquoise. 
38 C 535231 LL ..410.00 

ge Cap-sieeved short Cost. Button front. 
shirring. Bow at neck. 

SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
rn sizes RA M(36); 1438- 

Fr: c C298 IO Pale homey gold 
C 29813F— Dusty turquoise Shipping weight 3 ounces «1100 

Bust sine X(42-44}; XX{46-48) or 
Xu es es p) iar ХХ „ххх 
Bess ui ine үш wt. Bor. .....912.00 

(5) Pajama. Button-front top; shoulder 
à Pants have elastic waist. 

SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
rr Er му» M(36); L(38- Fu Bu 

we E 3 Duny turquoise 

$1200 

Тай. Bust sizes a to eji 
in pale honey gold. 

L wt 1002. ....613.00 

(6) Long fleece Robe 
FABRIC: Knit of Arnel6 triacetate and nylon. 
DETAILING: enda yiz zip-tront closure. 
Round 2 yoke-effect: self fab- 
ric tie, nenn sleeves; elasticized 
cuffs. Side 
CARE: Machine wash, rm temperature 
with similar colors; tumble dry. 

PET оеш ма, Ba 
State P, 5, M, o ft. 3 in. to Sit 6% 

38 C 88341 
38 С 88342F- 

Softly-shirred 
Nightwear 

ЧУ, ^+ ТУМ 

-IFAN 



Ultra-feminine Bedtime Fashions 
. . . luxuriously soft nylon trimmed in lace 

(1 thru 4) 
BRIC: 100 nylon with nylon lace trim 
RE: Mach. wash, warm t 

(1) Long Set. Sheer coat has button-and 
loop closure. Dainty lace trim down front 
coat, across the V back and on cuffs of 
sleeves. Pullover gown has square neck 
with deep V lace insert, string-straps w 
bows, sheer lace bodice and straight-cut back 

Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-34); M(36) or L 
40) in. Fits 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
38 C 29468F— Black 
38 C 29465F—Flame red 
Slate Р, S, M, L. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 52200 

(2) Mini Set with Bikini Panty. Sheer mini 
coat has button-and-loop and ribbon-tie clo 
sure. Delicate lace trim down front of c 
on cuffs of full sleeves. Pullover mini gown has 
deep V front with lace straps, sheer lace bodice 
and straight-cut elasticized back. Matching bi 
kinî panty has elasticized waist, legs. 

IRDERING INFO: 

at and 

Bust sizes P(28-30); 5(32-34); M(36) or 138 
40) in. Fits 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 614 in. 
38 C 29478F—Black 
38 C 28475F— Flame red 
Slate P, S, M, L. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

р. Line dry or tumble dry 

Elegant Peignoir Sets and fitted Gowns 
ts are shee a satiny finish. 

Wash flame red items separately 
(3) Long slip-style Gown. Fitted long gown 
is pullover style i straps. U-shaped neck 
line with lace tr bodice, Elasticized, 
straight-cut 

2 LORS АМО ORDERING INF 
Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-34); M(36) or L(3& 
40) in. Fits $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 6% in 
38 C 29485F— Flame red 
38 C 29488F— White 
Please state size letter, P, 
Shipping weight 6 oz. 

M, L. 
$12.00 

(4) Mini Gown with Bikini Panty. Pullover 
fitted mini gown with string-straps. Lace V in. 
sert on front bodice; elasticized straight-cut 

Match 
ad legs. 

back. Decorative lace trim on heml 
ng bikini panty is elasticized at waist 

E RS AND ORDERING INF 
Bust sizes P(28-30); (32-34); M(36) or L(38- 
40) in. Fits 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% 
38 C 29498F 

38 C 29496F—Bi 

? Seo page 
and 249 in our 1979 Fall 

The Slippers 

UPPERS: Satin-look acetate, 
nylon. Marabou feather tri 
Sueded rayon, cotton linings. 
SOLES, HE »mposition 
sole. Covered 2-inch heel. 

2 ORDER INFO: 
Women's med. sizes: SM, 6M, 
7M, 8M, 9M, 10M. State full 
size. Half rises order V5 sine larger. 
54 C 52488F—Red 
54 C 52486F—Black 
54 С 52487F—Cream 
Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $1299 



Enchanting Peignoir Sets 
- . . each style available in all 3 colors 

coats are delicately sheer; 
CARE Machine washable at warm temperature; line dry or tumble dry 
FABRIC. Nylon tricot 

(1) Lace-edged Long Set 

DETAILING 
at. Open front. . „two buttons 

at bodice, Matching-color lace 
trim edges scoop neckline, front 
‘opening and stylish, wide-cut long 
raglan sleeves 
Gown Pullover style, Matching: 
color lace edges V-front and 
scoop-back neckline. Gathered 
under bust; loose back. String belt 
accents bust, ties in back. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO: 

Bust sizes P( 28-30): S(32-34); 
M(36); L(38-40) in. Slate P, S, M, 
L. Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
38 C 29548F—Cream 
38 C 29543F— Dusty blue 
38 C 29542F— Dusty pink 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Set $20.00 

How to Measure? Seo 
in our 1979 

(2) Laceyoked Long Set 
DETAILING. 

‚ost. Open front . . . string-tie at 
V-neckline. Ecru lace front yoke 
with gathers below. Long sleeves 
have clasticized wrists. 
Gown. Pullover style. V-neckline 
and ecru lace yoke in front and 
back. Front neckline has string 
bow trim; front bodice has soft 
gathers below yoke. 

COLORS. ORDER INFO. 
Bust sizes P(28-30); S(32-34) 
M(36); L( 38-40) in, Please state 
sise [еше P, S, M or L when order 
ing. Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6 in. 
38 C 29533F— Dusty blue 
38 C 29538F—Cream 
38 C 29532F— Dust 
Shpg. wt. 902. 

jes 248 and 249 
ig Book 

towns have a smooth satin-finish. 

(3) Embroidery-trimmed 
Short Si 

DETAILING 
Cost. Open front . . . string-tie at 
V-neckline. Shaw! collar decorat 
ed with pretty matching-color 
embroidery trim. Long sleeves 
have elasticized wrists 

Pullover style. Square-cut 
front neckline. Sheer inset band 
оп front bodice has pretty match 
ing-color embroidery trim. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER 1 
Bust sizes S(32-34); M(36) 
1438-40) in. State S, M or L. 
Fit 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
38 C 29522F— Dusty pink 
38 C 29528F—Cream 
38 C 29523F— Dusty blue 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Set $20.00 

Gowr 



NIGHT THEME 
FOR MISSES: 

Victorian 

(1) Brushed knit flounced Gown 

FABRIC: Soft and comfortable brushed knit of ace- 
tate and polyester. Ivory color. 
DETAILING: Long pullover style. Stand-up lace col 
lar with bow. Button placket front opening. Front 
yoke has 4 rows oí lace trim. Long sleeves trimmed 
with lace. Flounced bottom with lace insert 
CARE: Machine wash, warm temperature, delicate 
суде; tumble dry, low. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Bust sizes P(28-30). (3-34); M(36); L(38-40). Fits. 
5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 6% inches. Please state correct 

ae leiter P, S, M or L. 
38 C 7215 1F—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

222 [Sa] 

is _ 

(2) Nylon knit tiered Gown 

FABRIC. Comfortable 100% nylon knit with bea 
tiful, soft satin finish. Ivory color. 
DETAILING: Long pullover style. Lace trims round 
neckline. Elasticized high waistline with bow. Long 
sleeves with elasticized wrists. Tiered skirt circled 
with rows of delicate lace. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm temperature; line dry 
or tumble dry. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Bust sizes P( 28-30); S(32-34); M(36); L(38-40). 
Fits 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 6% inches. Please state 
correct sise letter P, S, M or L. 
38 C 29608F—Shpg. wt. 1002. $1400 

(3) Lace-trimmed fleece Robe 

FABRIC: Fleece knit of Arnel® triacetate and nylon. 
DETAILING: Long coat style with button closure. 
Ruffled stand-up collar. Lace trimmed front yoke 
and cuffs. Long sleeves. Side seam pocket. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm temperature, with 
similar colors; tumble dry 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Misses sizes P(8): S(10-12); M(14-16); L(18). 
Fits $ feet 3 inches to 5 feet 6% inches. 
Please state correct size letter P, S, М, L. 
38 C 88328F— Brown 
38 C 88327F—Ivory 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

How to measure? See pages 248 and 249 in our 1979 Fall Big Book. 



(1 thru 3) Coordinating Nightwear 
HEIGHT INFO: Fits 5 ft. 2 in. to $ ft. 6 in. 
(1) Embroidered Fleece Robe 
FABRIC Comfortable fleece knit of Arnel® triace- 
tate and nylon . . . soft but lightweight. 
DETAILING: Long step-in style: zipper closing 
Ruffled collar; embroidered yoke with 3-button 
dosing, crochet-look trim. Long sleeves with cro- 
chet-look trim. Two side seam pockets. 

CARE: Machine wash, warm temperature, by it 
self; line dry or tumble dry 
SIZES, COLORS ANO ORDER! O: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. State sise. 
38C78207F-Burgundy — 38C78203F-Navy 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. +2400 
(2and3) Embroidered Gown 

and footed Pajama 
FABRIC: Softly brushed knit of acetate, nylon. 
DETAILING. Gown and pajama top are pullover 
style with embroidered yoke and slit Iront with 
tie, Ruffled collar. Long sleeves, elasticized cuffs, 
contrasting-color crochet-look trim 
CARE: Machine wash, cold temperature, delicate 
cycle; tumble dry, low 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
(2) Long gown. Flounced hem; crocheted trim. 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. Stade size 
38C78172F—Peach 38C 78173F—Blue 
Shipping weight 8 oz. $1200 
(3) Footed pajama. Pants have elasticized 
waist and ankles: vinyl soles. 
Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. Slate sise. 
38 C78183F—Hlue 38 C 78182;—Peach 
Shipping weight 8 ox. 11400 [Sears] 223 



The 
Snoopy" Group 

(1) Striped Nightshirt 
Wear-Dated® . . . to get free copy of 
Monsanto warranty see pg. 322. 
FABRIC: Smooth and comfortable 
lightweight striped knit of Monsanto 
Acrilan® acrylic and polyester. 
DETAILING: Pullover style has a wide 
white collar, open neckline, Snoopy 
screen-print motif on front bodice. 
Long sleeves have white band cuffs. 
Mid thigh shirttail hemline 
CARE: Machine wash, cold, by itself 
delicate cycle; tumble dry, low. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDERING INFO 
Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13. State sise. 
Fit 5 feet 2 inches to 5 feet 6 inches. 
38 C 78923F— Royal blue; white 
38 C 78928F— Deep red; white 
Shipping weight 7 ounces... . $10.00 
PEANUTS Character Ф 1958. 1965 

1 cate. Inc 

(2) Sweatshirt Robe 

Wear-Dated® , . . to get {ree copy of 
Monsanto warranty see page 322. 
FABRIC: Warm, smooth knit of Mon 
santo Acrilan® acrylic. . . fleecy-tex 
tured inside for added comfort. 
DETAILING: Long pullover style has 
a front zipper opening above Snoopy 
screen-printed white pouch pocket. 
White rib-knit band neckline, band 
cuffs on long raglan sleeves. Self 
binding edges shirttail hemline. 
ARE: Machine wash, cold, delicate 

субе; tumble dry, low. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING 
Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. State vise. 
Fit 5 feet hes to 5 feet 6 inches. 
38 C 78083F—Royal blue 
38 C 78082F—Red 
Shipping weight 1 pound . . .. $21.00 SNOOPY: © 1958 United Feature Synd 

ко 

(3and4) Colorful Gown 
and Pajama 

FABRIC Soft and warm white 
brushed knit of acetate and nylon ac 
cented with coritrasting colors, 
DETAILING. Gown and pajama top 
are pullover style with royal blue rib- 
knit mock turtleneck, band cuffs on 
long sleeves. Both have red shoulder 
yoke in front and back, a Snoopy 
screen-print design on front bodice. 
CARE: Machine wash, cold tempera. 
ture, by thernselves, at delicate cycle; 
tumble dry, low. 

(3) Long Gown. Shirttail hemline 
bound in royal blue. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO 
Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. State sise 
Fit 5 feet 2 inches to 5 feet 6 inches 
38C78068F-Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 11,00 
PEANUTS Character (1958. 1965 Una. 
00 Feature Syndicate, inc 
(4) Pajama. Top has royal blue rib- 
knit band bottom. Pants have an elas- 
ticized waistline and royal blue rib. 
knit band cufís. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: 
Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. State sise. 
Fit 5 feet 2 inches to 5 feet 6 inches. 
38C78078F-Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $13.00 
SNOOPY: © 1958 United Feature Syndi- 
cate, inc. 

224 [Sears 



the fitting room 
JUNIOR NIGHTWEAR 

Determine size by 
bust measurement only 

UNIOR 

Junior sizes 5 to 15 order only sites listed with each tem 

ORDER SIZE EA OEA TOA 15 
austr INES ...| 31-319 | 32-3294 | 33-33% [3435 | 155536. | 

How To Measure? Sce poges 248 and 249 in our 1979 Ран Big Book 

DREAM SCENE 
The 
Season's 
Sleepers 
(1) Terry Stretch-knit 

Footed Sleeper 

FABRIC: Bright and colorful 
striped stretch-knit terry of cot 
ton and nylon. , . great for 

absorbency. 
DETAILING: One-piece footed 
nen хүн. White lace trims 

ront zipper opening 
and *,-length sleeves (not as 
shown). Pull-down drop seat 
elasticized at top. 
CARE. Machine wash at warm 
temperature; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS ANO 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

junior sizes S(5-7); M(9-11) or 
1 . Please state S, М or 

cing your order. 
Fit 2 inches to 5 ft. 6 in. 
38C78982F-Flame red 

and white stripes 
38C78984F-Grass green 

and white stripes 
38C78983F-Royal blue 

white stripes 
Ѕърк. wt. 8 oz. $11.50 

(2) Blanket Cloth 
Hooded Sleeper with 

Bootees 
FABRIC. Blanket cloth knit of 
Monsanto Actilan® acrylic 
DeL One-piece step-in 
м а front zi opening, 
Slasticized ankles White satin 
of triacetate and nylon trims the 
neckline and circles the at- 
tached hood, bodice and long 

lan sleeves. Separate match 
ing solid-color bootees have 
ш ankles and self-fabric 

CARE: Machine wash, warm, 
low. delicate Aa y tumble 

SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 

ele correct Tae hen plac 

38 C 78054F—Hunter green 
38 C 78053F—Royal blue 
Shpg. wt. 1b. 5 az ....#20.00 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone. 

“Charge It“ if you wish 
see page 328 
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Delightful Night Things 

(1 and 2) Rich Red Tricot Gowns 

FABRIC: Lustrous tricot knit of Enkalure nylon. 
DETAILING: Sleeveless pullover style with string straps. 
Scoop-front neckline . . . straight-cut back is elasticized 
across top edie. White piping accents. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, low. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. Fit S ft. 2 in. to $ ft. 6 in. 

(1) Long Gown. Bow-trimmed bodice; front hemline slit. 
38 C 78132F—Stote rite. Shpg. wt. 5 оз. $9.00 

(2) Mini-Gown with Matching Panty. Gown has deep 
side slits topped with bow trim. Bikini style panty has elasti- 
ized waist and leg openings. 
38 C 78142F— Shake зім. Shpg. wt. 3 ол. 
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98.00 

—— 

(3and4) Bright White Tricot Gowns 
FABRIC: Lustrous tricot knit of Enkalure® nylon. 
DETAILING: Pullover style. Square front neckline has red 
bow trim, red and green embroidered yoke... scoop back 
has elasticized shirring. Short elasticized puffed sleeves have 
red crochet-look lace edging. Flounce hemline. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry, low. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, Fit $ ft. 2 in. to S ft. 6 in, 
(3) Long Gown 
38 C 78158F— Sisi sive. Shpg. wt. 7 ot. $11.00 

Mini-Gown with Matching Panty. Bikini-style panty 
and leg has elasticized waist openings. 

38 C 78 168F—Siaie sise. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. $1000 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

(5) Rich Red Fleece Robe 
FABRIC: Velvety-soft fleece knit of 
Arnel® triacetate and nylon 
cozy, yet nicely light in weight. 
Pretty trim is polyester tricot. 
DETAILING: Long step-in style with 
front zipper opening has a tie at 
neckline. White trim on front bod. 
ice. Attached hood and the long 
raglan sleeves are edged with white 
trim, Side seam pocket. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm tem 
perature; line dry or tumble dry. 
SIZES AND ORDERING 
INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. Fit 5 feet 
2 inches to 5 ft. 6 in. State rise 
Shipping weight L 

38 C78192F.. $23.00 



Fancy Flannel Sleep-ins 

(1 and 2) Checked Nightshirt and Gown 

FABRIC: Cotton flannel printed with tiny checks in rich red and white. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm temperature; line dry or tumble dry. 

(1). Nightshirt with Matching Panty. Shirt has a mandarin collar, button-tront 
placket closing, front and back shoulder yoke, band-cuffed long sleeves, red pip- 
ing trim. shirttail bemline. Bikini panty has elasticized waist and legs. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes $, 7, 9, 11, 1 тариз fost 2 eles FP ATE 
Зв C T8111 Siue rie Supping йы В ounces Ў ..$1200 

(2) Long Gown Pullover style. Circular front yoke; button opening. Self ruffles 
at neck, yoke, band-cuffed long sleeves. Red piping trim. Flounce hemline. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. Fit figures 5 feet 2 inches to 5 feet 6 inches. 
38 C 7810 1F— Slate sise. Shipping weight 11 ounces ....... 

ORDER YOUR CORRECT SIZE 
tee the Fitting Room on page 225 

(3and4) Flower-striped Gown and Footed Pajama 

FABRIC. Cotton flannel in a multicolor flower-striped printed pattern. 
DETAILING: Gown und pajama top are pullover style: wide front yoke has 
button opening. White lace ruffles edge neck and yoke. Red bow trim. Long 
sleeves have ruffly elasticized wrists edged with white lace. 

CARE. Machine washable at warm temperature; line dry or tumble dry. 

(3) Long Gown. . . has a back yoke and flounce hemline. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 5, 7, 9, 11, 13. Fit figures 5 feet 2 inches to $ feet 6 inches. 
38 C 7809 1F— Sisie rise. Shipping weight 11 ounces . . $1400 
(4) Footed Pajama. Pants have elasticized waistline and ankles; vinyl soles. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Junior sizes 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
Tk eso T Ka lecho to 

den. Site sim 
y weight 1 

IEC Te TE 41600 Ф 
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(1) Long zip-front Lounger RELAXING 
. . dramatic tropical print 

FABRIC: Long-wearing polyester knit 
Beautifully spaced print of white tropical 
birds in a blue and green jungle of flowers 
and vines. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
DETAILING: Long step-in style lounger 
with a front zipper closing. Mandarin col 
lar. Long sleeves and side-seam pocket, 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO 
Average... Sit 3 in. to 5 ft. 6 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16) or L(18). 
State correct sise letter S, M or L. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
38 C 60001F $19.00 

(2) 2-piece Lounger 
‚ soft, plush chenille 

FABRIC: Rich, plush chenille is a woven 
blend of polyester and cotton. 
CARE Machine washable with similar col- 
ors at warm temperature; tumble dry. 
DETAILING: The top is a pull-over style 
with a V neckline and elasticized waist. 
Long dolman sleeves with elasticized wrist. 
Pull-on pants with an elasticized waist. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Average . . . fits figures 5 feet 3 inches to 5 
feet 643 inches in height. Misses’ sizes P(8); 
S(10-12); M(14-16) or L(18). State correct 
size letter P, S, M or L. 
38 C 6065 1F—Blue 
38 C 60652F—Medium copper 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $26.00 

(3) Smocked-top Lounger 
loose and flowing for 
comfortable wear 

FABRIC: Long-wearing polyester Кай. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
DETAILING: Long step-in style lounger 
with front zipper closing. Smocked round 
neckline; front slit opening closes with self 
fabric tie bow. Long sleeves with elasticized 
wrists. Side seam pocket 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Average . . . fits figures 5 feet 3 inches to 5 
feet 61% inches in height. Misses" sizes S(10- 
12); MC 14-16) or L(18). 
State correct rite letter S, М ov L. 
38 C 6042 1F—Blue 
38 C 60422F —Peach 
38 C 60423F—Mint 
Shipping weight 10.02. $15.00 

(4) Zip-front Long Robe 
richly tufted chenille 

FABRIC: Soft, plush chenille is a woven 
blend of polyester and cotton. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm temper. 
ature; tumble dry. Blue robe should be 
washed with similar colors. 
DETAILING: Long step-in style robe with 
front zipper closing. Rounded neckline with 
front slit opening on yoke. %-length 
sleeves and handy side seam pocket. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO. 
Average . . . fits figures 5 ft. 3 inches to $ 
ft. 6% inches. Misses’ sizes Р(8); S(10-12); 
M(14-16) or L(18). 
State correct sine letter P, S, M or L. 
38 C 8867 1F—Rose beige 
38 C 88672F— True blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. $19.00 

How to Messure? 
See pages 248 and 249 
in our 1979 Fall Big Book 

Phone ordering's 
4 quick and easy way to buy 
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AT-HOMEWEAR (1) Fashion Breakfast Coat 
. Soft floral pattern 

FABRIC: Woven blend of polyester and cotton 
with the smooth feel of silk. Delicate light blue 
and pink floral pattern. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm tempera. 
ture; line dry or tumble dry. 
DETAILING: Short coat with front snap-placket 
closing. Rounded neckline has blue trim and 
closes with blue bow. Smocking at the neckline. 
Short raglan sleeves for easy fit and comfort. 
Side seam pocket. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO 
Average . . . $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. буз in. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16) or L(18) 
State correct size letter S, М or L- 
38 C 86022F—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $10.50 
Larger. . . $ ft. 4*4 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. Women's 
sizes X(38-40); XX(42~44); XXX(46-48). 
State correct sise letter X, XX or X 
38 C 5493 1F—Shpg. wt. 8 or. $1250 

(2) Terry zip-front Robe 
deeply puffed smocking detail 

FABRIC. Terry knit of acrylic and polyester. 
CARE Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 
DETAILING: Long step-in style has front zipper 
closing. Mandarin collar and deeply smocked 
front yoke with gentle pleating below. Long 
sleeves and handy side seam pocket. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO 
Average . . . 5 ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 64 in. Misses 
sizes P(8); S( 10-12); M(14-16) or 1418). 
Slate correct site leiter P, S, М or L. 
38 C 6902 1F— Bright blue 
38 C 69022F— Cranberry red 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. В oz. $2000 
Larger. . . 5 ft. 4*4 in. to 5 ft 614 in. Women's 
sizes X(38-40) or XX(42-44). State X or XX. 
38 C 5659 1F— Bright blue 
38 C 56592F—Cranberry red 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs $22.00 

(3) Solid-color Breakfast Coat 
. . multi-colored floral trim 

FABRIC Woven blend of polyester and cotton. 
CARE: Machine washable at warm tempera 
ture; line dry or tumble dry. 
DETAILING Short coat with front snap-placket 
closing. Rounded neckline has multi-colored 
floral print trim. Soft gathering at the neckline. 
Short raglan sleeves with roll-up-cuffs; 2 top 
entry patch pockets with floral trim. 
SIZES, COLORS ANO ORDERING INFO. 

„St. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6*4 in 
sizes S( 10-12); MC 14-16) or L(18). 

State correct site letter S, М or L. 
38 C 86023F—Pink 
38 C 86024F— Lime green 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 

(4) Terry Wrap-robe 
‚ soft and comfortable 

FABRIC: Terry knit of cotton and polyester. 
CARE. Machine washable at warm tempera. 
ture; line dry or tumble dry 
DETAILING: Wrap-style has self tie-belt and 
two belt loops. Shawl collar and full-length 
sleeves. Two convenient side seam pockets 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 

Average . . . 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. Misses" 
sizes P(8); S( 10-12); M(14-16) or L(18). 
State vise letter P, S, M or L. 
38 C 6901 1F— Pale blue 
38 C 69012F— Medium apricot 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $23.00 
Tali.. . 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft 11 in. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); М(14-16) or 1418). 
State rise leiter S, M or L. In pale blue only. 
38 C 69013F—Wt 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $25.00 

SLEEP and 
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(V thru 5) Nylon tricot 
Sleepwear and a 
Quilted Robe 

FABRIC: 100% nylon tricot. Item (1) 
quilted with polyester fiberfill. 
HEIGHT INFORMATION: All styles fit 5 
feet 4*5 inches to 5 feet 654 ii 

(1) Quilted Robe 
DETAILING: Long step-in robe with 
front zipper closure. Round neckline 
with bow trim. Long sleeves. Conve: 
nient side seam pocket. 
CARE: Machine wash, cold, delicate; 
line dry. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: 
Women's sizes. L( 18-20); X(38-40); 
XX(42-44); XXX(46-48); XXXX(50- 
52) in. Please slate correct sise letter L, X, 
ХХ, XXX or XXXX. 
38 С 55721F—Blue 
38 C 55722F—Pink 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Soz. $25.00 

(2) Embroidered Pajamas. 

DETAILING: Top is pullover style. 
Lace-trimmed embroidered front yoke 

wash, warm: 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO. 
Bust sizes 1. 38-40); Х(42-44); XX(46- 
48); XXX(50-52) in. Please state correct. 
sise letter L, X, XX or XXX. 
38 C 52942F—Pink 
38 C 52944F— Blue 
Shpg. wt. 90%. ....... 2:16.00 

(3) Short beilsieeved Gown 

DETAILING. Short pullover style has 
deep V-neckline with keyhole front 
opening that closes with self-fabric tie. 

SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: 
Bust sizes L(38-40); X(42-44); XX(46- 
48); XXX (50-52); XXXX(S4-56) in. 
Please state correct sise letter L, X, XX, 
XXX or 
38 C 52572F—Rose 
38 C 52574F—Blue 
Shpg. wt. 6az . .$11.00 

(4) Long beli-sieeved Gown 
DETAILING: Long pullover style has 
deep V-neckline with keyhole front 
opening that closes with self-fabric tie. 
Short bell-shaped sleeves. 
CARE: Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO. 
Bust sizes 1438-40); X(42-44); XX(46- 
48); XXX(50-52); ХХХХ (54-56) in. 
Please. 

38 C 52564F—Blue 
38 C 52562F—Rose 
Shpg. wt. 1002. $13.00 

(5) Embroidered Long Gown 
DETAILING: Long pullover style. Lace- 
trimmed embroidered front yoke has 
tie bow. Lace-trimmed long sleeves 
with elasticized cuffs. 
CARE: Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: 
Bust sizes L(38-40); X(42-44); XX(46- 
A8); XXX(50-52); XXXX(54-56) in. 

state correct зім letter L, X, XX, 
XXXX. 

C 52934F—Blue 
38 C 52932F—Pink 
Shpg wt. 100z. .............. $14.00 

How to measure? 
See 248 and 249 
in our 1979 Рай Big Book. 
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in Larger Sizes 
(6 thru 8) Brushed knit 

Sleepwear 
FABRIC: Brushed knit of acetate and 
nylon . . . choose solid pink or a 
pretty floral print in pink on white. 
HEIGHT INFO: All styles fit figures 
S ft. 4*5 in. to 5 ft. 64 in. 

(6) Print Gown 
DETAILING: Long pullover style; lace 
trim and bow on rounded collar 
Gathered at bodice. Long sleeves 
have lace and ribbon trim. 
CARE: Machine wash, cold tempera 
ture; tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO 
Bust sizes L(38-40); X(42-44); 
XX(46-48); XXX(50-52): 
XXXX(34-56). State size йен L, X. 
ХХ, XXX or XXXX. 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
38C57712F $15.00 

(7) Pink Gown 
DETAILING: Long pullover style; 
gathered at the lace front yoke. Y 
length sleeves with lace trim. 
CARE Machine wash, warm tempera- 
ture; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO 
Bust sizes L(38-40); X(42-44): 
XX(46-48); XXX(50-52): 
XXXX(54-56). Slate sise letter L, X, 
XX, XXX or XXXX. 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
38C 57562F $11.00 

(8) Print Pajama 
DETAILING: Top is pullover style; 
lace trim and bow on collar, 
Gathered at bodice. Long sleeves 
have lace and ribbon trim. Pants have 
elasticized waist; straight legs. 
CARE: Machine wash, cold tempera. 
ture; tumble dry. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO: 
Bust sizes L(38-40); X(42-44); 
XX(46-48), XXX(50-52). State sise 
deiter L, X, ХХ or ХХХ. 

weight 10 ounces. 
38 С 57722ғ . $17.00 

(9 and 10) Robes 
in 2 lengths 

FABRIC Knit of acetate and nylon; 
quilted with warm polyester fiberfill; 
nylon tricot backing. 
DETAILING: Button front closing. 
Lace and ribbon trim round collar 
and long sleeves. Convenient and 

(9) Short Robe 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: 
Women's sizes L( 18-20); Х( 38-40); 
XX(42-44); XXX(46-48); 
XXXX(50-52). Stoke size leller L, X, 
XX, XXX or 
38 С 5569 1F— Pink print 
38 С 55692F — Pink solid color 
Shpg. wt. ilb. 3oz...........917.00 

(10) Long Robe. Self tie-belt. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO: 
W 

¡XXX(46-48): 
XXXX(50-52). State sise letier L, X, 
XX, XXX or XXXX. 
38 C 5568 1F— Pink print 
38 C 55682F— Pink solid-color 
Shpg. wt. П. Воз. $1900 
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FASHION 

51888 

Wee Ur ROOT 
IH = СНТ 9 OT. 

(1) Tal Dress Boot 
JPPERS: Urethane: Full-length side zipper Elastic gore at top 

Cushioned nylon tric lined. 14 inches high. 
SOLES. HEELS: Composition sole. Covered 2-inch heel. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORO INFO: Slate sie from Chart 1, below 
T54 С 36428F —Brown T54 C 36028F— Black Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 118.88 
(2) Mid-calf Drawstring Boot 
UPPERS: Urethane. Drawstring laced through shaft at ankle 
adds shape the boot. Cushioned nylon tricot lined. 10 in. high. 

5. HEELS. Composition sole. 284-in. stacked look heel 
SIZES, COLORS. ORD INFO: State sia from Chart 1, bel 
T54 C 36816F—Burgundy 754 C 36316F—Tan 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $18.88 

Mid-calf Buckled Boot 
Urethane. Adjustable strap and gold-color buckle at 

top. Cushioned nylon tricot lined for comfort. 10 in. high. 
OLES. HEELS: Composition sole. 244 in. stacked-look heel. SIZES, COLORS. ORD INFO: Slate sise from Chart 1, below 

754 C 36322F—Tan 754 C 36022F— Black 
T54 C 36422F — Brown 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $18.88 
(4) Ankle-high Boot . 
JPPERS: Urethane. Heel strap and gold-colored buckle ота 

ment. Cushioned nylon tricot lined. 3% in. hi 
SOLES, HEELS: Composition sole. 3-in. stacked-look heel 
SIZES. COLORS. ale vise from Chart 1, below. 
T54 C 36348F— Tan T54 C 36148F— Taupe 
T54 C 36848F— Burgundy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces 518.88 
(5) Ankle-strapped Boot 

Urethane. Ankle strap fastens with adjustable gc 
or buckle. Cushioned nylon tricot lined. $% in. high. 

LES. HEELS C sition sole, 2*, inch covered heel 
ES, COLORS. ORD INFO: State sise from Chart 1, belo 

154 C 36123F—Taupe T54 C 36823F —Burgundy 
Shipping weight | pound 9 ounces $1888 
CHART 1 меат] ммм [eus on] том 

(A) Shoulderbag. . . converts to clutch 
Soft polyurethane; vinyl lining. Fashionable thin shoulder strap 
is removable. ( lor metal hardware. 3 roomy inner sec 

ions, zip wall pocket. 1014x2%4x7% in. high. 
LORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

N88 С 4054—Burgundy — N88 С 4052—Black 
N88 C 4053—Brow 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 o 



with leather and 
split-leather uppers 

$3999 

(1) Smooth leather and sueded split 
UPPERS: Sueded split-leather shaft with sm 
and trim. Elastic gore at top for snug, comfor 
ioned nylon tricot lining. Inside zipper. Bc 
inches high, Imported 

Ribbed com; 

ther upper Boot 
h leather foot 

fit. Cush 
measures 14% 

tion sole with stacked 

Women's medium sizes: SVaM, 6M, 65M 
М, OM, 10M. Please state sise as listed. 
С 36482F—Chocolate brown 
C 36082F—Black 
ıx weight 3 lbs. 4 ог. 

4M, 8M 

ns 
N54 
Shippi 
(2) к 

$39.99 

mooth leat ide zipper, Elastic gore at 
comfortable fit. Unlined. 15 inches high. Imported. 

5 AND HEELS: Ribbed composition sole with 

op for 

SOLE а #inch 
stacked look heel 
SIZES RS. ORDER INFO: Women's medium sizes: SUM. 
6M, 614M, 7M. 714M, 8M, 814M, 9M, 10M. State si 
N54 C 36399 F— Wheat 
N54 C 36799F —Rust 
N54 C 36 199F—Black 
N54 C 36499F Brown 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

(3) Buckle-trim Boot 
UPPERS: Smooth leather upper with stylish 
gold-colored buckle accents the boot at the ankle. Inside zip- 
per. Nylon tricot lined. Measures $ in. high. Burgundy 

0 ND HEELS. Ribbed composition sole with a 3-inch 
smooth stacked-look heel. 

ZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Women y medium sises: 6M, 64M, 7M, 714M, 8M, 814M, 9 
and 10M. Please stale size as listed when placing you 
154 C 36859F-— Shipping weight | Ib. 9 oz 
JAY, Soft leather Shoulder Bag 

is versatile soft leather shoulder bag will look 
any of the boots on this page. Bag has a slip-in pocket on 
either side, a top zipper and two gold-colored adjustable 
buckles. This roomy bag is edged with vinyl piping and 
measures 12x4! 3x74 inches high. 

RDERING INFORMATION 
N88 C 6066—Dark brown N88 C 6065 
N88 C 6064— Burgundy 
Shipping weight ! Ib. $ oz. $29.99 
(8) Boot Shapers. Red molded plastic shapers with steel 
springs that adjust to fit all boot sizes. Stand on floor or 
hang with hooks (included). Each measures 124; in. high. 
JRDERING INFORMATION: 

67 C 19002—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz 

Tan 

Pair $3.99 



(Ol LE=LINED Boots for Women 

{tend 2) Center-zip Boot 
UPPERS: Choose smooth leather with plain shaft or 
sueded split leather with stitch-trim shaft. Thick, poly 
ester shearling-look pile lining. Front zipper. The boot 
is 11-inches high 
SOLES AND HEELS 
inch heel. 

ES. COLOR ORDERING INFC 
Available in women's medium sizes. State size from 
Chart | below, right 

Composition bottom with a 1% 

(1) Smooth leather upper 
T 54 C 37419F— Light Brown 
T 54 C 37019F—Black 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs 
2) Brown sueded split-leather upper 
54 C 375 19F—We. 3 lbs, 4 o. 

(3) Pilecuff Boot 
UPPERS: Leather-look urethane. Lined and cuffed 
with acrylic pile. 12 in. high. Brown. 

5. HEELS: Ribbed polymer, 2-in. heel. 
S. ORDERING INFO: Women's medium sizes: 6M, 7M, ЕМ, 9M, 10M. State full sise as listed. Half sises order ! y site larger. 

T54 C 37476F —Wt. 3 lbs. 4 or 

139.99 

$39.99 

$29.99 

(4) Ankle-high Boot 
UPPERS: Smooth vinyl foot. Sueded look vinyl top. $ eyelet tie. Acrylic pile lining. Pull tab at back. Tan. 
Imported. 
OLES, HEELS: Deeply lugged rubber. 

SIZES, ORDERING INFO. Women's medium: 5151, 6B, 
6138, 7B, 7438, 8B, 8%4B, 9B, 10B, 11B. State sise. 
T54 € 21164F—We 11b. 1504. $1299 

(5) Boot with smooth leather upper 
UPPERS: Smooth leather upper with stitch 
trim at moc-toe and along outer side of topline. 
Full length side zi Elastic gore for a snug, 
comfortable fit boot is lined with warm 
acrylic pile. Measures 15 in. high 
SOLES AND HEELS: Ribbed composition sole 
with a 2-inch stacked-look heel. 
SIZES. COLORS AND 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Available in women's medium sizes. 
Please stale size as listed from Chart 1 below when 

your order 
MER ОТУ" - Rust 
N54 C 365 17F—Brown 
N54 C 36017F—Black 
Shpg. wi. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. 149.99 

(6) Boot with suede leather upper 
UPPERS: Suede leather. Braided interlaced cot 
ton tie on shaft. Acrylic pile lining for warmth. 
Fashionable mid-calf boot measures 10% 
inches high. Imported. 
SOLES. HEELS: Ribbed composition sole. 

ked-look heel is 2%-inches high. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Available in women's medium sizes. Slate size 
from Chart 1 below. 
T54 С 3682 1F—Burgundy 
154 C 3602 1F— Black 
Shpe. wt. 2 lbs. 12 az. 

SYM 



(1) Children's Peanuts cuff Boot 
UPPERS: Waterproof PVC vinyl foot stitched to nylon drawstring 
cuff. Cuff decorated with Peanuts characters. Polyester pile-lined. 
SOLES. HEELS: Treaded PVC vinyl sole. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Children's medium sizes: SM, 6M, 7M, 8M, 9M, 10M, 11M, 12M. 
State full sise. Half sises order !i- sine larger. 
76 C 58489F — White 76 C 5848 1F—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 51299 

(2) Children's Insulated Boot 
with skiing Snoopy trim 

UPPERS: Silver-color polyurethane-coated nylon top resists mois 
ture. Drawstring top helps keep out snow Polyurethane sponge 
foam insulation; nylon tricot sock liner. Imported. 
SOLES. HEELS: Waterproof thermoplastic rubber compound bot 
tom rises up heel and over toe for extra protection. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORD INFO: Children's medium sises: S(12-13); 
M(1-2); L(3-4). State letter size, S, M, L, mol number sise 
76 C §8075F—Biue trim 76 C 58077 F—Red trim 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $15.99 

(3) Children's Pull-on Harness Boot 
UPPERS: Waterproof vinyl upper. Western style. Harness design 
molded into upper. Acrylic pile lined. Dark cherry 
SOLES, HEELS: Vinyl sole and Yin. heel 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Children y medium sises: 13M, 1M, 2M, ЗМ, 
AM. State full sise as listed. Half sizes order vise larger. 
76 C 58066F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz $1299 
Peanuts characters Unded Feature Syndicate inc 1976 

(4) Women's Cuffed zipper Boot 
UPPERS: Vinyl upper. Wide polyester pile cuff. 
Warm polyester pile lining. 16-in. high. Water 
proof to zipper closure. Rust 
SOLES, HEELS: Vinyl sole. 245-in. heel. 
SIZES, ORD. INFO. Women у med. sises: SM, 6M. 
7M, 8M, 9M, 10M. Slate full sise. Hal sises or 
der !- mit larger. 
76 C 59015F—Wt. 4 Ibs $18.99 

(5) Women's Pullon Wi Boot 
UPPERS: Western-style boot has а waterprool 
PVC vinyl upper with warm acrylic pile lining. 
Cordovan brown. 
SOLES, HEELS: Vinyl 244-in. western heel 
SIZES, ORD. INFO: Women's medium: SM, 6M, 
7M, 8M, 9M, and 10M. Stale full sine when or 
dering. Half sizes order Üy-sise larger. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
76 C 59201F $514.99 

(6) Women's Quilted-look vinyl Boot 
UPPERS: PVC vinyl upper is waterproof to 
zipper closure. Warm polyester pile lining. 
SOLES. HEELS: Treaded PVC vinyl 
SIZES, COLORS. ORD. INFO: Women's medium: 
SM, 6M, 7M, 8M, 9M, and 10M. State full size 
Half sises order 13-зізе larger. 
76C59203F-Black 76C59202F-Rust 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 оз. $16.99 

WARM-LINED 
Boots for the Family 

(7 and 8) Lightweight Insulated Boot 
for men. women, big boys 

UPPERS: Extra-lightweight upper is of 
moisture-resistant nylon fabric. Nylon 
drawstring top pulls tight to help keep out 
snow. Polyurethane sponge foam insula 
tion is covered with a brushed nylon tricot 
sock liner to keep feet warm. Imported. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Waterproof thermo 
plastic rubber compound bottom is deeply 
Razed for traction, 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: Men's, 
women's and big boy's medium sizes. Siale 
leiter sise XS, S, M, L, XL, mol number sise 
when placing vesc order. See Chart 1, below. 
(7) 76 C 98889F—Süver /black/red 
(8) 76 C 98888F—Biue/orange 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 ог. $18.99 

Size 
Men 
wi 
Bg Be 



(A) Dressy Bag 
Convertible shoulder bag. 
mooth satin of rayon 
ad cotton; rayon and ac 

etate lining. Spring-top closure. Rope shoulder 
strap slips inside to use as 
clutch. Gold-color metal 
novelty trim. About 
9x2Vax6 in. high. 
COLORS, ORDERING IN 
FORMA 
N88C6067-Red 
NBBC6O68- Black 
N88C6070-Camel 
N88C6069-Champagne 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb, ...912.99 

po 

Satin-upper Ankle-wrap 
RS: Chic holiday stepping in our rayon-satin uppered shoe. 

5. Urethane wood-look sole and J'-in. heel 
ORS, ORD INFO: Medium sizes. State full size. Half sizes larger. order iy п 

N54 С 45225F—Red N54 C 44325F 
N54 C44225F—Came N54 C 43225F 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce 

Champagne 
Black 

$14.99 
(2) Lesthorupper Ankle-wrap UPPERS: Classic shoe is uppered in smooth leather. 
s HEELS: Urethane wood-look sole and 31 іп. heel 

IZES. COLORS. ORD INFO: Medium sizes. State full rise. Half rises order 14 sise larger. 
N54 C 45257F—Navy 
N54 C 45357F— Red 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

N54 С 43257F—Black 

$13.99 

B 
# 

aoe TES 
$9 4^ 

Closed-toe leather upper is prettily perforated. Natural. 
Urethane wood-look sole and Зуі. heel 

Women's medium sizes. State full 
rise j ses order 15 size larger. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. 
N54 C 44118F $17.00 
(4) Leather 
UPPER 
color. 

pper Slide 
Teardrop cut-outs dot the shoe's leather upper. Natural 

SOLES. HEELS: Urethane wood-look sole and 3Vrin, heel. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: Women's m 
зім from Chart 1 below Half sizes order L4-sise larger 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 
N54 C 44123F 

CHART 1 

8 [ 66 з Гев | эв | 108 _ 



FOR LEIVUR 

Style (3) is designed for 
indoor-outdoor wear 

(1) Feather-trimmed, satin upper Slipper (3) Brushed leather upper Slide 5 and 6) Smooth urethane upper 
Satin rayon, marabou feather trim. oft, brushed leather upper is accented UPPERS: Smooth u н 

tive cut-out design. Imported. cent stitching. Cushioned nylon tricot lining. Imported. 
S Handsome woo ND HEELS: Sueded split-leather sole. Cove 

zE RS, ORDER 1 ded urethane. Рога wedge heel measures ! inch high. 
Chart 1 below. Half sixes order t5-sise h le heel lift. Heel measures 2 inches high. SIZES. COLC ROERING INFO 
54 С 52479F—Pink 54 С 52482Ғ OLORS, ORDER INFO: State full size from 
54 C 5248 1F—Beige below. Half sizes size larger 5) Style with open heel and enclosed 
Shipping weight ! pound 12 ounces $1199  54C35551F—New rust 54 C 3575 1F—Blue State full size from Chart 1. Half sizes order 15 

54 C 3565 1F—Plum 54 C 52442F—Hone 54 C 5244 1F—Blue 
) Sleek. satin шр пррег Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $9.99 k 
PERS. Gold and silver colors a y und 1 ounce 

lon; blue and black are fly (4) Smooth or lustrous urethane upper Slide (6) Style with enclosed heel and too 
sueded fal * PPERS: Urethane uppers feature accent-stitched Women's medium sizes A AM, 9M, 10M 

OLES, НЕЕ sition soles. 2-in. — vamps. Gold-color has Mylar* polyester film. ̂ Women y wide sines: OW 
gh heels are covered to match uppers. lon tricot lining for comfort. Imported. State full size. Half sizes order 1 

ES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: Stale full sise from Composition soles. Heels covered 54 C 52402F—Bone 54 С 
Chart 1 below. Half rises order 14-size larger. to match uppers; 1-in. high. Cushioned insole. hipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 
54 C 52473F—G 54 С 52475F— Black ZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: State full sise from DuPont T 
54 C 52472F—Blue 54 С 52474F—Siver Chart 1 left. Half sises order !g-site 

unces $11.99 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

54 C 52869F— Lustrous gold. 
€ 54 C 52866F—Smooth bone 



FUZZY SLIPPERS 
+ + . styled for warmth and comfort 

Super-soft Styles ina 

hen you bu Save LF pain (i thru 3)” 
(0 Velour Scuff. A bedside favorite . . . nice to slip into. 
UPPERS: Fuzzy cotton velour upper is with woven fabric trim. Lined 
with cushioned nylon tricot for comfort. Imported. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Cushioned insole lined with soft cotton velour. Sponge rubber sole. Wood wedge heel covered in velour to match uppers. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO: Women's medium sizes: SM, 6M, 7M, 8M, 

10M. State full sise. Half sizes order 15-180 
52638F- fade green 54C526396-Vanilla 
5264 1F-Coral 54C52637F-Pink 

Wt бог. Price for one pair $5.99; Any 2 or more Each pair $5.49 
(2) Shaggy Slipper. Cuddly warmth for your feet. 
UPPERS: Deep acrylic pile upper. Warm acrylic fleece lining. 
SOLES, HEELS: Acrylic lined insole is cushioned at heel. Vinyl sole. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDERING INFO: Women's medium sises SM, 6M, ТМ. 8M. 
9M, 10M. State full rise. Half sizes order 15-sise larger. 
54C54193F-Vanilla 54C54192F-Ice pink — 54C54191F-Ice blue 
$4C54196F-Yellow — 54C54197F-Red 
We tb. Prict for one pair $6.99; Any 2 or more Each pair $6.49 
(3) Button-top Bootie. Keeps your feet toasty on cold nights. 
UPPERS: Acrylic pile upper buttons snugly around ankle for warmth. Fully 
lined with soft acrylic pile. Brass-color buttons. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Fully cushioned insole lined with acrylic pile. Vinyl 
sole is padded for comfort and walking ease. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDERING INFO: Women's medium sizes: SM, 6M, 
9M, 10M. State full vise. Half sises order 1g-size larger. 
54C52145F-Ked — S4C52141F-Vanila — $4C52143F-Blue 
Wt. or. Price for one pair $6.99; Any 2 or more Each pair $6.49 

ty of fashion colors 

ам, 

Styles in a luxurious duo of 
softly-sueded splitleather and pile 

(4) _ Scuff. Comfy-soft and durable, too. 
UPPERS: Sueded split-leather. Top stitched with center seam. 
Thick acrylic pile cuff. Cushioned nylon tricot lining. 
SOLES. HEELS: Sueded split-leather sole and covered 1'4-in. 
heel. Fuzzy acrylic pile insole. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Women's medium sises: SM, 6M, 7M, 8M, 9M, 10M. State full 
size. Half sizes order V-sixe lar) 
54 С 52652F—Pink 54 C §2654F—Wheat 
54 C 52653F— Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 47.99 

(5) Ornament-trimmed Slipper. Fashion for at home. 
UPPERS: Sueded split-leather upper has a thick acrylic pile 
Cuff and lining. Gold-color ornament trim. 
SOLES, HEELS: Soft, sueded split-leather sole is flexible for 
comfort. Yin. heel is covered to match upper. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION 
Women's modium sises: SM, 6M, TM, 8M, 9M, 10M. State full 
sise. Half sises order t3-size larger. 
54 C 54731F—Bluc 54 C 54732F—Pink 
54 C 54733F — Beige 54 C 54734F— Black 
Shipping weight | pound 2 ounces 1799 



(1) Pile-trimmed Slip-on 
UPPERS: Sueded split-leather. Polyester pile lining, trim. 
OLES AND HEELS: Thick, polyester pile-lined insole. Soft, sued. 

ed split-leather sole flexes for comfort 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: Women's medium: SM, 6M, IM, 
EM, 9M, 10M. State full size. Half sizes order 15-7120 larger. 
54 C 52762F— Wbeat ба C 52763F—Rust 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 57.99 
(2) Hand-taced Moccasin 
UPPERS: Sueded split-leather. Hand-laced. Acrylic pile lini 

ES AND HEELS: Acrylic pile-lined insole. Moccasin construc 
tion: one-piece, sueded split-leather sole and sides is hand-laced to 
upper for smooth fit and foot-conforming comfort 
SIZES, COLORS, OR Women's medium: SM, 6M, 7M. 
ЕМ. 9M. 10M. State full size. Half sizes order 13-size larger 

C 53636F—Med. blue 54 C 53635F—Wheat 
4 C 5363 1F—Rust 54 C 53634F—Green 
ipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 19.99 

(3) Vine Slipper 
5. Sueded split-leather with stitched Heel pull tab. 

Polyester pile lining for warmth. 
OLES. HEELS: Sueded split-leather. Polyester pile insole. 

SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: Women's medium: SM. 6M, 7M. 
ЕМ, 9M. 10M. State full sise. Half sites order *j-viae larger 
54C54655F-Rust 54C54651F-Bone 54C54652F-Blue 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ог. $8.99 
(4) Hand-laced Boot with strip trim 
UPPERS Sueded split-leather. Acrylic pile lining. 

DLES. HEELS: *4-in. cushioned insole lined with acrylic pile. 
ueded split-leather sole is hand laced to upper for strength. 

'OLORS, ORDE 0 ту тейит: SM, 6M, 7M. 
IM. State full sise. Half sises order !-rize larger 

iO 1F— Bone; rust trim 
54 C 54617F— Rose; burgundy trim 

C 54602F— Blue: dark blue trim 
4 C 54604F— Rust: rust trim 
shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

(5) Slip-on (6) Bootie 
UPPERS: Crochet of acrylic yarn. UPPERS: Crochet of mul 
Elasticized collar. Imported. ti-color acrylic yarn. Elas 
SOLES: Sueded vinyl icized collar. Imported. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: SOLES: Sueded vinyl. 
Women's sizes: 55-6), М(7-8), 149- — SIZES, ORO INFO: Wom 
10). State letter size S, M or L, not en's med.: SM, 6M, IM, 
namber 8M, 9M. State full size 
54 C 52675F—Red ines order 45. 
54 C 52674F—Green 
54 C 52672F— Beige 
54 C 52673F— Blue 
Shipping wt. 11b. 1 ог. 



(1) Snoopy-trim Bootie 
JPPERS: Quilted nylon taffeta with polyester 

ill. Acrylic pile lining, collar, trim. 
LES: Padded vinyl soles. 

SIZES, COLORS. ORD INFO: Children's sizes. 
State letter size from Chart 1. See Note below. 
54 C 51652F—Red 54 C 51662F—Blue 
Shipping weight 9 ounces $5.99 
(2 thru 5) Warm acrylic pile Slippers 

JPPERS. Acrylic pile uppers. Cushioned nylon 
tricot lining, Cotton knit cuff 
SOLES: Padded vinyl sole. 
SIZES, COLORS FO: Children's sizes. 
Slate letter size from Chart 1. See Note below 
(2) Chirpy Slipper. Actually chirps when 
child walks. Cotton beak and comb. Yellow. 
54 C 51688F—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 1699 
(3) Winnie-the-Pooh Slipper and Bag Set 
Bag bas acrylic pile Pooh face. Cotton fabric 
shirt holds slippers in pockets. Gold, red. 
$4 C51737F—Wt 1 lb. 202. Set $7.99 
(4) Sleepy Snoopy Slipper. Cotton felt ears 
54 C $1606F—Shpr. wt. 9 oz. +599 
(5) Space Critter Slipper. Cotton eyes 
mounted on cording covered with cotton feit 

C5 1693F-Green 54C51694F- Yellow 
54C5 1692F-Hot pink 
Shipping weight 7 ounces $5.99 

(6) Corduroy Slip-on 
UPPERS: Corduroy. Cotton terry lined. Elastic 
side gore for snug, comfortable fit 
OLES: Composition sole. 

SIZES, COLORS, ORD INFO: Children's med. 
sizes. State full site from Chart 2. Note below. 
54C51434F-Plid ^ 54C51433F-Blue 
54C51432F-Tan hipping weight 11 ounces $5.99 
(7) Warm-lined Moccasin 
UPPERS: Sueded split-leather uppers. Hand 
laced vamp. Acrylic pile lined. 
SOLES: Sueded split-leather sole 
SIZES, COLORS, ORD INFO: Children's med 
Sizes. State full size from Chart 2. Note below. 
54C51533F-Rust — 54C51531F-Brown 
54C51532F-Blue 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 
Peanuts charactors © U 

CHART; — jOrdersi 

(8) Vinyl Slip-on 
JPPERS: Vinyl upper with 
warm acrylic pile lining 
Elastic gore at side for snug, 
comfortable fit. Pull tab at 
heel. Tan color. 

LES: Composition sole. 
SIZES. ORDERING INF 
Avail. in children's med 
sizes, Siale full rise from 
Chart 2 below when ordering. 
Note below, Wt. 11 oz. 
54C51431F $5.99 

(9) Fuzzy Wuzzy® 
Slipper 

UPPERS: Acrylic pile upper 
Lined in acrylic fleece for 
warmth. 

LES: Vinyl sole is padded 
extra comfort. 

ZES )RS AND OR 
DER INFO. Available in chil 
dren's med. sizes. State full 
rise from Chart 2 below. бее 
Note below 
54 C 51563 F—Red 
54 C 51561F—Blue 
54 C 51564F— Yellow 
54 C 51562F—Pink 
Wt. 10 02. 14.49 

(10) Sling-back Scuff 
UPPERS: Fuzzy acrylic pile 
with pretty cherry design on 
vamp. Cushioned nylon tri 
cot lining on vamp. Elastic 
sling for snug, comfortable 

Slipper is machine wash 
Imported. 

LES: Composition sole. 
Cushioned pile insole for 
comfort 

2Е$. COLORS. 
ORDER INFO 

Children's sizes: S(9-10) 
M(11-12); 13-1). State let 
ler size, mol mumber rise. See 
Note below. 
54C5 1036F-White, blue 
54C5 1037 F-White, pink 
Shpg. wt. 4 az. 53.49 

Jens shpper over vesper 
rear without sleepers 
ure larger 



Men's and Women's Polyester-filled 
Quilted Slippers. . . warm-lined in 

acrylic pile that looks like raccoon fur 

ony $] (999 
ERS: Coz per designed for extra warmth. Quali 
lon upper insulation for heat r 

Lining and collar are plush acrylic pile that looks like raccoon 
style and foot. warming comfort. Versatile collar is styled to be worn 
up or down. Cord tie provides snug, comfortable fit around ankle. 

Flexible slipper bottom is made of padded vinyl 
nd comfort 

ER INFO: Red and navy colors available in wom 
en's sizes; navy and silver colors in men's sizes 
Women's sizes. Sale leiter size S, М or L. See Ch 
54 C 544 12F— Red 54 C 544 11F 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 
Men's sizes. State letier sise S, M or L. See Chart 2 below 
67 C 91107F—Nav 67 € 91106F— Silver 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 

CHART! [ORDER SIZE 

CHART 2 | ORDER SIZE 
Men's sizes | Fas shoe 

CHART 3 [ORDER SIZE 
Mon s sizes " 

Quilted Slippers on this page 
have these comfort features 

Polyester-filled Quilted Slippers 

Women's $599 | Men's $699 
sizes sizes 

UPPERS. Lightweight nylon upper is quilted with warm polyester insulation. Lin 
ing and collar are also of quilted nylon for comfort. Collar may be worn up or 
down. Cord tie for snug fit. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Flexible, padded vinyl bottom for comfort and durability. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: Red and blue colors are available in wom 
en's sizes; blue and brown colors are available in men's sizes 
Women's sizes. Siate letter size S, M or L. See Chart 1 below, left 
54 С 52787F-Red 54 C 52785F—Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce 
Men's sizes. Slate letter vise S, M, L, 
See Chart 3, left. 
67 C 92006F— Blue 
67 C 92007F—Brown 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 02. 



à IT 

Moosehide Upper Casual Slip-on 
UPPERS Natural tan moosehide leather. Warm acrylic pile lining, trim. 
SOLES Sueded split-leather with acrylic pile lined insole. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFO: Medium sizes: 7M, AM. OM, 10M, 11M, 12M. 
and LSM. State full size as listed. Half sizes, order “9-е 
67 C91091F —Shipping weight | pound 5 ounces $13.99 

242 (Sears) «. 



CASUALS 
(1 and 2) Hand-laced ankle high Boots 
UPPERS: Choose sueded split-leather or smooth 
leather. Both styles have acrylic pile linings. Uppers 
are hand-laced to sole for strength and style. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Sueded split-leather with super 
soft “inch thick cushioned insole. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Medium sizes: TM, 8M, 9M, 10M, 11M, 12M, 13M. 
Slate full sive as listed. Half sizes, order 1-те larger. 
QU) Sueded solis leather uppers 
67 C 92607F—Navy, beige 
67 C 92604F—Rust, beige 
67 С 92605F— Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces 513.99 
(2) Smooth leather upper 
67 C 92606F—Tan. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 15.99 

(3) Leather Moccasin 
UPPERS AND SOLES: Soft leather with rawhide 
leather handlacing around vamp. Genuine moccasin 
construction . . . one-piece sole and sides conform to 
Your foot for comfort. Warm acrylic pile lining tan color. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Men's medium sizes: 1M, 8M, 9M, 10M, 11M, 12M, 
ІЗМ. Stale full size. Half sizes, order 44 size larger. 
67 C 92629F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $1199 

(4) Sueded splitieather Moccasins 
UPPERS AND SOLES: Sueded split-leather in your 
choice of two colors. Rawhide leather hand-lacing; 
seamless soles. Genuine one-piece moccasin con. 
struction for comfort. Warm acrylic pile lining. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Men's medium sises: TM, 8M, ЭМ, 10M, 11M, 12M, 
13M. Slate full ise. Half sises, order ! y-nze larger. 
67 С 92472F— Tan driftwood pattern 
67 C 92473F—Solid color rust 
Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces $1199 

(5) Moosehide Moccasins 
UPPERS AND SOLES: Soft and durable moosehide. 
Choose acrylic pile or comfortable nylon tricot lin 
ing. Both styles feature genuine moccasin construc 
tion with one-piece sole and sides and rawhide lacing 
around vamp. Natural tan color. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Men's medium sizes: ТМ, 8M, 9M, 10M, 11M, 12M, 
13M. State full size. Half sizes, order 14-size larger. 
Acrylic pile-lined style 
67 C 91633F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. 
Nylon tricotlined style 
67 C 91634F— Shipping weight 13 ounces „613.99 

$1499 

(6) Glove leather Slip-on 

UPPERS Glove leather specially tanned for a luxuri 
ous look and touch. Moc toe styling. Warm acrylic 
pile lining for comfort. 

SOLES AND HEELS: Durable, yet lightweight Searo 
foam for indoor or outdoor wear. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Men's medium and extra-wide sizes. Stale sise. 
Medium sises: 7D, D, 8D, 8'4D, 9D, 94D, 10D, 

1014D, 11D, 12D and 13D. 
Extra wide sizes: TE 

9 
1 

67 С 92805F-Mocha 
Shipping weight | pound 8 ounces 

67 C 92806F-Deer tan 
$21.99 

(9) Corduroy Slip-on 
UPPERS. Wide-wale cotton corduroy with comfort. 
able pile lining for warmth. Moc-toe styling. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Lightweight Searofoam sole and 
wedge heel are durable enough for outdoor wear 
Cushioned insole for comfort. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Men's medium sizes: 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. 
State full size. Half sises, order 13-size larger. 
67 С 92468F—Blue ` 67 C 92464F—Tan 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

(8) Vinyl Slip-on 
UPPERS: Smooth leather-look vinyl with top 
stitched vamp. Warm acrylic pile lining. 
SOLES. HEELS: Searofoam, durable enough for out 
door wear and comfortable enough for indoor wear 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Men's medium sizes: 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. 
State full size. Half sises, order '-sive larger. 
67 С 92512F— Tan 67 С 92511F—Black 
67 C 925 13F—Burgundy 
Shipping weight ! pound 8 ounces. $9.99 

Sipon (9) 
also avanabie n 

EE дем 
Supons (10 and 11) 

Slip-ons with glove leather uppers 
(9) Moc-toe style with leather-trimmed instep 
UPPERS Soft glove leather. Leather trimmed instep. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Sturdy Searofoam can be worn 
outdoors. Cushioned insole for comfort. 

SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Men's medium and extra-wide sizes. State size. 
Medium sizes: 74D, 8D, 814D, 9D, 94D, 10D, 104D, 

11D, 12D and 13D. 
Wide sizes: ТЕЕ, ВЕ! 

10%EE, 11EE 2 
67 C 92412F— Brown 
67 C 92413F— Tan 
67 C 9241 1F—Black 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

(10) Moc-toe style 
UPPERS: Supple glove leather specially tanned to give 
it the look of expensive deerskin. Fully lined with 
cushioned nylon tricot for comfort. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Searofoam for indoor or outdoor 
wear. Cushioned insole. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Men's medium and extra-wide sizes. Siate size. 
Medium sixes: 114D, 8D, 814D, 9D, 94D, 10D, 104D, 

11D, 12D and 13D. 
Exira-wide sises. 

9\ ЕЕ E 
67 C 92807 F—Deer tan 
67 C 92808F— Black 
67 C 92809F—Mocha 
Shipping weight ! pound 8 ounces 

MEI 10ЕЕ, 

+1699 

E, 9EEE, 

$21.99 

(11?) Ch opera style 
UPPERS. Glove leather with moc toe. 
SOLES. HEELS. Composition sole and Searo- 
foam heel can be worn outdoors. Molded heel 
counter lined with nylon tricot. Vinyl insole. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: Men's 
medium and extra wide sizes. 
Med. sises: TD, 74D, 8D, 814D, 9D, 914D, 10D, 

1044D, 11D, 12D, 13D: 

67 C 91751F—Brown 
67 C 91752F—Black 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. State sise $15.99 

(12) Pisin-toe Scuff 
UPPERS: Brown leather with comfortable 
cushioned nylon tricot lining 
SOLES AND HEELS: Indoor/outdoor Searo- 
foam. Leather heel pad. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Men's medium sises: TD, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. 

State full site. Half sises, order Vi-sise larger. 
67 C 9176 1F—Shp«. wt. 1 Ib. $14.99 

FOOTWEAR 

au [Sears] 243 



Corduroy Casuals with cushioned terry lining 

(1and2) L Medium-wale cotton corduroy. Cushioned cotton te 
SOLES A NEE Lightweight Searofoam indoor, outdoor sole. Cushioned insc 
(1) Slip-ons. Moc-toe styling. 

OLORS AND ORDERING INFORM 
Men's sizes. Siale size as listed. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Med. sizes: 7D, 74D, 8D, 8%4D, 9D, 
93D. 10D, 1014D, 11D, 12D, 13D. Exiva-wide sizes: TEEE, 7 3EEE, SEEÉ, ЕЕЕ, EEE: ІОЕЕЁ, 1014EEE, NEEB, 12ЕЕЕ 
67 C 92167F—Tan 67 C 92166F—B 67 С 9217 !F—Bi 
Price when you buy one pair 95.99 Two or more pairs Each $5.49 
Big Boys’ sizes: Slate size as listed 
Medium sizes: AD, SD, 6D. State full sise as listed. Half sizes, ord weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
67 C 65271F—Tan 67 С 65273F — Burgundy 67 C 65272F—Blue 
Price when you buy one pair 55.99 Two or more pairs Each $5.49 
2) Scuff. Viny! 4 heel pad 

COLORS. INFO: Mes ed. sizes: 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. State full 
listed. Half-sizes, order ! 2-rize larger than regular shoe size Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

67 C 91254F—Blue 67 C 91257F—Tan 
Price when you buy one pair $5.99 Two or more pairs Each $5.49 

“site larger, Shipping 

Leather-look vinyl Casuals with indoor, outdoor sole 

13 and 4) Scuff and Slip-on 
UPPERS: Luxurious black urethane 
with the look and feel of fine leather 
Red and green cotton webbing accents 
vamp. Lining is cushioned nylon tricot. 

LES. HEELS: Scoop out heel, cush 
ioned molded insole provide additional 
comfort. Comfortable polyurethane 
sole is durable enough for outdoors 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMA 
Medium sizes: TM, 8M, 9M. 
nd 12M. State full sise Hal 

!aosite larger. 
(3) Slip-on 
67 C 92382F—W. | Ib. 802. .. $8.99 
(4) Ѕсин. Gold-colored metal trim. 
67 C9238 1F—Wt | Ib. or. ..$8.99 

(5) Slip-on with seamed vamp 
JPPERS: Smooth tan polyurethane 
looks like fine leather and wipes clean 
easily with a damp cloth. Comfortable 
cushioned nylon tricot lining. Pull tab 
at heel for easy on. 

SOLES AND HEELS Lightweight Sear 
ofoam sole sturdy enough to wear out 
doors. Cushioned insole for comfort 

ZES, ORDERING INFORMATION 
Medium s э, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D 

12D. State full sise. Halj sises, order 
size larger. 

67C 92216F—Wı. 1 1, 8 ог. ..$8.99 

Opera styled Slip-on 
nyl Piping trims moc toe 

Printed nylon tricot lining 
LES AND HEELS: Durable Searo 

foam is sturdy enough to wear out 
doors 

LORS. ORDERING INF 
Brown color. Available in medium an 
wide sizes. State rite as listed 
Medium sizes: 7D, 114D, 8D, 814D, 9D, 

94D, 10D, 10%4D, 11D and 12D. 
Very wide: 7 WEEE, SEEE 
ЗЕЕ EE, ЕЕЕ, I0EEE 
10'4EEE, 11EEE and 12EEE. 

67 C 92362F—Wı. | ib. Roz. ..98.99 
Camel color. State size as listed. 
Medium sises: 7D, 74D, 8D, 84D, 9D, 
94D, 10D, 10*4D, 11D and 
67 C 92364F—Wı. 1 Ib. 8 o; 



for Men 
(1) Leak-resistant insulated Boot made ex 
lusively for Sears by Herman bootmal 

PERS: Full grain leather silicone-treated { 
resistance and napped for a soft feel. Stro 
stitching reinforces strain points. Double-sealed 
seams treated with neoprene cement to seal out 
moisture. Full grain cowhide leather lining. Heavy 

duty insulation throughout contains tiny captive air 
seal in warmth, keep out cold. Back pull 

loop. Insulated gusset tongue. Taslan® nylon laces. 
Speed lace metal eyelets and hooks. Boot measures 
about В in. high. Light tan col 

LES AND HEELS. Cushior sole, inch thick 
has full grain cowhide covering for comfort and du also ava 
rability. Steel shank helps support arch. Lugged Vi O widths tc 
bram® rubber es tractic and EE widths 

N Sce warran 
medium and wide siz 

574.99 
Western-sty 

Leather f t with cotton 
ill vamp lining. U n ning. Leather pull 

straps for easy оп. R nd straight top. Mea 
sures 14 in. high. Spice brown color 

HEELS: Composition sole; rubber heel li 
AN ROERIN N Medium 

sizes: 7\4D, 8D, 814D, 9D, 10D, 10%D, 11D, 
2D, State rise. Ordi vur rej r shoe size 
T67 C 87468F—Shps. wt. 4 lbs. 9 oz $44.99 
(3) Oressy-styled Demi-Boot 
UPPERS: Leather with rich antique finish. Whip-cord 
stitching trims sides. Leather quarter lining and heel 
pad. Adjustable leather straps. Shaft measures 4 
inches high 

OLES AND HEEL: Composition sole. Lea cel 
%4 inches, has rubber top lift. Steel shank 

Medium sizes: 13D, 8D, 84D, 9D, 9'4D, 10D, 
014D, 11D, 11%4D, 12D, 13D. State size as lisied. 

67 C 74755F—Brown 67 C 74756F—Black 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. $39.99 
(4) Hiking Boot PPERS: Light brown leat 
Nylon lock-stitched strain po ided le 
collar won't rub ankles. Overlapping flap 

Speed lace me 

lor tracti т comfo 
shank helps sup odyear welt cons 
tion for strength and f 

А D, 9D, 94D, 10D, 
D, 11D, 12D, 13D, Please slate s 

67 C 84468F—Shi; weight $ pounds 

5) Cedar Wood Shoe Shine Kit 
TION: Aromatic red cedar wood box with 

convenient footrest and lock-corner 
plar wood back. Brass-plated metal hin 

k closing. Box measures 1014x8x 10¥, inches 
deep. 
KIT IN Two cans ¢ 
black), 2 hand daubers, 2 pc 
polishing clc 

DERING INI 
67 C 19005—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz $17.99 

(6) Dressy-styled over-the-shoe Boot 
t Black lightweight rubber stretches to fit 

т most shoes. Nine-inch boot is tall enough to 
tuck pants inside to protect Írom wet we Side 

on, off, Waterproof to zipp 
5 Tn 
ERIN! Inciudes gift 
814); M(9-10); L( 1055-1194); XL 

(12-14). State leiter size S, M, L, XL mot number rite. 
$14.99 
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the soft, warm touch 
of Terry Velour 

FABRIC. Terry velour loungewear in a woven blend of 
cotton and polyester 
CARE Machine wash at warm temperature (with similar 
colors); tumble dry 

Ankle-length Robe 
DETAILING: Notch collar. Wrap-around style; tie sash. 
Belt loops. 2 waist pockets. Men's robe has full length 
sleeves. Misses’ robe has turned back cuffs; %4-length 
sleeves. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Men's Average sizes. Over 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. tall 
Chest sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46 
48). Slate S, M, L, XL; moi number. 
33 C B1241F—liue 33 C 81246F—Brick 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $40.00 
Men's Tall sizes. Over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. Chest 
sizes M(38-40 in.); L(42-44); XL(46-48), 
State letler М, L, XL; mot number. 
33 С 81251F—Blue — 33 C 81256F—Brick 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces $44.00 
Misses’ Average sizes. Over 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 644 in. 
Misses’ sizes P(8) 
State letter P, S, M or L 
38 C 69001F Blue 69002F Brick 
Shipping weight 2 pounds X ounces $40.00 
Misses’ Tall sizes. Over 5 ft. 7 im. to 5 ft. 11 im. tall. 
Misses’ sizes S(10-12); M(14-16): 1/18). 
State letter S, M or L moi number 
38 С 69003F—Blue 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces 

Knee-length Wi 
DETAILING: Men's wrap 20 inches long: side snaps: elas 
ticized back; patch pocket. 
Misses’ wrap is sarong style; Velcro® closure; 

patch pocket and front opening; top edge has 
elasticized back 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Men's sizes 
One size fils waists 28 to 42. 
33C81111—Blue — 33 C 81116—Brick 
Shipping weight ; ounces 51200 

38 C 69004—Blue 38 C 69005—Brick 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz 



the snug feeling 
of Flannel 

FABRIC: PERMA-PREST® flannel nightwear in a woven blend 
of cotton and polyester. 

Е Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. No ironing. 
Men's candystripe Nightshirt 
OETAILING: Pullover style. Three-button placket. One chest 

Long sleeves. Ankle length. Bottom side vents. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Chest sizes S(34-36 in. ); M(38-40); 1442-44); XL(46-48). 
Men's Average. Over 5 ft. 7 Men's Tall. Over Sft. 11 in. to 
in. to S ft. 11 in. Stade S,M,L 6 ft. 3 in. State letier M, L or 
or XL; mot number. XL; mol number 

M or. Shipping weight 10 oz. i weight 33 С 12996F $1300 33C 12997F ......$14.00 
Misses’ candystripe Nightshirt 
DETAILING: Pullover style. 4-button placket. Stand-up collar. 
Long sleeves; band cuff. Shirttail hem; side slits. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFO. Women 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6*4 in. Bust 
sizes S(32-34); M(36); 1438-40). State S, M, Li moi mumber. 
38 C 7185 1F— Shipping weight 15 ounces $13.00 
Candystripe Nightcap 
DETAILING: Tassle. Rib knit around head. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: Ome sise fits all. 
33 C 12999 —Shipping weight 2 ounces $3.00 

Men's plaid and solid Pajamas 
DETAILING: One chest pocket. Long sleeves. Ankle length. Elas- 
tic waist. Gripper snaps on fly closing. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO: Tops are red, white and blue 
plaid. Pants are solid navy 
Chest sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38-40); 1442-44); XL(46-48). 
Men's Average. Over $ ft 7 Men's Tall Over Sft. 11 in. to 
in. to $ ft. 11 in. State S,M,L 6 ft. 3 in. State letter M, L or 
or XL; not number. XL; mot number. 
Shipping weight 12 ол. ipping weight 1 Ib. 

Pullover style Pullover seyle 
33 С 13209F $1100 33C 13205F +1200 
Button coat style Button coat style 
33C 13201F 1100 33C 13207F 12.00 
Misses’ Plaid Nightgown 
DETAILING: Pullover style. Ruffled circular collar, Yoke front 
has ruffle trim. have elasticized cuffs. Slit front 
yoke opening, with self-fabric ties. Flounce hem. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFO: Women $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 64% in. Bust 
sizes (32-34); M(36); L(38-40). Slate S, М or L; not number. 
38C71861F- weight 14 ounces. $13.00 



pr Him £ BL fer... 

the luxurious warmth 

of Fleece Velour 



Nightshirts, Robes and Pajamas 

FABRIC: Cotton and polyester flannel. e 
CARE: Machine wash, warm and tumble dry. PER = 
MA-PREST® nightwear needs no ironing. 
SIZES. Chest sizes S( 34-36 inches); M(38-40); L(42- 
44) and XL(46-48). Average sizes fit men $ feet 7 
inches to 5 feet 11 inches tall. Tall sises fit men over $ 
feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 inches tall 

(1) Solid-color Nightshirts 

DETAILING: Plain full-button front. Long sleeves. 
Knee length. One chest pocket. Piping on collar, 
pocket and cuffs. Side vents at bottom. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

33 
33 С 12896F— Red 
Shipping weight 10 ounces $9.99 

(2) Red Plaid Nightshirt 
DETAILING: Pullover style with two-button placket. 
Long sleeves. Knee length. One chest pocket. Dark 
blue contrasting collar and placket, both with white 
piping. Side vents at bottom. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

State size S, M, L or XL, moi mumber. 
33 C 1289 1F—Shipping weight 10 ounces . 8 11.00 
Tall. State sise M, L or XL, mot number. 
33 C 12893F—Shípping weight 14 ounces $12.00 

Coordinating Nightcaps (Shown on 1 and 2) 
DETAILING: Tassle. Rib-knit around head. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: One size fits all 
33 C 12897— Dark blue 
33C1 
33C1 
Shipping weight 2 ounces $3.00 

(3 and 4) Solid-color Pajamas. 
DETAILING. Long sleeves. Ankle length. Piping at 
collar and cuffs. One chest pocket. Elastic waist. 

ррет® snap on fly closing. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Average. Siale sise S, M, L or XL, moi number. 
(3) 33 С 1327 1F— Blue button coat 
(3) 33 C 13273F— Tan button coat 
(3) 33 C 13275F—Dark blue button coat 
(3) 33 С 13276F—Red button coat 
(4) 33€ 13277F—Blue pullover 
Shipping weight 14 ounces 
Tall. State size as М, L, or XL, moi number. 
(3) 33 С 1328 1F—Blue button coat 
(3) 33 C 13283F— Tan button coat. 
(3) 33€ 13285F—Dark blue button coat 
(3) 33 С 13286F—Red button coat 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 19.99 

(5) Solid-color Robes 
DETAILING: Shaw! collar: cuffed long sleeves. Con 
trast piping on collar and front. Two waist pockets; 
belt loops and tie sash. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Average. Stole sise S, M, L or XL, not mumber. 
33 C 8046 1F—Navy 
33 C 80463F—Brown 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 
Tall. State size as L or XL, noi number. 
33 C 80467F—Na: 
33 C 80465F—Brown 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 15.00 

(бапа 7) Taran Plaid Pajamas 
DETAILING Long sleeves; ankle length. One chest 
pocket. Elastic waist. Gripper® snap on Пу. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Average. Stale зім S, M, L or XL, mot number, 
(6) 33 C 13313F— Tan plaid button coat 
(6) 33 C 13316F—Red plaid button coat 
(6) 33 C 13311F—Blue plaid button coat 
(7) 33 C 13317F—Blue plaid pullover 
(7) 33 C 13319F—Red plaid pullover 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $1100 
Tall. State sise as M, L or XL, moi number. i 
(6) 33 C 13323F—Tan plaid button coat Cotton Flannel Nightwear $799 
(6) 33 C 13326F—Red plaid button coat FABRIC: 100% cotton flannel. 
(6) 33 C 1332 1F—Bluc plaid bution coat 
(1) 33 С 13327F—Blue plaid pullover 
Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce $1200 

pal een uf PIS DIOE Ap NO, Co et so when you phone your order 48). Slate sise as S, M, L or XL, moi number. 

see page 328 1F—Blue 



in cotton and polyester flannel blends 

Nightwear 



Cur finest, plushest, most luxurious 
(1thru 12) Velour Robes 

Two waist pock 4 z New Knee-length Style 
licate cycle with 

and tumble dry tting 
s S(34-36 inches); M( 38-40) 

1450-52). 3XLUS4-56 
fit men 5 feet 7 inches to 5 

Tall rises fit men over 5 feet 
nches tall. Extra 
inch 

ALSO IN Average. Stale S, M, L or X 
33 C 80856F—W 
33 C 80855F 
33 C 80853F Dark brow 
33 C 80857F—Navy 
33 C 80854F— Dark tan 

2 pounds 3 

TALL 
SIZES 

$30.00 

Ankle-length Velour Robe 

M,L 
33 C 80186F 
33 C 80187F 

0 185F—Dark ta 
80181F 
80082F 
0085 F— Ru 
0083 F— Dark bre 

$34.00 

Stee! blue 
Rus | y 

u $36.00 

$38.00 

$38.00 

3thru 19) Matching 

Jiffies* Espadrille Slip-ons 
80% Arnel® triacetate, 20% n 
utdoor vinyl sole 

Soft padded innersole 
Machine wash warm, by itself: tum 

y. Do not bleach 

s leiter S, М, ML, L or XL from chart 

33 C 19043F 
19059F 

С 19057 F 
C 19053F 

19054F 
1905 1F 
19055F 

ving weight 7 ounces 





Velvety soft 
velour Loungewear 

ABRIC Exclusive blend of acetate and nylon is lab-tested for superior 
shrinkage control 

E: Machine wash at warm temperature (delicate cycle) with similar 
colors and tumble dry on low. 

SHOWN ON THIS PAGE) 

(1) Long Kimono with rainbow stripe 
JLING. Ankle-length. Multi-tone rainbow chest stripes. Wrap 
2 waist pockets. Tie sash; double belt loops. *4-length sleeves. 

SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: One size fits chest 36 to 48 inches. 
Regular. For men over 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 11 inches tall 
33 C 80403— Brown ЭЗ € 80401— Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $19.99 
Tali. For men over 5 feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 inches tall. 
33 C 804 13— Brown 33 C 804 11—Hlue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 521.99 

(2) Short Kimono with satin trim 

ETAILING: Knee-length. Solid-color body with 80% Celanese Arnel® 
triacetate and 20% nylon satin trim facing and sleeve. Wrap-around 
style. Tie sash. Two waist pockets. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: One size fits chest 36 lo 48 inches 
Average. For men over 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 11 inches tall. 
33 С 80386—Gray 33 С 8038 1—Navy 
33 € 80383—Camel tan 
Shipping weight 1 pound $13.99 

(3) Coordinating knee-length Wrap 
DETAILING: Solid-color body with contrast trim at pocket and side pan 

els. Waist pocket. А le Gripper® snap. 20 inches long. 
ZES. COLORS, ORDER INFORMATION: Owe size fils all 

33 C 80376 33 C 8037 1—Navy 
33 С 80373 
Shipping weight 7 ounces 95.99 

(4) Coordinating Jiffies® Slip-ons 

FABRIC. 80% Arnel® triacetate and 20% nylon velour. Vinyl sole for 
indoors or outdoors. Softly padded innersole for comfort 
ARE Machine wash at warm temperature, separately and tumble dry. 

Do not use bleach. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFORMATION 
State letter size S, M, ML or L from chart below, mot inches. 
ЭЗ С 19077F—Rust 33 C 19079 F—Gray 
ЭЗ C 19072F— Dark green ЭЗ С 19075F— Wine 
ЭЗ С 19073F—Camel tan ЭЗ С 1907 1F—Navy 
33 C 19074F—Brown 
Shipping weight per pair 8 ounces. 56.50 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

(5) Long Hooded Kimono with ribbed trim 

DETAILING: Ankle-length. Solid-color with contrasting white ribbed 
fleece trim on sleeve, facing and pocket. Two waist pockets. Wrap- 
around style, Tie sash; belt loops. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: Ome sise fits chest 36 to 48 inches 
Average. For men over 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 11 inches tall 
33 C 80546—Wine 33 C 80543—Rust 
33 C 8054 1—Navy 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. $34.00 
Tall. For men over 5 feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 inches tall 
33 C 80549— Wine 33 C 80545—Rust 
33 C 80547—Navy 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces 437.00 

(6) Short Monogram Kimono with shawl collar 
DETAILING: Knee-length. Solid-color with contrast piping on shaw! col 

lar and facing. Two waist pockets, one chest pocket with detachable 
flap you send in to be monogrammed. Instructions and envelope includ: 
ed. Wrap-around style. Tie sash; belt loops. Yelength sleeves. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: One sise fits chest 36 do 48 inches. 
Average. For men over 5 feet 7 inches to $ feet 11 inches tall. 
33 C 80291—Navy 33 C 80292— Dark green 
33 C 80296—Wine 
Shipping weight ! pound 3 ounces. $28.00 
Tali. For men over 5 feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 inches tall 
33 C 80297—Navy 33 С 80295— Wine 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. $30.00 

254 [Sears] us 

there's a big selection of 
Men's Wear e ox 1979 Men's 
Apparel Catalog of Big and Tall 
Sizes ask tor your tree copy at you 

Sears Catalog Selling Unit or ask tor 
39 C 7600 nex 
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Warm up to winter nights wit 
tac lush fleece velour sep 

(3) The Sleep Pants 

32 inches); M(33-36); 143 
State letter rise S, M, L or XL, mot inches. 
33 C 80495F—N. 
33 C 80505F 
Shipping чей! 

(4) The Sleep 
t Wrapp 

State letter size S, М. 
33 C 80499F 
33 C 80509F—Silver gray 

$30.00 Shipping weight $ ounces 



Machine washable at a warm tem 
perature and t 

Chest sizes S(34 
44) and XL(46-48). 
(1) Union Suit 
Average. 5 ft 

Tall. Over 5 ft 
letter size M. 
33 C 5464 1F 
Shipping weight 

Don't be left out in the cold 
without Winterweight Underwear 

Bi-Ply blend 
Shirts and Drawers 

uffs. Taped co 

at a warm temperature 

XL(46-48 in.). State 
33 с 33F—Heather y 
33 C 54631F—Heather tan 

к weight 9 ounces 

2 İn.) М(34-36 in.); 1439 
leiter size S, M, L or ХІ 

Heather gray 
Heather tan 

Luxurious Angora (rabbit hair) 
blended thermal Underwear 

Angora rabbit hair, 30% wool, 
t-lock stitched scan 

red, knit € 
Ribbed anklets. Ya 

wash 

(4) Shirt 
n.); L(42-44 in 
mol number si 

ht 8 ounces .. 837,50 
(5) Drawers 
Waist sizes S( 30-5 n.); L(38-40 in 

Slate letter sise S, M, L or XL; mol number s 
3C 54622F—Cream. Shipping weight 9 o 

XLA 



Insulated for warmth; water repellant too 
(2) Our best Mitten (1) Nylon Gloves 

Styled with reinforced sueded split leather 
palm and knuckles for durability; polyurethane 
foam backing provides for insulated warmth 

51000 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% water-resistant nylon shell 
with sueded split leather over knuckles. 
leather palm reinforced with extra layer of sueded split. 
leather. Elasticized wristiet for а snug fit. 100% rayon 
knit lining with polyurethane foam backing for insula 
tion. Ski clips help prevent loss. Imported. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

; M(9-914); L( 10-104); XL( 11-1144). 
‘State letter size S, М, L or XL; mot number. 
Sizes S(8-81 

33 С 5713 1F—Navy 
33 € $7 132F—Blue, navy 
33 € 57 133F— Dark-green 
3 C $7135F—Black 
33 C 57 139F—Red, navy 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 

ull split 

33C 57151 

CONSTRUCTION: 100% 
filled with 100% polyester fiberfill. Durable nylon shell 
resists fraying. Full smooth leather palm with sueded 
split leather reinforcement for gripping power. Long 
gauntlet provides extra 
wind. Elasticized wrist as 
clips help prevent loss. Imported. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Оте size fits sises 8 thru 11. 

Navy 

With sueded palm, gives you gripping power. 
the extra-long gauntlet provides added 

protection against chilling winds 

$1099 
'er-resistant nylon shell 

tection nst chilling 
wuntlet for a saug fit. Ski 

33 C $7152— Royal blue 
33 С $7153—Brown 
33 C 57155—Red 
33 С 87158—Black 

$10.00 Shipping weight 9 ounces 51000 

Stocking stuffers for under $5 
(3) Vinyl Dress Glove 
CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl outer shell 
100% acrylic pile lining for warmth. 
Sidewall construction; decorative 
whipstitch on back. Imported. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: 
Sizes S(8-814); M(9-914); L(10 
1014); XLA 11-1144). State letter rite S, 
М, L or XL; mot number sise 
33 C 5644 1F— Black 
33 C 56442F— Brown 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 

258 
$4.99 

(4) Vinyl Sport Glove 
CONSTR: 100% vinyl with rein 
forced palm and thumb. Elastic 
wrist helps seal out cold air; safe 
ty dasp. Two-color. Imported. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO 
Sizes S(8-814); M(9-914): L(10- 
1014); XL(11-1114). Stade letter 
тае S, M, L or XL; moi number. 
33 C 56322F— Yellow 
33 C 56323F—Red 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $4.99 

(5) Knit Glove 
CONSTRUCTION: Soft and warm 
blend о! 80% acrylic and 20% 
nylon. Vinyl palm provides rein 
forcement and added gripping 
power. Imported. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO 
One sive fits sizes 8 lo 11 
33 C 56123—Camel tan 
33 C 56122— Brown 
33 C 56121—Black 
Shpg. wt. 3 ог. $3.99 

(6) Sears Best Gloves 

An exclusive triple-layer 
construction . . . the middle layer 

is of Mylar*, used by NASA 
to insulate space suits for 

long-lasting thermal protection 

$2900 
CONSTRUCTION: Outer layer: Choice of 
sheepskin leather or Pigskin sueded leather 
Middle layer: Mylar* polyester film. Inner 
layer: leather glove, 100% acrylic knit: sued 
ed glove, 100% acrylic pie Vented culf. Му. 
lon stitching for streng) 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: Sizes S(#- 
814); M(9-94); L(10-104); XL( 11-11%) 
State S, M, L or XL; moi number rite. 
33 C 56025F Brown suede 
33 С 56026F— Camel suede 
33 C 5602 1F— Black leather 
33 С §6022F—Brown leather 
Shipping weight 4 ounces $520.00 

(7) Pig-grained leather 
$1 490 | $1 100 

Netus аба ћи | Polyester pile 

CONSTRUCTION: Pig-grained textured cow 
hide leather. Vented side cuffs; serpentine 
stitching on back. Natural rabbit fur or poly- 
ester pile linings. Imported 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: Sizes S(8- 
BV); M(9-944); 1410-1044); XL(11-11%4). 
Stale letter sise S, M, L or XL; mol number rite. 
33 C 57487F — Brown; natural rabbit 

fur lining 
33 C 57477F—Biack; natural rabbit 

fur lining 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. $14.00 
33 C 56987 F— Brown; polyester 

pie lining 
33 C 58977F—Black; polyester 

pile lining 
Shipping weight $ ounces. $11.00 

(8) Cowhide driving-style 

$] 400 

CONSTRUCTION: Supple cowhide leather. 
Classically styled, comfortable. Whip stitch 
ing. Ventilated fingers, thumb, back. Snap at 
wrist. Imported. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: Sizes S(8- 
814); M(9-94,); 1410-1016); XL(11-114 
State leiter sise S, M, L or XL; mot number site. 
33 C $6263F— Black 
33 C 5626 1F— Dark-brown 
33 C 56264F—Walnut 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 514.00 

(9) Sueded split-cowhide 

51000 
CONSTRUCTION: Sueded split cowhide with 
cuffs and lining of 100% acrylic pile. Con. 
trast stitching. Turn-up cuff. Imported. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: Sizes S(& 
ви): M(9-914): L( 10-10%); ХЫ 11-11%). 

letter site S, M, L or XL; moi number rite. 
33 C 56253F—Black 
33 С 56252F—Brown 
33 C 5625 1F—Camel tan 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. $10.00 

Reinforced Knit 

$800 

CONSTRUCTION: 100% acrylic knit body 
with split cowhide palm and back for added 
durability. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO. 
One size fits ай. 
33 C 5649 1— Brown 
33 C 56492—Camel tan 
Shipping weight 4 ounces 
"пер. DuPont T M. 

(10) 

$8.00 



Our Best Gloves (6) 

Wishes ̂^ o for the man on your list 3 ЩЩ 

Robbit fur lining 



Our finest 
Cowhide 

Wallets and 
Accessories 

Elegant. soft 
hed leather 

le ightweight 
yet extremely durabie 

RUCTION: Wallets and key 
cases of top grain cowhide ж 
of nylon and deluxe urethan 

(1) Attaché 

Eight credit card slots with "Protec 
ta-Card plastic cover, Eight-view 

movable windows and two side 
pockets. Two key holders. Deep 
Currency section 
33 С 3023 1—Black 
33 С 30232 Brown 
Shps. wt. 3 oz. 

(2) Trifold 
lent side pockets, two 

key holders, one gusseted 
pocket and twelve-view re 
ble windows. Deep currency 

3 C 30131— Black 
33 С 30132 Brown 
Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $1200 

ard slots. Two spare 

33 C 30852—Brown 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz 

(4) Passcase 
Two key holders, three card pock 

ets. Removable pass-case with four 
view plastic windows; I.D, window 
Deep currency section. 
33 € 3002 1— Black 
33 C 30022—Brown 
Sbp«. wt. 3 ог. 

(5) Keycase 
c lds up to six keys. Adjusta 
ble sna е keeps keys safe 
and secure. One convenient care 
pocket for important credit cards 
33 С 307 16—Hrown 
33 С 30715—Black 
Shpg. wt. 3 ог. 6.00 

The Briarwood collection 
top grain cowhide leather 

Antique woodgrain y n enhances the rich 
rugged look of these Wallets and Keycase 

N: Antiqued wood grain pattern. Stitch 
construction, moire li 

(6) Trifold 
Two credit card slots. LD, window. Deep currency section. 
Twelve-view removable windows, two spare key holders. 
33 С 30106-—Brown 33 C 30105—Black 
Shipping weight 3 ounces $9.00 

(7) Attaché 
Five credit card slots. Two card pockets. Deep currency sec 
tion. Removable 24-view windows. Two spare key holders. 
33 C 30201—Bi 33 C 30202— Brown 
Shipping weight 4 $9.00 

(8) Keycase 
Case holds up to six keys. Adjustable snap closure. 
33 C 30041—Black 33 C 30042— Brown 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 



Sports Motif 
Wallets in 

durable cowhide 
choice of five 

exciting sports themes 
that captur 
of the gre 

grain cowhide 
TYLES OR 

(1) Trifold 

Three side pockets, I.D, window 
Twelve view removable plastic win 
dows. рир urrency section with two 
spare key holders 
EAGLE MOTIF 
ЭЗ C 30153— Light brown 
33 C 30154 Antique brown 
DUCK MOTIF 
33 C 30124— Light brown 
33 € 30167—Antique brow 
HORSE MOTIF 
33 C 30151 ht brown 
33 C 30152—Antique brown 
FISHING MOTIF 
33 С 30122. ht brown 
33 € 30166—Antique bown 
DOG MOTIF 
33 C 30125— Light brown 
33 С 30168-—Antique brown 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. #1000 

(2) Attaché 

Five credit card slots, two side pockets 
LD. window and business card holder 
Twenty-four view rem. plastic 
windows. Deep currency sect 
1wo spare key hc 

: EAGLE MOTIF All motif wallets 
available in Trfold 33 € 30223— Light br 
cm 3 33 C 30224—Antique brown 
or Attache styles 

DUCK MOTIF 
33 C 30214— Light brown 
33 C 30248— Antique brown 
HORSE MOTIF 
33 C 3022 1— Light brown 
33 C 30222—Antique brown 
FISHING MOTIF 
33 C 302 12— Light brown 
33 C 30247—Antique brown 
DOG MOTIF 
33 C 30215— Light brow 
33 C 30249—Antique 
Shipping we unces 

Sculptured embossed 
Cowhide Wallets 

(3) Wallet 
with hand laced trim 

Hand t 

2.95.00 

(4апа 5) Wallets with 
sculptured embossing 

Top grain smooth cowhide 
ase with eight-view removable 

(4) has zi 
ard holder and two ч 

Black. Shipping wt. $ oz. .45.00 
Brown. Ship 5.00 
Brown. Shipping 5.00 
Black. Shi 



( * thru4) Monogrammed calfskin leather 
Wallets and Key Case 

CONSTRUCTION: Initials deeply embossed into soft calfskin 
leather. Acetate lined. 
COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION: See note below. Plainly 
prini amy 2 or J initials. 
(1) Trifold (3) Attaché 
12-view windows, 3 card — Twelve-view windows, six 
pockets, 1 gusseled and a — credit card, two card pockets 

currency section, And currency section. 
£33C30112V-Browa £33C30204V-Brown 
F33C301 11V-Black #33C30203V-Black 
(Shpg.wt40r).....81000  (Shpe wt Soz.).....810.00 
(2) Passcase (4) Key Case 
Eight-view windows, two cur. — Case holds up to six keys. Ad. 
rency sections (one hidden) — justable snap closure keeps 
and two side pockets. your keys secure. 
F33C3003 1V-Black F33C30704V-Brown 
F33C30032V-Brown F33C30703V-Black 
(Shpg.wt.402).....910.00 (біре. wt. 202.) #400 

(5 thru 7) Buffalo calf leather Wallets 
with name stamped in 24K gold 

CONSTR: Top grain buffalo calf leather, nylon twill lining. 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: See note below. To order plainly print desired name. 
(5) Passcase (6) Attaché 
Eight view windows, 2cur- — Twelve-view windows, six rency sections (one hidden), credit card; two card pockets. 
two side pockets. Cu section. 
F33C27967V-Brown F33C30205V-Black 
F33C27966V-Black F33C30206V-Brown 
(Shpg. wt. 4 o.) 48.00 (Shpg. wt Son) 55.00 
O) Trifold 
Twelve-view windows, two side pockets, one gusseted card 

ket; currency section. 
33C30129V-Brown — F33C30128V-Black 

(Shipping weight 4 ounces) 

NOTE: (1) thru (7) sent postpaid from Lynn. Massach 
setts No С.О D.'s. Orders placed after D. 
1979 may not be received by 

(8) Basic 
Jewelry Box* 

Rich-looking spruce fin- 
ished hardwood. 
ЕТА: Fabric lined. 3 

compartments for acces 
sories. 102724 in. high. 
Imported. RING INFO. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 
33 С 24228 $1200 

(9) Havana top 
Jewelry Box* 

Elegant toga-wood finish 
DETAILING: Plush fabri 
lining protects surface of 
jewelry and accessories. 
Four compartments. Top 
has set-in metallic embossed 
plate 9x7x4 in. Imported. 
RDERING INFORMA 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 

33C24227 $16.00 

(10) Contemporary 
styled Jewelry Box" 

Elegant mahogany finished 
hardwood 
DETAIL: Fabric lined. Lift-out 

tray with 4 compartments. 2 
bottom compartments. Brass 
color hardware. 11%4x7x4 in 
high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFOR! 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
33C 24561 $18.00 



Jewelry Boxes and Valets 
put it alltogether, provide decorative storage for 

(11) Two-tiered 
basic Valet" 

Made of fine grained wood. 
DETAILING: Silver-colored support 
bars. Four grooved sections on lower 
level, twoon top. to keep jewelry, coins. 
and accessories in order. Measures 
12x63 inches high. Imported. 
RDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz 

33 C 24221 
jewoiry одеа 

$6.50 

(12) Valet with 
jewelry box on top* 

Attractive walnut-finished hardwood 
DETAIL: Roomy, plush-lined divided 
drawer. Jewel-box is cushioned; has 2 
compartments, tie-bar holder. 3 open 
compartments for keys, coins, watches 
Antiqued metal drawer pull. 12x6x5 in 
high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz. 
33024224 $15.00 

(13) Valet with 
wallet holder* 

Attractive walnut-finished hardwood. 
ETAIL Special wooden holder for wal 

let. 3 grooved sections on top for he 
ing jewelry and accessories. Plush lined 
drawer with 3 sections for jewelry 
14x6x5 in. high. Metal drawer pull, an 
tique finish. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Sh x weight 2 Ibs, 14 oz. 
33 С 24225 $510.00 

jewelry, coins and acce ssories 

(14) World 
map Valet" 

Walnut-grained hardwood with parch 
ment-tone ancient world map on lid. 
JETAIL Under the top is grooved shelf 

for coins, watch, keys and wallet 
Roomy jewelry drawer with divider hae 
a plush lining. 13x8x7 in. high overall 
Imported 
YRDERING INFORI 
Shipping weight J pounds. 

33 С 24526 $20.00 

^. [Sears] 263 



Holiday Gift Ideas 
for under *10 

(1 and 2) Fisherman knit Cap and Scarf 
Richly-textured knit of 100% acrylic. Natural color. Cap has pom 
pom and turned up cuff. Scarf is 6 ft. long including fringe. Machine 
washable at warm temperature, tumble dry. One size fits all 
(1) 33 С 3597 1—Cap Shipping weight $ ounces 93.99 
(2) 33C 35972. Scarf. Shipping weight 6 ounces 6.99 

(Запа 4) Brown striped Cap and Scarf 
Deeply-ribbed knit of 100% acrylic. Bold striping of dark brown, 
beige and gold. Cap has turned-up cuff. Scarf is 6 ft. long including 
fringe. Machine washable at warm temperature (delicate cycle): lay 
lat to dry. One size fits all. 

(3) 33 C 35974— Cap. Shipping weight 3 ounces 54.99 
(4) 33 C 35973 Scarf. Shipping weight 8 ounces 8.99 

(5 and 6) Multicolor striped Cap and Scart 
Smooth knit of 65% wool and 35% polyester. Striping of gray 
navy, burgundy and cream. Cap has turned-up cuff. Scarf is 6 It 
long including fringe. Dry clean. One size fits all 
(5) 33C 35976—Cap. Shipping weight 3 ounces 95.99 
(6) 33 С 35975—Scar/. Shipping weight 7 ounces 9.99 

(7) Sports emblem Tube Socks 
Color-coordinated embroidered sports motif on one sock of pair 
80% hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic, 20% stretch nylon. Cushioned foot; 
crew length. No-heel construction. All white or white with stripes at 

achine wash, warm; tumble dry. One size fits sock sizes 10 to 
package of 3 pairs. 

33 C 22046— Tennis. 1 pair each: It. blue with maize, royal, red 
33 € 2204 1—Jogger. | pair each: green with gold 

royal with red, white 
33 C 22045— Anchor. | pair each: royal, red, white 
Shipping weight per package ? ounces Pkg. 95.00 

(8) Sports emblem solid Crew Socks 
Color coordinated embroidered sports motif on one sock of pair 
75% hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic, 25% stretch nylon. Ribbed top. 
forced hi heel Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. One size lits 
sizes 10 to 13. Gift package ol 3 pairs. 
33 C 19609—Gol/. 1 pair each: It. green, It. blue, camel tan 
33 C 19608—Bowling. 1 pair each: navy, brown, green 
33 С 19606—Pheasant | pair each: green, brown, navy 
Shipping weight per package 6 ounces Pig. $5.00 

(9) Sports emblem over-the-calf Tube Socks 
Color-coordinated embroidered sports motif on one sock of pair 
80% hi-bulk Orlon* acrylic, 20% stretch nylon. Cushion foot. N: 
heel construction. White with stripes at top. Machine wash, w 
tumble dry. One size fits sock sizes 10 to 13. Gift package of 3 p 
33 C 22033— Biker. 1 pair each: green, red, royal 
33 © 22032 Foosball 1 pair each: royal with red, navy with 

orange, black with gold 
33 C 2203 1 — Basketball. 1 pair each: red with gold, royal with 

red, green with gold 
Shipping weight per package ? ounces. Pkg. $6.00 

(10) Folding Umbrella 
Opens easily by pulling on shaft and locking into position. 18 inches 
long when folded: opens to 36 in. Easy to old. Fast-drying 100% 
nylon. Chrome-plated, 8-rib frame. Grained leather-look plastic 
handle. Matching nylon sheath. Imported. 
33 C 24013— Black. Shipping weight 15 ounces $7.50 

(11) Tie Rack 
Solid wood body with gold-color metal trim, prongs. Mounts te 
door or wall (screws included). 36 hook: 18% inches in length. 
hook: 13%, inches in length. 
33 C 2433136 lie prongs Shi 
33 C 24321—24 hie prongs. ( 

ping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $7.50 
shown). Wt. 12 oz. 6.50 

(12) Turtleneck Dick 
100% Orlon* acrylic flat knit. 9%4x12 inches long. S-inch rib-knit 
turtleneck folds to 244 in. cuff. Machine washable at warm tempera 
ture and tumble dry low. One size fits all 
33 C 34062— Black 33 C 34068—Brown 
33 C 34065— Powder blue 33 С 34063— Camel 
33 C 3406 I White 33 С 34066— Burgundy 
Shipping weight 2 ounces $249 

(13) Set of 8 PERMA-PREST® Handkerchiefs 
A blend of 65% combed cotton, 35% polyester. 16 inches square 
Flat hem. corded border, White. Machine wash warm and tumb 
dry. No ironing needed. V included. 
33 C 25732— Shipping weight 6 Tube $3.99 

(14) Box of 3 Monogrammed Handkerchiefs 

A blend of 65% cotton, 35%, polyester. 16 in. sq. White background 
with framed embroidered iniuals in one each: gray, blue and brown. 
Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. All initials except I, О, Q, U, V. 
X, Y or Z. To order, state 1 initial only per box. Gift-boxed. 
33 C 2542 1F—Shipping weight 3 ounces Box $2.99 *Reg DuPont TM 

Just say "Charge It" when you 
phone your order see page 328 



e 
genuine 

lambskin shearling 
Coat and Vest 

580.00 



Leather Surcoat with 
fashion styling and extra detailing 

zip-out pile liner adds warmth 
FABRIC: Soft, supple top grain cowhide shell. Nylon 
body and sleeve lining. Cotton-backed acrylic pile 
zip-out liner for extra warmth when you need it. 
DETAILING: Mid-thigh length. Four-button front. 
Two lower patch pockets, two upper slash hand. 
warmer pockets. Panel front and back. Slanted front yoke. Scalloped back yoke. Set-in sleeves. Imported. 
CARE: Leather clean. Dry clean pile liner. 

LORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Regular. For men over 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. tall. 
State even chest size 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 ov 46. 
N45 C 62253F—Brown 
N45 C 62254F—Brick. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. $125.00 
Tall. For men over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. 
Slate even chest rise 38, 40, 42, 44 or 46. 
N45 C 62263F—Brown 
N45 C 62264F— Brick. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. 

ALSO IN 
TAL 
SIZES 

L3 
ALSO IN 

EXTRA TALL 

Top grain cowhide fashion Vest 
FABRIC Top grain cowhide front; nylon lining, back. 
DETAILING: Button front. Two lower set-in pockets. 
CARE: Leather clean. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Regular. For men over 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 im. tall Stale even chest size 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 ov 46. 
N45 C 62093F — Brown N45 C 62094F —Tan N45 C 62095F— Black 
Shipping weight 10 ounces 539.99 

Classic leather Surcoat 
has warm, zip-out pile liner 

FABRIC: Top grain cowhide shell. Zip-out 
lle liner of acrylic with cotton backing. Ny- » lon body and sleeve lining. 

DETAILING: Mid-thigh length. Three-button front; leather buttons. Yoke split panel front 
and back. Large slanted flap pockets. 
CARE: Leather clean. Dry clean pile liner. 

IZES. COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Order your usual chest size. 
Regular. Over 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. tall 
State even chest site 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 or 46. 
N45 C 63438F — Brown 
N45 C 63433F —Black 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 ог. 

Tall. Over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall Slate even chest size 38, 40, 42, 44 or 46. N45 C 63448F— Brown 
N45 C 63443F—Black 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 o£. #109.00 
Extra tall. Over 6 ft. 3 in. to 6 ft. 7 in. tall 
Slate even chesi rite 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 or 52. 

5 C 63458F—Brown 
N45 C 63453F— Black 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz. $124.00 



Western-style split cowhide Ranch Coat 
with polyester and acrylic pile lining 

gives you the look of 
suede and wool at a great low price 

Suede-look bro lit cowhide shell. Inside collar, 
im of 80% polyester and 20% acrylic on a back 

ing of 100% polyester, looks like shearling 
G Mid-thigh length. Three-button front. Two low 

pockets. Strai nt and back yokes. Notched 
up adjustable cuffs on set-in sleeves. Exposed 

le on collar, lapels, pockets, bottom and jor seams. 
E Leather clean. 

er pat 
lapels. Roll 

Order your usual chest si 

Regular. For men over 5 feet pes tall. 
Stale езеп chest size 36, 38, 40, 
N45 C 64473F z $99.00 

T 
State even chest sii 
N45 C 644775 

For men over 5 feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 inches tall. 
38, 40, 42, 44, ev 46. 

Shipping weight $ Ibs. 8 oz $109.00 

ALSO IN 
TALL 
SIZES 

Split cowhide Vest 
with acrylic 

lamb's wool-look 
pile lining 

backing has 
ling lamb's woc 

p front 
set-in pockets. Multi-panel 

id back 
E: Leather clean 

SIZES, COLORS. ORDER 
Regular. For men over $ feet 
inches to 5 feet 11 inches tall 

pes: S( 36-38 in); M(39. 

NFO 

41); XL(45-43). 
Slate sise as S, M, L or XL. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
N45 C 64004F 545.00 

Charge It 
8 for details 

Poplin Stadium Coat 
with two-part lining helps you stay 

warm even in very cold weather 

оок pile: 

button 
xkets with snap flaps keep va 7 upper slash 

handwarmer pockets. К. 
Dry clean. 

Regular. Fi ‚ches to 5 feet 11 inches tal 
State even chest sist 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 or 46 
T45 C 71554F—Ta T45 C 7155 TF—Navy 
Sh sounds 8 ounces $59.99 

11 inches to 6 feet 3 inches tal 
2. 44 or 46. 

$64.99 

ENS FASHIONS 
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(1and2) 
with quilted linings, extra deep pockets 

and pile collars for warm comfort 

Waist-length Jackets in poplin or denim 

Poplin Waistiength Jacket (2) 
oplin shell is a woven blend of polyester, 

Lining is 100% nylon quilted to polyester · 100% cc 
warmth. Sleeve lining is 100% acetate. Pile 

Nylon knit wristiets and waist 

Denim Waistlength Jacket 
Brushed blue denim shell woven of 
оп. Warm lining is nylon quilted to 

polyester fiberfill. 100% acrylic pile collar 
ylon knit wristiets and bottom. 

ÀIL: Waist length. Zip front. 2-way pock: 
ets have top entry with snap-down flap and 
side slash handwarmer entry. Set-in sleeves 

r front. Slash hand 
warmer pockets. Set-in sleeves. 
CARE- Dry clean. 

0 ON: Chest 
44); ХІА45-4: 

in, tall, State 

RMAT DERING IN 
38 inches); M(39-4 

Regular. For men over 5 ft. 7 
size as S, M, L or XL, mol inches. 
T45 C 81067F— Tan 745 C 81068F— Brown 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $39.99 

3 in. tall. State size 

Tin. to Sft 
XL, not inches. 

2 Tbs. 3 oz. 
Tall. For men over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall 
late sise as М. L or XL, mol inches 
T45 C 90276F—Wt. 2 ibs. 6 oz. 

Tall. For men over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft 
as M, L or XL, not 
T45 C 81167F— Tan. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz 

268 (Sea. Glow 

$44.99 

(3) Hooded Short Snorkel Jacket 
with water-repellent shell and 
Arctic-type features for warmth 

ABRIC: Water-repellent outer shell is woven blend of 
65% polyester and 35% cotton. Lining is nylon quilted 
to polyester fiberfill for warmth. Fur-look trim on 
hood is blend oí Verel® modacrylic and Orion* acrylic 
Nylon knit wristlets and bottom. 

DETA G Waist length. Zipper plus button fly front 
Closure for wind-resistance. Two lower slash hand 
warmer pockets, two upper set-in pockets. Pencil 
pocket on left sleeve, Attached lined hood with draw 
string. Set-in sleeves. 

ARE. Machi 

Sizes: S(36-38 in.); 
Regular. For men 5 ft, 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. tall. State 
sise as S, M, L or XL, moi inches. 
T45 C 90157F— Tan T45 C 90156F—Navy 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $ ounces $49.99 

rer $ ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. State sise 
s М, L or XL, mot inches 
45 C 90257F— Tan. WL 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $54.99 



(1) Woolen blend 
CPO Jacket 

with full nylon lining 
for extra comfort 

C Shell woven of reprocessed 
nen. polyester and other man 

made fibers. Nylon lining of body and 
sleeves adds comfort 

TAILING: Hip length. Five-button 
placket front. Upper Пар pockets, 
lower handwarmer pockets. Shirt 
style cuffs on set-in sleeves 

CARE: Dry clean 

inches tall. State letter s 
S, M. L or XL, 
45 C 58328! 

45-C 58326F— Blue plaid 
lb. 14 oz 

45 C 56338F— Brown and 
blue plaid 

45 C 58336F—Blue plaid 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 11899 

(2) Rich-looking, warm 
corduroy Casual Jacket 
with shirt-jacket styling 

Midwale corduroy is a wo 
ven blend of 50% cotton and 50% 
polyester. 100% acetate lining 

AILING: Hip length. Four-button 
Two upper patch pockets with 
thru flaps; two lower slash 

handwarmer pockets. Square bottom 
with side vents. One-button shi 

cuffs on set-in sleeves. Hanger 

AE. Dry dea: 

sizes ез): M(39 
41); 144244); XL(46-48 
beg D For u 

о $ feet 11 tall. State leter sise 
S, M. L or XL. mot number size 
45 C 55058F—Brown 
45 C 55057F— Tu: 
Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 11 oz. 129.99 

men over $ feet 11 inches 
ches tall. State leiter site 

L, or XL, mol mumber sise. 
45 C 55068F 
45 C 55067F- 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz 131.99 

(3) For warmth with 
little weight the 

hip-length Jacket with 

fleeced acrylic lining 

nylon 
shell. Fleece ning adds 
warm comfort 
quilted to polyester fibers. 

0 NG: Waist length. Zip front 
Two lower slash handw pock: 

in sleeves, adjus 
т a good fit 

achine wash at warm tem 

41); 0442-4); X 
Regular. Over 5 f 
tall. State leter н 
T45 C 82026F. 

Tall. For 
6 feet 3 inches tall. Siete leiter sise M. 
Lor 
T45 C 82126F—Navy 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 202. 118.99 

ENS FASHIONS 
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ALSO IN 
TALL 
SIZES 

3/4-length Car Coat 
Woolen blend melton fabric has 

plush pile collar for comfort 
and two-part lining for warmth 

59 
FABRIC: Heavyweight melton fabric outer shell is a 
warm, woven blend. nylon and reprocessed woo 
Two-part lining: upper lining of acetate and rayon 
backed with polyester slides on easily over 
clothes while adding comfort and warmth: plaid low- 
er lining is a blend of polyester, nylon, acrylic, re 
processed wool, cotton and unknown fibers, textile 
by-products. Acrylic pile collar and lapels 
DETAILING: Mid-thigh length. Single breasted three- 
button front. Two lower set-in pockets with flaps. 
Notched collar. Set-in sleeves. Back vent 
С Dry clean. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMAT 
Regular. For men over 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 
Siale even chest sise 38 lo 46. 
N45 C 73174F—Came! N45 C 73176F—Gray 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces 959.99 
Tall. For men over $ ft. 11 in. to 6 ft 3 in. tall 
State even chest sise 40 to 46 
N45 C 73184F—Camel N45 C 73186F—Gray 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 15 ounces 164.99 

in. tall 

(1) Tyrolean style Hat. Acrylic pile. Rayon lining. 
Center crease. Band with feather and button trim. 
Earband. 
OR Sizes: 5060-67); MI Love 
Th): ЖЫТЫ 184). Stale later ise S, М. Lor XL. 
33C98726F Brown 
33C98725F-Black (not shown) 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 87.50 

(2) Sears Best Leather Gloves. Brown sheepskin 
leather outer layer, Mylar® polyester middie layer 
for warmth without bulk. 100% acrylic knit lining. 

stitching. 
ORS. ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Sizes: S(8-814); M(9-914); 1410-1044); XL(11-11%4) 
State leer size S, M, L or XL. 
33 56022F— $20.00 

Woven pinstripe 
3-piece Suit 

Tailored for elegant good looks 
in wrinkle-shedding polyester 

$6999 

FABRIC Woven of 100% Dacron* polyester. 
mooth acetate lining of coat and back of vest. 
ETAILING: Jacket is classic style two-button 

model with notched lapels and center vent. 
Two lower set-in pockets with flaps. One set-in 
breast pocket. The vest has five-button front. 
Two lower set-in pockets. The slacks have two 

rollover. Belt loops. Slightly flared hemmed 
bottoms, ready to wear. 
CARE: Dry clean. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO 
Sizes will be as indicated in this chart, sorry no 
choice 

н ге 38 [ 40 | 42 44748 
39 [41 э эге 

Regular. For men over 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 
11 inches tall. Sale етеп chest sise 36 to 46. 
N45 C 27 194F— Gray heather 
N45 C 27191F—Navy 
Shipping weight J pounds 16999 

Tall. For men over $ feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 | 
inches tall. Stale even chest site 38 to 46. | 
NAS C 27 195F— Gray heather 
N45 C 27 192F—Navy | 

| 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 169.99 

Short. For men over 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 7 
inches tall. State even chest size 38 to 42. 
N45 C 27 196F— Gray heather 
N45 C 27193F—Navy 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 169.99 

Most dress shirts and bes shown on pages 
270 tru 275 sold in our 1979 Fall Big Book 



Corduroy 
Separates 

Richly textured polyester 
and cotton corduroy 

. smartly tailored 
to provide a good fit 
and sporty good looks 

Save $3 when you 
buy a 3-piece outfit 

Seperate prices total $82.97 

$7997 := 
(order by separate catalog 
numbers and prices) 

(1) The Sportcoat 
FABRIC: Midwale corduroy is a blend of Da. 
стопе polyester and cotton. Smooth acetate 

DETAIUNG Two-button model has notched 
s, center vent. Two lower 

E box pleats and buttoned ep н би sat 
In breast pocket. Two ide 
CARE: Dry clean. 

ES. CI RS AND ORDERING INFO: Se be Rs Room on page 253. 
Regular. For men over 5 feet 7 inches to 5 

tall, бше 

545.99 
44.99 

[oF For men over 5 feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 
tall. State езеп chest sise 38 to 46. 

Nas C 252156. Ten 
N45 C 2521 
Sporicaa! alone. We. 2 los. 1.02. 145.99 

bowghi with vest amd slacks 44.99 

Short. For men 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 7 
tall. State even chest sine 38 lo 42. 

N45 C 25216F-Tan 
N45 C 25213F- Brown 
Sporicoat alone. Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. $45.99 

Phen bough! with vest and slacks 44.99 

(2) Thereversible Vest 

FABRIC: Midwale corduroy is a blend of Da- 
cron* polyester and cotton. Acetate baci 
DETAILING: Five-button front with atten 
bottom. Two lower set-in pockets on both 
sides. 
CARE: Dry clean. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING IN 

the Fitting Room on page 273. 
Be For men over 5 feet 7 inches to 6 
feet 3 inches tall. State even chest size 36 lo 46. 
N45 C 25217F—Brown reverses to tan 
Vest alone. Wt. 8 oz. $16.99 
When bough! with sporicoai and slacks. 15.99 

(3) The Slacks 
FABRIC: Midwale corduroy is a blend of Da- 
cron* polyester and cotton. 
DETAILING: Slanted front pockets, set-in 
back pockets. Belt loops. Slightly flared 
hemmed bottoms, ready to wear. 
CARE: Dry dean. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO. 

Average. For men over 5 feet 7 inches t 
feet 3 inches tall. Stat ven wein sae 30 10 
then exact inseam 2715 to 34. 
MS C 28219 Tan 
N45 C 252 rown 
Sichs alone Wt IIb Taz. 
When bought with sporicoa! and vest 
*Reg DuPont T.M. 

Just say “Charge it” 
when you phone your order 

see page 328 for details 
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You cen put together 
and plaids. . . handsomely tailored in wrinkle-shedding aS PE OUTHT IS only 
polyester double knit to keep you looking neat 

pmo o NEN 

Coats, Slacks and reversible Vests in solid colors | 

(1) Sportcoats $3499 

FABRIC: 100% Dacron* polyester knit. Smooth acetate lining. 
DETAILING: Two-button model has notched lapels. Lower set-in pockets with flaps. Up- 
per welted breast pocket. Center vent. 
CARE: Dry clean. 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: See the Fitting Room below, 

Regular. For men over 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 11 inches tall. Slate even chest size 36 lo 46, 
Tall. For men over 5 feet 11 inches to 6 feet 3 inches tall. State езет ches! size 38 to 46. 
Short. For men 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 7 inches tall. Stale even chest sise 38 lo 42. 

Color] Regular E Tall Short 
Green solid | N45 С 28207F | N45 С 28208F N45 C 28209F 

vy solid N45 C 28201F N45 C 28202F N45 C 28203F 
Brown solid N45 C 28204F T N45 C 28205F N45 C 28206F 

Green plaid | ма5 C28217F | "N45 C28218F N45 C 28219F 
Blue plaid N45 C 28211F N45 C 28212F N45 C 28213F 
Brown plaid I _Na5C 28214F N4$C28215F | N45C28218F 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 134.55 

(2) Reversible Vest $] 599 

FABRIC: 100% Dacron* polyester double knit. Acetate back. 
DETAILING: Five-button front, Two lower set-in pockets on both sides. Solid-color re- 
verses to same color plaid. 
CARE: Dry clean. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: See the Fitting Room below. 
Aw For men over 5 ft. 7 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. State even chest size 36 to 46. 
N45 C 28223F— Green solid reverses to green 
N45 C 28221F—Navy solid reverses to blue 
N45 С 28222F— Brown solid reverses to brown plaid 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 115.99 

(3) Coordinated Slacks $1 599 
FABRIC. 100% Dacron* polyester knit. 
DETAILING: Slanted front pockets, set-in back pockets. Ban*Rolé waistband with belt 
loops helps prevent waistband rollover. Slightly flared hemmed bottoms, ready to wear. 
CARE: Dry clean. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Average. For men over 5 feet 7 inches to 6 feet 3 inches tall. 
‘Slate even weist size 30 lo 42, then exact inseam 27V, to 34. 
N45 C 28226F—Green solid N45 C 28229F—Green plaid 
N45 C 28224F—Navy solid N45 C 28227F—Navy plaid 
N45 C 28225F—Brown solid N45 C 28228F- 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 215.99 
“Reg DuPont TM 

[35-365 | 37-365, | 39-407, | 41-417, | 53-464 | 45-45 

au [Sears] 273 



WOVEN SEPARATES 



Classic styling in a year-round weight fabric tailored for good fit 
in wrinkle-resistant woven textured polyester 

ux 97197 mm 

Mix and match these classic-style woven Separates for wardrobe versatility 

(1) Sportcoat $3999 (2) Slacks $] 599 
FABRIC: Woven of textured Dacron* 
you stay neat-looking all day. Smooth acetate lin 

Wrink 
textured L 

ETAILING Classic style two-button model. Notched lapels, center back stays nea 
vent. Two lower patch pockets with flaps. set-in breast pocket E 25 CARE Dry clean. 2 set-in back pockets 

waistband with belt loo LORS AND ORDER INFO: See the Fitting Room on page 273 
Regular. For men over $ feet 7 inches to 5 feet 11 inches tall. State even chest 
size 36 lo 46. 

For men over $ ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. Stale even chest size 38 to 46. 
Short. Men over $ ft. 3 in. to $ ft. 7 in. tall. State езеп chest sise 38 to 42. 

rage. For men over 5 feet 7 alor Regular HT A расии 
МАБ С 26051F | N48 C 26052F | N45 C 26053F Stale even 
N45 С 26054F | N45 С 2605 N45C26056F exact inseam 27% k 
N45 C26057F | N45C26058F | N45 С 26059F N45 C 29116F—5 
N45 C26061F | N45C26062F | N45 С 28063F N45 C 29117F 

1 ia T bro | IM ijo. ^ — N45C29118F 
АН | 15159 | I TI N45 C 291 

33999 | $3099 | 53999 Shpg. wt. 11 

(3) Vest $1 599 (4) Wonderlite Slip-ons $3599 
ABRIC: Wrinkle-shedding woven textured Da- — Wonderlite soles are better than leather soles because 

con® polyester. Acetate back. they are exceptionally lightweight, super-comíortable 
JETAILING: Five-button front. Two lower set-in anc weanng 

pockets on both sides. y Leather handsomely trimmed with twin-track 
elastic gore for good fit 

Cushioned polyurethane insole. Steel 
support arch. Light, flex 

designed to duplicate looi 

Е Dry clean. 
2Е$. COLORS AND ORDERING 

See the Fitting Room on page 273. 
Average. For men over $ feet 7 inches to 6 
inches tall. State even ches! size 36 to 46. 
N45 C 25115F—Navy reverses to blue i 
N45 С 25116F— Brown reverses to tan anc e stale size as li 
Shipping weight 10 ounces $15.99 67 C74473F—Black 67 C 74472F—Brown 
*Reg DuPont TM Shipping weight 2 pounds $ ounces 335.99 

Charge It” if you wish 
see page 328 for details 

as [Sears] 275 



S part harmony in 

Burgundy zx: & Black 
(1 u 6) Knit Shirts and Sweaters 

CARE: Shirts (1, 2, 3, 6) machine wash, 
(4,5) machos wash, Warm (delicado cycle: tumble dij. 
SIZES: Regular Cut for a builds. See chart 1, page 298. Chest 
sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48) 

(1). Geometric print button-front Sport Shirt 
FABRIC. Interlock knit of 100% polyester. Burgundy. medium gray 
and dark gray print on gray background 

fashion collar. One-but- 

41 С 79785F—Shipping weight 8 ounces 

(2) Burgundy and gray Sweater Shirt 
FABRIC: Knit of 100% acrylic. Gray with wide burgundy stripes. 
DETAILING Full fashioned construction. Collar and 3-button plack 

sleeves. Ribbed cuffs and bottom. 
ORDERING INEO. Sie S M, L or XL wot numer sie 
41C93511F—Shipping weight 9 ounces 
(3) Gray and black Sweater Shirt 
FABRIC. Кай er acrylic. Horizontally striped in light 
gray, gray 
DETAILING. Full-fashioned construction. Collar and one-button y- 

long sleeves. Ribbed cufís. 
ORDERING INFO. ‚State S, М, L or XL, mot number sise. 
41C93512F—Shipping weight 9 ounces $517.99 

(4) Heather gray Jacket-style Sweate: 
FABRIC. Кай of 70% wool and 30% acrylic in heather gray 
DETAILING: Collared cardigan with color-matched buttons. Ribbed 
front and back yoke, pockets, cufís and bottom. Two waist pockets 
with button-thru flaps. Long sleeves. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO. Siste S, М, L or XL. not number size. 
41 C 38068F—Shipping weight 1 pound $29.99 

(5) Burgundy Sleeveless Swe. 
5% acrylic, 15% polyester and 

DETAILING: ‘Ribbed v-neck, armholes and bottom. 
ORDERING INFO: State S, M, L or XL. not number sise. 
41 C 3957 1F—Shipping weight 6 ounces 914.99 

(6) Gray button-tront Sport Shirt with contrast embroidery 
FABRIC. Interlock knit of 100% polyester. Gray color. 
DETAILING. Full-button plain front; open fashion collar. Color 

buttons. Contrast embroidered edging on collar and íront. 
with cuffed top. Two-button adjustable cuff on 

long sleeves. Hemmed, square bottom can be tucked in or worn out. 
ORDERING INFO: Slate S, M, L or XL. noi number size. 
41 C 7978 1F—Shipping weight 8 ounces $11.99 

(7 thru 10) Our finest 
PERMA-PREST® double knit Slacks 

FABRIC, Solid and fancy colors are 100% texturized Celanese For 
Heather color is 85% polyester, 15% 

‘appearance and Flared X pockets: two set-in 
рь. eae wich bation ab, Fre Preach ly tab. Belt loops. 

CARE. Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. MM 
COLORS. ORDER INFO: See the fitting room 
эш сти waist ond inseam rom Chart, Bor C e 

[Regular Cut ] 
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(1thru7) KnitShirts and Sweaters 
Е Shirts (1, 2, 3, 5, 6) machine wash, warm; tumble dry. Sweat. 

er (4) machine wash warm (delicate cycle); tumble dry, low. Sweat 
7) machine wash, warm (delicate cycle); dry flat. 

SIZES. Regular Cut for average builds. See the fitting room, page 
298, Chest sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(4648). 
(1) Ecru textured Sweater Shirt 
FABRIC: Knit of 100% acrylic. Ecru color. 

TAILING: Cable-knit front: flat knit back and long sleeves. 3-but 
ton placket. Rib-knit collar, cuffs, bottom. Some are imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Siate S, М, L or XL, mot number sise. 
41 C 93376F—Shipping weight 12 ounces. $15.99 
(2) Tan Button-front Sport Shirt with contrast embroidery 
FABRIC: Interlock knit of 100% polyester. Tan color. 
DETAILING: Full-button plain front; open fashion collar. Color 
matched buttons. Contrast embroidered edging on collar and front. 
One chest pocket with cuffed top. Two-button adjustabie cuff on 
long sleeves. Hemmed, square bottom. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State S, M, L or XL, mot number size. 
41 C 79782F—Shipping weight 8 ounces $11.99 

(3) Rust striped Pullover Shirt 
FABRIC: 100% acrylic knit. Tan with brown and rust 
DETAILING: Collar and 3-button placket. Long sleeves. Ribbed cuffs 
and bottom. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Slate S, M, L or XL, mot number size, 
41 C 93479F— Shipping weight 10 ounces 51499 
(4) Brown Sleeveless Sweater 
ABRIC: Brushed-knit blend of 75% acrylic, 15% polyester and 

10% mohair. Brown color. 
TAILING: Ribbed V-neck, armholes and bottom. 

INFORMATION: State S, M, L or XL, mot number sise. 
41C 39572F—Shipping weight 6 ounces $14.99 
5) Floral print button-front Sport Shirt 
FABRIC: Interlock knit of 100% polyester. Rust and brown flowers 
on a background of light tan. 

ILING. Full-button plain front: open fashion collar. One-but: 
on long sleeves. Hemmed, square bottom 
NG INFORMATION: State S, М, L or XL, mot mumber size 

41 C 79786F—Shipping weight 8 ounces 513.99 
6) Brown Turtleneck Shirt 
ABRIC: 100% acrylic. Interlock knit body. Rib-knit cuffs, collar 
1 bottom. Brown color. 

DETAILING: Turtleneck collar and long sleeves. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State S, М, L or XL, mot mumber size 
41 C 93502F—Shipping weight 11 ounces $9.99 
(7) Striped Crew-neck Sweater 
FABRIC. 100% acrylic knit in natural, tan, rust and brown. 
ETAILING Stripes created by both fancy stitching and colors. Rag: 

lan sleeves. Ribbed collar, cuffs and bottom. Imported. 
RDERING INFORMATION: State S, M, L or XL, mot mumber size. 

41C 36555F—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 528.99 

(8 thru 10) Our finest 
PERMA-PREST® double knit Slacks 

FABRIC: 100% texturized Celanese Fortrel® polyester. 
DETAI G: Stretch Ban-Rol® waistband resists rollover for neat 
appearance and comfort. Slant front pockets; two set-in back pock- 
eis, one with button tab. French fly tab. Beit loops. Flared legs. 
Solid-color slacks have stitched side seams. 

RE Machine wash, warm: tumble dry. No ironing needed. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
See the fitting room on page 283. Order your correct waist and inseam 
from Charis А, B or C below. ^ Ml CX. ec 

Color [Trim Cut | Regular Cut [Full Cut 
(87 Brown fancy | 41C81835F [41 C 51835F 
(9) Rust solid...|41C 83919F | 41 C 81919F | 41 C 51919F 
(10) Brown solid | 41 С 83923F | 41 C 81923F | 41 C 51923F 
Shipping weight ib. | Ibro 11b. Jor. 
Price 517.69 317.89 31869 

CHART A—Trim Cut style for slim builds. aces then inseam $ M or L from the chert 
a слез 33:34 

seem hes I SEI MT UST. 
CHART B—egular Cut stvie for average builds, Sere must n inches. her 

ева nes 32.34 36.38 
seen inches E MUST 
CHART C—Full Cut style for huskier builds. Stare wasr in inches. ren 
Saan es letter S. М ov L from thes CANT 

37 
us 

a 

(11) Brown to Black Reversible Dress Belt 

Split cowhide. Measures 114 inches wide. Silver-color buckle. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFO. State езеп waist sine 30 to 44 inches 
33 C 43373F—Shipping weight 4 ounces 95.99 
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av 
(1thru7) Knit Shirts and Sweaters 

CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry. 
ZES: Regular Cut for average builds. See the fitting room, page 

298. Chest sizes S(34-36 іп.); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL{46-48), 
(1) Winter-white V-neck Sweater 
FABRIC: 100% acrylic knit. White with camel, berry, navy stripes. 

AILING: Bulky pointelle fashion stitching adds surface interest 
to sweater. Ribbed v-neck, cuffs and bottom. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Stale S, M. L or XL, чә! number size 
N41 С 12014F—Shipping weight I pound 5 ounces $519.99 
(2) Navy and camel print button-front Sport Shirt 
FABRIC: Knit of 100% polyester. Navy and camel. 

AILING. Full-button front; top-center placket. Regular sport 
shirt collar. 2-button adjustable cuff. Hemmed, square bottom. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State 5, М, L or XL, mot number rite. 
N41 C 12019F—Shipping weight 8 ounces $14.99 
(3 thru 6) Long and short sieeve Pullovers 
FABI Knit of 100%, acrylic. 
DETAILING: Pullover styling with collar, placket and set-in sleeves. 
Shirts (3 and 5) with open fashion collar, 2-button y-placket. Shirts 
(4 and 6) with regular collar, 3-button placket. 
COLORS. ORDERING INFO 

N41C 12016F 
N41 C 12015F | 1 
N41C 12017F 
N41 C 12018F 

(7) Camektan Cardigan Sweater 
FABRIC: 100% acrylic knit. Camel with navy and berry stripes. 

TAIUNG: Button front. 2 waist pockets. Set-in long sleeves. 
RDERING INFORMATION: State S, M, L or XL, mot number size 

N41 C 12013F—Shipping weight 14 ounces 519.99 

(8 and 9) Woven button-front Sport Shirts 

RIC Woven blend of polyester and cotton 
TAILING: Full-button front with top-center placket. Sport shirt 

collar. One pocket with button-thru flap. Shoulder epaulets. Color 
matched buttons throughout. Two-button adjustable cuff on long 
sleeves. Hemmed, square bottom can be tucked in or worn out. 

CARE Machine wash at warm temperature and tumbie dry 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Regular Cut for 
average builds. See the fitting room on page 298. Neck sizes S(14- 
1414 inches); M(1S-15'4); L(16-1614) and XL(17-1744). 

Siale sise as leider. 
(8) N41 С 12021F—Navy (9) N41 С 12022F—Berry 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $14.99 

(10 and 11) Straight-ieg double knit Slacks 
FABRIC: Double knit of 100% Celanese Fortrel® polyeste: 
DETAILING: Stretch Ban-Rol® waistband resists rollover for neat 
appearance and comfort. Slant front pockets; two set-in back pock- 
ets, one with button tab. French fly tab. Belt loops. Stitch: 
seams. Straight-leg styling 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Regular Cut for 
average builds. See the fitting room on page 283. Stale waist rite im 
inches, then inseam as S, М or L from this chart. 

(10) N41 С 12024F- 
(11) N41C 12023F—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound $17.69 

(12) Navy to White Reversible Dress Belt 
Split cowhide. Measures 114 inches wide. Silver-color buckle. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFO: State even waist sine 30 lo 44 inches. 
33 C 4337 4F—Shipping weight 4 ounces $5.99 

(13) Tassel Slip-on 

UPPERS: The upper of this sporty tassel slip-on is made of high- 
quality smooth leather. Moc-toe style. Unlined. Antique-look tan. 
SOLES AND HEELS: Composition sole and heel. Stee! shank. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDERING INFO: Available in men's medium sizes: 
тм, 8D, 814D, 9D, 944D, 10D, 10%D, 11D, 12D and 13D. Please 
stale sine as listed. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. 
67 C 73655F $32.99 



“ө. 

| he soft, warm touc 
of Terry Velour 

FABRIC: Terry velour loungewear in a woven blend of 
cotton and polyester. 
CARE. Machine wash at warm temperature (with similar 
colors); tumbie dry. 
Ankle-length Robe 
DETAILING: Notch collar. Wrap-around style; tie sash. 
Belt loops. 2 waist pockets. Men's robe has full length 
sleeves. Misses’ robe has turned back cuffs; %4-length 

PA rt 

Mtem, V 
Sleeves. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Men's Average sizes. Over 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. tall. 
Chest sizes S(34-36 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46- 
48). State S, M. L, XL: moi number. 
33C81241F—Biue — 33 C 81246F—Brick 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $40.00 
Men's Tall sizes. Over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. tall. Chest 
sizes Pam 1442-44); XL(4648), 
State L.X 
33 C 8128 IF Blue (4 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces $44.00 
Misses" Average sizes. Over 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6% in. 
Misses’ sizes P(B); S(10-12); M(14-16); L(18). 
State letter Р, S, M or L; moi number. 
38 С 69001F—Blue ^ 38 C 69002F—Brick 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. $4000 
Misses" Tall sizes. Over 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 in. tall. 
Misses Lb pH M(14-16); 1418). 
Siale leter S, М or L mot number. 
36 C 69005: — Hue 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. $4200 

Knee-length Wrap 
DETAILING: Men's wrap 20 inches long; side snaps; elas- 
ticized back; patch pocket. 
Misses! wrap is sarong-style; Velcro® closure; 

patch pocket and front opening; top edge has 
elasticized back. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Men's sizes 
Ом ria fits waists 28 te 42, 
Bs 103-000 33 С 81116—Brick 

'eight 7 ounces. $1200 
ur sizes 

‚size fits Misses’ sises 8 lo 14. 
" 38 С 69004-—Blue 38 C 69005—Brick 246 [Sears] Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 or. Tn $15.00 



Textured Knit Shirts and 
flannel Wool-blend Slacks 

(1 thru 3) Textured knit Shirts 
FABRIC: Knit of soft 100% acrylic 
DETAIL ; flat knit back 

$-button placket 
Rib-knit cuf! ome imported. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature 

(38-40); L(42-44) and XL(46-48 
M, L or XL mot number size 

(1) 41C 93409F—Gray 
(2) 41C 93377F— Light blue 
(3) 41 С 93379F—Rust 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 

(4thru6) Fine quality 
wool-blend Slacks 

C. Woven blend of polyester 
flared legs. Вал. 

т; shirt-gripper on 
Slant front pockets; set-in back pock 

ets. Belt loops. Hemmed bottoms. 

ж. 38, 40 or 42, them exact inseam length 2 
4) N41 C 82991V—Gray 
5) N41 С 82994V—Navy 
6) мат C 82992V—Brown 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 



Full-fashioned Knit Shirts 
and Woven Slacks with 
2-way S-T-R-E-T-C-H 

1 thru 4) Full-fashioned Knit Shirts 

ru 8) STRETCH Gabardine Slacks, woven of 





CORDUROY AND 
WOOLEN-BLENDS 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 
(1thru5) Wide-wale Corduroy Slacks 

FABRIC. Blend of cotton and polyester. 
DETAILING: Flared-leg styling. Belt loops. Simulated watch pock 
et. Two slant front pockets and two set-in back pockets, one with 
button. Nylon zipper. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
See Guide to Fit for Slacks on page 283. Find correct weist ond 
inseam sise from Chart 1, 2 or 3 below. 

CHART 1: Trim Cut for slim builds. State weit size in inches, then 
inseam as letter S. M or L from this chart. 

West inches | э [ 30,31 32.33.36 
Inseam. inches. $(294: M(3 1): L(33) 

Regular Cut tor average builds. State wast in inches. then 

32.34.36. 38 
Inseam. inches. $(29 9. M1) L(33) 

CHART 3: Full Cut for husioer builds. State waist size in inches. then 
inseam as letter S. M or L from this chart 
Waist, inches. 36. 38.40.42 

Inseam. inches. 

(6 thru 8) Extra-heavyweight woolen-blend 
Shirts with woven check pattern 

FABRIC: Woven blend of 85% reprocessed wool and 15% nylon. 
DETAILING: Pointed collar with permanent stays. Top center 
placket. Two rounded chest pockets with button through flaps. 

k yoke. Long sleeves with one-button cuffs. Nylon lining on 
neckband, cuffs and pocket flaps. Shirttail bottom. 
CARE: Hand wash and line dry. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Full Cut. For sleeve lengths, see Fitting Room on page 298. Neck 
sizes S(14-14%4 In); MCIS- 154): (16-1015); XU(17-1714); 
2XL(B-184). 
Average. State letter site S, M, L or XL; moi mumber rite. 
Tall. Approximately 2 inches longer in body. Stale M, L, XL ev 
2XL; mot number. 

Tall sizes 
41C74365F | T41 C 74378F 
1C 74367F | T41C 74377F 

41 С 74366F | T41C 74376F 

(SHOWN ON THIS PAGE) 
(9 thru 12) Heavyweight 

woolen-blend Shirts 
with woven plaid patterns 

Woven blend of 85% reprocessed wool and 15% nylon. 
ING: Pointed collar with permanent stays. Top center 

placket. Two bias cut chest pockets with button through flaps. 
Long sleeves with rounded one-button cuffs. Col- 

or-coordinating buttons on placket, pockets and cuffs. Nylon lin- 
ing on neckband, cuffs and pocket flaps. Shirttail bottom. 
CARE: Hand wash and line dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Full Cut. For sleeve lengths, see Fitting Room on page 298. Neck 
sizes S(14-14%4); M(15-15%4); 116-16): XL(17-1744); 
2XLL18-18%4). 

rage. State letter sise S, М L or XL; moi number rise. 
Тай. Approximately 2 inches longer in body. Stale M, L, XL or 
ZXL; noi number. 

[Average sizes [Tail sizes 
Тат С 74371F 
T41C 74372F 
TATE 74373F 
T41C 74374F 

Braided Beit 
sold on page 291 



CORDUROY 
COORDINATES 
FABRIC: Corduroy 100% cotton. 
CARE: All coordinates dry clean. 

Two-button Blazer 
DETAILING: Two-button, lapel front. 
Two lower pockets and one chest pocket. 
Back yoke. Two-piece back with center 

Padded shoulders. Yoke and sleeve 
ig. Inside breast pocket. Simulated 

leather buttons. Imported. 
SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Regular Cut. See Fitting Room below 
Average. State even chest sise 36 lo 44 in 
N41C28302F- 
N41C28301F-Tan 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. $31.99 
Tall. State even chest size 38 lo 46 inches. 
N41 C 28304F-Blue 
N41 C 28303F-Tan 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. $33.99 

Five-button Vest 
TAILING: S-button front. 2 lower pock: 

ets. Yoke front. Imported. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: 
Regular Cut. See Fitting Room below. 
Average. Siate езеп chest sise 36 lo 44 im. 
N41 C 28306F-Blue 
N41 С 28305F-Tan 
Shipping weight 10 ounces $13.99 
Tall. State етеп chest sise 38 to 46 in. 

C 28308F-Blue 
С 28307F-Tan 

Shipping weight 11 ounces 

Flared Slacks 
DETAILING: Two slant front pockets; two 
set-in back pockets. Wide belt loops. 
Flared legs; hemmed bottoms. Hook and 
eye closure; metal zipper. Imported. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORD INFO: Regular Cut. 
Average. Siole waist sise im inches, them 

m as letter S, М or L from this chart. 

N41 С 28311F-Blue 
N41 С 28309F-Tan 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
Tall. State езет waist sise 
then exac 
N41 C2 
N41 С 28312F- Tan 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. $17.99 

Floral print Shirts 

100% polyester interlock knit. 
Ful-button plain front with 

open fashion collar. One-button cuffs on 
long sleeves. Dyed-to-match buttons. 
Hemmed, square bottom. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. 

NFO: For sleeve 
itting Room. page 298. Chest 

sizes $(34-36 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44); 
XL(46-48); 2XLÁ 50-82). 
Average sizes. 
lale letter S, M, L, XL; moi number 

41 C 79741F-Brown print 
41 C 79742F-Blue print 
Shipping weight 8 ounces $13.99 
Tall sizes. 
State letter L, 2XL; mot mumber, 
T41C79743F-Brown print 
T41C79744F-Blue print 
Shipping weight 9 ounces 315.99 

the fitting room tor Blazers. Vests 



CASUAL 
OPTIONS 

Turtleneck Knit Shirt 

Chest sizes S(34-36 
M(38-40 
48). State letter 
CL; mol number size. 

41 C 93502F— Brown 
41 C 93501F—Black 

2 1999 

Shirt with short 
fashion collar 

cotton and polyester 
Linen-look 

» 50% long 
50% cotte 

versized pock: 
on flaps. To 
Two-button 

ail botto 
Machine wash at warm 

Neck sizes Si 
$13); L(16 

State letter 

79502F 
79501F 

Shpg. wt. 9c $14.99 

V-neck Shirt. . . plush, 
rich-feeling Velour 

41 C 91023F—Brown 
41 С 91025F— Black 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz 518.99 

Slacks trim- 
fitting Flannel-look 
with pleated front. 
narrow belt loops 





d 10111111 

И THESCENE STEALERS 
(1thru5) Fashion Knit Shirts 

Knit blends of acetate and nylon. 
Banded collar with permanent stays 

3) plain front: one-button square cuffs: square bottom. 
and 5) have mat jacket: to 

stripes and floral front and back yoke: two 
rttail bottom. 

Machine wash at coid temperature and tumble dry 

ез S(34-36 in.); M(38- 
424). State letier S, ! number, Shpg. wt. 8 ог. 
1C 79795F—Navy print +1399 
1€ 79793F—Brown engineered print 13.99 
1 € 79794F—Black engineered print 13.99 
1 € 7979 1F—Gray tone-on-tone stripe 1399 
1 © 79792 13.99 

(6 thru 10) Body-hugging Slacks 
C: Woven of 100% Celanese Fortrel$ polyester. 

One-piece leg construction elimina 
ody look. Flared leg. Ban-Ro! 

ts. One back pocket at waistban 
Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry 

ON: For slim builds: 

41 С 82201F—Navy 9 
7) 41 € 82203F—Tan 10 

41 C 82204F—Black 
g weight 14 ounces pis 

(00% Celanese Fortrel® polyester. 

nd 12) Two-button Blazers 
Two-button lapel two lower patch pockets; one 

ast pocket. Two-piece back with 
shape. 

NFO: For average builds. See the 
Fitting Room for Blazers on page 286. 
Regular sizes. cuen chesi size 36 to 44 inches 

N41 С 28421F—Tan (12) N41 С 28422F—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $39.99 
Tall sizes. State even chest size 40 10 46 inches 

N41C28423F—Tan (12) М41 С 28424F—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces $41.99 

(13 and 14) Five-button Vests 
AILING: Five-button front. Two lower patch pockets. 

5 ORS For average builds. See the 
Fitting Room for Vests, page 286. 
Regular sizes. State even chest size 36 lo 44 inches. 
13) N41 C 28425F—Tan 14) N41 С 28426F—Navy 

Shipping weight 7 ounces 115.99 
Tall sizes. Sie even chest size 40 io 46 inches. 

3) N41 C 28427F—Tan 4) N41 С 28428F—Navy 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 116.99 
(15 and 16) Pleated Siacks 

A Pleats in front. Slightly flared legs. Two sla nt 
pockets: one set-in back pocket. Belt loops. Hook and eye closure: 
nylon zipper. Hemmed bottoms. 

Regular Cut for average builds. See the fitting room on page 291 
d size 30 lo 40 inches, then exact inseam 27 lo 36 in. 

5) N41C 28429V—Tan (16) N41C 28431V—Navy 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 519.99 
(17 and 18) Fashionably Narrow Belts 
Leather on leather, 1 inch wide. Fine edge stitchin 
keeper. Siate even waist sise 30 thru 38 inches. 

7) 33 C 43724F—Brown with gold-color buckle 
8) 33 C 43723F— Black with silver-color b 

Shipping weight 3 ounces $9.00 

(19 and 20) Pleated-vamp Slip-ons 
PPERS Polyurethane upper needs no pa 

4EELS: PVC vinyl heel, sole. 15 ,-inch heel. 
NG INFO. Men's medium sizes: 7D, 714D. 

DD, 10*3D, 11D or 12D. State rise. 
(1 Navy ^ (20) 67 C 74319F—Tan 
Same as above but not shown. 
67 C 74316F- lack 67 C 74317F—Gray 
Shipping wei pounds 4 ounces 527.99 
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BRUSHED SEPARATES 

Jeans styled especially for 
the adult male 

roomier fit in seat and thighs 
C: Blend of cotton a: 
Mach 

»olyester; brushed denim. 
(similar colors); tumble dry wash, w 

!) Elastic Waist style (2) Fatigue style Pockets 
ETAILING, Two quarter-top DETAILING: Two front fatigue 

2 back patch pockets and two back patch 
ets. Elastic side inserts. — pockets with flaps. Handsome 

Gold contrast gold contrast stitching. Modi. 
ified flare. fied flared leg styling. 

E 5. 0 RING INFO: See Guide to Fit, below. Order correct 
waist and inseam from Charts 1, 2 or 3 below 

Trim Cut [RegularCut| FullCur 
41C24443F | 41C24483F | 41C24493F 
41C24441F | 41C24481F | 41C24491F 

ib. 3 oz. Ib. $ oz. 1 lb. 7 oz. 

31499 516.99 $18.99 

дз. State wars hes inseam 

CHART 3: Full Cut for huskser builds. 5 
as letter S. М 

(3) Braided Jeans Beit 
INSTRUC Supple oil-tanned leather, measures 1% inches 

wide. Brass-colored metal buckle. Brown. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFO: Stole even weist 30 lo 44 in. 
33 C 43538F—Shipping weight 3 ounces $1000 

Colorful Plaid Shirts of 
softly brushed twill 
Regular or Western style 

n blend of 47% polyest 
ine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry 

see Fitting Rooı 9&. Neck sizes 
1416-1664); XL(1 

47% cotton, 6% acrylic 

For sleeve 

(4 thru 6) Regular style Twi 
olacket. Two chest 

uttons on 
ING: Banded coi 
One-buttc 

Navy, E 
5) 41C 79776F—Bı 
6) 41C7 F— Rust. 
Shipping weight 8 o $13.99 

7 and 8) Western-style Twill 
G Banded collar; matchi 

kets with flaps, snaps. Two 
Double front, back yoke. 

LORS. ORDERING INFO. Stale S, 
7) 41C 79771F—Red, blue 
8) 41 С 79772F—Tan. blue 

ing weight 8 ounces $1799 

1 bottom. 



Easy-care SUPERSUEDE Shirts. . . 
buttery soft and smooth to the touch 

$1399 | $1599 

2) 41C 79723F—Navy 
41 C 79722F— Dusty blue 

weight 8 ounces 

thru 10) Styled-up Fashion Shirt 
ont with Fren placket. Open fashion collar 

thru flaps. Long 
fs. Contrasting buttons. rttail bottom. 

COLORS, О O: Slate leer S, M, L or XL, mot inches. 
(6) 41 C 79764F—Winterberry ) 41C 79763F—N 
(7) 41 C 79762F—Dusty blue 10) 41C 7976 
(8) 41C 79765F—Chamois t 
S ng weight 8 ounces 



Soft Shirts with the LOOK OF VELOUR 

51099 = | 512% 

C: Comfortable blend of Celanese Arnel® triacetate and nylon. 
Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble dry 
Regular Cut for average builds. 

sizes S(34-36 inches); M(38-40 inches); 1442-44 inches); XL(46-48 inches 
ru 6) Solid-color Collar and Placket Pullover 

Sport shirt collar with 4-button placket. One chest pocket. One-button cuffs on sleeves. 
Hemmed square bottom сап be tucked in or worn outsid: 

ORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: State letter size S, M, L or XL, mol inches. 
41C9124!F-Navy (3) 41 C 91243F-Brown 5) 41 C 91242F-Burgundy 
41C91246F-Gren (4) 41C 91245F-Chamois (tan) (6) 41 C 91244F-Lt blue oping weight 8 ounces $10.99 

7 thru 9) Collar and Placket Pullover with chest stripe 
ETAILING: Solid-color with contrast chest stripe and collar and placket. One-button cuffs on long sleeves 

Hemmed square bottom can be worn inside or out. Dyed to match buttons 
RS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Slate leiter sise S, M, or XL, mot inches. 
41 C 91507F blue with white, navy 9) '4TC 91509F— Tan with white, brown 

(8) 41C 91508F—Burgundy with white, gray 
Shipping weight 8 ounces #1299 
(10 thru 12) V-neck Pullover with allover stripe 
DET V-neck style with long sleeves. Ribbed neck, bottom and cuffs. Allover stripe. 

ND ORDERIN MATION: State leiter site S, М, L or XL, mot inches 
1612F—Brown combination 12) 41 C 91611F—Blue combination 

(11) 41 С 91613F—Gray combination 
Shipping weight 10 ounces $12.99 

a: [Sears] 293 





VELOUR 
For the special man 

n your list. 
thick, luxurious Shirts 
that feel velvety soft 

or V-neck Pv! 
contrast ar 
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Men's Knit Shirts and Turtlenecks (1 thru 12) Striped 
acrylic knit Pullovers 

(13 thru 20) Cable-knit 
acrylic Pullovers 

13 thru 16) Collar and placket style 

il) 
Shirts ( 13 thru 16 ) available ir rt or lon: 

hirts ( 13 thru 16 ) also available in long sie 

es $17.99 



in body than average 

( 1 thru 8) 

V-neck Cardigans 

Comfortable, 
easy-care 

Orlon* acrylic 

38342F 
38345F 

(9 thru 14) 
Sleeveless V-necks 

Average 
9) 41 

5999 

99 

( 15 thru 21) 
Long sleeve Turtlenecks 

de size S, M, L 
5) 41 С 36303F—Bi 

6) 41 С 36305F—Tan 
41 C 36306F—G; 

8) 41 С 36302F—Burgund 
9) 41 С 36309r— 

41 С 36301F 
41 C 36407F—N. 
ng weight 9 ounces 

Le sive M, L, XL 
$ C 36313F 
6) T41 C 36315F 
8 36312F 
9 36319F 

1 С 36317F 

(22 thru 27) 
Long sleeve V-necks 

the fitting 100M sor sweaters and 
knit and woven Sport Shirts 

CHART 1: Average sizes 
ORDER SIZE | 5 ] M L XL 
Sea, inches 33 34 35 36 

CHART 2: Tall sizes. 2 in. longer in body than average. 
ORDER SIZE | L Eum ] 2XL 

36 ee 36 37 



р allover texture 
natural color 
e washable acrylic 

FABRIC: Bulky knit of 100% natural color acrylic. Item (1) has allover cable and V pattern. Items (2 thru 4) 
bave allover cable and diamond fisherman patter 

ARE: Machine wash at warm temperature and mble dry 
or average builds. See the fitting room on facing page. Chest sizes S(34-36 inches); 

42-44 inches); XL(46-48 inches). 

(1) Zip-front Cardigan (3) Crew-neck Pullover 
AILING: Full zipper closure. Ribbed cuffs and DETAILING: Ribbed crew-neck, cuffs and bottom. 

tom. Long sleeves. Imported. Long sleeves. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION RDERING INFORMA 
State vise as lelter S, М, L or XL, moi number rise State vise as letter S, M, L or XL, mot number sive 
41C38099F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. .821.99 41 С 36029F—Shpg. wt 1 Ib. 4 oz. $15.99 

(2) Collared Pullover (4) Shawl collar Cardigan 

DETAILING: Ribbed collar with three button placket ETAILING: Ribbed shaw! collar, cuffs and bottom. 
ей cuffs and bottom. Wood-look buttons. Long 

sleeves. Imported. 
ERING INFORMATION O 

State size as leiter S, М, L or XL, noi number size, State size 
41 C 36039F—Shipping weight 1 Ib.4oz. .#17.99 41C 38089F 

Two waist pockets. Five button front. Long 

t and tie shown with (2) soi 
Turtieneck sc 

8 in our 1979 Fall Big Book 
п facing page ws [Sears] 299 





Softly 
brushed 
Sweaters 
take the chill out 

of those cold days 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

(1 thru 4) 
V-neck Cardigan 

FABRIC: Knit of 75% acrylic, 
15% polyester, 10% mohair. 
DETAILING: V-neck. Button 
front. Two waist pockets. 
Ribbed cuffs, bottom. Long 
sleeves. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm 
temperature and tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDER 
INFORMATION 
Average size. Chest size S(34- 
36 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44 
XL (4648). State letter sise S, 
M, L or XL; то! number size. 
See fitting room on page 298. 
1) 41C38663F-Burgundy 

(2) 41C38661F-Light blue 
(3) 41C38662F-Gray 
(4) 41C38664F-Beige 
Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $1999 

(5 thru 7) 
Crewneck Pullover 

FABRIC: Knit of 70% acrylic 
and 30% wool. 
DETAILING: Crew-neck 
Ribbed cuffs and bottom. Ice- 
landic yoke design. Long 
sleeves. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm 
temperature, delicate cycle; 
tumble dry low. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDER- 
ING INFORMATION: 
А size. Chest size S(34- 
36 inches); M(38-40); L(42- 
44); XL(46-48). Stale letter 
sise S, М, L or XL; not number 
size, See fitting room on page 
298. 
(5) 41C36575F 

Lt blue with 
navy and white 

(6) 41C36576F 
Natural color 
with brown and rust. 

(1) 41C36577F 
Gray with 
charcoal and white 

Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $24.99 

(8and9) 
Pullovers 

FABRIC. 100% acrylic knit. 
DETAILING. Crew-neck. Snug 
fitting ribbed cuffs and bot 
tom. Allover jacquard pat 
tern. Long sleeves. 
CARE: Machine wash at warm 
temperature, inside out: deli 
cate cycle and tumble dry 
SIZES, COLORS A 
ING INFORMATION 
Average size. Chest size S( 34- 
36 inches); M(38-40); L(42- 
44); XL(A6-48). State letter 
sise S, M, L or XL; moi number 
sise. Fitting room, page 298. 
(8) 41C36551F 

Tan with gray 
and brown 

(9) 41 С 36552F 
Gray with 
dk. gray and white 

Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $18.99 

Mem (10) 
ALSO. 

AVAILABLE IN 
TALL 

Lamb's wool Blend 
Easy-to-coordinate, traditional, timeless sweater styles 

(10) Long-sleeve V-neck Sweaters 
FABRIC Blend of 70% acrylic and 30% lamb's wool. 

DETAILING Long sleeves with semi-saddle shoulders. 
Rib-knit neck, cuffs and bottom. 

CARE: Machine wash warm, tumble dry 

SIZES. COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Chest size S(34-36 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44 
XL (4648); 2XL(50-5 

ting room on page 298. 
41 C 3663 1F—Heather blue 
41 С 36634F—Navy 
41 С 36637F—Burgundy 
41€ 
41 

36633F—Heather gray 
С 36635F—Brown 

41 C 36632F—Heather tan 
Shipping weight 12 ounces $19.99 

Tall. Approximately two inches longer than average 
size, State size M, L, XL or 2XL; mol number sise. 
T4 С 36645F—Heather blue 
T41 C 36643F—Navy 
T41 C 36642F—Heather gray 
T41 С 3664 1F—Heather tan 
Shipping weight 13 ounces $21.99 

(11) Sleeveless V-neck Sweaters 

FABRIC. Blend of 70% acrylic and 30% lamb's wool. 
DETAILING: Sleeveless v-neck styling. Ribbed neck, 
armholes and bottom. Lightweight, goes great under 
sportcoats and suit coats. 
CARE: Machine wash warm; tumble dry 

$ AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
34-36 in.); M(38-40); L(42-44); 

Average. Siale size S, M, L or XL; mot number sise. 
C 39312F— Heather tan 
С 39314F—Navy 
С 39317 F—Burgundy 
6 393 13Е—Неаћег gray 

с 
39315F—Brown 
3931 1F—Heather blue 

ipping weight 6 ounces $14.99 
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Color-coordinated 
Sweaters 

Combine for the lay 
or great worn 

Kait of ri 

hest size S(34-36 in.): M(38-40); L(42-44); XL(46-48| 
page 298. 

(4thru 6) Crew-neck Pullover 
Ww L te all r Ribbed cuffs and 

bottom. Long sleeves. 

41 С 36559F— 
41 С 36558F—Brow 

Turtleneck Pullover 

ribbed style. Long sleeves. White 



Handsome Sweaters go with everything. 

natural colors for an outdoor look 

(1) Shawl collar Pullover 

Big stitch texture, knit of 100% 
Natural varicolored sweater has shaw! collar, sin 

button closure. Ribbed cu! and bottom. Long sleeves. 

Average. Chest size 
L(4648). State leiter rite S, 

page 298. 
ces... $28.99 

(2) Sleeveless Cardigan 
Textured knit of 70° 
NG: Natural 

front. Simulated leather bu 

Machine wash 
ble dry low 

acrylic and 30% wool 
with brown contrast 
ons. Ribbed bottom 

perature; delicate cycle and 

N: Average. Chest size 
S(34-36 in.); M(38-40 46-48). State lelier sise S, 
M. L or XL: mot number size 
41 С 39578F—Shipping weight 10 ounces $20.99 

(3) Chenille-look Pullover 
ABRIC: Closely stitched, raised loop texture, knit of 60% acry 

ic, 30% wool and 10% polyester. 
ING: Natural with brown flecks. Crew-neck with three 

ton closure. Ribbed cuffs and bottom. Long sleeves. 
ARE Machine wash warm, delicate cycle; tumble dry low. 
ZES AND ORDER INFO: Average. Chest size S( 

M(38-40); 142-44); XL(46-48). Slade leiter sise S, M. 
moi number sise 
41 C 36578F—Shps. wt. 13 ounces [Sears] 303 



Corduroy... 
rugged and warm 

cotton and polyester blend 

(1thru4) Mid-wale Corduroy 
with trimmed collar and pocket flap 

BRIC: 84% cotton and 16% polyester blend 
А Banded c permanent stays. 

Matching lining, lar and yoke. One 
chest pocket flap 
Placket front. Long sleeves with one-button cuff 
Shirttail bottom. 

E Machine wash, warm as 

it. Neck sizes S 
16-16%); XL(17 

Average. State S, M, L or XL 
41 C 77561F—Tan 

7562F—Brown 
Medium blue 

Tall. Approx. 2 in. longer in body than 
For sleeve length, see Fitting Room on p. 298 
M, L, XL or 2XL, moi inches. 

T41 C 7755 1F—Tan 
1 С 77552F— Brown 

41 С 77553F—Medium blue 
41 C 77557F—Navy 
ing weight 1 Ib, $14.99 

T 
T 

(5thru7) Wide-wale Corduroy 
tton and 16% polyester blend. 

DETAILING: Sport shirt collar with perm: 
stays. Two chest pockets with fashionable wood 
tone buttons. Placket front. Long sleeves with one- 
button cuffs. Square bottom can be tucked inside 
or worn on the outside 
ARE: Mac 

Regular C Neck sizes S. 
1594); 16-1619): XLT 
State letter size S, М. 

5) 41C 74401F 
6) 41C 74403F 

41 C 74402F 
eight 1 Ib 

1 
1 
1 
n pping 



Flannel... 
comfortable polyester and 

cotton blend Shirts 

(1thru3) Flannel Shirts 
are yarn-dyed to keep 

colors looking bright and sharp 
FABRIC: 85% ton and 15% polyester blend. 

ILING: Sport shirt с with permanent stays. 
Placket front. One matched chest pocket. Long sleeves 

with one-button cuffs. Shirttail bottom. Imported. 

CARE: Machine wash warm and tumble dry. Little or no 

ot еде. 
5 COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Regular Cut. Neck sizes 5( 14-14% in.); M(15-15%); 
L( 16-164); ХІА 17-1740); 2ZXL(18- 1814). 

Average. State letter 5, М, L or XL. mot inches 
(1) 41 С 7439 1F—Blue combination 
(2) 41 С 74393F—Green combination 
(3) 41 Č 74392F—Brown combination 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 59.99 

Tall. Approx. 2 inches longer in body than average. 
State letier М, L, XL or 2XL, not inches 
(1) T41 С 74394F—Blue combination 
(2) T41C 74396F—Green combination 
(3) T41 С 74395F—Brown combination 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $11.99 

(4thru 9) PERMA-PRES 
Flannel Shirts 

% cotton and 25% polyester blend 
AILING: Plain front. Two chest pockets. Si 

style collar with permanent stays. Long sieeves with 1 
button cuff. Shirttail bottom. Imported 
CARE: Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble 

oning needed. 
COLORS. ORDERING INFORMAT 

S(14-14*4 inches); M(15-1544) 
4); 2XL(18-18%4). 

M, L or XL, mot inches 
41 Brown: yellow combination 
41 43 1F—Blue; yellow combination 
41 433F—Green; yellow combination 
41 434F— Burgundy; yellow combination 
41 C 74436F—Gray; white combination 
41 С 74435F— Blue; white combination 

Shipping weight 8 ounces $7.99 

Tall. Approximately 2 inches longer in body 
State leiter М, L. XL or mol inches. 
(4) 141 C 74442F—Brown; yellow combination 
(5) T41 C 74441F—Blue; yellow combination 
6) T41 C 74443F—Green; yellow combination 

(7) T41 C 74444F—Burgundy; yellow combination 
(8) T41 C 74446F—Gray; white combination 

141 C 74445F—Blue; white combination 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 



Men's patch-pocket 
flare-leg Jeans 

$899 

Woven of cotton or blend of 
and Fortrel® polyest 

G. Two front patch pockets and 

points for longer wear and durability. Button 
waist. Flared legs. 

Machine washable at warm tempera. 
ture setting, with similar colors; tumble dry 

DERING INFORMATION 
Trim Cut For. young, slim buil 

Vale waist im inches, them inseam as leiter S, M. 
L from this chart. 

seam 
41 C 24421F—Navy denim 
41 C 24424F—Wheat 
41 С 24423F— Brown. 
41 C 24427F— Light blue 
41 C 24429F—White 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz 

Wool blend C.P.O. Tops and 
coordinating Turtleneck Shirts 

$799 т. e 

Chest sizes S( 34-36 inches 
42-44 inches); XL(46-48 inches. M(38-40 inches); 

State letter size S, M, L, XL; not number size 

C.P.0. Tops 
BRIC: Blend of rej 

for warmth and comic 
DETAILING: 6-button placket front. Banded coll 
looking elbow patches and pocket flaps of 100% cotton cordu 
roy. Back yoke. Long sleeves with 2-button placket cuffs. Shirt 
tail bottom and lined collar. Imported. 
CARE: Dry clean only 

LORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 
N41 C 28331F—Navy and tan plaid 
N41 C 28332F— Brown and tan plaid 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 

Coordinating Turtleneck Shirt 
FABRIC: Smooth rib knit of 100% acrylic 

AILING: Set-in long sleeves; turned-down neck. Hemmed 
bottom and cuffs. Imported 

RE: Machine washable at warm temperature, tumble dry 
COLORS AND ORC 
N41 C 28334F—Navy 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 

N41 С 28335F 

Low priced all-cotton 
Flannel Shirts for Men 

$599 senge | $699 1 
100% soft, comfortable cotto; 

Plain front, one bias-cut ches pocket; red shirt has 2 bias-cut pockets. 4 irts have long sleeves; permanent collar 
stays and shirttail bottom. Imported. 
CARE: Machine washable at a warm tempera 

setting and Мим 4 

Average sizes. For et 11 inches 
tall. Stale letter vise S, M, L or XL when ordering 
for correct fi 

C 74421F-Blue plaid 
23F-Green plaid 

41 C 74095F-Red plaid 
41 © 74422F-Brown plaid 
Shipping weight 11 ounces 55.99 
Tall sizes. For men over $ ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3in. 
State letter size M, L. or XL; moi number size. 
T41 C 74424F-Blue plaid 
T41 C 74426F-Green plaid 
141 C 74195F-Red plaid 
T41 C 74425F-Brown plaid 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 



Cable-stitch Sweaters 
with stylish 

Scandinavian pattern 
of textured acrylic knit 

$1399 

C: 100% textured acrylic knit 

Chest sizes S( 34-36 inches 
inches 
48 in 
State S. 
41C36571F-Na: 

bui 
41C36573F-Natura 

burgun 
41C36572F-Tan. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 3 oz. 

PERMA-PREST* Double-knit Slacks 
of Celanese Fortrel® polyester 

pockets and set-in back pockets, one with 
and flared 

(1and2) Value-priced Cardigans and Vests in wool blend 
$ 99 Regular Cut. For average build 11 

M. Lo from Bi еми, Blend of $0% lamb's wool and 509 polyester 
- - a E NG: Rack stit rast trim on neck, front and pocket tops 

_ 2 arm temperature, дейс yw 
1C81551F 1C8 < O ORDERING IN 5 4(38-40 in. 
| C 815577 ick 1 EEN (46-38 i.) Stole leer nic, S, M 
1C 81556F—Burgu 
hipping weight 14 ounces 

4 
4 
4 
5 (2) Sleew Vest 

cuffs and bottc Hemmed a: les and rib- 
802F 41 C 39803F—C 

38803F—C 41 C 39802F— Ta; 
38801F—Bh 41 С 39801F—Blu 

Shipping weigh 

Full Cut. For huskier builds. Natural waist. Fuller seat, legs 
and thighs. State waist im inches, then inseam 
this chart. 

41 С 50991F— ou phone your order 
41 C 50997F— Black 9 v prone your oroe 
41 C 50996F—Burgundy see page 328 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 



Fleeced inside. . . 
Coordinating 
Sportswear 

it with cover-stitched seams for streng‘ 
ARE: Machine washable, warm; tumble 

Average. 7 in. to $ ft. 11 in 
Tail. Over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. Sweatshirts 
are 2 inches longer in body than average sizes. 
Pants are 2 in. longer in leg than average sizes. 

hood. Two hand-warmer pockets. Set-in 
sleeves. Rib-knit cuffs 

S(34-36 in.); M(38-40 in. 
XL(46-48 in 

Tall. State letter size M, L or X 
T41C47028F—Gray ' 141 
T41 С 47027F—Na: 

Crew-neck Sweatshirts 
TAILING: Pullover style, raglan should: 

Rib-knit neck, cu 
t S. ORDER’ O: Chest sizes 

M(38-40 in.);L(42-4 in.); and 

de letter S, M, L, XL; moi number. 

Long Sleeves 
7048r— таз C 47049F—Biue 
7047F—Navy T41 C 47048 F— Wine 

Green T41C 47046F—Browa 
A. % 

Zipper placket Sweatshirt 
with collar 

rtshirt-type collar. 
ng sleeves. Rib-knit cuffs and bottom 

2 LOR: RING Chest sizes 
S(34-36 in.); M(38-40 in.):L(42-44 in.) and 
XL(46-48 in. 

je. State letter S, M, L or XL, mot number. 

48302F—Green 
48301F—Blue 
48304F—Wine 

F— Brown 

41 C 48403F 

Coordinating Sweatpants 
Drawstring waist and elastic cuffs 

ROERING Waist sizes 
S(30-32 in.); M( 34-36 in.):L(38-40 in.) and 
XL(42-44 in. 

mot number 
C47137F—Navy 

+695 



Warm-up Suits made for action 
with zip-leg openings 

"TS 
Creslan® acrylic 

rasting leg and sleeve stripes. Jacket 
convertible collar. Pants: elastic waist, hemmed 

Knit ol 

pper leg: back p 
Machine wash. w 

== 
Nav 41C 47489F T41C 47479F 

TENE P 4142466; | тате аала Hooded Sweatshirt бат EAE | 14164005 
$1199 I Tb. ox 

ums 1999 - 
3 layer: Fortrei® polyeste de The Winner Il imported Sports Shoe 

hane foam middle layer; Fc 1 
ERS: Choose lightweight nylon or vinyl. Both styles 

ETAILING: Full zipper f have sueded split-leather toe caps, counter and eyelet 
area е lined with cushioned nylon tricot for com kets. Seti 

а snu; 
ARE Machine washable, warm: tumble dry 

line. Peaked back. Imported. 
LES AND HEELS: Traction-treaded rubber sole rises 

over toe and heel to protect against wear. Cushioned in 
sole. Extra padding at arch. 

fort. 

Zi COLOR RDERING IN Chest sizes S( 34-36 

in); M(38-40 in); L(42-44 in.); XL Medi м. 

: 7m to Sft Itin ZES. COLORS diam sises: 7453 
Siete Later гог SM = 8M, 815M, 9M, 9 4. 11M, 12M. Blue c Slate leder size S, 3 also in size 13M. Slate sise as listed. 

Nylon uppers 
76 C 96333F—Red. white 

For men ove 
letter size M, L 
Cok Average 76 C 96334F—Green, white 

“ATC 47068F | 1410 47078F 76 C 96331F—Blue, white 
41C47066F T41 C 47076F Vinyl upper 
41C47069F T41C 47079F 76 C 96337 F— White, blue 
41C47064F T41 C 47074F Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $15.49 
41C47063F T41 C 47073F 
41C47067F 141C 47077F CLEANING NOTE ө 



Winning designs 
that chalk up 

points 
Velour 2-piece warm-up Suit 

$44.99 

310 [Sears] au, 



ALSO IN 
SHORT 

AND TALL 
SIZES 

Foam-insulated 
Coveralls 

with convenience 
features from 
top to bottom 

© Warm insulated 
snap-on hc 

* Two zip closure 
chest pockets 

© Two snap-lap 
ower pockets 

e Two back pockets 
(right with 
snap flap) 

e Handy hammer 
оор on leg 

© Pulktab zippers 
on both legs 

$449 

FABRIC: Shell: cotton and polyester 
twill, Interlining: warm polyure 
thane foam laminated to shell Lin- 
ing: nylon taffeta. 

DETAILING Elastic back waist. Six 
pockets: two slash at chest with 
Chain-tab zippers; two lower patch 
with snap flaps: two back patch 
(right has snap flap). Handy pencil 
sot с Ha 
mer loop on leg. Zi 
openings. Detachable hood 
ed protector. Imported 
ARE. Machine wash at warm tem 

perature and tumble dry 
ZES. COLOR 

N FORMATION 
over shirt and 
Short ($ feet 3 inches to 5 feet 
inches). Slate chest size 38, 40, 42 er 
44 when ordering 
51C 10626F— 
51 С 10636F—0) 
Shp. wt. 3 Ibs. 9 oz $4499 
Average (over 5 ft. 1 in. to 5 ft. 11 
in.). State chest sise 38, 40, 42, 44 or 
46 when ordering 
51 С 10647F—Brown 
51 € 10627F—Navy 
51 C 10637F—Olive 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, 13 02 $44.99 

Men's reversible Work Coat with 
warm down-and-feather fill insulation 

Tall (over $ ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. 
State chest rise 40, 42, 44 or 46 when 
ordering. 
51 С 10648F—Brown 

ер x terlining: warm 51 C 10628F—Navy 
ghtweurht dow fea: : $1 С 10638F—Olive 

NG: Hip lengt ez 4 pocke Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 13 oz. 148.99 
Velcro® closure ^ iot | (1) Leather-palm Work Gloves 

һ pa „ы м DETAILING. Suede cowhide leather 
Machine wa: warm temper. le Nylon backs, Wai er of 

ntessiona: jean. Do not press or stea ocked on polyurethane 
NFO: ( zes 5)34 for added protection 

M38 1442-4 46 = gen 
Average (5 ft Maie letter , Sizes M(9-9%4): 110-1044), State 
XL. mot mumbe lelier size М or L moi number rit. 
Ton > State letter size M. L or XI 51 С 26093F—Brown 

51 С 2609 1F—Navy 
Shipping weight 5 ounces ... 36.49 

MENS FASHIONS 
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Men's PERMA-PREST® 
Regular Fit corduroy 
Work ‘n Lei 

pockets; tw 
d cuffiess 

2 | 2 

Мн рга TT а 

Ld 

peat blend of c 
le polyester. Choice ‹ plaid (1 E ay, 0008F basic plaid (4 

20609F Long stay г 
p pockets. Banded co 

stays. Placket button fron 
h button cuffs. Double yoke b 

Never need ironing wh 
n, and tumble dried 

portioned to 
MUS 

to $ ft. 11 in.). State letter 
Lor XL, moi number. 

Tall (over S ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 in.). State letter 
sise M, L ое 



Authentic 
Western 
Shirts © 

Pleasing floral pattern Shirt Fancy embroidered yoke Shirt Western Hat 
with snaps on sleeve placket with contrasting p t flaps of prime felt 



ANS FASHIONS 
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Authentic 

Wrinkle-resistant 

DOUBLE-KNIT Ranch Pants 

Easy care SuperSuede™ Shirt 
that's soft and comfortable 



Warm flannel Shirt 

PRESTO shirt needs 

Western Wear 

Чу corduroy 
ni-flared legs fit loosely с 

points for added strength. 4 pockets: 
to 2 in. Zipper 1l 

ke. Snaps on the 
placket, cuffs and pocket 

flaps. Button at the 
slot in the left 

$1C50053F-Brown $1C5005 1F-Nav 
51C50052F-Green 51C50056F-Rı 

7 Shipping weight 1 pound 
Full Cut. Fulle t, thigh a 

Women see Shirt 
û Chart on opp 

State leiter vise XS, 

32F— Brown 1C50043F-Brown 51C50041F-3 
51C50046F-Rus 

üpping weight 1 pound 14 ounces 
CHART 2 Jeans Conversion Chart for Women 

s f 

a blend of cotton 
ет boots. Ba: 
watch pocket 

knee area 

Corduroy ROEBUCKS® Jeans 
polyester. 

51C50055F-L:. blue 
51C50054F-Tan 

51299 
Longer rise keeps 

51C50045F-Lt Ы 
51C50044F-Tan 

$1499 

Leather-look Jacket with zip-on pile 
lining for versatile 3-season wear 

heil: handsome leather-look 
ton backing. warm acrylic pile c 

lon taífeta lining for 

olyurethane on 

M(38-40 in 
XL(S4-5 

Average 
XL, noi number sise when ordering 

51 C51481F-Luggage (brown) 51 C 51485F-Tan 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. $21.99 

State letter size M, L, or 

lale letter sise S, M, L, 

Tall. (Over 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 3 
mol number size when ordering 

uggage (brown 
sounds 12 ounces 

51 С 51339F-Tan 
523.99 

Over 5 ft. 7 State lesser size as 2 
mot number size when ordering 

€ 51333F-Luggage (brown. 
oping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces 

in. to 5 ft. 11 in 

51 С 51329F-Tan 
$25.99 

ЖЕМ FASHI 
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Ideal gifts for the 
serious hobbyist or 

handyman for a variety 
of household projects 

(1), Pantograph with een Engraver 
Make looking signs, plaques and 

HOW. TO USE: Engraver attaches easily to 
trace beautiful 

Saas in 

from your original ра! 
CONSTRUCTION: Pantograph: High-impact 

base, 11x27 in. long. Engraver. Plastic 
-carbide tip. .15 amp motor 

delivers 1200 strokes per minute. On-off 
switch. 
ACCESSORIES. 3 Sut i up letters (Monogram. 
Old English, Script) in ipper and lower 10 numerals, 6 line drawings, Sp wings, instructions. 
ELEC INFO: 110-120-у. 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. 
ORDERING INFORMATION; Unassembled. Can 

grinder. 
эс $6 25003c2 Wehe 102. ...Set 927.88 

ble-speed Rotary 
carve, Im, 

zout, cut and engrave. Work in wood, stone, 

shaping or intricate work. 

cutter, 
Be 3 coarse sander bands, | dres 

1 felt polishing wheel, 4 and Sorin. leo + 1 тош wheel points, 1 rubber wheel 

ELECTRICAL IN INFORMATION: 115-volt 60- 
Hertz. AC. UL listed. 6-ft, 3-wire cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 1979-80 Tool 
Book for Sears specific written warranty or 
write for free copy, see page 322. 
3 25157—We tbs lies. Kit 659.88 

Use as bench. (3) Hobby toe tnd rade э дас er o mand ah carve 
MOTOR AND BEARINGS: Bench gris has 
variable speed, 1000 to 4500 grinder 

sander have variable speed, 1000 to 
Senes universal motor. 

tray, tool rest. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 120-v. 60 Hertz. 
AC. UL listed. 6-ft., 2-wire cord. 
ORD. INFO: Wear safety goggles (not incl). 
9 C 25155—Wt. 8 lbs. 2 oz. ......Kit $63.88 
(4), CRAFTSMAN Hobby Tool Kit Sand, pela carve, shape wood, plastic or soft met- 
als. г develops no-load speed of 30,000 mm. 
CONSTR: Lightweight plastic. 6 in. long. 
кт ا ای ی رھا امل T | XI — i cutting 

carbide ES ishi heel, 1 ET wheel wi 
LS AN 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 115-volt 60-Hz. 
AC. UL listed. 6- wire cord. 

C 95078—Wt 1002. 

9C95074—Wt 202. 

i. 2) Skinning Lock-back Knife 

dosed. 
810.97 im 1977-78 Tool Book. 

(5) 38-50 X-Acto® Toot Knife Set 
with Cabinet. For wood, plastic, 
per or soft metal E 
CONST: Blades and components of 
e -carbon steel. Wooden cabinet 

cover, 
ate 134922123 in. deep. 
SET COMPOSITION: 4 routers, 4 

Nos. 1 and 5 knives, 8 
„ coping saw, 2 

em 2 clamps, tweezer, 2 cross-ac 
tion clamps, pliers, hand drill. file, 

imer with 3 extra heads, bench 
vise, razor saw n chuck. sander 
and instructions. 
сора ura: wis = Bo 

Set 944.88 

е X-Acto® Tool and 
th Chest. For use on 

SET COMP: Nos. 1, 2 and 5 knives 
with 8 blades, 4 gouges, 2 routers, 
Die dave Ba sander, coping saw, 

sia Pare 
Groening 9 Wt. 11b. 4 oz. 

+. Set 824.88 

(7) Seif-feeding Cordless Solder- 
ing Gun. Automatic solder feed for 
one-hand operation. 
CONST: 2 nickel-cadmium اپ س 

in 4 hrs. Plastic 
тое heat control, solder fe 

it-in worklight. Solder feed tube 
pos. solder. Solder s; 
top 
beat in 
me: ar Solder spool, plug-in re- 
charger, chisel tip, instructions. 
ELEC INFO: 110-120-v. 60 Hz. AC. 
9 C 53818—Wr 2 lbs. 4 oz. .934.88 
(8) CRAFTSMAN 4-inch 

Table Saw Outfit 
BLADES 4n. 30-tooth combination 
blade cuts up to 1 in. thick at 90°, %4 
in. thick at 45. 4-in., 100-tooth blade 

из. 
ıs reinforced plastic, 

пр 

MOTOR: 9000 rpm. Lubed bearings. 
Motor, blade tilt to 45° for bevel cuts. 
ELEC. INFO: Front ر وکو 115v. 60 
Ha. AC. UL listed. 6- 
ORD. INFO: See 979-80 To Tool Book 
LU TAT dai 

{тее copy, see p. 322. 
НИЕ 12 bs. Soz. .%79.88 

Lapidary Equipment 
Transtorms rough rocks 

into polished gems. 

(9) Lapidary Kit 3-compartment drum (10) Profe 
TI e single-compartment Tum- 

тока E ber ned Drm bier. For the more advanced 
ings sealed with gaskets to avoid 
leakage, Fan-cooled, gear-driven motor. CONST: 6-Ь. capacity. 
KIT COMP: S-Ib. of unfinished gem stones, 

5 for mounting stones (rings, pen-  rubberlined settini 
dants, ec), ind. 
pounds (coarse, medium. fine, polish and 
polishing ). tube of mounting cement. 
ELEC INFO: 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz. AC. UL 

Single 
compartment metal drum, 

Neoprene gas- 
kets. Fan-cooled, gear driven 
motor. Speed control. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 110-120- 
volt, 60-Hertz. AC. UL listed. 

cord. 

сот. 

6-8. 2-wire cord. &ft, S-wire 
weight 17 pounds. ORDER INFO: Wt. 19 Ibs. 

эс 2 81C Kit 49.88  9C25092C $49.88 

9.97 
Priced #3 

jO less than in 1977- 78 Tool Book. р. 102 High car blade Ivory handle, 2% in. long 
steel biade. re- lease. Solid brass bolsters, linings BEA Wt. 1 az. 54.97 

Black Del Sin (15) Two-blade Jack Knife. 1 
long Warranty note below. сір blade, 1 pen blade. 214 inches 

9 C9507—Wr. 1 or. 

(14) Two-blade Jack Knife 
less than in 1977-78 

Tool Bk., p. 102. 1 clip blade, 

(11) Lockback Knife with leath- ( 13 thru 15) Pocket Knives. er sheath. Priced $10 less than in — High-carbon steel blades. Nickel 1978-79 Tool Book, р. 54. High- — silver bolsters. Plastic handle. Warr carbon steel Amazing Cutting Ac note 
tion edge ( ) blade is (13) Lumberjack Knife. Priced тзв. табиа С. sharpest type of 55.60 less than in 1978-79 Too! knife we sell Brass alloy shield. Sol Bk.. p. 54. 2 blades, screwdriver 
brass bolsters, _ Laminated can opener. 3% in. long closed. hardwood handle $e in long $7097 tw Tool 

closed. Warr. note below. $29.97 im BIETER 9 C95043—Wt Sor. $547 

pe 99 
рд” 

54.97 

WARRANTY NOTE: Ses 1979-80 Тоо! Book for Sears specie written warranty or "тте for free copy. see p. 322 



Smoker's Accessories 

(1) Nimrod Pipe Lighter 
Extra-long flame delivers a deep light to help burn all 
tobacco in bowl evenly. Accepts standard lighter fh 
Measures about 3 inches high. Gold-color metal with 

m. 

87 C 7011—Shipping weight 4 ounces $8.99 

(2) Sixhole Pipe Rack 
Solid walnut rack and jar lid. Clear glass tobacco jar 
with 14-ounce capacity. Satin lacquer furniture finish. 

рассо not included. 
weight 3 рош: $14.99 

(3) Pistolstyle Lighter 
derringer-look | color meta! 

den handle, stock, base. 
Measures 6xix3 inches. Accepts standard lighter fluid. 
Lighter can be removed from base. Imported. 

87 C 7032— Shipping weight 1 pound 

(4) Pipe Rest Ashtray 
Stunning solid walnut base has rest to hoid 

amber glass ashtray has a solid c 
ng pipe. 

N: Pipe not included. 
hipping weight 2 pounds. 

87 C 7463 $11.99 

Pipes and Pipe Sets 

(8) Pipe and Accessories Set 
Ideal for the veteran or beginning pipe smoker. Natu 
ral unvarnished briar pipe with scotch plaid roll up 
tobacco pouch, pouch humidifier, three function pipe 
tool and pipe cleaners. Hard rubber stem. Gift boxed 

87 C 7208—Shipping weight 10 ounces $8.99 

(6) Stand-up Pedestal Pipe 
Handsome bent stem pipe with lightweight, large ca 
pacity briar bowl. Hard rubber stem. Special design 
allows pipe to stand upright on desk or table. 

87 C 7213— Shipping weight 8 ounces 

(7) Sterling Silver Filigree Pipe 
Exquisive sterling silver design on our fin 
briar bowl. Hard rubber bent stem design. Handsome 
plastic gift case include 

87 C 7299—Shipping weight 8 ounces. 924.99 

(8) Briar Pipe 
This fine qua tinental-shaped briar pipe 
hanced by a marbelized Lucite® plastic shank. Hi 
polished bowl with hand carving. Hard rubber stem. 
Comes gift boxed with pipe tool 
)RDERING INFORM. 
87 C 7212—Shipping weight 8 ounces $12.99 

(9) Modern Dublin Sandblast Pipe with stand 
Sandblasting gives this pipe an unusual, yet hand 
some, appearance. Briar bowl. Hard rubber stem. 
Comes with genuine brierroot stand. 

7 C 7218—Shipping weight 15 ounces $16.99 

10) Yorkshire Meerschaum Set. Two carefully 
hand-carved briaz pipes inlaid with genuine molded 
meerschaum bowls. Hard rubber stems. Two popular 

: ase any pipe lover. Gift boxed. 
ATION: Set of 2 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
16 Set $16.99 



[ul ir Valet with storage seat vinyl covered 

tot polyurethane foem. Back à quited wit butt titel eier Cam pot foam, back is quilted with button 
with a damp cloth. Seat lifts for extra Walnut-finish hardwood hanger (removable), accessory tray, trouser bar, legs have nylon glides. 42x18x23 in. deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled . . . instructions included. 
24 С 80660C—Dark brown 24 C 80662C—Black 
Shipping weight 15 pounds 934.99 
(2) Chair Valet with fabric storage seat. 
CONSTA: Solid hardwood frame, legs with pecan finish, Herculon® olefin 
fabric uphoistered seat padded with polyurethane foam. Sea: lifts off for 
сита storage. Pecan finished hardwood trouser bar on top, wood shoul 
der (to jackets) and handy cross rungs. 42x14 31167 in. deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembied . . . instructions included. 
24 C 80664L— Shipping weight 21 pounds. 169.99 

a s-plated upright Valet Stand 
Priced 87 less than our 1979 Spring Big Book, page 253. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy brass-plated 1-inch tubular steel with lacquer finish . . . resists tarnish, Contoured to hold jackets. Top trouser bar 
double-braced bottom support holds shoes. 461 3x20x12*, in. deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembied . . . instructions included. 
24 C 7574C—Shipping weight 9 pounds ..$19.99 

(4) Walnutfinish wood Tie and Belt Rack 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid hardwood, brass-plated metal trim and hooks. 36 
Че hooks: A bat loops, Hooks owing open for selection and close to hold 
Чез securely. Mount on door, wall. 18%, in. long. Screws included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
24 C 7607 Shipping weight 15 ounces $6.99 

320 

(5 thru 7) Heated Footstools 
Traditional ndsome walnut-finished hardwood upholstered with 
multicolor c 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-volt AC-DC 
(5), Tilttop Storage Footstool with 3 heat levels 
high. Top has metal slide that adjusts to 3 positions . . . op 
storage section. 6-foot cord. Measures 13x18x16 inches deep 
ORDERING IN 15-Ib. rate. See page 3 
24 C 807081. pou 

Storage Footstool with 3 heat le 
at with 2-inch deep storage 

or hig! 
1144x 164412 inches deep. 
ADER АМАТІОМ 
24 C 80707—Shipping weight 7 pounds $32.99 

(7) Footstool with 1 heat level. 6-ft. cord. 8 
ORDERING INFORMAT 
24 C 80706—Shipping weight 5 po 

14294 in. deep 

$20.99 

Knitting Bag with St 
TR: W d frame with rative handles. Rich gold 

lined int 3 accessory pockets. 
to 2 in. wide to store. 16 in. high, 13 in. across top. 

2 pounds 8 ounces $9.99 

CO УМ. Cotton canvas with sturdy double handies and zippered top. Handy outside pocket for storing needles. Practical screen-printed ruler across the bottom. Measures 17x11^9x5 inches deep. 
COLORS. ORDERING INFO ete co une haw 22 
24 C81582H—Shipping weight | p 2 ounces 15.99 



the holiday mim solver 

* In denominations from $5 to $100 
* Great for out-of-town gift giving. . . 

takes the worry out of sending packages 

Just tell us to whom you want а gift certificate 
sent, the amount (anywhere from $5 to $100) 
and we'll send it in your name. That way the 
recipient can choose the т: 
apres and order by j 
phone. Gift certificates may also be used in any 
Sears Retail Store. 
Want to send the gift certificate yourself? 

"GIFT CERTIFICATES me 
The perfect gift when you don't know what to give. Print name and address of the recipient. 

Let the people on your Christmas list icu. E a SN 
who "have everything" choose their own gifts from 16C7440 Me imi $510$100 — 

Sears catalogs or any Sears retail store. NOTE: Orders for gift certificates cannot be used to obtain i 
10% Eariy Shopper's Discount described on the insert un, ja 
der the front cover. 

SHIP-A-GIFT SEARS DEFERRED PAYMENT 
The easy way to send gifts to anyone 

in the U.S.A. or over 50 countries CREDIT PLANS 
Now you can buy Home Appliances on one of Sears 

Shop by Phone Pick up at any Sears Catalog Deferred Payment Credit Plans and defer your 
Just tell phone order clerk Selling Unit in the U.S.A. first monthly payment until February, 1980. 

when you place the order the If requested. your gift can be sent (Available in most States. There will be a Finance Charge for the deterral period.) 
name of recipient. complete for pick-up to any Sears catalog 

address including zip code. selling unit in the United States Deferred Payment Plan applies to any merchandise 

No need to pick up package, — Shipments within the U.S.A. listed below which is bought from any 
Bac Ape асои When you place your order, tell us current Sears catalog between now and Christmas. 
maed bral A the name. address and zip code of Ask for details at your nearest Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

Shipping et е eo Wa wil handle dewis | + compactors + Phonogaohs > Sewing Machines 
Worry-free gift shopping service proper ships + Dehumidifiers + Radios * Televisions 

Sears will ship your gift to * Dishwashers * Ranges * Washers 
Charge It foreign countries ог . * Dryers * Recorders * Waste Disposers 

Simply give order clerk your APO-FPO addresses too. . . * Floor Polishers * Refrigerators + Vacuum Cleaners 
Sears Credit Account number See our General Catalog or call * Freezers * Room Air 

and tell her to "Charge It" any Sears Selling Unit for details | • Organs Conditioners m [Sears] 321 
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HELPFUL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SEARS CATALOG ORDER 
REGARDING OUR CATALOG PRICES 

and shippn 
Sears catal 

counter or over the phone. 

Prices in this са! 

ABOUT OUT-OF-STOCK MERCHANDISE 
We make every effort to stock quantities of merchandise which we anticipate will be sufficient to fill orders until the expiration of this catalog. Since this 
catalog had to be prepared long before it reached you. and unexpected cir- 
cumstances beyond our control can occur between preparation and expira- 
tion. occasionally an item you order may not be available when you order it. It 
эп пет you order should happen to be out-of-stock. here's what we'll do: 

1. We will notify you as promptly as possible about the out-of-stock situa- 
tion and give you our best information аз to when a new supply is 
expected. i! we don't anticipate being able to fill your order within 30 
days. we will ask you to tell us whether you still want the item when it є again available. Naturally, if you tell us yes. we will charge you no more than the price in effect when you onginally ordered. 
At times we may send you an appropriate "tem of equal or 
better value at the same price as your original order so that we may 
serve you faster, If the item is not satisfactory, you may, of course, 
return it for e fuil refund. including shipping and handling 
If an eppropriate substitute for the out-of-stock item is not available 
and it appears that additional stock cannot be obtained from our sup- 
plier. our only alternative is to cancel your order and provide a full 

We are constantly working to avoid any out-of-stocks. and we sincerely regret 
any situation. however Occasional. where circumstances prevent us from 
meeting our goal 

The merchandise offered in all Sears catalogs is stocked in quantities intend- 
ed to accommodate only individual or family needs. Therefore. 

details cn commercial quantity orders. please contact 
Department 733G. Sears Tower, Chicago. IL 60684 

IMPORTANT TAX NOTICE 

13% "Мем York .n......4% 
Сту. County ог parish has a tax. include the additional tax required 

Amit tax on exempt clothing 
Üwect to customer charges including postage are taxable 

SEARS GUARANTEE—Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 
Whatever you buy et Sears, you have the right to use it for a reasonable time before 
you determine it is satisfactory and decide to keep it. If you decide it is not satisfactory. 
return it to us at our expense. We will do whatever is necessary to correct the cause of 
your dissatisfaction. If we can't satisfactorily provide a remedy. or if you request a 
refund, we will refund your full purchase price including appropriate delivery and 
finance charges and applicable taxes. 

322 [Sears] 

OF WARRANTY STATEMENTS 
The warranty is included with any product 
Covered by а specific written warranty. If 
you wish а free copy before you order. 
write to: 

Customer Reiations Department 
Sears. Roebuck and Co. 
Sears Tower BSC 4 1-3 

Chicago. IL 60684 

ге accepted only for merchandise sent from a Catalog Merchan- 
dise Distribution Center to а Sears Unit. You may then pick up your order or 
arrange with your Sears unit for redelivery to your home (If avaiabie) 

If you request that your order be sent directly to you via USPS/UPS or non- 
Soars truck, you must include a money order, check or use your Sears Credit nt 
Nor do we ship С.О О. orders for merchandise cut. engraved, printed or made to order, for merchandise shipped direct from factory or shipped to foreign 

countries or to anyone other than tne person sending the order 

SHIPPING INFORMATION: 
“NT, "N27, “NM” suff (such as 9-1234N) means that this item, if shipped 
directly to your home. is sent by motor carner. (See truck information 

in our Big Book.) If you prefer. pickup your order at a Sears Catalog 
Selina Una . "ask about pickup charges Home delivery trough a Sears unt 
тау also be available. please inquire 

'arts of your order may be shipped from points other than your distribution 
center and may therefore arrive seperately at different times. 

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE (USPS)/ 

VESTS teh our use of both the Ше! Оне Ponia! 
(USPS) and Unite Parcel Service (UPS). For parcels qualifying for e or UPS shipping. Sears will determine which to use. With method 

either shipping system. the table of Sears Shipping and Handling Charges for 
ISPS/UPS applies. 

‚are served by a First Class Post Office (check with 
Te 

other Offices. 

Orders Shipped by U! 
USPS Restrictions—it 

your Postmaster or Carrier). the parcel maximum wei 
not exceed 84 i 

UPS Restrictions—The parcel maximum weight is 50 pounds and the maxi- 
mum size is 108 inches—iength and girth combined. This method of shi 

О. Box addresses. nor is it available on shig 

determine shipping and handling charges for USPS/UPS parcels, ми find your Parcel Zone In the sabio below. Next. add the weigh 
о 

orders include enough money tor shipping and A vd you 
S must prepay parcet. 

redit Orders. Sears computes charges and adds them to your account. 

STANT 
DISTRIBU’ 

SEARS CATALOG MERCHANDISE DISTRIBUTION CENTER 
ATLANTA GA 30395 DALLAS. Tx 75295 LOS ANGELES. CA 90051 
BOSTON. MA 02215 GREENSBORO. NC 27480 MEMPHIS. TN 38140 
CHICAGO, IL 60607 JACKSONVILLE. FL 32297 MINNEAPOLIS. MN 85407 
COLUMBUS, Он 43228 KANSAS CITY. МО 64127 PHILADELPHIA PA 19132 

SEATTLE WA 981 

SEARS PLEDGE OF FAIRNESS 
If. after you have decided to keep your purchase, it 
doesn't give you the service or performance you rea- 
sonably expect of it and there isn't a specific written 
warranty on the item that will satisfactorily correct the 
problem, please let us know. We want to make an ad- 
justment that you will consider fair. 

ALL RATES ON THIS PAGE ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
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Thousands of timely new gift ideas in this bool 
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FOR A WONDERFUL GIFT SELECTION 
k..thousands more in our Big Fall Book 

Cash Registers, Toy son 3 ГЫ Casseroles 351,368, 
387, 359. 360 

asset 

35 

Game Tables 440443. 
д 1, 635 
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Girly LINGERIE 86, $7, 90, 93. Girls $, 8-14, 98-100 
Juniors... 7 Womens 

102, 103, 112, 
114. 129, 149, 193, 

195. 232. 233, 236 

320, 484-487 

"s 
86, 87, 90, 

a 457,454. 455 | LOUNGEWEAR — | napkin Holders” Pants Sen. Baby SE oa Wn | Bow. .10, 17, 19. 20 Pants Sets, Children s 2182. 105 174. Gre 8,8 262. 283, 504, 505, ta Ts 508. 509, 537 Juniors 
‚223, 224, 226 Supplies ...640.541 | ma gare 

JEWELRY 
EAU 

98. 173. 175, 
177-179 

Men's .166.169, 170 
24, 128, 

257 
Men's Work 

312, 313, 317 
lisses. үз 
110-113, 118, 

e 314.315 
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в Picnic Supplies. Picture Frames 200287. 
Pictures, Wail 63. 0071.7430, Pillow Shams | 
| tnnc 208, 354 

442, 584, E n1 
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8-10, 17- 
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5. Oficial Entry Blank 

E 
бин. 
^ i) 
i d 

Star Wars Articles 
309, 654, "n 

ier Y | س 

166. 
102-107, 

109-113, 
116.118, 121 
үз. 

337.372 
| Table Games 442 443 
Таре Lamps . 386.388 
Table Tennis iru 
Tablecioths 347. 

MNT 
3535 

421. 425, 497 
403-405 

Be sure to see these . 
greät toys you've read 

or seen on TV 

Talk to Me Peter 
Woodsie Log Ho 
Offshore Cargo 
Kitchen Set 

IDEAL 
Rub-A-Dub Dolly, Accessories ..516 
TCR. indy Jam Car MEE 

izzy Pumper Hairy Monsters "t 

6 

Trailtracker Hound Dog 397 гі г Hou а 
Wars Toys ..... 618/818 

MARX 
Sin First Love à 

Big is 0 

Baby Gı u 516 aby Grows Up ...... 
Barbie Dream Rouse 524 
Sir Galaxy .. 658 

Bs 8 
Buck Toys 9 617 
Rocket Tubes and Micronauts 
rera 616,617 

Stop Thief 666 Merlin 666 
Rom .. 658 

REMCO 
Baby Be Good .. 516 
Look'n Love Dolly 518 

Fashion Plates 5 
Mighty Men and Monster Moker iy 

igital Derby : y 
Hitn Missile’ . 

TYCO 
Nite Glow Road Race Set 
Clementine Train Set... 

Sears Official Disneyland Trip Contest Rules 
This contest is only open to children 3 16 years of at time of entry. Wien munt be renderas ofthe Une? Suter Chald коме ое аре ditat TOR nd Co. ns subsdenes. affilates. and oromcton agencies ме not eig tle 
To get a Sean Oficial Disneyland Tro Entry Blank. place an order for any Winniethe- 
Pooh. NFL or Sunny Bunch merchandise on the pages designated on o. 2 of th book 
On а Sears Ofhiciai Disneyland Tnp Entry Blanc hand print name, full address and check 
age at date ol entry Entrant should draw and color a picture o! entrant and family wth 
any one or more Disney characters (Winre-the Pooh, Mickey Mouse. Goofy. Donald 
Duci or others) having fun at Daneytand 
Each aramng submitted must be on one shest c n0 than BV11 Озу lomng should be used 

paper опе wide cf paper should be used and олуу one or more of the. crayons, colored pencils. feit tip pens. or watercolor paints. 
злоце be attached securely to drawing and maes to: St LY TRIP TO DISNEYLANO CONTEST, Р.О BOX 9253. BLAIR. NEBRASKA 68! 

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY FEBRUARY 15, 1980 Enter often, but each entry must be mailed separately and submirted with en Oficial Entry Blank. All entres recewed will be judged'under the supervision of the D. L BLAIR CORPORA- TION. an independent judging organzaton. based on the cetera: Ongsnahty and creatrvity—5 0%. Technical ability paciu ‚and use of colori 40. Ap- irograteness 10 tha scene described m rue 3 alove—10% the sermons ofthe р Aro final on all matters relating to ths contest 

8. There wit be fy (50) winners 

. тош transportation, hotel accom- for two (2) nights. three (3) meals daily. admission to Daneviand and cov. for actreites at the perk All travel to be within, States. 
is vol а онад Vermom and where respongsbuty winners and 1) 

No substitution of prize = 

i} i 
ii { i 

Tus 30 deys of ALL ENTRIES RECEIVES BECOME the ELU ^ PROPERTY OF SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO. AND NONE WILL BE RETURNED 
2 of wen. send a SEPARATE stam; sef-edoressej envei LJ ICY TRIP TO DISNEYLAND WINNERS. List mr PO. BOX 6285, BLAIR. NEBRASKA 62009. 
guy 



SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 
RETAIL INSTALLMENT SECURITY AGREEMENT SEARSCHARGE SECURITY AGREEMENT 

On all charges to my SearsCharge account. | agree to the following: 

2. Option to Pay Installments Plus a Finance Charge. If | do 
not pay the total balance in full each month, | agree to make at 
least e minimum payment within 30 days of the billing date 
shown on my monthly statement. The minimum payment re- 
quired each month is shown in the Schedule of Minimum 
Monthly Payments below. 

3. Schedule of Minimum Monthly Payments. The required 
minimum monthly payment is based on the highest New Bal- 

ance in the Account 
When the "Highest The Minimum When the "Highest The Minimum 

New Balance D сыш New Balance" — Monthly Payment 
Reaches: be: Reaches: will be: 

$ 101105 8.00 Balance $340.01 to $380.00 — $16.00 
8.01 to 160.00 58.00 380.01 to 410.00 17.00 

160.01 to 180.00 9.00 410.01 to 440.00 18.00 
180.01 to 200.00 10.00 440.01 to 470.00 19.00 
200.01 to 220.00 1100 470.01 to 500.00 20.00 
220.01 to 240.00 12.00 Over $500.00 1/25th 
240.01: 260.00 13.00 of Highest Account Balance 
260.01 to 29000 1400 rounded to the next 
290.01 to 34000 15.00 higher whole dollar amount. 

Option to Pay in Full Each Month to Avoid Finance 
Charges. ! have the nght each month to pay the total balance 
оп my account. If | do so within 30 days of my billing date, no 
Finance Charge will be added to the account for that month. 
The billing date will be shown on a statement sent to me each 
month. The tota! balance on my billing date will be called the 
New Balance on my monthly statement. 

You mey always pay more than the required minimum monthly pay- 
ment. The minimum paym will change only if charges to the 

account increase the balance to a new high. The minimum payment 
will not decrease until the new balance is paid in full. 

Finance Charge. If | do not pay the entire New Balance within 

30 days o! monthly billing dat Finance Charge will be 
E the, Ж monthly billing period. 
ne FINANGE CHARGE wi ve олке з mmm ct 
Be Oc if the AVERAGE DALY, BALANCE is $3 ANNUAL 

eri TE Pit of} PUTA EPA 
PERCEN Eh GE RA E of 8%) S) on the first 
$ Ly An AVERAGE IL A 

БАЙАНАЙ RATE sr BUT ДААТ ATE о 1 
AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE over $500. 

How to Determine the Average Daily 2909 Sears will 

determine each day's outstanding balance in the monthly bill- 
ing period and divide the total of these daily balances by the 
number of days in the monthly billing period. The result is the 
Average Daily Balance. 

Sears will include the current month's charges. but will not 
include any unpaid finance or insurance chargels). when deter- 
mining a daily balance. 
Ali payments, credits for current purchases returned. and other 
credits will be subtracted from the previous days balance. 

Failure to Make Minimum Payment. If | do not make at least 
the minimum required monthly payment when due, Sears may 

declare my entire balance immeciately due and payable. 
Security Interest in Goods. Sears has a security interest un- 
der the Uniform Commercial Code in all merchandise charged 
to the account. If | do not make payments as agreed. the secu- 

rity interest allows Sears to repossess only the merchandise 
which has not been paid in full. | am responsible for any loss or 
damage to the merchandise until the price is fully paid. Any 

payments | make will first be used to pay any unpaid Insurance 
or Finance Charge(s). and then to pay tor the earliest charges 

оп the account. If more than one item is charged on the same 

dete. my payment will apply first to the lowest priced item. 

A d part of the 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Change of Terms—Cancellation. Sears has the right to 
change any term or part of this agreement by sending me a 
written notice, Sears also has the right to cancel this agreement 
as it relates to future purchases. | agree to return all credit cards 
to Sears upon notice of such cancellation. 

Change of Residence. If | change my residence. | will inform 
Sears. Sears has the right to transfer the account to a Sears unit 
servicing my new residence. When Sears notifies me that the 
account has been transferred, the account, including t 
EL balänce, shall be governed by the credit terms which 
to Sears credit customers in my State of residence, including the 
FINANCE CHARGE and the method of determining the bal- 
ance upon which the FINANCE CHARGE is based. Sears 
will provide me with a written disclosure of the new credit terms 
which apply to а new State of residence. 

Authorized Buyers. This agreement controls all charges made 
оп the account by me or any person | authorize 10 use the ac- 
count. 

Credit Investigation and Disclosures. Sears has the right to 
investigate my credit, employment and income records, and has 
the right to verify my credit references and to report the way | 
pay this account to credit bureaus and other interested parties. 
Waiver of Lien on Residence. Sears gives up any right to re- 
tain or acquire any lien which Sears might be automatically enti- 
tied to by law on real estate which | use as my principal resi- 
dence. This does not apply to a lien created by a court judgment 
or acquired by a filing as provided by statute. 

. Account Subject to Approval of Sears Credit Department. 
This agreement is subject to the approval of Sears Credit Sales 
Department. The agreement will be considered approved when 
Sears delivers a credit card or other notice of approval to me. 

. Protection of Buyer's Rights. The Notice below, which i$ re- 
quired by law. is intended to preserve any claim or right | have 
against Sears if my account is ever sold or transferred to another 
creditor. 

NOTICE: ANY HOLDER OF THIS CONSUMER CREDIT 
CONTRACT IS SUBJECT TO ALL CLAIMS AND DE- 
FENSES WHICH THE DEBTOR COULD ASSERT 
AGAINST THE SELLER OF THE GOODS OR SERVICES 
OBTAINED PURSUANT HERETO OR WITH THE PRO- 
CEEDS HEREOF. RECOVERY HEREUNDER BY THE 
DEBTOR SHALL NOT EXCEED AMOUNTS PAID BY 
THE DEBTOR HEREUNDER. 

15. Notices Required by State law. 

NOTICE TO BUYER: 1. DO NOT SIGN THIS CREDIT 
AGREEMENT BEFORE YOU READ IT OR IF IT CONTAINS 
ANY BLANK SPACE. 2. YOU ARE ENTITLED TO A COM- 
PLETELY FILLED IN COPY OF THIS CREDIT AGREE- 
MENT. KEEP IT TO PROTECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS. 
3. YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO PAY THE ENTIRE BAL- 
ANCE AT ANY TIME. 

(Customer's Signature) 

ACCEPTED, SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 

By 

Dae 

NOTICE: To open a new SearsCharge Account, residents of Oklahoma and Texas should read and sign the above agree- 
ment and return it to us together with the completed credit application on the facing page. Upon approval of your application. you 
will receive a disclosure of your rights under the Fair Credit Billing Act along with a copy of the agreement for you to keep. 

Residents of other states should complete and return the credit application on the facing page as appropriate. Upon approval of 
your credit application you will receive a disclosure of your rights under the Fair Credit Billing Act along with a copy of the 
agreement to sign together with a copy for you to keep. 
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Apply today for the Sears Credit 
that's good at 3600 Sears stores 

atter where you live,travel or move in the United States, you can use the 
Credit Card to charge over 100,000 Sears products and services. 

To apply, mail the application below or call Toll-Free: 800-527-3593 
(Texas residents call 800-499-5385) 

£i 

Sears Credit Account Application 96 
Name and address in which Courtesy titles optional 

J wr. account is to be carried.  [ C Mn. C Ms. O Miss C Other. 

(PLEASE PRINT) FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL LAST NAME | AGE 

ADDRESS city STATE iP 

IF APPLICANT З SPOUSE IS AUTHORIZED TO BUY ON THE ACCOUNT, PRINT NAME HERE 

JF OTHERS ARE AUTHORIZED TO BUY ON THE ACCOUNT, PRINT NAMES HERE: 
1 

It you are a resident o! Louisiana, New Mexico or Texas, complete this application. Residents of 
‘other states, please call, write or visit your nearest Sears selling unit for an application. 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER | NUMBER OF PHONE NO. HOW LONG AT DOWN С BOARD | MONTHLY RENT OR 
DEPENDENTS | PRESENT ADDRESS O RENT | MORTGAGE PAYMENTS 

| == 
FORMER ADDRESS (IF LESS THAN 2 YEARS AT PRESENT ADDRESS) | xê | EMPLOYER 

I 

ADORESS city STATE 21Р tow OCCUPATION T NET EARNINGS i 

Н MONTHLY] FORMER EMPLOYER (IF LESS THAN 1 YEAR WITH PRESENT EMPLOYER) HOW. 
O WEEKLY LONG 
OTHER INCOME IF ANY [An ‚ Child support, or separate maintenance income need no! be revealed | SOURCE OF OTHER INCOME 
AMOUNT $ | V rou do not wish lo have It considered as a basis lor paying this obligation. 
NAME OF BANK ADORESS city SAVINGS [LOAN BANK 

ACCOUNT CHECKING 
B YES | DATE FINAL PAYMENT MADE PREVIOUS Ц YES | АТ WHAT SEARS STORE? | SEARS ACCOUNT NO. 18 ACCOUNT 

SEARS ACCOUNT? Û NO PAID IN FULL? 

CREDIT REFERENCES. 

NAME AND ADDRESS BALANCE | MONTHLY PAYMENT 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF RELATIVE OR PERSONAL REFERENCE OTHER THAN SPOUSE 

SEARS IS AUTHORIZED TO INVESTIGATE MY CREDIT RECORD, 
AND TO VERIFY MY CREDIT, EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME REFERENCES X SIGNATURE DATE 



for a Sears Credit Card 
..you benefit 6 ways 
1 Order by phone when you can't 

* come in. Just look up the phone 
number of Sears Catalog Telephone 
Sales in your local telephone book. 
Tell the salesperson you want to place 
a catalog order . . give your name, 
Sears Credit Card number, and say 
"Charge it." You can pick up your or- 
der at your nearest Sears Store, or, in 
most areas, have it sent to your home. 

Nationwide Credit at Sears. Your 
* Sears Credit Card is good at 3,600 

Sears locations coast to coast. No 

Catalog shopping 
is easier than ever 
when you can say 

"Charge iti" 
Open a Sears Charge Account 

matter where you live, travel, or move, 
you can always " "Charge it" ata 
nearby Sears. 
3 Take advantage of Sears special 

* sales. Your Sears Credit Card lets 
you take advantage of savings during 
Sears sales or special offers . . even if 
it's not convenient for you to pay cash 
atthe time. 

No need to have cash on hand. 
* You don't have to worry about hav- 

ing cash at home when your Sears 
package is delivered. You don't even 
have to be home. Leave a note and 
the driver will deliver your order to a 
neighbor. 

5 Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 
* We want you to be completely sat- 

isfied with everything you buy from 
Sears. That's the real foundation on 
which our business was built and is 
run. It's also your assurance of qual- 
ity merchandise and good value. 
Everything you buy at Sears is backed 
by our promise "Satisfaction Guar- 
anteed or Your Money Back." 

6 There's no money down or mini- 
. Жама aired when уон 

use your Sears Credit Card. And, you 
may spread your payments out over 
many months if you wish. (See page 
326 for full details.) 

} i 

How to get your v. В "| | A 558.4 i basen i Sears Credit Card Ed | 
gue E H 

Just fill in the application on the reverse side m$ i 
of this page and sign your name. Tear it off, ! 
fold, seal and mail. It's postage paid. Or, if H 
you prefer, you can bring it to your nearest ! 
Sears Store. As soon as your application is ap ! 
proved we'll mail you your Sears Credit Card. і i 
You can also apply for your Sears Credit Card | 
by phone...CALL TOLL-FREE 800-527-3593 C maan 1 
(Texas residents CALL 800-492-5385) — o fu 1 
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is better with Santa Plot. ¿inch dams 
with color-coded 

beside the Tree Dp NE 
heip speed assembiy (1 and 2) Deluxe panektype Trees 

BRANCHES. BASE Flame-resistant polyvi 74o0t 99 
nyl-chloride needies. 4-inch diameter sue $99 

Real wood trunk with red an. 
mei steel stand. 

А LY: Color-coded hook-on panels t 
help speed set up. 
ORDERING INFO. Corrugated storage car- 
ton. See “N” suffix on page 322 
(1) 7R tall Tree. 70-inch base diameter 4 
tiers. 23 panels total with top. Total of 351 
branch tips 
71C 95488N—W. 43 lbs. $9999 

2) 10-7. tali Tree. Same as (1) above, 
t has 84-in. base diam., 6 tiers, and total 
855 branch tips. Excellent for homes and 

schools with high ceilings 
71C 95615N—Wt. 115 lbs. $249.99 

es (3) Large Green Wreaths in 2 s. 
Green realistic-iooking polyethylen 

O: Orders placed after N 
vember 22, 1979 may mol be received by Christ 
mas. Sent from factory in Aurora, IL Pay 
shpg., handling charges from Catalog Mer 
chandise Dis n Center. Allow tim 
No CO.Ds. S x on page 322 
36-inch diameter Wreath 
F71C91161N—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. $24.99 
48-in. diameter Wreath (not shown 
F71 C 91162N—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs $39.99 
(4) Set of 72 Sieigh Bells. String them 
nto your tree or use them individually or 

t gold-color metal. 
3 INFORMATION 

71€ 97155—W. 6 oz. Set $2.99 
(5) Personalized Christmas Stocking 
MATERIAL: Red acrylic with 9-in. gre 
ribbon and plush white top. Comes with 57 
stick-on letters, enough of each letter to 
spell most every name. 18-in. high 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71C97159—Wt 2 ог. $249 

(6) Our finest 9-piece Santa Suit 
COMPONENTS: Nine-piece set includes: 
Zippered coat, trousers, cap, eyebrows, 
wig, moustache and beard, leggings. belt 
and gloves. 

acrylic fake fur trim on cap, coa 
brows, moustache, beard of our fullest 
white acrylic. Black vinyl belt, leggings. ғ» 
White cotion gloves. : 
ORDER INFO. Fits chests 42 to 46 in 
71C97426—Wt 6з. 5or......969.99 r 

(7) 8-piece acrylic pile Santa Suit 4 { 
COMPONENTS: Eight-piece set includes: 
Zippered coat, trousers, cap. eyebrows. 
wig, moustache and beard, leggings. belt 
MATERIAL: Coat, trousers, cap of 12-02 Y 
red acrylic pile, cotton backing. White acry! 

c fake fur trim on cap, coat, boots. Eye 
brows, wig, moustache, beard of extra-ful 
white acrylic. Belt, leggings of black vinyl. 

RDER INFO. Fits chests 42 to 46 in. 7 710 97425—Wt 3 lbs. 1302.....$49.99 
(8) 7-piece Cordans® Santa Suit \ 
COMPONENTS: Seven piece suit includes: 
Pullover coat, trousers, cap, eyebrows, E 
moustache and beard, leggings, bel 
MATERIAL: Coat, trousers, cap. 
red Cordana® ribbed cotton. V 
fake fur trim on cap, coat. Eyebrows, 
moustache and beard ol white acrylic. Belt. La 

аз of black viny AA 
INFO: Fits chests 42 to 46 in. A P 

71C97404—Wt 2. 30t......$34.99 ^ 
(9) Lighted Christmas Fireplace 
CONSTR: Corrugated fiberboard. Red. 1 ^ 
black. and white brick design. Slotted chim: 
ney holds up to 30 of your favorite cards. 
84421044238 in. high to top of mantle 

Chimney extends 39 to 72 in.; unit is 108 in. 
high with chimney fully extended. CHRISTMAS 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v.. 60 На DECORATIONS 
AC. Uses one, C7z-size bulb (im 
ADERING INFO. Unassembled. m—i 
71C97811C—Wt 8 lbs 98.99 au [Sears] 329 





(1). бург. white-flocked Tree 
BRANCHES, BASE: Snow-drenched look. Green. 
flame-resistant polyvinyl chloride needles 
sprayed with white, non-toxic flocking material. 
46-in. base diam. 215 tips. Red enameled stand. 
ASSEMBLY: Quick assembiy—1-piece top with 
hook-on panel 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Corrugated storage 
carton. See “М” suffix on page 322. 
71 C 95621N—Wt. 33 Ibs. 184.99 
44ft size. Same as (1), above, but base diam. is 
39 in. with polystyrene stand and 74 tips. Bottom 
2 rows are stick-in branches. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. See “N” suffix 
ps. 322. 
71 C 95602N—Wt. 14 lbs. $27.99 
(2) 7- white, long-needie Pine Tree 
BRANCHES. BASE. Snow-white, flame-resistant 
polyvinyl chloride needles. 48-in. base diam. 217 
tips. Red and green steel stand. 
ASSEMBLY. Place trunk in stand; stick-in 
branches have color-coded branch ends 
ORD. INFO: Unassem. Corrugated storage ctn. 

$4499 7\ С 95619L—Wt 20 bs. 
(3) White-flocked Wreath (matches tree (1) 
above). 24-in. diam. wreath has large red „3 
clusters of red apples, pears with added cluster of 
small red apples on bow. Also seven clusters of 

jolly with pretty red berries. 
ING INFORMATION 

71C91001C—Wt 5 lbs. 519.99 

(4) White Pine Garland (matches tree (2) 
above). White vinyl intertwined with silver-col. 
огей strands. 18-ft. long, 4-in. diam. 
ORDERING INFORM 
71C91041—Wt. 11b, $3.99 

Dreaming ora CHhislimas in white... 
(5) Зр. red Bow Set. Each bow 9x11 in. long. 
Зав. wide ribbon. 18 in. gold-color cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
71C97156—Wt 4 oz. Set $4.39 
Small Red Bow Set (shown on tree on facing 
puse). 5% in. high. Set of 5. 
71C 93257—Wt. 202. Set 43.89 
(6 thru 11) Combine items (6 thru 11), plus 
small red bows (sold above), to achieve fine, co- 
ordinated look shown on opposite page. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(6). .12-c. tie-on Ornament Set. Ea. about 2 
in. high. Incl. 3 houses, 3 boots, 3 bells, 3 balls. 
Lightweight plastic foam, super hi-gloss finish. 
Trimmed with red ribbon, holly branch. 
71C 93234 Wt. 9 oz. Set 43.99 
(7), 6-pc. Skiing, Skating Mr. and Mrs. Santa. 
Incl. 3 Mr. Santa and 3 Mrs. Santa: ! ea. on skis, 
2 ea. on skates. Red lacquer finish. Fake-fur 
white trim. Gold-color hanging cord. 
71 С 93256—Wt. 7 oz. Set $4.99 
(8) 12.рс. small, Apple Ornament Set. Red 
lacquered green leaf, brown stems. Gold: 
color cord. About 2 in. diameter. 
71 С 93243—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Set 43.89 
(9) 12-pc. large, Apple Ornament Set. As (8), 
above but 2%, in. diameter. 
71C 93244—Shpg. wt. 12 oz Set $5.79 
(10) "Sneakin' Santa a Kiss" Set. For under 
tree. Bright red lacquer finish. Fake-fur trim 
White beard on Mr. Santa. Supported on white 
platform. Gold-color braided trim. 6 in. high. 
71 C 97154—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Set $2.89 
(11) Handpainted ceramic Mice Set. For 
mantle, window or under tree. Incl. 3 mice in 3 
different and very cute poses. 3%4 in. high. 
71C97153—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Set $4.99 

(12) Revolving Musical Tree Stand. Rotates tree and 
plays “Jingle 7. Gold and silver-colored baked-on en 
amel finish. Holds artificial tree trunks up to J^ inch di- 
ameter. Overall 5% in. high. 16 in. diam. UL listed. 110- 
120-volt 60 Hertz. AC. 7V-foot cord. On/off switch. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71 C 92012C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $38.99 
(13) Tree Stand for live trees. Holds about 6 qts. of 
water. 16-in. base diam. provides good stability. Holds 
trunks up to 4-in. diam. White baked enamel finish with 
gold-color flecks. About 5% in. high overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
71 C 92008—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $7.69 

m an average 7Viríoot tall tree. $6 cu- 
bicles help protect ornaments; lights and garland fit in top 
section. Hinged lid. Made of cushion-corrugated fiber- 
board with gold print design. Chest measures 17% 

Vs inches high 
ING INFORMATION: Shipped flat. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
71C97809C $499 

(15) Applique Tree Skirt. Brushed tricot, 36-in. diam. 
with 2 green reindeer, 3 green "HO-HO-HO s", and a 
white Santa head. Skirt is not split so it can double as an 
attractive holiday tablecioth. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

71093245 $3.99 
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You-shape-it 
Tree... 

t's like having 3 trees in 
because you can arrange b 
in outswept pattern (a mat 

eft), or in upswept 
or downswept 

patterns 
(shown below) 

(1) 6tt tall You-shape-it Tree 
BRANCHES. BASE: Extra-plush 4 
in. diam. branches. Flame resistant 
polyvinyl chloride needles. Steel 
trunk and stand. 1-pc. top. 54-in. 
base diameter. 8 panels; 215 tips. 
ASSEMBLY: Quick 2-step panel as sembly . . „see adjustable ring 
view above. 

INFO: Partly assembled 
'orrugated storage carton. See "N^ 

suffix on page 322. 
71 С 95486N—Wt. 31 Ibs. 679.99 

{2) Tree Top Star. 11 miniature 
bulbs. 10 solid-color red bulbs, and 
1 twinkle bulb. All bulbs can be 
made to twinkle or burn steadi! 
Extra red bulbs incl. Decorated 
with bright red and silver-color tin- 
sel. Brin. wide. 

CTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110- 
120-v.. 60 Hz. AC. S-t. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMAT 
71C 93242—Wt 100z. ...34.89 
(3) Silver-color Garland. Shown 
on tree and fireplace mantle, above 
left. $0-ft. long with 244-in. bristles. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
71C91044—W. 2 Ibs. 4.99 



a traditional 
holiday of color 

(4) St Nick Omsments. . . a Sears exclusive 
SET INCLUDES: 10 authentic replicas oí old 19th 
century German drawings and molds. Includes 
four cardboard Santas and six highly-polished 
metal ornaments including two each of the follow- 
ing: chocolate mold, holder with clips and 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
71C93239—Shps. wt. 6 oz. Set $4.99 

(5) Acrylic Ornaments 
SET INCLUDES: Three pieces . . . one S-sided or 
nament with Nativity scene; one round ornament 
with Santa carrying ng toy bag: and one round orna- 
ment with Santa, and sleigh. Each orna- 
ment about 3*4 inch across. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
71 C9325 1—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. -Set 95.89 

(6) Miniature Mirror Ornaments. 

SET INCLUDES, Twelve pieces. . two tree, two 
wo angels two snowmen, iwo snowflakes 

and two French Borne, Each piece measures about 
24, inches high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
71 C93255—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Set 63.99 

(7) Do-it-yourself Ornaments 
A project the whole family can enjoy. 
SET INCLUDES: Everything needed to construct 8 
sparkling ornaments. 2 each of gold-col- 
or, white, red and blue. 2*4 in. long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71 С 93253—Shpg. wt 8 or. Kit $5.99 

(8) Snowflakes and Prism Ornaments 
SET INCLUDES. 132 pieces. Forty 24-inch diame- 
ter snowflakes, twenty 4-inch diameter snow 
flakes. Forty-eight 34-inch long prisms, twenty 
we = inch long prisms. Clear plastic. Imported. 

INFORMATION: 
> У 93506 Show. м.11.7 Set 63.99 

(9) Gnome Figure Light Set 
SET INCLUDES: 10 lights. Five different scenes 
with 2 91 each scene shaped like a “book”. 
Depict various gnomes in different poses. On back 
is legend describing scene on front. Import 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120- 
volt, 60 Hz. AC. 12-inch spacing between lights. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
71C94587—Shpg. wt. 1 ib. Set $9.99 

(10) Gnome Figure Set 
SET INCLUDES: 6 pieces. Authentic reproductions 
from the gnome book, Two padded gnome figures, 
Shin. high: two wood carved figures. . .! 
bird and | rabbit, 34rin. high. Also two cuckoo 
locks, 6 in. high. Imported 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
710C93254—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set 44.99 

(11) Small-size decorative Red Bows 
SET INCLUDES: S bows. All red-flocked about 5% 
inches long. 3 shown on tree on facing page. Place 
on tree or mantel. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
71C93257—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Set 93.89 

(12) Silver-color Spiral Ornaments 
SET INCLUDES: 12 silver-color spirals. 4 each of 4, 
5, and $¥-in. lengths. Shown on tree on facing 
page also. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
71C 9324 1—Shpg. wt. 1 b. Ser $4.99 

Phone ordering's a quick and 
easy way to buy 
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DELUXE 
mi 

ian Pine and 
Fir Tr 

assemble and take-down faster 
than any other tree we sell 

Sears Has a Credit Plan | 
to Suit Most Every Need 



(1) Canadian Pine Tree 
BRANCHES, BASE: Flame-resistant polyethylene 
needles. Polyethylene trunk. Aluminum center. 
Wide-stance polystyrene stand for greater 
stability. 
ASSEMBLY: Quick up, down. See views facing 

с. ORDERING INFORMATION: Storage car 
ton. See “М” note page 322. 
67-9. size. 52-іп. base diam. 48 branches. 1660 
branch tips. 1-pc. top. 
71C95416N— 24 lbs. 559.99 
TYE 54-in. base diam. 60 branches. 2344 
branch tips. 1-pc. top. 
71C95418N—W. 31 lbs. $69.99 

(2) Deluxe and Regular Mountain Fir Trees 
BRANCHES, BASE: Flame-resistant polyvinyl 
chloride needles. Wood trunk. Red and green en- 
ameled stand. 
ASSEMBLY. Same assembly as (1), above. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: Imported. 
Storage carton. See "N" suffix page 322. 
Deluxe Mountain Fir Trees. St4-inch diameter 
branches. 
SYR size. 49-in. base diam. 117 tips. 
71C 95482N—Wt. 22 Ibs. $49.99 
ЗНН. size. SO-in. base diam. 153 tips. 
71C 95483N—Shpg. wt. 28 Ibs. 159.99 
Regular Mountain Fir Trees. 4-in. diam. 

буы. size. 4S-in. base diam. 117 tips 
71C95477N—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. $3999 
7-9. size. 48-in. base diam. 177 tips. 
71C 95478N—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. $4999 

.../S а time for smiling children 
(3) Pooh Tree Skirt 
Red acrylic non-woven 
fabric. White acrylic 
fringe. Embossed Pooh 
figure. 46-inch diameter 
ORD. INFO: Note below. 
Shipping weight 14 02. 
71C972710 ....97.99 

(4) Burlap Hat Doll Set 
SET INCL: 6 pcs. Each has 
hoe, rake, shovel, spade, 
axe or broom. Bodies ol 
wood shavings. Brown 
cloth jackets, red cloth 
pants, burlap hats. Gold. 
color cords. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO 
We 6 oc. 

71093246 . Set $3.99 
(5) Snoopy* Character 

Ornament Set 
SET INCL: 12 pax. 2 ea. in 
6 poses. Snoopy printed 
on both sides of card 
board. Gold-color cord. 
Imported. 
ORDERING INFO 

Shipping weight 2 ог. 
71C 93248 ..Set $4.99 
‘Peanuts characters E 

cre 

NOTE w 

(6) Winnie-the-Pooh Ornament 
Set. В vinyl figures. 4 Pooh bears, 
each with hunny pot, stocking, bal- 
loo or candy cane. Also Очі, Rabbit, 
‘Tigger, Eeyore. Each 3-4 inches tall. 
Imported. 
ORDER INFO: See NOTE below. 
71C932090—Wt 8 oz. .Set $4.99 
(7) Miniature Pooh Ornament Set 
6 pcs. Mostly wood with some plastic 
(and. painted faces. 1 each of Pooh in 

car, train, swing, rocking chair 
straight chair, on horse. About 
high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
See NOTE below. 
71 C 932250—Wt. 7 oz. .Set 53.99 
a, Winnie-the-Pooh Light Set. 10 

из. 12 inches apart. Molded poly 
ethylene. 4-inches high. UL listed. 
110-120 volts, 60 Hz. AC. 11*j-ft 
long cord. Imported. 
ORD. INFO: Extra bulbs below. See 
NOTE below. 
71€945630—Wt 9oz. ....05.49 
Replacement Bulbs for (8) above 
12-volt. Imported. Package of 5. 
71C 94543—W: 202 ...Pkg. 69c 

(9) Stocking/Horse-head Orna- 
ments. 6 pcs. 3 stockings with ani. 
mais, 3 horsebeads. Striped, checked 
or solid design. $ to 6% In. high 
Hanging cord. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71C93247—W. 5 ox. Ser $3.99 

(10) Stained glass-look Ornaments. 
3 pcs. Snowman, stocking, angel, tree, 
wreath, Santa, Hobby Horse, belis. 
Gold-color cords. 4x5 in. high. Import. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71C93249—Wt 4 oz. ....Set 83.99 
(11) Check-trimmed Animal Orna- 
ments. 15 pcs. 3 sitting bears. 3 dancing 
mice, 6 rocking horses, 3 marching ele- 
hants. About 2 in. tall. Gold-color 

cords. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71 С 93226—Wt & oz. ....Set $3.99 
(12) Handmade Holiday Ornament 
Figures. 6 pcs. Girl with candle, snow- 
man, Santa with bag, soldier with rifle, 
2 patched toy bags. 4 in. tall 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
71C 93237—Wt. 6 oz. Set $4.99 

(13) Ich-print Ornament Set 6 
pes. Santa on clock, with top hat, in 
slipper, with umbrella, with banjo, with 
guitar. Red caps. white tassles. Gold- 
color cords. 4-in. tall. Imported. 
71 © 93227—Wt. бог. ....5е 05.99 
(14) Patch-print Garland. Four, 9-ft. 
sections. 2-ply vinyl. Imported. 
71C91665—Wt 4 oz. $3.99 
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Decorating 
in the spirit of 

(1) 4-ft. Tree with white flocking 
BRANCHES. BASE: Flame-resistant nee- 
dies of white polyvinyl chloride. Non- 
toxic flocking material. 5Y4-inch diameter 
branches. 49 tips. Steel tripod stand. 27- 
inch base diameter. 
ASSEMBLY. One-piece construction. 
ORDER INFO: See note below. 
71 С 95603L—WL 8 Ibs. $29.99 
(2) 4/9. green Tree with 

white flocking 
BRANCHES. BASE. Flame-resistant poly- 
vinyl chloride needles with non-toxic 
flocking material. 4- inch diameter 

74 tips. Polystyrene stand. 39 
inch base diameter. 
ASSEMBLY: 1 pc. top. 2 rows of stick-in 
branches for easy assembly disassembly. 
ORDER INFO: See “N” suffix, pg. 322. 
71C95602N—W. 14 Ibs, .....827.99 
(3) 419. Mountain Fir Tree 
BRANCHES, BASE: Flame-resistant poly 
vinyl branches 4-in. diam. 61 tips. = 
styrene stand. Wood color plastic trunk. 
Sin. base diam. 
ASSEMBLY. One piece construction. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 
assembled. See note below. 
71C 95484L—Wt 8 lbs. 
oe И mailed, takes 15 ib rate for parcel post mformation 
(4 and 5) Canadian Pine Trees 
BRANCHES, BASE: Flame-resistant 
ethylene needles. Plastic stand, tru 
ASSEMBLY: (4) has 1-pc. constr., ($) 
place trunk in stand and put alphabet- 
coded ends in corresponding trunk holes. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Storage carton. 
(4) Miniature Canadian Pine Trees 
4-9. size. 33 in. base diameter. 20 branch 
ез. 640 branch tij eet 
71 C95421C—WL 8 119.99 
3-ft. size (not shown). 25 in. base diam. 
12 branches. 324 branch tips. Imported. 
71C95462C—Wt 4 Ibs. $7.79 
{5 Regular Canadian Pine Trees 6% 

size. SO in. base diam. 42 branches. 
1430 tips. “N” suffix, pg. 322. 
31€ 954228 Wt D $37.99 
7 V-ft. size (not shown). 56-in. base 

54 branches. 2230 branch tips. See 
“N” suffix on 322. 
71C95423N—Wt 28 lbs. 447.99 
(6) букт. Scotch Pine Tree 
BRANCHES. BASE: Flame-resistant nee- 
dies of polyvinyl chloride. 4-in. diam. 
branches. 89 branch tips. 35-in. base 
diam. Metal stand. 
ASSEMBLY: Assemble wood trunk. Put 
color-coded branch ends into matching 
color-coded trunk holes. Storage carton. 
ORDER INFO: See “N™ 
71 © 95473N—Wt. 13 Ibs.» 

(7) JeweHiook Ornamental Tree. Tree 
flows, tips toe Sparkle. Molded plastic. 21 

L. listed. 110-120 v., 60- 
He AC Eh cord. 
ORDER INFO: Use 25-w. bulb (not incl). 
71 C95 186C—We 4 lbs. .......87.99 
(8). Gold-color Garland... вот. 

3 ply vinyl plastic. 2'in. wide 
DTI teer 99 
(9) Lighted 12-pc. Netto Set with 
ceramic figures plays “Silent Night” 
land detailed f figures, Tallest figure figure 9 in. 

1l-in. high stable with 
EX plays “Silent Night”. 110-150 
v e0 He AC UL listed. Imported 
bulb included. 
71C97157—Wt 12 bs. 4 oz. ..$47.99 

t with (10) Lighted 15-pc. Nativity 
papier-mache figures plays "Silent 

$17.99 
see cage 

Night”. Hand-detailed figures. Tallest 
figure SU in. 8 in. high mossy wood 
stable. Star on ic box. 
110-120-v. 60 Hz. AC. 
ORDER INFO: C7*4 bulb ind. 
71C97107—W.. 5 lbs. $23.99 

1) Unlighted 12-pc. Netivity Set 
detailed figures, wood creche with 

reed top. Tallest figure 5*4 in. Imported. 
71C 97186—Wt 7 ibs. $16.99 

(12 thru 14) Personalized Orna- 
ments. Gold electroplated steel 
ORDERING INFO: Orders placed after 
December 1, 1979 may not be received 
before Christmas, but you may still order 
through January 31, 1980. Please rini im- 
scription clearly. Postpaid from factory 
12) Pooh Ornament. 3х2% in. high. 9 
ter limit. 

F71 C93972V—(Wt. 202.) .....82.99 
(13) Tree Ornament. 2x35 in. high. 
16-letter limit. 
F71C 93973V—( Wt. 2 oz.) .....92.99 
(14) "Baby's !st Christmas“ Orna- 
ment. 21x34; it 14-etter limit. 
F71C 93974V— (Wt 2 oz.) .....92.99 
(15) 24-in. Nut and Pine Cone 
Wreath. Nuts and pine cones on poly- 
eth: 

917.99 
ylene needies. 

71C 91002C—Wt. 4 lbs. 
(16) 9-ft Nut and Pine Cone Garland. 
Decorated as (15) above. 
71C91003—Wt. 2 lbs. 21199 
(27 sed 18). Wrench ung Garland 
lyethylene needles with pine cones. 

(17) 24-1. diameter Wreath. Red 
bow. L 

..$10.99 
imported. 

71 Č 91498C—WL 5 lbs. 
19), 18-1 tong Gertend. Imported. 
TE 91491C Wt sin 411.89 

(19), Lighted 16-in. diam. Wreath. 
'or windows anywhere in the house. Red 

tinsel and vinyl with red bow. UL listed, 
110-120-v. 60 3 
ORDER INFO: C714 size bulb (incl) 
71C91043—Wt 11b. 8 oz. $499 

(20) Winter Play Figurine Set 

drawn sleigh, foil 5x7 in. "pond", cotton 
4x1215 in. “snow” mat. Imported. 

710 97309—Wt 4 oz. Set $3.99 
› A Score oxctusive | » White An 

ted Candle. 6 in. tall. Uses 1 
Mr ttery (not incl.). 

57.89 —We 10 oz. 

Candolier Lights. Can- 
wrth wax Ше drips, я 

ly lighted. Molded plastic. 10 in. 3e 
in. cord. UL listed 110-120-v. 60 Hz. AC. 

mu 25) 

ORDER INFO: Extra bulbs sold below. 

julbs for Candoliers (not shown). 
Orange C7\+-size bulbs. Pkg. of 5. 
71C94386—Wt 202 

(26) Flame-shaped Bulbs. Gives can- 
dolier different look. Yellow /red bulbs. 
CT Ursize. 2% in high. Pkg. of 2. 

94392—Wt. 3 oz. „Pkg. 790 

(27 thru 29 ) Pet Stockings. Plastic 
mesh stocking with hanging cord. 

Cot Stocking. 24x4 in. wide. Has 
mouse, leather strap, 2 

rubber balls, catnip toy, fur toy. 
71C60473—Wt Ton . $2.99 
(28) Dog Stocking. 24x4 in. wide. Has 
bones, leather tug, vinyl toy, bell ball, 2 
rawhide bones, 8 rawhide treats, bow tie. 
71 © 60472—Wt 1 Ib.4 oz. 
(29) Jumbo Dog Stocking. 36x8 in. 
vide. 2 rawhide bones, 1 rubber tug toy, 

toys. 71€ 6047 1C—Wt. 31м. 59.99 
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Bubble Light Set 

вә holi 
of hight sf color 

(1) Basic 4-piece lighted Nativity Set 
SET INCL: Mary, Joseph, Christ Child, crib. Stained 
wood crib. Polyethylene figures. Tallest figure, Joseph, 

ORDER INFO: И mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate. See 322. 
71C98162,—5hpg. wt. 11 be «929 99 

(9), Stable, Stained brown wood. 120130150 in. high. 
Use as accessory to (1) above. Straw not incl. 
ORD INFO: Unassembied. Instr. See “N” suffix pg. 322. 
71C98163N—Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs. 3199 

3) Shepherd and 2 Lambs. Polyethylene fi . Plate sel shepherd sat Shepherd 37 a. high. abs 
a 18 in. 

каше Dub (inc, Sie 
w. bulb (not incl). UL listed. 110-129 v. 60 Hz. AC. 
ORDER INFO: If mailed, takes 151. rate. See pg. 322. 
71C 98164L—Shpg. wt. В Ibe. 12899 

(4) Lighted Santa Sleigh. 8 Reindeer. Hi-im; 
Eee For roof or à wn. 22 in tail, 8 ft, 

Figures are Uses $, C7 size 
Bulbs (inch) UL listed. 110-129: 60 He AC 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71€ 9806 1C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibe 11.99 

Large, 39 inch lighted Ster. 22x30 inches 
huts i border. Pol 1.7 with fil 
Uses CT Us eae bulb (included) Jt cord. UL lated. 
110-120-volts 60 Hz. AC. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
71 © 98161C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs #499 
(6) Santa Poster Panel for doors. Thick vinyl coated 
paper resists weathering. 36x72 in. high. Rı 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
71C 98236C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1399 

(7) Twopc. моро. lighted € Candie Set. Red spiral candies, 
38 in. high. 4, C74-size 

(incl). inet) UL led, 10 N GO Ha AC. Єй. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
71 © 98065C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
(8) Lighted pine Garland 
around inside of windows, 

Sec $8.99 
18-ft long. Drape 

mantle. $14 in. diam. 
polyviny chloride branches. Uses 12, C7; size bulbs 

listed. 110-120-v. 60 Hz. A‘ 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71C918514—Shpg. wt. 2 ibs. 12 02. 1399 

(9), Lighted Sente Sleigh and Reindeer 
impact pol pi resists weathering. 

stand lor. „ 3714x3$ in. high. Reindeer (on 
stand) M Aer in. т b. 4 in. long reins. Deer uses 

7 Br up to 40-w. bulb (not inc). 
GL fied 110-1209. 00 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” suffix on page $22, 
71 © 98025N—Shps. wt. 26 Ibs. 

thering. Plated metal 

Extra Reindeer for (8) above. Incl. 44 in. long reins, 3- 
ft. cord. Same constr. as described in (9) above. If 
mailed, tak es 15-Ib, rate. See pg. 322. 
71 © 96026L—Shps. wt. 7 ibs. #1699 
pae ¡ted Santa and lighted Snowman. 

high Hrimpact ise in or out 
to 40w. E е cord. UL 

ied Ka 60 Hz. AC. 
ORDERING INFORMATION, See “N” suffix on page 322 
(т IN—Sania. Wt. 7 lbs. 
19 71 €98002N—Seowmen: Wt io ib. “зз 
(12) З brass-colored Belis with Poinsettia. Each bell 
about 5 in. diam. Bright red artificial poinsettia. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71€ 97026—Shps. we. 1 Ib. 95.99 
(13 ru 19 | Miniature Light Sets. For indoors or 

artificial trees. Includes 1 twinkle and 

ORDERING INFO: Item (17) is 35-lieht set, other items 
are 50-light sets. Bulb Tester (27), sold at right. 

Am TN NE 
Tue Cer ү” тр. Tic 

E $ [(9,40.09.En[71€ s jus nc Er 

(20) , Cookburning 25-Ligmt Set. As- 
sorted colors. Use 2! % less energy than 
regular C714 bulbs. Use indoors only, 
wich natural trees or artificial errat Cae Са: 

Independently lighted. UL listed. TIO: ti 700 Hz AC. 27-1 cord. Imported. 
ORDER INFO: Extr bulbs sold below. 
71€94384—We 11b. Soz. ......Set 06.79 
Extra Bulbs for (20) above 

p of 5, . Imported. 
71€ 94301—5һре. wt. 2 oz. Pig. 99e 
(21) White-wire 35-Light Set. For 
white trees. Assorted color ligbts 
Straight-line construction with add-on 
Fine. vinci, extra regular bulb inci UL 
isted, 110-120-v. 60 Hz. AC. 11и. 
cord. 64 
Messer Wt. m. Set 14.79 

(22) Tinsekiight 20-Light Set. Use in- doors artificial trees. Cok- оп natural or trees. 
m 

in. between lights. UL listed. 
110-120-v. "60 HE AC. 
ORDER INFO: Extra bulbs эм мш 
71 © 94592—%‹. 1202. 499 
Extra Bulbs for (22) above 

of $. Assorted colors. 
71€ 94532—W 40а. Pig. бэс 
(23) Bubble-light 7-Light Set. Bubbles 
move in ‚ UL listed. 110- 
120-v, 60 Hz. AC. 9-ft. cord. 12 in. spac 
ine, Independantiy lighted. ‘Add-on plug. 

ORDER INFO: Extra bulbs sold below. 
71€ 94827—WL. 1202. Sec 08.79 
Extre Bulbs for (23) above 

Im ported. 
71 С 94528—Wr. 402. 
24 Large, outdoor 25. 

in. bulbs. Assorted colors. 
16-129 -v.60 Hz AC. m light spacing. 
T lighted. 27-ft. cord. Im- 

BADER INFO: Extra bulbs sold 71€ 94385—We.? Ibe 
Extra Bulbs for (24) above 

5. Assorted colors. Imported. 
71C94367—Wt. 401 s 976 
(25) leicle-shaped 20-Light Set. 20 
colored bulbs. Use indoors on natural, ar- 
tificial trees. UL listed. 110-120-v. 60 Hz. 
AC. 11! eft. cord. Imported. 
ORDER INFO, Extra bulbs sold belo 
710 94591—We 115 
Extra Bulbs for (25) above 

Pkg. 4339 
ht Set. 

UL listed. 

below. 
Set 98.79 

of 5. ТМ Weta Pes 
26) Candie-iook 10-Light Set 

t has drip saucer, flame- 
look tip. Use indoors on natural or artifi- 
cial trees. Uses clear bulbs. UL listed. 
110-120-v, 60 Hz. AC. 1105-8. cord. 12-in. 
spacing. Add-on plug. Safety fuse. Im- 
ported. 
ORDER INFO: Extra bulbs 
71€ 94508 Wi. 10 oz 
Extra Bulbs for (26) above 

3. 
түкүн Pkg. 69¢ 
(27) Bulb Tester for miniature lights. 
ises 9-v. batteries. 
71C 94824—Wr. 2 or. 69c 
(Bl, Plugin Timer. Up to 12 on/off. 
finimum on, 1 hr. UL listed. 110-120-v. 

60 Hz. AC. 1875-w. cap. 
34 C 6666—We 0 oz 4965 
(29) 100-ft Extension Cord. For in or 
outdoors. 16-ga., 3-wire. Grounded. 125-v. 
34 C 7799—W t. 7 Ibs. 408. 11349 
Price when you buy 2 2449 
(30) Remote-control Switch. Air bulb 

өс 

Set 05.09 

стажі under tree to turn on lights. Use 
after holidays for T.V.. B. ua UL 
listed. 110-120-v. 60 Hz. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
71C94011—Wt. 1002 “ээ 

CHRISTMAS 
DECORATIONS 
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(1) Christmas Wrap 

Value Ensemble 
Contains more square feet ol 
than any other ensemble we sell 
rolls. . . 159.6 square feet of paper. 
ENSEMBLE COMPOSITION. 
Wrap. . . Six rolls of paper with six 
holiday patterns. Each roll mea. 
sures 30x128 inches wide. 159.6 
square feet total. 
Bows. . . 34 assorted size bows, 
each color coordinated to match 
ribbon and wrap. 
Ribbon . . . Six bolts of ribbon, to- 
tal 120 feet long. Each measure 20 
feet long and % inch wide 
Tags an assortment of 34 
strung gift tags. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 6 lbs. 

з С 57034C 99 

(3) Our lowest priced 
Christmas Wrap 

Ensemble 

14 sheets . . . 50.5 square feet of 
paper 

y pa! per. Total of 
50.5 square feet. 7 different designs. 
Bows. . . A festively colored as. 
sortment of fourteen Vı-inch diame- 
ter jewel bows, each coordinated to 
complement pattern of wrap. 
Tags an assortment of 14 
strung tags, each coordinated to 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz 
3С 57035 

(5 thru 8) Christmas 
Wrap Rolls 

Save 5% when you buy 2 or 
more rolls. 
Each roll has 50 sq, ft. of paper, 
measures 20 ft. x 30 in. wide. 

(2) Walt Disney 
Christmas Wrap 

4 rolls. . „50994. ft. oí paper. 
ENSEMBLE COMPOSITION 
Wrap . . . Four rolls with 
Disney characters. Total of 
50 square feet. Each roll 
measures 60x30 in. wide. 
Bows. . . 10 Disney print 
bows, coordinated to wrap 
and ribbon. 
Ribbon . . . 4 bolts of Dis 
ney print ribbon, each 1 in. 
wide and 12%4 ft. long. 
Tags. . . 10 assorted Dis. 
ney strung tags. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
3 C 5580€ 5449 
Trey teretes 
Event Dares Productora 

(4) Christmas Wrap 
Ensemble 

8 rolls. . . 95 sq, ft. oí pa 
per. 
ENSEMBLE COMPOSITION 
^ Eight rolls of 
wrap. 2 rolls of foil wrap. 
each 48x30 inches and 6 
rolis of gravure-printed pa 
рет, sach 30260 inches long. 

‘otal 95 sq, ft. of paper 
Bows. . . Sixteen stick-on 
bows in 2 sizes. 
Ribbon . . . 72 feet of ribbon 
in six colors. Each roll mea. 
sures 12 feet long and 
inch wide. 

Sixteen assorted 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 lbs 
3C5601C 15.99 

(9) Invisible 
Tape 

Invisible tape is permanent, 
moisture resistant and non 
yellowing. 8 roll 
measure a total of 
inches long. Each roll is 14 
in. wide and 500 inches long. 
Each roll is mounted on an 
individual plastic dispenser. 
Package of 8 rolis. 
ORDERING INI 
Shipping weight 10 oz. 

3C3601 Pkg. $2.77 



(1) Deluxe Christmas 
Wrap Ensemble 

Our most complete selection of patter 
bows, ribbons, cards plus package d. 
tions 14 rolls 111 sq. ft. of p 
Е OMPOSITION 

D... 14 rolls of quality paper total over 
sq. ft. 10 rolls of heavy coated paper 

distinctive patterns, each 43x30 in. wide. 4 
rolis are printed foi, ea. 30x26 in. wide. 
Bows . . . An assortment of 21 bows, coordi 
nated to match ribbons. 
Ribbon . . . Six bolts of ribbon total 108 feet 
long. Each 18 ft. long, *4 in. wide 
Tags . . . 30 assorted enclosure cards. 
Gift Box Three collapsible white em. 
bossed boxes. 

5 . . . Eight 3-dimensional pack- 
age decorations. 
Tissue . . . Twenty sheets white wrapping 
tissue, each 20x30 inches. 

RING INF! 
3 С 57032C—Shps. wt. 7 Ъз. 13.88 

(2) Saturday Evening Post 
Gift Wrap featuring 

Norman Rockwell Illustrations 
6 rolis 5 square feet of paper. 

OSITION 
ap. . 6 rolls with 6 designs featuri 

Norman Rockwell illustrations. Each r 
60x30 in. long. Total 75 sq, feet of paper. 
Bows. . . Twelve bows, six laminated, six 
solid color, coordinated to match pattern of 
wrap and ribbon. 
Ribbon . . . Six rolls of ribbon, each roll mea 
suring 10 ft. long and *4 in. wide. Total of 60 

(3) Reversible Gift 
Wrap Ensemble 

One side has Christmas patterns, the other 
has patterns to be used the year round. 

60 square feet of paper 
MPOSITION 
rolis of quality paper total 60 

square feet. 12 designs. 
Bows. . . 12 bows, each color coordinated to 
complement ribbon and wrap. 
Rib 6 bolts of ribbo: tal 60 f 

Each bolt 10 feet long and Ys in. wid 
Togs. . . A colorful assortment of 12 gift 
card enclosures 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 55005C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

y fum 
 نو



Distinctive Gourmet Gifts 
Y and 2) Both of these delightful characters make ideal gifts. Benny the 

(1) comes packed with 16 os. of hard filed candies, Jumbo Jim (2) is filled 
with 9 oz. of peanuts in the shell. Both are made of stoneware. you are 
through enjoying their contents they make wonderful planters. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Plants are not included 
(Y Benny the Bear Planter with candy. Measures 54x81x94 inches 

/830— Shipping weight 2 8 ounces. 56.99 

go = Jim Plonter with peanuts. Measures 4544x5x9%4¢ inches. 
C 683 1— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 2e $6.99 

(3) Hanging Basket with Cheese and Jellies. Rattan basket comes filled 
with a cheeses and Incioded are five 13300. jara of 

reads. 

2% inches ng length is 15 inches. Net wt. 10 oz. 
ORDERING INFORMATIÓN: Plants not included. 

6076— Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces 18.99 

di Hippo Cutting Board with Cheese. Genios imported mahogany cordes 
eue complete wi with six *y-oz. imported cheese келе in assorted fla- 

m and OUR 2-02. domestic spread in flavor. has a metal ring 
measures 6%4x74x9 inches Net weight 6 ounces. for hanging; measures ORDERING INFORMATION 

87 C6136— Shipping weight | pound 4 ounces $4.99 

Wishing Well Nuteracker with nuts. Hardwood imported nutcracker 
Ba eh Los ot Beast mets, pocan, alocada. weiss МИ bero 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Measures TET inches high, 8 inches in фәне 
87 C 618 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 6.99 
46). Soldier Nutcracker with Nuts. This ser sturdy wooden guardsman 

‘with 4 oz. of assorted fancy mixed nuts in the shell. 10% in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
87 C 6182—Shipping weight 1 pound $8.99 

Ку INORMATI ON. 
208—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. $8.99 

dien Whole Pesch and Strawberry Preserves, Imported glass can- 
of dchaous. ning jar contains 25 ounces preserves. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. ing weight 3 pounds. 
(8) 87 C 6821— Whole Peach 3 1699 
(9) 87 C 6820—Whole Strawberry Preserves 699 

0), Wisconsin Money Gift Duo. Enjoy the natural of honey from Vn Ep of Gover and Wu Flower honey is reus. 
Chi ups Net weight 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
87 C 6330—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. В oz. 9699 
11) Wisconsin Honey Gift 4-pack Four 4-oz. glass jars of Clover, Wild 
Hower Buckwheat, Basreood honey in reusabic bottes with cork tops. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
87 C 6822—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces $5.99 



that you'll be proud to give 
(2 thru 14) Knott's Berry Farm Preserve and Jelly Collections from California 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(12) Nine-Jar Gift. Includes 8-02. انن md strawberry (2), peach, plum, 
Sorko pineapple, orange malle каре and loganberry. Net weight 4! en 
87C weight 9 pounds 

0 Гөл. Net weight 2 pounds. 
6 ‘weight 4 pounds 4 ounces 

(15), Cheese Round-up. The ideal gift for any cheese lover! Packed with 
cheese اج ا of cocktal wafers and 10 peces of tay 

candy, Gut boned. Net weight 34 ounces 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
87 C 6807—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces .. 

(19) Cheese Delight, 20 delicious individual cheese portions, $ pieces, of 
Ы Sada package oí old-fashioned ft boxed. N andy pumpernickel Net weight 24 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
87 C 6806—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 

17) The Collector A selection of Swiss, bleu, 
paper anche эре Gik boxed with 8 delectable pieces onion and. cheese 

. Net weight 16 ounces. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
87 C 6248—Shipping weight 2 pounds 
(18) Deluxe Warming Tray with Cheese. 13 delightful imported and 

include such flavors as pepper, ccicry. smokey, onion. enr and pam omes 
ot cocktail wafe of 
72134217 inches long. Net weight 14 ounces. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 72 watts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
87 C 6099— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. i $1099 

(19) Ham, Salami, Seafood and Cheese. Gift boxed assortment consists of an im- 
ported or ham and an 6-08 Sui Ka bec mache inciode sardines in oll and 
m and domestic cheese spreads. Net weight 37 ounces. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

108 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces Eee РААД, 
ae gti Tower. Five delectable foll wrapped gifts Includes а Vie pound imported 

6 delicious jams, and fruit butters. Four flavors of dinner mints, a large 
assortment of butter-rich hand taste-tempting 
Wisconsin cheese. Net weight 2 pounds 154 ounces. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
87 C 6320—Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces $17.99 
(21) Te Grete ADI Веной. Includes two 7-08, bee salaris, 17-08 of cheese and 

jt i Dusseldorf and sweet n’ sour style mustards, Voz. 
Кт candy. Net weight 44% oz. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
87 C 6105—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces ..... esses 914.99 
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(1) MASTERPIECE Fruit Саке. . . 73% fruit and nuts and 27% barter by weight. . . it's 
Our finest! Made with candied cherries, pineapples, almonds, walnuts and pecans. Batter includes 
pure butter and country fresh eggs. Comes in an attractive, reusable gift tin. 

ON: Cutting board not included. 
pound Cake. Shipping weight 7 pounds $21.99 

3-pound Cake. Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces 13.99 
(2) BUTTER-BATTER Fruit Cake. . . 52% fruit and nuts and 48% batter by weight. Made 
of candied cherries, pineapples, raisins, walnuts and pecans. Batter of thick creamery butter and 

„ attractive gift tin. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Cutting board not included. 
87 C 5500—5-jound Cake. Pre-sliced. Shipping weight 6 pounds 4 ounces 
87 C 5522—3-pound Cake. Unsliced. Shipping weight 4 pounds 
(3) Fency Cookies. 6 varieties of fancy cookies, some trimmed with fruit. Made with both light 
and dark batter. An ideal gift for the holiday hostess. Comes in reusable, decorative tins. 

DER: NFORMATION: Serving bowl not included. 
87 С5519—3-44 Tin Approximately 180 cookies. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 4 os. . Tin *9.99 
87 C 5509—11%-lb. Tin Approximately 90 cookies. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 1202. Tin 5.99 
(4) Our Finest Cookies. Our finest collection contains 13 delectable varieties of extra-fancy 
cookies. All specially hand-decorated with either fruit, nuts or icing. Ideal to give as gifts or to set 
out for holiday guests. Comes in attractive, reusable gift tina. 
RDERING INFORMATION: Serving bowi not included. 

87 C 5569—3 А Tin. Approximately 120 cookies. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
87 C 5559—115-lh. Tin. Approximately 60 cookies. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. Tin 

Save $1 when you buy 2 Cans of (5) or (6) 
(5) Colo: Roasted Cashews (6) Fancy Mixed Nuts. Filberts, cashews, Brazil 
Lightly salted. Net weight 14 ounces, nuts, almonds and pecans. Net wt. 14 oz. each. 
RDERING INFO: Bowl not incl. ORDER INFO: Bowi not included. 

87 C 4509—Wt. each | Ib. 202 Ea $5 99 87C4510—! each | Ib. 2 os. Ез. $5.99 
Price when you buy 2 or more Price when you buy 2 or more 
cans of nuts (5 6) Ea. 5.49 cansofnuts (5 and 6) Ea 5.49 

(7). Chocolate and Pastel Petits Fours. Creamy filling between layers of soft, moist cake. С 
ered with delicate pastel and chocolate icing. Box contains 32 cakes. Net weighi 1 pound. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Serving tray not included. 
87 C 5872— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Box $6.99 

Save $1 when you buy 
two Lib. Sears Beef Sausages: 

Made from quality 100% beef. Hick- 
ory smoked, vacuum packed in plas. 
tic. Cutting board not included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
87 C 6522—WL 1 lb. 53.99 
Price when you buy two or more 
Beef Sausages Each $3.49 



(1and2) Country Inn Hard Candy Tins 

$499 | Avie $399 
(1) Country Inn Filled Confections. A colorful assort- 
ment of sugary shells filed with tasty nuts, jelly, jam or 

(2), Country Inn Ribbon Mixture mueve 
hard candy mixture. Delightfuliy colorful and delicious. 

ат holiday parties. Net weight 3 pounds. 
87 C 1549—Shipping weight 4 lbs. Tin $4.99 

е when you buy any 2 or more tins of (1) or (2) 
Each Tin $3.99 
(3) Deluxe Assorted Chocolates. Be a popular host 
hostess with this box ol rich and flavorful candies. This as 
sortment features many different, delicious centers. 
nut fudge, almond, caramel and — pius butter 
Cremes in coffee, walnut, maple walm pep 
репти flavors. All covered with dark or mulk chocolate 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Two-pound Gift Вәт 
87 C 2701 Wt 2м. 1302. ` Box 96.99. 
Tire pound Gift Bas 
87 C2706—WL 4 lbs 1 oz. Box $10.99 

(4and5) All Nut Chocolate 
Bridge Mix and Pecan Snappers 

$442 | mor sous $399 
(4) Bridge Mix. A part; эму (етсин, ‚especially when 
and maich with фе shove, Your avec satu at 
nuts together with delicious chocolate. Tast 
cashews, pecans, almonds, walnuts ind bir, Shared 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 1 INT бог. 
U7C2709.......-- ¿ON Box $449 
[ics эме xeu ber шу 2 or more bones of (4) or ($ 

(5) ad Snappers. These taste-tempting treats are 
great to serve or ive as ea. A delis candy tore 
everyone enjoy am 
Sotbered with rich milk Chocolate EA 1402. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 az. 
87C2613 se 
when you buy any 2 or more boxes of (4) ar ( 

(6) 2-pound Fudge Gift Box 
Save $1 Former bossa 

$599 | more bones 5549 
A fade loves delet! Soc ing mal mi choc 
with crisp walnuts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ? az. 
87С 2011 Box $5.99 
Price when you buy 2 or more boxes ....Each Воз 5.49 

Chocolate Party Novelties 
(7) Colorful Solid Chocolate Santas. Individually 
wrapped. About 75 pieces per box. Net weight | lb. 4 oz 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
87 C 3445—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz Box $3.99 
(8) Solid Chocolate Bells and Balls. Individually 
wrapped. About 90 pieces per box. Net weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

ORD: 0 
Box $3.99 



Antiqued Old fashioned 
Bank Vending Machines 

$2 19 

Add a unique appearance to y 
lor or recreation room with an 
bank vending machine. Holds approx 
mately 79 ounces of your favorite nuts and 
gumballs (not included). Accepts pennies 
nickels, dimes and quarters 
through the bottom. Cast aluminum wi 
bright enamel finish, 17 inches high. 1 
inches in diameter. Glass dome. Gumbalis 
sold separately below 

INFO. Warranted by Carousel 
dustries. Write for free copy, see page 

22. State color number from above 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces. 
87 C 3501CH Each $21.99 
Price when bought with stand Еа. 19.99 

(B) Antiqued Stand 
For vending machines (A) sold above 
Thn luminum stand with en 
amel finish to coordinate or contrast with 
your vending machine. 22 inches high. Pa: 
tially assembled 
COLOR: 

ORDERING 
mumber from abone 
Shipping weight 7 pounds 9 ounces 
87 C 3500CH—Stand .....Each $2199 
Price when bought with vending machine 
Each $1999 

Multi-colored Gumballs 
For Vending Machine (A) sold above. 

JERING INFORM " 
Colorful, decorative Pinatas 

Great for holiday decorations or parties. Fill pifiata with can 
dy sold below and hang it so a child can reach it with a stick 
(stick and candy not inci.). Gather children around so each 
can take a turn trying to break the piñata. Parental superv 
sion suggested. 
CONSTRUCTION: Papier maché form covered with colorful 
crinkle crepe paper. Holds 24 ounces of candy. Imported. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Burro 24 in. tall. San. 
ta 25 in. tall. Snowman 18 in. tall. Shpg. wt. each 3 Ibs 

Regular gumbalis 
19-02. box. Approximately 900 gumballs 
87 C 3023— Wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. ...Box $7.99 
Sugariess gumballs 
23-02. box. Approximately 260 gumbalis 
87 C 3028—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. ...Box $5.99 

(C) 87 С 3436C—Snowman Piñata 95.99 
(D) 87C 3431 ta Piñata 5.99 
(E) 87 С 3437C—Burro Piñata 5.99 
F) Piñata Hard Cendy Mix. 12-oz. bag. Individually 
wrapped hard candy consists of starlight mints, butterscotch 
disks, sour balls. 
ORDERING MATION: Shipping weight each 14 ounces, 
87 C 1390 Bag 909 
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Entertain elegantly on our easy-care Tablecloths 
(A) Hopewell Lace Tablecloth 
Elegantly patterned lace tablecloth. 
FABRIC: Polyester. Stain-release finish. 
DETAIL: Beautifully detailed floral design 
woven 50,000 threads per sq. yd. 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry 
May need light ironing. 
COLORS: звели wea 

winter Write 
SIZES, ORDER INFO. Site color number к 

эм berge 

60x116 | 40x96 [00C 1558H] 
Round. Use on dining table. a: cue is ads [scenes s T: 
(BendC) Nottingham Lace 

Tablecloth. Napkins 
Delicate lace tablecloth and napkins. 
FABRIC: Polyester. Stain-release finish. 
DETAIL. 18th century lacework design 

32,000 

640-Feests Rad br: 
SIZES ORDER INFO: Stele color number. 
(B) Tabiecloths 

Round. Um on dining cable, Hie: 

Tem [ tat, scm. uj 

(DandE) Classic Stripe woven 
Tabiecioth, Napkins 

Richly woven, damask-look fabric. 
FABRIC: Rayon. Stain-release finish. 
DETAIL; Rectangular, oval have mer 
rowed edges. Round has 6-in. fringe. 
CARE: PERMA. тате items machine 
wash, warm: /tumble di 

RS 

SIZES, ORDER IN 
(D) Teblecioths 

40x60 |96C 1146H] 1 | 201499 
40x72 [96 C 147 1 | 5) 1899 
40x84 |96 C 1148H] 1 | ai 1899 
40x96 |96 C 11399) 1 [10] 2099 

же on dining table, Hide-A-Table 
ie in | 42 со Blog C 1144H|....|12] 016.90 
A Шй га dnce 

Е) pkins. Package of four 
Cawog Number | Srog e | Pecos 

їн [ бо. | 8 

Choose from these 3 shapes: 
Rectengular от Round 

|е би 



Highlight the holidays with a festive table 

Inheritance smooth-weave 
Table Coordinates 

(AthruC) inheritance Tablecioths, Placemats and 
Napkins. te these Inheritance solid-color table 
accessories with the Holiday-design items sold at right. 
FABRIC: Blend of 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Stain-re- 
lease finish locks out most oily and watery stains. 
CARE. Machine wash at warm temperature and tumble 
dry. Light ironing may be necessary. 
COLORS: S0 Eera Res 43-Emeraig Green dark 

B4 Winter White 
SIZES. ORDERING INFO: State color number 

(A) Tablecioths 

$0x116 in. 
Round. 6-in. f t Fits 
ter. Use with -A-Table sold at right. 
72 inches | 42104Bim | Gam (ee | 08 c 12820] ı | z| 
B) Quilted Placemats. Oval with 1-inch cotton ruffle. 

lyester fill. Each measures 13x19 in. Pkg. of two. 
96 C 984 1 H—Shipping weight 4 ог. Pkg. $4.49 
(C) Napkins. Each measures 17x17 in. Package of 4. 
96 C 1255H—Shipping weight 5 oz. Pkg. $4.99 
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Hide-A-Tabie 
CONSTR: Walnut- 
grained molded plastic 
top is warp and spill re- 
sistant. Sturdy corru- 
gated cardboard base 
supports up to 100 Ibs. 
without buckling. 
DIMEN. 27 inches high, 
20-inch diameter. Use 
12-48. round tablecioth 
for to-the-floor fit 
ORD. INFO: Assembly 
instr. me. Den > 
essary. 
sec 57 1 nee 55.99 

Tu 

Holiday-design Table 
Coordinates and Accessorie: 

(DthruK) Holiday-design Tablecioth Accessories 
FABRIC: Cotton and polyester. Stain-release finish 
on all items except (G), Terry Towel 
CARE: Mach. wash, warm; tumble dry. Lt. iron. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 

60x 104 in. | 40184 in. 

Round. б-п. fringe. Fits tables 42 to 48 inches in di- 
ameter. Use with Hide-A-Table sold at left 
ame [Usi |oec 1308/11. 702. | 014.00 

(E). Quilted Placemat. Oval. Polyester fil. Mea 
sures 13x19 
96 C 9735 Shipping weight 3 ox. Ea. $2.79 
(F) Napkins. Each measures 17x17 in. Pkg. of 4. 
96 C 1309— Shipping weight 5 oz. .....Pkg. 44.99 
(G) Towel. Sheared terry. 88% cotton, 15% poly 
ester, Each measures 16x26 in. Pkg. of 2. 
96 C 4032—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Pkg. $3.99 
(M) Quimed Potholders. Polyester fil. Each mea 
sures 7x7 inches. Package of 
96 C 4035—Shps. wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 03.99 
р) Apron. Apron has adjustable shoulder straps, 
ET Ripping weight 3 0s- Ea. $5.99 
(K) Rectangular Table Runner. 72x14 in. wide. 
96 C 9736—Shipping weight 7 оз. Ea. $7.99 



(1and2) Our best, heavy-gauge 18/8 stainless steel Flatware Sets by ONEIDA 
18% chrome for strength, corrosion-resistance; 8% nickel for lustrous finish 

A 28-step finishing process makes Save $ 10 to $30 over separate set prices when 
them our smoothest, most brilliant you buy 77, 53 or 29-piece sets 

INSTR: Stainless steel with 18% chrome, — ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty below. 
8% nickel. Tarnish and stain-resistant A TH) Аруке | 12) Mandensu | сюз | sum 

comua BERE Service for 18 | 1167647 EM cm тук for 60-piece Service for 12: 12 each: knives, — SOpieceServicefora | 1162641 
dinner forks, salad forks. soup spoons, tea. 10-piece Service for 4 11€ 7640 
spoons. S-plece Hostess Set 1167843 piece Steak Кайе Set | 11С 7844 40-piece Service for 8: 8 each: knives, 
dinner forks, salad forks, soup spoons, tea: Save 430.00 when you buy 77-piece Set. Separate set prices total 8119.93. 
we Тесен er 16204 | 1107838 [ORe бо. s 
20-pc. Service for 4: 4 ea.: knives, dinner Seve #20 00 when you buy 53-piece Set Separate sei prices total $49. 90. 
forks, salad forks, soup spoons, teaspoons. 53-рієсе Set _ 1 1167647 | 11C7637 jóba боз.) 960.95 
5-piece Hostess Set: Gravy ladle, serving Save $10.00 when you buy 29- Set Separate set prices 10161 $49.97. 
fork, solid spoon, butter knife, sugar spoon. 29-ріесе Set 11C7648 | 11C7636 | зя. 9oz.| 930.95 
4 Д pe == Dp. JA. FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY ON STAINLESS FLATWARE BY ONEIDA: 
12, 5-pc. Hostess Set, 12 steak knives. 7 есе of бами by Oneida w werana agers! отрича detects n workman 

1 E matenais for the Hebme of the orginal purchaser or отапа recipient 1 revered аа Lees Far Service for 8, jn i any ресе or pieces tad 10 conform Yo ws warrenty. return the piece OF Decos to 
< Hosen st ives. Onede Lid. Oneida, New York. 13421. Oneida Lid wii. at their option. refinish or 29-piece Set Includes 20-pc. Service for 4, replace the prece or preces at no charge. Tha warranty grves you specie legal тум and 

$-pc. Hostess Set, 4 steak knives. You ey зо Fave Other потта which vary mom State 10 SUE 

(7 thru 17) “Season's Greetings" 
Party Glassware Sets 

CONSTRUCTION: Clear glass with holiday 
design in red and green. Dishwasher safe, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

we Fer сө | Mm Number быр 
ТҮ Winch diameter] 

Snack Plates | 4 11C31476| 3 
8j SWcinch diam. 

Chlp'n Dip Set | 2 1131473] a |.| 9.99 
757 Hos Highball 

Games s|. | وم 
UOT Isang 

Coffee Mugs 
Ti) Teor. ОФ 

with cover ۱3447| 1 |12) 299 
TH) Sor. Sugar and 

Tyron. Creamer _ [11C3148: 
14 Susie, Tray [1] 16314 
15) Relish Dish 

(18) Birch table/buffet Flatware Hostess 
CONSTR: Walnut-stained birch. Removable 
lid for use at table. Storage for up to service 
for 12. Flatware not incl. 10/4x10x12 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11C 7557—WL 5 lbs. 8 oz. $35.99 

(3thru6) Elegant 
Silverplate Accessories 

CONSTRUCTION: Beautiful, high 
quality silver-plated steel 
ORDERING INFORMATION: War. 
ranted by International Silver Com. 
pany, Meriden, Connecticut; write 
lor free copy, see page 322. 

(3) Setof four Napkin Rings 
Urin. diameter, 1 in. wide. 
Shipping weight 6 oz 

179861 Set #1199 
(4) Butter Dish with cover 
Measures 434x812% inches high. 
Shipping weight 1 b. 4 ot. 

11 C 7865 $1399 
(5) 3-piece Condiment Server 
10-ounce cut glass bowl. Silver 
plated steel spoon and lid. 
Shi weight 1 lb. 
1107882 Set 47.99 

(6) Salt and pepper Shakers 
Tew lids. 4!4 inches high. 
Shipping weight 9 

11 C 88O е озо 



Save $30 Wake” 

337975 
(1) Butcher block Table with casters 
CONSTRUCTION: Pacific Northwest red alder 
wood. End grain construction provides harder 
more durable surface. 23x23x2V inch table with 
T¥einch thick skirt. Lower slatted shelf for stor 
age. 36 inches high with casters, 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
11 C 9210N—Shipping weight 91 Ibs. .. $299.99 

(2) Butcher block Utility Rack with 2 
rows for hanging glass stemware 

CONSTRUCTION: Pacific Northwest red alder 
wood. Mounts on to (1) above. 4 metal hooks for 
pots and utensils. Two 23x12-inch shelves; under 
side of lower shelf has two 22-inch rows for hang- 
ing glass stemware. Brass trim. 33 inches high. Ac- 
cessories not included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
11 C 9211C— Shipping weight 22 Ibs 
{1 with 2) Separale prices total 5409.98. 
11 C 9212N2—Wt 113 lbs. Set $379.98 

$109.99 

(3) Rice straw Wall Hanging/Rug 
CONSTRUCTION: Rice straw hand woven in intricate 
butterfly pattern. About Y4 inch thick. 48 inches wide. 
Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
11 C 4000C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs, $12.99 

(4) Wooden Knife Block with sharpener 
CONSTRUCTION. Natural finish pine and bass wood. 
Contains 8 slots for knives up to 2 inches wide; ninth 
slot holds sharpening steel or another knife 
53 x4! sx 10%, inches high. Cutlery not included. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 C 9287—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

(5) Cutlery Set with Hardwood Stand 
CONSTRUCTION: Natural finish hardwood stand and 
knife handles. Includes parer, utility, boner, cook's 
carver and butcher knives with st steel blades. 

all O¥4xS¥yx17 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 C 9078—Shps. wt. 3 lbs. 

$1099 

Set $19.99 

(6) Setof 8 steak knives with Hardwood Stand 
NSTRUCTION: Natural finish hardwood stand and 
ife handles. 8 steak knives with stainless steel 

blades. Overall $¥4x5'4x11 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 С 9079—Shpg. wt. 2 Ьз.8 oz. Set $15.99 

Electric Knives for easy slicing 
(7 thru 9 ) Knives with 2-position blades for 

vertical and horizontal slicing 
о AUCTION: Serrated stainless steel twin 
lade. Shatter-resistant plastic housing. Contoured 

handle, Built-in counter rest. Push-button blade re- 

juded. Case stores blade, cord. 
ECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120 v 

60-Hz. Detachable S-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
7) 11 C 479 1—Sweet chocolate/vanilla 
8) 11 C 4792—Vaailla/harvest gold 

(9) 11 С 4793—Almond/avocado 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 9 oz. $21.99 
( 10 and 11) Knives with single-position 

blades for vertical slicing 
ON: Serrated stainless steel twin 

blade. Shatter resistant plastic housing. Push but 
ton blade release, Built-in counter rest. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120 v 
60-Hz. Attached S-Íoot cord. 
RDERING INFORMATION. 

(10) Knife with case 
Contoured handle. Styrene case mounts on wall 
with screws included. and sweet chocolate 
case stores blade and cord. 
11 C 4794—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 202. 
(11). Knife only. Almond-color. 
11 C 4790—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

$16.99 

$10.99 

Make delicious ice cream at home 
(12,13) Americans-Iook ice cream 

Freezers in electric. manual styles. 
CONST: Polystyrene tub, insulating air space. 
Walnut-look exterior; decorative black plastic 
bands. Polypropylene liner, metal inner can. 
Metal handle, wood grip. Flexible plastic dasher. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(12) Electrical Freezers 
5-ft. cord. 110-120 v. 130 w. 60-Hz. UL listed. 
11 C 1992—5-quarí sise. Wt. 11 Ёз.....%28.99 
11 C 1991—4-quorf size. Wt. 9 lbs. 23.99 

(13) 4-quart Manual Freez 
11 C 1990—Shipping weight 7 lbs. ....917.99 

(14) Vanilla ice cream base Mix. Each pkg. 
mixed with 2 pts. half-and-half (milk, cream) 
makes 1 gallon ol ice cream. Bor of 6 pkgs. 
11 C 1937—Shpy. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. ...Box $5.94 



Beautiful Copperware adds 
elegance to any kitchen 

(1) Skillet-look wall Clock. Copper body with 
brass handle, numerals and 2 hands. Quartz move 
ment use with "C" battery (not included). 
20/1511 inches high. Imported. 
11C 2981—W. 3 lbs 8 az $44.99 
2) Pot Rack. Bent copper. 20x12x11% inches 

h. 8 movable hooks. 
11 C 9222— Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 179.99 
(3) 7-pc. kitchen too! Set Copper Spatula, 
spoon, strainer spoon, 2 ladies, fork, hanging rack 
14% in. long, screws. Imported. 
11 C 4111—Shpg. wt. 11b. бог. Set $21.99 
(4) 5-рс. Measuring Cup Set. Tin-lined copper 
Cups with brass handles in V4, 44, % and 1-cup 
sizes. Brass rack 14% in. long with mounting 
screws. | 
11C 4120—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib Set $16.99 
(5 thru 10) Imported Cookware 

per with aluminum interior. 
ler bas white ceramic insert 

rass handles. Oven proof. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: 3Y4-qt saucepan cover (10) 
&in. open skillet (8), 8-in. open sauteuse pan (9). 

7-piece Set. Separate prices total $102.00. Includes 
6. 8-р. open skillet (8); 144. JY4-qL covered sauce- 
pans (10); 1-qt. open saucepan. 
11 С 2423—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs, Set $80.00 
10-piece Set. Separate prices total $160.00. In 
cludes 4-qt. covered stock pot 6, 8, 9 in. open 
skillets (8); 144. 3V¢-at. covered saucepans (10), 1 
qt open saucepan. 
11C 2424—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. Set $129.00 

Covered vrac [Tc | сө comercio |\тат!сзево 1 |а| 2000 
STRENG 4500 | 291112428 2 |12] 35.00 

rin [11 € 2431] 1 [13| 2300 
s| pen Lin. |11 С 2430) 1 | a| 18.00 

und G-in|11¢ 2420| 1| | 1300 
Svrin [11 С zasa] 1 lie] 25.00 
Kin.|112453| 1 | 6 2000 
Sau [11 62427] 2| 8 3300 

(10) Sucepane lilyar 11€ 2428 1 |15) 23.00 
_ [Open Seveepen| i-au 11 C 2428| 1] 2| 15.00 

(11 and 12) 2-qt imported Tesketties 
CONSTR: Tin-lined copper. Wood grip, knob. 
ORDERING INFORMAT 
(11) 11C2439-Colomial-siyle. Wt. 1 1b.4 oz. $13.99 
(12) 11C2438-Dutch-siyle. Wt. 1 Ib. 802. 13.99 
(13) Cake Cover with glass plate. 6-in. high 
aluminum-lined lacquer copper cake cover with 

62414x10-in. high copper holder with brass trim. 
Wood top has 6 siots for knives. Knives not inci. 
11C 9220—Shipping weight 5 lbs. $29.99 

Utensil Holder. Aluminum-lined copper 
6 inches high. Utensils not inc 

Shipping weight 1 pound. .... 89.99 
(16) Insulated 3-quart ice Bucket. Copper ex 
terior with brass trim. White polystyrene insula- 
tion in bucket and lid. 614 inches high. 
11 C 2982— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $26.99 

4-piece Canister Set. Aluminum lined c 
Canisters range from SY to 8 

11 C 2980—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Soz. ....5е $39.99 

Sieek tortoise-look Serving Sets 
N: High-impact plastic with a 

slightly transparent tortoise shell look. 
ORDERING ON 

(18) 7-piece Salad Serving Set. Includes б-т. 
serving bowl, 12%-in. long fork and spoon and 
four 6-in. diameter salad bows 
11 C 8402— Shipping weight 3 lbs, 9.99 
(19) 8-piece Beverage Serving Includes 
68-02. pitcher, six 14-02. tumbl. 
1994x954: inch thick. 
11€ 8401—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 



Gifts to please the chef 
(1 thru 6) Rustic Pine Coordinates 

STRUCTION: Wooden parts are American pine 
country rustic finish 
NFO: Paper towels, food not inci 

(1) Paper towel Holder. Holds all towel sizes. 
11 C 3003 — 16252517 im Wt. 1 lb. 8 о $5.99 
(2) 12-jar filled Spice Set. 2-tier pine rack. 12 la 
beled giass jars with spices and cork 5 
11C 3004—IStirlixl1 im WL4 lbs ....419.99 
(3) Storage Set with two I. glass jars 
11 C3001—/15241; in. Wt. 8 lbs. $1499 
(4) Rolktop Bread Box 
11 C 3008—/94521 12101, in. Wt. 9 $29.99 
(5) Cheeseboard with tile and glass dome 
11 C 3002—7sz£2104; im. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 5899 

(6) Storage Set with tour Yrgal. glass jars 
11 C 3000C— 191528122815 in. WL 16 lbs. .827 99 

(7) Buri and wicker Fork and Spoon Set 
TION: Intricately handwoven buri with 

long. Imported. 

Set $9.99 

lated steel cuspid 
on, slotted зроо 

Importe 

11 С 4953—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 ог. Set 414.99 
(9) Manual Meet Grinder 
CONSTRUCTION: Tin-coated cast iron unit. Hold 

unter clamp. Steel grinder plate. 5\3! 
inches high. Imported. Instructions included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11C 8845—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. $513.99 

(10) Antique-iook handwoven vine Va 
UCTION: Pot belly shape. Imported. 

11 C 4059. $ in. high Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ... 414.99 

(11) Electric Slicer with 7 Vyinch blade 
Full 1-year Warranty: it. within 1 year trom 

R: Chrome-plated steel unit. Vacu 
grips counter. Safe- T Саге hand protecto: 
hand feed. Serrated blade. push button release. Re 
movable food platform. Н. 
any length: slices thin to %4 in. thick ELECTR RMATION: 3-ft. cord. 82 watts. 

60 Hertz. АС. 

11C 4767С—17:14:9 in high Wt. 17 lbs. .879.99 
(12) Hardwood food preparation/storage 
Unit. Great for microwaves, food processors. 
TVs 

N ON: Natural-finish hardwood. 3 
metal hooks on both sides of top. Two 17-in. 

ax 191526415 inches high 
Top shelf 17% inches deep, with 1214 high shelf 
space to open top. Middle shelf 2945 inches deep 
with leaf out, 171% inches deep dropped; 23-inch high 
shelf space. Bottom 2 shelves each 17' inches deep, 
with 1114 inch high shelf space. 
ORDERING Accessories not inc! 
11 С 9216L2—Shpg. wt. 73 lbs. $179.99 
(13) Base unit from (12) above 
Accessories are not included. 
11C 9217L—244; im high WL 45 lbs. ...9109.99 



Ш ТА] 
(2) Giess seit & pepper Shak- 
ers. Removable, stain 
lesa steel lids. 4%, in. high. Shpg. wt. 
1] 4 02. 

Ser 9349 

sure SY o inches high. 
wt. 11 ie 

s. Set 51499 
(4) Glass Cookie Jer, Airtight, 

ing jar type wire-closure lid. 

wt. 3 е. 808 
w 1 99 

6-pc. stainless st: 
Utensil Set. 15-inch long rack with mountin 
screws, slotted skimmer, 

„ solid spoon, turner, 
ladle. Imported. 
ORDER INFORMATION. 

wt. 1 Ib. 
n Ev» SS 

Portable butcher-block Cart 
CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood body. Brass-look ORDER ІМ 
metal casters. Holds 12 bottles. 

and pates stem. 
IRDERING INFORMATI! 12230 in. his A 10 

| „13хёх1з 
ШЕТ 
ЖАТЫ 

Inline 

(6) Glass spaghetti Jar. 
= lapin 

" L3 be 4ог.......%399 

(7) Glass cheese 

screw lid 4 inches hi 
D Ads m 
(0) „Grass choose Server. Dome $ 

. diameter, 5%, in. high. Plate 9 
Ш 1.3 be. Bos... M49 

ray Sent piam ixl ehe lo. Dc 
esie ire wedi 9598 

CONSTR: Chip-resistant 
celain floral design. 

handle cover 

CONSTA: al INSTR: - 
Bun body food handle 
and cover 

ШКА "0: ар D 

(18) rat 
steel 

CONSTR: Chip-resistant 
lain- body. 

(19 thru 21) 2-quart 
Onental-styie 

10е! Teaketues 
CONSTR: Chip resistant 

Ө Ae 
mde (e) EN 



бам Bakeware Sets 
win Dur Holder 

(1) Kenmore® Electric Pedestal Grill with 210- 
Rust-resistant cast aluminum with satin 

in. соок. 
ick baked 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 8-foot cord. 1800 watts. 110-120- 
volt. 60 Hertz. AC. UL listed. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled; instructions in. 
cluded. See UN” suffix note on page 32 
11 € 1B32N 1114816235 inches high Wt. SO Iba. 987.99 
(2) _ Shelf, Hardwood. Attaches to front of Grill (1) 
11 C 2629—7217 inches wide. Shipping weight 3 lbs. ....08,99 
(3), Bleck vinyl Cover. Fits Grill (1) with Shelf (2) above at 
tached. Wipes clean with a dam, 
TE 6 Shipping weht Ths 802. 97.99 

Combination of Grill (1), Shelf (2) and Cover (3) 
11 C 1830N3—Shipping weight 55 Ibs. 
(4) 5-ріесе Barbecue Set (5) 
Enameled steel tray with wood 
side handles. Metal turner, fork, 
brush, and wide flat tongs with 
pol lene 
1162612— Wt 3 Ibs. Set 08.99 

354 [Scars]. 

489.97 

Supermant 
ceramic Cookie Jar 

CONSTR: Embossed ce- 
ramic. 13% in. high 
ORDERING INFO 

Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 12 oz. 
11C8109 $21.99 
* DC Comas. inc 

СЕ 
wocoen Shoe Shine Bow 
Uh cast ron shoe stand, 

(6) 24-piece crystal glass Tumbier Set 
INCLUDES: 8 each: 9-02. on-the-rocks, 124-02. 

„ 17-02. iced tea glasses. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11C 3534C—Wt. 19 lbs. Set $12.99 

(7) Glass Bakeware Sets, buri holders 
CONSTR: Amber-color glass. Imported two- 
tone woven buri holders with les. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
5-pc. Set Includes: 2-qt. utility dish, holder; 2- 
f round covered casserole, jer. 
1C 5656—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. ....5е $15.99 

8-piece Set. Includes: 2-qt. utility dish with 
holder and 2-q- round covered camerole with 
holder (shown): 1-4. oval covered casserole 

‘not shown). 
T" n от (по ноя wt. 2013. ...Set 423.99 

(8) Old-fashioned wooden Shoe Shine Box 
CONSTRUCTION: Antiqued wood box with 
metal and catch, Cast iron shoe stand on 
lid. 11 5x55 4x9 4 inches high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
11 C 495 1—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs 802. ....411.99 

“Pooh” ceramic Mug 

Gifts for friends and 

eyed gm 
Tumbler Set aus * 

(9 and 10) nie-the-Pooh®** 
Coramicwa: 

"Win a Trig to Disneyland, " see page 2 for con 
ки rules. 
CONSTA: Hand-painted, embossed ceramic. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(9) Cookie Jar. 11% inches high 
11 C81120—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
(10) 10-ounce Mug. Imported. Saw 9% 
when you buy йө, wt. each 10 oz. 
1181100 42.99, two for $5.44 
** 0 1964 Wen Darey Productions 
(11) Mand-crafted palm Picnic Basket 
CONSTR: Varying palm leaf design. Attached 
lid lifts up on both ends. About 19Yx13%x 
14% in. high. Cloth not incl. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

2788—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. ..415,99 
(12) "Barrel" wooden Bottle Rack 

413.99 

CONSTR: Fruitwood finish. 10 of hold 
Ere up to 3*4 in. diameter, Bottles not 

imported. 1654x7x21*4 in. high. 
ORDER INFO Unassembied. 
11 С 6021C—Shps. wt. 4 lbs. 1202. 416.99 



(1) Wooden "SPICE" Rack with 6 glass jars 
CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-finish wood rack 111512141414 in. 
high. 6 unfilled glass jars with airtight lids. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 C 2945—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 or. 

(2) Antique-look pine Telephone Cover 

Mount over existing wall phone; hinged front door opens for 
easy access. Use “pouch” to hold messages. 
CONSTRUCTION. Vermont pine body with hand-rubbed fin- 
ish. Decorative brass-look metal mouthpiece, bells, crank. 
Plastic earpiece. Overall &x6x 14^ inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 C 4950—Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Set $4.99 

$18.99 

(3) Enameled tin popular brands Canister Set 
Colorful reproductions of popular brand names. 
CONSTRUCTION: Airtight canisters 444 to 7% inches high. 

NG INFORMATION 
11 € 2900—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

(4) Darth Vadar"* ceramic Bank 
CONSTRU N. Highly glazed ceramic. Rubber 
bottom. 1*4-in. coin siot. Overall 644x64x6% in. hig! 

Set $8.99 

lug in 

$9.99 

Wooden Spice Rack with gions art 

Nuteraciong Set 
‘wth ceram 

squire: 

(5) “Chef” ceramic Holder with wooden utensils 
CONSTRUCTION: Highly glazed ceramic holder in the like- 
ness of a chef, about 12 in. high. Wooden fork (not shown), 
pierced spoon, spatula, solid spoon. Tin whisk. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
11 С 4957—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. Set $7.99 
(6) ly American style 6-pc. wooden Nutcracking Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-finish pine bucket with 2 metal 
hoops, 5 inches in diameter by 74 inches ae Nickel-plated 
metal nutcracker and 4 picks. Nuts not ind 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
11 C 8807—Shipping weight 2 pounds 
(7) Nutcracking Set with ceramic squirrel 
CONSTRUCTION: Ceramic squirrel about 8 in. high. Put nut 
inside squirrel's hardwood cup, turn screw until nut cracks. 
Chrome-piated steel nutcracker, 4 picks included. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
11 C 8810—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 or. Set $6.99 
(8) Іпегіае wooden Nutcracker. Pull back hammer; re- 
lease. Shell shatters, yet most of the nut meat stays whole. 
(Nut not incl.) 
CONSTA: Walnut-stained oak with anodized gold-color alu- 
minum, steel. Rubberband operated. 1734x2x4'4 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
11 © 8802—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. 19.99 

‚Set $7.99 

(9) 5-piece hardwood 
Cutting Board/Spoon Set 

CONSTR: 8x1%4 in. thick round 
board, 7x14x% in. thick paddle, 
10x14x'4 in. thick utility board. 
Solid. siotted spoon. Food not inci. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 lbs. 8 ог. 
1109226 Set $7.99 

(10) Hardwood "desk" 
Coaster Set 

CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-finish 
desk with charming accessories. 6 
cork-lined coasters. 7!qx3* x63, 
inches high. Glass not ind. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
11С 8199 Set $6.99 

(11) Set of 4 handwoven 
miniature bamboo baskets 

CONSTR: Baskets 3^; to 4 in. high: 
removable lids. Ideal for Christmas 
tree ornaments or storage. 
ORDER INFO: Imported. 
11C7166—Wt Soz. ..Set $4.99 

^. [Sears] 355 
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Porcelain-coated Steel Cookware 

Save $11 Save $23 
Over есеге proes over separate ences 

70000 Set 1O-pece Set 
$3996 $4994 

CONSTRUCTION: Porcelain-coated steel. Off-white interior. Stainless steel 
rims. Bakelite® plastic handles and knobs stay cool. 
ORDER INFO: 5-quart Dutch Oven cover (45) fits 94-inch skillet (46). 
7-piece Set Separate prices total 109p! Set. Separate prices total 
$50.96. S-qt. covered Dutch Oven 372.94. Includes S-qt. covered Dutch 
(45); 9 Urin. open skillet (46); 1, 2-4. Oven (45); 8, 9i4-In. open skillets 

(n. gona 2 Hat. saucepans 
p et, 12 
16051 -Set $39.96 e 6052. Set $49.94 

(A) Wood Pot Reck/Sheit 235056 © movable hooks. Unassem, 
1 DER 2 lbs. 1002. ..$21.99 

m Laponia Sor NATA 
em Dente р CA 

tsp... 1-tbs.- -cup measures. 
TTC 3818 Wehe se 61500 
(C) Wipe-clesn Calendar. Felt ti |. 16x20-in. glossy attached. 
11C8365—Wt. 1 lb. 102... 63.99 
D) Wooden Sait and Min 

(eben! and шешт? igh 
11.C8332—Wt Idan... Set $7.99 
(Е) Set of four thermal Mugs. 10-oz. 
‚each. Double-wall plastic. For hot or 

drinks. Dish: washer-sale. 
11C B366—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. Set 67.99 

(P) ree Unai пади 
4%4 inches high. Utensils not incl. 
1108311 Shpg wt 1 ib. ..99.99 

ie ae E вн 
11 вз27—% i ib. oor ‚Set $9.99 

ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty 
34 C 64682—Shipping 

(Rthru U) Merry Mushroom Fixture: 
CONSTR: Fluorescent. Enameled metal pan. White 

D ot jeca]. acrylic diffuser with Merry Mushroom 
Wood center column on 

New Merry Mushrooms items All imported except С, E, J thru M. 

SIZE. 6-quart capacity. Measures. gen LT ш lh. 
ELEC INFO: Ub el 110-120-v, 60-Hz. e ME E 

weicht 14 lbn BOE oe 

sehen penaants (and (Sand 1. 

" Wooden Cheese Board LR 
in. round. -enameled Ше 
Task m. wong board, Ke included. 
11C8317-Wt. 1 lb. 15 oz. .Set $8.99 

Жылыш hen polystyrene bo. yrene 
11 C 8360—Wt 11b. 202. ...06,99 

K thru М) Mushroom-design 
ards. on front, back, Plastic 

covers keep in. 
К) Set of standard 3x5-in. recipe 

covers. ards. 50 cards, 50 
11C8361-Wt. бог. Set 9299 

11C8362-Wt. 1 Ib. Boz. Set $7.98 
IL) Set of 3x5-in. address Cards 
мра taie, 50 cards, 50 covers. 

11C 8364— Wt. 7 oz... Set $2.99 

M) Set of 6x5-i На fold-up Caras 
cards, 25 covers. 

Fe «Set 92 99 

(N) Ceramic Ash Trey. 6x4% in. 
Me She теу sk oo 

r 9 



r exclusive design exc. ( 

amic Canister Set 
high canisters, each with a 

different kitchen scene. 
11€ 8204—Wt 10 lbs Set $36.99 
(2) Ceramic wall Clock. буух? in. 
high. "C" battery 
11€ 8212—Wt 

Ceramic Spoon Rest 
6x4 xh inch high 
11€ 8217—Wt. 10 oz 95.49 
(4), 3-pc mic Tea for two Set 
Includes a 734x4x5:4-in. high teapot and 
two 8-oz. mugs. 
11€ 8211—Wt 2 lbs. 
(8) Wooden towel Holder 

with storag: 
1845x6x844 in. 
roll, Paper towels ot 
11€ 8223—We 1 ib. 8 

358 [Sears] î 

Set $14.99 

(6) Wood Spice Rack with jars 
Rack 915x3x14% in. high. 8 unfilled ce 
ramic jars. 4 in. high. Labels included 

82 10-Wt. 6 lbs. 2 oz. „Set $29.99 
Wood “MUGS” Rack with four 
ceramic Mugs. Sam 82.99: sep. 

prices tolal $17.98. Rack 15: gx3x7 
lbs. 10 oz. Set 614.99 

ich alone 
1 ib, 4 oz 
Mugs alone 
Ibs. 6.02. Set $9.99 

1799 

shaped cast 

n. high. Nylo: 
lastic handles won't scratch 

о kware. Turner, slotted 
spoon. basting spoon, short turner. 
11C 3820—We. 11b. Set $7.99 

pieces highly glazed: all but 
(10) 
9% in. 
1108 
(11) Ceramic Utensil Holder 
4Vi-ln. diameter, SL, in. high 
11C 8218—Wt 1502. .99.99 
(12) Mug Tree with four 8- 
01. ceramic Mugs. Black en 
ameled wrought iron tree 13 
high. Wt. 2 Ibs. 15 
11€ 8209 

Ceramic Hanging 
r. SYy-in. diameter, 644 

in. higi rope. Pia: 
included. Wt. 1 Ib. 
11C8214 

у embossec 
anistor 

canisters, each 
hen scene. Alrtight 

4*4 to 7-inch 
л а different kitc 

11 С 8216—We 2 ibs. 
(16) 

Set $9.99 
Ceramic Napkin Holder 

(17) Ceramic В. 
11C 8219—Shpg. wt. 602.....34.49 

nge-size sait, pep. 

11C 8206—V 
Ceramic Sugar, Cre 
diameter each. Sugar bow! 4 

in tamer 4 
11€ 8205—We. 1 Ib 
20) 12-pc. cerami 
‘our each: 9*4 

bowls, 8-oz. mugs. Flat-surface design. 
11C8221-Wr. Š lbs. 1202. Set $29.99 

Set $7.49 
Breakfast Set 

h plates, 64-inch 



Cookware of 
porcelain-clad cast iron 

Except testettie and lids porceiam-ciec stew 

So beautiful you can serve 
as well as prepare food in it 

plus, skillets. teakettie and 
ad >en saucepans nave hardwood handies 

thet stay cool while you cook 
7-рөсе Set 10-prece Ser 

Save 544 55996 | Save $63 $8994 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy cast iron, traditionally valued for even 
heat distribution (except (3) and lids are steel). Lustrous, chip- 
resistant porcelain coating is ground off bottoms to put cast iron 
in direct contact with burner for faster heating. Flat bottoms are 
ideal for any cooking surface, including glass top ranges. Interi- 
ors are white. (2 thru 4) have hardwood handies that stay cool 
while you cook. Hand wash. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Dutch Oven cover (1) fits 10-in. 
open skillet (4); 3-qt. saucepan cover (2) fits 8-in. skillet (4). 
7796 Set. Separate prices ial 10-ре, Set. Sep, prices tal 
3103.96. Includes cov'd Dutch 94. Includes cov'd Dutch 
Oven (1); 1, 2-qt. saucepans ( 
Ur 10-in. open skillet (4). 10-in. open skillets (4). 
11C25001C-Flame orange 11C25004C-Flame orange 
11625003C-Golden wheat — 11C25006C-Golden wheat 
11C25002C-Chocolate 11C25005C-Chocolate 
Shpe. wt. 26 lbs. ..Set 659.96 — Shps. wt. 38 Ibs... Set 989.94 
Individual items 

1, 2, 3-gt. saucepans 

orange 
(Covered | Dutch Oven | sar aieason|nieasore| caso tal 
Bi Covered | tat]11C28014/ 1162801 

11625011] 1 162801311 1C28012 cepans ».| at 

3; ED RTL HETE PETS [3] 4| Te 
(Open — [iói4]11628024/11628028/1 16280287 $114 
Skillets Sin. 11102502 1/11C25023/11C25022| 4112] 

Brilliantly polished stainless steel Cookware 
with Yeinch thick aluminum-clad bottoms 

7-prece Set 12-piece Set 

Save $20 *849 | Save #33 515993 
CONSTR Bishi polished stainless steel bodies in ur e 
moonline sha; alumin: 
kete (10) and i 1-ф saucepan (9) alightly thinner) belp spread heat 

‘cooking. evenly for uniform Fiat bottoms are ideal for күс 
surface, including ыр Snug-fit covers seal 
and allow for а of water to keep in flavor 
and nutrients. knobs stay 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Duteh Oven Cover (7) fits skillet (5). 
Piece Set Separate X Sc Pe T 
Shrat. cov’ t cov'd saucepans (' 
E a8101 Shipping weit Hd OE iet 084.96 
12-piece Set. Separate ns NL) chides 1048, opem d 
ee ay rd ich Oven (7): Ln. covered chicken fryer 
T1c24115 

Vesnch ve 
lume num-cad 
опот spread 

Pest evenly 

Bodies in 
contemporary 
moonline shape 
have snug-fit 
covers to 
seal in 

flavor and 
nutrients: 
phenolic 
handies 

and knobs 
stay coo! 
while 

you соок 



Sturdy CAST ALUMINUM Cookware and Bakewa 

plus, spread heat evenly to prevent hot spots 
durable SILVERSTONE 

stick-resistance for easy cooking and cleanu 

` 4 

(1thru4) have 
porcelain gro 
off bottoms for 
taster cooking 

interiors provide super 

(1thru4) Cookware with beautiful striped almond porcelain coating 

7 920 Ugo Save °41 "2: $5489 | Save *70 = $8989 
CONSTRUCTION Thick cast aluminum spreads heat quickly and evenly; prevents “hot spots". Cast construc: 
tion gives extra durability. Porcelain-coated exteriors resist chipping. Porcelain is ground off bottoms to put 
aluminum in direct contact with burner for faster cooking, Flat bottoms make this cookware ideal for electric 
and glass smooth top ranges. Extra-durable SuverStone® interiors (except teakettie unlined) provide excellent stick-resistance, enabling you to cook without oil; plus, they make cleanup a lot easier. Heavy, snug-fit ids help 
seal in moisture and nutrients so you can cook with less water, Bakelite® plastic handles and knobs stay cool 
and are oven-safe to 3507. Metal hangup rings on skillets and saucepans. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION FOR SETS AND INDIVIDUAL PIECES: 4*4-quart Dutch Oven cover (2) fits 10% 
inch open skillet 3-quart saucepan cover (3) fits 84-inch open skillet (1). 

Individual pieces 7-piece Set. Separate prices total 595.96. 
Includes 10%4-Ínch open skillet (1); 44-quart on Soe Rumba] Snpg wt | Pree 
covered Dutch Oven (2); 114 and 2 quart cov- UN Open Tin] TT € 50283 [1168 40:11899 
ered saucepans (3 Skillets Bisrin | 11 € 50282 |2 ibs. 1599 

1 e o Covered ar [ТЄ Ti 4or| 3999 11C 50267-—Wt. 13 lbs. 4 oz. Set 654.89 Dutch Ovens] 4 |с m. | 3198 

11-pi Set. Separate prices total 8159.9). (3) Covered | Sat | 11050278 [3 Im i202.) 2499 
Includes 844 and 10%, inch open skillets (1); 4*7 Saucepans | 2-at | 1180277 |2 Ње. 1402.) 22.00 
quart covered Dutch Oven (2); 1%, ds Wat. | 11680278 [3 а. бог 2199 
quart covered saucepans (3); teakettle (4 2. اک es. 
11€ 50264C2—W. 20 Ibs. Se $89.09 O Teakele | at | 11650284 [Sibu sor] 2290 

WE Spices grouped according to 
igi foods on which you use them 

v What a handy, space-saving way to store herbs | бә p and spices! Might give you new food-seasoning - v] = ideas, too. 
1 E a CONSTRUCT! See-thru plastic cylinders have Yi $ Individual air-tight containers, each of which is 

а secure screw-on lid for the one below. Each 
stack is 2%4 inches in diameter, 914 inches high 
Herbs and spices included. Refillable. 

Save *1 уму: 

(5 thru 8) Bakeware with almond 
baked enamel exterior 

CONSTR: Cast aluminum for quick, even М 
ing. Baked enamel exterior. Super-durable and 
stick-resistant SilverStone" interiors make 
baked food easy to remove, cleanup easy 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(5) 12-cup Bundt® Pan. Great for cakes, gel- 
atin salads, frozen desserts, fancy-shaped meat 
loaves. 10% in. diam., 3% in. high. 
11C 1355—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1002. .... 99.99 
(6) 2-quart Souffie/Casserole dish with 
Bakelite® plastic server 
11 С 1363—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
7) 6-cup Bundt@-Lette 
deal for miniature cakes, frozen desserts. 
11 C 1356—Shpg. wt. 2 ibs. 802. .... $10.99 
(8) Loaf Pan with hardwood serving board 
5x9x3 in. high pan fits into board with leather 
hanging thong 
11 © 1358—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
*Regar 

#1299 

$12.99 

Graphic Spice Stacks'" 

when you ^ 
$522 | ¿ná $542 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
(9) 11C29 ick for Pork. Wt. 13 ог. 
10) 11 € 2998—Stack for Fish. Wt. 12 oz 

(11) 11 C 2997—Stack for Eggs. Wi. 12 or. 
12) 11 C 2996—Stack for Poultry. WL 14 oz. 
13) 11 C 2995—Stack for Beef. We. 14 ог. 

Each $5.99 
Any two or more Each 5.49 



Sears versatile glass-ceramic Cookware goes 

from freezer, to stove or microwave, to table 

Graphic stripe Coordinates 
CONSTR: with chip-resistant fe 
celain-loók finish. EY rom Ml 
ORDEAING INFORMATION: 

(1) Coke Server, $in. high cover locks on 
LÀ in. diameter. ` Cot ipe. vo Zn. 1202 1295 
(2) Katha Helder Hakdorood top holds 6 
nives (not inc.) to 2 im. wide, 9 in. 
11 C 3619—Shpg.wt. 1 Ib. 4 ог. 15.90 
(2) ¿Cookie Can. 84 inches high. 

C 3016—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. u 
(4) „Ganito Set to 8% inches 
lc Se We bis idem Sat 17.99 
$) Salt ang pepper Shakers. Screw lids 

l coreane Weiter Set $5.99 
Store, prepare and serve food in just one dish and have less to clean up. 

Î CONSTR Giass-ceramicware heat-treated to go from freezer to stove without cracking. Don mirus ote 
Bake, broil, fry or boil in it on stove. Glass ceramicware is attractive, retains heat, ideal for serving. Por storage in 
refrigerator ot freezer. "safe. Imported. Note: Transparent lids on (6), (7) of ordinary heat-resistant 

‘should not touch colder water when hot. (8) should not be used in any oven, or put in freezer if it contains 
T i 7-ріесе Set. Incl: 9-in. open skillet; PA" ORDER INFO: 15-а. saucepan cover (7) fits 9-in. skillet keys i d 

Individual items e. wei 
Flower patte: 
11021076 Set $44.99 

Counter Mate" Cutti h Solid white, 
2 iting Shane 116 2131€ Set 840.99 

CONSTR: Scratch-resistant, break-resistant 
white tempered glass. Non-akid rubber cor [ i NEST 
—4A—— ea N E 10.49 9| 9 CHEF'S PLACE 

116567 1-10 Г 416.99 KE : "ww Gr" ac 
11C5670-/1215 im Wt. 3 lbs, 10.99 22% y [Sears] 361 



Flavorfresh® Orig Coffeemaker brews one to four cups 
Handy 4-cup capacity eliminates the need to brew large amounts. 
CONSTRUCTION. Molded white-color polypropylene body, brown. 
base. Heat-resistant glass carafe. Detachable 30-inch cord. 

34 C 67 12—Shipping weight 4 pounds 13 ounces. $1479 
34 C 67 19—Extra Carafe. 4-cup capacity. Wt 1 lb.602 ... 3.99 
Paper Finers Fis (1) only. Traps most sediments. Вол of 100 
34 C 6720— Shipping weight Bax 99c 

(2) u capacity Drip ke with 3-step 
iitering process Ei оре of coffee within t 10 minutes 

(6) Hardwood Mug Rack. Walnut stained. 
6 mugs. pore in. high. Imported. 

WESS 11€3652—Wt. 1 Ib. воа. $499 

(7) Set of four 8-02. striped stoneware 

E38 we Wt. 2 ibs. 1S oz... ., Set 9 
Rack (6) with Mug Set m 
А Set $1098 
(8), Set of four 8-02. stoneware Mugs 
with Japanese 
11 C 835 1—Shpg. wt Sas 
Rack (6) with Mi su 

{= 14. 
C€3611—Wt ibs Toz Set 113.98 

SIZE. COLORS, ORDER INFO: Measures 11x774x14% inches high. 
Ses wacraaty, diac. note он opposite . Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 8 oz. 
34 C 65794 — While ...528. 34 C 67942 — Wheat ..928.99 
34 C 6798—Extra Carate. 10-cup capacity. WL 1 lb. 1102. 5.99 
Extra Paper Filtera. Fits (2) only. Bor of 100. 
4C6 weight 10: Box 94c 

Tablets. Helge prevent mineral depot Bor of 15 
Vr am pee Box $1.99 

¢ Hand-opersted antique-look cast iron Coffee Grinder 
that mounts onto countertop or wall 

[us pour coffee beans into top funnel, turn grinder and collect 
y ground coffee in bottom container. 

CONSTRUCTION: Cast iron with enamel coating. Wooden knob on 
handle, Adjusts from coarse to fine grind. Can be clamped on to 
countertop or mounted on wall with screws incl. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
11 C 36183254212 im high Shpg. wt. S Ibs 922.99 
(4) Hand-operated wooden Coffee Grinder with drawer 
Simply put coffee beans in top and turn the crank. Drawer in bot- 
tom the freshly ground coffee. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wooden base with walnut finish. Cast iron top 
and trim with antique brass-look finish. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 C 3648625442745 in. high Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $1299 

(5) Electric Grinder grinds coffee, 
spices and grains quickly 

CONSTRUCTION: White plastic housing with plastic amber lid. On 
off switch. Grinder works only when bd is in place for maximum 
safety. Red plastic measuring scoop stores under lid. Stainless steel 
cutting blades and hopper. Grinds coarse to fine. 6-ft. cord. 

ZE Unit measures 433х361 inches high. Compact design. 
МЕС. See warranty, electrical note on opposite page. 

$4 C 6750— Shipping weight 2 pounds ounces $11.99 

9) Veto hardwood Lew | tx 
lox. ut finish. eave high. Imported. Mugs not inc 6 
11C 2922C—Shpe. wt. 12 lbs. 42699 

(10) 5-cup Hest-controlled Hot Pot 
CONSTA SIZE Polypropylene housing. 

maintains Heat control from warm to 
boil. 7% in. high, 30-in. 
COLORS, ORDER INFO: See warranty, elec. 
note, page 363. We 1 1b.7 
34 € 57252 Hors gold. 89.99 
34 C 67255—Almond 999 

(11) 2-cup Hot Shot Beverage Maker 
CONSTR: Polypropylene housing, wood. 

rain-look front. Stainless steel tank. Push 
Sispenser for hot water in 90 seconds Signal 

Jac 6728 Wes ios. 



(1) Old-fashioned mesh Popcorn Popper 
10 use over an open fire 

CONSTRUCTION: Two black-enameled steel mesh 
plates. Walnut handle with leather strap for hang: 
ing. Holds 2 quarts of popped corn. 31 inches long 
and 8*3 inches wide. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 С 2737C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..05.99 

(2) 5-pc. graphic glass Popcorn Bowl Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Clear glass with "pop corn" in 
bold brown letters. One 4-quart, 10% inch diame- 
ter serving bowl and four Ve-quart, S¥-inch diam 
eter individual serving bowls. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 С 3039—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 4 oz 
(3) Antique-style hand-crank stove-top Popper 
Replica of a real 19th century corn popper. Turn. 
handle to keep kernels from burning. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel. Wooden handles, knob on 
crank. 2-quart capacity. 914x914x6%4 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
11 C 8864—Shipping weight 3 pounds 
(4) Butter-spreading Popcorn Popper with 

self-stirring blades. . . makes fresh 
popcorn bigger and tufter than ordinary 
poppers with less chance of burning 

Buttering top melts and coats butter over kernels. 
COVER. BASE: Durable amber plastic cover dou. 
bles as an attractive serving dish. Base interior has 
non-stick surface. Base exterior oí durable black 
plastic wipes clean with a damp cloth and is heat 
resistant, Metal stirring blades remove for clean 
ing. Large 6-quart capacity satisfies the entire fam. 
ily. Measures 13%x11%4x9% inches high 

NFO: Detachable 3-ft 
cord. See electrical note and warranty below 
34 C 6889—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. 3 oz 518.99 

Set $12.99 

$6.99 

(8) Poppin’ Plenty Hot Air Corn Popper 
uses hot air of oil to pop 
delicious low-calorie corn 

No need to use oil with this popper; hot air pops 
kerneis larger than corn popped in oil. Fill bin with 
Corn: it automatically measures the right amount 
of corn and feeds it into the hot air stream. Built-in 
butter melter stores 2 tbsp. melted butter . . . pour 
over your freshly popped corn. 
COVER. BASE: Break-resistant clear plastic chute 
Almond-color plastic base has on/off switch. Metal 
butter melter. 7x12 inches high. 
ELECTRICAL ORDERING INFO: 32-inch cord. See 
electrical note below and warranty at right. 
34 C 689 1— Shipping weight 6 pounds 
ELECTRICAL NOTE: UL listed 110-12 

$24.99 

Var 

POPCORN POPPERS 
(6) Oid-fashioned-look Popcorn Wagon 

pulls up to deliver 4 quarts of 
Savory hot-buttered popcorn 

COVER, BASE: Plastic cover with butter well to 
melt and spread butter. Attractive cover may 
also be used as a serving dish. Base has non-stick 
interior surface: enameled aluminum exterior 
with antique red and gold-color accents. 4-quart 
capacity. 12%4x0%x9' h 

TRICAL. ORDER INFO: 44-in. det 
nd. See electrical note and warrant 

34 C 6866—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 7 oz 
(7) Butterspreading Popcorn Popper with 

decorative herb garden d 
These corn poppers automatically melt and 
spread butter. Put butter in lid. corn and oil in 
base and plug in. When popping stops, unplug 
unit, flip over and use cover as a serving dish 
COVER. BASE: Break-resistant Lexan® plastic 
cover. Base has non-stick interior surface: enam 
eled aluminum exterior. Heat-resistant plas! 
handles and feet. 4-quart capacity. Measures 
1314x814 inches high. 
LECTRICAL INFORMATION: Detachable 3-foot 

d. See electrical note at lower left. 
S. ORDERING INFORMATION: See war 

ty below. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 13 oz. 
34 C 68618—Almond 151199 
34 C 686 12— Yellow 1199 
34 C 68613—Green 1199 
(8) Butter-Rite™ Corn Popper 
Cup in lid melts butter as corn pops when 
popping stops, unplug and tilt cover to spread 
butter 
COVER, BASE: Plastic cover and butter cup. Alu 
minum base with gold-color aluminum exterior. 
Heat-resistant plastic handles and feet, 4-quart 
capacity Measures 114x944 inches high. 

TRIC RDERING INFO: 3-foot detach 
able cord. бее elec. note left. and warranty below 
34 C 68562—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. В ox $8.99 

Phone ordering s a quick and 
easy way to buy 

FULL ONE-YEAR WARRANTY 
ON TABLE APPLIANCES: 

For one year from date of purchase. Sears м 
replace these appliances tree of charge, f detec 
tive ın material or workmanship. Warrant 

ө ıs available by simply returning the pr 
the nearest Sears store throughout the U 
tates, This warranty gives you specific lega: 

nghts. and you may also have other rights which 
y from state to state. 



(1) Gat Slow Cooker roasts, bakes, serv 
or use non-stick base separately as a griddle 

CONSTRUCTION: Yellow porcelain-clad aluminum pot 
with Merry Mushroom design: non-stick interior; black 
phenolic plastic handles. See-thru glass lid. Two-position 
chrome-plated baking rack, heat-resistant base with 
non-stick cooking surface. 6-quart capacity pot mea 
sures 15V x7 xi^, inches high. Base has 100x714 inch 
grilling area. Instructions and recipes included. 
MEAT CONTROL: Variable heat control has five settings 
from low to high 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120-volt. 
60-Hertz AC. Detachable 3-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on opposite page. 
34 C 645 1—Shipping weight $ lbs. В oz. $19.99 

(2) The Unwatched Pot Cookbook 
Written and illustrated for cooking with slow cookers 
and related appliances. 140 pages of sure-to please reci 
pes. plus a four-page index, Hard-bound edition. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
34 C 6457 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. $4.99 

(3) 4-quart Siow Cooker with stoneware liner 
CONSTRUCTION: Yellow metal exterior with festive 
food design. Heating element surrounds liner for ever. 
cooking ahd consistent results. See-thru glass lid. 4 
quart capacity pot. Exterior measures 11x11 in. high. 
HEAT CONTROL: Automatically maintains high or low 
settings. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120-volts 
60-Hz. AC. 36-inch cord. 
ORDERING INFO. See warranty on opposite page. 
34 C 6469—Shipping weight 9 lbs. 5 oz. 59.99 

(4) мез! Cooker Plus 
deep fries, steams. cooks one-pot mesis 

CONSTRUCTION: Black metal base, heat-resistant plas 
tic handles, Perforated metal steaming /Irying basket has 
drain bracket and removable handle. See-thru glass lid. 
10-cup capacity pot 9%x10%4x9% inches high. Signal 
light. Instructions included. 
HEAT CONTROL: Variable from 200° to 400°F 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 3-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on opposite page. 
34 C 6425— Shipping weight 6 pounds. 19.99 

(8). 6-at. Slow Cooker with removable stoneware lin. 
er, "Auto-Shift" control. "Auto-shift" control automati- 
cally switches from high to low heat for more convenient 
meal preparation than conventional slow cookers. 
CONSTRUCTION: Yellow metal exterior with Merry 
Mushroom design. Heating element surrounds liner. 6 
juart capacity pot, Measures 1214x1114 inches high. 

Jet with recipes and instructions included. 
HEAT CONTROL. Heat control Lyr or low 

“Auto-shift” control starts at t for fast. HI EI T 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz AC. 36 
in. cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on opposite page. 
34 C 64682—Shipping weight 14 Ibs. 8 oz. ....527.99 

(6) Extra Stoneware Liner. For unit (5) above. 
4 C 643 1—Shipping weight 10 pounds. 11298 

[7 thru 9) Electric Deep Fryers. These units are 
ideal for making crisp French fries, crunchy fried chick 
en and golden brown fried shrimp. They automatically 
maintain proper frying temperature. Instr. incl. 

ig Hands and мм of ac precie pai rap at . Hani mic, 5 
iid allows storage of cooking of within coke 5а 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v.. 60-Hz. AC 
SIZES. ORDERING INFO: See warranty on opposite page. 

(7) Giant Fryer for 1 to 6 servings. 8vpinch diam: 
$'A inches high. 24-ft. cord. Includes metal scoop. 
34 C 6944—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 10 oz. $23.99 
(8) Big Fryer for 1 to 4 servings. 74-inch diameter; 
Тїз inches high. 244-ft. cord. Includes metal scoop. 
34 C 6943— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 6 oz. $18.79 
(9) Small Fryer for 1 to 2 servings. 64-inch diame- 
ter; 7 inches high. 24;-foot cord. Includes metal lift and 
drain spoon. ` 
34 C 6940—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 130z.......913.99 
(10) 12 4nch Electric Fry Pan with 

SilverStone” non-stick surface 
CONSTR: Thick aluminum body, porcelainized exterior 
Silverstone® non-stick interior coating has improved re 
sistance to chi and scrat compared to many 
‚other non-stick coatings. Immersibie, dishwasher safe 
with control removed. Heat-resistant plastic handles and 
legs. 12x12x9 inches high. Instructions, temperature 
uide included. 
HEAT CONTROL: Adjustable from warm to 425'F. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 3-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on opposite page 
34 C 6511 Shipping weight 7 ln 4 az $29.99 
"Regirtered DuPont rasama 



Countertop Convection Ove 
roasts more quickly, 
broils with less smoke 
and spatter, bakes at 
lower temperatures 
than conventional ovens 

‘The concept of convection cooking is not new. . .chefs CONSTA: Oven chamber of porcelainized steel will not 
and fine restaurants have used convection ovens for fade or discolor. Continuous-cleaning interior. Tem 
years. There are good reasons for the convection oven's pered safety a rM safe. 2 adjustable 
popularity with professional cooks; food looks and racks and a pan with rack will pull 
tastes better when cooked in а convection Oven, Also, out halfway for T T but will not accidentally 
with most types of cooking, food can be cooked at lower Ш out all the way. Timer adjustable up to 4 hours. 
temperatures and for shorter periods of time than with Buzrer sounds at end of selected time period. Two in. 
an ordinary oven. This is all possible because of convec- — dicator lights: power on and heat on. Filter traps ex- 
tion cooking's unique mi of heat distribution. cess fats and solids and is dishwasher cleanabie. Exte 
HOW IT WORKS: In an ordinary oven the heated air is POT, 17 9x18 qx 1335 in. high; interior, 1S¥4x9x11% in. 
S The Sears Convection Oven has a ent tan which High. Total weight is only 20 pounds > 4 
circulates the heated air throughout the oven chamber. TEMP. CONTROL: Adjustable from 150° to 450"F 
‘The air із in constant motion, cooking the food uniform- — "Stay On” position for slow cooking and dehydrating. 
ly from all sides and sealing in the natural juices. As a — ELEC INFO: Uses standard household current. UL list 
result, cooking times are generally shorter and ters ed 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 5V-foot cord. 
tures lower (so your kitchen stays cooler). Turkeys ORDERING INFORMATION: Sec warranty below. In 
dont need basting and there is virtually no spattering. struction booklet and cooking guide included 
Frozen foods can be cooked without defrosting. 34 C 6970L—Shpg. wt. 27 lbs. $219.99 

Gontinvous-cigening 
Oven/Broiler/Siow Cooker 

ON. Woodgrained 
painted steel exterior. Double- 
wall construction. Range-type 
top and bottom heating ele 
ments for even heat distribu 
tion. Continuous-cleaning coat 
ing. Two 3-position removable 
shelves, removable rack and 
broiler tray. Two automatic 

Reversible Oven/Broiler heat controls for off, bake, broil. 
with Continuous-cleaning slow cool 
CONSTR: Chrome-plated steel exteri gs; temperatur 
or, black plastic end panels. Station to 500 for Бакі 
ary heating element broüs and grills Exterior measures 

and defrost cycle set 
range from 

when unit ls in one position, bakes 17%, in. high. Interi 
and roasts when flipped over. Re- 14%4x11x7l4 in. high. 
movable tray and rack. Auto. INFORMAT 
mostat from 200° to 475F. Exteı )-120-volt 
17 x 1004x815 in. high, interi 
13 9x10x3 in. high. Hertz AC. 44-inch cord 

EC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-volt 
60-Hertz AC. 4-loot cord. ыталту Shipping weight 29 pounds. ORDER INFO: Warranty at right 
34 C 6920-Wr. 13 Ibs. Р ЕМ „уз 99490 
Oven/Broiler without continuous FULL ONE-YEAR WARRANTY ON TABLE APPLIANCES: For one year trom the di 
Cleaning (not shown). Same as purchase. Sears wil replace these appliances free of charge. if п matara! or 
above, but without continuous mansio. Wi өгбе by returning the produc 
ing opera! w ves you Specific 
34C 691 

CHEF'S PLACE 

^, [Sears] 365 t11lbs20r.919.99 һ 



(1) Sears Bake 'N Grill with four different grid surfaces 
The top and bottom grids of this time-saving appliance are heated 
and interchange to give you four different cooking surfaces for grill 
ing sandwiches or frying eggs, bacon or hamburgers. . . also makes 
waffles and 6 doughnuts 
CONSTR. Almond-color cast aluminum exterior with herb design. 
Only 14x11x5% in. high . . . compact enough to store in a cupboard 
ог on a countertop. Easy-to-clean non-stick Teflon*ll surface on 
removable cooking grids. Cover locks for spatterless cooking. Adj 
thermostat. Signal light. Grease drain-off spout. Hinged top. 

NFO: UL listed. 110-120-volt 60-Hertz AC. 36-inch cord 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 365. 
34 C 64085— Shipping weight 11 pounds 8 ounces $31.99 
(2) Immersible Electric Griddle with removable handies 
CONSTR: Removable black plastic handles allow storage in 
17x12x1-in. space. Almond-color cast aluminum with non-stick 
cooking surface. Aluminum drip pan slides out for cleaning. Instru: 
tion book and recipes included. 
¡EAT CONTROL: Select heat settings from warm to 400°F. Remove 

control unit when you clean griddle. Signal light 
SIZE: Overall: 21Y4x12x4 inches high. Griddle: 11x17 inches long. 

NFO: UL listed. 110-120-у. 60-Hz. AC. 3'-ft. cord COLORS. ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 365. 
34 C 657 15—Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces $32.49 
(3) Our lowest-priced Immersible Electric Griddle 
CONSTR: Griddle is black with stationary handles. Cast aluminum 
with non-stick cooking surface. Aluminum drip pan slides out for 
cleaning. Black plastic handles. Instr. book and recipes incl. 

ZE: Overall: 21Y4x12x4 in. high. Griddle: 11x17 in. long. 
TRICAL INFO. UL listed. 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC. 30-6. cord. 
RING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 365. 
658 1—Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces. 528.49 

(4 thru 6) Teflon*ll costed Waffiers 
CONSTRUCTION. Enameled metal body with herb garden design. 
Bakelite® plastic handles and feet 
BROWNNESS CONTROL: Variable light to dark 

NFO: UL listed. 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC. Detachable 3-ft. cord. 
ORS, ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 365 

(4) Large-size Waffier/Grill 
Makes ¢-section, in. square waffle. 12¥ax13¥ax$ in. high. 
34 C 64825—Almond Shipping weight 11 pounds 2 oz. ... $24.99 
34 C 64829—Brown Shipping weight 11 pounds 2 oz. 24 99 
(5) Medium-size Waffler/Grill 
Makes 2-section, 9¥4x6-inch waffle. 9113151419 inches high. 
34 C 64832— Yellow. Shipping weight 8 pounds 6 ounces . $19.99 
34 © 64833—Green. Shipping weight 8 pounds 6 ounces .. 19.99 

C 64839 —Crocolale. Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 6 oz. 19.99 
(6) Round Water 
Makes 4-section, 8-in. round waffle. Yin. diam., 4% in. high. 
34 € 64819 Chocolate Shipping weight S pounds $15.99 
34 C 648 15—Almond. Shipping weight 5 pounds 15.99 
(7) Waffler for Belgien waffles 
CONSTR: Chrome with black plastic trim. Non-stick coated grids 
snap out. Makes 2-section, 8%4x4% inch waffle. 19 4x12U,x5 in. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110- 120-v. 60-Hz. AC. 29-in. detachable с 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 365, 
34 C 6486—Shipping weight 7 pounds $1999 
(8) Pizzelle Cookie and Waffle Baker. Bake two S-in. pizzelles, 
cannoli, krumkake, cialde. Reverse to make two 5x6-in. waffles. 
CONSTR: Yellow-enameled steel. 6-in. plastic handles. Non-stick 
grids. Signal light. Thermostatically controlled. 10x1314x4¥ in. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v, 60-Hz. AC, 31-in. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 365. 
34 C 6485—Shipping weight 7 pounds 11 ounces 129.99 
(9 and 10) Doughnut Makers with 

non-stick cooking surta 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 365. Instructions incl 
9) 4-hole Doughnut Maker. Makes 4 doughnuts. Black plastic 
ор removes for cleaning, 94x844x3 in. high. Recipes. 39 in. cord. 

34 C 6405— Shipping weight 4 pounds 14 ounces. $14.99 
(10) 6-hole Doughnut Maker. Makes 6 doughnuts. Brown-enam 
eled metal, Light indicates proper temperature. Grids remove for 
easy cleaning. Measures 14x11x5% inches high. 36-in. cord. 
34 C 64079—Shipping weight ? pounds 11 ounces $17.99 
кунөө DuPont resena 



ing tray and removable crumb tray. Includes 4-foot cord. 
HEAT CONTROL: Adjust. therm. controls oven temp., warm to 
SIZE: Overall; 161319%4x7% inches high. Interior; 1014x8t4x3* M 
ОАО. INFO: See warranty on p. 365, electrical note below. Instr. book. 
34 C 6338 Shipping weight 11 pounds 8 ounces ...832.99 
2 Deluxe Pop-up Tosster/Oven/Broiler/Siow Cooker 

HEAT CONTROLS: Thermostat controls oven temp. from warm to 475°F. 
Slow cook setting. Warming switch. Toaster brownness control knob. 
SIZE Overall. 1613x944x7% in. high. Interior; 10441814x314 inches high. 
ORD. INFO: See warranty on pg. 365, electrical note below. Instr. book. 
34 C 634 1—Shipping weight 18 pounds $57.99 
(3) 2-slice Toaster 
CONSTA: Chrome-plated metal body with black end panels. Snap- 
open crumb tray. Measures 5x91244x7%4 inches high. 33-inch cord. 
BROWNNESS CONTROL- Variabie light to dark. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 305, electrical note below. 
34 C 6304—Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces $9.79 
(4) 2-slice Toaster with pastry setting 
CONSTRUCT! N Chrome-plated metal body with woodgrain-look front and 
brown end panels. -open crumb tray. Measures $x10t4x7 inches 
high. 33-inch cord. 
BROWNNESS CONTROL: Front-mounted brownness control up re- 
lease. Moisture monitor for toast Pussy acting for сато ааа рор аре 
oom ING INFO: See warranty eire prier note below 
4 C 6306— Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces #1779 
^ 4-alice Toaster with 2 brownness Controls and pastry setting 
CONSTRUCTION: Chrome-plated metal body, butcher block-look insert. 
Snap-open crumb tray. Measures 819x10¥4x7¥ inches high. 33-inch cord. 
BROWNNESS CONTROL. Separate controls for each pair of toasting wells for 
light and dark toast at the same time. Moisture monitor for perfect toast 
everytime. Pastry setting for frozen, refrigerated or shelf pastries. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 365 and electrical note below. 
34 C 6308—Shipping weight 8 pounds 4 ounces $29.49 
(6) Big Top Six-et-Once Dog N’ Bun Steamer 
‘Steam hot dogs and buns “ball park style” and get the same great taste. 
CONSTR: Clear plastic outer container and inner cylinder. White plastic top 
and base. Heating element in base. Top and containers are dishwasher sale. 
1174x9x9 inches high, 42-inch cord. Instructions, recipes included. 
ORDERING INFO See warranty on pare 36 and ec note below. 
34 C 6456—Shipping weight 3 pounds $14.99 
(7) Quick Baker and Hot Dog Maker bakes breads. cakes and muffins 
CONSTR: Black plastic base, 5 cooking cavities with non-stick coating. Heat. 
ing elements in top and bottom for uniform baking. 10x914x4 in. high. In- 
structions and recipes included. 36-inch cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 365 and electrical note below. 
34 C 6450—Shipping weight 6 pounds 4 ounces 517.99 
(B) Electric Wok stirfries. poaches. stews or simmers food 
CONSTR: Almond/chocolate porcelain-clad aluminum exterior. Non-stick in 
terior on. and lid. Brown phenolic plastic handles, feet. Temperature ad: 
justable 197 to 425°F. Heat control removes for cleaning. SYr-quart 
capacity. 14-in. diam.; 814 in. high. 2! foot cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 365 and electrical note below. 
34 C 64 14—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces 524.99 
(9) Pizza Maker cooks а 12-inch pizza. plus it grills 
CONSTR: Black plastic base has non-stick cooking surface. Black plastic han- 
dies and feet. Vented lid allows steam to escape to help eliminate sous: 
rusts. Thermostat adjustable from 100 to 4007. 1694x1415% in. Bin. cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 365 and electrical note below. 
34 C 6598 Shipping weight $ pounds 13 ounces $21.99 
(10) 2-quar Yogurt Maker fresh yogurt or cheese 
CONSTR: Clear plastic cover. White and yellow plastic base. 5 dishwasher 
safe jars. Measuring spoon with built-in thermometer. 2014x414x7%4 in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 2-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on page 365. Recipes, instructions 
34 C 6583—Shipping weight 9 pounds 2 ounces 
34 C 6585—Set of 5 Jars. Shipping oir 

ELECTRICAL NOTE: UL listed. 110-1 20-vcit. 80-Herzz AC 

Our most 
versatile Toaster Oven 
toasts bread and pastries, 

even slow cooks broils, bakes. . 



16-speed Electronic Blender with 
solid-state microprocessor control 

Solid-state controls mean it can do more blending jobs 
more accurately than any other blender we sell 

Save $4.50 viii, s. | $4049 
Be a icky, makes this the most versatile, yet easy-to-use blender we 

'ure-sensiti offer. Press: tive control panel lets you choose from 16 speeds at the 
touch of a fi Easy-to-read chart telis you what speed to select for the 
papis you to perform. After you've selected the speed, can touch the START square then, once the item being blended reaches the consistency you desire, touch STOP. Or with the touch of a finger, you can pre-set the blend. 
er to stop after 1 to 60 seconds of operation. Plus, this blender performs 6 com- 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 30-inch cord. ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 365. 34 C 83988—Shipping weight 9 pounds 13 ounces 948.99 
Blender (above) with Jar Set (above right). Separate prices total $53.99. 
34083008 Suppe weighs bone оо боло er $4949 

368 [Sears]: 

14 speeds make this a versatile blender 

14-speed Blender 
can help add 

professional touch 
to your meals 

Save $2.00 
when you buy 

14 

jobs plus it makes peanut butter and grinds coffee beans. 
f ¿AR BASE: Supcup plastic jar with measuring cup in lid. Remo 

jalnless steel cutter blades. Almond color plastic co bottom and sti 
base with woodgrain-look control panel. 9x614x 4^4 inches high. 

INFO: UL listed. 110-120-volt. 60-Hertz AC. 3-1t. cord. 
ING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 365. 

34 C 82978—Shipping weight 6 pounds 13 ounces 
Blender (above) with Jar Set. Separate prices total $24.99 
34 C 83978—: ipping weight 7 pounds 9 ounces 
(1) Set of two Blender Jars. One 2-cup and опе Stz-cup. Plastic 

12-speed Hand Mixer 
SPEED CONTAOL: 12 speeds with ro- 
tary dial control. 
CONSTRUCTION: Lightweight, al 
mond-color plastic housing. Gover- 
nor-controlled motor. 31-inch 
chrome-plated steel beaters. Push- 
button beater ejector. Measures 
3Uax8x5 inches high. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed. 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 5- 
foot detachable cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See war- 

кєт pounds 10 ipping weight 10 оз. 
34С82718 $15.99 

34 C 8269—Shipping weight 13 ounces 

Electric Can Opener 
also opens bottles 

Extra-tall design makes opening 
taller cans easy. 
CONSTR: Almond-color plastic 
housíng, steel components. Re- 
movable cutter assembly for easy 
cleaning. Measures 413x614x8%, 
inches high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 
110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. J-foot 
self-storing cord. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty 
on page 365. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 6 ог. 
34 С 83848 51199 

does all the normal blender 

519.99 

22.99 

Set $5.00 



speed and does not include French Cutting disc. You'l 
cooking more enjoyable with a food processor to free 
from tedious slicing. grating. shredding, and mixing chores 
Includes owner's manual, recipes 
RDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 368 

34 C 82288—Shipping weight 10 lbs, В oz. $36.99 

Save 56,59 w esey $4299 | 
10-spead Table Mixer with Dough Hook 

10-speed Table Mixer with 10-minute tim 
10 speeds with slide-type control 

nor-controlled motor. Almond: 
т ABS plastic housing. M4-inch chrome-plated stee! 

aters. Beater ejector. 2-position turntable, Measures 

quart and 3-quart stainless steel bowls. 

NFO, UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 3 
ft. cord. See warranty on page 36: 
34 C 82778—Shipping weight 8 lbs. 5 oz $39.79 
4) Dough Hook for mixer above. Almond-color 

with single 

vinyichloride (PVC). Pouches will fit almost any brand 
Í sealer 

Sealer measures 10%%х4%х4%» inches high. 

7-speed Food Processor gives you more control 
for precise results and reduced chance of overprocessing 
The range o! speeds allows you to select the speed that's right for the 

d being processed from slicing delicate fruits to grating cheese 

7 speeds, on/olf/momentary switch. Safety interlock switch prevents unit from op- 
crating unless cover is firmly in place, Extra long chute keeps fingers from reaching blade. Incl, 
plastic pusher for directing food into chamber. Suction cups on bottom prevent unit from 
"walking" during use. . . even with heavy loads. Disassembles for easy cleaning. All materials 
that come in contact with food meet FDA specifications and contain no polyvinyichlorides. 1 
qt. Lexan® plastic container. Almond-color plastic housing. 12% улуу 12% in. high. 

ORIES: Includes 4 stainless steel cutting discs: 1 blade each for chopping, slicing. 
shredding and | French Cutting disc; also 1 nylon mixing blade. Deluxe owner's manual, recipes. 

INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120-volts 60-Hertz AC. 30-inch cord, 
ORMATION: See warranty on page 368 

34 C 82298— Shipping weight 11 pounds 11 ounces $48.99 
(1) Extra Lexan® Plastic Container/cov. plastic pusher. Fits Sears, Hamilton Beach processors. 
34 C 823 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces $5.00 
(2) Blade Caddy. Holds 5 blades or discs. For use with all food processors 
34 C 82328—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 18.99 
(3) French Cutting Disc, Fits Sears, Hamilton Beach processors. Incl. with 7-spd. model 
34 C 8230— Stainless steel. Shipping weight 8 ounces +5.00 

Sears Seal N' Save Sealer with 
36 boilable pouches 

This combination is an ideal way to preserve leftovers 
or cook meals ahead then freeze and boil wheneve 
quick, easily prepared meal is appropriate. Seals 

uches up to 8 inches wide. 
Almond-color plastic. Signal light indicates ГЕ 

unit is sealing. Funnel provided to help fil pouches 
Instruction booklet inci 
standards and is appr 

freezing or reheating of foods. 

a | 4 

Pouch material meets FDA 
red by Sears for cooking, stor 

‘ontains no poly- ۰ چ 

be 
measure &xó inches. 

34 C 82848 Shipping weight 1 pound өэ BIN а етт EE аас 7 di CHEF'S PLACE 
Mixer with Dough Hook. Sep. prices totel 349.54. one bos of 36 boilable pouches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 ог. , 34 C 82838— Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 5 oz. 54299  34C65681 " = 911.99 Sears) 369 



improve the beauty of 
your home or apartment 

h these fine Wood 
Plant Stands trom Sears 
Decorative plant pans 
rotate around wooden 
center columns so you 
cen provide your plants 

with best light. most 
attractive arrangement 
Elegant scroi-design 

legs provide beauty and 
sturdy support. Select 

the style that best 
Suits your needs 

your plants, 

Plant Stands with 
genuine polished 

marble tops support 

fine collectables 

(1 thru 6) Wood Plant Stands 
CONSTRUCTION: Turned wood center columns finished in rich walnut with 
black metal trim (except 5 is honey-colored wood with light almond-color 
metal trim). Six-in. diameter plant trays have decorative edges. Scroll-design 
legs provide beauty, stability. Fern Stand (1) with leaf design holds up to 14- 
inch diameter pot 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Pots, plants, macrames not included. 
= ETT CmeogNe [og wi 

(1) | Fere Stand. 20 inches high 77630370 
in 32 inches high. 71€30351€ | 1 
@› 3947 inches high. 11€ 303726 | 1 
4 ‘books. 64 inches high. 11 © 303941 | 1 

i» lend As (4) but honey-color wood. | 71 C 303971 | 1 
{6| pen Stand & hooks. 71 inches high. 21630272. | 1 

(7 and 8) Plant Stands with 
genuine marble tops 

CONSTR: Walnut-finished wood base with (9) fases 
turned-wood center columns support solid lacrame 
white marble tops with beautiful grey vein- Overall 61 inches tall. Holds 
ing. Plant Stands can hold favorite art ob- Чр to 14 inch diameter pot. 
jects. Plants, pots not incl. 
7) Three-top Plant Stand. Overall 22 in. 

ch with three, 9-in. diameter tops. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
71 С 3044 1C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ....629.99 
(8) One-top Plant Stand. Overall 18%4 
inches high. 144rinch diameter top. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
71 C 30442C—Sbpg. wt. 8 lbs. ....$27.99 

Jute macrame has interest 
ing design with walnut 
beads that serve as a deco- 
Tative accent. Pot, plant not 
included. 
ORDERING INFO 

ipping weight 1 Ib 
71C31962....Ea. 98.99 
Any 2 or more 
Each $7.99 

tee =. = 



Lighted Gazebo Planter with 
seamiess planting base 

Place already-potted plants directly into 
10-in. deep 
in base itself. Four hooks Included for 
hanging plants 
CONSTRUCTION: White plastic. Brass 
plated steel logs. 2044 in. square, 68 inches 

^ 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 
110-120-v. 60 Hz. AC. 8-foot cord. Bi 
socket accepts up to 7 5-w. bulb (not includ- 
ed). Оп/ о switd 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions 
included. See “N” suffix on page 322 
Plants, pots. macrame hangers not incl. 
71 © 30903N—W:. 17 Ibs. 539.99 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone 

vevan cece 

Wood Plant Stands of solid Philippine mahogany 
finished in beautiful walnut-tone stain 

1mru 5) CONSTA: (3) shelf Wall Unit 1014x28x36 — (6) Red Christmas 
Lud Philippine > 2 8 sa in. high. Реду assem. Mounting — aryllis. Save 27% ‘when any with walnut-tone  Baiware included, you ship 3 plants to the 
Main. Mahin, shelf Shipping weight 15 ba same address. Includes 1 
slats provide support. 71303910 2498. bal, Cinch green plastic 
ORDE ants, pot, growing compound. 

7 (4) 2-shelt Stand. Each shelf looms 
ELLE DM Hai nin, wide, 13\зк13\зл36 Ste 

por (shown), not 11) 14-shelf Stand, хамр ORDERING INFORMA S#x1313x36 in. high. 71C ЕКИ a 
Partly assembled. Wt $, Абы» window төн 

justs to le. in. 
TIGNUMC мада nting hardware, 1 deep. Mout | 
dae Stand. me торе included, Е 

Is 
1 C 839.99 71 er $1099 

Indoor Hanging t 
Garden Center p 

R: 2 horizontal 

Lighted 
Bakers Style 
Plant Racks 

n. high. 

CONSTA: Wrought-iron look steel with scroll design braces 
and black enamel finish. Back cy for extra support. 
Brass-plated tubular steel accents on es Flores" 
cent light fixture attaches to back supports. UL listed. 110- 
120-v. 60 Hz AC. 12-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Plants, pots not included. Unas- 
sembled. Instructions included. Extra Plant Holders 

(9) Large, Set of 2 
Wax 19 Ë 
NEBO: Set 88.99 

10] a ermER 



Plant Poles. . . ving ways to Table-top 
te plants Water 

Fountains 
Use most anywhere 
because there's 

(V thru 5) Plants, pots, macramé hangers not included. 
(Y and 2) Lighted Planter Poles with light. 
EIS سو ир. indi bed poles амай trons 94 1o ИП 

high. Three, dual. hooks and piant от holding 
pots—remove trays and hooks for hanging 
ELEC. INFO: ا pev. 60 Ha. AC. Accepts up to 60- 
w, bulb (not included: 
COLORS. ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions included. 
tj 9188 
Adoos 

Bui Solid Wood | d colonel etre у itae Pole. De shelves. 

Керә: ры азы wood тире 
E 
ORDERING INFO: 
пазна, pounds 3 ounces 2217.99 

Wood and brass-plated Colonial-style Pla: 
Mos We pol een fren уо 9 Ar Nah Maple 

nern 
pole every 4 in. Pole 

no need for 
plumbing 

(6) Shell Fountain (7) Lighted 3-tier Fountain 
CONSTRUCTION: Top 2 CONSTR: Three simulated cut 
shells are 15x15 in. Bottom crystal bowls, center column 
shell, 20% 20 in. m im. of hi-impact plastic. 19x18 in. 
high a high overall. Change red 
White Art shells with blue. green. yellow color diacs 
black, terranean style and lighted makes four. 

plastic legs. tain come alive with color 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110- Plastic flowers incl. Built-in 
120-v. 60 Hz. AC. 6-foot Pump. 

ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110- cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. — 120-v. 60 Hz. AC. 6-ft. cord. 
Unassembled. Instructions ORDER mo Unassembied. 
included. Warranted by Instr. incl. Warranted by Cre- 
Lawn Ware Products, Inc. ators Inc, write for free copy 
Write for free сору, pg. 322. see page 322 
Shi it 9 los. Shpg. wt 7 Ibs.* 
716 27003 $29.99 71C27009L 139.99 

Almenum 

Save $5.99 einer noue w Wi pole 

Bird Houses designed for 
insect-eating purple martins 

8) Redwood 12-room Martin House 
ined redwood and tempered hardboard 
‘Three, 4 compartment sections. Removable 
nest dividers, 1674x17x16%-in. high. In- 
Cludes bracket to fit pole below. 
71 CGSB it Sipe we Jt B... 
Redwood House with Pole. Sepa 

TTC 6380812 Shoe. wt. 44 Ibs, 9 

) Aluminum 12-room Martin Mouse. 
i with and white enamel 

and 
wing Fun with Purple Martins” 

Vide at imas 
bape rule OUR Pola Siu: 

HERE me si De 959.99 

EIE: зае 
тс з! 23 



Shadow Boxes and Miniatures 
TRUCTION- All are imported. 

ORDER INFO: Miniatures not incl. with (1), 
6), (11). 
1) 15-section wooden Shadow Box 
12x1%4x15 inches high. 
11C 7142—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $6.99 
2) 6-pc. ceramic Frog Musicians Set 

114 to 2 inch high ceramic frogs with assorted 
musical instruments. 
11C 7170—Shpg. wt. бог. Set $9.99 

Box (1) with Set (2) 
11C 7164— Wr 2 lbs. 602. Set $14.98 

(3) 6-piece ceramic Frog Set Save *1 to #2 
114 to 2 inch high ceramic frogs. _ when you buy 
11C 814 1—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Set 87 49 (4) or (5) with (6) 
Box (1) with Set (3 1T C8 143- Wt Hin 6 o -Set 01298 $1898 |$2098 
(4) Five ceramic Merry Mushrooms Save $2.00 

miniatures with metal stand 
Miniatures meas. 1% to 2 in. high. when you buy 
1168144 (1) with (2) 
(5) -eramic Merry Mushrooms Set 
Miniatures meas. 1% to 2% in. high. 
11C7145—Shps. wt. Soz...... Set 88.99 
(6) Walnut Shadow Box with movable 
sections. 15%x2x18% in. high. 
11C 8146—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 11299 
Save 12.00 when you buy Set (4) with 
Box (6). Seperate prices total $20.94 
11C 8147—W 4 bs. 402. ....Set $18.98 
Save $1.00 when you buy Set (5) with 
Box (6). Separate prices total $21.98. 
11C8145—Wt 4 lbs. бог. ....Set $20.98 

6-рс. Set of ceramic Winnie-the-Pooh 
ters. “Win а Trip to Disneyland”, see 

Page 2 for contest rules. 104 to 2% in. bigh. ave $1.50 
11C 71680—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ...Set $14.99 Save *1.5 
(8) Six ceramic Oriental-style (1) with (3) 

min with m d B 
Miniatures meas. 1% to 2% in. hig! 
11 C 7169—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Set $9.99 
(9) 6-piece ceramic Clown Set. Minia 
tures measure * inches high. 
11 C 7167—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Set $8.99 
(10) 6-piece copper and brass Set. Mini 
atures measure 1*4 to 24 in. high. 
11€ 717 1—Shpg. wt. 3 ibs... -Set $10.99 
(11), $4-section walnut Shadow Box 
Provincial finish. 181x114x214 inches high. 
11C8140—WL 3 ibs. 8 оз. 918.99 

Antique4ook Tin Cans are ideal for gifts, storage 

Fill them with homemade cookies, candy, trinkets 
CONSTRUCTION: Cans have smooth rolled Permanent 
multicolor lit print on tin-plated steel. Saug-fit lids. All 
cans are Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

127] Salt and Pepper Shaker 
Perforated "open ai 

" me 
{1| Any purpose Junk Box 
(18)| Unity Mille pure Sugar (19)| Patisserie Cake Вот (20) | A. Elton & Со. Flour | Della Real € 

| Hague's Preta 

түен 
3223233 



or METRIC Mechanics’ Tool Sets 

nuu 511509 

19. TANDAR N 6 1-piece STANDARD or METRIC 9-plece STANDARD or METRIC 
Socket Wrench Sets Mechanics’ Tool Sets 

$4922 



CRAFTSMAN ® Mechanics’ Tool Sets 
Backed by our Full Unlimited Warranty 

resistance to 
tor uniform hardness. Nickel-chrome plated to 

FULL UNLIMITED WARRANTY ON CRAFTSMAN HAND TOOLS: If any 
CRAFTSMAN hand tool ever fais to give complete satisfaction, return it to the 
nearest Sears store throughout the United States and Sears will replace it. troe 
of charge. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have 
thier nghts which vary from state to state 
97-piece STANDARD Mechanics’ Tool Set 
SET COMPOSITION: 
Yeinch square drive: Nine sockets (e thru Yrin.); quick-release, 
reversible ratchet: ext en bat bar and Permanex plastic 
inch square drive: 12-pt. sockets (%4 thru M-in.); quick-release, 
reversible ratchet; Sieh 3-inch and 6-inch extension bars; !^)-in. 
spark plug socket and en? joint. ¿AE y 
py LL drive; 12-pt. (и 1Vie-in.); quick-re- Бетта 90%, sedora (Vie ie-in.); quick: 

чам 8 combination wrenches (Ya thru %-in.) and 10-piece combi- 
nation ignition a 

киге ieri ah ade and stubby standard c gauge: in. 
screwdriver; center punch; 

ORDERING INFORMATION: See construction and above. Sepa- 
rate prices 3189.76 ао 1979/80 Tool Book, pages 55, 114, 116 
ШЕ dat die 125 thru 1 

972 Shipping v 24 pounds ..... ‚Set $115.00 

97-ріесе METRIC Mechanics’ Tool Set 
SET COMPOSITION: 
Улт, square drive. Nine б-р. sockets, 2mm): quick-release, fe fine б. sockets (4 thre quick- 

Seen earo QUE "Seven 129% sockes (11 ru 15.17. 19mm): 
pago; reversible ratchet: 1Virlach, iach and G-inch extension 
"И-де spark plug socket 
Yeinch square drive: Eleven T IN DU 15, 17, 19, 21, 22mm); 
quick-release, reversible ratchet: 3-inch and 6-inch extension bars. 
Wrenches: 8 combination wrenches (10 thru 15, 17, 19mm) and 10-piece 

ignition wrench set. 
Miscellaneous Tools: 14-piece hex key set; 5-ріесе magnetic 
set liers; and, Vaxó-in. and iv- 
ers; No. 2 iver; center punch; pin punch; cold chisel; hack 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Ser construcion and st 
90.06 in our 1979/80 Tool Book, pages ратат 16 rate prices total $1 

ye 356 122, 125 thew 129. 
3198E Shipping weight 23 pounds Set $115.00 

6 1-piece STANDARD Mechanics’ Tool Set 
SET COMPOSITION. 
Yen. square drive: Seven 6-point. sockets (Van М. Y Yaw ba, in ID 

eh o uu алак Ross edes (c V, tm. 
J: quick- reversible ratchet: la sat pl ia 

danie Gaio TE ad anc een 
Wrenches: Кош wrenches Partie ae Tap har, кынан. 
rw Даага ler ‘piece сыз Bi eed ет; 3 w 

ч tool box with removable tote tay with 10 extra blades and 
ORDERING mE ا نس ALLIES 

SE $3175 Shipping weight 11 pounds 13 ounces «ése dod Set $49.99 

6 1-piece METRIC Mechanics‘ Tool Set 
SET COMPOSITION: 
Veinen square Orve: Seven 6-point sockets (4 thru 10mm). 

Rise reverie ratchet tee spank Plug socket: socket adapter Uy lo 3 to 
Vin.) and 3-in. extension bar. 
Wrenches: Four open-end wrenches (119, 10x11, 12x14, 13x15mm) 
Miscellaneous Tools с 
Saw with 10 extra blades and steel tool box with 
ORDERING INFO INFORMATION... 

$C SITE Shipping weight бт pounds 14 ounces. 
19-piece STANDARD Socket Wrench Set 
SET COMPOSITION: 
a square drive: Seven 6-point sockets (Y, Vas, Ме, "ia, M, Ya, Y 

Mer uere deve Seven 12- ro Oi Ye a i Mh 

(is to Vein J; Jinch extension bar and Permanex plastic case. 
=r INFO! AMATOR om 

SC 95234 rias welche? pours 11 ounces 

19-piece METRIC Socket Wrench Set 
SET COMPOSITION. 
Veinch sq. drive: па و اک 12mm). 
Lm he ا drive: 12-pt. (10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19mm); 6- 
PL, Mein. spark plug socket; quick-release, reversible ratchet; socket рш O O rie in ecu Der and Fersanen plane au. 
ORDERING MORTON 
See construction and warranty above. 
9 C 33237 Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces ........... Set $21.50 

„Set $49.99 

..Set $21.50 

Workbench 
Storage 

Components 
Buy these units 

separately or 

together in 
3-piece outfit 

En 
"M 

(1 and 2) Free-standing Stationary Workbenches 
TOP AND FRAME: 1-inch thick industrial-grade m board top. Steel frame. 

its on front legs for electrical en 4 Ll cee 
STORAGE Cabinets measure 24х18х5 in. sing de. er adjustabie steel 
Коз m plastic sliding Perforated ar hardboard De 

Order fixture Ir (5) below. 
for hanging tools. 10-inch deep 

sues 6 ORDERING IN NFO. ‘Shipped unassembled. 
(1) 48-inch Unit. Work surface is 48 in. wide, 20 in. deep. Includes 2 cabinets, а 

мег and an edible tol tool rack. 12xix 18-in. 
9C 1433) ping weight 95. -474.99 
(2) 24-inch Unit. Wed. ataa i 9 vida, 20 in дир. Includes one cabinet. 
t 1432L—Shipping weight 61 pounds +4499 

Extra Drawer. For (1) and (2) above. Steel. Measures 12x3x18 inches deep. 
9 C 1438—Shipping weight 3 pounds à $4.99 

a Corner Unit. АӨ ا Sco e Góc utis ирта 
1) and (2) above. Periorated hardboard backstop fastens at 90° angie. 
ORDERING INFO: оона Mut be мане! between’? stationery unis; 
9 C 14341—Shipping weight 3$ pounds ...... 816.99 

3-place Stationary Workbench Outfit Out inden (1) thru (3) above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. prices total $136.97. 

3 Shipping wet 191 pounds Outfit 124.97 9C 14321N: 

(4) Portable Roll-about Workshop 
TOP. FRAME. 20x30% cin, thick industria 

hinged 9- particle board top. 2 side 
s expand work surface from 30 in, wide to 3 
in. wide. Steel frame. Legs mounted on Urin. lock 

9 C 1437L—Shpe. wt. 68 lbs. 

® ohne a Fixture Kit. Includes spac- 
inch Ж И OF ved 

St 7563 Sipe. weil .Kit $3.99 
(6) Folding Workbench 
TOP AND FRAME: Hinged *y-in. particle board top. 

corners on top and back paneis. Hinged 
enameled steel | Plastic feet. Perforated hard- 
board back panel has cut-out handle. 
SIZE: 36x 184x3314 in. high. Folds to 36241413344 in. 

Work surface 18^ 2561 in. 
1431C—Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. $2499 

(7 thru 9) Work Lights. Mount where needed. 
CONST. M-inch eve steel arm with 
tension control. Vented aluminum shade. WI 
amel finish inside lamp. Includes mounting. bracket. 
ELEC. INFO: 110-120 volt 60-Hertz AC. UL listed. 6 
foot, 2-wire cord. Use 75-w. bulb (not incl.). 
COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
0). White Work Lione 
9 C 2493—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $ oz. 
(8) re Work Light 
УЕ Ar Sepe Wwe 3 Ibs. Soz. 
p Black Work Light 
C 2484—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 15 ог. -$19.99 

(10) Nut and Bolt Kit. Set on workbench or attach 
to wall to keep fasteners at 
ORGANIZER: Black. durable plastic with 24 storage 
compartments. Measures 44,x934x1314 in. wide. 
Fastener identification labels printed on clear dust 

$19.99 

$1999 

cover. 
KIT COMP: Includes 132 assorted pan-head tapping 
screws: 142 assorted flat-head 

round-| 
6,8, ETA 160 assorted No. 

(60 assorted No. 6, 8, 10 
d cotter pins; $10 2asorted nails; 115 assorted tacks 
and 17 

Ri s19.50 NO; [Sears] 375 
ORDERING INFO: Incl. 11-in. mounting. 
9C71269—Wt 5 lbs. бог. 



(1) 8-piece Assorted Тоо! Set 
Sep. Prices Total $20.85 im our 1979-80 
Power Tool Book Page 121, 122. 
Ты рина tool set for performing a 
variety of household jobs. 
PUERS: Made of hard- 
ened steel. Import neh Arc 
Joint® pliers. рой. 14rin. jaw 
‘capacity; 6-nch sip-jornt pliers. 2-po- 
sition, 2.8-inch jaw capacity; 6-inch 
diogonal cung pier ¡Viach jaw 

inch iong-^ose piers. 2.2. 
ors jew capa capacity with side cutters. 

ve vinyl grips. 
ADJUSTABLE WRENCH: Drop- 

steel. Polished 
ш 
long. %4rin. capacity. 
SCREWDRIVERS: Mexd4-in. slotted; 
No, 2 recessed: offset. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 m. 12 oz. 
9C41277 $16.97 
(2) 4-way Screwdriver 
CONSTRUCTION: Butyrate plastic 
handle. Steel barrel is zinc- 
resist rust. Reversible st: "T e 
coated with oxide to resist rust 

corrosion. 
BITS: 2 slotted: Virinch and Ye-inch. 2 
Phillips: 1-point and 2-point. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
9C41291 $499 

Sears Has a 
Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 
See Big Book 

or ask 
for details 

Np | Gifts for the Home Handyman | the Home Handyman 

(3) Screwbali Ratchet Screwdriver 
and Socket Driver Set 

Built-in ratchet driver with oversized 
handle rovides Dm 

solidly in your palm for a 
ratcheting action 

verse and lock. 
bits in slots 
removal. 
SET COMPOSITION Ratchet handle 
3 reversible screwdriver bi 

nng hold: 
- rotates for easy bit 

‚ vinyl 
9СЗ111....... 

(4) Seers Best CRAFTSMAN® 
Neil Hammer with 
tubular steel handle 

HANDLE: Tubular steel. _Bertorated 
neoprene grip resists 
ORD INF: See 1979 Fall Бе Boc Book for 
Sears specific written warranty or 

os fens copy, ме p: 312. 
Sees WE T $8.99 

(5) CRAFTSMAN® Campers" Aus 
HEAD: това solid اچ bend. 

„inch cu . Slot for 
paling rii. Provective sheath open 
at top for driving nails, tent stakes. 
HANDLE: Solid steel with neoprene 
grip. 13 inches 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 1979 

Book for Sears specific writ- 

Mo ee Naugahyde* $ 1 999 
Toilet Seat 

contemporary gift. Durable 

(6) CRAFTSMAN® 18-piece 
Screwonver Set 

CONSTRUCTION: Handle is made of 
color-coded butyrate plastic. Wide 
flutes and serration on thumb knuri. 
Blade of chrome-vanadium alloy 
steel, nickel-chrome Slotted 
p have square shafts, Phillips 
уе round shafts. 
E COMP: 10 slotted: И 
Sat 
pfi cct 8-in.), 2(1Vain.) in.), 2(8-in. cin.) 

aod Prince One Werk: 
alotted type. 

ORDER INFO: Lal. 1979 Fall Big Book 
for Sears specifi 
y E see p. 322. 

9C 41091 Set $23.97 
(7) CRAFTSMAN Lock Tape 
CONSTR: Flexible. DuPont Mylare 

steel blade. polyester-coated in. 
20 ft. 

return case 
attaches to beit. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
9 C 39217—Wt 120z. ......96.69 
(8) CRAFTSMANS Flat-ground 

Bevelfiled Saw 
Hardened. tempered, Kromedge® 

10 points per inch. 
26 inches long. Hardwood handle. V Vie 
nyl blade guard. 
ORDERING INFO: mim 10 oc. 
9C36148C 17.59 
(9) CRAFTSMAN® 

Aluminum Level 
CONSTRUCTION: Acrylic 

10) 1&-piece Punch, Line-up ang 
hisel Set. Separaie total $42.56 

in our 1979-80 Tool vb pue ur. 
SET INCL: 8 укмк Yan Ma. 4 Mis. 
Me. Vein. pin; 34, Vein. center; 3 line- 
ш > tools. LAUS t. Max12 6 cold 

к М ¥ Ye Yin Me, rin. 16 in. 

2,3033 жт. 6 Ibs. 3 oz. „Set 824.97 
(11) Mechanics 

Flat-top Too! Box 
SIZE: Takes tools up to 17 in. long. 
18x8x9 in. high. Tray measures 

deep. 17V x63 x19, inches 
CONSTR: Heavy gauge мен, Gray en- 
amel finish on bos, tay. Polyethylene 
handle. Full-length draw-bolt 
[RA ےل س s a 
lock eye. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
9C6500—Wt. 10 lbs. 6 oz. ....¢11.75 
(12) Give Gun 
CONSTA: Heat-resistant phenolic han 

thermostat. Bonds in 60 sec. 
булл 105x521 in. 
ELEC. INFO: 110-120 v. 60-Hz A.C. $- 
foot cord. UL listed. 
ORDER INFO: Glue sticks sold below. 
9C80512—Wt. 9 oz. .$5.49 
К Sticks for Glue Gun (12). Pack- 

12 sticks. 
SE BOST WL 20 Pkg. $1.77 
s 3-piece Plier Set 

p La 31 1979- 
30 Toot Bok к rae 
CONSTR Drop forged, carbon steel. 
Induction hardened, tempered to per 
orm Fully ground, pol 
ished with precision milled teeth. 

plated to resist corrosion, rust 
Vinyl grips on handles. Imported. 
SET COMPOSITION: 6-in. long-nose, 6- 
in. diagonal, 6-in. slip-joint pliers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
9C30712—Wt. 1 1b. 202. ..Set 68.88 

tem, 

Sen if ce udine or 

Mismo cum 
after Nov. ison 1979 may not be received 

UNES F42 C 37307 V —White 

SHPG. NOTE: Sent postpaid trom icty ın Sheboygan Falls. Wise No ССО з 



(1) Brass 
Mail Slot 

CONSTRUCTION: Solid 
Саз! brass letter siot has 
high-gloss finish, resists 
rusting. Easily mounted. 
Gravity-controlled outer 
plate is always closed. 
SIZE. S x1094 in. wide. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION 

Silhouette 
Weather Vanes 

д, $1492 
(3 thru ж Vanes cast in 
weather-resistant alumi- 
num. Directional arrow 18 
inches long. Overall height 
24 inches. Adustable clutch 
base for snug fit on any roof 
ог cupola. 
STYLES. ORDERING 

Unassembled. INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 

PER. 
Voie 
йы... 

u. 

E 

Baked lacquer finish. 4x814 in. 
high. 414 in. between screw cen- 
ters, Imported. We 11b. 4 оа, 
9C 60526 $1999 
Brass Door Knocker custom en- 
g ed with up to З initials. 
Male clearly leiers you want, No 

C.O.D.'s. Allow extra time. Sent 

placed afier Nov. 1s may not be her Nov. 15 may not 
received by Christmas. Sent post- 

id. (Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.) 
9 C60522v 

Old English 
Chimney Letters 

available in two si: 
on $] 350 12: 

CONSTRUCTION: Cast in rust- 
proof aluminum. Finished in 
satin black baked-enamel finish. 
Old English style. 
SIZES AND ORDER INFORMA. 
TION. State clearly letters desired 
EUN X t E 
чери нү not be ved ma, тесе 
by Christmas. Sent postpaid, 
16-in. high Letters 
F9C72778F— Wt. 3 lbs.) 013.50 
24.in. high Letters 
PACTAT TBP АРАУ Я 

CRAFTSMAN® Portable Workbench/Vise 
A versatile workbench /vise 
hold almost any shaped object. 

FRAME: Pressed flake 
board top. Steel frame. 

Jaws open to 5% in. wide. 
Swivel grips hold irregular 
shaped, round objects. V 
grooves In vise jaws hold tubu. 
lar pax. in horiz, vert. position. 

N., САР Overall size 
open, 33123/4x31% in. high; 
folded, 32x31442364, in. high. 
Swivel grips hoid objects to 12 
in. wide parallel to clamps, 21 

fits in frame; conveniently: holds 
swivel grips, band tools, small 

suffix, p. 322 
N- Wi 24 lin....93 

Specifically designed for waxing 

Automotive-type 
Buffer-Polisher 

cars, boats, trailers and 
other vehicles, with an elliptica 

motion that simulates 
fine hand polishing 

use with liquid or paste waxes 

MOTOR. BEAR GEARS: Develops maximum la HP with 2 
no-load speeds of 1700 and 1900 rpm. Sleeve bearings. Double-re 
duction spur gearing for smooth and quiet operation. 
HOUSING: Thermoset polyester. Large loop handles. Slide switch. 
ACCESSORIES. Two waxing bonnets: one for application. one for 
removal; plus one buffing bonnet. Order replacement bonnets at 
right. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Double-insulated, no need for grounding. 110- 
120 v., 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. 6-ft., 2-wire cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty below. 
9 С 1067— Shipping weight 8 pounds 8 ounces 958.50 

(6) Cordless Yrinch Reversible Drill 

Drills anywhere , . . carries its own power source, 
MOTOR, BEARINGS. GEARS: Drills up to 120 holes 

(Vy- inch diameter) through 2x4 pine boards on one 
charge. Power-pak pulis out from back oí drill for 
rechargi recharges in 24 hours. Extra pow. 
er; epek sold below. p no-load speed at full 

is 300 rpm. Sleeve bearings are permanent- 
ff lubricated for smoot operation and long tool 
life. Spur gearing. Reversible for backing out bits. 
CHUCK: inch capacity. Geared chuck for Minch 
x 24 spindle. 
HOUSING. HANDLE: Thermoset polyester. Соп» 
fort balanced. Trigger switch. 
ELEC. INFO: Runs on 110-120 volts, 60-Hz. AC. 
UL listed. 6-foot, 2-wire cord. Ке: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranty, extra pow- ече pak bel о 
Оон онна weight Site sar.......nns0 $3950 
n Extra Power-pak for drill (6) above 

11113—Shipping weight 12 or. 119.50 

et ana Soart wi re 
мез foro 

Cordless Electric Weedwacker™ Trimmer 
with 100 feet of extra nylon line 

For freedom from the electric cord, use this lightweight 
rechargable trimmer wherever you want your lawn to 
have a neatly trimmed, well-groomed look 
SPOOLS: Comes with one 24-ft. spool of line attached and 
two extra 50-ft. coils of nylon line, Spools made of sturdy 
plastic with 08148, diam. nylon line 
UTTING WIDTH: Cuts path 7 inches wide. 

MOTOR. PO WER CELL Gelled electrolyte battery. Runs 
up to 45 minutes on single charge. Recharges in 24 hrs. 
HOUSING, HANDLE: High-impact polymer housing with 
assist handle. Sturdy, tubular steel shaft. Dual-action on, 
off switch on grip. Plastic safety guard covers spool, spin 
ning line, bas cutting edge that trims frayed end to leave 
line at proper length. 49 inches overall 
ELEC INFO: 110-120-v., 60-Hz., AC. UL listed. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Protect your eyes. . . see 
safety goggles sold in Big Book. See warranty below. Or 

pools in Big Book. Separale prices total 
$ 79 Fall Big Book, pages 956, 957. 
9 C 89645C2—Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 8 oz. 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON CRAFTSMAN® RECHARGA 
BLE CORDLESS WEEDWACKER™ TRIMMER: If thus CRAF 

$33.47 

legai 

FTSMANS PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS: # 
y trom cat 

Replacement Bon. 
nets for buffer-pol. 
isher. Elastic bands. 
0 NFO: Shpg 
WL 2 02. 

Waxing Bonnet for 
application, removal Фо! Ea 1230 
Buffing Bonnet 
9 C 10602... Ea. #239 

Mane 

se us waranty 



thick shafts. Die-cast yoke and 
A euet die-cast base. 
FINISHES, ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 

1) Am brass finish. 
IU Price cede PE 477,99 

SA cases e s 99 

ыб 

502", ^j 99 
8 Hisce s: 1899 

% PONENTS. Nea forty owe brush, COMPONEN for! 
sand. ee 
ORDER INFO: 
34 19 

34 
34 C 4507 

nished meta е with attract 
legs. Black wire mesh 

Fireplace Grill, Pan 

_ Save $2.59 

Grill (11) and Pan (12) 
ROER INFO: Wt. 8 Ib 

34 C 4392 



(1 thru 10) 
UN tos Hoop. Solid brass. Helps 

logs secure. 24x13x28 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. If 
mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate. See р. 322. 
SACA2TYL Wi oe. 849.99 
2) Woodbasket. Solid brass 

18x1214x17%4 inches high. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembied. 
34 C 4265—Wt. 8 lbs.....$47.99 

(3) Cuspidor. Solid brass. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Imported. 
y je size. 1018 inches high. 

4276—Wt 2ibs.....017.99 
ds size. 8x8 inches high. 
34 C 4272—We | lb. Jor. $9.99 

Irnamental Fan Screen. Sol- 
ed brass. Measures 25x38 

wide. Imported. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 Ibs. 10 oz. 
34 C 4008 $99.99 

(5) Wood Box. Solid brass over 
wood. Holds logs 18 inches long. 
204x15x15% in. high. Imported. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. 
34C 4287C 957.99 

14 

The Brass Collection 
(6) Match Cup. a Mea. 
sures Зура inches high. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
34 C 4282 16.99 
(7) atch Holder. Solid brass 
Cone attaches to wall. Measures 
274x1114 inches high. Im; 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. $ oz. 
34 С 4290 1399 
(8) Bootshaped Match Holder 
Brass-finished cast metal. Measures 
914 inches high. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 
34 C 4275 799 
(9) Polished Brass Mie 
Tonos, Black heavy gauge steel 
with solid polished brass handles. 
Measures 29 inches long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
34 C 4373C—Wt. 3lbs. ..10.99 
(10) Antique Brass Scissor 
Tongs. Black heavy-gauge steel 
with solid antique brass handles. 
Measures 29 inches long. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
34 C 43720 $10.99 

(19) Sister Popper. Pop cora the cld-fuhioned way, or use base alone as 
base with wooden ha: 

gio ORDERING G INFORMATION el 3 inches long. 
4 C 4279— Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces $7.99 

(12,13) Fireplace Brooms. Walnutfinish wood handles with 14-in.straws. 
SIZE, COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION: Overall 26 inches long. 
(12) 34 C 4365C— Red. Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

ipping weight 2 pounds 489 (13) 34 C 4364C— Block. 
1.04.89 

(14) Wood Bellows with duck print. Natural maple fin., brass accents. 
SIZE. ORDERING INFORMATION: Measures 19 inches long. 
34 C 4397—Shipping weight 2 pounds $14.79 

{IS}, Hend-cerved-design Wood Bellows 
walnut finish with brass accents. 

SIZE. ORDERING INFORMATION: Measures 18 inches long. 
34 C 4387—Shipping weight 2 pounds 51479 

(16) Wood Bellows with painted delft design. Brass accents. 
SIZE. ORDERING INFORMATION: Measures 19 inches long. 
34 C 4395—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 913.79 

17) Wood Match Holder with painted delft design. 
tes with (16). 

SIZE, ORDERING INFORMATION: Measures 344x144 inches long. 
34 C 4277—Shipping weight 1 pound $5.49 

18) Hearth Kit. Includes 2 boxes of long matches (90 per box), 2 cans of 
coloring crystals and 1 box of 36 fire-lighting cubes. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
34 C 4385—Shipping weight $ pounds Kit 05.99 
34 C 4298— M. weight 6 ounces Box 1.19 
34 € 4370— Plone coloring Crystals elem Sho, wt. 11.300... Boz 1-29 
34 C 4299 Fire lighting Cuber alone. Shpg. we 1 1b. о. 129 

(19) Fireplace Gift Pack. Incl. coordinating bellows and match holder of 
maple-fini wood with brass-finished eagle design, 1 box of 90 matches. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Bellows 15 inches long. 
34 C 4355. Pack. ipping weight 2e. 608, $1099 
34 C 4297 — Match Holder alone. 34x14 inches high. Shpg. wt. 11b. . 4,79 

go. 5 Flame-coloring Pine Cones. Box oí 24. 
'66—Shi; ipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces Box $1.99 

(21) Black Canvas Log Carrier 
Wood handles. Gold-color eagle. 
SIZE ORDERING Iv INFO: Measures 
34x17% inches de 
34 C 4059 We IS oz.....9579 
(22) Black Canvas Hearth Rug 
Gold-color eagle. Matches (21). 
SIZE. ORDER INFO: 42x22 in. 
34 C 4260—WL 10 oz. LI 

Save $1.59 when you buy (21) 
and (22) together 
Separate prices total $11.58. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
34 С 4261—Wt 11b. 10z. .$9.99 

(23) Patchwork Leather Log 
Carrier. Vari-colored leather 
patches over padded fabric liner. 

ther handles. 
SIZE, ORDERING INFO: Measures 
34x18% inches deep. 
34C4258-Wt. 1 Ib. 1202. .913.99 

(24) Coal Hod. Black steel. 
SIZE. ORDER INFO: 17x13x12 in. 
34 C 4280—Wt. 3 lbs. 7 oz. $8.99 

(25) Log Holder/canvas car- 
rier. Steel tubing. Wood handles. 
SIZE. ORDER INFO: 20x12x1714 in. 
34C4281-Wt. 5 lbs. 602. 818.99 

(26) Newspaper tort Roller Rolls 27) Heavy-duty self. 
newspapers into logs 41: in. long. loding rd Grates. 

CONSTA: Black heavy- Dey IH enamel finish. SIZES AND ORDERING 
inished handles. 24x10x1414 in. SIZES, ORDERING INFO: INFORMATION 

без incl. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 

9559—Wt 6 Ibs. 8 oz....$18.99 
34 С 9545—100 ties. Wt 402. . 1.39 



Bi-fold Glass Door Firescreens 
can reduce air flow 

up the chimney by 70%* 
You lose a substantial amount of heat up the chimney 
because you must keep the damper open while burning 
embers die. Sears lab tests on simulated fireplace fronts 
show that keeping doors closed at this time cuts air fiow 
up the chimney by 70%". Keep doors open while you 
enjoy a crackling fire: close them when you want embers 
to die while keeping warm air in the room. Retire feeling 
secure that these doors help keep sparks from jumping 
out of fireplace. 

(1,2) Fully-assembled Glass Door Firescreen with 
mesh curt nctive hood and side-pull chain 

$9999 
FRAME. GLASS: 1Vie-in. thick steel frame, angular hood design 
at top of frame. 1*4-in. of insulation helps reduce heat loss. 
Shatter-resistant Ys-in. thick tempered glass doors, full-length 
iano hinges snap shut. Lift out doors to clean. Does not fit 

Freplaces with protruding row of bricks across top of opening 
TALLATION: Completely assembled. Mounts on outside of 

fireplace opening with clamps, included. 
MESH CURTAIN: Included. Helps prevent sparks from jumping 
ош of fireplace. Side-pull chain operates mesh curtain. 
FINISHES, Si ORDER INFO: See “How to Measure and Or: 
der Firescreen" on page 755 of Fall Big Book. Find size of your 
fireplace opening in chart below, then order by catalog number. 
Do not order unless measurements fit both width and beight 
shown. See "N" suffix note, page 322. See warranty below. 

34C9762N| 39| 9999 
JACO763N|44 | 9999 
34C9764N| 45| 9999 
34C9765N| 50| 99.90 

394454 [24-27 эса [28310 

(3 and 4 Partially assembled Glass Door Firescreen 
with mesh curtain 
жа $22 less than sei ices eT Carros Boo 95099 

FRAME. GLASS: 1Vje-inch thick steel frame with 114 inches of 
insulation. Adjustable draft opening at bottom. Shatter-resistant 
Minch thick tempered glass doors with full-length piano hinge 
snap shut. Lift-out doors. Does not fit fireplaces with protruding 
row of bricks across top of fireplace opening, 
NSTALLATION: Partially assembled. Mounts outside of open- 

ing with clamps, included. 
MESH CURTAIN: Included. Manual pull to operate. 
FINISHES, SIZES. ORDER INFO: See "How to Measure and 
der Firescreen" on page 755 of Fall Big Book. Find size of your 
fireplace opening in chart below, then order by catalog 
Do not order uniess your measurements fit both width and 
height shown. See "N^ suffix note, page 322. 
low. Separate prices totaled $82.74 im our 19; 
page 379. 

(S thru 8) Matching Toolsets to accent your firescreen 

$ and б) are 30 in. tall. (7 and 8) 29% in. tall 
FINISHES, ORDER INFO: Some assembly required. 

5) 34C4524C-Antique brass. Wt. 11 lbs. 10 oz. $34.99 
6) 34C4541C-Black/antigue brass. Wt. 1014. 7 oz. . 34.99 

* 
34C45 12C-Antique brass. WL 7 Ibs. 28.99 
34C48 13C- Block and polished brass. WL 7 lbs. 28.99 

(9 thru 11) Handsome Matching Woodbaskets 
SIZES. FINISHES, ORDER INFO: Woodbaskets (9 and 11) are 
21Vgx 15x17 in. high. Woodbasket (10) is 21х13х17 in. high. 

9) 34C4247-Antique brass, wood handles. Wt. 4 lbs. $15.99 
) 34C424B-Anlique brass We 3 Ibs. Вог 1479 

(11). Black ond polished brass with wood handles. 
34 C 4284 Shipping weight 5 pounds #1299 
FULL 1-YEAR WARRANTY ON FIRESCREEN: if winin 1 year trom date 

nthe United Batos Werramy dom noi resulting from contact with flames 



Built-in Fireplace. . «campera, nest rosters and outside ait intake ducts = 

al 

AUN DLL. 
ГА 

/ 

(1) Designed for do-it-yourselfers: no foundation or INSTALLATION: Locate against wall, fully i Fireplace with chimney kit for mobile home 
masonry work is needed. Low-profile design facilitates recessed, or enclose in corner. Chimney must extend at udes rain cap, flashing, firestop 
easy handling, off-set and return under 8 feet least 16 feet from fireplace bottom to chimney top collar, spark arrester assembly Fireplaces ate so well Insulated they're UL listed Chimney pipe fits between 16-in. "on center” studs a емай pips 
zero clearance дез, back and bottom can touch rafters 2 C 84864N2—Shpg. wt. 422 lbs. .9639.99 
which are sold separately at right, must be made ol himney arrangement. No 90 elbow available. - (2) Mantel. Plyw 

place Note on page 382. Sold only with c 

IN: Do not use for a thro: 
d with solid wc 

Dark maple stain. 7x68x48 in. high 
NSTRUCTION: Self-contained unit includes insula RDERING INFORMATION 

don, fireproof firebox back and floor, porcela ht See “N” suffix, pg. 322 
steel firebox sides. Accepts logs 20 to 24 inches Juded (except with 42 C 8446N—Shpg. wt. 50 Ibs. $179.99 

operated positive seal damper adjusts ch sold on pg. 382 
Outside air intake ducts with barometr Fireplace with chimney kit (4) for roof with slope of (3) Surround. Constructed of non-combusti 

tside air t O to 6 inches. ble gypsum-base material on metal backing 
ively-beated pping weight 355 pounds. 2Vgx SOVa 539%, in. high. Brick textu: 

42 C 84861N2 9549.99 ORDER INFO: See "№" suffix, page 322 
42 C 84462N— Shpg. wt. 29 bs. 374.99 Fireplace with chimney kit (4) for roof with slope of 

- 6 to 12 inches : black fire screen 10 keep sparks due 4) Hearth, Same material as surround 
registers are built in (position in wall abc 42 C 84862N2—Shpg. wt. 356 lbs $549.99 above in. high. Brick texture 

corner of fireplace) to allow for wider Fireplace with decorative chimney kit (5) for roof R A N 
heat me with slope O to 12 inches. See "N" suffix, page 322. 

42C 84863N2 hpg. wt. 385 Iba. $589.99 42 C 84463N—Shpg. wt 50 lbs 19995 

Optional Fireplace Blower $7499 Cast-iron Grate for fireplace $] 750 
low of ro ved beating R Cast iron 

^ low type. 165 cu. ft. of air per minute rating sh. For wood 
Mounts in air-intake cà 
place incl. pre-wired recep 

below firebox. Incl. cord, plug. Fire 
le. Manual operation 

z. AC. 0.5 amps. R 

places. Mea 
ches wide 
For firepi 

ROERING built-in fireplaces above only, sold above. Shpg. wt. 20 ibs 
42 C 8464C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 1 ounce $7499 42C84028C $17.50 



© Firebox accepts logs 
to 31 inches 

file shapes heat 
ces flue gas 

es to travel slowly by side 
walls for increased heat гэ 
dut 

down flat to extend 
оп door opens 

steel firebox top 
for long lite 

draft damper 

Door opens fiat for 
ease in loading 

Non-combustible Giant Airtight Heater accepts the longest logs Circulator Heater with $36999 
Wall Panels and of any Sears wood-burning heater glass-panel 

Floor Pads $43999 E 
Use with Sears woc 

long. Not for coal. Hol 
nt without refueling. Safety top flips up 
Vycor® glass panel. Natural air cur 

rents circulate heated air. For forced air circula 
T single-speed blower below 

OX: Cast iron liners inside aluminized steel 

heaters. Choi jogs up to 31 inches long. Use as heater or stove. 
X INTERIOR: 18x314x12%g inches high. No grate 

ble-calibrated draft regulators 
eeded 

trol Wall Panels. Gypsum and fiber glass 
on mines 
2 panels, 

fire. . . adjustable for fast starts and slow, firebox hold heat for hours Measures 12x20 
ard with steel base. Set of sustained fires. Tri-baifle system creates secondary combustion ol ^ inches. Cast iron gasket lined door, ash door, rein 

amount of air let into 

ach 2x5 ft volatile gases which would 
See "N" suffix p. 322 and ash by 

otherwise escape . . . lessens creosote E d flue collar. 

DN: 21 ax x3 in. high 
seams welded for strength. Fi 

k. Smooth black finish. Front 

damper controls air 
d. 

ede steel 
high. Double-walled cabinet, 

eel plate. Cast iron door. 
ebox lined with refractory 
feed door drops down for 

(1) Stone look Shipping weight 82 lbs. 
42 C84471N $109.99 

А look (not shown). Wt. 60 lbs moval pan slides out for easy cleaning ^ p slide out ash pan 42 C 84469N 1109.99 Install at least 48 in. from combustible NEVER bero Er US 
Floor Pads. Gypsum and fiber glass on ls. Place on non-combustible base A INFO: See Notes below, bottom of page door end. Use 8-inch flue pipe. 

Va inches. 
mney kit below; flue pipe and 

ип of page. Energy ® 
use in mobile home. 

steel frame base. Supports up to 500 
в. Two sections, each 2x5 feet 

ADER INFO: See “М” suffix p. 322 

42 С 84055N ping weight 230 lbs. $369.99 
Counterflow Blower (not shown). For heater 
bove. Single-speed. 

С. 6-ft. cord (2) Stone look Shpg. wt. 114 lbs. ir LE 20. M 
42 C 84473N $129.99 42C 84155N—Shipping weight 500 pounds $439.99 42 Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 
(3) | Brick look Shpg. wt. 106 lbs, NSTALLATION NOTE e е from сото 
2 C 84472N $129.99 walls Order € еу кл. flue pipe - k Not for m 

8-inch Chimney Kits and Accessories UL listed for all fuels 

(4) Vertical Chimney Kits Extension Kit for decorative Triple-wall 15° Elbow (not 
Chimney kit (5) above. Extends shown). For offset installation. Use UL listed for solid fuels. Includes all — Ci" А For offset 

haded parts shown above the roof Chimney housing 36 inches. in pairs to offset chimney line 
n illustration—rain cap, adapte RDERING INFORMATIO avoid obstacles. Айг 

rk arrester assembly, storm col: See “N” su ADER INFO: Pkg. of 2. Wt. 15 Ibs. 
ar and flashing. For use with t Shipping weig 42C84314 Pkg. $47.00 
wall S inch inside diameter ch 42 C 8476N $48.00 aj сер Speer, Use when 
ORDERIN „т (6) Through-the-wall Kit triple-wall pipe passes through cei 

ROERIN N verts vertical chimaoy ipe and See “N” suffix on page 322. c rta ver himney t through-the-wall arrangement. I 
upport box, 2 

C 84334C—WL 2 lbs. ..96.50ا ےل 42  
For installation on roofs that slope 
0 inches (flat) to 6 inches per ft 

42€ BAN. Pe оо Стопи ی a eal cane 
For installation on roofs that slope ng weight 51 pounds level. Needed for all but built-in 
° ‘Shipping weight 25 pounds nee eee oan pon vega A Ф, 42 C 840444 $50.00 (7) Triplewall Chimney Pipe ceiling installation. 

^ (5) Decorative Chimney КЁ senes пет, agind 42С 0441L—Wt 13], „018.00 
Includes тып cap, adapter, spark nized steel outer wall im Inside 42 C B443L WE 17 Ibs. 01980 

ы flashing. Steel housing with painted DER See Fireplace Note FIREPLACE NOTE: Sears fvepiaces m brick pattern, I819x1814x48 below suffi x. 322. " m М en Fits roof that slopes 0 to е 2a mere ave i orm i i him е 18-in. length. Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. per 
A 420843180... Each 824.00 мет weed right to exten Д 

í 3-ft. length. Sh are oe 
DERIN 42C 843271 Each $36.00 CHIMNEY NOTE: Chimney should е» 

4-ft length. Shpg. wt. 31 Ibs. trough roel a 
42C 84381N Each $46.00 d with ^ 

ipping weight $2 pou 
42 C 8473N 



| | | 
This Dehydrator has stick-resistant 
thermostat for ultra-close control 

ce weight and 

6-quart low 
pressure Fryer 

creens for easy food removal, solid-state 
tical drying heat, adjustable air flow 

es 
clus. extra: 

ont hot spots 

575% 
CONSTRUCT, JON N, Approved by the National Sanitation 
Foundation. Made of | heavy-gauge stamped aluminum 

made of hard-coat heavy-gauge aluminum 

RING INFORMATION 

6-oiece Set. Separate prices lotal 392.00. Includes 
dirat. covered Dutch Oven (3), 10-in. covered akil 

Pyat covered saucepan (5). 
11 C 10732C—Shpg. wt. 9 ibs. 4 os. . Set $75.00 
Individual pieces 

71171 
3100 

TOAST T. 
3 TET SPER Ties. 

gin extra zy. fiat niet om: for quick, even heating 
lat bottoms are ideal for all ranges, including glass 

smooth tops. A sj ro-chemical treatment hard. 
жы tenian wble Tur hs percata! she ESY 
color inside and out. Super-hard surface prevents stck- 
ing for easy cooking, cleanup; resists scratching, pitting. 

4 staining for long-lasting rood looks. Will net discolor 
light-color foods like white sauces. Tin-dipped iron 

R handles and lids are oven-proof: handles have holes for 
^ $27.99 hanging. Hand wash only in warm, sudsy water. 

nc 1722] m». 3300 



(1) Old-fashioned Deluxe Paddle Ceiling Fan 
With authentic poplar blades, brass-plated trim and 3-speed motor 

CONSTRUCTION: 52-in. fan with sturdy poplar wood blades; extends 13 in. 
from ceiling. Brown polystyrene housing with luxurious brass-piated trim. 
SPEEDS: 18-pole, 3-speed motor . . . turns at 185, 125 and 40 RPM. 
INSTALL: Wire to outlet box, or order swag mounting kit (2) at right. Must be 

mounted to beam in ceiling, to support it of fan. Not recommended on 
ceilings less than 8 ft. high. On/off chain. Hardware, instructions incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See elec. note below. See warranty at right. 
34 C 9069C— Deluze Paddle Ceiling Fan alone. Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. ...%229.99 
34 © 9364C2—Fan (1) wilh Light Kit (A). Shy. wE 40 lbs. 25498 

ELEGANT zn CEILING FANS and ACCESSORIES 

Separate prices $25 98 
тош $279.98 

FULL 1-YEAR WARRANTY ON DELUXE PADDLE 
CEILING FAN, 5-YEAR WARRANTY ON MOTOR 

For 1 year from date of purchase ol fan and 5 уөөз 
from date of purchase of motor, Sears will герин fan 
and replace motor, # defective in material or workman- 
ир. tree of charge. For warranty sonce. contact any 
Sears store in the U.S. This warranty gives yous specific 
lega! rights. and you may have other nghts which vary 
from state to state 

(2) Brown Swag-style 
Mounting Kit. Use when 
there is no ceiling outlet 
box. 18-ft. chain, 19-ft. cord, 
hooks and assembly instr 
included. UL listed. 
ORDER INFO: Fits fan (1) 
only, Wt. 3 Ibs, 14 oz. 
34 C 9084 $16.49 

(3and4) Traditional-style Paddle Ceiling Fans 

Save $17 to $20 Weine 
CONSTRUCTION: 52-inch blade spread. Molded polystyrene blades and 
housing. Woodgrain-look blades extend 13 inches from. . Brass-look 
trim makes these trend-setting ceiling fans look great in any decor. 

S: Variable speed control. 
INSTALLATION: Wire to outlet box, or order matching swag-style mount 
kit sold below. Not recommended on ceilings less than 8 feet kigh. On/ol 
chain. Hardware and assembly instructions included. 
COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION: Separate prices for either fam with light 
kit (A) total $196.98. Separate prices for either fon with light kit (B) total 
3166.94. See warranty and electrical note at right. 
(3) 34 С 9065C—White fan alone. Shipping weight 23 Ibs, $146.99 

34 € 9362C2—While fon (3) with ligit bi (A). 311... 176.98 
34 C 9378C2 — White fan (3) with light kil (B). Wt. 25 lbs. .. 149.98 

(4) 34 C 9059C— Brown fan alone. Shipping weight 23 Ibs. 146.99 
34 C 9361C2— Brown fan (4) with light bit (B). Wt. 25 Ibs. . 149.98 
34 C 9358C2— Brown fan (4) with light kit (A). WL 31 lbs. , 176.98 

(5 and 6) Matching Swag-style Mounting Kits. Fits fans (3 and 4) 
above only. Use when there is no ceiling outlet box. Great for apartments, 
summer cottages or other temporary locations, since no electrical wiring is 
Deeded. Kit includes 18-foot chain. 191001 cord, mounting hooks and as- 
sembly instructions. UL listed. 
COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(5) 34 C 9064— Wie. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. 1 
(6) 34 C 9054— Brown. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 1 

384 [Bears]. 

(7) 3-blade Contemporary-style Paddie Ceiling Fan 

Save s9 when you buy fan (7) 
and light kit (A) or (8) 

. Smooth blades extend 13 inches from ceiling. 1-speed motor turns at 340 RPM. 
Order control switch sold below to convert to 3 speeds. 
INSTALL: Must be wired to outlet box. Will not take sw: 
ode u rsp = ly instructions ind. 

kit. Do not use on 

ORDER INFO: Se 
for fam with light 

for fam with light kit Ve d. ч cre nga! ti 
1 (B) ital 98.98. See warranty, electrical note belor 

C 9078C— Fan (7) alone. Shipping it 17 pounds. $78.99 
9377C2—Fan (7) with light kit (A). Shpg. wt. 25 pounds. 119.98 

34 C 9363C2—Fan (7) with light bii (B). Shpg. wt. 19 pounds. 89.98 
3-speed Control Switch. (not shown.) For fan (7) only. Wall mount; can only be 
used when fan is wired into ceiling outlet; replaces existing wall switch. 
34 C 9079—Shipping weight | pound 511.49 

(A and В) Decorative Light Kits 
ORDER INFO. Light kits operate indepen- 

of fan. Fit all fans on this page. 
See electrical note, right. Needs one 100- 
w. maximum gi t bulb, not incl. 
(A) Hand-leaded Glass Light. Opal 
amber, yellow and red colors. Measures 
1014x714 inches high. 
34 C 9082—Shpg. wt. 9lbs.....949.99 
(8) Capiz-shell Light. Capiz shells with 
gold-color finish. 11х83 in. high. 
34 C 9304—Wt 2 lbs. бог. $19.99 

FULL ONE-YEAR WARRANTY ON 
PADDLE CEILING FANS (3), (4) and 
(7): If within one year from dai 
chase. this fan fails due to a 
materia! or w 

which vary from state to state 
ELECTRICAL NOTE: UL 
120-volt. 60-Hertz AC. 

sted. 1 10~ 



(1 thru 4) Raindrop Swag Fixtures 

CONSTRUCTION: Enjoy the soothing effect of mineral oll 
“raindrops” glistening down thin nylon strands. Antique 
brass-finished figurine centerpiece and frame. Plastic plants. 
Fixtures (2 thru 4) have intricate filigree design. 
BULBS: Fixtures (1 and 2) ind. one 15-w. clear standard-base 
bulb. Fixtures (3 and 4) incl. R20 50-watt reflector 
INSTALLATION: Includes 12-foot chain, 15-foot cord and in- 
line switch. No electrical wiring needed. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION. Centerpiece kits for fix 
tures (3 and 4) sold separately below. Warranted by Johnson 
Industries, write for free copy, see page 322. For fixture (4), 
sec "N^ suffix pote on page 122 
(1) 34 C 8594—41/291; inches high WL B lbs. ....%39.99 
(2) 34 C 8597 6442/01; ıncher high WL Biba... 5799 
(3) 34 C 8598C—10230 inches high Wt. 12 Ibs 78.99 
(4) 34 C B599N—I3r40 inches high Wt. 25 lbs. ... 119.99 
(5) Centerpiece Kit for fixtures (3) and (4) 
CONSTR: Kit includes Christmas tree, quaint windmill and 
rape Cluster. Painted epoxy resin tree and windmill in deco 
tive colors. Translucent epoxy resin grape cluster, red 
‚green-cokıred "grapes". Interchange pieces to set mood. 
SIZE. ORDERING INFO: Assembly instructions included. 
34 C 85989-Small Риз (3) only. Wt. 4 lbs. 802. ....#24.99 
34 C 85985 Small HI arith (3). WL 14 lbs. 84.98 
34 C 85999- Large. Fits (4) omy. WL 9 Ibs. 2999 
34 C 85995. Large bi with (4). We. 27 lbs. 124.98 

(6) Five-light Chandelier 
with downlight feature 

(7 thru 11) Modular Track Fixtures 

Choose among 5 different contemporary styles to 
brighten your home. Each style available in two- 
light or three-light fixture. Heads swivel 360. 
BULBS: Use up to R20 SO-watt reflector bulb, not 
included. 
SIZE: 2-light fixtures measure 844224 in. wide. 3 
light fixtures measure 814136 in. wide. 
ELEC. INFO: Includes 15-ft. power cord for 
mounting in any location. Cannot be wired to 
outlet box. UL listed. 110-120-v. 60-HZ. AC. 
STYLES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Mounting 
hardware included. 
(7) Continental style Fixtures. Chrome-plated 
steel with matte black trim. 3%-inch diam. head. 
34 C 88765—2-lipht. Wt. 3lbs. 1002. ,. 928,99 
When you buy any 2 ог more .....Ea. 2399 
34C88795-3-light Wt. 4 lbs. 15 oe. Ea 38.99 
When you buy any 2 or more .....Ea 33.99 
(8) Continental-style Fixtures. Matte white 
enameled steel. 34-inch diameter head. 
34 C 88755—2-light Wt. 3 ibs. 100z. ..628.99 
When you buy any 2 or more Ea 2399 
34 C 88785—3-light WL. 4 lbs. 14 оз... 38.99 
When you buy any 2 or more Ea 33.99 
(9) Cylinder-style Fixtures. Matte white-en- 
ameled steel. 3 inch diameter head 
34 C 88935—2-light Wt. 4 Ibs. 202. ... 028.99 
When you buy any 2 or тоге... Ба. 23.99 
34 C 88936C—3-light Wt. 6 lbs, 14 ог.. 38.99 
When you buy any 2 or more .....Ea 33.99 
(10) Cylinder-style Fixtures. Chrome-plated 
steel, rosewood-viny] tri h h 
34 C 88945—Z-lipht WL 4 lbs. 202. ...828.99 
When you buy any 20r more .....Ea 23.99 
34C88946C- Sight Wi oie idos. En 38.99 
When you buy any 2 or more Ea 3399 
(11) Sphe 

When you buy any 2 or 
34 C 88775C—3-light 
When you buy any 2 or more .....Еа. 33.99 

Save $20 
when you buy Fixture (3) 
with small Centerpiece Kit 

unu 58498 

Seperste proes Save $25 кета 
vais teneis | $1 2498 

All five styles available in 2-light or 3-light fixture 



Mirrored Disco Ball 
and powerful 

Spotlight 
add exciting 

splashes of light 
to your party 

Dance 
Lights 

Varied- 
color 

Lights 



ed Disco Balls Sty 

Infinity Lights 

hipping weight 4 Ibs. Воз 13499 

6 and 7) Xenon Strobe Lights. Vinyl covered flakeboard 
+ ра 300. Disco 

Pictures 

2) Swag Lamp 12 u 
21C 24108 

21€ 5243C—5i 4 weigh . 16999 

A ж! ۶ 
21C $248—Shipping w 

8 thru 21) 

Save $2 
when you buy 
set of 3 Posters 
and fluorescent 

Black Light 
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FOR YOUR BAR 
(1) Blinking Saloon Sign 

On/olf switch. See Note below. 
21 C 24069 Shpg. wt. 4 Ib. 11799 
(2and3) Bar Lamps 
(2) Styrene Coors®* Swag 

high 
Takes 75-w 
21C 2380L— 
(3) Table Lamps 

printed styren 
ameter shade 
See Note belon 
21C24016C-Coorse*. WL 4Ibs. ...#19.99 
21C24015C-Budweiser®f. Wt. 4 Ibs. 19.99 

(4) Lava Lamps 
CONSTR: Brass fin 
base, clear glass globe. 

21 C 3380—Ога: 
21 € 3381 

(5) Great Wave ( 
г nd out to a gei 

Blue wave in clear 
case. Chrome plated base, end caps. 

bs. 539.99 

(6) 3-position Ber Light 
N N: Polystyrene lens, walnut 

vered pressboard frame 

21 © 24068—Shipping weight 
7) Pabst®rt Bubbling Beer 

е stein and woodgr: 
back. Beer appears to be 

13x10x3% in. deep 

line switch. See Note below. 
24111C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ....539.99 

8) Neon-look Authentic Bar Signs 
N. Polyst 

swit below E 

Did Style. 17 У,х24%5 
21C 24112C—Shpg 139.99 

13999 

Flicker-bulb Beer Cans 
TION: Metal can, 3Y4inch diame 

5249C—Lowenbrau@t 
ve: 
ds 52499 



Star Wars*, The Empire Strikes Back* Coordinates 

(A) Convertible Comforter-Siumber Bag 
FABRIC. Printed fabric of 50% cotton. 50% polyester 
FILL: 26 ounces of 100% polyester fill. Stitched cover helps keep 
fill from lumping and shifting. 

AILING: "The Empire Strikes Back" scenes reverse to solid g 
blue. Two-way zipper to zip comforter into a slumber bag with 
patterned or solid-color side out. Clear viny! tote included. 
ARE: Machine wash in warm water and tumble dry 

Twin size, 68x80 in., zips to slumber bag, 34x80 In. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: State color number 
96 C 1940H—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 oz. 127.99 
(B) Sheets and Pillowe: 
FABRIC: $0% cotton, 509 polyester muslin fabric is woven 128 
threads per square inch. Patterned for the space-age mind. 
DETAIL Elasto-Fit® fitted bottom sheets, elasticized. Flat sheets, 
Pillowcases hemmed. Finished sizes stated in chart Std. size pil 
lowcase has hero scenes on one side, reverses to enemy scenes. 
CARE: PERMA-PREST items need no ironing. Machine wash in 

water and tumble dry. Maximum shrinkage is 2% 

fit approximate mattress sizes э 
98C6261H | 1%. lor 
96C6205H | 11 бо: 

(Сапа О) Supersize Towels 
FABR % cotton. Terry loops on both sides. Hemmed. 

AILING: Choice of 2 patterns: 1 depicts heroes in action scene, 
other shows enemy in flight. Printed on 1 side. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFO: Towels measure 32x60 inches. 
(C) 96C 3914—Heroes. Wt. 1002 $4.99 
(D) 96C 3929—Enemy Characters. Wt. 1002. 4.99 

(EthruG) Bedroom Coordinates. Design from soon to be re- 
leased motion picture, "The Empire Strikes Back" 
FABRIC. A durable blend of 50% polyester, 50^ 

RE: Machine wash, warm; tumble dry. PERMA-PREST® 
items need no ironing. Maximum shrinkage 243% 
COLOR: 762-Roya! Blue bng^t 

(E). Quilted throw-style Bedspread. Quilted 2.0 ounces polyes 
ter fiberfill per sq. yd. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: State color number above. 

572108 
| soxios 
| 94x18. | 24C 18 
ited Pillow Sham. Quilted like (E). Envelope closure. 

5. ORD INFO: 20x26 in. Fits standard size pillow. 
24 C 18134H—WL 902... . State color number. Each $9.99 

{G)_ Pinch-pleated Draperies. 4-inch headings. 14-inch side, 3 
ottom hems. Unlined 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See slip-on hooks and How: 

Measure in Big Book. Stade color mumber above. 

Rod-pocket Valance (not shown). Shirr on rod. Unlined. 
SIZES. ORO INFO: 84x11 in. Order 144 to 2 times rod width. 
24 C 30083H—Wı. 6 oz. Siale color number Each $8.99 



BEAN BAGS... An an у of 

T Solid-color wet-look vinyl Bean Bags 

Durable fabric-supported vinyl in 

your chc 10 superbright colors 

$1888 

COVER: Wet-look, fabric-supported vinyl. Double-stitched seams. Double 
zippers on bottom close securely. 4 pan ‘rection. Wipes clean, 

s. Refill beads sold on facing page. 
SIZE. Medium-size only. Child shown is approximately 3 feet, $ inches tall 
and weighs about 40 pounds. 

gene 
or from number above. ЇЇ mailed, takes 

$18.68 

[682] 

I-style Bean Bags. 



Cartoon Character Bean Bags $ 95 
with durable wet-look vinyl covers 26 

(EthruN) Cartoon character 
n Bags 

Detailed, sil ed prints of your ange (with гал 
child's favor » 
Bean bay (E) has ears that snap on and 
ой. To clean, wipe wi 

R: Wet-look. heavyweight fabric 
supported vinyl. Double-st Ё 
for added strength. Double zipper D Katies Patchwork 
bottom. 4-panel construction. Batma 

Bean Bag 

Bag Refill Beads (not sho 
expanded polystyrene beads. Add to any bean bag for a plumper appearance or renew your old 

fullness. One carton contains about 2 cubic feet of beads. 
Carton $8.99 



Elegant satin and satin-look sheets 

| Save 10% mx 



aO VER EEE. 

New at Sears. . . 
Monogrammed Towels 

299 269 

Save 1096 
when you buy any 6 

items from this page 



WRAP UP A GIFT OF 

Adult-size Comforter and Quilt Wraps 

$2 499 | 



WARMTH 
Fluffy Body Warmers 

29% | 539% 
a richly woven leopard wit 
somely across a couch, bed c 

jacquard. 
ic. mothproof and 

F Velvety-feel nylon tricot binding on a 
four sides. 

ARE: Machine wash in warm water; t 
line dry 

60x80 in. Covers twin size bed. 
(C) Solid-color Body Warmer 

529.99 
(0) Leopard-with-Cub Body Warmer 

$39.99 

Automatic Blanket 

Sears exclusive wireless control 
snaps directly to your blanket. 

It's always within easy reach 
no wires to tangle or store 

ZES. OR NFO: See warra: 
age note below. State color то. 

FULL S-YEAR WARRANTY 

| EJ 
OME FASHIONS 

m [Sears] 395 
WATTAGE NOTE: Tw wa 



e 



(11003) Fh 
(1) Our fine 

‚piece TV Tray Sets 
has oak-look laminate top 

ys. dl stained wood legs, frame rack, base and handle 
D 15x21-in. tray, 234 inches high. 
ORDERING INFO: Set of 4 trays plus rack. 
21 C 1708L—Shpg. wt. 30 lbs. 7.99 
(2) Printed walnut-parquet design 
T FR Printed hardboard trays have 

moldings. 
and rack. Brass-colored tubular steel legs, (гали 

ivel casters. Styrene base and 
ONS: 1$x21-in. tray, 23% inches hi 

Set of 4 trays plus rack 
pg. wt. 16 Ibs. .....Set $19.99 
ons . . . the same woodland 
American artist Robert Wood 

at four different times of the year. 
TRAYS, FRAME: Lithographed hardboard trays 
laminated to resist stains. Brass-plated tubular 
steel frames, raised edge moldings, storage rack 

lastic swivel casters, styrene base and hand) 
NSIONS: 1$x23-in. tray, 23% inches high. 

ORDERING INFO: Set of 4 trays plus rack 
21 С 1778L—Shpg. жт. 17 Ibs. .....Set $28.99 

handle. 

(3) Four S. 
Scene painted 

(4and5) Reflections Summer wood- 
land scene on TV Tray Set 
Picture Clock 

е TV Tray Set 

AME- Lithographed hardboard trays 
laminated to resist stains. Brass plated tubular 
steel legs, frames, raised edge moldings, storage 
rack. Plastic casters, styrene base, handle 
DIMENSIONS tray, 23% inches high 
ORDERING INFO: Set oí 4 trays plus rack 
21C 1773L hpg. wt. 17 lbs. Set $28.99 

(5) Picture Clock grouping. Poplar 
walnut finish. Five-piece group includes 1 
in. picture clock plus 4 pictures . . . one 7120 in 
wide, three 6x8 in. Picture clock takes "D^ bat 

ERING INFORMATIO 
21C6584C2.5-j« group. Wt. 10 Ibs. .... %39-99 
21C6587C-Picture clock only. WL 6 ibs 24.99 

(6and 7) Picture Clock Grouping 
(6) Country Scene. Poplar frame, walnut fin 
ish. Five-piece group includes 17x21-in. picture 
clock plus 4 pictures . . . two 9x14 in. wide, one 
612 in. wide, one 6x6 in. wide. Picture clock 
takes "D" battery (not incl). 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
21C6583C2-5-pc. grouping, Wt. 101bs. . 839.99 
21C6586C-Pichure clock only. WL 6 lbs. 24.99 
7) Titfany-look mirrored background. 
aised pewter-tone outline design. Antiqued 

gold-color wood frames. Five-piece group in 
cludes 17x21-in. Picture Clock plus four 11x5-in. 
wide pictures. Picture Clock has Seiko quartz 
movement. Takes one "C" battery (not incl.) 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
21C6582C2-5-pc. group. WL 12 Ibs. .... $59.99 
21C6585C-Pichure Clock only, Wt. 8 lbs. 39.99 
(8 thru 11) 3 dimensional Picture Clocks 
Walnut-stained pine frames. 17x21 in. Seiko 
quartz movement. | "AA" battery (not incl). (8) 
stained-glass look. (9, 10) dried natural material 
n foreground. (11) Oriental style. 

8) 21C 6590C—Tiffany-look Clock 
21 С 6588C—Country-scene Clock 

0) 21 С 6591C—Summer butterfly Clock 
21 С 6589C—Oriental-style Clock 

Shipping weight 9 pounds $39.99 

Five-piece 

Tray Sets 

Five-piece Picture Clock groupings 
or Picture Clocks only. . . battery operated 



rest-scene Clo 
cordiess battery 

k and Plaques 
operated movement 
olor photographic forest scenes. Frui 

rmed in one scene by 

hes high 

Water Wheel 
t-finished 

(4) 
Rich 
frame. 9x15 inches high 

129.99 
cordless battery-operated movement 

оа 

hly Framed 
ordiess battery 

nformation 

Natu: 

4075301 

Wa 
Meas 

Farm Scene 

C-Shpg. ч 

The Seashore 

4C75306C 

ac 

Woodia. 

5313 

nd Scene 
wood frame wit 

9) 

movement 

Countryside 

'ackage of 2 DieHard Alkaline Batteries for 
34C 
34 
34C 

FULL 

4681 
4683- 
4684. 

АА 

YEAR WARRANTY ON 





[3 (OG, 

ERST TAT 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1thru4) STRIKE AND STRIKE-AND- 
CHIME WALL CLOCKS 

(N) Clock with stained glass door. . . battery operated 
CONSTRUCTION: Natural-finish ash wood case. Hinged, ele- 

gantly stained glass door protects ivory-color dial with Arabic 

numerals and swinging gold-color metal pendulum. Strikes 

full count on each hour, once on the half hour. Measures 
13x414x29 inches high. 
MOVEMENT. Uses 1 size "D" battery (not included: sold 
on page 398. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Movement warranted 1 year 
эсе details below when ordering. 
4 С 73206C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $99.99 

(2) Regulator Wall Clock key-wind movement 
NSTRUCTION: Hardwood case with hand-rubbed dark 

pine finish. Eggshell-color dial with Arabic numerals and 
swinging pendulum of gold-color metal, protected by hinged, 
glass door. Strikes full count on the hour, once on the half 
hour. Measures 1214x5%x20% inches high. Imported. 

0 31-day key wind movement wind only 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Movement warranted by Hudson 
Bay Trading Co., Lid. Write for free copy . . . see page 322. 
4 C 7313C—Shipping weight 14 pounds 969.99 

(3) Federat-style Wall Clock with Westminster Chimes 
key-wind movement 

CONSTRUCTION: Elegant clock has antiqued walnut-finish 
hardwood case. Ornate hinged glass door protects Roman-nu- 
meral dial that has spun aluminum hour track. Swinging brass 
pendulum. Chimes are styled after those rung from the Victo 
ría clock of England's Houses of Parliament. Chimes 16 notes 
and strikes full count on the hour; chimes 4 notes to mark the 
quarter hour; chimes & notes to mark the half hour; chimes 12 
notes at the three-quarter hour mark. Measures 13x6x23 

hes high. Imported. 
ENT: 8-day key 

ORDERING INFORM 
see details below 
4 C 7342C—Shipping weight 18 pounds 5140.00 

t warranted 1 year 

(4) Schoolhouse Wail Strike Clock 
kev-wind movement 

TRUCTION: Hardwood case with hand-rubbed dark 
pine finish. Parchment-color dial has Arabic numerals, is pro 
tected by hinged glass door. Swinging pendulum of goid-cc 
metal also behin count on the hour, strikes 

е on the half s high 
Imported. 
MOVEMENT: 31-day key wind movement wind only 

nt warranted by Hudson 
free copy . . . see page 322. 
2 pounds 4 ounces .. 869.99 4 C 73061C—Shipping we 

(5 and 6) DECORATIVE WALL CLOCKS 
(5) Schoolhouse Wall Clock battery operated 
CONSTRUCTION: Beautiful basswood case has dark pine fin 
ish. Ivory-color dial has Arabic numerals. Swinging gold-color 
metal pendulum. Measures 132412441204 inches high 

NT: Uses 1 size "D" battery (not included) . . . sold 
e 398. 

ADERING /ATION: Movement warranted by Harris 
Mallow Co. Write for free copy . . . see page 322. 

4 C 73203C— Shipping weight $ pounds 12 oz. $49 99 

(6) Cordfree Wall Clock quart movement 
CONSTRUCTION: Ash wood case with warm oak-finish 
Glass-covered parchment-color dial with Arabic numerals, 
Sweep second hand. Measures 11924411 inches high. 
MOVEMENT. Quartz movement. Uses 1 size "C" battery (not 
included) . . . sold on page 398. 

NG INFORMATION: Movement warranted | year 
see details below 
4 C 769 1C—Shipping weight $ pounds 1$ oz 92999 

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON CLOCK MOVEMENT: if this 
jock fails to operate properly due to a defect ın material о dM 

Phone ordering is a quick and 
easy way to buy 

Weather 
Instruments 

(7 thru 10) Decorative Weather Instruments . . . thermometers tell temps 
hygrometers give relative humid barometers forecast we: 
(7) Mapie-finish Pendant (9) Indoor-outdoor Thermometer 

NSTR: Маріе-бпів 0 
Ther nometer with {al 

Walnut-finish polystyrene case. 
shows indoor, outdoor 

scales, hygrometer an temp. i enheit and celsius scales. 
rim. $ in. at widest point, 19 — wind chill indicator. Hangs inside; has 45 
опей. п. cable probe f $x14 in. h 

RMATION: Warrant RDERING INF 
var... see details below year. . . see details below 
С 6530C—Shpg, wt. 1 ib. 802,821.99 4С 662)C—Shpg. wt. 11b. 502.811.999 

(8) Ship's Wheel Barometer ther Station Plaque 
R Rich walnut-finish Handsome oak-finish polysty 

ass spokes. Gold-col е case houses thermometer wi 
or dial. Gold-color metal easel enheit and celsius scales, hygrometer and 
for display on desk or can be mounted to barometer. Hangs vertically or horizon 
wall. Вз in. diameter. Imported. tally on wall. 744x17 in. hi 

N: Warranted N: Warranted RING INFORN 
year . . . see details below year . . . see details below 
4 C 6533—Wt 1 lb. 1 oz. $14.99  4C6629C—Wt 2 ibs. 802 $16.99 

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY: If this weather instrument fa erate property due to à 

"Photo Collage" Clock 

a N: Fruitwood-fin 
vinyl-covered pinewoc 

beige Plexiglass® plastic cov 

our own photographs. Clock has 
ully-numbered dial with Arabic 

numerals. Measures 19x15 in 

Uses 1 size "C" bat 
not included: order from 

Movement war year 
details at left 
4 C 75308C—W: 4 15..821.99 ss [Sears] 401 



DIGITAL 
JOLID JTATE 
ALARM 
CLOCKS 

Red-display Alarm Clock 
a] display, AM indicat 

there will be n 

DIGITAL ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCK 
ON: Lighted dial has !Vieinch high numerals that move on flip-card display. AM and 

indicators. Side-wheel time and alarm settings: top alarm control. White plastic case has black 
m, slightly slanted front for easy viewing. Measures 314x51 inches wide. Impo 

O: UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. Cord is 5 feet 3 inches long. 
NFORMATION: Movement warranted for | year; details on page 401 

4 C 7 101C—Shipping weight 1 pound 19.88 
402 



ч . А , 
Great Holiday Values on Popular-size Color TV's 

© Automatic Frequency Control (AFC) * In-line Super Chromix” black matrix picture tube 
automatically locks in strongest signal has color phosphors against à background of black 
from station for best reception for a bright picture and vivid color 

OUR LOWEST 
PRICE EVER 

for this 
19-inch 

diagonal measure pture 
Color TV 

$33995 

CABINET 00% solid-state chassis 
‚ers 29,000 volts of picture power. Walnut woodgrained vi 

etal cabinet, 4-inch round speaker, Cabinet measures 
294 x16! gat 183, inches deep overall. VHF and UHF antennas 

ported 
locks in best signal tran ic N: UL listed. 120-voit, 60-Hertz AC 

HF and Û п ‹ D st AC cord. Draws 115 watts AC 
color, tint, contrast an t pict G INFO: Ses one year warranty. on page 407 and "N 

Book price $409.95. 
BIETEN. Shipping weight 62 pounds $339.95 

Portable 13 
with or 

warranty ой 

5289.98 

for details 



Remote control 
lets you change channels 

up of down, adjust volume, 
tum sat on or off from 

the comfort of your chair 545995 
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER for this 

19-inch diagonal measure picture Color TV 
with electronic Sensor-Scan and remote control 
e Get sharp, vivid color with in-line Super Chromix® black matrix picture tube 

with color phosphors against a black background 

e 100% solid-state electronic tuner has no moving parts to slip or go out of order 
for long-lasting performance reliability 

e Light sensor automatically adjusts picture brightness to day or night room light 
conditions for comfortable viewing 

Priced $80.00 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book. page 1033 
PICTURE TUBE In-line Super Chromixe black matrix tube with color phosphors surrounded by black and fully 
illuminated for a bright, sharp picture and vivid color. 
TUNIN' NTROLS: 100% solid-state electronic tuner for long-lasting performance dependability. El 'onic 
Sensor-Scan scans channels at the light touch of "up' "down" buttons. Set any 12 VHF or UHF channels oí 
your choice in the sequence you desire . . . change them any time. Remote control. Adjustable one-button color 
with Automatic Frequency Control (AFC) locks in best picture, sets color, tint, contrast, brightness and fine-tun 
ing automatically. Individual controls let you adjust picture to your taste. Light sensor adjusts brightness, color 
and contrast to room light conditions automatically. Set-and-forget volume control automatically gives you the sound level you prefer every time you turn the set on. Lighted channel indicators. 
CHASSIS: 100% solid-state chassis delivers 29,000 volts of picture power 
CABINET. CONSTRUCTION: Wood-grained vinyl-on-metal cabinet with black and silver-color trim. Cabinet mea- 
sures 24.44 17114481774 inches deep. Jx5-inch oval speaker. Earphone jack (order earphone in Big Book). VHF 
and UHF antennas. Imported components; assembled in USA. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed; 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 6-foot AC cord. Remote control unit uses two AA 
batteries (included). Draws 130 watts AC 
ORDERING INFO: See full one-year warranty, page 407, TV stand sold, right. Also see “N” suffix, page 322. 
57 C 4209N—1979 Spring Big Book price 3539.95. Shipping weight 65 pounds 1459.95 

Buy 
404 [Sears]... 

Change channels at 
the touch of "up: 
or "down" buttons 
with electronic 
Sentor Scan 
channel selection 
Scans any of 
12 preset VHF 
or UHF channels. 
No flipping thru 
unused channels. 
no need to go thru 
the complete cycle 

just lit 
finger when 
desired channel 
is reached 

Rollabout TV Stand 
with hand-carved look 

Made of nick-resistant walnut-grained 
lastic. Four casters for easy mobility. 

Vor TV's up to 25% inches wide. Stand 
measures 

Erro 



No pre-setting. . . no fine tuning. . . 
this TV has all VHF and UHF stations pre-set, 

so it's ready to watch the 4 

minute you plug it in 

High-sided Custom-look 
TV Stand 

Upright sides cover the sides of TV for a 
custom built-in look. Made of walnut 
woodgrained vinyl over particle board. 
Overall dimensions measure 
2614x30%4x 15% inches deep. For use 
only with TV above or Sears TV's 4222, 
42121, 4216, 42161, 4214 or 4193 only 
Shipped unassembied. Instr. incl. 
Shipping weight 30 pounds. 
$7 C 45161C $44.95 

Without leaving your chair. you can turn this TV 
on and off, adjust the volume. change channels 

'ecali channel readout 
all with this hand-held remo ntro 

Look at all you can do with this TV's all-pushbutton control panel: 
* Electronic Random Access Channel Selection. Nothing to pre-set. . . just plug TV in and 

you're ready to select any VHF or UHF channel you want simply by pressing numbered buttons 

© LED Time and Channel Readout. Easy-to-read numerals are visible even from across the room 
Time readout continues display even when TV is turned off for use as a clock 24 hours a day 

* Channel Recall. When readout i$ displaying the time, press channel recall button and 
your channel number will be displayed for approximately 4 seconds 

* Twin Pushbutton Volume Controls. Push small dot to decrease volume. large dot to 
increase it. . . 16-level volume gives you the exact sound level you prefer 

Plus VIR Color Signal System . . . when VIR indicator light is on 
and tint are automatically being corrected up to 60 times a second 

$5895 

PICTURE TUBE: In-line Super Chromix® black matrix tube with color phosphors against a black background for 
bright, sharp color and vivid picture. 185-square inch picture. 
TUNING CONTROLS: 100% solid-state electronic tuner for long-lasting performance reliability. Electronic Ran: 
dom Access channel selection . . . just press any two numbered buttons to select any VHF or ОНР channel 
your choice. No presetting, so it's ready to watch as soon as you get it home. Just plug TV in. If you want to 
all channels, just push "up" or "down" buttons and lift finger when desired channel is reached. LED VIR 
indicator light glows to show that you're receiving a VIR telecast—color and tint are automatically being correct 
ed up to 60 times a second . . . you touch no controls. When indicator light is not on, individual controls let you 
adjust color, tint, contrast and brightness. Light sensor automatically adjusts picture to room light conditions at 
all times. LED time and channel readout displays with channel recall. Two electronic pushbutton volume controls 
with 16-leveis let you increase or decrease volume with a touch of a finger. 
CHASSIS: 100% solid-state chassis delivers 29,000 volts of picture power 
more powerful chassis or can give you a brighter picture. 

BINET, CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-grained vinyl-on-metal cabinet with silver-color trim measures 
4116€ (x18 4a inches deep. 4-inch round speaker. Earphone jack (order earphone from our Big Book). VHF 

and UHF antennas. Imported components; assembled in U.S.A. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 6-foot AC cord. Draws 115 watts, Remote control 
unit is powered by two size AA batteries (included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See full one-year warranty on page 407, also see "N" suffix on page 322. 
57 C 4235N—Shipping weight 66 pounds $589.95 

SIMULATED TV PICTURE ON ALL SETS ON BOTH PAGES m [Sears] 405 

giagonal 
19-inch peetus TV with Random Access 

Channel Selection and Remote Control 

no other 19-inch TV we sell has a 



d 

Our lowest prices ever for these 25-inch “is Console 
e Sensor-Touch with electronic tuner e Super Chromix® black ө Adjustable one-button | 

lets you change channels instantly and matrix picture tube color with AFC locks 
silently at the touch of a finger, without with fuily illuminated in best picture and 
flipping through intervening or unused color phosphors color. Controls for 
channels. Select any of 12 VHF or UHF surrounded by black color, tint. contrast 
channels you preset. No moving parts to slip or for a sharp picture and brightness let you 
wear out for years of dependable service and vivid color "adjust" picture to taste 

* inline picture tube 
provides sharp detail 
yet it's not as deep 
as Our Standard picture 

Remote control lets 
you change channels 
In eher direction 
without going around 
the complete cycie. 

and turn 

(1 thru 3) These Consoles let you sit back and relax while the wireless remote control turns set on or off. 
changes channels and adjusts volume for you. In-line picture tube and light sensor provide sharp. clear picture in varying light conditions 

Priced #150 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book, page 1029 Tone control lets you tailor sound to your personal taste. Two 4x6-inch speak- 
Includes features described at top of this and opposite page, plus J-function ers. Hidden casters, Draws 185 watts AC. 

remote control (incl. 2 AA batteries). In-line picture tube. Light sensor ORDERING INFORMATION: See full one-year warranty on opposite page. 1979 automatically adj. br color, contrast to room light conditions. Spring Big Book price $849.95 each. 

(1) Colonial-style (2) Mediterranean-style (3) Contemporary-style 
The Monticello. Colonial-style cabinet with dark The Santiago. Mediterranean-style cabinet with The Brookings. Contemporary style cabinet with maple-veneered top. Gallery, sides and front of — light pecan-veneered top. Sides and front of simulat- — walnut-veneered top. Sides and front of simulated simulated wood with matching maple finish. Mea- ed wood with matching pecan finish. Measures wood with matching walnut finish. Measures 

128% 4412194. inc sures 4214x311 ,.x2117/4, inches deep. 4222940214, inches deep. 42 57 C 4467 1N—Shpg. wt. 181 lbs. $699.95 — 57 C 44681N—Shpg. wt. 179 lbs. 9699.95 57C 44661N—Shps. wt. 181 Ibs. 9699.95 
406 [Sears] u 



dios 7 
Color TV’s with Sensor-Touch and electronic tuners 

(1 thru 6) PICTUR Super Chromix® black matrix tube. 315-square inch picture. 
TUNING CONTROLS: Electronic Sensor-Touch channel selection. Flip-out panel conceals 12 VHF or UHF 
buttons that let you change channel settings easily. Solid-state electronic tuner has no moving parts that can 
slip or wear out. Adjustable one-button color with Automatic Р. jency Control (AFC) locks im the best 
picture. Individual controls for color, tint, contrast and pd = АС control jets you adjust picture 
definition. Set-and-lorget volume control gives you the sound level you prefer every time TV is turned on. 
CHASSIS 100% solid-state for long-lasting dependability. Delivers 30,000 volts of picture power. . . no other 
set we sell has a brighter picture. Built-in jack accepts cable TV with an adapter. 

L INFORMATION: UL listed. Operates on 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. Seven-foot AC cord. 

25-inch dure Console 
Color TV with rotary-knob 

channel selection and 
mechanical tuner 

e er Chromix® black matrix 

549995 
The Exeter. Priced $50 less than in our 

1979 Spring Big Book, page 1030. 

(4thru 6) Exceptionally 
low-priced Consoles 

35992 
Priced #100 less than in our 1979 
Spring Big Book. page 1028 
Includes features described at top of this 
and opposite page. One Jx$-inch oval 
speaker, Draws 155 watts AC 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See full one- 
year warranty below, right. 1979 Spring 
Big Book price $699.95 eck 

(4) Colonial-style 
The Van Buren 
Colonial-style cabinet with handsome, 
dark maple-veneered top and sides. Dis 
tinctive design elements on gallery and 
front are of simulated wood with match- 
ing maple finish. Cabinet measures 

е veres by Sears full one-year 
nationwide parts and service warranty—one 
f the strongest TV warranties you'll find 

anywhere & лах tarha inches deep. 
ipping weight 167 pounds. 

MEE e” FULL 1-YEAR WARRANTY ON COLOR TV's. 
SEARS AUDIO BY KOSS STEREOPMONES 

(5) Mediterranean-style year trom dat hase. Sears w 

е Lisbon 
Mediterranean-style cabinet with light 
pecan-veneered top and sides. Decorative 
accents оо {ront are of simulated wood 

LIMITED WARRANTY ON PICTURE TUBE 

with matching pecan finish. Cabinet mea: n. tre ge. a replace 

sures MM i.x29 x24 4, inches deep. ment e 

Shipy ight 167 pounds. be см 

87 C A468 1N $599.95 I sty service. un act e 

(6) Contemporary-style 
The Austin 
Contemporary-style cabinet with attract 
ve, simulated slate top and walnut 
grained vinyl side paneis. Padded front 
Inserts are of leather-look vinyl with 
bright metal trim. Cabinet measures 

Buy TV's on one of 
Credit Plans. Sears Deferred Payment 

See page 321 for details 

37V X28231 inches deep. 

лу т pe SIMULATED RECEPTION 
57 C 44591N 1599.95 es 

ON THESE TWO PAGES 
Phone ordering's a quick 

and easy way to buy 
+ [Sears] 407 



Sears exclusive Light Optic Screen 
makes this TV’s picture more visible in 

full sunshine than any we’ve ever offered 

Go Anywhere" AC/DC Black and White Portable TV $ 1 6 95 
with 5-inch “dare screen and built-in AM/FM radio 4 

Te you go because this light Rosa on any ol 4 power sources: AC house current. ОС t with you to the beach, on a pi wih vence carente „gner out sunlight far han conventional sun 
IL A I ID III ID light than with any other set we've ever c 

Г T 0 YHF and UHF 
contrast and brightness 

gx ex 3M in. deep. Detachabl with al speaker. Carrying handle can be used as stand to prop up TV. 
mounted TV/AM/FM selector. Top-mounted rotary tuning dia Built in AM and telescoping swivel FM/VHF /UHF antem 

AC or DC powered. UL 60-Hz. AC w 
garette lighter adapter and 10-8 size batteries (on сез able battery pack ld below is also requ harge TV. Draws 13 ж. АС с 

SI 650675: 
2) Recharg Pack for TV Re See اس chargeable 40 acid battery ee et fold a acid battery. case to watch. unzip zippers, fol 

back flaps, TV read, watching. Speaker 
holes. Opening for earphone. sold separately above, battery pack will recharge auto- )7 o matically when set is off and plugged into 1. 57 С 6078 Shpg. wt. 3 ha. arcs: 

5c 5066— Shipping weight 5 pounds SIMULATED RECEPTION ON ALL TV 



Our lowest price ever for this 
Black and White TV with 

12-inch diagonal measure picture, 
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 
and quick-start picture tube 

845 

Priced $13.00 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book, see 
page 1037 
PICTURE TUBE Quick stan picture tube for instant sight and 
sound. 75-square inch picture. 
Exc Automatic Gain Control (AGC) reduce picture fut. 
ter. [——L ALTE, dials. Front-mounted 

rear-mounted contrast and brightness controls. 
CHASSIS: 100% chassis delivers 12,000 у. a pies 
CABINET AND CONSTRUCTION Walnut-grained plastic cabi 
with black and [ET T chen -color trim. Measures 
2 Carrying handle. VHF a: and UHF antennas. 3-inch round 

ELECTRICAS INFORMATION: UL listed; 120-volts, 60-Hz. AC. 6- 
foot AC cord. Draws 45 watts. 

PICTURE TUBE Quick-start tube for instant sound and picture. 75-square inch 
TUNING aUe ا e Gain Control (AGC) reduces flutter. Mechanical click-in 
rotary VHF, U! for rightness. 
CHASSIS: 100% эо rra 11,000 volts of picture 
CABINET. CONSTRUCT 
tal р. дир, ЭЧ in. 

batteries sold below. VOS UE 

Our lowest price in 2 years for any 
AC/DC Black and White TV with 
12-inch diagonal measure picture 

Go Anywhere™ TV runs on AC house current. 
vehicle cigarette lighter adapter 

or rechargeable batteries ‹ al rechargeable 

5117°5 een 
separately below 

with you can use it in a саг от on a boat. 
Priced $40.00 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book, page 1036. Take it on a 

agarette lighter adapter camping trip 
picture. 

Front-mounted cont . contrast, bi 

ION: Walnut. aon lastic cabinet with hidden handle. 
and UHF antennas. Removable sun- 

screen. Seder earphone Б Book) 
ELECTRICAL INFORMAT ION: UL listed. Runs on 120-v., 60-Hz. AC with 6-ft. cord. 12-v. 

ve DC auto system with cigarette lighter adapter (included) or optional 

“ye ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty at bottom of “N” suffix on page 322. 
OMA ee page, "N 87 C 5032N—1970 Spring Big Book price $157.95. Shipping weight 19 bs. 8117.95 
57 C 5013N—Shipping weight 19 pounds $8495 үз Battery Pack. 3-4 hrs. pla] Маны ыныр eee 2 Sees of Y bene ш pack Recharges aide TV. 

SIMULATED TV PICTURES ON ALL SCREENS $7 C 50642- Shipping weight 6 pounds $29.95 

Black and White TV with 12-inch diagonal 
measure picture, quick-start picture tube 

and Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 

Only $7 195 

PICTURE TUBE: Quick-start tube. 75-square inch picture. 
ONTAOLS. Automatic Gain Control helps reduce picture flutter 

Lese ella dlick-in VHF and UHF channel dials. Front-mount. 
ed controls for volume, rear-mounted controls for contrast and brightness. 

ASSIS: 100% solid-state chassis delivers 12.000 v. of picture power 
C T ON. White plastic cabinet with black and silver-col 
or trim. Carrying handle. 15%x11%4x12 inches deep. J-inch speaker. VHF 
and U НЕ antennas. Imported. 

L listed. 120-v 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. AC cord. 45 watts. 
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Introducing our His ‘N’ Hers Alarm 
AM/FM Stereo Electronic Clock Radio 

light. Sep 
n FM static 
antenna t 

itil Oe 

no cond аена. PM external 

2x4 4x63, inches deep 

Play your favorite ssette tapes on this 
AM/FM Electronic Clock Radio 

with cassette player 



D п 

Fall asleep to your Favorite 
8-track music with this AM/FM 
Stereo Electronic Clock Radio 

with 8-track player 

$8495 

Twin side-mounted stereo speakers for rich, stereo sound 
Fall asleep to radio or your favorite 8-track tapes 
cartridge au 
LED time display with light sensor that a 
adjusts brightness to room light conditions 
Wake to radio or buzzer alarm snooze alarm 
for 9 minutes extra rest 

Jack for optional stereo headphones 

‘tically ejects when program is over 
matically 

Introducing our Mini AM/FM Clock Radio 
it's so compact it fits in your hand 

as travel e ace 

FM clock radio makes i 

switch lets y 
to 30 minutes of p 

solid-state AM/FM ra 
id speaker. AFC 

FM antennas 
er and charcoal brown plasti 
NFO: Clock runs on one b Juded 

10-120-v., 60-Hz. AC optional UL, listed 
adapter sold below or 4 Optional AA-size batteries (order be 

уу, 60 Hz. АС 

Priced $15 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book, page 1052 
AYER: Fall asleep to your favorite 8-track music. . . unit can 

be programmed to play from 1 to 4 channels and will automatically eject 
after the program you select ends. Rotary knob for 4-program selection 
with illuminated program indicators. Control for manual or automatic eject 
CLOCK. ALARM SYSTEM: Clock is 100% solid-state with no moving parts 

gives long-lasting dependability. Large 0.9-inch LED time display with 
light sensor that automatically adjusts brightness to room light conditions. 
Pushbutton snooze alarm gives you 9 minutes extra rest before music or 
alarm comes on again . . . repeats up to one hour. Sleep switch can be set 
for 1 to $9 minutes . . lets you fall asleep to tape or radio music. then 

ally shuts itself off. Slide selector switch for radio or buzzer 
rget alarm. Fast and slow time-set buttons. 

DIO: 100% solid-state AM-FM stereo radio. Two side-mounted 3250. 
round speakers. Illuminated vernier slide-rule tuning dial with LED stereo 
alert indicator. AFC locks in FM stations. Rotary controls for tone, balance, 
volume and AM/FM/FM stereo selection. Jack for stereo headphones (or 
der headp! т Big Book). Built-in AM and FM antennas. 

STR: Walnut-grained plastic cabinet 1449263 694 in. deep. Imp. 
c O: UL listed: 120-volt, 60-Hertz АС, 5Vi- foot cord. 

G INFORMATION See warranty on page 412. 
79 5 Book price $99.05. 
БЕ Shipping weight 6 pounds 7 ounces $84.95 



Great Holiday Values on AM/FM Electronic LED Clock Radios 

e LED digital readout clocks keep 
precise time silently and are 
easy-to-read day or night 

e Touch-sensitive controls just 
a touch of your finger is all that's 
necessary to activate contre 

e Sleep switch you fall asleep 
to music, then radio shuts itself off 
automatically up to 1 hour later 

e 24-hour set-and-forget alarm 
lets you awaken at the same time 
every day without daily re-setting 

(Тап 2) CLOCK, ALARM SYSTEM: 100% 
solid-state dock has no moving parts to go out of 
order, Easy-to-read LED digital readout with 
automatic brightness control that adjusts LED 
brightness automatically to day or nighttime 
room light. LED PM indicator light. Wake to ra 
dio or beep-tone alarm. Repeat alarm gives you 9 
minutes extra rest before radio or alarm comes 
on again. One-hour sleep switch lets you fall 
asleep to music, then automatically shuts radio 
off alter up to one hour of playing. 24-hour set 
and-forget alarm. Touch-sensitive controls for 
repeat alarm and alarm off, sleep switch. Fast 
and slow time-set buttons for easy settings. 

DIO. 100% solid-state chassis. Light 
т slide-rule tuning dial. Built-in АРС 

in AM, FM antennas. 
Walnut-grained plastic cabi- 

С вм 
60-Hz AC. 504. AC cord. 

(1) AM/FM Clock Radio with $3995 
top-mounted speaker 

Also see features described above. Top-mounted 
24-inch speaker. Rotary tuning and volume 

ев 11x4x6 inches deep. 

N: UL listed. 120. 

controls. Cabinet meas 
ORDERING INFORMATION See warranty below 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
61 C2387 939.95 

(2) AM/FM Stereo Clock Radio 
with 2 built-in speakers $4895 
for full stereo sound 

Also see features described at top of cc 
Two side-mounted 3-inch speakers for full, 
teren sound. Accepts stereo headphones and ex 
ternal speakers (both sold in our Hig Book). Slide 
radio control for volume, balance and tone. Ex 
ternal FM antenna terminal. Set nap radio alarm 
lor up to one hour, without having to re-set the 
wake-up alarm. Alarm indicator tells you when 
alarm is set. Cabinet measures 1214x414x6% 
inches deep. 
OR Sec warranty below 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces. 
61C 2393 348.95 

$1995 
Digital Clock AM Radio 

Solid state AM ть 
z controls. T 

read light 
t set-an t alarm ed nume 

le-rule tuning dial. Rotary 
ted 3-inch speaker. Built-in antes 

cabinet measures 11x35 4x55, inche: 

V: UL listed. 120-7. 60-Hz. AC. Shift. AC cord 
ROERIN TION: See warranty below t-grained plasti Ol4x314x514 in. deep. Imported 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces SCTRICAL INFORMATION. UE ned. al A rr 
61C2350 $1995 61 C 2361—See warranty below, Wt »*. 8 oz. 524.95 

FULL 90.0AY WARRANTY ON RADIOS: For 90 days from the date of purchase, Sears wil regis ot ith ^ 
412 [Sears]. AAA inp ts ud Te a т : 



FULL ONE-YEAR WARRANTY 
ON SCANNING MONITOR 

RADIO AT RIGHT 
ne year from the date 

hase. Sears w 

Buy Scanners, Radios 
on one of Sears 

Deferred Payment 
Credit Plans. 
See page 321 

for details 

AM-FM 
Pocket Radio $895 

Listen to your favorite AM/FM 
stations wherever you go. 
BANDS, TUNING: Receives AM 
and FM bands. Vernier slide- 

CONSTR: 100% solid-state 
chassis with 244-inch sj ет. 
Rotary volume ‘control. Black 
plastic cabinet. Carrying s! 
AM/FM switch. Built in A! 
Antenna and telescoping FM. 
antenna, Earphone jack with 
earphone for private listening. SS Var he In. беер. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 

tes on 9-v. battery (in- 
cluded). Order extra batteries 
(61 C 6417), p. 431. 
61C24151—Wt 1202.88.98 

Whether you're at home or on the road, this Mobile/Base Scanner is 
completely programmable. Keyboard entry lets you scan up to 6000 
frequencies—all public service bands. No crystals to buy or install 

simply use the keyboa h in the frequency or range that you д tor use 
з there are no crystals to buy or 

ND р follow ай of the public service bands incl 
Band (32-50 MHz); "Ham 148 MHz); High Band (148-174 MHz. 
470 MHz); “Т” Band (470-5 Program any individual frequencies 
t ing the frequency number. To scan or search a range of frequencies, si 

per limits of the range. Automatically scans all 10 channels in half a second 
rol to scan all 10 channels at your own pace. 

Selective scan delay adds a two-second delay to reduce c 
dis” and "answers" are on the same frequency. LEI 

annels your scanner is monito 

Scan up to 6000 

lective delay and lock-out 
ansmissions 

requency lets 

ures 10%%д3х7 he 
punted J-inch speak. 

speaker. Includes mobile mounting $2 1995 

ON: AC or DC powered. UL listed, 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. AC cord. Also 
on any negative-ground 12-volt vehicle system with 344 d included. 

ORDERING INFORM N. See warranty above, note below. 
61 C 3874— Shipping weight 6 pounds 3 ounces $219.95 
NOTE Recept uis from freque ted with recervers ab + 

Take this portable AC/DC Multiband Radio with you wherever you go. . . 
listen to AM/FM radio, all 40 CB channels, police and fire calls, 

aircraft communications and weather reports 

$5495 =x 

Priced $10.00 loss than in our 1979 

ports (if receivable in your area). Squelch 
Control reduces background noise on FM, 
TV. VHF high public service. aircraft: 

cuts weather bands. Al ift. Pushbut 
ton band selection. Lighted vernier slide-rule 
tuning dial. Slide controis for volume, tone. 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state chassis 
for long lasting d lity. Luggage style 
cabinet of black padded vinyl with silver-col 
or trim, 1114x774x4 in. deep. ЗИгіп. speaker. 

ELEC INFO: Dual-powered so can take it 
ith you wherever you ко, UL listed. Runs 
on 120-volt, 60-Hz. AC with Sift. AC cord 
or 4 optional "D" batteries (order below). 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty below. 1979 
E Book $64.95, 
eC hA do Wi ТМО... авав 
"D^ Battery. One carbon-zinc battery. 
61 C 6440—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each 37c 

FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY ON RADIOS: For 90 days trom the date of purchase, / SOUND SHOP Sears wil replace this radi. free Of charge. # favi сце 10 а Defect л materai or workman p 5 
O Replacement under tha warranty 3 avedatie,by smoly returning the radio 19 the D Peres! Bears store throughout the Илле States. Tha warranty gres you аресйс legal Pa ted Te Кон Sane C. HT ( m [Bears] 413 



On the beach or at the park, the music is there when you want it 

You'll get true stereo sound 
from these 8-track Players 

both have speakers that 

separate up to 6 feet 

Stereo 8-track Player with Stereo 8-track Player with 
AM/FM-FM stereo radio AM/FM monaural radio - B 

$5895 ee. $4995 „ы 
(1) CONTROLS. FUNCTIONS: Starts automatically when tape is inserted. Four LED (2) CONTROLS FUNCTIONS: Starts automatically when tape is in 
program indicators, Automatic or manual program selection. Tape player and radio play serted. Four LED program indicator lights. Automatic or manual 
through both speakers that can be separated up to 6 feet for true stereo sound. Rotary program selection. Tape player and radio play through both speakers 
volume control for each speaker lets you monitor sound balance. AM/FM band selector that separate up to 6 ft.. . . you get stereo sound, when listening to 8 
switch. FM stereo broadcast alert light. Rotary tuning dial for radio. Unit plays in either track tapes. Rotary volume control for each speaker lets you monitor 
open or closed position. sound balance. AM/FM band selector switch. Rotary tuning dial for 
CHASSIS, CABINET: 100% solid-state chassis, Built-in AM antenna and telescoping swiv- radio. Unit plays in either open or closed position. 
el FM antenna. Two 3vinch speakers. White and black plastic cabinet. &7%x5%4 in. CHASSIS, CABINET, 100% solid-state chassis. Built-in AM antenna 
deep. Removable black vinyl strap for convenient carrying. Imported. and telescoping FM antenna. Two 3inch speakers. Listen to AM/FM 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. Runs on 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC with Stift. AC radio monaurally. White and blue denim-look plastic cabinet with 
cord (included) or 6 optional "D" alkaline batteries sold below, right. plastic handle measures 744x9x4% in. deep. 
eye rte ROREM, бео iEn EUM. ELEC INFO. UL listed. Runs on 120-volt, 60-Hz. AC with 50-6. AC 61 С 2106—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 8 oz. 45895 Cord (included). Also operates on 6 optional "D^ alkaline batteries 
FULL 90.DAY WARRANTY ON PORTABLE TAPE PLAYERS. 'LAYER/RECORDERS. order below. Or, use optional 9-volt Auto Adapter, see Big Book 
90 deve rom he det enn: SORE w noe ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty at left 

co Mr Aha US Tha werra 61C21121—Shipping weight 5 pounds $ ounces 149.95 
Wie nove other 61 C 6450— D" Alkaline Battery. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Each 75c 

Convenient Storage and Carrying Cases 

(3and4) 8-track or Cassette Storage Modules 
ained vinyl-on-hardboard. Plastic dustcover. 

AP, ES, ORDER INFO: Tapes not incl (6) Portable 8-track or cassette Carrier. Adjusta- (8) “Encyclopedia” 8-track Case. 
(3) Storage Module with 36 cassette or 8-track capacity. — ble two-sectio ost any con Holds twenty-four 8-track tapes. Wa 
Measures 191426! 5x10%, inches deep. over a chair mobile tran i nut-grained vinyl-on-fiberboard ca: 
$8 C $6974— Shipping weight 6 Ibs. $18.99 hump. Holds twelve оок like books. 181 qx73 41614 in. deep 
(4) Storage Module with 24 cassette or S-track capacity. — Wide-opening lid lets you select tapes easily. Lid ORDERING INFORMATION: Tapes not 
Measures 131 2x6! x10 inches deep. snaps shut. Black plastic with wood-look trim and ^ included. 
58 C 5697—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 8 ог. $14.99 handie. Measures 914x714x8% inches deep overall. 58 C 56191—Shpg. wt. SIbs.....89,99 

r RDERING INFORMATION: Tapes not included. 
олец C 58 C 56208— Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz $4.99 (9) Carrying Case for 8-track tapes. Dark brown vinyl-on minum center frame. IM gbteen S-track tapes. Black vi 

c NFO N: Tapes not included. — (7) Carousel 8-track or cassette tape Storage — nyl-on-fiberboard. Handle, 13x64ax6% 
Holds 12 tapes. 9x5 x7 V4 inches deep. Rack. Holds 24 cassette or 8-track tapes. Swivel base hes deep. 
58 C $686—Shpg. жт. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $7.99 helps you find your tapes quickly and easily. Plastic DERING INFO: Tapes not included. 
Holds 24 tapes. 13V axS x94 inches deep. construction with simulated walnut-grained top ipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 
88 C 5687. Shpe wi 3 Iba. 8 oz. $1099 Carrying handle. Unit measures 914x714x914 inches 58 C 56081 $4.39 

deep overall olds 36 taper 18%4x5%4x10% inches d м M ipe MEDIO m NG INFORMA Tapes not included. 8 Ship oz 1499 0 58 C 5688—Ship s 499 Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces 
414 [Sears]. 58 C 5635 $10.99 е 



because these 8-track and cassette Tape Players are dual-powered 

Cassette 
Recorder 

$2795 
Recorder 

with sing-along 
microphone 

$2995 
without arteries 

Cassette 
Recorder with 
AM/FM radio 

$3995 
hour tener er 

(1 thru 3) PLAY/RECORO FEATURES: All cassette recorders have automatic CONSTR: 100% solid-state chassis. 3:in. speaker. Plastic cabinet, 6x7%4x4 in. cod-oltape shut-off. builtin condenser microphone and erase prevention fea, Retractable handle. Accepts remote microphone, earphone (not incl). 
ture. Pushbutton controls for play, record, stop, eject, fast-forward, review and ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. Runs on 120-voit, 60-Hertz AC with $- rewind. Automatic recording level automatically adjusts volume level while re- Ё. AC cord (incl) or 4 optional C alkaline batteries sold at right. 
cording. Rotary volume control. Imported. ORDER INFO: Be sure to see warranty on opposite page. 
1), Recorder (2) Recorder with sing-along mike. Remote mike (3) Recorder with AM/FM radio. Built-in AM an- ed plastic cabinet with multicolored pushbut- with S-ft. cord and desk stand in addition to built-in tenna, telescoping swivel FM antenna. Rotary tuning ton controls for simplified operation. mike. Use to record or sing along with recordings control. Monitor switch. White, black plastic cabinet. weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. Blue and black plastic cabinet. 61 C 2164—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 202. $39.95 61021621 $27.98  61C2163—Shipping weight 3 lbs, 90z. .., 02995 61 C 6451—C Alkaline Battery. WL 202. ..Ea. 55c 

for cassette tapes and 8-tracks 

(4) Compact Cassette Case. Holds 10 cas- (7 and 8) Padded Vinyi-covered 8-track. Cassette Cas. (11) Carousel 8-track and Cassette Storage 
Settes in cushioned interior. Brown vinyl case es. Items priced $3 than in our 1979 Spring Big Unit. Priced $2 less than in our Spring Big 
measures 514x33x10 inches high. Conve Book, pg. 1048. Brown vinyl-covered with alumin: Book. pege 1048. Hoids 24 & tracks or 32 cas pleat or use in your home or car. Carrying оп fiberboard. Molded plastic handle, Tapes not incl. 1979 settes; Swivel base lor easy access. Smoke color 
handle. Spring Big Book price $9.99 eac plastic units are stackable, 9442914x7% in. hig ER IN m. not incl 1979 Spring Big Book price 36.09. Ri N (7) B-track. Holds 24 tapes. 17! 9x7 x61, in. high. "rq oe 4 58 C 56131—Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 58 C 5633—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. езе OCU wt 2 En Sox. ма 
S and 6) Attache-look С (8) Cassette. Holds 24 tapes, 15¥ix8'4x3% in. high. (12 and 13) Book-style Cassette Holders. 

frack Cosas. Attractive brown heavy gauge ÈS C 6632- Shipping weight 2 pounds #6.99 — Woodgrained look paper. Fiberboard. Molded 
Padded interior cushions tapes. К plastic inside. Tapes not included. 

o 7 ded (9 and 10) Padded Cloth-covered B-track, Cassette — (12) Two-section Case. Holds 12 cassettes. apes not included Cases. Items priced 94 less than in our 1978 Fall Big Ooa Twro-tection Case. Holds 12 
(8) Cassette Case. Holds up to 24 tapes. Book, pg. 1181. Plaid fabric over fiberboard. aluminum trim. — $8 C УТАА ы зд 
a op ag hc We. Тирсо aot ae ee грак 13) Four-section Case. Holds 24 cassettes. 58 C 56842—Wt 11b. 12 oz. 96.99 (9) 8-track. Holds 24 tapes. 1744x814x7% in. high. Closed, 10r КОЙ inches desp. - 
(6), „Strack Caso. Holds up to 24 tapes. 58 C 5646—Shpe. wt. 3 fba. 802 *!299 58C 5660—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Soz $4.39 lcasures 173 xx inches high. (10) Cassette. Holds 24 tapes. 10%4x10%x4%4 in. high. = 58 С 56841— Wt. 2 ibs. $699  58C5647—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz $1299 s [Sears| 415 



Save 5% to 9% when you buy 
Electric Guitar and Amplifier combinations | 

wered hardboard cabine 
Gray g th з. Handle. Rotary con 
trols asures 
12x 143 4^4 inches deep. 

TRICAL INFO. 1.2 watts RMS hms. $% total harmoni 
tion, 100 Ha. to 10 KHz. 5 120-volt, 60-Н:. AC 

жакет. Cabinet 

RING INFORMATION: See wai 
61C 1418—Shipping weight 8 pounds $34.95 

00% solid-state Bass Guitar Amplifier 
CONSTRUCTION AND CONTR Black vinyl-covered hardboard cabinet 
Handle. Gray grille c 
trols for volume and 

bannel with inputs for 2 guitars. Rotary cc 
One 8-inch speaker. Overall measu: 

3 watts RMS power at 8 ohms. 5% THD, 100 Hz to 1 
y; 60-Hz. AC. 

See warranty below 
ht 14 pounds 559.95 

(3) Two- pick-up Electric Guitar with sound blending, vibrato tailpiece 
Seve $10 when you buy Guitar with Amplifier (1) 
Separate prices total 8109.90 
ONSTRUCTION: 2 double-coil pick-ups, each with its own tone and volume 

Control. Separate selector switch for each pick-up lets you 
sound on each pickup, or blend the two sounds. Vibrato tail piece. H. 
body, wine red color ish. Neck reinforced with adjustable steel rod. 
Joid-bound rosewood fingerboard ition markers. 6 steel strings. Ad 
justable bridge. Measures es deep. Imported. 
ACCESSORIES: 10-foot amp сог ick, instructions. 

61 С 1463C—Shipping we 

neck strap 

sounds 174.95 
4121C2—Guitar (3) plus Amplifier (1) 

(4) Two pick-up Electric Guitar 
Save $4.95 when you buy Guitar with Amplifier (1) 
Separate prices total $94.90 
CONSTRUCTION: Two ри 
wood body. Tobacco sunburst 
rod. Rosewood fingerboard sition markers. 6 steel strings. Ad 
justable bridge for easy playing action. 39$ x 1214x234 in. deep. Imported. 

ft. a 

k-ups. 2 volume controls, 

A Ip cord, neck strap, pick, in 

61 Č 14061C2—Guitar (4) plus Amplifi e (1). Wr 18 lbs. 89.95 
(5) Three-pickup Electric Guitar with through-the-body tremolo contr 
Save when you buy Guitar with Amplifier (1). Separate prices total $. 

INSTA N: Three pickups with 1 volume and 2 tone controls. Three 
put separate sounds on each pick-up or blend 

play lead or rhythm. Professional tremolo control 
tailpiece. Adjustable bric 
ished hardwood. Black-to yellow sunburst finish. L 

forced with adjustable steel 
sition 

е lets you raise, lower strings. Sol 

arkers. Im fingerboard, ir 

61C 1414C—$ 
61C 14141C2—Guitar (5) plus Amplifier (1). Wt. 18 pounds 
(6) Plush-lined Case. Black chipboard. For guitars (3), (4), (5 
ORD O: If mailed takes 15 lb. rate. See parcel post inf 3 
61C 13463L—Shipping weight 8 pounds $29.95 

Electric Bass Guitar 
Save $10 when you buy Guitar with Amplifier (2). 

Tone and volume controls. Hardwood 
urst finish. Celluloid-bound neck reinforced with steel 

4 bass strings. Rosewood fingerboard with inlaid 
position markers. Heavy-duty tuning machine heads heip keep 
Me 14x129 4x2 Inches deep. Use with bass a: 
AC oot amp cord, neck strap, instructi 
61C Shipping weight 9 pounds $69.95 
61 C 14621C2—Guitar (7) plus Amplifier (2). Wt. 23 lbs. 119.90 

(8) Guitar/Stereo Headphone 
Has self-contained amp that ws you to listen privately as you prac 

weight 1 pc 
(9) Sound Conversion Cartridge 
Lets you play electrical instruments through 

ne. Plug cartridge into 8-track player (stere 
h your speakers. Solid-state c 

61 С 1415—Shipping weight 12 
Full 90-day Warranty on Guitar Amplifiers y А ose. Se 
wil repe eral or won де Limited Warranty 



Acoustic Guitars and Accessories 
(1) Studentsize Guitar Outfit 
Includes guitar with white decorative pickguard, 
bag. pick and neck cord. Its low price yet full, rich 
tone makes this guitar a perfect choice for the begin 
ning guitarist. 
GUITAR CONSTRUCTION: Black and red sunburst 
design on high-gloss maple top and hardwood back 
and sides. White mosaic soundhole trim. White pick 
guard. Painted position dots on fingerboard. Six steel 
strings for vibrant tone response. Warp-resistant 
hardwood neck with steel reinforcing rod. Student- 
size: 34 174x344 in. deep. Imported. 

S: Incl. pick, neck cord, vinyl carryin 
bag and instructions. See our "How To Play Guitar 
Book and Record sold below 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
61 C 12411C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $29.95 

(2) Standard-size Guitar Outfit 
with dual string set 

Includes guitar with intricately designed pickguards, 
bag, picks, neck cord and 2 sets of strings for classi 
cal or folk music 
GUITAR CONSTRUCTION: Red-to-yellow sunburst 
design on hardwood top, dark mahogany-color hard 
wood sides and back. Decorative soundhole trim 
Dual pickguards with scroll design. Mahogany neck 
with steel reinforcing rod. Hardwood fingerboard 
with inlaid position markers. Standard size: 

14x41, inches deep. 
ACCESSORIES: 6 nylon strings for classic or Spanish 
sound (easier on beginner's fingers, too). Or string 
guitar with 6 steel strings (also included) for country 
от folk music. Pick, neck cord, vinyl carrying bag 
and instructions. Songbook incl 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If hard-side case is de 
sired, order case 61 C 13263C, sold in chart below. 
61 С 1250C—Shpg. wt. 6 ibs. Outfit $34.95 

(3) Jumbo-Western Guitar. Large-size 
Construction combined with 
dreadnaught design gives deep. 
full-bodied tones . . patterned pickguard 
simulated-peari inlaid markers 

GUITAR CONSTRUCTION: Brown shaded spruce 
top, with mahogany back and sides. Professional- 
style X-bracing. Pickguard. Ebonized rosewood fin- 
gerboard has block imulated-pearl inlaid position 
markers for quick and easy chord changes. Polyure 
thane fi body for protection. High-gloss finish. 
Adjustable bridge lets you raise or lower strings to 
ease playing action. Adjustable mahogany neck is 
steel reinforced. Six stee! strings for vibrant tone re- 
sponse. Tapered dreadnaught design for loud clear 
tone with deep, rich bass. 41%4x1519x4%4 in. deep. 
Imported. 
ACCESSORIES: Pick, neck cord and instructions. See 
Songbooks sold below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Fits case 61 C 13091. 
sold separately in chart below. 
61C 12211L—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.* 149.95 

(4) "How To Play The Blues” — (Sthru9) Song books for Guitar, (10) “World's Gn 11 thru 13) Record and Book Sets for Guitar 
Book and Record. Teaches blues ano and Voice Easy-To-Play So 'ommy Lee and The Wanderers play on the “А” side | 
guitar. Follow instr. book, play For both the beginner and Flip the record to "B^ side and sing and play while 
along with 33%4-rpm record. (5) Deluxe Christmas Songbook. 200 the advanced musician. The Wanderers back you up. Songbook includes | 
58 C86916—Wt 1%... %7.49 ъз Also сап be used with organ. Over 800 pages of songs chords, lyrics. 334-rpm LP record. | 
How to Play Guitar” Book ang 61 © 13501—WL 11.802 .....06.95 and instructions for or- (11) "Best of Country and Western”. 20 pg. book. | 

y Gui jano, guitar and vo- ‘Shpe. 
Record (not shown). Teaches (6) Best of the Seventies ET e. dudes popular Kd om ER zt 16.98 

tar chords and rhythms. Fol- 80 selections. songs like "Sentimental 596 86922- Shox. wi 140г И гҮ 
low instr. book, play along with 61C 13513—Wt 11b. Boz. 18.95 Journey: ¡Autumn озу ~ 1 Country Style”, 16 pe. book 
ST record. (7) All-time Country Hits eaves". “Hello Dolly" USL BSS Shoe et ites 16.98 ORDERING INFORMATION: (дне Silent Night". In 
$8C86907—Wt 1002. $6.49 510 13814 —Wt. 11.802 #795  structional sections in 
Let me teach you to Play the (8) в t Sacred Mi clude chord charts, organ 

Guitar" Book, 2 Records (not Dune ene Hen rhythms, more. Hard 
hown). hes picki: h : ack. 1114x8%x21 in AT 
nique. Follow instr. book, play 61 С 13516—Wt 11b. Boz 37.95 Approximately 800 pgs. MUSICAL TOYS 

rpm records. (9) Best of Broadway ORDERING INFO 
E RMATION: 80 selections. Shpg, wt 7 Ibs. 

58 C 86914—Wt 1Ib....9899 61С 13817—Wt 11b. Boz. $895 61C4772 $29.95 au [Sears] 417 



(1). S-piece Drum Set 
CONSTRUCTION: All drums have 9- 
wood shells with metallic blue-color 
isb. Separate tension lugs. Remo" poly- 
ester heads. Snare and tom-toms 
triple-flanged rims. 
SET COMPOSITION: 14x20-in. bass drum 
with metal hoops; bass drum foot pedal: 
14-inch brass cymbal with cymbal holder, 
Sxl4-inch snare drum with snare throw- 
off, heavy-duty stand; 8x12-in. shell 
mounted tom-tom; 16x16-in. floor tom- 
tom. Imported. 
ACCESS: 2 drumsticks, 2 brushes, instr. 
ORDER INFO: “М” suffix note, pg. 322. 
61 С 26691N—Wt 501b. ...9269.95 

2) High Hat. Two 12-inch handspun 
ass cymbals. Foot pedal. Chrome-plat 

ed steel stand adjusts from 25 to 40 
inches high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
61C2615—Wt 8 lbs. $34.95 

(3) Snare Drum Set. Great for learning 
drumming basics. 
CONSTR: Drum 535214 in. 8 tension lugs 
plus adjustable internal tone control. 

throw-oll. Plywood shell with blue 
pearl finished sides. Chrome-plated tri 
ple-flanged rims. White opaque heads. 
Adjustable stand. Hand-spun 10-in. brass 
‘cymbal also on adjustable stand. 
ACCESS: 2 sticks, two brushes, instr. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
61 С 2668 1—Wt. 10 bs. 8 oz. 
d ee drum Corry Ben. Black vinyl. 

$49.95 

C 26421—We 2 ibs. 3695 

(5) "Fun with Drumsticks”. Includes 
drumsticks, book and record. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
58 C 86904—W 1 ib. 1549 

(6) Dulcimer. A favorite instrument for 
playing all traditional folksongs and 
"mountain music". 
CONSTRUCTION: 4-string teardrop 
shape. Spruce top, mahogany finis! 
sides, back. Hollow body. 4 tuning pegs. 
35x712% in. deep. 
ACCESSORIES: Pick and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
61 С 1262—Wt 3 lbs. 328.95 

(13) 

(14) 

own home with these 
Musical Instruments 

7] "How to Play the 5-string Banjo” 
iet. Includes instruction book and 334; 

rpm long-playing record with instruc- 
tions for beginners. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

weight 10 ounces. 
58 C 86909 56.49 

(8) Banjo Case. Black leather-look 
tic on chipboard. Velour lining. 

39341 14245, in. deep overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
For Banjo (9) below. 
Shipping weight 6 

61C 1341C 512.95 

(9) S-string Banjo 
CONSTRUCTION: Mahogany resonator 
for full. rich sound. Mylar* polyester 
head with 20 tension brackets. Neck is re- 
inforced with adjustable steel rod. Rose 
wood fingerboard with inlaid position 
markers. Rosewood bridge. Measures 
37x 13x inches deep. L 
ACCESSORIES: Pick and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
61C 1259C 
“Reg. DuPont TM. 

$48.95 

uo 2 1-chord Autoharp. Clearly 
ed preset chords just press a 

button and strum. Hard maple top and 
bottom. Моа warping aluminum chord 
bars. Plastic bar cover. 36 st 
Soctave chromatic scale. 21 chords: Eb, 
Bb. E, G G, D. A. F3, C7, G7, DI, A7, ET 
B7, Bb7, Ab, Cm, Gm, Dm, Am, Em. 
230x12x31 in. deep. With tuning key, 4 
picks, instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

weight 10 pounds. 
61 С 2578С 194.95 

(11) Case for Autoharp (10) above 
Black vinyl-covered chipboard. Cloth lin 
ing. Measures 24%4x1344x4 inches deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight $ pounds. 
61C2579C 912.95 

{2 Autoharp Christmas Songbook 
includes 87 carols, 

weight 11 ounces. 
61С 4611 $5.95 

Music Stand. Chrome-plated steel. Folds for 
storage. Adjusts from 32 to 57 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
61 С 2556—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $5.95 

Learn to Play the Harmonica. Includes Hoh- 
ner Marine Band harmonica. 
rpm LP record teach you to read sheet music . . 
techniques for forming potes. Also includes practice 
along music. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
58 C 86902— Shipping weight | pound 

(15). You Can Play the Recorder. Includes Yam. 
aha Soprano recorder. 
how to read sheet music . 
tunes. 33¥-rpm record incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
58 C 86908—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

Lesson book and 33Yy- 

$15.99 

Illustrated booklet explains 
with exercises and 50 

111.99 



10056 solid-state 
Electronic Organ with 
seven keyboard voices 

electronic reliability 
with big chord sound 

44995 

22725995 
These Double-keyboard Organs are designed for family бип... 

18 pre-set chords . . . play an entire chord with just 1 finger 
{ 1 and 2 ) Combine melodies with background rhythms. Start with upper kı (3) 100% solid-state Electronic Organ with seven voices. Priced #50 less 
board, chord buttons . . . soon, using booklet incl. you'll make your own than in our 1978 Christmas Book, pg. 335. Completely electronic. Upper and 
KEYBOARD. ACCOMPANIME! TROLS: 69 full-size keys, 18 pre-set chord lower keyboard for melody and chords. 
buttons (6 major, 6 minor, 6 sevenths). 5 rhythm tabs (latin, jazz, foxtrot, waltz, KEYBOARD. ACCOMPANIMENTS. CONTROLS: Two keyboards with 37 profes- 
rock) plus metronome setting to give tempo. Foot pedal controls volume, tempo sional sized keys ea. 18 preset chord buttons (6 major, 6 minor, 6 seventh). Four 
(speed) controls. instrument voices on upper manual: jute, violin, trumpet. carie. Three instru 
CONSTRUCTION: Staink it de. Wood-grained vi covered cabinetry. ment voices on lower manual; diapason, strings, horn. Five rhythm sounds; 

e nen ro = waltz, swing, slow rock, rock, Latin. Rhythms can be matched to chord buttons 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-v., 60: Hz. AC. Stift. cord incl. 10 chord is played at same tempo automatically, Indicator light gives visual 

display of tempo selected. Foot pedal controls keyboards, volume. Rhythm sec- 
d keyboard. Priced $20 less than in tion bas volume, speed controls. Brilliance, vibrato controls. All sound electroni- (1) Organ with acoustically ampli! А our 1979 Spring Big Book, р 040. Sound electronically amplified in cally 

rhythm section. Organ cabinet has contemporary styling in walnut-look finish CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state. Walnut-grained, vinyl-covered hardboard 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 421. Order bench below, right. cabinet measures 3óx 19137 inches deep. Output jacks for both external speaker 
61 С 47 133N—Wt 77 lbs. 1979 Spring Big Book price $239.95. $219.95 аре headphone. Imported. 
(2) Organ with full electronic amplification and 4 voices. Priced $40 less ELEC. INFO: SY ft. cord. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. АС. 
than in our 1979 Spring Big Book. page 1040. Sound electronically ampli- ORDERING INFORMATION: Order bench below. See warranty, pg. 421 
fied. Four voices (horn, string, diapason, reed). Tremelo tab. Mediterranean styl- 61 C 4776N—Wt. 136 lbs. 1978 Chrisimas Book price 8499.95 $449.95 
ing in distressed pecan-look finish. 4) Padded Bench. Walnut-grained hardwood. Black vinyl-covered top, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 421. Order bench at right. inged lid. 1944x25¥4x13 inches deep overall 
61 С 47 165N—Wt 60 lbs, 1979 Spring Big Book price $209.95. $259.95 61 C 47201C— Shipping weight 16 pounds 432.95 

Chord Orgen Songbook. For chord €— 
organ 12 to 40 chords. Music Single-keyboard Reed Chord Organ 

with 18 pre-set chords 

$9995 ту 

Even beginners can learn to play the organ. All you do is 

coded to match letters on chord but: 
tons and numbers above keys. Play: 
ing instructions. 

Favorite Christmas 
Carois 26 & simply match chords and numbers above keys to those Бою! Sonas 2 included In songbook. 
dl 9 KEYBOARD, CONTROLS: 37 full-size keys. 18 pre-set 
What Now My 
Country Wester 

15 chords (6 major, 6 minor, 6 bass). Slide volume control. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic reeds. Woodgrained vinyl-cov Favorites T ered hardboard cabinetry. 371 4x15 141 in. wide. Children Love | M ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: St4-ft. cord. UL listed. MUSICAL 

a 2% 120-volt, 60-Hz АС. NSTRUMENTS 
ОМ Rugged | ORDERING INFO: Sent unassembled; simply attach back \ Cross Hymnal зо |61Са7712 and sides with screwdriver. Order bench above. See 
We ea. 408. 3 отот .... Each #295 Warranty on page 421. “М” su/fiz mole om page 322. 
Price when you buy one 329 61C4712N- йррїл weight 26 pounds $99.95 



Stereo 
Phonographs 

with two 
4-inch speakers 

3-speed 
automatic 
Record Changer 
with mini-size 

platter and blue 

denim-look cabinet 

$5995 

np Big Bock page 1043 
фам. Automat record changer play 

Jt4 and 
phire 

45-7 

244x12%«-inch 
enclosures, each with 4-inch speaker 

and 4171001 cable 
NET: Blue denim-look finish 

15Vx1214x8 in., incl. plastic dustcover 
RDERING INFO: See Electrical N 

Spring Big Book price $64 9 
61 C90022C—Wt. 13 Ibs 59.95 

3-speed automatic Record 
Changer with full-size platter 
and simulated woodgrain 

vinyl cabinet 
57795 

RECORD CHANGER: 100% solid-state 
chassis. Automatic record changer 
plays 3344, 45, 78-rpm records. Dia 
mond needle. Volume, balance, tone 
controls. Removable plastic dustcover. 

ABINET. Simulated woodgrain vinyl 
17%4x1544x 7% inches high, including 
plastic dustcover. 
ORDERING INFO: See Electrical Note 
and warranty on opposite page. 

Shipping weight 24 pounds. 
61C90065L $77.95 

2-speed single-play turntable 
with mini-size platter 

and black cabinet 
$3995 

Single-play turn. 
45-rpm 

state chassis. 

in. high, 

hipping weigh! 
61 C 90031 

Stereo 8-track Tape $4750 
Player with two speakers 

STEREO &-TRACK TAPE PLAYER: For playback only 
100% solid-state chassis. Program selector with indica 
tor fights, automatic advance. Volume, balance, tone 
controls. Accepts record changer, p. 421, stereo head 
phones, p. 424. Imported 
SPEAKERS: Two 7Hx4x13-inch high enclosures, each 
with 4-inch speaker and 715-1001 cable. 
CABINET: Simulated walnut grained viny! finish. Mea 
sures 133 x&x334 inches high 
ORD INFO: See warranty, opposite pg. and Note, p. 422 
61 С 91222—Shipping weight 12 1 $47.50 



E En ann 

Compact Stereo System 
with AM-FM stereo receiver, 
mini-size 3-speed automatic 

record changer and two speakers 

AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER: 100% solid-state chassis. 
Controls for tone. volume and balance. Jack for head 
phone (sold on page 424). Accepts 8-t 

ld separately). Built-in АМ, FM ante 
MATIC RE H size platter 

plays зу, '8-rpm records. Ceramic cartridge, dia- 
mond needle. 45-rpm adapter for automatic play 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: Two 1515s x8 i-inch high enclo 
sures, each with one 4-inch speaker and 6-foot cable 
RECEIVER CABINET: Walnut-grained vinyl finish, 
14x11%418%s inches high, including plastic dustcover. 

ORDERING INFO: See Electrical Note and warranty bey 
low. 1979 Spring Big Book price 895.95. 
61 C 90504L— Shipping weight 24 pounds ....®89:95 

Build a complete stereo system 
with components (1 thru 3) below 

(1) Compact Stereo System 
with AM-FM stereo receiver, 

B-track tape player and two speakers 

$7995 

Priced $17 less than in our 1979 
Spring Big Book, page 1043 
AM-FM $ £O IVER: 100% 
chassis. Built-in Al 
ume, balance. Jacks for headphone (sold on p. 
424). Accepts record changer (sold below). 

FM antennas. 
PLAYER: Program selector 

with indicator lights and automatic advance. 
A SYSTEM: Two 8*4x514x15-in. high 

enclosures, each with 4-in. speaker, 6-ft. cable 
RECEIVER CABINET Walnut-grained vinyl fin- 
ish. 18! 4 x99 x47 inches high. 
ORDERIN IMATION: 
See Electrical Note and warranty below, 1979 
Spring Big Book price $96.95. 
$1 € 913071 Saye wt. 20 Ibs. $79.95 

(2) Full-size Automatic Record Changer 
CONSTRUCTION: Plays 33%, 4: 
ords. Rim drive. Ceramic cartridge, diamond 
needle. Cueing lever. 45-rpm adapter for manu 
al play. Base has simulated wood- 
14 1135417 4 inches high. including plastic 
dustcover. 5441004 AC cord. Imported 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Must be plugged 
nto stereo system with jı 
iliary input. See warrant 
610942256 Shoe. w FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY ON PHONOGRAPHS, COMPACT MUSIC SYS. 

TEMS, STEREO CONSOLES. COMPONENTS. HEADPHONES AND OR (3) Stand for (1) and (2) above SANs: ? 
CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-grained vin 

м 90 ders trom 

hardboard shelves. Steel frame. Four plastic RANTY ON ALL PARTS. Aner $ 
casters. Top shelf 21x12% in. deep: bottom уте 
shelf 45x11 in. high overall 

ped unassembled 
61 С 4587C—Shpg. wt 15 bs $17.95 

fura 
Select in matena! or wor maneno i^ the 

chase. free of 



Y i i i (1 thru 3) Record your favorite music with елы ш, 
th these Compact Stereo Systems which re 

ols for volume, balance, 
include 8-track player/recorder, treble and be s APC es : P 2 s. External 

oanector. Headphone ja AM-FM stereo receiver, record Т AD CHA alce р 5, T&-rpm records. Rim drive 
changer, 2 matched speakers 

(1) Ourlowest price ever for this Compact System with Dolby* 
luction, magnetic cartridge, "Sing-along" feature 

adjustable recording level plus 2-way speakers 
| Priced 990800 fas jesa then in 1979 Spring Bio Book. p. 1044. Includes features e top 

tour, FA Cuts inter-station noise. High per: 
k. AC cord. Record changer has 

ED. ax 1314x8-inch speaker enclosure 
one pinch. 

vinyl finish. 221Y10x8% iex 1434 inches deep; hinged, removable 
rage area. 
с Dolby feature with switch. Adjustable recording level. LE. 

counter, rotary controls. Pushbutton channel selector, automat 
мв eg play. record, pause, restart, fi ward, 

feature to record voice to music. 

(2) Our lowest price ever for this 
Compact System with automa 

recording level, cueing lever 
2-way speakers 

517995 

Compact System with 
) speak 



Compact Stereo Systems with 
cassette player/recorder, 
AM-FM stereo receiver, 

record changer and 
two matched speakers 

Compact System with Dolby” 
noise-reduction for FM and tape 
magnetic cartridge, cueing lever 
and adjustable recording level 

plus 2-way speakers with 
8-inch woofer, 2'/rinch tweeter 

326995 
Book, page 1044. 1 

2299 144894, inches high: hinged, г 
ver. Tape storage area. 

suffix, p. 
Big Book price 3369.95, 

t $269.95 

(8) Our lowest price ever for 
this Compact System with cueing 

ever, automatic recording 
level plus 2-way speakers with 
6-inch woofer, 2-inch tweeter 

$18995 

) less than in our 19 
44. Includes features a 

Spring 

(6) Compact System with 
cassette player/recorder 

$1 4995 

(4 thru 6) These systems allo en 
you record yourself either directly from the receiver, 

vernier slide-rule tuning dial. Rotary 
control on item 6). Built-in AM and FM antennas. 

jack. 
mer plays 3344, 45, 78-rpm records. Rim drive. Dia 



You can play 
and record both 
cassette and 
8-track tapes 

with these Compact 

Stereo Systems 
. . „both include 

AM-FM 
stereo receiver, 
record changer 

and two speakers 
ake cassette recordings 
from 8-track tapes or 

8-track recordings from 
Cassettes. 'Ou can even 

record both 
at the same time 

from AM-FM radio 

records or mikes 
(1and 2) Make recordings 
from cassette or 8-track tapes 
Record both at the same time di 

ctly from AM-FM broadcasts, 
cords or "live" with 2 micro 

phones included. 
AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER. 
100% solid-state chassis. Lighted 
tuning dial. Controls for bass, tre 
bie, volume and balance let you 
tailor sound to your tastes. Built 
in jack for headphone (not incl ). 
Built-in AM, FM antennas; termi- 
nal for external FM antenna. 

O CASSE 
LAYER/RECORDER 

Record in stereo. Controls for 
play, record, pause, fast-forward, 
rewind and stop/eject. 
STEREO 8-TRACK 

YER/RECORDER: 
Record in stereo. Program selec 
tor, Indicator lights, auto-ad 
vance. Controls for record, fast 
forward. Pause control lets you 
edit tapes. Auto-stop after fourth 
program. е 
AUTOMATIC = e — = = —_ 
RECORO CHANGER 
Full-size platter plays 33%, 45 (1) Our lowest price ever for any 8-track, Cassette System $ 95 
78-rpm records. Rim drive. Ce ported speakers deliver good stereo response ramic cartridge with diamond sty dle E 
lus. Includes 45-rpm adapter for Priced $55.00 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book, CASI Simulated walnut-grained vinyl. Cabinet mea- 
automatic play page 1045. Includes features at jeft, plus Strack and cas- sures 14207 5x94), inches high with lift-off plastic dustcov 

setie player/recorders have automatic recording level to er. 6-foot AC power cord. 
NOTE i «ve you quality sound reproductions ADERING INFORMATIO 

SPEAKER SYSTEM: Includes two ported bass-reflex speak- See warranty on page 421; “N” suffix on page 322: Note at 
era for full bass response, Each enclosure measures left 3244 95 la our 1979 Spring Big Book 
16%4x10%4x5%s inches deep and houses one 6-inch speak- Shipping weight 46 pounds. 
er. Each speaker has 9-foot cable. 61C91941 $189.95 

assembled in US 
sted, operate Karte 

Charge it” if you wish 
see page 328 

Buy Stereos on one of Sears Deferred Payment Credit Plans. See page 32! for 

broadcasts, records or 
hone included. Automatic 

X. Automatic and manual channel 
ator lights. 

wo &-inch woofers, two 4 
h midrange and two 3-inch tweeters Mediterranean-style 

Console Stereo with B-track 
player/recorder, AM/FM radio, 

automatic record changer 
and 3-way speaker system 

$26995 page 421. See Net 
Ship E yرس  

[Sears]. 61C33665N $269.95 61 C 94341—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $10.95424  

61C94372—Wt 
(C) Headphones with individual cup volume 
Controls. Priced $3.00 less than 1979 Spring 
Big Book, p. 1048. $13.95 im 1979 Spring Bi 
Book. Stereo/m. 
Adjus 



(2) Our lowest price ever for this 8-track and 
assette System with 2-way, ported bass-reflex speakers 

$2 3995 

Priced $55.00 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book, page 1045. 
Includes features at top of facing page, plus tape counter and reset on cassette player 
recorder. Record changer has adjustable stylus pressure and built-in anti-skate that 
help prolong the life of your records. Cueing lever lets you interrupt listening by lifting 
tone arm and then return İt to the exact spot on record without hunting for it. A-track 
layer /recorder has pushbutton channel selector with automatic channel advance, 

fast-forward and pause, 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: Includes two ported bass-reflex speaker systems for full bass re- 
sponse. Speakers are 2-way. Each enclosure measures 1814x1 134x6%, inches deep and 
houses one 6-inch and one 2-inch speaker. Each speaker has 9 feet of cable. 
CABINET: Walnut-grained vinyl finish. Cabinet measures 221%50x8?4x14% inches deep 
with lift-off plastic dustcover. Convenient tape storage area. SUrfoot AC cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 421, Ийх on page 322 and 
Note on oj Jr 1> 1979 Fall Big Book price $204.95. 
61 C 9195 1N—Shipping weight 45 pounds 5239.95 

Roll. — 
about 
Stereo 
Cart 
with T a " (н) three | € quA). Vien WA, 

shelves 
and Blank Cassette and 8-track Tape 

deluxe TRACS® Blank Cassette Tape sott ecording voice and 
cylinder 
casters E) MEMOREX® В! 

61 C 3732—60 minutes wit 
61 С 3733—90 minutes w 

C TR Ч 3 particleboard Р) MEMOREX® Blank Cassette Tape Package 

$3% inches deep. Top and bottom 61C 37212--Siipping weight 8 ounces ̂  shelves covered with hickory-grain 
Middle shelf covered with 

black vinyl. Hardwood frame. Side 
and half back panels are hardboard. FU... Shipping weight 10 ounces 

51 
61 

Н) SCOTCH Blank 8-track Tape. For 
61 C 3746—45 minutes. Shpg. wt. б oz 
61 C 3747—90 minutes. Shpg. wt. 6 oz 

3741 

cludes package of 

Package 84.99 

Cassette 
Library 

Kit 
$2495 

es.. enough 
ding. One cord 

S: Eleven, b 
Ampex Plus Series casset 
tape for 16 э of rece 
less demagnetizer /cleaner cassette auto 
matically demagnetizes tape head as it 
cleans. Inserts just like regular cassette and 
takes less than a minute to complete cle 

tic interlock for stack 

2106. 12 oz $24.95 

SOUND SHOP 

s [Sears] 425 



This Compact Stereo Cassette System delivers 
12.5 watts minimum RMS power per channel at 
8 ohms from 60 Hz. to 20 KHz. with no more 
than 0.9% total harmonic distortion. System 

inclu 'ceiver; two big 3-way speaker systems; 
programmable, multi-play turntable/record changer 

plus a built-in noise-reduction system 

100% solid-state c 
center 'of-chann. 

ustable anti-skate 
times as turntable 

61C 9188 1L—Shipping weig 

Component Stereo System with Sears Audio by Fisher AM-FM Stereo Receiver 
and two 5 "way, B-inch Bass-reflex Speakers 

15-watt Sears Audio by Fishes 
Save *61zzimum | Sons OUTPUT is » 

516695 

nch Speakers 

426 |Sears|. 



Our best Compact Stereo Cassette System gives vou 
20 watts minimum RMS per channel at 8 ohms from 

60 Hz. to 20 KHz. with no more than 0.9% 
total harmonic distortion, plus these fine features: 

© Cassette Player/Recorder. © Programmable, mulu-play. e Twobig3-way 
js Dolby ‚peakers wit 

redu yste tuned, port ba 
for tape and FM reflex enclosure 

~~ 

ECEIVER: 100% solid-sta 
ing. Signal strength, center-of-channel tuning 
in FM and tape mode. Switchable AFC, FN 
ume, balance. High filter. Loudness contour. Jacks for tape output, auxiliary іар 

peakers. Speaker selector for A+B. Buil F 
i] for externa! FM antenna. 

BELT Ой А Р 
speed, full size platter plays 394.4 rpm records. Shure magnetic cartridge. V 
cueing, adjustable anti-skate, counter-balanced tone arm. Plays up to 6 reco 
Changer or 1 record up to 6 times as turntable. 4$-rpm, single-play adapter incl. 
"порте T M. C 

level: twin. lighted VU meters, Digital counter with memory 
f play, rec 

Micswitch lets 
t-forward, rewind, stop/eject. Air damped door. 

record your voice with music or use as PA system. 
Each 15!4x7^qx25-in. tuned, ported bass-reflex enclosure 

S-in. midrange, 3-in. tweeter. 9-ft. cables. 
Walnut-grained vinyl finish. 2934x 
dustcover. Tape storage area. 

N" suffix on p. 322; 

Component Stereo System with Sears Audio by Fisher AM-FM Stereo Receiver 
and two 10-inch Bass-reflex Speakers 

Save *61 When vou buy receiver. 
plus 2 speakers 

526985 

519695 | 56695 



e Electronic quartz tuning. . , through the © Graphic equalizer divides bass, mid 
e microprocessor, locks in on a s: and treble into 5 separate tone 

exact frequency. Au bands for num igh and 
second review of each station in sequence Ow tone combinations to tano: 

until you find what you want to hear 1he sound to your exact taste 

ge 

75-watt Stereo Receiver. . . electronic quartz eiling] 

Save *20 
when you buy our 50 

plus two way 12inch 
LXI 50-watt Stereo Receiver with 

signal strength and center-of-channel tuning meters 

LXI 3-way. h Bass Reflex Speaker 

50-watt Receiver and two way, 12-inch Speak 
ers. Separate prı 
61 C 92589635 

Buy Stereo Components on one of Sears Deferred Payment Credit Plans See page 321 for daraus 
E cx: ut a і 



with automatic scan and 5-band graphic equalizer 
* Memory preset channel selection lets 

you choose your 5 favorite AM and 
5 favorite FM stations for instant 
recall at the touch of a button 

538995 

Stereo Cassette 
Tape Decks with 
Dolby” noise 

reduction system 

wr Dolby 

diem 
(1 and 2) PLAY/RECORD FEATUI AND CONTROLS: Switch- 
able Dolby* noise reduction system helps reduce tape hiss on record 
and playback. Two lighted recording level meters with separate lev 
el controls for right and left sides. Tape selector switch for use of Standard or chromium dioxide tape. Digital tape counter. Push lever controls for play, record, fast-forward, rewind, pause, stop. eject. Automatic end-ol-tape shutoff 
CONSTA: Walnut grained vinyl finish on cabinets. Jacks for 2 mikes, 
beadpbone. (not incl., order both from Big Book) 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed; 120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 5-foot AC cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 421. Plugs into 
stereo system that bas tape input/output jacks 
(1). Stereo Cassette Tape Deck with Dolby.” See features de- 
scribed above. Overall de measures 5*44x153x8*4 inches deep. 
61 C 9325C— Shipping weight 12 pounds $127.95 
(2) Stereo Cassette Tape Deck with 3 heads and Dolby." Has 
jeatures described above plus Dolby® for FM also. Tape monitor 
lets you check recordings. Three separate beads for eras- 
ing and playback makes it possible to check recordings as they are 
made. Deck measures 17%4qx5!j4x12!%g in. deep. 
61C9327C—Shipping 19 pounds 
‘Registered Т.М. Dolby Latorstones. inc 

5197.95 

POWER OUTPUT. 75 watts minimum RMS per channel at 8 ohms. Power band 
width: 20-Hz. to 20 KHz. Total harmonic distortion 0.2% or less. 
CONTROLS: Electronic quarts synthesized tuning with scan provides an automatic search so that all stations are tuned in sequence until the desired station is located and locked in. This synthesizer is a mini-computer using a microprocessor to auto- matically tune in the exact f of the station (ke. . . . frequency to the station by the FCC). More accurate than dial scale tuning. Scan station by sta 
tion, Memory preset lets you select your favorite $ FM and $ AM stations for instant recall. Graphic equalizer provides an infinite selection of high and low tones across $ 
bands. Signal strength and center-of-channel tuning meters. High and low filter 
switches. Mono switch. Loudness contour. FM muting. Lighted function displays. Two tape monitors. Dubbing function, Speaker selector control allows you to use 2 or 4 speakers. 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state chassis. Walnut-grained vinyl finish. Jacks for 2 tape decks, record changer and headphone. Terminals for 2 sets of speakers. Aux. 
input jack. AM, FM antennas. 16%ex18%2x5'%4s in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. AC cord. 2 AC outlets. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 2-year warranty at bottom of page 
61 C 9259L—Shipping weight 44 $389 95 

LXI 3-way, 15-inch Speakers 
with overload protection 

$13995 

Overload portector reduces chance of speaker 
blowout. Ported bass reflex speaker for improved 
bass response. 15-in. woofer, two S-in. mi 
and 3-in. tweeter. Tweeter /brilliance and mid- 
range/presence controls let you tailor tbe music to 
your room and your personal taste. 
CONSTR Walnut grained vinyl finish on cabinet. 
Brown doubleknit grill, removable. 12 foot cable. 
Two quick-connect connections, 294x18%4x14% 
inches deep. 
SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency response: 42 Hz to 
20 KHz. 40 watts minimum, 100 watts maximum 
power capacity. Nominal impedance $ ohms. 
ORDERING INFO: Order 2 for stereo. See S-year 
warranty below, “N” suffix on page 322. 
61 C 94195L—Shpg. wt 60 lbs. . Each $139.95 
75-watt Receiver and two 3-way, 15-inch 
Speakers 
61C92599L3—Shpg. wt. 164 lbs 1669.85 

3 

s7 95 

Belt-drive Programmable Multi-play 
Turntable/Record Changers 

Programmable . . . allows you to play up to six LP records 
at 8 time or the same record up to six times 

(Запа 4 | Operate as fully manual or operate as fully automatic, Can be used 
as a turntable to single play 33%, 45-rpm records or as a record changer to play 
up to six 3314 LP records. 
CONSTRUCTION: Full-size platter. Belt drive. Shure M74 magnetic cartridge. 
Adjustable counter-balanced tonearm. Viscous damped cueing helps reduce acci 
dental scratching of records. Stylus pressure is adjustable from 0 to 4 grams. 
Adjustable anti-skate. 45-rpm adapter for manual play. Six-foot AC cord. 
MODELS, ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 421. Components 
must be plugged into stereo system. 

(3), Record Changer/Turntable. Includes features described above. Base has 
walnut-grained finish, measures 1$4x 14x64 in. high with dustcover. 
61 С 9790C—Shipping weight 12 pounds ....... as 1 

4) Record Changer/Turntable with electronic pitch control and strobe 
light. features. plus aluminum platter with machined 
perimeter. Built-in strobe light with electronic pitch contro allows, you to make 
precise speed adj lor . Base has walnut-grained vinyl finish, 
measures 17! 4x15x7 inches dustcover. 
61 C 9794C— Shipping weight 14 pounds ...... 997.95 

$7795 



Upright Vac with 
B pile height adjustments 
and 7-piece attachment set 
* 8 pile heights let you clean 

all types of carpet effectively 
* Headlight lets you see under 

furniture. into dark corners 
VAC MOTOR: 2-speed motor delivers 36 air power 
(attachment usage); rating defined in Big Bk. 
CLEANING FEATURES: 11-in. wide beater-bar 
brush revolves at 3650 rpm to loosen ground-in 
dirt. 8 pue height adj. Edge clean or. sides. 
CONSTR: Almond, brown, high-impact pl 
housing. Floral-print vinyl bag holds 17- 
dust bag; one inch. „ order extra bags (20 G 
$002) in Big Book. Full wrap-around viny! 
er. Handle-activated switch turns vac on when 
handle is moved to in-use position. 3-pos. handie. 
ATTACH: Upholstery, dusting brushes; crevice 
tool: 6-foot vinyl hose; 2 plastic wands; adapter. 

\ ELECTRICAL INFO: 25-f cord with automatic re- 
wind. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 

\ ORDERING INFO: See Warranty on page 432. 
20 C 3077 C2—Sbpg. wt. 26. ........998.95 

= 

7-piece Attachment Sat for licorto-ceiing cleaning 

ee 

Universal Sewing Desk with over 

square feet of work area 

rage area is 94 Wx 18%4Hx20 in. rage area is 20Wx914Lx14% 

$129.95 
430 [Se Sears]. 

Your choice 
only 

99825 

EE ee 

A Great Gift Idea! Vacuum Cleaners with double edge clean 
Double edge clean diverts suction to both sides of vac . lets you clean right up to walls and into corners 

Power-Mate® Vac with 
self-adjusting brush head 

and 7-piece attachment set 
© Brush adjusts itself to 

any carpet you're vacuuming 
lets you move from room 

to room without readjusting 
VAC MOTOR. One-speed motor delivers 1.6 HP 

Win high 
you масом 

under most fur 

POWER-MATE. 11-in. wide beater brush revolves 
at 4600 rpm. Edge clean on sides. 54% in. high. 
CONSTR: Almond olor and brown, ind -impact 

m t. d бару (0.05023) EH 
Book. 2 attachment ports—1 for suction, 1 for 
blowing. On/off switch on vac body. 
ATTACH: Floor, upholstery, dusting brushes: crev- 
ice tool; 6-ft. vinyl hose; 2 puni plated steel 
wands. Attachments store on vac top. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 15-ft. cord with automatic re- 
wind. UL listed. 110-120-v.. 60-Hz. AC. 
ORDERING INFO: See Warranty on page 432. 
20 C 2972L—Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs. $98.95 



Kenmore* Convertible Free-arm Sewing Machines 



» Kenmore. Solid as 

2-speed Kwik-Sweep Vac 
with 4 dial settings 

and double edge clean 

F $2995 

* 4 d'a) settings let you adjust. 
for bare floors or low. medium 
and high carpets 

e Edge clean on both sides lets 
you clean close to wolis 
and into corners. 

Our most powerful Hand Vac 

$3495 
Priced $13 less than in our 1979 Spring 
Big Book, page 966 
vA T speed. 1.0 HP (peak) 

ELECTRICAL INFO: 18-loot. 
cord. UL wd, 110-120- voit, 5.ріесе Attachment Set for hand vac ozzle. « y sold at right ELE NFORMATION: 18-foot cord 
Sey quie MARRON SET INCLUDES: 2 plastic wands, floor noz з arou UL listed. 110-120-vokt, 

E ale, dusting brush and crevice tool. 
ORDER INFO: For vac 20 C 6190 only. 
20C6116—Wt 2 Ibs. Ser #10.00 

| e 

S еә = 
CREASES 

1 — 

Indoor/Outdoor Wet/Dry Vac 
with 2 Attachment Sets 

eal 

R: 1-speed, single-fan motor. .9 
rating def. in Big Book. 

white enamel-finished 

Iyin. set incl.—6-ft. hose; master 
заде for use with floor, rug, shag nozzles 
d squeegee; crevice tool; 2 plastic wands 
s-in. set incl.— 6-ft. hose; utility nozzle: 

f d. UL listed. 
AC. 

a See Warranty below. 
20 C 6158L—Wt 21 Ibs. 959.95 
Full Year Warranty on Vacs: Vien uses ^ 

"Buy Vacuum Cleaners on 3 
one of Sears Deferred 
Payment Credit Plans. 

See page 321 for details. ̂  



Our lowest price in 1979 
for a Kenmore 17.0-cubic foot 
ALL-FROSTLESS Top-freezer 
Refrigerator with ice maker 

* Built-in ice maker keeps a constant 
supply of ice at your fingertips 

ө Textured steel doors help hide smudges 
and fingerprints, wipe clean easily 

€ Power Miser with signal light can reduce energy 

consumption during periods of low humidity 

„= $4,6995 | 147995 
ee саныма of 

refrigerator 
FROSTLESS REFRIGERATOR SECTION: Interior light. сүт] 
м E, me full-width adjustable steel shel: 

Shelves: eas rack plus butter compartment with 

FROSTLESS FREEZER SECTION: Adjustable cold control helps 
maintain true 0” temperature. Removable steel shelf. Ice maker 

10 pounds (296 pieces) of ice. Freezer 2 shelves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Porcelain-on-steel forms the finest. h 
fer. . emis can wha dam dado al tee terre d 

SS ead беер Inc lean- 
back design eliminates. edant coli Gui can кар dust 
CAPACITY 17,0 cubic feet (482 liters) including 12.24-cubic foot re- 
frigerator section and 4.77-cubic foot freezer section. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed: 110-120, 60-Hz. AC $-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order Tubing Kit below. See warranty 

1469.95 
47995 
479.95 
479.95 

46 C 69736N— Golden Wheat - 479.95 
Copper Tubing Kit (not shown). For cold water hook-up. 
42 C 1617—Shipping weight 2 pounds $ ounces ts8.99 

Kenmore 23.1-cubic foot 
Chest Freezer with 
conventional defrost 

e Freezing coils are welded directly to 
liner for near-instant cold transfer 

e Adjustable cold control helps you 
maintain true 0° temperature 

$3 3995 

Priced $40 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book. page 927. 
DEFROST SYSTEM: Conventional. Drain simplifies water removal 
STORAGE: Two levels with 2 zinc-coated steel baskets. 
opel Po لتس E coils. don. Light. 

foam insul t- 
oa Dyna- Wite озу coated ves steel interior resists chipping. scratch- 
ing and stains. Counter-balanced and closes easily 
great when you have an 
єз the chance of accident 

CAPACITY: 23.1 cubic feet (654 liters). 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. S-ft. cord. 
ORDER, INFO: Warranty below. 1979 Spring Big Book price 379.95 
С 19233N- Shipping weight 266 pounds $339 95 

FULL ONE-YEAR WARRANTY ON REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS: For one yest Irom 
the date of ourchase. when the procuc is operated and maintained secording 10 structions 

Ped wih the product, Sears ml repay the product. free of charge f 
cr ORNS FULL FIVEYEAR WARRANTY ON SEALED RE 

Sie: тума which very trom 
Lis CITATION FOR REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS: Prato tui warranter Drogucts when they are used or посаде of food for onvate Rousen: purposes ONY 

Phone ordering s a quick and easy way to buy. 

Buy Refrigerators 
and Freezers on 

one of Sears 
Deferred Credit 
Payment Plans. 
See page 321 

for details 

Two-level storage 
with 2 baskets. 

that lift out 
for easy access | 
to food stored [| 
on level below See r5 

FOOD LOSS COVERAGE LIMITATION ON FREEZERS: If promptly reported to your nearest 
Sears store or Service Center. Sears will reimburse you up то а total of $ 1 00.00 for me value of 
food өз verihed by Sean. lost while stored in the freezer when used for priv 

t occur боту the ^t year followng date of pu^ 
1g Of refrigerant. connect 

due 10 detects that occur Cura тле second thru Mth year 
oiner than private почало purposes Sears wii not be responsa for any food loss, Food 

power 

the exclubon or limitation of medental or contequenta! Camages. 50 ThE above mat 
exciuuon may not apply to you 

ains [Sears] 433 



Solid State 

Touch-sensitive electronic controls make this 
Kenmore Microwave Oven quick and simple to program 

plus 2-stage; computer-type, electronic memory 
gives you added convenience 

9 Big Book, p. 943. Elec 

Our lowest price ever for this 
fully enclosed Cart with 
butcher-block design 



The simplicity of The precision of a The cleanibility of a 
touch sensitive controls digital timer smooth glass backguard 

5 all it takes to activ » dark. Minute Minder t ol panel t ollect dust or 
Plus reliable solid-state 1 only gives accuracy down to the jrease lean. It's 

have no moving part minute, but nght down to the second! y at 

Plus it has all the great features of Sears Best 30-in. Gas Range 

* Pilot-free ignition— 

e Continuous-cleaning oven 

e Black glass oven door— 

7 All this 95 
499.98 for only 

as [Sears] 435 



Kenmore' Menu-Match ELECTRIC Cooking Appliances 
nterchangeable modules and attachments let you switch your cooktop to match your menu 

Counter Units with grill plus extra cooktop module 
Priced $70 less than separate prices in 
our 1979 Fall Big Book, page 1214 

ith cos-tyoe сооктор 

7337990 | 329900 



You'll enjoy grilled steaks and burgers. rotissed fowl and 
roasts, grilled bacon, eggs and pancakes. . . even shish-ka- 
bob. You can also chop vegetables and meat right in cook- 
ing area. Choose from our full assortment of accessories in 
our 1979 Fall Big Book. 

(1 and 2) 36-inch ELECTRIC Counter Units with 
grill plus extra cooktop module 

sopore КИЫН. РО (1) «АМА С) Си (onm MM анні 
7 Supplement, now combination reduced 

COOKTOP, CONTROL PANEL: — element with am pe bri- 
бя our 1979 ̂P 

uettes for char-broiled flavor. Choose either unit (1) with 
IDO TH TOP” cock: cooktop or unit (2) with brushed C er d oe 

control with surface unit ̂ lu 

ELEC. ORDER INFO: See warranty and electrical notes below. 
(1) SMOOTH*TOP" Unit plus extra cooktop. Separate prices total 

all Bi сооктор» each 3449.90 in our Ц Book, p. 1214. ©] kw. d erum 
опе 8-in., one. TIL yo 

BRENZ Sosa "т 63 pounds . 5379.00 

2 сооктор. Separate price ital 8309.90 in 
yu ds ACCU SE d coss cock wi ome cach aad. done 
yc element. Grill module. 
22 C 43309L2—Shipping 57 pounds ЕЕ $299.00 

Hardwood Butcher block 
Boers Moose 

Make the most of 
your modular cook- 
ing system. For 
added cooking ver- 
satility choose from 
our complete selec- 
tion of Menu Match 
Accessories. You'll 
find modules and 
attachments for 
both countertop 
models and dropin 

nding 
on pages 

1214 and 1215 of 
our 1979 Fall Big 
Book 

(3and4) 30-inch ELECTRIC Drop-in and 
Freestanding Ranges with coil-type modules plus grill 

s 97274 Mii 
Hooded flu: jorescent 

ren) 
Side panel kit from Fall Big Book. р. 1222 

326338 BN2—Shipping 205 pounds - 
Bg Book for ‘explanation of oven cimaning terme 

Ama leo See cur 1979 Fall Big Book for Sears specific written warrenty 
or write for tree copy. see pege 322 
Electrical Note: UL lated 120-240w. 60Hz АС. 

Get that great “charcoal-grilled” flavor without the fuss, 
mess and expense of charcoal 

Introducing our new Kenmore* Little Big 
Gas Grill. . . light enough to take anywhere 

yet large enough to grill burgers, 
franks and steaks for the whole family 

Coot while Boating 
«пом gong ashore Perfect for the beach 

and family pienses 

Outfit includes grill head. 
permanent lava rock briquettes. 

portable base 14 1-02. LP gas cylinder 
(fuel included) 

only $5995 
Whatever your barbecuing needs, Little Big Grill can belp you become a master 
outdoor chef. And because it's so portable you can take it just about anywhere. 

BURNER: Stainless steel with 9000 BTU input. 2-position gas control knob with 
Normal and High settings gives you better temperature control. 
CONSTRUCTION: Aluminized steel body. Lift-up lid a tre Eon май 
Chrome cooling grid gives full 155 э 

A жен b base 

ORDER INFO: Certified by A.G.A. for LP (bottled) gas. See warranty below. 
22 C 23057C— Shipping weight 30 pounds 359.95 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON KENMORE G. 

as, [Sears] 437 



Sears Portable 
Smoke and Burglar 
Alarm. . . helps 
protect you from 
fire and intruders 
at home or while 
you're traveling 

* No tools needed for 
installation . . . just hang 
over door frame 

* Separate alarms for 
intruders and smoke 

* Test button to check 
Circuits and battery 
9-voit battery included 

* Low battery signal warns 
you 30 days in advance when 
battery needs replacing 

Smoke detector, burglar alarm in com- 
pact unit, easy to take on trips. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid-state circuitry. Built-in 85-decibel alarms. Low battery warning signal: unit sounds short alarm 
‘once every minute for at least 7 days. UL 
listed (conforms to UL standard 217). 

BATTERY: 9-v. alkaline battery included. 
Lasts approximately one year. 
TEST PROCEDURE: Press test button, 
alarm sounds, indicating horn and cir- 

are operating. Different alarms for 
and fire. Automatic reset. 

ORDERING INFORMATION, See 1979 
Fall Big Book, page 927, for Sears specif- 
ic written warranty or write for free copy, 
see page 322. 
9C57315—Wt. 11.202. .....$29.88 

438 [Sears] nits 
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Our finest Kenmore* Compact 
5 s are only 18 inches wide, 
yet they have many features of 

our full-size machines, includin 
multiple level wash action 

Portal 

523995, |24995. |52 1995 
Priced $40 less than our 79 Spring Big Book. pg. 918 
SELECTIONS: Pushbuttons for Normal Wash, Rinse & Hold, 
Power Miser control (shuts off heating element for forced. air drying), Water Miser (saves water by using fewer water changes than Normal Wash but longer phases for thorough Cleaning). Pots-n-Pans cycle and Sani-temp 155°F rinse. 
Light Wash and Plate Warm on dial control 
RACKS: Two rectangular racks, one tableware basket. Both racks and basket are vinyl-coated. 
WASH ACTION: 2-level. Direct water flow to sprayer arms beneath upper and lower racks. Rinse injector dispenses au. tomatically, belps to prevent spotting 
CONSTRUCTION: White porcelain-enameled tub and door liner. Enameled steel exterior. Insulated. Stainless steel pul verizer blade ends need for pre-rinsing. Double detergent 

fresh soap for each phase. On-off light. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed, 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC. 750-w. beating 
element shuts off with Power Miser during drying. 

Our finest Compact Portable Dishwasher. I: 18-in. wide, 26% 
S-ft. cord. 

deep, 3574 in. high. Roll unit to sink 
faucet for water supply. Operating instr. 

in. thick solid maple butcher block top. 
COLORS. ORDER INFO: See Warranty pg. 439. Wt. 124 lbs. 65 C 7956 1N-White. 79 Spring Big Book $279.95 $239.98 65 C 79566N-Golden Wheat ° 68 C 79568N- Almond 65 C 79564N-Avocado 65 C 79562N-Coffee 1979 Spring Big Book price $219.05 $249.95 
Our finest Compact Undercounter Dishwasher. 17% in. wide (requires 18 in. for proper installation), 24%4 in. deep; eight adjusts from 34 to 34/3 ln. Instructions included 

ORS. О! INFORMATION: Wt. 85 lbs. ге color number беке 

1219.95 

Kenmore Trash Compactor 
Handles bottles, bones. cans helps shrink 

your bulky, messy trash down to size 

woe $22995 | coos $23995 
Q Handy bag storage compartment 

O Safety key lock insures safe operation 
O Automa 
O Foot operated opener lets you 

open unit even with hands full 

odorizing system 

Priced $40 less than our 79 Spring Big Book. pg. 914. 
OR. COMPACTING MECHANISM: 4-HP motor devel 
2300 lbs. pressure. Removeable ram and wiper for easy leaning. Stops automatically if opened while operating. 

CONSTR. Insulated 1-piece enameled steel cabinet. Enam- eled steel drawer panel. Bag release latch. Foot operated 
drawer opener. Key lock shut-off. Misioad warning light Liquid deodorizing system. Unit is 34% 15х24 in. deep. 
ACCESSORIES: Bag caddy for carrying full bags. 2 bags, one 9-oz. can deodorant. Operating instructions included. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC. Ар. 
proximately 460 watts per cycle. 6-foot cord. 
COLORS. ORDER INFO: Warranty below. Wt. 168 lbs. 

ite. 79 Spring Big Book $269.95 $229.95 
'SO6N-Golden Wheat — 65C49904N-Avocado 

9908N-Almond 65C49902N-Cofiee Spring Big Book price 5279.95 $239.95 
FULL 1-YA WARRANTY. 

* | Buy your Kenmore Dishwasher and Trash Compactor 
on one of Sears Deferred Payment Credit Plans. 

See page 32 1 for details 



This Low-priced KENMORE” Dishwasher has a powerful 
washing action that attacks grimy dishes from 
2 different levels for thorough, even cleaning 

4-cycle units with pushbutton controls 

5 reversible Coot paners white exer 
$20995 $22995 

Price $20 less than in 79 Spring Big Book. p. 915. 
SELECTIONS: Pushbuttons for Normal Wash and 
Rinse & Hold. Light Wash and Plate Warm cycles on 
dial control. Power Miser lets you shut off heating 
ment to help save energy, trim utility costs. 

Vinyl-coated racks. 2 tableware baskets. 
Direct water flow to sprayer 

h both upper, lower racks. 
S ON. White porcelain-enameled steel tub 

and door liner. Insulated. Stainless steel pulverizer 
blade. Double detergent cups. On-off light. Wood 
grained-look control console 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed; 110-120- 

le AC. 750-watts. Power Miser control сал 
shut off heating element 
Undercounter Model. Measures 2374 inches wide, 
2514 inches deep. Height adjusts from 34 to 344 
inches. Includes reversible color panels for color 
choice: coffee, white, avocado, golden wheat, almond. 
Chrome-plated trim strips. Operating and installation 

NFO: See Warranty below, accessories on 
page 1196 of our 1919 Fall Big Book р $ pounds. 
65C797 1N- 79 Spring Big Book $229.95 $209.95 

Portable Model. Woodgrained-look high-pressur 
laminate top 1% in. thick. White steel enameled e: 

414 in. wide, 2614 in. беер, 37% 
Just roli to sink area, attach 
Instructions incl 

79 Spring Big Book 5249.05 ..8229.95 
FULL 1:YEAR WARRANTY ON DISHWASHER: F 

Buy Dishwashers on one of Sears Deferred Credit Plans. 
See page 321 for details. 

reversible pane 



form a sturdy. 
unitized frame. 

Clips on side and 
end panels fit into 

studs attached 
trame. 

(See view above.) 

Vanguard 
8-foot 

Pool Table 
Teakwood-look laminated 

overlay on side and end panels 
Full 4-year warranty on 

Yein. thick slate playing surface 

* Natural gum-rubber 
fast uniform rebounds 

you buy Vanguard 8-ft. 
"Table and Accessory Kit 

„inch thick impo ‚ed. Oversize slate pieces extend under. th rails, bolt to rails for level play and consistent rebounds. Heavy avocado-g: 
‚our best cloth. Modular-constru 

terlocking crossmembers рг 

rails are scratch, 
old-color fringe. Four ofessional-style leathe 

style legs mà 
y: Table is 56х10013 

Ox 19x84 inches th 
nches thick. Access. 

ез 44x88 inches 101 

elow, See Warra р otes 
6 C 25204N3—S nds $799.00 
/anguard Pool Table and Accessory Kit. (Kit described at right 6 C25216N4— ing weight 699 pounds $848.00 

Pro-style Tournament FULL 1-YR. WARRANTY ON FULL WARRANTY ON IMPORTANT VANGUARD, KOANER”. PLAYING SURFACE OF NOTES Pool Accessory Kit HOLIDAY POOL TABLES. VANGUARD Playing eres: Arow ot lee E" тееп 244-in. diam., 6-02. cast phenolic-resin balls, ALL REBOUND TABLES AND ч of playing Е arabic numerals cast in. Cues: Four 57-in., 9-pc. adj. carved er from date HOLIDAY POOL TABLES sides cf A less wood cues with simulated-pear! inlay rings, brass-to-brass screw joints. w-on lea er tips. Access: 2-pc. wood bridge stick, aluminum head. 6-cue wall rack of walnut. 
Corton size: Mesure ha stained hardwood, 3 shelves (unassembled). Deluxe fitted Соогу тамен Tor ca $S% cotton, 45% rayon pile crushed-velvet table cover, fringe trim. 9-in. table brush. Plastic triangle. 12 replacement cue tips, 4 ferrules. 12 chalks, 2 rubber chalk holders. Plastic pea bottle, 16 peas. Rule booklet. Imported. 

6с Kit $149.00 



New at Sears Korner Pool™ 
Compact table takes only one 

third the space of a 
s you play variations of 

games with 4 B-in 
0 balls 

k Slatron sealed 
aying surface 

e-year warranty 
Play Korner 
rotation and 

dball, nine-ball, cut throat. 
‚er Korner Pool variations 

regular pool games. Square table fits in 
er, ideal for homes where space is lim. 

thick Slatron® sealed 
orted by Dyna 

and level play 
loth. 244-inch 
shion: 

CABINET, LEGS: Walnut-woodgrained vi 
nyl-laminated particle board cabinet and 

ner drop pock 
furniture-style ets (no ball return), Wood 

legs with two leg levelers on each leg. 
А NCL: Two 4 
ves, ten 2Y- inch diameter molded plastic 

als, 9-ball dia 
two pieces of 

inch ramin wood 

$8x38-inch square playing area. Measu 
46x46x31-inches high overall. Carton mea 
sures 48x48x8 inches thick. Sent pa: 
sembled. 
ed. See Wa 
page 440 

6, 7 or 8-foot Holiday Poo! Tables 
with Accessories 

Siatron® sealed woodgrained 
base panels. Vinyl-linec 

р pockets (no bal Wood legs with leg lev e board s 
elers on each leg. full one-yeer wei 

^ ^ Two ramin wood cues, six 

See Warranty and Important Notes on page 440. 
6-ft. Table. Play area 32x64 Ма in 
overall, Carton 4214x7414x8 in 
6 C 25706N—Shipping weight 155 lbs. $159.00 
7-foot Table. 38x 8-foot Table. 44x88-inch 
nch playing area $1x95x3 

452835531 inches overall Carton 
Carton measures measures SSx99x8 inches 
48\4x8644x8 inches thick 
6С 28707N 8189.00 6C25708N...5219.00 Save $32 

6-ft. Table (1) with Top (2) and Tennis Set (3) when you buy 

Separate prices total $221.44 Holiday Table 

6 C 25744N3—Sh 
7-41. Table (1) with Top (2) and Tennis Set (3) 
Separate prices total $251.84 
6 C 25722N3—Shpg. wt. 324 Ibs $219.88 
84 Table (1) with Top (2) and Tennis Set (3 
Separate prices total $281.84 
6 € 25723N3—Shpg. wt. 349 Ibs $249.88 

wt. 279 Ibs. $189.88 with Table Tennis Top 
and Tennis Set 

(2) rin. thick Table Tennis Top 
for 6, 7 or 8-ft. pool tables 

resistance 

(3) Deluxe Table Tennis Set 



+ 
Table Tennis 

Table 
Yerinch thick steel 

apron. Extra-strong 
frame with low center 

of gravity for 
exceptional stability Y 

Save 515 
when you buy Table Tennis 
Table and Accessory Ser 

Re 54 (1) Tournament Table 
Tennis Accessory Set 

PADDLES. BALLS. NET: 4 molded-styrene pad 
dies with rubber faces over sponge rubber 
backings; 2 smooth (pipps down), 2 pebble 
grain (pipps up). Composition grips. 3 yellow, 
i be 72-inch slip-over style net with 
adjustable steel posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 C 26161—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. Set $19.89 | ry Set sold at right | Set 84.88 oy 

d at right i | Shipping weight 1 $94.88 2 (2) Tournament Soccer” | 
ALLS: 4Vrin. tall beige and yellow 

pi ay ers. Large foot pads for excellent ball соп. ’ 
3, 11 on each team, are mounted 
ted solid steel rods with rubber 
ides four molded nylon playing 

"Tournament Soccer’ 

'ABINE 
14-in. deep plywood 
block finish. 4-in. square legs. Measures 35 

LEGS: Plastic-laminated %-in. thick, 
binet, blond butcher 

inches high with 2614461944. long brown 
plastic laminated hardboard playfield. Center 

easy-access ball return. 2 built-in 
ters. 2 removable ashtrays 

ORDER INFO: Partially assembled, in: 
Carton is 3$x60x16 in. deep. Imported. 
6C 28112N—Shpg. wt. 143 Ibs. $329.00 

(3) “Alive Pinball Game 
FEATURES: Automatic ball feed so 

there's never more than one ball on the play. 
field at a time. Spring-loaded heavy-duty ball 
plunger. 3 rollover switches, 4 slingshots. 3 tar- 
gets, | thumper-bumper, 3 spinners, 4 bumpers 
and free ball gate. 2 individually controlled flip 
pers help keep ball in play. Adjustable pendu- 
Tur tilt can be set for as little or as much "body 
english” as you like. Automatic game reset. 
Electronic scoring with electronic scoring tones 
and 7 electronic song sounds. Automatic scor 
ing memory flashes scores of up to four players 
after each ball and at end of game. 

а CABINET, LEGS: Hardboard cabinet with | 
Alive”’» commercial-quality brightly painted rock music scene. 204x40} F home-model Pinball Game inch long arcade size playing field. Heavy-duty 

steel legs. Individual leg levelers. 
COVER: Shatter-resistant glass playfield cover. 
High-impact plastic scoreboard cover. 
DIMENSIONS: Stands 34 to 36 in. high in front. 
59 to 61 in. high in back. 2005248 in. long. Car 
ton 29x 50x20 in. high. 

RICAL INFO: Solid state. 110- 
Hz, AC. 6-foot power cord. On/off svi 
amps. 100 watts. 
ROER INFO: Warranted By Brunswick, write 

for free copy, see page 322. Shipped partially 
assembled, instructions included 
6 C 263 16N—Shpg. wt. 157 lbs. ..., 0579.00 

60. 

442 [Sears] it; Buy the easy way—order by phone 



ACCESS. INCL: Ten 2Mrin. di- 
molded plastic balls, 

two 48-in. ramin wood cues, 

s R nd 
Playing then Nut ie Canon Ich. 1 Pool Table with Yin. thick 

i Slatron* sealed particle board bed 
Чапу essem. wi 52«n. top reverses for dining or playing cards 
tached. Assembly instr, incl. > great for rooms with limited space 
Warranty, Important Notes, i 
p. 440. Wt. 112 Iba. 
$.C25026N $139.00 

when you buy Cabinet (5) 
with Bree Dart Board (6) 

(end 4) BOARD: Paperwound with metal dividers and rim, En- — (5) Lord of Arme Dart Board Cabi- 
rüsh 20-point game on one side, baseball on reverse, 14 inch thick. net. Yin. thick high-density particle 
CABINET: Urin. thick high-density particle board with coat of arms board laminated with birch- ibo vi 
silkscreened on front. Center-open doors with magnetic closure. — DYl. Coat of arms silkscreened on 2 
"wo chalk scoreboards and dart storage racks to hold up to ]j front. Center-fold doors, magnetic ORDER INFO: Darts not incl. order 
darts on inside of doors. Two pieces of chalk included. closure. 2 chalkboards, dart storage ӨС 12278C—Shpg. wt. 11 lba. Bot. - 
DARTS. Brass barrels, steel tips, plastic flights. 10-gram weight. 6 205 Bat inches de (бод) door Cabinet (5) and Dart Board Це. Dco 

ORDER niro. Der. bed 6С 12319C2—Shpg. wt 33 not incl. 
KeightofArma Set 14) King of Arms Set win 17; — 9C 12399C- Wi ine. 02999 

with 1549 diameter board. inch diameter board. Closed (7) Darts. Brass barrels with steel 
cabinet measures 261013 inches ips pop ol polyester fights and ny- 

окр. wro of 3. Wt. $ oz. 
6C 12276—19-grom ...Pkg. $4.99 
6C12277—2¢-gram ...Pkg. 499 

Set Move 98 

ORDERING INF: u ORDER INFO. Instructions for 
tions incl. Shoe. play included. Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. 
8€ 12314.. Be12311c $e 427.99 



w at Sears... Sport Roller Skates 

On this page . 

Sidewalk 

Zip-fit Skates slip over shoes, length adjusts without keys 

96 with Dall bearing steel wheels 
steel wheels. 

(1) Our finest clamp-on (2) Outdoor Sk 
Outdoor E 

Skates with quiet. 
non-marking 

| bearing - 
wheels ed foam rubber 

PY ۴ A 

таг 
Adjustable leather ankle st 

‘oated toe piece. Adj. leath 
Blue with red/white stripes. Je strap. Clot 7 às 

F pull adjustable stee b Medium 
without key. Laced lea nd 1 p adjust for а snug fit. 6C23106F 

D 0 N: One size м White with 
from 6%, inches to 813 inches i Medium w 

foam-rubber 

10% in. long. See Whee 
Note below 

Shpg. wt 
6023128 $10.95 

WHEEL 

with lightweight low-cut uppers 

6 C 23102F 
White. Medium width only 

3, 4, 5,6 

$7.49 



for light-on-your-feet roller fun 

(10 and 11) Pro-size Dance Skates with lined 
leather up ision bearing wheels " 

urethane foam padded form-fit tongue. Cc 
TRUCTION: Double-cushi 

soleplate. Adjustable 
ing page. Wt. 8 Ibs. 

k. D(med. 

6 С 23393F 

( 12 and 13) Rink Skates with leather upper 
and loose bali bearing wheels 

(13) Men's Skates. Black. D 
um width). Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 
6 C 23213F—Siake size. ....# 

$2995 

inch diameter polyurethane wheels 

142.95 

( 14 and 15) "Derby Star” Rink Skates with 
and loose ball bearing wheels 

6 loose bal 
each wheel 
TRUCT urethane foam padded 

»ber sole resists wea: 
Single cushioned with 

stops 
Size Note, facing 
(15) Men's Ska 
um width). Sizes $, 6, 7. 
6 C 23212F —Slale sise. 

Skate Case of vinyl-covered plywood 
CONSTRUCTION: Plywood fi 

corner caps 
ith cover of heavy-duty 

ce case. Plastic handle. Metal 
12% 

ing weight 6 Ibs. 4 ое. $1249 

On this page . 

Rink Skates 
by Roller Derby* 

“ы is for Children 

"SPORTS CENTER | 



(1) Regulation 10-ft high Goaf 
RAM: Саа, of 3 
poles. Steel supports. 
ter plastic and rubber 
BACKBOARD. GOAL 

lined target area. 36248 in inches wide. 
Backboard mounts on f 
foot cte lor driving damage On fiy. 
ups. "inch diameter tubular steel goal 
bas 18-inch diameter basket. 12-loop 
cotton net. 
ANCHORING: 2 steel stakes pass 
through frame, into ground for sup- 

rt Use cement (not incl.) on 
of frame for added stability. 

(3) Regulation 
10 Man бом 

a Adjustable height Goal 
RA! Galvanized tabular. steel 
m Steel supports. Two S-in. di- 
ameter plastic, rubber wheels. 
BACKBOARD. GOAL. NET: Weath- 
er-resistant, white-painted back- 
board of Yin. partie board. Or. 
SEs outlined target area. 30x40 is a 

Yin. tubular steel goal with 
18 n. diam. basket. Frame adjusts 

foot increments from 7 to 10 
feet . 8-100p cotton net. 
ANCHORING: 4 steel stakes pass 
through holes in frame and one 
safety and 

Westher-resistant fiber glass 
encosed Backboards 
CONSTRUCTION: Particle board core covered 
in thick, weatherproof white fiber glass. Fan 
shaped. Orange outlined target area. 
GOAL. NET: Orange enameled Мір. diam. sol- 
id steel goal. 18-in. diameter basket. 12-loop 
nylon net. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Instructions included. Or- 
der mounting pole at right or mounting bracket 
sold below. See “N” suffix note, p. 322. 
% in. thick du к "мек ден 
in. wide. Wt. 47 lbs. wide. Wt. 62 Ibs. 
6C T874 1N $49.89 6C 18775N 999.99 
У inch thick Backboard without fiber gl 

PAN Shoe we 37 In. $19.89 
Replacement Goal, Net. 

enamel back- SST Orange baked- 

cotton net. 18-in. 
diam. Wt. 10 Ibs 
6C 18772C 512.89 

12-loop, polyethylene. 
We 4 oz. 

Replacement Net оп 
16725 Imported. W 

(3) Universal Backboard Mounting Bracket 

roof or pole. Blue-painted steel 
Instructions, hardware included. Backboard, 
joal not incl., order above. 
C 18773—WL 6 lbs. 6 oz. $9.89 

(4) Protective Knee Pads. Elasticized nyk 
cotton outer. Rubber pad. Measure aroun: 

$(12-15 in.); M(16- 
18); с) State S, М, L Pkg. о! 2. 
6 C 99036F—Wt. 4 ог. Pkg. $4.99 

(5.6) Converse All-Star Pro Canvas 
Basketball Shoes for men. women 

UPPERS: Heavy-cotton canvas duck. Rein. 
forced metal eyelets. Double stitched. Heel 
counter. Cushioned insole. Vinyl, urethane 
foam-covered collar. Padded tongue 
SIZES. COLORS. О! RING INFO: 

(5) Men's Shoes. Men's "D" medium width 
State rise 8%, 9, 944, 10, 10%, 11, 11%, 12. 
White high-cut Low-cut (not 
Shipping weight 2 shown). Wt. 2 lbs. 7 
pounds 8 oz. оз. 
6C11611 62399 6C11615 .420.99 
(6), Women's white Low.cut Shoes. Wom 

* "B" medium width. Stale size 6%, 7, 74, 8, 
Bà 9. 985.10. 
se 116 T6F—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1 az. 

Fixed 
Basketball 
Goal Post 

CONSTR: 345-in. diameter gal: 
vanized tubular steel post 
comes in 3 pieces. Two 72 in. 

of 

height from 6-10 3 Plastic ap 
atop post. 
INSTALLATION: Post intended 

to be fixed in ground. For per- 
manent installation, fix in con- 
crete. Purchase concrete locally. 
Mounting bracket (incl.) fits al 

(not incl, order 6 С 
18741N at left.). Comes in 
TM ex 1014273 in. high carton. 
ORDER INFO: Assembly in- 
structions are included. Assem- 
bly requires simple household 
tools. See “М” suffix, p. 322. 

Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs. 
sc (фан 159.99 

on IDER: EO D РЯ А ang Instr. пә nassembled, instructions inclu: fix note, p. 322. pie a e Shippi 125 pounds. t 55 ne ordering s a quick 
6c he Ser $109.99 ec Shipping weight а сат 90 end easy ney to buy 

(7) 5-star Basketball with pebble- (9) 3-Star Basketball with nylon wound 
grained leather-look vinyl, nylon cover $= $1989 95 OE da оета Мт оске 

Nylon wound for durability. = CARCASS: Nylon-wound buty! rubber bladder. Raised seams for good ball control s COVER: Pebble-grain vinyl compound vulcan- 
fa os ie nn resis Leia = ORDERING INFORMATION: Needle included. 
CARCASS: КОКА КЫЫ butyl rubber bladder. ect м ПЫ Toz. .........9989 | 

Sound gives you he ook and fel of о Red (10) Zater Basketball wien | 
ORDER INFO. Lo (12) Official size and weight. [ 
A раар (12) а: СЯ CARCASS: Butyl rubber bladder. | 

COVER: Pebble-grained 
sen Lago Needle incl. (8) 4-star Basketball with 810 Shipping weight i lb Тош 97.99 

pebble-grained vinyl, rubber cover X 1-Str Beeketbell 
Nylon wound Raised seams with vinyl cover 

Official size and weight. 
, Nylon-wound buty! rubber bladder. А. Scuff-resistant vinyl compound. 

COVER: A vinyl rubber compound vul- ORDER INFO, Needle incl. Reg. pump below. 
Emm red C 1850—Wt. 11b. 7 oz. ..$5.89 

L ¡cedle AS A 12) Inflating Pum 
446 [Sears] a bee левова, ore 



J-Ball . . . “Racquetball without the walls'"* 
Lets you or develop racquetball skills outdoors on fert yn 
HOW TO PLAY: Place anchor - s) hits ball over 

with racquets and stretch band returns ball. 
oer NCL: 2 2 aluminum racquets with leather wrap grip, 
org pal ge attached to 
ayes band. aie. pi plastic anchor, Instr., 34 

rule booklet incl. 
ORDERING INFO. Endorsed by the LRA. 
C 12204—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 

J-ball anchor, ball, ing andre Dk without срна 
6С 12207—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 $999 

Skateboards 
The Crysta-flex BOARD: Acrylic plastic. Kick tail. 23% 

in. long. Sty wide. 
TRUCKS: Die-cast aluminum with adj. king bolts. Two rubber 
cushions for each truck. 14 rin. wheelbase, 6^y-inch track. 

S. Urethane. 18 bearings per wheel. 2a2Vn. diam. ORDERING IN 
6С 23573 ping weight 1 Tb 9oz $17.99 
(2) The Palm Tree BOARD: Fiber glass board with textured 
top. 24 in. long and 5%, in. wide. 
TRUCKS: Die-cast aluminum trucks with steel axies. Two rub- 
ber cushions per truck. 15Urin. wheelbase, 44.in. track 
WHEELS: Urethane with 18 self-contained bearings per wheel. 

Ча. diam. 1 ront, 1144 in. wide in rear. 

$1399 
(3) The 77K BOARD: Polypropylene. Kicktail. 2544 inches 
long, 6 inches wide 

S: Die-cast aluminum, steel axles. Adjust. King bolts. 2 Outdoor Games of skill for your active family 
cushions per truck. 124-in. wheelbase, S-in. track. 

Urethane. 16 loose bearings per wheel. 24; in. diam 
n. wide. 

RMATION. 
23579. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $1199 

(4), The Scamp BOARD: Polypropylene board. Modified 
kicktail. 21% in. long, 574 in. wid 
TRUCKS 
cushions per truck. 13-inch wheelbase, 4%y-inch track. 
WHEELS: Urethane with 18 self-contained bearings per wheel. 

n. wide. 

6 c 2359 1 Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

(5) The 15P AD: Polypropylene. 
ele r 

track. 

94 in, L. 
ubber cushion per truck. 

WHEELS. Urethane. 16 loose bearings per wheel. 111% in 
diam. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
6 C 23594—Shipping weight 3 pounds $5.99 

rie 'rac-bali* D Protective Gear for roller skating по Summen im dear res Y 
skateboarding or bicycling SET INCLUDES: Four inch hard, flat surface... SET INCL: 2 plastic rac 

(6) Helmet. 1-piece plastic shell with polycarbo balls оГ compressed hard, hit ball. clastic band r эйи ries straps, уюн 
te foam padding inside. Vinyl chin strap. Ventila (> n SET INCLUDES: 2 wood balls for slower games. In- 

le. : linchdiameter cludes instructions. 
  "m In hat sissa 8(4 e$ 4) M cal p TE Корго Wbر

) р or L поі та. п weight plastic anchor 92 ..........99. 
“Wg 6 C 237 15F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb $1295 with 12 foot polyester- (15). Tewmerball Set 

pha FAP (7 Gloves. Split cowhide back: pigskin palm, fin 6С12381.........% coated elastic band, (1% МЧ MS 
и_ gerüps. Foam pad on palm. Velcro® closure wrist (11). Volleyball and ¡E Instructions Seat ball of red whine and 

ORDER INFO: Та glove iapa 200-014): ЭЦР_- ФМ) Badminton Set ORD. INFO: We. Sits, blue E a Reinforced ball у 
6 C 237 14F—Shipping weight oz. .....Pr. $9.95 VOLLEYBALL: Olticial зше 6 C12212....91199 sh. 5 

(8), Elbow Pads. Vinyl. Cotton-felt, foam-rubber BAOMINTON: Four steel- (13) Horseshoe Set pole is ei o dam. LES 
ing. Polyethylene elbow cap. Elastic armband. shaft rackets with wooden SET INCLUDES 4 drop “All ems 

O 3 iN Sizes S(7 inches long) frame: nylon strung. Three forged steel horseshoes Sleeve. Zinc-plated pole, 
: inches long). State leer sise S. plastic shuttle-cocks. in official size and wt. of ground sleeve. 

» NET: 18x114-foot cotton. 4. 244 Ibs. 2 blue, 2 silver. ORDER INFO: We 6 Ibs. 
Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Pair $8.89 inch diam. galvanized steel color, То 2648, solid 6C 12569С .......811.99 

polen $ foot 4 assem- 
yon knit with polyethy led. 2 ground sleeves. Im- ORDERING INFO: SPORTS CENTER 

ported. Rules included. Wr. 18 Ibs. 5 oz. 
me size fits all ORDER INFO. Wt. 7 Ibs. 6С 12355C - 

с Pair $6.89 6C 12447C .$1199 Each.....#12. u. [Sears] 447 



448. 

Girls' single-speed 
24-in. Touring Bike 
with coaster brake 

$6999 
SPEEDS Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 

wide blackwall tires. Chrome 

DLE: 18-inch steel frame; yel 
low finish with distinctive red 
accent stripe. Chrome-plated 
touring style handlebar has 

d white vinyl handgrip: 

TS: Bicycle is ful 
ly reflectorized for night су. 
cling. See Reflector Note, bot 
tom right. Kickstand and 
chainguard are included. 
White block pedals. Front and 

icycle sent 
ssembled. See As 

ote, How-to-Mea. 
sure Note, and Bicycle War 
ranty at right. See ^N" suffix 
note on 322. Wt. 40 Ibs. 
6 C45547N 569.99 

1) Detachable Bike Radios 
Choose from AM model or AM 
FM model, both with solid state 
circuitry 
CONSTRUCTION: Silver-color 
plastic body, Attaches to han 
diebars with quick-release 
mounting assembly; can be re 
moved for portability. Mou: 
ing hardware and carry strap 

luded. 1\4-inch speaker 
Measures 3x623 in. Imported. 

OLS: Rotary tuning dial 

bikes. Uses 9 v. battery, not 
incl page 449). 
AM/FM Radio. Red accents 
Bullt-in AM/FM antenna. 
6 C 48156—Wt 15 02.14.99 
AM Radio. Built-in AM anten 
na. Yellow accents. 
6 С 48146-Wt. 14oz. ..$9.99 
(2) Chrome-piated 

Generator Light Set 
R: 344-in. wide, chrome. 

plated steel headlight mounts 
b 

mount on 
ich controls 12-volt, 

watt generator. Imported 
Я INFO: Part. assembled. 

Spare bulb, ha 
ructions incl. 
C48112 

(3) Electronic Sonic Alert 
with solid state circuitry 

CONSTR: Bicycle siren made of 
black. high-impact styrene plas. 
tic. Mounts to handlebars 
mounting hardware included 
Push button control. 2 custom 
izing decals included. Measures 
215x314x234 inches. Imported. 
ELEC. O NFO: Solid state 
Circuitry, Uses 2 AA batteries, 
not included (order on page 
449). Shipping weight 6 oz. 
6 C 48157 $9.99 
(4) Speedometer/Odometer 

fits almost any bike 
Fully resettable, Shows speed 
up to $0 mph and mileage up to 
99.9 miles. 
CONSTA: Black plastic case. 3 
n. diam. black dial with green 
white lettering. Universal tire 

ve. Hardware and instruc 
as are included. 

NFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
6 C 48842 59.99 

241% inch 

Racer with single-positid 
side-pull caliper handbrakes 

56899 

SPEEDS. Pr ао ek ба! of 36 to 97. Shift levers 
mounted on lower bar. See Gear Ratio N w. 
BRAKES Single-position, side-pull caliper "handbrake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 26x1 Yin. blackwall tires. Chrome-plated rims. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: 22-in. steel 

black tape racing saddle. Racing-style 
black finish. Black vinyl 

COMPONENTS. Fully relectorized: see Reflector Note, below. Kickstand. 
Rat-trap pedals. 

part. assembled. See Assembly Note, How-to-Measure 
below. See “N” suffix note p. 322 = 

ME weight 4s pounds |. nha ээ 

Free Spirit Gear Ratio, Assembly and 
Bicycle Warranty How-to-Measure Notes 

FULL 30-DAY WARRANTY ON 
MECHANICAL ADJUST. 
MENTS: For 30 days from the 
date of purchase. when proper at- 
sembly and maintenance proce- 
dures in the Owner's Manuel are 
foliowed. Sears wil perform. free 
‘Of charge. any mechanical adjust 
ments that ere necessary for the 
proper operation of the brc. when 
used in a normal manner (which 
does not include use with a motor 
ot for motocross) 
FULL 1-YEAR WARRANTY ON 
PARTS: For ! year trom the date 
9! purchase. Sears will, free of 
charge. repair оғ replace and in- 
sal à replacement part for any de- 
fective part ct tecycie, when used 
in a normal manner (which does 
not include use with а motor or 
motocross! If bike ıs used for com- 
mercial or rental purposes, this 
warranty applies for only 30 days 
from date of purchase 
FULL WARRANTY ON FRAME 
FOR USABLE LIFE OF BICY- 
СЦЕ For the usabie Ме of bicycle. 
Sears wii replace the trama, tree 
of charge, should it tail at any weid 
point. when bicycle has not been 
abused anc when (t has been used 
^ a normal manner (which does 
бо! include use with a motor or fo 
motocross). If bicycle is used tor 
commercial or renta! purposes 
ths warrenty apples tor oniy 30 
Gays from tne date of purchase 
Warranty service is av 
Simply returning the bicyc 
nearest Sears Store throughou' 
United States. Tris warranty gres 
You speci legal nghts and you 
May азс have cre бума ch 
vary fom state to wate 

SELECT THE GEAR RATIO RANGE THAT SUITS YOUR NEEDS: Geer ratos 
Geterrvne tne Estamos your Dice will trav. 
el per pedal revoution. The lower number 
^4 the easiest to pedal gear. used tor siart- ing ana steep inclines. the higher number 
is the "ardert to pedal gear. giving you the 
greatest distance per редә! revolution and the most speed. 1049664 bikes are suited 
to longer rides because they have wider ranges anc greater gear selector {han 3 
30002 bites and require loss pecaing el. 
fort on inchnes. 3-speed bikes are more 
SURES to short tours and lesser inci 

ASSEMBLY NOTE: Sears bicycles sent 
Dertially assembled, assembly instructions. 
included. Tools required for assembly are 
2 open ended. adjustabie wrenches. 1 
Dhviopt-type screwdnver and | blacetype. 
screwcriver, Most Sears Reti Stores and 
many Catalog Stores wil arrange for as- 
sembly of bicycle for a small charge only. 
HOW-TO-MEASURE To determne your leg length. measure (wearing shoes you weer cycling] distance trom your crotch to 
the Noor. Make sure 1^6 Bike you order is 
available in a sro with s recommenced 
length that corresponss to your leg length 
(nes chart below]. Sears bites may be a. 
justas for slighty longer legs by racing the 
height of seat and handlebar 

REFLECTOR NOTE: Soses bicycles meet 
00 Federal requiements for rehectrety 



Lightweight 10-speed Racers 

26-inch for 

e bike size right for you 

r the growing youth or petite miss. 
nost other family members 

includes dual-position. side-pull 
caliper brakes for dependable stopping power 

BRAKES: Side-p per handbrakes have 
dual position levers: rider can apply brakes 
from racing or upright position. 

AR. SADDLE. Red stee 

for racing-style hand! 
Rat-trap pedals give sure 

old while pedaling. Kickstand is inci 
ed. Bikes are fully reflectorized for night cy 

flector Note, page 448. 
O. Partially assembled. See As 

Iow-to-Measure N 
on pg. 448, Also, 

Order racers fr 

в s^ 96 
2 ym |есаветан ETA | 8099 

iex pn |eCasol4w|is ы | 8899 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

SPORTS CENTER — 
au [Sears] 449 



16-inch First Bikes 
Ideal for children 3 to 8 years old 

easy-to-use coaster brake and removable 
training wheels help child ride and balance 

(1) New at Sears 
BMX-look Convertabike 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES. Coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Ѕеті-рреш 
tires. knobby tread: 16x1 
Detachable 5-in. molded pl 
training wheels. Silver color rims. 
FRAME, HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: 
mHor red steel frame, silver color 

k, ачага Ad 
justable Center Sat bar conver 

ing PEK m black EE pu 
ips, wishi 

COMPONENTS: Chaingui “re 
BMX logo. Black vin; 
Competition-style num i та 
mounted on handlebar. Racing 
decals in red, black, silver color. 
ORD INFO: Partly assembled. As- 
sembly Note, € to- en 
Note, Bike Warran! 
6C 47818L—Wt. Fb 5399 
(2) Motocross-Iook Bike 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES. Coaster brake. 

WHEELS, TIRES: Like (1) above. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR, SADOLE 
Flat black finish steel frame and 
high-rise motocross-style handie- 
bar, Black vinyl bandgrips with 
мае design. Green pl 
eri und шише] fos tank with 
motocross emblem. Molded mo- 
tocross-style black plastic saddle. 
Simulated front and rear shocks. 
COMPONENTS: Black steel 
заг sinalates exhaust 

white racing trim. Black 
Ryl pedals edals. ‚Front, side-mount 

ORDER INFO. 'artly assembled. 
Assembly Note, How to Measure 

е and Bike Warranty, p. 448. 
è E 47822L—Wt. 31 Ibs. $58. 99 

(3) Sugar'N Spice Bike 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Like (1) above 
but whitewall tire, regular tread. 
FRAME, HANDLEBAR, SADDLE 
Light blue steel frame, chrome- 

lenders, high-rise handle- 
ar White vinyl saddle and white 

vinyl ра. 
COMPONENTS: White vinyl 
block pedals. Light blue steel 
shainguard with Sugar 
design, 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Assembly, How-to-Measure 
Note, Bike Warranty, p. 448. 
6 C 47844L—Wt. 29 lbs. $53.99 
(4), Low.priced Convertabike 
Raise top bar for lower it 
for girls. 
SPEEDS Single speed. 
BRAKES. Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES. 16x1%cin. semi- 
pneumatic tires, black sidewalls. 
Sin. black mi tic training 
wheels detach. Süver-color rims. 
FRAME, HANDLEBAR, SADDLE 
Blue steel frame with white steel 
lenders. Chrome- plated steel han- 
diedar with white vinyl grips. 
White saddle. 
COMPONENTS: Blue steel chain- 
guard with white trim, White 
plastic pedals. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Par- 
tially assembled, see Assembly 
nn How-to-Measure Note and 
Bike Wi 
6С 47801 SO TL Wi SY $43.99 

Buy the easy way — 

order by phone. 



20-in. single-speed 
Hi-rise Bicycles 

Distinctive styling with hi-rise 
handiebar for quick, responsive control 

(1). Pink Panther® Girl's Bike. Sold only at Sears. 
SPEEDS. BRAKES: Single-speed. Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1.75-in. whitewall tires, chrome 

rims. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR. SADOLE: Pink and white steel 
frame and pink plastic fenders with white striping 
Chrome- 

COMPONENTS: White block pedals Kickstand. Pink 
Panther on plaque. Refiectors.t 
ORO. nro: gr! isembled. See Assembly Note. 
Bike Wı 2. 
5 47816 $84.99 
© Copright 1979. UAC- Godrey. All nights reserved 
(2) Two-tone Bike, chrome-plated fenders 
SPEEDS. BRAKES: Single speed. Coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x1.75-in. blackwall tires, chrome- 
plated rims. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR. SADDLE р red and yellow 
steel frame. Chrome-plated steel, Ы. with 

saddle with sunset scene on Girl's, cowboy scene on 
Boy's. For leg lengths of 23 10 31 in* 
COMPONENTS: White block on Girl's, black on 
Boy's. (Not yellow and red as shown.) Kickstand. 
Chrome- tive chain guard. Reflectors.t 
ORDER INFO: See “М” suffix note, p. 322. Partly assem- 

See Note, 1 bied. See Assembly Note, 
6 C 47994N—Girls. Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs. 
6 C 47993N— Boy's. Shpg. жт. 39 lbs. 

(3) Bike with blue steel fenders 
SPEEDS. BRAKES: Single speed. Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1,75-in. blackwall tires, chrome- 

rims. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR. SADDLE: Blue steel frame and 
К Chrome- me, эн, hi rise [rx 
slide vinyl gripe on Gits, vin 

2 Vinyl banana style saddle, Een оп Girl's, black 
Pm бе leg lengths of 23 to 31 inches: 
COMPONENTS White block pedals on Сіті: nsi black an 
Boy's. Kickstand. Decorative chainguard. Ri 
ORDER INFO See “N” suffix note, pg. 322. Party, as 

ote, Bicycle Warranty, pg. 
ШЕ RE DO wt 36 lbs. $49.99 
6 C 47984N—Girl s. Shpg. wt. 36 lbs. 49.99 
(4) Chopper-style Bike with extended front fork 

simulated fuel tank and exhaust 
SPEEDS. BRAKES: Single-speed. Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1. 75-in. front and 20x2.125-in. rear 
blackwall tires. Chrome-plated rims. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: Red steel frame. Front 
fork is chrome-plated steel. Hi-rise, chrome-plated steel 

aS is for Children 

SPORTS CENTER 

mı [Sears] 451 



20-inch, single-speed BMX Track 
Bikes for off-the-road competition 

0) Bike wan rear | (2) Bka with 
anc PIE rl SE 

$9999 |58879 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 

FRAME. HANDLEBAR. SADDLE Enameled/chrome- 

saddle and handgrips of black vinyl. 
COMPONENTS Front number plate. Rat-trap ped- 
als give sure foothold. Kickstand, reflectors and 

ORDER INFO: Partially assembled. 
Note, How-to-Measure Note, pg. 448: BMX Bike 
Warranty below. See “N” suffix note, p. 322. 
(1) Blue Bike with rear coaster and caliper 

Ree ^ 6 C 45959N—Shpg. wt. 40 sees, 099.99 

-— (2) Red Bike with rear coaster brake only. Si- chrome plated rims. 
° 6 С 4575 1N—Shpg. wt. 39 Iba. .. $88.79 clearance 

Wishbonestyie BMX Track Bike Warranty. For 30 days from date of pur 
front fo 

sembled: ses Assembly Note, Bike шу, ves e. 
EC 45726N Shipping weight Si pounds. 4139.99 
(4) 20-inch single speed Motocross-look Bike 
SPEEDS: Single 

WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1.75-in. knobby tires. | 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR. SADOLE: Flat black steel frame 
with motocross-style han- 

vat Se made of black vami For iex ears 
of 23 to 31 in. see How-to! Note, pa 48 рє. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Black plastic 
Kickstand. racing numeral. Telecoms 
see Reflector Note, pg. 448. 
ORDER INFO: Ses "М" Suffix Note, p. 322. Partly assem- 

‘Note, jarranty, pg. 448. 
9C 45728N- Supping weight 40 pounds... 968.99 
Note: Motocross-iook Bites share the exciting styling of BMX 
Track Bikes. but frames and other perta are not surtable for stunt 
ang or competion 



Officially licensed by NFL 
Pick your favorite team, your bike comes 
equipped with rem emblem and colors 

20-inch 
[271 singie4peec 

$C 45872N20 chrome-plated 
Kansas City 

Nom 

San Frencaco 
43ers 

§C45885N20 

Pırtsburgn Steelers 

Resura 
6с 45884N20 

iam. 
the: 

mounted emblem 

Kvn roe ae 
ORDER Is 

кп clan ne sed eat ANTES 
Recommended for leg 23 to 31 46 роши 

To get an Official Entry Blank, | How-to Measure рє. style plastic feaders in team colors. Moto- you 
  rossbar and Just use the phone black vinyl waffle Padded vinylاسسا

banana-siyle saddle in official team color 
stripes, E shield on saddle. 



LI 17 LI 

Rawlings* NFL 
adult-size 

12 рта Jerseys 
Jerseys d 

Machine vu 
L Row ick | t 

Constrast м 

hest sizes S(34-36);M (38-40); L(4. 
44): XL(46-48). State letter size S, М. L, X 

: 24206DF 
C6 C 242090F 
C6C 242160F 

| C6 С 242010F 
C6C 242180F 
C6 C 242020F 
Се C 242260F 

Los Angeles Rams 
Pittsburgh Steelers 

1 

3) [Atlanta Falcon: 
(4) | Baltimore Colts 

5) | Buffalo Bills 
Chicago Bears .. 

‚| C6C2 EAR 

C6 C 24; TATOADF 
C6 C 242050F 

C 242220F 
C6 C 242250F 
C6 C 24224DF 

атой Lions 
тееп Bay Packers 

| C6C242170F 
C6 C 242070F 
C6 C 242290F 
C6 C 242210F 
C6 С 242080F 

Oakland Raiders . 
Phila. Eagles 
St Louis Cardinals 
San Diego Char 

C6 C 242130F 
C6 C 24231DF 
C6 C 242110F 

ttle Seahawks ...| C6 C 242270F 
апра Bay Buca. ..| СӨС 242280F 

Wash. Redskins C6 C 242120F 
Shipping weight 1202 
Price Each $10.98 

Rawlings* NFL 
youth-size Jerseys and Helmets 

designed for competition 
Jerseys . . . officially licensed NFL. 
V nee Nylon, cotton. Machine wash, cold; line 

DETAIL: Cut to fit shoulder pads. length sleeves with 
on both. Hemmed bottom. 

SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Numerals not includ- 
below. Sized to wear with shoulder pads. Chest 

M(30-32); 1434—36): XL(38-40). State letter vine M. L, 
xL 

Helmets . . . officially licensed NFL. 
CONSTR: 1-pe. €) plastic shell, cemented-in vinyl 
pacing. jaw ivet-attached 6-pt. on with 
fiber cane hy Done ber tare chin strap. 
Meet NOCSAE Standards.* 
SIZES ORDERING INFORMATION Numerals not includ- 

order below. up to 115 lbs. See Helmet d. ог persons. 
Sein бал be, ‘Slate letter S, M, or L. 

ons! Operating Commitee on 
Standards fer Amen Equipment 

(32) Bears 
(33) ....|C8 С 241770F|C6 С 243360F 
Ga) Browns |C6 C 2418 1DF/C6 C 24337DF 

Lions ....|C6 C 241540F|C6 C 243380F 
(36)| С. Bay Packers. . |СӨ C 24155DF|C6 C UE 

8C241730F| 6C 24 
‚Chiefs. |К C 24176DF 6С 243590F 

8C241560F| 6C243410F 
8C241750F| 6C243580F 

(41)| Minn. Vikings....| 8C 241650F| 6C 24349DF 
(42) New Eng. Patriots|C6 C 2417 10F|C6 € 243540F 
(43)| New Оп. Saints . 106 С 241670F|D6 C 243520F 

)| New York Giants.[C6 C 241570F|C6 C 243420F 
(4S) | New York Jets . ..|C6 C 24183DF|C6 C 243640F 
(46) iders | 6C 24172DF| 6C243550F 
47)| Phila. Eagles .....|C8C 24158DF|C6C 243430F 
(48)| Pitts. Steelers 6С 241590F| 6С 24344DF 
49)| St. Louis Cards RSC 2418205 Ке С 2434707 

E SIEH SL um 
wks (С C 24 185DF|C6 C 24362DF 

(S3)| Tampa Buccs.. ...|C8 C 241790F|C6 C 243630F 
(S4)| Wash. Redskins ..| 6C 24187DF| 6C24346DF 

7 8C24164DF| 6C243480F 
56)| Denver Broncos 1 6C241740F| 6C243570F 

Shipping weight .......| 1Zounces Sis. 
Price Each $9.99 Each $14.99 

HELMET SIZING CHART 
5 Гм t 

Helmet Sirol б%ю6% | 8107 | 71579 
Head Sue [20416 21%. in |2 1/4 10 22 [22 Vie t0 229 in 
[DI EE sf rehat evel 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

KIT INCLUDES. For sey Two number patterns (0 thru 
9) for numbers 2 in. or $*4 Lario pattern 
for lacra 7 in high: Two 12318 in iron-on sheets ol 
black vinyl, one of white r3 b Heimen Two 2 jn. 

EXIT Ке : ir 

| Sears Has a Credit Plan 
| to Suit Most Every Need 

See Bi Book or ask foı r details 
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(1 thru 4) Youth-size 

pro-look non-competitive 
Football Outfit 

$1599 

JERSEY: Cotton duck. Striped Y sleeves. 
PANTS: Woven polyester. White. Side stripe. 
Thigh, knee, hip pads of Vein. polyester. 

T: 1-piece high-impact polyethylene 
plastic shell with polyurethane foam padding 
at cheeks, crown. Plastic double bar face guard 
Adjustable padded chin strap 

PADS: Molded plastic caps, rubber 
led interior. Adjust. front, back. раб 

CARE- Pants, jersey, mach. wash, warm. 
SIZE RS. ORDER INFO: Socks, shoes, 
ball not incl; order socks from Fall Big Book: 
order shoes at right, order ball, opposite pg. 
Jersey. helmet are not numbered. order numer 
al kit, pg. 454. Sizes: S (waists 22-24 in.) 
M(26-28 in.}; State letler S or M. Wt. 4 Ib 
(1) 6€ 24277*—Blue 51599 
(2) 6C 24275F-Orange 15.99 
(3) 6€ 24276F—Red 15.99 
(à 6C24278F—Black 15.99 
456 um 

Rawlings Nylon 

and knee pads are 
cker than pads 

9 thru 12 
$1599 

Polyester Football Pants with 
thigh, hip. spine and knee pads 

Youth-size Pro-style Football Equipment for competitive play 

(5) Rawlings Helmet. High-impact white plastic shell 
Combination vinyl foam-laminated padding, contoured at 
back. Riveted-on double face bar. Jaw pads. 2 p 
strap. Meets NOCSAE* studs. See helmet sizing chart 
pa. 454. 

ZES. ORDER INF 
М(679-7 in LAT Vr- 
6 C 24329F Shipping weight 3 pounds 

(6) Rawlings Shoulder Pads. White polyethylene shell 
is 55% thicker than shell on (7), (except flaps 33% thick 
er), vinyl padding to absorb greater impact than pads be- 
low. Double elastic underarm straps with T hooks, slide 
bars, Coated web drop straps. Thick, soft neck binding 
Cotton lacing. Riveted and stitched construction. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Sizes M(60-90 Ibs.); L(80-110 Ibs. 
XL(100-130 Ibs.). State letter sise М, L or XL. 
6 C 2439 1F— Shipping weight 3 pounds 19.99 

Sizes: S(head size 64-64, in. 
State letter size S, М or L. #7499 

Shoulder Pads. White molded 
thane foam padding. Vinyl di 

Jack. Adjustable web straps. 
ORDER INFO: One size fits youths up to 95 lbs 

6 C 24 18— Shipping weight 1 ID. 1002 1599 
(8) Rawlings 100% nylon Football Pants 

AIC: White. 100% nylon double knit 
AILING: Tapered, pro-cut. Elasticized waist with 

snaps, bartacking reinforced fly and knees. Lace-up front. 
Belt with “D” ring closure. 
PADS: 100-ga. polyethylene, vinyl-laminated thigh pads 

10% thicker than pads with (9 thru 12); % in. thick 
Ensolite® foam spine, hip and knee pads are thicker than 
cotton pads with (9 thru 12), to absorb greater impact. 
CARE. SIZES, ORDER INFO: Hand wash, warm, drip dry 
Shirt sold separately on pg. 454. Waist sizes S(22-24 in.); 
M(26-28 in.); L(30-32 in.). State letter siae S, М or L. 
© 24282F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. боз. 1599 

yethylene shell, 
d. Cotton lacers 

(9 thru 12) Polyester Football pants 
FABRIC. DETAILING. 100% polyester. Belt with 
D" ring closure. Lace up front 

PADS: 90-ga. polyethylene th inch 
k cotton эри 

ARE. SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: Hand 
wash, warm; drip dry. Waist sizes S(22-24 in. 
M(26-28); 1130-32). State S, М, L. Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz. 

9) 6C Air White 999 
0) 6C2489F—Rec 999 

11) 6C2417F 999 
12) 6С 2416F—Gold color 999 

(13) Adults’ Braun Bilt Canvas Shoes 
nd Naugalon™ vinyl 

Nylon tricot; polyurethane foan 

pe Size Note, below. State rise 
Men's. Black, yellow trim. “ТУ 
only. Stade s 8, 9. 10, 
бст 
Women's. W 
only. Stale 
$C 11482F 

medium width 

1997 

(14) Youths’ Vinyl Shoes 
S: Wipe-clean vinyl with cott 

2, 3, 4, S. Wt. 1 1b. бов. 
6C 114915 Black with white stripes 
6C 11492F— White with black stripes 
SHOE SIZE NOTE: Narrow. medium widths 



(15) S-star Football with extra-dura- 
bie top-grain cowhide cover, rugged 
Dawhide® plastic and leather lacing 
tough linen lockstitching 
Official size and weight. 
CARCASS: Butyl rubber bladder, triple- 
lined with interwoven polyester and vinyl 
for shape retention and long wear. 
COVER: Prime top-grain cowhide lock 
stitched with waxed linen thread. Double 
strand rawhide and Dawhide lacing. Spe 
cially-tanned tacky slip-resistant finish. 
Reinforced valve, lacer holes. 
ORDER INFO: Inflating needle inci. 
6C 2445—Wt 115. 202. 119.99 
(16) Place-kick Set. Plastic tee and toe 
piece. Adjustable toe. 
6 C 2427—Shpg. wt. Зол. .. Set $149 
(17) Wilson Official NFL Football 
with top-grain cowhide cover, Daw. 
hide plastic and leather lacing. extra 
inner lacing. Dacron* polyester lock stitching. Officia! size, weight 
CARCASS: Butyl rubber bladder, triple- 
lined with cotton twill. 
COVER: Top-grain cowhide, lockstitched 
with Dacron* polyester thread. Linen in 
ner lace, Dawhide® and leather outer 
lace. Specially tanned tacky finish. Rein 
forced valve and lace holes. 
ORDER INFO: Win a trip to Disneyland 

to get your Official Entry Blank or 
der this ball (17) . . . see p. 2 for details. 
Inflating needle incl, order pump (33) 
6 C 24420—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .... %32.99 
"Registered DuPont trademark 

(18) 4-star Football with top-grain 
cowhide cover, Dawhide® plastic lac- 
ing and | ‚en lockstitching. 

ficial size and weight 
CARCASS: Butyl-rubber bladder, triple 
lined with polyester and vinyl twill. 
COVER: Top-grain cowhide lockstite 
with waxed linen thread. Double-strs 
Dawhide® plastic lacing. Specially tanned 
tacky anti-slip finish. Reinforced valve 
and lace holes. 
ORDER INFO: Inflating needle incl., order 
pump (33). 
6C2447—Wt 11b. 
(19) 3-ster Football with split. 
cover. Official size, weight or youth size 
for ages 8 to 12 
CARCASS: Double-lined polyester, vinyl. 
Buty! rubber bladder. 
COVER: Split leather cowhide with rein- 
forced vinyl lacing 
ORDER INFO: Inflating needle included, 
order pump (33) below right 

ог. 

6 C 245 1— Officia. WL 11099 
6 C 2459— дый. Wt. 1 b. 1099 
(20) 2-star Football with heavy-duty 

rained vinyl cover. Official 
size, weight or youth size for ages 8 to 12 
CARCASS: Rubber bladder. 
COVER: Tough Prima-Hyde® vinyl with 
pebble-grained finish 
ORDER INFO: Inflating needle inci 
6 C 2435— Official Wt. 1Ъ..... 9799 
6 C 2439— Youth Wt. 799 
21) 1-star Football with vinyl cover 

ficial size. 
CARCASS: Rubber bladder. 
COVER: Vinyl. Pebble grained. 
ORDER INFO: Inflating needle included, 
order pump (33), below right. 
6C245 wt. 1 Ib, $4.99 

Soccer Equipment 

(22 thru 24) OUTFIT INCLUDES: Top, shorts, pair of 
socks and pair of shin guards. Shin guards: Made of 
lightweight polyethylene with polyethylene-foam pad- 
ded back . . . fit inside socks and are held in place by 
raised grippers. 8 inches long. 
FABRIC: Too: 100% polyester front, nylon mesh back. 

опз 100% polyester with polyester elastic waistband 
ks. 100% nylon sock—one size fits all 
AILING: Top: Colored front with vented mesh back 

for comfort, %-length sleeves, V-neck. Emblem says 
"US. Soccer". Shorts: Solid color with white hip trim. 
ARE: Hand wash in lukewarm water with mild deter 
rent and line dry. 
ZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Sizes 

Sí waists 22-24 inches, chests 24-26 inches); M( waists 
26-28 inches, chests 28-30 inches); L(waists 30-32 
inches, chests 32-34 inches). Slate leiter site S, M or L 
Shipping weight | pound. 
(22) 6 C 18795F—Red 
23) 6С 18797F—Green 

(24) 6 C 18796F—Blue 
Shipping weight 1 pound 19.99 

(25) 
ble cover 

ali with our most durs- 
ike polyurethane. Offi. 

CARCASS: Butyl rubber bladder. Nylon wound. 
COVER: Polyurethane. Waterproof, scuff resistant. 
ORDER INFO: Inflating needle incl., order pump (33). 
6 C 18785—Sise $. WL 1 Ib. 1302 $19.99 
6 C 18784—Sise 4. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 19.99 

(26) 4-star Soccer Ball with PVC cover. 
Official size and weight. 
CARCASS: Butyl rubber bladder. Nylon wound. 
COVER: PVC cover is waterproof and scuff-resistant. 
ORDER INFO: Inflating needle incl, order pump (33). 
6 C 18765—Size 5. WL 1 Ib. 8 oz. +1499 
6 C 18764—Sise 4 WL 1 Ib. бог. 14.99 

(27) 3-star Soccer Ball with rubber cover 
Official size and weight. 
CARCASS: Butyl rubber bladder. Nylon wound. 
COVER: Smooth rubber. Water and scuff-resistant. 
ORDER INFO: Inflating needle incl, order pump (33). 
6 C 18755—Sise 5. WL 1 lb. 8 oz. $9.99 
6 18754—Sise 4. Wt 1 Ib. 4 oz. 9.99 

(28) Kikari Soccer Game 
OW TO PLAY: Soccer ball is inside net . . . Net is sus 

pended from ground stake with elastic band. Just kick 
and ball comes back. Play alone or with a friend. 

No. 4 soccer ball, nylon nets, anchor stake 
long elastic band and instruction booklet 

ORDER INFO: Inflating needle incl, order pump (33). 
6 C 12238—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $1299 

(29) Kickball, Ball for 4-square, kickball, other games. 
Red. pebble-grained cover. Two-ply laminated rubber 
carcass is long-wearing, scuff-resistant. 844 in. diam. 
ORDER INFO: Includes inflating needle, order pump (33) 
below. Rules are on box. Imported. 
6 C 18705—Shipping weight 1 lb, 1002. $3.89 

(30) Soccer Set with 2 goals and ball 
T INCLUDES: Two Gosis: Rust-resistant blue metal 

frames, each 44x28x28 in. high. Yellow nylon net. Bal 
Official Size (No. 4) and weight. NASL* approved. Car 
cass is nylon cord-wound to retain shape. Water and 
scuff-resistant smooth rubber cover. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Inflating nee- 
die included, order pump (33) below. 
6 C 18721C—Shipping weight 12 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $29.99 
Soccer Set with Single Goal and 3-star Ball (not 
shown). Ball: Official size and weight. Nylon-wound rub- 
ber. Goal: 44x28x28 in. high. Nylon net. Unassem. 
6 C 18787—Sbpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $14.99 
Soccer Goal alone. Single goal measures 44x28x28 in. 
high. Unassembied. 
6 C 18781—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 4 oz. Еа. $12.89 

(31) Athletic Bag with official NASL" logo 
Tote your soccer gear ín this stylish bag. 
CONSTRUCT: Red-colored bag with white logo. Water 
resistant heavy-duty oxford nylon. Nylon zipper. 
Webbed carrying straps. 10x18 inches long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 C 15504—Shipping weight 5 oa. $7.99 

(32) Shin Guards. Elastic rayon knit with polyethyl 
ene foam padding in front 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
6 C 18746—ó-in. size. Shpg. wt. 4 ог. 5249 
6 C 18747—8-in. size. Sbpg. wt. 4 oz. 299 

(33) Inflating Pump 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel with 10-inch long barrel. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needle included. 
6 C 187 16—Shipping weight 8 ounces $2.99 
"North Amercan Soccer League 

New at Sears... Youth-size 
Soccer Outfits 

include shirt, shorts, 
Socks and shin guards 

$999 



(1) Folding Stadium Seat. Hi 
CONSTRUCT am name, colors and helme! 
shown above r lated 
clamp lock to hold seat in place. Vinyl covered padded se 
Vinyl covered padded back 6x12x*4 in. thick. Fold 
DIM Closed. 16x12x4 in. thick. Order 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ог 
(2) Gym bag-style Vinyl Carry-all 
CONSTA: Waterproof fabric-backed vinyl. 
inside, vinyl outside. Heavy-duty zipper. Double-stitched with nylon thre: 
Metal “feet”. Break-resistant plastic handles. Both sides have team nam 
colors and helmet design as those shown above right. 
DIMEN: 1613x10x8 in. high. 
‘ORDERING INFORMATION: Order from chart at right. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces . - 

Junior-size Glove. Priced 55 less than in 
our 1979 Summer Catalog, page 185 
Specially made for smaller hands 
CONSTR: Top-grain cowhide surface. Split 
leather lining. Adjustable li 
trap. Hinged pad. Tan сс 
ORD. INFO: 79 Summer Catalog $14.99. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 

For right-handed throwers 
6C 16182 19.99 
For left-handed throwers 

458 6C 16183 9.99 

Show your team spirit with a 
Folding Seat and Carry-all 

TEEN Ga, 
G 

f po 

| 

PE m 

SAINTS. 

Fielder's Gloves with top-grain leather surface 

Adultsize Glove. Priced $10 less than in 
our 1979 Summer Catalog, page 185 

o TR. Top in cowhide. Adjustable 
thumb, little finger. Padded wrist. Closed 
web. Tunnel top trap. Hinged pad. Tan со 
or. For baseball, softball. Imported 

RO. INFO: 79 Summer Catalog 329.99. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 с 

For right-handed throwers 
6C 16184 119.99 
For left-handed throwers 
6C 16185 19.99 

{йн 

ИНН 



Party-time full-size 
Slumber Bags 

0447C 
3) Peanuts 

6 C 70455С. 
4) Animals. 
5C 70442C 

SPORTS CENTER - 

„ [Sears] 459 



PAGES 460, 461 AND 462 

Youth-size Slumber Bags 
33x65-inch bags s er set at for s 

г 
ke double Б 

Sears Hasa 
Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 
See Big Book Clear viny! Duffel. For al 

es bags o 0 pages 
= Drawstr 

for details RDER Wt 4.02 
ээс 



PORTS CENTE 

au [Sears] 461 



Any two 
= identica! 

e nio 
Y: together. 
  "aicو

ENT о; 
INSULATION: 2 pounds of polyester insulation. 

CONSTR. Acetate and nylon brushed tricot liners. 
Full-length separating zippen: zip any two identical 
bags together to make a double bag. 2 cari без for 
easy roll up, storage. Insulation is quilted to help 
prevent shifting. retain 
DIMENSIONS: 33х65 coa 
CARE INFO: Machine wash, warm. Line dry. 
ORDER INFO: Order Duffel and Pillow, sold below. 

(1) Batman.” 100% pol ‚outersheil. 
Er tbe dom -416.99 
(2) Super Juniors." Acetate and nylon tricot out- 
6 С 70437C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 9 ог. $16.99 
(3) Spiderman.t 100% cotton outershell. 
6 C 70484C—Shpg. wt 3 lbs. 10 oz. $16.99 

(4) Superman." 100% polyester outersheil. 
E E wt. 4 lbs. 1202. .......916.99 

(5) Wonder Woman.” 100% pol ostersheil. 
Et 208930 Sings wu be tee 291699 
"photons Perodeai Publ. inc Marvel Comes rou 

vy р 
nel x17 in. long. 
6c 70466C— Wteor. $299 

N: Filled with 14 pounds of quilted 
sulation 

It print patterned outershell of 
led nylon. Liner of acetate and ny 

ricot. Full-length separating zipper ч t» ом, sold separatel 
two identical bags together. Tie string 6 C 70476С—5м 

PAGES 460, 461 and 462 

Youth-size Slumber Bags 
33x65-inch bags sized for the younger set 

warm and snuggly with 2 Ibs. of polyester insulation. Machine washable 

Our lowest priced Youth-size Slumber Bag 
measures 29x65 inches and has 1'/, pounds of polyester insulation 

S: 29x65 inches long. 
Machine 

pping weigh: 

washable at warm 

Duffel and Pil 

Ibs. 14 06..610.99 



Colorful 
Indoor/Outdoor 

Play Tents 

(1) Our finest 
Dome-style Tent 

comes with canopy 
window, zippered door 

and sewn-in floor 

Outside 
to-assemble polyeth 

(2) Dome-style Tent 
with zippered door 
and sewn-in floor 

ippered door tor ea: 
us sewn-in floor that 

Inside frame of 
y polyethy 

Inside fr 
lene rods for eas 

without disassembly 

NG: Ties for door fag S is for Children 
V. St-in. square base AA A 



Secerste prices $6997 

Table folds to store 

(1) 7x7-ft urethane coated nylon $5999 
Sport Tent with outer storm fly 

Priced $9 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book, 
page 1072 

Nylon fly, tent walls and floor: polyester 
screen. Dark green with beige color trim. Water repel 
lent, flame resistant.* rec 

T: Two 4-piece aluminum 

outer tent 
door, screened rear winde 

ty below. Duff 
1. 6 lbs. 4 ог. 1979 Spring Big Book price 

6 € 77421C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 4 02 
(2) 5x7-ft urethane-costed 

nylon taffeta Sport Tent 
Priced #9 less than in our 1979 Spring Big Book 
page 1072 
FABRIC: Urethane-coated nylon taffeta. Polyester 
screens. Rust-color walls and beige door. Water repellen: 
and flame resistant®. Importe SUPPORT: Two 3-pc. aluminum poles. Tent stakes, guy 
ropes included 

Е LING: Center zippered outer fal 
zippered inner screen door. Rear screened wit 
zippered inside storm flap. Sewn-in nylon floor. 

MEN: Sx7 ft. base. Center height 314 ft. Sleeps 2. 
ADER INFO: See Warranty below. Duffel Actua! 
t 4 lbs. 4 oz. 1979 Spring Big Book price $34 

6 C 77422C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 14 oz. $29.99 
(3) 4Vx6-ft. polyethylene 7 

Play Pup Tent $1579 
FABRIC: Woven polyethylene. Yellow. Flame-resistant * 

PORT: Two 1-piece wooden poles. Tent stakes, guy 

oor flap with tie closures. Sewn-in polyethyl 

Base size 41x6 ft. Center height 3 ft 
Actual wt. 4 Ibs. В oz. 

All-weather Centerfold Tabi 
stain and weather-resistant tops 

TR: Easy-to-clean tempered һа 
dark woodgrain-look finish. Heavy-duty aircraft а 
num extrusion around edge helps protect table. 
FRAME. LEGS: 1-in. diameter, tubular aluminum post 
legs and supports. Carrying han 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: See “N” suffix not 
30x60-in. long Table de U-brace suppor 
6 C 72577 N— Shps. wt. 18 Ibs. 
30x72-in. long Tabie. Single U-brace s 
6 C 72572N—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. 

36x72-in. long Table. Double U-brace supports 
6 C 72574N—Shpg. wt. 26 lbs. $28.99 

(5) Double Mantie Propane Lantern 
C Glass globe, orange color metal. yellow plastic 
base. Nickel-plated burners. Maximum output equal to a 
200-w. bulb. Approximate bui 
cylinder (not incl.) is 6 hours. 

MENSIONS: 713x20-in. with cylinder attached. 
RDERING INFO Fits any disposable cylinder or adapts 
refillable суш ot incl., order Book. 
C 72785C—Shpg. wt. $ lbs. 5 oz. 516.99 

3-burner Propane Stove 
Pressure regulator maintains even fuel flow 

rome-plated steel grid cook top, removable drip pan. 
24-in. hose assembly incl. Detachable windscreens. Folds 
into self-contained case with grip. Orange, yellow 
BURNERS: One 6,500 BTU and two 10,000 BTU chrom 
plated, anti-clog, individually regulated burners. 

high open, 4 in. high closed. 
disposable cylinder or adapts to 

), order from Big Bool 
133.99 

3000-5000 BTUH Propane Catalytic He. 
R: High efficiency platinum catalyst pad. Steel 
'ome-plated steel grid. Extra-wide, wire-leg base. 

Legs fold up to store. Stay-cool carry grip. Orange color. 
DIMENSIONS: 9x18x12%4 in. high overal 

R INFO: Fits any standard 14.1 or 16.4 oz. disp 
able cylinder (not incl). Order cy 
6 C7275 1C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 4 oz. 

Lantern (5) with Stove (6) and Heater (7) 
6 C 72843C3— Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. 



Sleeping Bag for campers 
and fishermen 

Two bags can be zipped together 
to form one large bag 

Dacron* polyester insulation 

Save $7 when you buy two sleeping bags 
of the same size 
INSULATION. 3, 4 or 5 pounds of bonded Da- 
cron* polyester insulation. 
CONSTRUCTION: Rectangular design. Rust-col- 
or polyester shell with biue, beige and rust-color 

acetate and nylon knit flannel liner. Full 
separating zipper, lets you zip two pass 

together. Double weatherstrip; ng hel lps keep 
out drafts. Two tie strings 
CARE INFO Machine wash, warm. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Order stuff 
bag at right to store sleeping bag. 
Oversize. $9x83-in. long. 5 lbs. of insulation. 
sc 7000300 lbs. 14 oz. ..Ea. $33.49 
Two for . . 59.98 
Tall. 3808048. eee. 4 Ix ol insulation. 
sc ei vs 150z ..Ea 928.49 
bisa for. 49.98 

lar. 33x75-in. long. 3 lbs. of insulation. 
4 Eno mete 14 ог. ..Ea. $23.49 

(1thru3) 
lon. Hand wash 
(1) Hillary Frame Pack 

with padded hip b 
N: Main bag 

has lower compartment with zipper d pockets. Adjusta 
der straps. Slotted leath 
tom for strapping on ex 

Measures 17x1214x6% in. 

mounts on 
tions. Mesh b 
ded hip belt, s 
Blue 

a 

N Pack is top 
Large front pocket 

osure. Adjustable s 
with double zippe 

Ship м d nees. 

6 C 790040 $1 
(4) 23 compartment 
Gamefisher Tackle Box 

R: Plasti tackle box, 3 trays, 23 
s. Large storage 

w-down latches. 
kable. Yellow cessed h 

brow 
О: 15x9x8 in. high. Accessories 

shown not included. 
T6 C 3442 1—Wt 4 Ibs. 1002 59.99 

(5 and 6) 

ACK 
(5) Spinning Outfit 

EL: Sears Model 40 
Adjustable disc 
verse, Includ 

mofilament line (not 

NFO: Shpg. wt 
6C33381C 

snaps into place at desired length. Easy 
Black carrying strap. 

inches long 
ORDERING T 
T6 C 39244—W 3 lbs. 

Five assort 
led hooks, stringer, sc 
х Polystyrene. SVex 104x284 

On. off anti-re 

pre-woun 
piece fiber glass r 

Multi-rod Case protects rods, locks to help prevent breakage 

Telescopes from 36 to 72 

Stuff Bag 
Use to store sleep- 
ing bag. Nylon. 
22x28 inches 
Drawstring clo- 
sure. Brown. Fits 
all Sears sleeping 

ot ecs 99 

52-piece Fishing Outfits 
gs. 5 clincher sinkers, 6 snap swivels, 20 

lastic floats, disgorger and fishing book. 
п. high. 2 hal 
6) Spincast Outfit 

U: Sears Model 205 spincast ree 
ap. Star drag 
Pre-wound, 70 

line. 

spinning ree! 

10-Ib. st helps prevent 
yards of 8-Ib. t 

it 614.99 6C33281C Jutfit $14.99 

SPORTS CENTER 

224 [Sears] 465 
ON: 4x7 

$2199 



Signal only when objects are located discriminator tuner 
for junk items. Orift-free circuitry eliminates frequen 

Detector (1) has pushbutton 
automatic tuning 

A ongie handy thumb-button at 
eng of handie lets you г 
unit to your own pre-& 
ence point when you encounter 

inges due to varying gi 

(1) Detector with 
automatic tuning and 
metal/mineral selector 

Buy Detector (4) 
with Prospector (6) 

Save *10 

Buy Detector (1) with Headphones (2) and Recharge Kit (3) 

Save $20 бв 559 Sm 
prices total 5242 97 

Metal/mineral selector helps compensate for ground 
minerals in search area. 
CIRCUITRY: Transmitter/receiver-type. Solid state. 
Discriminator” circuit ignores most junk items. 

5 L 8-inch waterproof сой adjusts for angle 
of search area. 
SIGNAL SYSTEM: Audible speak 
meter signal indicate detection ol 
phone jack (see offer below). 

ROLS: 4-position switch for battery check, min 
|, metal and discriminate modes. Tuner for magnet- 

er signal plus visual 
items. ! іпсћ head. 

ION: Aluminum shaft, housing. Adjusta- 
length shaft. Actual weight 4 Ibs. 10 oz. 

POWER: Uses eight 1.5-v. AA batteries (incl.) or 12-v. 
7 recharı unit (not incl, see offer below). 
ORDERING INFORMATION. See Warranty below. 
6 C 59633— Deiecior alone. Wt. 5 lbs. 10 ог..%199 99 

Detector (1): Headohones (2) and Recharge Kit (3) 
6 С 59677C3—Wt 7 lbs, 1202. $2229 

(2) Headphones for Detectors (3) 12. Rechargeable Battery Kit for (1) 
(1), (4). (5). Lets you hear even low КІТ INCLUDES: One 12-volt nickel-cadmium 
volume signals privately. battery to replace multipack in detector. Re- 
CONSTR: Adj. polypropylene bead. 
band. Polyurethane-foam padded 
саг pads. High-impact polystyrene 
ear speaker cups. 10-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For 

pped vein. jack-equi; detecto: 
6 C59626—Wt 15 ог. 

charger draws power from house current. 2 
post plug connects to battery from recharger. 
ELECTRICAL INFO. Input: 110-120-volt, 60 Hz. 
AC. 6-foot 4-inch cord. Output: 14.5-volt DC. 
180 milliamperes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Fits (1) only. m. 

$1299  6C59671—Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 302. 52999 

Full Vyenr Warranty on Metal Detectors: f within | 
toda due to defect in materials or workmansiup. return 
States and Sas өсә” е Тм 
аво Neve отч ‘which very from state to 

ym cate of purchase. ina meta: cet 
1 to nearest Sears store throughout United 

v Qet rou tpecihc legal nghtt ard you may 

Phone ordering's а quick and easy way to buy 

SIGNAL SYSTEM, CONTROLS. Audio 
speaker. Single on/off/ con- 

2 ^ HET M 
POWER. Uses one 9-v. battery (not 
included), order on page 449. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by May- 
tronics. AO 
6C59619C—Wt. 1b. бог. $14.99 

Transmitter/Receiver Metal/Mineral Detectors by White's 
helps compensate 
t retuning 

(4) Ourlowest priced 
Detector with 

discriminator tuner 

ansmitter /receiver- 
“Discriminator” tı 

i 
lj B BB 

Jt " 833 | ІА E! 
H і і Е 3 | t È f d | і ДЕ i 

- 

metal/mineral selector plus 
Ground Exclusion Balance 

in searching area 

$21959 
The most sensitive. 
CIRCUITRY: к 
type. state. > 
tor” tunes out junk items. Ground Ex- 
clusion Balance Control lets you search 

weight 4 
POWER: Uses fourteen 1.5-volt AA bat- 
teries included. 
ORDER INFO. See Wi at left. 
6 C 5964 1 Sbpg. wt 9 ibe.. 

(7) Jetco Mustang 
Treasure Detector 

CIRCUITRY: Beat-Frequency Oscillator 

SEARCH COIL: 6-in. waterproof coll, н COIL: 6: . 
Adjustable coil angle. 
SIGNAL SYSTEM. CONTROLS. Audio 

on/off /tuning control. 

POWER: Uses two 9-v. batteries (not. 

QRO. INFO. Warranted by Holl; 
rite for free (dr RZS 



Fully-assembled 
lighted 

Country-style 
Gun Cabinets 
in solid oak 
and oak 
veneers 

page 1: 
LOAD ACTION: Muzzle-loading single shot black 
sagte epum НЕ Она MERC tel mme Priced #40 less than in our 1979 Fall Bi р ig Book, page 1343. 
STOCK ANO FOREARM Hardwood mat colo os 121800: Lit for Ament e y = 

A CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: Gun Cabinet: Hand-finished solid and 

A AS H ing. We st rests barrel racks. Light: N le. 

Pi н prm ое onen STORAGE. Separate locking compartment. 
blade. DIMEN., ELEC.. INFO. ORD. INFO: Gun Cabinet: Holds guns up to 52 in. 

— м. long (not incl). Assembled. ght On/off switch, Uses 40 watt showcase 
bulb (incl... 8 ft. 9-in. cord. Drill hole in back of cabinet for cord. Light 
attaches with 2 screws. 110-120 v, AC. UL listed. 
(8) 12-gun. Decorative middle panel on storage compartment. Cab. Fall Big Book price 8120.99. ч Gb. 

Eos '6C—Arsembied. (Wt. ....8109.99 meas. 43x7014x12% in. deep; acc. area 13x40%x11 in. deep. Wt. 117 lbs. 
EBEN! Y 2) т 6 C 21263N—1979 Fall Big Book price 3349.99 $309.99 

343. (9) _ 10-gun. Same as above but without middle panel. Cab. meas. 
Eau Lc Ey EA S7x7014x12%, in deep: acc. area 1334411 in. deep. Wt. 103 Ibs. 
Shaded Operational when assembled Imported. 1979 6 C 21262N—1979 Fall Big Book price $309.99 9269.99 

z сє $109.99. 
6C51 TC Pipe wt Ite) s Kit $6999 

CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-look mold- 
ed polystyrene is unaffected by tem 
perature or humidity. Front of acces- 
sory drawer is patterned to simulate 
fine checkering. Wool felt. padded 
rack helps protect gun's finish. Acces- 
sory drawer lock secures gun locking 
bar to keep guns in place. 
ACCESS.. STORAGE: Separate lock- 
ing drawer 44422541304 in. deep. 
DIMENSIONS. ORDERING INFO: 
Unassembled. Hardware incl 
(12) 4-gun. $¥4x27229 in. high. 5C 
6C21128C-WL 10%». $19.99 SEORISCENTER 
(13) 2-gun. Sx28x1844 in. h. 
6C21126C-WL 8 Ibs... $14.99 Ке] 



Sears Lever-action Air Guns 

1) “El Dorado” 100-shot BB and single-shot Pellet Gun 
ADING ACTION: Lever-action pneumatic pump-up with variable velocities. Loads one 

77 caliber pellet or 100 BBs. 
ОСК. FOREARM: Walnut wood-grained plastic; white liners. Monte Carlo cheek rest. 

RECEIVER, BARREL: Gold-colored steel receiver, grooved for scope. Tapered steel barrel. 
Crossboit safety. Adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight. 

TIONS: 20-inch barrel, 37 inches long overall. 
NG INFORMATION: See Gun Policy, Warranty on next page. Recommended for 

ages 16 or older. Order pellets and BBs below 
6 C 19072C—Gun (1) only. (Shipping weight 5 Ibs. $ oz.) 929.99 
6 C 19355C—Gun (1) with Scope (2). Sep. prices total $39.98. (WL 5 lbs. 1102.) ... 38.98 

4x Scope 
S: Five 4x round-view achromatic lenses. Crosshair reticle. Field of view 21 feet at 

HOUSING: Tubular aluminum %inch diameter. Windage, elevation adjust. Ring mounts 
for grooved receiver. Dust caps. 11 inches long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. Imported 

$9.99 

ai" 40-shot BB Gun 
LO ACTION: 2-way lever-action. Hammer must be cocked by hand before gun will 
fire. Side-port loading. Under-barrel magazine holds 40 BBs. Spring-forced feed. 
STOCK. FOREARM. Walnut-woodgrained plastic. 

CEIVER. BARREL: Steel. Octagonal barrel. Gold-colored plastic forearm cap and butt 
plate. Adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight. Saddle ring. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 19inch barrel, 38 inches long overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Gun Policy, Warranty on next page. Recommended for 
age 10 or older with adult supervision. Order BBs below. 
6 C 19052C—(Shipping weight 4 pounds 1 ounce) 527.99 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

Daisy Pump and Lever-action Guns 
(4) Model der ne /50-shot (6) 700-shot lever-action BB Air Gun 

Repeater and single-shot Pellet Gun LOADING ACTION: Gravity feed. 700-shot LOADING ACTION: Gravity feed. 350-shot BB re- ВВ repeater with lever-action cocking. peater or single-shot 177 caliber pellet. Pneumatic STOCK. FOREARM: Wood-grained plastic 
‘single-pump-action. Sliding ee door. with checkering. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Checkered psa ip. зи wood-grained RECEIVER. BARREL Steel. Post front and ad- 
plastic, Сана) grip, steel butt plate, — justable open rear sights. Simulated engrav- 

ing on the receiver. Cross-bolt safety. HEU Annee Steel. Smooth-bore barrel. SPECS 35% in. long overall. 
HF рараю: ORDERING INFORMATION: See Gun us PECs, on ‘ORD NEO. А ш, long overall Gun and Warranty on next page. p. 460.9 Order BBs below. low, Recommended 

Order BBs 
Tor рө 10 or older with FETO (NE Sl Bon), 2099 ad Bem be s 

6С 190120—(We 2D». Soz.) .... nisy Red Ryder” 700-shot 
m e ard m Up de Air Gun. 
LOADING: базу fed sor BB repeater with LOADING ACTION: Gravity feed. 350-shot 
vercion cocking BB repeater with lever-action cocking 
STOCK. RECEIVER: ‘Stained h hardwood with lariat STOCK: Wi plastic. 
signature. Saddle ring, leather thong. RECEIVER. BARREL: Steel. Post front and 
RENE BARREL EL Sud. Post front sight andad- open rear sights. Cross-bolt safety. 

Lg nor emp coo m" Hs ORD INFO: 30 in. long overall. INI 
Order BBs below. Бл Recommended 

B Teese Wt Ti 1502) .522.99 iors gos 8 to 10 with adult 
"For ages 10 or older with aduit supervision. C 19009C—(Wt 2 Ibs. 1 oz.) 411.99 

(8 and 9) 
CONSTRUCTION. Steel. Angled back plate. 

09 з 
1 ORDER INFO: 5000 

deep. box. (Wt. 3 lbs. D. ELECTRICAL. ORDER INFO: 110-v. 60 Hz. AC. — 6C19314 ..Box 
Ss LATE Svett cord. 

}9283C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 14 oz. ...929.99 бш азоо т 
9) Mechanical Target. Gravity operated. ора Ec (Wt. в oz.) КК ог assorted ducks 619305 ..Box 41.99 

apt. 5 ducks for automatic (12) Box of 250.22- 
on side. Instr. 12*3x1717 in. deep. Caliber Daisy Pellets. 

ORO INFO: (Wt. 8 oz.) 
6C19328 ..Box $1.99 468 wt. 9 lbs 402. 



Rifles and Shotguns 

(1) Ted Williams 
Semi-automatic 

.22-caliber 
Rifle Scope 

LOADING: Semi-automatic. Tubular 
magazine fires 21 short, 17 long or 15 
long rifle cartridges. 
STOCK. FOREARM: Made of walnut-fin 
ished hardwood. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Blued steel barrel 
Rust-resistant aluminum alloy receiver. 
Cross bolt safety. Side ejection. Receiver 
grooved for scope. Open adjustable rear 
sight; bead post front sight. Removable 
trigger assembly 
SCOPE. Sears 4X scope: see Key (2) on 
page 468 for description. 
SPECIFICATIONS. 204; in. barrel; 39 in. 
long overall. Approx. wt. 6 Ibs.* 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Sears 

El Guz Policy and Warranty below 
Shipping weight 7 pounds.) 

6C54777C 959.99 
"Minor verations ın wood density 
may cause wegh! O vary slightly 

(2) Daisy .22-caliber 
Repeater Pellet Rifle 

LOADING: Pneumatic pump-up with var 
able velocities. Loads one .22-cal. 
at time or uses 5-pellet clip. $ clips incl 
STOCK. FOREARM. Made of Monte Carlo 
design walnut-grain plastic. White line 
spacers 
RECEIVER. BARREL Brass barrel rifled 
for accuracy. Steel receiver and barrel 
shroud. open rear sight: ramp 
front sight. Receiver grooved for ا 
SPECIFICATIONS: 21-in. long barrel; 37% 
in. long overall. Approx. wt. 5 Ibs.* 
ORDER INFO: See Gun Policy below. 
Rifle only. (Shpg. wt. $ lbs. 10.02.) 
6C 19078С. +4199 
Rifle with scope. Sears 4Х scope: see 
item (2) on page 468 for description. 

(Shipping weight 6 lbs. 1 oz.) 
6С 19478C 547.99 

(3) Sears single-shot 12, 
20 and .410-gauge Shotguns 
LOADING: Breech action. 
STOCK. FOREARM: Made of walnut-fin. 
ished hardwood. 
RECEIVER. BARREL: Solid steel receiver 
Take-down design. Steel barrel. Full 
Choke. Brass bead front sight. Automatic 
shell extractors. Serrated buttplate. 

h release tab. 
SPECIFICATIONS, ORDERING INFO: 12- 
ga. and 20-ga. fire 24, and 3-in. standard 
or magnum shells. .410-ga. fires 21 stan 
dard or 3-in. Xtra-range shells, See Gun 
Policy and Warranty below. 
12-90. 30-in. barrel. 46% in. overall. 
6C51077C—(Wt 8 lbs.) .$54.99 
20-98. 28-in. barrel. 4444 in. overall 
6 C8107861 ibt)»: ..954.99 
4 10-ga. 26-in. barrel. 42%, in. overall. 
6C51079C—(Wt 8 lbs.) ..954.99 

0 "hts and 
YOu May aiso Rave other nghts тес vary rom state to vate 
Sears Gun Policy. Sears mil accept any order tor firearms and 
ammunition by phone but not by mai. Orders must De оске uD 
^ person at а Sears Catalog Store or Reta! Store Ammunivon 

оће age) Proof of required age must be shown 
Order ı3 picked vp. Ай seies are fubyect 10 Federal. State and Mu 
пора aws 
ALL GUNS, AMMUNITION SHIPPED PREPAID to pick up pont 
(either а Sears Catalog Store or Reta; Store) 

Phone ordering s a quick 
and easy way to buy 

К Б.З Sen wih Copt A E EA 1 

N BS (4) Bear* Mini-Magnum™ 
Compound Bow Archery Set 

fev peur in. draw 
wheel design with lightweight eccentric 

(5) Comanche Compound 
Bow Archery Set 

Com; Comanche Archery Set. 
or a Renee А 

vi sow 
ERTL inn 

(6) Family Archery Set 
SET INCA; vi, fiber lass bow (УЧЬ. 
оле? polyester braided stg Four 
16-in. circular cow: 
hide tab, inser. 
ORDER INFO: Fits right or left hand. 
6 C27148C—Wt 3 lbs. ..Set 924.99 

(7) Conventional 
Recurve Bow Archrey Set 

SET INCLUDES. Skin. long fiber 
recurre labe det welehe 23 

in 
guard; tab; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For right or left handed archers. We 2 Ibs. Lor. $627137C.....—....Se 315.99 
подана Trademark 

(8) Our lowest price in 
1979 for any Archery Set 

(9) Junior Practice Target Mat 
For use with bows up to 3$ pounds. 
CONSTRUCTION: 2214 inches square. Bull's-eye 
face; reinforced center. 

6C 27476C—Wt 4 lbs. 3 oz. 
(10) Archery Equipment Rack 
CAPACITY. Holds up to 4 bows plus 24 arrows (not incl.). Storage 
drawer holds accessories. Hanging knobs on sides for gloves, tabs. 
Sonst NST: Sage green color polystyrene. Woolen felt padding. 7x29x26 

ORDER rs Unassembled. Instructions ideit. 
256C— Shipping weight 9 pounds .. 



Barbell-Dumbbell Weight Sets with 
compact, long-wearing cast-iron plates 

Now, also available in 111 kg. (244 Ib.) Set 
the largest capacity set we've ever offered \ 

Save $10 on 111-kg. (244-1b.) set 
over separate prices for 51-kg. set, 

two 20-kg. plates and two 10-kg. plates 

INTA 

272.2-kg. (600-1b.) 

capacity Weight Bench 
with double-bar 

leg lift and tilt back 



та 

ITEMS ( al 
SHOWN ON FACING 'AGE 

(1) Barbeli-Dumbbeii Set 
with cast-iron plates 

BARS: 1-piece barbell, 66- 
I res 
PLATES: Black painted. as- 
iron plates, 
COLLARS: Two cast-iron 

with handle 
bolts for quick changing 
without tools. Six cast- 
dumbbell collars, All with 

able set screws. 
(included). 

ORDERING INFO: Includes. 
instructions and weight 

booklet. See 
the Note below. 3 
51м! 1 Pes 
kg, Voor 4a, wo 

wil am: 
<3 Mice Mes 

Heat an 
A 1 1-kilogram (244-1b.) 
Set. 18 plates; $1-kg set 

two il 

6c TIN4 ...6139.97 

10kg. Two. 
хе рее. 
12391 ......92999 

20 lates. ET To 
6С 15325N......959.99 

Combination of two 10- 
and two 20-kg. pletes. 
1M 

6C 15312N2 .. 

padding and beige leather 
k vinyl cover. Leg-lift 

е 
35 I 

EXERCISE NOTE: Before тат 
ing any rigorous exercise pro- 
gram. тоз recommended t 
you conduit your for 
complete checkup. 

other dacomion: ‘stop on 
erciting and consult pnysican 
immediately. 

Phone ordenng's 

8 quick and easy 
way to buy 

(6) Barbell-Dumbbell 
Weight Sets with interlocking 
polyethylene-jacketed plates 

о $2/797 
Save *2 

Ser чое | gear 
and four 

Save = $5293 

pos, BARS: 72inch long 1-рисе steel barbell ar, two 18 inch steel dumbbell bars, all 
FT sleeves to help protect 

PLATES. COLLARS: PC ach ap 
Ee adjust cast-iron barbeil collars and 4 collars all with set screws that ad- 

just. (Wrench incl.) 
eec | wiegt ORDER INFO: Incl instructions and training booklet See Exec Note below. 
sone EE Sisstogrem (112 Io) Set В plates; four, two GYrks, two Sd 

$4299 | $3799 СА A npa бйр рын eitis EE $2797 
42 37 ем 156 Ib) Set 10 plates: S1 irse plus two 10 ka pates 

CAPACITY: 227.2-kilogram (500- 
рй total weight of user plus 

CONSTRUCTION: Frame of 1-inch 
diameter chrome-plated tubular 
steel. S-position adj. incline back; 
38-inch high su support arma Ply- 

Te- 
thane foam padding. tan vinyl cov- 
er. End tips on legs help protect 
floors. Bench 12х45х16 high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent 
unassembled; instructions included. 
Barbells are not included. See Ezer- 
cise Note, 
$C 19232C- Wt. 22 Ibs 
Weight bench alone 14299 

sels 
(1) or (6) 

Hr octane inns 
Se Te aC foe We ase. 8 6C15119L2-Four. Wt. 90 Ibs. $29.96 

(7) 48-kg.(106 Ib.) 
Barbell Set — 31899 

Sn rire Henri ser omo eren Lori 
PLATES: 8 black d ا ھا na E 
TA сыа Mon la x screws adjust wrench (included). 

ORDER INFO: See Note, below. Weight training booklet, instr. ind 
SC 1510682 Spr. wt 07 ba. ix m $18.99 

$4 when you buy Triceps Bar, Curl Bar or Adjustable Collar Set 
Save 1 with any Bench or Weight Set sold on these two pages 

Collars. 
$ 

$999 

Mcr Cd 

Triceps Bar 
HOW IT WORKS: Helps develop tricep 
muscles, also forearms and shoulder 
muscle groups, by letting you 
your hand position on 
CONSTRUCTION: 86 centimeters (34 
inches) long bar made of chrome-plated 
tubular steel. Two cast iron collars 
have set screws that are adjustable with 
wrench (included). 
ORDERING INFO: Weights not includ- 

ed. See Exercise Note at left. Instruc 
tions included. 

t S lbs. 7 oz. 
восе, only $1699 
When bowghi y ilem 

co .$15.99 

Barbell Curl Bar 

HOW IT WORKS: Helps develop tri- 
сер and bicep muscles: changing 
hand position on bar con 
centrate effort on specific areas. 
CONSTRUCTION: 46-inch long bar 
made of chrome-finished tubular 
steel. 2 inside and 2 outside cast 
iron collars have set screws; adjust 
with wrench (included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Weights not included. See 
Note at Ий. Instructions included. 

7 bs. 5 oz. 
6C 18138-Bar only $16.99 
Fio ioni any ow 
(Thru TY .............. $15.99 

Adjustable Collar Set 
For use with barbell-dumbbell sets. 
144 kilo. international-type. Cast 
iron. Adjustable. Leather lined for 
slip-resistance. Wing nuts for quick 
changes. Threaded spindle hub 
jams plates together. 
ORD INFO: Set of 2. See Exercise 
Note, at left. Instr. incl. 
6C15315-Wt 7 lbs. . Set $10.99 
When bought with any item 
(1 thru 7) $9.99 

SPORTS CENTER 

as [Sears] 471 



ID xercise 
for fitness Deluxe : Wheel and figure 

Cycle 

Sie eot mater Cometae (1and2) Stationary Cycles nd Tima os ме 
ar dica! research indicates stat 

re yOu more Out hs, legs, stomach, lower back, w 
ankles and buttocks. Can also bene! 

ulatory system and can help i 

dal forward or backward 

for a smooth ride. Seat post is marked at 1-inch intervals for 
comfortable positioni k-release clamps help ac 
complish this swiftly. Deluxe padded viny! seat: plastic leg 

bicycle-type pedals w th-lined vinyl stirrups. 
Foam rubber handgrips. Wide-stance legs for stabil 
White-enameled tubular steel frame, y fea 

re: completely enclosed cycling mechanism. Measures 
vut 4812015144 inches high 

eti of dcc 
Yo veu rade 

ERING INFORMATION: Sent semi-assen See note. 
and warranty below. See “N” suffix n 
8 C 287 2N—Shipping weight 43 > $129.99 
(2) 16-inch Wheel Cycle 
ONSTR D xdometer shows how fast 

and far yc E frame is white with blue 
ble handiebars. Seat is padded for 

comfort and viny! covered for easy cleaning. Seat height is 
adjustable. Safety feature: cycling mechanism is completely 
enclosed. Handlebars and base bars have plastic grips. 

res approximately 44x21! 2x42! inches high. 
bled. Warranted 

1 ONE-YEAR WARRANTY 

ved by a d 
472 [Sears] u 



Many doctors recommend a planned regimen 
of exercise and health care for improved 

health and physical well-being. 

gularly and plan your diet to 
ories. Proper exercise and 

under the advice 

sician and depending on the type 

of exercise and equipment used 
can have many benefits. 

Dont miss these 
important tests 

...4299.99 

Deluxe 
Walking- 
Jogging 
Exerciser 



Bullworker 3 Exerciser and Lady Bullworker 
Men's: Use isometric $3950 | Women's: Use isometrics/ $3650 
contraction to help. isotoncs to help firm 
build. tone muscles with case and shape tissue 

lump Rope 

eures $3488 

(1and 2) Bullworker 3 Exerciser. Lady Bullworker 
HOW THEY WORK: Built-in power meter racks relative 
increases in your strength. Men's: Just compress grips or 
pull cables, bold for 7 seconds, to help tone muscles 
Chest, arms, shoulders, stomach, back, thighs, calves. Re- 
quires only 60% of your strength on each exercise for 
max. results. Women з. Firm, shape tissue using isomet 
Tic /isotonic exercises. Each exercise requires only 20 sec 

full program takes only 5 minutes a day 
CONSTA; Chrome-plated tubular steel w/strong com 
pressive inner spring. Plastic grips, vinyl-covered steel 

Vinyl case has reinforced seams, adj. sling straps. 
О NG INFORMATION: Exercise program is includ 
ed. See Exercise Note, below 
(1) 6C 15192C—Bullworker, Wt. 4 Iba. 9 02. .$39.50 
Lady Bullworker. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
1) 6C 153920 36.50 
Combination of Bullworker (1). Lady Bullworker (2) 
6 C 15393C2—Shipping weight B lbs. 2 oz. ....871.00 
(3) Striking Beg Set with bag, platform and mitts 
BAG: Bladderless-bag. Red vinyl with black stripes. 
PLATFORM: Sturdy, zinc-plated angle-iron frame, silver. 
colored enamel finish; adj. 6 in. up or down. 23%-in. 
diam.. Yin. thick particleboard rebound circle. Steel ball 

wivel. For 16-in. center wall stud mounting. 
S: Black vinyl, with padded back and palm bar 
ic wrist. 

ORDERING INFO: Inflates with needle (included). 
6 C 14173C—Shipping weight 19 lbs. 6 oz. ....%29.99 
(4) Bali-bearing Jump Rope. Adjustable-length poly 
propylene rope. Ball-bearing hardwood handles. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Exercise Note, below 
6 C 15348—Shipping weight 14 oz. $6.89 
Combination of Striking Bag Set (3), Jump Rope (4) 6 C 14174C2—Shipping weight 20 lbs. 6 oz.. . . $34.88 

(5and6) Ankle and Wrist Weights 
HOW THEY WORK: Weights make legs or arms work 
harder during exercise; can be worn during day's activi 
Чез to help tone muscles during non-exercise periods. 
CONSTRUCTION: Burgundy vinyl cases have steel fil 
ings sewn in. Cotton canvas straps with buckles hold 
weights on ankles, wrists. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Set of two, See Exercise Note below. 
(5) Ankle Weights. Each 2.5 Ibs. 
6 C 15303— Wt $ ibs. 2 oz. 

(6) Wrist Weights. Each 1 Ib. 
6 C 15304—Wt 2 Ibs. 2 oz. E 

Set $8.99 

9649 

(7) Pedometers 
Jogger's Pedometer. Uses pendulum action of stride to 
record distance. Measures distance run (not walked) up 
to 8 miles. Stride adj. from 2 to 6 ft. 
CONSTR: High-impact Cycolac® plastic case is 2 in, in 

x diameter. Incl. beit hook and clip. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
6C72718 $10.99 
Hiker's Pedometer. Similar to (7) but measures dis 
tance walked up to 25 miles 
your walking stride. 
6C 727 19—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 

(8) 3-and 6-kilo Dumbbell Sets 
ONSTR: Polyethylene casing. 1.5-kg. (3.3 lbs.) dumb- 
lis, white; 3-kg. (6.6 lbs.) dumbbells, bronze-colored. 

ORDER INFO: Set of two. See Exercise Note, below. 
6 C 15 103—J-bile, Wt. 7 lbs. 3 oz. 57.99 
6 C 15106—6-kila Wt. 13 lbs. 3 oz. 8.99 

Y-mile units, Adjusts to 

$10.99 

(9) Converse World Class” Trainer II 
Running Shoes for men and women 

Star pattern sole for added traction, durability. 
UPPERS: Lightweight, light blue nylon oxford w/royal 
blue suede, white leather trim. Urethane foam-padded 
tongue, heel, collar. Nylon tricot lining. Cus 
sole, arch support for added comfort. Lace-to-t 
design. Soft achilles tendon protector. Imported 

Black rubber outsole with star pattern. 2-layer 
bber midsole. Rolled heel and toe. 
ORD See Shoe Size Note, below. 

Men's. "D' width only. Sizes 8%, 9, 94, 10, 
1044, 11. State sise when ordering. 
6 C 11135F—Ship; 
Women's з width only. Sizes 6 Bl, 9. Slate rise when orderin 
6 С 11136F—Shipping weight 
SHOE SIZE NOTE 

lb. Joz 



Stylish Warm-up Suits for 
winter work-outs or after-ski 

ARE INFOR N: Made of 100% doubleknit acrylic. Ma 

waistband. 
ders. 

ed. See Sizes for Warm-up Suits, ( 
Men's Regular, Sizes S, M, L, 
6 C 99124 F—Hrown 
6 C 99121۴ 
Shipping weight ! pound 10 

illo/clipper blue 

Men's Tall. Sizes M, L, or XL. Please state sise when 
6 C 99187F—Brown 6 C 99154F—Vanil 
6 C 99153F—N 6 C 99118F— Burgund 
Shipping weight e Vonilla/nevy 
Misses’ Regu! 
6 C 99104F 
6 C 99126F. 
Shipping weigh 
Misses’ Та! 
6 C 99168 
6 C 99164F 
Shipping weight 

Sizes for Wa: 
Men's Regular fit s 
Men's Tail firs he 
Misses Regular f 
Misses Tall fit 

a. white web strap handles 
achine wash, warm. 

N. Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
6C 16505........ 1599 

SPORTS CENTER 
[Sears] 475 



(1) Electric Ease-O-Matic Bed For comfort and convenience at home For canon, adjustable comfort while те 
ONSTR: 2 powerful motors respond in. 

stantly when you push remote control 
switch for back up, back down, foot up or 
foot down. Durable carbon steel frame has 
beige epoxy finish. Use your own head- 
board; attached brackets on frame fit any 
conventional twin or full-size headboard. 
Auxiliary electrical outlet at foot of bed lets 
you plug in your own lamp or bedside ap- 
pliance; switch on remote control lets you 
turn appliance on/off without leaving the 
bed. Special innerspring mattress flexes to 
all spring positions. Floral patterned poly 
ester, cotton cover is vinyl-coated to resist 
moisture, wipes clean. Hinged innersprings 
have гіп. Tufflex® cellulose fiber insula. 
tion covered with cotton batting and %-in. 
urethane topper. Mattress reverses for 
longer wear. Foundation deck of bed is 
high density urethane foam, upholstered 
with ticking to match mattress cover. Use 
extra-long sheets, sold in 1979 Fall Big 
Book, p. 1665. Casters for roll-about conve 
nience. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, 12-foot cord. 
ORDERING ІМ 
Extra-Long 80-inch Twin-size Bed 
Frame is 80x39x17 in. high. Mattress is 
80x39x6 in. deep. 234 coils 
8 C 1240N— Wt. 190 Ibs. $589.00 
Extra-Long 80-inch Full-size Bed. Frame 
is 80x54x17 in. high. Mattress is Ox 4x6 in. 
deep. 338 coils 
8C 1241N—Wt 230 lbs. $689.00 
(2) YeHP Whirlpool Bath 

Regulate temperature by drawing a bath ease-o-matic you find comfortable, Regulate intensity of bed massage by choosing Low, Medium or 
D High speed. Automatic shut-off timer sets 

© standard twin or full-size widi р 4-way remote contro! massage from 5 to 60 minutes. Pump 
Plus the luxury of full à © edjutts heed and foot ers approx. 36 gallons of water per minute 
80-ос^ length of bed independentiy at high setting. Aerator tube injects air bub- 

© specially desgned mattress. Ф allows you to turn radio, flexes with springs. . . speci TV or appliance on or off без secure mattress 10 springs 

electric 

tic. Measures 23x814x15 inches high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Safety feature: electri 
cal parts are fully insulated and outside tub 
rim. 4-HP motor. UL listed for 110-120-v., 

without leaving bed 

60-с. AC. 225 watts. 8-foot con 
ORDER INFO: Warranted . . . see p. 185 
8 C 2259L—Wt 26 Ibs $118.88 

(3) On-Bed Tray. For convenient read 
ing, writing, eating in bed or in a chair. 
CONSTRUCTION: White wood frame has 
wicker-look wood side pockets for books 
and magazines. Lift-up center section has 
white enameled top suríace wipes 
dean with damp cloth. 15x28x714 in. high. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent assembled. 
8C 1174L—Shpg. wt. 9]bs.*. .... 019.95 

Soothing, steady sound 
helps induce relaxation, 

mask noises that may interfere with sleep. 
CONSTR ON: Tan plastic housing 
Tone and volume adjust. 6x4 inches high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC, 12 watts. 7-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
8 C 1094—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 3 oz. ..$19.95 

(4) Sleep-M 
of rushing air 

(5) Calorie Calculator Diet Scale 
Helps you convert weight of foods directly 
into calories. To calculate calories in a giv 
n portion of food, look up the letter value 
assigned to the food in the instruction 
booklet, adjust the calculator diet scale and 
weigh the portion; scale reads in calories. 
Calorie wheel (incl.) helps determine the 
number of calories recommended per day 
CONSTR: Plastic tray rests on easy-to-read 
sca removes for cleaning. Gold-color, 
white trim. Approx. 8x914x6% in. high. 
C T р. 185. 
8 C 2808—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. .89.99 

: ез 



(1апа 2) Big "T" Physical Fitness Gym has 6 activities; 4 legs, 
iped slide 

ЛЕ: Headbars and legs of 

(3) Gym Set witho 
79 C 72908N—Sbpi 

ular steel. Two hea 
long. Four legs: 
9 feet 3 inches long. 
Base area is € 15 

piece striped steel bed 9 С 72008N—Wt. 98 lbs 
4-ft. long slide. (As above, but slide 6% ft. lor 

hipping weig] 
ithout slide (not sho 
nstalled height 7 ft 

Our galvanized steel 6-leg Gym Set has a 
heavy-duty 2-in. diameter frame 

(4) 8-ft Slide. С 

but 

1028N—Sh 
ym Set with (4) 
2928N2—Shp 

ut slide 
wt, 89 $12299 49C 70525 

slide, Base area 

ft. slide 
bs. ... 9144.98 

Installed heig! 
Thermal-plastic coated 
galvanized steel Gyms 
are as rust-resistant 

as any gym sets we sell 
INSIDE: Where much rust begins, 
each frame is protected with a 
tough. baked-on coating 
OUTSIDE: Steel is heavily 
galvanized with zinc, then 

Chromate-coated to bond on à 
tough thermal-plastic layer 

helps seal out moisture and 
dirt while maintaining a great 
ooking finish that lasts 

$132.99 

$97.99 

Optional striped Slide with (1) 
and freestanding striped Slide (4) 

have acrylic weather-resistant 
coating to prolong life 

A 

Save $20 when you buy 
this Gym with 8-4. long slide 

$41.99 

Package о! 4. 

Pkg. 96.49 



[] Our biggest and strongest 
f 610g enamel-tinish Gym 

4 
has extra sturdy 27; } diam. frame. 7.1.1 

(1thru3) Gym Sets. Au 
have 2 swings; де ride; slide 
with 1-pc. galvanized steel = du Gf, bed (lengths incl. top plat E E NE [orm. not drop from end at pa bottom). (1), (2) also have NA “Ж, lawn swing. Rides, swings 
have steel-reinforced, vented 
plastic seats. Steel swing 

ins. Unass.; instr, hdwar. 
incl. Order leg anchors below 
(1) Stee! 
Priced 

lawn swing. Ht. 6 ft. 
area 9 ft Bin. x 13 ft 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 134 Ibs. 
1979 Fall Big Book $124.99. 
79 C 72615N $114.99 
(2) Steel Gym Ser. 
Priced $5 le: 

Enemebfinish 6-leg Gym Set 
with 2.in. diam. frame and -in. diam. headbar 9*4 

боо long slide te legs, 6 ft. 9 in. long; 
, tubular steel. 2- 

ORDER INFO: W 1м. 
1979 Spring Big Book 
79 C72913N . $8299 
(3) Steel Gym Set. 513-1: 

Ensmeifinish Gym Set with 2-ın. slide, 3. 
diam. frame and 5 Yett. long slide 

A e er EL 56799 йр 70 in. Base area: 3 д» os 96 10in. x 8 ft 2 in. Wt 70 Ibs. 25-282 79 C 72931N $6799 

A E (4) Cradie Swing 
CONSTR: Welded tubu! 
steel frame: Colorful vinyl b 
covered 4x 13x914 in. 
deep; Hang on four 31-in. Gym Leg Anchors chains with 24-in. protective Being Chon Pk covers from present swing $649 79 hanger Use two 190га. (B) Folding Baby Swing. For tots to 244 years STR: 18-in. long anchors, chains. "S" hooks incl. т 

CONSTR: Sanded, lacquered hardwood body D Crossbar auger grip that screws into AGES, ORDER INFO: In тө Plastic (sont sop 2 steel stabilizing hooks. ground. Attach to any 1% to fant-t yr; For babies up to Seat 10x11% in. wide (inside); back: 9% in. high inside) rin. diam. gym set leg mind Werte ^ ORDER INFO: Hang from present hangers. Partly assembled. les clamp and connecting instr. incl. Wt. 1 hain. Made of 7$ J0638C |. $1999 49 C 70641— Shipping weight 5 pounds $9.79 r 

Swing Chains, Not shown. (9, Zplere Cushion Set for (| 2 роь, each Ma Mal order 2 pkgs or leg gym, 
ick. Polyurethane foam fi Vhite vinyl. Four S-ft. weldless kalv. il 

peel chains. WL 2 ibs. 8 or 49 € 70664—Shipping weight 14 ounces 209 
Pkg., Folding Baby Swin 5) m Cushion Set (6) Д 49€ 70507 53.9  49C70637—Wt 5 $1178  49C70525 



Log Cabin Playhouse 

Aue #14999 51 

CONSTR: Durable white cedar bark slabs with natural finish. Weathers аз is. Can 
also be painted or stained for a finished look. Prefabricated in 6 sections for easy 
assembly. No tools needed. Roof underside lined with asphalt paper. 

(SIONS: 4x5x5 feet high 
3 years and up. 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. Toys shown not included. 
79 C 7 1601N—Shipping weight 170 poun 1149.99 
Wood Floor assembled. Fits on underside of playhouse. 4x5 feet wide. See "№ 
suffix on page 322. 
79 C 7 1602N—Shipping weight 30 pounds $34.99 
Playhouse with wood floor 
79 C 7 1603N2—Shipping weight 200 pounds 

when you buy 
playhouse with floor 

3159.98 

Build your dream sandcastle in our deluxe redwood- 
finish pine and polyethylene Sandbox 

otective canopy 
tilts, height adjusts 
on wooden uprights 

BOX AND BENCHES: Tough, non-rusting polyethylene bottom. All wood parts 
(exc. canopy uprights) kiln-dried white pine with redwood stain. Orange silk 
screened trim. Benches sit 8% inches above the ground. 
CANOPY: Adjusts to any height on slotted support poles. Vinyl stretched over 
pine frame . . . tilt canopy up or down to help keep sun out. Can also be lowered 
оп sturdy, rock maple support poles to cover sandbox, help protect sand from 
debris. Overall dimensions: 422362384, in. high. 

FOR AGES. 1 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Sand, toys not incl. Unassembled. Instr., hardware incl 
79 C 71556N—See “N” suffix, page 322. Wt. 27 lbs. $33.99 

Flying Arrow Sleds in 4 sizes 
for the entire family 

Low as $1 B99 “u 

ESI m 
O Tunes 

E 

CONSTA: Steel treme ] 
Front bumper of i 
chrome-plated steel. Steel and rails are coated with weather-resistant 
grooved runners fully varnish. Oversized wood parts help provide 
turned up at ends. Heavy- strong body support. Sleds are 23 in. wide, 6 
duty steel braces to help high. 

All steel parts weather ~ э! 7 ет- Fi ; SIZES: ORDER INFO: See 
enamel finish. Wood parts 
have silk-screen decora- 
tion. 
Steering: Floating design 
with flexible 2-pc, nose 
iron helps give better di- 

by steering wbeel at front. Steering 
mechanism of steel. High saddle 
lets you drive in or sitting 
position. Wide chassis. Front tow 
торе, plastic handle. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: If mailed, takes 15- 
Ib. rate, see page 322. 
Shi weight 7 Ibs. 8 

79C 851516 

(2snd3) Sno Surfer 
and Sno Tandem 

CONSTR: High-impact ү 
епе plastic. Sleds can wit 
cold temp. ACF, Wide 

oz. 
$18.97 

hyl; 
and 

runners. 
Front tow rope. Handbrakes on 
E ИНИ АС 
or 
e Sno Surfer. 17x34 in. long. 

'ellow color. 
FOR AGES. 6 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
79С85141С.............%9.97 

(3) Sno Tandem. 22x44 in. long. 
color. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. SPORTS CENTER ORDER INFO: See "N" suffix, р. 
ox. 

79 C85131N 15.97 so [Sears] 479 



Ski Parkas in bold check pattern with coordinating Vests, 

Ski Parkas 
Bold c 

(1), Men's sizes. Navy check. Chest si 
M(38-40); (42-44); XL(46— 

ie S(not in M.L 
Men's Regular. $ f to $ ft. 11 in 
C6 C 94068F—Shpg. wt. 11b. 6 oz. . 859.99 
Men's Tall. 5 ft 1 ТЕ 
C6 C 94069F Db. Bor .. 64.99 

check. Bust sizes 
L(3734-4015 

oi number rise 
Misses: Reg 3 in. to 5 ft. 64 in C6 C 94168F- lb.60z. -.$59.99 
Misses’ Tall. 5 n 
C6 C94169F— >. 8 oz. 64.99 

480 [Sears]. 

Bib-top Pants, Hats and Warm-up Suits 
Coordinating Ski Vests 
ETA White b o inated 

T wo frc p pocke 
Goggle pocket. 3-way coll 

ORDER INFO: See Size Chart for Vests, below 
Siate letter size XS, S, M, L or XL 

3) C6C94638F-Red check (4) C6C94634F-Navy check 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $39.99 

Size Chart for V. 
rs X (9 and 10) Envelope style. Solid Men's Regular T 9) C6 C95549—Red 

= = > p 0) C6 C 95548—Navy 
Shipping weight 3 ounces Each $5.99 

dinating Warm-up Suits 
0% acrylic kn Coordinating Bib-top Ski Pants 

TAIL E ont bib design. Elas 
insert at waist. Front necked pattern with coor 

s. Flared legs. р rib-knit waist, c 

All pants have sh ar. 2 front slash pock 
Outside rear patch 

(5) Men's sizes. Navy. Sia 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. R FO: See Size 
Men's Reguli n p 4 
C6 C 94051 $34.99 Misses’ Regular n Men's Tall Red check. Solid red trim. pant 
C6 C 94052F-—S 36.99 5, M,L, س m 

1 pound 12 oun 
(6) Misses’ sizes. Red. Hip sizes (35-3514 in.), 10(36-3614 

J 1438043914), 1640-41). Siate wie 
Misses’ Regular. Fits 5 ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 6 
C6 C 941552. $34.99 

Misses’ Tall. F 
C6 C 94 156F- 36.99 



(Тапа 2) Sketes with splitieather мет 
BL оне $1995 woman's 
Priced #6 less than in our 1978-79 Winter Sports Book, p. 27 
SHOE CONSTR leather uppers with polyurethane foam insula- 
tion, n; tricot Long heel counter, reinforced toe. Hook and 
eyelet with nylon laces. Injecuon:moided P. V.C. plastic sole. 
SLADE Nickel plated, hardened, imported steel resists corrosion. 
SIZE. COLOR, ORDER INFO: See Size Charts, below right. 
(1) Women's. White. In "B" med. width. State sise 6, 
1978-79 Winter Sports Book price $25.95. 
C6 C 10108F—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 4 oz. . Now $19.95 
(2) Men's. Black. In “D” med. width. Siete sise 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
1978-79 Winter Sports Book price 825.95. 
C6 C 10107F—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 4 oz. . Now $19.95 

10. 

3 and 4) Our finest Figure Skates have 
{ top-grain leather uppers, full leather lining $2999 win women s 

SHOE CONSTAUCTION Te zu leather uj with split-tongue 
dan; tongue, uppers fully father Long heel : 
BE stay. torte toe Hook und eyelet lacia, nylon aces 

-stitched, composition rubber sole. 
E: Chrome-plated, hardened, silver-brazed imported steel. 

Sze. COLOR. ORDER INFO: See Size Charts, below right. 
(3) Women's. White. In "B" med. width. State size 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
C6 C 10102F—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 02........ $29.99 
(4) Men's Black, "D? med. width, Ste sise 5, 67, 8,9 10, dis 5 
cec 10101F Shipping weight 4 ba 402 

5 and 6) Skates with vinyl uppers, polyurethane foam insulation 51799 won 
SHOE CONSTR: Tough Naugalon® vinyl uppers. Nylon tricot lining, 
ГЕТЕ foam insulation. 1 -ріесе tongue. Heel counter, rein- 

Hook and eyelet lacing, nylon laces. Injection-molded 
plastic 
BLADE. Zinc-plated steel tempered for strength. 
SIZE. COLOR. ORDER INFO: See Size Charts, below right. 
(9) Women's: White. In “E” med. width. Slate sise $, 6, 7, 8 9,10. 
C6 C 10116F- weight 4 

(6) Men's. Black. “D” med. ith, Sus dà F. 8.9, wi, Жы 
C6 C 10115F—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 

(7 and 8) Skates with vinyl $1499 T 
uppers; cotton, polyester lining Boye’, биз” 

SHOE CONSTRUCTION: Naugalon® vinyl uppe uppers. Cotton 
doth lining. Heel , and геш toe. Hook la 

Men's. Women's 

BLADE: Zinc-plated steel tempered for strength. 
SIZE. COLOR. ORDER INFO: See Size Chart, right. 

0) Women's. White, In “Bx med, width. Siate sise 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 
Ed с 0307F Shipping weight 4 lbs 4.99 
Giris’. White. In med wi. Sa ia 1,1,2,5 4. 
C6 C 10137F—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 1299 

(8) Men's. In "D" med. width. Sat sie $, 6, 7. 7.8.9, 10, 11,12, 
C6 C 10207F—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 499 
Boys‘. In medium width. Slate sise 12, Бү 1,234 
C6 C 10127F—Shipping weight 3 pounds .. 1299 

(9 and 10) Boys’, giris‘ 
double steel runners fo 

jeginners Skates $599 
lity, uppers are vinyl 

SHOE CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl uppers are moisture-resistant, wipe 
Low-cut design. Cotton cloth lining. Eyelet lacing, nylon laces. 

. Imported. 
BLADE. Double steel runners. 
SIZE. COLOR. ORDER INFO: See Size Chart, right. 
(9) Girls’, White. In medium width. State sise 10, 11, 12, 13, 1. 

2 pounds C6 C 10132F—Shipping weight 55.99 

(10) Boys. Black. In medium width. State sise 10, 11, 12, 13, 1. 
C6 C 10122F—Shipping weight 2 pounds ... $5.99 

an ete gun a Mets bo pon Fil igure skates Pt. of two. 
C6 C 1009 1—Shipping weight 3 Package $1.69 

ма for your 

Youth's Cross-country Ski Set 

SET INCLUDES: Skis. Laminated wood. Waxless base with step 

snow 
SIZES. ORDENNG INFORMATIONE t Si spn ia 
length proportioned to iren ander 110 
Sizes 120 cm. [c xp under) 135 cm. (3 ft. 8 
зета 180 cm. (4 ft. 1 in. to 4 ft. 7 in.) Slot mae 120, 138, 

FREE copy at vow Sears t 4 pounds 8 ounces. C ipping weigh! Cataiog Sete Un 
or ask for 3977562 the next cec rhet 
tene you hone n an order 

Ice Skates for the entire family 

TCU fits any shoe size. 
No special shoe or needed plate. Poles. Tonkin 
cane shafts with lacquer finish: tips. Nylon web strap. 
Plastic and imported. 

-Set $29.99 

PORTS CENTER 
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E: 

lthru3) Ziggy Bulletin Boards. Fine-grained cork veneer, Mounted on 
[^ in. ЕЕ beck, Grommet at top for mounting. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(1) 3C 6686C—Friends Are People. 1644x2244 in. high. Wt. Jibs. ...95.49 
(2) 3C 6687C—Daisy Shower. 161522244 in. high. Wt. 3 Ibs. 549 
(3) 3C 6688—Putting Things Off. 1x20, in. high. Wt. 11b. 802. ... 3.99 
(4) Ziggy Wastebaskets. Durabile sheet metal with rolled top edge. Multi- 
Colored te ph Ziggy design. 12-qt. capacity. 1221344 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4570—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 5349 

1) So visi that wipes cean Multeniered "Zi? denen In Rid hee t vinyl that “ т in H 
inks, Twist latch, plastic handle. & 5x7 in. Vacuum 8o! impact 
polypropylene plastic with Ziggy design. Urethane foam insulated. &-oz. cap. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 4569—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces Kit 45.99 
6 and 7) Ziggy Tote Bags. 100% cotton with web handle. Multicolor 
ar design. 14x14 in. Sewn-in key holder, center snap closure. 

6}. 3 C 4567. Lin Тык Shipping weight 8 1649 6 '— Little Thi LA 
(7 3. 4568— The Kiss Shipping weight ог. + 6 

482 [Sears]: — "2090 Universal Press Sce 

Novelty Bulletin Boards 

Our lowest priced 
woodframe Board 

$549 
18x244 une 

(8) Polly Pal. Cork veneer with M-inch fiber 
board backing. Plastic frame. 18x24 in. wide. 

3 C 66039C— Shipping weight 4 lbs. ..$5.99 
е Theme. Cork veneer with inch 
backing. 17x23 inches wide. Metal 

hai 
ORDERIN 
3С6675С—5 ing weight 3 Ibs. ....#4.99 
(10) Мо Turkeys Allowed. Cork veneer with 
Vinch fiberboard backing. 17x23 inches high. 
Metal grommet for hanging. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 С 6676C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. $4.99 
(11) Memo. Cork veneer, 4 
backing. 10x24 in. wide. Self-stick 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 6678— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13.49 
(12) Danger - Messy Room. Cork veneer 
with Minch fiberboard backing. 17x23 inches 
wide. Metal gromme: 
0 NG 
3 С 6677C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. .... $4.99 
(13) Dol Cork veneer with in. fiberboard 
back. 13x19 in. Self-stick tabs for mounting. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 6679—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8oz.. $3.49 
(14) Wood-framed Cork Board. Cork ve 
peer, 34-in. fiberboard backing. Mounting 
hanger attached. l-in. wide unfinished frame. 
ORDER See “N” suffix, page 322 

(15) Pushpins. 100 plastic pins with steel 
shanks. colors. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 6607—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.49 



US. Coin Collecting Outfits 
(1) Lincoln Memorial 

Coin Collection 
OMPOSITION: 40 Lincoln pennies 
issued up to 1976, each with 
{fet god mint mark Mou 
Lincoin illustration, printed on pa: 

Jefferson Coin Collection 
COMPOSITION: 14 different years of 
Jefferson nickels. Included are two 
rare special alloy war nickels minted 
from 1942 to 1945 and two Bicenten- 
nial year nickels. Commemorative 
medal of Jefferson and a $2.00 bill 
Steel engraving of Monticello. 9x12 
inch all wood frame. 
OR ING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 ог. 
C3C 1852 122.99 

(3) Washington Coin Collection 
COMPOSITION: Eight different year 
Washington quarters. Included are 
the 1932 to 1964 silver quarters and a 
Bicentennial quarter. Commemora. 
tive bronze medal of Washingt 
a $1.00 bill. Steel engraving ol 3 
Vernon. 9x12-inch all wood frame. 

ERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

сєз с 1851 $24.99 
idential Coin Collection 

С TION: Fine collection of Bi 
ntennial coins. Included are the 

front and back of each coin minted 
during the 1976 Bicentennial, two 
wheat and two steel pennies. Com. 
memorative bronze medal of Wash. 
ington. The reverse of a $2.00 bill and 
the obverse of a $1.00 bill. 12x16-inch 
all wood frame. 
0 ING INFORMATION: 
C3 C 1850—Wt 3 lbs. $35.99 
Set of ali four Coin Collections 
Same when you buy (1 thru 4). 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
Сз С 1854C Set $91.95 

(5) Deluxe Coin Collector Kit 
COMPOSITION: Kit cont 
Black Book of coins, ““ 
Coins". Five coin foldes 
al Guide to Historical U.S. Coins". 
Coin grading guide and checklist, 20 
coin containers, 50 2x2-in. coin hold 
ers, 6-inch storage box, plastic mint 
set holder. 27 cents including War. 
time steel cent, Wartime shell case 
cent, S mint cent. Plastic viewer. 

ING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

3C 1849 Kit 419.99 

(6) 200th Birthday 
Coin Set 

Uncirculated coins bonoring 
America's 200th birthday. 
COMPOSITION: 1776-1976 
Eisenhower Silver-clad Dol- 
lar, 1776-1976 Kennedy Half 
dollar, Washington 

ter, and 1976 dime, nick: 
el and penny. Clear plastic 
case, 79 x2x4 in. thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATIO! 

Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
3C 1822 Set $9.49 

(7) Adjust 
Magnifier 

Perfect for stamp 
and coin collec- 
tors, photogra- 
phers and artists. 
CONSTR: Round 
transparent plastic 
case. Glass lens. 
Adjustable focus- 
ing. 
ORD. INFO 
Weight 2 oz. 

3C 1801 .55.99 

Save *10 
Ais collecdons 
Separate prices 
tow! 1101.96 

09195 

Stamp 
Collecting 

(8) World Hobby Outfit 
COMPOSITION: Vinyl-covered al 
bum measures 11%x10x2 inches. 
Stamp illustrations from over 300 
countries and space for over 
11,000 stamps. 250 worldwide 
stamps, magnifier, hinges, collect 
ing tips, philatelic map, stamp 

wide Stamps. No duplicates. 
3C 1857—Wt 4 oz. Pkg. 96.49 

998085599 @8 8299000 

(9) Lighted Coin Viewer. Coins feed into viewer singly, move 
under magnifier, азб, Пр over and eect automatically. Includes view- 
£i; coin value book grading guide, checklist and instructions. 

ELEC. INFO: UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 ж. 31-in. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 18232—Shipping weight 1 pound .....“ 112.99 
(10) Chest of World Coins. Includes selection of 150 coins from 
around the world in metalized plastic "treasure chest". World 
wide coin checklist, plastic magnifier. 414x314x314 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 1883—Shpg. wt. 11D. ........ s999 — ̂.[Sears]483 



Rug or Wall Hanging Kits with color-rich imported yarns 



CH HOOK KITS to give in kit form or complete yourself 
m р т ee ee 

Whimsical hangups 
for a child's room 

Mushrooms 
Hi-Lo Fern Fun ame 

Natural themes in 
Rug or Wall 
Hanging Kits 



(1) Art School for 4 media 
COMPOSITION: Oils . . . 6 (Y: 

linseed 

tercolors 6(M-ounce) 
tubes, 1 brush. Drawing 
sketch 

set. 10 sheets practice paper 
(9x12 inches), sandpad sharp- 
ener, blending stomp, ps 
sharpener. instructions (| 

Color 

with 2 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
зеен: $15.99 

(2) Master Art Studio 
for 3 media 

COMPOSITION: Oils . . . 25 ой 
pastel Watercolors . 
two 8-color pal s Sandpad, 

per. le pese sick pure мара 
illustration flip book for in 
struction. Two bristle brushes, 4 
drawing pencils, 3 sketching 
chalks, 2 shading stomps, 2 
erasers, 5 instruction books 
(160 pages): Learn to Draw; 
Learn to Draw Landscapes; 
Learn to Draw Human Figures; 
How to Paint in Watercolors: 
How to Paint in Pastels. Set 
measures 2031432 inches over- 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Cape Cod House Kit 
19¥.x2374x1 514 in. desp 

Colonial House Kit 
28x32x15 in. deep 

Farm House Kit 
30x38x21 in. desp 

Jon Gnagy Multi-media Art Kits 

(3 thru 8) SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

COMPOSITION: Oils . . . 1 оё. ea. linseed 
and Tu: P. ‚cup, knife. pales Galas pal Mixing pal- 

ERI. eraser. 
ing stomp. instructions (84 pgs. total) . . . 
Color od ide; Leam to Draw; How 
to Paint ; How to Paint in 
Fasten. Black vinyl case with 2 latches, 

2 brushes. Watercolors. 
'ette. 2 brushes. Drawing 

Kneaded 

(3)  6-media Kit. 12(%roz.) oil tubes in- 
duding 

wing. 

14x20x4 inches. 
ORD. INFO: See Kit (3) and Easel (5) com- 
bination below. 
3C 2623C—Wt. 7 lbs. Kit $45.99 
(4) S-media Kit. 10 (M-oä.) oil tubes. 9 
(ror) retercolor tubes. 2 charcoal draw- 
ing pencils. 12 ой spray fixative. 8 
(34-02.) acrylic tul sach medium 

„ mat. 4 ainting 
12-in. high easel ad). to $ 
positions. Case 14х20х4 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3C 2622C—Wt 7 lbs Kit $37.99 
p Floor-model Easel. Aluminum. Lock 

telescopic legs. Holds art up to 55-in. 
high. Folded measures 334 inches high. 
Extended measures 75 inches high. 
ORO, INFO; See Kit (3) and Easel (5) com- 

3278996 Spe. wt 3ibs.....916.99 
Kit (3) and Easel (5). 
3 C 2624C2—Wt 10 lbs. 5798 

Mt. Vernon House Kit 
26/x33x20 in. беер 

CONSTRUCTION: Long lasting all wood con- SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION (C) Farm House, Finished size 30x38x21 in. deep. Makes 
. Floors and room di- (a) Cape Cod. Finished size 2 {-Toom house with | stairway. E 

vider e removable or easy decorating, 194x 2 Sven SYA in. deep. Make a room C 77818C—Shpg. wt. 34 Ibs. Kit $79.99 
Durable unfinished wood ready for painting. (А) — house with 1 stairway. wt. 15 Ibs. D) Mt. Vernon. Finished size 2614x33x20 in. deep. 
cedar shake roof, (D) has a split shake root. Kits RC „Kit 939.99 es an 8-room house with 2 stairways. 

indow frames, trim, Scale! — (B) Colonial, Finished size 28232318 in, 246 170180506. m 2288. Iko11029 
eas} EPA гейш ace lac Sipping weigh 2 po aes p Victorian. On opposite page. ростои dan онин 
hu lue, finishes, furnishings, door hinges ipi t 24 рош x Makes a 10-room house stairways. 

are not included. Er Kit 659.99  24C7)819C Shpg wt 4l loa Kit $139.99 
See pages 506. 507. 544 and 545 for 

more Doll Houses and Doll House Furnishings 486 [Sears]... Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy 



Professional-quality oil and acrylic art 
sets for the serious artist or hobbyist 

(6) Grumbecher "Golden 
Palette" Oil Set 

COMPOSITION: Set includes: 
12 (14 ounce) tubes of oil col 
ors, 1 (5 ounce) tube of white 
oil, 3 brushes, 1 palette knife, 
1 double palette cup, linseed 

l, paint thinner. 
4x17 -inch palette, 5 

icks of charcoal, a 30-page 
booklet, The Art Paint- 
ing; a 15-page magazine, Pal. 
ette Talk; plus a guide to col- 
or mixing. Also included a 
molded plastic carrying case, 
measures: 14%4к17%14М 
inches ov 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Spg, wt. 11 Ibs. Son, 

302641 #3599 

(7) Permanent Pigments® 
Liquitex Acrylic 
Color Painting Set 

COMPOSITION: Set incl: 9 (2 
oz) tubes of Liquitex acrylic 
colors in complete range of 
colors, a 4 oz. bottle of Liqui- 
tex gloss medium, a 4 oz. bot- 
Че о! Liquitex matte medium, 
а 9x12-in. hardboard palette, 
palette knife, metal palette 
cup with ne festure, 4 
brushes (1 nylon, 2 natu; 
hair, 1 soft hair), color mixi 
vide, plus a Liquitex tech- 

rochure all packed i 

Floor Eae 

INFORMATION: 
eight $ pounds. 

2.92199 

* period reproductions * precision scaled 
* durable wood construction Tinch 1 foot 



Sears 35mm 
Camere Outfit 

Save *73.50 

488 u 

Seperate prices 
total 9322.00 

524850 
whos! bartenes 

Sears Special OneStep 
Instant Camera Outfit 

Save *4 
Seperete prices totai 453,45 

$489 zz 

Sears Sound- 
Movie Outfit 

Save *80 
‘Separate orcos 
юш 1629.00 

$54900 
mtn 1 reel. no banieres 

Sears Special Prontol™ Sonar 
OneStep Instant Camera Outfit 

Save $16 
Separate prices тош! * 1 16.45 

$9999 zz 

Save when you buy these Sears Camera Outfits 
(1) Sears Sound Movie Outfit. Your memories of moments can 
mean so much more when you capture both sights AND sound with Sears 
sound movie equipment. Complete outfit includes low-light sound camera. 
and two-speed sound projector. See Big Book for selection of Sears projec 
tion screens, Film and batteries sold separately below. 
Camera low-light sound Camera with f 1.3 power-zoom lens. Recording 
sensitivity selector. Omnidirectional microphone with 20-ft. cord. 

LENS: Fast 11.3 lens lets = film under low light conditions. Power zoom 
brings subject 2.8 times С focal length 8.5 to 24 mm. 
VIEWING SYSTEM: Reflex viewing. Sound recording indicator, film trans- 
port, last 5 feet of -— battery test and exposure warning indicators all 
visible in viewfinder. А‹ |justabie eyepiece. 
EXPOSURE CONTROL: CdS electric eye. {/stop range: {1.3 to f45. 
SPEED. 18 frames per second. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic and metal. Black with brown trim. 9x2%x9 in. 
With battery tester, film footage counter, on/off switch, cable release sock- 
et, lock run button, screen test trigger, film transport. Runs on 6AA batter- 
ies (order separately below). Import 
Projector . . . our Finest Two-speed sound-on-sound Projector with still 
роба and {1.5 zoom lens. Automatic sound, picture synchronization. 
lecord voice, music or both onto unrecorded sound strips or mix in either 

onto pre-recorded tracks. VU meter. Sound tone, reco: level controls. 
Auxiliary input jack to record from stereo. Shut-off safety system. Micro- 
phone with ?-ft. cord. 

LENS: {1.5 zoom lens with range of 20 to 32mm. 
SPEEDS: Forward-reverse-still. 2 forward speeds: 18 fps normal, 24 fps slow 
motion. Silent reverse. Automatic self-threading. узот n 

NSTRUCTION: Die-cast aluminum. Dark brown, tan color finish. 
12x7x10 in. Room light receptacle automatically turns room lights on/off. 
Elevation control, built-in handle. Built-in speaker with external speaker 
jack to play through stereo speakers. 5-w. amplifier. Reel and cord storage. 
400-foot capacity take-up reel, lamp (code DJL) 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. With 7-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty below. 
3 C 9532C2—Complete Outfit. Shipping weight 29 lbs. $549.00 
3 C 9148C— Sound Movie Camera alone. Shpg. мт. 4 Ibs. 299.50 
3 С 9261C—Sound Movie Projector alone. wt 25 а... 329.50 
3C 8987—Die Hard "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wi 202. ...Pkg. 1.19 
Kodak Color Sound Movie Film. 50-ft. cartridge. Processing incl. 
3 C 7262—Shipping weight 4 ounces Cartridge #7.24 
(2) Sears KS 500 35mm Camera Outfit Inc, tema from 1979-80 Cam 
era Catalog: Sears KSS00 camera ( tomatic 135mm (2.8 telephoto 
lens (pg. 4), automatic electronic ~ 17), gadget bag (pg. 41). 

Camera with {2.0 lens and shutter speeds up to 1/500 second. 

POSURE SYSTEM: Manual, match needle system. CdS meter. 2 1.5-v. 
silver oxide battery 

FINDER: Visible info, match needle exposure. Battery check. Split-im 
mücroprism focus. 

LENS. “К” type bayonet mount £2.0 lens with multi-layered coating. Ac 
cepts S2mm llters. Minimum focus distance 17 inches. 
SHUTTER. Vertically moving Copal metal focal plane shuter. Speeds from 
1/8 second to 1/500 second, plus B. Flash at 1/60 second. 
CONSTRUCTION: Film advance lever. Hot shoe. "X" flash terminal. Self 
timer, Vinyl covered and black painted metal body with black enamel trim. 
$.6x3,7x3.5 in. Imported. 

Accessories for the above Sears KS500 Camera 
TELEPHOTO LENS. Automatic 135mm £2.8 lens. About 2} the magni 
fication of a normal lens. Minimum focus 5 fc Vinyl pouch case. Imported 
ELECTRONIC FLASH: Automatic flash with hot shoe. Metal, plastic 
to 15 ft, 10-in. cord. Imported. Operates on 2 AA alkaline EM 
inc, order above). 
GADGET BAG: Black vinyl with shoulder strap, pad. Zipper closure. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty below. 
3 738 19C—Shipping weight 6 pounds Outfit $248.50 
(3) s ecial Prontol Sonar OneStep Flash Outfit 
CONSTRUCTION: Two-tone brown ا body. Vinyl camera bag. Non- 
folding. Motorized picture ejection 070 tim 
LENS. SHUTTERS: element, I imm plastic lens. AA 
infinity. Automatic shutter. 
EXPOSURE CONTROL: Automatic. Sound impluse sonar automatic focus 
ing. Manual override. Built-in low-light indicator. 
FLASH: Electronic. Range 3 ft. to 10 ft. Recycles in 10 seconds. Use 4 "AA" 
batteries sold above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty below. Film, flashbars sold in 

599.99 Outfit. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
86.95 

3 © 8046— Electronic Flash alone. Shpg. wt. 11b. ... 29.50 
(4) Sears Special OneStep Flash Outfit 

UCTION: Brown and beige plastic body. Vinyl camera bag. Хов. 
folding. Motorized picture ejection. Accepts SX-70 film. 
LENS. SHUTTER: Single-element aspheric 103mm plastic lens. Pictures from 
4 ft. to infinity. Automatic shutter. 
EXPOSURE CONTROL: Electric eye sets shutter speed, aperture automati- 
cally. Light-dark wheel. Fixed focus. 
FLASH: Electronic. Range 4 ft. to 8 ft. Recycles in 10 seconds. Uses 2 “АА” 
batteries sold above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty below. Film, flashbars sold in 
1979-80 Catalog. 
3 С 9650C2—Compiete Outfit. Shoe, mt, 4 lbs. . $48.99 
3С 9610—Camers and Bag alone. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 33.95 
3 C 8045— Electronic Fl опе. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 19.50 
FULL YEAR WARRANTY: witin 1 yer trom а 

sound projector. 35mm camera instant camera. lens or electrorac Rash tads 10 
Spare property due 10 a Getect m mensi or workmanship. ri 'he nean 
Sears store throughout the LS and Sears will repa t tree of charge Ina warranty 
рев you specc legal nghty end you may aiso heve Other nights which very from state 
to vate 

1979-80 Camera Catalog. 



Wall Album Picture Frames 

when you buy 
aver E 

16x20-inch Frames 

D | amen 1992 or more 

inch thick. Ano 
gold color or silver color 

Wood frame has walnut finish. Frames may be hung 
vertically or horizontally. Beige center mat on ой 

огей and wood-look frames. Blue mat on silver-col. 
or frames. Glass face. Openings hold pictures from 2x3 
inches to 5x7 inches. 

Collection Frames Great combination . . . use these frames to display all your family occasions together 
(4 and 5) Double Coll ion Frames 
C RUCTION: Reversible brown/beige mat background set in contempo- and Double 5x7-inch Picture Fram: 

6x8-inch Gold-color Desk Clock 

rary-style hinged metal frames. Gold color finish. Glass face CONSTRUCTION: Metal frames and clock face have mat with rose colored mirror ZES. ORDERING INFORMATION. borders. Hinged side sections hold one Sx7-inch photo and 5 photos up to 214x314 
(4) Double 8x10-inch Collection Frame ME Clock has gold-colored hands and operates on one "C" battery (not in 

[Pg ee fo dapre p pe dai ua үл cluded), se page 629 to order 
3 C 86603 Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 C 85656—Shipping weight $ pounds $44.99 
5) Double 5x7-inch Collection Frame 
olds one Sx7-inch photo and $ photos up to 214x344 inches. 3 C 85692— Shipping weight 3 pounds ^; [Sears] 489 



The Celestron 90 Telescope 
magnifies up to 200 times 

m» 862995 
(1 and 2) Perfect for nat E 

tion 1.3 arc-seconds, 
CONSTRUCTION: Closed-tube design eliminates. 

tube currents. Heavy- alu- 
minum with orange and brown enamel 
Helical Lens cap, carrying case includ- 

PS FEATURES Star Al S: prism. 
15% Baston lens арын ыала fers SSX to 140K to 2003. S 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Fully assembled. 
Instruction booklet included. Warranted by Cel- 
‘stron, Write for your free copy, see page 322. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110- 
volt, 60-Hertz AC. 3 watts. 8-foot cord. 
C3 © 4411C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibn... 6499.99 
р ea Sonne ste alone, without electric 
О: or fork m mount. [deal for the naturalist and 

A i Big Book 
prc e = 5299.99 
Ring/Adapter Combination for telescope or 

scope sold above (shown at left. 
raphic ring/adapters (sold at 

ight) for terrestrial, planetary 
or deep-sky photography couple 

old above 31 inches vien open. 
4466C—Shps. wt. 13lbs........$149.99 

ө, Outfit. Save $70.00. oro 
7 Vr angeli. wedge 

БО Сз wt 29 Iba. 1629.95 

Bring a camera store 
into your home with 

Sears 1979-80 Camera Catalog 

Altazimuth-mount Refractor Telescope OPTIC SYSTEM: 150-pow 
er. Coated SOmm le with tripod 600mm focal length. 4 
finder scope. One ocular: 
HMamm. 
CONSTR: Heavy-duty 

> Keane Seen 197900 
Camere an СЕЕ Supplies Catalog 

raw-tube macro-focus 
ing, rack and pinion mi. 
cro-focusing. Wooden tri 
pod, 52 in. ish, extended. 

cap. Imported. 
ACCESS, FEATURES: Star 
diagonal prism. 2X Bar 
low lens. Sun projection 
screen. 
ORDER INFO: Unassem- 
bled, instructions includ 
ed. See mr at right. 
‘Shy 1 Ibs. i 

3 C 4420€ .... 17999 Lr 

BINOCULARS: For 

490 [Sears]... 



Sears Binoculars with coated lenses and lightweight aluminum frames 

Use chart to heip you select the binoculars that best suit your needs 
CELLENT (0) GOOD (Р) FAIR (М) NOT RECOMMENDED KEYS: (E 

[3С 2500 | 3C 2504 | 3C 2507 | 3C 2515 | 3C 2536 
Actiety Standard | Standard | Standes | „Angie Angie Angie 

2.3mm | 10x50mm | 7x38mm 6x50mm 

T 

WIDE ANGLE ZOO], Wight Use N 
лоо 

STANDARD ANGLE 
(2) Sears finest 

standard-angle 
7x35mm Binoculars. 

OPTIC SYSTEM: 7-power, 
35mm lens, coated. See 
393 ft. at 1000 yds. 

$2999 num frame. 6 in. high. Act. 
wt. 21 oz. Rubber eye 
cups. trim. 
Lens covers. vinyl 
pouch case, In- 
enc. Jens cloth in- 

ORDER INFO: See warran- 
ty on page. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
3C2507C .....429.99 
(3) 10x50mm 

Binoculars 
OPTIC SYSTEM: 10x50mm 
lens. L See 299 feet at 1000 yaris. 
FRAME, CONST uc- 

ORDER INFO: See warran- 
ty on facing page. 

ij ‚weight 4 Ibs. 
3C2504C .....939.99 

Our lowest priced 
Standard Angle 

Binoculars 

$2199 

(5) 7x35mm Binoculars 
OPTIC SYSTEM: 7-power, 35mm lens, coated. See 348 feet 
at 1000 yards. 
FRAM NSTRUCTION: Black vinyl on die-cast alumi- 
num frame, plastic parts. 534 inches high. Actual weight 
21%4 ounces. Lens covers. Black vinyl pouch case, straps. 
Instructions included. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
See warranty on facing page. 3 С 2500C—Shipping weight 2 pounds $21.99 

$8499 
(1) 7 thru 15 power, 35mm Binoculars. Zoom lever to 
change power . . . like many binoculars in one. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: 35mm lens; fully amber coated. Wide an- 
gle, 15-power. See 246 feet at 1000 yards. 

Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on facing page. 
3 С 2536C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 584.99 

WIDE 
ANGLE 
$5499 

(4) 8x50mm Binoculars 
OPTIC SYSTEM: &xSOmm lens, fully amber coated. See 430 
ft. at 1000 yds. 
FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: Black vinyl on die-cast alumi- num frame. 5% inches high. Actual weight 34 oz. Fold- 
down rubber eyecups. Lens covers and cloth included. Black vinyl case and straps. Instructions included. Im ported. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty on facing page. 
3 C 2515C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 954.99 

(6) Rectangular Reader/Magnifier. Can be 
used to take a closer look at coins, 
CONSTRUCTION: Precision glass lens 
2x4 inches. Plastic frame 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 С 1804—Shipping weight 8 oz. ......84.99 
(7) illuminated Magnifier n CONSTRUCTION: Optical quality acrylic lens 
1%x1% in. Push-button switch Tights i 
area. Uses two 1.5-v. AA batteries (not includ- 
ed). Plastic frame, tay handle. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 1802—Shipping weight 4 oz. ...... 85.99 
(8) Pocket sliding Magnifier 
CONSTRUCTION: айу acrylic lens. 
194x214 in. Lens slides into holder, to fit in 

et or purse. Durable plastic frame and 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 1803 Shipping weight 202......9449 



King James Bibles 

estab — 
nach’-tr-ib k pg 
and entered apne i 

A Sears exclusive: 

Better Homes and Gardens “All-Time 
rite Recipes” designed for the way 

а cooks today—contains the best 
rom cookbooks ( 9 thru 14 ) 

plus many, many more 

^w 

in A JF 
COOKING 



Bibles in Traditional King James Version 
Qf ү end edi Јотез Bibles 1176 pue Page 

f any voii with 
tual gems 

measure 8х5%ух! 
ORDERING INFO: Pt for iui Great Britain. Orders placed 
after November 1 not be Christmas. 
Order ж {rom chart be 2р) no mas}. D. orders, 

(2) Giant GAS James рини 1860 total 

concordance. Blue imitation Teather’ cover. Measures В! 
55x15 inches thick 
DON INFORMATION: Not for sale baut D 

27 —Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

3 x9 x2! 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not for sale in Great Britain. 

3С 1951. $1299 

(4) Our Family Tree. 144 total so querens Ju pa men ay a pá 
section lets you trace D pum In 
Glades space to record о senshi mill service, ‘ancestral homes, peta, automobiles, etc Sure inches dick Brown Teather. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

i 9 ounces. 
ELIT TRT TARA "m 95.99 

(8 thru 14) pe ERÎ 
(0) „Тһе Beat cf All-Time Favorite Recipes GAT, kom 

recipes found im books O 14 

: Beef; Barbecue; 
cooking easier Pier Camere Salads: plos epis К to 

and more enjoyable. 480 pages, color photos. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 1130—Shipping weight 

nary and 96 pages, 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 С 1224—Shipping weight 15 ounces .... 93.95 
(11) Salads. Add list of salad favorites from the wide 
Collection of the best tasting and most popular recipes. These 
imaginative ble and fruit salads can introduce a dinner, 
serve аза t to an entree, or make 
main course for a satisfying but light meal 96 color photos. 
QRDERING INFORMATION 

219—Shipping weight 15 ounces ................. $3.95 
(12) Casseroles. For а family meal or а Sieb 

Answer the question > night?” Recipes lor every occasion. 96 pages, color 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 1222—Sbipping weight 15 ounces .. 93.95 
(13) Barbecue. Superb results each time you barbecue 

your success-is what this book is all about. Information 

$3.95 

Bible Stories and 
Book-Record Sets 

for Children 

MCI te 
A collection of stories, ET t 
Veron per Book Bach bock mes 
sures булах, inches deep. 

j Where Jesus 
Girl; Storie of Jesus: Heroes ot 

Bible; Noah's Ark: Bible 
the Old 

ORDERING HEORBATION For 
Ages 3 to 7 years. 

ight 2 Ibs. $ oz. aeo rot Te ҮТ 
(6) Illustrated Children's Bible 
Bible stories written in a simple to, delight children. ч 
tures. Topically arranged. Ix proved by an editoria? rd Of clergy. $12 pages. Measures тайда! inch thick overall 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For 
children 3 to 11 Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
3C1915........ 

(7) Bible Book and 
Phonogra ph Record Set 

favorite Bible stories told on two 
p inch long-playing records. In- 
cludes 32-page full-color | ad 
Boxed. Measures 12x12x* inch. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For 

"Charge It” if you wish 
. see page 328 

(15) Better Home: 

ORD INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. 
3С 1230.... $10.95 

(16) Joy of rg An all- 
cios sections 

he Foods We Eat; Enter- 

Drinks: Canapes and Ti 
wiches; Hors d Oeuvre; Salads 
fruits; The Foods, We test at Eee 

‚ups; Cereals ani трк Си 

; Fish; Game; Know Your In- 
redients; Breads and Coffee 

Eikes; Pies and P 
Cupcakes, Tortes and Fille 

E MS We 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
1245............. $11.95 

IU Betty Crocker's Cook- 
Book includes sections on: 

Meats and Main Dishes; Salads 
and Vegetables; Breads, Pasta 

SERE RE 
ORD INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz. 
3€C1235..............91295 

For the visually impaired . 
The New Testament 
on 12 cassette tapes 

J 
tening to the New AE 
experience. Each cassette is identified as E 
and verse and runs for approximately 90 minutes. 
Comes with an attractive vinyl album. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 

3С 1979 Set $34.99 

Pencil Sharpeners 
(A) Electric Pencil Sharpener 
CONSTRUCDO ON: Orange and black high imp == 
yrene plastic case with see-through sha: 
оао Steel cutter. Measures абын inches 
high overall. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed; for 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. With 6-foot power cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces 

3C 3627 

(B) Battery-operated Pencil Sharpener 
CONSTRUCTION: Beige plastic case. Steel motor 
and cutter. Case measures 2x4%x3 inches high. 

ites on 4 AA batteries (not included). 
ORDERING | INFORMATION: 

weight 10 ounces. 
зои 

519.99 

$1195 

S-in-1 Savings 
Bank Tank 

Helps children learn how to 
save... they can watch their 
money grow. 
CONSTRUCTION: Clear plastic 
holder displays the nickels, 
dimes and quarters you save. 
Holds up to $56.00. Measures 
6x2¥9x15 inches high overall. 
Coins not included. be hung 
on a wall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
33677 .......... -48.99 

«lr [Bears] 493 



(4) Cross Pens and Pen/Pencil Sets 
. . . plain or engraved 
with up to 13 letters 

Refillable chrome-color pens. Medium point, blue 
ink. Chrome eraser, extra lead. Both 
сап be personalized with up to 13 letters each includ- 
ing spaces. Gift boxed. 
ORDER INFO: For personalized items, see Important 
Note below right: shipped postpaid from factory in 
San Francisco, Cal; maximum 13 letters. 
Personalized Cross Pen/Pencil Set 
ЕЗ С 3238V—(Shpg. wt. 4 oz.) Set $19.00 

Cross Pen/Pencil Set 
3C3247—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Set $14.00 

Personalized Cross Pen 
F3.C3237V—(Shpg. wt. 2 oz.) Each $9.50 
‘Cross Pen 
3С 3248—Shpy. wt. 2 oz. Each $7.00 

(5) Pentel Pen/Pencil Set 
Refillable Rolling Writer® pen designed to let ink 
flow smoother: Pencil has unique click-top design. 
just push button to advance lead. Uses Smm fine 
{ead Extra pencil leads. Gold color. Gift boxed. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C3311-Shpg. wt. oz. . 

494 [Sears]... 
Set $10.95 

Gifts for the golfer made with 
authentic maple woods 

(6) Chrome-plated Fisher Space Pen 
HOW IT WORKS: Ink cartridge pressurised by nitro 
sen gas positively feeds ink to ball point. Ink flows 

у. Extra dense ink lasts up to 3 times longer 
than regular ink. 
CONSTRUCTION: Chrome-plated body. Pen cap 
stores on pen top for full Svrin. 34 in. long 
when not in use. Blue ink. Gift 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. ea. 3 oz. 
3c3335 ice for one $4.88 
Price when you buy two or more Each 3.88 

(7) Cork and chrome-plated 
steel Desk Set 

An attractive gift made of real cork and chrome-plat- 
ed steel, Desk set includes: 19x24-in. desk pad with 
blotter, letter opener, 4x6-in. memo pad, double pen 
holder and 2 pens. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 3679C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $24.99 

(8and9) Stationery and Pen Sets 
Each set has thirty-six 9x7%rin, sheets of decorat- 
ed Eaton stationery with 2$ matching decorated en- 
velopes and 1 matching Sheaffer ball-point pen. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
B) Vibrato pattern set 
€ 324 j wt. 14 oz. ...Set $6.99 

(9) Has pattern set. 
C 3230 She wt 1402... Set 96.99 

(1 thru 3) Excellent gifts for a golfing friend or 
relative. These hand-crafted items are made from 
new, genuine golf club heads. The maple clubs have 
an antique walnut finish protected by high-luster 
polyurethane. Felt pads cover entire bottom to help 
protect furniture. 

(1) Golf club Lamp 
Ideal desk or bar lamp. Golf chab head lamp and real 
golf ball rest on double boarded pine base. Antique 
walnut finish. Brown and white shade is 8 inches 
high. Lamp measures 18 inches high. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-Hz. AC. Uses 150-watt or 50-100-150-watt 
bulb (not incl.) 8-ít. cord. UL listed. J-way switch. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 С 3758—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 929.99 
(2) Golf club Bookends 
Maple golf club heads stand on antique walnut-fin- 
ished pine bases. Set of two. Each bookend measures 
6x6x4!; inches wide. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 3757—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1202. Set $28.99 
(3) Golf club Paperweight/Pen Holder 
Maple golf club head holds ball. point pen. Black pen 
with gold-color accent is included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 3756—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 1211.99 

Personalized Knapsack, 
Tote and Shoulder Bags 

(10) Personalized Knapsack 

Heavy-duty reinforced blue canvas. Two pock 
ets on front with contrasting stitching. White vi 
nyl name patch, biue letters. Metal snap closure. 
Adjustable shoulder straps. 15x12x4 in. 

ORDER INFO: See Note below. Shipped postpaid 
from factory in Lynn, Mass. Max. 10 letters. 
ЕЗ C 4101] V— pg. we. 11 ог) $5.99 
11) Personalized blue tie-dyed Tote Bag 
trong cotton denim fabric, tie-dyed blue. Tan 

vinyl trim and name patch, navy blue letters, 
Outside: 1 pocket with snap closure, 2 zippered 
pockets. Top zipper closure. Adjustable shoulder 
strap. Measures 14x12x7 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Note below. 
Shipped postpaid from factory in Lynn, Mass. 
Maximum 10 letters. 
F3 C 41004V—(Shpg. wt. 15 ог.) $10.99 
(12) Personalized blue denim Shoulder Bag. 
Tough cotton denim fabric. 3 "jeans-pants" out 
side pockets. Tan vinyl name patch, brown let- 
ters. Zipper closure. Adjustable shoulder strap. 
Measures 9* 4x13 inches. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. Shipped postpaid 
from factory in Lynn, Mass. Max. 10 letters. 
F3 C 3633V—(Shpg. wt. 1! oz.) 55.99 
(13 and 14 ) Personalized Canvas Tote 

ag. Sturdy cotton canvas fabric in red or blue. 
Natural-color canvas straps and white vinyl 
пате patch. Meausres 1014x15 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Note below. 
Shipped postpaid from factory in Lynn, Mass. 
Maximum 10 letters. 
(13) Red Tote Bag with red letters 
РЗ C 41005V—(Shpg. wt. 14 oz.) 5699 
14) Blue Tote Bag with blue letters 
3 C 37 60V —(Shpg. wt. 14 oz.) $6.99 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Personsizanon Clearly prot name 
Saving. or initials Cesired. Sanpng: Factory shipped. Or 
ders placed after December $. 1979 may not be ге. 
ceros by Canstmas 



Dual-powered 
Cassette Recorder 

With built-in 
pab 

also accer 
ries tor 

rtable use 
$2895 

Battery- 
operated 
Cassette 
Recorder 

$1995 

apre 

Carry your “sounds” anywhere 
with these Portable Cassette Recorders 

(4) Wonderland Book and Ca 
1 and 2) PLAY URES: Both cassette recorders have Sette Sets. Each set includes two 2 

automatic end-of-tar p prevent battery drain. Built-In con page booklets 714x? in. wide and a apod ps omi denser microphone. revention feat ‘dental eras turn-a-tape cassette. Each side of ‘and Booklets ing. Pushbutton c or play, record, stop, eject, fast-forward, re tape features a different story. Listen to the story as you read wind. Automatic recording lev IRDERING INFO: catalog lona in h Rotary volume coni tp Ер ger along in the booklet 
58 C 8100—Wisard of Ox. 

Peier and the Wolf 
58 C 8101— The Three Bears 

Princess and the Pea 
solid-state chassis. 3-inch speaker. Black plastic 58 C 8102—Gingerbread Мая, 

cabinet with retractable handle. 514x244x914 in. deep. Accepts remote Hansel and Gretel 
58 C 8103—Red Ridi 

Bronto the Dinosaur 
58 C 8104 The Lion and the 

Mouse/Rumpelstilishin 
58 C 8105—Number 9 the Little Fire 

mike, auxiliary input and earphone (not included 

ORDERING INFORMATION. See warranty below Engine / Bedtime Stories 
61 C 21617—Shi 58 C 8106—Rip Van Winkle, 

(2) 58 C 8107 Bihe Marie ур > Bible Stories / My First scribed abo 
Book About Jesus N: 100% solid-state chassis. 214 

ilver-color t f 
Accepts remote mike and earphone (not included). Imported. 

58 C 8108— Puss- In- Boots / Snow 
White and Rose Red 

58 C 8109— The Emperor's New 
TION: Uses optional AC adapter sold separ Clothes / Jack 
Auto Adapter (see Big Book) or 4 option: and the Beanstalk 

оп page 415. UL listed. 120-v, 60-Hz. AC Shpg. wt. pkg. 8 ог.......Рід. 93.49 
ON. See warranty below ПОМ Bas warrenty below (5) Cassette Caso eight 2 pounds 8 ounce: 119.95 ¡A ао Int you $ 

for (2). SVi-foot cord. capacity. Holds 24 cassettes in boxes 61C2147—Shipping weight 9 ounces 93.95 or 30 in boxes if you remove dividers 
(cassettes not included). 
CONSTRUCTION: Black paper-cov- 
ered fiberboard with plastic carrying 
handle. 1444x3/4x8% in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces 

56082 34.39 
(6) TRACS® Cassette Tapes 
Blank tapes for recording voice, non 
critical music. With plastic box. Wt. 
єз. 4 or. 
61C3714—40 min. ....Each $1.29 
61C3715—90 min. ....Each 1.89 

SOUND SHOP 
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X 14 

Doc. э 

1) AM-FM Monaural Radio/Headphones 
Speaker in each polyurethane-padded 
Rotary volume and tuning controls are lo- 

ted on earcups. AM-FM selector. Has built-in 
AM, FM antennas. 
HEADPHONES: Plug into jack. 7-ft. cord. Act as 
stereo headphones when used with stereo system. 
CONSTRUCTION: Black plastic earcup with black 
vinyi trim. Adjustable headband, Imported. 

RICAL. ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-v. bat- 
ry, not incl, order below, right. Warranty below. 

61 © 22832—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. -419.99 

(2) AM Monaural Headphone Radio 
CONSTRUCTION: Each padded carphone encloses 
a speaker. Built-in AM antenna, White plastic 
arcup, black vinyl trim. Volume and Байан com 
trols on uc ‚djustable headband. Not for use 
as actual headphones. Import. 

ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-v. bat- 
tery, not incl., order below, rig 
61€ 22819—Shpg. wt. 11b. 3.0 $9.99 

(3 and 4) Pet AM Radios with brush 
CONSTRUCTION: Acrylic pile coat. Stuffed body 
Back-mount controls. Collar with carrying chain. 

ush. Imported. 
EC. ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-volt battery 

{not ind. order below, right). See Note below 
E) ¿Brown ang white Dog. 8 inches high. 
61 © 22562—Shpg. wt. 1 $12.99 
(4) Pink and white Cat. 9! inches high 
61 С 22852—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. #1299 

(5) Floppy Ear Doggy AM Radio 
TRU Tan 

r below, right). Not recom 
mended for ages under 8 because of small parts 
61 С 22864—Shpg. wt. 1 ]b. 1002. $13.99 

look AM Radio with flashlight 
CTION: Black plastic; si or trim. 

Top. mount controls. Carrying strap. 4741214114 
in. high. Imported. 

C.. ORDER INFO: Uses 2 "AA" batteries (not 
incl, order below, right). See Note below. 
61 © 22865— Shipping weight 7 ounces ...46,99 

(7) Rolis Royce AM Radio 
tible authenti 

incl w, right). Not recommen 
ages under 8 because of small parts 
61 С 22863—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1099 

ing Car AM Radio 
ic body with gold-col 

ote, right 

ELECTRICAL. ORDER INFO: 
Ore 32023 Se we Tor. 61C 2282; wt TO. 

CONSTA: White cabinet ; IE ү 
trols on front panel. 944x623 in. deep. 

battery (not included, order below) 
61C22829—AM. Wt. 1ib. 808, . 6.98 

(11) Ом AM Radio 
CONSTA: Yellow plastic. Green eyes are controls. 

ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-volt battery 
(not included, order below). See Note below. 

(12) Lady Bug AM Radio. Black plastic: orange 
and white wings. Eyes are controls. Carrying 
ELEC A INFO: Operates on 9-volt battery, 
not incl order below. Also see Note below. 

(10) Rest Room Radios dA ps 

ELECTRICAL, ORDERING INFO: eise c s e 

61C22831—AM-FM. Wt. 11b.8 oz 

3xIVaxêYs in. high. Carrying strap. Import, 

61 С 22835 Shipping weight 8 oz. $5.99 

strap. Sx3V4x2 inches high. Imported. 

61 C 22825—Shipping weight 1002, $5.99 

Miniature Componentiook AM Radio 
RUCTION: Woodgrained 

m back. 5 
speaker enck 
rate to $ inches from radio 

$9.99 

rap. Side 
ported. 
N: Oper | 

order below) 
$8.99 610 2285 

15 thru 18) “Canned Music” AM Radios 
CONSTR Plastic housing. Side-mounted volume, 
tuning controls. 29,1474 inches high. Imported. | 

RICAL O: Operates on 9-v. bat 
tery (not included, order below). Shpg. wt Joe | 

5) 61C22821—7-up $5.99 
6) 61C22848—Coors* 5.99 

7) 61C22849— Coca-Cola 5.99 | 
8) 61C22853—Pepsi 5.99 

Batteries (not shown). Carbon 
61 C 6417—9-volt Battery. V Each 
61C6447—"AA" Battery. Wt. 102... Each 28: 

type 

61 C 644 1—"C" Battery. Ù Each 37¢ 
NOTE: Not for ages under 3 beca и 

FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY ON RADIOS: For 90 | 



Sing your own songs or play your favorite records and sing along 
on the pro-like mike with these Portable Phonographs 

(1) Play your own "top ten" records or 
interview friends, you create the program 
with your Disc Jockey Phonograph Set 

With headphones. microphone € ааа танна 7.095 e 
along, interview асса 

commercials to "broadcast" таре professional-lookin; 
mike sound is amplified. Inch ic headphones with 

earcups for private listening plus erasable 28*4x16-in. 
programming board to plan the day's broadcasts. 

PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid state chassis Single play monaural 
turntable plays your 3314 and 45-rpm recor built-in 4-inch 
speaker. n sapphire needie. € On/off volume control. 
Built-in 45-rpm adapter. 

CONSTRUCTION. White laminated chipboard cabinet with black 
plastic trim. Plastic microphone. Headphone and microphone 
Jacks. 14441244 in. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 
Five-foot cord with flared safety plug. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty, Note below. 
61C 2946C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 529.95 

(2) Sing-along to your favorite records or 
make amplified announcements to all 

your friends with this Portable Phonograph 
With sing-along mengua $2395 

Set of eight colorful, pressure-sensitive decals are included to 
decorate your record player. Sing-along plastic microphone, 
PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chassis. play monaural 
turntable plays 3344 and 45-rpm records. Built-in 4-inch speak- 
er. Synthetic sapphire needle. On/off volume control. Built-in 

pte: 
CONSTRUCTION. Red and white plastic cabinet with snap-on 

jack. 1349x414x9% inches deep. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-volt, 60 Hertz AC. 
5-foot cord with flared safety plug. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty, Note below. 
61 C 2905—Shipping weight 5 lbs. В oz. $23.95 

(3) You can be the rock star with this 
Compact Stereo Phonograph with monaural 

AM/FM radio and two speakers 
Pro-like microphone lets you sing along or just 

amplify your voice through both speakers 

With qur nor microphone $6295 Ta 
Sing along to youn records and hear Spacer through both 
speakers. Or, use plastic mike (included) without playing а rec- 
ord to hear how great you sound by yourself. 
PHONOGRAPH: Stereo. 100% solid state chassis. Single. play 
stereo pla 33% and 4S-rpm thetic 

Volume, balance and tobe control with AM/FM radio) 
рео selector. 45-rpm adapter. 
AM/FM MONAURAL RADIO: Slide-rule tuning dial. 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: 4-inch speaker in each 7¥4x11%x4"%¢-inch 
deep enclosure. Each speaker has 9-foot cable. 
CONSTRUCTION: White plastic cabinet with brushed bronze- 
color trim. Smoks plastic dust cover. Jacks for micro- 

and stereo headphones. 13544 4«x10! 1j, inches deep. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. SYrft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. See warranty, Note below. 
61 C 2932— Shipping weight 12 pounds $62.95 
Full 90-day Warranty on Phonographs. Console Stere. 
Headphones: For 90 days trom date of purchase. Sears will n 
any oefect in materai or workmanship tree of charge Limited War- 
ranty on ali parts: After 90 days from the date of purchase and up 
‘one year, Sears will furnish, free of charge. a replacement part for any 
detective part. You pay tor labor To obtain warranty service. imply 
return phonograph and headphones to the nearest Sears store or 
Service Center throughout the United States: to obtain warranty serv 
ice on console stereos. contact the nearest Sears store or Service 
Center throughout the United States. This warranty gives you specific 
lega! nights. and you may alto have other nghts which vary trom state 
to state 
NOTE: Not recommenced for children under 3 years of age without 
adult supervision 

nd 

(4and5) CONSTR: Walnut-grained vin: 
hardboard shelves. Steel with brass- ives. frame 

n ish. Plastic casters. 3 
ORDERING ER. Shipped 
4) Can 
Measures Tata Злата 1819 prd d 

D BC Shipping weight 
" with speaker shelves. 
wo swing-up 12x11-inch metal shelves. Overall 

4821249219 inches high with shelves open. 

"t 

61 С 4589C Shipping weight 12e. 

Portable 
Stereo Carts 

Each with the capacity to 
hold up to 100 LP's 

SOUND SHOP 
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$2195-22:^ 
(4) Compact Portable Model 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state chassis. 

ural. Plays all 33% and 4S-rpm rec- 
ords. Synthetic sapphire needle. On/off 
volume control. Built-in 45-rpm facte. 
Durabie molded 
nient built-in carrying handle. Red with 
blue and white trim. J-inch speaker. Mea. 
sures 1204149 4x10 inches deep. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: S-ft. cord with flared 
safety plug. UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 
Not recommended for ages under 3 without 
adult supervision. 
ORDER INFO: See Warranty, page 497. 
61 С 2902—Shps. w. ó lbs. $2195 
498 [Sears] ecco: 

"Keep on 
Trucking" 

to your 
favorite 

music with 
the Music Van 
Phonograph Removable top can be 
with 2'/zin. 
speaker 

(1 thru 3) PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chassis. Monaural. Play 
all 3344 and 45-rpm records. Synthetic sapphire needle. On/off volume 
control. 45-rpm adapter included. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. SYi-foot 
cord. Flared safety plug, 
MPORTANT NOTE: Not recommended for children under age three 
without adult supervision. 

1) „Winnie the Pooh and M тоо Model. “Win A Family Trip 
рм: lo get our official етуу blank. order any Winnie the Pook 

iiem on of Sears 1979 Chrisimas for details, 
Entries must be received by February 15. 1980. Pictures of fun 

1, too enliven this portable 
trim and colorful Pooh and 

handle. 1344x6%x14 in. deep overall. 4-inch speaker. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Warranty on page 497. 
61 C 2947CD—Shipping weight 8 pounds $26.95 

(2) Mickey Mouse gn Model. “Join the leader of the club" 
When you listen to your favorite records. jy's favorite mouse 
adds his famous ity to white plastic cabinet with blue trim. 
Mickey's arm is the tone-arm too. Cabinet with recessed handle теа 
sures 13941514194 inches deep. 3-inch speaker. 
See eS ON: See Warranty on page 497. su 
$1c291 tó +26 IS, en epo 
(3) Music Van Model. This van is a in disguise! Durable 

cabinet that's white on top, in the middle and gray on the 
^ I" with set of four colorful 

decals (incl.). 1344x7%4"10%4 in. deep overall. 2U in. speaker. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. See Warranty on page 497. 
61C2918—Shipping weight 6 pounds . $29.95 

Record Holders for LP or 45-rpm records 
(6 and 7) Record Cases 
CONSTRUCTION: Washable 
polyester film over fiberboard. 
oa 3х8мух5 inches deep. LP cases 
13а13%%х4®%› inches deep. 

ipm cipium ы CONSTRUCTION: Non ahed- "design on. 
e کز Casos ding pink nylon pile fake fur 
CAPACITIES: bead with plastic каш ые 
Case holde ту 7-inch handie 
58C 56151 Wr 11b. 
Саве holds twenty-fi 
records 
58 С 56152—WL 21bs. 4 oz... $6.99 
(7) Blue Record Cases 

go. теу face looking 
a comb that 

bles as its mouth. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
аге not included. 

BERE Us 
эрме of D.C Comica ine. 

pa Comics Group. 



New at Sears. . . 
Popular look Sing into the mike, play the organ 
Portable and listen to records all at 

Phonograph the same time or separately with 

with 4-inch Phono/Organ 

Just look at these fun features: 
© Two-spsed phonograph plays 33%. 

45-rpm records. . . 4-inch speaker 
* 23-key electronic organ with 

variable pitch, volume controls 
e Sing-along "pro-like" microphone 

lets you perform with style 

EU trim. 
Speaker, LV RU inches 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: SY4-foot cord with flared safety 
plug. UL listed; 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. Not recommended for 
ages 3 without adult supervision. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 497. 
61 C 3240—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

Portable Phonograph 
with light-green, 

orange and white 
cabinet, 2'/rin. speaker 

Shown 
with bd closed 

сма has Le 

51 T. Rn 
Phono/Organ features ‚Organ. phonograph and m 
time or separately for hours oí musical 
PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chassis. Single-play monaural plays 334, and 45- 

CONSTRUCTION. Light- green laminated chipboard cabinet rpm records. Syntheic su sapphire needle. On/off volume control. Built-in 4$-rpm adapter. 
with orange and white trim. Carrying handle. 2Vy- inch speak- ORGAN: 23-key electronic organ with variable pitch control. Played 1 note at a time. Keys 
5: Meamares Dro in, dep X та ©: Er are marked for use with k (included) to help make learning fun. 
Li ICAL INI IMATION. rk a with flared ps CONSTRUCTION: Blue and white durable high- lystyrene plastic. Removable cov- 

plug, UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hz. ot recommended for er. Microphone jack. Measures 1644x117 Sate inches Mah 
children under three three without adult эш saperlo ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. S4-foot cord. Not recom- 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 497. mended for children under three without adult supervision. 
61 C 2904—Shipping weight 5 ibe. 8 os. 917.99 ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 497 

61 С 2950—Shipping weight 8 pounds d .939.95 
AI 

{1 бево Tote. Five 7-inch 45 3) Two Record Set (9) “Best of Disney Mickey Mou 
Set incl. two 12-а. 33 ̂ -rpm rec- — Includes two 12-inch 3 Set includes two 12-inch Mickey goes "disco"! One 12 

Wissen, ff the orde titled "More Sesame Street” rpm records w с 33 
Magic Dragon 

58 C 56407—Sesame Street 
inch 33verpm record featuring 

stories. "Treasury fun disco songs * Disney-style". 
er Goose Favorite popular Disney mov. Its sure to make a hit! Dance 

Snow White to the "Disco Mousetrap" and 
iiss Sh tins ORDERING INFORMATION 2 Set 44.99 pg. wt o2 c 3 INFORMATION 

$4 с66409- Walt Burney те, 99 568053 Suess с ^ Spoonful of Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
Se (4) Super Heroes When You Wish — BBC 2129 1349 

Records (7) “Happy Birthday Party Озлеу characters © Wen Daney 
Three 12-inch I34erpm records; Records. Incl. two 12-inch renee ree 12-inch VCD recorde: — 3Seqcrpm records sure to abt 2 Ibe 
ватан Бретан оа brighten up any child's SOCO Set 06.98 
re birthday Five-record Set of Children's q И Storien (not shown). Set In SAO INFO: We. 1 th. 12.00. ORD. INFO: WL 1 Ih, Boe оет (от опена). Бе Олор bo ces A cludes five T-inch 43-rpm rec 

(8), “My First Disney Rec- — Includes one a0 5) Enchanting Stories ога Collection’ Set in- rpm record featuring over Records ; Уо the most popular Die ney songs like "Old Мас Fam Боза! A must forany вро 
зе c aeos о th Бобота case and 4 Dianey child who loves Disney SOG 8048. 5 s Fairytales p funes 

Reindeer О Wt. 1 lb. 8 ox. ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ib». ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. Shoe. wt es. ПБ Box $8.99 Set 1599 §8C8126,..... Se 0649 58CB128 93.49 ax [Sears] 499 



Phonograph 

New at Sears Portable Phonograph with two 
4-in. speakers, attractive contemporary-look stand 

PHONOGRAPH: Stereo. 100% solid-state chassis. Mini-size, single-play 
turntable. Plays all 33% and 45-грт records. Synthetic sapphire needle. 
Volume controls. 43-rpm adapter included. 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: 4-inch speaker in each 6%¢x6'Vi¢x7¥je-inch deep 
speaker enclosure. Each speaker has 9-foot cable. 
CONSTRUCTION: Rugged. molded white plastic cabinet with brushed 
bronze-color trim. Smoke-colored plastic dust cover. Headphone jack. 
Measures 134x47x10 Me inches deep. White plastic stand measures 
147 14197 inches high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. $14-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty on page 497. 
61 С 2928— Shipping weight 13 pounds ...048.95 
500 [Sears] tti. 

with full stereo sound for m: ical enjoyfiient 

Stylish 
denim-look 
Phonograph 

with mini-size 
turntable 
and two 

4-inch speakers 

$3395 
PHONOGRAPH: Stereo. 100% 
solid-state chassis. Mini-size, sin 

turntable. Plays all 3314 
and 4$-rpm records. Synthetic 

pphire needle. Right and left 
‚olume control. includes 45-rpm 

adapter. 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: 4-inch speak- 
er in each 7%xi2%gx4% in. deep 
speaker enclosure. Each speaker 
has 43r ft. cable. 
CONSTR: Blue denim-look paper 
on chipboard with white plastic 
trim. 1484272124 in. deep. 
Smoke colored plastic dust cover. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed: 
20-v., 60-Hertz AC. S-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 
warranty on page 497 
Shipping weight 11 pounds, 
61€ 90003 53395 

Portable Phonographs with 
full-size automatic record changer 

(1) raph with teo side mounted 
6x2-inch oval speakers 

PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state 
chassis. Full size automatic record 
changer. Plays all 434% and 4 records. Stereo. Diamond needle. 
Right and left channel volume con- 
trols, tone control. Automatic shut. 
off, 45-rpm adapter. 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: Two 6x2-inch 
oval speakers, side-mounted for 
good stereo separation. 
CONSTR: Black plastic cabinet 
22142147418% in. deep (closed) 
Moláed in carrying handle. 

RICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed. 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5*4-ft 
cord included. 
RDERING INFO 

61С2924С 

(2) Phonograph with 
two front-mounted 
Finch round speakers 

PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state 
chassis. Stereo. Full-size automatic 
record changer. Plays all 334; and 
Argen records. Synthetic sapphire 
needle. Right and left channel vol 
ume controls. Automatic shut-off 
45-rpm adapter 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: Two front 
mounted 3-in. round speakers. 
CONSTRUCTION: Federal. goid-col 
or plastic cabinet 15%x14%4x8% in 
deep (closed). Molded-in carrying 
handle. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed. 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Stg-ft 
cord included. 

See warranty, p. 497. 
Shipping weight 13 pounds. 
6102920 -449.95 



Book and 
Record Sets 

Afunwayto IS 
develop listening A 
and reading skills 

(1 thru 8) Disneyland 5-story Record/Book Sets 
Each set incl. 5 full-color 244 books (en. Hera in.) and five 748. Зуура / 
records. Recorded narrations books word for word. Win a trip to Disneyland: to get 
your official entry blank, order item (7) below . . . see p. 2 for details. 
(1) 3C 1082—Davy Crockett, 20,000 (5) 3 C 1010- and the , Dis- 
Leagues Under the Sea, Sinbad the Sailor, — ney's Mother Goose Ge Pe- 
Swiss Family Robinson, Treasure Island. ter and the Wolf, Wizard of 
(2) 3с 1002 -The Rescuers, Jungle 1005— e Brave Lie wi (о эс oos 101 Dalmatians, Peter Pan, 

(3) 3 С 1092—Snow White, Pinocchio, (7) 3,C 1001D—Winnie-the-Pooh and 
Seven Dwarfs and Their Diamond Min ‘ger Too, Winnie-the- Pooh and the Honey = КЕ ш > Tree, Winnie-the-Pooh and the Blustery Sleeping 

(4) 3C 1038. Tes а Small World, Haunt- Day. More Jungle Book, Robin Hood. 
ed Mansion, Alice in Wonderland, Black (8) 3 С 1004— Pete's Dragon, Hobbit, 
Beauty, Cinderella. Brer Rabbit, Thumper's Race, 3 Little Pigs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State catalog mumbers from above. 

weight each set ! pound 2 ounces Each Set $6.95 
Disney characters) Wan Овлоу Productions 

(9 and 10) Litde Golden Book 
story Record/Book Sets $72 

Each set inch Merida 24-pg. paperbound books (ea. 
T¥exT¥e in.) and five 7-in. 3344-rpar records. 
(9) 3 C 1032. Sassy Baggy Elephant, Pokey Little 

Man and His Truck, Circus Time, 
TU. Ne ach Thine На Dran, 
(10) ЗС 1031— Tawny Scrawny Lion, Scuffy The Tug 
Boat, Smokey the Bear, Little Engine That Could, Rum- 
peistilskin. 
ORDERING INFO: Stade catalog numbers from above. 
Shpa. wt. ca. set Lib 202 -Each Set $7.99 Publanıng Co 
(11) The Hobbit Record/Book Set 

based on the story by J.R.R. Tolkein 5899 
Hobbits, wizards. elves, orcs and trolls all come to Ше in 

-edition record/book set featuring the original 
track from the TV special of The Hobbit Se te 

cludes two LP 12-inch 33%-rpm records synchronized to 
16-page. 12x12-inch beautifully illustrated full-color pa- 

book. Set packaged in a hard-cover box 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C1 weight 1 Ib. 1002. Set $8.99 
@Rankun/ Bass Productions. inc 

(12) Peanuts دیم as A $799 

(laren a isa: nicknames 
эге featured in these $ stories: Charlie Brown's AB Starx, 
He's Your Dog, Charlie Brown; You're In Love, Charlie 
Brown Г The Great Pumpin Charlie Brown; A Charlie 
Brown Christmas. Set incl. $ full-color 24-pg. paperbound 
books (ea. 7%ex7% in.) and five 7-in. 3314 rpm records. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 1040—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $7.99 
Peanuts charactors Uned Festure Syndicate. Inc 

(13thru 17) Peter Pan 4-story 

Sets incl. 4 full-color 24 pg. books (7х7 in), 
four 4S-rpm records. Records follow books word for word. 
(4) 3,5 1945 Hansel and Gretel, Red Riding Hood, 
The Three Little Pigs, The Gingerbread Man. 
05012510 ac Had Эке mn e arom ma 

as) зс 3C 1000 Cadena, Ale is дайын Base 
White. Thumbelina. 
(16) 3 C 1085—Tortoise and the Hare, Peter and the 
Wolf, Beauty and the Beast, Treasure Island. 
(17) ЗС 1091—Pied Piper, Peter Rabbit, Ten Little In- 
dians, Lassie. 
ORDERING INFO: State catalog mumbers from above. 
Sbpg. wt. ea. set 1 ib. Each Set 94.95 



E 
weightálbs .................. 

im ol mut 

PL Garle peto AL ae ae 
clever twisters, nonsense verse to demonstrate tbe fun of reading. JUGOS la. 49 per. Намыр 

(11) My er pe pel ДАр Dr. Sant 
child to himself. Place Erde werde rr Ir Росе Re mind 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 1603 Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces . 
(12) Disney and Sesame Street Little Golden Book Set 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1617. ing weight 2 

Sesame Street a a trademark of Chidren s Television Workshop 

(13 and 14) Introduce your toddler to books with Cloth Book Sets 
Bright pictures in non-toxic inks. Machine wash, cold; almost indestructible. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
13) Pee pent ےس Ducks, Round-About, Puppy Gar Giwe. Eae hook orate A m reg Tm E 
14) аек Sot, eie me Dar Tuya Lock Has, Let's Pay. Hack grae баб inches 6 ЗЕ 1573- Shipping weight ares 1399 

(18), Ten of Dynamite‘ {Тык mont popular back муы “Dy 
features on current TV, person- magazine. Each with |, movie, rock Aliis, latest fads. Full-color, paperbound. Bixi i in. 32 pex, sach. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
1625—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces...............Set 99.49 

(16 and 17) Dynamite Boxed Gift Sets. 
Each set includes 3 books by the creators of "Dynamite" magazine. Each 
book measures Sox: pages. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
16) Dynamite Boxed Set I. Les Masc Wende's D ite Magic 
3С 164. Set $4.49 

à E ‘Dynamic Book Top 9 Semen 3 C 1618 Shipping weight | pound e Set 
(18) Ton of Bananas’ Best 
The ten most Finch henge of “Bananas” magazine. Each with fea- 

And the atest fada. солго ратурай, Ра poses ted 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 1648—Shipping weight 3 pounds 1 ounce. . €— Set 49.49 

(19) Bananas 1979 Yearbook. The bs features of “Bananas” maga zine plus information on people and fads. Full-color poster of Olivia. John. 8Vax11 in. 80 pgs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

6—Shipping 



Sold exclusively at Sears 
8 adventure classics: comic book stories 

with recorded narration make learning to read fun 
Set includes record with 1 comic book story 

or cassette with 2 comic book stories 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Slate catalog number from below. 

Book end Record Sete, Set includes 1 comic book story and е 33У ове 3344 - 
(1) 3C 1161—Davy Crockett (S) 3C 1167—Moby Dick 
(2) 3C 1162—Around the World in 80 Days (6) 3C 1166—Swiss Famil 
(3) 3C 1163—Huckleberry (7) 3C 1168—Robin Hi 
4) 3C 1164—20,000 Leagues Under the (8) 3C 1165—Robinson Crusoe 
Spring weight set 170: 5% Po Each Set $3.99 

Book and Cassette Sets (not shown). Each set includes 2 comic book stories and 1 cassette. One 
story is recorded on each side of the cassette 

56—Huckleberry Finn and Around the World in Eighty Days 
57—20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and Robinson Crusoe 

Shipping weight set 10 ounces ` Each Set $4.99 

Globes offer a 
world of learning Storyteller Read Along Book, Cassette Sets 

Full casts of characters, specially selected music 
and sound effects make stories come alive 

(9! Durable hard cover books are fully illustrated. Each book comes with a color-coded match- 
Smooth surface laminated fiberboard globe has ing cassette. Stories in the Read Along books follow cassette narration word-(or-word. Cassettes are recorded 
traditional old-world look. Scaled je easier for your child to use. Action tones in the recording signal the end $00 ‘on both sides to make them 
inch for convenient help the child to follow along in the book. 
diam. globe stands 38 in. high. Walnut-finished INFORMATION: Stale catalog numbers from below. 
wood pedestal, metal base. Mounting 5 i 
permits globe to rotate, swing up or Tw Each set includes one 7x8-inch matching cassette. 
ORDERING INFORMATION — The City of (15) 3C 1133 The Dagomba Treasure 
3C 1183C—Shpg. wt. 13 bs. —The Jewel of Kab (16) 3C 1135—The Desert Rescue 

134—The (17) 3C 1136—The Fire Gods 
yo pl eene ker Shipping weight set 11 ounces. *Trademarı Tarzan owned by Edgar Rice Burroughs. Inc .......Eah Set $4.99. 

steel meridian numbered by degrees. Countries (18) Three-story Gift Sets. Each set includes three S*qxóVrinch books and 3 matching cassettes. 
shown in contrasting solid colors to emphasize ро Adventure Tale Sets Foky Tole Sass 

3-dimensionally = Pinochio, Gulliver's Travels 
shaded. A ae 1121 т 3С 1120—Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, 

AR b On ON. 13112 Tom ме Alain, 3 C 1123--Cinderella, The Elves and the 
ONE Ne 912.95 Allee in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. Борас ers ri s 

1124—Down the Rabbit Hole, ^ Ў E (11) Rainad-relief World Classic Globe LED quere romae cm 3 E Toa me 
fiberboard hasold 3 C 1125—The Land of the Red Queen, Tweedledum 

and Tweedledee, Queen Alice. balf-meridian. is calibrat- 

en Shipping weight set 1 pound 1 ounce. Al properties copy qe 
finish. (19) E i nasa: d Tax T Vin. book and 

ETAT er mr soundtrack. 
3cn weight set 5 ounces. @Twenteth Century Fox Fim Coro. Set $799 mı [Sears]503 



gentle Y treasures to brigh: childs 

7 



bedroom 
Gentle Treasures* 

1) One-year Diary. Two lined Metal 
Ба Ske Paper, paper cover Measures 67425 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 4532— Shipping weight 9 ounces ..... 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
C 4353—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 52.49 
5) Book Set. Books 434x394 in. each. Con- em and ried: One esr 
Diary. 120 Photo Album: 10 pgs. Accepts up 
to 44423Vein. size prints im 10 pockets. 
Indexed Address Book. 120 pgs. in- 

for name, 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 C45; WE set 1002. ........... Set $2.99 
(6) Wall White 
tic. Ind. 30. Vues dec (end 1), 15 deco. 
rated envelopes (EOE in), 150 memo sheets 

message Mit attached 
sive stick-tabs or (not incl). 12x12 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

4509—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. 
p, Framed Cork Bulletin Board. 
in. jin. wide 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6614C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. . 

» бигә piece Hair С Sot. Plastic hand id ) биз и Care 
brush. Imported. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
weight 8 oz. -43.69 

ср to 60-watt bulb (not i 
for base included. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
C 4560—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz... 9 

 " ; price. Wind base, mme en Figا امہ 11

3 C 4527—Shps. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.. 

12) Organizer. 4 dra: hold favorite 
ор Place: ртр la hgh. Imponed. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 4346—Shipping weight 1 lb, зог... 92.99 
ga he ا Yet and painted pos mache. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
weight 

= 

3С 4341 15 ounces .. 94.29 

(14) | Wishing Well 8 k. Hand-painted ing Well Bank. Han painted papier 

‘S¥ax244x7 in. high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
C 4344—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. ........53.89 

15) Desk Pad. and 12x21 inches (15) Paper and paperboard. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 4322—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1302. ....... 1549 

16) Book Ends. ier mache. Each f 6) Е Hand-painted papier 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 4340—Shpg. м. 208.908. ......... Рай $7.49 
17) Alarm Clock. Double bell Bright red 
ed prc сазе, lacquered E 3 in. 

movement. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 4528—Shipping weight 6 ounces........ $11.99 
©1978 Gente Treasures. inc. 

Snoopy and Friends 

(18) Snoopy Cartoon Tote Bag. Cotton tote A vinyl Colorful zl s 
oa tock des Tore measures A oe PAR 2 
ORDERING INFORMATION: m 
3 С 4823—Shpg. wt 202. 

(19) Snoopy "Love" Tote Bag. 
tote features a colorful 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 С 4826—Shps. wt 1202... 

Fry INFORMATION 
3C 4825—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ...... Set $11.99 

23 and 24 ) Snoopy Cork Boards. Unframed 
boards with colorful sik-screened Snoopy 
Non-toxic Cork veneer 
thick fiberboard. Each board measures 17:23:53 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ga $i School Cork Board 
C 6685 A ec eee eens $499 

(24) Sm "Love" Cork Board 
C 6684C- Ы... 

27) Novelty Label Makers. 42-charac- 
2 te, Sree, prints, cuts with one lever. 

3 С 362 
) 3C3626—Eas; 
ELI 

(28) Fa ze. ee Tape. Patterned vinyl 
tape: green blue; gold/orange stripes; pink 
daisies on 
очер INFORMATION 

of 6 rolls. Two rolls o each pattern de- 
above, Each roll is Yiinch x 144 inches 

3 3730—Shpg. wt. Soz. .........Package 93.7 
Pkg. ot 2 role (oot shown). 1 poll of each pattern 

poll lo eia. x 72 lo. kag, 
3 С 3731—Shpg. wt. 208. .........Package $1.99 

29), Label-Maker Kit. ei dut u 

ann mark for teal ei 
cut operation 

Si soe eve Four Nini sold color vay ape 

ORDETUNG IN INFORMATION: 
3C3744—Shipping weight Шо ..Kit $6.99 

(30) Knapsack 
kuns ‚nd green design makes this knapsack; look 

ıyl-backed 
ray- 

i bas a fro Fr pp snap clo s closure, C Cotton 
: are adjustable. Measures 1áx1313%% 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

827- 3 C 4827—Shipping weight 9 oz. 5499 





(12042) 

59 E 1400 1L Spe. wt. 12. e 
3 thru 15 Furnishings for Doll 

| loose upto э i 1 зом 

e Master Bedroom. white double 
with. ‚end tables, 

49 C 1421 1.902... $16.99 
e Child's Room. Twin beds, dressing ta- 

49C T4284 Sipe A 
(5) Royal Dining Room. Painted table with. 
Кышты has open, close doors. 
Mirror, 2 sconces, chandelier. 
49 C 14287- бъра we don. Set $16.99 
e Porte redd ener chair, table, 

chair. Us 
49 C 14296 Spe. we 100.82 15.99 
(7), Royal Living Room Set. Sofa, 2 arm- 

oval coffee SEHE Sipe mine Sa 17.99 

backsplash, table, de س س و 
49 C 14609—Shpg. wt. 11b. ...Set $20.99 
9) Bathroom. Toilet, sink. tub, mirror. 
inc chest, simulated mahogany- vali. 
Sone en 

(10) Has matching bench o 
ФЕ 14292. Mog. we ton 
(19) „Aquarium. Simalated fish, 
49 C 14295—Shpg. wt. 102... 
(12) Chrisumes Tree, Celebrate the boli- 
ys with this charming tree. Incl. orna 

dons, tree skirt. 

tall: mother, #45 in. 2 i 
houses (1) (2) and (17). ported. See 

== Te Re Tn: 

we rac cd re (35199 

Note: Not for ages under 3 due 10 small parts. 

Your dolis will enjoy modern times or 
‘old-fashioned living in their own. 

Colonial-style Doll House 

Save $4 102 ЗЛ, 

32899 | 2277 $3299 ze. 
an Cr meme o edes = 

m rally fi [i mure interior with wa icorcoverinur, decorations. 
41х16%х26 in. es ee 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note below, left. 
ORD. INFO: Furniture assem. house unassem. Instr., 
hardware incl. Settings. , 
79 C 1425 1L—Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. 
[1D ras beo yon buy Rai 3 e tere Room Sala 
(18 thru 23) $28.99 
(18) 

49C 148 E Spring wei ida cnt ‚Set $13.99 
(19) Living Room Set. Grandfather clock, uphol- 
stered sofa, „ coffee table, firebox and fireplace. 
Made of metal 
49 C 14703— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. ....Set $11.99 
(20) Child's Bedroom Set Bunk bed, roll-top desk, 
we 14601—Shipping weight 12 oz. ....Set $11.99 
(21) throom Set. Toilet, bathtub, sink. Ceramic. 
49 C 14301—Shipping weight 14 oz. Set $4.99 
(22) Dining Room Set. punch, ма сип, 2 подань 

а round table. Made of 
29 C 14505--Shipping weight Гоз... бе 99.99 
(23). Kitchen Set, 5-ріесе cooking aet, stove, sink, 
icebox with tray and pretend ice. Wood, metal. 
49 C 14407- Shipping weight 1 Ib. 402. - Sei 99.99 
(24) Turntable for дой house (17) Ro- Hardboard. 

m Rite I ieh, 
Er pre ba 6 ibs. . 56.99 

CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut composition wood 
ries and furniture. Plastic windows and door эма 

sures ARA in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. See Note below, left. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Furniture completely assembled; house unassem- 

Assembly instructions are 
49 C 14013—Shipping weight 6 pounds 4 ounces. Ser $16.47 

ron AGES. 3 yrs. a 
Note, bel left 



Save $2 
when you buy Doll (1) 
with Doll Trunk (2) 

Separate ences тош! 411.98 

Save $2 
when you buy 
Vanity and 

Stool (7) with 
Vanity Set (8) 

Vanity and Stool (7) моле 
$1999 

t Vanity and Stoo! (7) when 
A i bought with Vanity Set (8) 

à -$1799 
508 [Sears] = 



On these 2 pages. . . 

The Sunny Bunch" 
= COLLECTIBLES 

Coordinating items in cream and pink 
with a Sunny Bunch™ sugar "n spice saying 

(1 
ORDERING INFO: pay (7) 
ed. items fully All other 

(1) The Sunny Bunch" Doll 
10 in. tall. Vinyl head and body. 
Rooted brunette hair. Painted 
eyes. Arms, legs and head fully 
poseable. Wears print dress. 
vinyl 
For T 10. Wt. 12 ог. 
49 C 3235 $5.99 

(2) The Sunny Bunch" 
Doll Trunk 

CONSTR Mr. 1. Wipes clean. 
Metal am with dust 
rose st pe and Sunn; 
saying. eh bar, Storage 

pis ma 1044 RS strap, 74x10! 4x14 in. 
Spe. wt a be 

49 С 323580 $5.99 
When you buy Doll (1) and 
Trunk (2). 
For Sup. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 C323850 Set $9.98 
(3 thru 5) Outfits for (1) 
SETS INCLUDE, (3) Wine colored 
coat and hat trimmed with 
ME fabric (4) Blue check 
dress with white trim. (5) 
Darling pink візи nightgown, lace 
trim. Shoes or boots. Ages 5 to 10. 
@ Coat and Het. mia 

c 80 $2.79 3234 
(4) 49 C 323490— Dress. 
5) 49 C 323470— Night 

їрє. wt. 3 oz. 189 

(6) The Sunny Bunch" 
High-intensity Desk Lamp 

CONSTR: High-impact plastic, 
metal. Molded character on base, 
matching shade, Adjustable arm. 
position switch: on-off; hi-low. 
Preces Imported. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed for 110- 
120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. long cord. 

inclu de 
Sto 15. Wt. 1 Ib. 802. 

C 129590 $9.99 

(7) The Sunny Bunch™ 
Early American style 
Vanity Table and Bench 

CONSTR: All wood. Cream and 
pink finish with Sunny Bunch de- 
signs. У, top has 3 sections, 
each 3 in. deep. Hinged center 
section flips up to reveal large 
gval (plastic) mirror. 2 hinged 

Vani- 
igh. E FEX Tox 1915 in. 

Bench 114x7¥¢x1 184 in. hi ach 
шмш dM inches. 

‘We 10 Ibs. 6 ог. 
e 12% 276260 
"hen bought with (2) 

(8) The Sunny Bunch" 
Includes storage tra 

Plastic comb, nylon bristled bristled 
brush, 
non-toxic bubble bath, cologne: 
sachet and powder 
For ages 3 and up. m 
49C 127580 5.89 

(9) The Sunny Bunch" 
Tote Bag with Doll 

CONSTR: Bag made of cotton 
poplin. Pink. neni 

ies р A T carries cu 
unch rag doll with pink and 

white gingham dress. Bag is 
|o A 

ip. Wt. 7 oz. ‘or ages 3 
49C 128510 . .... 

Veniiy 

thru 15) The Sunny Bunch" Collectibles 
о! assembled, instructions includ- 

€ Roth Greeting Cards, Inc. 

(10) те m Bunch" 

CONSTA. Adi Adjustable cream- 
colored vinyl band with pink 

(11) TheSunny Bunch" 
Jeweiry Box and 
AM radio 

CONSTR: Plastic cream-color 
box has plastic mirror 

and removable tray inside. 
Solid state radio power- 
ful Speaker. volume and tum 
ing controls Battery -operat 

Requires one 9-v. 
(not incl., order below). 

For 3and up. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
9С 128080 $9.99 

Heavy Duty 9-volt Battery 
Кү ing weight 2 oz. 

49C 46629 Each 89c 

(12) Бей» Sunny Bunch" 

CONSTR Slip in a standard 
126 film cartridge (not incl.) 
and you're ready to shoot, No 
focusing. Uses Magicubes 
(not incl.) for meal dubai m. 

For ages 5 to 15. 
wt. 14 oz. 

49C 129560 $5.79 
(13) The Sunny Bunch" 

CONSTR. Pink and cream 
ayi pence Vinyktis Vinyl-t ope m meal 

23 inches 
Curs 

ameter when opened. For 
ages J and up. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces 
49 C 129520 $299 
(14) The Sunny Bunch" 

3-piece Luggage Set 
CONSTR: Vinyl. Includes a 
Sixti s in. train case, a 
10%x8%4x5-in. fashion model 
етегш Чау 
tripper сазе. All have metal 

and sturdy handles. For 
E 3 and UP. e 5 a, 

Shipping weight 3 ba. 3 or. 
49C 128610 ....Set $9.99 
(15). The Sunny Bunch" 
Lap Desk Set. Can be used 
0n your lap or for travel. Has 
handle for easy carrying. 
CONSTR: Wood and hard- 
board case with slide-out top. 
Partitioned interior includes 
pencil with eraser, 24-pe. sta 

y set. Desk measures 
Iota 
ages 3 and up. We 4 Ibs. 

49 C 12950 6.99 

and 657 thru 669 
from now until 

AUGUST 21,1980 
unless stated 

otherwise. 

To; an Official Entry Blank, 
any Sunny. 

ол this, 
Sears 19; 

for 

Bunch item 
see page 2 of 

‚Christmas Catalog. 
details. Entries must 

be received by Feb. 15, 1980 



A collector's dream, 
a child’s delight 

е 
COLLECTIBLES 



(1 thru 10) Fine dress fabrics, luxurious laces, 
attention to detail (dolls (1) thru (9) have hand- 
ranged hair) make these imported beauties your 
Collectibles . . . dolls to gi collect. (2) thru 
(10) have jointed arms and legs. 
FOR AGES: (1) thru (9), $ years and up. (10), 3 
years and up. 
SIZES: ORDERING INFORMATION: Wood and 
metal stand included with (1), plastic stand with 
2) thru (9). 
1) 26%-in. Carmen is our tallest Collectible. 
jer dress and matching hat are silver gray poly 

ter with nylon lace trim. Nyion undergown, panta- 
loons and knee highs. Silver-colored shoes. Large 

ed black eyes. Light brown hair arranged 
with tendrils falling over shoulders. Her soft acryl- 
ic body is lined with cotton. Vinyl head and arms. 
79 C 3237 1C—Shpg. wt. $ Ibs. 1002.....649.99 
(2) 18-in. Angelica. Ruffles, lace and ribbons for 

is lady. Fresh peach polyester crepe de chine 
gown with matching umbrella and hat. Lace 
trimmed petticoat, nylon tights and black plastic 
shoes complete her outfit. Black open and close 
eyes, brown hair. Vinyl arms and head, polyethy! 
ene body and legs. Painted nails. 
79 C 32379C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1502.....939.99 

(3), 18-in. Betty is wearing a summery frock of 
white St. Gallen lace edged with rayon satin 
waistline bow. Three flowers decorate hem. À 
ing hat. Pink undergown has nylon lace t 
White panties, plastic high-heeled boots. 
head and arms, polyethylene body and legs. Dark 
brown hair, black open and close eyes. 
79 C 32374C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. $29.99 

(4) 18-in. Carola. She's a brown-eyed schoolgirl 
dressed in white cotton pique with nylon lace edg- 
ing. Green rayon velvet ribbons and red flowers 
adorn the chemise-style waistline. In her long 
brown hair she's wearing a white nylon bow. White 
nylon tights, black plastic shoes. Vinyl bead and 
arms; polyethylene body and legs. 
79 C 323760 Shpe. wt 2 lbs. Sot. .....919.99 
(5) 18-in. Rossella's gown has puff sleeves and 
full skirt in plum colored polyester crepe de chine. 
Black nylon cording and lace trim at hem of skirt 
and sieeves. Black cotton velvet ribbon at 

hat. Nylon undergown and 
ic shoes. Platinum blonde hair, 

open and close eyes. Vinyl head and arms, polyeth 
ylene body and legs. 
79 C 3237 BC—Shpg. wt. 2164. 14 02.....834.99 

(6) 18-in. Rosaria. “Ascot, anyone?” She's 
dressed for the party in pale rose and white acetate 
satin with pale rose trim. Lace ruffies are gathered 
softly around her neck and bodice. Matching bon- 

hair, 
79 € 32375C—Shpg. wt 2 bs. 1002.....929.99 
(7) 18-in. Paolina is a black-eyed charmer in her 
2-ріесе polyester gown. The blouse is trimmed in 
matching beige lace with contrasting sage green 
rayon ribbon trim. Her flounced sage green skirt 
has a scalloped hem with beige lace ruffles and tiny 
green bows. White nylon undergown. panties. Plas- 
tic boots. Green hair ribbon with pink flowers. 
Blonde hair, open and close eyes. Vinyl bead, arms; 
polyethylene legs, body 
79 C 32373C—Shpg. wt. 21ba. 9 oz. .....924.99 
(8) 15-in. Ingrid is a Christmas joy in ber red 
olyester crepe de chine gown with beige nylon 
ice ruffle trim at neckline and sleeves. White ny 

lon undergown trimmed in red. Nylon panties, 
plastic boots. Blonde hair with red ribbon and 
flowers. Black open and close eyes. Vinyl arms, 
legs: polyethylene body, legs. 
49 C 32372—Shps. wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. 919.99 
(9) 13-in. Viviana. A petite lady, elegant in navy 
lue polyester gown with lace collar and cuffs. 

White piping defines bern and collar. Matching hat 
with white ribbon ties. Blonde hair, brown open 
and close eyes. Vinyl face and arms; polyethylene 
body and legs 
49 C 32377 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Soz. 515.99 
(10) 9-in. Cinderella has blonde hair you can 
comb. Wardrobe includes peasant outfit: dress 
apron, scarf, panties, shoes, broom; and princess 
outfit: lace gown. hair ornaments, panties, lace 
stockings. shoes. Blue open and close eyes. 
49 C 32062—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 41299 



BABY DOLLS 

These baby dolis have soft cotton bodies, to make 
them almost as cuddly as real babies. 1, 2, 5 and 6 are stuffed with 
polyurethane foam; 3, urethane foam and 4, shredded cotton clip. 
pings. Vinyl faces, arms, legs. Open/close eyes. Rooted hair. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
(1) 24-1. tall Big Beautiful Baby. Cries "Mama." Blue dotted 
swiss dress with lace-trimmed nylon tricot pinafore. Lace-trimmed 
bonnet matches dress. Panties and white booties. Blue eyes and 
blond hair. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 C 31736C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $27.99 
(2) 23-in. tall Stellina. White acrylic jacquard knit dress with lit 
tle blue flowers. Her matching bonnet is knit in the same patt 
Panties and white booties. Brown hair, blue eyes. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

(1 thru 6) 

4 pounds 8 ouna $24.99 
(3) 17y-in. tall Baby Boo Hoo. Ob! Poor baby . . . take away 
ber pacifier and she cries. 3-pc. white acrylic knit outfit trimmed ín 
blue with flowers. Blond hair, long lashed blue eyes. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 "AA" battery, not incl. order pkg. below. 
49 C 31746—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $16.99 
49 C 46339—"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 2 oz. Pkg. 1.19 
{4}, 18 Yin, tell Baby Toodles. Pink cotton dress and bonnet 

White panties and booties. Blond hair, blue eyes. 

49 C 31735—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $10.97 
(5) 15-in. tall Nanette. White acrylic knit dress and bonnet, 
trimmed in red. Flower trim on bonnet ties. White leggings. Blond 
hair, brown eyes. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 31737—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce $13.99 
(6) 18-in. tall Michele. Soft acrylic white and aqua stripe knit 
outfit. Matching booties. White panties. Includes white apron with 
beautiful trim. Chestnut hair, blue eyes. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 31738C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $18.99 



(7) 164. tall Nenuco. Give her a bottle and she 
drinks and wets. Squeeze ber left arm . . . she makes bub- 
bles. Fully jointed. Vinyl. Open/close eyes. Blond rooted 
hair. 2-pc. playsuit. Includes plastic potty. Imported. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 31663— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 51249 
(8) 6-pc. Play Clothes for Nenuco. Incl. pes. shown. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 32538— Shipping weight 8 oz. $3.99 
(9) 10-pc. Nightwear for Nenuco. Incl. pcs. shown. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 32546— Shipping weight 9 ounces. $4.99 
(10) 17-in. tall First Love. Fully poseable doll has twist 
and turn waist. Baby soft vinyl skin. Open and close blue 
eyes. Blond combable hair. Cotton blue dress with lace trim. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 5 years. 
49 C 31745—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10.02. $11.66 
(11) 14-10. tall Mama Baby Doll. Cries “Mama”. Drinks, 
wets. Fully jointed doll with polyethylene body; vinyl arms, 
legs and face. Open/close eyes; blond rooted hair. Beige 
christening gown. matching hat, panties. With pillow. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 31678—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $11.49 
(12) 11-in. tall Sweet Tender Touch. She drinks from 
her bottle and wets. Soft one-pc. polyurethane foam filled 
body. Blond rooted hair. Open and close eyes. Pink crawler 
and bonnet. Imported. 
FOR AGES. RING INFORMATION: 3 years and up. 
49 C 31673—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 302. $5.79 
(13) 13-pc. Wardrobe for Sweet Tender Touch. In 
cludes all pieces shown in illustration above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 32508—Shipping weight 5 ounces $3.99 
(14) Two-in-one Convertible Bassinet-Carry Case. Snap 
top lid open for bassinet with handles, or use as а feeding 
table. Closed is a carry case with strap. Vinyl covered 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 ye 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Fits dolls up to 17 in. tall. 
49 C 3238 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. -- 85.99 
(16) 39-pc. Baby Care Set. Incl. ar Ый high vinyl 
bag, 3-in-1 plastic nursery tray plus all pieces shown. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. Importe ‚е 
49 C 3370 1—Shipping weight 14 ounces . . ri NOTE: Colors and labis may very rom outs shown , 22% [Sears] 513 

© 



1 Bánch Chubby 
Baby. . .dnnks 
from her own 
plastic Бопе. 
has her own 
soft blanket 

1) Your Baby with Layette. Just like real 
drinks, 

Fon AGES. ORDER | INFO; 3 to 10 years, Not for 
3, due to small par. 

39 C 31674 Sipe. wt. 1b. 4 oz. 59.49 

(2) Twin Stroller. Two dolls can ride side-by- 
side. Fits dolis up to 18 in. tall. Wasbable vinyl 

. Molded 
tachable canopy. Meiste gh 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 5 years. Unassem- 
led. instr. incl. 

49 С 33135—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 18.99 

08), Twins. A double dose of delight. Two 14-in 
ly jointed vinyl dolls. Moving eyes, rooted 

hair. They drink, wet, Dresse 
matching hat. Nursing bottle incl. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 31676—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Sor. $9.49 
Stroller (2) and Twins (3) 
49 C 33145-—W: 3 lbs. 11 oz. Set 915.48 

(4) Little оь, Meg She has the soft touch 
of а real in. tall. ly washable 
En) foam. iolded bair; painted eyes. Pink 

Bottle included. romper, bonnet. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3109 years 

it 1 pound 2 ounces. 
49031628 ............ 3 

in playsuit; 

$547 

Save $3.00 
whee you buy 
Twins wich stroller 

ww 1848 $1548 

13-inch Baby 
in Intant Seat 

(5) Sneaker Sleeper. She snoozes in lace-up 
sneaker-shaped cotton corduroy кай, 
“Cries” when turned over. 13 Ín. tal lastic 

FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. 
49 C 31668—Shps. wt. 1 lb. 202. $747 
(6) Baby Lorrie 'n Accessories. 13 in. tall. 
ully doleat vinyl body. Rooted hair; go-to- 

wets. 2-pc. outfit: booties. 2 
extra outfits and accessories included 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years. Not for 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 

weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
49C 31675 +++ 99.97 
7) S ai pir 13 in, eM 
d wit arms, legs. M: 

weta. Dressed 
тае white eyelet top and matching hat. Seated 

pink plaste 

FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 

49C31671 59.47 
(8) Chubby Baby. 18-in. plastic body. Soft vi 
nyl arms, legs. Molded hair, moving eyes. 
Drinks, wets. 3-pc. outfit, blanket, bottle. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. 
49 C 31672—Shpg. wt 2 Ibs. 202......911.47 
(9) Diapers, Bottle Set. 2 reusable diapers, 

itive tape, plastic nursing bottle. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years. 

t3 weight 3 ounces. 
49C 32554 ................ 99c 



Stroller 

10) Carriage, Fits dolls up to 16 in. ЖЫР) 
7 ge 1x224, in. . incl. 
€ 39022C- stor. wt. 5 lbs. 97.99 

(11), Stroller. Fits dolls up to 30 inches, 18x13x25 
in. high. Partly assembled. Instructions. 
79 C 33016C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 97.99 

(12) Babs in her Bath. Loves to be bathed in her 
‘(own tub and then dressed for her nap: 16 in. tall. 

iene body. Rooted 

ted pajamas, 
panties; slip, jacket, 2 hangers, bottle, socks. Plas- 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 yea: 
49 C 31705 She. wt 21Ь 1202. .....011.49 
(13) Linie Karoe. 10 in. tall. Vinyl body, arms, 
legs. Jointed. Rooted hair, Open-and close eyes; 
lashes. Washabie. Skirt and top; kerchief. Panties 
and socks. Comb and brush. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. Not for 
under 3 due to small parts. 
49 C 3176 1—Shpg. wt. 1 ib. $7.47 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

14) Little Soft Janie. 11 in, tall. Soft vinyl oam body. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. Washable. 
Includes party dresa and pants” 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 31767—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. s74 

us Thirstee B: ar With Layette. She drinks, 
wets and loves to 16 in. tall. Jointed 
movable vinyl X and legs can be posed in 
many залу e Soft vinyl bad wit with nt 

c <r outfit. Accessories incl: Sic ceed "ELS 
diaper, booties, numing , baby rattle, birth 

soap, bib. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 31697—Shpg. wt. 2. 804......211.49 

(16) Life Like Baby. Baby drinks, wets and 
cries tears. Has “coo” voice and her UA 

styled rooted hair. Dressed in knit dress; bat. 
Panties and booties. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 

49 C 31702 51149 

You can order items on pages 497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1980... unless stated otherwise 

Babs in 
her Bath 

with her own. 
plastic tub 

16-inch 

Life Like Baby = 
drinks and 

wots just 
like а 

resi baby D». 



(142) 17-inch RubreDub Dolly by ideal. All vinyl body is water 
tight and jointed. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. Dressed in romper. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 7 years. 
(1) 49 C31615— White Кыч" иф Dolly. WL 2 lbs. 12 oz. $12.97 (2) 49C 31714— Black Rutas Dub Dolly. Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 1297 
(3) Rubea*Dub Vanity and Shower Set. Includes plastic vanity with Shower . . . just squeeze to spray. Plastic shower cap. Soap and washcloth. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Doll not included. 
49 C 31643— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 97.49 
(4) Wardrobe Set for Rub-==Dub Dolly. As shown. 
49 C 32509 Shipping weight 4 ounces $4.99 
(5) tineh Baby in Intant Seat with Magic Spoon. Food appears on Spoon, put spoon to doll's mouth and food disappears. Doll has jointed ethylene body; vinyl bead, rooted hair and eyes that open and close. Paysait and bib. Plastic baby seat with feeding tray. Plastic spoon 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 109 years. 49 C 31768— Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces Е 3747 
ict Baby were 

Leta gen aby Do an bore puer applicator and non-toxic mixes for juice and 
FOR AGES: pL Ee анайын уйа: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 31679—Shipping weight weight I pound 13 ounces » ... 291144 

[u] 07) Bay wat & Cove Comfort Set. Inciades 12 drink mines, 6 lotion 
Сш S ounces -93.77 
8) Play & Care Nursery Center. To feed, change or carry your doll 

rails, handles, tray; vinyl interior. For most 13 to 16-in. 
49 C 3174 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $9.47 
@ Baby wee & Cere Werdrobe. As shown. 
49 C 325 18—Shipping weight 5 ounces $499 
(10) 13¥¢inch Baby Be Good. Sucks her thumb or bottle like а real baby. Magic bottle ^ milk. Vinyl head, soft cotton body. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 34289 Shipping weight 13 ounces $947 
MCA 13-inch Cuddie-up B. Kenner. When you squeeze 

open 

FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years and up. 
(11) 49C31743— While Cuddle-up Baby. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $1444 (12) 49С31744—, Bach Cuddle us Baby Энн wE F ibs. 14.44 
13) A سس by ideal. Pull ber string and she cuddies up to I read Bar - Painted features 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years and up. 49 с 34293 ge 1 pound 
[12 Semester‘ r Desking Horse. Colorful molded plastic any Snuggies doll. Pull her string, she rocks back and forth. 10 in. high. 
49 C 3429 1 Shipping weight 8 ounces A 
(15 and 16) Mattes Baby Grows Up™ from 16% 
make her grow up, just feed the bottle. 
she'll grow. Her face changes, her neck and 
legs straighten. Change ber clothes, let down 

FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years 
(15) 49 С 32363—White Baby Grows Up. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. (16) 49 C 32364— Black Baby Grows Uf. Shpg. wt. 21s......... 15.27 
NOTE: Colors end fatınca may wary from outfits shown 

her 

and up. 
wt. 



18-inch Trunk. 
9 С 3374 

22-inen Trunk. 
79 C 33747 

(18 thru 20) Doll Wardrobe Sets. Dress 
oer doll ts in one of these darling outfits. 

's one for every occasion. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not recommended 
for ages under 3 because of small parts. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Order by 
doll's height. Dolls not included, Doll shown in 
(18) sold on pg. 513; doll shown in (19) sold on 
pg. 515; doll in (20) sold on pg. 515. 
(18) 16-piece Set Includes nightgown, 2-pc. 
playsuit, sunsuit and jacket, 2 dresses, panties, 
5 hangers, 1 comb and 2 bottles. 

Тохо 11 inches. € 32801 
to 13 inches € 32802 
to 15 inches € 32503 
to 17 inches €32504 

в to 19 inches € 32508 
20 to 22 inches €32506 

(19) _2-pe. Coat and Bonnet Set. Socks not 
included. 
EES 

Тохо 11 inches 
1210 13 inches 
1410 15 inches 
16 to 17 inches 
18 to 19 inches 
201022 inches 
(20) 6-piece Knit Set. Includes 2-piece pram 
suit, hand-crocheted hooded jacket with 
matching panty, 1 pair booties and dress. 

1 ich Betsey Clark Doll Huggable 
soft cloth body. Yarn hair. Wears a long cotton 
dress and striped apron with lace trim. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 34244— Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
Betsey Clark) 1969. 1971. 1975 
Hallmark Cards, inc 

22 thru 2 
food and han 

all pieces. For dolls up to 19 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, in- 
structions included. 
(22) Hooded Cradle. 20%x15%x18 in. high. 

ipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. 
79 C 337420 911.99 
(23) Playpen. 16x16x11 inches high. 

ipping weight 5 pounds $ ounces. 
79 C33595C $9.99 
(24) Changing Table. 2034x129 4x17*4 
inches high. 
49 C 33698—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 1002. ..$11.99 
© 1971, 1972 and 1974 
Hamat Caras inc 

DOLL WARDROBE SETS 



Candi complete with 
make-up and hair. 

coloring accessories. 

15-in. Musical Melanie Оо! 
Place on stand and she revolves 
to the beat of a lovely melody 

—- 
14-inch 

NR. =. 3 n Love 
lifelike 

p head 
movements 

{1) 15-in. Musical Melanie Doll. Lovely vinyl face, 
Jointed arms, hands. Polyethylene body and jointed legs. 
Open-and-close eyes; long lashes. Stylish rooted blonde 
hair. Her gown, hat are lace-trimmed. Nylon panties. Re- 
movable stand; wind ber and she'll revolve as music plays. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 2 to 9 years. 
49 C 32382— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz $14.99 

(2) 18in. poseable Candi” by Mego. Complete with 
her changing world of hair color and make-up. Plastic 
body with jointed arms, legs. Washable rooted blonde hair 
and painted eyes. Dressed in top. panties, skirt, sandals. 
Transparent make-up mask fits over face with cut-outs 
for eyes, mouth. Mask held on with rubberband. Hair col 
ог, 4-color make-up compact, make-up brush, hair brush. 
comb, hair painting applicator and posing stand. Instr. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 6 yrs. and over. 
49 C 32367 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz- $1197 

(3 and 4) Тһе miracle-soft vinyl foam Dolls with ten 
der-to-the-touch washable skin . . . feels like real babies. 
3) 16-inch Softina. Painted eyes and brushable rooted 
air tied with ribbons. She wears white knit dress and 

socks. Drinks and wets. Plastic bottle included. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 1 to 9 years. 
49 C 31694— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 99.47 
(4) 19-inch Softoddles Softina. Moving eyes and root 
ed super curly hair-do. Dressed in lace-trimmed print 
dress; panties. She wears shoes and socks. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 32359— Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz. $9.97 

5 and 6) Walking Dolls. Just take one by the left 
id, tilt ber from side to side and she'll walk with you. 

Long brushable rooted blonde hair. Moving eyes. 
FOR AGES. SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: 3 to 10 yrs. 
(5) 31-inch Wispy Walker. Dressed in long pants and 
knit blouse; shoes. Fully jointed. 
79 C 32362C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 9 az. $13.97 
(6) 23-in. Miss Wispy Walker. Dressed in pink, blue 
gingham checked dress; ruffled trim. Panties, socks, shoes. 
79 C 3236 1C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $9.97 

(7) 13¥%¢in. Baby Sweetums. Complete with her own 
musical stroller. Blonde hair. Drinks and wets. Pink and 
white knit dress and bonnet; panties and socks. Bottle 
Plastic musical stroller is 21 in. high. Push Baby Sweetums 
in her stroller and hear the chimes as the wheels turn. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 yrs. Stroller is partly 
assembled. Instructions included. 
79 C 32034C — Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $1197 
31-inch Walker (5) and Baby Sweetums (7) 
79 C 31797C2— Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 1302. Set $2294 

(8) 14-in. Look ‘n Love Dolly. She nods, turns ber head 
when you squeeze a plate in ber back. Vinyl head, arms 
and legs; plastic torso. Rooted hair. Dressed in sunsuit. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 31796— Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz. $10.66 

(9), Rockabye-Lulisbye Mommy and her Baby. Wind 
Mommy up, while lullabye plays her eyes open and close, 
ber head moves as she gently rocks her baby to sleep. 
Vinyl bead and arms. Polyethylene body and legs. 19-in. 
mommy has open-and-close eyes; blonde rooted hair. 
Pink, white check dress. буп. baby has painted eyes, 
blonde rooted hair. White top; pink, white footed pants. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 2 to 9 years. 
49 C 32168—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 7 ог. $19.97 



You're the interior decorator... help Sindy? arrange her furniture 
in the ro of this beautifully detailed Scenesetter 

(1) Sindy Scenesetter with Sindy Doll and plastic Armchair. Card- 
to 4-room settings for Sindy's furniture (not 

incl). Folds flat. 11-in. plastic Sindy. 39% 39%ух 11% in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 to 9 yrs. Order furniture below. 
79 C 30063C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. $9.99 

(2 thru 7) Sindy and her Furniture by Marx. Durable plastic. 
AGES, ORDER INFORMATION: 3 and up. Furniture is unassembled. 
(2) 11-in. Sindy Doll; rooted (5) Dining Room Set. Table. 4 
lashes and hair. Fully poseable. chairs. 4 settings. Candela- 
49 C 30039—We 1202. ...$5.47 bra, butter dish; salt and pepper 

Artist Contor. Ai 2 shaker. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
{Sea pictures amen and braster 49C 31132 ...06.47 
smock; folding chair. For all 11% (6) Bedside Table. Зиму 
inch dolis. erated lamp (requires two “АА” 
49C31144—Wt 8 or. $4.99 poem a mm E ie sold 

4) Breakfront. 644x4%4x12% in. below). Tray, dishes. Rug. 
oors and drawers open, close. 49 C 31325—Wt 9oz. ..06.27 

plates, glasses for 4. Serv- "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. 
ing plate. Coffee set. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 C 31133—Wt 1 Ib. 56.47 49С 46339 Pkg. $1.19 
(7) Bed. 13x7x6 inches high. Includes mattress, sheet, comforter, pillow. 
49 C 31324— Shipping weight 14 ounces 

8 and 9) Puff ‘N Play Den and TV Room 
ts. 4-рс. inflatable vinyl sets. Fits up to 12-in. 

tall dolla. (8) Den Set: sofa sleeper, loveseat, floor 
cushion, baci and chess/checkers game 
table. (9) TV Room Set: TV, couch and chair 
(both with removable cushion), coffee table. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 3 yn. and up. 
(8) 49C31162-Den Set. Wt. 10 ог. 5297 
(9) 49C31163-TV Room Set. Wt.9on. 2.97 

10) Darci” Cover Gir! Doll by Kenner . . . 
fully poseable. 12Y in. tall plastic body; vinyi 
arms and legs; no exposed ог knee joints. 
Head tilts; bendable arms, knees, waist. Dressed 
in bathing suit, skirt, shoes. Incl. portfolio with 
simulated magazine covers: stand lor posing. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: $ years and up. 
49 C 30101—Shpg. wi. 15 az. 96.66 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

‘You can order items on 
497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1980 

unless stated otherwise 
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‚wheels, 3 in 
241310452542 in. high. For dolls up to 18 in. FOR AGES: 3 to 7 
- epe yi ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 

29C33014C Sipe we fib. 812.99 78 33008C—Shpg. wi Albe -...91299 

(3 end 4) Our red bandana print Carriage and Stroller, Shown on facing page. 

Bandana Carriage Washable vinyl body — (4| “Wi le vinyl 
= Plastic wheels. Plated steel Snopy: White pas 
= 17x1044x20%; in. high. For wi . Plated steel frame and handle. 

‘up to 16 in. tali. 15141914122 in. high. For dolls up to 18 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

R INI 5 Unassem ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In- MES слое FO: 2 30 5 years. 

49 33137. wt 1b. 1202.....05.99 49C33134—Wt 1b. 1102. 

(5 and 6) Our colorful “A-B-C” print Carriage and Stroller. Shown on facing page. 

“A-B-C” Print Ci A “A-B-C” Print Stroller. Washable vi Bust pody. Fete mashable уо ba ancy’ Tore bat to ar 
wheels. Plated tubular steel and » White molded plastic tay. 
A at way 
Fo Sal up to M inches ai. FOR AGES: ? to 5 years. 

FOR AGES: 2 to $ years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Intructions incl. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembied. In- 

49 С 33013—Shpg. wt. J lbs. 202. ....99.99 49 С 33007—Wt. 3 lbs. $9.98 

(7 and 8) Our Continental-style Carriage and Stroller. Our largest pair. 

e башма nylon Habe with creta on бек Bagkrest reciines white dolly nape jn cor recline wile 
Chrome-plated себя ui Ber tested arion body eed la Boe 

prote: doit oes bed westher 6 Silex: 6 loch white plastic obere Passe 
inch plastic wheels with metal bub caps. КО ha high. 

amu е i FOR AGES. 3 to 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. ORDERING INFORMA! assem 
ORDER INFO. Partly assembled. Instr. incl. Instructions B s | 

B 
и $ P 

3-in-1 Coach and Stroller Combination 
‚ it's so versatile 

plastic body has cloth-covered hood. Stroll: 
ex has cloth-covered vinyl body. Separate canopy with 
see-through storm shield. Chrome-plated tubular steel 
chassis with coil spring suspension. Spoke wheels with 
metal hub caps. Reclining back rest and adjustable foot 
тезі. 2714x17x29 in. high. For dolls up to 20 inches tall 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions incl. 
79 C 33018C—Shipping weight 10 lbs. 14 oz. ...#24.97 

Brown molded 

Durable molded 
plastic Stroller 

Pink and cream polyeth 
ylene plastic stroller рго- 
vides hours of fun for dol. 
lies up to 30 inches tall. 
11x15x23 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION: 
Unassembled. Instruc 
tions are included for 
three easy-to-snap-to 
gether pieces. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49C 33144 $4.97 

fo, Correos Bedding Set Keep dolly warm and cozy 
'olyurethane foam pillow and cover set in yellow print 

polyester fabric with yellow acetate satin ruffle. Yellow 
cotton blanket. White cotton sheet. Use in crib or carriage. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 336 16—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $3.99 
(10) Mattress and Pillow Set. 11x22-inch mattress and 
5x9-inch pillow. Polyurethane foam fill, plastic covers. Use 
in beds, cribs or carriages. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 33702— Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $1.99 

228i [Sears] 521 



Pieces on this page ara 
for dolis up to 24 in. 

tali Choose maple 
finish Colonial or 

yellow and white finish 
Contemporary styles 

1 thru 3) Colonial-style Doll-size Furnitun 

ered wit 
33605C 

maple 
° 
ished Һа 



Tu 

Furniture in 
Love Bird motif 
for dolls up to 
20 inches tall 

FOR RDERING INFORMATION. 3 to 8 For 
dolis up to 15 inches tall, (6 and 8), unassembled, > 
tions included. (7), Dolls not included. 

Cradle. 1715x104 gx103, inches hi 
3 cases pay ri ЗУРА 

High Chair. Lift-up tray. Measures 1745 inches 
@с'3%692.5мриш weigh? pounds СА 

ыша iacu la hgh 17 inc hugh when Dunked. 
49 35694 Suppe weigh S pounds 1017.89 

9 Cradle. 207 x17 4x1 in. high. 
с weight 5 pounds 14 ounces 99.99 

90.5 ocios cali poda 
tray. DARLE 

Your dolls swing for 10 min. 
with Swyngomatic* Cradle, Swing 

Welded tubular steel frame, baked enamel 
finish, protective leg e bed m suig 
seat, plastic with vin: ypen has viny! 
Covered floor and nylon net sides. Swing, cradle 
fold for storage. 
OR AGES. SIZES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 

For dolls up to 18 in. tall. Doll not incl Partly 
assembled, instructions included. 

13) Cradle. Windup; 28%4x26x20 in. high. 
9 C 33546C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $10.97 

(14) Playpen. 22%x12%4x17 in. high. 
79 C 33614C— Wc. 4 lbs. 8 oz. $10.97 

(15) Swing. Wind it up for doll to swing for 
over 10 min. 2512x1614x2614 in. high. 
79 C 3358 1C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $1097 
Save $3.00 when you buy 3-pc. Set. Incl. (13) 

$29.91 
(14) and (15). Sep. . ices lot. $32.91. 
79 C 33753C3— т. 13 Ibs. 8 oz. 

Yellow Dolly 
Jumper lets 
you exercise 
your doll or 
push dolly \ 

around room P" 

Your dolls can exercise their legs on this Dolly 
Jumper. Sturdy plated steel frame with ball cast. 
ers on legs. Yellow tray made of durable high-im- 
pact plastic. Flexible vinyl seat has colorful "A. 
ЕС" print. 15% in. diameter, 7^4 in. high. 

FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 6 yrs. Unassem: 
bled: assembly instruction included. Doll not incl. 
49 С 33748—Shps. wt. 11. 1202 94.99 



Introducing... BARBIE? 
DREAM HOUSE WITH FURNITURE 

Join Barbie and her friends for hours 
of fun with this large 3-foot high x 4 foot 

long house. So beautiful. * it's 
your dream come true! 

1) Berbie® Dream House with furniture Six rooms of exciting im. You have бош ol enjoyment with your dein" pretending that 
~ оаа 

preparing food microwave/oven range, 3 room or watching T.V. Door» and windows really and dose. Wi p EM Reise deal on the ооп and 
Moss opens up 1o 3 pco lor complet ba hy 

free copy. Se puse 322 Dolo and car not included A e 
fix on 

weight 39 pounds ...................%109.97 79 C31102N- 
(22043) 11% wen Kissing Dolls by Mattel. These dolls have a Su- M activated, tilts head back, gives a kiss and a simu- 
Te nig nose Vin Vinyl with painted суе eyen Cou lete a with Sota? See wi ves an imprint 
iP imprint ree Da and und Done Ba nde 

2) 49 C 30046— Kissing Barbie, чыш. 
(3) 49 C 30048— Kissing Christie. wt 1206. 

ze ORDER INFO: Not for under because of small para. 1 Atot 3 
49 C 31176—Shipping 60unces .. 399 



(1) Pool and Cabana, Vinyl-coated cardboard backyard set. "Grass yard" is 
41x274 inches wide. -shaped pool is plastic, 21x28x2*4 inches high . 
holds up to 2 inches of water. Cabana, Table with umbrella, 4 stools, ice chest, 
pitcher and 6 cups, barbecue grill, utensils, hand net, filter and vacuum, swim- 
ming ring, floating swim guard line, 2 rafts, chaise lounge. 2 chipboard flower: 
pots with plants. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 12 years. Not recommended for ages under 3 due to 

rt Dolis not included. i 
on ЕЭ мөс dipping weight 6 pounds 

2 thru 4) Fashion dolls by Mattel featuring Sun Lovin’ Malibu 
jerpie and Ken end Super Teen Skipper. Vinyl Bent bowa. twist waist and 

straight legs. Mp c dpper have rooted hair, Ken has mold- 
ed hair. D and have mirrored sunglasses; beach bag; Skipper has 
FE, safety equipment, long skirt, extra shoes, brush mirror. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 4 to 10 years. Not for ages under 3 due to 
small parts. 

(2) ug Sun Lovin’ Malibu Barbie. Dressed in aqua bikini. 
4$C3 ‚Shipping a: weight 11 ounces 93.77 

(3) 124. Sun Lovin’ Malibu Ken. Dressed i in aqua swim trunks. 
49 C 30095—Shipping weight 12 ounces 93.77 

и. Бине] оа nad Т onih. 
t 10 ounces... 597 

(4) Din. Teen Ski 
49 C 3009 Gone н 

Save 32 
when you buy 

both (8) and (9) 

ШЙ 994 
(5) Mommy and Me. In matching colorful outfits. Dressed as shown. Plastic, 

arms and legs; heads waists turn. Rooted hair; painted eyes. Mother 
is 11% inches tall; daughter is 7 inches tall 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 30029— Shipping weight 4 ounces. Set $1.94 

lorse. Made of plastic. Legs, neck, tail are poseable. Vinyl western 
reins and bit. 10% in. tall; 14 in. long. 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and over. 
49 C 31104— Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces $6.99 

(7) Vanity and Chair with accessories. Plastic. Clothes tree; 3 hangers, Night- 
ie, comb, brush, hand mirror, hair curlers and rug. 
AGES ORDER INFO INFO: 3 to 9 years. Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. For 

19 E31 103° Shipping weight 9 ounces s397 

(8 and 9) Rattan Furniture. Im; 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years. For fashion dolis up to 12 in. high. 
8) Rattan Bedroom Set ) Rattan Dining Set 

rd, 2 wall able and 4 
49 C31252—Wt Sox... Set 05.97 

units, 
49 С 31263—%\\. 1002. ...Set 65.97 

) and Dining Set (9) 
esf; [Sears] 525 Prix Eres Set $994 



beautiful outfit for every occasion dolls not included 

shown. [tems from (1 thru 3) shown on dolls, dolls not incl. 
FOR AGES 4 years and up. Not recommended for under 3 years, due to small parts. 

бй Tardes 
KAST IO TAN 

Bridal gown. veil, 2-pc. denim outfit. coat, (2) 12-00. Bridal Troussesu [Bridal SIE 
(3) piece . hat, raiocoat. hat, umbrella, a vrs mola ын pe thor vie © 31078) oe] 399 " int set, hat. matching shoulder bag. 14) 11е Everyday Weer С sait, blouse, skirt, gown. hangers ja 

ult, beach dress, bat. bag. towel, tenni (5) 12.0. Active. — panties, Sportswear Set th bell 2 

19 C 31074] = 299 

Visor cap. shoes. racquet kocasorıhos| 200 ing suit 
‚Vest, biouse. coat. hat. gowa, @ 139€ Кан Wordeve Reis ater, slacks. purse, bangers 

(2) Spc Contemporary Over skirt. blouse. vest. kerchief, shoes 
(8) 7.pc. Casual Mix'n Match [> 

(20 SA Fa ee e 
CASES. Не! tect li their Clothes together. Made ot washable vinyl. Paste handle. 
Hanger bar, storage area. 

ORDER INFO, For lala 12M4 heh Dolls r EH 
And accessories are not m 
(10) q ra y rh bei viti 

631115 Shipping ОТРЯ 
228 3 

oL q Caso. шүү? in. high. = 

ASIS Akne кча bonn... элэ 
pounds. 



Your Fashion Dolls will love to invite trends 
in for morning coffee or evening snacks and 
entertain in this complete Kitchen Center 

13) Tabletop Kitchen Center. For 11 to 1244-in. dolls 
id close, knobs tura. Faucet swivels. Doubie-ba. 

play utensils and dishes. 20 play food packages. 
Dinette table is 7! rin. diam. 6 in. high. 2 chairs, each 7 in. high 
28 x6! 4x16 in. high overall. Plastic. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 to 8 yrs. Small parts. Doll not incl. 
79 C 108 13C—Shipping weight 9 pounds | ounce ...,618.99 
(14 and 15) Puff "М Play Bedroom. Living Room Sets. 
(14) sofa, 2 sport chairs, coffee table. (15) chair, play waterbed, 
pillow, vanity. Vinyl. Inflatable (except pillow). For dolls up to 
12 in. tall 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 and up due to small parts. 
(14) 49C31169-Liring Room Ensemble, WL 11 Ов. Set 62.97 
(15) 49C31171-Bedroom Ensemble. WL 10.02......Set 2.97 
(16) Mork"* by Mattel. Poseable 9-in. doll has a talking 
spacepack. Pull string activates voice. Arms, legs fully articulat 
ed. Wears red jumpsuit, silver-colored boots. Plastic 
AGES, ORDER INFO: Уз» DTE due to small parts. 
49 C 30099—5 9 ounces. $7.22 ademas or aroaren 1979 
(17) Wonder Woman with fly away action by Mego. Pose- 
able, fully articulated 12%4-in. doll. “Flies” when you pull the 
action ring. Wears authentic costume. Painted eyes, rooted hair. 
Headband, bracelets, lasso, wrap afternoon dress, shoes. Hair 
«an be washed and styled. Plastic. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years due to small parts. 
49 C 30133—Shipping ounces М 57.97 
Wonder Woman trademark of DC Comes, ne @ 1929 
(18) Airline Reservation Center. Priced $5 less than in our 
1978 Christmas Book, page 470. Ideal for 11^ z.in. dolis. 
Travel office background wich clocks of floor com. 
puter with revolving datagraph, flashing "light" panel, swing 
seat. Desk model computer has a ringing telephone, Clicking 
computer keypunch, swing seat. File cabinet, desk. 1014x11%x4 
in. high. Cardboard, plastic. Imported. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO. $ to 11 years. Doll not incl. 
49 C 31314—Wt 21м. 20r. 1978 price $9.94; Ser 94.98 

Auris Resorsabor Comer 

revolves 
gives real 

Computers 
sewer of a finger 

$498 



‘Huggable Rag Dolls 
Children love to collect them ‘cause 
they're fun to play with and display 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 yrs. Outfits may vary in fabric, 
(1) 49C 37128—Holly Hobbies. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. . .. .Set 0 

49 C 37 129—Betsey Clark. Shpg. wt. 802.......Set Clark © 1977 Hallmark Cards. Ine 

SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Dorstegh | TOR AGES Т7 = [re 

Raggedy Ann 
(8) Sin jim 
(9) isla. | 20 
(10) 20 is. зо 

2to Sym | 4934032 You 
Sto 14 yr. | 79 C 34039C | 3 Soe 

jy Ann ond Andê Knickerbocker Toy СО. ne 
(11-13) Holly Hobbie. Carrie Rag Dolls. Inspired by Ameri- 

G Card characters. Hi 

100 Зуть | 49C34185 10: 
210 Жут. | 49С 34021 бог 

@ 20 
(0 31% in. 

cotton dresses, ruffled pinafores, bonnets, pantaloons. (13) 
Dream-along Carrie in sleeping gown. Plush pet in pocket. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
ET 
IDEE 
(12) Min 
(13) iio | 210 
Holy characters V Are: co^ Greetings Co 
14) Drowsy Doll. 15 inches tall. Vinyl bead. Нораые loth 

у. Blond rooted hair: painted bali- Pull the talking 
ind white sleeper Drowsy says 1i different phrases. 

package. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION, 2 to 7 years. Warranted by 
Mattel Write for free copy, page 3: 
49 C 34126 Shipping weight 1 ib. 4 oz $1297 
(15), Teglong Clown. 1614 in, tall Cotton cloth body: all 

yellow yarn hair. Floral clown suit, shoes, hat. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 2 to 8 years. 
49 C 34288— Shipping weight 7 ounces 56.67 
(16) The Eugene Gnome Family®. 7-in. father, 6-in. mother, 
4%: in. brother and sister. Plastic bodies. Head, arms and legs 
move. Grasping hands. Dressed in caps. Mother and daughter in 
dresses; father and son in pants. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 30065—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $9.97 
17) Saxi-Maxi. Squeeze hearts on hands, tummy and feet to 

merry musical notes. Songbook and pretend saxophone in- 
duded. Soft body. ies vinyl head with derby hat. Rooted 
hair. Painted clown face. Dressed in clown suit. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION. 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 34292—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $9.97 

(18) Lil Lady ‘vagy Coach De Ja glo sp to 13 in. tall. Chimes 
sound as baby rides in buggy. Hood protects her from the sun 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 114 to 4 yr». Unassembled. instructions ind. 
79 C 33138C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oc. $10.97 



Ventriloquist 
Dolls you 

can make talk 
(1 thru 7). Ventriloquist Dolls 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up due to skill 
required. 
(1) , Simon Sez. 30 inches tall. Vinyl 
head and hands. Mouth activated by t 
ger style mechanism in doll's back. Mold 
ed body; soft arms, legs can be posed. 
Painted face; molded hair. Wears shirt 
and slacks. 
ORDER INFO: Instruction book incl. 
49 C 36211—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. ...$15.99 
(2), Cha e Месе Edgar Ber- 

pal. 30 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. 
Back neck string to open mouth. Stuffed 
body, painted face. Molded hair. Wears 
tuxedo, top hat, monocle and shoes. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. book incl. 
49 C 36013—Wt. 3 ibs. 4 oz. ...$ 15.97 
(3) , Lester. 26 in. tall. Vinyl head. 
hands. Back neck string to open mouth. 
Stuffed body, painted face. Kooted hair. 
Wears jacket, pants, glasses, shoes. 

DER INFO: Instruction booklet, play: 
long 35¥4-rpm record included. 

49 C 36027—Wt. 2 Ibs. 602. ...912.97 
(4) Willie Talk. 23 inches tall. Vinyl 
head, hands. Back neck string to open 
mouth. Stuffed body, painted face; mold 
ed hair. Wears shirt and slacks. 

DER INFO: Instr. book incl. 
49 C 36209—Wt. 2 lbs $11.99 
(5) Tessie Talk. 18 inches tall. Vinyl 
head and hands. Back neck string to open 
mouth. Jointed arms and legs. Painted 
face, rooted hair, Wears striped dress. 
panties, shoes and socks. 

DER INFO: Instr. book incl. 
49 C 36208—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ...913.99 
(6) Howdy Doody. 24 inches tall. Vinyl 
head and hands. Back neck string to open 
mouth. Stuífed body, painted face. Mold- 
ed hair. Wears pants, shirt, kerchief and 
boots. 

DER INFO: Instruction booklet, play- 
along 33%-rpm record included. 
49 C 36029—Wt. 2 Ibs. 3oz. ... $12.97 
(7), Bozo. . .the famous TV clown. 30 
inches tall. Vinyl head and hands. Back 
neck string to open mouth. Stuffed body. 
Painted face. Yarn hair. Wears clown suit 
and shoes. 
ORDER INFO: Instruction booklet, play 
along 33s rpm record included. 
49 C 36028—Wt 3 lbs. 2 oz. $15.97 

[8) Ventriloquist C. 18x13x5% 
inches deep. Holds most sizes of ventrilo- 
quist dolls except (5) Tessie Talk—just 
fold up legs. All-vinyl construction; color: 
ful print graphics of footlights. Can be 
used as a seat for dolls. Sturdy plastic 
handle for easy carrying. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 36212—Wt 3 lbs. 

" 

using t 
п his back. Head 

by rotating handie. 
Professional ventr 

quists have these features 
on their dolis. 



(1). Country Kitchen. This kitchen is for good old-fashioned fun. 
SET INCLUDES Pretend range with old-fashioned burners, plastic 
sink and faucet, overhead shelf for storing pots and pans, fixed cen- 
ter sheif in storage cabinet with decorated sliding doors. Simulated 
kitchen window with pie cooling on sill. Made of sturdy hardboard 
and wood. Plastic sink, faucet. Measures 27x12¥sx36' in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to & year 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions incl. Accessories not incl 
79 C 10672L—Shipping weight 20 pounds $22.99 
(2) 28-piece Country Cook 'N Serve Accessory Set 

NCLUDES: 4 plates, cups and spoons, 3 graduated mixing 
bowls, Spc. utensil set, aluminum coffeepot with cover, 2 saucepans 
with covers, 1 large saucepan, 1 frying pan. Plastic, aluminum. 
3 A AGES: 3 years and up. 

RDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 11813. Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces Set $4.99 
(3) Cook ‘N Keep® Toy Chest. Play kitchen stove scaled to size 
for little pots and pans. Lifelike detail provided by decals depicting 

burners. Incl. teapot, clock, kitchen utensils. Storage in bottom 
STRUCTION: Vinyl. 20-in. diameter, 29 in. tall 

FOR ді years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate. See page 322. 
79 C 91152L—Shipping weight 8 pounds Set 019.99 
(4) Shopping Cart. Lots of fun for shopping trips or hauling toys. 
CONSTRUCTION Durable plastic. 15x12x22 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years 
ORDER INFO: Unassembied. Instructions incl. Food, doll not incl 
49 C 11095—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. $3.99 

(5) 33-pc. Grannyware Cook, Bake and Serve Set 
SET INCLUDES: Teapot with cover, ladle, spoon. 2 frying pans, 

, dutch oven with cover, saucepan with cover, corn bread 
рал, muffin pan, 2 trivets, bread pan, 4 plates, cups and saucers, 4 
napkins and napkin holder. Plastic and paper. Imported. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 11807— Shipping weight 13 ounces Set 95.19 

DELUXE 
MOLDED 
PLASTIC 

APPLIANCES 
. need no tools 
for assembly 

(6 thru 8) 
have smooth. 

founded corners, 
micro-oven door with 

“clock.” “timer,” 
gisis that "click 
pretend radio 

Cassette player. 

water dispenser 
in reltigerator 
All items have 

double-wall 
construcuon 

52949 | 2 399 
win accesorias 

53199 

ga п ur п Е «а 

hen 
Save $10 Gch wand 

5105.35 $0535 ооны 
Save 57 Gare” 

(8547 $7847 zm 530 [Sears] ws 



Ws fun and easy to tidy up this 

© Ай econssones 
\ into Retrgerator 

© Retrigeraror tucks 
into back cf Stove 

You and your colis will have hours of fun “coclung” and 
совла tha Ме istenen. it's a tink. refrigerator, 
ROVE эй оле ANG 1 TUCKE Dey ın з very easy HODE 

Just lock at al! the эссемолев you get 

(10) Tuckaway Tabletop Kitchen Set. Rubber strap holds this 
complete set together. 
SET INCL (A) Refngerator—6x7x13*4 in. high. Top, bottom doors 
open to 3 storage areas. Food decals on door Tulip handles. 
(B) Stove—744x11%4x15%4 in. Oven door opens. Tulip burner knobs 
turn, make “clicking” sound. Clock has moving hands. Shelves for 
salt, pepper shakers, hooks. (C) Sunk—7 x13! 4x17 in. Doors o 
window shade goes up and down, faucet rotates. Incl. 4 easy-to-follow 
recipe cards to “prepare” bacon and eggs, birthday cake, cheesebur- 
ger or apple pie! 2 saucepans with covers, 1 frying pan with cover, 
measuring cup, funnel, orange juicer, strainer, 2 cups, saucers, salt 
pepper shakers, spatula, large spoon, ice tray, red-checked dish towei 
rubber sponge pot cleaner, 4 each knives, forks, spoons. "Birthday 
cake with 3 candles, apple pie, 6 apples, 2 pieces of bread, 3 strips 

on, 2 fried eggs, 1 slice cheese, 1 hamburger patty 
N: Hi-impact plastic. Access. of plastic, vinyl, paper. 

AND ORDERING INFO: 2 years and up. 
508.— Shipping weight 9 pounds Set $18.99 

(6 thru 9) Deluxe molded plastic Appliances 
ONSTR: (6 thru 8) of durable rotational molded plastic 
publ 1 construction for added strength. Smooth 

rounded corners. (9) Molded plastic action 

(6) Double-oven Range with Microwav 
Smooth simulated-ceramic cooktop has 4 "b 
Knobs “click” when turned. Lower oven has full see 
E21 smoked" door and shelf inside. 1714x1334x36 in. AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

79 C 10755L—Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. Bought alone .$29.49 ORDERING INFORMATION 
When you buy it with (7), (8) or (7), (8), (9) 27.16 TN weight 15 ka PR 

(7). Sink/Dishwasher Unit. Has “pretend” faucet (13) 749e. Cook ‘N Serve Set 
Dishwasher door has full, see-thru window with shelf 
and dish basket inside. Measures 1744x1324x23 in. high. 
79 C 107521—5һрё. wt. 11 lbs. 4 oz. Alone ... $23.99 
When you buy it with (6), (8) or (6), (8) and (9) 21.66 2 
(8) Refrigerator/Fr er. Doors op rately, Wa. 
ter dispenser really works. Simulated panel with "radio, 
cassette player." Measures 18x14x36 in. high. 
79 C 10753L—Shpg. wt. 18 lbs. Alone $31.99 
When you buy it with (6), (7) or (6), (7) and (9) 29.65 
(9) 3-pc. Table/Chair Set. Table is 233x179 4x18 in. 
high. Incl. 2 chairs. Seat bt.: 10 in. Snap-lock assembly 0 
79 C 90296C—Shps. wt. 11 lbs. & oz. Alone ...%19.88 

(12) 

SET IN 

(11) 14-piece 
Kooky Cooks Set 

UDES. Pots, pans 
ind utensils of polyethylene 

plastic. Stz-inch diameter 
saucepan with lid, 8-inch 
long frying pan, S-inch high 
coffee pot with lid, 4!-inch 
high toaster with | piece of 
toast, 1 spoon, 2 pieces of 
fruit. Printed cardboard 
food 3 pancakes, fried 
eggs with bacon 

AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

hipping weight 3 Ibs 
49 C 1029 Set $6.29 

and Blender Set 

DES Hand mi 
pitcher with lid 

NFORMATION. 

10-pc. Kiddymatic® Mixer 

ers and blender have real spin 
just pump lever on mix 

er or blender to activate f 
power motor. No batteries a: 
quired to operate set 

tion 

blend 
x5 

Also has 3 mixing bowls 
and $ handy utensils. 

Plastic replicas of 
CORNING WARE® ite 

Life" pattern. 6 each 
lowing: 4%4-inch diameter р 
saucers, cups, goblets, knives, 
forks, spoons, napkins and butter 
plates. Also coffeepot with cover, 
trivet, napkin holder, creamer and 
sugar bowl, 4 covered serving 
dishes, handle, 5-piece utensil set 
RDERIN 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. 

When you buy it with (6), (7) and (8) 16.88 49C 11815 Set $6.99 531 



(3) 16-piece Beverage Mai 
SET INCLUDES: J-piece beverage maker, 6% in. 
spoons . . 
2 AGES: 3 years and up. 
RDERING INFORMATION. 

jpping weight 14 ounces. 
ase "0214 

532 [Sears] - 

all plastic. One pkg. of Kool-Aid® an: 

Set 45.29 

et with hinged lid, 
101 xx 1 aches deep, 2-piece jug with mug, 
2 each cups, saucers, knives, spoons, forks, 
placemats. Made of piastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATI 

Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 
49 C 10055 «Set 84.89 

5) Elegant 56-piece Miniature Төз Set 
‘our 6-piece place settings, napkins and rings, 2 

candelabras, 6 candies, colíeepot, lid, creames 
sugar bowl, spoon, rectangular tray, 
punch bow! base, ladje, vegetabi 
carving knife and fork, salt and pepper shaker 
Die-cast metal. Ages. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 11809—Wt 1 lb. 802. 



Make bake, cat атаке an OO 
One 100-watt bulb provides all the necessary heat in these two ovens. 

TRICAL INFO Heats with one 100-watt balb (not inci). UL listed. 110-120-v.. 60- 
AC. 6ft. cord. Not recommended for children under $ years of age. 

R AGES В years and up. 
(1) Sonar Range. With simulated control panel, digital clock for “micro-wave look." 

W IT WORKS. Add water to mix. smooth out dough, create shapes with cookie 
place on cookie sheet. Slide pan or sheet into and out of baki 

little hands need never touch the pan. Oven 
kes are done in about 7 minutes. 

Bright orange and white plastic, measures 10x! 
utters, one 414. 

chambe: 
ame never gets too ho! 

4 inches high. 
h cookie shee 

$14.47 
teaspoon, wooden ра 
49 C 11285-—Sh 

(2) Funtime Oven. Priced $1.00 less than in our 1978 Wish Book, page 481 
Add water, pour batter into pan. Cake is done in about 

measures 183 yox «x 13^, inches high 

SORIES: Includes we 
Pilisbury frosting mixes, 2 

paddle, tw 
und, 3, 

^ cookboc 

nce packages Pillsbury cac 

(3 thru 5) Cake and Decora 
then treat your friends. All sets include gingham print plastic Poppin’ Fresh apr 

Sets. Learn to bake and decorate delicious cakı 

Pillsbury Hake and Decorate book 
(3) 22.piece Set I 
food, $ Pillsbury frost 

dex: Four 1*s-oz. Pillsbury cake mixes; 2 yellow, 2 devil's 
4 vanilla, 4 fadge. syringe, 2 decorating tips, mix 

ing bowl, spoon-spatuia, 2 round 3' іл. diam. aluminum cake pans, 2 sugar molds. 
49 C 11245—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. Set #6.99 
(4) 58-ріесе Set Includes: Twelve 14-02, Pillsbury cake mixes . . , 6 yellow, 6 

ks. Pillsbury fudge frosting mix, 12 pkgs. vanilla frosting mix, two 
in. diam. aluminum pans, 2 heart-shaped aluminum pans, two 4-px. cake tier sets, 

mixing bowl, spoon-spatula, | decorating syringe with 2 tips. 4 animal sugar molds. 
49 C 11246 Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 ог. Set $9.99 
ISI 71-pc. Set. Includes: 12 14-02. Pillsbury cake mixes . . . 6 yellow, 6 devil's food, 
12 pkgs. Pillsbury fudge frosting mix, 12 pi. vanilla frosting mix, 6 cookie mises . 
3 vanilla, 3 chocolate, two Sain. diam, um pans. 1 heart-shaped pan, 4-pc. cake 
ter set. mixing bowl, spooe-spatula, decorating syringe with 2 tips, 4 animal sugar 
molds, wood paddle, 1 cookie sheet, 10 crazy cookie cutters. 
9 C 11234—Shippia weight 4 lbs. 1002. . Se 91299 К 

€ 



ABR Delight your little homemaker with a dream kitchen 
of our finest steel appliances. . . 

O 

4 
(1) Metaltrame 

Shopping Cart (2) Refrigerator. ол (3) Double-oven without ET *1399 Re С fo с родов $2199 
CONSTRUCTION: Child-size cart M Pack groceries into this spacious double-door refrigera- Overhead oven, see-t plastic window. 
in. high. 11 in. wide, 15 in. deep. Tubular steel tor-freezer. Simulated ice-maker on inside. Lit top has simulated gas burners; “hot” griddle in 9 
frame and steel wire basket. 4 swivel wheels for pictures of food on shelves. 18x15x36 inches оте die. Modern black oven doors. Make-believe clock 
easy movernent. 26 different "groceries" incl. than 4 cubic feet oí storage space. with turning knobs. 18x15x36 in. high. 
FOR AGES. 3 years and up. ORDERING INFORMATION: Food, accessories not incl, ORDERING INFORMATION: Order accessories be- 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembied. Instr. incl order food at right. Unassernbled. Instructions included. low, Unassembled, instructions 
79 C 11044C—Shps. wt. 5 Ibs. $1399 79C 10593C—Shpg. wt 18 lbs. $23.99 79C 10591C—Shpg wt. 15 Ibs. $21.99 

Any little homemaker will love utensils just like 
Mother's—these are just tbe right size for your little girl or boy. 
SET INCLUDES: Polished aluminum pans with simulated copper 
bottoms. 

drain, drainboard. 3 spoons, 3 forks, napkin, SET INCLUDES: 16 decorated plastic 
2 sancepans, cover, dutch oven, coffeepot with cover, 2 fry apron, dish pan, orange „ orange juice сала, empty. No sharp edges because 

pans, mixing bowl, and 5 plastic utensils. strainer, measuring cup, funnel, bar of soap, cans are closed on the top and bottom. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 10 years. sponge, triangular garbage drain, 2 pots, fry pan, Each can is 245 inches high. Cans of as- 
49 C 1027 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces Set $6.29 З covers, measuring spoon and bottle sorted meat, soup, dessert products. 

534 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 13244—Shpg. wt. Hoz. Se$399 49С 11039—Wt 110. ...Set 83.29 



(4) Cabinet with shelf 
Every [ homemaker should have lots of storage 
space: Up ees q has see-through plastic sliding 

block look counter top 18х15 in. deep. 
Upper ovp it total 3 cu- 
bie fee of storage apace. 
ORDERING | INFO: Accessories, food not included: оде 
below ог pg. Unassembled, i 
79€ 10497 De. wt 13 be. Вол. 11599 

(9 and 10) Mixer and Blender gn. 18-piece gold-color Cookware Set 18-00 “бою 
CONSTR: (9) Base, head, beaters and bowl made of plastic for smooth side decorated with attractive mushroom саан 

Front lights up while mixer is in action. 8 in. high. (10) All dies Black "on auck" look interiors. 
will repeated use by your busy little homemaker. SET INCLUDES Cotieepor with lid, 2 small 
evolves a high and low 10 1 covered 

(9) 49C 11027—Mixer. 
(10) 49C 1149—Biender. 
DieHard Alkaline 7D" Batteries. 
49 C 46849—Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 1001. Pig. $1.59 

when you buy a 3pc set (B) 
Seperstaly tota! $62.97 

$5797 sccm 

Save $3 
when you buy a 2-pc. set (С) 

Sepecstaty тош! 38.98 

$3598 250 « 

(А) 4-piece Appliance Combination 
SET INCL: Refrigerator-freezer (2), double-oven 
range (3), cabinet with shelf (4), double sink (5). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Com- 

instructions included. 
9 C 10603C4—Wt. 57 lbs. ......... Set $7296 

3-piece Appliance Combination. 
SET INCLUDES: Refrigerator -(reezer (2), double- 
отеп range (3) and double sink (5). 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. I; 
79 C 10602C3—W 44 Ibs. 

included. 
озн 95797 

(5) Double Sink (C) 2-piece Appliance Combination 
Double plastic sink gives room to wash SET INCLUDES: Double-oven range (3) and double 
your ith pretend water. Fingertip sink (5). 
touch control on movable plastic faucet. ORDER INFO: Unassembled. lions included. 

compartment id 79 C 10601C2—Wt. 26 lbs. Set $35.98 
cubic feet of space. 18x15x27% inches high. 
ORDER INFO Sink accesories po incl. o or- So easy to buy 

when you use the phone 
53€ NOSE tpe xe 

em эзшсерала, 1 pud- 
In U Py ban 1 covered oval toaster. 

Set Dons sos plane venal at. 
96.29 FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

629 



age shelf below 
Яшин. high. Pre-drilled holes for easy assembly. 
FOR AGES. 2 to В years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. aer incl. 
79 C 1 168L—Shipping weight 37 Ibs. 3.99 

(2) Supermarket Food Set. Go on a spree! 
SET INCLUDES: 26 plastic pieces; 2 milk bottes, 2 
pop bottles, 3 hot dogs, 4 eggs, butter, cheese, egy 
crate and 12 food boxes. 
FOR AGES, OROERING INFO: 2 to 5 years. 
49 C 11038—Shipping weight 1$ oz. +349 

(3) Canister Vacuum Cleaner. Real suction. 

T set includes 2-0. hose, wand, стеу 
Kee tool. floor brosk. Storage 12 
inches high. 1 = 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 alkaline “D” 
batteries, not pis. on page $35. 
49C 1230 pe wt 1 1 ot. 56.99 

54-рс. Winnie-the Pooh Cook `п Serve Set 
BÀ INCLUDES Service for 6 with 6 each of: decorat- 
ed 4%-in. diameter plastic plates, mugs, knives, 
forks, spoons, paper Two 
үлүен decorated alumi 
mum sauce pan with cover, 2-piece coffee 
pot, ‘plastic utensil set, serving tray 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: doe Сү 
4? C 101560—Shpg. wt. 1 Id. Воз. .....Set 96.99 

NOTE wo a iro 1, To onosi Blank. arser A “ee 
page i'd мөл 1978 Oman on 

be vecowed by и ОЯ 

© 

se 
| ERIS: ME IE sa 05.49 

> 



Hair Style Set 

Has battery operated 
styler that 

really dries hair 

Almost life size 
Christie* and \ 

Barbie* now with ES № 
ICK-CURL* Һай _ #4 QU вк 5 Й 

N n For instant styling 
without water, 

setting or 
waiting 

oet 
а she'll be looking lovelier than ever 

- —— — Highlight the model's face, then wipe off cosmetics 
то begin again. Style hair easily. . . no wetting or setting 

сонету 1 bead with 
‘on attached Plastic accessories. 

se UOS — ryer (requires 2 “AA” batteries, 
dei ae lo ith 2 жуй ы py ken brush, comb, 4 

lipstick. hair spray, perfume atomuzer. head. 

FONS IRIS ter Пеене 4 
C 468 19—Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt 202..Pkg. 1.19 

Barbie Quick Curl -— Center* by 
washable cosmetics ipe them off and 

D 
и face wit ° 

Hair quie easily without чеши or sein P Viajable vinyl 
Lm „almost life size. Plastic base has 

Accessories. 
+ ‚ lipst У 

eyelashes, makeup applicator. Also comb, curling wand, 
i ibber bands. brush, barrettes, 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 to 12 yrs, Not for under 3 due to small parts. 
(2) 49€13127—Christie® Beauty Center®, Wt. 2 Saati $11.81 
(3) 49C13122- ejes We 2lbs......Set 118 

4) 
ae s по Epp 4 Dur 

decorativa bow on each ide of bead. Neck choker with 
Head turns full circle on attached polyethylene base. Anti-mar suction 
cups hold base and allows head to swivel. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: $ to 12 yrs. Not for under 3 due to small 
49 C 13021-- Shipping weight | pound E 
(5) Farrah facies o en 125 Mom med; and pare pe color, signa- 
ture bag, eye 6 12 pins, powder puff, sponge, Drm. 
comb. barrettes, yarn, elastic hair compact with four colors, pair 
айс loves sad lip brush. 1048, head is completely washable. 

ür color with non-toxic coloring. Plastic accessories. 
AGES: ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. up. Not for under 3 due to small para. 
49.6 13198— Shipping it 4 pounds 2 ounces. 13.88 

1977 Faran Fawcett Majors 
" Little Girl Vanity. Plastic and mirror. drawer for stor- {6) Little Giri Vanity, vanity. Sliding drawer 

Р E, 
ARAS a а 

Barbe Portume Maker” Set 
mares lon 
of scents 

ing b and brush. 16 inches high. For 3 years and up. 
49 C 13255—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces 96.19 
(7) Heather® Musical Jewelry Вох. Wind up key lid, giri 
revolves, music plays. Wood case, patterned viny! cover. Rayon satin 
ning. music box, locked in music key. Revolving girl, mirror 
of plastic. 6x3Lx4Y in. deep. Imported. For 3 years and up. 
49 C 1316— Shipping weight 11 ounces 25.79 Bearer Amancan өе дуз Loro 
(8) Barbie® Perfume Maker by Mattel. Create your own scents 
make sachets for your lingerie or closet. 
SET INCLUDES: $ scent concentrates, 6 fancy bottles, 6 gift boxes, labels, 
sachets, mixing jar, heart shaped sponge. instructions. Plastic. Water. 
base, non-toxic perfume, Wax scent concentrate. 

ES: ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. Not for under 3 due to small parts. 
49 C 13136—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces Set $11.97 



Child's Electric Sewing Machine sews so 
much like Mom's it even has Lockstitching 

Battery and 
hand-operated 
Sewing Machines 

cassette, 15-ft decorative tri ee and 

FOR AGES, ORDER INFO. 6 y and T alkain “О” baterien order abore Additional cumetie wa in kit below. Warranted by Makel Wine for hee eoa, 
| SSE 12404 Shipping weight розов оос... 

Winnie the Pooh 
Toy Watch 

N 

3.piece 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
Rainy Day Set 



1) Senin Soria eK Soe чы i ügner tote bag; 9x12-in. overnight 
Чоок stuffed cat; two Jin. dolis to 

nn — нерн: 
KIT INCLUDES Scion 5 sponte of thread, thimble, pin cushion, measuring 
pins, embroidery thread Tena bici and pr needles Ine inf 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. 
49 C 1203 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . . Kit $7.99 

(12), Cradle Purse. When bedtime approaches you can turn this purse inside-out 
it becomes a cradie for your doll to spend the night in. 

WHAT NOU GET Rod and white doth and plastic cradle with drawstring can 
tote your small toys plus the 4-inch doll, induded. Doll et 
FOR AGES ORDERING INFORMATION: 1 to 7 years. 
49 C 13353—Shipping weight 3 ounces . +. 9299 

(13) 20-inch Wooden Weaving Loom. Weave scarves, wall hangings, etc. Built 
to last through continued heavy use. Weaves up to 20 inches wide. 
WHAT YOU GET, Maple stained. solid hardwood with shuttles and pick-up stick 
for variations in Non-slip footings for table top use. High-impact. 
pln warp beam aná hel. 21x41 Vart ache ich A cider d yards c 

yam (enough for 11x6-in. piece). Illustrated instructions. Imported. 
FOR AG AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION. 8 years to adult. Patterns not included. 

extra yarn see 1979 Spring or Fall 
AS C 236% Shipping weight pounds 13 ounces $11.97 

(14) 12-inch Waist-style Weaving Loom. This weaving loom is easy to use 
or outdoors. Just tie one end around your waist, the other end can be tied 

anywhere. Weaves fabric up to 12 inches wide, in any length. 
WHAT YOU GET: 12-inch hardwood loom with 2 shuttles and heddle. High-impact, 
molded plastic heddle. Waist and tying rope plus complete step-by-step illustrated 
instructions. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 12 za: Patterns and yarn not 
included. For see 1979 Fall or 1980 Spring Big Book. 
49 C 2006 Shipping weight 1 pound 96.97 
(15) Pin Weaving Kit. A simply iie. - ly zum pego pet. then tie otf а N the yarn and remove ow you have a completed proj 
KIT INCLUDES: 22x H4 inch 50 pegs, enough yarn for up to three эф 
and instructions и addit projects. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 8 ze to adult. For extra yarn, see Big Book. 
49 C 2035— Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces Kit $6.47 

(19), Needieworks Art Chest. Makes in. stuffed doll 4 stitch a pictures, 2 em 
broidered hankies, embroidered patchwork and tapestry pictures. 
KIT INCLUDES Knitting, sewing, embroidery needles, crochet hook. flower loom, 

ii y bobbin, thimble, tape measure, scissors and all yarns and 
above. Instructions included. 

FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 2060—Shipping weight 2 14 ounces. $11.97 



RER 

Rock Tumbier™ Kit 
FRE oor os ehren RB 

REDE Er eke Tele Tye Ne ora 

prom 



кїт XT эшо: 8 n enamel q 
lts to a и fin- Ih. Complete Instructions, Makes 2 

small and 1 large nt; 2 adjustable 
rings, brooch and 
FOR AGES. 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 2064—Wt 1002. ....Kit $4.99 

(2) Macrame Jeweiry Kit. Create the 
unl jock ot isacrame jewelry. 
KIT INCLUDES: Natural color macrame 
cord, large ceramic bead, 2 wooden 
beads, 26 coloríul beads, 12 T-pins, 
6x8-in. macrame board, instr. enough 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
49 C 20039—W 8 oz. ....Kit $4.99 

(Запі 4) Lamp Kits 
KITS INCLUDE: High impact plastic 
іесеѕ, 16-inch high lamp, 7x8-inch Emp shade and preassembled electric 
ri 

FOR AGES 10 years to adult. 
ELEC. INFO: No assembly те 
Wired, UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60- 
[епз AC. Use 60-watt bulb maximum. 

Bulb not included. 6-foot cord. 
(3) Jewelry Box Lamp. Holders on 
top of jewel box hold earrings. Drawers 
store other nicknacks and valuables. 
ORDER INFO: Shoe. wt. 2 Ibe, 4 oz, 
49С 20644 Kit 614.47 
(f), Custom Van Lamp 
Sliding door opens toà storage com 

accessories 
DRDER INFO Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 C 20633 Kit $14.47 

(5) Macrame Ow! Kit. Makes ow! 
vali . two 30-in. plant 
KIT INCLUDES: 270-ft. of cord, 3 beads, 
2 dowels, 2 rings and 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
49 C 2054—Wr 1 lb. Kit $4.97 

(6) Sunny Bunch" Fabric Painting 
Kits. Paint a beautiful Sunny Bunch 
fion your own decorative plow and 

rallhanging. 
KITS INCLUDE Pillow kit: 12x1 zin, pil- 

sham. Polyester pillow foam. iron 
on design transier, 8 acrylic Fabrico- 
lor® paints, brush. instructions. Wall- 
hanging kit: Natural colored fabric, 
12x14-in. fabric stretcher form, Iron-on 
design transfer, non-toxic Fabricolor 

ts, brush, glue, hanger, instr. 
FOR AGES 10 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. 
See mote below, right. 
49 C 200850 Kit $8.97 

(J) Paint 'N Tote Kit. Paint lovable 
у Bunch" on your own tote bag. 

KIT INCLUDES Sturdy 15x11 M-inch 
ready-made canvas tote bag with 
shoulder strap and expandable 
and side DID TAE 

fer comi 
bet, 8 Fabricolore acrylic paints, brush. 
Illustrated instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt..12 oz. 
See note below, 
49 C 200770 Kit 95.99 

(8) Can-Can Collector. Easy-to. 
mount cans . . . just slip into cylindri 
cal slots. 2 paneis hold up to 80 cans of 
different types and sizes. 
CONSTRUCTION. Heavy duty plastic 
1 panels. 2409x2444 inches 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped 

included. Cans not. 
79 C 201 1C-Wt. 2 lbs. 802. Set $8.27 

(9) Super Heroes" Figurine 
ing Kit. Have fun painting your f 
ite Super Heroes, E 
Мапе and The Incredible Hulk®. 
KIT CONTAINS: 2 molded vinyl figures, 

ana Marve! Comcs Group 

(10) Electric 
Pottery Wheel Workshop 

with variable speeds, 
self-drying clay. . . 

no baking needed 
for finished items 

Shape pieces on turntable, decorate 
t and apply glaze for a 

finish. 
INCLUDES: Plastic, $-in. diameter 
rabe vi with variable пм 

pan, 1-1b. 

ylic 

ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110- 
120-v.. 60-Hz. AC. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adul: 
recommended for ages 
ORDERING INFORMATION Pottery 

containers. 

Not 

C 2110€ Kit $29.99 

DE a rt it 
(11) Watch time “roll by” 

with action-packı 
WonderWorks” 
Electric Clock Ki 

As the electric pendulum rotates, it 
‘scoops up one ball every minute 
balls roll from one track to another, 
marking time in minutes, five minutes 
and hourly segments. The clock 

єт. 5 ax9* x8 inches. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed, 110-120-v., 60- 
Hz. AC. 3 watts. 60.0. cord. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. Not 
recommended for ages under 10. 
ORDER INFO: Sent unassembled: 
авг. instr. incl We. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
4902171 Kit $24.47 
(12) Kooky Bird 

KIT INCLUDES: Molded polyurethane 
foam body parts, moving eyes, felt 
parts, bulky yarn, genuine feathers. 

trol lus other 
parts, transparent nylon control line, 
Flue, instructions, Finished bird is 
about 22 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 2080 Kit $4.99 
(13) Metal Tapping Kit- 
Use mallet and tapping nail to make 
lasting designs in metal plates. Nail 
metal plates to plywood mounts for 
decorative elc 

T INCLUDES. Mallet, nails, stai 
pct 
and metal to make m rack, b book, 
ends, wall plaques, napkin holder 
coasters. [lc ід 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. $ oz. 
49C2126 Kit 66.27 
NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland To get 
your official entry blank. order any Sunny 
Bunch tem ол th pg . 100 page 2 of 
Sears 1979 Christmas Catalog for de- 
toils... entries must be received by 
Feb. 151. 1980 



Real wood Cutty Sark elegance suitable for your fireplace mantel 

You will be proud to display this beautiful ship on your mantel or in your recreation room. 
Designed for simplified assembly, with fewer pieces than model ship sold below. 
KIT CONTENTS: Pre-painted wooden parts, 21 antiqued sails, rigging thread, 2 flags, fittings, and 

61223 4x28) inches long, built to 1/120 scale. Instructions included. 66 pieces. 
AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 10 years to adult. Glue not included. 

‚ping weight 5 pounds Kit $29.99 

U.S.S. Constitution, 
“Old Ironsides” 

This magnificent ship was one 
of the first “Frigates” buil 
the U.S. Navy. Designed f. 
fast sailing and ease of han- 
dling, "Old Ironsides” served 
with distinction during the 
War of 1812. Features full 
running rigging, billowing 
sails and massive armaments. 

ENTS: Detailed 
7x36 in 

scale. Includes 39 

display stand. Illustrated 
booklet with instructions 
Over 400 pieces. Ptastic 

ears and up. 
Glue not in N 

Juded. Wt. 6 Ibs, 
79 C 20313C...Kit $17.97 

Wells Fargo 
Stagecoach 

stagecoach originally used 

4 passengers. 
) pieces. Plastic 

Glue not inch 
Kit $17.97 



Authentically 
Scaled Kits 

(1) Sporty 78 Corvette Stingray 
KIT CONTENTS: pains y detailed 
interior, 

high. tan renes, 
Indy Pace decals included. Over 115 
pieces. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 13 nen to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not included. 
en s .Kit $18.87 

KIT SAN E hood, ning je 

FOR AGES: cer 
ORDERING INFO. Glue not included. 
49C19031-Wt. 21bs. 8 ог. .Kit $14.97 

(3) Limited Edition Anniversary Cars. 
Indy Pace "Vette and 

X CONTENTS: NTS: Opening bonda, 
engine and soft vinyl tires, D 
oa custom interior 
and silver color. уз scale. اچ 100 
E ea. "Vette is 2x2%4x7 %4 i in, - 
irebird is. Dane 14x174 in. long. I: 

decals, striping incl. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 

grille. 
radio, Suzuki dirt bike and carrier, Vie 
scale model is 4x519% - Tan 
and black. Instructions, decal included. 
Over 145 pieces. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not included. 
49 C 19042— Wr 2 lbs. 4 oz. .Kit $8.97 
(5) Snap-together Flying Tiger 
KIT CONTENTS: This P-40 Tiger Shark 

itructions, decal included. 20 pieces. 
Made of 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 "AA" bat- 

page 549). 
Erico Wie tb. bos. RA 98.97 
в — E Flying Fortress. a 
кг NTS: Rotating propellers 
wheels, detailed Cr and landi: 

Movable turrets, 2 position bomb 
fey Bey door $ cockpit and crew figures 

and regular 
T is $x17x27 inches mee Geer 162 142 

Instructions, decals incl. Plastic. pieces. 
FOR AGES: 13 years to adult. 
zen INFO: Glue not included. 

19065 —Wt. 2 lbs. 8 os. . Kit $9.47 

= ae 
KIT CONTENTS: 3 jets: F-16 Fighter, 
8x12 in. long; F-104 Starfighter, 
694x147. in Tons; NAE 4E Skyhawk, 
Txiti in. long. Vis scale. Mos Seg 

‘opening cockpits, retractable 

IDERING INFO: Glue not included. 
C 1908 1—We 2 lbs. 4 oz. Kit 89.47 

(8) Visible V-8 Engine Model ES 
KIT CONTENTS: Functioni; 

rocker 

ORDER, INFO: Ag 2 "C" batteries; 

bip d "eran эс Wt 31bs 4 ол. Kit $14.97 

"C^ Batteries, Package of 2. 
49 C 46319—Wt 4 oz. .......Pkg. 790 

Complete Home Workshop 
With a big heavy-duty workbench 

and 15 working tools 
Workbench Workbench 
wth tool set | without tool set 

$3699 | $2699 
projects not included 

CONSTRUCTION: Solid wood 

SET INCLUDES: Pegboard 
ool rack and hooks with 

‚where to hang instr. showing 
each tool. 29-piece pay set, аз 
shown. Plus sand sandpaper, 25 
peg hooks, instructions in- 
cluded. 
FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent unas- 
sembied; assembly instruc- 
tions included. 
Workbench with tool set 
end pegboard rack, 

79 C onc E СТЯ 

Workbench. ioe tool set 
or pegboard rack 
Shipping zn. 

79 C 2324C ....Set e. 99 

So easy to buy 
when you just 

(9) 22-рс. Deluxe Jr. Carpenters’ Lam eri ecce 
INCLUDES: (Cantos sus, com cross-cut saw, жаен ai tatem equam. жой checks Cl 

ruler, level, block. MEE bes with аса E 
wood mallet, scribe, sanding block. Measure metric, English. Hard- 
wood tool chest, 15%x10%x7%4 inches deep. Imported. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 to adult. 
теи 

tool chest 12948413 in. deep. Imported. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 2345—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz ............. Set $12.97 

(11) 16-piece Tool Set with plastic tool box 

3 pounds 
(13), Woodshop Project Set. Make a variety of things with the 
wood in this set. . . miniature birdhouse, , wall shelf. 
Auto, plane, truck, dozer, railroad engine and car, Jeep, bank, air- 
plane, sailboat, letter box and pencil box, race car. 
KIT INCLUDES: 40 pieces of unfinished cedar wood, 734x294 in. 
wide. Lron-on blueprints; nails and glue. 

833 
T 1 | 



^ Save 54. 
House (1) when Косе 

525 p sr Mem 

* E 

a fua 

22. ай Аاک  
5-room Id 

мое Cape Cod-style Doll House 



(1thru7) Houses and 
Furnishings for dolls to 

call "Home Sweet Home" 

FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembied. All have 
notched and numbered parts to ease as. 
sembly. Fit 1 in=1 ft. scale. Instruc 
tions and decorating ideas are included. 
Requires only glue and scissors (not in- 

except glue with kits (4 and 6). 

(1) Deluxe Victorian-style House 
with 6 rooms and Coach House 

A magnificent house for a doll's make- 
believe world. An И walkway ad 

main mansion. 
CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut Ye-in. ma- 

room/attic an extra 
apartment. Brick. ‘style siding, shutters, 
rooting and 
windows. Chi and rs open 
close. Main house- 26x13x27 in. high. 
Coach house bas 2 rooms, staircase. 
16% 211x144; in. high. Walkway con- 
nects house and coach house. 
79 C 2044C—Wt. 19 lbs. „Ки 952.99 
Save $4 when you buy id 
with Ku (2) 548.99 

(2) 65-pc. Interior Decorating Kit 
Furnish and decorate doll house (1) 
with coach house sold above. 
CONSTRUCTION: Includes 55 pieces of 
mahogany y plywood furniture (Y 
thick) and 8 pieces decorator walipa- 
per. 

items as a canopy bed, grandfather 
dock, 2 rocking horses, bathtub, coffee 
table, pictures, frames. Set includes 
им. рим. paintbrush and sandpaper. 

ASC2085. -Wt. 31м. 14 oz. Kit $16.99 

(3) 10-room Victorian-style Dream 
House. This beautiful dream house is 
зо large, yet so dainty in appearance. 
CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut %¢-in. ma- 

house. Printed hogany 
tes pgs wit mood eis melitas 

chimneys, 
rr ilings, 
room dividers with ^m. wood 
ings 39% x1 50x25 in. high. 
79C2030C-Wt 9 lbs. ....Ки $28.99 

(4) 55-pe. Furniture Kit for (3) Shove. Fils a 10-room house. а 10-room. 
CONSTRUCTION: Living room, kitch- 
еп, dining room. utility room, two 
baths, two bedrooms, f; room, 
Mahogany-look wood: pre-cut, printed. 
Includes upholstery, polyurethane 
foam, fabric, glue, paint, paintbrush 
and sandpaper. Non-toxic. 
49C2032-Wt 11b. S oz. ..Kit $11.99 

(5) 6-room Coloniat-style House 
CONSTR: Pre-cut 4s-in. plywood 
house featuring a brick and stone fire- 
place, (pre-printed). Spiral staircase, 
simulated wood and 

in. wood edge trim. 33x13x19% in. 
St 2040¢-We.6ibe 8 oc Kit #1697 

(6) 14-96. Patio Furniture Kit 
CEE Pre-cut, preprinted wood. In- 
Judes large 12x1 Zin. patio with plant- 
ч. (has non-toxic cedar stain). Printed 

umbrella and table with 2 
benches. 2 large chairs and chaise 
lounge with cushions. Footstool, coffee 
table, barbecue, serving cart, 2 trees. 
Incl. paint, sandpaper. 
49 C 20858 WL ТЕ 9 02 RA 86.47 

(7) 5-room Cape Cod-styie 
CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut Yarim. ma- 
hogany plywood. Exterior window 

case. Measures 15954x2294 inches 

Af 2099. y 49C2039-Wr. 4 Ibs. 12 oz. Kit $10.97 

Start or add to a 
collection of these 
authentic Horse 

Replicas and Accessories 

(8) Western Corral and Barn. Barn can hold 2 horses. 
CONSTR: fro cut оро nich piy ood. % їп. = 1 ft. 
scale. Feeding trough, corral, barn. 28x1294x14 in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDE ORDER INFO: В and ар. assem- 

49 © 2096. Shipping weight 5 Im. 4 or 413.99 
9 thru 19) Hand-painted Breyer Replicas. The 

d whether. or add- of an; Te starting or 
eue exe lia (8) от show ring (20). 
CONSTR Break existant cellulose acetate. Items (11 
thru 14) available with genuine leather saddles. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 yrs. and up. Fully assembled. 
(9), Gessic Ancalusian Family Set. Stallion. 104421 
in. high; mare, ыйы; бй а Tr 
SS CT he miski 

(LY, Trakehner Horse MR EE 
2106 1- With English saddle. We 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

49C2 1049- Horse alone. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $ oz.. 
(12) , Andalusien Station. Sade 109 in. tall, 
4 2107573 i Paco saddle We 1. Son. 
49C2 190-Horse alone. Wt. 1 Ib. 402. ..... 
Appaloosa Stallion. Stands 10x9 in. tall. 

LSE LIOA Wih Westers sodale WE 1 502. 611: 
49 C 2186— Horse alone. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 597 
(14) Medicine Hat 90 
au "Horse alone. WIL 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

(15) Hereford Bull. Stands 12x7%4 in. 
Gob 21201. Supping weight weight 2 Ibs. 302... 
(16) Black Bull Sud 1127% in. tall. 
49C 2124! weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. s827 
(17) Black: Beauty. Has stable blanket. 1128 in a 
49 C 21128—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 60x. . 
18) Sronde Broyer Рой, eier 

Borsea: Wears T-ahirt. boots, jeans. Bendable, 
7¥% inches tall. Plastic, genuine leather, cotton. Ages 3 
Xem ond ар. 

C 21142— Shipping weight 4 oz. 5497 
(19) Classic Arabian Family Ser Э 
talk mare, 7x8 in.; foal, 449144 in. tall. Gay 
49 C 20168 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 ог. ....Set $7.94 

(20) Showing Ring and Jumps. 1 їп. = 1 ft, scale. 
CONSTR: Pre-cut maple- — Ply- 
кийнн Жы fence 12x5 in. Ages 8, шр. 
ORD. INFO: Partly assembled. үү a Benes т) 
49 C 2016—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz... -$6.29 



Leathercraft and Woodburning Kits 
Te Y professional [ше кор Saddie-Leather Tooling Kit. You can design r- 

TAL — key eor coin — 

ees cit GM PUER Eu CONTENTS: it DET Thread and needle. Ei aho 
p and assembly 

TOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION 107» 10 years to adult. 
49 C 2255—Shipping weight 11 ounces. Kit $10.49 

в. Y Genuine leather Lacing Kit. Lace-up leather pon. Make [A pen and „ comb case 

ready for Ice Indodes act, lnc lacing 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 20029—Shipping weight 14 ounces 

(3) Woodburning Set. Make eagle shelf, 7x5x244 in. high: junk box, 
4М%х2%х3% in. Єч? knickknack ber 4x3x2% in. high: key rack, 
1255x214 in. high; Pas 4x33 in. ME 
SET INCL: Electric RR хы over-points for different 
n eight 4x3-in. wood plaques, i [on (described کو ыен 
strip-8 colors, brush, water cup, colored foil, sandpaper, 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed. 110-120:v, 60 Hz. AC. 22 w. bl. cord. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 13 to adult. Not for T ages under 13 yrs. 2—Shipping weight 3 pe 

Kit $6.29 

49 C 20012. pounds $ ounces . Set $9.99 

Set of additional py Projects (not e М 4 printed basswood plaques, 4x3 t plaques than ) plus a 
us project, BAS: A SENT iir ase нра бы ounces... 

546 [Sears] t? 
‚Set $3.99 

Musical Toys are fun and can 
start a life-long interest in music 

pues deut qM ee emer edere mtr in 

АТ ET: A 21-inch bass drum with heas foot for WA T YOU G booming a aa ш om ES dal tor 

7. Brushed Gold оок Trap Drum Set. Play "golden oldies” and oth- (5) 7-piece 
er favorite songs on this. 
WHAT YOU GET: Ii fus drum wih hardy vy-duty foot pedal, two 9-in. tom- Sin. and one 11-in standing snare drum. 11-12. cymbal, Rock. two brushes, two TS dra, 

6¥-in. tom-tom, 9-in. tom- 
drumsticks. med vi ‘ton 

block and sticks. 

RING INFORMATION: included, a NS Ц if assembled. instructions d et 029.99 

ORDERING 5 INFORMATION: Р 
79 C 66707C—Shipping weight $ pounds . 

4- T uM ne musician. Perfect for the C LL -piece Dan mma i n. begin- 

WHAT YOU GET. lets b 16a. bras drum with foot pedal two Gin in, wood dramstich. Sued Grane wich Dal rela р, эю И. 
Тууек* 
FOR AGES: A e 
ORDERING INFORMATI Ply assembled, instructions included. 

66703C—Shipping weight 6 рошодз........................! Set $12.99 m en 

(10), Drum Stool for all drum sets. facing page. Brown. 
WHAT YOU GET: Molded 
forced seat. 2 plastic legs 

(13) Fun Art Frame-ups 
SET INCL: 4 blackline bestes 
16x20-in., two 11x14-in. 
Batmant, Wonder Woman. $ colored 

wiggly creatures . . . fun to 
ich. 

SET INCLUDES: Electric cauldron with 25- 
watt light bulb and lid: olds: 4 Сооре 

ELECTRICAL INFO UL listed, 110-120-v. 60- 
Hz. AC. 6-ft. cor 
AGES, OROERNG INFO: 8 yrs., up. Warr. by 
Mattel. Wı 322. free copy, . BERNIE 51297 

Goop Refill (not shown). 
AS C 2042 Spe на ‚5497 
(12) Disney 3-Pak 

Acrylic Paint Kit 
T INCLUDES: S Six йк paint-by by number pic- 
of use®®, Bambi**, Pi Bocchao^* 18 vial C non tc no: pala. 

3 paint brushes included. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 yrs. up. 
49 C 20534 WL 11b. 102... Kit 
**® Wen Disney Productions 

9 

non-toxic felt tip pens. 1 frame adjusts 
to 16x20 or 11x14 in. Mix, match color 
chart. Set of instructions incl. 
AGES. ORD INFO: 5 
49 C20569—Wt 1 "ies 95.99 and © DC Comics. ine. 
Etre. Black Plastic? Fr е (not 

or 11х14 in. 
19 C 20885 Ido 11.402. ...82.47 
(14) Floating Pictures. To create a Colorful Hosting picture. just push nails into Styrofoame in desired pattern, then paint nail beads . . . see how ріс: tures change with light. 

AGES. ORD INFO: Byer and 
49 C 20604—Wt 11b. вог. 



Snare that disco 
beat with this 
Discostyie 

Trap Drum Set 

36973 

(15) SUPERSTAR 3000™ Guitar 
HOW IT WORKS: 12-pre-programed songs are 
played as you strum the guitar, controlling the mu- 
sic's rhythm. You can also program the guitar to 
play any tune. 64-notes, 2 octaves. Guitar has realis- 
tic vibrato sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: High impact plastic with rock. 
styling. 12-note keys on fretboard. Volume and pro- 

FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Takes 4 "C" batteries, not included; 
rim 2 pkgs. below. Warranted by Castle. For free 

see page 322. 
79 C 6659 1C Shipping weight 3 bs. В ог. 439.97 
DieHard Alkaline “C” Batteries. Package of 2 
49 C 46839—Shipping weight 5 oz... . . Pkg. $1.39 

2855 [Sears] 547 



Simplify your 
Christmas shopping 

and make your 
budget go farther 

by selecting 
several ofthese 
popular gifts 

Santa's Stocking Stuffers 
give you MORE 
for LESS 

UA 
mn E = A 



(1 thru 17) Novelty item: 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Slimet, It's Alive”... by Matt 
ounces (95% — of yellowish Slime 

target 34x30 in. 
against wall or even float in a swimming 
beanbags. Fi ште 
BoC B42 Shipping weight 17 ounces 199 
(3) Wee Wonderful Watertuls”. Fill tank 

, push the "woosh" button. See how 
you can put on the nose of the 

jeasures 6 inches high. Im- 
ported. For ages 5 years and up. 
49 C 51555— Shipping weight 7 ounces .$1.99. 
(4 and 5) Quiz 500 Cassettes. Plastic cas- 

'or ages 10 to adult. 
Y Spore Gasser. 

C 5049—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . . ¢ 1.99 
5) ¿Somemporary trivia Cassette 
49 C 5063—Shipping weight 4 ounces. ..#1.99 
(6) Tic-Tak-Toe Game. Includes 11-in. sq. 

PSU" fakers Por ме = years and up Evry de acier 
49 C 5064—Shipping weight 1195 

(7) Checkers Game. 13-inch square hardboard 
playing board with 24 pasti piece pieces. Instruc- 

'or ages 6 years and 
49 € 5062" Shipping weight i lb. 8 oz. ..41.99 
8) Serer Man Adventure Set. Contains 
Bes , full-color 28-pg. Adventure 

ivi. guam. Aio codes 
Py Man stencil decoder. For ages 6 to 12 
49 C 5086— Shipping weight 3 oz.. -Set $1.99 
э) Ridge Riders 2-pak Die-cast meal “Hon. (9) Ridge Riders 2.0 
ka. Exported. Р, San 1 
rA aes 3> Seton 

К PA lanian Pikop (osa covet 

NATL 
AT E бог. ыў ТҮ 
11), Charly Fashion Doll. 11%in. high fash- 
m su with movable arms and legs, turning 
int Rooted hair. Dr 2 outfits, 

vinyl, Fé 3 years and 
49C [ON OE Son 8499 

), Humm" Spinner Too, Hums as it spins; 
Vo Ya in. high. 7 in. in diameter, 
kS CSOT ipea wert: ior... 0199 
ne: Speos Poncho Bop Beg. Inflatable 

iy удур for pop-u io. tal. Bright colon. Bere 
ме. Жез? years. 
49 C 5066—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz. .41.99 
(14). Disney" Chair. Sturdy inflatable vinyl. 
13х15х}$ in. high, Seat height 8% in. Orange, 
49 C 506! ing waht? en 0199 
{15),, Bun Boy Tool Chest with vinyl tools 

Chest measures. 14a in. high. In- 
ches i five colorful vin Mc : saw, hammer 

eit T WM 1199 
(16 and 17) Incredible Hulk®** and Spider -Man®** Poster Sets 
Each kit contains 3 action-packed 12x16-in. pre- 
printed poster outlines, $ felt tipped markers 
[ond instructions. Completed o Dx can be 

For ages 6 yrs. 
(NEL incredible Нике Set 

507 4—Shipping weight 
hol Spider Mane Sex 

7 Li Label ro p— Mr -— аиа 

Tor...Set $1.99 

(18) SNOOPY! Balance Bars* 
Plastic model of up Lu 
and Charlie oe acabe esee 
Measures 15x24x12 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49 C 5029 $3.77 
(19) Peanutst Motorized 3-pak* 
Just push down and Snoopy, Woodstock 
or Charlie Brown will go forward or 

d ї figure measures 
244x2x4 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shi weight 8 ounces. 
49 C 5044 2s 597 

йы; Woodstockt Gyroscope 
just pull the wee and the plastic 

with Woodstock forms 
amazing tricks. Measures 329414 

in. high. Includes plastic stand. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49 C 5026 $3.77 
SPANUTS CHAR 
Tunes Features Syna Me. Inc 

(21) Magic “8” Ball Fortune Teller 
Ask the “S-ball” any "yes" or “no’ 
tion. Flip ball over and answer 
pear in bottom window. Black molded 
plastic, 4 inch ler. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shi weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 3 $2.87 

(22) Mickey Mouse” Gumbel Bonk _ 
Give Mickey a penny and out 
arless gumball. Fully assembl fed wi 
flesh colored face plus a see through ni 
filled with approximately 180 sugarless 
gumballs. Instructions are 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping и weight | Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 504 9577 
*Daney charactors 
€ Wait Daney Productions 
Gumball Refill. About 100 (sugaries) 

ing weight 6 ounces. 
$1517 Box $1.99 

Eus Kid-a Long Kids, Wind up the litte cowboy and watch him ride 
horse while his little sister roller-skates around town. Each 
re 3x3! 5x34 in. high. For ages 3 years and up. 

{5 C 8056 Shipping weight) ounces Set 94.27 
- Acrobat Set Wind these lle rascals up and watch them 

ch figure measures 144x135x144 in. 

POLT FECE NA Set $2.57 

25) Wacky Water Flashlight. Use as a flashlight or fill with water. 
i's a flashlight light up game or use your skill to catch the floating 

objects in the moving capsule. asic and metal 21042700 in. high. For 
years and up. Uses 1 "AA" battery sold below. 

DEDOS. weight 3 ounces $3.67 
49 C 46339—"AA” Batteries. Package of і. We dor.....Pkg. 1.19 
(26) Duncan YO-YOLYMPICS Set. "Professional" model for maxi 
mum skills. “ u а moja i for t formances of string tricks. 
"Satellite" model for after Ets included. 48-page trick 
book also included. Plastic. IP yum is and up. 
49 C 5048—Shipping weight 11 02. Set $5.77 



Gear-tuned Guitars 

1) Folk Guitar. Enjoy playing all kinds of mu 
sic wich this (olk type guitar 
CONSTR. High-impact plastic body. Red with 
Black highlights Six metal strings Profesional 
type gear tuning. 28 in. long. Imported. 

А INFO: $ yrs. and up. Includes 
7 

9$ c 008560 

2) Deluxe Bee Gees* Guitar. Rock with your { pop group. 
ON: High-impact plastic. Full color 

label of Bee Gees on front, white body, Three 
wire and th strings. Professional-type 
gear tuning. 30 inches long. 

R AGES: 6 years and up. 
G INFO: Instructions, pick included 

79 C 66501C—Shpg. wt 2 Iba. 102. ... 911.97 

211.97 

(3) Big Rock Guitar. Strum along with your 
favorite rock band. 

NSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic. Sunburst 
nish in red and black. Three wire and three ny 
lon strings. Professional type gear tuning. 37 

long. 
5. ORDER INFO: 6 yrs. up. Instructions. 

shoulder cord and pick included, 
79 C 66567C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs Soz. ... $16.97 

е easy way—order Б. 

550 [Sears]uco * 

phone 

Bee Gees 

(4) Dual-powered 
Portable Phonograph 

* Uses AC 
current w 



ITEMS (4 THRU 1 1) SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 
M Dest Powered y cin Le pamela CERTO Bid ишы 

‚or by 4 "D" batteries (not incl; order below). 
нан 

adapter 
CONSTRUCTION: EON ny TNT pum, 

(not included). . . constant. control. 

FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: Ages 4 to adult, Order "D" batteries 
Капа LT TE ity 41949 
DieHard Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 
49 C 46849—Shipping 100unces ......... Pkg. $1.59 
Extra Needle for (4) above. 
49 C 6663: $3.99 

(5) Вее Gees* Phono with Sing-along Mike 
CONSTA: Solid state, transistorized circuit for in 
stant sound. needle (order extra 'oi- 
ume control with on/off switch. selector. 3314 and 
p ecos (ot m EM includes 
xo LE oF use as P. 

М igh quality so sound. en Fiber iberboard Body 

FOR mer daten wi мю -— as to ч. 

pal VEIT ? 
Dieterd Alkaline “C” Bameres Ры. ol 2. For (5 and (10) 
49 C 46839 — Shipping weight ПЕ 

Extra. i dae 
49 C 66633— Package of Lwt lor Pkg. #299 
(6) Bee Gee" ee 
CONSTR: with carrying Solid 
state AM 
{ng dial vert in. Microphone has Bt cord. Imported 
FOR AGES: $ to 15 years. 
ORDER INFO 9-volt (order below). Requires pag n 

every. For (6) above: (B) and (9) below. 
A9 C seers" Shipping weht? 
(7) Bee Gees" Sing-siong puru 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state, transistorised 
switch, volume control. Four-in. speaker. 
д. MEINEN erg suo ан 

FOR AGES. eh ox INFO: $ 5 Requires volt. А " wi 6 
lantern not included: order below). er 
DIST weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. . 21497 

intern Battery. der ҮҮ) y e 
EE weight 1 pound 6 ounces . 1229 
"Bee Gees © 1979 by Bee Gem 
(8) iT Kool** AM Radio. Reduced from our 1978 Christ- 

CONSTRUCTION: Solid state, transistorized circuitry. On/off 
and volume controls; station selector. Two-in. speaker. 
3¥ax1¥axS in. high. Ivory-colored styrene case. Wrist strap. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO. 8 years and up. Requires one 9- 
Pr not included: order 
49C 66 apple weight 10 ounces ЕТЕ -$4.99 

a See aL 
INSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic, 9 inches long. Long- 

telescopic to transmit through AM radio up to 30 feet away. On/off button. ni 
ORDER INFO: Requires one 9-v. (order above). 
49 C 66696—Shipping weight 1 pound .......... .. 
Wireless M. and AM Radio Set 
49 C 66907. weight | pound 10 ounces .Set $12.98 
**ip 1978 Sic and Marty Krofft TV Prod. inc. From the Krofft Supersnow 

needle. On/off switch, 
control: plays 33% and 45-RPM records (not included). Built-in 
Ee i 10x10x3 in. high. Plug: Cover, in. in 
mike with 8-ft. cord. Imported. 

jacement Needles for (10) sold above. Package of 2. 
Be Shipping weight fon inis Pkg. #299 
AC Universal Adapter (not shown). Use with phonos on this 
page. UL listed. 
ELEC. INFO: 110-120-v., 60 Hz. AC. 
49 C 1669— Shipping weight 8 ounces $4.99 
(11) Record Cabinet 
ee Wood and hardboard with walnut-look finish. 

records 
inches high. Te holds high. Top area holds phono; partitions keep 

Peg-tuned Guitars 
Strings are 

м y 

(12 thru 14) Peg-tuned Guitars 

5 Mouse? Guitar 
Vers friends accompany you 

costa Colorful ‚double cutaway 
ly made of sturdy polystyrene, 6 

== strings. ‘Plastic tunini 
sures 214 in. long. Black base. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes pick. 
49 C 66532—Wt 14 oz. 53.88 
Disney Characters 
Wan Disney Productions 

Folk Guitar 
1-5 like de guitars professional 

em. Pressed wood fiber 
simulated natural wood finish 

in mahogany shading. White silk- 
6 nylon strings. 

Plastic tuning pegs. Metal tailpiece, 
wooden neck. 25%, in. long. 
FOR AGES: 6 to М yearn 
ORDER INFO: Instr 
O C OESO WE Tite, ....87.47 
14), Wood-front Folk Guitar 
landsome folk guitar features wood 

front, professional veneer 
CMT Wood and eod fiber body. 
ood veneer front mahoga- 
ALL ol une effect White 

-screened decorations. 2 metal, 4 
lon st: Plastic t pylon strings. Plastic tuning pegs. 

long. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 16 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instruc- 
tions included. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
78€ 66525С $9.47 
Replacement Guitar Strings. (Not 

pag 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 66579—Wt. 1 oz... Set $1.49 

45-RPM Record Sets 

(15) 50 All-time Favorites. 10-record set. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 66618—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set 54.99 
16) roy Tunes®. 7-record set featuring 

Чу Duck, Road Runner, others. 
FOR AGES "ito 
49 C 66916—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $4.99 
©1978 Warner Bros ine 
(17) Super Adventures. 7-record set features 
tales of your favorite Super Heroes. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 13. 
49 C 66655—Shpe. wt. 1 lb. Set 44.99 
(18) TV Favorites. 7-record set includes songs, 
stories from favorite TV shows. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 13. 
49 C 66663—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. . Set 04.99 
(19) Learn-To. 7-record set featuring “learn 
y" sub colors, numbers and others. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 13. 
49 C 66673—Shpg. wt 1b. ........ Set $4.99 

28 Venen 
Fon Guter 
5741 

Shoe in a 45 
close d 

Close-and-it.goes Phono 
with automatic tone arm 
Easy to operate . . , just close it, arm. 
drops automatically to play record. 
CONSTR: High impact plastic. Solid- 
state. c sapphire tipped nee- 
die. чв speaker. 10231519% 
inches wide. On/off, volume, Speed 
control. Plays either 3314 or 45-RPM 
records. Bullt-in 4$ RPM adapter 

securely for carrying. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7. 
ORDER INFO: Instructions included. 
Uses 2 "D' batteries (not incl: order 

at top left), We. 2 Ibs. ог, 
© 66602 ....... 913.99 

Phone ordering's а 

quick and easy way to buy 

=~ [Sears] 551 



These merry Music Makers keep young musicians happy 

Ww Ww IN i n » \ 

18-chord Electric Organ 
Has all chords that o 

has plus 6 bass bur: 

hand 2) Electric Organs, High impact plastic, 
ACCESSORIES Music rack. instruction songbook in En- 
gih, French and 1m 
Lau. ج INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120- 

60-Hertz AC. 16 watts. SUrfoot cord. 
pe 6 years and up. Not for ages under 6. 
ORD. INFO. Bench not incl; order below. Warranted by 
Internote. Write for free copy, p. 322. Legs detached. 
(1) 12-chord Electric Organ. 37 keys—3 full octaves. | 
12 pre-set chord buttons (6 major, 6 minor). Power | 
switch and volume control, 31U4x11%4x304) in. high. 
79 C 66887 L— Shipping weight 21 pounds $4197 
a 18-chord Deluxe Electric Organ. 37 full-size mel: 

3 octaves. 12 pre-set chord buttons (6 major, Save *3.00 
6 minor) PLUS 6 bass keys for fuller, sound. Power rer Sinn PLUS S bapa Eryn tar eer one 

x 79 C 6689L— Shipping weight 24 pounds ..... 92297 

3) Bench foro ane (1) and (2) High == mE tar | 
Ds AO, 
AU C 60892. Shipping weiche Sika dem... 0997 
Bench when you buy it with organ (1) or (2) 697 

(4) 8-chord Electric Organ. T; 
legs. High-impact plast 
woodgrained look. M 
book їп El 

model, no 
wn cabinet 

Not for ages under 6. 
ON: Warranted by Inter 

copy, see page 322. 
79 € 66809C—Shpg wi. 10 bs $29.97 
(5) | 25-key Bartery-oper 
model. Brown and beige 

OLS: 25 melody keys—twe 
ich turns organ on/off 

not included. Order 2 pac ceases below 
49 C 66807- Shipping wt Ihm Sor. 09.97 
Heavy Duty "D" Batteries. Package of 2 
49 C 46329 Shippi t Bor. ..Pkg. 79c 
(6) 3-book Songbook Set for organs (1 and 
2 above). More than 85 Christmas songs with 
music. lyrics in English. French and Spanish. 
49 C 66832—Shpg. wi. 11b. oz. ...5et 94.97 
(7) 4-book Songbook Sı 
(4. above). Contains m 

Fre 
49 C 66835. Shpg. wt. 11Ь.В ог. ...Set $4.97 

Buy the easy way-order by phone 



for hours. . . and may lead to a life-long interest in music 

2'/rfull octave 
ally tuned 

30-key Spinet Piano 
span is chromati 

$3597 

(11 and 12). Our finest Spinet Pianos. It's easy to learn 
sim You can play your favorite tunes to delight 
friends and family. Just match color-coded notes in song- 
book with color-coded keyboard chart. 
CONSTRUCTION: (11), wood and woodgrained hardboard: 
(12), hardwood plywood in handsome walnut finish. Steel 
tone bar is fitted with precision-ground alloy steel wire. 
Chromatically tuned. 
AC! 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
(11) 30-key 4 octaves. 18Mx 109x199, in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order stool below. 
79 C 668591—Shipping weight 18 pounds $35.97 
(12) 37-key Piano. 3 octaves. 235 x10* ax 1954 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order stool below 
79 C 6686 1L—Shipping weight 17 pounds $51.97 

(13) Piano Stool. For pianos (11) and (12), above. Brown 
molded plastic. 714-in. diameter, 8% in. high. 
49 C 6686 Shipping weight 12 ounces $2.99 

Phone ordering's e qu d easy way to buy 

(8) ThePianoSaurus. A "рте 
historic" musical dinosaur. 
KEYBOARD: 12 melody 
CONSTRUCTION. Green. high- 
impact plastic. 20x9x15 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Number coded 
instruction song book. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 C 66865C 1 

(9) Soprano Recorder 
in the key of C. 

Ideal instrument for beginners. 
Two well-tuned octaves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of 
plastic. Black body with white 
trim. 13%x1%x14 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Includes simpli 
fied playing instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 66728—W: 7 oz. $3.88 
Ug), Chirpee Spring Bird 

(hat bounces with feathers fly: 
ing. is brilliantly colored and 
chirps? Wh; 
CONSTR: Hi impact plastic 
and vinyl wit! uf y feathers. 
Rust-resistant steel os 
low body and feathers, 
and legs, blue eyes. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: one 
9-volt battery, sold bel 
49 C 66421—Wr. 9 oz. .85.99 
Heavy Duty 9-volt Battery. 

eight 2 oz. 
49046820 Ea Be 

SSORIES: Include color-coded instruction songbook 
and key chart to make playing easier. 

(14) Fun-filled 
Bugs Bunny® 

Rhythm Maker Set 
Get good vibrations with this 6-piece 

percussion set. Famous bun- 
ay's picture on tambourine, drum. 
SET INCLUDES: 64-in. all-metal drum 
with two 6-in. long wooden drumsticks. 
6-inch diameter metal tambourine with 
TTyvek* plastic bead. 2 steel cymbals, 4ta 
in. in diam. бї. long wooden block 
with 6-in. long wooden stick. Steel trian- 
fig, metal beater, 
"OR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 66459— Wt. 21bs. . 

DuPont Trademark. 
warmer Bros. Inc 1974 

45.99 

NC 

37-key Deluxe Spinet Piano 

15) 25-key Tabletop Piano 
has two fuil octaves. 

CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood, 
hardboard. Steel tone bar fitted 
with precision-ground alloy 
steel wires. Chromatically 
tuned. 16193419 inches high. 
Walnat finish. 
ACCESSORIES: Color-coded in- 
struction songbook, key chart. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 
79 C66857C . 

3 full octave span is chromatically 

tuned for an almost professional sound 

s5 197 
menos! изо 

25-key 
Table model 

Piano has 
2 octave span, 

chromatically 
tuned 

$2397 

(291. Sj Tebletop Pleno 
grand piano, 

CONSTRUCTION: Heri impact 

Pise. 3 detachable lege. Metal 
tone bar makes bell-like sound. 
Imported. Overall measure- 
ment 109 x10 91494 inches. 
ACCESSORIES: Color-coded i 
struction songbook, key chart. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49C66812.. 16.66 

15-key 
Mini-grand 

Tabletop Piano 

| $666 

/ m» [Sears] 553 
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(7). Piay-Doh Ри; 
Crank th k the chair ext 

49 C 1637 8— Shippi: 

554 [Sears] wo 



CRAYOLA CRAFT* ART KITS spark the imagination and start 
your child down the road to individual art and creative experiences 

(7 thru 15) Craft Kits 
FOR AGES: (7-11) 6 to 12 yrs. (12-15) 5 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(7) CRAYOLA CRAFT® Junior Art Workshop Kit 
KIT CONTENTS: CRAYOLA® products include 8 
crayons, sharpener, 8 fluorescent crayons, 12 colored 
chalks. Four Voz, jars of Artista tempera paints, 8 
watercolors, paintbrush, 2 sheets colored project pa- 
per, Pad of drawing paper, textured rubbing sheet, 
2. CLAYOLA clay, 2 mixing cups, full-color in- 

struction, project book. Corrugated cardboard case. 
49C16577-Shipping weight 2 Ibs. Kit 95.97 
e CRAYOLA CRAFTS Deluxe Art Workshop Kit 

TENTS: More items than Junior Art Kit 
above Jor wider range of creative fon: 16 crayons. 
sharpener, $ fluorescent crayons, 8 Easy-Offe стау. 
‘ons (2 wipe-off pads), 12 colored chalks, 3 jars fin- 
gerpaints (2 sheets fingerpaint paper). Eight Мот. 
jars of Artista® tempera paints, 16 watercolors, 2 
brushes, 4 sheets project per. pad of агам 
per, 4 stencils, textured heets, sheet of 
paper. 1-1Ь. CLAYOLAe clay (4 colors), spatula, 
plastic sculpting tool. pendil, 2 mixing cups, full-color 
instr. and project book. Vinyi-covered case. 

| 49C16465-Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz. Kit $13.99 
(9) CRAYOLA CRAFTS Clay Collage 
KIT CONTENTS Three Px! inch color coded ешр. 
Ser lourd CLAYOLA® modeling day (4 
colors à, 1 jar GLAZE-IT® 

49 C 16324 Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 12.02 Kit $3.66 
(10) Rainy Day, Any Day Activity Kit with clay 
KIT CONTENTS: 9x12-inch pad containing blank 
sheets of drawing, tracing and construction paper, Vy 
lb, CLAYOLAS clay. 16 CRAYOLA® crayons. 1*4- 
oz. bottle Firma-Grip art and craft glue. Plastic sds- 
sors, clay sculpting t 
49 С 16409—Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 1302. Kit 64.79 
(11) CRAYOLA CRAFTS Home Art Studio 
‘Two-sided hardboard art easel with plastic tray . . . 
use with or without detachable plastic legs. One side 
le a chalkboard, other side holds drawing paper 
Tray measures 25x17 in. wide, Easel, 38 in. high. 
KIT CONTENTS: 12 sticks Anti-Dust® chalk, 16 
CRAYOLA crayons, watercolor tray (16 tablets). 2 
paintbrushes, 2 water cups, six %-oz jars Artista® 
tempera paint (assorted colors). 6 sheets sketching 
paper, 2 sketch paper holding clips, instr. book 
79 C 16526C—Shpg, wt. 11 Ibs. 302. ..Kit 821.97 
(12) Doodle Board. Feed paper across 10%4x11-in. 
panel. Tear picture off at bottom. Even more fun. 
make a drawing up to 604% long! Plastic board, (0 ft. 
per гой. 3 fine-üne BIOS pens in red, green, blue. 

These Workshop Kits with carrying case enable 
young artists to draw and paint almost anywhere 

© 16896— Wt 2 iba. 6 or. Set 95.49 
Paper Refills. 2 rolls, ea. 1054 in. wide, 60 ft. long. 
49 C 1690—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. Pkg. 93.49 
(13) CRAYOLA CRAFT? Color-Me-Mugs® 
KIT CONTENTS: 2 thermal-insulated Color-Me 
drinking mues, 16 CRAYOLA crayons, 12 insert pa- 
pers (6 pagas basto Instruction sheet. 
BSc 10698— —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Kit $3.97 

(14) Super Heroes“ Light Up Drawing Desk 
KIT CONTENTS: Hiimpact styrene desk measures 

10442344 in. high. 12 tracing guide pages, 3 col 
pencils, 20 sheets tracing paper. 

ELEC. INFO: Translucent drawing surface desk, UL 
listed. 110-120-v. AC. Operates on 10-w. lamp (incl) 
49C 16422-Shipping weight 3 pounds... Kit $10.99 
*@OC Comes. ne 1977 
(15) CRAYOLAS Caddy 
KIT CONTENTS: Plastic CRAYOLA® caddy with & 
CRAYOLAS markers, 48 CRAYOLA® re 
yoz jars Artista tempera paint, water color 
(8 tablets), 2 brushes, set-up. instructions, 
49 C 163 Sê dor - ^ Kit $8.97 



(1) Diako-Graphic". Turn 
knob to set design pattern. 
Color the holes in screen to 
make design. 
CONTENTS. Plastic drawing 
board, 914x1114 in., 2 remoy 
able plastic screens, 3 felt-tip 
pens, paper. Imported. 
AGES. ORD INFO: 5 yrs. and 
up, Any felt pen can be used. 

pg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 C 16335 $7.99 
(2) Skedoodie* by Наз 
bro. Move the control stick. 
you can draw lines, curves. 
Grcles—even write your name 
on the Golden View Screen. 
To erase, flip over and shake. 
CONTENTS: Plastic 
T! 4x 1049x454 in. 12 Design 

liscs to create geometric de 
signs. Instructions. 
AGES, ORD INFO: 4 yrs., up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 o£. 
49 C 16584 
556 [Sears] 38% 

5747 

Children love to trace, draw and color. . . these 

Etch» Sketch® 
Creato words. designs 

Spider Men/Hulk® 

(3) Mighty Men & Monster Mak. 
er” by Tomy. Choose heads, bodies, 
legs from the interchangeable plates. 

e paper over plates and rub with 
as crayon . . . outline of scary 
or funny combinations oí monsters 
and men appear. 
CONTENTS: 18 reversible plastic 
plates including 3 mighty men, mum 
my, man-beast with tall, alien, ape 
man and Frankenstein-type monster. 
2 crayons, 4 colored pencils, 4 draw. 

storage tray and drawing 
М, inches. 

AGES. ORDER INFO: $ yrs., up. 
49 C 1644—WL 1 1b.6oz ...86.77 
4) Etch-a-Sketch® by Ohio Art. 
t's challenging fun to create pictures 

by controlling vertical lines with one 
knob and horizontal lines with the 
other. To erase picture, turn board 
over, shake, and start again. 
CONTENTS: Self-contained plastic 
SM ax 184 in. thick 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 yrs, up. 
49 C 16574—Wt. 11b. 1002.84.97 

Colortorms 

(5) PrestoMagiX Super Heroes? Pack 
Place the dry transfer pictures anywhere on 
full color background scene. 
CONTENTS: 5 packs, 614x914 inches; each 
with 26914 inch ind scene. Includes: 
Batman®* and Robin™*, Superman™*, Won: 
der Woman "*, Incredible Hulk"** and Spi 
der-Man™** 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 to 14 yrs. 
49 C 16448—Wt бог. $3.79 
9 Spider-Man/Hulk** Colorforms. Col 
orforms plastic really sticks 
CONTENTS: Vinyl plastic laminated to card. 
board, 27x12 in. wben open. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 11 yrs. 
49 C 16432—Wt 11b 202. $3.97 
(7) Hulk** Cartoon Set. Paint within lines 
on reverse side of pre-printed transparent 
sheet. Display cartoon in frames. 
CONTENTS: Six 9x10-in. sheets and frames, 8 
paint colors and 1 paintbrush. 

ORDER INFO: 6 to 16 yrs. 
9 C 16328—Wt 11b. 4 oz. .....Set 84.47 
M's and Ф DC Comics, ine TM and ф Marvel Comics Group 

ттм o B.C. бола Inc and Marvel Comics Group 

(8) Super Spirograph® by Ken- 
ner. Simple way to draw complex 
patterns with interlocking wheels. 
plus super-large shapes. 

paper and Instr. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 yrs., up. 
49C16346-Wt. 1 lb. боз. ..67.99 

(9) rite® by Hasbro. Lay 
picture outline under screen and 
turn on light. Insert colorful pegs to 
make your picture glow! 
CONTENTS: 16 pre-printed out- 
lines, 8 blank sheets. 9x13-in. plastic 
in 8 different colors. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed: 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. АС, 5-й. cord. On-off switch. 
Requires 25-w. bulb (not inci.) Not 
for under ages 4. 
AGES. ORD INFO: 4 yrs., up. 
49C16233-Wr. 3 ba. 
Lite-Brite Refill Set 
CONTENTS: 12 pre-printed pic- 
tures, 24 blank sheets, 160 pegs in 
different colors. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 9 oz. 
49 C 16947—Refill Set. 

(10) Mosaic Set. Create sen- 
tences and number calculations 
with plastic tiles. 

0.47 

marks), 224 mosaic tacks, 4 storage 
trays. Imported. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: $ yrs., up. 
49C16445-Wt. 1 lb. ...Set $3.99 
11) Peg Lite. Push button to 

light up your picture as you work. 
CONTENTS: 18 pre-printed sheets, 
12 with designs; 152 colored pegs to 
make slow in-the dark designs. 
Plastic peg box, 816%x2% in. high. 
Automatic shut-off. Imported. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: Uses 2 "D" 
batteries, not included. Order pack- 
age below. 4 yrs., up. 
49 C 16552—W 1 ib.. $5.99 

Peg Lite Refill Set 
CONTENTS: 152 plastic pegs. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 oz. 
49 C 16334—Refill Set ....61.97 

(12) Super Heroes? Pictures 
and 8-pencil Set 

CONTENTS: 8 Color-Vue pencils 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. 
49C1687-WL 14 ог... Set 83.99 

13) Deluxe Pencil by Number. 
avorite cartoon characters 

"spring" into action when colored 
pictures are completed. 
CONTENTS: 12 44-in. pencils, 12 
834x11 in. pictures: 6 of Scooby 
Doo and 6 of Flintstones. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. 
49 C 16398—Wt. 9 oz. .... $3.99 
©1977 Hanna-Barbera Enterpraes. Inc 

(14) Paint N Eniri. бамы T 
ors on tu: wi Pictures form quickly. 
CONTENTS: 12 coated 5x7-in. cards 
ре 14 coated 344x5-in. cards; 2 
frames; 4 plastic bottles of non-tox- 

ic paint colors; plastic unit 
10%x11%4 in. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: Motor oper 
ates on 1 “D” battery, not incl, or 
der below. 5 yrs., up. 49 C 2122—Wt 21bs. Joz 55.99 
Paint "N Swirl Refill Kit. 4 bottles 
of paint: 18 coated 5x7 in. cards; 18 
coated 34x5 in. cards. 
ORDER INFO: 
49C2124-Wr 1 Ib. 202. Kit $3.44 

ų of 2 "0" Batteries 
46329-Wt £oz.....Pkg. 790 



creative toys help make it easy and fun 

Super Heroes Pictures and 8 
Color Vue Pencils Set 



View-Master® 
Talking Reels in color 

49€ Se er Mons Do 49 C 1803; 

Star Wars™ ет" 
1 Movie 

Viewer 

5897 

HOW IT WORKS: Movie cassette snaps into 
Ward fax or dow Dy вота CHR Баа. ward, fast or .no 
batteries are needed. 
WHAT YOU GET: Star Wars” movie viewer 
And cassette. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: $ years 

low. and up. Order extra cassettes. A8 C 1647 Shoe wt Mor. m 
Extra Cassetes 
48 € 16474— bartie Ao А e Battie [n pace 

€ 17001—Alien” Terror 
Shog. wt. 4 oz. Each $4 44 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Disney 
Group Bugs Bunny ©1978 Wer 
Robert Ke 

а ine. Pope) 
ats Inc Sus Wars @ and Agr 1 esha? Assoc» 

Monster $1977 Muppets, Inc 

558 [Sears]... 

racers vien Danay Productions. SpiderMan E 1 

View-Master® non-talking 
Stereo Reels in color 

Super Value Reel Pack 
$599 25 

Pkg. of 30 Reels at this E Er gr rr в 
PACK ine DEE Fal tales; ‘LUDES: Fairy tales; cartoons, scenic 
travelogs and TV shows. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 4 years 
ASE 2009 080871 rts be ی وو 

Spider-Man™ 
Flash Camera 

$699 

HOW IT WORKS: Slip a standard 126 film 
cartridge (not inclu ) into camera, flip the 
lever until it st r- 
take a photograj 
shooting 

is necessary. 
= (not included) for all your indoor pic- 
ге taking. 
CONSTRUCTION Plastic and metal. биззам 
inches high. Imported. 
FOR AGES. 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING اس ogo ION: 
as Ppa weight 11 ounces. 

Features Syncicate. inc. Се; 
78. 79 Twenten Century. 

Kids will love seeing their favorite 
(1thru4) View-Master® 

jector and Viewers 
for talking and non-talking reels 

HOW THEY WORK: (1, projector, insert reel and. 
Кина scene on уш. Bor Cf nyt slip reel into viewer, 

source to see stereo scene. Flip lever 
10 change scenes. ‘or (3), press sound bar. 
WHAT YOU GET: C DET o Mah acar. . stan- 

viewer, 6 dard Storage canister, (2) 
A ر E iene he ook 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: For "n UL listed for 110-120- 
volts, 50-60 Hz. AC 3 loot cord. Includes amperes. 6-f 12-wolt zus 
СОЯ AGES: (1) not recommended for under 6 years. (2 thru 
4) 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: (1) Warranted 
Wie e сору, ме р, 2. (2 ) requires 2 

HE Sp 

(5) View-Master* Library Chest 
CONSTRUCTION. Red and white 

. Measures, for ey Beans des EDT 
RING INFORMATION: Se ng тет ios. —T] 

phuc Alkaline o, Batteries. Package of 2 49 C 46839—Shpg. wt. „Риа. #139 
Hard Alkaline USD Berries. Package 2 

49 C 46819—Shpg. wt. м #119 

Note: Win a trip to Disneyland. To get your Oficial En 
Blank, order Winniethe-Poc" ems (48 C 189 110 or 4 
083 1 Ehen Ms реро поо esga d of UN 1870 Carnes 

for details... . entries must be recewed by Feb, 15, 1 

Phone ordering s a quick 
and easy way to buy 

View-Master® Double-Vue $897 
automatic Movie Viewer uinou tene, 

HOW IT WORKS: Y. SS iue اا ا pip іа ово сабда. 

— тс oe conten Bet it over, reinsert in 

NE YOU сет Pase quies Plus cartridge "Super- 

«Each $4.44 

(7) Fisher-Price Movie Viewer Theater 
Watch a movie on your own private screen 

or flip a switch and show it on a wall 
HOW IT WORKS: Snap in a colorful 

). 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic viewer: 12x1 1324241144 in. EUM 
id 1 ps N i 
59 56 n pu 



movie and cartoon pals *come alive" with these Viewer Theaters 

Show 'N Tell® 
Phono Viewer™ 

See and hear Winn 

$4999 

KS: Put on record, slip. 
focus. Screen shows col 

lle record player provides 
keyed sound, May be used as solid. 

O: UL listed, 110 
43 watts. 5-0. cord. 

0 3% and up, not recom: 
mended for under 344 years o 
ORDERING INFORMATIO 
79C1804C- 4ог. $49.99 

(8 thru 11) Extra Film 
and Record Programs for 
Phono Viewer™ above 

T: Each package with 
3 different record/filmstrips. Each 
record and filmstrip lasts about 4 

rip has 15 ani 
nes which are synchronized 

record. Flip side ol record has 

(8) Goofy/Raggedy Ann & Anc 
Capt. Kangaroo- People Are Lik 
49 C 18042— 
(9) Robin Hood/C 
Kangaroo" Let's 
49 C 18041—Wt. 

Mickey Mouse/Bi 
hat do you say?” 
102. 56.4! 

11) Capt 
ook at Yourself" /3 Li 
Poppins. 
49€ 18043 

Buy the easy way-order by 



Y). KENSTRUCT* 
Skyscraper Ser 
$1766 

complete frontier town incl. 

(3) KENSTRUCT* 
interstate Highaey Set 

{1 thru 3) KENSTRUCT™ 3 е oo Design skyscrapers, famous 
buildings, highways, draw bridges ‘snap-together column, girders and 

FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
(1) Skyscraper Set. Working elevator with hand-operated hoist, $00 sil- 
ver-color plastic girders, columns and wall panels, 4 6x6 inch plastic bases, 
project book. Hi not included. Unassembled. 
49 C 16096—Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $17.66 
(2) „KENSTRUCT” Helmet. Child sized. White plastic. Age 7 to 12 yrs 
49 C 1601 Shipping weight 10 ounces $1.88 
3) Interstate Highway Set. Over 400 plastic pieces: columns, girders, 13 
leet of roadway, signs, project book. Helmet not included. Unassembled. 
49 C 16086—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces Set 914,87 

(4) Lincoln Logs Frontier Town Set. 430 pieces make a (5) Lincoln Logs Pioneer Cabin Sets 
and general store. SETS INCL: Assorted Min. thick wooden logs; grooved to fit 

T INCLUDES Assorted Minch thick wooden logs, grooved together, plastic gables, chimneys, roof pieces, instr. 
to fit together, Plus roof panels, gables, signs, chimneys and — 266-piece Set. For ages 4 to 10 years hitching post. Instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
49 C 1678—Shipping weight 8 pounds 

49 C 16124—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 12 oz. $15.99 
139-piece Set. For ages 4 to 10 years. 

$24.99  49C16125—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 9.99 

Meccano* 
Construction Set 

$1899 

Educational building set lets your 
child construct realistic models of 
airplanes, cars, trucks, helicopters 
or robots. 
SET INCL: 261 plastic pieces . 
nuts, boits, girders, wheels, axies 
and plates in red, yellow and blue 
colors. With colorful decals. Easy to 
understand instr. manual. 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO; Unassembled. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 
49 C T6074. $18.99 

Phone ordering's а quick and 
easy way to buy. 

46) BRIX BLOX™ 
бацөгу-орегә! 
remote ома 
Power Ki 

Save 33 on 20 zd (0 
when 75, bu an 
ended BRIX BLOX Sd 
sold on p. 561. Remote 
control unit with 3-posi- 
tion switch for forward, 
stop and reverse motion 
lets you control your 

SET INCLUDES: Power 
unit. axles, wheels, 
treads, pulleys. block 

instr. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12. Due to 
small , not m. for children under 
ORDER INFO: Uses 2 T 

p^ of 2 "C" Batteries. 
E wt. 4 oz. 
49 C 46319 ...Pkg. 790 
(7) BRIXBLOX” 

Space Station 
Build the Station at right 

SET INCLUDES: Snap-to- 
getber blocks made of 
non-toxic, washable 
tic. 200 pieces build 
Station, eed and 
Moon Ve 
FOR AGES: Sio 12 years. 
Due to small pieces, not pe 

ORDER INFO: 
wt 1 Ib. 20z 

E бов 55.99 
(8) BRIXBLOX* 

Vehicle Set 

SET INCL: Snap-together 
blocks of non-toxic, wash- 
able plastic, 4 bases with 
wheels, doors that open. 
Instructions incl. 

FOR AGES: 5 to adult. 
Due to small parts, not 
recommended for children 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 10 oz. 
49С 1615 1399 

(9) BRIXBLOX 
Storage Bucket 

m fear BRIX BLOX 
. bucket made of 
ylene: snap-on lid. 

QRDERING £o. 

Eri 15.03.99 

Ramagon® Buildin 
Sets x 

FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORD. INFO: Unassembled. 
380-piece Set. With 96 
ramagons, 192 3i4-in, 

12 dhrin. spokes, 
16 triangular, 16 square 
panels, 40 clips, 8 tire 

4 be dor. 
49 C NO. 02999 
240-piece Set. With 64 



Snap-together BRIX ВОХ“ Sets 
let you build hundreds of toys that move! 

Ramagon Building Set: 
— = 

BUILDING SETS 

au [Sears] 561 

$2999 | $1887 



Build real working machinery 
with thi 

562 [Sears| 

Extra-mde 
Giant Girder 

Plastic Storage Ch: 
gets it thru 4) at right. With car 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 1685—Wt. 2 ibs, 802... 

Erector Sets. . . the creative construction toys to grow up with 
(1 thru 4) Erector® Sets with transformer and/or battery-powered motors 
SETS INCL 20x30-in. viny! blueprint, instr, booklet and assorted Erector hardware 
incl: tools, pulleys, plates, axles, nuts, bolts, tires and wheels. Sets (1. 2) incl, pow: 
ermatic transformer for 3-speed motor plus 2-way superhoist. Set (1) also has 1 
speed motor run by batteries. Motors on sets (3, 4) run by batteries. Sets (1, 2, 3) 
include Giant Girders. 

Steel and plastic hardware, metal and plastic motors, plastic tires. 
NFO. Transformers on sets (1, 2) are UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-cycle, AC. 3 

FOR AGES. Sets (1, 2) for 8 years to addit. Sets (3, 4) 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Shipped unassembled. Order from chart below. Sets (1, 3, 4) require 
2 "D^ batteries, not included. Order package below. 

I Pome Um E] TUE Gam [Tee | caos 
See [wor T Supp Жылт [ез etel Num: 

(D 900 |5-1peedfTransformeruperholst. AAA emote-control | 18 | sea 49 C 1617 ресеЧ peed| Batteries battery case 
(2) 655 [y-speediTranstormeriSuperhoist. sen rm 
0709 | seed Batteries = 

red Batteries [Battery clips 
49 C 46849—DicHord Alkalıne "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2, Wi. 1008. . .-Pkg. 81.59 

Motorized Land and Water Construction Set 
расе Set 48-piece Set 

м without Just snap together he dear, | $2997 сте, | $1597 o 
Dast gear capsules to build 
modes. . you cen eee Build a variety of working models 
the operating gears run race car, bulldozer, boat. Simple to as 
with precision accuracy semble, no tools needed. Built-in motor 

runs in 2 directions on land and water. 
Clear, plastic building capsules let you 
жее moving gears in action. Instr, incl 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Warr. by 
Play Jour. Write for free copy, p. 322. 99. 
рс. set uses 3 “AS 48-рс. set 1 "AA" 
Battery not incl, order pkg. below 

90-piece Set. Builds 5б models 
49 C 16007—Wt 4 lbs. 4 oz. ...829.97 
48-piece Set Builds 22 models 
49 C 16004—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ...915.97 
Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 
49 C 46819—Wt 2oz......Pkg. 91.19 



Type homework. stories. 
(11103) 
KEYBOARD: (1) 3-row 27 characters 
3-row 54 characters 
tion marks: figure shift key. (3) 3-row 
small letters, numerals, fractions and punctuation marks; figure 
back space key, capital shift key 
CARRIAGE: (1) with return carriage. 
riage release; automatic 
with carriage return, line roll-up lever 
automatic ribbon reverse. Deluxe dec 

Hi-impact plastic fr 

Toy Typewriters 

Toy Typewriters. Perfect gift for little writers, 

26 capital letters, numerals, fractions and punctua. 

letters to your friends 

26 capital letters plus period. 

80 characters . . . types c 

2) with carriage return lever and car. 
ribbon reverse; takes full-size typing paper. (3) 

paper release, adjuster; paper scale; 
ve trim. 

ime. Steel mechanical parts. Imported. 
O. Order extra ribbons below. Instructions incl 

Lie a years! red [бук 10x 354 „г 
Learner” land up, in 14901603412 Iba 1402| 017.99 

T "Secretary" [6vean green] IIx 
and up x444 in. highl49C16725Í5 Ibe. 1202] — 2299 

G7 Holiday Туе years Tir 05: x 
мү sc1670 |S ibe. Gor] 2699 

Extra Black Ribbons for ()—Pka- of? ABC 16700) Tos Pis 2 44 
Extra Blue Ribbons for (2 and 3>—Pkg. of 2.. j49C16057 102]Pkg- 244 

(4 апа 5) Play Cash Registers let kids ring up sales 
(4) Push-button Cash Register 
with 11 keys. Ring up sales by 
pushing one of 9 numbered keys 
Amount is visible from front. back. 
2 keys open cash drawer, clear reg: 
ister. Incl. receipt pad. holder, pa 
per play money. Imported. 

teel frame, chrome-color 
63x67 in. high. 
3 to $ years. 

ORDERIN 
49C16041-Wt. 2 ibs. 202. .46.99 

NFORMATIO 

(6) Wiz-a.Tron" Calculator 

Deluxe Cash Register with 

lever opens cash drawer 
unt is visible in window. Re 

ider clips onto regis 
money. гесе 

adout. Then ans 
со t, probier answer letters “EEE” f 
appear. After thi correct answer ai shows. Adds. sub 
tracts, multiplies, divides, answers in remainders 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy plastic, 3\ ух1х$ inches high 
FOR AGES: $ years and up. 

О: Instr. incl. Requires с 
by Texas Instruments, Inc. Write for 
49 C 16707 
DieHard Alkaline 9-volt Battery 
49 C 46859—Shipping жеш! 

(7) Bugs Bunny Toothbrush 
Stand. Battery powered. Stands 
alone or mounts on wall (screws 
incl), High-impact nylon, 
metal. 2 child-size toothbrushes 
6! 4x13 4x9 in. hig! 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 alkaline 
“D" batteries, order pkg. below 
Toothpaste not incl. Imported. 
49C16705-Shpg. wt. 11b. ... $5.29 
Toothbrush Refills. Pkg. of 4 
49C 1621—Wt. 102, Pkg. 99c 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkk. 
49C46849-Wt. 10 ог. ..Pk& 
Bugs Bunny. Ф 1978 Warner Bn 
(8) Mosier Jr. Double-door Safe 
Combination safe and bank. One 
working 2-number combination lock 
opens both doors. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge steel. 
9х6х7 in. high. Hinged doors. 
FOR AGES: $ years and up. 
ORDERING INFO. WL 3 lbs 12 oz. 
4905017 45.97 

Shipping weight 6 ounces 

battery, order below. Warranted 
rec copy, see page 322. 

815.99 

Each $149 

9) Yin. diameter 
World Globe 

Highly detailed, multicolored 
lobe rotates on meridian guide 

а УМ: Steel and plas 
с. 9-inches in diameter. 11%4 

inches hig! 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz 
49 C 1657 1699 
(10) Buck Stops Here Bank 
Insert coin with cashier, hit but 
ton correctly and he passes coin 
to guard, hit button again and 
guard passes coin to bookkeeper 
who passes it to bank president 
who deposits coin in vault 
CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact 
plastic, 7x2x9 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO " 
Shipping weight 
49 C 5032 5474 



These Chalkboards reverse to 
wipe-off surface for crayons 

( 1 and2) ‚stabie-height Easels. You can use both sides 
at once. Adjust "1t for proper fit for your child. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood frame and chalk tra, hardboard 
board Bine chalkboard work анасы. Reverse dds 
lean for finger painting; show movies on it. 
ACCESSORIES: Pallet with water colors, brush, paint pan. box of 
crayons, box oí chalk, 2 erasers, 2 clips, art paper, 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembied, instructions included. 
(1), Easel with storage tray and two work surfaces. 24х16- 
in. boards, dark finish. Overall height 46% inches. 
79 C 17574L weight 13 pounds ...92299 
(2) Easel with 2 work surfaces. 20x14 in. boards. 43 in. 
79 C 17572C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 10 ounces ..$14.99 

(3) Reversible Blackboard. Reverses to magnetic side. 
CONSTRUCTION: All wood. One black chalkboard side, magnet 
ic surface on reverse side. Built-in shelf is 234x114 in. The 
boards, 18x24 in. Overall, 17x25! ax42 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: 36 magnetic spelling letters, box of chalk, wipe- 
off crayons for white magnetic surface, eraser. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions, hardware incl 
79 C 16018C— Shipping weight 12 pounds $ ounces .. 0 15.99 

(4) Little Learners Double-sided Chalkboard 
CONSTR. Wood frame with tubular aluminum legs. Blue chalk- 
board reverses to white wipe-oíf surface for crayons, finger 
painting or movies. Board, 23x17 in. 26Y4x19x42 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Chalk, eraser and wipe-olf crayons. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembied, instructions included. 
79 C 17568C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $9.99 

(5) Portable Peg Chest. Take it along where ever you go. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood and hardboard with blue chalkboard 
that reverses to white wipe-off surface; slides out to reveal stor 
age area. 15!4x14!4x174 inches high. 
ACCESS. Chalk, eraser, wipe-off crayons, pegs, mallet. 

GES: 3 yrs. and up. Not for ages under 3, small parts. FOR 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled, 
49 C 17522—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces $4.99 

(6) Arts and Crafts Studio Cabinet with over 15 projects 
SET INCLUDES. Acrylic paint, fabric paint, water colors, felt tip 
markers, oil pastels, charcoal stick, paint brushes, mixing cup, 
pallet, easel, sketch pad, painting boards, printed fabric. Plus 
tracing patterns, pennants, labels, stencil and instructions. 
Wood box with handle, 13x9x3 in. deep. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 2066 — Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $1197 

(7) Junior Art and Activity Chest. 16 page activity book. 
SET INCL: 16 page coloring book, 8 regular crayons, 8 wipe-otf 
crayons with plastic sheet, tempera paints, chalk, Erase-a-slate, 
finger paints, clay, water colors, plastic shaping tool, stencils, 
drawing pad, 2 brushes, construction paper. 
FOR AGES ORDERING INFO: 4 to 8 years, 
49 C 1642—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces ^ 2999 



TAI 
uered paint finish. Plastic saddie seats, Blue 

Ghaikboard tops slide for access to storage or flip 
over to wipe-off crayon surface. Shelves. 
ACCESSORIES: Tray of $ watercolors, brush. 

has chalk, eraser, cra) рај 
two ol each. Single table has one of each. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 t0 7 ra. Unassem- 

instructions, hardware 

(8) oH eg er papat ort gri 
Шо. аз in. high. 2 сап work at ona 

© 16035C- Shipping weight 17 Im. ..$24.99 
(9), Sinoie Table. 2 shelves. 251181422 inches 

overall. Seat measures 12 inches high, 
тас wt. 11 а. Soz. .....915.99 

(10) Schoothouse-styie Desk and Bench 

matching bench, Footrest, ink well. Desk top lifts 
to reveal 14x1714-in. Storage ares with wipe-off 

surface, Обох 182, in. 12 in. high. crayon 
ACCESSORIES: Crayons, chalk, eraser, slate, wa. 
tercolor palette, brush and paper. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. Unassem 
bied, introctions and hardware inchudad. 
79 C 165 13C—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. 8 ог.....012.99 

(11) Activity Table with materials 
CONSTR: Wood, hardboard and tubular pal 
Süide-out blue chalkboard removes to 
board. Seat. 12 in. high; TIVA Sh 084 in high 
ACCESSORIES Chalk. eraser, pegs, mallet. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. Not for 
ages under 3, small parts. Pani assembled, in- 
structions and hardware inci 
79 C 17503C—Shpg. wt oie о. $9.99 
(12) Talk-to-Me" Player and Book. Place play. 
єт over mini records laminated to book and 
player "tells" story, adds exciting sound ef 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Plastic. SYyx3tax2%4 in. 
high. Comes with one book . 
Ghost Chasers@*. Order 0° 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. Requires 2 
Alkaline "C" batteries, order pkg. below. Warrant 
ed by Fisher-Price, write for copy, p. 322. 
49 C 18015—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 102. $23.77 

Diederd Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
9 C 46839—Shipping weight 5 oz. ..Pkg. $1.39 

Talk-to-Me” Books (not shown). Use with Talk- 
to-Me Player above. 6 different books. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 18022— Winnie the Pooh 

«1. 
61. 1958) Ov Seuss 

Children's Television Vs 
Characters © Walt Deney 

(13) Winnie-the-Pooh Typewriter, When keys 
are struck and carriage moves left, a letter appears 
in window on carriage. A related picture and word 
follow. Plastic. Влах, inches high. Imported 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. Win а trip 
10 Disneyland. To get your Officia! Entry Blank, 
order this Winnie-the-Foob iter, see р. 2 of Sears 
1979 Christmas Catalog for details. . . entries 
must be received by February 15th, 1980. 
49 C 167 140—Shpg. wt. 115. 11 oz. 19.49 
(14) Wise "М Timer. Helps teach children to tell 
time. Push button on left, minute hand advances 5 
minutes; hour hand moves like real clock. Push 
button on right, eyes open and show time on clock 
in numbers. Plastic. 714x334x914 in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 7 
years. Imported. Instructions included. 
49 C 17712—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1002. $4.99 

(18) Buster the Balancing Bear. Buster com 
pares weights of numerals 1 thru 9 and plastic ap 
ples. If weights are equal, Buster rings his bell. If 
weights are unequal, Buster looks very downheart 
ed. All combinations of numbers and apples are in 
correct weight proportions. Plastic, 8% in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 17702—Shipping weight 13 or. $5.97 
(16) Momon Match Ge Game. Remember which 
siding key hi tching picture, word. Incl. 3 
cards, 6 games. 14!4x11!5x2!; in. high. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. Instr. in- 
cluded. Order extra card set below. 
49 C 16579— Shps. wt. 2 Ibs, 202. 95.99 
Memory Match Card Set (not shown). Math and 
picture dictionary. 6 cards, 12 games. | 
49 C 1661—Shipping weight 10 az. 



ATRIPTO 

isneyland. 

Rock 
Not only décorative but a great Busch Rocker Ў, 

д place to store your toys. too Fa 

Sunny Bunch" Roll Top Desk and Chair (3) Sunny Bunch" Coach Toy С 
IUCTION: Hardboard and board construc. CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood and hardboan 

ves behind door. Pink steel handles and plastic casters. Pink and cre 10 desk 
cream-color nigh, Writing jurface, 24448101, in.; isb. + in. high. 
measures 28x1614x33 ín. high overall. Matching F 

huir. seat is 1213 in. high. N 
FOR AGES. 3 to 10 years. inci. Not intended 
ORDER NEC: Unaarenbied instru 79С90364С0—5 
79 © 91238С0-—®мррищ weight 3 SS pounds: ...®35.99 (4) Sunny Bunch" 

(2) Sunny Bunch" Valet. Laminated artwork. nd ple Creme 
CONSTR: Wood, hardboard with pink and cream-color fin- 12 in. ah Cloth. pc 
БР. Seat lifts tà reveal storage, 1115x8421 in. deep. Н ep 

тойа. 914214552 inches high. 1f mailed, lakes 15-1b, rate, see page 322 
AGES. ORD INFO 31 yrs. Unassembied. Instr. inc 79 C 9044410. pping weight 10 рс 
79 C 90386CO Shipping weight 8 pounds .....$1399 Се 

Rocker. Lan 

cushion. 
y assembled. 

..$18.99 

(5) Snuggle up in (6) Tea time Table 
Big Bird Chair and Chair Set 

79 € 90296C ... Sct $19.88 



Swoosh-down into the soft 
seating of Inflatable 

Furniture for small bodies 
7-piece Inflatable Furniture Set 

Sofa, 36x20x12 

the Performing Pup Bean 

Bean Bag 

st-resistant zipper. 

8 yrs. Assem 

796902561. 
79C90254L 
(13) Bean Bag Occasional Chair and Ot. 
toman. F inyl. Soft expanded 

uble-locked zippe 
24x18x20 in. high: 

hes high 
lean. 

at) is for Children 

AY FURNITURE 



( 1 thru 4 ) "Happy Valley" 
design Play Furniture 

(1) 3-piece Table Ensemble 
CONSTRUCTION: All wood and hardboard with bright 
decorations. 3'-cubic foot storage space under bench 
seat to help keep toys neat and orderly. White non- 
toxic lacquer finish. Set Includes: 1 table, 2 deacon's 
benches. 24*44x16x21-in. high table. 23x14x25-inch 
high benches (including back). 
FOR AGES. 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Instruc 
tions included. Toys, dishes not incl 
79 C 90277 C—Shps. wt. 32 Ibs. $37.99 

(2) Deacon's Bench only 
79 C 90345C—Shpg, wt, 12 lbs. 602... Es $14.99 

(3) Bookshelf Storage Chest ` 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood and hardboard. Sliding chalk. 
board storage doors. White non-toxic lacquer finish. 
32x18x33%4 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO. Unassembled. Instructions, eraser \ 
Chalk included. Toys not included. 
79 C 90348C—Wt. 21 Ёз. 12099 
(4) Toy Toter 
CONSTRUCTION: Rolls on plastic casters. Tubular 
aluminum handles. Wood-reinforced hardboard. White 
non-toxic lacquer finish. Measures 24x16x22 inches 
higi | FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Instruc 
tions included. Toys not included. 
79 C 9035 1C—Shipping wt. 11 Ibs. $1199 ] 

(5thru 8) 
Colonial-style Rockers | 

CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic, maple-finished (except 
(8): dark-maple finished). All are of hardwood con 
struction 
FOR AGES. 11; years and up. 

(5) 27-in. high Rocker with attached music box 4 
color stencil d on headboard. 12! qx10-inch. seat, 
10 inches from floor. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 C 9045 1C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 12 oz. 119.99 
(б) 23.in, high Rocker with attached music box. 1 
color stencil design on headboard. 11%4x9% „inch seat, 
9 inches from floor. 
ORDERING INFO Partly assembled. 
79 C 90445 C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 1202. 115.99 
7) 21-1. high Rocker. i-color stencil design on 

idboard. 11!3x10-in. seat, 814 inches from floor. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 C 9044 1C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 12 oz 59.99 
{®) 23)gin. high Rocker with printed cushions 
'olyurethane-foam cushions covered with cotton. 

12x14-inch seat. 9 inches from floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. Partly assembled. 
79 C 90435C— Shipping wt. 8 Ibs. 31299 | 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It” | 
see Big Book or ask for details 

Rockin’ the 



Polyethylene and vinyl 
Toy Chests are toys, too 

(1) Little Tikes Football To: 
Box. A place to store 
your athletic equipment as well as 
your toys. 
CONSTR: Sturdy, molded 
ethylene plastic. Lift-of = 
Brown, white (ootball-ahape. 
2822014520 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 10 years. 
QRDER INFO: Toya not included. 

NT 
FOCS IBEN. "i ife. БЯ 88 

@ e Little A fe Frog Toy Chest 
and pat in 

юрю Sim: them neat, enay to 

CONST: Sturdy, molded polyeth- 
ylene plastic. Lift-up top with 
steel hinges. Use indoors or out. 
Green. 22-in. diam., 24 in. high. 
FOR AGES. 2 to 8 years. 
ORD. INFO: Toys not incl. If 
mailed, takes 15-0. rate, see par- 
ost info. p. 322. We 1 bs Bo cel post! 

79 C91137L 

(3) Little Tikes Apollo Toy 
Box 

Not only can you store your 
in this simulated space capsul 
IST 

steel hinge. Use indoors or out. 
Blue see-thru plastic window. 
Red, white and blue trim. 24-in. 
diam., 25 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Tors not in- 
cluded. If mailed, takes 15- 

79 C91135L ..........918.88 

(4) Adventure Mountain Toy 
Box 

Drive your mini-cars over the 
rugged mountain roads on top. 

CONSTR: Rotocast hyiene. 
Lift-up top. Use or out. 
Top shaped like mountain with 
roads, terrain. Tan-color. 20-in. 
diam., 29 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Toys not nd, и 
mailed, takes 15-6. rate, p. 3 
Foco i isei We siba 019.59 

Upholstered wood Toy 
and ali-wood Chests 

(5) Upholstered Toy Chest 
CONSTR: Sturdy wood frame 
covered with heavy-gauge, leath- 
Stock vinyl. Cotton padding. 
Steel lid support. Vinyl is saddle- 
color, 3014x16x1314 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORD, INFO: Te not ba, Us Unas 
sembled, instr. 
TSCO1133C Wt wits $18.99 
(6) Allwood Toy Chest 
CONSTRUCTION: Unfinished, 
solid wood lid and sides. Hard- 
board bottom. Metal hinges keep 
lid open in any position. 
3JOx16%x15% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. In- 
structions, 
79C9049C- We 251 ste 1023.99 

m , ~ eye wet 
Toy 

CONSTR: Sturdy wood 
tion with maple finish. Hi 

Safety lid support. Brass. plated 
hawre, 32x10 д2! 
FOR AGES: 1 to 12 years. 
ORO. INFO: Toys not incl. Unas- 
sembled, instr. 
79C90495L-Wt. 44 Ihn. $34.99 

qu AY FURNITURE 
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5-pc. Table and Chair Set 
wah Doodles design 

" dy, wi 
Tables: 20 in 

pe-clean 

дей 
5-pc. Butcher Block-look 
Table and Chair Set 

R: 24x30-in. tabletop 
h-pressure melamine lami 
atch resistant. Cocoa-co 

with plastic backs and seats 
for storage 
79 C 90366L—Shpg. wt. 29 lbs 
Extra Chair for (2) 
Same as chairs described in (2) above. 
79 C 90322C— Shpg. wt. 4 Ёз. 8 oz. 

4c 

Steel and plastic 
Child-size Furniture. . . takes hard use, 

but it's so easy to care for 

р 
high. Seat ht. 12 in. 

N: Unassembled. In 

h Micarta® Brand 
tain, burn anc 

edges. 
all 

Set $32.99 

$6.79 

3) 5-pc. Doodles-design 

colored 
storage 

Shipping weight 28 pou 
79 C 903121 
Extra Chair for (3) or (4). 
Same as above 
79 C 90324C-Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. 

Set $26.99 

3679 
(4) 3-pc. Hearts 'n Flowers 

Table and Chair Set 

pping weigh 
79 C 903161 
(5) 3-pc. Nursery rhyme-design 

hair Set 
tabletop w 

on edges. 2 
Shipping weight 18 pounds. 

79 C 90294C Set $11.97 

4 



$-pc. Coloniahstyie 
Table and Chair Set 
$3197 

Child-size Furniture on this page 
made of solid wood and wood products 

Child-size Wood Furniture 
RA О NG INFORMATION: 2 to 8 уе 

tions and hardware are included. If mailed, (6) takes 1 
(6) Sears Best (8) 3-pc. Colonial-style style Rocker Tabie and Chair Set 

h а dark Tabletop and chair 
design. 30 in. high is and backs made of particle board 

with laminated walnut finish 
18x24 inches wide. 18% inches high. 2 

79 C 90408L—Wt. 19 Ibs. Set $21.97 
(9) 5-рс. Colonial-style 

Table and Chair Set 
NSTR. Table, chairs made of particle 

. non-toxic 
wood veneer. Hardwood legs, 

x26 in. wide, 
rs, each 24 in, high. 

Side Chairs for 3-pc. Set (7) 13% ` Seat height: 
match омей 

lbs. Set $21.99 79 C 90401L—Wt. 44 Ibs. Set $31.97 

bt: 1134 in. “N” suffi 
0406N—W'. 39 Ibs. Ser 



Je Executive Desk 
and Chae Set 
$2399 

Acceaenes rot 

Rolltop Desa 
and Chair Se 
$3399 

vonointers: 
soid on 

Rocking Chair 
$1999 

CHILD-SIZE Desk with 
Chair Sets and Rocker 

Y thru 4) Desk and Chair Sets, Rocker 
ms 1, J and 4, 4 to 10 years; item 2, 3 

to 8 years 
RDER MATION: Unassembled. In 

structions and hardware are included. 

(1) Rolktop Desk and Chair 5 
INSTA Has easy-to-roll-up top. 8 compartments 

for keeping items neat and orderly plus 2 large 
shelves behind door for papers, books, etc. Made 
of sc hardboard, particle board for sturdi. 
ness and durability. Dest sop: 24091003 in. Overall 
dimensions: 28x1614x33 in, Matching chair with 
woodgrain hardboard seat, tubular frame with nat- 
ural finish. Seot height: 12 in. 
79 C 91232C—Shpg. wt. 3$ lbs. Set $33.99 

Upholstered Rocker. This classy-looking 
rocker is fully upholstered in heavy-gauge leather 

ny! 
R оп padding over solid wood 

rame. Deco: ings on front. Hardwood 
teambent rockers. 19x22%4 in. high. 14%4x14Urin 

seat. Seat 
79 C 90464C—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs +1999 

(3) Pigeonhole Desk and Chair Set 
CON: CTION Solid wood frame, wood-grained 
hardboard tops, sides, shelves. Desk top: 355017 

21 in. from floor. Shelves on lower desk: 94 4x16 
in., 814x216 in. Overall height: 36% in. Pigeonboles 
(each 41714 in. wide. Hutch rises 15 in. Top shelf 
(hutch): 6%, in. deep. Matching chair with wood- 
grained hardboard seat, tubular aluminum frame 
(brown). Seal height: 12 in. 
79 C 91225C—Shipping wt. 32 lbs. . .Set $28.99 

4) "Junior Executive" Desk and Chair Set 
UCTION: Solid wood frame, wood-grained 

hardboard tops, sides, shelves. Desk top: 34x17 in. 2 
shelves, each 154x16¥14 in. Overall height: 2244 in. 
Matching chair with wood-grained hardboard sea 
ubular aluminum frame, natural finish. Seat height 
12 in 
79 C 91216C—Shpg. wt. 24 lbs, Set $23.99 

asy way t 



Wireless 
Walkie-Talkies 
go anywhere 

kidscango... 
Send or receive messages from 
across the street, room to room. 

or try the moon! 
deal for bikes. camping. hiking trips 

Militery style 
Welle Telves 

when you buy 
(7) with (8) 

Talkies and Base Station 
ase. Solid state circu 

860 Mi 

Send messages between this 
Base Station and Walkie-Talkies 

. - -Or just listen to 
CB'ers or AM Radio 

»$1322,, | 32849 
Barteres rot ncucec 

enna (6) flexible antenna. 
x3 x2 in. 

Pair $18.99 
6) Police-style Walkie Talkies. Bl 
49 C 66019—Shipping weight 1 p Pair $18.99 
7) Sp nd Telescopic 

n back of case 

ch $12.99 
49 C 66024 23.79 
8) Space Helmet Walkie-Talkies. F 

strap. Flexible as 
urethane foam p 
49 C 66683— Whit Each $16.99 
Save $6 when you 
49 C 66617—Shipp 2398 

styling. Has flexible a: 
Pair $13.99 

Child's Bası m tions on any of 40 CB nolo. You cane walkie-talkies. Detachable ELECTRONIC 
tm Telescopic anti e. 49 TOYS and KITS 

Die Hard 9-volt Alkaline Battery 
49 C 46859—Shpg. wt. 202 Each 1.49 



bber tube with fabr 
у $ webbing s: 

ded. 

36-inch diameter 
49 C 28522—Shi; 
42inch diameter 
4 

Bouncin" 
Backyard 

Fun 



ORDERING INFORMATION 
"C TRAY instructions. 

ne e TE 

Phone ordering s 
8 quick and 

easy way to buy 

(13) Flingers" 

it toss "em о id score! 
May be used indoors or out. 
SET INCLUDES: Four 12-inch 
zs inflatable viny] Flingers 

h полаб weighted bottoms 
ft. square vinyl target. 

FOR AGES: 4 years and 
for ages under 3 due to ne 

ORDERING INFORMATION: In- 
flatable by mouth. 

Pete Ros: р Batting itch to bottom 

Practice” 

Nerf® 
Soccerball 

(14) Pete Rose Batting Practice". It’s the easy way 
to learn Big. е hitting skills. Stretch ball back, flip 
it. Pitch high or low, fast or slow. 
SET INCLUDES. 2V inch diameter sponge rubber base: 
ball attached to 15-ft. long adjustable nylon-covered 
stretch cord. Plastic base measures 5x&x15-in. high. 
FOR AGES: $ years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Fach amcabied Instr. I 
49 C 28269— Shipping weight UTR #1247 
{15 and 16) Меге Sport Balls. Safe, soft, squeeza 
bie, polyurethane foam. Protective cover. 
(15) Nerfé Football. 10 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
49 C 28035—Shipping weight 8 ounces 13.49 
(16) Nerf® Soccerbali. 8-inch diameter, 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
49 C 294 18—Shipping weight 10 ounces $4.99 
(17) 3-way Pitch Net. Curved frame returns pitches 
$s бик. eroupdera or line drives without adjustiog unit 
Tubular steel frame 38x56-in. high. yellow baked-enamel 
finish. White nylon net is attached with steel springs and 
"S" book. Red-marked strike zone. Two steel ground 
stakes support frame. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. Ball not incl. 
79 C 28063C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 4 oz. ...81299 
(18) Pitch and Catch. Legs adjust to 4 positions for 

and fielding. Tubular steel frame 38-in. square. 
'ellow Чече finish. White nylon net is attached 

with steel. "S" hook. 2 steel ground stakes. Use 
indoors or out. Red ribbon marks strike zone. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. Ball n. 
79 C 28074C- Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. КТ 
(19) Archery Set. Bow: break resistant fiber glass, 

grip: 42 inches when straight; includes string 
cord bow string. Arrows: four 18-inch lacquered. crested 
and fletched wood arrows. suction cup tips. Hardboard 
target: 224x224 inches. 4-color regulation markings. 
Vooden trii 

FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 29773C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. . Set $5.99 

3-way Pitch Net 

returns fly balls 
Pitch to top returns grouncers 

itch and Catch Pitch a perfect strike . ? 
and catch it You're out! 

18-0. arrows have 
Suctoncup tps 

SPORTS TOYS 
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Exercise and Sports Equipment 

Exercise Mat (1) 
and Barbell and 
Dumbbeil Set (2) 

S1898 

Es $444 
$ d Save $1 on each bag 

EN when you buy any two bags or more 
99 1 — 

In POC 

Save $3.00 when you buy 
(5) and 

u 
Sports Locker (5) and Coat Rack (6) 

298 



give your kids the look and feel of an athlete 
(1) Hulk Exercise Mat. Use indoors or 
out. Great for jumping and tumbling. 
CONSTR: Heavy-duty polyethylene-coated 
material. Folds up for storage. $3x26x1 in. 
thick. White with green and purple trim. 
ORDER INFO: Ages 2 years and up. 
79 C 291857C—Wt. 3]bs. 8 oz. $999 
t Varvel Comes G: 
(2) Barbell/Dumbbell Set. 34 in. plated 
steel bar. 4 weight plates, 2 dum! use 
empty or fill with water or sand (not incl). 
ORDER INFO. Ages 8 years and up. 
79 C 28152C— Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. .....811.99 
Mat (1) and Barbeil/Dumbbeil Set (2) 
79 C 29217C2—Wt 7 Ibs. 1202. ..818.98 
(3) Red or Blue Sports Bags 
CONSTR: Lined vinyl bags with four-color 
imprinting on both sides. Two vinyl handles. 
Barrei-shaped, top zipper. 15x8x8 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. each 7 oz. 
49 C 28 166—Red Bag 
49 C 28167— Blue Bag 
Price when you buy any 2 bags or more 
Each 53. 
(4) Personalized Backpack. For books, 
lunches. toys. Rayon, linen. Snap pocket 
front, zippered pockets. Attractive buckles. 
Straps, large storage compartments. Adj. 

бет straps. 15х14х15 in. Import. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Front pocket 
has snap-off fiap. Send flap in for embroidery 
of name or initials; allow about 4 weeks. Pre- 
paid envelope, instructions included. 
49 C 13351— Wt. 11b. 2 oz. $6.99 
(B) NFL Sports Locker. Sturdy, officially 
licensed sport equipment locker of wood, 
hardboard. Blue finish with “pro sports” art 
work on door. Clothes rod, storage shelf. 
13x13x42 in. high. Ages 3 years up. See 
ote below, right. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. 
79 C 28026CD—Wt. 26 Ibs. 520.99 
(6) NFL Coat Rack. Officially licensed 
product. For young sports fans. 
CONSTR: Hardboard with 4 wooden pegs for 

nging clothes, hats, etc. Plated steel 
mountings on back. Brown finish, color art- 
work, NFL insignia. 24x3%x13% in. high. 
See note below, right. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
79 C 28029CO—Wt 2 lbs Вот... ..®4 99 
Sports Locker (5) and Cost Rack (6) 
79 C 28032C2—Wt. 28 lbs. $2298 
(7) Football Meimet. Red tic with dou- 
ble-bar face guard; vinyl foam padded at 
neck. forehead, ears. Adjustable headband 
fits to size 6*4. Cup style chin strap. Not to 
be used for regulation play. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 29315—Wt 12 02. $3.97 

(8) 3-piece Football Uniform 
NCLUDES: Football helmet (7) above: 

plastic shoulder pads, vinyl foam padded 
with elastic arm straps; lightweight cotton 
jersey with 10 iron-on numbers. All items red 
and white. Football not incl. 
SIZES. ORD. INFO: Not for competitive 
sports. 
Small. Child 44 to 46 in. high. Ages 4 to б. 
49 C 28156—Wt 2 lbs. 1002. $10.49 
Medium. Child 48 to 50 in. high. Ages 7 to 8, 
49 C 28159—Wt. 2 lbs. 1002. $1049 
(9) Football with Tee. Touch-size football 
of brown pebble-grain simulated leather. 11 
in. long. Pro-style plastic kicking tee. Inflat 
ing needle inci. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Sent inflated. 
49 C 28085—Wt. 12 oz. Set $4.88 
(10) Basketball Goal with Foam Ball 
CONSTR: Use indoors or out. With 12x12-in. 
base, 10-in. diameter steel Cotton mesh 
net. 12x19-in. fiberboard backboard. Fiber- 
board poles with 49, 68-inch height settings. 
4-in. diam. soft ball. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. instr. 
79 C 28 181C—W.. 5 lbs. 8 oz. 19.99 

Note: For items (5. 6) see p. 634 for Disneyland 
contest Not 

Test your balancing skill on just one wheel 

(11, 12) 20-in. Unieyel 
CONSTRUCTION: Chrome- 
plated tubular steel frame. 
Aluminum painted wheel 
tim; nylon bearing wheel. 
Plastic fork cover. Zinc- 

ated crank. White vinyl 
and metal foot pedal 
20x1.75-in. wide pneumatic 
white-wall tire. Padded vi- 
nyl seat adjusts from 33 to 

in. from ground. Inseam 
of 28 in. or more. 
FOR AGES: 12 to 16 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly as- 
sembled. Poles not included, 
order below. 

(11) Deluxe 20-inch Us 
cycle, With red and white 

peat We 11 Ibs 4 og 
'9 C 88025C ....+31.99 
12) 20-inch Unicycle 
With white padded saddle 
SS 11 lbs. 4 oz. 
78 C88021C ....826.99 

(13) Beginners’ 16-in 
Unicycle 
CONSTA: Tubular steel 
frame with zinc-plated seat 
mast, white enamel trim, 
red enamel fork. Nylon 
bearing wheel. 16x1.62-in. 
wide semi-pneumatic tire. 
Adjustable plastic seat, 32 
to 37 in. high. Inseam ol 26 

or more. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 15 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. Poles not incl., order 
below. Wt 10 lbs. 
79 C 88017C ....%1699 
14) Steel Balancing 
'oles. Package of two 40- 

in. long poles of zinc-plated 
tubular steel. Vinyl grips. 

plugs. 
FOR AGES: 10 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. 
wi. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 C 88009... Pkg. $3.99 

(15) Sports Card Locker 
CONSTA: 30 compartments. 
Special side pockets on in 
side of doors for cards 
8x3x15 in. high. Turnlock 
for closing. Sturdy carrying 
handle. Full color art of 
kids’ favorite sports on out. 
side. All vinyl. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Cards not 
ind. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49C28174 

(16) Boxing Glow 
Skip Rope 5‹ 

SET INCL: 2 prs. of gloves: 
soft black, white vinyl, Pad- 
ding throughout. Nylon 
laced wrists. 84-in. cotton 
skip rope. Ages 4 and wp. 

hpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
4929291... Set $6.99 

2-in. fabric-sup- 
red vinyl bag, reinflata 

le valve bladder. Flexible 
steel rod adjusts from 36 to 
46 in. high. 324x10-in. wide 
metal base (edges folded 
back) with baked enamel 
finish. Instr. inci 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassem 
Sent deflated, inflating nee- 
die incl. Boxing gloves not 
incl. sold above. Shipping 
weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
79 С 29062C $997 

Be ح 
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raw] through it, play in it, 
se indoors or out as a secret 

cave or hideout. 
CONSTRUCTION: Perforated, weather-re 
sistant, washable vinyl fabric over tem 
pered steel hoops; 22 inches in diamete 
expands to 9 feet long. Folds to 2 inc 
thickness with tie straps for easy storage. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDER INFO. See Note below 
79C45 103CD-We 7 Ibs. 1102....911.88 
(2) Wood and hardboard Play Gym 
CONSTR: Sturdy natural finish wood, red 
and natural-finished hardboard, S4x 

413234 in. high. Slide is 31% in. long. 
А AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDER INFO: Unassem. Instr. incl 
79 C 47479C—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs... $29.88 
(3) Plastic Action Slide. Sturdy molded 
polyethylene frame, slide with smooth cor 
ners. Slide bed 4 ft. long. Steps flat-treaded 
for sure footing. Overall height, 42'4-in 
Base area, 5314228 in. 
F 15 years. 

nassembled. Instr. hard. 
ware incl If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate: see 
Parcel Post information on page 322. 

$22.97 79 C 47486L—We. 13 lbs, 8 oz. 
NOTE: Win э т\р 

Christmas Сач 

(4) Mickey Mouse Clubhouse. 29 
windows. Front door opens, м 
with blue, yellow, red trim. үс 
per fiberboard, 37x 55x50 in. hig 
way, 3244 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: Urassembied. Instr. incl If 
mailed, takes 15-lb. rate, see p. 322. 
79 C 47504L—Wt 11 lbs. 
балеу characters (Walt Disney Proc, 

(5) Teeter Тіке. Doublewal! polyethyl 
ene, smooth corners. 34x12x15 inches high, 
Green with blue grips. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 2 to 6. И mailed, 
takes 15-Ib. rate, see р. 322. 
79C47459L-We. 12 lbs. 202. .... $1698 
(6) Тіке Slide. A slide, tunnel, rocker, 
Molded polyethylene with smooth corners, 
31x15x17 in. high. Orange. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to $ years. If mailed, 
takes 1515. rate, р. 322 
79 C 47455L—Wc 11 ibs. 

E 

01498 

(7) Back Pack with Pup Tent. Weather 
resistant plastic, bright colors, Pack, 
8Yx5115 in. high. Tent, 48x3$x33 in. high 
Pack with built-in carrying straps. Water 
bottle. "Play" fishing pole, fish, hook 
stove, spade, hatchet, 2 pots, fry pan wit 
covers (not for use on real stove). Pack 

assembiy. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 45075—W 2 lbs. 1202. 58.98 



What's so different ab 
Press button on saddie r 

Hey pardner, you'll be riding high in the saddle with these stallions . . . 
all Horses have tubular steel bases and durable plastic bodies for hours of fun 

(1 thru 5) Tubular steel frame, adjustable in (1 thru 3) and (5): 
with coil springs. Easy-mount side bars. With foot and hand dowels: 

stic covered end caps. High-impact polystyrene body on (1, 3, 4, $) 
Polyethylene body on (2). 

(1), Talking Colt 26 inches long. Base 45x20 in. Press button on saddle 
roll, hear 6 phrases. Seat height adjusts from 23 to 264rin 
о! GES: 2 to 5 years. 

ORDER INFO. 'AA" battery, not incl. Order below 
79 C 8904 1L—Shipping weight 20 pounds $29.88 

(2) Talking Fury. 38 inches long. Base 48x23 inches. Press button on 
saddle roll, bear 6 phrases. Seat height adjusts from 29 to 33 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 1 "AA" battery, not included. Or- 
der below. See “N” suffix note, page 322. 
79 C 8905 1N—Shipping weight 30 pounds $49.99 
49 C 46339— "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. WL 4 ол. Phe. 119 
(3) Cheyenne. 34 inches long. Base 48x25 inches. Seat height adjusts 
from 29 to 35 inches. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. See “М” suffix note, p. 322. 
79 C 89045N— Shipping weight 27 pounds $39.99 

(4) Prancer. 28 in. long. Base, 40x22!4 in. Seat height, 24 in. 
FOR ORDERING INFORM: 1 to 4 years. 
79 C 89048C—Shipping weight 17 pounds 921.99 

(5) Walk-R-Ride. 24-inch long pony. Plastic seat, tray with colorful 
ring bar. Strap, casters and protective bumpers. Walker converts to 

my with fully adjustable base. Base measures 36x19 inches. Seat 
Ер adjusts from 15% to 1814 inches. 
FOR AGES. ORD INFORMATION: 6 months to 3 years. 
79 C 89005C—Shipping weight 12 pounds 119.99 



Rolling and rocking, hauling and spinning 

Save 3 
on Trailer (6) when you also buy Trike with Hitch (7) 

(1.2) Big Crane and Big Truck. "Construction-sized" 
le-ons. Heavy-duty wheels. Ages 2 to 7 years, Unasses 

(1) Little Tikes® Big Crane. Easy-to-operate bucket rais- 
єз, lowers, opens, closes. Jumbo lever adjusts boom height. 
Back wheels move full circle. Molded polyethylene body 
38x18x25-in, high, Seat, 1244-in. high. Boom, 23-in. high 
79 C 87222C— Shipping weight 12 lbs $23.77 
(2) Little Tikes® Big Truck. Dump lever empties load. Su 
pergrip molded plastic steering wheel, steel column. Molded 
polyethylene body, 29x13x15!z in. high. Seat, 111 in, high. 
79 C 87218C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. $19.97 
3) Little Tikes® Cory Coupe. Driver's door swings open. 
Sporty tires, heavy axles. Front wheels move all directions. 
Trunk area in back for storage. Molded polyethylene dou 
ble-wall constr., 31x1844x3214-inches high. Bright orange 
with yellow roof. 
FOR AGES. 2 to 7 years. Partly assembled. 
IRDER INFO: See “N” suffix note on p. 322. 
79 C 87235N—Shipping weight 18 Ibs. 
(4) Sit'n Spin by Kenner. Kids sit on seat, turn wheel on 
Center pole and spin. Lightweight, foamed polypropylene. 
Seat, 3 all diameter. 

Е IN: 114 to Si 
ly assembled 
79 C 44054C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 14 oz. 
580 [Sears] wo 

$37.87 

ears. Partial 

$13.77 

(5) 10-in. wheel Girls’ Trike. Nylon bearing 
wheels, steel spokes. Semi-pneun whit 
tires; 10x1%%-in. front, 7x1%-in. rear, 14-й 
lar steel frame, lime enamel finish. 2414x17x23 
high. Steel step plate. White enameled fender. Adj. 
saddle, chrome-plated handlebars. White v 
handie grips, pedals. basket, streamers. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. Inseam of 15-in. or more. 
Measure distance from crotch to floor 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions incl. 
79 C 87041C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 2 ог..... $19.99 
(6) Trailer. Steel body, red enamel finish. Curied 
edges. Stee! axles, Plastic wheels, 7x2%%-in. wide. 
MVaxi&xó rin. high. Tongue fits (7) 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions included. 
Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 4 oz 
9 C 86062€ Trailer alone $12.99 

Treier when boupki with Trike (7, 9.99 
(7) 10in. wheel Trike with Trailer Hitch. Tu. 
bular steel frame. Red baked enamel finish 
15x1513x24-in. high. White enameled handlebars 
red molded plastic finger grips. Plastic fender. Stee! 
rear step deck. White plastic pedals. Semi-pneu 
matic tires; 10x134-in. front, 7x1%rin, rear. 
FOR AGES: 154 to 3 years. Inseam, 13%-in. or 
more. Measure distance, crotch to floor. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions incl. 
79 C 87015C—Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. 90z..... $18.99 

(Sand9) Little Tikes® Power Cats 
"Construction-sized" equipment is rug. 
gedly constructed of durable polyethy!- 
ene for years of use on indoor and out. 
door "construction sites". In yellow 
with black trim. With heavy-duty trac 

and trailers. 
ars. 

Unassembled. 
(8) Power Cat Loader. With easy-to- 
Operate jumbo lever that adjusts the 
boom hi opens and closes 
"clam shells". Can pick up and carry 
material. Back wheels move full circle. 
Large seating area. Body, 39x18x18 in. 
high. Seat, 6a 
79 С 87237 L—Wr. 201bs.....$39.99 
(9) Power Cat Tandem. Tractor and 
trailer have U-joint connector so both 

Large seating 
Large trailer to carry 

toys, sand, etc. Supergrip molded plas- 
є wheel. Dimensions: Tractor, 

high; Trailer 
13x1 
79 C 87231L— Wt 15 Ibs. 

3x18 in. high. 
$27.87 

[10), Tote-bout Car. Crank up with 
hand crank (makes clicking noise 
beep the horn then drive off in this 
steerable, foot-powered car 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body with 
steel axles. Semi-bucket seat, 6% in. 
from ground. 24x1114x13% in. 
FOR AGES: 9 months to 3 years. 
ORDE Unassern., instr. incl 
79 C 87204C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $9.97 
(11) Pal-O-Mine Rocker 

Smooth natural wood with 
screened pinto design. 16%4x7%x104 
in. high. Seat, 4 in. high. Brown, burnt 

wood colors. 

INFO. Unassembled. 
4987 195. "Wt. 4 lbs. 10 oz. 

(12] Riding Sneaker. This 
toy looks like a real sneaker 
CONSTR: Plastic. Steerable front 
wheels. 2014x914x15 in. high. Seat 
height, 8 inches. 
FOR AGES. 1 to 3 years. 

ING INFO. Assembled 
79 C 87211C—Shpg. wt. 5 ibs. 810.97 
(13) Roller Rider. “Ball 
make this rider suitabl 
sidewalk or c 
CONSTR: Molded plastic. 24 in. long: 
seat, 9 in. high 

S: to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
79 C 87206C—Wt 6 lbs. $10.97 
(14) Toddlin' Train. Kids can use as 
a ride-on, walker or push toy. When 
moved forward, engine makes a "toot 
toot” and clicking sound like а locos 
tive. As engine is pushed, front end also 
moves in and out. Storage compart 
ment under the seat. 

$6.97 

wheels 

19х10%х11 im. 
and blue body 
FOR AGES 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled 
79 C 87216C—Wt. 8 lbs. 

(15) Li'l Lion Rider/Walker. Tod: 
етэ can practice their first steps by 
pushing it along or sit and ride holding 
on to lion's ears when handle is re 
moved. Makes squeeking noise. Store 
toys under seat in compartm 
CONSTR: Molded plastic. 17x1 

$18.97 

4x17 

4 to 3 years. 
D Partly assembled 

79 C 87208C—Wt 4 Ibs. 4.02. 810.97 
(16) Motocross “49” Cycle. Steera 
ble, direct pedal drive "police patrol 
суде has a windbreaker front fork de 
sign. 10 in. wide rear wheel stance for 
stability. 
CONSTR: Molded plastic. 27 in. 10 
in. wide, 1914 in. high with seat height 
of 11*5 in. Black and orange colors. 
OR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
RD INFO: Unassembled. 
9 C 86052C—Wt 9 lbs. 8 ог. $16.99 7 
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Actual $20—2 Vx! Vox! inches high 

(1009 2) Giant Brix Biox™ Sets. In a choice of 
two set sizes: Oe ой. tmo 4 Ин pe; 
sembled be 

éq 
plastic with a colorful lid for easy storage 
and 4 giant Blox Buddies". 80-pc. set with two 

bases with wheels. 
SETS INCLUDE- Plastic pieces in assorted shapes, 
sizes stay together until taken apart. Measure 
Sxi¥xt in. high to 144x941 in. high. In red, white 
and colors. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Due to small parts, not 
recommended for children under 3 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(1) _120-piece Set 
49 C 16063—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 1 oz. ...Set 415.99 
Y Solace Set 

С 16088—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1502. ....Set $9.49 
a The Big Workbench. Great for pounding, 

ening, and closing practice. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wooden bench, 142742124 in. 
high. Molded plastic, wood access.: hammer, 
screwdriver, wrench, 3 screws, nut, boit and 4 pegs. FOR AGES: 2 to $ years. 
ORD. INFO: Unassembled. Instr., hdwe. incl. 49 C 4465—Shpg. wt. 4 bs. &o£......... 91244 
(4) Woody Wacker 
WHAT YOU GET. wood pounding bench, 
11142444244 in. high. rate wood mallet, 6 
wood "nails". In red and natural wood colors. 
FOR AGES: 114 to $ years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 44527—Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 oz. 
(5) Snoopy's Teke-Apart Dog House” 
WHAT YOU GET: T: Snoopy doubles as а 4 in in. hex- 

of doghouse, 6 pK a oper 1 in. igh Kids a can put 
Assembied. 

в push toy on 4 wheels. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44867—Shpg. wt. 6 oz... 
Snoopy © 1958 Unites Festure Syndicate. nc 
(6) Mr. Potato Head® 
WHAT YOU GET: "Potato bead" e with 20 dif- ferent play pieces incuding eyes bats, 
glasses. pipe. Plastic head, bite) "aches fel 
ng 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44547—Shpg. wt 1b. ...... ur $244 

2.99 



Unfinished Wood 
Kindergarten Blocks 

314% $988 
atura! 

wood blocks with smooth, round cor 
ners, in assorted shapes and sizes. 

К R INFO: 2 to 8 years. 
64-piece Set W tbs. 
49С 44519 614.99 
32-piece Set. WL 5 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 C 44723 Set 99.88 

(1) 85-piece Colored 
Wooden Block Set 

45 w blocks in 5 ¢ 
ent colors. 1 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 9 
49 C 44518 Set $6.99 

(2) 48-piece Wooden Block Set 
with letters and numbers 

ET INCLUDES: 48 wood 14. 
blocks with embossed | 

Set $4.89 

(3) My Mail Box. Child can fit 3 dif 
| ads and "envelope 

les. Items can be re 

S beads, 2 “enve: 
lopes”, bead stringer and wood and 
woodboard mailbox, measures 
evaa 

0 $ yrs. 

49 C 44525 45.88 

(4) Tow, Fire or Dump 
Truck Shape matching Set 

Build a tow truck with towing winch, 
fire truck with ladder or dump truck. 

Tuck rolls on wheels. 
NCL: 4 wheels, chassis, bump 

ump bed. engine bed, ladder. 
tow truck bed, winch; all in bright col 

Parts fit chassis so child can build 
ruck of his choice. Completed truck. 

49 C 44869 

SAVE THIS CATALOG: 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 trom now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 
unless stated otherwise 



Mattel's Tuff Stufff 
Shoppin' Basket and Stroller 

Tough toys that are tons of fun 

(1and2) Mattel Tuff 
Stuff. Polyethylene foam 
and plastic. Steel axles. 
ORD INFO: Partly assem. 
instr. (1) warranted by M; 
tel, write for copy, p. 322. 

(1) Shoppin ket. 12 
plastic items. Ages 2 to 6 
i xp in. Wt. 5 lbs 
9 С 11098 $13.97 

(2) Stroller. Print cloth 
seat. For dolls to 18 in. 

2 to 7. 22 in. high. We 
5 
49C33143 $10.97 

(3) Mechanical Mickey Mouse. Wind up Mickey, watch gears he walks. Mickey dressed in tuxedo with clear front. Inside, | gears turn. Large wind-up key. Plastic, 10 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 2 to 6 years. . Assembled. 

49 C 4333. Shipping weight ооо . 5677 Wah Duney Procucvons 

Winnie-the-Pooh Poppin' Top. Push handle, Pooh whirls, P Easy-to-hold plunger knob, suction cup base sticks to 
‚einforces hand-eye coordination. Plastic, metal. 814x914 in. 

AGES ORDER INFO: 2 years and up. Assembled. Note below, vat 49 C 447260—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
(5) Muppet& Puzzle Heads. Put heads for a fun toy. 14 
plastic pieces. Assembled, Bert © measures 614 inches high: Ernie 
ees 5 inches 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to б years, Assembled. 
19 © 44614 Shipping weight 11 ou Set $5.87 ren’ Taevas Workshop. Оле валі © Moppeis ine 
= Winnie-the-Pooh Pop Out Zoo. Beat "Bee" by, 6 geo- 
metric blocks in Move "Bee" to bottom. "Bee" reach- 
s A 

asc 7810 Sipe ао С -$5.99 
m, Winnieahe- -Pooh Ber з Home Gas Game. Pooh has ‚ишу pot". Press key. е passes pot te Press Piglet's key, 
to Owl. Owl passes to Tigges, wen oak io, lo 
it goes, but comes out to bee. Plastic, 913%4x11 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 6 yrs. Assembled. See Note below, right. 
49 C 4464D—Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces $5.99 
8) Good Puppy" Puppy will sit stand, bark, beg for biscuit. bone attached lesa. puppy а appears to chew bis- cuit, Biscuit returns to pouch under c рру walks on wheels, pulled by leash, bone-shaped handle. Plastic, 12x5x9 in. high. 
AGES ORDERING INFORMATION N. 210,5 years. Assembled. 49 C 45328—Shipping weight 2 19.97 

iw Winnie-the-Pooh 2 Puzzle Set 
2x9 in. woodboard inla: 

© One of Winmiethe Pooh aid ane 
of Tigger the tiger, 
FOR AGES 205 years, 
ORDER INFO: See Not 
49 C 441730 WEZ bE 84.99 

ry Tale 2 Puzzle Set. Two 
woodboard One 

of Humpty Dumpty and the other of 
The 3 Bears. 
FOR AGES: 2 to $ 

R INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
5299 

(11), U.S. Map Puzzle. 14-piece 
woodboard puzzle with capital dies 
printed on board under puzzle. 1219 
inches x % in. deep. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49C 44701 3298 
12) Winnie-the-Pooh Picture 
uzzle Blocks. Rotate blocks and 

match colors to make 6 different 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 

weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 446770 $4.99 

(13) Walt Disney's Fun Moun- 
tain®. Helps learn to match colors 
and Keys, keyholes and vehi- 
des are all (color and character 

: Correct key is in- 
serted into its own keyhole, trigger 
mechanism one of four vehi- | 
les from "magic" mountain. Donald | 
Duck sets off to "sea" in tugboat, 

train chugs out of tunnel, 

¡0x8-in. mountain. 4 keys, ve- 
Ба. Vehicles are free-standing’ can 
be played with alone. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 C 44624 96.77 Ewan Daney Productora 

Super Car. This car is six ve- 

pieces 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: WL 1 lb. 7 oz. 
49C44727 . 9644 

(15) Mickey Mouse® Spin & Pop 
Pinbi 'atch the spin 

p-up as ball hits bumpers 
Three automatic pop-up targets. two 
automatic revolving targets. Two in 
dividually operated bumper flippers: 
Two scoring dials and three balls, 
Plastic with lithographed scene of 
Mickey and fı 19x13 
inches wide. No batteries required to 
operate. 
AGES. ORD INFO: 3 yrs. and up 
49 C 44643WL 3 #1197 
Wan Disney Productions 
(16) Winnie-the-Pooh Nesting 
Blocks. Pooh and friends want to 
help you learn, remember your al 
phabet. Laminated chipboard blocks 
ranging in size to 5x6% in. Blocks 
stack inside each other to store. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 

Shipping weight 2 be Bor. t 8 or. 
49C 47010 1649 

NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland. To get 
your Official Entry Blank. order any Win- 
mve-the-Poo^ item on these 2 pages. see 
р. 2 of 1979 Christmas Catalog for de- 
тав... entries must be received by 
Feb. 15th. 1980. 

You can order items on 
7 thru 648 and pa 

E 669 trom now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 
„unless stated otherwise 
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HERE AND ON THE NEXT TWO PAGES 

» Winnie-the-Pooh Crib and 
Playpen Toys 

From the first few weeks of life your baby | f is beginning to leern seeing, hearing, è 
touching and discovering. Baby's first toys 
help provide the tools for this development. Y 
These toys are designed to develop skills and Y 

< 
Р: 

coordination encourage creativity and | چ 

А 

problem-solving ability and provide hours of fun $ 

M eee 
X "T 

(1) Babys Gift Set. Includes 444-inch diameter vinyl clutch ball; plastic rattle, measures Sx4'ax 1! inches wide: and vinyl squeeze toy, measures 6/axtx3 inches high. Gift box is included. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 49 C 47038D—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces Set $6.49 
(2) Musical Mobile. Winnie revolves, bees "fly" round and round as his song plays. Plastic Pooh and bees are suspended at end of rod from vertical-support shaft with colorful Pooh drawings. At 
taches securely to any crib. Music box in balloon. Rod extends ap- proximately 10 in. from shaft. Vertical shaft, 16 in. high. Imported. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Newborn to sitting up. 49 C 47074D— Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces 510.49 
(3) Musical Crib Toy. Pull the string and Poch plays his theme song аз his eyes and arms move up and down. Plastic. Hangs from crib or playpen. Sx$¥ inches. Plastic. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Newborn to 24 months. 49 C 470220—Shipping weight 10 ounces 94.77 
(4), Jupoler, Pull the ring and watch Pooh juggle all the brightly Кл Pals from head es tant Tech ро tummy and he squeaks, Plastic. Attaches to crib ot playpen. 826142144 in. Imported. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 
49 C 470660— Shipping weight 12 ounces 5479 
(5) Crib Aquarium. Pull the handle and watch the fish swim in the Current. Completely water tight: easily refilable. Plastic. Attaches to 
any crib or playpen. 4x2x6! ; inches. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 6 to 24 months. 
49 C 471060—Shipping weight 10 ounces $479 

(6) Musical Busy Blocke. Carry handle, easy-winding base. Mu- 
sic plays as cube revolves. Plastic. Sax $t ax $^ inches. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Newborn to 36 months. 
49 C 471010—Shipping weight 1 pound & ounces. $9.99 

(7). Pooh and Ti t Hug-a-Baby's. Squeezably soft vinyl t with cuddly a fe, non-removable whistie. | in. high ^ 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 months to 4 years. 
49 C 470540—Shipping weight 13 ounces $5.96 

(8) Do-See-Do Musical Activity Center. Push button, see balls pop up smokestack: turn knobs, see different scenes in treehouse and barn; Tigger slides and clicks; turn dial on tree, hear bell and see ball fly up tree; Pooh swings back and forth: revolving wheel acti vates music box: see yourself in mirror. All plastic, 1144x217 in. AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 months to 2 years. 49 C 47040—Shipping weight | pound 4 ounces 19.99 
(9) Flutter Ball. Roll it, spin it. . . watch Winnie and Tigger flut- ter, Plastic ball is 6 inches in diameter. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 36 months. 49 C 470130—Shipping weight 9 ounces 93.99 
Lo Clutch Ball. Winnie and Tigger are molded in this soft vinyl 4'rán. diameter. When baby squeezes ball. it squeaks. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 49 C 47018D—Shipping weight 6 ounces 5299 
(11) Spinning Rattle. Plastic rattle spins and bobs when baby 
pushes it. Suction-cup base. 414 inches high. Imported. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 49 C 470520—Shipping weight $ ounces 52.49 
(12) Toddler Roller. Crawl and walk toy. Colorful balls roll around and bells jingle as baby pushes roller along. Decorated in side and out with Pooh and his friends. Easy to inflate. Plastic 
Measures 151915 inches. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 36 months. 
49 C 47025D—Shipping weight 9 ounces 53.97 
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Toys to turn the crib 
and playpen 

into an exciting 
playground 

Winnie-the-Poon 
Busy Surprise Box® 
with pop-up friends 

(1), Busy Surprise Box®, Push а button, 
Slide a lever, turn a knob, move a dial or 
flick a switch . . . one of the familiar Pooh 
characters will pop up. Each mechanism 

es a different sound. 
Plastic. 12x7x3 inches high. Built-in carry- 
ing handle. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 4 yr.* 
49 C 44444D—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
(2) Action Blocks. Each a toy in itself 
with mi parts: a clock, cranker, roller, 
window, spinner, floater, mirror, clicker, 
dial, shde, squeaker and. Colorful plas- tic. Each block is 2 inches high. Set of 12. 
Imported. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 114 to 5 years. 
49 C 44521—Wt 1 Ib. 7 ог. $4.99 
(3) Baby Bopper. Child peeks through 
dear plastic windows, watches bells, balls 
and Pooh roll around inside. A playful 
push or tap bobs it, then it returns to up- 
right position. Non-toxic vinyl. Weighted 
bottom. Inflated, approximately 16 inches 
high, 9 inch diameter. Imported 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 
49 C 470480—Wt. 1 1b. 
(4) Comfort Night Light. Designed to 
give baby comfort as he falls asleep. On-off 
Switch on tree stump. Plastic base; soft vi 
nyl Winnie, 7 inches high. Imported. 

D INFO: 6 to 24 months. Requires. 
battery, order package sold below.* 

194470455: Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 52.88 
Heavy Duty "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. 
49 C 46339—Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.19 

{5 thru 8) Soft Toys by Fisher-Price. 
Mach. wash, warm temp; dryer safe. 
AGES. ORDER INFO. 2 years and under. 

{5 and 6) Humpty Dumpty and Miss 
Mutfet Play Pillows. Dolls fit right inside. 
Polyester and cotton stuífed with polyure 
thane foam. 93x214x914 inches. 
(5) 49C 40832—Wı. Soz. 54.98 
(6) 49 С 40833—Wt 5 oz 4.98 
(7 and 8) Pig and Dog Animal Grab- 
Бега. Ball-type clutch toy. Jingle bell in: 
side. Foam-backed terrycloth. 7 in. high. 

ind Алы (7) 49C47155— oz 3377 
када or Unies (8) 49 C47153—Wt. 2oz 377 

(9) ШГ Mixer Set. As you mix, watch co 
6 ortul gears turn clear plastic 

housing. Easy trigger action turns gears 
and beaters. Includes 7-in. hand mixer, 2 

Play and learn 
10) Winnie-the-Pooh Sit 'N 
rive. Hi-impact plastic. Movable 

steering wheel and speedometer; 
rear view mirror; play radio; glove Compartment holds key, БАНАН» 
inches high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 3 yrs.” 
Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
79 C 47042CD 2949 
(11), Snappy Shots Camera. In- 
sert blank film, press shutter . 
out pops a visible picture. After 4 
few minutes, picture disappears: 
can be utter, 
Carry strap. 52544254 in. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 7 yrs. 
49 C 45059—Wt 1 Ь..... 5697 
12) Activity Face. Move his hat, 
is eyes move; 

sliding 
one side; picture scene on the other; 

clicks when baby moves it 
Attaches to any crib or playpen. 
Plastic. No loose parts. 14x12x34 
in. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 to 24 тож 
49C47 1040-Wt. 11b. 1 oz. $5.99 

(13 end 14) Zoodietand Appi 

ene. high-impact 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 7 yrs. 
(13), Turtle Stove. 1214x8Vx19- 
in, high stove with opening door 
and turning knobs. Removable 
burners have turtle heads. Clock 
has movable hands to help teach 

cooks how to tell time. Tu young to г. 
Че teapot and casserole with lid. 
Also 

45012C $11.49 
(14), Hippo Sink. 15%х9%х1474- 
in. high sink; turning faucets, outlet, 
cutting I ‚Toaster plugs in; 
toast pops up push 
Incl. 2 Васев. of [^ „animal 
shaped cookie cutters, rolling pin, +! е cut pia, 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 7 oz. 
79C 450320 o.n 41149 
н mhen em bay (13) ond (14) 

ЖЕ 4504C -Set $20.68 

Winnie-the Pooh Teaching 
Eee Set hands on clock а 

show 
time. A fi 
hands beat 
picture follows time from day to 
night. Plastic. 12x10x2% in. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 yrs., up.* 
49 C 445230—Wt. 1 Ҹә 
ge Winnie-the-Pooh Push 'n 
'op. View Pooh through the dear 

correct digi 
indicator. Pooh's 

bell. 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 4 ута’ 
49 C 470340—Wt 130z.. en 50 

17 Winnle-the- Pooh Sh 
[us ; Tuck. Pooh bobs trom 

spot on truck 
Sx4 ax $54 in. 

q in. 
MES recs INFO. 2 to буте 

озь 56.7% 

р, н Magic Clown Circus Train 
таш moves when clown 
seated. Lion rotates; seal 

and down. Travels straight or it 
circles, 16x3x545 in. high. Plastic: 
metal axles. 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 yn Needs 2 "C" batteries (not indu 
97. 

ed). Order pkg. 1 
49 C 44227 —Wt. 2 lbs. 
Alk “С^ Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 

39—Wt $ oz Pkg. $1.39 4 

| 
| 

| 



Winnie-the-Pooh 
Sit N Drive 

Only at Sears the first 
dash a child can sit under 

Wanene? ch ^ T7 
| | Teaching Cock Б 

when you buy 4 ^ q 

both items 

Winnie-the- 
Pooh Shape- 
Fitter Truck Р 
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These toys for the tub make it 
fun to wash and scrub 

(1thru4) Bathtub Toys of non-toxic plastic 

1) Winnie-the-Pooh Busy ате Pull lever to draw water 
from tub up through tube and 
ош of Pooh's mouth. Turn his 
head; he spins water wheel and 
carousel turns. Dial controls 
speed of seesaw water dump. 
Removable magic play cup con 
verts from regular cup to show- 
er cup by turning inside dials. 
Attach to tub by straps, suction 
Cups. 12x4x10 in. high. 
AGES. ORD INFO: 2-5 yrs.* 

wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 С 444470 18.99 
(2) Tuggsy Tug. Squeeze the 
fug and yout bear the hiss 
toot. Great fun in or out of the 
tub. 16x8x8 inches high. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 6 months 
to 5 years. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49047141 $3.97 

590 [Sears] se, 

(3) Tug Boat. Turning paddle 
wheel азе ш. high. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. and 
up. Wt. 3 oz. 
49 C 5028 $1.99 
(4) Tub Puzzle. Floating octo- pus with 6 removable floating puzzle pieces. Measures 8 
inches in diameter 
AGES, ORDER INFO: Infants 
and up. Wt. 11b. 2 oz. 
49C 47144 $3.94 

same Street* Swim- mers. Big Bird, Cookie Monster 
and Ernie. „Wind up and NE 

up. Wt. 602. 
49 C 5043 Set $3.97 

1978 Children’s Television Work 
pet Chara 

Inc. All rights reserved 
€ Muppets, 

657 

7) Winnie-the-Pooh Jack-in-the- 
lox. Turn the crank, enjoy the tune 

and pop 

ORDER INFO: 1%4 to 5 
49 С 455590—Wt. 1 lb. 7 az. 

(8) Winnie-the-Pooh Musical TV 
« « . Can't be overwound. 

Has carrying music unit. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 
49 C 455240— Wt Zim 3ш 3799 
(9) Winnie-the-Pooh Musical Cas- Siue Player. Toddlers” version of a cassette cassette, turn crank and enjoy "Winnie-the-Pooh Theme" or popular nursery tunen. to break, no motor or batteries needed. Storage 
space for 4 cassettes (incl). 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic. 
PAASI inches high. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 yra® 
49C442370—Wt ID. Joz. 
10) Winnie-the-Pooh Guitar. Turn Sal, enjoy Wine die Fon tune, WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic with 
strings, plastic and metal cran Measures 15 inches long. 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 4 ym.* 
49 С 455650—Wt 1202. 

11) Do-Re-Mi Loco Ti 
ов one of the 8 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic with ny- lon cord. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 49 C 45521 Wr 11b. 8os. ...95.99 
(12) Shape Tunes Piano. Get 6 in right and you can play a song. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Pol; 
926,423 in. high. 3 music sheets incl. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 49 C 45566—Wt. 1b. 1502.6 
(13) Са Man Radio. Wind-up, 
plays "The Man”. Pictures re- 
volve as music Sliding “station selector". Carry 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Plastic, metal. Approx. 2544585 inches high. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 1 to 5 years. 
49 С 45555—Wt 12 оа... 

ТУРЕ Wen a rp to Dravid To get Erb 
посе ty Feb. 18. 1980 

5.77 

The orchestra of fun with Musical Pop-ups, 
Music Boxes and Instruments 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 49 C 45532 —Wt. 2 iba. 1202. $11.97 
$15), lke une x Playa 

tune or pull it 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Wood base 
sound chamber 

R INFO: 1 to 6 years. 
49 C 45289—Wt 2 ba ....... $8.33 

16) Casey Jones Musical Train. ord player on wheels makes merry 
music as it moves. Insert а rec- ord, turn switch on. Train runs straight 
or in a circle. 

49 C 463: en seseo dá 

17 thru 20) Musical Plush 
Stalled body sorzer mente bee 
Locked-in up bey. L— - “pal” E EE 

nose. (18) Sitti Lamb. Surface washable curly acrylic is crush-re- 
sistant. Locked-in °з and nose. 

the Mickey 

Отс То Sel 1879 Crean ое 



PRE-SCHOOL 
xOYS and GAMES 



for kids to 

cuddle and kiss 
(1 thru 12) Stuffed Pets. Huggable and so lovable. . . soft and 

EYARE MADE OF: All of inest quality plush acrylic 
and (8). Soft stuffed bodies, All are surf 
Felt eyes. 

Item 
med Teddy Bear | 15 

12 
da Bear 

1 
Н 
i 

Floppy 
974 Christmas Book price 87.97 | 18 
12) LIT Shala. Priced $1.00 la 
1974 Christmas Book price 85.97 

Tire Catalog 
inches | Number 

tall T49 C 4017 
49 C 40187 
49 C 40164 
49С 40176 
49С 40142 
49 C 402 
49 C 4072 
49C40115 
49 C 40096 
49 C 40364 

long |49 C 4033 
1973 Christ 

49 C 40133 

| Pant | Price 

[тоо | 
Lr1] 
799 
699 
149 



for kids to 
cuddle and kiss 

{13 thru 31) Stuffed Pais. Some talk, some walk . . . all great companions. 
OF: All have soft stuffed bodies and plush acrylic pile (except 

screened design and yl 
1 7), (18), and; plastic 

locked-in plastic eyes. 



м 
„Û Step on stage in your 

Ballerina Tutu 
After the dance, carry your 

belongings in this 
special Ballet Box 

x 
^ 

Y 

Deluxe Doctor or Nurse Kit 
Your 
choice 

$499 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(1) Deluxe Doctor Kit. Includes all items listed in Kit Contents rectus eod aped] Pf mirror wich beadband, knee tapper, er tractor and spatula. Vinyl attache-style case with latch is 13 
49 € 45024 Sonia weight 1 pound 8 ounces Kit $4.99 

der si . 49 С 45026—Shipping weight 1 9 ounces. Kit $4.99. 

(3) Ballerina Tutu 
CONSTRUCTION: Elasticized knit back and acetate front with sequin trim and decorative flower. Elasticized sequin straps. 4 tier overakirt of 2 tone nylon net. Dry clean oily. 
For ages 3 to 10. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: shoes not incl. 
49 C 14562—Smei! (Height 40-44 in. Waist 20-22 in.) 
49 C 14564—Medium (Height 45-50 in. Waist 23-26 in.) 
49 C 14566—L» (Height 51-55 in. Waist 27-30 in.) Shipping weight cach 12 ounces $1149 

handle. 
damp cloth. 10%x3%x10% in. high. AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 4 years and up. 49 C 14568—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces .. $5.29 

49 C 14737—Shipping weight 14 ounces Kit $5.29 NOTE: Not for children under 3 due to small parts 
(7 thru 12) Costumes. Cotton or polyester, cotton coveralls, back tie closing. (8) includes tiara, wristlets. (11), (12), wipe clean with a damp cloth; others are ma- chine washable at warm t line dry. Full-face, ventilat- ed masks with (7 thru 10). socks not incl. 
AGES, SIZES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 12 years. (7 thru 10) see chart below. (11 and 12) fit size 6 to 12. 

7) Superman® 
(8) Wonder 

|49C14712|49C14714|49C 14716] 14| 897 Woman“ 
(9) Spider-Man**|49C14742]49C14744|49C14746| 14| 857 (10) Incredible 

Hulk** 14] 897 
(11) Darth Vader™® Cay 
(12) Dracula Cape with 

49014731] 
4 

ipe with mask 

(13), Spider-Man** Utility Belt. Plastic belt, play walk je talkie, handcuffs, grappler, play watch, spider web. 49 C 50165—Shipping weight 10 ounces $447 
(14) | Incredible Hulk** Utility Belt. Plastic belt, play walkie-talkie, 2 wrist gauntlets, “Hulk” voice modulator. 49 C 5046—Shipping weight 10 ounces 54.47 



(15) Big Boss Executive Set 
SET INCLUDES: Full of hours of en- 
vertainment f 
in-one neat carry-all 
oL mA 

hands, 

рез, metropolitan skyline, clicking 

ing 12 moath desk calen- 
dar, it under lift- 

CONSTRUCTION: Durabie plastic, 
paper. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shi ping weight 4 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 C 45095 Set 99.49 

horse or use it as a work 
Provides hours of fun, variety and ex- 

erse for little tykes. 
SET INCLUDES: Under the removable seat is 
a workbench housing 2 nails and 2 bolts. 
Hammer, screwdriver are com- 
tained in the front pocket. Face has 
hole for pull sting, Wheels make а ratchet 

8 " Here's everything a Ittie executive needs CONSTR: Sturdy plastic. 20x8%4x15 in. high. pei me Lo 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 114 to 3 mo 

T9 C 45044C— Wt. 2 Iba Boz....Set $8.97 Too! Set оо! Se 
(17) 13-ріесе Tool Set with Hand Drill ith hend drill 
SET INCLUDES: Realistic hand drill, saw, ad- 
justable wrench, angle square, open end 
wrench, vernier caliper, pipe , ham 
mer, pliers, file, hatchet, screwdriver, and a 
comb. hammer /open wrench. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 45067—Wt 11b. 4 oz. .....Set 95.88 
(10) Herd Hor He mte Look like a real 
Construction worker build. 

16) The Work Horse. It's 2 toys in one. 
this "clicking" 

SET e e Durable, ‘washable, plastic 
hard hat with adjustable ee: EE to fit 
ne ы. уе! poai [EA 

Ке enews ere ha fencer end 
t'any Job. 

AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 yan 
49 C 45088—Shpg. wt. 14 ог... $347 

(19) Sate-T Drill and Saw pv 
Hmmmm. Buzzzzzza. Just listen to the sound 

SET INCLUDES: 74x 5142! 4-in. high drill " 
with bit that actually turns. $x5z3-in.. hich 
Saw simulates real action. No 

‘smooth, ed. Plastic with 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 4 years and up. Not 
f 3 due lor ages. to small parts. 
49 C 4505 1—Wt. 11b. 402. m 
(20) Close-up Cricket”. See i 
tiny world through this cute little i ам 
CONSTRUCTION. Self -focusing lens makes it 
easy . . . magnifies 10 times. The viewing 
tray is snapped into the cricket's hands. 
When his tail is depressed, his arms more 
tray up for 
viewed through the cricket's red hat and 

in his built-in tray on base. Durable 
plastic. Sample specimens included. Mea- 
sures 6Y4x7x7 in. 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 45055—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $6.62 
21) Emergency" Deluxe Fi hter 
jet. When the alarm sounds, уо! all 

prepared to head for the fire. 

SET INCLUDES: Authentically styled sturdy 
helmet with ad i and deco- 

Drill and Saw I 
Combination | 

with reel 
motor sound 

rative decal. Also has simulated air bottle 
with breather mask (no face ), authentic. 
fireman's badge with safety clip and bullhorn. 
so you can amplify your voice during the 
toughest emergencies. Durable plastic 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 уем 
49 C 46016 WL 1 Ib. 1002... Set 95.97 
* ©1976 Emergency Productions 

You can order items on pages. 
497 thru 648 and 657 thru 
from now until AUGUST 3 

unless stated otherwise 



Winnie-the-Pooh says play time entertains: 
while helping to develop young hands and minds. 

We all know that children's play time із fun for them. That's obvious 
by the sheer joy in their faces. But play time is aiso an excellent ume 
for learning. Children. by the simple act of playing with toys, discov- 
er sights and sounds. are challenged and taught. stimulated. fasci- 
nated and rewarded. Sears offers you a large selection of toys to do 
just that. So take it from Pooh, play tme teaches, too. 

Christopher Robin and you 
play with Tigger and Pooh 
at this action-packed place, 
The House at Pooh Corners 

Squirt. Squirt, Squirt 
the Animals help make 

tub time fun 

The sizzling excitement 
о! road racing ı6 

scaled-down for this 
pre-school Zap Zap. 

Racetrack" 



| | | | | 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
wt ib. Sor 

49 C 44094 7 
Peanuts charactors. © 1 
United Features Syndicate, Inc 

(5) Squirt, Squirt, 
the Animals by 

T 11 vU ‚ooting gallery only 
when its tail fo under water. 
Bathtub arcade with spi 
monkey, birds, ng gi- 
rae. Ий Hippo, bell rings. 
Squirti phin. 192629 
inches high. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

wt. 2 Ibe. 10x. 
49C 47146 

Plastic "Stay-Together- 
Track” snaps together 
and won't come apart uni 

mechanism built into gear 
shift levers. Two race cars. 
36x22x10 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
Spy. wt. 7 lbs. 

79 C 44401C ......913.33 
NOTE: Wine p to Disneyland. To 
Mn Wes ine Poon nam on tn two pager see 0 
Sooni 1879 соате Catalog lor délais. ones must be re- Served by February ты 1980 

EMERGENCY! 

EMERGENCY! 
Play Paramedic 

Van rushes 
ife-saving 

equipment 
and supplies. 
to the scene 

(7) Paramedic Van 
Be a hero and save a 
victim with your own 
medical supplies. 
HOW IT WORKS 
Press red button to 
sound the siren. Pull 
down side and ramp 
for easy access t0 pa 
tient and equipment. 
Detachable patient is 
on roli-cart stretcher. 

ck oxygen mask 
fits into victim's 
mouth. Blood transfu 
sion device and hypo- 
dermic go into victim's 
arm. Foot cast. Plastic 
van measures 9x 5x63 
inches high. Make-be- 
lieve thermometer, X. 
ray machine, rotatii 
heart monitor an 
built-in compartment 
for storage of each in 
strument add to the 
realism of play para- 
medic van. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 yrs 
ORDER INFO 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 2 oz. 
49 C 44188 ..39.49 

AIR 

(8) Trailtracker" Hound Dog by Kenner. Just draw 
à trail on mat with a crayon and Trailtracker Hound 
vill follow the track anyplace you want him to go. 
Erase crayon line to change path over and over. 
WHAT YOU GET: Detailed mat, 24x32 in., with dog: 
house, woods, field and skunk. Trailtracker Hound 
Dog, 2 wiping cloths and 4 different color crayons. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 1 alkaline "D" size 
battery, sold separately. Order package below. 
49C44304-Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $9.47 
DieHard Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2 
49 C 46849—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Package $1.59 

(9) Gobbles" by Kenner. This goat "eats" pretend 
garbage when you pump tail. Conveyer belt moves 
" junk" into stomach where it's retrieved through bas- 
ket on left. Makes chewing sound and “baa's when 
right basket is pushed. 7 pieces of "garbage". Plastic, 
measures 13x5x11 inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO; 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 45249— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz. .....98.97 

(10) TreeTots® Firehouse Tree. Alarm sounds, 
races down fire chute to Ember and Barky. Fire- 

truck has working bell, swivel extension ladder. Tree 
holds all pieces, closes for storage. Opens with touch of 
a button. Carrying handle. Fire hydrant. net, 7 pcs. 
furniture, 3 TreeTot characters. Plastic, 15 in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44324—Shipping weight 4 pounds 19.99 

Trailtracker” Hound Dog 
“senses” the trail 

Kenner TreoTots® 
Firehouse Tree 



(1), Play Desk. 16 plastic activity cards with fa- 
miliar phrases, magnetic alphabet and numbers up 
to 10. Chalk and eraser. Top sliding door compart 
ment holds chalk. eraser and extra letters, num 
bers. Cards and alphabet tray store under black 
board. Desk has carrying handle. Steel and plastic 
with a chalkboard top. 12x10%x3% in. high. 
FOR AGES. 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 45084— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 5 oz $9.97 

(2) Message Center. Looks and feels like a real 
telephone. Action dial “dings” at the end of each 
revolution. For taking those important messages 
there's a chalkboard, packet of chalk and eraser. 
Head set with permanently attached cord. snaps 
into storage position. Carrying handle. Storage 
tray. Steel and plastic with chalkboard section on 
top. 13x5x10 inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years 
49 C 45089— Shipping weight 14 oz. 98.52 

3) Molly Moo Cow. Pull along behind you 
hen squeeze the cowbell and Molly raises her 

head and "Moo-oos". Big balloon tires and springy 
tail. Plastic, 11x9x4 inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 4 years 
49 C 45373— Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 ог. ..96.88 

This Houseboat is 3 toys in 

опе—а play set, a pull toy 
or a floating water toy 

$854 

HOW IT WORKS: Pull it along, it 
makes a "putt-putt" sound. The 
Captain looks from port to star 
board as the helm wheel turns. 
WHAT YOU GET: Washable plastic 
134163 4199 in. high house boat, $ 
play characters, dining table, two 
Chairs, barbecue grill, two deck 
loungers, two life-preservers. 
Speedboat (not shown) ties to 
stern. Retractable diving board 
Tip deck becomes carrying han 
die. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces. 
49 C 4409 98.54 

(4) Offshore Cargo Base. Lift and load cargo. 3 
platforms can be arranged in different combinations 
with 2 watertight floatation rings. Turret crane piv 
ots 360° so hand-crank hoist can move the cargo. 
Tug and barge move heavy loads from platform to 
platform. Helicopter hauls cargo with swing-down 
hook. Crew of 1 captain, 2 workers, 1 deep-sea diver. 
3 sets of chains, 6 pieces of cargo plus cargo net 
Plastic, steel and wood; all 24 pieces float. Overall 
measurement 19x6x14 inches high. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
79 C 44329C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. Soz. $15.88 

(5) Anima! Mix-ups. Children create new mixed-up 
animals with 18 interchangeable pieces. Lion, camel 
and elephant each have 6 easy-lit pieces. Made of 
easy-to-clean plastic. 7 qx 4x9 inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 5 years. 
49 C 44315— Shipping weight 14 ounces... $4.99 

(6) Medical Kit. Chrome-colored plastic stetho- 
scope picks up real heart beats. Blood pressure 
‚auge fastens around arm with Velcro® closure 
lake-believe syringe, thermometer, eye chart, reflex 

hammer, otoscope. All snap into tray, fit in 
1044x345x10"%49 in. locking carrying case. Plastic 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 45062— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1402...910.97 



while helping to develop young hands and young minds 

(7) Basketball-Bean Bag Game 
Just 5 seconds left in the game . . . you shoot, the 
bell rings . . . SCORE! 
40W KS: Every time you make a basket, the 

bell rings. Use either the basketballs or the bean 
bags. Keep score on the handy score counters locat. 
ed on either side of the backboard. Basketballs and 
bean bags have storage area built-in to base. 

OU GET: Sturdy backboard, stand and bas- 
de of hardboard and plastic. 2 plastic basket 

balls and 2 cloth bean bags. 14*x14!4x24^4 in. high. 
OR AGES. ORDERING INFO; 3 to 8 years. 

79 C 44649C Shipping weight 5 lbs. 6 oz. ..$9.49 

(8) Play Family School House 
Ding-A-Ling е school bell calis you to class for 
learning and a day of f 
WHAT oof and side hinge open to be- 
соте a blackboard. Inside is schoolroom with teach: 
er, four pupils and five desks. Playground has swing, 
slide and merry-go-round. Magnetized alphabet and 
numbers stick to roof; store easily in two storage 
trays. Bell in tower really rings; hands on clock mov 
able helps child learn to tell time. Chalk and 

aser. Plastic, metal, hardboard. 12x10x12% in. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years. 
49 C 44309— Shipping weight 7 lbs, 1 cz. ..913.88 

(9) 24-ріесе Kitchen Set. 2-burner range with 
timer that "dings". Burners turn red for simulated 
heating when control knobs rotate. 2 place settings, 
each include dish, cup and saucer, tumbler, knife. 
fork and spoon. Coffeepot and lid, frying pan with lid, serving bowl, spatula plus salt and pepper 
shakers. Checkered tablecloth /storage bag. Mach. 
wash, warm, tumble dry. Plastic, metal, cloth 
1038 x3, inches high 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 7 years. 
49 C 44321—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 1202. ..$11.44 

(10) Play Family Action Garage. Hardboard, 
plastic 2-level garage, 174х154 11 in. high. Ele 
vator, ramps, 4 cars, 4 people, gas pump, grease 
rack. Crank lifts elevator, rings bell. Handle ro 

les disk, sends car to parking ar 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
79 C 44205C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 6 oz 215.97 
(11). Lift & Load Lumber Yard Sat. Stacks of 
real birchwood lumber, shed and loading dock 

41% in. high with bay for loading, un 
el pump. Hand operated fork lift, flat 

tractor. 2 workers, 4 
metal and wood. pallets, loading ramp. Plas 

FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44325—Shipping weight 2 pounds $9.44 

(12) The Woodsey's Log House. Spend an after 
noon with the Woodsey's at their new log home. 
WHAT YOU GET: 32-page illus. storybook about the 
Woodsey family and their search for a new home. 
Family; Papa, Moma, Milkweed, each dressed in 
‘own outfit. Slide your fingers into back of sleeves to 
make them hop; as they hop, they make a squeeking 
noise. Urethane foam-backed fabric and plastic 
house has windows, door that opens, table, 3 chairs, 
bucket and broom. Side rolls down, fastens with Vel 
стое closure. Carrying handle. 9x6x$14 in. high. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 44375—Shipping weight í Ib. 802....811.37 

(13) Play Family Farm. Every time you open the 
barn door, a "moo" sound comes from inside barn. 

HAT YOU GET. Wood and plastic barn. silo (with 
movable top). 4 play family farm people. Horse, 

cow, lamb, pig, dog, rooster with movable parts, plus 
a tractor, cart, yoke and trough. Keep all anim 
4-piece fence. All pieces are plastic. Overall measure 
ment is 11x744x8%, inches high. 

FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44592—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 12 oz 

229 [Sears] 599 

$15.97 



7 Hear that? ~ Where thore $a beo Y 
WEB x 

Learn and have fun with 
(1), Answer Me Phone. Switch on for operation. Push a 
button and phone rings until receiver is picked up. Eight 
messages. Imported 71x63 4^? inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORD NFO: 3 to 6 years. Needs one 
battery, not included order package below. 
49 C 4580 1—Shipping weight | pound 1 ounce 
49 C 46319— C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 4 ог. 

$5.69 
Pkg. 79c 

Pl Winnle-the-Pooh SeeN.Saye Phone. Winnie and his 
9 friends want to talk to you. Just dial a character, pull the 
string and listen to the character's message as the dial spins 
around. 10 messages. Plastic. 9197522, in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: No batteries needed. See Note below. 
49 C 457870— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .. 98.99 
(3 thru 5) Matters See-N-SayS. Talking toys to learn 
about alphabet, farm animals and Winnie-the-Pooh charac 
ters. Pull the ring and 12 familiar phrases (except (5) has 26 
phrases) are repeated at random. Or set pointer on one of 
the colorful characters on the label for specific phrases. Plas 
tic with handle and stand. Measures 10 inches high. 

ON: No batteries needed. 
-the-Pooh Says. See Note below 

49 C 444820—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces .48.33 
(4) The Farmer Says 
49 C 4508—Shipping weight 2 pounds 833 

(5) The Bee Says 
49 С 4581 hupping weight 2 pounds. 8.33 

NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland. Т, get you 
зе page 2 of Sears 1979 Christ 

= 
Talking Fairy Queen 
Play Phone 

$469 45 

toys that talk back to you ! 
16), Hasbro Winnis-the Pooh Talking Picture Phone 

rn wheel to one of the Winnie-the-Pooh characters, dial 
magic numbers shown. Then lift receiver and listen to the 
character's voice. 6 messages. Plastic. 8x12x514 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires one "D" battery, 
Order battery package below. See Note below. 
49 C 458110— Shipping weight 2 pounds 
(7) Talking Fairy Queen Play Phone. Pick up receiver, 
push button and release to hear one of 10 messages. Phone 
rings when dialed. Plastic. 8: 9x33 x39, inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING 3 to 8 years. Requires one “С 
battery, not included. Order battery package at left 
49 C 45766— Shipping weight 1 pound 
(8) Good Buddy Talking Toy CB. Tur eive” knob 
and listen to one of 10 random CB messages. Channel selec 
tor clicks when turned. Pretend hand-held mike. Signal light 
goes on when receiving messages. Carrying handle. Plastic 
Measures 7! x5! 3x8! у inches high. 

ORDERING 2 to 8 years. Re 
quires one ^D" battery, not included. Order package below 
49 C 45772—Shipping weight 1 pound $5.77 
49 C 46329—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 8 oz. .Pkg. 79c 
(9) Winnie-the-Pooh Chatter Chum. Pull ring to hear one 
of 8 messages. Mouth moves causing eye expression to 
change. Plastic. Painted clothes. 7 inches high 

O: 2 to 7 yrs. No batteries needed. 
$4.74 49 C 458 150—See Note below. Wt. 14 oz. 

А. 

not included. 

$11.88 

54.69 

der any Winnie-the-Pooh i 



Wind-up Putt-Putt* Train 
runs Winnie-the-Pooh and 

ends around oval track 

Gnome бату Pay Set 

(10) Mattel Wind-up Putt-Putt® Train. Wind-up 
spring action motor powers engine, pulls Pooh and Tig: 
ger in passenger car. Eeyore is engineer, Piglet and Owl 
are in caboose. Plastic, hardwood engine, passenger car 
and caboose. 2 styrene characters: (Pooh, Tigger), 3 de- 
cals (Eeyore, Piglet, Owl). 8-pc. snap-together track, 
30x22-in. oval; bridge, crossing gates. Plastic 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Assembly instructions 
are included. See Note, facing page. 
49 C 44117D—Shipping weight 2 pounds $9.99 
(11), Mattel Putt-Putt® Bump 'N Bash Raceway. 
Wind-up the cars, lift the gate and watch them race 
around track. 2 plastic and hardwood wind-up cars, 2 
styrene drivers. One spectator. 4-pc. snap-together 
track, 2715x1814 in. oval. 2 engines, starting gate, check. 

as can, fire extinguisher, tower with television 
All accessories made oí plastic 
› 7 years 

INFORMATION: Raceway comes unassem- 
bled. Assembly instructions are included. 
49 C 44342— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. 16.88 
(12) Gnome Family Play Set. Spend some time with 
the adventuring Gnome family as they play on their own 
miniature swing, teeter-totter, tree slide, ferris wheel and 
merry-go-round. 7 soft plastic Gnome family members 
with painted clothes sit, ride and glide on these toys. All 
accessories are plastic. Comes with cardboard village. 
Each Gnome measures 2 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

NFO: Partly assembled, instructions incl. 
4389C— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. ....5 12.88 

(13) Flight School Set. You're in control . . . you can 
make tbe plane climb, dive or even fly upside down as 
you take new pilots through flight school. Watch out for 
building and mountain obstacles. 2 joysticks enable 
plane to do maneuvers. Plane attached by rod to ha 
er/motor. Includes building and mountain for you to 
over without hitting. Plastic. 16Vax614^4 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instruc 
tions included. Requires 2 "C" batteries, not included 
Order battery package from facing page. 
49 C 44387 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 59.99 

14)  Handies Car Carrier. Pretend you're loading new 
cars hot off the line and ready for the showroom 
then drive them to your home town. Car carrier holds 
two cars. Built-in handles make it easy for a child to 
carry. Car carrier makes a "ding-ding" sound when 
moving. Swinging auto ramp. Two cars and two remov 
abie figures. Constructed of durable soft plastic. Car car 
rier measures 11x5x3% inches high overall. 

AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
49 C 45352—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 94.77 
(15) Easy Action Service Center. Be sure to fill it up 
before you bead back for the construction site. Drivers 
bob up and down in dump truck and cement mixer as 
the trucks “click-click” down the road. Gas pump, 3 road 
signs, 8 cones, 5 safety barriers and 4 people. Soft plas- 
tic. Trucks about 4 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
49 C 4535—Shipping weight 9 ounces $3.77 
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Crazy Stunt Machine spins, leaps and 
climbs through these stunts automatically 

Crazy Stunt Machine 
W IT WORKS: Switch on car . . . it drives along doing 

tunts. Built-in turntable, bumps and drawbridge cause bat 
Г ywered stuntcar to perform daredevil feats. 

OU GET. Snap-together plastic track with guard- 
rails. Layout measures 235 4x12x1414 inches high. Plastic car 
measures 3x1%4 inches wide. 2 road signs. Imported. 

А AGES: 3 to & years. 
ADER INFO: Car uses 2 "AA" batteries, not included. Order 

pkg. below. Unassembied track, instruction Juded. 
49 C $5067— Shipping weight 2 pounds $ ounces 1599 
DieHard Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46819—Shipping weight 2 oz. Рев +119 

(2) Crazy Buggy (3) Flippity Flyer 
HOW IT WORKS: Built-in bumps, banks curves and hills HOW IT WORKS: Plane taxis down rus. 
cause battery-powered to perform automatically way, climbs course and “flies” through 
on 72-inch long snap-together plastic course devil stunts on way down (shown 
WHAT YOU GET: 36x16x10-inch high layout. 4-inch long 
plastic car, 4 flags, signs. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
JRDERING INFORMATION: Crazy Buggy requires one 

above). Imported. 
WHAT YOU GET: 36x6x18-in. high lay 
out. 514-10. long plane. Plastic. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 yr. 

Mystery Action Vehicles 

С" battery, not included. Order package separately, be- Uses 1 "C" battery. not incl., order pkg. 
low. Unassembled. Assembly instructions included. below. Unassembled, instructions inc 
49 C 58221—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces.. $1099  49C58356--\Wt. 2 bs ¢ oz. 11048 

д Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2 DieHard Alkaline "C" Batterie: 
39— Shipping weight $ ounces Pkg. 139 49C4B839—Pkg of 2 Wt Soz. ..1139 

(4 thru 6) Battery-run Mystery Action Vehicles 
When cars or locomotive bump into obstacles, they in 
stantly change direction and keep going (bump-and-go 
action; see small views at left). Plastic trimmed metal 
bodies except Iron Horse Locomotive (5). plastic 

art and stop switch. All are imported. 
OR AGES. 3 years and up. 

ORDER INFO: Cars (4) and (6) each use 2 "C" batter 
fes, locomotive (5) uses 2 “Р” batteries, not incl. order 
pkgs. below. 

(4) Porsche 917K Racing Car. Has non-fal action 
reverses and changes direction if front of car ex 

tends beyond edge of table. 104^ gx 5% in. high. 
49 C 58 189—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. i 
5) Iron Horse Locomotive. Big power wheels drive 
locomotive. Rotating front wheels change direction 
when locomotive meets obstacles. "Whoo-whoo" whis 
Че, flashing light. 4x5 3x10 in. long. 
49 C 58528—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 С 46320— D- Bott. Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. of 2 7k 
(6) Blue and white Police Car. Flashing roof light 
Authentic siren sound. 1 Hgx4t 4x3 in. high. 
49 C 585 16—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 
49 C48319— C Batt Wt. 402. Pkg. of 2 

"6 



"MOTO DRIVE" Car Action Game 

$1499 zz 

ко. Steering wheel 
regulates car's course via rotating 
magnetic wand under platform 

around obstac 

WHAT YOU GET: 13-inch wide print 
ed plastic track. Fully instrumented 
plastic dashboard. 14x 18x34 
inches high. Two plastic cars, two 
keys, two bridges, uix road markers 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 3 "D" batter. 
ies, not included, order sepa 

itely below. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
58378 $14.99 

DieHerd Alkaline "D" Batteries. 
Comes in of two. 

t 10 Shipping on 
49C 46849 Package $1.59 

Nou con олбог itame on pages 
497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1980 

unless stated otherwise 

Smash-up 
Derby* Set 

ү" Van by Entex. Works by voice 
ay "go" Dan goes. Say “stop” Dan 

stops. Dan turns right, left and goes straight. 
Тозе inside 5010 AQ inch circe. 150506 inches 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO; Requires 2 C" and 2 "D" ыйыт- 

luded: order below. See Note. 
евге wt. 2ibs. .... $24.97 

Bes Mex Vou by Schaper. Works by Teleson- 

te Mas changes dern let ght o right 
ahead. Real üght-up beadlights. 
SET INCL: Plastic, metal control: 

ORDER INFO: Requires 2 “D” batteries, not in- 
Quded: order package below. See Note. 
49 C 58308—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. ....913.29 

49 C 46839—Shpg. wt. Кол» 

DieHard Alkaline ^ Aui m 
49 C 46849—Shpg. wt. 1008. .... 
NOTE. name (11 (2) weraeted by mantecturer vot 
for hos copy. ses page 322. 

DieHord Alkaline “С” Berserios. 

Max Van 
Operates by 

Telesonic® control 

Max Van changes directions ie je. гум кузук ones 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 

эс а Bat 

4) Speed Hus 

wide plenty И ario for 

through 
the loops 



4-piece Топка Builders 
re 

Design your service station to wash, 
repair and service your vehicles 

$1 149 

layset. Build one of 4 
Bh ue 

Ser INCLUDES, Plastic Lol el oof panels 

minem ness 
trucks. Decals inches hgh 
FOR AGES. ORI IG DL x 
4 8 

(6 thru 8) Fisher-Price Construction Vehi- 
cles. Depe plastic construction vehicles that 
little hands can really work. Realistic engine 
sounds. Each truck includes a plastic helper with 
bands, arms and legs that move. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
(6) Dump Truck. Handle controls dumping, 
raises and lowers bucket. Scoop detaches and be- 
comes a hand shovel. 1434x7%x7% in. high. 
49 C 58067—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Soz.. ....911.47 

Delune constructon Set 

(7) Воот Crane. Weighted hook attaches to magnet or 
open-sided sling bucket with claw-tooth bottom. Large 
crank reels cable, attachments up, down. Push-button han. 
dle raises/lowers or locks boom; folds. 3rd handle swivels 
turret all the way around. 16*4x6'4x8*$ in. high. 
49 C $5034. Sbpg. wt $ ibs. 602. $19.97 

(8) Cement Mixer. Turn crank and big drum mixes up 
dirt, sand and water. Handle releases mixture down chute. 
Removable water tank. 1244x7x10 in. high. 
49 C 55033—Shpy. wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz. 914.97 



ROLLER-COASTER BUGGY 
STUNT RACE 

You can be a winner! The faster you 
turn the crank, the sooner your 
buggy reaches the top and races 
through 4 stunts to the finish 

Challenge a friend and watch the buggies fli 
ince and zigzag. 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn the crank to make the bug- 
gies climb the hill. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, snap-together racing 
out with steep hill and iA section, pn 
inches high. 2 plastic racing buggies, 114 inches 
long. Automatic lap counter. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. <a 
QROERING INFORMATION: 
Edi, unassembled. Instructions for sasembly 

mie 
49C Se ques m ‚#1149 

CHUTES AWAY" 
RESCUE GAME 

target areas through scope 

and sea rescue plane 
up to 8 ‘plastic supply chuten Sj ring-wound 

paperboard turntable, needs no 
batter astic control base includes on-off 
switch to activate the turntable. Soft, reduction 
lens mounted scope. 2114x1614x16 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shi weight J pounds 12 ounces. 
79 C 58026C .. £ -416.97 

AGES: 3 to 10 yrs. 
ORDER INFO: Req, 2 
C" batteries, not incl 

order below. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 58606 ....9647 
с Basteries Pkg. of 
2We4 
49 C 46319 .Pkg.790 

Fantom 4 Hover Craft 
cushion 

astic 9.in. hover c 

1 thru 3) Vehicle Sets. Stamped steel with plastic accessories 
гъ. Not recor 

DieHard Alka ine “D” Batter 
49 C 46849- Ertl Nascar Set. Re 

Detailed truck, trailer, accessor 
49 C 54214-5 ping weight 5 pounds nce $1597 
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(1 thru 4) Earth Movers. 

(1) Ert Tractor and Backhoe. Endloader loads, 
locks into po- 

seat, rubber tires. 19^ 9x5! 4x9 inches high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds; 

|394—Shipping wt. $ Ibs. 6 oz. .....918.47 
(D, Tone bates Lis alee zn Hand Au. Ram 

endloader raises 3 
Die-cast metal f plastic rto sim op re tires. 
2 x0 x21 in. high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds 
79 C 58125C—Shipping wt. 7 lbs, 402... 

13) 09) нуво Jumbo Dum Dump Truck. 1998 hand) 
LEA М, Мема ied - 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For S-year olds pa 
79 C 54144C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 2 ог. 413.27 

(4) Tonka Michigan Shovel. Steel. Crane cab 
swivels 360°. Positive stop winch raises, lowers 
boom. Includes sc € f aper Eee un: 
Overall measurement in. high when boom 

"rus 

AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: For to 10-year 

Er c BBC Shipping wt. о Wor. 

эү Trail Blazer. Seek. 
and rivers . you" 

by canoe, trailbike or in your trail ar. 
CONSTRUCTION: IM steel blazer with all- 

AGES. ORDERING INFO: For uer olds and up. 
49 C 54355—Shipping wt. 2 з. 6 oz. 5727 

Топка Hot Pickup with Dirt Bike. Durable 
with plastic trim. Roll-bar, Detailed interior has 

49 С 5823. 912.97 

Bu 

AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
weight 4 

Tonka Mighty Off-Road Adventure Ви 
rable steel, plastic trim. Dusipdt interior 

n 

bucket seats "4 on the floor", molded console, СВ 
radio with whip 

AGES, ORDERING INFO For 3 to 10-year olde, 
'056C—Shipping wt. В Ibs. 1 $15.97 

e с?ш TE up semi sun 
ur wie lettered tires. Farm scene decora- 
hen cows graze inside 4- cor 

ral constructed of heavy-duty cardboard. Pickup 
measures 12x4*, x4 inches 
0. үг аш! INFO: For 3 to 10-year 

168—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 697 

(9) „Deluxe Ranch Set Durable steel: pickup has 
чека UE CE pal down 1 
Sos tandem wide oval te ih map ate wee. 
Plastic cowboy and horse fully outfitted with saddle, 
bridle. Pickup and trailer 211x514x634 in. high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 

f ramp 

49 C $8 183—Shipping wt. 4 lbs. 802. .....912.47 
po Aerial Hook “М Ladder. 2 ft. long: ladder can 
‚extended to over 3 ft. long. Control rotates 

ladder 360. Heavy-gauge steel truck, metal exten- 
sion ladder plus auxiliary ladder extend to 40 inches. 

ng. Second removable ladder. Overall measure- 
ment 24x5x6! inches high. 
AGES. споем INFO For 3-year olds and up. 
9c wt. S Ibs. 202. $1277 

"n Gare Deve Regression Sot. 3 to rip. die- 
cast metal vehicles, plastic canoes. Inch judes Blazer 

ickup with camper top. Blazer pickup with side- 
Gourds, Blazer 4x4 pickup, d dune buggy, canoe trailer 
with 2 canoes, boat with trailer, 2 x 
AGES. ORDERING INFO. For 3 to 7-year olds. 
49 C 58265—Shipping weight 2 lbs. Set $9.57 

(12), Sears Tractor Trailer, Heavy auge metal. 
ied enamel finish. Cab and van disconnect, rear 
rg Realistic features like chrome-look 
saddle gas tanks, air horns. wheel rims and grille. 
Plastic tinted windshield, bucket seats and console. 
Measures 705619222 inches long. 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
79 C $816 1C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs. 1002. ..$12.67 

(33) “MATCHBOX"@ Skybuster Airport. You control 
Y кейин, take-offs and taxiing at your airport. Ground 
Control, check radar for incoming planes. 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl carrying case unfolds into a play 
area approximately 24x20 inches with airplane hangar 
backdrop. Includes vinyl control tower and terminal. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: For 4 to 12-year olds. 
Planes not included, order set at right. 
49 C $8558—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $11.49 

Load and 
unload cargo with 

working crane at "MATCHBOX"* Seaport 

(15) “MATCHBOX"8 Seaport 
WHAT YOU GET: Cardboard mat with detailed roadway, 

¡perboard city-scene, repair building: 37Y4x19%x9%4 in. 
th. Plastic elevated skyway, bridge with tunnel, dock, 

operating crane that really works, $ miniature containers, 
container ship with wat 
AGES. O ORDERING INFORMATION: For 3 to 10-year olds. 

instructions included. Cars not included. 
3S CS 1236 Shipping wt 2ibs. i201. ....Set $10.49 

when you buy both Superman 
Vehicle Set and Carrying Case 

(17) Superman" Set. 6 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 in. 
long; Superman Van, Supermobile, 4 more. Imported. 

ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
49 C 55089—Shipping weight 1 pound Set 05.88 
(18) Superman" Case. Holds 12 vehicles. Plastic 
49 C 55088 Shipping weight 8 ounces 6297 
Combination of Superman Set (17) and Case (18), 
49 C 5509 1— Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. $7.85 
"DOC Comics Ine 

14) "MATCHBOX"* Skybusters. 
Ving your way across the skies with 

these planes, then land to refuel at your 
Skybuster Airport sold at left 
WHAT YOU GET: 4 die-cast metal planes, 
3 to 4 inches long. Imported. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: For 4 
to 12-year ой 
сри Wt 8 oz. Set $6.97 

16) Fast Wheels 6-pc. Vehicle Set. 
Vorks on heavy loads at Seaport. 

ET INCLUDES. Six die-cast metal vehi- 
„ 2 to 3 inches long; Bulldozer, truck 

with girders, dump truck, fork lilt, and 
tractor with cart. Imported. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION For3 
to 12. 
49C $306 Wt 1208. „Set $4.47 

(19) Fast Wheels 11-pc. Vehicle Set 
SET INCLUDES: 11 die-cast metal vehi- 
des, 2 to 3 inches long; Corvette, Dodge 
Rallye, BMW, Fiat X1/9, Brabham, Shell 
Stocker, Lotus, ambulance, fire engine 
with snorkel, freight truck with 
platform truck with pipe. All pieces are 
imported 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: For 3 
to 12-year olds. 
49 C 55287 Wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. Set 98.37 

MOTE: “Match Box” ıs the registered 
owned by Lesney Products Со Ltd. England 

seo [Bears] 607 



Raise and lower mini-cars Vehicle Sets on this page 
with crank-operated fit Auto Transport, Auto 

elevator on Sears Park and Collector's Cases 

5-level Auto Park 
$949 

Save $499 tao m 
"rs $096 



(1) Sears Auto Park for your mini«cars. You're 
Ве manager of this service sation and auto park. 

WHAT YOU GET: Grease rack, gas gondo- la, stop gate and signs. S-level àrea mea. 
sures 13! gx53 yx 1645 in. high. Pl imported. 
FOR AGES 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, in. 
structions inchaded. Cars not included. order sepa: 
di below and trom right 49 C 58415—Shpg. wi. 3 Ibe 8 oz. 
(2) "Fast Wheels” 6-piece Race Set 
SEX INCLUDES: Six die cast metal care, 2 to 3 
ix A car, 
Shadow Dita and Lotus 12 Al ВМ imported, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 5802 1—Shpg. wt 12 оа. $447 

Save $4.00 when you buy Sears Auto Park (1) 
and "Fast Wheels” Race Set (2) togeth- 6-piece 
ITEM fetal $15.96, 

HB ЖӨ Shoe wt di 4 oz. $9.96 

(3) Зріесе Power Dash Car Set Powerful in- 
ternal spring motor launches cars with engines 
roaring for fast racing action. 
SET INCLUDES: 3 die-cast metal cars, 2% in. long. 
Each car has “Wheelie” drive, 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO. 3 to 8 years. 
49 С 58543—Shpg. wt 1202... $5.97 

"MATCHBOX"* 
Collector's 

Showcase 

Stores up to 

(4) "Fast Wheels” 25-piece Collector's Set 
SET INCLUDES: 25 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 4 Rallye, Cadillac ` са Benz. Ambulance, Police Vai ien Benz, Ambulance, Police Van, 
Fire Engine with snorkel and 18 more. Imported. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO 3 years and up. 
49 C 5854 1—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. LI 

(5) Hot Wheels? 14-piece Car Pack 
SET INCLUDES: 14 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 
inches long; Z-Whiz®, `$: Chevy, Stagefright, 
Sport®, Super Van, Inside Story, Emergency 
and 7 more. Imported. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 58539—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 ог. $1297 

(6) "MATCHBOX"* 26-piece Collector's Set 
= INCLUDES: 26 die-cast 
long; 

tainer Truck, Sambron Jack Lift, Mercedes 450, 
Wild Life Truck, Model “А” Ford and 12 more excit- 
ing ‘are imported. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO. 3 years and up. 
49 C 58542—Shpg. wt. 3 bs. 8 oz. 
(7) Hot Wheels? 9-piece Vehicle Pack 
SET INCLUDES: 9 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 
inches long; Fire-Eater®, Dodger®, nn} 
Funny Car, Letter Getter®, Ramblin’ Wrecker®, 
Paramedic®, Tie, and 2 more. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 58536 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

52547 

+837 

"MATCHBOX"* 
Carrying 
Cases 

Stores up to 4B care 
icara net inci) 

ORDERING INFO. Requires 2 "C^ 
arc package below. Cats not laci, onder и ad 
40 C 58223— Shp. wt. 2 Ье. 202 ......... 88.49 
D Alkaline "C^ Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46839—Shpg. wt. Soz. .... 91.39 

(9) “MATCHBOX” Collector's Showcase. Coa. 
veniently stores up to CI OY TL ae 
wall or use in ы etc. 
identification labels an. 
CONSTR: Sturdy plastic. 19L4x1%4x2214 in. high 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO. 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 55124—5Һрє. wt ibn 4 оа. ....... 95.47 

(10 and 11) "MATCHBOX" Carrying Cases. 
CONSTRUCTION: Rigid vinyl case with nickel-plated 
locks; x trays, windows and handle. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO. 3 years and up. 
09 72-car Case Opens to М inches 
49 C 54509—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 

wo [Sears] 609 



"MATCHBOX"* 
Play Environments and matching 

Car Sets give mini-car buffs 
the fun of motoring 

through the city or country 

(1 thru 4). Play Environments, matching Car Sets. Washable vinyl cases 
'MATCHBOX" City 13V 4x17 4x4 in. wide; open into 34x24%x10-in. high play areas. 

wenn namen FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 and up. Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 
ep ky (1) “MATCHBOX” City with 434 feet of Күрү Skyscraper back. 

ground. Plastic gas station, overpass, ramps, signs 
49 C 58084—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces $1099 
2) "MATCHBOX" City Vehicle Set. Includes 9 die-cast metal vehicles, 3 
n. long. Mercedes 350SL, Sieet'n’Snow vehicle, police motorcycle, Rolls 
Royce, ! police car, airport bus, paramedic vaa, Porsche Turbo, Wells Fargo 

BEC tS pole weiche {peed 14 ounces Set $9.37 
3) “MATCHBOX” Country with 6/4 feet of roadway. Four-color paper- 

windmill, bridge and fence. Cars not included. 
49 C 58089—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces $1099 
(4) “MATCHBOX Country Vehicle Set. Includes 9 die-cast 
es, 3 in. long. De Tomaso horse van, cattle truck, Big Bull, Ford 

van, Combine harvester, Jeep C.J., Cougar wag- 

15 C 58534 Spring weigh Ib. Mo Set $9.37 
MATCHBOX" regatered ODES owned by Lowry Products Co. Lid. England 

(5) Load up, head for the market with your 19-piece NYLINT Farm Set 
INCL. 14% hh elute eid ehe ered tre B | 
DS ‚steel trailer with whi i 1 

ots la TUE com: mr moat dogs, cat, calves, duck. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years and up. 
49 C 58297—Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces Set $1347 

(6) "MATCHBOX"* — Transportation Set. Imported. 

SET INCL: 14 die-cast metal $00 200: A in ай 

Grane trucks Chery Bl Camino, wrecker ol ticks Reed Rolie Баша м, 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 12 years. 
49 C 58538—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz........ vno. 1010 13.07 

(7) Go to the rescue with 10-piece Highway Patrol Set 
SET INCLUDES: Rescue 
patrol cycles and 



(1) Incredible Hulk” Hideewsy Play Case 
CONSTR: Vinyl case into 41x39 zin. play area. Carving handle. Di Diecut lab tat, gure of Hulk figure of Dr. Banner, 
FOR AGES. ORDER INC INFO: 3 years and up. 
79 C 59813C—Shipping weight 15 ounces $949 

(2), Incredible Hulk" Von. Hulk” van fits action figures (not 
incl.) up to 11%4 in. high. 20 action accessories. Hulk” decals. 
STRUCTION: Extra- a polyethylene plastic. steel axles. 
oof top opens; side open. 11 in. high. 

CURIE Mn un 
NOTE Not recommenced for children under 3 vean. тр mai! peru. 

(3 thru 7) Super Heroes.” Plastic. Poseable. S-in. figures. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 and up; Note above. 

(8) Incredible Hulk” Instant Muscles by Remco 
“Muscles” give look of super-strength when worn under shirt. 
CONSTRUCTION: Inflatable vinyl. Includes pump for inflating. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO. 4 to 8 years. 
49 C 1474 1—Shipping weight 12 ounces 95.97 
(9) Incredible Hulk” inflatable TV Chair 
CONSTR: Heavy-duty vinyl. 20%ух1б%ух22М, inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. Will support up to 85 Ibs. 
ORDER INFO: Deflated: inflate by mouth, foot pump. 
49 C 90 132—Shipping weight 10 ounces... $3.79 
(30 and 11) Walking Incredible Hulk” and Marzon". Fis- 
ures "walk" across floors. Each stands over 45 in. tall in battery- 
powered walking base. Plastic, vinyl. Incl. patch kit. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO. Warranted und by Castle Toy Co.; write for free copy, 
керк. 322. Ifae рд тин or bane pano (not inci). Requires 2 

itteries (not L5 
(10) 49 C 59519 noni lu". Wt. 2 lbs. 202.....91297 

| (11) 49C59364— oci ie. 1297 
Alkaline 517 Batteries. Package оѓ 
49. weight 10. Pg. 91.59 

| Berman. Abia, Superman 1977 OC Comics inc The Hulk. Souder. | Man 1977 Marvel Comes Heroes a the trademark of 



This Old West Village needs 

(1) Legends? of the West Village. Printed chipboard is {2 thru 4) Horses and Riders. 4-in. plastic 5) Stagecosch. 141441515 in. plastic. divided Into: Livery smith Shop; Hotel Bank: figures in costume, holster and pistola, Hand holds pis co and rear luggage racks; doors open Barber Shop; Sheriff's Office, Jail House; Saloon. Foid-out 4-а. movable plastic horses; bridie, saddle reina. - Poseable plastic in. rider and wood-plank-look base. 11 in. high when set up. Folds up for AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 ута and up. ESL Lb Xu storage and carrying Includes hitching post, tree stump, (2) 49 C 89951 [cedo James id Horse 9233 dudes toci chest hay bale ber at anvil water pump, aterm, water bucket barrel, hammer, (3) 49 C 59962—Wyatt Earp with Horse 233 box, satchel, valise, trunk, hat box broom, watering Lrough. 8 horseshoes and more. (4) 49 С 59973— Cochise with Horse 233 many more items, FOR AGES. 3 years and up. 49 C 59984— Complete Set (2). (3), (4). FOR AGES: 3 and up. ORDERING INFORMATION: Shps. wt 1002. 599 
49 C 59965—Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces. ...87.97 Мар! with (1) or (5) 

{6 thru 11) Horses and Riders. Movable plastic 
figures, 94 ia. with costume, twin side holsters 
and pistols. Vinyl hands hold pistols and reins. Pias- 
tic horses 10 in. high with movable reins, joints, 

Plastic bridle, saddle, 
E 

RING INFORMATION: 
€ 59735—Lone Ranger. Wt. 902. .$4 HH 

49 C 59724 Silver. We 1 1302... 8. 
49C 59729- -Butch Cavendis 

weight 9 
49 € 59739. Smoke Wii ih. id oc 
49 C 59737— Tonto. Wt 9 cz. 

(її) 49 С 59738—Scout. Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oe. 
Combination Rider with Horse. Wt. 2 Bs. 1 
49 C 59743—(6) and (7) Sa 91133 
49 C 5972748) and (9) 1133 
49 С 59726—(10) and (11) 1133 
12) Mysterious Prospector” Kit. Fits Lone 

(6) sold abowe. Beard, hat, trousers, 
Save $2.53 

when you buy rider with horse: 

Burch AA ES FOR AGES: 4 yrs. and up. See Note on facing page. 
or Tonto (10) with Scout (11) ORDERING INFORMATION: 
— 49 C 59722 Shpg. wt. 1b. 1 og. Kit $3.27 

Seo T 
513.86 

Buy the assy way order by phone. 



Prehistoric Dinosaur Playset lets you 

travel back in time. . . features 
realistic mountains and trees 

(1) 7-im. tall molded plastic mountain with tex. 
tured surface; smooth plastic clifís provide cave- 
man dwelling. 12 two inch tall plastic cavemen, 21 
plastic prehistoric animals. Plastic trees help create 
а realistic setting for this prehistoric scene. 
AGES. ORDER INFO 4 to 10 yrs. See note, right 

hipping weight 2 pounds $ ounces. 
79 BSE $9.99 

88-pc. Cowboy and 
Indian Fort Custer Set 

(2) Poseable soft plastic 2t, inch action figures 
14 cowboys, 13 Indians, 1 driver with wagon, 10 

horses), 1 teepee, Fort Custer stockade and more. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 3 years 

Sec Note at right. Shipped unassembled. 
PS Shon. t 2ibs. бог. ....Set 99.99 

Phone ordermg's a quick 
and easy way to buy 

(3) Energized" Spider-Mana" with Spider. 
se8 by Remco. Turn on їз energy 

belt and be climbs, pulls or Hits with his motorised 
web climber, Place the Spider-sense viewer in front 
of his eyes and tum the activator: look thru the 
back of his head and see the crimefighter's foes in 
action. Poseable 13%4-in. tall figure, Spider light, 
Viewing strip with 6 color d 
AGES. ORDER INFO. 5 to 10 yrs. See Note above, 
right. Requires one "C" battery sold below. 
49 C 59803—Shpg. wt. 12 0x. 19.44 

2 
Pkg. $1.39 

Alkaline “C” Batteries. Package of 

4) Energized" Spider-Copter by Remco. 
When Spider-Man (sold above) is placed in 

49 C 46839—Shpg. wt. $ oz. 

copter and energizer is De re on the rotor 
blades start to rotate. Take of “Flight Control 
Handle” and make Spider-copter lift off. Secret 

it behind seat. Plastic. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 5 to 10 yrs. See Note at 
right. 13%4x8x14 in. high. Requires Spider-Man 
(sold above) for 
VIE BOTE Song we? lbs. 11 oc $9.44 
(5) Elastic mic Supermanet by Mego. Streich, pull 
ог shape this superhero for hours of super fun. 
13-in. tall figure in authentic costume. Stretch him 
over and over, he returns to original shape. Latex. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. and up. 
49 C 59892—Shpe. wid ibe 1006 $11.97 

(6 dote Бу Мези. This Тыз monster 
bas a launchable claw . pretend 
“fame.” 19 zin. tall Rolls on wheels. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 yrs. and up. Warranted by 
Mattel. For free copy, see page 3: 
49 C 59536- ре we 3 lbs, 1202 ..... $14.97 

World War Il 
Battie Scene 
of lwo Jima 

Jungle Mountain e 
Complete with soldiers. 
land vehicles. 2 airplanes 

and furnishings 
44-inch tall plastic jungle 
— is molded with an 

back and cliffs to sim- 
iate authentic jungle ter- 

rain. Has furniture and a 
working elevator that car 

to all 

mand office, storage area, 
and troop headquarters. 
Scene includes 52 tan- 
color and 32 dark green 

2 inches tall plastic 
2 fighter airplanes; 2 long- 
range swivel cannons; 2 

ladders; 1 tank: 1 ar- 
transport; 1 jeep and 

1 amphibious lander 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10, 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

LII rr 11495 

NOTE: wo Jima and items (1 
thru 4) not recommended for 
children under 3 years. due to 
small parts. 

win worting eee 

*BMaevel Comics Group. 
жч сл of Cadence Incustnes 



PLAYMOBIL” LITTLE PEOPLE. . . heads turn, legs bend, 
arms move and hands grasp to make action seem real 

(1 thru 4) ion Sets. Action fig 
ures, equipment and tools for hours of playing fun. chi 
Sturdy, colo tic res have arms that 
move, hands that grasp, legs that bend and heads h 
that turn. Figures about 5 inches tall inst 

5 4 years and up. Not recommended for 
inder J years, due to small parts. 

warranted by 

ructions included. 
(7 S4piece 12) 10Z-piece Super 

Super Deluxe. Deluxe Cowboy and 
Ta) Face 

Fire Truck 
Farmer Ser indien Ser Set 

Catalog Number 38 С $9937 48 C89838 — 39 C 59878 
Shipping weight | T pound 12 ounces | pound 10 ounces T pound 
Price 31494 3597 

Wha: 

accessories including 
fencing, ha hoes, palia, t 

614 [Sears] 31255 

HO-scale Freight 
Train Sets for 
listic rail di 

(1 thru 5) HO-scale Trains 
arc pat gh sd listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 

6 watts. 515.6. cord. (4, 5 have 6 ft. cord.) 
FOR AGES. В years and up. Not recommended 
for ages under 8. ages 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 

jons included. Warranted by manufac- 
turer; write for free copy, see page 322. 

1) Тусоё 10-unit Royal Blue 
O Maite Acton Freight Ser 
SET INCLUDES: Track . „ . plastic, metal. 29 
sections Tru-Steel track. 2 manual switches, 

retailer; 
forma Serio inch figure layout with “over 

under’ tersection. int... . metal. Rock Island lighted Alco 430 diesel. 

Pr ~. Set $49.99 

Rock Island Alco 430 lighted Diesel only 
49 C 99015—Shpg. wt. Sis. 802. ...814.97 

NEE eris 

39 C $9011 Slips. we ibn. ....Set 939.99 
Clementine 0-8-0 lighted Steam Locomo- 
tive with tender. e 
49 C 99014—Wr. 115. 40x. . 419.97 

(4) Bechmann® G-unit Santa Fe Diesel 
Freight Set 

. metal. 1$ SET INCLUDES: Track. . . 

Santa Fe 0368 Diesel Locomotive 
49 C 96183—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

(5) Bachmann 4-unit Diesel Freight Set 
SET INCLUDES. Track. , . plastic, metal. 11 

sections, re-railer; 36-inch curved s forms. 
driven FT. Сат, accessories 
box car, and Power 
6 foot cord, printed circuit and breaker. 
49 C 9900 1—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ... .Set 917.99 
Burtii Northern F9 Diesel Engine o: 49 C 0004 Shpg we iSo s BD 



Tyco® 10-unit Royal Blue 

Steam Set our biggest 
freight set 
$5999 

Tyco* 8-unit Clementine Steam Train Set. . . 
load and haul "gold" day or night! 

$3999 

Bachmann* 6-unit 
Bachmann? 4-unit Santa Fe Diesel 
Chessie Diesel Set Freight Set 



Enter a galaxy of adventure 

Rocket Tubes“ 
own f yo 

> 
Motorized Satellite 
Survey Station™ Set nt 



(Y thru 16) FOR AGES. (1) 8 yrs. and up. Not ages under 5. (2 thru 16) 3 yrs. and up. Not ages under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instructions included. 

(7) Mobile Exploration Lab.” Assemble in countless ways 
or use with other Micronaut items (not incl). Tower with 
dome jet type base Grasping hand. Decals. Over 13 in. 

Plastic 

(1), Rocket Tubes" with Sears Spaceship Launching 
Ped. Use your imagination to design fantastic layouts for 
this Micronaut transportation system of the future. 
SET INCL Over 15 running feet of Microtube. Make a sky- 
scraping 1044-14. vertical shaft or a continuous oval loop 
over 6 ft. long and 20 in. wide. Stripes on tubes even glow in 
the dark! 8 straight sections (18 in. each), 4 curved sections 
(14 in. each), 3%4-in. Micronaut figure, 2 cargo vehicles, 
power terminal with wall plug transformer. entry and reir 
culation tube, transfer station. 2i-in. high launcher, three 
in. long Styrofoam® planes, decorative labels, instr. sheet 
and all parts needed to set up and connect layouts. Plastic 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Wall transformer unit incl. 
110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. 6-ft. cord. 
79 C 59953C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 12 oz. ...Set $49.97 
{21 ferio" Carry Case. Over 20 in. high. Storage space 
for Micronauts, parts. Unsnap Като”, open flat. Rolls on 
plastic wheels, Or carry by handle. Figures not incl Plastic 
9 C 5994 1C— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. В oz. $10.44 

(3), Repto™ and Antron”. Fully articulated. Poseable. 3 in. 
high. Plastic. Scaled for use with other Micronaut toys. 
49 C 59928— Shipping weight 4 ounces $4.66 
(4) Hornetroid™. Striking terror into the hearts of defend. 
ing Micronauts is this android invader—half insect, half me 
chanical vehicle. Over 19 in. long, so it's large enough to 
carry a Micronaut behind its transparent eye case. Non-fir 
ing missile assembly on tail. Flaps its large wings at the 
touch of a special button. Interchangeable with other Micro- 
naut vehicles, access. Has folding landing gear. Plastic. 
49 C 59264—Shipping weight 2 pounds 59.97 
5) Galactic Defender”. Membros”. Fully articulated. 
'oseable. 3 in. high. Plastic. Use with other Micronaut toys. 

49 C 5993 1— Shipping weight 4 ounces $4.66 
(6) Motorized Satellite Survey Station" Set. This mo 
torized construction set has 124 pcs. to create or design your 
own spacecraft or buildings. Wind-up motor with rubber 
tires and instructions 17 in. tall when built as in main pic 
ture on facing page. (Micronaut figures not incl.) Plastic 
49 C 59256 Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $8.99 

big! 
49 C 5920 ipping weight 2 pounds 413.97 
(8) Star Fighter” and (9) Draconian Marauder”. Au. 
thentically-detailed spacecraft. Specially designed for Buck 
Rogers and his friends. Opening cockpits hold 3% in. figures 
(not included). Decorative decals. 17 inches long. Plastic. 
(8) 49 C59532— lar Fighter”, WL 1 Ib. 302. $6.97 
(9) Draconian Marauder”. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 ог. 
49 С 59535 

(10 thru 12) Trons”. These robot clowns of 
are delightful newcomers to the world of Micronauts. Tum 
them fast or siow: wheels turn as they wobble, walk, hop or 
bumble on central axis. Interchangeable; may be used with 
other Micronaut toys. Each uses 2 AA batteries (not includ- 
ed, sold below). Each measures 6x613!4 in. high. Plastic. 
(10) 49 C 59904—Gammairon". Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $5.97 
(11) 49 C 599 13— Betairom”. Shpg. wt. б oz. 5.97 
(12) 49 C 59924—Alphatron™. Shpa. wt. 6 oz. 597 
DieMard Alkaline AA Batteries. Package of 
49 C 468 19—Shipping weight 2 oz. Package $1.19 
(13) Interplanetary Star Fortress. Blast off to adventure 
with this complete playset and any of your space figures. 
1114x1144x20-in. high space “mountain” is a storage and 
carrying case for your space figures. When "mountain" is 
opened and laid flat, it's a 3x 34-in. space world. 
sule rotates and is mounted with a non-firing cannon. 
other buildings side by side or vertically. Vinyl, cardboard. 
49 C 59478—Shipping weight 4 pounds 59.99 
(14 thru 16) Buck єз” and Friends 
These authentically styled and fully poseable figures from 
Buck Rogers in the 25th Century are 3%, in. high. Plastic 
(14) 49 C 59515—Buck Rogers, Twiki. Wt. 4 oz. ... $4.66 
(15) 49C 59513—Kane, Tigerman. Wt. 4 ол. 466 
(16) Draco and Draconian Guard 
49 C 595 18—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

96.97 

5466 



E 
UA 

Маху of adventure with S I AR 

(1 thru 14 Star Wars” Playset, Figures and Vehicle: 

(1) Star Wars" Cantina Adventure Set. 
bie plastic figures: Greedo, Snaggletoc 
rus Man. Graphics depict characters and 
tina. Cardboard. Scene measures 18x7 in. 
49 C 59422—Shipping weight | pe 
(2) Star Wars" Patrol Dewback". Has 4 f 
When you move tail, its head moves too. Rem 

4 years and up. 

ures. Figures (not incl.) fit dow 
гар door on lizard's back. Removable reins snap з head, mouth for added play. 10% х5 in. high 

Imported. 
49 C 59436 Shipping weight 10 ounces 95.55 

(3 thru 8) Star Wars” Figures. Plastic. Fully poseable. 244 t 
414 inches tall to fit most items on these 2 р 

(7) Chewbacca, А202.СЗРО. Dro 
(6) 3 Jawas end 1 Sand People 

(9 thru 14) Star Wars” Vel 
Made of die-cast meta j Imported. 

12) Land Speeder”. Roll 
ng wheels simulate "floating 

Non-removable Luke 
ca inside. Laser cannon, radar C-3PO in cockpit 
dish swivel. Retractable landing in. high. Wt. 4 oz 
skids. Sx ox in 49 C 59425 1333 445^ Wt 11 02.45.7 49 C 59445. 2.95.77 (13 Y-Wing Fighter” 
(10) Imperia! Cruiser" Rebel pilot inside. Laser cai 
Cargo door slides, removable non swivels. Push button n 

removable Han Sok 

Princess Leia's ship. 7&4!gx23, — leases “laser” b. Fro 
in. high. We 11 oz landing gear retractable 
49 C 59447 05.77 мха inches 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz (11). X-Wing Fighter". Wings ao C 49343 9577 
open to "X^ configuration 
Cockpit canopy opens to reveal (14) Tie Fighter". Cockpit 
non-movable Luke Skywalker. window, detachable panels 
3x31 3x3 in. high. 4x3x3 in. high. Wt. 4 cz 
49C59427—Wı 4or.5333  49C59435 $333 



Fox Fm Corp 

(15) Star Wars” Millenium Falcon" Spaceship. Use with mini 
figures (not incl). Battle alert sound, landing gear folds up. Cockpit 
canopy opens. Entrance ramp folds down dish swivels 360 
Rear deck area lifts off to expose laser gun with seat that swivels 360 
and “clicks.” Game table. Secret floor panel. Remote force ball for 
Light Saber practice. 17x6x23 in. Plast Ages 5 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Uses 2 "C" batteries, 
79C59472C-Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 
49C46839-Alkalıne “С” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt Sor Pkg. 1.39 
(16) Darth Vader" Tie Fighter". Solar panels pop off, hatches 

Seat raises. Star Wars” mini figures fit cockpit. LED light. 
ser” sound. 10x64 ,x10 in. Plastic. Ages 4 yrs. and up. 

o О. Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order pkg. sold below item (1 
49C59439-Shipping weight оз. $11.44 
(17) Star Wars X-Wing Fighter”. W 
"X" position by pushing down on simulated 
return to closed position by pushing second b 
cannon on spaceship's nose and “laser” so 
button. Cockpit flips open to seat mini-action figures. Front landing 

ocks in place, 12x3 9x14 in. long. Plastic. Ages 5 yrs. and up. 
batteries, order package below 

Ib. i1 oz. $11.44 

$24.77 

49C59432-Shi; 
49C468 19-Alk 
(18) 
Hol 
incl). Footpegs 
n. high. Plast 
49C59462-Wt x... 85.66 
(20) 13-in. Boba Fett”. Replica of Galactic Bounty Hunter 
lated. Removable backpack with simulated rocket, movabie 
finder locates target, swiveling jets. Computer read-out in chest 
movable shoulder, chest armor. Plastic. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 59464— Shipping weight 13 ounces $1044 
(21) _ 12inch Zergon" a Mechanized Shogun® Warrior. Priced 
$7.53 loss thon in our 1978 Christmas Book, pg. 579. Modular 
design assembles in dozens of ways: rolls like a vehicle or tracks like 
robot. Has launchable fist. Plastic. Ages 5 to 10 yrs. Partly assembled 
Uses 2 "C" batteries, sold under item (15). 
49 C 59598— Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces 9744 

215.2 



U.S.S. Enterprise and Klingon Cruiser... two of 
the most famous vehicles in Science-fiction history 



FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not incl, 
49C 1932—Wt 1b. for ...... .Kit $6.97 

2) ace Conti ith rea! microphone 
Via verbe AM radio. Simulated console i nd portal 
actually AM radio, amplifies your voice 
through realistic i mie Иш 

s 3 
sell contained volume control, 9-f Cord, Plas- 
tic-coated . Chair cardboard and 
mike and stand Tor dolis up to 11% la. tall 
Marr M1414 in. high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: $ years and up. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Requires one 9-volt 
battery, not included. Order battery below. 

‘not incl. Partly assembled. Instructions. 
29 C 66902 shpe. wt. 2 Ibs. Bor. ...914.99 

Heavy Duty 9-volt Batte dS C'L6629 Shoe. we zur ..... Each 89c 
(3 thru 6) Star Trek"* Heroes. 8-inch tall, 
Jointed figures. Complete with authentic re- 
movable uniforms and accessories. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. and up. 

Mr. k 
све Wt. 4 O2. .........%466 

RE 
4905 pede e 466 

5 со “Bones” 
4 coe e ecl wh 4 or. 466 

(6) Klingon Commander 
49 C 59642—Shpg. wt. d oz. .-.... 466 
* $1977 Paramount Pictures Corp. 

7) Astro Explorer Play Set. Just what every 

E EEE new М ne 
۷ Tee ith — AJN able sirine trap. ented тош adjus C 
Simulated alr ER tank with accessories. 
c p DE Ei INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 4504 1—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. E 

a us. ا ص Shuttle Kit. Authentic look- 
model shuttle “Columbia” 

uled for space 
doors open and close. Two interci 

fiches high. Plastic. 1/12 scale. 
FOR AGES: 13 years to adult. 
9 INFORMATION: Glue not incl. 

9094C—Shpg. wt. 4 bs. .......%9.47 

sched- 

le 
decals. 20x76 

(9) Cox Star Crui 
Cruiser that 

14 inches in diameter. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Needs mode- 

sold below. kit, 1 note below, 
49 C 2218—Wt 11b. 1002. .........815.97 

EEE EE 1 Mae in. long -in. wings] «piece у, 

торе але юше йиш 0 
prs ine included. 
FOR AGES. 10 years to adult. 
ORDER INE INFO: a миш, Needs mode- 

below. 
Vo C 2209 C. Shipping wt 216 202.6 16.97 

(11) Cox Black Mantis. .049 engine. 
13% in. 15-in. эр. pie Piece d 
tough wire landing gear. Impact re release en- 

', blunt-edge line incl. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to "ts 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Needs 
modeler kit, 
79 C 2213C—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 5 ог......99.99 
Modeler Kit (not shown). Iden pe battery, 

low Power head chp, wrenches, Y PET M fast spot. Aio Landis line 
49 62232 vet 2 lbs. 40r... 

Note: тет (9), (10) marraeted By Com 
Write for Iree copy. ме page 322 

How a Reflector 
T works 

(12) 30x40 Power Tabl. Refractor Telesco; 
lens. Sin. coated tomm diameter ob 
long. Imported. mum tube, 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 yrs. and up. Not for nder 8. 
C 240: CRI wet ae 20.514,49 

13) 200X Br Telescope with 75mm objective p 
есу min mirror, Basic 75X increases t ground eyepiece: 

200X with booster lens. Plastic swivel mount locks in place. Focus. 
ing knob. Telescope rests on metal tripod: 4 feet tall. 28-inch long 
fiberboard tube treated with plastic coating. 
AGES: 7 years and up. Not for ages under 7 
ORDERING INFO. Partly assembled, instructions included. 
79 C 2480C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 

(14 end 15) Retractor Telescopes 
CONSTRUCTION: Metal and plastic tube with precision-ground 
glass lenses. Rack and pinion focusing. 48-in, high wood tripod, 
yoke mount (14). swivel mount on (15), Instr. incl. Imi . 
AGES: 8 years and up. Not for ages under 8. 

pa 150X Telescope with 50mm acromatic costed objective 
Basic power inverted astronomical viewing. Use 1.5X 

efectos ee (oom porrer 10 150X) for terrestrial viewing. 6mm eye- 
in protection screen. Tube 27 in. long. 600mm focal length. 

ORDERING INFO Partly ا instructions incl. 
79 C 2407 C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces $50.99 

(15) 300X Telescope with 60mm acromatic coated objective 
lens. Basic 150Х inverted astronomical viewing using 4.5mm eye- 
piece. 2X Barlow lens boosts power to 300X. Switch to 12.5mm 
es for wider field of vision at SOX, 110X using Barlow lens. 
[oon filter, Sun protection screen. Use 1.$X erector lens for upright 

terrestrial viewing at 230X with 4.5mm Barlow lens. 29-inch tul 
700mm focal I 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. instructions incl. 
79 C 24 19C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces 58199 

(19) , 100 experiment Electronics Kit. 100 precision components 
cluding an integrated circuit, light emitting diodes, transistors, re- 

sistors, variable capacitors, potentiometer, earphone. Construct in- 
tegrated circuit. amplifier, burglar alarm, lie detector, strobe 
light and more. No soldering. Manual included. 
AGES. ORDER INFO. 12 years to adult. Requires 2 Alkaline “АА” 
batteries, one 9-volt battery, order below. у 
49 C 24135— Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces... .Kit $14.99 
(17) Radio and Electronics Kit. 200 precision components in- 
duding an integrated circuit, 2 light emitting diodes, 25 solid-state 
pieces such as transistors, resistors, capacitors, speaker, potentiom- 
«ет, earphone. Make TRF radio, shortwave radio, integrated cir- 
cuit radio, more. Construct 8-key. 16-note organ: 40 d Св 
converter, 40 computer circuits; burglar alarm; lie detector; more. 
Reusable parts. No Complete experiment manual. 
AGES, ORDER INFO. 12 years to adult. Requires two Alkaline "AA" 

', order below. 
6— Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces „Kit 923.99 

49 C 468 19—Alkaline "AA" Bott Pkg. of 2, We 202. oz, Pkg. 1.19 
49 C 46859—Alkaline 9-volt Battery. Wt 202. Ea, 1.49 

Achromatic 
tripod. 

$22.49 

Electromes K4 lets you 
ренот up te 100 expermerts 

$1499 
«алом batteries 

without battenes 

., az 621 



All Sears Microscopes include make-your-own-slides kit 

2.3) all 
ay lacquer 

S: 10 years and up. N 
Chemicals and. ifm 

ers w 
fects, plus pow 

Microscope Projection Viewer 

one $899 | Save $4 hen you buy Viewer with 
microscope (1) or (2) on this page 

1200X Microscope 
Features twist-room eyepiece tor 

greater magnification. color 
hiter and butterfly, eosin, 

hatchery tank. shrimp eggs to use 
to make your own sides 
$7199 moos color fiter ee I 

minout Bananen 

Skilcraft Student Biology Set 

$897 



ТЕР 

1) 40Х 
1200Х 

2 40X ым а Sé mter". слеза: [o| 5100 ex à ropper. 2 carrying сам 
T S blank labels. $ cover glasses D xxn Bis |S blank slides. tweezers. glass |әсгазз5 ı |12) 3599 

++ X гой. eye-dropper. Plastic carrying case 
375-39] 5X, 20%], sx] gu, [8 blank labels, $ cover glasses 8 blank әс, Tn 
BY 100,209 [10% 29X ох] 713 | Blank labels. S cover glasses 49626501] fia] 1099 

Pkg. 51.19 

Microscope 

Microscope Sed 
with operated 

high-quality illuminator magnification 
and twist- zoom 0 2199 

300x Microscope 
Simple and easy 
for beginners 
1o operate 

$1099 

36 specimen slides 
Specimens include bee and 
butterfly P uny creatus 
bacteria, sea life, ts 
insects. Imported. an 
FOR AGES. 10 to 16 years. 
ORDERING INFO: See Note 

A $4.99 

Dissect frog, grow plants hydroponically, hatch and grow shrimp eggs 
id measure the gravity of minerals with Jolly balance. 

SET CONTAINS: 6 chemicals in break-resistant bottles with safety 
lock caps, 100-power microscope in sturdy black plastic. With sub- 
stage mirror to illuminate slides, Jolly balance scale, ten rock and 
mineral specimens, steel test tube rack, frog specimen in odorless pre- 
servative, two PYREXE brand test tubes, shrimp eggs, test tube hold- 
er, tweezers, funnel, eye dropper. litmus paper, two microscope swing slides, scalpel and dust cover. 42-page illustrated experiment manual 
included. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: For 9 years and up. See Note 
on opposite pi 
49 C 2402- Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces Set $17.99 

Perform chemical experiments 
in your very own laboratory 

(6) Senior Chemistry Lab. Explore the states of matter; test 
foods for fats, acids, minerals; recover fingerprints or grow plants. 
SET CONTAINS. 28 chemicals in break-resistant bottles with safety: 
lock caps and 2 kinds of water purification chemicals, balance beam 
PYREX® brand glassware incl. 5 test tubes, 1 beaker. 2 test tube 
racks, clamp, brush, alcohol lamp, funnel, chromotography paper. 
metal tripod, eye dropper, plastic spoon, litmus paper, sulfide test 
paper, smoke tester chart, glass tubing, distillation assembly, hydro- 

ics planter, stirring rod, blow torch, flame test wire, 2 corks. 
id magnifier. 3-tier steel storage cabinet; each section 914x4! 3x13 

h. 120-page Advanced Chemistry Manual 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years and up. See Note opp. page 
79 € 2412C—Shipping weight 12 pounds Set $36.99 
(7) Graduate Chemistry L w plants chemically without 
soil, fire-polish glass, recover rerprints, test for acids, bases. 

T CONTAINS. 18 chemicals, balance beam, 2 kinds of water puri 
fication chemicals in break-resistant bottles with safety-lock caps. 4 
PYREX brand test tubes with rack, holder and brush. Alcohol 
lamp, funnel, chromotography paper, metal tripod, eye dropper, 
plastic spoon, litmus paper, sulfide test paper, smoke tester chart. 
glass tubing, PYREX® brand beaker, distillation assembly, hydro- 
ponics planter, chemically propelled rocket. Dual steel storage cabi- 
net; each section 9x4 x 13%, in. high. 96-page Exploring Chemis 
try Manual 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years and up. See Note opp. 
49 C 2406— Shipping weight 8 pounds Set 024.99 
(8) Student Chemistry Lab Set. Perform chemical magic tricks 
and test for starch fats and bases. Create a chemical volcano. 
SET CONTAINS: 15 chemicals in break-resistant bottles, 3 PYREX® 
brand test tubes with rack, clamp, brush. Alcohol lamp, funnel, 
chromotography paper, beam scale, eye dropper, plastic spoon. lit 
mus paper, sulfide test paper. Steel cabinet, 9! ax4!ax13^; in. high. 
Metric conversion chart. 96-page Exploring Chemistry Manual. 

10 years and up. See Note opp. page. 
weight 5 pounds Set $15.99 

Quac Scence Lab popular experiments in 
chemattry. mcroszepy, biclogy, geology 51799 



mes are perfect 
panions 

hole 
family have fun on 

(1) Flintstone® Game Alley. 
Priced 81.30 less than in 
our 1978 Christmas Book 

Includes pieces for these 10 games: 
Bowling with Fred Flintstone® 
Shuffleboard; Snakes and Ladders 
Backgammon; Number Crossword; 
Fox and Geese; Game of India; 
Checkers; Foreign Checkers and Chi caen Fori cun md ОВ 
in. cardboard reversible game board 
1 spinner, 2 dice, 2 number crossword 
boards. Plastic. imported. 

Christmas Book 
49 c 61307. 

(2) Magnetic Travel Game 
Combo 

To Grandmother's House We Go 
magnetic pawns stick to playing sur 
face; International Grand Prix 
racing cars stick on the track by mag- 

c action. Incl.: 18 4x94x1 in 
board, 4 pawns, 4 racing cars, 

to 4 player 
R INFO: To Grandmoth- 

егу House We Go, 3 to 8 yrs; Inter- 
national Grand Prix, $ to i2 yrs. 
49 C 61226—Wt. Jibs. $3.99 

(3) Magnetic Checkers. Chess 
and Backgammon Set. Magnetic 
base in pieces stick to 2-sided board. 
Incl.: Folding wooden storage box, 

agnetic closure; game board, 
inches when folded; 11 

square inch playing surface; 32 chess. 
pieces; 30 checkers; backgammon 
pieces and ported. 

GES. ORDER INFO: б yrs., up. 
49 C 61335 —WL 1 1b. 1302. 94.69 

(4) The incredible Hulk" Game 
based on TV series character. 

Players move by spinner trying to 
win cards while avoiding the Hulk, 
who can cause setbacks, First one to 
assemble Dr. Banner's face with 
cards, wins. Incl: Game board, 18% 
in. sq., spinner, 5 play pieces with 
stands, 24 "Hulk" cards, 24 "Dr. Ban- 
ner" cards. 2 to 4 players. 

(5) Candy Land® Game. . .re- 
quires knowledge of basic colors. Be 

е first one to reach Home Sweet 
Home. Incl.: Play board, 184x15% 

in.. 4 plastic gingerbread men playing 
йесез, 64 color, object cards. For 2 to 

layers. 
5 0 NFO: 4 to 8 yrs. 

49 C 65178—Wt 11b 1202.93.97 

(6) Star Trek” Game. . . complete 
3 secret missions and return to home 
star base. Draw 4 cards describing 
missions. Possi o explore hun 
dreds oí galaxies. Star cards describe 
where you have landed. Unique star 
sections are movable making each 
game different. Incl.: game board, 
16x27 in. 36 "star" cards, 24 "mis. 
sion” cards, 24 control markers, 4 
pawns, dice. For 2 to 4 players. 

5 to adult 
Ib. 

3-Game Combo. Happy Lit 
n: move your “train” up the 

sh. Mother's Helper 
complete 3 chores for Mother. Si 
Sandwich: build biggest. silliest sand. 
wich of all. Incl.: Playing board, 4 
markers, spinner or die for each 
game. Mother's Helper has 20 chore 
cards; Silly Sandwich has silly sand- 
wich ingredients. 2-4 players. 

ES. ORDER INFO: Happy Little 
Train, 5 to 12 yrs. Mother's Helper, $ 
to 10 yrs. ly "Sandwich. 410 85; 
Each game packaged separately 
Shipping weight 2 lbs, 12 oz. 

49 C 61045 Set $3.99 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone 



(1) C.S.F. Emergency Rescue Set 
by Remco. Priced $3.96 less than 
our 1978 Christmas Book. p. 563 
22in. rod connects chopper to power 
center, giving it a 44-in. flying diame- 
ter. Controls for altitude, forward, re 
verse. Emits realistic “chopper 
sounds.” 6-in. plastic copter with 5 
aperboard rescue figures; paper 

rd hospital with medical evacua 
tion landing pad. Plastic, battery 
owered remote control unit. Incl. 
ackground of medical rescue unit. 

AGES. ORDER INFO: $ years and up. 
Requires 3 "D" batteries, not incl., or 
der 2 pkgs. below. 1974 Chrisimas 
Book price $ . 
49 C 58025— Wt 2 lbs 8 oz. .48.99 
Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2 
49 C 46849—WL 10 oz. Pkg. $1.59 
(2), Twister by Milton Bradley, Hi 
larious test of twistability and bal 
ance as 2 players move hands and 
feet onto circles on mat. Last pl 
left standing wins. $2x64-in. vinyl 
mat, giant spinner with plastic arrow. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 6 years to adult 
For 2 to 4 pi 
49 C 6221 
(3) Toss Acro: 
your beanbag at 

b. 1102.85.97 
by Ideal. Toss 

of the 9 rotating 
Squares on the playing field. First one 
to turn up 3 "X's or “Ов in a row 
wins. Score for yourself or block op- 

onent. Plastic frame, legs 
x21 x54 in. 6 beanbags. 

ES. ORDER INFO: 6 yrs, and up. 
For 2 to 4 players. Partly assembled: 
instructions. 
79C65324C-Wt 5 Ibs. 8 oz, $12.47 
(4) Hungry. Hungry Hippos by 
Hasbro. Each player tries to snatch 
as many marbles as he can with his 
hungry hippo. 17x17-in. plastic game 

ER INFO: 4 to adult. For 2 
yers. Partly assembled; in 

structions. 
9 C 62583—Wt. 1 Ib. 90z...$8.47 

(5) Jaws by Ideal. Try to remove 
objects from Jaws mouth without 
making it snap shut. Each player 
uses a gaff hook to "fish" out objects. 
If wrong piece is removed, Jaws ж 
snap shut. 16% in. long shark, ga 
hook, 15 pieces of "junk" all made 
plastic, rubber bands, set of teet 
lower jaw, paper label for eyes, fins. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 yrs. ar 
to 4 players. Partly assembled, in 
structions. 
49 C 65182—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz...87.47 
(6) Operation by Milton Bradley 
Payers are all doctors operating 
patient with all sorts of hilarious ail 

Remove “ailments” without 

ORDER INFO: 6 to 14 years. 
For 1 or more players. Needs 2 "D' 
batteries, not included, order package 
above. 
49 C 65028—Wt. 1 Ib. Soz...96.47 
(7) Nerf" Cycle by Parker Broth: 
ers. Connect rubber bands on syn 
thetic foam cycle to hand-held plastic 
launcher, pull back and release. 8-in. 
ode races up. — from саг 
ton. Fast, exciting, but soft on impact 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 to 9 years. 
49 C 5010—Wt. 8 oz $3.97 
18) Nerf" Rockets by Parker 
Brothers. Hit plastic air launcher 
propel soft Nerf rockets. Two S-in 
long synthetic foam rockets, air 

cher, 2 targets. 
DER INFO: $ to 12 years. 

„Soz. 3.77 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 

|... unless stated otherwise 
ag =88000 

Swoop down for 
dramatic rooftop 

rescues with remote control 
CSF Emergency Rescue Set 

Nerf" Rockets 
launcher and targets 

blast o 

mo Sears] 625 



Try your luck, test your 

(1 and 2) Monopoly. Tbe came real гиме trading game 
OBJECT OF THE GAME: Pla; ', sell, swap real 
ue ruote alias: bull ose, botes Collect ren y 
to bankrupt your opponents. 
(1) Special Edition Monopoly 

CONTENTS: 19! x19 j-inch board. More equipment than (2). 
inizer tray for play money, houses, hotels, extra playing 
and deed carousel. For 2 to 10 players. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
49 C 6501. ping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces 9.47 
(2) Original Monopoly 
CONTENTS: 1944x19%-in. board, play money, houses, hotels 
ie cardo and playing 5 pe For 2 to 8 players. 
FOR AGES: 8 years 
49 C 65039 Shipping weight 2 pounds S ounces ....4597 
(3and 4) Scrabble, Test your vocabulary and score 
points by spelling words in crossword fashion. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. For 2 to 4 players. 
a Deluxe Scrabble 
ONTENTS: Framed. 1514-in. square board overlaid with 
price grid to bold tiles, built-in turntable in base. 100 finished 

ood tien 4 Ше racks, plastic snap bag. Instr. inci 
49 C 65504— Shipping weight 4 ро 2 ounces 91497 

(4) Original Scrabbie 
CONTENTS: 14^! inch square cardboard board, 100 hardwood 
letter tiles, 4 hardwood racks. Instructions included. 
doc 65053— Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces 55.97 

(5) Dey. Have fun getting paid and paying bills. 
OBJECT OF GAME. Player with most money at end wins. 
CONTENTS: 19%4-in. square calendar board. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 65488—Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces $6.97 
(6) Life. Spin the wheel of fate and move around the 3-di 
mensional world of high finance. For 2 to 8 players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Win if you end up in Millionaire Acres, 
lose if you finish in the Poor House. 
CONTENTS: 239 x19 inch game board: spinner, tiles. 
FOR AGES: 9 years to adult. 
49 C 65034—Shipping weight 3 pounds 1 ounce 16.97 

(7) Boggle. . . the hidden word game 
OBJ. OF GAME: Race against timer, opponents to make words 
from 16 lettered cubes. Earn points for words no one eise has. 
CONTENTS: Timer, shaker dome for 16 cubes, holding tray 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. For 2 or more players. 
49 C 65359—Shipping weight 11 ounces $474 



skill with these Family Games 
(1) Chinese Checkers and Checkers . . oldies but goodies 
OBJ. OF GAME: Get your marbles to opposite point of star. 
CONTENTS: 1Sts-inch diameter metal Chinese checkerboard ге verses for regular checkers. 60 glass marbles, 24 checkers. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. For 2 to 6 players, 
49 C 65038—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces 1547 
(2) Clue. The classic whodunnit game that families love. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Figure out who committed the crime with what, 
where. Action takes place in a spooky old mansion. 
CONTENTS: 19Vinch square game board, plastic weapons, sus- 

id clue cards, die, plastic playing pieces, detective notes. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 3 to 6 players. 
49 C 6505—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces $6.97 
(3) War of the Networks. Be your own network executive! 
OBJECT OF GAME: Schedule your programs, stars to beat the 
competition in the ratings game and make the most money. 
CONTENTS: 21-in. square gameboard, "movie", "drama", "come- 

“star”, “flash” cards, player and sold tokens and dice. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 61254— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $474 
4) “Bonkers!” Wacky, exciting, back-and-forth board game, lelp create and hit "hot spots”. Be first to score 12 points. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Get around board first. Slow opponent with a 
"lose" card. Players create a new game track each game. 

| CONTENTS: Cards, dice, 1914-inch square game bo: 
playing pieces and tray. 

| FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 2 to 4 players. 
| 49 C 61057—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5597 

| (5) Deluxe Aggravation 
OBJ. OF GAME: Move marbles around board and get home safely. 

| Land in opponents’ space and make him start again. 
CONTENTS: 18-in. square game board, 24 marbles, die. 

| РОВ AGES: $ years to adult. For 2 to 6 players. 
49 C 65036—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces $474 

ре», 

(6) Sorry! The exciting chase game, S, cards control the 
1 pursuit. „the outcome s always in doubt For 2 to 4 players. 

OBJ. OF GAME: Move markers around board and back home first. 
CONTENTS: 17%4-inch square board and colorful markers. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
49 C 65052—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 95.97 
(7) Yahtzee. Exciting family game of skill, chance. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Roll winning dice combination before opponent. 
CONTENTS: Plastic chips, dice, cup, scoring pad, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 2 or more players. 
49 C 65084—Shipping weight 10 ounces. ............... 92.82 



Mind-challenging 
Strategy Games 

FOR AGES: 6 years and up. For 1 or more players. 
(8) Super Jock Teeball. Hit Super Jock on his head and 
watch the ball fly. Use stadium target on back of carton. 
CONTENTS: 10-in. high Super Jock. 5'4-in. high tee. 3 
balls. All plastic constr. Partly assembled, instr. incl 
49 C 62105— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $7.99 
(9), Super Jock Football. Kicks football up to 35 ft 

ore the most points in 20 field goal attempts from posi 
tions indicated on spinner. All plastic construction. 
CONTENT: high Super Jock. 29-in. high goal post. 
2 footballs. arly assem., instr. ind. 

$7.99 

(1) Master Mind 44. Now the whole family 
can play! A new twist to the traditional Master 
Mind game lets 4 people participate. For 2, 3 or 
4 players. 

Find the hidden color and 
get 5 chances to break it 

with 6,480 possible combinations 
CONTENTS: 4 plastic playing boards, each 
16x16 in. 6 different color code pegs; black and 

te clue pegs. Instr. i 

49 С 61646—Shpz. wt. 11b. 7 49.47 

(2) Master Mind 
CT OF THE СА! Break the color and 

tion code. 4 colors are used to make code. 
get 10 chances to break it, with 1,296 pos- 

sible combinations. For 2 pla: 
in plastic playing 

surface. 1 foot long, Six 
choose from; black and white clue pegs. In- 

49 C 65329 Shipping weight 8 oz. ...43.74 
(3) Connect Four® by Milton Bradley 

vertical version of checkers. 
F GAME: Build row of 4 checkers in 
horizontally, vertically or diagonal- 

and prevent opponent from doing same. 
NTS: 10Y4x7Yinch plastic game stand, 

2 sets of checkers, red and black. Instructions. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. For 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATIO! 
49 C 65227—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. .....$4.97 

(4) Turn the Tables” Checkers. New fast- 
moving checkers-like game lets you rotate 
the turn tables for an offensive or defensive 
advantage. For 2 players. 

OF GAME: To capture all your op- 
s checkers. 

T 14x15-inch plastic game 
revolving turn tables, 24 molded 
ieces in two colors. Instr. incl. 

y > adult. 
49 C 61162—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1402. ..86.47 

Я АМЕ: Move all your marbles 
into rows of three while blocking your appo- 
nents from doing the same. 2 to 4 players 

13-inch square plastic game 
board, 48 marbles in 4 colors, plastic cover. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 61163—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $7.97 
(6) Tri-Ominos®. Unique spin-off of domi 
noes, with bonus points for difficult forma- 
tions. 56 plastic pieces. For 2 to 6 players 
OBJECT OF GAME: Match any 2 numbers on 
Tri-Omino already in play. Game is 400 

B years to adult. 
49 C 61652—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
(7) Battleship® by Milton Bradley 

OF GAME: Sink opponent's ships by 
firing salvos of shots, calling our strike area. 
CONTENTS: 2 self-contained plastic game 

„each 9x6% in. high. Red and white 
Ten ships for exciting naval battles. 

8 years to adult, For 2 players, 
49 C 65183. Shps. wt. 2lbs. Soz. ..#6.47 



(1) Mini Desk Darts 
Ideal for office or den. Reversible dart board with 
bull's-eye on one side and executive decision 
maker game on the other; stands up on desk for easy 
playing. 
CONSTRUCTION: Cork dart board and 3 mini darts. 
Solid wood cabinet has "Royal Arms Pub" sign silk 
screened on the front. Rack on the door holds darts. 
Measures $x7x2 inches overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 2865—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
(2) Family Jewel 
Clear 900-carat "diamond" is a 3-dimensional jigsaw 
puzzle. Scramble the parts and reassemble them. 
CONSTRUCTION: 40 interlocking plastic pieces. 
Makes 234x234 inch "diamond". Gift boxed. 
OROERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2802 Shipping weight 10 ounces . .Box $7.99 
(3) Super Master Mind 
Game rules are so easy that many 8-year-olds mas. 
ter it in ten minutes; yet the strategy can be extreme- 
ly complex. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Break the color and position 
code. 5 pegs, 8 colors are used to make code. You get 
12 chances to break code with 59,000 possible combi 
nations. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Wood-grain look plastic playing sur- 
face, plastic pegs, black, white clue pegs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. 
3 C 2870—Shpg. wt. 1 ib. $7.99 
(4) Spring Thing 
Be creative while you relax. Bend and turn Spring 
Thing to make interesting shapes and figures. 
CONSTRUCTION: Twelve 1-inch clear acrylic cubes 
connected by a nickel-plated metal spring. Measures 
12 inches long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 2852—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. ......... 

Set $4.49 

..97.49 

(5) Space Launch 
Move rods properly to make ball roll up into top. 
scoring hole. 
CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-finished bardwood. 2 stecl 
rods, ball. Measures 20x7 4x34 inches. 
ORDERING INFORN 
3 C 2976—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 11 ог. 
(6) Minute Maze 
Guide steel ball through 2 levels of the maze before. 
the sand in the 3-minute timer drops. 
CONST: Blue plastic. 6%x6%x1%4 in. Gift boxed. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 29004—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
(2) Labyrint 
‘Turn 2 wood knobs at once to tilt surface, guide ball, 
avoid low-scoring holes and reach pay-off 
CONST: Walnut finish hardwood frame. Plastic field. 
2 steel balls. Imported. 13%4x12Y%4x3% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2844—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 302. 
(8) Electro Draw Poker 
Press button for 5-card hand, press another button 
to draw new cards. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic case. Mea. 
sures 4%x5x2 in. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 2 "C" batteries; or 
der package below. 
3 С 2932—Shpg. wt. 9 ог. 
3 C 8993—Pkg. of 2 “С” Battery. Wi. 5 oz. 
(9) Mini Electro Slot Machine 
CONSTR: Table model. Plastic case, 60 play coins. 
Jackpot automatic payoff. 114x5V4x9V4 in. Import. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 2 "D" batteries; 
order pkg. below. Not for sale in Mo., N. Carolina, 
Wis, LA. County or wherever prohibited by law. 
3С 29244G—Wt. 3 Ibs. oz. .. $29.99 
3C 8994—Pkg. of 2^D" Batt. Wi. i0oz .. 1.59 

$6.99 

Box $8.49 

$12.99 

95.99 
1.39 

(10) Nine-Puzzle Assortment Set 
P: Count Down . . . Try to remove all pieces 

except one, by jumping them. Outer Limit 
to get 4 balls in the outer comers. Magic 

, it looks like а solid cube 
to position all 36 balls within the 

Try to position the 9 
ту to forma 

n the 3-dimensional 

shapes o form a pyramid. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 28036—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Set $19.99 

(11) The Brai 
It's you against the computer. Try to place all rods 

t position. Requires 170 programmed moves. 
INSTRUCTION: Clear and black plastic. 4 in. high 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
3 C 28413—Shipping weight 10 ounces .Box 87.49 

(12) Computer Loops 
Try to remove the rod from the rings. It's man 
against the computer. Solution requires 170 moves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Frame in Danish walnut-finished 
hardwood. 8 steel rings. 1014x3x2 in. 
ORDERING INFO: In transparent gift box. 
3 C 29405—Shpg. wt. 10 oz Box $8.49 

(13) Adam's Apple 
Red apple is a 3-dimensional jigsaw puzzle. Scram. 
ble pieces and try to reassemble them. Makes 3-in. 
apple. Ideal paper weight or conversation piece. 
CONSTRUCTION: 48 interlocking plastic pieces. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. Gift boxed. 
3 C 28038—Shipping weight 8 ounces . .Box 97.99 

629 



From authentic Pachinko Parlors 
Reconditioned Pachinko 

achines 

nd a steel ball raci 
ight, shiny pins. Each 

eive 15 extra pl 
authentic Pachinko Р. 

in design because each machine is an 
al. Unfinished wood frame with attached stand. Ash. 

ray. 300 steel balls. Measures 32x20/4x9 inches overall. 

3C 2990L 
200 extra steel Balls 
3 C 2984—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. Pkg. 95.99 
2 or more packages Each Package 5.49 

Phone ordering s a quick and easy way to buy 

630 [Sears]. 

Tests of skill and strategy 
for everyone in the family 

patchwork in 
dom design. Large 1513x144 ined 1 je. 
ing field of stitched leat en oa ae par 
yet. Leather carrying case and b 252 
hardware. I: 
PIECES 50 грай laying places, ice: 
Бо dcs cupa doting aber Be 
E 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
$C2822 4.5.5557 х Set $36.99 

(2) Plaid Backgammon Set 
CASE, BOARD: Rich brown plaid case. 
15h ax i4! inch playing field of cotton feit 
with 
brass hardware. 
PIECES: 30 ying pieces; 4 dice: 

ibling cul Tie pe ice leath- 
er) dice cups; instructions. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 5 poun 

3C2947 ‚Set $27.99 

(3) Suedette Backgammon Set 
ME клор Dre diete nr 

id of cotton m I oe d points 

PIECES: 30 
doubling cul 

; instru. cups: 
ортаа INFORMATION 

3C 2876 s Set $19.99 

xb ор idiot 
— fabric dice 

. BACKGAMMON, 
M pore ied 
RUG: Brown white velvet- 
DuPont Orlon® acrylic. Burn E 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

3C 2890 ........... rss 
(5) Magnetic Backgammon Set 
CASE, BOARD. Padded leatherette (not leather) сме. 
8%3x10-inch metal and plastic Mone field. Brass. 
hardware. Imported. 
PIECES: 30 
dice; doubler; 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3С 2963—Shps. wt. 1 lb. 1002... 

19); Beckgemmon Ser with vivi ease 

stripe. 15x14-inch Perte dd to of cotton felt pi 
stitched points. Handle, brass hardware. 
ue 30 So pasic pla; two cotton felt- Ge doubling ibe sición 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 5 pounds, 
3€ 2907 Е „Set $15.99 

Backgammon Teachers Set e 
CASE. BOARD: Hardboard folding case opens to 
16x M-inch simulated cork paying Mid 2 
E A age fou die inning cube 

history /instruction book on 
lgammon by Prince Obolensky. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
N ight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 

3C29274.. 



CHESS and CHECKER GAME SETS 
(1) Chess Set with walnut case 
PIECES: Hih test plastic plows finished in antique walnut and maple colors. Staunton 
design . з үлү лүүлүк: 
BOARD, CASE Toes Be ت ا rin Veia eat inr npa rare ml y or 
mn 16% inch pla; of saddle-soft Surango vinyl. Walnut 

case with lining Velen fabric - «9x3 in. high. st 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 28011—Shipping weight $ pounds 

(2) Carved Wood Chess Set with case 
PIECES: Carved wood, varnished, weighted, felted. King is 34; inches high. Imported. 
BOARD. CASE: 14x14-inch wood inlaid board. 8x5-inch case, brass hardware. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 2804 1—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $24.99 

(3) Plastic Chess Set 
PIECES: Staunton design plastic pieces in white and black. Weighted, felted. King: 3% in. 
BOARD: Folding cardboard board, simulated wood-grained finish. 1544x1542 in. surface. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 2867—Shipping weight 3 pounds . 
(4) Plastic Chess Set with storage case 
PIECES: Plastic pieces in alabaster white, walnut brown. Weighted and felted. King: 3/4 in. 
BOARD: 16x16-inch folding cardboard board with wood-grained squares. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 С 2927—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $14.99 
(5) Chess Teacher Set. Move instructions are molded onto pieces for simplified learning. 
PIECES: Black and white plastic. Each piece is weighted and felted. King: 344 inches. 
BOARD: Wood-grained cardboard. Folds for storage. Measures 1614x1614 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Complete chess instruction booklet жаша 
3 C 2869—Shipping weight 4 pounds 
(6) Giant Checkers Set 
PIECES: Giant 3-inch diameter plastic pieces in red and black. 
RUG: Red and black plush-like 100% acrylic pile and trim. Acetate tricot backing. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Rug measures 27x27 inches. 
C 29107— Shipping weight 3 pounds -Set $7.99 

cotton suede 

Set $34.99 

..Set $9.99 

(7) Contemporary Chess Table with Chess Pieces 
TABLE: Walnut-look contemporary style chess table. Top and 
base made of Pionite® high pressure laminated plastic. Table 19% 
inches high, -inch thick. Top: 20x20 inches. Playing area of 
16x16 inches. Plastic molding. Hardwood leg, walnut finish. 
PIECES: Gothic ‘Alabaster white and Back plastic. Weight: 
ed and felted. King is 4 in. high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Table unassembled . . . instructions 
3 С 28083C—Shpg. wt. set 14 lbs. . "$024.09 
Contemporary Chess Table only. Chess pieces not included. 
3 C 28084C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. 7.99 
(8). Gothic Chess Pieces, Folding Board. Cardboard жум 
surface, 15%л15М; in. Plastic pieces, as in (7) above; in 
3 C 29272 Shipping weight 2 pounds 859 
(9) Three-dimensional Chess Set 
PCS, BOARD: Three 814x814-in. plastic playing surfaces, 2 sup- 

. Stands 12 in. high. Staunton design pieces. King: 1% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. 
3 C 2856—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces Set $8.99 
(10) The Game Box. 3 games: chess, checkers, backs: mon. 
PIECES: High-impact plastic black, white chess pieces. King: 1*4. 
in hish, 39 checker becas Stones of brown and white mar 
leized high-impact plastic. Four dice and doubling cube. 
Ex BOX: Combination 8x8-in. chess/backgammon board of 
soft vinyl, folds to 4x4 in. fits into top of smoked plastic сазе. 
ons INFORMATION: Case measures бону in. 33 
C 28015 Shipping weight 12 ounces 44% 
= Old-style Magnetic Chess Set Magnetic pieces stick to 
metal board, stay in place between moves. 
PIECES: Brown, beige plastic. Staunton design. King: 2% inches. 
BOARD: 10x10-in. board, antiqued wood-like cabinet and board, 
folds into carrying case. 
ORDERING INFO: Instr. incl. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
3C2946 $7.99 



Revolving Stand 

(1) Carrom® Set... 
featuring Sears exclusive 

ring shooters 

Shoot the rings . . . make them bounce into net pockets. 
CONSTR: Reversible 26-in. square wood-grained lami- 
nated hardboard panel, molded high-impact styrene cor 
ners. 4 net pockets. 
АСС! 5: 2 ring shooters for accuracy, speed, power; саг. 
rom rings; numbered discs; dice; spin tops; ten-pins; 100- 
game rule book. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 7 yrs. to adult 
79 C 62127 C—Shp. wt. 7 Ibs. $11.99 
(2) Revolving Stand for (1). Plated steel arms, legs. 

INFO: Unassembied. Instr. incl. 24%4 in. м. s RDE! 
79 C 62128C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

Mystify and amuse your friends 
with Magic Sets 

(3) Entertain with Magic 

CONTENTS: Ball and Vase, Chinese Bottle, 
Color Vision, Сш and Balls, Drawer Box, 
N Changer, с кам 5 Бош at 

Tray, Peter Rabbit. Po 
Shel ibid Spiked Coin, Coin, Van Quarter and Water Jug. Instructions. Book of 1 
tricks. Magic 
AGES ORD INFO: Beginners 10 
29 Ce4012C Spe wt aba Sor, 81095 
(4) Mysterious Illusions of the Orient 
Many Oriental type magic tricks for the so- 
histicated magician. Everyone will want to 
jow, "How'd you do that? 

CONTENTS: Chinese Linking Rings, Chinese 

i сы сор үс ing 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 12 years and up with ex- 
perience. 
49 C 65317—Shpg. wt. 51bs. 802... $20.99 
(5) Party Magic Set 
14 amazing tricks for dns magician. 
CONTENTS: Magic Card Box, Mysterious Dis- 
appearance, Crazy Cube, Fantastic Coin, Solid 
thru Solid, Card Magic Coin Box, Ani- 
mal Hunter, Jumping Star Phantom Cards 
Multiplying M. Locator, 
Quarter, 2-Card Monte, Book of 60 tricks, 
Magic wand for 
AGES. ORDER INFO: Beginners 7 to adult. 
49 C 64 014 Shpg. wt 1 Ib. Box. ..$8.99 

(6) 160 Great Magic Card Tricks. 
mound А т اس with eg rable card 
tri ha e car lisappear, change, turn іск ES 
over. next room, over 
the phone and 
CONTENTS: Deland Deck of Ca Cards, instruc- 
tions for 7 tricks; S' Du Cards, in- 
structions for 9 tricks; Magic card box, instr. 
for 16 tricks; Card Locator, Magic Paddle, 
Book of Card with instructions for per- 
forming 125 other tricks, 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 yrs. and up. 
49 C 64011—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. ......-.94.99 

de сап order items on 
497 thru 648 and 

з 7 thru 669 trom now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 

.. unless stated otherwise 



Flippopotamus 
Try to flip your chips 

between the moving lips 
(1). Be the first player to flip 
tamis movies ipe 23% you ати ving lips. y 

mouth as his head rotates. 
For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic Fli 
tamus, 13x13x6 inches high. 
40 plastic chips. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Re- 

ires | "C" battery, not in- 
r Package below. 

Sor. 
62032" -48.49 

DieHard Alkaline 
tery. Pkg. of 2, Shy L 
49 C 46839 E "Pie 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
ший AUGUST 31, 1980 

.. unless stated otherwise 

Bg. Mens En Pond ro- 
to catch 

animals, Bach fith worth 
different points. 2 players. 

before they all pop out. CONTENTS: ey 
For 1 or more players. inch fishing pond. 2 fisher- 
conn ENTS: „мик play- men, 14 sea animals. Plastic. 

pieces 
chanical timer. 11%x FOR AGES: $ yrs. to adult. 
8Y3 ORDER INFO: Requires 1 
FOR AGES: 5 yrs. to adult. “С” battery, not included, 
ORDER INFO: order pkg. above. 
Supe. m. 1 Ib. 12 pz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

49С65223......8847 49С62783 4.99 
(4) Pair Ups. Race against the clock to unscramble 20 
Pegs and match their shapes in pairs before the clock stops 
and pegs not paired fall through. 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic base and pieces. Built-in 60 second 
mechanical timer. Measures 1 1x8 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 62152— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 26.49 
(5 thru 7) Wonderful Waterfuls&. Add water to plas- 
tic tank and you're ready to play. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 5 years and older. 

ball. Push “whoosh” button to score 
block. 8x3x: Ms inches high. 2 score counters 

49 C 62026—Shpg. wt. 14 ог......... $4.97 

(6) Leap Frog. Push "whoosh" button and jumping frog 
'ases and guides falling ball into compartments to score. 

634x31x81 inches high. 
49 C 62042—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... $3.97 
o Fishful a Posh? “whoosh” bution and send the fish into 
а whirl. the fisherman try to catch the fish and se- 
ume them in his met. ORAR inches high. 
49 C 62008— Shipping weight 12 oz $397 
(8) Swervin' Derby. Attempt to steer car through other 
«ars printed on long roller belt. Control car with steering 

and ift (forward. neutral and reverse). Score. 
a penalty if you hit a hazard or have an accident. 
CONTENTS: "Plast base, 7%x5 in wide. Steering wheel 
and gearshift are аі 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs 1 "C" battery, not in 

ler above. 
49 C 62027 Shipping weight 10 ounces $4.99 
(9) The Pothole Game. Race your colorful van over a 
moving belt road full of hazardous “potholes.” By skillful- 
ly steering your van, you can miss the potholes: but if you 
hit one, lose a steel bearing from the van. First player 
to lose $ steel bearings loses. Geared steering wheels for 
control. Special “equalizers” help a child compete against 
adults. For 1 or 2 players 
CONTENTS: 2 vans with control steering, 10 steel bearings, 

" units, decals. 20%х1252х2%, in. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs 1 "C" battery, not in- 
cluded, order package above. 
49 C 2382 Shipping weight 3 lbs. 402. 51147 



Extra NFL players 
availabe 
collect ail 
28 teams 

(1) NFL officially licensed product. 1! 
figures per team. 4 or 5 teams in divisions 
in official team colors. Figures attach to 
Total Control Base (not incl.) 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 
49C626990-4 AFC Cen. Div. Teams 
49C627010-4 NFC West Div. Teams 
4-team set. WE. 6 02. Ез. $8.97 
49C627020-5 AFC East Div. Teams 
49С627030-5 AFC West Div. Teams 
49C627040-5 NFC East Div. Teams 
49С627050-5 NFC Central Div. Teams 
Steam set. Wt. 7 oz. Еа. $10.97 

(2 and 3) Electric Football Games. 
Total Team Control dial in base of each 
player determines movement. Pl г 

oses. Switch on game and field vi 

with each 
10-120-v,, 60-Hz. 

ord. Not recommended 

тз. and up. Part 
tions incl. 

(2) NFL Superbowl Electric Footbal 
officially licensed. Metal playing 

field 3154x17%4x3 inches high. 31-inch 
scoreboard. 22 plastic fig 

s 2 triple 
10 yard 

alls and d 
79 C 62034C0—W 

tric Football Game. М 

marker own 
79 C 65536C—" з. 14 02,912.97 
(4) NFL Strategy Football jtf 

200 ways a pla: 
ility selector giv 

49 C 65260— Wt. 218.6 
5) Electric Baseball 

$17.97 

6 watts S-ft 
ages under 8 

8 yrs. and up. Part 
у assembled, instructions inc 
79 C 65072C—Wt. 4 lbs. 202 $1397 
(6) NHL Stanley Cup Hockey, Official 
ly licensed product. Push rods in or out 
to move players; twist rods to spin pla; 
ers for "slapshots”. Metal playing field 
36x18x3% in. 12 plastic fi 

k dropper, automatic puck 
up Replica. 

8 yrs. to adult. Part 
ly assemble т. ind. 
79 C 62298C—Wt 10 lbs 51897 
NOTE: Win a T; 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 
unless stated otherwise 



Hit the bull's 
eye and the 

robot signals a 
direct hit with 

lashing eyes and 
beeping sounds 

E ' 

[1] Tergetron. Fi: 
gun. . . a light beam is emitted. Works 
Ito 15 ft. away. Plastic robot $ in. high. Plas- 
tic gun 7% in. long. Imported. 
AGES.ORDER INFO: 5 years and up. Uses 
one 9-v. and 4 “С” batteries, not incl, order 
pkgs. below. 
49 C 62786—Shpg. wt. i lb, 8 oz. ..$13.99 

the electronic space 

DieHard Alkaline Batteries: 

(2) Giant 30-game Cube Table. . . a whole 
game room in a box. Sets up into a game table 
in a few minutes. Made of colorful reinforced 
fiber board; supports up to 200 lbs. Doubles as 
a table, hassock or seat. Triple varnished to 
resist stains; wipes clean with a damp rag. In 
cludes parts and illustrated instructions for 
chess, checkers. backgammon, Michigan Ri 
my, horse race and 25 others. 86 playing pieces 

tore inside. 16x 16x16 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. Unassem- 
bled, instr. incl. 
79 © 61105C— Shipping weight 5 lbs. 811.97 

(3 and 4) Hockey Games motor blow. 
er forces air ugh tiny air jets, so puck 
speeds friction-free on a cushion of air over 
pl pucks, rules incl 

8 yrs. to adult. Partly as- 
incl. Item (3) if mailed, tak 

15-pound rate, see page 322. Item (4) see “N” 
suflix on page 322. 

(3) Brunswick's Tabletop Air-Hockey™ 
Easy-gliding styrene surface, 36x18 inches 
wide. Wood frame, Glow-in-the-dark border. 
Plastic goals with built-in score keepers. Over- 
all 403 4x 1834x5V, inches high. 2 striker goalies. 

C INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
15 to 20 w, 6-ft cord. Not for under 8 yrs. 
79 C 65264L—Shipping weight 9 lbs. $26.99 
(4), Power Jet" Hockey. Hardboard playing 
surface, 5214x2014 in. wide. Wood frame. Stur- 
dy steel legs, braces; hardboard leg panels. 
Plastic goals: built-in score keepers. Overall 
$4x23'4x31 inches high. 2 controllers. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 115-v., 60-Hz. 45 w. 6-ft 
cord. Not for under 8 years. 
79 C 62299N—S lbs. 347.97 

15 and 6) Pool Tables . . . green sueded 
n billiard cloth; live action cushions. Item 

5) has sixteen 14j-inch balls and two 36-inch 
cues. Item (6) has sixteen 1-inch balls 

and two 36-inch plastic cues. Both have trian 
tle. chalk and rules. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 years to 
adult. Partly assembled. instructions included. 
See “N” suffix, page 322. 

(5) 60x30-in. Poo! Table. %-inch thick 
wood bed. Solid wood frame and steel top rails 
for sturdiness. Wooden cabinet, legs. Leg level 
trs. High-impact polyethylene corner caps, lin 
ers. Dual-end ball returns. Play area is 20158 
inches, 31 inches high. 
79 C 62552N—Shipping wt. 62 lbs. .. 374.97 
(6) The Champ 45x22-inch Folding Pool 
Table. Folds down to 45x22x6 inches. Vs-inch 
thick hardboard bed. Injection molded plastic 
frame. Woodgrained hardboard cabinet. Plastic 
corner caps, pocket liners. Ball return. Folding 
tubular steel legs. Play area 4014x18% inches, 
29 inches high 
79 C 65772N—Shps. wt. 24 Ibs. 52797 

Giant 30-game 
Cube Table 
30 different games 
on six sides of fun 

so durable, it 
doubles as an 

extra seat 



(1), Fast Shot Aerial Target Game. Aim the airplane firing com- 
{rol tick Past repeater fire action, Shoots pellets AUtoetatic eam 
ing. Bell rings and target spins when it is scored. Imported. 
CONSTR: 10x8Yix7-in. high plastic arcade. Completely enclosed. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: $ years and up. 
49 C 62785—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces........99.99 
(2) Demolition Derby Pinball. Shoot steel ball into play. 2 re- 
play flippers keep ball in play. Automatic scor-o-dial for instant 
scoring. 9 bell-ringing bumpers. Light flashes when you score. 
CONSTRUCTION: Fully enclosed plastic case, 20x10¥sx1? inches 
high when set up. 2 steel balls. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 yrs. Partly assembled, instructions 
included. Needs 4 “D” batteries, not included, order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 C 6204 1—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces .....-$14.49 
49 C 46849 Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt 1002 1.59 
(3) Aces of the Sky Arcade. Aim the movable gun to fire 
ог rapid fire bursts while barrels rotate. Steel balls automat 
roll back to be ready for more sh action. Wind-up moving 
targets, bell ringers, spinning targets add to variety. 
CONSTR: 30к14х14 in. Enclosed plastic. With leg attachments. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 10 yrs. 
79 C 62166C— Shipping weight 7 pounds $ ounces .....922.49 
(4) Dodge City Wild West Gunfight. Hit the 8 moving targets 
With the western style dart gun and 4 rubber suction darts. 
CONSTR: 12%4x11-in. high plastic arcade; metal back target. 
Heavy-duty motor winds up with key; runs 2*4 min. Imported. 

GES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. 
49 C 62784— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . $7.99 
(5) Space Target Game. Shoot the balls at the 3 hinged color. 
ful, space motif, knock-down targets. Easy-load flip-up targets. 
CONSTR: 12x10%4 in. durable plastic targets. 4 light plastic balls 
and repeating action pistol. Imported 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 62787—Shipping weight 15 ounces $4.99 
(6) Winnie-the-Pooh Ball Darts. Soft balls stick like magic 
CONSTR. 17x15-in. high brightly colored nylon cloth target; poly- 
urethane backing. 3 Velcro® covered plastic balls. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. to adult. See Note below 

и a real “ace 49 C 627220— Shipping weight 8 ounces EST 
NOTE: Win a trip to Disney land. To get your Offical Entry Blank. order 
The Winme-the-Poch item on thes page . . . see page 2 of Sears 1979 
Christmas Catalog for details. . . entries must be recerved by February 
15th, 1980 

jot Aerial Target Game 
lane firing control stick m 

Aces of the Sky 
Demolition Derby Single shot or 
Pinball. . . ligh rapid fire for 
flashes everytime b $ action-tilled 
you score ё hit e target Shoot 



Fast-action Pinball excitement 

(7) Snap 'n Spin Football. Snap-back ac 
Чоп lever sends steel ball into action on simu: 
lated football field. Try to score the most 
touchdowns, field goals or extra points. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic base, clear 
plastic bubble. 1614x734x8 in. high. 9 steel 
balis. Manual ball return. 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: 4 to 12 years. 
49 C 6207 1—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 802 16.49 
(8) Power Pro Electric Pinball Game 
Lift steel ball into launch chute, fire into play. 
Keep ball scoring with 2 independent flip- 
pers. 6 solenoid power bumpers for fast ac 
боп; 3 scoring flip cups. Digital L.E.D. scor- 
ing with memory. 
CONSTR: Wood base; sturdy metal legs. 2 
steel balls. Enclosed lithographed play sur 
face; tilt mechanism. 34 in. high. 33x 18x57 in. 
high overall. 

£C INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
23 watts. 6-foot cord. Not for under 10 yrs. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 10 yrs. and up. War 
ranted by Marx. Write for free copy, see pg- 
322. Unassem. instr. “N” suffix, page 322 
79 C 62669N—Shpx. wt. 40 Ibe 112697 
(9) Disco Pinball Game. Lift stecl ball 
from beneath playing surface; submarine 
ball-loading mechanism. Fire into play. Keep 
ball scoring with 2 independent replay flip- 
pers. 2 solenoid power bumpers for fast ac 
tion, 10 standard bumpers, 4 bonus tracks. 
When bumper is hit, bell rings, score ad 
vances. Push button release for new game. 
CONSTR: Molded plastic base on sturdy met- 
al legs. 5 steel balls. 42x21x57%4 in. high. En- 
dosed lithographed play surface. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz АС. 
15 watts. 6-foot cord. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. War 
ranted by Wolverine. Write for free copy, see 
рк. 322. Partly assembled. Instructions in- 
daded. See “N” suffix note, p. 322. 
79 C 62632N—Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs 19699 
(10) Cycle Speedway Pinball Game 
Lift steel ball into launch chute, fire into play. 
еер ball scoring with 2 independent flip- 

11 bumpers. 2 bonus channels. 
ONSTR: Sturdy wood; tubular steel legs. 1 

steel ball. Enclosed lithographed play sur 
асе. 37x21x50 in. high. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
M watts. 6-foot cord. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 years and up. Partly 
assembled. Instr. incl. Warranted by Coleco 
Industries. Write for free copy, see pg. 322. 
79 C 62277L—Shpg. wt. 27 Iba 166.99 
[11) Sea Battle Electric Pinball Game 
Lift steel ball from under playing surface 
with submarine loader, fire into play. Keep 
hall in play with 2 independent flippers. 11 
bumpers, 2 bonus score channels. Reset dial. 
ONSTR: High-impact plastic case, legs. En 

ed lithographed play surface. 5 steel 
balls. 29x14x43 inches high. Play surface, 27 
inches high. 

C INFO: UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hertz 
AC. 11 watts. 6-ft. cord. Not for under 8 yrs. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. Unas. 
sembled, instruction included, if mailed, takes 
151b. rate: see page 322 
79 C 626311 —Shpg. wt. 14 Ibn. 234.99 

© Solenoid power 
* Electronic digital 

scoring for 1 or 2 
players 

* Solenoid power for 
bounce-back action 

* Random flashing 
lights highlight 
disco scenes 

© Scoresup 
to 4000 

* Bonus scoring 
up to 2000 

A barrel of Pinball fun in 
a pocket sized package 

(12) Three different games with inge 
nious mechanisms that make challenging 
lames for one or more players. Inc 
imes up, Shooting Gallery and Obstacle 

Course. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
Ялах inches high. 
FOR AGES. 5 and up 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 62039— Wt. 120: 

Each measures. 

Pkg. $3.99 

* Automatic 
score 

* Bonus 
score 

+ Submarine 
load 



Battery-powered Sidewalk Vehicles for hours 
Battery-powered Wrangler 4x4 Pickup 

Cruise several hours on a single charge. Maximum speed i 

Measures 40x22x21 bes i high overall. Sea 

т. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 

3 to 6 yrs. Requires 6-volt battery, not incl 
order below. Unassembled. Instr 
79 C 86537N— 

Take a sunny cruise in this sleek red pedal-powered 

incl. See "N" suffix, p. 322 
56299 

(2) Battery-powered 

Full instrume 
Working steering act 
hours cruising o г 
Maximum speed 3 МР. Has 
ward and reve 

al axles. 31x24x16 

NFO 
isted. 11 
ord. 

2 to $ years. 
Unassembled. In 

led. Requires 6- 
Juded. order be 

low, Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. 
79 C 86533C 552.99 
(3) tery-powered 

tra Force Cycle 
co Steel frame 
Plastic seat, wind screen, tires, 
fenders, "engine," ticket box and 
antenna. Max. speed 2 M.P.H 

x2114 in. high. Seat 

1. recharger. 
Уу. 60-Hz AC. 

NFO: Partly assembled. 
tr. Requires 6-v. battery, not 

incl, order below. Wt. 18 Ibs. 
79 € 865021. $52.99 
(4) 6-volt Rechargeable Battery 
For any Sears, Eldon, Marx or 
Pines rechargeable vehicles. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49 C 86523 $13.97 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
until AUGUST 31.1980 
unless stated otherwise 

Jaguar Convertible, then "fill ‘er рр at your own Gas Pump 
(5) Jaguar "Convertible 

N: Brilli 
d. Has mag 

bled. Shpg. wt 
79 C 86024L 
(8) Gas Pump 
CONSTR : Plastic 
pump, gall 
rings. 

c 

hose" and pressure indi 
cator. 10x444x16% in. 

RA 4 to 8 years. 
INFO: Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 

49 C 5052 $5.97 



g new 24peed 
Cycle with Sidecar of driving fun on 

single charge Save $10 when you buy 
INFO. FOR (7. 9 thru 11): All include (7) and (8) 

one recharger. UL listed for 110-120-v. 60- 
Hz. АС. S'rft. cord. (11) has 3-ft. cord. mal 1105.98 
(7) Super Cycle SR 1200. Rev up the mo- 
tor and open the throttle. . . When you go 519598 
roaring down the sidewalk on this nifty little S 
cycle, you'll be the envy of the neighborhood. ^ 
Ride ít with or without sidecar. Motorcycle 
features removable training wheels, kick 
stand, simulated CB radio and saddlebags. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-duty chrome-plat- 
ed steel. Vinyl traction tread on wheels, 
wheel brake. 2-speed hand throttle. Maxi 
mum speed 7 M.P.H. Also has steel kick 
stand and removable training wheels. Plastic 
windshield and seat. Simulated saddlebags 
and CB radio. Decorative decals 
424x201 4x 3414 in. high. Seat height: 

ORDER INFO: 7 to 11 yrs. Partly as 
sembled. Instr. incl. Uses two 6-v. batteries, 
not incl. order p. 638. See "N” note, p. 322 
79 C B6534N—Shpg. wt. 34 lbs... $152.99 
(8) Sidecar for Cycle SR1200 
Comes complete with safety belt and a steer 
ing wheel for simulated driving fun. 
CONSTR: Chrome-plated steel frame. Sturdy 
lastic steering wheel for simulated driving. 
Safety seat belt. 2123014x17 in. high. Decals. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 5 years. 
79 C 86535C—Wt 1210. 14 от....%52.99 
Both Super Cycle (7) and Sidecar (8) 
79 C 86536N2—Sbpg. wt. 47 lbs. $195.98 
(9) Beach Buggy 
CONSTR: Durable polypropylene, steel. Dec 
orative decal. Max. speed is 2 M.P.H, Mea- 
sures 2344x12V2x12)4 in. high. Seat height: $ 
in., great for smaller riders. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. inel 
Uses б-у. battery, not incl, order, p. 63а. 
79 C 868 19C—Shpg. wt. bs. 299 
(10) Sand Blaster 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel axles, Plastic body 
and accessories. Looks like a real dune bug. 
Бу. Has painted roll bar, large that 

| turn when steering wheel is turned. Forward 
| and reverse switch. Мах, speed 2 M.P.H, 
214x228 1714 in. Seat height: 1C-in. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 to 6 years. Partly as- 
sembled. Instr. incl. re ү, pate 
ser lnc. эсер. 638. See "N" 
79 C 86501 E E E Эбэ? 
(11) Can Am styled Turbo Racer 

| CONSTR: Wide track styling with (at racing 

| bie plastic body, alates Maz speed 5 met 
MPH. 36x24x15 in. high. Seat ht: 9 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

mailed, rate, see p. 322. 
79 C E65281—Wt 13 Ibs. 8 oz 

Pedal-powered Batmobile 
Molded polypropylene 

teel axles. Simulated В е, rocket con 
sols. Two plastic windshields. Decal 

$ posi 
543 in. high. Seat height: $ in 

AGES: 3 to $ years. 

ibs 93999 

13) Pedal-powered Ferrari Formula! Racer 
INSTR: Sleek racing design. Rear adjusta- 

ble spoiler, simulated “mag” racing wheels 
with super wide tires and authentic race car 
decals. Made of polypropylene. Steel axles 
Dual rear view mirror. Steering mechanism 
and pedal rods have nylon bearings. Rod ad. 
justs to 3 positions to fit growing legs. 
4 2514x16% in. high. Seat height: 5% in. 

GES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembied. Instr. incl. 
79 C 86085L—Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs..... $34.97 



WHEELS* by Marx 
эге 

® Big Wheel® quality features 
paced rear wheels lor a tabi 

CONSTRUCTION: $ ided polyethylene body, seat. max-style wheeis 
tires. Steel axles. A 3) an 2) Has 
hors 

[79 c вбо5әс | 15 Ibe. 42149 

70C86045C| Sibu. Sor. | 1269 

79 С 86055С| 11 Iba. 8ог.| 1690 

* join. | 16in. |79 С 860681 15 m« 2647 

ac Mate Trailer f 
Power Pull Tract 

640 79 C 8607 1L 



Bikes for Beginners 
* Sidewalk bikes with 10 or 13-in. wheels, _ 
+ Detachable training wheels help children learn to balance. 
+ (8 and S) have removable crossbar for use as boys’ or giris’ bike 

|. (B) 10in. Convertible Bike 
BRAKES. WHEELS. TIRES: Brake- 
less. Nylon-bearing wheels. 
10x1.62-1n. tires. Detachable S-in 
plastic training wh 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE 
Tubular steel. Vinyl hand grips, 
streamers. Chain guard. Plastic 
saddie. Ch handlebars, . Chrome-pi 
enameled fenders. Convertible 
crossbar for giris’, boys’ bike. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 yrs. Min. leg 
length MM See How-to-Mear 
sure on page 448. 
ORDERING INFORMATI он. Partly 
assembled. Instructions inci 
79 C 87502C—Wt. 18 lbs. 528.99 

{9) 13-in. Convertible Bike 
BRAKES. WHEELS, TIRES: Coaster 
brake. Nylon-bearing front wheel. 
13x1%%-in. wide semi-pneumatic 
tires. Detachable 5-in. Plastic train- 
ing wheels. 
FRAME HANDLEBARS, SADDLE 

frame, enamel-finish 
hand rip: and 

Decorat- pedals. Steel chain guard. 
ed — m saddle. Convertible cross- 

S. 4 to 8 years. Minimum 
leg length 194, inches. See How-to 

sure, page 448. 
R INFO: Partly assembled. In- 

structions included. 
| 79 87515C—Wt. 22 lbs. $37.99 

269... 
[12 thru 14) Steel, Wood. 

Steel body, 

assembled. Instru 

Isai | s177 
or Plastic body Wagons 

(10) 13-m. Girl's Bike 
BRAKES. WHEELS, TIRES: Coaster 
brake, Nylon-bearing front wheel. 
13x1%4- in, wide semi-pneumatic 
tires. Detachable S-in. training plas- 
tic wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE 
Tubular steel, Chrome 
debare Vin hand e 

Puer mus - 

plastic 
FOR AGES. rn - Mis. leg 
1914 in. How- "10-Measare, р. 
ORDERING INFO: E. assem- 
Ly: Instructions 
SC ETSI We КА. 643.99 
ü 1) 13-in. Motocross-style Bike 
BRAKES, WHEELS, TIRES: Coaster 
brake. Nylon-bearing front wheel. 

in. wide sem 

FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE 
Tubular steel, chrome-plated han- 
diebars. Vinyl hand grips. pedals. 
Plastic front fender, saddle. Has 
sleek motorcycle look with molded 
polypropylene body, number decal. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. Minimum 

length is 201 
— Instr. 

ure 
Sot s4399 

they're 
all grea 

or coasting Î 

Wagons | $2415 | 79 C 85505C 28 | 926.69 
13) Wood. stake-panel Wagon 

(15) Radio Flyer 
ss-style Scooter 

79C 85518C 

32197 

Wonderful Wagons 
Whether steel, wood 

ONLY AT SEARS will you find bikes (9 thru 11) 
with 13-in. diameter wheels AND rear coaster 
brakes for a ride and response largor bikes 

have. Brakes aro in whool hub so litio 
feet stay on pedals when the bike stops 

y polyethylene 

RIDING TOYS 

uo [Sears] 641 



Tyco Nite-Glow Doubie Oval 
Racing Set has 11 feetof track 

Double Looper 
‚Race Set has. 

~ ̀ 20 feet of track 

372: 
hee care 

Tyco® 
ÎÎ Nite-Glow 

Daredevil 
Jump Race Set 
has 15/4 feet 
of track 

53499 

никти Race & Chase Set — $7 Q49 
with Hulk™ Van and Police Car 

has over 15% feet of track ч 
80 "U-tui 

assembled. 
$28.49 



Nite-Glow Road 
Racing Sets 

Glow in dark accessories 
for thrilling night racing 

CARS”: 2 lighted Curve 
cars, 2, in. fong. 
TRACK: 24 sections form 20-ft. 
layout; 2 loops. Plastic, metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in control- 
lers; plastic, metal. Nite Glow 

ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed 
power pack for 110-120-v. 60-Hz. 
AC. 4% w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not 
recommended for ages under &. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. See Note. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
49C 98131. -.$37.99 
(2) Tyco Double Oval Slot Car 
Racing Set. Your cars really hug 
the corners on this thrilling Nite- 
Glow race set. 
CARS*: 2 lighted Curvehugger 
cars, 2% in. long. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 12 sections of track form 
11-ft. layout. Plastic, metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in control 
lers; plastic, metal. Nite Glow 
crash barrier with poles, flags, 
decoration sheet and pier sup- 
ports. All pieces are plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL. 
listed power pack for 110-120-v. 
60-Hz- AC. 6 watts. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: & and up. Not 
recommended for ages under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
See Note. Shpg. wt. 5 bs. 
49 C 96032 ...........$18.99 

Chr racing Sot Test your die ar Raci ‘st M 
ing skills with the daredevil jump. 
Your cars streak towards ramp 
and shoot over Nite Glow barrels. 
landing on Nite Glow jump re- 
ceiver track. Set also converts to 
OMe ft. long drag strip with Christ- 
mas-tree start, finish gate with 
winner's indicator and daredevil 
CARS hted Curveh *: 2 light urvehugger 
cars, 2% in. Plastic, mein 
TRACK: 16 sections of track form 
15-0. layout. Daredevil jump 
and Nite Glow jump receiver 
track. Plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in control- 
lers; plastic and metal. Nite Glow 
jumping barrels, crash barriers 
with poles, flags and decoration 
sheet; pier supports. Plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL. 
listed power pack for 110-120-v. 
60-Hiz. AC. 4% w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 I and up. 
recommended for ages under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
See Note. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
49 C 98068 . -$34.99 
(4 and 5) Tyco Lighted 
Curvehugger Slot Cars 

cars will add fast ac- 
tion to any Nite Glow slot car set. 

kavity pads and "lost. pic gravity pick- 
up shoes let cars follow the con- 
tours of the track. Metal guide 
pin. Rubber tires. Plastic bodies. 
About 3 in. long. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and шр. 
MODELS, ORDERING INFO: 
(4) 49C 97052—Silverbird 

Trans Am 
5) 49 C 97053—Camaro 728 

wt4or..... Each $4.97 

NOTE: items (1) thru (3) worranted 
by Tyco. Write for free copy. soe 
pege 322 

AFX Championship 
Road Race Set with 
Flex-Track® has 

over 17-ft. of track 

$2849 
with 2 cans 

(6) АРХ Grand Prix Custom Classic 
Mario Andretti Slot Car Set 

Flex-Track allows you to design your 
own track layouts. Zoom through excit 
ing double cross track 
ARS. TRACK: Two 3.in. G-plus cars, 

plastic, metal. 30 track sections f 
-in. radius shut 

g-in con 
id metal. 

„ grandstand, victory lane; plas 
tic guardrails, terminal track, track 
supports, layout sheet, manual. 
ELEC. INFO: Wall-pack UL listed 110- 
120-v. 60-Hz. AC. 12 w. 6-6. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 yrs. and up. Not recom- 
mended for children under 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 C 98113C—Wt. 8 ibs. $47.49 

(7) AFX Championship Slot Car Set 
Flex-Track allows you to design your 

layouts. Slow down while driving 
ugh thi herous wiggie track. 

CK: Two 3-inch 
wer cars, plastic and 

sections form 17-0. 3-in. layout; wig. 
track, squeeze track and adjustable 

2 plug-in controllers, 
'aperboard pit area, 

grandstand, victory lane, finish 
plastic guardrails, supports; 

INFORMATION: W 
еб for 110-120-volt, 60 

Hertz AC. 12 watts, Has 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 yrs. and up. Not recom: 
mended for children under 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79C98155C-Wt 5 Ibs. 3 ог...%28.49 

(8 and 9) AFX Magna-Traction' 
Flamethrower Cars. For fast action 
оп all AFX Slot Racing Sets. Head: 
ights light up. Magnets for super 
gripping on those last and sharp 
turns 
ONSTRUCTION: 23 plastic 

) 49 C 97065— Police Ci 
9) 49 C 97066—Corvette GT 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each $5.47 



NITE-GLOW Slotless 

Road Race Sets glow in the 
dark for thrilling night racing 

Peterbilt 
truck crashes 

through Detour 
Penalty Barner 

Tyco® Nite-Glow 
Big Detour Slotless 
Road Race Set has 

19 eft. of racing track 

$5499 

ted siotiess cars 

(1). Tyco® Big Detour Slotless Road (2) Tyco® Challenge Slotless Road 
Racing Ser You r drive: Race Set 3rd c 

Tyco® 
Nite-Glow 
Command 
Control 
Slotless 

Racing Set 
under $ ye 

OR assen NFO: Partly assemblec 
49 C 96169—W Set 954.99 49C98132—Wr. 10 lbs. 

NOTE: in 

(3 and 4) Tyco® Command Control Lighted Slotiess Race Cars For both Tyco 
slotless race sets sold above. Approximately 3-inch plastic bodies. El 

Nylatron" bearings. Imported. 
S ON: 8 years and up. 

(3) 49C 97028 ghted Trans Am Blackbird. Shpg. wt. 4 ог. 69 
(4) 49 C 97029—Lighted Camaro 2-28. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 69 



AFX® Speed Steer 
Slotless Road 

Race Set 

Speed Steer has 18'feet of 
hi-performance track including 

obstacle chicane track 

$4499 ss 
This race set lets 
you test your skills 
on the challenging 
obstacle course 

Siotless Road Race Set 
has over 16 feet of 

hi-performance track 

$4499 en 

(5) AFX® Speed Steer" Road Hog (6) 
Slotless Road Race Set. Roadblock 
er car blocks your way by changing 

ou have to steer clear and 
before your challenger does. 

TCR® Slotless Road Race Set 
on this Indy-style 

challenges you to pass 
neuver slower Jam Car. 

CARS: Two Speed Steer” cars, 1 road 
ocker car; 2%4-in. Plastic, metal 

16 sections form an 18-foot lay 
d metal. 

S: Two plug-in Speed 
Steer” controllers; plastic and metal. 
Obstacle chicanes, obstacie cones, flags 
and track supports; plastic. Oil, layout 
sheet, manual 

NFORMATION: UL listed 
power pack for 110-120-volts, 60-Hertz 
AC. 17-watts. Has a 6-foot cord. 

AGES: 8 years and up. Not recom 
children under age 8. 

ORDERING INFO: Unassembied. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

98115C $44.99 

ndy-style race ca 

Two plug-in controllers 
»u change lanes to pass slower cars 

se; plastic and metal. Flags and 
ked curve supports of plastic. Decal 

sheet, manual. 
RM N: UL listed 

‚wer pack for 110-120-v Hertz 
17 watts. Has 6-foot 

8 years and up. Not recom: 
ldren under age 8. 

Par! 

copy, see details on 
79Сә8058С-% 5 lbs 1102..044.99 

[7 end 8) АҒХе Speed Steer" Cars. For (5) above. 2%4-in. plastic bodies. 
Ceramic magnets, Nylatron” bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES, MODELS, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. 
(7) 49 C 97063—Speed Steer Firebird. Shipping weight 4 ounces $8.37 
(8) 49 C 97064—Speed Steer" Corvette GT hipping weight 4 ounces. 8.37 

ROAD RACE 
and TRAIN SETS 

смео, [Sears] 645 



TRUCKS AND RACERS 
Battery-powered 

Customized Thunder Van 
With rear detailing and working headlights 

$2349 zu 
HOW IT WORKS: Radio control range 30 feet in- 
doors, 60 feet outdoors. T-box transmitter. Van A 

| 

V" RADIO CONTROL | 

controlled by hand-held transmitter. Fast, slow 
and t switches on car. Has forward, re- 
verse, leit, right turning. Includes 5 pylons. 
CONSTRUCTION: Battery operated. Plastic with 
metal parts. 1043 inches long. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
OR С INFORMATION: Pre-assembled. 
Uses 3 “AA” and two 9-volt batteries (not indud- 
ed). Order rechargeable nickel-cadmium batter- 
ies, charger below or alkaline batteries on page 
641. See note below. 
Shipping, 1 рош 3 ounces. 
49 C 58239 nece 823.49 

Battery-powered Fire Fox 
‚ Off-road vehicle Ф 

Designed for outdoor ие! 
Sealed body protects 

against sand, grass, dirt 

$3999 
чипом battenes 

HOW IT WORKS: Controlied by hand transmitter. Radio control 30 ft. indoors, 60 ft. 
outdoors. Forward, reverse, left, right turning. Fast, slow switches. Imported. 
CONSTRUCTION: Battery operated. Plastic with metal parts. 11%4 inches long. 
FOR AGES. 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Preassembled. Uses 4 "AA" and 6 "C" batteries (not included). Order 
alkaline batteries on page 647 or rechargeable batterie, charger below, Warranted by 
Shinsei C. mp: for For сору, мер. 322, See note at right. 
49 C 5639 Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . РРА ....#39.99 

Battery-powered $ 1 92 
Heavy Hauler 

Cab and Trailer barones 

Tse, left, right. Radio 
ui 

led. Uses 4 "AA" and two 9-volt batteries (not includ 
ed). Order alkaline batteries, р. 647 or rechargeable batter 
ies, charger below. See note at 
49 C 55056- ing weight 2 Tbs, 1402 $19.99 

NOTE: 
Al tems meet FCC requirements. 

No ¡sense required ол any dam on this page. 
pep 
==х 
Ex Battery Charger. US | batteries sold below up to 1000 

; into 110-120- = v. Lx ne AC. tr 
49 C4645—Wt.302.....$297 

Rechargeable 
nickel-cadmium Batteries. 

“AA” Batteries. 2 in module. 
ADEM Cun do: ET $4.97 
“С” Batteries. 2 
ACA AE рое, Pkg. $5.97 

ч ЕА 202. , Each $6.97 



You can race them because each operates 
on a different frequency! | 

Set your car to go fast or slow 
by hand, then use the radio control 

to turn right, left or shift into 
reverse. Never before has Sears 

offered all these features 
atsuch a low price! 

ow $1899 zz: 
t's Porsche vs. Cı 
hours at Sebrin, 
afternoon іп ус; 

quency so you and a friend can have 
actual races. Lay out a course with the five pylons in 
cluded with each car and then use actual racing ma- 
neuvers to flash past the finish line in first 

Slingshot arou Onent on a corner and 
then blast down the straightaway in an endurance race 
Make tight-radius turns through pylons in an auto 
cross. 

REALISTIC DETAILS LIKE 
THOSE SEEN AT LeMANS 

h cars have mag-type wheels with fat racing-style 
bres. colorful racing decals and low body 
help them hug the ground. The Porsche has stabilizing 
fins and realistic-looking engine air intakes in back. The 

verte has aerodynamically widened rear bodywork 
and a front air dam 

les that 

BROADCAST 
YOUR RACING 
COMMANDS 

(1) Porsche 917K 
49 C 5833 1—Shpg м. 11 oz $18.99 
(2) Can-Am Corvette 
49 C 58359—Shpg. wt. 11 

(3and4) Radio-controlled, battery-powered 
Stocker and Ferrari 

EIE TOR TRU Ue 
FOR AGES. 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Preassembled. Each car requires 2 9-v. and 2 "AA" batter- 
ies, not included. Order batteries below or rechargeable batteries, charger 
оп opposite page. See Note on opposite page. 
(3) Stocker. Hand-held radio control transmitter moves car forward, 
turns left only in reverse. Radio control range is 20 ít. indoors, 50 ft. 
outdoors, 8 inches long. 
49 C 58344—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. Pere | 
49 C 46859—Aikaline 9-volt Battery. Wt. 2 oz. 

С 46819—Alkaline "AA" Batteries. эл. lon. 



(2and3) 
scale battery-powered 

(1) Racing Maserati Boras. . . each car has a 
Vırscale battery-powered Porsche Spider different radio frequency for simultaneous racing 

with dual-stick transmitter and 
switchable multiple frequencies $4997 no س 

HOW THEY WORK: Variable speed control (in forward and reverse) and fully — | 
Proportional steering by radio smal with hand-held wheel transmitter. Trim 
adjustment aligns front wheels. Range: 50 feet indoors, 100 feet outdoors. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic and metal. 12 inches long. Built-in charger receptacle. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years, up. Pre-assembled. Uses one 9-v, and 4 "AA" 

$124?" 

KS: Control car by radio signal with hand-held transmitter. 
frequency selector allows you to select any one of 3 frequencies. Dui 

stick transmitter with trim adjustmes ts you control fully proportional stee batteries (below) and 4 Де nickel-cadmium "C" batteries (p. 646), or ing and fully variable scale speeds (in forward and reverse) up to 300 mph. 4 alkaline "C" batteries (order at left). Order battery charger below. See Notes (actual speed 25 m.p.h.). Range: 50 feet indoors, 100 feet outdoors. below. 
RUCTIO ON: Plastic with metal parts. 1514 inches long. Built-in charger (2) Red Ma: Bora receptacie. Black with black widow markings. 49 C 2226—Shi ight 2 ids 10 К .::.949,97 ORDER INFO, 10 years and up. Pre assembled, Use 4 nickel cadmium nad ase koe upto: al "C" rechargeable batteries (page 646), or 4 alkaline "C" batteries (order below) ( 

and 6 "AA" batteries (order below, right). Nickel-cadmium battery charger is 49 C 2237—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces 4997 included (see description at right). See Notes below Pro-Cision Nickel-cadmium Battery Charger. For (2 and 3) above. 49 C 2224—Shipping weight 6 pounds $124.97 INFO: UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 6-foot cord. 
49 C 46839—Alkaline "C" DieHard Batteries. WL. 5 oz. Pkg., 2; Pkg. 1.39 49 C 22265—Shipping weight 7 ounces 5797 

Fuel-powered Interceptor. . . for competition racing 

caen ex $4999 

HOW IT WORKS: Two-function radio-control transmitter: fully 
tional Steering to make car turn left, right within 200 yards; 2-3peed trot- l tle control 
CONSTRUCTION: Cox .049 engine. Plastic. 15 inches long. Yellow, 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 10 years, up. Pre-assembled. Steering powered 

Without 

by one 9-v. and 4 "AA" batteries (1 below). Engine requires modelers ick (sold on opposite page), See Notes below. | 
49 C 2229— weight 2 pounds 9 ounces . . $4999 
Alkaline "AA" DieHard Batteries. 
49 C 468 19—Shpg. wt. 202. Pkg. of 2. . 
49 C 46859—Alkalino 9. DieHard Battery. We on. 118 
Note "ems (1 thru 3) above warranted by Prociion Products. Interceptor bow] | 40 ema (1). (2) and Sportavia cn opposite page warranted by Сок Mobbiat. Inc. Wnte for free copy. see page 322 
Nota: Ал dems on tha page meet FCC requirements. No license required for any item on page 



P Electric Sportavia 
... the totally electric, ready-to-fly, radio-controlled plane 

Vith Electric Sportavia there's no 
und! Why fuss with gas or waste va! 

jet an engine started? J 
ortavia's powerful electric mo- 

u're ready for take-off with the first to- 
ready-to-fly radio-controlled plane 

ever offered by Sears! 

fueling 

USE PILOTING SKILLS di 'emove for convenient tran 
tion. Snap-in radio installation. 

FOR EXTENDED FLIGHT includes rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery 
ж. battery charger: plugs into 12-v. auto ciga- 

g height. After that recharges in а 0 
ong you stay up. ir. (order r ment nickel-cadmium 

0 mize time between flights) 
requires 12 

Battery Pack 
49 C 2252—5 

HOW THEY WORK: Install radio components inside fuse- 
E er امج ar ri panes ty hand айо 
transmitter ( 
CONSTRUCTION. Formed polystyrene foam and plastic 

rated, pred + components au! = steel pi o къын Hehe, 
(1) Cessna aD Centurian. With Cox .049 engine, 2- 
Зита radio; 36- inch wingspan. 
AGES, ORDER INFO. 16 years, up. Requires modelers kit 
(sold below), 12 alkaline “AA” batteries (sold on opp. 
page), Clase °C SCC Bere required (free upon request 
irom FCC). Partly assembled. See note, opp. 
79 © 2087C—Shipping weight 4 bs. Sor P. 1149.99 
(2) Radio Controlled Cub. Ideal for the first-time R/C 
pilot. Smooth proportional radio control permits flying 
within limited range. Factory-installed Cox .020 engine 
and 1-channel radio; 28-inch wingspan. 
AGES, ORDER INFO 12 years, up. Requires modeler's kit 
(sold below), 10 alkaline "AA" (sold on opposite 
page. No FCC license is required. Кре] party Имна: 
Bied. See warranty note on opposite page. 
79 C 2207 C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 11 oz. $79.97 

(3) Modeler's Kit. For fuel-powered models 
KIT INCL: Leather-grained black plastic tool case is 
Enel. in. long with metal handle, snap latch. 1 

ry, glow head clip P = aide tite teal 
filer cap with strainer, filier hose, c 
lines and engine wrenches for .020 and. [ 
490 2232 Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 ог. ERA 5897 



e Indiv team matches for 2 or 4 p 
. r presen 
. jeed-up 
. 

ns game. Auto: 
т a point is scored. Аш! eds ball up af 

een scoring and paddles are in color on color TV. Solid stat 
Four remote paddle controls with 68-inch cords. 

ply attach game switch to TV antenna terminals (TV not includ 
into game switch and tune your set to channel 3. 

adapter sold below. Instructions, 
house current order 
Game only. 
6 C 99708—Shipp 
Game with AC adapt 
6 C 99795—Shipping w 

Power Adapter only. F 

9702—Sh 

unds В ounces. $24.95 

ounces 531.90 
Sears Teie-Games® 6 С 99708. 6.0-volt. UL 

ping weight 10 ounces $6.95 

650 [Sears] 

ё game хапа 

ES ro ад 
CONSOLE: Motorcycle-styled plastic console is 914x 15x5- 

g and game selection. C 
rt. On-screen scoring, with 

Switches 
your skill on pe: 
istic sound 

or novice/expert set 
ormance rating c 

addle games 
N: Use with any TV. Attach game s 

tenna terminals. in console. tune to channel 3. Operates on 9 

ON: Instructions, game rules in Ser 
Warranty below 
6 C 99729—Shipping weight 6 pounds 5 ounces $34.95 
Antenna Switch. Use with any TV to eliminate hook-up to antenn 

Tele-Game on sec t 
6 C 99898 Shipping weight 6 ounces $9.95 

FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY ON 
ALL TELE-GAMES® ELECTRONIC GAMES 



Video Arcade" Cartridge System 
Turns any TV set 

into a family 
game center 

programmab 
t was beck 
most ро 
With Videc 
large vanety of game 
should always enjoy p 

There's even a special skill 
novice and expert set 

e made 

INCLUDES TARGET FUN GAME CARTRIDGE 
This cartridge lets yo e from s 

ent playfielós and 27 different games. 
your TV set into в shooting gallery of fun as 
try to hit the clowns, ducks and rabbits dar 
across the screen. Different objects have di 
ent point values and the winner is thé first player 

соге 99 points. Other games included in this 
ridge are Anti-aircraft. Torpedo. Missile 

made more chalieng 4 o2 $19.95 

^ KEYBOARD 
CONTROLS 

EXTRA PADDLE 
CONTROLS 

6C 99831 Set $19.95 

Extra Joystick Control 

6C 99835 ..Ға $9.95 

Extra Game Switch 

6 C 99898. 

layer capability 
perates on a 9wolt Atm 1 t See next 2 pages for 

o 1 our wide selection of 
Video Arcade Cartridges 

$154.95 



Sears Video Arcade™ Cartridge System 
These Cartridges reprogram the Video Arcade Console 
(sold on preceding page) to give you a new set of games 

Test your ability to remomber sequences. add 
numbers, find dissimilar objects within the time 
allotted. or play simple tunes. 
ORDERING INFO: Must be played with Keyboard 
Controls 8 C 99834 sold on page 651 
6 С 99818—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....919.95 

Г ог 
2 players. 
2 playfields for 
20 games 

The computer or your opponent enters а пити 
cal code ranging from easy to almost impossible. 
You try to crack it by guessing and reasoning in 
10 or 13 tries. 
ORDERING INFO: Must be played with Keyboard 
Controls 8 C 99834 sold on page 651 
6C 99815—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 
2 players. 
2 playfields for 
8 games 

Field has 16 or 32 squares hiding e variety of 
matching pictures. Select squares to match the 

pictures for points. even adding 1 or 2 wild 
cards. 
ORDER INFO: Game must be played with Key- 
board Controls 6 C 99834, sold on pg. 651 
6 C 998 14—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....919.95 

For 1 to 
4 players 
7 playfields for 50 
games, scored to 2 

Fast-sction volleying with automatic or manual 
bali speed-up. Includes Pong. Super Pong. Ten- 
nis, Soccer, Hockey. Volleyball and Basketball 
ORDERING INFO: For 3. 4 players order Extra 
Paddle Controls 6 C 99831 sold on page 651 
6 C 99806—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....919.95 

For 1 to 4 players 
3 playfields 
for 12 games, 
with timed option 

Compete to break down a wall of bricks, each 
row having different point total. Break back wall 
then touch top of screen and ball speeds up. 
ORDERING INFO: For 3. 4 players order Extra 
Paddle Controls 6 C 99831 sold on page 651 
6 C 99813—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....919.95 

652 

DL 
For 1 t0 3 players. . 
House plays with full 
52-card deck 

Play against "the house" using Las Vegas odds 
and rules. Start with 200 points, game ends 
when you win 1000 points or house "breaks 
you to 0. 
ORDERING INFO: For 3 players order Extra Pad- 
die Contrcis 6 C 99831 sold on page 651 
6 C 99805— Shipping weight 4 oz. ....919.95 

3 playfieids for 

Play fivecerd stud po 1-4 players: poker 
itaire for 1: play blackjack with card splittin 

for 1-2. without splitting for 1-4 iz 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For use 
players. order Extra Paddle Controls 6 

6C 998 

3or4 
99831 

ipping weight 4 oz. ....924.95 

For 1 to 4 players 
6 playfields, 27 games, 
score to 99 points 

Race through traffic against the clock, scoring 
points for passing cars. losing points for crashes. 
Or over bridges. ski slope. fly planos 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For use by 3 or 4 
players order Extra Paddle Controls 6 € 99831 
Sold on page 651 
6 C 99804.—Shipoing weight 4 oz $1995 

For 1 or 2 players 
2 playfields for 

1 8 games 

Bomb a canyon filled with bricks or drop depth 
charges in the sea and explode them. Choose un- 
imited bombs or 6 misses: points scored can 
vary with value of bricks or depth of cherges. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses paddie controls. 
6 С 99828—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 2 players . 
1 playfield for 8 games 
to 9 innings 

Play against human or robot opponent. "Pitcher 
controls bali speed and direction; “Batter” 
swings for long drive or bunt then races to first 
base. Field the ball. then tag runner for out. On- 
Screen scoring. 
ORDERING INFO: Usas joystick cont 
6С 99819—Shipping weight 4 ог. 

For 1 player 
1 playfield, 8 games 
choice of time limit 

for 1 or 2 players. 
1 against computer or 
2 in timed "one-on-one" 

Your player dribbles down court, shoots, steals 
the ball, or even blocks an opponents shot. 3-d- 
mensional court. 4-minute clock times action, 
player with the most points wins the game 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls 
6 С 99826—Shipping weight 4 oz. .... $19.95 

4 playfields for ̀  
9 games 

Your missile-firing car weaves in and out of sim- 
ple cr complex mazes pursuing your opponent. 
Speed ор. fire missiles around comers, duck into 
an opening to avoid being hit. 25 hits end game. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls 
6 C 99825— Shipping weight 4 oz. $19.95 

Work a series of 10 base number or random 
problems be ey оп screen. The correct answer 
3 musical tone; if you are wrong. 
correct anewer appears. Final score appears 
when senes is over. 

ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick control. 
6 C 99808—Shipping weight 4 oz 

For 1 or 2 players 
1 playfield for 9 
games, timed option 

Guess the letters that spell the word chosen by | 
computer or opponent. Correct guesses reward- 
ed by musical tone; 11 wrong guesses outine | 
monkey on screen, computer shows word 
Choice of 4 different vocabulary levels 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls 
6C99811—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

папь 

= 
For 1 player 
on-screen timer 

Help Superman race scene to scene against ime 
to put Lex Luthor in jail, rebuild exploded bridge, 
and report back to the Daily Planet as Clark Kent 
while avoiding Kryptonite satellites. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick control. 
6 C 99845—Shipping weight 4 ог. $24.95 

bates A FiA 



choose from 31 

9 playfields, 2 games 
on 9-hole 36-por course 

Compete at miniature golf for low score. Comput 
er records strokes and advances play to next 
hole. Each of 9 playhelds feature unique obsta 
cles. including moving obstacle to test your skill. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99829—Shipping weight 4 oz $19.95 

For 1 or 2 players 
1 playfield for 6 
games of 10 frames 

Control your bowler's approach and delivery of 
the ball down the lane toward the pins. Stnkes. 
spares. and open trames are scorec and dis- 
played. Choose curve, steerable or straight ba 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 

cartridges, 

For ! or 2 players 
4 playfields 
for 17 games 

Guide your command module through space 
combat and delicate docking maneuvers. Score 
hits to 10 points or until time, "fuel" supply. or 
missiles” run out: avoid gravitational sun 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 998 12—Shipping weight 4 oz 519.95 

For 1 or 2 players 
3 playfields 
for 17 games 

You, the astronaut. fly through 2-dimensional 
star-studded space trying to draw your opponent 
within laser-range using your force fieid. Score 
points for a hit. lose points for asteroid collisions. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls 

oz $19.95 6 C 99803 Shipping weight 

over 370 

Console attaches directly to TV. . . turns it into an action-packed 
arcade of sport, space, battle and educational games 

games 

ih 
For 1 or 2 players. 
5 playfields for 16 
games to 99 points 

Two gunslingers face off in "street", run in, step 
back. move up and down. sit down when shot. 
Add six-shooters, cactus. wall cr stage coach for 
extra challenge. Shooting sound effects 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls 
6 C 99822— Shipping weight 4 ог. 919.95 

For 1 or 2 players 
1 playfield 
for 8 game: 

Bet up to 25 "coins" in three-wheel. twenty-stop 
Las Vegas-style slot machine featuring both jack. 
pot and payo!! games. Game ends when either 
player or computer "goes broke 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls 
6 C 99823—Shipping weight 4 oz $19.95 6 C 99842—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

= 

For 2 players 
1 playfield for 3 games 
5 formations 

Choose offense; run, punt, or steer pass. Comput 
er starts clock, play action, records scores, indi 
cates possession and advances first-cown mark. 
er. your defense can tackle or intercept. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99827— Shipping weight 4 oz $19.95 

For 1 or 2 players 
2 playfields for 8 
games, score to 7 hits 

Compete for high score by shooting cannon man 
into water tower. Adj. cannon elevation. cannon 
distance from tower. flight speed of cannon man 
in order to succeed. or let computer choose. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C9984 1—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 2 players 
one playfield for 5 CE ane pe E. 

Guide your parachutist to landing pad; score 
points depending on when chute i$ opened. 
Computer controls wind direction, speed, posi- 
ton of pads, and deducts points for chute failure 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99843—Shipping weight oz. ....$19.95 

= 

For 2 players 
5 playfields for 27 
games up to 99 points 

Fire your tank's cannon and score points when 
you hit your opponent's tank, Fly a W.W.I. bi 
plane fighter with machine guns or be a jet ace 
with guided missiles. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99801—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....519.95 

For ! or 2 players 
3 pl ds for 14 
games to 10 points 

Force your opponent to steer his track into one 
already laid. Steer leader block across and even 
off screen; speed up. move diagonally, erase 
blocks, or “write” on screen with Graffit 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick сот 
6 C 99807—Shipping weight 4 oz $19.95 

For ! or 2 players 

- one playfield 
E for 10 games 

Find hidden flag on 63-square grid; computer 
gives you directional arrows. clues. But beware: 
step on a hidden bomb and go back to start! Vary game with timed play or moving flag options. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 С 99824—Shipping weight 4 cz $19.95 

- 

For 1 player 
BSE SESS one playfeldfor 
ча ехе + н 8 skill levels. 

Computer ability ranges from novice to skilled 
player: acknowledges Castling. en passant moves. 
Dawn promotion. You determine skill level. and 
can set up board to simulate situations. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick co 
6 C 99817—Shipping weight 4 oz $39.95 

For 1 or 2 players 
one playfield 
for 8 gam 

Play backgammon-acey deucy. set up boar 
simulate situations, dial in your own dice num 
bers and accept or reject doubling. Computer wil 
withdraw if it rejects doubling by the player 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick со! 
6 C 99848—Snipping weight 4 oz 

For 1 or 2 players 
8 playfields for 14 
games, controls included 

Control direction. speed of car through turns, 
down straightaways. Race, crash sound effects 
Games inci. ice Race. Tag. and Crash N' Score. 
ORDER INFO: Drive controls incl; 48-n. cords 
plug into your console. 360° turning radius. 
6 C 9982 1—shipping weight 12 07. ...$39.95 
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Put an electronic genius to work 

OOOH 
==) Го] Г) ГЕ) Г") Ст) С) Го) С) Го) Г”) Sel ) 

[ — TesTGIoIaGrororerciersrssres IS 

(1) PROGRAM RECORDER 
Use with Ec 

T3C7646-./e. М 
T3C7643-Mu 

654 [Sears] u 

System includes Console, 
Basic Language Cartridge. 

Basic Language Instructional Cassette 
322-page programming textbook 

operating manual 
TV switch box and AC adapter 

54900 
sold on facing page) 

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES FOR 
THE ATARI 400™ PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM 

(3) EDUCATIONAL CASSETTES 

T3 С 7665- 
Т3 C 7666- 
T3 C 7662- 
T3 C 7663-Hist 
T3 C 7664-Great 
T3 C 7667- 
T3 C 7661- 
T3 C 7668- 
T3 C 7669-Busine: 
4) JOYSTICK CONTRO! 
Basketball, Lie and Mi 
T3 C 76875 $19.99 

r use with Su 

Pkg. $19.99 



for you and your family 

The new Atari 400" Personal Computer System 
can teach, play games and help organize your life 

—but it doesn't take a genius to use it 

YOU CAN EVEN COMPOSE MUSIC 
NE TIME VISITORS 

2:18 

PLAY 1.2.3 OR 4-MAN BASKETBALL 

LIKE EVERY 
COMPUTER 
THIS ONE 
PERFORMS MANY 
MATHEMATICAL 
FUNCTIONS WITH 
UNCANNY SPEED YOUR TUNE IS SHOWN AND PLAYED 

TRY 1 TO 4-PLAYER SUPER BREAKOUT 

PLAY GAMES MADE FAMOUS BY ATARI 
e of the com 

CREATE BEAUTIFUL KINETIC ART 
USING THE LIFE CARTRIDGE 

jars ani 
T3 € 7601C—Shpg 554900 

655 



Instant Translator 
Interprets words and phrases from 

one language to another at the 
touch of a few buttons. . . and it's a 
calculator and metric definer, too 

a word of Japanese. Now 
y in Ja 

ITS SO SIMPLE TO USE WHEN YOU TRAVEL 
anslete wo: 

nd see the fore; 
ue letters. To help speed a 

g the phrase key an 
ays the entire phrase, instantly. 

PRESS [PHA] TWICE PLUS L 

A Do you speak 
B How do you say 
C Take me to 
D I am looking fo 
E Where is 
F How far is 

common phrases are progrem 

M How much 
N ls there 
0 What is 
P 15 this 

(1) Sears Print, Display Calculator 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: 12-digit display. 4- 
key fully addressable memory stores sub- 
totals you wish retained . . . to enter fig- 
ures press appropriate key. 
ARITH FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts, 
multiplies, divides. Automatic constant 
for multiplication and division. 

CIAL KEYS. FUNCTIONS: Floatin 
decimal, add-mode system. Non-ad 
print key. Item count in addition, sub- 
traction, Percentage, negative entry, 
square root keys. Electric paper advance. 
CONSTR: Plastic body, 723x1 in. Vinyl 
case, ! roll tape incl. Imported. 

С. INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 
AC. 4 w. 6-ft. cord. Uses rechargeable 
batteries or AC adapter /recharger (incl), 
ORDER INFO: Instructions incl. See one- 
year warranty below, right 
3 C 5804C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ....978.99 
(2) Extra tape. Package of 6 rolls. 
3 С 58009—Wt 6 ог. Pkg. $1.99 
Save $6.03 when you buy (1). (2). 
Separate prices 10121 $30.94. 
3 C 58051C2—WL 4 lbs. $74.95 
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VETS 
hrases are programmed into 

9 with а code 

PARTIAL PHRASE 

L I would like 

Q Can you rei 

A 1200-word English capsule 
> s incl... there's space for two 

more les within the unit 
so you can even translate be- 
tween foreign languages. 

IT'S A GREAT 
LANGUAGE TEACHER 

h all of the words within it 

meanings (by asking wh 
means “to see" or "a clock for example) 

(3) Sears LC-83 credit card-size Calculator 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: $-digit liquid display. Fully ad- 
безе 4 key mersory stores subtntais you wich petalos . 
to enter figures press appropriate key. 
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. 
Automatic constants. Chain and mixed calculations. 
SPECIAL KEYS, FUNCTIONS: Floating decimal. Square root. 
percentage keys. Memory-in-use indicators. 
CONSTRUCTION: Gold-color metal body 334x2V(x*á« in. Case 
included. Uses 2 silver-oxide batteries (included). 
ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. See 1-yr. warranty below, right. 
3 C 5850—Shipping weight 3 ounces $1449 

(4) Casio CQ-81 Electronic Calculating Clock 
Acts as a clock, alarm or calculator. 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: 8 digit qu crystal display. Fully ad: 
dressable memory stores sul you wish retained. . . to en 
ter figures press appropriate key. 
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts. multiplies, divides. 
Automatic constants. Chain, mixed calculations. 
SPECIAL KEYS, FUNCTIONS: Square root, percent keys. Per 
forms time calculations. Memory-in-use, negative number indi- 
cators. Overflow indicator, 
CONSTR: Plastic body with silver color metal top measures 
184x2%4x5 in. Operates on two AA batteries (included) 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. Матта: 
by Casio. Write for free copy, see page 322 
3 C 58054—Shipping weight 7 ounces $1999 

teries below. 
9198.95 

dapter/recharge 
‘seperately 

(5) Sears F-86 Slide Rule Calculator 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: 8-digit green 
Fully addressable memory 
wish retained 
priate key. 
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Adds, sul 
plies, divides. Automatic constants. 
SPECIAL KEYS, FUNCTIONS: Percentage, square 
root keys, reciprocals, pi, parentheses keys. 
CONSTR: Gray plastic, 5х2%%х1 in. Operates on 
two AA batteries or AC adapter/recharger both 

below. Vinyl case inci. Imported. 
ON: Instructions included. 

See 6-month warranty below 
3 C 5825—Shipping weight 4 oz. $10.99 
(6) AC adapter/recharger for (5). UL listed 
110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 3 watts. 6-ft. cord. Imported. 
3 С 5839—Shipping weight 6 oz. $3.99 
Alkaline AA batteries for (5). Package of 2 
3 C 8987—Shpg. wt. 202. Package $1.19 
FULL 6-MONTH WARRANTY on 3 5 and FULL 1 
YEAR WARRANTY ON 5850 Fo 

и display. 
stores subtotals you 

to enter figures just press appro- 

tracts, multi- 



ELECTRONIC 

LEARNING AIDS 
(1) 2-х" Mego's talkin, Robos. Perhaps once in a jeneration, a new type 

MÀ ders ра x famiy entertainment comes 

AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: $ years to adult. Instructions included 
49 C 16952—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces ......... $51.97 
2-XL” Extra 8-track Tapes for (1). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 18226—Sto: 49 C 18227—General Information II 
49 C 18228—2-XL in Space 49C Hle сери. 
49 C 1823. Sports 49 C 1823 
Shipping weight 4 ounces -..Each $5.67 
Ph ae 2.XL” Game... . . there's always someone to play with when 2-XL's around. 

Robot (not included, order above) plays thie ame with you. You move his. 
pieces for him according to his responses. reful, be е мар г иги eine 
on your moves. Complete with 8-track tape. 8x724x1% in. high. PI 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 5 yrs. to adult. r Been, Pre ind 
49 C 18211—Shipping weight 6 ounces . SES $844 
(3) Spelling 8" builds spelling skills 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: $-letter display. Memory stores up to 5 words. 
TEACHING FUNCTION: 3 levels of difficulty from grades Kindergarten thru 4, Unit 
displays number írom activ Student finds picture, keys spelling onto dis- 
play. If wrong, student may try again. Correct spelling given after 2 tries. Shows 
score after each set of 5 words. Book has 264 color pictures of objects to spell. 
CONSTR: Yellow plastic. 64x43x14 in. Uses one 9-v. battery (order below). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Activity book, case included. Warranted by Texas In- 
struments. Write for free copy, page 322. 
3 С 58097—Shipping weight 1 pound $ ounces . ..%29.99 
(4) Speak & Spell" spelling aid 
CAPACITY: 8-letter green-light display. 
TEACHING FUNCTION: 4 levels of difficulty for ages 7 and up. Unit pronounces 
word, student keys in spelling. И correct student is praised if nol, he is encouraged 
to try again. Repeats single word or series oí 10 words. Score is announced 
tach 10 words. About 50 words in each level 
CONSTRUCTION: Red planet jou in. Uses 4 "C" cell batteries (not includ- 
ed). Order battery packages bel 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 324 ze illustrated book included. Warranted by Tex- 
as Instruments. Write for free copy, 322. Order extra. — d 
3 C 58098C- Shipping weight 2 pounds ..... x a --358.99 
DieHard "C7 Alkaline Battery for (4). Package of 2. 
3 C 8993—Shipping weight 5 ounces „Package $1.39 
Vowel Power Module. Helps students in grades 2 thru 4 with vowel patterns, 
3 C 58077—Shipping weight $ ounces 31499 
Super Stumper" Module. Helps students ES problem words. 
36 58024-) For grades 4 thru 6. Shpg. wt. 5 $1499 

Super Stumper” Module. Helps students х words often misspelled 
3 С §8025—For grades 7 and 8. Shpg. wt. 502. ..... $14.99 
(5) Mr. Challenger” Spelling Game . . . 4 games in one hand-held unit. Play 
Mystery Word, Letter Guesser, Crazy Letters and Word Challenge. 00 word mem- 
ry. Musical tone green alpha-numeric display. For 1 or 2 players. Instructions. 
Fi da in. deep. Plastic. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 9 yrs. and up. Requires 9-v. battery not included, order below. 
Warranted by Texas Instruments. Write for free copy, see page 322. 
49 C 1777—Shipping weight 10 ounces . .$3497 

(6) Little L relator. learning sid io young mathematicians, En. 
ter the probi =” button, receive answer. Adds, subtracts, multiplies and 
divides Floating decimal 023M1 ln deep. Sold anat. AC power Jack 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION. $10 15 yrs. Use AC adapter, not included (see 
раде 560), or 9-volt battery, sold below. 
49 C 1772— Shipping weight 7 ounces Я 5949 
(7). Electronic Cash Register Calculator. . . really works. Adds, subtracts, 
multiplies and divides. Working keys with buzzer sound. Lighted figures on screen. 

drawer; bell rings. Register tape. Play money. On-off switch. 71426x6 in. 
high. Plastic. 
AGES, ORDER INFO 5 yrs and up. Requires 2 "C" batteries not incl, order below. 
49 C 1798— Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. $15.99 
(8) Little Professor” learning ai 
CAPACITY: 8-digit red-light display. 
TEACHING FUNCTION. 4 teaching levels. Then choose +, —, x or +. Unit dis- 
plays problem, gives 3 tries belore giving correct answer, Score given after 10 
probiems. 4,000 pre-programmed problems per level for children $ years and up. 
CONSTR: Yellow, brown, multicolor face. Plastic. x3 x14 in. Black fabric strap. 
Uses one 9-v. battery (not included). Order battery below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: "Fun With Math Facts" book included. Warranted by 
Texas Instruments. Write for free copy, page 322. 
3 C 58063—Shípping weight 12 ounces " ...$1399 
DieHard 9-v. Alkaline Battery for (3) and (5 thru 9). 
49 C 46859— Shipping weight 2 ounces ....Each $1.49 
(9) Dataman" develops math skills 
CAPACITY. MEMORY: 8-digit display. Memory stores up to 10 problems. 
TEACHING FUNCTION: Uses 4 functions, +, —, X, + to challenge students 7 years 
and up with variety of activities and § math strategy games. Basic answer checker 
lets you enter and answer problem. If incorrect, unit gives you second try before 
giving correct answer. Electronic scoreboard. 
CONSTR: Silver-color plastic, 6x3%4x1% in. Runs on one 9-v. battery (not incl). 
Order battery above. Shuts off after 5 min. of non-use to conserve battery power. 
ORDES INFO: Warranted by Texas Instruments. Write for free copy, page 322. 
3 C 58094—Shipping weight 12 ounces ...... ..$19.99 



(1) Advanced backgammon players, 
Omar is here to challenge you $5799 Ы 

The computer is programmed to play all advanced backgammon strategies. 
Features include: electronic dice entry, electronic doubling cube, position verifi- 
cation, liquid crystal display, game scoring and detection of illegal mor 

STRUCTION: Plastic unit. 649x3¥x1 inch high. Includes: self-sticking iden- 
tification numbers that are placed on game board (not included) to correspond 

th the symbols used b: computer, and instructions. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120 volt, 60-Hertz. AC with 
adapter with 6 ft. cord (included) or uses 4 AA batteries (not included). 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Cardinal Industries, Inc. For o pist seep. ж 
3C 2845—Shipping weight 1 pound $57.9! 

(2) Pit you: jöinst the compute Eurer uod en 59999 
You roll the dice and enter your move, the computer varies its sonr u 
match your game whether it's a running, a hit and run or a blocking 
off game. Computer plays either offense or defense, with random responses 
varying each game. The computer does not illegal moves. Other features 
include: built-in doubling and position verification by memory recall. 
KEYBOARD. PLAYING BOARD: Simulated walnut plastic housing. Mylar* poly- 
ester film keyboard, playing field. 12x8x1 in. overall. Keyboard has 16 keys. 
LED display for moves. 
PIECES: 30 magnetic pieces. 
ELECTRICAL 'ORMATION: UL listed. 120 volt, 60-Hertz. AC. 6-foot cord. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Inc. For free сору, мар, 322. 
3 С 2854—Shipping weight 2 pounds . $99.99 
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ELECTRONIC 

E Ramon Ct ENG an 

'ermind and try 
к the hidden number code 324 КА 

You set the code for another player to solvé, or the computer can set опе for 
you. Three different challenge allows you to choose the degree of difficul- 
ty. For each test number, the computer read-out telis how digits are 
Correct and in the right sequence. to guess the code in as few tries as 
possible. For one or more players. 
CONSTRUCTION. Plastic unit, 544x314x114 in. high. Vinyl carrying case. Score 
pad and pen, instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ono pet INFORMATI ION: Warranted by cy Pela (USA) Ltd. Write 

р. 322. Uses 2 AA 
$C 2872 Shipping weight 1 E $2499 
(4) Outsmart your opponent and find the hidden 99 юл 

word pleying Sensor™ electronic word game $32 
"The ciet o the tame a to бай yont obcntac МАЛЫ ate RUNE RE 
turns. Match wits with an opponent and program your own hidden words or 
play alone against the computer's built-in word bank, The computer's lighted 
display monitors your a! 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic unit, 814x514x974 inches high. Score pad, instructions 
inchu 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. E 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Selchow ter Co. Write for free copy, see 
$22: Eten ang o vi batery or AC adapter nt included. E 

pound 8 532.99 ¡pa 
Buy the easy way—order by phone 



Do you believe in lucky stars? 

Believe in 'em or not, the 
new Zodiac" Astrology 
Computer offers 
astral advice using 
modern electronics 
With this fascinating 
electronic “brain” and the 
Zodiac" Manual edited by 
world famous astrologer 
Sidney Omarr, you can chart 
horoscopes for anyone 
simply by knowing his or her 
birthdate, time and place 

7 3 

Whether you're a curious skeptic 
Zodiac" Astrology Computer can 
your stars are moving into while you relax at home 

ғ a true believer. the 
tell you which house 

This electronic star gazer offers a two-edged advan- 
tage over other methods of determining your horo 
scope. It provides a "reading" that's far more persona! 
zed than horoscopes in the newspaper because yo: 
enter your own (or a friend's) day. time and piace of 
birth into the computer's brain. And you won't have t 
travel fessional astrologer for a daily survey 
the comings and goings of cosmic influences. 

INTRODUCING ZODIAC 
Zodiac". The Astrology Computer, is just the thing for 
people who believe that their lives are influenced 
the stars. When used in conjunction with the Zodiac 
Manual. Zodiac" can help you learn more about your 
self, your friends, your past and your future. 

ZODIAC" ее 
ER RO 

MANUAL 
The Zodiac" Man 
val is à complete 
instruction and 
source book for 
Zodiac", The As- 
trology Computer. 
The editor is well- 
known astrologer 
Sidney Omarr who 
is featured on his 
Own radio program 

in his daily as- 

which i$ published 
in newspapers 
throughout the 

rid 

WHAT ZODIAC” CAN DO FOR YOU 
The Zodiac” computer. when used with the Zodiac’ 
Manual, can furnish you with three different types о! 
starstruck information. 

puter readout of the planetary positions at 
the time of your birth and a list of correspond 

haracteristics. With this infor 
additional data found in the 

manual. you can chart anyone's horoscope 
simply by knowing the date. time and place 

his or her birth 
n the Daily Preview Mode. Zodia 

clue you in to how the stars appear for any 
day you have in minó-past. present or future. 

n the Advice Mode, the Zodiac" computer 
con offer its opinion about some of the many 
Questions you ask yourself each day: "Should 

travel today?", “Is this a good time to start 
saving money or to spend it?”, "Should | see 
my former boyfriend tonight? 

IT'S SIMPLE TO GET 
YOUR EXACT HOROSCOPE 

As sophi 
Zodiac 

ing pe 

€" con 

d as the computer sounds, the 
imple to use. To chart a horo 

scope, look in the manual to find the proper 
codes for the date and place of your birth and 
enter thom in the computer. Next, punch in 
the time of your birth. Then, watch the lights 
and listen to the electronic sounds es Zodiac" 
goes 10 work. 

Code numbers will appear on the digita 
readout. Copy these down on the horoscope 
form provided and then match them up with 
the personality characteristics and assess. 
ments listed in the manual. It's that easy 

it's just as Simple to get 8 daily preview or 
the computer's answer to a question. Just fol 
ow the directions in the manual 

Want to dig deeper? The Zodiac” Manual can tel 
you how to work out mo 
formation 

Plastic unit measures 7x2 
and astrological charts 
ORDERING 
ne batteries or AC adapter (not included) 

3 C 2851—Shipping weight 

i» ES 
Az 

е detailed astrological in 

mches high. Manual 

INFORMATION: Uses two 9-volt alka- 

544.99 

au [Sears 
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Built-in computer is so powerful 
it lets this electronic marvel play bridge 
as your partner, your opponents or both 

. . or you can watch how the game 
"outsmarts" itself 

in fully automatic play 

As each computerized player asks 
to see its hand, pass its cards—tace 
down, one at a time—over the opti- 
cal scanner and then place them in 

order on one of the three green felt playing fields 
provided. 

in this manner, Need a fourth for bridge? Or a second, third and everyone” sees only his own 
fourth? Or would you rather watch while four cards. 

STAYMAN, GERBER AND BLACKWOOD 
PLUS SIX OTHERS 

others" play? Bridge Challenger® is always 
ready for a game, whather you're short a player 
or your bridge club is cunous to see how a com 
puter would have played their hands. Just tell the 
machine which positions to play (N. E. S, W), then 
deal out the custom cards as you normally would. 

Completing the contract does not have to end pl 
You also have the option to replay the hand. Just 
designate any new combination of human and ma 
chine players for full duplicate play. And if you 
wonder how the computer would have done if it 
had bid “three no trump” instead of "two spades, 
ust Override the electronic player's bid and substi 

tute your own 
Bridge Challenger's 176.512 memory bits allow 

popular defensive play, finesse and squeezes. It ro 

і COMPUTERIZED DUPLICATE PLAY 

Bridge Challenger automatically uses Stayman, 
ber and Blackwood. Assign each pair of part 
5 one of the six additional conventions or var 

ants that the machine knows: Preferred Min. 
Strong Two Club and Weak One No-trump Ope 
ers, Jacoby Transfers, the Baron Convention and 
the possibility of specifying the strength of the 
2NT reply following a suit opener. Follow your 
favorite conventions while entering your bids: the 
machine will automatically display its own bids 
on its turns, using the convention you selected 
for it. When bidding is completed. the screen dis- 

jects illegal bids, displays reneges. lets you review 
bidding (and the last trick played) and indicates vul- 
nerability . . .all instantaneously. 
100% solid state with solid hardwood housing 

13 x8 x1 Y4 in. high. Comes with 2 decks ol 
tom playing cards. carrying case. 9 уой adapter 
and 6-h for use with 110-v.. 60-Hz. AC. 

AGES: Adult. ! or more players 
ORDERING INFO: Order extra custom cards below. 
3 C 2834—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 5297.99 
Custom Playing Cards for above (not shown). 

plays the contract and play begins. 3 C 28149—Shog. wt 4 oz $3.99 

(1 and 2) Checker Challenger Games 
Checker KEYBOARD, PLAYING BOARD: DuPont Mylare ter film-covered face 

incorporates playing area, kı уны. LE] lay. Reset key starts 
game or Computer memory. Enier key enters your move into com- 
puter. Clear key clears unwanted move if Enter has not been pressed or 
recalls computers’ last move. Press Го key for moving a piece or to set uj 
special checker problems. Level key determines level of play. Position Verifi- 
cation key verifies position of each piece. The “7 lose” signal lights when 
computer admits defeat. The ̂7 win" signal lights when computer has won. 
PIECES. Stackable solid wood checker pieces, walnut or maple finish. 
ELEC. INFO: 6-foot cord with switch. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. UL listed. 
(1) Checker Challengere “4". Four levels of difficulty. Problem mode 

classic problems. Recall lets you compare computers' moves. 
HOUSING: Solid walnut case measuring 1244x8x1¥% inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Ltd. Write 
for free copy, see page 322. 
3 C 296 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces TU $119.99 
(2) Checker Challenger® "2". Two levels of difficulty. 
HOUSING: Simulated wood-grained plastic housing. 124x8x1 inch high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Ltd. Write 
for free copy, see page 322. 
3 C 2960—Shipping weight 2 pounds 348.99 

ot алтеду 



"Check and mate" 

Our finest Chess Game actually talks to you 

and it responds twice as fast as any we've ever sold 

t will continue to search for the 

"Move queen 
to di from d5” 

1 

© Provides infinite levels of play. е Voice tells you every move and $29499 repeat 
best move ‘til you press "halt d positions 

(thru 3) Chess Challengers® 

KEYBOARD, PLAYING BOARD: Reset key starts game or cancels com 
puter memory of game. Depress Enter key to register your move with 
Computer. Press Position Verificalion key to verify the position of 
each piece by rank and file. Use Double-mow key when you make 
multiple moves. The Clear key erases unwanted moves if Enter has 
not been pressed. Press Level key, at anytime during game, for lev 4 
playing difficulty desired. Problem Mode key used when you wan! 
computer to solve specific chess problems, like "Checkmate in 2" 
Signal for "Check" lights up when the computer has you in check. The 
“T lose” signal lights up when the computer is checkmated. 
PIECES: Magnetic. Staunton design. (1) and (2) have genuine wood 
pieces, (3) has plastic pieces. King: 214 inches high. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 6-foot cord with switch. 120-volt, 60- 
Hertz AC. UL listed. 100% solid state. 
(1) Voice Chess Challenger®, The highest level of playing ability 
of any chess game we sell . . . an infinite number of difficulty levels. 
Re-computes its move to respond at different levels of playing diffi 
culty... . will continue to re-compute move until player presses the 
"halt" key, Voice feature tells you each move and capture and repeats 
position on demand can be used by the blind or used to record 
game play with recorder. Displays the number of moves played at end 
of game. Deluxe playing surface with raised keyboard. 
HOUSING: Solid hardwood carrying case measures 13x8x1% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Lim. 
ited. Write for free copy, see page 322. 
3 C2864— Shipping weight 4 pounds $294.99 

(2), Chess Challenger® "10". Ten levels of playing difficulty from 
beginner to expert, including “Mate in Two" and "Chess by Mail” 
Plays opening defenses from classic chess books. Tone response sig- 
nals every time you press a key and when computer responds. Over 
ride key lets you make multiple moves before computer responds. 
Simulated leather and brushed gold-color foil playing surface 
HOUSING: Solid walnut carrying case measures 13x8x1'4 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Lim 
ited. Write for free copy, see page 322. 
3 C 2892—Shipping weight 6 pounds $199.99 

(3), Chess Challenger® "7". Seven levels of playing difficulty from 
beginner to expert, including “Mate in Two”, “Chess by Mail”. Play 
against computer or watch computer play itself. Change sides on any 
move in mid-game. DuPont Mylar® polyester film playing surface 
HOUSING: Simulated wood-grained housing, 12Vjx&x1 inch high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Lim- 
ited. Write for free copy, see page 322 
3 С 2873—Shipping weight 2 pounds 594.99 
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AUDI 11 

NOTE: Items (1). (3). (4) 
and (5) warranted by 

manufactur 
To write for free 

see page 322 

(1) Milton Bradley's Big Trak™ 
Send Big Trak over lunar landscapes in search of 
moon monsters; then stun them with your laser. Pro- 
gram the Big Trak space vehicle to go forward, 
backward, turn left and right, rotate 360° and even 
fire laser guns! Big Trak can also be programmed for 
Big Trak Transport Trailer (not incl. sold below) 
CONSTR: Plastic, metal, 13x874x6 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years to adult. Requires 9-v. 
battery, 4 "D" batteries (not incl, order at right). 
49 С 58289—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 11 ог. $31.97 

(2) ig Trak™ 
sporter Trailer 

Haul interstellar equipment in the Big Trak Trans 
porter Trailer attached to the Big Trak (not includ- 
ed, sold above). Can be programmed by Big Trak to 
dump automatically. 
CONSTR: Plastic, metal. 17%4x8%4x7 in. high. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years to adult. Requires 
"D" battery (not incl; order package at right). 
49 C 58207 -Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 11 oz. $1097 

(3) Mattel's Sir Galaxy" Radio Control Robot 
Sir Galaxy walks, talks, turns right or left, flashes his 
SIS and makes cosmic sounds at your command! 
land-held radio control transmitter doubles as a 

walkie-talkie; lets you project your voice thru robot 
for two-way conversation. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, 14 inches tall. Arms pose; 
hands grasp objects. 
AGES, ORD. INFO: 5 yrs. to adult. Requires 3 "D" 
batteries, two 9-v. batt. (not incl; order at Ae 
49 C §8556—Shpx. wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. ........864.97 

(4) Playskool's Star Rider" Space Vehicle 
Star Rider has all the controls, switches, visual and 
sound effects to transport a child to the outermost 
galaxies. Child controis Star Rider complete vint. 
volume control switch for sound control; 
buttons for “rocket boosters,” "laser weapon," 

pping 

losion hit.” "warp drive,” and "emergency." 
ider pivots 360", has comfortable “astronaut seat." 

CONSTR: Plastic, 30M6x1614x20 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 yrs. Requires 2 "D" bat. 
teries, 9-v. battery (not incl.; order below). Partly as 
sembied. Instructions incl. Astro Explorer Play Set 
shown on child is not included, order on page 621 

ping weight 16 pounds. 
NEPA .$49.88 

(5) Parker Brothers ROM" 
the Space Knight 

pid 3 detach- 

fects; Rocket Pods, Translator li 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic with flexible ji joints. 14 
inches tall. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 yrs. and up. Requires 9- 
v. battery (not incl; order below). 
49 C 58121—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
DieHard Alkaline "D" Batteries. of 2. 
49 C 46849. Shipping weight 10 oz... Pkg. $1. 
Die! Alkaline 9-volt Battery. 
49 C 46859—Shipping weight 2 oz. . . Each 91.49 

518.97 



Thrill to the sound and split-second 
timing of big-time racing on the 

mini-car circuit with the electronic 
AFX* Data Race™ Control Center 

and Sound Tower 

Strategy is the name of the game. Deciding how 
many pit stops to make, how much fuel you'll use. 
or how hard to push your machine can make the 
difference between taking the "cup" or losing the 
race. Now, there's a mini-car racing system that 
puts your strategic skills to the test 

PROGRAM A SHORT SPRINT OR А "500° 
Enter the number of laps for a race into the Control 
Center computer. Big blue LED displays for each 
racer click off the laps as the cars pass through the 
start/finish gate. 

DECIDE HOW MUCH FUEL TO TAKE ON 
Adding fuel during the race takes precious time. If 
you put too many "gallons" of fuel into your ca 
your competitor will be making tracks while you're 
at the pump. Take-on too few "gallons" and you'll 
be forced into a time-consuming pit stop because 
the computer automatically stops counting laps 
when your racer “runs dry”. The digital read-out 
indicates how many "gallons" you've added 

GENTLEMEN, START YOUR ENGINES 
With the Sound Tower you'll hear the sounds of a 
roal race in progress. The Control Center's LED in 
dicators actually count down the start of the race. 
All thru the race you'll hear the roar of big engines 
on the move. The computer sounds a victory 
"cheer" and shows the crowd which car won. 

Data Race" Control Center 
and Sound Tower 

with Slot Track Racing Set 
"649 

without batteries 

(Canter with Sioriess Track Racing Set 

ES "O49 | "T" 84%6 
- without batteries 

ORDER YOUR DATA RACE CONTROL CENTER AND SOUND TOWER 
WITH SLOT OR SLOTLESS TRACK RACING SETS 

If you already own an AFX Racing Set. you can add 
the Data Race Control Center and the Sound Tow. 
er to upgrade your set for exciting action. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Both sets include power paks 
that are UL listed for 110-120-v.. 60-Hz AC. 6-f 
cord. Data Race Control Center uses 6 “АА” bat- 
teries. not included: order pkg. at right 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
(1) Slot Track Set with Data Race Control 
Center plus Sound Tower. inci. 18 pcs. of track 
to make a 51x42.in. layout. 2 Magna-Traction™ 
cars hug the track siot when making turns at high 
speed. 2 Russkit speed controllers. 5 plastic track 
elevations. Chipboard buildings. stands 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 12 watts. 
79 C 98186C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $64.99 
Data Race Control Center only. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 C 98117—For Slot-type AFX sets only $34.97 
49 C 98063—For Siotiass АРХ sets only . 34.97 

(2) Slotiess Track Set with 
Data Race Control Center only 

Includes 18 pieces of track to make a 78x54-in. 
layout. You can change lanes to pass and block 
your opponent. 2 Speed Steer" cars. 2 controllers. 
Oil slick detour, obstacle chicane. plastic hay bales 
track elevations. and chipboard buildings add real 
ism to the layout 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 17 watts. 
79 C 98116C—wW«. 9 lbs. 2 ог. 564.99 
Siotiess Track Set with Data Race Control Cen- 
ter plus Sound Tower. Otherwise identical to (2) 
79 C 98126C2—Wt 9 lbs. 13 oz 984.96 

Sound Tower only. For use with (2) above or Data 
Race Control Centers listed at loft. 
79 C 98159C—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ........%19.97 

DieHard Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2 
49 C 46819—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. ........Pkg $1.19 



(1) Foto" Electronic Bowling. Bowl 
your own game or compete against an- 
other player. You control where the ball 
goes. Each player's score plus frame 
number, strikes, spares and extra 10th 
frame balls all show on LED display. 
Flashing lights, different musical sounds 
for strikes spares, gutter balls and miss- 
es. Portable and self-contained. 
CONSTR: Plastic, 15x414x3% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Uses two 9-volt batteries, 
not incl. (order below). Warranted by Ca- 
басо Inc.: for free copy, see p. 322. 
49 C 65385—Wt 116.11 0z....828.47 
9-volt Alkaline Battery 
49 C 46859. 202. ....Each $1.49 
Package of 2 "AA" Alkaline Batteries 
49 C 46819—Wt 20z......Pkg. $1.19 
Package of 2 "C" Alkaline Batteries 
49 C 46839—Wt. Soz.....Pkg. $1.39 

664 [Sears | 252%, 

2) Rocket Pinball. Electronic hand-held pinball game 
lor 1 or 2 players. With 7 adjustable skill levels. Features 
an “all electronic" playing field with electronic sounds, 
realistic “ball” movement, 4 “bumpers” with point val- 
ues of 4, 10 and 20 points. 5 balls per player each game 
with a free ball for 200 or more points. Electronic LED 
digital scoring keeps separate scores for each player. 
Players alternate just like real pinball 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, 6Vix3!* iex 7/« inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult 
ORDER INFO: Uses 4 "AA" batteries, not incl. (order at 
left). Warranted by Interstate Industries, see p. 322. 
49 C 65454—Shipping weight 10 oz. $24.97 

3) Compu-Bowi. Hand-held electronic bowling game. 
'ush straight-ball button to start electronic ball, then 

push curve ball button to aim it into the "pocket". Bell 
sounds when "pins" are hit and light flashes when you 

а strike. Reset button for replay. Lighted pins visible 
rom any angle. Manually operated frame counter. Score 
pad ind. Plastic, 914x314x214 in. high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years to adult. 
ORD INFO: Uses 2 "AA" batteries, not incl. (order, left). 
49 C 65262— Shipping weight 12 oz. 9.99 

(4) Spider-Man/Hulk® Pinball, Electronic hand-held 
pinball game for 1 or more players. Features dual inde 
pendent flippers, automatic tilt, bonus scoring and elec 
tronic sounds as you play and score. Digital LED scor. ing advances when hit made. Plastic, 8%5x5Y4x2% inches 
high. Ages 6 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 9-volt batte not incl. (order at 
left). Warranted by Castle Toy Co., see page 322 
49 C 65545—Shipping weight 14 oz. $19.99 © Marvel Comics Group 
(5) Hit ‘N Missile. Knock the enemies” aircraft out of 

е sky! Aircrafts fly across the screen in both directions. 
'hoose your target: helicopters and biplanes moving at 

low speeds or airplanes at high speed for more points. 
Release the missile from launching pad by moving con- 
trol from left and right for better placement. Red flash 
appears on screen with each hit. Course of the missile 
can even be changed after it's fired. Score registers ашо. 
matically on digital display. Automatic timer, on/off 
switch. Plastic, 94x3x7% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult 
ORD INFO: Uses 2 "C" batteries, not incl. (order, left). 

LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS ITEM IS JAN 31. 1980 
49 C 65054—Skipping weight 1 Ib. $18.47 



The Game Machine” 
lets you break the bank 

at Vegas playing Black Jack, 
go to a carnival 

with Shooting Gallery, 
test your logic as a Code Hunter 
or narrowly escape crack-ups 

in the Grand Prix 

Each дете is one quarter of 
the fun, but you'll never 
out of quarters while playing 
computer games in you own 
arcade! Forget about a coin 

touch of a button and you're ready 

batteries 

slot ust a 
to play on a deluxe, tabletop console with large 
fluorescent display and realistic electronic sou 
effects 
panel fc 

There's a different scoreboard and cont 
each game colorful overlays pop in 

lange the look of the Game Machine” 
the excitement. Snap on the overlays. 

select a game and you're ready to play 

FOUR DIFFERENT CHALLENGES IN ONE 
Black Jack tests your daring and decision-mak 
as you decide to "hit" or “stand” against an elec 
tronic dealer. It takes quick reflexes and an accu- 
tate “trigger finger" to hit Shooting Gallery's target 
as it dodges across the board on a zigzag. random 
or cyclic pattern. Code Hunter tests your powers of 
deduction as you try to crack a secret 4-digit code 
while it takes precision coordination to win the 
Grand Prix 

era Cartridges 
$1597 

oan 
п 

FOUR FUNCTIONS PLUS MEMORY IN ONE 
When play time's over, just take off the overlay 
reveal a four-function, seven-digit calculator with 
floating decimal and memory storage for perform. 
ng chain operations. Use it to add. subtract. multi 
ply or divide. 

Large buttons and display make it simple 
and fun for everyone. 

Solid state construction, microprocessor operat 
ed. Plastic case and plastic coated overlays. Case 
measures 1 1x6 4x5 4 inches. Score pads for al 
games are included. Take it along in the car 
leave it on a desk unit operates on 6 "C 
batteries (not included). 

tenes below. Alkaline batteries can с 
hours of use in the Game Machine" compared to 
6 to 8 hours of use with non-sikaline batteries. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds B ounces 
49 C 65871 $47.97 

Package of 2 "C" cell DieHard alkaline bat- 
teries (not shown) for usa with Game Machine. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
49 C 46839 Package $1.39 

Microvision™ Hand-held Electronic Cartridge Game 
Now you can play TV-type 
games anywhere, change games 
in a flash with optional cartridges. 

Each cartridge includes a mini- 
ature screen and easy-to-use con- 
trols. Game System ind. “Block 
buster” cartridge . . . object of 
Fame is to knock down a wall 
lock by block. Additional car- 

tridges sold at right. Cannot be 
with TV. 

CONSTR: Plastic control console 
is 914x3¥4x1% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORD INFO: Uses two 9-v. batter- 
ies; not incl., order on p. 664. 
Warr. by Milton Bradley. Write 
for free copy, see p. 322. 
LAST DATE TO ORDER. 

THIS ITEM IS 
JANUARY 31, 1980 

wt. Lib. 11 oz. 
49 C 65395 ..839.97 

Microvision Cartridges. Use with 
System sold at left. 

(1), Connect Four®. Build row of 
4 objects before opponent. 
49 С 65396—Wt. 1102...$15.97 

2) Star Trek: Phaser Strike 
;00t down moving targets, 

49 C 65399—Wt. 11 oz. ..$15.97 
(3) Pinball. Do not order before No- 
vember 1, 1979. 
49 C 65404—Wt 11 oz. ..915.97 

(a) „Bowling. Do not order before 
1, 1979. 

49 С 65398—Wt 11 ог...915.97 



ELECTRONIC 

ERAIN 
GAMES 
(1) Computer Perfection" 
‘Test your memory with this challenging 
inspired by space ted Roll back dome, 

y computer light and sound 
"dues" to help you try to light its shapes in 
correct sequence. Includes four pe at three 
skill levels; two games for solo playing and two 
for competitive playing. 
CONSTR: Plastic, 8%4x8x8%% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO, Warranted by Lakeside Games. 
"o write for free copy, see page 322. Requires 

two 9-v, batteries (not incl; order below). 
LAST DATE TO ORDER JAN. 31, 1980 

49 C 65863—Wt 11b. 14 oz. -$29.97 
(2) Merlin the electronic wizard 
Merlin's 6 include Tic-Tac-Toe, Music 
Machine, Echo, Blackjack 13, Magic Square 
and Mindbender. Merlin's memory instantly 
counters your moves with its own strategic 
maneuvers. Up to 9 levels of play, from begin- 
ner to expert. One or more players. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Sensitive touch 
keys. 1024x294 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted by Parker Broth 
ers, write for your free copy, see page 322. Re- 
quires 6 "AA" batteries (not indl., sold below) 
or adapter sold on page 669. 

LAST DATE TO ORDER JAN. 31, 1980 
49 C 6106 1—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $24.97 
(3) STOP THIEF® Electronic Board Game 
The first board game with an exciting electron- 
ic dimension. Board represents a city block in 
which a crime is committed. Players use sound 
effects and visual clues to track and arrest 
thief, coliect bounty and win. 2 to 4 players. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic Crime Scanner com. 
puter, 834x274x134 inches high. Game board 
measures square 19% in. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Parker Brothers; 
write for free copy, see pg. 322. Requires 9.v. 
battery (not incl. order below) or adapter sold 
оп pg. 669. 
49 C 65729— Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 ог. $22.87 
(4) QUIZ WIZ” Computer Answer Game 
Choose one of 1001 questions from the quiz 
book, pick an answer from the multiple choices 
provided. Enter question and answer in the 
Computer; lights and sounds tell you if your 
answer is correct or incorrect. Play alone or 
compete with others. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, 934x514x114 inches 
high. Vinyl case. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult 
OR Uses 9-volt battery (not inch, 
sold below) or adapter sold on pg. 669. Order 
extra Quiz Wiz” cartridge/books below. 
49 C 62273—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $19.97 

(5 thru 10) QUIZ wız= 
Cartridge/Quiz Books 

Use with your Quiz Wiz" Computer. Each in- 
cludes programmed cartridge and quiz book 
with 1001 questions, multiple choice answers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(5) Movies and TV 
49 C 65669—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ....Each $4.77 
(6) Trivia 
49 C 6567 1—Shpg. wı.4oz. ....Each 477 
(7) Music and Books 
49 C 65672—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ....Each 477 
(8) Book of Lists 
49 C 65673—Shpg. wt.4oz. ....Each 477 
(9) cGrestest Sports Legends 
49 C 65674—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each 477 

(10) Super Heroes* 
Each 477 

DieHard Alkaline 9-volt Battery. 
49 C 46859—Shpg. wt. 202. ....Each $1.49 
DieHard Alkaline “AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46819—Shpg. wt. 202......Pkg. $1.19 



Price Breakthrough 
Never before have we offered hand-held electronic games that are so much fun 

to play and so difficult to master yet are priced so low 

Your choice of Electronic 
Numbers Game or Follow Me 

EN $ 1 4,99 adapter 
These aren't the first or the only hand-held 
computer games that challenge your memory and 
powers of deduction. There are others on 
the market that play virtually the same way as 
our Follow Me and Electronic Numbers Game 
What makes these so special is our $14.99 price. 
Compare this price, compare the features and 
we're sure you'll agree that these 
aro exceptional values. 

Electronic Numbers Game 
Here's the computer game that challenges you to 
break a secret code while the computer gives you 
the clues and keeps score. 

IT'S ENTERTAINING AND EDUCATIONAL 
Set secret 4-digit code for another player to solve 
or let the computer set one for you. Then begin 
testing numbers in different sequences. After each 
try the computer tells which are correct and in the 
night sequence until code has been broken 

WHO'S THE MASTERMIND IN YOUR FAMILY? 
Play the Numbers Game by yourself. Or you can 
double the fun playing against someone else. In 
this version you're not only testing your code 
breaking skills but also your ability to develop 
codes that are difficult to solve. You can even play 
with a group. Plastic case measures 54 by 3% by 
1 in. high. Includes vinyl carry case, scorepad 
FOR AGES: B years to adult. 
ORO. INFO: Instr. incl. Needs 1 alkaline 9м. batt 
or AC Adapter, not incl. Order battery on p. 666 
LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS ITEM IS JAN. 31, 1980. 
49 C 65437—Shpg. м. 8 oz. $14.99 

4 AS PATITO 

әш моо) ^ 

әш MO||OJ 

Electronic Follow Ме 

Probably no other type of hand-held electronic 
game is so easy to play yet so difficult to mas- 
ter. And that's why this game has become so 
popular with children and adults of all ages. 

MATCH YOUR MEMORY 
AGAINST THE COMPUTER 

Follow Me will play a random sequence of 
lights and sounds. All you have to do is repeat 
them by pressing the correct “Follow Me” but- 
tons. Sound easy? Well it is for the first few 
series. But then each sequence becomes pro- 
gressively longer and faster, too. If your memo- 
ry is good enough you're rewarded with a victo- 
ry tune—but if it isn't, Follow Me will signal 
loud and clear that you made а mistake. 

THERE ARE 3 GAME VARIATIONS 
AND FOUR SKILL LEVELS 

You can let the computer program the se 
quence cf sounds and lights. Or you can set up 
the sequence for your opponent to follow. The 
computer remembers what has been the long: 
est sequence followed correctly and will replay 
it at just a touch of a button. It will also recall 
the last sequence played whenever you wish. 
Even a group can have fun with Follow Me. In 
this version each player has a different color 
and remains in the game as long as he or she 
plays that color at the proper times. Make a 
mistake and you and your color are out of the 
game. The different skill levels make the game 
more challenging by playing longer and longer 
sequences to follow. 

Follow Me is housed in a plastic case that's 5 
inches in diameter, 2 inches high 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult 
ORDER INFO FOR FOLLOW ME: Instr. incl. Re 
quires one alkaline 9-v. battery or AC Adapter. 
not incl. Order battery on p. 666. 
LASTDATE TO ORDER THIS ITEM IS JAN. 31, 1980 
49 C 65439—Shpg. wt. 8 oz 14.99 

Universa! AC Adapter 
(Not shown.) UL listed to convert 110-1204 
60-с. AC to 6. 7%; or 9-volt for use with games 
indicated or other battery-powered items of low 
voltage with adapter receptacles. Miniature and 
sub-miniature adjustable plugs. 9-volt battery clip 
tip included. 6-foot cord. Not recommended for 
children under 8. 
49 C 65244—Shpg. wt. 6 02. .94.99 

667 омс; 



ELECTRONI 

(1) Electronic Baseball. You can be the batter, or try 
your hand as a big league pitcher and show ой your 
Tastball. 5 different pitches; if you're playing alone, use 
computer” pitcher; or with another player, pitch fast 
balls, changeups, curves, sliders or knucklers. Remote 
control pitching unit lets you conceal your pitching 
strategy. LED readout keeps track of all balls, strikes, 
outs, base runners and score. You'll see flashing lights 
and hear a different sound on every play. Watch the 
players, “run” around the diamond on hit. Once you've 
hit the ball, computer decides if you'll score. No TV set 
needed. Includes scoring sheets, instr 
CONSTR: Plastic. Measures 8^ 4x6! ax1*4 in. high. 
FOR AGES. 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 3 "AA" batteries, not included: (or 
der packages below). Warranted by Entex Industries; 
for free copy, see page 3 
49 C 62275—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 928.47 
Package of 2 “AA” Alkaline Batteries 
49 C 46819—Shipping weight 2 ог. Pkg. $1.19 
Package of 2 ^C" Alkaline Batteries 
49 C 46839—Shipping weight $ oz. Pkg. 91.39 

668 

(2 and 3) Electronic Hockey and Soccer 
Hand-held electronic games let you 
another playı ice or playing 
field. You control the offense by moving puck 
ball down field, setting up shot, then shooting. 
Your opponent or the computer attempts to 
block or intercept puck or bi on defense. Blips 
of light represent cach player and blinking 
blip the puck or ball. Both games feature spe 
electronic sound effects, LED position indicators, 
digital scoring, automatic timing, 4 direction 
keys and shoot button. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, each 8%x5%4x1% 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Each uses 3 “A 
batteries, not included (order 
War for free 
copy, see page 322. 
(2) Electronic Hockey Game 
49 С 65777—Wt. 11b. 7 oz. $29.97 
(3) Electronic Soccer Game 
49 C 65779—Wr. I Ib, 7 ox. $29.97 

(4) Digital Diamond, A push-button 2-player 
baseball game. Pitcher can throw fastball or 
curve, batter can hit or miss. If it's a hit, digital 
light goes into field. The fielder-pitcher then 
pushes button to see if it's a single, double, triple, out or home run! Scoreboard registers score, men 
on base, balls, strikes, outs. No TV set needed. 
CONSTR: Plastic, 8Y4x6x214 inches high. 

GES: 6 years to ad 
RDERING INFO: Uses 2 "AA" batteries, not in 
luded (order package at left 

LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS ITEM IS JAN. 31, 1980 
49 C 65043— Shipping weight 1 Ib. $9.97 
(5) Digital Derby Auto Raceway. How many 
laps can you race before time runs out? Steer 
shift, race against other drivers but if you crash. 
tbe alarm flashes and costs you laps. 
CONSTR: Plastic, 8%4x6x214 in. Lap counter, re 
set button, automatic timer. For 1 player 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO. Uses 2 "C" batteries, not in- 
cluded (order package at left). 
49 C 62006—W:. 1 Ъ. 3 ог. $14.27 



Compare 
Look at this low price for your choice of three 

of the most popular electronic sports games ever 

Have a road race in your liv. 
ing room. shoot baskets in 
the kitchen or play footbal 
while nding in a carl These 
hand-held electronic games 

VÎ aro fun you can take almost 
anywhoro sta al 
most anyone can afford. 

The computer controls the defense and yo 
trol the offense as you try to score an Electronic 
Touchdown! Get all the excitement of a rea 
football game as you block. run, kick and even 
pass. Shake tacklers as you race downfield. Set 
up a pass play and throw the bomb. Two different 
skill levels up the defense to play 
ЅетьР; Two players can compete 

by controlling the opposing offenses. Electronic 
sound effects include referee whistles and е 
song that plays when a touchdown is scon 
displays give you time. score. downs, yards-to-gc 
and field position. Solid state design with plastic 
case 7x4 Vix Ys inches high 
AGES: 8 to adult 
ORDERING INFO: Requires one 9-volt battery or 
AC adapter. not included. order below 

LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS 
ITEM IS JANUARY 31, 1980 

49 C 65352—Shpg wt 12 oz 519.99 
DieHard 9-volt Alkaline Battery (not shown) 
49 C 46859—Shpg wt. 2 oz Each $1.49 
AC Adapter for Electronic Touchdown [not 
shown). UL listed. For use with 6, 7% or 9-vol 
electronic games. Miniature and sub-miniature 
adjustable plugs. 9-volt battery clip tip included 
110-120-v.. 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. cord. Not for chil 
dron under 8. 
49 C 65244—Shpg. м. 6 oz. $4.99 

Electronic Basketball pits your basketball skills 
against a computerized defense. It's a race 
against time as you move onto the court and 
drive past the defensive players for a lay up 
Shoot as many baskets as you can before the tim. 
er counts down 24 seconds. Action includes 
blocked shots and rebounds. Two skill levels let 
you spoed up the defense to make scoring more 
challenging. Two-player memory lets you take on 
an opponent. Sound effects for a basket made, 
turnover, end of quarter, blocked shot and end of 
game. LED scoreboard. Solid state design. Plastic 
Case measures 5 /,ex3 Vix Ya inches high overall. 
AGES: 8 to adu! 
RDERING INFORMATION: Requires 4 "AA. 

batteries. not included, order at right. 
LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS 
ITEM IS JANUARY 31, 1980 

49 C 65453—Shpg. wt. 8 oz $19.99 

ством 
| жез bas het ball 

У 1 9 99 Catteries 

Auto Race brings you the thrill of realistic race- 
way action. Try to complete 4 laps before timer 
counts down 99 as you shift gears and gun it 
up to high speed. Avoid collisions by cutting 
from lane to lane in a series calis. Hear 
your "motor" roar as you shift goars. Hear 
ound effects for victory, defeat and crack-ups. 

LED scoreboard shows elapsed time, counts 
laps and number of collisions. Solid state de 
sign. Plas 5 V3 A1 Ya in 
AGES: 7 to adult 
SRDERING INFORMATION: Requires 3 "AA 

ез. not included. order below 
LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS 
ITEM IS JANUARY 31, 1980 

49 C 65452—Shpg. wt. 8 oz $19.99 
DieHard "AA" Alkaline Batteries (nct 
shown]. For al ckage of 2 
49 C 46819 Pkg. $1.19 

auto race 



Our lowest priced 2-speed 
LARGE-CAPACITY Washer 

Wwe $328899 | s29800 
e 5 cycles. | normal, permanent press. knit 

delicate and pre-wash for heavily soiled clot! 
e 3 wash/rinse water temperature combinations let 

you tailor temperature to individual washloads 
e Self-cleaning lint filte u never dig o oggy lin 

CYCLES: Normal, permanent press, knit, delicate and pre-wash. 
R LEVELS: Extra-low, medium and extra-high for larger loads. 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL: Choose from hot wash/cold rinse, warm wash/cold 
rinse or cold wash/cold rinse that helps save energy 

TOR: Gives gentle yet thorough washing action. 
Self-cleaning lint filter . . . our most efficient filtration 

on underside of lid. Safety lid switch stops spin if lid is lifted. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-duty 2-speed motor. Po finished lid and bas 
ket. Baked enamel-finished top and cabinet р hes high 

UL listed 60-Hz. AC. 
N: See Washer Installation Infor 

Big Book for Sears specific written 
ду or write for free copy, see page 322. 

Washers without Water Saver. 
26 C 2974 1N-White. 
26 C 29746N-Go 
Washer with Wa 
26 C 3974 1N-White 

ing weight 226 pounds. 
$288.00 

n Wheat..$298.00 26 C29748N-Almond. 298.00 
Saver. Shipping weight 233 pounds. 

$318.00 

Washer and Dryer 
both available in 

white and 

Our lowest priced solid-state 
sensor LARGE-CAPACITY Dryer 

2521899 | 
d-state sensor actually “feels” moist 

shuts dryer off at the level of dryness you pre-set 
© Wrinkle Сиагае!! tumbles clothes without heat 

after drying's done to help prevent wrinkling 
e Touch-up cycle helps freshen dry, wrinkled clothes 

DRYING SYSTEM: Solid-state sensor automatic drying. Optional timed drying 
and touch-up cycle, too. One pre-set drying temperature or choose air-only 

JARD®II: Tumbles clothes every 5 minutes for up to 45 minutes after 
ying's done to help prevent heat-set wrinkles. 
ONSTR: End-of-cycle signal. Top-mounted lint screen. Full-width drop-down 

door. 6.9-cu. ft. drum. Baked enamel-finished top, cabinet. 29x2714x43 in. hig! 
MO OLORS, ELECTRICAL. ORDER INFO: UL listed. Electric Dryers-5200 
watt (S600-watt total). 220-240-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Pilot-free Natural Gas Огу 
400-watt electric start. 19,000 BTU. S-foot cord. 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. See 

79 Fall Big Book for Sears specific written warranty or write for free copy 
page 322. 
Electric Dryers. Order exhaust kit, elec. cord in Big Book. Wt. 138 Ibs. 
26C69821N-White 
26C69826N-Golden Wheat $228.00 

$218.00 
228.00 

Pilot-free Natural Gas Oryers. Order exhaust kit and gas connector in Big Book 
Shipping weight 142 pounds. 
267982 1N-White 
26C79826N-Golden Wheat $268.00 

26C69828N-Almond 

$258.00 
26C79828N-Almond 268.00 

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 
DALLAS, TX 75295 


